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Speed

and Quality

Sometimes you need SPEED
than the fast “Verichrome”

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” has record speed: fifty per cent faster even

to morning

Always you must have QUALITY

and afternoon light — three times as fast by artificial light.

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” is sensitive to all colours. With the

appropriate filter it gives an honest monochrome

rendering of the world of colour.

Kodak Super Sensitive
Panchromatic Film
KODAK
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A Great Opportunity

Try to
make this a better

new w

brand

T1AIA
flU

8

at 5
OUTFITS
SPECIAL
PRICES.
AGFA

MOVECTOR

photographic year
—a Voigtlander
camera wi
ensure it !

16-nun.
PROJECTOR
AT

Model “C”

£15:12:6

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 36/6.

List price,
£26 : 5 : 0

This is the time for resolutions — make

A light and portable projector taking standard 400-ft. 16-mm. spools, electric motor
drive, for voltages 100 and 220 A.C. or D.C.
Large-aperture jjrojection lens specially constructed for brilliancy and definition.

this one now — it’s one you'll keep !
Resolve to get better photographs by
getting a better camera. Resolve to
get a Voigtlander ! The Voigtlander
range provides a model for your needs
— at the price you wish to pay.
Founded as long ago as 1756, the firm
of Voigtlander have always put quality
first — a policy that has put their
products in the first rank. Their
models incorporate features that antici¬

Speed control to motor, *' still ” picture movement, with safety shutter, obviating
slightest risk of blistering film, high-efificiency projection lamp with outside screwcentring device. Air-cooled lamphouse, rewind movement, complete with selfcontained adjustable resistance for voltages 100 and 220, resistance for other
voltages £1 17 6 extra. Simple masking and focussing adjustment. Rock-steady and
silent running, complete in carrying-case.

AGFA

ISOLAR

pate your every need. It’s Voigtlander
for value — -it’s Voigtlander for you !

HERE

IS AN

EXAMPLE

9x12

cm. or \
and Fi

monthly

£12

SCHERING

A

Customer’s

s! You can ALWAYS

:

Bradford.

Do Better at

The Westminsters
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LTD.

Opinion

Dear Sirs, — I wish to express my thanks to you for your kindness and consideration
in this first, but assuredly not the last, transaction with you. I received the Agfa
Isolar camera in excellent condition, and, having tried it out, I may say that it is
the finest camera at the price that I have ever handled. I was extremely pleased
with the generous allowance you made me on my camera. I may say that at the
time of enquiring I also wrote to two other prominent London firms, and your offer
was better than theirs in each case. — Yours faithfully, .

3

EXCHANGE,

119, VICTORIA

( Voigtlander Dept.)
188/192, High Holborn, W.C.I
Holborn 9345 (4 lines)

: 7 : 6

A very sturdy outfit, supplied complete with 3 single metal slides, fitted w:th adapters
for
i-pl., release
and in aand
neatbook
purse
complete in box, as received from makers, with
antinous
of case,
instructions.

and indeed, a remark¬
able camera.

dealer for complete Voigtlander
list, or write direct to :

of 16/2.

Specification. — Fitted f/1.5 Agfa Solinar anastigmat in ring-controlled Compur
shutter (delayed action), speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., rack focussing 4 ft. to
infinity, double extension, rack rising and cross front, brilliant reversible (with spirt
level attached) and wire-frame finders. All-metal body, leather covered, leather
bellows, hooded focussing screen.

reflex with “compen¬
sation for true
parallax,''
ensuring
view at
close distance. All
operations visible
from above ; subject
is seen all the time.
Voigtlander Skopar
F1 3.5 in Compur.
Remarkable value

£19 iOs.

payments

List price,

Voigtlander
—
twin-lens ‘Superb'
roll-film

your

Plates

:
Nine

Ask

late. For
Packs.

LTD.

ST., S.W.1

VICTORIA

0669.

24, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2
TEMple

Bar

Ill, Oxford St., W.1
GERrard

1432.

Established

Old in Experience PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

New
AMATEUR

7165.

62, Piccadilly, W.1
REGent

over

1360.

30 years.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

BANG GO THE FINEST END ■ OF
Hughes Lunar Spirit Lamp, complete .
£1 5 0
4-in. Cooke Primoplan Wide-angle, f/6.5, iris. ... £4 17 6
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Goerz Series III f/6.8,
Mackenzie slide, 3 D.D. slides .
£5 5 0
Whole-plate 11-in. No. 9 Aldis i/7.7 Anastigmat, iris
£2 12 6
45 v 107 Verascope, f/4.5 Stellor anastigmat, rising front,
2 changing-boxes, leather case .
£7 10 0
i-pl. Roll Holder, for 31x21 roll films .
9s. 6d.
Postcard No. 3a Special Kodak, f/6.3 B. & L. Tessar. Optimo
and leather case .
£3 12 0
1-pl. Revolving Back Graflex, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter, 2 slides .
£11 17 0
Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive, resistance to 250 volts,
and case. As new .
£13 17 0
3' 21 Wirgin Folding Pocket,
Compur, 3 slides and case .

f/3.5 anastigmat, D.A.
£7 17 0

1-pl. Soho Reflex, Goerz Syntor f/6.8. Kershaw focal-plane
shutter, revolving back, Mackenzie slide, 10 envelopes and
leather case .
£9 7 0
1-pl. Voigtlander Alpine Folding Pocket, Collinear f/6.8.
Compound shutter, triple extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£4 17 0
21 Square Rolleiflex. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
filter, and leather case .
£12 17 0
1-pl. Latest Sanderson, Ross Xpres f/4.5. D.A. Compur
shutter, rising and cross front, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£18 17 0
3' >*2A Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, selfcapping focal-plane shutter, F.P. adapter, c«ose. .. . £10 17 0
35-mm. Leitz Uleja Projector, projection lens, electric
fittings. New condition .
£0 0 0
1-pl. Shew

Reflector

Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, focal-plane

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P.
slides .

Cooke

and

16-mm. films,
£25 0 0

f/4.5, revolving

back,
£6 17

6
0

1-pl. Maximar Folding Pocket, double extension, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f '4.5. D.A. Compur. 5 slides and case .
£7 10 0
la 4i • 2' Folding Kodak, Landscape lens, speeded 10s.
shutter
9d.
31 x 2J Miraphot Enlarger, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, electric
fittings. New condition .
£7 7 0
31 21 Minimum Palmos Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£11 17 0
1-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Celor f/4.5, 6 double
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 0 0
8 - 24 Ross Stereo Prismatic Binoculars, leatherA - case. New
in. £7 10 0
condition .
co
nd
en
se
r

90/94 FLEET
LONDON,

leat

her

case

E.C.4
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Phone : CENT.

9391

FIRST EASY
PAYMENT
Gets your BARGAIN
.

Buy

now

value.

from

Nine

5/- if under
any

of our

this

months

unprecedented
to pay — only

£4

1

7
Choose

£5.

branches

from

0

display

of

added,

or

bargains

of

5%

the

USE YOUR PURCHASE
WHILE PAYING FOR IT
FREE APPROVALS POST-BUYERS
This concession is granted — against fu'.l cash
deposit — to enable you to see what you are buying.
If goods are returned unapproved
within five
days,

full cash

is refunded

without

light filter. As new
£2 17 0
shutter, 5
£5 10 0

f/4.5, focal-plane

4t > 2 A No. la Cocarette,
and case .

f/6.3 anastigmat,

speeded shutter
£2 7 6

3x4 cm. Box Tengor, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat and leather
case .
£1 10 0
Leitz Hektor f/2.5 Anastigmat for Leica .
£6 17 6
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot Roll Film, f/6.3 anasti-rmat
and leather case .
£2 17 6
31 x 21 T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke
and 6 slides .

f/4.5, focal-plane shutter
£7 17 6

i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter, 3 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter, leather case. . £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar lens. 3 slides,
motor drive and leather case .
£12 17 6
16-mm. Kinamo S10, Carl Zeiss Tessar
motor drive, leather case .
16-mm.
resistance
91-mm.

f/4.5 anastigmat,
£8 17 6

Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt lamp,
to 250 volts. New condition .
Coronet

Projector,

suitable

motor drive.
£37 10 0

on all voltages
£1 12 6
f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive,
£7 7 0

9A-mm. Pathe Motocamera,
leather case .

for use

1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 17 6
Postcard Folding Pocket, Bitner f/6.8 anastigmat, Compur
shutter, double extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£2 12 6
Enlarger,

f/6.8

anastigmat,

long

extension,

Postcard T.-P. Reflex, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, focal-plane shut¬
ter, reversing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter .
£1217
6
i-pl. No. 3 F.P. Kodak,
12 x 10

Enlarging

R.R., speeded

Easel,

glass

shutter,

front.

New

leather
10s. case
9d.
condition
£13

9

3x4 Mentor V.P., f/3.5 Tessar, latest Compur shutter,
and case .
. . £11 7 6
Leitz Microscope, coarse and fine adjustment, mechanical
stage, 2 objectives, 2/3rds, and l/6th, l/12th oil-immersion,
and case. As new .
£17 17 0

84 Aldersgate

i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R. and case. .10*.. 6d.
9 '-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix
attachment, filter and leather case .
£2 6 9
Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto, rack mopnt .
£2 15 0
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz, Celor f/4.8, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case .
.
£6 10 0

LONDON,

E.C.1

P.C. Ernemann Folding Reflex, 7-in. f/4.5 Tessar. revolving
back. 6 double slides and case .
£11 17 6

.

V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5 Ross
Unsoiled .

Xpres,

Diomatic

shutter.
£5 15 0

P.C. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
Pathescope Kid Projector,
screen, 0 films .

complete

31 x 2i Nagel Triumph, f/6.3 anastigmat .
£2 8 9
No. 1 Special Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat, Diomatic shutter
£5 12 6
No. 1 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Diomatic shutter.
Unsoiled .
£2 19 6
£4
2C Special Kodak,
f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compur shutter,
7
leather case. Unsoiled
.
£5 2 6
6
i-pl. Tenax Roll Film, f/6.8 Dagor, in Compur. . £3 19 6
i-pl. Carbine Roll Film, f/6.8 Cooke, in fully-speeded shutter

Donble-claw Pathe Projector, motor
ment, added resistance .

£1 19 6
31 x 21 No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/6.3 Aldis in speeded
shutter. Unsoiled .
£2 10 0
31 x 2i Foth Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat .
£2 12 6
3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Speed Focal-plane, f/4.5 Aldis.
Cost £14 10s. Complete in leather case .
£9 2 6
3i x 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat, in
Compur, canvas case. As new. Cost over £18. . £10 17 6
i-pl. Double Extension Tudor Folding Plate, f/5.8 Isostigmar
in Automat shutter. 6 slides .
£1 2 6

Latest Model Motocamera,
lens .

9 x 12 and i-pl. Double Extension Folding, f/4.5 Meyer anas¬
tigmat in Compur, G slides .
£4 19 6
i-pl. Zodellar Folding Pocket, double
Jlex Universal, 3 slides .
i-pl. Tenax Folding Plate, double
Compound. 3 slides .
Focal-plane,

extension,

extension,

f/4.8 in
£3 1 9

f/6.8 Goerz, in
£3 2 6

f/5.5 anastigmat,

6 slides
£1 19 6
31 x 2J Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 double
book -form slides, leather case .
£12 17 6
V.P. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, F.P. adapter only
£6 17 6
V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat 6 slides. .£250
V.P. Bijou T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Taylor-Hobson anast’gmat
lens, self-capping shutter, speeded to 1 '1,000th sec., revolving
back, 3 double slides. F.P. adapter, canvas case. . £11 17 6
3i > 2* Zodellar de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke, self¬
capping shutter, speeded to 1/1. 000th sec., revolving back,
2 double slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
3A - 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, reversing back,
3* x 24 T.-P., f/4.5 Carl Zeiss anastigmat, 6 slides £7 2
31 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis lens. . £1 19

6
6

i-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex, 61 -in. Ross Xpres leDs, 3 double
slides and changing-box, leather case .
£19 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/3.9 anastigmat, reversing
back, 6 slides .
£6 17 6

quibble.

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis, 6 slides .

£8 17

6

i-pl. T.-P., f/4.8 Ruby

£3 19

6

anastigmat^

6 slides ....

Double-claw

Pathe

Projector,

G slides.

driven,

complete

f/2.5 anastigmat

.
es
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resistance
£4 12 0

and

Telephoto
£13 13 0

5 4 Turner, Son & Hope Hand and Stand, f/5.8 Ensign
anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded to l/l,000th
sec., reversing back, 3 double plate-holders .
£4 2 6
P.C. Triple Extension Hand and Stand, high rising front.,
reversing back, f/6.8 Blitz double anastigmat lens, Koilos
fully-speeded

shutter, 0 single metal dark slides, leather case
£3 19 6
i-pl. Double Extension C.B. Field, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatlc
lens, roller-blind shutter, 3 double book-form dark slides,
turntable, tripod. .
£4 17 6

i-pl. T.-P. Triple Extension C.B. Field, f/6.8 Blitz double
anastigmat lens, roller-blind shutter, 3 double book-form
dark slides, tripod. New condition .
£3 3 0
5 4 Triple Extension C.B. Field, rising and swing front, f/6
Dallmeyer Stigmatic lens, roller-blind shutter, 4 double bookform dark slides, tripod and case .
£4 4 0
P.C. Triple Extension C.B. T.-P. Field, high rising front,
roller-blind shutter, reversing back. 2 double book-form dark
slides, canvas case, tripod. Brand new condition £2 17 0
4-pl. S.B. B.B. Outfit, rising and cross front, f/4.5 Ross
anastigmat lens, double swing and reversing back, 2 double
book-form dark slides, tripod and case .
£6 17 0
Whole-plate Studio Outfit, 12-in. f/3.5 Cooke Portrait lens,
soft-focus diffusion. 30-in. extension, double swing back, 2
repeating dark slides .
£10 16 0
Kodak Vertical Enlarger, complete with electric fittings.
Cost £10 17s. 6d .
£C 17 6
34 24 Butcher’s Noxa Enlarger, complete with f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat lens, electric fittings, enlarging board .
£517
6
31 • 2 A Ensign Vertical Enlarger, complete with electric
fittings, condenser and enlarging board .
£5 5 0
12-in. f/0 Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto Lens. Brand new
condition .
£6 5 0

AND

id

“ THE

super attach¬
£8 17 6

with

4-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/5.8 Beck Isostigmar lens,
Compound shutter, Mackeuzie-Wishart and 6 envelopes
£6 17 6

sl

MENTION

Cost £18 10s.
£12 17 6

in travelling-case and
£2 15 0

16-mm. Cine Camera, f/2.8 anastigmat lens and leather
case. Unsoiled .
£12 17 6
16-mm. Ica Kinamo, f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar .
£7 17 6
9.5 Coronet Cine Camera .
£1 19 6
£16
0
9.5-mrn. Hand-turn Pathe Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat

C I T Y SALE
PLEASE

St

Phone : NAT. 0591

1-pl. Popular Pressman, f/4.5 Aldis. 6 slides _
£4 12 0
5 x 4 Minex de Luxe, 7-iD. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 double
book-form slides and case .
£25 0 0

4x3 cm. Weeny-TTltrix Roll Film, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar. Compur
shutter. New condition .
£8 2 6

3§ x 2A Salex

and —

f/6.3 anastigmat,

0x41 cm. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, 2 cases .
£3 3 0

1-pl. T.-P.

shutter,

1-pl. Lancaster Enlarger, Aldis f/6.3 anastigmat, condenser,
electric fittings. New condition .
£4 7 6
10 8 Conical Bellows Field, R.R. lens, 3 double slides and
canvas case .
£2 17 0
Model D Bolex Projector, for 9A-mm.
resistance to 250 volts, motor drive .

31 x 2i Six-20 Kodak,

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke
slides .
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SEASON BARGAINSeverOffered!
Model C Kodascope Projector.
resistance .

100-watt

1-pl. A.P.M. Reflex, rack reversing
tigmat, 6 slides .

Camera,

adjustable
£7 4 9

back, f/4.5 Cooke anas¬
£4 4 0

31 x 21 Murer de Luxe Reflex, revolving
mat. 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
16-mm. Victor Cine
shutter .

lamp,

f/3.5

back,

f/4.5 anastig¬
£4 8 9

Wollensak. speeded
£18 18 0

1-pl. Ensign Enlarger, f/6 Aldis anastigmat,
electric fittings .

5 A -in. condenser,
£4 8 9

Pathescope Home
Projector, type 8 motor, 9uper-reel
attachment, group resistance .
£6 18 6
4J x 6 lea Bebe, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£4 8 9
31 x 21 Murer Collapsible Focal-plane All-metal Press
Camera, f/3.8 anastigmat. 6 slides. F.P. adapter. . . £3 13 9
31 x 21 Latest Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/2.7
Car Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£21 10 0
1-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.8 Goerz Celor, f/6 Dallmeyer Popular
Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£13 7 6
31 x 21 Latest Ensign Speed Roll-film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat .
£5 11 6
Pair of Zeiss 7x50 Binoctar Binoculars, large pupils,
leather case. Cost £20 17s .
£13 7 6
Microscope by Field, 2 objectives, 2 eyepieces, inclinable,
mahogany case .
£2 2 0
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 Aldis, case £19
9
31x21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis.... £1 19 6
9 x 12 and 1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar
ens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £40
£6 18 9
1-pl. Planex Reflex, reversing back, focal-plane shutter,
f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, 2 D.D. slides .
£2 6 9
31 x 21 Westminster Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/6. 8
Ernemann anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides. 3 single elides, leather
case .
£4 2 6
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar
case .
1-pl. Ensign
shutter, Goerz

59

CHEAPSIDE

LONDON,

E.C.2

35-mm. DeVry Projector, high intensity lamp, motor drive,
resistance to 250 volts, with case .
£14 14 0
91-mm. Pathe Luxe Cine Camera, Meyer f/1.5, 2-in. f/2.7
Tessar, and complete in leather case .
£18 18 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt lamp, motor drive,
forward and reverse movements, resistance to 250 volts,
complete in case. As new .
£37 10 0
16-mm. Model C Kodascope Projector, 200-watt lamp, motor
drive, resistance to 250 volts .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, hand-turn model, suitable for
any voltage .
.' .
£1 5 0
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, motor drive, suitable for anv
voltage .
£1 19 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather
case .
£7 7 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.5 anastigmat, f/6 Telephoto,
leather case .
£14 14 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £25
£8 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6. 5 anastigmat. Cost
£18 18s .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1. 9 anastigmat. Cost£31
£16 1610s.0
16-mm. Model K Cine-Kodak, f/1 .9 anastigmat,
leather case. Cost £41 10s .

detachable,
£27 10 0

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat,
leather case .
10-mm. No. 75 Filmo, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat.

2 speeds,
£8 17 6
Cost £35
£15 15 0

18-mm. Keystone Cine Camera, takes 50 ft. or 100 ft.,
f/4.5 anastigmat, clock-work motor. As new. Cost £21

53 18 6

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak
tance. Cost £18 18s .
16-mm. Kodak Cine Projector,
case, resistance .

Projector,
230-watt

adjustable resis¬
£9 9 0
lamp,

travelling
£19 17 g

180-watt Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, adjustable resis¬
tance, travelling case .
£18 18 0
21 x 31 Folding Brownie, Rectilinear lens, speeded shutter,
l/25th to 1/I00th sec., focussing adjustment, reflex finder
_ .
.
„
16s. 6d.
Leitz Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, l/25th to l/500tb sec., D.V. finder, range-finder and
leather case .
. £7 15 g
21 31 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing,
brilliant and D.V. finder .
£7 10 0
31 x 21 Regular Ensign, Lumar f/6.3, Trichro shutter, focus¬
sing, and leather case .
£1 19 g

range-finder, leather
£7 16 0

£3 18
Wray Vertical Enlarger for cin£ or Leica negatives,
f/3.59
anastigmat, 16-watt lamp, base easel .
£3 3 0
3a F.P. Kodak, f/7.2 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compound shutter,
leather case. Cost £16 16s .
.
£3 2 6

Phone : CITY 1124

16-mra. Ensign Super Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat.
2-in, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, 4-in. f/4.5 Telephoto, adjust¬
able speeds, D.V. finder, hand crank, complete in carrying-ease.
As new .
£29 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell 70 DA Camera, with turret front, fitted
with 1-in. f/i.5, 2-in. f/3.5 and 3-in. f/3.5 lenses, 7 speeds,
critical focusser. footage indicator, masking finder, motor
drive, complete in leather case. Cost£121 .
£73 15 0

anastigmat,

de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, self-capping
f/6.8 Dagor lens, 3 D.D. slides, leather case

31 x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, self-erecting, f/7.7 anastigmat,
auto, hotter .
£19
9
As

la Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat.
new .

auto, speeded

MENTION

“THE

or 100 ft., f/3.5 anastigmat.
£7 13 6

i— pi. N. &'G. Square Reflex, revolving back, Zeiss Convertible
Protar f/6.3, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£40 .
£8 17 6
Latest 31 • 21 Agfa Tropical Roll Film, covered brown
leather, f/4.5 anastigmat, Agfa speeded shutter. Cost £7 15s.
As uew .
£3 3 0
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
slides, leather case .
9.5-mm.

Pathe

Cine Camera,

Serrac,

21^31 Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak
shutter, focussing adjustment, D.V.
As new. List price £4 10s. 6d .

anastigmat, Everset
finder, leather case.
£2 7 6

21 ■ 31 Dallmeyer Snapshot Camera, f/6 Dallmeyer anastig¬
mat, T. and T. shutter, deep focussing adjustment. New
condition. List price £5 5s .
£2 15 0
2} x 31 Ensign Autospeed Roll Film Focal-plane, f/3.4 Aldis
anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 000th sec., D.V. finder, flexible release. Unsoiled £9 17 6
21 3 1 No. 5 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/6.8 Cooke-Butcher
anastigmat, Lukos III shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., radial focus¬
sing, rising front, brilliant and D.V. finders .
£2 11 9
2.1 31 Enolde Roll Film, f/4.5 anast’gmat lens. Everset
speeded shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec., focussing adjustment
with patent automatic range-finder, combined with focussing
adjustment, D.V finder. New condition .
£3 7 6
2jx31 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur D.A. shutter. 1 to 1 /250th sec., rising and cross front,
double extension, brilliant and frame finders, plate back,
hooded screen, 3 slides. New condition .
£12 17 6
21 x 31 No. 1 Special Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak anastigmat, Kodamatic shutter, 4 to l/200th sec., micrometer focussing, rever¬
sible brilliant finder, leather bellows. As new.... £4 17 6
21 x 31 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, Everset
shutter, j to l/100th sec., radial focussing, reversible brilliant
and D.V. finders. New condition .
£3 3 0
V.P. N. & G. Sibyl Daylight Enlarger, complete with adapters
for use with complete camera, enlarging to £ -plate. £12
Cost £76
34 ■ 24 Ensign Portrait Enlarger, complete
and electric fittings, 15 12 easel .

with

condenser
£5 2 6

1-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, constructed of mahogany, long
extension, negative carrier, 54-in. condenser, bellows exten¬
sion to lampbouse, f/6.8 anastigmat lens. New condition.
Cost £8 5s .
£4 17 6
9x12 Ihagee Focal-plane, f/3,,5 Trioplan anastigmat lens,
self-capping shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 single metal
dark slides. Brand new condition .
£16 5 0

Motrix motor
£2 14 6
anastigmat, Compur,
£3 7 6

41 6 cm. lea Atom, f/4.5 Dominar
3 slides, F.P. adapter .

45 > 107 Jules Richard Verascope, pair R.R. lenses, T. and
shutter, changing-box, leather case. Cost £10 10s. £2 2
Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 anastigmat, leather case

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6 Aldis anastigmat. Acme
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.. Duo and Trio lenses, 3 D.D. slides,
case .
£4 18 9
31 x 21 Dallmeyer

Roll Film, i/2.9 Pentac, Compur shutter
£8 5 0
31 21 All-metal Gaumont Blocknote Compact Folding,
Zeiss anastigmat, T. and I. shutter. 6. slides .
£1 19 6
Several Good Microscopes by leading makers, at moderate
prices. Details on application.
j-pl. T.-P. Reflex, self-capping shutter, Zeiss Triotar lens
f/4.5. 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
Leitz Leica, f/2.5 lens, range-finder, leather case £13 7 6
1-pl- Tropical Sanderson, teak, f/5.4 C-ollinear anastigmat,
Compur, 6 D.D. slides, leather case .
£7 17 6
Clearance of Prismatic Binoculars at Bargain Prices. Write
for details

f/6.8, speeded
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shutter,
£1 19 6

anastigmat,
£2 18 9

1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, rack focus, f/4.5 Yelos anas¬
tigmat, 5 slides .
£4 17 6
6 x 13 Stereo Mentor Reflex, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses,
focal-plane shutter, 3 D.l). slides, leather ease. . . . £14 10 0

54 LIME
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E.C.3

0180

SEND FOR
IOO-PAGE
FREE CATALOGUE
Containing
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pages
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value
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home movies is here. Get it now, post free.
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The Institute of
Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.
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or

EXCHANGES
Highest

allowances

on
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part

pay¬

used

apparatus

in

ment

for a better

purchase.

EVERY

BARGAIN

Fully GUARANTEED

(1929) LTD
”

brand

new * still ’ and cin6 apparatus — the remainder of
the book is packed with used, but fully guaranteed,

9 x 12 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Tessar, shutter speeded
from l/3rd to 1 /2,000th sec. and time, 6 slides, F.P adapter,
leather case. Cost £50 .
£27 10 0

6 4£ cm. V.P. Blocknote, Goerz Dagor
6 slides and leather case .

I.
0

31 x 21 Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. . . £3 18 6
1-pl. Regular Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/5.8 Convertible
Beck Isostigmar, 3 D.D. slides .
£4 10 0
P.C. Sanderson, triple extension, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens.
Volute shutter, 3 to l/150th sec., 3 D.D. slides _
£4 10 0
Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat .£126
31x21 Halma de Luxe Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, selferecting, auto, speeded shutter, delayed action. .£249
34 x 24 Makina Compact Folding, f/3.2 anastigmat. Com¬
pound shutter, 6 slides, F.F. adapter, case .
£5 18 9
V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, focussing and
purse .
£3 18 9
9 x 12 and 1-pl. All-metal Voigtlander Bergheil Folding,
double extension, f/4.5 Heliar lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£6 6 0
Latest Pathe Kid, adjustable resistance .
£1 17 6

9 ■ 12 Goerz Self-capping Anschutz Focal-plane, f/3.5 Goerz
Dogmar, 3 doable plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather
£15 15case0

7 x 50 Ross Stepnite Prismatic Binocular, eyecup focussing,
bending bar, double slings and leather case .
£15 15 0
7 x Day and Knight Prismatic Binocular, by Barr & Stroud,
eyecup focussing, 50-mm. O.G., double slings and leather
case .
£17 17 0

6 bool-form
£8 8 0

f/3.5 anastigmat,

3j x 21 No. 7 Roll Film Carbine, f/4.5 Ensignar
Mulchro shutter, leather case .

EXCHANGE
PLEASE

shutter.
£1 19 9

Model B Cine-Kodak, for 60
Cost £25 .
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WE take advantage of the

No. 2356.

If there was a card picked out by its
possessor to be shown with some
interest it was generally a photo¬
graph, we noticed, either an ordinary
portrait, professional or other, “ My
nephew,” or, with more pride,
“ My nephew’s work.” Certainly if
one wants to pay a compliment to
one’s friend it is better to send him
something over which one has taken
thought and trouble,' even as one
must have done in the most com¬
monplace “ snap,” than to buy for
a few pence a thing of gaudy print
and stereotyped sentiment.
A

Perfect

Partnership.

To the list of perfect partnerships,
to which belong such instances as
Tristan and Isolde, Gilbert and
Sullivan, Hobbs and Sutcliffe, and
Hurter and Driffield, has to be added
metol and hydroquinone. We have
long known this excellent pair of
performers, which in their various
combinations are irresistible, but
now a cold investigation of them
has been made by German scientists,
whose results have been communi¬
cated in learned papers to the

Christmas Party Competition.
In response to many requests we
have made the closing date for this
competition Wednesday .J anuary 17th .
It has been justly pointed out that
the period between Christmas and
the date originally fixed for sending
in prints was all too short to permit
of the production of good com¬
petition prints' or enlargements from
negatives made during the Christmas
holiday. The extension of time,
therefore, will allow entries to be
properly prepared to the satisfaction
of the competitors. The few simple

International Congress of Photo¬
graphy and, at its last meeting, to
the Royal Photographic Society,
and it appears that metol and
hydroquinone fulfil the conditions
of a successful partnership by each
contributing something of which
the other is incapable. Metol begins
to act on the emulsion at quite

rules were given in last week’s issue
of “The A.P.”

a low hydrogen-ion concentration,
while hydroquinone requires quite

Cards.

Was photography more in evi¬
dence this year than usual in those
ephemeral souvenirs which grace
or otherwise the mantelpiece for
Christmas and twelve days there¬
after, and then are known no more ?

Vol. LXXVII.

Copyright— Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

opportunity afforded by
this first issue of “ The
A.P.” in 1934 to wish all our readers
a very happy and prosperous New
Year. May their interest in photo¬
graphy increase and strengthen, and
may all their efforts be crowned
with success. To the great number
of readers — many of whom are
unknown to us personally — in all
parts of the world, and to all those
with whom we are acquainted,
who have sent us seasonable greet¬
ings, we would express our sincere
thanks. As, in many cases, the
greetings have taken the form of
specially prepared examples of the
photographic work of the senders,
they are doubly welcome. We
greatly appreciate these tokens of
goodwill and the kindly thoughts
that prompted them.

Christmas

Dorset Mouse,

a considerable degree of such con¬
centration ; but when it does get

After

the

Thaw.

A snapshot in a London park after the
break-up of the ice.
1

going it makes things hum. Metol
is capable of starting the action in
the emulsion, and when that start
has been made, then hydroquinone
gets busy.

Metol

overcomes

the
7
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on view had cost, it was stated,
something like ninety pounds, and
Dr. Spencer said that the cost of
an instrument presently to be offered
commercially would depend upon
the demand, but if any considerable
number of people are eager to do
three-colour work by single exposure,
then the price will be accordingly
reduced. A second and less clumsy
model is now under construction.

production. It owes its existence
to a recognition of the fact that
there is need for some means of

induction period, and then hydroquinone exerts its normal action.
What it all comes to, in effect, is
what we have known all along, that
three or four parts of hydroquinone
to one of metol is definitely the best
proportion. The function of science
once again is to follow up and
justify the conclusions of the prac¬
tical experimenter.

obtaining three-colour negatives with
a much shorter exposure than is
possible with the automatic repeat¬
ing back, when it is desired to get
colour snapshots of small children,
flashlights, or topical events in the
open air, for all of which the repeat¬
ing back is too cumbersome and
slow. The critical arrangement of
mirrors and reflectors by which the
miracle of one exposure has been
wrought, would take too long to
describe, if, indeed, it could be
described apart from some most
complicated diagrams. The first
model of the apparatus which was

Colour Snapshots.
The one-exposure three-colour
camera which Dr. D. A. Spencer
showed at the Royal Photographic
Society on the occasion of the
demonstration evening just before
Christmas is a really ingenious

Meanwhile,

examples

of the three

negatives thus produced— the subject
being running water, which is a
pretty fair test of
were shown, as also
snapshots which had
November sunlight
second at f/4.5.

The A mateur Photographer ” E XPOSURE

simultaneity —
printed colour
been taken in
in r/25th of a

T ABLE— January

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 11 in the morning and 1 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured, or if stop f/11 is used. For f/16 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 11 a.m. or from 1 to 3 p.m. double these exposures. From 8 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 4 p.m. treble them.
Ordinary

Subject.

Open

seascapes

and

cloud

studies

. .

1/15
1/8

Open landscapes with no very heavyshadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes

in fog or

foreground,

mist,

well-lighted

or with

street

Buildings or trees occupying
of picture

1/3
1/2

. .

portion

Portraits or groups taken out of doors,
too much shut in by buildings . .

Medium

1
2

not

8

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

Plate.

1/25

8

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.

,,
Pan. Fleet.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
,,
,,

Eclipse.
Eclipse Ortho
Eclipse Soft.

Soft.

,,
Eclipse Ortho.
,,
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
Kodak, Verichrome Film.

Extra

Rapid

Plate.

1/12
1/4
1/3

y y

* *

y y

secs.

1/25

1/60

3/4
2
secs.

1/10
1/6
1/3
1

6

4

* J

y *

y *

„
„ Rapid.
{solar.
,, Extra
,, Iso
Isolar.
,,
Rapid.
,,
,, ,, Chromo.
,, RollS.R.
Film.
Barnet,
Pan.
„
Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.
,,
,,
,,

Portrait.
Roll Film.
Special E.R.

2

y *

1/30

1*

y *

1/12
1/8
1/4

* y*

secs.

Plate.

sec.
1/75

> *

1/40
y y
y y

y y

y *

y *

Ultra Rapid

sec.

sec.
1/45

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and
Ultra Rapid.
Marion, Record.
Herzog, Ortho-Isodux Film Pack.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
„ Selochrome
Iso Record.
Selo,
Roll Film and
„ Super Pan. Film.
,,
Iso Zenith.
Film Pack.
„ Super-speed Film.
„
Hypersensitive
Pan.
Plates
and
Films.
,, Isochrom Film.
,, Selo. Pan. Roll Film.
Standard, Film.
Fast).
,, Ultra Special.
,,
Portrait Film (Ortho
Wellington, Anti-screen.
Barnet, Press and Super Press.
XL Super-speed Ortho.
,,
Monarch.
X Press.Roll Film
Zeiss ,,
Ikon, Pernox
Soft Panchromatic.
and Packs.
,,
Press.
Studio Fast.
,,
S.S. Ex. Sens.
Extra
Rapid.
Ultra Rapid.
,,
Zenith Ex. Sens.
Agfa, Chromo.
Criterion, Enelite.
„
S.G.
Pan.
Illingworth, Fie t.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.
„
,,

Plate.

* *

As

„
S.S. Cut Film.
,, S.S. Pan. Film.
Gevaert, Super Sensiraa.
„
Sensima Fast.
,,
Sensima Ortho.
,,
Super Chromosa.
,,
Roll Films and Packs.
IIauff, Ultra Rapid.
,, Ulcroma.
,, Ultra Roll Film and Pack.

Rapid

sec.

sec.

y *

strong

scenes

greater

Plate.

y y

y y

1/15
1/10
1/2
1/5

y y

y y

3/4 secs.
3

y y
y y

2

secs.

market. They have been divided into groups, which approximately
films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.
Ensign, Roll Film.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
,,

Chromosa.

,,
Regular Cut Film.
„ Analo-Flavin.
S.R.
Haupf,
,,

Extra

Rapid.

,,
Commercial Ortho
Imperial, Non-Filter.

,, E.R.
Ortho.and Pack.
,,
Roll Film
Ilford, Auto. Filter.

„
S.R.
Kodak, Cut Film.
,,
S.R. Ortho.
Lumiere, Extra Rapide.
„
S.R.

„
S.R. Pan.
,,
Pan. Film.
,,
Rapid Chromatic.
Imperial, Non-filter (new series).

,,
Instantanee.
Medium .
„
Pelliculalre.
Ilford, Empress.

,,
Eclipse Pan. B.
,, Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Kodak,
and Film Pack.
Pathe, Roll Film.
Selo, Roll Film.
Pack.
Rapid.
Zeiss Ikon, Roll Film and Film

,,
Chromatic.
Barnet,
Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.

Barnet,

S.R.

,, Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.

Ordinary.

„
Ordinary
Gevaert,
Ordinary.
Ilford, Ordinary.
Imperial, Ordinary.
,, Rapid Process
„

Iso.

Pan.

Pan. Process.

Film.
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RESOLUTIONS

Everybody makes a good resolution at some time or another ; but the amateur
photographer has less excuse for breaking his than most people ; at least, now
that the whole of the photographic industry is pandering to his every whim. It is,
however, an excellent plan to get good resolutions going early in the year, and
to strive to accomplish at least one new thing during the ensuing months.

THE hobby of photography

has the advantage of always
having new worlds to con¬
quer. Even the advanced worker
can attempt something new. Wit¬
ness, for instance, the introduction
of "the miniature camera for the
advanced worker in place of the
more cumbersome apparatus of our
predecessors. Even the handling of
one of these tiny cameras and its
materials is an adventure to the
man who has scorned anything
smaller than quarter-plate.
This position, of course, may be
reversed, and the man accustomed
to the use of a small-size camera
may like to obtain a larger-size
instrument, which may be obtained
nowadays quite cheaply.
Improve

your

Equipment.

But the most likely resolution the
photographer is inclined to make is
the addition of an accessory of some
kind to the apparatus he already
possesses. For instance, a resolve
to use colour filters with panchroma¬
tic films or plates will be a worthy
one, and the amateur who has
never used these accessories will be
more than repaid for the small
expenditure he has made.
Purchasing a tripod perhaps ought
not to come under the heading of
resolutions, since it should be part of
most
ever,
f/2.9
want
time
So

amateurs’ equipment. If, how¬
your lens is not in the region of
or larger you will be certain to
a tripod of some sort at some
or other.
much has been said about

exposure meters that we suppose
the resolution to use one in the
future will not be a necessary
one to most readers. There may,
however, be some beginners who
do not use one, and this is the time
to resolve to remedy that omission,
and the sooner the better. This
accessory need not be expensive;
indeed, one is given freely in this
journal each month. The one in
the Burroughs Wellcome Handbook

is both ingenious and effective ; but
if you have wealth the newer
photo-electric meters are a de luxe
accessory. It is, however, useless
to have an exposure meter if you
do not learn how to use it.
Even the owner of the humble
box-camera need not be left out of
the list of resolution-makers. Pan¬
chromatic films have been introduced
at a slightly increased cost over the
ordinary ones, and the use of a spool
or two of these on suitable subjects
is an agreeable change.
Make

Bigger

and

Better

Prints.

Exhibition prints demand an en¬
larger, and doubtless many a begin¬
ner is debarred from entering his
print because of its size. But an
enlarger is an expensive item, which
in these times is a drawback. How¬
ever, here the manufacturers’ enter¬
prise is seen, since enlargers may
be obtained which, using your own
camera, work out much cheaper
than the complete instrument. To
the man who has the necessary
cash one of the new vertical type
enlargers will make a strong appeal.
Mention of enlargers brings us to
the question of printing mediums,
and an attempt should be made to
try at least one new process, chlorobromide, bromoil, carbro, oil-rein¬
forcement, to mention a few. All
these give a new interest to the
hobby, and are very valuable from
this point of view.
Lighting outfits will provide the
amateur with a much wider scope for
his indoor work, and a resolve to
purchase and use one or more of
these will repay any worker.
Mounting is probably one of those
processes which is most hurried
over by ordinary photographers,
and with the mountant usually
employed this is not surprising.
Big prints are much better mounted
by the dry-mounting process, and
an amateur who has once mastered
this process is not likely to return
3

to the paste mountant in a hurry.
The ubiquitous electric iron has
made this process much less expen¬
sive than it previously was, and the
amateur who makes up his mind
to mount by the dry-mounting
process need have no fear that this
ordinary piece of household appara¬
tus is not adequate for his purpose.
When the autumn comes many
workers commence to attempt to
make lantern slides, only to find
that. they never made their negatives
for this purpose. A good negative
is essential for lantern-slide making,
and it is during the finer months of
the year when picture-making is
so much the order of the day that
negative-making is liable to get
scamped. Resolving to make nega¬
tives for slides will avoid much
disappointment

in the later months.

Stimulating

Another

Interest.

excellent resolution, and

one quite
every worker’s
reach,
is to within
try to interest
someone
else in the hobby. It is far more
interesting than is generally sup¬
posed to take the tyro under your
wing and give him hints, albeit not
in an aggressive, truculent manner.
Then the question of specialising
in certain subjects has often been
advocated in these pages, and the
idea of taking up just one particular
one — -not, of course, neglecting or¬
dinary
subjects
in the
—
for a few
months
willmeanwhile
often lead
to specialising.
One of the resolutions that is most
frequently broken is that of intend¬
ing to send in pictures to the
exhibitions or competitions. The
making of the print is liable to
be driven off till the last moment,
with the consequence that it is
not ready on the closing date for
entries. The effort of getting the
print made and hanging it some¬
where so that it can frequently be
seen will not only ensure its being
made in time, but will also give a
better idea of its pictorial value.
9
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An easy and efficient method of Dry

Mounting for the Amateur

WITHOUT a doubt the mounting

of our photographs is the
most tiresome and uninter¬
esting part of the work ; and yet,
to produce properly finished pictures
and to preserve them it is essential
that they should be affixed to a
mount of some kind or in an album.
Slip-in mounts can be obtained,
but as these are always of stock sizes
they are not generally very satisfactory,
and the same can be said of most
mounting corners and other simplified
methods. It is, therefore, necessary
to use some form of adhesive, and in
the past I have used starch and various
paste mountants that are sold ; but

4

By T. W.

RIDGE.

temperature should be considerably
lower than that required for ordinary
ironing. If too cool, however, it
simply means that a longer application
is required.
The mount should be laid on a

size a little larger than that of the
print. A piece about 10J x 8£ will
be suitable for all print sizes up to
10x8. To the back of this a strip of
wood about
in. wide by 1 in. thick
should be fixed to form a handle and

smooth pad of newspaper, about a
dozen thicknesses, so that an even
pressure can be applied. The print
should be placed in position on the
mount, and while holding it, so that
it cannot move, cover part of the print
with a piece of clean paper and apply

a stiffening rib. Although not essential
it is better to glue to the face of the
board a piece of thin aluminium sheet
to enable the print to cool quicker.
The board could be made from a piece
of stout plymax, which is a plywood
having one side covered with metal.

the iron with a firm pressure for a
few seconds to fix it temporarily. (See
illustration.)

After ironing all over so that the
print is all hot, remove the iron and

have always found the process some¬
what messy. Even when the photo¬
graphs do stick down properly it is
found when they are dry that the
pages of the album or the mount, if
at all thin, will become curled and
cockled.
Having tried almost all forms of
wet mountant, a solution of shellac
and methylated spirit was recom¬
mended, but I found this even more
messy. However, this led me to try
a dry-mounting process using the
same solution. The results obtained
are entirely satisfactory, the prints
adhering firmly, and lying perfectly
flat, and the process being quick and
clean. My one regret is that I cannot
remove all my old prints and remount
them by this method.
Making

the

Mountant.

To make the mountant, take four
ounces of orange shellac, or white
bleached shellac can be used and will
make a lighter-coloured solution. Place
this in a bottle, cover with about a
quarter-pint of methylated spirit, and
leave for about twenty-four hours,
when it will dissolve and form the
mountant, which, when strained, will
be ready for use.
A piece of an old silk stocking tied
over the top of a tin will be found to
make an excellent strainer.
This mountant is applied to the
back of the print in the usual way
with a brush. The prints are then
laid aside, face downwards for about
twenty minutes, until the shellac
solution is quite dry. The prints
should then be trimmed ready for
mounting.
A hot flat-iron will be necessary, and
for convenience an electric iron is
preferable,
10

but

not

essential.

The

Now move the paper to cover the
whole print and mount, and apply
the iron, very slowly ironing from the
centre outwards. This will raise the
temperature and
behind the print.
To

keep

melt

the prints

the

shellac

flat.

If the iron is now removed it will
be found that the natural tendency of
the print to curl will cause it to come
away from the mount in places, for
as the print retains the heat for a
time the shellac is still in a fluid state.
We
therefore require a means of
holding the print perfectly flat and in
contact with the mount while it cools
and the adhesive sets.
For this purpose
flat plywood should

a piece of stout
be obtained of a

4

quickly press the board over the
print and hold it for about five seconds
when, on removal, the print should be
perfectly mounted.
Finishing

Touches.

Should any places not be properly
stuck another application of the iron
on the place, and pressure while it is
cooling, will put the matter right, but
with very little practice the correct
temperature for the iron will be found,
and it will be possible to mount
quickly, with certainty and with no
fear of spoiling the mount with dabs
of There
paste. is no reason,

of course,

why

ordinary dry-mounting tissue should
not be used for this method by those
who do not wish to bother with the
shellac solution.
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ROST
SMALLWOOD.
ADMIRING

/A

the

fairy-like

Flowers
effect of hoar-frost

transforming

the faded flowers of last summer into things of beauty

once more, and surrounding with dainty white borders
the leaves still left in the garden, one often wishes these effects
could be fixed and the frosty flowers brought indoors for table
decorations. If this is impossible, however, they can be pre¬
served by photography, although some people would perhaps
think that 8 o’clock or earlier on a winter morning would hardly
be an opportune time to bring out a camera.
Yet the ideal morning for the task is a rather foggy one, with
the sun just struggling through to give good lights and shadows,
because in the damp, foggy air there will be more hoar-frost,
there will be no wind to prevent time exposures being given,
and probably an undesirable background will be softened into
insignificance.
Of course, as the sun becomes more in evidence, both frost and
fog will probably soon vanish, and there is little time for the
work ; so it is well to have reconnoitred beforehand, fixed upon
the likely subjects, and got the camera ready. The subjects
should therefore be near home, in fact, one’s own garden,
however small, is often the best hunting-ground. Occasionally
a sudden burst of bright sunshine will give unexpected and
wonderful effects.
If the flowers have not a fairly dark natural, background,
it may be advisable to hang up behind them, preferably a
little distance away from them, a dark curtain of some kind,
or perhaps a tablecloth may -do.
As it is necessary to work at close quarters, the lens will
have to be stopped down to f/n or f/16 to get a good number

Last summer's

Yellow Daisies.

of leaves or branches in focus, and bulb
or lime exposures will have to be given,
as the light, although it may seem fairly
bright, will be weak and yellow.
If there is no sun, or if you have to
go to business early, you can get to
work in a very dim light ; stop down well
(fine focussing is not too easy in such
a light, and a lighted candle placed
near your subject to focus on will
entirely ruin it) and let off a small
charge of flashpowder well to the side
of the subject. About two-thirds or
three-fourths of the amount of flashpowder recommended for the distance
and stop you are using will be sufficient,
but take care the flashpowder is not too
near the subject, or the draught set up
by its discharge may cause a slight
movement in the flowers before you can
close the lens.

The

exposure

will prob¬

ably be about half a minute at f/1'6,
plus the flashlight, on a plate or film of
average speed, or much less if a fast
panchromatic film is used.
When the exposures have been made,
beware of bringing the camera and slides
immediately into a very warm
room
from the frosty outdoor air, or some¬
thing may crack ; possibly a plate in
a slide, if it happens to be tightly
fixed, or even the lens itself may be in
danger.

Frost flowers in bright sunlight.
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homeward bound,
ness is enhanced.

and

its attractive¬

The amateur free-lance should keep
a diary in which to record descriptions
of photographs published by the
popular newspapers. This in time
will form an idea book which will be
valuable when ideas are lacking.
Many

subjects

can

be

classified

under seasonal headings. “ Spring,”
for example, will include the lambing
season, primroses and bluebells, spring
sunshine, spring-cleaning. Under
“summer” will be found sports, holi¬
days at home and abroad, bathing
belles, child studies in the open, garden

The

Milk

Sledge.

A

winter

snapshot

that tells its own

story.

THE begin er who has ambitions, to se his pictures

in the papers often laments that there is “ nothing
to take.” He is probably thinking of the red-hot
topical news photograph, overlooking the fact
that interesting subjects abound ready to hand in his own
neighbourhood. To be suitable for publication a photograph
must cause an editor to pause and look twice at the subject
illustrated. Exactly what makes an interesting photograph
is learnt only by experience. A close study of published
pictures is the best means of cultivating an eye for interesting
subjects.
Textbooks

on

the

subject

emphasise

the necessity

for

“ human interest.” To the beginner this is rather vague.
Does it mean that human beings must figure in the subject
photographed, or is it that the picture must be of interest
to the average newspaper reader ?
A little thought will show that the
latter meaning, being the more com
prehensive, must be intended. Any
subject which, byr reason of its sub¬
ject matter, novelty, beauty of light
and shade, action, or emotional ap¬
peal, will arrest the attention of the
ordinary person has human interest.
Editors often stress the point that

Signboards.

photographs, heat-waves, camping, hik¬
ing, countryside beauty-spots.
Many newspapers ran photographic
competitions during the summer, mainlyfor holiday and happiness snaps, and
a study of these will be profitable.
“ Autumn ” subjects will include
harvesting of corn and crops, blackberrying and nutting, schoolboys play¬
ing “ conkers,” ploughing and farming
scenes.

they require “ action ” in pictures.
This does not necessarily mean
rapidity of movement, but does
imply that the persons photographed
must be doing something. Static
groups conventionally posed may¬
be quite suitable for the familyalbum, but are hopeless from the
standpoint of the newspaper editor.
How often do we see a beautiful
scene void of interest because it lacks
some form of activity. A countrylane may be very- nice to look upon,
but introduce a loaded hay-wain, a
flock of sheep, or a farm labourer

The Fox and Hounds Inn, Barley. Sub¬
ject suitable for forming a series on Old

“ Winter ” introduces snow scenes,
snowballing, skating, Jack Frost studies,
flashlight work, table-top studies, Xmas
shopping and Father Christmas ideas.
Series of photographs are well worth

The Soi.r Apple.

making. Some suggestions are : in¬
teresting doorways, weather-vanes,
windmills, London lamp-posts, sign¬
posts, historic residences, quaint

Ti AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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otography

for Beginners
customs, old cottages, farming opera¬
tions, handicrafts. These may be
photographed at intervals as the
free-lance comes across them, and
carefully indexed for future use.
In time the beginner will recognise
immediately a subject which is worth
taking, and though no market may
exist at the time, many of these can
be utilised at a later date when they
have

become

titled “ An

topical.
Enforced

A picture en¬
Holiday

” is an

addition to the faster speeds. As a good all-round camera the
reflex is ideal, its disadvantages being its bulk and weight.
The folding Press camera is more portable and lighter, but one
has to be expert at estimating distance, and there is not the
means for conveniently composing the picture on a full-size
focussing screen, which is the chief feature of the reflex.
An enlarger is a necessity, especially in these days of smallsize plates and films. Contact prints stand little chance of
acceptance. Prints should be of half plate or whole-plate
size. They should be made on glossy bromide paper, and
should not be sepia toned. Neither is glazing a necessity,
though it adds distinction to a print. The reverse side of the
print should bear the title,
descriptive matter, and
name and address of the
sender. Prints should be
protected with a stout
piece of cardboard the
same size as the print,
and placed in a sufficient¬
ly stamped envelope a
little larger than the con¬
tents. A full/ stamped
addressed envelope of ihe
same dimensions should
The

always be enclosed for the
return of the contribu¬
tion if unsuitable.

Snowball.

example. Three railway guards were having an
afternoon nap at Clacton when off duty one Sunday,
but the picture did not seem to be of sufficient in¬
terest to warrant submitting it to the papers. Some
time later, however, a railway strike was declared, and
then the picture was readily accepted by two London
dailies.
The free-lance must be ready to tackle any likely
subject which comes his way, and his camera should
be fitted with a wide-aperture anastigmat lens and a
shutter giving speeds between 1 and i/i5th sec., in

A despatch book should
be kept in which should
be entered the following
details : description of
prints submitted, date,
destination,

whether

ac¬

cepted, retained or return¬
ed, date of publication,
Link extinguishers in St. James's Square.
A subject suitable for forming a series.

7

reproduction
and re¬
strictions
withfee,
regard
to
copyright.
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Every

week

with

an

a topic

article

will appear

of interest

to the

COMPETITION

under

this

novice

in photography.

heading

dealing

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

PRINTS.— IV.

THE subject shown in Fig. 1 is a very familiar and

Jot the
resent

popular one. It is made all the more interesting
in this case by the strong and well rendered clouds.
There was a suspicion in the original that the sky had
received more exposure than the rest, so that the upper
part of the bridge, the buildings on the right, and the

L NOTIONS

the fact that

the boy’s head is
central in the pic¬
ture space. We wish
it had been higher
up, so that
another thing)

cranes above them were 'too dark. Further, the print was
on glossy paper, and, in my opinion, this was a mistake,
as also was the inclusion of so much water. In the

(for
the

picture at the top
could have disap¬
peared. We hate the
wallpaper, too. ..For
such a subject to
have a wide and

reproduction 1 should trim oft half an inch of it.
Chief among many charms of the picture shown in Fig. 3
is the beautifully luminous sky and its reflection in the

impersonal appeal it
must be managed
in such a way that
it suggests boyhood
rather than a boy.
It is even more
difficult to make a
" picture
” of
such
a
thing as
Fig.
4.
Here is simply a
manufactured figure
set up in a good
light and photo¬
graphed. If the first attempt is not a success the second
ought to be. Any reasonably competent photographer could
secure as good a rendering of such a subject as is possible,
and when it is secured it would be suitable for an illustration
to a catalogue. No one would care to frame it, and hang
it up to be lpoked at day after day. He would rather
look at Fig. 3. This is, by the way, not a bad test to
apply to a print. Will it sustain P*
interest
? Is it worth
'
,

, v v-'" -v, ■> W&eW&ci

A-

*

still water. The original is made on a paper that suits it
perfectly, and the general impression is one of great peace
and beauty. In the reproduction the landing-stage comes
out much darker than in the original, where it is less
obtrusive and more in harmony with the other tones.

/

Both prints owe almost everything to sky, and com¬
petitors should always be on the watch for these beautiful
effects of nature. If they are rendered with the amazing
fidelity of which photography at its best is capable they
are bound to rise above the commonplace, and to make a
strong appeal.
Fig. 1 is from a print which is decidedly good as regards
photographic craftsmanship. As a competition subject it is
unsatisfactory ; yet it is of a type that is exceedingly
popular with competitors. It is no doubt such a capital
likeness of the boy that its author was mightily pleased
with it. But the pleasure is almost entirely due to personal
reasons. Most of us see nothing in it but an unconventional
indoor portrait of a nice little chap comfortably reading.
Those of us who know even a little of composition

4

» *1

!

8
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more

than

a passing

rules is that the prints must not exceed a certain
there is never a set of entries that does not

glance ?
Is there
anything in it ?
And
now I have
said enough,
more than

I can

only

hope

the sender’s name and address on the back. In a recent
competition, with very substantial cash prizes, I found
scores and scores of prints with nothing to show whose

that

they

I havemade itreasonably clear why some
prints are absolutely
out of the running

do

not

in the
them.

and

I have

of
to

“ autograph.”

The

other

eight letters

were

beyond

been

referring

one

described

below

a few rules, and too careless to write his name
correctly, he is hardly likely to give to his

photographic work that care and attention which it
demands.
He has not that infinite capacity for taking
pains that has been attributed to geniuses.
And now perhaps some of you will select a competition
print or two. You cannot say I have not told you.

of few

W.

is used,

L. F. W.

of Flashlight

F. H. RAWLES.

flat white faces. This is because the flashlight is very
near the camera — a necessity if the photographer is
to work both himself.
a

friend or a piece of furniture supports the flash a good dis¬
tance to the side, and above the camera, while the photo¬
grapher opens the shutter, fires the flash and closes the shutter
in quick succession. The result will be faces with features
showing much better modelling.
POWDER

sent

lazy to read
clearly and

By WM.

of apparatus

competitor

judges will most cer¬
tainly do it for us.
I should like to
refer to one or two

Control
MOST groups photographed by flashlight show rows of
little piece

One

envelope with a half¬
there was nothing on

It may be said that these things have no bearing on
competition prints. I think they have. If a person is too

Distant

If the

from.

impartially criticise
our own
work the

other matters in con¬
nection with competition work before I conclude.
The first is that it is mere common sense to read the rules.
to which

came

a signature to two expert shorthand-typists. Each of them
identified one (and the same) letter out of the nine contained

if we

severely

they

I fear that legible penmanship is so nearly a lost art
that it is almost hopeless to suggest that names, addresses,
and titles should be readable. The other day I showed

thinking

that

or where

the back of a single print but the identification number
a D. & P. firm. If he does not guess what happened
those prints I could tell him.

that our geese are
swans.
We
must
remember

were

over a dozen prints slipped into an
sheet of notepaper round them, and

in any competition
worth entering, and
how careful we must
be to avoid

size. Yet
contain a

considerable number
of outsize prints. They are auto¬
matically rejected ; and serve them right.
Whether the rules state it or not a print should have

perhaps
enough,

about
competition
work for beginners.

In the competition
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Materials

Required.

Piece of asbestos sheet about' 6 in., square (I got mine free
from a builder’s yard) ; two wireless terminals (£d. each) ;
one-ampere fuse wire (about 2d. a yard) ; a pear bell-push (6d.) ;
a plug to fit a bulb socket ; flex (2d. a yard will do unless it is
meant for hard wear, when better quality is needed).
The asbestos is drilled with two holes, at least 3 in. apart,,
to take the terminals, into which they are screwed.
A piece of flex, in length the distance required between
camera and flash, is taken, and the bell-push attached to one
end. One wire of the other end is attached to the bottom of
one terminal.

WIRE

Another piece of flex, in length the distance between flash
and electricity supply, is taken, and the plug fixed on one end.
One wire of the other end is attached to the second terminal,
underneath the asbestos.
The two free ends of wire under the
joined and bound with insulating tape.

How

asbestos

sheet

are

to Work.

The terminals are joined by a short length of the fuse wire,
arranged so that it lies along the plate between them.
The powder is heaped on the wire, but must not touch
the terminals,

circuit.

the

house

fuse

will

blow,

owing

to

the

short

The plug is put into the nearest live socket, and now, im¬
mediately the bell-push is pressed, the flash is fired.
The photographer may appear in the group by taking the
bell-push with him. Recently I photographed a dinner-party,
and included myself. The camera shutter was set for a halfsecond with delayed action, and the plate left ready. The

The device consists essentially of a piece of one-ampere
fuse wire, which is connected to the electricity supply. The
powder' is piled on the fuse wire and is ignited by the flash
produced when the fuse " blows.” This flash is really good
and never fails to light the powder. The house electrical system
will not be affected provided
and the current used will not
meter.

or

flash was placed on a pair of steps, and I took the bell-push to
my place after starting the shutter. After sixteen seconds the
shutter opened for a half-second, during which time I fired
the flash, and closed again. A buzz indicated when the
shutter was open.

one-ampere fuse wire is used,
be sufficient to register on the

9
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Mr. JOHN
ST.

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

AUBYN.
From information communicated

IT is now ten years since I happened to be walking

there a noticeboard which said, ‘ Royal Photographic Society’s
Annual Exhibition. Admission free.’ The last two words
decided it ; so in I went, to be truly surprised at the work
done by the aid of a camera. A little while later I purchased
Photograms, and went to the Camera Club, Adelphi, to
see the originals. Liking the look of the Club I asked
permission to join, and was accepted. Here 1 attended
lectures and demonstrations, and met such well-known
workers as Ward Muir, Hector Murchison, Seyton Scott,
and others, many of whom have now passed away.
through

Russell

Square,

and

saw

“ T then put aside the oil paints and pencils with which
1 had dabbled, not with much success, owing to the fact,
perhaps, that I had but little time to devote to hobbies,
my days being spent in keeping the wolf from the door.
I bought a camera, an N. & G. Since then I have had
more cameras than I care to think about. I am a lover
of first-class instruments ; they have such a delightful
feel about them. At the present time I use a quarter-plate
Adams’

‘ Minex

’ with

7j-im

‘ Xpres,’

12-in. and

17-in.

' Dallons,’

to our Special Representative.
and

a 3^X2^

Sibyl for carrying

about

in my

I always use film packs, and have never had any trouble
with them. The people who do, f should imagine, would
pocket.
have trouble with anything. I have seen the tabs jerked
out and torn off in the most reckless fashion on many
occasions.
“ At one time I had a passion for panchromatic material,
but that phase has passed, and my preference is for Agfa
Isochrom. I develop the twelve films at once in a dish,
soaking first in water, and then sliding them one by one
into the developer, and keeping the sliding operation going
until the}- have developed.
" Clouds I don’t want ; and perfect negatives, although
very beautiful things to look at, 1 don’t strive after either.
Give me a negative with a fair amount of punch and detail ;
I only want the negative as a means to an end, which is
bromoil transfer.
“ Telegraph poles, houses, people, etc., can all be removed
if unwanted, or put in if wanted. Such is the beauty of
this process. I am no purist ; all I am after is a pleasing
result which will be accepted at the Royal or
the Salon. 1 don’t mean to infer that all my
prints are fakes. Far from it ; but a lot of
them are, and jolly good luck to them. I
always judge a picture by saying, ‘ Could I
live with that ? ’ And I most certainly could
not live with the so-called modern stuff which
the younger breed of photographers are affect¬
ing. It strikes me as so simple and so stupid.
What beauty is there in a heap of bricks or
drainpipes, or, again, a portrait of a man five
times life-size, with every imperfection of his
skin blatantly showing, his face completely
filling the picture space ?
‘‘These things will never live. It is just a
passing phase, the perpetrators being out for
cheap notoriety. Is there not a very cele¬
brated sculptor capable of beautiful work, but
who has to keep his name before the public
by ' Day ’ and ‘ Night ’ ? The only difference
is that the photographic moderns are incapable
of beautiful work at any time. I feel strongly
on this, for I think that if it is persisted in, the
position that photography was occupying,
owing to beautiful work by masters of their
craft (who are mostly elderly men), will be
{Note. — It is impossible

Venice.

16

By

John 10St. Aubyn.

to judge

of
Mr. St. Avbyn’s prints from
jeopardised.”
the originals must be seen.)
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i. — “ Snow Scene.”
2. — “ The Canal in Winter.”
By Geo. B. Cliff.
By A. W. Poole.
5, — “ Night-time.”

By

W.

T. Swingler.

3, — “ In

the Snow.”

— ■“ The

By D. Robertson.
6. — “ The

Frolic

By J. G. M.

Architecture

of the Snowstorm.’*

By Jas. /). McAnish,

Hanging

Tree.”

Thomson.
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PICTURES oftKe WEEK
KjUnie

Some

lSBeSiPners’ Prints reproduced on
rYlCYl
rYlt*
on the
the opposite page.
Commen
Critical KjO

kjTILICuL

WHETHER any of the prints

were taken with a pictorial
intention or not is, of course,
impossible to say, but, with perhaps
■one exception, they fail to reach this
standard, and can only be regarded
as topographical efforts recording their
various subjects under the influence of
a fall of snow.
Prosaic

Material.

It has been frequently remarked in
these columns how much of the beauty
■of snow depends on the presence of
sunshine, and, in its absence, how
-difficult it is, even if things be otherwise
favourable, for a picture to be made
without it. The point has also been
made that, without conveying this
sense of beauty, no representation
can aspire to the pictorial.
It may occasionally be possible for
some other mood of nature to take
the place of sunshine,

or, as in the

case of No. 5, " Night-time,” by W. T.
Swingler, an effect of artificial lighting
may be substituted ; but, as a general
rule, any attempt to render snow
pictorially in the absence of sunlight
is foredoomed to failure. Disregarding
this aspect of the case for a moment,
however, it is exceedingly doubtful if,
under the most promising circum¬
stances, material so prosaic as that
selected in No. 1, " Snow Scene,” by
Geo. B. Cliff, could ever serve as a
basis for artistic treatment.
An old cottage, or a building with
historic associations, might be a
suitable element on which to build a
picture, assuming, of course, something
of a graceful or pleasing form ; but
to select a couple of suburban villas
with their hedges and a gate as the
most prominent features seems futile
in the extreme.
Elements

There

is more

of Form.

excuse

for a choice of

subject such as No. 2, “ The Canal in
Winter,” by A. W. Poole, for the
arrangement has at least the elements
of form, and, under different condi¬
tions, something of the characteristic
beauty of snow might be made to
become manifest.
If, for example, the sun were
shining brilliantly from the right,
and the shadows of the trees were
cast across the canal on to the snow-

covered roofs opposite, the effect might
be very pleasing indeed , particularly
if, at the same time, some of the lights
were reflected in the water.
But, as the print stands, it does no
more than present the scene under
snow simply as a record. It may be
of interest to people who know the
neighbourhood, but it could scarcely
be expected to create any artistic
emotion even with them, and, with
others, the only question that is likely to
arise is the whereabouts of the subject.
That question shows the interest
to be purely topographical ; and similar
remarks apply, again, in the case of
No. 6, “ The Hanging Tree,” by J. G.
M. Thomson, where, although the
subject is more truly rural, the beauty
that snow confers is unfortunately
lacking. Sunshine — and brilliant sun¬
shine, too — is the only thing that would
enable this attribute to be suggested.
The composition may make up well,
but it cannot be too strongly urged
that this is only the framework, and
it is the effect that makes the picture.
Sunlight

and

Effect.

In No. 4, " The Frolic Architecture
of the Snowstorm,” by Jas. D. McAnish,
conditions are, perhaps, a little better,
for, even if there is not full sunshine,
there is a sense of direction in the
lighting which does provide something
in the way of an effect of lighting,
though it is by no means comparable
with what the subject would be like
under the weather conditions specified
as desirable.
The type of landscape, too, is so
open and widespread that it would
be difficult to localise the effect, or
bring it to any degree of concentration ;
and, besides, there are too many darks
in the numerous uncovered rocks.
Viewed in really bright sunlight, the
contrast between them and the snow
would be so intense that nothing but
a feeling of harshness would be
1
suggested, and then the 5only thing
to do would be so to change the view¬
point that the majority of them
were omitted.
If that were done, it might also be
as well to restrict the subject to a
foreground study, which, of course,
would alter its character entirely ;
but, in the rendering of snow, it

generally happens that studies such
as these make up by far the better.
Distances, except when they are
of the simplest possible nature, only
seem
to
add
an
unnecessary
complication.
Restriction

an

Aid.

Assuming that the effect is there ;
that there is a sufficient depth of
snow ; that there are no pronounced
darks of any scale ; and that the
surface is broken enough to provide a
very needful variation in tone, it is
a very useful aid in picture -making
if the subject can be restricted to a
foreground study.
The manifold details of gradation,
which go to make much of the attrac¬
tiveness of snow, then become mani¬
fest ; and, as may be observed from
our centre pages from time to time,
most successful snow subjects are
built up on this basis.
Had the snow been

somewhat

deeper, and had it been graced with
sunshine, it is possible that something
of the effect that is in mind would
have been shown by No. 3, “In the
Snow,” by D. Robertson, though a
less contrasty rendering would be
desirable. It would also be wise to
avoid the inclusion of the dark in the
upper portion, but, without the effect,
it is doubtful if any claim to the
pictorial can be substantiated.
Night-time ” does, however, give
some impression of the effect of
artificial light on snow, though, be¬
cause the foreground is comparatively
distant, little, if anrq of the more
subtle gradations are shown.
The subject, again, is rather open,
and too much is included to provide
any real chance of what effect there
may have been making its presence felt.
Still there is a real sense of light
and cast shadow, and to have managed
to incorporate these is something to
be commended. Let us, then, in the
year that is just commencing, make
up our minds to strive to catch the
moods and effects that nature provides
rather than to portray the concrete
facts of such subjects as present
themselves, confident in- the know¬
ledge that we shall be making
artistic progress and paving the way
to pictorial success.

“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ THE

YEARS

THE placing of the two pictures —

“ The Years that are Past ”
and “ The Years to Come ” —
facing one another on our centre
pages this week may offer no little
occasion for moralising, and there is
no doubt that much might be said
using these illustrations as a text ;
but, having made what remarks we
have to make in this direction on the
preceding page, we will leave
such considerations for our

THAT

ARE

PAST,” by Erno Vadas.

character at the same time
a very considerable capacity.
Character

and

require

Strength.

The thing is to convey an impres¬
sion of strength in the rendering as
well as the personality of the subject,
and, as in this instance, the impression
may be suggested by the employment
of vigorous tones and strong contrasts.

The lighting is somewhat
out of the ordinary in that
it comes from the far side
of the sitter and is unusually

readers to determine, simply
confining ourselves to the
comment that they are more
or less appropriate to the
season of the year.
Age

high. There is no doubt but
that it displays the profile (1)
admirably
well- ;
chosen
darkagainst
of thethe
setting
but, at the same time, its

in Portraiture.

In dealing with the por¬
traiture of age, it will gener¬
ally be conceded that, in
comparison with that of
youth, it is somewhat easier
to create an impression of
character

height seems to have the
rather unfortunate effect of
stressing the upper portion
of the head (2), whereas the
principal

not it is accompanied by a failing
of the physical powers, and any
impression of weakness inevitably
impairs the appeal of the rendering.
The difficulty is to suggest strength,
if not in the physical sense in that of
the spirit, and to do this and retain
all the things that go to make up the
18

accent

should

rest

for
that, other
things
uponthethefact
features.
Were'it
not

Naturally, this depends on
the fact that, with advancing
age, the character of an
individual, to a very con¬
siderable extent, becomes ap¬
parent from the lines that
time and experience have
graven upon the face, whereas,
in the case of a younger
person, these have not yet
made an appearance. Any
similar suggestion can only
be created by something
rather more subtle — the pose
of the head ; a momentary
expression ; or, perhaps, the
set of the features in relation
to one another — and to con¬
vey an impression of so
fleeting or so intangible a
quality demands a power of inter¬
pretation that the more obvious
attributes of age do not.
The portrayal of age, nevertheless,
has its difficulties. More often than

seems to be an appreciation of humour
and a readiness to see the amusing
side of life. The straightness and scale
of the nose indicates considerable
force of character, and the width of
the brow suggests a not inconsiderable
capacity for thought ; while, in all
probability, those who are accustomed
to such things would doubtless be able
to draw further inferences from the
features and their lines.

being equal, the attention is
first attracted by the face,
the crown of the head would
claim
prior that
notice would
— a state
of affairs
be
generally
considered
able. If the
source undesir¬
of light
could be lowered and placed
more to the right, but outside
the field of view, it is probable
that the present disability
would be removed. Not only
would such an arrangement
have the effect of reducing
the emphasis upon the top
of the head, but the profile
would
be rather more

The strength of the presentment
creates the illusion of strength in the
subject, and, though there would be
little actual suggestion of physical
weakness here, any tendency in that
direction is effectually countered.
Concerning the actual rendering of
the personality of the subject, the
general suggestion that is conveyed
is one of kindliness and benevolence.
The set of the moustache and beard is
responsible for that impression, and,
in the wrinkles round the eyes, there

effectually
outlined in light,
Jj and
its dominance
more
definitely assured.
To some extent, it must be admitted
that the placing of the head so high
in the picture space restricts the pull
of the light in question appreciably,
and it does not create the ill effect
it would if it were placed lower.
In other respects, the arrangement of
the composition is highly satisfactory,
there being more space in front of the
head than behind, and ample room
for the features to be adequately
delineated.

“ Mentor.”
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Jetters to the Editor
PRESS

CAMERAS.

about J-in. big. Then there is no place for a lens hood or filter ;
these gadgets I have had fitted, but the snag is— every time
one alters the focus or stops the whole business has to be taken
off. I cannot understand why lens-makers have a round lens
mount ; the glass must certainly be round, but there is no
earthly reason why the front lens mount could not be made
square to facilitate the fitting of a hood, also a filter, and that the
focus and stops could be operated while these important
gadgets are in position. Some makers certainly have a
thread inside the lens mount where a hood may be fitted ;
I find that is very bad, as it interferes with the front combination
lens, which either tightens or comes off when the hood is
unscrewed. Give us something practical ; never mind the
or size. — -Yours,

DRY

etc.,

“ COMMON

SENSE.”

MOUNTING.

Sir, — Regarding Mr. H. S. G. Eastman’s letter concerning
the above subject. I think I can not only endorse his views,
but carry the matter a degree farther and, in all probability,
put the process within everyone’s power.
I have, with complete success, mounted pictures in sizes
varying from 6x4 in. to 15 X 12 in. The surfaces have ranged
from glazed efforts to the roughest of rough textures, and in
some bases have been doped with megilp a bare 12 hours
previously.
My method is this ; A piece of sheet metal is required, suffi¬
ciently large to cover the photograph, and on account
of its high conductivity copper is recommended. Each corner
is slightly bent upward to prevent the metal jagging the mount.
The print is then duly trimmed, and in the usual way fixed in
correct position on the mount, the copper sheet resting on
top. My standard gas iron — I use this because it is the only
iron we use in the house — is then heated until it is really hot,
disconnected from the gas supply, and the metal ironed all
over, but, as is natural, in similar manner to a squeegee, i.e.,
starting from one edge and working upwards.
Now, as the copper tends to curve and warp with the heat,
with my left hand I follow up the motion of the iron with a good
large duster. When the whole sheet is quite hot, large books
or weights serve to keep it flat whilst cooling. The result is
usually a perfect mount, but in some instances, where corners
have failed to adhere, another local application of ironing has
remedied the fault.
Regarding temperature, I can definitely say that in no case
have 1 had trouble from a too-hot iron, but sometimes from an
insufficient amount of heat.
To those

of us to whom

a pukka

press is an impossibility

from

a' financial standpoint, I can safely say that, apart from a little
more inconvenience, this method will serve as an excellent
alternative. — Yours, etc.,
PERCY
W. WALKER.

BACK-PROJECTION

BACKGROUNDS.

Sir, — Your correspondents are correct in pointing out the
fact that I omitted from the above article that correct syn¬
chronisation of both camera and projector shutters is essential.
Assuming that the background has been taken with the
same camera as that in which the proposed film is being shot,
correct registration can be obtained by having the claws of

<3

Editor

is not

responsible

opinions

of his

correspondents.

both camera and projector in identical
film at the moment of filming.

Sir, — I wonder why camera-makers can’t make their articles
more practical instead of so beautiful to look upon. They seem
to concentrate on making midget apparatus as small and light
as possible. I have been working for the last twenty years with
Press cameras, and I have yet to find a practical Press camera ;
I have used a Zeiss Palmos, which for some reason is not made
now ; also I have used the Goerz Anschutz and Contessa
Nettel. Now the focussing scales are so small that it is almost
impossible to read them, especially after a little wear. The
diaphragm stops are just the same. I have had to have
gadgets specially made to make them practical; I have had the
lens lever extended to a pointed lever, giving a larger circle
and marking the distance of yards in figures of white paint

weight

the

6 CINEMATOGRAPHER

positions

for

engaging

the

Regarding “ the actor walking along an imaginary pave¬
ment,” this depends upon whether a full-length shot is desired
or only a close-up. In the former case a moving platform will
be necessary, but a close-up will only necessitate the actor
going through the movements as though he were actually
walking, but really ” marking time.”
The use of the projected background lends itself to numerous
devices, one of the most favoured being that of building up
a false interior of the back of a saloon car, complete with seats,
etc., a realistic rear window being cut out. The screen is placed
conveniently behind the window, and the combined shot
conveys the impression of the car actually travelling through
traffic, according to the background screened. This method is
greatly in use in studios. — Yours,

etc., P. H. BRAITHWAITE.

Sir, — As camera-man of the Brondesbury Cine Society, may
I point out that the complications of synchronising camera
and projector may be entirely avoided if the background is
shot and projected at thirty-two frames ?
When the projected background is re-shot on the set, exact
relative shutter speeds are unnecessary so long as the projector
is running at least twice as fast as the camera, and, strange as
it may seem, there is no stroboscopic effect. This method I
have also employed for obtaining animated backgrounds to
titles.
In some instances it may not even be necessary to shoot the background at thirty-two frames; for example, in a landscape
passing the studio-built railway carriage window. The land¬
scape can be shot at sixteen frames and projected at thirty-two,
the increased movement being of little consequence. Similar
examples

suggest

themselves. — Yours, etc.,
A. D. FRISCHMANN.

MAKING-UP

DEVELOPERS.

Sir, — I read with some amusement
reply to my letter o.f October 25th.

Mr.

Frank

Johnson’s

No doubt Mr. Johnson’s results are perfectly satisfactory
from his point of view.
I would, however, point out that in the opening paragraph
of my letter mention was made that, contrary to customary
belief, metol is easily soluble in sodium sulphite solution.
Therefore I concede that Mr. Johnson is correct in saying that
theory and practice do not always coincide ; in fact, it is
remarkable what can be done by using haphazard and careless
methods ; but I think we shall all agree when I say that they
are not to be recommended.
I note that Mr. Johnson makes no mention of bromide ; some
of the more pedantic photographers actually use this.
In conclusion, I suggest Mr. Johnson enters a few of his
" satisfactory prints ” for " The A.P.” Monthly Competitions.
If I see his name among the lists of prizewinners I shall con¬
clude that he must indeed have dealt his wood a vicious blow.
—Yours,

etc.,

GLAZING

C. H.

J. BISHOP.

PRINTS.

Sir, — With reference to your " Facts and Formulae ” column
in a recent issue dealing with the glazing of prints.
I would draw attention to the last paragraph, where reference
is made to cracks,
their cause.
17

creases,

and

” oyster-shell

” markings,

and

I have suffered from this failing on more than one occasion,
and doubtless there are many readers who have had similar
experiences. However, should this trouble occur, there is no
need to waste what may otherwise be a good print (or prints),
for I have found that if the print thus marked is soaked afresh
in water, all the troublesome markings will come out in the
wash ! and the print reglaze. A gentle rubbing with a swab
of cotton-wo *>1 will assist matters.
Trusting this fact will be of , service to your readers. —
Yours, etc.,
C. H. W. KEY.
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H. D. KEILOR
can often be worked

into the picture

very effectively. An exposure of
i/iooth sec. can be given for such
pictures as these. Close-up views of
individual skaters, unless they are
coming towards the camera, require
a much higher shutter speed, and
preferably a reflex camera which
enables the focus to be adjusted
quickly.

A

good

skating

morning.

Exposure \jzooth
S.G. Pan.

sec., // 4.5.

Ilford

WINTER has many fascinating subjects to of er

the enthusiastic photographer, and one of the
most attractive of these is skating. This is a
subject that has never been overdone; indeed,
in this country it cannot be, for the occasions when
skating is possible do not occur many times each winter.
But when a really cold spell is with us, and the ice
becomes thick enough, the opportunity should not be
missed. When the thaw sets in it is very satisfying to
be able to show some results that you know cannot
easily be repeated.
During a period of really hard frost the weather is
sure to be exhilarating, and a sharp walk to the scene
of action will be an enjoyable, if not
necessary, preliminary. The photographer of this subject will need to
stand about for a while, and it is
very advisable to start warm.
Skating photography is a difficult
and tricky subject, which probably
accounts for the scarcity of really
good skating pictures available.
The light is naturally at its
weakest at this time of year, and
for this subject short exposures

p
bf *

Beginners.

This, then, is an ideal subject for
the high-speed worker. An expert
skater is very fascinating to watch,
but very tricky to catch in a photo¬
graph, so that the few good results
obtained are greatly to be prized.
Those who have only simple, inex¬
pensive cameras, should confine their
attention to subjects in which the
movement is reduced to a minimum.

must be given, some of the move¬
ments of skaters being very cpiick
indeed. Fortunately, ice reflects a
good deal of light, and if the sun
happens to be shining the light is
rather more actinic than it might
seem to be.
The beginner should first keep at
a fair distance from the skaters,
and try to secure some pictures
showing a general view with a good
foreground. Round many ponds
there are one or two trees, and these
20

Inexpert skaters often provide an
opportunity for an amusing picture,
but we should avoid, if possible,
catching them in undignified attitudes
on the ice.
The photographer himself will
find it inadvisable to venture on
the ice with his camera, as this

The

Professional
18

Touch.

i mm

will probably mean disaster, unless
he is extremely expert on skates.
However, much can be done from
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£ Camera
SOME

HINTS

ESTING

ON

AN

WINTER

INTER¬

SUBJECT.

the edge of the pond or lake. A
telephoto lens will sometimes be
found helpful, especially when the
ice is crowded, for it will enable
the photographer to pick out indi¬
vidual skaters with greater ease.
Panchromatic plates give the best
rendering of ice, particularly when
there are shadows, but ordinary

Against

the light,

if 500th

sec., 4/5. 6.

S.G.

Pan

plates.

four figures are included it is much more important
that they shall make a well-balanced group. It may
be useful to examine the illustrations, in which appear
one, two, three and
When developing,
the temperature of
The exposures will

five large-scale figures.
precautions must be taken to keep
the developer from falling too low.
usually be on the short side, and

a very cold developer will result in under-exposed
negatives.
As may well be imagined, it is often an advantage to
enlarge from a selected part of the negative only. Prints
of a cold tone are, of course, most appropriate to skating
subjects.
Lastly, it might be mentioned that pictures of skating
scenes are often acceptable to the Press. Skating is
sufficiently uncommon in this country to provide a
novel topic for pictures, and if the results are submitted
quickly one or two sales may result, thus making the
work quite profitable.

On

Wimbledon

Common.

1/200 th sec., f/5.6.

S.G. Pan

plates.

orthocliromatic material will generally be found quite
satisfactory. In any case, the plate or film used should
be a rapid one.
It is a well-known fact that the more figures included
in a picture the smaller are the chances of finding them
all well grouped and posed. This does not matter when
there is quite a good crowd, as this is looked at as a whole,
and not analysed figure by figure. When only three or

19

An
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Materials Viewed

Reviewed
The

New

“ Makina.”

The “Makina ’’ Hand Camera (in 3^x2^ size), made by
the firm of Plaubel, of Frankfurt-on-Main, has always been
a good, sturdy little plate camera, but in its new form it
steps definitely into the de luxe class, and it is now an
instrument which will appeal to the connoisseur. It is
now sold in Britain by Garner & Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square, W.i.
It has non-rusting scissors-form struts which
lens panel firm at both top and bottom, and it
compactly
pocket.

hold the
shuts up
for the
Its neat

optical range-finder
is coupled up with
the focussing screw.
The range-finder
shows two images
on a yellow ground,
which coincide when
the object aimed at
is sharply focussed
by the taking lens.
I found it easier to
handle than some of
the range-finders I
have met, and it was
certainly quicker to
tell me what 1 wanted to know than most of them.
The lens fitted as standard equipment is the Plaubel
Anticomar of f/2.9 aperture, mounted in a special type
of Compur shutter, with delayed-action device. The
Anticomar is a lens of first-class quality, and after my
experience with the 6-in. lens on a reflex I should certainly
be content with it in the 10-cm. focal length as fitted to
the “Makina” camera.
Its shutter is speeded from 1 to 1 /200th sec., and the
stops and speed are indicated in duplicate, so that when
taking your pictures you may change one or the other in
a trice without turning the camera right round.
The finder is a direct-vision pattern, and there is a second
finder for use when a wide-angle lens is employed. This is
a new idea to me — a wide-angle lens, interchangeable, in a
band camera of this type, but now that so much indoor
work is being done with hand cameras there is much to be
said for it.

aperture, costs £12 12s. Both are made in standard
patterns to interchange with the Anticomar.
Supplementary lenses for very close-up pictures can
also be obtained for 16s. or £1.
Agfa

One

The

roll-film

holder,

a neat

little accessory,

Vest-Pocket

Camera.

of the neatest cameras

in the vest-pocket

size which

have come into the field lately is the new Agfa " Speedex O ”
model, which in more senses than one is a really taking
little camera.
To begin with, it shuts up into dimensions of only
2f X4f X 1 in., and it weighs only 13 J oz. Not a burden,
therefore, in an ordinary man’s pocket.
Then it has an attractive get-up, with a ribbed leather
covering to its body, and a certain amount of refined or¬
namentation, which gives it a stylish finish. A pretty
camera does not take better pictures than a plain one, but
it gets shown more and taken out more, especially if the
owner is a woman. This is a camera that women, as
well as men, will like.
It is self-opening and self -erecting, on the pressure of a
button, and its front is more rigid (happily) than the fronts
of some of the V.P. cameras of the past. It is, in fact,
rigid enough for anyone.
The equipment of the camera I saw at the Agfa head¬
quarters (Lawrence Street, W.C.2) was an f/3.9 Solinar
anastigmat in Compur shutter. The Solinar is produced
in the Munich works of the Agfa firm, and can be relied
upon as a first-class lens, carrying the traditions of a very
famous lens-making undertaking which years ago was
absorbed by the big Agfa firm.
For focussing you rotate the collar of the front cell of
the lens — a device which is coming back into favour in the
case of small cameras. •
This camera has one finder only, and that a simple
direct-vision finder. That is no drawback, as the directvision finder is better than a tiny brilliant one for use at
waist-level.
The better model with the Compur shutter and f/3.9
Solinar costs £8 15s., not a high price for a de luxe instru¬
ment. With Igestar f/5.6 lens and Pronto shutter the price

is £5 5 s-

Now that Agfa are providing an Isochrom film with a
higher speed rating than ever, to say nothing about their
wonderful Super-pan films, this camera with its f/3.9 lens
does give the keen amateur worker a chance to do things in
winter-time which only a year or two ago would have been
outside the range of the small roll-film camera.
By the way, the new Agfa catalogue, which will be sent
on request, is worth study by every reader who takes his
photographic work at all seriously. It is not a mere list of
goods for sale, but its reading matter can be helpful, and it

Designed to take plates (there are three plate-holders in
the outfit) the camera will also accommodate interchange¬
ably a film-pack holder (16s.) or a good roll-film holder
(£2 5s.).

by J. E.&

has

automatic numbering for the film-exposures.
With the f/2.9 lens and three slides the outfit costs £37 10s.
The wide-angle Orthar of 7 3-cm. focal length and f/6.8
aperture costs £7 5s., and its compact little Telephoto
lens, the Tele-Makinar, of 21 -cm. focal length and f/6.3

is
worth
book
shelf.a permanent
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Cinematography
Winter Activities for the Amateur
Cinematographer SIGURD MOIR.
Wintry conditions cannot be said to indicate a lean period for the enthusiastic film-maker. Subjects
are just as plentiful as they were in summer-time, hence it is necessary only to recognise them
and to get into action as often as circumstances may permit.

FILMING equipment is pleasingly
efficient. It can be made

to turn

out good work under adverse
conditions. Which is a good thing to
contemplate at the present time of
the year — for surely the very worst
of adverse conditions are winter’s
own.
It should be understood, of course,
that I am speaking of good equipment.
Mediocre equipment and bad film
stock — especially bad film stock — have
resulted in much disappointment, and
have probably cost the hobby a number
of adherents. There is no need for
you to share this disappointment,
since it can be avoided by knowing
the capabilities of your own equip¬

cruder film play ? From a knowledge
of the experiments we have already
made, it can be said without hesitation
that the theme film or continuity
abstract offers the greatest likelihood
of amateur success and contentment.
Few definite rules can be laid down
for the production of a theme film ;
and this is all to the good. It is
necessary for a beginning to decide
upon the title or theme of the produc¬
tion, after which the preliminary
pla'nning can go ahead at a rapid pace.
Suitable titles would be “ Winter
Sports at Coningsby Hill,” “ London’s
Winter ” and “ Cold Weather Pas¬
times.” All the above may, of course,
occupy considerable time during com¬

pletion, hence a few titles like
“ Snowstorm,” “ Christmas at Home,”
and " Cold Spell ” are suggested as
the inspiration for films which could
be completed in a much shorter time.
Other titles may be suggested by
such subjects as hunting, hockey,
football, snowballing, tobogganing,
skating and a host of other
sports and conditions.

winter

Continuity .

The pure abstract film, despite its
attractiveness and general suitability
for amateur handling, can embrace no
continuity of the type incidental to
the narrated film play. Photoplay
production is, indeed, superseded ;

ment. “ A poor garden, but mine
own ” may be good sentiment — yet
it is bad reasoning ; regard your
outfit dispassionately, and if it be
of limited scope — well, take no risks,
but concentrate upon arrears of titling
and editing until i/32nd at f/6.3
becomes once more an adequate
exposure.
You may own a camera that is a
camera, a one-point-nine lens and a
few charges of highly sensitive film.
If so, you can be certain of coping with
winter work under a variety of con¬
ditions that includes all but the
blackest

and

foggiest.

Theme

Films.

Perhaps the most
culties are those which

annoying diffi¬
are encountered
•"> 1

in trying to record the many aspects
of winter without permitting the films
to degenerate into a trite collection
of animated snapshots. The film play,
on the other hand, is apt to be even
mo^e disappointing ; even if it has
any real success in professional hands
— a claim which is hotly contested by
derisive cineastes — there is no doubt
that the photoplay offers few oppor¬
tunities for the amateur to excel.
What, then, is to take the place of
the crude cine-snapshot, of the even

Skating provides an ideal action subject for the amateur cinematographer , who should
himself be an expert skater. The above shows an enthusiast filming a skating race in
comparative comfort.
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but continuity of some type or another
must be introduced if our winter films

is, of course, equivalent to the use of
colour ; but it is not generally known

are to assume any intelligent or work¬
manlike appearance. That is why I
use the term continuity abstr.ict.
Fortunately, continuity can be in¬
troduced without having recourse to

that different processing establish¬
ments finish their films in a diversity
of tones varying from the cold black
of the Agfa service to a warmer
colour, reminiscent of chloro-bromide,
of the Cinex organisation.

puerile melodrama. It can be pro¬
vided by emphasising one particular
character only at the close of one
scene and again at the opening of the
next scene set down for continuity
treatment. It can be provided by
stressing one object (say, a clinical
thermometer or a garden spade) in
the closing scene of one sequence and
in the opening scene of the next.
And it can be emphasised by the
adoption of particular methods of
scene-change — about which I hope to
have more to say in a future article.
Colour also is an aid to continuity,
though it must be used with care or
it will destroy the very effects it is
intended to enhance. The toning of
interrelated sequences in a production

A Note

THE art of titling offers wide scope
for

originality

and

ingenuity.

Many of the standard “ tricks ”
of cinematography can be successfully
applied. Fades, masks, dissolves, and
reverse action can be used in almost
endless variation.
A note of warning suggests itself
here. It is easy to overdo variation,
not only in titling but in all movie
production. A film should be true to
the key in which it is conceived.
Titles, therefore, should blend with the
atmosphere of the picture, and be
subordinate to it. It is not necessary
to be startling to be original
The simplest form of title, in con¬
ception, if not in execution, is that
which is drawn free-hand, and photo¬
graphed
straight.”
all titles “should
be in When
white projected,
letters on
a black background.
are drawn thus, but
prefer to draw in black
use the negative itself
To those who draw

Normally they
some workers
on white, and
for projection.
their titles in

indian ink on white paper — a method,
by the way, which' gives excellent
results — a suggestion for a titling desk
to facilitate rapid production might
be of value. The idea is to use a
sheet of ground glass, suitably line 1
and divided, with a light beneath it.
When the paper is placed on this, the
lines showing through obviate the
need for separate pencilled guide
lines for every title. How the glass
should be divided, vertically and
horizontally, and how the desk should
be constructed, are questions best
decided by experiment and individual
24

Such natural finishings are dis¬
tinctive, and are not at all to be con¬
fused with the results that follow
the use of extra toning.
Titling Notes.
Continuity, in the case of film
plays, is frequently obtained through
the forced medium of dialogue ; but
not one amateur in a thousand is now
making sound films, so that the matter
can be ruled out. It might be re¬
membered for use in future contin¬
gencies,
ment of
respond
excellent
Visual

however, that the employ¬
sound which does not cor¬
with the seen action is an
continuity device.
titling is another method

on Film Titles

which may be relied upon to supply
continuity. This is rather clumsy,
and it may be taken for granted that
any good abstract film should manage
to sustain its own continuity without
the aid of titles.
Animated titles, by the way, are
greatly to be preferred in any film
of winter-time — where the action is
inclined to be boisterous. Such titles
must preserve the inherent motion
of the film, and if they be arranged
to embrace some of the material of
the production itself their value will
By
be greatly enhanced.
It may be
found best to under-ex pose a shot of
the action required (on reversal stock,
this will appear as a dark, subdued
image), then to rewind the stock and,
finally, to superimpose the white-onblack title. Thus, for an animated
title intended to precede a snowball
battle, we might under-expose on a
party being assailed by a shower of
snowballs, rewind, then expose on
the title, say, “Snowball

ALBERT

Revels.”

W. MEAD.

skill. Tracing paper pasted on plain
glass is an alternative to ground glass.
A mask of black paper eut to
the correct shape is a neat and simple
method of marking on the glass the

projected with the title right way
up, a jumble of letters gradually
form into the title.

frame dimensions which exactly cor¬
respond to the projected frame limits.
The amateur who is restricted to a
definite distance between camera lens

camera plate sheaths are ideal — ■
arranged on a background of card¬
board. A magnet can then be used
beneath the cardboard to disarrange
the letters. One or two trials before

and title board can accurately deter¬
mine these dimensions by taking a
test — just a few frames of film — of a
sheet of squared paper at the required
distance. Projection of this film will
occupy.
show the exact space that titles can
A direct focussing test, on a piece
of matt film in the camera gate, is
necessary to ensure the correct relative
positions of camera and title board,
because view-finders are inaccurate at
such close range. This test, however,
does not give exact frame limits,
because the camera frame is larger
than that of the projector.
Effective, rather startling titles can
be made by the use of reverse filming.
The same effect can be obtained with
a camera that has no reverse action,

A suggested method is to make the
letters of thin tin-plate — old magazine

“ shooting ” will enable this to be
done effectively. The letters should
be painted dead black or white,
according to the titling method em¬
ployed, and the cardboard, of course,
should be painted correspondingly.
Free-hand titles appeal to those with
artistic talent, and a few simple rules
worth bearing in mind are here given.
The optical centre of a frame is
slightly higher than the true centre.
This means that the top margin
should be slightly smaller than the
lower margin, when the title consists
of a “ block ” of matter. A single
word or line should be slightly above
the centre line.
Lettering should be full and roun l,
rather than thin and attenuated.

by arranging the title upside down in
relation to the camera. Ordinary
scenes, too, can be filmed in reverse

Suitable pens can be obtained from a
stationer, who can also supply a booklet
of
selected alphabets ancl hints on
lettering.

by holding the camera upside down.
The title is prepared with separate,
movable letters on a horizontal plane,

During the course of a film, simple
titles are better than highly decorative

photographed from above. Some
method of disturbing the arrangement
of the letters must be devised. The
camera is started with the title pre¬
pared, and the disarrangement takes
place gradually. When the film is
22

designs. The main title can be in¬
vested with intrinsic artistic value,
because at that point it does not
compete with cinematic interest, and,
in fact, arouses interest in the pro¬
duction.
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Societies

will have

The

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

January

Week’s
here if the syllabus

3rd.

C.C.

Talk on Enlarging.
J. L. Myers.
H. G. Wagstaff.

Suburban

and C.P.S.

“ Autolycus

Thursday,

in East Anglia.”

January

G. E. W. Herbert.

Southport P.S. 44 Round the Country with a Camera.” G. O. Wallis-Palmer.
Staines P.C. 44 The Problem of the Print.” Gevaert, Ltd.
Wallasey A. P.S.
The Romance
of the Honey Bee.” W. J. Walker.
Walthamstow
and 44D.P.S.
Westminster.

W. Clark.

Barnsley P.S. Warm-Tone Slide-Making. H. R. Lowes.
Beckenham P.S. 44 Photographic Emulsions.” H. R. Kershaw.
Bedford C.C. 44 The Camera in Malaya.” J. B. Scrivenor.
Blackburn and D.C.C. The Bromoil Process. Ilford, Ltd.

4th.

Cardiff C.C. Suggestions for Winter’s Night Photography.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. S.P.F. Portfolio.
Greenock C.C. Bromoil. R. A. Urwin.

Tuesday,

Forest Hill and D.P.S.

Wimbledon C.C. 44 Photomicrography.” E. A. Robins.
Woolwich P.S. Lecturettes by Members of Beckenham P.S.

Friday,

January

Wanstead

Loughborough P.S.
Wimbledon Amateur

C.C.

44 The

P.A.

of a Competition

Print.”

44 Ancient and Modern.” Dr. T. L. Llewellyn.
Cine Club. Studio Evening.

Saturday,
Coatbridge

Evolution

Annual

Exhibition

January

Monday,

Panchromatic

January

Plates.”

Wednesday,
Mrs. D. M. Elhck.

8th.

Bexley Heath P.S. Cine Films by Members of the R.P.S.
Blackburn and D.C.C. I.C.P.A. Prints and Slides.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Bromoil. Ilford, Ltd.
Bournemouth C.C. Hampshire Selected Slides.
Bradford P.S. 44 Geology and the Landscape,” J. F. Seaman.
Canterbury C.C. Lantern Lecture by C. H. Howse.

Erdington and D.P.S. 44 Climbing in the Bernese Oberland.” A. Hackett.
Glasgow and W.S.P.A. 44 Enlarging.” Jas. Thompson.
Hammersmith
Goodbrook. H.H.IhS. 44 The Little Things that 4 Make ’ the Picture.”

Exhibitions

J. N. Marshall.

Accrington

C.C.

L. and C.P.U.

January

10th.

Slides.

Borough Poly. P.S. 44 Holidays in Germany and Austria.” P. B. Drnnatt.
Brighton and Hove C.C. 44 The Pilgrim’s Wav.” Alick Chumley.
Camberwell C.C. 44 Photographic Fatuosities.”
Carlisle and County A. P.S. 44 Table-Top Photography.” W. N. McConnell.
Chorley P.S. 44 Finishing the Exhibition Print.” Mrs. Satterthwaite.
Coventry P.C. 44 In and about the Cevennes.” J. S. Lancaster.
Croydon C.C. 44 Making a Travel Picture.” J. Ridley.
Dennistoun A. P.A. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Enlarging. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Lecture.
Ilford P.S. Slide-Making. E. J. Lines.
Kodak Works P.S. 44 The Yo-Ho in North Wales.” B. Bellenson.
Leicester and L.P.S. 44 Pictorial Aims and Reality.” F. W. Lawton.
Partick C.C. 44 A Talk on Colour Slides.” J. R. Henderson.
Smethwick and D.P.S. 44 Portraiture.” Donald Allen.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Cine Evening.

Chelmsford P.S. 44 A Chat on Composition.” S. Bridgen.
City of London and C.P.S. 44 Sulphide Toning.” A. F. Snell.
Derby P.S. 44 Here, There and Everywhere.” H. A. Wallace.
Dewsbury P.S. Annual General Meeting. W. B. Farrar.

Notices of forthcoming

Dr. F. J.

Exhibition.

St. Bride P.S. 44 Rhythm.” R. J. Dobinson.
South Glasgow C.C. Print Criticism and Slide Competition.
South Shields P.S. 44 A Camera in Iceland.” Miss L. Wincote.
Stafford P.S. 44 Western Isles, Scotland.” J. Eymer.
Twickenham P.S. Slide-Making. J. Ainger Hall.
York P.S. 44 Wild Life in a Yorkshire Wood.” B. Hanley.

6th.

Closes.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. 44 Developing
Leeds P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Visit to Central Association

Nelson C.C. 44 Devon and Cornwall.” I. Hartley.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. 44 Some Faults in Photography.”
Portsmouth C.C. Criticism Evening. S. Bridgen.
Rotherham P.S. Exhibition of Y.P.U. Trophy Prints.

5th.

J. T. Whittam.

Harrogate P.S. 44 Where ? ” Riley Fortune.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Exhibition Opens.
Leytonstone and
S. J. Gallop.

9th.

Hamilton P.S. 44 Combination Printing.” I. Gordon.
Harrow C.C. 44 What we did with our 5s. Camera.” L. Balston and H. B. Wells.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. 44 Let us go into Transports.” T. D. Nunn.
Liverpool A. P.A. 44 Photo-Micrography.” R. L. Okell.
Monklands P.S. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
C. F. Walker.
Morecambe,
Heysham and D.P.S. 44 Colour and Sunshine in Picturesque England.”

Richmond C.C. 44 Seed Development.” C. F. Raffill.
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Competition.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competition and Discussion.

Enlarging.

January

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. 44 North-Eastern England.” Travis Burton.
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. 44 True Pictorialism.” F. C. Tilney.
Cambridge P.C. 44 The Honey Bee.” L. Illingworth.
Cardiff
Naturalists’ Society (P.S.) 44 River Scenery in the Vale of Neath.”
North.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Native Life in Papua.” P. Chatterton.
Hebden Bridge P.S. Y.P.U. Shield Slide Set.
Hull P.S. “ Some Yorkshire Rambles.” H. Waites.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ A Talk about Birds.” Charles Mosley.
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. “ Pictorialism.” W. H. Whitley.
Oldham P.S. Mounting. A. Birchenough.

Bromide

time to time.

Sheffield and Hallamshire P.S. 44 Portraiture.” Russell Crimp.
Southampton C.C. All Cine Evening by C. Chandless.
South London P.S. The Bromoil Process. L. G. Gabriel.

Ashton-undcr-Lyne P.S. Flashlight Photography.
Aston P.S. 44 Brushtoning.” A. E. W. Dicks.
Bury P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.

Colne C.C.

or from

8th (contd.).

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Monthly Competition — Slides.
Oxford P.S. Lantern Lecture by H. C. Cole.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. 41 Table-Top Photography.” C. Howard.
Handsworth P.S. “ ’Mid Glacier and Geyser in New Zealand.” A. Hackett.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ The Way of the Wanderer.” Miss H. M. Bailey.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ Table-Top Photography.” C. Howard.
Rochdale P.S. Choice of Papers. T. Eggles.
South

January

Hanley P.S. 44 Principles and Practice of Tri-colour Photography.” F. G. Tutton.
Ipswich and D.P.S. 44 My Holiday.” G. Bird.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. 44 Round the World in Sixty Minutes.” G. S. TomMnson.
Leeds C.C. Leeds P.S. Exhibition.
Lincoln C.C. Annual General Meeting.
London County Council Staff C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Manchester P.S. The Bromide Process. W. Duxbury.

Bradford P.S. “ How I make my Exhibition Prints ” by Members.
Brighton
and Carbro.
Hove C.C.
Bristol P.S.
E. “G. Sicily
Watts.via Rome.” Murry Barford.
Chorley P.S. “ Night Photography.”
Coventry P.C. “ The Ladies’ Hawk.”
Croydon C.C. House Exhibition.

of the session

Monday,

Accrington C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Borough Poly. P.S. Informal Meeting.

Camberwell

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

P. H.

Stockport P.S. Ladies’ Print Competition.
Worcestershire C.C. 44 An Houi: with a Naturalist.”

and Competitions

Herbert

Thompson.

cu?5tureand

exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, January 31. Rules in the issue of Decem¬
ber 27.
44 The A.P.” Christmas Party Competition. — Cash
prizes. Entries due, January 17. Particulars in issue
of December 2 7.
44 Iris ” Christmas Salon (Antwerp). — Open, Decem¬
ber 24-January 7. Secretary, J. Van Dyck, Fotograhsche Kring 44 Iris ” Ballaer Str., 69, Antwerp.
Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Entries, January
22 ; open, February 3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy,
16, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries
due, January 22 ; open for one month, commencing
February 17 ; Details and entry forms from Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora
Road, London, S.E?22.
Smethwick P.S. Annual Exhibition— Entries,
January 25 ; open, February 8 and 9. Particulars
from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 185,
Willow Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March

3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 3 ; open,
March 16-April 15. Entry forms from Secretary,
Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. Open Classes. —
Entries, February 10 ; open, March 15-17. Entry
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12 ; open, March 5-7.
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon.
23 — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 15 ; open, March 1-31. Further particulars from
Salon Committee, Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Mont¬
gomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhi¬
bition of Pictorial Photography. — -Open, February

26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way,.
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May g8-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Johnson’s Flashlight Competition. — Cash prizes.
Full particulars from Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon
Way, Hendon, NAV.4.
Granville Gulliman Competition for prints from
Granville paper negatives. — £250 in cash prizes. Par¬
ton Spa.from Granville Gulliman & Co., Ltd., Leaming¬
ticulars
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‘TQeaders ’ Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All c'omrminicanons tor the Editor should be addressed : " The Editor, Tne Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arisin- out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition, prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query *’ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but canno
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Exposures
I use your

Use

in Egypt.
exposure

table, but as I shall be in

Egypt shortly will you let me
posures to give there ? Can you
tion about taking dark streets,
scenes ?
A. W.

know what ex¬
add any informa¬
and also desert
L. (Lambeth.)

We can only give you the advice which
we always offer in such circumstances,
and that is that you do not rely upon
exposure tables at all, but use some
simple form of actinometer.
Such
meters actually test the photographic
value of the light at the time. They
also suggest the necessary modification
for special subjects, such as dark streets
and open views. The chief thing to
remember when there are strong con¬
trasts of light and shade is the old rule
to give sufficient exposure to register
the necessary detail in the shadows,
and not to carry development so far
that
and

the high-lights
over-dense.

Oil Stove

become

blocked

up

in Dark-room.

If I use an ordinary oil stove in the dark-room will
the light from it be detrimental to the production
of negatives and prints ?
EL S. (Nottingham.)

We

do not quite know

what

is meant

by “ ordinary oil stove.” You should
have no difficulty, however, in so
screening the stove that no direct light
reaches your sensitive material. In the
case of negatives, where the danger is
greatest, they can be kept covered up
during almost the whole of the time.

Uranium

Intensification.

I have intensified a negative with uranium, but
the result is unsatisfactory. Is there any remedy ?
R. D. (Brixton.)

of Filter.
I have a green filter ; would there be any dis¬
advantage in fixing this permanently on the
lens ? Are there any subjects for which there is
no advantage in using a filter ? Would a yellow
filter be better than the green one ?
H. L. (Sidcup.)

We should not advise you to fix any
filter permanently on the lens, although
in some cases it will have no effect
beyond increasing
are cases in which

the exposure. There
a filter does no useful

work whatever. Any filter is intended
to keep out, more or less, rays of a
particular colour ; and if these rays
are not being reflected from the subject
the presence of the filter has no advan¬
tage whatever. The probability is that
for all-round work a yellow filter will
be more serviceable.

Stained

If you refer to the general pink stain
of the film, this is not due to incomplete
fixation, but to a dye incorporated in
the emulsion It generally disappears
completely in an acid fixing bath, and
subsequent washing. Its only effect
will be to increase the exposure time
to some extent.

Sky.

Can you tell me how to clear the sky on a lantern
slide ? I have tried stopping development with
water while the sky is still blank, and painting
developer back on to the landscape.
J. H. W. (Reading.)

We

do not understand

why

you

should

result is unsatisfactory. You can re¬
move the uranium effect by washing
the negative in water to which a little
ammonia has been added. We should

■wish to obtain a blank sky in your
4
lantern slides. You will 2find
it a very
difficult matter to do successfully the
sort of thing you describe ; that is,
painting on developer with a brush.
We are so completely in the dark as
to what it is you are striving for that

advise you to substitute the chromium
process of intensification, as it is on
the whole more satisfactory.

we are at a loss how to advise yo'u.
Why not let the sky print out as the
negative gives it ?

You
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do

not

say

in what

respect

the

Your question is a very common one,
but unfortunately quite unanswerable.
The camera which is the best possible
for all the different kinds of work you
name does not exist. A camera that
is suitable for copying, for example, is
not the sort of thing that can be easily
carried about for taking snapshots.
The only thing you can do is to study
advertisements of apparatus, and decide
for yourself which particular type of
camera will do most of the things you
require reasonably well. You will cer¬
tainly not find one that will meet all
your various specifications. You must
have two different types — a hand
and a stand camera.

Forming

camera

a Club.

Can you give me any advice on forming and
running a photographic club ? F. C. J. (Cannock.)

We send you some notes from which
we hope you may get assistance. We
think it would be worth your while to
join what is known as the Photographic
Alliance, particulars of which, for your
district, you can obtain upon application
to J. S. Lancaster, Esq,, 144, Middleton
Hall

Road,

Permit

King’s

Norton,

Birmingham.

for Reproduction,

Permission to photograph at the Edinburgh Zoo
is given on condition that prints are not reproduced
without consent. Would this prevent the prints
from being entered in competitions ?
F. J. D. (Leeds.)

The

stipulation

made

would

certainly

not prevent entering prints for com¬
petition, but in some cases there is the
possibility that a competition print
may be reproduced, and then you would
be breaking the regulation. We think
your best plan would be to ask per¬
mission for the possible reproduction of
any print you intend

Negative.

Is the reddish stain on the enclosed negative due
to incomplete fixation ?
A. G. L. (Rugby).

Clear

of Camera.

I want a camera that is simple to operate and
that gives scope for progress ; that takes plates
and films ; that will take photographs of furniture
and interiors, outdoor views, and large illustrations,
and that is easy for a pedestrian to carry. Can
you advise me which camera to choose ?
R. A. M. (Bedford.)

Winter

to enter.

Developer.

Will you give me a formula for a developer that
will work at a low temperature ? A. J. L. (Ilford.)

If you leave
should have no
development

out hydroquinone you
real trouble with your

during

the

winter.

If

you cannot keep your dark-room and
the solutions up to a reasonable tempera¬
ture, the chief difference resulting will
be that development times must be
increased to compensate for the slower
action of most of the solutions.

Film

Negative

Failure.

What is wrong with the enclosed panchromatic
film negative ? Is this under-exposed result to
be expected at this time of year ?
A. H. (Hendon.)

From the appearance of your negative
we should judge that it was developed
as if it had been an ordinary instead of
a panchromatic film. This is particularly
suggested by the edges of the negative,
which should be perfectly clear, and not
jet black. It has evidently been reversed,
almost certainly owing to exposure to
an unsafe light.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

negatives

pictures !
Write to-day for free took, “Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” which
tells you how. by simple, inexpensive training, you can quickly learn to
take the EIGHT photographs in the RIGHT way and sell them to the RIGHT
buyers. B.S.P. postal tuition, under the personal supervision of the Principal,
is your quickest route to professional skill. Send coupon to-day, to

• FREE
ADVICE.
SEND
COUPON
NOW!

BRITISH

SCHOOL

WITH

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

53-54,
Haymarket,
London,
S.W. 1.
Mr. C. Allen Elliott, British School of Photography, Ltd., 53-54, Haymarket,
London, S.W.l.

ENLARGER

PRAXIDOS’

Please send me your book “ Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” without
obligation to :
Name .
Address .

.

A.P./2

Many a prize enlargement has sprung
from some neglected miniature neg¬
ative.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published by Iliffe * Sons Ltd., of Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday at the following rates :
British

Isles

and

Twelve Months
Six Months
Three Months
Single Copy

Canada.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

s.

d.

. 17
. 8
. 4
.

4
8
4
4

Other

Countries

Abroad.

Twelve Months
Six Months . .
Three Months
Single Copy . .

.
.
.
.

.
. .
. ■
.
. .
.
. .

s. d.

.
.
.
.

. 19 6
. 9 9
. 4 11
.
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The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, England. Telegrams: Amaphot, Watloo, London. Telephone: Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Dean* gate Manchester, 3. Telegrams : Iliffe, Manchester. Telephone : Blackfriars
4412 (4 lines). Midland Offices — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210. Scottish Offices-r-26B, Renfleld Street,
Glasgow, C.2. Telegrams : Iliffe, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4857.
Entered as second-class matter at New York (N.Y.) Post Office.
“The Amateur Photographer” can be obtained abroad from the foliowing : United States:
The International News Co., New York. France : W H. Smith & Son, 248, Rue-Rivoli, Paris ;
Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris. Belgium : W. H. Smith & Son, 71-75, Boulevard Adolphe
Max, Brussels. Australia: Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.),
Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). New Zealand :
Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : P. H. Wheeler
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PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE
EASY
By R. CHILD

Among those “ little negs ” of yours
you may have a real winner. Enlarge
them with a PRAXIDOS ....
the
inexpensive, vertical Enlarger which
simplifies the process and makes
success as sure as the negative will
permit.
This new semi-automatic enlarger
can be set for any degree of enlarge¬
ment by simply pressing a lever.
There are no wires to stretch or
break;

nothing

THORSCH&CoLtd
37, BEDFORD STREET,
Strand, LONDON, W.C.2

DIARIES
“THE AUTOCAR”
and Handbook

BAYLEY

Enlarging ”

EASY

AS

A

*

B

■

“THE

C

“THE

“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography : it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself: it is an ideal present to give an amateur
photographer.
8 vo, 250 pp.

Price 2/“ net
Obtainable

from

ILIFFE & SONS

Stout paper

or direct

MENTION

“

THE

WIRELESS

DIARY

WORLD”

DIARY

problems.

Each 1/6

by post from

AMATEUR

CYCLE”

Uniform in size, style and price. Bound in
leather cloth 4ix3£ inches, round corners,
pencil in binding loop.

covers

the Publishers

LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l

PLEASE

MOTOR

Invaluable to all wireless enthusi¬
asts. Contains 78 pages of useful
information on a variety of wireless

By Post 2/3

all leading booksellers,

MOTORIST’S DIARY
of Motor Sport

For every keen rider. Gives a
wealth of information on all
motor cycling topics, conveniently
arranged for quick reference.

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.

Crown

for
1934

Includes the principal motoring
competitions, events and records,
Brooklands handicap tables, etc.,
and other useful information.

Author of “ The Complete Photographer,”
“Hand
Cameras,” “Photographic

AS

to get out of order.

You can buy a Praxidos for as little
as £4 : 12 : 6. Let us send you full
details !

PHOTOGRAPHER

From

ILIFFE

”

by post 1/7

all booksellers, stationers and bookstalls, or direct from the Publishers

& SONS LTD., DORSET

WHEN

HOUSE,

CORRESPONDING

STAMFORD

WITH

STREET,

LONDON,

:

S.E.l
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Business Notices

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should te addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2$d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for conwen tlve insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
280, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
Is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
Is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must Include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
In any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” Is recommended.

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of Ita
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, altar
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

LENSES

SALEX
f/7.7,St.,rackNottingham.
focussing,
easel, Junior
£3/5. — }-pl.,
Wallis, Aldis
Baldwin
"VIEW Ensign Reflex, 34x2i, Ross Xpre3 [9055
f/4.5
lx lens, roll-holder, plate-holders ; cost £16 ;
first £ 7/10 secures. — Kerrneen, 36, Albert Rd.,
Widnes, Lancs.
[9056
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, 3 months old ;
camera
2 cost £40, Ross 10-in. lens, £14/10, 6 double
book-form slides, £15, leather case, £5/10, total
£75 ; lowest price, £38. — Address below.
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Press Camera, fitted
2 with Dagor lens, 3 double slides and leather
case ; beautiful condition, £8. — Address below.
1-PLATE Triple Extension Field Camera, good
4 lens and shutter, 5 double slides and case,
£2/10. — Wilkinson, Lochinvar, Moss Lane, Ormskirk. Phone 289.
[9057

F/2.5
Thornton-Pickard
Special
34x2£,
revolving back,
51-in.Ruby
f/2.5 Reflex>
Cooke
lens, one knob sets and winds self-capping

shutter, 18 single slides, graduated filter, solid
leather velvet-lined case, with sections, £12, cash.
—Steel, 16, Clifton St., Carlisle.
[9058

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

CAMERAS

AND

[9067

finder, 3 spools, Justophot, K 1 filter, leather
case, also Ever-ready, £11. — Roberts, The Green,
Aberystwyth.
[9069

ment
your

or purchased
guarantee.

for cash.

Our

reputation ^is

NO. 2a Folding Autographic Brownie, reversible

finder, fitted R.R. lens, speeded shutter, 14/6.

31x2 b Newman & Guardia Roll Film Sibyl,

2 rising front, N. & G. reflex finder, also
direct finder, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, speeded
shutter, 4 to l/100th and time, £6.

31x24 Adams’ Vesta Folding Pocket, focussing,

2 rising front, Identoscope finder, fitted Ross
Tessar f/4.5. Compound shutter, 1 to 1 /200th and
time, 12 slides, 2 purses, a bargain, £5/17/6.

LENSES

LEICA Model I, quite perfect and indistinguish¬ 6 -IN. Aldis Anastigmat f/4.5, in sunk iris
ALSO, Recently cost £6415, absolutely unused,
able from
Below.

Zeiss Ikon

new,

range-finder and

case, £9. —

Miroflex, 31 X 2£, fitted Bio-Tessar

Box 8953, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[9080

D.A. Compur, almost new condition and
appearance perfect ; with leather case, £5/15. —
Mardon,
Hill, Bishop’s
Stortford Thurne
(deposit Cottage,
system if Thorley
desired).
[9083

3 A 1 Kodak
Roll T.Film
R.R.crossf/4 front,
lens, BARGAIN
Outfits, asf/4.5
new :Tessar,
Ihagee D.A.
DuplexCompur,
3| X 2!
to 1/tOOth,
and Camera,
B., rise and
D.E. Camera,
leather bellows, shaded view-finder, spirit level,

leather case ; wonderful bargain, 50/-.— Walter,
Roslyn, Farnborough Rd., Birkdale, Lancs. [9070
01x2£ Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,
02
Zeiss filter, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
almost new ; genuine snip, £10 ; no offers. —
Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southampton.
► “
[9072

LENSES

W.l, the camera
specialists, -122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
bargains.
days’
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
ALL
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬

LEICA I, non-interchangeable Elmar f/3.5, range¬ ZEISS Ikon Cocarette, 3} x 2.}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5Rd., Chatham.

AND
Trade.

Mr. R. L.
Green, trading
R. L.
Green’s
Photo¬
graphic
Exchange,
of 218, asFore
Street,
Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oilers from this quarter.

f/2.8, velvet-lined case, £38. — J. L. Baker, 2, Park
View Mansions, Green Lanes, N.4.
[9077
NEWMAN-GUARDIA
Baby Sibyl £6.Roll— Williamson,
Film, Xpres
f/4.5 ; excellent condition,
26, Birchwood Rd., Parkstone, Dorset.
[9066
era, Cooke f/4.5 lens, Special
3 slides,Ruby
roll-film
THORNTON-PICKARD
Reflexadapter,
Cam¬
2 f/2.9,Dalimeyer
4 double Speed
slides, Focal-plane,
F.P.A., lens Pentac
hood,
31x2b
leather case ; new and perfect condition, £7/10. —
focussing screen. K ]§, leather case; perfect, £9/9.
— Ling-field, Maidstone

Co.

Note^bein^jmtraceahl^flost^ntransitshouldnotbesentasremittances.

OFFICES. — Dorsat House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.

SALE

&

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements snould be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Communications

Emporium

3, 1934

focal-plane shutter, R.H., F.P.A., filter, hood,
£9 ; V.P. Ernoflex Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Ernon,
slides, F.P.A., £10. — Box 8957, c/o ” The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9086

focussing mount, complete with flange ; as new,
£5/15.
1-PLATE Goerz Tengor Roll Film Camera, rising
4 and cross front, reversible finder, spirit level,
fitted Goerz Tenaxiar f/6.8, speeded shutter,
l/25th to l/100th and time, cable release, £2/10.
1-PLATE Ansco Roll Film Camera, focussing,
4 rising and cross front, reversible finder,
fitted Ansco anastigmat f/6.3, Speedex shutter,
1 to 1 /300th and time, cable release, 6 slides,
and leather case, £2/5.
[’7x107 Jules Richard Verascope, reflex finder,
"T' ) fitted pair Goerz D. anastigmats f/6,8,
changing-box, leather case, £3/10.
x 107 Jules Richard Verascope, rising front,
reflex finder, also direct finder, 2 spirit
levels, fitted pair Tessars f/4.5, Chronomos speeded
shutter, changing-box with plate indicator, £5/3.

31
24 Dalimeyer
Speed finder,
Camera,quick-wind
focussing, rising
2 x front,
wire-frame
focalplane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dalimeyer

Dalmac

f/3.5, F.P.A., £8.

changeable
Leica ;
brand for
new inter¬
and
LEITZ
Elmar model
Lens f/6.3,
10.5-cm.,
mount,
complete Soft-focus
with flange ;Lens
as new,
£2/17/6.
6 -IN.
Dalimeyer
f/4.5,
iris
unused ; cost £9/2 ; accept £7, or near offer. —
Mr. F. A. Shutt, 75, Uttoxeter Rd., Mickleover,
Derby.
[9065 312 x double
extension,
rising
and
cross
front,
24 Ensign Cameo Folding Pocket Camera,
reversible finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Ensar
Ikon Icarette,
31 x 21,
double1934
extension,
JUSTZeissBought
in Germany.
— Perfect
model
anastigmat f/4.5, Mulchro shutter, 1 to l/100th
supplementary plate back, f/4.5 Tessar. D.A.
and time, cable release, 6 slides, roll holder,
Compur ; listed £17 ; £11. — Write, J. N. Ridley,
case, £4/15.
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
; canvas This
5, Sandland St., Featherston Buildings, Holborn,
special attention
Pathescopes.W.C.l.
[9082
advertisement continued on next page.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
Trade.
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NEW
Very Latest Eolex
model, Meyer large
driven, no belts or
unique features.
Now in stock.

AMATEUR

ENLARGERS

£49 : 0 : 0

INSTALMENTS

Latest Zeiss Precision Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
finder, automatic focussing, entirely precision automatic
self-erecting quick-action, direct finder, all inlaid.

CAMERA

£17:0:0 _

range¬
focus,

PRECISION

SUPER
CAMERA. — 8-mm. Stewart-Wamer Super Camera, famous
f/3.5, three speeds, interchanging lenses, lightning loading, real
slow motion, actual footage, optical finder, dual frame finder, takes
Kodak, Gevaert films, super theatre pictures.

SUPER

CAMERA

Dallmeyer

Telephoto,

£12 : 12 : 0

REAL

interchanging .

.

MOVIE
£4

4

0

Voigtlander Super Automatic Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action
Compur (delayed action when needed), automatic parallax patent
(a fine feature), micro fine-hair focus, powerful magnifiers in hood,
uniqae pinion stops, prism speeds, automatic film register, 12 on
3Jx2i or 6 on 21x21.

AUTOMATIC _

£19 : 10 : 0 _

PROFESSIONAL
MOVIES— Soft-focns
holder and square lens hood, 6 mattes.
The Retoucher of Movies .

PRECISION

Matte Box, combined filter
Use one once, use it always.
£2 2 0

1-pl. T.-P. Horizontal Enlarger, double condensers,
extension, enlarge to any size .
TALKIES. — Permanec
needles. The absolute

fumed

oak, long
£5 5 0

Home
Recording and Reproducing,
perfect talkie of quality. Low price.

Camera and Projector Tripod, Thalhammer type, tilt pan
changing projector top and resistance base .

steel

swing, inter¬
£8 15 0

LATEST. — 10-mm. Simplex Wafer Camera, Kodak f/3.5, 3-speeds,
GO-ft. capacity, no threading, change films, still pictures, automatic
stop at any footage, self-portrait device, 1-in. thick only. Like a
cigarette-taee. Enjoy the comfort of a Simplex.

SUPER CAMERA

£25 : 0 : 0 _

THE ideal

NEW. — 250-watt Pathescope Projector, 250-watt direct, latest, motor,
fan-cooled, 400-ft. arms, takes 30-ft. too, crystal pictures.

SUPER

PROJECTOR

£15 : 0 : 0

EXCHANGES

9i-mm. Film Library 1/4 show ; 2/6 5 shows. All new films.
News Fox Film, 16-mm., 2/9 ; 9J-mm., 1/9. Latest news.
10-mm. Large Gear Rewinders, lightning rewind .
12s. 6d.
Adheso Title Letters, sponged gummed .
17s. 6d.
10-mm. Empty 400-ft. Reels .
3s. Od.
16-mm. Mickey Mouse Library, 2s. 0d. hire.
17

it in your Home.

3fx21

Certo Roll Film,

16 on 3i Voigtlander

ADVERTISEMENTS

- 750

Gear-driven G750 Projector, 9£-mm., 16-mm., dual
f/1.6, 750-watt direct boosted illomination, all gear
chairs, double fan-cooled, forward, reverse rewind
Very latest. Amazing light, super all geared.

EXCHANGES

WONDER
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0
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17
6
17
£6
.. £8
8
0
17
. £5
0
. £7 175
0
15
0
. £0
. £9
6
19
6
. £0
£1 17
6
.. £3
17
6
£12
0
£11 11
0
. £7
0
127
6
17
.£24
£6 10
10
0
. £3
17
0
0
15
0
£10 17
0
. £9 17
. £4
£7
f?
0
. . £9
.17s. 0d
£3
3
17
6
. £4
. £3 19
. £8
8
17
. £2 17
17
. £1
1
. £8
. £8
£21 10
10
12
. £8 17
£12 17
£32
. £9 17
w £8
. £5 17

f/6, 8, 3 speeds.

Virtus, f/3.5. Comp.

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON

GORSE
ROAD,

BLACKBURN
BE

| CAMERAS

Trade.

LENSES~~|

AND

This advertisement continued from previous 'page.

REPAIRS
to all makes
of apparatus
executed
by experienced
workmen
; estimate
given
before proceeding.
APPARATUS
can be; purchased
deferred
payments system
please ask onforour
details.
possible results.
Quick and
service.
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
hand
Cameras,
Lenses
and
Equipment
of
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s Largest Store of Second¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s

Conduit St., W.C.l.

FOR
3£x2£

Ross

T.-P. Horizontal, focussing adjustment, f/3.8

Planar

3x4

lens, condenser,

cm.

condenser,

lamphouse .

£5

7

6

Foth Vertical Enlarger, f/3.5 anastigmat,

electric light, large baseboard.

As new

£6 15

0

3x4 cm. Rajah Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
condenser,

[8375

Lewisham camera exchange, 426, High

CA SH, EXCHANGE
OR TERMS

3£x2£

electric lighting, baseboard.

As new

£6

6

0

Ihagee Horizontal or Vertical, f/6. 8 anastigmat,

electric lighting.

As

new .

£3 17

6

St., Lewisham, London, S.E.13. Phone,
Lee Green 2188 ; exceptional guaranteed bargains ;
£-pl. Salex Horizontal Enlarger, s£-in. condenser, f/7.7
approval deposit.
Ensign anastigmat .
£3 18 6

hood, leather
; as new
cost 10£8/8
POPULAR
Dallon caseTelephoto
f/6, ;focus
in.,;
price £5/15.
perfect,f/3.5
leatherElmar,
case ; cost
£16/10 ; exceptional
LEICA,
focal-plane,
guaranteed
value, £8/15.
DALLON
Lens, leather
focussingcase,mount
for;
Leica, Telephoto
f/5.6, as new,
£7 list
£3/17/6.
DALLMEYER
de Luxe,
f/6 £8/8
anastigmat,
pigskin caseSnapshot
; unsoiled
; list
; cash
bargain, £3/7/6.
31x2j
Compur,
slides, F.P.A.,
2 case Zeiss
; as Ideal,
new ; f/4.5,
cost £15
; fine bargain,
£7/10.
2 slides,
F.P.A.,
new ; cost3
31x2£
Traveller
Una leather
de Luxe,caseRoss; asCombinable,
£40 ; price £26/10. — Lewisham Camera Exchange,
426, High St., Lewisham.
[9084

CINEMATOGRAPH
X* I / ILL KODASCOPE

3.Vx2J Ensign Vertical Enlarger, anastigmat lens, con¬

denser, electric, large baseboard.

As new .

Cresco Enlarger, for Leica and 3x4
vertical, electric, take

Elmar

£4

4

lens .

£2

0

0

Cresco Enlarger, for 3x4 cm. or Leica negatives, with
f/4.5 Wray anastigmat lens, condenser, negative carrier,
baseboard, paper holders, fitted for electric light £3 17 6

3£x2£

V. &

N. Vertical Enlarger, with baseboard,

electric light fittings, negative

carrier. Unsoiled

3\x2b Lancaster’s Auto-Amplus Enlarger,
condenser, with baseboard, gas fittings .
6x6 cm. Rolleiflex Enlarger
anastigmat, electric .

£4

0

0

with 4^-in.
£4 7 6

Printer, vertical, f/4.5
£4 0 0

n x 2b lYliraphot Automatic Vertical, f/6. 8 Novar
electric, and baseboard .
£5

APPARATUS

0

cm. negatives,

lens,
7 6

B Projector, self-threading

SwiA/vJ
model, absolutely as new, £23 ; also
Cooke f/3.3 Telescopic Lens, £5 ; both perfect. —
H. E. Blyth, Haytor, Saltdean, Sussex.
[9078

HIGH-CLASS
YOUR personal inspection invited for Everything CAMERA BARGAINS
Trade.

for Movies, including Films from 1/-, Slides,
Lanterns, Projection Bulbs, Lenses, Condensers,
Cameras.

1// " 9-mm.
Pathescope
Films, immense selection
awaits your
inspection.
5// 16-mm.
Films,
inspection,
from large
5/-. selection awaits your
complete reels
8!/ Standard
Films,awaits
big your
varietyinspection.
of 1,000 ft.,
I f\L Illustrascreen Silver Screen Fabric, 48-in.
JLAJ/" wide, 48x36 in., 10/-, postage 1/-; any
length cut, 10/- per yard
Bijou 35-mm. Cinematographs, fitted with
" bulb and flex.
£»Q/_
OO/"

Pathe Projector, with super attachment
and Illustrachrome Colour Wheel.

CINEMATOGRAPHS from 20/- ; complete in

every detail, ready for showing. Projectors,
9.5-mm., 16-mm. and 35-mm., of every possible
description. Over 150 to select from.

3£x2|
Compur

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
BELL.all —types,
Cine-Nizo
9-mm. and ; 16-mm.
Cameras, ;
new, second-hand
keen quotations
catalogue. — 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll. [9053
only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

NEW Year Opportunities. — 2 Pathescope Home

Movie Projectors, super attachment, C motor,
group resistance with Ammeter, electric rewind, cost
£13/16/6, soiled, £7/15 each ; Bolex D.A. 9-mm.
and 16-mm., had very little use, cost £37/17/6,
at £28 ; 200-B returned from hire, cost £16/12/6,
at £12/10 ; Cine-Kodak Eight Camera and Projector,
with cases, cost £21, at £16/17/6 ; Alef Projector,
soiled only, £2/2 ; Let us quote you for your
still apparatus in part exchange ; our Fathescope
Film Library gives you the best service ; hire,
deferred, exchanges. — Cinephoto House, 6, Park
Rd., Teddington. Molesey 1034.
[9073

| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

WANTED. — Postcard Photographs of Railway
Engines and Steamships. — BM/PXPL,
W.C.l.

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

adapter,

leather

case

£12 17

1-pl. Tropical Sanderson, all usual movements,

Aldis, with

Duo

and

Trio attachments,

3 D.D. and 3 book-form
as new .

Compur

slides, leather case.

6
f/6

shutter,

Condition
£1017 6

4.5x10.7 Stereo Heidoscope Reflex, pair f/4.5 Tessar
lenses, 2 changing-boxes, adapter with 12 single slides,
Autochrome filija sheaths, case. Fine condition. Cost
over £55 .
£27 0 0

4.5x6 cm. Makina, f/3 anastigmat, Compur shutter, 12
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .

£5 17

6

1-pl. Roll Film Nixe, double extension, plate back, f/4.5
Tessar, Compur

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion picture equipment. Phone : 6889 Gerrard.
One address only, one-five-nine.
[9054
QUPER Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rates,
IO full particulars from North London’s largest
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095

Tourist, double extension, f/4.5 Heliar, delayed
shutter, 12 slides, F.P.

0

6

81-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, in standard mount. .£6 18

shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter . . £8

6

31 x 21 Wirgin Self-erecting, f/3. 9 Rodenstock, in delayed

Compur .

£4 18

6

9-section Brass Hip Tripod, 7 in. closed, 42 in. extended,

and case.

Unsoiled .

15s. 9d.

9-section Tripod, in Aluminium,
extended,

and

7 in. closed, 42 in.

case .

16s. 6d.

Exakta Reflex, f/3.5 Tessar, focal-plane shutter, leather

case

.

31x21

Ernemann

£13

10

0

Focal-plane, f/3.5 Ernon anastigmat

lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case £12 10

0

3J x 2.1 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, focal-plane shutter,

Aldis-Butcher

f/4.5 lens .

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

£4 18 A 6

Established

1889.

|
289, HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l

London,
[8996

SYSTEM.

29

January

THE

AMATEUR

PRICE TALKS

| EXCHANGE

\;\rANTED. — Vest Pocket Camera, good lens and
" T shutter, exchange Lady’s Pearl Lorgnette
Theatre Glasses, in velvet bag ; new condition.—
Webb, 102a, New Rd., Portsmouth.
[9071

WANTED. — 3Jx2J Folding Plate Camera, f/3.5

LOUDEST
prices

in

Great

Britain, quality is maintained

at

the

the

lowest

highest possible standard.

or less, D.E., good condition ; write details.
— Area, 240, Lancaster Rd., W.ll.
[9076
T\/7ANTED.
— Fully
Vertical
Enlarger,
T f diffusion
type Automatic
magnification
six times,
fine
focussing adjustment, about 5 in. square ; also
i-pl. T.-P. Double Book-form slides. — Box 8952,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9079
1 QOO
Super Sports Francis Barnet Motor Cycle,
brand new engine, electrics, taxed,
insured, fast, for superior Reflex or Press Outfit.
— 89, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[9085
Trade.

VS/’ANTED.
— High-grade
Cameras,— Ken
Cine &
Apparatus.
T T etc., for
cash or exchange.
Co., 4a,
Station Approach, Kew Gardens, Surrey.
[9081

CLUB

We

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation

{

Agfa Projector or Dallmeyer Titling Outfit. —
77, High St., Wealdstone, Middlesex.
[9064
VYLANTED. — Compact J-pl. Camera, f/4.5, good
T T shutter, direct finder. — Aitken, 78, Muir Drive,
Irvine, Ayrshire.
[9068

■ Although Granvil e Products are
at

WANTED

REFLEX wanted, cash, or will exchange 16-mm.

QUALITY
sold

AND

than by any other means

ANNOUNCEMENTS

K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9

SAMPLES

PAPERS
OF

ALL

GRADES

Callers welcomed.

IV Send for price list.
TT" ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Alhany Rd., Harbomc.
I\ Orders dispatched per return.

of

FREE

1 p.m.

Rd. I ‘rices
less postage to 121,
callers.Scotswood
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K
ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
TZALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.

to your own
SATISFACTION

Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;

K ALTON, Olasgow, 409 J, Argyle St. Prices less

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight arid double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; J-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4Jx2i 3/6, 3 J x 2J 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except J-pl., 6/6 gross.

This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind.
State surface, grade, etc.

Enquiries for samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

double-weight
K
ALTON
44 Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5 - : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3Jx2J glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
3Jx2J Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 lfx2J,
gross; 1/6
4Jx2igross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; J-pl., 21- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
quality, all surfaces ; Vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

Telegrams:

30

44 Granville, Leamington. 44

Phone

847.

USE

SILKY

20/MATTE

OR

3 Grades

45/12/30/-

ORDINARY

OR

SOFT

POSTCARDS, GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
22/- per 1,000. 11/- per 500.
2/9 per 100.
Singles or strips.

PLATES

MARTIN
Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
QUOTATIONS

BARGAIN
not

miss

FOR

QUANTITIES.

WINDOW

these

unprecedented

offers.

Dallmeyer Speed Camera <* 44 cm., f/2.9 Tentac, f/6.5
Dallou Telephoto. (I slide*. F.P A., 2 colour sc reens, leather
case. Fine condition .
£ 15 0 0
Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger,
Novar lens. Unused .
Ihagee 2J / 31 Camera, with
screen. As new .

J-pl. and

sin aller. f/6.3
£7 15 0

f/4.5 'ens. 3 slides, focussing
£4
5 0

Tbornton-Pickard Junior Ruby Reflex, 34 21, Aid is Salex
f/4.5 leus, 0 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Perfect condition
£8 10 0
Tbornton-Pickard J-pl. Press, with
slides. Excellent condition .

KEN

& Co.

f/4.5

Tessar, 3
£12

D.D.
0 0

STATION A PPROACH,
KEW GARDENS, SURREY.

postage to callers.

and CARDS K ALTON 44 Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,
APPLICATION

10x8 ..
12x10 ..
15 x 12 ..

and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, J-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

ON

5/4 ,.

Leitz Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elinar and f/6.5 Dallon relephcto,
ttu*omatic focussing, universal view-finder, Correx developing
tank. Listed £34. As new .
£21 10 0

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,
to 7 : Wednesday,

8x6 .. 7/9 per gross
81 x 6J .... 13/11
J-plate

VIGOROUS,

Do

Trade.

IT

PAPERS

3/7 .,
1/9 per gross
5/6 .,

GLOSSY,

SPECIAL

MATERIALS

★ PROVE

3J x 2J
2$x4|
i-plate
Postcard
5x4

ETY, open to gentlemen only, have vacancies
for young and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per
annum ; fortnightly meetings ; please apply —
T. B. Turner, 20, Longton Avenue, Withington,
Manchester.
[8226

PHOTOGRAMS OF THE YTSAR,” 1900, 1902,

*

BROMIDE

GASLIGHT4/-PAPERS
„
V.P.

THE MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCI¬

1903, 1904, 1905, 1912, 1913, 1923, 1924 ;
what offers ?— A. H. Robinson, Derwent House,
West Ayton, Yorkshire.
[9059

RELIABLE

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO2/9 PLATES
& PAPER
„

Special' Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3Jx2J .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt.
i-plate . . 1/9 „
„ | J-plate . . 3/6 ,, „

MISCELLANEOUS

ARE

3, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

X\T
Reflex,
or 3!- x— 2J,
TT ANTED.
f/4.5 —orUp-to-date
larger lens,
priceJ-pl.
reasonable.
R.
Payne, 142, Wadham Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [9060
WANTED. — Cine Camera, Kodak, Auto-kinecam ;
T T reasonable spot cash ; offers. — Mi's. Lee,
17, High St., Weybridge.
[9063

BUT -

SHOUTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6 ; 1/1-pl., 2/6 ;
J-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.
This advertisement continued on next page.
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Here’s Quality at the Right
Price !
print made from each

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed
negative : V.P. and 34 * 24, 8 exposures,

1/6, 4J ■ 3J 1/3, 54*34 1/8. 1/6 dozen,
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9
dozen, 1/6 4 dozen, 64 x4J enlargements.
32 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 84 x 64 9d., 64 x 4j
PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

1/2, No.

116 (24 x 4J)

1/- 4 dozen, Superior
4 dozen, 8* 64 ; 2,6
2/- 20*16, 15 12 1/9,
6d.

ALL

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12x10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122, East

♦
EVERY

2d.
FRIDAY

THE

PREMIER

RISK.

Road,

LEICESTER.

%OBLD
POULTRY
POULTRY

JOURNAL

Poultry keepers everywhere will find this journal
uncommonly Interesting and helpful.
Specimen

The Publisher

Park

copy

( A. P.), Dorset

of

House,

recent

issue free on

Stamford

request

8t.. London,

8. E.l

January

THE

3, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

The ‘AKRISKOP’
Focussing

Magnifier

■will enable you to obtain abso¬
lutely critically sharp enlarge¬
ments fromj'our small negatives.
This is accomplished by inter¬
cepting a beam of light passing
from the lens of the enlarger to
the baseboard or easel, and
adjusting the focus until the
actual silver grains of the
negative are seen in the “ Akriscop.” Nothing can be more
critical than this.

Price £2:17:6
SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

&

CO.

STRAND,

LTD.

LONDON,

W.C.2

Trade.
This advertisement continued from previous page.

K ALTON Plates : i-pl., 4 dozeu 12/- ; Postcard,

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 3Jx2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K
ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
exposures
If X2J, Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 82ix4J,
12/- ;;
6 exposures : 3ix4i, 18/- ; 5|x3j, 21/-.
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat
Films,
&
D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super11/-last,dozen.
H. & D. 2700, in
3ix2i,Roll
8-exposure,
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled lOd.
: Amidol,
1/2 [0009
oz. ;
Metol, 1/4
; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro 1/-.
WE
offer
the
Highest
Quality
Materials
at
the
lowest
prices
: Plates,
Papers,
Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works,

PRESS

•
EACH MONTH
the

A

Co-operative

PRIZE

Wholesale

OF

and

three

FOR

THE

TWO

BEST

dealing with

will offer

guinea

each

published.

Particulars of the competition can be obtained from :

General Editor, C.W.S. Publicity Departments
BALLOON STREET, MANCHESTER.

EXCHANCE

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part jjayment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

ALLENS,

168, OLDHAM

2/6, 12x10

51- 36

satin,

sheets.

matt :

i-pl.

Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3
dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

the activities of the C.W.S.

ALLENS CAMERA

1/6, whole-plate

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine, 600 H. & D. ;

month

In addition to the prizes payment will be made for

The

10/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 1/6 dozen,
6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.

ATTWOOD
Gaslight
Postcards,
first quality,
normaland
and Bromide
vigorous :
25 1/-,
50 1/6, 100 2/3, 1,000 17/6.

each,

PHOTOGRAPHERS

all photographs

ATTWOOD Plates : Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen
ATTWOOD Chloro-Bromlde, linen surface : i-pl.
ATTWOOD Bromide Paper and Cardette, normal

and vigorous, glossy,
4/- ; whole-plate 7/6.

GUINEAS

PHOTOGRAPHS

during

COMPETENT

®

1934

Society

prizes of one

submitted

BY

DURING

[0002

special cheap
reliable
quality,Essex,
post
ATTWOOD
PHOTOlines,
WORKS,
Hadleigh,
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.

PHOTOGRAPHY

COMPETITION

Southport.

SERVICE

ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
BRILLIANT
ETUI.BALDAX
CINE-KODAK
SUPERB, Etc.

ATTWOOD
3ix21, normal,
Gaslight1/3 Paper,
gross ; glossy
vigorous,and
1/6 satin
gross. :

ATTWOOD Mounts, 10x8 for i-pl. prints, white
BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

with lined centre and grey plate-sunk : 24 2/-,
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

IN USED

REFLEX
CAMERAS
3| x 2£ T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, 5-ln. Cooke t/3.5
anastigmat lens, F.P. holder, roll-film holder, 6 plate-holders, leather
case. Good condition .
£8 12 6
41x31 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5
anastigmat lens, F.P. holdei. Good condition .
£7 12 6
3x4 cm. Pilot. Carl Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, leather
case. In excellent condition. List price £21 . For .
£15 0 0
3* x 2£ N. & G. Folding, Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List
price £44 17s. 6d. For .
£26 16 6
41 x 31 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Cooke f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, 12 plate-holders, K. filter, leather case. In good condition.
List price £20 10s. For .
£13 10 0
3£ x 2V A.P.M. Reflex, Cooke Apem f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 12 single
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. Good condition. . £4 4 0
3£x2V T.-P. Horizontal, Dallmeyer f/3.5 Dalmac lens and a 9-in.
DaUmeyer f/6.5 Telephoto, i 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case.
List price £22 5s. For .
£15 15 0
4£ x 31 Kodak Graflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder. In good condition .
£9 12 6
Postcard Kodak Graflex, Berthiot Olar f/5.7 lens, leather case.
Good condition. Takes postcard size roll films .
£7 12 6
4.5 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition.
List price £35 15s. For .
£17 17 0
4£ x 31 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac
lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder, canvas case. In good condition.
List price £25 15s. For .
£17 12 6
41x31 Soho, Ross f/3.5 Xpres lens, 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price £42. For
£25 0 0
3£ x 2i T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, revolving back, swing front, Carl Zeiss
f/3.5 Tessar lens, changing-box, plate-holder and leather case. All
in good condition. List price £35. For .
£17 10 0

BURT’S
Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
it- gross ; 4i-x2f and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
norma] ; all surfaces ; 3ix2i,

- ELECTRIC EXPOSURE
The “OMBRUX”
METER

1/3 72 sheets,

1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.

PHOTO

[0026

The “Ombrux” represents the very
latest achievement in electrical science.
By its use it is possible, by simply directing
the instrument towards the object to be
photographed, to accurately measure the
light radiated, thereby determining with
great accuracy the exposure to be given
considering all makes of sensitised material.
The exposure is read directly on the
scale. PRICE, including leather pocket
case, with instructions .
£4 4 0

keenest prices,Materials.
Plates, —Films,
etc. ;
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Fresh, Papers,
finest quality,
money -saving lists free.— Kimber’s (Old Eddie), 61,
Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9046

|LANTERNS

RD., MANCHESTER,

BIG BARGAINS

&

ENLARGERS

Trade.

4

See Enlargements column.

lONDENSER

3£ x 2£ N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 6 double plateholders, F.P. holder, lens hood, leather case. List price about £55.
For .
£30 0 0

Type

.
RSR
GETE
ARAS
NL
NC
il
^A

I
I
V

QUICK
POSTAL SERVICE
DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK ROYAL
BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. 1934 P.C. AND I-PLATE
CALENDARS. CARDS. WOOD FRAMES, ALL KINDS.
BRAEMAR FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT BINDING.
COLOURING, SEPIA AND BLUE TONES. BIG PRINTS.
SUPER PRINTS. POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT GIFT. SUN¬
BURN MIRROR SNAPS KUTOGRAPH Regd. KUTOGRAPH 1934 ' CALENDARS, Regd. FOTOZO Regd.
GLAZING SOLUTION. ■ REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for List and Terms.

SPEEDY

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16

with
CRESCO ” Vertical Enlarger, for use with

own Leica or Contax lens, or complete
DaUmeyer f/4.5 anastigmat.

MARVEL ” Horizontal Enlarger, for use with

camera

own
and

Rolleiflex, Ikonta
lens.

“

A MPLUS

“

A UTO-AMPLUS

r\. own
with lens.

”

Vertical

3ix2J

(or similar

Enlarger,

for

or i-pl. camera,

” Vertical

rl Enlarger,’3or 3ix2i,
negatives.

use

with

41 x 31 Adams’ Videx, revolving back, Ross Zeiss f/6.3 Convertible
Protar lens, 3 double plate-holdefs, leather case. In good condition

or i-pl.

any of the above.
ELECTRIC
or~/Gas Automatic
IlluminantFocussing
can be used
with
“TTNIVERSAL”
Enlarger,

BOOK Your PA THE Library FILMS NOW
WE

HAVE

ALL

THE

LATEST

Single reels, *5 /A
per week,
**

RELEASES
more

AVAILABLE

reel

3 or

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO., 320, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria, S.W.l.
( One minute Victoria Station.)
Telephone : VIC. 2977.

r
3/6 pe

U
with mercury vapour Illuminant, for i-pl.,
whole-plate or 12x10 negatives.
J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

mingham, 1. &Telephone,
J. LANCASTER
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade, Bir¬
Ltd.,
289,
High
Holborn,
W.C.l
; Messrs.
LONDON Agents. — Messrs. The Service
Co.,
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New Bond St., W.l.
mounted and
mounted,
and other parts
for own
ENLARGERS.
— List
of Condenser
Lenses,
un¬
construction ; postage 2d. — Lancasters, 87, Parade,

Birmingham,

1.

LANTERN

£10 10

41 x 31 Ensign
F.P. holder .

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

Any

[0082

OUR

camera

sent “ On Approval
deposit to value.

Phone: Temple Bar 2340.

SLIDES

THROUGH

back, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Triotar lens,
£5 17 9

41 x 31 Ensign Folding, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition .
.
£11 17 6

BEST Results from Films, Prints, etc. ; list PE.

DEAL

Popular, reversing
.

41 x 31 Soho, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, F.P.
holder, leather case. In exceUent condition. List price over £40.
For .
£24 16 6

— Flatters & Garnett, Ltd., 309, Oxford Rd.,
Manchester.
[0096
CAN

0

31x21 Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,
roU-holder, case. In good condition .
£9 17 6
31x21 Ihagee Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder, 6
plate-holders, leather case. List price about £40. For. . £18 12 6
16 x 15 cm. Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. List
price £45. For .
. .
£10 10 0

Trade.

YOU

£27 12 6
lens, Mac¬
£1912
6

type)

Focussing

i-pl., 5ix3i

5x4 N. & G. Square Reflector, 7±-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres
kenzie adapter, 12 envelopes, leather case .

41 x 31 N. & G. Square Reflector, 51-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Series Vila
Protar lens, also 11-in. Ross f/5.4 Telecentric lens, 2 plate-holders,
F.P. holder, changing-box .
£21 0 0

or complete

Automatic

3£ x 2£ N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, 3
double plate-holders, leather case. List price £60. For. . £36 0 0
31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. List price £52 10s. For

DEPOSIT

SANDS

” against

Telegrams: Sansunter, Lesquare, London.

HUNTER&Gl?

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, W.C.2.
SYSTEM.

THE

AMATEUR

ENLARGEMENTS

|

PHOTOGRAPHER

/ O DOZEN,
from small
or plate,
and
1/0
lOd.film6, 6d.
3, 3d. retouching
1.— Postcards,
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,

AUTHORISED

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
I71REE
for
every
7/6
spent
with your
us, onenegative
8ix64 ;
1 mounted Enlargement from

BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, SIEMENS,
BOLEX, ZEISS, ENSIGN, AGFA, KODAK,
cin£-nizo, pathE, AND CORONET.

Gainsborough

Avenue.

Oldham.

MAKES

[0017

no disappointments ; same-dav service ; 81x64 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 81 x6J 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The -Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11. Roseoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
.)D, Each, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
quantity, glossy or semi-matt. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

AGENTS

OF HOME

MOVIE

FOR

ALL

APPARATUS-

Prices to suit all pockets, from 45/- to £100.
Screens from 7/6 to £18 15 0.

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
(Opposite

Photographic Chemists
BIRMINGHAM

SQUARE,

Phone : MID.

St., London,

Trade.

4LL Developing and Printing, same-dav service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3jx24 1/- ;
4J <31 1/3, 51x31 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roseoe St.,. London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
[0057

WANTED

focEsh !

NOTE

range

of Catalogues

Exchanges

post free anywhere.

6-in. Dallmeyer Anastigmat t/6, in B. & L. shutter,

i to i/iooth sec., T.
condition .

and

B.

Fair

ROAD,

Cameras

111-in. Kershaw Soft-tocus Lens 1/5.6,

Cl .1 H ,C

9x12

CAMERAS

AT

Double

3^x21 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, Compur,
anastigmat.

Good

condition.

Voigtlander Double

ro.C.n
Id.d.U

Extension

31x21

9x12

cm.

Double

.
Good con- £9:17:6

OLD

BOND

London,

ST.

W.l

Goerz Anschutz, 180-mm.

Dagor

f/6.8, self¬

10x15slides
cm.. British
Anschutz, 7-in.
4 D.D.
Fair condition. . .

£7:18:6

slides, case.

cm. Ernemann,

Good

3Jx2i

D.D.

case.

Good condition

31x21

Dogmar

.

focussing screen,

41x31

CQ.ft.ft

and 9x12

‘‘THE

31x21 Zeiss Ikon Double Extension Icarette Roll Film,
plate back, Tessar

£1 0.1 C.ft
XlX.liJ.W

Good condition
Vi
da
na
rf
/2
.9

London, W. I
Fourteen doors West of Circus. WEST BOUND

AMATEUR

ft. ft

X I .1U.11
cm.Goadleacondition.
Revolving Back
Reflex,

18-cm.
Tessarscreen.
f/4.5, 2Good
D.D.
slides, also 1 D.D.
slide
withZeiss
focussing
condition.
£8:8:0

con- £10:10:0

281 OXFORD

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.11.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

MENTION

£7.1

3 slides, leather case.

f/4.5, delayed Com-

pur, 3 slides. As brand new.

41x31

Revolving Back

List £17 5s.

£1

O.l

C.ft

XXO.liJ.U

Popular Pressman

Te

f/
2 D.
sl
F.
5.
id
D.
le
P.
4,
es
ph
l
ca
Go
c,o
ap oto eat
o
s
n
d
e.
di
he
te
r
ti
r,
on

«U

$T<

ad

,C

om

BUSES

pu
r
STOP HEBE. , p

ou

ch
Leica Cameras and Accessories,
recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cin£
Projectors, Zeiss Binoculars,£ JAstronomical Telescopes, Modem
17
bought for cash.
.f
i

ITC H I S^?N

Crouch End. — -17. Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon.— 12, George St.
Catlord.— 62a, Rushey Green.

PHOTOGRAPHER

O'
*
X
I

73 LORD ST.
LIVERPOOL

Ro

Wattord.— 142, St. Albans
Canterbury.— 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.Rd.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

ss

PLEASE

XU.D.U

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, plate back, Compur,

f/4.5, hooded

Reflex,

cm. Mentor, 6-in. Meyer f/3, 3 C1C.17.fi

slides, F.P. adapter.

DILLON
32

on V.P.~<**i*»C1
roll film,

ListKodak
£5 17s.Autographic
6d .
X**.!
.O
Graflex
Roll 4Film
Reflex, 44-in. laRoss
Homocentric f/4.5, £fi.fi«ft

Curt Bentzin, 12-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D.
Good

f/4.5. Good

case.
As new.
41x2/
No.

CC.Q.ft

condition.

Good

shutter, Novar

condition.
£8 12s.166dexposures
.
3x4 cm. Cost
Piccochic,

XO.O.U

leather case.

I6.1U,U

cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 16 pictures on V.P.

roll film, Telma

7.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, 6

A ny item sent on five days’ approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
1 2 1 , Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

3x4

Roll
Film case.
Reflex,Good
f/6.3 Ross
leather
£0,1 anastig¬
ft .ft

.

.. IO.O.U

15s .

F.P. adapter,

Please state requirements.

31x21
Ensign
mat,
soft morocco

Cooke Aviar f/4.5,

condition

Splendid

etc.

condition

34 x2V Mentor, 13.5-cm. Zodellar f/3.5, 3 D.D. slides,

9x12

Extension Etui Hand, delayed

ST.

* 1 U,U

Cfi.fi. ft
XD.D.U

slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
condition .

Compur, 13.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter. As new. List
£15 10s...
£11:10:0

28

Id

case.

slides, F.P. adapter.

& Guardia Sibyl Hand, Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5, 6 slides, leather case.

281, OXFORD

Fair condition.

Cfi.1 T.fi
XD.ll.U

Cost £25

Uno f/4.5, also DaUmeyer Popular Telephoto f/6.5,
leather case. Good condition. List CO.1 C.ft
£15 15s .
XD.lj.U

Barometers,

capping, 5 to 1/1, 200th sec., 3 D.D. slides,
leather case. Good condition .

4.5x6

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis

31 x 2! Newman

Instru¬

leather

f/4.5, 3 D.D.

[0006

IN STOCK

5x4 Goerz Anschutz, 150-mm. Busch Omnar

Hand,

n
8-cm. Voigtlander
Heliar f/4.5. Compound to 1/300U1
sec., 6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Fair
P 3 1 n h
condition .
I*!*! I »Q

W.C.2.

undertake repairs to all mikes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holboru, E.C.l (near
damages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

cm. Curt Bentzin, 150-mm. Busch Ornnar f/4.5,

64x4|

Extension Voigtlander Hand,

Lane, London,

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

E.C.l

Telescopes,

"1

shutters, toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

cm. lea, 13.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar CC.1ft.rt

f/4.5, 6 slides, leather case.

9x12

S-cm. Convertible anastigmat f/6.8, Compound shutter,
1 to i/300th sec., T. and B., 3 slides. PO.1 C.ft
Fair condition .
XZi.lsJ.U

cm.

Trade.

REPAIRERS

|

Works), 27, Chancery

LONDON,

and Cult), Binoculars,

flange. As new. List £3 5s .
H.A
# .U
2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
.
i
9.5-mm. Pathe Cinecamera, f/3.5 lens, CO.1
A. A
Good condition .
Camo motor. Fair condition. Cost £9 5s. IntlUtU

4.5x6

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
or drying anl glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

house

and repairs to all kinds of Optical
ments by skilled craftsmen.

FOCAL-PLANE

in
/? J
X # S • O Cl •

[9075

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
Apparatus,London's
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
LLOYD’S.—
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

ADDRESS:

m

f/6.3 Goerz

School, Roseoe St., Bunhill Row, E.C.l.

Broadhurst, Glarksqn & Co.

LATEST MODELS

cm.

Write, Photography, 13. Gt. St. Andrew St.,
W.C.2.
[9074

[5386

Wide

4.5x6

L.C.C. Classes. Photography, rambles arranged. —
PHOTOGRAPHY Class, Tuesday evening, Adult

TELESCOPES
MICROSCOPES
BINOCULARS

63, FARRINGDON

c

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

telescope

Trade.

Wednesdays, 6.30-8 ; Spring Session commences
3rd January ; practical photography, open to all ;
few
only, 3 months 15/-'. — Particulars,
write vacancies
Manager Institute.
[8995

Trade.

RETOUCHING
— First-class work promptly exe¬
R ETOUCHTNG.
cuted. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

Lane, City
minutes Aldersgate
Met.
EVENING
Class.(3— Cripplegate
Institute,St.Golden
Station), instructed by John H. Gear, F.R.P.S. ;

ACCESSORIES

[9062

ry
/ PER
40/- per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

H

5C70.

S.W.ll.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

etc.

Trade.

O.P.O.)

POSTCARD Enlargements, 2d. each, any quantity.
1, Morrison

BOOKS,

3, 1934

for
free prospectus
; no
World’s
Photographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9061

9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Film Library.
stock every super reel in the Pathe Catalogue.

We

ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
—Galloway,

TUITION.

The Camera Exchanged Midlands

Trade.

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

Xp
es
” rWHEN
f/
4.
5,
al

CORRESPONDING

so

1

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

Q.

IQ

.f

t

O

.

A

O

.

U

Cameras and
Microscopes,

LTD.

ESTD.
1760

January

THE

3, 1934

THE

PICK

OF

THE

BEST

MAKES

FROM

A FEW

SHILLINGS

added, or 5/- if under £5.

PAY WHILE YOU
ENJOY
ITS USE

FROM

WALLACE HEATON

Wallace Heaton’s

119 NEW

We make a generous al¬
lowance on any apparatus

ST

ST W I

HE HAD A

DOWN

Any home cine may be
had on g equal monthly
instalments.
ment
secures. First
Only pay¬
5%

FOR 1934—
A PROJECTOR

BELL-HOWELL
HOME
CINE

* 47 8EPKCl.tr

ADVERTISEMENTS

A FINE PROJECT

HIS

BOND

PHOTOGRAPHER

HOME GINESon EASY TERMS

The PARTY SAW
PART ’E
THEPLAYED
WITH

AMATEUR

NOW

This

Yours for

and

monthly

payments.

FULLY
6 D. slides, case.

Price

£15
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£1 15
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shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
£25 .
£0 6 0
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case. Cost £100 .
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8

similar

monthly

Cash payments.
Price £65

ENSIGN

‘300-B
Fitted

s.
6

s.

0

£35 .

And

10

10

0

£8

Cost

st

£3 15

lens, 2 D. slides.

. ||

6

LISTS

33

f/7.7 lens, 3 D. slides. Cost £12 .

ill

Yours for £7:11 : 8

£4 17

0
£1

0

Co

17

FREE

monthly

£6:15:0

payments.

New type take-up success¬
fully projects worn films.
Self-contained resistance.
Picture up to 9 ft. wide.
Reverse mechanism.

r.

£17

st

similar

Price

Co 10 £4 0
£22
0
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£1
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Cost £28 .
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case.
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F.P. adapter, case.
£14 14 0

monthly

book-form slides,
£5 5 0
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adapter,

£26 10s.
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3 D. slides, cut-film magazine,
Cost £30 17s. 6d .

Cost

similar
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F.
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case.

P.

es

F.P. adapter.

5

adapter,

F.

id
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ns

2 slides, F.P.

Cost

0
0
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ng

le

case.

4
10

8

BARGAIN/1

si

4.

adapter,

£4
£47

and

8

Its 200-watt 50-volt lamp,
with special optical system,
gives the unusually brilliant
illumination of 130 lumens.

Cash payments.
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fitted with a 50-volt
200-watt lamp and the

Cash payments.
Price £68
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model, f/3.5 Triotar lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Cost £40 .
£12 12 0

f/
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GUARANTEED

Cost £29 10s .

EMM

for both 9.5-mm. and
16 -mm. films. When

Yours for
£7:18 : 8

£11 : 1 : 8
similar

CINE I

the principles of professional
motion - picture jiroject.ors.
Works oft" 110-volts electric
supply. A perfectly clear,
flickerless picture 4 ft. by
3 ft. is shown at 12 ft. from
the screen, complete with mat.

BOLEX ‘G.916’

A well-constructed and re¬
liable instrument giving large
brilliant pictures. Has all
latest refinements. Idea* for
schools, clubs, small halls and
lecture rooms.

All gear-driven. Dual
aero cooling. The finest
amateur cin6 projector
in the world. See it at
Bond Street.

8

BELL-HOWELL
HOME

PATHE
HOME CINE
Embodies in miniature all

!

gear-driven, there being
no belts whatever. It is

750-WATT
‘ R.S.’
FILMO
PROJECTOR

PROJECTOR

Cash

IN STOCK

BELL-HOWELL

LATEST

LM0‘J.S.’
FI750-WATT

and
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TO GET
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in part payment.

NEWEST

PRESENT-E-MENT

with

>
300-

watt, 6-coil single¬
ment
lamp
with
plane matched
fila¬
matched
reflector
and condenser. For
16-mm. films. Oper¬
ates on all voltages
100-250 (A.C. or
D.C.),

compact

and

Yours for 68/10
portable.
and
similar
m nthly payments.
CASH
PRICE
£29:10
0

PATHESCOPE
200-B” placed
With “scientifically
200-watt lighting system.
Brilliant picture 10 ft.
wide easily obtainable.
Flickerless projection,
“ gate.” Threading
on
sprocket-fed,
accessible
one side only.

Single nut

110 volts
electric
supply,
tilting
device.
Works
off
complete

with

lamp,

adapter
and ODetwo-way
empty
plug, flex,
300-ft. super reel.

Yours
for monthly
35/8 similar

and

34

Five

days’

free

119 NEW

approval

BOND ST.

LONDON,
Phones:

to post-buyers

MAYFAIR

W.l

AND

MOVIES
As

advertisements

PLEASE

goods,

against

full cash

deposit.

H. R. H. THE
PRINCE OF
WALES.

BY
APPOINTMENT
TO

CASH PRICE £15.
payments.

47 BERKELEY
ST.
PICCADILLY,
W.l

0924-5-6-7.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

T aken by the light¬
ing of a railway
carriage on an
Ilford Hypersensi¬
tive Panchromatic
Plate. Negative by
Charles E. Brown.

* . . such as YOU might
have recorded with an

WHY not take up this new photo-

graphy ? . . . picture - making by
ordinary artificial illumination . . .
almost as easy as daylight snap-shotting.
There is a host of effective subjects
awaiting your camera to-night ! Get a
packet of Ilford Hypersensitive Panchro¬
matic Plates now.
MADE

IN
Printed

ENGLAND

BY

for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

ILFORD

Limited,

Dorset

House,

ILFORD
HYPERSENSITIVE
PANCHROMATIC
LIMITED
Stamford

Street, London,

•

ILFORD

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour
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•
Press,

LONDON
Reading.
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Speed

and Quality

Sometimes you need SPEED
than the fast “Verichrome”

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” has record speed: fifty per cent faster even

to morning

Always you must have QUALITY

and afternoon light three times as fast by artificial light.

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” is sensitive to all colours. With the

appropriate filter it gives an honest monochrome

rendering of the world of colour.

Kodak Super Sensitive
Panchromatic Film
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

"
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USED CAMERAS

THIS PICTURE SPEAKS
FOR THE ACCURACY

—Here are the Greatest
BARGAINS that even

GAMAGES

have

ever offered

ADVERTISEMENTS

of the

(Rolleiflex

!

rj i, Gamages definitely make the highest allowance \
1 T*

for

old

apparatus

KODAK.

in part

exchange

for

new.

BARGAINS

la Folding Pocket, f/7.9 anastigmat, 3-speed shutter. Cost £2 7s. 6d. As new
No. 1 Folding Pocket, f/6.3, 3 speeds. Cost £3. As new .
£2 0 0
Another, latest model, self-erecting .
£2 5 0
V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens. Good condition .
8s. 6d.
Six-20 Kodak, Doublet lens, 3-speed. Cost £2 15s. New .
£1 17 6
No. 3 J—pi. Roll Film, f/7. 7, 3-speed, leather covered .
£1 15 0
Silver Cine Screens, oak frame. Cost 8s. 6d .
4s. 6d.
100-ft. 16-mm. Cine Kodagraphs, "Beautiful England” Series. Cost 2ts.
(Also several Comedies

PATHE

at same

price.)

10s. 0d.

BARGAINS

“ Kid ” Projector, and resistance, demonstration-soiled only. List £2 15s.
£1

18 6

Lux Projector, in excellent condition, complete with extra “ 0 ” type lamp and
two 300-ft. films and carrying-case.

Cost £24 .

£9 17

6

£7 10

0

Double-claw Projector, special Krauss lens, dual resistance.. .
£5 5 0
Double-daw Projector, motor, super attachment and dual resistance. List
£13 rs.

As new .

“ Kid ” Projector Carrying-cases. Cost r2s. 6d .
Double-daw Projector, and resistance. List £7 5s. As new .

ENSIGN

3s. 6d.
£4 15 0

BARGAINS

new .

£6 17

6

£4 17
2} X 3} No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Mulchro shutter, rise and cross. .£2
19 6
Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, shutter speeds to i/5ooth sec. List £7 17s. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS

been

hardly

presentable ; she

might have nearly lost her head,
but she was photographed with a
Rolleiflex and that made all the

2}x3} Carbine, f/8.5 anastigmat, 3-speed shutter. Cost £2 2s. New. .£150
2}x3} Folding, T. B. I. shutter .
7s. 6d.
16-mm. Kinecam, f/3.5 Taylor-Hobson, 2 speeds, latest model. List £10 10s.
As

The lady in the picture might have

BARGAINS

difference !

Rolleiflex Parallax

Compensation

gives dead accuracy

every time!

What you see on the

ground-glass

screen

you

get in

perfect detail — no chopping

the

Automatic Rolleiflex, latest model, f/4.5 Tessar. Slightly soiled only. List £20
£15 12 6
Certix Self-erecting, f/6.3, Vario shutter. List £3 9s. 6d. Brand new

tops off your best negatives. The

Reitzschel 21 x 3.1 Plate, f/7.5, 3 speeds, rise and cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter

adjustments, film wind and stops
are under immediate control.

21x3}

£1 12

£1 10

2} x 3} Self-erecting Ajax, f/6.3 Taylor-Hobson,
£2

2s .

3 speeds. Brand

new.
£1

6

0

List)

7

6

With

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

£20

Rolleiflex is all-automatic ; speed

With

: O : O

f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar,

£22:

10:0

Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, latest Compur; in case, with yellow filter. As
new.

2} x
3 x4
2} x
2} x
21 X

Cost £13 17s. 6d .

£9

7

6

3} Self-erecting Coronet. List £1 is .
cm. Nagel Ranca, f/4.5, Vario shutter .
3} Baida, self-erecting, roll film, f/4.5, Vario. New .
3} Coronet, f/7. 7 Taylor-Hobson. New .
4} Nagel Vollenda, f/4.5 Radionar, D.A. Pronto shutter.

12s. 6d.
£2 17 6
£2 5 0
17s. 6d.
As new.

Cost £7 10s .

£4 15

0

First-class Russian Iron Lantern, extension tubes and double pinion lens £1 19

C

Vrite for the new Rolleiflex prospectus with leaflet about Parallax
Compensation, and name
of your nearest dealer, to the

SOLE

: Holborn

“CELFIX

8484.
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Still They Come!- BIG
CITY SALE gives TO-DAY’S GREATEST CHANCE
FIRST PAYMENT GETS YOUR BARGAIN
Anything on 9 equal monthly
added, or 5/- if under £5.

instalments.

First payment

secures — only 5°/(

Free
Approval
For 5 days is
allowed

to post¬

buyers

of

goods against full
cash deposit-

Phone

E.C.l

: NAT.

9.5-mm.

0591

9.5-mm.

9s. 3d.
5s. 3d.
£8 2 6
Cost £8. . £4 12 6
£7 17 6
condition. Cost £4

£2 10

0

£9 2 6
Zodel de Luxe Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5 Convertible lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides,
focussing screen, leather case. Cost £12 10s .
£0 17 0
la Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Diomatic shutter speeded from l/10th to
l/100th sec. and time. Unsoiled. Cost £5 17s. Gd .
£3 3 0
lens. Ibso speeded

shutter,
£1 31 to

1-pl. Tenax Roll Film, f/6.8 I )agor, in Compur. New condition. Cost £11 .
1-pl. Ernemann Roll Film, f/6.8 Detective Aplanat, speeded shutter .
1-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/5.8 Ensign anastigmat, Koilos fully-speeded shutter.

£3 19
11s. 3d.
Cost £8 10s.

la Special Kodak,
P.C. Kodak
2c Ensign
\ -pi. Kodak

f/4.5 Kodak

Roll Film, f/6.8 anastigmat

anastigmat,

Roll Film, f,'7.7 anastigmat,
Roll Film,
Speed

Rapid

Graphic,

in ball-bearing

Landscape

f/5.8 Ensign

in Kodamatic

lens.

New

speeded

from

£1 11

6

1 to l/200th sec.
£5 19 6

shutter, plate back, 1 slide, leather
£17 case9
8s. 9d.

condition .

anastigmat,

focal-plane

shutter, speeded

to 1 /1,000th
£2 7 9
£1 17
£17
6
£2 7 6
£6 6 0
9s. 3d.

9 x 12 lea Folding Pocket, f/6 Beck anastigmat, in Ilex Acme speeded shutter, 6 slides
1-pl. Klimax Double Extension, f, 7.7 Aldis, iu Compur, canvas case .
i-pl. Tenax, f/fi.8 Dagor, in old pattern Compound shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. ...
|-pl. Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, reflex Under .
31 x 21 Cameo, Rapid Landscape lens, 3 elides .

Film-pack Hawkeye Folding Pocket, 3' < 21, Rapid Landscape lens .
9s. 6d.
31 ' 21 Cameo, f/6.8 anastigmat, 3 slides, speeded shutter .
£1 2 6
31 21 Cameo, f 4.5 Aldis, in Mulchro fully-speeded shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. . £3 19 6
31 21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat, 3 slides .
£2 15
31 21 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 book-form slides, leather case. . £12 17
6 0
41 ■ 6 Makina Folding Plate, f 3.2 anastigmat, Compur, fi slides, F.P. adapter and case £6
i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/2.9 Anticomar, 3 double plate-holders. Brand new condition
£14 17 6
9 x 12 Doable-shutter Ernemann Focal-plane, double extension, f/5.4 Convertible anastigmat,
Compur shutter, focal-plane shutter, speeded to l/l,000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Brand new
condition.
£6 17 6
P.C. Panros Focal-plane, f '4.9 Zeiss Tessar, 2 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 19
P.C. Salex Focal-plane, f 4.5 anastigmat, fi slides .
£3 19
i-pl. Ica Reflex, f/4.5 lea anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis, reversing back, fi slides .
£9 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Series 11 Cooke anastigmat, reversing back, 6 slides £7 2 6
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, reversing back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss anastigmat .
£5 19 6
P.C. Ernemann Folding Reflex, 7-in. f/4.5 Tessar, focussing mount, revolving back, 3 double
dark slides, leather case .
£10 10 0
i-pl. Sanderson Roll Film and Plate Camera, triple extension, f/6.8 Blitz anastigmat, in Koilos
shutter, 3 slides, leather case .
£3 3 0
5 x 4 Turner, Son & Hope Hand and Stand, focal-plane shutter, f/5.8 anastigmat, 5 double bookform slides, reversing back .
£3 12 6
P.C. Triple Extension Turner, Son & Hope Hand and Stand, Busch
shutter, 6 single metal dark slides, leather case .
i-pl. Triple Extension C.B. Field, Watson's
dark slide, turntable, tripod .

EVERY

Rectilinear

BARGAIN

Detective

lens, reversing
.

Pathe

Double-claw

Projector,

Pathe

Kid

Projector,

hand

9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Camera,
dition .

£4 10 0
31 x2l Double Extension Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. shutter, plate back, 3 slides,
focussing screen. Cost £lfi 17s. fid .
£11 17 6
31 21 Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat, complete in canvas case. Cost £17 17s. Unsoiled

Folding

IN CIN£
with

motor

Aplanat,

back, 1 double

1124

APPARATUS

drive,

complete

with

adjustable

adjustable

resistance

16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse, rewind
ments, with adjustable resistance and case. Cost £63 .

£1 2 6
Cost £14 10s.
£8 15 0
31 21 Nagel Triumph, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter, complete in canvas case. Cost
£3 12s. 6d. Uns oiled .
£2 7 6
31 21 Series III Pocket Kodak, f fi. 3 Cooke Aviar, Compur shutter. Cost £9. Unsoiled £5 5 0
Supreme de Luxe Roll Film, f 4.5 anastigmat, latest D.A. Compur shutter. Cost £6 10s.

Contessa

Phone: CITY
MOVIES

resistance,
£15 12 6

16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Projector, 100-watt lamp, superior quality lens, motor drive, adjustable
resistance up to 250 volts, complete in carrying -case .
£9 17 6
Latest Model Victor Projector, bronze finish, 500-watt lamp, with reverse, rewind aod still
picture movements, tilting device, complete with adjustable resistance and safety film catch.
Cost £84 .
£62 10 0

Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/8.8 anastigmat lens. Cost £2 10s .
Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, complete in leather case.

1-pl. Rack Focus
1 TOOth sec..

BARGAINS

16-mm. 150-watt Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector,
motor rewind and case .

SELECTIONS FROM
OUR BUMPER LIST
V.P. Kodak, Aehro lens. Cost £1 5s .
No. 1 Ensignette. Achro lens. Cost 21s .
Weeny-Ultrix, f ,3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter. List price £13 .
Weeny-Ultrix V.P. Roll Film, f 4.5 anastigmat lens, latest pattern Compur.
Leitz Leica Focal-plane, f/3.5 Elmar. Cost £15 .
31 x 2i Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter. New

E.C.2
THE HOME
OF HOME

CLEARANCE

84 Aldersgate St
LONDON,

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

used

speeded
£2 12 6

book-form
£2 12 6

turn,

complete

f/3. 5 anastigmat,

with

and

adjustable

iris diaphragm,

up

to 240 volts
£4 12 6

still picture move¬
£19 17 0

resistance.

motor

drive.

As new
£1 17

9.5-mm. Pathe Telephoto Outfit, fitted with f/3. 5 anastigmat lens and f/4 Telephoto, inter¬
changeable, motor drive, footage Indicator, complete in leather case. In new condition
£14 14 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Lnxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, iris diaphragm, motor drive,
D.V. finder and leather case .
£12 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera
case .
16-mm.

DeVry

Cine Camera,

de Lnxe, f/3.5 anastigmat,
.
f/3.5 Dallmeyer

anastigmat

iris diaphragm,
leas, D.V.

D.V.

finder and
£7 12 6

finder, motor

drive
£7 12

MENTION

“ THE

16-mm. Bell-Howell 70 DA Camera, with turret front, fitted with 1-in. f/1.5, 2-in. f/3.5 and
3-in. f/3.5 lenses, 7 speeds, critical focusser, footage indicator, masking finder, motor drive, com¬
plete in leather case. Cost £121 .
£73 15 0
35-mm.

DeVry

O’-mm.

Pathe

16-mm.
resistance
16-mm.

Projector,
Luxe

high-intensity

Cine Camera,

Meyer

lamp,

motor

drive, resistance

f/1.5, 2-in. f/2.7 Tessar,

and

Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt lamp, motor drive, forward
to 250 volts, complete in case. As new .
Model

C Kodascope

Projector,

200-watt

lamp,

motor

to 250
complete
and

volts, with case
£14 14 0
in leather
£18 18case0

reverse

drive, resistance

movements,
£37 10 0
to 250

volts

£8 17 6
Bell& Howell Filmo, Model 57 GG., 375-watt lamp, complete with motor drive and adjustable
resistance, rewind, reverse and still-picture movement. Complete in case .
£57 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera Lnxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather case .
£7 7 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.5 anastigmat, f/6 Telephoto, leather case .
£14 14 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £25 .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6. 5 anastigmat. Cost £18 18s .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 57G Projector, 375-watt lamp, reverse, rewind and still picture
movement, adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrying-case. New condition .
£60 0 0
16-mm. Filmo Projector 57, 200-watt lamp, reverse, rewind and still picture movements,
adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrying-case .
£29 10 0
16-mm. Ensign 100-watt Silent Sixteen Projector, motor drive, adjustable resistance and case
£12 17 6
16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse,
ments, adjustable resistance and case. Cost £63 .

rewind

and

still-picture move¬
£23 10 0

Model A Cine-Kodak Projector, reverse, rewind and still picture movements, 200- watt lamp,
adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrying-case .
£32 10 0
Model B Bronze Kodascope, self-threading, 200-watt lamp, adjustable resistance and carryingcase, with reverse and rewind movements. New condition. Cost £100 .
£48 17 6
35-mm. Projector, Rodenstock projection lens, Maltese cross
mounted on oak base, and cover. Cost £20 .

movement,

16-mm.
condition

hand-crank,

Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/1.5 Dallmeyer
.

lens, 3 speeds,

mechanism, spools,
£4 17 6
leather

case. New
£18 10 0

Dallmeyer Optical Titling Bench, practically unsoiled, complete with set of felt letters £5 18 6
Ensign 16-mm. Home Cine Camera Stand, with panoram and tilting top, reversible lower leg
with rubber toes or spike, as new .
£5 7 6
Complete Cine-Kodak Eight Outfit, comprising Projector with motor drive, Camera with f/3.5
anastigmat, motor drive, and Ciue-Kodak Titler .
£16 2 6
16-mm. 200-watt Bell-Howell Filmo Projector, motor drive, capacity for 100-ft. spools, complete
in leather case .
£26 12 6
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16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, 3 speeds, hand crank, D.V. view¬
finder, motor drive, leather case. Cost £57 10s .
£18 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, 2-speed shutter, D.V. finder, motor
drive, complete in leather case. Cost £00 .
£21 12 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, 2-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
4-in. f/4.5 Telephoto, adjustable speeds, D.V. finder, hand crank, complete in carrying-case.
As new .
£29 17 6
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END of SEASON OFFERS!
TO RENEW YOUR ENTIRE OUTFIT and 5/4 VE POUNDS
SEND

FOR

FREE

Packed with bargains
any of our branches.

and

100-RAGE

all the latest

CATALOGUE

‘ still ” and

cine

E.C.3

i-pl. Hume Cantilever Enlarger, f/4 objective,
haul. Carriage forward .

Phone:

condenser

and

MON.

gas fittings.

Needs

0180

Double-claw Pathe Projector, Krauss lens, Lodex lamphouse, 50-watt lamp, transformer.
Type C motor, regulator, automatic rewind, group resistance, super condenser .
£9 12 6
3J x 2} Cocarette, f/4.5 Cooke lens, Compur shutter .
£3 12 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, 6 slides .
£6 2 6
P.C. Sanderson Hand and Stand, triple extension, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor, Volute shutter, 3 D.D.
slides .
.
£4 12 6
Pathe K.O.K. Cine Projector, this instrument generates its own light, and takes 28-mm. films.
The machine is complete with metal dome cover, also 9 spools of film, each approximately 400 ft.,
of assorted subjects. Carriage forward .
£2 10 0
5x4 Sanderson, B. & L. Convertible lens, shutter speeded from 1 to l/100th sec., 3 D.D. slides
£2 6 9
21 x 2} Watch Pocket Carbine, f/7. 7 Aldis, Compound shutter .
£10
0
3> x 21 Dallmeyer Speed Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac, Compur shutter .
£7 17 6
la Orion Roll Film, f/4.5 Laack anastigmat, Compur shutter, plate back, screen and three
31x21 slides. Cost £12 12s .
.
£3 8 9
10x15 P.C. Zeiss Minimum Palmos, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£14 7 6
shutter

speeds

1 to l/100th
£4 7 6

P.C. Kodak Speed Graphic, double extension, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Aldis, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter. Practically new. Cost £20 .
£3 17 6
6x 13 Gaumont Spido Stereo or Panoram, f/6.8 Goerz lenses, 6 slides, Autochrome slide, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£4 2 6
i-pl. Salex de Luxe Folding, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6
i-pl. Folding Klito, f/4.5 Lukos anastigmat, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter £3 13 9
31 x 21 A.P.M. Compact Roll Film, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Acme shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., leather
case .
£4 15 0
la Tropical Carbine, florentine bronze, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, Compur, leather case £4 12 6
44x6 V.P. Reitzschel de Luxe, double extension, f/4.5 Meyer anastigmat, Compur, 10 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£3 18 6
Voigtlander

Brilliant, f/7.7 anastigmat

31 x 21 Watch
Latest Ensign
soiled .

Pocket

and

case

.

Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat,

.
Lukos

III shutter

31 x 21 Auto. Speed Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
.

16-exposures-on-V.P.

Vollenda

34 x 24 T.-P. Special Ruby

Roll Film, f/3.5 Schneider

Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke

anastigmat,

anastigmat,

£2
.

focal-plane
Compur.

2

0

£1 18

9

shutter. Un¬
t. . £9 19 6

As new

3 slides, F.P. adapter

£5 18

. . . £12

12

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, 4‘
slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder, filter, leather case .
£8 5 0
i-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Velos anastigmat, 5 slides .
£5 2 6
i-pl. Latest Tropical Ensign Reflex, in teak, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, Dallmeyer adjustable
Adon Telephoto, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As new. Cost £25 5s .
; . . £15 5 0
34 x 24 Makina Compact Folding, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar, Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £22 .
£7 2 6
34-*
N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, reflex and direct finders, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £26 .
£9 17 6
Bell & Howell Filmo Projector, 400-watt lamp, adjustable resistance, travelling case £43 17 6
Double-claw Pathe Projector, Krauss lens, Lodex lamphouse, 50-watt lamp, transformer, type
C motor, spool regulator, automatic rewind, group resistance, super condenser .
£9 19 6
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9391

Leitz Microscope, coarse and fine adjustment, 3 objectives, 2/3rds, l/6th, and l/12th, 2 eyepieces,
mechanical stage and case .
£17 17 0
34 ' 24 Folding Klito, Aldis f/7.7, 2 slides .
6 ^ 44 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zei98 Tessar f/3.5, focal-plane
leather case .
9.5-mm.
16-mm.

Pathe
B.B.

Cine Camera,

Cine-Kodak,

f/3.5 anastigmat,

f/1.9 Kodak

Motrix

anastigmat,

attachment,

2 speeds,

shutter,

17s. 6d.
6 slides, and
£6 17 6

filter and

motor

leather case
£2 7 6
and eather
£15 15case0

drive

Postcard and 10 15 cm. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Dagor f/6.8, focal-plane shutter, 2 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6
Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto, adjustable, iris .
£3 18 6
8 x 24 Ross Prismatic Binocular, and leather case .
£7 7 0
10 x 8 Conical Bel'ows Field, double extension, 3 double slides and case .
£3 7 6
8}-in. No. 2B Dallmeyer Portrait Lens, rack mount .
£2 7 6
12-in. Busch Rapid Aplanat. iris .
19s. 6d
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6 slides.... £7 10 0
Postcard Tropical Soho Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, Mackenzie slide, 6 envelopes, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
'.
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
and case .

f/4.5, D.A.

Compur

£11 17 6
shutter, 5 slides
£7 10 0

i-pl. Lizars Challenge Beck Symmetrical, Unicum, double extension, 6 slides .
15s. Od.
Postcard Tudor, Busch Rapid Symmetrical, Unicum, double extension, 6 slides .
£1 18 6
i-pl Ross Panros Focal-plane, Dagor Series III f/6.8, focal-plane shutter, Mackenzie slide, 8
envelopes, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6
Postcard Curt Bentzin Folding Reflex, Cooke Series II f/4.5, focussing, focal-plane shutter, speeds
to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 5 D.D. slides, leather case .
£9 17 C
34 y 24 Mentor Focal-plane, Dogmar f/4.5, 9-in. Dallon f/5.6, interchangeable, focal-plane
shutter. 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£19 10 0
3i * 2.1 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, focal-plane shutter .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Shew Reflector Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, Goerz focal-plane shutter, reversing back, 3 slides,
Mackenzie slide, 6 envelopes and leather case .
£4 17 6
i-pl. Popular

Pressman

Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, focal-plane

shutter, speeds to 1/1 ,000th sec., 3 slides

£5 19 6
i-pl. Keros Hand and Stand, Watson’s Holostigmat f/4.6, Compound shutter, rising and swing
front, rack focussing, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£8 7 6
i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, Goerz Syntor f/6.8, rack focussing,
Mackenzie slide, 10 envelopes and leather case .

focal-plane

shutter, revolving back,
£9 17 6

34 x 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th
sec., 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6
Model I Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, focal-plane shutter, range-finder, 3 chargers and leather case

6
0

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Cooke, 6 slides .
£6 18 6
45 x 107 Jules Richard Verascope, pair Zeiss anastigmats, speeded shutter, 2 changing-boxes,
automatic self-timer, 2 cases... .
. £5 12 6
6x13 Murer Compact Press All-metal Collapsible Focal-plane, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th
sec., f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £16 16s .
£5 12 6
Latest 34 x 2} Ensign No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensignar lens, Mulchro shutter, leather case £3 3 0

SEND

payment for something better.
You’ll save still more ^on your
purchase this way.

slight over¬
£17
6

34 x 2J N. & G. Special Sibyl, f/4. 5-Zeiss Tessar, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £6 18 6
34 x 24 Recent Ernemann Press Collapsible Focal-plane, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens, 3 D.D. slides .
£6 12 6
Pathescope Projector, type S motor, super attachment, group resistance .
£7 0 0
44 x 6 V.P. Murer Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£3 17 6
Oak Enlarger, swing carrier, 64-in. condenser, field camera on front, complete with lens, electric
fittings .
£4 12 6

Homocentric,

free from

Highest allowances on your used
“still” or find apparatus in part

34 x 21 Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4. 5 Cooke, self-capping shutter, 6 slides £7 5 0
P.C. 3a Special F.P. Kodak, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor, Compound shutter, leather case. Cost £16 16s.
£2 10 0
V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatic shutter .
£2 8 9
3i x 2j Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, leather case. ... £3 8 6
3i x 2i Ensign Speed Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Aldis Uno anastigmat, leather
case .
£4 17 6
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar and case .
£7 17 6

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/5.6 Convertible
sec., 3 D.D. slides .

Post

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

54 LIME STREET
LONDON,

apparatus.

i-pl. Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
leather case .

f/6.3, Compur

i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar
F.P. adapter .

shutter, double

f/4.5, self-capping

extension,

focal-plane

shutter,

£10 17 6
F.P. adapter,
£2 7 6
3 D.D. slides,
£7 17 6

I-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Goerz Celor f/4. 8, self-capping focal-plane shutter, 2 slides,
Mackenzie slide, 6 envelopes and leather case .
£7 17 6
45 107 Stereolette, R.R. lenses f/8, 4 slides and leather case .
£2 19 6
6 x 44 cm. V.P. Baby Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5, fully-speeded shutter from 4 to l/200th sec.,
rising front, 2 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 7 6
6 x 44 cm. Ica Bebe, R.R. lens f/8, fully-speeded shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£1 12 6
9-em. Elmar f 4 Anastigmat. As new .
£8 8 0
i-pl. Plano Reflex, Goerz Dagor Series III f/6.8 anastigmat, rack focussing, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to 1/1 ,000th sec., 2 slides, F.P. adapter .
£3 10 0
Postcard Carbine Roll Film, Aldis Uno f/7.7, Ilex Acme fully-speeded shutter, from 1 to l/300th
sec. , U-form front, plate back, 3 slides, leather case .
£3 17 6
34 24 Ensign Special Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£12 17 6
3 x,4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur shutter and leather case
£13 17 6
V.P. Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss Tessar
sec., leather case .

f/4.5, Compur

shutter, speeds

from

1 to l/300th
£7 17 6

31 x 2i No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak, Rapid Landscape lens, T. B. and I. shutter .
15s. Od.
Jiffy Kodak 24 4i, and leather case. As new .
£1 17 6
34 x 24 Keros Hand and Stand, Zeiss Patent Protar, Compur shutter, double ext ension, revolving
i back, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6
Postcard Tropical Adora, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, double extension, 12 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. As new .
£14 17 6
i-pl. N. & S. Reflex, Zeiss Patent Tessarf/4.5, Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6, interchangeable, revolving
back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£21 0 0
16-mm. Oxford Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive .
£5 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive, leather case .
£7 7 0
Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive, resistance to 250 volts, complete in case .
£14 17 6
94-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3. 9 anastigmat, motor drive .
£2 2 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, self -capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.,
5 slides, leather case .
.. .
£5 10 0
3i x 21 Ensign Roll Film, Lumar f/6.8, Trichro shutter, speeds from l/25th to l/100th £1 18 6
i-pl. Agfa Isolar Folding Pocket, Solinar f/4.5, fully-speeded shutter, 3 slides. As new £6 17 6
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THE large number of readers
are now ready for the last com¬
pleted volume : July -December,
1933. “The A.P.” Index is
always a very useful supplement for

there by chance discovered that a
Miss Mackay, the daughter of the
minister at Reay, on the coast of
Caithness, together with a local
schoolmaster and others, attested

every regular reader to possess, as'
it serves as a handy reminder of the

to the appearance on that coast of a
mermaid, with a plump and round
countenance, light grey eyes, small
nose, hair thick and green, throat
slender and smooth, and all the
other attributes of the semi-human
of legend. Why do Scottish waters
chiefiy produce these marvels ? Is
it done to attract southern tourists
to the bonny country ?

many articles that have been pub¬
lished. The whole contents are re¬
ferred to and cross-referenced, and
all illustrations and contributors are
separately indexed. The price of
the binding cases in pale blue cloth
is 3/-, post free with index 4s. id.
The index can be obtained separate¬
ly, price 3d., or by post 4d., from
our publishers, Messrs. Iliffe & Sons
Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.i. The half-yearly
bound volume, complete with index,
can also be supplied, price 15s. 3d.
This makes a very handsome and
finely illustrated gift book that would
be appreciated by any photographer.

The

“ Of the
eat,cannibals that each other

grow

beneath

men
their

shoulders.”
And to all these things did Desdemona, in the shape of the Camera
Club cronies of those days, most
seriously incline. But even Mr.
Kaye-Smith had to illustrate his
lecture by drawings ; his resourceful
camera was equal to the lion but
not to the unicorn. Similarly, we

colour

Society, put in a word for black as
of equal or even of greater value.
The principal reason why black is
so useful is because, with the screen
emulsions, one gets not an absolute
but only a relative white, and the
best comparison to show up the
white is by means of something which
is black. Not only does black make

Thirty years ago, at the old
Camera Club in Charing Cross Road,
we remember the late Mr. KayeSmith giving a most convincing
lecture on monsters :

Do

Red and Black.
value of red in a

picture, called by the poets “love’s
proper hue,” is well understood by
both painter and colour photo¬
grapher, but Mr. John Innes, the
colour stereoscopist, who lectured
recently at the Royal Photographic

Monsters.

and

No. 2357-

reputed bulk, manage to evade the
camera. Without thinking of Loch
Ness at all w’e turned up the other
day some proceedings of the Glasgow
Philosophical Society of 1809, and

rested to know
her
bex inte
grap
cases
and binding
inde
that thewill'

Anthropophagi,
whose heads

Vol. LXXVII.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
lor transmission in the U.K.

who keep and bind their
copies of The Amateur Photo¬

The

thep*Mshm Ibrset/fovse,

Winter
A n

article

camera

Sports
on

'appears

think we

on

the

Zugspitze.

Sports and the
25
onissue.
another, page in this

one’s greys look white, but it seems
to liven up all the other colours.
In a colour portrait especially, some
black is extremely useful.

Winter

are right in saying that

no photographs of the monster of
Loch Ness have as yet arrived. It is
odd how these things, despite their

The News Reel.
The amateur photographer

might

do worse than patronise the “ pic¬
tures ” occasionally, purely from the
point of view of the photographic
technique, which is vastly improving,
5
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both in American and British film
studios. It is said that the way to
study “ Punch ” is to be oblivious of
the jokes and simply to enjoy the
line drawing, and so in the picture
theatre it is possible to turn a blind
eye to the story, such as it is, and
really to exult in the photography.
Incidentally, every time we go to
the cinema, we wonder why so little
time is spared for the news reels.
These are among the most popular
of the projections, and yet they
occupy perhaps only five minutes
of a two-hour programme.
Masks.
It came as a shock the other night
to see some lantern slides by a quite
eminent worker which were not the
orthodox rectangle, but took the
shape of circles, ovals and cushions.
The frown upon these things has
been so pronounced and has persisted
for so long that one’s first reaction
to them was decidedly disagreeable.
One was almost tempted to overlook
the excellence of the photography
on account of this incidental, and

January
to suppose that because the worker
knew no better than to defy con¬
vention in this way, his whole work
must necessarily be inferior. But
looking at them again, one began
to feel that for some subjects a
circle or oval is to be preferred to a
square. We have in mind flowers
more particularly. Also it cannot
be denied that many of the old
masters are in ovals. The device
which is most difficult to defend is
the cushion.
Photography

in the

Graf

Zeppelin.
The photographic equipment of
the Graf Zeppelin during its recent
Arctic expedition included a pan¬
orama camera consisting of nine
double lenses working through
prisms. This in conjunction with a
special rectifying printing apparatus
produces the equivalent of a photo¬
graph taken with a very wide-angle
lens. Another piece of equipment
taken was a double camera formed
essentially by joining two ordinary
cameras together so that they possess

ioth, 1934

a simple common field. It is stated
that the results obtained have
proved remarkably encouraging, and
have exceeded expectations. . The
experience gained indicates that
the equipment on any future flight
should consist of a battery of
cameras which effectively cover a
complete transverse angular field — ■
that is, from one horizon, through
the nadir, to the other horizon —
and with which strips of overlapping
photographs may be taken con¬
tinuously. Every object within
the range of vision would then be
photographed. Stereoscopic pictures
have also been found specially
valuable on these flights, because a
careful and leisurely examination
can be made of topographical forms
which, owing to the speed of the
aircraft, could scarcely be appre¬
ciated by the naked eye at the time
of exposure. By a succession of
photographs information is obtained
of ice-floes, and, what is of interest
to the meteorologist, the formation
and re-formation of clouds, for which
notes would hardly serve.

Readers’ Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Silhouettes.

On one side of the screen must be sufficient space for photo¬
grapher, camera and sitter, and it is an advantage if there is
a good light which can be extinguished while the exposure is
made. On the other side of the screen is some form of light
for giving the exposure — electric, flashlight, magnesium
ribbon, etc. It may be necessary to have an assistant to
manipulate the light.
The procedure is as follows : Turn up the light, and focus
the sitter sharply, generally in profile. Cap lens. Turn off
light. Uncap lens, and signal for the assistant to illuminate
the screen. The more powerful the light the better, as the
exposure may then be so short that there is no risk of move¬
ment. Use. a slow plate or film, and develop for extreme
contrast. Print on vigorous paper, and the result should be
solid black on pure white.

As an interesting winter evening occupation I have been
trying my hand at photographic silhouettes. So jar I have
completely failed to get anything like the results I have seen
produced by others. I have improvised arrangements by which
I throw the shadow of the sitter on to a sheet, through which ■ I
photograph it. Can you advise me (a ) how to get a sharper
outline to the shadow ; and (b j how to get more contrast in the
negative ?
F. N. B. {Leeds.)

Your brief description of the arrangements shows that you
are not using an effective method, and no mere modifications
will put matters right. The cast shadow cannot he sufficiently
sharp unless the sitter ware impossibly close to the screen ;
and the shadow, in any case, will be only grey.. What you must
aim at in the negative is extreme contrast — clear glass and
maximum density, and nothing else.

*

Winter

*

*

Developer.

For developing miniature films I
developer, but in view of possible low
to eliminate hydroquinone. Can you
suitable for both dish and tank work,
delicate fine-grain image
times ?

?

Will

you

You might try the following :
Metol
. .
. .
. .
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
Borax
. .
. .
. .
Water
. .
. .
. .
For dish development you will
12 about right. For tank work add

The conventional diagram shows the usual arrangement for
this work. From left to right come camera, sitter, screen
and light. The screen may be a thin white sheet, or tracingpaper, stretched smoothly over a doorway between two rooms,
or a room and a passage.

have been using an M.Qtemperature I should like
suggest a simple developer
and one which will give a

.
.
.
.

also

give development
S. E. (Dover.)

.
. .
. . 40 grs.
.
. .
. . 200 grs.
.
. .
. . 200 grs.
.
..
. . 20 oz.
probably find a factor of
an equal volume of water,

and try 30 minutes at 6o° Fahr. Development times vary with
different emulsions, and also according to the degree of contrast
required.
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INTER WORK

for the

Naturalist-Photographer
Winter is apparently the least attractive of seasons for the naturalist,
especially so far as photography is concerned. Nevertheless, it
is a period of the year that is not so uninviting as appears at first
consideration, and even for the photographer there is plenty of work
to do, as the following article indicates.

Opportunities occur for

nature photography at the
present time of year which
are not given at any other period of
the twelve months. A little con¬
sideration will show how true this is.
First, snow and frost studies offer
a splendid field. A blanket of snow
may have the effect of transforming
an otherwise uninteresting piece
of landscape into something rare
and fine. That country road with
its bleak, bare hedges on either side

— what a thing of beauty it appears
under a mantle of untrodden white !
Beckoning, mysterious, alluring —
the man with the camera chooses
his adjectives before he gets his
picture, and then takes the picture
to suit his adjectives. And a frostbesprinkled tree, a tumble-down
gate gleaming with rime, rejoices the
spirit in winter more than at any
other time of the year.
In

the

Country.

Bird and animal tracks left in the
snow offer another aspect of nature
for investigation. Where “ hunt¬
ing ” has been good, a whole series
of photographs of more than artistic
value may be obtained.
When snowfalls are few and far
between, there is still capital to be
made of Nature’s bareness. This is
the time for studying the forms of
trees denuded of their masses of
foliage, for comparing and con¬
trasting (and photographing) the
straightness or otherwise of their
trunks, the ways in which they hold
their branches and the relations of
the latter to the main stem ; each
species of tree, each individual tree,
even has a personality of its own.
And when these winter studies
are compared with summer photo¬
graphs, it will be surprising to note
how, for example, the sturdy oak

takes on an entirely altered appear¬
ance, while the birch, “ the lady of
the woods,” is almost as graceful in
her nakedness as in her summer
dress of dancing green.
Of the smaller plants, practice can
be had with the portrait attachment
in photographing the groundsel,
the red deadnettle, shepherd's purse,
dog’s mercury, and dandelion. Dur¬
ing a mild December, a few of the
very early spring plants, such as
the celandine, coltsfoot, and even
the primrose, may push through.
The gorse (or furze), brightly golden,
we always have with us.
In

Town.

On open sheets of water, and in
the lakes of public parks, the wild
duck increase their numbers, and
winter visitors from the north, of
the “ here to-day and gone to¬
morrow ” type, may include one
or two species which the naturalist
may be very glad to have the
opportunity of photographing. It
is worth while to have one’s camera

to be watched for — a flock of
lapwings is a sight to be remembered,
as the birds suddenly seem to
change in colour from black to
white as they turn simultaneously.
Whatever work is done it is
always advisable
to record
notebook
the date,
time in
of one’s
day,
exposure, stop, and other particulars
for reference. A good picture taken
almost by accident may provide
useful data for one to be taken
subsequently

not by accident, and

preferably without guess-work.
It must not be overlooked, how¬
ever, that not only are the hours of
daylight less in number in the
winter, but the quality of the light
itself is poorer. To meet this, if
rapid exposures are attempted, the
fastest panchromatic plates or films
should be used, and in any case it
is advisable to use pan. material
for nature work at all times. If
the subject is one that permits a
time exposure a light colour filter
should be employed.

ready for “ shoot¬
ing ” when watch¬
ing the visitors at
the bird-table
from the dining¬
room window;
one never knows
when, say, a snow¬
bunting may de¬
cide to pay its first
and last visit to
one’s garden.
With a fast lens,
27

interesting studies
can be made of
the
formation¬
flying of ducks and
geese as they rise
from or land on
the water. Bird
flockings are also

v
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Winter

'

in Richmond

Park.
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THE amateur photographer will SUMMER and
WINTER
Contrasts
often line! it a matter

of interest

during the winter months to
visit some of the scenes of his summer

activities and, if possible, take a second
photograph from the same stand¬
point as that of his earlier exposure.
The two results will not only in
themselves afford a comparison which
will bear a close examination, but the
different characteristics of the scene
resulting from the changed conditions
will probably open up possibilities
for future work which may not have
been apparent hitherto.
Trees in full leaf, for example, will
often obscure a vista which will be
revealed only after the leaves have
fallen, and a note can then be made to
visit the scene again so soon as the first
green freshness of spring shall show itself
and before the trees are in full foliage.
Those who have already secured
pictures near at home during the
summer months should be on the
look-out for the first good snowfall,
and then make their way to the same
spots and obtain fresh pictures of the
scenes under the cloak of snow.

8

By E. STANILAND
/

PUGH.

The somewhat surprising fact will
be realised that the snow picture may
turn out to be an improvement on its
summer contemporary.
The opportunities afforded of secur¬
ing satisfactory snow subjects are not
frequent, but it is reasonable to
count on at least one occasion during
the winter months when ideal con¬
ditions shall prevail.
It is therefore advisable to have
everything in readiness in order that
full advantage may be taken of an
unexpected fall overnight.
There should be nothing to cause
delay in setting out early on the
morning following, for it may soon
happen that a scene full of beauty and
charm will rapidly deteriorate under
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a warming sun or a rising wind, and
valuable time would be lost in loading
cameras and getting things together.
The ideal conditions to be sought
are those where a steady snowfall has
taken place during the night and the
morning breaks clear with every twig
and bough on the trees covered with a
delicate tracery of white ; there should
be an absence of wind, and the sun
should just be
horizon.
Work

appearing

can then commence

above

the

soon after

breakfast, for it is surprising how

much

light a snow-covered landscape will
reflect during early morning hours.
The writer has secured many fullyexposed
results for
as town
early ;asthe
8 o’clock,
before leaving
picture
of the church tower seen through the
trees beyond the stile is such an
example.
There is a distinct feeling of satis¬
faction in setting out, well protected
by gum-boots,
morning, and

on a crisp, frosty
returning after an

exhilarating walk over the snow-clad
ground with a number of exposed
plates or films in the camera case.
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WHAT
WENT

WRONG
Some

Beginners ’ Faults
Illustrated.
SIXTH

24. — That’s

?

SERIES.

27.— When

a bus, that was ! This

easily happen if a film is stored in a
damp place ; or if it is carried in a wet
mackintosh pocket, or in contact with
wet bathing costumes, towels, etc.
Sometimes only the film nearest the
outer surface of the spool is affected.
Prevention. — Always store films and
plates in a dry place, and see that they
are kept dry when in the camera and
after removal from it.

the object in the view-finder, swinging
the camera to keep pace with it. Release
the shutter during the swing.

25. — The blank patches at the side of
this example were caused by the bellows
of a folding camera obstructing the
light. When opening the camera, sudden
and violent extension of the bellows
caused them to be sucked inwards by
the decreased air pressure.
- Prevention. — When opening the cam¬
era, pull forward the front steadily and
without undue haste. Then glance at
the bellows to see
rectly extended.

that

they

are

cor¬

a picture is badly mottled

like this, it shows that the film became
damp before development. This may

is what happens when you try to take
pictures of objects moving rapidly
across the field of view with an ordinary
shutter exposure of about i/25th sec.
Prevention. — There are three alter¬
natives : (1) Change the viewpoint
so that the object is coming towards
the camera ; (2) Speed up the shutter
to a much shorter exposure ; (3) Follow

'""”26. — This boy does not really take size
nine shoes. His big feet are due to the
fact that the photographer got too
near when taking the photograph. The
camera with a normal focal-length
lens w'as about four feet away from his
shoes, so that his head and shoulders
were about seven feet away. Thus the
shoes, being about 40 per cent nearer
the camera, are shown about 40 per
cent larger than they should be.
Prevention.- — In

cases

where

parts

of

the subject are much nearer the camera
than others, stand well back so as to
29
minimise the disproportion.
Previous examples in this series
appeared in the issues dated
September 27th, October 4th,
1 1th, 25th, and November 22nd.

28. — When we get a blank patch with
a blurred edge like this, it shows that
some opaque object (in this case, two
fingers) accidentally came close in front
of the lens when the picture was being
taken.
Prevention. — Obvious. See that the
fingers of the hand operating the shutter
do not stray in front of the lens. Also,
mind that the brim of your hat does not
get in the way when bending over the
view-finder.
it
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‘J/jJlNTER

A practical article dealing
with a seasonable subject.
By KENNETH

S. STONE .

assumed that a snow-clad landscape
is without colour, but a surprising
amount is always present in the
half-tones and shadows of snow,
and unless they are very strongly

Beginners.

An

easy subject for the camera.
1 150th sec., f/ii.

V erichrome

film .

A T the present time of year winter sport is in full swing
/ \
at all the popular resorts in Switzerland and other
/
places on the Continent, and no one should visit
these centres without a camera, if only for the pur¬
pose of making personal records. This note is intended,
however, more for the individual who is definitely proposing
to make pictures of alpine sport subjects rather than in¬
cidental and casual snapshots.
Although almost any type of camera may be used, and
almost any kind of plate or film will make some sort of record,
there is no doubt that a full
exposure is essential in every case
if harsh results are to be avoided.
This means that fast sensitive
material or a large-aperture lens is
essential. If the lat'.er is available
the former should be panchromatic
and used in conjunction with a
colour screen if the finest resulls
are wanted.
Even if a screen is not used
panchromatic plates or films will
still give a very good rendering of
snow-clad mountain scenery in
conjunction with dark trees. They
will also secure some of the fine

'-C
T

Ski-jumping.

1/500 th

C

cloud effects to be seen at times. mmimm ■ m-'4 '
The new fast “chrome" films
§|§
§ •
'
are also good for snapshot work
with these subjects, and these can
on occasion be used with a light
colour filter. The majority of
amateur
photographers attend¬
ing winter sports meetings will
probably use a roll-film camera and
films of this type.
A comparison of a snow photo¬
graph taken on an ordinary plate
with one taken on a panchromatic
plate with a filter will show the
Ski-ing. 1 150th sec., f/ii. Figures’
enormous improvement secured by
coming towards the camera permit this
using the latter. It is generally
exposure.
12

sec., S.S.
fl 6.3.Pan. film.
Ilford

emphasised by sunlight, are lost when the
ordinary plate is used.
A lens hood is very necessary for this
work, and it should be of the “ all-round "
type, as just as much light that may cause
fog is reflected upwards from the snow as
from the sky above, and occasionally
against -the-light shots may be attempted
with very pictorial results. The best
pictures are always to be secured when the
sun is shining. A sunless day gives very
lifeless results with no sparkle.
For most shots, however, the lighting
should be from one side. If from behind the
camera everything will appear flat, but with
cross lighting the texture of the snow is
emphasised and figures are better modelled.
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SPORT
Photography
It will be found t-hat the conditions
to be observed when attempting speed
work at home apply to a certain extent
when photographing winter sports. The
subjects vary from slowly-moving figures
and groups to very rapidly moving
skaters, ski-runners and jumper^, etc.
The speed of the subject and the size
it appears on the plate (i.e., its distance

Ski-running.

S.S. Pan

place, with light filter, ijiooth sec., fj 8.

the briefest exposures of high-speed subjects; 1 /500th of
a second is an exposure frequently necessary for rapidlymoving figures.
For obvious reasons a camera that is easily portable
is to be preferred, and some of the modern miniature
cameras will give a very good account of themselves with
these subjects. It is well, however, to carry the camera
in an outside pocket or case, and not in a warm inside
Hockey

on the Ice.

Verichrome

film.

1/250^

sec., //8.

from the camera) will decide the appropriate shutter speed.
If the camera is not fitted with a high-speed shutter, do
not attempt rapidly-moving figures passing directly across
the field of view at close quarters. Either attempt the
shot at a greater distance or choose a viewpoint with the
figures coming towards the camera. By adopting this
plan quite good ski subjects can be secured with i/iooth
second, or evea with 1 /50th.
If, however, the worker has a reflex or focal-plane camera
he can attempt almost any subject. On a sunny day in
the Alps the blaze of light from sky and snow will permit

Curling.

Selochrome

film.

pocket, or there will be constant
on the lens.

At

St. Moritz.

A party

of children

on luges.

1/100 th sec., fjS.

1/100 th sec., f/S.

trouble with condensation

A point to remember when snapping winter sports
subjects is the background. This is very important, as it
may make or mar the picture. It is fortunate, however,
that most of the action subjects attempted are repeated
over and over again. This will permit the choice of a
suitable viewpoint to secure the best setting.
13
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an

article

a topic

will appear

of interest

TONING

to the

under
novice

BROMIDE

this

A GOOD many beginners make prints on self-toning

of the few methods

I propose

to describe

can be

used just as well for gaslight and chloro-bromide prints,
and for lantern slides, although I have bromide prints
specially in mind.
Conditions

of Success.

Although I have said that the methods of converting a
black image into a brown one are simple, there are certain
conditions on which complete success depends. Some
papers, especially gaslight brands, do not give good tones
by the method i shall describe first ; and the final colour
of bromide papers varies more or less according to the make.
Prints that have been over-exposed, and then snatched
out of the developer to prevent their becoming too dark,
will almost certainly give an unpleasant yellowish colour
rather than a good brown ; while prints that have been
kept in the developer longer than usual in the hope of
further strengthening them, may yield only a cold tone,
and the whites may be degraded.
If a print has been insufficiently washed there will very
likely be a general weakening of tone, or patchiness. You
know that hypo and ferricyanide form a reducing solution,
and as ferricyanide is often used in the toning process, you
will see why any hypo in the print will combine with it,
and eat away the image.
Suitable

Prints.

The most suitable prints for toning by the first method to
be described are those with full, rich shadows and a good
degree of contrast. They mu*t have been thoroughly fixed
and washed. The subjects must be such that a warm
colour is appropriate ; not winter scenes, for example.
Sunny subjects are generally suitable, especially when
the prints are on a cream paper. The conversion of the
image into a brown one tends to make the shadows more
transparent — a great advantage in sunlight subjects.
Chemicals Required.
For the first method three different chemicals must be
available. As I have mentioned before it is sometimes a
good plan for two beginners, who propose to attempt
certain work, to share the necessary chemicals between
them. This enables them to save by buying larger
quantities, and also avoids the risk of keeping some of the
substances too long.
The first salt is potassium
14

dealing

ferricyanide — 1 oz., 5d. ; 4 oz., is.

C NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

PRINTS.

paper because they like the pleasant brown tones
as a change from the usual blacks of bromide prints.
But winter is no season for daylight printing, and so the
black-and-white prints become the inevitable output.
There is no reason why some of these prints should not
have their black image converted into a brown one. Some
of the methods of doing this are quite simple, and prints so
modified have a much longer life than would otherwise
be the case.
Most

heading

in photography.
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The second is potassium bromide — 1 oz., 6d. ; 4 oz., is.
The third is sodium sulphide — 1 oz., jd. ; 4 oz., is. 2d. ;
8 oz., is. iod. Prices vary somewhat, but those given are
from a recent list. It may be well to emphasise the point
that the third one named is sulphide, and not the more
familiar sulphite.
This sulphide should be kept as a stock solution by dis¬
solving 4 oz. of the crystals in 18 oz. of boiling water. It
keeps very well, but after a time the liquid at the bottom
of the bottle turns greenish, and this discoloured solution
should not be used.
Bleaching.

A bath for " bleaching
this formula :

” the prints may

Potassium ferricyanide. .
Potassium bromide
. .
Water to . .
. . .

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

be prepared

to

. . 250 grs.
. . 100 grs.
. . 20 oz.

The prints are slid into this one by one, and kept moving
about, and the black image soon alters to a yellowish one.
The action may be uneven, but this does not matter, as
the prints are kept in the bath till not a trace of black can
be seen. No harm will be done by still longer action, but
if the change in the silver is incomplete uneven colour
will be the result later.
Washing.
When

the transformation

is complete

beyond

all doubt,

the prints are washed in several changes of water. Pro¬
longed washing, such as is necessary with bichromate, is
neither necessary nor advisable. Three or four minutes will
Toning.
suffice.
To follow this washing a bath is prepared by mixing 3 oz.
of the stock sulphide solution with 17 oz. of water. In
this bath also the action may be very irregular, and the
results look most unpromising. Very soon, however, the
image builds up to full strength and pleasing even tone.
A thorough washing completes the work. When dry
the prints will be found to be a little stronger in depth, and
rather colder in tone, than they appeared when wet.
Imperfections.
It is to be hoped that no imperfections will be visible in
the finished prints, or that the colour is unsatisfactory.
But we cannot always ensure perfection.
Poor colour may be due simply to the fact that the
particular paper used is not quite suitable for this treatment.
It has already been mentioned that trouble follows from
under-development, or imperfect fixing and washing of
the original print.
Blue spots and even patches may sometimes appear.
These are really the familiar Prussian blue, formed by the
action of the bleaching solution on particles of iron, gener¬
ally from rusty water-pipes or dishes. As a rule the dis¬
coloration will disappear if the print is put for a while in
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to which

treatment

a little ammonia

is adopted
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has been

the print must
Further

added.

If this

the solution
stored.

be again washed.

The bleaching bath can be used repeatedly until its
action becomes noticeably slow, when it should be thrown
away.
The dilute sulphide bath should be used once only. Un¬
fortunately it gives off sulphuretted hydrogen, which is
the characteristic smell of rotten eggs, and the more it
is diluted the worse it smells. Further, the gas given
off is deadly to plates, films and silver papers, so that

Club

FROM time to time we read in the

photographic Press about the
facilities offered, and the advan¬
tages to be obtained, by becoming a
member of a postal club. These
articles are usually written to entice us
to join such a club (that is, if we have
not already been caught), and this
commendable object is possibly se¬
cured — a reader decides to join one
of the many such clubs in the country.
But there is nothing ever said about
the limitations of the postal club.
There does not seem to be any
reason why we should not view postal
clubs in their proper perspective
instead of doing so entirely from one
specific angle. Their value is too
well established for them to come
to any harm ; they do offer facilities
which are invaluable to a certain
class of worker, and therein lies the
justification lor their existence.
At the same time, we might con¬
sider their failings, if only to see what
improvements can be effected, and
to prevent readers being disappointed
when they join a club.
Having had for many years the
privilege of seeing hundreds of port¬
folios, belonging to several clubs of
good repute, I must frankly say that
I have come to the conclusion that the
benefits of membership are overrated.
Let us, for a moment, consider the
case of the landscape worker who
has progressed a fair way in his hobby
and who belongs to a postal club.
He goes out with his camera, sees an
effect that appeals to him, and there¬
fore photographs it. Subsequently, he
makes a print and inserts it in a
portfolio for criticism.
But does he put the print in for
criticism ? Ten to one he has already
made up his own mind about his
picture. He either likes it or he
dislikes it ; if the former, he probably
puts it in to see whether other workers

By

where

such

things are

Limitations

“OBSERVATOR.”

like it too ; if the latter, to see whether
anyone else considers it more favour¬
ably than he does. In both instances
the verdict will not greatly alter his
own view.
When the print comes back to him,
he reads what his colleagues have had
to say concerning it. He may find
that the critics are of no help at all —
that opinion is so divided as to be more
or less useless. He may agree with
some of the criticisms and not with
others, but unless the remarks are
favourable, he will most likely find
no use for them.
After all, the question of personal
taste looms so largely in this con¬
nection. Moreover, the lines of ap¬
proach of the critics are often futile •;
people criticise things that do not
matter, or which cannot be remedied
at the stage at which they see it.
Now, this business of criticism is
the main feature of postal clubs. By
the very reason of this criticism these
clubs are most invaluable to the be¬
ginner. Such a worker needs guidance
and education, and he will certainly
get it. But after a time, we reach a
point where we get a little too advanced
for this sort of thing, and we find that
as we progress so do the criticisms
appear to deteriorate and become
less helpful.
How many prints, then, are altered
as a result of postal club criticism ?
When we get on, we usually know for
ourselves what is right or wrong with
our prints, and it is only occasionally
we cannot see a fault. And these
faults are so often due to deficiencies
of our subject— we have had to make
the most of our material and ask the
spectator to “ piece out our imper¬
fections ” with his thoughts.
The point is, do we not make up our
mind too definitely to do anything
afterwards as a result of criticism ?
Perhaps

not be used

When the solution is poured down the sink it is a good
plan to follow it with a solution of potassium permanganate,
which is a rapid and effective deodoriser.
By the method of sulphiding prints as here described
there are certain modifications in procedure by which
variations in colour can be obtained, but these are hardly
for the beginner whose stock of available chemicals is
naturally limited. Next week I shall describe another
method which, among its advantages, numbers that of a
considerable range of tones.
W. L. F. W.

Hints.

Postal

should

a little trimming,

darkening

of high-lights, lightening of shadows,
may be adopted, but little else.
Criticisms at this stage would be
far better if they dealt with the good
points of our prints ; but from my own
experience postal club critics are a
lazy crowd, and find it so much easier
always to point out a fault, or an
imaginary one, than to do a bit of
constructive analysis, and they look
always to see what is wrong rather
than what is right.
We must not overlook the fact that
just to study prints in a postal club
portfolio can be helpful in giving us
ideas. Without following someone
else’s lead, we may see how a particular
effect is best secured, how a particular
subject can be most successfully
treated, how to get this, how to avoid
that, and many other things of which
it is worth while taking note.
In spite of this, there is, however,
something against the postal club
from the advanced worker’s point of
view, although it is not mentioned in
good photographic society. Yet there
is no getting away from the fact that
when we have reached a certain
standard of proficiency we may feel
in our own minds that much of the
criticism is absolutely futile, but we
have not the courage to say so.
In theory, the idea of a postal club
is exceedingly fine ; in practice, the
ideals seem to be unattainable once
we have passed a definite stage in our
photographic progress. It begins to
become a waste of time. Without
being in any way conceited, we like to
go our own way and produce our
pictures according to our own tastes,
and when we are able to do this to
our own satisfaction we know in¬
stinctively whether our pictures are
good or bad, and where they are good
or bad. Why, therefore, send them
round to the twenty members of a
postal club for confirmation ?
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

FOR the man of small leisure who feels the need of

self-expression in graphic art photography frequently
saves the situation. Art training takes much time,
and the essential practice is even more difficult to work in.
But photographic technique can be acquired, to a reason¬
ably advanced stage, in a few months of enthusiastic
endeavour, and the production of prints which convey
something of the author’s ideas then becomes a fascinating
pastime. This was my own approach to serious photo¬
graphy, although 1 had the good luck to have at my dis¬

posal "the elements of photographic technique d acquired
on me.
many years ago, when the serious urge descende
“ Most of mv work is done with a quarter-plate T.-P.
reflex, fitted with a Cooke f 4.5 lens in a sunk lens-box. I

to our Special Representative.

also use a 35- X
folding plate camera for work on business
trips. I use exclusively Agfa Isochrom film packs with
both cameras out of doors, with occasionally Ilford Hyper¬
sensitive pan. plates for indoor work.
“ Negatives are developed by time and temperature
with visual inspection, usually six at a time in Azol. Con¬
trast is kept at a medium stage, not so flat as is usually
recommended for subsequent bromoiling. All my prints
are in the bromoil transfer process. The bromides are made
on Kodak bromoil paper, developed in Azol to a factor of
five. Fixing is in 10 per cent plain hypo, followed by an
hour’s wash in running water. Bleaching follows im¬
mediately by the B. J. copper chloride formula. A thorough
wash, followed by fixing in 10 per cent hypo, and 15
minutes’

final wash

completes

processing.

“ Pigmenting takes place after 20 minutes’
soaking at about 85 degrees Fahr., and prints
are mostly
Sinclair’s
Encre Machine
and
Encre inked
Taillewith
Douce.
Sometimes
Drem
inks, which are available in many attractive
colours, are used. The final stage in the process
is transfer on to a suitable etching or drawing
paper, by means

of two

or more

pulls through

" The subjects which appeal most to me are
athose
press.which give, in conjunction with some
atmospheric effect, an agreeable pattern of
lights and darks. This means that sunlit
street scenes in our beautiful English country
towns form a large part of my output. I
occasionally venture into portraiture and
still-life in search of a more controlled chiaro¬
scuro than is usually possible in landscape.
“ I adopt the transfer process because it
gives prints devoid of the (to me) obnoxious
gelatine layer necessary on a silver print. It
also permits the use of the many beautiful
papers available for etching, and couples with
their charm of surface the beautiful ink quality
obtainable from bromoil. I do not find
transfer is amenable to the control which it is
often supposed to afford, and all my best
prints embody only slight, though perhaps
significant, variations from the negative. I
like to have some areas of deep, luscious ink
and some of pure paper base in the important
portions of my prints.
“ For the man who looks to his photography
as a means of self-expression, nothing can
possibly equal the bromoil transfer process in
At

Rye.
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(See article, “ How

I make my Exhibition Pictures

on the opposite page.)
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K. S. Stone.
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1. — “ Winter

”

fly G. F. Hartley.

2. — “ Bruges

sous

5. — “ Frozen

By C. Shaw.

4. — “ 77r*

la Neige

By A. G. Stainforth.

3. — “ /n

By Hubert

Sun

Breaks

io, 1934

Through

Winter

J. Garland.

By

6. — “ Across //f* River”
By George Dawson.
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
Some Critical Comments

IT should not be thought that the

presence of snow in a landscape, or
any other class of subject in which
it may make an appearance, is suffi¬
cient to endow that subject with an
artistic appeal Such is decidedly not
the case ; for, while it may be some¬
thing of a rarity as far as this country
is concerned, its infrequency does not
overcome the fact that it is a material
object, nor that the suggestion of an
artistic emotion is a thing of the spirit
rather than the presentation of objects,
of whatever nature, in the concrete.
Snow

and

the

Pictorial.

The point is one that is somewhat
difficult to illustrate, having regard
to the elementary character of the
prints reproduced on the opposite
page, which form the basis of this
article. They do represent an advance
on the initial efforts of the complete
novice, it is true ; but it must be
remembered that they are drawn from
the entries to our beginners’ com¬
petition, and that entrants in this
class can scarcely have acquired the
experience necessary either to
nise or express a pictorial idea.
Nevertheless, the germ can
times be discerned, and, if
realised that what comments are

recog¬
some¬
it be
made

have the object of developing that
germ towards fuller expression, but
that it still remains but an indication,
its visualisation

may

making our points and
tions clear.
With this reservation

be

of help in

recommenda¬
in mind,

No.

1, “Winter,” by G. F. Hartley, can be
commended for the effect of sunlight
and shadow which the foreground
displays. That effect is not a
material or concrete thing, but an
immaterial one, inasmuch as it is a
manifestation of the influence of
light. Its expression gives rise to an
aesthetic emotion, and, in consequence,
that portion of the picture might
be rightly regarded as possessing
pictorial attributes.
Fact

and

Effect.

Insomuch, it is undoubtedly good.
The effect may not be expressed quite
in the way that it would be by a more
experienced worker, but, for all that,
it does afford an illustration of the
pictorial idea.

on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced
the opposite page.

To be perfectly frank, however,

and

judging by the remainder, it is ex¬
ceedingly doubtful if the presence of
that effect was responsible for the
making of the picture. At most, it
could only have been included, in a
more or less haphazard way, as an
embellishment for the foreground ; for
anyone who intended to make a picture
of the effect would confine his efforts
to the area in which it was manifested,
and rigorously exclude everything
beyond that necessary for its adequate
expression.
There is nothing above the lower
half of the print which contributes
in the slightest degree to the value
of the effect. The fact may easily
be seen if the top half be covered up,
and the same expedient also discloses
how much better the part is than the
whole. Moreover, it also confirms the
more or less accidental nature of the
inclusion of the sunlight and

shadow,

for it is scarcely conceivable that any¬
one who could appreciate the beauty
of the foreground would fail to see the
very obvious drawback of including
the upper portion.
The

Part

and

the

Whole.

That criss-cross of branches at the
top instances a negation of any idea
of a well-ordered arrangement, and the
darks of the trees below make an
exceedingly violent contrast with the
snow in the foreground ; so much so
that, until they are covered up, it is
impossible to concentrate upon its
attraction. As a whole, it is inco¬
herent, but the part that has been
indicated has the elements of the
pictorial in it.
No. 4, “ The Sun Breaks Through,”
by George Hindle, has something of a
similar effect, but, in view of the fact
that the snow has not the same depth,
and permits bits of herbage to show
through, it is scarcely possible to
isolate the foreground or retain what
effect there is in so doing.
The sunlight is there, but there are
not the same cast shadows to make it
evident, and it is not feasible to
divide the print into essentials and
non-essentials as was the case with
the other. If the snow were deeper,
and the lighting remained the same, it
is conceivable that something might
be done with the subject. Most of
39

on

the upper portion would have to be
dispensed with, and care would have
to be taken to avoid so contrasty a
rendering.
Mood

and

Sunlight.

With a subject like No. 2, “ Bruges
sous la Neige,” by A. C. Stainforth,
which can be commended for its
arrangement, there is so little of the
picture that affords evidence of snow
that it does not seem to rely on it so
much.
Even so, it would be better, as a
winter subject, if sunshine were pre¬
sent, and suitably brought forward as
the pictorial motive. As the print
stands, it seems objectless and without
point ; but, with a real expression of
sunlight incorporated, it might be
made into quite a good thing. A
like feeling for good form is shown by
the employment of the curve of the
edge of the pond in “ Frozen ” (No. 5),
by C. Shaw, although a lower view¬
point might have shown the curve in
question to greater advantage.
But, here again, there is nothing of
sunshine nor any effect or mood of
nature to take its place. If an im¬
pression of either of these were added,
something might be done with the
material ; but more tone would have
to be shown by the sky, which is
notably lacking in gradation.
Intractable

Subjects.

A subject like No. 3, “ In Winter,”
by Hubert J . Garland, with every
twig covered with snow and accom¬
panied by an adjacent heavy shadow,
is hopelessly intractable, and, though
it may be pretty to look at, is the
sort of thing that is practically im¬
possible to deal with. No amount of
after-treatment, nor any manner of
dealing with it technically, will alter
its fundamental character, and in
such circumstances it is better to
restrict exposures to subjects that
are more amenable.
An open landscape of the type
illustrated in No. 6, “ Across the
River,” by George Dawson, is scarcely
any more promising, for unless the
snow is very deep indeed, and there
is an entire absence of such darks as
trees or rivers, it is practically hope¬
less to try to do anything with it.
“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“THE
VN

impression of speed and movement is extraordinarily well
conveyed in this rendering of
one of the most absorbing of the
pastimes of this season. It shows a
skier just at the instant of taking off,
and just as the swift downward swoop
commences, and, though his speed may
not actually be so great as a moment
or so la'ter, the pictorial impression
remains no less impressive
Speed

and

SKI-JUMPER,”

by K. S. Stone.

With practice and experience, it
will be found that the times when an
approximation of the required position
is obtained become considerably more
frequent ; but, in the first few at¬
tempts, it need occasion no surprise
if, on development, the figure is found
to be missing altogether.
In circumstances such as these, the
wisdom

of selecting a distant

view¬

It relies for its expression
on the position of the figure
in the picture space, and the

the most
tion.

The suggestion is still fur¬
ther stressed by the crouch¬
ing pose in which the figure
is seen. The feeling of move¬
ment in a forward direction

favourable

Choice

of Position.

The position that is selected
will depend, to some extent,
on what the figure is doing
and the impression it is
desired to convey. In this
case, the figure (1) is in the
act of jumping, and a high
position seems indicated, for it

point will be apparent, for, not only
will it provide a greater chance of
securing a figure, but, if everything
else is satisfactory, it will be possible
to play about with the available
margin in order that that figure may
be properly placed in the picture
space. The idea should be to get the
figure at the time of exposure, reserving
all effort to this end, and leave the
question of the arrangement of the
composition to be dealt with at a later
stage.

would obviously not be suit¬
able for him to be placed in the
lower portion of the picture.
There are four positions in a picture
that offer the attribute of strength,
and these are formed by dividing the
picture into thirds, latitudinally and
vertically, the points so formed where
the dividing lines intersect affording
these positions. In view of the act
in which the figure is engaged, the
lower two are inadmissible, and, in
view of the disposition of the fore¬
ground and the presence of the cloud
of snow, the one on the left seems
preferable.

18

composi¬

it, and, except for minor ad¬
justments such as subduing a
too-violent high-light or similar
small alterations, will have to
be taken as it happens to fall.

arises from it, and speed is
suggested by the tilt of the
skis and ski-ing irons, while
the supreme effort of the
take-off is suggested by the
cloud of uprising and flying
snow from the top of the
ridge. Each and all of these
things combine to convey a
strong and vital impression
of speed and movement, and
that the impression is so
well suggested is a tribute to
the power and capacity of
the author.

included in the negative. The proba¬
bility is that it covers a much greater
field and that the portion selected is
but a fraction. To get a figure in a
subject of this type exactly where it
is wanted is a practical impossibility,
and the only feasible method of work¬
ing is to choose a viewpoint sufficiently
distant to make reasonably certain of
his inclusion.

of two
card, to
final ar¬
If these
print so

In most cases of this char¬
acter it only amounts to
choosing the best possible
position for the figure. The
setting, of course, will depend
upon the viewpoint and tbe
relationship of the figure to

is a long way to fall, and, as
the base of the picture shows
an absence of anything solid,
the impression created by
that inference is heightened.

be imagined

proof print from the whole of the
negative. With this in hand, it is

as just to enclose the figure, and
then moved away in various
directions, it is a comparatively
simple matter to decide upon

pose in which' he has been
caught. With the figure so
high, and so much more
space below than above, the
natural inference is that there

It should not, however,

can proceed to make an enlargement
straight away ; but this, again, needs
experience, as well as a certain knack,
so that, in the majority of cases, it
will be found advisable to make a

possible, by means
L-shaped pieces of
determine what the
rangement shall be.
are laid on the proof

Movement.

that the picture, as seen in the repro¬
duction, represents exactly what is

Some people are fortunate in being
able to size up what will make a good
arrangement from the negative, and

" Mentor.”
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etters to the Editor
GLAZING

Sir, — In reading

through

PRINTS.

the inquiries

and

correspondence

section of your magazine I have constantly noticed readers
complaining of difficulties in glazing prints. My experience
may interest these correspondents.
Since taking up photography a few years ago, to produce
glossy prints I have always used a ferrotype plate, which I
first polish with a piece of tissue paper. After washing, and
before rolling down with a squeegee, I soak the prints for a
moment in Kodak Stripping and Glazing Solution, following
the makers’ instructions exactly. I constantly place prints
edge to edge, almost touching, or with only one-sixteenth of
an inch between them, and never yet, in several years’
experience, have I had a print fail to come off when left over¬
night. I have also, when in a hurry, heated the back of the
plate (holding it about six inches above a low gas flame), and
got prints off in about fifteen minutes. Hoping this informa¬
tion may be of value. — Yours, etc.,
E. N. B.
THE
5-jfSiR, — After

LURE

reading

OF

the report

BROMOIL.
in “ The

A.P.”

The

for December

EXPOSURE
regard

to Mr.

Sir, — In connection

with

LENSES

FOR

CAMERAS.

the above

subject

may

I utilise a

little space to describe a gadget I have in use for the same
purpose, and which may possibly have additional advantages.
The supplementary lenses used are three in number, a plus
1. 00, a plus 2.00, and a plus 4.00. The camera is a Zeiss Ikon
Ikonta 520. These lenses are mounted into a rectangle cut
out of three-ply wood, in such a way that any of them may
be lifted out quite easily and replaced by another. Immediately
behind this fitment is another of similar appearance, holding
a pale filter, the latter having been unscrewed from its usual
clip-on mount. Behind both, the camera is mounted in such a
manner that when in position it cannot be moved either to the
left or right, neither can it slip down.
A piece of ground-glass screen is fitted over the area occupied
by the film. One of the lenses is slipped into its rectangular
holder, and focussed sharply on a card with some clearly
marked features. The position of the card is indicated by a
line across a long baseboard which supports the camera and
lenses. In the place of the card a piece of three-ply wood is
introduced. This has a hinged support at the back, allowing
it to stand vertically. With the assistance of a second person
a rectangle is drawn on this board representing the area covered
by the particular supplementary lens used. This procedure
is repeated for all three lenses, so that ultimately we have three
lines on our baseboard indicating positions of sharp focus, and
on the three-ply easel three rectangles representing the exact
areas covered by the supplementary lenses.

for

of his correspondents.

METERS.

Douglas

Timins’

letter on whether

the light falling on the object, or the light reflected by it,
should be measured to determine the exposure, experience has
shown that each is capable of giving an estimate of the exposure
with sufficient accuracy for the purpose in view.
Admittedly it is the light given oil by the object that is used
for making the exposure on the plate, but in practically all
cases, changes in the intensity of the light falling on the object
will not affect materially the proportion of the light that is
reflected, and it is the value of this proportion which determines
the depth of tone in the object as seen by the eye or by the
camera.
In other words, a black, white and grey object will always
appear black, white and grey, whether viewed in strong sunlight
or in weak artificial light (though this will not necessarily be
true with coloured objects in coloured lights), and since the
same exposure has to record the three tones correctly in any
one intensity of lighting, it follows that it is immaterial whether
the light falling on, or that reflected by, the subject is measured,
provided the exposure meter in use is correctly adjusted to
indicate the required exposure from the particular measure of
the light that is taken.— Yours, etc.,
J. KEMSLEY.
MINIATURE

SUPPLEMENTARY

is not responsible

3

In use it is first decided which of the rectangles the object
suits most proportionately. The corresponding lens is placed
in front of the camera, the object placed on the correct line
of sharp focus, and with the easel immediately behind, ar¬
ranged as desired. The easel may now be removed, and a
suitable background substituted, or the background may be
pinned on the easel. The exposure is then made.
I find this gadget quick in use, giving the certainty of sharplyfocussed negatives and correctly -arranged objects. There is
no subsequent trimming of the print or enlargement, a con¬
sideration with small negatives.
I have purposely omitted details as I fear I have already used
too much space, but if necessary I should be pleased to forward
full details and drawings.
With best wishes for the paper from which I have derived so
much assistance. — Yours, etc.,
W. H. LEWIS.

Sir,— With

13th of Mr. Murry Barford’s talk on " The Sins of a Bromoilist,” I was reminded of disparaging remarks which I have
heard concerning the bromoil process as a process. Leaving
alone that the bromoil can certainly cover up mistakes and
carelessness— and to be able to do that at its best presupposes
afskilful worker— there is the opinion that the process is not
worthy of photography.
I wonder how many really think that ?
I have just started bromoil work — because I like it. I shall
certainly not attempt control until I can put back the image
as I found it, but already the brush gives me the feeling that
I am handling something alive, and surely that — which cannot be
peculiar to myself — does not render the process unphotographic !
The bromoil brush surely gives a deep feeling of relief from
that unpleasant feeling of being tied down. On the other
hand, I suppose, no more than one would think of declaring
the flexibility of the brush to be for nothing would one say
the bromoilist is relieved of photographic technique ! One
is not tied to technique, should I say, when one has mastered
it ? — Yours, etc.,
C. S. GRANT.

Editor

the opinions

& CINEMATOGRAPHER

Sir, — May

I be allowed

CAMERA

a small

space

WORK.
to answer

Mr. Clarence

Ponting’s
a recent
“ A.P.” ?to miniature
First reletter
his in
remark
in relation

cameras

:

" If this form of laziness spreads.” Does he realise that it is
not laziness that has brought these small cameras to the fore,
but certain fixed optical laws that enable these cameras to do
what a larger camera cannot do, i.e., work at a large aperture
without sacrificing depth of focus.
As a professional photographer of thirty-six years’ standing,
I have now, for over two years, used a Leica for all my photo¬
graphy of children and animals, and won a Diploma of Honour
at the recent International Exhibition for Professionals held
in Rome with three pictures, of which two were Leica pictures
enlarged to 15X12 in.
Can Mr. Ponting, after careful study of the latest Leica
booklets, find any other hand camera that can do quite so
much variety of work with such excellent precision ?
I have the greatest admiration for Mr. Ponting’s work, but
think he must be like so many of the “ miniature camera ”
critics, a non-user who has had no experience of them.
Re

the

sizes of mounts

for exhibition,

I don’t

think

Mr.

Ponting would like either to “ hang ” or even visit an exhibition
where there was no standard of size, as it would look such a
heterogeneous collection without any uniformity that it would
entirely detract from the value of the pictorial exhibits. I
agree with the 15x12 size being retained, but there must be
uniformity in size and colour of mounts. — Yours, etc.,
HERBERT
L. KETTLE^
19
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How

to Passe-Partout
By

PASSE-PARTOUT is a really useful

picture.
Now, using a set-square and a sharp
knife, mitre each end of both bindings.
If you wish, instead of mitreing the
corners, let the tape come to the edge
of the glass and make overlapping
corners. With a pair of sharp scissors
trim off the surplus binding at the ends,
leaving just a fraction of an inch to turn
up over the edges. This seals up the
corners of the picture and prevents dust
from getting into it.
For the other two sides of the picture
the procedure is the same, the corners
being mitred to fit those already done.
All the surplus tape, however, is trimmed
off, none being left to turn up over the
edges.
Care should be taken to see that the

be careful to specify "picture

Exhibitions

The

Amateur

Photographer

Monthly

exhibitions and
Competitions

Workers.'
for Beginners, Intermediate andin Advanced
the issue of Decem¬
January 31. Rules
—
berEntries,
27.
“ The A.P.” Christmas Party Competition.— Cash
prizes. Entries due, January 17. Particulars in issue
*
of December 27. ‘
Edinburgh I’.S. Open Exhibition.— Entries, January
22; open, February 3-17* Secretary, G. J. Kennedy,
16, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries
due, January 22 ; open for one month, commencing
February 17 ; Details and entry forms from Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora
Road, London, S.E.22.
Smethwick P.S* Annual ' Exhibition.— Entries,
January 25 ; open, February 8 and 9. Particulars
from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 185,
Willow Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March

3—17.

Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,

Waterloo

Street, Birmingham.

Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 3 ; open,
March 16-April 15. Entry forms from Secretary,
Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries due, Feb¬
ruary 10 ; open, March 15-17. Details and entry

and

competitions

binding is parallel and of an equal width
on all four sides. After an hour or so,
when thoroughly set, a soft rag dipped
in methylated spirits could be used to
clean up and polish the picture.
.For small, light pictures adhesive
hangers can be used instead of metal
ones, and these are attached after the
framing is completed. If it is desired
to stand the pictures on a table, card¬
board struts can be bought for the
After a little experience in passe¬
partout framing, many readers may like
purpose.
to put ideas and variation schemes of
their own into practice, and very
attractive results can thus be obtained.
Frames of multiple colours can be made,
for instance, by using two or more
differently coloured bindings, one over
the other, and allowing a little of each
to show.
Thin imitation wood frames also look
very effective. These are made by cover¬
ing strips of cardboard of a suitable width
and thickness with black, white or
brown passe-partout binding. The. cor¬
ners are then carefully mitred and the
strips fixed to the front edges of the
glass to make the frame. As glue does
not hold on to glass very well it will be
found that the best method of attaching

Competitions

will be included

the strips is to lay a foundation of bind¬
ing tape on the glass and glue the covered
cardboard strips to the tape. To give
an even better effect a narrow gold
edging could be added
wood frames.

to these imitation

cuf5tureand

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12 ; open, March 5-7.
open, May 18-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
54,The
Rue Western
Brogniez,
Brussels.
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Salon
of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Entries, Feb¬
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars,
ruary 15 ; open, Nfarch 1-3 1. Further particulars from
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Salon Committee^ Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Mont¬
gomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July ;
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhi¬
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
bition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Open (Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asabi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Johnson’s Flashlight Competition. — Cash prizes.
Full particulars from Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
Japan.
Way, Hendon, N.W.4.
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Granville Gulliman Competition for prints from
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Granville paper negatives. — £250 in cash prizes. Par¬
Nottingnarn and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
ticulars from Granville Gulliman & Co., Ltd., Leaming¬
ton Spa.
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,

A change of secretary is announced at the Barnsley Photo¬
graphic Society, this position now being occupied by Mr. G.
Fred Kaye, of Broomroyd, Kew Road, Smithies, Nr. Barnsley,
to whom all communications should be addressed.
20
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With a piece of cotton-wool or a brush,
damp both sides of one of the longer
strips, wetting the gummed side last.
Allow the moisture to soak in for a few
seconds, then place it straight along the
front edge of the glass. About a quarter
of an inch should show on the glass side,
the rest being turned over and gummed
to the backing board. Pull the tape
tight and square over the edge and rub
it well down into contact. Repeat the
process with the other long side of the

The binding tape is sold in a large
glass.”
variety of colours, so that pictures
can be framed according to your own
tastes and to suit the colour schemes of
your rooms. It is so inexpensive, too,
that if you tire of one colour it can
easily be changed for another.
The first thing, to do is to insert two
metal hangers in the backing board,
about two-thirds up, and several inches
apart. A piece of thick brown paper
is pasted over the flattened prongs to
prevent them damaging the picture.
The glass, picture, and backing board

Notices of forthcoming

FREDERICK

are then put together, the edges squared
up and a strong paper clip gripped at
each end to hold them in position. Four
pieces of the binding tape are cut off,
one for each side of the picture, and
each about half an inch longer than the
sides.

adjunct to photography in that it
provides an inexpensive yet very
effective method of framing your
favourite photographs.
The materials required for passe¬
partout framing are few : glass, stiff
cardboard, a few hangers and a roll of
passe-partout binding almost completing
the outfit. These can be obtained from
any large stationers and from many
photographic dealers.
The glass and the cardboard backing
should both be exactly the same size
as the picture to be framed, or if the
picture is to be mounted on a white
or coloured background the mount
should bfe cut to size. If you have any
glass about the house and prefer to cut
a good “ wheel ”
the pieces yourself,
glass-cutter
can be bought for a shilling
or so. If you have your glass cut
for you

ioth, 1934

here every week

Price

Reduction.

We

are

asked

by

Messrs.

Agfa,

Ltd.,

to

announce that the price of their “ Speedex O” camera, with
f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat, has been reduced to £5 5s. The f/5.6
model, originally priced at £5 5s., has been discontinued.

Th( AMATEUR
p
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
The cc Sub-Standard ” Cinema World
IT is quite possible these days to be a
By M.

sub-standard film enthusiast with¬
out possessing any cine equipment.
Cine enthusiasts to-day can be
roughly divided into three classes ;
those who own cine cameras and
projectors and make their own films ;
those who possess projectors only and
are keen projectionists ; and those
who, by means of the new Road Show
Services, hire sound, as well as silent
films, with equipment and operator

A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

bership, etc., may be obtained from
Mr. G. E. Inskeep, 154, Terminus
Road, or from Dr. J. Bodkin Adams,
Kent Lodge, Seaside Road.
The work of fitting up the new
headquarters of the Brondesbury Cine
Society, Kensal Rise, N.W.10, is
now completed with the exception of

equipping the dark-room. Shooting
on “ B ” has been resumed, and this
necessitated a Sunday on location at
Stanmore Common. The film will

all into the evening’s bargain, at a
moderate charge.
As an example of the latter type of
thing, I, with members of a provincial
club, enjoyed seeing and hearing, by
means of Western Electric Road Show

reach the editing bench this month.
A further production is being put
in hand. From five scenarios sub¬
mitted the Council selected a dramatic

Service, a sub-standard

directed this Society’s first produc¬
tion, “ All is Not Gold.”
As a relief from manual work under¬
taken by members during the last
two months, numerous fixtures were

(16-mm.)

film,

entitled “ Livingstone.”
The thousands of people who own
projectors have found their hobby
limited in the past by a lack of films
of the type they appreciate. But
film companies are at last awakening
to the potentialities of a market which
is the off-shoot of the professional
cinema. Gaumont-British Instruc¬

comedy entitled " Two Candles,” by
A. B. C. Denham, who also wrote and

arranged, including an evening visit
to the Daily Herald. Projection

programmes have included "The
Slaver ” and " The Naturalist,” by
Rhos-on-Sea Amateur Productions.
The star projection evening was
provided
by Mr. J.Syndicate,
May of the depicting
Planters’
Direct Supply
life on a jute and tea plantation,
big game hunting in Assam, and a
journey up through the Himalayas
to Bhutan and Tibet.
Worth

Noting.

The Independent
Association
have already Film
put a Makers’
number
of amateurs in touch with one another
so that they can work together as
groups on films of common interest.
One group is planning to make a film,
a documentary of a tug, while another
member is to form a group to make
films suitable for religious purposes.
Mr. Bruce Woolfe and his unit,
long identified with educational and
industrial subjects, including the fa¬
mous " Secrets of Nature ” series,

tional, Ltd., are compiling a 16-mm.
library which includes full-length en¬
tertainment pictures such as “ Sun¬
shine Susie,” “ Jack’s the Boy,”
“ Love on Wheels ” and “ Rome
Express.” Western Electric, Ltd., are
also building up a sub-standard film
library. And the Kodak and Pathe
libraries are getting
hensive and go-ahead
Club

more compre¬
every day.

Activities.

There are increasing numbers of
amateur cine clubs coming into
existence for the encouragement of
individual amateur cinematographers
instead of the making of films. A cine
club of this description has been
formed at Eastbourne. At a prelimi¬
nary meeting, held in the Saffrons
Rooms, the president, Dr. J. Bodkin
Adams, explained that the object of
the club was to help members to im¬
prove their own productions. It was
definitely not intended to produce films.
The committee are arranging for
the showing of a monthly news film.
All information regarding rules, mem-

Ski-runnevs. Every visitor to a winter spurts centre at tins tune of year should take a
cine in addition to a still camera. Fine action subjects abound, as the article on
another page indicates.
21
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have embarked on an entirely new and
super series of interesting subjects.
These new films, in which original
treatment is promised, are to be
" pictorial textbooks ” in fifty schools.
Great Britain is one of thirty-eight
signatories to a new convention for
facilitating the international circula¬
tion of educational films drawn up at
a conference convened by the League
of Nations.
A new 9.5-mm. Film Society has
been organised in Bristol. It is
hoped

to have

a full-length production

The

MANY cinematographers at pre¬
from

sent indulging in the hobby
derive considerable satisfaction
a knowledge that members of the

family- — and especially the children —
so much appreciate their home shows.
Thus is an intelligent interest in
cinema technique combined with all
the joys of domestic communion.
However, home shows will continue
to satisfy the family gathering only
so long as projection is efficiently
carried out, and the programmes
selected for their entertainment are
suitable in tone and standard.
By this. I do not imply that it is
imperative for you to possess a
projector far beyond the limit of your
expenditure ; by all means get the
finest instrument you can afford, but
do not be put off if this be no more
than a " midget.” What you should
guard against is frequent delay or
interruption due to fribbling about
with insignificant lengths of film
(which might, with a little forethought,
have been spliced together upon a
super-reel or spool of the largest size
negotiable by the projector).
Other causes of trouble are failure
to arrange everything properly before¬
hand, and carelessness in operating
after everything has been so arranged.
Instruments.

It might be argued that most of these
things are easily avoided with an
expensive projector, but are difficult
to overcome with a cheap one. That
is very true ; and it is an indication
to the man whose outlay must be
modest that what he saves in initial
expenditure must be compensated in
later days by the exercise of greater
care in conducting the various opera¬
tions concerned.
Even the most efficient projectors
are, however, no longer so expensive
as they were. Nine-millimetre pro¬
jectors have fallen in price, or have
been considerably improved in effi¬
ciency, whilst there is now a projector
22

under way shortly. Mr. W. Fleet,
18, Hampton Park Road, Redland,
Bristol, is the secretary.
At Christ Church, Marylebone, on
Sunday evening, December ioth, a
film entitled “ The Parables of Jesus ”
took the place of the sermon.
The Empire Marketing Board
recently issued six two-reel produc¬
tions : “ The Country Comes to
Town,” “ Industrial Britain,” " King
Log,” “ The Other Half of the World,”
“Upstream,” and "O’er Hill and Dale.”
These are available for circulation.

Home

Cinema

for handling both 9-mm. and 16-mm.
films, which is in the first flight for
performance and yet costs only ^35.
There are instruments priced above
and below this, of course ; but whilst
we are not all able to afford the former,
neither do we buy a cheap model when
it is not absolutely beyond us to obtain
a better.
Preparations.

So much

for the instrument

itself.

It now behoves the cinematographer
to ensure that members of his family
are not bored by a lengthy wait —
during which he is getting all in
readiness to begin the show. To
avoid this, of course, he should slip
away and make the necessary prepara¬
tions more or less in secrecy.
Such preparations should include the
laying-out of all films required for
the evening’s show, threading the
first leader ready for immediate pro¬
jection, and cleaning the lens, film
gate, and other parts of the mechanism.
In order then to reduce all subsequent
intervals to a very minimum, the
remaining films should be arranged
carefully in logical order for display.
Chairs, too, should be placed in
comfortable viewing positions, and
only when this has been done should
the family be called into the projection
room.
Films.

A supply of the right kind of films
for a number of family displays is
difficult though fairly inexpensive
to come by.
Obviously, family
“ shorts” should form the nucleus of
all such displays ; but few workers
apart from those of several years’
standing, possess sufficient personal
films to provide the pUce de resistance
for any larger number of shows.
Films can often be borrowed and
exchanged with other members of the
family circle ; and, in such cases, it
is a good plan to intermix and repeat
these films at moderate intervals —
allowing a completely new programme
44

“King

Log”

ioth, 1934

concerns

one-

of

Canada’s greatest industries — the har¬
vest of the forest. We see great
tracks of forest surrounded by the
“ flying-boat By
” squad ; the lonely
camps of lumberjacks who fell the
giant trees ; the strange work of the
white watermen whose job it is to
shift the great logs along the water¬
ways. Salmon provides a different
kind of water industry in “ Upstream.”
In " The Other Half of the World,”
we see what happens in India while
London is asleep.

S. E. L. M.
of subsidiary features to provide the
" novelty ” attraction.
These subsidiary films can, of course,
be selected from the libraries, and
they may embrace any kind of feature
that is popular with the family
circle. Reduction copies of professional
films are not generally to be recom¬
mended for this type of show, for
they can be seen in fuller and more
comprehensive version at the cinema
theatres. Moreover, despite the repe¬
tition of much glib jargon by certain
writers in the daily Press, professional
films do not seem to be improving in
the aesthetic sense, and for our best
subjects we must still look to travellogues, abstract documentaries, interest
films and the like.
These, together with some of Chap¬
lin’s earlier comedies, will set a moral
tone to the home show— a tone not
lacking in dignity yet being satisfying
and amusing enough for all.
Other

Details.

Family shows may with advantage
be somewhat longer in duration than
those of the invitation or guest night.
For one thing, the home circle soon
begins to take a reasonably serious
interest in its own film show ; and
for another, the guest-night flow of
conflicting small-talk is very con¬
spicuous by its absence. Often enough
the extra time can best be filled by
giving a second showing to a film of
particular interest or appeal.
Through - the medium of family
displays, too, the advice of all mem¬
bers can frequently be sought on
matters connected with editing, the
suitability of dress, and other special
Finally, do not hesitate to " try out ”
your
points." unusual ” and advanced films
on the family gathering. With their
familiar candour, they will make
use of the slightest provocation to
laugh at your most serious efforts ; but
they will not withhold their applause
when they think you have earned it.
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Societies

ioth

will have

their

The

meetings

Wednesday,
Accrington

C.C.

announced

January

Week’s
here if the syllabus

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

10th.

Monday,

L. and C.P.U. Slides.

Thursday,

Walthamstow

Thompson.

Coatbridge P.A. “ The Amateur
Dennistoun A.P.A. Whist.

11th.

Production.”

Photographer

Sydney

” Prize Slides.

Guildford
of

January

and D.C.C.

of “ Bromoil

Saturday,

January

Sunday,
P.S.

January

“ Birds and Their Songs.”

Monday,

Leica

14th.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. 44 Toning Bromide Prints.” Mr. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Inter-Debate with Aston P.S. at Handsworth.
Ilford P.S. Visit to Central Association Exhibition.

15th.

Cameras. — Messrs.

E.

17th.

Cheltenham A. P.S. “ P.C.U.K. at Bath.” E. J. Batstone.
Chorley P.S. 44 Some Lancashire Birds.” T. Dobson.
Coventry P.C. Members’ Lecturette Evening.
Croydon C.C. Conversazione.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Visit to Partick C.C.

Kodak Works P.S. 44 The Making of Sensitive Materials.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Whist Drive.

Accrington C.C. Beginners’ Night (Enlarging). T. Hadfield.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Artificial Light Photography.
Bath P.S. “ The Charm of the Village Church.” F. G. Emler.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Still-Life Photography.
Bournemouth C.C. “ Colour Evening.” R. M. Fanstone.
Bradford P.S. “ Transferotype.” W. H. Hammond.
Chelsea P.S. “ New Light on Old Chelsea.” W. H. Buchanan.
C. London and C.P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints. B. C. Wickison.
Dewsbury P.S. “ Zermatt to Venice.” R. Nickols.
Stolen

January

Brighton and Hove C.C. 44 Switzerland.” (Slides by P. Spencer- Walker).
Bristol P.S. Social Evening (Princes Restaurant).
Camberwell C.C. Cin£ Evening. W. S. Kenyon.

13th.

J. Bentley.

January

Transfers.

Accrington C.C. “ Wayfarers in Austria.” Miss Mercer.
Birkenhead P.A. 44 Lantern Slides.” J. H. Trafford.
Borough Poly. P.S. 44 Community ” Slide-Making. A. H. Redman.
Bradford P.S. Cinematography Section Evening.

E. A.

Dunfermline P.A. Close of Exhibition.
Hackney P.S. Outing to Highams Park.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Annual Social.
Oldham P.S. Social.

Todmorden

for

of Prints.

Wednesday,
Major

Border ” (L. and C.P.U.).
Beck (Gevaert).
Camera.” L. Williams.
Scotland.” W. Brown.
Slides.
Competition. Closing date

Royal P.S. 44 Mary at the Zoo.” Eric Hosking.
St. Bride' P.S. 44 First Steps in Bromoil.” A. Hill.
Streatham and D.P.S. 44 In Calvados.” Geo. H. Willett.
Stafford P.S. 44 Control with Pigment and Knife.” Bertram Sinkinson.
S. Shields P.S. 44 The Glories of Northern France.” Will Maitland.
S. Glasgow C.C. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Warrington P.S. 44 Adventures Ashore and Afloat.” H. P. Mitchell.
Whitehall C.C. 44 Heligoland and its Secrets.” Lt.-Col. G. Littleton.
. Winchester P.S. “ Development of Architecture.” Rev. V. Tanner.

Leigh Lit. S.P.S. “ The Camera as a Pal.” J. B. Statters.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Process.

16th.

Harrow C.C. 44 Some Tales of Roman Britain.” Geoffrey E. Peachey.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. 44 Table-Top Photography.” C. Howard.
Leeds P.S. 44 Pictorial Photography in the Field.” Herbert Bairstow.
Liverpool A.P.A. 44 More Milestones in Photography.” Harold Brown.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Members’ Prints and Slides.
Nelson C.C. Members’ Print Evening.
Monklands P.S. 44 Lantern-Slide Making.” W. B. Hossack.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. 44 Contact Printing.” G. Middleton.
Norwood C.C. First Slide Competition. Print Competition (Portraits).
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Social.
Portsmouth C.C. Intensifying, Reducing, Spotting, etc.

12th.

Royal P.S. “ Stained Glass.” Illustrated by the Finlay
Belcher.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Wimbledon Cin£ C.C. “ Film Production.” Sinclair Hill.

Exhibition

Hackney P.S. “ Bromoil.” A. B. Richardson.
Halifax P.S. Exhibition of Bromoils and Bromoil
Hamilton P.S. S.P.F. Portfolio.

Stourbridge Inst. P.S. “ Lantern-Slide Making.” J. O. Wilkes.
Sunderland P.A. “ Panchromatic Photography.” Burdus Redford.
Tynemouth P.S. “ War-time Photography.” J. H. Cleet.
Watford C.C. ‘‘ Design.” R. A. Shufirey.
Wimbledon C.C. “ Retouching.” Col. G. B. Barton.

Colne C.C. Inter-Club P.A. Competition Prints.
Dover I.P.S. Members’ Print Criticism. S. Bridgen.
Harrogate P.S. “ Stereo Photography.” K. D. Sutcliffe. Exhibition
Circle ” Prints. G. A. Barton.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Close of Exhibition.
Kings Heath P.S. Print Criticism for December and January.

A. Bennell.

January

Beckenham P.S. “ Jerusalem.” H. Rose.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. 44 The North Lancashire
Cambridge P.C. “ Chloro- Bromide Paper.” R. E.
Doncaster C.C. “ In Italy and Switzerland with a
Dunfermline P.A. “ The Highlands and Islands of
Exeter C.C. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize
Forest
Hill and D.P.S. Second Print and Slide
Exhibition.

Bezzant.

Greenock C.C. “ Trimming and Mounting.” Jas. Wylie.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Dutch and Flemish Flower and Still-Life Painters
the 17th and 18th Centuries.” R. Warner.
Hull P.S. “ Wild Life of Shetland.” W. W. Nicholas.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ A Talk about Birds.” Charles Mosley.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Open Night.
Liverpool A.P.A. “ The West African at Home.” R. B. Paul.
Newcastle and D.A.C.A. Projection of Four Films.
Oldham P.S. “ Reminiscences.” “ The Ashton Four.”
Rochdale P.S. “ Bird-Nesting with a Camera (Part 1).” T. Dobson.
Scarborough A. P.C. Members’ Night. Lecturettes, etc.
Singer C.C. S.P.F. (Colour) and G.D.U. Slides.

Friday,

“ Enlarging.”

Birmingham P.S. Midland Counties P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Basingstoke C.C. Hants Collection of Lantern Slides,. Series IX.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. L. & C.P.U. Portfolio for 1933.
Aston P.S. M.C.P. Federation Portfolio and Slides.
Bath and County C.C. “ Modem Newspaper
Cardiff C.C. Sale and Exchange Night.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Business Meeting.

and D.P.S.

Tuesday,

January

time to time .

15th (contd.).

Hanley P.S. “ Pictorial Photography.” J. H. Trace.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ The Wonder Mount of Brittany.” J. E. Hall.
Leeds C.C. “ Cave Exploration in Yorkshire.” H. W. Haywood.
Leeds University P.S. Lantern-Slide Guessing Competition.
Luton and D.C.C. “ Sahara to Lapland with Cycle and Camera.” H. E. Dali.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. “ Where is that ? ” E. B. Marks.
Oxford P.S. 44 Carbro.” C. Lighton.
Plymouth I.P.S. “ The Talking Film.” S. Gordon Monk.
Southport P.S. “ Continental Holidays.” W. H. Gleave.
S. London P.S. “ London Calling.” G. H. Dannatt.
Southampton C.C. “ The Isles of Scilly.” H. R. Verry.
Wallasey A. P.S. Folio. Mfts. Madeley.

Ilford P.S. Slide-Making. E. J. Lines.
Kodak Works P.S. “ The Yo-Ho in North Wales.” B. Bellenson.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Pictorial Aims and Reality.” F. W. Lawton.
Partick C.C. “ A Talk on Colour Slides.” J. R. Henderson.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Portraiture.” Donald Allen.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Cine Evening.
Herbert

January

Erdington and D.P.S. M.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Glasgow and W.S.P.A. Architecture — Portfolio by E. R. Bull.
Gravesend and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Holidays in Germany and Austria.” P. B. Dannatt.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ The Pilgrim’s Way.” Alick Chumley.
Camberwell C.C. “ Photographic Fatuosities.”
Carlisle and County A. P.S. 41 Table-Top Photography.” W. N. McConnell.
Chorley P.S. “ Finishing the Exhibition Print.” Mrs. Satterthwaite.
Coventry P.C. “ In and about the Cevennes.” J. S. Lancaster.
Croydon C.C. “ Making a Travel Picture.” J. Ridley.
Dennistoun A.P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Enlarging. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Lecture.

Stockport P.S. Ladies’ Print Competition.
Worcestershire C.C. “ An Hour with a Naturalist.”

of the session or from

Leitz,

A. E. Amor.

Margate and D.P.F. 44 The Evolution of the Lantern Slide.” W. L. F. Wastell.
N. London C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Partick C.C. Dennistoun A.P.A. Visit to Partick. Social Evening.
Rochdale P.S. Review of Lectures marked with Asterisk. J. H. Price.
Stockport P.S. 44 Picture Finishing.” J. L. Taylor.
S. Suburban and C.P.S. 44 More Historic Homes.” E. R. Bull.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Survey Night. W. E. Walker.
Worcestershire
of

20,

Mortimer Street, W.i, advise us that two new Leica
cameras have been stolen in London. There is a likelihood
that they will be offered to dealers or advertised. Should
one or both come into the hands of any reader will he
communicate at once with Messrs. Leitz or with the
nearest police station, so that the necessary steps can
be taken. The following is a description of the cameras :
Leica Camera Model II, chromium plated, No. 112290,
fitted with Elmar lens No. 1619323 ; Standard Leica,
black finish. No. 103795, fitted with Elmar lens No.
180722.

45

C.C.

Members’

Evening.

Slide Competition — 44 Street Scenes.”

Two attractively produced pamphlets dealing with the
Rolleiflex camera are now ready for distribution by Messrs.
R. F. Hunter, Ltd., of Celfix House, Gray’s Inn Road, London,
W.C.i. The- outstanding qualities of this popular miniature
reflex and the fine work of which it is capable are fully de¬
scribed, and the pages are embellished with some beautifully
reproduced photographs taken with the instrument. These
cover a great range of subjects, widely different in character,
and demonstrate the possibilities of the camera under all
conditions. Every reader should write to the above address for
copies, which will be sent free on mentioning The Amateur
Photographer.
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Lens

Hood.

It seems

to me

that a lens hood

part of the view ; why

‘T^eaders
Questions
ANSWERED
( if v r r a i . — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
*
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to

consider

original,

up-to-date

manuscripts

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not

on

photographic

subjects.

the paper only. Letters or
for. The Editor disclaims
return rejected manuscripts,
actually accompanied by a

stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

docs not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exe«ption can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (0) All envelopes should be distinctly marked " Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return <.f post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Mildew

1

on Negatives.

A number of old film negatives have become
mildewed, as sample. Is there any way of
cleaning them ?
E. D. C. (Shanghai.)

We have pointed out in our pages
more than once that such marks on
negatives can be removed by quickly
polishing the film up with a soft rag
moistened with Baskett’s Reducer. As
you may have some difficulty in obtain¬
ing this, we should advise you first to
try methylated spirit for the purpose,
using it, however, very sparingly.
Finding

Focal

Length.

I have a 5f-in. lens in front of which I have fitted
another lens. The focus is now shorter, and more
subject is included. How can 1 find the new
focal length ?
H. S. W. (Wilmslow.)

The matter to which you refer is
rather more complicated than you may
suppose, and you cannot arrive by any
simple method of measurement at the
exact focal length of the modified lens.
One method of finding out what you
require is to take a photograph of, say,
a strip of paper with the 5-J-in. lens, and
then photograph it again from the same
position with the other lens. The
relative sizes of the resulting images of
the strips of paper will be proportionate
to the focal lengths, and as you already
know one focal length you can find the
other by means of a simple proportion
sum.
Graduates.

Abraded

Prints.

1 find that bromoil prints mounted in albums
deteriorate owing to the surface being rubbed.
Is there any sort of fixative to prevent this ?
E. R. C. (Bishopston.)

We regret that we do not know of
any reliable way of avoiding the abrasion
of the surface of bromoils mounted in
albums. The only precaution of which
we are aware is to mount bromoil prints
in thick, cut-out mounts, but this is
practically out of the question in the
case of albums. No “ fixative ” would
answer. The damage is entirely me¬
chanical, and all sorts of prints suffer
more or less in the same circumstances,
especially those with a glossy surface.
Portrait

Lighting.

Can you recommend a book on portraiture that
gives full information regarding lighting ?
H. C. P. (Hayes.)

A book

that will probably

meet your

requirements is “ Studio Portrait Light¬
ing,” by Herbert Lambert. It is pub¬
lished at 15s., the postage being 6d.,
and you could obtain a copy from
Messrs. Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd., 37,
Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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graduates

as those

Agencies.

Would you give me the address of one or two
photographic Press agencies ? Are there any
round Manchester ?
E. C. (Whitby.)

We have frequently quoted the names
of photographic Press agencies, but we
have no knowledge of any in the Man¬
chester district. The trouble in all
these cases is that the agencies have their
own photographs to sell, and few of them
seem to be particularly keen on placing
the work of outside photographers. We
do not know what you want to submit
to the agencies, but you might try the
following : Photopress, Ltd., 10, John¬
son’s Court, London, E.C.4 ; Sport and
General Press Agency, 2, Gough Square,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.4 1 Central
Press, Ltd., 119, Fleet Street, E.C.4;
Keystone View Co., r2, Wine Office
Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
Focal-plane

Distortion.

I may be all at sea in iny idea, but it seems to
me that as a focal-plane shutter exposes the
subject in successive strips there must be dis¬
tortion of a rapidly-moving object. Can you
put me right ?
H.B. E. (Guildford.)

You are by no means at sea in your
idea about the action of a focal-plane
shutter. The distortion which you.
expect to arise in certain circumstances
does actually appear. For example,
wheels of rapidly-moving vehicles passing
at right angles to the axis of the lens
are not circular as they should be.
Another familiar illustration is tfyat of
a pole falling sideways during the
exposure, the pole being rendered, not
as straight, but slightly curved. In
general practice the objection is not a
very strong one. A good deal depends on
the direction of movement in relation to
the travelling slit in the blind.

The negative you send shows very
strongly marked examples of flare.
When you photograph bright lights
direct, as in this case, these phenomena
are inevitable with many compound
lenses, and there is no way of avoiding
them. A single lens is least likely to
cause the same trouble, but even in that
case the matter is always doubtful.
Sometimes there is no flare image at all,
and sometimes it falls outside the

on Film.

Marks such as that on the back of
your negative are generally caused by
contact with the backing paper. We
have frequently pointed out that the
most promising remedy of which we are
aware is to polish up the back of the
film by means of a soft cloth moistened
with Baskett’s Reducer.

such

Press

Mark

Any good photographic dealer can
obtain the graduates to which you refer,
and they are quite common on the
market. Such firms as Messrs. Kodak,
Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C.2 ; Messrs.
Ensign, Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn,
London, W.C.i, and so on, stock them
in many sizes and forms.

I purchase

?

Provided the hood is not too long
it will not cut off any of the view at all,
but will merely shut out those rays of
light which would not help to form
the image but would fall upon the
interior of the camera. Care must be
taken that the hood is not too long, and
it must be remembered also that even
when a hood does not cut off part of the
image with the lens central to the plate,
it may do so if the rising front is brought
into operation.

Flare.

described and illustrated in a recent Beginners’
article ?
T. K. C. (Douglas.)

can

cut off

Another standard book is “ Towles’
Portrait Lightings,” published at 21s.,
and obtainable from Messrs. Henry
Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

What is the cause of the matt mark on the back
of the enclosed film negative ? I often get these
marks, and washing does not remove them.
H. T. (London.)

Where

must

then is its Use advised
D. T. (Dublin.)

When I take night photographs similar to the one
enclosed I often get images of the lights in other
parts of thfr print as well as in their actual positions.
Is there any way of overcoming this ?
R. J. R. (Buenos Aires.) ,

picture space, and therefore
appear in the result.

does

not
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ADVERTISEMENTS

LIGHT

Vll

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic Films
have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision of the
series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two CCK” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should
be used when only a slight colour cor¬
rection is needed, or when exposure must
of necessity be short. May be used with
any of the Eastman Panchromatic Films.

two new filters are:

Xl . A pale green filter for use with East¬
man Portrait Panchromatic Film by half¬
watt light or for Eastman Super-sensitive
PanchromaticFilmbydaylightorarclamp.

K2. A yellow filter giving full colour
correction. For use with Eastman Com¬
mercial Panchromatic Film, Eastman
Panchromatic Process Film and Eastman
Portrait Panchromatic Film.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.

These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

cine-camera

for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses'’ describes these
Alters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK
LIMITED (WRATTEN
DIVISION)
KINGSWAY
- LONDON,
W-C.2

THE NEW

YEAR

IS “BRIGHTER”

— Thanks to

“MATEL
UX” LAMPS
LIGHTING SET FOR INDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY

THE IDEAL PORTABLE

ALUMINIUM
REFLECTOR,
BAKELITE HOLDER
AND TABLE STAND
WITH

FLEX

AND

300-watt LAMPS

(Life 100 hours)

(ALL VOLTAGES) 12
/6
Carrying case 7/6 extra.

CHEAP

PLUG

TO

each

Please state voltage required.

BUY 7

and

29/6

CHEAP

TO

RUN!

USED BY THE WORLD’S BEST PHOTOGRAPHERS

BETTER

TRADE
“ LIC HT AS A FEATHER—
LIGHT

STOCKED

AS THE

SUN.”

BY

LEADING

MODERN
PLEASE

EVER

SO MUCH

STORES

!

Write for

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

TRADERS
“THE

FASTER

_

INVITED

DEALERS.

LTD.

(A101)

ST., LONDON,
MENTION

AND

ENQUIRIES

Dept.

6, CONDUIT

RESULTS—

W. I

AMATEUR

Phone: Mayfair 3163-4.
PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

illustrated
brochure,

“ Treatise on

Lighting
Chart,
and
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Exposure
FREE.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

10, 1934

Be Prepared for the
GREAT CHANGE-OVER
of wavelengths on January I 5th

Everyone who listens to the British and
Foreign Stations should have a copy of

The

Wireless
World
New Wavelength

STATI ON FI W DER
—A

key to all the new Station Positions—

Presented

with the Special Wave

Printed in colour

Change

Number

on durable

dated Jan. 12th

card this Free

Gift will facilitate the identification of all stations
and

provide

a

permanent

reference

guide

The full week’s
Foreign Programmes
appear

as a

free coloured

supplement in “The Wireless
World ” every week.

rammes
USUAL

PRICE

4D— ON

Jxjjite & Sons
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or

PLEASE

MENTION
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Ltd.,

SALE
London,

EVERYWHERE
S.E.l
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Dated
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10,
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ix

l&WtltUIMl
Prepaid. Advertisements.
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY
12 words or less .
Id. for every additional word.

WARNING

—

1/

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE12 words or less .
2/6
24d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence ol
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% :
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Stamiord Street, S.E.l, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o The
Amateur Photographer ’ ” should be included in the
‘ charge, and an additional 6d. sent tor registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System
Readers

may

deal in safety through

our Deposit System,

Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ,
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to IL1FFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

for

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

AND

lens

and

shutter,

5

double

slides

£2/10. — Wilkinson, Lochinvar, Moss
kirk. Phone 289.

and

Lane,

case,

Orms[9057

SANDERSON 5x4, 3 slides, 50/- : Kodaks :[90883a,
Manchester.
35/- ;

la, 35/-. — 12, Highfield

Drive,

YOU

Monton,

CAN

fect, £9/10. — Zeiss
128, f/4.5,
OxhillCompur,
Rd., Handsworth,
ROLLEIFLEX,
filter ; [9130
per¬
Birmingham.
V.P.enlarger,
Kodak, 25/-.
as —new,
anastigmat,
case,
Hall, Zeiss
Kismet,
2nd Avenue,
Shotgate, Wickford, Essex.
[9131
1i%xl5 Palmos, f/4.5 Tessar, synchronised and
top-scaled, 15 single slides ; as new, £13,
or offer. — Webster, Bedford Chambers, Exeter. [9137

LENSES

31x21
2 slides,
Mentor
F.P.A.,
Sports
case, Reflex,
filter ; Meyer
new condition
f/4.5, 6;
fine outfit, £10 ; approval deposit. — Harvey, 27,
Mutley

Plain, Plymouth.

[9087

312 x 21D.A.Double
Extension
ZeissF.P.A.,
f/4.5,
Compur,
3 slides Etui,
in wallet,
Riteway and Rollex film-holders, and other
accessories ; exchange for V.P. Ikonta, Compur,
f/3.5, or sell. — D. Taylor, 12, Marston Rd.,
Leicester.
[9090

DEAL

SINCLAIR Long Extension Tropical Una, 31x21,

Ross f/5.5, 6 double slides, lens hood, screen
holder, filters K 1 and 2, offers ; deposit approval. — Rogers, 15, Oldway Rd., Paignton, Devon. [9141

COST £15/15, Zeiss Ikon Ideal, 21x31, new

condition, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, double
extension, etc., £7/17/6. — Write, Pierce, 1, Green
St., W.C.l.
[9143

ZEISS Icarette 2a, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed-action

Compur, 31x24 plate back, 3 slides, screen,
F.P.A., leather case ; all practically new ; cost
£17/11/9 ; sacrifice, £9/10. — Box 9020, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9147

31x21 Thornton-Pickard Reflex, focal-plane V.P.Compur
shutter,
l/250th
T. and type
B.,
Korelle,
Zeiss1 toTessar
f/2. sec.,
8, latest
helical focussing, direct- vision finder, 3 slides,

2 shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back, rising front, with 7-in. f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac lens, 6 dark slides, F.P.A., roll-film
adapter, filters, lens hood and case ; perfect
condition, £18. — 2, Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent. [9097

F.P.A. ; as brand new, £13/10. — Box 9022, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9149

31x21 Press, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane, 4x4trial,Automatic
perfect,
any
£17/10. — Rolleiflex,
Box 9028, f/2.
c/o 8,“ The
Amateur

2 l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., Compur D.A., 1 to
1 /250th. double extension, large rise and fall, 6
slides, F.P.A., case, £12.— Below.

Photographer.”

size 5, 2/6 each ; Verax Filter Set, 5/- ; Filter
x2 (32-mm.), 5/-. — Box 9008, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9115

4 E.P.A.
£6/15.

[9152

Trade.

Wilton Crescent,
Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[9098
A DON11, Telephoto
Lens, filter,
case, 25/-.
— Davies,
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
UNWANTED
Gift.
—
unwrapped.
£21 ; CAMERAS
approval, deposit.
—Leica
Write,III,
Beresford,
6, Blooms¬
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
bury St., W.C.l.
[9100
426, HighCAMERA
St., Lewisham,
S.E.13 ;
AND RADIOLondon,
EXCHANGE,
BRAND
Ikonta,
Zeiss45,f/4.5
; cost [9104
£4St.,; LEWISHAM
£3 orNew
nearBaby
offer.—
Morris,
Cloncurry
guaranteed bargains ; approval deposit. Phone,
Fulham.
Lee Green 2188.
ERNEMANN
Ermanox
f/2 condition,
Ernostar, DALLMEYER
12 slides and
case ; 41x6
cost £40cm.,
; new
Press case
Reflex,
34x24,£15 f/4.5,
F.P.A. , leather
; cost
; newslides,
con¬
£15. — Write, P. Williams, 58a, Dean St., W.l. [9110 dition, £7/18/6.
set of Proxars,
Sixteen
ROLLEIFLEX
6x6 £18cm.,; Ensign
f/3.8Weston
andSilentcase,
and guaranteed
F.P.A.,
case f/4.5,
; cost
£40 ;
SOHOslides,
Reflex,
51 x 34, leather
Ross Xpres
3 double
Projector, 100-watt, £10 ;
Exposure
perfect, £12/15.
Meter 627, £5 ; Kodak 31x24 Film Tank, £1 ;
Dremoscop, £1 ; Drem Cinemeter, £1 (both de POPULAR
leather Dallon
case ; Telephoto
list £8/8 ;f/6,asfocus
new,10-£5/15.
in., hood,
luxe) ; Kodak Portrait Attachment, and Sky Filter,
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, slides,

lea

Polyscope,

f/4.5

Tessars,

ehanging-

“reJ box, case, very good condition, £8 ;
Mahogany Taxiphote, like new, £7 ; Metrophot
Meter, new, £3 ; Dremoscop, 12/6. — K. Sutcliffe,
13, East Parade, Harrogate.
[9117

LENSES

l-PLATE Soho Reflex, 3 months old ; camera
2 cost £40, Ross 10-in. lens, £14/10, 6 double
book-form slides, £15, leather case, £5/10, total
£75 ; lowest price, £38. — Address below.
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Press Camera, fitted
2 with Dagor lens, 3 double slides and leather
case ; beautiful condition. £8. — Address below.
1-PLATE Triple Extension Field Camera, good
4

AND

LENSES

Agfa Standard Plate, 31x21 (brown), f/4.5 double
anastigmat, latest Compur, 3 slides, new, £5/10 ;
Zodellar 4f-in. f/4.5, focussing mount, new
condition, £2/15 ; 41-in. Cooke f/6.5, iris, £1 ;
74-in. Aldis f/7.7, 25/- ; 5-in. f/6.5 focussing
Cooke, Series IH, Ilex -shutter, 27/6 ; deposit
approval. — Orme, 6, Globe Rd., Mile End, E.l. [9122

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

CAMERAS

AND

Z action Compur, 6 slides, 1-pl. .F.P.A., case, £8/10

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

A pi x 107

CAMERAS

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

and

case ; cost £12/15 ; special offer,

cost £16/10
guaranteed
LEICA
f/3.5 ;Elmar
Modelperfect,
I, £7/18/6.
leather case ;
above ; Telephoto
cost £7 ; f/5.6,
unsoiled,
£3/18/6. case, for
DALLON
in leather

Lewisham camera and radio exchange,
426, High St., Lewisham,

London,

S.E.13. [9144

Dogmar f/6.8,1-pl.,
1 to l/300tb,
SANDERSON
every Ernemann
movement,shutter,
Goerz
pair, mounted
13/6 ; 44-in.
51-in. unmounted
unmounted 17/-,
Lenses,
10/tripod, 6 double book slides, Lancaster Vertical CONDENSER
Enlarger, electric, quantity dishes, many accessories ; brass mounted 22/- ; all sizes ; also Cinema

bargain, £7/10 ; approval, full deposit, carriage. —
28, Matham Rd., East Molesey.
[9119
1-PLATE Sanderson Stand Camera, all movements,
4 6 book-form slides, Mackenzie envelope adapter,
Goerz lens, etc. ; 5x4 Tropical Sanderson Hand
Stand Camera, all movements, 2 double slides,
F.P.A., Mackenzie adapter for }-pl. envelopes,
Goerz lens, etc. ; 9-in. Ross Telecentric Lens ;
full particulars. — Camera, 8, West Cliffe Terrace,
Harrogate.
[9129
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Condensers

and

Objectives, cheap. — Below.

Lenses, Portraits,
etc. ;
SPOTLIGHT
Lenses, all Mangin
sizes, cheapMirrors,
; Enlarging

enquiries invited, stating requirements. — Premier
Optical Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London. [9145

SIX Only : Two-on V.P. Pocket Cameras, 10/- each ;

Baby Pathe Camera, complete with Motrix, just
overhauled, 70/- ; Folding Roll Film Camera,
31x21, with f/6. 3, new condition, 22/6. — A. W.
Green, 70, High Holborn, London.
[9150

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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VOIGTLANDER
Super

Automatic

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERAS

AND

W.l, the camera
bargains.

all inlaid, nickel edge. Don’t
mirror reflex. Booklet free.

ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
vour guarantee.
1-PLATE No. 3 Roll Film Kodak, reversible finder,
4 fitted Goerz Series III double anastigmat,
automatic
speeded shutter, 1 to l/100th and
time, £1.

the

Super

is the perfect

£19 : 10 : 0

J. S. 750-WATT. — 16-mm. Latest Bell-Howell Projector, all precision
silent geared, f/1.6 latest lens, 760-watt direct tremendous illumination,
latest super lamphouse, heat dissipating fins, super cooling system,
automatic rewind, automatic framer, forward, reverse, stills, complete
in ready-for-action carrying-case.

£95 : 0 : 0

Automatic Exposure Meters. — Blendux. Ombrux, Photo-electric, self¬
generating no batteries, just point at the subject and exposure giveu
instantly and accurately. Verv small, compact. „

£4:4:0

F 1.9 SUPER. — 8-mm
Stewart- Warner Super Camera, Dallmeyer
f/ 1.9 Speed, three speeds, interchanging lenses (takes Telephotos, etc.),
lightning loading, slow motion, actual footage, optical and direct dual
finders, takes Kodak or Gevaert films. Super camera, theatre
pictures.

SUPER

CAMERA

£19 : 19 : 0

PROFESSIONAL

PATHE
250-WATT. — 9A-mm. Pathescope Projector, 250-watt direct
illumination, booster reflectors, large super condensers, sprocketfed super system, tilting head, automatic framer, motor rewind.
Wonder Projector at amazing low price.

FREE

TRIAL

£15:0:0

APPROVAL

PRECISION LATEST. — 31 ■ 21 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f 4.5,
D.A. Compur, automatic erecting, automatic focussing, built-in
range-finder
Camera.

coupled

to focussing,

APPROVAL

direct finder, all inlaid.

£17:0:0

POST

W'onder

PAID

91-mm. Film Library, 1 4 show, 4d. extra days. All new films.
Fox News and Features, 16-mm., 2 9 ; 91-mm.. 1 9 day. Latest.
16-mm. Large Gear Quick Rewinders.
12s. 6d.
16-mm. Empty 400-ft. Reels, aluminium .
3s. Od.
Latest Crystal Green White Beaded Screens, from .
50s. Od.
16-mm. Stewart- Warner Super Camera, i 3.5, four speeds, 50-ft. or
100-ft. capacity, lightning threading, real slow motion, very light,
compact, direct optical finder. The £20 camera at an amazing price.

APPROVAL

£9:9:0

POST

PAID

All goods 7 days’ Approval in your own home.
1-pl. Goerz Wafer Plate, Famous Dogmar f/4. 5, Compur. . . £4 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/6. 3, 3-speed, self-erecting .
£1 19 6
1-pl. Goerz Roll Film, Famous Dogmar 1/4.5, Compur .
£4 17 6
31 2* Tourist Plate, Heliar f/4.5, Compur. Cost £19 .
£7 15 0
50 40 Silver Screen, on rollers. As new .
14s. 6d.
1-pl. Zeiss Plate, Zeiss f/4. 5, Compur, double ex.. As new £5 12 6
V.P. Zeiss Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
£4 17 6
91-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5 and Tele., 3 speeds ... £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 60-watt, 400-ft., resistance .
£3 17 6
51 -in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, reflex or enlarcer. As new .
£4 4 0
31 • 2J Voigtlander Famous Plate, f/4.5, D.A., double ex.. £5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1. 8. 200-watt, case. Cost £50 £19 19 0
31 • 2} Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f 4.5, Cost £25.... £14 14 0
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri Film, Tessar f 3.5. new Compur .
£7 15 0
1-pl. Ica Reflex, Tessar f 4.5, slides, case. As new .
£6 17 6
3f 21 Ernem&nn Roll Film Plate, f t*. 8, 7-speed .
£17
6
1-pl. Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex, Tessar f 4.5 .
£7 10 0
21 x 21 Carbine Film, Aldis f 4.5, Compur. As new .
£2 17 6
31 21 Zeiss Cocarette Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur. .. . £5 17 6
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £30 .
£6 17 6
31 '21 Voigtlander Latest Film, f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£6 17 6
P.C. Range-finder Kodak, f/6. 3, Diomatlc. As new .
£4 4 0
31 '21 Tropical Ensign, f/4.5, D.A., new rise, cross .
£5 17 6
V.P. Zeiss Icarette Film. Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
£6 17 6
16 on V.P. Fotet Film, f/3.5, new Compur .
£3 19 6
31 2j Carbine Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, case .
£24 0 0
31 21 Ensign Film Plate, Aldis f 4.5. D.A. . rise and cross. . £6 17 6
Virtus Voigtlander Latest Film, f/4.5, new Compur .
£7 15 0
31 x 21 Ensign Plate Back, f/4.5, 7 speeds, rise and cross. .. . £4 4 0
31 * 21 Zeiss Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Camera, f/3.5, 100-ft. model, case .
£6 17 6
31 x 21 Ensign Film, f/4.5. D.A. Compur, new rise, cross ... £4 17
Kodak Eight Camera, f/3.5. As new .
£7 7
31 x 21 Zeiss Icarette Film Plate, f/4.5, D. A., double ex.. . £11 11

6
0
0

i-pi. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, latest type, double slides .
£11 11 0
91-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Tessar f,/2. 7. Cost £19 .
£12 12 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ideal Plate, Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur .
£9 17 6
31 x 2i T.-P. Compact Reflex, f/4.5, latest type .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/1. 9, 100-ft. model, case .
£12 12 0
34 21 Sibyl Plate, Xpres f/4.5, silent shutter .
£8 8 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, no lens, l/15th to l/l,000th, slides. ... £3 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5. Cost £25 .
£12 12 0
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, slides. .. . £4 4 0
31 21 Etui Wafer Plate, f/4.5, 3 speeds. As new. .
£3 19 6
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, l/10th to l/l,000th .
£4 17 6
Zeiss Range-finder, in case, distance finder .
17s. 6d.
41 21 Speed Kodak Film, Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th £6 17 6
3* x 21 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolving back .
£4 4 0
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, 100-watt, case. Cost £21 .
£9 17 6
P.C. Ensign Reflex, no lens, l/10th to 1/1, 000th .
£1 17 6
41 21 Ensign Film Plate, Aldis f/4.5, Compur .
£4 17 6
Bewi Exposure Meter, in case. As new* .
£110
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/3.5, 2 speeds, 50-ft. capacity. ... £6 17 6
9-in. Dallmeyer f 6.5 Telephoto, suit Compur, etc .
£4 4 0
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Roll Film, f/6 anastigmat, self-erecting. .£220
Riteway Roll Film Slide, 31 • 21. Cost £1 15s .
£1 5 0
1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur .
£6 17 6

EDWIN
28

CAMERAS

specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
4LL days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬

x 2J Voigtlander Super Luxe Reflex, Voigtlander Famous i/3.5
Speed, delayed-action Coinpur (delayed action at any speed), auto¬
matic adjustment for parallax (a wonder feature of patent design),
micro unique fine-hair focussing, powerful magnifiers in hood, unique
pinion stops, self-erecting hood, prism speeds, automatic film register,
unique red window inner caps, 12 pictures on 3J x 2£ or 6 on 2j x 2{,
be misled,

BE

ROLL-FILM

springs to “ infinity ” position on pressure
of a button. Magnifier over ground-glass
screen for ultra-sharp focussing. Simple
lever movement to change the film,
automatic exposure indicator. Size of
picture 3 4 cm. 16 on V.P. size film.

POSTCARD 3a Pocket Kodak Roll Film, focussing,

With

reversible finder (autographic back), R.R.
lens, Kodak ball-bearing shutter, l/25th to l/100th
and time, cable release ; as new, £1/15.
1-PLATE Tropex All-metal Folding Hand
4 Stand Camera, triple extension, high rack
rising front, also swing front, wide-angle move¬
ment, direct finder, spirit level, reversing hack,
fitted T.T. & H. anastigmat f/6. 8, Ibso shutter,
1 to 1 /100th and time, Graflex roll-holder, £6.

Quick

With Zeiss Tessar f 3.8
Tessar f 4.5 lens

poo
XZU

lens .
Leather case .
4 4 cm., with Zeiss

xZZ : 1U : U
£1 10 0
rnn
m
a

in
a
l U l U

: U : U
£1 5 0

”

ROLL-FILM
Takes full-size pictures
on V.P. film l|x2* in.,
focal-plane shatter,

image the picture can also
be viewed at eye-level by
an auxiliary mirror.
With Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar*
including case £18 0 0
With Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar,
including case £21 10 0
Dallon Anastigmat Tele¬
photo lens, 6-in. focus
£8 15 0

THE

NEW

SUPER ‘ IKONTA’

film camera,
for
This
new roll-

21 x 31 film. 8
exposures, or
16

exposures

Cooke,
£4/10self-capping,
; T.-P. Imperial
Tpostcard
-P.f/4.5Reflex,
3}x2i,
revolvingPocket,
back,
plate, £1/12/6 ; Goerz Anschutz i-pl.,

adjusts
the lens
to the distance
of the object. A
really
wonder¬
Price,
£17.
ful
production.

4LLENS. — Great Camera Clearance ; see our

windows : Helinox Enlarger, 1411/1. £2
Hist 65/-) ; Zeiss Ikon P.C. Nixe, Tessar f/4.5,
£6/10. — Below.

ALLENS. — Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8. 6x6,

£15/17 6 (like new) ; Case. 15/6; Mentor
31x2i Reflex, f/1. 9. £20; V.P. Ememann Focalplanc, Tessar f/3.5, £4 19 '6. — Below.

nents, — Contax
and Rolleiflex.
all Zeiss Ikon
products.
ALLENS.
For Leica,
Superb.
Promi-— ■
Bflow.
approximately
allowed
for modern
cameras,
ALLENS
of Manchester
for exchanges
: two-thirds
part payment, subject approval. — 168. Ol lham
4.

0

speeds l/25th to 1/1, 000th
sec., also Time and Bulb.
In addition to reflex

21 x i j, is fitted
with a range¬
finder which
automatically

Rd., Manchester,

xZU

“ EXAKTA
REFLEX

[8375

f 4.8 Goerz, £4 ; Goerz Anschutz i-pl., old model,
f/6, £2 ; write for further particulars ; sale or
exchange ; established 22 years. — City Photo
Works. 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [9114

0

0

With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 COa
a
a
Tessar f/2.8 lens .
xZZ J 1U : U
lens
Leather case .

service.

Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
QIPECIAL Bargains.

15

Automatic shutter speed control. Auto¬
matic
focussing.
Made ron
in two nsizes.
6
6 cm.,
with Zeiss
a

£1/10 ; 16.5 Zodellar Anastigmat f/4.5, iris mount,
£2/5 ; 7.2-in. Ensign Anastigmat f/5.8, sunk
iris mount, £1 ; 4.2-in. Watson’s Holos. Wideangle Lens f/16, iris mount, £1/10 : 13.5-mm.
Berthiot Anastigmat f/4.5, iris mount, £1/10 ;
6-in. Aldis Anastigmat f/4.5, sunk focussing
mount, £5/15 ; 6-in. Dallmeyer Soft-focus Lens
f4.5, iris mount, £3/5 : 4}-in. Busch Glaukar
Anastigmat f/3.1, Velosto speeded shutter, 1 to
1 300th and time, £2/10 ; 5?-in. Aldis Anastigmat
f/6. Acme shutter, T to 1 /300th and time, £1/5 ;
5 /-in. Carl Zeiss Protar f/6. 3, sunk iris mount. £2/5.

results.

£21
£1

“ ROLL-FILM
ROLLEIFLEX”
REFLEX

POSTCARD Autogranhic Kodak Special Roll Film,

REPAIRS
to all makes
of apparatus
executed
j by experienced
workmen
; estimate
given
before proceeding.
deferred
details.
please askonforour
navments system
can be: purchased
APPARATUS
DEVELOPING, Printing . and Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA. 122, Regent [0010
St.,
hand
Cameras,
Lenses
and
Equipment
of
every
LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬
description : cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,

lens..

A world-renowned camera, shows a
full-size image of the actual picture
taken. Magnifier for critical focussing.

1 /1,000th and time, fitted Ememann Emon anas¬
tigmat f/3.5, 12 slides, F.P.A., leather case. £12.

Volute 6.2-in.
shutter,5x4
1 toCooke
l/50thSeries
and mtime,
£1/5 in;
LENSES.—
f/6.5,
81-in. Ross Homocentric Lens f/6. 3, iris mount,

f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens . . £18

With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
Leather case .

41x6
Ememann
Folding
Reflex,shutter,
deep l/20th
focussingto
2 hood,
quick- wind
focal-plane
high rack rising front, rack focussing, reversible
finder, range-finder, fitted Cooke Aviar f/6. 3,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and time, leather
ease, £8.

REFLEX

THE “ PILOT”

The smallest reflex camera on the market ;
measures only 5 x 21 x 1| in. The Pilot

9X12 and 1-pl. lea Ideal Folding Pocket Camera,

!0087

Fitted with Carl
Zeiss
f/4.5
Tes¬
sar
lens,
in D.A.
Compur shutter.

A

New

f/2.9

‘BALDAX’

on
standard
3! by
Takes
16 pictures

opening, hinged
21 roll film. Self¬
back, rapid load¬
view-finder,
alling,
metal direct-vision
body, Hngo

Meyer
plan

f 2.9 Trioanastigmat

lens, in
D.A.
Compnr shatter.
Price
Cash

£7:18:6

CINEMATOCRAPH

APPARATUS

With

pi AA
KODASCOPE B Projector, self-threading
owlUU
model, absolutely as new, £23 ; also
Cooke f/3.3 Telescopic Lens, £5 : both perfect. —
H. E. Blyth, Haytor. Saltdean, Sussex.
[9078

f/3.5 Meyer

Trioplan anas,
lens, in Compnr
shatter £6 6 0

SANDS. HUNTERc-Co.Ltd
complete
outfit, Projector,
and over
FOR
Sale. — with
One camera,
Baby titling
Cine Lux
17, BEDFORD ST, STRAND WC 2
40 reels ; all in good condition ; cash £25. — Apply,
G. A. Lanyon, The Gas Company.
Cornwall.

GORSE, ft,*™

TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS

double extension, high rack rising and cross
front, reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame
finder, fitted Carl Zeiss Protar f/6. 3, Compur shutter,
1 to 1 /250th and time, 11 slides, F.P.A., leather
ease, £8/15.

possible

io, 1934

LENSES

Trade.

Reflex

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

Redruth,
[9113

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

THE

January io, 1934

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

I
High-class Cine Outfit, consisting of
AU
Victor Camera, Model 5, visual focussing,
turret front, etc., 1-in. Dallmeyer f/2.9, also 4-in.
Dallmeyer f/4.5 lenses, case ; Kodascope Model
B Self -threading Projector, with spare unused lamp,
250-watt, accessories, resistance and case, films,
camera and projector bronze finish ; owner moving
to country house where electricity is not installed ;
outfit purchased recently at a cost of nearly £200 ;
accept £100 ; full particulars on request. — Box
8963, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9093

BRAND New Cine-Kodak Eight Outfit, f/3.5

Cine-Kodak Eight Camera, and sling leather
case, 50-ft. 8-mm. Panchromatic film, Kodascope
Eight Projector, collapsible silver screen, accessories,
total value £24 ; accept £16/10, or sell separately
at 30 per cent off list prices. — 61, Hyde Rd., Gorton,
Manchester.
[9111

LUX Projector, new, £21/10 model for £14/10. —
23, High

St., Sutton

Coldfield.

[9118

VICTOR
Cine Camera,
speeds, normal,
half, 16-mm.
slow motion,
1-in. 3Dallmeyer
f/3.5,
focussing, £18/10, cost £46 ; also Cine Telephoto
6-in. f/4.5 Taylor-Hobson Cooke, focussing, £4/10 ;
T.T. & H. 20-mm. Wide - angle f/3.5, £1 ; 1-in.
Dallmeyer f/3.5, £1. — Orme, 6, Globe Rd., Mile
End, E.l.
[9121

9PT-MM. Pathe Projector, single-claw, resistance

•eJ for 250 volts, combining two-way adapter ;
offers. — Box 9011, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9124

PATHE
Motocamera,
f/3.5, andguaranteed
Double¬
claw Luxe
Projector,
with resistance,
perfect, £9/10, available separately ; also Motor,
30/-, and sundries. — Write, BM/NS5J. Phone,
Southend 2532.
■
[9136
1 D-MM. Bell-Howell Filmo Projector Model 57GG,
I v) 375-watt lamp with ammeter, reverse,
rewind, still-picture movement, adjustable resis¬
tance to 250 volts ; cost over £85. — Box 9019,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9146

ADVERTISEMENTS

EXCHANGE
AND WANTED
BALANCE OF
STOCK TO CLEAR WANTED. — Up-to-date Reflex, i-pl. or 3}x2},

AT

REDUCED

f/4.5 or larger lens, price reasonable. — R.
Payne, 142, Wadham Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [9060

PRICES.

WANTED. — Lecture Lantern, 40-ft. projection,

500-watt electric, with 5-amp. resistance,
carrier, stand, ease, and all accessories, complete ;
particulars to — P. E. F., 2, Hinde St., W.l. [9089
471/ ANTED. — Anastigmat Lens f/4.5, 4-in. focus,
7 » iris diaphragm ; must be good make. —
Ward, 26, Milton St., Denton, Manchester. [9091

STANDARD
35-mm.
EMPIRE
PROJECTORS—
New — and
Look at the
Prices
MODEL
A

well-built

\\J ANTED. — Dishes, one 12x10, two 15x12;
» i
Scales and Weights ; 6-in. f/4.5 or f/6
High-class Anastigmat in iris ; also 6-in. f/3
Aldis Anastigmat. — Collinson, 16, Bath Rd.,
Felixstowe.
[9092

3.
outfit

adaptable for the
home, education and
commercial

pur¬

poses, from the do¬
mestic electric sup¬
ply. Will project a
steady and bright 8-ft. picture at 20 ft. Mechanism — Accurately cut
and meshed. Maltese movement running in grease box. Spool Arms —
Rewind is fitted to top spool arm. Spools — Two 12-in. diameter
(holding 1,200 ft.). Cine Lens — Standard size, l-43/64tlis in. diameter,
interchangeable tube form in rack and pinion focussing jacket.
Illuminant — 12-volt, half-watt lamp in a lamphouse which moves with
the film-gate and lens for masking purposes. Resistance — For all
voltages, metal safety covering arid asbestos
base. Case — Strong metal with handle.

£6: 15: 0

GUARANTEED
THE

UNUSED Model B Cine-Kodak, latest type, f/1.9,

in case, with Kodacolor filter, instructions, cost
£34/17/6, £16/16 ; also Kodak Model C Projector,
in case, cost £20/8, as new, £10/10. — Humphreys,
15, Little Newport St., W.C.2.
[9127

PHOTOGRAPHER

W.

P.

ii

Bargains. — A

few

further

examples.

only.
2// 16-mm.
Films Exchanged ; personal callers

TO/- Non-flam Standard Films, sample subject

L\JI and list, 10/- ; postage 1/-.
1 C /_ Standard Projector Mechanism.
i-tJI
constructor admirably.
1 d /_ RCwinders,

IO/

25/-.

9-mm.

or

16-mm.

Suit a
35-mm.,

OJf/.
&*JI

Standard Projector Mechanism.
In running order.
Projection Tables, perfect, and of good
appearance.
•Standard Cine Camera, one to clear ;
personal caller’s chance.
A C\L Motors, to run all projectors, including
Universal Talkies.
9-mm. Projector, in beautiful condition,
as new. One only.
CA/.
9-mm. Projector, with screen and six
OvJ/
films.
/_ Pathe Projector, complete with auxiliary
' resistance.
Portable Projector, 35-mm., complete in
every detail. Suit school.
Ernemann Projector Mechanism, 35-mm..
with spool-boxes. Ideal for Talkies.

27/30/45 A )/-

U
■ IVof ■10/7
PRICE
Or
9 equal payments
month.

equipment).

57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. .

TS7ANTED. — 34x21 Roll-holder, colour and sky
TT filter, reflex. — Box 9012, c/o ’“The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9125
1*T
RANTED.
31 x 21,
lens
[9120 ;
must —
be Reflex,
a bargain,
cash. —with
Cross,good
80, Casino
Avenue, Herne Hill, S.E.
[9126

24 x 15 a 8

CHEMICAL

THERMOMETER

In metal case, 1 /6.

Post 3d. Agfa Flashlamp, 1 5/6

“Service” WOOD

3/-, post 6d.

particulars,
price. — 612,
Rd., Forest;
WANTED.
— First-class
x 13Wvatt
cm. Stereoscope

Sections, 48 in. open, 14 iht closed*
Price 6/-. Post 6d.
5 Sections, 50 in. open, 14 in. closed.
Price 8/-. Post 6d.
7 Sections, 52 in. open, 12fin. closed*
Price 10/9. Post 6d.
Nickel

Ball-and-Socket Head
price, each, 3/6.

Canvas

Cases, with sling, for metal
tripods, price, each, 3/9.

for above,

Established 1889.

Gate.
'
or unmounted, cheap. — Wallis,
St., Nottingham.
Trade.

BELL.— Cine-Nizo 9-mm. and 16-mm. Cameras,
ENSIGN Silent Sixteen, £6/15 model ; also

W ANTED. — The Loan of good amateur films with

good definition. Subjects should include
children at the seaside, animals, and artistic
landscapes ; prints first, with stamped addressed
envelopes to — Harrv Baker, 206, Church Rd.,
Willesden, N.W.10.
[9095

g LANTERNS

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

[9139
Baldwin
[9138
[9142

WANTED. — 54-in. Condenser Lenses, mounted

lowest — price.
310,anastigmat,
Summer Lane,
WANTED.
7 to— 9Clifton,
in. f/3.5
state
Birmingham.
[9123

all types, new, second-hand ; keen quotations ;
catalogue.— 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll. [9053

USE

Atkins, 49, Beach Avenue, Whitley Bay. [9133
VllANTED. — Cine-Kodak Eight, with f/1.9 lens ;
T I also Kodascope Eight-30 and screen. — Jarman,
3, Eton St., Richmond.
[9134
\\J ANTED. — Proxar Lenses and Filters, RolleiflexII — Dorman, 6, The Paragon, Blackheath, S.E.3-

“Service” METAL
TRIPODS

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

A? ft offered for 31x2i Roll Film Camera of
reputable make, lens and shutter (any
accessories) ; full particulars. — Cowle, 6, Beechwood, Kendal Green, Kendal.
[9132

WANTED. — 91-mm. Pathe Projector, cheap. —

TRIPODS
42 in. High.

Adjustable sliding legs, with clamping
screws and T -screws. Price, each,

' [8231

Kodatoy, motor driven, £5/17/6 model, and
Kodascope Model C, with resistance ; all shopsoiled only ; best offers. — Hart’s Studios, Wolver¬
hampton.
[9102

Southall.

WANTED. — Miniature Camera, taking 36 or

12/6 EACH.

[9151

SUPER
Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rate3,
full particulars from North London’s largest
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1 /-. —; Filmeries,

Projector,

18 mm. film ; also i-pl. Enlarger, electric
fittings ; deposit system ; full particulars and
price to — Tortice, Tuttington, Aylsham, Norfolk.

Usual price 30/-.
Carriage 1/6.

F
LUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
Christie
Organ House,
facing Film
House, 159,
Wardour
Street,
London, W.l. (Not a shop, but a warehouse
motion-picture

Park,

with slides ; good condition, without lens. — •
Box 9009, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9116

Photo-electric Cells and Optical Systems for
Talkies ; your inspection invited of big selection
of bargains too numerous to list.

with

Home

WANTED. — 5x4 or 9x12 Focal-plane Camera,

Ensign Cine Cabinet
in Oak, takes most
9.5 or 16 mm. Pro¬
jectors.
«
To clear at special
reduced price.

60
70/80/EVERYTHING
for Movies,
16, 28Films,
and
35 mm.. Projectors,
Optical 9,
Lanterns,
Slides, Projection Bulbs, Lenses,. Spotlights,

packed

Pathe

cheap. — 41, Alleyn

Wl ANTED. — 34x2} Film Developing Tank, good
"I condition and cheap. — S. W. H., 7, Braybrooke Terrace, Hastings.
[9112

Don’t Miss
This Splendid
Offer.

Size

volt,

dues 4/- a year. — Guiana Hobby Club, Box 267,
Georgetown, Demerara, British Guiana.
[9052
[9106
\\7ANTED. — 5-in. Anastigmat Lens, in focussing
II mount, f/4.5, f/5.5. — R. B., 70, Woodside
Park Rd., North Finchley, N.12.
[9108

Trade .
JLLUSTRA

250

EXCHANGE
Your Snaps
for exchange
interestinghobbies
foreign;
ones ; cultivate
pen pals,
quarterly magazine full list world-wide members ;

front, brilliant and
wire
finders, f/4.5

Ensar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeds 1
to
l/250th sec., T.
and
B.,
release.
CASH
£4
> 1A
- 0

per

WANTED. — 2, 3 or 4 in. Cooke or Dallmeyer
"VS/ANTED. — 9.5-mm.

CARBINE
Rising
direct

YVT ANTED. — i-pl. Double Extension Camera,
11 cheap. — Haden, Moss Grove, Kingswinford,
Dudley.
[9099

VI/ANTED. — Leica Cameras, give date purchased,
ii lowest prices ; also Vibraphone. — Webb,
Blackwater, Truro.
[9103

6

3 £ X 2 £
ENSIGN

Telephoto, or sell, £13. — Box 8964, c/o' “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9094
T/L'ANTED. — i-pl. Sanderson, with f/4.5 Zeiss
H
Tessar in Compur shutter. — Frinton, Lyndhurst. Low Fell, Gateshead.
[9096

Focussing Lenses for 16-mm. Bell-Howell
Cine Camera. — Crapnell, 51, The Grove, Hipperholme, Halifax, Yorks.
[9101

BARGAIN I

FAMOUS

No.

EXCHANGE.—
New
3}Plate
Etui,Proxar,
Tessar f/4.5,
D.A.
F.P.A.’s,
etc., Compur,
for BabyAlpha
Sibylscreen,
or Film,twowith
extra

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

&

ENLARGERS

|

1-PLATE Houghton’s Princess Enlarger, f/5.6 lens,
4 carriers to 34x2}, all movements, electric or
gas, £2/10. — 30, Roxeth Grove, South Harrow. [9105
RISK.
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TALKS

&

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

10, 1934

ENLARGERS

ZEISS Miraphot Automatic Vertical Enlarger,

3ix2£, Novar anastigmat f/6.3, 6$-ft. exten¬
sion flex ; as new, £ 5/5. — Box 9021, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9148

tension, all i-pl.,
movements
excellent condition
ENLARGER,
8i-in.; condenser,
long ex¬;
gas or electric, £5. — Clinch, Abdiel, Grange Rd.,
S.E.25.

BUT-

_

[9140

Trade.

ENLARGING

NSER
£tONDE
Type
STER
J^ANCA

QUALITY

“l\/fARVEL”
Horizontal
Enlarger,
for use type)
with
Ivl own Rolleiflex,
Ikonta
(or similar
camera and lens.

SHOUTS

■

r\.

sold

Great
the

LOUDEST

“ A MPLUS ” Vertical Enlarger, for use with
own 3£x24 or i-pl. camera, or complete
with lens.
“ A UTO-AMPLUS

Although

Granville Products

at

the

lowest

are

prices in

Britain, quality is maintained

highest possible standard.

at
We

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation

BROMIDE

with
CRESCO ” Vertical Enlarger, for use with

own Leica or Contax lens, or complete
RS. anastigmat.
Dallmeyer
GEf/4.5
jgNLAR

than by any other means

Enlarger,

negatives.

” Vertical Automatic

for 31 x 21, i-pl., 51x31

Focussing
or 1-pl.

ELECTRIC
or above.
Gas Illuminant can be used with
any of the

“ T TNIVERSAL ” Automatic Focussing Enlarger,
IJ with mercury vapour illuminant, for 1-pl.,
whole-plate or 12 x 10 negatives.
J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

mingham, 1. &Telephone,
Central
J. LANCASTER
SON, LTD.,
87, 4255.
Parade, Bir¬
Ltd., 289,
High Messrs.
Holborn,The
W.C.l
; Messrs.
LONDON
Agents.—
Service
Co.,
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New Bond St., W.l.
mounted and
mounted,
and other parts
for own
ENLARGERS.
— List
of Condenser
Lenses,
un¬
construction ; postage 2d. — Lancasters, 87, Parade,
Birmingham,

1.

LANTERN

[0082

SLIDES

PAPER

Of QUALITY -

Guaranteed first quality. You cannot buy
better, no matter what you pay.
Cream

Smooth,

Velvet
Vigorous

and

Cream

Matt.

Grades.
12 sheets

6ix4J

8Jx6i
10x8
12x10
15x12

..
..
..
..

lOd.
1/4
1/8
2/6
3/9

GUARANTEE.

Velvet, Glossy, White
All in Normal

and

Paper and Card.
36 sheets

..
..
..
..

21 314/6
6/6
8/6

1 gross

. _ _

.. 6 /-, ALL
.. 10 l./posT
.. 14/9 FREE
..23/6
~
.. 33/9

Your money will be re¬

turned in full if you are not completely
satisfied. Write for list of Photo Materials.

MARSHALL
& CO.
Dept. pm.
FORD STREET
NOTTINGHAM

Trade.

BEST
Results &fromGarnett,
Films, Ltd.,
Prints,309,etc.Oxford
; list[0096
PE.
— Flatters
Rd.,
Manchester.
ACCESSORIES

ARE

RELIABLE
★ PROVE

T\TESTON
Exposure
Meter,
light cell ;
T T Cine model
627, cost
£8/10photronic
; indistinguishable
from new, £6/10. — Hart, 44, Oakley St., Chelsea.

*

Trade.

[9135

_

The
perfect exposure
meter for use with any
make of enlarger The
“ Largodrem ” is simply

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

IT

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
« [0083

laid on the baseboard or
easel, the light switched

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

to your own
SATISFACTION
of

FREE

LARG0DREM
EXPOSURE
METER
for
ENLARGING

SAMPLES

on, when the correct
exposure for any make
of bromide paper can
be read on the scale.

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
or drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

price 30/-

State
DREM

MATERIALS

ordering.
voltage uhen
PRODUCTS,

Ltd.

37, Bedford
Strand,
London, St.,
W.C.2

Trade.

PAPERS
OF

ALL

and CARDS

GRADES

ON

Enquiries for samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

LEA

M

I IN GTON
S P* A

: "Granville,

ATTWOOD PHOTO WORKS, Hadleigh, Essex, The Camera Exchange tSl Midlands
10/- : i-pl.,
10/- ;2/-i-pl.,
ATTWOOD
Plates4 :dozen
Postcard,
dozen,1/66 dozen,
dozen
MAKES OF HOME MOVIE APPARATUS6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.
BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, SIEMENS,
1/6, whole-plate
2/6, 12x10
4TTWOOD
Chloro-Bromide,
linen 5/surface36 :sheets.
i-pl.
BOLEX,
ZEISS, ENSIGN, AGFA, KODAK,
4TTWOOD
Bromide glossy,
Paper andsatin,Cardette,
and vigorous,
matt :normal
i-pl.
4/- ; whole-plate 7/6.
CINE-NIZO, PATHi, AND CORONET.
Prices to suit all pockets, from 45/- to £100.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
normaland
and Bromide
vigorous Postcards,
: 25 1/-,
50 1/6, 100 2/3, 1,000 17/6.
Screens from 7/6 to £18 15 0.
and i6-mm. Film Library.
ATTWOOD
600; H.i-pl.,
& D.2/3; -We stockg.5-mm.
Postcard, Flat
2/- Films,
dozen, 6superfine,
dozen 10/every super reel in the Patlie Catalogue.
dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
34x2i, normal,
gross ; glossy
vigorous,and
1/6 satin
gross. : GALLOWAYS
ATTWOOD
Gaslight1/3 Paper,
Photog raphic Chqnists
BIRMINGHAM
with linedMounts,
centre and
grey
plate-sunk
: 24white
2/-,
ATTWOOD
10x8
for
i-pl.
prints,
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

special cheap lines, reliable quality, post
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.

APPLICATION

This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind. State surface, grade, etc.

Telegrams

WE offer the Highest Quality Materials at the

lowest prices : Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free : established 22
years. »-City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

I AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR ALL
VICTORIA

Leamington.**

(Opposite

30

YOU

CAN
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IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH
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DEPOSIT

SQUARE,

O.P.O.)

SYSTEM.

Phone

: MID.

5670.

January

io, 1934
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ENLARGEMENTS

CORREX

Trade.

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
-A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Rd. Prices
less postage to 121,
callers.Scotswood
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, ' Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409}, Argyle St. Prices less
K
ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, }-pl. 3/6
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

2D. Each, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
2D. Printing
Each, ;Postcard
Developing,
list free.Enlargements
— Moon, 35, ;Bolsover
St.,
London, W.l.
[9128

The
New
Roll - Film
DEVELOPING
TANK

’quantity, glossy or semi-matt. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING
Trade.

/_ PER

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; }-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4}x2f 3/6, 3}x2} 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6

A welcome advance in time-saving, trouble-saving apparatus,
the “ Correx ” makes developing roll films simple. The film
is wound on a reel, together with a separating apron, placed
in the “ Correx ” Tank and the developer poured in through the
lid funnel. Developing, fixing and washing can be carried on
in daylight.

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
Kbromide
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except }-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ; SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.
10x8 51- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3}X2} glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
37, BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 lfx2},
3}x2} Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
4}x2igross;
and

No. 731, for V.P. films (127). No. 733, for 21 x 31 in. films (120).
Correx Thermometer, 2s. 6d. Correx Developing Powders, per
1 doz. Is. 6d. Spare Reel, 8s. Od. Spare Correx Apron, 7s. Od.

Lantern

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Films,; 3}x2},
first quality,
8 exposures
14 x 2}, Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 24x4},
12/- ;;
6 exposures : 3}x4}, 18/- ; 5}x3}, 21/-.
R ALTON
H. packs
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2}, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; . Packs,
i-pl., 3
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super11/-fast,dozen.
H. & D. 2700, in
3}x2},Roll
8-exposure,
R ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled lOd.
: Amidol,
oz. ;
Metol, 1/4
; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro 1 1/2
/-. [0009

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,
BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

ALLENS CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
as part payment, the price paid aud date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

ALLENS,

168, OLDHAM

PROMINENT
BRILLIANT
ETUI.BALDAX
CINE-KODAK
SUPERB, Etc.
4

See Cameras and Lenses, Materials, and Enlargements columns.

Here’s Quality at the Right
print madePrice
from each!

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed
negative : V.P. and 34 x 24, 8 exposures,

1/2, No.

116 (21 x 41)

1/6, 41x31 1/3, 51x34 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen, 84 x 61 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 <4£ enlargements . 2/- 20x16,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 84 x 6$ 9d., 64 x 4J 6d.

PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

ALL

15x12

1/9,

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12x10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

OSBORNE

& CAMPION,

ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic

122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

[0092

WE

HAVE

THE LATEST RELEASES
SingleALLreels
, O/Q

per week,

^

3 or O/C

AVAILABLE

TUITION.

etc.[0057|

BOOKS,

Trade.

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling
for
free prospectus
; no
World’s
Photographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9061

[9075

REPAIRERS
Trade.

shutters, toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— -W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — -114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

REPAIRS to Cine Electrical Apparatus, motors,

armatures, brushes, ammeters, dimmers, resis¬
tances rewound ; all makes ; free quotation. —
R. H. Deal, Service Engineer (Electrical), 283,
Shirley Rd., Southampton.
[9109

|

RETOUCHING
Trade.

■ bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. : three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; }-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and
postage with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St,,
Canterbury.
[5338

SITUATIONS

Per
reel

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE more
CO., 320,
Bridge
**/ Vauxhall
w
Road, Victoria, S.W.l.
(One minute Victoria Station.)
Telephone : VIC. 2977.

Trade.

DOZEN,
lOd.film
6, 6d.
3, 3d. retouching
1.— Postcards,
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

j

RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from ; i-pl.

BOOK Your PATHE Library FILMS NOW

700 H. & D., 34 x 25 1/3, 4}x3} 1/9 dozen,
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

ENLARGEMENTS

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

School, Roscoe St., Bunhill Row, E.C.l.

ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA

RD., MANCHESTER,

Roll
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3}x2}
ALL
Developing
same-day
service1/- ;;
4}x3} 1/3, 5}x3} 1/8; write for lists; see also

Write, Photography, 13. Gt. St. Andrew St.,
W.C.2.
[9074

SERVICE

normal ; all surfaces ; 3}x2}, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4}x2| and }-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

3}x2}— Super
2/6 single
gross (the
; quantity
rate to;
ALLENS.
Gaslight
quality Paper)
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

40/- per 1,000, including title,

L.C.C. Classes. Photography, rambles arranged. —
PHOTOGRAPHY Class, Tuesday evening, Adult

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfaces bromide
; Vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
K
ALTON
Double¬
weight, Bromide
10X8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;Glossy
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; }-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3}x2}, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

GROSS,

i l~ best Photographic Postcards on
Kodak
Bromide
; if enlarged from snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

VACANT

Trade.

T\/TECHANIC Required for Camera Repairs, must
iVA be fully experienced with all types cameras.
— Apply Peeling & Van Neck, Ltd., 4-6, Holborn
Circus, E.C.
[9107

1
O
A/ /O

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8}x6}
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

QUICK POSTAL

BE

SERVICE

ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. WOOD FRAMES,
ALL KINDS. BRAEMAR FRAMES. PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING. COLOURING, SEPIA AND BLUE TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT
GIFT. SUNBURN MIRROR SNAPS. KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD CUTOUTS IN COLOUR, Regd. FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-dav service ; 8}x6}10d.,
10X8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8} x 6} 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.- — The Defoe Photo¬
SPEEDY
graphic Service, . 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
p SPEEDY
WISE

IN

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place, li.16
D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.1^1
TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

jj

SYSTEM.

/UN

INFALLIBLE
NON-ELECTRIC

FLASHLIGHT
No battery or apparatus
Full power 200,000
Double power size
Convenient Holder
Pressmen

BELL

BULBS

needed. Each one self-contained.
C.P. 1/- each, IO/- doz.
.... 1/6 ,, 1 5/- >,
and Silver Reflector, 1 /9

and. Professionals : send for samples

& CO., 45, NEWINGTON

and terms.

BUTTS, S.E.11
31
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Wide range of Catalogues post free anywhere.

LATEST
Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 £1.1ft*ft
^ Good condition. Cost £5.
Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, motor
condition. List £3 5s. .
£1:15:0
4.5 <6 cm. Blocknote Vest Pocket Hand, f/6.3 Zeiss
Tessar, speeded shutter, set of portrait £0,1 C.ft
lenses, 12 slides, case. As new .
Xfai.Xw.il
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/6.5 anastigmat. Cost
£18 18s. Good condit
ion...
£3:15:0
4.5x6 cm. Tropical Vest Pocket Nettel Sonnet Hand,
lazy tongs focussing, 7.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.7, Com¬
pound, 1 to i/3ooth sec., T. and B., 6 slides,
F.P. adapter. Fair condition .
X**.JJ.U
8-in. Aldis Anastigmat f 4.5, in iris mount OC.C.ft
(covers }-pl.). Good condition. List £9 5s. XU.JJ.il
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Eight Model 20, f/3.5 ££,1 r .ft
anastigmat. As new. List £9 1 7s. 6d .
XU.AJJ.U
Leica Camera Model I, f/3.5 lens, C7.1 0*11
range-finder, case. Fair condition. .
X# .111.11
10x15 cm. Voigtlander Tourist Hand, double ex¬
tension, 16.5-cm. Heliar f/4.5, Compur, F.P. adapter,
case. Good condition. Cost
£21.. £7:15:0
Leica Camera Model II, automatic focussing, 5-cm.
Hektor f/2.5. As new. List £26
3s.. . £19:0:0

OLD

BOND

ST.

Cameras and Cine, Binoculars, Telescopes, Barometers, etc.

3ix2i Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex, revolving
back, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, 3 slides, F.P. £0.1 C . A
adapter. List £12 15s .
XO.IJJ.U
9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, double-claw, super attachment.
Type C motor, group resistance, auto- CQ.17.fi
matic rewind. Good, condition. List£i3i6s. XO.AI.U
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model BB Junior, 01 0.1 C. ft
f, 1.9 anastigmat. Asnew. List £18 1 8s. X1X.1JJ.II
21 x 1 § lhagee Exakta Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex,
f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, leather case. Asnew. C17.1fl.fi
List £21 10s .
XII. 111. IF
21 x 2J Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar, U.V.
sky filter, Rolleiflex yellow filter, sunshade in case,
leather case. Good condition. List C17.1H.fl
£25 1 6s. 6d .
*1 * .1U.U
4.5x6 cm.
Meyer
Specialf/1.5,
Reflex,
back, 6 double
extension,
3i-in.
Plasmat
lensrevolving'
hood, filter,
single
slides, 3 book-form D.D. slides, F.P. adap- CCC.1 ft. ft
ter, leather case. Splendid condition. List £90 XJJ JJ . 1 U .11

281 OXFORD

Fourteen

doors

West

of Circus.

Please state requirements.

ST.

3 1 x 2b Foth Derby Hand, f/4.5 Foth anastigmat
Very sec.,
good T.condition..
0finder,
speeds,3 1slides.
to i/3ooth
and B., radial £3:0:0
focus, wire3Jx2j Dallmeyer Roll Film Snapshot, f/6 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, leather case. As new. 4*0. 1 A. ft
List £5 5s .
xo:iu:u
9x12 cm. and J-pl. lea Reflex, 16.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, F.P. adapter, 9 slides, leather £C.1 7«C
case. Good condition .
XJJ. 1 1 .D
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, 16 exposures on
V.P. roll film, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed Com- P 7 . A # fl
pur, leather case. As new. List £9 3s. ... XI.U.U
4Jx3} Popular Pressman Reflex, reversing back,
5j-in.

Aldis-Butcher

BOUND

BUSES

STOP

f/4.5, F.P.

adapter,

lopes, leather case. Good condition . . X I . 1 I • U
4! .3! Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
revolving back, 6£-in. Cooke f/3.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
stiff canvas case. Very good condition. £ft,1 7.C
List £18 .
«.. . XU.l I .O
9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, group resistance to
250 volts, Type O lamp, carrying-case. £ 1 A,1 H.H
Asnew.

Cost £21 10s .

Xl'i.AU.U

37 BOND ST.
LEEDS

HERE.

D *7 L LO N V * a IT C H I S *7 IN
35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W. n.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

7 • fx

case. Good condition. XJJ.ll.U
3ix2.V British Anschutz
Press, f/4.5 Dogmar, F.P.
adapter, Mackenzie adapter and 11 enve- C7*1 7«fi

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Zeiss Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem Microscopes,
bought fer cash.

Any item sent on five days * approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresess. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
1 21, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

PCI

4 slides, stiff canvas

W. I

WEST

10, 1934

IN STOCK

3£x2£ Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f C.1
Eusar f/4.5, leather case. z4s new. List £7 163.
A / •v
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 cn * C.H
lens, leather case. As new. List £10 10s. .
3£x2i Voigtlander Avus Hand, double extension, Skopar
f/4.5, Compur, 6 slides. Good condition.
£7:17:6

London,

London, W.l

January
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MODELS

9.5-mm.
anastigmat.
9.5-mm.
drive. Fair

28
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Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydsn.— 12, George St.
Cattord. — 62a, Rushey Green.

IT’S WORTH WHILE

doing your own developing and
printing because you can so
readily improve your work, get
more out of your hobby, and do
more without extra cost - - -

Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

LTD.

ESTD.
1750

Large sums of money are regularly paid for SALEABLE
photo¬
graphs. But only by sound training can you acquire the ability
consistently to take the RIGHT photographs in the RIGHT way
and sell them at the RIGHT time to the RIGHT buyers. Such
training is given by the British School of Photography, under the
personal supervision of the Principal. Mr. C. Alien Elliott, who
has had a successful life-long experience in the photographic
profession. Write to him to-day and learn how you can turn
photographs into money.

ItltlTISH SCHOOL <»f I’HOTOC.IMI’HY
Mr. C. Allen
Please

So don’t
delay writing
for free copies of HOME
PHOTOGRAPHY
BOOKLETS.
The

LESSON
first three

are

deal

ready;

they

Elliott, British School

of Photography

send your free book, “Photography

SEND
COUPON
NOW!

Ltd., 53/4, Haymarket,

for Profit and Pleasure,”

Name .

London,

to: —

YOUR

NAME

on a postcard to

JOHNSON
32

AND

WAY,

I

|

with

PLEASE

MENTION

ADDRESS

Chemists 8 LTD.

HENDON,
" THE

AMATEUR

LONDON
PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

H

I

ap/4 .

“Publicity Dept.”

& SONS

HENDON

M

Address .

Developing, Printing and Flash¬
light. Others will be issued
regularly.
SEND

S.W.l.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

January

THE

to, 1934
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“SKI” BUMPS
WHAT -HO

WALES.

YOU’LL BE IN
AN-ICE HOLE
WITHOUT

GET

A

— I
BOND

b 47 BERKELEY

WITH

A

BELL-HOWELL
CINE CAMERA

119 NEW

HER

ST

IT W I

THE HOME-MOVIE

BELL-HOWELL
CINE CAMERA

usmm

EXPERTS

For best advice on this “ King of indoor entertainments ” — free demonstration and,
above all, the widest range of projectors in England — Wallace Heaton holds first
place. High allowances are made on your used apparatus in part payment.

119 NEW
>41

FIRST
pathEsgope

projector

200- b

Pay

PAYMENT

GETS

YOUR

BOND

BERKELEY

ST

IT »1

CINl

the balance over a further 8 similar monthly instalments. Only 5 per
cent, or 5s. if under £5, is added for buying this easy way.

(as illustrated).

KNOCK-OUT

With
200-watt lighting.
Picture 10 ft. wide easily
obtainable.
Plickerless
projection. Works off
any voltage. With lamp,
plug, flex, adapter and
empty 300 -ft.
R
super
Nine

The splendid value of these second-hand bargains does not permit
of easy payments. Send cash for yours to 119, New Bond Street,
or CALL at 29, Avery Row and choose for yourself.

PATHg HOME
MOVIE
good show at
price. . £6 15

l/200th sec., D.V. finder, lever focussing,
adapter and case. Cost £22 .

2— 3i x2| Apem Roll Film, f/ 4.5 Ross Xpres, speeds
brilliant finder, radial focussing. Cost £8 10s .

”

speeds 1 to l/250th sec., D.V.
£12 .

The

Gives

man’s

changing-box,

a
0

PATHfiSCOPE
‘cinema.
big

IN

CASH BARGAINS

reel. . .
I
monthly payments
of 35/-.

Gives a
popular

VALUES

real home movies.
£2 15 0

finder, wheel

focussing,

6 slides, F.P.
£7 10 0

1 to l/300th sec.,
£4 17 6

F.P. adapter. Cost
£3 19 6

tig
lens 2-s
shu
bril
fin
Cos
£8 8s .
£1 19 6
tte
t
pee
mat
der
,
lian
r,
d
.
t
shutter speeds 1 to 1/2, 800th sec., D.V. finder, Contessa plate adapter.
6 slides. Cost £37 10s .
£10 17 6

KID '

—

The ‘OMBRUX’

sec

.,

Meter

For “ still ” cameras. The very latest
achievement in electrical science. By
simply directing the instrument towards
the object to be photographed, ac¬
curately measures the light and deter¬
mines a dead-accurate
exposure .

ext

ens

ris

ion

,

and

ing

takes 40-ft. film, direct-vision
£24 .
indicator, tunnel
finders, takes

BLENDUX ’
£4:4:0
Ombrux ”

Almost the same as the
but calibrated for cin6
work

3* x
21

ble

lens, 3 speeds, footage indicator,
Cost £18 18s .

4:0

1

dou

leather case.
Derval

finder.

cro

ss

tunnel

fro

nt,

3 sin

gle

finder, compete

finder, film and

motor

Cost £11 15s .

100-ft. of film.

des

.

Cos
£10
£1 t17 6

in leather case.
£10 10 0

£2

Cost £10 10s .
Cost £3 7s. 6d .

750- New
WATT FILMO
PROJECTOR
The
1 J.S.’
All gear-driven. Dual
aero cooling.
The finest amateur cin6 projector in
the world. See it at Bond Street.

Yours for £11 : 1 : 8
And

8

similar

Cash

indicators. Cost
£5 10 0
£5 17

Cost £18 18s .

shutter, brilliant finder.

sli

monthly

Price

payments.

£95

6

9

6

£5 10

0

£1 15

0

l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back. 3 slides. Cost £18 .
£7 7 0
Beb
e
ate
1/1,Pl000th
sec., revolving back. 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and canvas
C
a
case. Costmer£48
.
£14 14 0
a,
f 4.
5 Z
e s
3
l/800th sec., revolving isback,
3£x
Tes rising front, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter
s
2|
a
and leather case. Cost £35 .
£16 16 0
r l
G
ens,
Fitted
with
300- oerz
spee
Ten
s 1 rising and swing front, 4
axtigmat lens, double extension, reversing dback,
watt, 6-coil single-plane
to
Pla
matched filament lamp
te slides, leather case. Cost £16 .
double
£1 19 6
Cam
4
with matched
reflector
era
31
,
x21 For
.and condenser.
/4.5
reversing back, frising
and swing front, 3 doable slides, black case. Cost
Dal
Dog
16-mm. films.
Operateslme
£12 10s .
£4 4 0
5
mar
yer
9x1 100-250
on all voltages
ana
Sna
2
sti
psh
cm.
( A.C. or D.C.), compact
gma
£3 7 6
£1 .
Cos
sli
3 do
bo ot
t
a
2
u
C
F
d
t
o
r
b
i
nte
lens
es.
and portable.
lm- le
d,
ssa
,
pac
k C
Decspeeds 1 to l/300th
£3 19 6
ame sec-., lever focussing. Cost £10 10s .
kru
ra,
llo
f/6
Foc
sp
sh alD
fi
ca
Dalel
3 ch
Co
£2
10
and 8 6similar monthly
nd
s
a
ut
pla .V.
s
ee
l
a
e,
tmh ey
t £3 5 3 s.0
ng
er
te
ne,
d
9 x
er er
,
r,
in
12
f/4
ana
7 payments.
gcm.
.5
A well -constructed and reliable instrument
¬
bo
16- PRICE
Zei back, rising sfront,
Pla
CASH
l/l,000tli
sec.,
revolving
double
extension,
3
double
x
s
te
mm.
s T
es
Cam
giving large brilliant pictures. Has all
ess
.
slides. Cost £26 7s. 6d .
£8 17 6
era
ar
£29 : 10 Ens:i 0
latest refinements. Ideal for schools,
, f
gn
len
/6.
s,
Aut
3 D
8
dubs, small halls and lecture rooms.
ogmspeeds 110th to 1 1.000th sec., self-capping shutter, 6 single slides.
o
Zei
back,
Ki
ar,
ss
ne
£5 19 6
in C
ca Cost £12 .
Ei
m
omp
na
Cin
ur,
mo
e
and 8 similar monthly payments.
spe rising and cross front. Cost £8 IPs. ... £3 3 0
lens, inCaCompur
shutter,
16
m
e
e
ds
-m
ra
1
m.
Cash Price £68
24 — J -pi. ,Sibyl
f 6.3 Zeiss Tessar, rising and cross front,
f '2 Imperial Roll toFilm,
1 /2 Cost £25 .
9
Ci
.
shutter
speeds
1
to
1
/100th
sec.
£4
15
0
6
50t
ne
Cin
The91 -famous photronic
h
ar
Ca
mm
me
.
a
n
Pat
8 0
£8
£1
Co
fi
br
an
fr astiD.
ri
Co ra, sh
light-cell meter.
Smaller,
si
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h
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nd
d
6
mp
gmVa
f/2utt
.
ng
li
t,
er
10lighter and moree defficient.
ur
t
.7er
e L
an
s.
,Z
t
16
ux
eisrising front. Cost £7 5s .
4-speed shutter,
£2 19 6
-m
e
s
m
C
.
For all “ Mstill ” or cin6 ine
Te
ode
Cam As advertisements on ssthese
ar
covers go to press a fortnight in advance some
l
11 cameras.
era
B C
len
, these second-hand items
Zei
smay
ine
of
be sold already, but similar outfits are
,
f/3
ss
.5
usually available.
Now
Sil in Stock. Koda
an
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12
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m
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6
31
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30
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“ 300-B

”

Yours for 68/10

750- New
WATT FILMO
PROJECTOR
The
‘ R.S.’

Yours for £7 : 18 : 8

LATEST

WESTON

617/2

SEND

£11 : 0 : 0

FOR

OUR
FREE
LISTS

JOIN OUR

FILM

LIBRARY
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Have a
lantern
show
this
Imagine all those favourite snaps of yours
thrown up on a screen ! ... ‘As large
as life,’ so to speak . . . With all their
beautiful light, shade and detail
accentuated a hundredfold.
It's a great experience. One that will givett?;f;*
you a new satisfaction with your work, and?'-,/
provide delightful winter entertainment
for your family and friends.
Make your own slides. It’s as simple as
making ordinary prints, but instead of
paper you use Ilford Lantern Plates.

ILFORD

LANTERN
Made

PLATES

in Four Varieties :

Special Lantern, Warm
Black
Alpha Lantern - Gaslight

Lantern,
Lantern.

Ask your photographic dealer about
them. Write for instruction booklet,
“Making of Slides and Transparencies."

ILFORD
Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

LIMITED
House,

Stamford

• ILFORD

Street, London,

LONDON

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

io, 1934

/IMATEUR®
Photographer
&l

The
Vol. LXXVIL

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody

with

a Cameras
No.

Wednesday,

January

17th, 1934.

2358.
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WHAT

MAKES

A PICTURE?

Critics may
relative

argue

over

the

importance

of

composition,

subject-interest,

lighting, viewpoint — but they
agree

on

the

rich

and

sparkling

quality

realism

given by

KODAK
KODAK

SUPER

LIMITED
PLEASE

MENTION

.

SENSITIVE

KODAK
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HOUSE
PHOTOGRAPHER
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PANCHROMATIC
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\ STOCKTAKING
i BARGAINS—

M

ALL

FULLY

? ONLY
* A

£3

3x4

5h

GUARANTEED.

A FEW

EXAMPLES

cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed shutter, T. and B.

7s. 6d .

%

List

£2 15

0

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed shutter, T. and B. List
.
£3 2 6
Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 Leitz Elmar anastigmat. Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B., complete in leather case. List £15 15s .
£9 10 0

5

Leitz Leica, f/2.5 Hektor anastigmat, Model I, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/20th to l/500th sec. and Time. List £19 3s .
£13 17 6
13.5-cm. f/4.5 Leitz Elmar Anastigmat, to fit Leica with interchangeable lens mount,
not automatic coupling. Cost £10 4s .
£6 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, 3i-in. f/4 Triotar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,

5

sec., T. and B .
V.P. Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar

5

£4

*

fcA

■

BULBS
PHOTOF LASH
SPECIALLY

MADE

1

*
speeds l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec. and Time. List £32 10s .
£20 0 0
rV.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
\

\

anastigmat,

l/100th sec., T. and B .

Compur

£6 7 6
speeds 1 to

shutter,

£5

5

0

“A shutter,
31x21speeds
Voigtlander
Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat, delayed-action £7Compur
1 to l/250th sec., T. and B .
15 0

« 31 x 21 620 Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, 3 speeds, T. and B. List £3 12s. 6d.

FOR THE

AMATEUR

£2 12

|x\

WA

31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon

Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.

anastigmat,

As new.

delayed-action

List £13 5s .

Compur

£9 12

6

• shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., double extension, plate back, complete
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon

PHOTOGRAPHER

Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

with 3 single slides aDd focussing

P A
rj|
|^V

W A
,
P

screen.

31 x 21 Ensign Auto. Speed, f/3.4
shutter, speeds l/15th to l/500th
41 x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film,
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec..

anastigmat,

As new.

List £16 12s. 6d .

Compur

£12

17

Makina, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar

anastigmat,

Compur

shutter, speeds
£7 10 0

anastigmat, delayed-action Compur

shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., and Telephoto
single slides. F.P. adapter and leather case .

lens, complete with
£20 0

to l/200th sec., T. and B., complete with F.P. adapter and leather case. . £1117

^

31 x 21 Wafer, f/4. 5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
l/250th sec., and B., complete with F.P. adapter .

x 3J Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Dominar

speeds

’A

1 to l/200th

sec., T. and

leather case. Approximate

B., complete

with

shutter,

anastigmat, Compur

shutter,

3 single slides, F.P. adapter

and

£5 12
shutter,

41 x 31 N. G. Trellis, f/6.3 Zeiss Protar anastigmat. Compound
to l/150th sec., T. and B., complete with 10 slides and case .

6

speeds 1 to
£5 17 6

cost £10 15s.... .

41 x 31 Adams’ Idento, f/6.3 Ross Zeiss anastigmat, 7-speed
sec. and Time, complete with 4 slides and leather case. .
P J

3
0

31 ■ 21 Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, 7-speed shutter, J to l/100th
sec., and Time, complete with F.P. adapter .
£6 15 0
31 x 21 lea Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 15 0
31 21 Makina, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1

rA
W A

0

Aldis-Butcher anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
sec. and time. As new. List £16 15s. £11 5 0
f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur
T. and B. As new. Cost £11 14s. 8d. £7 17 6

4131
Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar
1 to l/200th 6ec., T. and B .

31 > 21

delayed-action

6

J to 1/1 00th
£3 19 6

shutter, speeds
£18 0

1
0

r^|
41 x 31 Tropical Adora, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1
.0
to l/200th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
B 1
51 x 31 Adora, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
^

W-A
■

VA

is another

delightful snapshot taken

4x4

cm.

Automatic

Rolleiflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar

speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.
6x0

MENTION

anastigmat,

Cost £20 .

Compur

shutter,

Compur

shutter,

£18 10
£12 10

0

0

i-pl. Goerz Anschutz, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shatter,
speeds

l/10th

to 1/1, 000th

sec., T. and

B., complete

with

3 double

plate-holders,

F.P. adapter and leather case. As new .

^

i-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex, f/6.3 Ross Zeiss double anastigmat, self -capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/8th to l/l,000th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. adapter and leather case .
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac arastigmat,
holders, F.P. adapter

WRITE

:

HIRE-PURCHASE
J

£18 10

self-capping

0

£13 0 0
focal-plane

shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 double plate-

~

and leather case.

Giving

List £26 10s .

particulars

TERMS— NINE

of outfit

EQUAL

£15

10

0

required.

MONTHLY

PAYMENTS

SECOND-HAND
OUTFITS
SEVEN
DAYS'
APPROVAL
AGAINST
FULLON CASH
DEPOSIT

You can ALWAYS

Do Better at

The Westminster
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGE,

House , Kingswav,

“ THE

AMATEUR

LTD.

REGent
1360.
illy,
‘Camera House,’ 62> Piccad
TEMpIe
Bar
1 J All

VV .1

24, Charing X Road, W.C.2
VICTORIA

• SMOKELESS

Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet

PLEASE

anastigmat,

List £22 10s .

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

As new.

119, Victoria St.,S.W.1

Advt. of The General

As new.

cm. Rolleiflex (not automatic),

rA

IN ENGLAND by THE G.E.C
FOR SASHALITE LTD.

SAFE • DUSTLESS

0

31 x 21 Tropical Countessa Nettel Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Triotar, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1 ,200th sec. and Time, complete F.P. adapter

WRITE for illustrated
folder O.S.6536, which
gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Bulbs
and the uses to which
they can be put.

MADE

£6 15

.0

r*

happy everyday incidents in your home —
without fumes,' smoke or dust.
PRICE

15 0
£7 l/150th
1 to

shutter, speeds

speeds to l/300th sec., T. and B.

P J

with the new Baby “ Sashalite” Bulb. By
their aid you can easily record similar

Compur

5x4 Adams’ Vaido, f/6.3 Ross Zeiss double anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec.. T. and B., complete with 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter .
£5 17 6

fA

^ A

Here

anastigmat,

«ec., T. and B., complete with 3 single metal slides .

London,

7165.

111, Oxford St., W.1

0669.

GERrard

of

Amateur

1432.
graphers.Ltd.
Cine mato-

W.C
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CAMERAS , HOME
A T PRICES
EVERY
BARGAIN
FULLY GUARANTEED

EASY
TERMS

Any purchase on 9 equal monthly instalments.
First payment secures goods. Only 5% added,
or 5/- if under £5. Join the thousands who
are buying this easy way.

54 LIME STREET
LONDON,
Model

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

Phone:

E.C.2

CITY

9.5-mm. Pathe Single-claw Projector, with resistance op to 250 volts .
Coronet Cine Projector, complete .
Pathe Lux Projector, complete with resistance and carrying-case. Excellent
Pathe

Single-claw

Projector,

with

motor

drive, super

attachment,

and

1124

4$ x 6 Nettel Deckrnllo,

and

Phone:
adjustable

resistance,

100-watt

lamp.

anastigmat/revolving

MON.
Perfect.

back,

0
q

still picture move¬
£23 10 0

f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,

1-pl. Beaufort Reflex, reversing back, focal-plane
slides and case .

resistance
£5 17 6

Model A Cine-Kodak Projector, reverse, rewind and still picture movements, 200-watt lamp.
adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrying-case .
£32 10 0
Model B Bronze Kodascope, sell-threading, 200-watt lamp, adjustable resistance and carryingcase, with reverse and rewind movements. New condition. Cost £100 .
£48 17 6

focal-plane

leather case.

31 x 21 Roll Film Voigtlander, f/4.5 Heliar
Cost £12 16s. 9d .
31 x 24 Sibyl Excelsior, f/3.5 Ross
etc .

Xpres

shutter,

anastigmat,

lens, 3 D.D.

f/5.5

Ensign

latest Compur

slides, F.P. adapter,

16-exposures-on-V.P. Fotet, f/4.5 Vedar anastigmat, auto-speeded shutter .
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
P.C. Leonar de Luxe Compact Folding, double extension, f/6.8 Goerz Convertible
Compound shutter, 3 slides .

Ensign 16-mm. Home Cine Camera Stand, with panoram
with rubber toes or spike. As new .

16-exposures-on-V.P. Nagel Rolloroy,
leather case .

Compur

Complete Cine-Kodak “ 8 ” Outfit, comprising Projector with motor drive, Camera with f/3.5
anastigmat. motor drive and Cine-Kodak Titler .
£10 2 6
16-mm. 200-watt Bell-Howell Filmo Projector, motor drive, capacity for 100-ft. spools, complete
in leather case .
£20 12 0
Complete Pathe Outfit, comprising 9.5-mm. Projector with motor, super attachment with twin
resistance for use on any voltage .
£8 6 0
16-mm. Ensign
UDsolled .

Alpha

Projector,
. . . . .

motor drive, adjustable
.

resistance,

complete

in carrying-case.
£10 10 0

10-mm. 150-watt Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, with motor drive, adjustable resistance, motor
rewind and case .
£15 12 0
3$ x 2J All-metal Kibbets Folding Pocket, f/5.6 Euryplan anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to
1 /250th sec., micrometer focjssing, Iconometer finder, hooded screen, 6 slides .
£2 17 0
3} x 2J lea Ideal, f 4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising and
cross front, double extension, brilliant reversible finder, hooded screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
case .
£8 17 6
34 x 2J Contessa Nettel Tropical Model Sonnet, f/ 4.5 Zeisa Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th sec , iconometer tinder, radial focussing, hood, screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter £8 17 6
3J • 24 All-metal Folding Pocket, Anticomar f/3.2, Compur shutter, double extension, U-form
front, reversible finder, 6 slides. F.P. adapter .
£7 17 0
34 x 2i Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
speeded from 1 to l/250th sec., rising and cross front, reflex finder, focussing screen, 3 slides
£3 19 6

1-pl. Popular
holder, leather

frame

finder, micrometer

focussing,

screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter

and

leather case

£5
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anastigmat,

auto, speeded
£3 3 0

shutter,

range-finder,
£12 10 0

1-pl. Premier

Enlarger,

54-in. condenser,

f/4 objective

for oil or electric light.

Good

easel

Lancaster Enlarger, for use with own camera, 64-in. condenser, metal light-chamber. . £4
£1 18
19 6
0
i-pl. Oak Enlarger, 54-in. condenser, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat, electric fittings .
£3 18 6
1-pl. T.-P. Mahogany Enlarger, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, 54-in. condenser .
£5 17 6
1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/4. 8 Goerz Celor anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
Mackenzie slide. 6 envelopes .
£3 18 6
i-pl. Minex de Luxe Reflex, Zeiss Convertible Protar f/6. 3, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Cost £50 .
£10 16 0
Dallmeyer Sport Adon Telephoto, with hood .
£2 18 9
No. 0 Speed Graphic Focal-plane, f/5.6 Cooke anastigmat .
£2 14 9
1-pl. T.-P. Royal Roby Field, Watson Holostigmat Convertible, 3 book-form slides, 3-fold
tripod .
£7 10 6
31 x 21 Ensign

MENTION

f/3.5 Elmar

4 slides, F.P. adapter, roll£8 8 0

44 x 6 lea Bebe, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter. 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£5 2 0
1-pl. Tropical de Luxe Ensign.Press Focal-plane, in teak and bras9-bound, f/4.5 Dogmar, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter. Unsoiled. Cost £45 .
£15 15 0

34 x 24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, N. & G. shutter, J to l/150th sec., rising
and cross front, patent N. i O. reflex finder, radial focussing, hooded screen, 3 metal book-form
slides and leather case. New condition .
£12 15 0
34 x 24 Double Extension Zodel Folding Pocket, f/6.8 Amar anastigmat, Vario shutter, l/25th to
l/100th sec., rising and cross front, brilliant finder, hooded screen, 6 slides .
£1 19 6
34 x 24 Duoflex Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, focussing mount, focussing magnifiers,
full-size top screen, fully-speeded shutter. 3 slides. UnsoileJ .
£10 17 6
21 * 31 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur D. A. shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
rising and cross front, double extension, brilliant and frame finders, plate back, hooded screen,
3
slides. New condition .
. .
£12 17 0

PLEASE

f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat,

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, double extension, f/5.4 Meyer anastigmat, Compur shutter,
3 D.D. slides .
£5 2 0
Leitz Valoy Enlarger, electric fittings .
£8 10 0
9 x 12 and 1-pl. Bentzin Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£7 17 6
45 x 107 Ontoscope, fitted f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, focussing, speeded shutter, automatic
changing-box, leather case. Cost £26 .
£8 17 6
0 x 13 Murer Stereo Collapsible Focal-plane, pair f/4.5 anastigmats, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. As
new. Cost £16 16s .
£5 13 0

6

3£ ■ 21 Tropical Model Folding Pocket Camera, constructed of teak, f/6. 8 Goerz double anastigmat
lens, fully-speeded shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., rising and cross front, back-hooded focussing screen,
3 slides. F.P. A. and leather case .
£0 2 0
31 24 Contessa Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur sector fully-speeded shutter
from 1 to l/260th sec., T. and B., double extension, U-form front, rise and cross, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
.
£7 7 q
34 x 24 Reitzschel Folding Pocket, with f/5.5 Trilinear anastigmat, Compur sector shutter, 1
to l/250th sec., rising front, double extension, brilliant finder, screen, 4 slides, F.P. adapter

Pressman Reflex, focal-plane,
case .

£2 14 0
£10 10 0
Dagor lens.
£3 2 0

45 x 107 Jules Richard Verascope, R.R. lenses, changlng-box, leather case .
£2 17 6
6 x 13 or 7 x 13 Jules Richard Verascope, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar leases, focussing, Chronomos
shutter, 2 changing-boxes, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£16 10 0
P.C Tropical Sanderson, in teak, 7-1 /10th in. Zenar anastigmat, in Compur shutter, Cooke
Primoplane wide-angle f/6. 5, 2 double slides .
fill 17 6
34 x 21 Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Aldis anas¬
tigmat, 6 slides .
£7 7 0

31 X 2i lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., brilliant
and

3 D.D.
£3 3 9

leather case.
£8 17 6

screens, hood, case,
£21 17 0

f/3.5 anastigmat,

lower leg
£5 7 3

9

£7 7 9
Cost £38 4s.
£16 16 0

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6 Aldis anastigmat. Acme shutter, speeded to l/300th sec.,
Duo and Trio supplementary lenses, 2 D.D. slides, leather case .
£5 13 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, colour filter, leather case. Cost £27 10s .
£8 19 0
Coronet Cine Projector, complete .
£1 15 0
Ensign 100- watt Silent Sixteen Cine Projector, adjustable resistance, travelling-case . . £10 10 0
31 • 21 Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur shutter, leather case .
£6 13 9
5 x 4 N. & G. Square Reflex, triple extension, revolving back, Zeiss Convertible Protar f/6. 3,
changing-box, leather case. Cost £40 .
£6 18 9
Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, range-finder, leather case .
£9 17 0
£15 Model Weston Electric Meter, with leather ease and instructions, for still or movie £7 13 0
16-exposures-on-V.P. Foth Derby Focal-plane, f/3.5 anastigmat, Zip purse .
£3 13 6
V.P. Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/6.8 anastigmat, Compur shutter .
£2 14 9
10-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Stigmatic Portrait, iris and diffusion. Cost £24 .
£8 18 6
3f x 21 Latest Ensiga Auto-speed Roll Film Focal-plane, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter. Unsoiled .
£8 15 0

Mini-Fex Roll Film, smallest camera in world, takes 36 exposures,
shutter, purse .

tilting top, reversible

£18 18s
£8 17 0
shutter, 6
£7 6 9

anastigmat,
shutter,

35-mm. Projector, Rodenstock Projection lens, Maltese cross movement mechanism, spools,
mounted on oak base, and cover. Cost £20 .
.
£4 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/1.5 Dallmeyer lens, 3 speeds, hand crank, leather case. New
condition .
£18 10 0
Dallmeyer Optical Titling Bench, practically unsoiled, complete with set of felt letters £5 18 6
and

0180

Cost

Bell-Howell Filmo Cine Projector, 400-watt, Dallmeyer superlite lens, adjustable resistance,
travelling-case .
£44 10 0
Latest Pattern Pathescope Projector, type C motor, super-attachment, automatic rewind, group
resistance .
£9 15 0

8

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 57G Projector, 375-watt lamp, reverse, rewind and still picture
movements, adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrying-case. New condition .
£72 10 0
16-mm. Filmo Projector 57, 200-watt lamp, reverse, rewind and still picture movements.
adjustable resistance to 250 volts, carrvlng-case .
£29 10 0
10-mm. Ensign 100- watt Silent Sixteen Projector, motor drive, adjustable resistance and case
£12 17 6
rewind

Projector,

1-pl. Ensign Reflex, self-capping, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Triotar, 6 slides, leather case .
£0 19
34x24 Makina, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case

Pathe Home Movie Doable-claw Projector, complete with super attachment, adjustable resistance,
type C motor. Cost £13 6s .
£7 15 q
Pathe Latest Model Double-claw Home Movie Projector, with Krauss lens, anti-thermal condenser,
super attachment, type C motor, and group resistance. In excellent condition .
£8 17 6
Pathe 6-volt Hand-turn Dynamo, for use where no current is available .
£1 7 6
10-mm. DeVry Q.R.S. Projector, motor drive, and resistance adjustable to 250 volts £9 17 6
16-mm. Model C Bolex, 200-watt lamp, motor drive, resistance to 250 volts .
£14 17 6
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Projector, motor drive, resistance adjustable to 250 volts. Excellent con¬
dition .
£10 17 6

16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse,
ments, adjustable resistance and case. Cost £63 .

C Kodascope

31 21 Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
slides .

£2 15
£1 15
condition
£11 17

adjustable

E.C.3

Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,

focal-plane

shutter. .. . £5 13
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ALE” BEATS ALL BARGAIN RECORDS
CINES AND ACCESSORIES
84 Aldersgate

TO SUIT ALL POCKETS!

LONDON,

FURTHER

90/94 FLEET ST.
LONDON,
16-mm.

E.C.4

Bell & Howell

Filmo,

Cooke

Phone:

i/3.5, 2 speeds, motor

CENT.

drive, leather case.

0

i-pl. Ensign

Series II f/4.5, focal-plane

Reflex, f/3.9 Pololyt, self-capping

focal-plane

shutter, revolving

shutter, revolving

0

extension,
£5 17 6
£2 7 6
£4 15 0

back, 3 slides
£10 17 0

back, and 2 slides
£6 17 6

34 x 24 Ihagee Folding Reflex, Meyer Veraplan f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, filter and leather case .
£10 17 0
14-in. Dallmeyer Projection Lens .
£2 10 0
8-in. Cooke Primoplan Wide-angle 5/6.5, iris .
£4 15 0
36-cm. Steinheil Munsehen Orthostigmat, Waterhouse stops .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Series III f/6. 8 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 3£3
slides
3 0
6 x 44 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides and
case .
. .
£0 17 0
34 x 24 Folding Klito, Aldis i/7.7, speeded shutter, 2 slides .
£1 1 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor attachment, filter and leather case
£2 7 0
Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto, iris, adjustable .
P.C. Tropical Soho Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
F.P. adapter, lens hood .

Mackenzie

£2 15 0
slide, 6 envelopes,
£12 17 6

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6 slides _
£7 10 0
9|-mm. Pathe Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive .
£6 17 6
3 x 4 cm. Mentor, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur shutter and case .
£1117
6
34x24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£21 17 6
34 x 24 Minimum Palmos Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, 2 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
. .
£10 17 6
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 17 6
V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/5. 5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides .
£1 12 0
i-pl. Apem Focal-plane, Kershaw focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, leather case .
£10 10 0
i-pl. Plano Reflex, Goerz Dagor Series III f/6. 8, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman, Aldis f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, reversing back, 6 slides .
£5 19 6
34 x 24 Mentor Focal-plane, Dogmarf/4.5,focal-planeshutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., Dallmeyer
f/5.6 Dallon, interchangeable, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£18 17 6
Postcard Bentzin Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar Series II f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back,
6 slides .
. .
£8 17 0
Postcard No. 3a Folding Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak anastigmat, fully-speeded shutter, Splendid
order .
£1 \ 9
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat,
sec., leather case .
4i x 24 No. la Cocarette,
i-pl. Agfa

Folding

i-pl. Apem
Pathe

Pocket,

Focal-plane,

Hand-turn

3i x 2i Ikonta

f/6.3 anastigmat,
Solinar f/4.5, D.A.

f/4.5 anastigmat,

Cine Camera,

16-mm.

Kodatoy

Projector.

Coronet

Projector.

V.P. Kodak,

Landscape

fully-speeded
shutter,

Compur

focal-plane

shutter, from

speeds

from

shutter, U-form

and

leather

lens and

£1

condition .
purse

.

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

Highest

allowance

5

0

5

0

£1 10

0

9s. 6d

on

your

used

camera in part payment for something
better! Bring it to us and save
still more

Self-capping Goerz Anschutz
.

Focal-plane,

f/3.5 Goerz

Dogmar,

3 double

slides, F.P.
£14 14 0

i-pl. Klimax
i-pl. Ensign

Folding Pocket, f/7.7 Aldis, in Compur, 6 slides and case .
Tudor Double Extension, f/5.8 Isostlgmar, fully-speeded shutter,

£1 7 6
3 double slides
17s. 6d.

3i x 2J Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter. Cost £6. . . . . .
£2 12 6
34 x 2i Foth Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter .
£2 2 0
Model 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, Tropical Model, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Compur shutter, reflex and
direct-vision finder, complete in leather case .
£8 15 0
i-pl. Contessa Roll Film, f/6. 8 anastigmat lens, fully-speeded shutter .
£13
9
i-pl. Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/6. 8 anastigmat lens, speeded, shutter, focussing adjustment
£2 12 6
i-pl. Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, N.S. Accurate shutter .
£4 2 0
Latest Model V.P. Kodak, Rapid Landscape lens. Cost 25s. As new .
12s. 0d.
4x3 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 anastigmat lens. Cost £4 .
£2 19 0
4x3 Foth-Derby Roll Film, f/3.5 anastigmat lens , focal-plane shutter .
£3 19 6
45x107 Verascope, R.R. leoses, fully-speeded shutter .
£2 15 0
45 x 107 Ica Polyscope, f/4.5 Tessar lenses, shutter speeded from 4 to l/200th sec., changingbox. 4 single metal slides .
£7 12 0
Heidoscope Stereoscope Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar lens, fully-speeded
leather case. New condition. Cost £25 .

shutter, direct-vision finder,
£8 2 6

Standard Size 6? x 3i Stereo Mentor Reflex, pair of f/5.4 Cooke anastigmat lenses, shutter speeded
from 4 to 1/1, 300th sec. and time, 4 double plate-holders, leather case .
£12 17 6
4-pl. Double Extension C.B. Field, R.R. lens, 1 D.D. slide .
15s. 9d.
5x4 Triple Extension Imperial C.B. Field, roller-blind shutter, R.R. lens, 4 double book-form
dark slides and case .
£2 17 6
4-pl. Triple Extension C.B. Field, rising and swing front, swing and reversing back, 3 double
book-form dark slides, 6-in. f/6. 8 Blitz double anastigmat lens, and tripod .
£3 3 0
24 Square Carbine, f/6.3 Zeiss anastigmat, Lukos II shutter, lever focussing .
£1 11 0
4x3 cm. Salex Roll Film, f/11 Mosnar lens, speeded shutter .
17s. 3d.
4 x 3 cm. Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat, leather case .
£15
0
34 x 24 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded, leather case .
£2 12 6
4-pl. Folding Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter..... .
9s. 6d.
2c Special Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compur, leather case .
£5 19 6
4-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, reversing back, 6 slides .
£5 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 12-in. Dallon Telephoto, reversing back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£15 15 0
£2 5 0
Pathe 9.5-mm. Kid Projector, complete with resistance and travelling-case. Cost £3 7s. fid.
Double-claw Pathe Projector, with super attachment, motor drive and twin resistance. Cost
£13 Is .
£8 15 0
16-mm. Ensign 100-watt Projector, complete in case .
£1117
0
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, f/2.7 Tessar lens. Cost £24 .
£7
17 0
6
£9 17
35-mm. Kinex Projector, with resistance, and 1,000 ft. film .
£3 15 0
35-mm. Ernemann 100-ft. Cine Camera, f/3.1 Cooke lens, one and eight wind .
£7 2 0
35-mm. 200-ft. Darling Cine Camera, f/3.5 Tessar, one and eight turn, straight-through focussing

74-in. f/0 Dallmeyer 3-foci Stigmatic Lens, fully-speeded shutter .
6-in. f/0. 8 Goerz Double Anastigmat Lens, speeded shutter .
54-in. f/4.5 Anastigmat Lens, Acme shutter, 1 to l/300th sec. New condition .
54-in. f/4.5 Anastigmat Lens, Compur shutter, speeded from 1 to l/250th sec .

£3 17
£1 12
£3 3
£2 12

0
0
o
0

3-in. f/4.5 Tessar Lens, iris mount .
6-in. f/5.6 Ross Homocentric, focussing mount .
51-in. f/4.5 Kodak Anastigmat Lens. As new .
6f-in. f/4.5 Aldis Anastigmat Lens .

£117
£2 17
£2 5
£3 17

0
0
o
0

0

case.£7 As10new0

As new .
New

shutter, leather case. Shop£14 0 0

front, 3 slides. As new
£6 18 6
£1

shutter,

FROM OUR LIST

lens, focal-plane

i-pl. Self-capping Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat lens, Mackenzie- Wishart
slide, 6 envelopes .
£8 8 0
34 x 24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Tessar, speeded shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
34 x 24 Nagel Folding Pocket, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibsor speeded shutter, 1 to l/125th sec.,
reflex finder, 3 slides. Unsoiled .
.
£4 12 6
9 x 12 Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Trioplan anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, rising
and cross front, double extension, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 12 6

1 to l/300th
£1 2 6

shutter, 6 slides and leather case £8 17

f/4.8, Compur

9x12
adapter

1 to l/100th sec.
£1 19 6

f/3.5 anastigmat .

Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar

9.5-mm.

Optimo

Everset

0591

34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/3.9 anastigmat, reversing back, 3 slides, roll-film holder and case £7 17 0
i-pl. Sinclairs Una Hand and Stand Camera, f/4.5 Koristka anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
reversing back, 3 D.D. slides .
£0 17 0

i-pl. Miraphot Enlarger, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, electric fittings .
.
£8 17 6
Postcard No. 3a Special Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, range-finder model,
leather case .
£7 17 0
3i x 2i Icarette, Conastigmat f/6.3, speeded shutter .
£2 7 6
9 x 12 cm. Goerz Manufoc Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5, double extension, F.P. adapter. As new
£6 6 0

4-pl. T.-P. Ruby Reflex, 8-in. Cooke
and case . .

St.

: NAT.

2i Square Rolleiflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, leather case. Shop-soiled .
£16 16 0
44 x 6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, self-capping shutter, f/2.5 Cooke lens, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£12 10 0

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, Dallmeyer f/3.5, motor drive, 3 speeds .
£12 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 3 speeds, motor drive, leather case .
£12 17 0
i-pl. Ensign Tropical Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, Adon f/4.5 Telephoto, interchangeable, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, reversing back, 3 slides, leather case .
£14 17 6
34 x 24 Ihagee Lumimax Enlarger, f/6. 3 anastigmat, electric fittings .
£3 18 6
i-pl. Contessa Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 6 slides .
£7 17 6
10-on-V.P. Box Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat, T. and I. shutter. New condition .
£19
9
3 x 4 cm. Ikonta, Novar f/4.5, speeded shutter, leather case. As new .
£3 3 0
16 on 3 x 2 Perle Roll Film, Xenar f/4.5, Compur shutter. New condition .
£4 17 6
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 Vidar anastigmat, Pronto D.A. shutter, complete in wallet. ... £2 12 0
Riley Prestantia Lecture Lantern, Achromatic objective, condenser, Westminster arc lamp
and resistance, in case .
£3 12 6

3i x 24 All-metal Folding Pocket, Meyer Trioplan f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, double
U-front, 3 slides. New condition .
V.P. Roll Film Tenax, f/6. 8 Tenastigmat, Compur and case .
6 x 4i cm. Ica Bebe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, leather case .

Phone

SELECTIONS

V.P. Exakta Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
soiled .

9391

As new
£25

E.C.l
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THE high standard of excellence

Advanced Workers’ Section
of our monthly competitions is a
matter upon which that large body
of readers who compete are to be
congratulated. We have decided
in future, in view of the Annual
Exhibition of Prize Prints held in
July at the Royal Photographic

No.

2358.

Convention, and found it full of dis¬
figurements. Chagrin and consterna¬
tion on every countenance ! But
it appeared, on a little questioning,
that the disfigurements were of
quite a temporary nature, and
consisted of some sixty enthusiasts
like himself who had all descended
at the same time with cameras

Society’s House, 35, Russell Square,
to retain for display at that show
a selection of the prints that are
awarded Honourable Mention, in
addition to the prize-winners. These
generally run the prize prints very
close, and are frequently of exhibi¬
tion standard. Their authors have
often expressed the wish to be
included in this popular event, and
we are pleased to make this arrange¬
ment. Criticisms of the prints will
be sent as usual, and they will he
returned after the exhibition. Should
any competitor, however, desire the
return of a print awarded Honour¬
able Mention before the show is

upon the village street. When this
cloud of witnesses had passed away,
the West Country village resumed
its virginity. There are some places
in England, ordinarily the most
beautiful and promising for pictorial
work, which take on an absolutely
sinister aspect when

other photo¬

graphers than ourselves — not to
vicinity.
speak of sixty of them — are in the

opened he may have it on applica¬
tion. An important announcement
concerning the monthly competitions
will be made in our next issue.

Stereoscopic Cameras
Work.

Village.

for Press

We are told that in Paris the
Press photographers are using a
stereoscopic camera for general work
at race meetings and fashionable
gatherings. It is not at all that
they are out to take stereoscopic
pictures, which would be of no
advantage from the point of view
of newspaper reproduction, but, using

We heard the other evening of
the least spoiled village in England —
at least, in the opinion of the gentle¬
man who spoke about it, and showed
us photographs of it. It is the
village of Castle Combe, in Wiltshire.
Here, he said, there is nothing to
offend the eye. There are no petrol
pumps, no vulgar advertisements,
no crude mingling of modern with
ancient. Everything is as it should
be. Every prospect pleases, and
not even man is vile. Then he was
interrupted by one of his auditors —
one of those people who love to
spoil illusions — who asked when

LXXVII.

his pictures were taken. The lec¬
turer replied that they were taken
as recently as two years ago. Two
years, of course, is plenty of time
for a good deal of spoliation to
occur, but the interrupter said that
it had already occurred, for he
happened to visit the place last
summer with the Photographic

that has been reached in the

An Unspoiled

Vol.

film packs, they find that if the
camera is built, for example, to take
twelve, they can with the stereoscopic
instrument get twenty-four pictures
out of it by the simple expedient
Night

An

in

Trafalgar

article on Night
on another

Square.

Photography

appears

page in this issue.
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of capping one of the lenses. The
idea is one worthy of consideration
in these days of economy.
5
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Getting it a Second Time.
Among a lot of excellent lantern
slides shown during a recent Society
lecture were some the toning of
which led a critic to remark after¬
wards that the lantern-slide maker
had sought to get warm tones, and
had got them red-hot. Some pro¬
cesses do seem to tempt a worker
to extremes. Thiocarbamide in par¬
ticular seems to ask the beginner to
sow his wild oats, or, more properly,
perhaps, to ride his adolescent
thunderstorms. It is a fascinating
process, and those who go in for it
generally begin by getting violent
colours. After a time, however,
that sort of thing palls, and then
they are glad to have the fine
neutral greys and the rich velvety
blacks for which the process is
unsurpassed. The difficulty with
thiocarbamide, as Mr. Dudley John¬
ston, its chief expositor, pointed out
the other evening, is not in getting
a good slide, but in duplicating
what has been done. Only by
rigid adherence to the exact tem¬
perature, proportions of developer,

Readers’

and time of development can one
hope to repeat, even approximately,
what has already been done.
The

Growing

Boy.

A distinguished London artist
put a conundrum to us the other
day which perhaps some readers may
be able to answer. What would be
the result supposing some resolute
parents resolved that from the first
day of their offspring's existence
they would have a photograph
taken of him, and another one taken
as far as possible under the same
conditions, on the morrow, and on a
succession of morrows, every day
until he came of age ? Could these
photographs be then strung together
as a cinematograph reel of some
seven or eight thousand frames,
and when shown through the pro¬
jector would they give a picture of
human growth with magical celerity
from childhood up to manhood ?
Surely when such a film was avail¬
able it would mean ten minutes of
real thrill. It would be like those
nature study films which show plants

shooting up, putting forth leaves,
and blossoming as quickly as one
can speak. It might even be worth
while for the State to subsidise
parents willing to undertake the
trouble. A comparison might be
made of the growth of children in
different states of society or different
areas of country. The growth of
the European child might be com¬
pared with that of the African. There
are endless possibilities, and the
results might be highly scientific, as
well as entertaining to a generation
later on. This presumes, of course,
that infants would be found hardy
enough to stand the experiment.
The Take-all Film Projector.
It is something of a marvel to
have a projector which will take
both 16 and g| mm. film, and now
we are promised an adaptation of
this instrument, the Paillard-Bolex .
model, which will take the new
8-mm.

film

also,

a

function

which

involved some rather tricky prob¬
lems for the designer. The system is
promised for this month of January.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Conjugate Foci.
I use a horizontal quarter-plate enlarger, and get very satis¬
factory results. 1 work from negatives of several sizes, from
quarter-plate to vest-pocket, and often from part of the negative
only. This is where my only trouble arises. It sometimes
causes considerable delay in getting the distances right before I
arrive at a sharp image just the right size. Can you advise me
on this point ? I believe there is a formula which solves all such
problems.
L. A. (Hampstead.)
When

enlarging

there

is a certain

definite

relation

between

what are known as the conjugate foci of the lens — the distances
(a) from lens to negative, and (b) from lens to paper. As the
distance (a) decreases the distance (b) increases ; and the
reverse. When the two distances for any particular case are
found by trial and error the process may be a long and irri¬
tating one. When the image is sharp it may be the wrong
size ; and when the projected image is the right size it may
be out of focus.
There is certainly a formula which facilitates the task up
to a certain point. Two factors must be known : first, the

The trouble with this formula is that we seldom require to
enlarge an exact number of diameters, 2, 3, 4, etc., and then
the calculations are more awkward.
Here is an ingenious and accurate method of solving all
such problems. It involves only the careful drawing of a
single diagram as shown here on a small scale. Two lines are
drawn exactly at right angles, AX and AY.
The
square ABCD
has its sides equal to the focal
length of the lens. This is the whole of the diagram,
except that graduations in inches and subdivisions
of inches, or in centimetres and millimetres are set
out from A along AX and AY.
The whole thing
may be done full size on a large sheet of paper
or card, or drawn to a smaller scale.
Two strips of thin wood or of stout card, with
straight edges, are also required.
A measurement is first made on the negative
— the length of a side, or of any selected part of
the image, and this length, say AE, is
noted on AX.
It is then decided how large

focal length of the lens ; and secondly, the degree of enlarge¬
ment. The latter is calculated by linear measurement. Thus,
enlarging from quarter-plate (4IX3I) to whole-plate (83x63)
is said to be enlarging two diameters, because 83 is twice 43.
The area is four times as great.
If we call the focal length of the lens F, and the number of
diameters of enlargement D, the formula that decides distance
from lens to paper is

Fx(D-j-i).
When this distance is found it is divided by D to give the
distance from lens to negative.
For example : the lens is of 6-in. focus, and we wish to make
an enlargement of three diameters. Then 6 X (3 + 1) =24 in.
(lens to paper)
6

; and

244-3=8

in. (lens to plate).

x
'x

this particular length shall be made, and
this distance, say AF, is noted on AY.
One strip is now laid on the graph so that
it passes through the points E and F. The
other strip (shown by the dotted line)
is laid so that it touches the corner C
of the square, and is exactly parallel
to the first strip.
Then AG is the distance from lens to
plate and

AH is the distance from lens
ally.
to
paper.
nition
will Correction
be so slightforas defi¬
not
to affect size of image

materi¬
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photography is an expensive hobby. By attention to the points set forth below
it is possible to practise the hobby very successfully at a small outlay.

Photography has the repu¬

tation, quite undeserved, of
being an expensive hobby.
It may be said, on the other hand,
that the most successful photo¬
graphers are those who spend very
little, and it is equally true that
photography can be very costly,
especially when we consider the
comparatively small number Of
successful results secured by some
workers, in proportion to the amount
expended.
Waste

must

be

Eliminated.

It is a fact that those who are
loudest in their complaints as to
the expense of photography are
those who waste a very large pro¬
portion of their materials. Waste,
while adding to the cost of photo¬
graphy, is also caused by slipshod
methods of working which cannot
be productive of the best results.
It should be kept in mind that
every plate, film, or sheet of paper
sent out by the leading manu¬
facturers is of such high quality
as to allow of the production of a
perfect negative, or a fine print, as
the case may be. With the ex¬
ception of the specialised subject,
where it may be necessary to expose
many plates or films before a satis¬
factory result is obtained, through
circumstances beyond the photo¬
grapher’s
control, there need be no
waste.
Correct exposure, proper methods
of development, the choice of a
suitable printing paper, and a know¬
ledge of its use ensure perfect
results. It is the waste which often
makes the hobby expensive. When
this is eliminated the amateur’s
expenses will become noticeably
smaller.
The subject selected also needs
some consideration. The photo¬
grapher should first ask himself
whether it is one which is

worth an exposure, or whether he
wants it. This is especially the
case when on holiday, when much
material is wasted upon subjects of
limited value.
Sizes.

It is the custom in these days to
use small cameras with a view to
economy in negative materials.
Apart from other considerations,
the small camera user is often very
liberal in the use of film, comforting
himself with the thought that in
the small sizes film is cheap. This
may be the case as far as individual
exposures are concerned, but when a
very large number are made in the
hope that one or two will turn out
well, the cost of the negatives may
be higher than would be the case
with larger sizes.
The latter seem to give a greater
certainty in working, and the higher
cost of material tends to make the
photographer more careful, both as
to the choice of subject, and in
ensuring that a good negative will
result. In the case of the skilled
photographer, the smaller sizes can
be very economical.
D.

&

P.

If the photographer has the time
and the inclination it may be pointed
out that it is more economical to
develop and print exposures at
home ; there is more satisfaction
to be obtained ; greater knowledge
of the processes is obtained, and
as a result a higher percentage of
good photographs is secured.
True

and

False

Economy.

If the photographer is under the
necessity of reducing the cost of his
hobby it is well to discern between
true and false economy. It is true
economy to purchase only the best
materials of first-class manufacture,
or those which are marketed under
the name, or trade mark, of a
49

house of standing. “ Cheap ” ma¬
terials may prove dear in the long
run, and the saving in price repre¬
sented between good and indifferent
materials is very small.
While it is economy to make up
developers, etc., this only applies
if the solutions will be used while
fresh. It is more economical to
purchase ready-prepared developers
which will remain in good condition
for a long time, even if more ex¬
pensive in the first instance.
The solutions should not be
stinted in quantity. It is unwise to
use the same developer for more
than one or two plates or films, in
spite of the fact that it may appear
to work well. Any small saving
that may be indicated may be
swamped
in the We
greater
of sensi¬
tive material.
havelossknown
of
cases where the use of an exhausted
hypo bath involved the spoiling of a
batch of prints costing many times
the price of the hypo saved.
In General.

Sensitive materials should be pur¬
chased in small quantities, as re¬
quired. Modern materials keep well,
but the photographer may decide
upon a change of brand, or to use a
different size, with the result that
the materials in stock are not used
while fresh. The careful worker
should, in any case, store plates,
films and papers so that they are
kept in good condition, and are not
wasted by getting damp or fogged
from other causes.
We need hardly stress the im¬
portance of the use of an exposure
meter. Such, properly used, will
save its cost in plates or films in a
very short time, and especially as
there should be no need to duplicate
exposures. The sacrifice of one
sheet of bromide or gaslight paper
for use in making test exposures
is also a wise economy.
7
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MANY amateurs try their

Photographing
GLASS

hand at still-life pho¬
tography in one form
or another, often utilising
various common articles to be found in
most households. But few seem to
realise the beautiful effects that can be
got by photographing glass articles such
as nearly everyone is sure to possess.
It must not be thought that only
real cut-glass is suitable, for the most
inexpensive glassware is capable of
giving strikingly beautiful effects.
Any camera capable of giving a time
exposure and focussing to within five
or six feet can be used, but one with
a focussing screen is decidedly an
advantage, as the effect of the lighting
can be studied and arranged to the
best advantage.
The whole secret of success is the

of rubber tubing so that it
could be moved about. With
electric light and a couple of

opal bulbs, and a length or
two of flex, the arrangement of the
lighting is even more simple. The
second light is advisable owing to the
small area of the source of the first

An Indoor

Winter

By E. RONALD

Subject.
SLEEP.

light. About four or five feet from
the subject is a good average distance
for the top light, and a little more for
the second light.

arrangement of the lighting and the
use of a dark background, so that the
sparkle of the light on the numerous
facets of the glass can be brought out.
Daylight or artificial light may be used.
In daylight the glass is arranged on
a table covered with a dark cloth,
placed directly in front of the window,
and about three feet from it. An
opaque cloth or screen to form the
background is placed so that it

Fast orthochromatic backed plates,
or the new fast films are best to use
with artificial light, or panchromatic
material can be used if preferred.
Development should not be carried too
far, and a bright sparkling negative
with clear shadows should be aimed at.
Unusual and striking effects can be
obtained if the small burner only is
used, and placed central directly
behind the group of glass, care being
taken that it is completely hidden
from the camera by one of the glass
articles. It may be necessary to
place a small screen close behind the
light to prevent too much illumination
of the background.
completely covers the bottom half
of the window. Thus the light which
illuminates the glass will strike through
it from above at an angle of 45 degrees.
The lens shoidd be stopped down
sufficiently for the whole of the subject
to be in perfect focus, and the lens
must be shaded so that no direct light
from the window strikes it to cause
fogging.

8

The

correct

exposure

can

The
only be found by trial, but it must not
be excessive or the brilliant, sparkling
effect will be lost.
as

Artificial light is equally successful
the source of illumination. The

photography

of glass should

appeal
both to The
beginners
ad¬
vanced workers.
former and
will find
it excellent practice in technique,
and the latter will find plenty of scope

photographs herewith were taken by
the light of two incandescent gas

for composition and original arrange¬
ments of the glass articles. The fact
that various sources of illumination

burners. One was the ordinary over¬
head room-light, and the other a small
burner on a stand with a long length

are equally suitable should be an
added attraction to this interesting
branch of indoor photography.
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“ Two-on-One’’
By

DONALD

IN these days when there are so many cameras taking double

the usual number of exposures on roll films, it is perhaps
excusable to describe a method for applying the same
form of economy to him packs. No alteration to either pack
or adapter is necessary ; and after two half-size pictures are
taken, the full size can be used again if desired.
Since him packs are relatively expensive compared with
roll films (especially in the panchromatic varieties), many
users have abandoned them and htted roll-holders to their
cameras. For some models of camera, however, no roll-holder
is available,
of reducing

PHOTOGRAPHER
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and to owners of these the “ two-on-one ” method
costs will appeal. It cannot be used with e very

with Film
G.

Packs

SHELDON.

overlap. And if we pull it a little too far, this will allow a band
of light to leak through on to the next him in the pack. This
would not matter if another “ two-on-one ” were made on the
under him, as the band of light would fall on the space between
the two pictures. But if we wished to revert to a full-size
picture it would be spoiled, as in the illustration herewith.
My own method is quite simple and effective. I carry with
me an old spoiled half-hlm negative. When I am about to
pull the tab I hrst bend it forward and make a crease. I pull
the tab about half an inch, and then place the edge of my old
negative against the crease. Gripping both this him and the

subject, as some will occupy most of a full-size negative ; but
where the desired portion of the subject fills only a small area,
there is no reason why it should not be placed on half instead
of a whole him.
Take the empty hlm-pack adapter, and
slide until the bottom edge has uncovered

pull out the drawexactly half of the

front opening. Now push it in one-eighth of an inch, and
draw a hrm pencil-line along the bottom of the protruding
portion. This guide-line will enable you to pull it out the same
distance every time.
It is obvious that if an exposure is made in the camera with
the draw-slide pulled out only as far as the guide-line, only
the bottom half of the him will receive any picture. If the
paper tab attached to the him is now pulled, and pulled only
far enough to remove the exposed half, the unexposed portion
will then be in position for a second picture.
How shall we know how far to pull the paper tab ? If we
do not pull it far enough, parts of the two exposures will

paper tab between thumb and forefinger, I now pull the tab
until the bottom edge of the half him reaches the top edge of
the adapter. The second negative can now safely be made.
After the second half has been’ exposed, the half-drawn tab
is drawn to its full extent, and the next him is then uncovered,
ready for two half negatives or one whole one as desired.
How shall we ensure that the subject is focussed on to the
correct half when using half the him ? The focussing screen
has a pencil line drawn upon it to divide it into two halves ;
the picture is arranged upon the bottom half — the left half
when the camera is on its side. A spot of enamel will mark the
halves of a frame finder, and a hne line can be drawn across
the glass of a brilliant hnder with indian ink. When the hnders
are used, the picture is placed in the top half.
The accompanying print from a “ two-on-one ” negative
shows how the pictures will be placed side by side on the nega¬
tive. Note that one edge of each picture is slightly curved — •
this is because the bottom edge of the draw-slide is curved.

9
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at NIGHT

By ARTHUR

G. DELL.

On the whole, however, the slight extra cost for backing is
well worth while, and it gives complete freedom in the
choice of subject matter.
Results depend a great deal on the kind of night on which

Landscape at night. Exposure\io secs., //4-5. Ilford
Hypersensitive Pan. plate {backed).

Hypersensitive and other high¬

speed plates and films that are now
available for the amateur photo¬
grapher have opened up new possi¬
bilities in night photography in which street
snapshots with moving figures are the attraction.
But in devoting attention to this sort of night
work with the camera many fine subjects that
are without figures, and depend for their success
on their composition and tone contrasts, are
apt to be neglected. This note, therefore, is
intended to direct the pictorial worker to such
subjects, which abound in
every city and suburb.
Any kind of camera is
suitable, though of course
the instrument fitted with a

large-aperture anastigmat
lens is capable of taking
a greater range of subjects
with minimum exposures.
For all subjects (other
than those taken at instan¬
taneous speeds) a rigid
tripod is essential, and
an efficient lens-hood is
also a useful accessory.
Backed plates or films
give the best results. Un¬
backed plates are almost
certain to give halation
round brilliant lights, al¬
though they may be used
quite successfully when the
light-source is obscured or Industry, twilight. Exposure 2 secs., 7/4.5.
not included in the picture.
plate {backed).
10

The Inn Courtyard. 8 minutes'
exposure, // 4.5. Kodak Ortho

film pack.

the photographs are taken.
Bright, clear nights are not
always conducive to the best
pictorial effects ; misty nights
are generally better, as the at¬
mosphere then gives a pleasing
softness and sometimes a touch
of mystery.
Damp or wet nights are
also good, the reflections and
reflected light being aids to
picture - making ; but care
should be taken with glittering

Hypersensitive

reflections, and also too numer¬
ous lights, as both are likely
to tend towards fussiness and
lack of concentration. Calm
evenings

are helpful — in fact,
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MAKING
City & Suburb
essential— if foliage is being included in
a time exposure ; e.g., leaves veiling
a light would be very blurred if taken
when windy.
Moonlight also helps, especially in
showing up the' skyline of buildings,
etc., though this effect is most easily
obtained by taking photographs at
twilight time ; and the combination of
the fading daylight with artificial
illuminations often gives rise to inter¬
esting and unusual compositions.
With hypersensitive material and a
large-aperture lens (f/4.5 or larger) the
moon herself may be included in the
picture. About five seconds is the

1 hreadneedle

Street.

Exposure

5 minutes

at

Agfa

Ortho

boldness is to arrange the
viewpoint
so that the chief lightfilm,
pack.
source is concealed behind the principal object, which may be
a tree or monument. The inclusion of the actual lightsource, especially if a powerful illuminant, calls for the great¬
est care. The lens must be well protected to avoid flare, and
the exposure should be as brief as is reasonably possible.
Brilliantly illuminated street scenes in cities are by no
means the only attractive night subjects. Suburban districts
and small country towns will offer many good pictures, pro¬
vided there are lights of some sort. These may be gas or
even oil lamps.
No hard and fast rule can be given for exposures, as they
will differ with every subject according lo the light and
materials used, but the inexperienced worker might gain a
fairly useful working basis by studying the illustrations to
this article and noting the details given in each case.
Main source of light not included. Ex¬
posure 5 secs., fI4.5. Ilford Hypersensi¬
tive Pan. plate {unbacked).

maximum
exposure which will not
reveal movement of the moon, but
unless the foreground is well lighted,
a longer exposure may be called for.
I have quite successfully given as long
as twelve seconds, and if the result
shows a slightly ovate moon it is
quite simple to restore the correct
shape with a stroke or two of pencil
on the print or negative.
Boldness and simplicity of subject
matter are great aids to picture¬
making at all times. Especially is
this true of night pictures.
Simplicity can often be achieved by
not including too many strong lights,
or, again, by the exclusion of the
main source of light.
An effective method of securing

In Suburbia.

Exposure 24 secs., // 4.5. Ilford Hypersensitive Pan.
Street lamp behind tree, no lights behind camera.
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BINDING
THE storing of weekly periodicals
containing articles and infor¬
mation which one desires to

keep for reference purposes is a prob¬
lem that generally worries everybody
at some time or other, and for those
who regularly subscribe to The Ama¬
teur Photographer the following simple
method of binding should prove of inter¬
est. All that is required is a small drill,
a pair of pliers, Seccotine, brown paper,

17th, 1934
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and half an hour once per month.
First of all the weekly issues are
kept in their published form until the
set for a month has been received.
The four or five numbers are then
stripped of the cover and advertise¬
ment pages, and laid on a table in their
correct sequence. The wire pins hold¬
ing the pages in book form should not
be removed, and the parts can be
temporarily clamped together with two

or three ordinary bulldog letter- clips.
Next secure a couple of U-shaped
wire pins such as are generally
used for binding periodicals ; drill
i/i6th-in. holes for their reception
about J in. from the back edges, and
adjacent to the original clips, and
bind the copies together, using the
pliers to make a tight job.

A.P.”

Obtain some medium-weight brown
paper, preferably of a dark colour ; cut
a piece large enough to form a complete
cover, and fold so as f*> give about J in.
flat back where the copies are bound.
Run a ribbon of Seccotine down the
back section of the pages and also
down the folded centre of the cover
paper ; place one within the other and
leave to dry under a suitable weight.
The cover is then trimmed to the
correct size and finished off by pasting
a month and year slip — taken from
the torn-off page of a small calendar
— on the back edge. The completed
book will be found compact, flexible
and durable enough for all ordinary
purposes, and if the index is slipped
into the first part of every volume the
photographer will have a first-class
reference library constantly at hand.
W. Sheffield.

A FIELD

TO

EXPLORE

in the WINTER

HOW often you have heard the hackneyed phrase,

BEARD WO OD

obtain some clear, glossy prints, or glossy enlargements’
and bombard - the advertising agencies with your piece

“ Now that the long winter evenings are here ...”
Those words conjure up visions of evening classes,
or rug-making, reading by the fire, or doing crossword
puzzles, or one of the many other occupations that other
winter evenings have found you doing before.
But if the beautiful summer of 1933, with its abnormally
long spells of sunny days, made you a keener amateur
photographer than you ever were previously why not spend
some of the winter evenings cultivating a flair for advertise¬
ment illustrations ?

de resistance.

Remember two great things : one is, that originality, well
carried out, is the keynote of success ; and the other is.

Go through the snaps you took in the sunny days and
sort out all those that are sharp in definition. Choose
from them any that can at all claim to be arrestingly
attractive. Then ” play ” with them a little. Make mock
slogans for products you think they might adequately
illustrate. If you have a good snapshot of a child, decide
whether it could be used to advertise Somebody’s Baby Food,
Somebody’s Knitting Wool, or Somebody’s Nursery Soap.
If you have an outstandingly good study of a dog, it
might illustrate “ Thingummybob’s Dog Biscuits,” Kennels,
or other doggy commodities.
A really arresting landscape view might advertise shoes,
bicycles or motors, with some such words as the following :
‘‘If you’re tired of hiking, why not take to biking ?
So-and-so’s bikes are good to ride, and take you
round the countryside.”
Or :

that persistent effort is a good
cultivate.

“ Whenever you go out, north, south, east or west,
You’ll find, without a doubt, So-and-So’s shoes
When

are best.”
you have planned

and

necessary

quality to

My illustration shows the sort of photograph any ama¬
teur' could take, which, with a little improvement, might
readily be adapted to advertisement work.

out a really good advertisement,

12
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News
On

January

and Reviews

nth, Ilford Ltd. opened

a new

We

depot in Man¬

of the most complete

and comprehensive

well-known Craig Splicer, Senior and Junior models, for which
they are the sole agents. The Craig de Luxe Rewind is
geared three to one, chromium plated, accommodates all
makes of 100, 200 and 400 ft. reels, and mounted on a 32-in.
oak board. The price is £3 3s.

concerning the contents of each book are also included — an
admirable idea. Moreover, all the books listed are in print.
It is a real reference catalogue for everyone interested in
any phase of photography. Our readers may obtain a copy
free by applying to the above address and mentioning The
Amateur Photographer.

The

winter list published by R. F. Hunter,

Ltd.,

series of little booklets on " Home
Johnson

Ltd., of Celfix

Photography,”

& Sons, Ltd., Hendon

Way,

At the last meeting

attractive lists of bargains have
Photographic

Exchange,

pub¬

Hendon,

They

deal

with

full of descrip¬
are illustrated.

All are second-hand or shop-soiled. Readers should apply for
these lists. They will be sent free on request to either
Camera House, rig, Victoria Street, S.W.i, or to the branches
of the Westminster Photographic Exchange at 24, Charing
Cross Road, W.C.2 ; 62, Piccadilly, W.x, or in, Oxford
Street, W.i.

Committee

of The

Claude K. Hamilton (Cambridge), Ruth E. Hands (Birming¬
ham), E. F. Chambre Hardman
(Liverpool), Robert E. C.
Hudson (London), Harry B. Hutchings (Winchester), S. J.
Kharegat (Bombay, India), W. A. G. Lynde (Middlesex),
K. G. MacDonald (Middlesex), W. R. Mansfield (London),
Clarence B. Mitchell (London), Bernard Moiser (S. Rhodesia),
Leslie C. Overton (Surrey), Ruston Pestonji (Bangkok, Siam),
Rutty D. Petit (Bombay, India), J. C. A. Redhead (Surrey),
Henry J. Rice (India), Cecil Roberts (London), Helene D. A.
Sanders (New York, U.S.A.), Frank A. Sangster (Canada), Alfred

(A) Roll-film Cameras, (B) Folding Plate, Film-pack and
Stereoscopic Cameras,, and (D) Stand Cameras and Lenses.
Each list contains about forty pages crammed
tions of tempting bargains, some of which

of the Fellowship

P. J. Chapman (Bournemouth), Jose O. Echague (Spain), Nor¬
man R. Garrett (Arizona, U.S.A.), Donald S. Herbert (Dorset),

been issued by the

Ltd.

of Civil

(Johannesburg, S. Africa).
The following were elected Associates : Harold C. Amos
(Philippine Islands), Joseph D. A. Boyd (Liverpool), Donald W.
Brunt (Letch worth, Herts), Ralplx T. Burton (London),
Thomas Burton (Leicester), Archie L. Cranch (Cardiff), John

two already published, which deal respectively with “ Develop¬
ing ” and “ How to Make Your Own Gaslight Prints.” These
useful little publications will be sent free to any reader of
The Amateur Photographer who applies to the above address.

Three

of the Federation

Royal Photographic Society the following were elected
Fellows : Maurice Beck (London), Charles H. Champion
(London), Cecil T. C. Chandless (Hampshire), John M. Cleet
(South Shields), Gilbert Cousland (London), Alfred A. DeLardi
(Philadelphia, U.S.A.), Herbert J. Frith (Croydon), Forman
Hanna (Arizona, U.S.A.), George C. Hill (Cape Province, S.
Africa), Franklin I. Jordan (Mass., U.S.A.), Samuel Logan
(Slough, Bucks), Elizabeth Mallett (Bath), W. W. Nicholas
(Yorkshire), Stephen Shore (London), Thomas
Williamson

N.W.4, now includes a third “ lesson,” entitled “ How to do
Flashlight Photography,” by Arthur C. Banfield, F.R.P.S.
This is entirely practical and forms a useful addition to the

Westminster

Exhibition

the categories of exhibits, and the Whitehall Cine Society has
assumed responsibility for the projection of all accepted films
on certain of the evenings on which the Exhibition is open.
Inquiries, accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope,
should be forwarded to the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Mr.
A. F. Spooner, Ministry of Health, Whitehall, S.W.i.

self-erecting or rigid, with a variety of surfaces, and are a
speciality of this firm. The Trioflex triple-purpose lantern,
which can be used interchangeably for enlarging, projection,
or as an epidiascope, will also appeal to everyone who is
studying economy in apparatus for these purposes. A number
of other attractive lines are illustrated in this list, and parti¬
culars of the Fotofixer and Fotocorners for mounting prints
neatly in albums or on mounts should be asked for. These lists
and particulars will be sent free on application to the above
address.
_

The

Annual

The impending Exhibition will not be restricted to the work
of members of the Federated organisations, all subscribers
to the Federation Journal being eligible to submit entries.
An additional class for cine workers has also been added to

House, 51, Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.C.i, should be secured
by every reader of The Amateur Photographer. It deals with
the well-known Celfix screens for projection purposes, both for
cine and lantern work. These are of different types, automatic,

lished by Messrs.

Ninth

Service Photographic Societies will be held at the Foyle
Gallery, Charing Cross Road, between February 19th and
March 3rd next. There are two interesting innovations on
this occasion which will be of interest to all Service readers.

have issued a most pleasingly illustrated and well-produced
booklet dealing with many phases- of night photography, both
at home and out of doors. The booklet is very informative
throughout, and the illustrations will undoubtedly convince
every reader of the possibilities of the materials indicated.
The booklet will be sent free on application to Kodak, Ltd.,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, to any reader mentioning The
A mateu r Ph otograph er.

The

in micro¬
Pockette

picture projected over the i-in. lens fitted. In addition, the
picture is extremely brilliant, and the definition critical to the
corners. The price of £2. 2s. has been placed on this lens.
Messrs. Dallmeyer have also stocks of a new de luxe rewind,
manufactured by the Craig Movie Supply Co., makers of the

Optics, Portraiture, Stereoscopic, Telephotography, Photo¬
micrography, Magazines and General. Each section not only
gives title, author and price of all available publications in
English, dealing with that particular subject, but a few words

at Night,” Kodak,

: i-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer Anastigmat
mount, for use of Simplex C

Camera, £5 10s. ; x-in. f/2. 9 Dallmeyer Triple Anastigmat Lens,
in micrometer focussing mount, £6., The addition of a Dall¬
meyer lens to this little camera makes a very attractive outfit.
This firm has also recently introduced an f/1.8 Dallmeyer
Projection lens for use on the Kodascope Eight. This Lens
gives an increase of approximately 73 per cent in area of

under sub-headings, which include Aerial Photography,
Annuals— Art and Pictorial, Cameras, Camera Journalism,
Cine Photography, Commercial Photography, Chemistry,
Developing, Printing and Enlarging, Colour Photography,

the title of “ Picture Taking

learn from Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., of 31, Mortimer

Camera as follows
meter focussing

catalogues of

books on photography and cine photography has just been
issued by Messrs. Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd., of 37, Bedford
Street, Strand, London. The catalogue matter is divided

With

Items of general interest
from all quarters.

Street, Oxford Street, W.i, whose works are situated at
Willesden, N.W.10, that they are in a position to supply
additional lenses for use on the Simplex Model C Pockette

chester, the changed address being 22, Lloyd Street, Albert
Square, Manchester. Mr. L. W. Fuller was in attendance ;
the manager of the depot is Mr. Holland.

One

photographer
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Saunders (R.R.S. “ Discovery ”), Anthony W.
Servatius
(Utica, U.S.A.), William Shekelton (Sheffield), Albert E.
Smith (Essex), Frank H. Smith (Sussex), Sydney A. Smith
(London), Herbert B. T. Stanton (London), Hector M. Stone
(Surrey), Whitfield Taylor (Surrey), C. J. Van Engen (London),
Don Wallace (Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.), Henry A. Wallace
(Derby), George W. Weir (Newcastle), Frank R. Winstone
(Bristol), Hay Wrightson (London).
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice
TONING

BROMIDE

this heading dealing
in photography.

methods should change. Anyone who looks through
a volume of this paper of twenty years back would
be astonished at its contents, unless he was himself familiar
with photography as long ago as that. Some of the things
explained and discussed have become obsolete, and per¬
haps forgotten ; of many of the things familiar to presentday photographers there is no mention, for the sufficient
reason that they were unknown.
It has often happened that the introduction of something
new has led to the abandonment of something older.
The new thing may be an improvement ; it may make for
better work, for speed and economy ; it may open up
new possibilities. Still, in my opinion, changes have not
always been for the
better.
Looking

When

Bach.

I look back

to

my earlier photographic
experiences I can see
many things that have
become old-fashioned,
and yet are worthy of
survival. To this day
if I want to do the best
I can with negatives I fall back on a pyro-soda developer
made to an old formula. Only last night (as I write), in
a room containing an exhibition of magnificent bromoil
pictures, I was shown three platinotype prints which I
first saw some thirty years ago, and their beauty was
beyond compare.
I remember when I first tried the method of sulphide
toning which I described last week. It put into the back¬
ground another method -on which we had all hitherto
relied. This is still in use, however, and I intend making
certain experiments with it again myself. It works well
with most bromide, chloro-bromide and gaslight papers,
and with lantern slides.
Hypo- Alum.

This older method of toning depends on the application
of a solution of which the chief, and often the only, contents
are hypo and ordinary powdered alum. The process
demands more trouble than the indirect method of sulphid¬
ing by first bleaching the image ; but it is economical,
reliable, and, above all, it gives a range of tones which
are under control.
The results depend on various factors — the kind of paper
used, the development of the prints, the composition and
temperature of the toning-bath, and the stage to which the
toning process is carried.
Preparing

the

Bath.

We are so accustomed in many photographic operations
to the use of fresh solutions that it is rather curious that in
14

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

PRINTS.— II.

AS time goes on it is inevitable that photographic
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this case a freshly-made

bath will not work properly. It
improves with “ ripening ” and use ; and we may therefore
make up a considerable quantity at once.
Formulae vary considerably, but here is a typical one :
Hot water
. .
. .
. .
. .
40 oz.
Hypo
.
8 oz.
Alum
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
1 J oz.
The hypo is dissolved first, and the alum stirred in little
by little while the solution is still hot. The solution turns
milky, and remains so, and in this condition it is used.
It is best, next, to bring the solution to the boil for several
minutes, and let it cool. A few waste bromide or gaslight
prints should be put into the solution and left there.
The next day, or later, the prints should be removed,
and the solution boiled up again, and a few more prints
put in. If some such preliminaries are not carried out,
the first prints toned in the solution will be considerably
reduced ; but once the bath has been got into working
order the reduction is not noticeable. At the same time,
weak, washed-out
other) method.

prints do not tone well by this (or any
How

to

Tone.

Although a cold solution prepared in this way will tone
prints, the operation is slow ; it may take several days.
It is therefore usual to warm up the solution. As gelatine
melts at a rather low temperature it is necessary to take
certain precautions.
If the prints have been dried they may be put one by one
into enough of the cold hypo-alum solution to cover them
well. Or prints that have been properly fixed may be just
rinsed, and transferred to the solution. In about a quarter
of an hour the alum will have hardened the gelatine suffi¬
ciently to permit of its standing the heat to which it is
to be submitted.
The temperature of the bath must now be slowly raised
to 100 or 120 degrees Fahr. At first there is no change in
the prints, which should be moved about in the solution
from time to time. Then the black image becomes a
purple brown, and fairly quickly changes to a more definite
brown. The operation may be stopped at any stage, but
even if it is carried as far as it will go there is no risk of
ugly yellow or foxy tones.
Warming

the

Bath.

An enamelled steel dish is best for holding the toning
bath, and the problem is how to raise the temperature.
The little illustration shows a bath for the purpose put on
the market years ago by Messrs. Illingworth. The enam¬
elled dish fits down into an opening in the top of a copper
tank filled with water which is heated by a gas-ring below.
This is an ideal which many beginners may not be able
to attain ; but it is not difficult to heat up water in a large
metal dish in which a smaller one is stood on a couple of
metal bars. A thermometer must be used to guard against
too high a temperature.

Tw AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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Finishing the Prints.
When the prints are taken from the hot bath they must
not be transferred direct to cold water. The whole dish
of prints may be allowed to cool down, or the prints may
be transferred at different times to a dish of tepid water,
which is allowed to go cold.
The surface of each print must be gently rubbed over with
a plug of cotton-wool to remove the
Finally, the prints must be thoroughly
saturated with hypo, and dried. The
is always rather colder than it appeared
Keeping

The

used solution should

the

deposit of sulphur.
washed, as they are
colour of the prints
when wet.

Bath.

not be thrown

away,

Inland-Made
By C. R. DENTON.

WHEN some distinctive photo¬

graphic work has to be
mounted in a distinctive style
one of the finest materials to employ
for this purpose is the hand-made
drawing-paper that is used by artists
and draughtsmen for their work.
This is the finest quality paper manu¬
factured, and gives to a photograph an
air of quality that cannot be sur¬
passed.
This hand-made paper is made of
unbleached linen fibre. It has a
very even texture, absorbs a very
moderate amount of moisture, and is
very tough. Not only is the paper
quite durable, and the finish almost
perfect, but it is specially sized to resist
the damp and heat of a moist climate.
There are many papers not alto¬
gether suitable for mounting photo¬
graphs on account of the chemicals in
the texture that have been used in
the
the
the
this

process of its manufacture. Unless
print is specially insulated from
paper in the process of mounting,
is liable to have its effect on the

photograph, which in time may be
affected with spots, stains, and fading
of the gelatine image.
With unbleached hand-made paper
no chlorine is used to produce the
pure, pristine surface that is such a
desirable quality in paper. This is the
usual agent employed in cheaper
papers. There are others also em¬
ployed, and the effect of these on the
photographic image is seldom open
to doubt.
In these hand-made artists’ papers
only the finest and whitest fibre rags
are used, and most of these are of
linen, and no bleaching agent or
other chemical is used in their manu¬
facture. The beautiful soft white
colour by which the paper is dis¬
tinguished is obtained solely by the
use of a plentiful supply of pure

but kept

for the next batch. Before further use it should have
a little of the fresh stock solution added, the whole being
well shaken up before further prints are put in.
Other

Mounting Papers
for Photographs

artesian well water, free from harmful
chemical matter.
There is ample variety both in weight
and surface of paper for the photo¬
grapher to choose. There are three
surfaces or textures. These are
"Not,” " Rough,” and " Hot-pressed.”
The " Rough ” surface has a very
coarse, canvas - like texture, and is
very suitable for mounting large-sized
enlargements of bold, broad subjects
that have been made on one of the
rough surfaced bromide papers. The
strength of these papers is measured
by weight, and not by thickness. For
large mounts you can obtain a very
heavy paper which is known as 280
lb., and this is as heavy as thin
cardboard. The usual weights of all
the surfaces are 44, 60, 88, 90, 140,
200 and 280 lb.
The " Hot-pressed ” surface is verysmooth, almost like ivory. It is
usually used by artists for pen-andink work, and for fine water-colours
and pencil sketches. It is an excellent
surface for the photographer who
wishes to mount small prints, or for
prints of delicate subjects that show
a lot of fine detail and need a smooth
mount

Tones.

There are methods of toning bromide and gaslight prints,
blue, green or red. Of these I do not propose to write.
If such tones are required occasionally it is best to use
special toners available commercially. I hope before long
to say something about the Carbro process, by which from
a bromide print can be obtained one or more carbon prints,
there being a long and varied range of colours available.
W. L. F. W.

to carry out their characteristic

appearance.
This surface is also excellent

when

the photographer wishes to execute
lettering on the mount, either of a
decorative or utilitarian character. It
will take delicate pencil-work or light
grey water-colour wash beautifully.
The " Not ” surface is mid-way
between the " Rough ” and the “ Hotpressed,” and forms an excellent
mounting card for all general photo¬
graphic work. It combines suitably
with matt, rough, carbon, and such¬
like surfaces of printing paper, but it is
not very suitable for those with a
glossy
surface.
for these.

The

“ H.P.”

is better

The

lighter weights

of these papers

are admirable for plate-marking, be¬
cause the paper is tough and durable,
and does not break or tear- unless
extreme force is used.
A very simple and excellent method
of plate-marking these papers is the
following. The size of the plate-mark
is determined, and this is cut out of a
piece of firm, thin card with clean,
sharp edges. Place this card in the
required position on the mounting
paper, and secure in position with a
couple of dabs of shellac mountant
and leave until set.
When this is set place the paper face
down upon a flat drawing-board that
has been covered with a sheet of
clean
down

paper. Now press the paper
over the edges of the card

gently with a clean, soft cloth until
the edges become fairly well defined.
In this way you get an embossed
effect. Next take a wooden rule,
and gently emboss the paper still
further, and continue the operation
until you obtain a sharp, clean,
embossed rectangle. If you now re¬
move the card from the paper you will
have a perfectly executed plate-sunk
space in which to mount your print.
These papers can be obtained from
most artists’ material dealers, and
range in price from a few pence a
sheet, according to weight and size.
The manufacturers usually issue a
small book of samples showing the
various weights and surfaces, and
this is worth obtaining.
In addition to these hand-made
papers there are others of similar
weight and surface, which are not
milled by hand, and which are slightly
cheaper. They are high-quality papers,
and have the advantage of being also
made in a beautiful cream shade
which is very attractive for mounting
cream-toned bromides.
15
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Pictorial Workers.

JENKINS.

From

MY photographic life really be¬

information communicated

to our Special Representative .

gan when I joined the
Hampshire House P.S. A

“ My chief hunting-ground for sub¬
jects is the Austrian Tyrol, and my
love of the high mountains is reflected

course in the beginners’ class, and the
help and friendly criticism which one
always receives in such a society soon
guided my wandering footsteps into the
right path. I bought a quarter-plate
reflex and settled down to serious

in my prints. 1 do not believe, how¬
ever, in specialising too much in one
type of subject. One must always
guard against getting into a rut, and
specialisation carried to excess leads to

work, and the production of prints
for club competitions and exhibi¬
tions.

monotony and a sameness in one’s
work. Consequently, I am always
prepared for other types of subject
when they present themselves. The
picturesque villages and towns of the
Tyrol are full of street scenes and
figure subjects, and I always try to put
in a day or two of my holiday in such

“ At first I found the majority of
my subjects in the rambles in the Home
Counties organised by the society,
but later formed the habit of con¬
centrating my outdoor work into my
annual holidays. I now rarely expose
plates during the whole of the year,
but rely almost entirely on my holiday
bag for a supply of negatives to work
on during the winter months.

“ I have now discarded a reflex in
places.
favour of a light 2 ,J x 3 \ folding camera.
A reflex is too heavy and bulky for
mountain walking and climbing, where
the weight of one’s pack must

be kept

down

to the minimum.

A camera

of

the ‘ Cameo ’ type can be used on a
light tripod when a small stop or
heavy screen calls for longer exposures,
and will slip into the pocket ready for
instant use when engaged on a serious
climb.
“ In spite of their weight I still
use plates, as I can never be sure of
getting a good negative on film. I
use Imperial B. panchromatics, which
are quite fast enough for my purpose,
and having learned how to handle
them to get what 1 want I see no
reason to change to the newer, faster
emulsions. I have three filters, but
use the ‘ Gamma ’ most for mountain
work. I carry a couple of Agfa
Isochrom film packs for record work,
and as a reserve in case I run out of
plates early in the day.
“ I develop with B.J. pyro

by

a

sort of time - and - temperature - cuminspection method, and aim at getting
a negative not too thin and with fair
contrast. I print usually on Ilford
normal bromide, and have recently
been experimenting with chloro-bromide papers. I think I shall i^se the
latter a good deal more in the future,
as apart from the greater choice of
colour, chloro-bromide does seem to
get the best out of the negatives.
Apart from occasional local shading
and stumping I do no faking, as I
do not think it worth the trouble.
“ I have dabbled in bromoil, but
consider that, although it is a very
beautiful process for some subjects,
only bromide and chloro-bromide can
reproduce the subtle gradations of
clouds, distant peaks, and the gentle
undulations of snow-covered glaciers.
“ I cannot over-emphasise the
value of photographic club life. The
opportunities for mutual help and
criticism, and the advantage of seeing
one’s prints on the wall in the com¬
petitions are of the greatest assistance
The
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1. — “ Carefree."

By

IV. F. Beer.

2. — “ Winter."

By

Ronald

Hunter.

6. — “ Crooked Steps.”
By T. Sargent.

3. — “ Peti-Tor

Beach

.”

By A. H. Clark .

7. — “ Glen

By Dorothy

4. — “ Old

Scarborough.”

By F. M.

Rosa,

Arran.”

Summerton.

Waterfield.

5. — “ A

Glimpse

through

the Trees , Glen

(No author's name

8. — “ Barnard

given.)

Castle.”

By J . H. Hardy.

Moriston .**
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
Some

Critical Comments

THERE is quite a considerable

difference in the range of
contrast — or the relationship
between the brightest lights and
deepest darks — in the same subject
according to the prevailing lighting
or the time of the year. A subject
that may be of moderate contrast
in a dull light often attains a con¬
siderably greater range in sunshine.
Subject

and

Treatment.

In Nos. 1 and 2 of the prints repro¬
duced on the opposite page — “ Care¬
free,” by W. F. Beer, and “ Winter,”
by Ronald Hunter — -the difference
between the seasons is manifest, the
first being typical of summertime and
the second of winter.
Both are of somewhat similar type
in that they are of a woodland nature,
and in each there is evidence that the
sun was shining at the time of ex¬
posure. To a considerable extent, as
is proper and right, the difference in
their ranges of contrast is apparent in
the prints ; No. 1 is of a more ex¬
treme character than No. 2.
Differences in the contrasts of
subjects call for differences in aftertreatment. A subject of high contrast,
such as No. 1, will require less de¬
velopment of the negative than one
of medium contrast like No. 2 — that is,
if they are both designed to be printed
on the same kind of printing paper —
for, other things being equal, the
contrast rangeof the negative depends,
first, on the range of the subject, and,
secondly,
ment.

on

the

degree

of develop¬

If the subjects are the same

or of

equal range, a short time of develop¬
ment of the negative will produce a
result of low contrast, and a long time
a high. The contrast increases as the
time is prolonged, assuming, of course,
that the exposure is adequate, and
that the composition of the developing
mixture, its concentration, and tem¬
perature are the same in both cases.
The

Factor

and

Contrast.

A printing paper is capable of
dealing with a limited range of tone
according to its grade and type, and if
the range of the negative is too great
for the capacity of the paper there
will be some loss of gradation at

either

or

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
the opposite page.
both

ends

of

the

scale.

Either the darks will be choked up
and rendered as a dense black, or
the lights will be too bright and some
of their distinction missing, or, in an
extreme case, both defects will be
present at the same time.
If the contrast of the negative is
insufficient the print will be flat, and
if the darks are shown in their proper
depth the lights will be overprinted,
while if the tone of the lights is
correctly rendered the darks will
fail to show an adequate depth of tone
Now, in the two examples under
discussion, there has evidently been
some adjustment in the treatment
allotted to the respective subjects. It
may have been either fortuitous or
intentional, but the greater contrasts
of No. 1 are adequately rendered in
the print, both high-lights and shadows
being sufficiently modulated ; and, in
No. 2, even the lightest parts have a
distinct tone, and none of the darks
attain the maximum.
Negative and Print.
The inference is that, if the printing
paper is of the same range, the negative
of No. 1 has had a shorter time of
development than No. 2. On the
other hand, if the time of development
were the same, No. 2 is printed on a
paper of longer range than the other ;
from which it will appear that, if there
be a slight error in judging the time
of development of the negative, it is
possible to correct matters by the
choice of a suitable printing paper.
But, under winter conditions, the
contrasts of No. 1 might be no greater
than No. 2, or, in the summertime,
the similarity in the subjects might
be expected to shqw a like range of
tone ; so that it is obvious that each
case must be considered on the con¬
ditions prevailing at the time of the
exposure, and, without qualifications,
63 a hard
it is impossible to lay down
and fast rule.
It is, however, fairly safe to say that
an open subject like No. 3 or No. 7,
“ Peti-Tor Beach,” by A. H. Clark,
and “ Glen Rosa, Arran,” by Dorothy
Summerton, would not possess so
extreme a range as either of the
foregoing examples, and therefore such
subjects of an open type will need a

longer time of development to enable
the negatives to provide an adequacy
of contrast in the prints.
Tonal Influence.
The reason is that, to be tolerable
to the eye, an impression of a subject,
as recorded in a print, must attain
a certain measure of contrast, or it
seems too flat or lacking in vigour
and, if contrast is deficient in the
subject itself, an adjustment must be
made to provide it.
Naturally, there is a reasonable
latitude, and in neither No. 3 nor
No. 7 does it appear to have been
exceeded in either direction. In the
case of No. 8, “ Barnard Castle,” by
J. H. Hardy, however, the darks seem
too intense, and the lights only show
about the minimum of tone. Here,
although the subject would possess
but little greater contrast than either
of the two preceding examples, the
rendering is decidedly too vigorous,
an inevitable consequence if develop¬
ment of the negative is unduly pro¬
longed.
No. 5, “A Glimpse through the
Trees,” the author of which has
omitted to give his name, and No. 6,
" Crooked Steps,” by T. Sargent, are
inclined in the same direction, though
the contrasts are not quite so excessive,
and the cause is the same.
A Method of Adjustment.
Now that the negatives are made,
the most convenient method of making
the necessary adjustment is by the
substitution of a softer grade or type
of paper for that employed.
If the prints have been made upon
a vigorous gaslight paper the normal
grade might be sufficient to provide a
harmonious rendering in the cases of
Nos. 5 and 6, but with No. 8 the
softest variety would be required,
at least ; and if that proved insuffi¬
cient, it might be necessary to make
use of a paper of longer range still.
In both 5 and 6, it is the presence
of near darks in the foreground that
increases the range of the subject
beyond the normal, and the same
applies to No. 4, “ Old Scarborough,”
by F. M. Waterfield ; but in this case
the needful adjustment has been
made.
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P ictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ UNDERGROUND;’
APROPOS

of the discussion

on the

preceding page in connection
with the contrast range of
subjects, this example provides an
instance of an extreme that is but
seldom met with in the ordinary run
of photographic subjects. If, as has
been computed, the range of light
intensities of an ordinary landscape
are in the ratio of thirty to
one, the relationship between
the dark at the top and the
sky immediately below may
be estimated at something
like one to two hundred
or more.
Light

by Hugo van

having regard to the character of the
subject, it is exceedingly doubtful if,
with the material available at the
present time, it would
possibility to obtain
sentation.
Effect

In

addition,

and

be a practical
a better

repre¬

Design.

however,

to

its re¬

Wadenoyen.
It is pretty obvious that the subject
was a momentary inspiration, quickly
seen and rapidly secured. The stair¬
way to an underground station is
scarcely the place where the pictorial
would usually be sought, and it may
have happened that a chance glance
in the finder, when on the way to the
street above, revealed something of the
possibilities of this subject. A
little waiting, perhaps, for
figures to turn up and assume
reasonably good positions,
and the exposure was made.
That the design was incor¬
porated in such circumstances
was probably more or less
fortuitous, though it is quite

Intensities.

likely that it was instinctively

With so great a disparity
between the two extremes of

appreciated

the scale, the capabilities of
the negative emulsion are
very severely taxed ; but that
it is possible to deal with
even so greatly differing light
intensities is shown in this

on the left, and

To secure

of the

establishes a connection be¬
tween the two, and a similar
junction is effected at the
base by the heavy shadow
stretching right across.

equivalent in both subject and sensi¬
tive material, so that, besides the
necessity for special treatment in
development, it is also essential for
the exposure to be most exactly
calculated. The choice of the printing
paper, too, is one of considerable
moment, and it will be obvious that
everything that can be done towards
bringing the subject range within its
capacity must be done, or some defect,
at one end of the scale or the other,
will make its presence felt.
It is possible that the hypercritical
might find something to cavil at in
the rendering of the lights and darks
in this instance. It must be admitted

markable technique, the work is also
notable for its fine impression of an
effect of sunshine, and, again, for the
interesting way in which the lines
of the subject have been utilised for
forming a design of a decorative nature.
The first, which forms the pictorial
content, is to be seen in its influence
upon the hat of the principal figure
(1), on which it confers a striking
impression of transparency,
64 and also
in the light note of the headdress of
the second figure (2). It is also
manifested on the wall on the left-hand
side. The design is composed of a
variety of straight and curved lines
arranged in harmonious combination,
and, having regard to the character

that they scarcely show all the modu¬
lation that could be wished ; but,

of the subject, it is somewhat remark¬
able how well they fall together.

18

the upward

other side, by their corres¬
ponding prototypes. The
line of shadow at the top

such a rendering

is in the nature of a photo¬
graphic achievement. The
latitude in exposure that the
plate or film would possess
when called upon to render
an ordinary subject no longer
exists when the range is practically

value

chief figure. Besides this,
their curves make a fine line,
which is balanced, on the

the sky, but there is also
modulation to be discerned
deepest

its

tendency of the handrail on
the same side do much to
direct the attention to the

example, for not only is there
a visible tint in the tone of

even in the
shadows.

and

The downward sweep of
appraised.
the
line of the balustrading

Connection

Further

internal

and

Unity.

connections

are

furnished by the sign and its standard,
and by the hint of light on the edges
of the steps. These connections not
only have the effect of making the
sense of design coherent, but also es¬
tablish the quality of unity.
Insomuch, it is undoubtedly good ;
the effect is strikingly caught and
rendered ; and the employment of
pattern as a compositional aid is
decidedly intriguing. In one respect,
however, it betrays something of an
impression of the eccentric in the
pronounced slope of lines that we
know should be truly vertical. This
is an inevitable consequence of tilt¬
ing the camera, and might have
been

corrected

later.
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Jetters to the Editor
DISTANT
Sir. — May

CONTROL

OF

FLASHLIGHT.

I refer to the article by Mr.

Rawles

in your

issue dated January 3rd, “ Distant Control of Flashlight,”
page 9 ?
The method of igniting flashpowder by short-circuiting the
domestic supply mains through a piece of thin wire and an
ordinary
public.

bell-push

should

PHOTOGRAPHER
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not be put in the hands

of the general

The

Editor

the opinions

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

second spool was a film of identical make, and I developed it
myself in a tank with normal tank powders ; result : a pro¬
nounced grain which rendered even moderate enlargements
unsatisfactory. Enquiry of the D. & P. firm revealed that the
first spool had been developed with Kodak developer D.75,
as supplied for professional D. & P. work. However, I tried
a different make of film and was fortunate in striking one that
was

practically

grainless

no

matter

what

developer

was

used.

Now with regard to enlargements. I acquired a second-hand
Helinox fixed-focus enlarger to make 12X9 cm. prints, and

Your correspondent refers to " one-ampere fuse wire.” It
is not perhaps realised that the fusing current of so-called
one-ampere wire varies between wide limits under steady load
depending upon the type of fuse-holder. Under the suggested
conditions of short circuit the current will be many amperes,
and is likely to become very dangerous to the person operating

using my professionally-made half-plate enlargement as a
standard, proceeded to make a 12X9 cm. enlargement from
the same negative. The Helinox enlargement was, of course,
only about half the size of the professional one, but it was

the bell-push ; particularly so since the flashpowder greatly
aggravates any arc between the terminals of the apparatus. —
Yours, etc.,
THOMAS
MENSFORTH.

equally perfect in definition.
I was, by now, satisfied that 3X4 cm. photography, even
with a comparatively cheap camera, was perfectly practicable

Sir, — The article under the above heading by W. F. H.
Rawles, in the January 3rd, issue calls for criticism from
an electrical point of view.
First and most important, the full supply voltage is on the
two terminals all the time unless one is very careful which way
the plug is inserted, as all lighting supplies on A.C. are connected
to one phase and earth, and for D.C. supplies nine out of ten
are earthed one side. In plain English this means that it is
very easy to get the line side of the supply on to the left-hand
terminal of the diagram, as shown in the article, and that
anyone touching this terminal is going to receive a shock which
might prove fatal if he happened to be touching a fireplace, or
any portion of the central-heating pipes.
Secondly, I very much doubt if you could

obtain

any

fuse

wire on demand which really fused at one amp. That com¬
mercially sold as one-amp. fuse wire is 40 S.W.G., which fuses
at 3 amps, but safely carries one, and this is too fine to carry
about loose in the pocket.
Admittedly lead fuse wire is much heavier and stronger
for the same capacity, but owing to its nasty habit of splashing
when it blows needs no further comment to prevent anyone
from holding it in the hand.
I am very sorry to have to so criticise Mr. Rawles’ article, but
it is done in the public interest, and I hope Mr. Rawles will
take it as such.
Before closing I should like to tell him that if he uses 36
S.W.G. copper wire about two inches or less in length, and
puts a lead of powder from the heap to the wire instead of
putting

it in a heap

over

the fuse a two-volt

work it very well indeed ; I’ve had
Yours, etc..

MINIATURE

accumulator

will

one like it for two years. —
J. R. HARDY.

CAMERAS.

and suitable for a " serious ” photographer. The fixed-focus
enlarger obviously had its limitations, and so I set about
finding a suitable variable enlarger. By the kindness of one
of my friends in the trade I was able to have on approval and
without obligation a variable enlarger especially intended
for enlarging from miniature negatives, but found it incapable
of giving a dead-sharp enlargement, no matter what was done.
The lens was changed, but with no better result. The enlarger
was not automatic focussing, and could not, therefore, of itself
be wrong ; the fault must be with the lens. I am now awaiting
an entirely different lens, and have no doubt the enlarger will
prove satisfactory.
It is obvious that this letter has a moral. The retention of
the Baby Ikonta, which I had on approval, depended upon an
accident. If I had developed the first trial film myself, the
camera would (having regard to what happened with my second
film) have been returned. Again, even if I had happened to
use the film which I have since always used, and the question
of grain had not therefore arisen, I should still have regarded
miniature photography as unsatisfactory if my only experience
of enlargements had come through the use of the unnamed
enlarger which I have mentioned above.
Fortunately, however, I had indisputable evidence of the
perfection possible with this tiny camera, and I use it now with
the same confidence and same “ seriousness ” as I would use
a quarter- or even a half-plate camera.
If any of your readers are still sceptical about miniature
photography, let them try a miniature camera, and let their
first results be finished b^ a first-class D. & P. firm. Many
enlargements and " super prints ” turned out by second-class
firms are simply appalling and cannot be used as a basis on
which to judge the merits of miniature photography. — Yours,
etc.,
HAROLD
B. ABBOTT.

PRESS

Sir, — Mr.' John W. E. Wills is right ; his faith in a Baby
Ikonta is justified. Notwithstanding my
experience with

CAMERAS.

Sir, — It is with surprise that we read in the current issue

the

of The A mateur Photographer the letter from your correspondent
" Common
Sense.” It is obvious that he has not seen the

possibilities of miniature “ still ” photography ; for, of course,
there is a great difference between a motion picture viewed on

" British-made V.N. Press Camera,” of which we are proud
to be the manufacturers. This camera has been designed

the screen and a " still ” enlargement
viewed at leisure in the hand.

entirely from a press-man’s
objections raised by him.

9.5-mm.

motion

pictures,

I was

sceptical

from

in regard

a tiny

to

negative

Being unwilling to speculate a large sum of money on what
I regarded as a doubtful adventure, I had a cheap Baby Ikonta
(the £4 model) on approval, and fired off sixteen shots at
i/25th sec. at varying stops, and some under very poor con¬
ditions of light and subject. There was no time for me to do
my own D. & P., so I handed my spool to a first-class firm to
develop and print a half-plate enlargement from the best
negative. I was amazed at the results. The photographic
quality of the negatives was perfect, and the enlargement was
absolutely indistinguishable from a half-plate contact negative.
But — for there is a " but ” — I was fortunate in having
perfect developing and enlarging with my first film. My

point

of view,

and

meets

the

The focussing
scale is engraved in white with £-in. figures,
65
and the lever clicks into position at each distance. A screw-in
lens hood is included with the camera, and a filter can also be
fitted for use with or without the hood. These do not interfere
with the front lens component, nor need they be removed
before focussing, or altering the stops.
We only refer to the points raised by your correspondent,
as we do not wish to take up too much of your valuable space,
but there are many other advantages embodied in the V.N.
camera which we have not mentioned, and we should very
much like the opportunity of demonstrating
Yours, etc.,
PEELING
& VAN

these to him. —
NECK, LTD.
19
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By C. H. J. BISHOP.

MOST amateurs who do their own
agents

as

pheno-

The stain caused by the oxidation
of developers is at times by no means

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12; open, March 5-7.
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.

20

Although it is claimed that pinacryptol green will not stain, this is
not always borne out in practice, as
a dirty greenish appearance may be
imparted to the fingers when using
this dye. The treatment for pheno¬
safranine is generally effective in this
case.
In conclusion, a few hints on the
avoidance of stains — which, after all,
is better than any cure — may be of
assistance.

cases of metol poisoning, and it be¬
hoves those with sensitive skins to
make certain of purchasing the best
possible quality obtainable. Even so,
in rare cases, symptoms of poisoning
have been known to appear, and
in such cases metol should be
avoided.

Rubber gloves and finger-stalls are
rapidly destroyed by most developers,
and are therefore not only unecono¬
mical, but definitely unhygienic, as
they do not allow adequate
for the hands.

with regard to staining, more es¬
pecially phenosafranine, which im¬
parts an objectionable rose-red stain.
If steps are not taken to remove this
immediately, it is almost as refractory
as amidol. The treatment is as

repeated applications are made. It
is impracticable to use forceps for
plates, but if the developer is poured
on from a jug and poured off after
use, the rinsing-water may be applied

follows : the fingers should be well
washed with soap and water and then
dried, when a certain amount of the
stain will come off ; they should then
be dipped in methylated spirit and

in the same way and the plate ren¬
dered free from developer before it is
handled.

and Competitions
will be included

cuf5tuIeand

here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 13 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, Walter Seife,
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 15 ; open, March 1-3 1. Further particulars from
Salon Committee, Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Mont¬
gomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and
14. Particulars from W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney
Road, Stratford, E.15.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhi¬
bition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, .Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
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ventilation

With amidol, always use printforceps ; never immerse the fingers in
the solution, as one immersion is often
sufficient to impart a yellow tinge,
which seems to build up in layers as

The ever-increasing use of desensitisers has created a new problem

exhibitions a>ul competitions

THEM

scrubbed with a nail-brush soaked in
the same liquid. If this fails, an
acid-alum solution should be tried ;
incidentally this acid alum solution is
a factor for removing the stains
from plates and films. The success
of the treatment depends entirely
on not allowing the dye to dry in.

highly toxic by-product, which has
been responsible in the past for many

Exhibitions

Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Entries, January
22 ; open, February 3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy,
16, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries
due, January 22 ; open for one month, commencing
February 17 ; details and entry forms from Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora
Road, London, S.E.22.
Smethwick P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
January 25 ; open, February 8 and 9. Particulars
from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 185,
Willow Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 3 ; open,
March 16-April 15. Entry forms from Secretary,
Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries due, Feb¬
ruary 10 ; open, March 15-17. Details and entry
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.

REMOVE

a poor quality, may give rise to painful
sores. Modern methods of manufacture
have eliminated the inclusion of a

breakfast-cup, and not more than
about one drachm of hydrochloric
acid should be added to this quantity.
The fingers should be first thoroughly
washed to remove grease, dipped in
the acid-permanganate solution and
well rubbed with a piece of rag, after
which they should be briefly rinsed

Notices of forthcoming

TO

when prepared by old-fashioned
methods of manufacture, or when of

easy to remove, amidol being es¬
pecially obstinate. Many things are
tried and many recommended, but
unfortunately most fail in their object.
There is only one method which can
remove amidol stains, and that is by
rubbing the fingers with pumice and
carefully scraping the nails with a
razor-blade. Peroxide of hydrogen,
often recommended for this purpose,
is seldom satisfactory.
Another frequent cause of staining is
that of pyro, and this can be easily
removed by dipping the fingers in
the following :
Potassium permanganate, saturated
solution ; hydrochloric acid (strong),
a few drops.
Sufficient should be made to fill a

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, January 31. Rules in the issue of Decem¬
ber 27.

HOW

case of hydroquinone, metol, or, for
that matter, almost any developer
except amidol.
Perhaps it would not be out of
place to meat on here that metol,

to one of two causes : (a) Oxidation
of developers ; (b) direct dyeing
such

Stains on Fingers

and bleached in a solution of potas¬
sium metabisulphite. The repeated
application of these two solutions,
alternated with careful washing, will
remove all trace of pyro in a short time.
This will also be found effective in the

developing and printing have
been troubled at some time
with unsightly stains on their fingers,
especially the finger-nails.
These stains are due in most cases

action by
safranine.

AND

17th, 1934

open, May

28- June

19.

Secretary,

Ernest

Hofmann,

54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July ;
particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Johnson’s Flashlight Competition. — Cash prizes.
Full particulars from Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon
Way, Hendon, N.W.4.
Japan.
Granville Gulliman Competition for prints from
Granville paper negatives. — £250 in cash prizes. Par¬
ticulars
ton Spa. from Granville Gulliman & Co., Ltd., Leaming¬
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FOR
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Cinematography
Filming in Wintry Weather siguiu/moir.
Spells of cold and inclement weather are not without their effects upon the person and
equipment of the amateur cinematographer. How to overcome these effects without in any
way sacrificing the shots is told in the topical article which follows.

THANKS to the designing skill of

modern engineers, amateur cine¬
matography is in all probability
reduced to the simplest possible pro¬
portions. A new-comer to the hobby
could load his camera with a spool of
excellent film, and — provided he took
the trouble to follow a few simple
directions — proceed to enrich himself
with a 100-ft. reel of sparkling
" movie ” episodes.
Whether or not

such

details

as

scene-length, viewpoints, angles and
action-composition will be perfect is
admittedly an entirely different pro¬
position ; but in every hobby a
commencement has to be made — a
remark which applies with equal
force to the painstaking expert and
to his opposite number, the incor¬
rigible dilettante.
So simple is this operation of
exposing film that only infrequently
do the effects of existing weather
conditions impress themselves upon
the contented operator. When they
do, it is mainly because the weather

Other inconveniences are but tem¬
porary, in any case ; nor can any good
film be made by compromising the
main purpose, for strong, virile scenes
must of necessity lose their character
when shot from the weaker position of
a sheltered viewpoint.
Although the above holds good in
all circumstances, the task of saving
the shots frequently demands that
certain parts of the camera must
receive adequate protection during
the filming.
The lens, for example, must be well
screened from flakes of snow and
driving raindrops ; and the view¬
finder must be kept bright and clear
throughout the filming. One tiny
snowflake upon the camera lens is
sufficient to throw the major portion
of the scene into a misty confusion,
whilst if the image be at all unviewable through the finder there may be

reason

to doubt

whether

the whole

of

the “ set ” is actually in register upon
the frame.
Especially in wintry weather are the
effects of moisture condensation to be
guarded against. It is such a simple
matter to breath upon the camera
lens whilst making exposure and
distance adjustments ; and no amount
of light can get a crisp picture through
a mist-covered anastigmat.
The universal adoption of tubular
lens-hoods (another compromise be¬
tween convenience and efficiency) only
accentuates this trouble, for the
tubular attachment both retards dis¬
persion and hides the condensed
moisture from casual observation.
Nor is it necessary to breath upon
the lens in order to encourage con¬
densation. The warm hand — especi¬
ally following its recent removal
from a skin glove — can dim the lens

is behaving unpleasantly, as in a heat¬
wave or a heavy shower or a bitingly
cold wind. Winter in the temperate
zone holds no threat of heat-waves ;
but it can be extremely unpleasant in
a host of other directions.
Nor are the discomforts imposed by
wintry weather confined to bodily
affairs alone. They can affect the
camera and other instruments used
in the hobby, and they can exert a
degrading influence upon the very
subject matter which has so succeeded
in arousing cinematic interest.
Saving

Some

workers

the

Shots.

would

have

it that

the amateur’s first duty is to protect his
instruments from lashings of rain and
similar forms of exposure. Many,
again, are likely to imagine that bodily
comfort is the most important thing
to safeguard. By far the majority
will, however, agree that the shots in
hand should come first in order of
importance.

67

At the Brondesbury

Cine

Society.

A

Lyons

Tea

Shop

scene in which

Messrs. J . Lyons

and Co. co-operated by supplying the necessary furniture, crockery, etc., and' two
waitresses. A Pathescope Luxe Motocamera with f/i. 5 lens is being used. The light
is a multiple arc giving about 9,000 watt.
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surface just as effectively as an un¬
heeded expiration. Care should be
taken, then, to make both iris and
distance adjustments with the points
of two fingers only and to hold the
breath for the second or two required
for the completion of these operations.

Provided the most effective shot
is secured, attention can be directed
upon the important matter of pro¬
tecting the camera. Being of crystalline-enamelled or plated metal, the
instrument is likely to encounter only
superficial harm as a result of severe
exposure ; but, even so, steps must
be taken to remove moisture — and
especially salt water — lest continued
effects produce any stiffness in the
milled rings controlling lens and other
adjustments.
Unprotected aluminium is perhaps
the most susceptible of all metal
parts on the camera. Flanges and the
mounts of telephoto and other lenses
make use of this material, and — as a
consequence — exposed parts are not

infrequently seen covered with a fine
adhering powder. This represents a
complex salt or salts of the metal
itself and is easily removable by
gentle action with a small brush.
A final polish may be imparted with
cellulose " Karpol,” or with a rather
unpleasant mixture consisting of water
(two-thirds), methylated spirits, and
fluid ammonia (one-sixth each). Such
polishing treatment will be found to
keep the parts in good order for a
fair period, but obviously the best
form of treatment is to re-enamel the
metal where friction or other cause
has led to its exposure.
Workers who make frequent essays
in bad weather or under exposed
conditions are advised to utilise a
form of protection which is not only
adequate but which also allows adjust¬
ments to be made and images to be
correctly viewed. My own preference
is for a light, oilskin cover, fitted with
the new zip fastener. This should
permit the camera to be wound.

Notes from the Cine
By
“ T

THINK there is a great future
for sub-standard films in edu¬

cational circles," writes Mr.
Donovan E. H. Box, of Guildford ;
“ yet

I

am

not

aware

of

any

films,

other than those of the Empire
Marketing Board, and purely publicity

films, that exactly meet the case.”
Mr. Box, who is the possessor of a
Motocamera B and a Pathescope
200B, is one of many who would be
prepared to work along educational
lines.
Incidentally,

the

decision

of

the

newly-formed Religious Film Society
— 4, Bouverie Street, E.C. — to con¬
centrate entirely on 16-mm. stock, to
the complete exclusion of Pathescope
is sad news for many earnest workers
who have equipped themselves with
9.5 apparatus. The reason given for
the Society’s decision is that 16-mm.
film is more practicable for showing in
halls, schools, etc. Yet many teachers
and clergy have written to tell me that
with a Pathescope 200B they can
give satisfactory shows. And from
my own personal experience I know
this to be a fact.
In the Pump Room, Tunbridge Wells,
for instance, cinema shows sponsored
by Sonodisc Film Productions, the
well-known amateur film society, are
given on the last Sunday of each
month, Mr. W. G. Bennett and Mr.
F. P. Bamitt using Path6scope pro¬
jectors. They achieve a satisfactory
22
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controlled and sighted without neces¬
sitating its removal. Loading and
unloading will, of course, require
the cover to be detached. Designs
and models necessarily take a little
time to prepare, but — the popular
makes of cameras being but few in
number — these can readily be passed
on from one amateur colleague to
another.
The greatest essential to comfort
under all wintry conditions is to be
adequately shod. Cold hands we can
tolerate — and even cold noses — but
to feel cold in the lower extremities
is to get cold feet in more senses than
one ; and nothing can tend more to
failure than a lack of enthusiasm.
It is advisable, however, to keep
other parts of dress down to normal.
Any surplus of clothing is likely to
hamper the movements of the cine¬
matographer, and these, in many
wintry subjects, are likely to prove
sufficiently active to compensate for
even a scarcity of clothing.

Societies

A. LOYELL-BURGESS.

screen picture of six feet for about
400 young people. Back projection is
used with a special transparent screen.
The screen is draped with black cloth
to make the picture area more brilliant
by One
contrast.
great advantage of 9.5 film is
that it is economical to use. The
Wimbledon Cin6 Club and the Eastern
Amateur Cine Society are doing good
work on 9.5 stock. The now extinct
Sub-Standard Film Society was the
predecessor of the 9-mm. Film Society
— its official title— which has no
official subscription. Not even a com¬
mittee. The cost of all films made
is being borne by those participating.
Whether this will be a permanent
arrangement remains to be seen.
Those interested should write to Mr.
J. F. Trotman, 86, Copse Hill, London,
S.W.20.
A film made on 9.5-mm. stock by
the Peterborough Amateur Cine Club
is now ready for release. The club
would like further members, and
letters may be sent to Mr. H. T.
Franks, 124, Park Road, Peterborough.
The Brondesbury Cin6 Society had
a projection evening on January 2nd,
the films shown including " The Lost
Scarab,” by Teddington Amateur
Film Productions, and a scenic of
Cornwall produced by one of thenown members last summer. On Jan¬
uary 9th a lecture was given by Mr.
George H. Sewell, F.A.C.I., one of

68

the genuine pioneers of the amateur
cine movement, comparing the out¬
standing amateur productions of a
few years ago with those of to-day.
The Society's premises are centrally
heated, cover about 1,400 square feet,
and include a projection hall capable
of seating an audience of nearly 100
persons. Lighting, arc and incandes¬
cent, now totals nearly 25 kw., and,
as sound equipment, an amplifier with
an output of 10 watts is in course
of construction. A wide choice of
cameras, projectors, scenery and props
is available, and, for exhausted mem¬
bers, a comfortably furnished rest¬
room. " Restoratives,” remarks the
hon.
sec., " who
are not
provided.”
Readers
wish
to know

what

else this Society can offer should call
any Tuesday or Friday evening after
8 o'clock at the Studios, which are
situated adjacent to Kensal Rise
Station, at the rear of 100, Chamberlayne Road, the entrance being in
Clifford Gardens. Any genuine amateur
cine enthusiast is assured of a hearty
welcome, particularly members of the
B.A.A.C., I.A.C., and A.C.L. Lone
workers are invited to show their
films (9.5 or 16
evenings, held
Applications
in connection

mm.) at the projection
at least monthly.
for guest tickets, etc.,
with the Brondesbury

Cin6 Society, should be made to the
hon. sec., Mr. L. A. Elliott, 40, Peter
Avenue, London, N.W.10.
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Societies

will have

The

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

January

Week’s
here if the syllabus

Monday,

17th.

Accrington C.C. “ Wayfarers in Austria.” Miss Mercer.
Birkenhead P.A. “ Lantern Slides.” J. H. Trafford.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Community ” Slide-Making. A. H. Redman.
Bradford P.S. Cinematography Section Evening.

Cheltenham A. P.S. “ P.C.U.K. at Bath.” E. J. Batstone.
Chorley P.S. “ Some Lancashire Birds.” T. Dobson.
Coventry P.C. Members’ Lecturette Evening.
Croydon C.C. Conversazione.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Visit to Partick C.C.

A. E. Amor.

Tuesday,

Margate and D.P.S. “ The Evolution of the Lantern Slide.” W. L. F. Wastell.
N. London C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Partick C.C. Dennistoun A.P.A. Visit to Partick. Social Evening.
Rochdale P.S. Review of Lectures marked with Asterisk. J. H. Price.
Stockport P.S. “ Picture Finishing.” J. L. Taylor.
S. Suburban and C.P.S. “ More Historic Homes.” E. R. Bull.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Survey Night. W. £. Walker.
C.C.

Members’

Evening.

Thursday,

Slide Competition — -“ Street Scenes.”

January

18th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Kirkcudbright.” T. B. Howell.
Aston P.S. Members’ Lantern Night.
Bury P.S. “ Bromoil for Beginners.” T. Egan.
Cardiff C.C. Monthly Competition.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Visit to “ Daily Express ” Office.
Greenock C.C. Sashalite. J. G. Tannock.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Discussion on One-man Show (Dr. Jan Lauschmann).
Hull P.S. Thiocarbamide Lantern Slides. A. Dyer.
Keighley and D.P.A. Lecturettes by Members.
Kingston-upon-Thames
and D.P.S. “ Ancient Egyptian
Tuckey.
Liverpool A.P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Newcastle and District A.C.A. Films. A. G. Greaves.
Oldham P.S. “ Carbon and Carbro.” J. Goslin.
Richmond C.C. “ Some Etchings and Engravings.”
Singer C.C. Carbro. J. Robertson.

Burial Customs.”

M. A. P.

Woolwich

C.C.

P.S.

“ Richmond

“ Whipsnade

and

Petersham.”

Zoo.”

Friday,

F. M.

Chapman.

Miss M. Oliver.

January

Saturday,
H.H.P.S.

January

Criticism of Monthly

Monday,

20th.

Competition.

January

A. K. Rittener.

22nd.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Finishing a Print for Exhibition.”
Bexley Heath P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ Finishing the Exhibition Print.” Mrs. Satterthwaite.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Colour Filters.” Ilford, Ltd.
Bournemouth C.C. “ A Journey to Outer Hebrides.” F. Day.
Bradford P.S. Print Night.
Canterbury C.C. “ Portraiture.” H. W. Robinson.
City Hilliard.
of London and C.P.S. “ Pyro-Soda Development
Derby

P.S.

of Bromide

Print." J. R. P.

Lecturettes.

Dewsbury P.S. ” English Gothic Architecture.” J. C. Holmes.
Erdington and D.P.S. ” Mounting the Print.” H. J. Trueman.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Cind Group). “ Titling of Films.” J. Radford.

At

the exhibition of the Leeds Photographic Society (Jan¬
uary 6, 8 and 9), the premier award (Club Medal) was won by
Mr. C. Braithwaite, for a fine rendering of sunshine on white¬
year the same worker gained the Beginners’
wash.
Award Last
(prints) .
*

*

Birmingham P.S. “ Infra-red Photography.”
Beckenham P.S. Exhibition Work.

23rd.

S. O. Rawling.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Some Branches of Photographic Art.” Mrs. W. Madeley.
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. “ Forms and Subject.” G. J. Hughes.
Cambridge P.C. “ The Charm of Colour Photography.” F. P. Bayne.
Cardiff Naturalists* Society (P.S.). 44 Photography in Many Places.” J. Grimes.
Dunfermline P.A. 44 Pictorial Composition.” J. Roberts.
Exeter C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Hackney P.S. 44 Norwegian Fjords.” H. E. Isard.
Halifax P.S. Chloro-bromide. H . A. Hill.
Harrow C.C. 44 A Mediterranean Cruise.” A. Hawkes.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Visit to Central Association
Leeds P.S. Work Night.

Exhibition.

Lincoln C.C. 44 Panchromatism.” Ilford, Ltd.
Liverpool A.P.A. L. and C.P.U. Slides.
Manchester A. P.S. 44 Elementary Principles of Art.” Alex. Keighley.
Manchester P.S. Slide-Making. T. B. HowelL
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Carbro.
Nelson C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Finlay Colour Work. H. Rutherford.
44 The

Production

of a Negative

for an Exhibition

Picture.”

Nottingham and Notts P.S. 44 Rambles in Derbyshire.” E. L. Kent.
Peterborough P.S. Enlarging. F. Dobbs and A. Stevenson.
Portsmouth C.C. 44 A Talk on Lenses.”
Rotherham P.S. Y.P.U. Slides.
Royal P.S. 44 Methods of Determining
H. E. Beckett.
St. Bride P.S. Portfolio Criticisms.

Miss F. Fleming.

Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Royal P.S. “ The Selection of the Subject.” H. B. T. Stanton.
Wimbledon Cme Club. Programme of Films from Beckenham Cine Club.

Hammersmith

January

J. C. Thompson.
the Daylight

and

Sunlight

in Buildings.”

South Shields P.S. Members’ Slide Competition.
Stafford P.S. 44 Cornwall and the Lyonesse.” F. W. Pilditch.
Todmorden P.S. 44 Off the Beaten Track in Southern France.” W. E. Gundill.
Warrington P.S. 44 Infra-red Photography.” O. Harris.
Whitehall Cin6 Society. Demonstration of the B.T.H. Sound-on-Film i6-mm.
Projector. C. Gater.
York P.S. Alliance Slides.

19th.

Colne C.C. Inter-Club P.A. Competition Slides.
Harrogate P.S. Slide Competition Evening.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Annual Meeting.
King’s Heath P.S. “ Photographic Lenses.” Mr. Bailey.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Members’ Evening.
Loughborough P.S. Intensifying and Reducing Negatives.

time to time.

(contd

Barnsley
Lecturettes. F. J. Luckman.
Bath
and P.S.
CountyMembers’
C.C. Enlarging.

Norwich and D.P.S.
A. H. Dodman.

H. J. L. Wright.

Tynemouth P.S. “ Cruising in Scottish Waters.” J. W. Jones.
Watford C.C. “ The Production and After-treatment of Prints and Enlargements.”
D. E. Evans.
Wimbledon

or from

22nd

Oxford P.S. Members’ Print Night.
Sheffield and H.P.S. Mounting Demonstration.
Southampton C.C. Lecturette Evening.
Southport P.S. “ Importance of Pictorial Expression.” J. White.
Staines P.S. Members’ Night and Lantern Lecture.
Wallasey A. P.S. “ Wells Cathedral.” J. W. Hodges.
Walsall P.S. Criticism of Members’ Slides.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ Snow Photography.” S. Bridgen.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Toning Bromide Prints.” H .W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Inter-Debate with Aston P.S. at Handsworth.
Ilford P.S. Visit to Central Association Exhibition.
Kodak Works P.S. “ The Making of Sensitive Materials.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Whist Drive.

of the session

January

Hanley P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Lecture by W. North.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Cinema Show. R. A. Fisk.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Leeds C.C. Work Night.
London County Council Staff C.C. Criticism Evening.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Competition.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Switzerland.” (Slides by P. Spencer-Walker.)
Bristol P.S. Social Evening (Princes Restaurant).
Camberwell C.C. Cine Evening. W. S. Kenyon.

Worcestershire

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

*

The Swansea Scientific and Field Naturalists’ Society pro¬
pose starting a Photographic Section. The Hon. Secretary,
Mr. E. R. Brown, of 71, Rhyddings Park Road, Swansea, will
be pleased to send further details to anyone living in the
district who is interested in the project.

Wednesday,

January

24th.

Birkenhead P.A. 44 Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Borough Poly. P.S. 44 The Evolution of a Picture-Maker.” Capt. A. G. Buckham.
Brighton and Hove C.C. 44 Through Sussex with my Camera.” Horace Hoad.
Camberwell C.C. Monthly Print and Slide Competition.
Carlisle and County A. P.S. 44 Rambling in N. Ireland.” W. F. Taylor.
Chorley P.S. 44 Correct Development by the Azol Method.” T. Hodgkinson.
Coventry P.S. 44 Control with Pigment and Knife.** B. Sinkinson.
Croydon C.C. 44 How I make my Exhibition Pictures.” John Erith.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Perfect Print Making.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. 44 A Chat on Plates and Films.**
Handsworth P.S. One-Man Portfolio. G. F. Prior.
Ilford P.S. Chloro-bromide Papers. Miss E. F. Gadd.
Kodak Works P.S. Cin£ Evening.

S. Bridgen.

Leicester and L.P.S. 44 Infra-red Photography ” Ilford, Ltd.
Partick C.C. 44 The Amateur Photographer” Prize Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Members’ Competition.
South Essex C.C. Discussion : Panchromatics, Filters, Plates.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Visit to Central Association Exhibition.
Stockport P.S. Visit to College of Technology.
Worcestershire C.C. 44 Materialism.” W. F. Lawton.

69
An Exhibition
of Prints and Lantern Slides by the Central
Association of Photographic Societies, the first of its kind, is
being held by courtesy of the R.P.S., at 35, Russell Square,
until the end of the month. It is open to the public daily
(including Saturdays) between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m., with the
exception of Tuesdays and Fridays (open to 6 p.m. only).
Out of a total entry exceeding 1,000 the selected prints
number 258, and have been contributed by forty-eight societies.
Some of the best work produced by members of affiliated
societies in recent years is therefore being shown, while lantern
slides numbering

approximately

200 provide

a further attraction.
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Paper

‘Headers'

7v

for the

Editor

and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

The negative you send is not in the
ordinary sense a film at all, but a nega¬
tive on bromide paper. The only way

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwritin' on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enopiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked *4 Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Fine

Exhibitions.

Grain.

For miniature him development 1 use the glvcin
formula which I quote. Would you advise
me to try another formula to get a fine-grain
image ?
O. B. (Charleroi.)

We doubt very much whether you
can find a better developer for the
purpose than the one you quote. In
the opinion of experts a fine-grain image
is dependent rather upon the emulsion,
and correct exposure and development,
than on any magic developing formula.
Some
photographers use a
borax
developer, such as we have often given
a formula for ; others use pyro and
other developers, and get just as fine
an image.

Drying

Negatives.

Can you tell me of a reliable method of drying
films and plates quickly after development ?
1 have tried immersing them in methylated
spirit, but they have become streaky.
J. E. H. (Wanstead.)

You have certainly been running a
risk if you have put films into methylated
spirit. We
do not recommend
this
treatment for plates either, considering
the quality of commercial methylated
spirit nowadays. Except in experienced
hands it is always risky to expedite the
drying of negatives. Probably the safest
method is to give them three or four
minutes in a ten per cent solution of
formalin, then surface - dry them
stand them in a warm place to dry.

and

When you give announcements of exhibitions do
these apply to the amateur who is not a member
of the society ? Is an entrance fee charged ?
Should enlargements be on standard-size mounts ?
A. A. T. (Hull.)

When a society holds an open exhi¬
bition you can always obtain an entry
form giving full particulars from the
secretary, whose name is given in our
announcements. Conditions vary, so that
we cannot lay down any general rules
as to mounting, or any other points in
connection with exhibiting.

Colour

If I get a combination film and plate camera will
it be satisfactory for colour photography ?
A. E. (Bath.)

There is no reason why a combination
plate and film camera should not answer
for colour work, provided the dark slides
are suitable. Unfortunately you do not
say which form of colour photography
you propose to use, but if it is one of
those which necessitates a taking screen
as well as the plate in the dark slide you

Negatives.

How can a paper negative be made ? Is there a
book on the subject ?
G. S. (Feltham.)

Paper negatives are made simply by
exposing a rapid form of bromide paper
instead of a plate or film. Such paper
can be obtained from all the principal
photographic paper makers. There is
no book on the subject, as the matter
requires no further explanation than is
found in the directions for using the
paper.
24

to consider,

as we

have

sug¬

to get a print from it is to set it up in a
good light and copy it on bromide paper.
Unless you are familiar with this sort
of work you will find it no easy matter to
get a good

result.

Infra-red

Photography.

I am collecting information for a lecture on infra¬
red photography. Have there been any articles
on the subject ?
B. J. W. (Yelverton.)

We

have

had

several

articles

from

time to time dealing with infra-red
photography, and articles have appeared
in the Journal of the Royal Photographic
Society and elsewhere. You can also
get a good deal of information from
Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., of Ilford, London,
E. We think, on the whole, however,
you would do best to get a copy of a book
which we reviewed in our issue of
August i6th. This is “ Infra-Red Pho¬
tography,” by S. O. Rawling, published
by Blackie & Son at 3s. 6d. net. It
will give you in compact form all the
information you are likely to require.

Carbon

Prints.

Is the carbon process still in use ? If so, is it
expensive or difficult ? I know it was once very
popular, so there must be some reason why it has
died out.
C. F. B. (Camden Town.)

When the carbon process was widely
used it was the usual thing to produce
glass negatives in many sizes of which
the smallest was generally quarter-plate.
Prints were made by contact in daylight.
With the increasing tendency towards
very small negatives enlargements are
necessary, so that bromide papers have
become
the most popular medium.
The Carbro process enables us to make
carbon prints from bromide prints.
Particulars and materials for this can
be obtained from the Autotype Co.,
59, New

Print

Oxford

from

I have

Street,

London,

W.C.i.

Slide.

a lantern

slide from

which

I should

like

to make so;ne enlargements ; can I reverse the
slide into a negative for this purpose ?
C. D. (Esher.)

gested, whether the slides with a par¬
ticular camera will permit of this.

You cannot do so. Your best plan
will be to unbind the slide, and make a

Colour

negative by contact,
would make a gaslight

Filter.

I have been using a 7 x
film. Is this filter any use
Does it alter the speed of
with Verichrome ? C. G.

We

Paper

Photography.

will have

Negative.

I recently bought a new type of film, and did not
observe till 1 was half-way through the developing
that there was a paper backing on the film. 1
tried to get it off, but failed. 1 send a sample.
Can you tell me how to get the paper off ?
E. R. (Penrhyn.)

have

frequently

much
as you
print. Instead

filter with Yerichrome
for panchromatic film ?
the filter as compared
G. (Loughborough.)

of paper, however, you use a plate.
Probably one of a speed of about 100
H. & D. will be suitable. You should

pointed

guard against harsh contrasts or you
will not get satisfactory enlargements.

out

that,

strictly speaking, there is no such thing
as a seven-times filter, because the
factor of all filters varies according to
the emulsion with which they are used.
If your filter required seven times normal
exposure on Verichrome film, we should
consider it much too deep for ordinary
work. Whatever panchromatic material
you use it with, it will certainly have an
effect on the colour values, but what
increase of exposure is required
found only by experiment.

can

be

Competitions.
Of the many photographic competitions which
have been held which was on the biggest scale ?
Is it a fact that several hundreds of pounds have
been offered in a single competition ?
C. I. (Newport.)

As

far as we

know

the

record

is held

by Messrs. Kodak, who during 1931
organised an international competition
with £20,000 as prize money. This
answers your second question also.
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The secret of uniformly
successful results. The
Trade Mark on the label
of Gevaert Plates, Papers
and Films — which symbol¬
ises the quality of the
A Gevaert Plate or Film for
products.
your negatives and a Gevaert
Paper for your prints.
This is a combination upon
which you can rely for
L uniformly

PRESTONA
Gevaert Rapid Chlorobrom Paper
for enlarging. Direct Brown-Black
tones of perfect colour, and brilliant
highlights. Produced in a carefully
selected range of artistic surfaces.

GEVAERT

LTD.

-

“ Perfect Pictures.”
[Call it Gay -vert)

WALMER

ROAD

-

LONDON,

W.10

Winter Scenes cant escape the

CONTAX . . .

For exquisite shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.
Write for a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph — its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

the ultra- rapid Camera

• Contax represents the perfection of an ideal — the combina¬
tion of several cameras

CO., LTD.
Viaduct, London,

in one

small all-metal instrument.

Here you find — the exact focussing advantages of the reflex —
the high speeds of the Press camera — the lens interchangeability
of the so-called universal camera — plus all the convenience of
the usual roll-film models. Its all-metal focal-plane shutter is
speeded \ to 1/1 ,000th second. The 4-in. range-finder is coupled
to the lens focussing. It gives 36 pictures, 24x36 mm., using
standard perforated cine film or CONTAX
daylight-loading
film which enlarge easily up to 15 X 10 in. Setting the shutter
automatically winds on next film. The optical equipment is
Zeiss Tessars f/3.5 or f/2.8 or Zeiss Sonnars f/2 or f/1.5. Write

ROGRAPH
AEROGRAPH
43, Holborn

for the Connoisseur

now for wonderfully illustrated booklet, “ The Connoisseur and
the Contax,” which describes this perfect precision instrument.

ZEISS

E.C.l.

11, MORTIMER

IKON
HOUSE,

LTD.

MORTIMER

STREET,

W.1

CVS— 62
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AMAZING
STOCKTAKING
BARGAINS
BARGAINS

Stocktaking makes it another wonderful week at Gamages tor “ Amateur
Photographer ” readers. Residues of special purchases, discontinued lines,
used cameras and slightly-soiled demonstration apparatus enable us to offer
hundreds of amazing money-saving opportunities for the personal shopper.
Come early and you are sure to find a bargain in something you need.

IN

CAMERAS,
CASES,
ALBUMS,
etc.

SCREENS,

QUANTITY

SPECIAL

BARGAINS

100-ft. Cine Kodagraphs and other 16-mm. Films. Various titles. Each 10s. Od.
25-tt. Lengths of 16-mm. Film, various, Interest, Comedy and Drama subjects.
Each

.

Brand

new.

Each .

17s. 6d.

Solid Leather Carrying-case, with lock and key, for nearly all 2 j x 3 J cameras.
Each .

21x31
2ix3!

3s. 6d.

Magnifying Lenses, nickel rims, for examining negatives, etc., 2 J-in. diameter.
Each

.

Klimax

Three-Guinea

Each

.

2s. lid.

Acetylene Generators. Brand
.

new.

£1

Each

9

6

.

As

HOLBORN,
Telephone

The

‘METRAPHOT
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
tions
from

2

both
cine,

minutes

GASLIGHT
V.P.

. .

31x21
21x41

..
..

1-plate

. .

per

Ready always to
indicate correct

Wrtufor

exposure
mediately.

3/7

5/6

im¬

Armour

&

INDEPENDENT

FOR
Special Offer

..
..
..
..

OR

7/9

per

gross

SWITCH

ONLY

AND

Stock.

7s. 6d.
Nitraphot

ORDINARY

OR

GA8LIGHT

BROMIDE

1.000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

Special

Rapid

3jx2i
i-plate

.. 1/3 per
.. 1/9 „

300

H.D.

Iso Press

pkt. I Postcard
„ I i-plate

SOFT
2/9

per

Do
100.

..
..

600

H.D.

2/6 per
3/6 „

pkt.
„

MARTIN

LESLIE

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON

Telegrams : Staflorles, Cent, London.

SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

Cash

with

order.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.

BARGAIN

MATTE

OR

Nitraphot Exposure
Meter, Is. 6d.
Please state voltage
when ordering.

QUANTITIES.

not

miss

these

WINDOW
unprecedented

Whole-plate Ross Enlarger, 11 -in.
carrier, Westminster arc lamp .

condenser,

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

offers •
all-ways
£10 17 6

i-pl. M.C.C. Enlarger No. 4, 8§-in. condenser, every move¬
ment, carrier, and easel. Perfect .
£8 17 6
i-pl. Grosvenor Enlarger, every movement, electric lighting.
Practically new .
£0 15 0
Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger, i-pl. and smaller, f/6.3
Novar lens. Unused .
£7 15 0
Dallmeyer Speed Camera, 0 x 4J cm., f/2.9 Pentac lens,
Dallon Telephoto, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £15 10 0
Ihagee Camera, 2ix3*, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Aims or
plates, 3 dark slides, screen and leather case. As new
£4 5 0
Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 lens. As new .
£3 5 0
Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/6.3. As new .
£2 12 6
Thornton-Pickard Junior Ruby Reflex, 31 • 2k. Aldis
8alex f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Excellent condition

rvCR
|7FI|

<X
o UU.

KEW gardens,
surrey.
STATION
APPROACH,
0 0

_

26

6,-ft FLEX.

22/6

13/11
20/30/45/-

PLATES

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

Telephone : National 6025.

.. 12/-

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,
per

8x6

SILKY

41-

22/-

. .

8ix6|
10x8
12x10
15x12

GLOSSY,

illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD

30/- REFLECTOR

WITH

PAPERS

1-plate

gross

5x4

Postcard

BROMIDE

PAPERS

2/9
1/9

POSTCARD8,

£4 : 0 : 0

0

E.C. 1

A

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER

5/4

in leather case

2

Bulb, 23s. 6d.
Telescopic Tripod,
12s. 6d.

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

[_ complete

0

0

8484.

600-watt

to i/i, 500th sec.

PRICE

£3 15
£2

LONDON,

: HOLBORN

Bulb,

calcula¬

still and

£2 15

shutter, 3 slides, F.P.

.

Entire

exposures
for

£2 5 0
slides, F.P. adapter

of
Maher's
200-watt
Nitraphot

Gives
without

new

'tpX . At®

Improved

exact

.

£17
6
17s. 6d.
16s. 6d.
£1 12 6
£1 17 6
£1 10 0
£1 1 0

2J x4t Nagel Vollenda, f/4.5 Schneider, D. A. Pronto. Cost£7ios. New £4 17 6
Coronet 9.5-mm. Cine Camera. Cost £2 15s .
£1 10 0
Pathe Luxe 9.5-mm. Camera, f/3.5. List £10. 10s. As new .
£7 12 6

3s. 6d.

GAMAGES,

etc

Pathe “ Kid ” Projector, resistance all voltages, carrying-case. Cost £3 7s. 6d.

12s. 6d.

Projector Storage Cases, 13 x 12 x 6 in. Will take most home projectors. New.
Each

Baida, f/4.5, 3 speeds. New .
Goerz Tenax, f/4.8 Celor, Compound shutter, 3 D.D.

adapter

mirror.

.

LANTERNS,

BARGAINS

J-pl. Adams' Vesta, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compound

Super bargains.

Focus-light Outfits, complete with trays, lamp-holders and Mangin

CAMERA

2J x 3i Ajax, self-erecting, f/6.3, 3-speed shutter .
2jx3j Coronet Roll Film, f/7.7, 3-speed. New .
V.P. Kodak Model B. As new .
la F.P. Kodak, f/7.9, speeded shutter. As new .
2Jx3J Cocarette, f/6.3, 3 speeds .
i-pl. Ensign Plate, Pack or Roll Film, f/7.7, rise and cross .
V.P. Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat .

Is. 9d.

Brand new 3-section Metal Telescopic Tripods. Each .
3s. 9d.
A few only 4-section Ditto. Each .
5s. 6d.
Several Finest Quality Pure White Lantern Screens, on roller and batten, 5 ft.
by 3 ft. 6 in.

BARGAINS
IN
CIN£
APPARATUS,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

£7
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Prepaid. Advertisements.
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE

: AMATEURS

12

words

or less

12

words

or less

.

1'

Id. lor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE2£d.

for every

.

additional

WARNING

ONLY—

2/6

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% :
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Stamiord Street, S.E.l, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o The
Amateur Photographer’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent for registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

CAMERAS

AND

| CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

LEICA I, non-interchangeable, Elmar f/3.5, range¬
finder, 3 spools, K 1 filter, case, also Everready, £10. — D. B. Roberts, Downing, Cambridge.

31x21 Wirgin Self-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5

4 anastigmat. Pronto D.A. shutter, D.Y.
and brilliant finders, new, perfect, £3. — V. Shaw,
300, Manchester Rd., Timperley. Cheshire. [9193
[9192
2 Zeiss filter, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
as new, £10 ; real bargain. — Jenkins, Bamfield,
Wilton Crescent, Southampton.
[9199

31x24 Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,

f/4.5 Tessar, in
wire-finder,
FOCAL-PLANE
5x4focussing
Goerz mount,
Anschutz,
61-in.
3 D.D. slides and adapter to take 9x12 cm.,

LENSES

LEITZ Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, focal-plane shutter,

interchangeable model,
£9/10, cash. — Below.

vii

Emporium

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

word.

Photographer and Cinematographer

leather zip case, new,

single slides, large leather case ; also 6-in,
f/4. 8 Celor, focussing mount. — White, Pound St.,
Petworth.
[9200
1-PLATE Regular Sanderson, 6-in. Ross Xpres
4 f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, self-timer, Jaynay tripod, all in
excellent condition. — Button, 38, Church Rd., S.E.19.

IcarMiniature
f/6.3, silent
Camera,Compound
Icarette 2ishutter,
square, 1[9201
Zeissto
MENTOR
i-pl. Foldingshutter,
Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar
lens, focal-plane
1 double
slide, ZEISS
F.P. adapter ; perfect condition, £7/10 cash ; l/300th sec., T. and B., rise-cross front, radial

approval. — Harding, Furness St. Bakery, Warring¬
ton.
[9162
1-PLATE Field Camera, triple extension Victo,
2 tripod and 1 double slide ; excellent condition,
no lens, 35/-. — Harrison, Reculver Drive, Beltinge,
Herne Bay.
[9164

LEICA No. n, as new, £16 ; Dallon f/5.6 Tele-

focussing, brilliant and direct finders, leather case ’,
£3.
— Below.
adapter
to use Six-20 films (12 exposures for 1/-),

THORNTON-PICKARD Special Ruby Reflex, i-pl.,

Cooke f/4.5 in sunk lens box, double extension,
focal-plane,
l/10th to l/l,000th sec., revolving
Below.
back, 7 single slides, F.P.A., leather case, £5. —

anastigmat, focussing, non-actuating, £3/10 ;
Aldis f/4.5, adapted Leica, focussing, non-actuating,
stamp for reply. — Spencer, 51, Pope St.,
as new, fine job, £3/10 ; Latest Correx Tank, 15/-,
[9203
as new ; Universal Finder, Vidom, 55/- ; all Altofts, Normanton, Yorks.
unreservedly guaranteed perfect ; cash only. —
leather
case,
ideal
for
cruising
;
cost
over
David Roberts, Welford, Stratford-on-Avon. [9167
£21 ; sacrifice £15, or near offer ; seen Taloco, 244,
Edgware
Rd.,
W.2,
10
to
8.
[9209
double extension, rise and cross, 6 slides,
F.P.A., roll-film holder, lens hood, Distar
shutter, case, plate back, double slide ;
lens, filters ; fine outfit, £8/10. — Below.
mint condition, £5. — Below.

ZEISS Trona, 3£x2$, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,

IF you can’t afford these, make me an offer ;
ZEISS Binoctar 7x50, in perfect condition, with

KODAK 3a Special, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3. Compound

ZEISS Palmos Press 34x2}-, f/4.5 Tessar, 2 D.D. 31 x 24 Vertical Enlarger, double condenser,

slides, single slide adapter, 6 single slides,
leather case, cost £30, £10/10 ; Justophot, leather
case, 17/6. — R. Goodearl, 137, Desborough Avenue,
High Wycombe.
[9172

2

electric ;

splendid

condition,

30/-. — Below.

HOUGHTON Enlarging Easel, all sizes to 15x12,
POSTCARD
Folding
f/4
R.R.
lens
;
8/6.- — Hall,
Kismet,5X42ndand
Avenue,
perfect, 28/-.
— Coles,Kodak,
1, Belvedere
Rd., Prince
DAYLIGHT
Enlarger,
i-pl. toShotgate,
10x8,
[9220
Rock, Plymouth.
[9174 Wickford, Essex.
V.P.
Plaubel
Makina,
f/3
Anticomar,
Compur
;
very
compact,
polished
German
silver
body,
12
slides,
64-in.
Ross
Combinable
and
6-in.
ADAMS’
i-pl. Tropical Minex Reflex Camera,
Ross f/3.5 Xpres lenses, A. K 11, K 3 filters in optical slides, F.P. A., case, accessories ; quick sale,
flats, two magazines for plates and cut films,
F.P. A., Agfa colour screen, 13-in. f/5.5 Teleros
lens and K 14 filter in optical flat, in all cost
over £180.— Below.

rise and

swing,

10/-. — Below.

£4/19/6.— Below.

case, sporting
model cushion-shaped
; list £4/4 ; chromium
bargain,
ROLEX,
Men’s Lever,
£2/10.— Below.
No. 2 J-pl.
set Ross
Combinable
K 3 LINGUAPHONE
and SolophonePortable
devices Gramophone,
; little usedrepeating
; list
ADAMS’
Tropical
Minex lenses,
Reflex,K 61J,slides.
filters, etc., set cost over £160 ; Sinclair Whole- £5/17/6, for £2/15.— Latifi, 50, Sussex Gardens,

[9221
plate Technical Camera, 6 slides, 12-in. Ross W.2.
Homocentric lens, Taylor-Hobson wide-angle lens,
slides, F.P. A., Distar lens, filter, lens hood,
etc., set cost over £90 ; A.G. K 1, K 2, K 3 Filters,
in optical flats, usable on either i-pl. or whole-plate ; 65/-, nearest. — 24, Leighton Avenue, Meols, Cheshire.
"I /A xlo Palmos, f/4.5 Tessar, synchronised and 9x12 Contessa Nettel Press Camera, 6 slides, etc. —
XU
top-scaled, 15 single slides ; as new, £13, Below.
extension sufficient for Tele lens, 3 slides,
or offer.— Webster, Bedford Chambers, Exeter. [9137
F.P.A., hide case ; all condition as new ; best
Lantern, for electric light, two Dallmeyer
lenses, and sundries ; Kodak Studio Camera
offer secures. — Box 9103, c/o “ The Amateur
lens, range-finder, 3 chargers, Correx tank,
[9225
[9235
film-winder, trimmer for cine film, leather case, Stand, all as new, also good Dark-room equip¬ Photographer.”
film printer, 220-ft. film negative ; cost over £40 ; ment, low price to clear, can be seen at almost
shutter ; cost £27/10 ; only used once, £23.—
accept £14 the lot ; bargain, first cash accepted.
any time by appointment. — Flat 1, Belvedere
(9176 Box 9029, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9237
— Urmston, 49, Union St., Plymouth.
[9156 Mansions, Keswick Rd., S.W.15.
Bargain, Kodak 3a Roll Film, perfect. —
f/5.3 Tessar, Compound shutter, specially
tlU/
1, Farnborough Rd., Birkdale, Lancs. [9238
Adams’ Minex Reflex 3Jx2J, 6-in. f/4.5
Tessar, 12 slides, F.P.A., and case, £15 ; Dall- fitted Ihagee self-capping focal-plane detachable
meyer 3fx2J Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9, 3 book back, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 D.D. ; beautiful
hood, flange, leather case ; as new, £4/15 ;
slides, F.P.A., and case, £9/9. — 43, Observatory
outfit, £18 ; cost over £40. — Below.
deposit system. — Box 9087, c/o “ The Amateur
Rd„ S.W.14.
[9157
[9186
Trade.
12-in. Adon f/6, screw-in K 1, K 2 filters, Photographer.”
Aldis Uno, Lukos IH shutter, 1 to l/100th 3 D.D. ; brand new, late 1933 ; accept £18 ; cost
sec., T. and B., 30/- ; i-pl. Ilex Folding, f/6.3 £44. — Box 9084, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
Dallmeyer, Ilex shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., rising
[9183
and cross front, double extension, hood focussing,
426, High St., Lewisham, London, S.E.13,
1-PLATE Sanderson Regular, Zeiss lens, 3 slides,
6 slides, F.P.A., 35/- ; Erecting Prism, silvered, 2 changing-box, all accessories ; perfect ; cost guaranteed bargains ; approval deposit. — Phone,
for enlarger lenses up to 21-in. diameter, by T.T. & H., £26 ; bargain, £5 ; details. — 57, Cavendish St., Lee Green 2188.
[9189
listed £6, perfect condition, £2. — Selby, Borough Keighley.
£16/10 ; guaranteed perfect, £7/18/6.
Rd., Burton-on-Trent.
[9159
model, Dagor f/6.8, 2 D.D. slides ; fine condi¬
F.P. A., leather case ; cost £14/10 ; new
2 Compur shutter, Zeiss f/4.5 lens, F.P. A., tion ; accept £4/15. — R. LI. C., 70, Shirley Park condition,
£7/15.
[9191
8 white-metal slides ; cost £23, would accept £8 ; Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon.
a bargain, or would take good 3£x21 Reflex. —
shutter,
slides, F.P.A. and case ; cost 27£151;
21 X 4i, perfect, cash offer wanted. — Montague,
Box 9079, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9228
71, Edith Grove, Chelsea, S.W.
[9212 as_new, £7/7/6.
[9166

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

ZODELLAR 3i x 2}, f/4.5, Compur, 2 finders, 12

F/ 1.5 Leica Camera, Hugo Meyer Plasmat f/1.5 FINE Mahogany Body Brass-mounted Projection

5x4 Telescopic R.B. Graflex, f/4.5 B. & L. Tessar,

CONTAX, latest model, with the new slow-speed

LEICA Model I and Enlarger, etc., £37 for £15 ; SINCLAIRS i-pl. Una, revolving back, 6i-in.

DALLMEYER Popular Telephoto f/6, focus 10-in.,

CARBINE Folding Roll Film, 3£x2£, f/7.7 DALLMEYER i-pl. Reflex de Luxe, f/4.5 Serrac,

Lewisham camera and radio exchange,

LEICA, f/3.5 Elmar, Model I, leather case ; cost
31x2J Teak Brass-bound Tropical Camera, D.A. GOERZ Anschutz, 5x4 in., latest self-capping DALLMEYER Press Reflex, 3Jx2i, f/4.5, slides,
F/4.5 Kodak Autographic la, delayed Compur, ZEISS Ideal, 3J x 2/, f/4.5 Zeiss lens, Compur
YOU

CAN

DEAL

JN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

anuary

THE

viii

WONDER

A MAI

300B

EUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

| CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

|j

Trade.
Very Latest 10-mm. Ensign Super Automatic Projector, Dallmeyer
Superlite (£5 5s. lens), 300-watt direct illumination, large 2-in. con¬
densers (passing enormous light), automatic spool arms, automatic
claws, controls bulit iD back, all contained in automatic case. Entire¬
ly automatic. Wonder projector, tremendous light. Theatre quality
and definition. Film hire, 1 - 400 ft. Taking film, 10/- 50-ft., pro¬
cessed.

AUTOMATIC

100B

Super Automatic

£29 : 10 : 0

Model,

WONDER

£5 5s. lens .

£17

10

0

Speed Simplex 16-mm. Camera, Dallmeyer f/2.9, 3 speeds, interchanging
lenses, still picture device, automatic stop control (stops automatically
at any desired footage), 1-in. thick onlv. Light, pocketable,
Ideal movie. All inlaid. Takes 50-ft. Kodak film.

IDEAL

£31:10:0

Voigtlander Super Automatic
Compur, fine hair focus, prism

slim.

PRECISION

Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action
speeds, pinion stops, automatic hood

with high-power magnifier, automatic adjustment for parallax
(lens tilts automatically — patent), automatic film register, unique
inner red window caps. Takes 12 pictures on 34 • 2$ or 6 on 2J 2£.
All inlaid nickel edged. The perfect mirror reflex.

WRITE

NOW

£19 : 10 : 0

EXCHANGES

8-mm. Stewart- Warner Super Camera, f/3.5, three speeds, interchanging
lenses (takes Telephotos, etc.), real slow motion, lightning loading,
actual footage, dual optical and direct finders. Takes Kodak or
Gevaert films. Super camera, theatre pictures.

SUPER

CAMERA

Telephoto,

£4

4

0.

£12 :12:0

F/1.9, £6

6

0.

Dallmeyer

WRITE

NOW

f/1.9, £8

8

0

Pictorial Soft-focus— Diffusion Matte Box, combined filter holder and
square lens hood, 6 mattes giving various pictorial soft-focus profes¬
sional effects. Fit any camera, adjustable to 11-in. diameter. The
Perfect retoucher. Quality pictures. Cin6 or Stills.

PICTORIAL

£2:2:0

SOFT

FOCUS

Victor 750-watt Mighty Power, the Wonder Projector. — 16-mm. Victor
Super 10FH Projector, Dallmeyer Superlite f/1.8, 750-watt direct
tremendous illumination, 2-in. diameter super large condensers,
precision boosting reflectors, car-gear clutch start, giving forward,
reverse, stills, 4-way patent rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by
motor, rewind one film whilst projecting another, rewind two films
at once ; automatic film trip (shuts off projection if incorrectly
threaded), dual fan-cooled, dreadnought gear tilting-head. All goldbronze chromium, complete in russet ready-for-action
finest. As supplied to U.S. Government.

PROFESSIONAL

Accessories. Snaps
immediate

£70 : 0 : 0

case.

World's

EXCHANGES

from Cine Films. All Accessories post
deliveries. All in stock. Free Trial.

paid*

New, Used, 7 days’ Approval in your own home.
34 x 2j T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest shutter .
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, motor, 400-ft. arms, films .
6 x 13 Mentor Reflex, Xpres f 4.5's, I). slides .
3J x 2J Zeiss Palmos Press, Tessar f 4.5, D. slides .
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3. 5. Hardly used. As new .
74-in. Goerz f/4.5 Anastigmat. Bargain .

£5
£2
£9
£8
£7
£2

17
10
17
8
7
17

6
0
6
0
0
0

16-mm. Bell-Howell Projector, 200-watt, resistance, case. . £19 19
i-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, Tessar f, 4.5 .
£7 7
34 x 24 Zeiss Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, D. A., double ex .
£1111
i-pl. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, slides .... £4 17
i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5 .
£24 0
V.P. Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, latest Compur .
£4 17
10-mm. Stewart- Warner Camera, f/3. 5, 4 speeds, case .
£5 5

0
0
0
0
0
6
0

i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3. 5. Bargain .
£8 17 6
54 -in. Zeiss Protar f/0.3 Convertible, Cost £14 .
£3 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt. case. Cost £50 £27 10 0
400-ft. Empty Reels, 16-mrn. List 4s. 6d. Used, perfect. . . .2s. 6d.
40 x 30 Crystal Beaded Cine Screen, automatic .
£3 12 6
34 x 24 Ensign Latest Roll Film, f 4.5, l/25th to l/500th sec. £8 17 6
Electrophot Combined Stills or Movies Meter .
£4 4 0
3| x 21 Zeiss Plate, Tessar f/4.5. D.A., double extension. .. . £7 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5. Compur. New .
£6 17 6
34 x 21 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex, Tessar f/3. 5 .
£32 10 0
34 x 24 Tropical Ensign 7 Film, f/4.5, D. A., rise, cross .
£5 17 0
34 x 24 Men
Com
Refl
f/4
Cos
£25
As new
£14 14 0
t
.5.
to
pur
.
.
ex,
94Cin r
Mot
f/3. 5 and Tele
3 spe
. £9 17 6
eds
e
oca
m
.
10- m. Ste -Nizo
S
C
i 1.9, 4, spe
. .. . £11 11 0
muepre
eds
war
mm.
ar, amera,
i-pl T.-P
Ref t-Wa f/4.
l
stee sel
D. .slid
£11 11 0
lex rn 5, atest
f
e
.
,
34 x. 24 Wirgin
Plate,
£4 17 6
er f 3.5, D.A., ldouble-caex.,
ppi all metal _s
ng,
V.P. Piccochic Film, f/2.9, new Compur, self-erecting
.
£4 17 0
34 x 24 Ensign Film Reflex, f/4.5, latest self-capping .
£5 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Changing-box D. slides. Cost £10 .
£3 10 0
3j 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £30. ... £6 17 6
Ikonta Zeiss Film, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, 16 on 34 x 24 . ... £7 10 0
V.P. Mentor Precision Film, f/3. 5. 16 on V.P. Cost £20.. £8 8 0
Voigtlander Film, f/3. 5, new Compur, 16 on 34 - 24 .
£8 8 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, f/3. 5, D. slides. Cost £35 .
£12 12 0
4-pl. T.-P. Enlarger M.C.C. Cost £28. Super model £12 12 0
59 x 40 Silver Screen, on rollers. Cost £2. As new .
14s. 6d.
34 x 24 Tourist Plate, Heliar f/4.5, Compur. Cost £21. ... £7 10 0
i-pl Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £32 .
£6 17 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/ 1. 5. Cost £40.. £11 11 0
34 x2| Etui Wafer Plate, f/4.5, 3-speed. Like new .
£3 17 6
Leica f/3. 5, interchange leases, case. As new .
£8 8 0

94-mm. Cine-Nizo 100-ft. Camera, f/2.8, multi speeds .
£27 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, no lens, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., slides. . £3 17 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ikonta Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£0 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Super Films, 300-ft. New condition. Each. .15s. 6d.
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 100-watt. Cost £26 .
£1111
0
16-mm. Natural Colour Films, travel, loo ft .
£1 9 6
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon F.P. Adapters. Unused .
8s. 6d.
94-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor, super resist., case. .. . £12 12 0
45 107 Voigtlander Plate, Heliars f/4.5 .
£6 17 6
34 x 2i Ensign Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rising front .
£3 17 0
Fox News Reel No. 1, 16-mm. As new .
£1 12 6
34 x 24 Ensign Film Reflex, l 3.4 Speed, latest .
£6 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Hand-crank Camera, f/3.5. Perfect .
£1 1 0

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
28

m
case

.
.

GORSE

W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.
bargains.
ALL days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬

BE

SHOP-SOILED

ENLARGERS
“LUMIMAX”
ENLARGERS

ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, rack focussing,
4 rising front, sky-shade, deep triple detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/15th to 1 /1.000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Press lens f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P. A.,
and leather case ; fine order, £7/15.

These Enlargers are complete
with lamphouse and bellows body
on sliding rails, with rack and
pinion for fine focussing. May be
used horizontally or hung on the
dark-room wall for use vertically
One
With

only,

34 x 24

in. model.

f/0.8 lens.

List price
Reduced
to £6:0:0
£4:4:0

4 erecting
front.
31x21
Zeiss Ikon
Ikontareversible
Roll Filmfinder,
Camera, direct
selffinder, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing,
D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time,
cable release, leather case ; perfect condition, £6/5.

One only, 44*34
With f/4.5 lens.

2 extension,
high Avus
rack Folding
rising and
cross double
front,
31x21
Voigtlander
Pocket,
reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,

in. model.

Reduced
to £7£5:5:0
List price
: 10 : 0
brFtish\7 |V

fitted Voigtlander Skopar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th and time, cable release. 3 slides, F.P.A.,
and leather case ; as new, £6/17/6.

MADE

41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing, rising

Semi - Automatic
Vertical Enlarger

2 front, wire-frame finder, focal-plane shutter,
l/8th to 1 /1,000th and time, fitted Dallmeyer
Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., leather case,
£10/17/6.
& Guardia Roll Film
Baby Sibyl, focussing, rising and cross front,
reflex finder, Ross Xpres f/4.5, speeded shutter,
* to 1 /100th and time, leather case, £10/17/6.

Always

▼

in

focus

when

6et to give the size of
enlargement required.
The lamphouse is large

VEST Pocket Newman

enough to
over¬
heating,
andprevent
the stability
is an important feature.

Fitted with Dallmeyer

& Guardia Roll Film
Baby Sibyl,
all movements, as above,
fitted Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, speeded shutter, i to
l/200th and time, leather case, £9.

VEST Pocket Newman

F/4.5 Anas. Lens.
3i x 21

to 12 x 10.

for
£6:10:0
List price
£8:15:0

31 x 21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, cross front, deep

2 triple focussing hood, wire-frame finder,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
and time, cable release, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focussing mount, 4 slides, F.P. A., leather case :
perfect, £12/15.

41x6 lea Bebe Vest Pocket Camera, direct
2 finder, wire-frame finder, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time,
F.P. A., and leather case ; as new, £7/15.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, double

4

extension, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple

focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Pentac f'2.9, 3 D.P. holders,
F.P. A., leather case ; list price £34/15 ; our
price £20.

REPAIRS to all makes of apparatus executed
by experienced
before proceeding.

workmen

;

estimate

given

deferred
payments system
please ask on
for our
details.
can be; purchased
4PPARATIJS

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, best
possible results.

Quick service.

MIRAPHOT
ENLARGERS
The “ Miraphot ” Vertical Enlarger
is always in focus, whatever size
of enlargement is being made.

12 10 in. or smaller enlargements

can be made from
44 31 in. negatives.
Tessar f 4.5 lens.

9 12 cm. or
Including Zeiss

List price
£13 : 17 : 6
FOR .£10:0:0

The 34in 24
in. and
“ Miraphot
” is
similar
design
construction
to the larger size. 12 x 8 in. or
smaller enlargements can be made

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
CAMERAS
;
largest
stock
in
London
;
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
— S.
Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

from

34

With

Zeiss Tessar * 4.5 lens

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London's
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,

ENSIGN

W.l.

Lamb’s

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

24 in. negatives.

MAGNAPRINT

[8375

£22/10 — (practically
new, cost £20)
; E.R. f/2.8,
Case,
ALLENS.
Contax (slow-speed
model),
—15/6
Below.
; Sonnar f/4 13.5 Lens for Contax, £13/17/6.

4LLENS. — £8/19/6
Voigtlander
Virtus, £13/13
model
; Electrophot
Meter,
69/6. (as
—
£ 12/19/6
; also Telephoto
Lens (£18
(for Exakta),
4LLENS.
— Exakta,
Zeiss L3.5
model),
£5/19/6. — Below.
£15/17/6
; Leica
4 L LENS.
— Leiea
ModelI, f/3.5,
II (£22£6/19/6
model),; Leica
as new,I,
Hektor f/2.5, £9/19/6 ; 31 x 21 Mentor Reflex, f/1.9,
new),
Below.

£19/18/6 ; B.J. Almanacs

for 1934. — Below.

ALLENS.
For newetc.,Leica,
Superb,; two-thirds
Rolleiflex,
Super — Ikontas,
exchanges
approximately allowed for modern cameras ;
part payment, subject approval. — 168,
Rd., Manchester, 4.

Oldham
[0087

81
Condenser
brassperfect,
mounted,
2 -IN.
perfect
; 9-in.Lenses,
mounted,
65/-, 58/-,
one
only ; all sizes for Cinema or Enlarging, also

Spotlight Lenses for stage purposes, cheap ;
Lenses for Projection, Enlarging and all Photo¬
graphic purposes ;
enquiries invited. — Premier
Optical Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London. [9207

RD., BLACKBURN

17, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Model H I for 34 2) negatives and all smaller sizes is provided
with a 44-in. condenser. Model H 2 for j-plate and 9 • 12 cm.
negatives is fitted with a 6-in. condenser.
PRICES (without lamps) : For 34 • 24 and all smaller

negatives.

Model

negatives.

List price £5:17:6
H/2.

For i-pl. (and 9

List price £7 : 10 : 0

FOR

12 cm.) and

£4:10:0

all smaller

FOR

£5:12:6

Offered at these prices for cash with order only.

SANDS
37, BEDFORD

HUNTER
STREET,

&

STRAND,

CO.,
LONDON,

Ltd.
W.C.2

January

THE

17, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMERA
A. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,
MAKERS of the celebrated Minex and other
BARGAINS
1 CAMERAS

AND

| EXCHANGE

LENSES

Trade.

Portman Square,
Cross Rd., W.C.2.

W.l ;

late

24,

FOR CASH
or TERMS

2 Tessar,
3 double
F.P.A., f/4.5
£20.
31x2£
Adams’
Minexdarkde slides,
Luxe Reflex,
EXCHANGE
Protar,
3 double
slides, 61-in.
£12. f/6.3
5x4ZeissAdams’
Minex
de LuxedarkReflex,
81x6i
Marion darkSquare
Bellows,
doublebound,extension,
2 4 double
slides,
all brass
Voigt-

lander Whole-plate
hide case, £10.

Euryscope, Ashford

tripod and

VESTmat Pocket
Ernemannshutter,
Roll Film,
lens, 3-speed
£1/15. f/6.3 anastigNO. Ever-ready
1 Standard case,
Leica,£10.Elmar f/3.5, Megoflex finder,

1-PLATE Double Extension Zeiss Ikon Nixe Roll
4 Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 single slides, focussing
screen, leather case, £12.
^iOMPLETE

List, just published, on

application.

A. Portman
ADAMS Square,
& CO., London,
LTD., W.l.
122, Wigmore [9188
St.,

3^x2i Cameo, doable extension,
F.P. adapter .
3i x 2* Zodel Double Extension,
slides, F.P. adapter .

f/4.5 Lukos

anastigmat,

f/4.5 Xenar,

Compur

f/5.5, Zeiss lens preferred ; must be reasonably
cheap ; “ A.P.” deposit approval. — R. Jones,
95, Felinfoel Rd., Llanelly.
[9217

\\J ANTED. — 6x13 Stereoscope, also Printing-frame
V T for Transparencies ; particulars. — McDonald,
Moordale, Silloth, Cumberland.
[9218

3 slides,
£3 15 0

shutter,
£4 7

6
6

3Vx24 Etui, f/4.5 Radionar lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter. New condition .
£6 18 6
3ix24 Goerz Tenax, collapsible model, f/4.5 Dogmar Jens, in
Compound

shutter, 3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter and case
£4 7 6
3^x2' Ernemann Focal-plane, with f/3.5 Ernon lens, in focussing
mount, filter, direct-vision finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 3
double plate-holders, F.P. adapter and leather case. All in good
condition .
£12 10 0
8|-in. Double Plano Convex Condenser, in metal mount. . £2 10 0
3ix2V Tourist, double extension, f/4.5 Heliar, delayed Compur
shutter, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£12 17 6
i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, all usual movements, f/6 Aldis with Duo
and Trio attachments, Compur shutter, 3 D.D. and 3 book-form slides,
leather case. Condition as new .
£10 17 6

| EXCHANGE!

AND

WANTED]

WANTED.
— 2, Lenses
3 or 4 for
in. 16-mm.
Cooke or Bell-Howell
Dallmeyer
Focussing
Cine Camera. — Crapnell, 51, The Grove, Hipperholme, Halifax, Yorks.

[9101

WANTED. — Leica Cameras, give date purchased,

lowest prices ; also Vibraphone. — Webb,
Blackwater, Truro.
[9103

WANTED.—
3i x Tank,
21 Kodak
8-ex.order.Roll
Film
Developing
in good
— Sunder¬
land, 2, Grove St., Mirfleld.
[9158
WANTED
1-pl.or Reflex
Camera,
withFrinton,
Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5
similar lens.
— Denton,
Lyndhurst Estate, Low Fell, Gateshead.
[9160

WANTED. — Leica Camera with range-finder, in

perfect order ; exchange for new and
second-hand radio components and cash. — Cor¬
bett, Gorsey Hey Hotel, Bebington, Cheshire. [9161

WANTED. — Second-hand Pathescope Motocamera

B, super attachment and motor for Home
Movie Projector. — L. Rowles, 23, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton.
[9168

4.5 x 10.7 Stereo Heidoscope Reflex, pair f/4.5 Tessar lenses, 2 chang¬
ing-boxes, adapter with 12 single slides, Autochrome film sheaths,
case. Fine condition. Cost over £55 .
£27 0 0
3^ x 21 Kern D.E., f/4.5 anastigmat,
and case .
31
F.P.
31
case

Compur,

i-pl. T.-P. Ruby, with Goerz f/4.5 anastigmat leDS, Mackenzie
adapter, 10 envelopes, F.P. adapter. All in leather case. . £8 17 6
i-pl. Premo Folding, double extension. R.R. lens, Unicum shutter,
back-hooded focussing screen, 3 double plate-holders .
£1 5 0
Postcard Carbine Roll Film and Plate, R.R. lens, T. B. I. shutter
9s. 6d.
31 x 21 Ensign Popular Reflex, revolving back, Zeiss Tessar lens
f/4.5, 6 single slides, leather carrying-case. All as new. . £11 17 6
i-pl. Junior Special Ruby, with revolving back, Zeiss Tessar lens
f/4.5, 6 D.D. slides. Fine condition .
£12 17 6

i-pl. Mentor Reflex, with revolving back, focal-plane shutter,
speeds from l/8th to l/100th sec. and time, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5,
3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter .
£12 10 0

[9173

31x21
self-erecting,
f/4.5,similar
D.A.,
2 brandSix-20
new ;Kodak,
exchange
Vollenda V.P.

TRIPOD

WANTED. — Richard’s 45x107 Taxiphote, cheap.
WANTED. — High-grade 1-pl. Field Outfit. — Box
WANTED. — 31x24 Reflex, preferably folding,
WANTED. — Microscope ; send full details and
9083,

c/o

“ The

[9178
[9180

Constructed

all

metal,
universal
head and panoram

Amateur

Photographer.”
[9182
with roll-holder and film-pack adapter. —
Box 9086, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9185

price to — C. E. Brett, 15, Nene
Wisbech, Cambs.

in

for

cin6

photo¬

from
27 to Extends
60 in.,
graphy.
weight

4£ lb.

Patent clamping de¬
vice to prevent leg
slide. With case,

Parade,
[9187

£5:5:0

direct-vision finder. — H., 91, Berkeley St.,
Glasgow, C.3.
[9195
ANTED. — Press for Bromoil Transfer. — P. W.

10 payments of 10/per month.

TT

Owen,

Four

Winds,

Church

shire.

Stretton,

Or 10/- deposit

and

Shrop¬

Established 1889.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

condenser

or

lighting

;

also

1-pl.

perfect

Avenue,

condition. —

Roundhay,
[9223

EXCHANGE. — Latest Zeiss Compact Trona, 3|X

21, double extension, rise, cross, Tessar f/4.5,
delayed Compur, Proxar and Distar lenses, 6 slides,
film sheaths, pack adapter, lined leather case,
Dalian plate and film tank, all recent, for [9224
Vest
Pocket Baby Sibyl Plate, latest, good condition,
with pack adapter and slides, Ross lens preferred,
not essential, with telephoto if possible. — Box 9098, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9230

EXCHANGE. — Postcard Goerz Anschutz Focal-

plane, f/4.5 Dogmar, 3 D.D. slides, perfect,
for good Reflex. Meteor Portrait Arc Lamp, 15,000
c.p. ; cost £15 ; best offer. — Box
Amateur Photographer. ’ ’

9099, c/o “ The
[9231

31x21 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Ernon f/3.9,

2 revolving, rising, l/25th to 1/1, 500th, T. B.,
release, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., cost £48, perfect,
for smaller outfit with faster lens ; Miraphot
Enlarger, Tessar f/4.5, for Vertical, condenser type,
cash adjustment ; Wanted — Dishes. — Box 9100, c/o
“The Amateur Photographer.”
[9232

EXCHANGE.—
i-pl.— Box
Pressman
Reflex,
for.
Brilliant, f/4.5.
9101, c/o
“ The f/4.5,
Amateur
Photographer. ’ ’
[9233
be wood
(ash), three-fold,
joint, suitable
WANTED.
— Tripod
in first-classrulecondition,
must
for 1-pl., sliding bottom legs, about 7/8 square. —
9102, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

[9234

TjIXLMO Projector, 200-watt, reverse, stills,
P
automatic rewind, gives 8-ft. screen, 1 and 2
in. lenses, variable resistance, carrying-case, port¬
able screen and 4 “ Felix ” cartoons ; cash, £17/10. —
Ray, 47, Crewdson Rd., S.W.9.
[9154

PATHE Lux Projector, 100 to 250 volts, 32-mm.

and 50-mm. lenses, S. and O. lamps, 3 ft.
and 6 ft. screens, special stand, case and acces¬
sories ; splendid outfit for home or public use,
£12/15. — St. Albans, Heathfield Rd., Keston. [9165

PATHE Kid Projector, resistance, and super
KODAK Model B Camera, f/3.5. Projector, motor

driven, 500-ft. film, 400-ft. reels, etc., splicer,
[9169
£10/10 ; seen — The Lodge, Holmwood, Kingston
Hill, Surrey.
[9175
TjTALKIE Apparatus, only 15/- ; also films for
sale.— John

Murrie,

21, Elmbank

St., Ayr. [9179

PATHE Motocamera B, 3 chargers, perfect,Avenue,
used
[9215

once, £2/15. — Ross, Rogate, Oaks
Worcester Park, Surrey.

BARGAIN for Sale. — Ensign Auto Kinecam,

with 3 lenses, 1-in. Dallmeyer f/1.5, 3-in.
Telephoto f/3.5, 15-mm. wide-angle f/3.5, 3 sets
matched finders, sky screen, 3-speed and time,
lock, reverse, leather case ; new. May, 1933 ; set
cost £43 ; approval deposit ; lot for £28 ; no
offers. —
Box 9097, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
,
[9229

Thompson, 89, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[9202
XJlj ANTED.— i-pl. Condenser Enlarger, no lens,
T T

lens;

REFLEX Wanted. — Exchange Enolde Roll Film,

X

[9197

9x12Garland,
cm. Focal-plane
Tessar.[9198—
South Grove,Deckrullo,
Petworth, f/4.5
Sussex.
lens, complete
; cost over
£40 ;
EXCHANGE.
— i-pl. accessories
Adams’ Enlarger,
Dallmeyer
for Superior Reflex or Press Outfit, or sell. —

good

attachment, complete, in brand new condition,
50/-. — Jennings, 6, Church St., Greenwich, S.E.10.

MENTOR
9x12condition.
Press Camera,
without
lens ; good
— Brooks,with
39a, orCambridge
Rd., Hove.
[9190

WANTED. — V.P. R.F., f/4.5, speeded shutter,

3£x2i;

telescopic focussing, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, case ;
as new ; cost £11. — 151, Woodhorn Rd., Ashington.

UNIVERSAL

(or W.P. Carbine), and cash. — Burr, 52, Thames
Drive, Leigh-on-Sea.
[9177
V4/ANTED. — Lens in Shutter, postcard size. —
m
Thorp, Walna, Kings Rd., Manchester, 16.
— B. S., 18, Mill Rd., Cambridge.

TT

MennelL 24, North Park
Leeds, 8.

WANTED.—
F/1.8-f/2.7
or Reflex,
31x21
largest, Meter.
— Box Press
9104, c/o
“ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9236
reflex. —Tripod,
Enlarger
31x21. —Magnifiers
24, Leighton
WANTED.
Nitraphot
Reflector,
for
Avenue. Meols. Cheshire.
[9226

LINHOF

Projector ; exchange
A.C. Ekco 20-m.a.KidEliminator.
— Coles, 1,

WANTED.
—to Leica
Model II 27,
or HIW’rottesley
; state lowest
price S.E.18.
— Advertiser,
Rd.,
Plumstead,
[9219
64, Cannon i-pl.
St., E.C.
UP-TO-DATE
Sibyl, with F.P. A. — A.[9222
P.,
XX/’ ANTED. — Vertical Enlarger, electric, to take

Box

NEW

ANTED. — Pathescope

Belvedere Rd., Prince Rock, Plymouth.

lens,
6 0

31 x 21 Soho Reflex, f,'4.5 Ross Xpres lens, revolving back, 6 double
book-form slides, F.P. adapter and leather carrying-case. . £16 17 6

WANTED.
— Reflex,
or Postcard
; [9171
new
condition,
cheap. 1-pl.
— Dickens,
190, High
St.,
Heme Bay.

\\f
Jl

6 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 7 0

x 2£ Ideal Double Extension, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 6 slides,
adapter and case .
£6 18 6
x2l Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, N. & G. shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
.
£6 12 6

31 x 21 Ensign Popular Reflex, with an Aldis f/4.5 anastigmat
3 single slides, F.P. adapter .
£6

|

to — Brannen,
1, Kensington
North
WANTED.
— -1-pl. Reflex,
price and Gardens,
full particulars
Shields.
[9211
jector.
—
128,
Oxhill
Rd.,
Handsworth,
WANTED.
— Cine-Kodak 8-mm. Camera and [9216
Pro¬
Birmingham.
roll filmforwith
plate
back, Pocket
must be
rack
WANTED
Cash.—
3tx21
Camera,
focussing, with 4|-in. focus lens not less than

Charing

cameras, offer the following second-hand
bargains ; guaranteed in good order and condition.
1-PLATE Adams’ Tropical Minex de Luxe Reflex,
4 f/6.3 Zeiss Protar lens, 4-way swing front, 3
double dark slides, £40.

AND\7ANTED

Casket

of Lenses, including wide-angle ; cheap ; will
exchange i-pl. Hand Camera, fitted f/4.5 (or
sell, £4). — Hamlin, 32, Upper Rock Gardens,
Brighton.
[9208

TXJ ANTED

recent model, cheap ; full particulars. —
Hoare, 40, Staveley Rd., Chiswick, W.4.
[9210

reasonable offer refused. — Max Rivers, 3, Rupert
St., W.l. Gerrard 4413.
[9239

WANTED.— Reflex, Soho or T.-P., i-pl. f/4.5,

USE

T T

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

RISK.

f/1.9

to Sell. — Model

lens,

also

K

Business

Cine-Kodak,
Kodascope

;

29

with
no

X

THE

AMATEUR

PRICE TALKS

PHOTOGRAPHER

| CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

The

FOR
Sale. — Four Splicer
new Talkatome
Films; newand Rayflex
Discs ;
Bell-Howell
and rewind
screen, 52x39 in. ; no reasonable offer refused. —

LUX Projector, as new, cost £21/10, £14 ;
Box

9085, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[9184

Luxe Camera, leather case, as new, cost £11/5,
£7. — 7, Elthorne Park Rd., Hanwell.
[9206
Trade.

BUT -

EVERYTHING for Movies, 9, 16, 28 and

35 mm. Projectors, Optical Lanterns, Films,
Slides, Projection Bulbs, Lenses, Spotlights,
Photo-electric Cells and Optical Systems for
Talkies ; your inspection invited of big selection
of bargains too numerous to list.

QUALITY

F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, Christie Organ House,

facing Film House, 159, Wardour St.,
London, W.l. (Not a shop, but a warehouse
packed with motion-picture equipment). [9151

SUPER Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rates,

SHOUTS

LOUDEST CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

full particulars from North London’s largest
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095

■ Although Granville Products are
sold at the

lowest prices in

Great Britain, quality is maintained at
the highest possible standard.

We

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation than by any other means.

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

BELL. — Cine Nizo 9.5-mm. Model F, slow motion*
PATHE Motocamera de luxe, 9.5-mm., fitted with

Meyer Plasmat f/1.5 lens, Meyer Telephoto
anastigmat f/3, 4x
mag., in interchangeable
mounts, also matched finder for Telephoto lens,
Roth prism finder and film examiner, 2 filters
for lenses 5 x and 2 x ; all in solid leather case ;
whole outfit practically new condition, 35 guineas ;
approval deposit. — L. W. Gredy, 168, St. George’s
Rd., Bolton.
[9227

&

CAMERA

IOF THE MIDLANDS
See our windows.

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA

WANTED

PROVE

to your

THE
320,

CAMERA
Vauxhall

(Opposite

New

Victoria

ruN
battery

or apparatus

FREE

Pressmen

PAPERS
OF

ALL

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,

•J Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

and CARDS

GRADES

ON

post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
2d.
— Lancaster,
Parade,
ENLARGERS.
of
parts
for
own
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

SLIDES

Trade.

BEST Results from Films, Prints, etc. ; list PE.

— Flatters & Garnett, Ltd., 309, Oxford Rd.,
Manchester.
[0096

APPLICATION

| PHOTOGRAPHS

This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind.
State surface, grade, etc.

Enquiries lor samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

WANTED

|

WANTED. — Winter Landscapes (not snow scenes),
T t and objects of interest, taken within 50
miles of Manchester. — V. Shaw, 300, Manchester
Rd., Timperley, Cheshire.
[9194

ACCESSORIES

ROLLEIFLEX (6 x 6) Tan Leather Case, velvet

lined, 8/- ; T.-P. Pattern }-pl. F.P.A., 3/-.Spencer, Altofts (see “ Camera ” adverts.). [9204

Telegrams

30

: “ Granville,

Leamington.”

YOU

Fbone

CAN

847.

DEAL

windows,
30/-.— Dark-room,
Partridge, 106,
ADAMS’
Portable
ruby Landsdowne
and [9213
pan.
Rd., E.8.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

S.W.l

Victoria

2977.

INFALLIBLE
NONELECTRIC

needed.

and Professionals

'17'ERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size
v negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
.
GERS
diffused
mercury
vapour illumination.
JgNLARor

LANTERN

Phone:

BULBS
Each

one

self-contained.

DEPOSIT

.* send for samples

& CO., 45, NEWINGTON

IT

SAMPLES

Cinema .)

CO.

VICTORIA,

Full power 200,000 C.P. 1/- each, 1 O/- doz.
Double power size .... 1/6
,,
15/,f
Convenient Holder and Silver Reflector, 1 /9

Trade.

of

Rd.,

FLASHLIGHT
No

ANCASTER

SATISFACTION

CASH

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

in polished mahogany box. Plate carrier,
beautiful condition, 15/-. — Spencer, Altofts (see
“ Camera ” adverts.).
[9205

own

for

Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.

— Staite, 1, Light
Lane, good
Coventry.
[9155
6 -IN.offers.Photography
Condenser,
condition,

★

6670.

Q.P.O.)

PAIR of Lancaster’s 5i-in. Condensers, mounted
*

BIRMINGHAM
Phone : MID

(Opposite

sundries for above ; would exchange for good
late model 3 or 4 valve All-mains Wireless Set ;
approval both ways. — Tomlinson, 32, Easterly
Crescent, Leeds, 8, Yorks.
[9153

RELIABLE

Photographic Chemists

SQUARE,

mahogany,
and condition
111
ORpolished
Sale. — T.-P.
Special like
Rubynew,Enlarger,
electric,
perfect ; also two Cameras, tripods and complete

ARE

EXCHANGE

Second-hand and demonstration
models at bargain prices !

BELL

ENLARGERS

17, 1934

CAMERAS— PROJECTORS— SCREENS

trick, f/2.8 ; new condition, £9/15.-45,
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9181

LANTERNS

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

SYSTEM .

and terms.

BUTTS,

S.E.ll

January

THE

17, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

ACCESSORIES

LEITZ Leather Ca3e for Leica, range-finder and

chargers, as new, 10/- ; Range-finder, 12/6 ;
Case Level, 3/6 ; Photoclip Self-timer, 3/6. —
Ross, Rogate, Oaks Avenue, Worcester Park. Surrey.

ENLARGEMENTS

Trade.

Trade.
/O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — -Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21, I/O DOZEN, lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Postcards,
Haddington

Place, Leith Walk.

Please call.

to 7 ; Wednesday,
R ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each.— Below.
Rd.
Prices
less
postage
to
callers.
R ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood POSTCARD
mounted
Enlargement
from
9
to
7
;
Wedhe3day,
1
;
please
call.
FREE
for
every
7/6
spent
with your
ns, onenegative
8^x61 ;
R
ALTON,
Manchester,
99,
London
Rd.
Hours,
BELLOWS.—
All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
eamera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 81x6£10d.,
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
[9214

_
Trade.

K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
Send

Limb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l
cash,Apparatus,
exchange, 87,
instalments
; Cameras,
Lenses, ;
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Po30graph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

miscellaneous

AMATEUR requires use dark-room and enlarger,

Sundays and occasional evenings ; small
remuneration. — Rhodes, 54, Plimsoll Rd., London,
N.4.
[9196

for price list.

Orders

dispatched

per return.

K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

K ALTON, Glasgow, 409 i, Argyle St. Prices les3 2D.quantity,
any
, [0094
Enlargements
Superior
glossy or P.C.
semi-matt.
— Allens,
168,
Rd., Manchester, 4.
K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double- weight, white Oldham Each,
Printing,
Postcard
Quality,
ENTS
Peter¬
Sawtry,
Slater,
listof free.—
etc. ; price
ENLARGEM
h.
oug
[4423
bor
postage to callers.

and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
R
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;

BEAUTIFULLY Coloured, Artist Finished Whole-

plate Enlargements, highest grade only ;
15X12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; send negative, colour details, P.O. 3/-. — Colour
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ; Studies, 179, Elm Grove, Southsea. Trade
d.
[9170
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2£ 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6. enquiries invite

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

MATERIALS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Trade.

double-weight
R
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ; ry( / PER
40/- perPostcards
1,000, including
title,
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
ATTWOOD
PHOTO
WORKS,
Hadleigh,
special cheap
lines,
reliable
quality,Essex,
post
2/- gross,
12-gross
R ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy, for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.
R
ALTON
Paper,
3£x2i Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 l|x2i,
gross ; 1/6
4ix2£gross
and;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3Jx2J
ALL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
ATTWOOD
Plate3
:
Postcard,
2/dozen,
6
dozen
10/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 1/6 dozen,
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/-. 36 sheets, 4tx3i 1/3, 51x2+ 1/8; write for lists; see also
6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.
Trade.

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

ATTWOOD Chloro-Bromide, linen surface : 1-pl.
ATTWOOD Bromide Paper and Cardette, normal K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards, K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
1/6, whole-plate

2/6, 12x10

and vigorous, glossy,
4/- ; whole-plate 7/6.

5/- 36

satin, matt :

first quality, normal and
50 1/6, 100 2/3, 1,000 17/6.

sheets.

i-pl.

vigorous : 25 1/-,

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

weight, 10X8, 36 sheets 3/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

REPAIRERS

1/1-pl., 2/6;

■ Trade.

[0057

K ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, ;backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ; REPAIRS
ATTWOOD
600; H.i-pl.,& D.2/3: backed
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Cameras,
focal-plane
a Postcard, Flat
2/- Films,
dozen, superfine,
6 dozen 10/Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Lantern
Plates,
3
dozen
5/-.
dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
Films,; 3ix21,
first quality,
8 exposures
ATTWOOD
Gaslight1/3 Paper,
l|X2i, Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 2ix4i,
12/- ;;
3ix2i, normal,
gross ; glossy
vigorous,and
1/6 satin
gross. : K ALTON
undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
6 exposures : 3ix4i, 18/- ; 5ix3i, 21/-.
BOWEN’S
CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
ATTWOOD
for
i-pl.
prints,
with linedMounts,
centre 10x8
and grey
plate-sunk
: 24white
2/-, K ALTON
Film
Packs,
H.
&
D.
350,
3ix2£,
3
packs 5/3 ; i-pl., 3 packs 8/6.
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
[0062
R ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 4: i-pl.,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H. Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ; Gamages). Holborn 3126.
etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
;-Postcards,
we pay postage
; i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates,
Papers,
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
R ALTON
Film, super11/-fast,dozen.
H. & D. 2700, in I TUITION. BOOKS, etc.
3£x2i,Roll
8-exposure,
ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
:Bromide,
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and
vigor¬
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
their photographs
should
write immediately
Photographers
interested
in selling
WE lowest
offeretc.the;pricesHighest
QualityPapers,
MaterialsPostcards,
at[0009
the AMATEUR
normal;
all surfaces;
72 sheets,
: Plates,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2i,
Paper, 1/3vigorous
and Mounts,
for free prospectus
; no
World’s
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
catalogue free ; established 22 Photographic
Trade.

2/- gross ; 4Jx2£ and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

years. — City Photo Works,

Southport.

[0002

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) : PHOTOGRAPHIC Materials. — Every photographer
ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic
3ix2i 2/6 single gross ; quantity rate to
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.
700 H. & D., 3i x 2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/9 dozen,
8 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

in his own interest should send for my 1934
Money-saving Lists ; Roll Films, Plates, Papers,
Mounts, Folders, Chemicals, etc. ; fresh and
reliable goods only at keenest possible prices ;
established
1917. — Brighton.
E. Kimber (“ Old Eddie[9163
”),
61,
Grand Parade,

Chadwell

Heath, Essex.

\

[9061

RETOUCHING

|

Trade.

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬
cuted. — Miss Lamb,

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[0092
[5386

THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
TELLS YOU HOW
PHOTOGRAPHS

TO TURN

INTO

MONEY!

Your camera can be something more than a mere pleasurable
pastime ... it can be a perpetual source of additional income.
Under the personal tuition of Mr. C. Allen Elliott, who has made
a life-long study of the photographic profession, you can quickly
attain a hieh deeTee of efficiency. Write to him to-day.

POST

THIS

COUPON

Mr. C. Allen Elliott, Britisn School
Haymarket, London, S.W.l.
Please

send

your

free book,

TODAY

of Pnotograpny,

“Photography

for

Ltd., 53/4,
Profit

and

Pleasure,” to :—
Name .
Address

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

.

DEPOSIT

*.

AP

5

SYSTEM.

31

THE

Cine

Focal
4.5x6

Pathg Duplex Silver and
Gold Screen, 20x30 in. Good
condition.

Cost 17s.

Drem

Cinemeter.

Cine

Kodacolor

List 305

6d.

As new.

9.5-mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.5
Fair

9.5-mm.

£1:5:0

Coronet

Camera,

drive, f/3.9 lens.

Models

motor,

B, BB

f/3.5 lens, case.

and

16-mm.

lens.

Good

claw.

Fair

Cost £6 15s.

cm. Voigtlander, 18-

cm. Heliar f/4.5, double ex¬
Good condition
tension,
3 D.D.£10:15:0
slides, case.

Projector,
7.

9.5-mm.

Pathe

Projector,
drive, dual

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera
de Luxe, f/3.5 lens. As new.
List £.0 .os.
£0:15:0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo
Enlarger, up to 33x2!. As

.

A s new.

List

£24

£ Q
Q .
U
*0.0.

10-in. Wray

with iris. Good

31x21
Agfa
layed
Compur,

£15:0:0

16-mm. Bell-Howell J.L.
Projector, 400-watt, case. As

1 A

XUS*

Du«

61-in. Goerz Anastigmat f 6.8,

condition

A, for

63x43

Ross

Ensign de Luxe B, 83-in.

Xpres

f/4.5, 3

D.D.

r5S3ezos'4s.."^..Us.t £23:0:0
4ix3‘,
Adams’
Model
A, 6-in.
RossMinex
Xpres Latest
f/4.5,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, time
release, case. As CO'7.1fl.n
new.

List £61...

Good

.3,
sfa/6r
Tsses
Zei

FILMS
FOR
HIRE

Voigtlander Alpine,
Go41odx 31
condition
£4
triple extension,
13-cm.
Con¬
:18:
6
vertible Collinear f/6.8, Com¬
pound 1 to 1 /250th sec., rise
and cross, 3 slides, case.

back,
D.D. slides,
case. 3CQC.n.H

33x23 Newman & Guardia
leather
C.A
Sibyl,
Zeisscase.
Tessar £Q.i
f/4.5, 6 slides,

XvxJ.U.U

Cost £82 1 os.

Good

conditim

*0.10.11

.

P i # C # A
II

• J

• U

Good
.

PO.I

C.A

**i.ltJ.U

83-in. Dallmeyer Portrait
2B,ir f/3, in diffusion mount,
Fa

ndition £4List £15.
covers co33x23.
:15:0

12-in. Dallmeyer Dallon TeleGood cmdition.

Ll
pnoto4t
f/5.6.
£l4
for

£6:15:0

12-in. Dallmeyer New Large
Adon, Telephoto f/4.5, covers

£l4
3-pl. 1
Very
List
05good condition.
£8:5:0

10s. per day or 15$. per week¬
A
Cn,t.

mou

“THE

.
IJ
1
0. O.

£ Ig
in
uss
foc ..
in

£2

AMATEUR

U

ly
lmDea

Dal

.
10s on.

5.6,onditi
1 c
0

od
phGotoo List

MENTION

3x2 Cocarette, f/4.9 Zeiss
lT\o
s. Ust £4:5:0
Tessar, Compur.
Good confiion: . . . ,Cost £4:17:6
Good condition. C
1 7*fi
3*1 x 2 J No. 6 Carbine,
f/4-5
Aldis,
Compur, rising front.
condition
. Cost £5
:5:0
31x21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4-5
• *U
Zeiss
I*4** 1 front,
10s. . . . rising
Cost £9 Tessar,
Compur,

43x
ter.

plate

List £l5 55

21
la Kodak
Special,
A s No.
new.
£ C .1
C .A
Kodamatic

shut¬

£9:15:0

Elmar.

cm. Summum,

fi J

UU.
is*
Expos
ure
Film-p
Kodak
Postc
?ae„v
ardMeter
ack
kelop
ing
4s.
6d.

(33x33
ternAutomatic
Slide CarC in.) £?Lan¬
J
rier .
US* UCt •
3’f x e,0Pi
2} Kodak
Film-pack
?anVk
ng 5s.
6d.

Tank
Whole-plate
Sands
Automatic
Masking
Q

CINE

OU.
Hunter
AJ

“*":Th? 10s. 6d
Printing
Frame..
vS. Adapter
UU..
9x12 cm.
Film-pack
and

3

Slides, for Etui. As

Slide Rule, i O

DEMONSTRATION

C J

electricians..

Lios Exposure JLfc<o*
Meter. UU«
Fair

ROOMS

The rebuilding and extension of
premises at this address have just been
completed and we now have larger
rooms for demonstrating new and
second-hand cine apparatus.

WHEN

As

brand

new.

List

Rolleiflex

rising front,

£4:15:0

”

range finder.

ust £22 ios.
£16:10:0
Tessar, case. £10,1
C.A

Ditto x10‘7cm: 5s. 6d.

pair 8.5-cm. Krauss Zeiss Tessars
f/4.5, speeds b to i/isoth sec. and
time, changing-box and slides. Fair

condition .

f/3.5 Elmar,

23x23

Rolleiflex,

f/3. 8 Zeiss

*14*.lu.W
condition
Good
23x23
Automatic Rolleiflex,

Pilot Folding, f/2.8,

PHOTOGRAPHER

Good

£2
5
£19III,
:10:0
Leica Camera
f/3-5

ZeissSundries
Diaphot 4

automatic

6x13

back.

3x4 cm.
Zeiss*«J.l«J.O
Ikon
pur.
new.
. O Baby
. fi
6d. CR
List£i3A s17s.

able

ing Frame
ds* uu.
Developing C
fiJ
Postcard Dalian Film-pack

*7 . fi

As

Good condit
ion. £8:17:6
£9:17:6
£Zd%T..Ust
Leica

against cash or C.O.D .
Deferred terms on application.

Ensign Focal-plane, f/4.5

cm.

Compur.

3J x 21 Dallmeyer Pentac,
f/2.9 Pentac, Compur. Good

Stereoscopic

£0

anastigmat,

*0 . * • O
2S. 6d.
£I45
S £7:10:0

Postcard Transposing Stereo¬
scopic Print- C_
CJ

condition.

List
£3on.
*1.11.0
sures
roll
film,
f/3.5
3x4
cm.V.P.
Korelle,
16 expo¬

List £8
33x23 Double Extension
Cocarette, with Zeiss range¬

List£2
film1changing.
As :0
new.
£16:10

Good

Good
condition.
33x23
Pocket £1.1
Kodak, 7.
f/6.3
ft
anastigmat. Kodex shutter.

finder, 3/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
screen. Good condition. Cost

W.1

Aldis Uno. also Dallmeyer Popular
Telephoto f/6.5, leather case. Good
condition.
List
£0.1 C.A

3x4

condi-

Ikonta, f/3.5 anastigmat, Com¬

7-in. Meyer 100° Wide-Angle
Anastigmat 19, covers io x 8 in.

£1;15;0

Good

Leica Camera I, interchange¬

Roll Film
Reflex
33x23

£1:12:6

speeds, T. and B.

f/4.5 Kodak,

xo.lO.U
15s .
£15
33x23
Ensign Focal-plane, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, case. Good condition.

condition

“ Air Force at Sea.”
“ News Reel.”
“ Felix.”
“ Mickey Mouse.” Walt

PLEASE

direct finder, 6 slides,
adapter, case.
Fair

111-in. Kershaw Soft-Focus
new.
Lens List£35s.
f 5.6, with flange. As

in Compur.

end.

condition
.
Compound
1£4
to i/30oth
0
T. and B., :1
rise0:
and

f/4.5,
sec.,
cross,
F.P.

XXI.IU.U

43/ 33 Triple Extension Folding
Adams’ Minex, 63-in. Ross Xpres

f/4.5, revolving
F.P.
adapter,

Cost
£ 10cm. Xu.lD.U
4.5x6
Voigtlander,
double extension, 8-cm. Heliar

slides,

£75;0;0

16-mm. Cinfc Programme
Hire, comprising :—

Standard,
f/4.5
Agfa,de¬3

slides,
F.P. adapter,
case.
Good condition.
CQ.I C.H

Cost
£ 20 .
Xll.ltJ*U
As 51new.
x 31 List
Marion
7l-in. Ross
£45Soho,
£16:10:0
Xpres f/4.5, 6 D.D. slides and case.

Good

tension,
back,double
6 slides,
5£x3£ plate
Carbine,
ex¬
screen, f/7.7 anastigmat, seven

3 D.D.
slides, F.P. fadapter,
case.
Good
condition,
1 1 ,1 C.H

R.R. Lens f/8,

conditim .
in Compur.

Kodacolor, 200-watt. Good
Cost £29:
10:0

32

Tessar,
D.D. slide, F.P. adapter,
™n.Goodco
ndi:
£10:15:0

Lenses

Kodascope C, 2-in.

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo
75, f/3 .5 lens, case. As new.

400-ft.
200-ft.
100-ft.
100-ft.
Disney.

case.

Mentor Bijou, f/4.5 Zeiss

Any item sent on five days' approval
Generous exchange allowance ....

lens, resistance to 250 volts.
Good condition. PI A 4 A. A
Cost £18 1 8s. X1U.1U.U

List £1.5

31x21

London,

case.

Kodascope

adapter,

Kodak,

3-speed.

condition
lO«D
Good co.
nditioSanderson,
5x4 Regular
n £2:7 wide
:6
angle rack, 61-in. Cooke f/6.5,
speeds 1 to i/iooth sec., 2
D.D. slides, leather case.

28 OLD BOND $T.

16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo
S.10 Camera, f/2.7 Tessar,

new.

3 slides, F.P.

Dt.condi!ion:..Cost £8:15:0

f/3.5 lens.

C '7. 17.fi
X I • 1 I •U

16-mm.

XU*1.U*U

Autographic

tion

1750.

Good condition.
Cost £25 .

Cost£35

.

5tx31

f/6.3 anastigmat,

B., 12.5-cm.
Dagor f/6.8,
3and
slides.
Fair C1,1Q#C

ESTD.

£.r.o,.Li.st
£6:17:6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak
B, por¬

16-mm.

condition

4.5 <6 cm. Folding Ernoflex, f/3.5

sec., T.

a itch! SON

Cfi.1 ET.ft
IU.1U.U

trait attachment,

Good

F.P. adapter.

1 /300th

DQLLpND

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Eight,
Model 20, f/3.5 lens. As
new.
List
£9 17s. 6d .

31 x 2} Auto. Graflex Junior, f/4.5

Kodak,

1 to

CLEARANCE SALE

£4:10:0

single claw, motor
resistance. Fair
condition .

Koilos

Our annual sale prices are below present
values and cannot be repeated.

g

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera
Model 8, f/3.5 lens. As new.

List £6

Sl.lO.U

As new.

condition.

£3;

cond it ion .

£1:5:0

Roll Film

9x12 cm. Ernemann Double
Extension, rise and cross,

Cooke,

4.5 x 6 cm. T.-P. Bijou, f/2.5 Cooke,

latest,

Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, case.
Cost
£36 7s 6d As £1C.A.A
brand new .

Cost

£2:10:0

Path6

9.5-mm.

double

Anschutz,

4.5 < 6 cm. Deckrulio, 8-crn.

B, f 6.5

condition.

£l8,8s

3} Goerz

15-cm. Dogmar f/3.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter. Fair

9x12

Fair

CO.I n . n
la.XU.U

Cine-Kodak

£7:17:6

18s. .

43

Cost £39 12s. 6d.

Bell-Howell Photometer, in
As new.
List £5 15s..

4.5 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed,

£18

f/4.5
£4*1

17, 1934

condition .

Plate

F.P.
adapter.
3.1x21
Grafiex
B,
Good

Ernon,

cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, case.
Fair condition.

£1:17:6

rase.

£6:15:0

g*?.
“ Ernemann,
£9:17:6
10 15 cm.
16.5-

£3Ils.nOT-..List
£1:10:0
9.5-mm. Pathe Camera, Camo
conditim .

f/3.5

Fair

"'0’
.'-...L"t £1Filters,
:10:0for
Cin6 Kodacolor
Cine-Kodak

cm. Ernemann,

f/2.9 Pentac, F.P. adapter,
case. Good condition. List

condition.

Rigid Oak Frame Silver
Screen, 40x30 £1 . 7 . ft
in. As new. . . *1 • I • LI
motor

f/4.5

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

Reflex

Zeiss Tessar, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Fair condition. Cost

Model B.
/Is C 1 . 9 . fi
new. List £2 5s. II .«• D

leas, case.

cm. Ernemann,

4.5x6

PHOTOGRAPHER

Plane

Dogmar, 3 slides and F.P.
adapter. Fair
CC.A.A
condition .

17s.
6d.for
Filter

Cost£5

AMATEUR

r1s.!0":.Co5t 12s. 6d.
conSolid
Folding Shew
ditionMahogany
. 15
s. Od.
Tripod, heavy

type, 30 in.

closed, 60 in. open,
in canvas

complete

carrying-case.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Good

f/3. 8

Zeiss Tessar.

As

new.

★
SPOT
CASH
FOR
LEICA
Cameras

ROLLEIFLEX
Cameras
and

ZEISS
BINOCULARS

ADVERTISERS.

January

THE

17, 1934

MARVELLOUS
-min .

. . .. .. . .. .

PHOTOGRAPHER

co

ADVERTISEMENTS
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HURRY

FOR

7

Ill 1 mu

YOUR

3 CASH

II

THESE

II

HEATONS

THE

OF

STUPENDOUS

VALUE

—

OF

RAREST

THE

BARGAIN

8
—
—

11m

GREAT

SALE

BARGAINS

VALUE.

BE

LOTS FROM

THESE

ITEMS

DOES

NOT

YOU

IN

EVER

FIRST — ORDERS

BOND

PERMIT

OF

CAME

Clll I
lUILL

p AQU
UrlOn

IN

STRICT

iris mount,

f/3 .

ROTATION.

ST,!

16 RECORD OFFERS

TERMS

FROM

EASY

extension, rising and cross front. AldisButeher f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to
1 /250th sec., black case, 5 slides and F.l\
adapt er .
Cost £8 15s.

OF ANY 9 — No. 2 Ensignette de Luxe, T.T.
ITEM IN THIS LOT Conkc le"s'

W

ACROSS!

BERKELEY

8— Goerz Dagor Anastigmat Lens 180-mm.
7j.jn. focus, f/6.8, in standard iris mount.

1
—

W

CO
CO

TREATED

a/VA/V'\A/AA//\A/AA//\A/A/\//\/Va/V,\/V/AA/A/V'\A/A/Va/\/A/Va/Va/Va/V'>/VV\^^
4
TL|E
•

5^3

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 1 11 1 11 1 1II 11 1 1 11 1 11 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 11 II 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r;

ARE

SHARE

PURSES, j*--

.

BARGAIN

—
—

3

OFFERS FOR SLENDER

in .

WALLACE

<c

THE

. .. . .

AMATEUR

OR

Cost. £12 10s.

STREET

FOR CASH
EASY PAYMENTS

—Wray f/4.5 lens, 7-speed shutter. Cost €0 On.
20
Sens, 2-speed shutter .
Cost £3 1 0s.
£5
. . .C
or sh
no len
fr
ri
1— Postcard lea Nixe Roll Film Camera, Zeiss double
si
ut
on
os
s
ng
te
t,
j-p
70 A or si
16
Amatar Convertible lens f/6.8, Compur shutter, double
ca
Co
£6 10
t
23—
Postcard
Kodak Special,
r. rising front,
s.
mi
st
l.
-m
me
la
extension, plate back. Cost £15 .
£6 19 6
Goerz
Dagor f '6.8 anastigmat lens , Compound
m.
ra
Fo
l/3
sp
sh
len
f/6
Te
r
l
.
u
e
ss
d
r
.
s
A
f
c
a
r
e
in 1 to 1 /200th sec .
d
3s
ebs,
shutter.
Cost £14 10s.
ld
is
ro
ro
a/r
xt
nd
ch eds
ctatser
to l
g
ec.
la
is
i
nt
1
an
Pl
e,
ck
,
3
3, sl
shss
le ng 3Un ens f/
£16
.
for 12 5p0lta
giCos
a
f/4.5
anastigmat
lens,
Compur
shutter,
F.P.
adapter.
ns
ut Cost £4 i2d10s.
ngt
sp
thes
o io 7.7
in iris mountte.
Cost £3 17s. 6d.
e1s
Cost £8 8s .
£3 17 6
-b
,
n,
te
Ca
ee
. 6
ox
me
r.
d
-i
o,
n.
len
f/
Ap
sel -e
Ca
central
focussing,
tan
case.
Cost
£11
10s.
sec
to 1/ 00
l/dou
sh
DAi
6
re
la
f
me
s,
1
lodm
ut
10 bl
8
ct 3 slides,
.
na F.P. .adapter.
ra
6-speed
shutter,
Cost th£3 10s.
in
te
i
th e
as
len
f
5 3 D.D
sli
Sho
onl
Cos
£50 8s.
t Cost £4 10s.
,
tiA
*
g,
r,
£3 <2
Co
s /3. ,
t
des
p-s
.
y.
c na
£27
10 0
.
st
oil
1
st rising and cross front. Dagor
ed
extension,
Go
ig
er
£7 2s.
.C
at
Mo
le
fj 3.
m
for
16-mm.
cin£
cameras
.
Cost
£8
8s.
centric
lens
f/6.3.
Kodamat.ic
shutter,
leather
case.
Splendid
f/6.8 z
lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
at
os
ns
5
ta
tr
t
,
R
ch
ix
L
condition. Cost £18 5s .
£8 17 6
ol 3 single
tan case.
slides, F.P. adapter.
en
me
1
l
s,
nt 0
Cost £10 10s.
Fi
f/6.8 lens. Compound shutter,
1 An
to 1,100th
.
tension. rising and cross front, f '<5.8 lens.
in
lm
sc £8 15s.
3-speed shutter, 3 slides .
Cost24 £3 3s.
sec., purse and 7 slides .
Cost
shutter. New condition. Cost £5 12s. 6d .
£2 17 6
Ca
o
11
17
Postcard
Kodak,
rising
and
cross
Z
m
3}
f/6.8 Deteotif Aplanat
od
er lens, 3-speed shutter,
2
Da
el
x2
a, A. Cost. £4 17s. 6d.
front. Ross Homocentr'c f/0.8 lens.
6— la Icarette Roll Film Camera, Novar anastigmat
25 Acme
31
direct-vision finder, F.P.
la
l
}
shlme
21 lens f/6.8, in good condition. Cost £8 19s .
3le
an
f/
shutter, l to 1 /300th sec .
Cost £10Ve 10s. r f
£3 7 6
— 3-in. f'2 Goerz Photomaton Lens,
R
u
n
s
6.
4
Z
a
y
o
Cost
£3
o
t
s
]>
.5
s
st
del
ll
teer
.
3
ee
26 £5 t5s.
18 8
Monocular, and case. .Cost
15
r. 1ig
Po
Kverset shutter.
Pla
d
Fi
-c
in
ck 5-speed.
ma
te
<2
19
10
.S
lm Six-20 Kodak Junior, f 6.3 anastigmat
et
t
Cam
29 m. Euryplan
f 5.6 Anastigmat Lens, 8-in. 3
1
£1
17 6
L
/
e
K
e
1.
Raphir f/6.3 lenses, speeded shutter. FCost
£25
lens F.
Cost £2 1 1
ra,
od
ns
focus,
sunk
mount .
Cost £5 10s,
ol
ol
31
9L
5
,6
ak
di
do
x 2
di
cm
en
-in
ng
£5 19 6
1 70- D Filmo Camera.ubleCost £8 17s. Od .
.
ng
Sp
s,
13
,
.f
lea
Vo
ec
e
Ca
fo
x
o
t
ia
ig7— Coronet
ens
cu
Fol
r
Cine
me
14 Go
4
l,
27
s, Projector, for 91
ion
t
din
e
o Beck Filf 7.7 Isostigmar, old-type
f' .
3a
for l110
volts
Cost £2 15s.
an
sector
, Zo
g
5.
mo
No rz 1
Pl
double extension.
Acme fully-speeded
and geared shutter,
Ko
41 £10
Re
de
6l
de
ashutter.
da
2 D. slides .
Cost
.
te
0
rA
lax
en
ex, case. Cost £12 10sl.
£3 17 6
k F.P. adapter fland
vu
,d
6
1
s,
S
Pe
p
Z
s
eci
eis
revolving back,
rising front, f/8 R.R. lens, 5
cm
,
Po
15
rn
4—oubModel B
Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 lens.
a
s
d
10
-31
2‘.
Nagel
Folding
Plate
Camera,
Nagel f/4.5
.
l
N
le
, r
ou
Tri
ck
o.
o
Cost £18 18s. E also f '18 5-in.
ang
b wide-angle lens on circular
Da
ota shutter, double extension. 6
rn
et x Pr
3
anastigmat
e-f lens. Compur
r a
front
panel, 5 le D. slides and tripod, stiff
ll
Ko
is
em
K
ind
nas £13 10s .
Shop-soiled
only. Cost
£9 17 0
od
dslides.
me
m
16
an case (can be adapted to A -pi). Cost £20.
ak
er.
cloth
tig
ye
ak Bin extension, rising and cross front, Aldis
nP
foc
Ser
mat
rf
oc
J,
uss
la
ies
pi
3.
f/
u
ing
te le
£7 2s
Co
mo
Pa
Tr
.Z
5
6. f l7.7
ar anastigmat lens, fully-speeded shutter,
III
*2
double
metal
slides,
F.P.
adapter,
solid
leather
case.
New
,
.
C
n
s
i
t
t
2
R
od
s, l/100th sec., tan case, 2 slides, F.P.
3-speed shutter .
.Cost - £4 10s. 3 1 to
ams.
a10
condition. ,Cost
£29 10 0
he
or
Junior,
R.R.t lens.
in
le
Ko £51 1 2s. 0dcs.
s
na -Six-20
el
er Kodak
x
ns
..
Ho
da
.L
adapter
.
Cost £6 10s.
r
Fo
a,
£1 17s. 6d. 3a
.
mo
r
.Cost
en
ld
¬
Ko
len
.
to 15 x 12. rising, falling, tilting and
rotating
s
11 No. 3 Compound Shutter, speeds from
in
da
s
,s
8 Cost £2 15s.
k,
gP £3 10s.
N. A- G. reflex, focussing fmount,
hood and cap. Cost £15 15s.
/7.
ui
1 to 1 /100th sec .
Cost £4 4s.
movements, glass-fronted .
Cost
la
R.
7A
9,
ta
te
£7 17 6
R.
bl
Ko
4*\A^AA^A/U'\/V^A/'\/UA/UA/>j'\/U'V/V'\A^/U'\/Uv/U'\/\y'\/V'\/UA/U'\/U/\A/^V
,d
in
de
5
e
len 16-mm. Victor Cine Camera,
13
turret head, normal,
6.3
ou
.
x
s
F
f4
bl
ie
an
half andandsuper speeds, 1-in. f/3. 5 Dallmeyer lens in focussing
9
as
e
ld
Da
ti
ex
bl £55 .
lens,
speeds
1
/25th
to
1/lOOth
sec.,
rising
mount.
Cost
£29
10 0
l
lens,
7-speed
shutter
.
Cost
£3
17s.
6d.
J
O
gm
l
ac
¬
ut
p
me
at
9
k
fi
and cross front, double extension, F.P. l. K
ye
ca
t,
3
r T 9 12 Sirene
li
Pa
se Plate Camera, Novar anastigmat f/6.8’
14
do adapter .
ma
Cost £3 3s.
el
. £4 10s .
th
1F.P.
adapter.
Cost
.
£1
10
0
x
u
e
C
ph
os
bl 29 — i-pl. Klimax Folding Plate, f/7.7
co
pl
Ca
e
ot
t
pe
me
.D
ee
oL
£
shutter, brilliant finder .
Cost 9£2
15s.
,
1
r15
Aldis
Uno lens, fully-speeded shutter, double
xt
ou
a, — /-pL Sanderson
Zei
Roll6 1Film
Camera, triple extensionen
0s.
en
s,Goerz Convertible
ss
bl
17 la Tropical Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis mmUno
extension,
rising and cross front, leather
f
all
movements,
anastigmat
lens
/
6.8/
si
an leather case. Cost £25. ... £2 19 6
.C
e
Unicum6.5shutter and
d
£2 10
. . .C
sh Ex
2le
fc
case, 2onslides, and F.P. adapter. .Cost £3 3s.
anastigmat lens, 6-speed shutter.
Co
i
fil
,
ns
s.
os
ig
ut te
ok
sp
11
Cost £5 10s.ne
ter
,
e
t
ma
te
ee
n
16 la Pocket
17s. 6d.
Ca
, f lens. Cost £2 2s anKodak, single
r. si sec., brilliant
Cost £2 32s.
d to l/200th
1
liens,t speeds 1/ 1 0th
or
as
me
oFn
ti
tinder .
2-speed shutter .
Cost £2 17s. 6d.
ie Cost £3 10s.
ra 31 Pathe Hand-turned Cine Camera, 21 N
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MAYFAIR
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I'nn-

square

end

model .

39—

No.

4

Cost

£2 2s.

Kodak, R.R. lens
Cost £5 10s.
40 1-pl. Folding Plate Klito, f 8 R.R.
lens. 3-speed shutter, 7 slides. .Cost £2 10s.
41 — 21 Square Ernemann
Roll Film
Folding, f/4.5 lens, shutter speeded 1 to
1 /200th sec., rising front. . .Cost £4 10s.
42 Small Opera Glass, central focussing,
in purse .
Cost £2 10s.
43 No. 4 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, 31 2{
Achro

buying

Cartridge

lens. Synchro

shutter.

.Cost

£l

15s.

ONE-NINTH

Gets Your CHOICE!

47 BERKELEY
PICCADILLY,
TELEPHONE

: GROS.

LTD.
PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

offered.

added if

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight
in advance some of these second-hand items may be sold
already, but similar outfits are usually available.

*

”

ever

9 monthly payments only 5%
over £5.

ST., W.1
* *

DOWN

guides

CORRESPONDING
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ADVERTISERS .

.'>891.

ST.
W.l

January

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

\W

Every

picture

album

will be

if you
negati
MADE

IN

Printed

ENGLAND

in your
perfect

always print your
ves on

by ILFORD

for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

LIMITED

Limited,

: ILFORD

Dorset

House,

: LONDON

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

17, 1934

AMATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER
&l

The

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

with

a Cameras
No. 2359.

January 24th, 1934.

Perfect workmanship throughout. Focal plane shutter.
(Speeds 1/25 to 1/500th sec. and Time.) Leather covered
mahogany body. Takes 2]X 3; (Size 20) standard roll film.
Size 6$x6|x4£ in. Weight 50, ounces.

With ENSAR
Ensign

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the U.K.

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT.

£6.17.6

Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.l

THE
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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24,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

WINNING
PICTURE
of the

COW & GATE* 1933
PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

taken on
Photograph by R. V. ROBERTS

VERICHROME
KODAK

LIMITED,
PLEASE

MENTION

KODAK

“ THE

AMATEUR

HOUSE,
PHOTOGRAPHER

KINGSWAY,
”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

FILM
LONDON,
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

W.C.2
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THE

1934

AMATEUR
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ADVERTISEMENTS

HOME MOVIE l THIS
FOR
APPARATUS

PICTURE SPEAKS
THE ACCURACY

AT

of the

Reduced Prices
CINE CAMERAS

AND

PROJECTORS

9.5-mm. Pathescope Home Cine Projector, double-rlaw. Nice condition £4 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Alpha Cine Projector, complete in carrving-case with resistance,
flex, etc .
£7 10 0

(Rolleiflex

16-mm. Bolex Projector, complete with resistance, 100-watts, with gate, sprocket
for using 9.5-mm .
£9 17 6
18-mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen, 180-watts, complete with.resistance and carrvingcase. New condition. . .
£18 17 6
16-mm. Ensign 50 Silent Sixteen, complete with resistance .
£4 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathescope Lux Projector, complete with resistance. Condition as new
£16 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Double-claw Projector, condition as new. Up-to-date model
£5 5 0
9.5-mm. Coronet Projector, hand cranked .
£1 7 6
16-mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen, complete with resistance, carrying-case. Demontration model. As new .
£15 15 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with resistance .
£1 18 6
35-mm. Bell-Howell Eyemo, f/‘2.5 Cooke lens, Excellent condition and order,
16 to 24 pictures per second .
£45 0 0
16-mm. Cine-Kodak B, for 100-ft. film, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat. Good order
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign
leather case. Good

Auto-Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat
order and condition .

9.5-mm.

Cine-Nizo,

f/3.5 Hermagis,

16-mm.

Bell-Howell

Filmo

leather

case.

70a, f/3.5 Cooke

Good

lens, focussing mount,
£12 10 0
order

anastigmat.

aDd

condition

£8 10

Condition

as new

£22 10

0
0

9.5-mm. Cine-Nizo, f/2.8 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat. New condition. . £12 10 0
16-mm. Cine-Kodak B, f/1.9 Kodak anastigmat, in focussing mount. Condition
as new .
. .
.
£19 10 0
35-mm. Ica Kinecam, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, and f/6.3 Tele Tessar, both in focussing
mounts, standard model, clbckwork motor drive, automatic release with 30 sec.
delayed action, in case. Condition as new .
£25 10 0
16-mm.

Bolex, f/3.5 Hermagis

anastigmat

lens, carries 50-ft. reels of film £7 10

Hire-Purchase
NINE

EQUAL

Terms:

MONTHLY

3,?-in. Taylor-Hobson f/3.3 Tele Lens,
focussing mount .

0

PAYMENTS

for 16-mm.

16-mm. Victor Turret Head, with f/3.5 Dallmeyer
Perfect condition .

Cin6

Filmo,

anastigmat

Ensign,

etc., in
£7 10 0

lens, variable speeds.
£27 10 0

12-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto Lens, focussing mount, with matched finders
and struts for holding lens rigid on camera, in leather case .
£10 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto-Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, carries 100 or 50 ft. reels
in leather case. Good condition .
£10 17 6
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 T.T.H.
latest model .
and

resistance.

16-mm.

Condition

Kodascope

anastigmat

as new .

Model

C, bronze

£22

pattern, demonstration

16-mm. Cine-Kodak B, f/6.3 Kodak
order .

anastigmat

model.

lens, leather

10

0

condition
£14 17 6
case. Excellent
£4 17 6

been

hardly

presentable ; she

might have nearly lost her head,
but she was photographed with a
Rolleiflex and that made all the

New

difference !

Rolleiflex Parallax

16-mm. Agfa Movex, f/3.5 anastigmat lens , leather case. Condition as new £7 10 0
16-mm. Cine-Kodak B, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, leather case, carries 50 or 100 ft.
reels. Excellent condition .
£8 17 6

Compensation

16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, 1-in. f/1.5 Dallmeyer Speed, 4-in. Dallmeyer f/4.5
Telephoto lens, 2-in. f/1.9 Dallmeyer Speed, leather case .
£45 0 0
16-mm. Victor, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, in focussing, carries 50 and 100 ft.
reels, 8, 16, 64 pictures per sec. New condition .
£18 18 0
9.5-mm. Hand-cranked Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens. New condition
£12
6
16-mm. S10 Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, carries 33-ft. reel of film, smallest
16-mm. cir£ camera. Condition as new .
£10 17 6
16-mm. Agfa Movector Model C, high-intensity model, for use on voltages 110,
220 volts, complete in carrying-case .
£15 12 6

every time!

What you see on the

ground-glass

screen

You can ALWAYS

£

lens, clockwork motor,
£2 7 6

The lady in the picture might have

Do Better at

The Westminster S
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGE,

LTD.

V

119, Victoria St., S.W.1
VICTORIA

PLEASE

MENTION

REGent

“ THE

1360.

AMATEUR

get in
the

tops off your best negatives. The

With

adjustments, film wind and stops
are under immediate control.

With

f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar,

10:0

New Rolleiflex Prospectus is now ready — write to-day
for your copy, and name of nearest dealer, to the
SOLE

Amateur

Ci
nematographers.
Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

: O : O

£22:

IMPORTERS

:

R. F. HUNTER

of

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

£20

Rolleiflex is all-automatic ; speed

51 !

TEMple
7X65. Bar

62, Piccadilly, W.1

0669.

you

perfect detail — no chopping

Appointed an
Associate of
the Institute

d st.,
era House,9 oxfor
‘Cam
W-1
GERrard 1432.
24, Charing X Road, W.C.2

gives dead accuracy

”

LTD.

“CELFIX HOUSE ”
GRAY’S INN
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OUR MONSTER

Send at once for our “MONSTER”

SALE LIST

8 ONLY
ENSIGN

ZEISS IKON

‘SILENT SIXTEEN’
PROJECTORS

Focal-plane camera with f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat lens.
Makes instantaneous exposures in artificial light. Light
aluminium body. Bushed for tripod, micrometer focussing.
Large direct view-finder. Focal-plane, self-capping silent
shutter, l/20th to 1 '1,000th sec., leather covered, nickel
fittings, 3 single metal slides. Size 2-5/16ths x 1J in.

Shop-soiled models, but all in excellent
condition, motor drive with adjustable
resistance up to 250 volts, complete with
flex an<l plug fur use on ordinary house
lighting circuit, in travelling case.

With 100-watt lamp £11
(original price £26 5s.)

-17
■ ■ *

GENUINE T.-P. JUNIOR
RUBY REFLEX CAMERAS

“ERMANOX”

Li3t price £47 .

•
v
■ ft

Fire monthly

Sale Price -

£6:13:9

Or 9 monthly payments ot 15s. 8d.

of 39s. 5d.

Absolute

Sacrifice-overstockof

j-p|. & P.C. Roll Film Cameras

Fitted Aldis or Cooke f/4.5 lenses, self- m
capping blind, focal-plane shutter, i/ioth
to 1 /1,000th sec. and Time, 6 single slides.

£16:17:6

payments

An

in perfect working order, taking stand¬
ard-size roll films, at about one-eighth of
the original price.
With Rapid
Aplanat ..
With f/7.7 anas.
With f/6.3 anas.

J-plate. P.C.
12s. 9d.
15s. 9d.
19s. 9d.
23s. 9d.
24s. 9d.
27s. 9d.

ANY BARGAIN ON EASY TERMS!

Super

ASTOUNDING
SPECIAL

OFFER

of Zeiss Ikon

BABY BOX TENGORS
Body, all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette.
Zeiss Ikon Novar f/ 6.3, with
focussing adjustment. directvision view-finder, two tripod
hushes. Rotary Kverset shutter
for both Time and instantaneous
exposures. Dimensions : 2 x 2J x
3 1 in. Weight 8 oz.
Original price £2

Our

7s. 6d.

Price

aq

MODEL

Original
£25 ....

cost

£4 : 12 : 9

SALEX’ FOLDING
POCKET CAMERAS
3£x21, for roll films, plates and film packs.
Full double extension by rack and pinion, f/3.8
Salexon fully-corrected anastigmat in delayedaction Compur sector shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th
sec., T. and B. Cable release, hooded focussing
screen, leather bellows, with three best quality
single metal slides.

WORLD -FAMED

LEICA
taking

focal-plane
Time.

CAMERAS

standard-size

exposures,

35-mm.

fitted f/3.5 Leitz
shutter,

Complete

LEITZ

l/20th

in case.

cind film, 12 or 36
Elmar

anastigmat,

to l/500tb

List prce

sec. and

£20.

SLIGHTLY
F/3.5 anastigmat lens.
Original cost £7
"17
10s .

■

■

STOCK-SOILED
Nine

■ ■

FOR YOUR

POST-BUYERS

CITY

B

Excellent jobs but slightly more
bulky than the latest models,
motor drive, taking 100-ft. or
50-ft.
films, with f/6.5 anastigmat
lens.

NOW
TO

IN

ci n£- kodaks

£31

WRITE
APPROVAL

/q

REDUCTIONS

OF

USED

SALE

monthly

£5:5:0

payments

of

12s.

3d.

Sa,e Price - £8 : 17 : 6
Or

9 equal

monthly

payments

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

in

WITH

F/3.5 LENSES

47 78

Hand-turn

£9168

With
motor

With

£2:6:9

Model.

List

£2:9:9

Motrix
detachable
attachment.
List

Camo

motor.

List

of 28s. 9d.

BARGAIN— F/KSr COME, FIRST SERVED!

GOODS

NINE

MONTHS

TO

PAY

•

FIRST

PAYMENT

SECURES l

& EXCHANGE

54 LIME ST., E.C.3 • 90/94 FLEET ST., E.C.4 • 84 ALDERSGATE
PLEASE

Bargains

9.5-mm. PATH£
BABY CINE
£5 59
£1:3:9
CAMERAS
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ONSTER
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IN LOCH

NESS

ARCAINS !
■CONTAINING

Appointed

Cinematographers,

/
^
V
Q

f4

i.

Half as big as a
newspaper — packed
with star bargains in
new, shop-soiled and
second-hand “ still ”
and cine apparatus
and accessories.
You’ll never realise
the value we are

Njazr
SA&?/
ML
monster
L*
W

BARGAINS

&M

‘-'Vu.-'j*'* - • ••■’ / ' •

W/Rgjftm

offering
got
this until
list.you’ve
Post
free from any branch.

■/rl^

A

RECORD

BARGAIN

UNIVERSAL

Ltd.

OVER

1,000 OFFERS!

WHOLE-PLATE

an Associate

of the

Institute of Amateur

FIELD

,0„

IN
CAMERAS

A really practical job for the craftsman. Strong and rigid. Solid
mahogany, full double extension with wide-angle movement, rack
and pinion focussing, rising and cross front, panel sufficiently large
to accommodate large-aperture lenses if required. Swing and revers¬
ing back. Three best quality book-form slides, bushed for tripod.
List price £10 xos.

Safe

£7 : 12 : ©

Price

KODASCOPE
“C” 16-mm.
PROJECTORS

ANOTHER

1 00- watt lamp and each
with resistance (good service¬
able gear). Original cost
£20 5s. 6d.

SALE

100

SCOOP

World-Famed

A high-class instrument in every respect and
sets a standard in precision-made cameras of
the miniature class. No bellows, absolutely
rock rigid, direct finder, takes 16 pictures on
V.P. size film any make, fitted genuine
f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens, focussing, with, Compur
sector shutter. List price £11 10s. t

speet

(1929) LTD
59 CHEAPSIDE
PLEASE

SALEX
New

ZEISS IKON KOLIRRI
CAMERAS at 40% off List

PRICE

£7:17:6

Brand

MENTION

Sale Price -

Or 9 monthly payments of 17/3.
With Thelma delayed-action shutter.

E.C.2
“ THE

£7:7:6

AMATEUR

i8%. Sale

Price

-

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

List

£5:5:0

WITH

AT LESS THAN
HALF - PRICE!
rising front,
412 15s-extension,
See £5:18:9

Double

Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.
Leather case with lock and sling strap, 5/9 extra.
PHOTOGRAPHER

i-pl.
REFLEXENSIGN
Cameras
self-capping F.P. shutter, l/15thto
l/100th sec. and Time, Aldis,
Cooke or Ensign f/4.5 lenses, 6
single metal slides. Present price

Or 9 monthly payments of 13/11.

ADVERTISERS.
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W RATTEN
LIGHT

FILTERS
As THE

dyes carried out in the Kodak
Panchromatic

Films

have been greatly increased. The

of the series of WRATTEN

ORTHOCHROMATIC

K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction. For
use with Eastman Commercial Panchromatic Film,
ARE

A leaflet "New
KODAK

NOT

INTENDED

for Snapshotters

which enables the most casual

button-presser

good

to get

popular

Zeiss

pictures

Ikon

every

“ two-dot

time.

£3 10

0.

with

With

rapid

f/6.3

Nettar

f/4.5 Nettar

and

anastigmat,

3-speed

action shutter. £5
5
0. W'ith f/4.5 Nettar
delayed-action shutter, £7
7 0.

4

PLEASE

A

Eastman Panchromatic Process
Portrait Panchromatic Film.

MENTION

and

set¬

Auto¬
body.
price

delayed-

16 MM.

CINE-CAMERA

FOR

WHICH

Write for folders giving particulars of
these new Zeiss Ikon Cameras, free on
application, or, better still, ask your
dealer for a demonstration.

IKON

SPECIAL

LTD.

11, MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
STREET, LONDON, W.1

”

WHEN

ARE

SUPPLIED.

W.C.2

SUPER

I ROM

A

WITH

DISTANCE

METER

COUPLED

The Super Ikonta has all the constructional ever-ready
features of the Ikonta plus a distance meter designed
on entirely new principles. This device, which enables
the camera to do its own focussing, places the Super
Ikonta

ahead

of all other

roll-film

cameras.

A

glance

through the distance meter — a turn of a milled wheel
and the scene is sharply focussed ! Available with Zeiss
Tessar
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XI. A pale green filter for use with Eastman Portrait
Panchromatic Film by half-watt light or for Eastman
arc
lamp.
Super-sensitive
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Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be used when
only a slight colour correction is needed, or when
exposure must of necessity be short. May be used with
any of the Eastman Panchromatic Films.
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supplied under these names. The K3 is now obsolete,
the improvements in sensitizing having made it
unnecessary.
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READERS who regularly enter

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

the Royal Photographic Society’s
House, 35, Russell Square, W.C.i.
The prints eligible for the award
will be those entered in the com¬
petitions for the twelve months
preceding the exhibition. Further
particulars will be published later.

2359.

They have also got together some
grotesque examples of modern do¬
mestic architecture, not merely the
bungalow type of residence, but
often buildings more ambitious.
The electricity pylons, which stride
the country like giant grasshoppers,
are perhaps a minor infliction, and,
anyway, an improvement on the
telegraph
of told
the last
tion.
One poles
traveller
us thegenera¬
other

Views.

In spite of the popularity of
home cinematographs the old form
of magic lantern still remains a
favourite for lecture purposes. Lec¬
ture evenings figure prominently in
society fixtures, and there is a
demand for Mr. W. L. F. Wastell’s
circulating lecture on “ The Evolu¬
tion of the Lantern Slide.” A
correspondent tells us that he re¬
cently came across a copy of “ The
Penny Magazine,” dated January,
1843, in which there appears a note
on the magic lantern. The note
states that dissolving views were

day that he was curious enough to
count the number of times he was
reminded, on a journey from Dover
to Charing Cross, of his liver or his
stomach 'on looking out of the rail¬
way carriage window ; the total
was 94. That there can be good
poster advertising as well as bad,
the railways themselves, especially
the Underground, show us, and we
saw the same thing in the placards
of the old Empire Marketing Board.

perfected “ about three years ago,”
and that such views “ were first
suggested by one Philipsthal, a

Photographic

German, about sixty years ago,”
he using two lanterns and raising
and lowering the flames of the lamps
to secure the dissolving effect. Our
correspondent, however, is unable
to obtain further evidence of this
early worker’s efforts.
Spoiling

No.

as singularly ugly petrol-filling sta¬
tions pitched close to places beautiful
in themselves or interesting for
their antiquity, ghastly hoardings
overlooking lovely country, in¬
congruities of all kinds, and examples
of bad taste on the public way.
We are bidden to look on this
picture and on that, both taken from
exactly the same spot, and to learn
how winding lanes and parlclands
have been sacrificed to arterial roads.

create an “A.P.” Championship
Award. This will be given every
year for the best print entered in
“The A.P.” Monthly Competitions,
and the award will be made at the
annual exhibition held in July at

England.

The Council for the Preservation
of Rural England is accumulating
a collection of photographs of mon-

LXXVII.

strosities and defilements, such things

their work in “The A.P.’’
competitions will be pleased
to know that we have decided to

Dissolving

Vol.

A

London

Landscape.

Low Tide at Teddington. A recent snap¬
shot in which the river-bed can be seen.

Forerunners.

One of those painstaking investi¬
gators which Germany; even in these
days of political upheaval, still
produces has brought out a little
book of thirty-five pages on the
origins of photography. It has a
bibliography of hundreds of refer¬
ences, almost bigger than the text
of the book itself. Some of us
thought that the camera obscura
dated from Battista della Porta, in
5
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century,

but

this

author traces it much* farther back,
to the early part of the eleventh
century, and to Arabian philosophy
and mathematics. Indeed, the
Neapolitan physicist’s name comes
only eleventh on the list of the
great pioneers who paved the way
for photography on its optical side.
There are fourteen of these fore¬
runners altogether, among whom
Roger Bacon is the only English
example. This country, in the
German’s view, has been a little
more prominent in laying the founda¬
tions of photographic chemistry, for
here, among thirteen forerunners
whom he lists, we can boast of two,
namely : Thomas Wedgwood and
Humphry Davy. But who, after
all, shall say when things begin ?
A very good case could be made out
for dating the origin of photo¬
graphy from Euclid.
Photographing

Lions.

How “ close-up ” pictures of lions
could be made with a baby cinema¬
tograph was described by Mr. E. C.
Haddon at a meeting in Cambridge
a few days ago. Mr. Haddon, who

showed several photographs he had
taken of big game in East Africa, said
when lions are located a buck is

have a boa-constrictor curled round
her neck, or to kiss the sea lion, or
to have an intimate conversation

killed, and after being secured to
a rope, thrown out of a car and
dragged near the lions. When the
lions rush out and claw the buck

with the hippopotamus, or to hold
a baby alligator in each hand, or
to play with the chimpanzee, or
to fondle a bear or a wolf. She was
not allowed in with the lions and

they can be photographed from the
car at a distance of ten or twelve
feet. The work is not the least bit

fryleopards,
though probably these
creatures would have fallen for her

dangerous, said Mr. Haddon. The
lions believed the car to be another
animal, and if the photographer got
out of the car the lions ran away.

just as much

Something
The Zoo

other evening complained of his
difficulty in getting good photo¬
graphs of the pieces he wanted, and
certainly some of the photographs he
showed were not very satisfactory,

New in Zoo Pictures.
is in some danger of

becoming threadbare photographic¬
ally, even with Whipsnade thrown
in. But Mr. Eric Hosking, who
lectured at the Royal Photographic
Society last week, contrived to bring
in a new note when he got a fiveyear-old niece, who besides being
a charming person in herself, has
absolute fearlessness of all kinds of
animals,

to accompany

him,

and

be
photographed The
alongside
Zoo’sa
inhabitants.
resultthewas
remarkable series of pictures. The
little one thought it great fun to

as the rather tamer

Photographs
A lecturer on

of Furniture.
old furniture the

chiefly owing to ineffective treatment
of the shadows, though others were
excellent. This gentleman, a wellknown connoisseur, takes a photo¬
grapher with him when he goes to
inspect a valuable piece of furniture
in some country mansion, and not
a few pieces have been sold at big
figures — or at least the negotiations
for the sale have been opened up —
on the evidence of the photograph.

Readers’ Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Film

Carrier.

My enlarger takes negatives of any size up to quarter-plate,
and I generally use it for film negatives either 3 j x 2\ or V.P. size.
These negatives I sandwich between two pieces of plain glass,
but I get a tremendous glare of light all round through the glass.
I shall appreciate any hints on a simple way of getting over the
trouble.
M. D. F. (Swansea .)
It is certainly advisable to eliminate all light that is not
orming the image, and this can be done very simply by
pe nding half an hour on preparing a simple gadget. The sketch
of it is almost selfexplanatory, but a
few words are neces¬
sary to explain its
construction and use.
You
require two
pieces of glass, in your
case 4^X31, to fit
the carrier of the
enlarger. Waste nega¬
tives with the film
removed answer ad¬
mirably. Cut a strip
of tough black paper,
or fabric, the same
width as the glasses,
and about an inch longer than they are. Centrally in the paper
cut out a rectangle just large enough to show the image area
of the negative, while the margins are masked. Turn the ends
of the paper over opposite ends of the glasses, as shown, and
stick down firmly. The complete article suggests the letter Z.
Lay the negative on the lower glass (in sketch), and adjust

6

it under the mask, which is brought down on to it while the
upper glass is held vertically or turned towards the right.
Finally, turn the top glass down on to the mask, and put the
complete “ sandwich ” in the carrier. You should make
of these fittings for each size of negative you use, and you
have no further trouble with extraneous light.

All-round

one
will

Developer.

I have used several of the " universal ” single-solution developers
on the market, and find, them not only convenient, but very efficient.
It would, however, boon advantage if I could at times prepare such
a developer myself. Is this possible ? If so, can you suggest a
formula ?
L. F. (Bradford).
In the

case

of certain

highly-concentrated

developers

the

preparation is decidedly “ tricky,” and demands experience
and great accuracy in procedure. You should have no diffi¬
culty with the following, which
usual proprietary articles.
Metol
. .
. .
. .
Adurol
..
..
..
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
Potassium carbonate
. .
Water
. .
. .
. .

is not
. .
..
. .
. .
. .

as " strong
. .
..
. .
. .
. .

” as the

30
..120
. . 750
. .
2
10

grs.
grs.
grs.
oz.
oz.

The substitution of adurol for hydroquinone is an advantage,
but the latter may be used if preferred.
Dilution may be to the extent of four to six volumes of water
to one of stock solution for negatives and gaslight papers,
and seven or eight volumes for bromide papers.
Potassium bromide is best added as required from a 10
per cent solution. The addition of suitable amounts of water
and of bromide permits the production of warm
tones on
lantern plates and chloro-bromide papers.
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holography

in Schools

The importance of photography as a useful subject to be taught in schools
cannot be overrated. Apart from its hobby aspect it presents distinct
educational advantages that are becoming recognised in many quarters.
The following article deals with this subject and quotes an example.

MANY Tadvanced photo¬

graphers, including great
pictorialists, acknowledge
gratefully their indebtedness to
photographic societies. Their advice
to the serious-minded beginner is
“ join your local society.” He does
so, and at once realises that his
training has begun.
Every photographic society is a
school of photography, which may
produce the masters of the future.
These benefits, however, are mostly
enjoyed by adults, and the young
are not catered for as much as
could be desired.
This is where our schools have a

great opportunity, especially the
public and secondary schools, where
older pupils are taught. In many
such institutions, at least one mem¬
ber of the teaching staff may have
enough enthusiasm to train his
pupils to use their cameras with
thought and keenness.
The

Appeal

of the

Camera.

Boys and girls love a camera, but
too often they are excellent cus¬
tomers of the D. & P. man, doing
nothing themselves except pressing
the trigger and trusting blindly to
luck for results. With a little
teaching, a little guidance and
encouragement, such casual young
snapshotters become thoughtful pho¬
tographers, capable of taking and
producing photographs entirely their
own work and at low cost.
It is not at all difficult to teach
much of the technique of photo¬
graphy, and even the elements of
picture-making, to youngsters from
fourteen to eighteen years of age.
This, the foundation of a lifelong,
joy-giving hobby, is the work of a
school photographic society, a real
photographic nursery. Many do
exist already, but there is ample
room for more. They do their work
in a quiet, unobtrusive way, making
photographers who may be the
leaders of the future.
We have recently heard from the
principal of a school in a cathedral
city, who gives some interesting facts

on this matter.

In this school, the

photographic society has just com¬
pleted its first year’s work by a small
exhibition of prints, both contacts
and enlargements to whole-plate
size, numbering about forty in all.
This exhibition has aroused keen
interest among the boys of the
school, and will undoubtedly make
new members.
Demonstrations.

During the past year the school
syllabus has included demonstrations
of developing and printing, lectures
on photographic chemicals and their
uses, the construction and use of
enlarging apparatus, sub-standard
cinematography (the demonstrations
were a great success), periodic
competitions, and a demonstration
of modern X-ray photography. It
has been the aim to learn something
of the chief technical processes,
enlarging included. In the ensuing
year it is hoped to make some pro¬
gress in picture-making.
In the latter respect it has been
pleasing to see from the exhibition
how some boys are already develop¬
ing some sense of composition and
appreciation of beauty. A little
judicious teaching and examination
of prints which appear in The
Amateur Photographer will do a
lot to bring out much that is now
latent. The circulation of this
periodical is an important part of
the work of this school. It is the
chief

textbook,

though

“ Photo¬

graphy Made Easy,” the “ Ilford
Manual,” and other books are
studied carefully.
Most of Apparatus.
the members of this
school society own very simple
cameras, box Brownies and the
like, but their work includes land¬
scape, architecture, animal studies,
and even nature photographs.
The last-named were taken with
the aid of supplementary lenses
made from spectacle lenses bought
from Woolworth’s for a few coppers.
In school societies it is most
necessary

to cut

down

expenses.

The
was
and
with

enlarging apparatus in this case
made in the school workshop,
consists of a wooden lamphouse
a diffuser, to be used with the

principal’s
5x4 from
Sanderson.
With it
enlargements
5x4 negatives
can be made, with little sign of
uneven lighting ; using smaller nega¬
tives the results are excellent. It
has cost only a few shillings, mostly
for lamp-fittings, and such apparatus
will suffice until some benefactor
presents something better.
A dark-room has, so far, been
unnecessary, as meetings are held at
night in the autumn and spring
terms, and black curtains make
rooms reasonably lightproof.
A

Successful

Experiment.

The past
year’s
in the
school
referred
to has
beenwork
in the
nature
of
an experiment, but it has led to
several conclusions. The first is
that there is ample scope for teaching
photography to the young. Sec¬
ondly, there is hidden talent in
our boys and girls, which would get
no outlet in any other way. Thirdly,
by teaching the fundamentals now,
the pupils will later be able to
undertake seriously the more difficult
art of picture-making without having
unduly to consider technical factors,
which will have become habitual.
The educational value of photo¬
graphy as a method of teaching
youngsters to use their eyes to the
greatest advantage, and to see and
appreciate the beauties of nature,
are points that cannot be over¬
looked. The question of expense is
likely to be the most serious prob¬
lem, but it is not unreasonable to
suppose that gifts of a photographic
character will be forthcoming when
the need of them is made clear.
Such work, as emphasised pre¬
viously, is eminently suitable for our
higher schools, but
possible in elementary
the oldest pupils are
for such studies ;

is almost im¬
schools, where
too immature
but they get

older, and it is saddening to think of
the delights they miss, and the talent
wasted through lack of opportunity.
7
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Instantaneous
By

Bernard

Alfieri,

Flashlight

Jun.

r

MANY interior subjects

that may be suc¬
cessfully photo¬
graphed with a synchronised
flash are difficult to secure

the Amateur
lamp socket that can be
purchased from any elec¬
trical dealer for about a

by the usual method where
the camera shutter is opened,
a flash fired by hand and the
shutter closed again.
The lucky amateur who is
the proud possessor of a
focal-plane shutter correctly
synchronised for exposing
with flash-bulbs can obtain
pictures that are impossible
in the ordinary way with a
camera fitted with a lens
shutter.

Except from the point of
view of neatness and porta¬
bility, the following device

for

penny.
On the edge of the board
a wire arm is pivoted,
carrying on one end the
cardboard shutter, and the
other end makes contact
with a light spring strip at
S when the shutter arm
falls.

Synchronising device in set position with flash-bulb ready for
exposure. The diagram below indicates the working details.

can yield equally good pic¬
tures, and will open up a
new field for the enthusiast

A pocket-lamp battery, B,
is fastened in any con¬
venient place on the board,
and wires connect one pole
of the battery to the spring
strip. A wire joins the
shutter arm to one con¬
nection of the lamp socket,
and the circuit is completed

during winter evenings.
To be successful a flash¬
bulb must be fired exactly in
step with the shutter ; the
smallest error in the timing
will tend to miss the instant

by joining
the lamp
othersocket
con¬
nection
of the
to the battery.
In this way, as soon as
the shutter arm makes con¬
tact with the spring strip,

of brightest light. It is
therefore impossible to try
and attach a fitting to the
trigger of a lens shutter
with any hope of consistent
results, and unless some
moving part is accessible,
such as the winding-knob
of a focal-plane blind, it
is necessary' to provide an
independent shutter.
In the method I am

the circuit is complete and
the flash-bulb is fired. A
piece of white paper is fas¬
tened to the board behind
the bulb — as shown in the
illustration — to act as a
reflector.
A simple wire bolt, R,
holds the shutter arm in a
set position, a bulb is placed
in the socket, and the
camera shutter set on time,

describing it takes the form
of a piece of black card,
adapted to drop in front of
the camera lens. In the
centre of the card a hole

and opened. (Care must
taken at this stage not
allow any direct light
reflect on the back of

is provided which, when
passing across the lens, will
uncover it for a fraction of a
second, and at the same
time provide the means of
firing the flash.
The device is illustrated

be
to
to
the

improvised shutter card, or
it will fog the film.)
To make

the exposure,

it

is only the
necessary
to with¬
draw
wire bolt,
or
catch,

freeing the

arm

to

drop, after which the camera
shutter is closed and the
film wound on to the next

in the accompanying photo¬
graphs, which show a simple
arrangement that can be
constructed from odds and
ends. The camera is held
by a tripod screw to one side
of a board, A, on the other
side of which the photo
flash-bulb is mounted by
screwing it into a small

holographs

exposure.
The size of
shutter card,
that it drops,
the actual
Synchronising

device after the exposure, showing the spent bulb
_ ■
and position of shutter.

8
74

the hole in the
and the speed
will determine
length of the

exposure ; but if the arm
drops freely by its own
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weight, and the hole is
about half as big again as
the actual diameter of the
camera lens, it will be
found that the exposure
will be somewhere about

to make a presentable model,
the rough wooden board
shown in the photograph

i/ioth of a second, which
is ideal for taking interior
snapshots by this method up
to five yards at f/8.
Synchronising the shutter
and flash is a matter of
trial and error, as a certain

an aluminium saucepan-lid
will act as an excellent alter¬
native to the paper reflector
shovyn in the illustration.
The most important part of

can be replaced with a
polished mahogany stand or
with a piece of ebonite, and

the apparatus is the contact
arm, which should be free
enough not to impede the
shutter arm, and yet be strong
enough to make good and
positive contact. This part
can be encased for neatness
when the correct point has
been found for contact, and

space of time elapses be¬
tween the moment when
electrical contact is made
and the brightest part of the
flash takes place.
The capacity and strength
of the battery will also
affect matters, as a strong
current will ignite the bulb
sooner than a weak one ; but

A flashlight snapshot taken with the device described
in this article.

Needless to say, a pocket-lamp bulb should be used
to make all tests, and the photo-bulb only screwed into
position when a practical trial is to be made.
With a little practice it will be found possible to
hold the camera in the hand, and real instantaneous
photographs may be attempted by flashlight.

as a rough guide, if a 4-volt pocket-lamp battery is
employed, contact should be made when the shutter
card is just about to uncover the lens — that is, the
bulb should be timed to fire just in advance of the
shutter.
For

those

who

find the

device

satisfactory, and

/7ACTORIAL
By

CHAS.

THE first time chloro-bromide

it is realised that the exposure

given to a chloro-bromide paper
governs the tone range and the colour
of the print, and that development
governs the depth, the whole question
becomes very much clearer. Those
who have mastered bromide tech¬
nique may find this difficult to grasp
because it is quite opposite to all
the ideas they have acquired.
On the other hand they may have
found that the factorial method of
development

is the method

care

DEVELOPMENT
Chloro-Bromide

MORRIS.

paper is tried the worker is
usually somewhat confused and
puzzled about the correct exposure to
give in order to make a perfect print.
For the reason that chloro-bromide
papers are rarely developed as far
as they will go, as is usually the case
with ordinary bromide paper, it is
quite futile to make test exposures
in a series of strips upon one piece of
paper. The only result arrived at
by this method will be the best
exposure to suit one particular time
of development. This is only half of
what we have to discover, the other
half being the correct development
time.
When

the catch holding the shutter
arm can be freed by an
antinous release.

by which

quality prints on bromide paper are
most surely obtained, and they will
find little difficulty in adapting this
method to the other medium.
The use of the factorial system of
development will solve the question
of development time, bearing in mind
that the calculated time is that at
which development must finish.
If we decide to develop factorially,
we have now only to decide the ques¬
tion of exposure, and since an image
will appear on development the more
quickly with longer exposure, each
test exposure will of necessity be
developed for a different time. The
strip method is therefore unsuitable.
Small pieces of paper are exposed
under the negative or through the
enlarger, on such a part, if possible,
that contains both high-light and
shadow. Each small piece receives
a different exposure from the others,
and each is developed to the same
factor.
It will then be found that the test
pieces vary in contrast rather than
depth. The test piece which received
the shortest exposure will take a
longer time to develop, and will
show deeper blacks and brighter

75

Papers

high-lights, while those pieces which
received longer exposures will be of
less contrast — that is, more detail in
the light parts, and not so much
density in the dark parts. Those
pieces which have the greater exposures
will be warmer in colour, but this is
incidental, and it is not possible to
obtain two prints different in colour
and each of the best quality from one
negative.
It will thus

be seen

that

the real

object of making test exposures on
chloro-bromide papers is to match
exposure and development to the
contrast requirements of the negative.
In the interests of quality, it is always
desirable to use the developer as strong
as possible, consistent with a con¬
venient length of development time,
and developer used at double the
normal strength will often be found
the best, particularly in the case of a
comparatively thin negative.
Generally speaking, a Watkins factor
of 3 will be found to give a satisfactory
printing depth, when using a normal
M.O. chloro-bromide developer, b.ut
it may be necessary to modify this
figure for different makes of paper or
for other developers.
9
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By
POWELL
and T.D.J, SWAINE.
tions and graceful symmetry, are
delightful and satisfying to the eye.
Their design and tracery are far
more intricate and lovelv than that

The

Beech

Avenue

in Winter.

WE al admire tre s in the glory of their summer

apparel — “ The full-foliaged elms ” ; “ Those
green-robed senators of mighty woods, tall
oaks ”... but the seasons of colour have
flown ; the seasons when our trees carried their beautiful
crowns of a myriad greens, browns and yellows ; yet the
trees are still lovely. They have now revealed their
wondrous forms of twig, branch and trunk, which, can
the photographer but learn to see, provide a series of
subjects worthy of all the art and technique which he
can command.
Go into the woods

and walk

along the silent glades.

“ Bare, ruined choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.”
The pale, winter sunlight makes a
chequer-work of gleam and shade
on the carpet of dead leaves, and
throws patterns on the great, sol¬
emn trunks of the slumbering giants.
Each tree has its own individuality
at all seasons ; but it is in winter
that its full character stands revealed

“ Bare,

to

late the sweet

conscious, feminine beauty, so ex¬
quisite is its form and pattern,
whether seen in brightest sunshine
or against the rising moon. How

and

beautifully the wych-elm shows the
diminuendo of gradation from mas¬
sive bole, through lessening branch,
to utmost slenderness of tapering

photographed are the individual
trees as they stand, gracious and
dignified presences, spaced along
our roadside hedges, or grouped,
with Nature’s art, in park or
meadow. Their poise/perfect propor-

choirs, where

of the most birds
ornate
Gothic window
sang."
or vault.
The birch, the lady among the
trees, might almost be posing in

and can be best appreciated. The
tall and stately elms contrast with
the sturdy oaks, and the gaunt,
almost twigless ash with the beeches,
whose strong, smooth trunks carry
a dense mass of branches and twigs
which form an intricate network
against the winter sky.
But most of all to be admired

ruined

Birch.

twig and feathery filament ! Poplars
stand marshalled in stately rank
along the margin of a placid stream ;
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Winter-time
an isolated tree may suggest a gigantic witch’s broom
held erect. A solitary oak will dominate a hillside with
its personality, and in its dying years seem to toss wild
arms against the sky, as though in defiance of slowconquering time and weather.
Tree trunks alone are worthy of particular attention
now that they are no longer shrouded by the leaves.
This is the period of the year when trunks have their
full beauty gilded by sunshine which comes directly upon
them, instead of filtering through the heavy foliage
above, so forming a fantastic pattern, which usually hap¬
pens in the summer months. A really fine trunk of any
species well lighted by the slanting rays of the morning
or afternoon sun, makes a
splendid study. The lighting
should be to one side, but
take care that it is not half
and half ; manoeuvre so that
approximately two-thirds of
the trunk are in sunshine and
one-third in shadow, or vice
versa. If there are a number
of trees around, try and “ de¬
tach ” the required subject
by means of careful position-

and

stately Elm.

Ash.

ing and differential focussing.
Even in winter good skies
are not uncommon, so that it
is advisable' to include a filter
in one’s outfit. A fine tree
against a fine sky is doubly
attractive, and so, although
not a colourful subject, pan¬
chromatic plates or films can
be used to advantage, and
although snapshots may be
attempted, it is a subject
that merits careful focussing
and a small stop, with the
camera firmly fixed on a
tripod. It would be a thous¬
and pities if the renderings of
such ^beautiful subjects fell
short of perfection as a result
Poplar — a witch's broom.

of poor

Silver Birch Trunks.

technique.
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Monsters
highly probable that

AS it appears

the coming photographic season
will be an open one for monsters,
it may not be out of place to tender a
few suggestions as to the best methods
of succeeding in this novel departure
from the more orthodox subjects of
photographic art.
In the first place let us say that
no one need despair of opportunities
in this connection. It is true that
the most famous of the monsters seems

to have a preference for Loch Ness in
Scotland, but members of the same
or similar species have also been
reported from such diverse localities
as the coasts of Alaska, the Indian
Ocean, the North Sea, and the Firth
of Tay, while their young have been
seen ascending more than one of our
rivers.
We

should,

therefore,

be

always

ready to take advantage of any oppor¬
tunity which offers.
The first question which naturally
presents itself to the experienced
photographer is whether to use a plate
or roll-film camera, and before this can
be decided it would be as well to
weigh
Roll
great
size in

the relative pros and cons.
films certainly offer one very
advantage, as, owing to the
monsters in general, there would

certainly be difficulty in a “ close-up ”
in recording his full length on any of
the standard sizes of plates. But

exhibitions and

Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open, February
3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy, 16, Royal Terrace,
Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.
Smethwick P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
January 25 ; open, February 8 and 9. Particulars
from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 185,
Willow Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February
March 16-April 15. Entry forms from
Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition.

3 ; open,
Secretary,
U.S.A.
— Entries,

February' 7 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, R.
Greenwood, 24, Silverdale Road, Woodkey, Rock
Ferry, Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries due, Feb¬
ruary 10 ; open, March 15-17. Details and entry
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 6r, Castleton Road.
Goodmayes, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12 ; open, March 5-7.
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
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with a roll-film camera it should be
quite possible to wind gradually the
film as the beast crosses the field of

delicate thing, and would be certain
to be irretrievably ruined by such
treatment.

view, and thereby obtain a sort of
panoramic effect. A little previous
practice in this method with trams,
cars, or, as an easy subject, one of

But if a plate camera is used, more
especially one with metal slides, the
plate would have a fair chance of
escaping injury, provided always that
the photographer had the presence
of mind quickly to close the metal
sheath as soon as he realised that such

those girls’ school processions popu¬
larly known as " crocodiles," would
be useful, while the inventive photo¬
grapher should not find it difficult
to arrange for a transparent gelatine
screen to be moved across the directvision view-finder at the same rate
as the film in the camera.
This would enable him to prevent
any movement from showing in the
result. The only possible difficulty
here would be that the monster might
be moving in the wrong direction, but
in that case the camera could be used
upside-down.
There are, of course, the usual
advantages in the use of roll film, but
one serious disadvantage may be
overlooked if not called to the reader’s
attention at this point. In the natural
excitement of the moment it is quite
possible that the photographer may
misjudge his distance. With the min¬
iature cameras which are so popular
nowadays this should not seriously
affect the focus, but it might result, in
the case of a hungry monster, in the
camera being inadvertently swallowed.
Now a film, whether roll or flat, is a

Exhibitions

Notices of forthcoming

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, January 31. Rules in the issue of Decem¬
ber 27.

24th, 1934

and Competitions

competitions

a contretemps was likely to occur.
The plate then would almost certainly
be preserved, and would act as irre¬
futable positive evidence should any
angler claim to have captured the
creature.
We must leave it, then, to the photo¬
grapher to decide on the relative
merits of plate or film, but before
closing we must utter one serious
warning, though not strictly of a
photographic nature. It has been
suggested that the Loch Ness monster
is nothing but a bottle-nosed whale.
We do not know on what evidence
this statement is based, but we believe
it to be highly improbable, and we
would strongly advise our readers not
to give voice to any such suspicion
in the presence of one of these crea¬
tures. If overheard, .the monster
might .not stop at swallowing the
camera ; while in many cases to our
personal knowledge it could effect¬
ively turn the tables with a telling
“ Tu quoque ! ”

cu?Stureand

ivill be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 13 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe,
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 15 ; open, March 1-3 1. Further particulars from
Salon Committee, Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Mont¬
gomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and
14. Particulars from W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney
Road,. Stratford, E.15.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlisle,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhi¬
bition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Beckenham

P.S. Annual

Exhibition. — Entries, March

15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerlev, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.C. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, P. F. Benton,
47. Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May

28-June

19.

Secretary, Ernest

Hofmann,

54,The
Rue Western
Brogniez,
Brussels.
Salon
of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
South African Salon. Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. — Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Johnson’s Flashlight Competition. — Cash prizes.
Full particulars from Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon
Way, Hendon, N.W.4.
Japan.
Granville Giiiliman Competition for prints from
Granville paper negatives. — £250 in cash prizes. Par¬
ticulars
ton Spa. from Granville Gulliman & Co., Ltd., Leaming¬
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nickel finish and with seven sections, opening out to 50 in.,
and folding flat for carriage. This costs 16s.
Then there is the Grade B tripod of five sections, with round
top and reversible head, for British or Continental threads,
extending to 52 inches, at 10s. 6d. ; and another model of
four sections (48 in.) at ns.
The dull nickel finish of these tripods will not help to make
the photographs better, but it may help to persuade a reluctant
photographer that a tripod is worth carrying, especially in
these days when snapshotters want to take advantage of the
opportunities for self-portraiture that the delayed-action
shutters, so popular nowadays, give to him.

An instructor in photography has been appointed to the
Bournemouth Municipal College in the person of Mr. S. J.
Beckett. Mr. Beckett is a well-known pictorial worker, and
has scored on several occasions in The Amateur Photographer
Competitions. He was the winner of the championship
award in "The A.P.” Annual Lantern- Slide Competition
recently. His classes in photography have just started and
are open to all at a very small fee. Readers of The Amateur
Photographer

in the Bournemouth

neighbourhood

should

apply

to the Municipal College for further particulars.
A “fine-grain” developer specially for the development
of miniature camera films has been put on the market by
Messrs. Johnson & Sons, of Hendon Way, Hendon, N.W.4.
The developer is supplied in handy powder form ready for
dissolving in water for immediate use. It is the result of
careful experiment with a view to producing negatives of the
finest grain. It has the approval of the leading makers. The
price is one shilling for sufficient to make 20 oz.

Two practical handbooxs, ‘ A Guide to Successful Por¬
traiture,” and “ Modern Photography with Modern Miniature
Cameras,” price is. and 3s. 6d. respectively, have been pub¬
lished by the Fountain Press, 19, Cursitor Street, London,
E.C. 4. They are well written and full of practical information.
They should be secured by every reader of The Amateur Photo¬
grapher

One

of the best guides to the bromoil process and transfer is

Photographer

Amateur

particular include a large number of the author’s
prints. We can recommend this book to every¬
in these popular processes for picture-making.
21s. net.

Photographer

House,

who

applies to

37-41, Mortimer

Zeiss

Ikon

Street, London,

Messrs.

W.i.

subjects.

competitions,

and

have

successfully

shown

their

An improved model of the Metraphot Photo-Electric Exposure
Meter has now been put on the market, and at the same time
the price has been reduced from £5 5s. to £4, owing to the
greater demand enabling an increased output. This meter is
very sensitive and simple in use. A scale in red figures is set
to correspond with the speed of the plate or film in use. Another
pointer is set to the stop required, the hood withdrawn to
shield the sensitive element from unwanted light, and the
ground-glass window pointed at the object to be photographed.
On the reverse side of the meter, e.g., that which is facing
the photographer, a movable hand indicates the exact expo¬
sure required, and it is almost uncanny to see the variations of
the needle as the sun passes behind clouds of greater or less
density. The dial records exposures from 1 /200th sec. to 8
sec. An outer ring shows variations, according to the stop
employed, from r/i, 500th sec. to 2 minutes. A separate set
of figures, distinct from others on the dial, records the expo¬
sures for normal cine work and for half-speed and slow-motion.
An illustrated booklet will be sent post free to any reader
mentioning The Amateur Photographer who applies to

With the title of " The Connoisseur and the Contax,” Messrs.
Zeiss Ikon have issued a most attractive booklet which deals
in a very exhaustive manner with the special points applicable
to miniature photography in general and the Contax camera
in particular. It is well illustrated and contains sixty-four
pages of useful matter. A copy will be sent to any reader of
The

in these

work at the London Salon of Photography. This All-India
Salon was organised with the double purpose of showing the
public the standard of work now achieved in India, and
to give the serious workers an opportunity of comparing
their work with others. The organisers of this exhibition
are to be congratulated on its success, which will probably
be the forerunner of many other exhibitions.

colour work, and finishing touches. All Mr. Hawkins’ experi¬
ence is here at the disposal of other bromoil workers, and he is
to be congratulated on having described them so clearly and
illustrated them so well, as not the least part of this attractive
volume are the illustrations. These show the process in various

Ltd., Mortimer

is interested

The first All-India Salon of Photography was opened recently
in the Town Hall at Bombay by the Governor, Sir Frederick
Sykes, in the presence of a large and distinguished gathering.
The Salon was promoted by the Camera Pictorialists of Bom¬
bay, many of whom are regular competitors in The Amateur

undoubtedly Mr. G. L. Hawkins’ book entitled Pigment Printing,
published by Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.2. This volume has many points that
will appeal to the practical worker, the most important of which
is that Mr. Hawkins himself is a producer of remarkably fine
pictures by the process he describes. This inspires confidence.
Secondly, the contents are presented in a way that will appeal
to every worker, and even the beginner will, by following the
instructions, hardly fail to produce good results. The worker
is taken step by step through the whole process. First the
negative, then the bromide print and its preparation for pigmenting ; then informative chapters on pigmenting, transfer,
multiple transfer, and further chapters on composite prints,

phases, and in
fine exhibition
one interested
The price is

who

By the death of the Rev. C. F. Lowry-Barnwell, the Argosy
Postal Camera Club loses its Lion. Secretary. Mr. Barnwell
filled this post for over forty years, and was eighty years of
age when he died. Mr. Percy Cox, of 3, Westbourne Grove,
Withington, Manchester, has been appointed Secretary of the
club in his place. There are one or two vacancies for advanced
workers, and application should be made to Mr. Cox at the
address given.

Stafford & Leslie, Armour
London, E.C.i.
The

American

Annual

House,

St. Martin’s-le-Grand,

of Photography

1934

has

now

been

published and is again an excellent volume containing a
variety of articles on a number of practical subjects, many of
which are fully illustrated. In addition, nearly one hundred
pages of illustrations of contemporary pictorial art with the
camera are a feature. The book also includes a " Who’s Who ”
in pictorial photography and many pages of useful tables and
formulae. It is edited by F. R. Fraprie, Editor of American

The Bulow Metal Tripods which Messrs. Peeling & Van
Neck (4-6, Holborn Circus, E.C.) are now distributing in
Great Britain provide a selection from -which any hand-camera
user should have no trouble in finding one to suit his needs,
at prices ranging from 8s. 6d. to 22s. 6d.
Taking a selection at random there is the B.F., with a
reversible head (so that at will it can take either the British
thread or the Continental thread), made with an attractive dull

Photography , and

is obtainable

in this country

from

Messrs.

Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2,
price 8s. 6d. paper bound, or 12s. 6d. cloth bound. Postage
gd. extra.
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
tuta

ncr

WHEN a friend was showing me

some small prints of his he
tried to indicate in one or
two cases how he proposed to cut some
of them down for enlarging purposes.
He wanted to have my opinion on
his selection of the essential part of
the subject.
I say that he “ tried to indicate ”
the exact part he proposed to use,
because he did not do it any too
quickly or successfully. His method
was to mask the print by using the
backs of four other prints, which is
an awkward way of doing it. To my
surprise he had never heard of the
dodge of using two pieces of card for

t?t tt

NOTES
LESS

t NOTIONS

ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

nnnrrc

the purpose. It had been my own
practice for so long that I had quite
forgotten that there was a time when
I did not know the trick myself.
It was an easy matter to cut out
two L-shaped pieces of card with a
pair of scissors, and then we got on
with the job much more expeditiously
and effectively. I have made an
illustration with an old 12x10 print
to show the idea.
The two pieces of card have been
quickly shifted this way and that till
they have formed a rectangle which
encloses only part of the subject,
which is complete in itself, and all the
better for the exclusion of other details.

It would now be possible to make an
enlargement showing this part of the
negative only.
I suggest making at least two pairs of
cards : a small pair for studying small
negatives and contact prints from
them ; and a larger pair for deciding
on the final trimming of enlargements.
The latter, at any rate, should be cut
out with extreme care, the rightangles being exact. Starting from the
inner comer of the right-angle, equal
distances should be set out along
both arms of the card, and fine lines
ruled across the surface at rightangles to the edges.
At regular intervals the lines should
be rather thicker to facilitate
counting the divisions, and
as a further aid these may be
numbered. Then when the
two cards are arranged so
that the arms cross each other
at corresponding divisions the
rectangle is true. A pencil dot
in each corner, or short marks
in two places on each side
will indicate the correct trim¬
ming of the print. It will be
admitted that even so simple
an accessory as this, costing
nothing but a little careful
work, is exceedingly handv
and helpful.
The question of deciding
exactly where to place the
cards must be considered
another time.
My

friend

again

surprised

me by saying that “ he was
had good
not mastered
the rule and
for
no
at formulae,”
calculating the distances from
lens to negative, and from
lens to paper, when making
enlargements. He had to
“ fiddle about ” till he got
the thing right.
Well, there is always a
certain amount of fiddling
about to make exact final
adjustments,

but it is perfectly

easy to ofmake
mental calcu¬
lation
the adistances
for a
start, and any such formidable
14
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word as “ formulae ” may be forgotten.
The one important thing to know is
the focal length of the lens on the
enlarger. In my friend’s case his
enlarger was for small negatives only,
and the lens was clearly marked on
the mount- as a 4-in. Nothing could
be easier.
So I had a little talk with him. I
told him to take one of his negatives,
measure the length, and decide what
length he wanted that to be on the
enlargement. Or he could measure
the length of any
tive, and consider
that object to be
After doing this
times with various

object on the nega¬
how long he wanted
in the print.
sort of thing several
negatives, he found

that he was constantly saying, " This
must be about three times as large,
four times as large,” and so on. I
then told him to lay hold of the num¬
ber, whatever it was, and add one to
it. If he decided that he must enlarge
four times he was to add one and make
it five. Having done this he was to
multiply four by the number, as four
was the focal length of his lens.
Here is an example. I must enlarge
this 5 times ; 5 and 1 are 6 ; 6 times
4 makes 24. That 24 in. is the distance
from lens to paper.
If this distance, whatever it may
be, is divided by the exact number of
times of enlargement, it gives the
distance from lens to negative. In

Making
THERE are four ways in which a

lantern slide of a diagram may
be made : by copying on to
a slow process plate and then printing
a lantern slide from the negative
obtained ; by scratching the diagram
on to the black surface of one of the

“ diagram plates ” manufactured com¬
mercially ; by oiling the diagram and,
if its dimensions permit, printing it
direct by transmitted light on to the
lantern plate ; and, lastly, by laying
an “ announcement plate ” over the
diagram and tracing its outlines on to
the slide with indian ink.
Dealing with the first method, the
diagram or sketch should be pinned
up in a good even light, not in direct
sunlight, and the jmage focussed on
the camera screen. Hold up a clear
lantern slide or cover-glass against the
ground-glass screen of the camera
so as to judge whether the image can
be got into the appropriate area. Use

Spotting

and

SPOTTING and retouching on glossy

paper, although not quite so simple
as on matt paper, can be accom¬
plished in two ways.
The exact tint required can be
matched with water-colour paint, slightly
moistened with retouching medium so
that spots do not show up dull on the
glossy surface, although it is not by any
means easy to get the exact depth of
colour, especially as water-colour does
not dry exactly the same shade as it
appears when wet.
The other method, which is easier,
at any rate for those who feel more at
home handling a pencil than a brush,
is first to cover the portion of the surface
to be spotted or darkened with re¬
touching medium applied very thinly
and smoothly, so that it does not show
brighter or duller than the rest of the

a slow-speed plate and develop for
as much contrast as possible.
When dry, cut the negative to
lantern-slide size, place a clean coverglass over the emulsion side, and bind

LI

with passe-partout or lantern-slide
binding-strips. The negative could,
of course, have been printed so as
to revert to the original black lines on

a white ground, but with most dia¬
grams this is not essential.
The second method is simpler and
quicker, slide,
but gives
rathera preliminary
‘ 1 scrappy ’ ’
looking
even awhen
tracing has been made on to the
prepared surface. It results in a
white image on a black ground.
The thifd method can with suitable
subjects be made to yield excellent
slides ; a little oil or vaseline is rubbed
into the diagram (which must be
plain and unprinted on the other
side). After wiping off the surplus
" paper

negative,”

for such

Retouching
By

E.

given it would

be 24 q-5 =41 in.
The use of a " formula ” is to state
the case as it applies generally, and
not only to one focal length of lens,
and one degree of enlargement. Thus
we can put the letter F to stand for
the focal length of the lens, and we
can let the letter D stand for the
degree of enlargement — 2 times, 3
times, etc. Then the rule I have been
Fx(D + i)
explaining can be written':
This is a quick way of saying,
“ Multiply the focal length of the
lens by the number of times of enlarge¬
ment with the number one previously
added

to it.”

W.

L. F. W.

Slides

Diagra

oil, the

the particular example

on

it is, can now be printed direct on to
a lantern slide in exactly the same
way as an ordinary negative. The
exposure will naturally be just a
little longer.
The last method is probably the
best, when one considers its simplicity,
cheapness, and the fact that slides
can be made ready for projection in
a few minutes.
The
either

“ announcement ” slides can
be purchased at the photo¬

graphic dealer’s, or else made before¬
hand by fixing a few old and unex¬
posed lantern plates so as to get a
clear gelatine surface on which to write.
This prepared glass plate is then
placed over the diagram or sketch
and the lines traced out in indian ink
with a line pen.
In

most

of the

above

cases

it is

generally better to bind up the slide
in contact with a cover-glass for
protection.
G. J. J.

Glossy

Paper

SMALLWOOD.

paper. It must be allowed to dry
thoroughly. Then the work can be
done with tiny pencil-marks similar to
those used in retouching a negative. A
magnifying glass is a help to get the
work so smooth that it is not noticeable.
It is necessary to use at least three,
or, still better, four pencils of varying
grades of softness, from an HHH for the
very light touches, to a BB for the dark
ones, with an HB, and if possible an H, for
the intermediate tones, as it is not
possible to produce a very light and even
tone with a dark pencil on a surface
which has been treated with retouching
medium, neither can very dark tones be
given by extra pressure with a very
hard pencil.
All pencils, of course, must first be
sharpened to the finest possible points.
Then with the very hard one, even on

8l

light parts of a print, such as the sky,
spotting or darkening can be carried
out successfully with care, but it must
be done by extremely light and close
touches of the pencil, which must be
held loosely and only just allowed to
touch the paper.
Slightly heavier touches placed farther
apart give a coarse appearance, and no
rubbing can be done to equalise the tone.
For the very dark tones the pencil must
be dark enough to reproduce them
without heavy pressure, which would
result in a slight but very visible de¬
pression of the paper, and the pencil
marks would show up clearly.
Errors can be' rectified by removing the
work and retouching medium with
methylated spirits, and then rubbing
in fresh medium, exactly as with nega¬
tives.
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
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me, the essence of picture¬
making is to seize upon some mood
or effect in nature, to understand
the significance of it, and to reproduce it
sympathetically, as far as possible, by
the means that I, as a photographer,
have at my disposal. That is to say,
I try to select my subject to express a
sensation, or to record an impression
which I undergo when my emotion is
stirred sufficiently. I appreciate, for
instance, a certain effect in nature which
I happen to witness : my interest is
immediately awakened, and I feel that
there is something about that particular
effect that is worth recording. My
selection of subject is actuated by the
desire to photograph objects in order
to convey to the spectator an individual
thought, not to photograph them for
what they are ; to make him a sharer
of my own feelings, and to guide him
to partake of my own enthusiasms.
“ 1 am consequently attracted very

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

strongly by effects of sunlight and mist ;
and, because mood is the pre-eminent
factor, I usually make my exposures in
the early morning or the evening, ft
should tie remembered that the camera
provides a means of recording light and
shade, and from the first moment that
anyone comes to make pictures by
photography, this fact should never be
forgotten. Light, shade, line and form
are the characteristics of monochrome
art, and it behoves us to think of objects
not only in terms of their form but in
terms of their tones also..
“ I think there is something irresistibly
attractive in a picture portraying sun¬
light, and both the examples reproduced
are sunlight effects. I invariably work
against the light, as will be seen from
‘ In an old Village,’ where the sunlight
on the backs of the oxen, contrasted with
the old houses in shadow, makes a strong
appeal. Street scenes offer splendid
opportunities for recording light and

shade, as well as pattern. * The sun
aslant the wooded slopes ’ is another
example of the play of sunlight and
shadow — simple material used as a
setting for a striking effect.
“ Many objects which are hopeless
under ordinary clear atmospheric con¬
ditions assume quite a pictorial aspect
when enveloped in mist ; instead of
objects being depicted with microscopic
detail, or with violent contrasts of light
and shade, they are merely suggested
with gentle comparison, and the imagi¬
nation clothes the scene with the gla¬
mour of its own creations. Such con¬
ditions attract me, and 1 certainly
advocate the making of pictures when
there is atmosphere to simplify the tones
and separate the planes.
“ It may be a surprising confession to
make, but I must say that for some time
I have been using the most ordinary
equipment — a 3^x2^ roll-film camera,
with f/7.7 lens. I am, however, of the
opinion that it matters little what
camera is used, provided that one is
perfectly familiar with it, and recognises
its limitations. I use ordinary roll film
with no screen, and I scarcely ever vary
my exposure — preferring to get a negative
of a particular quality by development.
This results very often in a certain
amount of under-exposure, but I do
not object to that in the type of subject
I portray.
" For my printing medium I always use
Kodak Royal bromide paper, especially
the cream variety, as this seems to give
richness to the low tones ; good strong
shadows give life, colour and perspective
to a picture, but heavy, black, opaque
shadows take away all the pleasure that
the picture might give. Most of my
prints are straight — I much prefer to
get what I want on the negative, and not
have to resort to after-work to put right
deficiencies of the subject, and I rarely do
more than local shading during printing.
“ In my opinion, fine landscape work
is seldom done on a chance hunt for a
subject ; the photographer must know
at what time of the day his subject will
be best lighted. He must get the right
amount of atmosphere, and, above all,
he must concentrate his efforts towards
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Vjntical Kjomments
A simple alteration

THERE may be something to be
said for the idea of placing two
trees, one at each of the vertical

edges, as the basis of a form of com¬
position, and there is no doubt but
that such an arrangement does tend
to keep the interest within the picture ;
but, on the other hand, the need for
a much more prominent object to
hold that interest seems to be
emphasised.
The

.

Predominant

Factor.

If the trees are small and

there is

a larger one placed near one of the
strong points of the picture, that would
provide a satisfactory solution ; or,
as an alternative, a strong light,
similarly placed, would serve the
purpose equally well ; but if, as in
No. 1 of the prints reproduced on the
opposite page — "Landscape,” by A.
Martin — there is nothing to serve as
the chief item of interest, it is doubtful
if the arrangement can be regarded
as acceptable.
As it happens, the tree on the right
is rather large, and too imposing for
the position it occupies. The one on
the left is on a much more suitable
scale for the sort of arrangement that
is in mind, and, if one of somewhere
near the same size were to be found
on the right, it might be possible,
with a prominent object placed as
already indicated, to make a pleasing
composition.
Assuming that there is nothing of
an obtrusive nature to the right of the
tree on that side, it does seem, how¬
ever, as though a more agreeable
arrangement could have been secured
by making that tree the ■ centre of
interest by bringing it nearer the
middle so that it occurred just about
one-third of the picture space across —
i.e., on one of a division of thirds.
If the tree in question were so placed,
it would serve as the principal object,
and, moreover, would enable the
composition to display a coherence
that it now lacks. It would offer
decided advantages over the existing
arrangement, and, as far as can be
judged from the lie of the land, might
have been obtained by choosing a
viewpoint rather more to the left,
and slightly farther off, the line of
sight being directed more to the right
than at present.

Beginners’

No. 6, “ Sychnant Pass,” by Miss
W. O. Phipps, is an arrangement on
similar lines, where, although there
are no trees of any importance near
the edge, the retaining tendency is
provided by the downward inclination
of the nearer hillsides.
Line

reproduced

on

& the oppos
ite page
its employment should

of the line of
sight would, it is true, enable the
tree to be correctly placed ; but,
without the other adjustments, would
lose the bush on the left. This, in
view of its value in retaining the
interest within the picture, ought to be
kept, and this is why the change in
the point of view is suggested.

The

prints

of Sight.

Here, also, there is a pronounced
lack of a sufficiently prominent object
to provide a centre of attraction. Pos¬
sibly the cottage in the hollow is
intended to supply this attraction,
but its scale is against it, and it is
too near the centre to have much
effect. What should be done to make
it serve is to show it on a larger scale,
and to place it nearer one of the points
of intersection to which reference
has previously been made:
If, at the same time, it could be
rendered in a lighter tone, it would
be preferable, but this is a matter
of lighting, and depends on the
time of day at which the exposure is
made.
The required increase in scale could
be obtained either by the choice of
a nearer viewpoint or by the use of
a lens of longer focal length, and the
alteration in position by changing the
line of sight towards the left. Now
that the negative is made, however,
these expedients are not available,
but something might be done towards
improving the form of the composition
by trimming about five-eighths of an
inch from the right.
The position of the cottage is
improved, but, short of retouching the
8
negative, nothing can be 7 done to
make its tone brighter and more
insistent.
Retouching is a somewhat tricky
job, \ and, without some previous
experience, is better left alone. It
is possible, however, to bring up the
tone of an item like this cottage by
the application of a dye, such as
neo-coccine, but it is suggested that

tered by practice on
tives.
Concentration

first be mas¬
unwanted nega¬

and

Dispersal.

With a little, say three-eighths of an
inch, removed from the left-hand
side to avoid centrality of placing,
No. 2, “ Cheddar,” by H. O. J.
Bedgood, illustrates the concentration
that is afforded by a prominent
principal item, for the light tone of
way. cottage draws and holds the
the
attention in an eminently satisfactory
It pulls the whole composition
together, and, in comparison with
No. 4, “ Peaceful Progress,” by E.
Zoeller, instances the advances of
concentration in contra-distinction to
dispersal ; for, by the inclusion of that
jpatch of sky in the top left-hand
corner — the only light of any im¬
portance — the interest, instead of
being attracted by the barge, is drawn
away from it to an entirely minor
feature.
Bits of sky showing

through

foliage

nearly always have a similar deleter¬
ious effect, which scarcely obtains
where the sky runs right across,
the reason being that it then can
definitely be regarded as forming
part of the setting, whereas when
bits alone can be seen they seem to
force themselves on the attention
on account of the contrast between
them and the adjoining portions.
Woodland

Subjects.

The effect is generally unavoidable in
dealing with woodland subjects like
Nos. 3 and 5, " Epping Forest,” by
Charles Rowbottom, and “ Bluebells
in the Wood,” by W. C. Corrie.
The trimming of one inch from the
top of the former removes the greater
part of the disability, and the remain¬
der does not make up at all badly ;
but, in the latter, the points of light
showing through are so numerous
that the expedient cannot be adopted.
The only course, in a case like this,
is to touch them out on the print sp
that the setting appears to consist
of foliage alone.
This might well be tried, for, as
far as the lines are concerned, the
composition is very nicely managed.
17
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ LA TEMPETE
"'HE point concerning
tion of interest

concentra¬
mentioned

overleaf is strikingly demon¬
strated in this powerful study of
storm and tempest, where the subjuga¬
tion of all the lights to the one in
chief, and its proximity to a powerful
dark, initiate so strong an attraction
that not only is the arrangement
rendered in exceptionally pleasing
form, but the mood of the picture and
its seen.
author’s
be

intentions

are clearly to

ARRIVE,” by Leonard Misonne.

referred to on so many occasions, and
the force acquired by such a placing
will, no doubt, be obvious from an
inspection.
Mood

and

Motive.

significance is the arrangement of
line. The lines of the sketch have been
designedly restricted to leading lines
only in order that it may be discernible
how they both lead up to and empha¬
sise the principal point of attraction,
and also establish a connection with

But this power of placing is im¬
mensely stressed by the strong con¬
centration of interest afforded by the

the remaining portions of the picture.
The directional tendency of the lines

juxtaposition of light and dark. Ex¬
tremes of tone, whether light or dark,
naturally excite the attention, and.

in question is indicated by arrow¬
heads in order that the way in which
they lead the eye to the point (1)
may be evident,
and, starting with
the line (a) forming
the underside of
the mass of cloud,
it will be observed
that commencing

Attraction of
Contrast.

That

the

mood

shall be easily ap¬
parent is the main
function of arrange¬
ment. There may
be a certain at¬
traction in the form

near the right-hand
edge,
di¬
rectly itupleads
to the
aforesaid point.
* From the same side

a composition as¬
sumes, and quite

the line of the tops

an appreciable in¬
terest to be derived

of the clouds ar¬
rives at the same

from tracing
method that

point,
but, perhaps
not
so directly,
and,

been
in
this
not

the
has

adopted . but,
a subject of
nature, it must
be allowed to

usurp the place of
the motive, but to
remain a subsidiary
factor to it.
The motive, in
this instance, is the
expression of the
mood of storm, and

coming

the

Directional
Tendencies .

From the lefthand side there is
that it is so well

conveyed is attributable to the ar¬
rangement of the composition. The
latter term embraces the form which
the subject material is made to as¬
sume, its inter-relationship, the posi¬
tion and placing of the various
elements, the arrangement of the light
and shade, and the establishment of a
connection between each and every
part. The dominating factors, here,
are the placing of the strongest light
in relation to the remaining area of
the picture, and its emphasis by the
power of contrast.
Reference to the sketch discloses the
position of the principal light (1).
It will be observed that it occurs on
one of the intersections of thirds
18

from

top, there is the
line (b) formed by
the rearmost mass
of cloud.

when they occur in conjunction, their
attraction is not only combined but
mutually augmented, so that both by
force of placing and the arrangement
of the light and shade, the point
(1) is unquestionably supreme.
It is at this point that the effect
of storm is at its maximum.
The
impression of its violence is highest
just at that spot, and it forms the
culminating point. The effect con¬
stitutes the mood and the mood the
motive. It therefore follows that
because the attention is focussed there
by reason of the arrangement of the
composition, the latter has served
its purpose in making the motive, or
message, of the picture clear.
A further element of some little
88

the downward ten¬
dency of the ray of light which
combines with the direction in which
the small offshoots of the main cloud
lie (c). Lower down, the line of
the upper portion of the main mass
of cloud (d), and that of its underside
(e), lead indirectly to the point (1)
through the first line (a), while the
reflections in the water seem to pro¬
vide a like indication.
The commencing point of practically
all these lines lies towards the edges
of the picture, and, as they embrace
its whole area, a connection is es¬
tablished between the point (1) and
every other section. By this means,
unity is created and the picture
appeals

as a self-contained
“

whole.

Mentor.”
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T etters to the Editor
January 24th, 1934

AN
Sir, — Would

you

kindly

APPEAL.
allow

him to produce

us to appeal

through

your

columns for any spare utensils or gear your readers might
have, to help us equip a dark-room at our Willington Quay and
Howdon Unemployment Centre.
We have a keen group of men, all anxious to make a start,
with the serious aim of a thorough study of the art side of
photography.
We might add that any help so given will be greatly appre¬
ciated, both by ourselves and the men. — -Yours, etc.,
JOHN H. SHILLING.
(Supervisor, Tyneside Council of Social Service,
3, Telford Street, East Howdon-on-Tyne.)
STAINED
Sir, — Withr eference
Amateur Photographer

FINGERS.

to the enquiry in a recent issue of The
regarding amidol and pyro stained

fingers, perhaps the under-noted simple remedy may prove
of value to your readers.
The remedy is so simple as to sound childish, but some five
years of experience has proved it more than effective. Briefly,
paint the finger-nails with one of the liquid varnishes now upon
the market for (feminine) finger-nails, care being exercised to
paint all nooks and corners before and behind each nail. Need¬
less to say, the remover also supplied restores the fingers to
normality after work.
Some of the cheaper (Messrs. Woolworth’s) varnishes have
been tried, as has also a celluloid-acetate solution, but with
the latter I found “ dipping ” the fingers an improvement
upon " painting,” shaking well before allowing the solution
to dry.— Yours, etc.,
HUGH
SCOTT.
A

USEFUL

Sir, — In the various

LIGHT

FOR

interesting

The

PORTRAITS.

articles you

have

same

“ SPOOKS.”
Sir,— Photographic experts who devote most of their time
to this branch of science, and professors who specialise in some
research work, usually find little time to experiment with
phenomena outside their routine, but some of them are always
ready to pass opinions or criticise results obtained1 by other
researchers, and to the surprise of myself and another regular
reader of The Amateur Photographer (one to whom you gave a
first prize in one of your recent competitions) the Editor of
The Amateur Photographer is no exception.

I refer to the paragraph " Spooks,” in “ The A.P.” for
December 27th, and as I do not feel inclined to support such
biased articles, I shall discontinue reading your paper, and also
suggest this course to the other reader mentioned.
I have experimented in psychic photography for a consider¬
able time, and possess the signatures of well-known Manchester
business men, two of whom are directors of a well-known
Manchester company, and have also obtained the opinion of
an expert on the Manchester College of Technology. Quite
recently I have obtained an exposure in an unopened packet
of six Imperial plates (on the fifth plate from the top) of ancient
Chinese writing which has been recognised by the Chinese
Vice-Consul in Manchester. A previous result has been fixed
by The School of Oriental Studies (University of London), and
if the Editor of The Amateur Photographer should ever conduct
an unbiased investigation oi such phenomena, I shall be glad
to contribute to the extent of my experience.
The professor, who has been investigating pyschical matters
all his life, may be able to show a trick or two, but I challenge

is not responsible

for

of his correspondents.

effects similar to the ones I obtain under the

conditions . The

photographic

experts

on the Manchester

College of Technology are at least honest and testify that there
is not the slightest doubt that the plates had not been exposed
in any camera or by any method known to them ! They do not
dispose of results which are not readily understood as " tricks.”
I feel sure that a journal like yours could gather very useful
matter by conducting an impartial investigation of psychic
photography, and some of the results obtained may find inter¬
esting explanations, whereas others might open a new field in
the science of photography. Instead of this you prefer to sneer.
— Yours, etc.,
E. J. ESHBORN.
[If our correspondent had read the paragraph in question
with greater care, particularly the concluding sentences, he
would have realised that it was an impartial report of a
meeting which had our entire sympathy. — Ed.]
AVOIDING
Sir, — How

very

careful

we

STAINS.
all ought

to be in writing

in

the correspondence page of a paper.
Mr. Telfer wishes to give me advice on avoiding stains ;
but I have not been troubled with stains for years past !
I only joined in the correspondence as I wished to pass advice
on to others, and that advice was that prints should be fixed
face downwards.
Already a personal friend, on seeing Mr. Telfer’s letter, has
written to me with further advice, which really I do not need.
Perhaps, therefore, you could give prominence to this letter,
in case more of my photographic acquaintances write me
advice, when my letter was written to help someone, but who
that person was we do not now seem to know, as the corres¬
pondence has been going on for some time. Thanking you.
—Yours, etc.,
H. WARWICK
NEVILL.
SUMMER

published

on indoor portraiture and indoor photography generally, I
have not observed any writer mention one form of illumination
that I have found very useful and effective.
I am the fortunate owner of a Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, and
have often made good use of the top section of the lamphouse,
for in it I have a strong, well-reflected and beautifully soft
light, and one that is easily portable and easy of adjustment.
—Yours, etc.,
G. D. GARDEN.

Editor

the opinions

Sir, — -May

SNAPSHOTS.

1 heartily endorse

Mr. Baskett’s

remarks

as to the

unpopularity of an eight-exposure film at an increased price ?
This is my experience also, and I can only attribute the present
position to powerful combines being able to inflict their policy
on a lethargic consuming public. The growth of the old
six-exposure spool to eight, and the recent introduction of
the sixteen-exposure " economy ” (?) is reminiscent of the old
days when one heard the proud boast of the gentleman whose
camera held sixty or eighty exposures without reloading.
Who wants eighty exposures before developing, or eight for
that matter ? I would remind our big manufacturers that
their most powerful competitor recently was the universal
store that sold four-exposure spools for 6d.
Whilst on the subject of popularity and the snapshotter
(horrible word), may I also support the views of earlier cor¬
respondents who advocated a revival of the 3X2 size ? This
is the largest picture obtainable with a genuine pocket camera,
as no one can carry a 3JX2J instrument, weighing 1 lb. or
more, in the jacket pocket on a summer holiday without
experiencing several of the disadvantages attendant upon it.
I look in vain for a British instrument which is the counterpart
of the famous No. 2 Ensignette with a good lens and shutter
equipment. Surely such a camera with the up-to-date fittings
of the Continental vest-pocket instrument would sell in large
quantities ?— Yours, etc.,
G. B. BURR.
DISTANT
Sir, 8— From
9

time

CONTROL
to

time

OF

FLASHLIGHT.

descriptions

are

published

of

controls for electric lights and other appliances for photo¬
graphic purposes. May I draw your attention to the very
real danger that amateur electricians incur when they meddle
in this way with electric light mains ? These devices can be
made to work so easily that it is difficult to convince people
that the ordinary domestic voltages are quite sufficient to
provide a fatal shock, particularly in the damp situations in
which many photographic operations are carried on. In
addition, of course, there is the risk of fire. — Yours, etc.,
"CHARTERED
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER.”
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New
The

“ Super”

January

Cameras

for the Amateur
There

Ikonta.

The Ikonta family of self-opening cameras for roll films
have been such a success in the popular-priced models that
the coming
that it has
apparatus,
will, like it,
roll films.
to

of the “ Super ” Ikonta was inevitable. Now
come, all who appreciate a first-class piece of
designed to make good negative-making easy,
unless they are the diminishing few who dislike

It is characteristic Zeiss Ikon work — well made, pleasant
handle and efficient. With a metal body, leather
covered, and well fin¬
ished, it is compact and
handy.
At first it was de¬
signed for 2\ x 3J- size
(eight exposures) but
the models now coming
forward are all made
to take not only that
size, but, in addition,
they can be converted
at will (by the insertion
of a metal mask in
the interior) into a 16exposure V.P. camera.
There are no tricky
gadgets to deal with
in making this trans¬
formation, and
the

camera works equally well as a V.P. or a 2J-X 34 camera.
It has the tried and trusted self-erecting mechanism of
the Ikonta family which when erected is as rigid as a box.
But
and

its chief claim to novelty is the optical range-finder
focussing device, which is coupled up to the front

cell of the Tessar f/4.5 lens. As you focus in the range-finder
so your lens sets the focus automatically, and it has the
merit of being easier to work than most range-finding
devices.
Fixed

to the lens panel is a short arm

containing

a lens,

and the triangle formed by the two ends of the range-finder
base and this arm provides the range-finding data. As you
rotate the lens in this arm by means of a milled knob you
see the two parts of a broken image come together, and
when

they are exactly

superimposed

the range-finder

has

put your lens at the exact focal distance' for the object
you focussed upon. A special Compur shutter to suit this
camera is fitted ; the focussing scale is marked on the lens
collar.
Loading the camera is easy ; a film registration device
to keep the film in its true plane during the exposure is
affixed at the back of the camera ; and altogether it is a
highly efficient and easy instrument to work.
The price is ^17, which by Zeiss Ikon standards of values,
stamps it as an instrument in the de luxe class.
“Flex”

Twin-Lens

Camera.

A delightful little camera of a shape that is familiar
nowadays but with resources not usual in instruments of
this type, is the Foth
2\ in. square

on

“ Flex ” Twin-Lens

roll films.

This

Camera

instrument

for pictures

is placed

on the

British market by Messrs. Peeling & Van Neck (4-6,
Holborn Circus, E.C.i), who have just taken up the distri¬
bution in Britain of the Foth cameras, the Bulow tripods
and the Welta cameras.
20
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are

several

modern

cameras

which

take

either

six 24x24 negatives on a 24-in. strip of film, or a dozen
negatives of the same size on a 2jx 3J spool, but these all
have diaphragm shutters.
The Foth “ Flex ” has a
self-capping focal-plane
shutter, with no increase
in bulk over its com¬
petitors — and a shutter
with a particularly sweet
release. That shutter
has speeds marked 1 /25th,
1 /50th, 1 /75th, x/iooth,
i/200th, 1 /500th sec. and
bulb.
In loading it you set
the film with its No. 1
mark against the little
red window, but all sub¬
sequent exposures are
registered on a dial at
the side of the camera,
and you wind the film
till this dial shows that
No. 2 frame is in position,
and so on, whether you
are using a six-exposure
2\ square

film or a spool

of 24x34 film for your
twelve exposures.
The focal-plane shutter has a delayed-action movement
which you can bring into play when you wish to take a
self-portrait The taking lens and the viewing lens are
both Foth anastigmats of f/3.5 aperture and 75-mm.
focal length. The full-size finder has a magnifier fitted
permanently in position to assist exact focussing.
As there are occasions when the eye-level standpoint for
the camera is advantageous, the “ Flex ” has a scale of
distances marked on its focussing knob, and it has (in¬
cluded in the price of the outfit) a neat tubular view-finder,
which you just clip on to the body of the camera when
needed.
The

camera

is six inches

high, 34 in. deep

wide — by no means a clumsy
^10 7s. 6d. it is certainly not dear.
The

Foth

“ Derby

”

and

instrument.

34 in.

And

at

Camera.

A challenge in values is supplied by the Foth “ Derby” Camera,
accommodating 16 exposures in 3X4 cm. size on a vest-pocket
spool of film, and with an f/3.5 anastigmat and a focal-plane
shutter, too, for ^4 12s. 6d.
This is a leading line in popular miniature cameras which
Messrs. Peeling & Van Neck (Holborn Circus, E.C.i) are
putting forward for the 1934 season. The Foth f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat is of 50-mm. focal length, and the focal-plane shutter
has a series of instantaneous speeds marked i/25th down to
1 /500th sec. It has a small but efficient tubular finder, and
focussing is by a focussing mount on the lens, so that the
camera closes into small compass for the pocket. This is
a handy instrument for those who like a pocket camera ready
for
use in an instant whenever a subject presents itself
suddenly.
With a fast film, an f/3.5 lens, a focal-plane
depth of field that these lenses of short focal
the roll-film worker of to-day is given many
the photographers of yesteryear sighed for in

shutter, and the
lengths possess,
advantages that
vain.
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Cinematography
Filming the Elements SIGURD MOIR.
Weather conditions are numerous and extremely varied, yet always they may be depended upon to contain
a wealth of material suitable for amateur filming. The following article is intended to assist the sub¬
standard worker in recording some of the many aspects which are to be observed at this season of the year.

THE present time of the year is
unique in one particular- — it
can involve us in all kinds of

weather

conditions

except the very
few that go to comprise a heat-wave.
Storm, sleet, hail, cloud, rain, snow,
mist and fog — to say nothing of bright
sunshine, and even wind — are only
some of the conditions likely to be
encountered ; and all of these contain
in themselves a great abundance of
material, especially suitable for at¬
tention in amateur filming circles.
The idea of filming the weather is
not by any means a new one. Two
unusually fine films called
— different, though bearing
title — have been shown in this
a serious worker in the
counties
hensive

" Rain ”
the same
country ;
southern

is engaged upon a compre¬
film of all the elements,

which

is excellent in its place, though

anathema when applied to cinemato¬
graphy. That is why the serious worker
will decide in favour of some form of
abstract treatment, from which the
full, satisfying beauty of cinemato¬
graphy is to be obtained.
He might, for example, be making

Here the producer will find many
opportunities to bring in and to
correlate the many
sudden rainfall.

features

of ' a

First may come the rapidly-changing
sky-patterns, then the few first spots
on the character’s dry clothing. His
belated rush for shelter on the leeward

yet another film of rain. To intro¬
duce and preserve his continuity, then,
he might make use of a few characters,
or even of a single character. The
main purpose of this character being
what it is, he must be kept in the
background and must not be allowed
to dominate the film. He may be

side of a large, branching tree — and
close-ups of some of the many puddles,
with raindrops falling to create a
continuous disturbance of the surface,
might come next. Most of the shots,
indeed, would appear in the form of

introduced in the open — where he is
suddenly caught in a downpour, with
no protection other than that afforded
by the ordinary garb he is wearing.

effective shots showing

close-ups ; and the sequence would
conclude with a number of further
the rain drop¬

ping from branch-ends and twigs,
forcing its torrential way through
gulleys and

conduits, and — a popular

whilst the Dutch amateurs (an ex¬
ceedingly able body, let it be said) have
completed an abstract of “ Flood.”
But this is not to say that the idea
has been fully developed. There is
room, and ample room, for very many
more films embracing one or more of
all the phases referred to. The material
is by nature dignified, and should
therefore appeal to the worker who
does not wish to expend film on the
puerile rubbish unfortunately still
favoured in certain circles.
T reatment.
Obviously, a collection of odd shots
depicting any condition of the weather
will not make up into a good film.
Such shots have not the advantage of
correlation which automatically ac¬
companies the shooting of a dramatic
narrative, hence their nature, and
especially their arrangement, must in
themselves provide perfect continuity.
This is not nearly so difficult to obtain
as is popularly imagined, for any
number of films can be planned on
the simple lines of the example which
is appended below.
The plain documentary will give us
a weather record of a different — and
rather elementary — kind. Such treat¬
ment will savour of mere snapshotting.

Getting ready for March 17 th. The University crews at practice afford excellent action
21
subjects for the amateur cinematographer at the present time. The above is the Oxford
crew on the Isis.
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shot, this — overflowing from the lips
of gutters, etc.
So far, we have confined our atten¬
tion to the rain ; but the treatment
adopted may with very little modi¬
fication be applied to the various other
phases of climate. Snow and ice
films make exceedingly picturesque
additions to one’s repertoire, though
here a change of filming technique is
likely to be indicated. Usually, the
presence of large reflective surfaces
will make it essential to use a photo¬
electric meter, or to employ a stop
appreciably smaller than that sug¬
gested by most other methods or
instruments. Such work calls for the
use' of a panchromatic film — a moder¬
ate-speed stock being preferable to a
super-fast one ; and it is better, too,
to use the Ki filter for all shots with
the exception

of close-ups of faces.

A
more
cloud

somewhat

heavier

ideal for the purpose, though it will
lead to over-correction when certain
kinds of foreground matter are in¬
cluded in the same frames Kodak’s
K2 is another type of screen which
will give excellent results where the
clouds are isolated from any kind of
foreground matter.
Full use must, of course, be made of
effects. Wind, for instance, would
prove a most difficult subject were it
not for its effects, which render it one
of the easiest and most impressive
of weather conditions to photograph.
A film of wind could open with a cloud
scene — wispy or gtorm clouds, it is
not very significant — with a tall,
stationary erection in -the foreground.
On the grounds that they are part of

Belittled Titles
ONCE upon a time a man was

judged by his handwriting.
To-day, fortunately, we are
more broad-minded, and, providing
his typewriter is in good order, criticise
only the dexterity with which he
manipulates the English language.
" Show

me

his letter and

I will tell

you what he is like ” may indicate
a pedantic bias, but is certainly the
way in which we look at things. Still,
with the same thought in mind most
of us will agree that a good film can
be given those last artistic touches
by a discriminating use of the title
and sub-title.
Unfortunately, the reverse is equally
true, and slovenly or inapt phrasing
may cause the finger of ridicule to be
pointed at excellent camera work.
Of course, there are a hundred and one
ways of tackling the mechanical side
of title-making, but these are not
our present consideration. We must
assume the artistic ability to choose
the type of lettering and background
most suitable, and also the technical
patience to transfer it to celluloid.
Before making your title you must
first catch the words, hence the
following.
Delving once more into the past
— though not so far this time — we
remember novels with titles like
“ Rebecca’s Revenge,”
Virtue,” " Esmeralda’s
so on and on. There
mediate stage, too, in
were pleased to label
the curious Christian

" Triumphant
Romance,” and
was an inter¬
which authors
their wares by
and surnames

of their particular heroes or heroines.
In 1934 things are different, and the
accepted virtue of a title seems to lie
in its sounding perfectly crazy, and
22

filter will be

suitable for use in obtaining
studies. The Ilford Gamma is

BERNARD

having no apparent relationship to
the matter found between the covers.
Film titles are much the same as
one’s visits to the local cinema indicate
clearly. It is not suggested that the
amateur film editor should steal
uncensored pages from his professional
brother, for there are means as well
as extremes in everything. Neverthe¬
less, a title should be living and in the
modern fashion, for we seem to have
reached the stage when antiquity , except
in furniture, is considered the worst vice.
The fewer the words in a title, or
sub-title for that matter, the more
quickly and powerfully will it make its
appeal. Do not therefore commit sins
like the following : " Events at the
Bank Holiday Fete, 1933,” “ Shooting
Wild Duck from a Punt,” or, if you
specialise in humour, " Mr. Corker’s
Saturday Night Out.” These examples
are, of course, atrocious, but they
show what we mean.
Generally
speaking, a title should be of not more
than three words, and if you can
manage it in two so much the better.
The next warning is — -don’t be ordi¬
nary and too downright. It may, of
course, be only personal prejudice,
but we prefer the sound of Peerless
Windermere ” to ” Fortnight at Win¬
dermere.” Even this is not a very
good effort, for it tends to be pompous,
and reminds one of a railway station
advertisement.
Your title should be apt and not
merely a label, as one finds on the
tea and sugar canisters, or whatever
you call them, in kitchens. It should
not be misleading, but not too obvious ;
something which makes some flatterer
remark

after the

show,

" How

very

the subject itself, objects such as
windmills and wind-pumps may be
used in this contingency, care being
taken that movement of the wings or
vanes does not conflict with the cloud
motion. Other effects of the wind are
to damage and disrupt (which has
led one amateur to adopt the title
“ Havoc " for a wind -film), and
brazen advantage must be taken of
any humorous episodes that present
themselves.

By foul-weather filming, especial
In all
attention must be paid to the equip¬
ment. The lens must be watched for
“ steaming,” and (in storm work)
for possible drenchings. During long
breaks, the safest plan is to return
the equipment to its case ; and alwaj^s
after an excursion care should be taken
to overhaul at least the outer parts of
the camera.

BROWN.
To

condemn

the

use

of a

cliche

is perhaps to use one, but we must
risk that. Do not entitle a film
“ Bonny Scotland,” or “ The Emerald
Isle,” unless you are trading in comedy
and wish to be funny. There are a
lot more of them similar, but not so
obvious.

" Britain’s

Bulwarks

”

is

pretty bad, so is " Land of the
Heather,” but “ The Open Road ”
is so commonly used as to become
insidious.
What we have said above on titles
applies equally well to sub-titles.
Particularly avoid temptations to
insert “ Came the Dawn,” The Years
Rolled By,” ” And Wedding Bells
Rang Out Again.” All this sort of
thing can be side-tracked by a little
thought, or, better still, by ingenuity,
can be expressed by photography.
In sub titles the best effect can be
obtained by being specific rather than
general, and, if possible, humorous.
If on a motor-trip you make a shot
of a minor, though extremely irritating,
accident, don’t sub-title it " A Slight
Delay,” or " The Charms of Motoring,”
but run a few feet of white on black as
“ Merely a Sparking Plug,” and you
will get a laugh, providing your
camera work is good.
In the choice of words and phrases
it is doubtless a good plan to talk of
artistic sense and good taste, but
more often than not results are pro¬
duced by more head-scratching and
the use of a book of synonyms and
antonyms.
Beware, however, of
relying too implicitly on the latter,
which presents such a delightfully
bewildering array of words you scarcely
knew existed that you are sadly
tempted

appropriate.”

24th, 1934

to work

them

to death.
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Societies

will have

The Week’s Meetings

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

January

here if the syllabus

Monday,

Oxford

Thursday,
Inter-Club

January

Tuesday,

25th.

January

Exeter C.C. “ Architecture.”
Forest Hill and D.P.S. “ The Amateur
Guildford and D.C.C. Surprise Item.

Cind Club.

Members’

Hackney

P.S.

Outing

January

26th.

Prints.”

Whitehall

January

W. Lee.

Brownie.”

J. Dudley

Erdington and D.P.S. “ Summer Outings, 1933.”
Glasgow and W.S.P.A. “ Pictorial Composition.”
Gravesend and D.P.S. Carbro. C. R. O. Hodsoll.

Eadie.

P.S.

“ Where

is it ? ”

Robert

” Prize Slides.

Prof. A. D. Mainds.

“ The

Burrowing

Mole.”

Geo. A. Slight.

H. A. Hayward.

January

31st.

Accrington C.C. Bromoil. T. Hadfield.
Birkenhead P.A. “ Still Life by Artificial Light.” H. Kitchen.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Borough Polytechnic, Past and Present.” F. R. Heath.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Our Varied Coast Line.” B. Harvey-Jellie.
Bristol P.S. ‘ Holiday Experiences.”
Camberwell C.C. Depth -of-Focus Problems.
Cheltenham A.P.S. “ How I do Enlarging.” G. F. Harris.
Coventry P.C, “ Lenses and Why we use Them.” Members’ Discussion.

29th.

Chelsea P.S. “ Faults in Negatives.” Ilford, Ltd.
City of London and C.P.S. “ A Talk on Lantern Slides.”
Dewsbury P.S. Slide-Making. J. C. Holmes.

C.C.

Wednesday,

J. Linley.

27th.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ Nature as Seen in Photography.”
Ashton under-Lyne P.S. Combination Printing.
Bath P.3. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Composition.” J. F. Cory.
Bournemouth C.C. “ Pedal Pushing in France with a Box
Burroughs.
Bradford P.3. Slide Night.

Hanley

Streatham and D.P.S. “ The Lights o’ London.”
Warrington P.S. An Evening of Debates.

H. Fosscutt

: Wormley.

Monday,

Photographer

E. B. Haddon.

Royal P.S. “ Photo Electric Exposure Meters.” Dr. G. B. Harrison.
Rugby and D.P.S. “ Pictorial Photography and Composition.” Fred Green.
St. Bride P.S. Toning Processes. S. K. Tweedy and W. Fortens.
South Glasgow C.C. Portraiture. W. W. Weir.
South Shields P.S. Enlarging. J. N. Lilley.
Stafford P.S. Print Competition.

Evening.

Saturday,

Life in Uganda.”

Leeds P.S. “ With a Cycle Across Norway.” S. A. Preston.
Liverpool \.P.A. “ Gadgets.” F. A. P. Zacharias.
Manchester A. P.S. “ The Cumberland Lakes and Fells.” G. A. Forman.
Monklands P.S. “ Pictorial Photography.” Jas. A. Pollock.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.3. L. and C.P.U. Slides.

Meeting.

King’s Heath P.S. Cinematography.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Slide-Making. G. A. Forman.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ The Memoirs of a Photographer.”
Royal P.S. Cinematography.
Wimbledon

30th.

Hackney P.S. “ Methods of Diffusion.”
Halifax P.S. Members’ Slide Night.
Hamilton P.S. Visit to Mr. Brinkley’s Studio.
Harrow C.C. " Portrait and Figure Work.” S. Bridgen.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Slide Competition.

Clarke.

Dover Tnst. P.S. “ The Heart of England.” W. Vallanee.
Harrogate P.S. “ Newspaper Illustrations.” H. C. Buckle.
Hinckley
andH. D.P.S.
and A.
Lucas. “ Two Methods of Finishing Exhibition

E. J.

J. Clegg.

Nelson C.C. ” Bird Hunting with a Tramp.” R. Woods.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. “ The Artist and Photography.”
Norwood C.C. “ A Londoner’s London.” G. H. Dannatt.
Portsmouth C.C. Hants Slides.

Watford C.C. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S. Bridgen.
Wimbledon C.C. “ Some Beauty-spots in Colour.” Nelson

Film.”

G. F. Gillott.

History.”

January

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. S.P.F. Prints.
Cambridge P.C. “ Some Aspects of Native
Doncaster
Evening.
DunfermlineC.C.
P.A.President’s
S.P.F. Slides.

Singer C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. “ The Cevennes.” J. S. Lancaster.
Sunderland P.A. Carbro. T. Ambler.
Twickenham P.S. Portraiture Evening.
Tynemouth P.S. Cinematography. Arthur G. Greaves.

Friday,

cf an Amateur

the Negative.

Beckenham P.S. “ Treatment of Unsuitable Negatives.” P. Brain.
Birmingham P.S. “ Talk on Composition.” H. Wilson.
Blackpool
and Fylde P.S. “ An Introduction to Natural History Photography.”
R. Chislett.

Competition.

General

and Reducing

J. Krier.

Wallasey A. P.S. “ Some Holiday Memories.” W. Hayes.
Walsall P.S. Members’ Holiday Slides.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ History in Stone.” Miss E. A. Miller.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Southampton Ouartette.”
Hull P.S. “ The Story of a Norwegian Cruise.” C. J. Chislett.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ Hills and Holes.” J. F. Seaman.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Salon Portfolio.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ The Production and Uses of Electricity.” P. J. Robinson.
Northants N.H.P.S. House Show of Members’ Prints.
Scarborough A.P.C. Y.P.U. Shield Slides.

Annual

Intensifying

Southport P.S. “ Some Curiosities of Natural
Staines P.S. Carbro. W. R ishworth.

S. Bridgen.

Bury P.S. “ The Heart of Lakeland.” T. Cooper.
Cardiff C.C. “ Camera Magic.” N. Macdonald.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Mounting and Framing. A. M’Naught.
Coatbridge P.A. Chloro-Bromide Printing. E. C. Shaw.
Erdington and D.P.S. Visit to Aston P.S.
Greenock C.C. Oil Reinforcing. Hugh Strathearn.

Colne C.C.

P.S.

time to time.

(contd .).

Plymouth P.S. “ Photographing Marine Animals.” Douglas P. Wilson.
Southampton C.C. Annual General Meeting.
South London P.S. Finals of Monthly Print and Slide Competitions.

Leicester and L.P.S. “ Infra-red Photography.” Ilford, Ltd.
Partick C C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Members’ Competition.
South Essex C.C. Discussion : Panchromatics, Filters, Plates.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Visit to Central Association Exhibition.
Stockport P.S. Visit to College of Technology.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Materialism.” W. F. Lawton.

P.S.

or from

29th

Luton and D.C.C. “ Perspective.” L. G. Holton.
Newcastle
(Staffs) and D.C.C. “ The Production
Warrilow.

Carlisle and County , A. P.S. “ Rambling in N. Ireland.” W. F. Taylor.
Chorley P.S. “ Correct Development by the Azol Method.” T. Hodgkinson.
Coventry P.S. “ Control with Pigment and Knife.” B. Sinkinson.
Croydon C.C. “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures.” John Erith.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Perfect Print Making.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.”
Handsworih P.S. One-Man Portfolio. G. F. Prior.
Ilford P.S. Chloro-Brcmide Papers. Miss E. F. Gadd.
Kodak Works P.S. Cine Evening.

of the session

January

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ A Cruise in the Mediterranean.”
Leeds C.C. Lecturettes by Members.

Birkenhead P.A. “ Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Evolution of a Picture-Maker.” Capt. A. G. Buckham.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Through Sussex with my Camera.” Horace Hoad.
Camberwell C.C. Monthly Print and Slide Competition.

Aston

is sent to us at the beginning

24th.

L.

Croydon C.C. “ Three-Colour Photography.” ' A. J. Bull.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ Photographic Bits and Pieces.” Douglas
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Handsworth P.S. Lecture by A. H. Pinfield.
Ilford P.S. Combination Enlarging. R. H. Lawton.
Kodak Works P.S. Lantern Lecture.

G.

Stewart.

Leicester and L.P.S. “ Record and Survey Photography.”
Rochdale P.s. Criticism of Exhibition Slides. Travis Burton.
Johnston.

Scarborough A.P.C. “ Bird’s Nesting.” A. T. Wallis.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Photographic Adventures
Lawton.
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Criticism.
South Suburban and C.P.S.
Worcestershire C.C. Annual

E. B. Marks.

The Nineteenth Annual Exhibition of the Hammersmith
Hampshire House Photographic Society will be held from
13th to 22nd April next, the last date for receiving entries
being 22nd March. The exhibition will be run on similar lines
to those adopted in recent years ; no entry fees will be charged
and no awards made, while the organisers guarantee to return
all work within three days of the close of the show. The selec¬
tion committee for prints consists of Mr. Bertram Cox, Eng.Capt. E. J. Mowlam and Mr. Hugo van Wadenoyen, while the
slides will be selected by Mr. Cecil Chandless and Mr. J. Dudley
Johnston. Full particulars and entry forms may be obtained
from the Exhibition Secretary, Mr. J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson
Road, Barnes, S.W.13.

in Philosophy.”

F.

W.

Members’ Evening.
General Meeting.

Everyone interested in the bromoil and transfer processes
should endeavour to visit the exhibition of prints by members
of The Bromoil Circle, now on view at The Royal Photographic
Society’s House, 35, Russell Square, W.C.i. Most of the
best-known workers in bromoil are represented, and the pictures
on view are all of a high standard of pictorial and technical
excellence. The exhibition remains open daily until the end
of the month. Admission is free. The Bromoil Circle is a
postal camera club restricted to bromoil and transfer work.
It has a limited but select membership. The Hon. Secretary
is Mr. Leonard G. Gabriel, 33, Broughton Avenue, Finchley,
N.3, and the Hon. Exhibition Secretary is Mr. G. L. Hawkins,
23
of 49, Cornmarket Street, Oxford.
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Cent
How

‘Deciders'

'V

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the

Fditor

ami Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford
gi\e the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Questions

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

subjects.

Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor "prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if anv), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa l
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Dyeing

Slides

Plates.

from

Postcards.

plates can be dyed so that a
is not necessary. If this is so,
be carried out successfully at
is used ? F. E. (Northampton.)

I am thinking of compiling a lantern lecture, many
of the slides for which would be copies of postcards
I have collected from time to time. Is there any
objection to my using the cards for this purpose ?
L. C. (Leeds.)

An ordinary orthochromatic plate can
be converted into a " self-screen " or
" non-filter ” plate by immersing it in
the dye for a minute or so, and drying
it in a horizontal position in perfect
darkness. A suitable solution is :
Filter yellow K
. .
. . 12 grs.
Gum arabic
. .
. . 80 grs.
Water
. .
. .
• •
oz.
Even if you have the necessary facilities
and skill for doing this work there is
nothing to be gained, as plates of this
type are available at ordinary prices.

You will be infringing copyright by
making copies of any kind. If you
communicate with the publishers of the
cards and explain your purpose, you
would probably get permission in most
cases, but this might include the stipu¬
lation that you state the authors or
publishers of the cards when giving the
lecture.

Chloro-bromide

There are several thermometers suit¬
able for photographic work, and you
can obtain one from any good dealer.
They are quite cheap, from about two
shillings upwards. Messrs. Ilford Ltd.
provide one specially adapted for dark¬
room work, being filled with a black
liquid which shows up well, and having
the figures inside the tube so that the
markings are not affected by any solu¬
tions. The Watkins thermometer also
has special advantages, but is rather
more expensive.

I understand that
filter on the lens
can the operation
home ? What dye

Developer.

Can you give me a good
chloro-bromide papers ?

all-round developer for
D. B. L. (Margate.)

The following is reliable r
55
Glycin
55
Hydroquinone
2 oz.
Sodium sulphite
oz.
2
Sodium carbonate
grs.
Potassium bromide
55 grs.
20 oz.
Water to . .
In many cases the best results with a
given paper can be obtained only
grs. by
following the procedure described by
its makers.
Size

of Lantern

Pictures.

When making lantern slides from very small
negatives why is it necessary to enlarge them ?
Why cannot they be made by contact ?
D. R. F. (London.)

There is nothing to prevent contact
slides being made. Th? reason why
they are not satisfactory is this. Lantern
arrangements have to permit of a
picture as large as 3 X 3 in. being pro¬
jected on to the screen. The result is
that a much smaller picture area on the
slide gives an insignificant image on the
screen.

Hypo
Is

It- seems that a thermometer is a useful accessory
in photography, and for some operations appears
indispensable. What is the best type to get ?
F. T. M. (London.)

Cleaning

Bottles.

What is the best way of cleaning bottles before
using them for something different from what they
have previously contained ?
N. C. (Dover.)

There is no universal way, as the
method to be adopted depends on the
previous contents of the bottles. If
there is any trace of oil or grease a warm
solution of soda will answer ; for alka¬
line contents, a strong solution of hydro¬
chloric acid ; for soluble substances
water alone will serve. Bottles are so
cheap that, except in special cases, there
should be no necessity for running the
risk of possible contamination.

24
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only ?

If so, how

prints can be toned

in

is it done ?
C. G. (London.)

Plain hypo solution does not alter the
colour of the print, but will reduce it in
time. The nearest approach to what
you suggest is to place the fixed and
rinsed print in a 20 per cent solution of
plain hypo for a minute or so, and
transfer it direct to a 1 per cent solution
of hydrochloric acid for at least half
an hour. The toning action continues
during the washing, which should be
for about two hours. We do not
recommend this method.
Thickness

of Plates.

What is the thinnest glass on which photographic
emulsions are coated for negative work ?
I. A. (Woolwich.)

We cannot say definitely, but we
should estimate the measurement of
the thinnest plates we have used at
about four-hundredths of an inch. There
is no difficulty in obtaining plates of
about five-hundredths of an inch, and
even less than this in small sizes.
Book

on

Chemistry.

Can you suggest an elementary book dealing with
chemistry only as it applies to photographic work ?
B. L. O. (Dublin.)

You probably cannot do better than
get a copy of “ Elementary Photographic
Chemistry,” published at a shilling by
Messrs. Kodak.
Getting
,

Thermometer.

Toning.

it a fact that bromide

hypo

exception, must

photographic

a 10 per cent solution of hypo ?
J. F. (Southampton.)

Dissolve i oz. of hypo in a few ounces
of water, and make up the volume to
10 oz. by adding more water. These
are the proportions whatever quantity
you may require.

Photographer

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.

Hypo.

can I prepare

Contrast.

What is a good developer for getting very strong
contrasts in both negative and positive work ?
M. S. (Battersea.)

Take 1 part A, 1 part B, and 2 parts
water, using the following stock solutions
:
oz.
A. Hydroquinone..
.
.
iGO
Sodium sulphite
. . 402
Citric acid
60 oz.
Potassium bromide
Water to
B. Caustic soda . .
. . l6o
Water to
. .
20 oz.
20
Protecting Fingers.
I have a faint recollection that you once recom¬
mended painting the finger-tips with retouching
grs.
medium to protect them against developer
grs.
stains. Am I right ?
C. H. B. (Hampstead.)

The suggestion was made some year
or two ago by a correspondent, grs.
who
admitted that the medium was no
grs.
protection in the case of any solution
containing soda. A further suggestion
week.
appears
in our Correspondence page this
Retouching

Brushes.

Are ordinary camel-hair brushes suitable for
retouching negatives and prints with water¬
colours ?
R. H. (Coventry.)

If of suitable size and quality they
will answer. It is far better, however,
to go to the extra expense — not very
great — of buying red sable brushes.
They do the work better, and last much
longer.
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OF IMPORTANCE

Said Mr. A
to Mr. B.

TO EVERY

a good

lucky to pick one

with

of AZOL
for
9d.
in stamps,
to develop’
1 sufficient
doz. 3J x2J
spools.

it is just an Aldis F/4.5, that’s
all ; they are all like that, there

FREE

You can read how easy
it is to do your own
Developing and Printing
in the Home Photography
Lesson Booklets we send
free on application.

/ A

1 02. 1

such

B“ Not at all, my dear fellow —
ALDIS

1 ee' /
trial
Sent

lZ‘

lens.”

are no bad

ones.”

Aldis Lens Book.

For Test Chart postcard please send i \d. stamp.

BROTHERS,

SPARKHILL,

Turn a

OWNER

It is not expensive, it is not a “ messy ”
job — with AZOL it is most economical
and sure, and it is also most fascinating.

A“ I say, I have just bought an
been

CAMERA

Are you doing your own Developing
and making your own Gaslight Prints ?

Aldis F/4.5 outfit and the re¬
sults are fine ! I do think I

have

ADVERTISEMENTS

BIRMINGHAM.

Write

Now

is the

time

to

Publicity

to

Dept.

JOHNSON &S0NS

make your first attempt .
You will save money

Manufacturing
Chemists,

and get more pleasure
out of your hobby.

Hendon,

LTD.

London,
N.W.4

NEWSPAPERS

PLEASANT
HOBBY

want photos —

ADVERTISERS

into a

PROFITABLE
PASTIME !

53-54,

PERIODICALS

& BOOKS

Brighten

your photographs

with

want photos —

way to take them, and the right way to sell
them. Now is the time to start, so that you
are ready to take advantage of the profitable
summer months. Write to him to-day and
learn how others are profiting by his training.

Make yoor photography something more than
a pleasant hobby . . . turn it into a profit¬
able pastime. Under the personal POSTAL
TUITION of Mr. C. Allen Elliott you can soon
learn the right subjects to take, the right

BRITISH SCHOOL

LOUR

C

want photos —

TRADE

‘TABLOID’TONERS

MARK

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

HAYMARKET,

LONDON,

S.W.I

I

Mr. C. Allen Elliott, British School of Photography, Ltd., 53-54, Haymarket, London, S.W.I.
Please send me your book “ Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” without obligation to :
Name .
..

Simple

to

Address .

gaslight

prints and

A.P. 6

use

on

bromide
lantern

or

slides

‘TABLOID’ BLUE, GREEN and SEPIA
'TABLOID' COPPER
FERROCYANIDE
COMPOUND (Warm black to chalk-red)

TONERS
TONING

EACH

"fo

r

per

carton

From

all

Photographic
Reduced
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us

a postcard

for interesting

Burroughs
OJsA

Dealers

facsimile

4,

Snow

literature,

Wellcome
Hill

LONDON,

post
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E.C.1

free

Co.
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment Jot A . vertisemenls should be
~
made payable to 1L1FFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
_
**
Notes being '.intractable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, " The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1 /Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2*d. tor every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive Insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous Issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% 1 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26h, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale Is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
oheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilifle and Sons Limited-

CAMERAS

WARNING

LENSES

1 Axl5
Palmos, f/4.5 Tessar, synchronised and
Avi top-scaled, 15 single slides ; as new, £13,
or offer.— Webster, Bedford Chambers, Exeter. [9137
12 slides,
Ross Minex
Combinable
6-in.
ADAMS’
}-pl.6}-in.
Tropical
ReflexandCamera,
Ross f/3.5 Xpres lenses, A. Kl}, K3 filters in optical
flats, two magazines for plates and cut films,
F.P.A., Agfa colour screen, 13-in. f/5.5 Teleros
lens and K 1} filter in optical flat, in all cost
over £180. — Below.
No. 2 4-pl.
set Ross
Combinable
K 3
ADAMS’
Tropical
Minex lenses,
Reflex,K 6lj,slides.
filters, etc., set cost over £160 ; Sinclair Whole-

We have received many eomplaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

AND

LENSES

1-PLATE Stand Camera, all movements, f/8,
4 Thomton-Pickard 6hutter, 2 double slides,
case ; good condition, 25/-, post paid. — Lane, 133,
Sandford Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
[9247

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and
and appear
from that
the
complaints
we Cinematographer,”
have received it would

TWO First-class Cameras, etc., by Messrs. Newman

and Guardia, are offered at under half list
prices for quick sale: New Special Sibyl, 3}x24,
Dallmeyer f/4.5 Serrac, 4 double book-form slides,
F.P.A. , leather case and other accessories ; Baby
Sibyl, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 3 double book-form
slides, F.P.A., case, etc. ; £10/10 and £8/8,
respectively. — Advertiser, 34, Cotswold Gardens,
London, N.W.2.
[9251

his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

REFLEX 31x2} T.-P. Junior Special, Cooke

plate Technical Camera, 6 slides, 12-in. Ross
Homocentric lens, Taylor-Hobson wide-angle lens,
etc., set cost over £90 ; A.G. K 1, K 2, K 3 Filters,
in optical flats, usable on either 4-pl. or whole-plate ;
9x12 Contessa Nettel Press Camera, 6 slides, etc. —
Below.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

FINE Mahogany Body Brass-mounted Projection N. &andG. Folding
new condition,
F.P.A.
slides, Reflex,
leather incase,
£27. — A.P,,
64,
Cannon St., E.C.
[9255

Lantern, for electric light, two Dallmeyer
lenses, and sundries ; Kodak Studio Camera
Stand, all as new, also good Dark-room equip¬
ment, low price to clear, can be seen at almost
any time by appointment. — Flat 1, Belvedere
Mansions, Keswick Rd., S.W.15.
[9176

:-

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience ot advertisers, letters nny be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box. 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ’ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal w!th the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines!
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ’•’ is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17 4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.
Communications

~
Co.

1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, 31x2} roll-holder, quick4 wind, self-capping, l/15th to 1/1, 000th, Cooke
Luxor 5|-in. f/4.5, reversing back, rising front,
£6/15. — Fox, 22, Kingston, Yeovil, Somerset. [9256

f/4.5 5-in. anastigmat, 6 metal slides, K
type carrying-case, £4/12/6, no offers. — Morris,
P.C.71, 196, Milkstone Rd., Rochdale, Lancs. [9265
1-PLATE Anschutz Press Outfit, £10/10 ; lens
2 alone cost more. — 46a, Blatchington Rd., Hove-

1-PLATE Field Outfit, T.-P. triple extension
4 Imperial, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric and Dall¬
[9268
meyer Adon Telephoto in Koilos shutter, 1
to
l/300th sec., 3 double slides, tripod, £6. —
Hanscomb, Pathways, Tadworth.
[9269

f/4.5,
Leica,
focussing,
LEICA4-in.No.Aldis
2, Elmar
f/3.5,adapted
guaranteed
as new,
£16 ;
DALLMEYER Press Reflex, i-pl., f/3.5, slides, 31x2}
not actuating, £3/10 ; 4-in. Dallon f/5.6, similar,
Zeissdelayed-action
Ikon Cocarette
Roll leather
Film, Tessar
4 f/4.5,
Compur,
case ; £3/10 ; both perfect. — David Roberts, Welford,
Stratford-on-Avon.
[9272

F.P.A., leather case ; good condition ; what
offers ? Wanted — Automatic Rolleiflex, also Ombrux or Weston Meter. — -Box 9111, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9242

new condition, £ 7/10. — Smith, 112, Queen’s Rd.,
Monkseaton, Northumberland.
[9261

50/-. — Cook, 5a, Fairfield Gardens,
End, N.8.

approval deposit. — Write, Beresford, 6, Blooms¬
bury St., W.C.l.
[9264

ENSIGN Selfix Twenty, f/4.5, as brand new, UNWANTED Gift.— Leica II, unwrapped, £20 ; F/2.9 Pentac lens, 7-in. focus, in 3}x2} Thornton26

YOU

CAN

Crouch
[9246

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Pickard Reflex, with numerous accessories ;
condition as new, £17.— BM/BG, London, W.C.l.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

[9281
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LENSES

1

DALLMEYER
Speed,f/5.6
4Jx6,Telephoto,
f/2.9 lens,
F.P.A.,
3 slides, Dallon
interchange¬
able, 2 leather cases ; as new, £15, cash or exchange
offers. — Hackett, 37, Davenport Rd., Hazelgrove,
Stockport.
[9273

V.P. Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar,

Compur, case, £5. — Parkinson, Sapling Rd.,
Swinton, Manchester.
[9275

31x2i
; bargain,
first
4 55/-. Ikonta,
— Bailey, f/6.3,
Rolandperfect
Avenue,
Wilford, Not¬
tingham.
[9276

ATEW
Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, 3}x23, f/4.5 Tessar,
iv D.A. Compur, £7/10. — Blake, 23, Goodge St.,
W.C.l.
[9277

FOCAL-PLANE 3i x 2J Contessa Nettel, Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, speeds to 1/1, 200th, 3 D.D. slides,
all in specially made leather case ; perfect con¬
dition, £7/10 ; listed at over £30. — 45, Lascotts
Rd., N.22.
[9278

ZEISS6 slides,
Trona, F.P.A.,
3ix2.i, Riteway
f/4.5 Tessar,
D.A. Compur,
roll-holder,
Distar

filter and leather case ; as new, £8/10. — Below.

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5, slides, F.P.A.,

roll-holder and exten. panel ; as new, £7. —
St. Albans, Heathfield Rd., Keston, Kent.
[9280
Bargains :—

T1

THREE

— Dallmeyer Baby Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac
and Telephoto, double sealed and finders, 3
D.D. slides, F. P. A. , . leather case, £10 (Dallmeyer’s
to-day’s price without Telephoto, £18). — Below.
— Dallmeyer Baby Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., leather case, £12.- — Below.
— Goerz V.P. Roll Film Tenax, Goerz f/4.5,
Compound shutter, £3/15 ; approval bank
references or deposit, — Middleton, Fieldhead, Roundhay, Leeds.
[9228

j^ATURALIST

release and cups ; cost £5/10 ; £2/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Tropical Sanderson, with new 53-in.

f/7.7 Aldis in Compur, l/250th, one new book-

form teak slide, specially suitable for use with
flashlamp ; otter and badger has been successfully
photographed with the above, £3/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Naturalist Reflex, 7i-in. Cooke f/3.5,

4

6 book-form slides, F.P.A., direct-vision finder,

automatic time valve, reversible mask. Alpha
filter, lens hood, spare panel, focussing magnifiers,
large Ashford tripod, case ; cost over £50 ; £22. —
Below.

boxf/5.6
for Dallon,
reflex, with
containing
n-IN.
hood andsilent
case, behindspecial
lens Luc shutter, made by Dallmeyer ; cost £32 ;
new

condition,

£14. — Below.

n-lN.new f/5.5
Sibyl, Below.
long lens hood ;
; costTeleros
£15/10 for
; £7/10.—
book slides,
by Newman
SPECIAL
i-pl. panel
SquaremadeBellows
Field, & 5 Guardia
double
containing New Ideal silent shutter, with 71-in.

Perfac lens. Alpha Alter, antinous release, spare
panel and cases, special speed and aperture
plates so that these can be read directly from
above ; cost £20 last season ; £8. — Below.
1-PLATE Sibyl Special, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides,

4

pack adapter, Mackenzie adapter, direct-vision

finder, tripod boards, case, £6. — Below.

5 -IN.cap, Ross
f/4.5, £3.sunk
mount, safety
fitted Xpres
for enlarging,
— Below.
KODAK
Flat-bedKnockdolian,
Glazer, new ;Comrie,
cost £5/15Perthshire.
; £2/10.
— Temple,
[9286
71-IN.
Anastigmat
Lens
f/5.5,
speeded
shutter,
56, Barons Court Rd., W.14.
[9288
NO. Compur,
6 Tropical
Carbine,
3ix2i,
f/4.5,;
plate Ensign
back, case
; new
condition
2

30/- ; also i-pl. Camera,

ADVERTISEMENTS

SERVICE
VALUES !
FOR CASH,
EXCHANGE or TERMS
MINIATURE

shutter
£6

f/5.8, 12/6. — Barron,

cost £12/10; £6. — Cassidy, 21, Little Newport
Court, W.C.2.
[9289

ROLLEIFLEX
6x6 old,
cm. new,
Automatic,
Zeiss—
Tessar, 3 months
£16/10 ; f/3.8
deposit.
83, North St., Wellington, Somerset.

[9291

/|pixl07 Goerz Folding Stereo, f/4.5 Celors,
tc tJ Compound, 6 D.D. slides (nickel), de luxe
case, etc. ; as new, photograph, £ 4/15. — Below.

7

6

21 x 1-11/1 6ths in. Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer, Compur shut¬
ter .
£5 0 0
V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur shutter £7 0 0
V.P. Agfa Speedcx, f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat, Com¬
pur .
£5 5 0
V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. Od.

REFLEX

31x21

Ensign, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, T. and I. shutter
£3 18 6
Ensign, f/7.7 anastigmat, T. and I. shutter

31x21

Ensign, f/6.3 anastigmat, T. and

£1

10

0

I. shutter
0

0

Ensign, tropical, f/7.7 Aldis, T. and £2
I. shut¬
ter31x21
.
2 0
31x21 Ensign Speed, f/4.5 Aldis, F.P. shutter £4 18 6
21x21 Brilliant, f/7.7 lens, T. B. I. shutter. . £1 18 6
21x21 Brilliant, f/4.5 Skopar, Compur shutter £6 0 0

FOLDING

PLATE

i-pl. Torona, double extension, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur,
F.P.

adapter .

£11

18

6

i-pl. Agfa, double extension, f/4.5 Solinar, D.A. Compur,
3 slides .

£6

6

0

i-pl. Sanderson, double extension, f/5.5 Dialytar anas¬
tigmat, Ibsor shutter, 3 D.D. slides .
£5 18 6
i-pl. Etui, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Ruby, f/6.8 Aplanat, Uhicum shutter, 2
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter .
£2 18 6

ODD

SUNDRIES

51-in. Double Plano Condenser, in metal mount 19s. 6d.
8J-in.

Double

Plano

Condenser,

in wood

mount

£2

0

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

Established 1889.

Reflex, 31x21,

Cooke

f/4.5 5-in.

Q4'|/_
OU/"

Butcher Carbine Roll Film, 3i x 2i, Aldis
f/7.7 4.75-in. lens, canvas case. — Below.

QA
doublenew
extension,
R.R.2
&\JI/_ Lancaster
lens, T.-P.1-pl.,
shutter,
condition,
D.D. slides, tripod, leather case ; all in sound
condition. — Angles, 43, Sedgeford Rd., Shepherds
Bush.
[9298

31x21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, 5

2 slides, F.P.A., purchased 3 months ago, £ 6/6.
— Ford, Woodland, Walmley Rd., Sutton Coldfield.

ERNEMANN Ermanox, 41x6 cm., f/2 Ernostar,
COSTcondition,
£15/15,f/4.5ZeissTessar,
Ikon D.A.
Ideal,Compur,
21x31,double
new
extension, etc., £7/17/6. — Write, Pierce, 1, Green

12 slides and case ; cost £40 ; new condition,
£15.— Write, P. Williams, 58a, Dean St., W.l. [9303
[9300

St., W.C.l.

[9307

V.P. Exakta Roll Film Reflex, Ihagee f/3.5, case,

filter, lanyard, new condition, £9; 3x4
cm. Baby Ikonta, Novar f/4.5, filter, £2/15 ; Correx
Tank for V.P. films, 16/- ; no offers. — Box 9162,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9311

UNUSED. — 4x4 Automatic Rolleiflex, f/2.8 *
2 lens, Etui
D.A. Camera,
Compur, single
31x21
with extension,
Zeiss Tessarcomplete
f/4.5
with accessories, new condition, £7/10. — Box 9154,
perfect, any trial, £17/10. — Box 9153, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9312

Photographer.”

[9313

T.-P. Victory Reflex, 31x21, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

auto, stop, 4 slides, F.P. A., antinous release,
velvet-lined solid leather case, perfect condition,
£7/10 ; also Agfa Standard Roll Film, 3ix2i, f/4.5
lens, new. £3/3. — Box 9155, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[9314

in case, suitable
x 2| or 1-pl.
DALLMEYER
Popular 31Telephoto
Lens, reflex,
12-in. like
f/6,
new, £4/10. — Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent, Wimble¬
don, S.W.19.

[9259

Trade.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London
£15/17/6
; Sun-shade,
in case, f/3.8,
5/6 ; Plate
ALLENS.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex,
6x6,
Adapter and 3 slides, 47/6. — Below.
Ensign— Zeiss
Magnaprint
59/6 ; Easel,
ALLENS.
Ikon Enlarger,
Stereo Viewer,
39/6 ;
12/9 ; Horizontal 31x21 Enlarger, with f/7.7 lens,
special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphry's,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

70/- ; Imperial 1-pl. Enlarger (like new),
Baby Ikonta, Novar f/4.5, 57/6. — Below.

79/6 ;

ALLENS.— Helinox, 3x4 cm. to 31X21, 39/6;

Leica II (like new), £15/17/6 ; Voigtlander
Virtus, £13/13 model, £8/19/6.— Below.
flex, Super
Ikonta, foretc.Leica,
; exchanges,
twoALLENS
of Manchester
Superb, Rollei¬
thirds approximately allowed for modern cameras,
part payment, subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4.
[0087
426, Highcamera
St., Lewisham,
S.E. 13Lewisham
and radioLondon,
exchangePhone, Lee Green 2188 ; exceptional value ; approval
deposit.
lens, interchangeable,
£24 ; guaranteed, £11/18/6.

leatherf/5.6
caseTelephoto
; cost
LEICA, f/3.5 Elmar, also ballon
F.P. A.,
case ; list
£14/5 f/4.5
; unsoiled,
ZEISS
Maximar,
3£x2J,
Tessar,£8/17/6.
slides,
cost
£7/7
;
guaranteed
perfect,
£1/17/6.
PATHE Baby Camera, f/3.5, Motrix motor,

]VT. & G. New Special Sibyl, 3ix24, Ross Xpres
It f/4.5, roll-holder, case ; cost £26/15 ; guaran¬
teed, £12/15 ; other fittings if required.

LEICA
perfect andandindistinguishable
fromModel
new,I, quite
range-finder
case, £8/10. —
Below.
ALSO,ZeissRecently
cost £64/15,
unused
Ikon Mirofiex,
34x23,absolutely
fitted Bio-Tessar

BE

0

Carrying-case for Kid Projector, new. Usual price
I2S. 6d. Post gd .
3s. 6d.
Ensign Cine Cabinet, 24 x 15 x8J, in oak. Post 9d. 12s. 6d.
3J x 21 Mackenzie Adapter, and envelopes, for Soho
£17 6
Silver Screen, on roller, 4 x 3 ft .
£116
Silver and Bronze Screen, rigid, 30x20 m .
14s. 6d,
Storage Cans, for 9.5 or 16-mm. 400-ft. Films. Each Is. 3d.
Twelve 5x4 Double Book-form Slides. Good condi¬
tion. Set .
£1 10 0
Metrophot Photo-Cell Meter .
£3 15 0
Willo Cine Meter .
£10 0
Bewi Combined Distance and Exposure Meter £2 12 6
Leitz Fodis Meter, and case .
£1 2 6
Fotet Distance Meter .
15s. Od.
Leicascop Meter .
£1 1 0
Bewi Distance Meter .
£1 7 6
Dremoscop Meter .
£15 0

T/t /ANTED. — Sibyl Vitesse ; also 9.5-mm. Cine. —
IT 7, Grange Avenue, Beeston, Notts.
[9294

f/2.8, velvet-lined case, £38. — J. L. Baker, 2, Park
View Mansions, Green Lanes, N.4.
[9295

T.-P.

c/o “ The Amateur

3i-x2i Zodel, double extension, f/4.5 Xenar, Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, R.F.A. and case £4 7 6
3|x2| Cameo, double extension, f/4.5 Lukos, Compur,
F.P. adapter, 3 slides .
£3 15 0
4 slides,

9/- ; Handbooks, “ Flashlight,” “ Perfect Nega¬
tives,” “ Sports and the Camera,” and “ Landscape
Photography,” “ Agfa Handbook,” 5/- lot ;
back numbers several years “ Amateur Photo¬
grapher,” 2d. each ; 1-pl. Double-extension Camera,
reversing back, good condition, but wants

( \J/~ lens, rev. back, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, focal-

cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur

31x21

and 9x12 cm. plates and 9x12 films, 14/6 ; Bewi
Exposure Meter, 18/6 ; Lens Flange, 2J-in., 4/- ;
Spare Front Panel for T.-P. Reflex, with flange,

ty/A/

cm. Dolly, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Vario shutter
£2 7 6
3x4 cm. Ranca, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shut¬
ter .
£2 19 6

ROLL-FILM

LENSES~~|

plane shutter, 12 P.H., F.P.A., canvas case. — Below.

3x4

3x4

AND

RAS
j| CAME
home
portraiture,
voltages,Arc
complete
SALE.
— Trant
Minimaall Pocket
Lamp, withfor
reflector, 25/6; Watkins 5x4 Tank, takes 5x4

bellows, 10/- ; Johnson’s Flashlamp, 3/6.— R.
Stamp, 3, Bedford Park Villas, Plymouth.
[9292

CAMERAS

£2

disposing of :

hunters Flashlainp,
for animalas flashlight,
NESBET
used by ideal
big-gamefor
Loch Ness monster, complete with antinous

4

PHOTOGRAPHER

GOERZ Famous Pernox Prism Binocular, screw

focussing, perfect, sling case ; cost £14 ;
guaranteed ; 45-mm. O.G. ; bargain, £6/17/6.
1-PLATE Sanderson, latest revolving back, Aldis

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.l

4

f/4.5, Compur,

F.P.A., slides, case ;

£16 ; unsoiled, £8/17/6. — See above.

SYSTEM.

cost

[9299
27
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THE

750

AMATEUR

- WATT

CAMERAS

16-mm. Victor Famous Mighty-Power Projector, Superlite f/1.6, 750watt super direct illumination, patent large 2-In. diameter dual con¬
densers (passing enormous light), large booster reflectors, direct drive
motor, 4-way rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor, rewind one
film whilst projecting another, rewind two films at once, car gear clutch
start, giving forward, reverse, rewind, patent film trip (shuts off
projection automatically if running incorrectly, no damaged films),
dreadnought gear tilting head, 24-teeth sprocket-fed (takes dry, tom,
or shrunken films all perfectly), automatic precision shutter, all goldbronze chromium. Complete in russet ready-for-action case. The
world’s finest precision automatic projector.
Government in competition to all others.

FINEST

As

supplied

£70 : 0 : 0

Or £6 to £10

monthly,

deferred

to U.S.

PRECISION

terms,

secures.

Soft-focus Pictorial Attachment, fits any camera to 14-in. diameter
lens, combined filter-holder aod square lens-hood, gives various profes¬
sional soft-focus effects, from very slight to heavy, vignettes, etc.
Fits any still or movie camera. The perfect retoucher. ... £2 2 0
PRECISION LATEST. — 34 24 Zeiss Super Ikonta, built-in range¬
finder, coupled focus, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action Compur,
automatic erecting, automatic range-finder, automatic direct finder,
takes 8 31 x 21 or 16 V.P. on films obtainable anywhere. . £17 0 0
Or £2 2 0 monthly secures, deferred terms.
SUPER CAMERA.— 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, Famous
f/3.5, three speeds, interchanging lenses (takes Telephoto, etc.), real
slow motion, dual finders, actual footage, takes Kodak or Gevaert
Alms .
£12 12 0
Dallmeyer Telephoto, £4 4 0; F/1.9, £6 6 0 ; Super t/l. 9 £880
Or 35/- monthly secures, deferred terms.
LATEST PRECISION 16-mm. Simplex Super Camera, Kodak f/3.6,
3 speeds, single picture, automatic stop (stops automatically at any
desired footage), takes 50-ft. films, automatic loading, no threading
whatever ; change from one film to another with only one picture
spoilt ; 1-in. thick only. Smallest, lightest and most compact camera in
the world. All inlaid silver. Enjoy the comfort of a Simplex. £25.
F/2.9 Model, £31 10 0.
F/1.9 Speed, £33 10 0.
Or £3 to £4 monthly secures, deferred terms.
Cine

Enlargements,

Latest Pure

34x2|,

Green-white

1-pl. or P.C., from

Crystal Beaded

Screens,

Cine

Negatives.

on rollers, automatic

cases, automatic in leather-covered cases. The world’s finest cln6
screen. Wonderful light. Doubles the power of your lamp.
Prices from 35/-, or deferred terms.
Why not Try a 16-mm. Projector P Films last a lifetime with side
sprockets. Film hire, 1/- to 1/6 400 ft., Comedy, Drama, Travel,
thousands of films. Camera film 10/- 60 ft., processed, including 6-ft.
leader at beginning and 6 ft. at end, for threading ; every inch of film
exposed. No waste.
16-mm. Ensign Super Automatic Projector, Superlite f/1.6, direct
super illumination, 2-in. large condensers (passing enormous light),
automatic erecting spool arms, automatic projection, complete in
ready-for-action

carrying-case. Super projector .
Or £2 to £3 monthly, deferred terms.

£17

10

0

3J x 24 Voigtlauder Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur. As new ... £4
3x4 Ikonta Zeiss Roll Film, f/4.5, 3 speeds, self-erecting . £2
1-pl. Zeiss Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
£5
1-pl. T.-P. Duplex Super Reflex, Cooke f/2.5 Speed .
£19
34 x 24 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/3.6 Speed .
£32
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.6 Speed .
£8
34 x 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. As new.... £5
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, 400-ft., hand-turn .
£3
i-pl. Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5, slides, case .
£27
1-pl. T.-P. Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5 Speed, D. slides .
£12
34 x 24 Zeiss Ideal Plate. Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£9

17
15
12
19
10
17
17
17
10
12
17

6
0
6
0
0
6
6
6
0
0
6

8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, and Projector .
94-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Zeiss Tessar f/2. 7 .
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. Cost £34 .
34 > 24 Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5. Cost £38 .
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5. latest type. D. slides .
3* * 24 Zeiss Film Plate, f/4.5 D.A., double ex .
34*24 Ensign Film Reflex, Aldis-Bu+cher f'4.5 .
16-mm. Kodak A Super Projector, 200-watt, case .
34 x 24 Tourist, Heliar f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
V.P. Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
i-pl. Cameo, Aldis-Buteher f'4.5. D.A. Compur .

£14
£12
£8
£11
£11
£11
£5
£19
£8
£4
£6

14
12
17
11
11
11
17
19
17
17
17

0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
6

16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f ’3.5, 4 speeds .
35-mm. Sept. Compact Camera, f/3.5, pocketable .
34 x 24 Voigtlander Plate, f 4.5. D.A.. double ex .
34 x 2J Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f 4.5, slides .
34 2} Wirgin Plate, Xenar f 2.9, D.A. . double ex .

£5
£4
£6
£14
£7

5
17
17
14
15

0
6
6
0
0

i-pl. Zeiss Film Plate, f/4.5, Compur, long ex .
£6 17
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 100-watt, motor, case, resist.. . . £8 17
V.P. Icarette Film, Tessar f 4.5. new Corn pur. As new.... £6 17

6
6
6

i-pl. Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5, triple ex .
34 ■ 2j Zodel Plate, f/fl.3, 3-speed, double ex., slides .
i-pl. Certo Plate, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
34 x 24 Sibyl Plate, Xpres f/4.5, sileut shutter .
16-mm. Stewart-Warner, Dallmeyer f, 1.9. 4 speeds .
i-pl. Goerz Double Dark Slides. Cost 35s. each .
3 x 4 Mentor Precision Film, Tessar f/3.5. As new .
Electrophot Combined Still and Cine Photo-Meter .
34*2| Zeiss Ikonta, Tessar f 4.5. D.A. Compur .
Films. — Pathe Super 9/ -mm.. Comedy, Drama, etc., each. .
i-pl. Klimax Plate, Ensign f,'5.5, 1 to l/100th, double ex..
16-mm. Kodak Automatic Threading Projector, 250-watt.
34 x 24 Zodel Plate, f/3.5, D A. Compur, double ex .
34*24 Ensign Film Plate, f/4.5. 7-speed, rise, cross .
3x4 Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3, 3-speed, self-erect .
3ix2i Voigtlander Film, f/4.5, D.A., self-erecting .
31 x 2i Agfa Film, f/4.5, 7-speed, unique fittings .
400-ft. 16-mm. Empty Spools. As new .
34 x 24 Riteway Roll Film Slide. Cost 35s .

£19 19 0
£1 9 6
£2 17 6
£8 8 0
£9 17 6
11s. 6d.
£8 8 0
£4 4 0
£6 17 6
. 15s. Od.
£1 17 6
£29 10 0
£5 17 6
£4 4 0
£2 12 0
£6 17 6
£3 17 6
2s. 6d.
£1 1 0

4-in. Dallmeyer Cine Telephoto f/3.5. As new .
£5 17 6
Slides, V.P. Goerz, 2s. 6d.
V.P. N. A G. Double, 9s. lid.
94-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5 and Tele., 3 speeds. ... £9 17 6
10-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto, suit reflex. As new .
£5 17 6
20-mm. Dallmeyer Cine f/1. 5 Lens. As new .
£5 17 6
Zeiss Range-finder, in case. As new .
19s. 6d.
40 30 Beaded Crystal Screen, automatic roller .
£3 10 0
200B Pathe Projector Cases. Unused .
14s. 6d.
N. & G. Folding Lens Hood, 2-3 inch, 13s. 6d. ; 14 inch.. . .10s. 6d.
34 x 24 Ensign Speed Film, f 4.5, 1,25th to l/500th .
£7 10 0

EDWIN
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NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,

W.l, the camera
bargains.

specialists, offer the following

l/100th

and

time,

REFLEX

NEW. — 16-mm. Hand-drive Kodatoy Projector,
and

3 films ;

cost £3/5 ;

our

price, £1/5.

5x4 Ernemann Press Focal-plane, direct finder,

rising and cross front, fully-speeded shutter,
fitted Ernemann anastigmat f/6, focussing, Mackenzie
slide Model A, 3 envelopes, F.P.A., leather case, £3.
1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Reflex,
4 focussing adjustment, rising front, sky-shade,
deep triple detachable focussing hood, revolving
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 000th and time (no lens), 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, £6/10.

NO. la No. 14 Ensign Carbine Roll Film

Camera, rack focussing, high rising front,
reversible finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Ross
Xpres f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
and time, £7/15.

NO. 2a Folding Autographic Brownie, reversible
finder, fitted R.R.

lens, speeded shutter, 14/6.

Qlx2i Newman & Guardia Roll Film Sibyl,
OS
rising front, N. & G. reflex finder, also
direct finder, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, speeded
shutter, i to l/100th and time, £6.
1-PLATE Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, focussing,
4 deep triple focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10tb to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Tessar f/4.5, 4 D.P. holders,
roll-holder and leather case, £17/10.
1-PLATE Butcher's Popular Pressman Reflex, focus4 sing adjustment, rising front, deep triple focus¬
sing hood, reversing back, focal-plane shutter,
speeded, fitted Beck Mutar anastigmat f/4.5,
6 slides, £5/17/6.
/jCx 107 lea Stereoscope, in mahogany, taking
T-'J 12 stereo views, 45x107, focussing adjust¬
ment, stock-soiled only, £2/7/6.

finder,
R.R. lens,
KodexBrownie,
shutter,reversible
l/25th,
NO.
2a Autographic
Folding
l/50th and time, leather case ; nice order, £1/10.
experienced
estimate given
REPAIRS
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
proceeding.
APPARATUS
can be; purchased
deferred
payments system
please ask on
for our
details.

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, best
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
possible results. Quick service.
W.l.

[0010

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

CINEMATOGRAPH

CAMERAS

cable

1-PLATE No. 3 Roll Film Kodak, rack rising and
4 cross front, reversible finder, spirit level, R.R.
lens, speeded shutter ; a bargain, £1/17/6.

[8375

Any camera sent * On Approval * against cash de¬
posit. Money promptly returned if not satisfied.
44 x 34 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, T.-P. Cooke
F.P. holder. Good condition .

PATHESCOPE Motocamera, f/3.5, perfect con¬

34 x 24 N. & G. Folding, Cooke
holders, F.P. holder, leather case.
£44 17s. 6d. For .

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

Terrace, W.2.
AND

AVOID

f/4.5 Aviar lens, 3 double plateIn excellent condition. List price
£26 16 6

44 x34 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back. Cooke f/3.5 lens, 12
plate-holders, K filter, leather case. In good condition. List price
£20 10s. For .
£13 10 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Horizontal, Dallmeyer f/3.5 Dalmac lens and a 9-in.
Dallmeyer f/6. 5 Telephoto lens, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather
case. List price £22 5s. For .
£15 15 0
44 x 34 Kodak Graflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder. In good condition .
£9 12 6
Postcard Kodak Graflex, Berthiot Olar f/5.7 lens, leather case.
Good condition. Takes postcard size roll films .
£7 12 6
4.5 * 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition.
List price £35 15s. For .
£17 17 0
44 34 T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac
lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder, canvas case. In good condition.
List price £25 15s. For .
£17 12 6
34x24 T.-P. Kuby de Luxe, revolving back, swing front, Carl
Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar lens, changing-box, 1 double plate-holder and leather
case. All in good condition. List price £35. For .
£17 10 0

AMERICAN

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Technical and Pictorial. The leading
American Photographic Magazine.
Monthly

2/-.

Postage

34x21 N. & G. Folding, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac
plate-holders, leather case. List price £60. For .
5 x 4 N. & G. Square Reflector, 74-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres
zie adapter, 12 envelopes, leather case .

lens, 3 double
£29 10 0
lens, Macken¬
£1912
6

44 34 N. & G. Square Reflector, 54-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Series Vila
Protar lens, also 11-in. Ross f/4.5 Telecentric lens, 2 plate-holders,
F.P. holder, changing-box .
£21 0 0
44 34 Adams’ Videx, revolving back. Ross-Zeiss f/6.3 Convertible
Protar lens, 3 double plate-holders, leather case. In good £10
condition
10 0
34 x24 Mentor Folding,
roll-holder, case. In good

Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
condition .

lens, F.P. holder,
£9 17 6

34 • 21 Ihagee Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,
6 plate-holders, leather case. List price about £40. For. . £18 12 6
10 15 cm. Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. List
price £45. For .
£10 10 0
44 34 Ensign Popular, reversing
lens, F.P. holder .

back,

Carl

Zeiss

f/4.5 Triotar
£5 17 6

44y.34 Soho, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, F.P.
holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price over £40.
For .
£24 16 6
44 - 34 Ensign Folding, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition .
£11 17 6
34 24 Ernemann, Ernon f/3.5 anastigmat lens, 3 double plateholders. New condition. ‘ List price £42. For .
£27 10 0
Postcard Compact Graflex, 74 -in. Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
F.P. holder .
£9 12 6
lens, 3 .book-form
£10 10 0

34 ' 24 Junior Graflex, revolving back model, B. & L. f/4.5 Tessar
ens, F.P. holder, leather case .
£12 10 0
5x4 Goerz Folding Reflex, Goerz f/6. 8 Dagor anastigmat lens,
3 double plate-holders, leather case .
£7 17 6
44 x 34 Graflex, 54-in. Ross

f/4.5 Xpres

lens, F.P. holder. . £7

FOCUSSING

15

6

MAGNIFIERS

Fit the hood of most reflex cameras,
permit of focussing with the ft* f /
greatest exactness. PRICE
Honrs
Phone

: Temple

of Business,
Bar 2340.

9 to 6.

Telegrams

Saturdays,
: Sansnnter,

9 to 1.
Lesquare,

SANDS HUNTER&Co.
37, BEDFORD

[9297

ALL

3d.

34 x 2': N. & G. Folding, Ross f/4.0 Xpres leDs, 6 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, lens hood, leather case. List price about £55. For
£30 0 0

PATHE
HomeCoronet
Movie Projector,
perfect25/-condition,
37/6 ;
Motocamera,
:
100

copies “ The Amateur Photographer,” 1931-33,
10/-. — S. Wilkinson, 5, Talbot St., Whitchurch,
Salop.
[9245
WESTON
Cine-Meter, Model 627 ; cost £8/10 ;
T T
bargain at £4/4 ; as new. — -BCM/B920,
London.
[9252

f/4.5 lens.
£7 12 6

3x4 cm. Pilot, Carl Zelse f/2, 8 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, leather
case. The smallest roll-film reflex camera on the market. In excellent
condition. List price £21. For .
£15 0 0

Postcard Soho, 64-in. Ross f/4.5 Homocentric
plate-holders, leather case .

APPARATUS

dition, with leather case ; cost £7 ; price
£4/10. — Box 9112, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9243

Griffiths, 52, Westbourne

USE

IN USED

4
sing adjustment, reversible finder, wire
31x21
Agfa Standard
Roll Film
Camera, focus'
frame
finder,
fitted Agfa
anastigmat
f/4.5,
to

1934

BARGAINS

ALL Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

days' approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.
1-PLATE A.P.E.M. Focal-plane Press Camera, for
4
roll film, rising and cross front, wire-fram®
finder, also direct-vision finder, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/16th to l/800th and time, fitted
A.P.E.M. anastigmat f/4.5, focussing mount,
sky-shade, all as new ; list price £16 ; oui
price £8/17/6.

speeded shutter, 2
release, £5.

24,

BIG

LENSES

Trade.

PATHE
Double-claw
Projector,
rewind,
3 lamps,
as new, £5
; 50-voltsuper,
Motorauto,
Resistance,
£1/5 ; Celfix Screen, £3/10/6 ; Jaynay Tripod, £1.

GORSE,

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

RISK.

ST., STRAND,

LONDON,

London.

Ltd.
W.C.2

January

24,

THE

1934

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

FOR

PATHE Kid Projector, resistance, sectional case,

silver screen 40x30, all excellent condition,
accept £2/5 ; Pathe Filins, new, 30-ft. 1/-, 60-ft.
2/- each for quick sale, giving up.— Box 9148, c/o
‘ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9270
TJ7ESTON Exposure Meter, photronic light cell ;
T T Cine model 627, cost £8/10 ; indistinguishable
from new, £6/10.— Hart, 44, Oakley St., Chelsea. [9284

PATHESCOPE Projector, double-claw, C motor,

PHOTOGRAPHER
MINIATURE

CAMERA

ENLARGERS

Semi-Automatic
IDOS “O”
PRAX
By means of the new rise-andfall adjustment, the Praxidos
“ O ” can be set for any
degree of enlargement without
the slightest trouble. There
is no wire cable, no counter¬
weight.

lamp ; as new ; bargain. £13/10 ; deposit. —
83, North St., Wellington, Somerset.
[9290

No. 451, with f/0.3 anastigmat
lens, for 4x4 cm. or smaller
negatives, giving lito 8 times
enlargements

ENTERPRISES. — Bargain

1 Ci/-

15/\i .

Complete Standard Films, perfect;
lists, but one free change given.

Dimmers

no

for your private theatre, give

90/- surface,
Illustrascreens
; perfect, flawless silver
rigid yet portable, 40x30 in.
™l(-'/
QO/-

40/- Jllustralight
sets for big pictures on
9-mm. or lanterns from accumulators.
/i

- Standard Projector Head, complete with
automatic rewind and fireproof magazine.
/- Standard Projector, complete, portable,
American, one only ; callers only.
Pathe 9-mm. Home Cinema, with screen ;
act now to secure.

OO/-

Standard Cine Camera, in perfect order,
complete with magazines.

^i-/ Pathescope
Double-claw
Projector, fitted
Illustrachrome
colour wheel.
*7^/•

Illustrascreen
for halls, 96x72 in., and
brilliant pictures
; any size made.

QH/- Motor-drive 35-mm. Projector, suit school,
u'-'/ complete, no extras to buy.
I7VERYTHING
for Movies, 9, 16, 28 and
-Ld 35 mm. Projectors, Optical Lanterns, Films,
Slides, Projection Bulbs, Lenses, Spotlights,
Photo-electric Cells and Optical Systems for
laities ; your inspection invited of big selection
of bargains too numerous to list.

SUPER
Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rates,
full particulars from North London’s largest

library.— Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095
/'CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
only ; lists free ; sample 1/-.— Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

BELL.-Cine-Nizo Model M, 9.5-mm., 50-ft. reels,

Filmo pattern, for Pathe size ; bargain,'
£17/17. — 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9308
Ensign Printed
TITLES
(printer’s
on ;card
fop
and similar
titlers,type)
3d. each
postage
extra ; specimens gratis.—

j EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

WANTED.— 3ix 21 Makina, Plaubel f/2.9 ; deTT posit. — Grier, 64, Newbigging, Musselburgh.
offered late model Bolex D Projector, must
be perfect mechanical condition ; approval
deposit. — Griffiths, Moorlands, Park Avenue, Sale.
[9283

f/4.5

31x21 Kodak Series II. self-erecting, fixed focus,

4 single
lens ; exchange offers invited. — Brice,
[9306
Triangle,
Clevedon.
[9309

GOOD Prices given for good film negatives up

to 1-pl. ; children . or animals ; send
contact prints first. — Elsmore, 10, Renfrew Court,
Glasgow.
[9240
V47E will take your still camera and apparatus in
TT part exchange for Cine Cameras and
Projectors ; generous allowances ; all Pathescope,
Ensign, Bolex-Paillard, Kodak Cameras and Pro¬
jectors stocked. — Cinephoto House, 6, Park Rd.,
Teddington, Middlesex. Molesey 1064.
[9287

AUTOMATIC
PRAXIDOS
Praxidos Automatic Enlargers
give mathematically exact
focussing — making pin-sharp
enlarging virtually as simple as
contact printing, and eliminate
the eye-strain and uncertainty
of “ hand-and-eye ” focussing.
No. 502 PRAXIDOS
gives 2
to 10 times enlargements from
Leica, Contax, Pilot, Kolibri,
Rolloroy, Rolleiflex negatives,
and all sizes up to 4x4 cm.
With f/3.5 anastigmat lens

LANTERNS

WANTED. — Leica Cameras, give date purchased,

sundries for above ; would exchange for good
late model 3 or 4 valve All-mains Wireless Set ;
approval both ways. — Tomlinson, 32, Easterly
Crescent, Leeds, 8, Yorks.
[9153

BUTCHER’S Autoprint Noxa Enlarger, 4ix3i

PRAXIDOS
This automatic enlarger
7 times enlargements

CAN

DEAL

V'ERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
diffused or RS.
mercury vapour illumination.
JjTNLARGE

£18 : 12 : 6

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
J
struction
;
postage
2d.
—
Lancaster,
IjlNLARGERS.
— List of parts for ownParade,
conBirmingham.
[0082
also for Leica,
below cost
ALTAi-pl.,Auto-focus
Verticalshop-soiled
Enlargers,; 31x21
and
prices. — Alton, 58, Camberwell Rd., London. [9285

No. 491. 31 x 21 PRAXIDOS
with f/3.5 anastigmat lens

£19 : 17 : 6

Condensers

for

“ Praxidos ”
Enlargers
Single or
double
condensers can
be

THORSCH

YOU

gives
from

No. 4S2. 3* x 2.V PRAXIDOS,
with f/4.5 anastigmat lens

WANTED. — Pathe Films, 60 and 30 ft. ; send

[9241

Trade.

ANCASTER

3i x 2| or smaller negatives.
It is really automatic what¬
ever size of enlargement is
being made. Can be used with
or without condenser.

full particulars.

titles and numbers ; also 3Jx2J Roll Film
Reflex, speeded shutter. — Selby, Borough Rd.,
Burton-on-Tr6nt.
[9253

ZEISS Epidiascope for objects and lantern slides ;

as new ; cost £40 ; what offers ?— Moore, 5a,
Arundel Terrace, Brighton.
[9258

The 3| X 2\ in.

WANTED.
Model II 27,
or IIIWrottesley
; state lowest
price —toLeica
— Advertiser,
Rd.,
Plumstead, S.E.18.
[9219
EXCHANGE.
— Ensign
Camera Rd.,for
Pathe Krauss
lens. — All-distance
H., Redeot, Linton
Hastings.

ENLARGERS

to 20x16, f/6.8 ; perfect condition; cost
£13/15 ; £6. — 14, Berkeley Gardens, Winchmore
Hill, N.21.
[9262

31x21
self-erecting,
f/4.5, similar
D.A.,
2 brandSix-20
new ;Kodak,
exchange
Vollenda V.P.

(or W.P. Carbine), and cash.— Burr, 52, Thames
Drive, Leigh-on-Sea.
[9177

&

11TOR
Sale. — T.-P.
Special like
Rubynew,Enlarger,
electric,
7 polished
mahogany,
and condition
perfect ; also two Cameras, tripods and complete

£14:10:0
No. 506 PRAXIDOS gives 1\ to
7 times enlargements from
Rolleiflex, Ikonta, Autolette,
Weeny-Ultrix, and

[

lowest prices ; also Vibraphone.— Webb,
Biackwater, Truro.
[9103

[9274

Trade.

57, Lee Terrace, S.E.3.

[9266

[9260

T7I/ANTED. — i-pl. Press Camera, late model. — R.
TT Belinger, 51, New St., Erdington, Birming¬
ham.
[9279

r LUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
ChristieWardour
Organ HouseSt.,
facing FOm
House, 159,
Jjondon, W.l. (Not a shop, but a warehouse
packed with motion-picture equipment).
[9315

in case, for
No. Rolleiflex,
II Leica in4x4,
similar
condition
EXCHANGE.
— 1933
perfect,
and
and complete. — Southworth, 19, Hampton Rd.,

Gate.

£8:5:0

Film Printing Machine, 35-mm., in perfect
order ; originally cost £20.
Ernemann Professional Mechanism, 35-mm.,
suit a constructor admirably.

TA7’ ANTED. — 1933 Zeiss Ikon 16-mm. Cine Camera
II and Projector. — J. Gallivan, Countess’s Rd.,
Killarney.
[9257

\\f
ANTED. — Table or Stand Stereoscope, 6 x 13 cm. ;
IT price, description. — 12, Wyatt Rd., Forest

£5:7:6
No. 463, with
anastigmat lens

WANTED

CONTAX Cassettes Wanted. — Fildes, Chapel-en-

No. 461, with f/8.3 anastigmat
lens, for 6 x 6 cm. or smaller
negatives, giving 1£ to 6
times enlargements

your displays a professional touch.

AND

le-Frith.
[9267
\t/T ANTED. — Changing-Box for 12 plates to fit
11 Adams’ Minex Camera, i-pl. size ; must
be in sound condition ; approval deposit. — Box
9149, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9271

No. 453, with f/4.5 anastigmat

examples.

5 //- Lantern
Bodies,only.Slide Lenses, Condensers ;
personal callers

| EXCHANGE

YS,T ANTED. — Cheap i-pl. D.B. Slides, Soho
11 Reflex. — Bowman, Western St., Barnsley. [9244

Bolton.

£4:12:6
lens £7 : 12 : 6

Trade .

JLLUSTRA

NEGATIVES

“PRAXIDOS”
VERTICAL

super attachment, motor rewind, ammeter
resistance, new condition, £7/10 ; Beaded Screen,
£1 ; Ensign Projector, 100-watt, motor, resistance,
case ; perfect condition, £7.— The Moorings, Broadwalk, Winchmore Hill.
[9293

ENSIGN Silent Sixteen, 180-watt Projector, spare

ADVERTISEMENTS

LANTERN

SLIDES

suppliedEnlargers,
for all Prax¬
idos
in
sizes suitable for the
negatives to he used.
Write for prospectus
and Price List giving

37, BEDFORD
IN

PERFECT

(AiA Coloured Standard-size Slides, children’s
subjects ; no, reasonable offer refused. —
Aldwyn James, Ynysmudw,
[9250
Trade. Pontardawe.

8c CO., LTD.
ST., STRAND,

SAFETY

LONDON

THROUGH

OUR

ENLARGED
from; Leica
and other— George
small
negatives, Slides
1/- each
8d. unbound.
Childe, Photo-Chemist, 228, Ronndhay Rd., Leeds.
DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

[9304

29

THE

X

AMATEUR

AT

113rd

NDS

and

MAKER’S

BARGAIN. — 5-in. Kodak Film Tank, cost £2/5,

as new, accept £1; 5X4 Printing Frames,
not used, 1/- each. — Whateley, Rother St., Strat¬
ford-on-Avon.
[9244

BOXES

CAMERAGRAPHS, 3d. ; Camerascopes, 3/3 ;

PRICE

takes all size snaps ; approval. — Smith, 31,
Henley St., Oxford.
[9263

0LEOBROM
2 Outfit,
22/6,Thomas
under half-price
as new. — No.
Tonkin,
15, St.
St., Win¬ ;
chester, Hants.
[9249
SPOTLIGHT,
2 kilowatt,
complete,
reflector, seven
lighting
banks, holder,
wired lead,
up ;
any
Bush

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

Projector Stands
115 ON L Y-STA

PHOTOGRAPHER

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS
ANNUAL
SALE

(SECOND-HANDAND SHOP-SOILED
OF

PROJECTORS, SCREENS, CAMERAS,
AND ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

Bargains.
SEE

price ; write appointment. — If, Shepherds
Rd., W.6.
[9296

MERRETT 24-in. Trimming Desk, with treadle,
45/-. — -Box 9151, c/o “ The
grapher.” _

Amateur

Photo¬
[9310

24, 1934

Exchanges.

OUR

WINDOWS

Chemists
Photographic
BIRMINGHAM

WAYS
GALLO
VICTORIA
SQUARE,

Phone:
(Opposite

MID.

5070.

O.P.O.)

Trade.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
LLOYD’S. — London’3 Largest Store Second-hand
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

PRICE

12/6 St

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

Carriage Paid
Great Britain.

The Stands are rigidly constructed of 1-in. angle iron with
squared feet as illustrated. The platform. A, of polished
wood, is 40 in. high. The projector stands on this at a
convenient height for use. The platform B carries the
resistance. The whole stand is enamelled dark green, and
ideal in the home, as it takes little floor space and is easily
moved and stored. The sue of the base is 9$ x 7 in.

MATERIALS

etc., and

may

The MISCELLANEOUS
13, NEW

OXFORD

be

Axed

LONDON,

Place, Leith Walk.

Rd.

Prices less postage to callers.

9 to 7
Send

Wednesday,

1 ; please call.

for price list.

Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;

The

K ALTON, Glasgow, 4094, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON C'hloro-Bromide Double-weight, white

Improved

postage to callers.

and cream, velvet and matt, 4 -pi. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
" Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen

tions

for

still and
from

2

both
cine,

minutes

to i/i,5ooth

sec.

complete

in leather case

£4 : 0 : 0

exposure
mediately.

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour
Telephone

: National

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.t
5025.

Telegrams

double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream 1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozeu.
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 31x21 glossy,
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 lfx24,
grossand;
31 x 21 Gaslight
1 /6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
41 x 2|

MODERN
Over

: Stafforles, Cent, London.

BE

Two-thirds

USE

OUR

photographers,

photography

10s. 6d.

1934 LIST JUST

HUNTER

EXCHANCE
allowed

Cameras as part payment
subtect to our approval.

must

Write,

you

exactly

what

ALLENS,
(See Cameras

SYSTEM .

168, OLDHAM

as

battery

or apparatus

SERVICE

ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
BRILLIANT

be

ETUI, BALDAX
CINE-KODAK
SUPERB, Etc.

have

and

Enlargement

needed.

BULBS
Each

one

self-contained.

Full power 200,000 C.P. 1 /- each, 1 O /- doz.
Double power size .... 1 /S „
1 5/- ••
Convenient Holder and Silver Reflector, 1 /9
Pressmen

BELL

and Professionals

: send for samples

& CO., 45, NEWINGTON

and terms.

BUTT8,

4

columns).

INFALLIBl
E
NON- ELECTRIC

FLASHLIGHT
No

W.C.2

RD., MANCHESTER,

and Lenses, Materials

7UN

in Great
9d.

PUBLISHED.

ST., STRAND,

(approximately)

stating

Postage

with

& CO. LTD.

as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

1/1-pl., 2/6;

DEPOSIT

Work.

1934.

part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)

K ALTON
Films,; 31x21,
first quality,
8 exposures
If x 21, Roll
91- dozen
10/- ; 21x41,
12/- ;;
6 exposures: 31x41, 18/-; 51x31, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; 1-pl.,
Packs, 3 H.packs& D.8/6. 350, 31x21, 3
packs 5/3
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H. Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
K1-pl.,ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 1-pl.,
3 dozen
12/-, 33/- gross; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super11/-fast.dozen.
H. & D. 2700, in
31x21,Roll
8-exposure,
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled
:
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pyro,
TIME—

FOR

ALLENS CAMERA

Plates. 3 dozen 5/-.

IN

ALMANAC

37, BEDFORD

K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9"; 31x21, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

WISE

YEAR.

PHOTOGRAPHY
1933/4.
120 large illustrations of recent

WRITE

rooo9
30

THE

JOURNAL

SANDS

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
Lantern

OF

Britain, U.9.A. and the Continent.
Paper Covers 7s. 6d. Cloth Bound

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 1-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6;
1-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

Ready always to
indicate correct

1934.

DEUTSCHE
LICHTBILD 1934.
16U reproductions by leading German
teclmical details.
25s. Od. Postage 9d.

quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

PRICE

DAS

K ALTON Gaslight, single-height and double¬

calcula-

PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHIE
1933/4.
118 illustrations of masterpieces of camera art by photographers
of international repute. A French publication.
21s. Od. Postage 9d.

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

exposures

without

OF

The big book with its unique advertising section. 64 full-page
illustrations of the world’s best pictorial photography.
Paper Covers 2s. Od. Cloth Bound 3s. Od. Postage 9d,

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41x21 3/6, 31x21 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

Gives
exact

BRITISH

Please call.

K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood
K ALTON,; Manchester. 99, London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London. 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.

W.C.1

ANNUAL

Interesting articles on The Nude in Photography, 16-mm. Sound,
Experiments with a Miniature Camera, Natural Colour with the
Miniature Camera. 96 full-page illustrations.
Paper Covers 8s. 6d. Cloth Bound 12s. 8d. Postage 9d.
The Annual Review of the World’s Pictorial Photographic
Paper Covers 5s. Od. Cloth Bound 7s. 0d. Postage 9d.

K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.ra.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,

to a wall, if

TRADINC co. ltd.

STREET,

AMERICAN

PHOTOGRAMS

K ALTON, Edinburgh.— A New Depot at 21,
Haddington

ON

Photography

Trade.

The Boxes, 16x9x7 In., will hold a Pathd and resistance.
Hinged front, fitted good lock and key. Made of green
enamelled sheet steel. They are pierced with a number of
small screw-holes,
desired.

BOOKS

S.E.11

January

24,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

MATERIALS

WE offer the Highest Quality Materials at the
Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHER

PRICE

ADVERTISEMENTS

REPAIRERS

TALKS

Trade.

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

lowest prices : Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD
ATTWOOD

Works), 27, Chancery

W.C.2.

[0006

PHOTO WORKS, Hadleigh, Essex,
BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
Plates : Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen
RETOUCHING
BUTChloro-Bromide, linen surface : i-pl.
Bromide Paper and Cardette, normal
RETOUCHING. — -Best Work, charges from : i-pl.
Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
Flat Films, superfine, 600 H. & D. : SHOUTS LOUDEST
[ TUITION. BOOKS, ete.
Gaslight Paper, glossy and satin :
Although Granville Products are
Mounts, 10x8 for i-pl. prints, white
undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries Invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

special cheap lines, reliable -quality, post
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.

10/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 1/6 dozen,
6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.
1/6, whole-plate

2/6, 12x10

and vigorous, glossy,
4/- ; whole-plate 7/6.

satin,

first quality, normal and
50 1/6, 100 2/3, 1,000 17/6.

5/- 36

sheets.

matt :

i-pl.

QUALITY

Trade.

bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and
postage with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St.,
Canterbury.
[5338

vigorous : 25 1/-,

Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3
dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
3ix2i,

Lane, London,

normal, 1/3 gross ; vigorous, 1/6 gross.

with lined centre and grey plate-sunk : 24 2/-,
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
ous and normal ; all surfaces : First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

normal ; all surfaces; 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4ix2| and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

■

Trade.

sold

Great

at

the

lowest

prices in

Britain, quality is maintained

the highest possible standard.

at

Institute, Wednesday, Holmes Rd., L.C.C.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Course, Kentish Town Men’s
School, N.W.5.
[9301
PHOTOGRAPHY
Course,
Adult8-10School,
St., Bunhill Row,
Tuesday,
p.m. Roscoe
[9302

MISCELLANEOUS

We

Trade.

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation

than

by any other means.

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) :
ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic
3ix2i 2/6 single gross; quantity rate to
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

free. —Visiting
A.P., Burley,
Rd., Aston,
IVORY
Cards. — 10021, 2/6,Jardine
any wording,
post
Birmingham.
[9248

WANTED

700 IT. & D., 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/9 dozen,
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — -163, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

for CASH

CINE APPARATUS AND
HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS

[0092

THE

ENLARGEMENTS

CAMERA

320, Vauxhall
(Opposite

New

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge
Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

CO.
S.W.l

Victoria

2977.

Trade.

I /O
Q DOZEN,
lOd.film
6, 6d.
3. 3d. retouching
1.— Postcards,
1/
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue. Oldham.
, [0017

ARE

RELIABLE
★ PROVE

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9il. ;
FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8Jx6i
assorted

o*f

(XCoKtys use-

IT

2d. each. — Below.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x6i lOd.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 .1/4, 15x12 2/1: mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6| 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/- :
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871,
[0056

2D. Each, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

to your own
SATISFACTION

FREE

e) tatienevy
and SxM
6e satisfied.
&y xM

SAMPLES

quantity, glo.ssy or semi-matt. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
PAPERS
fine-grain
developer,
spool ;developed
holders in
refilled
with
Service,1/- films
LEICA
36-exposure Agfa Superpan, 2/6 ; Enlargements,

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Peter¬
L4423

OF

ALL

and CARDS

GRADES

ON

i-pl. 2d., 4-pl. 4d., whole-plate 8d. ; send nega¬
tive and lid. stamp for sample enlargement and
list. — George Childe, 223, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [9305

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Enquiries for samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

Trade.

ry /_ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
I / " best
on Kodak
Bromide
; ifPhotographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
Roll Films and one print each to 3|x2i 1/- ;
4ix3t 1/3, 5ix2i 1/8; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

LEAMINGTON
Telegrams

: “ Granville,

1/6, 41 x 31 1/3, 51 x 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargement. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 81 x 61 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4f enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15x12
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 81 x 61 9d., 61 x 4f 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.

“THE

SPA

Leamington.”

Phone

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

The World’s
Every Friday.

847.

ALL

1/9,

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER

[0057
USE

*

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 31 x 21, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2$ x 41)

This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind.
State surface, grade, etc.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

good

APPLICATION

RISK.

AUTOCAR”
Leading

Automobile

Journal.

4d.

i HE

amatepi / photogra

phe r

January

a d \ er tisements

24, 1934

GOOD NEWS FOR CINE USERS
You can now make your own Home
Talkies with perfect synchronisation
1.

We

have

with

For

have equip¬

many cinemas throughout
country during the past

is a synchronising turntable
and connection. Complete,

The'makers

four years with sound recording
and reproducing apparatus.

3.

It is a simple matter

add your own running
mentaries to any silent
and
■ make thdm much
interesting.

4-. Reproducing

£12:12:0
The turntable carries 16-in. records,
playing i6£ minutes, equivalent to

to

400 ft. projection of
9.5 -mm. Super Reels.

com¬
hints,
more

For
Above

selections

speeches, songs and music by
your friends and members of
the
famdy
ment.

Exchange

Wide

range of Catalogues post free anywhere.

3£x2f Carbine Roll Film, screw rising front, f/6.3
Velos anastigmat, Optimo A, i/5th, i/ioth, i/25th,
i/5oth, i/iooth, i/’ooth sec., T. and B., £OP#ft
leather case. Splendid condition .
X^*0*U
9.5-mm. Pathe
f/3.5.lens, £O.C.ft
Camo motor, case. Camera,
Fair condition
X£ •0*11
2£x2| W.P. Carbine, f/6.3 Zeiss Triotar, Compound
to i/3ooth sec., T. and B. Good con- fQ 1 A A

dition... .

£Z:iu:u

21x1 1 Ernemann Roll Film, rise and cross front,
direct finder, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, speeds CA»A*f\
1 to i/iooth

sec., T. and

B.

2

Branch,

Good

condition.

X*§**X«U

ANGEL

Cameras

and

Cine, Binoculars,

Telescopes, Barometers,

List £12 .

X#«1#*U

3Jx2ff/4.5.
Nagel Vollenda, self-erecting, delayed Compur,
Xenar
As new. Cost £11 10s. .. £7:17:6
5ix3V

Goerz Stereo Anschutz, with time valve i to

5 sec., f/6.8

Dagors,

3

D.D.

slides,

F.P.

C’7.1

adapter, case. Good, condition .
Il.ll.O
31x21 Enolde Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, coupled to
patent telescope critical focussing device, £Q.Q.A
Compur, leather case. As new .
"O.O.U
3x4 Kodak Nagel Pupille, f/3.5 Elmar, CQ.Q.ft
filter, case. Good condition. List £15 15s. . . IO.O.U
9.5-mm.
Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.9 Zeiss Triotar,
case.
Good Pathe
condition. Cost £15 gs. . " £9:1
5:0

16-mm. Cine-Kodak A, f/3.5 lens, hand drive, with
panoram head, tripod and case, for 50 and £1 A.1 ft. A

31x2V Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press,
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, CQ.1 C.fl
leather case. Good condition. List £16 17s. I5.IO.U

ft. film.

4£x3£

13.5-cm.

Good

condition.

Cost

£40. XXU«XU»U

Tropical Sanderson Hand, delayed Compur,

Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5, 3 D.D.

slides,

F.P.

281 OXFORD

leather case. In new condition.
List £11:11:0

35

LUDGATE
London,

Records
Records are 16-in. double
and cost 15s. each.

HILL

London,
Fourteen

E.C.4

doors West

of Circus.

etc. Please state requirements.

leather
case.
Good Cine
condition.
9.5-mm.
Coronet
Camera, List
f/3.9£3lens,
guides,
5s.latest
£1:5:0
2|x1g- lhagee Autolette Roll Film, f/4.5 Ihagee,
delayed Pronto, leather case. Good con- £0.0. A
dition.

2Jx1S

List £5 6s. 6d .

Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Domi-

BOUND

ST.

Any item sent on five days ’ approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresess. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

BUSES

STOP

35, Brompton

Rd.,

Court,

S.W.3.

E.C.2.

28, Old

Bond

St., W.i.

121,

Cheapside,

E.C.2.

13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.11.
2, Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.2.

140,

Fenchurch

St., E.C.3.

191-2,

32

(Stock Exchange.)

PLEASE

Tottenham

MENTION

“ THE

Court

Rd.,

W.i.

AMATEUR

31x2f Ensign Roll Film, rise and cross, Compur,
2 slides. Fair condition.
Cost £8 5s. . . £4:15:0
f/3.9 Lukos, direct-vision
blue glass finder, plate back,
3*x2.V lea Bebe Hand, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,
6

slides’, F.P.

adapter,

leather

Very
good condition
.
10x15
cm. Rodenstock
16.5-cm.

Eurynar

f/4.5,

case.

£C.1A.A

I0.1U.U
double
extension,

Hand,
Compur,

6

£C.1lt.A

slides, case. Good condition .
ID.l J.U
16-mm. Autokinecam, i-in. Cinar f/1.5, 3 speeds, also
Telephoto,

case.

Good

condition .

£1

7.

A .A

Ill.U.U

12 GEORGE ST.
CROYDON

HERE.

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cin<£ Cameras and
Projectors, Zeiss Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes,
bought for cash.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston.— 30-32, Thames St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
PHOTOGRAPHER”

O.C

Good condition.
£6 15s .
I^.U.U
conden
ser. Pathe
GoodCost
condition.double-claw,
List £7 5s.
9.5-mm.
Projector,
auto,
thermal
£4:4
:0

DOLLOND^ITCHISON

2, Angel

IO.O.U

£9,1

nar,16-mm.
Compur.
Good Model
condition50.
L.UA
Ensign
Projector.LO,
£4.1 A.

W.l

WEST

sided,

After baking they can be played
hundreds of times with steel needles.
to damage.
They
are unbreakable and difficult

2-in. Aldis-Ensign

adapter,

to be

r7.(\

3Jx2| Goerz Roll Film Tenax, micrometer focussing,
direct finder, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur, £C * 7.C
leather case. Good condition .
10.1 I »U
16-mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, 100-watt lamp,
motor drive, resistance to 250 volts, com- £0.1
plete in case. Good condition. Cost£27ios. XO«Af *U
4£x3£ Ensign Popular Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
reversing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter, £Q.Q#ft
leather case. Good condition .
XiJ*J/*U

100

needs

COURT

3$x2j Cocarette Roll Film, rising front, £C.1 C.ft
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. Fair condition. Xi)« lu.U
2fcx2£ Voigtlander Brilliant, f/4.5 £fi*17*fi
Skopar, Compur. As new. List £8 5s. . . XU»I I .U
3Jx2J Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, AldisButcher f/3.4, leather case. Good con- £7*17«fi
dition.

or

Recording

equipment

amuse¬

D^LLOND
dITCmSQN

DEMONS TRA TIONS
DAILY AT

Twenty - page illustrated
booklet post free anywhere.

afford further

16-mm.,

supplemented by a record cut¬
ter costing £10:10:0 and a
microphone at £5:5:0.
This
will give perfect recording.
Full particulars for making the
necessary connections to your wire¬
less set will be gladly supplied.

from wireless programmes (with
due
regard to copyright),

“PERMAREC”

Reproducing

If you have a projector and
wireless set all that is needed

2.
ped
the

COST

tested the ap¬

paratus and are satisfied
the makers’ claims.

WHEN

Canterbury. — 38, High St. •
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

ESTD.
1760

January

THE

24, 1934

HER
A

WITH

WITH

aKKHKLEY

LOOK

2

THE

WITH

LATEST

MODERN

FOR

ROLL-FILM

CAMERA

ON

The
ST

IT WJ

HOW

8

OR

BA

—
—
—

—

D

IT’S MADE!

E

picture.

PRICE

in the

so that

the user

U

MODEL

IS OBTAINABLE

OUR

BOND

STREET

MORE JANUARY BARGAINS!
FULLY
shutter.

GUARANTEED.

Cost £3 10s .

£2 12

FIRST
6

EASY

PAYMENT

adjustment, 5i-in. f/4.5 Aldis
£12 .

sec., tan case 3D.
,

slid

es.

Oos

£1 15s .

t£1

2..

£3

17

0

SECURES

give

OR

£17 : 10 : 0

PAYMENTS

OF

£2 : 0 : 10

possible

BERKELEY

DISCONTINUED

MODELS , AT

allowances.

STREET

SHOP

OR

SHOP-SOILED

ROCK-BOTTOM

PRICES.

Owing to the very keen values of these items no
allowances can be made for exchanges or easy terms.

Model
shutter,

the biggest

BRAND NEW OFFERS
OF

lens, fitted for electric light. Cost
£6 6 0

rising and swing front, reversing back, f/7.7 Oiunar lens, Unicurn
cross front, Aldis Uno f/7.7 lens, 3-speed
shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., black case, 3 D. slides and changing£4 10s .
box for 8. Cost £J 2 10s . 9
£4 4 0
to 1/1, 200t
h

MONTHLY

We

AT EITHER

—

th

COMPLETE

projections.

may

picture.

THIS SPLENDID

l/15

inconvenient

latestl/10th,
patternl/25th,
Compurl/50th,
shutter,
speeded
1, J,
l/100th,
l/250tli,

—
—

Diomatic

and

which opens in¬
of release button.

Exchange your out-of-date camera for one of these
models and get 100 per cent RESULTS
in 1934.

l/5th,

ALL

unsightly

ST

NINE

with DELAYED
ACTION
—
be

A compact all-metal body,
stantly to infinity on pressure
No

BOND

J. .? GCRREUT IT W I

FILM

genuine
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
the most exquisite definition.

giving

CA

WALLACE HEATON

EXP.

ROLL

A

LEICA CAMERA
119 NEW

3±x2i

—

—

16

GET

MANY A-N-ICIGLE
PICTURE

NEW

FOCUSSING
3
—
every

YOU’LL

DIFFICULTIES

THE
DER COUPLED
Has a RANGE-FIN
,
focus for
CRITICAL WITH
ensuring

A

3

Zeiss Ikon ‘SUPER-IKONTA’

mmsm
BOND

ADVERTISEMENTS

HAS NO FOCUSSING

BELL-HOWELL
CINE CAMERA

119 NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

WHAT -HO
“SKI” BUMPS
GET

AMATEUR

1.

Cost

£1

3 2s. 6d .

19s. 6d.

3 slides. Cost
£1 17 6
Vario

arastigmat f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
sec., stiff canvas case, F.P. adapter. Cost £13 10s... £8 8 0

7s. 6d.

Cost

shutter.

Cost

£2 7s. 6d .

£P2 . . . .

£1 12

6

£9 17

0

24 — 2i Sq
Er
Ro
Fi
Fo
f/4
anastigmat lens, 3 slides. Cost £15 15s .
£11 17 8
ll
ld
lm
ne 3 to l/300th
.5
lens, shutter uaspeeded
sec.,
rising
front.
in
re
ma
g,17s. 6d.
Cost £4 10s .
nn
Camera, Heliar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, de¬
25— Newman & Guardia Sibyl Vitesse Folding Plate,
tachable, 3 slides. Cost £20 .
£13 13 0
Ross Xpres f/3.5 lens, shutter speeds 2 to l/150th sec.,
also Ross Teleros lens i/5.6, 9-in. focus, Autochrome
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £14 12s. .. . £11 0 0
slide, tan case, changing-box, 3 D. slides, F.P.
lens. Cost £3 7s. 6d .
£2 9 6
Send 2d. stamp
adapter. Cost £60 .
£29 10 0
15
£1
Co
la
10
ca
in me
co
for them
and
28 — Zodel Roll Film Stereo Folding (takes
s.
se
st
5
0ta
mp
mp
,
wa
l
le
.
have the best
£10 10 0
2| x 4f film), rack focussing, Zodellar f/4.5 lens,
f/3.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
tt
te
choice of still
sec., 3 slides. Cost £15 .
£6 6 G
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. Cost £12 112s.
lens f/6.3, Compur shutter, D.A., 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
3}
leather case. Cost £23 5s .
£17 17 0
and
cind ap¬
£8 3i8x• 2 0
Co
le
an
f/
Te
Ze
fr
2ii
n
4
o
is
s
a
cessories.
paratus or ac¬
F. s, ad mpu
bl st ca
se.5
1 sto l/ sar
sh nt,
ma
le
3sh
Co
£4 5s .
£3
3
0 DEin
c.
ttsig
ut
a
P.
ac ig se
2
r
3j
3-speeded shutter, and case. Cost £4 11s. 6d .
£2 19 8
ns
st
sp
t
,
a
o
Cost
£7 p17
te £15 15s... 5.
te 6
k ma ,
n
0t
,
tt
,
x2
ee
r,
r.
BoAl
h
t
i
er
x lCost
sh
fo
le
an
f/ d
Da
E
£16 18 0
.
TyDis £21 .
ns
3.
ut £18 rko
ca
4 Cost
as
ll
pe tan
l/10tb to l/1.000th
sec.,
stiff
canvas
case.
F.P.
adapter.
f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., tan case,
s
,
5
t
l
t
.
me
31 er
c
-p
Ro
ig
Co e Ro
roll-holder, 2 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £41 .
£12 17 8
x ,
ll m
ye
la
ma
sl
Co
£1
18 .
£1
0 0
£7 271 0
Fiat lensst £3llP.D
ne
r
s
st
8
id
t
5
En
lm
,
1 F.il
es
Is m
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec. Cost £18 15s .
£14 14 0
.
Ca
Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compound shutter, 1 5 to l/200th sign
Ca
m
.
9x
speed
shutter,
3 slides.
Cost £3 3s .
£1 19 8
er
Sp
me
sec., black parse case, 6 single metal slides, F.P. adapter.12 Cost
a,
ec
r
a,
ia
£16 10s .
£8
f/
lR
Tessar f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 300th sec., tan
x 1 6Foc 0
6.
fo2s .
suits
£6 6 0
ef any sight.
3 a Cost 1£8
al
2
case, 3 X). slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £50 .
£18 18 0
3s. ldin
le
-p
na
Vo
g
x,
la
st
ig
0
20
motor driven, 400-watt lamp, resistance and spare reels. Cost
18 — i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis
f/4.5 lens, focal-plane
Al
ne
igleatherd. case. Cost £23 7s .
tl
d
3
slides,
F.P.
adapter,
£18 12 6
Z
is
ma
i-p back, 6 S.M. slides.
shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., reversing
£50 .
£15 15 0 and
od
t
l.
e
f
e
/4
l
len
7
rT
Cost £15 .
£4 4 0
Ho
.5
ri
ou 6 Ssingle
po
34
£47 10ss,.
£38 0 0
zo
le
ri
rt slides. Cost
nt
ns
x2
st
Xpres f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, i/8th to 1 /l, 000th E sec.,
black
s
al
,
A
ns£17
Ca
Fo
shutter \ to 1/1 50th sec. Cost £23 .
£12
Enl 12 0
case, F.P. adapter. Cost £58 .
G
21
ig D17
me Cost £8 316ssl .
ld
al
Projector.
£6 10 0
a
i
n
r
r
in
des
ger
31
a,
Al lme
g
.
x 2
,s
y
Pl
p
f/
3 to l/300th sec., brown case. Cost
£15 15 l0i
23 £22 10s .
i
at
4.
£15 ha 0er P
din
F
5
e
£15
0
16 op
9
g
Z
a
22 Nof/3.5 lens,oldtan
18 — P&tha de Luxe Motoeamera,
case.
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i£11 5s .
. ..i 1
£5 19 8
g
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uss f/6.8 lens, 3-speed shutter, 3 slides. Cost £3 3s...
Fi
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6
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£2 Pl19
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£3
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revolving back,
Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lGth to
1/1, 000th sec., 3 double slides. Cost£20 5s. £12 12 0
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EXCHANGES.

FREE
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to POST-BUYERS

of USED

GOODS
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Speed

and Quality

Sometimes you need SPEED
than the fast “Verichrome”

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” has record speed: fifty per cent faster even

to morning

Always you must have QUALITY

and afternoon light three times as fast by artificial light.

# Kodak “S. S. Pan.” is sensitive to all colours. With the

appropriate filter it gives an honest monochrome

rendering of the world of colour.

Kodak Super Sensitive
Panchromatic Film
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Large-aperture

Here

is another delightful snapshot taken with the
new Baby “ Sashalite ” Bulbs. By their aid you can
easily record similar happy everyday incidents in
your own home — without fumes, smoke or dust.
PRICE

complete,,

fif You can ALWA

119, VICTORIA

each

VICTORIA

IN ENGLAND
by THE G.E.C.
FOR SASHALITE
LTD.

24, Charing X Rd., W.C.2
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE Ltd.

SPECIAL
ADAPTER

Advt. of The General

specially

WESTMINSTER

each

MADE

lens

brilliancy and definition. Speed control to motor. “ Still ”
picture movement,
with safety shutter, obviating slightest
risk of blistering film, high-efficiency projection lamp with
external-centring device. Fan-cooled throughout, rewind
movement, complete with self-contained adjustable resis¬
tance for all voltages 100 to 220, simple masking and
focussing adjustment.
Rock-steady and silent running,
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MONSTER” SALE

1 0MB

HUNDREDS

ADVERTISEMENTS

OF NEW,

MISS

SHOP-SOILED

AND

THIS SPLENDID

SECOND-HAND

CHANCE—

All apparatus is sold in good mechanical order and it

ENSIGN POPULAR
PRESSMAN REFLEX
i-plate Size. Double extension, rising front,
reversing back, focal-plane, shutter, l/15th
to 1 1,000th sec. and Time, Aldis f/4.5
anastigmat, 6 single metal slides. List
£12 15s.

SALE
rq
• 19
PRICE
Or 9 monthly

payments

• Q
• V

ASTOUNDING
REDUCTIONS
IN

of 13 3.

CINE-KODAKS
MODEL B
Excellent jobs but slightly more bulky
than the latest models, motor drive,
taking 100-ft. or 50-ft. films, with
f/6.5 anastigmat lens.
£25 .
Original cost

‘SALEX’ FOLDING
POCKET CAMERAS

F/3.5 anastigmat lens.
Original cost

■

4 "7

£31

■

■■

10s .

ANYTHING

3£ x 2\, for roll films, plates and film packs.
Full double extension by rack and pinion,
f/3.8 Salexon fully-corrected anastigmat in
delayed -action Coropur sector shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec.. T. and B. Cable
release, hooded focussing screen, leather
bellows, with three best quality single
metal slides.

ON

EASY TERMS

S LIGHTLY
STOCK-SOILED

£5:5:0
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 12/3.

|-pl.
REFLEX ENSIGN
CAMERAS
AT LESS THAN
HALF
- PRICE !

FREE!

Double extension, rising front, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, l/15th to
] /100th sec. and Time, Aldis. Cooke or
Ensign f/4.5 lenses. 0 single metal
slides. Present price £12 15s.

£5 : 18 : 9

“MONSTER” SALE LIST
CONTAINS
OVER 1,000
OFFERS !

Every bargain we are offering is in this
special list which is half as big as a news¬
paper. Get it and share these remarkable
offers. It also contains an easy payment
form which you may fill up and send with
your

POST FREE

FROM

purchase.

ANY

BRANCH

Or

9

monthly

payments

o(

90/94 FLEET ST., E.C.4
59 CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

CITS SALE i
0929
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STILL GOES STRONG !
BARGAINS

AT THE BIGGEST

REDUCTIONS

EVER

KNOWN

ACT QUICKLY— FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

!

will pay you to start a home cine or renew your photographic outfit now !

3 GENUINE ZEISS IKON “SNIPS”
An Absolute Sacrifice— overstock ot

-pi. & P.C. Roll Film Cameras
in perfect working order, taking stand¬
ard-size roll films, at about one-eighth
of the original price.
With Rapid
£-plate.
P.C.
Aplanat
12s. 9d.
15s. 9d.
With f/7.7 anas. 19s. 9d.
23s. 9d.
With f/6.3 anas. 24s. 9d.
27s. 9d.

ENSIGN “SILENT
SIXTEEN
” PROJECTORS
Shop-soiled models, bat all in excellent condition,

SPECIAL

OFFER

of Zeiss Ikon

motor drive with adjustable resistance up to
250 volts, complete with flex and plug for use on
ordinary house lighting circuit, in travelling-case.

BABY BOX TENGORS

With
100-watt lamp
A
(Original price £26 5s.)
*»!■

Body, all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette.
Zeiss Ikon Novar f/6.3, with

, 47
■If

. a
■ U

focussing adjustment, directvision view-finder, two tripod
bushes. Rotary Everset shutter
for both Time and instantaneous
exposures. Dimensions : 2 x 24 x
3| in. Weight 8 oz.

APPROVAL
TO POST-BUYERS
GOODS ON CASH

OF USED
DEPOSIT

Original price £2 7s. 6d.

Our

aa

Price

ZEISS

IKON

“ ERMANOX

”

Focal-plane camera with f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat lens.
Makes instantaneous exposures in artificial light. Light
aluminium body. Bushed for tripod, micrometer focussing.
Large direct view-finder. Focal-plane, self-capping silent
shutter, l/20th to 10,000th sec., leather covered, nickel
fittings, 3 single metal slides. Size 2-5/16ths x 1J in.

Liatpricef47 .

g£„ £16:17:6

/q

Nine monthly payments of 39/5.

I*

ANOTHER
100

Brand

SALEX
New

SCOOP

World

- Famed

ZEISS IKON KOLIBRI
CAMERAS at 40% off List
A high-class instrument in every respect and
sets a standard in precision-made cameras of
the miniature class. No bellows, absolutely
rock rigid, direct finder, takes 16 pictures on
V.P. size film any make, fitted genuine f/3.5
Zeiss Novar lens, focussing, with Compur sector
shutter. List price £11 10s.

WORLD-FAMED

LEITZ

LEICA CAMERAS
taking standard-size 35-mm. cine
film, 12 or 36 exposures, fitted f/3.5
Leitz Elmar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, i/2oth to 1 /500th sec. and
Time. Complete in case. List price

Sale Price - £8:17:6
Or 9 equal monthly
28/9.

payments

ol

£20.

Sale Price

DALLMEYER
FOCAL-PLANE
Radial

lever focussing,

SPEED

Or 9 monthly payments of 17/3
List price
£8 105 Saledelaved-action
Price shutter.
- £5:5:0

With

CAMERAS

rising front, D.V.

Thelma

finder,

Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.

self-capping blind focal-plane shutter, l'8th to
1/1 ,000th sec. and Time, 3 double slides, genuine
Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9 anastigmat lens and
leather case.
P.

Sale Price

Leather

case, with lock and sling strap, 5/9 extra.

N. & G. SIBYL
CAMERAS

The SHOPS
FOR VALUE!

Sale Price
Or 9 equal monthly payments if desired.

Fitted D4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Ross or
Dallmeyer lenses, accurately speeded
shutter, J to 1 /100th sec. and Time,
rising front, hooded focussing screen, 6
single metal slides.

84 ALDERSGATE ST., E.C.1
54 LIME STREET, E.C.3

£15 15a- ££ £8:6:9
Original price

iXCHAIlGE
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

Five only Vest Pocket.

Rigid

£l8 18s- Psr& £6:13:
9
Three only 34 x 24. Original
price

compact, all-metal body, direct -vision
finder, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to
l/l,000th sec. and Time, focussing screen,

Four only i-plate. Original price £20

p

£6:18:9

For instalments add 5% and divide into
9 equal monthly payments.
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THERE is evidence in many
that

Thirdly,

a

Fellowship is under the direction
and guidance of Mr. S. W. Kenyon,
the founder and former organising
president of the Central London
Group, Kodak Fellowship. His
modern methods are already well
known amongst photographers, and
his all-round experience will be of
immense value to the new move¬
ment. New groups are to be formed
in many areas, but all inquiries
regarding the movement and the
excellent holidays organised by it
should be addressed to the British
Photographic Fellowship, 45, Regent

Fellowship.

“ miniature ”

section

2360.

Photographic snobbishness will not
be tolerated under any circum¬
stances. The British Photographic

There has been under discussion
for some time the probability of a
new photographic movement being
formed, one which is to operate on
somewhat different lines, and cater
for that majority of amateurs
hitherto without adequate facilities.
The Amateur Photographer is now
able to reveal something more
definite about this scheme, and
some of its aims. The chief object
is to assist the great mass of buttonpressers to better photography, and
to help them by means of meetings
and outings to graduate to the more
respected status of amateur photo¬
graphers. The second object is to
provide first-class facilities for ex¬
cursions to exclusive districts in
perfect comfort and at really reason¬
able costs ; the organisation of
photographic holidays comes under
this heading, and six are already
planned for this year. There are
to be three in North Wales, and one
each in the Peak District, the Bernese
Oberland and the Austrian Tyrol.

No.

in London, Fourthly, the move¬
ment exists to incite amateurs by a
strong sense of real fellowship to
strive for better photography.

Entries in “ The A.P.” competitions
and the numbers of queries and
prints for criticism sent to this
office are sure indications of current
interest. These have never been
greater, and are steadily increasing.
We foresee a record year for ama¬
teur photography in 193 p

British Photographic

LXXVII.

is being formed exclusively for
workers with miniature cameras,
and an exhibition of miniature work
is to be held in November this year

the general
ing
g
aken
sprin reaw
of photo¬
graphic activity among amateurs
will not be long delayed. Already
the days are lengthening, and al¬
though winter is still with us and we
may yet have spells of frost and
snow, there is more photography of
all kinds being done than has been
usual at this time in past years.
quarters

Vol.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

Square, London,

W.C.i.

The Pinhole Again.
When Mr. H. E. Beckett, of the
Building Research Station, gave a
lecture at the Royal Photographic
Society last week on a photographic
method of determining daylight and
sunlight in buildings, it was very
interesting to find him using for the

London
A

January

Landscapes
morning

of Epping

95

(No.

on
Forest.

the

20).
borders

purpose a pinhole camera. In the
first instance, in ascertaining what
he called the daylight factor in
buildings, he had used an ordinary
lens camera mounted on a theodo¬
lite, but he soon found that the
angular limitations of the lens
made difficulties, and accordingly
he resorted to a pinhole camera,
whereupon some very interesting
developments immediately became
practicable. A cylindrical pinhole
camera is mounted on a tripod and
5
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exposed to the sky, bromide paper
being used inside the camera, and
in that way one gets a true cylindrical
projection of the sky as seen out
of the window of the room under
investigation. The main trouble
has been to get a sufficiently small
hole to give a sharp picture. A
hole 0.4-mm. in diameter has been
used at the Building Research
Station. The pinhole camera has
been designed to photograph as
much as possible of the hemisphere
of sky in one exposure, but to do
this one has to use a relatively large
pinhole, and the photographs are
slightly fuzzy and spread. The
ideal size of pinhole, according to
Lord Rayleigh’s formula, when the
size of the camera is 4 cm., andcthe
wave-length of the light 4,000 Ang¬
strom units, is 0.12 mm.
In this
work of testing illumination in
buildings the cylindrical camera with
bromide paper may presently be
scrapped, and in its place a flat plate
camera be used with an axis at
45 degrees.

Readers’

January 31st, 1934

Gymnastics.
In endeavouring to view a piece
of modernistic photography the other
day, and shifting from one position
to' another in order to get something
like perspective, a friend of ours
was told, quite seriously, that the
proper way to look at the print was
to fix it on the ceiling, and to lie
on one’s back. When that was done,
the various planes, it was said,
would leap into their right relation,
and the thing would be seen for
what it was, a masterpiece. One
foresees an exhibition in which
directions will be given with every
picture as to the angle from which
it is to be viewed, and this will give
an opportunity to the eccentric
producer to condemn those who
would appreciate his work — and
they will all want to do so — to adopt
various unnatural attitudes, crouch¬
ing, grovelling, and so on. We
should dearly like to see the ex¬
hibition of the future as imagined
by some humorous artist, when the
private view would give an impres¬

sion of a gymnasium which had
gone crazy. Organisers of exhibitions
who are in search of novelty should
ponder the idea. Not enough in the
way of contortion has as yet been
exacted from visitors to photographic
exhibitions. _
National

Costume.

On every side one learns of the
disappearance of national costume.
A correspondent who has been
residing for some months in Switzer¬
land says that only on one day — a
feast day — did the Swiss costume
make its appearance, and then only
in a few individuals. In Holland you
find the national costume only in
the villages by the; Zuyder Zee, and
there it is put on only for the benefit
of visitors. In this country it still
remains true that the rural poor
are the most picturesquely clad,
but how seldom one sees the typical
Welsh or Highland costume. Those
who have the opportunity should
get records of these various national
costumes before they entirely dis¬
appear for ever.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Lantern-slide

Masks.

For the comparatively few lantern slides I have made so far,
it has been my practice to use four separate masking strips.
As I now intend making a considerable number of slides it seems
to me that it would be better to use cut-out masks. Can these
be bought ready for use ? If not, what is the best way of cutting
them ?
F. E. R. (Dunstable .)

Masks ready for use, and of a variety of sizes and pro¬
portions of openings, can be bought. The trouble is that you
would have to buy a
considerable assortment
to enable you to meet all
cases, as the exact mask¬
ing of a slide demands
finer adjustments than
ready-made masks are
likely to provide.
We doubt whether you
will save either time or
trouble by using onepiece masks instead of the
four-strip method, which,
after all, is very simple
and convenient. How¬
ever, if you decide to cut
out the masks we recom¬
mend the same dodge as
in the case of masking
prints to decide trimming,
namely : the use of two
pieces of card, shaped and graduated as shown in the diagram.
With these you can ascertain in every case the appropriate
rectangle, horizontal or vertical, first on the slide itself and
then on the paper to be used for the mask. If the cards are
correctly cut and graduated in the first instance they will not

only show dimensions but will ensure the accuracy of the right
angles. A very sharp knife with a good point must be used,
cutting the paper on glass, and with a metal straight-edge as
a guide. The cut edges must be perfectly clean. The only
part
of the operation that requires some skill is obtaining cleancut corners.
Notan.
In reading
an article
on pictorialism
struck the wordas “ though
Notan,1'it
which
was used
without
comment or Iexplanation,
were a familiar term. I cannot find it in either of my diction¬
aries, and as I am rather in the dark as to its precise meaning I
wondered if you could enlighten me.
L. F. (Wanstead .)

The word is of Japanese origin, and evidently has not
become sufficiently Anglicized to find its way yet into our
dictionaries. Like yourself we have failed to find it in the
dictionaries we have available, although they are quite up-todate. The literal significance of the word is " an arrangement
of light and shade,” much as we might say “ chiaroscuro.”
Rather than attempt a fuller definition we will quote an
explanation given by Mr. Arthur Dow.
To attain an appreciation of Notan, and the power to
create it, the following fundamental fact must be understood,
namely: that a placing together of masses of light and dark,
synthetically related, conveys to the eye an impression of
beauty entirely independent of meaning. For example,
squares of dark porphyry against squares of white marble,
checks in printed cloth, and the blotty ink sketches by the
Venetians, the Dutch and the Japanese. When this occurs
accidentally in nature, as in the case of a grove of dark trees
against a light hillside, or a pile of dark buildings against a
twilight sky we at once perceive its beauty. This is the kind of
‘ visual music ’ which the Japanese so love in the rough ink
painting of their old masters where there is but a mere hint of

6
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For
who

and
PRICE

the amateur photographer
takes a keen interest in his

hobby new price lists and illus¬
trated catalogues have an unending

attraction.

Some

LISTS
reasons

are

given

in the
lists

following article why every reader of “The A.P.” should apply for all new
and catalogues that are offered in the advertisement pages of this paper.

THE catalogues and price lists

produced every year by the
principal photographic
manufacturers and dealers make
an alluring appeal to most amateurs
whether contemplating the purchase
of new apparatus in the near future
or not.
They are, in view of their purpose,
more fully descriptive in regard to
every model and detail than the
briefer statements given in the

advertising pages of “ The A.P.,”
and the firms issuing them make a
point of offering to send them on
application. They are generally
well worth acquiring.
These booklets usually contain
numerous illustrations of the articles
concerned, which, in itself, is an
education, because although photo¬
graphers would be the first to deny
that appearance has anything to
do with the choice of a camera, one
can suspect that a good-looking one
stands more chance of being desired
than a freak one. Then, of course,
the controls, view-finder, focussing
arrangements, etc., can be compared
with the camera already owned, and
possibly to the latter’s advantage.
Modern

and

Ancient.

Prevailing types are also indicated
by their profusion in all lists, and
one knows that if the camera already
in possession is a candidate for the
second-hand columns, and is far
removed from the type prevailing,
the price to be charged will have to
be less than if it could hold its
own in the ranks of the newer
favourites.
For instance, present-day cata¬
logues are overflowing with the
ultra-miniature camera, Leicas, Contax and sixteen-on-V.P. film size,
so that it is obvious that a postcard
camera will not command the price
it would have done a few years ago
when quarter-plates were reckoned
the ideal size.

But it is in the showing of all
sorts of new accessories and gadgets
that the new catalogue scores. The
amateur can sit by his fireside and
browse through one of the lists
issued by the bigger firms, and find
all sorts of things which he would
like to add to his little store of
gadgets. Of course, many amateurs
cannot afford to spend their money
on many of these things, but it often
happens that the purchase of a
new accessory is contemplated, and
a thorough examination of one or
two catalogues will often result in
spending the available cash to more
advantage. The expenditure of an
extra shilling will often purchase
an infinitely better article than was
at first contemplated.
Gaining

Knowledge.

Then the beginner can get valuable
education from a well-illustrated list.
He is able to become familiar with
the kind of shutters, lenses, finders,
etc., which are normally fitted to
cameras: He realises, for instance,
that most Press cameras are fitted
with a focal-plane shutter. That
certain kinds of camera are cor¬
rected for parallax is also evident
from their specification, and thus
the tyro learns that there is such
a thing as parallax, of which he
probably knew nothing before.
But perhaps the most useful part
of a catalogue’s work is the detailing
of the second-hand bargains which
are so prolific in these days. A little
judicious study will often reveal
real bargains, for which the present
apparatus can be exchanged, to the
amateur’s great advantage. Repu¬
table firms issue frequent lists which
can be absolutely depended upon.
The various home - portraiture
lighting sets that have flooded the
market this last few years make a
large addition to the pages of the
latest lists, and these are very
97

valuable to the enthusiast who has
the necessary cash to spare. The
• careful comparison of the different
types will result in the expenditure
of money to the best advantage.
Also the sets most suitable for home
lighting circuits may be selected.
The particulars with regard to
ordering goods, and conditions of
approval terms should be very
carefully read, as quite a lot of
unnecessary trouble is caused by
people who fail to comply with
firms’ usually quite simple conditions.
Perhaps the amateur contemplates
the fitting of a different lens, and
here the list is a great help. The
optical firms usually issue attractive
descriptions of their wares, and the
second-hand lenses about are very
numerous. Usually the firms from
which these lenses can be purchased
are prepared to fit them for a small
extra cost ; if so, this is worth
doing, since the vendors of the
lenses may be relied upon to make
the best of their wares.
Materials.

Plates, papers, films and other
photographic materials are best
purchased from the firms who
specialise in these products, and a
comparison of the various lists will
indeed be a revelation to the man
who has been in the habit of buying
his papers in shilling packets. Here,
again, reputable firms should be
chosen, and requests should be sent
to them to send new lists as they
are issued, as fluctuations in price,
and also in types of plates, films
and paper often occur.
Most of these photographic cata¬
logues and lists are quite free, or
at the most, just a couple of coppers,
and the trouble expended in sending
for them will be amply repaid. The
photographer can then keep these
among his other photographic books,
and they will be found a very
valuable reference library.
7
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a Child

the ZOO
ERIC

J. HOSKING.

In our last issue we referred to Mr. Hosking' s novel lantern lecture
at the Royal Photographic Society, dealing with the adventures of
his five-year-old niece at the Zoo. In the following note he
describes how his pictures were made.

MANY delightful photographs can be obtained at the Zoo
by combined animal and child studies.
All that is necessary for this type

of photography is a child — preferably a
girl — who is not normally afraid of animals,
and is about five or six years old. Go
to the Zoo fairly early in the day, before
the crowds collect, as it is surprising
how people will follow you round if they
have seen you go into an enclosure. Then
make friends with the keeper in charge,
who will be only too pleased to help

The

you.
You will find no end of delightful
poses, and therefore you must be prepared

photographs
col¬
lection. It of
is my
for this
reason that I consider a
reflex the ideal.
It will surprise you

of the little girl kissing the sea-lion ; the
kiss was only a fraction of a second in
and

had

I not

been

his

waiting in Mary's
right hand.

pared, would have missed
one of the most delightful

to release your shutter at a moment’s
notice. Take, for instance, the illustration

length,

sea-lion's kiss, and

reward

fully pre-

what a lot you can learn
yourself besides obtaining
some really good pictures,
it is generally thought
that a snake is a cold,
damp, slimy creature to
touch, and is therefore
dreaded by most people ;
but just pick one up your¬
self before placing it round
the neck of your model.
You will find it has a
lovely
warm,
skin.

smooth,

It is advisable

m

a friend

with

purpose of
the child,

you

silky

to take
for the

looking after
as you will

find all your time is taken
up looking after your
camera, and a child of
five or six will very
soon get tired
round from one
another.
Winnie

the Pooh" finishing
condensed milk.

a tin of

walking
cage to

Most of the illustrations
were taken on Verichrome

film packs.
Exposures
should be on the long
side, particularly with animals that have black skins or fur.
Whenever possible a sunny day should be chosen, and the subject
photographed in sunlight. This not only enables a shorter exposure
to be given, but in most cases adds sparkle to the resulting picture.
With a reflex camera the exposures may vary from i/ioth second
to 1 /50th second, according to the light and the subject.
I always develop by tank and use the borax fine-grain developer,
and have no difficulty in enlarging up to 15 X 12 in. without any trace
of grain. If you give a full exposure and short development you will
get a much better rendering of the fur. Use, if possible, a fairly large
aperture, to throw the background out of focus. These photographs
were taken at f/5.6.

Mary

with a seven-fool

Diamond

python

from

Australia .

With a little patience, and a child who is not afraid of animals,
the Zoo will provide an enjoyable thrill both to the photographer
and the child, and will furnish a batch of negatives that will afford
everlasting pleasure.
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FACTORS

©HYSICAL

Fine-Grain

Development

Fine- grain development is not merely a matter of selecting suitable formulae. The
manner in which materials and operations are handled is of even greater importance — a
fact that should be recognised by all users of small-size film.

MINIATURE negatives have be¬

under-expose in order to emphasise
certain parts of the picture or to avoid
stressing others. Fortunately, the
majority of workers who employ this
device have not yet changed over to
miniature film ; but for the guidance
of amateurs who may be concerned
with intentional under-exposure, it
must be said that the device makes it

will do as much as anything
emphasise the grain.

practically impossible to secure small
negatives that will not exhibit coarse
granularity when ultimately printed
through the enlarging lantern.
Development.
Development proper is frequently
considered to be the most important
stage, in miniature negative making,
for it is here that the physical factors
tend most to go astray ; and it is

contacts with tank aprons, etc; Or¬
dinarily, nothing can be done to
remedy these blemishes, hence it is
a good plan to use solutions once only,
and to pay particular care when
winding and handling the film.
Blemishes may also be picked up
in the washing and drying stages. To
avoid trouble in the former process,
the method of washing by changes
should be adopted ; and a final rinse
in a bath containing a few drops of
lemon juice is especially recommended
to remove the troublesome scum
associated with hard water.

as to the adoption of methods which
favour the formation of coarse grain
and which facilitate the introduction
of certain blemishes.

here, in any case, that the results of flag¬
rant errors make their first appearance.
Particularly important is it to decide
in favour of a suitable developer and
to use it at a temperature of about
65 degrees Fahr., Most authorities
agree that a fine-grain developer is
absolutely essential-— though other
workers believe that this point is not
important, provided that the physical
factors receive careful attention.

,
Exposure.
The effects of exposure upon devel¬
opment do not appear to be suffi¬
ciently recognised by beginners and
others who may be undertaking their
own processing for the first time.
Actually, however, under-exposure is
productive of coarse-grain develop¬
ment ; nor are errors on the other
extreme without their influence.

The following formula is recom¬
mended for two reasons ; it represents
one of the most effective developers
obtainable and its simple constitution
is an additional factor towards the
reduction of granularity.
Paraphenylenediamine . . 10 gms.
Sodium sulphite (exsic) . . 60 gms.
Water
. .
. .
1,000 c.c.
Most developers containing borax

The first essential to fine -grain
development is, then, a correct ex¬
posure. Few meters, indeed, are able
to give a correct indication outright,
but by becoming familiar with one
type of instrument the user will be
enabled to make compensating adjust¬
ments and so to estimate the correct

are also intended for fine-grain work,
and it is significant that these — to¬
gether with the one recommended
above — are widely used in amateur
cinematography.

come popular mainly through
the ease with which blemishfree enlargements can be obtained from
them. Fine-grain emulsions have been
perfected, milder developers have been
evolved, and even a special type of
enlarger has been designed — all with
a view to the attainment of this end.
How extremely well these introduc¬
tions perform their task can be fully
appreciated only by those who are
familiar with samples of the finest
miniature photography. But there are
failures as well as successes in this
branch of the hobby ; hence, if the
best work is to be done, it will become
necessary to avoid them.
Since the manufacturers are careful
to recommend only the most suitable
materials for use in miniature-camera
photography — and since we may as¬
sume that the majority of workers
follow their recommendations, it may¬
be said that failures are due not so
much to the use of unsuitable materials

exposure in most cases.
Failing an indication that can be
relied upon with confidence, the best
policy that the fine-grain worker can
adopt is to over-expose on all nega¬
tives. For this reason, the advice — so
beloved of technical writers — to double
the meter reading is well worth follow¬
ing in all cases where there is reason to
doubt the adequacy of that reading.
Pictorial workers often deliberately

The
is very

method
popular

of developing

Other

else to

Notes.

Tiny film negatives are apt to pick
up blemishes through immersion in
stale hypo and other baths. Marks can
also be acquired by permitting the
film to coil round itself or to make close

Film

strips

wiped on
being hung

should

be

carefully

the glossy side before
up to dry, and, needless

to say, drying itself should be accom¬
plished in a warm, muslin-screened
closet free from dust and similar
matter.
S. E. L. Moir.

in tanks

at the present

time,

possibly because of its greater con¬
venience and other advantages it
possesses over the alternative form
of dish development. Dilute solutions
are, however, usually employed with
the tanks ; and dilute solutions are a
known cause of granularity. On the
other hand, strong or concentrated solu¬
tions must not be employed, nor must
solutions be used over long periods.
Similarly, forcing of any kind is
especially to be avoided, since this

A
An

Misty

Night

in Town.

article on Mist Photography
on the following page.

appears

9
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he MAGIC
Now is the Landscape Photographer’s
opportunity for Picture -making.
formed into pictures of delight. A magic hand has clothed
with the wonder of a dream the lowliest subjects.
Old gateways, darkly arched and forbidding in their
pillared recesses, are transformed into archways of fairyland,
giving access to enchanted castles ; while along the streets
cars and carts are invested with a new significance as
they loom up mysteriously from the mist to fade away into
the mist again.
Rare pictures will be found along the woodland glades,
where leafless trees stretch their branches across the

The

castle gateway.

THERE is revelry in the glow of summer suns with

cloud-flecked skies and the riot of meadow
flowers ; but who would speak of revelry when
the fogs of winter cling about the world ? Yet
the fogs have no small part to play in the charm of our
changing scenery. Their unwelcome visits work miracles
of high art in woods and lanes, along the course of streams,
and even in the crowded city streets.
When the air is clear the details of all things lie open
to the sight, harshly realistic
and sharply defined ; but
when the mists hold sway
hard lines and sharp angles
are softened into graceful
harmony. It is true the
dense fog veils all things
from the sharpest eye, but
the light mists of dawn, or
the winter haze, work with

January

path

or stand

morning.

in arresting loneliness in the fog. Stately

firs on the forest’s edge, catching the gleam of the
misty sunlight, make pictures of real splendour, and vessels
moored to the quay or feeling their way cautiously along
the stream, clamour for re¬
cognition and offer a reward
to those who look for beauty
in the fogscape.
From the technical point
of view, a landscape shroud¬
ed in mist is a subject — if
its pearly beauty is to be
adequately
which the

rendered — for
all - conquering

artistic touch upon the com¬
mon things of the world.

panchromatic plate or film
is unsuitable, and the infra¬

Then the- picture seeker has
his opportunity.
On such a day there is
poetry in unlovely things ;
and wayside objects, trees or
stacks or opened gates, be¬
come potential masterpieces.
Crumbling walls, thatched
cottages, trees fallen across a
pond, fences broken by reedy
streams, all these are trans-

red plate is taboo.
To secure the best render¬
ing of a mist that is not too
dense the ordinary plate will

10

prove adequate.

For general

use,
however,
when orpicturemaking
in misty
foggy

Winter

mist and frost.
IOO

weather, a rapid ortho plate
or film, used without a filter,
can be depended upon. A
filter may be used v/ith such
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of the MIST
WENLOCK.

)y CHRISTOPHER
a plate when

the mist or fog is a trifle

too dense, and all beyond the im¬
mediate foreground is nearly blotted
out.
The panchromatic plate or film used
with a filter would tend to penetrate
an ordinary mist and produce a bright
and clear rendering of the distance
at variance with the visual effect —
thus destroying the very quality it is
sought to secure.
Exposures should be on the full
side, and an exposure meter will be a
great help. The usual calculations
and tables for exposures can only
generalise with this subject, as on misty

Struggling

sunbeams .

The choice of the printing paper and
the colour of the image are matters
of importance. No universal rule can
be laid down. But the most casual
observer must have seen how mist
and fog reduce subjects to practically
grey colour schemes, with only the
softest tints of colour. There is
nothing vivid. This gives the clue to
the print required ; as a rule it will
show cool greys on a smooth surface.

The
or foggy

days

the

wizardry

light is very

of the mist.

" tricky,”

and

alters

in actinic

very rapidly, according to the density of the enveloping
way in which it often drifts about in patches.

quality

haze, and

the

The picture-maker will realise that the outstanding quality of mist or
fog is the obliteration of detail, and the substitution of flat tones and
broad masses in a high key.
When the worker is studying a landscape or street scene in mist he
will also note that while distant objects may be almost invisible in the
matters of tone the main outline of the mass remains sharp, an entirely
different effect from that obtained by differential focussing. This
merely puts the more distant planes out of focus without altering the
tone values of the mass, which may remain as heavy as the foreground.
The magic of the mist cannot be simulated by any ordinary mechanical
means in photography.
IOI

Mist

clearing before the sun.

Thi amateur photographer
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nother Idea for the
LANTERNIST
By

ROBERT

ADIE.

THE usual " Next slide, please,” or bang of the pointer on

the floor, can become very annoying to an audience
during a lecture, especially if a number of slides are being
rapidly projected. The accompanying sketch illustrates a very
simple and efficient gadget which attracts the attention of the
lantern operator only.
A flashlamp operated by a pear switch held in the hand of the
lecturer is used. The method of adapting the lamp consists of
separating the long terminal of battery from the bottom contact
of the bulb by a piece of card. A piece of flex is led into the
upper part of the casing through a small piece of rubber tubing.
One stripped terminal of the flex is twisted round the long terminal
of the battery and the other is attached to a small disc of metal
placed on top of the card. Both are secured with a touch of
Seccotine. The arrangement is shown in the diagram, and it
will be seen that no connection is made and the lamp will not
light until the push is pressed. Ordinary No. 24 cotton -covered
wire may be used to bridge the distance between lecturer and
operator, but for de luxe models one might aspire to Woolworth’s
" penny a yard ” flex.
The lecturer presses the switch, the lamp on the operator’s
table flashes, and provided that the wire is carefully hidden out
of sight and the lamp suitably screened, this method of signalling
adds
finalmoment,
touch to while
a goodto lantern
lecture. audience
Slides are'changed
at
the the
exact
the uninitiated
the whole
operation is shrouded in mystery.

Testing the Register of Focussing

Screens

SOONER or later in a photographer’s experience there comes

will not tell you whether the offending surface lies short or
on the far side of the correct focal plane, hence the use of the
little " instrument ” described below.

If they are not, no amount of fine focussing on the screen
will produce fine focus in the negative.
Whether register is correct or not will soon be divulged by

The articles required to make the “ tester ” are very modest,
being but a perfectly flat slat of wood, a little longer than the
width of the slide, and a short screw (say, three-quarters of an
inch long). The screw should be of small diameter and of that
type which has a shallow pitch — i.e., one which has a large
number of threads compared with its length. Such screws are
used for fine cabinet work.
Bore a hole in the middle of the slat of wood, so that the
screw may be inserted without splitting or warping, for it is
essential that the wood shall remain flat.
When the register of a plate in a slide is to be tested, take
the tester and lay it across the runners of the ground-glass frame
(as shown) and gently turn the screw down until it just touches
the surface of the glass.
Great care should be taken in this part of the operation as
you are probably working to very fine limits. The downward
turning should continue till a sideways motion of the wood
(tight on the runners) produces from the screw point a very
faint scratch on the glass.
Now, without altering the height of the screw, move the tester
to a similar position on the dark slide — which has its shutter
removed and contains an old plate.
If the register is correct the screw point here will just touch
the emulsion and will produce a faint scratch, if moved side¬
ways. Should, however, the screw point not engage the surface,
and upon inspection a slight gap be found between the two,
then the plate is too low and will be behind the correct focal plane.
On the other hand, if the wood rocks upon the screw point
(see Fig. B — greatly exaggerated) then the plate is too high
and will be in front of the desired plane.
It will generally be found easier to adjust the ground glass
in the frame of the focussing screen than to alter a number of
dark slides, either by packing or rubbing down the rabbet.

a time when it is necessary to test the register of a plate
with the ground-glass focussing screen of the camera (or
vice versa) ; in other words, to find if they (the plate and
ground glass) are exactly the same distance from the lens when
each, in its turn, is inserted in the camera.

the resulting negative, but the slight " out-of-focus ” effect
12

H. A. Robinson.
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The Eleventh Midland Salon of Photography will be held
this year from August 18th to September 15th at the Castle
Museum and Art Gallery, Nottingham. The open classes will
comprise : Class A, Pictorial Prints, any subject or process ;
Class B, Scientific and Natural History subjects ; Class C,
Lantern Slides. Applications for entry forms (British Isles)
should be sent to W. R. Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston,
Notts, and from overseas readers to T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham.
Change of Address. The London Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
have removed to 20, Bucklersbury, Queen Victoria Street,
London, E.C.4, at which address they have very much larger
and more convenient showrooms than at their old address at
2, Poultry, Cheapside, E.C.2.
Wallace Heaton’s Sale. The annual sale of Messrs. Wallace
Heaton, Ltd., is now in full swing. It is the policy of this
firm to clear all old season’s stock in order to prepare for new
goods, and although the apparatus, etc., offered are second¬
hand, they are all in perfect working order, and in many cases
indistinguishable from new. Readers who mention The
A mateur Photographer may obtain the sale list post free upon
application to Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New Bond Street,

W.i.

_

We hear from Chicago that following on the success of the
Century of Progress Exposition last year, the entire show will
be repeated in 1934. Most of the corporations and companies
who had space in the 1933 exhibition have already booked for
the second edition. _
The fourth edition of the Dallmeyer booklet, “ Why a
Telephoto Lens? ” should be secured by every reader interested
in telephoto work. Messrs. Dallmeyer have done much to
popularise the telephoto lens, and this little publication con¬
tains a mass of useful information on the subject with a number
of striking illustrations. Applications for copies should be
made to J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31, Mortimer Street, Oxford
Street, London, W.i.
The British Journal Almanac for 1934, edited by George E.
Brown, has just been published, and is again a mine of useful
information for the photographer. The editorial article deals
with “ The Amateur of 1934,” and sounds an entirely optimistic
note for the coming season. Other articles are by Philip
Lazenby (“ Amateur Films of Travel”), Bernard Alfieri, Jun.
(“ Miniature Cameras and Big Pictures ”), David Charles
(“Enlargements from Cine Films”), and H. W. Bennett
("Prints on Chloro-Bromide Papers”). The usual familiar
features of previous Almanacs again appear. The “ Epitome
of Progress ” includes references to articles on a variety of
subjects that have been published during the past year in the
photographic Press, and many pages are devoted to reviews of
new goods, formulae, tables and miscellaneous information.
A section is devoted to reproductions of modern pictorial
photography, while not the least attractive part of the book
are the advertisement pages, in which most of the leading
manufacturers and dealers are represented. The B.J. Almanac
is a book to possess, and costs 3s. cloth bound, or 2s. paper
covers. It is obtainable from most photographic dealers, or
from the publishers, Henry Greenwood & Co., 24, Wellington
Stfeet, Strand.
_
The Westminster Photographic Exchange have just issued
a new list describing the most popular types of Enlarging
Apparatus. Practically every model of enlarger, both horizontal
and vertical, is included. The list is well illustrated, and full
details and prices are given. A copy can be obtained free on
application from 119, Victoria Street, S.W.i, or from the
firm’s other branches at m, Oxford Street, W.i ; 62, Pic¬
cadilly, W.i, and 24, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

City Sale Bargain List. A new list of second-hand and
jobbed bargains has just been issued by Messrs. City Sale and
Exchange (1929) Ltd., of 59, Cheapside, London, E.C.2, and
branches. There are several lines of brand new cameras
offered at very considerable reductions from the list price.
The list embodies some hundreds of lines in cine and still
apparatus, lenses, accessories, prismatic binoculars, and a
host of items too numerous to detail. It will be sent post free to
any reader mentioning The Amateur Photographer who writes
to the firm at the address given above.
The Kodak School of Professional Photography starts a new
session on February 5th. The school is intended only for those
already engaged in professional photography, or those who have
had at least a full year’s training in a recognised training
institution preparatory to entering the profession. The course
consists of one week’s intensive training at the finely equipped
studios and workrooms of the Kodak School, Wealdstone,
Middlesex, where lectures and demonstrations will be given
by famous professional photographers. Enquiries should be
addressed to the School of Professional Photography, Kodak,
Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2.
The Camera and Gramophone Co., of 320, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria, S.W.i, are holding a sale of photographic and
cine apparatus and accessories, all goods being considerably
reduced in price. As an example : Coronet Cine Cameras,
with f/3.9 anastigmats, are being sold brand new at 39s. 6d.
instead of the list price of £3 5s. Readers who are unable to
call should write for particulars.
With the title, " Projection Apparatus, 1934,” Messrs.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., of Mortimer House, 37-41, Mortimer Street,
W.i, have issued a well-illustrated booklet describing the
full range of the Zeiss Ikon Projectors for slides and cine work,
and also their well-known Epidiascopes. Full particulars and
prices are given and the list is free on application to the above
address.
A very large number of entries were submitted in our
"Christmas Party” competition. We congratulate those who
entered on their photographic enthusiasm in making the
exposures and producing the prints during the Christmas
holidays. The awards are as follows :—
First, £5 5s. — “ Christmas Eve,” by Geo. C. Backhouse,
16, Sandhurst Grove, Harehills Lane, Leeds.
Second, £2 2s. — ■“ Turkey Time,” by H. A. Oughton,
Blickling Lodge, 97, Burdon Lane, Belmont, Surrey.
Third, £1 is. —
Cause and Effect,” by Donald G. Sheldon,
526, Inglemire Lane, Hull.
Fourth, 10s. 6d. —
Delight,” by E. W. Wolff, Ashley Bank,
139, Bury Road, Hemel Efempstead, Herts.
Certificates. — “ After the Revels,” by F. C. Diemer,
Hendrefoilan, Blackhall, Edinburgh, 4 ; “ The Fishing Com¬
petition,” by Reg. Moore, 13, Georgeville Gardens, Barkingside,
Essex ; " Preparing for their Day of Days,” by George Mason,
8, Addison Villas, Thrapston, Nr. Kettering ; " The Wish
Bone,” by H. Cossins, 23, Wayside Avenue, Harrogate ;
“ Lilliput Cottage,” by John Thompson, 31, Springbank Road,
NeWcastle-on-Tyne ; " Under the Mistletoe,” by R. E.
Williams, 12, Oxford Gardens, Winchmore Hill, N.21 ; "The
Departing
Bristol,
6. Guest,” by C. W. Martin, 22, Birchall Road,
103

In addition to those awarded certificates, prints by the
following are also worthy of mention : G. R. Hinks, W. Smith,
W. J. McKnight, W. Mottram, Mrs. B. R. Bryant, Leslie
Mitchell, J. C. Hayward, T. S. Simmons, C. Beck, G. GunnBoysen, W. J. George.
13
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice

SELECTION

BY

this heading dealing
in photography.

MASKING.

two

L-shaped

pieces of card, which

could

be adjusted

to form rectangles of various sizes and proportions,
and so arrive at the exact part of a print or negative which
should be included in the finished product. The decision
can be arrived at much better with a print than with a
negative, as the latter may be very small, and in any case
is more
difficult at
to “the
readsame
” than
I mentioned
timea print.
that I should

have

to

deal separately with the question of deciding the exact
position of the cards to get the best result. By this I
did not mean that I was going to produce some magic
formula by which all such problems could be mathematically
solved. 1 am a poor hand at miracles. Nor can I set
down a code of rules that have only to be followed to
ensure success.
Instead of formulae and rules it is all a matter of common
sense and experience.

It is really begging

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

LAST week I referred to the effective dodge of using
j

31st, 1934

the question to

say that what we have to do is to include everything that
belongs to the subject and helps to express it ; and to
exclude all that is extraneous or distracting. Yet that is
what we have to aim at, as far as the two things can be
separated by fixed boundaries. Unfortunately, we cannot
pick out some particular detail inside our rectangle, and
put it outside. And further, even with good judges, there
will often be some difference of opinion as to the exact
placing of the boundaries.
What I have done here is to select five old prints and
draw a rectangle on each. The rectangle was decided
with two pieces of card a§ described, a dot being put in
each corner to mark the rectangle. They are all straight¬
forward cases, such as the beginner is frequently encounter¬
ing, and I will explain briefly my reasons for the selection
in each case.
The subject in the first rectangle I wanted for the pur¬
pose of making a drawing. What is outside the rectangle
I did not want at all, but
the lens included it. Had I
used a lens of nearly double
the focal length I could have
swelled out the material in¬
side the rectangle so that it
would have filled the nega¬
tive. But I had no other lens.
I could also have made the
subject larger by going nearer
to it. There were two objec¬
tions to this : it would have
altered the relative propor¬
tions of the doorway and the
•building beyond ; and as I
should have been standing
in the road the chances were
that I should not have sur¬
vived to make the drawing.
Anyhow, I got just what I
wanted — and more. Which is
better than less.
With the Zoo snapshot of
the llama I just had sufficient
time and presence of mind
to get the head against the
dark (imitation) rock beyond.
The expression of the beast
and the back lighting were
the important points, and

104

the part included in the
rectangle is all I showed in
the lantern slide which I
I had in view.
For a similar purpose I
snapped
the sandwich-man.
Even
without
the accidental
intruding

14
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and

a beautiful

violet

in the

shadows.

In colour

nothing included that I would care to lose.
When it comes to a monochrome print the

there

case

is

is very

much altered, as it so often is. Lawn and sky are largely
monotonous and monotonously large. There is too much
of the

heavy

rhododendron

the thing down
There is enough

bushes.

So

I have

marked

to concentrate on the “ Albert ” interest.
of the Memorial to show its best and most

I

and

I should

have

his boards

make

a tall, narrow

masked

this just as shown.

a tall, narrow

rectangle

answers

subject,

the

When

taking

the view

of the County

Hall

The

and

purpose

proportions of the rectangle do not matter,
subject lies snugly within the boundaries.

man

therefore

best.

The

so long as the
at Westminster

I had nothing but a 3JX2J film camera available. Here
the only standpoint was the Embankment,
so there was
no

l

l

edges

question

in this

case

of taking

up

a

nearer

position.

The rectangle surrounds the subject as required, say, for
a postcard, although it is not much more than a quarter
of the total area
better
The

of the negative.

I repeat

that

it is always

to have too much than too little on the negative.
last illustration was taken originally as a colour
)

statuary

was

a delicate

rose

in the

looks

as he

and

towards

there

is the

the great

back

of the

hall which

Prince

bears

his

that the beginner takes a batch of his own prints and sees
what he can do with some of them by manipulating his

area is made interesting by the varied colour, especially as
part of the lawn was in sunlight and part in shadow. The
rhododendrons were in bloom ; the sky was graduated
The

features,

himself
name.

How can we lay down " rules ” for this sort of thing ?
After considering these very simple examples I suggest

subject by the Paget process, and for this purpose I used
all that appears on the negative. The large foreground

blue.

characteristic

L-shaped cards. If he does not find some interesting
results I shall, alas, have failed in my little lesson.
W. L. F. W.

high-lights.

“TheTo encourage
A.P.,?pictorial
Monthly
Competitions
PRIZES AND RULES
outlook and good technique in the photographic work of our readers in
all parts
This class is open to all amateur photographers.
First

Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P.” silver

plaque (optional).
Second

Prize. — Half a guinea

bronze plaque (optional).
Third

in cash or “ A.P.”

Prize. — Five shillings in cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates

of Merit.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.
(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
er

nn

s.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

gi

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
rBe

This class is to encourage those readers who have
passed the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

Fo

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,
and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.
General

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
hand.
(2) Each print must have on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked
on the outside
Beginners,”
or “ Advanced,”
as the “case
may be. “ Intermediate,”
(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid.
(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer .
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

The next competition closes Wednesday,
February 28th.

IThi amateur

photographer
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated
“ rpHE

season’s output of photographs worthy the name
of ' pictures ’ depends upon the utilization of opportunities when lighting and atmospheric conditions
are favourable. Unfortunately, such ideal conditions do not
always
them.

coincide with the photographer’s opportunities for using
My own opportunities are very few, and most of my

best pictures

to our Special Representative.
have

been

obtained

during

short

holiday

periods.

" It goes without saying that our homeland provides abun¬
dant material for the pictorialist, and I have not neglected to
use it ; but I must confess to a strong predilection for Conti¬
nental subjects, which have provided me with a large proportion
of my

best and most interesting pictures. The two photo¬
graphs reproduced were selected from these.
In the course of a fairly long practice in photo¬
graph)' I have used most types of cameras, including
the convenient folding roll-film kind, by means of which
I have often obtained many satisfactory pictures. For
serious work, however, there is, of course, no substitute
for the reflex camera, as the higher percentage of
successful results obtained with it far outweighs its
disadvantages of weight and bulk. Sharp focussing
is greatly facilitated by the use of a large magnifying
lens in the hood. This device also gets over the
difficulty of seeing at the short distance available in
most hoods.
" Most of my
film packs. The

recent pictures have been made on
speed, and the sensitiveness to green

and yellow, of some of the recent makes of orthochromatic film render possible the use of light filters in
comparatively short exposures, fully-exposed negatives
being at the same time obtained. The photographer
certainly owes a debt of gratitude to the makers of
such modern material.
" Most

of

my

negatives

taken

during

a

tour

in

Germany in June last — of which ‘ The Calvary’ is
one — were made on Verichrome film, and received
about i/i/jth of a second at f/4.5 through a KiJ
screen. All of them were fully and some even over
exposed.
“ My favourite developer is M.Q., which at the
proper temperature (65 degrees) gives excellent
negatives with a minimum
staining of fingers and
negatives. 1 frequently use a pinacryptol green
desensitising bath before development, this being
then carried out in bright yellow light. Though this
gives very comfortable conditions for working and
following the progress of development the time of
development becomes decidedly extended.
“ For printing paper I prefer Kodak Royal. Re¬
cently I have made use of the direct sulphide method
of toning introduced by W. B. Shaw, which employs
a solution of barium sulphide containing a small
proportion of sodium meta-nitro-benzine sulphonate.
This process enables me to obtain tones ranging from
warm-black — very similar to those obtained on
chloro - bromide papers — to rich purplish browns.
The method also gives excellent results on gaslight
“ A final dressing of oil-varnish medium
adds
brilliance to the print, and enables one also to tone
papers.
down high-lights very satisfactorily by means of

La Vieillesse.
16

By H. Eymer.

oil pigments. In the picture ‘ La Vieillesse,’ the figure
was made much less intrusive by this process.”
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CALVARY.

By

(See article, “ How

I make

my

Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

H.

Eymer.
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PAINT.

By

(From

the London

Salon

of Photography.)

Roger

M.

31, 1934

Kelley.
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SQUARE

RIG.

By

(From

the London

Salon

of Photography.)

F. J.

Mortimer.
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1. — " Houghton Bridge , Sussex ."
By C. A. Smith.

2. — “ Canal I tew, Belgium ."
By D. Belson.

3. — " On

the Tees at Pierce Bridge."
By

5. — “ The Canal Bridge ."
By Eric G. Hulbrook.

C. C. Cooper.
6. — " Allerford Bridge
By

Miss

M.

31,

1934

4. — “ Sunlight and Shadow.''
By
G.W. Swan.
Somerset."
Cole.
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ABRIDGE as a subject for a

picture always has the possi¬
bility of affording a high pic¬
torial attraction, particularly if it be
made the vehicle for an expression of
an effect of sunshine, for, in addition
to its usual beauty of form, the value
of what effect may be incorporated
■can, in most cases, be enhanced by
repetition in the reflections.
Good Material.
As far as material has an effect on
the pictorial content, the choice of
a bridge has much to recommend it.
Seen from a suitable angle, the com¬
bination of straight lines and curved
offers many opportunities for varied
■expressions of an effect. Not only
does the light and shade change with
each hour of the day, but each varia¬
tion in the direction the light is falling
provides a different interpretation.
The point of view, too, can be
adjusted to provide considerably dif¬
ferent impressions of the same subject,
and, in some cases, it may be found
possible to get two pictures, vastly
unlike in their main characteristics,
from one side and the other.
“ Houghton Bridge, Sussex,” by
C. A. Smith (1), is a good straight¬
forward rendering of the bridge in
question. That the sun was shining
at the time is evident from the cast
•shadows on the near side of the
projecting buttresses, but it can
scarcely rank as an effect ; first,
because the sunlight is spread over the
whole subject material and the pro¬
portion of shadow is infinitesimal,
and, secondly, because its influence
is not more emphasised in any one
spot than another.
Height of Viewpoint.
The top line of the parapet makes
a hard and unbroken line against the
■sky, and, while this defect might
possibly be remedied by the choice of
a higher viewpoint, the arranging of
the subject so that the sunshine be
manifested in proper fashion could
■only be done by selecting such a time
for the exposure when the natural
•conditions furnished the required
degree of shadow.
In No. 2, “ Canal View, Belgium,”
by D. Belson, where the viewpoint is
likewise low, the presence of the trees

and houses above the level of the top
of the bridge avoids the difficulty of
a too continuous and unbroken line,
and the print, besides, has the ad¬
vantage of more pleasing reflections.
On the other hand, it is difficult to
determine whether the sun were
shining or not, for there is no evidence
of its presence, and the broadside
view of the bridge does not show its
form to such advantage as would an
impression that was seen from a
more acute angle. It may be feasible,
where a bridge is but a subsidiary
adjunct to a scene, to utilise a fullfaced aspect ; but, in a case like this,
where the bridge is the principal
object, and so vital an element in the
subject content, it is practically never
possible to obtain a satisfactory ren¬
dering from such a point of view.
The improvement that accrues from
a more angular viewpoint is to be
seen in No. 3, “ On the Tees at Pierce
Bridge,” by C. C. Cooper; but, here,
the absence of the pier that should
have been included on the extreme
left is responsible

for a feeling that

the arch on that side is left “ in the
air,” or unsupported.
Sunlight

and

Effect.

There is a sort of unfinished sug¬
gestion about it that has a decidedly
adverse effect, and in this case, again,
it would seem that a higher and
rather more distant viewpoint would
offer points of advantage.
It would enable the pier in question
to be included, and, because a greater
proportion of dark would be intro¬
duced above the top line of the bridge,
the sunlight on the walls of it would
have a better chance of making its
presence felt. At the same time, it
must be admitted that the effect of
sunshine would not be quite so well
suggested as it would with the lighting
coming from a source sufficiently
round to the right to enable the sides
of the piers facing the camera to be
shown in shadow.
The shadows of the under-sides of
the arches in the following print,
" Sunlight and Shadow,” by G. W.
Swan (4), instance the part that
shadows play in making sunshine
evident, and, moreover, the wisdom
of including the nearest pier.
hi

on

Here, the effect of sunshine is
conveyed as well as in any other on
the page, though it might have been
made somewhat more effective had it
been found possible to render
sky in a rather deeper tone.

the

The Value of Restraint.
Nevertheless, if there had been
something in the nature of a shadow,
or pattern of light and shade, on the
sunlit portion of the bridge, particu¬
larly towards the right-hand edge,
the restraining of the portion in
sunlight would appreciate its value.
However, there was evidently noth¬
ing of the sort at the time of the
exposure, and, from the print and in
the absence of a definite knowledge
of the locality, it is impossible to say
if such would occur at any time. It
would be worth while making an
effort to find out ; but if not, it is
doubtful if any improvement on the
present representation could be found,
i.e., apart from the suggestion already
made concerning the tone of the sky
In No. 5, " The Canal Bridge,” by
Eric G. Hulbrook, the figure forms the
centre of interest, and the bridge, of
which a portion only is shown, is but
a secondary feature.
The broadside aspect, in such cir¬
cumstances, does not offer any oc¬
casion for objection, and, in point
of fact, the structure is of lesser
significance than the vista which it
frames. Employed in this wayr, it
stresses that which it encloses, but
the subject can scarcely be regarded
as a study of a bridge in the same way
as the others.
Scale

and

the Subject.

The bridge in No. 6, “ Allerford
Bridge, Somerset,” by Miss M. Cole,
is not shown in quite the same scale
as in the rest, but, nevertheless, it
holds its place very well in comparison,
and, in point of fact, the picture shows
a decidedly more mature handling
The restraint with which the sun¬
light is employed heightens its value,
and, as far as the arrangement is
concerned, the bridge is shown at
just about the right angle. A trim of
a quarter of an inch from the right
would improve the placing and remove
the unwanted light from that side.
“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“CHIPPING

THERE is a nice effect of sunshine

in this picture, and there is, as
well, an interest attaching to
the men and the work in which they
are engaged ; but no less attractive,
in a minor sort of way, is the rendering
of the texture of both painted and
cleared surfaces. It seems so real that
it can almost be imagined that the
actual surface is before us, every
distinction of tone and texture being
recorded with a fidelity that
is extraordinarily convincing.
Texture

The

and

PAINT,”
Effect

and

by Roger M.attention
Kelley.
he should,

Arrangement.

As far as the effect of sunshine is
concerned, this owes its existence to
the contrast of tone between the
sunlit areas and the relief afforded
by an adequacy of shadow tone. It
is appreciably enhanced by the sug¬
gestion of texture ; but, in connection
with the arrangement, it occurs to
one to wonder if the figures could
not have been better placed.

Technique.

direction in which

the
(say) one and a half inches
could be added to the left-hand

light is falling has, of course,
the primary importance in
that it is responsible for the
differences in tonal variation
which reveal the character of
the surface. It makes the
texture visible ; but that such

side, and about one inch trim¬
med from the right, the revised
arrangement would appear to
be preferable.
Not only, then, would
relative significance of

tones are faithfully repro¬
duced in the photographic
rendering is attributable to
the excellence of the tech¬
nique, not only in the*making
of the negative, but also of
the print.
The exposure of the nega¬
tive must have been within
the limits of correctness ; its
development must have been

the subsidiary — but the domi¬
nance of No. 2 over the other
would be such as to render
his principality unquestion¬
able, for, in his outline, the
highest light would be em¬
bodied ; he would retain the
superiority of pose, and his
position would be the stronger.
Revision and
Reconstruction.
The composition,
seem to accord

be printed, and the manipula¬
tion of the camera and adjust¬
ment of the focussing accu¬
rately carried out. The same
accuracy must also have been
exercised in focussing for the
enlargement during printing ;
the exposure was rightly
judged so that development
could be carried to such a
degree that the maximum contrast
was obtained ; and the subsequent
operations up to and including the
mounting of the picture received their
due measure of attention. It is to
the care and capability that were
exercised in all these various stages
that the marked quality of the print
and its fine rendering of texture are
to be ascribed — points which received
favourable comment when it was

18

Salon of Photo¬

the
the

figures be reversed — No. 2
becoming the chief, and No. 1

correctly determined in rela¬
tion to the range of the paper
on which it was designed to

shown at the London
graphy last year.

and the second
is rendered in tones too bright, and
also in a pose too assertive, for the
position he occupies.
It is conceivable, of course, that
both the viewpoint and the field of
view were restricted, and that, if the
subject were to be taken at all, there
was no alternative but to accept it as
shown or leave it altogether. In this
event, the seizing of the opportunity
can only be commended ; but,
if it could have been arranged
for a somewhat greater field of
view to be included so that

natural

too, would
with the

requirements

of the

subject, and, altogether, pre¬
sents so definite an advantage
over the present arrangement
that, if the negative permits,
and no adverse feature be

As

the

composition

stands,

the

figure (1) must be regarded as the
chief, and the one on the left (2)
as secondary. The position of (1) com¬
pared with (2) is by far the stronger,
but he is not rendered in so bright a
tone, nor is so much of his figure
visible. Moreover, he appears to be
in a sitting position, and, other things
being equal, a standing figure takes
precedence over one that is seated.
It seems to be the case that the first
figure

does

not 112
quite

attract

the

thereby included, it would be
as well if it were tried.
What
lies outside the existing
arrangement is not known, but, as
far as appearances go, and if it simply
means an extension of the present
tones towards the left, there would
seem to be no objection to the sug¬
gested reconstruction ; but if, for
example, the left-hand boundary of
the print is imposed by the presence
of another and unnecessary figure or
other incongruous feature, it is im¬
possible for it to be adopted.
“ Mentor.”
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J etters
BIG

VERSUS

to the Editor
SMALL

PRINTS.

to “ Mentor ”) I mask away not only the mount, if there be
one, but also every other source of distraction. With one
eye closed I adjust the distance between the other eye and the
print until the image is seen to be in focus as sharply as I can
get it. I am certain that S. Piercy would not declare that
with unaided vision, and holding the print, say, four and a
half inches before the eye, I could hope to get the (“ enlarged ”)
retinal image properly in focus by muscular effort.
Never did I consider that my own contact prints could hold
their own except in so far as technique may have been good. I
do not recall to mind any untrimmed contact print from the
original negative which could do otherwise, so difficult is it
— for so many reasons — to compose on the spot. I refer to
myself alone, of course, but I think rather that anyone who
has seen a contact print which could have stood on its own,
without trimming, has witnessed one of the few exceptions.
So far as “ The P.M.P.P.” is concerned, I insist that it is
the enlargement which must score, and it can be of any shape,
and any size not exceeding twelve square inches. That does
not say, however, that the enlargement can be as S. Piercy
would have it. Suppose we do project as he suggests. How
frequently could we justify our rigid adherence to it, setting
aside any maximum
area for our print ? — Yours, etc.,
C. S. GRANT.

Sir, — In your

issue

LURE
of the

OF
10th

Mr.

C. S. Grant

asks “ How many really think that the process (bromoil) is not
worthy of photography ” ? This once again opens up the
old controversy of straight versus controlled photographs.
Like so many other questions, Mr. Grant’s cannot be answered
with a simple “ Yes ” or " No.”
There can be little doubt, however, that no medium of
artistic expression can reach the greatest heights of which it
is capable without restricting itself within the limits imposed by
its own essential nature. If the sculptor adds naturalistic colour
to his statues their appeal disappears. The same happens if
the painter models his picture in relief on the canvas. And there
is no attempt by the greatest artists in water-colours to imitate
the effects peculiar to oil painting. Etchings, wood-cuts, all
confine themselves, when truly inspired, within their own
natural limitations.
on

Now any photographic process which depends for its success
the manual dexterity of the photographer would seem to

me ‘to be unphotographic in its nature. It is true that a certain
amount of manual dexterity is required to release the shutter,
handle a roll film during development, and so on ; but these
activities are purely photographic in their nature, while the
handling of a bromoil brush, even where the aim is to produce
a perfectly straightforward result, is not.
I therefore believe that the future of photography as an
art lies with bromide, carbon, platinotype, rather than with
bromoil and allied processes. The peculiar characteristics of
photography, which the great artist will strive to make use of,
instead of to hide, are its ability to render fine detail and
delicacy of gradation, both of which are seriously impaired
even in a “ straight ” bromoil.
Many of us, however, and I admit I am
renderings natural to paint and pencil to those

one, prefer the
of photography,

and yet have not the ability to draw. For such people con¬
trolled photographic processes offer the only possible means of
pictorial self-expression. If we use such methods, however,
we should realise that they are only a second-best. We may,
and often do, produce better work than second-rate painters,
but the Rembrandts and Turners of photography will depend
on

the

straight

processes. — Yours,

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

CONTROL

OF

FLASHLIGHT.

Sir, — Your correspondent Mr. Mensforth says that there
is a danger in using a flashlamp as described by Mr. Rawles,
in that the current may be many amperes. Actually on short
circuiting the domestic supply mains, theoretically the current
will be of an infinite amperage, because the resistance of the
circuit will be practically zero (this by Ohm’s law). There
is no danger, however, as the circuit will be broken instantan¬
eously by a fuse blowing. If the terminals of the flashlamp
are bridged by an arc, it only means that the house lighting
fuses will blow.
The reason for employing one-ampere fuse wire in the
flashlamp is to ensure that that fuse will blow and not the house
fuses. So long as the gauge of the fuse wire used in the flashlamp is slightly less than that used in the house fuses it does
not matter what its supposed or actual fusing current is.
All this, therefore, condenses to the fact that the only danger
in using the flashlamp is, as Mr. Hardy points out, in happening
to make contact with the line side of the supply. However,
does not the same danger occur with house wiring ?
I maintain that if a lamp is constructed as Mr. Rawles
suggests, all joints carefully insulated with insulating tape,
and with a good-quality switch in circuit, and if the flashlamp
is not connected to the supply mains until a few moments
before it is required, there is no more danger in using it than
in using any domestic electric appliance, such as an electric
iron. — Yours, etc.,
D. QUITH.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

BRASS

TACKS.

Sir, — I very cordially endorse the remarks of your corres¬
pondents, too.
Moving about and travelling a good deal I have opportunity

BROMOIL.
January

Editor

the opinions

DISTANT

Sir, — All who would master technique must- have read with
interest S. Piercy’s letter in “ The A.P.” for December 27th.
m
have viewed many 3JX2J contact prints. Focal length
of^camera, 112 mm.
With forefinger and thumb (thanks

THE

The

etc.,

G. J. K.

of conversing with amateur photographers ; mostly the con¬
versation turns to the question of the abnormal cost of the
hobby, particularly for those of moderate means who wish to
turn out a good quantity of work of good grade.
In addition to a couple of “ baby ” cameras, I use a good
old stand-by — -a half-plate field model, but have to restrict
work with this as plates (backed panchromatics very often) cost
far too much, also the larger sizes of bromide paper work out
very expensive.
The general remark

made

by

the

thorough

amateur

is,

" I would do more if the cost were less,” while the mainstay of
the D. & P. trade, " snapshotters and dabblers,” while very
appreciative of the charm of the hobby, usually end with the
comment
account
I am

: " Oh,

find increased
a reasonable
sufficient

I only took

a few

of
the that
expense.”
sure
the makers,

time

snaps

factors

on
and

my

holidays

retailers

on

would

turnover and profit were an all-round reduction of
proportion brought into operation and given a
for it to get known

MINIATURE

and

tried out. — Yours, etc.,
" SEBON.”

CAMERAS.

Sir, — The letter written by Mr. H. B. Abbott in a recent
issue deserves very wide publicity. Mr. Abbott has, in his
letter, hit on the fundamentals of successful miniature camera
photography

; every

potential

amateur

camera

user

ought

to

give full consideration to Mr. Abbott’s experience.
The miniature cameras : Leica, Contax, Ikonta, etc., are
capable of doing the most amazing work, always provided that
a film of sufficiently fine grain is used, and, even still more
important, that the film is developed, handled, and enlarged
in a proper manner, i.e., in a fine-grain developer by someone
who is prepared to take the necessary care that such miniature
negatives demand, both in handling and in focussing the
11
3
enlargement.
All your readers using miniature cameras who do not pro¬
pose to do their own developing, should be sure that their
films are only entrusted to the firms who specialise in this work.
—Yours, etc.,
H. S. NEWCOMBE.
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“The

January

A.P.” AWARDS
Mont
hly Competitions
FOR DECEMBER.

THE entries in each section of the Competitions for
December

were

again

above

the

average.

In

(Cardiff) ; W.

the

H.

Exhibition

of prize prints

Advanced

at the

are as follows
Workers’

J. H.

Clark,

Third Prize. — " Water Front,” by John
182nd Street, Bronx, N.Y.C., New York.

;

Section.

Second Prize. — “ Nearing Home,” by Mrs. V. C. TownleyParker, c/o Messrs. Collisson, Pritchard & Barnes, 27, Bedford
Row, London, W.C.i.

:—

by

(Catford)

First Prize. — “ Heaven’s Windows,” by Stanley T. Thorman,
90, Newport Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

Photographic

Section.

First Prize. — “ Cockington, Devon,”
Glendower, Falkland Road, Torquay.
Second Prize. — “ Avis,” by
New Road, London, S.E.5.

Royal

(India) ; F. J. Jones

Intermediate

prints awarded Hon. Mention in the Advanced Workers’
section will, in future, be retained for further selection at the
Society’s House in July.
The awards for December

Johnson

W. J. Jones (Birkenhead) ; W. G. Kennings-Kilbourn (Chertsey) ; Rustom N. Kharas (Bombay) ; R. D. Pestonji (Bangkok,
Siam) ; H. A. Randall (Seven Kings) ; J. B. Redfern (South
Shields) ; Alan Rowley (Camden Town, N.) ; Asad K. Syed
(Palanpur, India).

“ Advanced Workers ” many fine pictures well up to
exhibition standard appeared, and the “ Intermediate ” now
runs it very close. The entries in the “ Beginners ” were also
consistently good, and the numbers steadily increase. An
announcement has already appeared to the effect that the

Annual
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Edwin
304,

Broomer,

Camberwell

Muller,

53,

E.

.

Certificates

of

Merit. — " The

Shrimper,”

by

William

H.

Appleton, 13, Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent ; " Trees,”
by M. Bartley, Brock Road, Perambur, Madras, South India ;
" Smoke and Steam,” by Harry Cotton, 1 New Road, St. Ives,
Hunts ; “ Camp, ‘ A1 Fresco’, ” by W. Smith, 97, Coal Clough
Lane, Burnley ; " Thaxted Mill,” by F. S. Bland, 26, Carlyle
Road, Cambridge.

Mounting Prize. — " Essex Court, Middle Temple,” by E. W.
Deane, 129, De Beauvoir Road, Kingsland, London, N.i.
Certificates of Merit. — " The Glass Cranes,” by Edward
Alenius, 159-18-84 Road, Jamaica, N.Y., U.S.A. ; " Still
Life,” by Rustom N. Kharas, Khan Building, Girgaum, Bom¬
bay (4) ; ‘‘A Devon Cottage,” by Alan Rowley, 54, Hilldrop
Crescent, Camden Road, London, N.7.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows • (2) J. H.
Clark (Camberwell, S.E.) ; J. F. Cutler (Edgware) ; (2) David
Houston (Glasgow) ; H. How
(Sheffield) ; D. W. Jenkins

Exhibitions
Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, February 28. Rules in this issue.
Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open, February
3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy, 16, Royal Terrace,
Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E. 22.
Smethwick P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, Feb¬
ruary 8 and 9. Particulars from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibi¬
tion Secretary, 185, Willow Avenue, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15. Entry
forms from Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
February 7 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, R. Green¬
wood, 24, Silverdale Road, Woodkey, Rock Ferry,
Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries due, Feb¬
ruary 10; open, March 15-17. Details and entry
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castle ton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12 ; open, March 5-7.
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 13 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe,
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.

20

and

competitions

Beginners’

Section.

First Prize. — " The Roof of the World,” by T. B. Glover,
44, Galstaun Mansions, Calcutta.
Second Prize. — " Gosh ! ” by G. Whitley, 29, Foxton Avenue,
Cullercoats, Northumberland.
Certificates

of Merit. — “ Dinner-time

Soon

! ” by Edward

S.

Blatherwick, 8, Maple Street, Lincoln ; " Taking the View,”
by Frank Major, 391, Astley Street, Dukinfield, Cheshire ;
" Morning

Sunshine,”

by

Soh

Kee

Street, Singapore, S.S. ; “ Norman,”
162, Aigburth Road, Liverpool, 17.

Competitions

Thye,
by

74 &
Michael

75, Market
Wilkinson,

AND ^FUTURE.

will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 15 ; open, March 1-3 1. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Syracuse Camera Club, 340,
Montgomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A..
Great Eastern Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and
14. Particulars from W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney Road,
Stratford, E.15.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; {Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Ex¬
hibition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S*A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerlev, S.E. 20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. 11
Further particulars from
4 E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C.
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.C. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
S.W.13.
Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,

Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingiam). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copv.)
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024.
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to Tne October
International
Pnotographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Johnson’s Flashlight Competition. — Cash prizes.
Full particulars from Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon
Way,
Japan. Hendon, N.W.4.
Granville Gulliman Competition for prints from
Granville paper negatives. — £250 in cash prizes. Par¬
ticulars from Granville Gulliman & Co., Ltd., Leaming¬
ton Spa.
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Cinematography
Film Spools and their Protection
By “ACTINOGRAPHIST.”
Successful cinematography demands the observance of simple technical procedure — some of which can be assumed
since the average enthusiast has mastered it during his earlier acquaintance with still photography. Certain opera¬
tions, however, are not encountered in the older hobby, and amongst these must be included the handling of film spools.

NOWADAYS, film spools are made

in the four popular gauges of
8-mm., 9-mm., 16-mm. and
standard. In amateur circles, the
spools most frequently encountered
are those made to accommodate
30-ft. (9-mm.) and 100-ft. (16-mm.)
lengths, although spools can be ob¬
tained in a number of capacities
ranging from 25 ft. (16-mm. for
8-mm.) and 1,200 ft. (16-mm. actual).
Spools in most of these capacities
can be used on appropriate projectors
direct, and without any need for
adapting the machine ; but in certain
cases (notably those pertaining to the
use of super reels on 9-mm. apparatus,
and of 400-ft. 16-mm. spools on
juvenile projectors) special attach¬
ments have to be fitted to accommodate

at original efficiency. Any moderate
fall upon a hard surface is sufficient to
disturb the side plates of the spool,
causing light leakage, overriding of
the film, and possibly both these
troubles.
Hard knocks may also roughen the
edges of the side plates, and this may
lead to scratches affecting anything
from a few frames to the entire length
of the film itself. Moreover, owing to
the fact that the film is wound first
upon — then off — the spool, such
scratches are likely to be duplicated,
or, at least, accentuated.
Both bent and roughened spools are
extremely difficult to restore to a fair
condition of use. In the first case,
a split wooden core — 16 mm. in
thickness and roughly the size of the

the larger spools.
Another argument against tremen¬
dous capacity is that whilst the 800-ft.
and 1 ,200-ft. 16-mm. spools greatly
facilitate the giving of long, uninter¬
rupted displays, they usually require
the projector to be raised from its
stand in order that the take-up spool
may turn freely.
The

Smallest

spool — must be made, and the two
parts gently inserted about the hub
of the spool ; the spool itself must
then be gently tapped upon a bench
or table until a full length of film will
engage snugly and without overriding
the edges. Roughness can be removed
from the side plates by rubbing first
with carborundum stone and then
with a soft hone.
Neither of these remedies is, how¬
ever, recommended except as a means
of tiding the amateur over a difficult
period until such time as he can replace
the damaged accessory with a perfect
spool from
Much

the makers.
Baby

Cine.

that has been

written

above

applies with equal force to the 9-mm.

Gauge.

Eight-millimetre camera spools em¬
ploy, of course, the same width as
spools used to accommodate the
larger 16-mm. film — the maker’s pro¬
cedure being to expose down one half
side of the film, to reverse the spool,
and, finally, to expose down the re¬
maining half side.
There is, as a consequence of this,
one spool that is permanently retained
within the camera. This spool can
never in ordinary practice accom¬
modate any but the partially-exposed
stock, which is transferred only after
a second and final exposure to the
original spool.
The consequences of any injury to
this permanently-retained spool are
costly and very far-reaching, hence
the utmost care should be taken to
keep the spool undamaged

and working

115

During the cold weather most of the ponds in the parks and open spaces aye frozen over.
Impromptu hockey matches of the character depicted above and other juvenile games
will provide plenty of good action subjects for the amateur cinematographer .
21
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super spools and to certain cheap
though efficient cardboard spools of
smaller sizes that have recently come
upon the market.
By far the most numerous spools
used in 9-mm. cinematography are,
however, of a kind not used in any
other gauge. They are, in effect, small
circular boxes with a tiny slot for
the insertion of the film — which is
taken up on a central revolving hub.
The part of these spools that should
receive most care is the small insertion
slot on the rim. This rim is of thin
sheet metal, which is inclined to

Sub-standard or 16-mm. spools for
camera use are very strongly made
and are so adequately protected during
transit through the post that troubles
arising in' their use are not frequently
encountered. Projection spools, how¬
ever, may be subject to much handling
by both careful and not-so-careful
operators, so that it is not surprising
to come across an occasional spool
calling for a replacement.
Sixteen-millimetre projection spools
are more amenable to simple remedial
treatment than are the smaller spools
used in 8-mm. cameras. Loose sides
can, for example, be made extremely
firm by the simple expedient of tapping

scratchy edges ; and, although operat¬
ing quite harmlessly during normal
projection, the slot is apt to lead to
surface scratches when rewinding is
performed by hand. To avoid any
trouble of this kind, it is necessary
only to place two fingers against the
film orifice so that the surfaces are ade¬
quately protected by soft flesh and are
not ruthlessly flung against thin metal.
Something can also be done by
treating the spools with care and by

the projecting pieces of the hub with
a small hammer — only slight force
requiring to be used. And any slight
scratchiness of the side plates can be
removed by rubbing the aluminium
with a soft stone or with very fine
emery paper or cloth.
The only other serious defect affect¬
ing 16-mm. spools is a distortion of
the spool sides. Here the film travels
with ease on to one side of the hub,
but refuses at all to engage upon the

avoiding a senseless game— which I
believe is played by homely cinemato¬
graphers, to the great detriment of
spools which have to be re-circulated
amongst serious amateurs.

ACTION

opposite side. The remedy is to make
cores of wood similar to those de¬

SUBJECTS

FORTHCOMING
Event.

Date.

EVENTS

DURING

Place.

,,
..

„
„
,,

1.

R.A.F v. Cambridge
(Boxing)

I-3.

National

1-17.

Crystal Palace
Brighter Homes Exhibition

33.
5.

Cage

University

Birds

Show,

„

6.

Flower

,,

6-15.

Bakers’ and Confectioners’ Exhibition
ship
Middlesex Golf Club Champion-

7.
„
„
..
,,
,,
»
„

8.
9-IO.
9-13IO.
IO.
IO.
12.

Show,

Horticultural

Hall

New Zealand Day.
Scottish Foil Championship for
Men
Community Drama Festival . .
British Legion Conference
Scotland v. England (Soccer).
Scotland v. England (Golf)
Scottish Fencing Club
burgh Academy

22

Henlow.

v. Edin-

The 35-mm. size
interest more than a
ducing amateurs, and
reason that it has a

projection enthusiasts that the size
is again referred to. Most operators
are aware, however, that the stock
is highly inflammable ; and in addition
to affording protection for the spools,
standard boxes must be absolutely
fireproof and not easily sprung open
by the effects of heat.
Apart from this, the spools are
hardly more troublesome than those
of other gauges — assuming, of course,
that no objection is raised to the
disadvantages of size and weight.

14-16.

„ Mar.
17-

London.

2.

Glasgow.
Edinburgh.

London.

FEBRUARY,

J.C.C. Motoring Rally ..
Races
British Industries Fair, Olympia
and White City
Horticultural

Hall

1.

Mar.
Feb.

London.
Altcar.
Brooklands.
Kelso.
London

and

Birmingham.
London.
Cambridge.

Halton.
Norwich.
Castle Douglas.
Edinburgh.

..

National Welsh Festival, St.
Paul’s Cathedral
Hunter and Thoroughbred Show,

London.

Royal Agricultural Hall . .
of the Theatre Exhibition

London.

Art

London.

10.

28.

.. 27-

2 7116

Show,

Galloway Cattle Show . .
Scotland v. Ireland (Rugby)

22-23.

Mar.

Edinburgh.

Box-

„

Edinburgh.
Tain.

Glasgow.

Place.

19"
,,,,21-24.
3.
„ Mar.
20.
», 21.

21„ ,,24.
„ 27.

Southport.

1934.

Rowing — Lent Races . .
Universities Athletic Union v.
R.A.F. (Cross-country Race)
Homes Exhibition

Manchester.
Sudbury.

Photographer

and Cinematographer’s Diary
of Forthcoming Events .

Flower

Edinburgh.

Amateur

Printing and Allied Trades
ing Tournament
St. Valentine’s
Day.
Waterloo
Cup (Coursing)

17„

does not now
handful of pro¬
it is only for the
fair following of

13.

14-

London.

Notes.

Event.

Birmingham.

Ancient Custom of “ Blessing
the Throats,” St. Etheldreda’s Church
Amateur Boxing Championship
Scotland v. Wales (Rugby)
Crosnier School of Arms Fencing
Exhibition . .

Other

It goes without saying that spools
which are left exposed and neglected
not only encourage deterioration of
the film they contain, but also tend
to experience the full damaging effects
of any blows that come their way.
For this reason, the use of protective
boxes — or humidor cans, as they are
called — cannot be too strongly recom¬
mended.

Date.

Feb.
Feb.

scribed at the beginning of this article
and to tap the sides of the spool as
recommended there.

The
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RoyalfideArtillery
Harriers
Hunt Meeting

bona-

Windmill

Hill.
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The

Societies . will have

theiv meetings

Wednesday,
Accrington

C.C.

Bromoil.

Week’s

announced

January

here if the syllabus

Monday,

T. Hadfield.

Birkenhead P.A. “ Still Life by Artificial Light.” H. Kitchen.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Borough Polytechnic, Past and Present.” F. R. Heath.
Brighton and Hove C.C. ” Our Varied Coast Line.” B. Harvey-Jellie.
Bristol P.S. “ Holiday Experiences.”
Camberwell C.C. Depth -of-Focus Problems.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ How I do Enlarging.” G. F. Harris.
Coventry P.C. “ Lenses and Why we use Them.” Members’ Discussion.
Croydon C.C. “ Three-Colour Photography.” A. J. Bull.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ Photographic Bits and Pieces.” Douglas Stewart.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Handsworth P.S. Lecture by A. H. Pinfield.
Ilford P.S. Combination Enlarging. R. H. Lawton.
Kodak Works P.S. Lantern Lecture.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Record and Survey Photography.”
Rochdale P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Slides. Travis Burton.
Scarborough A. P.C. “ Bird’s Nesting.” A. T. Wallis.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Photographic Adventures in Philosophy.”
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Criticism.
South Suburban and C.P.S.
Worcestershire C.C. Annual

February

1st.

“ The

Ice and

arid District A.C.A.

Snow

Scenery

Films by London

of Switzerland.”

Amateur

C. Thurston

Friday,

February

F. K. Hirst.

Loughborough
P.S.
Walter North.

“ The

Foliage and

Papers.
Figure

of Southwell

Photomicrographic Society. “ Spiders and their Spinning Work.”
Royal P.S. “ Dynamic and Static Photography.” Olaf Bloch.
Wimbledon Cin£ Club. “ Lenses.” P. H. Revell.

Saturday,
Dewsbury

P.S.

Annual

C.C.

February

3rd.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Uses of Photographic Copying.” Col. G. B. Barton.
Hebden Bridge P.S. “ An Evening in Lakeland.” Alex. Keighley.
Leeds C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
S. Glasgow C.C. Exhibition.

Camberwell

C.C.

Ramble

February

4th.

: City of London.

Monday,

February

5th.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Best out of a Negative ” Competition.
Bournemouth C.C. Lecturette Evening.
Bradford P.S. Slide Night.
Canterbury C.C. Photomicrography. A. Graham-Porter.
City of London and C.P.S. “ After-work on the Print.” J. R. P. Hilliard.
Derby P.S. “ The Pyrenees.” J. S. Lancaster.
Dewsbury P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Erdington

and D.P.S.

Professor
Technology

“ Pictorial Composition

with the Camera.”

F. W. Pilditch.

W. E. S. Turner, head of the Department of Glass
of Sheffield University, lectured last week at the

Sheffield Photographic Society on “ Optical Glass,” and showed
by means of lantern slides how glass is made. The different
types

of glass were

exhibited
*

at*the Society’s
*

The Hanley Photographic Society has
forthcoming fixtures for the entire year.

in France.”

G. E. W. Herbert.

Wallasey A. P.S. “ The Island of Corsica.” T. E. Eccles.
Walsall P.S. “ A Sunshine Cruise on a P. & O. Boat.” W. Pedley.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ The Leica Camera.” Leitz & Co.

Tuesday,

February

6th.

Harrow C.C. “ Portraiture and Figure Work.” S. Bridgen.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Commercial Photography.” S. T. Hill.
Leeds C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Liverpool A.P.A. “ Flashlight Photography.” Messrs. Johnson, Ltd.
Manchester A. P.S. Annual Dinner.
P.S.

“ London.”

Jas. Watson.

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Nelson C.C. “ Mood — Importance of Pictorial Expression.” J. White.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Members’ Print Competition.
Norwich and D.P.S. Members’ Slides.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Display of Members’ Cine Films.
Peterborough P.S. E.A.F. Travelling Exhibition.
Portsmouth C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Rotherham P.S. Chloro-Bromide Papers. Ilford, Ltd.

Warrington P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Whitehall Cine Society. Members' Evening.
Winchester P.S. “ A Year’s Collection of Finlay
York P.S. Y.P.U. Slides.

Wednesday,

Minster.”

E. A. Robins.

Exhibition.

Sunday,

London County Council Staff C.C. “ A Little Holiday
Luton and D.C.C. E.A.F. Slides.

E. V. Hollis.

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. M.C.P.F. Prints and Slides.
Oxford P.S. Technical Films by G. F. Gillott.
Staines P.S. The Carbro Process. W. Rushworth.

C. Caton.

Sculpture

Fjords in Camera.”

Todmorden P.S. “ Conway and its Castle.” J. W. Pickering.
Twickenham P.S. “ Evolution of the Competition Print.” S. J. Gollop.
and Wanstead

Harrogate P.S. “ A Voyage to Buenos Aires.” C. E. Lawson.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Portfolio by A. C. Banfield.
King’s Heath P.S. One-Man Show.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Bromide

time to iime.

Royal P.S. “ Brington and the Washingtons.” Rev. H. O. Cavalier.
Rugby and D.P.S. “ Cameras.” W. Bailey.
St. Bride P.S. Slide-Making. T. J. Kelly.
South Shields P.S. “ The Wonderland of Photography.” C. L. Clarke.
Stafford P.S. M.C.P.F. Slides.

2nd.

Brondesbury Cin6 Society. Production.
Colne C.C. Members’ Portrait Exhibition.
Dewsbury P.S. Annual Exhibition.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Joint Meeting with Leytonstone

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Norwegian
Leeds C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Lincoln C.C. Photographic Operations.

Monklands

Film Club.

Oldham P.S. “ With Tent and Camera in Norway.” H. P. Mitchell.
Richmond C.C. “ Over the Gemmi to the Valley of the Rhone.” W. J. Sanderson.
Singer C.C. “ Portraiture.”
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Competition : “ Winter.”
Sunderland P.A. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S. Bridgen.
Tynemouth P.S. Table-top Photography.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competition and Discussion.
Wimbledon C.C. “ Canterbury and its Cathedral.”
Woolwich P.S. Lecturettes : “ Development.”

or from

5th (contd .).

Guildford and D.C.C. “ An Hour with the Microscope.” Mr. Hamilton.
Hackney
P.S. Y.P.U.
“ The Prints.
Lights o’ London.” Geo. A. Slight.
Halifax P.S.
Hamilton P.S. Cin£ Demonstration. C. Fisher.

Hull P.S. “ A Trip to the Swiss Highlands.” Burdus Redford.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ Fifteen Miles round Whitby.” J. Hadfield.
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. “ Rambles in Devon.” G. H. Glaysher.
Kodak Works P.S. Lecture.
Liverpool
A. P.A.
Holland.

February

Barnsley P.S. “ Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Basingstoke C.C. “ Night Photography.” Ilford, Ltd.
Beckenham P.S. “ Open Your Eyes.” G. H. Dannatt.
Bedford C.C. “ The Diary of a Cruise.” G. J. White.
Birmingham P.S. “ Two Vagabonds in Spain.” Mrs. E. Parkes.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Panchromatism.” Ilford, Ltd.
Cambridge P.C. “ Amateur Portraiture.” J. V. Spalding.
Dunfermline P.S. “ A Tour in Spain.” Miss E. Walker.
Exeter C.C. Central Association Prints.

Ash ton-under- Lyne P.S. “ The Finished Picture.” R. E. Glover.
Aston P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Bury P.S. The Oil Reinforcement Process. H. Brown.
Cardiff C.C. Dry Mounting. S. Long.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Lantern Lecture.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Table-top Photography. C. Howard.
Harrogate P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Hebden Bridge P.S. Y.P.U. Prints.

Newcastle

of the session

Glasgow and W.S.P.A. “ Mounting and Finishing the Enlargement.” D. C. Lawson.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Stereo and Colour Group). “ Filters.” J. Ainger Hall.
Hanley P.S. “ Photography of Flowers.” J. Wright.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Annual Meeting.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Lecturettes.

F. W. Lawton.

Members’ Evening.
General Meeting.

Thursday,

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

31st.

club rooms.

issued a syllabus of
The same procedure

Colour

February

Slides.”

C. Chandless.

7th.

Accrington C.C. “ The Finished Picture.” R. E. Glover.
Birkenhead P.A. “ Light and Pictorialism.” John G. Billing.
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturette Competition.
Bradford P.S. Mounting.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Newfoundland.” E. D. Fry.
Bury P.S. Lecture by Robert Bateman.
Camberwell C.C. Gadget Night.
Carlisle and County A. P.S. Alliance Prints and Slides.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Bromoil. W. Bailey.
Chorley P.S. “ Pictures for Pleasure.” R. A. Johnson.
Coventry P.C. “ Preparation of a Print for Exhibition.”
Croydon C.C. Questions and Answers. L. J. Hibbert.
Darwen P.A. “ Scotland.” Mr. Anderson.
Dennistoun A.P.A. “ Pictorialism.” Robert Ure.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Mounting. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Fred Green.

Ilford P.S. “ Portraiture.” Miss Head.
Kodak Works P.S. “ How a Lens Works.” E. W. H. Selwyn.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Margate and D.P.F. “ Pictorial Ideals.” M. O. Dell.
Partick C.C. “ Some Border Scenes.” David E. Holland.
Rochdale P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints.
South Essex C.C. Plates : Dish and Tank Development. ; Desensitisers.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Ramblings in East Anglia.” H. Pickwell.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Snapshots of History.” Miss M. Wight.

was followed last year, and the executive are to be congratu¬
lated on their enterprise and activity. In July they propose
to hold the second North Staffordshire Salon of Photography.
At the first Salon, fourteen pictures were purchased and
presented to the City of Stoke-on-Trent Art Galleries Committee
to form the nucleus of a permanent collection of photographic
art. The secretary is Mr. G. T. Boulton, Hallwater Villas,
Endon,

Stoke-on-Trent.
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Stained

‘Deciders'

yV

for the

Editor

atui Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Questions

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception, mils'

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

fi) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Clearing

Negatives.

Blocking-out.

a negative so as to remove slight "general fog.
Is hypo-ferrievanide suitable ? If so, can it be
made up ready for use, and kept in good condition ?
S. B. (Cork.)

I occasionally have to photograph machinery,
which does not show up well because of the
background details. How can I block these out
so as to get a plain white background in the
print ?
P. L. (Glasgow.)

The solution will do the work, but it
will not keep. You can make up two
stock solutions. The first is i
z.

Cut a black paper mask and attach
it to the back of the negative so as to
obscure most of the background. Use

potassium ferricyanide in 16 oz. of
water, to be kept in an opaque bottle ;
the second is ii oz. hypo in 16 oz. of
water. When you are ready to treat
the negative take enough of the hypo
solution to cover it well, and add about

“ Photopakej” for blocking out the rest
by hand. A ruling-pen and straight¬
edge can be used for straight outlines,
and a fine brush for irregular ones.
Work a narrow edge first round the
outlines of the machine, and with a

1 dr. per ounce of the ferricyanide.
Keep the dish rocking, and rinse the
negative quickly and
thoroughly a
moment or two before the action has

larger brush cover ■ all the rest of the
background not hidden by the mask.

There

are times when

gone far enough.
away.
Metol

for

I should

Throw

Tank

like to clear up

Work.

Can you oblige me with a simple metol formula
for developing negatives in 20 minutes at 65
degrees Fahr. ?
D. B. (Birmingham.)

The following
tions :
Water
. .

are

suitable

. .

. .

propor¬
20

Sodium sulphite . .
. .
Sodium carbonate . .
..
Metol
. .
. .
. .
Whether this will give you the
negative you want in exactly
minutes we cannot say. It
partly on the
terial you use.

Matt

particular

oz.

£ oz.
J oz.
5 grs.
sort of
twenty
depends

sensitive

ma¬

Varnish.

In applying matt varnish to the glass side of a
negative I have got some on the film side. Will
it be safe to scrape it off carefully with a knife ?
E. A. (St. Ives.)

However
careful you may
be in
scraping you will inevitably damage the
negative. Moisten a soft cloth with
methylated spirit and carefully rub
off the varnish with that.
24

Field

the used solution

? T. J. E. (Norwich.)

It was at one time usual to classify
cameras roughly into studio, field and
hand cameras.
Generally speaking,
field cameras were portable and designed
for use on a tripod for landscape and
other outdoor subjects. They had a
focussing screen, and generally a long
rack and pinion extension, swing back,
rising front and
other movements.
They
but

were
not

good

adapted

Photographing

all-round

instruments,

for “ snapshotting.”

The most effective lighting of the
object must be arrived at by experiment,
but it will certainly be a lighting that
comes from one side principally. It
does not matter what film or plate you
you

moistened with Baskett’s reducer, or a
very little metal polish. This must be
done cautiously, and only sufficiently
to remove the surface marking. Then
put the negative in a strong hypo solu¬
tion, and the stain will probably dis¬
appear, although it may take an hour
or more to do so. Finally, wash the
negative thoroughly.

Foundry

get the

exposure

and

development right. In the circum¬
stances probably the most suitable
paper will be a glossy bromide, normal
or contrasty, according to the character
of the negative.
118

Subjects.

I want to photograph subjects in a poorly-lighted
foundry, such as pouring metal into castings.
Is this possible with f/8 ? Is there a risk of
halation ? Can you suggest the exposure ?
E. H. C. (Sheffield.)

You are up against a very difficult
proposition, and we regret that we cannot
help you much in the way of advice.
There is certainly a risk of halation,
however the photograph is taken, on
account of the glare of the metal in
contrast with the dark surroundings.
Another difficulty is that the exposure
is to some extent regulated by the
movement
of the subject, and you
should give as long an exposure as you
think possible without getting undue
blur on this account. Such a com¬
paratively small aperture as f/8 must
necessarily handicap you. We can only
suggest that you use the fastest plate
or film you can obtain, and give the
longest exposure you think safe, bearing
in mind the movement of the subject.
Do not over-develop the negative.

Colours.

A friend has given me a bottle of process white
and another of process 'black. What is their
photographic use ?
T. F. (Halifax.)

The colours you have are such as are
used for working up prints intended for
reproduction, being either applied by
hand or sprayed on with an aerograph.
They are not likely to be of use to the
photographic

novice.

Processing

Cine

Films.

Can you inform me of any book dealing with the
processing of sub-standard cine films ? Can you
also tell me of any firm selling the necessary
apparatus ?
F. S. (Jersey.)

A

Jewellery.

I have been asked to photograph some diamond
bracelets, etc. What film should I use, and what
paper for enlarging ?
S. B. (Hendon.)

use, provided

It is not an easy matter to deal with
such stains successfully, as it is a silver
stain, and anything that will remove
that may also attack the silver image
of the negative. We should advise the
following treatment. Gently rub the
patch with a tuft of cotton-wool slightly

Process

Camera.

VVhat is a " field ” camera

Negative.

A sheet of self-toning paper stuck to a negative
owing to a spot of water between the two. I have
managed to get the paper off, but it has left a
stain which shows on other prints. Can you tell
me of any chemical that will remove the stain
without damaging the film ? S. L. (Finchley.)

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

31st, 1934

standard

book

on

the

subject

is

” Motion Pictures with the Baby Cine,”
by Harold B. Abbott, obtainable from our
publishers, price 2s. 8d. post free. You
will learn from this what apparatus is
required, and you can
supplies through any

Sanderson

get the necessary
large dealer.

Camera.

Can you supply me with the name and address of
the makers of the Sanderson hand-stand cameras ?
K. K. D. (Narborough.)

The

makers

of all types
88-89,

High

of the Sanderson

are Messrs.
Holborn,

Ensign,
London,

cameras
Ltd., of
W.C.i.
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►ring oil
r the beautgof
your Summer
snaps this Winter

THE ANNUAL REVIEW FOR 1934 OF THE
WORLD’S PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK
Edited
‘The

by F. J. MORTIMER,
Amateur

Photographer

Hon.
and

F.R.P.S.,

Editor

of

Cinematographer"

The finest examples of the year’s photo¬
camera
leading
the world’s
graphy areby contained
artists
in the
1933 volume

MIRAPHOV
A

of “Photograms of the Year.”
The eighty-one superb reproductionsare
chosen from the best work of many
nations, and embrace a very wide field
of subject matter.
They reveal a high degree of artistic
selection coupled with a complete
mastery of the technical intricacies of
the craft.
Among them are portraits of famous
people, intimate character-studies, land¬
scape, exquisite compositions in light
and shade, still life, geometric design
and posed figures.
Obtainable

from

all leading

by post from

Booksellers,

T

\ GE
ENLARGER
• Miraphot is a Zeiss Ikon

enlarger, therefore the best of
its kind. It has automatic focussing

PRICES

and

Stiff Pap?r

Covers

5/- net.
By post 5/6
Cloth
Boards
7 '6net. By
post 8/
Half Bound
Leather 10/6 net.
By post 11/-

or direct

^

the Publishers.

""

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., LONDON,

several

MOTOR

CYCLE”

a

special

lighting

with

reflector

film

or

the

which

to

on

Zeiss

most

plate

Sold

with

special Miraphot

lamp,

flex

is

Write for new

with

ZEISS

f/4.5.

Enlarger

IKON

List.

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer St., London, W.l

enlarger

many

complete

and plug, and one PRICES
fit-over stop — 3£ in. by 21 in.,
from £7 12s. fid. 9 cm. by 12 cm. and 4} in. by
3} in., from £10 10s. Od.

house

Fitted
Tessar

capable

spend

your

or

manipulated,
to any

Retouching

eliminated.

f/6.3

evenings

take

adaptable

circuit.

practically
Novar

to

It is easily

and

Altogether

S.E.1

with

sizes

negatives.
compact

TWO
USEFUL
DIARIES
“THE

is fitted

to give even illumination with per¬
fect
definition. It is made
in

winter

hobby.

take the first
step to Better Photography
That high efficiency and professional
graphs in the same way as it has been
Under

the personal

the photographs
Fill up

DIARY

BRITISH

For every keen rider. Gives a
wealth of information on all
motor cycling topics, conveniently
arranged for quick reference.

touch can be brought into your photo¬
imparted to other members of the B.S.P.

of Mr.

C. Allen

that are in great demand

the coupon

COUPON
SEND
NOW!

supervision
below

and

mount

the

Elliott you

among

can

advertisers,

first step

to Better

learn

to take

magazines,

etc.

Photography.

Please send your free book “ Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” to :—
Name .
Address

.

SCHOOL

OF

53/4, HAYMARKET,

A.P./6

PHOTOGRAPHY,
LONDON,

LTD.

S.W.1

®

“THE

WIRELESS

WORLD”

DIARY

Invaluable to all wireless enthusi¬
asts. Contains 78 pages of useful
information on a variety of wireless
problems. Includesa list ofthe chief
European broadcasting stations in
order of wave-length according to
the new Lucerne Plan.
Uniform in size, style and price.
leather cloth
x
inches, round
pencil in binding loop.

Each 1/6
From

Bound in
corners,

by post 1/7

all booksellers, stationers and bookstalls , or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS

LTD., DORSET
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
__
”
Notes_bemejuntraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
Is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 8333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post tree.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy lor displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
' 12 words or less .
2/6
2ld. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and In the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS
T TNW ANTED

AND

Gift. — Leica III, unwrapped, £20 ;

U
approval deposit. — Write, Beresford, 6, Blooms¬
bury St., W.C.l.
[9264
DagorFolding
f/6.3 Double
lens, Compur
1 to
GOERZ
Extensionshutter,
i-pl. Camera,
l/250th sec., perfect lens. — Taylor, West
Ringwood.

Mount,
[9316

LEITZ Binocular Microscope, 3 objectives, pur¬

chased a few weeks ago direct from Messrs.
Leitz ; brand new condition ; cost well over £50 ;
lowest, £26. — Below.

THORNTON-PICKARD i-pl. Reflex Camera,

revolving back, Aldis 7-in. f/3.4 lens and
6 metal slides ; good condition, £8/8 ; both seen
by appointment.— E. Cox, Accountant, Redhouse
Rid., Tettenhall.
[9319
1-PLATE

4

Reflex, no lens, .11/- ;

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an Indication that the roods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use In the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/8 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

WARNING

LENSES

i-pl. Horizontal

Enlarger, lens, no condensers, 15/- ; Ditto,

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

1-PLATE

4

Ensign

Focal-plane

Aldis lens, 8 single metal slides, £3/10 ; cash

on delivery. — Fowler, Carey’s Lane, Bristol.

[9344

BRAND New V.P. Korelle, Zeiss Tessar f/2.8,

Compur, 1 to 1 /250th sec., direct optical finder,
helical focussing, F.P.A. and slides ; very rigid
and compact ; sacrifice, £9/10. — Box 9204, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9332
26

YOU

CAN

DEAL

LENSES

hood, 3 filters ; cost £25 ; £17/10. — Below.

METROPHOT Photo-electric Exposure Meter,
LEICASCOP Exposure Meter, leather case,
entirely automatic,

leather case ; cost £5/5 ;

£3/5. — Below.

cost 30/- ; all as new, 17/6 ; deposit system.
— Allen, Jesmand Dene, Exmouth.
[9326
■VTEWMAN-GUARDIA 24 x 3[ Folding Reflex, Ross
lx
lens f/4.5 ; condition faultless, £17 ; cost
1930, £50. — Box 9203, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[9331

LEICA, interchangeable Elmar f/3.5, range-finder,

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

ZODEL 3ix2i Plate Camera, f/3.8 lens, and ENSIGN Folding Film Camera, Aldis anastigmat
Press Camera, [9325
f/4. 5

AND

Compur, solid
case, collapsible
lens
ROLLEIFLEX
4x4 leather
cm. Automatic,
f/2.8 Tessar,

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

f/4 lens, diffused light, 28/-.— Owens, Mill Rd.,
Wishaw, Lanarkshire.
[9320
D.A. Compur, 4 slides and R.F. adapter,
all as brand new, in leather case, £5/17/6 ; Carbine
R.F. Tank, 10/-. — Weatherill, Sunninghill, Ascot.

Co ,

f/7.7, speeded shutter, takes roll films and
plates, 6 slides, F.P.A. , leather case, good condition,
£2 ; i-pl. Magazine Camera, R.It. lens, 12 plateholders, 1 dozen i-plates, daylight enlarger, i-pl.
to whole-plate, excellent condition, 25/- the lot. —
Evans, 6, Doll St., Machynlleth.
[9321

GRAFLEX Junior, 3ix2i, revolving back, lensless,

3 D.D. slides, takes 6-in. Ross Xpres, £6 ;
Kodak Autofocus Latest Enlarger, anastigmat lens,
postcard and smaller negatives, 34 magnifications,
masks, diffuser, instructions, £5/17/6 ;
both
excellent condition. — Walton, Parade, Parkgate,
Wirral.
[9336
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

3 spools, case, new shutter, £8 ; i-pl. N. & G.
New Ideal Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5, £10. — Hunt,
7, Canterbury Rd., Oxford.
[9333
1-PLATE Triple Victo, 3 slides, Cooke f/6.5 lens,
2 and stand ; new condition, £4, or exchange
i-pl. Reflex, without lens. — 30, Roxeth Grove, South
Harrow.
[9334

ENSIGN Speed Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/3.4,

splendid condition, £5 ; Butcher Autoprint
Vertical Enlarger, P.C., f/6.3 anastigmat, as new,
£6/10. — 57, Cavendish St., Keighley.
[9335

OA/
f/6.3 Kodak, 2ix3i, good condition;
OU/‘
80 “ A. P.’s,” “ B.J.’s,” 12/-.— H. Gottliffe,
13, Bentcliffe Avenue, Leeds, 7.
(9355
1-PLATE Regular Sanderson, 6-in. Ross Xpres
4 f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, self-timer, Jaynay tripod, all in
excellent condition, £12. — Button, 38, Church
Rd., S.E.19.
[9342

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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1-PLATE T.-P. Duplex (Long Extension) Reflex,
4 1 D.D. slide, without lens ; perfect condition,
£9 ; approval deposit. — Box 9209, e./o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9340
1,-PLATE Graflex, Ross f/4.5, F.P.A., 7 single

4

metal slides, practically new, £9/10 ;

PHOTOGRAPHER

AGENT’S
PURCHASED

EVERY

STOCK

and OFFERED

CAMERA

LIMITED

NEW—

REPEATS

ADVERTISEMENTS

AT COST

In Factory

| CAMERAS

PRICE

VOIGTLANDER 3}x2} Folding Plate, f/4.5
Heliar, Compur, double extension, all move¬
ments, 6 slides, F.P.A. ; nice condition, £8/10,
or would exchange Rolleiflex. — 23, Lansdowne
Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[9378

ENSIGN Carbine Folding, f/4.5 anastigmat,
2} x 2},
45/-. — Below.

£2 00
Ikonta, 16 on 3}x2}, Novar f/4.5, Compurlatest model ; absolutely new ; cost
£8/2/6 ; first £6/5.— George Lyman, B.Sc., Holt
Rd., Blackheath, Birmingham.
[9348

REFLEX, 3}X2} Murer Bijou, f/4.5 Salex, focal31x2} T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat,

ZEISS (Nettel) Cocarette, 3}x2} Roll Film, Tessar
ROLEX Oyster Watch, Prima movement, abso¬
hide case and

[9354
key, £3/10. —

Compur

shutter ;

good

condition,

1-PLATE Folding Camera, Cooke f/6.5, double
4 extension bellows, 3 dark slides, Unicum
shutter, speeded 1 to l/100th sec., focussing
screen, takes film or plates, leather case ;
bargain, 45/-. — Hodges, 16, West Place, Wimble¬
don Common, S.W.19.
[9379

plane, 1/1, 000th sec., deep hood, 3 slides,
F.P.A. ; good condition, £3/7/6. — McCorquodale,
45, Edgemont St., Langside, Glasgow.
[9352

f/4.5, Compur,
Below.

|

pur, 16 pictures on 120 film, leather case ;
only used once, £6/6. — Miller, 46, Limes Grove,
Lewisham, S.E.13.
[9376

two

]\/|XNI-FEX, 18 or 36 exposures, Compur, f/3.5,
ill cost £8/17/6 ; also Fotofex Enlarger, for same,
f/4.5, cost £6/10, also tank ; all perfect, 3 months
old ; bargain, first £8, or offer ; exchange Lady’s
Tandem. — Thomson, 101, Cavendish St., Keighley.

LENSES

NEW Baldax, Meyer f/2.9 Trioplan, D.A. Com¬

Wrapping.

ONLY

Negative Boxes, 5/6; Box Brownie, 3}x2}, 5/6;
Three Bromoil Brushes, handbook, pigment, 7/-.
— Postlethwaite, 88, Trafalgar Rd., Moseley, Bir¬
mingham.
[9347

2 12 slides, F.P.A. , case ; as new, £5/10, or
nearest.— 21, Ware St., Norton Rd., Stockton-onTees.
[9353

AND

T.-P. i-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back,
3x4

cm. V.P. FOTH

DERBY

for Roll Films

f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, D.V.
« 2a. Sd.
Our
Price

finder.
£4

Usual* price
: 2
: 6

3£x2i
ENOLDE

F.P.A., focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
sec., Ross Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, absolutely perfect
condition as new ; sacrifice, giving, up, £7. — Young,
11, The Crescent, Anson Estate, Manchester, 13. [9384
1-PLATE Ruby Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Xpres, reversing
4 back, 3 D.B. ; excellent condition, £5/17/6. —
Below.
1-PLATE Adams’ Horizontal Enlarger, Dallmeyer
2 lens, runners, easel, etc., £7. — Below.
01x2} Ihagee Duplex, f/4:5 Tessar. D.A. Compur,
02
self-capping focal-plane shutter, roll-holder,
F.P.A., filters, hood, case ; as new, £9/10. —
R. Thompson, 89, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[9385

POCKET Baldax, precision instrument, f/2.9

lutely waterproof, doctor’s model with centre
seconds hand, luminous dial ; just overhauled
Rolex’s ; owner getting gold oyster ; list £8/5 ;
genuine bargain, £5/5 ; “ A.P.” deposit. — Box
9214, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9357

Meyer Trioplan, in D.A. Compur, two on
3}x2}- hardly used; new, £9/5 for £7/5. —
Deane, Vicarage, Malmesbury, Wilts.
[9392

ENSIGN Postcard Plate, f/8 Beck Symmetrical

Rolleiflex
ZeissRd.,f/4.5,Handsworth,
compur, filter,
£9/9.-128, 2},
Oxhill
Bir¬
mingham.
[9393

SIBYL Roll Film, 4}x2}, latest model, high

fect condition, £3/17/6. — Beckett, 94,
bridge Rd., Seven Kings, Essex.

lens, Trichro shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec. ;
best offer. — Box 9215, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9358

Cam¬
3X4 cm. Salex, f/3.5 anastigmat, Compur, [9397
per¬
Model 6, f/4.5 Verascope
Tessars, supplementary
STEREOSCOPIC
Camera, 45 lenses,
x 107,
2 changing-boxes for 12 plates each, Antochrome

rising and ample cross front movements,
finder showing rise, Ross Xpres f/4.5, shutter
l/150th to 2 sec., T. and B., pigskin case, filter,
hood, pocket tripod, also in case ; condition as new ;
complete and delightful outfit ; cost over £32 ;
would accept £15. — Box 9216, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9359

filters and 8’s dark slides, £15 ;
or
exchange for suitable Leica. — Taylor, Elm
Dulwich Common, S.E.21.

UNUSED.— V.P. Zeiss Ikon Piccolette, f/4.5 lens,

ZODEL 34x2} Folding, double extension, all

movements, f/4.8, 6 plate-holders and enlarger,
£3. — 6, Orchard Avenue, Heston, Middlesex. [9361
New Zeiss Cocarette, 3}x2}, f/4.5

dt'O/XU

Tessar, D.A. Compur.— 131, Spon St.,

Coventry.

£14 ; Leather Case, 15/- ; Pair of Proxar
Lenses, 22/- ; Sky Filter, 10/- ; Plate Adapter,
3 slides and focussing screen, 57/6 ; Tripod, 3/6. —
Below.

TRIOFLEX Enlarger, also used for Dia and Epi
Y.-P. Dallmeyer Baby Speed, 6x4} cm., chromium

projection ; just purchased
£8. — Below.

at £12/15 ; accept

fittings, complete with 3 double book-form
slides, F.P.A. and leather case, £8/10 ; all in
perfect and new condition. — -Wild, 80, Wennington
Rd., Southport.
[9364

LENSES.— Ross Combinable f/5.9, 9}-in., double

anastigmat, iris, 17-in., 1.4}-in. singles at
f/11, cost £30, £7/10 ;
Ross Zeiss Double
Anastigmat f/7, 4I-in., iris, 32/6 ; Carl Zeiss
Tessar, 5}-in., f/4.5, Compur shutter, £4/7/6 ;
7-in. Goerz Double Anastigmat f/6.3, iris, £2/5 ;
Zeiss Proxar 2x, 42-mm. fitting, 12/6 ; Meyer
Aristostigmat, wide angle, 4-f-in., f/7. 7, focussing
mount, 37/6. — Below.

AGFA Isolar Plate Camera, double extension,

all movements, Solinar anastigmat f/4.5,
delayed-action Compur, 3 slides, 9 x 12, adapted to
}-pl., new and unused ; finest workmanship, worth
double, £6/10 ;
approval deposit. — Orme, 6,
Globe Rd., Mile End, E.l.
[9365

Folding Camera, all
ENSIGN }-pl.
QO Id. movements,
1 to l/100th sec., f/7. 7 anas¬

0/^/0

tigmat, 6 slides, new R.F.A., leather case ; perfect
condition. — Worth, 23, St. James Park, Tunbridge
[9368
Wells.

; Pathe
shutter,
f/4.5, Telma
anastig¬B
film,£4/4Novar
16 on 3}x2}
ZEISSmat Ikonta,
Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, £4/10 ; both absolutely

new and unused ; approval deposit. — Gullick,
[9370
Stratford House, Fowey.
01x2}
Folding Plate, practically new, metal

02

The original self-focussing camera, roll film, self-erecting front and
telescope focussing view-finder, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Vario shatter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and R.
List price, £4 19s. 6d.

£2

[9362

AUTOMATIC Rolleiflex, 2}x2}, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

body, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, 10 slides, double

As above,

: 19

with Compur All
shutter.
List' cases.
price £7. £4
with leather

OTHER

BRAND

NEW

:6

: O

: O

BARGAINS

V.P. Fotessa Combined Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 anastigmat, 1
slide, Pronto shutter .
£3 3 0
V.P. Fotessa Combined Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 anastigmat, D.A.
Compur shutter, 1 slide .
£4 10 0
V.P. Fotessa Combined Roll Film and Plate, f/3.5 Radionar anastig¬
mat, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 slide .
£5 5 0
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/3.5 Trioplan, Compur shutter .
£3 5 0
35-mm.(Leica Films) Korelle, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur and case £5 7 0
2i x l-ll/16ths Korelle, f/4.5 Vidar, Vario shutter. .
£3 0 0
3x4 cm. Nikette, f/3.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter .
£3 5 0
3i x 2j Foth, f/4.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter .
.
£2 2 0
V.P. Merit Box Cameras, Rodenstock lens. Usual price 10s. 6d.
3s. 9d.
31 x 21 Coronet Box Cameras, canvas cases. Listed 13s. 6d.. .4s.
Od.
Coronet Presentati&n Outfits, 31x21 folding film camera, case,
album and film .
7s. 8d.
Fotessa Range-finders. List price 27s. 6d .
13s.
V.P. Rubery Pocket Roll Film Cameras, Rodenstock lens.. 4s.
Fatestiek Photo Paste, 3 tubes .
. .
Is.
Xpress All-metal Pocket Exposure Meters. Each.
.
Is.
Coronet Viewing Sccpers. Usual price 2s. Each .
Is.
Colour Filters x2, 32-mm. diameter. Each.... .
2s.
V.P. Canvas Cases, and sling. Each .
..Is.
V.P. Whitewood Printing Frames. Three for .
Is.
31 x 21 Leather Cases for roll-film folding cameras. I Each. . . 3s.

0d.
8d.
Od.
3d.
Od.
@d.
Od.
Od.
Od.

9.5-mm.
18-mm.

Eumig
Ditto

Projector,
Projector,

super

£5 0
£8 17

£5. —
[9401

SALE. — 6}-in. Cooke f/3.5, sunk mount, approval,

£5 ; consider exchange, 5-in. wide aperture ;
cash adjustment,
either way. — Ireland, David’s
Loan,
Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
[9363
TVALLMEYER
Adon Telephoto Lens, 45/- ;
I / approval deposit system. — Box 9222, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9390
Trade.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
ALL Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5
W.l, the camera
bargains.

Regent
St.,
specialists, 122,
offer the
following

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

31x2} Contessa Nettel Press Focal-plane Camera,

2 cross front, wire-frame finder, focussing adjust¬
ment, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 200th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7,
6 D.P. holders, sky-shade and leather case ;
perfect condition, £12/15.

0
6

VEST Pocket Autographic Kodak, reversible

reels, 100-watt

lamp

and motor
£5 18 6

400-ft. reels, 110-watt

lamp

and motor
£7 18 0

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

latest Compur shutter ; cost £11 ;
Terry, 59, Red Lion St., W.C.2.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
4 rack focussing, rising front, sky-shade, deep
triple detachable focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Cooke Series XI anastigmat f/3.5,
3 slides, F.P.A., and canvas case ; a bargain, £7/15.

CINl ITEMS
35-mm. Zeiss Kinamo, f/3.5 Tessar, hand cranking. ....
9.5 mm. Ale£, f/2.8 Trioplan, 3-speed motor .

Established 1883-

finder, Kodak anastigmat
shutter, and purse, £1.

f/7. 7,

speeded

01x2} Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
O 2 rack focussing, rising front, sky-shade,
deep triple detachable focussing hood, revolving
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 000th and time, fitted 5-in. Dallmeyer Press
f/3.5, 6 slides, F.P.A., and leather case ; perfect,

£10/10.
289,

extension, tripod, case of supplementary lenses,
£5/15.— Kemlo, 32, Central Fire Station, Shef¬
field, 1.
[9372
BE

would
Lawn,
[9400

HOLBORN,
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.l

47EST Pocket Fotessa Roll Film Camera, direct
V
finder, fitted 7.5-cm. Schneider Radionar
f/3.5 lens, focussing, Compur D.A. shutter, 1
to l/250th and time, cable release, 3 slides,
focussing screen and purse, £9/15/6.
This advertisement continued on next page.
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CAMERAS

S.-O.-F.

Soft-locus Pictorial Matte Box, fits any camera or cin£, gives various
pictorial soft-focus professional effects, combined filter holder and
square lens hood. The perfect retoucher .
£2 2 0
Super Voigtlander Mirror Reflex, Famous f/3.5, delayed-action Compur,
(delayed action at any speed), automatic adjustment for parallax
(patented), microscopic fine-hair focus, unique pinion stops, magnifiers
m hood, prism speeds, 12 pictures on 3* x 2* or 6 on 2* x 2j. The
perfect automatic mirror reflex. World’s finest .
£19 10 0
Or 45/6 monthly

secures, deferred

terms.

SUPER. — 8-mm. Stewart- Warner Super Camera, Famous f/3.5, three
speeds, interchanging lenses (takes Telephotos, etc.), real slow motion,
dual finders, actual footage, super .
£12 12 0
Dallmeyer Telephoto. £4 4 0; f/1.9, £6 6 0 ; Super f/1.9. £880
Or 35/- monthly

secures, deferred

secures, deferred

terms.

Why not try a 16-mm. Projector P Films last a lifetime, perfect
tonal quality. Film hire 1/- to 1/6 400-ft. Thousands of films.
Camera film 10/- 50 ft., processed, including 6-ft. paper leader at
beginning and 6 ft. at the end. Every inch of film exposed. No
waste.
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, Dallmeyer Superlite (£5 6s. lens),
direct illumination, 2-in. large condensers (passing enormous light),
automatic spool arms, automatic projection, automatic case. All
controls built in. Super quality projector .
£17 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, latest, case, slides .
i-pl. Etui Plate, Tessar f/4. 5, double ex., latest .
4x3 Ikonta Roll Film, f/4. 6, 3-speed, self-erecting .
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. 100-ft. model, case .
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4. 5. D. slides. As new....
V.P. Zeiss Piccolette Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5. Compur .
i-pl. Zeiss Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
16-mm. Agfa Projector, f/1.8, 100-watt. Unused, new..

£9
£9
£2
£8
£11
£4
£5
£14

17
17
5
8
11
17
12
12

6
6
0
0
0
6
6
6

9'-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5, 3 speeds. As new.. £8 0 0
i-pl. Pressman Reflex, no lens. 1 /10th to 1 1.000th .
£3 17 6
S.B. Films, Comedy, Drama, Travel. As new, 94-rum .
17s. 6d.
S. Films, Pathe 94-mm., Comedy, Travel, Drama .
15s. Od.
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Camera, f/3.5, 4 speeds, case .
£5 5 0
34 x 2A Zodel Plate, f/3.5, D.A. Compur. double ex .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur .
£6 17 6
40 < 30 Beaded Crystal Screen, rollers. As new .
45s. Od.
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f 4.5. D. slides .
£6 17 6
3A x 2j Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5 .
£11 11 0
3i x 2i Ensign Tropical 7 Roll Film, f/4.5, D.A .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 250-watt, case. Cost £50 .
£21 10 0
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. Just as new .
£7 7 0
16-mm. Fox News Films. No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 200-ft .
£1 10 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ideal Plate, f/4.5, D.A., double ex .
£9 17 6
94-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f, 1.5, Meyer Telephoto f/2.9 £27 10 0
i-Pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides .
£8 17 6
6 x 13 Verograohe Camera, Tessars f/4.5, case .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Projector 500-watt, case .
£32 10 0
50 - 40 Beaded Crystal Screen, rollers. Like new .
£2 17 6
Ensign Latest Lantern, de luxe model. As new .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 200-watt, resis., case .
8-mm. Kodak Projector, case. Just as new .
6 x 13 Mentor Reflex, Xpres f/4.5, D. slides .
3j x 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/4.5 .
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, l/10th to 1 /1,000th .
i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/4.5, 1,3rd to l/2.000th _
Adheso Title Clear-cut Letters. As new. Set .

£19 19 0
£7 7 0
£9 17 6
£5 17 6
£8 17 6
£27 10 0
17s. 6d.

i-pl. Ensign Latest Reflex, f 4.5. Hardly used .
3i x 2j Icarette R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, double ex .
16-mm. Ensign I00-B Projector, Superlite f/1.8 .
34 x2f Tourist Plate, Heliar f 4.5, double ex .

£8
£11
£13
£8

17
11
17
17

6
0
6
6

34 - 24 Avus Plate, Voigtlander f , 4.5, D.A. Compur .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Ernemann Folding Reflex, triple ex., f/4.5 .
£19 19 0
34 x 21 Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5, latest, case .
£8 17 6
16-mm. En3^gn Projector, f/1.8, 180, case. Like new. . . . £17 17 0
3t x 2i Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5, l/25th to l/500th, case. .. . £8 8 0
16 on 3i Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5, latest Compur .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, 400-ft., resis .
£3 17 6
V.P. Mentor Precision Film, Tessar f/3. 6. Cost £20 .
£8 8 0
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Camera, Dallmeyer f/1.9 .
£10 10 0
400-ft. Empty 16-mm. Reels, List 4s. 6d. Used, perfect .
2s. 6d.
50 40 Beaded Screen, leather-covered, luxe case .
£5 17 6
34 x 2A Ensign Film Plate, f 4.5, latest rise, cross .
£4 4 0
34 x 24 Etui Wafer Plate, f/4.5, 3-speed. Like new .
£3 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Projector 100-watt, resis .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, no lens, self-capping, slides .
£3 17 6
3i x 2i Carbine Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. rise front .
£3 17 6
6-in. Dallmeyer f; 3.5, reflex mount. Bargain .
£4 17 6
V.P. Piccolette Roll Film, Tessar f'4 5, Compur .
i-pl. Etni, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double extension.
34 x 2i Ikonta Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
Permanec Recorder and Pick-up, for talkies .

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
28

focussing,
and cross
9x12
and i-pl.rising
Voigtlander
Vag front,
Foldingreversible
Pocket,
finder, fitted Skopar f/4.5, Ibsor shutter, 1 to l/lOOth
resistance
and (double-claw),
book of instructions
PATHE
Projector
complete ;withas
new, £4/15.
jector, Silent
three 180-watt
Ensign Cine
magnifier,
ENSIGN
Sixteen lamps,
180 16-mm.
Pro¬
complete with resistance and carrying-box ; almost
new,

£3 17
.. . £9 17
£0 17
£4 17

6
6
6
6

GORSE
RD., BLACKBURN
USE

January

31, 1934

SALE
GUARANTEED
BARGAINS
AT KNOCK-OUT
PRICES.
STILL CAMERAS
Leitz Leica Model II, f/3.5 anastigmat,
Brand new condition. List £22 .

and time, F.P.A. ; a bargain, £3/5.

£20.

Leica Model I, f/3.5 F.lmar, late model,
focus scale. List £15 .

latest model.
£14 19 0
fitted depth-of£8 19 0

Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/3.5 Tessar, latest type slow-speed
shutter, de luxe case. Exactly as new. List£18€271810s.0
Mini-Fex, f/3.5 Meyer TrioplaD
new. List £8 16s .

Compur

shutter. Brand
£0 15 0

2i square Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Tessar,
latest model. New condition. List £24 .
2f square

41x6
Dallmeyer focussing
Baby Speed
Reflex, rising
2 sky-shade,
adjustment,
deep front,
triple

Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Tessar.

de luxe case,
£10 19 0

As new.

Vest Pocket Camera, f/4.5 anastigmat,
par. List £8 .

Cost£22 10s.
£10 19 0

latest tvpe Corn£2 19 0

focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and time, fitted
Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, also Dallon Telephoto
lens f/6.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. , magnifier,
and leather case, £21/7/6.

2J x 3i Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar.
List £2 10s .

REPAIRS
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
experienced
estimate given
proceeding.

3±x2± Ensign Carbine No. 7, f/4.5 anastigmat, D.A.
Compur. latest model. Shop-soiled. List £8 10s. £5 19 0
3± x 2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss anastigmat,
Compur. As new. List £10 .
£3 15 0

APPARATUS can be purchased on our deferred

2f x 3J Kodak Series III, f/4.5 Tessar,
shutter. As brand Dew. List £12 .

payments

terms.

16-mm. Simplex Camera, Kodak f/3.5, 3 speeds, single picture device,
auto, stop (stops automatically on any desired footage), automatio
loading, automatic threading, change from one film to another.
Takes 60-ft. films, 1-in. thick only. All inlaid silver .
£25 0 0
F/2.9 model, £31 10 0.
F/1.9 Speed, £35 0 0.
Or £3 to £4 monthly

LENSES]

This advertisement continued from previous page.

SOUND-ON-FILM

£126 : 0 : 0

AND

ry
Beck complete
Isostigmar
f/5.8,
sunk,£1/5
iris;
I4/J-IN.
mount
with
flange,
4J-in.flange,
Carl £4.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing mount
and

16- mm. Victor Sound-on-Film Mighty Power Projector, Superlite
£/1.6, 600-watt super direct illumination, unique sound head with
flickering pilot light for correct speed, 5-valve amplifier, built-in
base, dynamic speaker with ‘20-ft. cord, large 2-in. condensers (passing
enormous light), booster reflectors, direct drive motor, patent film
trip (shuts off projection automatically if incorrectly threaded), clutch
start, 24-teeth 8 pocket fed (takes dry. torn or worn films all perfectly),
automatic shuttle, all gold-bronze chromium. All complete in one
case of ready-for-action type. As supplied to U.S. Government.
The finest and most perfect talkie obtainable. Low price.

Finest.

ADVERTISEMENTS_

Trade.

★ With the Very Latest Apparatus ★

SOUND-ON-FILM -

PHOTOGRAPHER

system ; please ask for details.

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.—
London's
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Conduit

St., W.C.l.

condition.
15s. 0d.

3i x 2i Ensign Carbine No. 0, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur
shutter. As new .
£3 16 0

possible results.
Quick and
service.Enlarging, best
DEVELOPING,
Printing
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
CAMERAS
Exchanged
;
largest
stock
in
S.
London
special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrvs, ;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

Lamb’s

New

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur shutter,
leather case. As new. List £13 10s .
£5 17 0

[8375

ALLENS of Manchester, Great Clearance Sale. —

Brand new Film Cameras, 18/6, 3ix21, Aplanat
lens, Vario shutter, direct finder, hinged back ;
limited quantity. — Below.

ALLENS. — Sonnar f/4 13.5 lens for Contax,
£15/17/6;
Ikonta, 31x21,
f/4.8, f/3.
Telma
ALLENS.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex,
8, D.A.,
6x6,
87/6 ; Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, £ 5/5 ;

£12/17/6 (cost £20) ; Helinox Enlarger 1411/1,
39/6 ; Electrophot Meter and case, 55/-. — Below.

latest

Compur
£5 17 0

Vest Pocket Kodak Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest
Compur. List £1 1 15s .
£0 15 0
5x4 Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8 Dagor, 3 double slides and
case. Perfect order .
£2 19 0
34 x 2£ T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac,
roll-holder and case. Cost over £30 .

3 double slides,
£11 15 0

31 x 2J T.-P. Reflex, f/2.9 anastigmat, 3 slides. F.P.
adapter and case. Perfect order .
£7 17 0
44 x 0 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ermanox, f/1.8 Emostar, 3 slides.
Guaranteed brand new and unsoiled. List £39 12s. 6d.
£15 19 0
i-pl. Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, revolving
back, double slides. Beautiful condition. List £26 £7 19 0
31 x 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher. As new. List £10 10s .
£4 19 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter,
F.P. adapter and case. As new. List £13 10s.. . £7 15 0
i-pl. N. & G. Sib>l, f/6.3 Zeiss
Perfect order. Cost £24 .

F.P.

adapter.
£3 19 0

4 -pi. Ica Ideal, f/G.8 Zeiss Amatar, Compound
3 double slides, de luxe case. As new .
4.5 x 10.7 cm. Ica Stereolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars,
changing-box, leather case. As brand new. List£38
4.5 x 10.7 cm. Polyscop, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars. ...

Tessar,

shutter,
£3 19 0
Compur,
£8 18 0
£3 15 0

21x1} Baldax. f/2.9 Meyer TrioplaD, delayed-action
Compur, takes 16 pictures on 2i x 3i film, latest model. As
new. List £9 5s... .
£0 18 0

PROJECTORS

Cinephot Meter, 14/9 ; Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3,
27/6 ; Abbeydale i-pl. Enlarger, f/6 lens, £4/19/6 ;
Easel, 12/6. — Below.

Pathescope 200-B Projector, perfect order and condition,
complete for 200 volts. List £15 .
£10 19 0
Model C Kodascope, electric motor drive, spare reel and
flex. List £18 18s .
£7 17 0

ALLENS. — For Rolleiflex, Super Ikonta, Leica,

Ensign Silent Sixteen 50, complete with
any voltage. Brand new. List £6 15s .

Contax, Exakta ; two-thirds (approximately)
allowed modern cameras part payment ; subject
approval. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car.)
[0087

LEWISHAM
CAMERA
426, High
St., Lewisham,
London,EXCHANGE.
S.E.13 ; Telephone,
Lee
Green 2188 ; better value unobtainable ; approval

resistance for
£3 19 0

Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with resistance for
any voltage. Shop-soiled. List 55s .
£1 19 0
Pathescope Home Movie Projector, complete in case, with
mat and flex, As new. List £6 15s .
£3 15 0
Bolex PA Projector, special Hugo-Meyer Projection lens
f/1.6, forward and reverse drive, latest model, As new.
List £26 15s .
£18 19 0

CINIi CAMERAS

deposit.

smaller, Vertical
f/6.8 anastigmat
; cost £7/10
IHAGEE
Electric Enlarger,
i-pl.; andas
new, £3/7/6.
SLX-20
Kodak,£1/17/6.
f/6.8— See
anastigmat
unsoiled,
above. ; cost £3/12/6 ;

Seventy only Coronet Cine Cameras, latest models, f/3. 9
anastigmat, spring motor drive. Brand new. Cost £3 5s.
£1 19 0
Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, latest
model. Perfect condition. List £10 10s .
£0 0 0

1-PLATE Lizars, every movement, 3 slides, tripod,
2 case, shutter, R.R. lens ; cost £8/10 ; bargain,
£2/7/6.

Bell & Howell Filmo 75 Camera, f/3.5 Cooke, complete
In leather case. New condition. List £37 .
£14 14 0
Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix spring
drive. Perfect condition. Cost £7 2s .
£2 5 0

4iT x107 mm. Zeiss Polyscop, changing-box, f/6.3

Path6scope Motocamera de Luxe,
New condition. Cost £21 .

f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar.
£10 19 0

ACCESSORIES
2C0-B Owners !

sJ Tessars, case ; cost £23/10 ; perfect, £4/15. —
See above.
[9366

Special de Luxe Carrying-Cases, to hold Pathescope 200-B
Projector, resistance and spare reels, etc., strong leather

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

carrying handle, *2 locks. Usual price 30s.
Offer. Post Is. 3d. extra .

Our

Krauss Lenses for home movie projectors show
and clearer picture. List £1 .
.

TT^XCHANGE. — 31x21 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex,
f/4.5 lens, 31x21
Ej reversing back, Cooke
Gaslight Enlarger, for good i-pl. Folding, f/4.5
-Joseph McKeon, 8,
lens, Zeiss Tessar preferably.Rose Crescent Dunfermline.
i-pl. T.-P. ; must
V\7
for
M ANTED.—
be cheap.Telephoto
— Pryce Smith,
221, Manchester [9317
Rd.
Astley, Nr. Birmingham.
[9322
EXCHANGE. — 3i x 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex,
lh 4-in. f/3. 4 Aldis
lens, focal-plane shutter,
l/15th to l/500th, for Same Size Folding Plate,
26,
Delaval Rd., Benwell,
or sell, £6/15. — Wilson,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 5.

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

a larger
13s. 0d.

Rolleiflex Owners !
Special de Luxe Leather Cases, brand new, for latest
24 square automatic Rolleiflex, hand-sewD, velvet lined,
lock and key, etc. Usual li3t price £1 10s. Our Special
Offer .
12s. 9d.

Highest

Part

THE

Exchange

Allowances.

CAMERA

and Gramophone

YILANTED. — Shew Focal-plane Press Camera,
T T condition immaterial, with or without [9327
lens,
also focussing mount, 11-in. diameter lens opening
but no lens wanted ; also 4-in. Lens, suitable
for copying. — Ledbetter, 8, Oxford Row, Leeds. [9374

Special
17s. 0d.

CO.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
ONE
Honrs

Telephone : VICTORIA 2977.
MINUTE FROM VICTORIA STATION.

o! Business

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

to Saturday).

January

31,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

1 EXCHANGE

F.P. A., and 3 slides, for Cine Apparatus ; sale,
£8/10. — L. Smerdon, 40, Harvills Hawthorn, Hill
Top, West Bromwich.
[9328

CAMKAS

WANTED. — Whole-plate Field Outfit,
and anastigmat
condition.
WANTED.
Wide-angle
focus Garage,
about
4} in,,— f/16
or near. Anastigmat,
— Smith, Station
Pickering.
. [9338
WANTED.
— Photographic
lamps,
wood tripod, Accessories,
etc. ; alsodishes,
}-pl.
Reflex Camera, details and price to — Box 9208,

OPPORTUNITY

c/o “ The Amateur

!

3} X 2} lhagee, for roll films or plates, Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, focussing screen,
3 plate-holders. List price £12 10s. For. .£976

3} x 2£ Zeiss Ikon Icarette, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
3}x2}

shutter.

List price

£13

5s.

£9

For

7

6

lhagee Auto Ultrix, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar

lens, Compur

shutter.

List

price

£10

3}x2} Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat
speed shutter. List price £6. For .

3}x2}

10s.

For

£7 12

6

lens, high¬
£3 19 6

Ensign No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

Mulchro

shutter.

3}x2}

List price £5 15s.

For..

£3 15

0

Ensign Autospeed, Aldis Uno f/4.5 anastig¬

mat lens, focal-plane
For .

shutter.

List price £14 10s.
£10 12 6

V.P. lhagee Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar

lens, Compur

sl.utter. List price £12.

Dallmeyer Dual, Dalmac
Compur

For £8

8

f/3.5 anastigmat

shutter. List price £15 15s.

For..

0

lens,

£10

12

6

3}x2} Nagel Triumph, Radionar f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, 3-speed shutter. List price £3 12s. 6d. For

£2

7

6

V.P. lhagee Autolette, Carl Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar lens,
Compur

shutter.

List price £11 15s. For. .£880

3 1 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat
lens, Derval

3x4

shutter.

List price £4 4s. For £3

cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby

anastigmat lens, 3-speed
For .

3

Ikonta, Novar

shutter.

0

f/6.3

List price £4.
£3 3 0

.3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat
lens, speeded

16-mm.

shutter.

List price £8 12s. 6d.

£5

Zeiss Ikon Kinamo,

Tessar lens.

List price £20.

For

5

0

S.10, Carl Zeiss f/2.7

For .

£12 12

0

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
leather case.

List price £43.

For .

£30

0

0

16-mm. Model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastig-

matlens.

4}x3}

List price £13 13s.

For .

£10 10

0

N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres

lens, F.P. holder, leather case. List price £27 14s. 6d.
For .
£20 0 0

9x12

cm. Plaubel Folding, double extension, f/2.9

Anticomar lens, Compur
F.P. holder, leather case.

4}x3}

shutter, 3 plate-holders,
List price £25. For

£17

0

0

Zeiss Ikon Trona, double extension, Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, D.A. Compur shutter, 3 plateholders. List price £13 15s. For .
£10 10 0

2c Series III Kodak, Kodak
Diomatic

9x12

shutter.

f/6.3 anastigmat lens,

List price £7 17s. 6d. For £5

5

0

cm. lhagee Sports, self-capping focal-plane

shutter, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, 6 plate-holders. List
price £39 2s. 6d. For .
£29 2 6

4}x3}

Photographer.”

PQ
to £4 for any reputable make Roll Film
AJtJ Camera, f/4.5, 2}x3} ; no junk : full
particulars to — Harben, 28, Ashbrook Rd., N.19. [9349

with super
attachment,
ammeter
EXCHANGE.
— Brand
new Home
Movie resistance,
Projector
250-volt spare lamp, three spare 300-ft. reels, three

60-ft. and four 30-ft. films, for T.-P. }-pl. Reflex,
f/3.5 or f/4.5 anastigmat lens ; perfect order. —
Morris, P.C.71, 196, Milkstone Rd., Rochdale,
Lancs.
[9351

WANTED.
— Second-hand
Aerograph
; [9360
per¬
fect condition.
— Box 9217,
c/o “ Outfit
The Amateur
Photographer.”
F.P. A.— for
3}x2J Meter,
NettelDouble
Press; Slides
Projection
WANTED.
Distance
and
Lamp and Holder for lantern. — Radion, 237, Old

Chester Rd., Birkenhead.

[9369

WANTED. — Slides for 4-pl. Press Camera, Nettel,

For £15

15

plate-holder.

SANDS. HUNTER
37, BEDFORD

&.CO Ltd

ST., STRAND

W.t J

CAN

DEAL

the

at

lowest

prices in

Britain, quality is maintained

Great

the highest possible standard.

at

We

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation

than by any other means.

of

9x12 cm. Plate Tank, Summum preferred ;

good condition essential. — Robinson, 152,
[9373
Tressillian Rd., Brockley, S.E.4.
[9386

WANTED. — Whole-plate Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,

12-in. focus ; no shutter required ; must be
in first-class condition. — Box 9219, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9387

LEICA IH, or similar, wanted ; exchange Auto- ARE

kinecam Camera and Silent Sixteen Projector.
— Box 9221, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9389
1-PLATE lea Popular Pressman Reflex, Tessar
4 f/4.5, 12 S.S., F.P. A., lens hood, filter,
leather case, £7/10 ; also Otofox Automatic Focus¬
sing Vertical Enlarger, with Autofix paper-holder,
f/6.8 lens, hardly used, £5 ; would exchange
N. & G. JBaby Sibyl Outfit, with cash adjustment.
— Leonard, Kincraig, Pit Farm Rd., Guildford. [9394

RELIABLE

*

★ PROVE

IT

to
your own
SATISFACTION

WANTED.—
Slides, C.D.V.,
cm.,
10x15 Deckrullo
cm.; wanted,
11-in. 6x13
Telephoto,
exchange 9-in. Teler03 ; brand new, or sell. —
Box 9224, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[9398

WANTED.
— Press— H.Camera,
}-pl.,102,lateMoss
model,Grove,
full
particulars.
Bradley,
Liverpool, 8.
[9399
SWAPlens,3}x2J
T.-P. lens
SpecialandReflex,
f/4.5roll-film
Cooke
Telephoto
adapter,
adapter, F.P. A., 3 single D. slides, for Camera
more suitable for cycling. — Write, Elsbury, 112,
Gosbrook Rd., Caversham, Reading, Berks. [9391

FREE

SAMPLES

PAPERS

and CARDS

Trade.

GOODto Prices
for goodor filmanimals
negatives
up
}-pl. ;given
children
; send
contact prints first. — Elsmore, 10, Renfrew Court,
Glasgow.

£9240

CINEMATOGRAPH

OF

ALL

GRADES

ON

APPLICATION

This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind. State surface, grade, etc.

Enquiries for samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

APPARATUS

PATHE Double-claw Projector, C motor, super,

automatic rewind, tilting, double resistance,
ammeter, perfect condition ; Coronet Motor
Camera, f/3.9, £9. — J. Steer, Adderley Rd.,
Leicester. (
[9329

jector, self-threading,
still, pilot
KODAScdPE
Model B with
Seriesreverse,
K 250-watt
Pro¬
lamp, ammeter, in leather-bound carrying-case ;
little used ; condition as new ; cost £100 ; accept
£33. — 120, Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12. [9346

YOU

■ Although Granville Products are
sold

5x4 Anschutz, 3 D.D. slides, Dagor lens; full-

0

List price
£12 15 0

LOUDEST

size Cello ; wanted, f/4.5 Lens, in focussing
mount, 64-in. — Stimpson, Studio, Berwick-on-Tweed.

41x3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke anas¬
tigmat lens, one double
£19 10s. For .

SHOUTS

Anschutz or similar. — Brooks, 39a, Cambridge
Rd., Hove.
[9371

Zeiss Ikon Reflex, reversing back, 6-in. Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 plate-holders.

BUT QUALITY

[9341

Aerograph
Paint SB-mm.
Spraying Camera,
Outfit ; exchange
perfect ;
WANTED.
— Coronet
cost £2. — Knight, 85, Hammond Rd., Southall. [9345

cm. lhagee Sports, self-capping focal-plane

shutter, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6 plate-holders. List
price £23 2S. 6d. For .
£17 10 0

9x12

PRICE TALKS

— Below.
lens preferred, first-class make

PRICES

WE HAVE A FEW NEW CAMERAS WHICH
HAVE BECOME SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED
AND CANNOT BE SOLD AS NEW GOODS.

lens, Compur

]

ferably Correx ; also 3x4 Ikonta. — Gittins,
Sunnyside, Wainfelin, Pontypool.
[9323

ki:iv

THIS IS A ONCE-A-YEAR

WANTED

WANTED. — 2}x3} Film Developing Tank, pre¬
EXCHANGE.
V.P. Ernemann
Box Reflex,
mea¬
surements — 3}x3fx4},
Ernemann
f/4.5, focalplane shutter, 12 speeds, l/25th to 1/1, 000th,

so\&D!

AT BARGAIN

AND

IX

ADVERTISEMENTS

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Telegrams

DEPOSIT

: “ Granville,

SYSTEM.

Leamington.”

Phone

847.

29

X

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

CINEMATOCRAPH

APPARATUS

|

AMATEUR would like to exchange Pathe Super
KODAK Model C Projector, in case, cost £20/8,
Reels. — Ranworth, Brooklands Avenue,
ton, Preston.

cheque

in settlement .

"

A. P -

PATHESCOPE Projector, Krauss lens, super

attachment, motor, resistance with ammeter,
4-ft. silver screen on rollers, six super, six 60-ft.
films, £10 the lot. — Grasmere, Wickford Avenue,
Pitsea, Essex.
[9375

, E.i

IMPORTANT

CONVENIENT

&

AT

motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Your inspection invited.

Gerrard.
[9396

SUPER
Films (9.5) from
on Hire,
special
Series largest
rates,
full particulars
North
London’s
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

from

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

PRICE

WEBB)

LANTERNS

£4 : 0 : 0

exposure

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour
Telephone

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

: National

&

5025.

Telegrams

: Stallorles, Cent, London.

[9395

ENLARGERS

KODAK 7x5 Enlarger ; cost £47/10 net ; perfect
ANCASTER

PHOTO

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
RS.
diffused
or mercury
vapour illumination.
JgNLARGE
1ST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.Parade,
Central
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
ALTA Auto-focus Vertical Enlargers, 31 x 2} and
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Parade,
[0082

i-pl., also for Leica, shop-soiled ; below cost
prices.— Alton, 58, Camberwell Rd., London. [9285

PHONE.

GASLIGHT
V.P. ..
31x21 ..
21x41 ..
4-plate ..
5x4
..
Postcard

ACCESSORIES

London Camera (frcljangc

MERRETT 24-in. Trimming Desk, with treadle,
MATELUX Outfit, complete in carrying-case ;
K.W. Masking Frame for Praxidos (or other)

Co.. $ inuttO.

45/-. — Box 9151, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher."

No. 20, BUCKLERSBURY,
QUEEN
VICTORIA
STREET,
LONDON,
E.C.4

Photo¬
[9310

little used, 30/- or nearest. — Kingham, 3,
Victoria Rd., New Brighton.
[9324

London.*’

Vertical Enlarger ; list price £3/3 ; new
condition, £2/2.— Vicarage, Arbour Square, E.I.
Tel., East 3521.
[9383

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & 12/PAPER
.. „

BROMIDE7 '9PAPERS
per gross

PAPERS

1/9 per gross
2/9 ..
..
3/7 ,.
.,
4/- „
„
5/6 ..
..
5/4 „
„

GLOSSY,
VIGOROUS,
POSTCARDS,

13/11 ,.

20/- „

8x6
81x61
1-plate .

SILKY

30/45/-

„
..

„

..

..
„

12x10
10x8
15 x 12

OR

3 Grades

MATTE

ORDINARY

OR

GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

OR

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

SOFT
2/9 per 100.

PLATES

Cln

30

im¬

order and condition ; price £20. — 23, High
St., Sutton Coldfield.
[9318
Trade.

APPARATUS

“Loncamerex, Stock,
Phone : City 4591.

Ready always to
indicate correct
mediately.

complete in leather case

Model F, Dallmeyer f/1.5 1-in., f/3.5 3-in.,
f/4 4-in., interchangeable, case, accessories ; cost
£50 ; 28 guineas. — 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll.

Purchased for Cash, taken in exchange or
Sold on Commission. Valuations free.

Telegrams:

2 minutes

to i/i, 500th sec.

BELL. — Cine-Nizo Connoisseur’s 9.5-mm. Outfit,

N.B.

OR

still and cine,

deposit.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Projectorsetc.,fromaccepted
25/- ;
the
Projector,
complete
NEW.
— AnCoronet
attachment
to take
300-ft. with
reels allon
fitments, 21/- ; only obtainable from :—
ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
London, W.l
(facing Film 159,
House,Wardour
Oxford St.,
St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with

SERVICES

WRITE

“ A.P.”

exchanges arranged, Kodatoys,
in part payment for other models.

The same Photographic, Technical and
Sales Departments, still further augmented,
are at your service, as always in the past.

CALL,

Photographer.”

shadow ; two colours can be used at the same
time ; price, including fitment for Baby Cine,
5/-, post paid to all parts of the world.

No. 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26,
43, 60, 64, 76, 96, 123, 125, 126, 133, 134,
143, 151, 176, 184, 185, and 188.

HIGH-CLASS

Amateur

will give your movies
professional
FLUSTRACHROME.—
The aColour
Wheeltouchthat;
atmospheric effects and colour changes without

One minute from Bank of England,
Stock Exchange and Mansion House.

BUS

without calcula¬
tions for both

Trade.

MORE

PREMISES

MAPPIN

Gives

exact exposures

complete with resistance, in case as purchased ;
[9381
perfect, £18/18, or near offer. — Knowles, Riversdale,
Whitbarrow Rd., Eymm, Ches.
[9382

No. 20,
BUCKLERSBURY,
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.,
LONDON, E.C.4
(OPPOSITE

Photo-Electric

ENSIGN Projector 180B, used six times only,

Will all friends at home and abroad,
kindly note that we have moved from
No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.C.2

MUCH

‘METRAPHOT’
Exposure Meter

resistance ;Gift.
unused,
£5/10. —Home
Box Movie
9223, and
c/o
UNWANTED
— Pathescope
“ The

31, 1934

Improved

KODASCOPE Model C for sale ; good running

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
AND

The

order, resistance to 250 volts, £6/10, near
offer ; also films and screen for sale. — Aspinall, 16,
Francis Terrace, N.19. Phone, Archway 3731. [9380

EXPIRATION
OF LEASE

TO LARGER

Brough¬
[9343

unused, £10/10 ; also, 4-cm. focus Zeiss
Biotar f/1.4 lens for cine camera, cost £18/10, £9/5.
— Humphreys, 15, Little Newport St., W.C.2. [9367

“ Thank you for the Ross Teleros Lens and spare
bayonet fitting attachment sent so promptly. I think
this lens will be just what I want, and enclose herewith

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

Speciol Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
31 x 21 . . 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard . , 2/6 per pkt.
4-plate .. 1/9 „
„ | 1-plate .. 3/6 „
,,

MARTIN
Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

January

31,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

ACCESSORIES

The CAMERA

21-IN.
KodakveryDaylight
Developing
2 Tank,
little Loader
used ; and
highest
offer
excepted. — Wilcox, 137, Crwys Rd., Cardiff. [9337
METRAPHOT
Exposure Electric
Meter,
in case, costPhoto-Electric
£5/5 : also Largodrem
Exposure Meter for bromide enlarging, voltage 220,
cost 35/- ; £5/5 the two, no offers. — Box 9220,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9388
Trade.

BELLOWS.-— All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

PROPERTY

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHER

DISPOSAL

reception, kitchen,
lavatory,
STREATHAM
Common. separate
— Three bath,
bedrooms,,
two
garage space, large garden, £850 ; three minutes

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Prices less
postage to callers.
R ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Manchester,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,99,1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
61, Farrjngdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
Albany Rd., Harborne.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per7, return.
R ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
R ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers. 4091, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, 1-pl. 3/6
R ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10X8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12X10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 1-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41x21 3/6, 3^x21 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
R
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
lots “20/-.
R ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,
Xlnt ” 31x2i glossy,
R ALTON
Paper,2/6 1|X21,
31x2i Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
41x21gross;
and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
R
ALTON
Glossy
Double¬
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6 ;
1/1-pl.,
2/6 ;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Plates, 3 dozen

IOF THE MIDLANDS
SALE

OF

special cheap
reliable
quality,Essex,
post
ATTWOOD
PHOTOlines,
WORKS,
Hadleigh,
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.

SECOND-HAND AND SHOP-SOILED
PROJECTORS, SCREENS, CAMERAS,
AND ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

Bargains.
SEE

OUR

Exchanges.

WINDOWS

c Chemists
Photographi
BIRMINGHAM

S
OWAY
GALL
VICTORIA
SQUARE,
(Opposite

Phone

Q.P.O.)

WANTED
TELESCOPES

: MID.

6670.

f2£sh !

MICROSCOPES
BINOCULARS

NOTE

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2,1- 100.

ADDRESS:

TELESCOPE
63, FARRINGDON
Exchanges

Do

LONDON,

E.C.l

and repairs to all kinds of Optical
ments by skilled craftsmen.

BARGAIN
not

miss

normal; all surfaces: 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4Ix2§ and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

HOUSE

ROAD,

31x21— Super
2/6 single
gross (the
; quantity
rate to:
ALLENS.
Gaslight
quality Paper)
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

Instru¬

700 H.
& D., 3i
x 21 1/3,
4Jx3t Isochromatic
1/9 dozen,
ALLENS.
— Super
Plates,
special
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

PHOTOGRAPHIC Materials.— Send for my 1934

WINDOW

these

unprecedented

Whole-plate Ross Enlarger, 11-in.
carrier, Westminster arc lamp .

condenser,

i-pl. M.C.C. Enlarger No. 4, 8£-in. condenser,
ment, carrier and easel. Perfect .

Money-saving Lists ; Roll Films, Plates,
Papers, Mounts, Folders, Chemicals, etc. ; fresh
and reliable goods ; keenest possible prices.—
E. Kimber, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9330
[0092

offers.
all-ways
£10 17 6

every move¬
£8 10 0

|

i-pl. Grosvenor Enlarger, every movement, electric lighting.
Practically new .
.
£0 15 0
Dallmeyer Speed Camera, 6 x 4£ cm., f/2.9 Pentac lens,
Dallon Telephoto, 6 slides, P.P. adapter, leather case £15 10 0
Ihagee Camera, 2£x34, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, films or
plates, 3 dark slides, screen and leather case. As Dew £4 5 0
Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 lens. As new .
£3 5 0
Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/6.3. As new .
£2 12 6
Thornton-Pickard Junior Ruby Reflex, 3$ x 34, Aldis Salex
f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Excellent condition
£7 0 0
Thornton-Pickard 1-pl. Press
lens, 3 D.D. slides .

If CM
well

MAKE

O. pn
OC
UU.

MONEY

Camera,

with

18/- ; 51x3J,

21/-.

K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350,13ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
R
ALTON
Flat
Films,
&
D.
600 :4 i-pl.,
dozen ;
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen 3 ^_8/9
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl.. 2 dozen 11/-.
R ALTON
Film, super11/-fast,dozen.
H. &JD. 2700, in
3ix2i,Roll
8-exposure,
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
[0009
USE

|

Trade.

1/Q DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1.— Postcards

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

f/4.5 Tessar
£12 0 0

mounted
Enlargement
FREE
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
81x61 ;
no disappointments ; same-day service : 81x61 10d.,

APPROACH,
gardens,
surrey.

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

AUTOMATIC

PRINTING MACHINE 45/

2D. Each, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

Thousands of users are making an excellent
living printing for local Tradesmen. Sports
Clubs. See. Extreme simplicity. Govern¬
ment Depts., Printers and Big Stores art
lan*e users. Prints any matter from ;

quantity, glossy or semi-matt. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

Label to an Illustrated Magazine. s
I-ully illustrated instructions. Write for*
illustrated details and samples of work.
EASY
PAYMENT
TERMS.
Depots : 107, Fleet St., London. & 60. Oldham

D.A.Adana, Dept. A.r 2 Church

ENLARGEMENTS

from small film or plate, retouching and
/O
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
[0017
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.

STATION
KEW

with an ADANA

10/- ; 1-pl.,
10/- ;2/-i-pl.,
ATTWOOD
Plates4 :dozen
Postcard,
dozen,1/66 dozen,
dozen
6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.
ATTWOOD
Chloro-Bromide,
linen 5/surface36 :sheets.
i-pl.
1/6, whole-plate
2/6, 12x10
ATTWOOD
Bromide glossy,
Paper and
Cardette,
and vigorous,
satin,
matt ;normal
i-pl.
4/- ; whole-plate 7/6.
ATTWOOD
first
and Bromide
vigorous Postcards,
; 25 1/-,
50
1/6,
100 quality,
2/3, Gaslight
1,000normal
17/6.and
ATTWOOD
600; H.i-pl.,& D.2/3;
Postcard, Flat
2/- Films,
dozen, 6superfine,
dozen 10/dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
3ix24, normal,
gross ; glossy
vigorous,and
1/6 satin
gross. :
ATTWOOD
Gaslight1/3 Paper,
ATTWOOD
10x8 greyfor plate-sunk
i-pl. prints,; 24white
with linedMounts,
centre and
2/-,
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
etc. ; for
all goods
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliableguaranteed
Plates, ;Postcards,
Papers, ;
mingham.
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

CONNOISSEUR says, “ Think Enlargements

wonderful.” Finished warm black, sepia,
water-colours ; individual treatment ; no rush ;
personal attention, reasonable prices. — -Cox, 83,
Studland Rd., Hanwell.
[9350

St., Manchester.

St., Twickenham.

5/-.

R ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
8 exposures
If X2i, Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 2ix4i,
12/- ;:
6 exposures : 31x41,

Trade.

XTTE offer the Highest Quality Materials at the
it lowest prices : Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

Broadhurst, Clarkson & Co.

Trade.

Lantern

MATERIALS

EXCHANGE

ANNUAL

station.— Write, 106, Ellison Rd.. S.W.16. No
agents.
[9356

MATERIALS

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPINC |

^ QUICK POSTAL

SERVICE

I ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK I !
I BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT _ ALL
ENLARGEMENTS.
BROMIDE
ROYAL
FRAMES.
ALL KINDS. BRAEMAR
BINDING.

COLOURING,

SEPIA

FRAMES,
WOOD
PASSE-PARTOUT

AND

BLUE

TONES.

KUTOGRAPH
SNAPS.
MIRROR
SUNBURN
GIFT.
Regd. FOTOZO
IN COLOUR,
CUT-OUTS
PLYWOOD
Resd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.

LANTERN

|| SPEEDY
OUR

SLIDES.

Id. Stamp

D.&P.

DEPOSIT

P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

■
I i
™

I
■
B !
"

Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 J

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Trade.

IV / PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
it' best
on Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36

for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon.

[0064

Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 31x24 1/- ;
4}x3i 1/3, 51x31, 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

RISK.

[0057

31

THE

ALLENS CAMERA

EXCHANGE

(See Cameras

168, OLDHAM

RD., MANCHESTER,

and Lenses, Materials

and

Enlargements

OF

ALL

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Works), 27, Chancery

Road,

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Prers
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

4

columns).

ORDERS.

Park

1934

REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
shutters, toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

| PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED^

and fa SccCcsfucC.
SxM

Trade.

GOOD Sharp Prints, cat and dog studies, for

reproduction as calendars, wanted immediately.
— Regent Publishing Co., Ltd., 3, Stanhope St.,
Euston Rd., N.W.l.
[9339

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

31.

Trade.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

DISPATCH

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

REPAIRERS

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3 J x 21, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (21 x 4i)
1/6, 4J x 3} 1/3, 51x31 1/8. 16 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2 9 1 dozen, 81 x 61 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen. 61 x 4? enlargements, 2/- 20x16, 15 • 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1 -, 81 x 61 9d., 61x4? 6d.
PROMPT

PHOTOGRAPHER

SERVICE
ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
BRILLIANT
ETUI.BALDAK
cin£-kodak
SUPERB, Etc.

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

ALLENS.

AMATEUR

good
EVERY

RETOUCHING

LEICESTER.

xxJtt

s&xfionebS .

FRIDAY

FOURPENCE

Trade.

The

RETOUCHING.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
cuted. — Miss —Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.

4 ANY-ANGLE’
TRIPOD

TUITION.

The construction o! this tripod
makes it stronger than any tele¬
scopic tripod made ot round brass
tubes. It is less than 1 in. in
diameter — easy and comfortable to
carry. The ball-and-socket top can
be instantly and securely clamped
with the camera pointing in any
direction.
Made of white metal. Four sec¬
tions. Length closed, 171 in.,
extended, 50 in. Weight, 23 oz.

BOOKS,

etc,[5386|

SANDS HUNTER & CO.
STREET,

STRAND,

W.C.2

MOTOR

PAPER

*WORLD

for free prospectus ; no obligation. — World’s
Photographic Academy, 5, Shannon Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9377
2d.

POULTRY

EVERY

Light Leather Carrying-case, 7/6

37, BEDFORD

LEADING

their photographs
should
write immediately
4MATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling

Price 12/6

LTD.
LONDON,

THE

Trade.

BOOKS

ON

PHOTOGRAPHY

THE
PREMIER
POULTRY
JOURNAL
Poultry keepers everywhere will find this Journal
uncommonly interesting and helpful.

FRIDAY

Specimen

Write for complete list to Ii.JFFE & Sons Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E. I.

<I«be Publisher

copy

(A.P.), Dorset

of recent

House,

issue free on

Stamford

request

St., Loudon.

S.E.l

from

Wide

range

of Catalogues

post free anywhere.

Cameras

and

Cine, Binoculars,

SPOT CASH FOR
£1:10:0

Leica Universal View-finder.- Good
condition .

Leica Reproduction Device, universal setting, for pro¬
ducing

reduced

copies.

As

new.

List

£2*1

*v0

9-in. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto Lens t/6.5, covers
3iX2j, 30-mm. thread, suitable
Compur. ,4s new. List £5 5s .

for

CQ.17
C
XO.l
# :0

31x21 Series III Kodak Roll Film, latest Com- £Q.C

pur, Tessar f/4.5.

3Jy2t

Asnew.

Cost £11 7s. 6d

Zeiss Ikon Maximar

.A

otO.J.U

Hand, double extension,

delayed Compur, Tessar f/4.5, Zeiss Distar and Proxar
lenses, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Good con- £ Q 1 A A
•dition. List £13 5s .
dtOllUiU

21x21

Rolleiflex, f,'4.5 Tessar. Good

(1

condition .

7.3-cm. Long-focus Hektor
coupling for Leica.

Asnew.

4

/»

X 1 I . I .O

Lens f/1.9, automatic,

List £26

41x3.1 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back,
6J-in. Cooke f/2.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. flO.Irt
.ft
adapter, case. As new. List £35. ... XlJ/.lU.ll

4.5x6
f/1.5, 1

16-mm.

cm. Meyer Speed Focal-plane, 31-in. Plasmat
slides, case.

Kodascope

As

new.

Model

Cost

A, motor

Kodacolor, resistance to 250 volts, case.
Good condition. Cost £82 10s .

28 OLD

BOND

London,

£35:0:0

drive, fitted

COQ#<
A A
XOJ/*aU«U

ST.

W.l

Telescopes,

Barometers,

4Jx3i

lea Trona 212 Hand, double extension, 13.5-cm.

4Jx3}

Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, 13.5-cm.

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
C.A
leather case. Good condition .
XU*ltJ*U
ZeissTessar f/4.5, 3 book-form D.D. slides, P*|
case. Good condition .

A. A

cm. Pilot Folding Roll Film Reflex, 5-cm. Zeiss

Tessar f/3.5, Compur, leather sling case.
As brand new. List £iq 15s .
HU*U»U
3ix2.1 Tropical Ernemann Focal-plane, Emostar f/2.7,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. Good POO.I
C .A
condition .
X£0.1t)*U

16-mm.

Please state requirements.

ZEISS BINOCULARS
AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

x 2\ Curt Bentzin Roll Primar Roll Film, deA
layed Compur, ZeissTessar f/4.5. Good condition. IU*u«U

3x4

etc.

Agfa Movex Camera Model 12, f/3.5 lens, case,

also Agfa Movector Projector Model C, f/3.5 Agfa Oppotar,
100 watt, resistance to 250 volts. Allas (00,1
A, A
new. Cost £46 1 os .

3 x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/6.3
Novar.

f/6.3 Novar,

leather

case.

Good

con-

PLEASE

3Jx2V Newman & Guardia Revolving Back Folding
Reflex, 5^-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.

adapter,

lens

hood,

sky

filter, case.

281 OXFORD

Splendid

condition.

List £61 3s .

London,

Fourteen

doors West

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.il.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

MENTION

“ THE

£0.4

CA

dition. List £4 10s .
Ai£t. LO.U
pur,
leather
case.
Good condition.
3^x21
Series
III Kodak
Roll Film, f/5.6
Com¬
CostKodak,
£3:3:0

9.5-mm. Pathe Double-claw Home Pro- £0.1
jector. Good condition. List £6 15s .

C. A

A.O . I O .\J

4Jx3i Goerz Tenax Hand, Compur, f/6.3 Goerz Tenastigmat, double extension, negative finder, CA.A. A
Good condition. List £10
..
Lx.’l.U
9.5-mm.F.P.Pathb
Motocamera
de
Luxe, . f/3.5
Hermagis.
. .£6:1
5:0
Good10s.condition.
adapter.
6 slides,

lent condition.

List £9 17s. 6d. .
8-mm. Cin6-Kodak
Eight Model 20, f/3.5 £7:10:0
lens. Excel¬

of Circus.

WEST

P^O#1A#A

ST.

Certotrop Hand, f/2.9 Schneider

AMATEUR

Xenar,

delayed

foroutfit. Very good condition .
IIZ1.1U.U
3Jx21 Latest Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/2.7 Tessar, 6
slides, F/P. adapter, leather case. Good £OC.A.A

X*44i«AU«U

W.l

BOUND

31x21

Compur,’ screw rise and cross, double extension, lens
and shutter easily detachable as one unit, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, roll-film holder, leather case £4 0 4 A. A

BUSES

STOP

condition.

HERE.

List £45 .

73 LORD ST.
LIVERPOOL

iiill.U.VF

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cin6 Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem
Microscopes,
bought for cash.

D^?LL^?ND*/qiTCHIS^?N
32

A. A

Iti.lV.U

4}x3± Tropical Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, mask¬
ing device, 16-cm. Heliar f/4.5, also 12-in. Dallon Telephoto
f/5.6, and filter, 3 book-form D.D. slides, £OQ«1C*A
F.P. adapter, case. Good condition. Cost£6o. XfcuJ«Av»U

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd.JvS.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
I2i, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

£0.1

Excellent condition, List £3 7s. 6d.

520E Zeiss Ikonta, for 16 pictures on 3^x2$ Roll Film,

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Crouch End.— 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon.— 12, George St.
Cattord. — 62a, Rushey Green.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham.— 1 14, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-ig, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

...
ESTD
1750

OTOGRAPHER
4
CINEMATOGRAPHER
The ■Journal for Everybody willi a Camera
No.
Vol. LXXVII.

The

Wednesday,

Camera

that

does

the

February 38th, 1934.

focussing

The SUPER IKONTA is the latest addition to the world-renowned Zeiss Ikon
cameras, and it will undoubtedly be THE roll-film camera of the 1934 season.
The SUPER IKONTA retains all the ever-ready features of the standard
ikonta, plus a DISTANCE METER, designed on entirely new principles,
ensuring the accuracy of the best previous distance meters, combined
with immunity from damage never before realised. A glance through
the distance meter— -a turn of a milled wheel— and the scene is sharply
focussed. There will be no out-of-focus results with the SUPER IKONTA.
For roll films
(also by using mask supplied, for 16 pictures 2|"X l|").
The Super Ikonta with Zeiss Tessar and Compur shutter costs £17:0:0
and all good dealers have stock.
Folders free on request.
The picture on this page is taken with a Zeiss Ikpn Ikonta.

ZEISS IKON LTD., 11, MORTIMER

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

HOUSE,

MORTIMER

for transmission

ST., LONDON,

in the U.R.
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British Made

by KODAK

ENTIRE

Largest

RANGE

1934 SIX-20 AND

at Harrow
OF

SIX-16

“KODAKS’’

and “BROWNIES”
ALL

Photographic

KODAK

“VERICHROME”
35 mm.

CINE

REGULAR

FILMS

FILM— OVER

CINE- “KODAKS”

and

CAMERAS
PER

WEEK

KODASCOPES”
X mm.)

CINE-KODAK
ANASTIGMAT

THESE

1,000 MILES

AND

(16 mm.

Factory

FOR

AND

FILM

LENSES

FOR

“KODAKS”
AND CINE- “KODAKS”
(i>u lulling ultra rapid ft. 9)
X-RAY
KODAK

FILM

TESTED

VELOX”

GASLIGHT

KODAK

BROMIDE
(fourteen

PROFESSIONAL

KODAK

WORKS

• HARROW

• MIDDLESEX

“KODATONE”
DEVELOPING

SOME

CHEMICALS

KODAK

AND

PAPER
PAPER

grades)

WARM-BLACK
DAYLIGHT
PRINTING

SERVICES.

PAPER
PAPER
APPARATUS

Research

Laboratory

Medical Cinematography . “Kodascope" Home Movie
Library . Technical Advice Service . Kodak Magazine
Handbooks

The Kodak

on Photography

Factory was established at Harrow

in

1891. It is now the largest photographic factory in
the British Flmpire. It covers 14 acres of door space
and, together with the English distributing organi¬
sation, gives employment

to nearly 3| thousand

British employees.
KODAK
PLEASE
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“ THE

AMATEUR
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ANOTHER HUGE
PURCHASE
BY

GAMAGES

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.

1,100 FAMOUS
CORONET 9.5-mm.
CINE CAMERAS
OFFERED
AT

OUR SYSTEM OF MANUFACTURE
ASSURES YOU OF
GUARANTEED
FIRST QUALITY AND ALWAYS FRESH
MATERIAL.
OUR
FACTORY
IS EQUIPPED
AND
ORGANISED
TO QUICKLY MAKE
ANY GRADE
OR
SIZE, AND ENABLES
US TO GIVE A SERVICE AND
VARIETY of MATERIALS UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.
50, 100, 250. 425. 650.
doz.
doz.
eo
3ix21 .. 1/3
e
41x31 .. 1/10
51x3i .. 2/10
6JX4J .. 3/9
j

20

s

15

SEMITONE

21DEVELOPER,

T,

1/9 3 oz., to make
1/9, to make

GRANVILLE

DE

one

75 oz.
gallon.

2 oz. 4/3.

4 oz. 7/-.

SEPIA

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.

1 oz. tin 2/10.

1/6 Jar.

SEMITONE
(Chloro-Bromide)
72
12
36
6
Shu. Shu. Shu. Shu.
—
—
8d.
1/1
—
lid. 1/8
5d.
—
6d.
2/4
1/4
1/5
—
7d.
2/6
—
9d.
3/S
2/9
1/11
8d.

Shu.
144
1/11
4/2
4/6
6/2
10/3
31-

2/11

9d.
lOd.
lid.
1/3

1/s
1/7
2/3

1/10
2/9

3/5

nt

li¬

5/1
9/1

4/10

5/5
3/10
4/6
12/4
7/4
5/8/6
18/5
6/6
9/9
14/5 27/7
49/1
25/10

16/2
23/5
14/9152/6
93/6
35/-

i/3 per Roll.

Other sizes Pro Rats.

size* Pro Rata.

No extra charge for doubleweight.

I 1ST FREE
— ,
-

INCLUDING PRICES OTHER
NOT MENTIONED
ABOVE.

SAMPLES

papers

POSTAGE

paid

LONDON
- —

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN ROAD
'HOI. BORN END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS MAY BE OBTAINED.

on

free.

cards

and
all

MATERIALS

orders.

TRADE ENQUIRIES, REQUESTS for SAMPLES,
PONDENCE
AND POST ORDERS SHOULD BE

GRANVILLE

GULLIMAN
P.O.

BOX

MENTION

“ THE

CORRES¬
SENT TO

& Co., Ltd.

3.

LEAMINGTON
PLEASE

REDUCTION

LIST
PRICE

LATEST
MODEL

65/-

Single or Doubleweight.

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
72
6
144
12
36 Shu. Shu.
Size.
Shu Shu. Shu.
—
—
7d.
1/9
21x11
2/9
1/7
—
5d. lid
3ix21
5d.
3/7
41x21
—
6d. 1/1
1/4 2/3
41x31
—
8d.
1/8 212/11 5/4
51x31
lid. 2/S 4/4 7/961x4}
Td.
H
4/7d.
2/6 4/8
7 x5
8/9
9d.
6/4
1/3
8 x6
3/4
!/81x61
13/11
10.1 1/5
3/10 7/4 12/10/6
1/1 1/11 5/6
10x8
15/9
1/7 2/11 8/4
20/12x10
12/5 23/8 30/15x12
2/4 4/6 22/1
20x!6
45/4/3
42/7/9
10 ft. x 25 in. 5/6 per Roll.
80/Other

IMMENSE

3/6

DEVELOPER,
II-

FLASHPOWDER,

M O UNTAN

FILMS

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
2/3 ..
31x21
1/6 doz.
41x31
4/6 ..
51x31
3/6
61x41

All trrades.
50
100
1/9
31SEMITONE

IIGRANVILLE

CUT

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

SPA.
AMATEUR

This is an opportunity for everybody to enter the realm
of movie making for an initial outlay that is less than the
price of a good “ still ” camera. These Coronet Cine
Cameras are brand new and fitted with f/3.9 anastigmat
lens. Powerful smooth running motor. Brilliant builtin view-finder. Easy loading. Neat
and compact and easily carried.
List price 65/-. Gamages special offer

37'6

Used Cameras-Su per Bargains

9x12 cm. Gtunz Folding Plate, f/4.5 Tessar, latest Compur, double extension,
rise and cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Beautiful
ice outfit. . . . £7 17 6
Voigtlandvr Brilliant, f/6.3, 3-speed shutter, case. pr
List £4 15s. As new.. £3 3 0
2i X 34 Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, delayed-action Telma. List £7 5s. New.... £5 17 6
9x12 cm. Tropical Etui, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case.
List £16 16s. Good condition .
£7 10 0
2£x 3£- Baida Roil Film, f/4.5, 3 speeds, self-erecting, New .
£2 5 0
2Jx3| Certix Roll Film, f/6.3, 3 speeds. List £3 9s. 6d. New .
£17 6
i-pl. Cameo, f/7.7 anastigmat, 7-speed shutter, rise and cross, 3 slides. F.P.£17
adapter6
i-pl. Vesta, f/6.3, Ross Homocentric, Compound shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Good condition .
£3 15 0
2J x 3|- Cecarette, f/6.3, 3-speed shutter. Good condition .
£16
9
Double-claw Pathe Projector, motor drive, super attachment, dual resistance, tilting
attachment .
£6 17 6
Pathb “ Kid,” resistance and screen. Cost £3 3s. 6d. As new .
£2 6 6
Ensign Alpha-16 Projector, motor, resistance and case. Cost £16 16s .
£6 8 0
No. 1 Wondersign Titling Outfit. List £3 3s .
£1 19 6
10x30 Deraisme Prism Glass. List £7 10s. New .
£3 3 0
Two-power Government Model Telescope, 15 x and 30 x. New .
£3 3 0
6 x 24 Zeiss Prism Glass. Good condition .
£5 17 6
★

Gamages
in part

make

exchange

6AMA6ES,
PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

highest allowance
for your

present

on your

cameras

and apparatus

requirements.

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

Telephone

8484.

: Holborn
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WEEKS TO EASTER
HOLDS

AN UNAPPROACHABLE

The NEW

ENSIGN

( AUTOKIN

EC AM’

(As illustrated. 1

£57:5:0

CATALOGUE
You must get this beautifully
illustrated book of cameras and
cine apparatus. Ail the very
latest apparatus is here and
hundreds of splendid bargains in
guaranteed good mechanical order.
Send now.

This British-made 16-mm. Camera
incorpoiates all the features which
will enable even the beginner to obtain
splendid movies without any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished. With
clockwork motor, three speeds and
hand crank, direct finder. Complete
in leather case.

13 Gns.

an

of the

Cinematographers,

f/3.5

the

ease.
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of £10 : 5 : 4.

£88
WE

SPECIALISE
IN
BELL - HOWELL

With

high-grad

of 14/9.
Nine monthly payment

lens.

With direct view-finder, film countei
lens hood, safety staiting lever, l
high-class instrument with
i/3.
anastigmat.
Nine monthly payment
of 24/0.

ALL

APPARATUS

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 31/10.

drive.

6 Gns.
PATHE
‘LUXE
MOTOCAMERA

world has yet produced. Gets pro¬
fessional-like movies with consummate

10 Gns.

LATEST ! !

‘S ALEX’
VALUE!

IKON'S
The
‘SUPER
ZEISS

‘PICCOCHIC’
ENLARGER

Ltd.

A fine Miniature
Camera !

3x4

cm.

‘PICCOCHIC’

A V.P. camera taking 16
pictures on 127 roll film,
metal body, leather covered,
leather carrying handle,
nickelled fittings, uutomatically springing to
infinity by one touch of a
button, hinged back, f/2.9
Vidonar anastigmat, with
focussing adjustment to
3 ft.. Com pur sector shutter,
1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., reindeer skin purse
case.

YOURS

FOR

-fl o
IO/%J

And 8 similar payments
of £5 : 17 : 6 cash.

MENTION

“ THE

Has

IKONTA’

giving the most
definition.

exqusite

A latest pattern Compur
shutter, speeded 1, 4,
l /5th,

1/lOth,

l/25th,

l/50th. 1 /100th, 1 /250th
sec., with delayed action
so that the user may be
in the picture.
A compact, all-metal body, which opens instantly
of release button. No unsightly and inconvenient

With f/4.5 lens
5

range-finder

A genuine Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

£5:17:6
£7

a

coupled with the focus¬
sing, ensuring critical
focus for every picture.

A splendid enlarger for
3x4 cm. Piccochic camera
negatives or for Leica or
Contax sizes. With con¬
denser, electric fittings, and
metal mask, 8 magnifica¬
tions, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
in focussing mount, iris dia¬
phragm and paper board.

0

PRICE

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 13/9 or

COMPLETE
Nine

monthly

to infinity on pressori
projections.

£17:0:0

payments

of 39/8.

16/11.

s WHAT
You can

A

buy

7
secures the
%

90/94 FLEET ST., E.C.4
59 CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2
PLEASE

camera

motor

Associate

Institute of Amateur

2

Strong

SUPER

FREE & POST FREE!
Appointed

cin^

‘B

Its price and low-running cost brin
movie-making within the reach of at
Strongly constructed. Daylight loading

70-D.A.’

finest amateur

PATHESCOPI

MOTOCAMERA

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of £6 : 13 : 8.

* FILMO
The

OF CSTIL

THE

A new popular-priced cinA camera.
Strongly built up to the usual BellHowell reliable standard.

WITH F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT LENS

100-page

RANGE

AMATEUR

EASIER
TERMS COULD YOU WISH FOR ?
anything from City Sale on 9 equal monthly instalments. First payment
goods — only

5%

added, or 5/- if under £5.
in our free catalogue.

CITY
PHOTOGRAPHER

"
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SALE
WHEN
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BE WISE AND BUY IN TIME!
iND

CINE

CAMERAS—

FIRST

EASY

PAYMENT

SIMPLY AMAZING!

GENUINE BRAND NEW
ZEISS IKON BARGAINS!

A high-class instrument in every respect,
and sets a standard in precision-made cam¬
eras of the miniature class. No bellows,
absolutely rock rigid, direct finder, takes
16 pictures on V.P. size film, any make,
fitted genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens,
focussing,

‘ROLLEICORD’

Has numerous

with Compur sector ' shutter.
List price £11 10s.

With

payments

f/4.5 anastigmat lens and
finder lens.

of 17/3.

Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 10s.

1 0 Gns.

Or 9 monthly

payments

case, with

lock

Little bigger than a pocket diary! The
cleverest bit of camera designing for many

of 12/3.

and

a long day. Takes crisp, first-class pictures
at the low cost of a penny per exposure.

sling strap,

Has moire silk enamel finish. All-metal
body, 3-speed shutter, l/25th to l/100th
sec., T. and B. Reflex view-finder. Col¬
lapsible eye -level view-finder. Leather
slip case.

5/9 extra.

Zeiss

With

Ikon

BABY BOX
TENGORS

Ensar

All-Distance

lens.

f/6.3 anastigmat.

MADE
THE

BY

THE

FAMOUS

The ‘LEICA’ SPECIALISTS!

needs.

29/9

NewSUMMAR

The Best EXCHANGE
Let

us

pounds

have
we’ll

your
save

used

camera

you.

payment

PLEASE

MENTION

delayed-action

“ THE

AMATEUR

Compur

sector

shutter.
of
to

infinity, rock-rigid front, leather bellows,
brilliant reversible and D.V. view-finders,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B. Hinged
back, stainless fittings, covered with fine
seal-grain

leather.

ONLY
Nine

for your

EXCHANGE

!

LUXE’

For 3} x 2J roll films. Constructed
light metal.
Automatically opening

of 39/5.

from

IN STOCK

Quality

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT
With

ALLOWANCES
of used goods
approval.

NOW

£31 3s. Nine monthly payments ot 72/9

Salex
‘SUPREME
DE
With Corygon Finest

£16:17:6

in part

Buyers

MOUNT

LENS

In Collapsible Mount, £15.
In Rigid Mount, £13.
The last-named lens fitted to Leica Model III (as illustrated).

List price £47

payments

and

tell us your

Focal-plane camera with f/1.8
Ernostar anastigmat lens. Makes
instantaneous exposures in arti¬
ficial light. Light aluminium body.
Bushed for tripod, micrometer
focussing. Large direct view-finder,
Focal-plane self-capping silent
shutter, l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
leather covered, nickel fittings,
3 single metal slides. Size
2-5/16ths x 1 J in.

monthly

OF

our
branches.

ZEISS IKON
‘ ERMANOX ’

Nine

MAKERS

of

‘ROLLEIFLEX’

IN SUNK

OUR
PRICE

case

Write

Original price £2 js. 6d.

Price

24/6

Supplied in patented
solid leather £1 extra.

30/50/-

Body, all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette,
Zeiss Ikon Novar f/6.3, with
focussing adjustment, direct
vision view-finder, 2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset shutter for both
time and instantaneous expo¬
sures. Dimensions : 2 x 2\ x 3$
in. Weight 8 oz.

Our

large

shutter.

Our Price - £5:5:0
Leather

features in common

with the Rolleiflex. One-lever
Compur shutter. Patent film
guide, parallax compensation.
It is fitted with Zeiss Triotar

Our Price - £7:7:6
Or 9 monthly

CHOICE

THE BIG CAMERA
SENSATION OF 1934!

MIDGET’

LIST

YOUR

IF IT’S NEW—
WE HAVE IT!

The New
‘ ENSIGN

ZEISS IKON KOLIBRI
CAMERAS AT
40% OFF

GETS

fresh

City

monthly

£5:17:6
payments

of 13/10.

Ever Made !
purchase

Sale

are

and

allowed

see
5

‘ROLLEIFLEX’

Here’s the camera to get life into
all your pictures. Has every gadget
that goes for absolute perfection.
Size only 2£ x 2J x 4 in. Takes
12 exposures on standard 3p>c21
roll film. Gives beautiful enlarge¬
ments. Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and
Fitted with

B.
Zeiss

£20
Nine

monthly
Zeiss

the

Tessar

lens f/4.5.

:0 :0
payments
Tessar

of

46/8.

f/3.8.

£22:10:0

days’
Nine

monthly

payments

of

52/6.

E.C.1
E.C.3

(1929) Ltd.
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TWO
USEFUL
DIARIES

/

Our “Sale" has
Proved It

YOU CAN ALWAYS
DO BETTER AT

“THE

Zeiss Ikon
J-pl. lhagee
3x4

for use with own

Mirax

Enlarger,

Enlarger,

cm. Zeiss Ikon

12 x 10 Premier

lens.

As new.

for use with

own

f 6.3 anastigmat/.

Helinox

Enlarger,

Cost £10

5x4 Soho Focal-plane Reflex,
£40 .

0
0

£6

Cost £3 2s. 6d. . . £2
£12

f 4.5, 3 slides and

f 4.5, 3 slides and

Postcard Soho Focal-plane Reflex, Cooke
Cost £38 .

F.P.

II f . 4.5, Mackenzie

Reflex, Zeiss Tessar

3J ' 2i Ensign Speed Focal-plane
£9 15s .

Aldis-Buteher

15

0

5

0

15

0

Cost
0 0

f 4.5, 3 slides and
£16 15 0
Cost
0 0

J-pl. and 9 * 12 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex. Heliar
case. Cost £38 .

f 4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and
£6 10 0

J-pl. Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Reflex, Ross
F.P. adapter. Cost £21 .

Homocentric

J-pl. lhagee

Folding

Reflex.

Xenar

J-pl. Graflex Focal-plane Reflex
Cost £18 10s .
J-pl. Thornton-Pickard

Duplex

B. Kodak

Reflex. Pentac

Postcard Goerz Manufoc Tenax,
and case .
5
Cost

f 4.5, 6 slides and

Dagor

4 Sanderson, Beck Symmetrical
£7 .

anastigmat

G. New

Ideal Sibyl, Xpres

34 x 21 New Special Sibyl, Xpres
Cost £26 .
3J x 2J Agfa de Luxe
£2

f 4.5, 3 double

17-in.

Telephoto

Ross

8-in. 7x5

Telecentric

Cooke

Best Quality
Ensign

45x

Pan.

Brownie

Tripod

107

cm.

f 4.5, with diffusion
f 6.3, iris mount.

Trimmers.

Negative

Boxes,

all new.

with

Tanks.
Cost

long

Clips, strong,

As

focussing

mount.

adjustment

Cost

50 grooves.

rustless

3-section.
handle.

New*.
New.

metal.

Cost

Cost

6

£6

10

0
0

£4 10

0

0

0

£5

5

0

Cost

TEMple

Bar

7165.

AS

4s. 6d.
3s. 6d.

Each .

6d.

S

PLEASE

MENTION

1 T

D

AS

St to, 250 pp.

Price 2/- net

1360.

AMATEUR

o

1

RIGHT

BROUGHT

UP

A

*

B

N

TO
DATE

BAYLEY

Photographer,**
“ Photographlo

Enlarging.”

*

C

photographer.

62, Piccadilly, W.1

“THE

S.I.1

“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography: it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur

Stout paper

covers

By Post 2/3

Amateur

Cioemato.
grapbert. Ltd.

Obtainable

from

ILIFFE & SONS
4

EASY

Crown

1432.

:

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.

ST., S.W.1

GERrard

AND

lOJd.

of

Ill, Oxford St., W.1

E

D

By R. CHILD

4s. Od.

Cost 9s .
Cost 7s .

LONDON,

Author of '* The Complete
“ Hand
Cameras,”

0669.

REGent

STREET,

PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE
EASY

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE Ltd.

24, Charing X Rd., W.C.2

1 R

THROUGHOUT

27s. 6d.
14s. 6d.
7s. 9d.

WESTMINSTER
119, VICTORIA
VICTORIA

STAMFORD

5-section, 6s. 6d6-section, 8s. Od.

new.

8s. 6d .

9d. each.

17

£15

24s .

New.

£8

H

REVISED

9

Cost £33
£3 3

.

4s. Od.

Quite

T

new. Cost
£1 13 6

Cost £60 .

HOUSE,

6

adapter.
£3 10 0

Cost £3 10s. £13

shutter.

LTD., DORSET

adapter
£1 17 6

£26 10s.
£12 10 0
adapter and case.
£15 0 0

Is. 6d .

6x13 cm. Negative Boxes, 50 grooves.
4J x 6 cm. Negative Boxes, 50 grooves.
Developing

F.P.

mount .

Tripods,

Heads,

Developing

Adjustable

f 5.4, in rack

f/3.5, sunk

Brass Telescopic

Cine

odak
Zippa

Telephoto

Anastigmat

Anastigmat

3-speed

by post 1/7

all booksellers, stationers and bookstalls, or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & 80NS

Cost

List price £14 .

Portrait Lens

20-in. Zeiss Tessar
8-in. Cooke

15.6.

case.

As new.

3f x 2J Soho Cadet Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,
15s .
12-in. Dallon

17

From

sec., 3 slides and case.
£2 10 0

slides, F.P.

Roll Film, f,'8.8 anastigmat.

£12
F.P.

3 slides and

f 4.5, 6 slides and

Each 1/6

Cost £42.
£12 10 0
F.P. adapter.
£6 17 6

shutter.

1 to l/100th
shutter,

DIARY

Uniform in size, style and price. Bound in
leather cloth x3| inches, round corners,
pencil in binding: loop.

f 4.5, 3 slides and
£5 15 0

f 2.9. F.P. adapter .

f 8, shutter

WORLD”

adapter.

f 4.5, and

f/6.8, Compound

J-pl. Contessa Altura, Teronar f, 5.4, Compur
Cost £8 10s .
J-pl. N. &

F.P.

DIARY

Invaluable to all wireless enthusi¬
asts. Contains 78 pages of useful
information on a variety of wireless
problems. Includesa list ofthe chief
European broadcasting stations in
order of wave-length according to
the new Lucerne Plan.

6 envelopes*
£9 15 Oi

f 4.5 anastigmat.
£6

CYCLE”

“THE WIRELESS

F.P. adapter.
£14 10 0
adapter.
£15

slide and

Postcard Tropical Model Soho Focal-plane
case. Cost over £50 .
Reflex,

£5

Cost £40 .

Press. Tessar

Dogmar

0

Cost £2 19s. 6d. £1 15

10s .

to 9 x 12 cm.

Studio Set, 5 slides and stand.

10 16 cm. Deckrullo Focal-plane
Cost £45 .

Cost £9 10s. fid .

camera.

MOTOR

For every keen rider. Gives a
wealth of information on all
motor cycling topics, conveniently
arranged for quick reference.

“The Westminster”
Leica Projector,

28, 1934
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The Camera for Landscape.
One remark made by Mr. Ainger
Hall in his talk to the Pictorial
Section of the Royal Photographic

of a photograph as con¬
trasted with the freedom
sketch was well illustrated

by one of the London daily news¬
papers two days after the death
of the King of the Belgians. On its

Society on “ The Camera for Land¬
scape ” was to the effect that the
stand type of camera probably leads
to a different character of work from

s elaborate
an artist’
was of
page tion
back struc
when
the scene
recon

that produced by the reflex. That
is to say, the worker, whatever his
own bent, drifts into the habit of
treating subjects in the way in which
his apparatus best likes to work.
In that small respect at least he is
the slave of the machine. Mr.

the body of the dead King was
being conveyed by night into Brus¬
sels, with the torches giving an
aspect of conflagration all around
the bier. On the front page of the
newspaper was a photograph re¬
ceived by aeroplane from Belgium
at the moment of going to press.
It also showed the bier, but not a
torch was included, and the whole
thing had a simplicity and austerity
which carried conviction. One felt
that that was what one would have

Ainger Hall, in
experiences with
to have sampled
under the sun,

recounting his own
cameras, appeared
almost every type
and to have done

a good deal of adapting and inter¬
changing in the bargain. On the
film versus plate Question he took a
non-committal attitude. The emul¬
sion on films nowadays is comparable
in its range with what can be
obtained with plates, although Mr.
Hall confesses that he finds a little
more trouble in handling film in
development, owing to its special
liability to finger-marking ; and in
enlarging, with a condenser enlarger,
the fact that celluloid is not as

seen, whereas the other Surreptitious Press Photography
We are not surprised to learn that
the Archbishop of Canterbury ex¬
pressed himself strongly, though
privately, against the increasing
practice of smuggling cameras into
the gallery of ecclesiastical assem¬
blies at the Church House and ob¬
taining photographs of little groups
of the members of the Church

smooth as glass produces a certain
disadvantage, though this does not

Assembly or Convocation at a
moment when they are listening to
the debate with bored, or cynical, or
somnolent countenances. The
photographs are, in effect, “ closeups ” of the unconscious subjects.
This seems to be carrying the privi¬
leges of Press photography rather
far. It is rather worse for a public
man than being snapped in the
street, because in the street his
expression will be more or less alert,
whereas in a long debate he may
well be excused if his face in repose
falls into lines which do not please.

LXXVII.

apply so much, or at all, to the
dilfused-light enlarger.
Candle-light

Effects.

At the Burlington House Exhibi¬
tion of British Art the pictures by
Joseph Wright, of Derby (1734-97),
are attracting great attention. He
commands notice mainly by his
in

painting by artificial light, a field
in which, if not alone, he was, at

The above shot was taken from Goring
Bridge, and indicates a good viewpoint
for this type of subject.

any rate, unrivalled. He loved to
paint firelight and candle-light sub¬
jects, in which a glow in a darkened
room illuminates the watching faces.

A

snapshot of the Cambridge crew
18
training for the 3Boat Race.

5
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The publicity given to these paint¬
ings may revive the interest shown
a generation ago in candle-light
effects by photography. It was
during the winter of 1903-4 that the
photographic world was startled by
photographs of candle-light effects
(with the lighted candle included)
made by Mr. Newton Gibson, of
Hebden Bridge. Nothing like them
had been seen before, the candle,
its lighting and shadows cast being
faithfully and very beautifully ren¬
dered. Experts were puzzled, and
many were the guesses as to how the
pictures were made, as it must be
remembered that this was before
the days of super-speed pan. plates
and extreme-aperture lenses. The
secret was kept for some time until
Mr. Gibson told how they were
produced in “ The Photogram.” His
method, in brief, was to place the
candle (included in the field of view7
and apparently lighting the model)
against a perfectly black portion of
the background, immediately above
the flame of the candle was sus¬

Readers’

February 28th, 1934

pended a short, straight piece of
magnesium ribbon hidden from the
lens by a blackened strip of wood
suspended from above and acting
as a shield that was invisible against
the black background. It was the
light from burning the magnesium
ribbon that gave the illumination
for the exposure, it being near
enough to the candle flame to create
the correct shadows and high-lights.

the landscape artist or photographer.
Better say that the geological forces
which raise the hills and scoop out
the valleys are not so blind to beauty
as we think them.

Curves in Landscape.
What makes the curves of the
Sussex Downs ?
That question

photographs. The large prints must
have numbered about a hundred.
It was the appeal of an engineering
firm for certain abatements on

was put to Mr. A. J. Bull, the Presi¬
dent of the Royal Photographic
Society, at the conclusion of a
lecture on the causes of scenery,
during which he had shown him¬
self a geologist of no small merit.
On the question at issue he could
only reply that it was the more or
less accepted view that the curves
were produced by a solution of
chalk underneath the turf covering.
It seems a poor enough explanation
of that which rejoices the heart of

Photographs as Evidence.
We saw a new use for photographs
the other day when, attending the
hearing of an appeal by the Com¬
missioners of Income Tax, the little
court was almost smothered by

account of special depreciation of
plant and machinery, and every
detail of the works, including, for
example, the effect of corrosion on
certain parts of the machinery, was
illustrated by the photographs, a
portfolio of which was handed to
each Commissioner. It only remains
to add that the appellant did not
win his case, but that was not
because his photographic evidence,
at any rate, was deficient.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Photographic

Doubles.

Cut

I have an idea of amusing myself on occasional evenings by
trying to make photographs in which the same sitter appears
in two different positions. I am told that very simple arrange¬
ments can be made to do this without additional apparatus.
Can you give me a hint or two? Would the work be possible
by artificial light ?
F. L. (Oldham.)
There are several ways of producing “ doubles,” but we
will deal only with one — probably the simplest, but quite
effective if carefully handled. You do not say what apparatus
you have available, but it is practically imperative to use
a camera with a
focussing screen,
and on a tripod.
The lens must be
capable

of

taking

disc the

same

diameter

as the

ring, and

into three equal parts as shown.
at the first division from the centre.

Rub down the paper ring on glass-paper to get the edge flat
and smooth, and glue it down on to the disc. Black the cap
inside and out. When the paper strip is removed from the
lens hood the cap will be a good fit.
If you place the cap on the lens, with the straight edge of
the cut-away segment vertical, you should find that half of
the focussing screen is obscured, the edge of the image not
being sharp, but diffused or vignetted. The double exposure
of this vignetted strip should make it of the same density
as the rest of the negative. You can modify the result by
slightly altering the stop, until you find the exact setting of
the iris that will make the illumination just right, so that you
do not get a band down the middle
lighter or darker than it should be.

of

the

negative

either

the “ cap ”
de¬
scribed and illus¬
trated.

With the cap in position, arrange your sitter on the half of
the focussing screen illuminated, and make an exposure.
Close the slide and remove it. Turn the lens round, and repeat

Proceed as fol¬
lows : Cover the
hood of the lens
with a strip of paper,

the operations, taking care that the second exposure is exactly
the same as the first. The two positions of the cap are shown
in the sketch. It is important that the cut edge shall be
exactly vertical in both cases. You must also take care that
no part of the figure runs into the obscured portion.
There is no reason why you should not do this sort of work
by artificial light, provided that the light is sufficiently powerful
to make possible exposures that are not so long that there is
risk of movement during exposure. Modern ultra-rapid plates
are a great help in this respect.
184
The whole subject is on the one negative, and little or
no retouching or dodging should be necessary. Once the
stop has been exactly adjusted to the cap there should be
no trouble, and a whole series of doubles can be made with
ease.

sticking down one
end to form a loose
ring. Cut a long,
narrow
strip of
paper, round
and wind
this
and
round the hood
(over

the

paper

ring), pasting it tightly down as you go. You will finally
obtain a substantial paper ring, as shown in the sketch, and
this will be firm and hard when dry.
6

a cardboard

divide the semi-diameter
Cut the disc straight across
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EEP your Apparatus
CLEAN

Even the untiring amateur photographer
who uses his camera all the year round must,
of necessity, pause to consider his apparatus
at some time in the year, and certainly the
man who has not seen his camera since the
end of last season will need to spend a little time on it before he ventures into the
field of pictorialism again. What better time for this overhauling of apparatus
is there than right before the commencement of spring and summer activities ?
A few reminders should, therefore, not come amiss at this time of the year.

THERE is satisfaction and

confidence in apparatus that
works smoothly and is in good
condition, and in lenses that are
bright and clean. Better work is
done under these conditions and
every amateur should attend to this
matter himself.

The greatest enemy of the vast
army of photographers is, without
doubt, dust. Of what use is it for
manufacturers to produce perfect
sensitive materials if we allow them
to become sullied by tiny specks of
dust ? The first thing to do, then,
when attempting an overhaul of
apparatus, is to get rid of any
existing dust.
The back of the camera should be
removed, and the bellows, if any,
should be well extended, then the
camera can be well shaken, and the
more stubborn pieces of dust removed
with a soft brush.
If the instrument is a plate camera,
the slides are probably the dwellingplace of quite a lot of dust, as a
certain amount is sometimes rubbed
off the edges of the plate, especially
when they are inserted in the dark,
as is so often necessary in these
days of pan. materials.
While dusting the slides, it is as
well to examine the velvet lighttraps, which, in course of time,
become rather worn. These can
usually be replaced at home, with
the aid of a good adhesive and a little
care. The slide-cover should run
easily in its grooves, another point
which can easily be attended to by
the photographer himself.
Film-pack and roll-film adapters
do not gather quite so much dust
as plate-holders, but they should be
given careful attention all the same.
The rollers of the roll-film adapter,
and also of roll- film cameras, should
be tested for roughness, a thing
which, however, seldom occurs in
modern instruments, but when it does

is responsible for mysterious lines
and markings on the film. If the
roughness exists it should be rubbed
down with the finest emery-paper.
Register is a very important
thing, and also the correctness of the
focussing scale. There is no better
time to test both of these things
than when overhauling. It can be
done with the focussing screen and a
well-defined object — a white poster
with large printed letters is an
excellent thing. This is set up at
measured distances from the camera,

mentary lenses if these are used)
before each exposure, whenever there
is time. The back lens should be
treated in the same way whenever
the camera is reloaded. This regular
brushing keeps the surfaces of the
glass free from grit and dust.
It may be found necessary to
dismantle the lens periodically and
clean each component thoroughly.
This should be done by first of all
brushing the surface to remove grit,
and then gently wiping the glass
with the sponge moistened with

and the focussing-scale reading is com¬
pared with the measured distance.
At the same time the view-finder
can be watched to see if it accurately
includes the right amount of the
subject, and a note made of any
vagaries in this respect. In the
case of roll-film cameras which do
not possess a focussing screen, a
temporary one was described in
this journal, consisting of a piece of
greaseproof or tracing paper stretched
across the back from two used spools.
The lens requires very careful
attention. It must be remembered

spirit or eau-de-Cologne. It is im¬
portant to clean round the edge of
the lens near the mount. Finally,
the surface is gently polished with
the chamois leather. Filters and

that optical glass is very easy to
scratch and this component should
be handled with great caution.
Under-exposure and faulty defini¬
tion can often be traced to dirty
lenses and filters. It is important,
therefore, that these should receive
regular and frequent attention.
A lens cleaning outfit is a handy
accessory. It may consist of a
camel-hair “ iodine brush,” a
piece of soft chamois leather
tiny piece of sponge fastened
a short handle. For removing
of grease eau-de-Cologne is
care should be taken not
much of this or alcohol,
get into the cement of the
cause discoloration.185

small
and a
on to
traces

useful, but
to use too
or it may
lenses and

It is a good policy to make a
practice of lightly brushing the
front lens (and filters and supple¬

supplementary lenses should be simi¬
larly treated. Failing the lens¬
cleaning outfit, breathing on the
surfaces of the glasses and polishing
gently
an old
soft and wellwashed with
cambric
handkerchief
will
help to keep the lens clean.
Care should be observed in replac¬
ing should
the lens be
not gently
to cross screwed
'the thread
it
the ;
wrong way first until a click is heard
and then it will be found the com¬
ponent will screw snugly home
without distorting the delicate
thread.
Various methods of shutter testing
have been advocated, but if the
owner of a doubtful one insists on
having an absolutely accurate test
it should be sent to the National
Physical Laboratory at Teddington,
where they will report on it for a
small charge. However, not many
amateurs are so particular, and
generally it is sufficient, in the case
of a between-lens shutter, at any
rate, to see that it works freely and
without any drag. A word of warn¬
ing — if it doesn’t, get it repaired by
a reputable firm ; taking it to
pieces oneself is likely to lead to
disaster. With

regard to the focal7

Ih! amateur

photographer
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plane shutter, one sometimes gets
pinholes in the older blinds, but,
apart from these, and provided the
camera has not been exposed to a
lot of damp or other abnormal
conditions, little need be done.
It is possible to patch up pinholes
in blinds with a mixture of rubber
solution and lamp-black, but a new
blind is far and away the most
economical proposition.
Bellows should be examined for
pinholes, a strong electric torch or
bulb being placed inside the camera,
fully extended, and then examining
it in the dark-room. Do not hurry
this procedure, as what appeared
to be a perfectly whole bellows will

The

Camera

Club,

sometimes

disclose minute

spots of

light
after
have' been
the
dark for
a fewyou
minutes.
Here, in
again,
the advice given about shutter
blinds can be reiterated — the new
bellows scores every time.
The outside of the camera should
be thoroughly cleaned ; and look
out for rust, removing it at once
with a piece of rag moistened with a
little oil, but do not let oil get on
to bellows or working parts. The
release should be examined and
renewed if necessary, and filters,
lens hoed, etc., should be cleaned,
and their fitting checked.
While miniature cameras of the
latest type have

of 17, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2

no bellows to be

is

organising a competition for the finest photograph of the year
of an architectural subject, to be followed by an exhibition
of the accepted prints. The object of the competition is by
way of providing the public with a comprehensive survey of
the forms of British architecture, both present and past, and
also fostering the art of photography as applied to architecture.
All architects and photographers, both professional and
amateur, are invited to collaborate. Any number of prints,
not exceeding six, may be submitted by each contributor.
A prize of a silver fruit bowl to be specially designed by an
architect will be presented to the exhibitor of the winning

The

Coronet

In response

of the Photographic

9th-i6th, under the presidency of Mr. Murry Barford. The
headquarters will be the Grand Hotel Franklin, St. Malo, and
excursions have already been arranged to include Fougeres,
Eamballe and Dinan and Mont St. Michel. Messrs. Thomas
Cook & Son, Ltd., have been appointed official agents in
connection with the meeting, and are prepared to undertake
the travel and hotel arrangements for members. They have
issued an itinerary with complete particulars as to times and
tariffs. Members proposing to join the meeting this year should
apply at the earliest possible moment to Messrs. Thomas Cook
and Son, Ltd., of Berkeley Street, W.i, or to the Hon. Secretary,
Capt. F. C. T. Hadley, Houndsfield, Hollywood, Birmingham,
to whom the Convention subscription of 5s. should be sent
direct, and who will be glad to supply further details of
membership.

Autotype

Company,

of 59. New

Oxford

8

forth on the good-weather photo¬
graphy with pleasant anticipation
of freedom from irritating faults.

Camera

Club have just issued their 1934 cata¬

to an increasing interest shown

in amateur

Amateur

Photographic

Club ^announce

Our

American

contemporary

“ Abel’s

Photographic

Weekly ” which has appeared regularly with that title since
1911, is now being published in a new guise and under the
title of “ The Professional Photographer,” complete with a
picture cover and a full range of illustrations of a pictorial
character. The paper will, however,
nightly instead of weekly.

Ensign

Street, W.C.i,

have just issued a new edition of the “ A.B.C. Guide to
type Carbon Printing.” This standard work should
the hands of every photographer who is interested
process. Copies will be supplied on application to the
address at is. 2d. post free.

A final word of warning — don’t
clean up your camera and its
accessories and then put them back
into a dusty case. Give the case
a thorough clean, and you can set

an “ All Britain ” exhibition of photography to be held at the
Scarborough Public Library from August 31st to September
15th. There are two classes : A, open to members of the
Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club, and B, open to
any photographer resident in Great Britain. The closing date
for entries is July 28th. Entry forms and particulars are
obtainable from the Exhibition Secretary, c/o 18, Ramshill
Road, Scarborough.

Convention of the United Kingdom will be held in Brittany
this year, with headquarters at St. Malo, from Saturday, June

The

application of a little — a very little —
black shoe-polish, and this followed
with a soft polishing-cloth.

cinematography among photographers in the North-west of
London, the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Scientific
Society have agreed to form an amateur cinematography club
as a sub-section to the Society to develop this side of the
hobby. A meeting will be held on March 1st at 8.15 p.m., at
the Hampstead Public Library, Finchley Road, to discuss the
matter and a programme of films taken by amateurs will be
shown.

Scarborough
meeting

in black leather their external ap¬
pearance can be improved with the

logue a well-produced and fully illustrated booklet in photo¬
gravure describing the range of their cameras and giving full
particulars of their various products. A copy will be sent free
on application to The Coronet Camera Co., 310, Summer Lane,
Birmingham, 19.

print by the Editor of “ The Architect and Building News.”
Entry forms giving full particulars may be obtained on applica¬
tion to the Secretary, The Camera Club, at the above address.
All prints must arrive at the same address not later than
Saturday, March 17th.

P.C.U.K. — The 46th annual

cleaned they should still be freed of
dust and any suspicion of rust,
while the lens is almost certain to be
better for a clean.
In the case of cameras covered

” Show-at-Home

Library

in future

News

appear

fort¬

” is the title of a

new monthly pamphlet issued by Ensign, Ltd, of 88-89, High
Holborn, London, W.C.i, dealing with the most recent film
releases in their library. It is well illustrated and indicates
clearly the potentialities of each film which is offered, including

Auto¬
be in
in the
above

the footage and running time. Everyone interested in at-home
shows should ask to have this leaflet sent to them regularly.
186
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‘Photographing

A SUBJECT

lions

FOR

By DAVID

DULL

DAYS.

LEIGH.

lion in which the camera is placed in relation to them.
Observation of these factors, in many cases, help to create
pictures with the lion as a point of central interest.
There are famous lions, too. Think for a moment, recall
those of your own locality or of well-known places. Are
there any made famous by association with historical or
communal interests ? These are really worth a pictorial
record for your album. The Trafalgar Square lions are, of
course, probably the best-known in London, but there are
scores of others both in London and other cities and towns
that will answer our purpose, and only need to be recalled.
Three typical examples illustrate this article.
When photographing these lions success is assured with
the first exposure if you use a stand. Not only for time
exposures, but for correctly placing the lion or lions in
the best position on the negative. Additionally, the camera
can be levelled, the image accurately focussed and the

A

Leeds

Lion.

THERE are lions that are most easily photographed.

They probably make as good camera subjects as
those in the Zoo or at Whipsnade, and certainly
better ones for snapshot workers on dull days. Although
they only live in stone and ' bronze statuary they will
provide real interest to those who are not backward in
making the best use of
unusual material for picture¬
making.
Incidentally, a
collection of these animals

A

London

Lion.

excellent
or Press

eyes remain at liberty to
watch for the most judicious

purposes.
Heraldic, conventional,
symbolical, or lifelike, and in
a great variety of different
attitudes, these lions abound
on public monuments and
buildings, and their number
increases yearly. Yet I must
say that a mere record of
these stone and metal lions

time to give an exposure. The
only difficulty will be the
passers-by, who may be so dis¬
courteous as to stray into the
line of fire and remain there.
The hand-camera worker

will provide an
series for record

would

soon become

monoto¬

nous from the picture-making
standpoint were it not for
other factors at play. There
is pose, environment and
background, also the posi-

187

may elect, however, to dis¬
pense with a tripod and take
snapshots. In this case he
can dodge about in the
midst of traffic and secure
more unusual viewpoints, but
with picture-making as the
incentive even the risks at¬
tending this form of street

Bristol

Lion.

photography

are worth while.
9
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Snapshots
“THERE
CUT-OUT
”
are some photographic
where

look extra¬
subjects which
ordinarily well when mounted
from their
out
cut
and
wood

on

background.

Portrait

figures

and

dog

pictures are most suited to this treat¬
ment and the work is easy to do.
It is not a good

plan to choose

an

arm

or leg is extended,

for

they are likely to break during fretting.
The feet should be on the ground,

or -in some way connected
base, and the hands ought
the body,
example.

a figure

being

A treadle
and
saw
find

in

the

fret machine

pockets

best

for

is the quickest

most simple method,
can be used if care
the

with the
to touch

woods

28th, 1934

GWYNNE
By

JAMES.
H.

a small file so that the thickness of
the wood is not seen.
The stand is made by sawing a piece
of slightly thicker wood about
in.
longer than the base of the figure,
and about
in. wide. A slit has to
be

fretted

which

the

out
base

in

the

of the

middle,

into

figure is fitted.

but a hand¬
is taken. I

are

mahogany

-J-in., or Hobbies’ three-ply. In the
first place you should enlarge the
figure to the required size, then rule
a line across just above the ankles.
The background can be roughly cut
away

as

far

as

this

line, and

the

figure outlined in pencil to make it
distinct. Paste the print on the
wood

with

when

it is dry

a photographic

paste,

it is ready

ting
fret-saw.
It with
is as awell
to saw

out

for

and
cut¬

all inside

pieces first, and to do this a small
drill must be used to make a hole,
through

which

the

saw

left they are difficult
wards, and an arm
broken

in

the

is passed.

11

to get out after¬
or leg is easily

process.

The

outside

edge can now be fretted as far as
the line above the ankles. When this
is reached it should be followed for an
inch

or two

and

cut

on

either

to make

side of the figure,

a base

for the

figure

to stand upon. The edges should now
be slanted inwards from the front with

The ANATOMY

of SMALL

MANY amateur photographers must have availed them¬

ADVERTISEMENTS

kbL

The price should always be quoted, and the best policy is
always to state your correct figure. This advice may sound
fatuous, but is necessary, as a number of people wait for offers
and are then disappointed when nothing happens. Terms such

selves already of the excellent “ A.P.” " Amateur’s
Emporium,” at some time or another ; those who have
not already done so, and others who have not much practice
in this direction, may find the following of some use.
In the first instance these small advertisements should give
in compact form an accurate and attractive description of the
apparatus involved. Any special features, particularly those
not standard, should be stated.

as " What offers ? ” can be unhesitatingly condemned, as
people naturally tend to offer their lowest figure, and surely
it is easier for the seller to estimate the value of the apparatus
than the person who has never seen it.
A box number may be used where necessary, and is particular¬
ly useful when advertising the same apparatus a second time
after a first unsuccessful attempt.

The condition of the camera should be given always, and
with care. So often old and superseded types of cameras are

To

described " as new,” or “ in new condition.” The prospective
buyer imagines the camera to be practically new, and may get
an unpleasant shock when the outfit arrives. Cameras may
only legitimately be said to be in new condition when they are
the latest models, or at least where there can be no doubt as
to the particular model referred to in the advertisement. Other

ments
a bad

clinch

my

points

I have

picked

at random

two

advertise¬

from past numbers of " The A.P.” The first I consider
example, and the second a good one.
LEICA Camera, very latest type, as brand new, with leather case, private

sale, £17/10- — Box- ooo, c/o “ The A.P.”
This advertisement appeared after the Leica III was put
on the market, and thus leaves one in doubt as to the model

cameras in very good condition should be described as “ un¬
soiled,” etc. At the other end of the scale serviceable cameras
should be described as such, or as “ sound.”
The lens and shutter should also be carefully described.

referred to, and there is a great redundance of words which
could have been better employed in more accurate description.
For instance, the lens is presumably the Elmar f/3.5, though
there is no mention of this. It would also have been useful

Well-known equipment such as " Tessar f/4.5,” or " delayed
Compur,” however, require no further description. Where the
shutter is. the old -type Compur this should be made clear.
Needless to say, any accessories ought to be mentioned, and it is
a good plan to put the price in brackets after expensive items,

to know whether the case was of the Ever-ready type or not.
The next advertisement I consider a good one, and needs
no comment : —

thus, "...

10

tripod

(22/6) . . . complete,

£ . . .”

l88

PILOT Reflex, 3x4 cm., f/2.8 Tessar, complete with case, Proxars, hood
and filter ; recently cost nearly £25, indistinguishable from new ; £17, or if
necessary

nearest offer. — Box

000, c/o “ The

A.P.”
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A SIMPLE

DARK-ROOM

HEATER

ARELL.
By more
W.
URING
past winters my dark-room has been a place
suitable for cold storage than for the art of photo¬
graphy. This season when the cold weather approached
I decided to tackle the heating question seriously.
When it came to the point, however, I found it was a problem
on its own, as I certainly did not wish to go to the expense of
an outside stove and hot-water pipes.
Further, as I may want my dark-room at any odd moment
Hole drilled here ■

Cut away top round edge.

the heating apparatus must be something easy
and cheap to run, so that it can be left on day
the winter.

and

to dry towels

on.

The

storage

stove.

to look after
and night all

of one’s

stock

or gaslight papers

is solved,

too, and

the cameras

and

enlarger are never damp, nor do bottles “ sweat.” Solutions
are always ready at a workable temperature, water being kept
in the dark-room in two large jugs under the work-bench.
No trace of fumes is ever present, and I have often worked
there for two or three hours at a stretch with no discomfort,
as the top of the flue pipe is turned towards the top outlet
ventilator, and a lighted match held to it shows clearly how
well it does its work.
The V-shaped clip through which the flue-pipe is passed
should be made an easy fit, so that when the stove requires
filling all that is necessary is to slide the pipe up through this
clip, the drum, of course, rising at the same time. When the
drum is just clear of the stove it can be rocked slightly to one
side, and so will rest on the top of the stove while this is refilled.
I refill every morning, as this suits me best, and the whole
job does not take two minutes. Once a week I withdraw the
whole stove, clean the burner and trim the wick. When I
fitted it up I had the oil stove by me and also the empty drum,
so I had only to buy the piping and nuts. But to buy the
whole lot the cost would be small, even including the little
necessary work to be done if One had no tools.
Not a trace of light comes from the stove, as enough air gets
in round the bottom to make it unnecessary to have any inlet

I

The heating stove finally evolved consists of a single-wick
Beatrice stove, an empty five-gallon oil drum, a length of
ii-inch gas barrel with two nuts one end and an easy bend at
the other. My dark-room is 4 ft. by 4^ ft. by 8 ft. high, and
one side is exposed to the north ; yet this simple little stove
keeps the place dry and at an even temperature of 52 degrees,
burning for 24 hours without being touched, at a cost of one
pint of paraffin.
The drum is also generally available to stand glazing boards
against

bromide

of

holes drilled. These might be required if the floor were ex¬
ceptionally smooth, and if they were they could easily be
shielded by a strip of tin soldered on to the side of the drum
at an angle.
This

simple

place of
places in
stock dry
the tiny

apparatus

has

changed

my

dark-room

from

a

torment in cold weather to one of the most “comfy”
my home, while the convenience of having all one’s
and instantly available is alone worth far more than
cost involved.

To those with larger dark-rooms than mine a twin-wick stove
set inside an empty ten-gallon drum, with a 2-in. flue-pipe,
would, no doubt, work better. I have not tried it so I cannot
say, as mine gives me all I need, and has now
over three months without once failing.

been

alight for

The Small Camera in Cold Weather
DURING the winter months it is

necessary to exercise some
care with regard to the use of
miniature cameras, especially during
the cold or wet weather. This applies
more particularly to those workers
with whom the little camera is a
constant companion.
The warmth of the hand in close

from moisture, and the warmth of the
hand had caused condensation of
moisture on the front lens.
The same may
camera is placed

happen when the
in a warm inner

pocket, and then brought out again
for immediate use, before any moisture
can dry off.

exposures are generally those made in
damp or showery weather, and the
trouble will be eventually traced to the
fact that the camera was held with

Another point to be given con¬
sideration at this time of the year,
when exposures are necessarily made
at less frequent intervals, is how long
sensitive material in the camera will re¬
main in good condition. If the camera
is carried in the hand, as is generally
the case, the sensitive material will be
subjected to a higher temperature
than obtains through contact with the
body. High temperatures have a
detrimental effect upon the speed and
keeping quality of sensitive material.
By way of personal experience a
a roll of film of the high-speed ortho
type was kept in a small camera
which was carried constantly for
three months without occasion for use

a view

being presented.

proximity to the lens when adjusting
the latter, shutter, or stop may cause
condensation of moisture on the
front glass, which, if an. exposure
is made before the moisture has
dried off, will cause defective results.
Negatives which are badly defined,
suggesting a dirty lens, or one in¬
correctly focussed, may be produced,
although it is known that neither of
these possible causes could have
brought about the defective results.
It will be found that the defective

to the

lens being

protected

When

the film was

exposed, it was found that the section
which had been facing the lens ex¬
hibited a general fog, while those
exposures which had been coiled
upon the protecting paper on the
spool were productive of perfect
negatives.
In the case of a roll-film camera it
is an excellent plan, if there is no
immediate prospect of using the
film, to leave it threaded up, but not
wound to No. 1. This will allow of the
film being afforded better protection.
The chance has to be taken that a
worth-while subject may present itself
and pass before the camera is ready
for action, but the winding on of the
film is but the work of a few moments,
so the possibility is not likely.
A further point which concerns all
users of photographic apparatus is
that during the colder months of the
year the springs controlling the shutter
work more rapidly, and may cause
shorter exposures to result at the same
setting than is the case during the
warmer months of the year. R. M. F.
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he WINL
By S. E. L. MOIR.
do mobile

or unfixed objects. The yielding tree will,

for example, present a better suggestion of the wind’s
power
thanhill.will the stout gentleman’s hat skimming
down the
Such commonplace objects as flags fluttering in the

A

boisterous

dav

in Town.

YOU can ot take a picture

March

of the wind,” the cynic
will say. “ And, as for
photographing the rain
— well, it’s almost as impossible.
So it had better be admitted

gusty breeze are frequently very
effective in conveying the right
atmosphere. So — in a far stronger
way, of course — are the swollen
sails of a racing yacht.
Workers who prefer a lighter or
a more delicate vein may chance
upon some sportive leaves remaining
from the autumn. If these can be

right away that photographs of the
boisterous element are out of the
question, and that the rain does give
rise to certain difficulties. But is
it the wind itself — or the rain — that
gives us the pictures we want ?
Is it not rather the effect of the
wind — and the rain — that makes
these pictures possible.
It must be assumed that it is ;
and with this clear conception of
the theme or motif it is possible
to exploit all likely opportunities
as they present themselves.
The factor that can best be

caught spinning about in a clear
place, it should not be difficult
to arrange an effective composition.
Others who may wish to appeal to
the general sense of humour can
be depended upon to photograph
their friends struggling with blownopen overcoats that will not be
buttoned close, whilst — often with¬
out the aid of friends — humorous
pictures of umbrella calamities have
been secured.
There is no doubt that street
scenes in town on a really windy day
will not only yield many striking

relied upon fhr effect in “ wind ”
photography is force It is force
that bends the slender sapling and
gives an unfamiliar direction to all
pliable and yielding objects in the
picture. The main thing to remem¬
ber is that static bodies nearly
always convey an appropriate ex¬
pression of this influence better than
12

morning.

pictures but give an unmistakable
idea of the state of the weather.
Breezy.
100

Photographs of the rain are not
nearlv so difficult to secure as some

Thi amateur photographer
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IN

workers may imagine. Simple
studies like the wet and puddled
streets, traffic policemen and other
workers standing about in dripping
capes, swollen gutters and over¬
flowing butts are typical of a shower
or heavy fall of rain. Not only are
these pictures fairly easy to secure,
but the actual rainfall can in many
cases itself be photographed against
a dark background.
The two most important acces¬
sories are a fast lens and a lens hood.
Fast lenses are really a necessity,
since rain is usually accompanied
by a darkening of the skies that con¬
siderably reduces the prospects of
an

adequate

exposure.

Fast pan-

A gusty

corner.

Since both wind and rain are usually encountered
together at this time of the year, it is not difficult to
include impressions of both in a common study. It
is important, in this case, to work with the wind well
to the rear or to operate from the leeward side of a fair
shelter. Large raindrops, especially when blown from
a sharp or acute angle, can spoil the best of preparations.
Such raindrops can, however, make the puddles and
wheel-tracks much more effective in “ close-up ” pictures
and full pictorial use should be made of clouds. These,
fortunately, are most prevalent at this season of wind
and showers, so that all the essentials are ready for the
photographer and his skill to transform them into
lasting impressions of what is usually the wildest of all
seasons of the year.
Wind

and

rain.

Scurrying

home.

chromatic films or plates are also desirable for this work.
The lens hood should be larger and deeper than usual,
its function in this work being not only to shield the
lens from direct lighting, but also to shelter the lens
surface from chance splashes. A safe plan — although
one not always possible of execution — is to use the
camera well within a doorway, from which the picture
can then be secured.
To secure the rather difficult representation of rain
actually falling, it is absolutely necessary to work from
some sort of close shelter. Nor is there any disadvantage
in this, since with the fast lenses normally employed it is
in some cases possible to secure visible images of the
larger raindrops falling close to the camera. When
such a photograph has been secured, it is possible to
“ help ” the effect by judicious handwork, as indicated
in the print reproduced on this page, although this will
no doubt be strongly objected to by the purist.

Rain.
191
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

a topic of interest
PICTORIAL

I

I am

continuing

what

I have to say about " com¬
position." Last week I said that this
word indicates, more than anything
else, the placing and arrangement of
the subject in the space which con¬
tains it.
Many

of us would

put some

this heading

dealing

in photography.

COMPOSITION.— II.

TAKING some more prints as
examples

under

to the novice

flowers

in a vase so that they looked “ any¬
how ’’ — too close together, too far
apart, lopsided, awkward. Someone
else who has the knack of it comes
along, gives a push, a pull and a pat,
and you could walk all round those
flowers and And that from every

point

of view

they

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
jor the

look

just right.

But if you ask that someone-else how
it is done, do you suppose that you
would be handed a set of rules, or a
list of formulae for arranging flowers ?
Not a bit of it. The pleasing ar¬
rangements — for they are many —
depend on the number of flowers,
their sizes and shapes, and even their
colours.
It is very much the same with the
composition of photographs. The
things included must certainly not
look crowded, or straggly, or put in
the wrong places, or with too much
or too little space for themselves.
How about Fig. 1 ?
It was meant to be a
portrait of a nice little
donkey and
nothing
more. There is no story
to be told, no emotion to
arouse. Its author men¬
tions that it was taken
with a certain miniature
camera,

and he gives the

stop, exposure and the
date. These details do
not make the actual
result either better or
worse. We see at once

l-'lg. 2.

Moreover, it gives the impression
pushing the landscape down.

that he has not got the
animal well placed in
the space ; some of it
is not placed at all. He
made the serious mistake
of making it a vertical
instead
of a hori¬
zontal picture. There is
too much of the trees
and too little fore¬
ground. Only the head
—and not quite all of
that — is sharply defined,
and this sharpest and
strongest part is pushed
to one edge. So that
even as a straightfor¬
ward portrait of a donkey
we do not feel com¬
fortable about the result.
Fig. 2 resemblance
has one un¬
fortunate
to
Fig. 1.
14

28th, 1934

Fig. 1 — the top half of
the 192
print is extraneous.

Fig- 3-

of
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Fig. 3 is a simple and familiar type of subject — just an
old gateway. There is nothing about the subject, or the way
it has been treated to make a " picture,” or to qualify it
for competition purposes ; but see how deftly it has been
fitted into its space. Can you better it ? Do you want
the arch shifted a bit to right or left, up or down ? Would
you like a strip more or less on any one of the four sides ?
To my mind it is perfectly composed.
In such cases many photographers put the arch right in
the middle (or try to do so), and look straight through it.
Similarly they point a lens straight along the middle of the
aisle of a church, or plant themselves in the middle of a
road. More often than not the result is too symmetrical,
and the less balanced composition, as in Fig. 3, is better.
Fig. 4 is rather a puzzle. The gigantic aspidistra and
crockery — little more than a silhouette — monopolises most
of the space. If this were intended to be the real subject,
what is the boy doing, tucked away in the comer ? If we
were to be interested in the boy, why the vast intrusion of
vegetation and earthenware ?
The title enhances, rather than explains, the mystery —

l

l

I

clouds drifting away, perhaps a soft haze in the air. Nothing
of the sort is vividly shown here.
It is a pretty safe rule that if a sky is given half the picture
space or more, it must be an interesting sky,. Certainly it
may be quiet, and its main purpose may be to give a feeling
of space. In this case it serves no such purpose. If the
print were cut in halves it would be the better for it. Almost
certainly this, too, should have been a horizontal subject,
and it is quite likely that something good might have been
made of it with more skilful treatment. At present the
composition is obviously weak.

“ The Sun Looks In.” Perhaps " sun ” should be spelt " son,”
but even then he has got a very poor look in. The author
of the print shows that he can photograph a sunny effect,
but he has failed to arrange his material. He should have

The original print is in very weak tones throughout, and
the whole of the sky is a uniform grey. The idea of the
print, as indicated by its title, was to show the effect
after a shower. Very often such an effect is very attractive
— objects shining with wet, puddles giving reflections,

excluded the “ decorations,” brought the boy nicely into the
space, perhaps given him a book to read, and concentrated
interest on the figure and the fine lighting effect. I hate that
aspidistra, and 1 like the boy. But the very worst position
for the principal object is in one comer.
W. L. F. W.

)

Fig. 4.

“TheTo encourage
A.P. pictorial
Monthly
Competitions
AND inRULES
outlook and good
technique in the photographic work PRIZES
of our readers
all parts
This class is open
First

Prize. — One

plaque

(optional).

Second

bronze

to all amateur

plaque

Third

guinea

Prize. — Half

(optional).

Prize. — Five

in cash

a guinea

shillings

photographers.
or “ A.P."

in cash

or

silver

“ A.P."

in cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates

of

Merit.

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second
Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

In addition to the general rules (see below),
following conditions apply :—

to the general rules (see below),

(1) No
print enlargements
must be larger
6x4
Contact
prints
or small
up than
to this
size in.
are ' eligible,
but must be unmounted.
(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or
in the Begin¬
19certificate
3
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.
General

the

the

apply :—

s.

have

In addition

following conditions

er

who

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

nn

those readers

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.

gi

This class is to encourage

passed the “ beginner” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter ^ in the Advanced
Competition.

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

rBe

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

Fo

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
hand.
(2) Each print must have on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor.
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked on the outside “ Beginners,”
or ” Advanced,” as the case may be.

“ Intermediate,”

(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid.
(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

The

closing

1 5
date for the next competition
Saturday, March 31st.

is
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

I HAVE been the possessor of a camera of sorts for some

fifteen years, but have only been actively interested in
pictorial photography from an exhibition point of view
for about three years. At first 1 made almost every mistake
possible for a beginner, but 1 was fortunate in enlisting the
advice and guidance of an experienced worker who put me
on the right path.
“ I have no preference for any particular type of subject,
but 1 am much in favour of the more modern points of view,
both in regard to setting and lighting. I endeavour to make
a picture

of anything

that

presents

itself to me

as a possi¬

to our Special Representative.

bility. This does not mean that f fire off indiscriminately at
anything or everything. What I consider to be one of the
most difficult things to acquire is what is termed ‘ the seeing
eve,' and as much skill has to be expended upon knowing when
to restrain the impulse to risk a plate, as to know when to
expose with speed and certainty. I know no better way as
an aid to the perfection of this feature than a careful study
of the art pages of ‘ The A.P.’ and the criticisms and analyses
of them. Also I have found the help and encouragement of
The A.P.’ competitions invaluable.
Since 1 largely use Ilford Hypersensitive Panchromatic
plates, my method of developing is as follows. The
plate is immersed in the developer in total darkness,
and immediately covered with a larger dish. The
safelight, which, consists of an. Ilford light filter in
front of a 10-watt electric bulb, is switched on, and
the

dish gently

rocked

for three

and

a half minutes.

The cover is now removed and development is com¬
pleted by inspection. This can be safely accomplished
now without risk of fogging, as the extreme sensitivity
of the plates has been overcome and the safelight is
strong enough to see what is taking place in comfort.
The ideal density of negative to aim at is such that
a good enlargement on chloro-bromide paper can be
obtained. The developer used is M.Q. borax at a
temperature of 70° Fahr., which gives the fine grain
necessary when considerable enlargement may be
required.
" The print ‘ Sea Gulls ’ had to be enlarged from
a small portion of a 3|X2^ negative. In this con¬
nection it may be interesting to point out that I
frequently run a batch of finished negatives through
the enlarger, projecting them in large size on to a wall,
light in colour, and then I make a search for potential
pictures. ‘ Sea Gulls ’ was discovered in this manner.
" I very rarely make a contact print, and favour
Kodak Royal or Ilford Natural Grain bromide paper.
All negatives which appear incapable of giving a
reasonably

good

enlargement

are

discarded.

The

satisfactory negatives are all enlarged to whole-plate
on the grade of paper believed to be most suitable,
and the prints are spotted, trimmed and mounted on
white card. Those now chosen for exhibition prints
are further enlarged to 12x10 size.
The camera which has gained for me my largest
measure of success is a 3^X2^ Ensign Carbine with
an 1,4.5 Tessar lens, taking plates, and fitted with a

194

Research.

16

By

Norman

Crawshaw.

roll-film adapter. This latter adjunct I find indispens¬
able at holiday times. For more serious work indoors
and locally, I use a quarter-plate tropical reflex, but
find this too heavy for carrying around in general.
“In the limited time at my disposal I try to make
the hobby as much of a pleasure as possible, and I
think that being continually on the look-out for
probable pictures and for beautiful settings gives an
added

zest to all activities.”
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SEAGULLS.

By
(See article ,

How

1 make

my

Exhibition

Pictures ** on the opposite page.)
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REMERO.
(From

the Loudon

Salon

of Photography.)

F. Mora

Carboneli..
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1. — "Sunshine."

By

28,
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a

2. — “St.

D. A. Gury.
5. — “ The

By

By

Old

W.

Michael’s

Homestead.'

S. Coles.

Mount."

C. Peters.

3. — “ The

Old

By H.

Lollipop

Shop.”

B. Adams.
6. — “ Evening

Shadows."

By ]. Roberts.

4. — “The

By

Sentinels."

E. Davies.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
on the Beginners' prints reproduced on
^
C
dom
e Kjntical7
Commen
ts
the opposite page.

JUDGING from the title of No. 2
of the

prints

on

the

opposite

page — “ St. Michael’s Mount,”
by C. Peters — it is intended that the
Mount should be the centre of at¬
traction, but, having regard to the
dramatic nature of the cloud formation,
it is the sky that claims the major
share of the attention.
Interest

Divided.

It is perfectly true that the Mount
is the most prominent object in the
scene, and it is no less veracious to
say that it does invite a certain amount
of notice ; but, for all that, the obvious
motive of the picture is the cloud
effect and not the feature in question.
Nevertheless, each of these items
has a claim upon the attention, and,
though the sky is the more insistent,
the interest is divided. This fact
diminishes the appeal of the picture
as a whole. If, however, it were
possible for the attraction which each
exerts to be united, not only would the
subject gain in pictorial significance,
but the implication of the title would
be more fully sustained.
What is needed is that the two
elements should be brought into
juxtaposition. That is, the Mount
and the brightest light of the sky
should occur in approximately the
same vicinity ; but, as the light comes
from the sun behind the clouds, and its
position, as well as that of the Mount
itself, were fixed unalterably at the
time the exposure was made, it is
obvious that to have obtained such
a conjunction the viewpoint should
have been changed to a standpoint
very considerably to the left. So
much so, that it is improbable that
it would have been possible for the
distance to be covered before the
disposition of the clouds had entirely
changed.
The fact of the matter is that the
maker of the print did not happen to
be in the right place at the right time,
and in this he was unfortunate.
Subject

and

Viewpoint.

It is, perhaps, easy to be wise after
the event, but, had the effect been
foreseen, it might have been arranged
for the Mount and the sun to be kept
in the same line by moving along the
shore in the opposite direction to the

motion of the sun, and, as a good
cloud effect made its appearance, for
an exposure to be made.
Then, after a few such exposures
had been given, the negatives de¬
veloped and a print from each made,
it would be possible for the best to
be chosen, and either submitted for
competition or put on one side for
enlargement with a view to sending
it for exhibition in due season.
At all events, such a procedure is
decidedly worth while, for something
of the same nature is adopted by most
of our prominent workers. They think
nothing of making half a dozen ex¬
posures on the same subject, simply
with a view to utilising the best one
only ; and, though it may sometimes
be the case that the first is best, the
rest cannot be regarded as waste, for
it may be both feasible and desirable
for a feature that is included in one
to be transposed to the one finally
chosen, or something may happen to
the first that makes it impossible
to employ it.
A

Wise

Precaution.

Even if there be but the one view¬
point, it is always a wise precaution
to duplicate exposures, particularly
where the subject seems likely to
yield a good thing.
So many things can happen beyond
the control of the most careful that
the wisdom of some such procedure
should be unquestionable, and, times
without number, the expenditure in
material will recoup itself over and
over again.
Take No. 1,
Gury, as a case
doubt but that
attains quite

“ Sunshine,” by D. A.
in point. There is no
this print, in its class,
a high level ; but,

supposing a suitable figure had pre¬
sented itself just as the author had
concluded his exposure, and he had
secured it with another, the appeal
of the second would be so much in
advance of the first that it would,
without doubt, have been substituted.
With a good setting, it is often worth
the time and trouble to wait for an
19

9
appropriate figure to turn
up, or even
arrange for a model to be present,
although, in the latter case, there
must be co-operation between model
and operator in order to avoid any

suspicion of deliberate
camera consciousness.

posing

or

The expedient is one that could have
been usefully adopted in the cases of
Nos. 4 and 5, “ The Sentinels,” by
E. Davies, and ” The Old Homestead,”
by W.
The

S. Coles.

Introducing

introduction

a Figure.

of a figure would

very greatly enhance the attraction
of both of these efforts, and would
lend just that touch of human
that, at present, they lack.

interest

The sunlight in the latter is some¬
what weak in quality, and a figure
in a light -toned dress in full light
to give it point would so appreciate
the value of the sunshine that no
one would credit that the difference
was simply
inclusion.
a

attributable

to the added

Similarly, in No. 4, the presence of
dark-toned figure — a labourer or

group of men with horses and carts —
at the extremity of the lane would
immeasurably heighten the feeling of
light which, even now, is not at all
badly suggested. It would be as well,
here, if the viewpoint were somewhat
altered, so that instead of the line of
the hill in the distance running upwards
from edge to centre, its inclination
were reversed ; or it may be that,
either farther on or a little previously,
another hill, with its line running
downwards, would have offered itself.
Quality

Similar

and

remarks

the

Print.

apply,

again,

in

the case of No. 6, “ Evening Shadows,”
by J. Roberts, where, although the
effect is well seen, it would be stressed
by the introduction

of a suitable figure.

Incidentally, the reproduction flat¬
ters the original considerably, for the
tones of the latter are very muddy,
and exhibit the appearance of a
print that has been over-exposed and
has not received a due measure of
development. This is a fault that
frequently is noticeable in the colder
months, for it is often forgotten that
at a low temperature the developing
mixture requires a longer time to do
its work.
No. 3, “ The Old Lollipop Shop,” by
H. B. Adams, is just the opposite, and
shows a fine quality in all its tones.
“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ BY THE

IN the course of last week’s article

reference was made to the de¬
sirability, in the majority of
pictures, of the adoption of a dark
tone in the foreground to ensure
stability ; but, as is the case with most
of the rules relating to artistic com¬
position, there are exceptions. Of
these, the subject of our discussion
this week is one, and it is an exception
because it is primarily a foreground
study.
A Question

RIBBLE,”

is in a comparatively
contains quite vigorous
Dark

and

by J. Almond.
high key, it
contrasts.

Light.

Compared with the remainder of
the picture, it displays the greatest
extremes of tone, both the strongest
lights and the deepest darks being
contained within its area.
This state of affairs, in conjunction
with the prominence enforced by the

In a way, it is supported by the
imitation suggested by the more
weakly placed bush on the left (2),
which also forms a balancing accent
and serves to prevent the eye from
straying too near the edge on that
side. It seems to retain the interest
within the picture. The ripples on
the water, too, react in a similar way
and establish a useful connection
between the left and right hand sides,
while, in the upper re¬
gions of the picture, a
like function is served by
the enclosure suggested

of Character.

In the former case, the
main interest centred in

by thebanks.
formation
river

a group of trees which
were the outstanding fea¬
ture in a landscape ; but,
while the trees were com¬
paratively near at hand,
the remainder of the

This region, although it
does but form a part of
the setting, has a certain
influence in that its pre¬
vailing horizontal lines
seem to suggest a feeling
of tranquillity and peace,

scene possessed no little
significance, and the sub¬
ject had to be considered
as a whole, or as a normal
sort of landscape, seen
in a normal way.
Here, there is a dis¬
tinct difference. Not only
does the
foreground

which,

of the

the pictorial content.
The

Pastoral
scape. in

Land¬

Without it, or some¬
thing equally suggestive
to take its place, there
would be no holding
the foreground down, nor
would it be possible for

attraction, but the dis¬
tance is of little relative
importance, and
the
viewpoint, instead of
being on the usual level,

emphasis is made to lie in the fore¬
ground, and, with such a departure
from the normal point of view, the or¬
dinary rules must go by the board.
It is this reason, accompanied
by the fact that the foreground is
of such a nature as to sustain the
interest that is directed to it, that
justifies the choice of a light tone and
nullifies the application of the rule in
question.
Nevertheless, it will be observed
that, right at the very base line, there
is a marked diminution in the tone
values. To some extent, this serves
to retain something of the necessary
sense of stability, and, while the
general tone of the whole foreground

in view

somewhat
aggressive
na¬
ture
of the
foreground,
is needed to round off

growth of herbage pro¬
vide the centre of

is forcibly directed down¬
wards. The consequence is that all the

of the

direction of the line of sight, makes the
foreground the centre of attraction,
and, having regard to its position in
the picture space, the bush (1) serves
the function of principal object. All
the interest excited by the fore¬
ground culminates in that particular
point ; and, besides the strength of
position already mentioned, it will be
noticed that the ascending line which
differentiates the foreground from the
middle distance seems to lead up to it
from the extreme left-hand edge, so
lending it a yet further attraction.
Beyond this again, its upper sec¬
tion comes against a darkish tone in

the picture to be re¬
garded with equanimity- It would
be too assertive and strident ; but,
with the introduction of so quiet a

the setting, and, yet again, the con¬
trast between light and dark is
utilised to stress its significance.

the category of those efforts which can
only be viewed as stunts, and which

setting the pastoral nature of the
landscape is faithfully rendered.
The fact that the sky is recorded in
a subdued tone also betrays a similar
influence, and, altogether, the picture
conveys the idea of a novel conception
of our peaceful countryside. The
impression is not so insistent as to
verge upon the eccentric or grotesque,
but it departs sufficiently from the
conventional to warrant the warning
that it needs but a little extension in
the same direction to bring it within

are better

avoided.

“ Mentor.’’
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Tetters to the Editor
“ SPOOKS.”
Sir, — Your

correspondent,

E.

is not

the

only-

Occasionally, even an experienced photographer will acci¬
dentally get a result for which he can find no explanation. I
was once shown some negatives by one of the leading London
which

he was

convinced

showed

some

developer gradually sank it expended its energy on
ground with the effect described. That is why one
reverse a developing tank at intervals.

allowed

two

“ psychic”

" Anti-Spooks

reply

to

CONTROL
Mr.

Muffitt’s

OF
query

of his correspondents .

—
a Kodak

of pressing

will make

the book

or

to

the

enquiry

of

W.

D.

E.

(Newport),

Sashalite

bulbs

fired together.

I witnessed

this method

recent¬

ly at a local performance of " Tobias and the Angel” (which, I
presume, is the play concerned), and it was highly satisfactory,
besides having the advantage of being perfectly safe. — Yours,
etc.,
LEONARD
THEARLE.

READERS’

PROBLEMS.

Sir, — In a recent number of " The A.P.” L. M. (Taunton)
asks for the best way of converting Centigrade into Fahrenheit
scales of temperature. May T suggest that he tries the follow¬
ing method, which I have found simple and practical.
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DIAPHRAGMS

AND

DEFINITION.

Sir, — A. S. J. (Bolton) in your issue of February 7th says
that he has been informed that definition is improved by the
use of a large stop, and I was interested because the reason
for such an argument, though fallacious, had previously
occurred to me.
A camera lens has to produce an image (on the plate), of
an object, or
extended and

collection of objects, which are both widely
also at various distances from the lens. A

single lens in such circumstances can only produce an image
which is both distorted and ill-defined, but these defects can
be practically eliminated by the use of a suitable combination
of lenses operating with a fairly small aperture or stop— the
smaller the better.

FLASHLIGHT.
as to obtaining Towire

of both print
with smooth

published in " The A.P. & C.,” it may be of interest to him
to know that temporarily blinding an audience by means of
flashlight may be carried out by means of three or four standard

puts it, "have little knowledge of what a photographic plate is
capable.”— Yours, etc.,
MARJORIE
LIVINGSTON.

DISTANT

for

FLASHLIGHT.

the back¬
is told to

” to hold

no amount
solid.

Sir, — Referring

floor in a recent issue of “ The A.P.” I feel sure, with your
characteristic generosity, you will allow a “ Pro-Spook ” a
paragraph in reply.
I have been a photographer for twenty years, and a psychic
investigator for nearly as long. Recently I conducted a series
of experiments alone with a trusted friend, under conditions
where fraud was impossible. The results were successful and
interesting.
Unfortunately, many people write on this subject whose
.
experience (or lack of it !) does not justify them in expressing
a considered opinion.
.
I am sure no genuine " psychic reader ” would deprive
himself of " The A.P.” on account of its contributors’ views on
such a controversial topic. On the contrary, it should be an
invaluable help to improve his photographic technique so
that he shall no longer, as Mr. Charles Eshborn very aptly

Sir, — In

responsible

The snag in the process is the knife. A good pen-knife will
answer, but it must be sharpened with one side perfectly flat like
a chisel, and be constantly stropped to keep a perfectly keen
edge. The shaving is done on a piece of plate glass or marble.
An old litho stone is the best for the purpose.
Enlargements can be mounted on comparatively thin paper
by shaving the edges and only applying paste J in. all round ;
cockling is thus avoided. — Yours, etc., FRED. J. BRAND.

To accept the views of two Manchester “ business men ” as
to the authenticity of E. J. Eshborn’s results, would be on
a par with the views of a mothers’ meeting on Einstein’s
theory.— Yours, etc.,
H. H. GOODCHILD.

have

is not

the opinions

pieces of paper,
album firm and

the dogs there emerged ray-like markings fading off into the
background.
The effect was very striking, but the explanation was simple.
The photographer had, for the first time, been experimenting
with tank development, using a porcelain fixing trough ; and
as the plates stood inverted in the tank the developer had little
to do on the dark hair of the dogs and man, and as the active

you

Editor

white paste and pressed. By this method a number of prints
may be bound up in book form, and the book be solid and
flat. If, on the contrary, you add twelve prints to twelve

The subject was a man and two black dogs taken against a
light background ; and from the head of the man and those of

Sir, — As

The

round than the print to be mounted ; the edges
and mount are shaved and brought together

J. Eshborn,

person who has found mysterious writing on his plates.
I once developed some plates that had been exposed some
months previous, and found a message in English on each
one of them. One of the messages dealt with physic, if not
psychic matters, as it was part of an advertisement for pills.
The explanation is rather disappointing, as I had been
misguided enough to pack the plates face to face with a piece
of printed paper between, and chemical action had done the
rest.

photographers,
emanations.
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of

con
electric
ver
I guess that A. S. J.’s informant had a microscope or an
t c astronomical
telescope in mind. In the former the object to
flashlamp worked from an ordinary 6d. pocket-lamp battery
ent
gra
be iviewed
(Ever-Ready No. 1839). When requiring a fresh supply of
de is minute, and in the latter it is minute in comparison
—
r
with its distance,
which comes to very much the same thing.
fuse wire I was able to obtain 40 S.W.G. from MessrsTo G. E. C.,
ead
ing
con
It is possible to
construct
a lens combination which will produce
Magnet House, London, at a cost, I believe, of 2s. 6d.
veper
to
rt
Fah of a minute object, even when working
+lb. reel. Hoping this brief letter may be of use to Mr. Muffitt, Fah an almost perfect image
ren
ren
h
it.
at haei large aperture. Now eif
a clearly-defined and undistorted
and maybe others.— Yours, etc., JOHN W. MATHIESON.
t
image tcan
aperture, so much the
o c be produced with aDolarge
ubl
ent
e
igr aperture gives high “ resolving power,” that
better. Large
MOUNTING
PRINTS IN ALBUMS.
ade
is, ability to give two
reaseparate or separated images of two very
diof
closely adjacent points
Sir, — In " The A.P.” for February 7th appears an article on
ng the object ; in other words it gives
mounting, and another on albums. May I be permitted to offer
increased definition. The ,matter
depends on the phenomenon
Ded
uct
of diffraction.
a suggestion concerning these matters.
To summarise : a small aperture enables the camera to
I have never yet seen in “ The A.P.” the method known to
record faithfully what it can see ; a large aperture enables the
book-binders as “ splicing ” or inlaying. This method requires
that the mount, which can be paper the same thickness as the
microscope and telescope to see more than they would be able
to see with a small one. — Yours, etc., E. G. CAWTE.
print, should have a cut-out an eighth of an inch smaller all
40 S.W.G.

for flashlamp

use, I myself

use
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A.P.” Monthly
AWARDS

FOR

THE entries for the January competitions were again on a

(Catford, S.E.) ; H. Jones (Eastham, Ches.) ; J. Lemon
(Thornton Heath) ; (2) H. G. Lowes (Stockton-on-Tees) ; A. C.
Millest (Hampton Wick) ; John Muller (Bronx, N.Y.C.) ; (2)
R. C. Stock (Wallington Green) ; (2) Henry Tolcher (Hanley) ;
A. G. Warren (Torquay).

very high level. There was no falling off in quality
or quantity, and there is every indication of the high
standard reached recently in these competitions continuing.
Prints were sent in from all parts of the world, and it is par¬
ticularly noticeable that the work in the Intermediate section
is becoming of greater excellence month by month. The
Beginners’ section also contained
merit. The awards are as follows
Advanced

many
:

Workers’

Third Prize. — " Alongside,” by Sorab
Mansion, Wadia Street, Tardeo, Bombay,
by

W.

by

M.

The
B.

Camera

Clarke,

Zora

9, Howard

Beginners’

Certificates of Merit. — " The Batsman,” by H. Jones, 128,
Raeburn Avenue, Eastham, Cheshire ; " Sunshine in the
Potteries,” by Henry Tolcher, 212, Hanley Road, Hanley,
Staffs ; " A Pound of Tomatoes,” by Bingley Wilson, 179, Hill
Lane, Blackley, Manchester, 9.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those in
the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : W. N.
Bhat

(Poona)

;

H.

Charity

(Grantham)

;

(2) J. H.

Second
Mohamed

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, March 31. Rules in this issue.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E. 22.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15. Entry
forms from Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, R. Greenwood, 24, Silverdale Road,
Woodkey, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 15-17.
Details from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 5-7. Exhibition Secretary,
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham
Hill, S.W.2.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton^ E. 5.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 13 ; open, March 21-24. Particulars from
T. Ambler, 18, Raby Gardens, Bishop Auckland.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 131. Further particulars from Salon Committee,
Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Montgomery Street,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics’ Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 13. Particulars from Hon.
Secretary, W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney Road, Stratford ,
London, E.15.

by

Clark

Section.

Walters,

10, Owen

Certificates of Merit. — “ Traffic Problem in Central America,”
A. C. Beasley, 17, Fawcett Street, Redcliffe Gardens,

here every week

if particulars

Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 10 ;
open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Ex¬
hibition of Pictorial Photography.— Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars from H. Fosscutt, 19, Don¬
caster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E. 20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton,. Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. Exhibition Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells, Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary,
J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
and Notts

P.S. Open

The exhibition " Die Kamera,” which created much interest
in Berlin recently, will be shown in Stuttgart, March 24-April
15. The exhibition, besides showing latest apparatus for
printing, photography, block-making and the telegraphing of
pictures, displays many objects of historic interest, including
some early photographs made by D. O. Hill in 1845.
20

Wara,

London, S.W.10 ; “ In Vigo Harbour,” by R. Crookes, Glengarth, Torkington, Hazel Grove, Cheshire ; " A Royal Family,”
by P. McBride, 391, Ballater Street, Glasgow, C.5 ; “ The Old
Tithe Barn, Alceston,” by Miss B. Wagstaff, 12a, High Street,
Roehampton, London, S.W.15.

will be included

Nottingham

Nana

Prize. — " The Fruit Vendor,” by N. D. Kooka, 12,
Building, Kittredge Road, Colaba, Bombay, India.

Exhibitions and Competitions
exhibitions and competitions

Koparkar,

First Prize. — " Windermere,” by John
Street, Darlaston, Wednesbury, N. Staffs.

(London, S.E.) ; H. Ganderton (Bradford-on- Avon) ; Wm.
Jackson (Hull) ; D. W. Jenkins (Cardiff) ; (2) F. J. Jones

Notices of forthcoming

Section.

S. K.

Certificates of Merit. — " A Rosary,” by Mrs. N. Ashmore, 50,
Union Street, Burton-on-Trent ; “ Alpine Sunset,” by Albert
H. Caraco, c/o House Isla, Arosa, Switzerland ; " Casual
Interest,” by Lionel E. Day 119, Oakleigh Park Drive, Leighon-Sea
; “Yorks.
Les Joannets,” by R. Midgley,
8, Agnes Road,
Barnsley,
.

Hegarty,

J. Kharegat,
India.

by

Second Prize. — " The ‘Majestic’ Entering the George V
Graving Dock,” by R. J. Harmer, Green ways, 2, Warren
Edge Road, Southbourne, Hants.

Section.

Second Prize. — " Birds of Passage,”
Rinn Ronain, Rushbrooke, Co. Cork.

Mounting Prize. — " Winter,”
Crescent, Dunfermline.

Intermediate

First Prize. — “ Bandoo,”
Budhwar, Poona, 2, India.

prints of considerable

First Prize. — “ The Downs,” by Mary Haddon,
Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.

Competitions

JANUARY.

302

Exhibition

(British

cu?5tu£eand

are sent by the responsible organisers.

Isles only). — Entry forms due March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May

28-June

19.

Secretary,

Ernest

Hofmann,

54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open. May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
Jugoslavia.
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June gth, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J. Foster,
161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian

International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins,
Japan.
Junction,
Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.

A change of secretary has taken place at the John Ruskin
Camera Club, this position now being occupied by Mr. J. A. S.
Gibbs, of 93, Porthkerry Avenue, Welling, Kent. All enquiries
as to membership should be directed to him. The John Ruskin
Camera Club is formed in connection with the John Ruskin
Institute at Beresford Street, Walworth, London, S.E. 17.
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Commentary

Films P. H. BRAITHWAITE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS and commentaries for the home

cinema show are easily obtainable, providing one
possesses a wireless set. By the addition of a small

home microphone most realistic " talkie ” effects can be added
to the film programme.
My own apparatus is set out in the diagram herewith.
Figure A is the usual cinema screen, B is the wireless loud¬
speaker placed close to the screen and facing the audience,
C represents the wireless set and D the projector, E is the
microphone, placed conveniently near to the operator, F repre¬
sents a suitable sized hole cut in shield H for allowing the light
rays from the projector to passthrough to the screen. Shield H
is placed before the projector solely for the purpose of screen¬
ing the microphone from the audience, but its use is quite
optional. Pilot light G consists of an ordinary flashlamp
battery and bulb and is for the use of the operator in reading
his commentaries.
The dotted lines on the diagram represent wiring from
microphone to wireless set and from speaker to set. This com¬
pletes the apparatus. The microphone and loud-speaker should
be kept apart as far as possible during use to avoid possible
howling. The microphone was purchased complete with
stand, ample length of flex and necessary connections and
instructions for fixing for 7s. 6d. By the insertion of a plug
affixed to the microphone, the ordinary wireless programme
itself is cut out, bringing the instrument into use.
To start the show, the wireless set should be tuned in to the
station desired, and the set left on. The music will serve
admirably as an introduction to the film programme, besides
allowing time for any final adjustments necessary to the
projector, etc. The commentary film should, of course, be
threaded up in the usual way beforehand. The lights are
now lowered, the pilot light switched on, the necessary plug
inserted in the microphone and the show starts.
The written commentary to the projected film is read out
quietly into the microphone in its relative position as the film
is screened. Immediately the first film has run through the
microphone plug should be pulled out, the lights are raised and
the ordinary wireless music continues.
The second film for commentary is now threaded up, and
before the lights are lowered opportunity occurs for perhaps
a brief announcement of future programmes or a suitable

Your

Homecontinuous
Movie
record

EVERY amateur cinematographer
in the course

of his activities

collects a number of odd lengths
of film taken of friends and relations.
They may be left-over material from
a holiday film, or little shots taken at
various times, either on the occasion
of a visit from someone who is not
often

seen, or because

little Johnnie

looked so sweet wearing father’s hat.
Now these films are naturally treas¬
ured. They have far more intimate
personal associations than even scenes
shot on holidays. But unfortunately
they do not belong together. That is to
say they cannot be joined up into a

talk on the next film to
operation takes place as
After the show, the
from the wireless set for

be shown. This being over, the same
for the previous film, and so on.
microphone is disconnected entirely
future use.

Little difficulty will be experienced in arriving at the correct
distance to speak before the microphone, this greatly depends
upon the individual wireless set. All such preliminaries must
be gone through before the show is contemplated.
To make up the programme,
used, several films are taken
gether.
in length

assuming g-mm. films are being
off their spools and joined to¬

Six 30-ft. or four 60-ft. joined will be
for each subject, assuming the projector

found ample
is fitted with

a super attachment. The films should be of similar subjects,
travel or interest, suitable for commentary purposes. Those
odd short lengths of film which are always lying loose can
be fitted into the programme admirably.
Having made up several subjects, the necessary commentary
will have to be written down on paper, and the paper marked
in accordance with the film to which it appertains. This will
present no difficulty, but is, in fact, the most interesting part of
the preparation. Care must be exercised, when the show is
actually in progress, that the notes being read correctly coincide
with the subject being screened.
It is hardly necessary to exaggerate on the added interest
created to screened films having spoken commentary over
those in which only titles explain their action.

Album

NORMANBHUNTER.

in the ordinary way.
Here is an idea for binding all these
odd shots into an interesting volume

so that they may be kept in con¬
venient shape as a permanent record.
The first thing you will need to do
is to take your cine camera and shoot
a series of little scenes depicting a
member of the family, preferably
mother, coming out into the garden
with a photographic album in her
hand. She sits in a chair and begins
203 Now you get a
turning the leaves.
close-up of her hands and the book,
taken with the camera pointing down¬
wards over her shoulder. She stops

at a photograph. You show a closeup of the picture she is looking at.
A big close-up so that the picture
fills the screen. Suppose it is Uncle
Henry cleaning the car. Of course it is
a still picture ; but suddenly the
picture comes to life and Uncle
Henry moves from his position and
carries on with his job.
Now you get another view of mother
with the book, taken from a different
angle. Again she turns a page. Again,
you get a close-up and the picture
comes to life. And so on for as many
pictures as you have shots in hand.
The taking of the scenes showing
21
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mother with the album and the closeups of her hands turning the leaves
need no explanation. Making the
pictures come to life is a job that
depends for its method upon what
film you are using.

about is making sure that in the closeups of the leaves being turned, the
actual photograph at which the album
is opened should not be permitted to
be seen too clearly. In fact, all you
need for the album is a book with a

If you take your shots on 9-mm.
stock and use a projector capable of
showing still pictures by the use of
notches in the film, your task is easy.
All you have to do is to join up your
odd shots of little Johnnie, Aunt
Mary with her knitting, father rolling
the lawn, and so on, interspersing

few miscellaneous snapshots
two or more to a page.

between each shot a close-up of
mother’s hands turning over a page
of the album. Make a notch on the
film to arrest it at the first or second
frame of each scene. Thus you notch
the first or second frame of little
Johnnie, the first or second frame of
Aunt Mary and so on. You do not,
of course, notch the shots showing
mother's hands turning the leaves.
Now if you run the film through your
projector you will have the effect of
a still picture breaking to life and
action after five seconds. The auto¬
matic device in the projector does it
all for you. All you have to be careful

ACTION
Mar.

1.

,,

3.

,,

3.

,,

3-

,, 3.
,, 3.
,* 6.
„ 6-8.
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

7*
9-10.
10.
10
10.

,, 10.
,,
,,
,,
,,

10.
10.
13-1413-17.

,, 14.
„ 15.
,, 15,, 16-17.
, , 17.
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If you use this method, and you can
of course use it whether you have an
automatic notching device for stills
or not, you can make another addition
which will still further enhance the

in,

effect. By pasting the enlargement
from which you have filmed your
few feet of stills into the actual

If you use film with which still
pictures cannot be shown automatic¬
ally by notching, you must adopt
different tactics. But the method is

album employed, you can track the
camera right down to the page showing
the actual picture. In this way the
smooth transition from close-up of book,

stuck

just as easy, though it takes longer.
Take one of your odd shots. Sup¬
pose it depicts Cousin Kate playing
with the dog. Select a good frame at
the beginning of the shot, and have
an enlargement made. Put this en¬
largement into your title maker and
shoot a few feet of it. Splice these
few feet of the enlargement on to the
beginning of the scene, then insert
the complete job into your film
immediately following a close-up of
hands turning the leaves. In pro¬
jection you will get precisely the same
result as before. Still picture showing
for a few moments, then suddenly the
dog finishes his jump, Cousin Kate
throws the ball and so on.

SUBJECTS
Event.

“ Whuppity Scoorie ” . .
Royal Navy v. The Army
(Rugger), Twickenham
F.A. Cup Association Football
Competition, Sixth Round.
Annual " Kate
Kennedy ”
Pageant
Hamilton Harriers Club Races
University
Students’ Carnival. .
Hinds
Hiring
National
MeetingHunt Steeplechase
Northern Agricultural Society’s
Show
Junior Sabre Championship
Wales v. Ireland (Rugger)
Scotland v. Wales (Soccer).
Newton-Stewart Clay Pigeon
Shoot
Oxford v. Cambridge (Athletics)
White City . .
First Salisbury Plain Military
Meeting (Bona-fide Hunt)
Industrial Exhibition . .

le Club’s InterAutomobi
Royalnational
Rally, London to
Bournemouth.
Fencing Championship . .
Castle - Douglas Clay Pigeon
Shoot
Point-to-point Meeting
Military Race Meeting, Sandown
Park
.
The bridge)
Boat Race (Oxford v. Cam-

Place..

The Amateur

DURING

Aberdeen.
Edinburgh.
Swansea.

17-

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Photographer and Cinematographer's

.. 23-24.
„ 24.
24.
„ 24.
24.
„ 25.
24.

,, 27-28.
29.
„ 28.

Grand
chase

National

Oxford
v. Cambridge (Golf)
Meeting
Second Cavalry Brigade Military
Money

” Ceremony

Skipping Ceremony
Edinburgh.

Oakley (Hants)
Near

London.

Putney to
Mortlake.

Dates
Not
Yet
°Fixed, or3
General.
204

Fencing Championship
Curling Bonspiel, when
ice . .

London.
Haydon
and
Cleveland.

Steeple-

Scottish Country Dance Festival
Tedworth Hunt Meeting
Point-to-point Race Meeting . .
Cross-Country International . .
Scotland v. England (Hockey) . .
Scotland v. England (Soccer) . .
The Army v. Royal Air Force,
Twickenham
Ancient Flour Distribution

“ Maundy

Events

Place.

Ancient Customs :
Biddenden Dole Distribution

Windmillhill.
Turriff.

Galloway.

Diary of Forthcoming

1934.

MARCH,

The

„ 23.
24.

Galloway.
London.

have on hand. As you collect other
shots they can be spliced in. When
your album has grown to a convenient
length, say a full three or four hundred
feet spool, you can start a second
volume with a different handling of
the album.

England v. Scotland (Rugger),
Twickenham
Point-to-point Race Meetings
„

Jedburgh.

at any time. You can start with
two or three odd shots, anything you

Event.

London.

Cheltenham.

looking up with a smile and a far-away
look in her eyes as if dreaming of the
days and events she has been recalling.
You will see, of course, that a movie
album like this can always be added to

Date.
Mar. 17.

Lanark.

St. Andrews.
Hamilton.
St. Andrews.

up to picture filling the screen and then
coming
life, will
be almost
Finishto your
movie
album uncanny.’
with a
shot of mother closing the book and

for the AMATEUR

EVENTS

FORTHCOMING
Date.

28th, 1934

..
suitable

Ski-ing and Skating
Point-to-point Race Meetings of
Various Hunts throughout
the country.
1
3

Aintree, Liver¬
Aberdeen.
Windmillhill.
Puckeridge.
Edinburgh.
Glasgow.
Ayr.
pool.
London.
Tichborne,
Formby.
Hants.

Windmillhill.
Abbey.
Westminster
Biddenden,
Ridgway,
Kent.
South Devon.
Edinburgh.
Loch

Leven,

Fife, Kinross
and Perth.
Braemar.
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The

will have

their meetings

Wednesday,
Accrington

C.C.

An Evening

Week’s

announced

February

here if the syllabus

28th.

C.C.

Monthly

Print and Slide Competition.

Chorley P.S. “ A Ramblers’ Holiday in Germany.” J. Grime.
Coventry P.C. “ Why Photography Fails.” W. Ashworth.
Croydon C.C. Still-Life Competition.
Darwen P.A. Exhibition of Members’ Prints and Slides.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Portfolio Night.
Handsworth P.S. “ Autochromes of France, Germany, etc.”
Ilford P.S. “ Westminster Abbey.” Fredk. H. Evans.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual International Exhibition.
Partick C.C. Print Criticism by S. Bridgen.

L. Barrow.

Thursday,

March

Cities.”

Miss M. Tyler.

Huddersfield P.S. “ Round Keswick with a Camera.” J. W. Atkinson.
Hull P.S. 44 To the Western Highlands.” Wm. Jackson.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ English Gothic Architecture.” R. Nickols.
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. Print Competition.
“ The

Landscape

and District A.C.A.

and

Historical

Places of China.”

Films by Hull Amateur

Prof. P. M.

Cin4 Society.

N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’ Queries.
Oldham P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Richmond C.C. Annual Competitions.
Singer C.C. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. S. Bridgen.
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Mounting. L. F. P. Trueman.
Sunderland P.A. Members’ Annual Exhibition.
Tynemouth P.S. Northern Counties’ Federation Prints and Slides.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competitions and Discussion.
Wimbledon C.C. Discussion on Difficulties Experienced by Members.
Woolwich P.S. Lecturettes by Members of the Bexley Heath P.S.

Friday,

March

Annual

General

Meeting

Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Faults in Negatives.” Ilford, Ltd.
Wimbledon Cin£ Club. Kodacolor. Mr. Newton-Smith.

Saturday,

March

3rd.

Monday,

March

James

5th.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Members’ Slides and Debate.
Bournemouth C.C. The Transfer Process. A. B. Snell.
Bradford P.S. Final Slide Night.
Canterbury C.C. Affiliation Lecture.
City of London and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Derby P.S. 44 Composition.” Frank Smyth.
Dewsbury P.S. ‘‘ The Bronte Country.” C. Bailey.
Erdington and D.P.S. Visit of Aston P.S.

C.C.

Cycle of Photographic

Operations

Tech¬

(II).

London County Council Staff C.C. 44 Shanks in Essex.” E. J. Mason.
Luton and D.C.C. “ Picture Gleanings in Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Newcastle
(Staffs)
and Exhibition
D.C.C. 44 of
Middleburg
and Dordrecht.” E. Marks.
Oxford P.S.
Annual
Prints.

March

6th.

Barnsley P S. Toning and Mounting. A. J. Roberts.
graphy.” C.C. Chloro-Bromide Papers.
Basingstoke
Bath and County C.C. Annual Meeting and Judging of Excursion
Beckenham P.S. “ Five Weeks in Austria.” A. C. Wire.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Prints.

Cambridge P.C. “ The Progress of Amateur Cinematography.” F. G. Newmarch.
City of London and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Dunfermline P.A. Members*. Exhibition.
Exeter C.C. “ How I make my Photographs.” Stuart Black.
Hanley P.S. A Criticism Evening of Members Prints. S. Bridgen.
Harrow C.C. Development Methods. A. E. Avent.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. 44 A Tramp Abroad.” H. G. Short.
Leeds P.S. 44 Pictures and Personality.” David Holmes.
Liverpool A. P.A. Cine Demonstration.
Monklands P.S. Tinting Toned Prints. Messrs. Shaw and Blair.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Lenses.
Nelson C.C. 44 Searching for the Sun.” W. P. Brotherton.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Members’ Print Competition.
Norwich and D.P.S. 44 Aerial Photography.” H. Fredk. Low.
Norwood C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Notts

P.S.

44 ’Mid Storm

and

Sunshine

on Alpine

Peaks.”

A.

Stafford P.S. 44 A Cinematograph Night.” S. G. Dix.
Twickenham P.S. Opening of Annual Exhibition.
Warrington P.S. Annual Exhibition.

of the Pictorial Group.

Birmingham P.S. 44 The Tale of an Orient Cruise.”
Cardiff C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Gadgets.

(contd .).

Peterborough P.S. The Members Look at the World.
Portsmouth C.C. 44 The New Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Rotherham P.S. After-treatment of Negatives. E. G. Alderman.
Royal P.S. 44 Miniature Photography.” G. B. MacAlpine.
Rugby and D.P.S. Printing. J. Donkin.
St. Bride P.S. Members’ Difficulties.
Sheffield P.S. 44 Wild Birds and a Camera.” T. M. Fowler.
South Glasgow C.C. Kodak Cin£ Demonstration.

2nd.

Colne C.C. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Harrogate P.S. “ A Week in North-West Norfolk.” Riley Fortune.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Visit to Leicester Society’s Exhibition.
King’s Heath P.S. Slide-Making. Mr. Scott.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. “ Design in a Picture.” J. White.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Members’ Evening.
Loughborough P.S. “ Photographic Technique.” J. N. Cockin.
Photomicrographic
Society. “ An Exercise in Section Cutting and Staining.”
Holder.
P.S.

Lincoln

Nottingham
Hackett. and

Bethnal Green C.C. Visit to “ News-Chronicle.”
Brondesbury Cin£ Society. Production.
Cardiff C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Royal

5th

time to time.

Birmingham P.S. “ Colour and Sunshine.” Alex. Keighley.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Treatment of the Subject.” J. White.
Brondesbury Cine Society. B.C.S. Projection Programme.

1st.

Gravesend and D.P.S. “ Southfleet and its Surroundings.” Rev. A. A. Burrows.
Greenock C.C. 11 With King’s African Rifles, B.E.A.” Geo. Pirrie.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Criticism of Slide Competition. J. Ainger Hall.

Liverpool
Roxby.A. P.A.

March

or from

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Miniature Camera Group). “ Miniature Camera
nique.” J. Radford.
Hucknall and D.P.S. “ The Making of a Lens.” C. Bullock.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Demonstration of Portraiture by Members.
Leeds C.C. Flashlight.

Tuesday,

Aston P.S. “ Composition.” Frank Smyth.
Bury P.S. “ Bird-nesting with a Camera.” T. Dobson.
Cardiff C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Cheltenham A. P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

Newcastle

session

Southampton C.C. Exhibition. “ The New Photography.” J. D. Johnston.
Southport P.S. Beginners’ Evening.
Staines P.S. “ Kings in Exile.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Wallasey A. P.S. “ Ramblings by Dee and Wye.” G. M. Williams.
Walsall P.S. ‘‘ Paper Negatives.” W. Studdard.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ The Principles and Practice of Tri-colour Photo¬

Rochdale P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Scarborough A. P.C. Cine Film : “ Scottish Scenery.”
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Something May Develop.” R. T. Newman.
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Camera Sport in Mediaeval
Stockport P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.
Worcestershire C.C. Slide-Making. H. W. Cash.

of the

Monday,

with T. E. Egan.

Bethnal Green C.C. “ Materials, Speeds and Exposures.”
Birkenhead P.A. “ Stereoscopic Photography.” J. A. McAusland.
Birmingham P.S. (Cine Section). Display of Films by Newcastle Cine Societv.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ This London of Ours.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Brighton
and Demonstrations
Hove C.C. Members’
Slide Evening.
Bristol P.S.
and Discussions.
Camberwell

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

.
Shaw.

Whitehall Cin£ Society. 44 Improved Title Board for Trick Effects.”
Winchester P.S. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
York P.S. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

Wednesday,

J. T.

March

R. Craigen.

7th.

Accrington C.C. 44 A Peep at Norway.” Miss M. C. M. Wells.
Bethnal Green C.C. 44 The Compleat Slide Maker.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Bromoil Circle Prints.
Camberwell C.C. Syllabus Discussion.
Carlisle and County A.P S. Members’ Slides.
City of London and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Coventry P.C. 44 The Western Highlands.” J. A. Tweats.
Croydon C.C. Cin6 Demonstration. Cinepro, Ltd.
Darwen P.A. Demonstration Night.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Copying. H. W. Bennett.
Williams.
Hammersmith
Handsworth

H.H.P.S.
P.S.

(Stereo and

Colour

Group).

44 Composition.”

F. Bowen

B.P.S. Exhibition.

Ilford P.S. 44 Architectural Photography.”
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Kodak Works P.S. 44 The Uses of Dyes in Photography.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Chats on the Exhibition Pictures.

F. M. Hamer.

Margate and D.P.F. 44 The Chemistry of Photography.” C. W. Troke.
Partick C.C. 44 A Holiday Afloat.” Miss Copland.
Smethwick and D.P.S. 44 Clouds and Things.” Mr. Gurney.
South Essex C.C. Retouching. R. H. Lawton.
Stockport P.S. Passe-Partout. C. A. Barnes.
Worcestershire C.C. 44 A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.

will be run daily and the return to London is scheduled for
A special holiday for photographers is being run by the
London Area Group of the British Photographic Fellowship
Monday evening. As at previous times the group are taking
to the Peak District at Easter, and there are as yet a few vacan¬ 205 theii own motor coach. The inclusive cost is to be 58s., which
covers all transport, first-class hotel, excursions and gratuities,
cies. The party will leave London' on Thursday evening,
arriving at Edale, under the shadow of the Peak, for breakfast
for the four days’ holiday. Enquiry must be made to the
British Photographic Fellowship, 45, Regent Square, W.C.i.
on Good Friday morning. With Edale as a centre, excursions
23
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Daylight

/

‘Deaders

7V

Questions

ANSWERED

The plan we have always adopted is
this : We decide on a definite diameter

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
gi\e the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

as any

Information

are freely given, but the following conditions

communication'

which

does not comply

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are Concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition crints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from (he current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

of stop, and keep the iris set at that.
We
then measure the distance from
lens to easel, and see what fraction of that
distance the diameter of the stop is.
This gives the f/ number for the time
being. The most convenient aperture
is one inch, If, for example, the distance
from lens to image is 20 in., the lens is
working at f/20. If the diameter were
in. the stop would be f/40, and so on.
Scum

on

Water.

Metric

It is suggested

that water

up with gum water for spotting glossy or semi¬
glossy prints. What is gum water ?
J. H. (Barnes.)

We will resist the temptation to say
that it is water with gum dissolved in it.
You may dissolve clear gum arabic in a
little water, use it for mixing the colour,
which may be allowed to dry on the
palette, and then used with plain water.
A small bottle of “ artists ” gum
costs only a few pence.
Incandescent

water

Gas.

What is the candle-power
gas mantle ?

given by an incandescent
H. L. D. (London.)

Clearly it is not a definite quantity.
Much depends on the age, size and quality
of the mantle, and something on the
pressure and quality of the gas. At
the best, the candle-power
the order of 60.
Sub-standard

standard

be of

Films.

What exactly is meant
films ?

The

would

width

by

sub standard cine
M. A. (Hull.)

of cinematograph

film is 35-mm. Anything narrower than
this is sub-standard. The usual sub¬
standard widths are 16-mm., 9.5-mm.
and 8-mm. (the last being the 16-mm.
film slit in halves).
Convertible

Lens.

Will you please explain the term “convertible”
applied to some lenses ?
W. L. (Hythe.)

With the exception of " single ” lenses,
those used in photography have two
components, one at each end of the
mount. If it is possible to unscrew
one of these, and to use the other alone,
the lens is “ converted ” into one with
a different focal length. In some cases
you have a three-foci lens — the com¬
plete lens, the back component alone,
and the front element alone.

Conversion.

what is called the “ seven ” rule. Will you tell
me what this rule is ?
F. M. (Denbigh.)

The

water

is taken

as

16 oz. instead

of 1,000 c.c. All the quantities in
grammes are multiplied by 7, and called
grains.
Retouching

Medium.

How can I prepare a varnish to apply to negatives
before retouching them ? P. W. (Teddington.)

Although many formulae are available
we should strongly advise you in this
case to use a commercial article which
any
You

photographic dealer can supply.
will find this to be both better and

cheaper

than

Yellow

Cap.

anything

you could prepare.

What is the function of the yellow cap provided
for the lens of an enlarger ? H. F. M. (Derby.)

It is to provide a safelight while the
paper is adjusted on the easel. In some
cases the light is none too safe, and un¬
less care is taken a double image may
be formed, a faint one being due to
light passing through the cap sufficiently
long

to produce

Permit

it.

for Parks.

Where do I apply for permission to photograph in
the London parks ?
E. P. (Stafford.)

In many cases no permit is required for
hand
cameras, but photography of
persons and groups (portrait work) is
forbidden. The parks are under different
authorities, and three permits are re¬
quired to cover most of the open spaces.
They are obtainable from the Secretary,
H.M. Office of Works, Storey’s Gate,
S.W.i ; Chief Officer, Parks Department,
County Hall, Westminster, S.E.i ; and
the Town
Clerk, Guildhall, E.C.2.
The last covers certain parks, etc.,
outside London, including Epping Forest,
Burnham Beeches, Highgate Wood, etc.

Negatives.

At

the end

of the washing,

rub

both

sides of the film with a pad of cotton¬
wool. This is best done with the film
lying on the bottom of a dish of water.
If the deposit is not easily removed,
instead of plain water use a one per cent
solution of acetic acid, giving the films
rinse

Contrast

In converting a metric formula with the usual
1,000 c.c. of solution I understand one can use

colour should be mixed

1

On the enclosed negative you will see chalkylooking scum in patches and streaks. I suppose
this is due to the hard water, and therefore no
amount of washing will remove it. What is the
best remedy ?
G. N. (Reigate.)

a good
Gum

Enlarging.

In a short time I intend to do a good deal of
enlarging up to various rather large sizes, using
daylight. Can you give me any hints on deciding
what the working aperture of the lens will be
at different extensions ?
S. W. (Forest Hill.)

afterwards.

Developer.

I understand that for contrast on Process plates
the best developer is one containing formalin.
If this is so, can you give me a formula ?
S. W. E. (London.)

There

is

no

difficulty

in

securing

extreme contrast on Process plates with
many different developers. Following
is such a formula as you suggest. It is
a slow worker, but will give clean,
strong results.
Hydroquinone
Sodium sulphite
Formalin . .
Water

to

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

. .

£ oz.
5 oz.
^ oz.
30

oz.

As hydroquinone is an ingredient it is
advisable to keep the temperature not
lower than about 65 degrees Fahr.
British

and

Metric.

What is the easiest mental method of converting
inches into centimetres, and vice versa ? Lenses
particularly have their focus given in centimetres
or millimetres quite frequently.
C. M. (Lewisham.)

It will be near enough for ordinary
mental conversion if you consider 5 cm.
as being equal to 2 in. Thus the change
can be made by multiplying by £ (in.
to cm.) or by | (cm. to in.).
Value

of Stops.

I have a convertible lens, but it has only the f/
numbers for the complete lens. How do T
calculate the values for the single components,
the focal lengths

of which

I know ?
G. B. (Redhill.)

All you have to do is to work out a
series of simple proportion sums on the
following model. If a stop is marked
f/8 for the complete 6-in. lens, what is its
value for the component which is of
10-in. focus.
6 : 10

: : 8 : x

Working this out, you get 10x8-4-6
= 131. The stop would be f/13, near
enough.
You
must
substitute the
stops.
figures of your own focal lengths and
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in other words-

SASHALITE
PHOTO

FLASH

BULBS

Sashalite Bulbs have been Tried — Tested
— and Proved by thousands of amateur
photographers for reliability — safety —
and success in the taking of pictures under
any conditions.
THERE IS NO
NO DUST, NO
This photograph

was

SAFE
Advt.

of The

taken

by the aid of Sashalite

MADE

Bulbs.

• DUSTLESS

General

(JNLESS

Electric

Co.

Ltd., Magnet

House,

London,

you are using a

We have produced an attractive booklet
with many illustrations explaining just
how to choose and use a lens for every
class of work. Write for booklet P5I.
Mortimer

(LONDON)

House, 37-41, Mortimer

W.l

NEWSPAPERS

HOBBY

ADVERTISERS

want

into a

PROFITABLE
PASTIME I

want

PERIODICALS

of Photography,

Roll Film Reflex Finder Camera
Ask to see it at your dealer's or our
showrooms — you’ll be amazed at its
value — or write for fully descriptive

photos —

& BOOKS

“ THE

7 Department

Ltd., Voigttonde
188/192,
HIGH HOLBORN,
W.C.i r
SCHERING

S.W.I

Ltd., 53-54, Haymarket,
and

Pleasure,”

Address .

MENTION

LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHY

LONDON,

Please send me your book “ Photography for Profit
Name .

PLEASE

SASHALITE

W.C. 2

leaflet to :—

OF

53-54, HAYMARKET,
Mr. C. Allen Elliott, British School

FOR

Brilliant

photos —

way to take them, and want
the rightphotos
way to sell
—
them. Now is the time to start, so that yon
are ready to take advantage of the profitable
summer months. Write to him to-day and
learn how others are profiting by his training.

Make your photography something more than
a pleasant hobby . . . turn it into a profit¬
able pastime. Under the personal POSTAL
TUITION of Mr. C. Allen Elliott yon can soon
learn the right subjects to take, the right

SCHOOL

G.E.C.

yet its price is only... 5JO/™
THE VOIGTLANDER

Turn a
PLEASANT

BRITISH

THE

while you take it, and gives 12 pictures 2±"
square, on 8 ex. 2i" X 3J" film.
Its f/7.7 lens Is 4 times as fast
as a box camera’s — and EE/

LTD.

Street, London,

BY

Look at its
specification . . before
you look at its
The Brilliant Camera resembles an expensive
reflex in everything but price ! It price
shows a re¬ !
markably brilliant picture almost FULL-SIZE

LENS

ZEISS

ENGLAND

- SMOKELESS

Kingsway,

you are not producing your BEST work or
making the mostofyourOPPORTUNITIES.

CARL

IN

SMOKE,
FUMES.

without

London,

S.W.I.

obligation

to :

A. P.8
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent m payment for Advertisements should be
“—
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
™ CoNotes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ’ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ’ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.— British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.—
Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.
Communications

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.1. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In the week previous.
Bates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEUBS ONLY—
12 words or less .
..
1/ld. for every additional word.
PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE :—
12 words or less .
2/6
2 Id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for eonsecutive insertions, provided a contract is placed In advance, and In the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous Issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 62 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.1, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate,

Manchester,

3 ; 26b, Benfield Street, Glasgow,

C.2.

Advertisements are inserted, as tar as possible. In the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published In the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessfuL
Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee Is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Illffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

LENSES

STUDIO Equipment, complete, including Whole-

plate Stands Hunter Studio Camera, wph
Ross Portrait leas, Packard Ideal shutter, mahogany
finish stand ; also Guillotine, touching-up frame,
Cheval screen, 15 developing dishes, self-supporting
show case (3 ft. x2 ft.). Field Camera; perfect
condition ; the lot £30. — Rosenan, Mount Pleasant,
Weymouth.
[9598
IQQO
Ensign Special Reflex, 3}x2£, Zeiss
lt/OO
Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter. 1 15th
to 1/1, 000th, revolving back, 8 slides, F.P.A. ;
brand new condition, £7/17/6 ; bargain. — Below.

DALLMEYER Folding J-pl., double extension,

rack and pinion, rising and cross front,
built-in optical D.V. finder, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic
3-foci, marvellous definition, shutter 1 to l/250th,
10 slides ; good condition, £2/17/6 or near. —
F. Collins, The Sladd, Nr. Kidderminster. [9612

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

AND

LENSES

1-PLATE Portrait Camera, old-fashioned, two
2 lenses, 2 D.D. slides ; Sands Hunter Enlarging
Lantern, horizontal, 51-in. condenser, no lens ;
Klito Daylight Enlarger, whole-plate ; thirty odd
numbers “ The Amateur Photographer,” 1919-1923 ;
Banjoline in case ; all for sale to best offer. —
Bickerstaffe, Barton, Cambridge. Deposit. [9680

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

4 Goerz
lens, Plate
20/- ; Camera,
V.P.K. 4Folding,
31x2£
Folding
slides, 10/f/6. 5;

Kodak Film Tank, 10/- ; Portrait Lens, cost £14,
17/6 ; Ash Stand, 5/- ; Scales, 2/-. — 3, The
Parade, London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9681

ROLLEIFLEX, 2£ x 2}, automatic, Tessar f/4.5,

CAMERAS

AND

Proxar lenses, 2 filters, new plate adapter
and slides, special carrying-case ; almost new,
in perfect condition, £20 ; deposit. — Box 9506,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9683

LENSES

4 Butcher
lens, D.A.
Doublef/4.5
Extension
EnsignCompur,
Cameo, leather
AldisT.-P. Reflex, 3x2, f/4.5 Zeiss, Jena, 6 slides, 41x6 Zeiss Ikon Baby Speed, focal-plane l/7th 41x31

leather case, £7 ; Zeiss Ikon Plate and Film,
f/4.5, Compur shutter ; as new. — Ritz Cinema,
Edinburgh.
[9668

ZEISS Ikon Maximar (31 x 21), Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

delayed-action Compur, very long release,
12 carriers, and roll-holder, £4. — L. B. Hawkes,
Castleton, Derbyshire
[9670

LEICA, non-interchangeable, f/3.5 Elmar, 3

spool-chambers, ever-ready case, C'orrex band,
wire-release, £7. — Jones, Springford, Lordswood,
Southampton.
[9673

case, 4 slides, Ilford Alpha filter ; cost £14/6/6 ;
2 to 1/1, 000th, Zeiss f/2.7 lens, 6 slides, F.P.A. ; practically new ; accept £8/10, or nearest. — Below.
new condition, leather case, £13/10.— Pike, 14,
The Park, C'arshalton.
[9677
2-speed shutter, 17/6 ; cost £3/3. — Whateley,
Rother St., Stratford-on-Avon.
[9688
Luxe, revolving back, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
xl07 Reitzschel Stereo-Clack, f/4.5 anastigmats
in
Compur,
6
slides,
beautiful
3 double slides, T.-P. F.P.A., Mackenzie-Wishart
slide A, 12 envelopes, lined case ; splendid outfit, instrument, £5 ; Verascope Changing-box, auto,
very little used ; excellent condition, £12/12 ; register, 25/-; 3|x2£ Apem Reflex, R.R. lens.
cost £31. — Haigh, 26, Gillygate, York.
[9678 3 slides, adapter, £2. — Arkell, 35, Southway,
S.W.20.
,
[9689
Aviar, Acme 1 to 1 /300th sec., case, £4 ;
new condition. — R. H. Deal, 283, Shirley Rd.,
£9, or nearest. — G. D. MacLean, Badachro
Southampton.
[9679 Farm, Gairloch, N.B.
[9695

Exceptional offer.— t.-p. Reflex i-pi. de

Y.P. Kodak, lazy-tong model, Kodak f/7.7 lens,

DALLMEYER Snapshot de Luxe for Roll Films, ENSIGN 3£x2£ Roll Film Plate, Cooke f/4.5 P.C. Kodak Special, f/5.3 Zeiss, Compur, case,

3£x2£ in., case and yellow screen ; cost
£9 for 65/-. — Young, 28, Essex St., W.C.2.
[9675
26
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SERVICE VALUES

LENSES

Nettel —Hate
Camera,
3}x2}, Zeisa
Tessar
f/4.5,
BARGAIN.
In good
condition,
Contessa
12 cm., Compur shutter. Distar, double extension,

FOR CASH, EXCHANGE,
“ SERVICE

rise and cross front, 8 plate-holders, F.P.A., rollholder, leather case, £4/10 approval. — Astill, 150,
Arnold St., Bolton, Lancs.
[9690

31x2}
f/4.5;
4 lens,Tropica]
Compur,Ensign
risingCarbine
front, No.
plate6, back
cost £12/5 ; practically new, £5/17/6. — Below.
NEARLY
HalfRodenstock
Cost Price,Camera
1934 (16typeexposures
Miniatureon
Precision
3}x2}), f/3.5 lens, Compur ; as new, £6/5. —
R. L. Moflatt, 7, Linley Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [9692
tank, as range¬
new,
3 A finder,
Kodak leather
Special,case,Tessardeveloping
f/6.3, Compur,
cost £18, accept £5/10 ; }-pl. Ensign Press, focal-

SES*"]

S £4AND
ERAfirst
1 CAM
Iso screen,
secures
Folding
POPULAR
Pressman
}-pl.,
Aldis; LEN
f/4.5, 6Camera,
slides.
3}x2}, Ernemann f/6.8, 6 slides, F.P.A., £2/10 ;

OR TERMS

” SPECIAL FOLDING
CAMERA. Size 31 x2£

PLATE

perfect. — Robertson,

30/- ;3} Goerz
Tenax
shutter
KODAK
x 2}, f/6.3,
KodexV.P.,shutter,
with 1case,to
l/250th, T. and B., Dogmar f/4.5, focussing screen,
6 metal slides, 50/- ; bargains. — Jones, 34,
Victoria Park Rd. West, Cardiff.
[9727

Cash Price £5:15:0
of

alx2}
& G.shutter,
Roll Film
4 N. N.
& G.
leatherSibyl,
case, f/6.3
£4. — Tessar,
Below.
2 l/8th
to 1/1,
000th focal-plane
sec., f/4.5 Ross Tessar,
31x2}
Adams’
Vesta,
Identoscope
and D.V.
finders, slides, model,
F.P.A., speeds
cases,

12 equal payments
10/6 per month.

F.P. Adapter, 7/6 extra.
Roll ' Film Adapter, 15/extra. Extra Slides 1
each. Leather Case,
12/6.

AUTOMATIC
Rolleiflexnew,(4X4),
Tessar
f/2.8,
Compur, almost
perfect
condition,

£5. — E. L. Dunnett, 3, Ascott Avenue, Ealing. [9733

ZEISS Kolibri (3x4 cm.), f/2.8 Tessar, case,

ownermonth),
buying £15
larger
camera, system.
also Correx
Tank'James¬
(new
last
; deposit
— Ewart,
town, Dumbartonshire.
[9696

filter, new last August, £10 ; Leitz Distance
Meter, to fit on camera, £1. — H. Claricoat, 66.
Archery Rd., Eltham, S.E.9.
[9734

31x2}
Ensign,
f/4.5,£4/10.Compur,
front’
4 Zeiss
yellowAldis
filter,
— 176, rise
Lawrence
Hill, Bristol.
[9697

“ SERVICE ”
Popular Price ENLARGERS

1 CVIN. Planastigmat f/6.8, £2 ; 17-in. R.R., 10/- ;
A/w 10-in. Dallmeyer R.R., 22/6 ; 6-in. Busch
Wide-angle, 15/-; Six 31x2} D.D. Slides, T.-P.,
15/- ; }-pl. Model A Mackenzie-Wishart, 10/- ;
}-pi. Sanderson, 3 slides, 45/- ; }-pl. Victo, 3 slides,
45/- ; 5x4 Sanderson, 3 slides, Aldis, 30/- ;
15x12 Conical Field, 3 slides, case, £3/10;
}-pl. Stand and revolving top, £2 ; }-pl. T.-P.
Focal-plane Shutter, 10/- ; Kodatoy, 20/- ; 3}x2}
Reflex, Ensign Special, f/4.5 lens, £6. — R. Stephens,
Dudbridge Lower Mills, Stroud, Glos.
[9700
1-PLATE

4

G.T.,

Dogmar

Horizontal or Vertical. From Leica size to
8£ x 6J. Gas or electric. Three forms : A,
for use with camera ; B, for use with own lens ;
C, complete with lens.
Prices
Send

a postcard

from

37/6 upwards.

for “ Service

” Enlarging

Factors.

Terms
all.
suit

f/4.5, slides, F.P.A.,

POSTCARD
Tessaralsof/6.3,9x12
6 slides,
F.P.A., Pressman
condition Reflex,
as new;
cm.
Etui, Zeiss f/6.3, Compur shutter, F.P.A. (used

“PARTY”

SCREENS

New

at

Reduced

ANTEE.
Price — all with
MAKERS’

Ensign

Camera

GUAR¬

ENSIGN
TROPICAL

1 l’V
/£i Ensign
Foldingsec.,
Camera,
all anastigmat,
movements,
A
I/O
1 to }-pI.
l/100th
f/7.7
5 slides ; perfect condition. — Green, 169, East
Rd., Cambridge.
[9708

ROLL-FILM
REFLEX
31x2

COMMERCIAL
Photographers
—
Cameras, 15x12,
10x8, }-pl.,and
and others.
Copying
Camera, also surplus material ; Backgrounds,

F/7.7 ALDIS

Reduced

“SERVICE”

fid.

»

4 Sections, 48 in. open, 14 in. closed.
Price 6/-. Post fid.
5 Sections,

50 in. open,

14 in. closed.

Price 8/-. Post 6d.
7 Sections, 52 in. open, 12 in. closed.
Price 10/9. Post 6d.

ZEISS Trona, 3}x2}, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,

double extension, rise and cross, very
compact, 6 slides, F.P.A., Distar, ortho screen
and leather case, £7/10 ; approval deposit ; all
as new. — St. Albans, Keston, Kent.
[9717

BE

of 10/- per month

“ Service ” METAL
TRIPODS

[9714

[9726

: 9

TRIPODS
3/-, post

31x2} Salex Double Extension, f/3.8, Compur.
9519,

Vale, W.9.

WOOD

: 13

Adjustable sliding legs, with clamping
screws and T-screws. Price, each,

£8, or will separate. — Box 9517, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9712

centric f/6.3,
case .
SANDERSON
}-pl.,Koilos
6 D.D.shutter,
slides, leather
Ross Homo
as new, £8. — Milbram, 10, Randolph Rd., Maida

£2

42 in. High.

ENSIGN
Rollf/4.5,
Film also
Reflex,accessories
f/4.5, as; S.W.
new ; London,
Ensign
Carbine,

ZEISS Miroflex 3}x2} Reflex, f/2.8 Bio Tessar,

grapher.”

ANASTIGMAT

Or 6/equal payments

Adapter, and 6 slides, cost £6/1 ; Arka Synchronised
Flashlamp, with bulb and adapter, £1/10 ; all
absolutely as brand new ; no reasonable offer
refused. — Box 9516, c/o “ The Amateur Photo
grapher.”
[9711

velvet-lined case, 2 Zeiss filters, 6 slides,
F.P.A. , Zeiss graduated sky filter, in splendid
condition, £27 ; Dalian Economic 3}x2} Developing
Tank, 14/- ; ifustophot Meter, as new, with case,
16/-. — R. H. Guest, Heacham House, Gaywood
King’s Lynn.
[9721

Price

Nickel

Ball-and-Socket

Head

for above,

price, each, 3/6.
Canvas Cases, with sling, for metal
tripods, price, each, 3/9.

Established 1889

Phone : Holborn 0664 '3 lines).

F.P.A., Britisher,
also ZeissJ-Pl.,
Distar
f/2.5f/4.5,
IV, £4.
— Box
REFLEX
Tessar
6 slides,
9526, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9746
4
delayed-action
shutter,
leather
case
;
perfect,
31x2} Foth Film Camera, f/4.5 anastigmat,
£2. — Eggleston, Barton, Yorks.
[9750
on lens-shade, £6/10 ; with
bargain,
deposit
portrait shutterif
A DON Telephoto Lens f/17,
desired. — Box 9518, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
Trade.

\

Time and instantaneous exposures,
camera constructed of teak, brass
bound, focussing adjustment, reflex
mirror. List price £4 17s. fid.

Mounts and Retouching Desks, Aerographic Pen with
spare new needles ; owing to death ; no reasonable
offer refused ; apply any night after 6 p.m.
Williams, 31, Ainsdale Grove, Reddish, Man¬
chester.
[9709

MINI-FEX
Camera,Enlarger,
f/1.8 Panf/4.5,Tacher,
cost £19/5Pigmy
; Mini-Fex
with
switch, plug and globe, £6/13/2 ; Rolleiflex Plate

filter, purchased new November, £19 ; also
Universal View-finder, £2/5 ; Angle View-finder, 18/6,
all as new. — Box 9525, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9745

First-quality Silver Surface, size 4x3 ft., on rollers, 21 j6
First-quality Silver Surface, size 6x4 ft. 6 in., on
rollers .
£2 2 0

once only), £15 the two, or would exchange for
new, or nearly new, 5x4 or }-pl. T.-P. All-weather
Press Camera, with Ross Xpres or Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 lens. — Nicholas M. Bray, St. Kew Highway,
Wadebridge, Cornwall.
[9704

Amateur
[9744

LEICA Model III, with ever-ready case, green

to

SERVICE

1 /300th
sec., f/4.5
new condition
deposit,1 £7,
V.P.K.
Special,
Tessar, ;Compur,
to
case. — Wall, 20, Promenade, Southport.
[9735
f/4.5, unsoiled,
materials.
— Wallis.
LATEST
Improved £ 8/17/6
T.-P. ;Reflex,
3}x2},
Ross
Baldwin St., Nottingham.
[9736
iris mount,
lens hood
case, £6/10.
DALLON
Telephoto
Lens,and 12-in.
focus,— Below.
f/5.6,
LEITZ
Elmarfitting,
Leica£4.Lens
f/3.5, 5-cm., auto¬
coupling
— Below.
ETUIf/4.53} xTessar
2}. Mountlens,Everest
model,
film pack only,
Ibso shutter, £6 ; “ A.P.”
deposit system. — Box 9524, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

tripod; Enlarger, }-pl., f/4.5 lens, semi-focus,

8 times, some equipment, papers, mounts, etc.,
£15 or offer ; must clear all, going abroad.— W. S.,
1, Hayling Rd., N.16.
[9701
TTNSOILED and Perfect, Chromium Model Leica 3,
U
(cost £31/5), f/2.5 Hektor, case, £25.— Miss
James, 28, Rathbone Place, W.l.
[9703

2 6 slides, leather case, £4/17/6. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Blackpool.

takes B117 films, V.P. plates, 6 slides, focus¬
sing screen, F.P.A., wire -finder and double
focussing, rise and cross front ; cost £13/10 ; case,
[9722
£7. — Short, King St., Canterbury.
[9723

and direct wire-frame fin¬
der, f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur
shutter, speeds
from 1 to 1 /250th sec., T.
and B., focussing screen
and three single metal

Or

Avenue,

ZEISS Icarette, 2} square, Tessar f/4.5. Compound,

Specification. — Doable ex¬
tension, rising and cross
front, brilliant reversible

slides, wire release.

plane to 1/1, 000th, rising, cross front, Aldis f/4.5,
9 slides, case, new tank, cost £14, accept £4/10.
S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.
[9694

139, Reads

[9713

TVTEGRETT1 and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,
It camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit. Maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, Dallmeyer
4 Pentac f'2.9, 3 D.P. holders, F.P.A., leather
case, £20.

41x6 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Ernon f/3.5,
2

12 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £15/10.

31x2} Mentor Reflex, Helioplan f/4.5, F.P.A.,

2 3 slides, condition as new, leather case, £13/15.
1-PLATE Apem Press Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat,
4 roll film, £8/15.

2 F.P.A.,
31x2}
Ihagee£13/17/6.
Focal-plane, Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides,

VEST Pocket Roll Film Baby Sibyl, Ross Tessar
NO. 1 Kodak Series III, Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
f/4.5, leather case, £9.

portrait attachment,
new, £8.

Leitz range-finder ;

2 6 slides,
£4/15. f/4.5,
31x2}
Ensignroll-holder,
Folding, canvas
Ensar case,
anastigmat
4 mat,Agfa
leather
31x2}
Roll case,
Film £4/10.
Standard, f/4.5 anastigyOIGTLANDER
Brilliant,
6x6, f/7.7; as new,
£2/2.
by experienced
estimates
free
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferredworkmen
Payment; Terms
; Repairs
by return post ; Developing, Printing and Enlarging
our

speciality, best possible results guaranteed ;

quick service.

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME— USE

LONDON,

OUR

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

as

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
[0010

SYSTEM.
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Buys any £5 Camera ; 5/8 any £10 one. All Makes.
SOPER

SNIP.

500-WATT.

SUPER

SNIP.

16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Bronze Projector, large f/1.6 aperture,
500-watt direct tremendous illumination, large condensers, booster
reflectors, forward, reverse, rewind, unique stills device ; automatic
built-in pilot light, precision geared, unique absolute flickerless shutter,
even at very slow speeds, fitting for talkie attachment, high-speed
geared rewind, ball-bearing absolute silent gearings and motor, all
controls bult in base at back. All gold-bronze ripple. Wonder
projector by famous Stewart-Warner cinema people. Complete in
carrying-case. Amazing light. Theatre movies. List price £60.

FEW

ONLY.
Or

18/10

weekly

£35

FREE

secures,

terms.

deferred

TRIAL.

Or

5/10

weekly

secures,

light.

Just

deferred

what

you
£10

have
7 6

terms.

8-MM. SUPER. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f ,'3.5. three
speeds, interchanging lenses (takes Telephotos, etc.), lightning loading,
slow motion, actual footage, dual finders. Super camera de luxe.
New low price .
£10 10 0
Or 5/11 weekly secures, deferred terms.
PRESS ROLL
FILM.— V.P. Voigtlander-Foth Roll Film, f/3.5 Speed,
unique self -capping, 1 loth to l/500th focal-plane, delayed-action at
any speed, 16 on V.P. roll film .
£4 12 6
Or 2/8 weekly secures, deferred terms.
8-MM. 150-WATT. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector, super
lens, 150-watt, booster reflectors, 24-teeth sprocket fed (takes dry,
torn or worn films all perfectly) .
£11 11 0
Or 6 7 weekly secures, deferred terms.
50 per cent More Light. Doubles the power of your lamp. Crystal
Projection Screens, as used by super cinemas.
40x30 Crystal Beaded Screens, rollers, £2 5 0. 50 40. . £2 17 6
40 x30 Ditto, automatic cases, £3 5 0.
50 40.. £3 17 6
40 x 30 Ditto, leather luxe auto, cases, £4 17 6. 50 - 40. . £5 17 6
Or, from 1/3 weekly, deferred terms. Write now.
NEW. — Zeiss Precision Range-finder Ikonta Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, delayed-action Compur, 1 to l/250th, coupled range-finder,
unique precision focus, takes 31
or 16 V.P. pictures. Sets a
new precision standard. Real size pictures for quality. . £17 0 0

STAR

BARGAINS

*

STAR

BARGAINS

3j 2A T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5, D. slides, case .
£18
Fotet 16-on-V.P. Roll Film, f 3.5, new Compur .
£3
16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, case. Like new _
£12
34 x 24 T.-P. Latest Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. As new. ... £8
94-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, resis., case. As new .
£12
5-in. Cooke f/4.5, sunk mount, reflex or enlarger .
£2

6 x 13 Heidoscope, Tessars f/4.5, latest, hide case .

18
5
12
17
12
5

0
0
0
6
0
0

£27 10 0

Bewi, 21s. Od.
Dremoscop, 9s. 0d.
Lios Meter, 9s. 6d.
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 250-watt, resis., case .
£19 19 0
9A-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, 100-ft. Super Model. .. £27 10 0
3J 24 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/3.5, latest
l/3rd to l/2,0U0th, slides, case. Cost £57 .
£32 10 0
FEW

ONLY. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Cameras, f/3.5, 4 speeds,
100-ft., case. Unused. Demonstration only .
£5 5 0
34 24 Zeiss Ikonta Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£6 17 6
4-pl. Ensign Plate, Aldis-Butcher f'4.5, delayed-action Compur, double
ex., rise, cross, wire-finder, slides, case .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Latest Bronze New Projector, f 1.8, 500-watt,
threading, super model, case. Cost £80 .
£47 10 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, no lens, D. slides .
£3 17 6
Pathe SB Films, Oomedv. Travel, Drama. As new .
17s. 6d.
16 on 34 x 21 Zeiss Ikonta Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A .
£6 17 6
34 24 Zeiss Ideal Plate, 42-in. Tessar f 4.5, latest Compur. double
ex., clip-on slides, Cost £19. Like new .
£9 17 6
1-pl. Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f 4.5, latest
l/3rd to 1 /2,000th. Cost £55. Case, slides .
.
£21 10 0
94- 16-mm. Bolex D Projector, 250-watt, resis. Like new £27 10 0
9416-mm. Bolex C Projector, 250-watt, resis., case .
£14 14 0
FIVE ONLY — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Cameras, Dallmeyer
f 1.9 Speed, 4 speeds, case. Unused. Slightly soiled £9 17 6
4-pl. Etui Wafer Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur. double
ex., wire-finder, slides, F.P. adapter. Like new.. £9 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Projector, latest type, super-reel attachment, motor,
ammeter resistance. Hardly used. Cost £13 .
£7 15 0
Electrophot Photo-Electric Exposure Meter. Cost £7 7s... £3 3 0

6 13 Mentor Reflex, no lens, 6 D. slides, screen .

£4 17 6

34 • 24 Ideal Plate Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, double ex., rise,
cross, clip-on slides, case. Fine condition .
£6 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Special Reflex, Dallmeyer f 4.5, latest steel self-capping,
sunk box, double slides. Like new .
£11 11 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, 400-ft., resistance .
£3 15 0
34 x 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur. unique
all-metal compact, slides, case. As new .
£14 14 0
3/ 24 Voigtlander Famous Tourist Plate Pocket, Heliar f 4.5, new
Compur, double ex., rise, cross. Cost £20 .
£9 17 6
3} 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f, 4.5. As new. .£550
10-on-V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5, new Compur .
£3 5 0
9J-mm. 200B Transformer, gives 35 per cent more light.. £1 10 0

8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used. Like new.... £7 7 0
8-mm. Kodak Projector, in case. As new .
£7 7 0
34 * 24 Zeiss Palmos Press, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, ‘latest
capping, double slides. Like new .

horizontal self¬
£8 17 6

16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, motor, 400-ft., case. As new.. £1 15
34 21 Zeiss Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. new Compur. . £5 17

0
6

94-mm. Pathe Luxe Motocamera, Tessar f/2.7. Cost £19 £12 12 0
16-mm. Simplex Wafer Camera, f, 3.5. As new .
£19 19 0
3 • 2 Voigtlander Wafer Film, Heliar f/4.5, new Compur. . £6 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Latest Triple Field, Aldis f'7. 7. Like new .
£4 17 6
41 24 Carbine Film Plate, Aldis f 4.5, Compur, slides. ... £5 17 6
34 24 Zeiss Icarette Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. new Compur,
double ex., wire-finder, slides. As new .
£11 11 0
i-pl. T.-P. Luxe Reflex, Cooke f ,3.5. D. slides .
£10 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f, 1.8, 150-watt, case. Cost £27 £11 11 0
Talkie Recording Pickup, super type .
£3 7 6
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, 100-watt, case. Cost £20 .
£7 10 0
Adheso Sponge Gummed Cine Title Letters .
17s. 6d.
16-mm.

Bolex

Projector,

EDWIN
28

100-watt,

resis.

Snip .

Optcdum

LENSES*“|

AND

ALLENS. — Last few days for Clearance Bargains.

— 9x12 Palmos, slides, ease, Tessar f/4.5,
£10/17/6 ; Mentor Focal-plane, Tessar f/4.5, £8/17/6.

£6/17/6,
cost £10/5;
Etui 3}x2},
ALLENS.
— Ikonta
(two on 31x2}),
Tessar Tessar
f/4.5,
f/4.5 (12-cm.), D.A., F.P. A., case, £10/17/6

Wlmf/lmFiltm

(£17/2/6 outfit).

ALLENS.—
Mentor
Reflex,
f/1.9,; Kolibri,
£16/16;
Soho 1-pl.
(early34x2}
pattern),
£6/19/6
f/3.5 Novar, Telma D.A., 97/6 ; Leica Model II
(£22 model), £15/17/6.

NEW. — Voigtlander Foth Mirror Reflex, i/3.5 Speed, f ,3.5 finder
anastigmat, unique self-capping, l/25th to 1 /500th, delayed action at
any speed (for including self in picture), scaled pinion focus, highpower magnifier in hood, all inlaid metal, twelve on 3| •
or six
on ‘21x2f films. Very small, compact,
been waiting for .

Trade.

CAMERAS

£7 15

GORSE, a.1BBBS
USE

0

28, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

f/3.5, —£8/19/6,
£15/15 model ; model),
RolloroyElmar
and
ALLENS.
Leica I (interchangeable
case, Elmar f/3.5, £9/17/6 ; Ensign Focal-plane

Film Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, with lined case, £4/19/6
(both) ; Briliiant, f/4.5 model, £5/17/6.

Uniformly coloured Optochrom Yellow Glass
Filters are supplied in four different densities :
No. 0 Extra Light, No. 1 Light, No. 2
Medium, No. 3 Deep. The deeper the tint of

Compur, W.P.
case, (3}x2})
£2/19/6 ;Carbine,
V.P. Kodak,
f/6. 9,
ALLENS.—
f/4.5 Aldis,
focussing, 27/6.
E.R case
and Proxars,
ALLENS.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex£15/15
6x6,(£24f/4.5,outfit)
with ;
T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, £10/10 f/4.5 model, like

the glass, the more correct the colour values
become, and the longer the exposure must
be. For a rapid instantaneous view, therefore,
the Extra Light or perhaps the Light filter
should be used ; for time exposures the
Medium or Deep filter.

new,

£4/19/6.

ALLENS. — Miniature Enlarger, f/6.3 f/3.5,
lens, 92/6;
90/- ;
ALLENS.
— ForLeica,
new Rolleicord,
Foth-Flex,
Super
Ikonta.
Contax, etc.
; two-thirds
(approximately) allowed, modern cameras, part

Miniature (3x4 cm.) Cameras,
Contax Ever-ready Case, 13/9.

payment, subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second"

[0087
hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[8375

BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex,

etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southburv Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England on
your old camera.
[9572
St., Lewisham,

London,

S.E.13.

Phone,

bargains,

5

m/m.

Inches

19/21
22/24
25/28
29/33
34/38
39/43
44/47
48/53
54/58
59/63

diam.

- I3/I6ths
- I5/I6ths
- I - i / 16th
- I -5/ 16ths
1}
- 1-1 l/16ths
- I-I3/I6ths
- 2- 1/1 6th
2i
2i
Write

Lewisham camera exchange, 426, High
Green 2188.
Exceptional
approval
; deposit.

Prices of Optochrom
Filters in
Optochrom
adjustable holders:

for

--

8/6
10/10/11/6
12/6
15/16/18/6
21/27/6

list of Optochrom

SANDS

Lee

Price.

Filters.

HUNTER’S

37, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

days’

Tele Lens
LEICA, f/3.5 Elmar, spool-holders,
cost f/5.6,
£16,
DALLON
Tele £8/8,
Lens,guaranteed,
10-in., f/6,£4/18/6
hood, ; leather
case, cost
Dall¬
meyer f/6 Snapshot, best case, cost £8/8, unsoiled,

guaranteed, £7/18/6 ; Dallon
for Leica, £3/17/6.

£2/15.

31x2} Standard Una, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric,

2 Compound, slides, leather case, cost £25 ;
guaranteed, £10/15. — See above.
[9730

| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

VI/ ANTED. — Reflex, reversing back, 3}x2}, or
ft
i-pl., f/4.5 Tessar preferred ; exchange
3}x2} Zeiss lea, f/4.5 Tessar, 7 slides. F.P. holder.
-Mackenzie, 165, Lichfield Rd., Dagenham. [9666
YI7ANTED. — Good Second-hand Lens, 12 to
It 16 in. anastigmat ; must be cheap : write —
Watt, 112, Hospital Hill, Dunfermline, Fife. [9667
Vlr ANTED. — Telephoto Lens and F.P.A.. for i-pl.
Tl

T.-P.

Haysholm,

Junior

Special

Reflex,

TXT ANTED. — Vertical Electric Enlarger
T T

print

for

3}x2f

negatives,

[9669

priced,

also Correx Tank ; exchange Rolls Razor (cost
25/-). — Harper, 13, Packington Rd., W.3.
[9671
ANTED. — Enlarging Attachment, such as Mirax,
T V second-hand, reasonable price : good con¬
dition. — Box 9504, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9672
117ANTED. — Anastigmat f/4.5, 4-in. focus, no
TT

shutter,

for

3}x2}

Enlarger,

Lonsdale, Park Rd., W. Hartlepool.

Films;

must

be

modern

P0STCARD8,

[9674

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

PAPERS
7/9 per gross

8x6

.. 12/-

8}x6}

.. 13/11 ,

12x10

.. 30/-

.. 20/-

I5x 12 .. 45/-

SILKY
3 GradesOR
ORDINARY
GASLIGHT

MATTE
OR

SOFT

OR BROMIDE

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.
4 /-

2/9 per 100.

PLATES

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix 2£ .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt.
i-plate .. 1/9
„ I i-plate .. 3/6 „ „

MARTIN

; preferably

talkie subjects ; titles and prices to — Box 9507, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9684
ANTED. — 45x107 Vest Pocket Tenax Stereo
tt Transposing Frame. — Box 9508, c/o “The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9685

gross

10x8

VIGOROUS,

and other extras for roll-film Baby Sibyl, in
perfect condition ; or sell, £11.- — Box 9505, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9682
ANTED. — To Hire for Private Shows, Standard
(35-mm.)

1/9 per
3/7

5/6
GLOSSY,
S/4

YIT ANTED. — On “A.P.” trial deposit system,
if 2} x lit Ihagee Autolette, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur ;
must be really cheap ; good condition. — P.
Southall, 48, Sir Harry’s Rd., Birmingham, [9676

TT

BROMIDE
}-plate . .

Postcard

cheap. -

EXCHANGE. — Etui 3}x2}, f/4.5 Tessar, Proxar,

..

3}x2i ..
2}x 42 ..
2-plate . .
5x4

or Magna-

reasonably

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

GASLIGHT2/9 PAPERS

V.P.

cheap.- — Tanner,

Irvine, Ayrshire.

PHOTO

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

RISK.

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

February

THE

28, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

CINEMATOGRAPH
| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED. — 2} Automatic Rolleiflex Outfit ;“ new
The
[9686
WANTED.
— Films
for 16-mm.White; state
and
particulars.
— Carpenter,
Horse price
Restaur¬
ant, Boar Lane, Leeds.
[9691
WANTED.
Patheage Home
Movie ; Projector,
about
£2/5 ; —state
and details
deposit system.

PATHE Kid Cine, new, 12- volt lamp and

resistance, £2 or nearest. — Field, 31, Talbot
Hill Rd., Bournemouth.
[9698

condition, cash.— Box 9509, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

— Boughey,

Morland

Hall, Alton, Hants.

PATHE Motocamera B, excellent condition, £3/10 ;
Kid Projector, super attachment, 3 months
old, £2/10 ; owner changing to 16-mm. — 10,
Woodhill Rd., Colwyn Bay.
[9706

PATHE Kid Projector, complete with lamp,

resistance, carrying-case, as new, 30/- ;
Kid Repair Outfit, 2/6 ; Framed Rigid Silver
Screen, 40x30, 10/- ; Projection Lantern, suitable
for any illuminant, 17/6 ; all worth double. —
S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.
[9693

[9702

WANTED. — Wide-angle and Telephoto Lenses for
Leica

Box

H ;

also

Universal

9515, c/o “ The Amateur

View-finder. —

Photographer.”

[9710

WANTED.—
Nettelcm.Deckrullo
Slides,9-in.C.D.V.,
cm., 10x15
; exchange
Teleros6x13
for

Trade.

similar longer focus.— Box 9380, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9565

WANTED.
— V.P.working
Plateorder,
Camera,
also
accessories,
cheap. —f/4.5,
Box 9522,

c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[9716

WANTED. — Practos Meter, filters, large dishes. —
WANTED. — Plaubel Makina, 3}x2}, F.P.A.,

Robson, 7, Duchess
Tyne, 5.

Drive,

Newcastle-on[9719

slides, f/3.2 ; good condition, £5. — Williams,
63, Carysfort Rd.. London N.16.
[9720

WANTED.
Motor, 39,perfect,
deposit.— —C.Howson,
Salmonduai
St.,resistance
Sheffield. ;

YJ/ANTED. — About 7-in. f/4.5 Anastigmat, [9724
also
t T about 13-in. Telephoto, both in shutters ;
disposal, D.B. 12-bore Hammerless Ejector, £18 ;
buy, sell or exchange ; approval either wav. —
1, Gregory St., Darwen.
[9725

WANTED. — Miniature Camera, similar Ikonta ;

exchange Aerograph Outfit, overhauled makers ;
perfect ;
would sell. — Fryer, Campbell Rd.,
Bedford.
[9729

81 -IN. Condensing Lens wanted ; lowest [9731
price
F/2.91933Cooke
3}x2}
Reflex,
revolving
back,; cost
late
model,
in new
condition,
6 slides
2

to — A.

Firth,

30, Oakland

Sheffield, 6.

Rd.,

Hillsborough,

£21 ; bargain, £10, or part exchange for Leica H.
—Orton, 25, Second Avenue, Acton, W.3.
[9738

WANTED. — Pocket Tripod, cheap. — Smith, 25,
The

Avenue,

W.4.

[9740

WANTED.
J-pl. Reflex,
first-class lens,
' larger,— state
full particulars
and f/4.5
age. —or
Mason, 156, Longmoor Lane, Aintree, Liverpool. [9743
31x2}
N. & G. Folding Reflex, standard model.
2 — Box 9528, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”

[9748

4.5x6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, Dallmeyer f/4.5 Serrac lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P. holder, case. In good condition
£8 15 0
3f x 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot, de luxe model, for film packs only,
f/6.3 anastigmat lens, leather case. In excellent condition
£2 17 6
34 x 2J N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3
double plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In very good
condition .
£12 10 0
3£ x 24 Agfa Standard, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, 5-speed shutter,
3 plate-holders, F.P. holder. New condition .
£3 3 0
3$ x 24 Zeiss Ikon Donata, double extension, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, F.P. holder. Good condition £5 12 6
9 < 12 cm. Ica Ideal, double extension, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, 6 plate-holders, leather case. In good
condition .
£9 9 0
9 < 12 cm. Nettel Tessco, double extension, Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather
case. Good condition .
£8 8 0
41 x 31 N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 6 plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. All in good condition

WANTED for Cash or Exchange, — Baby Cine

Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and Modern Cameras.— Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[9499

WANTED. — 9x12 cm. Bentzin Folding Reflex. —
Fogralea, Lerwick, Shetland.

[9699

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, range-finder
Good condition .

OK -MM. Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10/6
Ot)
per 100 ft. ; Developing, Printing, etc. ;
all 35 and 16 mm. accessories. — Write: B.S.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[9739

Special

and

leather case.
. £9 12 6

Offer

6-volt

FOCUSSING
FLOODLIGHT
REFLECTORS
with

6

switch.

ft. flex

|LANTERNS

and

22/6

9/6

;

both

perfect.— R.

S.

Rd., Lowestoft.

suitable
Turner,

[9665

WESTON Exposure Meter, almost new, leather

case ; cost £15/15 ; cash, £7 ; deposit system.
— Box 9520, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9715

LEITZ
Range-finder,
scaledCampbell
in feet,
first
17/6 secures.
— Jones, 117,
Buildings,
Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.l.
[9732
BEWI
Meter, with
}-pl. masks,
Printing-frame,
* Ditto Exposure
Kodak Special,
2 ditto,
3}x2}, the lot 7/6. — Box 9527, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9747
Trade.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices :

i camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378
YOU

CAN

DEAL

;

lot,

£3/19/6. —

ENLARGERS]

8

£11 10

0

41 x 31 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Nixe, double extension, Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter. In good condition.
List price £19 7s. Gd. For .
£11 12 6
la Folding Pocket Kodak, enclosed front model, Goerz f/6.8
shutter.

In excellent con¬
£3 12 6

Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat lens, 3Brand new condition. List price £4 4s. For
£3 3 0
34 x 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat
lens, 2 double plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price £65. For .
£39 10 0

3Jx2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis-Butcher anastig¬
mat lens. In excellent condition. List price £10 15s.
£6 18For6
34 x 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition.
List price £44 17s. 6d. For .
£26 16 6
41 x 31 Kodak Graflex, revolving back, Kodak anastigmat f/4.5
lens, F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. Original
price £27 .
£12 12 0
41 x 31 Kodak Graflex, revolving back, Cooke f/4.5 and 134-in.
Bis-Telar f/7.5 Telephoto lens, F.P. holder, leather case £15 15 0
Postcard Roll Film Graflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, leather case.
Takes standard postcard roll films. Condition good . . £9 12 6
9 x 12 cm. Ensign Folding Reflex, quick-wind self-capping
shutter, Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, F.P. holder, canvas case
£10 10 0
41 x 31 Dallmeyer Reflex, Dalmac f/3.5 lens, 3 double
plate-holders. In excellent condition. List price £25 £15 15 0
64x4f N. & G. Square Reflector, revolving back. Carl Zeiss
Series Vila f/6.3 Convertible Protar lens, changing-box, leather
case .
£19 10 0
64 x 41 Adams’ Minex, revolving back, 81-in. Ross Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, 3 double plate-holders, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price about £100 .
£35 0 0

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

PERFECT

6}x4J-,

anastigmat

lens,

condenser

Daylight. — Hall, Kismet, 2nd Avenue,
Wickford, Essex.

31 x 21 N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens,
shutter speeds, 4 to l/100th sec., camera takes No. 120 spool

IN

&

screen

115x1} Vertical Enlarger, electric, all Shotgate,
sizes to

2,000 - c.p. Nitraphot
Lamp, 7/6.

6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, original model, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens
Compur shutter. In excellent condition .
£10 12 6
6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, original model, Carl Zeiss f/3.8 Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, leather case .
£12 10 0

V.P.,

6-exposure,

silver

List price 30/-.

8-exposure

47, Oxford

Another,

Projector,

45, Newington

41 x 31 T.-P. Press Camera, quick-wind self-capping focalplane shutter. Carl Zeiss f./4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price
£24 15s. For .
£16 10 0,

11/6 ;

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

BELL. — LatestButts,
Brand S.E.ll.
New Coronet Motocamera,
[9749

Entire Stock.
of Maker's

ENSIGN 3} x 2} 8-exposure Roll-film Developing
Tank,

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

135-mm. Carl Zeiss f/4 Sonnar Anastigmat Lens, leather case,
for use with Contax camera. Brand new condition. List price
£22. For .
£15 0 0

31 x 21 Zeiss
speed shutter.

JAYNAY
2, new, 15/-. — K. Sutcliffe,
13, EastTripod
Parade,No.Harrogate.
[9705

ILLUSTRACHROME.— The Colour Wheel that

will give your movies a professional touch ;
atmospheric effects and colour changes without
shadow ; two colours can be used at the same
time ; price, including fitment for Baby Cine,
5/-, post paid to all parts of the world.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard.
Your inspection invited.
[9646

Dagor anastigmat lens, Compound
dition .

ACCESSORIES

ILLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super Illuminant for

Pathe Baby Projectors ; no heat problems, in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly-efficient reflecting device, a new type
condenser, and the whole in a lantern of the same
diameter as the Pathe, but one inch longer ;
fitted to any standard Pathe in a few seconds ;
hundreds of satisfied customers ; your early order
solicited ; goods sent by return ; complete sets for
all mains voltages, 60/-, post paid ; accumulator
models, 40/- only.

£12 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, latest model with slow speeds, 5-cm. Carl
Zeiss f/2 vSonnar lens, ever-ready case, spare spool chargers,
etc. In new condition. List price £38. For .
£25 0 0
Zeiss Ikon Contax, latest model with slow speeds, Carl Zeiss
f/2.8 Tessar lens, ever-ready case. New condition. List price
£31 12s. 6d. For .
£23 10 0

Trade

Ramsay,

APPARATUS

WANTKD~|

STREET,

&

STRAND,

SAFETY

CO.

LTD.

LONDON,

THROUGH

W.C.2

OUR

;

also

two

[9664

£17, £7, or
exchange
Automatic
ABBEYDALE
Enlarger,
}-pl.,towards
Cooke f/4.5,
cost
Rolleiflex, f/3.8; Soho Magnifiers, 12/-; 3}x2}
Dallan Plate-F.P. Tank, 12/-.— Glenthorne,
side, Aberdeen.

Bield[9718

Latest Large
Dial P.C.
Leitz toRange-finder,
£1/5 ;;
ENLARGER
for Leica,
whole-plate, £1/5
Ever-ready Case, 7/6 ; wanted, 13.5 or 9 cm.
Elmar,

Vidom

66, Kenilworth

1-PLATE
4

Film

Universal
Court,

Tank,

£1. — 80, Manor

5/- ;

Way,

ANCASTER

Finder. — D.

Putney,

Lancaster’s

Print

North

Grimsdick,

S.W.15.

Enlarger,

15/- ;

Trimmer,

[9737

Kodak

5/- ;

Harrow.

lot

[9741

Trade.

negative, from
to 12 x 10.
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination,
JjlNLARGERS.

j ^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post
free.
—
Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.

I

LANTERN

[0082

SLIDES

LANTERN Slides (about 100), Lecture on
“ Printing,” 55/-. — Hood, Kinshan,
Yorkshire.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Nunthorpe,
[9742
29
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MATERIALS

AMATEUR

Trade.

See

ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.
ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 p.m. Callers welcomed.
ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
Prices less postage to callers.
ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send for price list.

and DISTRICT
PHOTOGRAPHERS

our

selection

of

NEW AND SECOND-HAND CAMERAS,
CIN£ CAMERAS, PROJECTORS, ETC,
LEICA
ROLLEICORD
CONTAX
& HOWELL
VICTOR
PATHESCOPE
MIDAS, etc.

BELL

Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
1091,
Argyle
St. Prices less
postage to callers.

Exchanges

BRADY

&

Estd.
1855

a Speciality.

MARTIN

LTD.

29,
MOSLEY
STREET.
NEWCASTLE
- UPON
- TYNE

K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white
and

THE

WONDER
6.5x9

CAMERA

cm. (3£x2£

TZ ALTON

IV

3ix21 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 4Jx2f and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

LTD.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;Glossy
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Double72 sheets 2/6.
K ALTON
i-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

Square, W.1

Lantern

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Fitted with F/4.5
ZEISS TRIOTAR
LENS

XT' ALTON

IV

WfE

NEW

FOTH-FLEX
D.A. FOCAL-PLANE

at

£10:7:6
i
PMto.

i

.*

•''/ '/ *.V

fast, H.

&

D. 2,700, in

offer the

Highest

Quality

Materials

at

the

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

LEITZ “LEICA”
ZEISS IKON
“CONTAX”
THE

super

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
ATTWOOD
Glossy4ix2i
Paper,2/6.vigorous
normal: Gaslight
3ix2i 2/-,
i-pl. and
3/i-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
5ix3i,
& D.600
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chlorc-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
21whole-plate 3/-, 12 x 10 5/-.
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
4TTWOOD
Gaslight

P

AND

Film,

[0009
i T lowest prices ; Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

We are also speci¬
alists in all minia ture cameras.

1 mMs

Roll

3ix2i, 8-exposure, 10/- dozen.

(See Bargains in Cameras
and Lenses columns in this
issue, also advert in Materials and
Enlargements
columns.)

USED

MODERN

Write,

giving lull particulars,

All

TV MC
7 minutes

30

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

“ The

Piccadilly

(22 or 23

Hadleigh,
[0025

700 H.
& D., 3i
x 2i 1/3,
4[x3i Isochromatic
1/9 dozen,
ALLENS.
— Super
Plates,
special
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

Car).

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
[0092

Amateur

what

new

apparatus

Photographer.”

Available

‘‘The

Amateur

till Saturday.

March

28/2/34

Amateur

This Coupon
Available
‘‘The

Amateur

of print.
31st.

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

28/2/34

COMPETITION

to be affixed to back

of print.

till Saturday.

31st.

March

Photographer.”

PRINT

28'2/34

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back
Available till Saturday, March
“ The

31st.

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) ;

4.

stating

EXCHANGE.

ADVANCED
WORKERS’ COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.

28/2/34

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

3ix2i 2/6 single gross ; quantity rate to
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

168. OLDHAM
ROAD,
MANCHESTER.
from

catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

and

IN PART

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

ATTWOOD
Plates, superfine
i-pl., 43 dozen
dozen
4/6; Postcard,
4 dozen quality:
8/-; i-pl.,
11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;

CAMERA

TAKEN

require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, you
LEICA,
IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our appro\a].
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with paiticulars also of new
apparatus required.

CAMERAS

•

-

CAMERA/
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.; WANTED
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,

£ 1 O : 10:0

JEM

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
first 3ix2i,
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
18x2i,Roll
9/-Films,
dozen;
2iX4i, :
11/- ; 6 exposures : 3ix4i, 18/- ; 5ix3i, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs, 3 H.packs& D.8/6. 350, 3ix21, 3
packs 5/3
K
ALTON
& D. 600 ;4 i-pl.,
5/- ; Flat
16/6 Films,
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

or&
Tew (^ollefC
AT ALLENS

dtE j| 1

Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 35 x21 glossy,

21- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, l|x2i, 1/6 gross;

MANCHESTER & DISTRICT
AMATEUR

1-pl. 3/6 72

10x8' 5/-, 12x10

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and doubledouble-weight
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

Film-pack adapter
£0 16 0
Roll-film holder with automatic numer¬
ation .
£2 5 0

& JONES

matt,

weight. normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross

on nearly all occasions, delayed-action
Compur shutter, and 3 metal dark slides
£37 10 0

House, Golden

and

15X12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41 X 2i 3/6, 31x21 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

Fitted with f/2.9 10-cm. Plaubel Anticomar. Instantaneous exposures by hand

GARNER

velvet

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : • 20 X 16 6/3 dozen ;

in.)

With coupled range-finder, for roll films,
plates or film packs which can be alter¬
nately used after each exposure.

Polebrook

cream,

sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets;
7/3, 3/- dozen.

‘‘The

Amateur

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

COUPON

28/2/34

This Coupon to be affixed to each query.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

February

THE

28, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

MATERIALS

The

Improved

Trade.

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives

exact exposures
without calcula¬
tions for both
still and
from

PRICE
complete

in leather case

£4 : 0 : 0

2

Armour
Telephone

5025.

ENLARGEMENTS

1 /Q
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
1/
O DOZEN,
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

Ready always to
indicate correct

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9u. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
FREEmounted
for everyEnlargement
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8i-x6I ;
no disappointments ; same-day service : 8£x6i 10d.,

: Stafforles, Cent, London.

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84x61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

2D.
EACH, Superior
Enlargements,
any
quantity,
glossy or P.C.
semi-matt.
— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

4

Offer ! !

/c) ENLARGING

z CONDENSERS
Post
Free

(2 PLANO-CONVEX
LENSES)
/
IN MOUNT
COMPLETE .
I0 /
STANDARD
SIZE CINE LENSES.... 51- Post Free

WANTED

FOR

CASH

MICROSCOPES— TELESCOPES— BINOCULARS

BROADHURST,
63,

CLARKSON

Farringdon

ROAD,

& CO . Address

London,

E.C.l

CAMERA
OF

[

EXCHANGE

NEWS

!

9.5-mm. SUPER

FILM

Subscription

LIBRARY.
Rate

^

:

FILMS FROM 1/- PER REEL.
“ClNg-PHOTO-HOUSE,”

6, PARK

ROAD,

TEDDINGTON

Molesey 1064

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

and 0e satisfied.

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

&otd

CAMERA
Repairs,
bellows
;
catalogue,
2d. — brasswork,
Mason, 65,woodwork,
Shepherd’s
Lane,
Leeds.
[9728

att

good StUuxmj&iS .

A 21
ROLL-FILMfocal-pl
REFLEXane
A The smallest
A If T1
For full-size V.P. pictures.
Shutter speeded to 1/1,000 sec.

THE

WE
CARRY
STOCKS
OF
ALL
THE
LATEST
CAMERAS,
CINE
CAMERAS
AND
PROJECTORS.

Exakta Anas, f/3.5 ..
£14 0
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 ..
.. £18 0
Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 . .
. . £21 10

0
0
0

Dallon “ Super Six ” f/1.9 . . £31
Solid Leather Case 20/- extra.

0

“ Ihagee

Read
in the
thenabout
come itand
see “it B.J.”
at

Photographic Chemists,

VICTORIA
SQUARE,
(Opposite O.P.O.)

GOOD

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

Bargains in everything
Photographic.

GALLOWAYS,

HERE’S

We can now take your still camera in part ex¬
change for a cin6 camera, etc. Dig out that cam¬
era and let us quote you. We give you a keen deal.

Trade.

MIDLANDS
For

[5386

REPAIRERS

V'V

THE

Trade.

cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
RETOUCHING.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬

Special

ENLARGEMENTS. — -“ Must say . . . very pleased

Special

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Exclusive

&

Polebrook

Golden

House,
Write

OUR

”

GARNER

BIRMINGHAM.
Phone : MID. 5070

USE

|

retouching

Peter¬
[4423

indeed with the work . . . and do not
hesitate to send remainder of negatives (91) for
similar treatment.” Personal attention, individual
treatment and satisfaction guaranteed. — Cox, En¬
larging Specialist, 83, Studland Rd., Hanwell,
W.7.
[9707

U

etc.

for
free prospectus
; no
Photographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — World’s
Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9617

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

BOOKS,
Trade.

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

LESLIE

Telegrams

TUITION,
[9687

Trade.

im¬

iV / PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 34 x25
same-day
service1/- ;;
ous and
norma) ;Gaslight
a" surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vi^cr- ALL RollDeveloping
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100. 4Fx3J 1/3, 5-5x34 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
normal;
all surfaces:
3Jx23,
1/3
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and
Bromide
Paper,
vigorous
and
2/- gross; 44x2J and }-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross; $-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026 SPECIALISTS
3I) printed
developed.
1/3 post free.(2i— xEdwards,
119, and
Old Rd.
West,
Gravesend.
[9592
[0057
saving
lists
free
;
penny
postcard
will
save
PLATES.
—
Keenest
value
in
trade.
Money¬
you pounds. — Kimber, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.

to 1 /1,500th sec.

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

: National

mingham.

minutes

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

&

BURT’S
(or
Reliable
Plates,
Postcards,
Papers;
all goods
guaranteed
; weSnowhill,
pay postage
send etc.
for ;List
A. — Gothic
Arcade,
Bir¬ '

cine,

exposure
mediately.

STAFFORD

|

Trade.

Model.

JONES,

for Illustrated

10

LTD.

Square, London,

W. 1

List, post free.

RISK.
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xii
Wide

range

of Catalogues

AMATEUR

post free anywhere.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Cameras

and

Cine, Binoculars,

SPOT CASH FOR
Leica Universal View-finder.

condition.

16-mm.

resistance

Good

Cost £31 os .

.C1#1

Ensign Model 50 Projector, £Q.1

to 250

4.5x10.7

volts, case.

cm.

As new.

3x4

C.ft

XO*XtJ#U

6

£4,C*A

As new.

5-cm. Leica Elmar
coupling.

List £6 10s. . .

X*X#D«U

Xfi*X

35-mm.

As

2Jx2|

lens. As new.

Cost £10 3s.

Good

condition.

slides.

cm. Baby

filter, case. As new.

Good

London,

condition.

£H .H

X I • XO.U

3 slides, F.P. adapter.

Xcl«X

ST.

London,

W. I

Fourteen

doors West

of Circus.

Tessar

POO.Ifi.A
XOO«XU«U

BOUND

ST.

BUSES

STOP

PI

Cost £32 .

f/2. 7,

11

XXv*Xil«U

Palmos Focal-plane, 8-cm.

slides, F.P.

Good condition.

Cost £32..

PI

(LISTS
Stock

FREE.)

Exchange

2 ANGEL

HEBE.

Throgmorton

Branch,

COURT

St., London,

E.C.2

bought

for cash.

D9 LL<?ND*^ITCHIS^?IN

I2i,

Cheapside,

13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.i 1
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

E.C.2.

140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.

THE ANNUAL
Edited

REVIEW

by F. J. MORTIMER,

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.

for 1934 of the WORLD’S
Hon.

F.R.P.8.,

Editor

of "The

PICTORIAL
Amateur

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds.— 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer

and

WORK

Cinematographer”

The finest examples of the /ear’s photography by the
world’s leading camera artists are contained in the 1933
volume of “ Photograms of the Year.” Chosen from the
best work of many nations, the 81 superb reproductions
embrace a very wide field of subject matter. They reveal a
high degree of artistic selection coupled with a complete
mastery of the technical intricacies of the craft.
PRICES

Among them are portraits of famous people, intimate
character-studies, landscape, exquisite compositions in light
and shade, still life, geometric design and posed figures.

Stiff Paper Covert
5/- net

By port S/6

Cloth Boards
7/6 net

There is also an editorial analysis of “The Year’s Work”
and contributions by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced and
an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies
are also included.

By port 8 -

Half Bound Leather
10/6 net By post ii/-

Obtainable

I L I F F E
32

PLEASE

&

SONS

MENTION

LTD.,

“ THE

DORSET
AMATEUR

HOUSE,

C,A

XXw.XU.U

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem
Microscopes

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D. , or may be seen by appoint ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.

4

XX*X«XHk*U

DEMONSTRATIONS
DAILY
HERE.

W.l

WEST

Good

“PERMAREC”
HOME TALKIES

• «U

6 cm. Meyer Reflex, 4-in. Plasmat f/2, revolving

281 OXFORD

PiA.'lA.A
XXU«XU«U

F, 2 speeds, 25-mm.

List £27 16s .

4.5 >< 6 cm. lea Minimum

X I . i .U

back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, lens hood.
A s brand new. Cost over £60 .

£17:15:0

f/1.5 lens, focussing, case.

Zeiss

£7.1

Good condition. . . .

PQ.Q.n
drive, Zeiss

4 1 3j Goerz Anschutz Ango Press, 15-cm. Dogmar

de Luxe, f/3.5 lens, 3 film

Splendid condition.

2

f/3.5 , speeds 5 to i/z, oooth sec., T. and B., 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, filter, bulb release, case. PI C.1 E#A

roll film, Meyer f/2.9,

soiled only.

List £1 1 2s. 6d .

4. 5

condition. £12:10:0

BOND

Meyer

PP
* C ,A
XD»XO*U

3^x21 Mentor Sports Reflex, Meyer f/4.5, P Q#i 7.£?

!• I *U

Rolleiflex, automatic, f/2. 8 Tessar,

28 OLD

new ;

Cine-Kodak,

Cine Nizo Camera

adapter.

As

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera

f/4.5. f 1 1

List£24ios..

9.5-mm.

Xw»Xi)«U

Good

BB

Tessar f/3.5, 3 film boxes, leather case.
Good condition. Cost £35 .

delayed

List £9 5s .

Ross Tropical Press, 6A-in. Ross Homocentric

f/4.5, 4 D.D.

4x4

X#«XO»l/

XI

C.A

Good condition.

chargers, leather case.

Rolleiflex, Tessar

PP
1 C A
XD • X D »U

List £8

Model

carriers for 3^ x 2L and V.P., rising, revolving, tilting move¬
ment, 5^-in. condenser, 5j-in. anastigmat PP#,| Q#P
f/4.5, electric illuminant. Good condition. XU*XC/#U
Compur.

state requirements.

speeds,
case.Cine
As Camera,
new'. .motor
35-mm.f/3.5lealens,
Kinamo

lhagee Weeny-Ultrix 1450, f/4.5 Ihagee, Compur,

Baldax, 16 pictures on 3^x2^

1 C.fl

List £10:15:0

condition .

5x4

£6:17:6

Projector, for £H*

Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, 4f-in. Dallmeyer

f/4.5, case.

Good

List £10 12s..

Leica Gnome

use with own

3£x2£

new.

As new.

Please

16-mm.

PO#0#f|

21 x If lhagee Weeny-Ultrix 1305, f/4.5 £ C#1
pouch.

etc.

1934

XO*u«U

i-pl. Westminster Enlarger, chain and sprocket focussing,

•

9-cm. Leica Long-focus Elmar Lens f 4, automatic
coupling.

List £5 12s. 6d...

plate back, 6 slides, screen, case.
condition. List £9 12s. 6d .

P 4#*| 7.f|

List £6 17s.

condition.

1 3.5 -cm. Tessar f/4.5, Compur, F.P. adapter, leather case. Good condition .

2£x1f

Lens t 3.5, auto-

A s new.

Good

Barometers,

12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ideal Hand 225, double extension,

Ihagee, Compur,

cm. Korelle Roll Film, f 3.5 anas-

tigmat, Compur.
matic

9

Stereoscopic Clack, focussing, pair

6-cm. anastigmats f/6.3, in Compur,
slides, case. Good condition .

Telescopes,

28,

ZEISS BINOCULARS AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

4 Jr x 2* Ikonta 520/15, f/6.3 Novar, leather

case.
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THE ONLY PICTURE YOU
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LEICA
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apparatus
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,

£2 17
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The Camera Sensation of 1934
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1
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CAMERA

WALLACE HEATON

Packed
“ still ” with
or latest
cin6

you’ll find

deduct

THE
INVISIBLE
MAN l

FREE
LISTS !

only. All fully guaranteed. Most are almost as new — every instrument offered
on approval for a month, and may be exchanged to FULL VALUE if desired
up to March 7th.
We will put anything on reserve for 3 months if a quarter is paid on deposit.
Call, write, or wire AT ONCE. Only one of each of these super bargains is
available and ORDERS
WILL BE EXECUTED
IN STRICT ROTATION.

Nothing sent without cash. Dealers on the “Approved
cent for cash with their order enclosing remittance.

£50

3

WRITE

REMAINING

★ These bargains are offered below ACTUAL COST, for cash, for one week

mmm
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AT WALLACE HEATON’S

SUMMAR
LENS
in SUNK MOUNT
NOW

IN STOCK

IN COLLAPSIBLE MOUNT
- IN RIGID MOUNT

-

!

-

£15
£13

LEICA
MODEL III

£31: 3: 0

EASY TERMS,

119 NEW BOND ST.. W.1
-PHONES:

MAYFAIR

47 BERKELEY ST.
PICCADILLY, W.t

0924-5-6-7.

. and you do BEST
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Get these subjects with SELOCHROME
F

Speed boats move fast. Your shutter
must move faster. Before you set out
with your camera put in a roll of
Selochrome. Ultrasensitive, multi- coated,
anti-halation-backed, Selochrome is the
film for all subjects in any light.
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Projector,

motor
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7 Universal Finder by Leitz, for ein6 cameras, with parallax
adjustment. Never been used. Cost. £4 Ids .
£2 17 fi
8- Bell & Howell Character Title Writer, complete
for 220 volts, all as new, in case. Cost £11 .

with lamp
£6 17 fi

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in
advance some of these second-hand items may be sold
already, but similar outfits are usually available.
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f/3.5 lens, brown case for camera and
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self -erecting, f/4.5 Trinar lens, in
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.
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4-in. f 5.5 Ross Teleros,
mount .

Nagel f/4.5 lens, 3-speed
£6 .

0
30
l/ r
a
ss
Te to

2

Panoramic Tripod Head .
9s. fid
Front Lens No. 2, £ 2.5 Lens. 11s. 6d
Front Lens No. 3, f 2.5 Lens. 11s. fid
Reflecting View-finder, in case. 9s. fid
Angular View-finder for Model 1, 14s. 9d
Universal Finder, for 3.5, 5, 13.5 rm
lenses .
£1 3 6
No. 2 Filter for f/3.5 lens .
5s. fid
No. 3 Filter for f/3.5 lens .
5s. fid
Collapsible Copying Stand, in canvas
case .
£2 7 6
Stereo Slide .
10s. fid.
Various Cases .
from 9d
Angular Finder for Model El £1 3 fi
2-in. f 1.9 Dallmeyer Super Six Lens,
for Leica II, will operate focussing
£9 17 6

1— Model II Leica Camera, auto,
coupled range-finder, Elmar f/3.5 lens,
scaled in metres. Cost £22. £16 16 0

6

Nagel

lens, leather case and F.P. adapter,
Cost £49 15s .

9
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secures

12 cm.

reflex, iris mount.

in.

first payment

9

for ^-pl. reflex.

13-

5

outfit now-

ST

ST W1

wonderful value of these items does
allow for easy payments or exchange
allowances.

CAMERAS,
1

or if

3

your

BOND

BERKELEY

2— 3$ 24 Sibyl Vitesse Folding Plate
f/3.5 lens, 3 slides. Cost. £30 .

4

Reinforce

>♦7

f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
leather case. Cost £16 15s. 4d .

SUMMAR LENS IN SUNK MOUNT
NOW IN STOCK !
BIGGEST EXCHANGE
REMEMBER BOND ST.
ALLOWANCES and EASY
FOR BEST LEICA SERVICE!
TERMSfor EVERYTHING

GUARANTEED

119 NEW

UTMOST VALUE in
CASH BARGAINS

NEW

SPECIAL ‘SNIPS’
for LEICA USERS

IT /S

mmm

F

town you’ll find our postal trading leaves nothing
III out
to beof desired.

MODEL

CINE?

A BELL-HOWELL

STREET

SPECIALISTS

give us a call and see them,

BEST

BECAUSE

BERKELEY

WE HAVE EVERY
LEICA MODEL!
in the West-End,

THE

GUARANTEED
‘SNIPS
’ FROM

No matter what you require — it’s here at Bond Street,
and, incidentally, we know you’ll find it a pleasure to buy
from us. We don’t just make a “cold-blooded ” sale, but
we give you advice and insight into the workings and
use of any Leica camera or accessory.

When

WHY
ISABEL HOWELL

at Bed-Rock Prices

SEE THE POUNDS
“i YOU WILL SAVE
EVERY BARGAIN FULLY GUARANTEED

WALLACE HEATON
BOND
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beauties are revealed in Winter’s land¬
scape you can record correctly on
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The picture on this page was taken with the Contax
camera and F/2 Sonnar (aperture F/2.8) in 1/ 1 ,000 second.
The Contax is the perfect miniature camera.

Foci from l£ in. to 7£ in. A choice of ten lenses in
all, and the widest range obtainable.
The sensitive material used is cine film rolled on

Metal focal-plane shutter giving exposures from i to
1/1,000 second and Time. Long base accurate range¬
finder. Open construction of back, easy to clean and
to load. Zeiss lenses, apertures from F/1.5 to F/8.

daylight-loading spools. Picture size 24x36
Enlargements to 12x8 in. or even larger.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD., 11, MORTIMER

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper

for transmission in the U.K.

Send for our new
the Contax.”
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MORTIMER
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LOOK
16-mm., 9.5-mm. and 8-mm.

BARGAINS, THAT REALLY ARE
Cameras, Projectors, Lenses, etc.
Model B Cine-Kodak, chromium, 100 It. and
As new .

50 ft., f/1.9 anastigmat,

Bell & Howell Filmo 70, 100 ft. and 50 ft.; 2 speeds, f/3. 5 Cooke
able. Cheap .
Fathescope de
as new .
Cine-Nizo

Luxe

interchangeable.
£18 18 0

anastigmat,

interchange¬
£18 18 0

Motoeamera, f/2.5 anastigmat and Tele attachment. Condition
.
. .
£13 17 6

30-ffc. Model,

f/2.8 anastigmat,

Cine-Kodak 8, f/3. 5 anastigmat, pocket
As new .

3 speeds, motor,

size, the camera

hand

crank.

Like

with the cheapest
. .

new

£8 10 0

running cost.
£7 18 6

Bell & Howell Filmo 70, 100 ft. and 50 ft., 2 speeds, f/1.9 1-in. anastigmat, focussing,
interchangeable .
£21 10 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3. 5 anastigmat
model. Perfect oruer .
Model BB
little camera
Bolex
mov<es

Junior
.

and

portrait

Cine-Kodak, 50-ft. model,
. .

16-mm. Cine Camera, 50 ft., f/3. 5 lens, audible
.
. .

Fathescope

de Luxe

Motoeamera,

attachment,

100

footage

f/3. 5 anastigmat.

In perfect

order

Model C Kodascope Projector, with resistance and canying-case.
optical and mechanical condition .
. .

£20:0:0

All of the above
l£-in. Cooke
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6
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WESTMINSTER
TEMple

LONDON,

16-mm.

Lens .

AT

LTD.
f/1

lenses are standard

Projection

£2 17
£2 17

can also offer a large selection of second-hand and stock-soiled silver and crystal
screens, both rigid and fixed. Write for particulars of goods you require.

119, VICTORIA

51, GRAY’S

Hoiborn 7311/2.

Wide-apertore

YOU CAN ALWAYS

:

R. F. HUNTER,

All voltages. Perfect
.
.
£8 17 @

1-in. Projection Lens, high quality .
IJ-in. Projection Lens, high quality .

Tessar,

£22:10:0

for all

£37 10 0
of all the cheaper
£6 17 6

l~in. f/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat, focussing .
20 -min. f/3.5 Dallmeyer Wide-angle Lens .

immediate control. Don’t be disappointed,
write .
for the brochures or get them from
YOUR NEAREST DEALER — now !
n
n

SOLE
IMPORTERS
.
.

£7 10
3 speeds,
8, 16,0
£1117
6
resistance

Fathescope 9.5-mm. Lux Projector, with one type " O ” and one type “ 8 ” lamps, for
extra large pictures, with unnotched film. Complete with resistance for all voltages and
handsome carrying-case. This outfit is in new condition and fully guaranteed £13 5 0
1-in. Zeiss Tessar f/2.7 Anastigmat .
£2 10 0
1-in. f/3.5 Cook© Anastigmat, fixed focus. . . .
£1 15 0

Reflex.

F/3.8 Zeiss

with

Zeiss Ikon Projector, 100-watt illuminant, 400-ft. capacity, for 220 volts A.C. or D.C.
This machine gives brilliant screen illumination which most be seen to be believed
Guaranteed, of course .
£11 17 6

tures of unusual subjects at a second’s notice.
i
Parallax compensation is a feature of the
Rolleiflex that gives dead-accurate results.
What you see on the ground-glass screen
you get in perfect detail on your negative.
n
i
Speed and aperture adjustments are under

With

Projector, complete

750-watt Victor Super Hi-Power Projector, forward, reverse and ” stills ” — really safe
'* stills,” despite the immense wattage. Dallmeyer Superlite lens. Rewinds four 400-ft.
reels whilst actually projecting another. Colossal illumination, or you may decrease
same at will .
. .
. £57 10 0

These two attractive pieces of literature are
beautifully produced and contain a wealth of
wonderful pictures taken by that famous little
camera— the Rolleiflex. They give important
details of the Rolleiflex, too — and tell you
how delightfully simple it is to produce pic¬

F/4.S Zeiss Tessar,

16-mm.

Model C Kodascope, with resistance and case. The most popular
projectors, cheaper than ever, and in perfect order. For .

(Rolleiflex

With

Super

real good
£4 10 0
condition

Model B Kodascope, 250-watt, self -threading, forward, reverse and “ stills ” with safety.
Complete with resistance for all voltages, aud handsome carrying-case Guaranteed to be
in perfect order and condition. Listed at £105 10s. Offered at the very low price of

OF THE

Roll- film

250-watt

and

very neat
£7 17 6

voltages A.C. or D.C., with ?-in. and 1 -in. projection lenses, forward and ‘‘stills.” Also
carrying-case. This machine is fully guaranteed optically and mechanically perfect.
Listed complete at £90 15s .
. .
£27 10 0

GET THESE
ATTRACTIVE BROCHURES

the all - automatic

A Kodascope

A

indicator, takes
. .

Ensign Antokinecam, fitted f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, interchangeable,
64, 100-ft. or 50 ft. Guaranteed optically and mechanically perfect .
Model

ft. and 50 ft.
£6 17 8

fitted f/3. 5 anastigmat.
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3x2 Rollette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, 1 tft l/300th
sec.. D.V. finder .
. £3 6 9
520 Zeiss Ikonta, (2 on 3ix2i), f/4.5 Novar anastigmat,
Telrna delayed-action shutter, l/25th to 1/1 00th sec.. . £3 19 6
3 x 2 No. 2 Ensignette, f/6.5 Cooke anastigmat, speeded shutter,
1 '25th to 1 /100th sec .
£1 11 3
Model II Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, l/25th to l/500th sec., range-finder, synchronised with
focussing .
£15 15 0
Zeiss Contax Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
shutter speeds l/25tb to l/500th sec., range-finder synchronised
with focussing .
£17 7 6
3i x
Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat, Ibso
shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., brilliant finder, plate back £1 19 6
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film, Achro lens, speeded shutter, l/25th
to 1 /100th sec .
13s. 9d.
21 x 21 Yoigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 anastigmat, speeded shut¬
ter, full-size top brilliant finder and case .
£2 6 3
31x21 Tropical Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compor shutter,
1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V. finder .
£5 7 6
3tx21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, Achro lens, speeded£16
shutter9

3} •> 21 Pearl Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, delayed-action
shutter, self-erecting front .
£2 2 0
31 x 21 No. 4 Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat, Betax sh itter,
1/2 5th to 1/1 00th sec .
£1 0 9
3t <21 Ensign Pocket 20, f/6.3 Ensign auastigmat, Everset
speeded shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec., self -erecting front. As
new .
£2 1
31x21 Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
shutter. l/25th to l/100th sec .

Everset

speeded
£1 11 0

31 <21 No. 1 Junior Kodak, Achro lens, Fverset
shutter, l/25th to 1 /100th sec .

speeded
18s. 9d.

31x21 No. 1 Special Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak anastigmat. Kodamatic shutter, 4 to l/200th sec. A3 new .
£4 12 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action
Compur shutter, I to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V. finder
£3 13 6
31 x 21 Carbine, f/4.5 Lukos anastigmat, Varlo shutter, l/25th
to 1 /100th sec .
81 13 9
31x21
Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat,
shutter, brilliant finder .
31 ■ 21 No. 6 Carbine, f/6.5
shutter. 1 to 1/lOQth sec., radial
31x21 Zeiss lea Roll Film,
delayed-action Compur, leather

speeded

everset
£1 9 6

Cooke anastigmat, Lukos Til
focussing .
. £2 11 9
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, latest
case .
£8 17 6

31x21 Carbine, f/6.8 Blitz anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
to l/300th sec., double extension, plate back .
£1 9 6
31x21 Dallmeyer Roll Film Snapshot, f/6.3 Dallmeyer anas¬
tigmat .
£2 6 6

31 - 21 No. 1 Special Kodak, f/4.5 Kodak
matic shutter. Cost £13 .

31x21 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3, Diomatic
leather case. Cost £5 5s .

speeded

shutter,
£2 12 6

31 21 No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action Compur
shutter. I to l/250th sec .
£7 13 6
31x21 Orion Roll Film, f/4.5 Pololyt anastigmat, Compur
shutter. 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V. finder £3 13 9
31 x 21 All-metal Roll Film, f/6.3 Rodenstock anastigmat,
Everset speeded shutter, I /25th to l/100th sec., self-erecting
£1 13 9

31 21 Ikonta S.E. Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Cost £4. As new .

speeded

shutter.
£2 10 0

21 x 21 No 4 Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat,
l/25th to 1 /100th sec .
81x21

Six-20

Kodak,

f/11 doublet

Lukos

II shutter,
£1 9 0

lens, self-erecting

front

£1 11

31 x21 Fotb Roll Film, f/4.6 Foth anastigmat,
shutter. l/25th to l/100th sec .

6

delayed-action
£2 3 9

anastigmat

in Koda£5 19 6

3.1 x 21 Ernemann Roll Film, f/6.8 anastigmat, shutter speeds
to 1 /100th sec., light filter. Nice order .
£1 15 0
31 <21 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss, Lukos TI
shutter .
£3 17 6
31 x 21 Lizar Compact, double extension, f/6.8 Ross Compound
Homocentric, Acme shutter. Cost £10 10s .
£3 3 9
31x21 Ensign, f/4.5 anastigmat. Mulchro shutter. .£239
31x21 All-metal Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar, Com¬
pur shutter Cost £9 9s .
£5 12 6
17 9
31x21 Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded £3shutter
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44x6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, S.C. shutter speeded to l/500th
and time, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, deep focussing hood. 3
double plate-holders, F.P. adapter. Cost £20 .
£12 10 0
4* x 0 V.P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, f/2.5 Cooke lens, 6
D.D. slides, leather case .
£12 17 6
Standard Size T.-P. Roll Film Exakta Reflex, f'3.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, focussing adjustment, focal-plane shutter, leather case.
As new. Cost £18 .
£14 0 0
2i Square Rolleiflex Reflex, automatic model, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, complete in leather case. Shop-soiled.
Cost £21 5s .
.
£16 16 0
2i Square Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, complete in
lent her case. Cost £23 5a. Shop-soiled .
£17 17 0
3? 2* Ihagee Folding Reflex, Veraplan f/4.5 anastigmat, selfnapping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£11 17 6
34 x 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tes«ar f/4.5, focalplane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£8 17 6
3i x 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, selfcapping focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£22 10 0
31 x 24 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.9 Laack anastigmat
lens, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-fllm holder and
case .
£7 17 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Jnnior, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat
ing back. 6 slides, canvas case .
3ix2i

T.-P.

Reflex,

f/4.5 Ross

anastigmat

lens, revers¬
£8 2 6

lens, lU-in. f/6
Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto

WAS

A MONSTER

\ih

lens,

Inter-

changeable, re¬
versing back, 8
slides,

F.P.

adapter, leather
case £14 14 0

7, 1934
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31 24 Westminster Folding Reflex, fitted f/6.8 Emon arastigmat. sunk focussiDg setting, revolving back, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, leather
case .
£4 17 0
back,

31 x 21 N. & G. RoU Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Xpres and case £12 17
31 x 21 Westminster Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5 an
tigmat, Compur and leather case .
£5 13
31 x 21 W.P. Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Compur £7 17
31 x 21 W.P. Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis, Compur, case. ... £4 3
31 x 21 No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, Cooke Butcher f/C
Lukos Express fully-speeded shutter, U -front, and leat!
case .
£2 17
31x21 Cocarette, Conastigmat f/6.3, Derval fully-speec
shutter from 1 to l/100t.h sec., reversible finder .
£2 6
31x21 No. 6 Carbine, Ross Homocentric f/6.3, Optimo sh
ter from 1 to 1 /200th sec .
£3 6
31x21 Tropical Watch Pocket Carbine Aldis Uno f/6
Trichro shutter, U-form front. New condition .
£2 11
31 x 2i Regular Ensign, Lumar f/6.3 anastigmat, Trie]
shutter, speeds to l/100th sec., U-form front, high rising a
cross, reversible finder, plate back .
£1 19
31x21 No. 1 Series III Kodak, Kodak
latest Compur shutter from 1 to l/250th
31 x 21 Ernemann,
sec .

R.R.

f/4.5 auastigmat, vi
sec. In new coDdit
£7 7

leus, speeded shutter from
.

1 to 1/1 0<
17s. !

All-Distance Ensign Roll Film, Trichro speeded shutterl4s.
Ensign Speed Roll Film Focal-plane, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, eompl
Id leather case. Cost £] 4 10s. Unsoiled .
£8 15
31 x 21 Nagel Triumph, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded shutt
complete in canvas ca«e. Cost £3 12s. 6d. As new £2 7
31 x 21 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 aaastigmat, speeded shutt
Cost £6 .
£2 12
31x21 Model 6 Watch Pocket
Aldis anastigmat, Trichro speeded
screen and case. Cost £7 10s .

Carbine, rising front, £/'
shutter, 2 slides, focussi
....... €2 17

31 x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, with special mask for two
same, f/6.3 anastigmat, iu speeded shutter. Cost £6.. £3 19
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/8.5 anas., leos, unsoiled £1 12
All-Distance Ensign, with speeded shutter. New conditi<
Cost £1 17s. 6d .
17s. !

Coronet Roll Film, rapid Landscape lens, T. & I. shutter 8s. !
31x21 No. 3 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Cooke Aviar in Com{
shutter. Cost £0 .
£5 5

31x21 Superb Roll Film, f/4.5 Meyer anastigmat, Comj
shutter, D.A. movement, refiex and direct-vision finders. I
soiled .
. . . £4 10
31x21 Icarette de Luxe Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D,
shutter, plate back, 3 slides. Cost £16 17s. 6d .
£11 2
31x21 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, speed
shuttei. Cost £4 1 0s .
£2 2

9 x 12 and i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, latest pattern, tri]
extension, trellis front, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat, 3 D.D. slid
As new .
£25 0

31 x 2} T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, reversing
ba'-k, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£6 17 6
34 x 2} Zodel de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat lens,
self-capping shutter, speeded from l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
revolving back. 2 double slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 17 0
31 '21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis lens, T. and T.
shutter. New condition .
.
£1 17 9

3Jx2i Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving
Tessar. 3 D.D. slides, leather case .

AMAZIN

f/4.5 Zeiss
£13 17 6

31 24 Square Compact Type, Recent Model, Mentor Folding
Reflex, revolving back, i/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, 3 double
slides. F.P. adapter. Cost £50 .
£24 10 0
21 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£8 7 0

i-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex. Zeiss Convertible Prot
masking device, 4 D.D. slides, leather case .
£18 10
i-pl. Long-focus N. & G. Reflex, detachable focal-plane shutt
Zeiss Convertible Protar f/6.3, 3 double slides, leather ca
Cost £50 .
£10 10
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,
leather case .

12

slides, F.P.

adapt
£8 8

i-pl. A.P.M. Reflex, rack focus, reversing back, focal-pla
shutter, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, 6 elides, F.P. adapter, leatl
case .
£5 18
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat,
slides, F.P. adap-ter, roll-holder, leather case .
£9 9
i-pl. T.-P. Jun or Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, se
capping shutter, 1/lftth to 1/1 ,000th sec., reversing back £6 12
i-pl. Very Latest T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigm;
self-capping shutter, revolving back, screen, G slides, F.
adapter, leather case .
£9 7
i-pl. No. 2 Professiona Planex Reflex, rack focussing, de
hood, focal-plane shutter, speeds to l'l.OOOth, revolving bac
3 sliles, F.P. adapter, leather case, without lens. ... £5 12
i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, Goerz Syntor f/6.8. rack focussir
Kershaw focal-plane shutter, revolving back, Mackenzie slic
10 env elopes and leather case .
£9 7

3.1 2j Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focalplane shutter, speeds to l/l,000thsec.,2D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£8 7 6

i-pl. Kodak Company’s Graflex, revolving back. Kodak f/<
7
anastigmat, Graflex local-plane shutter, 2 slides. New £14
conditi

31 - 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, eelfcapping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1 /500th sec.... £5 5 0
3/ 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer Serrac f/ 4.5, focalp/ane shutter, revolving back, A double slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Nice order. . . .
£21 7 0

i-pl. Curt Bentzin Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th 9ec., i
volving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New co
dition .
£22 10

34 24 Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back,
3 slides .
£7 17 6

i-pl. Ensign Early Pattern Folding Reflex, 3 double slid'
leather case, Deeds slight adjustment for experimental purpos
£1 5

31 21 Duoflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, focussing setting,
back-hooded focussing screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As new
£11 17 6
3Jx2j Mentor Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focalplane shuttei, 4 to l/l,000th sec., screen, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. As new .
£9 3 4
3} 24 Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
self-capning shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
.
£9 7 6

i-pl. Zodel de Luxe Reflex, T.-P. self-capping focal-pla
shutter, sunk lens box, f/4.5 Zodella anastigmat, 12-in. 1
Dallmeyer Telephoto, Mackenzie elide, 12 envelopes, F.
adapter, leather case .
£12 17

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Triotar lens, self-capping focalplane shutter, 6 slides, leather case .
£7 17 6

U

Monster” List Free!

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke an?
tigmat lens, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. First-ra
condition .
£7 17
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Carl
lens, reversing back. 3 slides .

Zeiss

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
tigmat lens, reversing back, 6 slides. Cost £17 .

anastigm
£7 2
Xpres an*
£8 17
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94 -mm.

Coronet

IN

Cine

CIN£

Camera,

APPARATUS

f/3.9 anastigmat,

16-mm.
resistance

D.V.
8 9

f/3.5 anastigmat.
£7

CITY

1124

Ensign Alpha Projector,
and case .

motor

drive,

adjustable
£9 12 6

9 A -mm. Pathe Kid Projector, with carrying-case and five
100-ft. reels .
£2 7 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat. 3
speeds, motor drive and hand crank, leather case .
£11 12 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat, motor drive.
leather case .
£3 17 6

9A-mm. Pathe Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive, D.V. finder and case .
. . .
£4 12 6
9{-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera,
finder, motor drive and case .

Phone:

D.V.
7 0

9A-mm. Pathe de Luxe Telephoto Outfit, f/2.5 anastigmat and
Telephoto, D.V. finder, motor drive and case. As new £12 17 6
9i-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat. D.V. finder, motor drive and case .
£1217
6
9J-mm. Pathe Camera, with Camo motor drive, f/3.5 anastig¬
mat, D.V. finder .
£2 17 6
Pathe Kid Projector, with adjustable resistance. ... £1 18 9
94- mm. Pathe Single-claw Projector, with adjustable resis¬
tance .
£2 6 9

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak,
motor and case .

9A-mm. Coronet Projector, complete .
. .
£1 18 6
91*mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive, motor rewind,
with adjustable resistance and case. .
£9 17 6

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f'3.5 anastigmat,
two speeds. New condition .

Pathe Single-claw Projector, with
and twin resistance .

motor,

super

attachment
£5 17 6

Pathe Double-claw Projector, with
and twin resistance .

motor

super

attachment
£7 7 6

Ensign Auto
f/2.6.
Cinar lens, 4-in. f/4‘ £17
Dallmeyer
Telephoto,
leatherKinecam,
case. Only
17 0
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens, motor
drive, footage indicator, direct vision finder. Cost £24

Model D Bolex Projector, for 94 or 16 mm. films, 250-watt,
reverse, motor rewind and still picture movement, complete
with resistance and case .
.
£19 17 6
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, with motor
tance, rewind and case .
16-mm. Ensign SiJept Sixteen
motor, motor rewind, adjustable

drive, adjustable resis¬
£8 17 6

Projector, 150-watt lamp, with
resistance and case. £12 17 6

16-mm. Bell & Howell 57G Projector, 375-watt lamp, reverse,
rewind and still picture movements, adjustable resistance and
case. As new .
£59 10 0
16-mm. Bell & Howell 57 Projector, 200-watt
rewind and still picture movements, adjustable

lamp, reverse,
resistance and

case .
'. .
£24 17 6
16-mm. Agfa Projector, motor drive, 100-watt lamp, with
adjustable resistance, rewind and case. Cost £45. . . . £15 17 6

f/3.5 anastigmat,

16-mm. Model
lamp, travelling

D.V. finder,
£7 12 6

16-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
motor drive, hand-crank. . . .
i . . . . . £6 12 6
35-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
motor drive and hand crank .
£27 10 0

Bell-Howell

100-watt

Projector

Lamps.

Projector,

200

or 400

watt

lamp,

clutch,

reverse aDd still, adjustable resistance, travelling-case
£47 10 0
Latest Pattern Pathe Projector, double-claw, fitted Lodex
Laraphouse, 50-watt lamp, transformer, super-reel attachment,
Krauss lens, automatic rewind, mounted on special case £11 17 6
16-mm.' B. & H. Filmo, Cooke f/3.5, two speeds, motor drive
and leather case. New condition .
£25 0 0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, Dallmeyer f/3.5, 3 speeds, motor
drive, leather case .
£13 0 0

motor drive,
. £9 7 6

35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, Huet f/3.5 anastigmat,
3 chargers and leather case .
9J-mm.

Coronet

Cine

Camera,

f/3.9 anastigmat,

motor drive,
£5 17 6
motor

£2

drive

2

0

16-mm. Bolex, Hermagis f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive,
footage indicator .
£4 4 0
Special Offer of 30-ft. Pathe 9.5-mm. Films, Dew and unused.
Travel, Interest, Natural History, etc., etc. Each .
Is. Od.
35-mm. Debril Standard Cine Camera, Parvo model, all-metal
body, 2-in. and 4-in. Zeiss Tessar lenses, 2 film boxes, footage
indicator, speedometer, direct focussing on film, fade-out, etc.,
etc., complete in case, with rigid tripod with janoram and
tilting top. List £260 .
. .
£77 10 0
27 x 20 Self-recta Screen, silver surface, complete in box

35-mm. 100-ft. Ernemano Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens, 1
and 8 turn movement. Perfect order .
£7 17 6
Kinex Cine Projector, 6-volt 24-watt
for use off any voltage .

Filmo

forward,

£7 17 6
16-mm. Watch-thin Filmo Camera, with f/3.5 Dallmeyer anas¬
tigmat lens. Cost £35. Only .
£12 17 6
Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 Hermagis lens. Cost £5
£12
6
35-mm. 100-ft. Williamson Cine Camera, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, focussing mount, 1 and 8 turn movement, footage indicator,
2 extra spool boxes and case .
£12 17 6
35-mm. 200-ft. Darling Cine Camera, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, 1 and

A few 120-volt

B Kodascope Projector, self -threading, 250-watt
case. Cost £100 .
. .
£37 10 0

Type C Kodascope Projector, adjustable resistance, 100-watt
lamp .
£8 17 6
Ensign 50 18-mm. Projector, motor, adjustable resistance,
50-watt lami> .
. .
£4 17 6
Bell-Howell G.G. Filmo Projector, adjustable resistance,
forward, reverse and still, travelling case. Practically new
condition .
£59 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, and
f/1.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto, 3 speeds, motor drive and hand crank.
leather case .
.
£17 17 0

35-mm.
resistance

SALE!

16-mm. Kodatoy, with motor drive and case .
£1 19 6
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
speeded shutter. Cost £45 .
£15 17 5
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat £7 17 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Keystone Cine Camera, for 50-ft. or 100-ft. f/3.5
anastigmat. Cost £15 15s. As new .
£3 IS 6
16-mm. Agfa Cine Camera, 50 to 100 ft. film, latest f/3.5
Agfa anastigmat. Unsoiled .
£25 0 0
Pathe Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 250-watt lamp, adjustable
resistance, and travelling case .
. . £33 10 0

E.C.2

16-mm. Model A Kodascope, 250-watt lamp, reverse, still and
motor rewind, with adjustable resistance and case. . . £24 17 6

motor drive
£1 18 9

9J-mm. Pathe Hand-turned Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
finder .
. .
. . £1

LONDON,

projection lamp,
£3 15 0

£1 10

List price 10s. 9d.
5s. 6d.

40x30

Roller

Screen,

silver surface .

0

11s. 9d.

0
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9 x12 and i-pl. Mentor Collapsible Press Focal-plane, f/4.5
Aldis, 3 D.D. slides .
£7 17 6
5x4 Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, D.V. finder, shutter
speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 3 D.D. slides, case

FOCAL-PLANE

5x4 Speed Graphic, Goerz Dogmar f/4.5, double extension,
£4 2 6
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 D.D. slides

AND

REFLEX

BARGAINS

3x4 Foth Derby Focal-plane, f/3.5 Foth anastigmat, self¬
capping shutter, l/25th to l/500th sec. As rew. . . . £3 19 0
Model 2 Leica Focal-plane, with synchronised range-finder,
f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, speeds l/‘?0th to 1 /50.0th sec. As new
£16 16 0
Zeiss Contax Miniature Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, syn¬
chronised range-finder, D.V. finder. As new. .
£10 17 6
Leitz Leica Model I, f/2.5 Elmar anastigmat .
£13 17 6

34 x 24 Minimum Palmos, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter, leathei case. New
condition .
. .
£10 17 6

£6 7 III6
5x4 Goerz Anschutz- Focal-plane, Goerz Dagor Series
f/6.8, focal-plane shutter, changing-box and leather case
£4 19 6

34 v 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focalplane shutter, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 17 6
34 x 24 Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Salex anastigmat, focussing,
shutter speeds l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides .
£3 7 6
34 x 24 Salex Focal-plane, f/3.9 anastigmat, focussing, D.V.
finder, shutter speeds l/25th to l/l,000th sec., screen, £46 13
slides9

P.C. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, direct-vision
finder, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 single slides and
purse .
. .
£3 19 6
Postcard and Stereo Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, pair of Goerz
Dagor Series III f/6.8 anastigmats, focal-plane shutter, speeds
to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides and leather case .
£8 17 6

V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Anastigmat lens, shutter speeded
34 x 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, 2 D.D. slides,
F:P. adapter, leather case.... .
£3 18 6
to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, F.P. adapter.. .
£2 19 6
tu
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/3.5 Elmar rn anastigmat,
com¬
34 x 24 Ernemann Press Collapsible Focal-plane, self -capping
mo
ve
shutter,
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides. .
£6 17 6
plete in purse .
.
.
. .
£7
17
6
me
n
t,
V.P. Salex Focal-plane, 1/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides,
F.P
34 x 24 Minimum Palmos, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
adapter .
£2trip7 0
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £12 17 6
od
wit
V.P. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, shutter
i-pl. T.-P. Press, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double plate-holders
£14 17 6
h
pa
speeded to 1/1 ,000th sec., 6 slides, direct- vision finder and case
no
ra
£5 17 6
mi
c
he sh
sl
me
6 si
se
4 to 1/ 80
ca
6 x 44 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2.9, focal -plane shutter,
a
id £9 17 6
c.
2,
ng
0t
ta
d ut
pp
2 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 7 6
es
,
le
te
.
h
l
in
r
g
6 x 4£ cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5,
9 x 12 Goerz , Anschutz,
f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar anastigmat, focus¬
£1
self -capping focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case
sing, self-cappiDg2 1
shutter, 1/lDth to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 3
0
slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£8 13 6
£8 17 6
0
V.P. 44 x 6 Nettel Deckrullo, f/2.7 Tessar, 6 slides, leather case.
9x12 cm. T.-P. Press Focal plane, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigCost £34 8s .
. .
£18 18 0
mar, focussing mount, self-capping shutter, screen, 3 D.D. slides
leather
case.
.
.
.
.
.
£14
12 6
34 x 2\ Ernemann Press, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, 2 D.D. slides. . . .
. .
£6 17 6
9 x 12 cm. Ensign Focal-plane, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focussing
4-pI. Ernemann Collapsible Focal-plane, f/6.3 RossHomoceutric,
setting, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1 /1,000th
2 double slides .
.
£2 13 6
sec., 6 D.D. slides, leather case. .
£9 7 6
9 x 12 cm. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Celor f/4.8, focussing,
34 x 24 Ibagee Press, self-capping focal-plane shutter, f/2.9
Plaube) Anticomar lens, f/5.6 Dallmeyer Dallen Telephoto, inter¬
self-capping focal-plane shutter, 2 slides, Mackenzie slide, 6
envelopes and leather case .
. .
£7 7 0
changeable, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder, leather case..
Fine condition Cost £45 .
£21 17 6
9 x 12 Self-capping Goerz Anschutz, focal-plane shutter, speeded
to 1/1, 000th see., f/3.5 Dogmar anastigmat lens, F.P. adapter,
34 x 24 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 double
leather case .
. .
£14 14 0
book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New condition
£14 2 6
9 x 12 Mentor Focal-plane, shutter speeded from 4 to l/300th
34 x 2§ Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
.
. .
. .
£2 17 6
34 x 24 Mentor Focal-plane, Goerz Dogmar f/4.5, 9-in. f/6.5
Dallon, interchangeable, focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
. .
£17 7 6

P.C. Speed Graphic, f/6.8 Detective Aplanat lens, focal-plane
shutter, 3 D.D. slides .
. .
£3 18 9
10 x 15 and P.C. Tropical Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.5,
Dogmar, 3 D.D. slides .
. . . £6 6 0
P.C. Panross Focal-plane, self-capping shutter, speeded to
1 /800th sec. and time, f/4.9 Zeiss Tessar lens, 2 double slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
. . .
£6 19 6
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P.C. Nettel Deckrullo Collapsible
Focal-plane, f/5.7 Celor
eanastigmat, 8 slides, changing-box,Wi leather case .
£4 18 9
sh
ar
Postcard Tropical Ernemann Focal-plane,
f/6.3 Ross Homo¬
t
centric anastigmat, focussing, focal-plane
shutter, l/10th .to
1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 slides, case .
. £4 17 6
Postcard Ross Panross Focal-plane, Ross Horoocentric f/6.3,
self -capping focal-plane shutter speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., F.P.
10x15 andandcase .
adapter
.
£6 7 9
imum
P.C. ZeissPalmos
Min¬
Collapsible
Focal - plane,
all metal,
shutter

speeds

1/1,
000th slides,
sec.,
6 D.D-

sec., f/3 Meyer Trioplan auastigmat lens, focussing screen,
Mackenzie-Wishart slide and 6 envelopes .
£14 14 0
9 x 12 and i-pl. Mentor de Luxe Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
f/3 Meyer Trioplan, Mackenzie-Wishait slide, x 6 envelopes, 3 D.D.
slides . .
.
.
. . .
£13 17 6
15
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d
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F.P. adapter
leather case
£15 15 0
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WRATTEN
LIGHT

FILTERS
As THE RESULT

of extensive study of sensitizing

dyes carried out in the Kodak Research Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman
Panchromatic

Films

have been greatly increased. The

of the series of wratten

orthochromatic

The two “K” filters are the same as those previously
supplied under these names. The K 3 is now obsolete,
the improvements in sensitizing having made it
unnecessary.
Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be used when
only a slight colour correction is needed, or when
exposure must of necessity be short. May be used with
any of the Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction. For
use with Eas.man Commercial Panchromatic Film,
THESE

FILTERS

A leaflet "New
KODAK

ARE

NOT

INTENDED

FOR

USE

WITH

new

standards attained necessitated revision

filters.

A

16 MM.

Eastman Panchromatic Process
Portrait Panchromatic Film.

(WRATTEN

and

Eastman

i

The two new filters are :
XI. A pale green filter for use with Eastman Portrait
Panchromatic Film by half-watt light or for Eastman
Super-sensitive
Panchromatic Film by daylight or
arc
lamp.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with Eastman
Super-sensitive Panchromatic Film by half-watt light.
CINE-CAMERA

FOR

WHICH

Wratten Filters and their Uses’’ describes these filters more fully.
LIMITED

Film

DIVISION),

SPECIAL

FILTERS

ARE

SUPPLIED.

It may be had on application to —

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

W.C.2

The secret of uniformly
successful results. The
Trade Mark on the label
of Gevaert Plates, Papers
and Films — which symbol¬
ises the quality of the
A Gevaert Plate or Film for
products.
your negatives and a Gevaert
Paper for your prints.
This is a combination upon
uniformly
which
you can rely for

PRESTONA
Gevaert Rapid Chlorobrom Paper
Brown-Black tones of perfect colour,
and brilliant highlights. Exceptionally
suitable for enlargements from miniature
negatives on Gevaert Fine-Grain films.

“ Perfect Pictures.”
(Call it Gay -vert)

GEVAERT
4
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FROM time to time we hear a

LXXVII.

No.

2361.

public danger. The prohibition of
the sale of inflammable film to the

lament concerning the dearth
of subjects. Everything has
been used up a thousand times, and
so people resort to the trivial subject
and magnify it. In a shop window
near Chancery Lane there is at

public in this manner

is urged before

some tragedy’ is caused. It is made
clear that the 8-mm., 9|-mm. or
16-mm. film used by amateur cine¬
matographers is perfectly safe, be¬

present a photograph of an infant’s
papier-mache toy, but it is treated
in such a way and on such a scale
that it might be an Alp or a
celebrity. But really one wonders
whether subject-matter need ever
peter out. For one thing, the world
is constantly showing new phases
by reason of improved artificial
lighting. The powerful illumination
now available in the streets and
interiors gives subjects quite a
new guise and freshness, and opens
up many possibilities. It was said,
at a recent meeting of the R.P.S.
Pictorial Group, that newness in
the presentment of pictorial ideas
has always gone hand in hand with
improved technique. Matters have
been quiet for a while, and then
there occurs some improvement in
the quality of photographic material
or some increase in speed, and at
once there is a jump forward in
pictorial progress. New subjects
appear above the horizon, or old
subjects can be treated in a new
way. The world we see will never
be used up. _
Inflammable Film.
The Institute of Amateur Cine¬
matographers has addressed a letter
to every member of the House of
Commons and also the Chairman of
the London County Council drawing
attention to the dangers presented
by the unrestricted sale of inflam¬
mable film. It is pointed out that
this type of film can be purchased
by anyone, including children, at
toy shops and general stores, and
that such sale constitutes a grave

Vol.

ing non-inflammable. The I.A.C.’s
protest is against the 35-mm. film
manufactured for professional pur¬
re¬
is soldto without
poses, which
striction
or warning
people who
have no knowledge of the danger
they run. We were unaware that
35-mm. film could be bought in any
quantity at toy shops, but have no
doubt the I.A.C. is correct in its
statement and is to be congratulated
on its public-spirited action.
Photo-Electric

Exposure

Meters.

For very nearly a couple of hours
the other evening Dr. G. B. Har¬
rison expounded to the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society the construction and
working of photo-electric exposure
meters — that is, meters whose opera¬
tion is based on the function of the
photo-electric cell. Four devices of
this kind have been tested by him,
namely : the Weston photronic ex¬
posure meter, the Metraphot, the
Ombrux and the Photoshop. They
are all pretty much on the same level
of efficiency, though the Weston
embodies an exposure calculator for
saving one a certain amount of
mental arithmetic. The Weston
has also its curve of sensitivity rather
more beyond the red than the others,
so that Dr. Harrison thought that
it might be used with advantage
with infra-red filters, and that it
119
Winter

An

by

the

Sea.

article on “ Water Scenes in Winter¬
appears onissue.
another page in this

time,”

would be possible to calculate infra¬
red exposures by placing such a
filter over the cell and taking read¬
ings of the exposures necessary.
With these meters the light can be
measured either as it comes from
5
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with the
for the

the source on to the subject, or as
it comes from the subject itself
towards the camera. The “ life ”
of the meters appears to be more
or less permanent, provided they
have the same usual care as is
given to the camera itself. Their
sensitivity curve is not very dis¬
similar from that of photographic
emulsion, and they give a fixed
amount of current, and so a definite
reading, for a given illumination,
and this is repeatable. Their value
varies only slightly in extremely
low temperature (freezing point),
but it does alter at high temperature,
and, in any case, if used for tropical
work, the meters would probably
have to be re-calibrated. They

be used to measure the
of filters commonly used
panchromatic plate, except
instance of the Weston in

respect of infra-red just mentioned,
but Dr. Harrison thought they would
be of assistance in screen-plate
colour work, and that they could
be used for calculating the relative
value of the factors for three-colour
separation negatives in different
ilium inants. It remains to add
that the meters for their size appear
rather costly. It was mentioned by
a speaker in the discussion that one
instrument of this kind, the Photo¬
lux, costs 29 marks in its country of
origin ; the Metraphot costs £3 7s. ;
and the Ombrux £4 4s., while

The A mateur Photographer”

EXPOSURE

there is a French type which costs
£8 5s., but this is graded in both
micro-amperes and light units so
as to give a direct reading of the
actual light instead of a rather
arbitrary scheme of gradation ac¬
cording to some plate speed.
Tut, Tut !

“ These,” said the demonstrator
of some new apparatus last week,
“ are designed for the amateur
user, and in those which we design
for the professional man — by which
I mean the man who really knows
what he is doing — other devices will
be incorporated.” The idea of the
amateur implied in that remark, we
thought, had longsincebeenexploded.

TABLE

— February

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 11 in the morning and 1 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposuie should be doubled if the sun is obscured, or if stop f/11 is used. For f/16 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 11 a.m. or from 1 to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 8 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 4 p.m., treble them.
Ordinary

Subject.

Open

seascapes

and

cloud

studies

. .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes, snow
scenes with no heavy foreground . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes

in fog or

foreground,
Buildings

mist,

well-lighted

or with

street

or trees occupying

strong

scenes

greater

. .

portion

of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors,
too much shut in by buildings . .

not

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

Plate.

sec.

1/20

1/30
yy

1/10
1/4

yy

1/3

yy

3/4
2

Medium

Rapid

sec.

1/15
1/6
1/4
1/2
4

secs.

4

y1

Plate.

Extra

Rapid

sec.

Plate.

sec.
1/80

1/60

Ultra Rapid

Plate.

1/100 sec.
yy

yy

yy

yy

6

Plate.

1/30
1/12

yy

1/10
1/4

yy
yy

secs.

1/50

1/40
yy yy

yy

yy

yy

1/15

yy

1/20

y y
yy

1/12
1/5

yy

1/15
1/6

yy

3/4
yy
secs.
2

yy

1/2

4

yy

1/3
1

yy
yy

As

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the tnarket. They have been divided into groups , which approximately
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.
Marion, Record.
Ultra Rapid.
Ensign, Roll Film.
Herzog, Ortho- Isodux Film Pack.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
Iso Record.
Selo,,,Selochrome
Roll Film and
„ Super Pan. Film.
,,
Iso Zenith.
Film Pack.
,,
Chromosa.
„ Super-speed Film.
„
Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates and Films.
„ Isochrom Film.
„ Selo. Pan. Roll Film.
,,
Commercial Ortho Film.
Standard, Film.
Imperial, Non-Filter.
Fast).
„
Regular Cut Film.
„ Ultra Special.
„
Portrait Film (Ortho
Haufp,
„ Analo-Flavin.
S.R.
Wellington, Anti-screen.
Barnet, Press and Super Press.
„
S.R.
„
Extra Rapid.
,, XL Super-speed Ortho.
„
Soft Panchromatic.
„
Studio Fast.
„
Ultra Rapid.
Criterion, Enelite.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.
„
S.S. Cut Film.
„
S.S. Pan. Film.
Gevaert, Super Sensima.
,,
Sensima Fast.
„
Sensima Ortho.
,,
Super Chromosa.
,,
Roll Films and Packs.
Haufp, Ultra Rapid.
„
Ulcroma.
„
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.

6

„

Monarch.

„
,,
,,

Press.Ex. Sens.
S.S.
Zenith Ex. Sens.

,,
S.G. Pan.
Illingworth, Fleet.
„
„

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.

„
Pan. Fleet.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
„
Eclipse.
„
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
„
Eclipse Soft.
„
Eclipse Ortho.
,,
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
Kodak, Verichrome Film.

Zeiss „
Ikon, Pemox
X Press.Roll Film
and Packs.
Extra Rapid.

„
E.R. Film
Ortho.and Pack.
„
Roll
Ilford, Auto. Filter.

Kodak,
Film.
„ Cut
S.R.
Ortho.
Lumiere,
Extra
Rapide.
„
S.R.

Agfa,

„
S.R. Pan.
„
Pan.
Film.
„
Rapid
Chromatic.
Imperial,
Non-filter
(new series).

,,
Instantanfe.
Medium.
„
Pelliculaire.
Ilford, Empress.

Chromo.

„ Extra
„ Rapid.
Isolar.
„

,,
„
,, Isolar.
Iso Rapid.
„
,, ,, Chromo.
„ Roll
Film.
Barnet,
S.R.
Pan.
,, Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.

Barnet,
,,
„
„

Portrait.
Roll Film.
Special E.R.

120

Eclipse Pan. B.

,, Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Kodak,
and Film Pack.
Pathe, Roll Film.
Selo, Roll Film.
Pack.
Rapid.
Zeiss
Ikon, Roll
Film and Film

Ordinary.
,,
Chromatic.
Barnet, Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.
Gevaert,
Ordinary.
„ Ordinary.
Ordinary
Ilford,

Iso.

S.R.

„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.

Imperial, Ordinary.
,, Rapid Process
,,

Pan.

Pan. Process.
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he PERFECT
At the present

time

CAMERA

of the year,

when

many

photographers

are

considering the purchase of a “ better ” camera, the following article
is opportune. It describes the ideal camera, which is not yet
produced, but also shows that it is very closely approached.

IT is easy to define the perfect

camera. Many readers of “ The
have done so, and com¬
A.P.”
municated their ideas to us. It is
an instrument of V.P. size, but will
give a picture of 10x8 in. The lens
will work at f/2, but will have the
same depth of field at this aperture
as at f/32, without stopping down.
It will have a focal range of 3 to
20 in. There will be all movements
dear to the heart of the serious
photographer, yet it will be as
foolproof as a box camera. Lastly,
it must be cheap.
But after a careful study of all avail¬
able photographic catalogues such
an instrument is not to be found, in
spite of the recent advances. A few
models possess some of the features,
but these cameras are not inexpen¬
sive, while if they permit of the
wide range of movements they are
not small. Like many other things
in this world of compromises, we
try to get as much as we can for
as little as we can.
Approaching

the

Ideal.

But the ideal is closer than it was.
We can get a very small camera
which will go into a pocket, and it
will produce an enlargement 10 x 8 or
larger by projection printing. We
can have it fitted with a lens of
f/2 aperture, and change it for
others, in the course of a few
seconds, that may vary from 2 to
20 in. The range of movements is
limited. There is no rise of front,
but we may not want it.
The beginner who starts photo¬
graphy with a simple roll-film camera
wants a little guidance when he
decides to get something better.
He has no ideal camera in mind,
except that he wants one which will
do everything. He wants a camera
which will take portraits, landscapes,
buildings, still life, copy a print ; in
fact, do everything which comes
within the term, general work. It
will probably be decided that the
camera must be light, compact, and
simple to use.

Perhaps the needs of such a
photographer will be best served by
a camera of the folding pocket type.
It should have a good lens, and
a reliable shutter which will give
with accuracy the slow automatic
speeds of i/ioth, i/5th and \ second.
Very high speeds are not often re¬
quired for the majority of the
subjects which the average amateur
photographer undertakes.
Desirable

Features.

The camera may with advantage
be fitted with a double extension,
especially if flowers, still life, or
similar subjects are contemplated.
If the lens is a good anastigmat it
may be of the type which may be
separated, and the separate elements
employed as single lenses of long
focus, including less of a subject,
but this upon a larger scale. A
double-extension camera is necessary
to allow of advantage being taken
of this useful property.
A rise of front should be provided
for use when buildings are included
in the picture.
A camera of this type should be of
3| X2|
J-plate
size, and
in either
of
these orsizes
is almost
universal
in
its scope. Contact prints are large
enough for most purposes, and if it
is found necessary there is practically
no limit to the degree of enlargement
permissible even from a part of a
good negative. Such a camera will
take plates, roll or pack films,
according to the adapter supplied.
In spite of some compromises, we
are very near the ideal.
A

Good

Snapshot

Camera.

The photographer may feel that
he does not want a camera of such
wide capacity. He should invest in
a camera designed to take roll films.
It should have a good lens and
shutter, and a focussing adjustment.
There should also be a direct-vision
view-finder. A camera of this type
will be successful, over a wide range
of subjects, and with the modern
super-speed materials will give a
good account of itself even when
121

“ snapshots ” are taken upon dull
days. In fact, unless exceptional
subjects are being dealt with, such
a camera will provide 75 per cent
of the negatives for even the
advanced worker.
The art of the modern camera
designer has brought one ideal very
much nearer. The older photo¬
grapher pinned his faith to the
reflex principle. The subject could
be seen as it appeared, of full size,
almost to the instant of exposure.
The reflex of those days was not a
light or compact instrument, nor
was it made in a small size.
Modern

Models.

But the modem reflex has all the
advantages lacked by the older
models. It approaches a standard
regarded as impossible not so very
long ago. It is compact, and is
almost pocketable. It is fitted with
lenses of the most perfect type, and
of large aperture. It is economical
because films are cheap, and within
reason there is no limit as to the
degree of enlargement permitted from
any good negative. In the best
models this camera is expensive,
but the reflex principle has recently
been extended in a modified form
to the roll-film box camera.
The modern photographer’s per¬
fect camera comes very near to the
ideal set forth in the first paragraph
of this article. There are the very
small cameras which produce en¬
largements of almost unbelievable
sharpness, due to exacting design,
and to the recent improvements in
sensitive materials which have ad¬
vanced side by side. The miniature
camera is not inexpensive, but it
is so very wide in its scope that, in its
best form, and with full equipment,
it is very near the ideal universal
instrument. In view of the amazing
progress that has been made towards
perfection in cameras, lenses and
films during the past two years we
may be pardoned for thinking that
our readers’ definition given above
may not be so fantastic as it appeared.
7
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Night Photography
DURING the dark winter nights there is little to attract

the active photographer outside in search of subject
matter unless it be something in the nature of artificiallight work, such as street scenes showing the brilliant neon
advertisements, shops and traffic, floodlit buildings, etc.
All this kind of work has been made much more possible
since the introduction of the fast hypersensitive panchromatic
emulsions and the perfection of small pocket cameras fitted
with large-aperture lenses.
The enthusiast in search of new night subjects should try
the open-air markets that occur in certain quarters of
most towns. These offer endless possibilities. They are
crammed full of human activity, both picturesque and
audible, to a degree not to be met with elsewhere. Un¬
fortunately, the crowds are often just in the wrong place to
allow of a picture being taken, or else the lighting (sometimes
flares and sometimes electric) is placed awkwardly. Never¬
theless, by a little persistent elbow work one can usually
wriggle into a favourable position.
The actions of the salesman are fairly quick, except
occasionally when he pauses to display his wares. This is
the time to snap him. i/ioth or i/25th sec. will be quite
fast enough. Using an f/2 to f/4 lens, and hypersensitive

in the Street
Markets

F. O. STEAD.

The

Confectionery

Stall.

siderable depth of focus at this range.
At many stalls one or more assistants
are employed to deliver the goods and
collect the money from purchasers.
Sometimes they have a nasty habit
of
in the photographer’s
of standing
vision. Patience,
however, is line
the
only solution when firmly wedged in
the midst of the crowd. Have all
ready

to

expose

when

the

chance

arrives, and don’t miss it.
A small camera is obviously the
best, as it attracts little attention
whilst in use, and can be kept hidden
under the coat until required. It

Saturday

Night.

plates or films, good negatives can be obtained. The lighting
varies considerably at different stalls, but no exposure should
be made unless it is brilliant, the actual number of lightsources being taken into account. A very intense local
light by itself may appear to illuminate the surroundings
adequately, yet cast objectionable dense shadows.
It is better to judge distances than attempt to focus
over the heads of a crowc^ as this would only reveal the
presence of the camera, which is undesirable. From twelve
to twenty feet is a good distance to work at, most lenses of
even very large aperture on a small camera having con-

s

122

camera

may even have to be held above the
heads of people in front to avoid
including them too much. A directvision type of view-finder is necessary
when there is opportunity for using one.
After a little practice it will be
found also that it is possible to use the
in one hand held above the head and pointed at

the subject. This may be termed “blind snapshotting”
and the first attempt may miss the subject altogether. But
it is worth trying, and, provided the camera is small and
has the shutter release conveniently placed, many pictures
otherwise unobtainable can be secured in this manner.
The crowd itself is worth an exposure or two should
sufficient light fall on their faces. Some stalls are open
at the back, whence a good view may be obtained of their
rapt expressions as they listen earnestly to the remarkable
oratory of the persuasive salesman.
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Thinking
of a
Better
Camera?

7

A 21 x 31 roll-film camera that is exceptionally
equipped. And yet its price is remarkably low.
Brass body, impervious to atmo¬
spheric variations. Covered with
the finest quality morocco grained
leather. The back of the camera
is hinged to the body. Strong
leather handle and two tripod
bushes are fitted.

Rising

Front.

The film registering device en¬
sures absolute flatness of the film
during exposure, so essential
when large-aperture lenses are
being used.
Films are carried on hinged pins,
so that loading is exceptionally
simple.

Film

selected leather, linen
Specia
lined, lly
bellows.

Registering

Device.

Quick action radial focussing is
easy in operation and allows
focussing to within 4 ft.
Cross front worked by a screw.
Operates as a rising front for
landscape pictures. Rising front
operated by lever.
Brilliant reflex viewfinders, reversible for upright
and horizontal pictures. Also direct-vision wire
type with sighter plate for eye-level use.
Mulchro shutter with 7 speeds, I, |, 1/5, I / 10,
1/25, 1/50, 1/100, Time and Bulb, or Compur
shutter with delayed-action and similar speeds to
the Mulchro, with the addition of 1/250 of a sec.
Prices, fitted with:

Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat f/4.5, Compur
shutter .

£5:15:0
£8:15:0
£11 : 5 : 0

ENSIGN

LONDON,

Ensar Anastigmat f/4.5, Mulchro shutter
Aldis Uno Anastigmat f/4.5, Compur
shutter .
.
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and

WORK

Cinematographer”

The finest examples of the year’s photography by the
world’s leading camera artists are contained in the 1933
volume of “ Photograms of the Year.” Chosen from the
best work of many nations, the 81 superb reproductions
embrace a very wide field of subject matter. They reveal a
high degree of artistic selection coupled with a complete
mastery of the technical intricacies of the craft.
PRICES

Among them are portraits of famous people, intimate
character-studies, landscape, exquisite compositions in light
and shade, still life, geometric design and posed figures.

Stiff Paper Covers
51- net By post 6/6
Cloth Boards
7/6 net

There is also an editorial analysis of “The Year’s Work”
and contributions by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced and
an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies
are also included.

By post 8/-

Half Bound Leather
10/6 net By post 11/-

Obtainable from all leading Booksellers, or direct by post from the publishers

ILIFFE

&

SONS

LTD.,

DORSET

HOUSE.

B— I—

STAMFORD

THIRD
REVISED

I

IS YOURS A
MINIATURE
CAMERA

PINE

GRAIN

developer

of develop**®1,

& SON*.

"*au
**nufacturloic
CheroleU. LS4~

-

ILW.*-

per tin,
1/making
20 oz.

JOHNSON

PLEASE

EDITION

THROUGHOUT

AND

BROUGHT

RIGHT

UP

TO

DATE

By R. CHILD

BAYLEY

Author of “ The Complete Photographer,”
“ Hand Cameras,” “ Photographic

MENTION

“ THE

AS

LONDON,

AMATEUR

N.W.4

EASY

AS

A

*

B

•

C

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.
“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography : it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur
photographer.
Crown

8 vo, 250 pp.

Price 2/- net

& SONS

Manufacturing Chemists, LTD.
HENDON,
10

S.E.I

Enlarging.”

>£lnolve
oonUnt* ot t*
•efte
riubeth®
miOoM oNuke^J
then add and d»*«|v*2
powder. CooUo^j
before u«.

***Q0ll, LONDON,

LONDON,

PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE
EASY

‘ fineness of grain.’
JOHNSON’S
FINE
GRAIN
Developer is the
result of much
careful research
and is specially
prepared for the
development of
all small films.

Specially prepared for
of Laic*
Wter miniature netfadvo*
r*»uired.
otmoat fineneae of V* !• “

time*
JOHNSON

?

T^OR beautiful
^ enlargements
your films must
be developed for

JOHNSON'S

STREET,

Obtainable

from

ILIFFE & SONS
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IN spite of the vast range of al¬ Originality

bums of all kinds and prices now
available, it is surprising how
many photographers are content to
let their prints remain in an unmount¬
ed and often an untrimmed state.

How much more pleasure there is
to all concerned when one can hand
to friends a set of holiday snaps
nicely mounted in a neat little album

in Albums
By S. F. TIVEY.

rather than in a mixed-up, “ dog¬
eared ” batch ! And there is no
denying that prints are enhanced by
being neatly mounted in an artistic
album, apart from any question of
protection from damage.
Although there is such a wide choice

required, and the large sheets of paper
are taken and tom up into sheets
about 16 x 7 in. until the requisite
number is obtained. These are then

on the market, the making of one’s
own albums provides an absorbing
pastime for the winter evenings, and
gives plenty of scope for the exercise
of originality and individuality.

14X5 in., and with a pin or compasspoint pierce through all the sheets at
each corner, leaving a margin of about
1 in. all round. Next fold over this

The idea of the “ one-subject al¬
bum ” referred
recently
in the
editorial
columnsto of
The Amateur
Photographer is one which I can
heartily recommend, having adopted

placed evenly one on top of another.
On the uppermost one mark out
the exact size of sheet required, viz.,

surplus to the pin marks, and
each sheet separately apply
liberally with a brush along the
marks and tear off the surplus
gently. This leaves a slightly

it some years ago. The making of one’s
own albums suits this idea particularly

pleasing appearance far superior to
a straight-cut edge.
When all the sheets have been so
treated they are folded in half and
placed one in another, thus form¬
ing the pages.
The cover may be of similar or
different material from the pages, and
is formed in the same way.
All that now remains to be done is
to make two holes through the centre
crease, thread through a short piece
of silk cord which is finished off with
a neat bow, holding all the pages and
cover in position. A neat title in white
ink or poster paint on the cover com¬
pletes a very attractive little album,
which is then ready for the mounting
of the prints.
For subsequent albums different
materials can be employed. Mounting
papers of various tints and styles can
be obtained very cheaply, and white
and cream cartridge papers also make
very good material for the pages.
A stiff cover is also well worth the
little extra trouble involved, and is
easily constructed as follows :
First of all two pieces of moderately
thick cardboard are obtained (old
mounts will do admirably), and cut to
a size just slightly larger than a single
page of the album. The boards are
then laid flat on a table a sufficient

well, because it enables the photograph¬
er to have a book of just the right size
and type for any particular collection
of prints. Furthermore, it is simple and
cheap, as I shall try to show in the
following hints.
Having decided to make our album,
the first step is to sort out the prints
to be included and trim them to the

distance apart to allow for the thick¬
ness of the pages and a strip of linen faced paper, holland, or linen, slightly
longer than the cardboard, gummed or
glued along the two adjacent edges,
forming the back. Fig. 1 will make
this clear. The projecting bits are
turned over and gummed down on

best advantage. Don’t bother about
keeping them of a uniform size.
Now we come to the question of
materials for the album, and it is here
that one’s ingenuity and originality
come into play.
For the first attempt the simplest
form of album can be made, and from
this ideas will suggest themselves for
future working.
Procure a few large sheets of thick
brown paper of the rough, unglazed
variety. This only costs a few pence
from any stationer.
Next decide on the size of page you
require. This will depend on whether
you prefer to mount a single photo¬
graph or several on a page, and also
the size of the prints. As an example,
suppose your prints are of the popular
3^X2^ size, and you decide to mount
only one print on a page, a convenient
sized page is 7x5 in., and this leaves
a nice margin round the print. For
a double page, therefore, a sheet of
paper 14x5 in. is required. It is a
simple matter, of course, to modify the
sizes to suit any other sizes of prints.
Next ascertain the number of prints
to be mounted, and this number halved
gives the number of sheets required.
Supposing there are 23 prints to
mount, 12 sheets 14X5 in. will be

taking
water
crease
paper
rough

edge similar to hand-made paper, and
when bound up presents a very

the opposite side.
The boards are then ready for
covering, and thin mounting paper
such as is marketed in large sheets of
various tints by Bartons and other
manufacturers is excellent for the
purpose. Two pieces, each slightly
larger than the boards they are to
cover, are cut. After coating one side
with mountant or gum they are laid
in position on the cardboards and
well rubbed or squeegeed into contact,
Fig. 2.
INSIDE

OP

COVER

123

the over-hanging portion turned over
the edges and stuck down on the other
side. The paper should slightly over¬
lap the linen back. See Fig. 2.
The inside of the cover is finished
off by pasting down a single piece of
the paper to cover the whole.
Two holes are next punched for
the cord and the pages placed in
position, secured by the cord as
described earlier. See Fig. 3.
The front cover may have just a
simple title lettered on it, or be or¬
1 1
namented as desired, and the album
is complete.

w
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ATER
D. SWAINE.

water are made in really bad weather ;
only when taking wet street reflections
need the photographer actually be out
in the rain. Swollen rivers, streams,
and flooded fields can often be
photographed when the depression
has passed over, and fine or even

Winter

Afternoon

on the River. S.S. Panchromatic
sec. at fl 8.

plate,

ljz^th

IN pictorial photographs of outdoor subjects, water

as an element of the composition is always an
attractive feature. This may take the form of a
pond, lake, river or canal in landscape work ; the
sea in pictures taken at the coast ; or wet reflecting surfaces
of roads and pavements after a rainstorm in town.
At the present time of year the appearance of certain
scenes containing water as a pictorial factor differs from
the same scenes taken in the summer-time, apart from
seasonal aspects. Even when the sun is shining the
absence of summer warmth is peculiarly obvious in many
snapshots taken during the winter months, although they
are not of snow or other “ cold " phases of nature.
For this reason they have a charm of their own, but
to secure them just a little extra enthusiasm is needed,
and a little extra clothing is required if the necessary
effort is to be made during inclement weather.
In dealing- with coast subjects there is no doubt that the
most striking winter sea¬
scapes occur at a time
when there is little sun¬
shine present, although
occasionallya lucky gleam
may help to give addi¬
tional sparkle. It is on
rough dull days that the
finest compositions can
frequently be secured at
what in the summer-time
are popular resorts. The
presence of an occasional
silhouetted figure in the
foreground of such sub¬
jects can be a great help
in making the picture.
Although not all winter a Winter Simset.
photographs including

January Morning on the Front.
Verichrome film. 1/100 th sec.
at fl 6.3.

sunny conditions prevail.
But the study of composi¬
tions which make full use
of reflections is very fascinat¬
ing, and can hardly fail to
stimulate the creative impulse,

Backed S.S.
at 7/6.3.

Pan.

plate.

1 150th sec.

particularly when it is realised
what variety can be found
in their form and lighting.
Where lakeside or riverside
trees 1 enter into a possible
composition a great difference

177
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SCENES
Wi n ter - time
will be seen in the reflection
of their forms in winter ; branches
and twigs rippling in the water are
usually much more interesting in
this season than in summer, when
the foliage is so heavily massed.
Where dark reflections are being
photographed it should not be
assumed that the exposure will be
greatly shortened because of the
reflecting power of the water to
throw back some of the light. This
only applies to the general action of
a large area of water, but a dark
reflection occupying a good propor¬
tion of the picture space will require
almost as much exposure as the
object reflected.
Above. — A

Rough

Day
7/6.3.

Below. — Down

The

Icebound

Canal.

1/50 th sec. //8.

Verichrome

on

the South

S.S.

Ortho

Coast.

1/100 th sec.

plate.

River.
Mist and
Sun.
Selochrome
film.

1/50 th sec. 7/6.3,

film.

A point arises in connection with the focussing of a
picture containing a long reflection. The extreme end,
owing to being visually so much nearer the camera,
is quite likely to be out of focus. If this is not too
pronounced it does not matter, particularly where the
water has movement, as there is always a natural loss
of quality at the lower edge.
Winter skies and sunsets, after a stormy day, are
also very, attractive subjects to portray at this time of
year in connection with water scenes. They demand
the use of panchromatic plates or films, if a correct 125
rendering of the tone values is required, but in
most of these subjects a comparatively brief ex¬
posure can be given owing to the amount of reflected
light present.
13
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LTLh
NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
INTENSIFYING

LESS

L NOTIONS

ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

PRINTS.

HOWEVER careful we may be in making bromide

to stop development just short of fogging the high-lights,
and then treat the print as here suggested'.
The stock solution is one I have mentioned before, and

and gaslight prints we are bound to get some that
are not as good as they might be ; some are too
light, others too dark. If the prints are very small it is
not a serious matter to scrap them and make others ; but
in the case of enlargements it is worth while saving them
if possible, and it often is possible.
I am going to deal now with those prints which are
too light, and show how they can be strengthened. Some
prints are under-exposed to such an extent that there are
parts in which no detail and gradation can be seen at all.

you can prepare it thus. Weigh and crush to powder 100
grs. of potassium bichromate, and completely dissolve it in
10 oz. of hot water. Then add 50 minims of hydrochloric
acid. If you have not a minim measure you can use a
dram of the acid, but this happens to be a case where more
or less of the acid makes some difference in the result.
Good quality bichromate should be used, such as a photo¬
graphic dealer supplies. The acid must be the pure kind as
sold by a chemist, and it must be kept in a well-stoppered
bottle, or it will absorb moisture from the air, and so
become weaker.

There are patches of blank paper. No after-treatment will
remedy this, and such prints must be regarded as absolute

It is best to put on one
side the prints to be intensified
until a batch is ready. It
does not take much longer
to do a dozen than to do one,
and as I prefer to use amidol
for redeveloping it is wasteful
to make up this solution for
not keep.
very few prints, as it will
Have three dishes at hand.
Two of them should be large,
and the third of a size to
take one print comfortably.
Fill the two large ones with
water, and put all the prints
to soak in one of them. Have
the acid-bichromate > in a
graduate or jug.
Lift one print from the
water, put it in the smaller
dish and pour the bleacher
over it. Rock the dish. The
black image begins at once
to change. Never mind the
unevenness of the action,
but keep on till there is no
trace of black or grey, and
failures. But other prints show

some little time longer. The image must be completely
bleached, and there is no such thing as overdoing the

all the detail required, and

yet it is not quite strong enough. It is a sort of " high
key ” print when it was not intended to be anything of the
kind. Probably it was fully exposed, but under-developed.
The right-hand part of the print reproduced conveys the
idea.

operation within reason.
Now transfer the print to the dish of clean water, putting
it face downwards. I usually do this with a pair of pliers,
as it is as well to keep the bichromate off the fingers. Re¬
peat all this with the second print, and continue till the
whole batch is in the washing water.
The next operation demands patience. You must change
the prints from one dish to the other at intervals, until
there is no trace of yellow in the paper or the washing water.
There are ways of expediting the removal of the stain, but
it is best to rely on plenty of water and time.

Although I rather hesitate to suggest it, there are cases
in which it is an advantage to stop short of full development,
and intensify the print afterwards. These cases are those
in which the negative is not quite contrasty enough to give
a strong, bright print on the particular paper being used.
If development is carried far enough to get strong shadows
the high -lights become veiled over. It may then be well
14
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When the washing nears completion make up the de¬
veloper. It may be any kind that is suitable for developing
bromide or gaslight prints. As far as I am concerned I
keep by me the amidol developer put up by Messrs. Johnson
in glass tubes, with the sulphite at one end and the amidol
at the other, and a cork between the two. The solution
can be made up in a minute, and there is quite enough for a
dozen whole-plate prints. Each tube costs fourpence.
The dish in which the prints were bleached can be used
again now, provided it was well washed . Put the first
print in ‘the dish, pour over the amidol (or whatever you use)
and rock the dish gently. Keep on till the image has
regained its full strength. You cannot overdo this either.
Drain the print, drop it into the free dish of water, and

MAKE

YOUR

THE fact that there are compara¬

tively few exhibitors who pos¬
sess dry mounting presses is not
a sufficient reason for them to be
excused the necessity of mounting
their own work. Unfortunately, there
are not many photographic clubs
which can offer the necessary facilities ;
but the true craftsman will not be
baulked by this ; he will ferret out a
professional photographer, and either
arrange to use his press or else supply
his own mounts, ready marked for
trimming, and leave the photographer
to do the actual mounting.
The possession of a mounting press,
however, is not the real trouble which
the amateur has to overcome ; several
articles
scribing
ployed,
than a

have already appeared de¬
how the process may be em¬
although no apparatus other
household iron is available.

The real difficulty is to know how to
obtain a suitable collection of cards
and papers for the making

of mounts.

Light-toned Mounts.
Since most of his prints will be
shown upon light-toned mounts, first
considerations may be given to those
boards and papers which are described
as being white. There is no standard
shade of white. Some white papers
have a slight bluish tinge, others are
cold and lifeless, and some have a
touch of ivory in their make-up. A
large range of these papers is always
stocked by the manufacturers who
supply artists’ materials, and are
listed as “water-colour papers” or
“water-colour boards.” On receipt of
an enquiry they will readily send a
complete range of samples.
Cream and buff tinted papers are
obtainable through the same sources,
but they are not quite so easy to
obtain, for no one manufacturer
stocks a complete range. A glance
through the advertisement pages of
art magazines will quickly provide the
reader with the names and addresses
of half a dozen or more firms who
should

be

approached.
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continue with the rest of the prints. Give a final wash,
and dry. The difference is shown in the illustration, but
will be still more apparent in the prints themselves.
The bleaching solution may be used as long as it does
its work in reasonable time. Some developers can also be
kept for future use if they have not been exhausted, but
not amidol.
All the operations are best carried out in daylight, but
not in direct sunlight.
Ihe whole procedure applies equally to the intensification
of negatives on films or plates, and to a great extent also
to lantern slides.
The final effect cannot be judged
negatives are dry.

MOUNTS

All firms, however, stock a pastel
paper of one kind or another, and
these, when mounted upon thin
plain cards, make really excellent
mounts. Imitation vellum papers are
also to be obtained, and these, though
they require careful handling — for
they will not stand being cleaned
with even the softest of india-rubber
— can be made into admirable mounts,
especially for matt warm black prints.
“ David Cox ” papers, with their
distinctive oatmeal-like surface, are
thick enough for use without being
remounted. And “ sugar paper,”
though scarce, is extremely valuable
for use as an underlay in conjunction
with the " David Cox ” paper when
mounting an exceptionally large and
bold print.
Both as underlays and for remount¬
ing upon card the most useful papers
of all will be found amongst the various
etching papers and Japanese tissues.
These papers are exceedingly tough
in all thicknesses and, as a rule, three
edges of each sheet are attractively
deckled. When selecting any of these
papers it is advisable to place the
samples upon a piece of white card in
order to judge their true tone. Some
will then be found to possess a dis¬
tinct shade of pink, and should be
avoided. These papers are to be
obtained from those firms which
specialise in the supply

of materials

for etchers
printers ofof Supply.
wood blocks.'
Otherand
Sources
Apart from these official sources of
supply, many delightful papers can
be obtained from second-hand book¬
shops. A large portion of the old
leather-bound books have no com¬
mercial value and may be bought for
a few pence. The blank end-papers
have a mellowness unlike any modern
paper, and make excellent
underlays.
127
Old engravings printed upon large
sheets to give wide margins should
also be bought. The margins can
then be cut up and used
lays for cut-out mounts.

as under¬

until the prints or
W. L. F. W.

D. MACPHERSON.
The making of a cut-out deserves
special mention, because it is one of
the most effective mounts which have
yet been devised, and for exhibition
purposes it is unrivalled, since, in
addition to its neat appearance, it
has the virtue of being more substan¬
tial than the ordinary single card.
The complete mount is made up
with two cards, each of the same size,
but not nepessarily of the same tone.
One card serves as the actual support
for the print, but the other has an
oblong or square, slightly larger than
the print, cut from the centre, so
that when placed upon the former it
creates a margin around the print.
The two are then stuck together.
Making Cut-out Mounts.
Many fingers have been cut and
tempers lost by those who have
attempted to make these cut-outs
with the aid of a pocket-knife and a
wooden ruler. But with proper tools
their making presents no difficulty
whatever. A mount-cutter’s knife and
a metal-edged ruler (each costing
from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.) can be ordered
through any good ironmonger, and
are essentials. The blade of the
knife, which has a double edge,
should be fitted with an adjustable
handle so that the length of the blade
may be altered to suit individual
requirements.
When cutting a mount, always place
the mount upon a bedding of either
another piece of card or else upon a
pile of old newspapers. Keep the
edges of the blade as sharp as possible
(touch it up on an oilstone after
cutting each mount), and use suffi¬
cient pressure to make a clean cut
through the mount in one stroke.
The slight amount of skill which
is required to make a cut-out, and a
modicum of patience to collect a
variety of papers and boards, are all
that is required to produce mounts
of distinction, for each will then
possess the hall-mark
craftsman.

of the individual
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

IT was not until 1920 that I became

really interested in photography
after purchasing, on the spur of
the moment, a new camera. Progress
was slow, largely because I preferred to
learn by trial and error methods, until
I started studying photographic period¬
icals, visited exhibitions, and joined
portraiture
the local society. Home
interested me at first, but the imitation
studio

portrait

usually

falls a long

way

short of the first-class professional result ;
and now I believe the amateur will
obtain more satisfaction from portraits
in the open air, with or without sunshine.
“ But apart from portraiture, although
strong effects of sunshine make a special
appeal to me, nothing with the possibility
of a picture in it is turned down, and
much time is often spent in selecting
the best viewpoint. Sometimes this is
very difficult to decide, and then I

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

believe in making a number of exposures,
for it is foolish to practise economy
When confronted with a fine subject.
“ Rapidity
some fleeting
and for this
of the reflex

is a great help in securing
effect in town or country,
reason I find the certainty
camera hard to beat. My

quarter-plate Soho will deal very well
with the majority of subjects that
appeal to me. Sometimes an f/6.3 lens
is substituted for the f/4.5 in normal use,
and this allows just a little extra rising
front that may make all the difference
between buildings remaining vertical or
toppling over. A 12-in. telephoto is a
great help on many occasions, and as
it is kept on a separate panel, changing
lenses is a matter of seconds only.
“ Plates, except on rare occasions,
have been abandoned for panchromatic
cut films, which, in my hands, anyway,
seem to give negatives with fewer

blemishes, quite apart from other ad¬
vantages. Film packs are useful as a
reserve when away from home. Many
pictorial photographers use deep filters,
but to me the results often seem gloomy,
though perhaps true from the point of
view of colour correction ; and on that
account I seldom use anything deeper
than an Alpha filter.
“ All exposed films are given a pre¬
liminary bath in Desensitol, and de¬
veloped with M.Q. in a dish. It is a
tedious method sometimes, and con¬
ducive to scamped work when a large
number have to be dealt with ; but I
keep putting off the day when I shall
change over to a tank.
"In my efforts to secure as clean
negatives as possible the developer is
usually filtered so as to get rid of any
small particles that may leave marks
on the emulsion. Contact prints are
seldom made, most negatives deemed
worthy of consideration being enlarged
straight away on to one of the numerous
and excellent grades of Kodak Royal
bromide, or a chloro-bromide paper,
with the aid of a condenser enlarger and
a 100 or a 200 watt opal lamp. It is
surprising

what

a difference

the strength

of the lamp will make to the print con¬
trasts. Sometimes the image is diffused
just sufficiently to soften hard outlines,
but fuzziness is avoided. Experience is
necessary to hit off just the right effect.
" Whenever
possible, the finished
picture, if it is worthy of the name, is
produced by straight means ; but very
often this is impossible, and only an
orgy of control will given the
want.
Readers of this page

results I
must be

quite tired of hearing such a confession.
" Sometimes excellent prints are ruined
by poor spotting. I find a really good
No. 00 brush is a great help to neat work,
using

oil or

water-colour

to match

the

" The fascination of slide-making has
attracted my attention for the last three
years, and has, I believe, improved my
print. technique. To see a lantern plate
print
slowly developing into a first-class trans¬
parency is an experience worth having,
and ever afterwards even the best print

Paris.
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i. — “ Home

By

E. Gerald

Barolet.

2. — “ House

at Hawkehurst .”

By L. R. Leader.
5. — “ Winter.**

By Alfred Roelants.

3. — “ The

Magic

Touch."

By A. S. Wilcock.
6. — “ Guestling Church,
By

W.

7, 1934

4- — “ Hoar-Frost.' By
A. H. Fir min.

Sussex

R. Cocks.
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the Beginners’ prints reproduced

Critical Comments
* the opp0s
page.
tones ite
are exaggerated,
being unduly prolonged. Put in

A CURIOUS effect is to be seen

in No. 1 of the prints repro¬
duced on the opposite page —
■ ' Home,” by E. Gerald Barolet.
Much of the tbne of the tree trunks

— where they come against the sky — is
lost, and the lower portions of the
boles appear darker than those above.
Halation

and

Irradiation.

This state of affairs pretty obviously
does not accord with what would be
the visual impression, and arises from
light-fog caused by either a reflection
of the light rays that have passed
through the emulsion from the back
of the plate, or from a scattering of
light within the emulsion itself.
In the first case, the technical name
for the phenomenon is halation, and,
in the second, irradiation. The first
is more probable where plates are
employed, and the second occurs both
with plates and films ; though, it may
be mentioned, a certain degree of
halation may occur even with films.
The lesser thickness of the latter,
compared with plates, renders the
amount almost negligible, and, where
the defect does appear, it is more
usually attributable to irradiation.
In the case of plates, backing effec¬
tively removes most of the disability
arising from halation, and, as far as
irradiation is concerned, there would
seem to be some ground for the belief
that the more heavily-dyed plates or
films — i.e., orthochromatic, self-filter¬
ing, or panchromatic — are less liable
than emulsions of the ordinary type.
As a rule, this spreading of light, in
either case, only makes itself evident
when a strong light and dark happen
to fall in close proximity, and is more
often met with in interior work than
in subjects out of doors.
Visible

and

Invisible.

It is but rarely that it happens in
landscape work, and is more likely
to be encountered in architectural
interiors where the strong light coming
through a window is contrasted with
a near-by dark.
Even in this instance, it would not
have been so marked had the degree
of development of the negative been
correctly calculated in relation to the
printing paper employed, instead of

another way, so long as the present
printing paper is retained, the negative
is over-developed, and not only is it
impossible for the print to record the
extremes of tone at both ends of the
scale at the same time, but all the
intermediate steps are exaggerated.
The differences that are now per¬
ceptible between the lower and upper
portions of the tree trunks would not
have been so apparent if the negative
had been developed for an appreciably
shorter time and then printed upon the
same kind of paper. It does seem
to be the -case, too, that iiny forcing
of development of the negative is
inclined to emphasise any tendency
towards halation or irradiation, though
it is doubtful if this conclusion has
ever been scientifically established.
On the other hand, the opinion appears
to be widely held in well-informed
circles, and seems to be confirmed in
practical work, so that, while the
defect might be expected to be reduced
by the substitution of a softer type
of paper, and one that would be
better able to cope with the contrasts
of the negative, it is questionable if
the result would be quite so free from
fault as one obtained from a negative
of appreciably lower contrast.
Tonal

Exaggeration.

Speaking generally, and other things
being equal, increasing the time of
development increases the contrast
of a negative, and, besides heightening
the difference between the highest
lights and
sises the

deepest darks, also empha¬
distinctions between tone

and tone, in the negative, whatever
the degree.
A printing paper is only capable of
recording a certain limited range of
tones. If, therefore, the contrasts of
the negative exceed that range there
will be a deficiency, in the print, in
either or both the extremes of tone,
and, in between, the differences will
be extended. In No. 1, this deficiency
is to be seen in the lighter portions,
for they do not show the modulation
they undoubtedly should
possess, and,
133
if printing be carried farther, so that
this modulation is revealed, the darks
would be overprinted, and equally
devoid of gradation. The intermediate

the defect
irradiation.

on

and, with them,
arising from halation or

Even supposing the latter be not
entirely removed, the improvement
that would accrue in the tonal render¬
ing from the substitution of a softer
paper would more than justify the
trouble, and the educational value of
the experiment would be of a vastly
more far-reaching character.
The lack of real tone in the sky of
No. 2, “ House at Hawkehurst,” by
L. R. Leader, is attributable, likewise,
either to over-development of the
negative or the employment of a paper
of too vigorous a nature ; but here
the print is free from visible evidence
of halation. Similar remarks, again,
are also applicable to Nos. 4 and 6,
“ Hoar-Frost,” by A. H. Firmin, and
“ Guestling Church,” by W. R. Cocks,
although, perhaps, the degree is not
so pronounced. The same remedy —
the substitution of a softer or less
contrasty grade of paper — is recom¬
mended, and, in the case of No. 4,
printing might also be carried
relative stage or so farther.
Harmonious

a

Values.

In Nos. 3 and 5, " The Magic Touch,”
by A. S. Wilcock, and t“ Winter,”
by Alfred Roelants, the tone values
approach a greater harmony, al¬
though, in the latter, there might well
be a somewhat deeper sky tone.
Apart from this, and it might be
cured by a little deeper printing, the
tones are admirable, and well within
the range of the printing paper, the
lights showing a hint of tone, and the
darks being well within the maximum,
as a comparison between the darkest
portion of the tree bole and the black
of the hedge on the left in the neigh¬
bouring print immediately shows.
The original of No. 3 is of a warm
brown colour, probably self-toning
paper, and its contrasts are slightly
increased in the process of reproduc¬
tion. Nevertheless, it will be seen
that there is a fuller degree of tone
in the sky, by comparison with the
marginal edge, than in any of the
others, yet, at the same time, there
is no loss of modulation in the shadow
portions — a technically excellent result.
“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ CLAYTON

THE device of employing a narrow

strip of dark foreground — that
is, dark in comparison with the
remainder of the subject material — has
been successfully adopted in this
picture, for not only does it enable
the quality of stability to be retained
despite the absence of the base of the
principal feature, but it also is respon¬
sible for the excellent way in which
the beauty of the effect of sunshine,
and also the fine impression
of luminosity, are conveyed.
Stability

and

MILLS

”

by

J.

F.

of equal mass or brilliance emphasises
its supremacy, and, in addition, the
light in question has. the advantage
of strength of position.
Moreover, the strength referred to is
enhanced by the very fortunate placing
of the arms of the mill. Just as the
presence of the dark below stresses
the importance of the adjoining light,
its upper section is emphasised by the
radial formation suggested by the

Cutler.
How they do so is self-evident, and
a glance at the picture or the sketch
immediately makes the matter per¬
fectly clear. The lower right-hand
arm, too, is useful in suggesting a
connection between the principal and
subsidiary mills. It leads from the
latter, which acts as a foil or accent
in support of the first, and makes ap¬
parent their relative importance. The
smaller of the two (2) also enhances
the dominance of the first by
force of repetition, and fills
what would otherwise be a

Strength.

vacant space quite suitably.
Its tone is somewhat sub¬
dued in comparison with the
other, and this, in conjunction
with the emphasis afforded by

Were the foreground of
appreciably lighter tone, a
sense of insecurity would
arise from the non-inclusion
of the foundations of the

the arrangement of the com¬
position, makes the light

nearer mill (1). It would
seem to have nothing to stand
on, and, quite apart from the
undesirable queries that the
omission would invite, the
strength of the composition
would be seriously impaired.
As the arrangement stands,
however, the obscurity of
the tones at the base of the

(1) the undoubted
attraction.
Motive

the day. It is only then, and
not during the midday hours,
that the vertical planes are

adequate support, it is suffi¬
cient to counteract any
suggestion of compositional
weakness.

Light

The
18

and

Brilliance.

fact that there is no other light

Arrangement.

the subject in an unusual
aspect, and one which is only
likely to occur when the sun
is at a comparatively low
altitude, such as happens in
the earlier or later hours of

portion, and, while the sta¬
bility is not so pronounced
as it would have been had
the base been shown with

therefore, scarcely has the oppor¬
tunity of making itself felt, and is,
more or less, covered by the depth of
tone in that particular area. That
concentration of interest in the light
above, besides drawing the attention
away from the base, makes the point
(itythe main centre of attraction.

of

It is in that light and in ics
brilliance that the beauty of
the effect is manifested. It
is beautiful because it presents

print, combined with the
placing of the principal light
just above and extending into
the sky, prevents the eye
from dwelling upon the lower

In point of fact, the power¬
ful attraction of the light
above, contrasted with the dark
adjoining, claims such a concentration
of interest that it is only on con¬
templation that the omission of the
base is discovered. The ill effect of it,

and

centre

meeting of the arms in their common
centre at the top. The centre of a
series of radiating lines is inclined,
in itself, to draw the attention, so
that, above and below, the significance
of the light (1) is emphasised and
reiterated.
By these means,

the force and power

of the composition are rendered un¬
questionable, and the valuable quality
of unity is preserved. In this latter
134
respect, the radiating
arms are of
still further service, for they seem to
establish a very desirable connection
between the principal point of interest
and the remainder of the picture.

brightened
to horizontal,
a greater the
ex¬
tent
than the
last - mentioned representing
the ordinary way in which
the subject would be seen.
It is but seldom, in this
country, that really bright
sunshine is experienced at the times
in question, direct lighting often
being spoilt by the presence of in¬
tervening clouds. The consequent
rarity of this particular aspect stresses
its attraction, and, in this instance,
its beauty is exceedingly well caught
and displayed, so much so that it
becomes the self-evident motive,.
That it is self-evident is attributable
to the success with which the com¬
position has been arranged, the es¬
sential details of which have been
herein described. Yet, fortunately,
the

whole

thing

looks

and natural.

spontaneous

" Mentor.”
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GLAZING

Sir, — Your

correspondent

PRINTS.

J. A. M. W.

issue

The following will end all your glazing troubles for good.
Take 1 pint of benzine and 1 oz. of cetaci, which any chemist
will supply. Shred the cetaci finely and add it to the benzine.
Shake till the cetaci is dissolved entirely. The benzine must
be put in a bottle which holds slightly over the pint so as to
allow for the addition of the cetaci.
Take a small piece of cotton-wool, turn the bottle upsidedown quickly on to it, and rub the mixture lightly over the
ferrotype, polish with a soft duster, and lastly with a pad of
cotton-wool. The mixture must be used very sparingly, as
a pint should last an ordinary worker for a year. Trusting
this will for all time end the sticking print question, and
wishing your paper every success. — Yours, etc.,
E. F. W. EDGE
(Grahamstown, South Africa.)
EXPOSURE
Douglas

Timins

METERS.
will carry

The

Editor

out

the

following

experiment as I did he will be able to prove for himself that
to measure the light radiated from a subject will not neces¬
sarily give him the correct exposure for that subject.
Let him pick out two negatives of similar contrast, but of
dissimilar subjects. In my own case I chose a photograph of
that new building, " Thames House,” and a second one of
the Houses of Parliament. Both negatives had been given
the same exposure as the same quantity of light was falling
on them, and both received the same development.
Having picked these negatives place them in the enlarger,
and as the density of the high-lights and shadows is the
s ime in both, a bromide enlargement would require the same
exposure in each case.
Now suppose I fix up my camera so that I may photograph
the image thrown by the enlarger on the screen, it would be
obvious that as a correctly-exposed enlargement required
the same exposure in the case of both negatives, the plate in
my camera will require the same exposure because the light
radiated from the screen is strictly proportional to the light
falling on it. But as the proportion of high-light to shadow
tone in the case of “Thames House” is, say, 10-1, and in the
other, say, 10-8, the quantity of light radiated from the screen
would be in that proportion, and the exposures indicated by a
photo-electric meter would bq in a similar ratio, which as we
have proved above is incorrect.
As a further proof, must I give a different exposure if I
want to photograph a black rose on a white hat, to one of a
white rose on a black hat ? The photo-electric meter says I
should. — Yours, etc.,
A. R. TURPIN.

Sir, — With

is not responsible

the opinions

RECORDS

(Ascot), in your

of November 22nd (which reached me to-day), complains of
the amount of material he has wasted by trying to glaze
prints.
Now, sir, although I have been a reader of “ The A.P. and C.”
so many years that I am now trying to forget the number,
this is the first time I have written you, but to tell you the
truth I am now writing not only to let J. A. M. W. of Ascot
into a trade secret, but also to compliment your good self on
your untiring patience in answering the same old question
week in and week out. If your readers would only keep their
copies of " The A.P. and C.” in an easily accessible place,
they would be able to look at their back numbers for years
and find the same question asked and answered.
Now J. A. M. W., if you will try the following prescription
you will never again be troubled with sticking prints. I may
as well tell you that I am in the D. and P. trade, and although
I have printed and glazed hundreds of thousands of prints in
the last thirty odd years, I have never had to wash a ferro¬
type (which I always use), or glass either for that matter.
The secret of success in glazing is to keep your ferrotype
boards away from contact with any other material, and not to
allow any matter other than the prescription below to touch
them.

Sir, — If Mr.
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reference

OF

to your

for

of his correspondents.

GROWTH.
query

in the

article entitled

The Growing Boy,” I would point out that the suggestion
advanced of taking a photograph every day from birth onwards
and combining the result in a cine film showing the rapid growth
from childhood to manhood is absolutely impossible.
In the first place, it is essential in producing a film of this
sort that there shall be no movement other than that of actual
growth, therefore this type of cine-photography is practically
confined to plant life.
Even if it were possible to get the subject to assume exactly
the same position, without deviating even a fraction of an inch,
at each “ sitting,” when it might be just possible by judicious
“ cheating ” (using a cine camera, not, as your article seems to
suggest, an ordinary camera) to get something of the right
effect, I cannot imagine the average man of, say, thirty, sub¬
mitting to be photographed in even the most dignified position
he was able to assume at three months of age.
Again, clothes cannot
another, and if anyone
triguing but impossible
a subject someone hardy
the year round.

possibly “ grow ” from one style
thinks of attempting this highly
experiment, don’t forget to choose
enough to be “ shot ” in the nude

to
in¬
as
all

As a cine-photographer doing practically nothing in " still'”
photography I wish your journal every success. — Yours, etc.,
/
EDWARD
H. BONNER.
“ SPOOKS.”
Sir, — In the issue of The

Amateur

24th you publish under the above
indirect reference is made to me.

Photographer

heading

for January

a letter in which

I read the original paragraph referred to as an impartial
comment upon a matter of general interest, and as I have
no intention of giving up photography, the question of
discontinuing to read The Amateur Photographer does not
arise, as without it any improvement in my pictorial photography
would
at a standstill and serious photography impossible
for
the be
future.
The letter you publish may mislead your readers, who know
the standard required to obtain one of your first prizes, to
think that a serious photographer really believes in “ spit it ”
photography, and that consequently it may present a useful
field for experiments. Having for some years taken consider¬
able interest in photographic chemistry and various processes,
I consider there is no such thing as " spirit ” photography, and
I myself make bold to think that anyone would be able to
obtain equally good results by attempting to photograph,
with a telescopic lens and infra-red plates, scenes from the
daily life of the inhabitants of Mars.
It is remarkable that these “ spirit photographs ” generally
occur to people who are not themselves experienced in
legitimate photography, and who, mostly, have little knowledge
of what a photographic plate is capable.
I am afraid that Mr. E. J. Eshborn, in his desire to enrol me
under his banner, honestly misunderstood my leg-pulling when
I expressed to him my " surprise ” that The Amateur Photo¬
grapher should write upon "Spooks”!!
— Yours,
etc.,
CHARLES
ESHBORN.
Sir, — Regarding

the

letter

headed

"Spooks”

in a recent

A.P.,” I shall be very pleased whenever you decide to criticise
articles relating to the study of same, and I would be with you
even if you did " prefer to sneer.”
I am very sorry to see that you have lost two such " valuable
and well-connected psychic readers.” I hasten to gladden your
heart with the news concerning a couple of my friends — in
the great camera game — who were persuaded only last week by
13
yours
truly to place a regular order with their respective
5
newsagents for “ The A.P.” By the way, neither of them is
in any way connected with China or Manchester.
Good luck to your journal, which has been a great help to
me. — Yours, etc.,
ALFRED
G. STEWARD.
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The Victorian International Salon of Photography will be
opened at Melbourne, Australia, from October 29th to November
10th, 1934. This will be
held in connection with
the Melbourne Centenary
Celebrations. The ex¬
hibition is open to all
pictorial workers
throughout the world, and
gold, silver and bronze
medals will be awarded.
A small reproduction of
the medal design is
given herewith. Entry
forms are obtainable
from the Secretary, C.
Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6,
Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.

An

exhibition

of photographs

of famous

dogs,

by

On

Saturday,

January

27th, at the Royal

Adelaide

Gallery,

was held the first annual dinner of the Central Association of
Photographic Societies. This was a revival, in a somewhat
limited sense, of the former Affiliation dinners. Although the
assembly mustered less than sixty there was a pronounced
optimism as to the future of this new arrangement, and it is
practically certain that next year’s gathering will show a large
increase in numbers. For some reason, photographic dinners
have a curious tendency to be dull and stodgy ; this was a
shining exception. Mr. G. Herbert Dannatt presided, and
toasts and responses were in the practised hands of Messrs.
John Keane, H. Pickwell and A. J. Bull (President R.P.S.).
The arrangements were mainly carried out by the Association
Secretary, Mr. H. D. Fretwell, who also organised the unusually
bright and clever programme. During the long evening
there was not a dull moment.
Practical lessons in photography by post are announced by
the British School of Photography, of 53-54, Haymarket,
London, S.W.i. A preliminary course of six lessons and an
advanced course of twelve lessons are detailed in the prospectus
issued by the school. The principal is Mr. C. Allen Elliott,
who has had long experience in teaching photography and in
the photographic business. Readers who are interested should
apply to the above address for the prospectus.

Thos.

Fall, was opened on February 1st by Lord Delamere at the
Ilford Galleries, 101, High Holborn, W.C.I, and will remain
open until the end of the month. Admission is free. The
exhibition consists of photographs of nearly every breed of
pedigree dogs. That high breeding does not necessarily make
for beauty is demonstrated by two of the prints, one of which
a visitor was heard to describe as the “ Loch Ness Monster.”
In addition to the pedigree animals, a group of prints of dogs

Every reader of The Amateur Photographer who is interested
in home talkies should make a point of obtaining particulars
of the “ Permarec ” apparatus which enables them to be made
very easily with perfect synchronisation. Messrs. Dollond and
Aitchison, Ltd., are handling it, and our readers are advised to
write to them at 281, Oxford Street, W.i, or to their registered
offices at 192, Tottenham Court Road, W.i, or any of their
numerous branches for full particulars and an illustrated
booklet describing the apparatus, which will be sent free.

that have gained the “ Dog’s V.C.,” e.g., those that have
been conspicuously devoted and brave, is also on exhibition.
Altogether a show well worth while to visit.

Exhibitions and Competitions ANDRFirnJRE.
Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and competitions will be included

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
-Entries, February 28. Rules in the issue of
January 31.
Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open, February
3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy, 16, Royal Terrace,
Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.
Smethwick P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, Feb¬
ruary 8 and 9. Particulars from S. Smith, Hon. Exhibi¬
tion Secretary, 185, Willow Avenue, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due, February 10 ; exhibits, February 13 ; open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15. Entry
forms from Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
February 7 ; open, March 7-10. Secretary, R. Green¬
wood, 24, Silverdale Road, Woodkey, Rock Ferry,
Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition.— Entries due, Feb¬
ruary 10 ; open, March 15-17. Details and entry
forms from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 12 ; open, March 5-7.
Exhibition Secretary, J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 13 ; open, March 7-ro. Secretary, Walter Selfe,
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Entries, Feb¬
ruary 15 ; open, March 1-31. Further particulars

20

here every week

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

from Salon Committee, Syracuse Camera Club 340,
Montgomery Street, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and
14. Particulars from W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney Road,
Stratford, E.15.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Ex¬
hibition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March ig ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibtion. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. Exhibition Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells, Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.C. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
S.W.13.
Secretary,
J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,

136

Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. — •
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip 16, Ljubljana,
The Western Salon of Photography.— Closing date
Jugoslavia.
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open
(Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction,
Japan.
Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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Cinematography
A Screen for Stereoscopic Effects
By

SIGURD

SEVERAL of our most diligent amateurs are constantly

experimenting with the object of evolving new and
better types of screens. More often than not, they are
unable to report any improvement upon existing screens.
But success does occasionally attend their efforts — to such
purpose that many sub-standard enthusiasts are now
enjoying satisfactory projection on screens evolved by
fellow amateurs.

MOIR.
must be taken
stance.

to avoid

inhaling even

a little of the sub¬

When applying the powder to the board, it is best to work
as quickly as possible and to protect the nostrils with a
handkerchief.
Other

Notes.

In the illustration, it will be observed

that

the stand

Relief.

fitted to the screen is of the simplest possible type ; simi¬
larly, the corners of the screen are cut square and do not

In my own experiments, I occasionally encounter freak
results ; and freak results can often be turned to good
account. The screen which is now described and illustrated

follow the familiar cushioned ” pattern. These are not
disadvantages, for their adoption simplifies the little con¬
structional work involved.

is a development of one such result.
The unusual thing about the case in question was a
definite form of relief or stereoscopic effect which could be
observed when projecting upon a new surface intended for
quite another purpose. This surface had been prepared

It may also be noticed that the orthodox marginal
surround is entirely omitted. In its place — though sus¬
pended from the picture-rail about a foot or so behind the

by dusting powdered slag-wool upon a tacky-glued base¬
board ; and as the moisture had not thoroughly dried out,
there was a possibility that the ul imate results would be
different. Actually, however, the object of the experiment
(brilliancy at wide angles) was not satisfactorily achieved ;
but the stereoscopic

illusion persisted.

Attempts were made to carry this effect to finality, and
ultimately a highly-efhcient formula was evolved. This
is embraced in the following constructional note — which
will enable all interested in the subject of stereoscopic
relief to try the screen for themselves.
Practical

The

effect best obtains

when

Notes.

the screen is constructed

from perfectly flat material of a size no larger than 30 x 24
in. To ensure the necessary flatness, stout plywood should
be employed. Slight roughness affecting the selected or
better surface of the board is not detrimental, but larger
blemishes must be remedied before proceeding with the
treatment.
The first surface to be laid on the plywood

should consist

of a single application of synthetic black — though Brunswick
black may be used in the country, where the original
commodity is practically unobtainable or has acquired a
prohibitive cost.
Synthetic black dries in about six hours, and after this
time the board may receive one application only of white
(glossy) enamel. Immediately after this application, the
board should be taken into the open air and carefully

screen proper — is used a stationer’s roll of black crepe
paper. This arrangement entirely eliminates the detraction
of marginal extraneities, which otherwise fall upon the
picture-plane and at once betray the existence of a flat
image.

may be purchased from any builder’s supply centre at a
cost of about sixpence for two pounds weight. Powdering

Finally, it must be recognised that the screen will function
properly only when used in conjunction with a projector of
reasonably high power in a completely darkened room.
The screen, too, must be kept down to the safety dimensions
to above.
1referred
37
And if these simple conditions cannot be fulfilled, the

may be accomplished (also in the open air) with a medium¬
sized pestle and mortar. During the grinding, the whole
must be covered with a piece of fine muslin, and every care

quest for clear-cut images had better be abandoned — at
least, until such time as we discover a really practicable
method of producing true stereoscopic projection.

surfaced with the powdered slag-wool.
The “ wool " — which should be the finest obtainable —

21
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True

Function

IS it advisable for an amateur

cine club to produce film plays ?
I know this will seem to many of
my readers like asking whether it is
wise for a cinema to show films. Yet
there is a growing feeling among many
cine amateurs that the true function
of an amateur cine club is to record
rather than to create.
Mr.

George

H.

Sewell, one

of the

pioneers of the amateur cine move¬
ment in this country, went to East¬
bourne recently to attend the first
meeting of the new Eastbourne Ama¬
teur Cine Enthusiasts’ Club. Mr.
Sewell, in his address, warned members
of the dangers of attempting to
produce film plays, and advised them
to stick to interest films and records
of topical events.
Dr. J. Bodkin Adams,

president

of

the
: “ be
Many
of us where
have
felt club,
there said
should
a centre
those who use amateur cin6 apparatus
can meet and discuss their problems
so that the best may be made of their
time, material and patience.”
Helpful ideas voiced at this meeting
included suggestions that members
should exchange films, show their own
films, arrange for lectures on technical
difficulties, arrange an exhibition of
gadgets, and occasionally have an
evening with no programme at all, so
that individual members could put
forward their own ideas.
“ The trouble with many amateur
cine clubs,” said Mr. Sewell, " is that
they have a nucleus of practical
cinematographers surrounded by
people who are out solely for self¬
aggrandisement and whose one desire
is to see themselves on the screen.”
Amateur dramatics, according to
Mr. Sewell, means, more often than
not, temperament, unpunctuality,
cliques, and a hopeless competition
with professional directors who, at
least financially, have everything in
their favour.
“ The professional is fighting for his
living and he has all day in which to
do it. He has money, technical equip¬
ment, plenty of space — everything
which the amateur has not. You must
find the lines along which you, the
amateur, can work if you are going in
for production at all.”
Well, maybe Mr. Sewell is right. Yet
I, for one, should be sorry to see the
passing of film-play production from
our amateur cine studios. If the day
comes that amateur cine clubs keep
solemnly to the recording of topical
events I warn all amateurs that some
crazy enchantment
22

will be gone for ever.

By M.

of Cine Amateurs

A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

There is a magic in film-play pro¬
duction. The very words scenario,
director, producer, set, location, props
— yes, even temperament— make the
studio, with its modest arc lamps, a
place where men and women of all
ages will gather together in the delight¬
ful hope of being transformed into
artists. And then there is the fun
of seeing the whole affair on the
screen— the comer of the Grand Plaza
ballroom that no one recognises as
the basement studio ; his lordship’s
library (where the body is discovered),
made up so cunningly
three-ply. . .
Develop

Although,

Local

however,

been solved — to making
The whole thing in

Resources.

' mobilise local resources ’.”
Every secretary and producer of an
amateur cine club who reads this

I believe in film

or topical films.
“ There is history everywhere,”
said Mr. Sewell. " History past and
passing. Try to capture some of the
things that are gone or going.”
Mr. Sewell referred to changes in
fashions and customs. In Croydon
recently he had pointed out that a
few years hence not a child in London
would have seen a bus started by the
pulling of a string. Then there were
the postmen’s hats, that went two ways
at once, and other familiar objects
which were gradually passing away.
" It is all part of history, and if you
can dig below the surface and find the
romance and put it down on film you
will be doing something which is
definitely useful and well within the
powers
of the local
amateur.”
In filming
history and local
events Mr. Sewell urged co-operation
with local institutions.
of you

who

have

read

my

book, ” The Amateur Cind Move¬
ment
(Sampson
Low),
that I” have
referred
to will
this remember
theme in
a chapter entitled “ Develop Local
Resources.” “ It has been suggested
to me by several amateurs that the
movement could gain much by coming
to a working arrangement with kindred
local associations, such as the amateur
(still) photographic society for purely
photographic work, the local natural
history and scientific society for inter¬
est films and scenic subjects, the
dramatic and operatic society for ex:
perienced players, orchestral societies
for music, and so on.
" In addition, there are a number of
unattached elocutionists, vocalists, in¬
strumentalists, teachers of dancing,
138

suggests that members of' every ama¬
teur dramatic and operatic societv
in the country should turn their
attention in summer-time — and in
winter-time, too, now that lighting
difficulties with interior scenes have

from oak-stained

plays for film clubs, I also whole¬
heartedly believe that it is good
for the individual, or groups of two
or three enthusiasts, to make interest

Those

with classes of young people, amateurs
keen on architecture, furniture, art of
all kinds, including scene painting, as
well as amateur carpenters, electricians,
etc., who might be anxious to take a
hand in their own particular line.
One cine amateur goes farther and

should

amateur films.
a nutshell is

ask himself, " Am

I doing my

best to develop
local ofresources
commend
the idea
amateur ? ”cineI
work to all kindred local clubs.
Mr. Sewell, after his talk to East¬
bourne amateurs, exhibited two Fox
Photos- news reels (sub-standard), and
a really beautiful film, made by Mr.
Nathan, a London lawyer, entitled
" Westminster in Winter.” Outstand¬
ing composition and lighting effects,
an eye to artistic detail, and, for
continuity, the grandeur of the subject
and its associations make this film
an inspiration.
Thought

for

the

Week.

It is important to know what are
the capabilities and the true functions
of cine amateurs.
The other day I had an interview in
town with Mr. F. A. Hoare, the direc¬
tor of Industrial and Educational
Research

of the Western

Electric Com¬

pany at Bush House, with a view to
finding out if Western Electric would
sponsor a series of sub-standard edu¬
cational and religious sound films.
I was told that they would be quite
prepared to do this if someone would
put up a minimum sum of ^30,000.
And that set me thinking.
It seems to me that the only hope
for a long time of an adequate supply
of sub-standard amusement, educa¬
tional and interest films lies in cine
amateurs’ own productions. That
thought may be depressing to some.
To me it is a tonic.
There
standard

is a big demand for sub¬
films. Thousands of talented

amateurs possess the necessary equip¬
ment for making and showing such
films. All we have to do is to get
together and to provide better facili¬
ties for film exchange, nationally and
internationally. There is our goal for
1934-
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Societies

The

will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

February

Week’s
here if the syllabus

Monday,
City of London

Chorley P.S. “ Pictures for Pleasure.” R. A. Johnson.
Coventry P.C. “ Preparation of a Print for Exhibition.”
Croydon C.C. Questions and Answers. L. J. Hibbert.
Darwen P.A. “ Scotland.” Mr. Anderson.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ Pictorialism.” Robert Ure.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Mounting. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Hanley

Green.

8th.
E. S. Maples.

Coatbridge P.A. ‘‘ Nature Rambles with a Camera.”
Greenock C.C. Visit to Lockhart Auld Studio.

P.S.

Bromoil.

R. McLeod.

Mr. and Mrs. Ratcliff e.

Stourbridge Inst. P.S. “ Elementary Chemistry of Photography.”
Tynemouth P.S. “ Composition and Pictorialism.” J. Oliver.
Watford C.C. ” The Spanish Pyrenees.” N. L. Gryspeerdt.
Wimbledon C.C. “ The Romance of Astronomy.” F. H. Howard.

C. D. Mathias.

9th.

Bethnal Green C.C. Cinematography.
Brondesbury Cine Society. Production.
Colne C.C. “ Still Life.”' R. Walton.
Dover Inst. P.S. “ How to make an Exhibition Print.” F. L. Warner.
Harrogate P.S. “ Photographic Pitfalls.” W. A. Hebden.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Members’ Prints and Slides.
King’s Heath P.S. Print Criticism.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Lecture by J. M. Chadwick.

Southampton C.C. “ The Crown of Normandy.” W. R. Kay.
Southport P.S. “ Pictorial Pnotography in the Field.” Herbert
Wallasey A. P.S. Slide-Making. E. Holden.
Walsall P.S. “ A Chat on Architecture.” E. A. Bierman.
York P.S. “ Peeps into Bird Land.” W. Farnsworth.

Tuesday,

Hackney P.S. Brentford.
Rochdale P.S. Exhibition

February

Edgware to Stanmore.
Barmouth to Harlech.”

Monday,

February

Erdington and D.P.S. “ Some Suggestions.”
Exeter C.C. Central Association Prints.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

13th.

and W. A. Clark.

H. C. Chamberlin.

Hackney P.S. Members’ Slides.
Hamilton P.S. “ Preparing Exhibition Prints.”
Harrow C.C. Cine Lecture. Kodak Cine Club.

W. S. Hamilton.

Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Correct Exposure.” A. E. Avent.
Leeds P.S. “ Picture Gleanings in Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Liverpool A. P.A. Bromoil. W. A. Blanchard.
Manchester A. P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Monklands P.S. S.P.F. Portfolio.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Bromoil.
Nelson C.C. Enlarging. S. Birtwistle and F. Baker.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. “ Table-top Photography.” J. Oliver.
Norwood C.C. “ Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Portsmouth C.C. “ Portsmouth, Then and Now.” Thos. W. Manby.
Royal P.S. “ Scenery and its Causes.” A. J. Bull.
Rugby and D.P.S. Development. Harold F. Jefferson.
St. Bride P.S. “ Five Weeks in Austria.” A. C. Wire.
Sheffield P.S. “ The Fascinating East.” Councillor Alfred Peters.
South Glasgow C.C. Criticism of Exhibition.
South Shields P.S. “ Photography and Shipping.” J. H. Cleet.
Stafford P.S. Slide-Making. Bernard Moore.
Streatham and D.P.S. “ From Hypo to Exhibition Print.” J. H. Clark.
Warrington P.S. “ The Open Road.” O. Harris.
Whitehall C.C. “ Architectural Hotch-Potch.” Messrs. Williams and Herbert.

February

Accrington C.C. “ Afield with a Camera.”
Bethnal Green C.C. Practical Work.

10th.

P.A.

“ Common

14th.

R. Watson.

Facts on Common

Things.”

W. H. Tomkinson.

Borough Poly. P.S. ** Portraiture.” R. Coombs.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ 25,000 Miles on a Tramp Ship.” H. Powys
Bristol P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S.' Bridgen.
Camberwell C.C. “ Photographic Pertinacities.”
Chorley P.S. “ Round about Home.” W. Swarbrick.
Coventry P.C. Bromide Enlarging. R Longden.

11th.
T. B. Howell.

12th.

Accrington C.C. Beginners’ Night : Copying. T. Hadfield.
Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ A Chat on Lenses.” C. Stephenson.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Copying.
Bath P.S. Print Mounting and Finishing Hints. G. Simmonds.
Bexley Heath P.S. “ At Home and Away.” T. D. Nunn.
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ Lakes and Forests of Rhineland.”
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Slide-Making. W. H. Wane.
Bournemouth C.C. Exhibition Opens.
Bradford P.S. Final Print Night.

Bairstow.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Bridge of Allen and D.P.S. “ Architectural Photography.” H. W. Bennett.
Brondesbury Cine Society. General Projection and Discussion.

Wednesday,

S. Bridgen.

Opens.

Sunday,
Hammersmith H.H.P.S.
Todmorden P.S. “ From

February

February

Beckenham P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Birmingham P.S. Lectures by E. A. Bierman

Birkenhead

Saturday,

A. J. Woodley.

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Monthly Competition.
Oxford P.S. Bromoil. G. L. Hawkins.

Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Members’ Evening.
Royal P.S. “ Some Notes on Three-colour Work.” A. J. Bull.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Criticism of Prints.
Wimbledon Cind Club. Studio Evening.

Cinema.”

E. Marks.

Cambridge P.C. “ Some Animal Types.” Arnold Darlington.
Cardiff Naturalists Society (P.S.). “ Printing in Colours.” F. Jenkins.
Doncaster C.C. Demonstration by T. Gledhill.
Dunfermline P.A. S.P.F. Portfolio.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Infra-red Photography. S. O. Rawling.
Hull P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ Pictorial Photography in the Field.” H. Bairstow.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. “ Some Old Outings Recalled.”
Liverpool A. P.A. “ Surrey Downs and Commons.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Newcastle and District A.C.A. Films by Mr. James Cameron.

February

F. W. Sharp.

Plymouth I. P.S. “ Art in Everyday Life.” F. P. Goodchild.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Inter-Club Competition.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ The Wealth of Nature.”
Aston P.S. “ Portraiture.” Donald Allen.
Bury P.S. ‘ Wayfarers in Austria.” Miss Mercer.
Cardiff C.C. Open Night.

Friday,

time to time.

(contd .).

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Epitaphs and Other Things.”
Manchester P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.
Fred

South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Ramblings in East Anglia.” H. Pickwell.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Snapshots of History.” Miss M. Wight.

Oldham C.C.
P.S. S.P.F.
“ HerePortfolio.
and There on Holidays.”
Singer
Smethwick and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Carbro.

or from

12th

Glasgow and W.S.P.A. “ Zoological Photography.” J. W. G. Thomson.
Gravesend and D.P.S. Exhibition of Members’ Work.
Hammersmith
H.H.P.S. (Portrait Group). “ Lighting Tips from the
F. B. Bowling.

Ilford P.S. “ Portraiture.” Miss Head.
Kodak Works P.S. “ How a Lens Works,” E. W. H. Selwyn.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Margate and D.P.F. “ Pictorial Ideals.” M. O. Dell.
Partick C.C. “ Some Border Scenes.” David E. Holland.
Rochdale P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints.
South Essex C.C. Plates : Dish and Tank Development ; Desensitisers.

February

and C.P.S.

of the session

February

Dewsbury
“ Southern
France.”
W. E. Gundill.
Forest Hill P.S.
and D.P.S.
Annual
Exhibition.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Newfoundland.” E. D. Fry.
Bury P.S. Lecture by Robert Bateman.
Camberwell C.C. Gadget Night.
Carlisle and County A. P.S. Alliance Prints and Slides.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Bromoil. W. Bailey.

Thursday,

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

7th.

Accrington C.C. " The Finished Picture.” R. F. Glover.
Birkenhead P.A. “ Light and Pictorialism.” John G. Billing.
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturette Competition.
Bradford P.S. Mounting.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Miss R. Littlewood.

Chelsea P.S. “ Tales of Roman Britain.” Geoffrey E. Peachey.
Chelmsford P.S. Slide-Making. R. G. Wilson.

The South African Salon, 1934, will take place at Johannes¬
burg from August 20th to 25th. Entries will close with the
last mail in July. Copies of the entry form can be obtained
from the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa. We hope that many of our
readers who compete in exhibitions outside this country will
submit their work to this Exhibition.

Croydon C.C. “ Concerning Gurkhas.”
Darwen P.A. Alliance Slides.
Dennistoun A. P.A. S.P.F. Portfolio.

Bernard

Adams.
*

B. Hill.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Here and There with a Camera.” W. F. Calcraft.
Handsworth P.S. “ A Chat on Colour Photography.” H. Thompson.
Ilford P.S. ” What is a ‘ Quality ’ Print ? ” L. Vizard.
Kodak Works P.S. “ Some Zoo Pictures.” Miss G. M. Callow.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Walking in Switzerland.” A. E. L. Vial.
Partick C.C.
Outings, 1933.” W. S. Blair and W. G. Waterfield.
Rochdale P.S. “ Corsica.” A. N. Scott.
Scarborough A. P.C. ” A Trip to Canada.” Mrs. Farrar.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Bromoil. R. Sanders.
South Essex C.C. “ Composition.” M. O. Dell.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Working-up the Print.” J. J. Butler.
Stockport P.S. “ Belle Vue Experiences.” Mr. Craythome.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Principles of Picture-Making.” H. J. Damsell.

The

attention of readers who specialise in railway photo¬
is directed to the Railway Photographic Society, which
has a circulating portfolio. The Society was founded in
1922 with the object of biinging together all those who are
actively interested in the photography of railway subjects.

1graphs
39

The Hon. Secretary
wick Hill, Reading.

is Mr. M. W.

Earley,

" Glenmore,”

Bruns¬
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accept any terms offered by the paper.
In future we should advise you either
to name a price for reproduction in a
single issue of one paper, or to inquire
what are the terms offered, and then
consider whether or not you will accept
them.

‘Deciders’ Questions

7V

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the

Editor

and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford
gi\e the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

" The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Hazy

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
-tamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

7th, 1934

be

(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Negatives.

What is the reason for the greyish haze all over
the two negatives enclosed ?
One was taken
with a 5j-in. and the other with an n-in. lens,
on Isochrom film. The sun was shining brilliantly,
so that I cannot account for the lack of contrast,
especially on the long-focus version.
J. R. (Stirling.)

The negative
focus lens is of
ought to give a
soft and delicate

taken with the shortfirst-rate quality, and
beautiful print, with a
distance and a strong,

bright foreground. In the other nega¬
tive you have not made sufficient
allowance for the great speed of the
film and the fact that you were photo¬
graphing a distant subject. The result
is that it is over-exposed. You would
have got more contrast by continuing
development, but this would hardly
have been an advantage, as the negative
is already somewhat dense and blocked
up. You would have secured a better
result in this case by giving only about
a quarter of the exposure.

Stopping

Down.

I have always understood that stopping down a
lens increases definition, but I have recently been
informed that the reverse is the case. Can you
explain this ?
A. S. J. (Bolton.)

We think that whoever gave you the
information to which you refer should
be asked to give his authority for the
statement. Stopping down will not
necessarily improve definition when the
subject being photographed is all on
one plane, but where both very near and
very distant planes are to be included
more or less stopping down becomes
essential.
Development

Time.

What is the time of development for panchromatic
roll film, using metol-borax developer at half¬
dilution ?
R. P. (Milnthorpe.)

We regret that we cannot give any
definite answer to your question. The
development time will vary according
to three other factors which you do not
mention: the temperature, the particular
make of film, and the degree of contrast
you desire in the negatives. The only
satisfactory way of arriving at such in¬
formation is by actual experiment with
the particular films you propose to use.
Studying

Photography.

As a beginner I want to study photography, but
have no facilities for doing so. Should 1 take a
postal course or study books ? Distance makes it
difficult to take advantage of postal instruction.
Can you advise me ?
T. K. L. (Burma.)

We should strongly advise you first of
all to study carefully such a book as
" Photography Made Easy,” by R.
Child Bayley (obtainable post free from
our publishers, price 2S. 3d.), taking,
of course, those parts of it that apply
to the work you are attempting to do.
When you meet with any special diffi¬
culty we shall be pleased to advise and
help you, without charge, and with as
little delay as circumstances permit.
24

Selling

Negative.

I submitted some quarter-plate prints to a
publisher. He retained one, but wants the
negative, for which he offers five shillings. Am I
right in parting with the negative, or should the
print be sufficient ? G. R. (Weston-super-Mare.)

Tt rests entirely with you whether you
accept the five shillings for the negative
or not. If you retain the negative you
will either have to undertake not to make
further prints from it, or else you will
have to accept a much lower price as
a reproduction fee if you supply the
print only. The idea of the firm is to
secure the sole right to use the subject.
Although the price offered is low, you
must remember that there are enormous
numbers of negatives available, and a
high price can be obtained only for
those of unusual excellence and
originality.
Films

Buckling.

I develop roll films for myself and friends by the
dish method. However taut I hold them they
buckle before I get them to the water and de¬
veloper. Where do I go wrong ?
P. C. (Bedford.)

When you take a film from its spool
there is nothing to prevent its curling
and buckling to some extent. The only
thing is to handle it as carefully as
possible, and by degrees get it thoroughly
saturated with water before commencing
actual development.

Intensification.
What reactions take place in the chromium
intensification process ?
R. E. L. (Neath.)

When the silver image is bleached it
contains a chromium compound, the
exact nature of which is unknown, but
it is probably CrO,2. The second develop¬
ment reduces this so that part of the
chromium is left in combination with
the metallic silver. As far as we are
aware nothing more definite is known
of the reactions.
Stained

We

Fee.

A print is submitted to a provincial newspaper and
published. It is also reproduced in another paper
controlled by the same firm. Does this entitle me
to charge double fee ? What is the standard rate
of reproduction fee ? L. A. J. F. (Ringwood.)

Fees for reproduction have been
suggested by the Professional Photo¬
graphers’ Association, but these are in
no sense binding upon any publication.
If you submitted your print without
any arrangement as to price or scope of
reproduction you will probably have to
140

J. E.

W.

the

(Blackhill.)

are rather at a loss to know

what

you mean by the stain on the negative.
Towards the top there is a slight de¬
posit on the plain side of the film, which
is not a stain but dirt, and this could
probably be removed by rubbing with
a cloth slightly moistened with methy¬
lated spirit. In the bottom corner is
an area of lighter density than the rest,
but this is almost certainly due to the
fact that the developer did not cover
the whole of the film at once, and for this
there is unfortunately no remedy.
Colour
What

Reproduction

Negative.

What method, if any, can be used to remove
stain on the enclosed negative ?

of

Mounts.

is the best colour

for mounts

and

album

pages for black-and-white prints ? I have always
favoured grey or a dull black, but should like
your opinion.
H. R. T. (Blakeney.)

Practically all exhibition mounts now¬
adays are either white or of a very light
tint, generally cream. In many of the
largest exhibitions there are restrictions
forbidding the use of dark-coloured
mounts, but when it comes to albums for
your own use you can naturally please
yourself. A suitable grey is often very
effective, but in our opinion black is
not very satisfactory.
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Let your dealer
demonstrate

TANCOL
•‘TABLOID’

‘TANCOL’

?S{

DEVELOPER

why

Produces

“ pyro

of

negatives

Of all
Dealers
Price 1/6

it’s a

bright, plucky

without
quality”
chemical fog.

Burroughs

Wellcome

a

Co.,

Pho. 1547

for you I-

London

COPYRIGHT

* ' you’re after —kind
whatever
price
"YY^HATEVER
of camera
you wish to pay — Voigtlander have
anticipated your needs and pro¬
vided for them.
There’s a model
in the Voigtlander range that might
have been made specially for you,

take the first
step to Better Photography

— and it’s not hard to find. Your
Voigtlander dealer is waiting to
demonstrate

send

That high efficiency and professional touch can be brought into your photo¬
graphs in the same way as it has been imparted to other members of the B.S.P.
Under the personal supervision of Mr. C. Allen Elliott you can learn to take
the photographs
Fill up

that are in great demand

the coupon

below

and

mount

among

the

advertisers,

first step

to Better

magazines,

2\ in. square

Please
Name

send your free book

for Profit and Pleasure,”
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
~ —
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
__
” Co.
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replie’s should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ’ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and there letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17 '4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application
SALE

Prepaid Advertisements

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE :
12 words or less .
2/6
2}d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;

260, Deansgate,

Manchester,

3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow,

C.2.

Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.
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LEICA Camera, interchangeable lens, late model.

with
£10 ;
9230,
[9404

31 x 21 Coronet Folding Camera, perfect* condition,
31x21
Voigtlander
Avus,
doubleleather
extension,
2 Skopar
f/4.5, Ibsor,
6 slides,
case ;
splendid condition, £6/10 or offer : deposit
4 10/-, cost 15/- ; also Box Camera,
Rosemary Cottage, Brede, Sussex.

5/-.—
[9406

approval. — Freeland,

E.17.

183, Brookscroft

Rd.,

[9409
GRAFLEX
Reflex
Camera,back,31 X321,double
Ross slides,
f/4.5
anastigmat,
revolving
F.P.A., tripod, £6. — Sampson, Fordwater,
Crescent, Harrow Weald.

Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, aftor
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is eflected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

r x 107 Verascope, f/4.5 lenses, magazine, case,
Tr’J transposing frame, £3 ; 6}x3[ Compact
Stereo, f/8 lenses, 6 single slides, 25/- ; 5x4
Sanderson, 2 slides, no lens or shutter, 17/-. —
Martin, 266, Graham’s Rd., Falkirk.
[9403
No. 66054, f/3.5 Elmar, Ever-ready case,
range-finder, angular view-finder, in case ;
no offers ; “ A.P.” deposit scheme.— Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Park
[9417

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 213, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oilers from this quarter.

AND

LENSES

YOU

76'

CAN

DEAL

LENSES

"*],

case, only used
a few times
VOIGTLANDER
Prominent,
complete; condition
with leatheras
new, £18/18. — Lewis, 33, Heywood St., Bury.
Lancs.

[9435

31x2} Salex de Luxe, Salexon f/3. 8, double

2 extension, delayed-action Compur, 3 slides,
F.P.A., roll-film holder ; as new, £5 ; deposit
system. — Boyd, 36, Crumlin Gardens, Belfast. [9436

I71TUI Camera, 9x12, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, 7 slides,
F.P.A.,

case,

£6/17/6;

Goerz

R.F.,

3}x2},

Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, micrometer focussing, case,
£4/17/6.— BM/HFLA, London. W.C.l.
19437

REFLEX R.B. Graflex Junior, 21x3}, 5}-in. N. & G. }-pl. New Ideal Sibyl, many accessories,

FOR Sale. — }-pl. Ensign Camera, f/4.5 lens.

ROLLEIFLEX 6x6, f/3. 8, automatic, new last

AND

Pocket Ensign, roll film, 31X2} (37/6 model),
18/6 ; bargains ; particulars, stamp ; exchanges. —
Sharpless, 28, St. Georges Avenue* Bridlington. [9427

II

CAMERAS

Ross f/4.5, 1 10th to 1/1, 000th, reversing
back, F.P.A. , and 3 double slides, all in leather
carrying-case
; new condition, £12. — Jones, 12,
42-in. Meyer f/3 Trioplan anastigmat, focus¬
[9423
sing mount (listed £18), 4 slides, sling, perfect ; Spaniards Close, N.W.ll.
cost £25/10 ; £11. — Wood, 45, Harlescott Rd.,
01X2} Voigtlander Folding, f/4.5 Skopar, ComS.E.15.
[9422 02
pur, double extension, rise, cross, 2 finders,
6 slides, F.P.A., £4/18/6. — McLoughlin, 53, Trafalgar
>
[9424
Compur shutter, rising and cross front, Terrace, Darlington.
slides, F.P.A. — R. Lloyd, 55, Blantyre St.,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent.
[9425
Distar and Proxar, for 10.5 Tessar, 25/- pair ;
Watkins P.C. Tank, 12/- ; Klimax i-pl. Tank,
July, little used, new accessories ; offers to —
10/-. — Box 9290, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
Parsons, Leicester Rd.. Hinckley, Leicester. [9432

LATEST Compact 3}x2} T.-P. Horizontal Reflex,

CAMERAS

anastigmat,
speeded
shutter,
hide Nagel
case, latest
NAGEL
Roll Film
Pocket,
3}x2},
f/6.8
Kodak tank, accessories, £2/15 ; All-distance

SALEX 3} x 2} Bijou Reflex, f/4.5, as new, 65/-;
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

£12/10. — Stirling, 17, Roland Gardens, S.W.7.
Telephone, evenings, Kensington 8503 ; or day.
Royal 8771.
[9438

POPULAR Pressman }-pl., Aldis f/4.5 lens,

£4/10 ; Folding Pocket Camera, 3} x 2},
Ernemann f/6.8, 6 slides, F.P.A., £3/10.— Robertson,
139, Reads Avenue, Blackpool.
[9440

PERFECT Piccochic, 3X4 cm., f/2.9 Vidanar,

Compur shutter, wire release, purse, £4/15. —
John Butler, Yewside, High Rd., Broxbourne,
Herts.
[9441

ZEISS Baby Ikonta. f/3.5 Novar, Compur, almost

new, perfect
; filter, lens hood,
Minsterworth,
Glos.

[9430
OUR DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

£6. — Cross,
[9445
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SERVICE
W

Em

r>

w

1

Ebm

V.P., Com. shutter, almost new, £6 ; bargain.
— Kirkpatrick, 12, Lynwood Grove, Droylsden,
Manchester.
[9442

VALUES

and time, with auto, stop, 12 single slides, F.P.A.,
with adapter for 34x24, Alpha filter, sky filter,

FOR CASH ,
EXCHANGE and TERMS

THORNTON-PICKARD
Junior
Reflex,
4-pl., T.-P. Cooke f/4.5,
rising Special
front, revolving
back, detachable hood, shutter l/10th to 1/1, 000th

DALLMEYER
Speed 3Camera,
34 x 24,
with f/2.9 Pentac,
D.D. slides,
F.P. complete
A., etc.,
in case, £15 ; Dallon Telephoto, 9-in., with
adapting flange for above, £3 ; deposit system. —
R. W., 36, Briar Rd., Kenton, Harrow.
[9451
1-PLATE T.-P. Triple Extension Imperial, f/6.3
4 Ross Homocentric lens in Koilos shutter,
speeded 1 to l/300th sec., 3 double slides, tripod,
£3/15 ; Dallmeyer’s Adon Telephoto, suitable
for above, £ 2/5. — Hanscomb, Pathways, Tadworth.
[9453
PILOT
Zeiss Tessar
f/2.8,Folding
weight Miniature
16 oz. ; Reflex,
cost recently
£21 ;
will accept £12. — Fielding, 50, Church Rd.,
Richmond, Surrey.
[9454

31x24 T.-P.
Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
Walmley Rd., Sutton Coldfield. [9455
31x24 N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Cooke Aviar
case, 2 Ilford glass filters, N. & G. antinous
2

roll-holder,

2

f/4.5, 3 D.D.

5

slides ;

perfect,

slides, !F.P.A.,

de

luxe

£5/15. —

leather

release, all as new and in perfect order ; approval
“ A.P.” deposit, £12;
Wanted — Baby Sibyl
Plate, Ross Xpres. — Apply, Cox, 3, Westbourne
Grove, Withington, Manchester.
[9457
1-PLATE T.-P. Amber, double extension, f/8 R.R.,
2

R.B.

shutter,

3

double

slides,

case,

tripod,

50/- ; 84-in. Condensers, brass-mounted, 45/- ; also
“Amateur Photographers,” October, 1928 to Decem¬
ber, 1933, offers. — Davies, 268, Ombersley Rd.,
Claines, Worcester.
[9458

AMATEUR,
of hiscameras
outfit, at
has realfor
sale two disposing
high-precision
bargain prices.
ERMANOX,
f/1.8 Ernostar
lens, specially
34x24. 3suitable
double
slides, focal-plane
shutter,

for theatre and instantaneous work
price £64 ; accept £15/10. — Below.

! ZI

at night ; list

Ae

3*2 Ikonta, self-erecting.
new .

Zeiss Tessar

lens f/4.5, Compur

shutter.
£7 15 0

31 * 21 Ikonta,
anastigmat lens, Derval shutter. ... £2 17 6
3 j * 2J C.D.V. Tenax, f/4.8 Celor lens, Compur shutter. 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, and leather ^ase .
£4 0 0
1— pi. Maximar, double extension, f/4.5 Dominar lens. Compur
shutter. 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather cate. Unsoiled. .£770
3) v 21 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving hack, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat lens. 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather carrying-case £8 7 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, reversing back, Aldia f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, 3 single slides .
. .
£4 17 6
Postcard Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
3 single slides .
£4 io o
Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with variable resistance
£1 17 6
Pathescope Motocamera Model B, 1/3.5 lens. As new.. £4 12 6
V.P. Vanity Kodak, in grey, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Diomatic shutter
and case .
£2 5 0
31x21 No. 1 Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter and leather case
17s. 6d.
31x21 No. 2 Folding Brownie, Achro lens .
9s. 6d.
3} x 21 No. 6 Carbine, rising front, f/4.5 Ensar lens, Compur shutter.
£3 19 6
4.5 x 10.7 Verascope Stereo, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars.epeeded shutter
to l/400th sec., Autochrome filters, changing-box, 6 single slides.
transposing frame and leather case .
£8 18 6
1-pl. Ernemann Tropical Press, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Goerz
Dogmar, 2 D.D. slides .
£12 10 0
31 x 21 in. ErnemanD Focal-plan6, f/3.5 Ernon lens, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
.
£12 10 0
9 • 12 cm. Goerz Anschutz, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Zodel anas¬
tigmat, 12 slides and case .
£8 18 6
3 x 4 cm. Rajah Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, condenser,
electric lighting, baseboard. As new .
£6 6 0
31 x 21 Jhagee Horizontal or Vertical, f/6.8 anastigmat, electric
lighting. As Dew .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Salex Horizontal

Enlarger,

6J-in. condenser,

31 x 21 Amplus Vertical Enlarger,
Cameo, electric light .

condensers,

f/7.7 Ensign

lens

£3 18 6
carrier, for
£2 0 0

masking

1-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, 8$-in. condenser, objective and carrier
£3 17 6
V.P. Ernemann, f/6.8 anastigmat, speeded shutter .
£1 18 6
3x4 Kolibri, f/2 Biotar lens in Compur shutter, and case. As new.
4jx2| No. la Kodak, R.R. lens .
2i-in. Square Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter

£15 18 6
15s. Od.
. . £9 18 6

MIROFLEX Folding Reflex, 44x34, or 9x12 cm.,

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, F.P. A., 6 single slides,
focal-plane shutter ; specially suitable as reflex
or as focal-plane for Press work, etc. ; list price
£40 ; accept £15. — Below.

THEpractically
above cameras
are ;in perfect
condition
as new
approval
deposit.and
—
Box 9296, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9459
owner bought
FORonlySale.twice
— V.P.; Primarette,
cost larger
£19/10 camera
; used ;

what offers ?— Box 9297, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

VERTICAL

ERMANOX
44x6; brand
Focal-plane,
F.P.A., case
new, £14. f/1.8,
— Below.6 slides,
FOLDING
Plate
Camera,
9
x
12,
with adapters
for i-pl. and 34x24, f/4.5, Compur,
double
extension, F.P.A., 3 slides ; sound, £3. — Below.
1A
KodakIbsor
Seriesshutter
III Roll
Filmcondition,
Camera, 50/-.'
Goerz— f/6.8,
; new
Below.

MAGAZINE Camera, 4-pL, focussing model, f/6.8
Goerz Dagor lens, 12 sheaths, case ; perfect
order, 30/-. — Below.

ANASTIGMAT
Lens f/4.5, iris, suit 34x24 reflex,
42-in. focus, 20/-. — Box 9298, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9461
LOWENGARD
Double
Extension
and Film, 4-pl.,
Koilos,
7 speeds,Folding
rising, Plate
cross
front, Goerz Dagor f/6.8 double anastigmats, 6
slides, case ; new condition, £3, or exchange
smaller ; approval, deposit. — Box 9299, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9462
TTNUSED, just bought from Germany, new type
U
1934 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, 34x2]-, double
extension, f/4.5 lens, D.A. Compur shutter, rising
and cross front ; listed, £16/12/6 ; £10/10. —
J. N. Ridley, 5, Sandland St., Featherstone
Buildings, Holborn, W.C.l.
[9463

MINI-FEX Pigmy Camera, f/1.8 Pan Tacher ;

cost £19/5 ; Mini-Fex Enlarger, f/4.5, with
switch, plug and globe, £6H3/2 ; Rolleiflex Plate
Adapter, and 6 slides, cost £6/1 ; Arka Synchronised
Flashlamp, with bulb and adapter, £1/10 ; all
absolutely as brand new ; no reasonable offer
refused. — Box 9301, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9464

NEW

ENLARGER

FOR LEICA AND
3x4 FILMS.

Photo¬
[9460

ELECTRIC.
Combined

safety

film-holder

to

be dropped
Height
and

orange

filter, cannot

or moved

accidentally.

20 in., enlarges

larger

by turning

to 12x10
round

the

lamphouse.
9 ft. flex, push -switch

and

£4:17:6

D.D.

slides,

F.P. A.,

changing-

31 x24 Contessa Nettel Press Focal-plane, 1/1, 200th,
2

Carl

Zeiss

Tessar

f/2. 7,

6

D.P.

holders,

F.P. A., Justophot, 9-in. Ross Teleross f/5.5, skyshade, leather case ; cost £53 ; absolutely perfect,
as new, £23 or offer. — Box 9304, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer. ’ ’
[9469

ROLLEIFLEX 6x6, Zeiss Tessar f/3.8, Compur,

as new, with set Proxar lenses and filter,
£14. — Martingale, White House, Drayton St.
Leonard, Oxon.
[9471

43 (34x24) Ross Xpres f/4.5, focussing mount,

8 cost £8/15, £4/4 ; 43-in. Zodellar f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat, Compur, cost £8/10, £3/10 ; both as new
and perfect ; deposit system if desired. — C.
McKerrow, Anlaby, E. Yorks.
[9443
Trade.

W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
bargains.
days’
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
ALL
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased
your guarantee.

for cash.

Our

reputation

12 payments

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

iris mount, complete
with Anastigmat
cap ; as brand
3new-IN.;sunklistTaylor-Hobson
Cooke Kinic
f/2,
£17 ; our price £9/15.
1-PLATE No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak Roll Film,
4 rack rising and cross front, reversible finder,
R.R. lens, T. B. and I. shutter, leather case, 15/-.
1-PLATE Marions Soho Reflex, rack focussing,
4 high rack rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back, milled
bead, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/16th to
l/800th and time, fitted Ross Xpres f/4.5, 6 D.P.
holders, F.P. A., and leather case ; fine condition,
£15.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, rack focussing,
4 rising front, sky -shade, deep triple detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Press lens f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P.A.,
and leather ease ; fine order, £7/15.
1 -PLATE Thornton -Pickard Special Ruby Reflex,
4 focussing adjustment, rising front, sky-shade,
deep triple detachable focussing hood, revolving
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 000th and time (no lens), 6 slides, F.P.A.,
£6/10.

of 10s. per month.

Established 1889.

1-PLATE Butcher’s Popular Pressman Reflex, focus4 sing adjustment, rising front, deep triple focus¬
sing hood, reversing back, focal-plane shutter,
speeded,
fitted Beck Mutar anastigmat f/4.5,
6 slides, £5/17/6.
estimate given
REPAIRS to all makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
payments system
please ask on
for our
details.
APPARATUS
can be; purchased
deferred
possible results.
Quick
DEVELOPING,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,

experienced workmen
proceeding.

289, HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l

[9467
BE

WISE

IN

is

31x24 Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera, focus-

ABSOLUTELY as new and perfect, Zeiss Ikon

Miroflex 34x24, Bio Tessar f/2.8, all accessories,
and velvet-lined case ; cost £67/10 ; £38. — T. L.
Baker, 2, Park View Mansions, Green Lanes, N.7.

3

4 sing adjustment, reversible finder, wire¬
frame finder, fitted Agfa anastigmat f/4.5,
speeded £5.
shutter, 2 to 1 /100th and time, cable
release,

Printing Board, with
hinged plate glass
15s. Od.
on terms,

.

Pentac,

price £20.
1-PLATE A.P.E.M. Focal-plane Press Camera, for
4 roll film, rising and cross front, wire-frame
finder, also direct-vision finder, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/16th to l/800th and time, fitted
A.P.E.M. anastigmat f/4.5. focussing mount,
sky-shade, all as new ; list price £16 ; our
price £8/17/6.

plug

Price

Complete

f/2.9

box with 12 sheaths, roll-film holder, magnifiers,
solid hide case holding everything ; present-day
cost £57 ; price £22/10. — Below.
1 4V-IN. f/5.6 Dallon Tele-anastigmat Telephoto,
JL/W with hood, perfect condition, £9/10 ; also
54-in. Mounted Condenser, unscratched, 16/6. —
Box 9303, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9466

31x24 Ihagee Folding Reflex, cross front, deep

film.

Safety hinged

LENSES

2 triple focussing hood, wire-frame finder,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to. 1/1, 000th
and time, cable release, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focussing mount, 4 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
perfect £12/15
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, double
4 extension, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.P. holders,
F.P. A., leather case ; list price £34/15 ; our

and

masked guide, enlarges masked
direct and eliminates risk of
damage

AND

new condition. — Box 9302, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9465
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, excellent condition, 54-in.

4

strong case, Heydes’ Exposure meter, Watkins’
tank, with 12 sheaths for films ; all in perfect
order and condition, £6/18/6 ; or without lens.
Alpha filter and tank, £5. — Price, 17, Oakdale
Avenue, Kenton, Middlesex.
[9450

Woodland,

| CAMERAS

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

27

February

THE

X

AMATEUR

750-WATT

CAMERAS

russet *' readv-for-action ” carrying-case. The world’s finest pre¬
cision automatic projector. As supplied to the U.S. Government.

Or £6 to £10

£70 : 0 : 0
monthly

deferred

PRECISION
terms.

Super Automatic Voigtlander Super Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action
Com pur (usual speeds, also delayed action at any speed), automatic
adjustment for parallax (patent), micrometer focus, pinion unique
stops, prism speeds, magnifier, self-erecting hood, automatic film
register, unique inner red window caps, 12 on 3£x2J or 6 on 2J x 2$.
Don't

be misled,

Blendux

the Superb is the perfect mirror reflex. . £19
Or £2 to 50/ monthly secures.

or Ombrux

Photo-Electric

Meiers, self-generating,

just point at the subject, that’s all.

Used

Real

7 Days’

Exposure

10

0

no batteries,

given instantly

£4 4 0

Bargains
Approval

16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt, resis. Unused, new. .. .
3£ x 2j T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, revolving back, latest type .
3* x 2\ Tourist Plate, Heliar f/4.5, Coinpur. Cost £21 .
31 x 21 Voigtlander Film, f/4.5. Compur, wire finder .
i-pl. Zeiss Plate. Zeiss f/4.5. Compur, double ex. New..
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides .
91-mm. Films, Pathe Super S., 15s. Od. ; S.B .
i-pl. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur. As new
Thalhammer Tripod, tilt, pan., swing. Like new .
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, f/1.8, 200-watt, case .
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5, latest type, revolving back .
8-ft. White Cine Screen, on rollers. Hardly used .
9i-mm. Cine-Nizo. Plasmat f/1.6 and 2-in. Meyer Telephoto
40x30 Beaded Crystal Super Screen, on rollers .
i-pl. Etui Plate, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex...
16-on-V.P. Fotet Film, f/2.9, new Compur .
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/l. 8. 180-watt, case. Like new
16-on-V.P. Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5, 3-speed. Like new .
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. 100-ft. model, case .
9j-mm. Pathe 200-B Transformer, gives brilliancy .
50 < 40 Crystal Beaded Screen, wonder brilliancy .
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used. As new .
16-mm. Empty 400-ft. Reels. As new, each .
5-in. Dallmeyer f/4.5, sunk mount, Reflex or Enlarger 16-mm. Bell-Howell Projector, f 1.8, 250-watt, case .

£14 12 6
£8 17 6
£7 10 0
£4 4 0
£5 12 6
£7 15 0
17s. 6d.
£4 17 6
£8 8 0
£19 19 0
£10 10 0
£2 5 0
£27 10 0
£2 5 0
£9 17 6
£4 4 0
£17 17 0
£2 17 6
£8 17 6
£1 10 0
£2 17 6
£7 7 0
2s. 6d.
£2 15 0
£19 19 0

6x13 Mentor Reflex, Xpres f/4.5’s, l/10th to 1/1, 000th.. £9 17 6
i-pl. Cameo, Aldis f'4. 5, D.A. Compur. Hardly used .
£6 17 6
7i-in. Goerz f/4.5. Cost £10 .
£2 5 0
8-mm. Kodak Projector, resistance, case .
£7 7 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Palmos Press, f/4.5, latest type .
£8 17 6
Fox News Films, 200-ft., No. 1, 2, 3, 4. As new .
£1 10 0
16-mm. Ensign 100-B Projector, Superlite f/1.8 .
£13 13 0
34 x 24 Ensign Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 condenser .
£2 17 6
i-pl. Goerz Film, Goerz f/4.5, Compur. Like new .
£4 17 6
34 x 24 Certo Roll Film, f/6.8, 3-speed .
£1 1 0
34 x 24 Cameo, f/6.3. 7-speed, single ex., slides .
17s. 6d.
Pathe Double Resistance, ammeter. Cost 24s .
13s. lid.
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, 400-ft., motor, case.
V.P. Mentor Precision Film, Tessar f/3.5. . .

New.

. £2 10
£8 17

0
6

16-mm. Zeiss Kinamo Wafer Camera, f *2.7 Tessar .
£12 12 0
i-pl- Zeiss Miroflex Press and Folding Reflex, f/4.5 .
£27 10 0
50 x 40 Beaded Crystal Screen, leather luxe case .
£5 17 6
04-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Tessar f. 2.7. As new .
£12 12 0
200-B Projector Carrying-cases .
12s. 6d.
34*21 Zodel Plate, f 2.9, D.A. Compur. double ex .
£7 15 0
34 x 24 Ensign Film, f/4.5, l/25th to l/500th, case .
£8 8 0
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f/3.5, 4 speeds. ... £5 5 0
Electrophot Combined Stills and Movies Exposure Meter.. £3 3 0
91-mm. Cine-Nizo, Motocameia, f/3.5, multi-speeds .
£8 8 0
34 x 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, case .
£8 8 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Cocarette Film, Tessar f/4.5. Compur .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, 400-ft., resistance.... £3 17 6
34 24 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5, 7-speed. Like new .
£2 17 6
i-pl. Magnaprint Horizontal Enlarger, f/6.3 .
£3 5 0
31 x 21 Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/3.5, l/3rd to l/2,000th. . £32 10 0
Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, f/7.7. As new .
£1 12 6
16-on-V.P. Zeiss Ikonta Film, f/6.3, 3-speed .
£1
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f/l. 9, 4 speeds. .. . £10
Leica, f/3.5 interchange lens, leather case .
£8
34 ' 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f '4. 5. Cost £27 £14
Bell-Howell Cine Photo-Meter. Cost £5. Case .
£2
3 * 2 Voigtlander Wafer Film, Heliar f/4.5, new Compur. . £6
34 * 24 Dallmeyer Snapshot Roll Film, f/6. As new .
£2
84-in. Ross Homocentric f/6.3, latest. Like new .
£4
34 < 2* Plaubel Plate, f/3.2, Compur, clip-on slides .
£5
i -pi. Ensign Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5. Snip .
£8
V.P. Salex Press, f/4.5, l/10tb to 1/1, 000th, slides .
£2
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5. latest type, D. slides .
£11
4-in. f 4.5 Anastigmat, 3-speed shutter. Bargain .
£1
91-mm. Cine-Nizo 100-ft. Camera, f/2.8, multi speeds .
£27
40 30 Crystal Beaded Screen, luxe leather case .
£4
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5. l/10th to l/lt000th .
£8
V.P. Piccolette Film, Tessar f/4.5, black Compur .
£3

17
10
8
14
2
17
2
4
17
17
15
11
17
10
17
8
17

6
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
6
0
0
6
0
6
0
6

i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Film-Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur. New. . . £6 17 6
3i * 24 Ensign 7 Film, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, rise, cross .
£4 19 6
3i x 24 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5, 3-speed. As new .
£2 5 0
31 2j Soho Book Slide. 15s. Od.
Ditto F.P. Adapter, 15s. Od.
34 < 24 Ensign 7 Film Plate, f/4.5, D.A. rise, cross .
£6 17 6
V.P. Kodak Film, f'6.3, l/10th to l/100th. As new .
£2 12 0
44 > 24 Kodak, Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, case. ... £6 17 6
T.-P. Reflex Magnifiers .
14s. lid.
31x24 Voigtlander Plate, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex. £6 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, and resistance .
£1 15 0
3j * 24 N. & G. Sibyl Plate, f/1.6 Xpres. silent shutter .
£8 8 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 100-watt, case .
£11 11 0
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GORSE,

LENSES

THIRD
EDITION
▼

CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock in— S.Humphrvs,
London
;
special attention
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
hand Cameras,
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’sLensesLargest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s

86, ACCRINCT0N
RD., BLACKBURN
USE

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

[8375

ALLENS. — Great Clearance Sale. — Automatic Rolleiflex. f/3.8, 6x6, £15/17/6; Ikonta, 3x4,
Tessar f/3.5, Compur, £6/17/6 (list £ 10/17/6), prac¬
tically new. — Below.

4LLENS.— Kodak Six-20, f/4.5, D.A. Compur,

£5/5 ; No. 7 Carbine, like new, D.A. Compur,
Tessar f/4.5, £5/19/6.— Below.
ALLENS. — T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, i-pl.. with
A
f/4.5 anastigmat (like new), £5/19/6,
(list £10/10); Helinox, 3x4 cm. to 31x21. 39/6;
Miniature Vertical Enlarger, complete, 59/6. —
Below.

f 4.5, £4/19/6
f/3.4
4LLENS. — Coronet 9.5 Projector,
27/6 ; ; Ensign
ALLENS
Rolleiflex,
Super (approximately)
Ikonta, Leica,
Contax.for
Exaktas,
two-thirds
allowed modern cameras part payment, subject
Roll Film Reflex,
model, £ 5/19/6. — Below.

By

MOTION
PICTURES
with

the

Baby

Cine

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

approval. — 168, Oldham
Rd., Manchester, 4
(7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

Lewisham camera exchange.— 426, High
Lee

St., Lewisham,
Green 2188.

London,

S.E.

HAROLD

Telephone,

CAMERAS,
Lenses,and Enlargers,
CineWrite,
Apparatus,
bought, sold
exchanged. —
stating
requirements.
[9456
81-IN.
Condenser
brassperfect,
mounted,
2 perfect
; 9-in. Lenses,
mounted,
65/-, 58/-,
one
only ; all sizes for Cinema or Enlarging, also
Spotlight Lenses for stage purposes, cheap ;
Lenses for Projection, Enlarging, and all Photo¬
graphic purposes ;
enquiries invited. — Premier
Optical Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London. [9468

| EXCHANGE
A17ANTED.
— Recent
TT

front,

D.D.

WANTBD~|
rising

AND 3J x 21, good
Reflex,

slides,

F.P. A.,

time

and

without lens preferred. — Neale, Cox
Pauls, Birmingham.
1X7 ANTED. — Pathe

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important new

T T

deposit

Motocamera

Morland

Hall,

THE PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

[9408

Y\T
ANTED.
— Fast Lens for Filmo
; must be
TT
cheap. — Advertiser, The
Yews, Haywards
Heath.
[9411
W/ANTED. — i-pl. Reflex of high-class, in good
T T

condition. — Box

T T

and

9283,

c/o

“ The

lens ;

also

Miniature

Camera,

with

9282,

Y\r ANTED. — Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5, cheap. — Mogridge,
Kernick,

Grayshott,

Surrey.

[9419

\\r
— Dallmeyer
f/5.6
Telephoto
Lens,
to
TT ANTED.
fit 4Jx6
Dallmeyer
Speed
Camera,
f/2.9,
cheap. — Potter, 28a, High

St., Hampstead,

N.W.3.

OF

CINEMATO¬

BABY CINE ’’ TAKING"
BABY CINE PROJECTING
USING THE CAMERA

APPARATUS
APPARATUS

FAULTS IN "TAKING"
PROJECTION—
THE SCREEN
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING THE
ABROAD

[9421
YY-' ANTED. — Hopwood’s “ Living Pictures,” HepTT
worth’s “ A.B.C. Animated Photography.” —
Boyd, Parkgate St., Dublin.
[9426

BABY

•

YV ANTED. — A.C. Wireless Parts, valves, pick-up,
TT

motor,

for

disposal,

4-pl.

Enlarger

i-pl. Camera. — 108, High St., Lees, Oldham.

under

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS

c/o
[9415

W/ANTED.
— i-pl.
approval
TT
Breeden,
RoundsReflex,
Rd., Daisy
Bank,deposit.
Bilston,
Staffs.
[9418
T T

brought

THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY
CINE FILMS

Amateur

Photographer.’’
[9414
\VrANTED. — Enlarger, }-pl. to 20x16, state make
fast lens ; approval deposit. — Box
The Amateur Photographer.” .

been

subject is covered.

B, £3, or under

system. — Boughey,

has

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the

bulb;

St., St.
[9402

Alton, Hants.

B. ABBOTT

This handbook, specially written foi
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

apparatus
review.

CIN£

CAMERA

and

[9431

34x21
Tank. — Outfit
151, Woodhorn
Rd.,
V.P.
KodakPlate
Developing
; exchange[9433
for
Ashington.

144 paper
PP-, size
in stout
cover7i'X4i",
printed bound
in colours
Price

2/6

net;

by post

2/8

YYt ANTED. — i-pl. Reflex, first-class lens, f/4.5
T T
or larger ; state full particulars and age. —
Mason, 156, Longmoor Lane, Aintree, Liverpool.
bore Gun,Newcross-bolt
action, for
Vertical
EXCHANGE
Double-Barrelled
Hammer
12Enlarger, — 24. Bassaleg Rd., Newport, Mon. [9434
[9439

From

all looksellers. or direct from

YYt ANTED. — Bewi Exposure Meter, or similar,
TT
full particulars. — Fryer, 20, Campbell Rd.,
Bedford.
[9444

ILIFFE

YY7ANTED. — Dallmeyer

Stamford

T T

EDWIN

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

16-mm. Victor Mighty-power Projector, Superlite f/1.6, 750-watt
super direct illumination, patent large *2-in. di.ameter condensers
(passing enormous light), large booster reflectors. 4-way rewind (re¬
wind by hand, rewind by motor, rewind one film whilst projecting
another, rewind two films at once), direct drive motor (no belts or
chains inside or out), car gear clutch start, giving forward, reverse,
rewind, patent film trip (shuts off projection automatically if film
not running perfectly), no damaged films, 24-teeth sprocket, takes
dry. tom or worn films al) perfectly, automatic shutter, dreadnought
gear tilting head, pilot light, all gold-bronze chromium, complete in

GOLD-BRONZE

PHOTOGRAPHER

7, 1934

Lens,

exchange

3D

Roll

Film

and

F.P. A. Camera, f/6 anastigmat, 7-speed shutter :
good condition, listed £9, sell, £2/10. — Shaw. 85,
High St., Saffron Walden.
[9447
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

the Publishers

SONS

Dorset

121-in. f/6 Portrait

i-pl. Ensign

&

Street,

LTD.

House,
London,

S.E.1

:

February

THE

7, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

LANTERNS

| EXCHANGE

WANTED~|

AND

WANTED.
Dark-roomessential.
Lamp, — fitted
incandescent
gas ; — bargain
W. J.
R., 47,
King St., Camden Town, London.
[9446
WANTED.
— Anastigmat
i-pl. T.-P.
Camera. — Lens,
Below. normal focus, for
WANTED.
— Whole-plate
Outfit, 102,
complete
full particulars.
— H.Field
Bradley,
Moss ;
Grove, Liverpool, 8.
[9448
LANCASTER
31 x Studio
2i Condenser
Nitraphot 500-watt
Lamp ; Enlarger
Balance ;; Chemi¬
cals, etc. ; best offer ; write appointment. — L. R.,
Flat 3, 180, Albion Rd., London,

N.16.

E NLARGERS.
negative, and
from Horizontal,
Leica to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
request.
free on 87,
post LTD.,
fully illustrated,
J^IST,
T. LANCASTER
& SON,
Parade,
y
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

[9449

post free.' — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
j struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster, Parade,
PjTNLARGERS.
— List of parts for own [0082
conBirmingham.

condition, reasonable. — H., 9, Arlington Rd.,
Eastbourne.
[9452

APPARATUS
The Foth-Derby is the smallest
roll-film camera with focal-plane
shutter on the market. It takes a
V.P.
size film
gives 16 exposures
tigmat.
Our and
Price £4:12:6
3 4 cm. Shutter
speeds l/25th
to l/500th sec., Foth f/3.5 anas¬

NUMEROUS 16-mm. S.O.D. Talkie and Silent

r9381
Hillcroft,
[9405

PATHE,
3 chargers ; what
offers ?—Hand-driven,
21, Fitzneal case,
St.. W.12.
[9412
KINETOSCOPE
for Sale.motor-driven,
— Edison, original
living-or
picture machine,
correspond
see. — 174. Bristol Rd., Birmingham.

ACCESSORIES

BY”
- DER
FOTH
Sports
Camera

T TNWANTED Gift. — Pathescope Home Movie and
U
resistance : unused. £5/10. — Box 9223, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.” “ A.P.” deposit.
Films for sale. — Leslie Groom,
Wisbech.

EXAKTA”

[9420

With Zeiss
in¬
cluding
case f/3.5
.... Tessar,
£18:0:0

plete with resistance and new 5-ft. silver
screen ; in excellent condition, £5/10, or near
offer. — Fry, Lakes, Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. [9428

With Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar,
including case. . . £21 :10:0
With Dallmeyer f/1.9 Supersix Lens, including case

CORONET
condition,Cottage,
32/6
;
cost 55/-Projector,
: little very
used.good
— Rosemary
Brede, Sussex.
[9407

TELE-BEWI
Combined
and £2Exposure
Meter, in case,
new, Distance
never used,
cash. —
Box 9289, c/o “ The Amateur

Trade.

£31 :10:0

“THE

ILLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly reflective super sil¬

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

CLUB

PILOT”

ROLL-FILM

ver projection surfaces, mounted with rollers
and battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and maxi¬
mum brilliance, rigid yet portable, easily rolled
for transport after the show.

REFLEX

The smallest reflex camera on the market ;
measures only 5 x 2± * 1$ in. Magnifier
over ground-glass screen for ultra-sharp
focussing. Simple lever movement to change
the film, automatic exposure indicator.
film.
Gives 16 exposures, 3 4 cm. on V.P. size
With f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
£*| g ■ 5 ■ Q

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day : 24x36 in., 15/- ;

36x48 in., 25/- ; 48x60 in., 40/- ; 48x66 in.,
45/- ; 72x96 in., 99/- ; any size made to order.

THE MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCI¬

MATERIALS

etc., accepted

Trade.

"VIEW. — An attachment to take 300-ft. reels on
1 1 the Coronet Projector, complete with all
fitments, 21/- ; only obtainable from :—

LEITZ

F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

“ LEICA

”

l,'20th I,to with
Model
Elmarsec..
f/3.5
shutter speeds
l/590th
. lens,
£-|g
. Q ■ Q

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard.
Your inspection invited.
[9470

£22 : 0 : 0

Model II, with range-finder
speeds 1 to l/500th sec..
. £25 and: 0shutter
: 0
Model III, with range-finder

SUPER Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rates,

full particulars from North London’s largest
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095

THE

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

ZEISS

S.E.ll.

”

THE

“ MINI
FEX ”
A REAL -POCKET

[9395

CAMERA.

For 36 exposures on 16-mm.
cine film. The Mini-Fex
is undoubtedly the smallest
film camera on the market.
With Hugo-Meyer f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat lens in Compur shutter

WANTED**]

PHOTOGRAPHS for Educational Book wanted,

of children, two to five years, playing ; also
pre-war slum children. — Burn, Strathmore Hotel,
Plymouth.
[9410

£8:17:6

JUST

|LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS

81 -IN. Double Plano Condenser, as new.Barking,
£1.[9416—

2 Boultwood, 292, Ripple Rd.,
London.

anastigmat, £4
; alsoEnlarger,
three 12x10
LANCASTER’S
Vertical
fitted andf/6
four 8Jx64 Dishes, etc., 15/- ; Hiker’s Patent

PUBLISHED

!

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY WITH MODERN MINIATURE
CAMERAS, by Wm. Alexander.
Price 3/6. Postage 3d.

SANDS

HUNTER &Co Ltd

37, BEDFORD

ST..STRAND

W.C2

Tent, new condition, £1. — Robertson, 139, Reads
Avenue, Blackpool.
[9440a
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

10/- ; i-pl.,
10/- ;2/-J-pl.,
ATTWOOD
Plates4 :dozen
Postcard,
dozen,1/66 dozen,
dozen
6 dozen 6/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D.
1/6, whole-plate
2/6, 12x10
ATTWOOD
Chloro-Bromide,
linen 5/surface36 :sheets.
i-pl.
4/- ;

New model with focal-plane shutter,
giving exposures of A, 1 '6th, l/10th
to 1/1, 000th sec., including range-finder.
With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens £27:10:0
With Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 lens £30 : 0 : 0

Model
F. Dallmeyer
f/1.5 1-in.,
f/3.5 Outfit,
3-in.,
BELL.
— Cine-Nizo
Connoisseur’s
9.5-mm.
f/4 4-in., interchangeable, case, accessories ; cost

ATTWOOD PHOTO WORKS, Hadleigh, Essex,

special cheap lines, reliable quality, post
paid ; catalogue free ; satisfaction guaranteed.

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper and Cardette, normal

IKON

“ CONTAX

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

| PHOTOGRAPHS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ETY, open to gentlemen only, have vacancies
for young and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per
annum : fortnightly meetings ; please apply —
T. B. Turner, 20, Longton Avenue, Withington,
Manchester.
[8226

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Projectors from 25/- ;

Butts,

[9429

Dallon Anastigmat Telephoto
Lens, 6-in. focus. £8:15:0

Trade .

£50 ; 28 guineas. — 45, Newington

Photographer.”

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

REFLEX
Takes full-size pictures on
V.P. film 1 1 x 2A in., focalplane shutter, speeds l/25th
to l/l,000th sec.

PATHESCOPE 9.5 Projector, hand drive, com¬

exchanges arranged, Kodatoys,
in part payment for other models.

ENLARGERsI

ANCASTER

WANTED. — Nettel Deckrullo, 9x12 cm., good
CINEMATOGRAPH

&

Trade.

and vigorous, glossy,
whole-plate 7/6.

satin, matt :

i-pl.

ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
normaland
and Bromide
vigorous Postcards,
; 25 1/-.
50 1/6, 100 2/3, 1,000 17/6.
Postcard, Flat
2/- Films,
dozen, 6superfine,
dozen 10/ATTWOOD
600; H.i-pl.,& D.2/3:
dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
3ix24, normal,
gross ; glossy
vigorous,and
1/0 satin
gross. :
ATTWOOD
Gaslight1/3 Paper,
with linedMounts,
centre and
2/-,
ATTWOOD
10x8 greyfor plate-sunk
i-pl. prints,: 24white
100 5/6. — Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
10025

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

normal; all surfaces: 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4ix2} and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

3ix2i— Super
2/6 single
gross (the
; quantity
rate to:
ALLENS.
Gaslight
quality Paper)
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic

700 H. & D., 3i x 24 1/3, 4ix3i 1/9 dozen,
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 1G8, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

[0092
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THE

PRICE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

MATERIALS

TALKS

The

Trade.

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,

K ALTON,
K ALTON,
K ALTON,
K ALTON,

Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.

to 7 ; Wednesday,

BUT -

Great

the

at

lowest

prices

in

Britain, quality is maintained

highest possible standard.

at

We

sell more Granville Products by recom¬
mendation

1 ; please call.

Send for price list.

LOUDEST
the

Callers welcomed.

Prices less postage to callers.

■ Although Granville Products are
sold

1 p.m.

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

QUALITY
SHOUTS

7, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

than by any other means.

Improved

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives

Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per7, return.
K ALTON,
Albany Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
Leeds,
38,
Bridge
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers. 4091, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Doublematt, weight,
}-pI. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

without calcula¬
tions for both
still and cine,

7/3, 3/- dozen.

to i/ 1 ,500th sec.

exact exposures

from

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
Kweight
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

15X12
4/3, 3/3,
12x10
sheets;
5/-;';
whole-plate
9/6 7/3,
gross 36
; }-pl.
2/-, 10x8
5/9 gross
i-pl. 3/6, 4}x2f 3/6, 34x2} 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

PRICE

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬

complete in leather case

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except }-pL, 6/6 gross.

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ KaltoDavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3}x2} glossy,
3}x2} Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4}x2|gross:
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x2},
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; }-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
if- gross, 12-gross

lots 20/-.

Ready always to
indicate correct

£4 : 0 : 0

mediately.
exposure

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
F-’’k ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,

2 minutes

Telephone

: National

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.l
5025.

Telegrams

: Staflorles, Cent, London.

T.r ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
ts weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6; 1/1-pl., 2/6;
}-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

K ALTON Plates : J-pl. , 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcard,

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; J-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 3}x2}, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

ARE

RELIABLE
★

PROVE

to your

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures
12/- :;
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3}x2}, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
V
5/-,
16/6
gross
;
Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
F7"
ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. GOO ;4 }-pl.,
}-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl.. 2 dozen 11/-.
18x2}, 9/- dozen ; 3}x2}, 10/- ; 2}x4},
6 exposures: 3}x4}, 18/-; 5}x3}, 21/-.

*
IT

K ALTON Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2700, in

own

3}x21,

SATISFACTION
of

FREE
OF

ALL

VT7E
If

SAMPLES

PAPERS

ON

PHOTO
MOUNTANT

11/- dozen.

offer the Highest
lowest

prices :

Quality

Plates,

Materials at the

Papers,

Postcards,

Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established[0009
22
years.— City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

PHOTOGRAPHIC Materials.— Send for my 1934

jji for Amateur

Money-saving Lists ; Roll Films, Plates,
Papers, Mounts, Folders, Chemicals, etc. ; fresh
and reliable goods ; keenest possible prices. —
E. Kimber, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9330

and CARDS

GRADES

8-exposure,

Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
F7"k ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;

TUITION.

APPLICATION

BOOKS,

and Professional.
SAFE

outfit is not

In aluminium

—

ECONOMICAL

complete

without

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling

process.

HENRY

C. STEPHENS

Trade.

: “ Granville,

Leamington.”

Phone

RETOUCHING.
Work, charges
from : }-pl.
bust. 8d. ;— Best
half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. : full, 2d. ; }-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and

847.

postage with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St.,
Canterbury.
[5338

WWW
30

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Ltd.

57, Aldersgate St.
LONDON,
E.C. I

RETOUCHING

Telegrams

it.

container with brush,

Send for particulars of the “ Grip-flx ”
method
of Dry Mounting— hot or cold

for
free prospectus
; no
World’s
Photographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9377

Enquiries for samples of everything cannot be
entertained. Definite instructions must be given.

Your

—

3d., 9d., 1/-, 1/6, 2/6

etc.

Trade.
This offer only applies to those who have not
tried our materials, samples limited to one
size one kind.
State surface, grade, etc.

SUCCESSFUL

February

ALL

THE

7, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

X1U
ENLARGEMENTS

ABOUT

MINIATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

NEW BOOKS
JUST OUT!
“ The

Book

of the Miniature

Miniature

Negative,

■

■

■

Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.

must

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
mounted
Enlargement
FREE
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8} x 63;
no disappointments ; same-day service : 83x63 10d.,

Write,

you

stating

exactly

and Lenses,

■

SALE

,
S
N
E
R
C
S
,
S
R
O
T
C
E
J
O
R
P
1CAMERAS,
brand new Agfa 16-mm.
Movie
with f/3.5 tens. List price, £15 15s.
£8

: 19

VICTORIA
( Opposite

:6

Photographic Chemists,
Phone:

MID.

AND

IKONTAS,
PATHE

LEICA,

CINE

IHAGEE,

CAMERAS

&

<

IT

WILL

PAY

CINE-KODAK
PROJECTORS,

REPAIRERS

[0057|

WATCH

OUR

EPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other
shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

R

Isles

and

Other

Canada.

Twelve Months
Six Months . .
Three Months
Single Copy . .

U —

:

WINDOWS.

Victoria

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

3/- extra.

STRAND,

LTD.

LONDON,

W.C.2

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

1/6, 41x31 1/3. 51x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 * dozen, 8.V x 6J ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 £ dozen, 6k x 4f enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 81 x 61 9d., 6i x 4f 6d.
PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

ALL

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

THIS
WEEK’S
SPECIAL
BARGAIN

:

s. d.4
17
8 8
4 4
4

Countries

Three

. .

..

26b,

Renfield

Glasgow.

2977. _

Street,

Telephone

Glasgow,

C.2.

Telegrams

:

matter

at New

York

1

Lens.

Lea tber
F/3.5

With

LEICA

AS

Case.

NEW.

ONLY

APPROVAL
PART
EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE
Jn
DEFERRED
TERMS
DEFERRED
TERMS

4 11

4%

Send

for

fpl1ClA
Bargains !

Iliffe,

■ H

m

H

SB

m

B

W

B

■

W

■

W

lists of other

SHEFFIELD

: Central 4857.

Entered as second-class
Post Office.

Elmar

AJ

ALL

s. d.
. . 19 6
. .
99

Single Copy

‘

Abroad.

Twelve Months
Six Months
Months

Model
*

Blackfriars 441,2 (4 lines). Midland Offices — Guildhall
Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970
(3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry. Telegrams :
Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210. Scottish Offices —

i

THE CAMERA
& GRAMOPHONE
CO., 320, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria, S.W.l. (Opposite New Victoria Cinema.)
Telephone

PRODUCTS

Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern Offices — 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3. Telegrams : Iliffe, Manchester. Telephone :

Male List** issued. Enquiries by post will
receive prompt anu careful attention.

_

DREM

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print, made from each
negative : V.P. and 3* x2J, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2J x 41) ,
R

8
etc’.

to ra'l and inspt-ct the numerous item.* we are
offering at ridiculously LOW
PRICES.
No

case

Obtainable from all photographic dealers

Trade.

British

PROCEEDING
YO

Leather

Roll Films and one print each to 33x23 1/- ;
43x33 1/3, 53x33 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, England.
Telegrams : Amaphot, Watloo, London. Telephone :

-NOW

R. For all cind
CINEMETE
Indicates the correct

The Amateur Photographer and Cinematogtapher is
published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, every Wednesday morning in town
and country, and may be obtained of all newsagents and
bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday at the
following rates :

DINN1NGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

SALE

Contax
30/-

cameras.

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Subscriptions

USED MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART
EXCHANGE.
Write, giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
vou require.

ENSIGN

speci¬

Made

5070.

CAMERA/ WANTED
ROLLEIFLEX,

Leica Camera.
Price 30/-

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
damages) . Holborn 3126.
[0062

BIRMINGHAM

SQUARE,
O.P.O.)

Made specially

the

with

use

correct
expo¬
Price 30/-

ly exposed
ry to obtain
e necessa
film.
correct
lens apertur
Price 30/-

[0064

undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
The Camera Exchange ^ Midlands shutters,
etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

GALLOWAYS

Stops auto¬

CONTAXCOP.

EXAMPLE:

PRICE,

DREMOSCOP.

for

•y /_ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
I / " best
on
Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36

of

OUR

METERS

the
ally for use with Price
Camera.

HAND
SHOP -SOILED AND SECOND”
T
S
U
U
O
T
A
PRICES
AT “ KNOCK
APPAR
Twenty
Cameras

EXPOSURE

matically
when ed.
the
sure
is indicat

Trade.

for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon.

4

columns).

and Enlargements

LEICASCOP.

&C?LT.°
TERSTRAND
DS HUNST.,
SANBEDFORD
37
W.C.2

AN

Materials

“DREM”

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

AS

BRILLIANT
ETUI.BALDAK
cin£-kodak
SUPERB, Etc.

RD., MANCHESTER,

168. OLDHAM

ALLENS,
(See Cameras

post free in U.K.

AT

PROMINENT

be

have

as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

Price 2s. 6d. each, post 2d.
Three books for 7s. 6d.

ANNUAL

what

SERVICE
ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA

as

quantity, glossy or semi-matt. — Allens, 108,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

applicable to all cameras
using standard 35-mm. cinema
film.
■

allowed

part payment on modem
cameras,
when
new cameras. (Send
for freepurchasing
booklet explaining.)

2D. Each, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
(4423

“ The Leica Data Book,”
contains valuable information

EXCHANGE

(approximately)

and
/ O from small film
1.— Postcards
3, 2d.retouching
DOZEN, 9d. 6, or6d. plate,
1/Q

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 83 x 6} 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

its Development and Care.”
Many hints and tips for the
correct handling of these. .
■

Two-thirds

vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 88,
[0017
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.

Camera,” a practical expo¬
sition of up-to-date methods
of miniature photography.

“ The

ALLENS CAMERA

Trade.

NORFOLK

PHOTO
ROW

CO., LTD.

(FARGATE)

SHEFFIELD

CtfamyS use

(N.Y.)

“ The Amateur Photographer ” can be obtained abroad
from the following : United
States : The International

QUICK

POSTAL

1

SERVICE

ROLL FILM DEVELOPING.
VELOX PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL
BROMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS.
WOOD
FRAMES,
ALL KINDS. BRAEMAR
FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS.
PORTRAIT
GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR,
Regd. POTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN
SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

SPEEDY

D. & P. Ltd., Shelf ord Place, N.16

News Co., New York. France : W. H. Smith & Son, 248,
Rue Rivoli, Paris ; Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris.
Belgium

Max,

: W.

H.

Brussels.

Smith

& Son,

Australia

:

71-75,

Gordon

Boulevard

and

Adolphe

Gotch,

Ltd.,

(Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queens¬
1 Melbourne
land), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston

I
J

USE

(Tasmania). New Zealand : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd.,
Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India :
P. H. Wheeler and Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta.
Canada

:

Toronto

News

Co.,

Ltd.,

Toronto

;

Montreal

News Co., Montreal ; Winnipeg News Co., Winnipeg ;
British Columbia News Co., Vancouver ; Gordon and
Gotch, Ltd., 132, Bay Street, Toronto. South Africa :
Central News Agency, Ltd.

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

B

e) taiionery
and 6e scdcs/ced.
xxJti
good sCafiUmj&iS .
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Roll

Film

AMATEUR

WINTER

FOR PICTURES
3|x21 ins.
Ernemann, plate back, speeds
1 to i/iooth sec., T. and B.,
f/6.8 Ernemann anastigmat.
Good condit
ion. . . £1
:5:0
No. 6 Ensign Carbine, plate back
Aldis Uno f/7.7, 3-sreed, 1 slide,
As new and unused. Cl 1<) C
cost £5 7s. 6d .
*i:iz:o

Our

annual

sale

prices

Butcher f/6.3, Betax, J- to
i/iooth sec., T. and B. As
new and unused.
Cost £4 7s. 6d.
Popular Ensign, plate back,
f/4.5 Lukos, 3-speed, 3 slides.
Good cond
ition. £2
:19:6
Series III Kodak, screw focus¬
sing, Cooke Aviar f/6.3, Compur,
leather case. As

Box

6-in. Dallmeyer
3 D.D. slides.
Fair

condition.

*11.1

/ .0

Duoflex, 4j-in. Dall¬

f/4.5, 3 slides. As new and

l?rLUst.
3^ x2£ Mentor £12:12:0
Compur model,

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case.
Good condition. £1 C.1 C.H
List £25 5s. .

4i x 3£

Special

xlo:lD.U

Thornton - Pickard

Ruby,

revolving

back,

6^ -in. Cooke f/2.9, 2 book-form
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Good
condition _

£■% £.1 H
XIO.ll.U

Marion Soho, revolving

back, 7^-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5,
3 D.D. slides. Splendid con -

sizes

flr...Ust £17:15:0

Ensign 2i B,f/ir lens,
A 1
DQ •

Stereoscopic

Ensign, f/ir lens,
A J
UU.

5] x 3] Auto. Kodak Junior,
R.R. lens, 3-speed, leather
case. Fair con - PI .1 _ A
dilion .
dtJL.X.U

Luxe,

Good condition .

XJJ*10«U

4.5x6 cm. Ernoflex, 7.5-cm. Ernon

be

repeated.

Icarette, f/6.8 Novar

£19:10:0

4£x2£ Cocarette, f/6.3 Conas-

tigmat, Derval shutter, leather
case. Good condi- £ *
0.0
tion. Cost £5.. . . XI •

Lenses

2| x 1 § Auto. V.P. Kodak,

134-in. Busch Bistelar Tele¬
photo t/7, iris. Pi.in.n
Fair

condition.

A1.1U,U

150-mm. (55-in.) Goerz Dagor
Anastigmat f/6.8, in sunk

2£ x If Krauss Rollette, 7 5cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
focussing. Fair PO.in.A
condition .
X Ai • JL U • U

mount.

Good con-

CO.O.A

Piccolette, 7.5-cm.

*0.0. U
Kinamo S10,

motor drive, Tessar A>T 1 C.A
f/2.7. As new. List £24 *4.13.1/
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B,
f/3.5 lens. Shop-soiled, AQ.Q.A
unused. Cost £25 .
*0.0.1/
9.5-mm. Patne Motocamera de Luxe,
f/2.9 Zeiss, case. Good CQ.1C.A
condition. Cost £15 9s. *3.13.0
16-mm. Agfa Movex Model 12,
f/3.5 lens, case. As AA.1 C.A
new. Cost £21 10s. *3.13.1/
16-mm. Cine-Kodak bts Junior,
f/1.9 lens. As new. A1 0.1 C.A
List £18 18s .
9.5-mm. Pathe

*1*.13.U
Motocamera de

Cost £48 .

Cine

1*3.

Good
C.A

U.U

Projectors

ged,
16-mm.
Ensignc°st
Model 50. Shopunused.
£4;15:()
9.5-mm. Pathescope, double claw,
super attachment, type C motor,
group resistance, automatic rewind.
Good condition. List £7.17.C
£i3 1 6s .
*/.l/:b
16-mm. Kodascope C, 2-in. lens,
100-watt, resistance to 250 volts.
Good condition. List CQ.1 C.A
£20 15s. 6d .
*3.10.U
9.5-mm. Pathescope, double claw,
super attachment, type C motor,
26-mm.
Pathexor Krauss lens,
I.odex 50-watt lamphouse, transformer
for A.C.* Good con- AQ.1 O.C
dition. List £17 is. *3.1
4. U
16-mm. Agfa Movector Model C,
Oppotar
f/3.5, 100-watt,
resistance
to 250 volts.
As rio.ic.A

14.5-cm. (5|-in.) Zeiss Pro¬
tar Lens f/7.2 (front combination

29 cm., back 22 cm.), in Compur
shutter. Good £ C*1 C,A
condition .

SPOT
MENTION

X O • 1 0 •U

CASH
"THE

AMATEUR

dition.

List £45 ..

*»1JJ«10«U

Goerz Taro Tenax,

cross, Goerz

9x12

”

WHEN

Tenaxiar

cm. and £-pl. Busch,

W. I. Fourteen doors west ot Circus
BOUND

BUSES

STOP

HERE.

9x12

Plane

Limit, Cooke f/6.5, F.P. adap¬
ter, pouch. Fair P*| #C*A
X 1 •Q •U

.1 A. A
3 £x2£ Salex, f/5.5Clanastigmat,

Fair

condition.

2£x1f

List
6d. . . xo.o:v
4^ £9
x 3}6s.Sands
extension,
Zeiss Hunter,
Triotar double
f/6.3,
Compur, case.
6 slides,
leather
Good F.P. adapter,
condition .
XO.O.V
condition.
Cost
Q ,Dominar
1 H *C
4J x 3^ lea
Klio, £lea
f/4.5, Compur, 3 slides. Good

* A • A VF • v

Kodak No. 0 Graphic,

Fair condition
Kodak
f/6.3. Fair
. . . P0#0#A
£2:2:0
condition .
X X •X •U
blind, f/8 lens, 3 D.D.

slides.

9x12 cm. lea, 13.5-cm. Zeiss
Tessar
f/4.5, 6 slides,
leather
case. FairconAC.1A.A
dtD.lU.U

cm.

cm. and £-pl. Voigt-

lander Avus, double extension,
13.5-cm.conaition
Skopar . f/4.5,
1
Good
£ Q Ibsor
Q *A
to i/iooth sec.,T. and R., 6 slides.

4.5x6 cm. Thornton-Pickard

condition
.
F.P. adapter.

cross, 13.5-cm. Busch Glaukar
f/4.5, Compur, F.P. adapter.

Curt

Bentzin,

9x12

cm.

Nettel Altura,

£9 2s. 6d .
XO.l
I .U
double extension, 13.5-cm. Zeiss
double Convertible Amatar
anastigmat f/6.8, Compur,
6 slides, F.P. adapter,

leather

case. Good condition .
XO.l 1.0
condition.
4*x3* N. Cost
& G. Sibyl,
-C 4*4*Zeiss
ft
Tessar f/6.3, 6 slides,
F.P.
adapter, leather case. Fair

150-mm. Busch Omnar f/4.5,
leather case. CC.IT.fi
2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
F.P.
adapter,
leatherscrew
4?C*C.A
3£x2i
Makina,
focus¬
.!/
sing,
il^.2
Anticomar,
Compur,
X4*.4*
.
£14 14s
Good condition.

3^x24

*3.1

4 .D

Ross Panros, 42-in.

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
leather case. PCt1 C.A
Fair condition. *D.13.U
3J x Zeiss
21 Adams’
Vesta,
4j-in.
Ross
Tessar
f/4.5,
12
slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good con- £C.f 7 A
dition
. cm. British
*b:i/:b
10x15
Anschutz,
7-in. Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 4
D.D.
slides. - PA.1 7. A

Fair

condition.

3Jx2J

Zeiss

*0.11.0

Minimum

Tessar

Palmos,

f/4.5, 2

D.D.

slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good con- A0.17.A
dition .

*0:

1 I :0

case. Good condition. XO.O.V

4| x 3£

Unnamed,

double

extension, 13.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar
leather
case. Good
Cfi.C.A
f/4.5, delayed
Compur,
frame
finder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
condition
.
5x4 Sinclair

XU.U.v
Una,
double

extension, revolving back, 6-in.
Ross Homocentric f/6.8, Com¬
pound 1 to 1/2 50th sec., T.

daLGo
and B., od^:
3 D.D. slides,
leather
£6:15
:0
4.5x6
Plasmat,
Plasmat

cm.

Meyer

Bijou

rising front, Meyer
f/4.5, Compur, 3

slides,
adapter,
case.
As
new F.P.
and tinAQ.O.A

4.5x6 cm. Ernemann, 8-cm.

Emostar

f/2.7, 3 slides, F.P.

adapter, leather
case. C.A
Good
condition.
Cost CA.1
condition....
£10:10:0
£28 17s. 6d. . . . *3.13.0
3£x2J
Mentor,
Zodellar
f/3.5.
3 D.D. 13.5-cm.
slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Good

4j x 3j Thornton-Pickard All-

weather Press, 13.5-cm. Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides.

tt:..co:ldi: £10:17:6

6£ x 4 1 Goerz Anschutz, 8-in.
Aldis f/4.5, time valve to 5
case. 6.Good
1 *1leather
sec.,
D.D. Pi
slides,
C.A

used. Cost £21.. *O.O.V
4j x 3 j Sinclair
double
extension,
revolvingUna,
back,
rise
dition. Cost
£29.
and swing
front, £8:17:6
Acme 1 to
1 /500th sec.,
T. and Stigmatic
B., Con¬
vertible
Dallmeyer
f/6, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Very good con¬

4J x 3irack
Linhof
Ex¬
tension,
rising Triple
and swing
front, revolving back, Zeiss
Protar, Krauss f/6.5 (single com¬
ponent f/12.5, 22 cm.), Compur,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
cas e. Splendid £1 4,1 A. A
condition .

condition. ...

AAA^A

4.5x6 cm. Ermanox, 10-cm.

Ernostar Good
f/2, Pi
6 slides,
F.P.
adapter.
0.1 C.A

4.5x6
Meyer, 3-in.
d,
tloncm. £1
5:15:0

condition .

XAX*10*U

Trioplan f/3, also 6-in. Dallon
Telephoto f/5.6, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter,

case.

Splendid

3£ x 2.V Ermanox,

con-

12.5-cm.

Ernostar f/1.8, 3 D.D. slides,
condition.
Cost case.
CQC.A.A
F.P. adapter,
Good

over £80 .

X O

•U •U

iAiiAVev

Sundries
Zeiss Ikon Developing Tank,
for Contax .
12s. 6d.
LeitzList
Angular
View-finder.
As
new.
£1 10s.
1 7s. 6d.
Bewi Senior Exposure Meter,
in case. Good condition. List
£2 2s .
£1:1:0
Leitz Range-finder, scaled in
feet, for Model I Leica, in case. As
new. List £2 3s. 6d. £1:7:6
Rhamstine Electrophot PhotoElectric Exposure Meter, in
case. Good condition. List
£11 .
£5:15:0

ZEISS BINOCULARS
AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

FOR
PHOTOGRAPHER

4£x3£

*0*1?

X 1 • X •O

£5 1 6s .
XI. 1^:0
double extension, rise and

9x12

new. List £25.... *1*. 13.
16-mm. Agfa Movector Model 16a,
ioo-watt, dual voltage ioo-iio or
200-220, motor control, 400-ft. reel,
fan cooled, 35-ram. Ocellar f/3.5
lens. Splendid con- FI Q.1 C.A

l':as ust /«! £5:15:0

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
leather pouch. C
\ C*A
Good condition . X Ht • X O • Vl

List £10 1 os .
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon

condition

f/6.8, 3-speed, 3 slides, F.P.
condition. Cost C i . 1 0-1?
adapter, leather case. Good
Fair cond
ition. £2
:17:6

ESTD.
1750

dition .

Cameras

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe,
f/3.5 lens. Good condition. PA
A A

**•*«”
9-in. Dallon Telephoto
f/6.5,

dition .

4i x 2! No. 12 Ensign Carbine,
Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur, case.
Good condition. £ Q . 1
O
Cost £9 12s. 6d. XO.l
1.0

Cine

I «U

£21 17s. 6d .
*l*.l3.U
35-mm. DeVry, motor and hand
drive, 2-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9.
Shop-soiled, unused. AO C.A. A

f/4.5, focussing from 3 ft., 12
slides, F.P. adapter, leather

f/6.9 Kodak, leather case.
Good condition. CI.IO.C
cost £3 .
xl:lZ:o

XlU#l

front, cross front for panoram,
pair 65-mm. Apotars f/6.3, in
Compur, 5 slides, F.P, adapter,
leather case. Good CC.C.A
condition .
XO.O.U

6x13 cm. lea Stereo Palmos
693, pair 7.5-cm. Zeiss Tessars

5ix3_j Auto. Kodak, Kodar

f/7.9, Kodex shutter. Good
condition. Cost Ol
1 5 1 os .
xl:/:o

condition .

Fair

rise and

4£ x 3£ Goerz Anschutz, string

£12:12:0

4.5 x 10.7 cm. Reitzschel Kosmo Clack, rack focussing, rising

f/4.5, panel adjustable for
panoram or wide angle, 12
slides, case. Good A Q . 1 C.A
condition .
dCj.ld.U

anastigmat, 3-speed. A| .C.A
Fair condition .
XI .3.11

leather

Luxe, f/2.7 Cost
Tessar, Cl
case.
condition.
0.1

6x13 cm. Deckrullo Nettel
Focal-plane, pair 4-in. Cooke

focussing, Cooke f/6.3, 3-speed,
pouch. Fair con- PI .1 .ft
duion .
*i:i:u

PLEASE

Good condition .
XO#0*U
9x12 cm. Mentor, 15-cm. Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case.
C.A

3kx2b Newman 8c Guardia, re¬
volving back, 136-mm. Ross Xpres
f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leatner case. Fair

meyer

Roll Film

32

cannot

Focal

Reflex

10x15 cm. Mentor, 16.5-cm. Zeiss
Tessar
3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, f/4.5,
leather case. -CQ«Q*ft

tZ:.Goodcondi:

5x4

21x1f

WEST

6-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter.
Fair condition. PI 1 1 T.C

3Jx2i

£5:15:0

2}x2J

ST.

4^x31 Thornton - Pickard
Special Ruby, revolving back,

Cost £27 .

Lukos, Compur, plate back
and i slide, ,4 s CC.C.A
new .
XO«0*vJ
Contessa Nettel Duroll, double
extension, f/4.5 Citonar, Com¬
pur, plate back, rising front,
leather case. Good £C,C,A
condition .
X O •O •U
Goerz Tenax, micrometer
focussing, Dogmar f/4.5. Com-

Ensignette do

and

London

f/3-5» 3 slides, F.P. adapter,

£9srr:..Cost
£4:15:0
2JB Popular Ensign,
f/3.9

3x2

Serrac f/4.5,
CO, 17.fi
IU.1
I #U

revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.
List £12
adapter.
Good condition.
15s.
£6;17;6

cSft
£“i“s.^
£4:15:0
Series
II Pocket
Kodak,
Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur.

1 F
luS.

values

5 slides, leather case. FI

LTD

Folding

3ix2i Thornton-Pickard Ju¬
nior Special, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,

£4:10:0
No. 6 Ensign Carbine, Zeiss
Tessar f/6.3, Compur, plate
back and 1 slide. As new

3-speed, case.
Good condition.

Reflex

4}x3£ Ensign, revolving back,

Cost £n

51x3£

present

3£x2£
Reitzschel,
and
cross,
Trilinear
f/7.5, rise
3-speed,

Any item^sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D .
Generous exchange allowance .... Deferred terms on application.

Cost over £11 ... . XtI****!/
Tropical No. 6 Ensign Carbine,
Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur,
plate back.
Good condition.

T. B. I. shutter. -I O
Fair condition . . L*S.

below

281 OXFORD

new. Cost £10 4s. XO* 1 I *0
Agfa Standard, f/4.5 Trilinear,
Compur. As new. £AmA~tl

4Jx21

Plate

CLEARANCE

are

7, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

DOLLOND
<qiTCmS^7IN

2]B Popular Ensign, Aldis-

other

PHOTOGRAPHER

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

February

LOCH
OR

THE

7, 1934

OTHER

MONSTER
PICTURES
WITH

LEICA

AND

A

WAUACE HEATON
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BOND

BERKELEY

LEICA

BEST

LEICA

EVERYBODY—
THE ‘ SNIP ’ OF

III.

HERE’S

THE

YEAR

!

A GUARANTEED £50
BELL-HOWELL
“FILMO” 16 -mm.
CAMERA for £15:19:6

ARE

THE

Original

FINEST
VALUE

£15:19:6
extra. (Cost

Price over £50.
YOURS FOR
Leather Case 25,

HERE ARE TWO

!

DON'T

MISS

NEW SUMMAR LENS
IN SUNK MOUNT.

£4 10s.)
payments

of 39/6

MORE—

THEM!

IN STOCK !

Mechanically

F/3.5

lens

model,

F/1.9 lens model,
Do

BARGAINS

universal

focus.

focussing.

Cost

Cost

£31

perfect

and

£25

10s...

: 12

: 0

not miss these. We cannot repeat at anything like this price
kWhen sold. Approval against full cash deposit with pleasure.

IN 16-mm. PROJECTORS!

with 250-watt lamp,
rewind. In fine con¬
£26 10 0

One Kodascope A 16-mm. Projector, 200-watt lamp, in wooden
box, still picture, geared hand rewind. Good order. Cost £50
£19 19 0
Two Ensign Super Silent Sixteen 16-mm. Projectors, 250-watt
lamp, complete with resistance for all voltages and carrying -case,
still picture, reverse, motor rewind. Magnificent order. Cost
£50 .
£26 10 0
One Kodascope Mode B Type K 16-mm. Projector, 250-watt
lamp, self -threading, bronze finish, very compact, complete in
de luxe case, still picture, reverse, motor geared rewind. Perfect
condition. Cost £100 .
.
£42 10 0
Three Kodascope B Projectors, 16-mm., 200-watt lamp, self¬
threading for 110 volts, including de luxe carrying-case, still
picture, reverse, motor geared rewind. Great bargain Cost £89 10s.
£32 10 0
One Ensign Silent Sixteen 180 16-mm. Projector, 180-watt lamp,
motor driven, complete with resistance and carrying-case. Should
not be missed. Cost £28 10s .
£15 15 0

119 NEW
. . but you

Monocular

6 x 24, prismatic,

do

all voltages.
£1 7 6

One Ensign Alpha 16-mm. Projector, motor driven, 100-watt
lamp, complete with resistance and metal carrying-case. Very
fine condition. Cost £15 15s .
.
£8 17 6
One Ensign Silent Sixteen 50 16-mm. Projector,
50-watt lamp. New condition. Cost £10 10s .

hand-turned,
£3 17 6

Three Bell & Howell Filmo 16-mm. Projectors, 50-volt models,
250-watt lamps, complete in carrying-case, still picture, reverse.
Exceptional offer. Cost £61 10s .
£10 19 0
Special Resistance,

to take

voltages

from

110 to 250, extra

One Bell & Howell Filmo 16-mm. Projector, 110-volt model. 200watt lamp, with carrying-case, still picture aud reverse. Greatly
reduced. Cost £81 10s .
£22 10 0
A number of slightly-used Cine Projector Lamps, Projection Lenses,
Condensers, Tinters, Resistances, etc. Send us your enquiries.

MAYFAIR

ST., W.1

0924-5-6-7.

BEST

OF

8 x 24, prismatic,

Prince

plush bag.

on these covers go^to press a fortnight in advance

MENTION

t( THE

AMATEUR

9

ALL

some

SLIGHTLY

SOILED

MLdUITIOj
A I mimic

goes into
£3 3 0

Cost £ l 4s. £2 19

6

Brown

Leather

on. Art leaves. Cost price, 39s.
6d.
with gilt tooled design, to paste
PRICE

15/-

CAMERAS, ENLARGERS, LENSES
AND SUNDRIES AT BED-ROCK
PRICES.
3a Auto
to l/100th

Kodak, f/G.3 anastigmat lens, Ilex speeded
sec. Cost £7 10s .

No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat
Cost £3 .

£8

31x21 V.N. Vertical
15s .

Enlarger,

Dallmeyer

Gilt Pocket Aneroid, 8,000 ft., revolving
£2 9s. Gd .
movement.

Cost

items

WHEN

may

shutter.
£1 19 6

in Compur
£10 17 6

f/4.5 lens. Cost
£6 17 6

scale, in case. Cost
£1 17 6

£3 7s. Gd.. . . £2 15

0

Ditto, with circular thermometer. Cost £4 12s. Gd. £3 15 0
Ever-ready Cigarette Lighter,
17s. Gd .
petrol and battery. Cost
.
9s. 6d.
Ever-ready Ceiling Watch Stand, focussim
Cost 30s .
with battery.
.
12s. 6d.
A Few Travelling Thermometers, morocco cases, ivorrne
scales. 4-in., 7s. Od. ; 5-in., 8s. 9d. ; 6-in. 11s. 6d.
4s.Imitation
3d.
Shell Hand and Pocket Magnifiers, 2s. 9d., 3s. 10d.,

Micro
mount.
Micro

Stand Condenser, 21-in. bull’s-eye
Cost £1 15s .
Turntable,

6 x 13
focussing

cm.

31-in., needs

Mahogany

Box

repair.

Stereo

lens,

adjustable
12s. 6d.

Cost 15s. Gd.. . 4s. Od.

Viewer,

variable

by rack and pinion and mirror, for opaques
Cost £3 15s .

centres,
or trans£2 12 6

parencies.

BIG

VALUES

FOR

CASH

ONLY!

47 BERKELEY ST.
PICCADILLY, W.1
TELEPHONE

be sold already,

shutter, 1
£4 17 6

lens, Kodex

51-in. Ross Combinable Lens, 9J-in. components,
shutter. Cost £15 8s .

at —

of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER”

focussing, tan
£15 15 0

focussing,

Small Busch Opera Glass, wide-angle , for theatre use, and
case. Cost £3 Is. Od .
£2 9 6

:

GROS.

of

As advertisements

£4 4
Cost
£6 0
focussing
£3 3 0

31 x Moeller Theatis Prismatic Opera Glass, flat shape, central
focussing, inset pearl, with case. Cost £11 5s .
£6 6 0

Wales.

PLEASE

eyepiece

6x Lady’s Miniature Binocular, wheel
handbag. Cost £4 17s. 6d .
Glass by Lemaire,

bars, wheel

Cost £7 5s. 6d.
£4 4 0
central focussing, leather
£8 12 6

Zeiss Binoctar 7 x 50 Night Glasses,
case. Cost £20 16s. 6d .

Pearl Opera

Binoculars,
£11 H
0

leather case.

to H.R.H.
The

Wide-angle

leather

8 x 32 Fournier Prismatic Binoculars,
case. Cost £11 5s .

Ditto, compensated

hand-turned,

One Ensign Silent Sixteen 100-watt 16-mm. Projector, motor
driven, complete with resistance and wooden box. Exceptional
offei. Cost £26 5s .
£9 17 6

BOND

PHONES:

By Appointment

Two Kodatoy Projectors, for lG-mrn.,
Good condition. Cost £3 3s .

BINOCULARS.

9 x 35 Prismatic Wheel Focussing
case. Cost £15 15s .

£7:17:6
£12

All in good mechanical order. Herefs your chance to start a
home cin& at the smallest possible outlay. Any on easy terms.
Two Kodascope A 16-mm. Projectors,
complete in case, still picture, geared hand
dition. Cost £55 .

ST

ST Wl

IN BEAUTIFUL
CONDITION.

guaranteed. 100-ft. film ca¬
pacity, long-running silent
spriDg motor.

COME to BOND ST. for
LEICA !
EVERYTHING

BOND

t, 47 BERKELEY

SALE
ALL

Here is an instance where the latest is first at
Bond Street. We allow easy terms and best
exchange allowances.

RECORD

monthly

CINE -KODAK
MODEL
“100-ft.
B ” Cameras

Every Leica model is now at Bond Street. Call
round or write for full information about the
scope which Leica affords.

119 NEW

in SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS
and Discontinued Models.

Zeiss Monocular
Or nine

IT IS

WALUCE HEATON

Green Enamelled Opera Glass, jointed
and case. Cost £4 7s. 6d .

CASH.

CINIi ?

A BELL-HOWELL

SHOP-SOILED

GET
RID
OF
YOUR
OLD
CAMERA
NOW!
RAFFLE
IT, OR EVEN
GIVE
IT AWAY,
BUT
DO IT AT ONCE
AND
COME
QUICKLY .

SPECIALISTS

BEST

BECAUSE

Ross
leather

We have only about a dozen models
at this price ; first come, first served.
Specification. — Bell-Howell Filmo Model
70A, long-run spring motor, 1-in. f/3.5
Cooke anastigmat lens, universal focus,
direct-vision view-finder, winding key, etc.

LEICA
NOW

WHY
ISABEL HOWELL
THE

Zeiss

WE

3

SERVICE!

BEGINNERS! ADVANCED WORKERS !

ST

ST WJ

MODEL

ADVERTISEMENTS

Whether you want the best offer in shop-soiled or second-hand
apparatus or the very latest in brand new apparatus, it will pay
you to visit our shop. This page will give you an idea of our fine
service at both ends of the scale.

CAMERA

119 NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

WALLACE HEATON FOR THE
BIGGEST SALE BARGAINS

NESS

ANY

AMATEUR

but similar outfits are usually available.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

2691.

February

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

\\'

Every

picture

album

will be

in your
perfect

if you always print your
negatives on
MADE

IN

ENGLAND

Printed for the Publishers,

by ILFORD

Iliffe & Sons

LIMITED

Limited,

Dorset

: ILFORD

: LONDON

House, Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

7, 1934

Amateur

OTOGRAPHER
CINEMATOGRAPHER

The
Vol. LXXVII.

Journal

for Everybody
Wednesday,

with

a Cameras

February 14th, 1934.

No. 2362.

I

*rt*

The

£22-10*0

all-automatic

Roll-film Reflex Camera

that gets unusual

subjects at a split second's notice— such bird pictures as above
are simplicity itself to Roileiflex users. What you see on the
ground-glass screen you get in perfect detail.
FROM
ALL
GOOD
PHOTOGRAPHIC
DEALERS
New

Roileiflex Brochure post free on request from

R. F. HUNTER. LTD.

CELFIX. H0U5E, 51, GRAYS INN RD. LONDON, W.C.I

February

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

14, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

for taking them.
Night-time snapshots are easy with lightning-speed

KODAK

SUPER

SENSITIVE

PANCHROMATIC
‘PHOTO FLOOD’

KODAK

LIMITED
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

KODAK
AMATEUR

HOUSE
PHOTOGRAPHER”

-

KINGSWAY
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

-

or ‘SASHALITE’

LONDON,
WITH

FILM

ADVERTISERS.

bulbs.

W. C.2

February

THE

14, 1934

AMATEUR

“THE

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

1

WESTMINSTER”

31st ANNIVERSARY
THE

ONLY

PHOTOGRAPHIC

IT WILL

PAY

YOU

SALE

TO

OF

PAY

SALE

IMPORTANCE

US A VISIT

All apparatus has been overhauled, renovated and tested. Satisfaction is thus guaranteed.
This is just one reason why the Westminster Service is unequalled by any other dealer.

YOU

CAN

ALWAYS

DO

BETTER

AT 119 VICTORIA ST., S.W.1

AT 111 OXFORD ST., W.1

3x4 cm. Nagel Kodak Vollenda, Radionar
f/4.5. Cost £4 .
£2 17 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/4.5, D.A. Telma
and case. Quite new. Cost £8 12s. 6d. £5 5 0
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 focussing anastigmat,
Vario shutter. Cost £3 15s .
£1 10 0

31x21 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£13 10 0
31 x 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ernotar, 8
double slides, F.P.A, . leather case.... £6 10 0

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 focus¬
sing anastigmat. Cost £4 .
£2 17 6
Vest Pocket Kodak, Achro lens, 32s. 6d. model
10s. 9d.
Vest

Pocket

Kodak,

R.R.

lens.

40s. model
15s. 6d.

Vest Pocket Kodak Special, Cooke f/6.5 anas¬
tigmat. Cost £5 5s .
£1 10 0
Vest Pocket Kodak, Ross Homo, f/6.8. Cost
£5 5a .
£1 10 0
Vest Pocket Icarette, Tessar f/4.5, Compur.
Cost £12 .
£5 15 0
Vest Pocket Kodak Series III, f/7.9. Cost
£2 10s .
£1 2 6
31 x 2 i No. 3 Ensign Carbine Ensar f/6.3.
st £3 .
£2 5 0

51 x 31 Postcard 3a Kodak,
Velosto. Cost £12 .

Ross

31 x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film
Uno f/4.5. Cost £7 17s. 6d .

f/6.8 Goerz

Dagor, in
£1 1 0

f/7 7 anastigmat. ... £1 10

0

£10 10 0
f/4.5, 3-speed shutter
£3 0 0
3a Postcard Kodak Special, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,
Compound, range-finder model .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Carbine, f/6.8 Ernemann, Unicum 10s. Od.
6x13 cm. Heidoscope, f/4.5 Tessar, changingbox, recent model .
£15 0 0
6.2 x 31 Stereo Mentor Reflex, pair f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lenses, 3 double slides, leather case £8 5 0
3 x 4 cm.

Baby

Ikonta,

3i x 2i Agfa Speedex, i/6.6 anastigmat, selferecting roll film .
£1 4 6
i-pl. Adams’ Vaido, f/6 Dallmeyer vStigmatic,
in Compound, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter,
case .
£6 17 6

Reflex, Aldis
£4 15 0

31 x 24 Ensign Tropical Reflex, Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5, 3 slides. Cost £13 10s .
£7 17 6
31 x 24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Xpres f/2.9,

4 —pi. Watson’s Reflex,' f/6.3 Holostigmat,
changing-box for 12 plates, case .
£3 17 6
31x2i Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar. case
£10 10 0

i-pl. Pressman Reflex, Ross Homo,
f/5.6,
F.P. adapter, case. Cost £15 .
£4 17 6
i-pl. or 9x12
Ernemann Folding Reflex,
double extension, Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Cost £62 .
£15 0 0

Postcard British Anschutz, 7-in. Aviar lens,
6 double slides, case .
£7 10 0
34 x 24 Tropex, f/6.3 Zeiss Protar, in Compound,
5 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 7 6
i-pl. Sinclair Una, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, in sector
shutter, 3 book-form slides .
£5 5 0
5x4 Goerz Tenax. f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, in Com¬
pound, 4 slides, F.P. adapter, case. ... £4 4 0
10 x 15 cm. Ernemann, f/6.8 Aplanat, 3-speed
shutter, 3 slides .
12s. 6d.
13 x 18 cm. Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor,
4 slides, case .
£4 10 0
34 x 24 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Aviar, F.P.
adapter .
£7 17 6
44 x 6 Blocknote, f/9 Krauss Zeiss Protar, 6
slides, case .
£1 10 0
10 x 15 cm. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor in
Compound, 3 double slides .
£4 12 6
9 x 12 cm. Ica Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, case .
£9 10 0

6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £26. £12 15 0

i-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe, Pentac f/2.9,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £75 . £18 18 0
31 x 24 Makina, Plaubel f/ 3.2, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Cost £20 .
£5 5 0
34 x 21 Makina, Plaubel f/2.9, D.A. Compur,
6 slides. Cost £37 10s .
£12 15 0
31 x 21 Zeiss lea Bebe, Tessar f/4.5, Compound,
F.P. adapter, case. Cost £20 .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Reitzschel, Linear f/7.5 anastigmat,
speeded shutter, 3 slides. Cost £5 5s. .. £15
0
i-pl. Junior Sanderson, Xenar f/4.5 anastig¬
mat, Compur, 3 slides. Cost £10 10s.. . £3 17 6
61-in. Carl Zeiss Bio-Tessar Anastigmat f/2.8.
Compound
shutter. As new. Cost £30
£13 15 0

The above are merely A FEW SELECTIONS
Developing

Thermometers,

Kodacolor

Unit, for Model

Developing
34x21

Tanks,

Windsor

Appointed an
Associate of
the Institute

in metal

cost £5 10s.,

cost 24s. each, 7s. 9d. each.

Slip-in Albums,

padded

The

leather

£2 15 0.

Amateur

Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.

250 Autoknips

Meter, cost 33s., 15s. Od.

Self-timers,

Size Kodak

cost 7b. 6d., 5s. 9d each.

HOUSE,”
STREET,

GERrard
MENTION

i-pl. Klito de Luxe, double extension, f/5.8
Isostigmar lens, Compound shutter, 6 slide*,
case .
£2 5 0

anastig¬
£1 2 6

5x4 Premo Supreme, triple extension, swing
back, Goerz Dagor lens, sector shutter, F.P.
adapter and case .
£2 19 8

f/6 anas¬
£3 15 0

31 21 No. 3 Ensign Carbine, f/6.3 Ensar anastig¬
mat, Trichro shutter, 3 speeds, T. and B. £1 15 0

i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, re¬
versing back, focal-plane shutter, F.P. adapter
£4 17 6
i-pl. N. & S. Front Shutter Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar
lens, 3 D.D. slides .
£8 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke lens, 3 slides .
£4 17 6

31 x 21 Cocarette, f/6.3 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and
B .
£3 19 6

i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
focal-plane shutter, 6 slides .
£6 17 8

31 x 21 Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th sec., T.
and B .
. .
£4 17 8

45 x 107 Verascope, f/6.8 Goerz
changing-box .

31 x 21 No. 1 F.P. Kodak, Original Model, single
lens, self-erecting front, T. and I. shutter. .7s. 6d.
31x21 No. 1 Series III Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/250th sec., T. and B .
£4 17 6

x 107 .
Verascope,
and45 case

R.R.

lenses, 12-plat«
£3 5 0

lenses, changing-box
£2 7 8

45 x 107 Verascope, Zeiss Tessar
ing-box and case .

31 x 21 Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250tb sec., T. and B .
£8 17 0

lenses, chang¬
£3 10 0

x 2i speeded
Ensign Roll
Film,
f/4.5 Lukos £1anastig¬
mat31 lens,
shutter
.
12 6
31 x 2J Dallmeyer Snapshot, Film Pack, f/0
anastigmat lens .
£1 7 6

31 x 41 Cocarette de Luxe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th
sec., T. and B .
£5 15 0
31 x 41 Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th
sec., T. and B .
£5 17 6

31 xspeeded
2i Carbine
Roll.
Film,
mat,
shutter

f/6.3 Zeiss £1anastig¬
15 0

3i x 21 Kodak
Special,
Diomatic shutter .

f/6.3

41 x 6 cm. Goerz V.P. Tenax,
Compound shutter, 6 slides .

31 x 41 Ica Nixe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T.
and B., plate back, double extension. . £9 17 6

anastigmat,
£2 7 6

f/4.5 Dogmar,
£3 5 0

41x6 cm. Goerz V.P. Tenax, f/6.8 Dagor
Compound shutter, F.P. adapter... £2

lens,
7 6

34 x 24 Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat, 7-speed shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., T. and
B., complete with F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6

34 x 21 Makina, f/3.2 Antieomar
■hutter, F.P. adapter .

34 x 21 Uno Cameo, i/7.7 Aldis Uno anastigmat,
Lukos II 3-speed shutter, T. and B., complete
with F.P adapter no focussing screen. .17s. 6d.

31 x 24 Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens. Com¬
pound shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter . . £4 17 6

31 x 21 Folding Plate, f/6 Ensign anastigmat,
Compound shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th sec., T.
and B., complete with F.P. adapter, no focussing
screen .
£1 7 6
31 x 2} Folding Plate, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat,
Ibso shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /100th sec., T. and
B., double extension, complete with 6 single
slides and F.P adapter .
£2 10 0
31x21 Wafer, f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan
Compur shutter, speeds i to l/250th
B., complete with F.P. adapter .

anastigmat,
sec., T. and
£5 7 6

31 x 24 Sinclair Una, f/6.8 Ross Homocentric
anastigmat, N.S. Accurate shutter, speeds 4 to
l/100th sec. and Time, compete with F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£9 17 6
31 x 41 Goerz Manufoc Tenax, f/6.8 Dagor anas¬
tigmat, Compound shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B., complete with 6 single slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£2 17 6
31 x 41 Ica Trona, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and
B., complete with 3 single slides and leather
case .
£7 17 6
31 x 41 Klimax, f/6 Aldis anastigmat, Ibso
shutter, speeds 1 to l/100tb sec., T. and B., double
extension, complete with 6 single slides and F.P.
adapter .
£2 12 6
10 x 15 cm. Ica Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/150th sec.,
T. and B., complete with F.P. adapter £7 12 6
61 x 4J Folding Klito, f/7. 7 Ensign anastigmat,
Koilos shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., complete

with 3 doable

plate-holders

£2

5

0

31 x 24 Suevia, f/8 Aplanat
shutter, 3 slides .

lens, Compur
£5 5 0

lens,

speeded
18s. 6d.

i-pl. Goerz Manufoc Tenax, double extension,
f/4.8 Celor lens. Compound shutter, 6 slides, caa*
£3 15 0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, 16 exposures on V.P. film
£8 17 6
44 x 6 cm. Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Com¬
pur
16 exposures on No. 2 Brownie
film shutter,
.
£7 17 size
6
31x21 No. 1 Auto Kodak Junior,
tigmat lens, speeded shutter .

f/7. 7 anas¬
£1 10 6

31 x 21 Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigtnat lens,
speeded shutter .
£17
6
31 x 21 Magnet Roll Film Camera,
tigmat lens, speeded shutter .

f/4.5 anas¬
£2 2 0

i-pl. Carbine, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat lens, Com¬
pur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B. £4 17 8
Postcard Ansco, f/7.5 Modico
speeded shutter .
Postcard Kodak 3a Junior,
speeded shutte .
6

34 x 24 Murer Focal-plane,
slides .

anastigmat lens,
17s. 6d.
f/7. 7 anastigmat,
£1 10 0

f/5.5 anastigmat lens,
£1 17 6

i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane,
lens, 3 D.D. slides and case .

f/6.8 Dagor
£3 17 6

31x21 Ensign Speed Roll Film
Aldis lens, focal-plane shutter .

Reflex, f/3.4
£7 10 0

31 x 21 Graflex Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac
plane shutter, 3 slides .

lens, focal£8 17 6

Pocket

size, cost 5s.. Is. 9d. each.

119, VICTORIA

W.1

AMATEUR

Also in Vest

Metal

Photo

Frames,

art colours:

Postcard,

cost Is. 3d.,

9d. each ; i-pl., cost Is.. 81d. each ; 34 x 24, cost Is., 8d. each.
14-in. Metal Desk Trimmers, cost
278. 6d., 19s. 6d. each. 16-in. Ditto, cost 35s., 26s. 9d. each ; 8-in., cost 12s. 6d., 8s. 3d. each. 6-section
Best Telescopic Metal Tripods, cost 15s., 8s. Od. each. Leather Cases, Light Filters, and Thousands of
Sundry Bargains. COME TO THE SALE.

Photographic

1432.

“ THE

Daylight

48 prints, cost 6s. 6d., 2s. 6d. each.

Westminster

111, OXFORD
PLEASE

Justophot

500 No. 2 Brownie

covers, to hold

“CAMERA
of

Syntor

from the Company’s enormous stocks. If unable to call, write giving particulars of your requirements.

cases, cost Is. 6d., Is. Od. each.

A Kodascope,

No. 1 Ensignette, f/6.8 Goerz
mat, T. and I. shutter .

” !

AT 24 CHARING X RD., W.C 2

31 x 21 Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastig¬
mat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
T. and B .
£6 19 6

6tf x 31
Stereo leather
Anschutz,
pair of f/6.8
lenses,
3 slides,
case .
£5 Dagor’
10 0
3i x 2i Zeiss Super Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
D.A. Compur, coupled focussing.... £12 10 0
V.P. Exakta Reflex, f/3.5 lens, leather case

51 x 3l Postcard Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded
shutter. Cost £6 6s .
1 2s. 6d.
54 x 31 Postcard Special Kodak, Tessar f/6.3,
Optimo shutter, range-finder. Cost £18
£4 1018s.0

AT 62 PICCADILLY, W.1
V.P. Kodak, Regular Model, f/6.8 anastigmat,
2-speed shutter, T. and B .
£1 1 0

31 x 21 Voigtlander Prominent, f/4.5 Heliar,
D.A. Compur, in case .
£17 10 0
6x6 Automatic Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, latest
model .
£14 10 0
la Pocket Kodak, single lens, 41 x 21 £1 5 0
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot de Luxe Roll Film,
f/6 Dallmeyer lens, in case .
£2 2 0
i-p!. Folding Mentor Reflex, revolving back,
6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 slides .
£9 10 0
Vest Pocket Kodak, Model B .
12s. 6d.

P.C. 3a Kodak,

Homo, f/6.3,
£3 0 0

WESTMINSTER

3i x 2i Dallmeyer Snapshot de Luxe,
tigmat, 2-speed shutter and Time .

5x4 Cartridge Kodak,
Automat .

41 x 31 No. 3 Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastig¬
mat, Diomat’C. Cost £7 10s .
£1 10 0
51 x 31 Postcard Folding Auto. Brownie Kodak,
Achro lens. Cost £3 15s .
10s. Od.

“ THE

i-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher
lens, 6 slides, leather case .
£7 0 0
Contax, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, Model I. Condition
as new .
£18 10 0

Derby Foth Focal-plane, 2 on vest-pocket film,
1/3.5 lens .
£3 10 0
Leica Model II, f/2.5 Hektor. Condition as
new .
£17 10 0
6x6 cm. Brilliant Roll Film, f/4.5, in Compur
£6 5 0
3x4 cm. Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat
£19
9

3^x21 No. 0 Carbine, Tessar f/4.5, Compur.
Cost £12 .
£6 0 0
31x21 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/4.5,
Mulchro. Cost £5 15s .
£3 15 0
41x31 No. 3 Autographic Kodak, R.R. lens.
B.B. shutter. Cost £5 5s .
15s. Od.
41 x 31 No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens,
speeded shutter..... .
12s. 6d.
41 x 31 Zeiss Ikon Nixe, Zeiss Convertible
Protar f/6.3, Compur. Cost £20. .
£7 17 6
41x31 Zeiss Ikon Lloyd. Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
Compur. plate back. Cost £17 17s .
£7 10 0
41x31 Ernemann Roll Film, f/8 R.R., speeded
shutter. Cost £4 4s .
15s. Od.
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54 LIME

Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 Hermagis lens. Cost £5 .
£1 2 6
35-mm. 100-ft. Williamson Cine Camera, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, focussing mount, 1 and 8
turn movement, footage indicator. 2 extra spool-boxes and case .
£12 17 6
35-mm. 200-ft. Darling Cine Camera, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, 1 and 8 turn movement, tripod with
panoramic head .
£12 10 0
35-mm. 100-ft. Ernemann Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens, 1 and 8 turn movement. Perfect
order .
£7 17 6
16-mm. Kodatoy, with motor drive and case .
£1 19 6
35-mm. Kinex Cine Projector, 6-volt. 24-watt Projection lamp, resistance for use off any voltage
£3 15 0

FOLDING

POCKET

LONDON,

6
6

la Special F.P. Kodak,

finder, G slides, F.P. adapter and
£6 6 0

lens, condenser

i-pl. Lancaster’s

Vertical Enlarger,

back,

f/4.6 Carl

Zeiss

Tessar,

3 double slides,
£12 12 0

f/6.3 Tessar, Compur

shutter, range-finder,

leather case.

Cost £16 16s.

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, 6 slides .
£3 13
18 69
£6
Patbe Cine Projector, double-claw, type 8 motor, group resistance .
£6 18 6
Carl Zeiss D Set of Convertible Protar Lenses, 350 mm., 285 mm., 412 mm., 480 mm. Cost £45
4* x 6 Nettel Decbruilo Vest Pocket Focal-plane, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar,
Model C 16-mm. Kodascope Projector, 100-watt lamp, adjustable
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1. 9 anastigmat. Cost £35 .
16-mm. Ensign Alpha Cine Projector, 100-watt lamp, adjustable
travelling-case. As new .
51 • 2J Noxar Vertical Enlarger, condenser, f/6.8 anastigmat,

6
6 slides, F.P. A. . . £13
£14 17
17 6
resistance, case. . . £6 6 9
£1111
0
resistance, two 400-ft. films,
£9 0 0
base easel, electric fittings

£4 17 6
i-pl. Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat, electric fittings, base easel. Cost
£10 10s .
£5 12 6
44 x 6 Nettel Tropical Kibitz, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 elides, F.P. adapter .
£4 13 9
34 x 24 All-metal Ihagee de Luxe, double extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, G slides,
F.P. adapter, case .
£6 12 6
34 x 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case . Cost
£61 .
£24 18 6

and electric fittings, enlarging
£5 12 6
£5 5 0
£8 17 6
complete with
£6 2 6

i-pl. Oak

Enlarger,

long extension,

f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat, 64-in. condenser,

5 x 4 N. & G. Square Reflex, triple extension,
3 D.D. elides. Cost £45 .

for inverted gas, i 6.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, special masking
carrier .
%.
.
£4 4 0
6 6 Kodak Auto - Focus Enlarger, complete with
electric fittings and diffusion disc. Cost £10 7s. 6d.
£6 17 6

FREE!

revolving

lenses, focussing, speeded shutter, changing-box,
£3 10
18 09
£37
4* x 6 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 B.F. elides, pigskin case .
£9 19 6
Model A Cine-Kodak, takes single pictures, f/3.5anas.,motorattachment,leathercase £6 17 6
Dallmeyer Short Adon Telephoto, with rack .
£2 13 9
i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Field, semi-square, Watson Holostigmat, T.-P. shutter, 3 B.F. slides

34 > 24 Ihagee Folding Reflex. Veraplan 4' 4.5 anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds to 1/1. 000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£11 17 6
3J x 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessai f, 4.5, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th
sec., 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
.
£8 17 6
31 2\ N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, 3 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£22 10 0
34 24 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.9 Laack anastigmat lens, reversing back, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, roll-film holder and case .
£7 17 6
34x21 Vertical Enlarger, complete with condenser, enlarging objective, electric fittings, and
15x12 printing board .
£4 19 6
f , 6.3 anastigmat

0180

6 x 13 Mackenstein Stereo, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
leather case .

CAMERAS.

4 4 Rolleiflex Enlarger, f'4. 5 anastigmat, with electric fittings .
i-pl. Miraihot Enlarger, f 4.5 Zeiss Tessar .
i-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, f. 4.5 Ross anastigmat. 54-in. condenser, lampliouse,
electric fittings .

MON.

3i x 2i Ensign Roll Film Focal-plane Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, leather case. .£526
£3 9 9
Whole-plate Premier Brass-bound Square-form, T.-P. T. and I. roller-blind shatter, 10-in. f/4.5
Hugo-Meyer anastigmat, 3 book-form slides, tripod. As new. Cost £40 .
£15 15 0
V.P. Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compound shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., case .
£3 8 9
16-exposure-on-V.P. Vollenda Roll Film, f/4.5 Radiar anastigmat, speeded shutter. . £2 11 9
Coronet Cine Projector, complete .
£1 8 9
6-6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens. Compur .
£9 7 6
400-watt 16-mm. Filmo Cine Projector, forward, still and reverse, resistance, case. Cost £90

4 jx0 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, self-capping shutter, speeded to l/500th eec. and time, f/2.5 Cooke
anastigmat lens, deep focussing hood, 3 double plate-holders. F.P. adapter. Cost£20.. £12 10 0
44 x 6 V.P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, f/2.5 Cooke lens, 6 D.D. slides, leather case. £12 17 6
Standard-size T.-P. Roll Film Exakta Reflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, focussing adjustment, focalplane shutter, leather case. Aanew. Cost £18 .
.
£14 0 0
2J Square Rolle'flex Reflex, automatic model, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, complete
in leather case. Shop-soiled. Cost £21 6s .
£16 16 0
21 Square Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, complete in leather case. Cost £23 5s. Shopsoiled .
£17 17 0

34 24 Butcher's Noxa Enlarger,
board .

Phone:

34 *24 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane shutter, 3 D. D. slides . . £6 2 6
3Jx24 Zodella de Luxe Compact Folding, double exteusion, f/3.8 Zodella anastigmat, D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 15 0
i-pl. A. P.M. Reflex, reversing back, focal-plane shutter, f/5.9 Wray Lustrar, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£3 13 9

41 - 6 D.E. Voigtlander Folding Pocket, f/4. 5 Heliar anastigmat lens, Compound shutter speeded
from 1 to 1 /300th sec., rising front, double extension by rack and pinion, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£5 17 6
44 x 6 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4. 5 Dallmeyer Serrac, fully speeded shutter, direct-vision finder, 2 bookform slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 15 q

REFLEX

STREET

BARGAINS.

34 *24 Mentor Folding Reflex,
case .

CAMERAS.

shutter, direct-vision

revolving,

Zeiss Convertible

electric fittings
Protar

lens f/6.3,
£3
£6 18
18 96

34 > 24 De Luxe Compact Folding, double extension, f/3.8 Salexon anastigmat, latest delayedaction Compur 6hutter, 3 slides .
£4 10 6
P.C. Ica de Luxe Folding, f/4.5 Dominar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 3 slides .
£2 18 9
21 x 21 Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 anastigmat .
£2 0 0
44 6 Adams’ Vesta, f'4. 5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£2 18 9
Whole-plate T.-P. Model 6 Enlarger, in oak, all-way carrier, f/6.5 Cooke lens, 11-in. condenser.
As new. Cost £60 .
£26 0 0
Model C 16-mm. Kodascope Projector, with resistance. Cost £19 10s .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Cine Camera, f/1.5 Plasmat lens, 2 filters, speeded shutter, leather case. Cost
£45 .
£13 17 6

w

Bell-Howell J.L. Cine Projector, resistance, travelling-case,. Cost £100 .
£62 10 0
31 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat .
£5 3 9
Goerz V.P. Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compound, 6 book-form slides, F.P. adapter, supplementary
lens, leather case .
23 6 9
Kodatoy Cine Projector, with case and films .
£1 4 9
34 x 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£80
2® 3 6
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, leather case .
£9 18 6

“MONSTER”
SALE LIST
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i-pl. Goerz Tenax, doable extension, f/6.8 anastigmat, Ibso shutter, 3 elides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £10 10s .
£1 8 9
10 15 Bentzin Folding Reflex, revolving back, Goerz f/4.8 IB Celor lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £48 .
.
£6 15 9

44x6 Salex Focal plane, f/4. 5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeded to l/l.OOOth sec., 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£2 17 6
44x6 Folding Plate Camera, opening out direct to infinity, rapid Landscape lens, T. and I.
shutter, 3 slides .
12s. 9d.
4J x 6 Makina, f/3.2 Anticomar, Compur
case. Cost £13 .

CAMERA

6 x 13 Stereo and Panoram Gaumont Spido, pair f/6.8 Goerz Dagor lenses, 6 slides, focussing,
speeded shutter, colour slide, leather case. Cost £30 .
£3 18 9
£5 Agfa Professional Flashlight Outfit, complete with handle, stand, cable release, incase £2 3 9
34 x 24 Murer Reflex, revolving back, f/4. 5 Ross Xpres lens, 6 slides, F.P. A., leather case £6 18 6
34 x 24 A. P.M. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. . £4 3 9
3a Special F.P. Kodak, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor, Compound shutter, leather case .
£1 19 9
34 ■ 24 Latest Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides.
Cost £58 .
£19 10 0

V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, f/4. 5, Compur, plate attachment, 3 slides, Zip pursy. As new . . £7 7 0
Latest 16-on- V.P. Perkeo, f/3.5 Skopar, Compur. As new .
£8 17 6
16-on-3J a 2J Ikonta, f'4.5 Zeiss Tessar and purse .
£7 17 6
V.P. Kodak, rapid Landscape lens. Cost 25s .
9s. 3d.
V.P. Model B Kodak, rapid Landscape lens. As new .
12s. 6d.
V.P. Ansco Roll Film, rapid Landscape lens, speeded shutter .
7s. 9d.
No. 1 Ensignette, Achro .
5s. 3d.
V.P. Old Pattern No. 6 Pocket Kodak, Achro lens, T. and I. shutter .
6s. 3d.
V.P. Weeny Ultrix, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest Compur shutter. Cost £13 .
£8 2 6
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4. 5 Ross Xpres, Diomatic shutter, speeded from l/10th to l/100th sec.
Unsoiled .
£5 2 6

FOCAL-PLANE

CINE I

MILES BELL

E.C.3

STUPENDOUS

CAMERAS.
£12 17
£10 7

HOME

EVERYTHING’S

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat, motor drive, leather case .
£3 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, D.V. finder, motor and case .
£7 12 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat and f/1.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto, 3 speeds,
motor drive and hand crank, leather case .
£17 17 0
16-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, motor drive, hand crank . . £6 12 6
35-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat., motor drive and hand crank £27 10 0
16-mm. Mode! B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive, 2 speeds. New condition
£9 7 6
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens, motor driven, footage Indicator, directvision finder. Cost £24 .
£7 17 6

Leitz Leica, f 2.5 Hektor. colour filter, range-finder and case .
V.P. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4. 5 Cooke A viar and case .

OWN

REFLEX, FOCAL-PLANE

16-mm. Ensign Alpha Projector, motor drive, adjustable resistance and case .
£9 12 6
94-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, with carrying-case and five 100-ft. reels .
£2 7 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, 3 speeds, motor drive and hand crank,
leather case .
£11 12 6
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ETA ROLL-FILM, FOLDING POCKET,
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Only
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now this easy way.
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CENT.
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*
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*

9391

P.C. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back and 6
slides .
£9 17 6
Newton Postcard Projector, with electric fittings. In new condition .
£2 17 6
31 x 2} Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, and leather case £5 17 6
3 x 4 cm. Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.5 Novar, speeded shutter, and purse .
£3 3 0
5x4 Graflex Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, F.P. adapter and leather case. New
condition .
£11 5 0
9 x 12 cm. Etui Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, double extension,
F.P. adapter and leather case. Splendid condition .
£9 9 0
31 x 21 No. 1 Special Kodak, f/6.3 B. & L. Tessar, Kodamatic shutter and filter .
£2 17 6
3* x 2J T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke Series XI f/3.5, Dallmeyer Populai Telephoto
f/6, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, G slides, roll-holder, filter and leather case. .. . £17 10 0
5x4 Folding Pocket, double extension, Soler anastigmat, auto, shutter, 3 slides. ... £1 1 0
Whole-plate Optimus Cornea' Field, double extension, R.R. lens, 3 slides, 2 cases £3 7 0
41 x 2* No. la Pocket Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat and leather case .
£1 3 9
i-pl. Planex Reflex f/6.3 Dallmeyer Carfac, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides
£7 7 0
31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f'6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter, canvas case .
£1 10 0
6x 4J cm. Blocknote, f/6. 8 anastigmat, 6 slides and leather case .
£1 5 0
31 x 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded shatter and leather case. . £3 15 0
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, focal-plane shutter, revolving back and 6 slides
£11 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Eoryplan f/4.5 anastigmat, Compound shutter, rack wide
angle, reversing back, 3 D.D. slides .
£4 19 0
i-pl. Ihagee Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat, electric fittings .
Voigtlander Brilliant Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded

shutter.

New

£4 4
condition

0

£3 3 0
31 x 21 Carbine, Aldis Uno f/4.5, Mulchro shutter and leather case .
£3 17 0
31 x 24 Vesta, f/4. 6 Cooke, Acme shutter, 6 slides and leather case .
£3 18 0
31 x 21 Cameo, f/6. 6 Cooke, Lukos Xpres, speeds to l/300th sec., 6 slides .
£1 17 0
10-mm. Kodatoy Projector, New condition .
£15
0
31x21 Carbine Telephoto Outfit, comprising 31x21 Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 9-in. Dallon
Telephoto, Compur shutter, plate back, 6 slides and leather case .
£13 10 0
0 x 4£ cm V.P. Salex Focal-plane, i/5.5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 5 slides .
£1 17 0
0x Dollond Prismatic Binocular, centre screw focussing .
£1 17 0
9.5-mm. Paths Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar and leather case .
£13 10 0
i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex and Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 12-in. i/5.6 Dallon, inter¬
changeable, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£33 10 0
Cl-in. Zeiss Protar, f/0.3, 111-in. singlets .
£2 19 0
315-mm. Ross Zeiss Anastigmat f/16 .
£2 2 0
00-mm. Voigtlander Helomar Anastigmat f/3.2 .
12s. 0d.
10-in. Busch Bistellar Telephoto f/9, iris .
£1 5 0
No. la Dallmeyer Wide-angle Rectlinear, rotating diaphragm .
12s. 0d.
200-mm. Ross Zeiss Anastigmat f/12, iris .
£1 0 9
Goerz Pantar Convertible Anastigmat, giving 180 and 240 mm. singlets .
£2 17 0
Zeiss Protar, giving 240-mm. in the singlets, f/6.3, iris .
£2 7 6
81-in. Aero Anastigmat f/4. 8, iris .
£3 12 0
71-in. Zeiss Single Protar, in iris mount .
£1 5 0
0 x 41 cm. V.P. Tenax, Celor f/4.5, Compound shutter, focussing, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Nice
order .
;.
£3 3 0
i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, T.T. and H. Kodak anastigmat
No. 1 Panoram Kodak .

f/6. 8, B 3. shutter

3i x 2J Goerz C.D.V. Tenax,
adapter and case .

Dogmar

f/4.5, Compound
. .

i-pl. Maximar Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
and case .
3 x 4 Mentor

Everset

Vest Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar

shutter, focussing,

f/4.5, D.A.

f/3.5. Compur

i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
case .

shutter, speedB to l/100th

Compur,

3 double

double

shatter, complete

f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
V.

Enlarger,

Petzval

objective, condenser,

roomy

sec., and
£1 11 0

slides, F.P.
£4 19 6

in purse.

£9 17

6

3 slides and leather
£7 17 6

light-chamber .

i-pl. Cameo, double extension, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher, 12 slides and case .
3i x 2j Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, O.P.S. D.A. shutter, leather case .
No. 2C Kodak, R.R. Jens, B.B. shutter .
..
i-pl. Klito Folding Pocket, f/8, speeded shutter .
•.
V.P. Model B Kodak. Achro lens, with case .

£3 18 9
and leather
£9 12 0
£0 17

buying.
to see

9s. 9d.
13s. 3d.
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1-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
slides. Cost £17 .

bFS

i-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex, 61-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres
speeded to l/l,000th sec., 3 double slides, changing-box,

ifi
if!

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat
case .

if!
ifi
if!
if!
ifi

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat,
sec., reversing back .

if!
if!
if!
ifi
if!
if!
if!
if!
if!
if!
if!

if!
if!
if!
ifi
if!
if!
if!
ifi
if!
if!
if!
if!

Xpres

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat,
case .

anastigmat

lens, reversing

back,
£8 17

6
6

anastigmat lens, self-capping shutter,
12 plates, leather case. Cost over £80
£21 10 0
lens, reversing

4 slides, F.P. adapter,
self-capping

back,

6 slides and
£10 5 0

roll-holder, leather
£9 9 0

shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
.
£6 12 6

i-pl. Very Latest T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, self-capping shutter, revolving
back, screen. 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
.
£9 7 0
i-pl. T.E. T.-P. C.B. Field, high rising and swing front, swing and reversing back, 3 double
book-form dark slides, fitted 6-in. f/6. 8 Blitz double anastigmat lens .
£2 5 0
5x4 Triple Imperial, rising and cross front, roller-blind shutter, triple extension by rack and
pinion, reversing back, 4 double book-form dark slides and case .
.
£2 17 6
P.C. T.E. Imperial C.B. Field, high rising and swing front, swing and reversing back, 2 double
book-form dark slides, turntable and tripod. New condition .
£2 17 0
i-pl. Parallel Bellows Field Camera, by Newton, rising and cross front, rack and pinion focussing,
2 D.D. slides, R.R. lens .
15s. 9d.
i-pl. B.B. Lancaster’s D.E. Field, rising and cross front, swing and reversing back, 1 double
book-form dark slide .
13s. 6d.
i-pl. D.E. C.B., high rising front, roller-blind shutter, f/8 R.R. lens, reversing back, 3 D.D.
slides, turntable, tripod and case .
£2 2 0
i-pl. D.E. Midland Camera Co., high rising and swing front, swing and reversing back. 1 double
book-form dark slide, turntable and tripod .
.■ .
£1 8 0
i-pl. B.B. S.B. Field and Studio, rising and cross front, D.E., reversing back, 2 double book-form
dark slides .
£2 7 0
i-pl. D.E. C.B. Field, high rising front, swing and reversing back, Wray R.R. lens. 1 double
book-form dark slide .
17s. 9d.
4i x 0 Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£2 17 0
4i x 0 Folding Plate Camera, opening out direct to infinity, rapid landscape lens, T. and I.
shutter, 3 slides .
12s. 9d.
4J x 0 Makina, f/3.2 Anticomar, Compur
case. Cost £13 .

shutter, direct-vision

finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and
£0 6 0

4J x 6 D.E. Voigtlander Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, speeded
from 1 to l/300th sec., rising front, double extension by rack and pinion, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£5 17 6
41 x 0 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, fully-speeded shutter, direct-vision finder, 2 bookform slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£0 15 0
31x21 Compact Uno Cameo, f/6.3 lens. Triotar Everset shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec. , focussing,
6 slides .
.
£19
0
31 x 2i Nettel Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, double extension, U-form
front, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£0 7 0
3J x 21 Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5. Compound shutter, focussing, 3 D.D. slides £5 17 0
3 J x 2j Folding Klito Junior, rapid Landscape lens, T. B. and I. shutter, 3 slides and case 12s. 0d.
31 x 2\ All-metal Folding Pocket, Meyer Trioplan f/4.5, D.A. Compur sector shuttei, speeds
to l/250th sec., double extension, U-form front, 3 slides. Brand new; condition .
£5 17 0

TELEPHOTO

if!
if!
if!
if!
if!

9-in. f/0.8 Ross

if!*

Latest Type Dallmeyer

if!
if!
if!
!J!
if!
ifi

Telephoto,

Adjustable

Adon

iris .

Telephoto

Lens, rack mount.

As new .

£1 13

0

£9 17

0

£5

5

0

£8 17

6

£11
17-in. Ross Telecentric f/5.4. iris diaphragm .
13-in. f/5.4 Ross Telecentric, iris .
12-in. f/7.7 Dallmeyer Dallon Anastigmat .

PORTRAIT

ifi
ifi
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17

6

£6 6
£5 19
£6 2

0
6
6

ifi
*

ifi

LENSES.

8-in. Portrait Lens, by Stanley .
.
81-in. f/4 Perkin, Son & Rayment, W.H. stops .
81-in. 2B f/3 Dallmeyer Portrait Lens .
8-in. f/4 Portrait Lens, W.H. stops .
12-in. f/3.5 Cooke Soft-focus Portrait Lens, iris diaphragm. As new .
121-in. f/0 Dallmeyer 3D Patent Portrait Lens, W.H. stops .
No. 3 Dallmeyer Patent Burgoin Soft-focus Telephoto Lens, rack mount . . .

if!

tfi
*

LENSES.

Telecentric

focal -plane camera .
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6

£2 17 0
£3 3 0
9s. 9d.

is allowed

days to post-buyers of
used goods, on payment
of fuL1 cash deposit. It
gives you a fair chance

extension, 5 slides
£8 17 0

i-pl. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
9 x 12 cm. Ica Ideal, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
case, .
i-pl. Lancaster

ifi
ifi
Si

This

£1 11 9
17s. 9d.

3 x 4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur and case .
£12 17 6
No. 2 Series XI Dallmeyer Adon f/4.5, iris .
£7 17 6
Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto, rack mount, iris .
£2 15 0
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, motor drive, f /3.9 anastigmat .
£2 2 0
Postcard Teb No. 5 Roll Film, Goerz Series 1C f/6. 8 anastigmat, Unicum shutter. Very nice
order .
18s. 9d.
4i x 2i No. la Roll Film Cocaiette, f/6.3 anastigmat,
case .

APPROVAL

31

19s. 6d.
£1 17 6
£2 19 6
15s. 9d.
£14 0 0
£1 19 6
£3 3 0

ifi
if!
if!
ifi
24-in. Large Ars Soft-focus Portrait Lens, iris diaphragm. Cost £5 15s .
17s. 9d.
ifi
if!
l!!fi!fiifi!fiifi!fi!fi!fi!fiifi!fiifi!fiifi!fiifi!fiifiifiifiifiifiifiifiifi!fiifi!fiifiifi!fiifiifiifiifi!fi!fiifiifi!fi!fi!fi!fi!fi
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the claims of motion photography,
but some of us, as Mr. Dudley Johnston
said in his remarks following the
lecture, still have a lingering love
for the static in photography The

we observe sporadic efforts
in various quarters to revive

the past glories of St. Valentine’s
Day. So far, however, despite the
endeavours of hopeful shopkeepers,
no one appears to be very interested.
Yet not so long ago, before the war,
February 14th was the one day of
the year when personal greetings of
a more intimate character than
those that pass at Christmas, and
even on birthdays, were the regular
and accepted custom in every house¬
hold. It seems a great opportunity
to make the photograph the valen¬
tine of the future. Doubtless the
same notion has occurred to others,

value of dynamic

photography — if

by that is meant motion photo¬
graphy — is, of course, indisputable,
but that it can touch the highest
artistic levels which are occasionally
reached by the “ still ” photograph
is to some of us doubtful. One
outstanding feature of Mr. Bloch’s
lecture was his assembly of repro¬
ductions of masters from the great
galleries, which he placed side by
side with distinguished examples of
modern photography, especially in
portraiture, and drew attention to
the fact'- that from the point of view
of teztture and modelling the photo¬

but a definite campaign is needed
to instil the idea in the public
mind. We feel sure that if photo¬
graphic portraits become the fashion
for valentines the professionals would
raise no objections. We suggest that
concerted action on their part,
backed by the right kind of publicity,
would do much to revive St. Valen¬

graph did not suffer by the com¬
parison.

Paraphenylene Diamine
Developers.

In a recent recommended
issue of “ The the
A.P.”usea
contributor

tine’s Day. If this were done in
good time before February 14th,
1935, it ought to be productive of
satisfactory results for themselves,
St. Valentine and photography
generally.

Dynamic

Vol.

of paraphenylene diamine developer
in an article on methods of finegrain development. This has im¬
pelled a protest from Mr. T. L. J.
Bentley of the Kodak Research
Laboratories in view of the poison¬
ous qualities attributed to this
developer. He remarks that it is
unfortunate that it should be recom¬
mended without a clear warning
as to the toxic nature of the com¬
pound and the precautions necessary
to eliminate the risk of dermatitis.

Photography.

Mr. Olaf Bloch is a dynamic
person, and when he lectured before
the Royal Photographic Society a
few nights ago he let himself go on
the possibilities of photography as a
medium of dynamic expression. His
torrential eloquence was such that
one was left a little doubt as to what
exactly he was pleading. “ In the
ordinary photograph we can only

It may be retorted that MM.
Lumiere and Seyewetz, the principal
sponsors of this form of developer,
make no reference to this objection

crystallise a moment, but now”
(presumably with the moving pic¬
ture) “we are able to crystallise time
itself.” Apparently he was urging

to paraphenylene diamine when
discussing the merits and demerits of
the developer ; but, whilst the
omission may be justifiable in the

London

February

Landscapes

afternoon

141

(No.

21).

in the Pool.
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case of communications to the Press,
for readers who may be presumed
to be informed on all points of
photographic chemistry, we agree
that it may prove a disservice to
amateur photographers to encourage
the use of this particular developer
without referring to the suspicion
which rests on the compound as
causing severe skin affections.
Most of our readers are already aware
of the trouble that arises with
certain delicate skins when in con¬
tact with metol developer, so we are
grateful to the Kodak Laboratories
for drawing attention to this matter,
and to Mr. Bentley, who also points
out that in his opinion the developer
in question should not be recom¬
mended for use by amateurs without
the injunction that strict precautions
be taken to prevent any contact of
the skin with the developing solution
or with the first washings after
development. It is desirable to
make clear, however, that the other

fine-grain developers to which our
contributor referred, namely, those
containing borax, are free from this
objection, and may be used in the
ordinary way with impunity.
Hector

Murchison.

Pictorial photography is poorer
by the death of Hector Murchison,
which we regret to have to record.
He died at Haslemere, on February
3rd, aged sixty-nine. He was the
ideal amateur artist, who made
pictures for their own sake, and
used photography as his medium of
expression. His work was well
known at the leading exhibitions,
particularly at the London Salon of
Photography, of which body he had
been an active member for many
years. He was an early worker
in pictorial photography, having
started over fifty years ago, and
had articles in the photographic
Press in the 'eighties, which

indi¬

cated his keen interest in picture¬
making. He was specialising in the
ozotype process in 1887, and wrote
several instructive articles concern¬
ing it in The Amateur Photographer
of that year. In later years he
turned his attention to bromoil, and
worked out many individual methods
of treatment concerning the process ;
most of his recent exhibition prints
were bromoils of exceptional quality.
His thoroughness was shown by the
fact that he prepared all his own
pigments, combining a variety of
mediums with the colours to suit
each particular subject and print.
He produced many fine landscapes
and also a series of remarkable
portraits
of “hepoets
publicists."
As
a Scot,
had and
a fund
of dry
humour, and although illness has
prevented his joining the selection
committee of the Salon for the past
year or two, he will be greatly
missed by all who knew him. We
extend our sympathy to his widow.

Readers’ Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Thermometer

Scales.

32 degrees below this. We
all the F numbers to show

I use a Fahrenheit thermometer, but frequently come across
temperatures given in Centigrade scale. I know that comparative
tables are available for reference, but I believe it is possible to
convert one scale into another mentally without much trouble.
Can you suggest the best way of doing this ? L. M. (Taunton.)
The matter is really a simple one, and consideration of the
fundamental principles will
R.
F. 2/2
make it quite clear, while
there is very little to memor¬
/oo
80
ise. Although you are not
- s
-To
202
so likely to come
across
o
ICjZ 'tszreferences to the Reaumur
scale in modern books, it
tez

—JO

60
SO

We then
points.
If we
and

Depth

~az

-302

0

20
to

to
-21

But

while

the first two

6

found

took

what

Celsius into 100 parts (centi¬
grade), and Fahrenheit into
180 parts.
the freezing point of water as
he

considered

“ absolute

F = i8o

R show
= 4 1the
C = ratios
5 ; F of= 9.
the

three

scales.

Thus
32,
32.

the odd

320 that

Fahrenheit

of Focus.

In finding hyperfocal distance, and working out depth-offocus figures from it I have always included the factor of the focus
of the lens. I have now seen the statement that the focus does not
matter, because all lenses have the same depth of focus if used
with the same stop. Which view is right ?
B. N. McK. (Battersea.)

ways. The double line at
the bottom represents the
freezing point of water, and
that at the top its boiling
point.
Reaumur
divided
the interval into 80 parts,

/

zero, Fahrenheit

*52Only part of the scale is
shown in the drawing, but
it can be extended both

numbers

R = 8o ; C = ioo;
by 20 we have :

easy, provided
you bear
in mind
added
below freezing
point.

things clear. If such a
~/oz diagram is carefully drawn
-qzon a larger scale, with

■62

these

32, and then take five-ninths of the remainder.
Once you get the idea of the 80, 100 and 180, and go a step
farther to arrive at 4, 5 and 9, you will agree that the rest is

2

intermediate graduations in¬
troduced, it will graphically
-72
solve all conversion problems.

these

:

Thus to change C into F we first take nine-fifths of C and then
add 32 to the result. Or to change F into C we first subtract

may as well be considered
with the others and the
2 'H
■/2 sketch
Z
should help to make

uo
- 3
0

divide

32 from
the two

R is four-fifths of C ; and C is five-fourths of R.
When we wish to convert from F we must first subtract
and when we convert into F we must finish up by adding

rjz
i6z-13

— 6
0 90
- s
o

have

must therefore subtract
the 180 degrees between

zero,” 142

The apparent contradiction is due to not distinguishing be¬
tween " size of stop” and f/ number. The size of stop referred
to means the actual diameter of the opening, irrespective of
its f/ value. For example, f/8 in a 4-in. lens is JTn- diameter ;
in a 24-in. lens it is 3 in. in diameter. Other things being the
same, the 4-in. lens would have much greater depth of focus
than the 24 in. But if a stop J-in. diameter were used also in
the 24-in. lens, the depth would be the same. Here, however,
the lens would be working at f/48. It is therefore usual and
advisable to consider the diameter of the stop as a fraction of
the focal length in making such calculations.
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Photography

and British Art

By E. GORDON

OF the many photographers who will be visiting Bur¬

lington House during the next two months to see
the Exhibition of British Art there, a great number
must debate the real position of photography as an art.
Some photographers will even go to the point of announcing
that photography is not an art in any sense of the word,
but when asked what category should contain it, are as
vague as those impossible people who would classify the
whole known world into animal, vegetable and mineral are,
when confronted with such an awkward substance as, say,
liquid air.
Artistic tradition has been evolving for so many years
that it can still maintain an attitude of indifference towards
a mere nineteenth-century invention which smacks so
strongly of science, even though that invention has in¬
fluenced greatly the position and ideals of graphic art
generally.
In discussing these points one is liable to be led away
by references to the artistic “ medium.” The artistic value
of photography may best be shown by demonstrating that
although a gelatine-base paper, for instance, is anathema
to some, there are certainly no grounds for classifying it
as inartistic. A medium cannot be artistic or inartistic.
Paint is certainly no more

artistic than silver and gelatine.

The sculptor’s untouched block of stone, and the unpainted
canvas, are as artistically uninteresting as when they are
made to serve the meanest utilitarian purpose. But when
the materials have been so worked by the artist that they
are able to convey thoughts and feelings personal to him,
but capable of being shared with others, they have taken
on a new role, and acquired a higher value.
We have an analogy in photography. A camera used
by the tyro gives results which may be compared artistically
with the productions of a child with its first box of crayons ;
if anything, the honours go to the child ! No stunt of which
science is capable can ever take the place of inspiration.
Although the supposed advantage to the beginner in
photography of being able to make some kind of picture
without having to learn to draw is sometimes urged, yet
this advantage is useless if it is. not backed with artistic
taste, and it is only this latter that is of importance, and
may be as lacking in the art student who can draw perfectly,
as in the photographer, delighted with his productions
at f/64 !

BARBER.

Art, then, is in no way affected by the means we use to
express it, and is still less affected by our having at our
disposal so comprehensive an instrument as a camera.
Our expression may be completely individual, even if, as in
landscape, composition is limited to selection.
The connection between a photograph and its subject is
very vital and real (even bromoils !) ; this is a quality of
spontaneity not shared with any other art. And the use
of the camera by artists who can handle these advantages
to conform with their own tastes and desires can certainly
result in nothing less than a work of art.
In the realm of portraiture the argument is equally sound,
if not more so. With the use of modern studio lighting, the
artist has at his disposal the means to emphasise those
salient points that express character. This distinction
between a real portrait which expresses the sitter’s character
and a mere likeness is as much in evidence in portrait
painting as in photography.
Painters themselves admit that photography has had
an effect on painting, but this effect is rarely described as
beneficial, but rather as disturbing. It is supposed to be a
danger because it has rivalled the freehand artist, and in
many instances taken his place as an illustrating medium.
But artistically it cannot have had any other than a good
effect on art in general.
There is a great deal of reason in supposing that the
later developments of impressionism and post-impres¬
sionism were greatly influenced, if not actually caused, by
the growth of photography. An attempt was made to
convey things by means of their characteristic essence
rather than their outward form only, thereby removing their
work outside the scope of the camera, which they certainly
accomplished — at that time. But the essence of modern
photography is closely associated with impressionism, and
is progressing with the same ideals in view.
Photography certainly takes its place as one of the
artistic expressions of this century ; it is as characteristic
of this age, its interests and occupations, as the religious
painting, sculpture and architecture was of mediaeval times.
It was only made .possible by scientific research which is
so characteristic of the modern world ; however, though
depending on this for its genesis, it is capable of carrying
on the best of the artistic traditions which, as a visit to
Burlington House will confirm, is our birthright and heritage.

The Water Bath Method of Developing
ON several occasions readers have enquired for precise

data regarding the water bath method of developing.
This consists in immersing the exposed plate or film
in the developer for measured periods, each period being followed
by a two-minute immersion in a water bath. Greater control
of the final negative is claimed for this method of develop¬
ment, especially in cases of under-exposure.
Mr. A. Knapp, of Perth, W. Australia, has written us to say
that the " water bath method ” was first communicated to the
members of the Perth Dilettanti Club in March, 1931, and
was subsequently published in the B.J. Almanac! He now
gives

the

following

working

details :—

The developer recommended is amidol 2J- grs., sodium sulphite
anhy. 11 grs., potassium bromide £ gr., water 1 oz., or in cases

65

where the potassium bromide is not necessary, amidol 2 grs.
A convenient method of working is by a time and temperature
table,
films
sium
third

the following being a useful guide for any of the " chrome ”
or fast ortho plates, which require the addition of potas¬
r2‘o ,,by about onebromide, but the times should be reduced
for ordinary films or plates.
216 ,,
180
Third ,,

Temperature.
60

143

55
75

Total time of
6
„
development.
7i

„

5 „
49 min.

3

•.

First
60 ,,
immersion.
72

„

50
40

,,„

90 sec.

80 „
144
„

Second
immersion.
100 ,,
180
60 sec.
,,

r2o ,,
immersion.
150 „

270 sec.

9°

„
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What 1 I 'ent
WRONG ?
Some

Beginners’
Illustrated.

SEVENTH

Faults

SERIES.

29. — Below are some black oranges.
They are shown as black because an
“ ordinary ” plate
negative, and such
sitive to yellow.
Prevention. — Use

was used for the
plates are not sen¬
an

orthochromatic

or panchromatic plate or
colour filter. Both these
material

are

sensitive

to

film, and a
varieties of
yellow.

The

use of a colour filter with an “ ordinary”
plate will not effect any improvement
in tone, but will merely increase the
exposure enormously.
31. — When

30. — The above portrait is
spoilt because of strong lights
reflected in the lenses of the

indoor portraits with the sub¬
ject facing a window. It may
also occur out of doors under
conditions

pass in front of the lens. The
snake-line convolutions are
the record of its path across

of lighting.

Prevention. — After posing
the model, examine the image
on the focussing screen to
see that spectacle reflections
are absent. If the camera has

the picture area.
Prevention. — Obvious.

Make

sure also that no lights (in¬
cluding the flash) are reflected
in mirrors, windows or pictures

no screen, stand with your
head in front of it, and look
for reflections, before exposing.

which may
appear in the
picture. These may
cause
mysterious

Outdoors, use a direct-vision
finder. A slight turn of the
model’s head will get
the reflections.

flash¬

by means of a lighted taper.
During the time that the
shutter was open the taper
was accidentally allowed to

sitter’s spectacles. This trouble
is likely to arise when taking

certain

the above

light photograph was taken
the flashpowder was ignited

patches

of

light

in the picture, or even com¬
plete fog. They can generally
be located beforehand by

rid of

placing a light in the position
to be occupied by the flash.
It is di
sn
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ap t
wi ffi th
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th h ba lt
foe
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e
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,
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e
m
e
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ev ic d radte
ly
r
e . tia
s
a
ePrevention.
— Use plain backgrounds.
oinl
ry d
.
Even a brick
wall is better than this.

Pose the sitters as far away from the
background as possible, and focus them
sharply. Use a large stop so that the
background will be slightly softened.
—O

th

e
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a
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Prevention. — Do not open the shutter
144 flash, and close
until ready to fire the
it immediately afterwards. See that the
model does not change position while
the shutter is open. These precautions
are specially necessary when modern
fast panchromatic material is used.
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Jetters to the Editor
TWO-ON-ONE

the

EXPOSURES

Editor

is not

responsible

opinions

of his

correspondents.

STAINED

FINGERS.

pass

wrinkle

for

Sir, — The article in a recent issue of “ The A.P.” on a method
of securing two exposures on each film in a film pack was
interesting, and it may be that my own method of doing the
same thing in a more certain manner may appeal to your
readers.

stained fingers. It is an ointment composed of yellow bees¬
wax, 15 to 20 parts, made up to 100 parts with anhydrous
lanoline. This is a stiff ointment which adheres to the skin.

It is simply a draw-slide of a plate-holder with a hole neatly
cut just under half the size of the plate in use.
The method of use is to remove the proper slide and insert

When finished with developer, a nail-brush, hot water and
soap is all that is required to remove above. — Yours, etc.,
" C. & D.”

Sir, —

Rub

the cut-out slide (after the plate-holder is in camera), pushing
right in. The first exposure is then made. The cover is then
withdrawn

half-way,

the

exact

position

can

be

marked

by

1 wish

to

on

well into the roots

SIXSir, — Mr.

OR
Burr

my

for

of the nail, and

the

wipe

EIGHT-EXPOSURE
asks

who

-wants

prevention

with

of

a towel.

SPOOLS.

eight

exposures

before

developing ? Well, I do, for one 1 And so, I believe, do all who
take their snapshooting seriously during travel, more especially
abroad. Never shall I forget the agonies I endured two years
years ago in Tunisia, where only six-exposure films were
available, and I was frequently compelled to inconvenience my
fellow sightseers by stopping our progress in order to change
my spool. I carried two cameras in order to minimise the
number of changes, but with subjects crowding round one
faster almost than one could press the trigger, my halts for
changing were very many.
I did not then possess the sixteen-exposure camera I have
since acquired. It is a boon, but even with this I find I
frequently use up two or even three spools in the course of a
morning, more especially when visiting a new locality.
Probably Mr. Burr is considering only the Bank Holiday type
of snapshooters, whose subjects are confined to portraits of
their pals. — Yours,

etc.,

H.

S.

STEWART.

“ SPOOKS.”
Sir, — I read

pencil on

the slide.

The

second

exposure

can

The cut-out slide is then completely withdrawn
one inserted. This method is adaptable to any

then

be made.

and the correct
size. 1 person¬

ally use it for 3^x2^ and- quarter-plate. It will be found
there is a slight spread of light at the edges but if the cut-out
is small enough it is not enough to cause any trouble.
The only precaution to be taken is to see the normal slide is
inserted before the plate-holder is withdrawn from the camera.
This method is, of course, applicable to film-pack adapters.
—Yours, etc.,
E. W. CROOK.

Mr.

Eshborn’s

—Yours,

Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. Ii. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15. Entry
forms from Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, R. Greenwood, 24, Silverdale Road,
Woodkey, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 15-17.
Details from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmaves, Essex.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 5-7. Exhibition Secretary,
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham
Hill, S.W.2.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 131. Further particulars from Salon Committee,
Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Montgomery Street,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics’ Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and

entitled

qtc.,

Exhibitions and Competitions

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, February 28. Rules in the issue of
January 31.
Edinburgh P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open, February
3-17. Secretary, G. J. Kennedy, 16, Royal Terrace,
Edinburgh.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.

letter

" Spooks,”

which

appeared on January 24th, with unconcealed interest.
There have been times when, emerging from my dark-room,
I have consigned my entire stock of films, plates, and printing
paper to the realms below, little realising that it might have
been those very regions which had produced effects upon my
work that I had in no way desired.
Unlike Mr. Eshborn, I shall still continue to read your paper,
not in order to take to heart your remedies for photographic
abortions, but, with the superior knowledge of the fatalist,
to have the pleasure of realising that there is no use trying.

14. Particulars from W. G. Calcraft, 76, Gurney
Stratford, E.15.

Road,

Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Ex¬
hibition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars and entry forms from H.
Fosscutt, 19, Doncaster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — -Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. Exhibition Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells, Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
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hibition.
— Entries,
March
‘22 ;from
open,
13-22.
Particulars
and entry
forms
Hon.April
Exhibition
Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,

N.

R.

FLEMING.

cu?$tu£eand

April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
Jugoslavia.
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18 - September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October i-ro ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian

International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction,
Japan.
Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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ENRE
GWYNETH

PENNETHORNE.

pattern in addition to a pleasing subject. Deliberate
genre work allows much scope for the dramatic instinct.
The subject can be thought out, a suitable model found,
and composition, grouping and lighting taken into account.
In this way, striking pictures can often be created to
illustrate a preconceived idea.
Apart, however, from the purely pictorial interest of
such subjects, genre work is an excellent method of
obtaining unaffected, sincere portraits. It is a wellknown fact that men, women and children alike, are
most natural when performing homely familiar actions.

Grandma.

THE dictionary defines genre
as ‘‘a style of painting
scenes from familiar or
rustic life.” I think that

what we all understand' by the term
may be summed up in the word
“ homely.”
Genre pictures are in a class
apart, and have a charm all their
own. It is a charm that never
fails, as the continued popularity of
the old Dutch masters shows. To¬
day, as then, the pic¬
ture that ‘‘tells a story”
will always appeal, and
this in spite of the
modem tendency in

A

The amateur photographer who
catches them thus employed has
already won half his battle.
He has, of course, to consider
the lighting, exposure, stop,

certain quarters to¬
wards the abstract
type of composition
which relies on “ de¬

background, etc., but the subject
can be left undisturbed to carry

sign
and “ pattern
”
for ”effect.
This is
particularly demon¬
strated by the numer¬
ous “ home ” pictures
used in advertising.
At the same time,
there is no reason why
a genre picture should
not embody a good
10

corner' of the kitchen.

on the good work. The photo¬
grapher prowls around, selects
his viewpoint, sets up his camera
and waits. At the psychological
moment he murmurs, “ Hold
that, please,” or, if the subject
is
of doors,
“ snaps of”
andoutstrolls
on. merely
This method
Patience.

procedure will, in nine cases out
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of ten, result in what ’is known as
a “ speaking likeness.”
Genre work for the amateur also
has another aspect especially for the
beginner. No other phase of photo¬
graphy is capable of teaching the
whole gamut of technical and pic¬
torial perfection in so concentrated
and pleasant a form. The photograph
may be taken indoors or out, and
by daylight or artificial light, and
at any time, according to the cir¬
cumstances. The amateur has to
adapt himself and his knowledge
of photography to each particular
subject, and thus learn his own
limitations and those of his apparatus.
The examples that are reproduced
illustrate this. “ Grandma,”

for

A

quiet evening

at home.

by flashlight. Here is a subject with endless possibilities
that is available in practically every household.
“ Patience ” necessitated an exposure of 5 sec. at
f/6.3 on S.S. pan. plate, as the ordinary artificial lighting
of the room was used. “ A Quiet Evening ” is another
indoor flashlight snapshot.
In every case the modern high-speed material has
rendered these subjects fairly easy by reducing ex¬
posure.. or in any case much easier than they would have
been a few years ago, and they are all within the range
of every reader of this paper.
They provide pictorial results with a minimum of
trouble, as the material is always at hand.

The

Gardener.

instance, was taken in a sunlit room in which the dis¬
position of the windows favoured this particular com¬
position Very little extra arrangement was needed to
secure what is a very pleasing result. A viewpoint on
the lighted side of the figures would have given a very
flat effect, lacking in sparkle. An exposure of 2 sec. at
f/6.3 on fast ortho film secured a fully exposed negative.
“ A Corner of the Kitchen ” was taken in the evening
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WHEN I was speaking last week of strengthening a

weak bromide or gaslight print by bleaching and
redeveloping it, I finished by saying that exactly
the same treatment would strengthen a negative that had
insufficient contrast. It is a good plan to pick out a
number of these thin negatives, and treat them in this way.
This will generally permit of a normal paper being used
instead of a vigorous one.
It is, on the other hand, unfortunately common to find
negatives that have far too much contrast. They have
been over-developed ; and some D. & P. people are grievous
sinners in this respect. It is often inadvertent ; the films

are left stewing in the developer longer than they ought to
be. In other cases it is deliberate. There is a deeplyrooted idea in many quarters that a strong, contrasty
print is the correct thing.
Clearly it is absurd to suppose that tones that are false
and exaggerated can possibly be correct. Someone
invented the expressive term “ soot and whitewash ” for
these dreadful results, and the term has stuck and become
a classic. Readers of this paper, at any rate, know better,
or ought to do so.
I have given a dreadful example, on a pretty large
scale, of a soot-and-whitewash result. The original print
is even worse, and I feel sorry for anyone who
can look at it without a shudder. The subject
is a bunch of flowers, of which some are white,
stuck up in a glaring light, which was, however,
probably much less glaring than it is made to
appear. To the eye, those white flowers would
present the most delicate and charming grada¬
tions of light tones, which are certainly not
reproduced by patches of dead-white paper.
The shadows also would have gradations and
transparency, and there would be no pitch
blackness such as the print shows. The whole
thing is harsh, unpleasant and false ; and the
beauty of the original subject has been con¬
verted into sheer ugliness.
If this sort of thing were rare and unusual
it would not be worth making a song about ;
but, alas, it is painfully common. I have just
been handed a large batch of small negatives,
the harvest of a long and expensive tour, and
more than half of them are soot and whitewash.
They were developed by a professional, too.
Much can be done, except in extreme cases,
by using a “ soft ” grade of paper, exposing
very fully, and cutting down development ;
but there are limits. The " Sterry ” process
will do much, but it is only for the experienced,
and is none too certain.
Sometimes a negative has only small areas
of abnormal density, and it may then be
advisable to resort to mechanical reduction.
This may be done by rubbing with a piece of
soft rag moistened with methylated spirit, but
I much prefer to use Baskett’s reducer. You
may notice
reducer,
but that
this Iisfrequently
because I drag
find itin soBaskett’s
reliable
and effective for its various purposes.
When I point out that it is prepared by
mixing up
. two ounces

a tin of Globe polish with about
each of olive oil and terebene, and

straining it through fine muslin, I invariably
get letters saying that Globe polish is not
obtainable. I am often asked if certain metal
polishes in liquid form
12
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will do as well.
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more than ever...
COXTAX

for the Connoisseur .

Represents miniature camera perfection. Takes
perforated cine film 24x36 mm., which enlarges easily
to I5x 10 in. or larger. 36 or 12 exposures as desired.
All-metal focal-plane shutter, which acts as automatic
winder of next film, preventing double exposure.
Exposures i to 1/1, 000th sec. The long-base 4-in.
range-finder is coupled to the lens focussing. Zeiss
Tessars f/3.5 or f/2.8, or Zeiss Sonnars f/2 or f/1.5,
normal focus 2 in. All Contax lenses have only six
reflecting surfaces. Sonnar f/2 is the ideal universal
lens.
Write for illustrated book . " The
Contax

XETTAR

Connoisseur and

the

for the Snapshotter.

A new model simplified camera which enables the
most casual button-presser to get good pictures every
time. Takes 3|X 2\ roll film. Fitted with the popular
Zeiss Ikon “ two-dot focussing setting," for working
up to 12 ft. or over to infinity. Automatic opening.
Two view-finders. All-metal body covered in black
leatherette. Equipped with rapid f/6.3 Nettar anastigmat, £3 10 0. With f/4.5 Nettar and delayed-action
Telma shutter, £5 5 0.
With f/4.5 and Compur
shutter, £7 7 0.

SUPER

IKONTA
coupled Distance

m,h
Meter.

The new Super Ikonta has all the constructional everready features of the Ikonta, plus a distance meter
designed on entirely new principles. This device,
which enables the camera to do its own focussing,
places the Super Ikonta ahead of all other roll-film
cameras. A glance through the distance meter, a
turn of a milled wheel, and the scene is sharply fo¬
cussed. Available to take 3^X2^ roll films with Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 and Compur shutter, first-class optical
equipment for a first-class camera. Price £17.

Amateurs

appreciate

IKONTA

for its convenience and efficiency for general rollfilm work. See its self-opening front, cleverly operated
by a single press-button ! Immediately it is ready to
focus to infinity. Made in several sizes — Baby, for
16 pictures on the usual vest-pocket spool; No. 520
illustrated, for 16 pictures 2|X If in. ; and 3|x2^ in.
for standard roll films. All models fitted with high-class
anastigmats, including the well-known Zeiss Ikon
Novars and Zeiss Tessars. Prices are from £3 7 6.
Folders describing fully these modern Zeiss Ikon Cameras
will be sent free on application.

ZEISS

IKON

LIMITED

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer St.,

LONDON,

W.1
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SENSATION

OF THE YEAR

(ftolleicorq
MADE

BY THE MAKERS

THE FAMOUS

OF

“ROLLEIFLEX”

The Rolleicord is a camera of the Rolleiflex type,
produced to satisfy the demand of those thousands
of photographers who have always longed for a
Rolleiflex.
It is an unparalleled achievement. Every detail is a
masterpiece in itself and shows the most minute care
for fine workmanship in construction and finish.
Only the Rolleiflex manufacturers, with their years
of experience in the manufacture of multiple lens
cameras and the possession of the necessary patents,
could have produced the Rolleicord.
The Rolleicord possesses
features :

the following Rolleiflex

1. Compensation of Parallax.
2. Round focussing knob with Metre scale, always
in same position.
3. Absolutely rigid focussing mechanism.
4. One Lever Compur Shutter for both setting
and releasing.
5. Frame Finder for Sport pictures.
6. Patented Film Guide.
7. All essential parts enclosed.
8. Alternative use of Filters, Proxars, Panorama
Head, Stereo Fitment, Focussing Extension
Hood and Iris Stop.
9.

With Zeiss T riotar F /4.5 lens

£10:10:0
FROM

ALL DEALERS

TAKES 12 PICTURES, 2$' x 2\\ ON
STANDARD 8-EXP. ROLL FILM.

W

x2\"

SEE THAT YOUR “ROLLEICORD” IS SUPPLIED IN THE
PATENTED SOLID LEATHER CASE WHICH HANGS FROM
THE CAMERA WHILE IN USE BY TWO LEATHER STRAPS.
AFTER EXPOSURE THE CAMERA SLIPS BACK INTO THE
CASE
SEE

EASILY

THE

NAME

AND

QUICKLY

“ ROLLEICORD”

-

-

STAMPED

Beautifully printed brochure, in colour, sent free on request to the SOLE

-

- Price £1:0:0

ON

THE

CASE.

IMPORTERS

:

R.F. HUNTER LTD Celf ix House, 51, Gray’s Inn Rd.

Telephone:
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ably they will ; but Globe polish is still marketed by
Messrs. Reckitt, and any oil and colourman can supply
it if he likes.
If a little of the mixture is rubbed with soft rag over a
dense patch on a negative, some of the metallic silver is
removed, as is shown by the blackening of the rag. It is
removed only where it is densest, and the lighter surrounding
parts are not similarly reduced. With a little practice and
experience the operation is a most useful one. I do not
trouble to clean up the negative with methylated spirit,
but polish it up thoroughly with clean, soft rag. Films
should be laid on a piece of glass, and care taken not to
buckle them.
Something could be done even with the dreadful negative
of the bunch of flowers by adopting this treatment ; but in
such cases I should prefer chemical reduction with am¬
monium persulphate.
Although nobody really knows why, this salt will attack
the dense patches long before it does anything noticeable
to the other tones in the negative. It is supposed to be
uncertain and capricious in action, but I have never found
it so, nor do I make the solution with distilled water as is
generally advised. In some districts this would be neces¬
sary, as the water supply may be itself a powerful and
complicated chemical solution.
While the negative is soaking in water, prepare two
solutions. The first is water with 4 grs. of ammonium

A

persulphate (8d. per oz.) and 1 drop of sulphuric acid to
each ounce. The second is a solution of sodium sulphite,
45 grs. in 10 oz. of water. A small white dish that will
just hold the negative comfortably is best.
Put the negative in the dish, and pour over enough
persulphate solution to cover it. Keep the solution gently
moving all the time. At first nothing appears to happen,
but soon the solution becomes slightly milky. Watchfulness
is now necessary, as once action starts it proceeds rapidly.
The dense parts lose their strength, and the negative must
be taken out just before reduction has gone far enough and
transferred to the sulphite solution. This acts as a stop
bath, and after a minute or so the negative may be taken
out and thoroughly washed. It is often advised to refix
the negative, but this is not really imperative.
If sufficient reduction has not been secured when the
solution becomes noticeably opalescent, it should be poured
off and some more solution applied. Only one negative can
be treated at a time, as it needs careful watching, but several
can be done in succession. The solution will not keep, but
the proper quantity to prepare can be judged by the size
.of the negatives and the number to be treated. Even the
sulphite solution should be made up for the occasion.
That batch of over-developed negatives I mentioned will
be treated in this way, as the simplest and cheapest means
of arriving at prints that shall not merit the reproachful
term of soot and whitewash.
W. L. F. W.

Useful Flashlight Expedient

IN all flashlight photography the operator should be able
to fire his flash wherever situated and at any distance
from himself and the camera.

By using his existing apparatus

as described

in this note,

both the operator’s hands are available for the manip¬
ulation of his camera. At the same time, the flash can be
fired with certainty at any distance and at any given
moment.
The flashlamp most commonly
in which a clockwork mechanism

used by amateurs is that
causes a wheel to revolve

and direct sparks on powder spread over the tray attached
to the instrument. The lamp is provided with a short
wooden handle, by a simple modification of which it can
be attached to any tripod.
In the base of this handle bore a hole of diameter slightly
smaller than the tripod screw, which can then be used to
cut its own thread. If the work is carefully done a perfect
thread should result which will last indefinitely, especially
if lubricated with an ordinary lead pencil.
With the lamp firmly attached to the tripod it only
remains to complete the firing mechanism. A string is
attached to the trigger, which works downwards. This
string is threaded through a screw-eye in the floor im¬
mediately below the centre of the tripod and attached to
the operator’s ankle.
As the releasing of the trigger is in no way affected by the
direction from which the string is pulled, the operator can
fire a flash at any distance, at any height, and at any point
with reference to his own position.
Many modifications will suggest themselves according to
individual requirements. For instance, if the household
authorities object to the insertion of screws in polished
floors, a weighted board may be used. In this the screweye can be inserted as required, but the board must be
immovable or failure will result.
Nowadays, every serious worker possesses a tripod.
By the adaptation to it of this simple device, and without
additional apparatus, he is equipped to deal with flashlight
problems under any and all conditions. P. Temple.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

MILBURN.
From, information communicated
" r\
ylFTER
nearly fifty
years as
an amateur
photographer
I still do not regret taking
up the hobby, and at different times
in my life I have passed through
various degrees and stages of en¬
thusiasm which I hope will continue
till I can work at photography no
longer.
“ I started with a Lancaster
quarter-plate stand camera when
no hand cameras were available,
and having worked various sizes
and types from 10x8 in. to quarterplate, I still work with quarterplate, which I consider to be one
of the best sizes of cameras made,
using.films of various makes.

to our Special Representative.

“ As to the finished prints, I
have passed through the various
stages of carbon, platinotype, and
various bromide processes, and have
settled permanently for some time
now on bromoil work.
“ Considering the number of years
of my practice of photographv,
personally I have had considerable
pleasure out of it, and hope that I
have given pleasure and instruction
to many other people, both old and
young, by means of the lantern and
colour work. The colour work has
nearly always been the Autochrome
process, which is, I think, still
unsurpassed for beauty and truth
of results.

“ As to preparing exhibition pic¬
tures
I never have done this specially,
nor have I been a very frequent and
regular exhibitor ; but what pic¬
tures have gone to the various
exhibitions, particularly in my own
neighbourhood, have been, I hope,
the best of the work I have done.
“ One thing I have always avoided
has been to allow the hobby of
photography to interfere in any
way with business. This one is very
liable to do ; so I have largely
kept the taking of photographs to
an annual holiday either in this
country or on the Continent, starting
work early in the morning, par¬
ticularly in the spring, when the
sun is low and the shadows are
long, doing very little photography
in the morning, but keeping what I
had to do until evening, when the
sun is again low and the shadows
are long. In doing work in Con¬
tinental market-places and in the
Lake District on the hills, these are
the best times to secure pleasing
photographs
“ In the making of bromoil prints
I find the best way to work is to
give ample exposure and to finish
the development of the print, if
possible, in water. If sufficient depth
is not obtainable, a wash with the
usual developer will give the neces¬
sary strength to the picture to allow
of successful pigmenting.
“As to inking up bromoil work
or bleaching the original print, I
have really no special methods The
first bromoils I did were immediately
after Welbornc Piper first intro¬
duced the process. With that process
and Transferotype I have done all
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
Some

Critical Comments

AT this time of the year, it is not

altogether an easy matter to
find out-of-door subjects, more
particularly in the country, that make
up satisfactorily. The trees are bare
of leaf, and any fault of form can
scarcely be disguised. They do not
lend themselves to massing as well
as when their foliage is out, and real
and vivid sunshine, which lends a
touch that nothing can replace, seldom
makes an appearance.
Landscape

Later on — towards

in

Winter.

the end of March

or early April — there is more

chance

of sunlight, and the clouds are usually

of good and striking form. Then, the
opportunities are considerably in¬
creased, but just now, and in between
the seasons, a great deal of effort may
meet with scanty reward.
On the other hand, there may be
less tendency, at the moment, to be
misled by colour, for, although it exists,
it is not so insistent as it is later on,
and it is easier to judge what a scene
will look like in monochrome now
than then.
To take No. 1, “A Family Affair,”
by George Hilliard, as a case in point,
and assuming it could be secured at
the present time, it appears much in
black-and-white as the eye would value
it in colour. The tone of the haystack
or rick on the right might, perhaps,
seem a little lighter to the eye, and it
is probable that the distance would be
more detailed or less hazy ; but, in
a subject of this character, these are
somewhat minor points, and could
not be regarded as a serious departure
from truth of rendering.
The grouping of the sheep and
lambs is good, but, apart from the
question of colour, the subject is one
that scarcely illustrates the point that
is in mind relative to the employment
of trees at this season, for those that
are included are too far off to matter.
Form

in

Trees.

No. 2, “ Beach Lane, Netley,” by
Stanley M. Wells, more nearly ap¬
proaches the type in question, and it
will be seen that, while the far group

of trees does not make up badly, those
on the right are not of a pleasing shape,
and their weakness is emphasised by

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
the opposite page.

the dark tone of the intruding branches
at the top.
It would

not be so bad

if, on the

right, the trees were farther off and
considerably smaller than those on
the left. The latter could then be
regarded as the centre of attraction
and the former as a supporting accent.
Such an arrangement, if inclined to
the conventional, would, at least, have
the merit of showing the far group
of trees to advantage ; whereas, as the
print stands, the trees on the right
outweigh those farther away, and
prevent what form they have from
being effectively shown.
It might be feasible, by dodging
about with the viewpoint, to get a
composition somewhat upon the lines
indicated, and, if a further visit to
the spot can be arranged, it would
be interesting to see what could be
managed.
Even if it did prove unproductive,
the experiment would be worth while,
for it would, at all events, teach the
value of considering the arrangement
of the composition on the spot and
before the exposure is made. Moreover,
it would help to develop that instinc¬
tive selection of good form that only
comes with experience, and which is
extraordinarily useful when subjects
that have to be taken at once or lost
for ever present themselves.
Winter

Sunshine.

That sunshine was present is evident
from the shadows in the foreground,
but its weakness is apparent, and it
illustrates how difficult it is to suggest
the glow of sunlight with the pale
reflection of it that we get in winter.
As far as this aspect is concerned,
No. 3, “ The Cloudy Road,” by Alfred
Roelants, is something of an improve¬
ment, and would be better still if
there happened to be a shadow falling
right across the foreground at the
base. Apparently, however, none
existed, and it only remains to regret
its failure to present itself, and to hope
that the next attempt will be more
fortunate.
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The clouded sky is another decided
advantage, and is very well caught
indeed, but what we have said in
connection with the impossibility of
covering up any shortcoming in form

in the

uncovered

trees

is woefully

apparent, for the truncation of the
nearer and the deformity of the
farther are impossible to overlook.
Detail

and

If the trees were

Mass.

in full leaf it is

probable that these defects would be
entirely covered up, but, at the present
time, it is things like these that make
pictorial photography difficult.
The position, too, is complicated by
the multiplicity of detail in the
branches and twigs, and it is not easy,
unless the viewpoint is comparatively
distant, to deal with them as masses
instead of in detail. It would therefore
seem that, as a general rule, it would
be wise to restrict our efforts, where
trees of any size are introduced, to
limit the scale in which they are shown,
and, with this object in view, not to
approach them too closely, at the
same time avoiding those of doubtful
shape.
The possibility of finding other kinds
of landscape, where trees are absent
or do not form a prominent feature,
should not be overlooked. An ex¬
ample of this category is to be seen
in No. 5, “ Alone with Nature,” by
E. H. Midgley, and, except for the
fact that the figure should be placed
more “ in ” the picture — i.e., towards
the centre — it makes up well.
It is true that the sunshine would
be made more evident if there were
a greater proportion of cloud shadow,
for that in the middle distance is
scarcely sufficient, and it would ap¬
preciably enhance the stability of the
picture if the additional shadow could
be included in the foreground.
The

Wiriness

of Branches .

In No. 6, "November Afternoon,”
by T. J. Powell, the wiriness of the
twigs and branches is again too much
in evidence, and the need for a more
distant viewpoint is exemplified once
more ; but, when we consider No. 4,
" Evening Anchorage,” by T. A.
Ewart, which should exhibit some of
the advantages to be obtained at a
later season, it has to be admitted
that there is but little improvement,
mainly on account of the small stature
and immature character of the trees.
" Mentor.”
17
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the.
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“THE
OTWITHSTANDING

SIDEWALK

its

arrangement and the
effective nature of the

able
quite
effect

of sunshine that has been incorporated,
it must be conceded that, as far as the
selection of subject material is con¬
cerned, and also in respect of the
viewpoint adopted, there is a sufficient
element of the eccentric to entitle
" The Sidewalk Bazaar ” to be
garded as inclining to the
bizarre.
The

Curious

re¬

Imitation

That

BAZAAR,”
and Reiteration.

light happens

by John Muller.

to fall in fairly

close proximity to one of an inter¬
section of thirds, the points in question
forming the strongest positions in the
picture space, any one of which, in the
event of the other three being un¬
occupied by any item of significance,
is sufficiently powerful to maintain
the dominance of any object that is

by the repeated reiteration. In this
example, the figures of the toys are
much about the same — they differ
slightly both in scale and the amount
of each which is visible — and each
repetition has the effect of emphasis¬
ing the item that is repeated, till, in the
end, the accumulated attraction vests
in the one designed by the other
compositional elements to be the chief.
By means of all these
various factors, working in
conjunction, the
concentrated in

in Material.

Whether that may
be
viewed as an attraction or

(1) and, with that figure
clearly indicated as the most
significant, the composition
is rendered acceptable, and

the reverse depends upon the
individual opinion of the
observer, and, leaving the
reader to determine his point
of view for himself, we will
confine our comments to the

the picture made
as a whole.

light, and, because the com¬
position directs the eye to
that particular point, there
is no doubt about either the
intention of the author or the

ables the lights — in which the
sunshine is manifested — to
attain their due measure of

motive responsible for
creation of the work.

attraction, and perhaps the
most brilliantly illumined spot
occurs in the neighbourhood
of the point (1 ). Other things
being equal, the brightest
area of any appreciable size
has the first call upon the
attention, and, in the absence
of real competition elsewhere,
it is so in this instance.
It will be seen that the

position, and that arising from the
juxtaposition of a strong^dark to the

light (1).
18

to attract

It is in that figure that
the sunlight is most powerfully
manifested. That is un¬
questionable in view of the
fact that it is the brightest

picture as it otherwise stands.
In the first place, the
motive of the picture is the
conveyance of an effect of
sunlight. An adequate
amount of shadow tone en¬

tone of these somewhat gro¬
tesque toys is successively
lighter as they rise in the
picture area. The lowest is
visibly darker in tone than the one
above, and that, in turn, is somewhat
darker; than (1) which it precedes.
Above, there is a similar shading off,
and, by means of this differentiation
of tonal values, the eye is almost im¬
perceptibly directed to the brightest
of the lot.
To the attraction so created is
added that attributable to force of

interest is
the figure

Method

and

the

Motive.

The motive is the trans¬
mission of an effect of sun¬
shine, and this is demon¬
strated by the prominence
given to the principal light
by the method employed in
building up the composition.
It is highly improbable,
however, that, in actual fact,

placed upon
interest.

it as the chief centre

of

The pull of a strong light and dark
in close proximity has been mentioned
so often in these columns that it is
unnecessary to do more than refer to
it as a further emphasis upon the
figure (1). It only now remains to
draw attention to the extra stress
imparted by the device of imitation,
whereby the most important of a
series of similar figures or objects is
made to appear more important still

156

even

it was thought out and con¬
structed in the manner indi¬
cated in this analysis, for,
had there been sufficient time

available, it is but seldom that it is
practicable to do more than superficially
consider the composition or arrange¬
ment when so many other things have
to be seen to before an exposure can be
made. As in most other classes of
work, the arrangement is instinctive
and the result of the experience
gathered from many previous efforts.
It should be the aim of the aspiring
pictorialist to acquire such an experi
ence.

" Mentor."
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.

POSTCARDS

j4)

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

II-

21-

DEVELOPER,

The NEW
Focussing Lens

FILMS

REFLEX

. 1/6 doz.

. . 2/3 „
.
. . 3/6 „
. 4/6 „
.

31 x 21
41x31
51x31
61x41

By

DE

1/9, to make

LUXE

one gallon.

Speeds, 1 to 1 /300th sec.,
T. and B.

£10:10:0
Nine

PAPERS.

6
Shts.
—
—
—
—
—

8d.
9d.
lOd.
lid.
1/3

112/3

1/10
2/9

3/5
5/1

2/11

111

3/10
4/6 12/4
SI8/6
9/9
6/6 18/5
14/5 27/7
49/1
25/10

standard

31 x 2i roll film, or 6 pictures

FUF.F

SAMPLES
POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON

CUSTOMERS

ON

ALL

F/2 SUMMAR
in
MOUNT

14/SI52/6

Nine monthly

£33 13s. *}

35/93/6

£3 16s. 6d.
payments of
Illustration shows Leica ready for use. When the len6 is recessed into the body for
carrying the f/2 Sumraar projects only 7/16ths in. more than the Standard f/3. 5 Elmar.
F/2 Summar Lens, in sunk mount, to fit any interchangeable Leica. . . . £15 10 0
Nine monthly payments of £1 16 2.
Ditto, in rigid mount .
£13 0 0

GRANVILLE

BOX

AT

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OUR

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

Do Better at

EXCHANGE,

LTD.

REGent 1360.
‘ Camera House,’ 62> Piccadilly,

CORRES¬
SENT TO

24, Charing X Road, W.C.2 TE“ft!.Bar
119, Victoria St., S.W.1 111, Oxford St., W.1
VICTORIA

3.

LEAMINGTON

of £1 10 4.

The Westminster

GULLIMAN&Co.,Ltd.
P.O.

payments

5 You can ALWAYS

SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN ROAD
(HOLBORN END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS MAY BE OBTAINED.
TRADE ENQUIRIES, REQUESTS
for SAMPLES,
PONDENCE
AND POST ORDERS SHOULD BE

case

SUNK

16/2
23/5

MATERIALS

CALL

Leather

Fitted

ORDERS
PLEASE

2£ x 2$ roll films.

extra.

The Model III Leica

4/10 per9/1Roll.
6/3
Other sizes Pro Rata.

INCLUDING PRICES OTHER
NOT MENTIONED
ABOVE.
PAPERS AND CARDS FREE.

on standard

£100

Nine monthly

T TST
^

of

Beautifully finished. All-metal body. Focussing hood opened and closed with
single pressure. Parallax compensation of top screen image, eye-level flndei, onelever shutter movement. Magnifier for fine focussing. Takes 12 pictures 2£x2« on

(Chloro-Bromide)
72
12
Shts
144
Shts. Shts.
Shi.s.
36
—
1/1
5d.
8d.
lid.
1/8
1/4
1/11
6d.
4/6
2/4
7d.
2/6
1/5
4/2
9d.
6/2
3/5
1/11
2/9
1013
31SIS

1/1
1/5
1/7

monthly payments
24/6.

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
144
36
72
12
6
Size.
Shts Shts. Shts. Shts. Shts.
—
—
1/9
21xlJ
7d.
2/9
—
lid 1/7
31x21
Sd.
—
1141x21
5d. 1/1 2/3
3/7
—
6d. 1/4
41x31
—
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1/8
51x31
7/9
5/4
7d. lid. 2/5 2/11
4/4
61x41
4 17 x5
4/8
7d.
2/6
8/9
9d. 1/3
8 x 6
3/4 6/4
lOd 111/5
81x61
7/4 12/13/11
1/1 1/11 3/10 10/6
10x8
5/6 15/9 20/I2x 10
1/7 2/11
8/4 23/8
12/5
2/4
15x 12
30/4/6 22/1
45/20x16
4/3 7/9
42/SOI10 ft. x It in. 5/6 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.
No extra charge for doubleweight.

the

F/4.5ANASTIGMAT.
ZEISS TRIOTAR
COMPUR
SHUTTER.

1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
FLASHPOWDER,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.
MOUNTANT,
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the makers
of
ROLLEIFLEX
Fitted

3/6

1/9 3 oz., to make 75 oz.

DEVELOPER,

AT

(p.oTl©fcotd

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 60C Outdoor.

AH grades.
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50
100
II- 1/9
3115 SEMITONE

c

41x31 . . 1/10
51 x 3i . 2/10
61x4J . 3/9

CUT

BROMIDE
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GASLIGHT

ALL
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GAMAGES
The

Wonderful

THE

New

(Jldllefcotd is Here !
GAMAGES
have special pleasure in feat¬
uring this wonderful new Mirror Reflex

BABY
S AS HAUTE

Camera, wonderful not only for its con¬
struction but for its modest price. Made
by the world-famous house of Franke
and Heidecke, and junior brother to the
famous Rolleiflex Camera, the Rolleicord
puts a greatly increased range of subjects
within the scope of thousands of photo¬
graphers, and with the certainty of good
results, too ! Do not hesitate to come and
inspect the Rolleicord. Even if you are
not prepared to buy immediately you will
find it of absorbing interest.

PRICE

ONLY

S THE
BULB
SPECIALLY
FOR
FLASH MADE

PHOTO

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

10 Gns.

Descriptive Folder
sent on request.

SOME

SPECIAL

FEATURES

★

Fitted with flA.S Zeiss Triotar " taking lens " and brilliant Heidoskop anastigmat ” view¬

★

ing lens.”
Special
one-lever Compur shutter for loading and releasing in one movement.

Speeds

to \1300 th second.

★

The focussing hood is both opened and closed with a single pressure.

★

Anastigmat view-finder with increased illumination. The picture on the focussing screen
is therefore brighter, whilst sharp focussing is both easier and more accurate.

★

Compensation of Parallax. What is shown on the ground-glass screen appears exactly on

★

A strong magnifier multiplies the accuracy for fine focussing.

the film.

★

The Price — ten guineas — is wonderfully low considering the Rolleicord has features found

on cameras costing £20 and upwards.

Carnages offer the easiest of easy payment

terms, too.

UsedCameras-Super Bargains
3ix 2}
21 x 3J
21x3}
31 x 2 1

Contessa Plate, f/6.8, Derval shutter, 6 slides .
No. 6 Carbine, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, rising front. .
Certix Roll Film, self-erecting, f/6.3. List £3 9s. 6d. New ...
Cameo, f/6.3 anastigmat, Lukos shutter, 1 to i/iooth sec., 3 slides

£1
£4
£1
£1

2 6
4 0
7 6
7 9

Six-20 Kodak, 3 speeds. Doublet lens. Cost £2 15s. New .
2}x3} Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, D.A. Telma shutter. New.

£1 17 6
List £7 5s.
£5 17 6
Latest Rolleiflex, f/3.5 Tessar, leather case, yellow filter. List £24. As new.
Unused .
.
. . £18 7 6
De Luxe V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter .
2} x 3} No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Mulchro shutter .
la Folding Kodak, f/7.9, 3 speeds. List £2 7s. 6d. As n£w .
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3, 3 speeds. List £3. As new .

£6 6
£2 19
£1 12
£2 0

Here

is another delightful snapshot taken

with the new Baby “ Sashalite” Bulbs. By
their aid you can easily record similar
happy everyday incidents in your home —
without fumes, smoke or dust.

0
6
6
0

3a Range-fir.der Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compur shutter.
Perfect condition. Cost £17 .
£5 5 0
2}x 3} Ajax, f/6.3 Taylor-Hobson, 3 speeds. New .
£17
6
2} x 3} Baida, f/4.5, 3 speeds. New .
£2 5 0
Government Model 2-power Telescope. List£6i5s. Brandnew .
£3 3 0
Coronet 9.5-mm. Projector. As new .
£1 5 0
Motor-drive Kodatoy, complete with extension arms and reel, to take 400-ft.
16-mm. film. New. Cost £6 10s .
£2 12 6
★

200-ft. 16-mm. Chaplin Films, “ Flirting Again.” Each .
£17
6
Carnages make highest allowance on your cameras and apparatus in part exchange for the

SPECIAL
ADAPTER
Frice 1/8 each

MADE

IN ENGLAND
by THE G.E.C.
FOR SASHALITE LTD.

Rolleicord or any other make.

GAMAGES,

HOLBORN,
Telephone:

Holborn

LONDON,

E.C.1

8484.
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Cinematography
Filming in February

S. E. l/mOIR.

Floods have already been experienced in some districts, and — in anticipation of further opportunities for
filming this subject — the following article contains helpful hints on many aspects of flood cinematography.

DESPITE the long-continued ab¬
need

sence of any appreciable rain¬
fall, the month of February
record no more than a normal

quota

of inches to justify its popular

appellation of “ fill-dyke.” Indeed,
it is hardly correct to imagine that the
month of floods registers a higher
rainfall than any other month, for
the twenty and more inches that
constitute our annual average are
fairly evenly distributed over all
months of the year. What usually
obtains to distinguish the month of
February is that individual falls of
rain are appreciably heavier than at
other times, and owing to the delays
which must of necessity accompany
dispersion it is only natural that
swollen streams and flooded land¬
scapes will change the face of the
countryside, even as they have changed
it in past years with heavy rainfalls.
The new and unusual vistas so
brought about are not without their

inch too long or an inch too short for
optimum effects. Apart from this
fact, it is obvious that the operator in
(say) Cumberland or Westmorland
will be able to infuse into his shots a
grandeur that is impossible in the
case of his colleague working in the
fens of East Anglia.
However, this latter distinction is
not without its compensations, for
the fenland worker — appreciating the
handicap — can strive with added zest
to secure his shots from the most
effective viewpoints, to use rewarding
angles and to remember that sheer
cinematography is based upon kinetic
beauty rather than upon scenery of
the “ pretty-pretty ” kind. Most of
us would prefer a cinematographic
film of Waltham Cross reservoir to
an unintelligible string of motionpicture snapshots taken at Killarney
or in the picturesque heart of the
Scottish Highlands.

More

Story

advanced

Work.

amateurs

may

prefer

their film to tell a story — the story
of the floods. In this case, all aspects
of the floods could be dealt with, the
relationship which one aspect holds
to another being fastened on as the
continuity device.
Throughout this treatment of the
subject, moving figures should be
freely used. The precedented appear¬
ance of boats in the streets of riverside
towns and
— together

villages could be utilised
with shots (arranged, if

necessary) of floating furniture. Duckboots and waders worn by pedestrians
should also be emphasised through the
medium of close-ups ; and further
sequences could be obtained by ex¬
ploiting the unfamiliar means adopted
for the delivery of letters, comestibles,
etc.
Dramatic films and film-plays must
not, of course, embrace so many

appeal to the amateur cinemato¬
grapher. In them he sees oppor¬
tunities to create new records, to make
unusual scenics and — should his fancy
run that way — to introduce fresh
atmospheres and backings into his
dramatic essays.
Whether he will be able to do these
things satisfactorily is a matter that
depends entirely upon the manner in
which he makes use of his oppor¬
tunities and the speed with which he
accomplishes the actual filming.
Treatment.

The first detail for consideration is
that which concerns the nature or
character that the finished film will
assume. This must to some extent
depend upon the scope and variety
of available equipment ; though even
the simplest apparatus should lend
itself to the recording of conditions
in the form of pictorial scenics.
Here the value of the finished films
will depend upon the skill with which
editing is accomplished. Remember
that each shot has its own contrib¬
utory value, a value that can be
depreciated by cutting the shot an
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Winter conditions and rough seas at many parts of the coast during February will
1
provide many striking action subjects for the keen amateur cinematographer who 2 does
not object to a little personal discomfort.
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aspects

February

of flood-time,

the

object

in

such films being to “ colour ” the
story with an unusual backing whilst
not allowing the subject of flooding
itself to predominate. Needless to say,
it is possible to set a film story in
an atmosphere of flooding, and by
keeping the story itself on the long
side to make use of all the best set¬
tings that the emergency has brought
to light.
Materials.

Not a little of any success which
might be achieved will be due to the
use of suitable materials and apparatus.
With regard to apparatus, most of
us must perforce make the best use
of the only camera we possess ; though
we may have some choice when it
comes to the selection of accessories.
Thus, to preserve the value of
beautiful reflections — which are always
a feature of flood-time films — the use
of

super-sensitive

The

(or similar)

pan¬

chromatic film is strongly indicated.
Nor is the present time of the year
too early for good cloud-forms, and
these may well be utilised in connection
with any kind of flood film. In the
filming of clouds some kind of filter
should always be used, a Ki being
recommended where there is * any
landscape matter present in the frame.
Where the clouds are filmed without
any fixed or terrestrial foreground, a
K2 filter may be used.
It must not be forgotten that the
use of filters with super-sensitive film
is apt to impart a steely or burnished
appearance to scenes embracing re¬
flections, and for this (as well as for
another) reason it is preferable to film
the clouds alone or in sequences where
the reflections do not occur.
The presence of reflective fore¬
grounds will also assist by setting up
favourable conditions for against-thelight work. This, however, demands
the use of an adequate lens hood ;

Twin-Lens

the factory that produces

the Rolleiflex is bound

to

be interesting, and the “ Rolleicord” therefore comes
good credentials to back it. It is distributed in

Britain by R. F. Hunter, Ltd.,
W.C.i.
It is considerably cheaper than
cheapness has not been obtained by
There is only one model. This

51, Gray’s

Inn

Road,

the Rolleiflex, but that
the sacrifice of efficiency.
is designed to take the

2 J X 3 J roll film — the world’s most popular film size,
obtainable everywhere — and it will make twelve negatives,
each -z\ inches square, on every
eight-exposure film. There is a
film -counting indicator at the side
of the camera to show when each
of the twelve frames is in position
for the exposure. The film is
wound forward by turning a knob
instead of the ingenious lever
used in the Rolleiflex.
The
Triotar

lens is an f/4.5 Zeiss
anastigmat, an excellent

lens of 75-mm. focal length. The
shutter is a special type of Compur, a one-lever pattern which
employs this lever for setting
the shutter and also for releasing
it. Thus, a turn of the lever to
the left sets the shutter, and
then a turn to the right releases
it and makes the exposure.
The viewing lens is a Heidoscope
of large aperture, paired exactly
with the taking lens, so that the user can be sure that the
picture on the film is focussed exactly as it is seen in the
big and bright image in the finder. There is also a small
magnifier fitted above the focussing screen to ensure
exactitude in focussing.
The “ Rolleicord ” has a metal body, with patterned
metal panelling, which gives it a distinctive appearance.
22

delay.
usually

one

can

be

fitted without

Then we must see that a good tripod
is available, for in subjects like that
of the present it is essential to avoid
body tremors. If a flat-bottomed
boat or floating platform be available
it should not be difficult to track-up,
without wobbling, from a medium
shot to an explanatory close-up.
Working actually on the water is,
however, apt to result in splashing
the camera, hence the vital parts of
the instrument should be well protected
until terra firma is again reached.
Finally, it should be remembered
that many excellent viewpoints may
be inaccessible without soiling the
shoes and other garments. For this
reason, waders may be added to the
list of accessories— certainly a pair
for your lone accomplice, who may
have to wade his way from scene to
scene in order to supply adequate
movement.

“Rolleicord”

A MINIATURE twin-lens camera for roll films from
with

14th, 1934

o

Camera

Incidentally, the focussing knob has a scale of distances
engraved upon it, and the hood of the focussing chamber
closes down, leaving a direct-vision finder in position.
The *' Rolleicord ” can therefore be used, when required,
as an eye-level camera.
An exposure table and depth-of-field chart engraved
on metal plates form part of the back of the camera for
those who need these data.
The

cost is £10 10s.

For £1 extra a strong leather case

can be supplied in which the " Rolleicord
without detaching it from the case.

” can

be used

This Junior Rolleiflex — for that is what the " Rolleicord ”
really is — is a sound little camera weighing 31 oz., 5J in.
high, 3$ in. broad and 3^ in. deep.
work and it is a pleasure to handle.

It will do first-class

The Horivert Enlarger Easel is worthy of attention by all
who are interested in horizontal enlargers that can be converted
for vertical use. The easel takes the form of an open-fronted
box having grooves at close intervals along each side into which
is slid a light panel, on which the sensitive paper is fixed.
This is placed beneath the enlarger, and after focussing on a
piece of paper, the sliding panel is removed, and the sensitive
paper fixed to it. The slide is then replaced in the same grooves
and the exposure made. Different sizes of enlargements are
obtained by sliding the panel into grooves at varying distances.
The easel can be folded for carrying when not in use. Made
of stained wood and costing 25s. it is obtainable from Sands
Hunter & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford Street, London, W.C.2.
The

Institute of Amateur

Cinematographers

has issued an

" International Itinerary and Amateur Cinematographer’s
Year Book and Guide for 1934.” This is a remarkably well
produced booklet, overflowing with information and useful
matter for the amateur cine enthusiast. Among matters dealt
with are lists of places to photograph with the cin6 camera in
London, provinces and abroad, with full particulars regarding
permits. Practically the whole of Europe is covered. Details
of Customs and sporting facilities, hints to travellers, and a list
of the principal events in 1934 are among other features that
will render the book invaluable to the tourist. Particulars
regarding the l.A.C. can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary
W. E. Chadwick, Burley House, Theobald’s Road, W.C.r.
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The

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

February

Accrington C.C. “ Afield with a Camera.”
Bethnal Green C.C. Practical Work.

Week’s
here if the syllabus

14th.

Monday,
Kidderminster

R. Watson.

Birkenhead P.A. “ Common Facts on Common Things.” W. H. Tomkinson.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Portraiture.” R. Coombs.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ 25,000 Miles on a Tramp Ship.” H. Powys Adams.
Bristol P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S. Bridgen.
Camberwell C.C. “ Photographic Pertinacities.”
Chorley P.S. “ Round about Home.” W. Swarbrick.
Coventry P.C. Bromide Enlarging. R. Longden.
Croydon P.A.
C.C. Alliance
“ Concerning
Darwen
Slides.Gurkhas.”
Dennistoun A. P.A. S.P.F. Portfolio.

Bernard

B. Hill.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Here and There with a Camera.” W.
Handsworth P.S. “ A Chat on Colour Photography.” H. Thompson.
Ilford P.S. “ What is a ‘ Quality * Print ? ” L. Vizard.
Kodak Works P.S. “ Some Zoo Pictures.” Miss G. M. Callow.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Walking in Switzerland.” A. E. L. Vial.
Partick C.C. “ Outings, 1933.” W. S. Blair and W. G. Waterfield.
Rochdale P.S. “ Corsica.” A. N. Scott.
Scarborough A. P.C. “ A Trip to Canada.” Mrs. Farrar.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Bromoil. R. Sanders.

F. Calcraft.

February

J. E. Balshaw.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ London River.” W. E. Carrington.
Hebden Bridge P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hull P.S. Y.P.U. Portfolio and Slides.

Woolwich

P.S.

“ The Amateur

Photographer

Friday,
Barnsley

P.S.

Annual

“ Vesuvius

and Pompeii.”

February

E. J. Bedford.
E. A. Robins.

20th.

Guildford and D.C.C. “ Ingleton Falls.”
Hackney P.S. “ Composition.” G. H. Capper.
Halifax P.S. Questions and Answers.
Harrow C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Hebden Bridge P.S. Annual Meeting.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Preparing a Lecture.” A. L. Fairbanks.
Leeds P.S. “ Quality in Bromide Prints.” J. P. Oakes.
Lincoln C.C. “ Photographic Circle ” Portfolio.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ Portraiture.” E. Chambre Hardman.
Manchester A. P.S. “ Cities and Cathedrals of Northern England.” D. Woolhouse.
Monklands P.S. Bromoil. R. H. Hobbs.

Nottingham
Marshall. and

and D.P.S.

“ Wyresdale

and the Lancaster

Notts

P.S.

“ Yorkshire

Tracks

and

Crosier. P.S.
Rotherham

“ The

Experiences

of a Photographer

16th.

Stafford P.S. “ Holidays at the Zoo.” R. W. A. Burgess.
Warrington P.S. Criticism by S. Bridgen.
Whitehall Cine Society. Informal Meeting.

Colne C.C. “ Impressions of Canada.” W. P. Brotherton.
Harrogate P.S. “ In Search of Lincolnshire Windmills.” A. E. Winter.
King’s Heath P.S. “ Home Portraiture.” J. N. Cockin.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Chloro-Bromide Papers. R. S. Beck.

Winchester
York P.S.

Loughborough P.S. “ In the Beginning and Afterwards.” W. F. Charles.
Northants N.H.P.S. '* Home Portraiture.” Miss F. Fleming.
Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Royal Photographic Society. “ The Camera for Landscapes.” J. Ainger Hall.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. East Anglian Slides.
Wimbledon Cin6 Club. Members’ Evening.

February

19th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Correct Rendering of Colour in Monochrome.”
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Bradford P.S. “ A Chat on Three-colour Printing.” Stanley A. Smith.
Canterbury C.C. “ The Chemistry of Photography.” A. Lumsden-Bedingfield.
City of London and C.P.S. Bromoil. R. A. Garnham.
Derby P.S. Slide Evening.
Dewsbury
Erdington

P.S. Members’ Lantern Evening.
and D.P.S. Rummage Sale of Surplus Apparatus.

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ Ancient Scottish Doorways.” Wm. Blair.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Bromoil Group). “ Controlled Skies.” Ralph
Hanley P.S. “ Zoo Photography.” R. W. A. Burgess.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Open Night.

P.S. “ A Talk on Photography as a Science.”
“ Optical Equipment.” G. E. Proctor.

A. F. Park.
of Slovenia."

Lakeland

H.

J.

Passes.”

S.

with

the R.A.F.”

A.

Wednesday,

February

Warner.

21st.

Cyril O. Laundy.

Carlisle and County A. P.S. ” Panchromatism.” V. Corelli.
Cheltenham A. P.A. “ Wells Cathedral.” A. G. Bloodworth.
Chorley P.S. Night Ramble.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Coventry P.C. “ The Commercial Aspect of Photography." P. W. Thompson.
Croydon C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Darwen P.A. “ Colour and Sunshine.” Alex. Keighley.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Colour-Sensitive Plates. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Brush Toning. A. Dicks.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Ilford P.S. ‘ My Pictures — Why I made Them.’ E. J. Lines.
Kodak Works P.S. “ Photomicrography.” E. E. Jelley.
Leicester and L.P.S. Photographic Alliance Prints.
Margate and D.P.F. Members’ Slides.
Partick C.C. ‘ Afoot in the Austrian Tyrol.” A. B. Mitchell.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Wells Cathedral.” J. W. Hodges.
South Essex C.C. “ After-treatment of the Negative.”
South Suburban and C.P.S. The Southampton Quartette.
Worcestershire C.C. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

159
The Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association’s ex¬
hibition was opened by Sir Hugo Rutherford, M.P., at Bluecoat
Chambers, Liverpool, and well sustained the reputation of the
L.A.P.A. for good work by its members.

F. B. H. Wride.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Slide Competition.
Bethnal Green C.C. Debate : Plates v. Films.
Birkenhead P.A. An Evening with S. Bridgen.
Borough Poly. P.S. Night Photography Outing.
Bradford P.S. Cin£ Section Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Portraiture.”
Camberwell C.C. Problem Night.

17th.

Barnsley P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Competition Night.
Partick C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Monday,

Supply.”

Royal P.S. “ Sinai.” Miss Constance Warner.
St. Bride P.S. Copying. G. Maynard and R. Harding.
Sheffield P.S. " Cave Explorations in Yorkshire.” H. W. Haywood.
South Glasgow C.C. S.P.F. Portfolio.
South Shields P.S. Members Look at the World.

Bethnal Green C.C. “ Surrey Downs and Commons.”
Brondesbury Cin4 Society. Production.

February

Water

Peterborough P.S. Developing Negatives.
Portsmouth C.C. Cin6 Demonstration.

H. P. Newland.

Exhibition.

Saturday,

(contd .).

Nelson C.C. “ Photographic Appliances.” Mr. Hayhurst.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. ” Wild Birds and a Camera.”
Norwich
and D.P.S. “ ’Midst the Mountains and Valleys
Howard.

” Prize Slides.

February

and D.P.S.

Morecambe,
Heysham
R. T. Simpson.

Keighley and D.P.A. “ Excursions in the Pyrenees.” H. B. Wood.
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. “ Colour Photography.” Agfa, Ltd.
Liverpool A. P.A. *' Liverpool of Yesterday.” F. B. Jones.
North Middlesex P.S. Chloro-Bromide Enlarging. R. S. Beck.
Oldham P.S. “ Ilfracombe and Minehead.” T. Burton.
Richmond C.C. Lithography. Geo. Hawkings.
Singer C.C. Flashlight.
“ Colour in Photography.”
Work. S. Gordon Hilton.
Top (Practical Night).
for Bromoil. H. Ranson.
Competition Evening.

19th

time to time.

Portfolio and Slides.

Staines P.S. “ X-ray Photography.” J. M. B. King.
Wallasey P.S.
A. P.S.
“ An Hour of
with
a Field Naturalist.”
Walsall
Reminiscences
W.P.S.

Tuesday,

Bath and County P.C. “ The Romance of Modern Transport.” J. B. Harvey.
Bury P.S. Talk on Photography. C. J. Unsworth.
Cardiff C.C. Monthly Competition. Print Criticism by S. Bridgen.
Coatbridge P.A. S.P.F. Portfolio.

Stourbridge Inst. P.S.
Sunderland P.A. Cin6
Tynemouth P.S. Table
Watford C.C. Printing
Wimbledon C.C. Slide

February

M.C.P.F.

or from

Basingstoke C.C. “ The After-Treatment of the Negative.” Johnson & Sons.
Beckenham P.S. “ The Charm of Colour Photography.” F. P. Bayne.
Birmingham P.S. “ Hill Town and Villages in the Pyrenees.” P. G. Hopcroft.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Marine Photography.” F. J. Mortimer.
Brondesbury Cin£ Society. “ Technical Hints and Tips.” A. D. Frischmann.
Cambridge P.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Dunfermline P.A. Slide-Making.
Exeter C.C. Thiocarbamide Slides. Dr. C. Beauchamp-Hall.

15th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Some Mediaeval Treasures in England.”
Aston P.S. “ High Barbary.” Miss E. Shirley-Smith.
Barnsley P.S. Annual Exhibition.

and D.P.S.

of the session

Leeds C.C. Criticism of Members’ Slides. W. E. Tindall.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Exhibition.
London County Council Staff C.C. The Carbro Process. B. Chambers.
Luton and D.C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. The Club Portfolio.
Oxford P.S. “ Egypt.” Professor J. A. Gunn.
Southampton C.C. “ The Beauty of Bournemouth.” S. J. Beckett.
South Essex C.C. (Brentwood Branch). Ilford Lantern Plates. A. Brooker.
Southport P.S. Lecturette Night.

Walthamstow

South Essex C.C. “ Composition.” M. O. Dell.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Working-up the Print.” J. J. Butler.
Stockport P.S. “ Belle Vue Experiences.” Mr. Craythome.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Principles of Picture-Making.” H. J. Damsell.

Thursday,

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

The Coronet Camera Co., of
sent us a copy of their net
accountants. It states that
and sold over half a million

Summer Lane, Birmingham, have
sales certificate, issued by their
during 1933 the Company made
cameras.
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Relative

‘Deciders

yv

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No execution can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return r.f post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest bsuc
to reach tha enquirer.

Sensitive

Side

of Plates.

How can I tell the emulsion side of a panchromatic
plate when loading in total darkness ?
E. J. B. (Winton.)

CTAll that you have to remember is
that plates are always packed film to
film, so that when you start on the
contents of a box the first plate will be
film down and the next film up, and
so on.
Two

Lenses.

Does the lens yield as good or better nega¬
tives than the - - lens ? R. M. S. (Talgarth.)

Both the lenses you name are good
instruments, and it cannot be said
about either of them that it necessarily
gives better negatives than the other.
The quality of a negative depends upon
a great many factors besides the par¬
ticular lens with which it was made.
Mounting

Papers.

Who are the makers or dealers who supply the
hand made mounting papers referred to in an
article on January 17th ?
W. W. (Ilkley.)

The particular papers referred to in
the article were of Whatman manu¬
facture, and these are not obtained
direct from the makers but through
artists’ colourmen, who can supply you
with various papers of this class.

Metal

Polish.

Having found it impossible to obtain Globe polish,
I substitute another metal polish which answers
satisfactorily. Is there anything unsuitable in
it ?
G. R. (Perranporth.)

We know of no objection to the polish
you name as a substitute for Globe
polish, but we should advise you to take
the precaution of filtering it at least
twice through the finest fabric through
which you can pass the mixture. This
polish is much more liquid than Globe
polish, the latter always being thinned
down with olive oil and terebene. Al¬
though shopkeepers seem reluctant to
supply it, it is still on the market, being
made
by laundry
the firm-blue.
of Reckitt’s, famous
for
their
Condenser

Lenses.

I have a pair of 4pin. plano-convex condenser
lenses. How should they be mounted ? At what
distance should a 3} x 2i negative be from the
condenser ?
F. R. G. (Birmingham.)

The lenses should be mounted with
the convex surfaces facing each other
and almost touching. The negative
should be placed close to the condenser,
it. about half an inch from the face of
say
Flashlight.

Which type of enlarger gives the best results—
automatic, semi-automatic, or non-automatic ?
E. C. (Bolton.)

In the course of a play an angel has to disappear
suddenly from the stage. How much magnesium
powder should be fired to blind the audience
temporarily while this takes place ?
W. D. E. (Newport.)

The question whether an enlarger is
fitted with automatic focussing or
otherwise is a matter of convenience
and choice, and has nothing to do with
the results obtained with it. There is
no reason whatever why a non-auto¬
matic enlarger should not be focussed
by hand quite as sharply as if the
operation were carried out mechanically.
The automatic arrangement is con¬
venient and saves time ; that is all.

With every desire to help you, we
cannot see our way to encouraging you
to make such an experiment as you
suggest. An amount of magnesium
powder which would be sufficient to
blind the audience for a long enough
period would probably cause the angel
to disappear in a manner that you do
not contemplate. In any case, the smoke
would be a very serious drawback, even
if the stage and scenery remained intact.

Type

of Enlarger.

24
160

Exposures.

If my meter gives the exposure for f/4.5, what
exposure would be necessary at f/3.9 ?
W. B. D. (Cardiff.)

We have frequently explained the
method of finding relative exposures for
any stops. The simple rule is to square
the f/ numbers The square of 3.9
is 15.21, and the square of 4.5 is 20.25.
Calling these numbers 15 and 20 you
will see that the exposure at f/3 9 is
three-quarters of that required for f/4.5.
Removing

Background.

Can you tell me of a formula, preferably not
including cyanide of potassium, for completely
removing the background from a portrait print ?
G. H. D. (Sutton Courtenay.)

Make a solution of half an ounce of
potassium iodide in 10 oz. of water, and
add sufficient metallic iodine to make
it a deep ruby colour. Paint over the
parts of the print to be removed, rinse
quickly, and transfer the print to a
plain hypo bath ; wash it thoroughly
afterwards. As the paper will be
stained a deep indigo colour you cannot
judge very well when the image has
been sufficiently affected, so that if you
find any image remaining you must
repeat the process.
Reversing.
As I generally want only one lantern slide from a
negative is it possible for me to turn the original
negative into a slide ?
I notice that this is done
with some cinfi films.
J. M. (Swindon.)

There is no method of reversing an
ordinary negative in such a way as to
give you a satisfactory positive usable
as a lantern slide. The cinematograph
films used for reversal are made specially
for the purpose.
Fixing.
I always leave negatives in the fixing solution for
25 minutes. Can you tell me how many 3^x2^
negatives

can

be fixed inP.8 S.
oz. B.of (Worthing.)
acid fixer ?

When you fix negatives you should
note the time taken for the milky appear¬
ance to disappear completely, and then
give as long again in the fixing solution.
Any longer period than this is likely to
do more harm than good. When you
find that the fixing-bath is working
appreciably slower than
you should replace it.
Paper

it did at 'first

Negative.

On developing a film I bought recently I find that
there is a paper backing which I cannot remove.
How can I get it ofif ?
E. R. (Penrhyn.)

We have more than once pointed out
in our columns that the sort of negative
you send is not on film at all, but on
bromide paper, and the only way of
obtaining prints is to set it up in a good
light and photograph it on to bromide
paper, which will give a positive image.
Lens

Names.

I have a rapid Aplanat f/8 lens. Is there any
difference in performance between this and an
f/8 R.R. lens ?
S. G. (Dagenham.)

The two names to which you refer do
not indicate any special difference in
construction or performance. There is,
however, a good deal of difference in the
quality of different makes of lenses of
the same type and aperture.

February
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The

You

cannot

get

Cameras
a better F/4'5
than the Aldis,

Unsurpassed quality in manufacture, with
skill in design and workmanship, ensure
the fortunate owners of Cine Nizo
apparatus lasting satisfaction. The
Model F, here illustrated, possesses im¬
portant features such as a hand crank for
making single pictures, a double speed
motor for 16 (normal) or 32 (semi-slowmotion) frames per second, and takes
standard chargers of 9.5-mm. films of
30-ft. length.

no

matter
you

Cine Nizo 9|-mm. Model F camera with Steinheil
Cassar Anastigmat lens in
fixed-focus mount.
£12-10-0
This model is also supplied with various lenses. Other models
available taking 50-ft. and 103-ft. length films.
Write for descriptive price list.
Cin6 Cameras

of Superlative quality are made

NIEZOLDI

& KRAMER,

and distributed in Great Britain and Ireland by the sole importers
and distributors —

PEELING

& VAN

NECK,

SPARKHILL,

Ltd., 4/6, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.1

For

THIRD

CAMERAS

pay

ALDIS

by :

G.m.b.H., Munich, Germany

Test

what

Lens

book

free

BIRMINGHAM

Chart

postcard,

please

send

ljd.

stamp.

EDITION

THIS volume should be in the

library of every snapshotter
who is keen to get the highest pro¬
portion of successes among his ex¬
posures. It is well illustrated, and
a special feature consists of a
number of separately printed
plates from negatives by the author,
R. Child Bayley.
Price

3/- net

By

Post

3/3

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset
House, Stamford St., London, S.E. 1

QUICKER
-<

o 1i

For exquisite’shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.
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of the Aerograph — its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by
the
speed and efficiency of
its working.
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
~
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being unlraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing
OFFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE.—” The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.—
Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Hide
Limited.
Communications

Amaphot,
is on sale
countries

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c o ' The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

and Sons

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
...1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2-' d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders lor con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed In advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous Issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.1, not later than flrst post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26n, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are Inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the Qrst following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

AND

CAMERAS

AND

Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, If buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to lllfle and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

WARNING

LENSES

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in ” The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar, Cornpur, almost

new, perfect ; filter, lens hood, £6. — Cross,
Minsterworth, Glos.
[9445
f? K 3ix2t Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis,
focal-plane shutter, leather case ; new
condition ; deposit system. — Atkins, 15, Clincart
Rd., Glasgow, S.2.
[9474

alx2i
Ensign RollT. Film
f/4.5hood,
Dallmeyer
4 anastigmat,
and Reflex,
X., lens
case,
31x21
Film Carbine,
Aldis
4 Uno,Ensign
MulchroRollshutter,
speeds 1 f/4.5
to l/100th

£3/10.— Below.

sec., T. and B., brilliant and direct finders, £3U0.
— Thompson, Newhouse, Blakeney, Glos.
[9477

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

31x21 Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5, D.A., self-erecting

4 as brand new, £3/15 ; W.P. Carbine 21x21,
Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, D.V., good condition, £2/10 ;
Wanted — 3x2
Film, self-erecting. — Burr, 52,
Thames Drive, Leigh-on-Sea.
[9486

LEICA Model II for Sale, Hektor f/2.5 len3 ;

perfect condition, £18, or nearest offer cash ;
or deposit as desired. — Below.

ROLLEIFLEX 2}x21, f/3.8 Zeiss lens, non¬

automatic (i.e. , 6-exposure spools), hide
case, Proxar lenses, additional, also yellow filter,
2 gross Velox, frames ; the lot £14, or nearest. —
Below.

ZEISS Miraphot Vertical Automatic Focussing

VOIGTLANDER Bessa, 31x21, f/7.7 anastigmat,

3-speed, cable release ; cost £2/17/6 ; used
twice, £2 or offer ; bargain. — Below.
1 4/) -IN. Double-bladed Print Trimmer, fitted
-L/w paper guide ; splendid condition ; bargain,
£1 or offer. — Below.

- Lo' _

Enlarger, 31x21 negatives, f/4.5 Zeiss lens,
fine focussing device extra, also Zeiss Metal
masks for enlargements P.C., i-pl., and 31x21;
the lot, £6/10, or nearest. — Below.

LENSES

I GUARANTEE above three lots in perfect
KODAK Hawkeye and 6-in. Print Trimmer ; what 4S New, Ensign Selfix 20, Ensar f/4.5, case, 6 P.C. Ica Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 71-in. focus,
9x 12 Mentor Folding Reflex Camera, f/4.5
31x21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, 1933, Dallmeyer GRAFLEX Roll Film Reflex, 3a Postcard size,
ICARETTE 1A Roll Film and Plate, Tessar f/4.5, T.-P. i-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, ONE 10x8 Field Camera, 3 D.D. slides (Shew),
T.-P. Reflex 3£x2i, Cooke f/2.9, 12 slides, F.P.A., ROLLEIFLEX, latest automatic, 6x6 cm., f/4.5
offers ? suit beginner. — Advertiser, 77, Chesnut
Rd., London, S.E.18.
[9478

Zeiss Tessar,' slides, F.P.A., solid leather
case ; cost £40 ; offers wanted ; genuine bargain.
—Write, 2257, Williams’s Advertisement Offices,
29. Kirkgate, Bradford.
[9479

condition, indistinguishable from new. — W. G.
Kerr, 20, Renfleld St., Glasgow. C.2.
[9492

spools, £2/10; Ernemann 9x12 and i-pl.,
f/5.6, focal-plane and Cornpur, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, £6.— C. E. Kille, Minehead.
[9482

2 f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. A., case ; cost over £10 ;
Tessar f/4.5 lens, leather case ; perfect,
£6/10. — L. B. Banks, 129a, Osmaston Rd., Derby.
£10/10 ; cost over £30. — L. Adams, 64, Mildred
Avenue, Watford, Herts.
[9505

3 slides, double finders, lever focus, Cornpur,
rise and fall, spirit level, £7/10, case.— Box 9349,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9481

Cooke anastigmat f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
l/10th to l/l,000th sec., F.P. A. and 6 slides
[9484
£4/12/6. — Kirkness, 2b, Pitt St., Edinburgh. [9485

R.L. velvet-lined case, £8. — 2, Westbourne
Sale, Cheshire.

Tessar, little used, £13.— Advertiser, 16,
Roxholme Place, Leeds, 7.
[9503

26

YOU

Grove,
[9489

CAN

DEAL

14 single metal slides, F.P. A., back screen, hide

case, £8, or nearest. — Box 9351, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9496

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

tripod, Dallmeyer R.R., Waterhouse stops ;
12x12 Studio Camera, 5 slides, stand; 5i-in.,
171-in. R.R. lenses ; 2 large T.-P. shutters before
lens; P. frames, various, 12x10 to i-pl.; various
corners 10x8 to lantern plate. — Box 9359, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9509

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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THE

14, 1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

1-PLATE Kodak Roll Film Camera, Coronar f/4.5,
1 Compur, 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., screen,
3 double slides leather case ; excellent condition,
63/-, also 2 spools. — Beard, 10, Belton Rd.,
Tottenham, N.17.
[9504

The Latest (pabllefcord
ROLL -FILM
REFLEX

ZEISS Contessa 3x2 Roll Film Camera, f/4.9

Zeiss Tessar lens, in Compur shutter ;
extremely compact ; perfect condition, £5, or
what offers ?— 10, Summer Rd., Erdington, Bir¬
mingham.
[9507
01x21
Kodak Autographic Roll Film, f/7.7
O 4 anastigmat, perfect, 32/6 ;
Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar, 6-in., sunk, unscratched, 70/-. — Below.

BARGAINS. — Mackenzie Adapter, lenses, slides,

meter, K filters, shutter, accessories ; list.
—Box 9358, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

[9510
"VIEW
Contax,
shutter,
il
i toType
1/1, 000th
sec., with
f/3.5 slow-speed
lens ; cost £27/10
;
illness of owner has prevented use of camera,
£22/10. — B. Baron, Lyndhurst, Woodlands , Rd.,
Bookham, Surrey.
[9512

2-PLATE Sibyl Special, Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides,
4 Mackenzie adapter, tripod boards, direct-vision
finder, £5/15. — Below.

5 -IN. Ross Xpres f/4.5, sunk mount, sllp-on

ZEISS F/4.5
TRIOTAR

extension, Dagor f/6. 8, Compound shutter, 1
to l/200th sec., 6 single slides, perfect ; best offer
accepted, dealers note. — Bonnyman, 329, Arbroath
Rd., Dundee.
[9549

COMPUR

SHUTTER

Write

for

full

Or 12 equal

Leather
18/4
Light

payments

case,
£1.
per month

or medium

filters

12/6 each.
Sunshade,
8/6.

GOERZ Postcard Pocket Folding Camera, double

Compur, colour
filter ; perfect, Zeiss
£8/10. —f/4.5,
128,
ROLLEIFLEX
2} Non-Automatic,
Oxhill Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.
[9550
bead wind, rising front, revolving back,
REFLEX
model,
and masking}-pl.
top Soho,
screen,late
f/4.5
Ross with
Zeiss milledTessar
18-cm. lens, 6 double book-form slides, F.P. A.,
12 film sheaths, focussing magnifiers, antinous
release, 3 Wratten filters, large velvet-lined case,
contains everything ; splendid outfit, very little
used and in excellent condition ; bargain at £16
(lowest).- — Box 9371, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.” Deposit.

Photo¬
[9556

5x4 Sanderson Camera, as new, Busch lens,

Unicum shutter, set 4 Planiscope lenses, 4
double slides, case, Ememann tripod, 35/- ;
4}x2} Folding Kodak, R.R., sling case, 15/-. —
Box 9373, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9558

Q/~W_ Apem V.P. Film Camera, focussing, f/8
OU/"
shutter,; case,
developinglens,
tank speeded
; new condition
cost £Kodak
3/5/6.
— Below.

PAIR
f/8 Stereo
mountedBook-form
on roller-blind
shutter,
10/- ;Lenses,
three double
Stereo
Dark Slides and focussing screen. — 49, Redland

~\

LENSES

safety-cap for enlarging, £2/15 ;
Nesbet
Flashlamp, with release and cupe, £2 ; cost £5.
— Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie.
[9548

£10:10:0

VOIGTLANDER Tourist 31x21, double extension,

AND

21onx2£3£x2£
(12 exposures
Film)

details

f/3.5 Heliar, Compur (not D.A.), 2 finders,
spirit levels, F.P.A., hooded focussing screen. 6
slides, 2 wallets, wire release, exposure calculator,
tan leather case ; excellent condition ; cost £18/15 ;
£9/10 or nearest ; deposit.— Wilson, Bishopsgarth,
Stockton-on-Tees.
[9514

CAMERAS

1,-PLATE Tropical Sanderson, Aldis f/7.7, Compur,
4 —1 Below.
new teak book slide, spare panel, lens hood,
£3.

REFLEX,
Ensign
1-pl., St.,AldisMilnrow.
f/4.5, 6 slides,
£4/12.-43,
Equitable
[9517
1-PLATE Anschutz, latest shutter, 5 to 1/1, 000th

plate-holders,
as new, lensless,
£7. — Box
9374,
PRESS
1-pl. T.-P. allFocal-plane,
3 double
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9559
risingRoll
andFilm,
ample4}x2},
cross latest
front model,
movements,
SIBYL
high
finder showing rise, Ross Xpres f/4.5, shutter

Mackenzie adapter, 12 envelopes ; brand new
condition, case slightly soiled ; cost £48 ; accept
£22 or offer ; deposit. — Box 9362, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9523

£15, or offer. — Box 9375, e/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

St., Newport,

4

Mon.

[9516

O4

A

ENOLDE

sec., range-finder, f/2.9 Pentac, f/5.6 Telephoto,

l/150th to 2 sec., T. and B., pigskin case, filter,
hood, pocket tripod, also in case ; condition as new ;
complete and delightful outfit ; cost over £32 ;

31x21
N. & slides,
G. Folding
Reflex,leather
Ross case,
Xpres Dallon
f/4.5,
2 3 D.D.
F.P.A.,

STEREO Standard 6| x 31 (Lizar’s) Folding

10-in. f/5.6, in leather case. Beta filters for both
lenses, £25 ; also 12-plate Changing-box for same,
£2 ; Graflex Roll-holder, £1 ; approval, deposit.
— Box 9360, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9525

ROLLEIFLEX
automatic,
new ; October,
1933, little 6x6,
used ;f/3.8,
approval
deposit
£15/15,
or nearest offer. — 83, North

St., Wellington,

LEICA Model 2, Elmar f/3.5 case and hood, £16 ;
Valoy Enlarger, printing board, dishes,
paper, orange light, £7/10 ; as new. — Box 9378,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9563

Som.

[9527 ;
lyTEW Soho Cadet, anastigmat f/6.3 ; cost £2/5
1”
25/-. — Barron, 56, Barons Court
Rd., bargain,
London, W.14.
[9529

ZEISS Ikon Sirene J-pl., f/6.3 Novar anastigmat,
6

slides

and

F.P.A.,

cost

£10,

accept

£3 ;

T.-P. Imperial |-pl., triple extension, 6 D.D. slides
and lens, cost £6/10, accept £2/10; 12x10 Double
Extension Professional Camera, 3 D.D. slides and
leather case, cost £22/10, accept £4/10 ; also
Goerz Tele Lens, 75-mm., cost £6/10, accept £2 ;
wanted in exchange, best Leica Camera, range¬
finder and developing tank offered. — Chew, 49,
Hulton St., Brooks’s Bar, Manchester.
[9533

ZEISS Maximar 31x21, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed-

action Compur, in practically new condition,
3 slides, F.P.A., tripod and an electric enlarger to
fit same, £8 or near offer ; can be seen any time
on Sunday, February 18th, or write. — 544, Green
Lane, Ilford.
[9534

V.P.K.
Special,shutter,
Series leather
III, f/4.5
Diomatic
case,Zeiss
filterTessar,
; as
new ; cost £7/15 ; £4/10 or nearest. — Harwood,
107, Lonsdale Rd., Oxford.
[9535

The Original Self-focussing Camera. Roll film, self-erecting front,
and telescope focussing view-finder, f/4.5 anastigmat lens. Vario
shutter, delayed-action, l/25th to l/100th sec., jOft • 4Q
■ C
T. and

B., leather case. List price £4 19s. 6d.
■
Six equal payments of 11s. Od. per month.

CLEARANCE
V.P. Merit

£7. — 96, Greencroft

Rd.,

Box

Fotostick
Xpress

LINES — ALL

Cameras.

31 x 21 Coronet

Box

Rodenstock

Cameras,

and

Photo

Paste,

3 tubes

All-metal

Pocket

Exposure

lens.

I w

■ w

NEW

Usual

price 10s. fid.

Onr price 3s. 9d. Postage fid.
canvas cases. Listed 13s. fid.
Our price 3s. 9d.

Meters.

Each. .

Postage
.. .Is. Od.
...Is. 3d.
...Is. Od.

Coronet Viewing Scopers. Usual price ‘2s. Each
V.P. Canvas Cases, and sling. Each .
V.P. Whitewood Printing Frames. Three for -

.. Is. Od.
...Is. Od.
Each
31 x 21 Leather Cases, for roll-film folding cameras,
3s. and
Od.
16-mm. Films, 400-ft. reels, 4 Felix subjects, Mickey Mouse
Travel, Felix and Charlie Chaplin. Each reel, all in good £15
condition0

BABY Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 double slides,
F.P.A.,

SECOND-HAND

Hounslow.

BARGAINS

[9536
1QOQ
Thornton-Pickard 31x21 Reflex, ErneJLt/OO
mann Ernoplast f/3.5 lens, in focussing
mount, revolving back, rising front, etc., focal-plane
shutter, 1/1 0th to 1/1, 000th sec., 7 slides, leather
case, Justophot exposure meter, in leather case, £10.
— C/o Chemist, 283a, Regent St., London, W.l. [9537
and Ensar
cross;
AS anastigmat,
New. — No. Muichro
7 Carbineshutter,
21x3},risef/4.5

34 • 2J Ensign Popular Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis lens, 6 slides. £8 17 6
3i x 2* Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, 6 slides. .£700
34 x 21 Salex Focal-plane, f/3.9 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£3 12 6
8-mm. Kodak Cine 8 Outfit, as new : Camera, f/3.5 lens, and
Projector, motor drive, etc., all in case .
£17 0 0
7-in. Blitz f/6. 8 Anastigmat Lens .
£18
6
12-in. f/6. 8 Ross Telecentric, in focussing mount. .
£4 17 6
4-in. f/4.5 Dialytar Anastigmat, in Compur shutter .
£110
0
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 lens and portrait lenses £1 12 6

55/-. — Norwent,

3^x21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 lens, 5-speed
soiled .

Grange

Rd., Bessacarr, Doncaster.

ABSOLUTELY as new and perfect, Zeiss Ikon

[9541
Miroflex, 3} x 21, Bio Tessar f/2.8, all accessories,
and velvet-lined case ; cost £67/10 ; £38. — T. L.
Baker, 2, Park View Mansions, Green Lanes,
N.4.
[9542

Phone : Holborn 0664 '3 lines).

shutter. Un¬
£3 7 6

Established 1889.

TWOCookeBargains.
3}x2}II,Graflex
Junior,f/6
f/4.5 —Series
10-in. Reflex
Dallmeyer
4

12-in. f/6 Adon, screw-in filters, 3 D.-D. ; brand

BE

bargain,
— David
Roberts,
LEICA
in, £18/15
as new,cash.over
117,000,
ElmarWelford,
f/3.5,
Stratford-on-Avon.
[9568
UNUSED.—
4X4
Automatic
Rolleiflex,
f/2.8,
perfect, any trial, £17/10. — Box 9384, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9573
F/2.5
5}-in.
Anastigmat,
suit
3}
x
2}
reflex,
£10 Cooke
; perfect.
— Shaw,
67, Chiltern
View
Rd.,
Uxbridge.
[9513
LEITZ
Elmarperfect,
Lens
f/3.5,
depth-of-focus
40/; 5-cm.,
also
electric scale,
Exposure
Meter,
dull
lightWeston
button,Photo¬
case,

instructions, as new, suitable ordinary and infra-red
photography, 90/- or near. — Box 9350, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9495
1 L43-fN. Busch Bistelar Telephoto f/7, 2f-in.
1U4
flange, sunk, no iris, 12/6 ; 55-mm. Krauss
Trianar f/3 Enlarging Lens, 39/- ; Jaynay 9-in.
Trimmer, 7/6 ; Verax Graduated and Kodak 8A
Filters, 4/6 ; 3 boxes Ilford, Wellington, }-pl.,
7x5, 5x4, lot 2/6 ; Wanted — Leica accessories,
wide-angle, Megoflex. — Wilson, Midway, Coastguard
Rd., Sandbanks, Bournemouth.
[9528
Trade.

ALLENS. — Leica n (£22 model), £15/17/6 (like
new) ; Rolleiflex Automatic 4x4, Zeiss f/3.5,
case, Proxars, filter, lot £12/19/6 (£23/17/6 value).

£15/17/6
; also Non-auto
f/3.8 model,
ALLENS.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex
6x6,£10/17/6
f/3.8,
(practically new).
Contax— E.-R.
Case,f/4.5
13/6;
Film, ;
ALLENS.
Brilliant,
lens, 31x21
Compur,Roll£5/17/6
Aplanat lens, 3-speed, 18/6, new.
£5/5 ;— No.
Zeiss f/4.5,
ALLENS.
Kodak7 Carbine,
Six-20, f/4.5,
D.A. Compur,
Compur,
£6/19/6 ; Voigtlander Prominent, £18/17/6.
Leica, —Contax,
etc. ;Rolleicord,
two-thirds (approximately)
ALLENS.
For new
Super Ikonta,
allowed modern cameras part payment, subject
approval. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester,
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 car).

Telephoto, 3 D.D., F.P.A., case ; excellent con¬
dition, £8/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Reflex de Luxe, f/4.5 Serrac,

new last year ; cost £44 ; £17. — R. Thompson,
89. Gipsy Hill. London, S.E.19.
[9546

Photo¬
[9560

Hand or Stand, screen or scale focussing,
leather covered, paired Aldis anastigmats f/7.7,
metal shutter, T. B. I., coupled stops, 3 D.D. slides ;
perfect order ; good condition, Watkins tank for
same ; £5 ; deposit system. — Box 9377, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9562

289, H.IGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,

TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.1

4 (7
[0087

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments.— 87,
Lamb’s

Conduit St., W.C.l.

[8375

SYSTEM.
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BIG BARGAINS
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate, f/6.3. 3-speed. As new .
£1 12
3} x 2\ Zodel Plate, f/6.8. 3-speed, double ex. As new. ... £1 9
P.C. Ensign Roll Film Plate, f/6.3. 7-speed. As new .
£1 15
31 x 21 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5, 3-speed. As new .
£2 5
10-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. 100 ft., case. Cost £'24. . . . £8 17
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £28 .
£7 15
16-mm. EDsign Super Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, forward, stills,
reverse, rewind, tilt. case. Cost £50. Like new. . . £19 19 C
3i x 24 Ensign No. 7 Roll Film Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. latest D.A
Compur. latest rise, cross. Like new .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross
wire finder, slides, screen. Like new .
£5 12
9J-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5. 3-speed. Cost fii5
£8 8 u
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. latest steel self-capping,
latest,
hood, long ex., revolve back. Like new .
£8 17
p'°iect°r, f/1.8. 100-watt, case. Cost £28 ’ill 11
3i x 24 Ensign Roll
Film, Lukos f/4.5, Compur .
£2 17
i-pl. Klito, Aldis f/5.5, 7-speed, double ex., slides
.
£1 15 u
*"P \
.Iko“
F°lding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5. latest
l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, slides, case. As new
£07 in
3i x 24 Ernemann Roll Film Plate, f/6.8, 7-speed
£1 9
i-p . Goerz Plate, f/6.8, Compur, double ex., slides
.
£2 17
a "to peiSS tessar f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur. As new.... £3 19
» x 12 Lmemann Mackenzie Adapter, envelopes
.
£1 17
j-pl. Etui. Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur. double ex. .
£9 17
10-mm 8tewart-Warner Camera, f/3.5, 4-speed.
Snip!!!! £5 5
4J-m. Aldis-Butcher f/6.3, Compur. As new
.
£1 9
i-pl. Cameo Plate Pocket, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
latest D.A. Compur.
01 o?UJ? e.ex'Un8e’ croS8, wire finder. As new .
£6 17 6
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film Re3ejt, Aldis f/ 3.4,
latest self-cappins, deep
hood, latest dead register .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Compact Reflex, Dallmever
f/3.5, latest self-rapping
oi de®P hood, double ex., revolve back. Snip .
£8 17
Cei°i f/.5T,Anasti?mat- Good condition .
£1 17
3J x 2i Ensign 7 Roll Film Plate, f/4.5, 7-speed .
£4 4
34 x 24 D’joflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. unique metal
J/1.000th deep hood, slides. Cost £20 . shutter. 1 loth
£6 17
fit
Ihag«e ,?oU FiIm* V4-5’ Compur, rise front .
£3 17
4rt90®rz Fold,nS Reflex, Aviar f/4.5. Like new .
£9 17 n
3i x 2i Voigtlander Film, f/4.5, D.A. new
Compur .
£5 17 6
?“ ““i, Stewart- Warner Projector, A.C. transformer
.
£8 17 6
*"D
r,0mDact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest
self-capping.
lom, ex., revolve latest back, slides .
£8 17 6
10-mm. Zeiss Dion Kinamo Camera, Tessar
f/9.7 _
. ! £10 10 0
i X|*
Compur- As new .
£3 17 a
24
£°oke *'3-5. i/iotb to 1/1, 000th. slides £8 17
7 *V eT
Certo Roll Film, f/4.5, 3-speed .
£1 15
®e“-H°well Camera, f/3.5, 100 ft., hide ckse.’ .'.'! £12 12
i i
Voigtlander, Hellar f/4.5, case. Cost £24 .
£6 17
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate, Goerz f/6.8,
Compur .
£2 7
SaU.,m!y£r SnaP3h°t. f/6. F.P. adapter, case .
£1 19
40 x 30 Beaded Cine Screen, doubles light
values .
£2 5
Zeu3 ^b0D Projector, Zeiss lens. 100-watt, case. . £9 17
Travrel- Comedy, Drama .
15s. Od.
prSn0
?mb^?d Stills and Movies Exposure Meter. ... £3 3
P.C.
Khto, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, double ex., case
.
£2 17
Lelca Printer. As new .
£15

0
6
0

f/6-3. As1/fith
l/iooth.* ' As new.’
o x 4 fl. S°.h0
Cine Ro,1J.
White Fiim’
Screen.
new to
.

6
a

£1 19
£1 *

Plni OIa»«
4 m n _
. ...
******!
.
31 x 91
21 Kodak
Boil *Fiim/R.R‘3"«pwi:
I:::::!!!!!!!
vol f. ” JT.3
3'spMd- slldes’ wlre fln,,er .
€3 17
SIx2| Tourist Plato, Holiar f/4.5, D.A. Compur.
cross, wire flnder, slides, case. Cost £21 . doublo ev. rise'
£9 17 6
aiT«J?'n5DS-ra, £araera*
10« «■. 3 speeds, case.
£9 17 6
ti v 9 ¥°,mv 1,?°„n!8ssa P,ate* Te89ar f/4-6- Compur .
£3 19 6
in
Agfa RoIl^Um, f'6. 3, 7-speed. Unused .
£2 7 6
-7S-eWf»ft‘^?rn.el7 f/19, 4*speed. suPer camera _
£9 17 6
34 x 2* Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Pocket, 44-in. Tessar
f/4.5, D.A. Compur.
£9 17 6
i i «2U. ® ex‘* ^e^t clip-on slides .
*
»5e,iSS Ik0n Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5, l/10th to 1 '1.000th
triple ex. revolving back. Cost £60 .
£19 19 (j
^•DK°2aS
Aat°-tbread Super Projector. Cost £100. . £29 10 0
O? J o? °eaded Screen, In leather cover, self-erecting .
£5 17 6
34x^* Zeiss Ikon Ernemann Folding Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5. selfcapping 1/loth to l/1.000th. Cost £40 .
£9 17 0
1m0™-EtL^n Projector, 50-watt, 400 ft. .resistance .
£3 17 6
24 x2a mD‘pg^7pFl*®* f/4'5k7’sJ,eed' r,8e* croas .
£3 17 6
in
nT»P* F Pm^Adapter, 9s. 6d. i-pl. T.-P. F.P. Adapter, 8s. 6d.
9?"vn9iDull™f.yerJTe
ephoto f 6* 8uit 34 X 24 reflex .
£5 17 6
34x24
Voigtlander Plate,
f/4.5. D.A. new Compur. double ex., rise
£6 17 6
fYller- slides. Latest. Cost £10 .
1 iCmSB
* P A,/; Eftes* Field, Aldis f/ 7.7, roller blind, triple ex., latest
fittings, book shdes. Like new .
£4 4 0
|Tp**0i Hs Fdn* Rkte, Te8sar f/U5, Compur.
ir
Rodak Rq11 Film, Tessar f/4.5, l/10th

Unused....
to 1 1.000th

g!’v%I?T^JfaSI1SeiProiect?r’f/1
List*27- Unused.
3i
2i Tropical 7 Ensign Film, f/4.5, D.A.
, rise, cross .
8mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. Just like new .
oTmiS’, Stewart-Warner Camera, f/3.5. Like new .
FUm’ f/6 3- 3-speed .

£6 17
£6 17

. £13
£4
£7
£9
£1

13
17
7
17
17

6
6
0
0
0
6
6

c n o
DA- Compur, wire flnder .
£4 17 6
91 01 T?e..Fl m8 Prama> Comedy, Travel. Each .
17s. 6d.
n •x
Dailmeycr Snapshot Film, f/6. As new .
£1 19 0
9-m. Dallon f'5.0 Telephoto, reflex or Press .
£6 17 6
16-mm Ensign Projector, 100-watt, resis., case.
Like new £8 17 6
Kodacolor Filters, suit f/1.9. Like new .
£1 19 0
i-pl. T.-P. Special Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, sunk box,
latest steel selfcapping, latest hood, D. slides. As new .
£11 il 0
i-pL Anschntz Goerz Doable F.P. Adapter .
8s 6d
Fox 16-mm. News PiJra, 200 ft. As new .
£112
0
35-mm. Sept Compact Camera, f/3.5. single picture
.
£4 4 0
^‘miS-AE,mpty 400-ft- Rt,elscondition .
2s. 6d.
50x40 Silver Cine Screen. Like new .
17s 0d
9i-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/1.5 and f/1.9 Tele.,
case £27 10 6
Voigtlander Superb Mirror Reflex, f/3.5. As new .
£14 14 0
i-pl. T.-P Duplex Reflex, Cooke f/2.5, self-capping, 1/1 0th
to 1 /1.000th
double ex., revolve back, D. slides, case .
£19 19 0
4i-in. Zeiss Tessar f 4.5, 7-speed shutter .
£2 17 6
44-in Goerz f/6 8. £1 9 6.
5 ‘-in. Zeiss Protar f'6.3, £3 17 6
6-m. Copke f/4.5, £1 19 6.
6-in. Dallmeyer f/6.3, £15
0
5i-m. Stelnheil f '4.5, 7-speed .
£2 5 0
41-in. Goerz f/6.8, Compur .
fl 17 6
Slides.— V.P. Goerz Nickel. Is. 9d. V.P. N. A G. Double,
8s. 6d.
i-pl. Ensign Book, 15s. Cd.
J-pl. Goerz Double, 9s. 6d.
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f'1.8, 180-watt, forward, stills, rewind,
resistance, case. Cost £29. Like new .
£17 17 0

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
7 DAYS’

28

GORSE
RD., BLACKBURN

APPROVAL.

POST

PAID.

USE

photographer

Trade.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
W.l, the camera
bargains.

advertisements

LENSES"

AND

| CAMERAS

14, 1934

specialists

122, Regent St ,
offer the following

ALL Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

31x2i Goerz Tenax Folding Pocket Camera,
2

double

extension,

rack

rising

and

cross

front,

reversible finder, spirit level, fitted Goerz Dogmar
f'3.5, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 ,’200th and time, cable
release, 6 slides, £7/15.

31x21 Ensign Cameo Folding Pocket, double
2

extension,

rising

and

cross

front,

reversible

finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Ensar anasti-miat
f/4.5, Mulchro shutter, 1 to 1 /100th and time,
cable release, 6 slides, roll-holder, canvas case, £4/15

31x2} Newman & Guardia New Special Sibyl

2 focussing, rising and cross front, N. & G
reflex finder, spirit levels, fitted Sibyl Cooke
lens f/4.5, speeded shutter, } to 1 /150th and time
F.P. A., 3 D.P. holders, leather case, £14/17/6.

31x2} Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing adjust2

ment,

rising

front,

wire-frame

finder,

quick-

wind focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th and
time, fitted Dallmeyer Dalmac f/3.5, F.P. A
£8
1-PLATE Thomton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex
4 focussing, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, reversing back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1 /10th to 1 /1,000th and
time, fitted Carl Zeiss Triotar f/4.5, 10 slides
F.P. A., canvas case, £7.

POSTCARD 3a Graflex Roll Film Reflex, focussing

adjustment, deep triple focussing hood, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1 /10th to 1/1, 000th and
time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, £6/17/6.

31x2} Zeiss Ikon Minimum Palmos Press Focal
2

plane,

rising

and

cross

front,

direct

finder

quick-wind focal-plane shuttpr, 1 /15th to l/750th
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing
mount, 2 D.P. holders, F.P. A., and leather case :
as new, £11/17/6.
1x2} Etui Folding Pocket Camera, focussing
1 adjustment, reversible finder, also wire-frame
finder, fitted Trioplan anastigmat f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release
slides, F.P. A., £4/10.

XV
I kiE PAIRS
OVnoriononil
. apparatus
nx.4!
„ A „ given
_
u . e .by
experienced
workmen
I?
to allnrn*lrmon
makes of
executed
;
estimate
before
proceeding.

APPARATUS
can be; purchased
deferred
payments system
please askonforourdetails.

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, best
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.
possible results.

Quick service.

W.l.

[0010

3 4 cm. Pilot, Carl Zeiss f/*2.8 Tessar lens. Compur shutter, leather
case. The smallest roll-film reflex camera on the market. In excellent
condition. List price £21. For .
£15 0 0
3 A ' 2 A N. & G. Folding, Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price
£44 17s. 6d. For .
£26 16 6
4i x 3} T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Cooke f/3.5 lens, 12
plate-holders, K. filter, leather case. In good condition. List price
£20 10s. For .
£13 10 0
31 x 21 T.-P. Horizontal, Dallmeyer f/3.5 Dalmac lens and a 9-in.
Dallmeyer f/6. 5 Telephoto lens, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather
case. List price £22 5s. For .
£15 15 0
41 x 31 Kodak Graflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder. In good condition .
£9 12 6
Postcard Kodak Graflex, Berthiot Olar f/5.7 lens, leather case.
Good condition. Takes postcard size roll films .
£7 12 0
4.5 x 0 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition.
List price £35 15s. For .
£17 17 0
9 - 12 cm. Ensign Folding Reflex, quick-wind self-capping shutter,
Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, F.P. holder, canvas case .
£10 10 0
41 3J Dallmeyer, revolving back, Dalmac f/3.5 lens, 3 double
plate-holders. In excellent condition. List price £25. .. . £15 15 0
5 4 N. & G. Square Reflector, 71-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres
zie adapter. 12 envelopes, leather case .

lens, Macken¬
£19 12 6

41 x 3J N. & G. Square Reflector, 5i-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Series Vila
Profcar lens, also 11-in. Ross f/4.5 Telecentric lens, 2 plate-holders,
F.P. holder, changing-box .
.
£21 0 0
3| x 2J Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,
roll-holder, case. In good condition .
£9 17 0
31 x 2A Ihagee Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,
6 plate-holders, leather case. List price about £40. For.. £18 12 6
10 15 cm. Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. List
price £45. For .
£10 10 0

CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys.
London
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.

41 x 31 Soho, revolving back. Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, F.P.
holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price over £40.
For .
£24 16 6

269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
ADAMS & CO., LTD., Photographic Apparatus
Manufacturers, 122, Wigmore St., W.l ;
note new address.
Adams & Co., Ltd., is still
management as for the last
45 years, and all orders are given the same
careful attention which has built up our reputation
for reliability and good service.

8J x 4 2 Adams’ Minex, revolving back, 81-in. Ross Zeiss f/4. 6 Tessar
lens, 3 double plate-holders, leather case. In excellent condition.
List price about £100 .
. .
£35 0 0

(^ELECTION

of Second-hand

Guaranteed

Apparatus.

VOIGTLANDER
Superbanastigmat
Twin Lens
RollCompur
Film,
f/3.5 Voigtlander
lenses,
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., leather case ; new
dition, £17/10.

con¬

41x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, 3-in. f/2.9 Pentac, F.P.
2

71 -in. Kodak

f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
£9 12 6

5 4 Goerz Folding, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor anastigmat lens, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case .
£7 17 6
4} x 31 Ensign Popular, reversing back, Zeiss f/4.5 Triotar lens, F.P.
adapter. In excellent condition. Original price £12 10s. £5 17 6
4[ 31 Ensign Popular, reversing back, Serrac f/4.5 lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and case. All in good condition .
£7 17 6
3A 2J T.-P. Junior, reversing back, Plaubel f/2.9 lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter. In good condition .
£7 17 6
41 x 31 Graflex, revolving back, Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat lens, F.P.
adapter and canvas case. In excellent condition. Cost
£33 0
£16 16
41 31 T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, 6-in. Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, MackenzieWishart adapter, 6 envelopes, F.P. adapter. Practically new. Cost
£29 10s .
£10 15 0

adapter, £8.

31x2}
N. 3& D.D.
G. Folding
f/4.5 case,
Ross £28.
Xpres
2 lens,
slides, Reflex,
waterproof

10 x 15 cm. Soho, 71-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double
leather case. In good condition. Cost new, £40 .

plate-holders,
£21 0 0

5 ■ 4 Soho, 7A-in. Cooke f/3.5 lens and 6-in. Tessar f/6.3, 6 D.P.
holders, hood, filter and case. New price £00. Good condition
£30 0 0

K x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, 61-in. f/6.3 Zeiss
fJ Protar, 3 D.D. slides, £12.

4 6}-in.
f/6.3 Zeiss
Protar,Folding
F.P. adapter,
41x3}
Adams’
Tropical
Minex leather
Reflex,
case, £60.

3A 2J Ernemann, Ernon f/3.5 anastigmat lens, 3 double plateholders. New condition. List price £42. For .
£27 10 0
Postcard Compact Reflex,
F.P. holder .

41 x 31 Soho, revolving back, 6-in. Ross f/3.5 Xpres,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost new £42 .

3 D.P. holders,
£26 10 0

Meyer
f/4 5
9x12 cm. Press Camera, focal-plane
shutter,

3 A 21 Ensign, revolving back, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 lens, 3 metal
plate-holders. New price £12. Shop-soiled only .
£8 5 0
3A x 2J Tropical Britisher, revolving back, Aeroplan f/4.5 lens, 5
D. slides, F.P. adapter. New price £20. In good condition
£10 12 6

inx15for cmAclams’
XU
stereoscopic,
f/4.5, 5}-in. focus, F.P.
condition ; cost £150,

Postcard Tropical Soho, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, changing-box for
12 plates, leather case. In excellent condition .
£18 10 0
12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Reflex and Press Camera, 6-in. Carl
Zeiss f ,'4.5 Tessar lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather case.
New condition. List price £50 .
£28 10 0

l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., Hugo
lens, 9 single slides, £17/10.

Tropical
Minex
made
fitted with
pair Reflex,
Ross Xpres
adapter, pigskin case ; in new
£70.

A QUANTITY
of new 6d.Xylonite
Dishes,
in.,
4/6 each, postage
extra (list
price 15x12
12/- each).
part exchange.
WRITEtakenforin Latest
Second-hand List ; apparatus
A.
ADAMS &Square,
CO., LTD.,
122, W.l.
WigmorePhone,
St.,
Portman
London,
Welbeck 3215.
[9572

FOCUSSING

MAGNIFIERS

Fit the hood of most reflex cameras,
permit of focussing with the Q4 /
greatest

exactness.

PRICE

BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex, SANDS HUNTER&Co.
etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England on
your old camera.
[9571

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Phone

: Temple

Bar 2340.

37, BEDFORD
RISK.

Telegrams

: Sansnnter,

ST., STRAND,

Lesquare,

LONDON,

“

® /™

London.

Ltd.
W.C.2

February

THE

14, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

DELIVERY NOW
WANTED. — Leica, good condition, cheap, full FROM STOCK— 7
| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

particulars. — Branton, 103,
Hull.

Constable

|

St.,
[9476

^ollefcord

B. 3|& H.Telephoto
Filmo 70Dwide-angle
wanted, and
second-hand,
with ;
f/1.5 lenses
approval. — Box 9348, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[9480

—■
SparkWANTED. — Cheap Pathe Hand-Cine Camera.
[9483

WANTED. — 3J X 2} Folding Roll Film Camera,

•

Norman— All
Collinson,
16, Bath
WANTED.
accessories
for Rd.,
31x2}Felixstowe.
Etui. —
[9491
WANTED.
— Ladies
or ”Gents,
otherwise
engaged,
who can
“ snap
parties
leaving
their

ZEISS F/4.5 LENS
COMPUR SHUTTER
SIMILAR TO A ROLLEIFLEX at Half the Price

WANTED. — Dolly 4x3 cm. Camera, f/2. — -

£10 : 10 : 0

[9497

WANTED. — Reasonably Cheap Second-hand Pathe

200-B Projector, for 200-250 volts, also
Pathescope Motocamera B ; possible exchanges
arranged. — B. Esler, 8, Adelaide Terrace, Larne. [9500

CASE

£1 : 0 : 0

WANTED to Exchange, f/2. 8 Zeiss Triotar

Pathe Luxe Motocamera, for f/2. 5 Moto¬
camera, with tele attachment and cash adjustment,
or sell. — Vaughan, Rosmellon, Liss, Hants. [9502

A £3/10
THIRTY-YEAR-OLD
tone, forin
case, outfit worthViolin,
£10, infine
exchange
}-pl. Sanderson or similar outfit, anastigmat lens. —
10, Redthorn Grove, Stechford, Birmingham. [9508
01x2}
Plate Reflex, exchange 3}x2} Speed

OS

Roll-film Reflex, f/4.5. — Lawrence, Ashleigh,

Hillcroft Avenue,

Pinner.

good lenses, in exchange for 3}x2} Reflex,
Murer f/3.9, revolving back, focal-plane, F.P.A.,
and slides. — Erith, The Bungalow, Hendon Way,
N.W.2.
[9518

WANTED. — Leica in, f/3.5, Contax, f/2. 8, or

Zeiss Ikon Ermanox, f/1.8 ; exchange for
radio components (new and second-handt and
cash.- — Corbett, Northwood, Lome Rd., Oxton,
Birkenhead.
[9520

DALLMEYER
Reflex leather
3}x2},case,
f/4.5,few9 months
single slides,
roll-film holder,
old ;

cost over £15 ; exchange for equivalent value folding
film camera, or sell best cash offer. — Box 9363, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9522

WANTED. — 35-mm. Sinclair or other Motor9361,
[9524
WANTED.
—
3}x2}
Etui,
with
Compur
shutter;
details and price to — Box 9364, c/o “ The

driven Camera, also Cine lenses. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
Photographer.”

Grove,
WANTED. — Process Engraver’s Camera, or camera
[9488
WANTED
for
Cash,
f/2
Summar
Lens
for
Leica
HI. — Lownds, Cottage, Old Lenton, Notting¬

WANTED. — Latest Zeiss Nettel Press 9x12 cm.,

WANTED. — 15 x 12 Camera and dark slide ; no
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Cine Goerz
Books dewanted,
good
condition; sell and
107x45
Luxe, f/4.5

lens wanted. — Norfolk House, Carden Avenue,
Brighton.
[9538

Zeiss Ikonta 520 Roll Film (16 on 120), Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5 lens, Compur shutter. As new',
unmarked. Cost £12 5s .
£9 10 0

A

lens), —must
excellent
and
WANTED.
N. & beG. inFolding
Reflexcondition
(Ross [9539
f/4.5
reasonable price ; full particulars to — J. K. N.,
[9540

American
Journals ;as Rollex
WANTED.
— 6x6Photographic
Rolleiflex Accessories,
new;
Roll-holder to fit 9x12 Etui ; Stereo Rolleidoscope

Camera, no fancy prices ; 3} x 2} Vertical Enlarger,
Zeiss Ikon Dia-Box. — Short, King St., Canterbury.

CONTAX, slow speed, f/2.8 and accessories
Exchange.—
250-voitCrypto
d.c. Rotary
to 250-voit
a.c. 50-as
cycle, 200-watt
Converter,
new, with smoothing and switch, for Rolleiflex, in
[9544
wanted. — Cunnell, 13, Bapaume Rd., Hilsea,
Portsmouth.
[9545

good condition. — Allan, 91, Sanda
N.W.

St., Glasgow,
[9551

WANTED.
9x12 157,
GoerzLeesTenax
Slides, cheap,
cash. — —Clarke,
Rd., Oldham.
[9552
YOU

CAN

■

p

Q A I p
OMRak

Icarette Roll Film and Plate Model 21*31,
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur delayed-action
shutter, rising front, double extension, 3 single
dark slides, focussing screen. Just as new.
Cost
£16 12s. 6d .
£12 12 0

Q

A

I

p

CAI

DEAL

SPECIAL
OFFER.— New Goerz Vest Pocket
Tenax, f/3.5 Goerz Dogmar lens, 6 slides, 2
purses .
£8 8 0

CAI

p

"■

:

3i x 2J Zodel
Plate
Model,
f/4.5 Zodel
lens,
Compur
6hutter,
double
extension,
6 slides,
F.P. adapter, case .
£3 17 6

CAI
p
OMkla
11

3ix2$Ibsor
Goerz
Tenax,7 speeds,
Goerz Kalostigmat
f'6.8
lens,
shutter,
double extension,
roll-Qlm holder, 5 slides .
£3 15 0

CAI
p
0#AlaC

31x21
Zodel Convertible
Roll Film lens,
and Compur
Plate Camera,
f/4.5 Zodellar
shutter,
6 slides, lens hood, 3 Primus filters, leather case
£3 3 0

CAI
P
O/tLIbC

Leicato “ 31x21
Filyt ” or
Enlarger,
also f/3.5
negatives
up
portion forofLeica,
1-plate,
lens,
70-mm., complete with printing-board. Cost
over £20. Just as new .
£14 0 0

CAB

SPECIAL
New
3*x2i
Cameo f/3.5
de
Luxe,
plate OFFER.—
model, Dallmeyer
anastigmat
lens, Compur delayed-action shutter, 2 slides

p

■'-■i'
CAI
p
OMLib

CAR
p
UrnlaHB
. .
Cost £46
P

CAR
p
OMbEL
projector.
CAI

p

CAI

p

£12 12

Filmo 70a, 2 speeds, Cooke
Good condition .

f/3.5

0

lens, case.
£15 0 0

Victor Model 3 Turret 16-mm. Camera, takes 3
lenses, 3-speed, hand crank, f/2.9 Dallmeyer
single anastigmat. One only. Brand new.
.
£29 0 0
Filmo lens,
des case.
75 Watch-thin
Model,
Cooke
As new .

f/3.5
£15

U.F.
0 0

DeVry
Projector,
Dallmeyer
f/2.8
Projection16-mm.
lens, 200-watt
lamp,
supplementary
resistance, de luxe case. Perfect, really portable
As new.. .
£17 0 0
Three only Leica Cameras Model I, Leitz Elmar
f/3.5 lens, leather case. As new.... £8 15 0

Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 lens. New price £13 17s. 6d. Our price
—
£9 9 0

Q A | p
OMkGL

Model A Eodascope,
200-watt .

supplementary

resistance,
£15 15 0

WRITE NOW TO SECURE THESE BARGAINS.
APPROVAL, PART EXCHANGE, DEFERRED TERMS.
THE OLDEST AND BEST PHOTOGRAPHIC HOUSE
IN THE COUNTRY.
Established over 50 years.
Grams:

“Photo,” Sheffield.

Phone 23891.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C?LT?
NORFOLK ROW.(FARCATE)
fMlFFISLD
IN

LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS

51-IN. Condenser, by Lancaster’s, mounted in

}-pl., with adapter for smaller sizes ; hardly
used. — Jones, 20, Heaton Grove, Bradford, Yorks.

F

—

WANTED for Cash or Exchange. — Baby Cine

Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and Modem Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[9499

SPECIAL OFFER— New 21*31 Ensign AutoSpeed Roll Film, Aldis Uno anastigmat f/4.5
lens, focal-plane shutter, rising front, leather
.
£10 10 0

CAI

CAR

cheapLong-focus
for spot Lenses,
cash. — David
Roberts,
Welford, ;
LEICA
to actuate
range-finder
Stratford-on-Avon.
[9569
WANTED.
Guardia ;Folding
Reflex,—
must —
beNewman
in good & condition
state price.
Box 9376, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9561
Rolleiflex,
Prominent,Roll
etc.,Film
recent
modelLeica,
and
WANTED.
— High-grade
Sibyl,
new condition essential ; must be bargain for

2 box, 12/6 ; cost over 30/-. — Wilson, Bishopsgarth, Stockton-on-Tees.
[9515

p

"■
case

[9565

SPECIAL
OFFER.
Brand new, three only,
21x31 No. 3 Ensign Carbines, Ensar f/4.5 lens,
Trichro shutter. Each .
£2 10 0

■

stereo outfit, £5. — 7, Grange Avenue, Beeston, Notts.

Square, Southend-on-Sea.

Nagel Rolloroy Roll
Film (16 on V.P.),
Xenon
shutter .
£12 12 0

Q

—

WANTED.
Nettel10x15
Deckrullo,
6x13 — cm.,
cm. ; slides,
exchangeC.D.V.,
9-in.
Teleros for similar longer focus. — Box 9380, c/o

f “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Trade.

BE REPEATED

f/2 lens, Compur

[9530

■ and Dalian Cascade Washer ; Palmos 3}x2},
f/4.5 Tessar, 2 D.D. slides, 6 S.D. slides, £ 8/10. —
Goodearl, 137, Desborough Avenue, Wycombe. [9531

2, Warrior

CANNOT

OMbk

[9526

not less than 15 X 12. — 2, Westbourne
Sale, Cheshire.
ham.

C A I IT

THAT

BLENDUX
brand —new,
or wouldExposure
exchange Meter,
for Ombrux.
Box £3/5
9370,;
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9555
Novar f/4.5,
Zeiss Ikonta,
yellow
KOLIBRI,
Tessar leather
f/3.5, case,
wantedand; Baby

cash ; describe fully, stating lowest price. —
Box 9372, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9557

[9511

WANTED. — }-pl. Stand Camera, complete with

Amateur

STOCKTAKING
SALE
BARGAINS

WANTED"]

filter ; as new, in part payment or sell, £3/5. — Box 9379, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9564

•

local churches ; plate camera necessary. — Write
G., 9, Elmsdale Rd., London, E.17.
[9493
Rd., Lee, S.E.12.

NEW

REFLEX ROLL-FILM
CAMERA

f/4.5 lens, delayed-action shutter ; must
be new condition and keen price. — J. Tweedie,
Jun., Threave, New Cumnock, Ayrshire.
[9490

AND

ANGE

| EXCH
anastigmat
3} x 2},
or reflex
WANTED.
— Zeisslens,
Ikon plates
Ernmanox
Camera,
f/1.8;
Graflex Kodak Camera, f/1.9 lens, plates 3}x2}, for
instantaneous exposures in artificial light, good
condition, cheap for cash ; also Xpdoprinter or
photoprinter for paper, films 3}x2}, wired ready
for use ; outdoor Cinema Camera, f/1.8 lens, with
one-turn one picture movement ; Studio Camera,
and Film Developing Tank ; lowest prices to —
Box 9369, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9554

/

The

F. A. Inshaw, 132, Kyrwicks Lane,
brook, Birmingham.

Bruce, 38, Newstead

XUl

ADVERTISEMENTS

—

PERFECT

minuTr mtfk from Town fM/
SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

ZEISS Miraphot Enlarger, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5,

BARGAIN, Must sell. — Enlarger, Ensign Abbey-

dale, full plate, nest of carriers, 3}x2} to
[9473
full plate, Aldis lens f/6.3 ; as new, £15.
—
24, Wood St., Walthamstow, E.17.
[9501
Trade.

ANCASTER

E NLARGERS.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12 x 10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post
free.
—
Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

CINEMATOGRAPH

Parade,
[0082

APPARATUS

filter for Cine-Kodak,
Kew
KODACOLOR
Filter, complete32/6.with— Jones,
neutral25,density
Gardens Rd., Kew, Surrey.
[9487
motor Auto
drive, Kinecam,
complete in
case, all
ENSIGN
f/2.leather
6, variable
speed,in
brand new condition, cost £18/18, accept £12/10 ;
also Ensign Alpha Projector. 100-watt lamp, com¬
plete in case with spare lamp and six 50-ft.
spools of professional film, all in brand new
condition, cost all told £18, accept £12 ; near
offer for either considered. — Benham, 4, Rangoon
St., E.C.3.
[9494

KODAK Model C Projector, in case ; cost £20/8 •
unused,

£10/10. — Below.

15, Little
COST £18/10, 4-cm. focus Zeiss Biotar f/1.4
Lens,
[9532
; sell,Projector,
£12/10.-77,
AGFA£26/516-mm.
brandHighnew St.,
; listHarrow,
price,
Wealdstone.
[9543

for cine camera, £9/5. — Humphreys,
Newport St., W.C.2.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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APPARATUS

TAYLOR-HOBSON Cinar Cine Lens, 1-in. focus’

f/2.8, micrometer mount ; fit any standard
16-mm. camera ; new condition ; what offers ?—
Ollerenshaw, 11, Granville Place, W.l.
[9547

COMPLETE Pathe 9.5-mm. Outfit, in perfect

condition for sale, comprising Pathe Luxe
Motocamera, in leather case, with Portrait attachment
and filter, Pathe Lux Projector, super reels, film
splicer and film notcher, the whole costing over £35 ;
owner changing to 16-mm. equipment, will accept
£17/10 ; deposit. — Box 9368, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9553

ENLARGING
BROMIDE

CORONET
advertiser
having noCine
use Camera,
for same presented
; as brandto new,
latest
1933 model ; list 65/- ; will sell, 42/-. — Walford, 34,

PAPER

Fountain

of QUALITY -

Vigorous

Grades.
12 sheets

..
..
..
..
..

6£x42
8£ x6£
10x8
12x10
15x12

lOd.
1/4
1/8
2/6
3/9

GUARANTEE.

2/3/4/6
6/6
8/6

. 1 gross
. . 14/9
. 10/6 /. 23/6
. . 33/9

FORD

IQ/.
AO/

Ernemann Standard Projector Mechanism,
suit a constructor admirably.

Illustraphot

Studio

Lamps,

with

bulb

Automatic

9-mm.

Camera,

with

TrO/
4 0/
t:0/
PKAY/.

one only. Others from 65/-.
Standard Projector Mechanism, superior
type, suitable for talkies. Kalee.
Spotlights, complete, also very suitable

f

Talkatone Disc Attachment Outfits, with
pick-up. Play through any radio set.

L

for

theatricals

and

£»PK /

CO.

Telephone : VICTORIA 2977
MINUTE FROM
VICTORIA STATION.
to Saturday}

9-mm.
Wheel.

Projector,
Shows superfitted
reels. with

Colour

MARTIN
Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

No.

731.
No.

No.

733.

Q AA /
OU/"
QA /

2£x3£ No. 120 films .
25/CORREX
Thermometer .
2/6
CORREX
Developing Powders, per
i-dozen .
1/6

Pathescope 9-mm. Projector, takes super
reels; fitted with Illustrachrome.
Portable Standard Projector, ideal school

From

ACCESSORIES

LATE Model Justophot, perfect, approval against
cash, 15/-. — 1, Gregory

8izes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

3C

Road,

CORREX

QUANTITIES.

St., Darwen.

BE

WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

for

Dealers,

AT

or
37, BEDFORD
STREET,
Strand, London, W.C.2

SALE

of

CAMERAS, PROJECTORS,
SCREENS,
SHOP -SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
APPARATUS AT “ KNOCK-OUT” PRICES
4S

AN

brand

^ '
. Cameras OUR
with

EXAMPLE:

new

Agfa

16-mm.

Movie

f/3.5 lens.£8 List
price,
PRICE,
: 19
:6 £15

15s.

The Camera Exchange the Midlands

[9472

Ajf/ESTON Cine Exposure Meter, Photo-electric,
TT used twice; cost £8/10; £5/10. — 43, Avon¬
dale Rd., South Croydon.
[9498

LEICESTER.

for
25/-

TANK

all Photographic

Twenty

[9566

TANK,

films .

ANNUAL

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

CORREX
127

SANDS HUNTER & Co. Ltd.

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 31 x2£, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2£ x 4£)
1/6, 4£x3£ 1/3. 5£ x 3£ 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- £ dozen. Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 £ dozen, 8£ < 6A ; 2/6
dozen. 1/6 £ dozen. 6£ x 4J enlargements. 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 8£ x 6£ 9d., 6£ x 4J 8d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDER3.

Park

FOR

To get the best results from your
films develop them yourself in a
CORREX
ROLL FILM TANK.

£6/12/6.
— 15, Newington Butts,
BELL.as new,
— Midas
Camera-Projector,
leatherS.E.ll.
case,

East

QUOTATIONS

V.P.

QUPER Films (9.5) on Hire, special Series rates,
O
full particulars from North London’s largest
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095

ROLLEIFLEX.
IKONTAS, LEICA. IHAGF.E, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROTECTORS, etc.

122,

2/9 per 100.

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix 2\ . . 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt
i-plate .. 1/9 „
„ I i-plate ..3/6
„

W/ /" Power
Mechanism,
35-mm., Professional
complete withProjector
spool boxes
; beau¬
tiful condition.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard.
Your inspection invited.
[9567

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART
EXCHANGE.
giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.

CAMPION,

SOFT

dances.

CAMERAS" — - • ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,
WANTED

&

OR

OR BROMIDE

and

t/U/ " model ; everything ready for showing.

OSEORNE

ORDINARY

f/3.9 lens,

T/'ODATOYS, Projectors accepted in part payment
Iv for other machines.

USED
Write,

„

MATTE

3 Grades

GASLIGHT

,.
„
„
.,

AY /. Standard Cine Camera, one at 60/-.
Uv//
Amazing opportunity. In perfect order.

MODELS

(Monday

Rewinder,
35-mm.,
for
films
and new
spools
with on
filmbaseboard,
plate.

OR

13/11
20/30/45/s-

PLATES

with

Motors
to run Ideal
all Projectors,
Universal
A.C. or D.C.
for constructors.

SILKY

..
..
..
..

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

lighting.

OK/.
Ou/

*J\jI

320, Vauxhall Bridge Kd., Victoria, S.W.1
• 9 a.rn. to 7 p.m.

Projectors, complete

QA/.

i(\l.

and GRAMOPHONE
ONE

Standard

flex, etc., for mains

81x61
10x8
12x 10
15x12

„
„

POSTCARDS,

quality ;

0\J/

A PK/

SECURE
YOURS
NOW.
Lim¬
ited number available only from :

of Business

high

3/7 „
4/- „,.
5/6
5/4 ,,

ttV// " flex ; can be used on any supply.

CAMERAS

Hours

ft.

PAPERS

1-plate .... 12/7/9 per
8x6
,, gross

VIGOROUS,

O PT /_ Projection Tables, perfect, and of good
appearance, offered at this figure.

CINE

CAMERA

/_ Bijou

/Ajk)I

fitted with F/3.9 anastigmat, spring drive motor, as
listed and sold elsewhere at 65/-, for gg JQ only.
Please note that these cameras are not to be confused
with shop-soiled or the Meniscus lens model. They are

THE

100

BROMIDE

PAPERS

1/9 per gross
2/9 ..
,.

GLOSSY,

Q/"W_ Rainbow
Wheels,
for spotlights’
/wU/
unburnableColour
mediums
for effects,
2/- each.
Ol /_ A Super Attachment for the Coronet ProjectorwA/
A well-finished job.
Opr

. .
..

2}x 4J ..
I-plate..
5x4
..
Postcard

Eastman

Talkie Optical Systems,
only a limited number.

NOTTINGHAM

LATEST

12/- per

35-mm.

IK/.
A tJ/

BRAND
NEW
and unused latest model

GUARANTEED

pan,

Stock,

L/Ci/

& CO. ^pt. p.m.

CORONET

super

Film

ALL

Your money will be re¬

STREET

Standard

POST
FREE

turned in full if you are not completely
satisfied. Write for list of Photo Materials.

MARSHALL

V.P.
3ix2i

brand new andCells
perfect.
U/_/ Photo-electric
for talkies, Visatron ;
TO/.

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

GASLIGHT

Illustrascreen Silver Screen Fabric, 48-in.
wide, cut from the roll, 10/- per yard.

J-V7/

Paper and Card.

.
.
.
.
.

[9570

159, Wardour forSt.,
W.l. — Illustra Enterprises,
EVERYTHING
Movies.
FILMS,
9-mm.,
and non-flam.
35-mm. ;
all these
films 16-mm.,
are safety, 28-mm.
unburnable,

Velvet, Glossy, White
All in Normal and

36 sheets

Birmingham.

Trade.

Guaranteed first quality. You cannot buy
better, no matter what you pay.
Cream Smooth, Cream
Velvet and Matt.

Rd., Edgbaston,

PHOTO

SYSTEM.

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
(Opposite

Photographic Chemists,

SQUARE,
Q.P.O.)

BIRMINGHAM
Phone

: MID.

5670.

February
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MANCHESTER & DISTRICT

ACCESSORIES

THIRD
EDITION

10/-,Double
cost £6/6
; Two others,
8x
6terior,
Coloured
Background,
interior,plain,ex¬
3/6 ; Ross £/4 Lens, 8/6. — 24, Netherton Rd., N.15.
Trade.

▼

Baby
By

AT ALLENS
Fitted with F/4.5
ZEISS LENS
TRIOTAR

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

PHOTOGRAPHS

Cine

£ IQ : 10:0
We are also speci¬
alists in all minia¬
ture cameras.

WANTED^

PHOTOGRAPHS wanted, Lancashire villages and

ZEISS
LEITZ IKON
“LEICA”
“ CONTAX ”
IHAGEE

Trade.

“ EXAKTA ”
etc., etc.

countryside, specimens and prices. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

HAROLD

(^olleicord

[9519

LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

PICTURES
the

9309,
[9475

Children,
etc. ;anysample
WANTED.
— UseAnimals,
of Film Views,
Negatives,
size>
prints (returnable) to — Swiftsure Photographic

B. ABBOTT

Works,

Sutton

Coldfield.

(See Bargains in Cameras
and Lenses columns in this
issne, also
in Mater¬
ials
and advert
Enlargements
columns.)

[9521

MISCELLANEOUS
This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

STUDENT’S Microscope, £ objective, 2 eyepieces,

OF

CINEMATO¬

BABY CINE •'TAKING"
BABY CINE PROJECTING
USING THE CAMERA

APPARATUS
APPARATUS

TRICKS

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
R ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.21,
to
7
;
Wednesday,
.1
p.m.
Callers
K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
lY

THE PICTURE
FINISHING BABY

TAKING
THE
ABROAD

AND

BABY

size

pp.,
paper

you

be

have

from

Piccadilly

The

CINEMA

CINE

7t'X4i".

printed

bound

CAMERA

in

Exposure Meter
Gives

exact exposures
without calcula¬
tions for both
still and cine,
from

“ Kaltona

by post 2/8

SONS

Dorset
Street,

” Cream

Smooth

and Rough,

NO BATTERIES.

7/3, 3/- dozen.

NO RENEWALS.
PRICE
complete in leather case

weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6 ;
1/1-pl.,
2/6 ;
Double¬
Glossy
K1-pl.,ALTON
72 sheets 2/6.,
4 dozen
; 1-pl.,
5/-,
Rbacked
ALTON
Plates8/9,: backed
1-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
5/9; 34x21, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

LTD.

Lantern

12/-; 6 exposures; 31x41, 18/-; 51x31, 21/-.
This advertisement continued on next page.
USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOW

ALL

mediately.
exposure

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

R ALTON
first3ix2J,
quality,10/-;
8 exposures
If X 21,Roll
9/- Films,
dozen;
24x41, :

S.E.1

Ready always to
indicate correct

£4:0:0

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.
|7" .ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
1\ quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

House,
London,

5/- ; 12x10

2 minutes

to i/i, 500th sec.

2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3fx24 glossy,
31x24
1/6
72
sheets,
2/6
41x23-gross
and ;
K
ALTON Gaslight Paper, Ifgross
x 21,; l*/6
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 1-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

stout

From all booksellers , or direct from the Publishers :

&

4.

Car).

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
K
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

LIBRA¬

in colours

SERVICE

Improved

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

FILM

CAMERA
EXCHANGE

(22 or 23

IY double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;

Price 2/6 net;

Stamford

for price list.

TT ALTON

cover

ILIFFE

must

7/3, 3/- dozen.
matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; ‘f-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
j-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3fx24 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

10x8

144

Send

dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON, Birmingham,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4094, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, f-pl. 3/6
KsheetsALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

EFFECTS

FILMS

as

lowest prices ; Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

IN "TAKING"
FAULTS
PROJECTION— THE SCREEN

LIBRARY
RIES

7 minutes

Orders

PROJECTION— THE HOME
FAULTS IN PROJECTING

allowed

AL.L.E.l’Ha
MANCHESTER
ATI
mVTG.
168, OLDHAM
ROAD,

WE offer the Highest Quality Materials at the

TITLES
AND

(approximately)

as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

Trade.

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING

thirds

Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

MATERIALS

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.
THE
PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

Two

part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)

extras and mahogany case, £3. — L. Adams, 64,
Mildred Avenue, Watford, Herts.
[9506

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important new
apparatus has been brought under
review.

THE SUBJECT OF
PROCESSING AND
CINE FILMS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

MOTION
with

AMATEUR

Telephone

RISK.

: National

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.l
5025.

Telegrams

: Staflorles, Cent, London,

31

February
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REPAIRERS

MATERIALS

Trade.

Trade.

Trade.

This advertisement continued from previous page.

K ALTON
& D. 8/6,350, 3Jx2J, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
J-pl., 3H. packs
K ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 J-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
J-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super11/-fast,dozen.H. & D. 2,700, in
3Jx2J,Roll
8-exposure,
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hvdrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro
[0009
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh,
Essex.
Bromide36 sheets,
Paper
and Cardette,
superfine,
all —grades,
J-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Glossy44x2?
Paper,2/6,vigorous
and
normal: Gaslight
34x21 2/-,
J-pl. 3/-,
J-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
54x3J,
& D.600:
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card.
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 81- ; J-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
4-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
and
Bromide
Postcards,
first quality, singles and strips, 50 1/6, 100
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.
ATTWOOD
Plates, superfine
: J-pl.,4 3dozen
doz.
4/6 ; Postcard,
4 dozen quality
8/- ; J-pl.,

11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

BURT'S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) ; REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
700 H.— Super
& D., 3Jx2J
4Jx3J Isochromatic
1/9 dozen,
ALLENS.
Plates, 1/3,special
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. BOWEN’S
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
34 x 24 2/6 single gross ; quantity rate to
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

[0092

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

TUITION,

1 /O DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards
X/ O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included : postage extra.— Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

BOOKS,

ete.

Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; AMATEUR Photographers interested in selling
I71REE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8Jx64
assorted

2d. each. — Below.

their photographs

1 mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-dav service : 84x64 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8J x 6J 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

should

write

immediately

for
free prospectus
; no
World’s
Photographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9377

RETOUCHING
Trade.

2D.quantity,
EACH, glossy
Superioror P.C.
Enlargements,
any
semi-matt.
— Allens, 168,
cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094 RETOUCHING.
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

I

[5386

PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

QUICK

Trade.
ry /
it

PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
best Photographic Postcards on
Kodak

normal: all surfaces: 34 x 21, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4Jx2f and J-pl., 1/9, 37- gross ; 4-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Papers, Mounts, Folders, Chemicals, etc. ; fresh
and reliable goods ; keenest possible prices. —
E. -Kirnber, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9330

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

POSTAL

SERVICE

EOLL FILM DEVELOPING.
VELOX PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL
BROMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS.
WOOD
FRAMES,
ALL KINDS. BRAEMAR
FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS.
PORTRAIT
GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR,
Resd. FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 Lilt and Term*.

Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3Jx2J
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Materials.
— SendFilms,
for myPlates,
1934 41x3J
ALL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
Money-saving Lists
; Roll
1/3, 5Jx3J 1/8: write for lists: see also

p SPEEDY

O.&P.

I
I

Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 ^

[0057

R0LLEIFLEX

MAKERS’

THE

. . .

Ensign
RollGood
FilmconReflex,
f/6.3
Ross,
soft3Jx2J
morocco
case.
C O
• 1 fl.H

Metrophot Exposure Meter, in £0,1
As new.

C.ft

f/6.3 Novar,

delayed

Good condition.

Derval.

List £5 5s. . .

C 0. 1 C.fi
XO.XD.U

54 x6J-in.
3J Kodak
Special, range-finder,
Compur,
Ross Homocentric
C/1,1 7.C

STOCK

I, Plasmat

i/1.5. Fair condition .

condition.

THE

AMATEUR

J-pl. Lizars
Challenge
mahogany,
dition.
Cost £8
12s. 6d Enlarger,
.
X'x.'f.l/
lamp-house with bellows to 6 in., condenser,
then bellows to f/6 lens, rack rise, fall, tilt and
revolving, 4 Waterhouse stops, C‘7.1 A. A
J-pl.
Good &condition.
X I . ll/.U
34 xcarrier.
24 Newman
Guardia .Revolving
Back

Reflex, Double Plasmat f/4 (5J in. and 8J in.),

8-in. Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Very good condition. COA.A.A
List £55 .

dition .

28

x£U.u:u

OLD

BOND

London,

be seen by appointment

DOLLC?ND*
/fillTCHIS^7M
“

A. A

UD.1U.U

front. Good condition .
X4..X 1.0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, Novar f/4.5,
delayed Telma.
Good con- C A.A.fl

double extension, F.P. adapter, 3 D.D. slides,
leather case. Good con- Cl C. 1C. A

Generous allowance for your own camera. . . . Spot
cash for Zeiss Binoculars and Cameras of recent make.
against cash or C.O.D., or may

Cl C.1

List
£3 15s Carbine,
.
3tZ.lD.ll
3Jx2J
f/5.6 Cooke,
Express,
J,
1 /5th,
i/soth,
i/20oth
sec.,i/ioth,
T. and i/25th,
R., rising
CO.1i/iooth,
7.C

Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back,

5x4

MENTION

Xi.IU.U
CO. 1C. A

Arc and resistance to 250

Zeiss Ikonta, 16 exposures on 3J x 2j film,

Price

Leica Model

PLEASE

dition .
Klimax Parallel
volts. Excellent

List £5 5s. . . . XO.liJ.U

Fair condition .
iU.u.U
Good condition. Cost
Leica Enlarger, f/3.5
board.
£14lens,
15s.printing
£8:15:
0

32

£J

camera. Good condition .
Ll.lU.u
Rathe C Motor. Good con- CO.O.A
dition. List £3 .

X£*#«U
iris,
covers
up
£3:1
5:0

f/6.3. As new. Cost £13 17s. 6d. X**.Xf.O
4Jx3J f/4.5,
Folding F.P.
Mentoradapter.
Reflex, 15-cm.
Zeiss
Tessar
CC.C.ft

item sent on five days ’ approval

1 n

dition.
Costate.
£9 .
to whole-pl
As new _f/9,
51-in. Meyer
Wide-Angle

cafe.

£10 io o . . . . Certain to become
a favourite .
Leaflet free .

Any

MODEL

Cinophot Exposure Meter.

Pathe
MotrixListMotor
forX C1.1A.A
Good
condition.
£1 13s.
• S. UQ.

Xl • 1 / *0
5s .
£3 7-in.
Meyer Wide-Angle Lens ?/9 (ioo°)
covers 10x8 in. Good con- CO

(JlolIejCord
Rolleiflex type features

NEW

9.5-mm. Coronet Camera, f/3.9 lens, motor
drive, hood condition. List PI
H

W.l

at any of these addresses.

Deferred terms on application.

281, Oxford St.. YV.i.
35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
12 1, Cheapside, E.C.2.
LTD.
_
ESTD.
I » OU
17r
n

PHOTOGRAPHER”

2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, YV.n.
191-2,
Tottenham
35.
Brompton
Rd., Court
S.W.3.Rd., W.i.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

XlO.lO.U

73 LORD ST.
LIVERPOOL

ST.

WITH

Generous

exchange allowance.

Holloway. -66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushev Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Aibans Rd.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
ADVERTISERS.

February

THE

14, 1934

LEICA
CAMERA
LEICA LEICA

Be

BOND

BERKELEY

it a “ still ”

is a chance

or

Eleven

Agfa

Standard

Roll Film

Roll Film

shutter,

Standard

Cameras

Cameras

31x21.

Roll Film

Agfa

Standard

Roll

CAMERA

mmm

CO
IO

• 1 7 • fi
• 1 i • U
anas¬

£5 15s. £2:17:6

Camera

31x21,

f/4.5 Trilinear,

range-finder.

££

. £
• D

Film

Cameras

31 x 21, tropical

f/6.3 Trilinear anastigmat lens,
Cost, new, £5 15s .

6-speed

shutter.

PO

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera 31 x 21, f/4.5 CO
Trilinear anastig. lens, 6-speed shutter. Cost, new, £6

D.A.
# A
• U

model.

1 H , (1
• At • U

HAS

One Cine-Nizo Model C 16-mm. Cine Camera, with f/1.5
Meyer anastigmat lens, 8, 16 and 64 pictures per second,
and also one-turn for one-picture movement, brown imita¬
tion crocodile case. This camera is new and shop-soiled
slightly ; it has never been actually used. ri A in
Cost, new, £58 .
One Victor 16-mm. Cine Camera, with f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, turret front for mounting three lenses, 8, 16 and 64
pictures per second, hand cranked, lone PA1
4 H
black case. Excellent order. Cost, new, £50
A • A « SO
One Victor 16-mm. Cine Camera, f/1.5 Dallmeyer lens,
in focussing mount, turret head to take three lenses, 8,
16 and 64 pictures per second, hand-cranked, visual focus¬
sing, square-form leather case. Fine
condition. Cost, new, £65 .
Cine-Kodak Model A, hand-turn, f/3.f
anastigmat lens. Cost, new, £32 .

DENIED

YOU

?

NEW

‘ROLLEICORD ’

Has numerous special features
in common
with the famous
Rolleiflex — one - lever Compur
shutter, parallax compensation,
patent film guide, Zeiss Triotar
f/4.5 lens and patent Rolleicord

BUY

AT BOND

BOND

PHONES:

MAYFAIR

WE

for the Leica en¬
accessory can be

i-pl. No. 3 Kodak

Series III, f/5.6 Kodak

switch and flex, no lamp.
Kodalite, with reflector
Zeiss Ikon

Helinox

Enlarger,

34x21

Soho

Reflex,

Ross

Xpres

f/4.5 lens,

PLEASE

on these covers

MENTION^

go to press a fortnight in advance

“t THE

AMATEUR

. C

.

£OC

•0*11

cm.

Camera,

f/3.5 Elmar

lens,

£11«Y7*fi

Compur
case.
Cost £15 lens,
15s .self- CO
XA1»I
Six-20 shutter
Kodak,andf/6.3
anastigmat
, 1 C I ,.O
fl

F.P. adapter,
erecting
front. leather
Cost £3case,
12s. complete
6d .
i AO • U
Cost
i-pl. Soho Reflex, 6£-in. Ross
Xpres . lens
f/2.9, £37:1
3 D.D. 0:0
slides,

SPECIAL

LINE!

Blue Linen Covered Albums, upright, bookform, 7X5 in. only. 30 brown leaves.
Cost 3s. 6d. Saie Price 6d.

CINE

“SNIPS”

Cinepactnm Cabinet, in oak, takes projector, resistance, film,
etc. ; keeps appaiatus together, swivel wheels,
. 1 7 . A
divisions
films. CostMotocamera
£10 10s .
9.5-mm.forPathescope
de Luxe,

• A « • U
£1fl.ft.A

Zeiss Triotar lens f/2.9. Cost £13 10s .
Bell & Howell Filrao 70 A. A. Double

X A U * U . If
16-mm, Cine

Camera,

f/3.5 Cooke

lens, 100-ft.

Speed

capacity.

W.1

BUT

GUARANTEED

BARGAIN

big value of these items does NOT allow for
Easy Terms or Exchanges being made.

47 BERKELEY ST.
PICCADILLY, W.1

OF ALL

TELEPHONE:

at-

GROS.

2691.

LTD.
The Institute of
Amateur

some

of these second-hand

"PHOTOGRAPHER]”

items

WHEN

may

be sold already, bat similar outfits are usually available.

CORRESPONDING

!

carrying-case.
57
Projector, 200-watt,
splendid
Cost £20
* IQ run¬
*0

vV/JIKX«l
As advertisements

£ O

3 D.D. f/4.5
slides.
Cost
£30 Compur
10s .
. U . U
Xpres
lens,
D.A.
shutter.
21 x 4} Tropical
Ensign Carbine
RollCost
Film £10:10:0
Camera, Ross

USED

SPECIALISTS!

. . but you do

220 volts, 4x3

cm. to 3£ x 24. Cost £3 10s .
^ • v
9 x 12 Zodel Two-shutter Camera, focal-plane and Compur,
Steinheil Cassar f/4.5 lens, double extension, 3
£10.10. A
slides. Cost £18 18s .
Aldis-Butcher f/3.4 lens and leather
Cost
£10:10:0
31x21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film case.
Reflex,
focal-plane
shutter.

The

0924-5-6-7.

Cost,adjustable
new, £5....
on
metal£3:17:
stand, with
6

3ix21
film packs.
Bell &pictures
Howell on
Enlarger,
for use Cost
with £9
Filmo
giving
10s.Projector,
£5:12:6

IN STOCK!

STREET,

ft
v

f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D. slides. Cost £35 13s. 4d .
£25*
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane Press Camera,
Zeiss 10*0
Tessar

NOW

LEICA

£ 7 • 1 fi • fl

£
7*
*» A,
# • 1
AU*

f/4.5
Mulchro shutter.
£6 Roll
10s .
1. f Ross
• U
31 xlens,
21 Newman
& GuardiaCost
Sibyl
Film Camera,
Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat lens and pigskin £*>4*1 7 *11
case. Cost £50 .

ning and new appearance,
16-mm. Bell & Howell

THE

ONLV!

anas-

31 x 21
Ensign
Roll shutter.
Film Camera,
Aldis
Uno
tigmat
lens,
Compur
Cost £10
5s .

NEW SUMMAR LENS
IN SUNK MOUNT.
ARE

CONDITION

VALUE-CASH

SHOP -SOILED

STREET!

We have always specialised in catering
thusiasts, and every Leica model and
seen at our store.

of 24/6

NOW IN STOCK
AT BOND ST.
& BERKELEY ST.

EVERYTHING

LEICA

carrying-case.

119 NEW

SHOP-SOILED

Pupilie 4x3

x2| Reflex Cameras

Revolving back, focal-plane shutter, speeded l/8th to
l/300th sec., genuine f/1.9 Reitzschel Pro- £1 A,1 Q,C
linear lens, 3 D.D. slides. Cost £70 XA4.A
J»D

—THEN
HERE’S
THE
ROLLEIFLEX -TYPE
CAMERA
FOR YOU!

■ payments

IN

FINEST

A

Rolleiflex

THE

£32:10:0
£8:17:6

BARGAINS

, 1 O, C
• A £ • U

PRICE

ST

IT Wl

BRAND NEW

COST PRICE !

Two Victor 16-mm. Cine Cameras, with f/3.5 anastigmat
lenses
for use
with 8, 16 and 64 pictures per second, or
hand cranke
d. Good
condition. Cost, new,
£13:17:6

Two only Mentor

BOND

* 47 BEftHiLtV

Two Ensign 16-mm. Auto. Kinecam Cine Cameras,
with f/2.6 anastigmat Cinar lenses for use with 8, 16 and
64 pictures per second, or hand cranked with PQ.'I 7 £
tan case. Excellent order. Cost, new, £18 18s.

31 * 21, f/6.3 Trilinear
range-

31 x 21, f/4.5 Trilinear

Cost, new,

new type Compur shutter, coupled
Cost, new, £12 .
Two

LEICA

AT MILES BELOW

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera
31 x 21, f/4.5 Trilinear
anastigmat lens, in D.A. new type Compur shutter. PP
, C , A
Cost, new, £10 .
• O • U
Agfa

these

CINE
CAMERAS

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera 31 x 21, f/7.7 P | • 1 7 • fi
Trilinear anastigmat lens. Cost, new, £4 4s .
* A • 1 # • U

One

MONSTER
PICTURES
WITH A

camera— here
it from

NESS

OR ANYiOTHER

119 MEW

tigmat lens, 6-speed shutter and coupled range-finder. PA. 1 *7 • fi
Cost, new, £8 .
I4**!#
• U
Six Agfa Standard Roll Film Cameras, f/6.3 Trilinear anastigmat
ens, 6-speei

LOCH

for NEXT-TO-NOTHING!

ST

HALF-PRICE

Standard

3

ST Wl

anastigmat lens, 6-speed shutter and coupled
finder. Cost, new, £7 Ids .
Six Agfa

ADVERTISEMENTS

BARGAINS

Brand New ‘AGFA’
Roll-film CAMERAS
AT

cine

of renewing

SALE

mmm
*47

PHOTOGRAPHER

WHY WORRY ABOUT THAT
WORN-OUT CAMERA?

Well I never did

119 NEW

AMATEUR

WITH

ADVERTISERS

Cinemato¬

graphers,

Ltd. -4

February
4

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

14, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

?

Load up your
camera with

ROLL
nd

FILM

ensure

Selochrome,

with

success

its extra

speed

and colour sensitiveness, gives added
opportunities for photography
earlier and later in the day.

Made

ILFORD

in England by

LIMITED

ILFORD

-

LONDON

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour Press, Reading.

/1MATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER

At <21 NEMATOGRAPHER
The Journal for Everybody with a Camera

No.

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

For difficult subjects and photographs out of the ordinary the Leica
always scores. It is the smallest universal camera., with interchange¬
able lenses for all branches of photography. It has a built-in
automatically focusing range-finder, combined winding of film and
setting of focal-plane shutter (the shutter is made of non-corrosive
material not affected by climatic influences), and speeds ranging from
i-l /500th see. Up to 36 exposures can be made with one loading.
The Leica is the camera which revolutionized photography.
Particulars from all first-class dealers , or from :

E. LEITZ

(LONDON),

Copyright — Registered

20, MORTIMER

as a Newspaper

ST., LONDON,

for transmission

W.1

in the U.K.

February aist, 1934.

^
2363.

February

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

21,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

for taking them.

Night-time snapshots ate easy with lightning-speed

KODAK

SUPER

SENSITIVE

PANCHROMATIC
‘PHOTOFLOOD'

KODAK

LIMITED
PLEASE

MENTION

-

KODAK

HOUSE

" THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

-

KINGSWAY

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

-

or'SASHALITE’

LONDON,

WITH

FILM

ADVERTISERS.

bulbs.

W. C.2

February

21,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

YOUR

PICTURES

Right Way Up, Right Size, Right
Shape and Focussed to the Limit
are always obtainable with the
IV
O \71
Of LJ Tp

ZONTAL
HORI
LEX
REF

Complete Outfits from c£8
With

Embodies most
of the Standard
T."P. Features

Dallmeyer

F/4.5

• 1 5 lO
Anastigmat

Lens

If your Camera requires overhauling
send it now for Estimate.

ASK
YOUR DEALER
TO DEMONSTRATE

It takes not only 3! X 21
PLATES
but, in Adapters,
FILM PACKS & ROLL FILMS.
List Post

Free

EJ.

ALTRINCHAM

ANYWHERE.

ENGLAND

revealed !
The secret of uniformly
successful results. The
Trade Mark on the label
of Gevaert Plates, Papers
and Films — which symbol¬
ises the quality of the
Aproducts.
Gevaert Plate or Film for
your negatives and a Gevaert
Paper for your prints.
This is a combination upon
uniformly
which
you can rely for

SUPERCHROM
Express Superchrom Roll Film
Really remarkable speed (26° Sch., 2,700
H. & D.), with very great latitude.

“ Perfect Pictures.”

Exceptionally fine grain ; entirely anti¬
halo. Also Superchrom Film Packs
with unique removal feature.

GEVAERT
PLEASE

LTD.
MENTION

“THE

*
AMATEUR

(Call it Gay -vert)

WALMER
PHOTOGRAPHER

ROAD
”

WHEN

-

CORRESPONDING

LONDON,
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

W.10
1

February

THE

AMATEUR

MODERN
Appointed
Associate

PHOTOGRAPHER

21,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMERAS

an
of

Come to City Sale for Britain’s
greatest selection of up-to-theminute instruments. Free ad¬
vice on the use of any model
willingly given.

THE ‘LEICA’ SPECIALISTS!
Every Leica
camera
andis
accessory
in stock at
our branches.
Write and tell
us your needs.

The

NEW

‘SALEX SUPREME’

SS£Si>*. F/4.5 ANASTICMAT
and

accurately

speeded

shutter.

Never before has such a brand new bargain been put on the market.
With new pattern film-winder, brilliant reversible and frame view¬
finder, leather bellows and covering. Nickelled eelf-locking struts,
hinged back. Focussing scale. Iris diaphragm. Self-erecting rock-rigid
front.
Oo where you will, you'll never
film camera at the price.

ONLY

Or 6 monthly

get such

a marvellous

IN SUNK

MOUNT

LENS

NOW

IN STOCK

!

In Collapsible Moimt, £15.
In Rigid Mount, £13
The last-named lens fitted to Leica Model III (as illustrated)

£31

3s. 9 monthly payments ol 72/9

3J x 2} roll

49(9
payments

SUMMAR

EASY

of 10/-.

PAYMENTS

Payments for any purchase may be extended over 9 equal
monthly instalments. First payment secures goods, only
5 per

REAL

‘SALEX’

cent

added,

or

5s. if under

VALUE!

GENEROUS

127

roll

A

1 /300th

sec.,

few

DEALINGS

BRAND

40%instrument
OFF InLIST
every

high-class

absolutely rock rigid, direct finder, takes
16 pictures on V.P. size film, any make, fitted
genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens, focussing,
with Compur sector shutter.
List price £11 10s.

T.

and B., reindeer skin
purse case.

Our OrPrice
9 monthly

PRICE

payments

SPECIAL

With

Thelma

Body,

Our OrPrice
9 monthly

Nine monthly payments
of 13/9.

Leather

case,

with

shutter.

List

- £5:5:0
of 12/3.

payments
lock

and

sling

all

covered
Zeiss Ikon

metal,

neat

two

parts

grained

Novar

focussii

for both

time and

Instantaneo*

exposures. Dimensions :
in. W'eight 8 oz.
Original

Our

2 x 21 x I

price £2 7s. 6d.

Price

29/9

strap,

6/9 extra.

90/94 FLEET ST., E.C.4
59 CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2
2

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

CITY
PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

SALE
CORRESPONDING

WITH

onl

leatherett

f/6.3, with

adjustment, direct- vision vlew-flnd«
2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Evers

of 17/3.

delayed-action
price £8 10s.

OFFER

Zeiss TENGOR!
Ikon
BABYof BOX

shutter

£5:17:6

NEVi

respect,

and sets a standard In precision-made cam¬
eras of the miniature class. No bellows,

f/2.9 Vidonar anastighiat, with focussing
adjustment to 3 ft.,
Compur sector shutter,
to

first easy

ZEISS IKON KOLIBRI
CAMERAS AT

film, metal body,
leather covered, leather
carrying handle, nick¬
elled fittings, automat¬
ically springing to in¬
finity by one touch of
a button, hinged back,

1

the

3 GENUINE

A V.P. camera taking
on

Pay

EXCHANGE

The 3x4 cm. ‘PICCOCHIC’
16 pictures

£5.

shillings and start using your camera now.

AND

ADVERTISERS.

.
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MODERN

VALUES!

First easy payment secures any
camera you care to choose.
Why not buy now and get con¬
versant with your purchase in
time for Easter ?

N E HAVE
"HE

NEW

ZEISS IKON’S LATEST!!

. .

The ‘SUPER
IKONTA’

Has

The Big Camera
sensation of 1934!
features in common

a

range-finder

coupled with the focus¬
sing, ensuring critical
focus for every picture.

LITTLE

A genuine Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
giving the most exqusite
definition.

with

A compact, all-metal body, which opens instantly
of release button. No unsightly and inconvenient

PRICE COMPLETE
Nine

£1 extra.

BY

THE

IE FAMOUS

MAKERS

payments

100- PAGE

FREE

EISS IKON CAMERA

£17:0:0

CATALOGUE!

AND

POST

FREE

!

‘SNIPS

splendid

enlafger for

f/4.5' £7
lens 5

0

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 13/9 or
16/11.
OBTAINABLE ONLY
AT CITY SALE

of 39/5.

“ THE

f/6.3 50/-

HOW S THIS
FOR VALUE?

With

£16:17:6

MENTION

ANASTIGMAT

(Focussing to 3 feet).

... 30/-

£5:17:6

EXCHANGE
PLEASE

ENSAR

LENS

Contax
sizes. fittings,
W’ith con¬
denser, electric
and
metal mask, 8 magnifications,
f/6.3 anastigmat lens, in
focussing mount, iris dia¬
phragm and paper board.

£47

payments

ALL-DISTANCE

A

ERMANOX

Nine monthly

Moire silk enamel finish. All-metal body, 3-speed shutter*
giving 1/25, 1/50, i/iooth sec., Time and Bulb. Reflex
view-finder pivoted for use in both directions. Collapsible
eye-level finder with sighter. Size of camera, if X 3 £ x £ in.
Weight, oz. Size of picture, ifxif in. Film,
Lukos E.io. (Including leather slip case) Prices, fitted with

3X4 cm. or
Piccochic
camera
negatives
for Leica
or

Focal-plane camera with f/1.8
Emostar anastigmat lens. Makes
instantaneous exposures in arti¬
ficial light. Light aluminium body.
Bushed for tripod, micrometer
focussing. Large direct view-finder.
Focal-plane self-capping silent
shutter, l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
leather covered, nickel fittings,
3
single metal
slides. Size
2-5'/16thsxl| in.

OUR
PRICE

BOOK

‘PICCOCHIC’
ENLARGER

ZEISS ikon

List price

POCKET

of £2 : 0 : 10.

All the latest “ still ” and cine apparatus is contained in this
wonderful volume. Every accessory is there, too, besides
hundreds of splendid bargains in apparatus of every kind
and for every need. From any of our branches.

OF

“ROLLEIFLEX”

LSEWHERE!

monthly

to infinity on pressure
projections.

See it at City Sale branches.

7 PRICE
HAS
DENIED
OU
A ROLLEIFLEX
HIS IS YOUR
CAMERA

A

FEATURES:

in the picture.

pplied in patented case of solid leather

THAN

‘ENSIGN 'mIDGET’

l/5th, l/10th( 1/2 5th,
l/50th, l/100th, 1 /250th
sec., with delayed action
so that the user may be

rice £10:10:0

BIGGER

The cleverest bit of camera designing that has been
accomplished for many a long day. It takes first-class
pictures at a penny each, crisp enough in every detail to
print to any size.

A latest pattern Compur
shutter, speeded 1, £,

3 RoUeiflex. One-lever Compur shutter,
.tent film guide, parallax compensation,
is fitted with Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 anasmat lens and large finder lens.

\DE

AN AMAZING
ACHIEVEMENT

IT!

ROLLEICORD’
as numerous
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

BABY
IKONTA

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

AND

FACTORY

IS

QUICKLY

V

51x31 .. 3,9
2 10
61x41 .

OR

FILMS
2,3 „
H.D. 600 Studio.

100

It-

3/-

1,9

H.D. 600 Outdoor.
3/6 ..,.
4/6
41x31
1/6 doz.
31
x 2i
51x31
61x41

23

1/GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

2,-

3 6
1/9 3 oz.. to make

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

Derval

shutter .

£3

7

6

shutter .

£4

0

0

FLASHPOWDER,

6

MOUNTANT,

With Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur shutter £8 17
With Zeiss Tessar f/3. 5 and Compur shutter £10 17

15 All grades.
20
50
SEMITONE

f/4.5 and Derval

1/9, to make

1 oz. tin 2/10.

1/6 Jar.

one

75 oz.
gallon.

2 oz. 4/3.

4 oz. 7/-.

SEPIA

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.

6

GRANVILLE
Supplied

IKONTA
No. 5 20
For those who prefer a rather
larger picture than the Baby
size we have produced this
model, which takes 16 pictures
2| X 11 on the standard 3j X 2\
roll film. No. 520 has the wellknown Ikonta self-erecting fea¬
ture, and is still small enough
to be a real pocket camera.
It has also the Zeiss Ikon red
point focussing which enables
the amateur to take pictures on
a bright day without the bother
of setting focus or diaphragm.

in twenty

DE

12
Single or Doubleweight.

grades.

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
36
72
6
12
1/9
Size.
Shts. Shts.
2/9
144
—
—
Shts
7d. Shts. Shts.
21 x 11
31x21
—
1/7
41x21
—
lid.
3/7
5d. 1/1
41x31
—
6d.
2/3 7/9
5d.
51x31
—
8d. 1/8 2/11 5/4
61x41
1/4 4/4
lid. 2/5
7d.
2/6 4/8 8/9
7 x5
7d.
9d.
3/4 6/4
8 x 6
lOd.
1110/6 13/11
81x61
2/15/9
1/1 4/6
10x8
3/10 23/8
12/5
I2x 10
1/7
7/4 4 15/6
12/22/1
ti¬
1/11
2/11
2/4
I5x 12
8/4
20/4/3 7/9
20 x 16
30/45/10 ft. x 25 in. ns

SEMITONE
(Chloro-Bromide)
72
Shts.
1/C
Shts.
—
Shts.
lid.
5J.
36
8d.
6d.
1/1
2/6
2/9
1/5
7d.
9d.
3/5
1/4
2/4
1/11
9d.
5/5
8d.
1/5
2/11
12/4
lOd.
lid. 1/7
4/6
1/1
3/10 8/6
1/10
2/3
1/3
49/1
7/4
27/7
3/5 14/5
9/9 18/5

6
Shts.
—
—
—
—
—

2/9

6/6
25/10

144
Shts
1/11
4/2
4/6
10/3
6/2
23/5
16/2

14/52/6
3/93/6

4/10 5/1
6/3 Other
perIt-Roll.
St9/1 sizes Pro Rata.35/91-

US per
Other sizes
Pro Roll.
Rata.
5/6
42/- 80/No extra charge for doubleweight.

:

With

Novar

f/6.3 and Derval

shutter .

£4 10

0

With

Novar

f/4.5 and

Telma

shutter .

£6

0

0

With

Novar

f/3. 5 and

Compur

shutter. ... £9 12

6

With Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur

shutter £10

5

0

With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 and Compur

shutter £12

5

0

Lists are available and will be gladly sent on request.
All good dealers have stock, and will be delighted to
demonstrate the Ikonta.

IKON

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer
LONDON, W.1
“ THE

AND

GRADE

CUT

AND

GASLIGHT

f/6.3 and

MENTION

ANY

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE

BROMIDE

50, 100, 250, 425, doz.
650.
doz.
31x21 .
00
41x31 . . 1/3
. 1 10
c

With

PLEASE

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.

With Novar

ZEISS

ASSURES

QUALITY

SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

A real vest-pocket camera of
precision design, and suitable
for serious photography. Allmetal body, with hinged back
and self-erecting front. Lens
focusses up to 3 ft., and 16
exquisitely sharp pictures If X
I4 in. are obtained on the usual
vest-pocket spool. Enlargements
up to 15 in. are easily possible.
Many
models
available,
amongst them :

PRICES
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GRANVILLE

For Instant Action and
Uniformly Sharp Pictures
use the IKONTA

Novar

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

AMATEUR

T TST

OTHER
PRICES ABOVE.
INCLUDING
MENTIONED
NOT

SAMPLES

papers

POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON
-

ON

ALL

CUSTOMERS
-

cards

and

free.

PLEASE

CALL

AT

OUR

SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL
POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

GRANVILLE

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

GULLIMAN
P.O.

BOX

CORRESPONDING

WITH

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

& Co., Ltd.

3.

LEAMINGTON
WHEN

MATERIALS

ORDERS

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS
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WE wish some enterprising

LXXVII.

No.

he will use a slower emulsion

2363.

with

publisher would get out a
little pocket volume of
terms of appreciation which may
be judiciously employed when being
shown by a friend a series of
photographs. On such occasions,
owing perhaps to the shock of

a large lens aperture or one of the
super-rapid type in conjunction with
a smaller stop. It cannot be denied
that the introduction of super-speed
sensitive materials is of the utmost

seeing some of his results, one’s
vocabulary seems really to con¬
tract, so that all that one can

high-speed plates, rapidity has been
secured without marked loss of other

value to the modern hand-camera
worker. Unlike some of the older

essential good qualities, but if the
subject is one which does not call
expressly for a high-speed plate or
film, it is well to consider the advan¬
tage of using a slower speed and a
larger lens aperture. There are many
negatives produced with the modern
small camera which indicate over¬

say is a vacant, “ How nice ! ” If,
while he is searching for some more
examples which he knows we would
like to see, we could just refresh our
memory with a few happy adjectives,
discriminating, not too eulogistic, it
would relieve our own embarrass¬
ment and minister much to his
pleasure. The same thing would be
useful to those who scribble in
portfolios, and perhaps even the
critics who write in the journals
might occasionally find such a list
of service. A set of words and
phrases should be given, with the
right emphasis and qualification.

exposure, with a consequent flat¬
tening of the subject. It must not
be thought that it is intended to
decrv the modern advances in
speed of modern plates and films,
but it is well to point out that
for many subjects it is possible
to secure better results by the use
of a plate or him of slower type,
with a larger stop in the lens. In
the case of a small camera there

They need have no particular rela¬
tion to the merits of the thing which
is to be commended or judged.

is
generally sufficient depth of field
subjects.
_apertures for most
with the largest

Lens or Film Speed.
The hand-camera photographer
of twenty years ago, in order
to ensure sufficient exposure
with the modest lens apertures at
his disposal had to use the fastest
negative material that he could get.
The present-day photographer has
at his disposal, plates and films of
much higher speed, while in addition
lenses of f/3.5 and f/2.9 are quite
common, especially upon modern
miniature cameras. Apart from
those subjects which can only be
secured with the most rapid ma¬
terials in conjunction with the
largest lens aperture, the photo¬
grapher is able to consider whether

Women

Radiographers.

A profession for women is develop¬
ing fast in the shape of radiographers
to hospitals, nursing homes and
private doctors. At the annual
dinner of the Society of 1 Radio¬
graphers the other evening we were
told that the membership was

A

London

Snapshot

in

the

Fog.

For daylight (!) pictures of this character
during the present month , fast panchro¬
matic films or plates and a filter should
be used.

161

already about 800, and that twothirds of the members were women.
These ladies talked very technically
about plates and screens, exposure
and development, and altogether
one gathered that it was a calling
very much to their liking. In some
cases, in addition to the radiography
5
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for a small hospital, the lady under¬
takes the work with ultra-violet
light, or perhaps the control of the
massage department, for the making
of X-ray pictures, except in a great
institution, does not absorb every
hour of the working day. How
immense is the number of radio¬
graphs taken in hospital may be
gathered from the fact that seventyeight hospitals in the country which
make returns on' the subject show
that 450,000 radiographs were made
in their departments in the most
recent year.
A Change
In the course

of Colour.
of an interesting

talk to the Colour Workers’ Group
of the Royal Photographic Societv
the other evening, Mr. A. J. Bull,
the President, exhibited a few
ancient colour photographs by the
Joly process. Joly, it may be
remembered, made a screen by

Readers’

21st, 1934

Words.
With the developments of science
and art in all directions, new words
are constantly appearing, some of
them of portentous length. At a
meeting we attended a few nights
ago a speaker just casually threw

ruling lines on glass, 200 to the
inch, alternately red, green and
blue. That screen was put in
contact with a photographic plate
so that the light came through the
coloured lines before reaching the
sensitive emulsion. From the nega¬
tive Joly made a positive, which was
put in contact in correct register
with a viewing-screen. In the
viewing-screen he had obviously to
use colours which were sufficiently
restricted as regards their spectral
transmission. One of his own pieces
of work by the Joly method which
Mr. Bull showed — dating, perhaps,
from the late nineties — had for its
subject a plate of, apparently,
Newtown pippins, of such greenness

out the word “ phenolsulphonephthalein ” as if it were a set of
syllables to be lisped by any infant.
Then a chemist up and told us that
of recent years an increasing number
of cyclobutane derivatives and
cyclohexanes have been formed by
polymerising certain olefins. A wellknown scientific worker who has spe¬
cialised in ultra-violet photography
calls his results “ ultragraphs,” and
by inference the results obtained at
the other end of the spectrum

that it rather set one’s teeth on edge
to look at them. But Mr. Bull
assured us that they were really
oranges. The register had slightly
slipped, and the orange colour had
disappeared in favour of the green.

would be “ infragraphs,” but, some¬
how, we doubt whether those words
would pass muster among wordfanciers or find popular favour.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.
Partly Fogged

Negative.

I enclose a 3JX2 \ film negative, in the middle of which is a
circular lighter patch, the size of the lens. The camera was quite
new, and on the first spool of film exposed this patch was strongly
marked in two sections, very faint in one, and. not visible at all
in the remainder. I can only suppose that when the camera
was closed something in the lens mount made the film less sensi¬
tive, or that the glass of the lens had the same effect. Perhaps you
can confirm this, or suggest some other explanation.
D. M. [London.)
To make the matter clear to other readers we have enlarged
the middle part of the negative, so that the disc is easily
visible. The defect is an unusual one. It is far more com¬
mon to find a disc of greater — not less — density in the middle
of a negative. This is due to the shutter being accidentally
fired when the lens is close to the film : or, in some cases, to
strong light penetrating the thin vulcanite leaves of the
shutter.
If in the present case the mount of the lens caused the trouble
the effect would have spread outwards as well as inwards, and
the disc would not be clearly marked. No suspicion need
attach to the glass of the lens. Another explanation must
therefore be sought, and in our opinion there can be no doubt
as to the correct one.
Various emanations, vapours and gases will “ fog ” sensitive
material. One of these dangerous emanations is that from
turpentine. The inside of the bellows had been blacked with
a mixture containing turpentine, or something similarly
dangerous, and as the camera was new the turpentine had
not completely evaporated. When the camera was closed after
an exposure the bellows was close to the film sufficiently long
to fog it more or less, except where the lens protected it. The
circular patch is therefore “ normal,” and all the rest of the
surface is fogged. If the camera were not closed after an
exposure there would be no fogging at all. This explanation
is consistent with other cases of fogging by emanations,
e.g., a band of
new dark slide.
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Photography

It is reasonable to assume that at no previous time has photography been in such
demand as it is at present. Newspapers want photographs ; magazines and journals,
and even publishers of posters want them. But there are certain important points
that are essential to success, and these are touched upon in the following article.

IN free-lance work to-day, good

technique alone is not sufficient
to sell photographs to the
Press and publication agencies. In¬
deed, if such were the case, there
would probably be no great demand

for “ free-lance ” productions. Some¬
thing more than this technical skill
is required ; and in this something
more is embodied a number of points
which the serious worker must keep
ever foremost in his mind.
Novelty.

Probably the most important of
all these points is novelty.
Those responsible for the illustra¬
tions (or, rather, for their appear¬
ance) in our daily and weekly
papers are continually on the look¬
out for something unusual and
arresting. Except in a very few
cases, composition and pictorialism
alone are frowned upon — and only
for the reason that there is now
nothing novel in their exploitation.
It is a mistake, too, to imagine
that the art editors of newspapers
have their own favourite coterie of
contributors, and that the neophyte
“ free-lance ” is at a disadvantage
with these favourites. We have
heard this suggestion made time
and again ; and although editors
may seem to rely upon some workers
more than they do on others, it is
merely because the former are turn¬
ing out novel and intriguing pictures.
This novelty — which does so much
to distinguish a “ winner ” from an
unsuitable picture — originates with
seeing things in a different light or
in a different manner from that in
which they are usually seen. Thus,
one worker may operate from an
unusual angle. Another may resort
to trimming in such a way that he
includes part only of the subject as
originally taken and as usually
depicted. Yet a third may intro¬
duce a method of lighting that

makes a hackneyed subject appear
new and unconventional.
At the moment, these and similar
devices are resulting in many accept¬
ances at the expense of straight¬
forward orthodox work of the most
faultless execution. Indeed, in some
of the cases referred to, novelty is
captured only at the expense of good
technique ; but even so, the bizarre
and unusual mean more than pure

In other words, saleable photo¬
graphs can be secured without ever
seeing Lady Thingumbob or her
patriotic prize-winner ; it is neces¬
sary only to look beneath the surface
of your “ topical ” and to submit the
prints before the item in question
has lost its “ newsy ” flavour.
Almost

Captions.

as important as any other

every photograph published in the
lighter newspapers belong to the

feature of “ free-lance ” work are
the captions appended to the sub¬
mitted photographs. Even as the
photographs must impress people
by their very novelty and virile
appeal, so must the titles attract by
virtue of wit or the surprise element.

“ topical ” class. During the holiday
season, pictures of seaside lady
visitors in bathing attire are topical ;
so are pictures of people engaged in

There must, too — and this goes with¬
out saying — be an intimate link be¬
tween the photograph itself and the
title or caption adopted.

pictorialism to the “art departments. ”
Topicals.

In a manner

of speaking, almost

feeling the effects of a heat-wave.
But topical photography does not
end here. The bathing dresses worn
by the ladies in question have to be
made, and if the photographer can
submit a series of prints dealing with
their manufacture — here is an oppor¬
tunity to submit “ topical ’’ photo¬
graphs that may have been taken
weeks or even months before they
come up in the news.

“ free-lances ”
Similarly,
may photograph a
pressmena dozen
and
well-nourished stockbroker standing
in Copthall Avenue with his coat
off — but a simple picture of a laden
ice-cart leaving the freezing plant
is certain to succeed where eleven
of the more obvious photographs
will fail.
Then there is that other kind of
topical. “ Lady Thingumbob has
her prize-winning 'bulldog stolen,”
we read ; and (once in a hundred
times) we may even be successful
in getting a print of16her
ladyship, or,
3
indeed, of the recaptured animal.
But any photograph of any prize¬
winning canine of the same class
has its topical connection.

Usually captions consist of two
sentences, the first short and the
other long. Or they may consist of
a title and a further brief sentence
of an explanatory nature. Occasion¬
ally, however, all the letterpress
matter is condensed into one sen¬
tence. In such cases, the pithy
element of the caption must be con¬
tained in the first few words, the
object being to arrest the interest
of the reader and so get him to read
through to the end.
“ Free-lance ” workers have time
and again been commissioned or
asked by the Press purchasers of
photographs to submit further speci¬
mens of their work. Thus, one photo¬
grapher secured a good income for
quite a number of years by concen¬
trating upon poultry : and another
young man is making good money
by photographing
Advertisement

automobiles.

Photography.

The application of photography to
illustrated advertisements is also a
remunerative side of modern free¬
lance work. An article on this subject
appears on another page in this issue.
7
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d. .

By
AUTHORS
in prose have dey\
scribed the beauties of
English winter landscapes ;
poets have measured their praise
of it in rhyme ; and artists have
portrayed its varying moods. Photo¬
graphers have rendered many of its
aspects in the hills, but the subject
is always new, and every
worker goes out hoping to
find some viewpoint and
some composition that he
can treat in such a fashion
as will enable him to

ru/ic

CHAS.

d

R.

on the hills
nrATTAM

DENTON.

while the northern parts of England
hilly.
and most of Scotland are very
What is there that fascinates you
in winter hillscapes ? When you
have answered that question to
your own satisfaction you will have
found motives for your pictorial

a clump of trees growing upon the
hillside, such as you see in the picture
that accompanies this article ; a
well-balanced mass of rocks ; a moor¬
land road running from a foreground
of bushes or bracken into the
distance ; or a farmstead nestling
amidst a frame of trees. It does not
matter what it is, save that
it should be interesting and
pleasing to look upon.
Study this subject and
photograph
it under
tic conditions
that clima¬
reveal
the hills under varied
moods. In early morning
when the mists are still

produce a pictorial photo¬
graph quite different from
any that he has ever pro¬
duced before.

clinging to the hillsides with
the winter sun breaking
through will give you one
mood. Another may be
when rain is sweeping across

It is this spirit that makes
the search for pictures so
fascinating. No matter
what you have produced in
the past, no matter how
unsatisfactory and disap¬
pointing your last efforts
may have been, there is
always that next picture
beckoning you with its
luring promise of fulfilment.
February produces some
wonderful moods upon the
English hills, and those
who love landscape work
will find rich and varied
material to stimulate the

the distant hills,* obscuring
the distance, while the fore¬
ground may be lighted by
a gleam of sunshine break¬
ing through a gloomy sky
for a few fitful mornents.
Another day may be wild
and stormy, and the trees
may be bent with the lash¬
ing gale that goes roaring
and shrieking across the

imagination, and provide
work for the camera.
No matter in which part
of England you live, hilly
country is always within
fairly easy reach of you in
these days of modern me¬
chanical transport. There is Dart¬
moor in the west, and the Mendip
Hills around Wells and near Bristol.
Within easy reach of London you
have the North and South Downs,
and the Chilterns. At Whipsnade
Zoo you are on hilly ground, and
here you could spend a day in
comfort, even in winter. Those who
live in the Midlands have the
Cotswolds in the south, Wales in
the west, and Derbvshire in the
north. Liverpool and Manchester
and Sheffield, and all Yorkshire
towns, are equally well placed.
Even Lincolnshire has its wolds,

21st, 1934

February

on

the Hills.

compositions. Hill and mountain
scenery have moved the emotions
of many poets, and some beautiful
poems have resulted from their
musings on the hills.
If you as an amateur photographer
aspire to produce interesting pic¬
torial renderings of hillscapes you
will be well advised to study the
moods of your subject. These moods
are varied and expressive throughout
the winter and early spring.
One way of doing this is to select
an interesting composition and study
this under different climatic con¬
ditions. It may well be a tree or

hilltops, giving a mood of
exhilaration to the land¬
scape. Another entirely
different mood may be at
sunset, when the trees can
be seen silhouetted against
a strong sky illuminated by
the sinking sun.
There are strong, dramatic
moods on the hills ; mysterious,
romantic moods ; wild, angry moods ;
and calm, lonely, beautiful moods.
They are there for you to see and
to No
picture.
doubt you can admire and
appreciate a pictorial photograph of
a February landscape when it is placed
before you by its author after he
has spent many hours upon its pro¬
duction. To discover a similar effect
in nature, to visualise the scene as a
finished picture, may be something
quite beyond your powers at first,
but with patience and perseverance
success will come at last.

February
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ENSIGN

SELFIX

20

99

Lift the foot to unlock — pull the
base down — snap it into place,
and the camera is ready for work.
That is the story of the Ensign
Selfix “20” — the smallest camera

OneTwo—e
Thre
It’s Ready

taking

standard

E20

24 x 3| films.

Features :
Compact

carry¬

ing handle.
Improved self¬
erector system.
Bellows

specially

designed to stand

Quick,

up to the rapid
erector action.

accurate focussing

by this lens mount.

Reflex view-find¬
ers on all models,
with additional
direct - vision
view-finder and
film registering
device on the
f/6.3 and f/4.5

The hinged
loading back
easy.makes

models.
For easy loading, the back is hinged
so that it opens like a book.
Trichro

shutter

giving

speeds

1/25, 1/50, 1/100 second,
Bulb.

Time

of
and

Prices, fitted with :

Ensar Anastigmat F/7.7

£2

0

0

Ensar Anastigmat F/6.3

£2 12

6

Ensar Anastigmat F/4.5

£3 10

0

ENSIGN,

PLEASE

MENTION

“

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

LIMITED,

HIGH

CORRESPONDING

HOLBORN,

WITH

LONDON,

ADVERTISERS.
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE

OUR

^bl
lefcotd
THE CAMERA SENSATION

CONTINUES
3x2

SALE

in. Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat, in 3-speed shutter .

£2

3 x 2 in. Rollette, f/4.9 Tessar, Compur .

3J x 24 No. 1 Junior Kodak

OF 1934!

.

2

0

£3 10

0

15s. Od.

44x24 No. la Kodak, R.R lens .
17s. 6d.
54x34 Postcard Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat lens .
£1 12 6
34 x 24 Auto Graflex Junior, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 1 slide, cut film magazine,
case .
£7 17 6
9x12 cm. Mentor Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 double
case .

slides, F.P.

4-pl. Ensign Magnaprint Enlarger, f/7.7 anastigmat .
3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur .
34x24
34x24

£5 5
£5 17

0
6

All-distance Ensign Roll Film Folding .
15s. Od.
Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, F.P. adapter. .£250

5x4 Sanderson, f/7.7 Ensign, in Koilos, 2 slides, case .
34x24

Newman

&

Guardia

Folding

Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres,

£2

in. Ensignette

34x24 Dallmeyer
54x34 Postcard

Roll Film, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar .
Roll Film Snapshot de Luxe, f/6, case
Kodak Special, range-finder model,

7

6

2 slides, case
£21 0 0

5 X 4 N. & G. Reflex, 8-in. Protar, 14 x 14, 3 slides .
3x2

adapter,
£8 17 6

£7 10

0

£115

0

.
£2 2 0
f/6.3 anastigmat

£3 10 0
4-pl. Adora Double Extension, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
5x4

No. 9 Premo,

f/6.3 Kodak,

£6 0case0
in Velosto, 2 slides, F.P. adapter,
£1 17 6

Vest Pocket Agfa Speedex, f/3.9, in Compur .
Postcard Tropical Soho, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides, case .
6x44

cm.

Zeiss Ikon

Palmos,

£4 17
£16 10

6
0

f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter

£8 10
3x4 cm. Voigtlander Perkeo, f/3.5 Skopar, Compur .
£6
10 00
24x24 Carbine, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 6 slides, focussing screen £2 10 0
Ansco Memo, for 35-mm. cin6 film, still pictures, f/3.5 lens. ... £1 10 0
3x4 cm. Derby Foth Focal-plane Roll Film, f/3.5 .
£3 10 0
34 x 24 Agfa Speedex, f/8. 8 anastigmat .
£13
6
5x4 Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, 3 slides .
£1010 0
Whole-plate Lancaster’s Field Set, Rectograph lens, 3 slides, case £1 17 6
97 Kodak Brownie Developing Tanks, complete for 34x24 films. Postage

6d .

Papier Mache
3 for Is. 3d.

7s. 9d.

Developing Dishes, new

5x4

and unsoiled: J-pl., 6d. each,

or 4'PL, 4d. each, 3 for lOd.

34x24,

3d. each, 3 for 8d.

New Printing Frames, 264 13x18 cm. Jaynay, 3d. each ; 84 9x12

with glass, 6d. each. 72 54x34, with glass, 44d. each.
glass (used), 3d. each, 5 for Is. Od.

487 34x24,

cm.,

with

186 10-oz. Celluloid Measures (used), 6d. each.
71 Kodak Print Paddles (used), lOd. each.
White Wood
twenty-four

Draining Racks (new), for twelve 4-plat«s, 6d. each ; for

4'Ptates and

whole-plates,

250 Ensign Tilting and Panoram

reversible

(new), Is. 0d. each.

Tops, for still and cine. Cost 32s. 6d.

13s.. 6d.5s.each.
84 Lantern Transit Boxes, to hold 60-80 slides .
9d.
320 Three-fold Metal Tripods .
3s. 6d.
2,000 Slip-in Albums, 4 on page, to hold 96 vest-pocket, 5d. each ; to

hold 96 la and 2a, 9d. each, stiff covers.

Wooden

Grooved Negative Boxes, to hold 50 5 x 4 or postcard, 2s. 6d.,

4-plate, 2s. 9d.

Goods

value

10/- and

over
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AT

many

of the famous
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Sole

R. F. HUNTER

Importers
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DO BETTER

THE

lit, OXFORD
ST., W.1
GERrard 1432.

takes 12 pictures 2|-x2J on 3Jx2J standard 8-exp.
Roll Film. Supplied in a unique patented leather case
for £1 extra. SEE THE ROLLEICORD
AT YOUR
DEALERS, or write at once for beautiful brochure
in colour, post free from

paid.

WESTMINSTER
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Useful Trimming

MOST photographers

Gadgets
inch, according to the par¬
ticular line you use. In this

have come up against
the trouble of obtain¬
ing uniform white margins
on masked prints. Here is
the description of a trimming
device which, while quite
simple to prepare, will save
time and annoyance.
All that is required is a
sheet of clean glass at least
one inch longer than the
largest print to be trimmed,
and a reel of transparent
adhesive tape as used for
repairing music. The edges
of the glass should be smooth
and free from chippings.
An old glass plate is suitable
if large enough. The gelatine
emulsion can easily be re¬
moved in hot water and soda.

way the margins can with
perfect ease be kept equal,
of any required width, or
varied at will.
A really keen trimmingknife, easy and quick to make,
and whose cost is practically
nil, is described

below.

Es¬

sentially it consists of a
safety-razor blade gripped
firmly between two con¬
veniently shaped pieces of
plywood

and held in position

by
couple ofdevices
screws. onThere
are a several
the
market for holding these
blades, but

the home-made

variety
more
sub¬
stantial gives
handle aand
a better
adjusted cutting edge.
Cut out two pieces of

First take a strip of the
tape and paste it along the
long side of the glass so that
it overlaps slightly — say |-in.
— along the edge and at each
end. If any trouble is ex¬
perienced in getting it to
hold to the glass a little
Seccotine will do the trick.

three-ply to the form shown
in the photograph, put them
together in a vice, and file
until all edges coincide. Glass
paper
all will
surfaces
smooth.
On what
be the
inner
surface of one piece lay the
razor -blade so that one corner

Rub it down smoothly and
as soon as it is firmly and
cleanly stuck trim off the
overlapping ends and edge
with a safety-razor blade,
exactly flush with the edge of the glass.
Now make three dots at the top end of the strip of tape,
one-eighth, one-quarter, and three-eighths inch from the edge,
and repeat at the bottom end. Join each corresponding pair
of dots with a thin black line in indian ink. You will then
have three lines parallel with the edge of the glass and oneeighth, one-quarter andthree-eighthsinchrespectively from it.
The trimmer is now completed. Lay it on the print to
be trimmed with the taped side downwards in contact
with the print. Adjust it so that one of the black lines
coincides with the edge of the picture on the print.
Trim along the edge of the glass, and you will have a
definite margin of one-eighth, one-quarter or three-eighths

of it projects as shown. The
corner should not project too
.far, as the blade is very
flexible and would bend or
even snap under pressure.
Carefully mark on the wood the position of the two outer
holes of the blade and drill holes in the three-ply just
sufficiently large to take £-in. metal fender screws. The
screws with nuts will cost about a penny. Drill correspond¬
ing holes in the other piece of wood and also a hole near the
end of the shanks to admit a bifurcated rivet. The two
pieces of three-ply may now be riveted together and the
remaining parts assembled.
This little gadget will be found useful for domestic as
well as photographic purposes, and when one corner of the
blade has become blunt the next can be brought into
position in a few seconds. Discarded blades ate very cheap !
W. C. R. and W. J. C.
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The

parts of the trimmer

1
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before assembling.

Holding

the completed

trimmer.
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THE English manufacturer has

been rather slow in adopting
the photograph for advertis¬
ing purposes, but is now
waking up to the fact that photo¬
graphs of real people make a greater
appeal to the prospective purchaser
than line or wash drawings.

Amateur photographers with orig¬
inal ideas can obtain a great deal of
amusement, which may become a
source of profit, by posing their
friends with a view to submitting the
results to one of the large advertisers
in the daily Press.
In many cases the evenings can be
occupied with this work. Flashlight
may be used, as this form of illumina¬
tion has the advantage of perfect
control. It can be used to give almost
any desired form of lighting, from the
harsh, shadow-casting unobscured flash
to the soft, daylight effect obtained
when diffusers are used.
The everyday furnishings of the
average home will be suitable settings
for most subjects. Where it is desired
that the figures are to stand out clearly
against a white or black ground, this
can be obtained by hanging suitable
backgrounds. A white sheet or plain
dark table-cloth free from creases will
serve the purpose.
The models may be either young or
old, this depending upon the idea

Somet/nng

21st, 1934

HOTC
JL

CLARENCE

a vast field to explore in the matter
of eatables, toilet requisites, and other
items occurring in every household,
all of which form the basis of illus¬
trated advertisements. These resolve
themselves into definitely rendered
still-life studies, and the technical
information that has appeared from
time to time regarding still-life work
can
be applied to this subject suc¬
cessfully.
When

a figure forms

the basis of

the subject for a pictorial advertise¬
ment, it is desirable that the person
depicted should be “ doing some¬
thing ” — something that is clearly
related to the subject matter of
the advertisement.
Subjects should be boldly treated,
and not depend too much for their
interest in fine detail, as such photo¬
graphs will, if purchased, have to be
suitable for the coarse reproductions
used in modern rapid machine printing
on a poor quality paper. First get
your idea, or, better still, a snappy
slogan, which can be carried out by

Doggy.

being worked out. As a rule, the number of figures should
not exceed two. In some advertisements a single figure
cleverly posed and costumed makes an instant appeal.
When a good model has been securecl a series embodying
the same figure can be attempted. This idea has been
employed successfully in advertising well-known brands
of cigarettes and various household goods.
Apart from photographing the entire figure to illustrate an
advertisement, the feet alone, or hands, and parts of costumes,
such as hats, gloves, shoes, etc., can be utilised to make
pictorial compositions for the same purpose. There is also

PONTIN

Suggestions for Cameras

and Shoes.
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IRA PH S for

Advertisements
photography and the materials and models available.
This may be the result of deliberate, careful thought,
or may be inspired by some everyday happening.
Ideas will also occur after studying the advertisement
pages of the illustrated weeklies both of this country
and America. It is not suggested that these should be
deliberately copied, but the bearing they have in relation
to some particular object will inevitably suggest practical
applications that are within the capabilities of the
photographer.
It may save some disappointment to those who attempt
advertisement photography to inform them that a great
number of the pictures used are supplied by agencies

A

from

the

new

Tea

negative.

advertisement.

This

procedure

is frequently

necessary when a good figure has been “ snapped ” but
unsuitable surroundings are included. The figure can be
isolated and tidied up, the composition concentrated and
blank space left for suitable lettering.

A

Golfing subject.

who employ
professional photo¬
graphers and models to carry out
their requirements. At the same
time, when a really good idea is
offered which has successfully been
carried out by photography, these
agents will consider the purchase of
the negative, whether the photographer
is an amateur or professional. Pic¬
tures can, however, be submitted
direct to the firms concerned, who
will almost certainly pass them on to
their advertising agents.
The ingenious photographer can
frequently work out an idea by
combination printing, but if this is
attempted it must be well done, as
also must be any “ working-up ” of
negative or print. In fact, it is a good

plan when the right subject has been
secured

to make

an enlargement

167

and

work it up with crayon or paint and
then

copy

it, making

the final print

Cigarettes.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
PICTORIAL

word

word " pictorial ” in the title
is to make it longer. A onetitle looks skimpy ; and the

sound of " pictorial ” is impressive,
even if we are none too sure what it
means. All it means in this case
is that I want to say something about

C NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

COMPOSITION.

MY chief reason for putting the

21st, 1934

Jor the

technically (which
they certainly are),
he always feels
doubtful about
their composition ;
and he would like
to feel able to con¬
sider this aspect of
them with more
intelligence and
confidence.
Quite recently 1
read a book on this
subject
right
through. I have no
excuse to offer ; 1
simply read it. The
main effect it had
on me was to make
still more vague such ideas as I
already possessed on the subject. I
am almost disposed to doubt the
infallibility of the intersections .of

Fie. 1.

the composition of our photographs,
which for the present purpose we may
call pictures.
One reason for my doing this is the
plaint of a reader who says that
although his photographs seem good

thirds ; although I hope " Mentor ”
will not get to hear of it.
As on another occasion, I am doing
what turned out to be helpful to manv
readers. This week and next I am
using as illustrations a few prints
taken from a single competition batch,
and am going to say something about

Fig. 2.

their “ composition.”

I hope to show

that this word “ composition ” means
little
thanin the
arrangement
of
themore
subject
the " picture
space ” ;
and that this arrangement is chiefly
a matter of common sense and order.
We must remember all the time the
question as to whether the subject
was worth putting into a picture space
at all ; and if so, whether too much
or too little has been included.
Let us begin on the prints straight
away, and we can return to more
general considerations later.
Here is Fig. x. There is no doubt,
to begin with, about the little chap
being worth photographing. He is
the happy, chubby sort that, with
good fortune, would give a picture of
all that is sweetest and most charming
in babyhood. He might be a type
rattier than a portrait. But we may
admit at once the value even of a
ness.
straightforward

Fig- 3-

“ comfortably
14

portrait — just a like¬

To secure that satisfactorily requires
thought and care. Here the head, and
one arm and hand, are pleasing, but
look at the other three limbs. One
hand and one foot are amputated,
and the other leg is awkward and
uncomfortable. Certainly a child will
do that sort of thing, but why photo¬
graph him like that ? Without saying
anything of the surroundings, we
decide that the child is not placed
168

” in the picture space,
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helped by the interesting variety of
forms, and the way in which lights

and we only put it in another way when
we say that the composition is poor.
Now Fig. 2. Do we need any

and darks come together. The “ ar¬
rangement ” is comfortable. Every¬
thing is in just the right place. In
other words, the composition is ex¬
cellent.
Can we say the same of Fig. 4 ?
Is there anything in the four glass
vessels, and the way they are arranged
and lighted, to make the picture
attractive ? Not only is the subject

“ laws ” of composition to prove that
it was wrong to stick that bicycle
partly in and partly out of one cornet ?
There was precious little in the bridge
and the lock-gate to spend much time
or trouble over, but although these
occupy most of the space our eyes
are dragged to that bicycle and held
there. Why ?
It is a relief to turn to Fig. 3. The
subject matter is interesting. It deals
pleasantly and even humorously with
the traffic problem somewhere in
Central America. Not only is the
original print a good one, but it
should be noted how well placed in
the space are all the elements of the
subject. The tilt of the wagon does not

not

touch the top edge (as does the baby’s
head in Fig. 1), nor are the roadmenders squeezed into a corner (like
the bicycle in Fig. 2). There is just
comfortable room in front of the

Fig. 4.

oxen, and behind the men; the heaps
in the road link up oxen, wagon and

rod slopes nicely in contrast

men

upright

; even

the slope of the driver’s

Holding

columns.

The

with the

arranged

A RECENT article in “ The A.P.” described an

paper of quarter-plate size
a rectangle is cut, just a
trifle smaller than the pic¬
ture on the small negative.
A narrow strip of paper
is gummed along half its
width and placed along
one edge of the rectangular
opening, with the ungummed edge coincident with
that of the cut-out rectangle. The gumming of the strip
is most conveniently effected by covering the portion
which is to receive no gum with a protective piece
of paper while the adhesive is applied.
The film is simply slipped into place, with its edge
under the strip, as shown in the accompanying sketch,

” in the

“ pattern ’’ is

the Small

ingenious and satisfactory mode of eliminating
stray light when enlarging from small film
negatives. I habitually employ an equally effective,
and even simpler dodge.
For enlarging purposes, I
Mask
place all small films be¬
tween two quarter-plate
clear glasses. To prevent
light passing through the
margin of clear glass around
the film, I slip the latter
into a mask which is very
simply contrived in the
following manner.
From a piece of opaque

" comfortably

picture space, but it is not " arranged,”
in the proper sense of the word at all ;
nor is it completely included in the
picture. Parts of two of the glasses
run out at the edges. The glasses are
all stood practically in a row. There
is too much of the monotonous back¬
ground at the top. The subject, as it
stands, should have been taken hori¬
zontally instead of vertically. It is
not well arranged. In other words,
the composition is poor.
Next week I will continue with
another selection, and then consider
what we are to do about it all.
W. L. F. W.

Film

and the negative and mask placed between clear glasses
in the usual way.
The cutting of such a mask is a matter of a few
minutes’ work, and I now

have
a supply
different
sizes from
which of
I can
make
an appropriate selection at
a moment’s notice.
If the films have an
inclination to curl, it is
sometimes difficult to place
them in the little groove at
the bottom inner edge of
the mask. .In this case, if
there are many films with
this tendency to be dealt
with it is best to affix the
mask to the glass itself
with a touch of Seccotine.
It becomes much easier to
adjust the film with the
support of the glass behind
it. The second piece of
glass can then be placed on

top to complete the “ sand¬
wich ” for inserting in the carrier of the enlarger.
A further refinement is to hinge the two pieces of
1glass
together so that they open book fashion. A strong
69
and wear-resisting hinge can be made of a narrow strip
of adhesive medical tape placed over the bottom edges
of the glasses in a manner similar to the binding of a
lantern slide.
R. G. M. D.
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

inf or /nation communicated

MV work seems to be of the modem school, with its

sharp, well-defined outlines, and highly contrasted
lights and shades. Perhaps the fact that I am
a comparative beginner, only having done photography
seriously for the past five years, may have influenced my
viewpoint.

to our Special Representative.

The majority of my pictures are made with one of
two cameras, a 3jX4y Voigtlander, and a 4X5 reflex.
The smaller camera has a 54-in. lens, and the larger a
7-in. lens. The films I use are of the super-sensitive pan¬
chromatic type, developed in a standard M.O. tank formula,
by the time and temperature method. My prints are
straight enlargements on chloro-bromide paper,
from unretouched negatives, though, of course,
1 resort to printing-in, holding back
cious trimming.

and judi¬

" My method of getting exhibition prints
may not agree with the methods of older and
more experienced photographers, but I have
had a fair share of success. _ On loading up the
necessary equipment needed for a day’s trip,
I start forth, trusting to whatever fate or
chance may throw in mv path. I never know
where 1 shall start or where I may wind up.
If the day has been propitious, I shall have
secured a dozen or so negatives. Selecting the
best of these, I make enlarged proofs on glossy
paper. Making a final selection, I then finish
these up to the best of my knowledge and
ability, and then submit the pictures to the
various monthly competitions.
“ Their acceptance or rejection for an award,
while not being final, certainly influences my
judgment in sending them to exhibitions. I
have found that those receiving prizes are
invariably accepted at salons. I think all
budding pictorialists should strive to submit
prints to some competition each month. Those
conducted by The Amateur Photographer are
ideal, as there is no surer way of finding the
true worth of your pictures.
“ I have never specialised in any branch of
pictorialism ; anything that attracts my
attention, whether it be an unusual lighting
effect or a good portrait type, falls victim of
my “The
camera.
picture reproduced on the art page,
' Deck Swabs,’ was due to pure luck. Walking
along one of the upper decks of a docked liner,
I noticed the arrangement and lighting effect
of the swabs and pails below. Persuading the
bos’n to seat himself near them for the neces¬
sary human element, 1 secured the picture.
‘Ol’ Man Trouble ’ is a Zoo picture, taken with
a 1 6-in. telephoto lens on a 4X5 Graflex.
Ol’

Man

Trouble.

By

John

Muller.

The

lugubrious

expression

prompted

the title.”
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SWABS
(See article , “ How

I make

my

Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

By

John

Muller.

F. 21

February
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THE

BUTTERFLY

FRIEZE.

By
Bee

(From

Minter.

the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)

21, 1934
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“ Afternoon

by H.

Sunshine."

Williams.

2.—“

By

5- — “ Welsh Beauty
By D. Bruce Johnson.

Straight

Furrows"

A. F. Walker.

21, 1934

3The Brook.'
4. — “ Selworthy Green, Somerset
By F. B. Buxton.
By H. D. Ball.
6. — “ The End

of the Road."

By A. Roelants.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
C

Some

/° •

1

THESE against-the-light effects,

if they come off, are often very
attractive, but they need a bit
of handling, for their adoption almost
always involves both technical and
artistic problems. The claims of ex¬
posure require full consideration, and
it is necessary that special steps be
taken to keep the subject contrasts
under control; while, on the artistic
side, it is not easy to avoid the con¬
tretemps of a too bright and un¬
shadowed foreground.
Contra- Jour

Lighting.

A large area of bright tone at the
base of a picture almost invariably
invites a suspicion of instability, and,
with the light coming towards the
camera, very frequently is impossible
to avoid. Sometimes, it is true,
fortune is kind and throws a shadow
just where it is wanted, but, in most
cases, some dodging about with the
viewpoint is required. Even then,
labour is unrewarded in by far the
greater number of occasions, and it
may be necessary to have recourse
to after-treatment.
In the case of No. 1, “ Afternoon
Sunshine,” by H. Williams, the subject
is of an amenable character, and
stability is assured by the cast shadow
of the intervening wall, which com¬
pletely darkens the whole width of
the foreground.
That wall, too, would shade the
lens and prevent the flare and fog
that some kinds of lenses produce
when employed against the light.
The effect can be minimised, in the
absence of any such natural shade,
by the use of a hood, and this is so
useful an accessory that it should
always be carried.
In this instance, the choice of the
material is happy ; but it does seem
to invite the criticism that it would be
better shown as a vertical rather than
a horizontal, for the truncation of the
extreme top of the arches is unfor¬
tunate, and causes a feeling of re¬
striction.
The

. on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on

Critical Comm
ents
Moreover, with so manv

Way

of the

Plate.

If the picture had been taken the
vertical way of the plate, the cutting
off in question would have been
avoided, and nothing that cannot be
spared would be lost.

the opppos
ite pagpe
The only practical

vertical
lines in the subject, it would naturally
be more suitably treated as an upright ;
and, as a general rule, it will be found
that the way of the plate should
follow the predominant lines of the
picture.
No. 3, “ The Brook,” by F. B.
Buxton, is almost square, but more
upright than horizontal. With the
present content, it might be held that
such an arrangement was justified, for,
although verticals and horizontals are
almost equally represented, the former
seem to predominate because they are
more decisive. Here, however, we
are up against the bugbear

jour

lighting — the

too

of contra-

bright

fore¬

ground. In this part of the print are
some of the strong uprights, and, as
it is quite impossible to make a
satisfactory composition with so ob¬
trusive a foreground, both questions
are settled by the removal of the whole
of the reflected sky — i.e., by trimming
about three-quarters of an inch from
the base.
Balance

of Power.

The balance of power, as between
verticals and- horizontals, is thereupon
redistributed, the latter becoming the
more significant, and, at the same time,
in accord with the revised shape.
Additionally, the composition is
unified by the removal of that dis¬
turbing light, and gains in stability by
the substitution of a considerably
darker tone for it; but there is just a
hint of under-exposure in the blank¬
ness of the very darkest portions.
It is, however, impossible to be
dogmatic upon the
exposure of the
inspection of the
former is not before

question of under¬
negative from an
print, and, as the
us, the assumption

is made upon the probabilities dis¬
closed by the print and the nature of
the lighting. With the light coming
from a source almost directly ahead,
there would be very little reflected into
the shadows, and, at a guess, the
exposure that would be required would
be something like ten to fifteen times
175 lighting were
that needful if the
reversed or coming from behind, and,
though some allowance may have been
made, it is highly improbable that it
even approached these proportions.

circumstances

is an

Technical

guide in such
exposure meter.

Difficulties.

Another technical difficulty is ad¬
justing the time of development of the
negative to the excessive contrasts of
subjects of this type. Assuming
correct exposure, the time of develop¬
ment controls the contrast of the
negative ; and, as there is usually an
excess in the subject, it must be
countered in the negative by a reduc¬
tion in inverse degree, so that, in
proportion as the contrasts exceed the
normal, so must the time of develop¬
ment be diminished.
With the removal of the foreground,
in this instance, no further adjustment
seems to be required, nor, as far as
can be seen, is it needed in No. 1 ;
in fact, it is scarcely necessary in any
of the pictures reproduced this week,
although, strictly speaking, the onlyother example of contra-jour lighting
is No. 4, " Selworthy Green,” by H. D.
Ball, where the tones are soft and
harmonious and beautifully judged.
A shadowed foreground would be an
advantage, but the defect is not com¬
parable to that in No. 3.
A cross lighting is employed in Nos.
2 and 6, “ Straight Furrows,” by A. F.
Walker, and " The End of the Road,”
by A. Roelants, and, in both instances,
it is very well managed.
Attractive

Skies.

In both of these prints, the sky tones
are very well rendered, and, in the
former, it might have been as well if
a greater
proportion
for
its display.

had been allotted

As the print stands, the relative
amounts allotted to sky and landscape
would be improved by trimming,
say, a quarter

of an

inch

from

the

base ; but in No. 5, “ Welsh Beauty,”
by D. Bruce Johnson, the main
attraction lies in the mountains in the
distance, and, though the sky is
nicely clouded, it is subsidiary to the
main theme, and does not need a
similar emphasis.
The proportions, here, suit the
subject and its different character, so
that, while the landscape area is
greater,

it is justified by

cumstances.

the

17cir¬
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“THE

VALLEY

THIS picture displays a very noble

group of trees, fine in form and
shape, and the way they are
employed to reveal an alluring glimpse
of landscape is extraordinarily well
contrived. The adoption of the
vertical shape with the predominant
upright lines of the trees exemplifies
the contentions advanced on the
preceding page, yet, at the same
it is felt that a heavier

time,

OFElements
THE

VAR,”
by Ronald Beauchamp.
the Whole.

and

Its importance is further stressed
by the strength afforded by the
opposition of its component elements
the one against the other. A certain
amount of attraction is always excited
by the placing of lines in opposition, or
so that they cross each other, and how
this works may be seen on reference to
the sketch.

lines always seem to attract the eye
more than curved, and the former

may be taken to create an illusion of
strength as against the suggestion of
beauty which is suggested by the latter.
The presence of this subsidiary
group to the right of that in the
centre involves the provision of a third
element to furnish a satisfactory bal¬
ance. This is a function that Kis
exercised

by

the single tree

foreground, to carry the great
weight of the foliage at the

(3), which, scale
by reason
of its
diminutive
and lack
of

top, would be a not
siderable advantage.

force of position, cannot claim
the attention exerted by either
the first or second group.

Placing

and

incon¬

Stability.

A placing
near theweak,
lefthand
edge is so
decidedly

Not only should there be a
greater depth of tone at the
base, but its area might also
be slightly extended. The
addition of half an inch, even
with the existing tone, would
provide a better balance, and,
if the tonal values were

and this is appropriate in the
circumstances, for, while the
tree in question should not
exert an attraction that would
impair the pull of the other
two groups, its existence is
necessary both to provide the
balance already referred to,

appreciably deepened as well,
a much greater sense of
stability would be imparted.
Besides this advantage, the
effect of the deeper tone at
the base would be to enhance

and to prevent the eye from
being too much attracted by
what, in its absence, would
form a secondary way out.

the values of the landscape
seen through the trees, and
give it a somewhat increased
significance. The feeling of

A feature of this nature
would tend towards a division
of interest, and would be

Internal

light and luminosity — now
very pleasantly suggested —
would also be emphasised,
and the illusion of distance
and space would

highly isundesirable.
Its avoid¬
ance
well contrived,
and,
though the group, as a whole,
is comprised of three distinct
elements, they are united by
means of the internal con¬
nections afforded by the fo¬
liage at the top, the lines of
the landscape seen through
the trees, and those of the

be far better

expressed. The required in¬
crease in depth could, no
doubt, be introduced either
by local extra printing or by
one of the many methods of
oil reinforcement, and, if
properly executed, need not
be expected to induce any conflict
with realism or truth of rendering.
As far as the construction of the
composition is concerned, the main
feature and the centre of attraction
lie in the trees, which form themselves
into a united group of three elements.
The most important of these elements
is the collection in the centre (i), and
its predominance over the other two
is assured both by the greater number
of trees included and by its greater
strength of position.
18

Connections.

Next

in

importance

comes

the

group (2), which consists of the two
trees on the right. They do not
claim so great a share of the attention
as group (1), partly on account of a
comparative weakness of placing, and
partly because of the fact that their
lines run in a similar direction to each
other. Besides this, they are definitely
curved, and, in relation to the trees
composing the central group, which
are straighter, do not exert quite the
same pull in consequence. Straight
176

foreground at the base.
The sense of interconnec¬
tion, no doubt, would be more firmly
established if the tone of the fore¬
ground were adjusted in the manner
previously suggested, and it might be
something of an advantage if the sky
were rendered in a rather less nebulous
fashion or with a more definite sug¬
gestion of cloud forms ; but, after all,
this is not an excessively important
feature in a subject of this nature,
although, in pursuit of absolute per¬
fection, the point is one that should
receive attention.
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etters to the Editor
BIG

Sir, — If Mr.

VERSUS

Grant

will

SMALL
read

my

PRINTS.
letter

of

December

27th

again, he will find I suggest a 3J X 2 j- negative taken with a
4-in. lens should be enlarged 2-I diameters to secure the neces¬
sary compromise between visual and photographic optics.
I certainly said every photograph is seen at its best from the
plastic point of view if held the focal length of the lens that
took it from the eye, but I warned the reader that a contra¬
diction was involved, viz., that the normal eye sees best at a
distance of about ten inches for “ close-ups.” The suggested
way out of the difficulty was to enlarge negatives by whatever
ratio was necessary to make them appear as if they had been
taken with a lens of 10-in. focus — 2J diameters
quoted by Mr. Grant.

in the example

Another way out is to make a contact print, ""and shorten the
focal distance of the eye by using a magnifying glass. If Mr.
Grant is going to compromise between visual and photographic
optics and miniature camera club rules limiting the area of
prints the only solution is for him to invest in a good magnifier.
S. PIERCY.
— Yours, etc.,
EXHIBITION
Sir, —

I note

editorial

The

Editor

the opinions

is not responsible

for

of his correspondents .

but cbuld never obtain any wire fine enough for this purpose,
with the result that more often the fuse would not blow and
therefore

it was

very

unreliable.

It would be interesting to read other readers’ experiences
upon this matter, also as to where they obtain wire as fine as
40 S.W.G. or finer. — Yours, etc.,
JOHN
MUFFITT.
A

PLEA

Sir, — Now

that

FOR
the

STEREOSCOPIC
ultimate

has

pretty

WORK.
well

been

reached

in miniature camera technique, I am wondering when the
experts are going to turn their attention seriously to stereoscopic
photography. No one who has studied the question will
deny the great attractiveness and superiority of stereoscopic
pictures compared with the ordinary flat single picture, and it
may be wondered why they are not more popular.
One answer to this may be that almost all the available stereo
cameras are for plates, which are not so fashionable nowadays,
and their positives are intended to be transparencies, with
all the attendant difficulties of reversing, fragility, storage, etc.
That none of these drawbacks is inherent in the system is
proved

GYMNASTICS.

in an

PHOTOGRAPHER
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by

the very

successful

work

to be

obtained

from

the

in a recent

number of “ The A.P.” your comment
on photographs which require gymnastic
performances on the part of the observer
in order properly to appreciate them, and
your suggestion that a humorous picture
of
be

a “ gymnastic exhibition ” might
made, so I have endeavoured to

portray such an exhibition in the ac¬
companying sketch. The print marked
with a * is the problem picture of the
show. — Yours, etc.,
CYRIL
H. FREESE.
SIX-

OR

Sir, — Mr.

EIGHT-EXPOSURE
SPOOLS.
G.

B.

Burr,

in your

issue

of

the 24th, asserts that the eight-exposure
film is unpopular. We believe that this
is not the case. Anyway, the eightexposure film was first introduced in this
country, and if the experience here has
been against it it is strange that all the
Continental countries have followed suit.
Perhaps we are in a better position to
gauge the popularity of what Mr. Burr
terms “ the sixteen-exposure economy.”
Mr. Burr may be interested to know
that the divided exposure cameras, of
which we were one of the pioneers, have
increased and not diminished in popularity. Moreover, the
Contax and other cameras take thirty-six exposures at one
loading, but one manufacturer actually makes a twelveexposure spool. It may be of interest for us to mention that
our experience is that for every twelve-exposure spool sold at
least three of thirty-six exposures are requested.
We have experience of cameras taking the 3X2 size, and we
can only say that as a commercial proposition such cameras as we
placed on the market taking this size did not find favour with the
public, and we believe that this has been the general experience.
In conclusion, combines, powerful or otherwise, in our
judgment have no wish to inflict any particular policy on the
consuming public. Rather is their aim to find out what the
public wants, and to cater for such requirements accordingly. —
ZEISS IKON LTD.
Yours, etc.,
DISTANT

CONTROL

Sir, — It is with interest
control of flashlight.
I experimented

that

with the same

OF
I have

FLASHLIGHT.
read

about

the electric

idea, using a 4-volt dry battery,

extremely modest " Puck ” camera made by Messrs. ThorntonPickard. This single-lens, single-exposure box camera takes
its two pictures on 3JX2-T roll film, and the positives are
ordinary paper prints. I believe that a couple of seasons ago
Messrs. T.-P. were considering the introduction of a better
model with focussing anastigmats and 3-speed shutter, using
the 4J-X2I- size roll film, and I feel sure a good future awaits
it. Although the lens separation in the " Puck ” is only if in.,
there is no question as to the success of the result, but the
separation of 2f in. possible with the larger size should prove
almost ideal — better, in other words, than the commonly used
wider separations, which at times, contrary to theory, give an
exaggerated relief.
Finally, it may be admitted that the stereo camera by virtue
of its two lenses and shutters is bound to be more expensive
177
than the ordinary camera, but a point to be remembered is
that whereas an enlarger is an almost indispensable adjunct
of all the popular modern size cameras, the stereo viewer
19
provides its own enlargement even in the smallest practicable
sizes. — Yours, etc.,
W. J. W. POTTER.
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The

Italian annual

of pictorial photography,

“ Luci

ed

Ombre,” has again been published and well sustains the
excellence of previous issues. All the illustrations are highly
“ modern” in character, even to their placing on the pages
throughout the volume. Some
of the reproductions are
extremely good, and indicate the present advanced status of
pictorial photography in Italy. The annual is published
from the offices of “ II Corriere Fotografico,” Via Stampatori,
6, Turin, Italy, price 25 lira, or it is obtainable in this country
from the Fountain Press, 19, Cursitor Street, E.C.4.

Stolen

Cameras — On

the morning

of Tuesday,

February

13th, a smash and grab raid was made on the shop windows of
Photographia, 873, Finchley Road, Golders Green, N.W.n,
and two cine cameras and three pocket cameras were stolen.
One cine camera was a Model B Kodak, f/3.5 lens, No. 56185,
and the other a Cine-Kodak B.B. Junior, f/1.9 lens, No. 18521.
If these cameras are offered to any dealer or reader of The
A mateur Photographer they should communicate at once with the
above address or with the police.

A

well

produced

and

strikingly illustrated booklet

has

been issued by Messrs. E. Leitz, Ltd., dealing with the inter¬
changeable lenses for the Leica camera. It not only describes
and illustrates the lenses in detail, but shows by means of
illustrations their applications to a variety of subjects and
the effect of their various apertures and focal lengths. It is
a most convincing argument in favour of having more than one
lens for the Leica camera. A copy of the booklet will be sent
free on application to Messrs. E. Leitz, Ltd., at 20, Mortimer
Street, London, W.i.

Messrs.

Cinepro,

Ltd., of 1, New

Burlington Street, Regent

Street, W.i, sole distributors of the Siemens cine apparatus, are
issuing an accessory for cine workers in the shape of the Cinepro
Humidity Pad. This pad is in the form of a circle of thick,
absorbent paper, which is moistened with a special liquid
supplied for the purpose. The pad is kept in the tin containing
the spool of film, and serves to keep it in good condition. The
pads are supplied in packets of a dozen at is. gd., and the
liquid preparation at 2s. a bottle.

In further

reference

to the

Horivert

Easel

reviewed

Recent

trials in dull weather

Superchrom
and

roll films indicate

of very fine quality.

The

The

" Pathescope

production
films, and
formation

illustrating

Monthly”

a number

for February
of new

is an attractive

releases

of Pathescope

containing, in addition, a variety of news and in¬
for the 9.5 cine worker. All dealers in Pathescope

apparatus can supply the “ Pathescope Monthly,” or it is
obtainable from Pathescope, Ltd., 5, Lisle Street, Leicester
Square, W.i. Price 2d.
20

speed

Express

this film is amazingly
is marked

fast

at 26° Scheiner,

is not overstated. For dull days and for artificial-light photo¬
graphy it is an ideal film. It is obtainable from most dealers,
or from Messrs. Gevaert, Ltd., 115, Walmer Road, North
Kensington, London, W.io.

We

are asked

announce

by Messrs.

that the aperture

Peeling &

of the Cassar

Van

Neck,

Ltd., to

anastigmat

supplied

with the "Cine Nizo ” 9.5-min. cine camera is F/2.8. Owing
to an oversight this information was omitted from their
advertisement in our issue of 14th February.

Messrs.
N.W.4,

Johnson

inform

&

us that

Sons, Ltd., of Hendon
owing

to the continued

Way,

Hendon,

increase

in the

demand
for " Chlorquinol ” for developing chloro-bromide
papers, they are now manufacturing this developer on more
commercial lines, and are able to reduce the retail prices to
2S. 6d. per i-oz. bottle, 8s. per 4-oz. bottle, 15s. 6d. per 8-oz.
bottle and 30s. per i-lb. bottle. They are also shortly placing
on the market this developer in small packets, each to make
10 oz., and to retail at 4d. each.

A
film
W.i)
f/3.5

“popular” model of the famous Pentac 3^x2^ roll
camera of Messrs. Dallmeyer (31, Mortimer Street,
has just been produced, with the Dallmeyer Dalmac
anastigmat in Compur shutter, to be sold at twelve

This camera has the special qualities of the original
guineas.
Pentac model, included in which are its exceptionally rigid
U-front, which enables
it to do justice to the
defining powers of the
high
- grade lens which
it carries.
It has a rising front,
worked by a lever, and
a lens with covering

in

in exactly the same register. As mentioned before, the whole¬
sale agents for the Horivert Easel are Messrs. Sands Hunter
and Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.

with the Gevaert

that

or H. & D. 2,700, and from our tests it is clear that this speed

power that enables full
use to be made of the

last week’s” A.P.,” Mr. H. L. Kettle, of 18, Ramshill Road,
Scarborough, who is the inventor and manufacturer of this
piece of apparatus, points out that it is not necessary to
remove the shelf except to adjust the position for different
size enlargements. For making a series of enlargements of the
same size with the enlarger suspended vertically, i.e., with lens
downwards, from the wall or other vertical support, and say,
whole-plate enlargements are required, a piece of white card
of the requisite size is first laid on the shelf and pushed into
the back left-hand corner. When the right groove has been
found to give the size enlargement required, the entire Horivert
easel is moved about until the correct part of the image falls
on the white focussing card. All that remains is to remove this
card and replace with a sheet of bromide paper put into register
in the same corner. Should the bromide paper curl, it can be
kept flat during exposure by laying a sheet of glass over it.
By this means any number of similar prints can be quickly made

21st, 1934

rising front. It also has
a cross front for use
when the camera is held
horizontally. The bpdy
of the camera has air
vents so that the bellows
are not sucked inwards
when it is opened
rapidly, and it has a
well-designed pressure-plate to keep the whole of the
film in its true plane during the exposure.
Another feature which will appeal to the practical
worker is that the Dalmac lens has a collar deep enough to
carry a slip-on lens-hood securely.
The original Pentac camera with the f/2.9 Pentac lens
in Compur shutter still remains a leading line of the firm,
at fifteen guineas ; but for those who feel doubtful at
employing f/2.9 on roll films of 2^x 3J size, this new camera
may appeal. No one need be afraid of f/3.5, which
is becoming more and more the popular lens-aperture for
the progressive, serious worker. That extra amount of
light over the light given by an f/4.5 is a great help to the
man who uses his camera in the less sunny months of the
year or for indoor
178

work.
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Cinematography
Camera

THERE is little doubt that the

correct use of camera angles
becomes invaluable in filming
certain scenes, thereby making their
effect more convincing than an ordi¬
nary
“ straight
” shot. occasions
There
are numerous

where

an unusual camera angle or position is
justified. Where the point of view of
an individual character is represented,
as in a scene depicting a man felled
to the ground and his opponent
standing over him ; it would be
quite logical for a shot to be taken of
the opponent from the ground-level
to enhance dramatic interest and
intensity, thereby enabling the audi¬
ence to imagine the feelings of the
felled man.
Another viewpoint which aptly
lends itself to the camera lens is that
of a busy

street scene, filmed

from

practically ground-level with the
camera pointing slightly upward.
Traffic generally, and buses in particu¬
lar, appear mammoth, giving the
sense of power and strength. The
reverse effect is, of course, obtainable
by filming downwards from a high
building, whilst interesting shots can
be got from the top of a moderately
slow moving bus of traffic below.
Good picture composition is often
obtained by filming the scene at a
definite angle, where a straight shot
would appear hackneyed. Street
processions demand alternate and
different angles. There is nothing so
monotonous as seeing foot after foot
of people forming a procession passing
before the camera in one single shot
and filmed from one viewpoint.
There are many camera angles
which suggest themselves as occasion
and scene demands. When filming
angles, picture yourself as the camera
lens and always think in terms of the
eye of the camera, although one should
not be conscious of the camera as

Angles P. H. BRAITHWAITE.

view the particular
follows that when

it
is

moved during filming the effect will
be that of the audience being moved
bodily with the progress of the camera.
The produced effect may be that of
being brought gradually closer to
certain actors and farther away from
others, or of being moved from one
side of the set or scene to the other.
The present-day tendency is prac¬
tically to move the camera con¬
tinuously from long-shot to close-up,
and not infrequently a scene is filmed
necessitating the camera being moved
both vertically and horizontally with¬
out breaking the particular scene.
From this it follows that, if studio
scenery is being used, more care will
have to be exercised in its preparation
owing to the varied angle shots
required.
As the screened effects of an evermoving camera tend to become
irritating, camera angles and move¬
ment should be used sparingly. Never

actually being a camera.
Apart from angles, camera move¬
ment itself, or the actual moving of
the camera across the floor during
filming, often becomes a distinct ad¬
vantage for suitable scenes. The
camera lens being the eye through
which the audience will ultimately

scene filmed,
the camera

film a scene from an angle which
includes an unnatural viewpoint.
It is for this reason that certain
phases of otherwise successful pictures
seen at cinema theatres are unsatis¬
factory without it being quite obvious
why they displease. The modern
cinema-goer has become accustomed
to seeing strange viewpoints and
camera angles, and so long as these
are recognised the film will seem
normal. When, however, these points
are departed from, a feeling of some¬
thing being wrong arises, and the
picture ceases to be satisfying.
The amateur, therefore, when visit¬
ing a cinema show should, apart from
viewing the picture as an entertain¬
ment, approach the subject with an
analytical mind, and endeavour to
get behind the point of view of the
producer and study the technical
side as well as the pictorial and story¬
telling aspect. He will learn much in
this way which can be applied later
in the production of his own films.
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A

low viewpoint

for this subject has added

considerably

to its strength and sense of action .
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Cine Club

UNTIL recently, London, the Mid¬

Captain Hedges wras unanimously
elected the Society’s first President,
Mr. J. Lewis, well-known in local
amateur dramatic circles, and Mr.
Oliver V. Hilson were responsible for
the meeting and were appointed secre¬
tary and assistant secretary respectively.
An entire programme of films produced
by Mr. and Mrs. J. B. V. Thubron,
winners in Class E of the recent I.A.C.

overcoming numerous difficulties en¬
countered during about four years
filming with Pathescope apparatus. A
further lecture will be given on the 27th
February by Mr. G. C. Weston on “ Aids
to Titling and Editing.”
Shooting has now begun on the
society’s full-length production, a drama¬
tic comedy, entitled “ Two Candles,”
by Mr. A. B. C. Denman, who is directing.

Exhibitions

2,000 Pictures a Second
months of research had failed to unearth to the naked eye.
With the use of this camera the problem was solved within a
few minutes.
The complete unit weighs only 28 lb., and can be easily
moved by one man ; it can be mounted on a tripod and tilted
in any desired position or angle whilst in operation.
The time is recorded by a precision electric clock driven by a
current generator, which consists of an electrically-actuated
tuning fork. The clock indicates the time on three concentric
revolving discs giving the time in minutes, seconds and hun¬
dredths of seconds. The image of these discs, as well as the
moving object, is photographed by the camera, so that a per¬
manent record of both timing and action is recorded simul¬
taneously on the film. The clock picture occupies one-eighth
of the width of the film.

22

and Competitions

exhibitions and competitions will be included

Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 131.
Further particulars from Salon Committee,
Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Montgomery Street,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics* Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, February 23 ; open, March 13 and
14. Particulars from W. F..Calcraft,|76, Gurney Road,
Stratford, E.15.

A further interest was created for the
coming summer months in an announce¬
ment that Mr. P. Heathcote had kindly
offered to present a Cup, to be called
The Heathcote Challenge Cup, for the
best 9.5-mm. film of the year typical
of summer and the holiday spirit.
The competition is open to members
only of the above Society. Full par¬
ticulars of this and other competitions
which are being run by the Society may
be had from the Hon. Sec., Mr. A. E.
Hammond, Malvern, Sandfield Road,
Arnold, Notts.

on the 20th February on “ Technical
Hints and Tips.” He demonstrated
and described in detail his methods of

pictures per second, i.e., at the rate of 7,200,000 per
hour, and recording time as wrell, is the latest achievement
of the research laboratories of the Western Electric Company.
During laboratory experiments recently carried out, it was
revealed that pieces of cracked glass from a shattered electriclight bulb resembled a slowly-drifting snowflake under the
photography of this high-speed camera. A flashlight’s in¬
stantaneous flare produced the effect of slowly lighting a stage.
In the darkened chambers of a small testing booth it revealed
that the wink of an eye seemed to take minutes. A golf ball
at the moment when the club struck appeared to be deflated
to two-thirds of its original size. It also revealed to a leading
motor manufacturer a defect which had jeopardised one of the
most important parts of the mechanism, a defect which

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 5-7. Exhibition Secretary,
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham
Hill, S.W.2.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
*
Bishop Auckland P.S. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 13 ; open, March 21-24. Particulars from
T. Ambler, 18, Rabv Gardens, Bishop Auckland.

and as a guide to the society’s carpenters.
At a recent general meeting of the
Trent Cine Club it was unanimously
agreed that in future the Club shall be
Society.
known as the Nottingham Amateur Cine

and edited ; a play, “ East and West,”
and a lengthy travelogue entitled " In
Search of Sunshine,” being a tour from
Europe to Singapore and back.
Mr. A. D. Frischmann, a founder
member of the Society, gave a talk

AMOTION - PICTURE camera capable of taking 2,000

Notices of forthcoming

Three sets will be used, one the interior
of a country inn, being the most am¬
bitious yet attempted. It is also the
first occasion that a model has been
constructed for experimental purposes

winning film, “ Her Second Birthday,”
a charming child study cleverly planned

Real Slow-Motion.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, February 28. Rules in the issue of
January 31.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15. Entry
forms from Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, R. Greenwood, 24, Silverdale Road,
Woodkey, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 15-17*
Details from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.

Notes

National Film Contest, was projected
on February 6th at a meeting of the
Brondesbury Cine Society, Kensal Rise,
N.W.io. The programme included the

lands and the North had it all
their own way where amateur
cine clubs were concerned. Now the
South is waking up. A cine club has
been formed at Eastbourne, there is a
nucleus of amateur cinematographers at
Hastings (including a fewr Bexhill en¬
thusiasts), Bournemouth has a go-ahead
cine club, and last week a few pioneers
took a bold step forward in Brighton and
inaugurated the Brighton, Hove and
District Amateur Cinematographic So¬
ciety at a meeting held on the premises
of Messrs. Stead of Duke Street.

21st, 1934

here every week

cu?5tuIeand

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due, March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;

Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Overseas),
February 24 ; (Great Britain), March 9. Further
particulars from the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile,
56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.

Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 10 ;
open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Ex¬
hibition of Pictorial Photography. — Open, February
26-March 3. Particulars from H. Fosscutt, 19, Don¬
caster Road, Leicester.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Entries, March 12 ; open, April 1-19. Par¬
ticulars from Miss R. Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way,
San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. Exhibition Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells, Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
S.W.13.
Secretary,
T* Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
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open, May

28-June

19.

Secretary,

Ernest

Hofmann,

54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
Jugoslavia.
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms can be obtained from Mr. N. J. Foster,
161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, J unction,
Japan.
Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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Societies

will have

The Week’s Meetings

theiv meetings

Wednesday,

announced

February

here if the syllabus

is sent to us at the beginning

21st.

Monday,

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Portraiture.”
Camberwell C.C. Problem Night.

of Photography.”

February

Southport P.S. 44 Two Men and a Car in the Highlands.”
Wallasey A.P.S. Slide and Holiday Print Competition.
Walsall P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Walthamstow

Beckenham

22nd.

February

Saturday,
P.S.

Annual

Bournemouth C.C. 44 At Home
Hackney P.S. Wimbledon.

E. J. Mowlam.

Todmorden

P.S.

44 The Amateur

Photographer

Monday,

Wednesday,
Accrington

Foster.

24th.

exhibition

26th.

of the Bournemouth

Camera

Rochdale P.S. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Scarborough A. P.C. Cine Film : 44 Scottish Scenery.”
Smethwick and D.P.S. 44 Something May Develop.” R. T. Newman.
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
South Suburban and C.P.S. 44 Camera Sport in Mediaeval
Stockport P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.
Worcestershire C.C. Slide-Making. H. W. Cash.

'

Club

*

are a feature of the exhibition, and with members’ classes they
produced a good representative entry. Judging was by Mr.
J. Dudley Johnston, who at the private view gave a lecture
New

Photography.”

The

exhibition remains

Cities.”

Miss M. Tyler.

until 24th February, and nine afternoon lectures are being
given to the public by members during the exhibition.

was opened last week at Messrs. Beale’s Exhibition Gallery
by the Mayor of Bournemouth. Hants and Dorset Classes

on “ The

28th.

Chorley P.S. 44 A Rambler’s Holiday in Germany.” J. Grime.
Coventry P.C. 44 Why Photography Fails.” W. Ashworth.
Croydon C.C. Still-Life Competition.
Darwen P.A. Exhibition of Members’ Prints and Slides.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Portfolio Night.
Handsworth P.S. 44 Autochromes of France, Germany, etc.” L. Barrow.
Ilford P.S. 44 Westminster Abbey.” Fredk. H. Evans.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual International Exhibition.
Partick C.C. Print Criticism by S. Bridgen.

25th.

Bradford P.S. . Cin6 Section Evening.
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Criticism by S. Bridgen.

annual

February

An Evening; with T. E. Egan.

Borough Poly. P.S. 44 This London of Ours.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Members’ Slide Evening.
Bristol P.S. Demonstrations and Discussions.
Camberwell C.C. Monthly Print and Slide Competition.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Oil Reinforcement. W. F. T. Pinkney.
Bath P.S. Cine Demonstration by Cyril Howe.
Bexley Heath P.S. Lecturettes by Members of Borough Poly. P.S.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Exhibition Opens.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Binding and Finishing Lantern Slides. F. A. Gardner.
Borough Poly. P.S; Visit to Bexley Heath P.S.
Bournemouth C.C: Alliance Slides.

The

C.C.

Bethnal Green C.C. 44 Materials, Speeds and Exposures.”
Birkenhead P.A. 44 Stereoscopic Photography.” J. A. McAusland.
Birmingham P.S. (Cin6 Section). Display of Films by Newcastle Cin£ Society.

” Prize Slides.

February

C. V. Brindley.

Streatham and D.P.S. 44 Hints and Tips on Portraiture.” Miss N. Foster.
Tynemouth P.S. Inter-Club Slide Competition at South Shields.
Warrington P.S. Portraiture Demonstration.
Whitehall C.C. Provincial Portfolio Lecturettes.

Opens.

February

Review. G. W. Hendley.
G. F. Prior.

Sheffield P.S. 44 Principles of Chemistry in Photography.”
South Shields P.S. Inter-Club Slide Competition.
Stafford P.S. Print Competition.

” to visiting clubs.

Sunday,

Messrs. A. Silk, W. Selfe, and F. C. Toye.
Film. W. R. Roberts and G. V. Child.

Nelson C.C. President’s Night.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Prints by the Bromoil Circle.
Portsmouth C.C. 44 Malta.” C. Cecil Davies.
Royal P.S. 44 The Photography of Gaseous Explosions.” R. P. Fraser.
Rugby and D.P.S. The Carbro Process. O. W. Seville.
St. Bride P.S. Portfolio by the Nippon Camera Club, Japan.

23rd.

February

Exhibition

27th.

F. H. Elliott.

Leeds P.S. 44 The Photographic Process.” H. H. Featherstone.
Liverpool A. P.A. 44 Infra-red Photography.” Miss E. H. McCormick.
Manchester P.S. Members’ Print and Slide Evening.
Monklands P.S. 44 A Tour in North Wales.” D. Lauder.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Competitions for Members.

Colne C.C. “ Twenty Years of Bird Photography.” R. Woods.
Dover Inst. P.S. “ A Mediterranean Cruise.” Major G. J. Norris.
Harrogate P.S. “ The Edinburgh Ramble.” G. R. M. Temple.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Amateur Cinematography. H. Fosscutt.
I.eytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Cine Evening. A. Clark.

Ashton-under-Lvne

Enlarging.

Hackney P.S. Negative Improvement.
Halifax P.S. Tank Development of Roll
Hamilton P.S. Lecture by S. Bridgen.
Harrow C.C. Competition and Portfolio
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Pictures by

E. J. Hosking.

Royal P.S. “ A Movie-maker in Moscow.” P. A. Le Neve
Whitehall Cine Society. Annual Exhibition of Films.
Wimbledon Cine Club. Talk by Percy W. Harris.

Bromide

Dunfermline P.A. 44 Study of Holiday Snaps and Films.” John Simpson.
Exeter C.C. Cine Evening. C. Ireland.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. 44 Sub-standard Photography.” G. H. Dannatt.
Guildford and D.C.C. Portfolio.

A. E. Hutchins.

Bournemouth C.C. “ Sea Pictures.” Eng.-Capt.
Brondesburv Cin£ Society. Production.

P.S.

F. D. Newmarch.

February

Brondesbury Cine Society. 44 Aids to Titling and Editing.” G. C. Weston.
Cambridge P.C. 44 A Danish Holiday.” Alfred J. Winship.
Cardiff Naturalists’ Society P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Colne C.C. 44 Pot Holes of Craven.” B. Holden.
Doncaster C.C. Exhibition of Y.P.U. Trophy Prints and Slides.

Oxford P.S. 44 The Passing Pageant.” C. Clarke.
Rochdale P.S. 44 What to do and How to do it.” F. G. Curson.
Singer C.C. G.D.U. Portfolio.
Twickenham P.S. “ Down River.” A. Hill.
Tynemouth P.S. “ The Parish Church.” W. Maitland.
Watford C.C. “ Two Toughs in Tuscany.” John St. Aubyn.
Whitehall Cine Society. Annual Exhibition of Films.
Wimbledon C.C. Exhibition of Prints by the Bromoil Circle.

Friday,

Slide-Making.

R. J. Collinson.

Birmingham P.S. 44 Rhyader, the Elan Valley and Aberystwyth.” P. F. Bierman.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. 44 Historic Homes of Yorkshire.” S. Greenwood.
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Bromoil. F. T. Usher.

Keighley and D.P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Kiiming Park Co-op. C.C. Suggestions for Summer Syllabus.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ Spain.” Rev. J. H. G. Bates.
Northants N.R.P.S. Annual Meeting.

Bromoil.

and D.P.S.

Tuesday,

Aston P.S. “ Railway Engineering among Mountains.” W. Wilson.
Bournemouth C.C. 44 Beauty of Bournemouth.” S. J. Beckett.
Bury P.S. “ Some Thoughts on Architecture.” J. E. Balshaw.
Cardiff C.C. “ Some Photographic Diversions.” A. H. Jenkins.
Coatbridge P.A. Visit to “ Daily Record ” Office, Glasgow.
Greenock C.C. “ A Talk on Retouching.” W. W. Weir.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Influence of Geology on Scenery.” A. J. Bull.
Hull P.S. Competition Evening.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ With a Camera in Birdland.”
Oldham P.S. Monthly Meeting and Competition.

D. MacKenzie.

Sheffield and H.P.S. 44 Ingleton and its Falls.” W. Marshall.
Southampton C.C. The Southampton Mushrooms will Spring up.

Margate and D.P.F. Members’ Slides
Partick C.C. “ Afoot in the Austrian Tyrol.” A. B. Mitchell.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Wells Cathedral.” J. W. Hodges.
South Essex C.C. “ After-treatment of the Negative.”
South Suburban and C.P.S. The Southampton Quartette.
Worcestershire C.C. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

C.C.

time to time ,

(contd .).

Leeds C.C. 44 Wild Life by the Waterside.” A. Gilpin.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. 44 Portraiture.” E. Mee.
Oxford P.S. Enlarging. C. Lighton.
Plymouth I.P.S. Infra-red Photography. F. S. Blight.

P. W. Thompson.

Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Ilford P.S. “ My Pictures — Why I made Them.” E. J. Lines.
Kodak Works P.S. “ Photomicrography.” E. E. Jelley.
Leicester and L.P.S. Photographic Alliance Prints.

Green

26th

Hanley P.S. 44 Amateur Cinematography.” E. Warrilow.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition Opens.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Annual Competition.
King’s Heath P.S. Gadgets.

Darwen P.A. “ Colour and Sunshine.” Alex. Keighley.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Colour-Sensitive Plates. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Brush Toning. A. Dicks.

Thursday,

February

Erdington and D.P.S. 44 Criticism of Conventional Composition.”
Gravesend and D.P.S: 44 Old London.” J. P. Bond.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Cind Group Meeting.

Cyril O. Laundy.

Carlisle and County A.P.S. “ Panchromatism.” V. Corelli.
Cheltenham A. P.A. “ Wells Cathedral.” A. G. Bloodworth.
Chorley P.S. Night Ramble.
Coatbridge Co-op. C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Coventry P.C. “ The Commercial Aspect
Croydon C.C. Annual General Meeting.

of the session ov from

Brighton and Hove C.C. Informal Portrait Evening.
Chelsea P.S. Slides and their Defects. T. F. Goldsmith.
Dewsbury P.S. Transferotype.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Slide Competition.
Bethnal Green C.C. Debate : Plates v. Films.
Birkenhead P.A. An Evening with S. Bridgen.
Borough Poly. P.S. Night Photography Outing.
Bradford P.S. Cin6 Section Evening.

Bethnal
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A change of secretary has tajten place at the Gravesend and
District Photographic Society, this position now being filled
by Eric F. Broome, of 23, Clarence Place, Gravesend, Kent.

open
l8l
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Lens

for Enlarging.

I have
a lens on
from
gun ” the
camera,
are
no marks
it.a I" think
focus but~
is 12there
in.,
and the diameter of the lens is one inch. Could

‘'Deader

7V

I use it on

s'

Questions

We

ANSWERED

Editor

is glad

to consider

original,

up-to

dare

manuscripts

on

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The F.ditor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without, any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freelv

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General " above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue
(51 Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ** or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each wee*, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and snould be cut Irom the latest issue
to reach th en purer.

Gaslight

Ten

Prints.

I can only get on gaslight paper the blue-black
tone shown on enclosed print, which I dislike
intensely. Can you suggest a developer which will
give brown-black tones ? L. B. (Chelmsford.)

Gaslight papers are definitely made to
give just the colour of the print you
send, and some of them are not at all
suitable for obtaining a satisfactory
warm tone. If the instructions given
with the paper do not mention a warmtone developer it would probably be
useless to try one. You can obtain a
warmer colour by subsequent toning,
but apparently this is not what you
require ; and we can only suggest that,
instead of gaslight paper you use bromide
or chloro-bromide.

Borrowing

Books.

Can you tell me of a library with a comprehensive
stock of photographic books and annuals which
one can take away ? The R.P.S. only allows you
to read them on the spot. T. D. T. (London.)

We have no knowledge of any photo¬
graphic library from which books can
be taken away. The reference library
at the R.P.S. is the best of its kind, but
its usefulness as such would be seriously
impaired if numbers of its books and
magazines were out on loan.

Red

Tones.

How can I get “ red " tones on bromide paper
other than by uranium toning, which I do not
like ?
M. H. (Harrow.)

B.

just

use,

mix

equal

parts

of

A and B. The citrate is the “ neutral ”
form, and more of it must be added if
there is a tendency to pink stain in the
whites.
24

Your question is rather puzzling, as
we do not see why you should not keep
a' stock solution and take the ounce or
two whenever you want it. However,
it will be near enough for you to assume
that an ounce of water weighs 440 grsT";
one-tenth of this is 44 grs. Dissolve
this weight of the solid in rather less
than a measured ounce of water, and
then make it up to the exact quantity.
Suppose you want three
solution. Weight of water

ounces
= 440X3

of
=

definitely

say

from

the

focal
very

length is so great
inconvenient for

as to make it
this purpose.

A 4^-in. or 5-in. lens would be better.
It is rather extraordinary, however,
that a lens of 12-in. focus should be only
1 in. in diameter, and if this is the case
it must be working at a comparatively
small aperture, too
“ gun ” camera.

Amidol

small

for use

on

a

Developer.

Can you give me a good amidol formula for
development of gaslight and bromide papers ?
Does it keep well ?
D. Q. (Chester.)

As we have

frequently

pointed

out, you

can make up an amidol developer for
bromide and gaslight papers very quickly
and easily, but it should be used as soon
as possible as it will not keep in good
condition for more than a day or so.
Dissolve
oz. of anhydrous sodium
sulphite (or else 1 oz. crystals) in 20 oz.
of water, and then add about 50 grains
of amidol. You can, if you like, also
add a few drops of 10 per cent potassium
-bromide, but
sary for most
papers will
amount will
paper used,
experiment,
tions given.

Gelatine

it is not absolutely neces¬
bromide papers. Gaslight
require bromide, but the
depend upon the kind of
and must be found by
or decided

by

the

instruc¬

Filter.

Is it in order to insert a gelatine filter between
lenses ?
W. B. S. (London.)

There is no objection to cutting a
circular gelatine filter and putting it
between the combinations of a lens,
provided it does not interfere with the
working of the diaphragm. The only
trouble is that it is inconvenient to

1320 grs. ; one-tenth of this is 132 grs.
Dissolve this weight and make up the
volume to three ounces.

remove and replace, as a filter cannot,
as a rule, remain a permanent fixture.

Size of Condenser.

Foggy
Negatives.
I have been using a hand

Is a condenser 3I in. in diameter the right size
for 3IX2J negatives?
F. A. (Catford.)

No. You must consider the diagonal
of the negative, and not its longer side.
The diagonal of a 3 J x 2J rectangle is
4J in. It is true that the negative
image does not extend to the edges,
but at the same time the circle of
illumination of the condenser is defective
at the circumference. You should use
a 4* -in. condenser,
standard size.

which

is a common

Packs.

camera which has been
lying by for some time, but although it used to
give good results all the negatives seem foggy,
even when taken in bright, clear light. Is it
likely that the lens has deteriorated ?
F. P. L. (Northampton.)

There

is a

In the early days of film packs various
troubles were commoner than they are
now. We use large numbers of packs
with no more anxiety than with any
other form of sensitive material, and
they are very convenient,
opinion very reliable.
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and

in our

strong

probability

that

the only cause of the trouble is that the
lens is not clean. If you can take the
lens out, or if you can look through it
while in the camera, you can soon see
if if is clear and bright. If it is not,
the chances are that only the outer
surfaces need gently polishing with,
say, a clean

Although film packs are expensive I should cer¬
tainly use them sometimes, but I am told that the
tabs often come unstuck, that the films are likelv
to be fogged, and certain to be badly scratched.
Are these statements correct ? W. L. (Glasgow.)

Potassium ferricyanide 50 grs.
Potassium citrate
. . 240 grs.
Water . .
. .
. . 20 oz.
before

Cent.

Many times I have seen instructions for making
up a 10 per cent stock solution of potassium
bromide. Can you explain how I should proceed
to make up an ounce or two for immediate use ?
P. L. (Romford.)

Film

Make up two solutions :
A. Copper sulphate
. . 60 grs.
Potassium citrate
. . 240 grs.
Water . .
. .
. . 20 oz.

Per

cannot

particulars you give whether the lens
will be suitable for enlarging, but its

Ci e v fra l. — All communications for the F rlitor should be addressed : “ The Fditor, The Amateur Photographer
arid Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

a quarter-plate enlarger ?
A. G. (St. Mary’s, Scilly.)

Bromoil

old handkerchief.

Failure.

I am making my first experiments in bromoil.
My chief trouble is that although the print starts
well it becomes flat and foggy as pigmenting is
continued.

Our
more,

Can

you

suggest a reason ?
M. E. L. (Leigh.)

suggestion, although it is nothing
is that the print becomes too

dry. Try re-soaking it, and then con¬
tinuing the pigmenting. Possibly you
are using

too “ soft ” an

ink.
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W RATTEN
LIGHT

FILTERS
As THERESULTof

dyes carried out in the Kodak

Panchromatic Films have been greatly increased. The
of the series of WRATTEN ORTHOCHROMATIC FILTERS.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously
supplied under these names. The K 3 is now obsolete,
the improvements in sensitizing having made it
unnecessary.
Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be used when
only a slight colour correction is needed, or when
exposure must of necessity be short. May be used with
any of the Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction. For
use with Eas-jnan Commercial Panchromatic Film,
THESE

FILTERS

ARE

NOT

extensive study of sensitizing

Research Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman

INTENDED

FOR

USE

WITH

A

16 .MM.

new

standards attained necessitated revision

Eastman Panchromatic Process
Portrait Panchromatic Film.
The

two

new

Film

and

Eastman

filters are :

XI. A pale green filter for use with Eastman

Portrait

Panchromatic Film by half-watt light or for Eastman
arc
lamp.
Super-sensitive
Panchromatic Film by daylight or

X2. A deeper green filter for use with Eastman
Super-sensitive Panchromatic Film by half-watt light.
CINE-CAMERA

FOR

WHICH

SPECIAL

FILTERS

ARE

SUPPLIED.

A leaflet “ New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these filters more fully. It may be had on application to —
KODAK
LIMITED
(WRATTEN
DIVISION),
KINGSWAY,
LONDON,
W.C.2

‘RYTOL’
PRODUCES
RESULTS
LIKE

THIS

PhotograDh

by

G. Merciep

Original
developed
with

ST

‘Rytol’

‘TABLOID’ --‘RYTOL’
Trade

Mark

UNIVERSAL

The

of

Price
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British Pictures Corpn.,
Ltd.
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Wellcome

MENTION

SYDNEY BONNETT
Photographer.
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Of all Dealers,

PLEASE

HOUSTON-EVEREST
EXPEDITION

Mark

DEVELOPER
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Leading
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s
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Which of these will be
YOUR work this summer?

February

21, 1934

IS YOURS A
MINIATURE
CAMERA

?

iful
enlargem
^
beautents
UOR

START

Forget the days when your cairtera was a
source of disappointment instead of pleasure.
With Mr. C. Allen Elliott as your tutor you can
soon acquire the skill which is necessary to
the taking of superlative photographs. With a

TO-DAY
FOR

your films must
be developed for

developer

‘ fineness of grain.’

Now

is the

SCHOOL
Mr. C. Allen

this

time

to

act

if you

are

to

of

IN
N’S
GRA
FIN
JOHENSO
Developer is the
result of much
careful research
and is specially

■

Dissolve the content*
tf ***
f«fMubeln20ors
of»ak*£*2
then before
add anduse.dl»*ol**^2
Fahr
jjmalning powder. CooJW*"*,
le^*t for times of develop®*"■*nufacturlng CheraisU.
JOHNSON
& SONSi

take

better photographs this summer.
Write to¬
day for Mr. Elliott's interesting FREE book :
“ Photography for Profit and Pleasure.”

SUMMER

Name

Elliott, British

.

Address

8chool

of Photography,
book

making
per tin,

JOHNSON

Ltd., 53-54. Hay“ Photography

for

20 oz.

Manulacturing

.
.

. .

THE ANNUAL
Edited

prepared for the
development of
all small films.

of PHOTOGRAPHY

market, London, 8.W.I. Please send me your
Profit and Pleasure.’' without obligation to :

Coupon for
Free Book.

«tntoat fineness

Further, his helpful advice lias enabled stu¬
dents to place their work
in profitable
markets.

THIS

BRITISH

Specially prepared Iw ‘jj
”h«r miniature negative*
^•lopmenf of l.«lc* Him**®”

life-time’s experience to draw upon, Mr. Elliott
can g!ve you all those little wrinkles which lift
your work right out of the amateurish rut and
put them on the level of really artistic studies.

BETTER
RESULTS

Send

’’•Wired.

JOHNSON’S
fine
grain

by

F

REVIEW
J. MORTIMER,

1/-

A.P./7.

for 1934 of the WORLD’S
Hon.

F.R.P.S

, Editor

HENDON,

of “The

PICTORIAL
Amateur

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer

and

& SONS
Chemists,

LTD.

LONDON,

N.W.4

WORK

Cinematographer”

The finest examples of the year’s photography by the
world’s leading camera artists are contained in the 1933
volume of “ Photograms of the Year.” Chosen from the
best work of many nations, the 81 superb reproductions
embrace a very wide field of subject matter. They reveal a
high degree of artistic selection coupled with a complete
mastery of the technical intricacies of the craft.
PRICES

Among them are portraits of famous people, intimate
character-studies, landscape, exquisite compositions in light
and shade, still life, geometric design and posed figures.

Stiff Paper Covers
5 /- net

By post 6/6

Cloth Boards
7/6 net

There is also an editorial analysis of “The Year’s Work”
and contributions by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced and
an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies
are also included.

By post 8/-

Half Bound Leather
10/6 net By post 11/-

Obtainable from all leading Booksellers, or direct by post from the publishers
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Business Notices

Postal Ureters sent m payment for Advertisements should br
7
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
_
“ t-J°~ _
Notes being uniraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
EOX NUMBERS. For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ' The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.—
Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements
Communications on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement
Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
21d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS
ATEW

Type

Contax,

AND
with

slow-speed

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessfuL
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves, of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

LENSES

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

shutter,

IN 4 to l/l,000th sec., f/3.5 lens ; cost £27/10 ;

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

illness of owner has prevented use of camera,
£22/10. — B. Baron, Lyndhurst, Woodlands Rd.,
Bookham, Surrey.
(9512

SIBYL Roll Film, 4!x24, latest model, high

rising and ample cross front movements,
finder showing rise, .Ross Xpres f/4.5, shutter
l/150th to 2 sec., T. and B., pigskin case, filter,
hood, pocket tripod, also in case ; condition as new ;
complete and delightful outfit ; cost over £32 ;
£15, or offer. — Box 9375, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9560
1-PLATE Camera, 5 D.D. slides, focal-plane
2 3hutter and another, Aldis anastigmat ' lens
f/5.6, 8-in. focus, tripod, one background, £4/10. —
Porter, 40, Nursery Rd., Harborne, Birmingham.

AND

LENSES

31x24 Contessa Nettel Focal -plane Press Camera,

2 micrometer focussing, f/4.5 Zeiss, 6 double
slides, F.P.A., hood, K 1 screen, leather case,
£7. — Dannatt, 6, Westcombe Park Rd., S.E.3. [9595

STUDIO Equipment, complete, including Whole-

plate Sands- Hunter Studio Camera, with
Ross Portrait lens, Packard Ideal shutter, mahogany
finish stand ; also Guillotine, touching-up frame,
Cheval screen, 15 developing dishes, self-supporting
show case (3 ft. x 2 ft.), Field Camera ; perfect
condition ; the lot £30. — Rosenan, Mount Pleasant,
Weymouth.
[9598
1-PLATE Popular Pressman, f/4.5 Velos anas4 tigmat, slides, case, £3/10. — Giles, 201, School
Hill, Lewes, Sussex.
[9600

vibration),
f/4.5,
slides,shutter
case ; (no
as
MENTOR
ReflexTessar
34 x 24.
Compur

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

[9578
VOIGTLANDER
Brilliant,
2ix2J-,case,Voigtar
f/6.3,
Embezet shutter,
ever-ready
set filters
;
cost £5 ; perfect, £2/12/6. — Below.
slides. Beck
f/7.7 3 lens
31x24
Zeiss metal-bound
(Nettel) Doubleteak
Extension
SANDERSON
!-pl.Double
Camera,Convertible
all movements,
D.D. :
2 Adora,
body, Tropical
12-cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross, etc., Sinclair Compur shutter ; bargain, 55/-. — Armstrong, South
St., Darwen.

frame-finder. Distar Telephoto lens, F.P.A., R.F.A.,
6 slides, Agfa filter, Zeiss lens hood, case for
outfit ; exquisite instrument in fine order ;
cost over £20 ; sacrifice, £10/10. — Box 9389. c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9579

31x2! Zeiss Ikonta Roll Film. Novar f/6.3,

“

4 Derval shutter ; brand new condition. 55/-.
— Box 9431, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9588
double

[9581

Q/~w /_ T.-P. Reflex, 31x24, f/4.5 Cooke, R.B.,
\j\jl~ recent model, 9 single metal slides,
F.P.A. ; new leather velvet-lined case ; perfect. —
Wilson. 14. Beltane St., Glasgow, C.3.
[9583
1-PLATE Apem ' Folding Focal -plane, l/16th to
4 1 /800th sec., self-capping shutter. Press camera,
f/4.5 lens, fitted synchronised flash outfit, 6

new ; cost £26/10 ; sell, £10/10.— -H. R. Ireson,
Ingleside, Wellingborough.
[9601
1QOO
Ensign Special Reflex, 31 X 24, Zeiss
AaxOO
Tessar f/'4.5, focal-plane shutter, l/15th
to 1/1, 000th, revolving back. 8 slides, F.P.A. ;
brand new condition, £7/17/6 ; bargain. — Below.

DALLMEYER Folding !-pl., double extension,

rack and pinion, rising and cross front,
built-in optica] D.V. finder, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic
3-foci, marvellous definition, shutter 1 to 1 /250th,
10 slides, sky-shade ; good condition, £2/17/6. — ■
F. Collins, The Sladd, Nr. Kidderminster. [9612

ENSIGN J-pl. Special Reflex, Ross f/4.5, revolving

back, 9 slides, leather case, new condition, £9/9.
— Cook, 11, Eastlands Crescent, Dulwich, London,

ENSIGN Film Speed Reflex, Aldis case,
Uno £6.
f/4.5—
[9615
[9616

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, Derval shutter,

perfect condition ; solid leather case : owner
anastigmat, wire release, canvas
block-form
purse ; almost new, £2/12/6. — Cochrane, The
buying larger camera, £8. — Moorhouse, 171, Hill Mrs. Ure,
Alloway, Ayr.
Hall, Repton, Derby.
[9589 Lane, Southampton.
[9584
dark
YOU
CAN
DEALslides,
IN PERFECT
SAFETY
THROUGH
OUR
DEPOSIT
SYSTEM.
roll-film
adapter
;
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F.P.shutter,
Kodak, leather
5x4, Zeiss
f/6.3. condition
Compound ;
ease Tessar
; perfect
cost £12/12 ; accept £3/10. — 129, Spring
Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.

PHOTOGRAPHER

| CAMERAS

gflftooo Stock ^

REFLEX Britisher }-pl., Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides,

take the lot ; all as new, bought end last year,
£11/11 ; or would exchange Rolleiflex ; deposit
system. — Box 9447, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9649

ENSIGN Carbine No. 7, 34 ■ 24, Aldis Uno f/4.5,

Compur shutter : as new. unused, unwanted
gift, £6 or offer ; cost £8/15 ; deposit.— --Box 9432,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9601

I Compur
shutter,
absolutely
F^ODAK
3]x2}
SeriescostMl, £11/17/6,
Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5,
new, £7 : Sanderson H.S. 5x4, no lens, perfect.

COMPLETE Outfit. — Kodak Special 3a (post¬

35/- ; V.P.K. Series III, f/7.9 anastigmat, cost £2/10,
used few times, 25/-. — 136, North Rd., Preston. [9662

x 2.1 Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case .
£9 12 6

31x2i

New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, F.P.

holder, leather case.

31

List price about £22.

For £12 10

0

also 9-in. Ross f/6.8 Telecentric lens, 6 single plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case .
£17 12 6

BALDAX,
cm., f/2.9
tigmat, 6x4
Compur
D.A. Steinheil
shutter, Cassar
leatheranas¬
zip

plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case.
price about £27 10s. For .

31 x 21 New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double

4l, x 3] New

As new.
£15

List
0 0

Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, also

1 2 -in. Ross f/5.5 Teleros lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price £45. For .
£23 10 0

4j x 31 Sibyl de Luxe, double extension, 5-in. Carl Zeiss
Bijou Reflex, f/4.5 ; both as new ; offers. — G. C.,
Vila f/6.3 Convertible Protar lens, 6 plate-holders,
50, Dorothy Rd., S.W.ll.
[9625 Series
F.P. holder, leather case. In brand new condition.
01x24 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f 4.5 Dallmeyer,
Recently overhauled by the makers. For . ... £19 12 6
02
also interchangeable 9-in. f/6.5 Dallmeyer
Telephoto, hood, extension piece for close subjects,
41x31 New Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 12 plate12 slides, magnifiers, velvet-lined hide case ; holders, F.P. holder, leather case. List price £29 10s.
For .
£17 12 6
cost nearly £18 ; bargain, £11/5 : deposit system.
— Sykes, Windyridge, Dales Lane, Whitefield,
4}x3} Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 6
Manchester.
[9626

ERMANOX
cm., £47f/2 ;lens,£13/15.—
new condition,
case,
12 slides6x4£
; cost
P. Williams.
58a, Dean St., W.l.
[9627
ZEISSCompur,
31x24 6 Trona
slides, Camera,
F.P. A., f/4.5
DistarTessar,
filter, D.A.
and
de luxe case ; all as new. — Below.
NEW.—
T.-P. Reflex, 34x2}, f/4.5, 12 slides,
Below. F.P.A., roll-film holder, spare panel, £6/10. —
1 I 4-IN. Tele Tessar,
IU
£5/15. — Below.

leather

case, fits above,

VERY Fine 9x12 and 4-pl. H. and S. Camera,

plate-holders,

9/12

leather

lens, 4 double

plate-holders,

4} x 3} Ernemann
f/4.5 Tessar

10

9x perfect
12 Folding
Bentzinsomething
Reflex Outfit,
lens,
; exchange
smaller.Zeiss
— Littler,

2, Palmerston Rd., Garston, Liverpool, 19. [9647
1-PLATE Reflex Dallmeyer Press, f/3.5, Thornton4 Pickard speeded shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th,
rising front, revolving back, F.P. A., sky filter,
leather case ; good condition, £12/10. — Box 9452,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9654

ROLLEIFLEX,
automatic,
f/3.8;
lens, absolutelylatest
as new,
in leather6x6,
case, £17
Filter 7/6 ; Sun-shade, in case, unused, 5/-. —
Box 9454, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9656
28

BE

leather case .

£8 12

6

plate-holders,

leather

case

new

condition.

List price £23 2s. 6d.
£17 10 0

15 cm. Goerz Anschutz, Goerz Dagor f/6.8 anastig¬

lens, 3 double

Thornton- Pickard speeded shutter, 3 book-form
slides and stand ; condition as new ; approval
deposit, £4, or nearest. — 28, Huntly Rd., South
Norwood.
[9641

0

£14 14 0
12 cm. Ihagee Sports, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6 single

9

plate-holders. Brand
For .

'I/IT ANTED. — 74 to 84 in. f/4.5 Anastigmat.— St.
* ' Alban’s, Heathfield Rd., Keston. Kent. 19630
1-1’LATE Dallmeyer Reflex, f 3.5, almost new, 6
4 slides, case, £6. — 304, Colne Rd., Burnley. [9631
OF4-IN. Cooke Telephoto f 5.6, cost £40, as
new, £27 : 20-in. Aldis Triplet, f/5.6. £7,
9x12 cm. or [-pi. Miroflex, Tessar f/2. 7, 6 slides
and pack, cost over £60, £27 ; 34 x 21 Shew
Xit, Cooke f/6.5, 9 slides, case, lightest and smallest
camera extant, £6 ; Zeiss lea 4-pl. Roll Film
and Plate, Tessar f/4.5, £3 ; Zeiss Ikon Bobette II,
lens f/2, cost £13, £5. — H. C. L., Calluna, Woking,
Surrey.
[9633

LANCASTER
Triplefocussing,
Extension
forward and l-pl.
backward
rising,Camera,
falling
and cross front, Aldis anastigmat f/7.7, in

£9 10

Focal-plane Camera, 6-in. Carl Zeiss

lens, 4 double

mat

and velvet-lined case, cost £67/10, £38 : Leica
Model I, new condition, case and range-finder,
£8/10. — T. L. Baker, 2, Park View Mansions,
Green Lanes, N.4.
[9638
1*4x10 Field Camera. 3 D.D. slides, carriers for
i/O 10x8, 70/- ; 4-pl. Ica Reflex, like new, f/4.5
lens, 18 metal slides in case : what offers ?—
Ohatterton, 34, Elm Park Rd., Finchley, N.3. [9640

case .

cm. Ensign Focal-plane Camera, Ross f/4.5 Xpres

double extension, swing, reversing back, S
slides, with adapters to 4-pl., F.P. A., Aldis f/6.8,
Sector shutter, 1 to l/100th and time, case, £1/12/6.
— Below.

ABSOLUTELY
and perfect,
Ikon
Miroflex, 34 X as
24, new
Bio Tessar
f/2.8, all Zeiss
accessories,

ROSS Xpres f/4.5, 5£-in. focus, suit 34x24 reflex,
dition,
— A. 11-in.
Huddart,
St.,
F/4.5
Portrait22/-.Lens,
focus ; Lowther
excellent [9660
con¬
Whitehaven.

condition as new, 70/-. — Box 9450, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9652

21 New Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,

UNWANTED
— Nagel
on V.P.K.
size, f/4.5 Gift.
lens,
D.A. Vollenda,
shutter ;twocost
£4/10 ;
price £3 ; positively unused. — Pybus, 47, Manchester
LEICA
Modelrange-finder,
II. f/2.5 also
Hektor.
automatic
focussing
34 X 24
Salex

|

cost £13/15 ; £10/15. — A. D. McKechnie, Lake
Hut, Ash Vale, Surrey.
[9642

F.P. A., Zeiss Distar f/2.5 IV ; first £4
secures. — Box 9439, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9620

case ; as new, £5/10. — Hollinghurst, 2a, Woodland
Avenue, Coventry.
[9624

LENSES

ROSS Latest 7-power Binoculars, practically new ;
ETUI
Camera,3 slides.
34x24, Riteway
f/4.5 Schneider
in
Compur,
roll-film lens,
adapter,
Tele-Bewi meter. Ensign 2x filter, leather case to

T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, 3}x24, revolving back, 6 slides,

[9622

AND

double Protar, 4-way swing, 3 B.F. slides,
case ; good condition, £19/19, without lens, £15/15. —
Below.

F.P. A., £5 ; Pathe B Camera, set of P.A.’s,
£4/10 ; exchange 16-mm. — 314, Stafford Rd.,
Wallington, Surrey.
[3610

Rd., Fairfield, Manchester.

1934

TROPICAL Soho Postcard Reflex, Zeiss 6}-in.

Grove
[9607

card) Roll Film Camera (non-autographic),
Cooke f/6.5 anastigmat in Compound shutter,
rising and cross front, rack focussing, separate
scales for plates and films, de luxe pigskin case,
combination back with focussing screen and 3
double plate-holders, Mackenzie-Wishart slide with
12 envelopes, complete developing tank, extra
cup and apron ; cost over £25 : take £5. — Wastell,
18, Malmesbury Rd., South Woodford, E.18. [9621

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

lens, 3 double plate-holders, leather case ..£1215

4}x3}

holders, F.P.

34x21

6

Salex, Salex f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6 plateholder .

Zeiss Minimum

£4 12

6

Palmos, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar

plate-holders,

F.P.

holder,

leather

case

£13 12 6
41 x 31 T.-P. Press, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double

plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case.

41x31
D.A.

£16 10 0
Zeiss Ikon Trona, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,

Compur

shutter,

3

2c Series III Kodak,
Diomatic

4}x3}

List £24 15s. 6d.

shutter.

plate-holders.

Kodak

As

new. For
£10 10 0

f/6.3 anastigmat lens,

List price £7 17s. 6d.

For.

£5

5

0

Zeiss Ikon Reflex, reversing back, 6-in. Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 plate-holders.

For. . . . £15 15

0

41 x 3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat
lens, 1 double plate-holder.
£19 xos. For .

Cine-Kodak

Shop-soiled

Model B, f/3.5 Kodak

50 ft. or 100 ft. 16-mm. film.
case, £26 5s. For .

only.

List price
£12 15 0

lens, camera takes

Cost, including leather
£10 10 0

Ensign Auto Kinecam, Ensign Cinar f/2.6 lens, leather
case.

As new.

Cost £18 18s.

For .

Bolex Cine Camera, Hermagis
camera

takes 50-ft. 16-mm.

film.

£12

12

0

f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
Cost £14 14s. £7

7

0

Model 8 Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat lens, case. List
price £15 .

£10 10

0

Trade.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA. 122, Regent St,, W.l,

camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;

all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit. Maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
2 F.P. A.,
£5/17/6. Dogmar f/4.8,
31x2}
Goerzleather
Tenaxcase,Folding,
4 patent
£5/17/6.
31x2}
Agfa range-finder,
Standard Rollshop-soiled
Film, f/4.5only,anastigmat,
01X2}

O4

Roll Film

Camera,

tigmat, £2/5.

I T x 107

1 ' )

Richard’s

anastigmats,

f/4.5 Steinheil anas-

Verascope,

pair Goerz

changing-box,

leather

TiHORNTON-PICKARD Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke

anastigmat, 5 D.P. holders, £11/17/6.
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, T.-P. Cooke
4 f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. A., canvas case, £7/15.
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

4

6 slides, F.P. A., leather case, £10/15/6.

01x24
Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,
O 2 Serrac f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., changingbox, leather case, £24/7/6.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, Pentac f/2.9,
4

3 D.P.

holders,

F.P. A., leather

case, £20.

Ol
02

24 Dallmeyer Speed, f/3.5 Dalmac, F.P. A.,
£8.
by our experienced workmen, estimates free
by return post ; Developing, Printing and
Enlarging our speciality, best possible results
guaranteed ; quick service.

EXCEPTIONAL Deferred Payment Terms ; Repairs

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
[0010 ;
CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
LLOYD’S.—
London’s Largest Store of Second¬
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s

Conduit St.. W.C.l.

Grams:

: Temple

Sansunter,

SANDS

Bar

2340.

Lesquare,

BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex,

new) ; Heliuox
3x4 cm.
to 3}x2},
ALLENS.—
Leica riEnlarger,
(£22 model),
£15/17/6
(like
39/6.
£15/17/6
; also Non-Auto.,
4LLENS.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex, f/3.8
6x6. model,
f/3.8,
£10/17/6 (practically new).
£5/5: Kodak
3} x 24 Six-20,
Etui, Tessar
4LLENS.—
f/4.5, f/4.5,
D.A. £10/17/6
Compur,
(£17/2/6 outfit) ; Voigtlander Prominent, £18/17/6.
Leica, —C'ontax,
etc. ; Rolleicord,
two-thirds (approximately)
ALLENS.
For New
Super Ikonta,
allowed, modern cameras, part payment, subject

IN

approval, deposit.
action, slides, F.P. A.,
£15 ; as new, £7/5.

HUNTERS

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

4 (7
[0087

426, HighCAMERA
St., Lewisham,
S.E.13.
LEWISHAM
AND RADIOLondon,
EXCHANGE,
Phone, Lee Green 2188. Guaranteed bargains,

London.

37, BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, W.C.2.
WISE

[8375

etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England on
your old camera.
[9571

approval. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester,
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
Phone

f/6.8
case,

£3/10.

leather
case ;
cost
ZEISS Ideal 3} X 24, f/4.5 Zeiss,
Compur,
delayed
ZEISScost Bobette,
anastigmat,
speeded35/-. shutter ;
£5/5 ; f/4.5
guaranteed
as new,
loading 35-mm. Cine film spools, cost £5/5,
POCKET
Ansco, f/6.3 anastigmat, daylight¬
bargain, 35/-. — See above.
[9645

SYSTEM.

February

21,

| CAMERAS

THE

1934

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

j

Trade.

CONDENSER Lenses, 44-in. unmounted 10/- pair,

mounted 13/6, 5j.-in. unmounted 16/-, 51-in.
17/-, brass mounted 22/- ; all sizes cheap, also
Cinema Condensers. — Below.

SPOTLIGHT Lenses, cheap, Enlarging' Lenses,

Portraits and Mangin Mirrors ; anastigmats
repolished as new ; inquiries invited stating
requirements. — Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton
Rd., Stratford, London.
[9637

| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED^

WANTED. — Voigtlander Brilliant, f/6.3 ; ex¬

change, new V.P.K., Diomatic shutter, f/6.3,
leather case ; cost £4/10 ; cash adjustment if
necessary. — Young, 116, Villiers lid., Willesden
Green.
[9574

WANTED. — Kid Projector, 240 volts, super
attachment, cheap. — 41, Allevn Park, Southall.

EXCHANGE. — 3ix24 Autographic Kodak, f/7.9

[9575
lens, Portrait attachment, sky filter, printingframe and leather case, for 1-pl. Enlarger, lens
not essential ; state make. — R. L. Payne, 142,
Wadham Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.
[9577

50-mm. f/2.5 Leitz Hektor Lens, for Leica .
3 2 Ensignette, Aldis f/6. 8 anastigmat lens .
31 x 2J Ensign Roll Film, Ross f/6.3 lens, Acme speeded
3

WANTED. — Good Wide-angle Anastigmat Lens,

WANTED.
— Ever-ready
Leica Case. — Jermyn, [9594
111,
Glendale
Gardens, Leigh-on-Sea.

WANTED. — Press for Bromoil Transfer. — 126,

Piccochic,

V.P. Kodak

Model

f/‘2.9 Meyer

Trioplan

B .

WANTED for Cash or Exchange.— Baby Cine

Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and Modern Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
[9499
Glasgow.

£6 18
£15
shutter

£2

2

LANTERNS

6
0

4 Kolibri, f/2 Biotar

lens, in Compur

shatter, and

case.

As new

£15 18 6
41 x 21 No. la Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. Od.
21-in. Square Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter. ... £9 18 6

SPECIAL

OFFER

A Few Models Only.
AT LESS THAN COST

NEW

1 Kodak,

R.R.

lens, speeded

lens, Diomatic shutter
£2 5 0
17s. case
6d.
and leather

3.1 21 No. 2 Folding
31 ■ 2| No. 6 Carbine,

Brownie, Achro lens .
9s. 6d.
rising front, f/4.5 Ensar lens, Compur shutter
£3 19 6
4.5 x 10.7 Verascope Stereo, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, speeded shutter
to l/400th sec., Autochrome filters, changingrbox, 6 single slides,
transposing frame and leather case .
£8 18 6

Amateur
[9605

shutter,

f/4.5 Goerz
£12 10 0

VERTICAL
OFFERS
Wanted,Model
cash orC,exchange,
for Kodascope
Projector,
resistance,
screen. —
ENLARGER
Clements, 11, Manton Avenue, Hanwell, W.7. [9609
SLIDES
WantedRoughwood,
for old pattern
Ica Bebe.[9613— FOR LEICA AND
Vaughan,
Kirkby, V.P.
Liverpool.
3x4 FILMS.
WANTED.
— Anastigmat
(named),
in.,
good aperture.
— 85, Sweet
Briar focus
Walk, 2N.18.
ELECTRIC.
[9614
plate —back,
and Tessar
WANTED.
Good usual
34x21movements
Film Camera
with
Stereoscopic Transparencies ; state price. —
33, Tadmor St., W.T2.
[9606

lens, f/4.5 or f/6.3. — L. Knight, Walgrave,
ton.

Northamp¬
[9632

WANTED.
Leitz Leica Camera,
34 x 21Projector,
Reflex,
Pathe — Motocamera
B, 16-mrn.
hand or motor driven ; any condition. — B., 31,
Winchester

Avenue, N.W.6.

[9636

accessories,— Selmar
for Reflex
or near
EXCHANGE.
B flatCamera,
Boehm f/4.5
Clarinet,
case, ;
send particulars to — 14, Wravfield
Surrey.

Rd.,

Cheam,
[9644

WANTED. — Reliable Modem 5x4 or 9x12 cm.

Focal-plane Camera, fitted with f/4.5 lens,
(Zeiss or Ross), 3 or more D.D. slides, and
M.-W. adapter, complete with good leather case
to hold complete outfit ; full particulars to —
Photographer, 2, Southgate, Wakefield, Yorks. [9648

WANTED.
Ideal orparticulars
Etui, 34x24,
D.A. 9448,
Compur,a/o
Tessar — f/4.5,
to — Box
“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

to

take

Leica

r~ ~~

6

Printing Board, with
hinged plate glass
15s. Od.
Or

complete

on

Phone : Holbom

terms*

Fshhlishoil

1889.

0664 '3 'ines

i-pl. or less, rising front. — Box 9449, c/o ” The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9651

Wishart Slide and metal envelopes. — Box
9451, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9653
c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[9658
USE

289, HIGH
OUR

DEPOSIT

HOLBORN,
SYSTEM

manufacturer. — H. L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Rd.,
Scarborough.
[9618

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

CINE-KODAK Model BB Junior, anastigmat

f/1.9 or f/3.5 lens, complete, leather case, with
Drem exposure meter ; as new ; what offers ?—
— Box 9390, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9580

PATHESCOPE Lux Projector, complete with

resistance, 2 lamps, carrying-case, etc. ;
perfect, £12. — 53, Brooklands Rd., Manchester, 8.

9d. ; 327, 865, 537, 493, 660, 10179, 1/- ; *20036,
*10209, 1/3 ;
*10297, *10202. *10321, 2/6 ;
806, *10025, *10241, 4/6 ; *10025, 5/- ; *10279,
*10128, *10300, 7/- each ; Projector Lens and
Condenser, 1/- each ; 14 in., 24 m. Supplementary
lenses, 4X
filter, 1/6 each ; Supplementary
Resistance, 2/9 ; Two-way Switch, 4/6 ; Old
type Motor, 6/6 ; 9.5-mm. Alescope Projector and
resistance to 250 volts, 35/- ; Coronet Cine Camera
(Meniscus model), 17/6. — Murdock, 36, Bidwell
Gardens, New Southgate, N.ll.
[9628
new, resistance,
47/6. — 40, films,
Selworthy
S.E.6.
KID case,
Projector,
in 12/6Rd.,carryingENSIGN
Auto - Kinecamera
lens,
cost £26/10,
accept £18 16-rnm.,
; Ensignf/1.5
180-watt
[9643

[9650

WANTED. — Pocket Camera, Sibyl or similar,

WANTED. — Second-hand Postcard Size MackenzieWANTED.
Auto. considered.
Rolleiflex— Box
(6x6 9456,
cm.),
f/3.8 :— Latest
accessories

post free.
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Enlargers,
Shop-soiled
List ofParade,
E — Sale
CLEARANC
struction ; List
postage
— Lancaster,
con¬
for ownParade,
of 2d.parts
m.
RS.—
ENLARGE
mingha
Bir
[0082
horizontal Enlarging
enlarger into
your
convertsvertical
Easela modern
THEold Horivert
model at a cost of 25/-, post free from the

motor Home
and oneMovie,
film ; super
perfect attachment,
condition, £8/5,
PATHE
typenearC
offer. — Rutter, 6, Sherborne Rd., Southampton. [9623
S/3002, S/630,
12/6 :;
PATHESCOPE
Films,15/- all; S/3000.3,
usable andS/669,
complete
S/651, S/570, S/714, 10/- ; 680, 390, 588, 237, 554,

lens,

£4 17

Slides,

jector, in brand new condition, self-threading,
reverse, geared rewind, fitted with pilot lamp and
ammeter ; cost £100 ; complete in leather bound
carrying-case, £28/10. — 120, Cavendish Rd., Balham.
[9608
S.W.12.
.
[9611

Safety hinged orange filter, cannot
be dropped or moved accidentally.
Height 20 in., enlarges to 12x10
and larger by turning round the
lamphouse.
9 ft. flex, push switch ani plug.

Or

2 double

KODASCOPE Model B, Series K, 250-watt Pro¬

Combined safety film-holder and
masked guide, enlarges masked
direct, and eliminates risk of
damage to film.

With
Dallmeyer f/3.5
anastigmat ..£7 15 0

3 single,

leather Auto-Kinecam,
case, £18/18 model
; brand
; only
ENSIGN
16-ram.,
f/2. 6,new3 speeds,
£10 ; bargain. — Ateliers, 7, Hills Place, W.l. [9599
19593
first £40 Projector,
; Ensign f/1.5
Meyer
Camera,
cost £36,
SIEMENS
two
months
old,
cost
£65,
as new, £17/10; no offers.— BM/PXMP, W.C.l.

NEW

WANTED. — Viewing Cabinet for fifty 6 x 13

45/- ;

request.
free on 87,
post LTD.,
I. LANCASTER
& ed,SON,
Parade,
fully illustrat
J^IST,
eJ Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

WANTED.
T.-P.1-in.Duplex
de tube,
Luxe
Reflex, — also
negative orandRuby
extension

for Adon.— Apply Box 9433, c/o ” The
Photographer.”

perfect,

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

3 1 * 2 j Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Derval shutter .... £2 17 6
31 x 21 C.D.V Tenax, f/4.8 Celor lens, Compur shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
« .
£4 0 0
-j-pi. Maximar, double extension, f/4.5 Dominar lens, Compur
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Unsoiled £7 7 0

horizontal Enlarger, without lens ; lowest
price. — Harris, 182, Fentham Rd., Handsworth,
Birmingham.
[9602

lens,

34x24, 6/6; offers considered. — 15, Honeymead,
Caine
[9635

negative, from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
.
diffused
orRSmercury
vapour illumination.
piNLARGE

WANTED. — i-pl. Reflex, modern, also £-pl.

WANTED. — 9.5-mm. Super Reel Films, Dramas,

[9596
Sports and Farce ; quote lowest cash price
and condition. — Bloch, 3, Richmond Avenue,
Sedgley Park, Prestwich, Manchester.
[9597

2

ANCASTER

31 > 21 in. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Ernon lens, 3 D.D. slides
F.I*. adapter, leather case .
£12 10 0
9 12 cm. Goerz Anschutz, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Zodel anas¬
tigmat, 12 slides and case .
£8 18 6
3 V < 21 Ihagee Horizontal or Vertical, f/6. 8 anastigmat. electric
lighting. As new .
£3 17 6
1-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, 8* -in. condenser, objective and carrier
£3 17 6
V.P. Ernemann, f/6. 8 anastigmat, speeded shutter .
£1 18 6
3 - 2 Ikonta, self -erecting, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur shutter.
As new .
£7 15 0

Middletonhall Rd., Kings Norton, Birmingham.

to 15x12, masking carrier, £3; cost £7. —
244, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.
[9576
1-PLATE Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, by Zeiss
4 Ikon, Novar f/6.3 lens ; splendid condition ;
absolute bargain, £4/4. — Bond, 30, Alexandra Rd.,
Epsom.
[9590
1 -PLATE Enlarger, gas or electric fittings, no

!

shutter

1-pl. Ernemann Tropical Press, self-capping
Doginar, 2 D.D. slides .

|

PRICE.

31 x 21 Fotofex Outfit, as above, with f/4.5 Xenar anas¬
tigmat, in Compur shutter. List price £10 10s. £4 18 6
31 x 21 Fotet Self-erecting, f/4.5 Laack anastigmat,
Vario shutter. List price £4 17s. 6d .
£2 7 6

31 x 21 No.

ENLARGERS

Trade.

31 x 21 Fotofex Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan
lens, brilliant and direct finders, in Pronto delayed-action
shutter, 1 slide, focussing screen. List price £7 5s. Our
price .
£3 0 0

V.P. Vanity Kodak, in grey, f/6.3 anastigmat
and case .

&

AMPLUS No. 4 Semi-auto Vertical Enlarger, 34x24

0

lens, Compur shutter
£5 17 6
15s. Od.

31 2A Ensign Plate, f/6. 8 Cooke Luxor lens, speeded shutter,
F.P. adapter .
£1 2 6
Baby Pathescope Projector, with super attachment, motor, dual
resistance .
£8 0 0
3

\

WANTED

Trade.

Ensign 31 * 21 Roll Film Speed Reflex, focal-plane shutter, Ensar
f/4.5 anastigmat .
£5 0 0
1-pl. Folding, double extension, Aplanat lens, speeded shutter, 4
slides and case .
£1 0 0

WANTED. — Leica III, must be in perffict con¬

to cover J-pl. ; must be cheap ; or would
exchange short-wave wireless set ; send full
particulars to — Nicholas M. Bray, St. Kew High¬
way, Wadebridge, Cornwall.
[9587

4 cm.

AND

1 EXCHANGE

For Gash, Exchange, and Terms

dition and reasonable, f/3.5 Elmar lens ; and
perfect in every way ; state lowest price and
what accessories included. — Box 9429, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9585
ever-ready case for 4x4 Rolleiflex, f/2. 8 Tessar and
similar accessories, or cash adjustment. — Box
9430, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9586

ADVERTISEMENTS

SERVICE
VALUES!

WANTED.
Bromoil — Brushes,
Accessories
good —condition.
Phillips, Inks,
22, St.
Alban’s ;
Avenue, London, W.4.
[9582
EXCHANGE.
Unsoiledfilter,
Automatic
Rolleiflex, 6x6,— Latest
f/3.8 Tessar,
pair Proxars,

PHOTOGRAPHER

LONDON,

AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

Projector,
cost cost
£27/10,
accept
£15 £20;
; W.G. W.G.
RecordingSynchroniser.
£25,
accept
Dual
Film Editor (N. and P.), cost £15, accept £7/10 ;
Electrophot, cost £10, accept £5, or accept offer
for lot. — Gilpin, Licensee, Grosvenor Hotel, Black¬
pool.
[9661

RISK.

29
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THE

NOW!

AMATEUR

2/10 Weekly

[ CINEMATOCRAPH

Buys any £5 camera ; 5/8 weekly for any £10 one ;
All makes supplied, or Accessories. Write now.
500-WATT
BIG BARGAIN.— 16-mm. Stewart-Warner
Super Bronze Projector, large aperture f/1.6, 500-watt,
tremendous boosted illumination, large super condensers,
ball-bearing silent gears and motor, forward, reverse,
rewind, and unique stills, high-speed rewind, automatic
clutch for talkie attachment. All gold bronze chromium,
in carrying-case. List £60. Few onlv. Snips. £35
CRYSTAL PROFESSIONAL PICTURES.
9}-mm. and 16-mm. — Why not Two Projectors, and change
over without a break, trouble or delay ? Above StewartWarner, £35 ; and Pathe 200B, £15.
16-mm. Simplex Precision
Camera, Kodak f/3.5, 3
speeds, no threading,
change films (from ordi¬
nary to super-pan., etc.),
single pictures, auto¬
release (stops at any
desired footage auto¬
matically), r-in. thick
only. Inlaid silver. Pre¬
cision. “ Enjoy the
comfort
Or

of a Simplex.”
£25 : 0 : 0

14/2 weekly

secures.

SPECIAL.— 50° IV. UnE LIGHT. PROJECTION SCREENS’
40 x 30 Crystal Bead Super Screens, 45s. 50 40, 57s. 6d.
Ditto, metal automatic cases, 65s. 6d. 50 40, 77s. 6d.
Ditto, leather-covered luxe cases. £4 17 6. 50 40, £5 17
Or from Is. 3d. weekly, deferred terms.

PHOTOGRAPHER

6

150-WATT.- 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector,
24-teeth sprocket fed (takes dry, torn, wom films, all
perfectly .
£11 11 0
8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f/3.5, 3 speeds, inter¬
changing lenses, slow motion. Super cine. New low
price .
£10 10 0
Or 7s. Id. weekly secures, deferred terms.

I.r ODASCOPE Projector, Model K, in case, 100-125
I V volts, 260-watt lamp, 2-in. lens, cost £79/10,
practically new, £55 ; Resistance for above, in case,
£3/10 ; Kodacolor lens, with Kodacolor filter
and compensating lens, £6. — Box 9453, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9650

Gives
exact

exposures

without
tions

calcula¬
for

still and
from

2

both
cine,

minutes

to 1/1, 500th sec.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

sTe„ (^ollefcotd

AT ALLENS

Pathe Baby Projectors
no heat
problems, for
in
1LLUSTRALIGHT.
— The ;Super
Illuminant
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a

Fitted with F/4.5
ZEISS LENS
TRIOTAR

6-ft. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly-efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern of
the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer ; fitted to any standard Pathe in a few
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return :
complete sets for all mains voltages, 60/-, post
paid ; accumulator models, 40/- only.

We are also speci¬
alists in all minia¬
ture cameras.

£ 1 O : 10:0

ILLUSTRASCREEN.— We now offer brilliant

ZEISS
LEITZ IKON
“LEICA”
“ CONTAX ”
IHAGEE
“ EXAKTA ”
etc., etc.

screens with an embossed bead effect surface,
giving excellent side view and made on the
Illustrascreen principle, with rollers and battens
in which the fabric is securely sandwiched, framed
sides with an ingenious stretching device, assur¬
ing unsurpassable picture both in brilliance and
definition, rigid yet portable, easily dismantled
after the show : 30x40 in., 21/- ; 36x48 in., 25/- ;
48x60 in., 40/-; 48x66 jn., 45/-; 72x96 in.,
99/- ; any size made to order.

(See Bargains in Camera*
and Lenses columns in this
issne,
in Mater¬
ials r also
andadvert
Enlargements
columns.)

ILLUSTRACHROME. — The Colour Wheel that

will give your movies a professional touch ;
atmospheric effects and colour changes without
shadow ; two colours can be used at the same
time ; price, including fitment for Baby Cine,
5/-, post paid to all parts of the world.
Talkatone Disc Attachment Outfits, play
through any radio set.
lye /
I fJ/

Pathescope 9-mm. Projector, takes super
reels ; fitted with Illustrachrome.

for other machines.

SUPER
Films (9.5) from
on Hire,
special
Series largest
rates,
full particulars
North
London’s
library. — Camera Craft, Camera Corner, N.13. [0095
CCINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231
BELL.
— Pathe
Super£12/10.
Lux —Projector,
superButts,
lens,
super
lamp, new,
45, Newington
S.E.ll.
[9659
/

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter

AMATEUR

Trade.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard.
Your inspection invited.
[9646

Improved

1934

MANCHESTER & DISTRICT

APPARATUS

KODATOYS, Projectors accepted in part payment
52/- ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,
d'
Srnroa
ILLUSTRA
acbclr
86EDWIN GORSE,

The

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

only

;

lists

free ;

sample

1/-. — Filmeries,

Two- thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly wbat

mus*t
you

CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SERVICE

be

have

as part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

FV1_.L,H,1>
O
All
mVC
168,
7 minute » from

MAKE

MONEY

MANCHESTER
OLDHAM
ROAD,

Piccadilly

(‘22 or 23

with an ADANA

9.

Car).

AUTOMATIC

PRINTING MACHINE 45/-,,

Thousands of users are making an excellent
living printing for local Tradesmen, Sports
Clubs, Slc. Extreme simplicity Govern¬
ment Depts., Printers and Big Stores are
large users. Prints any matter from a I

*"

Label to an Illustrated Magazine, s
I- ully illustrated instructions. Write for*
illustrated details and samples of work.
EASY
PAYMENT
TERMS.
Depots : 107, Fleet St.. London, & 60, Oldham

D. A. Adana. Dept. A. P.3 Church

St., Manchester.

St., Twickenham.

ACCESSORIES
complete
; highest Inland
oilers, or
exchangepattern,
Klito
SIKES
Hydrometer,
Revenue
de Luxe 1-pL to take f/4.5. — Houston, 7, Lothian
Gardens,

Glasgow.

[9663

“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

21/2/34

ADVANCED
WORKERS’ COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available

till Wednesday,

February

2Sth.

i

LEITZ
cine; model,
case,Exposure
£1/10 ;
Bewi Range-finder,
Light Meter, 15/Weston 617
Meter, new condition, £8/10 ; (two) Dalian Six
Film-pack and Plate Tanks, 17/6.— Box 9455, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9657

“The

Amateur

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

— 46a, Blatchington
€•) fittings.
i-pl- Slides
(Sanderson), Rd.,
otherHove.
sizes [9639
and

21/2/34

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday, February 28th.

Trade.

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

PRICE
complete

Ready always to
indicate correct

in leather case

£4 : 0 : 0

exposure
mediately.

im¬

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
LLOYD’S. — London's Largest Store Second-hand

“ The

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons. 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

Armour
Telephone

30

&

LESLIE

“The

Amateur

: National

5025.

Telegrams

: Staflorles, Cent, London.

YOU

CAN

| PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED

DEAL

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

21/2/34

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

|

VI/ ANTED. — Photograplis : picturesque weddings,
Vi country scenes, seascapes, storms, etc. ;
prints (stamped envelope for return) and price
of negatives to — Holt, 19, Oakthorpe Rd., London,
N.13.
[9634
IN

21/2/34

COMPETITION

Photographer.”

PRINT

“ The

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

Photographer.”

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday, February 28th.

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD

Amateur

BEGINNERS’

DEPOSIT

Amateur

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

21/2/34

COUPON

This Coupon to be affixed to each qaery.
Available till Wednesday following date of Issue.

SYSTEM.

February

21,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

BRITISH INDUSTRIES
FAIR
AT
When

you

CASTLE

CAMERA
HUNDREDS

OF BARGAIN
ON VIEW AT

GALLOWAYS,

HORIVERT

Sutton

Coldfield.

ENLARGERCONVERTER

[9521

CONVERTS

and
Horizontal
Enlarger
Into a
your old
Vertical
one.
Enlarges

MISCELLANEOUS

It to 4i

CAMERAS

A Q
HctJ

Copies
“ The Amateur
1933,
7/6. — Morgan,
Whitmor, Photographer,”
Kenn Rd., Clevedon,

diameters.

Somerset.
[9629
“AT)
’S” from July 15th, 1931, 2/-, 1932, 1933
-TA.-L . 4/6 yearly ; splendid condition, carriage
forward. — Broomham, Heathfield, Sussex.
[9603

of the Midlands.”

Maximum
16x13.
ABSOLUTE
RIGIDITY

Photographic Chemists,

SQUARE,

(Opposite

WANTED

Children,UseAnimals,
etc. ;anysample
WANTED.—
of Film Views,
Negatives,
size,
prints (returnable) to — Swiftsure Photographic

Works,

come

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

SALE WINDOWS

“ The Camera Exchange
VICTORIA

| PHOTOGRAPHS

BROMWICH

are in Birmingham
see our

PHOTOGRAPHER

BIRMINGHAM.

O.P.O.)

Phone:

MID.

AT ALL
DISTANCES.

MATERIALS

5070

Can

Trade.

GARNER & JONES, LTD.

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
R ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,3; London
please call.
Send forLondon,
price list.
R ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
R ALTON,
7, Albany
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
R ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409£, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
R
ALTON
Chioro-Bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

Polebrook

7/3, 3/- dozen.

PRACTOS
Exposure Meters— Easiest to use.
For Stilts and Cin6.
The Practos

is the latest and

reliable Optical

Exposure

most
Meter.

Scientifically designed, and the results
are infallible. Film speeds up to 5,500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Filter in Model II.

Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I (without Filter) ditto 20/House,

Square,

London,

Golden

37, Bedford
Strand,
London, Street,
W.C.2

I

I QUICK
I

2/- gross,
12-gross
R ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt - ” 3ix2i glossy.
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 lfx2i,
31x21 Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
41x22gross
and ;

DINNINCS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
and SI-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight,
10x8,
36
sheets
3/6
;
1/1-pl.,
2/6
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬ ;
■1-Til

Clearance Offers
cannot repeat.

Kodatoy Hand-turned Projector...-. .
Ditto, motor-driveD .
F/0.5 Cine-Kodak Camera .
Pathe Home Movie Projector, super condenser,
attachment .
Pathe Kid Projector, with resistance .
Pathe Kid Resistances .

Part

Exchanges.

300 Pathescope

Super Films, fine condition,

K ALTON
Roll9/-Films,
first 3ix2i,
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
If X 2i,
dozen;
24x4i, :
11/- ; 6 exposures ; 3ix4i, 18/- ; 51x3i, 21/-.
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 31x2*, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4,.i-pl.,
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super10/-fast,dozen.H. & D. 2,700, in
31x21,Roll
8-exposure,
Metol,
1/4
; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
K ALTON Chemicals,
bottled ; Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/

6
6
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

WE offer the Highest Quality Materials at the

0

[0009
lowest prices ; Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

£10
0
£1 15 0
£3 3 0
and super
£4 17 6
£1 15 0
5s. Od.

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers.

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage :
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

Approval.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
normal;
all surfaces:
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2i,
Paper, 1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 41x22 and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.

per reel, 12s. 0d.

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality.
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

The AMATEUR CINE SERVICE
50, Widmore

Road,

Bromley,

D. & P. Ltd.,Shelford Place, N.I^J

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

dozen, 1/0 4 dozen, 64 x 4J enlargements, 21- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 84 x 6* 9d., 64 x 4|- 0d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

WANTED

for CASH

CINi APPARATUS AND
HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS

THE

CAMERA

320, Vauxhall
New

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge
Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

Victoria

CO.
S.W.I
2977.

lY
4 dozen
8/9, : backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
LpALTON
Plates
‘l-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

we

Coronet f/3. 9 Cine Cameras .
£1 17
Coronet All-electric Projectors .
£1 7
Pathe Hand-turned Cine Cameras .
£1 2
Ditto, with motor attachment .
£2 2
Pathe Luxe f/3. 5 Motocameras .
£6 10
Pathe f/1.5 Meyer Motocamera .
£18 18
Cine Nizo, f/1.5 Meyer, 9.5-mm .
£21 10
Patbescope 200B Projector. As new .
£10 17
Cine-Kodak 8-mm. f/3. 5 Camera .
£6 12
Kodascope 8-mm. 8-30 Projector .
£6 10
Ensign 250 Super Projector. Cost £50 .
£21 0
Ensign f '1.5 3-spted Camera. . .
£15 15
Kodascope A Projector, 1-in., 2-in. and Kodacolor lenses
£29 0

9/fi

Kent

1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

I

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. aDd 34 x 2i, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2* x 4J)
1/0, 4£x3J 1/3, 5£x34 1/8. 1/0 dozen, 1/- 4 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen, 84x64 ; 2/0

(Opposite

HUGE REDUCTIONS!
Movie

qTippIq

I

SERVICE^

ALL KINDS. BRAEMAR
FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES,
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS.
PORTRAIT
GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR, Regd.
FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 Listand Terms.

^SPEEDY

XT' ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
XV double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE.
giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

POSTAL

ROLL FILM DEVELOPING.
VELOX PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL
BROMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS.
WOOD
FRAMES,

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
1 Kbromide

USED
Write,

HUNTER

& CO., LTD.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3, 12X10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41x2| 3/6, 3i x 21 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

CAMERA/ WANTED

folded when
in use.

SANDS

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

W.l

be
not

and

satisfied.
<x£i

good stUtZottetoS“THE
The World’s
Every Friday.

AUTOCAR**
Leading

Automobile

4d.

Journal.

[0026
SYSTEM.

31

February

THE

AMATEUR

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHER

1934

REPAIRERS

ENLARGEMENTS

Trade.

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

T rade.

Trade.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
IilREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8£x61
and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 51x31, 450 II & D. ;
normal: 31x21
i-pl. 5/- gross.

2/-,' 41x2$

2/G, j-pl.

3/-,

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 601
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6-

assorted

2d.

undertake repairs to all makes
shutters, etc., estimate submitted :

each. — Below.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; samc-dav service : 84x6$ 10d.,
10x8
1/1, 12x10
1/4, 15x12
2/1;
mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8$ x 61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

of cameras,
instruments-

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers' and
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l
Gamages). Holborn 3126.

Press
(near
[0062

RETOUCHING

ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and 2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards, ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing, RETOUCHING.- Best Work, charges from : J-pl.
chloro-bromide linen,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.

36

i-pl.

2/-,

Trade.

quantity, glossy or semi-matt. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

first quality, singles and
500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

2/3,

sheets,

strips,

50

1/6,

100

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3 doz.

4/6 ; Postcard. 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen
11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

etc. ;

price

list free. — Slater,

Sawtry,

borough.

Peter¬

'

[4423

■ bust, 8d. ; half-length. 4d. : three-quarter,.
3d. : full. 2d. ; J-pl. head. 5d. ; cash and
postage with order. — Miss Lamb. 3, Orchard St.,
Canterbury.
[5338-

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
|

TUITION,

BOOKS,

etc.

3

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) ;
7/ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, including title,
AMATEUR Photographers interested in sellingALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isocbromatic
4LL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
D. & P. Amazing Offer. — 31 x 21 Glossy Bromide
Trade.

31 x 21 2/6 single gross ; quantity rate
finishers ; trade card for samples. — Below.

700 H. & D., 31 X 2$ 1/3, 4}x3i 1/9 dozen,
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-.- — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

Paper,

12

gross

extra

16

1/6

gross,

-, carriage

vigorous,

pos

paid,

super

lists free. — Kimber’s,

3d.,

three

gross

grades,

vigorous

61, Grand

6

;

[0092
8/6,

vigorous,

/
best Photographic Postcards on
Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3 - ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Roll Films and one print each to 3$x2$ 1/- ;
4[x3[ 1/3, 5$x3$ 1/8; write for lists: see also

Brighton.
[9591

ENLARGEMENTS

SPECIALISTS
(21 31) printed and
O
1 3 post free. — Edwards, 119, Old
Gravesend.

Dremoscop
Justophot

REPAIRERS

_

case.

Good

condition.

ne;c.

List £2 2S .

List £i 15s .

gj
.1 .ft

X 1 . 1 ,U

As

£1

..

r

A

XX.O.U

Leica Universal View-finder, large £0,1

5-cm. Leitz Elmar Lens f 3.5, automatic coupling. As nett'. List £6 17s . . . .
3 4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/3.5
Zeiss Novar, Compur. A s new. List £8 2s. fid.
9-cm. Leica Light-weight Telephotolens
matic coupling. As brand
new. List

coupling.

As brand new.

5-cm. Leica Summar
matic

2[

coupling.

As

CC.C.fi
XO#iJ*U
££#0.£
X U • L* • U
f 6.3, auto¬

21

hew.

List £13.

9. ft. ft

IluiWiU

condition.

£ 1 0,1 C.D
Ilu.lu.U

BOND

2| Enolde Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4. 5 in Compur,

18-cm.

Zeiss

£ Q • 1 *7 • fi
XO*l
I «U
Ross Xpres
£0.1 C.O
Xi/.JLO.v

Tessar

case.

f/4. 5, 3

Good

D.D.

slides,

ffiFI

London.

doors West

of Circus.

C .A

condition....

281 OXFORD
Fourteen

Country. For
particulars write to — Stanley,
Popplewell and Francis, Chartered Patent Agents,
Jessel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2.
[Gels'

etc.

Please state requirements.

41x21

ST.

W.l

WEST

BOUND

BUSES

STOP

Nettel Cocarette

anastigmat,

Derval

shutter.

Roll Film, f/6.3 £0#C.IY
Good condition.

5-in. T.-P. Cooke Anastigmat f/4. 5, in £0#r#n

iris mount.

As

new .

Zeiss Ikon Mirex Enlarging Attachment, for use with

roll film or plate camera,
complete
withImperial
lamp.
j-pl. T.-P.

1-pl. or 3I x 2-1, £0*1

34
6

21 Voigtlander

slides,

F.P.

condition .

10

Avus

adapter,

12 Mahogany

Hand,

DILLON

35, Brompton
Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C. 2.

(Stock Exchange.^

13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate. W.n
2, Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.2.

121, Cheapside,

E.C. 2

iqi-2, Tottenham

140, Fenchurch

St., E.C.3.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.

32

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

Court Rd., W.i.

AMATEUR

SUopar

case.

Good

f/4. 5, Compur,
£'7.1

C.ft

Xl.XiJ.V

Field, double extension to 26 in.,

reverse and swing back, rising front, 18-in. Busch
Rapid Aplanat f/8, 3 book-form D.D. £0.1
slides, case. Good condition .
*0.1
I .w
4J / Dogmar
3] Tropical
Manufoc
Tenax,£1double
sion,
f/4. Goerz
5, Compur,
6 slides,
A.1 exten¬
C.ft
F.P. adapter, case. As new. Cost £29 8s.
slides, F.P. adapter, case. As
4.5/6 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ermanox,
Ernostar,
new.f/1.8
£16:
17:6 4
f/1.5, case.

As new.

List £25..

£18:18:0
16-mm. Ensign Kinecam, Model 6, 3-speed,
Dallmeyer

35 LUDGATE

HILL

HERE.

London,
Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

0*0

As brand without
new.. . .
Enlarger,
lens,X4i»lU#U
£4*J«fl

5} -in. condenser, slide carrier. Fair condition.
rising front. Fair condition.
£4:7:
6
3j 21 Dollond Owl Roll Film, f/4*. 5 List
Dollond,
Compur,

& Guardia Baby Sibyl Roll Film, rise

15 cm. and 5/, 3/ Tropical Nettel Deckrullo Press,

F.P. adapter,

4 $ x 3} Adams’ Triple Extension Folding Minex, 64-in.
Ross Xpres, 3 D.D. slides, F. P. adapter, P O Q . A , A
case. Cost £80. Good condition .
Idd.U.U
« 1 ■
W.l
OTT
London,

28 OLD

FOR

1; Newman

desirous of arranging by way of licence or
otherwise on favourable terms, for the working of
this invention on a commercial scale in th»

Barometers,

meyer Pentac f/2.9, also 11-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, Sinclair
lens
filter. 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. hood,
Good condition. Cost over
£57. . . . £23:10:0

10

2$ Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, pair Zeiss Proxars,

filter, leather case. Fair
Cost £20 15s .

Telescopes,

41 x 3.1 Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. Dall-

List £10 12s. £8:12:0

Trade.

ZEISS BINOCULARS
AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

and cross front, 3-in. Sibyl Cooke f/4. 5, case.
Good condition. Cost £24 12s .
41x31 Ensign Folding Reflex, 136-mm.
f/4. 5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition .

£8:5:0

£1

Cine, Binoculars,

coupled to patent telescope finder focus- jC'7#‘|
sing device, leather case. Good condition. X I • 1D«1/
41 3i Zeiss Ikon Halloh Roll Film, rise and cross,
Zeiss Tessar f/4. 5, Compur. /Is new, un- £'7,1 7.C
used. Cost £10 17s. fid. .
X « *1 I .U

Lens f/4, automatic

Lens t 2, auto-

and

21 ■ IS V.P. Goerz Roll Film Tenax, micrometer focus¬
sing. 7. 5 -cm. Dogmar f/4. 5, Compur. Shop- C A* 17.fi
soiled, unused. Cost £10 10s .
X*x«l • *0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera Model B, f/3.5 lens, leather
case.
Good condition. List £6
18s. 6d. £4:17:6

3[

Q.C

model, square diaphragm. As brand new. Xfci.lO.D
3 [ 2$ Agfa Standard Roll Film, f 4.5 Agfa anastigmat, 5 speeds. As brand
new. List £3:15:0

Leitz Distance Elmar

Cameras

CASH

Be*i Exposure Meter, and case.

9-cm.

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

post free anywhere.

Exposure Meter. As
Exposure Meter, Model 4, Cl

immediately

PATENT No. 321700, Improvements relating to
| THE Proprietor of the above British Patent is-

I/O DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

SPOT

write

PATENTS

developed.
[0057
Rd. West,
[9592

Trade.

of Catalogues

should

Photography.

|
_

/O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included : postage extra. — Speight. 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

range

photographs

" Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Trade.

Wide

their

for
free prospectus
;
no
World’sPhotographic
Academy,
5, obligation.
Shannon — Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9617

money-saving

Parade,

Trade.

to

E.C 4

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem
Microscopes,

ITCH
bought

for cash.

Crouch End.— 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

I
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73, Lord St.

CORRESPONDING
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ADVERTISERS.

1750
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and case. Cost £65 .

PHOTOGRAPHER

£5 17

Cost

6

£3,000

—
7
adapter. Cost £19
.
£5 17 6
8
I 5 — Wafer 3i x 21, Zeiss f/4.5, latest Compur, F.P. adapter.
—
Cost £16 10s .
£5 5 0
—
—
—
—
3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £8 10s .
£3 10 0
—
—
—

£4

CHANCE

OF ALL

10s .

£1 19

6

19s. 6cL
Cost £16 10s .
73
la Voig
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Cost £8 10s
.
Roll Fi
lm

£7 17

6

£2

0

10

Bessa,
f/6.3 an
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at ens
la Roll
„
Film Ko
dak, f/6
F.P. adapter. Cost £18 10s .
£6 15 0
£12
£3 10 0
.3 anas
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tigmat
75 No
—
. 3 Sp
lens.
ecia
Cost £2
and case. Cost £28 .
£9 19 6
—
l
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£14
10s
.
£6
6
0
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.
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Ross Xp
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76
res f/
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£5 10 Q
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Series
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— lf/5.5, 3 slides, Autoclirome slide, F.P. adapter, changing-box and
ten 10 0
82—
f/4.5 lens. Cost £6 . shut£3
la FoNagel Roll Film I,4f/6.3 3 cm.,
£60 .
£19 19 0
1case.
34 x Cost
anasti
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2| Zod
lding
el Junior,
gmat
f/G.8, 3 elid
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lens,
la Po
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—
—
Co
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mp
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3s.
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et
2CostJ-pI£15
ur sh £6 19 6
9 lens
..17s.
15s .
£6 6d.
6 0
£13 10s .
. and
Koda
13
ut
.
•
te
79
18
k
Jewe
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Cost
, f/
— l, triple.
la Se
Zeiss f/6.3
6.3 le
£2 15
ries
and Tele.,
s .
ns.
3 slid
shutter. CostIII
£14K .
£7 7 0
adapter, purse. Cost £16 10s .
£3 es,
19 6
Cost
odak
17s.
£3 10
, f/
—
6d
s .
.
5.6
3
—
i— pi. Foldin
lens,
80
19s.
adapter,
case.
.
£2 10 0
g KJiCost
Comp
to, f/£8
la Ro
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7.7, 3 slides
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ur
ll FiCost £6 10s .
—
. Cost £4
shutter.
£2 5 0
shutte
lm Ic
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—
10s .
i-pl. and
arette
r. Co
17s. 6d.
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st
Zeiss
Etui, Zeiss
81
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15s. Od.
Tessar
Zeiss
f/4.5, lat
—
est Compur
Ikonfc
lens
, £2
f/4.5,
a, 16
adapter and case. Cost £7 10s .
F.P.10 0
—
Comp
—
on V.
ur sh
83 shutter. Cost £10
10s
.
£2 10 0
P.
si
utter.
Zode
ze, Ze
lett
F.P. adapter and case. Cost £16 10s .
£5 19 6
iss Te
e 4
ssar
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84
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f/4.5
K
— £30 .
o
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le
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i
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£12 12 0
bri
, Co
f/11
4x
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6
lens
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Agfa 9
. £1 9 6
85
£3 7s. Gd 3.
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. C
12 and
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0
Men
ost
Zeiss
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£1
ble2, cases.
adapter, changing-box
and
£9 19 6
Tess
extensioCost £31 .
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Roll
a
8
r
n,
6
Cost
£6
15s
.
£2 5 9
for
cash,
for
one
week
only.
Every
one
is
fully
guaranteed.
f/4
—
f/4.5,
.5 lens,
Film
Zeis
—
12
Compur£8
—
C
s
Cost
£28
.
19
6
s.
ompu
4x3
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—
Box
Most are almost as new — every instrument is offered on
6d.
7 Tron
r s
cm.,
a i-pl.,
hutt
shutter.TenCost
£2 15 0
approval for a month, and may he exchanged to full value
gor, £8 .
—
er.
Zeis
double,
87
f/6.
C st
if desired up to the end of February.
F.P. adapter and case.Zeis
Cost
£10 10 0
Vest 98 — Agfa Speedex
s f/£40
3 l Roll Films T
essa
Camera
31 • 2|. oCost
£2 10s.
4.5,.
ens
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88
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. C
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et
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Vest
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6 slides
Kod
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£110
and case.
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£10
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case.
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des, F.P.
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k £9 /915s
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£5 19 6
le.
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mat
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adapter
ket
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7 l
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£9 17 6
Cost
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ens
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dittadapter,
Rol
t shutter.
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Cost
£3 15 0
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£28 .
10
2 1
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£21 10s .
£5 19 6
Kod
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& G.adapter,
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ak,
Sibyl Vi
Compare our prices with others in “ The A.P." or anywhere ; you'll
10s.
£23 5s .
£5 5 0
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f/4.
tesse 31
9932 Ve
f/8
£10 19
6
find they are 33-1/3 rd per cent to 50 per cent less.
5
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21
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t
V
,
Dog
len
adapter and case. Cost £21Ro5s
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6 £6 19 6
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12s.
Xpres
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£1 19 6
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lens
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shutter,
double
extension.
Cost
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Speed
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Cameo
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e 3
bookform
slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £80 .
£16 16 0
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50 — Butcher’s Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis lens. Cost
£4 5s.6No
31 2J
i •
/6. lens.
—
£19
6d.
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, Dall
£1 5 0
3 a
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Cos
1 £3 .
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No.
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Spe
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film-holder6, F.P. adapter and
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igm 1 5s
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£1 10 0
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x 21,
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t
ens
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SI 5 0
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case. Cost £12 . f/4.5,
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WORTH of APPARATUS
Almost

GIVEN
AWAY!

★ These bargains are offered appreciably below actual cost,

★ We will put anything on reserve for 3 months if a quarter
★ Call, write or wire at once. Only one of each of these super

it Do not miss this wonderful opportunity to buy the Highest Class Apparatus at Give-Away

. . and you do BEST

WALLACE

119, NEW

BOND

STREET

OF ALL

HEATON

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-6-7.
AND AT 47, BERKELEY STREET,

Prices !

at—

L

LONDON,

W.1

February

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

2 1, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

‘Come, see the north-wind’s masonry ’

Seasonable

pictures . . . the delicate play

of light and
feathery

shade

boughs

on

snow

. . . the

of firs . . . whatever

beauties are revealed in Winter’s land¬
scape you can record correctly on

ILFORD
Special Rapid

PANCHROMATIC
Made

ILFORD

in England

LIMITED

PLATES
by

ILFORD

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour

LONDON
Press, Reading.

HMATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER
&
The
Vol. LXXVII.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody

with

a Camera^

No. 2365.

Wednesday, March yth, 1934.

The above photograph was taken with a Leica camera and F/2
“ Sumirar11 lens at I /!00 second by ordinary stage lighting.

The precision miniature camera, with focal-plane shutter of
non-corrosive material and speeds from I to 1/500 second, with
automatic focusing by short base precision range-finder, more
accurate than a reflex.
The camera for rapid sports scenes and photographs
of banquets and stage scenes.

at night,

Particulars from all high-class photographic dealers, or direct from
E. LEITZ

(LONDON),

20, MORTIMER

STREET,

LONDON,

W.1

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

WONDERFUL

7, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

KODAK RANGE
FOR 1934
SIX-20

"BROWNIE"

SIX-20

ALL

BRITISH

MADE

JUNIOR

“BROWNIE”

JUNIOR

A still simpler “Brownie” at a still lower
price. Takes the slim all-metal 620 spool
— the smallest x 2j in. box-type camera
made.
‘Snapshot’ and 'Time’
All - metal body. Special big

AT

THE

KODAK

HARROW

actions
finders,

slightly frosted, for easy ‘sighting.’

8'6

SIX-20 “BROWNIE”

FACTORY

Most

original “Brownie”

(3^x2^ in.)

devised.

Takes

Landscapes, Groups and ‘Close-Ups’ at the
touch of a lever ; no separate attachments.
Three stops, marked with appropriate
lighting conditions. New-style loading;
no loose back; no separate roll-holder;
winding key does not need withdrawing.
Large, brillicnt finders. Camera is extra
small; has brilliant stainless metal finish.

KODAK LIMITED • KODAK HOUSE
KINGSWAY
• LONDON
• W.C.2
SIX-20

"BROWNIE"

SIX-16

“KODAK”

I7'6

JUNIOR

The smallest x 2| in. “Kodak” ever
made. Costs only half-a-crown more
for a 50% bigger picture. Swift, onemotion opening and closing device.
Lenses : ‘Twindar’ (two-position focus¬
sing) and Kodak
Anastigmat /6.3

£2.7.6

(focussing 5 ft. to ‘infinity’). From

SIX-16

“KODAK”

High-grade 4} x 2h in. “Kodak.”
Choice of fast /6.3 or /4.5 anastigmats
and high-precision shutters. Front
shoots open at touch of button. Direct
Vision and Reflecting viewfinders.
Spool holders swivel up for easier load¬
ing. Safety cover on red window to
take care of Kodak Super Sensitive
Panchromatic Film. From
SIX-16

"KODAK"

£3 . 17 . 6

JUNIOR
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(g) PRESET

THE

INSTO

STOP

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
T.-P. INNOVATION
Gives the user of the ordinary T.-P.
Reflex all the advantages of a large
aperture supplementary anastigmat
finder lens without the additional bulk.

Price 35/-

FOCUS sharp with largest aperture.
EXPOSE automatically with smaller aperture.
Merely operated by pressure on a small
bush which brings the smaller pre¬
arranged aperture into operation.

ASK
YOUR
DEALER
Details Post Free ANYWHERE

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM
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1 1111

SUPERCHROM
EXPRESS

ROLL

FILM

A Film of really remarkable speed —
2700 H. & D. or 2 6° Scheiner, with
very great latitude, exceptionally fine
grain, and entirely anti-halo.
Superchrom Film provides the equiv¬
alent of a lens of double the rapidity
— invaluable for the very shortest
exposures and indoor photography —
and enabling you with an inexpensive
camera to take subjects you could
not have attempted before.
Also in Film Packs with unique removal feature.

GEVAERT
PLEASE
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“ THE
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WALMER
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ALL THE VERY
EASY
TERMS

Nine monthly
ment

instalments.

secures goods.

BUY

First pay¬

Only 5 per cent

added, or 5s. if under £5.

EVERY

NOW

BEST

IN TIME

“STILL”

AND

CINE

FOR

INSTRUMENT

EASTER
IS

IN

OUR

STOC1

if IT’S NEW-

84A
lde
Phone:
0591
E.C.1 59
LONDON
Phone:
1124 E.C.2
_ _ —
_
__
.
LONDON
Dll...wga
‘ NAT.
MAT te$
flCOI t
CM
I flNDIINCHE
Phono- CITY
r.lTV 1104
APS
IDEF ft 0
HAVE
IT!

WE

_ — _ _
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THE

Dallmeyer wide-angle anastigmat cells, Goerz sector shutter,
rack rising front, wide-angle rack, 6 double book slides. F.P.
adapter and case .
£7 17 6

I ‘THE
ROLLEICORD
BIG CAMERA ’

—
—
—

SENSATION

—
—

Ross Combinable in Compur shutter, revolving
slides. F.P. adapter, leather case. Coat £30 .

OF 1934

f/4.5, revolving back, 3 double
case. Cost £85 .

Has numerous features in common
with the Rolleiflex. One-lever
Compur shutter. Patent film guide,
parallax compensation. It is fitted
with Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 anastigmat
lens and large finder lens.

—

=

double

book

slides, F.P.

back, 3 double
£13 13 0

slides, changing-box. leather
£22 15 0

adapter,

leather

94-mm.

case. £26
Cost 5£860

HOME

Coronet

OF

Cine Camera,

1

lack, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£16 10 0

j-pl

MOVIES.

f/3.9 anastigmat,

motor drive
£1 18 9

94-mm. Pathe Hand-turned Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
D.V. finder .
£1 8 9
94-mm. Pathe Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
motor drive, D.V. finder and case .
£4 12 6
94-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, D.V.
finder, motor drive and case .
£7 7 0
94-mm. Pathe de Luxe Telephoto Outfit, f/2.5 anastigmat
and Telephoto, D.V. finder, motor drive and case.
£12 As17new6
94-mm. Pathe Motocamera
anastigmat, D.V. finder, motor

f/7.7 Dallon Telephoto, revolving
and case. Cost £37 .

HOME

de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
drive and case. . . . £12 17 6

94-mm. Pathe Camera, with Camo motor drive, f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat, D.V. finder .
£2 17 6
Pathe Kid Projector, with adjustable resistance. . £1 18 9
91 -mm. Pathe Single-claw Projector, with adjustable
resistance .
£2 6 9

. Graflex
roll-film holder, 3 D.D. slides, leather case. Cost
Sand
rson
£30 e.
£14 15 0
de L
uxe,
94-mm. Coronet Projector, complete .
£118 0
anastigmat, leatherf/6case.
Cost £12. As new ... £8 2 6
Nine monthly payments of 24/6.
Dal
94-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive, motor rewind.
lme
yer
with adjustable resistance and case .
£9 17 6
Supplied in patented case of solid
2
Stig
1 -pi
mati
s
1
1
t
1
'
s
U
C
£
£
1
6
Pathe
Single-claw
Projector,
with
motor,
super
attachment
o
5
5
e
o
1
8
p
n
leather £1 extra.
7
. A ee
th
00t
c.
s
4
c,
so
il
dam de
witth
h
and twin resistance .
£5 17 6
ed
s d
.
cro ’ frVoes
3 do
sli
F.P
ad
lea
ca
Cos
Pathe Double-claw Projector, with motor, super attachment
ap
ub
des
ss
nt.ta
the
.
3
£
£s1e. 15 t0
te
le
and twin resistance .
£7 7 6
de
,
r
MADE
BY THE
MAKERS
OF
2
r,
{-pi
L
uxe
. A
2
, d
Model D Bolex Projector, for 9j or 16 mm. films, 250 watt,
dam
oub
THE FAMOUS
• ROLLEIFLEX’
s’
tigmat.
35
double slides,
leF.P. adapter, leather case. As
reverse, motor rewind and still picture movement, complete
F
ext
new. ol
Cost
£24 5 0
4
din £34 .
ens
with resistance and case .
£19 17 6
g M
5
ion
i
, f
4 A
nex
/5.5
dam
Ref l/10th to 1/1, 000th
STILL ” CAMERA
BARGAINS.
lens, shutter speeded
sec. and time, 6
s’
l
, 6 £25 .
Min leather case. exCost
slides,
£8 15 0
1-i
ex
n.
6 x 13 Stereo Bentzin Reflex, pair f/4.5 Cooke Aviar lenses,
de
5
Ros
Lux
3'
s
e,
rack focus, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, stereo¬
prel/l,000th sec., 3 D.D.,
self-capping shutter,
speeded l/10th Xto
24
7scope transposing frame and case .
£10 10 0
s
T.- plate-tmlders. Costin.£181
0s.
As
new
.
£11
17
6
f
/4.
P.
j-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. self5 T
6
Re13
ess or Stand, 5-in. f/6.8 Dagor,
fle— j-pl. Sanderson Hand
3
capping
focal-plane
shutter,
speeds
to
1/1,
000th
sec.,
3 slides,
1
a
x
Every Leica2
r l
34-in. ,f/9 Zeiss Protar wide-angle,
Koilos shutter, 2 double
f .
F.P. adapter .
£28 10 0
1
case .ens,
£8 17 6
6
camera and Dall book slides,3.5 leather
Co
3£ x 2J Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Belfok
me
e
ye
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
accessory is
r
nas
speeded
1/I5th to al/l,()00th
sec., 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
Sp
back, 3 elides .
£7 17 6
tig
ee case .
canvas
€3 19 6
mat
7
d
3 j x 2j Duoflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, focussing setting,
in stock
Foc
, 1
3} at
2-i
a
l
back hooded focussing screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As
our 21 E
-<5
n.
plaDallmeyer Stigmatic,
swing
front,
f
R.B.
shutter.
3
book
nsi
ne,
new .
£11 17
8
gn
slides, tripod and case
£7 17 6
f.
/2.
31
Rol
branches.
3j - 24 Mentor Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal9 and swing front, f/5.8 anastigmat
l F 16— 4-pl. D.E. Field, rise
9
21
Pen
i
plane shutter, 4 to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
3'
Ens
tac
andlm wide-angle
R.R. lens, shutter,
3 slides, tripod and case
F
i
,
oca
gn
adapter, leather case. As new .
£9 3 4
£3 12 0
2J
Write and
l-p
Rol
Sib
l
3j 24 Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
lan
y
e R
tell us your l New Film F
self-capping shutter, 1/I0th to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 slides.
efl
f/3 Dallmeyer
Portrait
lens, double swing back, 2 book slides
oca
e
F.P.
adapter
and
case
.
£9
7 6
x
S
,
p
l-p
needs.
ewith
cia
carriers
case .
£5 2 6
lan to 1-plate,f/3.canvas
l
4
j-pl. Ensign Noxa Vertical Enlarger, 54-in. Plano convex
10
18, f—4
3 e,cm.
f/6. 3 anastigmat. Cost
f/4 Baby Box AldTengor,
is
condenser, f/6.8 lens, bromide board with paper clips and
£2 7s./4fid
£1 9 6
P.C
.5 .
.5
11
. T
Ald
Ro
electric fittings .
£5 18 6
ss
is
3j
.-P
. S
Xp 7s. fid,.
shu
34 x 24 Demonstration Model Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger,
2*
As new. Cost £3
£2 12 6
re
pec
tte
s,
ial
Ih
r
vertical, complete with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, bromide holder and
ris
ae
R
ub Cost £8 .
e a
ee
electric fittings .
£7 13
£4 12 6
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Ref
ca
lex
l, 8
pl
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an
.
e,
12
5 DAYS’
FREE
APPROVAL
to post-buyers o,
f/2
f/3
.9
.5
In Collapsible Mount, £15:10:0.
In Rigid jMount,
£13.
-pl
Pe
.T
Xe
nt
.ac
na
. P
r
ana
Leica Model III (as illustrated) with i/2 Summar Plens
in
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an
s¬
collapsible mount
as
s F
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14
n
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e,
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Has a range-finder coupled with the focus
Fi
el
s,
dC
sh
sing, ensuring critical focus for every picture
17
ut
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te
e
A genuine Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens
jra
r
pl
,
.a
giving the most exquisite definition.
ris
19
nd
ea
4
nd
A latest pattern Compur shutter, speedec
Jpl
This British-made 16-mm. Camera
3
cr
V.P.
. S taking 16
2A
os
1, 4, l/5th, 1/1 0th, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th
cm camera
0
s
incorporates
all
the
features
which
q
.on 127ua roll film,
an
1 /250th sec., with delayed action so that
pictures
4
d
B
r
will enable even the beginner to obtain
metal3 I body,abyleather e covered,
Be
the user may be in the picture.
ll
splendid movies without any trouble.
ha carrying
I
leather
handle,
ow
ko
ge
A compact, all-metal body, which open
s,
nt
Beautifully made and finished. With
e W fittings,
nickelled
auto¬
f/
aR
e
clockwork motor, three speeds and
instantly to infinity on pressure of releas*
matically en springing
to 8 R
ol
y.R
button. No unsightly and inconvenien
l
hand crank, direct finder. Complete
.
infinity by oneUl touch Fi of a
le
t
in leather case.
lm
ns
button, hinged rback,
f/2.9
ix
,
,8
f
f,/
Vidonar anastigmat.
with/6.3
1projections.
4.
in
5a
.
focussing adjustment
Nine monthly pay¬
na to ana
st
st
3 ft., Compur sector shutter,
ments of 31 10.
ig
i
ma
1 to l/300th sec., T. andgma
t.
t,C
B.,
case. reindeer skin purse
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r.
YOURS
payments of * 38/S
Institute of
Appointed an
FOR
Associate
Amateur Cine¬
of the
matographers.
And 8 similar payments,

Price £10:10

: 0

I The ‘LEICA’ SPECIALISTS!

New SUMMAR

IN SUNK

= £33

MOUNT

NOW

LENS

IN STOCK

!

|WE GIVE YOU

13s.

The NEW

‘ SUPER S
NINE MONTH

ENSIGN

The

IKONTA

‘AUTOKINECAM’

3x4

cm.

WITH F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT LENS

PICCOCHIC

£17

13 Gns.

13/9

or £5 : 17 : 6 cash.
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OR SECOND-HAND!

NEW

DON’T BE WITHOUT

-ALSO

HUNDREDS

OF

FULLY

54 LIME
LONDON

Phone : MON.

YOUR

GUARANTEED

0180

E.C.3

LONDON

Anastigmat,
Reflex,

iris and

f/3.4 Aldis

Reflex, i/2.9 Plaubel

diffusion.
£6 15 0

anastigmat.
£7 10 0

Anticomar,

11-in.

C.D.V. Dallmeyer Snapshot,
and case .

f/6 anastigmat,

F.P.

i-pl. Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac
3 slides and case .

With

31 x 2\ Salex Focal-plane, Ross Xpres
shutter, 6 slides and case .

focal-plane
£4 19 6

Leather

Special

offer
Ikon

O PAY FOR ANY
With

Finest

delayed-action

Compur

in. Weight 8 oz.
Our
Priprice
ce £2
29
Original
ys. /9
6d.

ZEISS

Nine

‘ ERMANOX

payments

direct view-finder, Focalplane self-capping silent
shutter. l/20th to 1/1, 000th
sec., leather covered, nickel
fittings, 3 single metal
slides.
Size 2-5/16ths
x 12 in. List price £47.

OUR

PRICE

£16:17:6
Nine

monthly

Quality

payments

of 39 5.

SIMPLY

AMAZING

! . .

sector shutter.

The New ‘ENSIGN MIDGET’
Little

bigger

than

a

pocket

diary !
The cleverest bit of
camera designing for many a
long day. Takes crisp, firstclass pictures at the low cost
of a penny per exposure. Has
moire silk enamel finish. Allmetal body, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and

of 13/10.

EXCHAI1GE
rilTED

’

Bushed focussing.
for tripod, micro¬
meter
Large

- £5:17:6

monthly

IKON

Focal-plane camera with
f/1.8 Ernostar anastigmat
lens. Makes instantaneous
exposures in artificial light.
Light aluminium body.

PURCHASE

For 3i x 2! roll films. Constructed of
light metal.
Automatically opening to
infinity, rock-rigid front, leather bellows,
brilliant reversible and D.V. view-finders,
speeds 1 to l/250tb sec., T. and B. Hinged
back, stainless fittings, covered with fine
seal -grain leather.

ONLY

sling

f/4.5, focal-plane
£6 15 0

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT
With

case, with lock and
strap, 5/9 extra.

Body, all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette,
Zeiss Ikon Novar f/6.3, with
focussing adjustment, direct
vision view-finder, 2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset shutter for both
time and
instantaneous
sures.
Dimensions
: 2 x 2$expo¬
x 3$

DE LUXE’

Corygon

shutter*

BABY BOX
TENGORS

Salex
‘SUPREME

every

of Zeiss

i-pl. Maximar Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar, delayed action Compur shutter, 4 slides and case .
£8 17 6
31 - 21 Contessa, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
6 slides .
£7 7 0
Postcard No. 3a Special Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, leather case .
£7 12 6

offer.

in

Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 10s.

5><4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex, Protar f/6.3, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 4 slides, F.P. adapter.
and leather case .
.
£18 17 6

we

LIST

instrument

Our
Price - £5:5:0
Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.

adapter
£2 7 6

f/2.9, focal-plane shutter,
£13 17 6

i-pl. Apem Reflex, Rousel f/4.5 anastigmat,
shutter, reversing back, 6 slides .

OFF

high-class

Our
Price - £7:7:6
Or 9 monthly payments of 17/3.

£7 17 6
in leather
£5 17 6

i-pl. Soho Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£15 15 0

slides. F.P.
£9 17 6

value

A

drive and
£11 17 6

i-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-cap¬
ping focal-plane shutter, 3 double slides and case. . £10 10 0
9l-in. Fulmenar f/6. 8 Anastigmat, iris .
£4 7 6

16-exposures-on-3f x 2\ 520 Ikonta, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
jorapur shutter, leather case .
£8 8 0
J-pl. Artist Enlarger, long extension, 51-in. condenser, f/4
Objective, all-way carrier, electric fittings .
£5 5 0
3f x 2J N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, leather case
£12 12 0

fine

AT 40%

respect, and sets a standard in
precision-made cameras
of the
miniature class. No bellows, abso¬
lutely rock rigid, direct finder, takes
16 pictures onV.P. size film , any make,
fitted genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens,
focussing, with Compur
sector
shatter. List price £11 10s.

anastigmat,
£17 10 0
and leather
£8 8 0

3J - 2 A Speed Cameo, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, Compur shutter, 3
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New condition £11 17 6
3i < 2f Zodel Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Zodellar, double
extension, plate back and leather case .
£4 12 6
31 < 21 Salex Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£7 10 0

)' F.P. adapter, leather case .
£28 10 0
31x21 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, f/2.5
Series X Cooke anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
:ase .
£13 10 0

the

E.C.4

9.5-mm. Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f/2.7 Tessar and leather
case, motor drive .
£13 17 6
16-mm. Bell&Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke, motor drive, leather
case. As new .
£24 17 6

3£x2£ Noxar Vertical Enlarger, 4i-in. condenser, Aldis
II mastigmat, base easel, electric fittings .
£4 18 6
9 x 12 Miroflex Reflex, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides.

proves

ZEISS IKON
KOLIBRI CAMERAS

Pathe Kid Projector, super arm, resistance and carrvingcase .
£2 15 6
52 x 40 Crystal Beaded Screen .
£3 15 0
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat, motor
drive .
£1 19 6

Unsoiled' .
£14 10 0
Latest I-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides. Unsoiled .
£15 15 0
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter,
eather case .
£9 17 6

goods

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

are

16-mm. Ensign 180 Projector, 180-watt lamp. .. . £19 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, super condenser, Krauss ammeter
and resistance .
£6 9 6

31 x 21 Kershaw Bijou Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, 3 book-form slides, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes
£5 15 0
31 x 21 Compact Kodak Graflex Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5 anastigmat, 1 D.D. slide, F.P. adapter, leather case
£10 10 0
Latest Williamson Pistol Aerial Camera, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
focussing, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder, leather case.

.sed

motor

6-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/4.5 .
Ramstein Electrophot Exposure Meter, complete
case .

fj eather case .
£19 19 0
! 31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac lens, 3 book| form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £61.. £26 10 0
31 x 2* Gandolfi Tropical Folding, double extension, reversing
oack, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compound shutter, 3 book-form
Aides .
£4 17 6

3 book-form

anastigmat,

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
motor drive, 3 speeds and leather case .
9.5-mm. Cine Nizo, f/3.5 Hermagis, 2 speeds,
case .

{ i/5.6 Cooke Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, magnifiers,

N. & G. Baby Sibyl, Ross Xpres,
idapter, leather case .

BARGAINS

Phone : CENT. 9391

Kodak Cine-Eight, f/1.9
leather case .

1-pl. Kodak Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 B. & L. Tessar, roll-holder
£8 7 6
Latest Valoy Leica Vertical Enlarger, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat,
I electric fitting .
£9 15 0
Model A Kodascope Projector, 200-watt lamp, resistance
ind case .
£29 10 0
31 x 2i Special Ruby

in part

16-mm. Bolex Cine Camera, f/3.5 Hermagis lens, motor
drive .
£4 13 6
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat, 2 speeds, motor
drive, complete in case .
£14 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, motor drive and
leather case .
£12 17 6

Optiscope Lantern, long extension, 10-in. Aldis anastigmat
projection lens, 100-watt lamp, carrier and case. ... £4 17 6
8t x 21 Double Extension Folding, f/6.3 Kershaw anastigmat,
Compound shutter, 8 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£2 17 6

31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film
As new .

used camera

payment for a better one. We
famed for our

ST 90/94 FLEET ST

Leitz Model II Leica, coupled range-finder, f/3.5 Elmar
mastigmat, zip purse .
£17 0 0
i— pi. Mahogany Salex de Luxe Enlarger, all-way carrier,
I :/4 objective, set of electric fittings, 5J-in. condenser. Cost
215 . . .
£4 18 6

8-in. f/4.5 Latest Aldis
! Cost £9 5s .

Bring your

CAMERA !

B.
Reflex view-finder. Col¬
lapsible eye-level view-finder.
Leather slip case.

100-PAGE CATALOGUE
FREE & POST FREE
from

With
All .
- Dis¬
tance lens
Ensar f/6.3
anastigmat
.

any City Sale branch

E?

/
I

30/-
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he said, were expensive, but de¬
veloping solutions were not, and it
was always worth while to see that
they were kept “ healthy,” if only
in order that the makers of photo¬
graphic emulsions might be spared
some unmerited abuse.

river pictures and landscapes pre¬
sented under these conditions with
no two days alike are worth a special
effort to record. The modern super¬
speed films have made the path
easy, and we look for some of the
results shortly in our monthly com¬
petitions. The fly in the ointment,
however, in many districts has been
the drought. We hear that while
some readers have continued dark¬
room work under difficulties others

Movie-making

in Moscow.

Mr. Peter Le Neve

Foster gave

an interesting account of his ad¬
ventures with an amateur “ movie
camera in Russia at a meeting of the
Cinematograph Group of the Royal
Photographic Society. A few prac¬
tical points may be of use to those
who contemplate what he called a
“ cinematographic holiday ” under
the rule of the Soviet. To begin with,

have had to stop altogether owing to
lack of sufficient water. Those who
are more fortunately placed in
London and other places where the
supply is still undisturbed should
remember not to waste too much
water for photographic purposes, as
there are indications that the drought
may continue throughout the spring

one is not allowed to take any un¬
developed film out of Russia. All
film has to be developed before the
Russians will let it out, and if it is
desired to take back unexposed
film the authorities have to be
satisfied that it has never passed
through the camera. The charge
for developing film in Russia is
about half a guinea per ioo ft.,
which is high, but the development
is not so bad as it has been painted ;

'

Technique.

Dropping in at the British Insti¬
tute of Radiology the other day we
heard a brisk little discussion oh the
manufacture of film, in the course of
which the chairman, a distinguished
radiographer, declared that the pro¬
duction of a good X-ray photograph
— and presumably the same thing
would apply to an ordinary photo¬
graph — depends much more on the

No.

number of films for which a par¬
ticular tank of developer had been
used was always carefully noted,
and at a certain number the twogallon solution, whatever its appa¬
rent value, was discarded. Films,

complete “ black-out ” have occurred
in rapid succession. The amateur
photographer at least can have had
little reason to grumble at the
opportunities offered for picture¬
making. Every phase of climate at
his doorstep, so to speak, and a
different one every morning and
afternoon. Familiar street scenes,

Dark-room

lxxvii.

dark-room than on the machinery
whereby the film itself is produced.
He added that in his own work the

weather that have distin¬
guished the past month
probably constitute a record even
for this country. Snow, rain, mist,
wind, spells of calm and brilliant
sunshine with intervals in town of

and summer.

vol.

March

Morning

in

the

Park.

After a spell of fog Spring sunshine
enables the amateur to secure well-exposed
snapshots again.

in any case one has to risk bad
development if one is to get any
pictures at all. As for prohibited
subjects, these, of course, include
Red Army manoeuvres, bridges and
railway stations, also the Red Square
in Moscow, the Kremlin, and the
cathedral — a prohibition very irrita¬
ting to the tourist. There are
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other subjects which it is inadvisable
to take. These include the queues
of people waiting for food or for
kerosene. The town populations, at

recorded on entry. If a camera has
twin lenses it is as well to declare
both lenses. A recently returned
traveller from Russia recounted an

an arrow on any particular point on
the screen, is coming much into
favour in various societies and insti¬
tutions where lectures are frequently

any rate, are ardently pro-Soviet, and
would resent pictures which might
be taken abroad and used as antiSoviet propaganda.

amusing experience in our hearing.
He had with him a little Ensignette,
which was second-hand when he
got it, fifteen years ago, and had
long been innocent of any serial
number. This instrument was close¬
ly scrutinised by the Customs
officials, who did not know what to
put down. At last some markings
caught one bright eye, namely, the
stop numbers, and the camera was

held. It does away with the in¬
convenient billiards cue, which
crashes on the floor periodically.
The illuminated arrow looks very

The

Serial Number.

Cameras are the subject of a little
worry at some frontiers, but in
Soviet Russia they seem to be
regarded as very suspicious instru¬
ments indeed. On entry through
the Customs barrier the serial number
of a camera is taken, and recorded
on tire passport. On leaving the
country one is allowed only to take
out the camera whose number was

TThe A.mateur

officially entered as “No.

f/8 f/n

_
The’’ !
Electric
Pointer.
f/16 f/32
A little electric pointer which, held
in the hand of the lecturer, flashes

P hotographer ”

jolly pointing out this and that, and
sometimes, when the lecturer forgets
about it, gyrating on the ceiling or
over the faces of the audience. Some
societies also have a mirror at the
lecture desk so that the lecturer is
under no obligation to turn round to
see what picture is on the screen.
At the Royal Society of Medicine they
have a miniature traffic signal, which
flashes green, amber, and red, to
warn speakers of the passage of time.

Exposure

TABLE-March

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured, or if stop f/11 is used. For f/16 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 7 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 5 p.m., treble them.
Medium

Ordinary Plate.

Subject.

Open seascapes and cloud studies

sec.

. .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes, snow
scenes with no heavy foreground . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .

1/30

1/20
1/12

* *

1/5
1/4

Plate.

sec.

sec.

y y

1/6

y y

1/35

y y

y y

Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .

1/2

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

5

n

1/4
1

y *

secs.

4

y y

y y

1/50

y y

1/12
1/5
1/2
2

secs.
y y

1/60
yy

y y
y y
yy

y y

yy
1/100 sec.

1/80

1/15

y *

Ultra Rapid Plate.

sec.

1/60
* y

1/18
1/8

Extra Rapid Plate.

Rapid Plate.

y >

1/20

y y

1/15
1/6

y y

1/3

n

secs.

1/25
1/20
1/8

y y

1/4
1

y y

y y

y y
y y
y y

As a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which approximately
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.
Ensign, Roll Film.
Ultra Rapid.
Herzog, Ortho-Isodux Film Pack. Marion, Record.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
Iso Record.
Selo,„Selochrome
Roll Film and
,, Super Pan. Film.
„
Iso-Zenith.
Film Pack.
„
Chromosa.
„
Hypersensitive Pan.
„
Commercial Ortho F
„ Super-speed Film.
Plates and Films.
,, Selo. Pan. Roll Film.
Imperial, Non-Filter.
,, Isochrom Film.
Standard, Film.
Regular Cut Film.
„
S.R.
Fast).
„
Portrait
Film (Ortho
„ Ultra Special.
Hauff, Analo-Flavin.
Wellington, Anti-screen.
„
S.R.
„ Extra Rapid.
Barnet, Press and Super Press-

„
„
„
„

XL Super-speed Ortho.
Soft Panchromatic.
Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Criterion, Enelite.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.

„
„

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. Pan. Film.

Gevaert,’ Super Sensima.

„
„
„
„

Hauff,

„
„
6

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.

Ultra Rapid.

Ulcroma.
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.

,,

Monarch.

„
Press.
„
S.S. Ex. Sens.
,,
Zenith Ex. Sens.
,,
S.G. Pan.
Illingworth, Fleet.
„
Super Fleet.
,,
Super Fleet Ortho„
Pan. Fleet.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
„
Eclipse.
,,
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
,,
Eclipse Soft.
„
Eclipse Ortho.
„
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
Kodak, Verichrome Film.

,.
X Press. Roll Film
Ikon, Pemox
and Packs.
Extra Rapid.

Zeiss

Agfa,

Chromo.

,,
,, Rapid.
Isolar.
„ Extra
,, Iso
Isolar.
„
Rapid.
,, ,, ,, Chromo.
,, RollS.R.
Film.
Barnet,
Pan.
„
Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.

„
„

Ilford,

Portrait.
Roll Film.
Special E.R.
208

Auto. Filter.

„

Instantan^e.
Medium.
Pelliculaire.

,, S.R. Pan.
„
Pan. Film.
,,
Raoid
Chromatic.
Imperial, Non-filter (new series).

Ilford,

Empress.

„
Eclipse Pan. B.
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Kodak,
and Film Pack

,,
Barnet,

Chromatic.
Ordinary.

Pathe, Roll Film.
Selo, Roll Film.
Pack.
Rapid.
Zeiss
Ikon, Roll
Film
Barnet,

„
,,
„

Kodak,
Film.
,, CutS.R.
Ortho.
„
S.R. Rapide.
Lumiere,
Extra

E.R. Ortho.
Roll Film and Pack.

,,

Ordinary.

Criterion,
and

S.R.

„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.

Film

Ordinary.

Gevaert, Ordinary.
,, Ordinary
Ilford, Ordinary.

Iso.

Imperial,
Ordinary.
„ Rapid
Process

Pan.

„

Pan. Process.

ilm.
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Enlargements

Finishing Bromide
by the Oil Pigmenting

Process

By F. GRANT.
APART
from the almost inevitable spotting, there
generally a certain amount of work to be done
the majority of enlargements if they are to
really pleasing pictures. Shadows may require to

is
to
be
be

strengthened, or high-lights made brighter. Blank skies
will need to be toned down, and in some cases scattered
spots of light subdued in order to concentrate the interest
of the composition.
An experienced worker may modify the negative itself
by blocking out, reducing, or strengthening as necessary,
but for most amateurs oil pigmenting the print is really the
ideal finishing method as it can be modified to almost any
extent. It only requires a few trials to become really
efficient in its use. Nor is the method “ amateurish.” It
is
by many
at used
exhibitions.

who

regularly have their pictures “ hung

”

The requirements are : An ounce bottle each of artists’
linseed oil, artists’ turpentine, artists’ copal (or mastic
varnish) ; one tube each of ivory black and Payne’s grey
oil colour ; cotton-wool, one yard of swansdown (or ordinary
lint), a drawing-board of suitable size, four drawing-pins,
a piece of glass or a white tile, an old table-knife.
This list may seem very comprehensive, but all can be

Reproduction

from

and patchy.

The

untouched
high-lights

bromide

enlargement,

are too scattered
tone.

and

very

hard

the sky lacks

purchased for a few shillings, and many of the items are
already available in most homes.
If the print is on a smooth or satin-surfaced paper
(glossy is not suitable), mix the oils as under :
Linseed . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
2 parts
Turpentine
. .
. .
. .
. .
2 parts
Copal varnish . .
. .
. .
. .
1 part
For matt or rough papers, instead of the copal, sub¬
stitute mastic varnish.
To increase the glossy finish, add more varnish, but to
decrease the sheen, increase the proportion of turpentine.
Before enlarging, block out all pinholes in the negative
with spotting medium. Any objects to he taken out
should be similarly treated, the idea being to have a white
rather than a dark spot on the print.
To oil pigment a print proceed as follows :
1. Pin the untrimmed enlargement to the drawing-board.
2. Pour a few drops of the oil mixture on to the face
of the print and rub in well, using a plug of cotton-wool
wrapped in swansdown (or lint).
3. Completely clean off the oil with clean swansdown.
4. Mix
blue) on
20a9 drop of
border of
5. The
After working up with oil pigment as described, the high-lights
are concentrated and correct tone quality is given to the sky.

the ivory black and Payne’s grey (actually a
the glass or tile, using the knife blade. Add
the oil to thin down and test the colour on the
the enlargement.
shade having been matched, apply the pigment

with a plug of cotton-wool over the entire surface with a
circular movement, and rub down with another plug until an
7
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even

light grey tone is secured.

The

pigment at once. To avoid hard edges (and also when
rubber is used) the surface must be lightly dabbed with a

high-lights can then

be “ lifted ” by rubbing off with a smaller plug of the wool
rolled into a hard ball, and the shadows strengthened by
adding more pigment where necessary.
Spots are touched up with a fine-pointed paint brush, the
colour being used as dry as possible. If all. the pinholes in
the negative have been spotted, there ought to be no black
spots. If there are any, however, they can be removed
(after pigmenting) with the point of a very sharp
knife ; but prevention is better than the cure.

clean plug of wool until a levelling-up has been secured.
If the worker possesses one or two bromoil brushes,
say small and medium, these can also be made use of to
dab on pigment where required — very little is wanted,
however, and it must be applied with a very gentle touch.
It will be found that after the first application of the
pigment to produce a grey veil over the entire surface a
gentle touch will secure the desired effect better than
violent action.

pen¬

Clean-cut high-lights can be secured by “ lifting ” the
pigment from the surface of the print with a piece of
rubber cut to a point.
An alternative method of removing the pigment cleanly
from any particular area for the purpose of emphasising a

Sepia-toned prints require burnt umber colour, while
certain other tones require lamp-black instead of ivory black.
If not satisfied with the results, all the pigment can be
removed with a clean piece of swansdown and sufficient
oil mixture ; then start again.

high-light is to apply a little of the oil mixture with either
a small pointed wad of cotton-wool, or with a paper stump
that has cotton-wool wrapped round the point.
Application of the oil mixture in this manner removes the

A

Makeshift

The pigmented print should be allowed to dry hard before
trimming or mounting. This may take a couple of days,
but is necessary to avoid smudging.

Bromide

Developing

Light-shade
see that the cut is carried right round.
Next, place the bottle in a saucepan of
hot water, just off the boil (Fig. 2), and
see that the water does not rise above
the level of the cut. When the glass
has become thoroughly hot place im:
mediately under the cold tap (Fig. 3).
The sudden change in temperature will
cause the mouth
•5 to crack away
from the base
(Fig. 4). Fig. 5
shows the shade
in use over an

tig. 1.

Having acci- .

dentally
broken my
safelight dark-room
lamp the production
of a reliable light
for bromide paper
developing became
necessary. The fol¬
lowing description of
how 1 extemporized
an amber light-shade
from an old chemical
bottle (8 oz.) of the
right colour may in¬
terest other readers

Fig. 4.

ordinary 20-c.p.
electric bulb
placed in a socket
that stands ver¬
tically on the
table. In use, if
the bottle is a
fairly long one,

Fie. 2.

of “ The A.P.,” and, incidentally, instruct
them in the art of bottle cutting should
the occasion arise. It must be under¬
stood, however, that this light-shade
must be regarded as a makeshift only,
and is not intended to take the place
of the proper safelight lamp.
To make the shade the first thing is
to detach the neck and mouth from the
bottle. To do this the bottle is cut as
shown in Fig. 1. It is advisable to rest
the cutter on a piece of wood, as this
gives one a better chance of obtaining
a firmer grip. Turn the bottle clockwise
against the cutter, which preferably
should be a diamond. Be careful to

Fig. 5Fig. 3it will cover the lamp entirely and rest
on the table level. If it is short, it will

8

210

rest on the top of the bulb and any space
below can be filled with a collar of card
or brown

paper.

Eric

W.

Coop.
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News and Reviews
Items

THE

PERFECT

CAMERA.

Pathescope,
W.C.2,

Sir, — Since 191 1 I have been very interested in hand cameras,
and have been given the opportunity of trying most patterns,
including many modern miniature cameras. Personally, for

use ; Shutter, Goerz Model A focal-plane
Palmos ; Finder, if required wire frame

;
;

Lens, any modern anastigmat by a maker of repute, of 6-in.
focus, in focussing mount. — Yours, etc.,
C. LACEY.

STEREOSCOPIC

I feel confident

that

many

would

WORK.

welcome

camera

4 j- x 2| roll film. I had no
had contemplated a better

model of their excellent little " Puck ” Stereo Camera, but I
have for some time been on the point of writing to them on
this subject. I suggest that a camera for stereo work, similar
to their Puck model, but to take the 4J X 2J size film, and with
a couple of f/6.3 anastigmats (focussing if possible), would be
hailed with joy by many amateurs who at present fight shy of
stereo work, because a decent stereo camera is so very expensive.
By adopting the now familiar device of two red windows at
the back the same camera could be made to take two pictures
on a ia film, when one lens was capped, thus providing the
very attractive proposition of sixteen pictures on a ia film, if
only single pictures are required.
Is it too much to hope that Messrs. Thornton-Pickard or
some other firm of camera makers will take up the idea and
provide us with a very desirable stereo camera at a moderate
price? — Yours, etc.,
FRED
LEWIS.

STRAIGHT

OR

CONTROLLED

?

Sir, — G. J. K. seems to me to have put the case against and
for the controlled processes in photography with admirable
lucidity and restraint. Although for over twenty years I
have obtained the most (to me) satisfactory results by means
of bromoil, I never look at a really good negative or untouched
print without a thrill of pleasure at their technical beauties.
At the same time every story does not make a picture, and
1 personal selection and control, however limited, must, 1
submit, always play an important part in the production of
results which conform to the accepted standards of pictorial
art. Many Qf the objections to uncontrolled photography
have been minimised, if not altogether removed, by the
improvements in photographic material, both plates and
printing papers, which give a range and fidelity of tonal
rendering which could not be obtained by straightforward
methods when oil and bromoil first came into fashion. -Even
so, there are a quality and a breadth in the oil processes which
many so-called straight photographers try to obtain by laborious
"after-treatment” of their finished prints. — Yours, etc.,
J. VACY
LYLE.

STOPPING

DOWN

up

and

down

LARGE- APERTURE

LENSES.

Sir, — Referring to the question by " A. S. I. ” of Bolton,
in a recent issue, I also have been told, by several people in
the trade, that a large-aperture anastigmat is unsatisfactory
when considerably stopped down.
Reasons given are that the unused surfaces of glass reflect
the rays, thereby confusing the image ; and sometimes a

all Voigtlander

commencing

in

April

they

Square,
will

be

country,

not

only

for its pictorial

quality

fine film “ scoops.”

Cameras. — We
cameras

are asked

are now

being

to announce

wholesaled

that

by Messrs.

Schering Ltd. (Voigtlander Department), 188-192, High Holborn, London, W.C.i. All models of this well-known make are
stocked by Messrs. Schering, who will be pleased to send a
complete catalogue post free to applicants who mention The

Amateur

Photographer.

Arising

out of a Lecturette

Evening

which

was held some

time ago at the Southampton Camera Club, the " Southampton
Quartette ” was formed, and its members have since become
quite well known in Societies in the South of England. Spe¬
cialising, as they do, in lecturettes of an original and humorous
nature, their show makes a welcome change to the usually
somewhat serious lantern lecture or demonstration. It is
recognised that every photographic society should be a training
ground for lecturers, and it is in the form of the lecturette that
a start is so often made. The enthusiasm aroused in South¬
ampton by the Quartette has been the means of starting a
" reserve team ” who call themselves the “ Southampton
Mushrooms.”
The Mushrooms “ sprang up ” at a recent
meeting of the Southampton Camera Club, and bid fair to
rival the original quartette in popularity.

In our issues of February

21st, 28th and

March

7th, an

error appeared in the advertisements of Messrs. Wallace
Heaton and City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.
The Leica
Camera Model III was advertised with Summar f/2 lens at

£?>l 3s-

This should

have

read Leica

Model

III with

f/2

Summar
lens in rigid, mount 431 3s. The Summar
lens
in collapsible mount was advertised separately at /(15. This
should have read £15 10s. These advertisers offer their
apologies for any inconvenience caused by the errors.

Cat pictures, either humorous

or otherwise, are wanted

by

the proprietors of Our Cats, a well-illustrated monthly paper
published at 4-5, Adam
Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.
To secure suitable pictures a competition has been arranged
with cash prizes, and sections for amateurs and professionals.
There are no entry fees, and any photographs (other than
prize-winners)

that

are used

will be paid for.

Full particulars

will be sent to any reader of “ The A.P.” applying to the
above address and enclosing stamped addressed envelope.

In conjunction

with

the Second

National

Exhibition

of

Camping, Hiking and Allied Sports at the Imperial Institute,
South Kensington, April i6th-2ist, the Camping Club of Great
Britain announces a photographic competition. Entries must
be of camping, canoeing, caravanning and rambling subjects.
Cash prizes are offered and there will be no entry fees. The
closing date is March 1 th. Particulars and entry forms will
be sent on application to the Secretary, The Camping Club,
2 and 3, Greville Street, Holborn, London, E.C.i.
The British Photographic Fellowship announce an excursion
purely for the benefit of miniature and documentary cine
workers, to be run from London on Sunday, March 18th. No
cameras over V.P.K. allowed. The district selected is that of
Thaxted and Saffron Walden, both equally rich in pictorial
matter. The cost of the trip, including tea, is 4/6, and a

the image, known as " ghosts.”
multiplication of
This matter had better be verified., as when amateurs of
limited means strain their resources to obtain an instrument
with an f/3.5 to f/1.5 lens they will be bewailing the fact that
they can only get good pictures in the dark 1— Yours, etc.,
J. E.

all quarters.

of 5, Lisle Street, Leicester

that

the

also for many

Voigtlander

a stereo

from

and gazette will be £1 12s. 6d. retail — that is, only 5s. more
than the present charge for an ordinary super film of one reel !
The film will consist of reduction prints from the standard
size Pathe Gazette and Pathetone News, which is well known

but

Sir, — I was very interested in the letter of W. J. W. Potter
in your issue of February 21st on the subject of stereoscopic
work.
to take the popular and economical
idea that Messrs.- Thornton-Pickard

Ltd.,
us

interest

issuing “ The Pathescope 9.5-mm. Super News Reel and
Gazette.” This will be issued regularly each month as a full
300 ft. Super. Reel, and will bring to the home a film of events
of current and topical interest. The charge for each news reel

pure hand-camera work 1 much prefer the folding focal-plane.
Here is my ideal specification : Size, 5X4 plate ; Body, Shew
Xit type, ensuring absolute parallelism between front and back
after years of constant
Dark Slides, Minimum

inform

of general

postcard to the B.P.F.
Kenton Street, W.C.i,

ROBERTS.

headquarters at 7, Aberdeen Mansions,
by the 14th will assure a place.
9
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With

the Camera

at a
is that way inclined. Even
an expert amateur can often
pick up useful tips at this
phase of our pastime about
which there is always some¬
thing to ambition
be learned-of
— the
ultimate
all
amateurs,

namely :

speed
work.be noticed
It will

high¬
that

the pressman invariably
crouches down as the horses
approach, thus getting the
image of the horses fairly

Well away.

A T this time of the year all those who love the
/ \
country, and typically English country sport,
will be looking forward to seeing and enjoying
one or more hunt point-to-point race meetings.
Those who are camera owners will doubtless endeavour
to obtain some action photographs of jumping horses.
At any point-to-point manv amateur photographers
are to be found in the neighbourhood of the jumps, while
at most meetings Press photographers are to be seen.
When a jump is crowded with spectators, police or hunts¬
men keep back everyone behind ropes, hurdles, or even
an imaginary safety line, only letting the pressmen in
front ; and even these individuals often have their work
cut out to get a clear view. However, there are many
jumps on the course, so that it is easy7 to make
It is a good plan to select a jump
reasonably near the start, in order
to sometimes get several horses
jumping at once ; on the other hand,
it should be far enough away from
the start to avoid being overcrowded

a choice.

by spectators. Naturally, the posi¬
tion of the sun should be observed
The

before picking a position, though,
while an ideal lighting is often
obtained, sometimes one has to put
up with somewhat adverse lighting,
and, in bad weather with very
little lighting at all.
If a pressman has also selected
the same jump as the amateur, then
much may be learned from him,
both by observation and by con¬
versation, provided the professional
10

correct angle for jumping

snots.

clear cut against the sky instead of
being mixed up with trees or bushes,
besides giving an impression of
height. He will always swing his
camera in the direction of the horse’s
flight, keeping the image of the
horse in the finder all the time,
and releasing the shutter at the
correct moment, when the horse
One way of taking the jump.
212

is just clearing the jump.

This is a
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rint-to-Point

By

?

Wr

“FOCAL-PLANE.”
very useful dodge when the light is
poor, allowing only a comparatively
slow shutter-speed, though it should
be practised at all times.
The photographs illustrating this
article were all taken at a speed of
i/400th sec. at f/6.5, a focal-plane
camera being used. Rehex cameras
when used for this work should be
sighted at eye-level through a directvision hnder screwed on to the
camera side, focussing having been

The owner of the modern miniature
camera can, however, attempt the subject
with every prospect of success. Most of
these cameras have a shutter speed of
i/200th sec., and some register i/5ooth
and even i/i,oooth sec. With these
speeds and a lens aperture of f/4.5 used
in conjunction with high-speed him fully
exposed negatives with considerable
depth of held can be secured. The small
camera has also the advantage for this
work that it is very easily carried.

Members

of the Hunt

following

on horseback.

previously done on the mirror in the ordinary
way, or by scale. Few people can photograph
a jumping horse with a rehex camera used in
the orthodox manner.
Cameras with front lens shutters of fair
efficiency can often be successfully used,
provided the camera is swung in the direction
of the horse's travel, and that broadside
views of a jumping horse are not attempted,
unless the amateur is extremely sure of his
judgment in swinging the camera. It is best
to take up a position so that the horse is
coming towards the photographer.
It is only by following this plan that the
ordinary type of roll-film snapshot camera
with a highest speed of i/iooth sec. can be
used. But even then a direct-vision view¬
finder is very desirable, and the horses
should not be snapped at too close quarters.
The small image can easily be enlarged later.

Clean jumping.

An

exposure

made

at the right instant.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

PICTORIAL

COMPOSITION. — III.

HERE are a few more remarks on

composition, and then I must
leave the subject for the

present .
Fig. i was

too

contrasty

in the

original, but otherwise a good repre¬
sentation of some Dresden figures.
The author put one specimen right in

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

operator in a firm of commercial
photographers. Nothing arises but
the question of sound craftsmanship :
there is no scope for individuality
of idea or suggestion ; therefore the
result, however good, is not suitable
for pictorial competition purposes.
In Fig. 2 almost the same com¬
position is seen — one principal tree
trunk in the middle, and the two
others at the sides. Here it will not
do at all. The intention here must
have been pictorial, although it has
failed. The trees seem to be sliding
down the slope, and one has all but
slid out of the space. The bare skv
is a serious drawback. Scattered tree

Fig. i.
the middle of his space, and the others
equally spaced at the sides. He could
hardly have done anything else, for
this is not pictorial composition ; the
whole thing is not a picture, but a
record, ft is the sort of illustration
suitable for a catalogue, and such a
result could be obtained by anv

trunks, with no pleasant grouping,
and no centre of interest, can hardly
make a satisfactory subject, although
most beginners think otherwise.
I would prefer the two people in
Fig. 3 to be bang in the middle,
rather than where they are, but the
extra space should have been on the
left rather than on the right — in front
of the man instead of behind him.

Fig. 3-

way in from the right. The water
line does not bisect the space, but gives
a little more to the sky.
It is a familiar subject, and it may
not reach a high pinnacle as a picture.

Perhaps reliance was placed on a
small finder, in which the figures were
better placed. But having got them
awkwardly placed in the space, the
author of the print should have
realised that the result was not up
to competition requirements.
I have included Fig. 4 because it is
typical. Many prints of this sort
remind me of a piece of paper that
has been exposed as a test, and which
does not include the whole of the
subject. Why should three important
objects be cut through by the edge
of the print ? Why the skimpy fore¬
ground ? The only thing properly
included is the bunch of grapes, and
this is badly arranged, and curiously
lacking in the beauty of mass and
line which such an object so often
possesses. (See middle art page.)
Fig. 5 gives me a welcome chance
to stop grumbling. I like it. The
boat is well in the space, but not
central, and the trailing smoke makes
it seem rather more
214 to the left than
it actually is. The brightest light in
the sky, with its reflection in the
water, comes about one-third of the

12

Fig. 4.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ACTUAL SIZE

Thin as
2 Cigarettes.
Weighs less
than 6 ounces

The

ENSIGN
Ml DGET
A Camera Miracle
Standard

size 2-|- X 3j-

The Ensign Midget is not merely a very small
camera. It is a complete revolution in camera
design. It achieves what has been regarded
as a practical impossibility, i.e., a camera to
print from Midget negative
take really first-class pictures, and yet be small
enough to go into the waistcoat pocket or a
lady^s handbag without being noticed.
FEATURES:

All-metal body with black silk enamel finish.
3-speed shutter giving 1/25, 1/50, 1/ 100th
second, Time and Bulb. Reflex and direct
vision view-finders. Ingenious morocco grained
leather slip case. Sizeof camera If x3|x§ inches.
Midget

contact print.

Including leather slip case, and fitted with Qf>/
Oi//"
All-distance lens .
Ensar f/6.3 anastigmat
50 1Takes LUKOS

E 10 FILM, 6 exposures for 6d.

ENSIGN, LIMITED, HIGH
PLEASE
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“ THE

AMATEUR
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LONDON,
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CINE . KODAK
gives you home movies at the
LOWEST
The
home

RUNNING

Cine-Kodak

COSTS OF ALL

8 system brings big economies

movie upkeep. Its ingenious method

in

of making

the film go four times as far results in Maximum
Screen Projection Time
How

Cine-“ Kodak”

for Minimum

Film

Outlay.

Eight offers the thrills of home

filming for less upkeep

cost than any other system is

explained in illustrated booklet, free on request.

KODAK

LIMITED, KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

ASK YOUR DEALER
TO SHOW YOU THE

W.C.2

td
(jLollefofco
the FAMOUS

A MASTERPIECE
“ ROLLEIFLEX

” TYPE

£10:10s.

FOR

!

People hardly believed it when they found we could put this amazing camera on the
market for £10 10s. (with Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens), but here it is, an unparalleled
achievement ; the exclusive patent of the manufacturers, made possible through
their years of experience in the design and production of multiple-lens cameras.
Study these amazing Rolleiflex features incorporated in the Rolleicord.
1 — Compensation of Parallax ; 2 — Round focussing knob with meter scale, always in
same position ; 3 — Absolutely rigid focussing mechanism ; 4 — One-lever Compur
shutter for both setting and releasing ; 5 — Frame finder for sport pictures ; 6 —
Patented film guide : 7 — All essential parts enclosed ; 8 — Alternative use of filters,
Proxars, panorama head, stereo fitment, focussing extension hood and iris stop ;
9 — Takes 12 pictures, 2J in. x 2i in. on a 3J in. x 2} in. standard 8-exposure roll film.
See that your Rolleicord is supplied in the patented solid leather
case which hangs from the camera while in use by two leather
straps. After exposure the camera slips back into tl\e case easily
and quickly. Price £1. See the name Rolleicord stamped on the case
Beautifully

printed

brochure,

in colour,

R. F. HUNTER
INN RD„

51, GRAY’S
14
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a picture it is. Many

pleasant things are

suggested by it— a rather solemn sky, still
waters, the end of the day, and the ferry boat
taking people home. It would have been a pity
had all this been stultified by something awk¬
ward and ’irritating, such as half a boat on the
right-hand edge, like the halves of things in Fig. 4.
All I have said about composition barely
touches the fringe of the subject. I have
spoken mainly of common-sense arrangement of
the subject in its space. There is much more
than this to be apprehended and appreciated.
I have said nothing of the recognised " forms ”
of composition — pyramidal, circular, diagonal,
wedge ; nor of repetition and balance ; nor of
leading lines, and such as lead into the picture
or run out of it ; nor how masses of light and of
dark play their part. All these things, and many
others, must be known by those who would
make “ pictures.”
Well, I repeat my question, “ What are we
to do about it ? ” And now I give the answer.
I strongly advise every beginner to study every
week the two pages written by “ Mentor.” After a
time the beginner Who does this will begin to know just
what to do and what to avoid. There will be few
absolute " rules,” but all sorts of useful hints and sug¬
gestions, with reasons for them. He will begin to take
note of things of which he was previously unaware, and
to regard as important what he once considered trifles.
He will reject what is clumsy and ugly, and take delight in
harmonious beauty.

THE

DISCIPLINE

STILL-LIFE photography is often

regarded somewhat with con¬
tempt by the serious worker
in pictorial landscape ; he will
dismiss it lightly as “ table-top ”
photography. But, as a means to an
end — namely, a discipline of training
in the essentials of composition — it
is worth every consideration.
Fpr the vital needs in all pictorial
work are, firstly, a perfect technique ;
and, secondly, a flair for the rapid
appreciation of the picturesque, and
an instinct for the most effective
viewpoint. Although the latter at
least is largely a matter of natural
talent, nevertheless both are capable
of development by such training as
still-life work affords.
All successful pictures give one
the comfortable and restful feeling
that the artist knew just what he
wanted, and just how to get it ; and
by the same token the commonest
cause of failure in amateur pictorial
effort is a certain vagueness of
purpose — a lack of decision which is
due sometimes to a faulty technique,
but more often to a want of con¬
fidence in choice of subject and
viewpoint, so that the picture seems

Fig. 5-

If I knew of a better way than this I would suggest it ;
but I do not. There are many written works on pictorial
composition, but the photographic beginner will learn more,
and learn quicker, by the criticisms of actual photographs —
the sort of thing he does himself, and that he ought to
learn to do in the best way possible. After all, it is most
interesting to study these things, and emphatically worth
while, as no photographer can go far without such know¬
ledge, and the skill to use it.
W. L. F. W.

OF “STILL-LIFE”

to convey no message because the
artist had no message to convey.
It is not enough to find oneself in
picturesque surroundings and then
snap in haphazard fashion, thinking
that in such surroundings success
must follow as a matter of course.
It is the business of the pictorialist
to understand to what features the
beauty of a scene is due — a beauty
of line perhaps, or an intriguing
pattern of gables, or a massing of
light and shade ; and by a choice
of viewpoint and lighting he must
aim at an emphasis of these points
which attract him, and an elimina¬
tion of unessentials so far as he

can ; and so to stamp his personality
on his picture rather than give
the impression that he has been
dominated by the conditions under
which he worked.
Now all these factors, choice of
subject, choice of lighting, etc., are
simplified in still-life work, while
choice of viewpoint is simply a
matter of moving the objects which
15
form the group. 2Then,
again, there
is no hurry — no train to catch ;
and if the group is set up away from
the family hustle, one can and should

develop, and, if necessary, return
for another shot at leisure. Moreover,
one is not distracted by a multitude

of possible compositions dovetailed
together as one usually sees in nature.
Indeed, the conditions are so much
in the hands of the photographer
that, in technique at least, no stilllife print ought ever to be put up
for serious criticism unless the
quality is beyond reproach.
And yet, with all these advan¬
tages, it is not to be supposed that
this type of work is easy. On the
contrary, it is disconcerting to find
how challenging a thing it is to
choose a suitable group and to
arrange it in some interesting and
satisfying composition, and it is
this challenge which makes the
effort worth while ; not so much in
the hope of producing a masterpiece
in itself, but with the intention of
getting down to brass tacks in the
elements of pictorial composition,
and so reach a higher level of work
in landscape or in portraiture through
the discipline of still life. A. B. F.
(Two examples of still-life work, very
IB be
different in subject and treatment, will
found on the centre art pages. — Ed.)
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Dr. E. P.
WIGHTMAN

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

CHESS and pictorial photography

are my
principal hobbies.
I would go without a meal
any day for either one of them. Yet
for five years I did not look at a
chess-board. About a year ago, in
going over in my
mind possible
subjects for a pictorial print, the
thought came to me
try a chess game ? ’
to myself, ‘ it must be
the many that have
done. ... I have it.

: ‘ Why
‘ But,’ I
different
already
Why not

not
said
from
been
por¬

tray the climax of a masters’ game ?
No sooner thought of than I went to
work at it. I paid a visit to the
public library and obtained the loan
qf several books on famous games. I
got out my chess-board and men which
had been idle for so long, and spent
hours playing over dozens of these
games with myself, but could not
find one that entirelv suited my

to our Special Representative.

purpose. Finally, after more than a
hundred had been passed in review,
I found a game that combined, at
its climax, dramatic quality and the
possibility of a good composition.
In this game Marshall, the United
States chess champion, at the critical
point, announced that he would mate
Bogoljubow, a famous European
master, in five more moves.
“ Now came the question of the
most effective means to portray such
a thrilling crisis in a way which would
make even one who knew nothing
about chess feel the dramatic quality
of that interesting moment. It was
decided that a close-up view with a
bold back spot-lighting should give
this effect. Of course, there had to
be some general illumination from the
front. After considerable experiment
with set-up and lighting, a satisfactory
1x 5 in. negative

on Eastman

Super¬

sensitive

Panchromatic

Film

was

at

last obtained. A 5X7 in. film on
Eastman Commercial Film was made
from the original negative after some
retouching of the latter. The positive,
when likewise retouched, was used to
produce a paper negative. It was
given plentiful exposure, and full
development in elon-hydroquinone
developer.
“ The print used for the illustration
was made from the paper negative on
Vitava Opal C, smooth matt paper.
Vitava Projection X2, silk finish paper,
would probably have been better
because of its greater brilliance and
richness of tone, and its old ivorytinted stock.
“ Not all of my pictorial work has
required as much study and effort as
this picture, but what has been said
about the photographic procedure
here applies in general to the paper
negative

process

as

I use

it. For

much of my work I use direct ' con¬
trolled ’ enlargement from the original
negative. Most of the exposures are
made with a 5x4 Speed Graphic
Camera, and Goerz Dagor lens, quite
often with the rear element removed.
I do not care for a miniature camera
for pictorial work.
" The print of ' Arthur ’ was made
by direct, controlled enlargement. In
this study of my son I tried to portray
by moderately high key and a very
simple, straightforward treatment his
keenly intellectual, highly sensitive
character.
“ In my work in general I strive for
versatility and diversity. In every
subject I deal with I try to catch and
portray its spirit, or to present it as
it has affected me. No one, however,
is a keener critic of his own work
than I, and I realise that many of my
efforts fall far short of the ideals set
for them. In fact, I ha,ve never been
fully satisfied with any of my work ; but
Mate

in

Five.

By

Dr.

E.

P.

Wighlman.

I get great pleasure out of doing it.”
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ARTHUR.

By
(See article, “ How

I make

my

Exhibition

Pictures,” on the opposite page.)

Dr.

E. P. Wightman.
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THE

GLASS

CRANES.

By

(prom the Advanced Workers’ Competition.)

Edward

Alenius

Thi amateur photographer
March

7, 1934

STILL

p

6

By

LIFE.
(From the Advanced Workers' Competition.)
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A Cottage in Somerset” "
By Margaret Cole.

2. — “Across the \' alley.”
By R. K. Pilslury.

5. — “ Sunset over Derwentwater
/iy Miss G. Herbert.

4. — “ Sunset at I.ongshau
Derlys
/?y 6. //. Walton.

3. — “ Old Oak Beams “
By H.

Bullock.
h. — “ HVu

Hill.”

By C. P. Gittins.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
Some

nt , “
Critical Comme
subsequent adjustment

APART from the fact that the

viewpoint is rather close, and
that the subject matter is
thereby rendered on somewhat too
large a scale, No. 1 of the prints
reproduced on the opposite page —
L

“ A Cottage in Somerset,” by Margaret
Cole — is an attractive piece of work,
and betrays an appreciation of the
pictorial value of an effect of sunlight.
The Point of View.
The sunlight is very much helped
by the generous proportion of shadow
tone, and the consequent restriction
of that in light. The light is made
t© tell because of its contrast with the
shadow ; but, even though

there is the

possibility of other lights being intro¬
duced by so doing, there is little
doubt but that a more distant view¬
point, with its resultant reduction in
scale, would so improve the arrange¬
ment of the composition that the
effect would be much more con¬
vincingly displayed.
At present, and though the subtlety
of the rendering in the brighter tones
is delightfully recorded, there is a
lack of an adequate degree of fore¬
ground. There might also be a rather
greater proportion of sky, and the
sense of restriction that arises in
consequence of the lack in these
respects is inclined to diminish that
feeling of order that is the inevitable
concomitant of a good arrangement.
Moreover, there is. a band of fog —
apparently caused by allowing the
film to become slack during changing —
along the bottom edge, which, now,
cannot be removed by trimming, as
would ordinarily be done, because it
would increase the sense of restriction.
A Margin for Correction.
It is true that to some extent

this

defect can be disguised by local over¬
printing, but the expedient is a some¬
what doubtful one, and one that also
should not be necessary. It is a far
more workmanlike procedure to adopt
such a viewpoint as will enable a
margin over and above what is
actually required, and the only way in
which this can be done is by increasing
the distance between subject and
camera.
,Not only does the adoption of this
procedure allow an opportunity for

p,T“lo“d
Bet°?ppS'i
itself and in the care devoted

according to
the necessities of the subject, but it

also provides a margin for the cor¬
rection of faults, near the edge,
arising from improper manipulation
during the removal of the film from
the camera.
Had it been done in this instance, it
would have been possible for the fog"
at the base to be trimmed away
without encroaching too much upon
the essential foreground space ; it
would have provided the means of
avoiding the sense of restriction, and
would also have enabled the fine
rendering of the portion in sunlight to
have told in a much more effective
way.

The

following

picture, No.

2,

“ Across the Valley,” by R. K. Pilsbury, affords an instance of that
rarity — a print that both utilises all
the negative but does not seem to
need any trimming. Nor does there
seem to be any of the technical
deficiencies of the former ; but, although
there is something of a suggestion of
an expression of the quality. of lumi¬
nosity, the print scarcely achieves the
pictorial level attained by the other.
Subject

Selection.

It does not show the same apprecia¬
tion of the aesthetic value of an effect,
nor, in view of the nature of the
subject chosen, is it to be expected
that it should.
Wide landscapes of this kind only
seem to express a like level of effect
when there are well-marked areas in
light, and the shadows are no less in
evidence. Such a disposition of affairs
only seems to arise when there are
large masses of cloud interspersed
with gaps of clear sky. The sunlight
shines through the gaps and the clouds
cast definite and well-marked shadows.
In circumstances such as these, it is
possible to show a foreground in either
light or shade, the middle distance in
reverse, and the distance partly in
light and partly in shade, or variations
on the same theme may be selected.
The rendering of such a subject
demands a high degree of technical
competence, but, if it be secured, the
effect is so attractive, and makes so
appealing a picture, that it will be
worth the trouble expended, both in
waiting for the subject to arrange

“

to the

production of the negative and print.
The sense of light, again, is evident
in
“ Sunsetand,
at Longshaw,”
by
G. No.
H. 4,
Walton,
in a measure,
finds fuller expression ; but there is
nothing of such an effect as is in mind.
The

Light and Luminosity.
clouds are scarcely of the right

type nor is a contra-jour
as here employed, likely
On the other hand, it
overlooked that a good
luminosity may provide
is as artistically pleasing
sort described, or that

lighting, such
to produce it.
must not be
impression of
a motive that
as one of the
displayed by

No. 1, though, of course, its nature
is distinctly different.
What adds to the value of the feeling,
in this case, is the projection of the
dark masses of the pine trees into the
brightest part of the sky, and no less
significant an adjunct is the admirable
form the composition assumes.
It is very well designed indeed,
and it is evident that the amount to
be included and that to be discarded
have received careful consideration,
for the placing is precise, and there is
an indication that the print has been
trimmed to suit the subject. Providing
this assumption be correct, the print
exemplifies the wisdom of allowing a
sufficient margin over and above that
which seems to be necessary at the
time of exposure, a point that also
seems to have been borne in mind in
the case of No. 3, “ Old Oak
by H. Bullock.
Good

Beams,”

Judgment.

The print just includes so much of
the subject as is necessary and no
more, it betrays a nicety of judg¬
ment that is well above the average
of the class in which it was entered.
It is also excellent technically, and,
altogether, is a credit to its maker.
The subject, however, has little more
than topographical interest, though,
had sunshine been shown streaming
through the windows, it is possible
that the additional effect might have
produced an element of the pictorial.
The interest of Nos. 5 and 6, “ Sunset,”
by Miss G. Herbert, and “ Wen Hill,”
by C. P. Gittins, is of much the same
nature, but, technically, they are no
less sound.

“ Mentor.”
17
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

cc STILL

IT is a matter of some difficulty,

where subjects of the still-life
type are concerned, to achieve
a satisfactory' arrangement when a
comparatively large number of objects
are included in the subject content,
the drawbacks increasing out of all
proportion as the number is enlarged.
With three items or so it may be a
simple matter, but with the addition
of other elements it becomes a problem,
and one that is not easy to solve.
Quality

and

LIFE,”

by Rustom N. Khar as.

individuality is apparent, but, as the
subject stands, each unit can only
properly be viewed as a tonal variation
of the whole mass into which they
are grouped. Unification is established
by mass formation. It is helped by
the fact that each element is either
connected with the next or in close

placing.
It is sufficiently off the centre

proximity. The grapes themselves are
of a more or less uniform tone of

avoid any suggestion either of symmetricalitv or formality, and does not

moderately light value, and, being
shown against a comparatively dark

approach so near the edge as to invite
an impression of weakness. It is
strong without undue forcing,
and as the remaining elements

Quantity.

point (1), for
forceful light.

there

lies the

most

The attraction of this light is
strongly emphasised by the proximity
of the most powerful darks, and,
moreover, by the strength of its
to

But if, for example, it is
feasible for a number of small
items to be so grouped as to

are likewise placed in positions that automatically
balance each other without

suggest the illusion of a coher¬
ent mass, it is possible for a
suggestion of simplicity to
be conveyed, which, in actual
fact, does not exist, but which
in effect acts in much the

verging upon a mathematical
equality, the whole thing
seems to convey that feeling
of definite order which only

same sort of way as restric¬
tion of the numerical strength
of the objects incorporated.
The point is illustrated in
the subject of our discussion
this week. The centre of
attraction lies in the dish of

composition.

arises from a wholly satis¬
factory arrangement of the

Diffusion

items it would be a hopeless task, and,
taking these latter into consideration,
the result would be nothing but con¬
fusion worse confounded.
Having regard, however, to their
scale, the way they are disposed in
relation to each other, their uniformity
of tone, and the continuity suggested
by the form they assume in the mass,
they appear scarcely as individual
elements, but rather as a group com¬
posed of a number of small units.
Unification

by

Mass.

If they be closely scrutinised, their

sing, the effect of which is
to be seen in the diffused
character of the definition as
far as the further items, the
decanter and wineglass, are
concerned.
It is was
possible
that this with
dif¬
fusion
introduced
setting, seem to be segregated so as
to form a single entity.
The outline of this entity is, for all
practical purposes, continuous, and
this is yet another reason for regarding
it as a group. That considerable care
and forethought were exercised in
attaining this end goes without saying,
and that it is successful is a tribute to
the ability with which it was contrived.
The fact is evident from an inspection
of the picture ; but, although the group
is an important item in the picture,
and any failure in the arrangement of
the grapes would have ruined it,
the centre of interest remains in the
222
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Drawback.

becoming hypercritical, to find
fault ; but, having special
regard to the excellence of
arrangement, it is somewhat
surprising to find that it was
thought desirable to have
recourse to differential focus¬

fruit, principally' in the peach
(1), and secondarily in the
bunch of grapes (2). Of
appreciably lesser importance
are the decanters and wine¬
glass, but they are, never¬
theless, integral elements of
the subject matter. If the
grapes were not so arranged
that they formed a sufficiently
connected group to permit
them to be regarded as a
mass it would be impossible to
make any sort of composition
with them. Even without the other

a

In this respect, the picture
is almost exemplary, and it
would be difficult, without

the idea of preventing these objects
from becoming too insistent, but
the actual effect is the opposite,
the blurred outlines being inclined
to draw the attention more than
divert it. It would be far prefer¬
able if the definition were even
throughout, nor would it prove any
disadvantage had it been as fine as
the lens could give. The items in
question would fall into their proper
place by virtue of the character of
the composition, and the diffusion
does nothing
but introduce an
unnecessary complication.
“ Mentor.”
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Reflex Cameras jj
AT

Bargain Prices §
3£x2£

N ETTAR

lhagee Folding Reflex, revolving back, fitted f/4.5 Meyer

double anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, i/ioth to r/i, oooth sec.,
3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £44 ros .
£21 15 0

3£x2.V Adams’ Minex de Luxe, revolving back, double extension,
f/6.3 Ross-Zeiss double Protar lens, shutter speed 1/8 th to 1/1, oooth
sec., automatic masking device, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter, de luxe
leather case .
£32 10 0

3£x2£

Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke

lens, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, i/ioth to 1/1, oooth sec., T.
and B., rising fron*, 3 slides .
£7 10 0

3£x2.V Bijou Reflex, f/4.5 Thornton-Pickard
back, double extension, sunk
and case .

Cooke lens, revolving

A NEW MODEL
ZEISS IKON

lens box, rack rising front, 3 D.D. slides
£7 17 6

3£x2£ Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex, i/3.5 Series XI Cooke

lens, reversing back, shutter speeds i/ioth to 1/ 1,000th sec., 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, roll-film holder .
£8 5 0

3£x2£

Ensign Speed Roll Film. Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis lens, focal-plane

shutter, 1/2 5th to 1 /500th sec. and time, focussing adjustment to 4 ft.
New condition. Cost £10 15s .
£7 12 6

3£ x2£ Thornton-Pickard Victory Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke
revolving back, shutter speeded
adapter, case .

3£x2£

simplified camera

lens,

even

Ensign Model B de Luxe Reflex, with 5-in. Ross Xpres f/4-5

f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 6 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter, colour
filter, black leather case. Cost £41 11s .
£28 10 0

3£ x 2\ Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher lens, focal4£x2£

Kodak Graflex, f/6.3 Zeiss Kodak

sec. and

Price as specified above. £3 10 0, or if with
delayed - action Nettar shutter, by which
device one is enabled to include oneself in the

cm. (£-pl.) Miroflex, fitted 6£-in. f/4-5 Zeiss Tessar lens, also

picture .

These

6

(Stereo) Zoller Reflex, focal-plane shutter, speeded i/8th to

1/1, oooth sec., time, pair of 5-in. f/6.8 Blitz double anastigmat lenses,
adjustable lens separations, rising front, back focussing adjustment,
3 D.D. slides .
£7 10 0
Postcard Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher lens, shutter speeded
i/i5th to 1/1, oooth sec., 6 slides, leather case .
£8 17 6

\ You can ALWAYS

FREE.

do Better at THE

119, Victoria St., S.W.1
VICTORIA

0669.

Ill /Oxford St., W.1

With Nettar //4.5 and Nettar
3-speed shutter .

Further particulars m pamphlet to be obtained free
on application. All good dealers have stock, and
will be delighted to demonstrate a Nettar to you.

1360.

ZEISS

1432.

IKON

II, Mortimer House,
LONDON,
PLEASE

MENTION

" THE

AMATEUR

delayed-action
£5 5 0

With Nettar //4.5 and delayed-action Compur
shutter .
£7 7 0

62, Piccadilly, W.1
GERrard

can

PRICES :

7165.

REGent

equipped

the photographer himself
be included in the picture.

X RD., W.C.2
Bar

are

1/25th, 1/50th and 1/1 00th sec.,
or the well-known Compur
speeded from 1 to 1/250th sec.
Both these shutters possess a
delayed-action device by which

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE Ltd.
TEMple

Nettars

6

either — the Nettar delayedaction shutter, giving speeds of

WESTMINSTER
24, CHARING

2

with lenses having double the
rapidity of the //6.3 model,
and therefore the amateur is
in a position to take photographs
in any kind of weather. //4.5
Nettars can be supplied with

J-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, focal-plane shutter,
speeded i/ioth to r/r, oooth sec., F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6

LIST-POST

£4

NETTARS WITH
F/4.5 LENSES

focal-plane i/3rd to 1/2, oooth sec., T. and B., 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
tripod board, wire release, brown leather case for complete outfit.
First-class condition. Listed at £83 14s. gd .
£45 0 0
i— pi- Soho Reflex, latest pattern, revolving back, masking device to
top screen, 6-in. f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac lens, 3 D.D. slides. . £21 17 6
pi- Graflex, long extension, revolving back, 7-in. f/4.5 Coo.ce Aviar
lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded i/ioth to 1/1, oooth sec., F.P. adapter

FOR

are sup¬

plied with two view-finders.

cm. (£-pl.) Miroflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.letis, focal-plane

SEND

1/100th sec.
self-erecting

have

fronts, the Zeiss Ikon two-point

32-cm. f/6.3 Tele-Tessar in focussing mount, with Carl Zeiss optical
filters, light and dark, for both lenses, and Zeiss lens hood for each lens,

6fx3£

1/25th, 1/50th and

focussing feature and

shutter, speeded i/3rd to 1/2, oooth sec., T. and B., F.P. adapter, leather
case. First-class condition .
£27 10 0

£9 17

pictures

All Nettars

lens, focal-plane shutter,

±-pl. Thornton-Pickard Junior Reflex, 7-in. f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat,
reversing back, shutter speeds i/ioth to 1/1, oooth sec., 3 slides, F.P.
adapter .
.
£10 10 0

9x12

to get good

Nettar shutter giving exposures

time, focussing
£5 17 6

i/ioth to 1/1, oooth sec., rack focussing adjustment .
£3 17 6
£-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, reversing back,
focal-plane shutter, speeded i/i5th to 1/1, oooth sec., 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£7 17 6

9x12

enables

casual button-

every time. The model here
illustrated is equipped with
Nettar anastigmat //6.3, and

£12 17 6
Soho Reflex, latest pattern masking device to top screen,

plane shutter, speeded i/25th to i/5ooth
adjustment to 4 ft .

the most

presser

lens, long extension, revolving back, self-capping shutter, speeded
i/i5th to 1/1, oooth sec., 3 double book-form slides, black leather case

3£x2£

for 3} X 2\ roll-

film pictures, which

i/ioth to 1/1, oooth sec., 4 slides, F.P.
£5 17 6
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PRODUCTS

THE

FOR

63 only for Disposal
Baseboard, 14 x 14 in., with two
battens,card.
finished dull black, mounted
white

FINEST

MONEY

Lamphouse,
black
tilated
for heat.

MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

QUALITY

AND

ALWAYS

YOU

AND

VARIETY

ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

GIVE

A

spring guide.

FRESH

BROMIDE

Condenser, containing
Plano

All grades.
20
50
1/9

100
3/-

SEMITONE

15
II-

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

ELSEWHERE

Vertical Hardened Iron Pillar, screwed
Right-angle Clamp
swing

These Enlargers are all in good condition.
The lenses fitted (which are new) will cover
a negative over a 2^-in. circle, and will
enlarge to 10x8 in. on the baseboard.
A length of twin flex and a plug is supplied.

PRICE
F.O.R.

The MISCELLANEOUS
CO.,

13, New
LUXE

2JxH

31x21
41x21
41x31
51X31
61x41
7 x5
8 x 6

81x61
10x8

FREE

■

6

Shts.
—
—
—
—
—

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

2/9
1/10

2/6

1/11

1/1

1/5
111/7
2/3
3/5
5/1

2/11

3/10
4/6

6/2

3/5
5/5
7/4
8/6

12/4
5/18/5
27/7

6/6

Brighten
Your

4/2
4/6

2/4

1/4
1/5

7d.
9d.

1/11

14/5
9 9
25/10 49/1

10/3

Prints

31-

16/2
23/5
14/-

=‘T abloid ’
Toners

91-

52/6
93/6
35/-

PRICES

OTHER

CARDS

ALL

For

MATERIALS

ABOVE.

producing

ORDERS.

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL
POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

Blue,

Green,

2/- per carton
TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

GRANVJLLE

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

GULLIMAN&
P.O.

BOX

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

FREE
TRIAL

Co., Ltd.

fw

3.

LEAMINGTON

prints

appropriate colours.
Simple to use.
Also suitable for lantern

FREE.

‘TABLOID’
LONDON
-

W.C.l

144
Shts.

4/10 9/1
6/3 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.

AND

ON

6d.

2/9

9d.
lOd.
Ud.
1/3

MENTIONED

SAMPLES

(Chloro-Bromide)
36
Shts.
Shts. Shts.
—
8d.
11
lid.
5d.
1/8

8d.

INCLUDING
NOT

Street, London,

PAPERS.

12

36
72
144
Shts Shts. Shts. Shts. Shts.
—
—
7d.
1/9
2/9
—
lid 1/7
5d.
—
5d. 1/1
3/7
11—
6d.
1/4 2/3
1/8
—
211
5/4
218d.
7d. lid. 2/5 4/4 4/7/9
8/9
7d.
2/6
4/8
9d. • 1/5
1/3
33'1C
4 6/4
lOd. 1113'11
7/4 12/1/1
5/6 10/6
1/11
15/9 20/1/7 2/11 8/4
2/4 4/6 12/5 23 8 30/4/3 7/9 22/1
45/12

12x 10
I5x 12
20 x 16
10 ft. x 25 in. 5/6 per Roll.42/- 80/Other sizes Pro Rata.
No extra charge for doubleweight.

LIST

Oxford

TRADING

LTD,

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE
72

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
Size.

NET
London.

£3:9:6

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7 /-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

6

for height and

adjustment.

DEVELOPER,
1/9 3 oz., to make 73 oz.
1/21DEVELOPER,
1/9, to make one gallon.

DE

SPA.

TONERS
Sepia,

Write for specimen
Ferrocyanide Toning

4 .

slides.
Copper

All Photographic

Burroughs
Snow

in

Dealers

of ‘Tabloid’ Copper
Compound, post free

Wellcome
Hill

LONDON.

&
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Co.

Buildings

E.C.

1

Pho. 1554
20

2l-in.

rigidly to baseboard.

3/6

GRANVILLE

two

lenses in rigid mount.

65-mm. to 80-mm. focal length) by
Faliez, Anastigmat, f/2.5, in Spiral
focussing mount.

AND

CUT
H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
• 2/3
„
3ix2i
1/6 doz.
4Jx 3i
. 3/6 .,
5ix3i
. 4/6 ..
6*x 43

AND

Convex

Lens. Short-focus lens (varying from

FILMS

GASLIGHT

_10)

SERVICE

UNOBTAINABLE

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50. 100. 250, 425. 650.
00
doz.
doz.
3ix2i . . 1/3
4Jx31 . . 1/10
«ac
51x3* . . 2/10
6ix4J . . 3/9

TO

standard

Plain Glass Negative Holders, in

OF

MATERIAL.
OUR
FACTORY
IS EQUIPPED
AND
ORGANISED
TO
QUICKLY
MAKE
ANY
GRADE
OR
SIZE,

enamelled, ven¬

Focussing
Lamp
Holder,
Edison
screw
fitting.
ASSURES
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Cinematography
Modifying Production Expenses

THE art of movie making — and

especially of amateur movie
making — is one of the very
few interests which is likely to benefit
from the present economy epidemic,
since there is nothing like a shortage of
cash to encourage the study of technical
ways and means in. film production.
The greatness of the early Hollywood
“ supers ” was judged by the size of
their sets and the sums spent upon
their making. Then the Germans
proved that small casts could be
effective and that mere cut-outs could
be made to serve as backgrounds,
providing direction and camera work
were intelligent ; while the Russians
showed what could be achieved by
means of constructive editing.
These Europeans made the Holly¬
wood property parades look absurd.
They were lucky enough to have had
less to spend, and so were forced to
use their brains.
Amateur movie makers are in a
similar situation ; so
results will be similar.
It is possible
exactly how much

perhaps

By ORLTON

WEST.

and is cramping to director and
players alike. Therefore, the more
exteriors and fewer interiors you
employ the better.
Of course, when the nature of a
story demands interiors, then they
should be used without hesitation.
To do otherwise would spoil every¬
thing. But on other occasions be sure
that interiors are really necessary.
One sometimes sees amateur films
which have entailed all the expenses of
the studio, but which could equally
well have been produced entirely out
of doors. And often the number of
interiors could have been halved.
I remember one film which was
concerned with the love affairs of
two
sofas
room
just
in a

couples. They sat about on
and at tables in a studio drawing¬
most gracefully ; but they might
as well have sat about on seats
park, and would thereby have

gained many
changes of natural
background well suited to love-making.
Next in importance to general
treatment and setting is the question
of footage.
I have seen many multiple reel
films (including one of my own) which
would have been greatly improved had
they been half the length, and cost
half as much to produce.
In drafting the scenario omit every
scene or incident not strictly necessary
to the telling of the story. Very often,
mere decorative action, too loosely
related to the main thread of the
story to be of any importance, is
included ; or a single point is made
twice by the inlroduction
necessary shot.

of an

un¬

For example, a mid-shot of a
dining-room with the table spread
ready for tea will be followed by a
close-up of the teapot and teacups on

the

to gauge almost
a film is going to

cost to produce by means of careful'
and complete pre-planning. It is at
this vitally important synopsis and
scenario stage that unnecessary ex¬
penses may be avoided by selecting
general methods of treatment which
will achieve a maximum of effect with
a minimum of materials.
The devising of such effects gives
scope to the cinematic sense which
every successful cinematographer has
cultivated. Indeed, audiences are
moved more by skilfully organised
material and knowledgeable use of
the camera than by the most costly
and elaborate settings and production.
In addition to methods of filmic
treatment, the choice of general back¬
grounds for a story has an important
influence upon production bills. Al¬
though the cost of indoor shooting
has been much reduced by the intro¬
duction of super-speed panchromatic
stock, wide-angle lenses and the like,
it is still comparatively expensive,

223

Members of the Leeds Amateur Film Arts Club making tests at Swillington House, near
Woodlesford, Yorkshire, which has been put at their disposal for film work.
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the tray. This close-up merely tells
the spectator what he already knows
— that the table is laid. It wastes film
and money, and retards the tempo of
the picture in the same way as too
many adjectives slow down an action
story in prose.
It is during actual shooting that the
greatest economies in film stock may
be effected.
It is surprisingly easy to waste a
hundred feet of film over retakes, or to
burn a dozen units of electric power
while the set is lighted up unneces¬
sarily. Both these sources of waste
are commonly due to careless studio
management, or to a director who

does not know what he wants, and
changes his mind like the weather.
Thorough rehearsals, under normal
lighting conditions, should be held
before the camera is turned at all.
If a scene has been insufficiently
rehearsed, one of the actors is likely
to hesitate at a vital moment, to for¬
get what to do, or make some wrong
movement necessitating a retake —
and a further waste of film.
There are occasions — such as when
a director thinks of a much better way
of playing a scene after it has been
shot, or when some unforeseen accident
occurs — when retakes are justified.
But such occasions should be rare.

An amateur cine society which aims primarily at projection
rather than production is the West Essex Film Society.
“ The chief object of our society,” writes the secretary, Mr.
A. Watson, “ is to secure the screening of artistic and unusual
films, whether amateur or professional.” Film shows are held at
least once a month, when a selection of unusual films is ex¬
hibited. At the club-room debates and discussions on all
film matters are conducted, and an information bureau and
particulars as to all local cinema programmes are available.
The society arranges visits to cinemas to study film technique.
Here again is an idea worth noting by other cine clubs.
This society also maintains a popular social programme and
a magazine. Both amateur enthusiasts and cinema-goers are
invited to join, and the secretary says he will be pleased to
give any interested “ A.P.” readers further particulars.
Watson’s address is 9, First Avenue, Plaistow.

Mr.

A carrying-case for the 200-B Pathescope Projector, plus
chambers for two 400-ft. reels, and, if desired, a third reel, has
just been put at the service of cinematographers by the
Camera and Gramophone Co., of Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.
The flex and electric-light plug can also be tucked into the

Exhibitions

Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Comnetitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, March 31. Rules in the issue of February 28.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open for
one month, commencing February 17. Secretary,
D. E. M. Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15.
Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, R. Greenwood, 24, Silverdale Road,
Woodkey, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 15-17Details from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
7-10. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Barry C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Entries due, March
9 ; open, March 19-24. Exhibition Secretary, J. H.
White, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A., Newlands
Street, Barry, Glam.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 13 ; open, March 21-24. Particulars from
T. Ambler, 18, Raby Gardens, Bishop Auckland.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 131. Further particulars from Salon Committee,
Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Montgomery Street,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Great Eastern Mechanics* Inst. P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 13. Particulars from Hon.
Secretary, W. F. Calcraft, 76, Gurney Road, Stratford,
London, E.15.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Entries close (Great
Britain), March 9. Further particulars from the Hon.
Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale Drive,
Paisley, Scotland.
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will be included

be a mistake

axe

to apply the

indiscriminately.

That

would
spoil
the general
quality
one’s
work for
sure.
But there
is a of
deal
of
difference between making a film as
short as possible and making it no
longer than necessary.
Personally, I should never econo¬
mise on essential equipment — -the
camera, its supplementary lenses, pan¬
chromatic stock, filters, etc. — because
these things are entirely necessary to
good
The work.
general rule seems to be this :
Take care of the filmic treatment ;
direct methodically on the set, and
footage will take care of itself.

case, so that a Pathe-owner may take all his outfit out for a
show in one container, which is truly portable.
The carrying-case, which is of three-ply wood, covered with
a kind of leather cloth, has corners reinforced with metal
angle-pieces to save them from being dented ; in fact, it is
made on gramophone-case principles. In height it is just
over 14 in., with carrying-handle at the top of this. In depth
and width it is about 8 in. each way. As it is made of wood
it is not heavy, and with a projector and two reels inside it is
neither clumsy nor a burden. Fitted with two locks and safety
catches and with two keys the case costs 14s. 6d.
The Amateur Cinema League, Inc., of America, with head¬
quarters at 105, West 40th Street, New York, N.Y., has just
issued the first of an admirable series of booklets, entitled
“ Scenarized Film Plans.” This is issued free to the members
of the League and includes four suggested scenarios ready for
filming by the average home movie-maker. The contents are
well set out to the smallest detail, with full instructions, and
are not necessarily' to be followed blindly, but offer ideas and
suggestions that can be altered to fit individual tastes and
circumstances. A good idea well carried out.

and Competitions

competitions

It would
economy

cu?5tureand

here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Brussels International Salon of Pioto graoiic Art.
— Entries, April 10 ; onen. May 5-20. Further par¬
ticulars from M. M. Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue
Markelbach, Brussels, Belgium.

Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, Anril 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entrv forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,

Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Partin liars from Miss R.
Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California,
U.S.A.

Photographic Society of Touraine International
Jugoslavia.
Salon. — Entries, Mav 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier 107 (Soci£te Photographic ue de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints an 1 entrv forms, April 28 ; open. Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horheld, Bristol.

Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brigiton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. Exhibition Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells. Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-12.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary,
J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, March 24; open, April 12-14. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S. Rail¬
way, Derby.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only).— Entry forms due March 28 ; exhibits
4
April 4 ; Hon. Exhibition22Secretary,
T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.

Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham).— Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson. 3, Meadow Road. Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
“ All Britain ** Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31 -September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
j8, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretarv, booth African Salon, P.O. Box 7024.
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last dav for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Toxyo), October i-ro ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Toxyo AsaLi Shimbun, Toxyo,
Victorian International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins,
Japan.
Junction, Camberwell, E.6. Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.
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Societies

mill have

The Week's Meetings

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

March

here if the syllabus

Monday,

Members’ Slides.
Annual Exhibition.

Coventry P.C. “ The Western Highlands.” J. A. Tweats.
Croydon C.C. Cine Demonstration. Cinepro, Ltd.
Darwen P.A. Demonstration Night.
G.E. Mechanics' Inst. P.S. Copying.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Hammersmith
Williams. H.H.P.S. (Stereo and
Handsworth P.S. B.P.S. Exhibition.

H. W. Bennett.
Colour

Group).

“ Composition.”

Ilford P.S. “ Architectural Photography.”
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Kodak Works P.S. “ The Uses of Dyes in Photography.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Chats on the Exhibition Pictures.

F. Bowen

F. M. Hamer.

Margate and D.P.F. “ The Chemistry of Photography.” C. W. Troke.
Partick C.C. 41 A Holiday Afloat.” Miss Copland.
Smethwick and D.P.S. 44 Clouds and Things.” Mr. Gurney.
South Essex C.C. Retouching. R. H. Lawton.
Stockport P.S. Passe-Partout. C. A. Barnes.
Worcestershire C.C. 44 A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.

Thursday,

March

N. Middlesex P.S. 44 Press Photography.” Allied Newspapers,
Oldhanj P.S. 44 Holiday Rambles.” Mr. and Mrs. Martin.
Rochdale P.S. The Summer Syllabus.

9th.

Colne C.C. Members’ Slide Night.
Dover Inst. P.S. Enlarging. C. H. Barwell.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.

W. J. Farringdon.

Todmorden

P.S.

44 The Open

R. Newens.

and Hirst P.C.

Toning.

March

Shaw.
Lee Syms.
E. J. Bedford.

Print.”

W. Bailey.

Group.

South Glasgow C.C. Autumn Holiday Report.
South Shields P.S. Annual House Exhibition.
Stafford P.S. Circulating Portfolio Criticisms.
Streatham and D.P.S. “ In Kent with a Camera.”

C.C.

“ Some

Italian Lake

A. E. Marden.

Pictures.”

W.

March

L. Shand.

14th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Cine Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Motoring through Europe.” E. Miskin.
Bristol P.S. “ With Cycle and Camera in the West Country.” S. R. Lewin.
Camberwell C.C. “ Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Cheltenham A.P.S. Talk by C. L. Clarke.
Chorley P.S. I.C.P.A. Prints.
Coventry P.C. Dry Mounting

11th.

Air in the Four Seasons.”

Monday,
Ashington

March

James

Accrington C.C. “ An Evening with a Pathescope.” R. A. Johnson.
Bethnal Green C.C. Practical Work.
Birkenhead P.A. “ In the Faroe Islands.” C. J. Ellis.
Birmingham P.S. (Cine Section). Films by Meteor Film Society.

Ipswich and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition Closes.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Sunday,

Tyrol.”

Wednesday,

Closes.
Frank

G.E. Mechanics’ Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Guildford and D.C.C. “ Cycling in the Alps.” Mr. Bartrop.
Hackney P.S. The Exhibition Reviewed.
Halifax P.S. “ Pictures and Personality.” D. Holmes.
Hamilton P.S. Table-top Photography Competition.

Whitehall

10th.
Plate.”

Doncaster C.C. “ Photographic Chemicals.” R. C. Williamson.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Bromoil Circle Portfolio.

Warrington
P.S.Amateur
“ Our Summer
Outings.”
S. Bate.
West Middlesex
Cine Club.
Directing
a Set Scene.

Harrogate P.S. 44 The Wealth of Nature.” E. S. Maples.
Hinckley and D.P.S. “ Record and Survey Work.” A. E. Baker.
King’s Heath P.S. Print Criticism.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Royal P.S. Annual General Meeting of the Colour Group.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. E.A.F. Travelling Exhibition.
Wimbledon Cin6 Club. Films by Newcastle A.C.A.

and Colour

J. Ainger Hall.

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ Control.” T.
Nelson C.C. “ An Hour with a Field Naturalist.”
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. N.C.F. Prints.
Oldham P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Portsmouth C.C. Competitions.
Royal P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Rugby and D.P.S. “ Enlarging and Working-up a
St.
Bride P.S.
P.S. Demonstration
Members’ Slides.by the Lantern Slide
Sheffield

the Negative.

Birmingham P.S. 44 A Cruise with Camera
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.

13th.

Cambridge P.C. ” Landscape Painting in Water Colour.” R. H. Mallinson.
Cardiff
Naturalists’ Society (Photographic Section). “ Pictorial Photography.”
S. Bridgen.

Manchester A.P.S. “ The Dolomite
Monklands P.S. G.D.U. Portfolio.

Ltd.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Bethnal Green C.C. Reducing, Intensifying and Preparing
Brondesbury Cin£ Society. Production.

March

March

Harrow C.C. “ Art and Photography.” R. H. Mason.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Epping Forest.” H. Rose.
Leeds P.S. “ Some Rambles in Austria.” D. W. Shaw.
Liverpool A. P.A. Auction Sale.

Tynemouth P.S. 44 The Lighter Side,” by Members.
Watford C.C. 44 The Charm of Colour Photography.” F. P. Bayne.
Wimbledon C.C. 44 Open your Eyes.” G. H. Dannatt.

Saturday,

12th (contd .).

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Lecture by Miss Hilda H. Miller.
Brondesbury Cine Society. Demonstration of Siemens Apparatus.

Liverpool A. P.A. 44 Brittany.” T. E. Eccles.
Newcastle and District A.C.A. Club Films in Retrospect.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition

time to time .

Birmingham P.S. “ Interesting Old Birmingham Houses.” Benjamin Walker.
Blackpool
and Fylde P.S. “ Round France with Car and Camera.” Capt. J. C. 0.
Dickson.

8th.

Mounting.

or from

Hanley P.S. 44 Stars and the Camera.” R. E. Diggles.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. 44 Some Experiments with a Mutochrome.” C. C. Brinton.
Leeds C.C. 44 Valuable Tips from Thirty Years’ Experience.” G. W. Perkins.
Manchester P.S. 44 Rambles Around North Wales.” J. W. Pickering.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Oxford P.S. 44 Colour Photography.”
Plymouth I. P.S. 44 Still Life.” F. Stuart Matheson.
Sheffield and H.P.S. 44 Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Southport P.S. 44 Forty Years’ Experience.” W. Phillips.
Wallasey A.P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.
Walsall P.S. Lecturettes by Members.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Y.P.U. Portfolio.

Tuesday,

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. 44 The Lights o’ London.” G. A. Slight.
Hull P.S. 44 The Queen City of the Seas.” F. C. Seller.
Keighley and D.P.A. 44 Marine Photography.” F. J. Mortimer.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.

March

March

Beckenham P.S. “ Light Filters and their Uses.”
Bedford C.C. The Bromoil Process. C. Neave.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. F. G. Curson.
Aston P.S. 44 Scott and his Lowlands.” F. W. Pilditch.
Birmingham P.S. 44 Sunshine from Northern Italy.” Murry Barford.
Blackburn and D.C.C. 44 The Wonderland of Photography.” C. L. Clarke.
Bury P.S. Colouring and Tinting Prints. Mrs. W. Madeley.
Cardiff C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Coatbridge P.A. Discussion Night.
Greenock C.C. Alliance Lecture.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Friday,

of the session

Bradford P.S. 44 Making Prints by the Gum Method.” J. H. Leighton.
Chelmsford P.S. 44 From Fixing Bath to Printing Frame.” H. S. Vinall.
Chelsea P.S. Chloro- Bromide Paper. R. S. Beck.
Dewsbury P.S. 44 Colour and Sunshine.” Alex. Keighley.
Erdington and D.P.S. 44 Holidays in the Isle of Wight.” W. T. Gavin.
Glasgow and W.S.P.A. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. W. W. Weir.
Gravesend and D.P.S. Cinematography. H. S. Wheeler.
Greenock C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Accrington C.C. “ A Peep at Norway.” Miss M. C. M. Wells.
Bethnal Green C.C. “ The Compleat Slide-Maker.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Bromoil Circle Prints.
Camberwell C.C. Syllabus Discussion.
Carlisle and County A. P.S.
City of London and C.P.S.

is sent to us at the beginning

7th.

H. Hardaker.

12th.

J. Taylor.

Bath P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S. Bridgen.
Bexley Heath P.S. 44 Archaeological Camera Studies of N.W. Kent.” E. Bleeze.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. 44 Portraiture with the Nitraphot.” J. D. Gregson.
Bournemouth C.C. 44 The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

and Plate Marking.

C. R. Denton.

Croydon C.C. “ Open Your Eyes.” G. H. Dannatt.
G.E. Mechanics’ Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Kodak Works P.S. “ Filters.” S. O. Rawling.
Leicester and L.P.S. Enlarging. T. H. Houghton.
Rochdale P.S. “ Blackstone Edge.” J. H. Price.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Open Night.
South Essex C.C. Enlarging.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Two Toughs in Tuscany.”
Stockport P.S. “ Composition.” E. D. Rodway.
Twickenham P.S. “ The Pilgrims’ Way through Surrey.”
Worcestershire

C.C.

Members’

J. G. St. Aubyn.
H. Pickwell.

Evening.

The Regent Advertising Club, of 19, Buckingham Street,
five of one guinea for photographs representing the emotion
“ Happiness.” The organisers state that they regard this as
Adelphi, London, W.C.2, announce an exhibition, “ Advertising
of To-day and To-morrow,” under the presidency of Lord 225likely to be “ one of the most popular and informative sections
Leverhulme, to be held in London in October next. One of
of the exhibition, as one of the big problems of all advertisers is
the sections will be devoted to photography, and in connection
to
pictorially.”
Further particulars can
be represent
obtained the
fromemotions
the above
address.
with this is a competition with prizes of fio 10s., £5 5s. and
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Washing

‘Deciders'

7V

for the

Editor

and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

Editor

is glad

to

should

be

addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor.

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every ca^e, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication
ignored.

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. YVe endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions arc answered bv post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut irom the latest issui
to reach the enquirer.

Sensitising

Selworthy.

Fabric.

Would vou give me a formula for sensitising
linen for photographic purposes ?
D. S. K. (Glasgow.)

You will not find it an easy matter
to sensitise fabrics for photographic
purposes, and it may help you if we
inform you that a sensitised fabric ready
for use, with a fine-grain linen base, can
be obtained from Messrs. Kentmere, Ltd.,
of Staveley, Westmorland. The material
is treated very much in the same way
as bromide paper, and the results can
be coloured afterwards if desired. The
material will also stand folding and
creasing without trouble arising.
Repairing

Shutter.

The shutter of my camera has gone wrong. Can
you recommend a good firm who will overhaul
it reasonably ?
T. S. (Sheffield.)

It is against our practice to recommend
one firm in preference to others of a
similar kind. If you refer to our adver¬
tisement columns you will find the
announcements of several good re¬
pairers, and any one of these would do
the work you require quite satisfactorily.
Cyanide

Reducer.

I vised to use a weak reducer for bromide prints.
One solution was rotassium cyanide. Would the
other be potassium iodide ? G. C. A. (Southport.)

Probably, but we do not like to risk
guessing at the other ingredients of the
reducer. The following, however, may
help you. Dissolve 150 grains of potas¬
sium iodide in a very little water, add
45 grains of metallic iodine, and make
up to 1 oz. Call this solution A. Nowmake up a 10 per cent solution of
potassium cyanide, and call this solution
B. The following proportions will then
make a weak reducer suitable for bromide
nts :—
priSolution
A ..
Solution B . .
Water

10 min.
30
2 oz.

I have seen many pictures of beautiful thatched
cottages at a place called Sehvorthy ; where is it ?
Is it easily accessible ?
K. C. E. (Norwich.)

The little village lies about four miles
to the west of Minehead, and can be
most pleasantly approached by a lane
leading off the main road to Lynmouth.
Focus

of

Lens.

If one is limited to a single lens for all work how
can one decide on the best focal length to select ?
H. E. (Lincoln.)

This is often decided by the type of
camera, which may be so designed as
to take only the lens fitted to it. In a
general way, however, the best all-round
focal length is considered to be ap¬
proximately equal to the diagonal of the
particular size of negative for which it
is to be used. Some advocate instead the
length of the longer side of the negative,
which is about the minimum advisable.
Marks

on

Film.

What is the cause of the matt patches on the
back of the enclosed film ?
N. D. (Kenton.)

We have frequently stated that the
marks similar to yours are caused by
contact with the backing paper of the
film. We have also pointed out that
one method of dealing with them is to
polish up the back of the film with a
piece of soft rag and Baskett’s reducer.
We hope to experiment with another
possible method of dealing with these
very common marks, and if we find it
successful we shall, naturally, announce
it in our columns.
Copyright.

I have been asked to photograph a picture from
a magazine, and I am to be paid for it. Who is
infringing the copyright, my friend who orders it,
or myself ?
G. H. S. (Montreal.)

You yourself infringe the copyright
when you make the negative of the
picture. Nobody can authorise you to
perform an illegal act.
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in Sea

Water.

Does any harm result from washing roll-film
negatives in sea water ?
B. S. E. (Margate.)

It is best to filter the water, say
through cotton-wool. The negatives
may then be washed in it as usual to
remove the hypo. After this it is
advisable to soak the negatives in
successive small quantities of fresh
water to remove the salt. When this is
done — and it often has been — no
subsequent
ill effects have ever been
noted.
Curvature

of Field.

Am I right in assuming that all lenses suffer from
curvature of field, but that in the best anastigmats
this defect can be compensated for by depth of
focus even at large apertures ? D. H. (Plumtree.)

Any single or ordinary rectilinear
lens has a curved field, but the best
anastigmat lenses have a field which is
as nearly on one plane as is possible.
It is, therefore, quite practicable with
such a lens to photograph, say, a fiat
sheet of letterpress at full aperture, or
something near it, and get sharp defini¬
tion over the whole field. It is not a
question of depth of focus, but of
corrections which result in a flat field
instead of a curved one.
Contrast

Developer.

Can you give me a maximum contrast developer
for black and white line diagrams ?
E. W. T. (Broughshane.)

A developer calculated to give extreme
contrast is the following :
A. Sodium sulphite
Hydroquinone
Potassium bromide
Water to
..

.
.
.
.

B. Caustic soda
Water to

..
..

..
. .

. 375 grs.
. 375 grs.
. 375 grs.
.
32 oz.
i|- oz.
32 oz.

For use take equal volumes of A and B.
Development should be carried as far
as possible without fogging clear parts,
and the developer should be used at a
temperature not lower than 65 degrees
if possible.
Cine

Societies.

Would you be so kind as to let me have a list of
the secretaries or addresses of amateur cine
clubs in London ?
B. F. (London.)

Following is a list of amateur cine
societies in London, from which we trust
you will be able to find something to
suit
you : ;
Amateur
Cinematographers’
Association
Secretary,
A. E. Thorn,
24, Goldsmith Avenue, W.3. Apex
Motion Pictures ; Secretary, Miss L. E.
Johnston, 50, Harrington Street, N.W.i.
Brondesbury Cine Society ; Secretary,
James E. Skewes, 101, West End Lane,
N.W.6. Finchley Amateur Cine Society ;
Secretary, Miss P. Anstey, 2, Trigaron
Avenue, Crouch End, N.8. Institute
of Amateur Cinematographers ; Secretary
W. E. Chadwick, Burley House, Theo¬
bald’s Road, W.C.i. West Middlesex
Amateur Cine Club ; The Secretary, 82,
Coldershaw Road, W. Ealing. Wimble¬
don Amateur Cine Club ; Secretary, C.
W. Watkins, 79, Mostyn Road, Merton
Park, Surrey. The secretary of any
of these societies will be pleased to
furnish you with full particulars.
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ALDIS

I 4 BIG
features
in a small
camera
"Perkeo"

The VOIGTLANDER

Here’s a beautifully made 3x4 cm. camera with four important
improvements. You focus, before or after the camera is opened,
by a milled knob on the side. The baseboard drops, and the front
glides forward ready to take. An optical direct-vision finder
gives you greater accuracy. And after the picture is taken the
camera is dosed at any focussing distance. It takes 16 exposures
on a V.P. size film, and with a Voigtlander Skopar f 4.5 lens,
in delayed-action 3-speed shutter, costs £7 15s. F 3.5 models
£10 17s. 6d. and £12 15s. Ask your dealer, or write below,
for full details.

SCHERING

LENSES
for DEFINITION.

7 TjPT&rtment
Ltd., ™ ******

FREE on request. Aldis Lens Book. For
Test Chart postcard , please send i±d. stamp.

ALOIS BROS., SPARKHILL, BIRMINGHAM.

Old in Experience— New

in Design

_
take the first
step to Better Photography
That high efficiency and professional touch can be brought into your photo¬
graphs in the same way as it has been imparted to other members of the B.S.P.
Under the personal supervision of Mr. C. Allen Elliott you can learn to take
the photographs that are in great demand among advertisers, magazines, etc.
Fill up the coupon

SEND
COUPON
NOW!

below and mount

the first step to Better Photography.

Address

BRITISH

.

SCHOOL

.

OF

HELPFUL
SELLER.

MODERN
MODERN
William

LONDON,

THOROUGHLY

Get your copy now

Alexander.

R. H. Mallinson,

3/6 (Post 3d.)

AS

4J x 7±

in.,
Paper

Undoubtedly

PICTORIAL

the best

correct

book

on

the

sub¬

7 x 91

in.

The tables prevent
you making mistakes .
THE
LOOK

AT

PHOTOGRAPHY
AMATEURS.

86 pages (33 plates).
Picture Jacket.

work. — Photo

!

A 3-oz. bottle makes
from 75 to 300 oz.
and costs 2 - , and this
will develop from 30
to 40 spools, 3| x
.

FOR
Cloth.

HERE
Send

A particularly interesting and instructive

in¬

COST

PRODUCTION

R. H. Goodscdl, A JZ.P.S. 5/- (Post 6d.)

2/-, 3/6 (Post 3d.)

110 pages (illustrated).
or Cloth Bindings.

An enormous am 0 ant of very
formation. — Photo Jnl.

WITH

F JZ.S. 3/6 (Post 4d.)

Aject.
BEAUTIFUL

AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHER'S
HANDBOOK ON MOVIE MAKING.
R. Dykes, F.R.P.S.

RECOMMENDED

6J x 7} in. 85 pages (over 80 illustrations).
Stiff Picture Boards.

EXPERT

with

and the process so inter¬
esting and fascinating that
it is really worth testing.

FREE-LANCE JOURNALISM
A CAMERA.

in. 175 paces (58 illustrations).
Cloth. Picture Jacket.
Comprehensive information . . . useful
advice. — B. J. of PhrAography.

is

AZOL

LTD.

S.W.1

BOOK//or AMATEUR/

PHOTOGRAPHY WITH
MINIATURE CAMERAS.

BY

so simple

AJ*./9

PHOTOGRAPHY,

53 54, HAYMARKET,

A BEST

Developing

Please send your free book “ Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” to :—

Name .

9d. in
AZOL

IS YOUR

CHANCE

stamps, or P.O., for a
sufficient to develop one

1-oz.
dozen

trial bottle
spools.

Dealer.

+ The above are only a few of the practical handbooks obtainable from the Fountain Press.
Send for NEW

FOUNTAIN

PRESS,
PLEASE

CATALOGUE

25

of nearly 250 titles.

19, CURSITOR
MENTION

“THE

of

STREET,
AMATEUR

LONDON,

E.C.4

PHOTOGRAPHER"

Manufacturing
SON
JOHN
WHEN

, MENT,
DEPART
LTD.
HENDON
N.W.4
PUBLICI,TY LONDON
& SONS

Chemists,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

The Amateur

Photographer

and

The

March

Cinematographer

Amateur’s

Prepaid Advertisements.
BALE

AND

EXCHANGE

: AMATEURS

12 words or less .
Id. for every additional word

PROFESSIONAL
12

AND
words

1

less

.

For

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers a;
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence ol
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5%
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the olllces, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post Friday

Box No. Advertisers
Amateur Photographer ’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent lor registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply lorwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
In connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System
may

deal in safety through

our Deposit System

Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ,
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E 1.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

considerable

time

we

have

refused

to

AND

be by

AND

£4, or offer. — Below.

sec., T.

and

B.,

Velox

f/4.5

lens,

8

plate-holders, F’.P.A., £5/10, or offer ; Justophot,
as new, £1, or offer ; Largodrem, as new, £1, or
offer ; Ilford l|-in. square I.R. Filter, without
mount, 6/-. — Apply, Box 9589, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9788

OWING to the abandonment of a projected tour
VOIGTLANDER Prominent Camera, £20/15 ;
the following photographic
new, is for disposal :—

equipment,

all as

Leica Model III, with Hektor f/2.5 lens, £24/10 ;
various supplementary lenses, including Hektor
f/1-9, £21/10 ; Hektor f/4.5 (13.5-cm.), £14 ; Leica
Meter, £7 ; also Binoculars and Fishing Tackle. — •
Hayes, 34, Goodge St., W.l.
[9797

LENSES

NO. 6 Carbine, 31x21, roll film or plate, f/4.5 T.-P. Reflex, 34x24, f/4.5 Cooke, usual refinements.
Tessar, Compur shutter, 3 S.D. slides, £6 ;
5-in. Kodak Film Tank, a real bargain, £1. — Below.
1-PLATE
Optimus Enlarger by Perken & Son,

2

fitted

for gas,

but

easily

adapted

for electric

light,

REFLEX, Ensign i-pl.. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,

revolving back, 12 D. slides, leather case,
Jaynay tripod. Ihagee electric vertical enlarger,
i-pl. and 3.V <24 negatives; all perfect, cheap
quick sale. — 41, St. Matthew St., Burnley.
[9763
01x21
Tropical Carbine Roll Film, Zeiss
04
Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, frame finder,
leather case ; new £7/15. — Brooks, 93, Highroad
Well Lane, Halifax.
[9765
case ;

perfect

condition

;

Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., double
extension, very good condition, complete with 4

slides,
Princes

listed

£13/10 ;
£8/5. — Aldwinckle, 20, Polstead Rd.,
Oxford.
[9766

V

OR
Sale. — N. &
G.- i-pl. Long-focus Reflex
Camera, fitted with 91-in. f/6.3 Zeiss Double
Protar lens, in good condition, suitable for
naturalist’s work. — Apply, Messrs. Newman
&
Guardia, Ltd.. 63, Newman St., London, W.l. [9768

ZODELETTE, 3x4 cm., f/11, Variot shutter,
AS New. — Thornton-Pickard Victory Reflex, Wray
£1. — Pryor,
Lustrar

72, Elmwood

f/5.9

lens,

3

ltd., Croydon.

metal

slides,

[9771

F.P.A.

cost over £12;
£5/5. — Box
9580, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

;

"The
[9773

THIS Year’s Leica No. 3, latest slow speeds
9x12 cm. Etui, f/6.3 Dallmeyer, Compur, 3
shutter, f/3.5 lens, used
deposit. — Below.

once, £19/15

SOHO Reflex, 34x2.4, 6-in. f/3.5 Dalmac, focal-

ETUI 34x2i, Trioplan f/4.5, delayed-action

KOLIBRI, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens, 3X4 cm.,
morocco

7 slides, F.P.A., canvas case ; good condition,
£5/10. — Dawson, Belmont, Kendal.
[9798

plane shutter, 3 /18th to l/800th and time, 5
slides (new), F.P.A., Dallmeyer filter and lens
hood, spectacle magnifiers, antinous release, leather
case ; magnificent outfit in perfect condition ;
cost over £46 ; absolute snip, £18/18. — Jenkins,
Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southampton.
[9804
1-PLATE
Field, 3 slides, turntable stand, lens,
2 case ; good condition, £3. — Brown, 34, Warwick
Rd., Welling, Kent.
[9806

a first-class instrument, adapted and fitted with
i-pl. Beck Isostigmar lens ; a bargain at £8. —
Foden, Church St., Market Drayton, Salop.
[9761

; approval

slides and hide case ; all in excellent con¬
dition, £3/5. — A. Percy, 23, High St., Bloomsbury,
W.C.
[9777

*J adjustment, 12-plate changing-box, leather
case, 30/-. — H. J. Marriott, 8, Dereham ltd.,
Norwich.
[9779

LENSES

Ross,

l/13th

4fT ■ 107 Verascope Stereo, Ii.R. lenses, focussing
CAMERAS

|

ENSIGN Popular Reflex, shutter 1/1, 000th to

brand

CAMERAS

LENSES

GIVING Up Photography. — Sanderson 1-pl., double

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out.
are published in the first following in which there is space
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ' The

some

AND

extension, 3 D.D. plate-holders, F.P.A., rising,
lowering, swivelling front, Compur
shutter, 1
to l/100th sec., T. and B., f/4.5 lens, believed to

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.

2/8

2ii. tor every additional word.

Readers

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

TRADEor

Emporium

WARNING

ONLY—

7. 1934

F’.P.A.
Avenue,

and tripod, £6/10. — Douglas, 1,
Grimsbv.
[9807

Excellent 9x12 and i-pi. h. & s.
Camera, double extension, swing, reversing
back, 9 slides with adapters to i-pl., F.P.A , Aldis
f/6.3, sector shutter, £1/12/6 ;
Dist Distance
Meter, 22/6 ; Riteway Roll-film Slide, 3}x2J,
fits T.-P. Reflex, £1. — St. Albans, Keston, Kent. [9814
1-PLATE
Field, 6 D.D. slides, R.R. lens, R.B.
2 shutter, fair condition, 12/6 ; also Leases and
Sundries, cheap. — Pickering, Merlewood Avenue,
Levenshulme, Manchester.
[9817

JCA Atom, 44x6 cm., fitted f/8 R.R., in Com¬

pound, focussing, 4
clip-on slides ;
good
condition, 27/6. — Allan, 91, Banda St., Glasgow,
N.W.
[9818
1 QQQ
li/OO
release,
Below.

Ensign
Filmsec.,
Reflex,
l/25th toRoll
l/500th
Ensar focal-plane,
f/4.5, cable

Ensign

leather

case ;

both

as

new,

£5. —

NEW. Westminster de Luxe Leather Case,

3j x 44x64 in. inside; six New 9x12 Zeiss
Ikon Slides, complete with film sheaths, offers. —
Rutherford, 10, Ashfield Terrace West, Newcastle-onTyne.
[9819

I7I.P. Kodak, 5x4, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3. Compound CONTESSA Nettel, 13-cm. f/6.3 Triplet, Compur (old
ZEISS Miroflex 34 x 21 Reflex, f/2.8 Bio Tessar,
VOIGTLANDER Superb Outfit, brand new ; cost POSTCARD Soho Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 2
TWO Baby Sibyl Outfits, both f/4.5 lens, New

velvet-lined case, 2 Zeiss filters, 6 slides,
F.P.A., Zeiss graduated sky filter, in splendid
oondition, £27 ; Dalian Economic 34x24 Developing
Tank, 14/- ; justophot Meter, as new, with case,
16/-. — R. H. Guest, Heacham
House, Gaywood

’ shutter, leather case ;
perfect condition ;
cost £12 ;
accept £3/10. — 129, Spring Grove
Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[9781
£21

;

for

£16.— Below.

Ideal models, one plate and F.P., the other
roll film, £6 either :
deposit. — 66, John St.,
Luton.
[9782

type), £2/5 ; perfect ; shutter alone,
Priestley, 29, Rowfant Rd., S.W.17.

30/-. —
[9820

D.D. slides, F.P.A., Mackenzie-Wishart and
case, £7/5 ; Postcard Special Kodak, f/6.3, in
Velosto shutter, range-finder model, £2/15 ; Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, 168-mm., sunk focussing mount, £3/10 ;
all fine condition ; approval deposit. — Advertiser,
158, Wantage Rd., Reading, Berks.
[9822

ZEISS Kolibri (3x4 cm.), f/2.8 Tessar, case, (lOERZ Anschutz Folding Camera, V-pl., Dagor
31x24 Goerz Folding Plate, f/6.3 Tenastigmat
MAXIMAR Zeiss 3Jx24, Tessar, Compur, D.A.,
King’s

Lynn.

[9721

filter, new last August, £10 ; Leitz Distance
Meter, to fit on camera, £1.— H. Claricoat, 66,
Archery Rd.. Eltham, S.E. 9.
[9734

double extension. F.P.A., 2 slides, light
filter, telescopic tripod, leather cases, excellent
condition everything, bargain, £7 ;
exchange,
Portable Typewriter considered ; deposit system.
— Box

9540, c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[9756

LEICA Model II, with built-in range-finder and
interchangeable 5-cm. f/3.5 Elmar standard
lens, with automatic coupling, also ever-ready
case ; condition as new, £18, or better. — Box
9578,

c/o

“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[9758

PRESS. — J-pl. T.-P. Focal-plane, lensless, 3
new,

double plate-holders, indistinguishable from
cost £12/10, bargain, £8/8 ; Goerz Celor f/4.8,

6i-in.,

Double

focussing

Slides,

mount,

focussing

£3/10;

screen

three

and

case, £3 ; all good condition. — 28,
Epsom.

26

9x12

F.P.A.

YOU

Beech

CAN

cm.

Goerz,
Way,
[9762
DEAL

J

f/6.8, 110th

to

1/1, 200th,

6

D.D.

slides,

F.P.A., leather case ;
also Sanderson Hand
Camera, 5x4, Goerz f/6 lens, l/25th to 1/ 100th
and
instantaneous, Mackenzie-Wishart daylight
slide, 11 envelopes, leather case ; best offer. — Knight,
23, Dover St., Maidstone.
[9783

ENSIGN Cameo J-pl., f/4.5 Steinheil lens, Compur

shutter, F.P.A., leather case, also new
Diaphot. £4/19/6 ; excellent condition. — Fishwick,
Castle Hill, Prestbury, Cheshire.
[9751

OIx2J
Etui, Tessar f/4.5, in D.A. Compur,
02
with accessories, as new, £7/10 ; 10. 5-cm.
Elmar f/6.3 Distance Lens, for Leica II or III,
as brand new, £5/15 ; Leica Enlarger, to take own
lens, perfect condition, £3/15. — Box
9590, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9789
( 1 R.AFLEX 3jx2i, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, revolving
VA
back, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., roll-holder, canvas
case ; excellent condition, £10/10. — Sommer. 29,
Cecil Rd., Muswell Hill, N.10.
[9809

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

2
(Convertible). Compur shutter, double ex¬
tension, cross and rising front, leather case, 6
slides leather backed, 2 wallets, F.P.A., tripod,
flat top, 7-draw, lens hood. Bee meter ; excellent
condition ; complete, £6/12/6 ; approval deposit. —
Film Tank, Brownie (6-exposures), adapter V.P.K.,
5/-. — Jones, Clwyd House. Oswestry.
[9825
1-PLATE
Camera, 3 D.N. slides, f/8 anastigmat,
2 tripod, 30/- ; or
mat. — 134, Alvechurch

exchange f/4.5 5-in. anastig¬
Rd., Northfield, Birmingham.

3x4 cm. Nagel Vollenda, f/4.5 Radionar,

delayed-action, excellent condition, Zeiss
34x24 Daylight Enlarger included ; total cost
[9827
£5/2/6 ; accept £ 3/7/6. — Rees, 29, Dorket Drive,
Nottingham.
[9828

GOERZ Tenax Folding Pocket Camera, 34 x 24,

double extension, fitted Goerz Dogmar f/3.5,
Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., cable release, hood,

leather case ; excellent condition. — Harrison, Re¬
culver Drive, Beltinge, Herne Bay.
[9830

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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NETTEL Deckrullo 10x15 cm. Stereo Focal-

plane Camera, speeded 3 to 1/2, 800th sec.,
time, Tessars f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., case, £12.
— Below.

VERASCOPE 45x107 Stereo Camera, Tessars f/4.5,

speeded l/8th to l/150th see., 3 changing-boxes,
supplementary lenses, Iso. and Autochrome screens,
tank, printer, cutter,
scopes, case, sundries,

Elite and Franke
£14/14. — Below.

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMERA

31x23 N. & G. Sibyl. Cooke f/6.8, N.G. shutter,

2 6 slides, F.P.A., case, £5 ; J-pl. Sanderson
Hand-Stand, Beck lens, auto, shutter, 3 slides,
F.P.A., case, £3 ; 5x4 Pony Premo, triple extension,
Bausch lens (3-foci), auto, shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
case, £2/10 ; V.P. Klimax, lever focussing, Aldis
lens, Lukos shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., case, £2/2 ;
Adon Adjustable Telephoto Lens, hood, screen,
case, £2 ; Bis-Telar Telephoto Lens, 16-in. f/7.7,
£3 ; Pair Watson’s 6-in. Stereo R.R. lenses,
Thornton-Pickard Stereo shutter, £2. — 21, Hereford
Rd. , Southport.
[9826

COMPLETE Outfit.— Kodak Special 3a (post¬

SINCLAIR’S i-pl. Una, f/5.3 Tessar, Compound

shutter, Ihagee focal-plane back, reflex back
focussing screen, quick loading device, 12 slides ;
cost £50 ; £14. — Below.

31x21
4 f/4.5Tropical
; as new.Speed
— 89, Roll
GipsyFilm
Hill,Ensign
S.E.19. Reflex,
[9837
MAGNIFICENT Berthiot Olor Anastigmat Lens,
5X4 Kodak Film Camera, Ross Homocentric lens

shutter, 7 speeds .

super

attachment .

3x4

cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur

23x1-11/16ths

ter .

.

THAT

31x21 Cameo, double extension, Aldis f/4.5,

NOXOPRINT Vertical Enlarger. 33 x 21, lens ;
PATHE Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, Camo motor
or offer. — Below.

drive, with 4 chargers, 2 filters, portrait
attachment and leather case, £2/10/6 or offer. —
Box 9599, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9840

;

just

cost

£10/7/6

;

£7/10.

1QQQ
Zeiss Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur,
li/OO
de luxe case ; cost £14/5 ; unsoiled,
£8/7/6.— Below.
T|QQf)
Special Ensign Reflex, 31x23, f/4.5
J xfO/W
Aldis-Buteher. focal-plane shutter, l/15th
to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double slides, roll-film holder,
leather case ; very fine condition. — 334, Charminster
Rd., Bournemouth.
[9849

August, As Brand New. — T.-P. Horizontal
1QQQ
±t/0O
Reflex, 33x23, lens f/4.5, roll-film
holder, film pack, slides, not unwrapped, case,
shoulder-strap ; first £6/10. — Ellicock, 381, Clare¬
mont Rd., Rusholme, Manchester.
[9851
If*

JLO
new

EXPOSURES

on

33x23

Baldax,

£6/15. — 31, Dale

Gardens,

Plymouth.

5

0

£3 18

NEW

CAMERA

CINE

6

£4/12. — 43,

Equitable

St.,

— Box

mount ; suit reflex, £4 ; list £8/10 ; perfect.
9597, e/o “ The Amateur Photographer. L9838
Trade.

9.5-mm.

.

9.5-mm. Midas Combined

drive
18 6
10 0
drive
17 6
drive.
6

and Projector, f/2.5
£4 15

0

£2 10

0

£8 10

0

9.5-mm. Pathe Baby, motor and dual resistance, super
.

9.5-mm. Alef Projector, with super attachment £4 18 6
9.5-mm. Pathe 200-B, motor, air-cooled and resis¬
.

16-mm.

case

£12

15

0

Ensign, 180-watt, motor drive, resistance and

.

£16

10

0

16-mm. DeVry, 100-watt, motor and resistance £8 0 0
16-mm. Euming, 100-watt, motor and resistance,
400-ft. spools, all in case .

35-mm.

enclosed,

No. 9

Empire

safety projection

Educational

case, motor,

£7 18

6

Projector, all
spools, etc.

£15
Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

to 1 /2,000th

sec., 6 slides ;

as new,

£22/10.

self-capping focal-plane, l/15th to
2 wind
1 /1,300th, 6 slides, F.P.A., canvas case; as new,
rising and

double
2 pur,
6 slides
; as
new, extension,
£7/15.
4

as

new,

J -PLATE
4 D.D.
4
condition,

cross front,

£6/15.

Back Graflex, Tessar f/4.5,
slides, roll-holder, leather case ; perfect
£17/10.

Revolving

case ;

as

new

;

bargain,

and

122, Regent

ZAMBRA,

£18/10.

St., W.L

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;
ALLENS.— Zeiss Ikon Contax, Tessar f/3.5,
ALLENS.— Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, Novar 1/325,
ALLENS.— Dallmeyer f/6.5, 9-in. Dallon Tele
ALLENS.— Leica Summar f/2 Lens (rigid mount),
ALLENS for the New Rolleicord, Foth-Flex, Super

(£24/10 model) ; Voigtlander
f/4.5,£17/19/6
Compur model, £5/17/6.

Zeiss Kinamo, f/3.5 Tessar, hand cranking
£5 0 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Camera, with motor drive attachment

tance

£1/12/6.

order.

good

2

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
[7728
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.

35-mm.

attachment

CORONET 9.5-mm. Cine Camera, f/3.8 anastigmat ;
31x23 Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5, shutter, 1 /3rd
31x21 Mentor Sports Reflex, Meyer f/4.5 quick3^°1x*23 Goerz Manufoc Tenax, Dogmar f/3.5, Com41 x23 Ensign Carbine, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur;

jyEGRETTl

£10 17

Camera

and

30-ft.
twelve
resistance,
case,
60-ft. ammeter,
films ; perfect
condition,
£4/10

four

J by experienced workmen, estimates free by
ing, Printing and Enlarging
post. Develop
return ser
vice.
,
,
„
quick
our speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;

f/3.5 lens, motor
£7
9.5-mm. Alef Camera, f/3.5 lens, motor drive £5
9.5-mm. Alef Camera, f/2. 8 Trioplan, 3-speed
£8
16-mm. Agfa Movex Camera, f/3.5 lens, motor

As new

;
camera specialists, offer the following bargains
apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days
allow¬
m
approval against full deposit. Maximu
e or
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchang
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
““ lATHESCOPE
9.5-mm. Projector, complete in
all

Ever-ready

Pathe Motocamera,

T.T. & H. lens, leather case .

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,

41x6 Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2. 9, 6 D.D.
ZEISS Contax, Tessar f/2.8. Model 540/248,
I EXCEPTIONAL Deferred Payment Terms ; repairs

0

0

Established 1889.

shutter,
ElmarTelma.
f/3.5,D.A.
£15/17/6.

F.

&

97/6 ;

Leica

Brilliant,

Model

anastigmat (fits 31x23
Excelsior),
H. Heidoscope, £25 (cost nearly £40).

Universal
Finder,
47/6.
; Contax
£9/17/6

Case,

E.R.

13/6 ;

H,

£5/10;

Leica

two-thirds
Ikonta, Leica, Contax, etc. ;
(approximately) allowed, modern saleable cameras,
part payment, subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Carh

LLOYD’S.— London’s Largest StOTe of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
cash, exchange, instalments.— 87,
description ;
[8375
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.

BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex,

etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest
allowance in England on
your old camera.
„ . J9572

LEWISHAM CAMERA AND CINE EXCHANGE,

426, High St.. Lewisham, London, S.E.
Phone, Lee Green 2188. Guaranteed bargains.
Cine Cameras, Projectors, Stereoscopic Accessories;
state requirements ; approval deposit.

PATHE Projectors, double-claw, £3/17/6 ; Kid

model, 37/6 ; Cine Camera and motor, 35/- ;
Pathe Lux, f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar, £12/17/6 ; Films,
60-ft. 2/6, Super 12/6 ; Accessories, Pathe, BellHowell ; marvellous value.

REFLEX, Ensign 3-pl., Aldis f/4.5, 6 slides,
perfect,

STEREO Pair 23-in. f/3.1 Cooke Anastigmats,
jyvya
LENS Bargain. — Xpres f/4.5, 6-in., iris in sunk

new condition, 40/- ; 21/- separately ; approval
deposit.— A. Huddart, Lowther St., Whitehavem

, ,
£10/17/6.
2 slides, F.P. A., developing tank, 2 leather cases,

!

APPARATUS

f/3.5 Meyer,

latest Compur, filter. lens hood. Bee meter ;

Xmas,

£5

Write for lists and terms.
Financed and controlled by the Service Co.

cost over £31 ; £26 ; Ever-ready Case, 12/6. —
T., Hollvoak, Eastbury Avenue, Northwood. [9844

Compur

6
0

Can be purchased on ‘Service’ Deferred Terms.

LEICA III, Summar f/2 lens, unsoiled condition ;

Tessar,
— Below.

7
0

shut¬

Leica, Contax , Rolleiflex
Super Ikonta, Rolleicord,
Superb, Prominent,
Tourist, etc.

2 Mulchro shutter, 6 slides, F.P. A., 4 filters,
Diaphot exposure meter and supplementary Tele¬
photo lens, and solid leather case, £5/7/6 or offer.
— Below.

AS Brand New, 1934 Zeiss Ikonta, 3x2, f/4.5

shutter

£6
£5

in. Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer, Compur

V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. Od.
4.5x6 cm. V.P. Fotessa, f/4.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter,

Camera, with
3 to 1/2, 800th

31x2.3 Zeiss Ikonta, £3, unpacked; Brilliant

0

V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, f/3.5 Xenar, Compur shutter £7 0 0
V.P. Agfa Speedex, f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat, Com¬

sec. , no lens ; equal to new ; what offers ?—
Box 9598, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9839

4 Reflex, £2 ; V.P. Tenax Film, Dogmar f/4.5,
£4 ; 3-pl- N. & G. Universal, in case, £3 ; Lecture
Lantern, 3-foci lens, cost £15, take £3/10. — •
Short, King St., Canterbury:
[9848

0

slides .
£6 0 0
f/4.5 Zodellar anastig¬
F.P. adapter £4 7 6
f/4.5 Agfa anastigmat
adapter. ... £4 7 6

cm. Dolly, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Vario shutter
£2 7 6
3x4
cm.
Ranca, f/4.5 anastigmat iens, speeded
shut¬
ter .
£2 19 6

new

“ The
[9847

6

3x4

for plates or films .

Cooke Series IV f/5.6 lens, leather case,
excellent condition, £3 : also Dremoscop Exposure
Meter, 12/6 ; Watkins Bee Meter, 2/6 ; Telescopic
Tripod, 5/- ; Jaynay Trimmer, 5-in., 5/- ; Well

£2

Tessar, Compur, plate back, 3
x 21 Zodel, double extension,
lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides,
x 23 Agfa Double Extension,
Compur shutter, 3 slides, R.F.

pur

BUTCHER’S Watch Pocket Carbine, 3ix24\

2

3-pl. lea Nixe Roll Film and Plate, double extension,
f/4.5
34
mat
33
lens,

f/6. 3, speeded shutter, old pattern
condition ; what offers ?— Below.

brand

£1

9.5 Pathe Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. ... £4 17 6
9.5 Pathescope Kid Projector, variable resistance and

new

Film Developing Dish, 3/-. — Box 9605, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

stops, 15/- ; Zeiss Ikon Wood Tripod, 3-fold,
fat
8/6 ; Set Westminster Supplementary Lenses,
lenses 13 to 2 in. diameter, 15/- ; Optochrom Sky
Pan.
Filter, fit lenses 12-in., 10/- ; Ilford P.B.
Filter, combined with Alpha, 3/- ; offers to
r
Ridley, 83, Stuart Crescent, Stanmore, Wincheste

Postcard Ensign Carbine Roll Film, f/6.8 Aldis lens,

20-in. focus, f/6, iris diaphragm, with flange ;
condition ; no reasonable offer refused. — Below.

cost £10 ; £4/17/6

BUSCH 13-in. f/8 Rapid Aplanat, Waterhouse

INE Bargains

43x21 Graflex Reflex Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar lens, focalplane shutter .
£3 19 6
Universal

|

LENSES

AND

I CAMERAS

33x23 Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, delayed-action
Compur shutter, leather carrying-case. As new £7 17 6
33 x 23 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis
anastigmat lens. Condition as new .
£9 10 0
33x23 Venus Folding Plate, double extension, f/4.5
Meyer anastigmat lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£4 15 0

card) Roll Film Camera (non-autographic),
Cooke f/6.5 anastigmat in Compound
shutter,
rising and cross front, rack focussing, separate
scales for plates and films, de luxe pigskin case,
combination back with focussing screen and 3
double plate-holders, Mackenzie-Wishart slide with
12 envelopes, complete developing tank, extra
cup and apron ; cost over £25 ; take 90/-. — Wastell,
18, Malmesbury Rd., South Woodford, E.18.
[9835

"| Q X 18 cm. Nettel Focal-plane
JLO
5 D.D. slides, HP. A., speeds

and

For GASH, TERMS, or EXCHANGE

stereo¬

but

ADVERTISEMENTS

[9853
Milnrow.

LEICA Standard, Teleros f/5.5, 4-in., mask, cost

/CARBINE
Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis, 45/-,
Vx cost £5/5 ; Zeiss Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss, Compur,
£3/18/6 ; V.P. Piccolette, f/6.3, Compur, 45/-.
1-PLATE
Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres,

F/2.5 Cooke 53-in. Anastigmat, suit 33x23 reflex ;

4

[9855
£8/8, lowest £4/10. ;
exchange Accessories,
Megoflex. — Wilson, Midway, Coastguard Rd.,. Sand,
banks, Bournemouth.
[9802

perfect, £7. — Shaw, 67, Chiltern
Uxbridge.

View

Rd.,
[9808

BE

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C1

slides,

case

;

cost

£19/10

;

guaranteed,

£7/15.

ZEISS Stereo Polyseop, changing-box, f/6.3 Zeiss

See

SYSTEM.

Tessars, case ; marvellous value,
above.

£3/17/6.
— ■
[9805
27

March

THE

WANTED

AMATEUR

!

| EXCHANGE

Cameras, Enlargers, Projectors
mahes

“ ENJOY

supplied.

THE

Immediate

COMFORT

order. — Edwards,

WANTED^

Sunnybank,

Saltburn.

The

focus, Ross Telecentric or similar ; latest
pattern not necessary, but must
be perfect
condition and cheap. — Armstrong, 23, Windsor
Terrace, Newcastle.
[9753

Photo-Electric

WANTED. — i-pl. Field Camera, rigid front,

of a SIMPLEX.”

16-mm. Simplex Pre¬
cision Super Camera,

picture spoilt (ortho,
to super pan, etc.) ;
auto, release (stops
automatically at any

\Xj

ANTED.

—

J-pl .

Enlarger,

must

be

in

exact exposures

LEICA f/3.5 Elmar, Model I, as new, leather case,

wire release, daylight loading film charger ;
Leica de Luxe f/3.5 Enlarger, to whole-plate ;
offers or exchange Bolex. — 22, Grappenhall Rd.,
Stocktonheath, Warrington.
[9760

’VT7ANTED. — Pilot, f/2.8, condition must
be
IT
perfect, and price reasonable ; useful acces¬
sories considered ;
approval “ A.P.” system. —
P. B. Longson, 192, Bramhall Lane, Stockport. [9769

£ 25

VX7ANTED. — Several Shew Xit Double Slides,
U
1 -pi. — Stewart, 104, Cheapside St., Glasgow.
YXT ANTED. — Zeiss

Zeiss Ikon Super Coupled Range-finder Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar

Gives

good

Purchen. 14,
- 19755

footage), single picture,
1 in. thick only ; all
inlaid silver.

LATEST

Exposure Meter

square bellows type preferred.— rCockerill,
Thornton, Scotforth Rd., Lancaster.
[9754

TT
condition, and reasonable. — A.
Praed St., W.2.

Kolibri.

Compur

shutter,

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

WANTED. — Pathe Motocamera Telephoto Outfit :

pictures on 3jX2j film, obtainable anywhere. “ The Pre¬
cision Accurate, large-size picture camera of the future.”

optically perfect ;
10 days’ deposit approval
essential. — Box 9582, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9775

£17

PRECISION

\\J ANTED.

50
40 x 30
60 x40
40x30
40 x 30

PER

CENT

MORE

IT

LIGHT

Crystal Bead Cine Projection Screens
Ditto Super Screens
.
Ditto, auto, cases, £3 5 6. 50x40 . . .
Leather Lux Auto, £4 17 6. 50x40 ..
Or from Is. 3d. weekly, hire purchase.

£2 5 0
£2 17 0
£3 17 6
£5 17 6

be

—

reasonable

i-pl.

Etui.

34 <24 T.-P. Reflex, f'4.5, latest. Hardly used .
£8
9j-16-mm, Bolex D, 250-watt, resistance. As brand new £27
50x 40 Crystal Bead Screen, lux leather, automatic .
£5
Three 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Cameras, Dallmeyer Famous
4 speeds, 50-ft.-100-ft., case. Slightly soiled. New £9
Bewi Famous Super Exposure Meter, case .
£1
Few

Only. — 16-mm. Ensign Super Projectors, 50-watt,
resistance to 250 v< Its. Cost £7 10s .

400-ft. arms.
£3 17 0

16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, f/1.8, 100-watt £12 12 0
34 x 24 N. & G. Sibyl Plate, Xpres f/4.5, slides .
£7 15 0
400-ft. 16-mm. Empty Reels. As new. Each .
2s. 6d.
6 13 Heidoscope Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, case. As new .
£27 10 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Plate Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, double extension £5 17 6
Leather Cases. All types, new. Write wants.
16-mm. Kodak Automatic Threading Projector, 250-watt. . £29 10
3x4 Mentor Precision Roll Film, Tessar f/3.5, Compur. ... £7 10

0
0

i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f '4.5, D. slides .
34 x 24 Wirgin Plate, f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double extension
34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, latest
rise, cross, latest type. Like new .

£8 17 6
£5 17 6
Compur,
£6 17 6

i-pl. Etui, Tessar

As new
£8 17 6

EDWIN
28

f/4.5, D.A.

Compur,

double

extension.

GORSE, 86- aKk™rNroad>
USE

state

PRICE
complete in leather case
•

lowest

£4

St., Hereford.

‘IX7ANTED. — J-pl. Ross
Enlarger, fitted for
IT
gas : no fancy prices. — Fox, 5, Pioneer Rd.,
Dover.
[9784
[9780

\J

Ready always to
indicate correct
mediately.

•

• f| • ft

STAFFORD

’IX7ANTED. — Correx Developing Tank for Leica
IT
Films.— BM/BRCN,
London, W.C.l.
[9785

Box

17 8
10 0
17 6
f 1.9,
17 6
1 0

f/4.5,

24, Broad

and

exposure im-

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

cm.,

H
also exchange
sheaths, for Correx

Star-smashing Bargains

mechanically

Zeiss

cash. — P. Pritchard,

\\f ANTED. — 3x4

J-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, ease .
£19 19 0
3J ■ 2J Ideal Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, clip slides .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Lux Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, forward rewind, stills,
reverse, case. Cost £50. As brand new .
£19 19 0
}-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, latest, D. slides, case .
£9 17 6
31 x
Certo Roll Film, f/4.5. 3 speeds, wire-finder .
£1 15 0
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, 100-watt, case .
£6 17 6
16-on-V.P. Zeiss Ikonta Film, f'4.5, 3-speed. As new .
£2 9 11
5!-in. Ross Xpres f 4.5, £3 19 6. 6-in. Zeiss Tessar f 4.5, £4 4 0
34 v 2J Plaab 1 PI ite Speed, f/3.2, Compur, double extension £5 9 6
Brilliant Reflex Film, f/7. 7. As new, 21 ■ 2\ .
£1 12 0
J-pl. Plate, Goerz f/6.8. Comp., double extension, slides . . £2 9 0
16-mm. Filroo Camera, f 3.5, 100-ft.. case. Cost £36 .
£12 12 0
Adheso Title Letters, brand new, carton soiled .
17s. 6d.
9i-mm. Alef Super Camera, f/2.8, 4 speeds. Like new. ... £8 17 6
Voigtlander Prominent, Heliar f/4.5, range-finder .
£17 17 0
16-mm. Ensign, f/1.8, leO-watt, case. 1-ike new .
£14 14 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, revolving back .
£8 17 0
34 ' 2 4 Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double
extension, latest bellows catches, clip slides .
£8 17 6
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used. Bargain .
£0 17 6
Roll Film Riteway Slides, 3 j 2J. Cost 35s .
£110
91-mm. Cine-Nizo Camera, f/3.5, 3-speed. Cost £14 .
£7 10 0
Tanks, V.P. Kodak Film, 6s. 6d.
9 x 12 Watkins Plate, 12s. 6d.
Slides, sincle, 3$ - 24, all types, brand new, each .
Is. 6d.
FEW ONLY. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Cameras, f/3.5, 4 speeds, 50 ft.
or 1U0 ft., carrying-case. Slightly soiled .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Zeiss Flate. Zeiss f/4.5, Compur. double extension. . £5 12 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell, f/1.8, 200-watt, case. Cost £45. . . £18 18 0
Pathe 9i-mm. Films S.B., 17s. 6d.
S Type. As new, 15s. Od.
Weston Photo-electric Meter. As new .
£3 3 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5, latest type. Like new .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Bronze, latest, f/1.8, 500-watt. As new.... £47 10 0
34 x 24 Miroflex, Tessar f/3.5. latest l/3rd to l/2,000th _
£29 10 0
Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resistance, case. As new.... £12 12 0
6-ft. Crystal Beaded Projection Screen, automatic .
£7 15 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Speed, D. slides, case. Snip. . £18 18 0
i-pl. Zeiss Roll H1j) Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur .
£6 17 6
16-mm. B.T.H. Projector, sound-on-film. As new .
£75 0 0
34 x 2J Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur. £12 12 0

and

a minutes

to i /i ,500th sec.

f/3.5

n
Tessar or Novar ; deposit. — Box 9581, c/o
[9770
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9774
must

without calcula¬
tions for both
still and cine,
from

f/4.5, delayed-action Compur, with slow speeds, 1 to r/25oth
sec., coupled range-finder, giving fine-hair dead accurate
focussing of quality, automatic erecting, takes 8 or 16

WONDER

Improved

‘METRAPHOT’

[9796

WANTED. — Telephoto Lens 15 to 17 in.

deliveries.

Kodak f/3.5, 3 speeds,
no threading ; change
films with only one

“PRECISION”

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

POSTCARD Reflex and slides, in good working

in exchange for Latest New Models.
All

PHOTOGRAPHER

7, 1934

9588, c/o “ The

\\[ ANTED.

Ikonta,

Baldax,

W’atkins Tank,
Tank for 3x4
Amateur

— Extra

Tall,

or

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

similar;

3 V x 21, with
cm. films. —

Photographer.”
Light-weight

Armour

&

Telephone

: National

5025.

Telegrams

: Stafiorles, Cent, London.

[9787

Telescopic

It
Metal Tripod, at least 56 in. ; also
Plate and Film-pack Developing Tank. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

9x12
9591,
[9790

WANTED. — An Exposure Meter of the extinction

type ;
must
Southwell Grove Rd.,

be cheap. — Humphrey,
45,
London, E.ll.
[9791

MAKINA

\\J ANTED.—

1 1
Rd.,

Bell

Camera and
Moseley.

&

Howell

Model

70a

or

Model ,1 Projector. — 199,
-

II

PLAUBEL’S

ANTED.— V.P. Plate Camera, f/4.5, full parVl
ticulars. — Horton, Lynwood, Spencer Avenue,
Bewdley.
[9794
70d

Russell
[9803

\\TESTON
Exposure Meter wanted. — Williamson.
VV
26, Birchwood Rd., Parkstone, Dorset. [9810

Exchanges.— Nagel Roll Film, 3jx2j, f/6.8
anastigmat,

speeded,

case,

tank,

accessories,

perfect, for plate camera or large-aperture anas¬
tigmat in shutter ; sell, £3, or nearest ; stamp
reply. — 28, St. George’s

Avenue,

Bridlington.

[9811

LEICA Wanted in Exchange for Ememann, 4Jx6

cm., focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides,
F.P.A., hide case, filter, developing tank and
electric enlarging attachment. — G.
Ford,
15,
Thurlow Rd., N.W.3.
[9815

EXCHANGE.— Zeiss Prism Binoculars, 6x30,

graticuled, for Kolibri, Ikonta or Leica
— 52, The Mall, Swindon.

Camera.
[9816

IV ANTED. — 3x4
cm. Camera, f/3.5, Compur;
IT
state lowest figure. — Rees, 29, Dorket Drive,
Nottingham.
[9829

'll, 'ANTED. — Agfa Flashlamp, Quick-set Tripod for

II
Reflex (J-pl.), Plate Back and 12 Singles for
Postcard Kodak (3a). — H. Bradley, 102, Moss Grove,
Liverpool, 8.
[9831

I1 THE

With Coupled Focussing Range Finder.

YYtanted- — J-Pl- Field Camera, give full parTT
ticulars.— Sykes, 19, Hallcross Grove, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield.
[9832

Plaubel Anti-Comar io-cm. F/2.9. Delayed-action
Compur Shutter. New Model Roll Holder.

\\; ’ANTED
Cheap. — Second-hand Kodascope 8-mm.
II
Projector, for 200-250 volts, also 8-mm.
Camera. — B. Esler, 8, Adelaide Terrace, Larne. [9836
YY'ANTED.
— Baldax
IT
2Jx3J)
with
cheap ;
Amateur

or Ikonta
Camera
lens
in Compur

Has cover plate for Pan Films.
Dials film numbers automatically.

(16 on
shutter,

approval deposit. — Box 9600, c/o
Photographer.”

Price, with 3 slides .
Roll Holder, extra .
Film-pack Adapter .

“ The
[9841

WANTED. — Leica III, case. Telephoto. — Box 9602,
c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[9843

Sole

GARNER

YY'ANTED.
Leica
Wide-angle
IT
45 x 107— mm.
Film35-mm.
Camera, also
Ambroine Lpns
Boxes ;
for 45 x 107 Taxiphote. also Cabinet Stand to hold
600 or 1.200. — Box 9503, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[9845

OUR

ALL

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

WONDER
6.5
X9 cm. (3£ x2£CAMERA
in.)

Importers

£37
£2

: 10 : 0
: 5 : 0
16:0

:

& JONES

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.1

RISK

!>

March

7,

1934

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

CINEMATOCRAPH

WANTED. — Ensign Autokinecam, with 3-in.
Telephoto

;

must

be reasonable

and

in good

condition. — -Box 9604, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[9846

WANTED. — i-pl. Wide-angle Lens, also Dark

Rd.,

Slides, for J-pl. Sanderson. — 334, Charminster
Bournemouth.
[9850

WANTED. — 3£ x 23 Reflex or Rolleiflex, f/4.5

CAMERAS

QC-MM.

OO

WANTED for Cash or Exchange. — Baby Cine
CINEMATOGRAPH

With f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens. . £18 15
With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar lens.. £21 0
Leather case .
£1 0

APPARATUS

speeds l/25th to 1/1, 000th
sec.

CORONET Cine Camera and Coronet Projector,

With

back, rapid load¬
ing,
direct-vision
view-finder,
allmetal body, Hugo

[9834

Meyer
plan

postage

6d.

1C/.
_LeJ/
4)1 /

Talkie Optical.. Systems, high quality;
Westan type, With slit, 30/-.
A
Super Attachment for the Coronet

QA/.
OU/

)r

Motors to run all Projectors, Universal
A.C. or D.C.
Ideal for constructors.

QK/.
OeJ/"

Coronet Automatic 9-mm. Cameras, with
f/3.9 lens,
brand new
; othersMechanisms,
from 65/-.
Power
Professional
Projector
35-mm., beautiful condition.
Talkatone Disc Attachment
Outfits.
Play through any radio set.
9-mm.
Projector, fitted with Colour
Wheel. Shows super reels.
Pathescope 9-mm. Projector, takes super
reels ; fitted with Illustrachrome.
Portable Standard Projector, ideal school
model ; everything ready for showing.

for other

machines.

London, W.l (faoing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard.
Your inspection invited.
[9856

YOU

CAN

DEAL

Com¬

£6 Meyer
6 o
With f/3.5
Trioplan anas, lens,
in Compur shutter

The ‘PHOrOSKOP’
FOR

USE

WITH

“ STILL

Trade .

E

INLARGERS.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size
Condensers,
Leica to 12x10.
vapour illumination.

negative, from
diffused or mercury

illustrated,

post

free on

request.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,
ENLARGERS.— List of parts for own con¬
fully

J^IST,

Birmingham,

1.

Telephone,

post free. — Lancaster,

Parade,

Central

4255.

Birmingham.

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Parade,
[0082

TZING’S

results.

Enlargers,

for service

and

perfect

VERTICAL,

” OR “ CINE ” CAMERAS.
The PHOTOSHOP
is

the

latest type of photo-electric
exposure meter. Unlike all
other photo-cell meters the
PHOTOSHOP
gives a direct
reading without reference to
tables of Scheiner degrees or
calculations of any kind
whatsoever.
The PHOTOSHOP
can be set
according to the speed of the
film or plate to be used, by
simply turning the outer
ring containing the Scheiner
degree scale, the correct
exposure at any lens aperture
is instantly indicated on the
exposure scale.
*
The PUoi'UrfKOP is only 2\ in- in diameter, and is supplied
complete in leather case with simple instructions giving examples
of outdoor, indoor and artificial light exposures, and a com¬
parative table of H. & D. and Scheiner ratings. Price £4 4 0

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD
IN

PERFECT

complete,

50/- ; set of parts, 37/6.

DAY and Gaslight, super models, latest improve¬
FLOOD and Spotlights, red lamps, D. & P.
V.P.

ments, 9-mm., 16-mm.,
or 3ix2i to P.C., 9/-.

apparatus,

etc. ;

ho me

or

Leica

to

or trade users ;

lists. — King & Harvey, Manufacturers,
speare Rd., N.16.

76,

i-pl.,

stamp,

Shake¬
[9813

ALTA Auto-focus Vertical Enlargers, i-pl. and

3i x 21 and
cost price.— Alton,

for Leica ; shop-soiled ; below
58, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [9824

REFLEX Magnifiers, and tan leather case, for
LEICA Accessories.— Elmar f/4.5 13.5-cm. focus
T.-P. 3i x 21 Reflex, 22/6. — Reeder,
St., Hedon Rd., Hull.

16, Raven
[9752

Distance Lens, ever-ready case, lens hood, 2 fil¬
ters ; cost £13/10 recently ; lot £8/8 ; lens only £7 ;
deposit system. — Carrell, Roehampton House, Roehampton, S.W.15.
[9795

SET (3) Wratten’s Tricolour Filters, 3-in. square,

best quality, holder complete ; what offers ?—
Scruton, 311, Hunslet Rd., Leeds.
[9823
"5 4")-PLATE Changing-box for N. & G. Folding
JL/^ Reflex, perfect order, £2. — Box 9601, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9842

All-Electric Exposure Meter

& J_/~ Projector, 21/- post paid.

45/- )/52/65/80/90/KODATOYS, Projectors accepted in part payment
ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

f/2.9
Trioanastigmat

lens, in D.A.
pur shutter.

the roll. 10/- per yard.

perfect,

High
[9812

cost £6. — 177,
condition, £3 ;
new
Wood Green, N.22.

ACCESSORIES

21 roll film. Self¬
opening,
hinged

St., W.l.

and

ENLARGERS!

f/2.9 lens

Takes 16 pictures
on standard 31 by

all these films are safety, unburnable, non-flam.
Illustrascreen Silver Screen Fabric, 48-in.
new

Rd.,

‘BALD AX’

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Illustra Enterprises,
FILMS, 9-mm., 16-mm., 28-mm. and 35-nun. ;
wide, cut from

‘This
IKONTA’
rollfilm new
camera,

Zeisslens
f/4.5
Tes¬
sar
in D.A.
Compur shutter

Trade .

brand

NEW

Fitted with Carl

Discriminating Buyers. — complete 9.5-mm.

/

0

The picture is
always in focus.
Price £17.

Outfit, owner changing 16-mm., Pathe Luxe
Motocamera, solid leather case, supplementary
lenses, practically new 250-volt 200-B Projector,
spare lamp, specially designed luxurious carryingcase, brand new Wondersign titler, Cinophot meter,
splicer, notcher, etc., 6 cassettes, quantity film,
textbooks ; all excellent condition ; worth over
£38 ; accept £28/10 ; stamp for details, but first
cheque secures ; deposit system. — Box 9608, c/o

U/_ Photo-electric Cells for talkies, Visatron ;

0

f/1.9

10

adjusts
the lens
to
the distance
of the object.

versal Motor, lens, spools, lamp,
47/6 ;
Collapsible Silver Screen, 5x4, 10/-; l/8th h.p.
Universal Motor, 100 volt, 10/-. — Halfie, 20.
Thurlestone Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27.
[9821

WJI

£21 10

. . . £31

8 exposures, or
16 exposures,

STANDARD Projector, metal carrying-case, Uni¬

159, Wardour

&

f/2.8 Tessar,

Dallmeyer

21 x 12, is fitted
with a range¬
finder which
automatically

condition, 65/- ; waterproof case ; stamp. —
48, Knatchbull Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [9792

Photographer.”

{lanterns

for 3i x 2{ film,

Model 627 ; cost £8/10 : will sacrifice, £4/4 ;
absolutely as new. — BCM/B920, London.
[9786

Amateur

Zeiss

SUPER

cost £5/10 ;
Eastbourne.
[9778

BARGAIN for Easter. — Weston Exposure Meter,
PATHE B Motocamera, f/3.5, cost £6/6 ; excellent

“ The

With

THE

Projector, once used, 37/6. — Miss Richards, 27,
Longston Avenue, Cullercoats.
[9776

W.,

Zeiss f/3.5
£18Tessar,
0 0

Dallon Anastigmat Tele¬
photo lens, 6-in.
focus0
£8 15

BARGAIN. — Midget Movie, combined Camera and
hardly used ; new last August :
accept £3/5 the two. — 2, Rotunda Rd.,
Hn

With

Super-six

10/6

etc. ;

ANCASTER

Takes full-size pictures
on V.P. film lfc x 2* in.,
focal-plane shutter,

With

Film,

Printing,

ENLARGER, i-pl., Aldis f/6, condenser 5H.n.,

0
0
0

‘ EXAKTA REFLEX
’ ROLL-FILM

I
Projector, German, perfect, 'capacity 400-ft.,
I v ) resistance, etc., hand-turn, £3. — H. M., 4,
Trouville Rd., S.W.4.
[9764
f) A A B Pathescope Projector, 230 volt, new,
£11, C03t £15 ; Home Movie Projector,
motor and super attachments, cost £13, bargain. £5,
perfect condition ; Nine Super Reels, still titles,
15/- each, titles on request ; Ensign Roll Film
Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis lens, list £10/15, bargain, £5. Box 9579, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9772

Panchromatic

100 ft. ; Developing,

A. E. BELL.— Cine-Nizo 9.5 and 16 mm. Cameras ;

springs to “infinity ” position on pressure
of a button. Magnifier over ground-glass
screen for ultra-sharp focussing. Simple
lever movement to change the film,
automatic exposure indicator. Size of
picture 3x4 cm. 16 on V.P. size film.

Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and
Modern
Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[9499

per

. new, second-hand ; exchanges, catalogue. — 45,
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801

The smallest reflex camera on the market ;
measures only 5 x 2i x 1^ in. The Pilot

Trade.

sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
lists free ;
Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

Super-speed

all 35 and 16 mm.
accessories. — Write: B.S.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[9739

ROLL-FILM
LOT*
E ‘PIREFLEX
TH

[Rd.,
[9854

]

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

only ;
57, Lancaster

TO SUIT AU REQUIREMENTS

WANTED.— D.D. Slides for No. 3 Kodak,

APPARATUS

Trade.

or larger ; state price and full particulars ;
deposit system. — Pollock. Southview, Airdrie. [9852
combination back. — Clift, 27. Hugh
Smethwick.

xm

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

THE

STREET,
SAFETY

& CO., Ltd.
STRAND,
THROUGH

W.C.2
OUR

Trade .

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A.
St., Islington, London,

Maskens & Sons,
N.l.

12a, Cross
[0083

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ;
Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[8378

CLUB

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCI¬

ETY, open to gentlemen only, have vacancies
for young and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per
annum ; fortnightly meetings ;
please apply —
T. B. Turner, 20, Longton Avenue, Withington,
Manchester.
[8226

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

29

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

“KORONA”
HOME PORTRAIT

NEWCASTLE

Haddington

The centre pillar can
be raised or lowered
without affecting the
spread of the legs.
The
tripod has a
tilting and rotating
top, enabling the user
to point the camera in
almost any direction
without moving the
tripod.

Minimum
Weight

K ALTON, Edinburgh.— A New Depot at 21,
K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON, Glasgow, 4094, Argyle St. Prices less
Prices

Orders

nUNItn

o

to

postage

Please

Callers

1 ;

call.

per

please

BELL

call.

PATHfiSCOPE
MIDAS,
etc.
Exchanges

return.

BRADY

call.

Estd.
1S55

height 60 in.
height 32 in.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight :
20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12X10 7/3, 36 sheets;. 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 4-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41x2} 3/6, 34x24 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

double-weight
5/- ; 12x10
2/- gross,

PRICE

vigorous, 1/1-pl.
7/3, 3/- dozen.

Leather

12-gross

1/6

This greatly improved Justophot is the best of all meters for
indoor use, it embodies all the well-known Justophot features,
viz : absolute accuracy, independence of tables or calculations ;
quick and decisive operation, the actual exposure measurement
takes less time than ever.

lots 20/-.

72 sheets,

2/6

gross;

44x2}

9/6

PAPER

and

Obtainable

quality,

all surfaces

; vigorous,

weight, 10x8, 36
4-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

sheets

1/1-pl.,

2/6;

^ QUICK

18x21, 9/- dozen;
11/- ; 6 exposures : 3ix4i,
pack3

5/3 ;

JZ ALTON

8/6.

Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen

i\
5/- ; 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/9 ;
4-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
I Z ALTON
Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2,700, in

LAST WEEK
of SALE

IY

31x21,

8-exposure,

| SPEEDY

10/- dozen.

K ALTON Chemicals, bottled ; Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
Metol,

1/4 ;

Hydrokinone,

lOd. ;

Pyro,

1/-.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
SEE OUR WINDOWS !
ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
Bargains in everything photographic at
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 54x34, 450 H. « L. ;
‘‘THE CAMERA EXCHANGE of the MIDi ANDS”
GALLOWAYS,
Photographic Chemists,
ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality ; i-pl., 3 dozen
CAMERAS - - <
and

Cardette,

superfine,

4-pl. 2/-. whole-plate

all grades,

3/-, 10x8

normal: 34 x24
4-pl. 5'- gross.

36

4/-, 12x10

2/-, 44x2}

2/6.

sheets,

i-pl.

( Opposite

SQUARE,

Q.P.O .)

chloro-bromide linen,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.

BIRMINGHAM.
Phone

: MID.

5070

first quality,

2/3, 500

and

sheets,

strips,

WANTED

2/-,

1/6,

100

17/6.

4LLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality Paper) ;

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGEgiving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX.
IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

34x21

finishers ;

2/6

trade

single

card

gross

;

quantity

rate

to

for samples.— Below.

ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

700 H. & D., 34x24 1/3, 4ix3i 1/9 dozen,
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

BE

WISE

IN

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

Photographer.”

7/3/84

‘The

Amateur

till Saturday.

March

31st.

7,3 34

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print..
Available till Saturday. March 31st.

3/-,

4-pl.

50

Amateur

Available

1 The

[0092
SYSTEM.

Amateur

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

‘ The

Amateur

7/3/34

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back
Available till Saturday, March

of print.
31st.

Photographer.”

PRINT

4/6; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/-; 4-pl., 4 dozen
11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

USED
Write,

30

singles

10/-, 1.000

36

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place,

ADVANCED
WORKERS’ COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.

5/-.

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; 4-pl-. 4 dozen 10/6.

VICTORIA

“The

VUE
offer the Highest Quality Materials at the
VI
lowest prices ; Plates, Papers, Postcards,
[0009
Mounts, etc. ;
catalogue free ;
established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

FINAL REDUCTIONS of ALL
CAMERAS, PROJECTORS,
SCREENS & ACCESSORIES.

SERVICE

ALL KINDS.
“NATTY
” FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING.
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS.
PORTRAIT
GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR, Regd.
FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

3}x2}, 9/-; 24x4i,
18/- ; 54x34, 21/-.

i-pl., 3 packs

POSTAL

ROLL FILM DEVELOPING.
VELOX PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL
BROMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS.
WOOD
FRAMES.

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :
K ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i, 3

LEICESTER.

dealer, or

3/- 100, 1/9 50.

3/6;

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 34x21, 4 dozen 5/-, hacked 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

through any photographic

DREM PRODUCTS LTD. Sh^SSiJS^S

gross.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy DoubleK ALTON Plates : 4-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcard,

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and
' 24, 6 exposures, 1 2, No. 116 (24 y 4J)
1/6, 4J * 31 1/3, 54 > 3J 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/0 4 dozen, 81 61 ; 2/6
dozen, 16 * dozen, 64 x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 16, 15 < 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-. 84 x 61 9d., 61 4$ 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

case 3/6

35/-

3/6 36 sheets ;

}-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 4-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

&

LTD.

2 9,
MOSLEY
STREET.
NEWCASTLE
- UPON
- TYNE

JUSTOPHOT

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
34x21

OSBORNE

Speciality.

THE NEW

K ALTON " Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 34x21 glossy,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, 1§ x 21, 1/6 gross;
MOTOR

a

MARTIN

Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white

7/3, 3/- dozen.

:

FOURPENCE

LEADING

&

to callers.

JZ ALTON

10x8

THE

CONTAX
& HOWELL
VICTOR

xY
and cream, velvet and matt, J-pl. 3/6 72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

LONDON, w.C 2

FRIDAY

of

ROLLEICORD

callers.

1 ; please

selection

LEICA

welcomed.

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross

EVERY

our

NEW AND SECOND-HAND CAMERAS,
CIN£ CAMERAS, PROJECTORS, ETC.

list.

dispatched

Wednesday,

LIIUITCD’C 37, Bedford Street, Strand.

OHNUO

for price

Walk.

1 p.m.

less postage

Send

£3:0:0
CAkino

Leith

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

4 lb.

PRICE

Place,

to 7 ; Wednesday,

and DISTRICT
PHOTOGRAPHERS

See

TRIPOD

Maximum

AMATEUR

Trade.

The “ Korona ” Home
Portrait Tripod, as
will be seen from the
illustration, has
a
centre pillar to which
the three legs are
connected.

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

THE

7,

CRITICISM

7/3/34

This Coupon to he affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

‘ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

COUPON

7/3/34

This Coupon to be affixed to each query.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

March

7,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

MANCHESTER & DISTRICT
AMATEUR

Trade.

LEIGA

ALLENS
for

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers-

CAMERAS
and Supplies
See Bargains inCameras
and Lenses columns
in this issue, also advert
in Enlargements col¬
umn, giving particulars
of our

SUPER DEVEL¬
OPING SERVICE
of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera users.

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

and

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern
cameras
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and
date purchased, with particulars also
of new apparatus required.

ALLENS
7 minutes

168,

OLDHAM

ROAD.

MANCHb
from

Piccadilly

IMPORTANT

(22 or 23

STER,

4.

Car).

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

Edwin

Gorse,

Mather
Photo

79, New

86, Accrington

W.

Road,

15, Percy

H. Tomkinson,

G. & P. A. Wilman,

(See displayed

LENS SHADE
9

prices ; money-saving lists free. — Kimber’s, 61,
Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9767

each up to

ENLARGEMENTS

1 /O

DOZEN,

9d.

6,

6d.

in this issue.)

3,

2d.

vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017
JOSTCARD
assorted

Enlargements, 1/3 dozen,
2d. each.- — Below.

Plasmat,
sec.

Mini-Fex Camera, f/3.5 Meyer, Compur
As new.
List £8 17s .

FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 81x61

I
2/-I

equip your camera to take them
bright light can often strike direct
especially when reflected by sea or
Prevent this — fit a C.E.W. Lens
stantly detachable.

?
Besides,
into the lens,
other water.
Shade. In-

I

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Peter¬
[4423

ft 7. BOUTOfM
&fcADSHA\V6AT£
LAMC& °*

ty
/_ PER
40/- per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on
Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

THE AMATEUR WHO HAS DECIDED
TO EXPERIENCE THE HIGHER
JOYS OF MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
BY BUYING A LEICA, A CONTAX,
OR A SIMILAR INSTRUMENT, IS
INVITED TO WRITE TO A FELLOW
ENTHUSIAST, R. G. LEWIS, OF

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

automatic
Very

focussing,

latest model. As
£27 17 6

Camera-Projector,

f/2.5 Cooke.

List £7 7s.
£4 19 6
8x12 cm. Ica Press, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
sec., f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 2 slides (clip fitting), F.P. adapter and
case .
£6 18 6
Model C Kodascope, electric motor drive, spare reel and flex,
etc. As new. List £18 18s .
£7 17 6
Coronet Cine Cameras, f/3.9 anastigmat,
box and instructions. List £3 5s .

new.

latest

Trade.

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
undertake repairs to all makes
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ;

9 a.m.

to 7 p.m.

(Monday

to Saturday)

USE

OLD

CAMERA.

PRACTOS
Exposure Meiers — Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cine.
The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.

of cameras,
instruments

insured whilst on premises : Dealers’ and
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l
Gamages). Holborn 3126.

Press
(near
[0062

Scientifically designed, and
are infallible. Film speeds
are marked in both H.
Scheiner values.

View-finder

TUITION.

BOOKS,

etc.

|

Trade.

GRAMOPHONE

Telephone : VICTORIA 2977.
MINUTE FROM VICTORIA STATION.

(OR HER)

REPAIRERS

CO.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.1

5, SOUTHBURY ROAD, ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX, WHO WILL OFFER
THE HIGHEST OBTAINABLE PART
EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE ON HIS

Contax Film 1/-, 3X4 cm. 6d., developing in
fine-grain developer ; Leica and Contax Cassettes
refilled with 36-exp. Agfa Superpan, 2/6 ; Enlarge¬
ments : i-pl. 2d., J-pl. 4d., whole-plate 8d. ; send
negative and lid. stamp for list and sample
enlargement. — George Childe, Photo- Chemist, 228,
Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[9759

models with
£1 17 6

CAMERA

West,
[9592
[0057

MINIATURE Camera Specialist. — Leica and

shutter, latest model.
£5 19 6

As

Rd.

AMATEUR Photographers interested in selling
their

photographs

should

write

immediately

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

the results
up to 5,500
& D. and

picture in Sky-Blue

Model II,
in leather
pouch
Filter
in Model
II. ' 25/Model I without Filter) ditto

GARNER & JONES
Polebrook
Square,

for free prospectus ;
no
obligation. — World’s
Photographic Academy,
5, Shannon
Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[9617
OUR

I

There are many striking effects and
state size
j mg composi¬
tions only possible against the light. Why not

SPECIALISTS (2Jx3i) printed and developed,

Leica Model I, f/3.5 Elmar, late model with depth-of-focus
scale, focal-plane shutter. Special snip .
£8 15 0
31 x 2£ Kodak Nagel, f/4.5 Nagel anastigmat, new Compur,
double extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £12
£4 15 0
Pathescope Home Movie Projector, complete with case and
mat, etc. List £6 15s .
£3 15 0
Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with resistance for any
voltage, and 2 Path6 films. List £3 2s .
£1 19 6

:

; When order j of front of
Lens mount.

Reg. No. 778562.

6 for 9d. ;

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 81x61 10d.,
10x8
1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1;
mounted
A.B. or P.S., 81x61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

3} x 2\ Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur stmtter,
double extension, plate back. As new. List £16 10s. £8 17 6
Vest Pocket Piccolette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter. Cost
£U .
£3 15 0

of Business

I

1. — Postcards

1/3 post free. — Edwards, 119, Old
Gravesend.

3} x 2} Kodak Special, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Compur
shutter. As brand new. List £13 .
£3 18 6

Hours

1

2/6

each.
i£ in.

Trade .

£-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.8 Celor, 3 double slides
and case. Perfect order and condition .
£5 19 6
Bolex D.A. 9.5 and 16 mm. Projector, latest model. As new.
List £36 .
£26 18 6

ONE

1

from small film or plate, retouching and

Stoke-on-Trent.

Bradford.

advertisement

AND

I

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Street, Liverpool.

32, Westgate,

III, f/1.5 Meyer

THE

l

i£ in., over

Trade.

A/ O

*

1

Manchester.

Street, Hanley,

81, Dale

slow-speed shutter, 1 to l/500th
new. List £44 18s .

Midas

PATTERN.

ROLL Films, Plates, Papers, Postcards ; keenest

Alley, Sheffield.

BARGAINS
Model

IMPROVED

PRICES

Roil Films and one print each to 3£x2} 1/- ;
4ix3J 1/3, 5ix3J 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Leica

NEW

normal; all surfaces: 3ix2£, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4£x2| and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross; J-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

J. Templeman,

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
ous and normal ; a" surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

Street, Birmingham.

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

quantity, glossy or Art surface. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,

xv

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

see

ADVERTISEMENTS

House,
London,

W.l

RISK.

31

March

THE

| PHOTOGRAPHS

AMATEUR

WANTEdT]

Trade.

AMATEUR Photographers can cover their expenses

by selling their photographs to Italian news¬
papers. — Box
9592, c/o “ The Amateur
Photo¬
grapher.”
[9799
J)RESS

Photography

Cash Prizes for Cat Photographs
3 guineas, 2 guineas, and

CUmus use-

1 guinea

FOR BEST PHOTOGRAPHS
OF CATS.
Two Sections : Amateur and Professional.
No Entrance Fee.
Sand stamped addressed envelope for full particulars from

Secretary, “ OUR

Competition.

4 & 5, Adam

CATS”

PUBLISHING

Co., Ltd.

Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2

IP ACH month during 1934, the Co-operative' WholeJ

sale

Society

will

offer

a

Prize

of

Two

Guineas

and Three Prizes of One Guinea each, for the
best photographs submitted during each month, by
competent photographers, dealing with the activities
of the C.W.S.
In addition to the prizes payment
will be made for all photographs published. Par¬
ticulars of the competition can be obtained from —
The General Editor, C.W.S. Publicity Department,
Balloon St., Manchester.
[9800

and be satisfied.
BOOKS

ON PHOTOGRAPHY

Sold

jxCC

Write for complete list to Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E. 1.

*

St&Cton&iS

good

PATENTS

EXAKTA

Trade.

BRITISH Patent No. 287717, Photographing and
Developing

7, 1034

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

The ONLY

Apparatus.

THE Proprietor of the above British Patent is

SMALL

TELEPHOTO

REFLEX

desirous of arranging by way of licence or
otherwise on favourable terms, for the working
of this invention on a commercial scale in this

ROLL
FILM, FOCAL
PLANE.
Full-size V.P. pictures. Shutter speeded

country ;
for particulars write to — Stanley,
Popplewell & Francis, Chartered Patent Agents,
Jessel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2.
[97c7

Exakta

to

1/1,000.

Anas, f/3.5 . . £14:0:0

Te.sar

..

f/3.5 .. £18:0:0

.. 1/2-8 £21:10:0

Dallmeyer

Super Six f/1 .9 £

3 1 : 1 0 :0

Extra :

RETOUCHING

5

‘Dallon ' Tele-Anas. 6-in. 1/5.6 . . £8:15:0
Solid Leather Cases .
£1:0:0

Trade.

5

RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from : 4-pl.

“ Ihagee

GARNER

bust, 8d. ;
-

half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; J-pl. head, 5d. ;
cash and
postagewith order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St.,
Canterbury.
[5338

Wide

range

of Catalogues

SPOT

Polebrook

post free anywhere.

Cameras

CASH

m
c

Metrcphot Photo-electric Meter, for still and cine

and

Cine, Binoculars,

Telescopes,

Barometers,

Case.

FOR

Leica Model lf f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, CC.1

Tessar, F.P. adapter.

£6:15:0
£8:15:0

Good condition

. .

Kodascope C, i-in. lens and

resistance. Good condition.

Cost £18 18s.

Ensign Carbine No. 6, 4-in. Aldis f/4.5, also

9-in. Dallon Telephoto f/6.5, Corapur, plate back, and
3 slides. Good condition. Cost
£18. . . . £9:15:0

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 75 Camera,
f/3.5 lens, case.

3x4

As

new.

Cost £35. .

4fx3f

/Is new.

List £21

C.fl.A

HO«U»U

£16:10:0

T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, 62-in. Cooke f/2.5,

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case.
new. List £35 .

As

6x6 Latest Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3. 8
Tessar.

M

cm. Pilot Folding Roll Film Reflex, f/2.8 Zeiss

Tessar, Compur.

Good

condition.

List £22 10s.

£1 '7,1 C.A
Ill .lw.U

C4
XII

C.A
.13."

16-mm. Kodascope A, suitable for Kodacolor, geared

rewind, 200-watt lamp, supplementary
resistance. Good condition. Cost £80

28 OLD

POQ.1
h n
XXU.1U.U

BOND

London,

ST.

W.l

9x12

cm. and j-pl. Etui, double extension, T3.5-C111.
Zeiss Tessar.
f/4.5, delayed Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
Rollex roll-film holder.
.
As new..
£10:17:6
3£ x 21
Compur,
adapter.

Certotrop Hand,
Xenar f/2.9, 3
A s netc .

double

extension, delayed

slides, F.P.

r-JA.IT.4?
X1U.1I.L/

2 1 x ,1 scase.
Exakta Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/2.8
Tessar
As brand new. List £17:
10:0

4J x3i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, 6£-in. Cooke, f/3.5,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case, T.-P. magazine
Zi
for 12 plates and roll-film holder in canvas jCOI e*0*0
ss
case. As new. List £33 10s .
T

LTD.

Square,

sec., T. and

281 OXFORD

Ex

as

ce

ti

gm

at

B.

Good

.

co

ll

nd

en

t

W.l

condi- £1:15:0

"THE

£

1

st

io

:

1

9

n.

:

AMATEUR

f/4.5*,£t.L£t.\w
CQ.fLft

.
3x4 slides.
cm. Baby
Ikonta 520/181,
Good condition
D.D.

anastigmat, case. Almost new .
4Jx3i Double Extension Hand, 13.5-cm. Xenar f/4.5,
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather CA.A.f)
case. Good condition .
4fx3J Ensign No. 12 Carbine,
Compur, frame finder. /Is new.

Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
Cost £4,1 7.£

”

WHEN

£4:1
9:6
W
I'l.ll.
Reflex, AldisCooke f/4.5,
CC.IO.fi

PARADE

END,

London, N.8

Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cin£ Cameras and
Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern J Microscopes

for cash.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston.— 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Catlord. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford.— 142, St. Albans Rd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

6

CO.O.A

*A«.A..U
soiled only. List £2 15s .
4fcx3i Triple Extension Hand, reversing back, rise
and swing front, wide-angle rack, 6 speeds, 1 to i/iooth
sec., T. and B., Aldis f/6 also Aldis Duo attachment,
graduated filter in mount, 3 book-form £0,1 O.C

17 TOPSFIELD

D*iQ ITCH

285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.n.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
MENTION

Li

it

Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 lens. Shop-

CROUCH

DC?LL^N
PLEASE

ST.

Leica Cameras and
Projectors, Prism
bought

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
35, Brompton Rd.. S.W.3.
I2r, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

an

ess
a
4.5x6 cm. Meyer Special Reflex, 3I-U1. Plasmat
Co f/1.5, r f/6Butcher f/4-5. Good condition. . .
.3,3Jx2i
.
1 2s. 6dEnsign
£9
on
lens hood, filter, 3 slides, also 3 book-form D.D. rslides,
Focal-plane Roll Film
in
et
F.P. adapter, leather case. Splendid £4Q#1A#n
Ci
Ibs
ne
o
r
Ca 31x2i sAuto. Graflex Junior Reflex,
condition. List over £90 .
*>*xO«Av*U
hut
mF.P.
er
adapter,
ter leather case. Good
a,
condition
,1
mo .
to
to
r
dri
v
London, W.l
e,
f/3
.9
Fourteen doors We3t of Circus. WEST BOUND BUSES STOP HERE.

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

32

Golden

Please state requirements.

i/iootb

£6:10:0

3ix2J

House,

As new.

5x4 Auto. Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 B. & L.
16-mm.

Model.

JONES,

MODERN MICROSCOPES and
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

leather case. Fair condition .
lU.l
f »U
List £5 5s. £3:3
m
3f x 2\ Series III Kodak, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
:0 m
leather case. As new. Cost
£11 7s. 6d. £8:17:6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak B, f/3.5 lens, por¬
trait attachment. Good condition. Cost £25

cameras.

etc.

” Exclusive

&

I S^?N
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham.— 1 14, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

1750
ESTD.

March

7,

THE

1934

THE

ONLY

PICTURE

CAN’T TAKE

LEICA

A

CAMERA
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FREE
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Send

2d.

stamp

ADVERTISEMENTS

“ ROLLEICORD 99

The Camera Sensation of 1934
MADE BY THE MAKERS
OF THE FAMOUS

6
—

“ ROLLEIFLEX

”

—

Has

numerous

in common

with

flex — one-lever
parallax

special

features

the famous
Com

pur

compensation,

Rolleishutter,

patent

film

—
guide, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.
9

A “SPELL”

1 HitxlVIo

C

vour goods.
stalments.

!

WAllACE HEATON

for

rTI7,01V/f

OF

GOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY

guaranteed bargains!
Pay bala

>»y 8 more monthly

119 NEW

BOND

ST

BARGAIN OFFERS of
PLATE CAMERAS!

SPECIAL REDICED
LINES FOR CASH !

Shop-soiled
Stocktaking ‘Specials’
Eight 3i x 2i Roll Film and Plate Zodel Cameras, f/4.5

Get Yours from Berkeley Street !

Zodellar anastigmat lens, D.A. Compur shutter, double
extension, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £10 10s.

1 Model K Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat
capacity. Cost £31 10s .

—

0

L-E-l-C-A
FOR

range of very latest
cameras and many

postage and choose at
your leisure from our
wonderful stock.

NEW

3

COMI
NG!
. . . we hold the best

. . . in about 3 weeks’
time you’ll wish you
had a camera — why
not buy it now ?

YOU

WITH

PHOTOGRAPHER

EASTER’S

INVISIBLE
MAN !
THE

AMATEUR

£7 17 6
Thirty-seven 3£ x 21 Zodel Junior Plate Cameras, f/6.3
anastigmat lens, 3-speed Vario shutter, double extension,
cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £2 17s. Od. £1 17 6
Thirty-five i-pl. Zodel Junior Cameras, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, 3-speed Vario shutter, double extension, cross and
rising front, 2 finders. Cost £3 3s .
£2 2 0
Fourteen 31 x 21 Zodel de Luxe Plate Cameras, metal
body, f/3.8 Zodellar anastigmat lens, D.A. Compur shutter,
double extension, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost
£9 9s .
£6 17 6
One 31 21 Zodel de Luxe Plate Camera, metal body,
f/3.8 Zodellar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, not D.A.,
double extension, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost
£8 8s .
£5 5 0

era

,

Ros

s

Xpr

f/4

.5

es

len

lea

s,

cas

the

e.

r

Cos

t

lens, 100-ff .
£25 0 0

£19

10s
£14 . 0

0

15s. Od.
Cost

£8 8s .

shutter.

2

31

Cost

£3 3s .

Mu

sti

len

The

above

gma

s,

lc

hr

sh

Cos

ut

t

te

£5 12

6

£1 19

6

£5 12

6

17

6

£3

£5 15s .

x 2
t
o
r.
1 E
butnsiperfectly
good .
Half-Price
gn
Aut
o-S
condition, at pprices
to clear .
From 5s. Od.
Gir
eed
l G
Foc
uid
al4
e
pla an
sli Ves fi
ad
to be cl
Se
£5 5 0
Nine monthly payments of 24/6.
ne d trip
5 6-16
ap
nd
ea
t Plmd
o
te
Rol
re
Ko us eyso,
la
ioncqkpac
Eighteen J— pi. Regular Zodel Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar
rs
l F ds,
d.
da
u
e
k
u
t
r
k
P
ilm
iri K
anastigmat lens, Gammax shutter, double extension, cross
,
oc
Patent “ x
Rolleicord ” Carrying-case
eso.da
ke
f/4
C
am¬
£1 extra.
t
Shop-soiled.
Costk £2 10s .
£1 1 0
.
and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £5 .
£3 9 6
Ko 5 an
and
as Types Exposure
Twenty-two i-pl. Regular Zodel Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar
12 da
Various
Meters to lie cleared
at
cas
ti
k,
Half-Price
e.
anastigmat lens, Ilex shutter, double extension, cross and 6 6
f/6 gmat
Cos
20
.3
len
t
rising front, 2 finders. Cost £5 7s. fid .
£3 15 6
Ko
s,
an
£
1
da
a
spe
st
k,
Is.
3|
ede
ig
Sixteen i-pl. Regular Zodel Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar ana¬
x 2
f/4
ma
d
.5
]
t
stigmat lens, old-type Compur shutter, double extension,
5s. 6d.
shu
1
15s.
Od.
En £1 7s.
afid
len
na .
tte
si
cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £6 6s .
£4 4 80
s,
st
r
gn
ig
Ne
K
ma
ud
Rol
w
Eighteen i-pl. Regular Zodel Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar ana¬
t
e
Rol
l
sm F ob
1
t 3 ti
Cx
£2 16s .. £
0
os
9
l F fyin
stigmat lens, new-type Compur shutter, not D.A., double
1
al il je lens.5. o
m
.
t
5
es
l m ct
ilm g
extension, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £6 17s. 6d. Soli
Cos
Ca s £6 16s.
.
s, used. Cost
d L
Not
fid.
. .
£4 4 0
t
me
£4 17 6
Pla
ea
£7
ra
tes
th
,
1
er
7
,
f/4
s.
Fil
Thirteen
i-pl. Regular Zodel Cameras, f/3.8 Zodellar ana¬
Cf/4.5
.5 3 D.D.
fid. slides. F.P. adapter.
2
ase
anastigmat
lens,
m
stigmat
lens, D.A. Compur shutter, 2 finders, double Smal
Fn
s
Pac
sa
l
Cost., a£30.
Barely
£14 14 0
ks, soiled .
ll
r
Qu
extension, cross and rising front. Cost £7 17s. fid.
sh
an
ana
jus
ap
ti
¬
t
es
ty
£5 17
11 6
ti
an
of
me
Seven 3£ x 2£ Zodel Zeiss Cameras, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar Jens,D
d
-e
Ca
ist
s
x
me
iz
pi
D.A. Compur shutter, double extension, cross and rising
es
re
ra
Me
.
d,
te
front, de luxe finish, 2 finders. Cost £12 12s.. £9 9 0
Su
Mo
r,
nd
st
13
wi
ri
ly
th
es
Five 31 2J Zodel Junior Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar ana¬
n
L
l
a
e
e
stigmat lens, D.A. Pronto shutter, double extension, cross ic
eat
nd
w
a
h
A
er
cc
Me
and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £4 17s. fid .
£3 112
6
4
es
cas
ta
so
Le
e,
l
ri
Five 31 x 21 Zodel Special Cameras, f/3.8 Zodellar ana¬
it
Sp
for
es
oo
stigmat lens, D.A. Compur shutter, double extension, 15 cross z Ra
:
ac
l
ng
cu
Re 6
B
and
rising
front,
2
finders.
Cost
£8
8s
.
£6
17
ra
eox
Nine monthly payments of 35/- or 30/4.
pr
te
f
e
in
s.
fo
One i-pl. Zodel Zeiss Camera, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens D.A. odu
d
c
er
Ha
us
ct
Compur shutter, double extension, cross and rising front,
si
.U
rd
io
ng
se
lv
2 finders. Cost £12 12s .
£9 9
3. 0
nO
.
fu
The camera for excellent
5ut
us
l
fi
ed
wi
Four 9 x 12 Zodel Two-shutter Cameras, focal-plane andcm.
tf
all-the-year-round photo¬
th
.
f/
or
Co
3.
Ibsor shutter, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat lens, double exten¬
an
graphy. Greatly improved,
s
5
t
The Lefamousy c phoWi
sion, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost £15 £9 17 6 cm.
8s.
with range of slow speeds.
am
de tronicica,light-cell
Cu
er
-ameter. Smaller,
One i-pl. Zodel Sport Camera, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat
co
Get a Leica and get all the
rt
a.
ng
py
-B
le
lens, focal-plane shutter, double extension, cross and rising
in
Co
enjoyment that spring
en
L
s
g
lz
en
t
front, 2 finders. Cost £15 15s .
£12 17 6
or
photography can give. It
ilighter
s, and more
nF
efficient.
Two 31 x 21 Zodel Two-shut, ter Cameras, f/4.5 Zodellar
ol
f For allmag
takes 36 exposures at a
di ” or or
“ still
find ni¬
Mo
ng
anastigmat lens, focal-plane and D.A. Compur shutters,
loading and every negative
de
Re
double
extension,
cross
and
rising
front,
2
finders.
Cost
l
f
makes a splendid enlarge¬
I
cameras. lex
£17 17s .
£12 12 0
ment.
Le
,Z
ic
ei
a.
ss
One 9 x 12 Zodel Two-shutter Camera, f/4.5 Zodellar
Te
With f/2 Summer
lens
ss
anastigmat lens, focal-plane and D.A. Compur shutters,
ar
double extension, cross and rising front, 2 finders. Cost
£19 19s .
£12 17 6
Or 9 monthly pay¬
One 9 x 12 Zodel Two-shutter Camera, f/3.5 Xenar ana¬
ments of 25 8.
stigmat lens, Compound shutter, double extension, cross and
Nine monthly payments
of 72 9.
rising front, 2 finders. Cost £19 19s .
£12 17 6

10 Gns.

FIRST

One 31 x 2 \ Zodel de Luxe Plate Camera, metal body,
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, D.A., cross and
rising front, double extension, 2 tinders. Cost £8 8s.

3

AT WALLACE HEATON’S

SUMMAR
LENS
in SUNK MOUNT
NOW

IN

STOCK!

IN COLLAPSIBLE MOUNT
IN RIGID MOUNT
-

items

are

new

except

for the fact of them being shopsoiled or discontinued items.

- £15:10:0
- £13 : 0 : 0

The LATEST

WESTON

617

LEICA
MODEL III

2

£11 : 0 : 0

£31 : 3 : 0

Approval

to post-buyers

against full cash deposit.

119 NEW BOND ST., W.1
-

PHONES:

MAYFAIR

0924-5-6-7. -

47 BERKELEY ST.
PICCADILLY, W.1

-

. . and you do BEST

TELEPHONE

: GROS.

2691.
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Pictures out of old Scenes.

ILFORD
Made in England by:
ILFORD LIMITED
ILFORD, LONDON

Hypersensitive

PANCHROMATIC
H & D 2,500 to daylight.

Photograph taken on Ilford

PLATES

H & D 8,000 to Half Watt

Hypersensitive Panchromatic
Plate. Exposure, 2 secs, at

Lighting.

E
Primed

ror tue Publishers, Tliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

f/5'6.

®
ur
te
ma
/I
OTOGRAPHER
6i

The

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

Vol. LXXVII.

for Everybody

with

a Cameras

Wednesday, March 14th, 1934.

No. 2366.

of unusual interest is the simplest
thing possible with the amazing efficiency of this ingenious little camera. Everything is automaticspeed and aperture adjustments can be made with the camera in the ready position, while you are
getting dead-accurate focus with the magnifier. Parallax compensation guarantees the pictures on
the film being exactly what you see on the ground-glass screen. Invest in a Rolleiflex now¬
it opens an entirely new field of photography for you.

SEE

THE
Or

ROLLEIFLEX
write for

beautifully

illustrated

SOLE
Zeiss Tessar

£20

3 0:0

Zeiss Tessar £22

3 10:0

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper

R. F. HUNTER,

Tel.: HOLB.

AT
Brochure,

YOUR
post free from

the

Ltd.,“Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s Inn Rd.

7311/2.

for transmission in the U.K.
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NEW

KODAK RANGE
FOR 1934
SIX-20

"BROWNIE”

SIX-20

ALL

BRITISH

MADE

JUNIOR

“BROWNIE”

JUNIOR

A still simpler “Brownie” at a still lower
price. Takes the slim all-metal 620 spool
— the smallest 3j x 2j- in. box-type camera
made. ‘Snapshot’ and ‘Time’ actions
All - metal body. Special big finders,

AT

THE

KODAK

HARROW

slightly frosted, for easy ‘sighting.’

8'6

SIX-20 “BROWNIE”

FACTORY

(3jx2}in.)

Most original “Brownie” devised. Takes
Landscapes,
Groups
‘Close-Ups’
at the
touch
of a lever
; no and
separate
attachments.
Three stops, marked with appropriate
lighting conditions. New-style loading;
no loose back; no separate roll-holder;
winding key does not need withdrawing.
Large, brilliant finders. Camera is extra
small ; has brilliant stainless metal finish.

#
KODAK LIMITED • KODAK HOUSE
KINGS WAY
■ LONDON
• W.C.2
SIX-20

"BROWNIE"

SIX-16

“KODAK”

I7'6

JUNIOR

The smallest 4} x 2| in. “Kodak” ever
made. Costs only half-a-crown more
for a 50% bigger picture. Swift, onemotion opening and closing device.
Lenses : ‘Twindar’ (two-position focus¬
sing) and Kodak Anastigmat /6.3
(focussing 5 ft. to ‘infinity’). From

£2.7.6

SIX-16

“KODAK”

High-grade
in. anastigmats
“Kodak.”
Choice of fast 4j
/6.3x or 2i/4.5
and high-precision shutters. Front
shoots open at touch of button. Direct
Vision and Reflecting viewfinders.
Spool holders swivel up for easier load¬
ing. Safety cover on red window to
take care of Kodak Super Sensitive
Panchromatic Film. From

£3 . 17 . 6
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GAMAGES

GRANVILLE*

OUTSTAN
DING
VALUES
IN CAMERAS OF ALL KINDS

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.

CORONET
9.5-mm.CINE
CAMERAS
AT BIG
REDUCTION

OUR

SYSTEM

OF

FIRST

MATERIAL.

OUR

New

37/6

The NEW
ROLLEICORD
The Rolleicord is a new minor reflex camera, made
by the world-famous makers of the Rolleiflex,
Messrs. Franke and Heidecke. Features include :

FI 4.5 Zeiss Triotar “ taking lens " and brilliant
Heidoscop anastigmat “ viewing lens."

Special one-lever Compur shutter for loading
and releasing in one movement.
] 1300th second.

★

Highest

the new

allowance

GAMAGES,
PLEASE

to

The Price — 1 O Gns

and

present

6-16

camera'in

and

exchange

HOLBORN,

LONDON,
8484.

MENTION

“ THE

5
"§

.l/10
6ix4|
..3/9
4ix3i.

20
1 115

AMATEUR

All grades.
50
1/9

EQUIPPED

AND

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

FILMS
CUT
H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
. 2/3 „
3ix2i
41x31
.
„
. 3/6
1/6 doz.
. 4/6 .,
51x31
6ix4J

100
31-

SEMITONE

1/.

21-

3/6

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

FLASHPOWDER,

1/9 3 oz„ to make
1/9, to make

1 oz. tin 2/10.

1/6 Jar.

in twenty

DE

one

75 oz.
gallon.

2 oz. 4/3.

4 oz. 7/-.

SEPIA

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.

Single or Doubleweight.

grades.

SEMITONE

6
Shts.
—
—
—
—
—
8d.
9d.
lOd.
1/3
lid.
2/9

(Chloro-Bromide)
72
12
36
Shts.
—
1/1
Shts. 8d.
Shts.
5d.
lid. 1/8
6d.
2/4
1/4
7d.
2/6
1/5
9d.
3/5
2/9
1/11
5/5
1/1
2/11
1/5
2/3
7/4
4/6
3/10
1/7
18/5
12/4
6/6
14/5
3/5
9/9 27/7
8/6
49/1
5/1

Shts.
144
1/11
4/2
4/6
10/3
6/2
16/2
23/5
14/52/6
3193/6

25/10
1/10 9/1
4/10
1135/6/3 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata. 9/-

5/6 per
Other sizes
Pro Roll.
Rata.
42/No extra charge for doubleweight.
80/-

5/T TST
_

FREE

SAMPLES
POSTAGE
LONDON
— —
—

the marvellous

Telephone

: Holborn

5ix3i..2/10

• — is low considering the

Kodaks

OF

FRESH

INCLUDING
PRICESABOVE.
OTHER
NOT
MENTIONED

AND

PAPERS
PAID

ON

ALL

CARDS

MATERIALS

FREE.

ORDERS.

exactly on

Rolleicord has features found on cameras
costing £20 and upwards. Gamages offer the
easiest of easy payment terms, too.

6-20

for your

Speeds

Compensation of parallax. What is shown on
the ground-glass screen appears
the film.

Call and inspect
Ensign Midget.

5

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
144
6
12 36 72
Shts.
Shts. Shts.
Size.
Shts
—
—
7d. Shts. 1/9
31x21
21
x 11
—
5d. lid. 2/3
1/7 2/9
6d.
41x21
—
Sd. 1/1
3/7
41x31
—
1/4
2/5
—
51x31
1/8 2/11 5/4
6ix4J
7d. lid.
4/4 7/9
8d.
9d. 1/3
7d.
7 x 5
3'10 4/8 8/9
3/4 2181x61
2/6 10/6
8 x6
7/4
1/5
lOd.
6/4 13/11
5/6 15/9
1/1
11- 12/10x8
4/1/7
12x10
4/3
12/5
2/11
1/11
22/1
2/4 4/6
15x12
23/8 20/8/4
20 x 16
7/9
45/30/10 ft. x 25 in. 11-

Price

★

IS

GRANVILLE

vision view-finders. Front lens focussing.
Two
tripod bushes.
Beautifully made
throughout.
The world’s lowest price
for a new camera with
f/4.5 lens.

★

3ix 2i . . 1/3

Supplied

21x3J Roll Film.
Self-erecting, Vario
shutter, l/25th, l/50th, f/lOOth sec.,
T. and B. Hinged back, film flattening
device. Reversible brilliant and direct-

★

FACTORY

YOU

ALWAYS

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

MOUNTANT,

‘BALDA’ CAMERAS
with Prima F/4.5
Anastigmat Lens
BRAND
NEW

★

AND

POSTCARDS

50, 100, 250, 425. 650.
doz. doz.

This is an opportunity for everybody to enter the realm of
movie-making for an initial outlay that is less than the price of
a good “ still ” camera.
These Coronet Cing Cameras
are
brand new and fitted with f/3.9 anastigmat lens. Powerful,
smooth-running
motor. Film footage indi¬
cator. Brilliant built-in view-finder. Easy
loading. Neat and compact and easily carried.
List price 65/-. Gamages Special Offer Price
Leather case to take camera and two chargers, 7/6.

★

ASSURES

QUALITY

ORGANISED
TO
QUICKLY
MAKE
ANY
GRADE
OR
SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY
of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

List Price 65/-

Gamages

MANUFACTURE

GUARANTEED

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D

Brand

u

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

GRANVILLE

for another .

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

G ULLI MAN
P.O.

E.C.1

PHOTOGRAPHER”

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

BOX
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WITH

& Co . , Ltd .
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BUY A “STILL” OR CINE CAMERA NOW
‘THE
ROLLEICORD
’
BIG CAMERA
SENSATION
Has

numerous

OF 1934

features

in common

with

Nine monthly

payments

of 24/6.

with

than

a pocket

f/6.3 anas-

ET

tigmat .

THE

\#

/ ™

load¬
With

LIME

LONDON

Phone:

Phone:

CITY

1124

E.C.2

WITH F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT LENS

Cine-Kodak,

f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
£4 13 9

f/3.5 anastigmat

Pathe Double-claw Projector,
In new condition .

complete
£4

with
7 6

V.P. Nettel Focal-plane, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self¬
capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., 12 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£12 17 6
V.P. Piccolette de Luxe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., radial focussing £4 19 6

This British-made 16-mm. Camera
incorporates all the features which
will enable even the beginner to obtain
splendid movies without any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished. With
.clockwork motor, three speeds and
hand crank, direct finder. Complete
in leather case.

2j 31 Tropical Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastig¬
mat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250tb sec., radial focussing, plate
back, G slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 17 6
21 x 31 Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V.
finder .
£6 17 6
Latest 520 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., D.V. finder and leather case.
As new .
£7 17 6

N
of 31/10.

1-pl. No. 3 Kodak Special Roll Film, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer
focussing, leather case. As new .
£3 19 6
Aptus White-you-wait Camera, complete with tripod, case
and developing tank .
£3 3 0

fine Miniature
Camera !

1-pl. Ross Keros, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
lens, double extension, revolving back,
leather case .

and Dodo Telephoto
screen, 3 D.D. slides,
£7 17 6

i-pl. Agfa Isolar, f/4.5 Solinar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th sec., double extension, rising front, screen and
3 slides .
£4 12 6

3X4 cm. ‘PICCOCHIC’
A V.P. camera taking 1G pictures on 127
roll film, metal body, leather covered,
leather carrying handle, nickelled fittings,
automatically springing to infinity by one
touch of a button, hinged back, f/2.9
Vidonar anastigmat, with focussing

5

adjustment to 3 ft., Compur sector shut¬
ter, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., reindeer
skin purse case.

DAYS

Institute of
Appointed
Associate an
of the

13/9

or £5 : 17 : 6 cash-

BB

lens, super
£8 5 0
lens, motor
. £6 17 6
anastigmat
£10 17 6
lens, motor
£3 17 6

9.5-mm. Pathe Single-claw Projector, complete with resis¬
tance .
£2 18 9
3x4 cm. Wirgin, f/2.9 Radionar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., D.V. finder .
£5 10 0
31 x 2\ T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastigmat
lens, self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back, screen and 6 slides .
£6 18 6
3* 2A Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new .
£10 2 6
Voigtlander Brilliant Camera, f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., automatic film changing
£5 17 6

The NEW ENSIGN
‘AUTOKINECAM’

“THE

payments

54

9.5-mm.
resistance.

10 GnS N*ne monthly payments

MENTION

monthly

LONDON

lens, motor drive
£8 17 6
9.5-mm. Cine-Nizo, f/3.5 Meyer anastigmat, 2 speeds, hand
crank, motor drive and case .
£7 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive, motor rewind,
complete with adjustable resistance and case.... £11 17 6
Model 617 Weston Photometer, complete in case. Originally
cost £20 .
£6 17 6

With direct view-finder, film counter,
lens hood, safety starting lever. A
high-class instrument with f/3.5
anastigmat.

PLEASE

miniature camera.
to get real life in

59 CHEAPSIDE

Model

‘LUX
H £CAME
P AT
RAE’
MOTO

8 similar payments,

most up-to-date
The instrument

the

£33 : 13 :0

16-mm. Victor Camera, turret front model, 1-in. f/3.5,
2-in. f/3.5 and 3-in. f/3.5 lenses, hand crank, 3 speeds, complete
in case. As new .
£43 10 0

of 14/0.
Nine monthly
payments

*

£13:0:0

MON.

of 78/6.

ST
0180

E.C.3

/

f/3.5 lens.

yoi/*/o

£15:10:0

In rigid mount

your pictures. With f/2 Summar
lens in collapsible mount.

PLAN!

9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Camera,
motor drive, D.V. finder .

A

LVnf?p8ible

trated)

Strongly constructed.
ing. Strong motor

ments

!

Nine

‘B’

Daylight
drive.

LENS

IN SUNK MOUNT
NOW IN STOCK!

order.

Its price and low-running cost bring
movie-making within the reach of all.

6AhC

2

SPECIALISTS

9.5-mm. Complete Pathe Projector, Krauss
attachment, type C motor, and resistance .
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat
drive .
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.7 Krauss Zeiss
lens, motor drive, direct-vision finder .
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat
drive .

high-grade

And

your

EASY

PATHESCOPE

(As illustrated.)
MOTOCAMERA

SUMMAR

LEICA

diary 1

Takes crisp, first-class pictures at
the low cost of a penny per exposure.
Has moire silk enamel finish. Allmetal body, 3-speed shutter, l/25th
to l/100th sec., T. and B. Reflex
view-finder. Collapsible eye-level
view-finder. Leather slip case.
With All-Di
stance 3
0/Ensar

THE

BUY NOW
ON THIS

New ENSIGN
‘MIDGET’
biggeT

ARE

for it. You’ll find an
easy payment form in
our 100-page catalogue.
Fill it in and send it

in patented case of solid leather
£1 extra.

Little

WE

Only 5 per cent is added
(or 58. if under £5) for
allowing you to use
your camera as you pay

Price £10:10:0

WE HAVE IT-

Don’t put off buying that camera
any
longer. We have London’s best selec¬
tion at prices to suit every pocket.

for any purchase

the Rolleiflex. One-lever Compur shutter.
Patent film guide, parallax compensation.
It is fitted with Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 anastigmat lens and large finder lens.

Supplied

IF IT’S NEW

9 MONTHS
TO PAY

Amateur Cine¬
matographers.

.Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

4i x 6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, f/2.5 Cooke anas¬
tigmat, 6 D.D. Rlides, F.P. adapter, 9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon
Telephoto. As new .
£16 16 0
i-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, sunk lens cone, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£7 7 0
34 21 Gandolfl Universal Hand and Stand, polished teak.
f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens. Acme shutter, Dallmeyer Adon adjust¬
able Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides, Jaynay rigid tripod £7 7 0
Several Pairs of Zeiss and other High-grade Prismatic
Binoculars, at remarkably low figures. Details on application.
3| x 21 Latest Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
Compur shutter, leather case. As new .

lens, D.A.
£6 12 6

Pathe Model B Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, double-claw
Projector, motor, super-reel attachment, resistance, 2 super
films .
£12 12 0
Latest i-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
6-in. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, time valve, release.
Unsoiled .
£15 0 0
Latest V.P. Piccochic, f/2.9 anastigmat, Compur purse.
Soiled only .
£4 10 0
No. 1 Special Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Velosto
shutter, leather case .
£4 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Groveror de Luxe Enlarger, mahogany, all-way
carrier, Aldis anastigmat, 5J-in. condenser, electric fittings,
2 large dishes .
£5 17 6
i-pl. Salex de Luxe Enlarger, all-way carrier, f/4 objective,
5j-in. condenser, electric fittings, enlarging easel, 2 large
, dishes .
£6 6 0
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, G
slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£5 19 6
Latest i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, 6-in. f/3.5 Ross Xpres, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter. Unsoiled .
£15 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, triple extension, lazy tongs,
f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter £12 7 6
Model A Series K 250-watt Kodascope Projector, resistance
and travelling-case. Cost £75 .
£37 10 0
31 x 2i Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric,
Compur. Cost £8 17s. 6d. As new .
£4 7 6
i-pl. Contessa Compact, double extension, f/5.8 Tessaplast.
Compur, 6 slides, case .
£3 7 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £25 £7 17 6
16-mm. Watch-thin Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke anas¬
tigmat. Cost £35 .
£12 17 6
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Wollensak, speeded
shutter. Cost £40 .
£17 17 0
1-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£15 0 0
Latest 31x21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Focal-plane Reflex,
f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat. Unsoiled .
£7 12 6
Model A Kodascope Projector, 200-watt lamp, resistance,
travelling-case .
£25 0 0
1-pl. Kodak

Graflex

Reflex, f/4.5 B. Sc L. Tessar,

Latest Leitz Leica Valoy Enlarger,
Elmar anastigmat .

electric

roll-holder

fittings, f/3.5
£7
7 06
£8 17

3j x 21 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar.
11-in. f/5.8 Cooke Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
mags., leather case .
£19 10 0
Wanted High-grade Second-hand Cine and Still Apparatus
in exchange for new goods, best allowances in the trade.

FREE
APPROVAL
to post-buyers of
EVERY
BARGAIN
GUARANTEED
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Si ENSURE A HAPPY EASTER!
OR IF IT’S A BIG BARGAIN!
Hundreds

praise
don’t

of unsolicited

our
you

testimonials

second-hand
join

these

bargain

ranks

come

value.
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for a better one. Why
let it lie idle on your
hands when you can
bring it to us in part

IKONTA’

payment

Has a range-finder coupled with the focus¬
sing, ensuring critical focus for every picture.
A genuine Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
giving the most exquisite definition.

good

a

really

HIGH

Allowances

WILL SAVE
YOU MONEY!

A compact, all-metal body, which opens
instantly to infinity on pressure of release
button. No unsightly and inconvenient
projections.

7
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one ?
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A latest pattern Compur shutter, speeded
1, *, l/5th, l/10th, l/25th. l/50th, l/100th.
l/250th sec., with delayed action so thai
the user may be in the picture.

£1

USED

CAMERA

Nine monthly oo IQ
payments of OO/O

CITY SALE ALWAYS LEADS FOR
BRAND NEW SPECIAL OFFERS!

50/94 FLEET ST

84Aldersgate$t

.ONDON

LONDON

9J-mm.

Phone : CENT. 9391

Pathe

Model

B

Motocamera,

f/3.5

E.C.4
anastigmat
£4 17 6
£2 12

6

Three i-pl. Anschutz Double Dark Slides .
£1 10 0
i-pl. Double Extension Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
4.5, delayed-action Compur, 6 slides and leather case.
a new .
£6 17 6
8-in. Aldis f/4.5, diffusion mount .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Revolving Back Graflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3-power
eleros, interchangeable, roll-holder and leather case
£28 10 0
180-mm. Goerz Dagor f,'6.8, sunk mount, iris. .. . £3 7 6
3i x 2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodak, shutter and
:ather case .
£1 6 9
Cinephot Exposure Meter, and case .
15s. Od.
31 x 2i Nagel Vollenda Roll Film, f/G.3 anastigmat. canvas
ase .
£2 10 0
Zeiss Contax f/2 Sonnar Anastigmat, and leather case
£27 0 0
ise .

£14

0

0

3ix2i Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar Jens, delayedction Compur shuttei. Very nice order .
£7 17 6
Pathescope Kid Proiector, resistance and super arms
£2 7 6
C.D.V. Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6 anastigmat, F.P. adapter
nd case .
£2 7 6

3J x 2i Cameo Speed, Dallmeyer f/3.5, Compur shutter,
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£11 17 6
3J x 21 Revolving Back Salex Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
seal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£6 17 6
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3 slid
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and
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can
vas 10 ase0
£10

Vest Pocket Exakta Roll Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5,
ical-plane shutter and leather case .
£14 14 0
2i-in. Square Watch Pocket Carbine, Aldis-Butclier f/4.5,
ompur sector fully-speeded shutter from 1 to l/300th eec.
£3 3 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1. 9 anastigmat, 2 speeds.
»otor drive and leather case .
£14 19 6
Postcard No. 3a Special Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
ompur shutter, range-finder and leather case. ... £7 17 6
Postcard T.-P. Professional Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, selfipping focal-plane shutter, reversing back, 3 slides £13 17 6
16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke, motor drive and
jather case. As new .
£25 0 0
16-mm-

Model

K Cine-Kodak,

f/1. 9 anastigmat,

motor drive
£22 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2. 6 Cinar, 100-ft. capacity,
lotor drive and leather case .
£11 17 6
3i x 2i Speed Folding Pocket, f/2.9 Xenar, D.A. Compur.
r-form front, 3 slides and leather case .
£10 10 0
3i x 2i Roll Film and Plate, Zodellar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
ouble extension, plate back and leather case. ..... £4 17 6
3x4 Ikonta, Novar f/4.5, speeded shutter .
£3 3 0
Postcard Tropical Adoro, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
utter, 5 slides and leather case. As new .
£14 17 6

Phone:

NAT.

0591

ZEISS IKON
‘KOLIBRI’ CAMERAS

E.C.1

AT

V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, f/4.5 Ihagee anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter. List price £8 .
£4 17 6
V.P. Kodak, i/7.7 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter. List
price £2 2s .
19s. 6d.
V.P. Ica Bebe Folding Plate, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, fullyspeeded shutter, direct-vision finder, focussing adjustment,
6 slides and purse .
£4 4 0
2k Square Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis, speeded shutter. . . .18s. 6d.
Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, leather case

£19

A

3} 2} Ensign Roll
15s .

Film

Reflex,

f/4.5 Aldis

OFF

LIST

instrument

in

every

genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens, focus¬
sing, with Compur sector shutter. List

6

9 x 12 Goerz Double Extension Tenax, f/6. 8 double anastigmat
lens, Ibso fuliy-speeded shutter, 4 slides, leather case £2 2 0
4 ' 3 cm. Piccochic Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat, Compur
shutter, complete in purse .
£5 7 6
No. 1 Special Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Kodamatic
fully-speeded shutter, complete in leather case. As new
£5 12 6
3i 21 D.E. Icarette Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Tessar
Compur shutter, 3 slides and focussing screen. Cost £16 17s. 6d

£9

40%

high-class

respect, and sets a standard in pre¬
cision-made cameras of the miniature
class. No bellows, absolutely rock
rigid, direct finder, takes 16 pictures
on V.P. size film, any make, fitted

price £11

10s.

Our Price - £7:7:6
Or 9 monthly

With

payments

of 17/3.

Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 30s.

shutter.

Our
Price - £5:5:0
Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.

£11 17 6
lens. Cost
£5 19 6

Leather

case, with lock and
5/9 extra.

sling strap,

31 2 .[ Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastig¬
mat lens. New condition. Cost £15 15s .
£7 17 6
3| 2.1 Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur
shutter, complete in leather case .
£7 17 6

Special

i-pl. T.E. C.B. Field, f/5.8 anastigmat lens, 3-book-form
slides, tripod and carrying-case. The whole outfit as new
£5 17 6
i-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, complete with condenser lens
and electric fittings .
£3 19 6
3i • 2i Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat
with electric fittings .

offer
Ikon

BABY

lens, complete
£3 3 0

of Zeiss

BOX

‘TENGORS’

Pathescope Latest Model Double-claw Projector, complete
with 6-volt accumulator, super attachment .
£6 6 0
Pathescope Model B Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
leather carrying-case. Brand new condition .
£4 19 6
16-mm. Kodatoy, hand-turn model .
19s. 6d.
34 x 2i T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Texor anastigmat lens, revolving
back, 3 slides. The very latest model. Unsoiled.. £7 2 6
P.C. Latest Model Special Ruby Reflex, 7-in. f/4.5 Cooke
Aviar anastigmat lens, revolving back, 3 double plate-holders,
F.T. adapter, leather case. Unsoiled .
£18 17 6

Body, all metal, two parts only, covered
neat grained leatherette, Zeiss Ikon
Novar f/6.3, with focussing adjustment,
direct-vision view-finder, 2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset shutter for both time
and instantaneous exposures. Dimen¬
sions : 2x24x3$
in. Weight 8 oz.
7s. 6d.
OurOriginal
Priprice
ce £229
/9

i-pl. Adams’ Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat lens, focal-plane
shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double plate-holders
£6 19 6
34 24 Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, canvas case .
£3 19 6
i-pl. Regular Model Sanderson Hand and Stand, 51-in.
f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lens, Koilos fully-speeded shutter,
W.A. rack, f/6. 5 Dallmeyer W.A. anastigmat lens, reversing
back, Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 12 envelopes, canvas carryingcase. Unsoiled .
£10 10 0

ZEISS

P.C. T.E. Hand and Stand Camera, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic
lens, Compur shutter, reversing back, 6 single metal dark
slides, carrying-case .
£4 4 0
3-in. f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, in Gainmax fully-speeded
shutter .
£3 3 0
6-in. Goerz Pantar Lens, cell, iris mount .
6-in. f 5.8 Beck Isostigmar Lens .
4i’-in. f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, focussing mount .
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‘ ERMANGX

19s. 6d.
19s. 6d.
£1 12 6

focussing. Large direct viewfindei . Focal-plane self-cap¬
ping silent shutter, l/20th to
1 1.000th sec., leather covered
nickel fittings, 3 single metal
slides. ;Size 2-5/lGthsxlJ

100-PAGE CATALOGUE
FREE & POST FREE
from

any

City Sale

’

Focal-plane camera
with
f, 1.8 Ernostar anastigmat
lens. Makes instantaneous
exposures in artificial light.
Light aluminium body. Bush¬
ed for tripod, micrometer

offer.

EXCHAI1GE

IKON

in.. List price £47.

OUR

PRICE

£16:17:6

branch

Nine

monthly

payments

39/5.
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LENSES
From

extreme

wide

angle — l-3/16ths-in.

focus

to

long-focus tele lens of 7J In., and apertures from
the ultra-rapid f/i.5 to f/8 for the wide-angle Tessar.
The

widest

range

of lenses

in the World
These ten Zeiss lenses are all specially calculated
and
constructed for the Contax size, and con¬
sequently possess
the maximum
definition or
resolving power so necessary a quality in lenses
intended for use with miniature cameras.
All
ten lenses are easily interchangeable by means
of the special Contax bayonet fitting. A simple
half-turn releases the lens in use and the replace¬
ment is effected just as quickly.
The
our

ten lenses and their uses are fully explained
new publication — Ten Lenses and the

in

CONTAX

The Contax itself is fully described
noisseur and the Contax.”
These

publications

are

sent

post

in

free on

“ The

Con

application.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street,
LONDON, W.l
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EVERY year, in the Spring and

take Photographs

Pictorial

Balance

There is no money,

Sheets.
of course, in

to learn of
that£100
thator body
little'
balance
so onhasthea right
side on its year’s working, and
hardly knows what to do with it.
The Tyng Foundation, too, is well
in funds, thanks to a return of
cumulative income tax, but its
normal income is only some £50 or

?

in our spare time. Major Bull’s
answer to his own question is that
he takes photographs because he
wants to. We have no business,

of our work, “ There, now, who
would
was ita isphotograph,”
we mustthink
know it that
of the devil.

2366.

pictorial photography, yet it was
cheering, at the annual meeting of
the Pictorial Group of the R.P.S.,

Well, why do we ? That was the
question posed by Major P. C.
Bull to a number of pictorialists the
other evening. If it is because we
want to express ourselves, and have
not time to learn to draw, we have
no valid reason for calling our
efforts works of art. Our photo¬
graphy in that case is merely a wav
of keeping ourselves out of mischief

he says, to make them unlike photo¬
graphs, and if we do feel a little
thrill of pleasure when someone says

No.

the vital thing which when found
gives us aesthetic satisfaction.

camera, and pages of pictures from
“ The A.P.” Overseas and Colonial
Competition. The Buyer’s Guide
to the new season’s apparatus and
materials will be a feature, and every
reader, new or old, will be well
advised to secure a copy early
and post an additional one to
any photographic friend who may
not already be a reader. The
Spring and Empire Number will be
on sale on Wednesday, March 21st.
do we

LXXVII.

Major Bull says that he takes photo¬
graphs because he genuinely likes the
technique of photography, and he
believes photography gives him
something he cannot get in any
other way, something very intimately
connected with his aesthetic appre¬
ciation and powers of observation,
something objective which he called
the significant fact, quite distinct
from significant form. He believes
the appreciation of the significant
fact which, to him at any rate, can
best be elicited by photography, is

Empire Number of The Ama¬
teur Photographer a special
issue is presented that makes a
wide appeal to readers in all parts
of the world. The 1934 issue will
be published next week, and marks
the opening of the Spring season
for photography in this country.
It will be considerably enlarged, and
will contain, in addition to many
extra pages of useful matter for
the new-comer to amateur photo¬
graphy, seasonable articles for all
other classes of workers with the

Why

Vol.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

A

Striking

River

Snapshot.

227
This shows a different treatment of a boatrace subject from that given recently on
this page.

£60
a year.
It purchased
six ex¬
amples
of pictorial
photography
from among the pictures of 1932 at
a cost of £60, and three from the
pictures of 1933 at a cost of £30.
It is desired to secure some speci¬
mens of the work of the one-time
editor of this journal, the late
Horsley Hinton, and there seems to
be a little difficulty in finding out
where they are, apart, of course,
from those already in the per¬
manent collection at Russell Square.
Hinton, like other workers, had his
different periods, and a handful
of works from one period of his
output does not represent his
quality.

5
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The Photography of Movement.
A monument ought to be built,
to which Hollywood and Elstree
should magnificently contribute, to
the man who first applied photo¬
graphy to movement, but there is
some difficulty in finding out who
he was. The other day someone,

to-day ? The English translation of
Marey’s book was published in 1895.

having picked up, on a second-hand

recent one at the “ Royal,” when
Mr. R. P. Fraser, of the Imperial
College of Science and Technology,
gave an address, illustrated by
experiments — yes, indeed — on the
photography of flames and ex¬
plosions. We never appreciated so
much the value of photography,
which, however dangerous may be
the spectacle which it presents,
involves no danger for the beholder
of the result in the slide or the print.
The photographs of flames and
explosions may be lurid enough, but
they are not accompanied by detona¬
tions and projectiles, and the shatterings of bodies. Mr. Fraser was not
content with showing photographs
to illustrate flame research — and
he says that 90 per cent of what we
know about flame is due to photo¬

stall, a copy of Marey’s “ La Mouvement,” published forty years ago,
put in a word for that gentleman.
It was certainly interesting to see
Marey’s curious woodcuts illustrat¬
ing, for example, a snapshot ap¬
paratus with which he had obtained
the movements of a projectile in its
vertical and horizontal .axes, and
his arrangements for studying, by
means of chronophotography, the
successive movements of a runner,
the undulations of the fins of the
skate, the movements of the gecko
and the seahorse, the flight of the
heron and the duck. These were all
early approaches to the cinemato¬
graph, but how many were able to
recognise in them the technically
perfect dynamic photography of

Readers’

Gas

14th, 1934

graphy — but he brought about ex¬
plosions on the lecture table which
shook the building, and must have
re-aroused in the neighbourhood
of Russell Square the old apprehen¬
sions of air raids. There were
tremendous bangs, and pieces of
metal leapt to the ceiling and down

Explosions.

Attendance at photographic so¬
ciety meetings will come to be
scheduled as a dangerous occupation
if we have many evenings like a

again, and a glass vessel was shattered
into microscopic dust. And after
all this we were told that it was
quite impossible for the eye to
follow the travel of explosions — even
if the eye be not knocked out of its
socket — for explosions are speed
maniacs, running up to 7,000 miles
an hour, and that for the analysis
of them we must pay regard to the
nice wallpaper pattern which a
series of rapid exposures produce
on revolving film. In all seriousness,
a very useful work is being carried
on in flame research by the use of
mighty machines, weighing threequarters of a ton on the bench, and a
ton on the floor, and worked with
a dynamo, and having a horse-power
of four, and obtaining exposures with
a “Pentac” lens at astonishing speed.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Stop

with

Single

Lens.

1 am about to make some experiments with simple single
lenses, which for the purpose will be mounted in cardboard tubes.
What I desire is some guidance as to the best distance of the stop
from the lens. Can you suggest a simple formula for deciding
this ?
L. G. (Birmingham .)
' Certainly the performance of a single lens is affected by the
size and position of the stop, but a good deal depends upon the
result required. As
the stop is moved
farther from the lens,
flatness of field is
improved and so is
general definition.

You will find it useful and interesting to note the effect of
placing the stop before or behind the lens ; of decreasing the
distance between lens and stop ; and of using large and small
apertures.

Direct

There
that

are

several

methods

G. J. B. (London ) and others.
of direct toning with sulphides,

is to say, altering the colour

of the

silver image

without

preliminary bleaching. The hypo-alum bath is the most
generally used of these processes.
The system referred to by Mr. Eymer is not exactly recent,
as it was described by Mr. W.’B. Shaw at least a dozen years
ago. Two stock solutions are prepared, both keeping well in
properly-corked bottles. A fungoid growth will appear in
time in the second solution, but this can be avoided by adding

length. On the whole
we think your best
plan will be to make
a diagram for each
lens, and it may well
be drawn full size.

a crystal or two of thymol. The first solution. A, is a saturated
solution of barium sulphide ; the second, B, is a 10 per cent
solution of sodium meta-nitro-benzene sulphonate. The
working bath is :
Solution A
.
15 Parts
Solution B . .
. .
. .
• •
• •
• •
1 part
In from three to five minutes a black bromide print will

Construct a square
ABCD with each side
equal to the focal
length of the lens.

draw

Toning.

In his article on making exhibition pictures Mr. H. Eymer
mentions a sulphide toning method recently introduced by a
Mr. Shaw.
Would you give me the formula in full?

Roughly the limit
of useful distance is
one-fifth of the focal

F and

Sulphide

the diag¬

assume a good brown colour, at a temperature of not less
than 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Tones vary according to the
emulsion, particularly (as usual) in the case of gaslight papers.
The process is quite satisfactory, the only difficulty lying in the
unusual character of the components. The sulphonate is not

onals. Froduce one diagonal, say AC, indefinitely, as to F.
Mark off the distance EH equal to a side of the square, that is,
to the focal length of the lens. At H erect a perpendicular
HK equal to half the diameter of the lens. From D draw a
line through K till it cuts the line EF at L. Then HE is the
distance of the stop from the lens.

likely to be obtained from
to be specially ordered.

6
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a chemist’s

stock,

and

would

have
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Exposure

Ever since the early days of photography the estimation of the right exposure to give different
subjects under varying lighting conditions has been a matter of some difficulty. Appliances
for its determination have been greatly improved in recent years, but the fundamental
principles involved are unchanged, and unless they are understood and rightly applied the
best actinometer or calculator is useless.

CONTRARY to current opinion

the basic factor governing
exposure is the strength of the
light falling on the subject being
taken. Though the photographic
image is the result of the light
reflected by the subject, it is
obvious that the amount reflected
is dependent on that received,
or, in other words, falling on it.
Failure to recognise this simple
fact has caused a great deal of
confusion regarding the respective
merits of various types of exposure
meters. The principle is carried
to its logical conclusion in the set
of light tables published as part of
the B.W. Handbook, and these
within their limits may be regarded
as a reliable and impartial basis for
estimating exposure. The monthly
exposure tables published in this
journal embody the same idea.
Subject

Differences.

Next in_ importance after the
strength of the light is the nature of
the subject. This influences ex¬
posure both by its reflecting power
and by the scale on which it is
rendered. Dark objects are those
reflecting little light, and if forming
the major part of the picture will
require relatively greater exposure
than similar objects of a much lighter
tone. If, however, they are at such
a distance as to form only a very
small part of the picture their
influence on the degree of exposure
needed will likewise be small. The
average tone of the whole subject
being taken is the real determining
factor. Thus a light foreground tends
to reduce the exposure necessary,
while heavy shadows of any con¬
siderable size will correspondingly
necessitate an increase.
It may be remarked at this stage
that it is futile to try to relate
exposure to the distance of the
subject from the camera, on account
of the wide variation of tones met
with. It is far better to divide
subjects up into groups requiring
approximately equal exposure in
actual practice. Thus one group

may

consist of those which may

be

termed “ normal,” such as average
street scenes, and landscapes with
foregrounds of medium tone.
Another will comprise scenes with
open, extensive foregrounds having
no objects of any size nearer than,
say, 100 ft. ; such cases will require
about half ‘‘normal” exposure.
Yet again, views extending over
some miles will only require onequarter, or even less.
On the other hand, dark or very
near views will necessitate giving
double, while the portrait or “ closeup ” type will require four times or
even more, according to circum¬
stances. It must be remembered
that no hard and fast rules can be
laid down, and that in the estimation
of proper exposure experience plays
a large part. One rule only is
infallible, and that is always to
expose for the darkest parts of the
subject. Thus distant landscapes
with near bushes or rocks included
will require approximately “ nor¬
mal ” exposure, unless dense, black
masses are desired in the foreground.
Control

The

of Exposure .

degree of exposure

may

be

varied by the diaphragm or “ stop ”
of the lens and by the speed of the
shutter. The precise function of
the former and the calculations
connected with it seem to be a
frequent cause of perplexity. The
most usual system of numbering
stops is' by their ij values, these
being the focal length of the lens
divided by the diameter of the
particular opening. The exposure
value of a given f/ number is the
same for all lenses, irrespective of
their type or focal length. The time
varies as the square of the aperture,
that is, the time required at f/16 is
four times that at f/8, not twice as
might at first be expected. The
reason for this is that the light
admitted by an aperture depends,
not on its diameter, but on its area.
229
While the diaphragm
controls the
intensity of the light admitted, the
shutter determines its duration, and

by judicious adjustment of each a
wide range of exposure conditions
may be obtained, for use according
to the particular circumstances aris¬
ing. It is possible to use a small
stop and give a long exposure, or
a high shutter speed with a large
aperture, each often giving widely
different results.
Exposure

In

conclusion,

Meters.

a

few

remarks

regarding exposure meters will not
be out of place. Obviously, the
ideal would be actually to measure
the intensity of an image cast by
a lens, but so far no such instru¬
ment is available commercially.
Failing this, we must be content
with measuring either the light
falling on, or reflected by, the
subject. For the former, meters
depending on the time taken for a
piece of sensitive paper to darken to
a standard tint are accurate and
reliable, the chief drawback being
the time required to obtain a reading.
The only meter which really
measures the light reflected by the
subject is the blue-wedge type,
which also permits of the exposure
for a part of the subject being
determined — a feature which is al¬
most unique. Unfortunately, being
dependent largely upon individual
judgment, no very great degree of
accuracy is possible, except by long
and continued experience. The
extinction type, so popular to-day,
unless fitted with a long hood or
other means for restricting the
measuring angle, gives a reading
which is influenced to some extent
by the incident light as well as
that reflected by the subject. This
may be very misleading with subjects
other than normal, and the instruc¬
tions issued by the makers need to
be followed very carefully. While
the same thing is true of photo¬
electric meters, these are entirely
free from the human element, which
is the great drawback of almost all
other types, and are therefore to
be regarded as the high-water mark
of light measurement. W. H. D. Y.
7
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Look

before you
SOME

Snap
PRACTICAL

PICTURE-MAKING
By

E.

L.
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NOTES
WITH

ON

A CAMERA

BOWDEN.

Street photography is yet another phase of photography
in which the viewpoint plays an important part. Ugly objects
such as telegraph poles, advertisement hoardings, can with
care be sometimes avoided. In night photography, staring
high-lights, or large expanses of heavy shadows without any
detail, can perhaps be cut out by swinging the camera round
a little or altering the viewpoint slightly.
It is often advocated that a second exposure should be made
of any likely subject. A better plan, however, is to see that
it is taken from a different position. The photographer is
usually recompensed the added cost of sensitised material,
in having obtained a much better rendering of the subject
at the second attempt.

No.

1.

The first shot.

ONE of the most important points in pictorial photo¬
graphy

(in fact

in

any

branch

of

photography)

is

choosing the best viewpoint from which the photo¬
graph is to be taken. This applies particularly to landscape
work. Many potential exhibition prints have been missed or
spoilt irrevocably by the inclusion of unnecessary objects
in the foreground or middle distance. If the camera had been
moved a few yards either way these, in most cases, would
easily have been avoided.
Before setting up the camera or releasing the shutter, it
is always a good plan to view the subject from one or two, or
even more, different positions, until finally the ideal viewpoint
is decided upon.
Before exposing on a landscape a few minutes spent scouting
around might result in discovering a viewpoint which would
improve the composition of the picture immensely, by includ¬
ing (or avoiding^ foliage in the foreground. If a seascape is
being attempted this should also be studied from several
different angles. A few yards to the right or left may include
a vessel which would add balance to the scene, or if the camera
is shifted back slightly, interesting
the rigging of a near-by boat may
composition.

rocks or foreshore or
be included to help the

No. 3.

The final viewpoint.

When selecting points of View, endeavour, where possible,
to secure some strong point of interest in the foreground,
such as a figure, or a tree. It is advisable, also, to keep a sharp
eye on backgrounds, as sometimes these may be a confused
jumble of lines, masses and circular blobs, which absolutely
ruin the whole picture.
High viewpoints and low viewpoints
great advantage to suppress unsuitable
Study

carefully

the

intended

scene

may often be used with
and unwanted material.

through

your

view-finder

or your focussing screen. Note if near objects are “ fore¬
shortened ” or, in other words, entirely out of proportion with
the rest of the view. This can usually be overcome by taking
the camera back a few yards.
The illustrations show a scene taken in a little Devon village.
No. 1 and No. 2 were exposed, but later proved to be taken
from the wrong position. After trying the subject from
various other angles the viewpoint of No. 3 was discovered,
which was at once seen to give a much more attractive
rendering of the subject.
One last word. Do not, in an endeavour to follow the
generally accepted rules of composition, allow yourself to be
led away from the real appeal of the particular scene to the
detriment of your work. Portray the scene as you see it
yourself, remember rules are made to be broken, and some¬
times by doing this improved results can be obtained ; but,
however, it is always good advice to keep at the back of your
No.

2.

A

second

attempt.

n ir.d the slogan

8
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“ Look

before

you

snap.’’
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in other words —

PHOTO

FLASH

Sashalite Bulbs
— and

Proved

have been
by

BULBS
Tried — Tested

thousands

of amateur

photographers for reliability- — safety —
and success in the taking of pictures under
any conditions.
NO

This photograph

was

SAFE
Advt.

of The

General

taken

«
Electric

by the aid of Sashalite

MADE

Bulbs.

DUSTLESS
Co.

Ltd., Magnet

House,

»

Kingsway , London,

SMOKE,

IN

ENGLAND

There is—
NO
BY

DUST,

THE

G.E.C.

NO
FOR

FUMES.
SASHALITE

SMOKELES

LTD

.

S

W.C.2

A roll-film camera that
forecasts the future
The Voigtlander Prominent is years ahead of any other roll-film
camera. It gives you automatic focussing ; tells you the ex¬
posure you should give ; takes 8 exposures 2^x3^ film and
also 16 half-size pictures if desired ; its optical direct-vision
view-finder has a mask for half-size pictures ; it’s self-opening
and self-closing, and it’s made by Voigtlander, a firm with
a reputation for quality since 1756.
Ask your dealer to
show you the Prominent ; you’ll find
him enthusiastic about it I

VOIGTLANDER
it

Prominent

For exquisite shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.

Made to a precision standard, with
military type range-finder, built-in
exposure meter, to cater for all
film speeds and light conditions,
with Heliar f/4.5 lens in delayedaction Compur shutter. Price, in
first-quality velvet- AP
lined leather case, <£3 Uilo

Write

of the Aerograph — its
initia* cost will be more
than repaid by
the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

Ask your dealer for the Voigtlander
list or write to:

SCHERING
(Voigtlander

188/192,

High

LTD.

Department)

Holborn,

London,

W.C.i
AEROGRAPH
43 Holborn

Old in Experience — New
PLEASE

for a free booklet

which
explains
the
mechanism
and scope

MENTION

“THE

CO., LTD.
Viaduct London.

E.C.l.
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Cunard

Only Thirty Shillings
ENSIGN
MIDGET

Cr vases

MADE.

BRITISH

isl-gSjTOi

ADVERTISEMENTS

Takes Pictures 1 Jx 1 f in.(3X 4 cm.)
Perfect Enlargements. A Real
Vest-Pocket
Camera (weight only
54 oz.).

All-metal body, black silk enamel finish, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec.,
time and bulb, reversible brilliant finder, also collapsible wire-frame finder, with back¬
sight, very neat and compact, outside dimensions only ljx3£ x J in. Supplied complete
with slip-over leather case.
PRICES :
All Distance Lens .
£1 10 0
F/6.3 Ensar Anastigmat, focussing lens mount, 3 ft. to infinity
E10 Lukos Film, 6 exposures .

SECOND-HAND

OUTFITS
A

FEW

.

FOR THE

£2

10

WHENEVER you take your

holidays, there is always a
Cunard cruise . . . every
week from Easter to October . . .

0
6d.

HOLIDAYS

forty-one colourful ports . . . from
Iceland and Norway to Mediterranean
and Madeira . . . three magnificent

EXAMPLES.

Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. List £11 11s .
3 ' 4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat,
sec,, T. and B., List £3 7s. 6d .

speeded

Com pur

shutter*
£7 17 6

shutter, l/25th, l/50th, 1 /750th
£2 15 0

31 ■ 2\ Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th sec., T. and B .
£7 12 6
31 x 21 Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th. l/100th sec.,
T. and B. Cost £3 10s .
.
£2 7 6
31 x 21 Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar
to 1 /250th sec., T. and B .

anastigmat,

Compur

shutter,

speeds
£6 19

cruising liners (‘Carinthia,’ ‘Samaria,’
‘ Lancastria ’) . . . 100,000 miles
steaming from Liverpool, London,
Southampton . . . wonderful shore
excursions with visits to theatres and

1
6

31 x 21 Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th
sec., T. and B. List £3 12s. 6d .
£2 12 6
4 4 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., complete in leather case. List £21 5s .
£15 15 0

evening entertainments.

31 ' 21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/250th sec., T. and B .
£5 5 0
la Voigtlander Bessa, f/6.3 Voigtar anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25tb, l/50th, l/100t,h
sec., T. and B. Cost £4 5s .
£2 17 6
31^21 Welta, f/4.5 Pololyt anastigmat,
T. and B. Cost £6 6s .

Compur

shutter,

speeds

EPOCH-MAKING PROGRAMME

1 to l/250th sec.,
£4 12 6

No

31 * 21 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur
shutter, speeds^l to l/250th sec., T. and B., double extension, complete w th 3 single
slides and focussing screen. As new. List £16 12s. 6d .
£13 12 6

Date

3A x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ideal, f/4.5 Dominar anastigmat. delayed-action Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., complete with F.P. adapter .
£6 15 0
31 x 2k Nagel Folding Plate, f/6.3 Nagel anastigmat, 3-speed shutter, l/25th, l/50tli,
l/100th sec., T. and B., complete with 6 single metal slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£2 15 0

31 x 2k Zeiss Ikon Donata, f '4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single metal slides. As new. Cost
£13 13s. 6d.. .
. .
£9 5 0
31 x 2i Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single metal slides. As
new. Cost £12 16s .
£9 17 6
(interchangeable lens mount),
sec. and time. L^t £15 .

self-capping, focal£10 17 6

Cine Kodascope 8 Projector, motor drive, for use on 110 or 200 to 250 volt circuit, com¬
plete in box. As new. Cost £9 9s .
£7 2 6

DO BETTER

AT

C«

10

9

m

“ THE

m

L — Italy, Riviera
S — Riviera, Palma

July

S — N. Africa, Palma

Aug.

4

Aug.

4

Oct. 296
Sep.

.. 13
.. 17
.. 17

L — N. Africa, Madeira
S — Portugal, Spain..
L — Baltic, Hamburg
S — N. Africa, Madeira
L — Iceland, Norway

14

.. 13

..

June
July 307

L — Norway,
S — Holland,

.. 13
.. 13
.. 13
.. 13

Vigo

. .

.. 13
.. 6

C — Baltic, Russia

. .

.. 21

Africa..
Capitals
Madeira
Spain..

.. 13

L—
S—
L—
S—

Spain, N.
Baltic, N.
Portugal,
N. Africa,

.. 13

15

15
15
9
36
15
15
12

L — N. Africa, Spain . .
S — N. Africa, Madeira
L — N. Africa, Madeira
S — Palma, N. Africa
L — Spain, Sardinia

15
15

15
..
.. 13
13
.. 13

N. Capitals
Norway

L — Corunna,

20
15

13
.. 10

15

.. 13

15
19
15

.. 13

15

.. 13

15

.. 16

..

(Tilbury)
L — ‘ Lancastria ’ from Liverpool.
S — ‘Samaria' from London

LTD.,

O N D O N
MENTION

S — N. Africa, Madeira

Sep. 22

C — ‘ Carinthia

BOOK

NOW

FOR

’ from

Southampton.

EASTER

CRUISE

SPECIAL
TOURS
— U.S.A. &
CANADA.
See the Romance of the New World.

ST., W.1 GERrard 1432.
X RD., W.C.2 TEMpIe Bar 7165.

PLEASE

May 12
May 19
May 26

15
20
15
15

Sep. 15

4 119, VICTORIA ST., S.W.1 — victoria 0669.
a

.. 13

Sep. 1
Sep. 8

62, PICCADILLY,
W.1
REGent 1360.
Ill, OXFORD
24, CHARING

L — Spain, Palma
L — N. Africa, Madeira

Aug. 1 1
Aug. 25

THE

EXCHANGE

Apl. 7
May 5
Apl. 21

Aug. 1 1

WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC

15
Gns
15

July 21
July 28

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 Kodak anastigmat, spring drive. Cost £31 10s.. . £17 10 0
Cine-Kodak 8, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, spring drive, complete in leather case. As new.
Cost £11 2s. 6d .
£8 2 6

YOU CAN ALWAYS

.. 8
.. 13

June 16
June 23

1-pl. Goerz Anschutz, f/3.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
5 to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
As new .... .
£18 18 0

sent on Seven
Days 9
Hire-Purchase Terms .

L — Portugal, Spain . .
L — N. Africa, Madeira

June

31 ' 21 Ensign Speed Reflex (Tropical Model), f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/25th to l/500th sec. and time, complete in leather case
£9 5 0
9 < 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single metal slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£19 17 6

All Fully Guaranteed.
Any
outfit
Approval against full cash deposit.

Itinerary

Mar. 29

31 x 41 Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Dominar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/200th sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single metal slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. Cost approximately £10 10s .
£5 12 6

Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat
plane shutter, speeds l/20th to l/500th

10
booking fees. Limited membership.
Days
Reduced summer rail tickets.

of

Amateur

Write for folders to Cunard Line, London, Liuerpooi,
or local offices and agents.
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Desensitisers

THE past twelve months or so
has

seen

many
A year

film.

the

introduction

of

new
varieties of roll
or two ago the possessor

of a camera taking this form of nega¬
tive material was confined to prac¬
tically one type of emulsion, of a
moderate degree of orthochromatism,
and of medium speed. The increasing
use of
camera
films

high-precision miniature
led to the provision of
very high speeds, and of a

the
has

of

very high degree of colour sensitive¬
ness, including panchromatic emulsions.
The use of this material puts a new
power

into

the

hands

of the

user

of

even the cheaper form of roll - film
camera, giving him
in effect the
equivalent of a faster lens, and enabling
snapshot work to be done at times
when it would be impossible with the
slower kinds of film.
It

is obvious

high speed
these films

that,

owing

to

their

and sensitivity to colour,
demand great care in the

process of development if fog-free
negatives of the highest technical
quality are
development
of dealing
are

many

develop

to be obtained. Tank
provides a ready means

with

such

amateurs

their

films,
who

exposures

by

but

there

prefer
hand

to
and

to judge by inspection when develop¬
ment is complete, and to these the
use of a desensitiser is an undoubted
boon, as it enables a high-speed
panchromatic film to be developed in
the same light, and with the same
ease
The

and comfort as a gaslight print.
desensitising bath consists of a

dye which has the
the sensitiveness

effect of destroying
of the film while

and

By

E. P. WILKINS.

leaving the image which
thereon unaffected.
The

Doll Films

two

most

popular

is impressed

is evenly wetted over the whole of
its surface, and is quite limp. It is
then transferred to the second dish

desensitisers

in use are “ Desensitol,” marketed by
Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., and pinacryptol
green, which can be obtained from
Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome
in the
convenient form of tabloids. Full
instructions

for preparing

the working

solutions are given with these products,
and if the following directions are
carefully followed their use will be
found simple and effective.
For the development of a spool of
3! X 2 J roll film

and

two

capable
solution

four

of these

dishes

should

are

required,

be

deep

and

of holding 8 to 10 ounces of
without fear of spilling. The

writer uses two enamelled pie-dishes,
obtainable at any stores. The first of
these dishes is filled with water, and
the second contains 8 to 10 ounces of
the

desensitising

according

to

solution,

instructions.

first processes must
complete darkness
of

using

made

deep

As

up
the

be conducted in
the advantages

dishes

containing

a

liberal quantity of solution will be
obvious. The use of a large quantity
of desensitiser
as it may

is not

seem,

an

extravagance,

because

the

solution

may be stored in a bottle and used
indefinitely, as it does not deteriorate
in any way
contains the

in use. The third dish
developer, and the. fixing

solution is placed in the
The film is unrolled

fourth.
in darkness,

containing

the

desensitiser,

and

the

process repeated for a period of one
minute. This time can be judged with
sufficient accuracy by counting aloud
; one

hundred

and two,” etc., up to one
and ten, and then continuing

“ one

hundred

and

one

hundred
to count

“ two hundred and one,” etc., up
to two hundred and ten, and so on
until six hundred and ten is reached.
The

time

occupied

will

be

approxi¬

mately one minute.
At this point the film has
rendered insensitive, and white

been
light

may be turned on. Red light should
not be used, as it has the property
of

destroying

the

latent

image.

20-watt

lamp

is quite

safe

that

direct

rays

screened

the

are

A

provided

from

the film by means of a sheet of card¬
way.
board, or an ordinary candle may be
used,

screening

the

In this light the

film
film

in the
is now

same
passed

through the developer, and the pro¬
gress of development can be watched
and its completion judged by inspection
or by the factorial or any
the worker prefers. When

other method
development

is judged complete the film is fixed,
washed, and dried in the usual way.
Any stain left by
be removed
by
and

any

slight

the desensitiser will
the final washing,
tint

remaining

may

and a metal clip attached to each end.
Then it is held in a loop, and passed

be disregarded, as it will have no
effect when printing from the negative.

through

the

water

alternately

Any amateur who wishes to try
the new films, and who does not wish
to use a tank can use the above

by

first

bath
raising

containing
one

hand

while lowering the other. This see¬
saw motion is continued until the film

Photographing

Silver

and

method

with

Polished

certainty

of success.

Metal

THE photography of polished metal objects such as

Before .

silver presentation cups is a task that is occasion¬
ally set the amateur photographer. If the subject
presents a plain surface the matter is comparatively easy,
but when engraved or otherwise decorated, and when
lettering is to be made legible in the print, it is not so
easy, owing to the brilliant reflecting surfaces.
To overcome this difficulty various methods have been
suggested, but the most simple is to employ a piece of
fresh putty. This can be gently dabbed all over the
surface to be photographed, or the fingers can be rubbed
with the putty and they can be smeared over the
surface, finishing off lightly with a dry cloth. Just
enough should be applied to dull the glitter of the
reflections and to emphasize the lettering. The two
illustrations show the appearance of a silver goblet
before and after application of the putty, which, by the
way, is quite harmless to the metal and can be readily
removed after the job is finished.
When dealing with this type of subject a black back¬
ground is generally most effective, and the cup or other
object should be carefully placed in relation to the light
to enhance the modelling.
M. H. J.
After.
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Photography
By W. S. G. PROCTOR.
exhibition pictures have been made

with cheap and

simple apparatus, but not necessarily high-speed
pictures of flying gulls.
Shutters working at a maximum speed of onehundredth of a second are generally useless for photo¬
graphing seagulls at close quarters that are swiftly
winging their way towards morsels of food cast into
the air by kindly onlookers, although under certain
circumstances this speed may be used.

At the Round

Pond,

Kensington Gardens. S.S. pan. film, 1/800 th
sec., fl^.5, bright sunshine.

THERE must be few photographers who have

never exposed a film or plate on seagulls. Yet
it is safe to say that, among the thousands of
pictures of these birds that are, every year,
made by means of photography, failures predominate.
In the majority of cases, this lack of success on the
photographer’s part is due either to his want of knowledge
regarding the limitations of his apparatus or, if he is
aware of them, to his deliberately refusing to submit to
them and demanding of his camera more than it can give.
The owner of a lowpriced box camera with
simple one-speed shutter
cannot expect to produce
prints as varied in character
as can the possessor of a
high-class instrument fitted
with large-aperture anastigmat and many speeded
shutter. It is only by
recognising this fact and
confining his efforts to the
production of less ambi¬
tious pictures can he hope
to reduce the percentage
of his failures, but he must
not forget that many fine
Gulls moving very slowly. 1 150th
232

.

On

the Embankment.
sec., 7/4.5, Zenith

1/250 th
plate.

It may be argued that
the only gull pictures worth
having are those in which
there is some suggestion of
rapid motion. If the photo¬
grapher holds this opinion,
he should ascertain by

sec., // 8, ’ chrom

film.

means of one or two ex¬
posures whether his camera
is capable of fulfilling his
demands in this direction

The AMATEUR
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f SEA GULLS
A difficult subject and how

to deal with it.

and, what is equally important, profit by the know¬
ledge he will gain from an inspection of the negative
obtained, leaving high-speed subjects alone in future
if he finds them beyond the scope of his apparatus.
But pictures of seagulls on the wing, attractive
though they be, are surely not the only graphic
records of these hardy birds that are worth making.
Quietly perched on a boulder, the Embankment wall,
or strutting slowly along, they make pleasing studies
which may be satisfactorily recorded by the user of
apparatus of limited efficiency in the matter of lens
and shutter speed. In fact, good gull pictures at
i /50th sec. at i/8 or f/n are possible on bright days
if the birds are not flying or fluttering.
Even the possessor of a focal-plane camera fitted
with an f/3 lens when taking gull photographs that
demand an exposure in the neighbourhood of onethousandth of h second may curtail the number of
his failures — for he does have failures — by enlisting
the services of an assistant. This co-operator’s task
should be that of attracting the birds to a desired

Bright sunshine on the Embankment.
High-speed work
quarters. Hypersensitive pan. plate, 1/800 th sec.,

at close

since he has, to a great extent, created them himself.
The fluttering wings and swiftly moving bodies of the
birds should provide all the speed he may desire in his
subject, and the background, having been deliberately
chosen beforehand, should carry out at least his own
conception of what is a pictorial setting for his
feathered models.
But in perhaps no other branch of our hobby is the
enthusiast tempted to make so many haphazard expo¬
sures, the majority of which, unfortunately, yield un¬
satisfactory results. It is
obvious, then, that the
By

the water's edge,
sec., f /6. 5.

first step towards success
in photographing seagulls
is to carry out the plan

ij 100th

spot and detaining them
there, a feat which he will
easily accomplish if he can

suggested in this article, i.e.,
to ascertain the limitations
of one’s camera and, having
acquired that knowledge,
to make exposures only
on those subjects which
one knows from experience
are not beyond the scope

provide them with a con¬
tinuous supply of palatable'
food.
By adopting this method
of procedure, the photo¬
grapher can reduce the
number of his failures to a

233

minimum, for the condi¬
tions under which he is
working

should be

ideal,

Fluttering

wings.

1/250 th sec.

of the apparatus. Inciden¬
tally,
finder aisdirect-vision
very helpfulview¬
for
this work.
13
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NOTES

Every

week

with

an

article

a topic

will

appear

under

this

of interest

to the

novice

in photography.

UP

HILL

AND

heading

page I had in mind a reader who had found a
difficulty which puzzled him. His photographs
at times quite failed to indicate the extent to which roads
which he included sloped upwards or downwards. But
before I say anything about
this there are one or two
I should

like

One morning in mid-Feb¬
ruary there was such a
dense fog that I felt justified
in making it an excuse for
staying at home.
Soon
after this wise decision had
been

made

the

sun

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

DOWN.

WHEN I took the three photographs shown on this

other points
to mention.

dealing

C NOTIONS

began

to break through ; where¬
upon I sallied forth with a
camera and a film pack, half
of which had been exposed in
October when the pack was
already six months past its
marked date.
The three photographs
shown had exposures of
about 1 /30th of a second at
f/8. There was still a good
deal of mist about, and the
sunlight was naturally mild ; but the first thing these
prints show is that even in February anyone with nothing
more than a film camera with an f/8 lens may obtain
good negatives. For you may take it from me that the
negatives are good. The films had kept perfectly.

^Jor tfie
Another point is that the contrasts of light and shade
are not so violent as they would be on a brilliant summer
day. In Fig. 1 the white walls of the house were the
brightest thing in sight — much brighter than the sky ;
and the original print shows this very clearly and cor¬
rectly. As I have explained
before, a half-tone block
degrades the bright tones.
The negative in this case
shows adequate detail in
the dark mass of trees and
fence on the left ; and,
indeed, all the negatives
showed what I consider ex¬
cellent tone values. So that
in favourable conditions it
may be easier to secure
well - graded negatives in
winter than in summer.
What little roadway I
included in Fig. 1 was prac¬
tically level, and it looks it.
For Fig. 2 I chose a spot
where the road ran down
and then up, and this is
certainly not as obvious in
the print as it was to the
eye. To the careful observer,
however, the downward slope is suggested by the rapid
drops in the roofs of the cottages on the left, although it
is not obvious in the fence on the right.
Fig. 3 I selected because of the abrupt rise, and there is
no mistaking it here. It is emphasised by the height of the
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distant cottages in the picture space. Also I included more
foreground in this case, as it was taken with a 6-in. lens
as compared with an 8|--in. in the other subjects. If you
cover up a good strip of the foreground the effect of the
rise is diminished.
On the whole I think that the three prints give a reason¬
ably good idea of the road levels, but I quite understand
and appreciate the reader’s difficulty on this point. With
real hills and valleys there is little trouble ; the illusion is
sufficiently strong ; but there are cases where it is impos¬
sible to say with certainty whether a slope shown in a photo¬
graph is upwards or downwards.
Most of us know how deceiving it is when we are travel¬
ling down a sloping road ; the road ahead may be dead
level, but it will appear to run uphill, more or less according
to the gradient of the stretch of road on which we are our¬
selves. There is a tendency, too, for us to point our cameras
upwards or downwards according to the slope. If when
taking Fig. 3 I had pointed the camera upwards, roughly
parallel to the slope of the road, the cottages would have
come lower in the space, there would have been more sky
and less foreground, and the effect of the steep rise would
have been lost.

We can adopt several devices to help out the effect of
our photographs, and make them more clearly convey the
facts. Choice of viewpoint and level of camera are the
most important. We must, as it were, try to emphasise
perspective, and to show what is high and what is low as
clearly as we can.
I admit that in some cases it is difficult, but also in many
of these cases it is immaterial. It may not matter in the
least if we imagine that a bit of road in a picture runs up
a little when in reality it ran down a little.
In my experience there is only one absolutely effective
way of showing such things with certainty and accuracy,
and that is by making stereoscopic pictures. There is no
mistake then. What appears as a level piece of ground
in a stereoscopic pair of prints, will leap into the most
elaborate relief in the stereoscope. A little stone even will
raise itself to its full height ; a puddle drops to its lower
level ; a leaf lies on the ground instead of in it.
But most of us do not make stereoscopic prints — more’s
the pity. It follows that we must do the best we can
with
even

our
prints,
we be
must
the 'fact that
our single
best will
not but
always
goodface
enough.
W. L. F. W.

By

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS
and the PHOTOGRAPHER
SEVERAL times lately the safety
ALASTAIR

of

electrical

ATKINSON.

devices

used

in

photography has been questioned.
As electricity is now used so often
for photographic purposes some general
hints on making apparatus as safe
as possible might be welcome to some
amateurs. The pressure of the elec¬
tricity drawn from the mains is quite
sufficient to cause a severe shock if
not a fatal one in normal cases, but
is much increased if the wet hands
come in contact with a live wire.
The precautions against accident are
quite simple and easy to carry out.
The amateur should first look at
the plate attached to the meter. He
will find marked on it the pressure of
the supply, usually from 220 to 250
volts or no volts, together with the
maximum
current the meter will
pass measured in amperes, or amps,
for short. If the mains supply alter¬
nating current the frequency will be
stated too ; but unless motors or
transformers have to be used it is
of little importance.
In. the first place all apparatus must
be chosen to suit the correct voltage.
The next question is whether you can
obtain all the current you require
from your meter. The current used
by lamps, heaters, etc., as one knows,
is measured in watts. For example,
one might wish to use two photoflood.
lamps of 250 watts each, while another
person uses a 400-watt iron and a
100-watt lamp, making a total of
1,000 watts. If the total number of

watts is divided by the number of
volts stated on the plate the current
in amps, will be obtained. In the
above example, where the total watts
is 1,000 and the pressure 250 volts, the
answer will be 4 amps. If the meter
passes more than 4 amps, there will
be enough and to spare.
Every wire and fitting carrying
current must be well insulated. Very
cheap lampholders and switches con¬
tain inferior porcelain, which absorbs
moisture and gives poor insulation,
quite apart from the fact that they
are often mechanically uncertain.
Avoid cheap flex. The writer has
encountered samples where the wires
were sticking through the covering.
If the wires are to be dragged about
the floor use in preference round
section rubber-covered wires, as these

fective and that is beyond your control.
When one receives a shock it is
because the body seryes as an easy
path for the current to reach the earth.
If one can supply an easier path the
chance of shock is negligible, or at

least minimised. Modern house-wiring
systems have plugs with three pins
and sockets. Two of the sockets are
connected to the mains while the
odd socket is connected to earth by
means of a wire. When the current¬
bearing pins have been connected in
the usual manner to an electric fire,
the odd earth pin is connected by a
wire to the frame. Should anything
go wrong
frame of

with the insulation the
the fire would become

“ live ” and dangerous, but now the
electricity is drained away to earth
through the third wire.
Immersion heaters used in photo¬

are less apt to kink. Moisture de¬
creases the insulating properties of
the covering, so keep the wires out of

graphy are very carefully constructed
that additional safety may be obtained

pools of water. Lead-covered cable
is the safest in damp situations. When

by earthing the metal case. If threepin plugs are not in use a wire can
be taken from the case to an earth

buying wires be generous in the size
you choose. If you have calculated
the number of amps, the wire has to
carry as above, your dealer will
advise you as to the minimum size.
When
connecting flex to lamp¬
holders and plugs see that none of the
thin strands have strayed, else they
may touch the other wire and blow
35
the fuse. If the 2above
suggestions
have been carried out the house fuses
are not

likely to be

something

in the

affected, unless

apparatus

is de¬

connection

specially

made

for

the

purpose, but it is difficult for an.
amateur to make really good contact.
In conclusion, it must be specially
stressed that there should be no
confusion of wires. The current¬
bearing wires should be fixed first
and the apparatus made to function
normally. The pin which is left,
of course, must be the earth one.
Anyhow, it is of a different size 15and
is readily distinguishable.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated
“ T\ M Y

JV I

favourite

subjects

are

land-

scapes and seascapes taken

when the sky contains definite
cloud forms, or when sun and mist are
present. Figure and flower subjects also
appeal to me.
“ The camera I invariably use is an
F.nsign roll-film reflex, 3^ x 2J, with an
f/3.4 lens, and shutter speeds up to
1 /500th sec. It is one of the most
compact reflexes on the market, but has
no rising front, and for that reason I
rarely attempt architecture, which, by
the way, does not appeal to me greatly.
My favourite film is Selochrome, and I
do not use a filter, as I find I can get all
I want without one.
“ My printing process is bromide, and
I confine myself to three varieties of
paper — Kodak Royal, Ilford CreamCrayon and Granville Velvet. I en¬
deavour to systematise all my working.
" The landscape around my home,
Hull, is very uninspiring, but the Humber
estuary is a decided asset, and I cover
the water-front many a time, particularly
from September to March, when tide

and

weather

contre-jour

are

suitable.

effects, with

mist or cloud.

My

the sun

landscapes

to our Special Representative.

I prefer
veiled by

I obtain

chiefly on a fortnight’s cycling tour in
the summer. The last two years I
have been in the Highlands, where the
Scottish lochs add charm to the mountain
scenery. Clouds are essential, and I
have not yet seen a cloudless sky on the
western side of Scotland.
" I do not regularly use an exposure
meter. A normal exposure is i/5oth sec.
at f/8. I gauge the exposure and aper¬
ture by the brilliance of the image on the
focussing screen, which also informs me,
incidentally, whether the sun is too
uncovered to photograph. A streak of
light is then visible on the ground glass.
“ My films are developed by inspection
with M.Q. packet developer used at full
strength, as 1 like a plucky negative. The
same developer is used for bromide paper,
but with the necessary quantity of 10
per cent potassium bromide added.
“ I have two enlargers — a Kodak Auto¬
focus which magnifies 3!- diameters, and
a horizontal condenser enlarger by

Lancaster. The latter gives more con¬
trast, but moisture on the condensers,
particularly in winter, has to be eradi¬
cated before you begin working. I
would sooner a print be on the contrasty
side than otherwise. If a print is
tear
it up.‘ flat,’ it is just as well to
labelled
“ I enlarge on to 15 x 12 sheets cut in
two, or on to 10 x 8. I make six such en¬
largements with ten ounces of developer.
The length of time taken for the image to
appear 1 multiply by four, as I then
know the quality will be as good as can
be expected. 1 try to be a straight
photographer, but if there are any high¬
lights which require toning down I use
megilp and lamp-black colour.
“ Spotting I do with a pencil. Hypoferricyanide, put on with a brush when
the print is wet, is occasionally used to
accentuate a high-light. The mixture
must be dilute, or a yellow stain may
result. I use 15x12 mounts, which are
cut out so that the surface of the print
is protected. Why use a 20x16 mount
for a 10x8 or 12X7J print ? It seems
rather like a pimple on a mountain to
me, and yet some exhibitions refuse to
admit 15x12 mounts.
“ I make pictures to use. I send them
to exhibitions, where they have been
known sometimes to repose in the
cellar ; and I enter for competitions,
such as those in The Amateur Photo¬
grapher,

with

occasional

success.

What

progress I have made I owe largely to
this and to help from the local Society
to which I belong, as well as to two
portfolios of which I am a member.
Helpful criticism and friendly compe¬
tition add zest to a fine hobby.
“ The print ‘ Evening Calm,’ is a
typical December shipping study, ex¬

posure i/5oth at f/6.3 ; while the ‘ Water
Lilies ’ were photographed at Scar¬
borough on a day which was bad for
landscape work, there being a cloudless
sky. The exposure was i,/25th at f/n,
with a portrait attachment fitted.
“ I am also interested in the making
of lantern slides. These are usually
made by contact on to Paget Slow or
Ilford Warm-black plates. The de¬
veloper used is Rytol, which gives a
Evening

variety of tones from brown

Calm.

By

16

236

Wm.

Jackson.

cording to exposure

to black ac¬

and development.”
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LILIES.

By
Wm.

Jackson.

(See article, “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures
the opposite page.)
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YOUTH.
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(Front the London Salon of Photography.)

M.

Benkow.
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FRONT.

By

(From

the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)

John

Muller.
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E. H.

Mist

a
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Whitford.

5- — “ Castle

Harbour."

Approach ."

By E. H. B lam ires.

By

2. — “ York."

C. P. Gilt ins.
6. —

“ Friar's

By

3. — “ Dignity

Crag."

E. Bassett .

By

and

Impudence."

4. —

P. T. T. Finch.

‘ Les

H ouches,

By

R. W.

Mont

Blanc.1'

Linsell.

7. — “ Old Harry Rocks, Studland."
By G. C. \V. Wilson.
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on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on

K^ntical Comments

IT is a desirable thing that a sense
, of scale should

be

included

in

the pictures we make. The quali¬
ties of impressiveness and dignity are
difficult to express without it, and,
in extreme cases, a subject may be
unintelligible without something to
give an idea of the size of the objects
comprising the subject material.
Scale

and

Size.

In the case of No. 7, “ Old Harry
Rocks,” by G. C. W. Wilson, there is
nothing to indicate whether the rocks
in question are twenty or a hundred
feet from top to base. They may
be large and impressive in actual fact,
but to one who does not know the spot
there is nothing in the print from
which that fact might be inferred.
What feeling of impressiveness there
may have been is therefore lost, and,
as this would be a most important
adjunct in the pictorial content, it is
a pity. All the more because the
cliffs, sea and sky join together to
make a most harmonious and pleasing
scheme. Moreover, all that would have
been necessary is for a vessel of some
sort or other to be introduced, and, be¬
cause it would provide an element the
size of which can be more or less accu¬
rately estimated, the size of the cliffs
could also be judged in comparison.
That none was present is unfor¬
tunate. It might so easily have
happened that it was, and it would
have made all the difference. Its
proper place would be on the lefthand side, just about level with the
first isolated rock, and, if combination
printing be resorted to, it would be
possible, assuming a negative was
available giving a boat of the size
required, and one that was seen from
the correct angle, to arrange for it
to be printed in in the position
indicated.
Dignity and Impressiveness.
The job is not particularly difficult
if the boat to be introduced is shown
in a dark tone against a light setting,
for the density of the latter prevents
it showing in the setting already
provided. An experiment or two
will soon illustrate how far to go, and,
once the facility has been acquired, it
is astonishing how often it proves
extremely useful.

t^e opposite page.

Naturally, every care must be
taken to see that there is no suggestion
of falsity, and that the addition is not
apparent as such. Good taste and a
sense of what is fitting are also desir¬
able, but, with these qualifications,
the facility is so useful that it places
a power in the hands of the aspiring
pictorialist that can scarcely be at¬
tained by any other means.
In No. 6, “ Friar’s Crag,” by E.
Bassett, the trees afford an indication
of the scale of the distant hills, for
trees of the type in question are
familiar to all, and their average size
is known. Taking into consideration
the distance between them and the
mountains, the size of the latter can
be inferred, and, keeping this in mind,
some of their impressiveness is
inevitably suggested.
Incidentally, the tones of the sky
in this picture are beautifully rendered,
and suggest an excellent idea of the
quality of luminosity. The feature is
noticeable, again, in No. 4, “ Les
Houches,” by R. W. Linsell, but, here,
the suggestion arises rather from the
sunlight on the snow-covered tops.
Force of Comparison.
Scale, too, is imparted by the
inclusion of the houses in the middle
distance and the fir trees on the left,
i.e., by force of comparison ; and,
altogether, the print leaves little to
be desired in this direction.
The vertical line of the river bank
in the foreground does not harmonise
too well with the remainder of the
composition, for what is needed there
are horizontal lines to suggest a
sense of stability. A viewpoint some
little distance to the right would have
allowed the river to come in from the
left in a more or less horizontal
direction, and the present unrestful
arrangement would have been avoided.
The values of the sky, snow and
distance, however, are very nicely
rendered, and, though its neighbour,
No. 5, “ Castle Approach,” by E. H.
Blamires, is very little inferior from
the technical standpoint, its pictorial
appeal is by no
There is sunshine

means so effective.
in it, it is true, but

it is scarcely so expressed as to take
rank as an effect, and the real interest
is more of a topographical character.

Similar

remarks

are applicable,

also,

to Nos. 2 and 3, " York,” by C. P.
Gittins, and “ Dignity and Impu¬
dence,” by P. T. T. Finch. In the
former, there is, however, no deficiency
in respect of scale, there being in¬
numerable items therein contained of
known size ; but, in the latter,
although the size of the rock may be
gathered from the scale in which the
diminutive figures on top are recorded,
they are so insignificant that they
could easily be overlooked.
Atmosphere and Space.
There is, too, a not unpleasing
suggestion of atmosphere and space
about this latter print, but it is
scarcely helped by the facetious
character of the title, which not only
is singularly inappropriate, but also
implies a regrettable lack of serious
intention.
Talking

about

titles, that of No.

wieldy, and the much shorter “ Morn¬
ing Mist ” would convey the same
idea more concisely, besides avoiding
a superfluity of verbiage. The print
itself is good and needs no lengthy
title to make its intentions clear.
A somewhat better arrangement
might have accrued had it been found
possible tcf have included a little
water below the level of the nearest
vessel, for, as it is at present, it does
not seem too securely established.
The suggested addition would have
explained its presence better, and, as
an essential dark in an arrangement of
light tone, it would serve its purpose
much more efficiently.
Subject Limitations.
The probability is, however, that
the viewpoint was somewhat circum¬
scribed, and it was either not possible
to get far enough away to include the
small amount of water needed, or an
intervening quay wall — or something
of the sort — rendered the existing
placing inevitable.
Limitations such as these are un¬
avoidable at times, but on other
occasions can be circumvented with a
little trouble, and a little dodging
about with viewpoint level and posi¬
tion may make all the difference.
" Mentor.”
17

241

1,

“ Early Morning Mist in the Harbour,”
by E. H. Whitford, is long and un¬
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“WATER

WITH its long foreground, and

the consequent placing of the
centre of attraction in the

upper portion of the picture, this
example strikes a somewhat unusual
note, which, again, is emphasised by
the characteristic architecture of the
new world. Whether, beyond the
note of novelty, any real advantage is
gained by the inclusion of so much
foreground or not is a debatable

FRONT,”
Deductions

and

by John
Inferences.

The probability is that there would
be little loss as far as stability is
concerned, for the dark masses of
the piles would act in similar fashion
to the shore in the print as at present
constituted. The figure seated on
the piles would be brought into
greater prominence, and the sense of
human ^interest would be correspond¬
ingly increased, while the arrange¬

point, and, possibly, the con¬
sideration of the points for
and against may be of some
little interest.
For

and

Against.

attracts no attention,' and the eye is
directed, via the figure, to the brightlylit water, and thence to the centre
of interest in the tall and towering
buildings in the distance.
Moreover, the composition, in the
horizontal shape, assumes a sound
formation. It is conventional
in its fines and placing, it is

the eccentric might be pro¬
duced with a view to attract¬
ing an immediate attention,
whether the remainder of
the pictorial content were
able to sustain it or not.
Personal

In the upper portion of the
picture there is a good inter¬
est, and the separation of the
planes is well marked. This
feature would be common to

Preference .

Without going so far as
to express a definite opinion
on this particular aspect of
the question, which is left
to the personal preference of
the reader to determine, it
does seem as though, on the
whole, the upper portion
alone makes the more satis¬

both aspects, whether with
or without the extra fore¬
ground, but with it there is
the illusion that the distance
is thrown farther back. On
that account the sense of

18

and, necessarily, impairs the feeling
of unity. In the revised arrangement,
the suggestion does not arise, for the
area below the level of the piles

true, but it is none the worse
for that, and, in point of fact,
it might be held to be an
advantage. At all events, it
is free from the implication
that the long foreground was
chosen simply in order that
something out of the ordinary
or something verging upon

As already indicated, there
is a certain novelty attaching
to the employment of a long
foreground in a subject of
this nature. Novelty is no
little advantage if, in addi¬
tion to the momentary attrac¬
tion it excites, the pictorial
content is such as to con¬
tinue to hold the attention,
but, in itself, its actual value
is trivial.

space might be said to be
enhanced. The depth of tone
in the immediate foreground,
too, conveys an admirable
feeling of stability ; but, at the
same time, the departure
from the horizontal of the
main lines induces a sense of unrest,
which, in view of its unimportant
part in the subject content, is scarcely
a feature to be desired.
On the other hand, if the lower
portion of the print were removed, and
only that above the dotted line in
the sketch retained, the added illusion
of space would be minimised, but the
significance of the distance would be
increased on account of its comparative
increase of scale.

Muller.

factory 'picture, and that it is
the attraction of this portion
that enables the print to
carry

an

excess

normal proportion
ground rather than
latter is justified.
ment of the composition, which mainly
consists of horizontal fines, would be
more suitably met by the horizontal
shape.
A suggestion that now arises, and
one that is occasioned by the placing
of those piles just about the lateral
middle of the picture, is that there is a
division into two nearly equal halves.
This is a decided drawback, for it
prevents a proper connection being
established between the two parts,
242

over

the

of fore¬
that the

To put the matter in a nut¬
shell, it would appear that, with so
strong an interest in the distance, the
subject cannot truly be regarded as a
foreground study ; and, in the absence
of sufficient interest in that portion to
maintain a supremacy, it is exceedingly
doubtful if justification could be
found for its retention. On the other
hand, the upper portion alone, when
freed from the complication of the
foreground, stands well by itself,
“ Mentor.”
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Is

etters to the Editor
SPOTTING

Sir, — None

of your

MINIATURE

NEGATIVES.

correspondents

has

dealt

with

a short¬

coming of miniature camera photography that I, for one, find
exceedingly troublesome. This is the problem of spotting
enlargements. Whether it is the peculiar properties of a
condenser enlarger or just pure cussedness 1 cannot say ; but
the better, sharper and more brilliant a bromide enlargement
is, the more certainly will it be speckled with black spots,
especially on the high-lights. I quite agree, after trying bar¬
barous treatment with a scraping tool, that it is better to
avoid these dark spots by retouching the negative (vide “ Facts
and Formulae ” in a recent number). But that looks like a
counsel of perfection when dealing with a scrap of celluloid
3X4 cm. or less. Will some reader with experience' kindly
offer remarks on retouching of miniature negatives ? If it
involves purchase of a microscope and entomological dissecting
instruments there will shortly be a miniature camera on offer
in your advertisement columns in exchange for any good
quarter-plate. " Photographic Enlarging ” mentions a method
for removing dark spots by reduction with a solution of copper
sulphate and potassium bromide. Again, can anyone supply
. helpful comments on this or any other method for ridding
bromide enlargements of black blemishes that seem insepar¬
able from small negatives. — Yours, etc., " MINIATURIST.”
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Sir, — Since

the

appearance

BRASS
of the

TACKS.

first letter

under

this

heading, correspondents in " The A.P.” have offered the
explanation that the popularity of the miniature camera is
due to superior pictures obtained by greater depth of focus of
the large aperture in the lens of the tiny camera.
No reader will doubt the superiority of the small lens in
this respect, but nine out of ten would resist the argument
that this is the secret of the miniature’s popularity, or that it
compensates for the drain on time and pocket. I venture to
state that if prices of large cameras and photographic material
were brought within the purchasing power of the amateur
whose expenditure is limited where hobbies are concerned,
the small camera would lose its popularity.
Supporting correspondents of tiny cameras ignored the
question of additional costs involved in enlarging small prints,
or as one writer said, the cost of providing friends with mag¬
nifying glasses to see tiny prints.
If “ A.P.” readers will note the cameras used by writers of
the articles " How I make my Exhibition Pictures,” they will
find the quarter-plate a prime favourite. These articles are
an excellent feature of " The A.P.”
“ Price ” has cut out the big camera absolutely, and may be
responsible also for the obscurity of splendid British firms
whose advertisements are never seen nowadays. — Yours,
" HOPEFUL.”
etc.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Sir, — As

has been

frequently

PRICES.

pointed

out

in these

The

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

Unless photography is cheapened, manufacturer, factor and
retailer will " lay out ” the layer of golden eggs. — Yours, etc.,
" GOLDEN
GOOSE.”
DISTANT

CONTROL

Sir, — I notice in “ The

A.P.”

OF

FLASHLIGHT.

of the 21st February

still another

letter on the subject of " Distant Control of Flashlight.” I
myself made the gadget described at the beginning of January,
and find that it works splendidly. But I experienced great
difficulty in obtaining the fuse wire required. Eventually I
obtained 36 S.W.G. pure tin wire from Messrs. Fallowfield, of
Newman Street, W.i. This wire is, I believe, supposed to
fuse at .75 amp., and is admirably suited for the purpose in
question. I have for some years had a Kodak electric flashlamp — now no longer sold, I am sorry to say — which works .
from a flashlamp battery. The fuse wire used in this is on
a little reel contained, in the head of the piece of apparatus
(which is designed for use in the hand). If Mr. Muffitt could
obtain the name of the manufacturer of this wire from Messrs.
Kodak,

Ltd., I think it would

Sir, — It may

interest

Mr.

suit his purpose. — Yours, etc.,
C. F. VALCKE.
Muffitt

to read

the

information

which I supply to him below.
A fuse, unless exceptionally thin, cannot be blown easily by
a 4-volt dry battery because of the high internal resistance of
the latter. Since thin wire is both difficult to handle and ineffi¬
cient, I would suggest Mr. Muffitt uses, instead of his dry battery,
a two or four volt accumulator, whose internal resistance will
be very low. With a two-volt accumulator (even of the small
type) 26 S.W.G. copper wire can be blown easily. Taking into
account the powder surrounding the wire, 30 S.W.G. copper
wire should prove ideal. Eureka and German silver wire
should not be used, because for the same S.W.G. the resistance
is very much higher and the current necessary to melt it is
also very much greater. Thus a 32 S.W.G. copper wire will
blow more easily than a 40 S.W.G. wire of Eureka.
I trust this information will be useful. — -Yours, etc.,
K. M. BEVINS.
TWO-ON-ONE
Sir, — Mr.

Crook’s

EXPOSURES.

letter on " Two-on-One

Exposures”

gives

food for thought. Is it possible ‘for our manufacturers to
produce, at a popular price, a roll-film holder which could be
used for either 2JX3-J or for 2JX2J pictures, viz., eleven or
twelve exposures on an eight-exposure 2J-X34 roll film? A
supplementary slide with a 2JX2J " cut-out” and a special
numbering device embodied in the roll-holder should not present
insuperable difficulties. A roll-holder of this description
would be a boon when used in conjunction with, for example,
that excellent little camera, the T.-P. Horizontal reflex. — Yours,
etc.,
JOHN BILLINGS.
THE

columns

Editor

the opinions

Sir, — Now

LEICESTER

EXHIBITION.

that the entries have

closed for the Exhibition of
the current prices are those of the boom period of 1920. It
the Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society, may
might be expected that the rationalisation of certain manu¬
we take this opportunity of thanking you for your kind co¬
facturing sections of the industry would lead to lower prices.
If this is rationalisation, heaven preserve us from trustification !
operation by inserting the notices in your " Forthcoming
Exhibition ” columns.
Before the general tariff was imposed foreign films cost the
No fewer than 526 pictures have been entered in the
same as British films. In spite of the heavy duties the foreign
Open Class alone, and a total of 885 pictures in all makes this
films have not been increased in price. Putting it mildly the
a record entry. Entry forms and prints have been received
foreigner must have had an extremely good profit in the past,
from all parts of the world, and it will interest you to know that
or, alternatively, the English manufacturer is at present making
an extremely good profit.
applicants for entry forms have mentioned “ as advertised in
‘ The A.P.’ ” from remote places as Iraq, Kenya Colony, South
Turning from manufacturer to factor. A certain camera is
Africa, New Zealand, Egypt, etc., which undoubtedly proves
retailed in Germany for £20 (268 marks). In England the
price is ^3 5. It must not be forgotten that the duty is not 243 that " The A.P.” is an international paper. Again thanking
you for vour kind
support. — -Yours, etc.,
paid on the German retail price (^20) but on the wholesale
H. FOSCUTT,
price — about £14.
WM. WILLIAMSON, Exhibition Secretaries.
And now for the dealer — forty per cent profit is excessive !
19
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and

y\^ews
Three

16-mm.

non-flam

ITEMS

films dealing with

OF

opaque

Reviews

GENERAL

artists’ colourmen. Anyone
educational purposes should
address.

interested in these films for
communicate with the above

In a recent issue an advertiser used the words " Voigtlander
Foth ” as descriptive of a make of camera. This, of course,
is incorrect, as neither Messrs. Voigtlander nor Messrs. Foth
are in any way connected.

A new

" Unipod

on the market

” or simple tripod leg and strap has been put

by A. O. Roth,

of Ringstead

Road,

Catford,

S.E.

The “ Unipod ” may be used by itself as a camera support
at a height of 4 ft. 3 in. from the ground when its six sections
are fully extended. Employed this way it makes it possible
for a photographer to give 1 /5th of a second or even one second
exposures with a Compur or other automatic shutter without
camera shake. Used with the strap support,
comes something much more valuable because

the tripod be¬
then it can be

of help not only to the amateur “ still ” photographer but to
the cine photographer using any sub-standard camera. The
strap, which is adjustable, is hung around the neck with a little
leather

pocket,

smaller

than

an

egg-cup,

at the bottom.

The

“ Unipod,” not extended (about 10 in.), is screwed into the
tripod socket of the camera, and its foot is then placed in the
leather pocket. Supported in this way by the strap the
camera

is easy

to hold

rock-steady

in all sorts

of situations.

With the 4 ft. 3 in. " Unipod ” and strap complete, the price is
15s. With a longer " Unipod,” extending to 5 ft., the cost
is 17s. 6d. including the strap.

The

Latest

in

A LITTLE roll-film camera, the size of a packet of ten

cigarettes, which Ensign, Ltd., are introducing for this
season is going to spread the fashion in small cameras

considerably. Known as the ” Midget,” it costs 30s. (” all¬
distance ” lens) and 50s. (Ensar f/6.3 focussing anastigmat).
It is rather more than a snapshotter's camera, however, and
many of those who are called “ serious photographers ” will
slip one into the pocket on all sorts of occasions when they
would not carrv a
larger instrument.
Cinematographers
will take one with

FROM

ALL

QUARTERS

An exhibition of portraiture by leading European

and

transparent colours, coloured paper and colour in craftwork,
and the use of brushes, have been made by Messrs. Winsor and
Newton, Ltd., of 38, Rathbone Place, W.i, the well-known

INTEREST

professional

photographers is now on view at The Camera Club, 17, John
Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2. The prints are varied in
character, and form a most interesting collection. They have
been brought together by Mr. R. N. Speaight on behalf of
Kodak, Ltd., who have loaned the complete exhibition. Ad¬
mission is free daily from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sundays excepted.

A new
every

22-page booklet which

Rolleiflex

accessory

illustrates and describes fully

is now

ready

for distribution

by

Messrs. R. F. Hunter, Ltd., of Celfix House, 51, Gray’s Inn
Road, W.C.i. All users of this camera should obtain a copy,
which will be sent free on application to the above address.
Messrs. Hunter are also asking Rolleiflex users to submit
prints from negatives made with this camera. Unusual subjects
are required for reproduction. Fees will be paid.

We
which

regret to have to record the death of Sir Cecil Hertslet,
occurred

on

March

4th

at St. Mary

Redcliffe

Vicarage,

Bristol at the age of eighty-four. He was Consul-General
for Belgium, and was in Antwerp when the war broke out. He
was the last to leave, and after the armistice he returned by
the first boat, rehoisted the Consulate flag, and resumed his
duties. He was in the Consulate service for fifty years. He
will be well known to the older generation of photographers
as an expert worker. He was British representative and Juror
at the Paris Exhibition of 1900, and served on many other
international juries. He was President of the Photographic
Convention at Brussels in 1908, and at the Amsterdam meeting
in 1912, and was a Trustee of the P.C.U.K. He contributed
considerably to the success of the meetings by his charm of
manner and invariable courtesy. His death will be greatly
regretted by all who knew him.

Small
industry.

But

Cameras
for the

moment

the

Lukos

film

is the

film

which is used and it may be added that the Lukos is an
ceedingly good film.
. The man who does his own developing will, of course,

ex¬
get

his 3X4 cm. negatives and enlarge them to his liking. But
Messrs. Ensign have arranged a system by which films taken
to dealers for development and printing shall be used for
producing ” oversize ” prints or " large prints ” of 2J X3-J size.
The word " enlargement” has .a technical meaning in the
trade, and these will not be called " enlargements ” — you
won't get them masked down and after-treated as an enlarge¬
ment is treated, for instance ; but they will be just straight

occa¬

2i x 3r prints (all the picture-area of the negative) as the

sional " still ” in the

dealer’s prints from Midget negatives. This policy means
that the amateur will be using a real pocket camera with
small negatives for standard 2JX3J Midget prints at 2d. per
print, and the films will cost sixpence a spool. It is a good
idea and it will suit a lot of photographers.

them

for

an

midst of their day’s
filming. Women will
like it, because it
will slip into the
handbag
without
crowding out other
things.

The camera has two finders, one a good direct-vision pattern
for eye-level use, and a shutter with three instantaneous
speeds. The spool-holders swing out for easy loading — and
here the loading really is simple. The camera front pulls out
on four struts which hold it firm.

The " Midget ”
uses a special film
known as the E10
Ensign

Lukos

The

film,

holding six expo¬
sures of about 3X4
cm. size (half vestpocket size) and cost¬
ing sixpence the spool.
duce
20

films of this size no

anastigmat

model

has

a focussing

collar

on

the

front

cell of the lens and is scaled up to 3-ft. distance. In each
instance the price includes a neat leather slip-in case.
This is a novel little camera, produced by the firm who turned

244

Sooner

or later other

doubt — it’s a way

firms

they

will pro¬

have

in the

out the first 3x4 cm. camera that we saw in Britain — the
Cupid, which was made some years ago, just a bit before its
time. The British public is now prepared to receive the
3X4

cm.

camera

cordially — and

they will like this one.

£

March
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Cinematography
Studying the Audience

SIGURD MOIR.

There is much appreciable difference between a crude screening of films and a polished display. The following article
shows how the exercise of a little thought on behalf of one’s audience can raise the standard of projection to a high level .

PERHAPS the word “ audience ”

is not the most appropriate we
could stumble upon to describe
those guests of ours who occasionally

drop in to “ see the pictures.” Yet
'it is hardly more appropriate when
applied to those gathered together
for the purpose of seeing as well as
hearing a stage production. Neverthe¬
less, we would rather use a doubtful
word than deprive our friends of the
ability to see ; all of us, that is,
including a fellow-reader who wrote
in to ask how he could “ blind the
audience temporarily ” (with mag¬
nesium powder) in order that an
angel ”
from the
In this
that the
audience

might “ disappear suddenly
stage.”
case, there can be no doubt
intention was to please the
; so we may hope that the

improve picture brilliance to an as¬
tonishing degree. Readers who do
not fully understand the effects of
particular conditions upon their pro¬
jection cannot do better than try out
a few improvised surfaces, embodying
that which they find most brilliant as
the basis of a new, permanent screen.
It is somewhat annoying here to
find that any improvement in screen
brilliance only accentuates existing
flicker. This trouble must therefore
be tackled

at the projector end, where

the effect of speeding-up the inter¬
mittent may be tried. Such treat¬
ment is seldom known to fail ; but,
where it does, a new shutter or a new
type of shutter may be fitted by the
manufacturers .
Outside influences, too, are not
without their effect upon any audience.

The flickering of the firelight, for
example, can do as much as anything
else to detract from the serious nature
of a display and to encourage flippant
conversation. This, by the way, is
occasionally encountered in family dnd
intimate audiences, where it is fos¬
tered — to the great annoyance of the
majority — by one or two respected
members who have yet to learn that
amateur cinematography has a serious
Lesser annoyances come from smok¬
purpose.
ing and from the handing round of
comestibles during the display. A
friend of mine has measured a loss
in screen brilliance of 30 per cent due
to the former cause — and, apart from
this, there is a membraneous irritation
occasioned amongst those who are not
addicted to the weed. Sweetmeats

angel ” was ultimately enabled to
disappear without finding a more
valid claim to the title — and without
subjecting the audience to an at¬
mosphere very much like that of a
Flanders battlefield after a heavy strafe.
Eyestrain.
Cinematographers, fortunately, do
not have to blind their audiences.
Indeed, in some cases, the difficulty is
to obtain sufficient illumination to
make the pictures viewable on a large
screen. I am not overlooking the
fact that these are the days of super
projectors, which, with ridiculous ease,
are capable of throwing brilliant
images edge-to-edge against the largest
screens we are likely ever to require ;
but I remember also that cinemato¬
graphy has a large following which
still retains its hold on modest equip¬
ment. Flicker, too, comes into the
question ; and these are reasons why
we cannot dismiss eyestrain as a
thing of the past.
The most important need (in all
cases where a new projector is tem¬
porarily out of the question) is for a
screen that is suitable for use under
the particular conditions which pre¬
vail and which also represents a high
standard of efficiency for its class.
Such a screen will almost invariably

245
The best viewpoint for a general cine record of a football match is the centre of tke back
seats of the grandstand. This allows an uninterrupted view of the game in all directions,
and if a long-focus lens is used, good individual phases of play can be secured.
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and other delicacies need not, of
course, be withheld from the audi¬
ence ;
but such things may be
consumed both before and after the
show ; also, if necessary, during a
special interval which may be provided.
The

Cinematographer’s

Part.

It must not be thought that the
cinematographer himself is without
blame for certain annoying extraneities. He can set up a rattle in his
projector by omitting to stand this
upon a rubber or felt pad ; and he can,
on occasion, be very disconcerting
with his lights. But more offensive
than either of these oversights is his
forgetfulness in showing films that
have become dirty or that call for the
removal of acquired fluff or blemishes.
The cinematographer has also a

ASTER

measure of responsibility for
welfare of his audiences. He must

put them in the way of exposed
terminals carrying current for the
operation of projectors and sound
amplifiers ; and he must warn the
mechanical-minded not to be too
curious over his transformers and

the opinion of his guests when in
doubt as to the titles and nature of
the films that are to constitute any
given show. But this indulgence
must not be allowed to submerge the
amateur's own personality.
I mention this because, often enough,
there is a reluctance on the part of

heavy resistances. So, too, must he
strive to avoid accidents of a dif¬
ferent kind by running his cables and

producing amateurs to push films
made by abstract treatment. How
popular this abstraction is, however,

amplifier leads — wherever possible—
beneath the rugs and carpets.
Other dangers there may be ; but,
like the rest, they cease to exist

can be judged by the excellent make¬
up of the B.A.A.C. all-amateur show
recently given at the Gaumont-British
(private) Cinema in Wardour Street,
London. Unfortunately, there is still
a shortage of abstract films, but this
should not deter the serious amateur

immediately the amateur takes
quate precautions against them.

day of April this year, and as the
Easter holiday lasts from Good
Friday to Easter Monday many of us
whose leisure is usually limited will take
the opportunity of wandering farther
afield in search of cine subjects.
Whether we take our cine cameras in
ruc-sacs or in cars we shall all have an
equal chance of recording Britain at
her best.
A picturesque Easter Monday morning
custom is the London Van Horse Parade
in Regent’s Park. The day may come
when the pageantry of coal-carts and
the great horses disappear from our
streets. Then we may be glad to see
them
come
stamping along in our
shadow world, lifting their gaily adorned

Films.

heads,
tails.

Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15.
Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S.A.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 15-17Details from Miss E. F. Gadd, 61, Castleton Road,
Goodmayes, Essex.
Barry C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 19-24.
Exhibition Secretary, J. H. White, Barry Camera Club,
Y.M.C.A., Newlands Street, Barry, Glam.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open,
March 21-24. Particulars from T. Ambler, 18, Raby
Gardens, Bishop Auckland.
Syracuse C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 131. Further particulars from Salon Committee,
Syracuse Camera Club, 340, Montgomery Street,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Entries, April 10 : open, May 5-20. Further par¬
ticulars from M. M. Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue
Markelbach, Brussels, Belgium.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Particulars from Miss R.
Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California,
U.S.A.
/
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
15 ; open, April 9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.

for Easter
and

whisking

their

from including them
tunity.
whenever he does

silky

the most famous drivers in the country
will provide thrills in plenty for our
telephoto lens.
Easter Tuesday

will see

the

opening

of the Ideal Home Exhibition at Olym¬
pia. Here is a splendid subject for a
film if treated in a human way, linking
up with all types of homes and people,
and yet harmonising into a symphony of
" home ” that only England can provide.
One of the finest photographic holidays
can be spent tramping or boating the
length of a river, with the river itself
linking up
scattered incidents and

and

providing the continuity that
times difficult to achieve.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-12.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, March 24 ; open, April 12-14. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S.
Railway, Derby.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
r Isles only). — Entry forms due March 28 ; exhibits
April 4 ; Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27- Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
Jugoslavia.
International Salon (Poznan, ■ Poland). — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystvya Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Grudnia 18, Poznan, Poland.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier 107 (So-
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is some¬

Or you can hire a small motor caravan
— -that is, one to be attached to a car
by a towing bracket — for about fifty
shillings for the week, and record a
road

" cruise ” that

in March
gipsy

may

life.
17th is a day

a great many
thusiasts. In

create

that

subjects
addition

Patrick’s Day
there
football at Twickenham

a boom

will provide

for cine en¬
to being St.

will be Rugby
and Beckenham,

horse racing at Sandown Park, and last,
but not least, the Oxford and Cambridge
Boat Race. Long before 2 p.m. the
banks of the Thames from Putney to

Competitions

Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Entries,
March 17 ; open, April 5-28. Particulars from Ex¬
hibition Secretaries, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 19 ; open, April 7-14. Further particulars from
Exhibition Secretaries, c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, March 24. ExhibitiQn Secretary,
J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield Place, Anglesey Street,
Lozells, Birmingham, 19.

22

in his programmes
sense the oppor¬

M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

long,

Easter Monday afternoon there is
motor racing at Brooklands, a track easily
reached from London, and here some of

Exhibitions

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, March 31. Rules in the issue of February 28.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
3-17. Secretary, E. H. Bellamy, Waterloo House,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham.

ade¬

It is no more than courtesy on the
part of the cinematographer to seek

Getting
Ready
falls on the first

SUNDAY

the
not

Mortlake will be
Race enthusiasts.

ciete

thronged

cu?5tureand

Photograph ique de Touraine),

with

Tours

Boat

(Indre-&-

Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prims and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9th, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfteld, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary,
A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin,
Italy.
Midland

Salon

(Castle Museum

and

Art

Gallery,

Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
‘‘All Britain” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15,
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024.
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open
(Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian

International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins,
Japan.
Junction, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.
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Societies

14th,

1934

will have

The

theiv meetings

Wednesday,

Week’s

announced

March

here if the syllabus

Kidderminster and D.P.S.
Leeds C.C. Cine Night.
and County
Lithography.
London
Council

March

Tuesday,

15th.

Birmingham P.S. “ Three Weeks in Holland.”
Cardiff C.C. Chloro-Bromide. Chas. Morris.

G. Herbert

Large Prints.”

Dannatt.

T. B. S. Cox.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Engineering Photography.” G. Marshall Smith.
Huddersfield P.S. “ Pictorial Photography in the Field.” Herbert Bairstow.
Hull P.S. Lecturette Evening.
Ilford P.S. Exhibition.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ My Fleeting Impression
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S.
Home
Acoustics, Ltd.
C.C.

“ Correct

of Switzerland.” F. T. Bancroft.
Talkie Demonstration. British

Development

Liverpool A. P.A. “ My Visit to Russia.”
Newcastle and District A.C.A. Films.

by

the Azol

Method.”

D.

A. M. Brown.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Architectural Photography.” W. H. A. Fincham.
Richmond C.C. “ The Human Camera.” H. J. Howard.
Sunderland P.A. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. W. Richardson.
Tynemouth P.S. Annual Exhibition and Print Competition.

Friday,

March

Leigh Lit. Society P.S. “ Architecture.” W. Swift.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Exhibition Print Review.

Miss F. Flemming.

Film in Everyday

Saturday,

Life.”

March

Anstey.

of Normandy.”
Research

W.

G. W. Weir.

R. Kay.

Dept, of Imperial Chemical

Industries,

Competition.

Stafford P.S. “ Bruges and Ypres.” E. Marks.
Todmorden P.S. “ Folkestone and Canterbury.” Travis Burton.
Warrington P.S. “ With Car and Camera in Scotland.” W. H. Hadley.
Whitehall Cine Society. “ Confessions of a Professional Film Editor.”
Pullin.
Winchester P.S. Lecturette Evening.
York P.S. Wind-up Conversazione.

March

Fred

21st.

of Bexley

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Further Hints and Tips.”
Camberwell C.C. Annual Club Competition.
Carlisle and County A. P.S. Annual General Meeting.

17th.

March

from

Bethnal Green C.C. Practical Work.
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturettes by Members
Bradford P.S. Cine Section Evening.

Birmingham P.S. Exhibition Slides and Autochromes.
Ilford P.S. Exhibition.
Portsmouth C.C. Visit to Southampton Exhibition.
Southampton C.C. Visit of Members of Affiliated Societies.
Southport P.S. Exhibition.

Monday,

Scientific Films

Wednesday,

E. H

20th.

S. Bridgen.

Loughborough P.S. “ Concarneau.” Bernard Moore.
Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Royal P.S. “ The Trend of Sculpture.” R. H. Lawton.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Indoor Photography.
“ The

March

G. A. Forman.
R. H. Bullen.

St. Bride P.S. “ Optics.” T. J. Kelly.
Sheffield P.S. “ Flame.” Dr. F. Ellis.
South Glasgow C.C. G.D.U. Portfolio and Lantern-Slide
South Shields P.S. Exhibition Criticism Night.

Brondesbury Cine Society. Production.
Colne C.C. Lecture by C. Green.

Cine Club.

” Prize Slides.

Liverpool A. P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Monklands P.S. Jumble Sale.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. 11 Making an Exhibition Print.”
Nottingham and Notts P.S. “ Mont St. Michel.” J. E. Hall.
Peterborough P.S. Lecture by S. Bridgen.

Royal P.S.
Ltd.

16th.

Harrogate P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hinckley
and Exhibition.
D.P.S. “ Finishing, Working up and Mounting.”
Ilford P.S.
Kings Heath P.S. Finlay Colour. H. Austin.

of Photo-Engraving

Barnsley P.S. “ Romance and the Beauty of Plant Life.” J. E. Barker.
Basingstoke C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Beckenham P.S. “ Alsace Again.” G. H. Robinson.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Composition.”
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Magazine Night.
Brondesbury Cine Society. General Projection and Discussion.
Cambridge P.C. Photomicrography. E. E. Jelley.
Dunfermline P.A. Baby Cine Demonstration.
Exeter C.C. Slide-Making. W. T. Aviolet.
Guildford and D.C.C. Bromoil Circle Prints.
Hackney P.S. Slide Competition.
Halifax P.S. Faults in Negatives.
Harrow C.C. Monthly Competition.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Portfolio Evening.
Kodak Works P.S. Competition Cine Film Evening.
Leeds P.S. Work Night.
Lincoln C.C. Cin£ Demonstration. C. W. Dixon.

Portsmouth
C.C. Y.P.U.
“ Rouen,Prints.
Crown
Rotherham P.S.

Watford C.C. “ Cruising with a Camera.” G. R. Bolton.
Wimbledon C.C. “ How we make our Exhibition Pictures.” By Members.
Woolwich P.S. “ Half-timbered Houses of Kent.”- H. J. Dicketts.

Wimbledon

of the Year, 1933.”

Visit to the L.C.C. School

Wallasey A. P.S. “ Cumberland Lakes and Fells.”
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ Finishing the Print.”

Slides.

Co-op.

“ Photograms

Staff C.C.

Southport P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer
Staines P.S. The Agfa Colour Process.

J. H. Price.

Thursday,

time to time.

Luton and D.C.C. Central Association Slides.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Oxford P.S, “ North Devon.” W. Trevor Jones.
Singer C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Your Eyes.” G. H. Dannatt.
P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Filters.” S. O. Rawling.
Enlarging. T. H. Houghton.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Criticism of Exhibition
Aston P.S. Colour Filters, etc. H. Austin.

or from

19th (contd .).

Glasgow and W.S.P.A. “ An Hour with a Field Naturalist.”
Hanley P.S. “ Control with Pigment and Knife.” Bertram Sinkinson.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Slide Night.
Ipswich and D.P.S. E.A.F. Slides.

South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Two Toughs in Tuscany.” J. G. St. Aubyn.
Stockport P.S. “ Composition.” E. D. Rodway.
Twickenham P.S. “ The Pilgrims' Way through Surrey.” H. Piekwell.
Worcestershire C.C. Members’ Evening.

Kinning
Park
McDonald.

March

Derby P.S. Competition Evening.
Erdington and D.P.S. Question Night.

R. A. Johnson.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Motoring through Europe.” E. Miskin.
Bristol P.S. “ With Cycle and Camera in the West Country.” S. R. Lewin.
Camberwell C.C. “ Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Talk by C. L. Clarke.
Chorley P.S. I.C.P.A. Prints.
Coventry P.C. Dry Mounting and Plate Marking. C. R. Denton.

Cheltenham A. P.S. “ How I Mount
Coatbridge P.A. G.D.U. Portfolio.

of the session

Monday,

Birkenhead P.A. “ In the Faroe Islands.” C. J. Ellis.
Birmingham P.S. (Cine Section). Films by Meteor Film Society.
Borough Poly. P.S. Cine Evening.

Rochdale P.S. “ Blackstone Edge.”
Smethwick and D.P.S. Open Night.
South Essex C.C. Enlarging.

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

14th.

Accrington
C.C.C.C.
“ AnPractical
Evening Work.
with a Pathgscope.”
Bethnal Green

Croydon C.C. “ Open
G.E. Mechanics’ Inst.
Kodak Works P.S. “
Leicester and L.P.S.

PHOTOGRAPHER

a £> CINEMATOGRAPHER a

Heath

P.S.

F. Burfield Dyer.

Cheltenham A. P.S. “ Apparatus.” E. R. Eastham.
Chorley P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Coventry P.C. Nominations.
Croydon C.C. Bromide Printing and Toning. H. W. Bennett.
Darwen P.A. Slide-Making. J. Almond and J. T. Jepson.
Erdington and D.P.S. Amiual Exhibition.
G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Sussex by the Sea.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Handsworth P.S. “ Wonders of Photography.” A. J. Woodley.
Ilford P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. R. H. Lawton.
Leicester and L.P.S. Films by Miss A. M. Walker and H. Foscutt.

19th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Studio Lighting.”
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ Historic and Picturesque Lancashire.” T. Burton.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. An Evening with the Monthly Competition Prints.
Bournemouth C.C. “ Round Ross on the Wye.” W. J. M. McClive.
Bradford P.S. “ The Caves of Wharfedale and Nidderdale.” H. W. Haywood.
Canterbury C.C. “ Photography, Past, Present and Future.” F. H. B. Smith.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ The Wonderland of Photography.” C. L. Clarke.
City of London and C.P.S. “ Zoo Photography.” F. W. Bond.

Margate and D.P.F. “ Principles and Practice of Tri-colour Photography.”
Partick C.C. Jumble Sale.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
South
Essex C.C. Enlarging. Combination Printing.
' Walden.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Records of Old Lewisham and District.”

E. M.

at the Cripplegate Institute, E.C.i, and again proved a success.
A record entry .was secured with over 400 prints sent for the
open class. As usual with this exhibition, the standard of
247work was high and well sustained the reputation of the Society.
Amateur photographers in the City will do well to secure
particulars of membership from the Hon. Secretary, W. E.
and
Ginger, 13 1, Hampstead Way, Golders Green, N.W.11.
5th

The Secretary of the Stafford Photographic Society, Mr.
S. D. Barnwell, has recently changed his address, and all
communications should now be sent to him at 209, Sandon
Road, Stafford.
*

*

*

The 29th Annual Exhibition of The City of London
Cripplegate Photographic Society was opened on March
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Developing

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : " The Editor, The Amateur Photographci
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, rails
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in anv case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints 101
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper onlv, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of thoseteplies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
tc reach tlw enquirer.

Oil-Varnish

Medium.

Vignetting.

In an article Mr. H. Eymer refers to an oil- varnish
medium for prints ; can you give me the formula ?
T. B. (Malmo.)

We

do not

know

the exact

formula

to

which Mr. Eymer referred, but the most
popular one is the following : Mastic
varnish one part, linseed oil one part,
turpentine two parts. These should be
obtained from an artists’ colourman,
and the mixture should be well shaken
up before use, and applied by well
rubbing in with cotton-wool, removing
as much as possible afterwards with
clean wool.

Toning

by Daylight.

brown

colour

can

be

given

to

a

black-tone slide by the following method,
which is probably the one you have in
mind. Bleach the slide in acid bichro¬
mate just as if you were going to intensify
it by the chromium
method. Wash
well, and use a 2 per cent solution of
potassium metabisulphite to remove the
last traces of stain in the high-lights.
Wash again and dry. If the slide is
now exposed to daylight for some time
the image will strengthen and darken.
The resulting colour can be appreciated
only on projection.

Factor

This

style was

generally

known

as a

Russian vignette. The most satisfac¬
tory way of securing it is during expo¬
sure. a card with a suitable opening
being fixed in the camera between the
lens and the plate. When
this is
properly done the image on the negative
fades away to clear glass at the edges.

Degraded

High-lights.

Can you explain why the high-lights on my gaslight
prints are grey instead of white ? I send one or
two for your inspection. P. F. S. (Greenwich.)

I have a faint recollection of a method of toning
lantern slides merely by exposing them to daylight.
Would it be too much trouble for you to refresh
my memory ?
S. C. (Hendon.)

A

I enclose a rather old portrait in which you see
that the image has been vignetted into darkness
instead of light towards the edges. How is
this done ?
W. J. (London.)

of Filter.

I have a yellow filter that is marked 2 x on the
mount. Does this mean that the exposure must
be doubled when the filter is in use ?
D. R. B. (Taunton.)

Not necessarily. The factor of any
filter varies according to the emulsion
with which it is used, and the character
of the light by which the exposure is
made. A practical test is the only way
of finding the factor with any given
plate or film.

You will see that the grey tint extends
over the whole surface, including the
margins. This may
be because the
paper has deteriorated through age or
unsatisfactory storing conditions ; or
it may be due to exposure to unsafe
light when developing. Other possible
causes are, a developer that is too strong,
too warm, or deficient in .bromide.

Developer.

Will you supply me with
developer for tank use ?

The

following

when used
Water
Metol

works

quite

a simple pyro-metol
E. R. (Coventry.)

well,

fresh.

especially
20

Potassium metabisulphite
Sodium sulphite (crys.) . .

oz.

20 grs.
2 oz.
10 grs.

Pyro
Potassium
bromide
7 grsCaustic potash
grs.
We are sorry we cannot make it 2
simpler,
grs.
but the only thing that might be 30omitted
is the bromide.

Gramme.
What

To

is the British equivalent

be exact,

weight of a gramme?
I. P. (Bedford.)

15.4 grains.

24
248

panchromatic roll film in
G. B. A. (Brixham.) ,

Not only is it safe, but it is the safest
method of all. If you do not fix in the
tank as well, you should give several
complete changes of water before remov¬
ing the film, and this should be done, if
possible, in a very subdued light. An
acid fixing bath is advisable.

Chloro-bromide

Paper.

Is chloro-bromide paper suitable, for contact
printing ? What type of negative is required ?
H. J. (Ynysddu.)

Chloro-bromide paper is quite suitable
for contact printing. It is difficult to
describe the type of negative, but it
should have at least as much contrast
as if it were intended for use with normal
bromide
latitude

paper. There is a good
in this matter.

Length

of Hood.

Is a lens hood

deal of

necessarily cutting off light if on

removing the ground-glass screen it is possible to
see the hood through the lens ?
E. G. (Birmingham.)

You

can

best tell whether

a lens hood

is cutting off light, not by removing the
focussing screen, but by examining the
corners of it when a bright image is
projected on to it. The least sign of
darkening in the corners indicates that
the hood is too long. If you use a rising
front you should also make this test
with the front raised, and see if the
lower corners of your screen show any
signs of being

Projecting

darkened.

with

Enlarger.

What, if any, are the advantages of using an
optical lantern instead of an enlarger for showing
lantern slides in a small room ? J. H. W. (Eltham.)

There

is no

reason

why

you

should

not project lantern slides satisfactorily
with your enlarger, but you will realise
that it is not a convenient apparatus
for general projection work, especially
when it comes to the question of porta¬
bility. The light in many enlargers is
not powerful enough for projection
purposes, and
disadvantages.

Prints

there

are

several

minor

for Reproduction.

In submitting prints for reproduction would the
5x4 size be accepted, or must they be enlarged ?
G. T. (London.)

The

Tank

1934

Film.

Is it safe to develop
a daylight tank ?

‘Deciders’

yV

Pan.

14th,

acceptable

size of a print depends

a good deal upon the size of the repro¬
duction to be made from it, as it is more
satisfactory for a block-maker to reduce
than to enlarge. For many purposes a
5X4 print would be large enough, but
with professional Press prints, and so
on, the size submitted is seldom smaller
than whole-plate. In any case, subject
is more important than size.

Testing

Hypo.

How can I apply some simple test to decide
whether hypo is suitable for photographic pur¬
poses ?
N. N. (Chelmsford.)

Far

better

than

any

test

you

can

apply, simple or otherwise, is to obtain
your hypo from a photographic dealer
or chemist. You need then have no
qualms

about

graphic

work.

using

it in your

photo¬
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The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

is on sale

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

countries
and Sons

Advertisement

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY —
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2!d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

instructions the entire ” copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

AND

WARNING

LENSES

| CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

FOR Sale. — N. & G. J-pl. Long-focus Reflex

Camera, fitted with 94-in. f/6.3 Zeiss Double
Protar lens, in good condition, suitable for
naturalist’s work. — Apply, Messrs. Newman &
Guardia, Ltd., 63, Newman St., London, W.l. [9768

OWING
to the abandonment
a projectedalltouras
the following
photographic ofequipment,
new, is for disposal :—
VOIGTLANDER
£20/15 ;;
Leica Model III, Prominent
with Hektor Camera,
f/2.5 lens, £24/10

ICA8 Bebe
f/4.5 Zeiss
slides,4Jx6
F.P. cm.,
A., filter,
£5 ; Tessar,
deposit Compound,
system. —
Box 9653, c/o “ The Amateur

31x2J
Ensign
Carbine,
f/4.5 £4/10.
Aldis — Uno,
4 rising
front,
hide case,
Below.Compur,
1-PLATE

4

Ensign

Cameo,

f/7.7 Aldis

Lukos, F.P. adapter and

Uno, 7-speed

2 slides, 15/-. —

M. Stevens, 5G, Lewis Flats, Chelsea, S.W.3.

[9860

Photographer.”

[9872

VOIGTLANDER 2JX3}, Heliar lens, latest
Compur, solid leather case, 3 filters, £4/17/6.
— X., 97, Haydon Park Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.

1A Size Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar,

31x4i Folding Plate Camera and slides, f/6.5

j

ZEISS Magniphot Enlarger for above, cost £8/10 ;

31x2£ Folding Camera, f/4.8 lens, rise, cross

Compur, brilliant and frame finders, spirit
level ; good condition, 55/-, or nearest offer. —
Major Garrick, Leigh, Reigate.
[9857
4 Goerz lens, 20/- ; Coronet Projector, new,
25/-. — 3, The Parade, London Rd., Kingston-onThames.
[9859

LENSES

both these two are in guaranteed new condition,
the camera only having had two spools through
it ; also Enlarger ; will accept £33 ; cost about
£40 only short time ago. — Box 9652, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.” Deposit.
[9871

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others, or to purchase
for cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

various supplementary lenses, including Hektor
f/1.9, £21/10 ; Hektor f/4.5 (13.5-cm.), £14 ; Leica
Meter, £7 ; also Binoculars and Fishing Tackle. —
Hayes, 34, Goodge St., W.l.
[9797

AND

CONTAX
Slowcase.Speed,
f/2.8 lens, complete in
ever- ready
— Below.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

brand

every care

charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o * The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

AND

CAMERAS

Co.

Amaphot,

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

SALE

vii

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Displayed Advertisements
should

&

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17 4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Uiffe
Limited.
matters

and Cinematographer
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Publishing
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Business Notices

Communications

Amateur

[9873
2 front, 4 plate-holders, R.F.A., F.P.A.,
tripod, leather case, etc., £4 or offer. — B. Vass,
14, Athlone House, Wilkin St., N.W.5.
[9878

S
| CAMERA
1-PLATE
and 9x12
4

Compur,

2

lenses,

not

AND
Folding

D.A.,

MODERN T.-P. J-pl. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5 lens,

LENSES"f/4.5,

3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., cost about £36,
take £15, no offers ; also Zeiss Vest Pocket
Bebe, Tessar f/4.5, Compound shutter, 6 slides, £4.
— Dr. Barton, 61, Parkiield Rd., Liverpool, 17.

Plate, Xenar

double

extension,

rising

and cross front, 2 finders, 6 slides ; excellent
condition, £4. — Below.
1-PLATE Field Outfit, double extension, 2 R.R.
good condition, 30/-. — Below.

4-PLATE Lancaster Stand, instantaneous patent
2 double extension, all movements, accessories,
17/6. — Below.
[9884

10/- ; 4-fold Wood Tripod, suit 1-pl., good
condition, 6/-. — Airey, 5, Oxford Rd., Cleveleys,
Blackpool.
[9866

B/2 ; list price £1/12/6 ; a bargain, 17/6 ;
deposit system. — Write, Roebuck, 52, Market St.,
Thornton, Bradford-.
[9885

4 just been overhauled and rejuvenated, case,
£3. — A. Cochrane, The Hall, Repton, Derby. [9869

outfit ; write particulars. — Belsey, 74, Twyford
Avenue, Acton Hill.
[9888

T.-P.

shutter,

3

D.D.

slides,

tripod

;

DALLMEYER Baby Reflex, 4ix6 cm., Pentac SIX T.-P. J-pl. Single Metal Slides, almost new, UNUSED Kodak Tank Developer, 31-in. model,

f/2.9, seif-capping focal-plane, revolving back,
rising front, 3 D.D., F.P. A., 9-in. Dallmeyer
f/6.5 Telephoto, interchangeable, tank, leather
case ; all as new and used few times ; real
bargain, £15/10. — Box 9650, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9862
YOU

CAN

DEAL

41x2i Ansco, f/5.9, Speedex, 1 to l/300th sec. ; ICA f/6.3 12x9 cm. Camera, sale, enlarger fitter
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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LENSES

312 x 21
rise, lenses,
cross,
f/4.5Folding,
Doppel,double
four extension,
supplementary
Compur, 6 slides, F.P.A., telescopic tripod ; perfect
order, £4. — Cambd, 15, Bannham Rd., Darnall,
Sheffield.
[9886

2/10 WEEKLY
NEW
SPEED
MIRROR
REFLEX

31x24 Nagel 10, f/4.5 anastigmat, old-tvpe

FALLOWFIELD
Voigtlander
f/6, SymmetricalWhole-plate
f/8, 3 D.D. Camera,
slides, tripod,
case,
80/-. — Below.
ROSSRossi-pl.,
bound,slide,Symmetrical
and
5-in. brass
W.A.R.,
case, 50/-. —f/8
Below.
GOERZ
.
7-in.
Series
III
Double
Anastigmat
f/6.8, sunk focussing mount, 80/- ; Ross-Goerz
Anastigmat

f/7.7, 40/-.- — Below.

ROSS Zeiss 8-in. Anastigmat f/8, 50/-.; Cooke
8-in. Anastigmat

ROSS Whole-plate W.A.R., 7-in., rotating, 17/6 ;

Swift 4-p]., 3-in., rotating, 20/- ; reasonable
offers entertained. — Kennewell, 231, Camden Rd.,
London, N.7.
[9889

31x21 Salex Plate, D.E., rack focus, screw rise

2 and cross, f/3.8 anastigmat, D.A. Compur,
6 slides, roll holder, velvet-lined leather case,
£4/5 ; 4x3 cm. Zodelette, f/3.5, new Compur,
£2/12/6 ; deposit system. — Sykes, Windyridge,
Whitefield, Manchester.
[9892
ONDERFUL Camerascope, 3/6 ; Brownie, 5/6 ;
12 Cameragraphs, 3/3.— Smith, 31, Henlev St.,
Oxford.
[9893
-P/l/IO T'p- Ruby Reflex, i-pl., F.P., Cooke
LvJ f/4.5, revolving back, 8 slides, F.P.A.
— G. Neil, 87, Bye-Pass Rd., New Malden, Surrey.

[9894

1 x 2| Zodel de Luxe, f/3.8, perfect condition, new
2 Compur, double extension, direct-vision and
reflex finders, 8 slides, F.P.A., case, £5 ; deposit
system. — -Wilson, 11, Lystra Rd., Bournemouth. [9896
T EICA, Latest Model II, Chromium-plated with
J-i new Summar lens F. 5 cm. and ever-ready
case ; all as brand new (taken in part for debt),

3

£23
'genuine bargain.— Gianelli, 42,
St., ; N.W.l.

Balcombe
[9897

ROLLEIFLEX,
2| x 2j, automatic, Tessar f/4.5,
Proxa"r lenses, 2 filters, specially made

carrying-case with room for extra films, etc. ;
almost new, and in perfect condition, £17 ;
deposit. — Box 9661, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[9898
1-PLATE Folding Camera, long extension, f/4.5
4 Hugo Meyer Convertible Doppel anastigmat
lens, fully-speeded Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /200th
sec., bulb and time, brilliant and direct- vision
finders, focussing screen and scale, spirit-level,
rack and pinion rising and side front, 6 single
metal slides, good quality leather case ; in
splendid condition ; bargain, £5/5. — Below.

VOIGTLANDER
Brilliant
Roll Film(21 Reflex-finder
Camera, f/7.7,
12 pictures
square) on

8-exposure 2J x 3i film ; cost £2/15 Xmas ;
absolutely as new, £2 ; deposit system. — Box 9662,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9899
1-PLATE Folding Star Premo, Bausch and Lomb
4 f/8, auto, shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., B. and T.,
rising and tilting front, reversing back, rack
focussing, leather case, with 4 D.D. slides ; new
condition ; cost £5 ; accept 30/- or offer. — Allen,
192, Elms Vale Rd., Dover.
[9904

ZEISSspeedsIkonl/3rd
Nettelto Press,
1-pL, leather
Tessar case,
f/3.5 £17/17
15-cm.- 1
l/2,000th,

Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, leather case, £5/5 1
Foth-Derby, f/3.5 anastigmatic lens and case, £3/15 ;
Wanted — Rolleiflex or similar ; seen after 7.30
p.m. — J. S., 5, Fenwick Grove, London, S.E.15. [9906

BOUGHT
LastIkonta,
Month,£13/19/6
and as; yet
Ikon Super
ownerunused,
bought Zeiss
cine
camera ; approval.— Lloyd,

10, Coptic St., W.C.l.

[9908
FINEsmooth
i-pl. Ruby
Reflex,S.C.newshutter,
6-in. RosslongXpres
f/4.5,
accurate
extension,
3 book-forms ; very reliable, £6. — 89, Gipsy Hill,
S.E.19.
[9909

MODEL 3 Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, ever-ready
REFLEX 3ix2i Ensign Special, f/4.5 Zeiss
Gate

case ; cost £26/4 ; £21.— R., 110, Fortune
Rd., N.W.10.
[9910

Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.A. , Dallmeyer D.V.
finder, leather case, cost £21, £10 ; also A.P.E.M.
Folding Camera (V.P.), Kershaw f/6. 3 lens. Ilex
shutter, l/5th to l/100th, 30/-. — Weightman, 99,
Gladstone Park Gardens, Crieklewood, N.W.2. [9912

MODEL H Leica, with f/3.5 Elmar, Correx tank,

£16/10 ; Leica Enlarger, with lens, printing
board, masking board, £6/10 ; good condition ;
offers considered. — Howes, 160, High St., Putney.

F/3.5 SPEED

F/3.5 £10 : 7 : 6
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CAMERAS

1-PLATE

4

Popular

AND
Pressman

LENSES
Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; nice

condition, £5/10. — Below.

W HOLE-PLATE
Square Bellows, R.R. lens,
t T 3 D.D. slides ; perfect, 35/-. — Clonmel,
Lingen Avenue, Hereford.
[9917

SOHO Reflex i-pl., f/4.5 Ross Xpres,- 11-in.

Teleros, 2 filters in screwed cells, 5 double
slides, leather case, good condition, £17 ; two
i-pl. Sanderson Book Slides, 30/-.— McDowall, 22,
Bassenthwaite St., Carlisle.
[9918

31x21
Aldis casef/4.5,; 3D.A.
Compur,
4 rise,Ensign
cross, No.
etc., 7,leather
months
old ;

unsoiled, £6/10 ; cost £9/2/6.— M. Berzer, 163,
Kyverdale Rd., N.16.
[9919
1-PLATE Cameo, f/7.7 anastigmat, 2 slides, F.P.A.,

4

£2. — 41, Balaclava Rd., Bermondsey, S.E.l. [9920

1AX15 Voigtlander Bergheil (Tourist), f/6.8 Radiar
A"
double anastigmat, Compur, all usual move¬
ments, slides, 45/-.— Below.
1-PLATE Ica Reflex, old model, lensless, 10 slides,
4 £1. — E. L. Duunett, 3, Ascott Avenue, Ealing.

3x 2 Contessa Nettel, Tessar f/4.5, Compur ;
21x3i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Ross f/6.3,
ERMANOX
6x44 ; cm.,
f/2 ;lens,
new Below.
condition,
case, 12 slides
cost £47
£13/15.—

Latest Crystal Beaded Projection Screens, al fine, opal beaded. As
used by standard super e nemas throughout the country.
40 • 30 Crystal Bead Screens, rollers. £2 5 0. 50 x 40, £2 17 6
40 • 30 Ditto, automatic, metal cases, £3 5 0. 50 x 40, £3 17 6
40 x 30 Ditto, leather cover, automatic, £4 17 6. 50 x 40, £5 17 6
Or from Is. 3d. weekly, hire purchase.
FINEST SCREEN OBTAINABLE.

perfect order ; offers. — Maxwell, 3, Heriot Row,
Edinburgh.
[9923
[9921
4 leather case and extras ; excellent condition,
£2/5. — Lucas, 149, Mayors Walk, Peterborough. [9925

ROLL FILM PRESS.— Vest Pocket Foth Roll Film, f/3.5 Speed,
unique self-capping focal-plane shutter, l/10th to l/d00th( also
delayed action at any 6peed when desired 16 pictures on V.P. Pre¬
cision speed model. All inlaid. Nickelled edges. Slips in the
vest pocket .
£4 12 0

V O IG TL AN D E R Perkeo, as brand new, f/3.5 lens,
“
Compur shutter, £7. — P. Williams, 58a, Dean
St., W.l.
[9927

★

ZEISS

PRECISION

RANGE-FINDER

★

NEW PRECISION STANDARD.— Zeiss Ikon Ikonta Precision Roll
Film, Zeiss Tessar f /4.5, latest Compur, delayed-action, coupled built-in
range-finder focus, automatic erecting, automatic finder, all inlaid,
16 or 8 on 31 x 21 roll film. Enlargements to life-size. Sets a new
precision standard .
£17 0 0
SIMPLEX PRECISION CINE. — 16-mm. Simplex Precision Camera,
Kodak f/3.5. 1-in. thick only, slips in the pocket like a notebook,
all inlaid, precision gears of watchlike accuracy, 3 speeds, single picture
device, unique auto release (shuts off automatically at any desired
footage),
threading.
push about
the filmat in,
dual
wire and automatic
sunk finders.
Can beJust
carried
all that's
times all.
without
its presence being felt at all, so light, thin and compact. .. . £25 0 0

BARGAINS

EXCHANGES

APPROVAL

i-pl. T.-P. Latest Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, latest I/10th to 1/1, 000th, latest
hood, revolving back, slides, case. Like new .
£10 10 0
i-pl. Nettel Press, no lens. 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter, case £3 17 0
31 < 21 Voigtlander Roll Film/f/4. 5. Compur, wire-finder . . £4 4 0
1-pl. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur. slides £4 17 0
31 x 2A T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/'2.5 Speed, self -capping l/10th to 1 /1,000th,
deep hinged hood, revolve back. D. slides, case .
£18 18 0
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, latest type. New condition £0 17 0
10-on-V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5, new Compur .
£3 17 0
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. latest. Just like new .
£7 7 0
34 x 2 A Zeiss Ikon Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5. latest unique horizontal
self-capping l/10th to 1/1, 000th, D. slides .
£8 17 0
34 x 2J T.-P. Latest Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel self-capping,
1 /10th to l/l,000th, slides. F.P. adapter, case .
£8 17 0
1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double
ex., latest bellows catches, elides .
£5 17 0
41 • 24 Kodak Graflex Press Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5 .
£0 17 0
31 x 24 Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/3.5 Speed, latest
l/3rd to 1 /2,000th. Like brand new, case .
£29 10 0
10-mm. Kodak Bronze Projector, 500-watt, latest .
£47 10 0
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, no lens. D. slides .
£3 17 0
V.P. Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3. l/10th to l/100th .
£1 17 0
Slides, all types. Write wants.
31 24 Single Slides, all types. Unused. Each .
Is. 0d.
White Screen, 8 ft., on rollers. Cost £4. Like new .
£2 5 0
0 < 13 Mentor Reflex, no lenses. D. slides .
£4 17 0
10-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, £5 5s. lens .
£12 12 0
5-in. Dallmeyer f '4.5, as new, £3 5 0. 6-in. Zeiss Tessar, £4 4 0
10-mm. Stewart-Warner Camera, f/3.5, 4 speeds, case. ... £5 5 0
9A-mm. Pathe SB Films, Comedy, Drama. As new, each. .17s. 0d.
0A-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Tessar f/2.7. Cost £19 .
£12 12 0
34 *21 Voigtlander Tourist Plate, Heliar f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise, cross. As brand new .
£9 17 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex Duplex, Cooke f/2. 5 Speed. As new.... £19 19 0
10-mm. Ensign Lux Projector, f'1.8. 250-watt, forward, reverse,
stills, rewind, resis., case. Cost £50. Like new .
£19 19 0
i-pl. Goerz Roll Film, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur. As new £4 17 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5. latest
l/3rd to 1 /2,000th, case. Cost £50. As new .
£21 10 0
Leather Cases. All types, state wants, stamp envelope.
31 x 2\ Wirgin Plate, f/2. 9, D.A. Compur, double ex .
£7 10 0
Superb Mirror Reflex, f/3.5 Voigtlander. Snip .
£14 14 0
NEW. — 10-mm. Camera, Dallmeyer f/1.9, case. Soiled. . £9 17 0
Electrophot Super Photo-Electric Meter. Cost £7 7s .
£3 3 0
Barlock Portable Typewriter, case. Brand new .
£7 7 0
50 x 40 Silver Screen, on rollers. As brand new . . .
I7g. 6d.
31 • 2i Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£5 5 0
51-in. Cooke f 4.5 £2 17 0. 6-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5.... £4 17 6
i-pl. Ica Pressman Reflex, no lens, slides. Snip .
£3 17 0
34 2] Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, case .
£6 17 6
10-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 150-watt, case .
£12 12 0
3i - 2,1 Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rising front .
£4 4 0
34 x24 Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., latest type, clip slides. As new .
£9 17 6
3<2 Voigtlander Wafer Film, Heliar f/4.6, new Compur. ... £0 17 6
Bell-Howeil Cine Meter, £1 19 6. Ditto, stills .
£1 19 0
i-pl. T.-P. Latest Reflex, f/4.5, D. slides. Like new .
£1111 0
V.P. Contessa Piccolette Film, Tessar f/4.5, Comp .
£3 17 6
31x24 Dallmeyer Snapshot Roll Film, f/6.3. As new _
£1 19 6
3i x2l Ensign 7 Film, f/4.5 D.A. Compur, rise, cross .
£4 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur. As new .
£6 0 0

EDWIN

GORSE,

[9913
26

[

New Foth - Flex Super
Mirror Reflex, famous
f/3.5 Speed model, unique
self-capping delayedaction focal-plane shut¬
ter, 1/1 0th to 1 /500th
for high-speed subjects,
delayed action at any
speed ; scaled pinion
focus ; hood,
high-power
mag¬
nifier
automatic
latest unique features, 12
on 31 x 21 or 6ix on
21 x 2J as desired. All
inlaid metal.

f/6. 5, iris, 35/-. — Below.

COOKE Whole-plate W.A.R., 5-in., rotating,
Below.17/6 ; 'Cooke i-pl. W.A.R., 4-in., iris, 25/-. —

ADVERTISEMENTS

Buys any £5 Camera;
5/8 for £10, etc.
Write Now. *
All makes. *
Write Now.

2 Compur shutter, 6 S.D. slides, F.P.A., D.V.
tinder, good condition, £4, or exchange for good reflex,
with cash adjustment. — Write, H. M. Jackson, 165,
New Park Rd., London, S.W.2.
[9887

7-in. Double

PHOTOGRAPHER

14, 1934

WISE

IN

TIME —

USE

OUR

86, ACCRINCT0N
RD., BLACKBURN
DEPOSIT

V.P. Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides,

F.P.A., leather case, £2/10 ; Vertical Enlarger,
f/6 anastigmat, £2. — Hall, Kismet, 2nd Avenue.
Shotgate, Wickford, Essex.
[9929
1 -PLATE Ihagee Duplex, Compound and focal-plane

4

shutters, f/4.5 Convertible Dogmar,

slides,

filters, F.P.A., tripod, cases ; bargain, £9/10. —
Below.
TP-LATE Field, f/6.8 Convertible anastigmat,
2 slides, tripod ; sound, 30/-. — 43, Flora Avenue,
Darlington.
[9930

UNSOILED
Leica
III, cost and
£31/5Perfect,
; f/2. 5Chromium
Hektor, Model
case, £25.
—
Miss James, 28, Rathbone Place, W.l.
[9931
1-PLATE

4

Sanderson

Regular, W.A.

rack, f/5.8 anas-

tigmat, Koilos shutter, 3 mahogany

slides, leather case, Jaynay

double

tripod, £5.— Below.

DALLMEYER
Stigmatic
5£-in. focus,
Compur shutter,
£3 ; Lens
Adon f/6,
Telephoto
Lens,
rack model, 55/- ; all perfect.— 171, Brackley Rd.,
S-E.4.
[9935

Tessar lens,
leather
case ;Roll
perfect
POSTCARD
Graflex
Reflex
Film condition,
Camera,

£8/10 ; cost over £30.— L. Adams, 64, Mildred
Avenue, Watford, Herts.
[9936
*y-lN. f/2. 9 Pentac Lens specially fitted to 3.1 x 21
I Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex, latest
model, perfect condition, with 6 slides, £15, cash ;
2 Agfa Filters, with holder and lens hood, £1/10 ;
R.F. A., 10/- ; F.P.A., 5/- ; Canvas Case for ali
above, 2/6 ; Bewi Exposure Meter, 18/6 ; Davlight
Enlarger, 3tx2i to Postcard, 3/- ; Dalian Filmpack Tank, 17/6 ; the lot for £17/17, cash.— 2,
Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent.
[9938

GREAT Opportunity.— N. & G., Adams’ and Ross

Cameras, Zeiss Planars, Protars, Tessars,
property of amateur will be sold Friday afternoon,
March 16th. — Stevens Auction Rooms, Covent
Garden, view Thursday, get catalogue.
[9939

SUPER Ikonta, 3Jx2i films, f/4.5 Zeiss lens, only
slide, F.P.A.,
roll-film
GRAFLEX
i-pl. Reflex
Camera,holder,
with Kodak
double f/4.5
dark
lens, 5£-in. focus ; excellent condition, £8/10, or

used twice ; cost £17 ; at £13. — C., 13,
Taunton Avenue, Hounslow.
[9940

first near offer.— Pearce, 331, Kingston ltd., Merton
Park, London.
[9941

LEICA
IU, f/3.5,
case,18,as Ongar
new ; cost
sacrifice
£19. — with
Lester,
Rd., £26/10
S.W.6. ;
West Brompton Station (2 min.)
[9942
NEW
Type Contax, with slow-speed shutter,
illness of owner has prevented use of camera,
4 to

1/1, 000th

sec., f/3.5 lens ;

cost

£27/10

;

£22/10. — B. Baron, Lyndhurst, Woodlands Rd.,
Bookham, Surrey.
[9945

MAKINA 3Jx24, f/2. 9 Plaubel, Compur (not
delayed), F.P.A., 5 slides, focussing screen,
direct and wire finder, in velvet-lined leather case,
also Tele Makina and Supplementary lens, all as

new ; cost £32 ; £14. — Below.

MENTOR 34 x 2i Sports Reflex, Meyer f/4.5, quick-

wind self-capping
front, F.P.A., 3 slides,
lined, leather case ; very
42, Abbeygate St., Bury

focal-plane shutter, rising
focussing screen, in velvetlittle used, £9.— Strickland,
St. Edmunds.
[9946

Press
Camera,
Zeiss Tessar
F.P.A.,
FOR
Sale.—
9 x 12f/3.5Contessa
Nettellens,
Focal-plane
K li filter, one knob ; as new, £18. — Box 9678,
c/o “ The Amateur

SYSTEM.

Photographer.”

[9950

March

THE

14, 1934

1 CAMERAS
1-PLATE

4

AND

Goerz Anschutz

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

TheLatest R0HeiC0rd

LENSES

ROLL - FILM
REFLEX

F.P.A., Houghton adapter, 40 envelopes, sky filter,
lens hood, ground glass, velvet-lined case, £3/15,
;

also Kodak

Fixed

Focus,

cost £1/17/6,

accept £1, new last June, both guaranteed. —
Davies, Allerton, Dargle Rd., Sale.
[9948

COMPUR

SHUTTER

Write for
details

£10:10:0

3x4definition,
cm. Dolly,
CompurXenon
; as f/2
new lens,
£10 marvellous
or near. —

Or

Box

Leather per
case, month
£1.
18/4

condition, £3/19/6. — Box 9674,
Amateur Photographer.”
9673, c/o “ The Amateur

[9953

c/o
,

“ The
[9955

Photographer.”

[9956

ON Sale. — T.-P. 1-pl. Field Camera, also 1-pl.
41x31
N. front,
& G. 12Sibyl,
Zeiss with
Tessarleather
lens,
4 rising
slides,f/6.3
complete

Reflex ; both as new ; full details ; deposit.
— Box 9672, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9957
case, £6/10. — Box 9670, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Light

THAT

ENSIGN Cameo i-pl., f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher, Compur

D.A. shutter, double extension, D.V. and
reflex finders, F.P.A.. 4 slides, leather case ; very
good condition, £5/10. — Watts, Selworthy, Wath
Rd., Swinton, Rotherham.
[9964

Rd., Low

Fell, Gateshead.

[9969

A DONportrait
Telephoto
Lens,on17-in.
f/6,£6/10
with ;
shutter
lens focus,
shade,
bargain, deposit if desired. — Box 9663, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9903

LEICA Light-weight Elmar 10.5-cm. f/6.3 Lens,

as brand new and unused, £5/17/6. — David
Roberts, Welford-on-Avon, Stratford-on-Avon. [9858
•

Trade.

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
camera specialists,
offer the
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allowance
for saleable apparatus, either exchange or cash ;
our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATF, Sibyl Excelsior, Ross Xpres f/4.5, shutter
4 speeded 2 to l/150th, tripod, leather case,
release, filter ; as new, £15/10.

9x12 and i-pl. Tropical Contessa Nettel Focal-

plane, Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.A. and
box ; as new, £19/10.
1-PLATE lea Roll Film, Tessar f/6.3, Compur

4

shutter, leather case, £3/15.

or medium

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

special attention to Pathescopes.- — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

NEW

CAMERA

Write for lists and
Financed

and

controlled

!

LLOYD’S. — 3i x 2J T.-P. Victory Reflex, Cooke

f/4.5, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.A., £3/12/6 ;

approval.
Tessar f/4.5, 3 double slides, £5/17/6 ; approval.
LLOYD’S.
— i-pl. Ensign Model A' Reflex, Zeiss
Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, £5/12/6 ; approval.
LLOYD’S. — Kodak Graflex 3a Postcard Roll Film
Kodamatic
shutter,
; new f/6.3,
con¬
LLOYD’S.—
3a P.C.
Kodakrange-finder
Special, Kodak
dition, £3/17/6 ; approval.
Ross Xpres
shutter,
LLOYTD’S.
— P.C. f/4.9,
Ensign Compur
Roll Film,
. plate leather
hack,
case, £4/17/6. — Lloyd’s Photographic Supplies,

Co.

f/3.5 Elmar

and

ever-ready
£18 0 0

87, Lamb’s

V
Tessar, Compur shutter, 90/-.
"17'EST Pocket Roll Film Ememann,
V speeded shutter, 50/-.

3}x2[ Dallmeyer Speed Roll Film, f/2. 9 Pentac in Compur shut¬
ter. leather carrying-case .
£8 0 0
31 21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film Reflex, focal-plaDe shutter, f/4.5
Aldis lens, and case .
£8 0 0
P.C. Ensign Roll Film and Plate, f/6.3 Ross Homo., Compur shutter

£1 12

6

4 Kolibri, f/2 Biotar

lens, in Compur

shutter

and

f/6. 8 lens,

glx2i Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, 35/-.
IV& G>- Baby
1 v slides,
F.P.A.,Sibyl,
leatherf/4.5
case,Ross
£10. Xpres, 3 D.D.

Ensign 3| • 21 Roll Film Speed Reflex, focal-plane shutter, Ensar
f/4.5 anastigmat .
£5 0 0
1-pl. Folding, double extension, Aplanat lens, speeded shutter, 4
slides and case .
£1 0 0
31 21 Ensign Plate, f/6. 8 Cooke Luxor lens, speeded shutter,
F.P. adapter .
£1 2 6
Baby Pathescope Projector, with super attachment, motor, dual
resistance .
£8 0 0
3

[9973

4 shutter,
31x2i
Ensign£5. Carbine, f/4.5 anastigmat, Mulchro
case ; new condition,
£18. anastigmat, leather
VOIGTLANDER
Superb, f/3.5

£6 18 6
£1 5 6
£2 2 0
15s. Od.

31x21 Adams’ Verto, f/5.5 Ross Combinable lens,

2 3 double dark slides, morocco case, £27.
1-PLATE Adams’ Tropical de Luxe Minex Reflex,
4 f/6.3 double Protar, swing front, 3 D.D. slides ;
reconditioned, £40.

case. As new
£15 18 6

31 - 21 Salex Focal-plane, f '3.9 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.A. £3
8-mm. Kodak Cine 8 Outfit, as new : Camera, f/3.5 lens and
jector, motor drive, etc., all in case .
£17
7-in. Blitz £ 6.8 Anastigmat Lens .
£1
12-in. f/6.8 Ross Telecentric, in focussing mount .
£4

Conduit St., W.C.l.

Manufacturers,
St., W.l.
A.
ADAMS
& CO., 122,
LTD.,Wigmore
Photographic
Apparatus
"17EST Pocket Roll Film Piccolette, f/6.3 Zeiss

3 4 cm. Baby Ikonta, with f '4.5 anastigmat lens. As new £2 12 6
3 4 cm. Baby Ikonta, with f/6.3 anastigmat lens .
£2 0 0
1-pl. Goerz Tenax, double extension, f/4.8 Celor lens, Compound
shutter. 2 single slides, F.P. adapter, back hooded focussing screen.
Splendid condition .
£4 15 0

50-mm. f 2.5 Leitz Hektor Lens, for Leica .
3 > 2 Ensignette, Aldis f/6. 8 anastigmat lens .
31 2] Ensign Roll Film, f/6.3 lens, Acme speeded shutter
V.P. Kodak Model B .

£3/12/6 ; ap¬

f/3.5 Cooke,
; approval.
LLOY’D’S.
— T.-P.6 slides,
JuniorF.P.A.,
Special£6/17/6
Reflex,
3ix2i,
proval.
Meyer
f/4.5,
3
slides,
leather
case,
£4/17/6.
LLOYD’S.- — i-pl. Curt Bentzin Folding Reflex,

2\ ■ 2 1 Rolleiflex, with Automatic f/3.8 Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
Proxar lenses No. 1, light filter. Unsoiled .
£18 10 0

12 6
Pro¬
0 0
8 6
17 6

leather Stereo,
case, £14.
6x ing-boxes,
13 cm. Monobloc
f/4.5 Sapbir, 2 chang¬
4/6
each,
postage
6d.
;
price 15x12
12/- each.
A QUANTITY of new XylonitelistDishes,
in.,
"^yRITE for latest list of second-hand apparatus.
Portman Square, London, W.l. Phone, Welbeck
3215.
[9880

A. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,
etc., write
to R. a G.Leica,
Lewis, Contax,
Miniature
Camera
Buying
Rolleiflex,
The AGFA BILLY BEFORE
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
WONDER

1-PLATE T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Serrac f/4.5,
4 8 slides, £11/17/6.
1-PLATE Apem Roll Film Focal-plane, Apem f/4.5,
4 speeded shutter, l/16th to l/800th, rising, cross
front ; perfect order, £8/15.

FOR

V.P.

VALUE!

PICTURES

FULL

SIZE

F.P.A. , £8.
312 x f/3.5,
21 Dallmeyer
Speed Focal-plane Dalmac

l£x21 IN.
Constructed all light metal, leather
covered, size 4$x2fxl
in., instant

2 Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P.A.,
as new, £13/17/6.

self-erecting front, f '3.9 Solrnar anas¬
tigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. B., D.V. frame

41x6 Zeiss Ikon Minimum Palmos Focal-plane,

leather case ;

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour ;
quick service.
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
rooio
St., Lewisham, London, S.E. Phone, Lee
Green 2188 ; guaranteed bargains ; approval
deposit.

Ilex speeded shutter ; unused,

terms.

by the Service

Model II Leica, built-in range-finder,
case. Like new .

V.P.speeded
Roll Film
Tessarcase,f/4.5,
4 to 1Sibyl,
/200th, Ross
leather
£9. shutter

Lewisham camera exchange, 426, High

LLOYD’S. — F/2 3-in. Bausch & Lomb Lenses, in

filters

Can be purchased on 1 Service ' Deferred Terms.

MEYER
f/9>
cover Wide-angle
whole-plate Aristostigmat,
and rise, 55/- 51-in.,
; wanted.
Durham

part payment ; subject approval. — 168, Oldham
Rd., Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly,
22 Car).
[0087

payments

Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex, Super
Ikonta, Rolleicor
d, Superb,
Prominent, Tourist, etc.

KODAK
la, f/6.3 anastigmat,
4 to 1Special
/200th, range-finder
; excellent Kodamatic,
condition,
£4. — Below.

VOIGTLANDER
Bessafrom31x21,new,f/7.7£2. —anastigmat,
indistinguishable
Hall, 55,

Super —Ikonta,
etc. ; Foth-Flex,
two-thirds
ALLENS.
For theLeica,NewContax,
Rolleicord,
(approximately) allowed on modern saleable cameras,

12/6 each.
Sunshade,
8/6.

Photo¬
[9959

Lady’s Low Sports Cycle. — Partridge, 106, Lansdowne
Rd., E.8.
[9967

12 equal

Zodellar f/4.5, 3-speed shutter, 47/6.

full

V.P. Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, black Compur ; good
Photographer.”

LENSES

ALLENS. — Zeiss Ikon Contax, Tessar f/3.5,
Telmar— Zeiss
D.A. shutter,
97/6 ; Leica
ALLENS.
'Ikon Kolibri,
NovarModelf/3.5,H,
Elmar f/3.5, £15/17/6.
Box Tengor,
27/6 :Finder,
Zeiss Ikonta,
ALLENS.
— Leica f/6.3,
Universal
47/6 ; Tessar
Baby
f/4.5, D.A. Compur, £6/19/6.
D.A. shutter,
6x6, Teima
f/3.8
ALLENS.—
Ikonta 82/6;
3[ x 2i, Rolleiflex
Novar f/4.8,
(non-auto.), £10/17/6 ; Zodelette (two on V.P.),

ZEISS F/4.5
TRIOTAR

[9951

31x21Zeiss shutter
Ikonta ;Rollcondition
Film, Novar
f/6.350/-.lens,—
4 Derval
as new,
Box 9677, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9952
PiGEE
31x24, caseCompur,
f/4.5£4. lens,
slides, leather
; perfect,
— Box film
9676,pack,
c/o
“ The Amateur

AND

£17/19/6 (£24/10 model) ; F. & H. Heidoscope,
etc., f/4.5 Tessars, £25 (cost £40).

2| onx 21
3J (1
x 22£exposures
Film)

Camera.
slides,
magazines,
; new
FOR
Sale. — 6i-pl.
Adams’
Minexfilters,
Reflexetc.Tropical
condition. — Box 9679, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”

CAMERAS

Trade .

Focal-plane, 1/6.8, l/10th

to 1/1, 200th sec., time, bulb, 3 double slides,

a bargain

ADVERTISEMENTS

finder, wire release.

£5:5:0
Or

10s.

Od.

payments

deposit

and

10

equal

10s. Od. per month.

Zip Purse, 3s. 6d. extra.

Established 1889

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

CORONET Projector,
£1/7/6and; motor,
Coronet 32/6Cine;
30/- ; Pathe
DE cost
Luxe £9/9,
Roll Film,
V.P., £3/12/6
f/4.5 Kershaw,
Compur,
unsoiled,
; 3ix2i
Roll
Film Carbine Reflex, f/6.3 Aldis, £2/7/6 ; expert

definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[9572

extension,
plate-holders,
F.P.A., double
case ;
ETUI,
34x2i, 3 Tessar
f/4.5, Compur,
cost £17 ; as new, £12. — Below.
to 1/1, 000th
sec. ; special
unsoiledcase,
; cost
£30 };
CONTAX,
f/3.5 Tessar,
speeded[9890
£20. — Thompson & Capper, Southport.
mounted 13/6,
CONDENSER
Lenses,5i-in.,
4A-in.unmounted
unmounted 16/-,
10/- 5i-in.
pair,
17/-, brass mounted 22/- ; all sizes cheap ; also
Cinema

Condensers. — Below.

SPOTLIGHT Lenses, cheap. Enlarging Lenses,

Portraits and Mangin Mirrors ; anastigmats
repolished as new ; inquiries invited stating
requirements. — Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton
Rd., Stratford, London.
[9949

Camera,
guaranteed.

repairs, stereo fittings. Cine Accessories ;
requirements. — See above.

state
[9916

289, HIGH

USE

OUR

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.1

AND XitWANTE
ANTED. ANGE
— Several Shew
D.oubleD*]
Slides,
W| EXCH
i-pl.— Stewart, 104, Cheapside St., Glasgow,
[9770

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

27
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

EXCHANGE

|N STOCK/

WANTED. — W. A. Lens, registering 5 square ft.,

4.5 6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl. Dallmeyer f/4.5 Serrac lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P. holder, case. In good condition
£S 15 0
3£ x 21 Agfa Standard, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, 5-speed shutter.
3 plate-holders. F.P. holder. New condition .
£3 3 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Donata,double extension, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens. Compur shutter. F.P. holder. Good condition £5 12 6
41 x 3] N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpreslens, fi plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. All in good condition £12 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, latest model with slow speeds, Carl Zeiss
List price
£23 10 0

135-mm. Carl Zeiss f/4 Sonnar Anastigmat Lens, leather case,
for use with Contax camera, brand new condition. List price
£22. For .
£15 0 0
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, range-finder
Good condition .

and

leather case.
£9 12 6

4,1x3} N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, Ross f 4.5 Xpres lens, F.P.
holder, leather case. List price £27 14s. 6d. For. . . . £20 0 0
9x 12 cm. Plaubel Folding, double extension, f/2.9 Anticomar
lens, Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case.
List price £25. For .
£17 0 0
3} x 2} Ihagee, for roll films or plates, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, focussing screen, 3 plate-holders. List
price £12 108. For .
£9 7 6
3} x 21 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
shutter. List price £13 5s. For .

lens, Compur
£9 7 6

3} x 2} Ihagee Auto Ultrix, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
shutter. List price £10 10s. For .

lens, Compur
£7 12 6

3} x 2} Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, high-speed
shutter. List price £6. For .
£3 19 6
3} > 2} Ensign No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, ftfulchro
shutter. List price £5 15s. For .
£3 15 0
3}x2} Ensign Autospeed, Aldis Uno f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
focal-plane shutter. List price £14 10s. For .
£10 12 0
V.P. Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shatter. List price £12. For .
£8 8 0
Dallmeyer Dual, Dalmac f/3.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter.
List price £15 15s. For .
£10 12 6
3} x 2} Nagel Triumph, Radionar
shutter. For .

AMERICAN

f/6.3 anastigmat

lens, 3-speed
£2 7 6

Technical and Pictorial. The leading
American Photographic Journal. Monthly
article on Miniature Camera Photography.

ANY

Postage 3d.

OF THESE,

50/-

1-pl. Klimax, double extension, Beck Mutarf /6 anastigmat lens,
Celverex shutter. 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder and canvas case.
5 4 Junior Sanderson Hand or Stand, Beck Symmetrical
lens, Unicum shutter, 3 double plate-holders, leather case.
5 4 Goerz Tenax, double extension, Goerz Syntor f '6.8,
Compound shutter, 4 slides.
5x4 Butcher Klimax, double extension, Aldis f/7.7 anast'gmat
lens, trio attachment, 6 plate-holders and case.
5 4 Adams’ Idento, Itoss f/6.3 Horaocentric lens, 3 double
plate-holders.
1-pl. Selfix, 5-in. Ross Goerz f/6.8 lens, Koilos shutter, 6 slides,
leather case.
A -pi. Watson Hand or Stand, double extension, rapid Rectilinear
lens, 2 book-form plate-holders, canvas case.
Postcard Foiling Klito, double extension, Aldis f/7.7 Uno lens,
Universal shutter. 6 plate-holders, can\as case.
45 x 107 mm. Verascope, Rapid Rectilinear lenses, changingbox for 12 places.
i-pl. Field Pattern Stereo Camera, pair of 6-in. Wray Rapid
Rectilinear lenses f/5.6, roller-blind shutter, 5 dark slides and
4.5 6 cm. V.P. Tenax,
F.P. holder.

Goerz

Dagor

f/6.8 lens, 6 plate-holders,

Postcard Folding Kodak, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor
shutter, speeds 1 to 1/ 100th sec.
Postcard Roll Film Carbine, Beck f/6.8 Mutar
shutter.
2c Kodak
shutter.

Series III, Kodak

f/7.7 anastigmat

lens, Unicum
lens, speeded
lens, Diomatic

1-pl. Klimax, rack focussing, Cooke f/8 anastigmat
Compound shutter, 12 plate-holders, leather case.

CASH

WITH

ORDER

lens,

28

STREET,

STRAND,

YOU

W.C 2

CAN

WANTED. — Pathe Kid Projector, with super
DOUBLE
SlidesSohoor Reflex.
Film —Pack
Adapter
wanted Dark
for J-pl.
Brainley,
40,
Garth Terrace, York.
[9891
cross, swing
back,
EXCHANGE.
— }-pl front,
. Triple reversing
Extension swing
Field, rising,
f/6 lens, time, instan. shutter, turntable, tripod,
attachment. — Wylde, Catmos, Wainwright
Rd., Altrincham.
[9883

2 D.D. slides; in new condition, for 34x2} or
}-pl. Reflex.— Cunningham, 28, Graham St.,
Barrhead, Renfrewshire.
[9895

WANTED. — 5x4 Cartridge Kodak,
stateextension,
whether
double
F.P.A.
for for10x155}x31cm. in.Minimum
; also—
F.P. A.
Regular Palmos
Sanderson.
Box 9664, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9900
Camera,
extra lens, accessories
; Enlarger
WANTED.
— Photo-electric
Exposure Meter
; Leica;

THE

exchangeExakta
with adjustment
WANTED.—
f/2.8 or T.-P.Nettel
f/2.5 Contessa
Reflex ;
3}x2} Focal-plane Press, f/2.7 Tessar, l/8th to

DEAL

CAMERA

With Coupled Focussing Range Finder.

Has cover plate for Pan Films.

plate back, single or
sound condition, cheap. — Below.

full details, prices. — Box 9665, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[9901

WONDER

6.5 x9 cm. (3} x2} in.)

Plaubel Anti-Comar io-cm. F/2.9. Delayed-action
Compur Shutter. New Model Roll Holder.

I!V~ Dials film numbers automatically.
Price, with 3 slides .
Roll Holder, extra .
Film-pack Adapter .
Sole

GARNER

£-37 : 10 : 0
£2 : 5 : 0
16:0

Importers

:

& JONES

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.1

1/1, 200th sec., 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A. , Justophot,
9-in. Teleross f/5.5, leather case ; as new ; cost
£43. — -Box 9667, c/o
” The Amateur Photographer.”

1-PLATE lea Reflex, fine condition, Cooke f/4.5 lens,
over
2 18 metal slides, in new case, £30 (cost [9902
£50) ; or would accept good i-pl. Reflex and cash. —
Chatterton, 34, Elm Park Rd., Finchley, N.3. [9914
slit, tension, Cooke f/4.5, } to 1/1, 300th see.;
also 1-pl. Shew, Ross f/6.3, } to l/100th sec. ; for
Focal-plane, good lens. — 31, Queen St., Luton. [9915
VT/ANTED. — Late Model Pathe Luxe Motocamera,
TT Projector for 230 volts, and Accessories. —
Beeteson, Stockton Brook, Stoke-on-Trent. [9924
VT/ANTED. — 3}x2} Reflex Outfit, and Telephoto,
T T sound condition, cheap. — Austin, 27, Elsmere
Avenue, Liverpool, 17.
[9926
TV7 ANTED. — 6x6 Rolleiflex, able to take plates;
T T price must be reasonable. — Allpass, 30, T(te
Ridgway, Sutton, Surrey.
[9928
TTf ANTED. — Vertical Enlarger, to take up to i-plT T negatives, complete, fullest particulars re¬
quired, conditions, lens, etc. ; purchase by deposit
system. — Chandler, 122, Stoney Lane, Handley,
Birmingham.
[9933
TT7 ANTED. — V.P. Roll Film Focussing Camera,
TT f/4.5 anastigmat lens. — C., 30, Newstead Rd.,
Lee, S.E.12.
[9934
TV7 ANTED. — 31x21 Focal-plane Camera, and
T T slides ; no lens required. — 34, Cromwell Rd.,
Kingston, Surrey. No callers.
[9937
J
for late model
Zeiss Camera
new and
condition
Iessential.
EXCHANGE.
— Pathescope
Super ;Reels
cash
— Box 9675, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬

grapher.”
[9954
TTrANTED. — Pathe Motocamera B, with set HerTT

magis

portrait

attachments

; perfect condition.

— Box 9671, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9958
TV7 ANTED. — 1-pl. Ernemann Slides. — Key, 19,
TT

Brettenham

lid., Walthamstow,

E.17.

[9961

TV7 ANTED. — Ross Telecentric 10-in. f/5.4 ; perfect
T T

optical

condition

;

approval

deposit

;

PHOTO

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

GASLIGHT2/9 PAPERS

BROMIDE

V.P.
31x21
21x41

1/9 per gross
3/7

8x6
81x6}
1-plate

1-plate
Postcard
5x4

5/6
5/4

10x8
I2x
15x1210

GLOSSY,

SILKY

OR

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

ORDINARY

PAPERS
7/9 per gross

13/11

12/-

MATTE
45/20/30/OR
SOFT

4 /POSTCARDS,
GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
22/- per 1,000. 11/- per 500.
2/9 per 100.
Singles or strips.

PLATES
Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3^x2 i .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt.
i-plate .. 1/9 „ ,, | i-plate .. 3/6 „ „

MARTIN

par¬

■— 7, Grange
[9966
Wr ANTED.
— GoodAvenue,
Film Beeston,
Camera, Nottingham.
31x21 or smaller.

At®

tpX

ticulars. — 76, Union Terrace, York.
[9962
TV7 ANTED. — 41-in. Unmounted Condensers, cash ;
T T or exchange 9-in. Trimmer. — Wallis, Baldwin
St., Nottingham.
[9963
TT7 ANTED. — Zeiss Ikon Icarette Model 500/2,
TT Tessar f/4.5 ; approval deposit. — 38, W'est
Bank, Scarborough.
[9965

ONLY.

SANDS
HUNTER’S
Photographic Apparatus Specialists ,
37, BEDFORD

on J-pl. at distance of 3 ft. — Batten, 4,
Blithfield St., W.8.
[9877
WANTED. — Good 9j-mm, motor-driven Projector.
T T — Kaplan, 569, Gale St., Dagenham, Essex. [9881
TV7 AN TED. — 500-watt Floodlight, cheap. — R.
TT Belinger, 51, New St., Erdington, Birming¬
ham.
[9882

EXCHANGE. — Reflex }-pl., outside adjustments,

PHOTOGRAPHY

21- monthly.

II

PLAUBEL’S

WANTED. — Dallmeyer Dual or similar Miniature ;

USED
CAMERAS

condition.

MAKINA

exchange— T.-P. Junior Special Reflex ;
new condition, leather case, accessories ; [9865
cost
over £15. — Cowell, 6, Vera Grove, Stirling St.,
Hull.
[9867
TI/ ANTED. — Dallmeyer Speed, plate. Telephoto
TT optional; cheap. — 12, Buller Rd., Man¬
chester, 13.
[9870

ioovtkOjf-

New

1934

WANTED

TT7ANTED. — Etui 3}x2}, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
” T D.A. Compur shutter, double extension,
Model II. — Goldring, Fernhurst, Haslemere, Surrey.

42490O-*

f/2.8 Tessar lens, ever-read v case.
£31 12s. 6d. For .

AND

14,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

DEPOSIT

QUOTATIONS

SYSTEM.

FOR

QUANTITIES.

March

14,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

CINEMATOGRAPH

ADVERTISEMENTS

APPARATUS

attachment, Projector,
and resistance
to 250
;
PATHESCOPE
double claw,
with volts
super
perfect, £4.— BM/XFBS, London, W.C.l.
[9868
PATHE
Lux Projector,complete
S lamp,; aswithnew,resistance
and carrying-case
£10/10.
— B. Ludin, 134, High St., Notting Hill Gate.
Park

0163.

ALL THE LATEST
at
READY** EASTER

[9874

PATHE
Titracomplete,
Titling £3,
Outfit,likewith
stencils,
new. four
— B. sets
Ludin,of
134, High St., W.ll. Park 0163.
[9875
9.5

ENLARGING
BROMIDE

PAPER
of QUALITY -

Vigorous

Grades.

2/-; 381, 865, 328, 897, 10053, 1/-; 588, 390, 9d.
each ; 32-mm. Lens for Lux, mount slightly
damaged, 3/- ; Two-way Switch, 4/6 ; Additional
Resistance, 6/- ; Projector Lens and Condenser, 1/each ; 9.5-mm. Alescope Projector, resistance to
250 volts, 37/6 ; Film Notcher, 3/6 ; Pathexgraph
Titier, 6/6 ; 1-m. Supplementary Lens, 1/6. —
Murdock, 36, Bidwell Gardens, New Southgate,
N.ll.
[9905

.. lOd.

61x41
81x61
10x8
12x10
15x12

Velvet, Glossy, White
All in Normal and

CLNE-NIZO, f/3, variable speeds 16-32, excellent
de luxe
case, 2 lamps,
resistance,
BOLEX
Projector,
latest Model
D, 16allandaccessories
9.5 mm., ;
absolutely perfect condition, list £40/5, sell £25 ;

Paper and Card.

12 sheets

1 gross

36 sheets

.

2 /-

condition, with case, Econasign Titier ; nearest
£8. — Farrar, Oxleys, Beaulieu, Hants.
[9922

.. r

..

... 3/- ..
L
.. 4/6 ..
61 - AL
... 6/6 ..
OST
33/9
10/- P
.. 8/6 ..
REE
14/9 F
—
GUARANTEE.
Your money 2
will
3/6be re¬
turned in full if you are not completely
satisfied. Write for list of Photo Materials.

.. 1/4
.. 1/8
.. 2/6
.. 3/9

Trade.

_
159, Wardour St., W.l.

STREET

1 A/
l\J/~

U/_/" brand
Photo-electric
for postage
talkies, 6d.Visatron ;
new andCells
perfect,
Ol /. Device for showing super reels on Coronet
/wJV" Projector, post paid.
/ Talkie Optical Systems, high quality ;

The

&rjl~
QA/.
OU/"

r

Improved

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives
exact

exposures

without calcula¬
tions for both
still and
from

2

motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Your inspection invited.

cine,

Ready always to
indicate correct

in leather case

£4 : 0 : 0

exposure
mediately.

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers , or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour
Telephone

: National

&

LESLIE

Telegrams

QPI-MM. Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10/6
OO
per 100 ft. ; Developing, Printing, etc. ;
all 35 and 16 mm. accessories. — Write : B.S.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[9739

A. E. BELL.— Cine-Nizo 9.5 and 16 mm. Cameras
Meyer Plasmat
f/1.5 Camera,
focussing,
visual Victor
model, Model
turret
16-mm.
LATEST
20-mm., f/2.9 Dallmeyer 1-in., f/3. 5 Dallmeyer

new, second-hand ; exchanges, catalogue. — 45.
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801

3-in. and case, as new, only run 400 ft. film
snip, £45.— George Cliilde, Photo-Chemist, 228,
Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[9863

: Stafiorles. Cent, London.

BE

Conduit
IN

St., W.C.l.

TIME—

USE

case

of 24/6.

of solid leather

LEICA III with SUMMAR
Gives long instantaneous
exposures of 1, i and

£1

Now

LENS

in stock!

mediate
fractions,
in
| sec., or
any inter¬
addition

to

l/20th-

l/500th sec. Has tele¬
scopic range-finder with
magnification 1.V times,
and
for focus¬
sing eyepiece
the image.
With f/‘2 Sumniar lens
in collapsible

mount.

£33 : 13 ; 0

Nine

monthly
of 78/6.payments

The LATEST

“SUPER

IKONTA”

Has a range-finder coupled with the focussing, ensuring critical
focus for every picture. A genuine Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, giving the most exquisite definition.
A latest pattern Compur shutter, speeded 1, J, l/5th, l/10th,
l/25th, l/50th, l/100th, l/250th sec., with delayed action, so
that the user may be in the picture .
^ ^
Nine

monthly

payments

of 38/8.

NEW

***

1 ■

ENSIGN

MIDGET

About

as

big

as

a

pocket diary. Takes
splendid pictures at
the price of one penny
per negative. Allmetal
body. oa
ThreeWith
All/
view-finder.
speed
shutter, reflex
Ensar f/6.3
/
distance lens . .OU/™
anastigmat

QUALITY
Hardly

31x2!
lens. As

Zeiss
new.

used

at all.

lens OU/™

BARGAINS

Approval

Ikonta 520/2, latest
Cost £4 4s .

to post-buyers.

self-erecting

front,
£3

f/6.3
3 0

Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat lens. Just as
ew. Cost £4 .
£2 7 6
P.C. Goerz Tenax Roll Film Camera, Dogmar anast. f/4.8 lens,
Compur shutter. Splendid condition. Cost £16 16s. £5 5 0
No. 3 F.P. Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat, B.B. shutter. Cost
£6 10s .
£2 12 6
6x8 Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Tessar, Compur shutter, non-automatic.
New condition. Cost £22 10s .
£12 12 0
16-mm. Vitesse Cine Camera, capacity 100-ft., Dallmeyer f/1.9,
lens. Very good order, but obsolete. Cost £27 10s. £3 7 6
Model I Leica Camera, f/3. 5 Elmar Jens, case and range-finder,
2 spool-boxes. Cost £17 5s .
£8 17 6
3-V x 2J T.-P. Horizontal Ruby Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastig¬
mat,
3 "single
F.P. adapter,
As new.
Cost slides,
£11 .

Easy

Terms.
QUALITY

: GROS.

roll-holder,

Exchanges.
COSTS

NO

WALLACE
2691.

H.R.H.
By toAppointment

WISE

10 Gris.
payments
extra.

cost £30— ;
Ditto,B.with
f/6.5 f/3.
lens,
£3/17/6,
cost
LLOYD’S.
Kodak
Camera,
5 lens,
£6/17/6.
£18/18 ; approval.
47 BERKELEY
f/3. 5 lens,
motor16-mm.
drive, Camera
£6/17/6 and
; cost
£25 ;
Projector
Q.R.S.
LLOYD’S.—
approval.
£18/18 ; Kodascope
35-mm. HomeModel
Projector,
new, £2/7/6
LLOYD’S.—
C, £5/17/6,
cost;
approval.— Lloyd’s Photographic Supplies, 87,
Lamb’s

at a more

monthly

Patented

Phone

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1
5025.

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Fiimeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

)/-

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

complete

Gerrard.
[9944

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

minutes

to 1/1, 500th sec.

PRICE

Nine

Westan type, with slit.
Motors to run all Projectors, Universal
A.C. or D.C. Ideal for constructors.
Coronet Automatic 9-mm. Cameras, with
f/3. 9 lens, brand new ; others from 65/-.
Power Professional Projector Mechanisms.
35-mm. ; 65 of these bargains available.
Talkatone Disc Attachment Outfits. Play
through any radio set.
9-mm. Projector, fitted with Colour
Wheel. Shows super reels.

35/O/A 5//-Pathescope 9-mm. Projector, takes super
4
OU/ ” reels ; fitted with Illustrachrome.
52for/-other Projectors
machines. accepted in part payment
KODATOYS,
5/- W.l
6London,
(facing Film 159,
House,
Oxford St.,
St.
ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
Wardour
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with

camera

popular price. Has one-lever
Compur
shutter.Zeiss
Patent
film-guide.
Fitted with
Triotar
f/4.5
lens and finder lens.

[9968
-Illustra Enterprises.

Ilustrascreen Silver Screen Fabric, 48-in.
wide, cut from the roll, 10/- per yard.

new

“ROLLEICORD”

Everything for Movies,
FILMS,
9-mm.,
and non-flam.
35-mm. ;
all these
films 16-mm.,
are safety,28-mm.,
unburnable,

NOTTINGHAM

the

A Rolleiflex-type

New Cine-Kodak Filter Outfit for f/1.9 lenses, list
£5/5, £3 ; or set Kodacolor Filters alone, 30/-. —
Hall, Westgarth, Lyndhurst, Low Fell, Gateshead.

& CO. »ePt. pm.

MARSHALL
FORD

Here’s

PATHESCOPE
Films,12/6all; 280,usable
and
complete : S/697,
3/- : condition
*10205, *1212,
*826, *1174. *10190, 10074, 10072, 2/6 ; 1149

Guaranteed first quality. You cannot buy
better, no matter what you pay.
Cream Smooth, Cream
Velvet and Matt.

Berkeley Street !

-MM. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, Zeiss
Tessar f/2.7, indistinguishable from new ;
case, filter and close-up lenses ; cost £22 ; £12/10,
or nearest offer. — Bannister, 24, Southdown Crescent,
Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire.
[9879

)&

canvas
case.6
£6 17

Lists

MORE

Free.

AT

HEATON
ST.,WlTD
Next

Door

to Cook’s,

The Prince of
Wales.

[9970

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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ENLARGERS

|

ENSIGN Vertical Enlargers, fixed focus 34x24

to 7x5, 20/- ; also V.P.K. to Postcard Model,
same maker, 12/6 ; both fitted for gas, easily
converted to electric light.— F. E. Cooks, 131,
Willifield Way, Golders Green, N.W.ll.
[9861

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS
CAMERAS— PROJECTORS— SCREENS
Second-hand and demonstration
models at bargain prices !

ENLARGER.
— 1-pl . Ensign
Premier, polished
oak,
R.I. lamphouse,
5|-in. condenser,
64-in. f/4.5
Cooke Series II lens, carrier ha,s ail movements,

electric fittings ; perfect condition ; would cost
about £20 to-day ; bargain, £8, carriage forward.
— Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southampton.

See

our

windows.

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA

Photographic Chemists,

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM
Phone:

(Opposite

[9932

Trade.

MID.

6670.

Q.P.O.)

ANCASTER

E NLARGERS.

An invitation to
Rolleiflex users

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size
negative, from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

NO TABLES but DEAD-CORRECT
EXPOSURE INSTANTLY !

|

THE LIGHT ITSELF DOES IT!
Never
made

“PHOTOSHOP'’ does all you have ever expected
an exposure meter to do— and then a lot more.
Notably:— No calculations: any stop from f/1.5
to f/48 and any plate or film from 8° Scheiner to
30° Schemer — instant, measured, DEADcu
CORRECT exposure— the light itself does it. As
simple as A.B.C.— and just as error-proof.
£4 4s. Od., in leather case.

\

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con'

for suitable negatives chosen.

4LTA Auto-focus Vertical Enlargers, [-pi. and

R. F. HUNTER,

FOR Sale. — Aerograph, complete outfit ; all
NEWCASTLE & Dl STRICT
in leather case,
15/- new,
; Sinclair
Lens
Hood, as
JUSTOPHOT,
nearly
12/6
;
Range-finder,
AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS
new, 15/- ; Dallmeyer Reflex Magnifier, in leather

STRAND,

W.C.2

See

St., Bury
[9947

ANNOUNCEMENT

BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Edwin
Mather
Photo

Gorse,

86, Accrington

Road,

15. Percy

H. Tomkinson,

G. A F. A. Wilman,

(See displayed

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Blackburn.

Pressman Reflex 1-pl., Tessar
case. Cost £17 10s .

BRADY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Street, Hanley,

81, Dale

Street.

32, Westgate,

A RCHITECTURAL

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

Teesar

f/4.5, leather case.
£6 10 0

Estd.
1855

Photography.

&

f/4.5, G slides, F.P.

adapter,
£7 10 0

a Speciality.

MARTIN

LTD.

29.
MOSLEY
STREET,
NEWCASTLE
- UPON
- TYNE

THERE are one or two vacancies in the Archi¬

Stoke-on-Trent.

Liverpool.

Bradford.

advertisement

Compur,

Exchanges

CLUB

of

Verascope 45 107, Tessar f/4.5 lenses, shutter l/8th to
l/40Uth sec., 2 changing-boxes, magnifiers, pigskin case. New
condition. Cost £35 10s .
£12 10 0

Birmingham.

St Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

J. Templeman,
W.

Street,

Baby Ikonta 3x4 cm,,
Cost £9 2s .

not painted glass, 200-250 volts, 10 watts, 1/6
each, three for 3/9. — Lloyd’s Photographic Supplies,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[9971

SPECIAL WHOLESALE
STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

selection

A tew selected Bargains :—
Miroflex 9 * 12 cm., latest model, Tessar f/4.5, 6 elides, leather
case. Cost £49 15s .
£30 0 0

LLOYD’S. — Electric Bulbs, ruby, amber, green,-

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

our

NEW & SECOND-HAND CAMERAS, CINE CAMERAS,
SILENT AND SOUND-ON-FILM PROJECTORS, ETC'

Trade.

79, New

Ltd.

Importers,

in good condition, £4/10.— Box 9680, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9960

case, 10/-. — Strickland, 42, Abbeygate
St. Edmunds.

Galloways,

Rolleiflex

“Celfix House,”
51, Gray’s
London,
W.C.l Inn Road,'

ACCESSORIES

6419/1

IMPORTANT

Rolleiflex prints for

reproduction purposes. Must
be unusual subjects. Fee paid

Parade’
[0082

Sole

through any photographic
dealer, or from

STREET,

to submit

34x24 and for Leica; shop-soiled; below
cost price. — Alton, 58, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [9824

SANDS
HUNTER’S
Photographic Apparatus Specialists
37, BEDFORD

4

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post
free.—
Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

before has the Photo-Electric cell been
to do so much for the photographer.

Obtainable

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

in this issue.)

tectural Postal Photographic Society for
enthusiastic photographers interested in Architectural
work, Pictorial, Record and Survey, three circulating
portfolios ; subscription 5/- per annum ; full
particulars from Stanley Hall, 93, Hall Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.
[9943

PRACTOS
Exposure Meters — Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cint.

SOMETHING

0F
EALING
ANNOUNCE

THEIR

PROCESSING
Write

now

SERVICE

for full particulars in special leaflet with prices :

28a, BROADWAY,
30

NEW

EALING,

LONDON, W.5
USE

The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.

MATERIALS

DIFFERENT

Trade.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
normal: Gaslight
3*x2£ Glossy
2/-, 44x2f
i-pl. and
3/-,
i-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
54x34,
& D.600;
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 43
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
4-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

Scientifically designed, and the results
are infallible. Film speeds up to 5,500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.
View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Filter in Model
II.

Model II, in leather pouch

GARNER& JONES, LTD.
Polebrook

Hadleigh,
[0025
ALL

25/-

Model I (without Filter' ditto 20/-

RISK.

Square,

House,
London,

BOOKS

Golden
W.I

ON PHOTOGRAPHY

Write for complete list to Ii.lFFE & Sons Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.

March

14,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

ADVERTISEMENTS

MANCHESTER & DISTRICT

MATERIALS

AMATEUR

Tr ade.

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
-A New
DepotPleaseat call.21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4091, Argyle St. Prices less
white
KsheetsALTON
Chloro-Bromide
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight
matt, 4-pl. 3/6 72
12x10
; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-,
7/3, 3/- dozen.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy,

velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, dozen ;
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3
single¬
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/- ;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 4-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4£x2J 3/6, 34x2J 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

K ALTON, Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 34x24 glossy,
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 1[[X24,
34x24, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets.
gross ; 1/6
4}x2|gross
and ;

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K /^quality,
ALTON Postcards,
bromide and gaslight, first
all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Bromide
Commercial
Double. weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6 Glossy
; 1/1-pl.,
2/6 ;
72 sheets 2/6.
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9 ; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Lantern

PHOTOGRAPHER

|

ENLARGEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

LEICA

ALLtSee NS

for

1/Q DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1.— Postcards

/O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

CAMERAS
and Supplies

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d ;

See Bargains inCameras
and Lenses columns
in this issue, also advert

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service : 84x64 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84x64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12X10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 84x64

in Enlargements col¬
umn, giving particulars
of our

SUPER
DEVEL¬
OPING SERVICE
of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera users.

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

and

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

quantity, glossy or Art surface. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern
cameras
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and
date purchased, with particulars also
of new apparatus required.

ALLENS

168,

7 minutes

from

OLDHAM
ROAD,
MANCHESTER,

Piccadilly

|

Trade.

(22 or 23

QUALITY Enlargements. — Glossy or matt, 8x5 6d.

each, 2/6 for six; 84x64 9d. each. — Phillips,
26, Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[9911

9.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Car).

|

Trade.

A

ST

Nizo
Nizo
Nizo
Nizo
Nizo

9.5-mm.,
9.5-mm.,
9.5-mm.,
9.5-mm.,
9.5-mm.,

DCI

I

‘CINE-NIZO’
SPECIALIST

f/2.8, variable speeds .
f/1.5 Meyer focussing .
f/1.5 Dallmeyer .
f/2.8, Model M. 50-ft. spools
f/2.9, Model K, 100-ft. spools

45, NEWINGTON

ry
I PER
40/- per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
fpr 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

BUTTS,

£8
£16
£19
£18
£25

10
16
10
10
0

0
0
0
0
0

Roll
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 34x24
ALL
Developing
same-day
service1/- ;;
44x34 1/3, 54x34 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

S.E.11. rod. 3773

SPECIALISTS (24X34) printed and developed,
West,
[9592

1/3 post free. — Edwards, 119, Old Rd.
Gravesend.

[0057

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures : WANTED for CASH
REPAIRERS
cin£ apparatus and
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.
350, 3ix2i, 3
HIGH -CLASS CAMERAS
. packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., H.
3 packs
K ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO. REPAIRS
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Cameras,
focal-plane
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
K ALTON
Film, super10/- fast,
H. & D. 2,700, in
3ix2i, Roll
8-exposure,
dozen.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate- submitted ; instruments
[0009
CAMERAS
WANTED
insured
whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
WE lowest
offer theprices
Highest
QualityPapers,
MaterialsPostcards,
at the ♦ Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras ♦ inquiries
; Plates,
invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062
If} x 24, 9/- dozen; 3ix2i, 9/-; 2ix4i,
11/- ; 6 exposures : 34x44, 18/- ; 5ix3i, 21/-.

1 5/-,

16/6

gross

;

Postcard,

4

dozen

8/9 ;

Trade.

320, Vauxhall
(Opposite

Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

*_etc. ; for
all goods
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliableguaranteed
Plates, ;Postcards,
Papers’ I
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

Hew

1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.

[0026

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight (the quality paper),

34x24 2/6 single gross, quantity rate to
Finishers ; send trade card for new Finishers’ List
and samples.

ALLENS. — Super Plates, special Isochromatic,

700 H. & D., 34x24
3 dozen 3/6, 5/-.

1/3, 44x34

1/9 dozen,

ALLENS.— De Luxe Wallets, 1/6 100; D. & P.

Order Pads, 7/6 dozen. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4.
[9902

LLOYD’S. — £20 worth for 20/-, a few more cases of

bromides available ; contents : 5,000 Bromide
Postcards, 5 packets each 100 sheets Kodak
Nikko, 19X52 cm., 5 gross Cyko Ansco assorted,
4-pl. to 12x10; all for 20/-; usable material,
but no guarantee of quality. — Lloyd’s Photographic
Supplies, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[9971

BUSINESSES

Rd.,

VICTORIA,

Cinenta.)

Phone:

S.W.l

Victoria

2977.

9
in Exchange for Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,
^
Ensign, Cine Cameras, Projectors, etc.

mingham.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normalGaslight
; all surfaces
: 34 xPaper,
24, 1/3
72 sheets,
BURT’S
and Bromide
vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 44x2J and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; 4-pl.,

Bridge

Victoria

'4 PHOTO

- CHEMIST

►

£
^

REFLEX
Mirrorspost.re-silvered,
repairs
back return
— Irving’s, varnished,
258, Kingston
Rd., ;
Teddington.
[9907

Ai

229.Roundh*yRdX»«di

RETOUCH

4-aosT ■

^ QUICK

POSTAL

SERVICE^

I ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK I
I BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT _
ROYAL
ALL

BROMIDE

KINDS.

ENLARGEMENTS.

“ NATTY

WOOD

FRAMES,

PASSE-PARTOUT

” FRAMES.

I

”

LANTERN

™

jj SPEEDY

EVERY

SLIDES.

P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

Id. Stamp

D.&P.

— First-class work promptly exe¬
R ETOUCHING.
cuted. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[5386

|i

COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.
KUTOGRAPH
SNAPS.
MIRROR
SUNBURN
GIFT.
FOTOZO
Regd.
IN COLOUR,
CUT-OUTS
PLYWOOD
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
BINDING.

H
I :
I

CtiuxtyS -USe-

Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 |

FRIDAY

e) tationerij

FOURPENCE

and 6e satisfied.

FOR DISPOSAL

aJtt

Trade.

Business for
D EALERS’
Box 9651, c/o “The

I N G

Trade

disposal, through illness.
Amateur Photographer.”

THE

LEADING

MOTOR

good stationers .

PAPER

[9864
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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■
2£ x 1 f Zeiss Ikon Piccolette, f/6.3 Cl
Novar.

Good condition.

4£x2i
3^x2}

Good

C1*1C»(|

f/3.5 Meyer,

*»*•

cm-

4£x3J

Compound to 1/ 250th sec., 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Good condition. Cost £12 12s.

f/4.5,

iv.U.U

5-cm. Leica Hektor Lens f 2.5, automatic coupling.
As new.

Listen .

£8:10:0

34x2;

condition.

CO.l C. A
Xa.ID.U

lhagee Double Extension Hand, 10-cm. Plaubel

f/3.2, Compur, 6 slides, roll-film holder,
leather case. As new. Cost £15 7s. 6d.

34x24

Ensign

Autospeed,

leather case. ,4s brand new
used. List £19 10s .

Ross

and

Xpres

f/4.5,

£1 r n.A
X1D.U.U

5J x 3f Marion Soho Reflex, 7}-iu. Ross Xpres f/4.5,
6 D.D.

6x13

slides, case.

cm.

As

new.

28

OLD

As new.

case.

POO.I
A. A
X04.1U.U

BOND

C*\*1

Good

conA
ID.O.U

& Guardia Baby Sibyl Hand, 7-5-cm.

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 book-form D.D. slides, P '71 7.C
F.P. adapter. Fair condition .
X#*JL#«U

3£x2j
3Jx2i

ST.

PQ*

rising front, Tessar

f/4.5, delayed

3 slides, F.P. adapter, screen, case.
condition. List £17 2s .

Compur,
Good

slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
condition .

Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar.
9x12

P -| *1 #1 H *£
XI 1*1 I *U

Good

PI

*7. ft

As new.
Good

Double Extension Roll Film, f/6.8 Aplanat,

3}x2j

Ensign Selfix 20, Ensar f/4.5, Cl *1 Q. ft

3-speed.

Good condition.

3£x2£No.

con-

£21:10:0

281 OXFORD
doors West

ST.

0! Circus.

WEST

BOUND

6i

42 Mahogany Field, double extension, Cooke f/6. 5,

T.-P. roller-blind shutter, 3 book-form D.D.
two each 4 -pi. and £-pl. printing frames, CO.1
leather case, wood tripod .

9.5-mm.

Pathe Projector, double claw.

Good condition.

3£x2£

List £6 15s .

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, Dogmar

pur, plate back, hooded screen, 3 slides,
leather case. Good cmdition .

BUSES

STOP

73 LORD

HERE.

ST., LIVERPOOL

The

ONLY

SMALL
ROLL

TELEPHOTO
FILM,

Park

FOCAL

Exakta

1/1.000. Anas, f/3.5. .

Tessar

PLANE.

„
„

£l4

:O

to

I O

f/3.5. . •• £18:0:0
f/2.8. .
£21:10:0

Super Six f/1 .9 £

3 1 l 1 O tO

Extra :
* Dallon

* Tele-Anas.

Solid Leather
“ lhagee

ORDERS.

Road,

REFLEX

Full-size V.P. pictures. Shutter speeded

GARNER

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
East

1750
ESTD.

EXAKTA

•

Dallmeyer

122,

LTD.

Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury.— 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston.— 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon.— 12, George St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

CAMPION,

P'7,1 A A
X# •AU»U

Ross Xpres f/4.5, also 12-in. Telecentric f/5.4, 2 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, case. Good P-fl
Q.A
cmdition .
.
XlO.lO.U

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3* x24, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2| x 4])
1/6, 4J x 3J 1/3, 5* x 3j 1/8. 16 dozen. 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 * dozen. 84 '64 ; 2'6
dozen, 16 4 dozen, 64 x 4j enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-. 84 x 64 9d.. 64 x 4f 6d.

&

a

Dominar f/4.5, Compur, double extension, direct finder,
6 slides, roll-film holder. Brand new
PO
1
leather case. As new .
XO»i
• *U

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
05. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

OSBORNE

o

207/5 Hand, 13.5-cm.

ITC H I SON

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART
EXCHANGE.
giving lull particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX.
IKONTAS, LEICA. IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

ALL

PO

X 0»0«U

f/4.5, Com¬

for cash.

USED
Write,

OF

slides,
A* A

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes
bought

285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington. VV.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.n.
2, Northumberland Avenue, VV.C.2.
1 9 1-2, Tottenham Court Rd., VV.i.

DISPATCH

CO.C.A

4j x 31 Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, 6-in.

DILLON

PROMPT

List £3 10s.

1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 ana-

stigmat, canvas case. As new .
Xm*u«U
7 3x2
speeds,Busch
RollB.Film,
Busch,
Ibsor
shutter,
T. and
Goodf/6.3
cmdiHo
n . .
£2:5:0

4£ x 3£ Zeiss Ikon Maximar

cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, 15-cm. Tessar f/4.5,

6 slides, F.P. adapter, case.

Fourteen

CAMERAS WANTED

plate back,

cm. Mentor Focal-plane, 6-in. Meyer f/3, 3 D.D.

London, W.l

London, W. I

*7. ft

Zeiss Ikon Icarette 551/2, double extension,

4}x3$

plate back and screen.
5 speeds, £ to i/iooth sec.,Good
T. and
B., rise
and cross,
cmdi£1:10:0

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

I0.1U.U

List £7 7s.

slides.

List £16:10:0

Rolleidoscope Stereo Reflex, pair f/4.5

Zeiss Tessars, Compur, leather
As new. List £50 .

4.5x6 cm. Newman

9x12

£ -J A.1 C.A
XIU.IO.U

itn-

As new....

f/4.5, also 9-in. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto f/6. 5, leather case. As new. Cost £15 15s.

3-| x 2} Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, case. Good
List £15 15s .

Compur.

1934

CAMERA
NOW !
AND CINE APPARATUS IN STOCK

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, reversing back,

6-in. Ross f/4.5, 6
ditim .

CE%«R»fl

4.5x6 cm. Goerz Tenax Hand, 7.5-cm. Dogmar

in patent shutter.

Baldax 16-exposures-on-3ix2j Roll Film,

Ensign Carbine No. 6, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Com

pur, rising front, plate back.
ditim. Cost £10 5s .

Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 ro.in.n

anastigmat

Cost £4 7s. 6d .

YOUR

ALL THE LATEST MODELS

3£x2i

•! C.A

Cost £3 10s. ..

Cocarette, f/6.8 anastigmat.

Fair condition.

BUY

14,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Polebrook

6-in. f/5.6 • . £8115:0

Cases .

£1:0:0

99 Exclusive

Model .

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden Square, W.l

LEICESTER.

Large sums of money are regularly paid for SALEABLE
photo¬
graphs. But only by sound training can you acquire the ability
consistently to take the RIGHT photographs in the RIGHT way
and sell them at the RIGHT time to the RIGHT buyers. Such
training is given by the British School of Photography, under the
personal supervision of the Principal, Mr. C. Allen Elliott, who
has had a successful life-long experience in the photographic
profession. Writ, to him to-day and learn how you can turn
photographs

into6 money.

ItlllTISH SCHOOL of I’HOTOMMI’HY

Mr. C. Allen Elliott, British School

of Photography

Please send your free book, “Photography

SEND
COUPON
NOW !
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ENJOYMENT

WILL

BE

GREATER

WITH

We

ST

of

be n m if v st w 1

have

the

best

range

“ still ” and
cin£
cameras In Britain.

payments

“ Rolleicord

”
£1 extra.

”

of

IN
IN

NEW

GUARANTEED
Co

D.

len

A.

s,

sh

ut

mp

sh

Co

ut

mp

ur

ur

shutter,

shutter.
le

Cost
so

Co

sec.

30

ENSIGN ‘MIDGET’

Nine

0t

h

e.

th

10s

£1

Co

st

c.

1
£
st £6 9 6 5s.0

3

.

Cost £18 15s .
sec.

Cost

£9 17
£18

13

0

£7 10s. . . £4

19

6

£4 17

6

.
1 to ]/

se

6

Co

£7

10s

is added

easy

terms.

if
for

BONO

AT

,

LATEST

mp

ur

LISTS

ut

30

te

r,

SENT

0t

h

FREE

c.

st

•

.
£5 17

NINE

6

ST

(T

BOND

771

ST.

MOUNT

monthly

payments

£15:10: 0
£13 : 0 : 0
of 35 - or 30 4.

LEICA
MODEL III

lens in collapsible

monthly

of 78 6.

617/2

METER

The meter.
famous photronic
light¬
cell
Smaller, lighter
and more efficient. For all
“ still ” or ein£ cameras.

a long day. Takes crisp, first-class pictures
at the low cost of a penny per exposure.
Has moire silk enamel finish. All-metal

Has

body, 3-speed shutter, l/25th to l/100th
sec., T. and B. Reflex view-finder. Collapsible
eye-level view-finder. Leather slip case.

no

batteries

to

run

down, and guaranteed to
give dead-accurate exposures
at a glance.

With

All-Distance

lens.

£11

f/6.3 anastigmat.
Nine

£10

payments

ON

10s .

monthly

30APPROVAL
50£6

6

0

to 1/ ,0
l/
sh
fo
le
f/
Co
ut C
£1 1 1050t 0
£135t 10
F.
se ok bl 2.5 ca ns,3 D. csall
te os
c. e ac
i-d
se
h
3 h s.
5
P.
r, t
,
epsl
,
k
A.
,a
ne
front, revolving back, Ross Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat lens, focalplane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec., pigskin case, 3 D.D.
slides, ^F.P. adapter, cut film magazine. Cost £70 £17 17 6

Tessar f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, { to 1,1,300th sec., tan
case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £46 .
£27 10 0

payments

of

25 '8.

TO POST-BUYERS!

extension, rising and cross front, f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., tan case, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Cost £23 10s .
£14 14 0
mat lens. Compound
F.P. adapter. Cost

shutter, 1 to 1/ 150th
£25 .

see., black
£9

cross front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
1 to l/200th sec., canvas case, 4 slides. Cost£10 15s. £4 15 0

MONTHLY

PAYMENTS

FOR

ANY

and you do BEST

PURCHASE

case,
9 0

do
se
1 to l/
sh
Co
le
an
c.
n
ut
u
17bl 6
£,1
£2 2070s fi
Co
Fm.pu ad
3 sl s,
ex ast
te
e
t. h d.
id
P.r
st
0
te ig
2
ap
r
es
ns ma
te ,
,
t
r
sunk iomount.
Cost
£11
14s
.
£5
5 0
.
n,

Co
sh
1 to l/
se
Co
£1
ut
c.
20
st
5
mp
te
0t
ur
r,
h
15— 1-pl. Folding Plate Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens, shutter
Cost
£21
4s
.
Compur shutter. Cost £22 10s .
£18 18 0
speeds A to l/100th sec., tan case, 6 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £28 .
£17 17 0
£26 .
17
holds 40-ft. film, tan case. Cost £25 .
£12 12 0
rising and cross front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 Jens,3ACompur shutter,
speeded A to 1/lOOth sec. Cost £26 .
£12 12 0
1 to 1 /250th sec., 6 slides, roll holder. Cost £14 2 \10s. £9 9 0
V
As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these second-hand itemsoig may be sold already, but similar outfits are usually available.
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. 47 610.(117

IN STOCK

WESTON
Little bigger than a pocket diary ! The
cleverest bit of camera designing for many

70 -

Co

£5)

With f /2 Summar
mount.

BARGAINS

se

50

se

1 to l/300th

£6

1 /2

r,

l/

r,

shutter, 1 to l/300th
Compur

te

1. to

te

1 to

of

5/-

Nine

Ensar
payments

YOURS

£33:13:0

£30

monthly

(or

COLLAPSIBLE
RIGID
MOUNT

24/6.

For 10-mro. films. Basch-Glaukar
anastigmat f/2.8 lens, brings every
subject within your scope. The aper¬
ture automatically controlled. Instant
daylight loading. Speeds 8, 16, and 64
pictures per second. Direct and reflect¬
ing view-finder.

Nine

GET

The camera for excellent all-tbeyear-round photography. Greatly
improved .with range of slow speeds.
Get a Leica and get all the enjoy¬
ment that spring photography’
can give. It takes 36 exposures at
a loading, and every negative
makes a splendid enlargement.

Carrying-case

‘B’
SIEMENS MODEL
CINE CAMERA

—

5%

NOW
AMAZING

10 Gns.
monthly

pay¬

IN USE

119 NEW

Has numerous special features in
common with the famous Rolleiflex —
one-lever Compur shutter, parallax
compensation, patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

Nine

!

New ‘SUMMAR’ LENS
in SUNK MOUNT

MADE BY THE MAKERS
OF THE FAMOUS

Patent

CAMERAS

WALLACE HEATON

only

under

THE

3

LEICA

CAMERA

easy

THOUSAND

—

The Big Camera
Sensation of 1934

“ ROLLEIFLEX

HUNDRED

ment gets your
choice of model

‘ ROLLEICORD

—

A

First

Easter won't be
very long now
SO
HURRY!

WALLACE HEATON
119 NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

WHEREVER YOU GO
THIS EASTER...

L-E-l-C-A
A “SPELL”
GOOD

AMATEUR

GENEROUS

EXCHANGE

15

s.
£6

6

0

£10

10

0

£16

16

0

8

0

£8

ALLOWANCES

OF ALL at—

WALLACE HEATON LTD

119 NEW

BOND

STREET

LONDON,

W.1

March

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

14,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

Get these subjects with SELOCHROME

Speed boats move fast. Your shutter
must move faster. Before you set out
with your camera put in a roll of
Selochrome. Ultra'sensitive, multi' coated,
anthhalation-backed, Selochrome is the
film for all subjects in any light.

;Pci

SELO
REGD.

The Extra Fast

ROLL
ILFORD

ILFORD

LIMITED

Printed far the Publisher: >> Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street,

London,

S.E.i,

by The

FILM

LONDON
Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

fidget Contact

p|Wi

'■'W

v--

mm**

#

j f*t

TAKES
E 10

LUKOS
FILM
'osures

"

—

ACTUAL
SIZE

Including Leather Slip Case.and

With All-Distance Lens 30/“
With Ensar f/63 Lens 50 b
Print

SEE

IT AT YOUR

DEALERS

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

21,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

Double the Fun/
LIVE IT OVER
You can’t get too much

AGAIN

...

Kodak

joy out of life, so why not

have, as usual, catered for all prices. There

make up for life’s dull patches by enjoying what fun

are Cine-“ Kodaks ” for the man

you do get, over and over again ?

moderate
models

How

? Why, easily ! Make

your home

Cine-Kodak

movies of

means,

and woman

and there are more

for those who

can

afford the best of

everything.

life, sports and pastimes, of your week¬

end jaunts, holidays and travels — you can, easily and

Why

not call and see a demonstration

inexpensively.

write for one of the booklets mentioned

or at least
below.

‘CINE-KODAK
8’
BOOKLET.
For the
man

and woman

of moderate

means.

•MOVIES

YOU

MAKE YOURSELF*
BOOK.
For those who
can

afford more

luxurious

apparatus.

‘CINE “KODAK”
SPECIAL*
BOOKLET. For those who want the
equivalent of professional apparatus In amateur
size.

KODAK

LIMITED,
PLEASE

of

luxurious

KODAK

MENTION

“ THE

HOUSE,

KINGSWAY,

AMATEUR
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1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

PICTURE

JOY

OF

EXPRESSES

THE

—

LIVING -

The Joys of Photography
are experienced when using a

T-P. REFLEX
Send for List describing Five Models

at prices from ||f

£8 : 15 : 0
And only TWO

The Dancing Girl.
Photo by G. Wilkinson, Burnley.
Taken

with

a T.-P.

MOVEMENTS

TO

ALTRINCHAM

REFLEX.

OPERATE

ENGLAND

The Prismatic Binocular
that has altered values

WRAY

MAGNIVU

Developing is
so simple with

AZOL

The result of an optical discovery that seeders possible
a high-grade glass at a price hitherto undreamt of.
Before buying a binocular, test the Magnivu against
all others at your opticians. The Magnivu will win.
Look at the specification :—

and the process so inter¬
esting anti fascinating that
it is realiy worth testing.

AT

THE

COST

WRAY

!

and costs 2/- , and this
will develop from 30
to 40 spools, 3 J x 2| .

Send

9d.

in

AZOL

JOHNSON
Manufacturing

sufficient

or

P.O.,

to develop

& SONS
LTD.
MENTION

CHANCE

for

a

1-oz.

trial

one

do&en

spools.

PUBLICITY

HENDON,
“ THE

bottle

focus.
4* M
<£* I

■
■

III"
IV
■

II
v

Send for feirtocuiar and photographic catalogues.

WRAY

of

(OPTICAL WORKS) LTD.

BROMLEY Famous

DEPARTMENT,

LONDON,

AMATEUR

£22 : 10 : 0

F/3.5
PLUSTRAR—
LENS f©r Moto camera. 2|-in.

In setting for use in interchangeable focussing mount and
matched finder frame .
.
.
. . . .

Chemists,

PLEASE

F/1.5 ANASTIGMAT

WRAYOTO
TELEPH

IS YOUR
stamps,

£5:5:0

Five times as fast as S/3.5. Complete with Moioeamera de
lux®, in focussing mount, fully sealed. .
.
.

A 3-oz. bottle makes
from 75 to 300 oz.

HERE

PRICE

Magnification x 8. Effective aperture 80-mm, Exit
pupil 8.75-mm. 130 yards view at 1,000 yards. Central
focussing. Adjustable eyepiece. With lanyard in
leather velvet-lined sling case.

The tables prevent
you making mistakes .
LOOK

x8

since

1850 .

More

KENT
famous

in 1934 .

Makers of Prismatic Binoculars for H.M. Services.

N.W.4
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PHOTOGRAPHER

AND THE FINEST
CINE CAMERAS

STILL” CAMERAS!
‘ROLLEICORD
fe- THE
BIG
CAMERA
SENSATION
OF 1934
Has

numerous

special

features

in

common with the famous Rolleiflex —
one-lever Compur
shutter, parallax
compensation, patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.6 lens.

Nine xn0^tgjj6paymente
10 6ns
‘ Rolleicord *’ Carrying-case,
£1 extra.

Made

by

famous

makers of the
the
“ Rolleiflex.”

LEICA III with F/2 SUMMAR

LENS

in collapsible
mount

and instan¬
Gives s long
exposures of 1,
taneou

ENSIGN

sec., or any
1 te
\ and
media
fractions,
inter

ENSIGN ‘SELFIX’
A folding Pocket Camera of all-

telescopic range-finder
1*
with magnification
times. Has automatic
focussing. Measuring
ing
distance and focuss
lens are done in a single

and

0

8/2. Ensar f/6.3 anastiEmat
*2 12 6
8/3. Ensar f/4.5 anastiEmat ^

monthly payments
of 78/6.

Ensar f/6.3 anastigmat .

rt

MON.

/—
I

'Latest Model

II Automatic

PICCOCHIC’

Leica, f/3.5 Elmar

byf ,°„Da
springing to
a button, hinged back, VJ.v
anastigmat. with fo<?us.“8
ft.. Compur sector shutter
adjustment to 3sec.,
T. and B., reindeer
“ to l/300th
akin purse case.

16-mm.
Wollensak

touch of
Vidonar

Cine
VictorCost
leas.
*40 Camera,
.

16-mm.

Model

Cine-Kodak,

B

16-mm. Zeiss Kinamo Cine
Tessar. Cost £25 .

SIX-20 ‘DUO’

f/3.5 anastigmat.

Camera,

^Cost

f/2.7 Carl

T. and

B.

ONLY
Nine

- £5:17:6

monthly

»p hood is almost full size,
.7 anastigmat
yt CC I m
o-speed shutter. High-grade
is .

Zeiss
1U U

*

Institute of

matographers.
Amateur Cine-

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

"

WHEN

E.C.4

’ EIGHT
RUNNING

fixed-focus

COSTS.

f/3.5

lens,

’at
a time. guide, footage indi¬
exposure
cator, and eye-level finders
incorporated in the handle
of the camera. Holds 25 ft.
of special film, only half the
width of which is exposed

of

/

Nine

£9
: 17 : 6
monthly payments
23/1.

CITS SAIi.l

(1929 )

.lllllimillllllllllllHIinilHIIIIIIIIIIIIMI
THE

of 13/10.

Phone : CENT. 9391

With

34
ft. toview-finder.
infinity. Directvision
Easy
to load. Very smart
enamel and chromium
finish.
anastigmat
£6:0:0
With and
“ Pronto
S ” shut¬
ter
Kodak
f/4.5

MENTION

payments

j.pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, focal-plane6
shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter . . £11 17
focal1-pl No. 2 Professional Planex, rack focussing,
and
plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
leather case .
. ■
18 6
Compur
f/3.5.
Tessar
Zeiss
Carl
Reflex,
3 4 cm. Pilot
shutter .
£11 17 6

21-in. square pictures. The
lliant image emphasised by the

La Wk w

sector

Automatically

opening to infinity, rock-rigid front,
leather bellows, reversible and D.V.
view-finders, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,

HALVES

“ snapping ” position at
the touch of a button.
Fincer-tip focussing from

payments

Compur

31 x 24 Voigtlander Avus, f/4.5 Skopar. Compur shutter,
case
3 slides, F.P. adapter, 2 focar lenses, and leather
£7 17 6
slides.
12
Compur,
D.A.
9,
f/2.
Trioplan
Wurgin,
34x24
F P* adapter, roll-holder and leather case .
£10 10 0
V.P. Primarette, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter
and leather case .
£12 12 0
41 x 24 No. la Orion Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur
••••••••••••• ^3 12 0
. .
shutter .
f/4.o,
9 12 cm. Minimum Palmos, Carl Zeiss Tessar
£14 10 0
3 slides. F.P. adapter and case .
34 24 Cameo Speed. Dallmeyer f/3.5, Compur shutter.
3 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£11 17 6
31 24 Revolving Back Salex Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5.
case
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
£0 17 6
Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5.
Folding
i-pl. Mentor
focussing,
focal-plane
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter^ ^

kes the standard 31 x 21 8Dosure roll film at 1/2, but gives

Appointed
Associate an
of the

PLEASE

roll films.

3£ x 24 Cameo, double extension, Roes Xpres f/4.5,
£6 6 0
F.P. adapter, 3 slides and case .
8 x 24 Busch Ultralux Prism Binoculars, centre screw
focussing and leather case .
£5 17 6
9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger, f/4.5 Tessar
and electric fittings .
£8 17 6

“ BRILLIANT ”

16

pictures on 31 x 21 eightexposure film, anastig¬
mat lens shoots to the

of 14/1.

f/3.6

LONDON

THE

New, neat and compact,
it measures only 5 x 31 x

monthly

delayed-action

31*21

‘ CIN£-K0DAK

‘ KODAK ’

Nine

For

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT
shatter.

Camera,
lUr.at

Cine

£3 12 6
anastigmat, case. Cost £18 18s.. .
f/6. 5 .
Ditto, case
leather
.
i/o V ‘ r-.ri
7pi«q
telephoto,
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/2.5 Hermagis,

of 13/9.

takes

purse

shutter,
-u.-

speeded

f/3.5
Dallmeyer
.
l Watch-thin
No. 75lensBell-Howel
16-mm.

£5 :17 : 6

in., and

ami

Zeiss and other Prismatic
^Several Fine' Pairs of Carl details
on application.
Binoculars at bargain prices,
6 6 Rolleiflex. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,

automatically

1|

E.C.3

e shutter, f/4.5
P C Popular Pressman Reflex, focal-plan
leather
18-cm. Car] Zeiss Tessar, 12 slides, F.P. adapteri^

pictures on 127
A V P. camera taking 16
body, ileather covered,
metal handle,
mfe
carrying
leather
roll film,

payments

With

ST 90/94 FLEET ST
0180

; Model" Ai rack jfocus. revolving
Ensign^e LuxelRefle*
^3 D.U.
^i-pL self
-capping shutter, f/4.5 Aldls anastigmat
back,

e Miniature
A fin
Camera !

payments

of 31/10.

monthly

anastigmat speeded0
21 x 21 Voietlander Brilliant, f/6.3
*01/
.
.
shutter, leather case. As new .
Aviar anojUiEinat
I -pi. T.-P. Triple Imperial. Cooke
D
*»
case. ... f/6, 3 book-form elides, tripod and
delayedf/4.6 Carl Ze.ss Tessar. *t)
la Icarette Roll Film, leather
0 u
.
new
As
case.
shutter,
Compur
action
revolving back, i/^.o
31x2i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex,
adapter, Riteway
Cooke Series X anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P.

30/-

K

Phone:

LONDON

Nine

Omc

HO

54- LIME

With
All-distance
lens .

monthly

lo uliS'

Case, 4/6.

‘MIDGET’

ENSIGN

diary I
Little bi?ger than a pocket
pictures at
Takes crisp, first-class
e.
exposur
per
penny
a
of
cost
the low
finish AllHas moire silk enamel
, l/2oth
metal body. 3-speed shutter
and B. Befiex
to l/100th sec., T.
eye-let el
view-finder. Collapsible
case.
view-finder. Leather slip

Nine

Enables even the beginner to obtain
any
splendid 16-mm. movies without
trouble. Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three speeds and
hand crank, direct finder. Complete
in leather case.

portable.

8/1. Ensar f/7.7 anastiEmat
*2 0

Solid Leather

3 x4 cm.

F/3.5 DALLMEYER
WITH
ANASTIGMAT
LENS

metal construction, taking stand¬
ard size 21x31 roll films, light

action £33:13:0
Nine

‘SUPREME
DELUXE’
With Corygon Finest
Quality

‘AUTOKINECAM

addition to l/20thin
Has
L /500th sec.
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RANGE OF CAMERAS ARE HERE I
ACCESSORIES!
EVERYTHING !

jgg

AWAITING YOUR CHOICE!

FIRST EASY PAYMENT
SECURES any PURCHASE

iHa

ROLL -FILM
REFLEX
THE
‘SUPERB’
Full-size image, compensated for
parallax, the upper lens tilting
downwards as camera is racked
forward shows actual image.
Delayed-action Compur
sector
lens.
pictures 2Jx2i
shutter, Takes
f/3.5 12
Voigtlander
Sk'opar
in. on No. 120 film 2}x3£.

£19:10:0

Or

9 equal

Special

payments

offer
Ikon of Zeiss

BABY
‘SIX-20’
Takes
in.

KODAK

CINE - KODAK
JUNIOR

3J x 21 films. Measures 5} x 3 x 11
eight exposures on the new

Takes

or Verichrome.

roll, ordinary

Six-20
With

Doublet

Nine

With

lens . . £2:15:0

monthly

focussing

payments

of

anastigmat

The

f/6.3

monthly

payments

Nine

of 8/8.

monthly

Phone:

NAT.

0591

E.C.l

2 3 1 x 2} Tropical Agfa Standard Roll Film,
f/A^fnastigmat, speeded shutter. Cost *7 10s. As
new.. *4 4 0
■UutTo1* Special Kodak, f/4.6 anastigmat, kodamatie
shutter. Cost €13. New condition .
£6 15 0
.m4T'*“pIy ®nd 9/i2 Naeel Double Extension Folding Plate,
f/4.5
anastigmat, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter
New condition .
£ q

fully-speede
f
anastigmat,
d ?ePjfr
shutter, Sanderson,
31-in. f/9 Carlf/6.8
Zeiss' Go'erV
Protar wide-angle
Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes, tripod and
case. New’
condition .
£10 17 6
6— P.C. Professional Planex Reflex] 'f/4.5' Cooke
revolving back,
shutter speeded l/8th to 1/1, 300thAviar
sec.
and time, 3 D.D. slides, canvas case .
£10 17 6
777-*"pl\T‘"P*,
Reflex,back,
6-in.’ f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
anastigmat,
sunk ?pecial
lens box,Ruby
revolving
6 slides £8 2 6
8— i-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex Reflex, 6£-in.
f/4.5 Ross
Xprcs, 12-in. f/7.7 Dallon Telephoto interchange
able, 3
slides, leather case .
£27 jo q

cu

mo

ss

mg

un

t,

rev

bac

olv

k,

ing

3

sli

des

,

lea

the

r

cas

e

L-pattern shutter. Cost £8 .
£4 17
R*
Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallraeyer anastigmat,6
shutter speeded J to l/200th sec.. T. and B„
rise and cross
front, 2 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case £7 17 6
12— J-pl. Triple Extension Victo Field,
f/6.8 Dagor 3
slides, tnpod and case .
£8 17’ 6

PATH

monthly

payments

IKONTA

Phone : CITY

6 6 cm. Latest
anastigmat, CompurAutomatic
shutter,
At'rnewrOXar

anastigmat,
Seii
3JX2S

shutter,

enses'

1124

D.A.

Price

D.V.

finder, 12 slides, F.P.

leather

case!

£5.

adapter, “ather

case

Jo'didS Plate, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar' anastigmat

rac3k fnci?nS'!? SPeC'a‘ Re9ex’ f/2'7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
snaes,
F.P. adapter and case .
in n3
screen,
reversing back, £13
sfTPPmf
F PIhagee
Sdes1
3| x2i
Duplex shutter>
Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Zeiss

t^l/lOOth"

A^^’afTa

METER

added

Good
used

allowances
apparatus

payment.
for 5 days to post- buyers
of used goods.

Approval

SALEX
BALDA
For 16 pictures on

U
of

Tl I T E D

P LEASE

MENTION

THE

lMOOth sec., T. and B„ with cable release.
Super Sales
1 Ow.i
l//loothtslchT 'e„n.s'and ,‘ate8t delayed-action Compur value
sector
shutter, r 1 .
Nine monthly payments of I83. Od.
% l 11 5 .

ZEISS IKON
‘KOLIBRI’ CAMERAS
AT 40% OFF LIST

&

any

With

CATALOGUE
POST

FREE

City Sale branch

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllljllllH

AMATEUR

2J x 3} roll

Our Price - £7:7:6

100-PAGE
from

film

All-metal body, D.V. finder,
leath¬
er covering, nickel fittings.
With

Or 9 monthly

FREE

on your
in part

A
high-class instrument in every
respect, and sets a standard in
pre¬
cision-made cameras of the miniatur
e
class. No bellows, absolute
ly rock
rigid, direct finder, takes 16 pictures
on V.P. size film, any make,
fitted
genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens, focussing
,
with Compur
sector shutter. List
price £11 10s.

‘ BLENDUX
’
for cin<5 work £4:
4:0

EXCHRI1GE

if over

Exchanges

Zeiss Tessa”
1 to l/250th
As new _
£6 12 0
Protar, fuliy-speeded

*«*«.
1 to 1 /250th sec., rack focussing, DV
screen, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case.. £5 17 6

sW®

in¬
per

cent

E.C.2

«««
3i shutter'.D
* 2/> Ze™
1/4.5 Zeiss
Tessaflnistig6
-A- 1 t0 IWOtk
sec.,
direct-visionUnder, leather case. As new .
£7 12 «

ri!;,El

Nine equal monthly
stalments, only 5

FilmCompur Ro11
sector shutter,

ing conditions. «*** » 4,
Nine month
ly payments

of

29/9

price £2 7s. 6d.

Easy Terms

of 24/6.*

Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Zeiss Tes«a°r
1 to l/300th sec., focussing

fllter' akF'shade

1 ,00llss"«. D-V., finder.
Blocknote, f/6.3 Zeiss

‘OMBRUX’

£4:0:0

Original

Our

9/11.

monthly payments
9/4.

adjustment, direct- vision view-finder,
2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset
shutter for both time and instantaneous
exposures. Dimensions : 2 x 2i x 3 ft
in. Weight 8 oz.

of 31/11.

For all *' still ” photog
raphy.
No
batteries. Works
on
photo-electric system. Gives
direct readings under prac¬
tically all light- JpM m Jtm

f/4.5, Der-

‘TENGORS’

£ ‘LUXE’
with f/3.5

snutter, 1 to l/2o0th sec., double
extension, rising
cross
shutterscreen,
Z1to u™
mi’ f/4'°
Tessar anastigmat, and
Compur
front,
12 slides,
F.P.?eiea
adapter, leather ca^. Askew

S“P”

BOX

Body, all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette,
Zeiss Ikon Novar f/6.3, with focussing

instrument

speeded \tfutterl
E°U Hto- *"•“*]“*
.
7 ft
devePlopinge,t^kPe
C°mP‘ete With Case’ tr>P°d,.and

Direct-vision finder, tripod
bush. Finished black ename 1
with nickel fittings.

Nine

Nine

A high-class
anastigmat.

LONDON

speeded

Takes 16 exposures on V.P.
roll film. All-metal body,
hinged back, epring-out front
for rigidity, leather bellows.

Novar anastigmat
val shutter, from

6 Cnc

high-

double
extension,t> screen,
shutter, 1 to l/250th
D.A. .
Compur,3 slides
HftfihT a™Jst,g?na
£8 7sec «

Compur

BABY

for

With

59 CHEAPSIDE

1—
Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar,
Corn¬
s'11'’ latest pattern, radial focussing, wire
finder. As new

fo

payments

‘B’

14/9.

ments

84Aldersgate$t
LONDON

camera

£13 : 13 : 0

£3 : 12 : 6
Nine

f/3.5 16-mm.

Strong motor drive.
grade f/3.5 lens.
U'aild*
of

50-ft. film, daylight loading.
Strongly
constructed. Makes splendidl
y clear
movies.

6/8.

lens

cheapest

PATHtSCOPE

Brings movie-making within the
reach of all. Daylight loading.

of 45/6.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

payments

of 17/3.

Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 10s.

shutter.

Our Price - £5:5

Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.
Or fl mnnHi! tt nonmnnln at mm
Leather case, with lock and
sling
strap, 5/9 extra.
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than the price of ONE

for Sport
and Press

(Projecting

9.5-mm.

and

F/2

Thanks

(Five times faster than
f 4.5 !)
1 /300th sec.
16

if"Xii"on V.P. film.
Radial lever focussing, setting camera
while still closed.

on

: 17

of other cameras

specially designed for
SCREEN LUMINOSITY

any distance

(250 lumens) as distinct
with light intensity inside
the lamphouse.

: 0

One hundred per cent geardriven (no belts) yet selling
at a much lower price than
that asked for ordinary
belt-driven projectors.

in various sizes

Ask for latest catalogue (free) from :

CERTO

CAMERA

WERK,

DRESDEN

and Sole Concessionaires

in Gt. Britain :

ACTINA

46/825

Telephone

LTD.

: Chancery

CINEX

8541

Turn a
NEWSPAPE RS
PLEASANT
want photos —
HOBBY into a ADVERTISERS
PROFITABLE
want photos —
PERIODICALS & BOOKS
PASTI M E f
want photos —

Make your photography someuuug mure than
a pleasant bobby . . . tarn it into a profit¬
able pastime. Under the personal POSTAL
TUITION o! Mr. C. Allen Elliott yon can soon
learn the right subjects to take, the right

way to take them, and the right way to sell
them. Now is the time to start, so that yon
are ready to take advantage of the profitable
summer months. Write to him to-day and
learn bow others are profiting by his training.

I
.
W
.
S
,
N
O
D
N
O
L
,
T
E
K
R
A
M
Y
A
H
,
4
5
3
5
1
SCHOOL

Mr. C. Allen Elliott. British

School

OF

of Photography.

Please send me your book “ Photography for Profit
Name .

and

Pleasure,”

Addre*&...f .

London,

But the photographer who embarks upon serious work —
fascinating work — of a special character 0
ARCHITECTURE,
PORTRAITURE, ANIMAL and other RAPID TELEPHOTOGRAPHY,
etc. 0 ' mus^, if .he is to secure the best results and the maximum
of enjoyment, use special lenses.
For every such purpose

THERE

.

ZEISS

ZEISS

IS

ALWAYS

LENS

THE

BEST

Write for booklet P.51 on the choice ot a lens.

to :

A .f.ll

IS A

THE

S.W.I.

obligation

70, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.1

Much can be done with the small general purpose camera.
Its handiness will often secure material for an Exhibition picture
where more ambitious apparatus must fail for want of mobility.

AND

without

LIMITED,

ARE YOU SATISFIED yTuhr EQUIPMENT?

PHOTOGRAPHY

Ltd., 53-54, Haymarket.

with 1 10-v. 500-w. lamp .. £4c7
Resistance for higher voltages, 50/-

PRICE

29, Red Lion Square, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

BRITISH

to its extremely

*?

Price £13
range

films.)

apparatus for all-the-yearround projections.
A machine which has been

exposures

Also complete

16-mm.

powerful illumination,
500-watt direct lighting,
the PAI LLARD - Bolex
Model G.916 is the ideal

Schneider Xenon

Takes

1934

TWO
Proj
ectors
for less

Dolly

Compur

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

UAI\L
r-ADI

21st

Z-tlOO
(London) LLG . Mortimer
-7C|CC,.
MORTIMER St.,
HOUSE.
London,37-41.
W.l

March,

rESOIiS?)

1934

WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE
NO.

1.

One
these
cessive issues
will secure a
if sent within

SIXPENCE

coupons cut from each of six suc¬
of “ The Amateur Photographer ”
5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
one month of the date of the last

coupon together with postal order value 21- to
W.H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford
(Additional

time

allowed

for readers

from

Name .
Address .

4
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SEEING
IS BELIEVING

ALOIS
LENSES

and when you have seen the Foth cameras
you will appreciate to the full their
wonderful value and unique specifications.

THE

FOTH-FLEX
The

only

camera

of its type

fitted with FOCAL -PLANE
DELAYED-ACTION SHUTTER,
takes 12 pictures 2£x2£ on
3ix2|
standard
8-exposure
Roll Film.
Its viewing
lens,
which is an F/3.5 Anastigmat
enables you to see your picture
while it is being taken. Its
specification includes
an
automatic numbering device,
D*ree
O’br

dV/d/s

Zens

33oo£z.

focussing

test cfiart postcard p/ease
send

ALDIS BROTHERS,

Vi* stanyo.

SPAPKH

magnifier

and,

on

request, a clip-on direct-vision
tube finder for eye-level
pictures. Despite all these
advantages its price with F/3.5
Foth Anastigmat lenses is only

ILL, BIRMINGHAM.

£10:7:6

THE
THE

FOTH-DERBY

SMALLEST

FOCAL-PLANE

CAMERA

IN

THE

DELAYED-ACTION

WORLD

SHUTTER,

WITH
takes

16

pictures 3x4 cm. on V.P. standard 8-exposure Roll Film.
The ideal camera for the sportsman or tourist or any
camera user who requires compactness, light weight and
strength combined with, a specification giving wide scope.

Indispensable
to every

With

Foth Anastigmat

lens F/3.5

With

Foth Anastigmat

lens F/2.5

Photographer
HAR

BUTT'S

Plasticine
Write

for

full particulars

and

prices

to
See these cameras

HARBUTT’S
Ill,

PLASTICINE,

BATHAMPTON

-

LTD.

descriptive

at your dealers, or send for

price list to the

Sole

Importers

BATH

PEELING &CIRCUS,
VAN LONDON,
NECK E.C.1
I.™

4/6, HOLBORN
PLEASE
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“ THE
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feet-

Until Zeiss Ikon took up the manufacture of distance meters, this
very useful accessory was considered to be somewhat
delicate,
especially when coupled with lens focussing. Now, as Mr. Holden’s
letter and experience prove, the Super Ikonta distance meter is as
strong and sturdy as Zeiss Ikon Cameras.

SUPER

IKOXTA

Lists

the roll-film camera for 1934
free on
request.

Prices, with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur shutter, lor
3i' x 2i' pictures, £17:0:0

ZEISS
6

PLEASE

IKON
[MENTION

4J' x 2J' pictures, £18:

LTD
« THE

AMATEUR
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THE beginning of spring is for

many amateur photogra¬
phers the opening of the
photographic season. While many
thousands of camera enthusiasts

have made photography an all-thevear-round hobby, there are many
thousands also whose interest is
associated more particularly with the
longer days and fine weather that
the spring and summer seasons
connote. In this, the Spring and
Empire Number of The Amateur
Photographer, many suggestions are
•offered to readers for the best em¬
ployment of their time for the
forthcoming Easter holidays and the
longer days that follow. Every year
this special issue not only marks tire
beginning of the photographic season
in this country, but also makes an
appeal to our many thousands of
readers living overseas. This phase
has been particularly emphasised by
the inclusion of a considerable
number of pictures and articles by
overseas readers of the paper in this
issue. These have been contributed

March
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from Australia, New Zealand, India,
Canada and South Africa, and are
typical of the work conducted by
enthusiastic amateurs in those parts
of the world. In the production of
this special number several of our
regular features have been omitted.
These, however, will appear again in
subsequent issues, and we would point
out to new readers that every kind

The conditions are extremely simple,
and we hope that every reader will
make a point of acquiring one of
these meters while the offer holds good.
Our second Easter offer to readers
is for the benefit of those who are

of amateur photographer, both be¬
ginner and advanced worker, will
find The Amateur Photographer
helpful at all times in the pursuit of
his hobby.

Club, of 14, ClE'ords Inn, London,
E.C.4, to supply full details and
information, not only from the point
of view of accommodation, tariffs,
description of beauty spots, etc., but
in regard to photographic facilities,
if readers apply in the first place
to The Amateur Photographer. In
the ordinary way, a membership
fee to the club has to be paid before
this information is forthcoming.
This will be waived in the case of

Two

SpecialReaders.
Offers

to “ A.P.”

On another page in this issue will
be found particulars of a special
Easter gift offer to readers of
The Amateur Photographer. It will
provide every reader at a very small
cost with a well-known exposure
meter that can be depended upon as
a reliable guide to all exposure
problems, a very important matter
for every amateur photographer.

arranging or contemplating photo¬
graphic holidays now or at any future
time during the season. We have
made arrangements with the Holiday

readers of “ The A.P.” when apply¬
ing through the paper. They will
then be made Honorary Members of
the Club and be supplied with all
information regarding any suitable
district in the British Isles.

Readers’ Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week.
Other replies appear as usual on the last page.

Shut-out

for Window.

Along one edge is fastened a stput strip of wood, C, which
runs from edge to edge. At the other end comes a similar
strip, D, which falls short of the edges by a distance governed
by the width of the strips A and B.
When these strips are in the position B, the blind is inserted
behind the tops, and the strip D drawn downwards. After it

To improvise a dark-room 1 hare made a covered frame to
fit in the window opening, but it is not altogether satisfactory.
Light creeps round the edges, and the frame is awkward to store.
Can you suggest some other simple method which would remove
these drawbacks ?
A. A. '.Evesham.)
We appreciate the objections you raise, and give here a
suggestion for another arrangement which is easily contrived
and quite effective. No dimensions are given, as these
obviously depend on the size of the window to be obscured,
it is just possible that the construction of the window framing
may not lend itself to this device, but in the vast majority of
cases there is no trouble.
The first step is to prepare two strips of wood, which are
marked A and B in the diagram, and these are to be screwed
to the sides of the window framing as shown. One end touches
the bottom, and the other falls short of reaching the top by the
width of the strip C, which will be described presently.
The strips A and B should be reasonably wide, but not very
thick. There should be only just room for the fabric to slide
down between the strips and the window, and it will be evident
that there will be no chance of any light coming through the
window to creep round the narrow space in which the fabric
lies.
Some distance from the top of each strip a hinge is fixed,
and the wood sawn through, so that the top section can be
swung down, as shown in the strip A.
The material for the blind has been marked " fabric ” only,
because there is a considerable choice when selecting it. The
first consideration is that it shall be absolutely opaque ; and
the next that it shall be Tollable without damage. Something
suitable is more likely to be obtained from the upholsterer or
the bookbinder rather than the draper. Imitation leather is
perhaps the best hint that can be given as to selection of suit¬
able material. It is cut to the full size of the window opening.
8
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has cleared the hinges the tops of the side pieces are swung
down, as at A. the blind is pulled right down, and the hinged
pieces swung up again. They then hold the strip C firmly
against the top of the frame. The whole opening will be covered
by the opaque blind, and there will be a complete frame of wood
all round it.
If A and B are painted to match the window frame, their
presence will be almost unnoticed, while the blind can be
rolled up and put away when not in use.
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PLAN
that
that

AHEAD!
tl
the

best

results

may

be

obtained

with

the

With the approach of spring
and longer and brighter days,
it is worth while taking stock
of the season ahead in order
utmost

certainty.

Far

too

many

camera

users go about their hobby in a haphazard
way, trusting either to “ inspiration ” or
luck to bring them success, probably the latter in most cases. In these days of shrunken
incomes it is more than ever necessary to avoid all possible waste.
This can only be done
satisfactorily by the adoption of well-planned and orderly procedure.

WHILE there is a special joy

and interest in the photo¬
graphing of a wide variety
of subjects, it is certain that the
highest standard is only attained by
some degree of specialisation. The
best work is nearly always the result
of experience and practice. The
photographer who concentrates on a
particular range of subjects is more
likely to produce consistently good
pictures than those who dabble in
everything. The present is a good
time to start working along this
line.

Think for a minute of the mul¬
titude of possible subjects for your
camera, and then consider which of
these really interest you the most.
Architecture, landscape, animal and
plant studies, birds and their nests,
country villages, brooks and streams,
and farm life and work are just a
few of the more obvious outdoor
possibilities. Every one of these
can supply enough material for years
of picture-making. It is not sug¬
gested, however, that one particular
line should be worked exclusively,
but rather that it should form the
central feature of the season’s work.
Other subjects, when they are en¬
countered, will seem all the better,
because they have a certain “ rarity,”
and were only taken because they
were irresistible.
Having made a choice, the next
step is to make adequate preparation
for doing it justice.
Holidays.

The keen photographer does not
choose his holiday resort so much for
sunshine or “ ultra-violet ” records,
as for its associations and surround¬
ings. It is well to bear this in mind
at the start of the season, as it is
usually the time of greatest activity
with the camera, and the rest 'of
the season’s operations should be
planned in relation to it. If you
are keen on old castles and ruins
there are Northumberland and
Durham,

while

mountain

scenery

suggests the Lake District or Derby¬
shire, old villages the Cotswold
area, and Buckinghamshire offers
woodland and farm scenes. For
rocky coast scenery and aquatic
bird life Devon and Cornwall have
few equals except on the smaller
islands round our coast, and Scot¬
land will provide the “ atmosphere ”
type of subject.
There are also the shorter holidays
of Easter and Whitsun, frequently
times of particularly favourable
weather, and these should be planned
in a similar way, perhaps exploring
the possibilities of the neighbourhood
round the home town. Many of the
finest subjects of every type are
missed because they are near at
hand, and therefore unthought-of.
Week-Ends.

These are the times for experiment
and practice. The new camera can
be tried out with various types of
plates or films, and their limitations
and special characteristics found out
in time for suitable adaptation to be
made when the serious work is
begun. Many valuable holiday
negatives can be saved from failure
by the experience gained in the
weeks that have gone before. Ex¬
posure is a bugbear with a large
number of workers, and exhaustive
trials under the variety of weather
and lighting conditions which the
average run of week-ends provides
will go far to remove the difficulty.
This, however, is not the only
use for week-ends. As enthusiasm
increases it will be found that they
supply the bulk of successful pic¬
tures. Here is where the “ planning ”
really comes in. A systematic
course of work should be mapped out
well ahead. Obviously only the
district near home can be reached,
but by carefully covering a little
on each available opportunity the
number of suitable subjects to be
found will be considerably more
than was expected or even hoped
for.

Equipment.

Having planned out more or less
what subjects are to be attempted,
there is another consideration that
must not be overlooked — equipment
to carry out the plans. This may
be of two sorts, apparatus and
information. The former should be
chosen to suit the special require¬
ments of the subjects to be under¬
taken. A camera with focussing
screen and rising front is almost
essential for serious architectural
studies, while landscape work and
animal studies demand a telephoto
lens and suitable contrast filters if
justice is to be done to them. Ex¬
pensive and elaborate apparatus,
however, is not essential for good
work, and the cheapest of cameras
can be made to yield excellent results if
used intelligently. At the same time,
the better the equipment the greater
are the opportunities afforded, but
make sure that it suits the j ob in hand.
The second head — information —
is a species of equipment usually
forgotten until it is too late to be
of any use. In the first place,
thoroughly understand your ap¬
paratus and materials. It is time
well spent to find out the why and
wherefore of sensitive materials and
the lenses and filters used with them.
Correct exposure is a problem worth
mastering, if only for the better
results obtained and the greater ease
of mind which will follow.
Lastly, but by no means least,
know the subjects you are photo¬
graphing. Strange though it may
seem, a ground-work of botany is
of more use in securing successful
plant studies than an extensive
photographic knowledge. Technique
is a splendid thing, but unless it is
joined with an intelligent choice
of subject it only emphasises the
shortcomings of a would-be picture.
Our
readers’ attention
is
specially directed to
our
Easter Holiday Offer on the
opposite

page.
9
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MARCH

WEATHER

FROM the point of view of the

photographer, March weather is
ideal. Its boisterous winds,

ever-changing cloud-forms, and stormy
sunsets are characteristics which pro¬
vide exceptional pictorial opportuni¬
ties, and which, coupled with the
lengthening days and stronger light,
make outdoor photography in March
a joy.
Wind, the month’s speciality, is
often condemned as the still photo¬
grapher’s enemy, because it keeps
everything on the move (including
the camera, held unsteadily in the
hands !). But is it really such a
nuisance ? Consider how the wind
sends trees bending,

tall grasses nod¬

ding, boat’s sails bellying, and white
steam streaming out against blue
sky. If we make the most of these
subjects, and a hundred similar ones,
we shall secure some refreshingly
original pictures which convey a
vivid impression of wind.
In such cases a fairly fast shutter

21st, 1934

and the CAMERA

By N. B. DENMAN.
speed must, of course, be used, or the
result would be hopelessly blurred ;

to be abroad with panchromatic
material and filters. The fast lenses

but just a slight suggestion of move¬
ment is often an advantage, for it
heightens the effect we are striving
to record. The above photograph
was given i/5oth sec., and this secured
a sufficiently sharp negative, in spite
of the close proximity of the camera to
the rapidly-bobbing grasses.
A tripod is a handy accessory for
photography in the wind, for the
camera is not easily held steady in the
hand on such occasions. Furthermore,
since it enables us to watch the subject
without continual reference to the

and pan. films now available make
possible the use of pale filters even
for hand exposures, so baldheaded
skies at this time of the year are
inexcusable, even if one does object
to carrying a tripod.

view-finder, we can more easily select
the critical moment for exposing — an
important factor on a gusty day.
March is the month for cloud photo¬
graphy, too. Never is the sky so deep
a blue, or the clouds so pure a white,
as after spring showers, when the
heavens, enhancing the beauty of all
landscape subjects, make
tures themselves. Then

10
252

worthy pic¬
is the time

During this windy month the sun¬
sets are always particularly fine ; in
fact, the end of the day often shows
some of the best pictures of all. Some
foreground interest is generally neces¬
sary with such subjects, and this will
be well supplied by the bare trees,
which, with the delicate tracery of
their leafless branches silhouetted
against the western sky, will add much
beauty to March sunset pictures.
So we must make the most of March
weather, for it will provide a happy
harvest, especially if filters and pan.
films are employed. And if those
“ luxuries ” have not previously been
used, then now is the best time of all
the year to try them.
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DALLMEYER
Makers

of the Finest Photographic

Lenses.

J. H. DALLMEYER
LIMITED have manufactured Photographic Lenses for nearly three-quarters
of a century, during which time they have accumulated formulas and experience enabling them to
place before the photographic public the very finest lenses at the lowest commercial prices.
The latest Dallmeyer Catalogue gives particulars of lenses covering every conceivable purpose.
Below we give abridged details of a few of the most popular.
The Adon is a variable-focus Telephoto Lens complete in itself, giving results
superior to those obtained with a good positive lens and telephoto attachment.
It is designed for use alone having a flange diameter of only 1.15 in., which small
diameter enables it to be used in the front of a No. OS Compur shutter after the
front and back components of the ordinary lens have been removed. It may be
used on all sizes of cameras employing a focussing screen, the covering power being
only limited

ADON

TELEPHOTO
Price £7.0.0

by the camera

extension

available.

Dallon Tele-Anastigmat Lenses are made in four
series, having apertures of F/5.6, F/6.5, F/6.8 and
F/7.7, and focal lengths from 4 to 40 inches. They
are suitable for use on practically all makes of

LENS,

cameras, more especially Reflex and Focal-plane
cameras. They give two magnifications, are cor¬
rected for astigmatism, spherical and chromatic
aberration, distortion, colour, etc., and equal in all
respects

DALLON

to the finest anastigmats.

TELEANASTIG¬
MAT.
Prices from

£6.0.0

The very latest product of the
House of Dallmeyer. Extreme

Special Model for use on Model II and III
Leica Cameras incorporating focussing
mounts, scaled as per Leica Lens. Price

aperture F/1.9, extreme angle 50°.
Made in focal lengths from 1 in. for
cine
Reflexpurposes
Cameras.to 6 in. for use

£13. Supplied also on the Exakta
Camera

in the 3-in. focus.

on

This unique lens
can be supplied
fitted to Dall¬
Cameras
4J X 6
meyer
Speed
SUPER- SIX
ANASTIGMAT.
Prices from £12 . 10

cm.

to

Pentac

The
OMBRUX
electric Exposure
all Photographic

The original and by far the best
extreme aperture anastigmat
lens for general use. Made in
focal lengths from x in. to 12 in.
with an aperture of F/2.9.

Photo¬
Meter for
purposes.

J-plate
Roll-film

Camera 3 J" X 2 1".
The largest aper¬
ture
camera roll-film
made.

Fully corrected for astigma¬
tism, spherical, colour, coma,
etc., etc. The ideal lens for a
Reflex Camera.

The very latest achieve¬
ment in electrical science,
accurately measures the
light radiated, thereby en¬
suring the greatest accuracy
in exposure considering all
makes of sensitised material.

A recent production, which has achieved won¬
derful results. Made in focal lengths from 2f in.
for use on a 3i X2J in. plate to 9 in. for use on a

No Battery.

15X12 in., giving approximately xoo° angle,
covers perfectly to the extreme corners and fully
corrected for all aberrations. The lowest-priced
perfect Wide-Angle Lens manufactured.

Price in Ever -Ready Case

£4.4.0

J. H.

DALLMEYER

31, MORTIMER
Factory and Export :
WILLESDEN,
N.W.10.

STREET,
Catalogues

and

OXFORD

F/6.5 for focussing. F/n-F/16 for
taking. Prices from £5.5.0

LTD.
STREET, W.l.

Booklets,

Telephones :
Museum
6022-3.

gratis.
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THERE is a class of amateur Holidaying

photographers who, for busi¬
ness reasons or to suit their
own inclination, take their annual
holiday in the early spring in prefer¬
ence to later in the year. A more
difficult problem, however, is pre¬
sented, and to help those readers who
are contemplating an early holiday,
either in this country or abroad, the
following article has been prepared.
When facing the problem the first
thing you must do is to make up
your mind that you are going to
have a good time, and make the
best of your opportunities. One
can often obtain almost as much

pleasure from planning a holiday
as from the holiday itself. It is a
good idea to make a note before¬
hand of any interesting exhibitions,
sporting events, etc., which will take
place during the period in question.
Holidays

in the

PHOTOGRAPHER
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British

Isles.

If you are a country-dweller you
would probably find town life a
pleasant change, and you could not
choose a better time than the spring
for a holiday in the Metropolis.
A seaside holiday is not very
attractive early in the year unless
one of the larger south coast resorts
is visited ; but it may be remem¬
bered that most seaside towns
provide special attractions during
Easter week. Hiking and cycling
enthusiasts will enjoy these recrea¬
tions whatever the weather, and the
waterfalls of North Wales and the
Lake District are seen to advantage
when swollen by April showers, but
the novice will probably hesitate to
venture on a tour so early in the year.
It should, however, be remembered
that Devon and Cornwall, which also
provide delightful scenery, are situ¬
ated in the warmest part of our
island, and by the end of April
often provide warm sunny days with
ideal conditions for hiking, cycling
and photography.
These pursuits are much more
enjoyable in the fresh spring air
than in the very hot weather ; and
the countryside is at its best.
Accommodation is readily ob¬
tained at country inns or any of
the Youth Hostels. Full particulars
regarding the latter are contained
in the Y.H.A. Handbook, which can
be obtained, price yd., post free,
from the Y.H.A. Headquarters, 18,

the Official Agency, Swiss Federal
Railways, 11b, Regent Street, S.W.i,
and the Czechoslovak Travel Bureau

in the

Early Spring
Practical Hints and
who are contemplating
By

R.

Tips for those
Holidays now.

DIXON.

Bridge Road, Welwyn Garden City.
Members of the Youth Hostels
Association can also make use of
hostels in many
Continental
countries.
The depreciation of the pound ster¬
ling has increased the cost of foreign
travel. But those who can afford to
do so will probably want to spend
their holiday abroad, for there even
if the weather is unkind the novel
surroundings supply that change
which is so essential to a beneficial
holiday.
Tours

Abroad,

and

Tariffs.

Conducted tours from London to
the Riviera are arranged by the
travel companies at an inclusive
charge ranging from about /13 for
a week’s tour. But the person who
does not wish to travel so far cannot
do better than visit Paris. Whilst the
gay night life provides amusement
for those with plenty of money to
spend, a holiday in Paris need not
be expensive ; for this beautiful
city provides such an interesting
variety of sight-seeing that the
visitor finds his time fully occupied
without resorting to the more
pensive attractions.

ex¬

The inclusive charge for a week’s
tour (including char-a-banc excur¬
sions in Paris) is from about £8 8s.
upwards, whilst for a longer stay the
cost is proportionately less, as the
cost of travel is not increased.
Persons travelling abroad inde¬
pendently will do well to obtain the
Continental Handbook (free from
the Continental Enquiry Depart¬
ment, Victoria Station, London, and
the Travellers’ Pocket
and Note Book, which

Reference
costs is.,

(Cedok), Ltd., 21, Regent St., S.W.i ;
whilst the Office National du Tourisme, 56, Haymarket, S.W.i, issues
an excellent list of the charges made by
approved

hotels throughout

France.

For persons living in south-west
England a more interesting way of
reaching the Continent than by
the ordinary cross-channel service
is to book a passage on one of the
big transatlantic liners which call
at English ports. The single thirdclass fare from Plymouth to Havre,
Cherbourg and Boulogne is about
£2, including food, etc., while on
board. From Southampton the fare
is about £1 to Cherbourg and £3
to Bremen or Hamburg. Persons
interested in cruising holidays can
obtain particulars from any shipping
firm or travel agency. The most
popular of the shorter trips are
those to Scandinavia and the Medi¬
terranean, the cost being from £1
per day.
Travel

Hints.

In conclusion, a few hints ad¬
dressed to those about to go abroad
for the first time will probably not
be out of place. Do not forget to
obtain your passport in good time.
An application form can be obtained
from the Passport Office, 1, Queen
Anne’s Gate Buildings, Dartmouth
Street, Westminster, London, S.W.i.
When changing your money you
will
you
big
the

usually get a much
change it at a bank
towns than if you
docks, and the

better rate if
in one of the
change it at
best way to

carry your reserve money is in the
form of traveller’s cheques.
If you are not a good linguist you
should join a conducted party, or
at least make your arrangements
through a travel company such as
Thos. Cook and Son, Ltd. (Head
Office, Berkeley Street, London,
W.i), who besides arranging for
your accommodation at a hotel
with an English-speaking proprietor,

from the Anglo-Continental and In¬
ternational Offices, Kennans House,
Crown Court, Gheapside, E.C.2. Free
253
literature, information,
maps, etc.,
can also be obtained from the

will provide you with many ad¬
ditional facilities, including the ser¬
vices of the interpreters which they
have stationed at all the principal
ports and railway stations. If you
get lost in a foreign city show a
taxi driver a card bearing the

German
Railway Information
Bureau, 10, Regent Street, S.W.i ;

address of your hotel.
soon get you there.

He

will
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LOSSOM
By Daphne

Burton.

this class of work. It is wisest to choose a sunny
day to take the pictures, as the bright light gives an
added sparkle. Where there is a large surface to
be adequately covered, the camera should be rested
on a tripod and stopped down to give a sharp render¬
ing over the whole field of vision. The exposure, of
course, must be lengthened accordingly.
Do not choose a windy day for the task or the
faintest blur of movement will be visible. For red
or yellow flowers a filter will improve the tone values ;
but on no account use one for blue flowers. A
little experiment with various filters will soon show
the best ones to use with the different types of film
for the various flowers.
When a focussing camera is used the foreground
must be accurately judged or the flowers will not
be sharply defined. The foreground flowers must
always be sharply rendered, even if
the middle distance is not in focus.
The eye sees the detail of the foreground
before anything else.
There is never any lack of material
for the camera when working along
this line. From the moment the first
snowdrops peep through the ground
until the fallen leaves carpet the world
again there is blossom everywhere.
It is interesting to make a camera
study of different types of blossom
and gradually to fill an album with
the one subject. The most beautiful

Lilac and A pple Blossom. S.S. Pan.
plate and filter, 1 sec., flu.

I DOUBT if there are many

people, no matter how sor¬
did their existence or how
practical their outlook on
life, who are not thrilled with
the romantic beauty of massed
blossom.

fl-There is something about a
tree laden with blossom or a
wood carpeted with flowers that
brings out the best in life. It
Hawthorn Blossom,
is difficult for evil to exist among
such beautiful surroundings. So
h sec., f/8, Selochrome .
it is with a joy untold that we
sally forth as spring comes round each year, to immorta¬
lise the glories that we see.
L ..Armed with even the simplest camera we can take
pictures that are a pleasure to gaze upon, on even the
dreariest winter days. They will bring back happy
memories and take the drabness from dull lives.
If you have any prints to spare send them along to
an East End hospital. That is a part of London that
knows little of the beauties of growing things ; but the
soul of the slum child just revels in such a wealth of
254
blossom that he is never likely to see in reality.
Such photographs are very easy to take. A snapshot
camera with a stop f/8 or f/n is quite satisfactory for
4

Polyanthus.

S.S. Pan. film, light filter, exposure

2 sec., fj 11.
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TIME
results can be achieved
and attention to detail.

with

care

For single branches a large aper¬
ture is advisable or else a distant
view enlarged to throw the back¬
ground out of focus. Sometimes a
screen can be arranged behind the
branch. Take care there are no
creases in it. At other times, by
careful manoeuvring, the sky will
form the background. Panchroma¬
tic film is advisable but not essential.

In the Orchard.

Panchromatic

plate, 1/25 ih see.,// 6.5.

under good lighting conditions snapshots will give very
fine results.
When working in the open, exposures often have
to be very rapid on account of the movement of the
flowers, but if the camera can be fixed on a really firm
support, a series of rapid exposures, to equal one
longer one, can sometimes be given with success. Nearly
all poetical descriptions of daffodils contain references
to their movement. Movement is always associated with
them, and the “winds of March’’ will present the chief
difficulty which the photographer will have to encounter.
Illustrations by Daphne
J. Stanley Simpson

Daffodils

Where

in the Breeze.

Burton, E. Staniland Pugh,
and M. IV. Brampton.

S.S. Pan. film, 1/10 th sec., f/8.

masses of blossom are concerned the introduction

of a figure improves the interest. Take care that the
dress of the model is suited to the surroundings. The
town-dweller has opportunities for this work as well
as those who live in the country. Our parks are filled
with flowers throughout the summer months, our
commons have a wealth of may blossom, and chestnut
trees are everywhere.
Almost any camera may be used for the photography
of spring blossoms and flowers, provided a short time
exposure can be given with the help of a tripod, although

Snowdrops

at Dryburgh Abbey.
1/10 th sec. exposure,
Verichrome film.

f/n,
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Our Annual Overseas Competition
AWARDS

FOR

THE

COMPETITION

JUST

CLOSED

AND

RULES

FOR

THE

NEXT

EVERY year the entries for the various competitions organised by The Amateur Photographer and Cinemato¬

grapher show a steady increase in the numbers submitted and in the quality of the work. This also
applies to the annual Overseas Competition for readers in all countries under the British flag.
This year the entries constitute a record, reaching such a very high standard that extra awards have been given.

It is noticeable also that the number of Overseas photographic clubs who are competing for “ The A.P.” collec¬
tive society award has increased, and we are pleased to note the keenness among our readers in all parts of the world.
For the benefit of new readers we may mention that this competition is held every year, silver and bronze plaques
and certificates of merit are awarded, and the club sending the best collective entry receives a special award.
The winning prints and a selection from the unsuccessful entries are exhibited, at the house of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society at Russell Square, and form one of the most attractive house exhibitions of the year. This year it
will again be held during the month of May.
We give these particulars thus early to enable distant readers to prepare their prints in good time. It should be
noted, too, that entries for this competition may be sent to us for submission to the selecting Committees of the Royal
Photographic Society and of the London Salon of Photography. In this case, they must reach us not later than
August 1st, and will be retained until the close of the Colonial Exhibition in the following May.
THE

RULES

AND

PRIZES

IN

THIS

THE conditions governing the competition are simple.

YEAR’S

Prints can be of any size and by any process. They may
be either mounted or unmounted, but must not be
sent framed. The fact that they are unmounted will not in
any way detract from their chances in the competition, or
from their careful consideration for awards.

should

THE

entry

was

Society.

made

This

to the

society

Johannesburg

submitted

a

fine

entry

marked

of

prints of a notably high level of merit and very even in quality.
Other collections worthy of note were those sent by Camera
Fictorialists of Bombay, the Queensland Photographic Society,
the Poona Camera Art Circle, the East London Photographic
Society, S.A., the Dunedin Photographic Society, New Zealand,
and the Melbourne Photographic Society.

W. N. Bhat (Poona) ; S. J. Kharegat (Bombay) ; C. H. Lawson (Johannesburg) ; S. W. Eutrope (Queensland) ; Major
H. J. Rice (Poona) ; Johan Helders (Ottawa) ; Jane Plotz
(Johannesburg) ; Athol L. Shmith (New South Wales) ;
C. M. Johnston (Ottawa) ; H. Cazneaux (Sydney, New' South
Wales) ; Rose Simmonds (Queensland) ; Karl J. Khandalawala (Bombay) ; C. V. Hougaard (Johannesburg) ; Clifton A.
Weedon (Dunedin, New Zealand) ; W. Werner (Alexandria,
Egypt) ; Herbert Burman
(Port Elizabeth, South Africa) ;
J. B. Eaton (Toorak, Australia) ; J. K. De Vries (Cape Town) ;
C. S. Stuart Tompkins (Melbourne).
BRONZE

PLAQUES. — C.

(Bombay)

;

R.

Savory

Eana

B.

(Johannesburg)

Jeans

(Dunedin)

to

the

Editor

of “ Photograms

of the

" Overseas

Competition

” on

the

and Cine¬
S.E.i, and

outside.

COMPETITION.

Broembsen (East London, S.A.) ; G. Heytmayer (Johannes¬
burg) ; Arthur Ford (N.S.W.) ; Capt. A. P. Thorn (South
Africa) ; A. J. White (N.S.W.) ; Gaston Mercier (Orange Free
State, S.A.) ; H. E. Gaze (New Zealand) ; Max
Dupain

SILVER
PLAQUES.— Will Till (Johannesburg) ; J. N.
Unwalla (Bombay) ; George Chance (Dunedin, New Zealand) ;

S. J. Khambata

or

Gillan (Johannesburg) ; S. K. Koparker (Bombay) ; C. Graham
Riley (Dunedin) ; S. M. Lewis (Johannesburg) ; L. A. Kose
(Johannesburg) ; R. M. Gillingham (Auckland, N.Z.) ; F. Von

Photographic

very

sent),

addressed to the Editor, The Amateur Photographer
matographer, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,

1933

IN the Club Competition the award for the best collective

be

The publishers of The Amateur Photographer and Cinemato¬
grapher retain the right to reproduce, without payment, any
of the prints sent in, winning or otherwise, in the paper, and in
Year.”
" Photograms of the Year,” and in any one foreign photo¬
graphic magazine publishing translations from The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.
Packets of prints for the Overseas Competition should be

any one of the Editor’s exhibition pictures reproduced in The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer during the preced¬
ing twelve months, is offered for the best collective exhibit
sent by a society. Individual prints included in such a

IN

COMPETITION.

the Royal Photographic Society’s exhibition or of the London
Salon of Photography (in which case any necessary entry fees

No coupons or entry forms are required for this competition,
and readers of The Amateur Photogra pher and Cinematographer
residing in any part of the British Empire, outside the British
Isles, are eligible to compete.
All entries must be received by December 31st, 1934. The
awards will consist of silver and bronze plaques, also certificates.
In addition, a special award, consisting of the original of

AWARDS

OVERSEAS

collection will also be eligible for the plaques and certificates.
Competitors should state on their entries whether they
desire them to be submitted to the selecting committee of

;

;

C. L. Van Hasselt (Johannesburg) ; P. M. Phanse (Poona)
E. C. Lackland (Auckland, New Zealand) ; J. Albert Davidson
(East London, South Africa) ; Walter Orthman (Queensland)
A. S. Edwin (Bangalore, India) ; Lionel Wendt (Ceylon) ;
Miss Pegg Clarke (Australia) ; Walter J. Thompson (Auckland,
N.Z.) ; H. A. Snape (Queensland) ; M. Desai (Poona) ; J. G.
Johnston (Dunedin) ; F. R. Ratnagar (Bombay) ; Miss Jan
16

256

(Sydney, N.S.W.) ; W. Broadhead (Melbourne).
CERTIFICATE
S.— W. H. Whitaker (Johannesburg) ;
S. P. Bhide (Poona) ; Douglas F. Lyons (Auckland, N.Z.) ;
J. Arnold (East London, S.A.) ; D. S. Bottlewalla (Bombay) ;
W. B. Seymour (Dunedin) ; W. Sheffield (Johannesburg) ;
D. Y. Erwin (Dunedin) ; Gerald E. Jones (Auckland, N.Z.) ;
Doris C. Barnes (South Australia) ; Violet F. Taylor (British
West Indies) ; W. W. Cooke (N.S.W.) ; A. C. Armstrong
(New Zealand) ; L. N. Bird (East London, S.A.) ; S. G. Wardle
(Queensland) ; J. A. Murray (Queensland) ; R. L. Clapham
(East London, S.A.) ; N. B. Cooper (Bombay) ; R. D. Petit
(Bombay) ; P. Beck (Dunedin) ; N. L. Furmidge (East Lon¬
don, S.A.) ; A. Burnett (Queensland) ; Cecil C. Smith (New
Zealand); K. S. Writer (Bombay) ; Frank Wall (Queensland);
F. L. Casbolt (New Zealand) ; J. G. Kakade (India) ; A.
Sadik (Helwan, Egypt) ; E. D. Foiger (Calcutta) ; Wee Theam
Seng (Singapore) ; A. J. Pandian (Tanjore, India) ; H. S.
James (New Zealand! ; Thos. Farmer (Montreal) ; Jal C.
Avari (India) ; Liew Chou Hoon (Singapore) ; H. D. Marshall
(Queensland) ; R. I.. Higgins (Queensland) ; N. J. Nalawalla (Bombay) ; M. L. Mulgaokar (Bombay) ; F. Mayne
(Dunedin) ; D. R. D. Wadia (Bombay) ; W. E. Johnson
(Dunedin) ; Dr. Tizard (Dunedin) ; Alan Wilson (Melbourne) ;
Miss L. Bagley (Dunedin) ; F. Mayne (Dunedin).
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Cazneaux.

SPRINGTIME.
(From

“ The A .P.” Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

(Sydney,

Australia.)
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ALL

WASHED

UP.

By
(From “ The A.P."

Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

C. M. Johnston.
(Canada.)
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Lambs

and

the Camera

NO photographer worthy of the name can resist

the call of the pastures when they are dotted
with lambs and sheep, and the time is now at
hand for obtaining delightful pictures of these interesting
creatures of the fields. With a little knowledge of sheep
psychology, suitable pasture land, and a camera that
is easily and quickly brought into action, this type of
subject is within the scope of all, and presents very
little difficulty to secure.
In choosing the venue for operations, it is as well to
avoid a field in which the distance is represented as a
mere straight line. A
pasture with hedges and
trees, or fringe of a copse or
wood is far more suitable,
and a hilly district is ideal

owing to the way it makes the fleece look wiry. Diffused
light, or soft sunlight, is far more suitable.
The company of a shepherd greatly assists in recon¬
ciling the flock to the stranger’s presence, but, failing
that, patience and tact are essential factors in approach¬
ing the sheep. Haste is fatal, unless posterior views of
retreating sheep are required. When entering the field
of operations, spend a few minutes in calculating the
exposure with a meter and adjust the camera accordingly.
Draw near slowly in a sauntering zig-zag fashion, with
an occasional pause, and coolly snap without hesitation.
Do not stint the plates
or films when a natural
grouping is secured, as
from slightly altered van¬
tage-points the sheep and
lambs may give as many as
half a dozen compositions
by
their
grazing
ments.
Choose
lambsmove¬
that
have grown shapely, and a

a suit¬
wise to
distance
line of

group of two or three with
the mother sheep is more
pictorially satisfying than
attempting the whole flock.
It is a wise policy to set

approach for a suitable
lighting, at the same time
observing the contour of
the background. A flat
general lighting is taboo.
See that some portion of
the animals is in shade to

the camera to the hyperfocal distance of the largest
stop suitable for about
i/25th second exposure,
and rigidly discipline one¬
self to working at not less
than half that distance

give modelling, and with a
well-shaded lens an attempt
should be made to secure
a group with a halo of
sunlight round the animals.
With regard to light, bril¬
liant sunlight is not as
desirable as it would seem,

a

Spring Subject. By W. PYE

for making charming pas¬
toral pictures, which are
well worth going farther
afield to obtain.
Before stalking
able group, it is
take note at a
what is the best

PHOTOGRAPHER
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from the 'sheep. Fifteen
feet is about the nearest
259
Takeh
Ilford

at 3 p.m., March. F/ 8, 1/2 5th sec., sunlight.
S.G. Plate, backed. Enlarged from portion of
3&X2I

plate.

approach that can be made
without fear of dispersing
them. Practically any kind
17
of camera can be used.
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P ortraiture
By GEO.

E. JARVIS

(Canada).
become

overheated

if burned

continuously

Photc
for any

length of time, and are, of course, somewhat short¬
lived, having an average life of from one to two
hours. To overcome these difficulties to a great
extent, I have placed a socket in the centre of the
box using a common 60-watt no- volt lamp for
focussing purposes. This centre lamp, as will be
seen from the wiring diagram, is on all the time. A
push of the switch brings the four 64-volt lamps into
action.
One of the prime factors in regard to a lamp of this
type is its portability, so in view of this fact I have
simply allowed the wires leading to the power source
to come out of the front of the box. This allows of
the flex being curled up inside the box, so that when
the doors are closed it is entirely self-contained.
The plan that I have made is more, or less selfexplanatory, so I do not think it is necessary to go
into great detail regarding construction.
A word as regards the exposure required with this
lamp might not be out of place. This is, of course,

Exposurexjiflh

sec., f! 3.4. 45 degrees lighting, using lamp-box

only.

THE introduction of the new 64-volt photo-flo d

lamps enlarges the scope and increases tre¬
mendously the possibilities of the amateur in
regard to home portraiture. The value of one
of these lamps, when used on an ordinary lighting
circuit of no volts, is reckoned at from 500 to 700 watts,
so that by using four wired in parallel the approximate
equivalent of twenty-eight 100-watt ordinary lamps is
obtained.
In the following note I describe the method of using
these lamps by fitting up a box to take four so that the
concentrated light can be used for portraiture with very
short exposures.
In regards the construction of the lamphouse itself,
the box is made of quarter-inch three-ply veneer, with
the exception of the doors, which are of eighteen gauge
sheet aluminium. Incidentally, these doors act as reflectors
to control the spread of light when opened. The reflectors
used behind each lamp are the type used on ordinary
desk-lamps, and are aluminium-sprayed on the inside.
The only objection to the photo-flood lamps is that they
18
260

at

Exposure 1/15 th sec., flZ-A- Eastman S.Sl Pan. Film.
Direct front lighting with lamp-box. Side lighting with one
t>A-volt photo-flood bulb.
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with

flood Lamps
governed by the sensitive material
used, proximity of the light to the
subject, the amount of subsidiary
light used, etc. The portraits illus¬
trated were all made, utilising this
lamp, in my own home. These were
all taken at i/i5th sec., stop f/3.4,
on Eastman Super-sensitive pan¬
chromatic film. This exposure
yields a well-timed negative ad¬
mirably suited for the new chlorobromide papers now so popular.
An even faster shutter speed could
be quite successfully used in the
case of infants and younger children,
if the diffusion screen of China silk
were dispensed with. For older
people I find the light used in this
manner a little too harsh.
The photo-flood lamp again comes
into use as a subsidiary in lighting
up the shadow side of the subject.
The one I used for this purpose is

iji^th sec. at fl2-4-

S.S. Pan. Film. Front lighting with lamp-box.
with one 64 -volt photo-flood lamp.

1 /30th sec., f 3.4.

Lamp

Side lighting

used

without

diffuser.

merely placed in an ordinary goose-necked desk-lamp, which may be
turned or twisted in any direction required.
In conclusion, no doubt there are many improvements that
could be suggested in regard to this contraption ; all I can say is that
being an amateur, both as regards photography and also cabinet¬
making, the results obtained being fairly satisfactory, and the costs
reasonable, I feel justified in passing this on so that other readers
Diagram of box containing four (h^-volt photo-flood
bulbs and pilot bulb in centre. Drawn to scale
in plan and section.

of “ The A.P.” may
obtained from it.

derive some

of the enjoyment

that I have
19
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
TOT?

CT?

A C

A\TC

>

TT TT?T?T?T)

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

T? \T/?T?

HERE feel we but the penalty of Adam — the seasons’

difference,” said the banished Duke in the Forest
of Arden. 1 have no first-hand information
about the kinds of weather Adam had to sample, but from
rumours about the clothing he wore I doubt if he had to
stand what we have inflicted on us in this country. Yet,
as the same Duke remarked later, " I would not change
it.” I mean the climate, not the clothing.
From the photographic point of view — and that is what
we are supposed to be talking about here and now — it is
no penalty, but a great advantage that we have the differ¬
ences brought about by the change of seasons, and bv the
infinite variety of lighting and atmosphere, sometimes from
hour to hour, or even minute by minute. There are bad
patches, naturally ; but there are far more good ones.
And, thanks be, one of the most beautiful and varied of
all times and seasons is that upon which we are now
entering.
Before we get off this page, please glance at the two

illustrations. They were taken from the same window,
although one was done with a rather long focus lens, and
the angle of view is not quite the same. But the great
difference is mainly the result of the season’s difference
and the lighting. If that window view were clear and
bright day after day I should get to hate it furiously ; but
its variety is almost infinite, and its moods and effects
endless. And if this is the case with a single restricted
view, think what this variety and change mean over
the length and breadth of our lovely land.
On the next page is a companion print to one I used
about August of last year. Then, the same beach was
covered thick with a crowd of prismatic humans who
overflowed far into the sea. Two months later the scene
was as shown in this second version. The only possible
hint at humanity is a partially submerged chair. There is
a seasonal difference, if you like.
As I say, we are entering a wonderful period for anyone
262 with a camera. For one thing, we are certain to get some
20
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Hr . STOCKTAKING
“FOTH-DERBY”

CAMERAS

“PATENT

Here’s a wonderful oppor¬
tunity. The “ Foth-Derby ”
is the smallest focal-plane
shutter camera in the world,
•and gives 16 exposures 3 4
cm. on V.P. size roll film.
It is fitted with f/3.5 ANASTIGMAT LENS in focussing
mount, and opens instantly
to “infinity.” Direct-vision
finder. Slips conveniently
into the pocket. A beautifully
made piece of apparatus.

The Patent Etui Cameras we are
offering are fitted with CARL ZEISS
f/6.3 ANASTIGMAT LENSES, in
Compur shutters, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec. Standard quality — there is only
one grade of Patent Etui Cameras —
rack and pinion focussing move¬
ment, focussing screen fitted with
hood, leather-covered film-pack
holder for i-plate or 9 x 12 cm. film
packs. Three plate-holders will be
supplied
lieu of the film-pack
holder if in
preferred.

List Price £7:15:0

List Price £9 : 15 : 0

SALE

PRICE

£4:12:6

SALE

Ji

ETUI” CAMERAS

PRICE

£5:12:6

Velvet-lined Leather Case, 7s. 6d.

3^

ALL-METAL

CAMERAS
FITTED

ZEISS IKON BEBE CAMERAS
Clearance offer of remainder
of manufacturer’s stock.

WITH

F/3.5 LEIMS

An exceptional opportunity to ob¬
tain a 3£ x 2£ in. high-grade camera
fitted with Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, in D.A. Compur shutter,
complete with 3 plate-holders, F.P.
holder and leather case, at half
the manufacturer’s list price.
The B6b6 Camera is exceedingly
rigid. It opens to the infinity
position ready for use. Focussing
to 6 ft. by means of lens mount.
New and unused.

A de luxe quality Double Extension
Camera, has vertical and horizontal
rising front by micrometer screw
movement. Zeranar f 3.5 anastigmat
lens, 115-mm. focus (4i-in.), D.A.
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th
sec., 3 metal plate-holders with im¬
proved loading-clip.

Worth £15 : 15 : 0
SALE PRICE

List Price £23 : 6 : 0
SALE PRICE

£7:17:6

£11:17:6
SHOP-SOILED

SOHO REFLEX
CAMERAS

PILOT ROLL-FILM
REFLEX CAMERAS
Shop-soiled

Latest type, with T. B. I. movement to shutter.
. The Soho Reflex needs no recommendation.
It is recognised universally as a really highgrade example of British workmanship.
3i x 2£ size, fitted with Dallmeyer f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat lens, including 3 double plate-holders.
Maker’s list price £33 : 10 : 6.

Models.

The Pilot is the smallest roll-film reflex on the market. It
combines the instant readiness for use of the box camera,
the certainty of focus of the reflex, and the advantage of
using standard V.P. size roll films. It gives 16 exposures,
3x4 cm.
With Carl Zsiss f/3.5 Tessar lens. List price £18 : 15 : 0

SALE
With

PRICE

£11

: 17

£& £23 : 10 : 0

4£x31 size, fitted with Dallmeyer f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat lens, including 3 double plate-holders.
Maker’s list price £35 : 10 : 0

s 6

£& £25 : 10 : 0

Carl Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar lens. List price £21 : 0 : 0

SALE

PRICE

£14

: 17

TERMS , CASH

: 6

A Clear Saving of £10.

WITH

ORDER

ONLY.

Telephone
Telegrams

: Temple Bar 2340.
: SANSUNTER,
LESQUARE,

LONDON.

D5 HUNTER & C° L™
SAN
37 BEDFORD 5TREET STRAND LONDON
PLEASE

MENTION

“ tTHE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING
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ADVERTISERS.
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THE

NAGEL

TRIUMPH

THE

MODERN
Takes

pictures

1| x 15/16th

NOTE- The WESTMINSTER

FINANCES ITS OWN HIRE
PURCHASE SYSTEM AND
DOES NOT TRADE OUT TO
OUTSIDE CORPORATIONS.

AGFA

LEITZ LEICA
MODEL III

ISOLAR

IN

EVERY

in. (24 x 36 cm).

F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
shatter .

anastigmat,

focal-plane
£27 10 0

RESPECT.

F/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
shutter .

anastigmat,

focal-plane
£30 0 0

GUARANTEED

Takes pictures 18 x 15/16th in. (24 x 36 cm.
F/2 Sumraar anastigmat, in sunk mount,
focal-plane shutter .
,£33 13 0
F/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, in suiik mount,
focal-plane shutter .
£25 0 0
F/2 Summar anastigmat, in sunk mount
(only) .
£15 0 0

NEW

THE

HIRE
PURCHASE TERMS.

UNSURPASSABLE
VALUES
EXCLUSIVE
to The WESTMINSTER

CONTAX

PICCOCHIC

THE
Fitted f/6.3 anastigmat, 3-speed
l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B.
31 x 2J roll film .

Takes

16

pictures

on

V.P.

film.

F/2.9 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., complete in soft purse case. . . £6 6 0

SIX-20 DUO
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ADVERTISEMENTS

MINIATURE
CAMERAS
the VOGUE FOR EASTER

OUT-

ZEISS IKON
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shutter, l/25th.
Takes standard
£2

TWO

NEW

THE

ROLLEICORD

• g

•0

Complete

with three single metal

REFLEX

KODAK

WESTETTE

Fitted f/4.5 Agfa Sotinar anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
T. and B.
For plates or film packs, 9 x 12 cm. or
3**41
.
£6 : 18 : 6

CAMERAS

THE
Taking

slides.

FOTH-FLEX
Takes 16 pictures on V.P. film.
F/2 Xenon anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., complete
in purse case .
£12 17 6

12

ENSIGN

pictures
6x6
cm. on

MIDGET

Standard
3±x2i Roll
Film.

Takes 16 pictures on Six-20 film.
F/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Pronto shutter,
l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B.

£6

0

A focusslng-lens reflex by the makers
of the well-known Rolleiflex.

A

F/4.5

F/3.5

Zeiss

Triotar

anastigmat,

Compur

shutter,

focal-plane
Foth

l/25th to l/500th

speeds 1 £o 1/30 0th sec.. T. and B. All-metal
body, focussing hood, opened and closed with
single pressure. One-lever shutter movement,
magnifier for fine focussing .
£10 10 0

for delayed
hood

with

focussing-lens

anastigmat,

focal-plane

sec., and Bulb,

action.

All-metal

magnifier

reflex.

shatter,

speeds

special attachment

body,

deep

focussing

for fine focussing. . £10

7

6

0

F/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. £8 2 6

Takes 6 pictures 3x4 cm.
All-Distance lens, 3-speed shutter,

ZEISS IKON 520 IKONTA

F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and
B .
£12 5 0

£2 10

Takes

16 pictures

on

standard

3^x2$

F/6.3 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed shutter,
sec., T. and B .

ZEISS IKON
BABY IKONTA

F/6.3
l/25th,

Novar

sec., T. and

FULLY

DESCRIPTIVE

anastigmat,

l/50th, l/100th

F/3.5 Zeiss

LEAFLET

Tessar

Telma

anastigmat,

l/25th,

delayed-action

sec., T. and

l/50tb,

shutter,

£6
speeds

£12

OUTFITS

FREE

16 pictures

on

V.P.

speeds
0

0

5

0

on REQUEST

film.

lit, OXFORD
GERrard

F/4.5 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th, l/50th, l/75th sec., T. & B. £4 0 0
F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.
£10 17 0
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WHEN

Bar

BALDAX

1 to l/300th

B.

of ABOVE

THE

l/100th
£4 10 0

shutter,

B .

Compur

0

roll film.

YOU CAN ALWAYS DO BETTER
AT THE WESTMINSTER
F/6.3 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th, l/50th, l/75th sec., T. & B. £3 7 6

l/25th,

l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B .
£110
0
F/6.3 Ensign anastigmat, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B.

ROAD,

W.C.2

on

3fx2$

film.

F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
£6and6 B.0
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T.

7165.

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

16 pictures

F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/150th sec., T. and B.
£5 7 6

W.1

1360.

CORRESPONDING

\WITH

F/2.9

Meyer

Trioplan

shutter, speeds
B .

anastigmat,

1 to l/250th

ADVERTISERS,

Compur

sec., T. and
£7 18 6
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glorious and photographable skies. They are more capably
dealt with by those who wisely use a filter on their lens,
as we mostly use films or plates that are at least orthochromatic, if not panchromatic. Quite a pale filter will
make a surprising difference. It need be no deeper than
one which demands only doubling the normal exposure,
and this can be managed either by using the next stop
larger, or the next shutter speed lower.
The filter will help to solve the frequent problem of
getting both sky and landscape in printable quality on
the same negative. It will do more. It will do better
justice to the delicate greens that will soon delight us on
all sides. I would strongly advise all beginners who have
not yet got the filter habit to cultivate it forthwith. They
will soon see the improvement in their results — not very
noticeable in some, but very decided in others.
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SEVERAL articles have appeared in “ The A.P.” re¬

cently, describing how readers bind, file, index,' cata¬
logue and dissect the paper, and then proceed to
digest the contents.
My own method of dealing with “ The A.P.” differs rather
radically from those discussed so far. I have an aversion
to cutting and pasting generally, and I frankly dislike
mutilating the paper. So I adopt another method.
Three

Separate

Attacks.

On receiving a copy of the paper I turn to the illustrations
first of all. Most of my difficulties lie in the way of choice
and

arrangement

of subject, and

these

illustrations

are-

helpful and suggestive. Then I read “ Readers’ Prob¬
lems ” and “ Answers to Correspondents,” where I seldom
fail to find something interesting.
Next

day I return

to the attack, and

after reading all

the longer articles I turn to the page of Beginners’ Prints
for some serious work. I imagine myself to be Mentor,”
in the editorial chair, confronted by the printer’s first
copy of the reproductions intended for the next week’s
issue. I vigorously comment on and criticise the prints,
keeping in mind that I am “ Mentor,” and am being paid
at the rate of one guinea for my efforts ! In addition I
arrange the prints in order of merit, first from the point
of view of " technique ” and then from the point of view
of choice and arrangement of subject. Only after this
do I read the real " Mentor’s ” article, sometimes engaging
in heated “ solo argument ” with him where we happen
to differ in opinion, but always ending up by feeling sure

We shall get showery days, and misty days, too ; and I
would not have it otherwise. And when such days come
I hope that beginners will keep their cameras busy, and
forget for ever the silly idea that it is only the bright clear
days that favour photography. Brilliant sunshine is often
of immense value in picture-making, and we may well
rejoice in it when it comes ; but the more soft and gentle
lights also bring beauty in their train.
The spring flowers will certainly tempt us, and it is a
temptation which it would be folly to resist. And here
again that filter, paler than the palest daffodil, will often
help us to success. Landscapes change in character, as
foliage clothes the trees and shrubs again, and we should
renew our efforts to record, however imperfectly, the
beauties which we cannot fail to see.
There is increased activity and new life in the fields.
Things are happening. We must get abroad and about with
our cameras whenever we can, and the lengthening days
give us more opportunities. Let us not overlook the
special beauties of morning and evening hours.

that I get as much out of this page as ‘‘Mentor ” gets for it.
Quite often I return to a third attack on “ The A.P.,”
this time armed with a loose-leaf book and a portable
typewriter. This loose-leaf book is at present one of the
most important items in my photographic equipment.
It is of quarto size, of the spring-back type, so that all the
leaves can be removed with one movement, any one in¬
serted in the typewriter, and the whole bunch returned
again when finished with.
The

Valuable

Results-

In one section of it I have pasted down, by the lefthand edges, on separate pages, the printing instructions
that come with the films, papers, etc., that I use. Along¬
side these are typed notes of my own, indicating in detail
my methods of preparing stock solutions, times of de¬
velopment, etc.
In another section of the book I type over, from time
to time, such scraps of information, formulae, etc., as
would appear to be of use to me.
In a third section of my loose-leaf book there are pages
with separate headings, such as Enlarging, Reducing, In
tensifying, etc. On these pages I record the titles only of

Above all, let us not be satisfied with our past achieve¬
the longer articles appearing in “ The A.P.” and dealing
with the respective subjects. The headings represent such
ments. None of us can say that they are so perfect that
they cannot be bettered. We are all of us but beginners.
subjects as appear to be of immediate or potential interest
We shall find it advisable to break fresh ground, and to
to me. If at any time my interest in one of these subjects
enlarge the scope of our operations. There is plenty of
should become “ dynamic ” I have ready, for immediate
room, and to spare.
and easy reference, a variety of articles thereon.
Never before have we been so fortunately placed as
I date my promotion from the rank of “ button-presser ”
regards apparatus and material ready to help us in our
to that of “ amateur photographer ” from the day, nearly
endeavours, and to make possible many things that were 26 three years ago, when I became a regular subscriber to and
3
once difficult or impossible of attainment. The spring has
a student of “ The A.P.” How long I shall continue to
do things in the manner described above I cannot say,
come again. Let us get busy, and still busier, and the best
of good fortune to us all.
W. L. F. W.
but so far it has certainly been worth the trouble.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known

Mr. J. N.

Pictorial Workers.

UNWALLA

From information communicated
AS

a youth,

cutting

out

the

centre

r\

art pages of ' The A. IV and
collecting them was my hobby.
This practice was given up in favour of
preserving the complete copy since
1919, when I started photography. Like
many
hand

workers,
camera.

I began with a friend’s
Being complimented by

him on my results, I took
graphy right seriously, and

to photo¬
bought a

tropical Sanderson field model, wholeplate size, with a Dallmeyer Stigmatic f /6.
“ Now what material difference is there
between an exhibition picture and any
other photograph that you happen to
take ? In fact, an exhibition picture
is an ordinary picture until it gains
admission to an exhibition. The only
suggestive

difference

to me

is the

selec¬

to our Special Representative.

tion of the subject matter of the picture,
and this is a matter of personal likes
and dislikes. In every print, just as in
an exhibition print, technique must be
as near as possible perfect.
“ All my work is done in a room
15x10 ft., luckily with three windows
on one side of it, and I use daylight in
combination with electric ‘ flood ’ and
‘ spot ' to modify the shadows and cut
down the exposure as much as possible.
The screens on windows are adjusted to
admit as much light as will not ruin the
effects of the ‘ spot.’
" I like to inspect and study pictures
of all types, but the urge for photo¬
graphy in me is mainly that of portraits
and figure studies. I hold the works of
portrait artists like Pirie Macdonald and

Julian Smith as the ideal to reach, how¬
ever difficult it may appear to be able to
come up to their standard. I like to
portray bold and forceful head studies of
both sexes — older types preferred — al¬
though children are my favourites. I
often try decorative portraits. As a
change from portraiture I do still-life
work, particularly table-top, which gives
me endless enjoyment.
“ For successful portraiture I believe
in mutual co-operation between the
operator and the sitter. Whenever I
invite any unfamiliar persons, for any
particular reason, to be photographed by
me, I generally show them my work,
and during that short time make them
feel interested in me to get a better
result out of them. Mostly the models
who sit for me are kind and patient
friends or relatives. I generally take
half a dozen exposures of each subject,
and print them on
the best negative.

P.O.P.

and

select

" For most of my work I use Hauff’s
Ulcroma plates. I develop for a thin
negative in dilute Azol, but sufficiently
plucky to give a rich print on bromide
paper. Bromide is the printing medium
I prefer, with amidol developer, (the
climate of India not permitting the use
of a variety of printing processes!. Prac¬
tically every print needs manipulation,
and I shade the parts I wish to hold
back, or expose others which require
mass toning down. The selection of
the make and variety of printing paper
depends on the subject to be printed.
Although I am keen on preserving true
photographic quality till the very last,
a certain amount
of retouching is
necessary

on

the negatives

in particular

types of portraiture, to soften skin or
accentuate a high-light.
“ I start by rubbing the print softly
with pumice powder, as it takes the
water colour finishing very well without
showing the finished parts much ; a
final gentle powdering again, and a
rubbing off with soft cloth prevents the
handwork
being noticeable on
the
finished print.
“ It is by comparison and competition
that we progress, and progress is the
24

surest

way

of success.”
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[See article , “ How
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Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

my
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Pictures

on the opposite page.)
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[India.)
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Motoring.

IT seems to be the fate of a photographer always to see

his best subjects when he is travelling along with non¬
photographic heathens whose one aim is to move from
point A to point B as quickly as possible.
They may stop once or twice to allow photographs to
be taken, but, especially on a long trip, if the photographer
requests more frequent stops he becomes very unpopular,
and even if a stop is made he is expected to be able to
unpack his apparatus, compose his subjects, take his
photograph and pack up again in about fifteen seconds.
Under these circumstances most photographers leave
their camera in its case while actually travelling.
During a recent trip through the South Island of New
Zealand, we passed through a lot of interesting country,
but owing to lack of time could not stop to obtain photo¬
graphs nearly as often as I wished, so at length I decided
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By F. T. ALLAN

{New Zealand).

naent through the up and down and sidewards movements
of the car. As far as the views taken are concerned,
they were directly in front of the car and so a very fast

to try some exposures “ on the run.” Though the results
are not pictorial they make interesting records. The
gravel roads should also
interest those readers of
“ The A.P.” who are motor¬
ists and are accustomed to

Hilly road near Kaikorua.

land.
A reflex or a stand camera

exposure was not necessary to
catch them, even though in
some cases other cars were

is, of course, useless for this
kind of work, and so is a
cheap box camera, for a
moderately fast shutter speed
is required. The best kind
of camera to use is a roll-

approaching. A fairly fast
film is required for this work,
these exposures being made
on Selochrome and on Kodak
S.S. Panchromatic.
It is impossible to keep
the windscreen of a car

film, plate or film - pack
model, and a fast lens with
a fairly small focal length
to secure a good depth of

■

■;

' •

perfectly clean while travel¬
ling ; but as long as it is
not too dirty, if the lens is
held almost against it no sign
of any marks will appear on
The curse of the New Zealand
the negative, as any dust or
motorist — sheep on the road
other marks will be too much
near Kaikorua.
out of focus to record at all.
It is as well to mention that the camera should be held in
the hands, and neither the hands nor arms allowed to rest
on any part of the car, or a blurred image will result, owing
to the vibration of the engine.

A gravel road between

Kaikorua

and

Blenheim.

focus. A direct-vision view-finder is almost essential if
you wish to know what part of the view you are including.
The photographs reproduced here were taken with an
exposure of i/iooth sec. at f/4.5 with a 2X colour screen
in front of the lens. The camera used was a 3 \ x 2 £ model 267
with an f/4.5 lens and a Compur shutter, and for ease of
manipulation roll film was used.
The

speed of x /100th sec. was

necessary

to avoid

move-

A good straight road

near Blenheim.
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The bucket having been washed and filled with lumps of
ice, the bottles containing the hypo were placed in it,
together with one clean empty bottle.
By the time the office was arranged for duty as a dark¬
room some of the ice had melted, and the water drawn off
and put into the clean bottle was used for making up
the developer.
The developer ready, the hypo was put into the washing
bowl, some more ice-water put into the spare dish to run
the film through before and after development, and opera¬
tions started.

Snake

Charmer,

Benares.

For development pyro-soda was used. Hydroquinone,
M.Q. and amidol were all too quick in operation at the
temperature at which they were used. Sometimes, even,
over-development took place between the developer and
the hypo ! Five minutes usually seemed to be about the
right time for development, while the carefully iced hypo
acted in about the same time as in England.
By the time three or four films were developed the ice
in the bucket had
become water, but
was still cold

Fj 11, 1/25 th sec.

A BUCKET of ice would scarcely

appeal to the home-keeping
amateur photographer as an
essential item for a little de¬
.
But when
veloping or print-making
a harassed government has shipped
one “ somewhere east of Suez, where
the best is like the worst, where there
ts,
an’
aren’t no Ten Commandmen
,”
og
phot raphy,t
a man can raise a thsirst
a vastly differen
like all else, become
hobby from the home article.
The first great problem is heat.

When everything is warm or hot one’s
idea of temperature becomes dis¬
torted. Unfortunately, photographic
films suffer from no such disability.
One after another all recognised
formulae for hardening were tried.

enough to stand
filling up from the
tap.
also The
hadoperator
nearly
become

Naini

water ; it

is not pleasant being shu
during an Indian night, a
into the developer materia
Washing in the bucket 0

to
minutes
— care
the twenty
bucket.
Running
watt

An Indian

Water Carrier.

They may have been effective in Eng¬
land, but in Indian summer temperatures, even
at 2,000 feet above sea-level, where it is com¬
paratively cool, they were merely a waste of time.
Eventually, a bucket of ice, coupled with a
ffxingrhardening bath composed of hypo, alum
and sodium sulphite, did the trick. Hypo, alum
and sodium sulphite when mixed produce a fine
cloud of sulphur particles, but by standing these
settle, and the resultant solution is effective ; so
much so that the emulsion can safely be run
between the fingers to remove surplus water
after the final washing.
Developing was done at night to the steady
whine of hunting mosquitoes, and mysterious
rustlings, scufflings and squeaks from the roof,
where snakes, mongoose and rats played a deadly
hide-and-seek.
Although the moonless Indian night is as
black as the inside of a tar barrel, a blanket was
pinned over the window for safety. Indians
walking abroad after dark invariably carry a
hurricane lamp ; bare legs and feet are not
the best dress for walking in a countryside where
snakes are as common as sparrows are in London.

Benares,

26
268

Ff 16, 1/25 th sec.

the Market

Place.

already indicated.
During the dry weathei
clock-spring in a couple of
to September, a methylate<
hours was often necessary
were soft and sticky.

FI 16, 1/25 th sec.

Kodak

film.
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Mosquitoes
By W.

C. FOX

and
(India).

Snakes , for Successful
Development
The dark-room lamp was another knotty point. When
not in use it had to look innocent and be useful. An empty
100-cigarette tin of square form had a large hole cut in the lid.
Behind this sheets of red and yellow paper, such as are used
for wrapping up bromide paper, were placed. The “ lamp ”
was an empty vaseline tin with a small hole in the lid and
several holes punched with a nail in the bottom. It was
packed tight with cotton-wool and a piece pulled up through
the hole in the lid for a wick. Before use it was stood for
a few minutes in a tray of paraffin — paraffin is as common in
India as water — and then allowed to drain. It gave a dim,
mysterious glow, but sufficient to work by, and there was
no danger of spoiling films through fogging.
Into the “ lamp ” for travelling purposes, or whenever
it was necessary to have the “ dark-room ” out of the way,
the measure, the weights, the bottles of chemicals, pyro,
soda carb., soda sulph. and one or two tubes of tabloid
chemicals were packed, together with a small, compact
printing-frame, a portrait lens, a sky filter and
tives as were on hand.

Indian Conjuror
sec. Kodak

at work.
film.

n a tiny room

with

e steady
uted it.

drip-drip

E/16,

1/25^

no ventilation
of perspiration

prints made ; and the “ dark-room ” was at various
times the office, a tent, the lavatory on a train
travelling at sixty miles an hour (the ice was the
great problem there, but a kindly guard solved it),
and the open air. In the latter case friendly scouts
had to be posted in all directions a hundred yards
away from the scene of operations to warn off
wandering Indians with lanterns.
The illustrations are fair samples of the results
secured under these conditions.

n would be as hard and dry as a
During the rainy season, from June
: or alcohol bath at the end of twelve
it, and

even

then

nega¬

The “ lamp ” also offered some protection to its contents
when packed in a kit-bag for travelling. The Indian coolie
is more skilful than the proverbial English porter when it
comes to handling luggage, but even a full foot of soft
clothing will not prevent metal articles being dented.
With this simple equipment over three hundred
spools of film, some of them postcard size, were
developed, and many thousand gaslight and bromide

rater was usually complete in fifteen
aken to keep the films at the top of
s out of the question for the reasons

mplete

such

the films

During the Indian dry weather
hings are so dry that an ordinary
Duntain-pen dries up after one has
written a word or so, while in the
ret weather nothing is dry, and boots
.nd clothing go green with mildew
u twelve hours. In some parts a
harcoal fire has to be kept burning
mder beds, pianos and billiard
ables if they are to be kept in
ondition !
The pyro-soda developer used was
nade up from chemicals purchased
n

the

country,

but

the

sodium

Pearl

Mosque,

Fort, Agra.

ulphite arrived as hard dry crystals,
Fj n, J sec. exposure.
lint or sand, a soft, sticky mass
ike damp sugar, or a clear fluid, depending on the season. No
imount of careful sealing of the bottle prevented it, so one had
;o treat the contents of the one-ounce bottle as one ounce, weigh

:he lot and treat the result as “ one ounce,” or measure
luid and call the result ‘‘ one ounce.” A little practice and
jot quite used to making up the solutions, particularly when

the
one 269
the

iaily work entailed buying some things by “seers” and “maunds,”
:he Indian standards of weight, other articles by English weight, and
still others by the weight of a silver rupee.

Gaining

merit.

Holy

man

on his bed of nails, Nasik.
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Pictorialising
By

»N

ambitious

PHOTOGRAPH

the

ADVICE

ARTHUR
SMITH
(N.S.W. , Australia) .

novice

asked

me

recently what

was

the

/A

best method of “ pictorialising ” a photograph. In
asking the question he probably imagined that there
were some means of making a picture by finishing the photo¬
graph in a particular process. Naturally, I disillusioned him,
and seeing that there may be others who are labouring under
the same idea, my reply to him may be of interest to them.
At the outset I pointed out
that there are photographs
that cannot be made into
pictures. They may be thrown
out of focus, or enlarged
through chiffon, printed on
rough papers, or finished in
the oil process, but in spite of
all these things they will
remain unpictorial, and the
photographer who thinks he
can transform such a photo¬
graph into a picture makes a
big mistake.
The photographer “ pictorialises ” his photograph
before he exposes his plate
or film. This might seem a
peculiar thing to say, but it is
nevertheless true ; for when
the subject is selected the first
step in pictorialising the print
is made.
The process is continued
when the stop to be used is
decided upon, when the ex¬
posure is given, and when
development takes place. A
further step in the process is
taken when we decide what
shall be printed from the
negative and what omitted,
and also by the process
adopted in making the print.

TO

BEGINNERS

Remember also that the simpler the subject the easier it
will be to make a success of it. Some photographers try to
get as much as possible in their photographs, possibly in order
to create plenty of interest, but in pictorial work the chief
aim should be, not to produce a multiplicity of interests, but to
endeavour to appeal to the emotions with the spirit and
beauty of the scene, rather than by the presentation of
detail ; and very often that is
best secured by a simple
subject.
With this in mind a subject
of masses should be chosen in
preference to one of niggly
detail. A subject bristling
with minute detail may be
excellent as a record, but as a
picture it would be difficult to
simplify. It is better to get
the quality of simplicity by
judicious selection, by the use
of a suitable stop and by
effective lighting, thus securing
in the negative what you want,
rather than by having to
simplify the print by almost
endless work upon it.
If at all possible avoid
cutting the picture into equal
parts by having the horizon
exactly half-way up your
print. About one-third or
two-thirds gives a much more
agreeable effect. Remember
that it is not a geometrical
exercise you are producing, but
a picture of pleasing propor¬
tions.
The question of the correct
rendering of tone values should
also be kept in mind, for if the
tones in a photograph appear

It needs all these things “ to
pictorialise ” a photograph,
and, if care is not taken in all

in pleasing relation to each
other the beginner will have
gone a long way towards pic¬
these steps — especially the first
torialising it. We all know — or
one — the success of the final
should do — that a dark object in
print is jeopardised.
the foreground appears darker
than
one in the distance, while
Take the first step — that of
selection of the subject. If
lights become less insistent as
Early Morning.
they recede. There may be
the subject is selected in a hap¬
hazard fashion the very foundation of the picture^is weakened,
times when, under exceptional conditions, the opposite is the
case ; but, generally, one finds that both lights and darks,
for nothing worth-while can be built on a foundation that is
not certain and sure.
toned down by the atmosphere, lose their strength as they get
It should be remembered that in his endeavour to make a
farther away from the eye ; and, in order to get this effect,
picture the photographer is out to please the eye, and to do that
the beginner should see that the planes of his picture recede,
for the illusion of distance is a beautiful quality in a picture.
he should see that the arrangement of his photograph possesses
To the uninitiated, exposure might not seem to have anything
no discordant notes. For instance, the lines of the compo¬
to do with the pictorialisation of the print, but it certainly has,
sition — and by lines I mean the difference between the various
tones or those caused by the contour of the landscape — should
for a very much under-exposed plate or film will never give
not run out of the picture, but into it. If they ran out of it
the desired quality in the print. Beginners are very prone to
the eye would naturally follow them and so be led out instead
under-expose, and unless they realise that full exposure is
of into the composition.
required to give the best results there is little hope for them to
enter
the ranks of the pictorial worker.
The position of the principal object, or group of objects, is
important also. Experience has taught pictorialists that a
Many other matters might be considered, but these few
position near to the edge, or in the centre in most cases, is a
points relative to composition will, if carried out, be sufficient
weak one for such an object, and is not as pleasing nor as
to set the novice on the right way to pictorialise his photographs.
There is nothing new in them, and they are purely conventional
strong as it is about one-third from the side. Look at any
successful landscape picture and it will be found that the
ideas, ideas that are unfortunately often forgotten in these
principal object, be it a tree, a figure, or a building, is allowed
days ; but beginners in pictorial photography will do well to
to fall into that position, and that the effect, partially because
remember them, and to base their work on them if they wish
to be successful.
of that, appeals to the eye.
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RUNNER.

By

Lionel

Wendt.

(From “ The A.P.” Overseas and Colonial Competition.)
(Ceylon.)
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i. — “ Bickleigh,

By

E. W.

2. — “ Temple Gardens.'
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Critical Comment s “

Some

WITH the approach of spring,

the thoughts of the photo¬
grapher naturally turn to
the practice of the craft out of doors,
for conditions, day by day, are
becoming more amenable, and, at
this particular season, the chance of
securing fine landscapes with good
and suitable skies is, perhaps, greater
than at any other time of the year.
Season

and

Surroundings.

At least, so it is in this country, and,
in a number that is specially devoted
to spring and photography in the
Empire, it is, no doubt, appropriate that
a section should be allotted to examples
of work executed at home, having
regard to the fact that this country
is the fountain-head of the Empire.
It has therefore been arranged that
the page illustrating the work of
beginners shall be taken from entries
submitted from residents, in this
country, and that those other art pages
in this issue shall comprise examples
sent in from our colonies and de¬
pendencies.
As far as the opposite page is
concerned, however, and though the
prints are chosen from those taken
at home, none can really be taken as
indicative of this season of the year.
The foliage, in such cases where there
is any, is too heavy for early spring,
and more characteristic of a later time ;
nor is there any evidence of the
clouded skies which are characteristic
of

this

-

and

the

following

month.

Nevertheless, there is something es¬
sentially British about most of them,
and such is the case with No. 5,
“ InGoss.
Ancient
W.

Essex,”

by

Edward

Possibly reference might be made
to the mills of Holland, where they
are more frequently found than here,
but the probability is that the con¬
struction of the two types is different,
and the setting seems more of an
English character than a Dutch.
Landscape

in Spring.

Be that as it may, the subject
composes extraordinarily well, and,
as far as the trees are concerned,
there would not be a great amount of
difference if the foliage were totally
absent, as it would be if the subject
were taken now. The trees are suffi¬

subject of this type, a sky
good cloud forms would
appeal considerably, and,
at this time, it is probable,

given a reasonable choice of oppor¬
tunity, that such would occur. The
existing sky has tone, it is true, and
this is better than none, but landscapes
of this nature seem to require a really
good sky to round them off.
It would be as well, if such a sky
were found, for a greater proportion
of the picture space to be devoted to
its display. This would mean reducing
the area allotted to the foreground,
which at present seems inclined to
excess, and the resultant adjustment
of the proportions given to landscape
and sky would not only prove more
harmonious, but relieve the existing
suggestion of too equal a division.
Treatment

of Skies.

The skies in Nos. 1 and 6 can scarcely
be viewed on parallel lines, for in
neither instance are they so prominent
a feature. In the case of No. 1, “ Bickleigh, Devonshire,” by E. W. King,
the attraction lies primarily in the
cottages, and, with so interesting a
foreground, the part played by the
sky is relatively insignificant.
Such an arrangement of the subject
justifies so small a proportion for the
sky, and it is not material, as long as
it is not allowed to become obtrusive,
whether the sky be shown with or
without clouds, always assuming, of
course, that it has a modicum of
tone. Utter blankness is an unfor¬
givable defect, but if the sky shows
gradation and tone, as it does in this
case, it makes a suitable setting, and
its area may be adjusted according
to the needs of the arrangement.
The case is somewhat similar with
No. 6, ‘‘I Saw a Ship A-sailing,” by
Muriel Chicken, although here the
restriction in the visible sky depends
upon the intrusion of the trees into
the space it would 27normally
occupy.
3
The need for cloud forms is corres¬
pondingly diminished, but it may be
mentioned that a greater distinction

r

°n

""

ciently distant to mass themselves
effectively in either case, and the
only vital element in which they
would differ would be their tone,
which, in the upper parts, would
tend to soften off.
But, in a
filled with
enhance its
were it taken

—

of tone between

that at the horizon and

that at the top would furnish, a not
inconsiderable improvement.
Symmetry Suggested.
It is seldom desirable, in subjects
of this nature, that there should be
any suggestion of symmetry. It ap¬
proaches the formal, and is rarely
seen in any normal landscape. The
placing of an important item on the
centre line, such as the boat in this
instance, inclines to the suggestion,
although absolute equality is avoided
by the differences in the shape of the
trees on either side:
Nevertheless,

it would

be better if

the placing were altered so that the
position of the boat were definitely
off the vertical centre. A trim of
three-eighths of an inch from the
right does all that is necessary ; but
it might be as well to remove about
a quarter of an inch from the base,
for not only does this lower the
position of the horizon — a desirable
revision — but it also removes the
boat from too near the lateral centre.
How much less formal is a position
off the centre may be gathered from
either

No.

2

or

No.

3, “ Temple

Gardens,” by B. G. Gates, or “ Finish¬
ing Touches,” by G. Bagshaw, where
the figures are judiciously placed.
Strength

of Position.

Figures so placed — i.e., off the
centre and not too near the edge of
the print — acquire a forcefulness of
position that makes their attraction
supreme, and, providing there is no
other equal attraction placed in any
other corresponding position, either
on the opposite side or above or
below, as the case may be, there is
no disputing their prominence. Their
function, therefore, as the principal
centre of interest is perfectly clear.
With this fact established, a sense
of order is imparted which goes a
long way towards the attainment of
a good form of composition ; but it is
unwise to place the figure too far in
the direction of the margin, as has
been done in the case of No. 4, “ In
Old Clovelly,” by S. N. Spencer, for,
then, the impression that arises is one
of weakness rather than strength, and
the object of his inclusion is defeated.
“ Mentor.”
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illustrations

Our

Some Notes on the Pictures reproduced in this issue.
HEN

we come

to the considera¬

tion of the pictures repro¬
duced on our art pages, which,
as indicated on the preceding page,
come from our colonies and overseas,
it is scarcely possible to trace a

of this feature, but, with so youthful
a child, it can scarcely be viewed as
an affectation, and it simply takes
its place, more or less, as a grace note.
The incorporation of the other flower
and its containing basket, however,
does not seem quite so happy, for it
makes an unduly prominent note, and
is inclined to spoil what would have
been the good line of the far portion
of the body. It conflicts, also, with
the key in which the remainder of
the subject is rendered, and which,
otherwise, is delightful in its daintiness
and restraint.
Appeal

with

which

the

high key has been employed that much
of the charm of the print is attri¬
butable, and no less noteworthy is
its perfect suitability for the character
of the subject.
Although there is little in common, as
far as subject matter is concerned, with
the following picture — “ All
Up,”

seasonal influence, for, with a portrait
and a figure study, a scene on a
steamer, and a subject mainly con¬
sisting of a portion of a steel erection
and a sky, there is little from which
any indication could be drawn of
the time of year the subjects were
taken.
Time

and

the

Subject.

Their nature is such that they may
have been taken at any time, and,
curiously enough, there is, with one
exception, little to show their foreign
origin.
The fact may be taken as illustrative
of the universal standard which art
has

reached

throughout

the

world,

and, in the case of “Springtime,”
by H. Cazneaux, of Sydney, the
subject is one that might have been
executed in any of the more temperate
countries of the globe where the white
race predominates.
In arrangement, too, it follows
conventional lines, the composition
being built up in the form of a pyramid,
with the head at the apex. So placed
it is endowed with sufficient force to
maintain its attraction as the centre
of interest, and a decided emphasis
is acquired by the introduction of the
rose in close proximity to the face.
There may be a suggestion of senti¬
mentality following upon the inclusion
20

by

C.

M.

is

These do but serve to display the
delicacy of the fainter shadows on the
white paintwork, and the adjoining
patches of sunshine, and so effective
are they that it is easy to see that the
intended motive is the effect which
that sunshine confers.
Textural

Quality.

the value

of that effect to

the pictorial content, in which con¬
nection it is not inconsiderable, the
alternations of light and shade convey
a sense of the textural quality of the
paintwork. This adds a note of
veracity which enhances the attraction
of the presentment, and there is also
a consequent suggestion of pattern
2

base

and

right-hand

a goodly

proportion

of the

side.
Relative

as

Values.

well, the print is

admirable, the rendering of the rela¬
tive values, particularly in respect of
the tones of sky and white paint
in sunshine, being exceptionally well
done. To anyone who has observed
a similar effect, its truth will be
apparent, but when, in comparison,
the values of the lighter parts of the
cloud and the tones of the blue of the

Washed

Johnston — there

something of an analogy in key, for
here again the tones throughout are
on the light side, there being but few
notes of any real strength, and what
there are are comparatively small
in scale. There is the dark streak
across the immediate base line, which
serves to convey a sense of stability ;
above, there is a collection of notes in
darker tones which include the door¬
ways and window embrasures, and,
besides these, there is nothing of any
importance but the interiors of the
ventilating cowls and the boat on its
davits on the left.

Besides

but its lack of completeness is notice¬
able in the absence of the whole of the

Technically,

of Key.

It is to the success

composition, although, in the general
arrangement, there is a hint of an
inclination towards the pyramidal.
It is, however, scarcely complete, and
depends upon the tendency of the
masses to diminish in width as they
ascend in the picture space. It is
helped by the inclusion of the rigging
and the spar coming in from the right,

74
and good form.
It is rather on this suggestion that
the feeling of order rests than upon
the adoption of any special form of

sky

in “ The

Clapham,

are

Ladder,”

considered,

by

R.

there

L.

does

seem to be a touch of exaggeration,
even after every allowance has been
made for any atmospheric differences
between conditions here at home and
those prevalent in South Africa.
If the lighter parts of the clouds
can be accepted as correct, and there
does not seem to be any reason why
they should not, the blue portions of
the sky are too dark. The feeling
arising is one of an excess of contrast,
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of fact, it is more or less unavoidable,
and, seeing that any effort to prevent
it would be likely to introduce some¬
thing much more undesirable, it is
best not to try.

the feeling in connection with the
distortion of the verticals on account

and, having regard to the depth of
tone in the shadow tones of the upper
parts of the structure in the neighbour¬
hood of the figure (1), that impression
is confirmed.

of the line of sight — and the camerabeing directed upwards instead of being
maintained at the normal level.

It may not go so far as to create
a sense of harshness of rendering, but
it does seem as though a softer repre¬
sentation would be preferable. This
might easily be obtained by the
substitution of a softer grade of
printing paper for that employed, for
that would permit the lights to be
retained, while not allowing the darks
to attain their present depth.
The feeling of exaggeration would
be appreciably diminished as far as
the tonal values are concerned, but
there would still remain something of

Deliberate

Distortion.

There is a strong probability, of
course, that the subject could not have
been tackled without the adoption of
the upward point of view.
However, this is a point upon which
individual opinions are likely to differ
appreciably, and whether the experi¬
ment is successful or not is left to each
reader to determine for himself.
No

such

impression

“ Rickshaw
Wendt,

which

is suggested

Runner,”

by

is a perfectly

in

Lionel
straight¬

forward piece of work, and one which,
by its inclusion of an Indian type,
introduces that note of unfamiliarity
that might be expected to be charac¬
teristic of colonial work.
Allowing

for the fact that the figure

is posed and there has been no at¬
tempt to simulate action, the print
does what it sets out to do exceedingly
well. The subject, admittedly, is
conscious of the camera, but not
aggressively so, and
evinces in it appears
equivalent interest to
one individual when
addressed by another.
Camera

Exhibitions

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, March 31. Rules in the issue of February 28.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15.
Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S.A.
Barry C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 19-24.
Exhibition Secretary, J. H. White, Barry Camera Club,
Y.M.C.A., Newlands Street, Barry, Glam.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Open Exhibition. — Open,
March 21-24. Particulars from T. Ambler, 18, Raby
Gardens, Bishop Auckland.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Entries, April 10 ; open, May 5-20. Further par¬
ticulars from M. M. Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue
Markelbach, Brussels, Belgium.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Particulars from Miss R.
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Wav, San Diego, California,
U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Elliott, 31a,
Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Open, April
7-14. Further particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87, Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Handsworth P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March

the interest
to be only
that shown
speaking to

From the technical standpoint, the
tones, in this instance again, are good,
and do not present any suggestion of
exaggeration. There seems to be just
the right degree of distinction between
the values of the white turban and the

he
an
by
or

deeper tone of the sky, and, at the
other end of the scale, there is a

Consciousness.

It is not that sort of camera con¬
sciousness that induces a sense of

sufficiency of shadow modulation.
This state of affairs is well contrived

awkwardness or feeling of discomfort
or embarrassment on the part of the
model, but a natural and undisguised
interest in the proceedings, and to this
no objection need be taken. In point

and betrays sound craftsmanship
throughout, while no less judgment
has been exercised in pi icing the
figure against

a background

of sky.

" Mentor.”

and Competitions

cu?St£reand

24. Exhibition Secretary, J. T. Parry, 9, Summerfield
Place, Anglesey Street, Lozells, Birmingham, 19.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Entries, March 22 ; open, April 13-22.
Particulars and entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.

and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary,
A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.

Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, March 24 ; open, April 12-14. Exhibition
Secretary, J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S.
Railway, Derby.

Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)

Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only).— Entry forms due March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
Jugoslavia.
International Salon (Poznan, P.oland). — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”.
ul. 27, Grudnia 18, Poznan, Poland.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue
375de Boisdenier 107 (Soci6t<§ Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars

Midland

Salon

(Castle Museum

“ All Britain ” Photographic

and

Art

Exhibition

Gallery,

(organised

by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
Victorian

International

Salon (Melbourne

Centenary,

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins,
Japan.
Junction, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINE
APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Why
SOME

USEFUL

Not a Little Humour?
SUGGESTIONS

FROM

By H. K. BRYANT

BETWEEN ourselves, cine en¬

thusiasts, do you not some¬
times find home and family films
just the least bit dull ? Once in a reel
maybe baby or puppy makes you laugh
heartily ; hundreds of feet of them
are definitely no joke. It is difficult
to get humour into films of “Us in the
garden ” type, but when it can be done,
the result is ten times more amusing
than bought humorous films can
be ; the personal associations make
all the difference.
Using only the material nearest home
—family and friends, and their be¬
longings — it is possible to make a
most laughable picture. The fun
depends, not on any degree of skill
in acting, but, afterwards, on the order
in which you arrange the shots. Take,
for example, Uncle John’s fine new
car rolling up to your door. Not
in itself particularly interesting, ex¬
cept to the proud owner, it becomes
very funny indeed if immediately
followed by small Ann pedalling
along in her toy motor. Us in our
canoe — then the “Mauretania” — you see
the idea. Things not in themselves
funny raise a laugh when contrasted.
Using

up

old

Film.

Another good joke, made by arrange¬
ment after the filming has been done,
is based on repetition. Take a good
long footage of father cranking up the
car — a shabby old ’bus. Then inter¬
sperse short lengths of this at intervals
in a film of holiday touring, etc. The
story works out this way : Off goes
everyone in another car — father is
trying to start his — they picnic by
the river, they go swimming — father
hasn’t started yet — the family tours
through Scotland, photographing
various beautiful scenes — poor father,
still at home, cranking furiously.
Holiday views may continue as long
as you

like ; then

at the end — joy !

father’s car starts ; he jumps in and
drives to the corner, and meets the
other car coming back again ! This
is a splendid way of using up not very
interesting travel pictures.

AN

AUSTRALIAN

[New South Wales).

Variations of this theme will easily
come to- mind. Pictures which gain
their amusement value from the
sequence in which they are strung
together can be taken at intervals,
whenever opportunity occurs. The
filming of a definitely humorous incident
is a much harder undertaking for a
beginner. A good length of film must
be spent working up to the joke, and
at the critical moment the point may
be lost — obtrusive

background

or bad

grouping of figures may lead to con¬
fusion; inexperienced actors may fail
to express the required emotions ;
there are dozens of possible pitfalls.
In addition, the whole incident must
be filmed at one time, with the usual
difficulty of getting actors, photo¬
grapher and sunshine all together at
the right moment. Before tackling a
complete funny-story film, try to
compile one out of separate, very short
sequences, all linked together by one
central idea running through them.
A

suggested

Scenario.

This kind of thing : “A Photogra¬
pher’s Day Out.” The photographer
plays a part in each incident, and must
wear the same clothes throughout,
but the various adventures may be
worked out singly, on and off, for
weeks or months. Begin with the
photographer setting out, laden with
camera, tripod, plate-case — a load
of impedimenta. Short lengths of
plodding uphill, stopping to rearrange
the burdens carried, etc., can be
taken at the same time and used to
link the scenes together. The first
incident shows the trend of the plot.
A

picturesque

old cottage

being made, a car drives up — and
parks right in front of the cottage !
Three takings only are necessary :
first, the cottage from the spot where
photographer stands ; then a medium
distant view including photographer
and cottage, while car is being driven

276

into position ;

finally the

resulting

picture from photographer’s view¬
point again — the back view of an
ugly old car completely blotting out
the picturesque cottage.
Succession of similar incidents can
be worked out. While the camera is
being focussed on a group of cows or
horses in a field — up comes a boy and
drives them out at the gate. Baby
in her pram in the garden — is wheeled
away by mother. Children sunbathing
on the river bank — jump in ; always
just before the photographer’s pre¬
parations are completed. An old
picture of a wedding or street proces¬
sion, etc., can be used for one scene ;
the camera is got ready, procession
begins — and almost at once gives
way to a close-up view of a very large
hat. Pictures of this kind, taken by
accident in early days of cine-making,
can be worked in most effectively.
The comic effect of the film is
heightened by the repeated disap¬
pointments — much as in the old song
“ So up the stairs I went again.”
The end of the reel provides a joke
in itself. At last the perfect oppor¬
tunity for a picture is sighted : some¬
thing simple and full of movement,
a boy bouncing a ball and a dog
jumping up for it, for example. Take
this, up to within a few feet of the end
of the film. Then the photographer
arrives, asks the boy to do it again,
the camera is set ready, the boy
begins to bounce the ball— once —
tw . . . . at this moment (if you have
timed it right) the reel runs out, and
those dots at the end will get the laugh
of the evening.

catches

the photographer’s eye. The tripod
is erected, out comes the black velvet
cloth, but while adjustments are still

32
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Owing to pressure on space
in this issue other cine
articles and notes have been
held over until next week.
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AND THE BEST
EXCHANGE TERMS

“CCDVirC”
▼ ItC
OEK
FO/? 4 NEW
WONDER

lg x2f
Constructed

all light metal,

leather

ROLL-FILM
REFLEX

2f x2f

anas-

shutter,

speeds

sec., T. B., D.V.

frame

i THAT NEW CAMERA!

PLANE
(Delayed Action)

in., instant

front, f/3.9 Solinar

lens, Compur

1 to l/300th

FOTH-FLEX
FOCAL

SIZE

IN.

size 4fx2gxl

self-erecting
tigmat

FULL

or MOVIE

THE

BILLY

V.P. PICTURES

covered,

CAMERA— “ STILL”

VALUE!

The AGFA
FOR

£5:5:0

Leather Case,

Contax,

Rollei-

etc.

•

Write for lists and terms.

• Financed

and

controlled

by the Service

Co.

10/6 extra

‘SERVICE 5 SPECIAL FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA. Size 3| x 21

THE

ex¬

tension, rising and cross
front, brilliant reversible
and direct wire-frame fin¬
der, f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur
shutter, speeds
from 1 to l/250th sec., T.
and B., focussing screen
and three single metal
slides, wire release.

‘SERVICE’

F/2.9 TRIOPLAN

Delayed-action
and B. Camera

SUPERB

ANASTIGMAT

LENS.

3£ x2£ in.

Compur shutter, speeds i to 1/2 50th sec., T.
movements : double extension, rising and cross

front by screw adjustment, direct wire and brilliant view¬
finders, camera body constructed of all metal. Finely leather
slides.
covered, back-hooded focussing screen, wire release, 3 metal

Cash Price £5 ll 5 :0
Or

flex, Super Ikonta,
Rolleicord , Superb,

•
Z Can be Deferred
purchasedTerms.
on ‘ Service ’

£10:7:6

Zip Purse, 3s. 6d. extra.

Leica,

Z
Z
Z

(ANASTIGMAT.
Takes films
Nos. 117 or 120.

Or 10s. Od. deposit and 10 equal
payments of 10s. Od. per month.

i

: Prominent, Tourist,

Shutter speeds
1 /25th to 1 /SOOth
Fitted F/3.5 FOTH

finder, wire release.

Specification. — Double

xi

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRICE

12 equal payments
of 10/6 per month.

F.P. Adapter, 7/6 extra.
Roll Film Adapter, 15/extra. Extra Slides 1/6
each. Leather Case,

Model

£9

: 17

: 6

with f/3.5 lens .

£6 15

0

12/6

F.P. Adapter,
Adapter,

15/-.

8/6.

Extra

Riteway

Slides, 2/9.

Roll

Film

Best Quality Leather Case, for camera
New

Ensign

Camera

at Reduced

Price— all with MAKERS’
ANTEE.

GUAR¬

ENSIGN TROPICAL
ROLL-FILM
REFLEX 3fx2f
F/7.7 ALDIS
Time

and

camera
bound,
mirror.

instantaneous

focussing

adjustment,

£2:13:9

Or 6 equal payments
month.

THE

NEW

FILTER

SETS

No. 126.
No. 127.
No. 128.

To fit lenses from :
| to If in. diameter. .8s. 6d.
1 to If in. diameter. .10s. Od.
11 to 2 in. diameter. 11s. 6d.

GRADUATED

FILTERS

To fit lenses l to If in. diameter 6s. Od,
To fit lenses 1 to If in. diameter 6s. 6d.
To fit lenses If to 2 in. diameter 8s. Od.

brass
reflex

List price £4 17s. 6d.

Reduced Price

PRICES.

exposures,

of teak,

of 10/- per

ENSIGN
‘ MIDGET’
Takes crisp, first-class pictures
at the low cost of a penny
per exposure. Has moire silk
enamel finish. All-metal
body, 3-speed shutter, l/25th
to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Reflex view-finder. Col¬
lapsible eye-level view-finder.
Leather slip case.

‘SERVICE’ PLATES
BROMIDE AND
GASLIGHT PAPERS
BEST QUALITY AT
ROCK-BOTTOM
PRICES
WRITE

FOR

LISTS

The SUPER
IKONTA
Has a range-finder coupled
with the focussing, ensuring
critical focus for every
picture. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5
anastigmat lens, latest pattern
Compur shutter, speeded 1,
f, l/5th, 1/1 0th, l/25th,
l/50th, l/100th, l/250th sec.,
with delayed action.

Price

complete

£17:0:0
289, HIGH
HOLBORN,
LONDON,
W.C.l

With All-Distance
lens .

Phone : HOLBORN

0664 (3 lines). ESTABLISHED

1889.

Ensar f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat .

PLEASE

MENTION

35/—

and 6 slides, 15/-.

Containing graduated sky filter and 3
square yellow filters, 2, 4 and 6 times.
Complete with interchangeable holder
with spring clip for fitting on to lens
hood. Neatly boxed.

A lamp of novel design which
incorporates a clock suitable
for timing development. The
clock dial rotates past a fixed
pointer, which is illuminated by
the light from the lamp.
Size of safelight 10 x 8 in.
Price, including safelight,

ANASTIGMAT

constructed

LIGHT

DARKILFORDROO
NEW °
M LAMP

Roll Film

Adapter,

30/‘‘THE
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ROLLEICORD
BROCHURE.

Not a toy—

BEAUTIFULLY
PRINTED IN
COLOUR,
SENT
FREE

but the pocket camera

POST
ON

REQUEST.

for

first-class photography
THE

*ROLLEICORD
THIS IS A
PICTURE.

o

A

: : Compact : :
: : Elegant : :
: : Easy to handle : :

witness
in
the

Lens— F/3.9 Agfa Solinar set
in Compur shutter,
speeded I to 1/300 sec.,
Time and Bulb. Takes

to the unique performance of the

pictures 2^ x 11.

Price:

5 guineas

box—

(jLolleicotd

One pressure
on the catch

When

the Rolleicord

came

out of its box

—in jumped the kitten. A turn of the
focussing knob brought the picture clear

and the Agfa
Speedex “0” slips out

ready for use

Use Agfa Roll Films (A8)
for the best results.

and sharp on the ground-glass screen, a
click of the shutter and this delightful
picture, exact in every detail as on the
screen, was the result. All done in an
instant — that’s the beauty of the Rollei¬
cord. Possessing numerous Rolleiflex
features, the Rolleicord takes 12 pic¬
tures, 1\ X 2\ , on standard 3£ X 2*
8-exposure roll film. Only the Rolleiflex
manufacturers could produce such a
wonderful instrument at such a low
price. Get yours in time for Easter ! See
that your Rolleicord is supplied in the pa¬
tented solid leather case which hangs from
the camera while in use by two leather straps.
After exposure the camera slips back into
the case easily and quickly. Price £1. See
the name Rolleicord stamped on the case.

With Zeiss Triotar
f/4.5 lens.
£10:10:0
From all dealers.

Sole Importers :

R. F. HUNTER

Photo Ltd.
1—4,

34

LAWRENCE STREET, HIGH
LONDON, W.C.2
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

STREET,

“ Celfix House,” 51 , Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.C.1
Tel. : HOLB.
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BUYERS'
GUIDE
j
f THE approach
of the Spring Season revives in every amateur photographer the desire to acquire

new apparatus, and to renew the jovs of work with the camera in the open. The Easter
holidays are a further incentive, and to assist all our readers in search of a new camera or

other photographic apparatus and material the Buyers’ Guide, which is given on this and the follow¬
ing pages, has been prepared. In it will be found references to the best available on the photographic
market at the present time. Space has not permitted of detailed specifications being published, but
full particulars will be sent post free to any reader who mentions The Amateur Photographer and
applies to the manufacturers, whose addresses will be found in our advertisement pages. In the
text, the items illustrated are marked with an asterisk (*).
Actina,
of

Burroughs

Ltd.

The " Dolly ” Cameras are the feature
this firm’s activities. “ Dolly A ”
takes 16 expo¬
sures on V.P.
film, and costs,
with f/8 lens in
three-speed
shutter,

Wellcome

&

popular line in the Spring. The Ex¬
posure Calculator is very easy to work,
and, with the mass of information con¬
tained in this famous green-coloured
pocket-book, is excellent value at is. 6d.

pi 8s. 6d. The
camera
that

The

will most at¬
tract the dis¬
cerning amateur
will probably

A strong, well-finished and highly
practical carrying-case for the Pathescope
200-B Projector is being sold exclusively

Camera

and

Gramophone

Ltd.

Speedex

“ O Camera
" 2^xi|is Roll
Film
equipped
with Agfa f/3.9 Solinar
anastigmat in
Compur shutter, and
has
been specially
designed for speed
photographs
and, in conjunction
with
Agfa
Superpan
films, for

(1929), Ltd.

3J X2J

Camera

is

this season’s special line. It is selferecting to infinity, and has a focussing
mount to enable pictures to be taken
down to 6 ft. The lens is f/3.8 Corygon
anastigmat, mounted in delayed-action
Compur shutter. It has two finders, one
a brilliant reflex and the other a directvision frame pattern, and costs £5 17s. 6d.

J. H. Dallmeyer,
The

Ltd.

commencement

is celebrated

of

the

season

by reductions in the prices
of the Dallmeyer
“Snapshot”
Cameras*, both
the roll-film and
film-pack models,
with f/6 anastig¬
mat, being now

end
case,
usualweek-

‘ ‘ O 3sm b r The
u x ’ ’
£3

" Blendux

”

and

Photo-electric
Meters, for cine

andh eisd fin¬
is
in

and still subjects
spectively,
cost £4 re¬
4s.

black cloth.
lea¬
ther

each.

It is divided into partitions to take
projector, resistance and a number of

The

new

Dall¬

super reels. The price is 17s. 6d.*
Another model, for those who do not

meyer Wide-angle Anastigmats* which em¬
brace an angle of 100

require

degrees,

a resistance,

for only two spare
able at 14s. 6d.

Zeiss

and which
super

The
Busch “ Multinett ” Londonfs v
made Galilean Theatre Glass is becoming
popular

Ltd.

under

the

auspices

will

certainly

prove popular.
The
3^X2|- size costs £5 5s. and the wholeplate size is priced at £6 1 5s.

Drem

light.

increasingly

(London),

has space

reels, is avail¬

Carl

opens

Exchange

"Supreme”

oIt pish about
o n e
the same
size as the

snapshots in
artificial

It

new

and GramCompany.

Xenon anastigmat in Compur shutter.
With optical direct-vision view-finder,
this costs /13 17s.

The

Co.

The

Camera
by The

be the “ Dolly
B,”* with f /2
Schneider

Agfa Photo,

City Sale and

Co.

The " Wellcome ” Exposure Calcu¬
lator, Handbook and Diary is always a

Products

Ltd.

A new model of the " Justophot ”
Extinction Exposure Meter* has just
been introduced. This only requires

tically,
automa¬as
shown

in

the
illus¬
tration,
and costs

attachment

Aldis

is available

£5 5s- A

portrait
at 7s. 6d.
extra.

Brothers.

Aldis Lenses, which have maintained
an unbroken popularity for nearly thirty
years, continue to be in demand and are

of the

generally
cameras.

for all British-made
who
would like an

and costs from £2 10s.
The Zeiss pris¬
7
matic binoculars are27too
well known to

“ Dremoscop ” and “ Cinemeter,” fcr
still and cine photography respectively,
are obtainable at 30s., as also are the

Aldis lens fitted to their present appa¬
ratus should apply to Messrs. Aldis for
particulars.

require praise, and will continue to be
in the forefront of this firm’s activities.
A price list will be sent on request.

“ Leicascop ” and " Contaxcop.” The
35
'price of leather cases for any of these
meters is 3s. 6d.

listed
Those

famous

house

of Carl

Zeiss.

It

setting for the speed of plate or film,
and the lens aperture in use, after which
a direct reading indicates the correct
exposure.
The cost is 35s.
The

magnifies 2|- diameters, has a field of
view 29 yards in 100, weighs only 3§ oz.,

[hi amateur
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Cinex,
The

The

Ltd.
“ Paillard-Bolex

Cine Camera

'* 16-mm.

at ^io ios., with

B.I.

f/3.5 fixed-

focus lens, is the cheapest of this season’s
lines. The B II has f/2.5 anastigmat and

General

week.

The

a special mount for close-ups and costs
only ^14 ios. Each of these models will
take either 50 or 100 ft. reels. The
“ Bolex
film is
spools,
ns. 6d.

Ensign,

R. F. Hunter,

Electric Co., Ltd.

The ” Sashalite ” Photo Flash Bulbs
grow in popularity as week succeeds
new

taneous success.
instanmet with
These
bulbs are

I°

.

KtHHCIH

The " Ensign Midget ” Camera*, just
introduced to the market, is sure to

A

1

1

is

“Sashalite

m
■

release
which Switch,”*
simultaneously operates the

camera shutter and

m

the
“ Sashalite ”
bulb.
This
costs 6s.

n

Ltd.

new introduction is
range ” 3J x 2J Roll
opens automatically
finder operated with
lever. With Ensar

the “ Ensign Auto¬
Film Camera, which
and has a range¬
the radial focussing
f/4.5 anastigmat in

3-speed shutter it costs £6 ios., or with
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat in Compur
shutter, £12 15s.

Garner

&

Jones,

Ltd.

season they are making a special feature
of Gevaert Super-Pan Cine Film in both
16-mm. and 9.5-mm. sizes. “ Prestona ”
Clarex,” the two chloro-bromide
and
papers with distinct purposes, are of
course being maintained.

Edwin

Gorse.

A special line is the 16-mm. Simplex
Wafer Precision Cine Camera, which is
1 in. only in thickness, and takes a 50-ft.
reel. With Dallmeyer f/2.6 anastigmat,
it costs ^31 ios., a cheaper model being
available at £25. The 8-mm. StewartWarner 3-speed Cine Camera
costs
£12

12s.,

and

the

Projector,

with

150-

watt illuminant, costs £11 ns. Other
lines are the Soft Focus Cine Matte Box
at 42s., 40
andx 30,
the at
" Ego
screen,
45s. " crystal

beaded

The
" Weeny - Ultrix ”*
Miniature
Camera
continues to make
friends.
Instead

of bellows

it has an
lens

extending
tube on

patented double
helical thread.
It costs from
£5

15s.

with

f/4.5
Ihagee
anastigmat in
delayed-action
Pronto shutter.
The “ Exakta,”
described as the
smallest

focal-

Granville
This

firm

Gulliman

&

is continuing

Co., Ltd.
to supply

sands of amateurs. They also manu¬
facture paper roll films that are supplied
free, only the cost of developing, 6d.,
being charged. These films, of course,
cannot be printed in the ordinary way,
but require, in effect, to be rephoto¬
graphed in order to produce positive
prints. Full particulars will be sent on
application to this firm.

with f /3.5 anas¬
tigmat, from
Plaubel “
Roll-film
finder for
with f/2.9

IPA

£14. The new
Makina II” 3^X2^ Plate or
Camera has a coupled range¬
accurate focussing, and costs,
Plaubel anastigmat, ^37 ios.

Photographies.

The well-known “ IPA ” brand of
guaranteed plates, papers, postcards,
etc., at low prices, will continue to be
in demand during the season. This firm
has just issued a new price list.

Ltd.

The uses of " Plasticine "* are multi¬
farious, but too few people realise how
extremely useful it is in photography.
Quite apart altogether from its uses in
model-making (“ Plasticine ” figures are
often used in table-top photography),
every photographer who specialises in
flower photography keeps it constantly
in use. This is not the place in which
to give details of procedure. Readers
will be well advised to write for a copy
of " Plasticine and
be sent post free.

its Uses,”

36
278

model
Other

at

lines

are the “and
Celfix
” Cine
Camera
Projector,
for 9.5 and 16 mm.,
“Celfix”
and
the Screen.
well-known

Johnson

&

view

Sons,
of

the

Ltd.
rapidly

increasing

popularity of miniature cameras, the
new “ Scales Brand ” Fine-Grain De¬
veloper, which is specially prepared for
Leica and similar films, will certainly
appeal. The difference in grain ex¬
perienced with this brand and with
ordinary developer has to be seen to
be credited. The same brand of “ Chlorquinol ” developer for chloro-bromide
papers will also prove acceptable. A
new and attractive idea is Johnson’s
“ Home
Photography Outfit.” This
contains every article required by an
amateur to commence
doing his own
developing and printing, and costs 8s. 6d.
Full particulars of all these lines will
be sent post free on request.

Kodak,
The

Ltd.
1934

range

of

Kodak

cameras

comprises the “ Six- 16 Kodak Junior,”
“ Cine-Kodak Eight-20,” " Six-20 Duo
Kodak,” " Six-16 Kodak,” and the
“ Six-20 Brownie.” The last-named takes
3i X 2\
costs
“ Six-20
The
17s. 6d.

takes
Duo two
Ko¬
°n 3JX2J
film,
pictures
matically
opens
dak’’*

plane rollcosts,
- film
reflex,

Plasticine,

f/3.8
ios.

films and
the

Granville ” brands of photographic
materials that are well known to thou¬

Harbutt’s

£22

In

This well-known house is continuing
the special spools of cine film for cameras
similar to the Leica and Contax. This

made arrange¬
prints of this
from D. & P.
same price as
size. Another

the

Shutter-

IF

whilst

those requiring a fas¬
ter lens may obtain

the

B

Gevaert,

amateur;

danger in any sort
of weather. A new
accessory

the Rol-

at £20, will still appeal
to the discriminating

MfcSjf hand
torch, and
give a certain flash
without smoke or

w

prove a very popular line. It measures
only 3^ X i| X 1 1 /i6ths in., weighs 6 oz.,

Messrs. Ensign have
ments to ensure that
size may be obtained
establishments at the
contact prints of this

elder brother,

leiflex, with Zeiss Tes¬
sar f/4.5 anastigmat

operated from an
ordinary electric

Ltd.

a special six-exposure spool of film cost¬
ing 6d. As the popular size is 3JX2J,

is this season’s strik¬
ing line marketed by
Messrs. Hunter. Its

" that
Baby
costsSashalite
iojd. has”

c

Super-Ortho ” 16-mm. reversible
obtainable in daylight-loading
to fit any 16-mm. cameras, at
for 50 ft. and 20s. for 100 ft.

and costs with All-distance lens, 30s.,
or with Ensar f/6.3 lens, 50s. It takes

Ltd.

The
new
Rolleicord* Camera, at
/io ios., with Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 objective,

which

will

autoand J* has
f/4.5 Kocjak anastigmat in Pronto
shutter for £6. The same camera with
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 anastigmat in Compur
shutter costs £12 5s. The " Six-16 ”
takes pictures 4J x 2-J, opens automati¬
cally, and costs £3 17s. 6d. with f/6.3
anastigmat in 3-speed shutter. The
“ Cine- Kodak Eight 20 ” is, of course,
last year’s introduction, which is going
stronger than ever. It gives the equi¬
valent of 100 ft. of 16-mm. film upon a
25-ft. spool, and costs, with f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat, £g 17s. 6d.
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''When Spring unlocks the flowers to
paint the laughing soil,11 capture for all time
the beauties of the season on Selochrome —
the film that will give you, at their true
tonal value, pale greens and yellows in all
their delicacy.

Made

in England

by

ILFORD LIMITED
ILFORD, LONDON

The

EXTRA

ROLL

FAST

FILM

March
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ADVERTISEMENTS

non vc seen ICiuL 4- luted!
Entirely new

standards

in

Value, Versatility and Com¬

pactness,
r

SIX-20
The

new

BROWNIE

SIX-20 "KODAK
At the touch of a button snaps right open, ready for

triple-purpose “Brownie” — takes Landscapes,

action in a flash. Choice of fast anastigmats,f6.3 and f4.5,

Groups and ‘Close-Ups.3 No separate attachments. Faster

in high-precision shutters (majority with built-in delayed-

Lens (7*. 11). All settings clearly explained on front. Novel
loading ; no loose back ; no separate roll-holder ; winding

action device for self-photography). Hinged back and spool

key does not need to be pulled out. New-type

holders that swivel up make loading still easier. Two

brilliant finders. Camera

magnifying

extra small because it

takes the slim, all-metal 620 Kodak

spool.

Brilliant, stainless metal finish. Rust-proof
throughout, cable release fitt
ing. !7'6
KODAK

LIMITED-KODAK

HOUSE

types

of view-finders — reversible brilliant and direct
dytitiiL yl /ale
at the

/CM
C’/aztow

vision. Sliding cover over red window
care of “S.S. Pan”

and “Panatomic”

{tom £3.12.6

to £10.10.0

takes
Films.

Jacloty

KINGSWAY-LONDON-W-C'2
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Ilford, Ltd.
The advent of spring brings thoughts
of daylight printing, and Messrs. Ilford
are bringing forward their two famous
self-toning papers, “ Seltona ” and “ Enitone.” The former is a collodion paper,
made in six grades, and gives tones from
a warm sepia to cool brown and purple.
“ Enitone ” is made in three grades, and
tones from red to purple are obtainable
through simple fixing. Many new-comers
to photography will experience the joys
of printing with either or both of these
papers for the first time ; the older
hands will certainly again employ them.

Schering,

H. McKaig.

The famous “ Watkins ” actinic-light
measuring Exposure Meter, that has -been
famous for over thirty years, is still as
popular as ever, and is obtainable for

Norse

Trading

Co. (London),

most

E. Leitz

popular

fitted

with

f/2

Summar

and prices
£2, is. 6d.,
cording
to
range ac¬
lens and
shutter up

anastigmat*.
This lens
has
d e r wonf u 1

with 17s.
Zeiss
to£g
6d
T e s s a r

correc¬
tion and
enables
fully

ex-

p o s e d
graphs
to
be
taken
photo¬
at night
or in the theatre by ordinary stage
lighting. The price is ^33 13s. Model
II, with speeds from 1 /20th to 1 /500th
sec. has built-in range-finder, and costs,
with Standard Elmar f/3.5 anastigmat,
£ 22 . The “ Standard ” or Model I Leica,
without built-in range-finder, costs £15.
It is fitted with the Standard Elmar

&

Van

Neck,

Ltd.

The
£12

Luxe

“

demandis the
for
great

Tripods,

A

the

last-named

Photo

special

line

costing

£6

Ltd.

film
plates or
3i X
It
has
packs.
severy
e n t i esa 1
ment,

on

offer

is the

the

movefront hav¬
of 2 in.
ing a rise
The back is revolving. The construc¬
tion is such that one would expect in a
Kershaw product. Without lens, but
with three double block-form dark slides,
the price is £13 ios.
Stafford

new

lens, at £18 18s.
The Motocam¬
era “ B ”* at
£6
6s., with
"
f/3.5 anastig¬
very popular line.

pouch, costs £1 7s. 6d. This firm spe¬
cialises in cine work, and has a fullyequipped demonstration theatre, and
stocks all well-known makes of apparatus.

avail-

Soho,

ana¬

6s.

Co., Ltd.

“ Norfolk” 3|-X2^- Plate or Film Pack
Camera, which, with f/3.5 Zeranar anas¬
tigmat in Compur delayed-action shutter,
costs only £6 15s., including 3 slides.
Another speciality is a light alloy
section tripod, which, 27complete
in leather
9

now

camera, costs with f/2. 9 Trioplan
stigmat, £g 17s. 6d.

V.N.”

Complete

able, including
20-mm.
f/2. 5

f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat in
delayed-action Compur shutter, ^5 15s.

eras
(so
Press Cam¬

Sheffield

are special

be a neces¬
sity.
is
made Itfor

two months !), the “ V.N.” Semi-Auto¬
matic Vertical Enlargers, and the Linhof

is

Ltd.

plate cameras

saled
by
wholethis firm.
Price lists

of the 9.5-mm.
cine
world.

£ 10 10s.
A
tele-attachment

Co.,

The Soho “ Precision ” Triple Exten¬
sion Camera* is a luxury article that to a
discriminating photographer would also

which, that one has to join a long
waiting list and get delivery in about

with

3JX2J

tion. Other
lines are
1ic a a p pfamous
the

continues

anastig¬
it costs

“ Promi-

Foth
1 os.
Cameras
are
now

to hold its posi¬
tion in the van

f/3.5
mat

Service

Two

tained on
may be ob¬

Ltd.
de

The

with optical _
range-findernent
and ” exposure
3J X 2.\
meter, with f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat in
delayed-action Compur shutter, is ob¬
tainable at ^26 5s.

The “ Service Superb ” with the same
movements and shutter as the other

&

The Cine-Nizo 9.5-mm. Camera* with
normal and semi-slow-motion speeds
will certainly make a name for itself.
Model F, taking 30 ft. of film, costs

Co.

Motocamera

family are ob¬
tainable'
at va¬
rious prices.

Peeling

whole-plate bromide paper, which is
sold in various weights and surfaces,
costs 10s. Readers should obtain copies
of their price lists of sensitive materials
and of mounts and tissue.

is a

these
two,
45s. Between
others of the

features of this year’s " Service ” range.
The “ Special ” has double extension,
rising and cross front, and costs, with

As examples — 5 gross of 3^ x 2 J gaslight
or bromide paper for D. & P. work cost
only 9s. 6d., post free ; whilst 1 gross of

mat

and
2-speed
shutter, costs

The

The well-known “ Craftsman ” Pro¬
ducts will certainly be widely used this
year, as their quality always has been
consistently good and the prices low.

Pathescope,

costs

its little brother,
£ig ios., whilst
with f/7.7 lens

tigmat in Compur shutter. The “ Bal¬
f/3.5 anas¬
dax ”* takes 16 pictures on 3JX2J
film,
and varies in price from ^3 15s. for
Vidanar f/4.5 anastigmat in Vario
shutter, to £10 18s. 6d. for Zeiss Tessar
f/3.5 anastigmat in Compur shutter.

f/3.5 lens.

I

shutter,

tigmat and
f/4.5 anas¬
shutter
3 - s p e e it
d
costs

in use.

latest production of this famous
is the Model III Leica Camera

The

2| X 2| in.,
' ’*
“ Superb
with
f/3.5 Skopar anastigmat
in delayedaction
Compur

Ltd.

(London).

The
house

Marshall

The many lines of Voigtlander cameras
are far too numerous to detail. The

Two
very popular lines are the
5s- Baldax ” and “ Piccochic ” Cameras.
The latter takes 16 pictures 3x4 cm.
on V.P. roll
film. With
V id a n a r

Of course, the “ Selo ” and “ Selochrome ” films and film packs will be
as much to the fore as ever, and will
prove

Ltd.

&

Leslie.

The “ Metraphot ” Photo-Electric Ex¬
posure Meter goes from strength to
strength. It has a very wide range,
indicating correct exposures for 1 /1,500th
of a second, to 2 minutes. There is no
doubt that these meters have altered all
one’s preconceived ideas on exposures,
and only those who have employed them
can realise how very much more accurate
they are than a meter that depends on
the varying factor of the human eye.
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The

Thornton-Pickard
ing Co., Ltd.

Undoubtedly

the

Manufactur¬

Sands

Hunter

&

Co.,

use

Ltd.

most

novel

intro¬

duction of the year is the “ Preset
Insto Stop ”* fitted to the T.-P. Junior
Reflex models at £i 15s. extra. With
this device the lens is stopped down

The “ Photoskop ” Photo-Electric Ex¬
posure Meter should make many friends.
It is claimed that operation is so simple
that instructions are scarcely necessary.

to the aperture re¬
quired for expo
sure. This action,
does not, however,
reduce the actual
aperture until the
time for exposure,
thus leaving the

One

of them

f/1.5 5-cm.

is

at ^32, and

another, for tele-photography, is the
Zeiss Tele-Tessar K f/6.3, 18-cm. focus,
at £28 5s.
The “ Nettar ” 3^x2^
Automatically-opened Folding Camera is
a popular inexpensive line. With f/6.3
Nettar anastigmat in 3-speed shutter,
it costs £3 10s., and with f/4.5 Nettar
anastigmat
in delayed-action
Compur
shutter,
its price
is £7 7s.

Taylor,
A

Taylor

new

Cooke

&

Hobson,

anastigmat

Ltd.
is certainly

something exciting with which to start
the season, and when, contrary to all

The pressure of a
button automatic¬

previous examples, it is a convertible
model, it becomes more interesting still.
It is made only in one size, to cover
10x8 in. at f/6.8, but by varying the
combinations it will cover to 14X11 in.
at smaller apertures. The price, in

exposure of the plate. The welFknown
T.-P. lines are still to the fore, including
the “ Ruby ” 3^x2^ Horizontal Reflex,
complete with Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastigmat, at £8 15s., and the " Stereo Puck ”
Camera, sold complete with viewer for
21s. A new catalogue has just been
issued and will be sent post free.

The " Correx ” Roll Film Developing
Tank* is now on the market in small
sizes. The V.P. and 3iX2j sizes cost
25s. each. Another useful line is the
“ Rhaco ” Direct-vision Optical View¬
finder, to attach to any folding camera.
With clear glass lens it costs 8s. 6d.,
or with blue glass for monochrome
viewing, 10s. Other lines are the
“ Any-Angle

Westminster
Photographic
change, Ltd.

Ex¬

The
Westminster 3JX2-J Folding
Plate Camera* is fitted with f/4.5 Meyer
Trioplan anastigmat in delayed-action
Compur shut¬
ter, has rising
and
cross
front
and
double
tension,
actuated
rack

and

”

Telescopic

iris barrel, is ^25. Apart from this new
introduction the regular series of Cooke
lenses are well worth investigating by
every amateur who is seeking a highclass anastigmat for all-round work.
Wray,
Two

at

” Yellow

this
X 8

Ltd.
outstanding

season.

Prismatic

One

lines arc
is the

Binocular,

offered

for

“ Magnivu

with

30-mm.

”

objective, at £5 5s., including velvetlined solid leather case. A binocular
Zeiss

Ikon,

Ltd.
of the qual¬

The new “Super Ikonta ’’* 3^X2}
Camera is bound to create a sensation
this year.

It has

an

ity of the
nivu ” “ at
so
Wray
Mag¬
has
low a only
price

excellent range¬
finder incor¬

ex¬
all
by

the
focussing
porated
with
device;
is
automatically

pin¬

siblethrough
proved pos—a rather
markable
re-

opened, and
costs,
with

leathercovered metal

f/4.5
Tessar

body,
and
costs £5 15s.,
slides. There is an

Zeiss
anas¬

tigmat in de¬
layed-action
Compur
ter,
/17. shut¬
The
“ Contax ” is

improved model of the " Lioscop ”
Visual Extinction Exposure Meter. The
full exposure range, four minutes to
x/25oth sec., is always in the field of
view. The cost, complete in soft case,
is 18s. 6d. The 3X4 cm. “ Westminster
Westette ”
Vest Pocket Roll Film
Camera is fitted with i/2 Xenon anas¬
tigmat in Compur shutter, and costs
£12 17s. 6d.

Tripod

12s. 6d.,
and from
the " 6s.
Optochrom
Glass
Filter?
each.

ion, two viewfinders
and

3 single metal

this camera.

lens fully open for
focussing purposes.

ally stops the lens
to the predeter¬
mined aperture an
instant before the

with

with

the Zeiss Sonnar

21st, 1934

still, of course,
With
/3-5
to
the ffore.
Zeiss Tessar
cm.
mat,
are

ten

different

lenses

5-

anastig¬
it costs

obtainable
for
£2-] 1 os. There

—

prising to

| discovery
1 and it is
not surlearn that the demand has outstripped
supply, and that new plant is being laid
down to cope with orders. The other is
a new optical outfit for Pathescope users.

This
Luxe

de
comprises the " Motocamer
” fitted with Wray f/1.5 anaastig¬

“ Plustrar ” f/3.5
mat, and ' a Wray
Telephoto Lens, each lens being inter¬
changeable*. The price of the camera
and f/1.5 lens is £22 10s., the Telephoto
lens and matched finder frame costing

£j 10s. extra.

A SPECIAL

EASTER

GIFT OFFER
to readers

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

of “The

Amateur

Photographer”

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced
with

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we are pleased to announce that we have made the following arrangements
the Watkins Meter Company, of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.

In this issue of “ The
of each coupon is 6d.

A.P.,”

and

for the nine issues that follow, a coupon

will be printed

in the advertisement

pages.

The

value

Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P..”
fill in his name and address and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The

first 6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

iv of the advertisement

38
280

pages.
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CINE* KODAK
gives you home movies at the
LOWEST
The

RUNNING

Cine- Kodak

home

COSTS

OF ALL

8 system brings big economies

movie upkeep. Its ingenious method

in

of making

the film go four times as far results in Maximum
Screen Projection Time
How

Cine-“Kodak”

for Minimum

film

Outlay.

Eight offers the thrills of home

filming for less upkeep

cost than any other system is

explained in illustrated booklet, free on request.

KODAK

A
B

LIMITED,

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

W.C.2

SUCCESSFUL
ITISH CAMERA
This British -made camera has rapidly made its way
into public favour. It represents the utmost value it
is possible to secure at the moderate price of 25/-, and
is the ideal companion for a holiday trip.
It is of sturdy construction, folds to fit the pocket,
and is thus easy to carry as well as easy to use, and
inexpensive to purchase and maintain.

CADET

SOHO
FOLDING

ROLL-FILM

CAMERA
Specification

Or the Soho Cadet Doublet
model with doublet lens
and four diaphragms
greatly enlarging its scope.

Soho Cameras are world famous. There’s a SOHO model British
camera to suit every purpose and pocket. Write for list of full range.

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

:

Two focal positions : 1— Landscapes, 2— Portrait and
Groups. Brilliant and Adjustable View-finder. Bel¬
lows of new Rubber Composition, guaranteed 50,000
openings without sign of pin-holes. Beautiful Rosewood
Design Moulded Case. All metal parts Chromium Plated.
Folding Baseboard. Tripod Bush. Takes pictures
3ix2£ or 9x6 cm. any Standard Film. Canvas or
Leather Cases for this Camera can be supplied.

WHEN

SOHO

39
L? Photographic Manufacturers

SOHO

SQUARE
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• LONDON ,w.u
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ADVERTISEMENTS

GAMAGES
OUTSTAN
DING
VALUES
IN CAMERAS OF ALL KINDS
CORONET
9.5-mm CINE
CAMERAS
AT BIG
REDUCTION
Brand

New

,<£ Sr

*

HOUSTON-EVEREST
EXPEDITION

List Price 65-

SYDNEY

BONNETT

Photographer.
This is an opportunity for everybody to enter the realm of
movie-making for an initial outlay that is less than the price of
a good “ still ” camera.
These Coronet Cin6 Cameras
are
brand new and fitted with f/3.9 anastigmat lens. Powerful,
smooth-running
motor. Film footage indi¬
cator. Brilliant built-in view-finder. Easy
loading. Neat and compact and easily carried.
List price 65/-. Carnages Special Offer Price
Leather case to take camera and two chargers, 7/6.

Gaumont

37/6

EASTER

COOKE LENSES
TAYLOR, TAYLOR

BARGAINS

3J x 21 Contessa Plate, f/6.8 in Derval, 6 slides, case .
3£ x 21 Cameo, f/6.3, Lukos shutter, 1 to i/eooth sec., 2 slides .
3-pl. Vesta, Ross Homocentric f/6.3, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
9x12 or J-pl. Tropical Etui, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur. As new. Cost £15 15s.
9x12 or t-pl. Glunz, 15-cm. f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur. . .
Voigtlander Brilliant, f/6.3. Cost £4 10s. As new .
V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur. Perfect .
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3, Kodex shutter. List £3. As new...
No. la Pocket Kodak, f/7.9, Kodex shutter. List £2 7s. 6d. As new _
2i x 3.1 Ikonta, f/4. 8 Novar. D.A. Telma shutter. Cost £6 5s. As new.
2Jx3} Cocarette, f/6.3, Derval shutter .
Ensign Alpha 16-mm. Projector, Cost £16 16s. As new .
Pathe Kid Projector, resistance, all voltages. List (2 15s. As new .
Alef 9.5-mm. Camera, f/3.5, 3 speeds. List £9 9s. As new .

£1 7
£15
£3 3
£7 10
£7 15
£3 10
£6 6
£2 5
£112
£5 7
£19
£8 8
£119
£6 17

Leicester

6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
6

half-way

F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar " taking lens " and brillian t
Heidoscop anastigmat " viewing lens."

★

Special one-lever Compur shutter for loading

made

★

★

Call and inspect the new
Ensign

★

Highest

GAMAGES,

photo¬

exposure.
no chances,

always consult the

‘WELLCOME’

to

EXPOSURE

CALCULATOR

Handbook

exactly on

and

6-20 and 6-16 Kodaks

Rapidly indicates correct exposure for
all subjects. Handbook contains a wealth
of photographic

and the marvellous

Price 1/6
for your present camera

in exchange

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

Telephone:

8484.

Holborn

of

information

all Photographic

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

Dealers

for another,

E.C.1

^' Burroughs Wellcome & Co., London
Pho. 1557

40

Diary

The Price — 1 O Gns. — is low considering the

Rolleicord has features found on cameras
costing £20 and upwards. Gamages offer the
easiest of easy payment terms, too.

Midget,

allowance

London

to success

by amateur

Take

Compensation of parallax. What is shown on
the ground-glass screen appears
the film.

-

graphers showed forty-two
per cent, of the failures
to be due to errors of

★

★

and

A recent analysis of 1 0,000
unsuccessful negatives

The Rolleicord is a new minor reflex camera, made
by the world-famous makers of the Rolleiflex,
Messrs. Franke and Heidecke. Features include :

Speeds

Manufactured by :
& HOBSON, Ltd.

EXPOSURE—

The NEW
ROLLEICORD

and releasing in one movement.
\1300th second.

-

British PicturesCorpn.,
Ltd.
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Societies will have their

The

meetings announced

Wednesday,
Bethnal

Green

C.C.

March

Week’s

21st.

Monday,

Practical Work.

Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturettes by Members
Bradford P.S. Cine Section Evening.

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

of Bexley

Heath

March

26th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Composition.”
Bexley Heath P.S. Toning of Gaslight and Bromide Prints. E. L. Tieman.
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ The Pageant of Nature.” J. W. Nixon.
Blackpool and C.C.
Fylde Alliance
P.S. Discussion
on Winter’s Work.
Bournemouth
Prints.

P.S.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Further Hints and Tips.” F. Burfield Dver.
Camberwell C.C. Annual Club Competition.
Carlisle and County A.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Cheltenham A.P.S. “ Apparatus.” E. R. Eastham.
Chorley P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Coventry P.C. Nominations.
Croydon C.C. Bromide Printing and Toning. H. W. Bennett.
Darwen P.A. Slide-Making. J. Almond and J. T. Jepson.
Erdington and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Chelsea P.S. “ With a Cine Camera in the Mediterranean.” A. E. Beach.
City of London and C.P.S. “ Portraiture.” F. T. Treverton.
Erdington and D.P.S. Annual Meeting.
Glasgow and W.S.P.A. Election of Officers.

G.E. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Sussex by the Sea.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Handsworth P.S. “ Wonders of Photography.” A. J. Woodley.
Ilford P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. R. H. Lawton.
Leicester and L.P.S. Films by Miss A. M. Walker and H. Foscutt.

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Oxford P.S. “ Mounting and Trimming the Print.”
Plymouth I.P.S. Alliance Prints.

Margate and D.P.F. “ Principles and Practice of Tri-colour
Partick C.C. Jumble Sale.

Bradford

Thursday,

March

E. M.

22nd.
” Prize Slides,

Camera

I Like it.”

Sunderland P.A. Development of Bromide Papers.
Twickenham P.S. Birthday Social.
Tynemouth P.S. Criticism of Prints. Ernest Gill.

Friday,

March

Leeds P.S. Members’ Night.
Manchester P.S. “ Photographic Lenses.”
Monklands P.S. Lecturettes by Members.
Nelson C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Messrs. Hargreaves,

Rugby and D.P.S. “ Week-Ends.” J. Cooper Sands.
St. Bride P.S. Carbro. J. Lemon and F. Jordan.
Sheffield P.S. Demonstration by the Bromoil Group.
South Glasgow C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Stafford P.S. Print Competition.
Streatham and D.P.S. Exhibition of Members’ Prints and Slides.
Warrington P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

Crabtree,

W. Waples.

of Alex. Keighley.”

Hackney

P.S.

March

Wednesday,
F. C. Tilney.

28th.

Borough Poly P.S. “ Architecture.” R. Patrick.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ A Ramble among the Sussex
Bristol P.S. Annual Slide Competition.
Camberwell C.C. “ Portraiture
Chorley P.S. I.C.P.A. Slides.
Coventry P.C. Auction.

and Studies.”

Churches.”

J. S. North.

J. H. Clark and R. C. L. Herdson.

Croydon
C.C.
“ The Annual
Photographic
Rendering
Dennistoun
A. P.A.
Exhibition
Opens. of Tone Values.” D. C. Rowlett.
G.E. Mech. Inst. P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Work. H. W. Bennett.
Handsworth P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Ilford P.S. “ National Gallery Pictures.”
Kodak Works P.S. Cine Evening.
Partick C.C. G.D.U. Portfolio.

24th.

Whitby.”

March

Accrington C.C. Slide-Making. T. B. Howell.
Birmingham P.S. (Cine Section). Open Night.

A. H. Vernon.

Rochdale P.S. “ Composition.” J. C. Wild.
Scarborough A.P.C. Annual General Meeting.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Criticism.

Outing : Denham.

Hebden Bridge P.S. “ Fifteen Miles around
King’s Heath P.S. Exhibition.
Tynemouth P.S. Exhibition Closes.

R. W. Blakeley.

Norwood C.C. “ Glimpses of Sussex.” H. J. Hewitt.
Portsmouth C.C. “ Landscape Photography.” W. W. F. Pullen.
Royal P.S. Annual General Meeting of Scientific and Technical Group.

T. Dobson.

Colne C.C. Members’ View of Exhibition Entries.
Dover Inst. P.S. “ The Outings of 1933.” C. A. Hill.
Harrogate P.S. “ What is Art ? ” David Holmes.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Members’ Prints and Slides.
King’s Heath P.S. Exhibition.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Annual Meeting.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Carbon Printing. R. H. Bullen.
Royal P.S. Films by Members of Sheffield A.F.C.
Singer C.C. Annual Exhibition Closes.
Wimbledon Cine Club. Studio Evening.

Saturday,

27th.

Harrow C.C. “ Gadgets.” By Members.
Hebden Bridge P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Queries.

23rd.

Bethnal Green C.C. “ The Romantic Landscapes
Brondesbury Cine Society. Production.

March

Hackney P.S. “ Sussex by the Sea.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Halifax P.S. Ramble Print Competition.

Portfolio.

and Why

Tuesday,

Doncaster C.C. “ The Lake District.” W. H. Johnson and D. A. Thompson.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Cinematography. A. E. Marden.
Guildford and D.C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Liverpool A. P.A. “ Some Experiences of a Bird Photographer.”
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Unknown Europe.” H. G. B. Wood.
Norwich and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
“ My

Meeting.

Bedford C.C. “ Some Prints and How they were Made.” S Bridgen.
Birmingham P.S. “ High Barbary.” Miss E. L. Shirley-Smith.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Picturesque Surrey.” A. H. Redman.
Brondesbury Cine Society. General Meeting.
Cambridge P.S. E.A.F. Slides.

Gravesend and D.P.S. “ Miniature Photography.” W. H. Banyard.
Greenock C.C. “ Temples, Tombs and Other Things.” Wm. Gourlay.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Influence of Geology on Scenery.” A. J. Bull.
Huddersfield P.S. “ Birds of our Sea Coasts and Islands.” Riley Fortune.
Hull P.S. Discussion of the Summer Syllabus.
Keighley and D.P.A. Lecturettes by Members.

Rochdale
P.S.
and Price.

General

Sheffield and H.P.S. “ Photographic Ideals.” F. A. Jordan.
Southampton C.C. “ The 2 Tramps’ 2nd Tramp Together.” John St. Aubyn.
Southport P.S. “ Masterpieces of Art.” T. Lee Syms.
Wallasey A.P.S. “ Snowdon and its Pictorial Possibilities.” J. A. Hall.

Photography.”

Bury P.S. “ Newspaper Photography.” F. G. Curson.
Cardiff C.C. Bromoil. H. L. Hodge.
Coatbridge P.A. Some Exhibition Slides. W. Blair.
Erdington and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

King’s Heath P.S. Exhibition.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. G.D.U.

Annual

Gravesend and D.P.S. “ Hoo.” C. H. Oakden.
Hanley P.S. “ Many Things.” J. Templeman.
Leeds C.C. Rummage Sale.

Smethwick and D.P.S. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
South Essex C.C. Enlarging. Combination Printing.
SouthWalden.
Suburban and C.P.S. “ Records of Old Lewisham and District.”

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer
Aston P.S. Mystery Night.
Bath and County C.C. Slides by R. G. V. Dymock.

P.S.

J. Hadfield.

South

Suburban

and C.P.S.

“ A Look

at the Lake$.”

L. C. Boyce.

necessary

may be obtained through any dealer, or direct from the firm
stated, whose address is Hendon, London.

to develop' films and plates, and to make prints on gaslight and
bromide papers, is being supplied by Messrs. Johnson & Sons
(Manufacturing Chemists), Ltd. It contains a dark-room lamp,
complete with illuminant that really should be a safe light,
graduated 4-oz. measure, two quarter-plate dishes, developing
thermometer, 3JX2J divided back wooden printing-frame
with glass, a bottle of “ Azol ” developer for plates or films,
amidol developer for bromide papers, and M.Q. developers for
gaslight papers, a tin of acid-hypo fixing for plates, films and
papers, slip-in albums for 3J X2J prints, and instruction leaflet.
This is all neatly packed in stout cardboard box measuring
12x9 in., and is sold for 8s. 6d. complete — certainly remarkable
value. To one starting in photography this would be an
excellent possession, and we commend the idea of making a
present of one of these outfits to any beginner friend. They

On Thursday, March 22nd, Kathleen, Countess of Drogheda,
will open an exhibition of oil paintings and water-colour
drawings, including speed impressions and action sketches
by F. Gordon-Crosby, of The Autocar, at the Ackermann
Galleries, 157, New Bond Street, W.i. This exhibition is of
the greatest interest to all who take an interest in the evolu¬
tion of the motor car and the continual increase in its speed
capabilities. The exhibition is open on weekdays till April
14th, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and on Sundays the closing time
is 1 p.m. Admission is free. F. Gordon-Crosby has for many
years enjoyed the reputation of being the foremost artist of
the day specialising in depicting motor cars in action, and
many of the paintings form accurate and spirited represen¬
tations of historic events in automobilism.

Johnson’s

Home

outfit, intended

Photography

to supply amateurs

Outfit. — Avery

with everything

excellent

*

*

*
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PyroWillfor'Slides.
you supply

‘Deciders'

/v

for the

Editor

and Cinematographer,
Dorset ofHouse,
Stamford
give
the name and address
the writer.
Contributions. — The

warm-tone

Questions

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Potassium bromide
Pyro
Ammonia (.880) . .
Water

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issu<
to reach the enquirer.

Books

on Bromoil.

Cleaning

Dishes.

Would you tell me the name and the publishers
of a small book on bromoil, for one who knows
nothing of the matter ?
J. A. B. (London.)

As I know it is not permissible to use hot water
for xylonite dishes, can you tell me of a safe way
of cleaning them ?
E. L. (London.)

There are many books on bromoil
work, and in our opinion quite one of the
best is the " N.P. Handbook No. 3,
Perfection in the Pigment ^Process,”
by C. J. Symes. This costs only is.,
plus postage 3d. Another small book

Pour into the dish some -weak acetic
acid, say one part to five of water, and
let it stand for a time. Then replace
the acid with water, and work over the
whole surface with a stiff brush, after
which a thorough rinsing will complete
the work.

at the same price is “ How to Make
Bromoils and Bromoil Transfers,” by
Dr. Emil Mayer. A larger work is
Bromoil and Transfer,” by Leonard
Gabriel, price 7s. 6d., postage 6d. You
can obtain any of these from Messrs.
Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Fixing

Pencil

Work.

In an article the use of siccatif was mentioned for
fixing pencil work on bromide prints. I have
enquired of chemists, but they have never heard
of it. Where can I obtain it ?
W. A. C. A. (West

Bromwich.)

The liquid you mention is simply a
solution of shellac sprayed on to pastel
and pencil drawings to protect the
surface. It is not obtainable from a
chemist, but from any artists’ colourman,
who will also supply a simple form
of sprayer.
Restoring

Daguerreotype.

I have an old photograph which I believe to be a
daguerreotype, but it is not very clear. Is it
possible to do anything to improve it ?
A. F. E. (Margate.)

The terms of your question indicate
that you are not familiar with daguerreo¬
types, which are quite unmistakable.
What you have may not be this type
of photograph at all, and, even if it is,
nothing should be attempted in the way
of restoration except by an expert.
Assuming that the photograph is of some
value and interest to yourself we would
advise you to submit it to an expert for
opinion and advice.

Mercury

Intensification.

I know’ that mercury is not so much used as
formerly for intensification of negatives, but can
you give me a single-solution formula for the
purpose ?
W. E. B. (Croydon.)

The following is an approved solution :
Sodium sulphite . .
. . 200 grs.
Mercuric iodide . .
. . 10 grs.
Water
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
The image gradually strengthens in this,
and when the action has gone far enpugh
the negative is thoroughly washed.
Removing

Fog.

Will you give me the formula for removing general
fog from negatives by means of thiocarbamide ?
E. N. (Dublin.)

Make up the following :
Thiocarbamide . .
. .
£ oz.
Alum
. .
. .
. .
£ oz.
Citric acid . .
. .
. .
£ oz.
Water
. .
. .
. . -16 oz.
This may be used neat, but it is ad¬
visable to add an equal volume of
water, except in bad cases.
Records

of Brasses.

I have seen photographs in contrasty black and
white of brass memorial tablets in old churches.
How are they photographed to get this result ?
C. E. W. (Romford.)

They are not direct photographs.
A “ rubbing ” is first taken on paper
with a piece of heelball, and this is
photographed, preferably on a process
plate, and a print made on a vigorous
bromide or gaslight paper.
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me with a pyro formula for
lantern slides ? C. P. (Edmonton.)

This is a good one :

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

21st, 1934

Fogged
What
edges

Film.

is the cause

10 grs.
10 min.
grs.
10
10 oz.

of the darkening

along both

of the enclosed film negative ?
B. 0. L. (Canning Town.)

is the
“ edge light,
fog.”
At Itsome
timeall-too-familiar
or other, in actinic
the film and its backing paper were
allowed to be slack on the spool, instead
of being tightly wound. This allows
light to creep in at the loose edges.
Swing

Back.

I have bought

a stand camera

with a swing back

among other movements, but have no idea as to
the purpose for which it is used. Will you please
enlighten me ?
S. W. I. (Hampton Court.)

If you point the camera, as a whole,
upwards, to include more of the upper
part of a subject, and this subject
includes lines which must be vertical,
you must swing the back till that also
is vertical. This is its principal purpose.
In certain circumstances a foreground
may be brought into better focus by
swinging the back away from the lens.
This increases the distance between the
lens and the top of the plate where the
foreground lies. This dodge is some
times equally useful in portraiture.
Cleaning

Lamphouse.

Can you advise a simple way of cleaning up
rusty iron lamphouse of an enlarger ?

a

S. J. (Loughborough.)

In any case first clean off all rust
with fine emery-paper. You can then
give
a couple
of thinblack,
coats or(with
day’s
interval)
of Berlin
any asimilar
preparation used for stoves. We have
several times mentioned the excellent
plan of using black boot polish in the
same way as for boots.
Glycin.
Some

time ago you gave a glycin formula for
warm tones on bromide and chloro-bromide
papers, but I cannot trace it. Can you refer me
to the number in which it appeared ?
E. P. (Leeds.)

We have given such a formula more
than once, but have pleasure in repeating
it.
Water
. .
. .
.
Sodium sulphite . .
.
Hydroquinone . .
.
Glycin
. .
. .
.
Sodium carbonate
.
Potassium bromide
.
One volume of this to two
water may be regarded as
working solution.
Daylight

.
8 oz.
. 300 grs.
. 40 grs.
. 28 grs.
. ii oz.
.
8 grs.
volumes of
the normal

Enlarging.

Are the results obtained by daylight enlarging
inferior to those obtained by artificial light ? If
not, why is not daylight enlarging more widely
used ?
G. T. (Manchester.)

There is no question of inferiority in
the case. The great objection to day¬
light is that even when available it is
necessarily variable. Work by arti¬
ficial light can be more easily standard¬
ised, and can be carried on at any time.
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FOR

FINEST
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|iiPJJflpfr

MONEY

MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

FIRST

MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

...... A A-.' .• .

MANUFACTURE

ASSURES

QUALITY

AND

FACTORY

IS

QUICKLY

MAKE

YOU

ALWAYS

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED
ANY

:
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-v

AND

GRADE

OR

SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY
of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.

BROMIDE

50, 100. 250,425. 650.
doz.
doz.

20

c
3

0)

FLASHPOWDER,

MOUNTANT,

3/-

1/-

3/6

1/9 3 oz., to make

75 oz.

one

gallon.

1/9, to make
2 oz. 4/3.

4 oz. 7 /-.

SEPIA

TONER,

Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.

1 oz. tin 2/10.

GRANVILLE

DE

Size.

_
_
_
—
_

Shts

2jx IJ
3ix2i

41x21
41 x 3i
5ix3i

5d.
5d.
6d.
8d.
lid.

7d.
7d.
9d.

61x41
7x5

8 x 6
81x61

lOd

10x8
12x 10
I5x 12
20 x 16

1/1
1/7
2/4

7d.
lid.
1/1
1/4
1/8
2/5
2/6

1/3
111/5

3/4
3/10
5/6

1/11
2/11

Shts.
—

1/9
2/9
112/3

in.

(Chloro-Bromide)
72
12

6

3/7

212/11 5/4
7/9
4/4 4/4/8 8/9
6/4
12113/11
7/4
10/6

Shts.

Shts.
—

36
8d.

lid.

1/8

6d.
7d.

1/4
1/5

2/6
2/4

8d.

9d.

1/11
2/9

3/5
5/5

Ud
1/3
1/10
2/9

2/11
3/10
46
6/6
9/9
14/5

Other

1/11
4/6
4/2
6/2
10/3
31-

LESS... 1

you

The Voigtlander Superb' has many unique features
— there’s a prism for viewing the shutter speeds
from above, remote diaphragm control, and a
spirit level fitted inside the viewing hood. Unlike
the ordinary reflex, no time is lost whilst the
mirror moves up before the exposure is made.
The finder assembly automatically tilts while
focussing, so that you get Parallax Compensation
— a correct view at every distance of the picture
you are about to take. The design and finish
both
to the
name
“ Superb
and !yet
costs live
less upthan
other
cameras
in its” —class
Askit
your dealer to demonstrate the Superb and
see for yourself what amazing value it offers.

16/2
7/4
12/4
8/6
18/5
5127/7
49/1

25/10
4/10 9/1
6/3 per Roll.

sizes Pro Rata.

1/1

5d.

1/1
1/5
1/7
112/3
3/5
5/1

144
Shts.

Shts.

—
—
—
—

9d.
lOd.

15/9 20/8/4
30/12/5
4/6 22/1 23/8
45/7/9
42/- 80/5/6 per Roll.

4/3
Other

SEMITONE

12
144
36 Shts.
72
Shts. Shts.
in
Shts.

_

2/3

Single or Doubleweight.

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
6

1/6 doz.
2/3
.,
3/6 „
4/6 „

64 x 4J

21-

1/6 Jar.

..
..
. .

3ix 2i
4ix31
54x3i

100

V1/9
SEMITONE
15

DEVELOPER,

SEMITONE

H.D. 600 Outdoor.

All grades.
50

DEVELOPER,

GRANVILLE

H.D. 600 Studio.

GASLIGHT

00

. 1/3
4f x 3i . . 1/10
5ix3i . . 2/10
6ix4J . . 3/9
31 x 2i .

FILMS

CUT

AND

It’s the VOIGTLANDER

23/5
14/9152/6
93/6
35/-

Superb

sizes Pro Rata.

No extra charge for doubleweight.

TTCT

FRFF

PRICES

INCLUDING
NOT

3

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

ALL

MATERIALS

Voigtlander Superb Roll Film Reflex
Camera, takes 12 exposures 2jX2i on
standard 8-exposure 3^X2^
Voigtlander Skopar

FREE.

CARDS

AND

ON

OTHER

ABOVE.

MENTIONED

f/3.5 in delayed-action
Compur shutter .

ORDERS.

(With Voigtlander

OUR
AT
CALL
PLEASE
CUSTOMERS
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
POPULAR
ALL
END), WHERE
(HOLBORN
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

LONDON
—————

for SAMPLES,
BE
SHOULD

REQUESTS
ENQUIRIES,
TRADE
ORDERS
POST
AND
PONDENCE

GRANVILLE

GULLIMAN
P.O.

BOX

MENTION

£
Z—

HELIAR

SCHERING
(Voigtlander

film.

IQ
17

With

I
I \J

—
J •

Lens f/3.5, £21)

LTD.

Department)

CORRES¬
TO
SENT

& Co . , Ltd .

3.

LEAMINGTON
PLEASE

99
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The London Salon
of Photography
1934.
SEN DING -IN DAY,

Wednesday,

August 29 th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY.

No. i. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the back, clearly written, (a) name of
artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20 x 16, or 15 x 12, but no mount to exceed 25x20 ; and it is suggested
that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings, addressed to : THE HON.
SECRETARY,
The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address on or before this date. Exhibits
may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee covers any number of pictures
from one exhibitor).

No. 8.— To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices marked on the prints. Packages con¬
taining such entries should be clearly labelled : “ Photographs for Exhibition Only. No Commercial Value. To be Returned to Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid, after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce pictures from the walls of the
Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the
property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they do not accept any responsibility
for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to pictures by Members of the Salon.

4

Entry forms and further particulars from the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I.

PLAUBEL’S

MAKINA

II

The

/ LENS

5HAD-E

Improved

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives
exact exposures
without calcula.
tions for both

still and cine,

from 2 minutes
to i/i, 500th sec.

THE

WONDER

Reg. No.

CAMERA

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

778562

6.5 x9 cm. (3J x2J in.)

With Coupled Focussing Range Finder.
Plaubel Anti-Comar io-cra. F/2.9.
Compur Shutter.

There are many striking effects and compositions only
possible against the light. Why not equip your camera to
take them ? Besides, bright light can often strike direct
into the lens, especially when reflected by sea or other water.
Prevent this — fit a C.E.W. Lens Shade. Instantly detachable.

.Delayed-action

New Model Roll Holder.
Has cover plate tor Pan Films.
Dials film numbers automatically.
£37
£2

Price, with 3 slides .
Roll Holder, extra .
Film-pack Adapter . .
Sole

<1 GARNER

Importers

: 10 : 0
: 5 : 0
16:0

:

& JONES

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.1
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2/- each npoveVi?in. 2/6 each

ordering state size of front of lens mount.

C.-E.WILLIS

LTD
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complete in leather case

Ready always to
indicate correct
mediately.

£4:0:0

exposure

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD

&

LESLIE

Armour House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1
Telephone : National 5025.
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Special Note

2/6

Deposit System

word.

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Olllces, 19,
Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;

260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

IMPORTANT

FOR
Sale. — fitted
N. &withG. 9j-in.
i-pl. f/6.3
Long-focus
Reflex
Camera,
Zeiss Double
Protar lens, in good condition, suitable for

Owing to the Easter
of “ THE
AMATEUR

naturalist’s work. — Apply, Messrs. Newman &
Guardia, Ltd., 63, Newman St., London, W.l. [9768

NOTICE

Holidays, the issue
PHOTOGRAPHER

AND
CINEMATOGRAPHER
4th must be closed for press
usual.

BOUGHT Last Month, and as yet unused, Zeiss

Ikon Super Ikonta, £13/19/6 ; owner bought cine
camera ; approval.— Lloyd, 10. Coptic St., W.C.l.
[9908
1-PLATE Sanderson Regular, W.A. rack, f/5.8 anas4. tigmat, Koilos shutter, 3 mahogany double
slides, leather case, Jaynay tripod, £5. — Below.

” for April
earlier than

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS

for insertion

issue

in that

up
to FIRST
March 28th.

DALLMEYER Stigmatic Lens f/6, 54 -in. focus,

POST,

can

be accepted

WEDNESDAY,

f/8, 3 D.D.

slides, tripod, case,

Anastigmat

f/7.7, 40/-. — Below.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

Below.17/6 ; Cooke i-pl. W.A.R.,

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

f/6. 5, iris, 35/-. — Below.

COOKE Whole-plate W.A.R., 4-in.,
5-in.,iris,rotating,
25/-. —
ROSSSwiftWhole-plate
W.A.R.,
7-in.,20/-rotating,
17/6 ;
i-pl., 3-in.,
rotating,
; reasonable

offers entertained. — Kennewell, 231, Camden Rd.,
London, N.7.
[9889
1-PLATE Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, 3
4 slides, E.P.A., leather case ; as new, £6.—
Twomey, Beachmont, Mumbles, Swansea.
[1014
YOU

CAN

DEAL

NEW Type Contax, with Rlow-speed shutter,

4 to 1/1, 000th sec., f/3.5 lens ; cost £27/10 ;
illness of owner has prevented use of camera,
£22/10. — B. Baron, Lyndhurst, Woodlands Rd.,
Bookham, Surrey.
[9945
4 rising
slides,f/6.3
complete
41x31
N. front,
& G. 12Sibyl,
Zeiss with
Tessarleather
lens,
case, £ 6/10. — Box 9670, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[9959

31x21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis, Compur
4

shutter,

rising

front,

canvas

case ;

perfect

VOIGTLANDER Brilliant, f/7.7, ever-ready case,

WARNING
We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

ROSS Zeiss 8-in. Anastigmat f/8, 50/- ; Cooke
8-in. Anastigmat

LENSES

T.-P. Bijou Reflex, V.P., Cooke f/2.5 lens, 3 D.D.

ROSSRossi-plv
bound,slide,Symmetrical
and
5-in. brass
W.A.R.,
case, 50/-. —f/8
Below.
GOERZ
7-in.
Series
HI
Double
Anastigmat
f/6. 8, sunk focussing mount, 80/- ; Ross-Goerz
7-in. Double

AND

slides, F.P.A., leather case ; new condition ;
also Adon Telephoto, fitted for above, £12/10 ;
deposit System.— 8, Flitwick Rd., Ampthill, Beds.

FALLOWFIELD Whole-plate Camera, Voigtlander
f/6. Symmetrical

| CAMERAS

condition, £4. — Tyler, Bishop’s Tachbrook, Lea¬
mington Spa.
[9976

Compur shutter, £3 ; Adon Telephoto Lens,
rack model, 55/- ; all perfect.— 171, Brockley Rd.,
S.E.4.
[9935
80/-. — Below.

every care

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY
Hertford

.

charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use oi the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

and Sons

II-

or less .
additional

be

is on sale

ONLY—

or less .

2$d. for every

should

.
%

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words

for Advertisements

£ .1

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

payment

1 A

Amaphot,

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

SALE

■ ■

xvii

made payable to ILIPFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
06
Notes being untraceable if lost ill transit should not be sent as remittances.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Hide
Limited.
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as new, cost £ 3/2/6, 45/- ; Aldis Anastigmat
[9978
Lens, focal-length 5J-in., f/4.5, sunk mount, 55/- ;
deposit system. — McLaren, 74, Nightingale Lane,
S.W.12.
[9979

T.-P. Special Ruby i-pl. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, 6

slides, F.P.A., canvas case ; excellent condition,
£4 ; owner discarding owing to eye trouble. — 77,
Percival St., Peterborough.
[9980

3x2 Ensignette de Luxe, Cooke f/6.3 anastigmat,

purse case, 30/- ; V.P. Kodak, f/7.7 anastig¬
mat, canvas case, £1 ; both excellent condition. —
Pennycuick, Balnacoil, Virginia Water.
[9983
1-PLATE lea Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane,
4
l/15th to 1/1, 000th, slides, F.P.A., leather
case, perfect condition, £6 ; Lancaster Horizontal
Enlarger, takes above lens, £2/15 ; £8/10 the lot. —
Blunt, 10, St. Meddan’s St., Troon, Ayrshire. [9994
DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

45

March

THE

AMATEUR

WANTED

CAMERAS

Cameras, Cines, in exchange for latest
models. All makes. Quick delivery.
Post anywhere.
Fell Down

Ben

Nevis Mountain.

We supplied the Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta that fell from top to bottom
of Ben Nevis mountain, and yet was not seriously damaged, through
fine precision construction of this wonder cameia.
Zeiss Latest Precision Ikonta, range-finder coupled dead-accurate
focus, automatic erecting, automatic finder, automatic spool-chambers,
takes 8 or 16 pictures on 3£x2i film. Sets a new precision large
picture standard.

WONDER

£17:0:0

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERA

AND

Telephoto, interchangeable, hide case, nearest £16 ;
or exchange for Leica or Contax. — Below.

shutter,
£3/10, Roll
or exchange
NEWspeed3}x2J
Folding
Film, forf/4.5Miniature
lens, 7-;

the pair, £18, or exchange. — Box 9697, c./o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[9985
? x4 Folding Cartridge Kodak, Bausch lens,
* J 18/6 ; i-pl. Sports Camera, with 12-plate
changing-box, Goerz lens, 18/6.— Rutherford, Battle
Rd., St. Leonards.
[9986
1-PLATE Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, reversing back,
detachable

hood,

1715th

to

1/1, 000th,

time,

3

slides, adapter, case ; splendid condition, £7/10. —
37, Old Hale Way, Hitchin.
[9989

31x2} Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/3.9, 4 double

9!-mm. MULTI-SPEEDS. — Pathe New Motocamera, speeds 10 to
•20 pictures per sec. Latest type .
£13 0 0
Other lens models 50 - under list price. Write now.
OWN CAMERA
fitted speeds for 50/-. Write now.

2 and 6 single slides, F.P.A., hide case ;
all perfect, £12 ; deposit. — Carswell, 11, South
Tay St., Dundee.
[9991

REFLEX. — 3$ v 2} Latest T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f 4.:>. very
compact and small, latest famous self-capping steel-lined shutter,
1 ,0.0th to 1/1 .000th, long extension, deep hood. Takes plates, roll
film, cut film, film pack, everything .
£8 15 0

cross, Zeiss double Protar f/6. 3, 2 changingboxes, plush de luxe case ; perfect, bargain, £4/15. —
Below.
1-PLATE Roll Film Kodak, f/7. 7 anastigmat,
4 shutter from 1 sec., 18/6. — Below.
1-PLATE Triple Victo, lensless, T.-P. shutter, 3
2 double slides, 22/6. — Below.

DOUBLES
YOUR
CINE LIGHT. — Latest Crystal Bead Projection
Screens. As used by standard super cinemas.
40 x 30 Crystal Bead Screens, rollers, £2 5 0. 50 x 40 . . £2 17 6
40x30 Ditto, automatic metal case, £3 5 0. 50 <40.. £3 17 6
40 x 30 leather covered Lux automatic, £4 17 6. 50x40.. £5 17 6
FREE TRIAL. Or from 1/3 weekly. Write now.
NEW AGFA. — V.P. Speedex Wafer Roll Film, Agfa f/3.9 Speed, Compur, automatic erecting, unique loading ; very small, compact, all
inlaid, futuristic body .
£5 5 0
Or 2/11 weekly secures, hire purchase. Write now.

7SO-WATT
16-mm. Victor Mighty-power Projector, 750-watt, patent 2-in
condensers, passing equivalent 1,000 watts ; four-way rewind (rewind
by hand, by motor, one film whilst projecting another, two films at
once), super 24-teeth sprocket fed, patent trip, shuts otT automatically
if running incorrectly, etc., etc. All gold-bronze chromium £60 0 0
GRANVILLE
GULLIMAN
AGENT.
Permarec and all makes
Cameras, Cines. Enlargers, in stock. Film libraries.

of

2/10 weekly secures ANY £5 Camera, Cin6 or Accessory.
Latest Modern Hire Purchase, 5/8 any £10 one, etc.
3|x2l Wirgin Roll Film, f/4.5. 3-speed. Perfect .
£1 17 6
31 21 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5. 3-speed. As new .
£2 5 0
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss Dominar f , 4.5, Compur.
double ex., rise, cross, wire-finder. As new .
£5 17 6
3i 21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur,
latest rise, cross front, wire-finder .
£5 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, Cooke f/2.5, double ex., l/10th to 1 '1.000th,
revolving back, D. slides, case. Cost £50 .
£19 19 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Pocket, 4i-in. Tessar f 4.5, D.A. Compur.
double ex., clip-on slide-, wire-finder. As new .
£9 17 6
|-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £34 .
£7 10 0
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 250-watt. Cost £55 .
£19 19 0
16-on-V.P. Zeiss Ikonta, f/6. 3, 3-speed. As new .
£2 5 0
34x24 Ensign Roll Film Plate, Aldis-Butcher f 4.5, D.A. Compur.
rise, cross, wire-finder, slides, screen. As new .
£6 17 6
9A-mm. Pathe Projector, motor, super attaciunent, resis. . . £7 15 0
Films, 9} -mm. Pathe. All as new ; S.B. 17s. 6d. 8. 15s. Od.
16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, £5 5s. lens. Like new £12 12 0
6 x 13 Heidoscope, Tessars f/4.5, latest list £60 .
£29 10 0
Bewi Exposure Meter, 21s. Od. Dremoscope, 9s 6d. ; Lios, 9s. 6d.
9i-mm. Cine-Nizo, f/2.8, 100-ft., super model. Cost £40 £27 10 0
FEW
LEFT.— 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Cameras, Dallmeyer f 1.9.
4 speeds, 60 ft. or 100 ft. capacity, case. New. Case soiled
£9 17 6
34 x 24 Tropical Nettel Press, Tessar f 4.5, case .
£8 17 6
400-ft. Empty Reels, new. unused. Soiled. Each .
3s. Od.
200-B Pathe Projector, 250-watt. New condition .
£12 12 0
i-pl. Plate, Goerz Famous f/6.8, Compur, double ex .
£2 9 6
V.P. Salex Press, f .7.5. 1 10th to I'l, 000th. slides .
£2 7 6
34 x 24 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides. . £9 17 6
3* > 24 N. & G. Sibyl Plate, Ross Xpres f 4.5, slides .
£8 0 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f,/3. 5. 1 10th to l/lt000th .
£7 15 0
34 x 2* Zeiss Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, black, Compur .
£6 17 6
31 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dzllmeyer f/4.5, latest. As new. ... £8 17 6
i-pl. Goerz Wafer, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, 1-in. thick only £4 4 0
3i x 2i Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f'4.5, latest Compur .
£5 17 6
31 - 21 Ensign Autospeed Press Roll Film, AJdis f/4.5, focal-plane,
l/25tb to l/500th, automatic film wind. Latest .
£7 15 0
Postcard Range-finder Kodak, f/4.5, * to 1 /150th. Latest £3 17 6
Leica II, f/3.5 latest type. Hardly used. First .
£15 0 0
34 x 24 Tourist, Heliar f 4.5, black Compur, slides .
£7 15 0
3i x 2i Carbine Film Plate 7, f/4.5, 1 to 1100th. As new.. £4 4 0
FEW ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projectors, 100-watt, motor.
400-ft., resistance, case. Unused, soiled. List £16. . . £7 15 0
3* x 24 Single Slides, all types. Unused. Each .
Is. 6d.
16-mm. Mickey Mouse Films, 200-ft. on 400-ft. reel .
£1 10 0
Electrophot Stills or Movies Exposure Meter .
£3 3 0
i-pl. Graflex Reflex, f/4.5, latest D. slides. As new .
£11 11 0
3i x2i Zeiss Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur. ... £6 17 6
31 x 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5, l/25th to l/500th. . £5 17 6
94-mm. 16-mm. Bolex Projector, 250-watt, resistance... £14 14 0
6 13 Mentor Reflex, Xpres f/4.5, D. slides. Snip .
£11 11 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f 4.5 latest type, D. slides. Asnew.... £1111
0
FEW
ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Super Projectors, 50-watt. 400-ft.
arms, resistance. List £7 10s. Super solid projector £3 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Latest Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, l /15th to 1/1 .000th,
new hood, to take pictures at right-angles .
£8 17 6
34 x 24 Contessa, Tessar f/4.5. Comp, single ex .
£3 19 6
34 x 24 Wirgin Plate Pocket, Speed f/3.5, delayed-action Compur
double ex., rise, cross, wire-finder. New. one > nly £6 17 0
5 x 4 Anschutz Folding Reflex, f/4.5, D. elides. As new.
£12 12 g

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
46

GORSE

N'EWMAN & GUARDIA Universal B, i-pl., rise,
ACCESSORIES. — W.-A. Lenses, changing-box,
2 D.A.Super-Speed
Compur, all
movements,
with
31x2}
Ensign
Cameo, complete
f/3.5 Dalmac,

meters, filters, etc. ; bargains, list. — Box
9749. c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [9993
8

slides

and

leather

case ;

all

as

new,

£10/10

cash. — H. Whittaker, 46, Barcroft Rd., Bolton,
Lancs.
[1001
Ol Square Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur,
Ga 1 to 1 /300th sec., Rhaco finder, filter, lens
hood, 50 — Cornish, 201, Gloucester Terrace, W.2.
1 -PLATE

Camera

by

Perken

&

Rayment,

Busch
[1003
2 lenses, 12-in. and wide-angle, square leather
bellows, double extension, 4 D.D. slides, ThorntonPickard shutter, all movements, complete in
leather case and tripod ; sell or exchange for
good reflex with reversing back. — Below.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS
to grasp
—

BE

this opportunity
of

trying

—

ALLENS
SUPER PHOTOGRAPHIC

—PRODUCTS—

1

SEND

ONLY

2/9

AND

RECEIVE

POST

I

PAID

i doz. Super Plates, 3J xaj, 700 H. & D.
72 sheets Super Gaslight Paper, 3JX2i.
One 4-0Z. Packet Acid Hypo.
One Packet Metol Quinol Developer.
Catalogue, Order form, etc.
Please send me your T rial Parcel as detailed
above. I enclose P.O .
-

enlarging Enlarger,
to 12x10,
DAYLIGHT
all and
sizes intermediate,
3}x2} to }-pl.,as
new, about 2,000 bromide and gaslight papers,
12x10, i-pl . and P.C., printing frames, lamps,
etc., £4 or offer ; seen by appointment. — Crees, 12a,
Kensington Palace Gardens, W.8.
[1004
1-PLATE
4

what

lens

Ensign

f/8, as

offers ?— Allwood,

l-PLATE
4

Folding

Aplanat

Camera,

new,

with

Queen’s

extra-rapid

leather

case ;

Rd., Kenilworth.

Grade of paper required _

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Ross Xpres

f/3.5, 3 slides ;

absolutely

as

new

;

only [1010
few

weeks’ old, £10/15 ; cost double. — A. Hoadley,
Midsussex House, Handcross, Sussex.
[1011

3} x 2} ROLL FILM USERS MAY HAVE 1,300 H.&D.
CHROME FILM INSTEAD OF PLATES, in which
case please put X here
_
_

4} x 3} PLATE USERS INCLUDE 1/- EXTRA FOR
D.D., Zeiss
— 109, New
Barn3
REFLEX,
T.-P.Tessar
Ruby f/4.5,
}-pl.,£5. reversing
back,[1017
ABOVE PARCEL IN J-plate size PLATES & PAPER.
St., Plaistow, E.13.
as
new,
40/-.—
-G.
Henderson,
4,
Hyndland
IKONTA, 3x4 cm., f/6. 3 Novar, 3-speed, condition
Avenue, Glasgow.
[1019
MANCHESTER & DISTRICT
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, 5}x2J roll-holder, self-

4 capping, l/15th to 1/1, 000th, Cooke Luxor
5f-in. f/4.5, reversing back, rising front, case,
£5/5. — Fox, 22, Kingston, Yeovil.
[1020

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

LEICA

Convertible
f/6.8. Zodellar
Pronto
STEREO
Ihageeanastigmat
Roll Filmlenses
for sale,
shutter, speeds l/25th, l/50tb, l/100th sec., T.

CAMERAS
and Supplies

and B., wire and reflex finders, spirit level, rack
focussing, 3 ft. to infinity, takes 2c or 2} x 4}
roll film : offers.- — Maclean, c/o Dunbar, 19,
Gilmore Place, Edinburgh.
[1021

SeeBargainsinCameras
and Lenses columns
in this issue, also advert

Kodak
FOR
Sale. — anastigmat
Latest Modellens,
Six-203-speed
Kodak,shutter
f/6. 3
(l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B.l, in

leather case, as new, £3 ; Largest Size Kodak
Daylight Developing Tank (take postcard films
or larger), perfect, £1 ;
offers. — Finch, 31a,
High St., Petersfield, Hants.
[1026
Q ANDERSON J-pl., Dallmeyer f/6 (3-foci) StigIO matic, 3 D.D., £3. — Below.
3 D.D.,
; both
— 50,
MENTOR
Reflex£4/10Folding
i-pl.,condition
Voigtlandergood.lenses,
Church Rd., Richmond, Surrey.
[1028

\T.P. Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix, f/4.5, new condition,

unsoiled (list £5/15), velvet-lined hide sling
case (7/6), lens hood, £4, complete. — BM/NSTF,
London, W.C.2.
[1032
1-PLATE Pressman Reflex, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5,
4

8

slides,

good

condition,

overhauled

February,

reversing back, l/15th to 1/1, 000th, £5/10. —
Mitchell, 23, Selby Avenue, Blackpool.
[1034
Heliar f/3.5,
Compur,
6 slides,
VOIGTLANDER
Tourist
3}x2}.F.P.A.,
double extension,

RD., BLACKBURN

1934

WANTED— 50,000

LENSEB~|

focal-plane
F/
2.9Reflex,
Ross revolving
Xpres Lensback,
in J-pl.
Popular shutter
Pressmanto
1/1, 000th, 12 slides, F.P.A., 16-in. Bistellar f/7

4

21,

ADVERTISEMENTS

wallets, case ; excellent outfit, £8/10. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

9759,
[1038
SYSTEM.

in Enlargements col¬
umn, giving
particulars
of our

OPING
SUPER SERVICE
DEVEL¬
of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera users.

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

Two-thirds

(approximately)

allowed

as

part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

must
you

be

have

In part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus

required.

ALLENS
7 minutes

and

Jrom

Piccadilly

168, Oldham
NEW

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER
(22 or 23 Car).

4.

March

THE

21, 1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

PHOTOGRAPHER

WE

ARE

graphic),

reversible

finder,

rising

SP

front,

Portrait Lens, 12/6 ; wanted — good 3ix24
exchange. — C. E. Kille, Minehead.

4

masking,

revolving

back,

rising

front,

roll-film slide, new condition, £5/10 ; Zeiss
Tele
Below.Tessar 10-in., on panel to fit above, £5. —

for
Una,case,all anddualuminium,
sale, withTraveller
hand-made
all accessories,
SINCLAIR
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, specially

tested for accuracy by National Physical Labora¬
tory : new condition ; cost £45 ; sacrifice, £25.—
Box 9758, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1042

31 x 24 Folding Compact, double extension,

2 Cooke f/4.5. Compound shutter, 1 to 1 /300th
sec., 12 slides, F.P.A., case (suit picture makers),
£3 : 7 Bromoil Brushes, £1 ; approval deposit. —
Eric Rathwaite, 112, Sandygate Rd., Sheffield. [1043

31x2i Folding Plate Camera, f/3.8, D.A.
4

Compur,

4

supplementary

lenses.

Telephoto,

etc., filter, R.F. A., F.P.A., slides, exposure meter ;
cost £11/10 Xmas, £6/10.— Area, 240, Lancaster
Rd., W.ll.
[1044

31x2| T.-P. Junior Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5

2 anastigmat and 9-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, 10
single slides, F.P.A., direct-vision wire finder,
Wratten K 2 filter and focussing magnifier, all in
solid leather case, £15/15. — Box 9770, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[0095
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, Aldis f/4.5,
4

F.P.A.,

3

slides ;

sound

Camera, reversing
HIGH-CLASS
i-pl. and back,
12x9 double
Hand andextension,
Stand
rise, cross and swing, 9 slides, F.P.A., Aldis f/6.8
lens, sector shutter, case, £1/10. — Below.

DIST
Distance
; Riteway
RollAlbans,
Film
Slide,
3ix2iMeter,
Ica £1
fitting,
£1. — St.
Keston, Kent.
[1067

order,

case,

£3 ;

seen London. — Darling, Western 4526 (before 11 a.m.).

F/2.9advertised,
Piccochicdirect-vision
Vest Pocket,
nearly
new,set[1046asof
optical
finder,
4 filters, skin purse ; few7 second-hand on market ;
results sent on request ; £4 cash, deposit or direct.
—Christensen, 37, Hazel Gardens, Edgware, Middx.

LE1CA
; brand Close,
new condition,
£18. — Model
Cook, H,20,f/2.5
Orchard
Watford,
Herts.
[1048
N. &Sibyl
G. Special
Sibyl
3J
x
21,
rising
and
cross
front,
Cooke 4-in. lens f/4.5, F.P.A., in leather
[1047

case ; good condition, sacrifice, £8. — Lobb, Newtown
School House, Wickham, Hants.
[1050

ZEISS Ikon Piccolette de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar,

Compur ; absolutely as brand new ; cost £11 ;
£5/10.— J. B. Howard, 27, Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.l.
[1051

ERNEMANN
41 x 6toFolding
Reflex, 12
f/3.5 silvered
Ernon,
focal-plane
1/1, 000th,
slides, F.P.A., leather case ; best condition, £12/15.
— Clarke, 73, Foxhall Rd., Ipswich.

[1054

Butcher,— revolving
back, leather
BARGAIN.
Reflex Ensign
i-pl.,case,f/4.512 slides
Aldis- ;
perfect, first £4/10 secures. — 41, St. Matthew St.,
Burnley.

LEICA MODEL

[1055

STEREOSCOPIC Camera, Watson’s tropical model,

Ross Homocentric lenses f/5.6, 6 D.D. slides,
T.-P. roller-blind shutter, solid cowhide case ;
fine condition, £5/10 ; bargain. — 129, Spring Grove
Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[1056

31x24
lea Trona,
double F.P.A.,
extension,filter,
f/6.3Diaphot,
Tessar,
2 Compur,
6 slides,

thermometer ; excellent condition, £4/10. — Rose,
Narborough, Leicester.
[1057

ADAMS’ Videx Reflex, i-pl., 64-in. Xpres f/4.5,
31x2J
SohoRossReflex,
revolving
2 mask,
Xpreslatest
f/4.5model,
lens, with
3 D.D.
slides,

slides, £5. — 29, Dennis Park Crescent, Wimble¬
don.
[1058

REFLEX, latest, as new, i-pl. Thornton-Pickard

III

Junior Special, Cooke f/3.5 lens, fitted quick¬
loading back, direct-vision view-finder, and scaled
by Dallmeyer, 6 single metal slides, solid leather
case ; cost £20 ; best offers. — Johnson, 139,
Mildenhall Rd., Clapton, London.
[1068

Summar
f/2.5 Lens, £33 13s. Od. Super finish
chromium plated model, £34 17s. Od.
LEICA
FINISHING SERVICE — We have the finest Leica
Finishing Service in the country. Developing 1/-,
Prints Id. each, i- pi. Enlargements 4d. each, 3/0
dozen. Bigger sizes on application. Special Finegrain Developer only used. Also Leica Enlargers.

long

extension, fitted f/5.5 Ross Combinable lens, tropical
swing front, and 18-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lenses,
4 book-form slides, F.P.A., Adams’ leather case ;
perfect condition ; list price over £120 ; stu¬
pendous bargain, £39. — Box 9762, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1041

■

T.-P. Reflex, 34x2i, f/4.5 Cooke, l/10th to
1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, F.P. A., canvas case,
very good condition, £5/10 ; deposit system. —
Esson, 5, Keith Terrace, Blackball, Edinburgh. [1069

EVERY GOOD MAKE ■
of CAMERA
in STOCK

IjrUI STOCK-SOILED
IlLvV

with Makers’

CAMERAS

Guarantee

21 x 31 No. 1 Kodak Series III, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3 lens. Com¬
pur shutter .
£4 10 0
Dallmeyer Roll Film (16 on 120), Dalmac anastigmat f/3.5
lens .
£10 10 0
21x31 No. 7 Tropical Ensign Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f'4.5
lens, Compur delayed-action shutter .
£7 15 0
21 x 31 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/4.5 lens, Mulchro
shutter .
£4 19 6
21 x 31 Ensign Auto Speed Roll Film Model, Aldis Uno
anastigmat f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, rising front, leather
case .
£10 10 0
la Voigtlander, Voigtar f/6.3 lens, Ihsor shutter. . £3 19 6
VERY SPECIAL OFFER. — Goerz Vest-Pocket Tenax, f/3.5
Goerz Dogmar lens, 6 slides, 2 purses to hold camera and
slides .
£8 8 0
31 x 21 Cameo de Luxe Plate Model, Dallmeyer anastigmat
f/3.5 lens, Compur delayed-action shutter, 2 slides,
£12 release
12 0
31 x 21 T.-P. Special Ruby
slides .

Reflex, Cooke

f/4.5 lens, 3 single
£9 15 0

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, 3 single
elides .
£9 15 0
Exakta Camera, V.P. Roll Film, f/3.5 lens, leather case.
Slightly used, unscratched .
£11 19 6

USED

BARGAINS

GUARANTEED

GOOD

CONDITION.

V.P. Certo Dolly Roll Film and Plate, Schneider Xenar f/3.5
lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, focussing back, release, purse
£6 19 6
3|x2J Ernemann Focal-plane, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, 3
D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case. New blind fitted £6 19 6
3* x2i Ernemann Folding Reflex, Emon f/3.5 lens (13.5 cm.),
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, canvas case .
£12 10 0
i-pl. Revolving Back Tele Graflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
6$-in. focus, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. A., Graflex cut-film maga¬
zine, roll-film holder, leather case. Good condition £15 0 0
Nagel Rolloroy No. 45 (16-on-V.P. Spool), Xenon f/2 lens,
Compur shutter .
£12 12 0
5 0
21 x 3i Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur £5shutter
21x31 Icarette Roll Film and Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5
lens, Compur D.A. shutter, rising front, double extension,
3 dark slides, focussing screen. New price £16 12s. fid. Just
as new, unmarked .
£12 12 0
Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.5 Hermagis lens, Tele attachment.
Cost £18 18s. As new .
£12 0 0
De Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. Good condition £7 2 6
Motocamera Type B, f/3.5 lens, case .
£4 4 0
Coronet 9.5-mm. Cine Camera, f/3.9 lens .
£1 14 0
Cine-Kodak Model B, f/3.5 lens, leather case .... £7 15 0
Filmo 70a, f/3.5 Cooke lens, 2 speeds, case .
£14 19 6
NEW. — Demonstration Model 3 Victor, 3 speeds, including
slow motion, turret head, f/2.9 Dallmeyer triple anastigmat
lens. Only one left .
£26 0 0
Dallmeyer f/1.9 1-in. Cine Lens .
£3 10 0
Weston Exposure Meter Model 627. (As new).... £3 15 0
200-B Pathescope Projector, 250-watt lamp, de luxe carryingcase. Cost £16 10s. Just as new .
£12 0 0
Pathescope Home
Movie Projector, super attachment,
type C motor, double resistance. As new .
£7 10 0
Bell & Howell Filmo Projector, 375-watt, voltmeter attached,
reverse, geared rewind or by motor, case. As new £45 0 0

EXTENDED

PAYMENTS

5 DAYS’ APPROVAL
Best Allowances your Present Apparatus.
Phone:

23891.

Estd. over 50 years.

Grams:

Photo, Sheffield

in leather case ; as brand new, £22. — MurraySmith, Hemel Hempstead.
[1062

6x44 cm. Ica Bebe, f/6.3, Compound shutter, case,

7 slides, purse, F.P.A., Dalian developing tank ;
good condition, 75/-. — Nokes, 58, Central Rd.,
Wembley.
[1065
USE

plate,
T1066

T.-P. Special Reflex, 34x2£, f/4.5, 12 slides, F.P. A.,

Photographer.”

9761, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1040
1-PLATE Adams’ Tropical Minex Reflex, self-

LENSES

F.P. A., £5 i-pl.
; V.P.Two-shutter
Tenax, f/4.5,
slides, slides,
75/- ;
ERNEMANN
Camera,
i-pl. Mahogany Field, 17/6 ; 4-pl. Ditto, 12/6 ;

ECIALISTS

f/4.5, 6-in.,
Tessar— Below.
Zeiss £6/15.
2 F.P.A.,
slides, case,
lea 6Reflex,
31x24
and de
brilliant
finders,
light,
3x2 frame
Cocarette
Luxe, Zeiss
Tessarsmallf/4.8,andCompur,
as vest pocket, £4/15. — Below.
ter, Goerz
Dagor lens
hide shut¬
case,
automatic
Kodak,f/6.8,
Autographic
POSTCARD

[1039
f/3.5,
Special
magnifiers,
holder, Cooke
R.F. Reflex,
F.P.A.,
slides,Junior
2 12 T.-P.
31x2J
10-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto, cases, £17. — Box

AND

Watch Pocket Carbine, 2£x2i, f/7.7
/W/W/ O
Aldis Uno, Lukos II ; good condition. —
North, 62, Gainsboro’ Rd., Crewe.
[1063

l/150th and time, cable release, leather case ;
cost £14/5 ; good condition, £5/5. — Jordan, 47,
Dollis Rd., London, N.3.
[1037

32/6. — Box 9760, c/o “ The Amateur

(,
Supplement )

CAMERAS

APPROVED

LEICA

V.P.K.
Tessar,costDiomatic
case,Special,
filter ; f/4.5
as new,
£7/15 ; shutter,
£4/5. —
Harwood, 107, Lonsdale Rd., Oxford.
[1033
41x3i Pocket Kodak Special, focussing (autoKodak anastigmat f/4.5, Kodamatic shutter, i to
4

ADVERTISEMENTS

ZEISS Cocarette, 3ix2i, Tessar f/4.5, D.A.

Compur, leather case, Zeiss Distance Meter,
£6/10 ; approval. — Rhynehart, 4, Grovehall Rd.,
Leeds, 11.
[1071

Thornton-Pickard
i-pl. Field,
MODEL
C Kodascope,Imperial
new condition,
£8/10 3;
D.D. slides, Beck f/8 lens, case, tripod, nice
condition, £4/10 ; Retouching Desk, 10/- ; Chang¬
ing Bag, 15/- ; Complete Sasha Hand Reflector,
outfit cost 45/-, price 25/-. — Greville, High St.,
Slough.
[1076

9x12 Miroflex, Zeiss f/2. 7, 12 9x12 slides, 12

i-pl. slides, F.P. A., pigskin case and straps,
£30 ; no exchange. — Mrs. Neville Kingston, A.R.P.S.,
Windrush, Moor Park, Northwood, Middlesex. [1077

9x12 cm. Palmos, f/4.5 Tessar, 4 double, 12

single slides, Nettel adapter, F.P. A., case,
£17/17. — Jones, 74, Chatsworth Rd., N.W.2.
Willesden 4351.
[1081

31x24 Junior Reflex, with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

2 F.P. A., leather case, and Jaynay tripod,
also stands ; cost £20 ; sell for £10 ; never been
used. — 19, Manchester Rd., Altrincham. [1082

31 x 24 Ensign Film Speed Reflex, Aldis Uno
morocco Zeiss
case ;Tessar
perfect
; , listed
KOLIBRI,
f/3.5condition
lens, 3x4
cm.,
£13/10 ; £8/5. — Aldwinckle, 20, Polstead Rd.,
2 f/4.5 anastigmat, cable release, £6. — Mrs.
Ure, Alloway, Ayr.
[1084

Oxford.

[1088

ABSOLUTELY New Ensign Special Reflex, i-pl.,

Aldis f/3.4, 9 slides, £10/15 ; free to purchaser,
5J-in. twin-lens condenser, mounted, never used ;
lot cost over £19.' — Box 9771, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer. ’ ’
[1 089

nearly new, 5I-in.
40/-. —f/6
S., Wide-angle
67, ChilternAnastigmat
View Rd., ;
DALLMEYER
Uxbridge.
[1070
Trade.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;
£17/19/6
(£24/10 Ikon
model) Contax,
; Voigtlander
ALLENS.
— Zeiss
TessarBrilliant,
f/3.5,
f/4.5 model, .£5/17/6.
Telma — D.A.,
ALLENS.
Zeiss 97/6
Ikon: Leica
Kolibri,Universal
Novar Finder,
f/3.5,
47/6; Rolleifiex 6x6, f/3.8 (non-auto.), £ 10/17/6;
special attention to Pathescopes.- — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

Zodelette (2-on-V.P.),
shutter, 47/6.

Zodellar

f/4.5,

3-speed

Mentor 34x24
f/1.9,
ALLENS. —£6/15;
T.-P. Horizontal
Reflex,Reflex,
practically
Insto for
Stop
(£13/15) T.-P.
; Super
Leica,
ALLENS
Rolleieord,
Reflex,Ikonta,
with Preset
Contax, etc. ; two-thirds (approximately) allowed
new,
£14/19/6.

on modern saleable cameras, part payment, subject
approval. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086

Camera Bought,
Exchange,Sold426,
High St., Lewisham,
CAMERAS
or Exchanged,
Lewisham
London, S.E. Phone, Lee Green 2188.
Dallonf/3.5
Tele
Lens perfect
f/6 and
case, unsoiled,
LEICA,
Elmar,
condition,
£7/7/6 ;
£4/7/6 ; i-pl. Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres,
slides, and case ; cost £18/10 ; bargain, £7/15. —
See above.
[1072

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

47

2

THE

(Supplement )

AMATEUR

BALDAX

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERAS

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS
LENSES

Trade

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,

camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allowance
for saleable apparatus, either exchange or cash ;
our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Agfa Wirgin Folding Pocket, double
4 extension, Zeranar anastiginat f/3.5, Compur
D.A., 3 slides, leather case ; as new, £6.

Takes 16 pictures on Standard 2£x3i Roll Film.
Self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading, optical
direct vision view-finder, all-metal body.

31x2} Enolde Roll Film, reversibleTessar
and direct
f/4.5,
41
No. wire-frame
14 Ensign Carbine
reversible
4 x 2}and
finder, Roll
RossFilm,
Xpres
f/4.5,
D.A. Compur shutter, £7/15.
41x24
No.wire-frame
14 Ensign finder,
Carbine Tessar
Roll Film,
4 and£6/15.
f/4.5,reversible
Compur
shutter,
4 finder, patent range-finder,
D A. Compur. leather case, £7/5.

F/4.5 Meyer Trioplan, Vario shutter. ... £4
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Ibsor shutter. ... £6
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter.. £7
F/2.9 Meyer

Trioplan,

F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

delayed-action

in delayed-action

Compur

£9

7
5
7

Compur

EXCEPTIONAL Deferred Payment Terms ; Repairs
DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex,

Stocked by all leading dealers, or write for free
Illustrated Catalogue showing complete range of
Baldax and Piccochic Models from the Sole Im¬
porters:
THE

experienced
returnbypost.

4141.

•

1 EXCHANGE
1\taNTED. — 3}x24
TT

of QUALITY

REMEMBER •

Free List and Samples.

IPA

Phone

CAMERAS

: HOP.

48

YOU

List price
£3 19 6

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6. 5 anastigmat, spring motor
drive.,
New condition. List £18 18s .
£2 18
19 66
. £4
Leica Model III, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, automatic focussing,
slow-speed shutter, 1 to l/500th sec. Very latest model.
As new. List price £44 18s. Very special bargain £27 17 6
2i x lj Baldax, f/2.9 Xcnar, delayed-action
model. List £9 9s .

THE

Compur, latest
£5 19 6

CAMERA

CO.

AND GRAMOPHONE
320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
ONE
Honrs

Telephone : VICTORIA 2977.
MINUTE FROM
VICTORIA STATION.

of Business

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

(Monday

to Saturday ^

similar.

[9975

E.3.

[9988

price. — Box 9748, c o " The Amateur

Photographer.”

REFLEX Wanted.— 3} x2} or }-pl., f/4.5 Tessar,

Dallmeyer or Ross only, rev. back, £4, [9992
cash
awaits ; “ A.P." deposit system. — Baguley, 11,
High St., Kenilworth.
[9996
Y\,r
1933 Six-20
Compur
T TANTED.
sale —3}x2}
Auto. Kodak,
Kodak f/4.5,
Junior,
good ;

Film ;

Kerniek,
[9998

subject

im-

same. —
[1005

YY7 ANTED. — Convertible Anastigmat 6-in. f/6
or
T T
7 in., in shutter, cheap and good, or[1006
ex¬
change and cash adjustment with T.-P. Cooke
anastigmat 5}-in. f/6.8 in Ilex shutter ; deposit
system. — Cummins. Bams Green, Horsham, Sussex.
44/ ANTED. — Baby

Zeiss Ikonta, Compur. — Write,
Hotel. Wembley.
[1008
[1007
YY’ANTED. — Six or eight Finlay Taking Screens
TT
(I-pl.), must be in good condition (upseratched) and cheap. — Giles, 23, Tring Avenue,
Ealing, London, W.5.
[1012
TT

0
£
^

MPt

40057

CAN

1

FREE 1 F 6
uiiumivb
RROMIFIF

■
• WHITE—
CREAM—
UMOLIUn
.
PA Cl I PUT I •
WHITE —

C.

E

DEAL

A. Oliver,

Preston

Y\/ ANTED. — 10 to 14 in. Telephoto Lens, modem
T T
and reasonable. — E. Steel, 16, Clifton St.,
Carlisle.
[1016
44, 7 ANTED. — 3} x 2} or V.P. Film Camera.— Box
TT 9752, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1022
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

“

“

50

Normal, Vigorous, Extra Vigorous.
Glossy, Satin and Matt Smooth. In
Matt Smooth. In Normal and Vigorous.
Normal
Glossy.

and
Velour
and 8mooth.
In
Vigorous
Grades only.

WILLIS

87,

Partington.24-in.
12, Birehfields
EXCHANGE
Kodak TankRd.,for Manchester,
2}-in. ditto. 13.— -

CHI IDE

229.RoHit4hty]Ul.L«<(((

or

Rd., Surbiton.

T T
material ; also camera for taking
J. Graham, 29, Perham Rd., W.14.

WANTED

p/

Zeiss Maximar,

Tessar — 34, Regent

YY7 ANTED. — Stereoscopic

5312.

4 PMOTO-CHfMliT*-

free by

WANTED

condition, new case, 22/6. — Mogridge,
Grayshott. Hindhead.

Road

t
Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras
4
in Exchange (or Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,
a
Ensign, Cint Cameras, Projectors, etc.

GEORGE

B, f/3.5 anastigmat.

YVTANTED.
— Debrie
similar
35-mm. Camera,
TT
variable
shutterorand
interchangeable
lenses
essential : state full particulars and lowest

PHOTOGRAPHICS
Palace

with

AND

46. St. Stephens Rd., Bow, London.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED
D. & P. TRADERS.
Lambeth

Pathescope Motocamera
6s .

'j
het, 200-250
new ;Supercost
I£16/16
EXCHANGE.
— 1933volts
PhilcoA.C.,
5-valveas Baby
: for Rolleiflex (small model preferred). —

◄

Send Now For

8/10/12,

£6

motor
19 6
model.
19 6

V\TANTED.
— A-pl.
Fieldbe Camera,
3 slides, cheap,
tripod
T T
and lens,
must
new
condition,
spot cash. — Harris, 25, Bushwood, Leytonstone,
E.ll.
[9987

SAME-DAY SERVICE
GUARANTEED
PRODUCTS
LOW
PRICES

LIBERAL
TO

Model C Kodascope, 16-mm. Projector, electric
drive. New condition. List price £18 18s .
£6
£4
w
Pathescope Home Movie Projector, double-claw
New condition. List £6 15s .
£3

[0010
etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[9572

I PA
THE MARK

; estimates

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
quick service.

NORSE TRADING CO. (LONDON), LTD.
47, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.1
Museum

workmen

revolving back,
£4 snip
19 6
Special

3^x21 Zodel, f/3.8 anastigmat, delayed-action Compur,
3 slides, roll-holder and de luxe leather case. All as new

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Imperial Enlarger, no
4 lens, shop-soiled only, £4/4.
01x2} Salex Folding, double extension, reversible
02
and wire finder, Salexon anastigmat f/3.8,
D.A. Compur,
skynew,
filter,
6 slides, roll-holder and
leather
case ; as
£6/15.

Prices from £3:7:6

Telephone:

41x6 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Ernon f/3.5, 12

21xlf Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur, takes
16 pictures on a 21x31 film. Latest model. List £7 7s.

04x24
Ernemann Press Focal-plane, Ernotar
case,
£9/17/6.3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
02
f/4.5,

£9 18 6
_
THE VEST-POCKET PICCOCHIC 3x4 CM.
TAKES 16 PICTURES ON V.P. FILM.

PURCHASE

i-pl. Westminster Reflex, f/4.5 anastigmat,
3 double slides, case. Good condition.

1-PLATE Coronet Field Camera, all movements, lea
4 book-form
Heckla anastigmat
3
slides, £2/5. f/6.8, Compur shutter,

5 °

SPECIAL

Seven Only — Cine-Kodak 8 Outfits, comprising of latest
mode] Cameras, fitted f/3.5 anastigmat. Listed at £9 17s. 6d.
Also latest model Projectors, complete in box with all
accessories, etc. Listed at £9 9s. Out price, each £5 19 6
The above outfits are guaranteed brand new and unused.
Coronet Cine Cameras, i 3.9 anastigmat, spring drive,
complete in box with full instructions, guaranteed latest
models and brand new (not to be confused with old models
being offered). List price £3 5s. Special offer £1 17 6
3o!ex P.A. Projector, forward and reverse drive, 250-watt
lamp, complete in case. Latest model. As new. List
.
£17 19 6
Vest Pocket Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, latest type
Compur, self-erecting front. As new. List £7 16s. £3 18 6
Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 anastigmat. As new. List
.
£1 15 0
i-pl. Mentor Refiex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, revolving back,
automatic masking device, 3 double slides, leather case.
Almost new condition. Cost over £35 .
£7 12 6

1-PLATE British Anschutz Model A, speeds l/8th
4
to 1/1.
000th,
leather
case,
£7/15.Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders,
2 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £10/15.
lVTO ease,
. 2a Auto
IT
£1/10. Folding Brownie, R.R. lens, leather

6
0
0

BARGAINS

LTD.

Bradshawgate,

BOLTON,

LANCS

^ QUICK POSTAL

SERVICE^

I ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK B
I BIG PRINTS, SUPER PRINTS. POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT _
ROYAL

BROMIDE

ENLARGEMENTS.

WOOD

FRAMES,

■

FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.

H

KUTOGRAPH
SNAPS.
MIRROR
SUNBURN
GIFT.
FOTOZO
Regd.
IN COLOUR,
CUT-OUTS
PLYWOOD
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING. INTENSIFYING.

H
H
H

P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

"

ALL KINDS.
“ NATTY ”
BINDING.
COLOURING,

LANTERN

^SPEEDY

DEPOSIT

SLIDES.

Id. Stamp

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 |

SYSTEM.

March

THE

21, 1934

EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

WANTBD~|

cm. and
21 in. ;Enlarger
must take
filmsforin 3x4
the
WANTED.
— Vertical
(electric)
strin. — Warburg, 52, Porchester Terrace, W.2. [1023

PHOTOGRAPHER

Buy Your
OR ANY

AT

WANTED. — Automatic Rolleiflex, Rolleicord or

We

34x2J Reflex, also Etui, f/3.5, also Vertical
Enlarger, Largodrem, Autoknips. — Glenthorne, Bieldside, Aberdeen.
[1024
1-PLATE Field Camera, all movements, Beck
2 f/8 R.R. lens, T.-P. shutter, speeded, 2 D.D.
slides, ■ tripod, case ; exchange, 1-pl. Reflex. —
Finch. 31a. High St., Petersfield, Hants.
[1027

OTHER

CAMERA

1-PLATE

Reflex, D.D.

Vertical Enlarger. — Below.

4
4

lens. — Below.

slides, with

or without
[1031

2, Westbourne
PROCESS
Lens toGrove,
cover Sale,
15x12;Manchester.
also prism.[1074—
WANTED.
—
Leica
Enlarger,
possible
illustration
showing
model if
; state
price send
to —
Greville, High St., Slough.
[1075
Wf ANTED. — 9.5 Projector, any model, except Kid,

YY

super attachment, motor optional ; must be

cheap ; approval deposit system ; particulars to
— Moss, Peninver, Alderley, Cheshire.
[1078

CINEMATOGRAPH

Price 17/6

With

“SIX-20”

PATHESCOPE Kid Projector, less resistance ;
FOX February,
9.5-mm. News,
January,”
£1 eachNovember,
; Fox “ December,
Flving Scotsman
or “Herring Fleet,” 35/-.— BM/PXMP,

W.C.l.

[9977

PATHE Double-claw Home Movie Projector,

super attachment, . screen, films, accessories ;
perfect condition, £4/10. — 72, Canning Rd., Wealdstone, Harrow.
[9981

KODAK

Grove, Mill Hill. _

TLLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly reflective super sii
X ver projection surfaces, mounted with rollersand battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and maxi¬
mum brilliance, rigid yet portable, easily rolled
for transport after the show.

Double

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day ; 24 x 36 in., 15/- ;
London, W.l
(facing Film 159,
House,Wardour
Oxford St.,
St.
ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with

of 6/8.

With
tigmat

focussing
lens

36X48 in., 25/- : 48x60 in., 40/- ; 48x66 in.,
45/- ; 72x96 in.,, 99/- ; any size made to order.

anas-

f/6.3 .
Z.O
Nine
monthly *0.1
payments
of 8/8.

motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Your inspection invited.

KODAK

“SIX -20”

F/6.3

anastigmat

f/3.5 lens,

Trade.

camera cases.
A. Maskens
12a,prices
Cross ;
BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest
St., Islington, London, N.l.
,
[0083

of 23/1

LEICA MODEL
WITH SUMMAR

£7. —
[9995

III
LENS

Gives long instantaneous
exposures of 1, i and £ sec.
or any intermediate fractions,
in addition to l/20th-l/500tl
sec. Has telescopic range¬
finder with
magnification
li times, and eyepiece for
focussing the image.

4)/"44V-B
Pathescope
Projector,
with
4UU
resistance,
3 empty
super complete
reels, compact
in handsome carrying-case, only 2 weeks old,
as new, snip, £13/10, cost £18 ; Pathe B Motocamera,
complete in case, and two charges, £3/17/6 ;
perfect Self-erecta Silver Screen, 12/6 ; owner going
abroad. — Ellis, c/o The New Theatre, Oxford. [9999

RARElens,Opportunity.
Cine-Kodak lens
Modelf/2.7
K, f/1.9
also Kodak — Wide-angle
and
Dallmeyer 2-in. f/3.5, complete with filter and case ;
the whole brand new condition ; cost £65 ; will
accept £35. — Coles, Heatherbank, Chislehurst, Kent.
[1002
9prJ Pathe
Motocamera,
Krauss extra
lens f/2,resistance,
perfect
order ;
9.5 Projector,

double claw ; all as new, £8/15 ; bargain. —
Jarman, Eton St., Richmond, Surrey.
[1009
TJRAND
New Pathe Home Movie Projector,
JD supplementary resistance, 60 and 30 ft., films,
£4/10, or nearest offer. — 8, West End Avenue,
Whipps Cross, E.10.
[1013
BE

With f/2 Summar
collapsible mount,

lens,

iD

£33 : 13 : 0
Nine

NEW

78/6.payments
monthly

of

ENSIGN

MIDGET
About as big
diary. Takes

FILM Pack Adapters, “ A.P. Paris,” fittings as

slides : 31 x 24 5/6, 4 1 x 31 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
[0090
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

LANTERNS

lens. .
Ensar f/6.3 anastig
mat lens .

ENLARGERS

T.-P. 1-pl. Horizontal, f/7.7 anastigmat, condenser,

!

EXCHANGES

QUALITY

&

1-PLATE Challenge Mahogany Horizontal Enlarger,
2 84-in.f condenser, f/6 objective, carrier takes all
sizes to 3J x 24, for use with gas or electricity ;
perfect condition ; bargain at £6/15. — Box 9696,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[9984

With

TERMS

and
SINGLE Metal Slides, “ A.P. Paris,” T.-P., Zeiss
1/6,

Ikon,k Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel
Block Edge fittings: 34x24 1/3, 41x3}
51 x34 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

as a pockei
splendid pi<

tures at the price of one penn '
per negative.- All-metal body
All
stance 30
Three-speed-dishutter,
reflex
/view-finder.

EASY

ACCESSORIES
441, Katherine
Rd., Forest
Gate,15/-.
E.7.
[1029
WRINGER
for Ferrotype
Plates,
— Palmer,

£9 : 17 : 6
payments

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
A. E.new,BELL.—
Cine-Nizo; exchanges,
9.5 and 16 catalogue.
mm. Cameras
second-hand
— 45,;
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

55/-

exposure guide, footage indi¬
cator, and eye-level finders
incorporated in the handle of
the camera. Holds 25 ft. of
special film, only half the
width of which is exposed at
a time.

Nine monthly

Gerrard.
[1083

O K-MM. Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10/6
100 ft., processing, etc. ; all 35 and 16 mm.
Accessories, Title Outfits, Studio Lighting, etc. —
B. S. Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[1025

lens.

CINE-‘EIGHT
KODAK’

Meyer Plasmat in focussing mount and lens
hood ; as new ; cost £27/10 ; accept £18 or offer ;
deposit system. — J. Miles, 14, High St., Putney,
S.W.
[9982

250-volt, newly overhauled by makers,
Anderson, Craigard, Newton Mearns, Glasgow.

JUNIOR

One-motion snap-out opening. Closed bj
pressure of button. Finger-tip focussing,
rigid double-locked front. Easy loading,
speeded shutter, T. B, I., l/25th, l/50th,
l/100th sec.
_
.
Doublet Fixed-focus lens .
3 ■ /6

fixed-focus

[1073

Trade.

PATHE Luxe Motocamera, fitted with f/1.5

PATHE
Motocamera
Tessar£8/10.
f/2.7
splendid
condition de; Luxe,
perfectZeiss
worker,
—;
37, Old Hale Way, Hitchin.
[9990
PATHESCOPE
Projector, latest
model, doubleHome
claw, Movie
super attachment,
com¬
plete with film mender, notcher and resistance,

super attachment,
dualKrauss
resistance,
PATHESCOPE
Double-clawrewind,
Projector,
lens,
C motor, oak case. Ensign stand, spares ; excellent
lens, 3 magazines,
matt 2-in.
box.
PROFESSIONAL
Patheview-finder,
35-mm. iris
Camera,
excellent condition, £30, or near offer. — 131, Uphill

lens .
£2:15:0
monthly payments

Nine

With

perfect condition, 25/-. — Roddick, Greenbank,
Annan, Dumfries-shire.
[9974

CINE-KODAK Model B, f/3.5 lens, excellent con¬

dition, cost £31/10, £7/10; Kodak Model C
Projector, unused, in case, cost £20/10, £8/19/6 ;
4-cm. Biotar Cine Lens f/1.4, cost £18/10. £9/5, or
exchange. — B. Humphreys, 15, Little Newport St.,
W.C.2.
[1060

condition, £9. — Letford, 41, King Charles’ Crescent,
Surbiton.
[1064

The Famous

The
smallest camera
taking 3 i x 2\
films.
Measures 5$ x 3 x 1
Ready at the touch of
a button. Self-erecting.
Specially designed for
removal of all focussing
difficulties, no distances
need be measured when
the light is good.

Photo¬
[1080

APPARATUS

BOLEX Model D 16-mm. and 9-mm., all voltage,

resistance and special volt-meter, all in
carrying-case and perfect condition, £23. — Apply.
Dawson, Alcroft, Burley-in-Wharfedale. [1015

PATHESCOPE Kid Projector, including resistance

any of the three clearly-marked
positions. Has f/11 lens. New
loading device, two extra large
finders. Picture size 3± x 2|.

fast lens, must be good condition ; approval
deposit. — Box 9768, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1079
Wf
— Efficient
Projector, preferably
YY ANTED.
over 100
watts, 16-mm.
Bolex considered
if cheap ;
Wells, 48, Cherry
Orchard
Gardens,
STEREOSCOPIC
Camera
wanted,
with Croyd
outfit.on.—
[1035
LEICAlowestII orprice.
HI model,
completeSeaholme,
; particulars,
with
— P. Dept.,
Pakefleld
Loweitoft.
[1030

APPARATUS

and Film, 37/6 ; Coronet Cine Camera, with
supplementary lenses, 37/6 ; both as new. — Brazier,
87, Kingsgate Rd., Kiiburn, N.W.6.
[1052

SIX-20 ‘BROWNIE 9

WANTED. — J-pl. Thornton-Pickard Reflex, with

particulars. — Box 9769, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

!

1934’e most
original camera.
Takes landscapes, groups and
"close-ups” by moving lever to

photo lenses, absolutely new condition :
exchange for Ermanox f/1.8, or Leica f/3.5 Camera.
— 25, Park Rd., High Barnet.
[1045

1-PLATE

EASTER

STREET

NEW!

PATHE Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 and f/3.5 Tele¬

new and
unused ; orfor
Enlarger,1005,
mustboth
be
OSRAM
Thirty-three
Columbia
equally new ; size about 1-pl. — Nash, Crail, Fife.

FOR

CINEMATOGRAPH

have the best Selection and Service !

WANTED.
Xpres preferred.
or Dagor— Langford,
Lens, 7 to4, 8Alma
in.,
sunk —mount
Rd. Avenue, Bristol.
[1031
Vl/'ANTED.
— Leica
or Similar
Miniature
Outfit,1.
YY must be
a bargain
; no dealers.
— Pierce,
Green St., W.C.2.
[1059

Kodak

BERKELEY
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ADVERTISEMENTS

50/COSTS

LISTS

!

NO

MORE

FREE

!

all movements, electric fittings ; perfect con¬
dition, £3/10. — Campbell, 13, Browns Lane, Allesley,
Coventry.
[105 3

AT

Trade.

ON LT0 KING’S Enlargers, vertical models, set of parts,
ACE HEAT
WALL
47, BERKELEY
STREET, W. DAY and Gaslight Models, Leica, V.P., or 34x24
37/6 ; complete Enlarger, 50/-.

Phone

| NEXT
WISE

IN

: GROS.

DOOR

TIME— USE

to P.C., 9/- ; all photographic apparatus sup¬
plied ; stamp, list. — K. & H., 76, Shakespeare Rd.,
N.16.
[1049

2691.

TO COOK’S
OUR

I

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

49

4

THE
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

SOMETHING
FOR

MINIATURE

CAMERA

PRAXIDOS

VERTICAL
PRAXIDOS

LANTERNS

ENLARGERS

R
NCASTE from
VERTICAL
and vapour
Horizontal,
for Condensers,
every size
Leica
to 12x10.
J^Anegative,
.
GERS
diffusedARor
mercury
illumination.

J^NL

“0”

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

By means of the new rise-andfall adjustment, the Praxidos
“0” can be set for any
degree of enlargement without
the slightest trouble. There
is no wire cable, no counter¬
weight.
No. 452, with f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, for 4x4 cm. or smaller
negatives, giving 14 to 8 times
enlargements

PROCESSING

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

No. 453, with f/4.5 Unsymmetrical anastigmat lens with
iris diaphragm.

£7:12:6

28a, BROADWAY,

WANTED~|

| PHOTOGRAPHS

No. 462, with f 4.5 anastigmat
lens, for 6x6 cm., or smaller
negatives, giving 14 to 6
times enlargements

£6:10:0

PRACTOS

STEAMER
wanted,
urgentManchester.
; post¬
cards only. Photographs
— N.P.A., 6, Bax
Rd., S.E.

Exposure Meters — Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cing.

[1036

LANEOUS

~~|

MISCEL
|
1891)
condition,Journal
17/6, carriage
FOR
Sale.-; —good
34 British
Almanacsforward.
(from
— Hill, 51, Monins Rd., Dover.
[1018

ST., STRAND,

CANNOT

W. ]1. McKAIG,

FOR

ATTWOOD
5ix3i,
& D.600:
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate

3/-, 12x10

Sole Maker

catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 34 x2J, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2J x 4£)
1/6, 41 X 31 1/3, 51 X 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- i dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen. 8| x 64 ; 2/6
dozen, 16 4 dozen, 6J x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-. 84 x 64 9d.. 6* x 4J 6d.
PROMPT DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE & CAMPION. 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

CAMERA/ WANTED

•

USED MODERN CAMERAS TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.
Write, giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLE1FLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK 8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE CINE CAMERAS & PROJECTORS, etc.

D1NNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
05, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 : Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

normal; all surfaces: 3ix2i. 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4ix2J and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

ROLL Films, leading makes, Film Wallets,

USE

•

AC

DtLL)

SPECIALIST

RPI I CINE & PHOTO
EASTER

SNIPS

Super Ikonta, range-finder .
£14 14 0
Voigtlander Prominent, range-finder .
£17 17 0
Voigtlander Superb Reflex .
£14 10 0
£50 Write
i-pl. for
Royal
Outfit, including£12
enlarger.
detailsRuby
.
15 0

45, NEWINGTON

BUTTS,

Postcard Folders ; everything for the D. & P.
and Portrait photographer ; money-saving lists free.
- — Kimber’s, 61, Grand Parad e, Brighton.
[9997

ALLENS.
Gaslight,
the £1);
qualityPostcards,
Paper, -PHOTOMATON
3ix21— Super
2.1- gross
(12-gross
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

100, D.
P. Order
Pads,1/6,
7/6 P.C.
dozen.size, 2/3
ALLENS.
— Deand Luxe
Wallets,
Squeegees,
Sheets Film
; everything
ALLENS.
— D. &Chromium
P. Showcards,
Clips, Films,for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper

OUR

DEPOSIT

Rd., Manchester,

SYSTEM

AND

4.

AVOID

S.E.11. rod. 3773

MACHINES-,

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co., Ltd. (in liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces, Scotland and
Ireland, we are m the position to ofTer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.
As the supply of machines is limited, early application is advised

PHOTOMATON
87, LAMB’S

CONDUIT

- LLOYD
STREET,

Telephone : HOLBORN

[0092
ALL

STREET,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

samples. — 168, Oldham
50

29, MOSLEY

Hadleigh,
[0025

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

LTD.

and Cameras of all makes,
for the Advanced Worker
and the Beginner.

strips, 50 1/6, 100

ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 43
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;

Friai r Street, HEREFORD

W.l

& MARTIN

~

5/-.

ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
first quality, singles and
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

Golden

genuine
SPECIALISTS
EXCHANGE A Large Selection of
SERVICE
LEICA

H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.

LIST.

London,

THE NORTH-EAST
CAMERA AND CINE

i-pl. 5/- gross.

BE

House,

BRADY

and Cardette,
superfine,
all —grades,
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh,
Essex.
Bromide36 sheets,
Paper
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
normal: Gaslight
3ix2Jr Glossy
2/-, 44x2J
i-pl. and
3/-,

BEATEN
SEND

Square,

XYJ E offer the Highest Quality Materials at the
t » lowest prices ; Plates, Papers, Postcards,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

CARPETS

JONES, LTD.

Polebrook

Trade.

WATKINS
Exposure
METERS
UNLIKE

CARNER&

MATERIALS

LONDON.

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Filter in Model 11.
Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I (without Filter) ditto 20/-

Illustrated Prospectus and Price List from

& CO., LTD.

LONDON, W.5

The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.
Scientifically designed, and the results
are Infallible. Film speeds up to 5,500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.

£8:5:0

Single or double condensers can be supplied for Praxidos
“O” Enlargers. Write for complete list.

EALING,

WANTED.
— Postcard
size —Photographs
Railway
Engines
and Trains.
BM/PXPL,of London,
W.C.l.
[1035

No. 463, with f/4.5
Unsymmetrical anas¬
tigmat lens with iris
diaphragm.

V of

SERVICE

Write now for full particulars in special leaflet with prices :

Parade,
[0082

£5:15:0

37, BEDFORD

NG

& ENLARGERS*]
Trade.

J J

Semi-Automatic

THORSCH

DIFFERENT
” EALI

NEGATIVES

RISK.

e250.

W.C.l

March

THE

21, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

THIRD
EDITION
▼

Tr ade .

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
Haddington

Baby

Hours,

K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
for price list.

Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
R ALTON,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;

K ALTON, Glasgow, 4091, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white
postage to callers.

and cream, velvet and matt, |-pl. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

12-gross

lots

been included, and all important new
apparatus has been brought under
review.

4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3£x2£, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

Lantern

BABY CINE " TAKING” APPARATUS
BABY CINE PROJECTING APPARATUS
USING THE CAMERA
THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY
CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS

I /O

size

7i"X4j">

bound

in

Price 2/6 net;

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

no disappointments ; same-day service : 8ix6* 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8£x6£ 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

2D.
EACH, glossy
Superioror Art
P.C.surface.
Enlargements,
any
quantity,
— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
QUALITY Enlargements. — Glossy or matt, 8x5 6d.

SONS

Dorset
Stamford

Street,

FINANCIAL

House,

PARTNERSHIPS

37,

no risks.
— C.
tive concern ;
Partner
£100 Rd.,
W.2. wanted in remunera
[1030

DEAL

IN

'hrough

any

BEDFORD

all

correct

lens

Undoubt¬

edly the most efficient
exposure
on the
market
for meter
indoor subjects.
Price 35/photographic

dealer, or

PRODUCTS

Ltd.

ST., STRAND,

W.C.2

THE

CAMERA

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

EXCHANGE

OF

THE

MIDLANDS
STOCKISTS ol ALL THE LATEST MAKES
OF STILL KODAK,
AND CIN£ CAMERAS.
ETC. _
ZEISS, THORNTON-PICKARD, PATHl:,
VOIGTLANDER, ROLLEIFLEX, ENSIGN,

IF

IT

IS

Call and

NEW -

Victoria

IT '■

Birmingham.
Phone

O.P.O.)

IMPORTANT

HAVE

for Easter at

Photographic Chemists,

Square,

{Opposite

WE

select your camera

GALLOWAYS,

: MID.

5670.

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we hove arranged the following
SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,

79, New

Gorae,

Street, Birmingham.

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Road,
Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

G. & F. A. Wilman,

Edgware,
CAN

the

For

Indicates

Blackburn.
Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.

c/o Taloco Studio. 244,

YOU

Obtainable

DREM

Photo

Trade.

S.E.1

the

to be used.
Price 30/-

JUSTOPHOT.

Mather

LTD.

London,

aperture

Edwin

From all booksellers, or direct from the Publishers :

&

cameras.

instantly

Enlargement
FREEmounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
81x6i ;

each, 2/6 for six ; 8£ x 6i 9d. each. — Phillips,
26, Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[9911

ILIFFE

CIN^IVIETER.

cine

DOZEN,
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d. 1.— Postcards
from
small
or plate, retouching
and

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d ;

by post 2/8

spe¬

with

Price 30/-

[0009

vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

stout

the

Made

cially
use
Contax for
Camera.

Trade.

1/ O

spe¬

with

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

ENLARGEMENTS

FAULTS IN "TAKING"
PROJECTION— THE SCREEN
PROJECT ION-THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING THE BABY CINE CAMERA
ABROAD

pp.,

CONTAXCOP.

1/1-pl., 2/6;

K ALTON
Roll9/-Films,
first 3iquality,
8 exposures
1§ x2£,
dozen;
x 2i, 9/-;
2£x4i, :
11/- ; 6 exposures : 3£x4i, 18/- ; 51x31, 21/-.
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.
350, 3£x2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., H.
3 packs
K
ALTON
&
D.
600
;
5/-, Flat
16/6 Films,
gross H.
; Postcard,
4 i-pl.,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Film, super10/- fast,
H. & D. 2,700, in
3Jx2£, Roll
8-exposure,
dozen.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,

CINEMATO¬

Made

Price 30/-

quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.

paper cover printed in colours

LEICASCOP.

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬

Automati¬

cially
use
Leica for
Camera.

20/-.

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has

144

DREMOSCOP.

cally indicates instantly the
correct exposure under all
conditions. Price 30/-

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 31 X2£ glossy,
3£x2£, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
4£x2fgross;
and
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x21,
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; *-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
gross,

METER

limits to yield printable negatives, but fully satis¬
factory results can never be obtained in this way.
Correct exposure is the only means of obtaining really
excellent negatives, and this is ensured only by means
of a good exposure meter. Over 300,000 Drem
exposure meters are now in use throughout the world,
when buying an exposure meter see it is a Drem.

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except £-pl., 6/6 gross.

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

OF

EXPOSURE

By general consent exposure meters are necessary
aids for success in photography. The latitude in
exposure of films and plates which is so often mentioned
certainly does enable errors of exposure within certain

K ALTON, Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
2/-

perfect
use a

DRLEM

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 X 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; £-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4£x2} 3/6, 3Jx2i- 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

B. ABBOTT

THE PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

To obtain
negatives

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

Cine

By
A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography
HAROLD

Please call.

Callers welcomed.

J7" ALTON,
IV
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call.

MOTION
PICTURES
the

1 p.m.

Prices less postage to callers.

Send

with

Place, Leith Walk.

to 7 ; Wednesday,

(,Supplement ) 5

OUR

32, Westgate,

Bradford.

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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REPAIRERS
Trade.

Trade.

i'Y
/ PER
40/- per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

ALL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3^x24
4ix3J 1/3, 5Jx3i 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.”
— The Defoe
Photographic
11,
Roscoe St., London,
E.C.l.
ClerkenwellService,
1871

USED BARCMNS,

3| x 2J No. 7 Film Carbine, Compur,
AMis-Butcher, rise. As new.... £7

f/4.5
7 0

LEICA,
T.-P.’S,

}-pl. Mentor Reflex, multi speeds, f/4.5
Dallmever. 6-in.. F.P adapter.. £5 17 6

CINE-KODAK,
CINE -PATHE,

Cine-Kodak, Model BB, f/3.5, leather case.
Almost new .
£9 12 6

ETC.,

V.P.

REPAIRERS

ROLLEIFLEX,
ROLLEICORD,
IKONTAS,
KODAKS,
ENSIGN,

ALL GUARANTEED

3$ * 2i T.-P. Reflex, horizontal, f/4.5
Ze $8 Tessar. Just as new .
£8 10 0

[0057

Kodak,

f/6.3 T.H.

Cooke,

case
£2 5

Write

0

1933 Rolleiflex 21 x 21, f/3.8 Tessar. Little
used. As new .
£17 10 0

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.— W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

JAMES

HAYHURST

55. RAILWAY

Sr.

NELSON

XVRlTt

FOR.

chemist
LANCS

CATALOGUE

by us. Our BLUE LAB6L
Papers, Postcards, Plates
and Chemicals are noted

Dallmeyer

* Dallon

GARNER
Polebrook

C J

US.

DU.

Leica Reflecting

level use.

Asnew.

As new.

List £1 8s.

...

Xl.Ai.O

View-finder, for waist
List £1 ns

Leica Negative Viewer.

£1

. C.n

.

As

£1.10.0

List £1 18s. 6d .

ll.iu.U

Leica Eldia Printer, for printing posi- £1 .1 O.A
tives from negatives.

American

Asnew.

List £2 18s. Il-lO.U

Leica Reproduction Device, fits Vamux

Enlarger, visual focussing with
fier. Asnew. List £10 .

£5:0:0
£5:5:0
£6:3:0

magni¬

5-cm. Elmar Lens f/3.5, auto, coupled.
As new.

List £6 17s .

35-cm. Leica Elmar Wide-Angle Lens
f/3.5. As brand new. List £8 3s .
Leica Stereo Viewer, stand, camera £7,1
attachment,

5-cm.

Hektor

Lens

As new.

List £11 .

£8:10:0

f/2.5, auto.

Leica Large Diapos five Printer. As
new.

C.Q

case. As new. List £14 13s. 6d. I, I • Xvl .D

coupled.

£0.1

List £15 14s. 6d .

C. A

IO.IJ.U

Leica Micro Attachment, auto, release, £10.10.0
case.

Asnew.

List £15 10s .

£11:12:0
£1 7-fi-O

coupling,

II

Asnew.

List £22 .

BOND

London,

STREET

I ,V,w

THE

LATEST

31x2* Ikonta
Novar f/6.3.
condition.
List 520/2,
£4 4s.
mdition. List
f±
is .
6 slides, F.P. adapter.

3[x2I

MODELS

CO

1 7
f

£3:10:0

Fair condition...

Icarette Double Extension, rising front, 10.5-cm.
anastigmat

f/4.5, Comnur,

£4.1

7.fi

frame finder, leather case. Good condition *>“• 1 I ,D
9x12leather
cm. case.
lea Press, 13. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6
slides,
Fair condition . .
£5:10:0

3x4

cm. Kodak

filter,

leather

Nagel Pupille, f/3.5 Llmar, Compur,

case.

Good

condition.

List £15 15s .

£1:0.0

PI

Good

XIO*

condition.

Cost £35 12s. 6d .

Q.1

7.C

1 I »U

5x4 Marion Soho Tropical Reflex, revolving back, 61-in.

Double case.
Plasmat
2 book-form D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather
Goodf/4,
condit
ion . .
£19:15:0

2} X 2} Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, Proxar lens

set, filter, 2 cases.

Good

List £28 2S. 6d .

condition.

£1Q.

».

3LU.1I.U

17.fi

Leica III, f/3.5 Elmar, ever-ready case. jCOA.1

Splendid condition.

Fourteen

doors West

List £26 4s .

of Circus.

0*0

” • A U •V

281 OXFORD

or may
Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D.
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application,
allowance.

AND

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden Square, W1

CINE

3Jx2i

ST,

W.l

WEST

BOUND

beGenerous
seen by exchange
appoint-

NOW!

APPARA7 US

BUSES

STOP

Projectors,

Butcher’s Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno

pood condition .
leather
3x2 case.
Rollette,Very
7-5-cm.
Schneider f/4.5,
focussing,

Compur.

Fair

condition

....

52

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

f/7.7,

£1:12:6
— — —
“
£1:17:6
£1:17:6

3i x 2} Dallmeyer Film Pack Snap¬
shot, f/6 anastigmat, case. Good condition.
9x12 cm. Agfa Standard Hand, f/6.3 Agfa, patent
shutter, 3 slide;, laitier case.

Good con- £0.0. A
XA.A.U
.
dilion
case. Excellent
condition. List £3 18s. 6d. £2:12:6
3J x 2^ Kodak Six-20, f/6.3
anastigmat, leather

HERE.

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar,.
pur, rising front. Fair condition .

3Jx2} Reitzschel, f/4.5 Trilinear, Com-

£0.0.0
£0.10.fi
Lu .u ,U

leather purse.

A.O.

Asnew.

List £4 5s .

4.5 x 6 cm. lea Bebe Hand, Zeiss Good
Tessar£0.1
f/4.5, C.H
Com¬

pound to 1 /250th sec., 6 slides.
condition .

x 3icross,
Goerz micrometer
Tenax Roll focussing,
Film, Dogmar
rise5J and
plate f/4.8,
£7«1Compur,
fl»0
16-mm.

Cine-Kodak Good
B, f/1.9
lens. . .£1fi.1ft»n
II.1U.W
condition

back, screen, 2 slides.

I1U.1V.V
.
Good condition
Ikon Proxar
Miroflex,
Tessar f/4.5,
3 9x12
slides, cm.
F.P. Zeiss
adapter,
lens,15-cm.
2 fil- £25:0:0
ters, leather case.

As new.

12 GEORGE

List over £50

ST., CROYDON

and Accessories,
isories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cin£ Cameras and
Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem Microscopes,

for cash.

D^7LL£?ND*^ITCHISON
285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.n.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

IN STOCK

Leica Cameras

bought

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
1 2 1, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

Model .

XO.O.U

4.5 x 6 cm. Nettel Baby Deckrullo Focal-plane, 8-cm.

Tessar f/2.7, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case.

London,

W.l

Good

3Ix2J Salex Focal-plane, f/3.9 anastigmat,

11U.1U.U

13. 5-cm. Long Focus Elmar Lens
f/4.5. As brand new. List £13 12s..
Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar, automatic

28 OLD

ALL

Eros convertible

new.

6-in. f/5.6 - - £8:15:0

Cases .

CAMERA

YOUR

BUY

|

5, 7.3 and 0 cm.

* Tele-Anas.

“ Ihagee ** Exclusive

■
Head, for 5-cm. lens. •! £

to

Extra :

!

WORKS

List £1 is .

REFLEX
PLANE.

.. f/2.8- .
£21:10:0
Super Six f/l-9£31 JlO :0

Solid Leather

Leica Open Frame View-finder, for 3.5, fl .O.C

FOCAL

Full-size V.P. pictures. Shutter speeded

•2‘2y«xrs

Leica Panoram

TELEPHOTO
FILM,

Exakta
1/1,000. Anas, f/3.5 - . - - £ 14 : O S O
Tessar
f/3.5- .
£18:0:0

»9. Eastboumg> Rood. South Port

As new.

SMALL

world.

QUALITY with ECONOMY
SAMPLES FREE !

CITY PHOTO
EST

AUTOCAR”

The World’® Leading Automobile Journal.
Every Friday.
4d.

ROLL

Over 100, COO satisfied cus¬
tomers have been supplied

the

“THE

THp ONLY

READY

throughout

CAMERA Repairs, brasswork, woolwork, bellows
Lane, ;
[1000

catalogue 21. — Mason, 65, Shepherd’s
Leeds.

EXAKTA

FREE

Ohe Largest'
Selection, of
materials in
the Urado/

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

To-day !

CATALOGUE

NOW

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

ETC.

CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SPECIALIST.

41 x 21 No. 14 Film Carbine, f/4.5 AldisButcher, Compur. As new .
£6 10 0

Trade.

-

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRINTING, GOPYINC, DEVELOPING

1934

21,

Holloway.— 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Crouch End.— 17, Topsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford.— 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Canterbury.— 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leads. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

1750
ESTD-

March

21, 1934

HUNDRED

PHOTOGRAPHER

3

ADVERTISEMENTS

The first great outdoor holiday is
almost here. WE
have THE camera
to make it a joyous one.

LEICA
GET

AMATEUR

DON’T MISS YOUR ‘STILL’ OR CINE CAMERA!

THOUSAND

CAMERAS

THE

LEICA

The finest stock of instruments in
Great Britain is here awaiting your
choice. Send us your needs.

THE GRAND
NATIONAL
FAVOURITE

IN USE

YOURS

FROM

CAMERA

WALLACE HEATON
1 19 NEW

BOND

h 47 BERKELEY

ST

*T Wl

WESTON

WRITE

more efficient. For all “ still ”
or cin6 cameras.
Has no batteries to run down,

of Cameras, Cin6 Apparatus,
Sundries or Bargains. 2d. postage
is the only requirement to get your

gives dead-accurate
at a glance.

New ENSIGN

2

The

NINE
MONTHS
TO PAY !

‘MIDGET’

camera miracle 1 No
than a sixpence.

wider

5
per £5.
cent added
over

All-Distance lens 30/
Ensar f/6.3 anastig—
mat .

GUARANTEED

LEICA
III with F/2
SUMMAR
LENS
IN
SUNK MOUNT
IN
,

£33 : 13 : 0

anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., black
—
case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £35 .
£7 17 0
2— 31 x 2b Ernemann Folding Plate, f/8.8 lens. Cost £2 2s.
9s. 6d.

£2

5

len

s,

shu

camera.

Cost £6 .

5tb
eds
r
4 158 .
tte

lens, Compur

shutter.
for 16-mm.
Cine

Cost

sec.

shutter, 1 to l/300th

£4

Cos

t

£14

10s

.

Cost £7 7s .
sec .

4s .

cin6 camera.

camera.

.

th

shutter, 1 to l/300th

f/2.9 lens, Compur

sec

to l/5
00

l/1

spe

Cost

U.F. f/3.5 anastigmat

£9

Cost £6 10s .
4s .

lens.

Cost £54 .

£1 19

6

£8

8

0

^2

9

6

£4 17

6

£5 17

6

£2

9

6

£3

3

0

£5 17

6

£19

19

As

advertisements

PLEASE

MENTION

leather

covered.

co

to mo

si

ng

10 Gns.

CINE CAMERA

For 16-mm. films. Busch-Glaukar
anastigmat f/2. 8 lens, brings every
subject within your scope. The
aperture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds
8, 16 and 64 pictures per second.
Direct and reflecting view-finder.

MODEL
Nine

‘B’ £30

monthly

payments

Cost

70/-.

10

gu
to
0la
r,
wa
r
tt
Cost £5 5s .

case.

Cost

Co

st

un

£4 19
Co

mp

.

st

£1

8

18

s.

9

0

£4

4

q

£5 17

6

40 mm .

10

£1

s

6

£i

£4

.

t.
plane shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th
£10 12s. 6d .

sec., tan

7

9

17

6

case, 3 slides. Cost
£5 17 6

Xpres f/3.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/8th to l/800th sec., tan
case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £55 10s .
£29 10 0
shutter
1/

00

OF ALL

Phones:

Mayfair

0924-5-6-7.

6

. . £9

£13 .

diameter

mo

la

speeded
se

1 to l/200th
bl

ca

sec.

3 D.

sl

Cost £23 5s .
F.

ad

£7 17

at-

LONDON,

6

Co

£
1
st £820 8 7s 0

c.
id
1,
se
ac
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,
k
h
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,
24/6. payments of
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1167
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oa.l
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se
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fo
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” carry¬
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5
ut
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20
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t,
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r,
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h
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Da
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STREET

AMATEUR

of

£8 8s .

re

Nine

go to press a fortnight

“ THE

SIEMENS

Slightly-Used
OFFERS!
IN FULLY DEPENDABLE CONDITION

Compur,

shutter, parallax compensa¬
tion, patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

0

BOND
on these covers

FAIR
Exchange
Dealings

tan

Has numerous special features
in common with the famous
Rolleiflex — one-lever Compur

and you do
119, NEW

monthly
of 17/2. payments

nt
ro
l
f/6 lens.

MADE BYTHE MAKERS
OF THE FAMOUS
‘ ROLLEIFLEX ’

0

12s. 6d.
V.P. Speed

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 78/6.

‘R0LLEICORD’

1 to l/200th
£5 5 0

3s .

mount.

ST

ST WS

projects

bringing it in part
better.
payment for one

lens, in collapsible

BONO

BERKELEY

£7:7:0

The camera for excellent all-the-year-round photography.
Greatly improved, with range of slow speeds. Get a
Leica and get all the enjoyment that spring photography
can give. It takes 36 exposures at a loading, and every
negative makes a splendid enlargement. With f/2 Summar

BARGAINS!

shutter,

and

APPROVAL TO
POST - BUYERS
of USED GOODS

—

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
—
sec. Cost £18 .

pictures

Nine

if

50/-

£3

I

list by return.

the

Why letlie
your
used
camera
on your
hands when you
can save money by

—

FULLY

Takes

>47

the films. Entirely British-made.
Simple to use. Small and handy
in size. Fitted with Taylor-Hobson
f/2. 5 anastigmat lens.

FIRST
PAYMENT
SECURES !

With

ALL

LISTS

Choose any camera
and pay for it by
nine equal monthly
instalments. Only

Takes crisp, first-class pictures.
Has moire silk enamel finish.
All-metal body, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Reflex view-finder. Collapsible
eye-level view-finder. Leather
slip case.

EASTER

exposures

for FREE

CAMERA‘ MIDAS’
- PROJECTOR

monthly
pay1 “I
I Nine
ments
of 25/8.

®

0

119 NEW

617/2 METER

The
famous
photronic light¬
cell meter. Smaller, lighter and

4

W.1

0

6

March

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

21,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

One

good
print

deserves another

- And

every

print is

SELO
PAPER
MADE

IN
Printed

ENGLAND

BY

for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited,

: ILFORD
Dorset

House,

Stamford

LIMITED,
Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

ILFORD,
Classic

Colour

Press,

LONDON
Reading.

r®
u
e
t
a
m
A
Photographer
W

&L
The

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

March

with

28th, 1934.

TAKEN

This

remarkable

Rolleiflex

little sisters.

photograph

Caught

is striking

absolutely

No. 2368.

Wf

Cl Cl

charming

a Cameras

„

in the

unawares,

they

naturalness
are

and

simplicity

blissfully unconscious

of expression
of being

of

these

photographed.

That is where the Rolleiflex scores — in getting, at a split second’s notice, subjects of unusual charm. One
second later and the expressions would have changed and the picture be ruined. Ask your dealer to
demonstrate and point out the unique features of the Rolleiflex, that will enable you also to get pictures equal
in charm and unusualness to the above. Or write for beautifully printed brochure to the Sole Importers below.
PRICES:

With

F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

Lens. £20:0:0
SOLE

R. F. HUNTER,

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper

for transmission in the U.K.

LTD

With

F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar

Lens, £22:10:0

IMPORTERS:

“ Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.C.1

Marcli

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

28,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

‘ ins.

Popular Sizes Nos.Cheaper
'Throughout Kodak's Unrivalled
Range
Nos. 1 1
Nos. 120 & 620
120 & 620
Nos. 1 16 & 616

'41 x2i6 ins.
& 616

45 X

(3,| ,v 2
formerly

(3 j .v 21 ins.)
j ins.

NOW

formerly

Regular
World’s standard snapshot film — ‘the De¬
pendable Film in the
Red and Yellow Carton'.

formerly

NOW

NOW

formerly

Super Sensitive
Panchromatic
1/2

1 5

Lightning-speed ; sensi¬
tive to all colours ; anti¬
halation backed. Permits
snapshot exposures by
artificial light.

1/3

1,8

1/-

1/6

NOW

2/2
1/9

“Verichrome”
“ Panatomic ”
Superfine-grain ; fully

Double-Coated ; antihalation backed. Guards
against over-exposure ;
extra speed reduces risks
of under-exposure. Gets
better pictures in any
light.

PLEASE

MENTION

panchromatic
tion backed ;;anti-halaample

1/4

1/2

KODAK

LIMITED,

“ THE

AMATEUR

1 8

KODAK

1/6
HOUSE,

PHOTOGRAPHER

speed. Gives ‘miniature
camera users and enlarging connoisseurs the
extra quality they need.

KINGSWAY,
”

WHEN

LONDON,

1 8

1/6

2/2
1/9

W.C.2

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

March

LEICA

28, 1934

MODEL

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

The WESTMINSTER

III

are

LEICA

LEICA SPECIALISTS
A

PRECISION

BARGAIN

CAMERA.

Fitted f/2 Summar anastigmat in collapsible
mount, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 to l/500th sec.,
T. ^33**|3,Q
Nine monthly payments of 78/6.
Fitted f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat .
Nine monthly payments of 68/4.

X?OC
m/LO

ZEISS IKON
NETTAR
Takes
Standard
3| x2i
Roll
Film.

(ALL

FROM

119,

MINIATURE

GUARANTEED

VICTORIA

CAMERAS.

F/4.5
Telma

Nettar anastigmat, delayed-action
shutter, speeds l/25th, rr ar ,a

l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B.
Nine monthly payments of 12/3.

n\J

i

n

i-pl. or 9 x 12 cm. Grnemann Folding Focal-plane
Reflex, ZeisB Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, rack focussing,
double extension, revolving reversing back, 3
double slides, F.P. adapter and
dition. Cost over £60 .

4J x 6 cm. Baldax, Meyer Trioplan f/2. 9, delayedaction Cornpur shutter. As new. List price £9 5a.
£6 19 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, latest Model B, Zeiss Tessar
f/2. 8, focal-plane shutter. New, unused condition.
Cost £30 .
£24 10 0

.

Fitted f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat,
delayed-action Cornpur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B., com- AC a-f C aA
plete with 3 single metal slides ***** ■ ■ v »w
Nine

THE

monthly

payments

of 13 '5.

ROLLEICORD
A FOCUSSING
LENS REFLEX

F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar
anas.,Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. & B. All-metal
body, focussing hood,
opened and closed with
single pressure. Onelever shutter move¬
ment, magnifier for
fine focussing. Takes
12 pictures on stand¬
ard 3Jx2^ roll film.

£10:10:0
Nine monthly
payments of 23/6.

CINE-KODAK

Model ‘K’

Leitz Leica Model II, chromium -plated model,
Elmar f/3.5 anastigmat, coapled range-finder. As
new. List price £23 4s .
£18 17 6

5i-in. Zeiss Tessar
£4 18s .

Takes
Standard
V.P.
Roll Films

Fitted f/3. 9 Qolinar anastigmat, in Oompur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., f>|T.r .A
T. andNine
B., monthly
self-erecting
front..
payments
of 12/3.

THE

■w

BALDAX

16 pictures on Standard 3Jx2i Roll Film

f/6.3, iris mount.
Cost
£2 15 0

5-in. Bausch & Lomb Plasmat Anastigmat f 6.8,
auto, shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., T. and B. .17s. 6d.
5i-in. Voigtlander Radiar Anastigmat f/6.8. Com¬
pound shutter. Cost £4 10s .
£1 10 0
9i-in. Ross Zeiss Double Protar Convertible
Anastigmat, iris mount, f/8, single components
14 and 19J in. Cost £28 .
£9 15 0
5i-in. Goerz Dogmar f/4.5. Compound shatter.
Cost £6 .
£3 7 6

Reflex,

31 x 24 Thornton-Pickard Focal-plane Special
Ruby Reflex, Meyer Trioplan anastigmat f/3,
revolving-back, 2 double slides, and F.F. adaptei.
Cost £18 18s .
£9 15 0

£5

34 x 2J Zeiss Tessar
6s .

f/6.3, Cornpur

31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Horizontal Focal-plane
Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastigmat, complete with
3 slides. As new. List £8 15s .
£6 10 0
31 x 24 Ensign Special Focal-plane Reflex, tropical
model, Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, revolving
reversing back, 3 slides. Unused. As new. List
price £13 10s .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Focalplane Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, revolving reversing
back, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case. List
£22 10s .
£15 15 0
31 x 21 Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P. A. and
case. Magnificent condition. Cost £25 £11 15 0
31 x 24 Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Ruby
Focal-plane Reflex, Ross Xpres f/2. 9, revolving re¬
versing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter and case. Up
to date. List price £26 16s .
£17 10 0

shutter.
£2

F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Cornpur
shutter, speeds 1 to
Ag
a
a £

84 -in. Ross Xpres Anastigmat f/4.5, sunk mount.
List £14 10s .
£6 15 0
8i-in. Goerz Dagor Double Anastigmat f/6.8,
Koilos shutter. Cost £7 15s .
£3 0 0

Nine monthly payments of 12/7.
l/150th sec., T. and B.
*»»* .1.0
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Cornpur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
, A , A

auto, shutter, 1 to l/100tb sec., T. and B. Cost
£7 10s .
£2 7 6
5i-in. Dallmeyer Stigmatic No. 2 Series II f/6,
auto, shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., T. and B. Cost
£6 .
£2 0 0

Nine
sec., T.
and monthly
B .payments

f/4.5, Cornpur

8J-in. Ross Homocentric
mount. Cost £7 10s .

Anastigmat

5-in. Ross Homocentric
Cost £5 10s .

f/6.3,

sunk

6|-in. Cooke Series III Anastigmat
fliount. Cost £5 15s .

f/8, iris
£2 5 0
mount.
18s. 6d.

10 lo 20
Speed

£5

9i-in. Ross Goerz Double
iris mount. Cost £5 5s .

5

Anastigmat i/7.7,
£2 17 6

11-in. Cooke Anastigmat Series V f/8, iris mount.
Cost £7 10s .
•.
£3 0
0

Sent on
seven
days’ approval
against full cash deposit.
HIRE
PURCHASE
TERMS
(Nine Monthly Payments).
aft
/6

With
Device.
Variable-

.

■ U

f/6. 5, sunk
£1 15 0
0

£16

of 14/9.
. U

PATHESCOPE DeLUXE
MOTOCAMERA

20-in. Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat f/6.3, iris mount.
Cost £60 .
£18 18 0
64-in. Carl Zeiss Bio Tessar f/2.8. Compound
shutter. As new. List £30 .
£12 17 6

Cost

2i x 2i Ensign Speed Focal-plane Reflex for Roll
Film, Ensar anastigmat f/4.5. As new. Unused.
Go
List £6 17s. 6d .
£5 5 0
er
34 x 21 Ihagee Folding Focal-planez D Reflex, revol¬
ag
ving back model, Meyer Veraplan anastigmat
f/4.5,
o
3 slides, F.P. adapter. New. Unused r Dcondition.
ou
Cost £44 10s .
£25
0 0
bl
eA
na
st
ig
m

Cost
5 0

shutter. List
£6 5 0

7-in. Zeiss Tessar
£13 8s .

31 21 Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex,
Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/3. 4, with case. Cost
£11 13s. 6d .
£7 17 6

Pictures
per Second.
For

9.5-mm.
Films.
Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat, spring drive
taking 30 ft. of film, day- A-4 Q * A ■ A

Nine monthly
light loading
.payments of 29/4.
■ U ■ U
Variable-speed device fitted to your E A /

.8

,

You can always do better at
THE WESTMINSTER
as

Appointed
Associate an
of
the Institute

EXCHANGE,
nk

PHOTOGRAPHIC

su
5,

.
/3
aft

gm

ti

present

de luxe Motocamera

THE

for _

OMBRUX
Electric

LTD.

119, VICTORIA

STREET,

0669.

111, OXFORD

S.W.l

STREET,

GERrard

1432.

“THE

AMATEUR

t.

un

mo

MENTION

“0”

3i-in. Dallmeyer Wide-angle Anastigmat, f'6.5
Focussing Aperture. As new. List price £5 10s.
£3 18 6
64-in. Union Double Anastigmat f/4.5, in Cornpur
shutter. Cost £8 .
£2 18 6

n
eA

PLEASE

SPEEDEX

LENSES.

CAMERAS.

4x4 cm. Rolleiflex, automatic model, Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat f/3.5, Cornpur shutter, takes 12 pictures
on standard vest-pocket size film, complete with
ever-ready case. List £23 15s .
£14 10 0
2Jxlg Exakta Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex,
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/3.5, takes standard
8-exposure vest-pocket size films. Complete with
case. List £19 .
£13 17 6

VICTORIA
Fitted f/1.9 Kodak anastigmat, 2 speeds,
8 and 16, interchangeable £QI«aO"0
lens mount, spring drive..
Nine monthly payments of 81/8.

Grand con¬
£22 10 0

ok

50 or
100 ft.

35/-

Co

For
16mm.
Films.

case.

i-pl. Ensign Popular Focal-plane Reflex, Cooke
Luxor anastigmat f/4.5, revolving reversing back,
3 slides and F.P. adapter. Cost £12 12s. £6 15 0
i-pl. Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Focal-plane
Reflex, Ross Homocentric f/4.5, 6J-in. focus, revolv¬
ing reversing back, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and
case. Cost £20 .
£6 17 6

Skopar anastigmat f/4.5, Cornpur shutter, takes 12
exposures on standard 2J x 31 roll film. The latest
in miniature reflex cameras. As new. List £19 10s.
£14 15 0
.

of

i-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe Focal-plane Reflex,
Dallmeyer Pentac anastigmat f/2. 9, 6-in. focus,
revolving reversing back, 3 double slides, F.P. A.
and case. Perfect condition. List £75 £27 10 0

Dallmeyer Dual, Dalmac f/3.5 anastig¬
shutter, takes 16 pictures on 3i x 2i
film. As new. Cost £12 12s. £8 17 6
Baldax, Meyer Trioplan f/3.5, Cornpur
new. List price £7 7s .
£5 17 6

REFLEX

AGFA

payments

i-pl. Kodak Auto Graflex Focal-plane Reflex,
revolving reversing back, Ross Xpres anastigmat
f/4.5, 7i-in. focus, F.P. adapter and case. A set of
magnificent construction. Cost £40. . . . £18 18 0

cm. Fotet, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Cornpur
and case. As new. Cost £8 10s. £6 17 6

2i x 2J Voigtlander Superb Roll Film
n

i

‘Westminster’ FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA 3|x2i

ST., S.W.l

monthly

i-pl. Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P. A.,
and case. Perfect order. Cost £30.... £9 15 0

3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat, delayed-action
Pronto shutter and case. As new. Cost £4 6s.
£3 10 0

4£ x 6 cm.
mat, Cornpur
standard roll
44 x 6 cm.
shutter. As

Nine

I-pl. Ensign Special Focal-plane Reflex, tropical
model, Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, revolving
reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, and case.
Cost £16 5s .
£8 10 0

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, Tessar f/2. 8 anastig¬
mat, Cornpur shutter and case. New, unused
condition. Cost £15 12s. 6d .
£10 17 6

Fitted f/6.3 Nettar anastigmat, speeded
shutter, l/25tb, l/50th, l/100th sec., T.
and B., all-metal body,
A* A
self-erecting front .
mO > Iwi w
Nine monthly payments of 8/2.

£15

)

i-pl. Kodak Auto. Graflex Focal-plane Reflex,
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/4.5. 6-in. focus, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £27 10s.
£10 10 0

f/4.5, 3-speed
£2 19 6

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, Novar anastigmat
f/4.5, delayed-action Telma shutter, complete with
case. As new. List £8 12s. 6d .
£4 18 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3
Novar anastigmat. List £2 7s. 6d .
£1 15 6
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat, Cornpur shutter
and case. As new. Cost £6 10s .
£4 7 6

3x4
shutter

F/2 SUMMAR

in Collapsible Mount.

i-pl. Dallmeyer Popular Focal-plane Reflex,
Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastigmat, reversing back, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £14 15s.
£7 17 6

3x4 cm. Rolloroy, Leitz Elmar anastigmat f/3.5,
in focussing mount, complete with case. As new.
Takes 16 pictures on V.P. size film. List price
£15 15s .
£9 17 6
3x4 cm. Nagel Vollenda, Radionar
shutter. Cost £5 5s .

Latest Addition

OUTFITS

FULLY

NEWS

24, CHARING
TEMple

Bar

CROSS

ROAD,

7165.

W.C.2

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

W.1
PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

1360.

W.1

Exposure
Meter.
of

Amateur

Cinematograpbers, Ltd.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Nine

monthly

payments

of 9/10,

ADVERTISERS,

1

OU/"

March
THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALL THE BEST

ENSIGN

‘AUTOKINECAM’
WITH
F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT
LENS
Enables

even

the

beginner

splendid 16-mm. movies
trouble. Beautifully made
With

clockwork

hand

crank,

in leather
■4
Q
I O

motor,

direct

ONLY

TWO

DAYS!

CHOOSE

FROM

to obtain

WRITE

without any
and finished.

TO US AT ONCE

and ENCLOSE

CASH

FOR

three speeds and

finder.

Complete

mount

case.

f* no
Nine
Unb.

28, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

monthly
payments
of 31/10.
Gives
and instan¬
taneouslong
exposures
of 1,
4 and 1 sec., or any
intermediate fractions,

A

in addition to l/20thl/500th eec.
Has
telescopic range-finder
action
£33;i3;o
with
magnification
14
times. Has automatic
focussing. Measuring
distance and focussing
lens are done in a single

fine Miniature
Camera !

‘PICCOCHIC’

3 x4 cm.

A V.P. camera taking 16 pictures on 127
roll film, metal tody, leather covered,
leather carrying-handle, nickelled fittings,
automatically springing to infinity by one
touch of a button, hinged back, f/2.9
Vidonar anastigmat, with focussing
adjustment to 3 ft., Com pur sector shutter,
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., reindeer
skin purse case.

£5
Nine

Nine

CINE-KODAK
JUNIOR

: 17 : 6

monthly

payments

of

monthly payments
of 78/6.

13/9.

ENSIGN

The cheapest f/3.5 16-mm. camera
for 50 ft. film, daylight loading.

THE

Strongly

‘KODAK’

“snapping ” position at
the touch of a button.
Finger-tip focussing from
34 ft. to infinity. Directvision view-finder. Easy
to load. Very smart
enamel and chromium
finish.
anastigmat
With “ Pronto£6:0:0
8 " shut¬
ter and Kodak
f/4.5

Nine

Special

monthly payments
of 14/1.

offer
Ikon

BABY

■4!

r

of Zeiss

BOX

^

'©
S55 \
.

I
iff*

‘TENGORS’
Body
all metal, two parts only,
covered neat grained leatherette,
Zeiss Ikon Novar f 6.3, with focussing
adjustment, direct-vision view-finder,
2 tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset
shutter for both time and instantaneous
exposures. Dimensions : 2x2f x JT|
in. Weight 8 oz.

.
•

Original

Our

price

£2

7s. 0d.

29/9

Price

Nine

only 5 x 31 x

18 in., and takes 16
pictures on 3J x 21 eightexposure film, anastigrnat lens shoots to the

clear

Makes

monthly

payments

of 31/11.

LONDON

f/6.3 anastigmat

Ensar

f/4.5 anastigmat
£3 10

Phone : CENT. 9391

E.C.4

LONDON

Phone:

NAT.

MENTION

5x4 Adams’ Mines de Luxe Reflex, 7-in. f/4.5 Tessar,
6 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Cost £86 .
£25 0 0

31 21 Enolde, f'4.5 anastigmat, speeded shutter, tele¬
scopic finder and leather case .
£3 7 6
Vest Pocket Icarette, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Compound
and leather case .
£6 6 0
31 21 Nagel Roll Film, f 4.5 anastigmat,
and leather case .

Ibsor shutter
£8 17 6

31 21 No. 1 Series II Kodak, f 6.3 anastigmat,
shutter ami leather case .

Diomatic
£1 17 6

lens, revolving
£13 2 6

4-pl. Square Bellows
slides .

lens, 2 double
£2 19 6

Outfit, f/4 Portrait

Whole-plate Studio Camera, long extension, no lens, 2
slides .
. .
£1 17 0
Pathe D.C. Projector, super attachment, Hermagis lens,
motor drive, rewind, resistance. Cost £14 Is.. . £8 17 6
Pathe

B

Cine

Camera,

f/3.5 anastigmat.

Bel) & Howell Projector, 750-watt
New condition. Cost £73 .
16-mm.

Kinamo

Motor

Camera,

4J 24 No. 12 Carbine, f 6.3
shutter and leather case .

3-in. f/2.9 Dallmeyer
shutter .

Pentac

Compur
£3 5 0

f/5.6, focal-plane
£3 19 6

Adjustable Telephoto Lens,
Sanderson .

lamp,

THE

with

of

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

WHEN

5x4
2 0

COSTS.

f/3.5

lens,

of special film, only half the
width of which is exposed
at a time.

£9 : 17 : 6
monthly payments
23/1.

of

CITy SM.E&

45-

Amateur Cine¬
matographers.

”

RUNNING

fixed-focus

Nine

Institute

Gammax
£2 15 0

for i-pl. or
£2

exposure guide, footage indi¬
cator, and eye-level finders
incorporated in the handle of
the camera.
Holde 25 ft.

deep hood is almost full size.
Two-speed shutter. High-grade
f/7.7
lens anastigmat
.

Appointed
Associate an
of the

£24

eight

With

24/6.

Cost

£7 17 0
and resis¬
£2 15 0

lamp

Anastigmat,

suitable

HALVES

l “BRILLIANT”

Cost £6 6s.
£4 19 6

with resistance.
£56 0 0

f/2.7 Tessar.

complete

Aldis-Butcher,

f/4.5 anastigmat
£10 17 6

34 < 21 T.-P. 1934 Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
back, 3 slides. Cost £17. Unsoiled .

35-mm. Cine Projector,
tance .

1 -pi. Apem Reflex, Ross Homocentric
6hutter and 3 slides .

lens, 6-in. condenser
£3 19 6

Kodak Autofocus Enlarger, complete with electric fittings.
Cost £10 17s. 6d. Perfect condition .
£0 17 6

31 21 Cameo Folding Pocket, double extension, Ross
Xpres f/4.5, Compur shutter, F.P. adapter and canvas
case .
£6 6 0

monthly payments of

“ THE

E.C.1

9 12 cm. Bentzin Folding Reflex, Heliar f '4.5, focussing,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides
and F.P. adapter .
£10 17 6
5 4 Wray R.R., focussing, 3 slides and leather case
15s. 9d.
Ansco Memo, f/3.5 anastigmat and leather case £4 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive .
£4 17 6

i-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, f/6 Busch
and electric fittings .

4-pl. T.-P. Enlarger, 8J-in. condenser,
lens and electric fittings .

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
PLEASE

0591

l-pl. Latest Pattern Sinclair Una Hand and Stand, f/6.3
Carl Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compound. 6 D.D. slides,
leather case. Unsoiled .
£9 17 6

Has numerous special features in common
with the famous Rolleiflex — one-lever Compur shutter, parallax compensation, patent
film guide, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.

Made by the makers of the famous
“ Rolleiflex.”

Case, 4/6.

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, self-capping shutter, 8
slides, F.P. adapter .
£10 17 6
16-mm. 180 Ensign Projector, motor drive, resistance
to 250 volts .
£15 15 0
34 x 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter. 3 slides, Riteway roll-holder £9 17 6
41-in. Koristka Salex, f 4.5. Coinpur shutter.. £2 15 0
31 21 Watch Pocket Carbine, Ross Homocentric f/6.3,
Bukos shutter and case .
£2 10 0

Takes the standard 31x21 8exposure roll film at 1 2, but gives
12 »21-in. square pictures. The
brilliant image emphasised by the

£ i extra,

0

Ensar

90/94 FLEET ST 84 Alder/gate $t

THE BIG CAMERA
SENSATION OF 1934

Patent “ Rolleicord ” Carrying-case,

0
6

S/3.

Solid Leather

‘ROLLEICORD

10 Gns.

0

£2 12

anastigmat

S/2.

‘ CINE-KODAK’

Mne

£2

and portable.
S/1.
Ensar f/7.7

movies.

£13 : 13 : 0

SIX-20
‘DUO’
New, neat and compact,
it measures

constructed.

splendidly

‘ SELFIX 1

metal
construction,
taking of
stand¬
A folding
Pocket Camera
all-'
ard size 21 x 31 roll films, light

CORRESPONDING

(1929)
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

L

March

28,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR EASTER!
THIS PAGE-EVERY
YOUR

“ STILL ” OR

CINE

Easy Terms

BY

in¬
per

cent

£5.

added

if over

Exchanges

ONE IN STOCK!
CAMERA

Nine equal monthly
stalments, only 5

Good
used

RETURN

allowances on your
apparatus in part

Approval

/j

payment.

for 5 days to post-buyers
of used goods.

ENSIGN ‘MIDGET’

Little bigger than a pocket diary 1
Takes crisp, first-class pictures at
the low cost of a penny per exposure.
Has moir6 silk enamel finish. Allmetal body, 3-speed shutter, l/25tb
to l/100tk sec., T. and B. Reflex
view-finder.
Collapsible eye-level
view-finder. Leather slip case.

SALEX
BALDA

With All-distance
lens .

Takes

30/-

Ensar f/6.3 anastigmat .
\J

/_
/

16 pictures on 31 x 2£ roll film

All-metal body, D.V. finder, leath*
er covering, nickel fittings. With
f/2.9 Steinheil lens, and latest delayed-action Compur sector shutter, 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B., with cable release. Super Salex Value 1
*1 C »A

‘SUPREME
DELUXE’
With Corygon Finest Quality

Strong motor
grade f/3.5 lens.

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT
With

delayed-action Compur
shatter.

speeds

ONLY
Nine

1 to l/250th

drive.

sec.,

payments

AT
A

instrument

with

f/3.5

CITY

1124

LONDON

3x4
cm. Voigtlander Perbeo, f/3.5 anastigmat, D.A.
shutter, micrometer focussing, and case. As new £4 12 6
3i x 2| T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastig¬
mat, rack focussing, 6elf-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
sec., screen and 3 elides .
£5 19 6
V.P. Piccolette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zei6s Tossar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., focussing adjustment
£4 12 6
21x31 Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, plate
back and 3 slides .
£2 19 6
9x12 cm. Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex, i/2.1 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, focussing, self-capping shutter, l/10th
to 1/1, 000th 6ec., hooded screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£28 17 6
21 x 31 Tropical Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., radial focussing,
plate back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case

£6 17 6

1-pl. Latest Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, long extension,
focal-plane shutter speeds to l/800th sec., revolving back,
masking device for top ecreen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
;.
£19 15 0
31 x 21 N. & G. Sibyl Vitesse, in brand new condition,
f/3.5 Ross Xpres and f/5.5 Ross Teleros lenses, 3 double
slides, 2 filters, F.P. adapter, changing-box and leather
case. Practically new condition .
£19 19 0

6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur sector

shutter,

leather

BABY

case .

£9 17

6

IKONTA

Phone:

MON.

ST
0180

Novar anastigmat
val shutter, from

monthly

LIST
m

every

standard in pre¬
of the miniature
absolutely rock
takes 16 pictures
any make, fitted

Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 10s.

THE

lock

and

sling

FAMOUS

KODAK

into a hundredth. And the Six-20
almost loads itself. Open the
back hinged like a cigarette case,
flick up the spool-holders, snap the
film home, and you’re loaded
almost before you’ve begun. When
you must be quick or miss the
picture the Six-20 slickness and
quickness are priceless.

8 exposures on 3£ x 2J film.

range-finder,
£17 0 0

With

21 x 21 Superb Reflex, f/3.5 Skopar, delayed-action
Compur, reflecting prism .
£15 15 0
Latest V.P. T.-P. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, lazy-tongs, self¬
capping shutter, revolving back, 3 D.D. slides, 10-in.
Dallmeyer Stigmatic portrait, iris and diffusion, Luc silent
metal shutter. As new. Cost £10 .
£23 10 0

Doublet

lens

£2:15:0

Nine monthly payments of 6/8.
With focussing anas- J>0 ill) ■£

31 x 21 All-metal Wergen de Luxe Compact Folding, double
extension, f/2.9 Xenar anastigmat, Compur shutter. 3 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£7 17 6

For
No

with

The
clever camera. In
one
movement the front drops and the
lens springs out for the picture.
Quick on the trigger, too ! Its
Kodon shutter will slice a second

Model B Pathe 9.5-mm. Cine Camera, Double-claw Pro¬
jector, super-reel attachment, motor, resistance, two
300-ft. reels .
£12 0 0
16-exposures-on-V.P. 520 Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
latest Compur .
£7 17 6
self-coupling

case,

‘SIX-20’

35-mm. Standard DeVry Portable Self-contained Cine
Projector, motor driven, 1,000-ft. spools, resistance. Cost
£40 .
£6 15 0

Model II Leica, automatic,
f/3.5 Elmar, purse .

shutter,

strap, 5/9 extra.

3.tx2£ Ensign Speed Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Aldis, leather case .
£5 17 6
31 x 21 Voigtlander Brilliant, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded
shutter, leather case .
£3 12 6

Nine monthly
payments • of
tigmat
lens f/6.3.
t

8/8.

THE

METER

VOIGTLANDER

all “ still ” photography.
batteries. Works on

‘SUPERB
ROLL-FILM

photo-electric system. Gives
direct readings under prac¬
tically all light■ A • A
ing conditions.
■ V
Nine monthly payments of

’

REFLEX

f/6.3, Der-

£3:7:6
Nine

OFF
instrument

Our
Price - £5:5:0
Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.

E.C.3

Pathe Lux Cine Projector, 9.5-mm., for 30-ft., 60-ft.,
300-ft. or 400-ft. films, travelling-case. Cost £23 £12 12 0
200-B 9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Projector, group resistance
with ammeter, spare lamp, travelling case, Jaynay stand
£13 15 0
la Tropical Roll Film Carbine, in Florentine bronze,
Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, leather case . . £5 12 6
3A x 2i Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£7 17 6

‘OMBRUX’

Takes 16 exposures on V.P.
roll film. All-metal body,
hinged back, spring-out front
for rigidity, leather bellows.
Direct-vision finder, tripod
bush. Finished black ename
with nickel fittings.

«w

Our
Price - £7:7:6
Or 9 monthly payments of 17/3.
With

Leather
3i x 21 Sibyl, f/4.5 Roes Xpres anastigmat, radial focusBing, reflex finder, ecreen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Ae new .
£12 15 0

of 18/-

price £11 10s.

54 LIME

E.C.2

payments

genuine f '3.5 Zeiss Novar lens, focussing ,
with Compur
sector shutter. List

of 13/10.

Phone:

40%

high-class

respect, and sets a
cision-made cameras
class. No
bellows,
rigid, direct finder,
on V.P. size film,

of 24/6.

59 CHEAPSIDE
I LONDON

high-

‘LUXE’

PATHE

A high-class
anastigmat.

- £5:17:6

monthly

With

monthly

ZEISS IKON
‘KOLIBRI’ CAMERAS

6 60S ^*ne mon^y payments of

sector

For 3$x2i roll films. Automatically
opening to infinity. Rock-rigid front,
leather bellows, reversible and D.V.
view-finders,
T. and B.

Nine

‘B’

PATHESCOPE

Brings movie-making
within the
reach of all. Daylight loading.

payments

9/11.

‘ BLENDUX
of

Fpr

cin£ work

£4

Full-size image, compensated for
parallax, the upper lens tilting
downw'ards as camera is racked
forward shows actual image.

’
l 4

1 0

Delayed-action Compur
sector
shutter, f/3.5 Voigtlander Skopar
lens. Takes 12 pictures 2Jx2i
in. on No. 120 film 2*x3*.

8/1.

IXCHAflGi
n ITED

100-PAGE
FREE &
from

any

CATALOGUE
POST FREE
City Sale

£19 : 10 : O

branch

Or

9 equal

payments

of 45/6.
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Don’t be satisfied with
ordinary results ♦ . . use the
plates that interpret
colours at their true values
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PLATES
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RAPID
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GIVEN fine weather — and the

No.

2368.

Mr. F. J. Tritton, Mr. Arthur
Periera, Mr. Ernest Marriage and
Mr. L. W. Oliver.

odds are in favour — the Easter
holiday should again prove
an ideal one for the amateur photo¬
grapher this year, as it has on so
many occasions in the past. Where
a longer holiday is contemplated,
we hope our readers will take ad¬
vantage of the service offered in our
Spring and Empire Number last
week. We repeat the information
for the benefit of those who
may have overlooked the notice.
By arrangement with the Holiday

The Cyclist Photographer.
With the cyclist as with the
photographer there is no closed
season, though it cannot be denied
that with the coming of Easter
there is increased activity and an
influx of new adherents to both
pastimes. Cycling and photography
are regarded by many as being sister
hobbies — the one being comple¬
mentary to the other. Every
photographer will appreciate the
advantages of a bicycle as a quick
and cheap means of transport in
his search for subjects, for the

Club of 14, Clifford’s Inn, London,
E.C.4, full details and information
regarding accommodation, tariffs,
description of beauty spots, and
photographic facilities, etc., will be
supplied free to readers of The Ama¬
teur Photographer on application to
the Editor. In the ordinary way
a membership fee to the club has to
be paid before this information is
forthcoming. This will be waived in
the case of readers of “The A.P.”
when applying through the paper.
They will then be made Honorary
Members of the Club and be supplied
with all information regarding any
desired district in the British Isles.

modern light-weight machine can
be taken anywhere where a walker
can go. On another page in this
issue will be found an article on
Cycling and Photography, with many
practical notes of value to followers
of both pursuits.

Miniature

Photography.

The lecture on miniature photo¬
graphy at the Royal Photographic
Society the other evening suffered
a little from the fact that the

The R.P.S.

lecturer, Mr. MacAlpine, is iden¬
tified professionally with one par¬
ticular make of miniature camera,
though he was fair to the point
of extreme conscientiousness, and

The annual meeting of the Royal
Photographic Society passed off quite
happily. A gain of one hundred in
membership on the year, bringing
the membership to over 2,000 for
the first time, and a balance of £650
on the right side — well, what could
there be to grumble at ? Mr. A. J.
Bull was re-elected President for a
second year, the officers were all
re-elected, and among the new
members returned to the Council
(some of them having served before
and left it for an interval) were Mr.
C. Pollard Crowther, Mr. G. B.
Harrison, Mr. H. Bedford Lemere,

LXXVII.

London

Yachting

Landscapes

283

enthusiasts

have

(No.

22),.

started

their

season in Regent's Park Lake, and pro¬
vide excellent subjects for snapshot work
at the present time.

freely admitted that what he had to
say about his own model applied to all
others. We were specially interested
in the big range of subjects which
the miniature camera, with a battery
of lenses, can compass, from the
reproduction of a postage stamp to
the view from the top of Everest,
and from the inside of a London
bus, with its drowsy passengers,
to the animals at the Zoo. This
new facility for taking photographs
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inside buses and trams

No Waste of Words.
For laconic titles commend us to
the exhibition of prints by Mr.
Walden Hammond, now showing in
Russell Square. Half his fifty works
have a one-word title, such as

adds a new

Bedewed

28th, 1934

Lenses.

At this season of the year when
the atmosphere is apt to be humid,
users of hand cameras should be
careful to see that lenses are not

terror to city travel. In bad light¬
ing, said Mr. MacAlpine, the minia¬
ture camera has a greater advantage
than any other, because of the
possibility of using a lens of very
high aperture — anything from f/3.5
upwards, with a short focal length
(a matter of 5 cm.). As to portability
the camera with the standard lens

“ Joy,” “ Nocturne,” “ Come ! ”
“Yawning,” “Tracery,” “In¬
trigue,” “ Courage,” and so forth.
A number of others bear such titles

weighs a pound, and the heaviest
of the accessory lenses another
pound. We are told, by the way,
that thirteen miniature cameras
were taken on board the Graf

as “ The Gangster,” “ The Crafts¬
man,” “ The Philanderer,” “ The
Watcher,” and the author seems
almost too prodigal of words when
he lets himself go in the longest of

dewing, but with fixed-focus or
scale-focussing cameras dewing may
not be detected. Dewing usually
appears in damp or muggy weather,
the atmosphere acting upon a lens

Zeppelin for its round-the-world
flight, but, for some reason, only
twelve of them came back. Whether

his titles, namely, “ And so to bed.”
It is a far cry from some of the
stately and ponderous titles which
appear in other galleries, but, after
all, if you can cover the motive of
the picture in one word, why use
two ?

as it does upon windows, the steam¬
ing being caused by one side of the
lens being colder than the other
side. Dewing does not last very
long as a rule, but often long enough
to spoil an exposure, so that it
should be carefully watched.

the

thirteenth

was

thrown

over¬

board, Jonah-like, and will pre¬
sently be disgorged by the Loch
Ness monster, remains to be seen.

bedewed, a “ steamed ” lens being
the unlooked-for cause of many a
failure. Users of reflex and field
cameras v/ho focus on a groundglass screen can usually detect

Readers’ Problems
Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the back page.
Lens

Names.

I understand

that the proper

condenser

for an

enlarger

is a

plano-convex. As I know nothing about lens names this does
not convey anything definite to me. Will you explain simply
what the term signifies ?
S. S. E. (Whitehaven.)
The condenser specified is not the only
used for the purpose, but it is certainly

type that can be
the most general

both for enlarging apparatus and for optical lanterns. What¬
ever its form its purpose is to collect rays of light from the
illuminant, and project them evenly through the negative
(or slide) into the lens, and thence to the paper (or lantern
screen).
It is by no means difficult to learn the names and forms
of the various types of lenses. Their surfaces are always
ground and polished so as to be parts of spheres, or else they

are flat. If the curve
inwards it is concave

bulges outwards it is convex
; if it is flat it is piano.

The six figures in the diagram show the usual
of these surfaces. The first three are all thicker

; if it curves
combinations
in the middle

than at the edges ; these are positive or convergent lenses.
The second three are thicker at the edges than in the middle ;
these are divergent or negative lenses.
Naming them according to the form of their surfaces they
are : 1, double convex, or bi-convex ; 2, plano-convex ;
3, concavo-convex, or converging (positive) meniscus ; 4,
double concave, or bi-concave ; 5, plano-concave ; 6, concavoconvex, or diverging (negative) meniscus.
Fig. A is the form of condenser about which you asked.
It is a double lens, and each lens has one flat and one convex
surface ; hence the name,
Once the terms are known
self-explanatory.

a double plano-convex condenser.
it is evident that any such term is

Fig. B is shown as an example of a particular form of com¬
pound lens — compound because it has more than one element
in its construction. A single lens has only one element,
although this often consists of two separate lenses cemented
together to form one.
In Fig. B a bi-convex and a bi-concave lens are cemented
together, making as a whole a concavo-convex element. This
element is repeated at the other end of the mount, and if
these two were all, the lens would be called symmetrical,
because the two elements are alike. But the lens in this case
has been made non-symmetrical by the addition
of a single concavo-convex lens.

to the system

Very often the front element, or the back element, or both',
in such a lens can be used alone, by removing the other from
the mount. Such lenses are called convertible or combinable.
If only one element of a lens can be used alone, this one and the
complete lens have different focal lengths, and you have a
two-foci lens. If both elements can be used alone it is a
three-foci lens— the complete lens, the front alone, and the
back alone. This assumes that the front and the back lens

28have
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different focal lengths ; in a symmetrical lens the front
and the back components have the same focal length.
We trust that these simple explanations will make the whole
matter clearer to you, and such knowledge is certainly helpful.
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THERE are prob- Dry- Mounting
for Amateurs

ab 1 y many
amateur pho¬
tographers who have
hesitated to try their
hand at dry-mounting
prints. There are prob¬
ably others who have
tried, but finding that
their efforts were not successful,
have abandoned the process, be¬
lieving that success can only come
if a dry-mounting press is available.
Such, however, is not th£ case,
for results equal to those obtained
by a professional photographer are
within the reach of anyone pos¬
sessing an ordinary domestic electric
iron, provided certain details are
carried out.

The actual principle of dry-mount¬
ing is a simple one. Dry-mounting
tissue, which is not expensive, is
sold in packets obtainable at any
reliable photographic dealer’s. It is
made by saturating tissue-paper in
a solution of shellac. This tissue
melts when sufficient heat is applied
to it, and has very adhesive qualities.
To mount a print with an ordinary
iron, the following points must be
borne in mind.
Essentials.

First, the print must be quite
dry, and to make quite certain of
this pass a warm iron over the back
of it, when you will in all probability
see some steam come away. A
very useful “ bench ” on which to
work is a clean cloth, such as is used
for ironing domestic clothing.
Secondly, it is necessary to choose
a mount, and the best thing for the
job is one that is fairly stout, and
is
also orof thin
a slightly
nature.
Hard
mounts“ soft
that” are
not
very absorbent should not be used if
a really well-mounted print is desired.
Thirdly, a piece of paper to place
over the print to protect it from the
surface of the iron must be employed.
Any smopth paper can be used, but
blotting-paper of normal thickness
offers many advantages over brown
paper. It is quite free from hard
blemishes in its surface, which, if
present, will produce indentations on
the print. It is possible to see
faintly the position of the print
through it, and, being absorbent,
any moisture that may be present
in the print has a chance to get

Every amateur photographer ad¬
mires the perfect effect obtained
when a print is finished by the dry¬
mounting process. Few amateurs,
however, are able to acquire a large
commercial dry - mounting outfit.
Practical information on the subject
of dry-mounting at home is, there¬
fore, always welcomed by the ama¬
teur. The following notes are from
a lecture - demonstration given to
the members of the Kilburn and
Willesden Photographic
Society
recently by Mr. E. Teller.

away. Whatever kind of paper
is used it should be quite dry, and
should be larger than the size of
the print being mounted. Care
should be taken to see that the
iron touches neither print nor mount
when the job is carried out.
Having attended to these prelim¬
inaries the procedure is quite simple.
Place a piece of tissue on the back
of the print and affix it by gently
touching it in the centre with a
hot iron. This is best done on a
hard surface, and not on the ironing
cloth. Trim the print to the re¬
quired shape, taking care to see
that the tissue is lying quite flat
during the trimming.
Applying

the

Heat.

Lay the print on the mount in
the position desired, and place the
blotting-paper over it. With the
other hand take hold of the electric
iron and place it firmly in the centre
of the blotting-paper. The heat of
the iron should be such that the
fingers cannot rest comfortably on
it, but not hotter than that. Move
the iron slowly over the whole area
of the print. If the print shows no
signs of adhering after ten seconds’
steady application of the iron, it is
obvious that the iron is not hot
enough. Switch on the current and
carry on with the process. An
electric iron gets hot very quickly,
so be careful to watch for the first
signs of the print sticking.
As soon
285
as this happens in any part of the
print switch off the current and
attempt to complete the job with

the heat you have.
Do not hurry the

ironing movement.
The secret lies in
slowly moving the iron
so that the heat has
time to penetrate
through the blottingpaper and the print.
The operation need not be com¬
pleted in one attempt. As soon as
the print is firmly sticking in any
part it is quite safe to remove the
blotting-paper and inspect the work.
The mount should be bent in both
directions to make sure that it is
really sticking.
Where the print is not sticking it
should be gone over again until the
job is completed. It is best to
move the iron from the centre of
the print to the edges, and to make
certain that each part of the print
is completed before starting on
the other parts. If the size of the
print is quarter-plate or less there
is no need to move the iron at all,
as its size is sufficient to cover the
whole area of the print.
For larger sizes the iron must be
moved from one part to another,
and the larger the print the longer
the operation ; but no difficulty will
be experienced with prints up to a
size of 12 X 10 inches.
Failures.

Some of the failures in dry
mounting are attributable to : (1)
an iron that is too hot, causing
shiny patches to appear
surface of the print ; (2)
ing to mount a print that
and producing similar shiny
(3) attempting to mount
on an unsuitable mount.

on the
attempt¬
is damp
patches ;
a print
On this

point, it is as well to remark that
the makers of the tissue claim that
any mount can be used, but this
claim cannot honestly be made when
an electric iron is being used and
not a dry-mounting press.
Once mastered, it is possible to
mount forty to fifty quarter-plate
prints in an evening, which compares
very favourably with the number
it is possible to mount with paste.
If one wishes to use the method for
mounting prints in an album care
should be taken to see that the
album selected is of the loose-leaf
type, and that the leaves are of
board rather than paper thickness.
7
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Cycling and Photography
THE Easter holiday will be responsible for the appearance

E. V. BEESON.

pocket.” In nine cases out of ten this pocket is only large
enough to take a V.P. camera, but in any case don’t use it.
If the machine should fall over, the first thing to hit the ground
is the side pocket and its contents. Few cameras are
built to stand such violent treatment.

of thousands of cyclists on the roads who are also
amateur photographers. The following notes will
therefore be of interest to a great number of readers of this
paper who are cyclists and are proposing to combine the
two holiday activities.
As regards the most suitable
type of camera, portability,
lightness and universality are

If a
obtained

saddle-bag can be
with a l^rge enough

pocket on the top of the flap,
all well and good, but the
writer has for a number of

the chief points for considera¬
tion. Plates are unsuitable by
reason of their weight, bulk,
and risk of breakage, though
for a rider interested in all¬
round subjects, a plate type
of camera using film packs,

years carried various types of
cameras in the bag itself
without any damage resulting,
though it is only wise to afford
all the protection possible

cut film or a roll-film adapter,
has much to recommend
it.

with any vibration -absorbing
material such as spare clothing
or folded maps.

In my opinion, the handiest
instrument is one
of the

If the cycling
photographer’s
activities
warrant
the weight
of a tripod, special clips are
obtainable for carrying this
on the machine in much the
same way as the pump
is

popular 3J x 2^roll-filmvariety,
with rising and cross move¬
ments and a large-aperture
anastigmat lens. The shutter
should preferably contain a

secured. A “ Kodapod ” or
" Optipod ” makes
a very
useful compromise, however,
and with its aid the bicycle

built-in delayed-action device,
as this enables the lone rider
himself, when necessary, to
provide a suitable foreground
figure.
The latest pattern Compur
is an ideal shutter in the
foregoing respect,
because of its low

itself

may

often

serve

purpose of a tripod.
A knowledge of the

use

the
of

sky and colour filters is of
considerable advantage to a

and also
automatic

photographer whose principal
application of his hobby will
be to record and portray the
colourful scenes and changing
moods of nature. The latitude,
colour correction and speed of

speeds, so useful for pictorial
work, and the i /250th sec.
at the other end of the scale,
Which enables one to get
action pictures of club life.
Stress is laid on the 3JX2J
camera, for not only are the

the “ chrome ”• or super-sensi¬
tive panchromatic film always
make
the slight extra cost
a worth-while investment.

prints big enough to be appre¬
ciated without enlargement,
but a touring cyclist reaches
many an old-world village, far
from the beaten track, and if
he should run out of film he

A

The wider range of his activ¬
ities, and the frequent contact
with fellow -enthusiasts, with

place in the Sun.

the

consequent

exchange

of

will almost certainly be able to obtain the standard 120 size
at the village store ; even on a Sunday an automatic machine
is usually in evidence.
All real cyclists have an antipathy to carrying anything on
the back or slung over the shoulder, even the lightest weight

ideas, gives the cycling photographer a better chance than most
in carrying off awards in the various competitions organised by
the photographic and daily Press. In addition, many cycling
clubs hold competitions limited to members only, with classes
for architectural, pictorial and cycling subjects.

becomes irksome on a long day’s ride ; and inquiries often
appear in cycling journals for the best way of carrying the
camera on the bicycle.

Last yearboth
also,
cycling journal
and a
association
ran a competitions
for amateur

Many
ing

equipment

at the

side

a

manufacturers
compartment

A SPECIAL

supply
usually

EASTER

saddle-bags
termed

a

manufacturers’
photographers,

giving substantial cash prizes. A quite considerable market,
too, exists for illustrated touring articles in the many out-ofdoors magazine publications.

contain¬
“ camera

GIFT OFFER
to readers

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

of “ The

Amateur

Photographer

99

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced
with

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we are pleased to announce that we have made the following arrangements
the Watkins Meter Company, of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.

In this issue of “ The
of each coupon is 6d.

A.P.,”

and

for the eight issues that follow, a coupon

will be printed

in the advertisement

pages.

The

value

Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of " The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The

6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

ix of the advertisement

pages.
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ews and Reviews
Items

DISTANT
Sir. — I

CONTROL

should

like

to

OF

thank,

FLASHLIGHT.

through

your

Kodak,

columns,

the

various correspondents who replied to my questions upon the
distant control of flashlight. Using an accumulator as sug¬
gested, and fuse wire marked at 5 amps., which was procured
from one of Woolworth’s stores, I get perfect results. Mr.
Beren’s letter also helped me in finding another fault. That
was using a flex for the switch, which consisted of wire of too
fine a strand. This also must have offered too high a resistance
to the current. After changing mine I got perfect results,
as stated above.
Hoping my remarks will also be
Yours, etc.,

the

above

heading

has

been

quite

a

lot

of correspondence from readers who apparently have difficulty
in obtaining fuse wire of suitable size for this purpose. May I
suggest an inexpensive way of obtaining supplies.
23/. 0076 sq. in. twin flexible cords, as generally used by
electricians for wiring pendants and table standards, actually
consists of 23 strands of 36 S.W.G. copper wire. A yard of
this, costing about 4d., provides 46 yards
is quite suitable for igniting flashpowder.

of fuse-wire

which

I would advise that a reliable make be used, such as Henley’s,
Callenders, etc., in order that there may be no doubt about the
quality of the copper, or any difficulty in removing the insula¬
tion. — Yours, etc.,
H. J. GORNALL.

SPOTTING
Sir, — -It gives

me

MINIATURE
the

greatest

pleasure

to

suggest

to

your

Personally, I use a Leica and use Johnson’s Fine-grain
Developer at 65 degrees Fahr. for my films. Previous to the
production of this new developer, which is most excellent, I
used Azol. So far the number of spotty negatives in my col¬
lection can be counted on the ten fingers which have developed
them. Any spots I attribute to my own carelessness in not
dissolving the powder properly or neglecting to rock the tan.c
frequently enough.
Wishing your paper every success, and hoping this may be
useful. — Yours, etc.,
PETER
POSFORD.

TWO-ON-ONE
suggestion

put

EXPOSURES.

forward

that extensions

all quarters.

costing more

Camera

and

Film

than

Works,

workers being employed. Also", over 200 people in the building
and engineering trades will be given employment for many
months to come. Over 2,460 people are employed at the works,
nearly 530 more than a year ago. For some time past it has
been necessary in some departments to work 24 hours daily in
three shifts of eight hours each.

The

Twenty-sixth
Museum

Scottish National

Art

Galleries,

Paisley,

with a reception given by the Provost,
cillors of the Burgh of Paisley.

Salon will be opened
on

Friday,

Magistrates

April
and

6th,

Coun¬

An exhibition of photographs made on a holiday cruise
on the Blue Star liner s.s. Arcindora Star is now open at the
Ilford Galleries, 101, High Holborn. The attractive feature
of this show is the variety of colours shown in .the prints —
all of which are on Ilford bromide paper and in most instances
have been toned with Johnson’s toners. A range of reds,
blues, greens and browns are exhibited, which indicate the
variety of colours obtainable with these simple toners. The
prints themselves are of remarkably high quality and are
evidence of the excellence of the printing process employed.
Admission to the exhibition is free.

NEGATIVES.

correspondent, “ Miniaturist,” who complained of spots on
miniature negatives, that the great cure of all evils is the
removal of the cause. Not knowing the particular make of
camera used by your correspondent it is rather difficult to
be helpful in his particular case. But I am sure that if the
simple rules of developing are carefully applied, spots on
negatives need seldom make their unwelcome appearance.

Sir, — The

from

Increased capacity of the plant and the addition of three and
a half acres of floor space will mean several hundred more

of interest to others. —
J. MUFFITT.

there

announce

interest

^250,000 are being made to the Kodak
at Wealdstone, Middlesex.

in the
Sir, — Under

Ltd.

of general

by

Mr.

John

Billings

to

Owing
was

to an oversight, the name

omitted

Colonial
plaque

from

the

Competition
was

“ The

awarded

of R. R. S. Asser, of Egypt,

list of awards

published

in our

in the

Overseas

last issue.

A

and

bronze

to this worker.

Miniature

Negative — its Development onand
Care,”
miniature

is the title of the third of the series of handbooks

camera photography issued in this country by Messrs. Sands
Hunter & Co., Ltd., of 37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.
The price is 2s. 6d., and the contents include a wealth of
practical information and illustrations, that will appeal to
every

user

of a miniature

camera.

Fifty years ago the word “ Tabloid ” did not exist in English
or any other language. Now it is well known, not only in
English but practically in every known tongue, and celebrates
its jubilee this year. It was invented by Burroughs Wellcome
and Co., the manufacturing chemists, and registered in 1884
as a trade mark applied to chemical substances prepared by
them. It has been mainly associated with their compressed
products, but, has also been applied to many other classes

adapt the " 12 exposures on 3JX2J- film” idea to roll- film
holders would appear from the user’s point of view to be worth
following up by the manufacturers.

of goods.

Many users of reflex cameras — or of any plate camera for
that matter — make use of a roll-film adapter to obtain the
advantages of the lower-priced, more easily obtainable, and
more portable roll film compared with film pack, and the
attractiveness of this scheme would be enhanced if a greater
number of exposures could be obtained for the same cost of

will hold their 17th Annual Exhibition at the Greenwich
Town Hall on April 12th, 13th and ,14th, and at the Deptford
Town
Hall on April 26th, 27th and 28th. The respective

spool.
A 2J-X2-J arrangement is an excellent size for the negative,
as a horizontal or vertical picture can be composed at will in
the enlarger, and this applies particularly to such cameras as
the ” horizontal only ” type of reflex.
A simple solution is afforded if the film manufacturers will
mark the back of the film cover paper (visible through the
red window) with a distinguishing mark, such as a cross, at
intervals of just over
be ignored by anyone

2-J inches. The ordinary numbers could
using the film in this way in conjunction

with

dark

supplementary

Yours,

slide suggested

etc.,

by

Mr.

Billings. —

“ ECONOMIST.”

The

South

Suburban

and

Catford

Photographic

Society

Borough Councils have shown keen interest in the Society’s
work, and it is due to their courtesy that the use of the town
halls has been granted.

Messrs.
announce

Gevaert
reduced

is. for “ Gayvert

Ltd., of Walmer

prices
” and

for their

Road,

roll film.

London,

W.io,

2JX3J-

is now

is. 2d. for “ Superchrom.”

2JX4J

is is. 3d. for “ Gayvert ” and is. 6d. for “ Superchrom.”
each case these prices are for 8-exposure spools.
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In our issue dated

March

14th a misprint occurred

In

in the

technical data of a photograph entitled “ By the Water’s
Edge,” illustrating an article on Seagulls. The exposure
was given as i/iooth sec. at f/6.5. This should have read
i/8ooth sec. at f/5.6.
9
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ouse
By JOHN

COLE.

the joy of a few leaning verticals and other heretical
departures. The writer knows full well that the stickler
for convention will be shocked and enraged at the
suggestion ; yet, had he not disobeyed the text-books
by putting his camera on the ground and pointing it
upwards to the cement-mixer, he would never have
secured the study which is reproduced here, and which,
in his conceit, he is rather pleased to have obtained.

A modern

building in the making.

IF your photographic tastes tend towards the unusual,

you will find much to interest you wherever new
houses are being built. Amusing patterns, the play
of light and shade, design — all the devices dear to

the photographer’s heart are there in abundance.
A characteristic of the builder is that he collects together
and uses quantities of like articles. Stacks of laths, planks,
tiles and bricks are, for instance, well-known evidences
of his activities and, especially if the stacking is ndt too
exactly and symmetrically done, form the basis for such
repetitive themes as that of the- drain-pipes in the illustration
on the opposite page.
Lighting is, of course,
always of the utmost im¬
portance to the diligent
worker, but when he comes
to work on somewhat ab¬
stract notions of design, it
demands his even more care¬

gl
§1

ful consideration. An hour’s
movement of the sun can
convert an ordinary and
valueless heap of muck into
a pattern of intense, though
fleeting, beauty.
The matter of viewpoint
also calls for thought. Be
prepared to venture and to
let your imagination off the
leash. Abandon yourself to

10

The cement-mixer.
When you are wandering
among the bits and pieces,
be alert for such amusing
oddities as the “ ducks.”
It is, admittedly, far from
easy to spot curiosities like
these ; indeed, had these
particular pipes been stacked
in any position other than
that which makes them look
like ducks, it is almost
certain that even they would
have been overlooked.
This " house hunting ” can
be tackled with almost any

<• Ducks."
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and PictureMaking
Brownie upwards. Small stops and long exposures may
safely be used, because the subjects that offer them¬
selves rarely include any movement. A focussing scale
is a convenience. A tripod is valuable. Occasionally
a sky filter comes in useful.
House-building subjects have the advantage of being
within the reach of almost everyone in these days when
new houses are creeping over the land so relentlessly.
Turning them to the photographer’s use in the
manner suggested is rather like extracting ironical due
for the beautiful landscape viewp which their erection
has probably destroyed !

Excavation

before building.

wrestling with their Sunday joint, and when the builder is
idle, he will not be displeased, and the photographer will,
incidentally, not be under the gaze of curious eyes,
nor subjected to the distracting comments of passers-by.
Whilst he is out with his camera let him not overlook
the possibility of his earning the price of the films
he uses. He should consider taking a few shots
and rural scenes on which houses will shortly
Later, he will find a ready sale for them amongst
of these houses.

A

corner

of the new

or plates
of fields
be built.
occupiers

street.

Views from ladders, scaffolding, etc., are frequently very
effective, but unless the result aimed at is frankly of the
“ pattern ” variety, a strong foreground object is desirable
for picture-making with this material.
Apart from considerations of lighting, there are (par¬
ticularly if you happen to be a shy soul like the writer)
good and bad times at which to do your hunting. It
is probably a correct assumption that most readers of this
article have only the week-ends available for making
exposures. Unfortunately, that is just when the builder
has most prospective purchasers looking over his
houses, and he does not then welcome the man with
the camera. If the shots are taken when most folk are

289
Drain-pipes.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an

a topic

article

will

appear

under

this

of interest

to the

novice

in photography .

PAST

AND

heading

dealing

but which may appeal to many beginners who have
not yet come across it, or at any rate have not
adopted it.
It is not necessary to point out that these are times of
changes to an extent that is rather alarming. Practically
the whole face of the country is being modified to such an
extent, and so rapidly, that it is often difficult to recall the
familiar features of a few years ago, to say nothing of
going back a quarter or half a century.
Lanes are being converted into roads ; old roads are being
widened and straightened ; new roads are being made.
Old buildings, bridges and woods vanish almost in a day ;
new dwellings spring up like mushrooms in a night. Photo¬
graphic records have been made and preserved in many
cases, but it is almost impossible to keep pace with the
destructive hordes of the spoilers.

£. NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

PRESENT.

HERE is a suggestion which is by no means a new one,

28th, 1934

Jor the

All this makes it interesting to get together comparative
photographs, in our own neighbourhood and elsewhere,
to show what is and what was ; and in the circumstances it
is painfully easy to do this.

The idea may

be considerably

expanded by looking out for pre-photographic records—
paintings or drawings, and old engravings in wood, copper
or steel. The latter, especially of the topographical kind,
were produced in vast numbers round about a century ago.
It was an easy matter for me to find a couple of illustra¬
tions for the purpose. I could find dozens even among my"
own negatives, without resorting to other pictorial sources.
The two I have chosen will serve to suggest quite well the
sort of thing I have in mind.
In November, 1290, Eleanor of Castile, the wife of
Edward I, died at Harby, near Lincoln. Her body was
brought by slow and difficult stages to Westminster, and
at each spot where the cortege rested for the night, Edward
afterwards caused to be erected a memorial cross to his
queen. There were thirteen in
the originals, of course often
remain ; they still stand at
and Waltham. Charing Cross,
is comparatively"
structures at all.

modern,

and

all. Of these only three of
and considerably restored,
Northampton, Geddington
contrary to popular belief,
not

one

of the

original

I have photographs of the Northampton and Waltham
crosses only ; but it would probably be possible to trace
illustrations of the others, so that the series could be
completed. It might also be possible to show by photo¬
graphs the present appearance of the sites of some of them.
The engraving of Waltham Cross was made about a
century" ago from an architect’s drawing suggesting the
appearance of the cross soon after its erection. The rural
character of the scene makes a striking contrast with the
surroundings shown in m\" photograph, which was probably
taken about 1900. It is from a half-plate negative, and
in these days of miniature cameras it may sound weird
and wonderful that at that time I often used a stand camera
for such subjects.
The camera was set up, the subject arranged on the
focussing screen, and a suitable moment for firing the
shutter awaited. On the bar carrying the swans is the
intimation that the inn is a posting house ; and on the
original print it is easy to read on the swinging board
below, “ Ye Olde Foure Swannes Hostelrie, 1260." It
seems likely", therefore, that an inn of some sort stood on
the spot thirty years before the masons erected the original
cross.

Waltham

Cross, as it is supposed

to have

appeared

A photograph of the same spot to-day would show later
changes, and I should have to wait a long time now to get
five horsed vehicles into that short length of street.
Those who think it rather too ambitious at present to
include the copying of any old local views will find plenty
to do with their cameras only", unless they happen to live
in one of those rare spots where furiously enthusiastic
moderns do not yet rove around seeking what they can

at the close

of the 13 th century.

“ improve.”
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A few minutes’ walk from where I
am writing there is a row of red-brick
cottages which were old when I first
saw them over fifty years ago. At
this moment they are partly demol¬
ished, and in a few months there will
stand in their stead a super-cinema.
I have photographs of the old build¬
ings both in monochrome and in colour,
but I will leave it to someone more
callous and unsentimental than I am
to photograph the cinema.
No farther away, in another direc¬
tion, is a row of wooden cottages,
doubtless none too comfortable, and
certainly dangerous in case of fire,
but pleasant and picturesque to look
at. The plans are already passed for
a road-widening that will wipe out
these ancient little homes. Of these,
too, I have photographs, and also of
other places that have long since
vanished, and that are not even
memories to the younger generation.'
However great the changes in villages
and rural districts, they are a mere
nothing to what takes place in towns,
and what is but a casual snapshot
to-day may become quite a valuable
record to-morrow or the day afteri
Another interesting idea for the
photographer who likes to have some
definite purpose in his work is to
record people, so as to illustrate their

Waltham

dress and occupations. Here, too,
there are changes vast and continuous.
It is easier to find a man ploughing

of a short clay. Our cameras can
pick up records quite easily ; for at
the rate at which we now move the

in plus-fours

than

gipsy -women

smoke

present becomes the past in an alarm¬
ingly short time.
W. L. F. W.

A Modified

THE hypo-alum method of toning

gaslight and bromide prints is
one which is capable of yielding

excellent results, and possesses an advan¬
tage over the usual bleach and sulphide
method in that it is odourless.
Unfortunately, the chief difficulty
experienced by the amateur is not so
much in the actual preparation of the
solution as the ripening of the toning
bath with silver, without which very
poor results are obtained.

The

in a smock

Hypo-Alum

stirring until dissolved.
tion should result.

King’s Heath

P.S.

Colne C.C.

Annual

Camberwell

C.C.

Hammersmith
Luton

Friday,

Annual

March

Sunday,

April

Mystery

Monday,

Leatherhead.

April

Photographer

may not take place, as shown by the
solution remaining clear. After cooling,
this solution can be used straight away,
without the necessity for any prelimin¬
ary ripening whatever, this having
already been accomplished by the silver
compounds in the waste hypo solution.
I have employed this method success¬
fully for a considerable period. J.E.P.

Tuesday,

April

3rd.

Cambridge P.C. “ Photography with Miniature Cameras.” S. Starks-Field.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Hanley P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Leeds P.S. Annual Meeting.
Monklands P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Nelson C.C. Discussion Night.
Norwood C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Portsmouth C.C. Criticism of Print and Slide Competitions. H. R. Verry.
Sheffield P.S. Affiliation Slides.
Warrington

P.S.

Annual

General

Meeting.

Wednesday,

April

4th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Outing.

30th.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Norway.” A. F. Blackman.
Camberwell C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Canterbury C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Exhibition of Members’ Prints.
Coventry P.C. Annual General Meeting.

31st.
1st.

Croydon C.C.
“ Hills.”
H. A. Murch.
Dennistoun
A.P.A.
Presentation
of Prizes.
Ilford P.S. Bromoil Circle Portfolio.

Tour, directed by J. H. Clark.

“ The Amateur

solu¬

Bath

equally well. If the temperature is not
high enough (140 to 160 degrees Fahr.)
the reaction between hypo and alum

Societies will have their meetings announced here if the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

Meeting.

Saturday,

Exhibition.

H.H.P.S.

and D.C.C.

March

A whitish

I invariably use acid-hypo for fixing
baths, but a plain hypo bath will do

Dewsbury P.S.' “ Landscape from the Practical Side.” S. Bridgen.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Corsica.” F. G. Newmarch.
DaliHinckley and D.P.S. “ The Evolution and Manufacture of a Lens.” J. H.
meyer, Ltd.
Kingston-upon-Thames and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Portrait Night.
Liverpool A.P.A. “ The White Road Westward.” Mrs. H. J. Williams.
Newcastle and District A.C.A. Films by Wimbledon Cine Club.
Singer C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Exhibition.

Toning

take 40 oz. of old fixing bath (represent¬
ing 8 oz. hypo), heat to 140 to 160
degrees Fahr. and add 2 oz. alum,

Week’s
Meetings
Thursday, March 29th.

Annual

; and

“ fags ” instead

This being so, I have devised a
modified hypo-alum toning bath, making
use of an exhausted fixing solution,
which is always very rich in silver
compounds. The method adopted is to

Bury P.S. “ A Tour of New York.” T. Woods.
Cardiff C.C. Portfolio of Bromoil Circle.
Colne C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Colne C.C.

Cross.

2nd.

Margate and D.P.F. Miss Kate Smith’s Portfolio.
Partick C.C. “ Memories of Erin.” Robert Hunter.
Stockport P.S. “ A Talk on Exposure.” R. Lowden.

” Prize Slides.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial

Major
H. J. RICE

From
"^Tp'HOUGH
the possessor of a
camera for twenty-eight years,
it was not till four years ago
that I really treated photography
seriously. The stimulus to attempt
better things was due to a visit to a
photographic exhibition, which proved
an eye-opener to me as to what a
camera could do. Any success I may
have had in photography . has been
entirely due to visits to exhibitions,
and to the careful perusal of criticisms,
especially those of beginners’

prints.

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

are immediately discarded. I never
make a contact print. In fact I
do not even possess a printing-frame !
My enlarger consists of an old con¬
denser type of unknown make, con¬
verted from gas to electricity by
means of a frosted 100-c.p. bulb. To
the front is attached an old camera
with

a good

f/4.5 anastigmat

lens.

“ For exhibition prints I use Ilford
' Clorona ’ developed with ‘ Chlorquinol.’ I do not find that the
exposure required for enlarging is

development. I never enlarge above
10x12 in., as I find this quite suffi¬
cient for ordinary framing purposes.
“As regards special difficulties in
the Tropics, I think they are easily
surmounted. All solutions used are
chilled to 75 degrees Fahr. by ice. (A
lower temperature than this is liable
to cause frilling later in the process.)
I always immerse my plates before
development in water, and lightly
wipe the surface with a wet pledget
of wool. This obviates the majority
of “pinholes.
I use a concentrated developer so
that the process is complete in two
minutes. I add a small teaspoonful
of sodium sulphate crystals (Glauber
salts) to each ten ounces of developer.
This materially assists in preventing
softening of the emulsion. Fixing is
done in acid -hypo. The plates are
then given a brief rinse, and immersed
for ten minutes in a mixture of one
part standard formalin and ten parts
water. They are then washed in
tap water at ordinary temperature
for fifteen minutes.

“ My apparatus consists of a quarterplate reflex, equipped with an f/2.5 lens
of 6£-in. focus. Except in emergencies,
I always use plates, my preference
being for Ilford S.G. panchromatic,
which I develop in complete darkness
with
‘ Azol
for normal.
twenty-five
per
cent less
time’ than
I leave
a light yellow filter (Ki) permanently
between my lens components, and
find that when using panchromatic
plates this has but a negligible effect
on increasing the exposure.
“ All negatives
16

not worth

enlarging

unduly long, provided that the nega¬
tive is on the thin side. Extra dense
negatives

are reduced

with

the usual

pot. ferricyanide-hypo prior to en¬
largement. Chloro-bromide papers
have such a range of latitude as
regards exposure that it is rare to
spoil a print. Differences in exposure
result in differences in the colour of
the print, ranging from warm black
to brown, but it is extremely rare to
get a poor ‘ foxy ’ colour such as
occurs with bromide papers which
have been toned after insufficient
292

" India affords a great field for the
photographer, and the standard of
phonography is becoming higher every
year. There are many keen advanced
workers. They are fortunate in
having plenty of sunshine for their
studies, but handicapped by the lack
of atmosphere one meets at home.
With Indian conditions it is impossi¬
ble to render the middle and extreme
distances with the softness one would
expect in more temperate
Contrary to popular opinion,
are often clouded, but here
clouds are often too sharp

climates.
the skies
again the
cut and

‘ theatrical ’

a

to

provide

restful

setting for one’s picture.
“ I never do any ‘ dodging ’ on
my prints, as I lack the necessary
skill. I consider that prints are
definitely much improved by being
treated with poppy

oil or some

‘ dope,’ prior to mounting.”

similar
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“ THRUSTER.”

By

(See article, “ Have I make

my Exhibition

Pictures," on the' opposite page.)

Major

H.

J. Rice.

COCKINGTON,

DEVON.

By
Edwin

Broomer.

(Front the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)
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ESSEX

COURT,

MIDDLE

By

TEMPLE.
(From

the Advanced

Workers’

Competition.)

E. W.

Deane.
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1. — “ A

Glimpse

2. — “ The Verandah.”
By H. Brush.

of the Tai.”

By G. Boquet.

5. — “ First

Impressions

of Dover

By R. C. Stanley.

Castle.”

6. — “ Circle

3. — " The Tower Bridge.”
By G. W. Cattermole.

4. — “ Lying

By M. Friedman.

Alongside.”

By A. J. Young.

Meeting.”
7. — “ Bushy

Park.”

By A. J. Potter.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
C
oome

• 1
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
\jYitical
Comments
the opposite page.

THAT there are many excellent

features about “ A Glimpse of
the Taj,” by G. Boquet — No. 1
of the prints reproduced on the op¬
posite page — goes without saying.
The subject material, in essentials, is
well chosen ; there is a nice effect of
sunshine, and, from the technical
point of view, the values are well
recorded both in the lights and
shadows.
For and Against.
It is questionable, however, if,
under the conditions prevailing, the
most has been made of the oppor¬
tunities latent in such a subject as this.
What is defective seems to be
mainly a matter of arrangement, not
so much in the placing of the building
or the angle at which it is seen, but in
the encroachments upon the picture
space on either side. It is perfectly
true that the darks, which are so
introduced, are inclined to emphasise
the delicacy of the tones of the
structure, and, to some extent, set
them off, but the foliage on the right
and nearer the building really does
all that is necessary in this direction.
Consequently, the encroachments in
question can only be regarded as
of a superfluous character, for those
on the right are without visible means
of support, and seem to require
explanation ; while those on the left
are detached in nature, and the lininess
of the twigs introduces a disturbing
note, particularly as they verge upon
the principal dome.
On the other hand, the shadow at
the base is a decidedly useful feature,
for besides enhancing the suggestion
of sunshine, it has the effect of lending
distance to the presentment.
Undesirable Intrusions .
; The figure, too, does not seem
altogether congruous, and this, with the
intrusions on each side, represents the
elements which cannot be regarded
favourably. The arrangement of the
building itself and the effect of sunlight
upon it are good features, and the idea
should be to show the building and
the shadowed foreground much as it
now is, but without those undesirable
encroachments.
Obviously, the only way in which
this could be done is by the adoption

of a viewpoint a little forward of
that previously selected. Judging
from the set of the subject as it now
is, it would be possible to keep the
greater part of the foreground shadow
and entirely avoid the clumps of
foliage on each side. It might be
necessary to drop the level of the
camera a trifle, but that would result
in no disadvantage, as it would tend
to stress the height of the building
and diminish the width of the fore¬
ground.
The seat, as well as the patch

of

light in the bottom left-hand corner,
would also be omitted, and, alto¬
gether, the arrangement would be
an improvement on that at present
shown.
In No. 7, “ Bushy Park,” by A. J.
Potter, the subject is of a very different
type, but there is a similar sense of
intrusion about the tree on the left.
It bulks so large in the picture space
that its inclusion does not seem at
all well advised, particularly as it has
no strength of position and cannot be
viewed as the centre of attraction.
The

Dominant

Note.

Were it absent, the next tree would
fall naturally into place as the principal
item and dominant note of the com¬
position, but, as the arrangement now
stands, it is much overweighted by
its nearer neighbour.
It is undesirable, too, that trees
should be shown in so formal a line
and at practically equal distances from
one another. It is very probable that,
within a few yards of the same spot,
a much more pleasing arrangement
would present itself; and, if at all
possible, it would be as well to try
and place the most important of the
trees somewhere about one-third of
the space across. At the same time,
another tree, but on a smaller scale,
should be included on the opposite
side, and this should be placed nearer
the edge.
So arranged, it would provide a
balance for the other. It would,
however, be an uneven balance, or
one of unequals, and, in artistic work,
it is a balance of this
297kind that should
be aimed for rather than anything so
equivalent that symmetry is suggested.
Regular sequence is likewise to be

avoided,

for, as in this instance,

it

creates a similar suggestion of equiva¬
lence, and a better effect is produced
if an arrangement conveys the idea
in ordered informality.
The

Central

Position.

The suggestion of centrality also
creates a similarly formal impression,
and this is why, apart from the de¬
parture of the horizon from the level,
the subject of No. 4, " Lying Along¬
side,” by A. J. Young, does not
appear well designed. Not only is the
vessel placed on a central division
vertically, but it also comes just about
the lateral middle of the print.
Trimming about an inch from the
base and a fraction from the left-hand
side improves matters a good deal,
but the boat would show her lines
better if she were seen from a more
acute angle. In No. 5, “ Dover
Castle,” by R. C. Stanley, the far
outline of the arch comes almost on
the vertical centre, but the near
opening is appreciably nearer
left-hand side. This gets over
difficulty effectively.

the
the

The question does not arise in the
remainder of the examples, but, in
No. 2, " The Verandah,” by H. Brush,
the principal opening on the left is
placed rather too far over in the
other direction. The probability is,
however, that if it were advanced
more to the right, an intrusion, in the
shape of an unnecessary light, would
make its appearance and impair what
good features the picture does possess.
Foreground

and

Distance.

The arrangement of No. 3, “The
Tower Bridge,” by G. W. Cattermole,
does not appear to invite a good deal
of criticism, apart from the fact that
the foreground is rather busy having
regard to the interest attaching to the
distance.
A little less assertiveness in the
lower portion would be advisable,
and, in all probability, might have
been obtained with a little dodging
about with the viewpoint, while No. 6,
“ Circle Meeting,” by M. Friedman,
which is entirely a foreground study,
suffers on account of the exaggerated
perspective occasioned by the height
of the viewpoint and the angle of the
line of sight.
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P ictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ COCKINGTON,
is a lack

IN its primary elements there is the
making of an exceedingly attrac¬
tive picture in this representation

of a part of the old-world village of
Cockington. There is an analogy
between it and the print first discussed
overleaf, in that the feeling of sun¬
shine is expressed with good effect ;
the sky is pleasantly modulated ; the
composition makes up very nicely,
and, technically, the print betrays
excellent workmanship.
Major

DEVON,”

of that internal

by Edwin
Broomer.
it leads the eye from

connection

that ought to exist. There should be
a break or gap in the hedge, a gateway,
or something of a similar nature, that
would have the effect of leading the
eye from the immediate foreground to
the light on the gable end ; and,
preferably, that break should be
indicated or led up to by a hint of a
pathway, a streak of lighter tone, or
inequality in the terrain.
The presence of such a feature

the one to the
other. The tree on the left acts in a
similar sort of way, and, to a lesser
extent, so does the small tree (4) on

the right. The tone of the latter
strikes one as somewhat bright and too
continuously bright. It rather looks
as though the tone had been artificially
lightened without regard to such
things as outspringing and crossing
branches, whereas had the tone been
more broken it would have seemed
more convincing.
There

and Minor
Points.

These are major
points and, so far as
they go, are good ;
but in minor details,
which do, to a not
inconsiderable ex¬
tent, affect the
major qualities, it
does seem as though
the treatment were

light

Internal

Connections.

connecting link between the fore¬
ground and the principal light at (1).
As the arrangement stands, there

or

princi¬

posite corner
Inequalities

the
the
the
op¬

in the
of

Tone.

That there should
be modulation in the
sky is undeniable,
but to allow a lighter
patch to come just
about the corner is
ill advised, partly

sunlight finds maxi¬
mum expression on
the gable end of the
cottage at (1) makes
that point the centre
of attraction. It

Built up in this way, and having
regard to the depth of tone in the
foreground, the composition assumes
a conventional form and is perfectly
sound ; but, going into matters of
detail, the first thing that occurs to
invite comment is the absence of a

tone,

pally those at
top
sky. right at
upper and
portion
of
tree
at the

capable of improve¬
ment.
The fact that the

holds its own, not¬
withstanding the
heavy mass of the
trees on the right
(2), partly because
those trees are bal¬
anced by the note of opposition
afforded by the trees on the other
side (3), and partly because it happens
to fall between these two points.
The tree (4) really forms part of the
right-hand group, and, except for the
fact that it enhances the form, is
not of any great significance.

are one

two other patches of

because it is in¬
clined to lead the
eye
from the
centreaway
of attraction,
and partly because,
in looking at a sub¬
boundaries
by the
ject, we estimate
its
would quite prevent the existing sense
of a marked separation between the
foreground and the remainder of
the picture. It would also avoid
the present pronounced line of
demarcation.
That no such state of affairs existed
is unfortunate, but, in these days when
control is so widely practised, it is
comparatively a simple matter to
arrange by means of either retouching
or double printing. Having regard
to the considerable improvement that
would accrue, the end would justify
the means.
Beyond the hedge, the required
connection between the middle dis¬
tance and sky is established by the
gable end itself, for, by its projection
into the area allotted to the sky,

limitations suggested by a darker tone,
such as, in a case like this, the shadow
side of a fairly high cloud.
These are, in the main, matters of
not much moment if they be considered
singly, but, in the aggregate, it must be
admitted that they do diminish the
appeal of the picture appreciably,
and therefore should receive a due
measure of attention.
At the same time, it might be as
well to avoid, if possible, the present
diffusion of image. If it happens to
be in the negative it cannot be helped,
but if it were introduced during
printing it is a feature that had
better be dispensed with, for it does
no more than introduce a note of
uncertainty

or indecision

of definition would
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FILM
PACKS
H.

&

D.

2700.

Pernox film represents the result of long years
of scientific research. The speed is such that
instantaneous snapshots are possible in dull
weather, even with cameras fitted with slow
lenses. Pernox film is highly orthochromatic,
has excellent gradation and wide latitude of
exposure, and does not require any special
treatment in development; completely antihalo ; extraordinarily fine grain.

REDUCED
8 -exposure

3|x2i

PRICES
spools

.

4ix2i .

:
.

1/2

1/6

Price list of films and Zeiss Ikon
cameras free on application.

LTD

ZEISS
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copy

of the

11, Mortimer House, 37-41, Mortimer St., London, W.1
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ADVERTISEMENTS

In the course of its long history, the firm Otto Perutz, which specialises in the manufacture of high-class
negative materials, has repeatedly made unique contributions to the progress of photography. To-day, its
scientific laboratory has once more succeeded in introducing a new feature which will be of lasting value.

It is the panchromatic

emulsions

Peromnia

Film

Ultra-rapid : Roll Films, Film Packs, Leica Film and, later
on. Plates;

Rectepan
Practically grainless : Leica
standard film, miniature film,

Film

Film, Contax

Film, sub¬

which reproduce all colours correctly, that is to say, they give the nearest possible approach to the impression
registered by the human eye. They are sensitive to red, but not excessively so — just the proper and correct
degree. Without filter : portrait work of almost unknown vitality and fidelity. Without filter : amazingly
true reproduction of all colour values and tones. Double coating, giving extraordinary latitude. Remark¬
able speed, excellent anti-halo, and perfect development make these panchromatic emulsions an all-service
material of unexampled efficiency.
FOR

EVERYTHING— PER

OMNIA— FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE.

Perutz Perorto Roll Film & Film Pack (Standard Price). Perutz Fine Grain Roll Film & Film Pack.
Perutz Persenso Roll Film & Film Pack.
Perutz Perinal & Fine Grain Developers.
Obtainable from all principal Photographic Dealers.

R.

O.

SEIFERT,

The London

S,

If your dealer does not stock it, write direct to the sole agent for U.K. :

Beulah

Salon

Hill,

London,

S.E. 19

of Photography

1934.

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY.

No. 1. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the bad;, clearly written, (a) name of
artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to exceed 25x20; and it is suggested
that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings, addressed to : THE HON.
SECRETARY,
The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address on or before this date. Exhibits
may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee covers any number of pictures
from one exhibitor).

No. 8.— To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices marked on the prints. Packages con¬
taining such entries should be clearly labelled : “ Photographs for Exhibition Only. No Commercial Value. To be Returned to Sender."

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and
No. 10. In view of application being made from time
Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry
property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors
for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
'

returned carriage paid, after the close of the Exhibition.
to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce pictures from the walls of the
Form whether they have objection to such permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the
that the utmost

possible care will be taken of all work

The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered,

and no preference

submitted,

but they do not accept any responsibility

will be given to pictures by Members

of the Salon.

Entry forms and further particulars from the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I.
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Cinematography
Empire Amateur Cinematography :
a Retrospect SIGURD MOIR.
The following article was unavoidably crowded out of our Spring and Empire Number last week.

DURING the past year or two

practical amateur cinemato¬
graphers in England have com¬
bined to form a number of small

opportunity to see or to hire a copy of
this film should certainly seize it.
From India to the West Indies is a
far cry, but recent films from these
islands have attracted our attention

societies — which, in the main, are
properly organised for serious work.
Indeed, it is significant that of all
amateur films screened recently, the
most outstanding have been produced
by comparatively small societies and
by individuals. Amongst these fine
achievements, I will mention only

almost as strongly as the epic referred
to above, Basil Wright — whose skill
as an amateur I have already men¬
tioned in these pages — has given us
three new films, at least two of which
will always find a place in Empire
film history. The films are officially

“ Saturday ” (Bolton Amateurs : Di¬
rection, George N. Booth), " Blue
Elegance ” (East Anglian Film Guild :
Direction, Florence Kelsey), “ Away
With War ! ” (Kino — Cine Section,
Workers’ Theatre Movement : Production, Cambridge
University

titled "Windmill
in Barbados,”
"Liner Cruising South,” and "Cargo
from Jamaica.” All the beautiful
scenery and skylines so familiar about
the islands have been cleanly and ex¬
pressively photographed, but it is the
cutting and editing which stamp

these

films as

essentially

cinematic.

Egyptian amateurs, too, have every
reason to congratulate themselves
upon possessing within their ranks a
worker of the class of A. A. Peachey —
who last year directed the production
of “ Thirst,” to which I have already
referred ; I understand that the next
two years are to be spent in making a
comprehensive travellogue of the Nile.
Australia does not appear to have
sent out a great many films during
the year, but there is evidence of
increased activity in the 16-mm.
gauge
and formed
a number inof the
“ cenfres
have ;been
capital”
towns. Films of instructional and
advanced educational subjects seem
to constitute the bulk of productional

Branch), “ Woodcraft ” (directed and
photographed by Frank H. W.Cox, un¬
attached), and “Thirst” (Civil Service
Cine Society : Direction, A. A. Peachey).
Another interesting development
affecting English societies is shown in
a definite leaning towards well-made
films having a second object or pur¬
pose in addition to good cinemato¬
graphy. Hence the Manchester and
Salford Film Society — recently re¬
ferred to as the best society out of
London — has just confirmed its desire
to make films of social value ; Kino,
clever makers of the anti-war film
earlier eulogised, aim at incorporating
a similar value in all their films ;
Rudolph Messel — familiar to Empire
readers as a travelled and highlyskilled amateur — is now completing a
Social News Reel ” 1933.
Overseas.

Easily
film made

the

most

during

widely

discussed

the year by ama¬

teurs working overseas was “ Everest ”
(Expedition Committee : Direction
and Photography, Capt. Noel). Until
this came, India was not by any means
299

the most prolific of film-producing
Colonies ; yet she managed to send
over several other films with “ Ever¬
est.” All enthusiasts who have the

Spring

mornings in the Park provide many attractive pictures for the amateur
cinematographer in search of action subjects of typical London life.
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Canada has completed a few more
productions, one of which is com¬
parable — apart from the matter of
footage — with its classic film of the

output— an output vvhich is rapidlyacquired for the use of amateur pro¬
jectionists. A few play-films have been
made ; but, as is the case in most other
parts of the Empire, they are based on
professional tradition without ever
surpassing professional execution.

A

canning industry, “ The Silver Horde.”
Here, the subjects dealt with include
deforestation, tree-felling and log trans-

Camera

Inverting Device

MOST of us are familiar with the

amateur play-film ever produced was
staged in back action and filmed with
the camera reversed.
One great disadvantage about filming
with the camera reversed is that only
seldom do we find adequate means
available for keeping the instrument
absolutely steady throughout the whole
length of the shot. Holding the ap-

ACTION

Fortunately, the ordinary tripod can
be pressed into service here, the only
special apparatus required being a
simple adapter— which may assume one
of the two forms illustrated upon this
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the strip, and then of the latter’s attach¬
ment to the tripod head.
To attach the device to the tripod,
a small butterfly-winged nut will be
required — or the metal attachment can
be provided with a standard thread in
place of one of the perforation holes.
The camera itself must be secured to the
other end of the device by means of a
brass screw similarly provided with a
winged head.
The angle device is merely an elabora¬
tion of the other, its sole advantage
being that it enables the camera to be
used at a greater height than is possible
with the other. Naturally, the metal
strip employed in this form of the device
will require to be appreciably stouter
than that employed in the other.
Provided care be used in operating,
the device will be found rock-steady in
use and — especially in the case of the
simpler form — to permit of adequate
viewing through the brilliant finders.
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In Ireland.
Ranelagh.

The simpler form consists merely of a
stout strip of metal, at each end of which
is drilled a small perforation to permit
first of the inversion of the camera upon

for the AMATEUR

EVENTS

Place.

Event.

Date.

scope — yet in ” King Log,” these
young amateurs of the Canadian
lumber-lands have made them best
contribution of the year to Empire
cinema.

“ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”

paratus in the hands is only to invite
bodily swaying, whilst few cine cameras
are so shaped that they can be firmly
held against a wall or other support and
operated at the same time.

amiably ridiculous shots of char¬
acters running backwards, and
title-letters casually fluttering into posi¬
tion. Such shots are easily — indeed,
too easily — secured by means of the
inverted camera ; but because they are
aimless and meaningless, the device is
not very popular amongst serious cine¬
matographers. This is unfortunate,
because— apart from its use in the field
of trick filming — camera inversion can
imply good and thoughtful cinemato¬
graphy. Eisenstein, for example, uses it
with great expression in his early
classic " October ” (screened for the
first time in this country at the March
show of the Film Society), whilst a car
accident in what I consider to be the best

port. Needless to say, continuity does
not easily enter into a film of such

Spring

Tourna-

Dublin.
Cheltenham.
Ayr.
St. Andrews.
Lincoln.

London.
Avon.
Stratford-onInverness.
Epsom.
Ayr.
Wembley.
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Monthly Competitions
PRIZES AND RULESpictorial outlook and good technique in the photographic work of our readers in
all parts

l
This class is open to all amateur
Prize. — Onel
guinea in cash
plaque (optional).
First

Second Prize. — Half a guinea
bronze plaque (optional).

I
)

Third

Prize. — Five

shillings

photographers.
or “ A.P.”

silver

in cash or “ A.P.”

in)
cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
For
Certificates
of Merit.
A v
anthe
In addition dto
ced general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply
:—
Wor
ker
(1) All prints must be accompanied
by a stamped
s.
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the In¬
termediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
FoHalf a guinea in cash.
First Prize. —
r
Second Prize. — Five
shillings in cash.
Be
Certificates of Merit.
gi
nn
er
In addition to the general
rules (see below), the
s
following conditions apply :— .

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

This class is to encourage

those readers

who

(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

have

passed the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not pro¬
gressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced Competition.
First

Prize. — Half

a guinea

in

in the Beginners’ Section. The awards
Workers’

on

or “ Ad¬

which

there

(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition print's. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.

entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

are as follows :—
M. Trathen,

Second Prize. — “ Tent Pegging,” by Major H. J.
Rice, 3, Prince of Wales’ Road, Poona, India.
Third Prize. — “ Distractions,” by E. A. Austin, 27,
Elsmere Avenue, Liverpool, 17.
te
Wo Mounting Prize. — “ I Wandered Lonely, as a
rk
Cloud
...”
by
Edwin
Broomer, Glendower,
er
Falkland
Road, Torquay.
s.
Certificates of Merit. — “ Microscopy,” by Norman
Crawshaw, 5, Beresford Avenue, Bebington, Ches. ;

“ Bon Voyage,” by John Muller, 53, E. 182nd Street,
Bronx, N.Y.C., N.Y. ; “ Crisis ! ” by Ralph C. Wadham,
Arden, Bamfield Wood Road, Beckenham, Kent.

Exhibitions
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, March 31. Rules on this page.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-ApriI 15.
Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S.A.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Entries, April 10 ; open, May 5-20. Further par¬
ticulars from M. M. Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue
Markelbach, Brussels, Belgium.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Particulars from Miss R.
Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California,
U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Elliott, 31a,
Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E. 20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
71, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Open, April
7-14. Further particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87, Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, April 13-22. Particulars and entry
forms from Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger
Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

Section.

First Prize. — “ Backwash,” by Kenneth
Mount Carbis, Redruth, Cornwall.

ia

(4) No packages will be received
are postage charges to be paid.

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
tnis section again.

AWARDS

ed

the outside “ Beginners,” “ Intermediate,”
vanced,” as the case may be.

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.

General
the

T>RlNTS of a very high standard, both pictorial
and technical, were again entered in all sections
in the competition for February. The number of
entries also showed a further increase, particularly

rm

(2) Each print must have on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor, The
A mateur Photographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.i, and the package must be marked on

(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other papef quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be

cash.

In addition to the general rules (see below),
following conditions apply :—

te

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must bewithin five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to-

in cash.

Second
Prize. — Five shillings
Certificates of Merit.

Advanced

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be fetained.

FOR

FEBRUARY.

The prints not receiving awards have been grouped,
those in the first group receiving honourable mention.
The others have been marked Class 1, Class 2 and
Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention a^e as follows :
Walter Alexander (Blisworth) ; E. H. Austin (Liver¬
pool) ; K. N. Beach (London, W.) ; (2) Hubert M.
Bond (Woking) ; J. H. Clark (London, S.E.) ; Lt.-Col.
H. F. Collingridge (Haslemere) ; Edwin W. Deane
(London, N.) ; Graham Fletcher (Kirk Ella) ; F. S.
Haddleton (Hull) ; Wm. Jackson (Hull) ; D. W.
Jenkins (Cardiff) ; Harry Jones (Eastham, Ches.) ;
Sorab J. Kharegat (Bombay) ; (2) James A. Mansell
(Upper Tooting, S.W.) ; Robert Y. Pagan (Glasgow) ;
C. Peters (Redruth).
Intermediate

Section.

First Prize. — “ Edinburgh Castle in Floodlight,”
Chas. Brodie, 1, Rintoul Place, Edinburgh.

by

Second Prize. — “ Sunlight and
Storm, 71, Pencisely Road, Cardiff.

D.

and

The closing date for the next competition is
Saturday, March
31st, and for the April
competition, Monday, April 30th.

Shadow,”

by

Competitions

Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Open, April 12-14. Exhibition Secretary, J. Condie,
Railway Institute, L.M.S. Railway, Derby.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Open Exhibition (British
Isles only). — Entry forms due March 28 ; exhibits,
April 4 ; Hon. Exhibition Secretary, T. F. Benton,
47, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood, Nottingham.
Brussels International Salon. — Entries, April 1 ;
open, May 28-June 19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann,
54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
J ugoslavia.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland).— Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Grudnia 18, Poznan, Poland.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier 107 (So¬
ciety Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon.— Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.

Certificates of Merit. — “ Braemar

Castle,” by Thomas

Jones, 15, Henleaze Road, Henleaze, Bristol ; “ Foot¬
hills,” by J. F. M. Lewis, The Camera Club, 17, John
Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. ; “ Missy and Me,”
by Miss L. M. Orr, Brackendene, St. George’s Hill,
Weybridge, Surrey ; “ Satan,” by H. Taylor, 97,
Mildmay Road, Chelmsford, Essex.
Beginners’

Section.

First Prize. — “ The Night Watchman,” by Miss
Joan A. Ellis, 21 1, Sandgate Road, Folkestone.
Second Prize. — “My Sister,” by W. G. Astill, 150,
Arnold Street, Bolton, Lancs.
Certificates of Merit. — “ After the Snow,”

by Denis

Crowley, 56, Upper Leeson Street, Dublin ; “ Corner
of Old Lynn,” by R. Guest, Heacham House, Gaywood, King’s Lynn ; “ Street Scene — Sidi Oxbar
(Algerian Oasis),” by Mrs. M. K. Farr, The Gate
House, Limpsfield, Surrey ; “ Beddgellert,” by R. H.
Locke, 328, Wickham Road, Shirley, Croydon.

CURRENT
AND
FUTURE.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery.
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15,
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beestpn, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August x ; open, August
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October x-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6. Sending-in day, August 29. Entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London. S.W.i.
Japan.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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Pinhole

‘Deciders'

7V

General. — All communications

for the

Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

Questions

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

extensions?

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints tor
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” br “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issu
to reacli the enquirer.

What

The

of Lens.
is meant

Bleaching

by the speed or rapidity of a lens ?
G. N. E. (Dulwich.)

rapidity of lenses is decided

by

comparison of their “ full ” or largest
stop. A lens which can be used at f/6
has a higher speed than one which
has f/8 as its largest stop. The exposure
at f/6, in the same circumstances, is
only half that required for f/8, and
therefore the f/6 lens is more rapid.
If it were stopped down to f/8 the speeds
would be the same. This does not take
into account the loss of light inevitable
with a lens having several glass-air
surfaces, as against a lens having fewer.

Will you give me the formula — which I know
exists — for deciding the best distance on which
to focus when near and distant objects must
both be sharp ?
A. O. (Exeter.)

If N is the distance of the near object,
and D the distance of the farther one,
the formula is :
N X D X 2
N+D.
Focussing on the distance thus found
will reduce the necessary stoppingdown to the minimum.
Photographic

History.

Can you refer me to any book in which I can find
a popular but accurate account cf the history and
evolution of photography right from the begin¬
ning ?
E. E. (Hampstead.)

do not think you

can do better

than refer to the opening of " The
Complete Photographer,” by R. Child
Bayley, published by Methuen & Co.
Schlippe’s

Iodine.

Will you give me the form ula for an iodine bleacher
as a preliminary to sulphide-toning bromide
prints ?
P. A. O. (London.)

Completely dissolve 200 grs. potassium
iodide in 20 oz. water, and add to grs.
iodine. This turns the paper a deep
blue, which is cleared by means of a
10

per

cent

solution

of

sodium

sulphite.

The print is then washed, and toned with
the sulphide solution. It is clear that
this method requires an extra operation
(clearing with sulphite), and has no
advantage over simpler bleachers.
Graduated

Filter.

What is the correct position for a graduated filter ?
Is such a filter a real advantage ?
V. L. J. (Eastbourne.)

Focussing.

We

with

Salt.

What exactly is the preparation called Schlippe’s
Salt?
S. J. F. (Deptford.)

It is sodium sulphantimoniate, but it
is more easily recognised by its popular
name.

Such filters are very useful in certain
circumstances, but are not always
advisable by any means. The general
idea is to screen the sky, \yhile the
landscape is unaffected. The best
position depends on the particular
subject. If the filter is close to the
lens it will probably affect the whole
plate ; at a greater distance its selective
power is increased. It is sometimes
more convenient to use it some distance
behind the lens, if it is large enough ;
but in that case it must

be fixed " up¬

side down.”
Contact Printing

Enlarger.

with

It has struck me that the light protected hv an
enlarger ought to answer for exposing contact
prints. Is there any objection to this ?
F. N. G. (Bristol.)

It is often done, and is an excellent
plan. An evenly illuminated disc, large
enough to include the printing-frame,
provides an ideal light. The enlarger
should be arranged to cast the same sized
disc on each occasion, as the light is
then practically constant. A larger or
smaller disc means a weaker or a stronger
light.
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T./^jD. (Hither' Green.)

Certainly there is. You must know
the diameter of the hole, and you must
measure the extension, i.e., the distance
from pinhole to plate. Call the diameter
of the hole the f/ number. If the dia¬
meter is 1 /20th of an inch, call this
f/20 and work out the exposure with
a meter, just as if you were using a lens
stopped down to that aperture. Having
found the exposure, multiply it by the
square of the extension. If, for example,
the hole is 9 in. from the plate, multiply
by q x 9 = 81
Filling a Rack.
I load my panchromatic plates into the rack of
the developing tank in the dark, but it is difficult
to get them into the grooves correctly. Can you
suggest a dodge that facilitates this ?
B. G. (Staines.)

Cut a number of thin cards that just
fit the grooves, but a little longer than
the plates. Fill the grooves with the
cards. Slide the first plate into the first
groove, next to the card, and then draw
out the card. Continue until a plate has
been substituted for each card.
“ The

Speed

Exposures.

Is there a really reliable way of calculating
exposures with a pinhole at different camera

ANSWERED

Editor

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.

28th, 1934

Year’s

Photography.”

Can you tell me the publishers of a volume called
“ The Year’s Photography ” ? S. E. (Bodmin.)

It is published by the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, 35, Russell Square,
London, and deals only with the ex¬
hibits at the Society’s annual exhibition
Stale Paper.
In these days of economy, I should like to save,
if I can, a considerable quantity of stale bromide
paper in large sheets. Is it practicable to restore
it ?
D. H. (Rugby.)

The best plan is to immerse each sheet
separately in :
Potassium permanganate . .
5 grs.
Sulphuric acid
. .
. . 30 min.
Water
. .
. .
50 oz.
and then pass the sheet into a sodium
sulphite solution of 20 grs. to the ounce,
also for one minute. The paper can
then, after thorough rinsing, be used at
once on the enlarging easel, or dried in
the dark. The speed of the paper will
probably be reduced by at least half of
its original speed.
Ferricyanide.
Will a solution of potassium
good condition ?

ferricyanide keep in
I. E. (Ipswich.)

It is affected by light, and should
therefore be kept in the dark, or better
still in a stoneware bottle. It will keep
better if common salt, double the weight
of ferricyanide used, is added.
Camera

for

Architecture.

What are the main essentials of a camera suitable
for architectural work ?
S. C. (Belfast.)

It should

be suitable for use on

a

tripod, and have a focussing screen.
Both short and long extensions are
necessary, and a turntable in the base
is useful. There should be considerable
rise to the front, an arrangement for
swinging the lens panel, or otherwise,
and it should be possible to use several
different lenses.
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GRANVILLE

Now reduced to 45/*
—a remar

PHOTOGRAPHIC

kable camera at
a remarkable price!

Last year the Voigtlander Brilliant was first introduced and it
immediately won amazing popularity ! It offered excellent
value at £2 15s— but now its price is

reduced to 45s.

Fitted with f,7-7 Anas-

tigmatlens in speeded shutter, the Brilliant
shows you a brilliant image of your
picture, nearly full size, while you take
it— and you get 12 pictures 2\" square
on a standard 8-exposure 2\" x si" film I
The Brilliant will make your photo¬
graphy more successful, and less
expensive.

THE

VOIGTLANDER

\

Roll Film Reflex Finder Camera
dealer will demonstrate

VALUE

it for

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

T tri

FOR

MATERIAL.
ORGANISED
SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

OUR
TO

.

4ix3I

.

5ix3i

.

6ix41

.

FACTORY

IS

QUICKLY
US

of MATERIALS

. 1/10
. 3/9
. 2/10

GIVE

A

c

UNOBTAINABLE

SEMITONE

OR
AND

ELSEWHERE

FILMS

CUT
H.D. 600 Studio.

All grades.
15
20
50

100

1/-

3/-

H.D. 600 Outdoor.
. 2/3 „
1/6 doz.
. 3/6
,.
5*x3i
. 4/6 ..

3/6

6f x 4|

1/9

3ix2J
4ix3i

SEMITONE

GRANVILLE

AND

GRADE

SERVICE

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

doz.
—]

. doz.
1/3

ANY

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE
TO

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
3ix2i

AND

ENABLES

00(6

ASSURES

QUALITY

1/-

Voigtlander

FINEST

MONEY

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

you, or write for full details to :
crHTTRTMri

PRODUCTS
THE

MATERIALS.
OUR

50, 100, 250, 425, 650.

Brilliant
Your

CONSTITUTE

2/-

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

1/9 3 oz., to make 73 oz.
1/9, to make

one gallon.

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

Old in Experience— New
28th

March,
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WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE

NO. 2.

GRANVILLE

DE

LUXE

Supplied in twenty
grades.
12
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬

6
21xl|
Size.
31x21
4ix21
4ix3i
5ix3i

cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer ”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last

6Jx41
7 x5

coupon together with postal order value 2 - to
W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford

881 x6
x 61

(Additional

time

allowed

for readers

from

overseas)

Name .
Address .

Shts
—

36

—

5d.
5d.

—

6d.

—
7d.
7d.
lOd
9d.

SEMITONE
6

72

Shts. Shts. Shts.
144
—
Shts.
7d.

—

lid.
8d.
1/3
1/5

lid
1/1
1/4
2/5
1/8
2/6
3'10

Shts.

—
—
—

1/9
2/9
3/7

1/7

2/3 7/9
2/11 5/4
4/4
4/8
6/4
8/9
11- 1311
10/6
7/4
12/15/9
21-

1/1

SAMPLES
POSTAGE
LONDON
—
— —
—

lid.
1/3
2/9
1/10

PAID

AND

ON

ALL

CARDS

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

WHEN

1/1

1/7
2/3
3/5
5/1

1/4
2/9
1/5
1/11
2/11

4/2
6/2
10/3
515

16/2

18/5
12/4

4'6
6/6
27/7
49/1
3/10
7/4
9/9
8/6
14/5
25/10

23/5
14/52/6
3193/6

MATERIALS

FREE.

BOX

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

MAN

—

‘

CORRESPONDING

WITH

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

& Co . , Ltd .

3.

LEAMINGTON
AMATEUR

Shts.

4/6
1/11

1/8
3/5

ORDERS.

GULLI
P.O.

“ THE

1/1
2/4

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

GRANVILLE

MENTION

Shts.
8d.
lid.

INCLUDING
PRICESABOVE.
OTHER
NOT
MENTIONED
PAPERS

144

Shts.

9/1
4/10
35/6/3 Other
per11-Roll.
sizes Pro SIRata.
91-

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

PLEASE

—

1/5

1/7
2/4
in.
4/3

FREE

Shts.

2/6

8d.
9d.
lOd.

No extra charge for doubleweight.

LIST
-

(Chloro-Bromide)
72
12
36

5d.
7d.
6d.
9d.

—

3/4
5/6
22/1
8/4
1/11 12/5
4/4/6
2/11
23'8 20 120 x 16
7/9
1130/10 ft. x 25
80/45/5/6 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.
42/10x8
I2x 10
15x12

PAPERS.

Single or Doubleweight.
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Business Notices
Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

is on sale
countries

Advertisement

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with

All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
Stamford

Street, S.E.l, not later than

first post

for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;

260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their

discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is efiected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of if- Is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee Is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

IMPORTANT

Dallmeyer f/4.5
Ql*s s
02
anastigmat and 9-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, 10
single slides, P.P.A., direct-vision wire finder,
Wratten K 2 filter and focussing magnifier, all in
The
solid leather case, £15/15. — Box 9770, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”
1 to
[0095
lever
l/300th sec., rise and cross front,
focussing, Rhaco finder, perfect condition, 47/6
also Ensignette No. 1, f/5.8. 15/-. — Goode, Rose
Cottage, High St., Rawmarsh, Rotherham,
shire.

Y.P. Ernernaun Roll Film, f/6.3, shutter

FIRST

shutter, double extension, rise and cross,
direct and reflex finders, 6 slides, F.P.A., filter,
lens hood, solid hide case ; perfect condition,
£6/10. — -Buckner, 9, Stanford Rd., Norbury,
London.
[1094

MODEL I Leitz Leica, 5-cm. f/3.5 Elmar, depth-

of-focus scale, filter, charger and everready case, £6/10 ; deposit. — T. W. Vale, 43,
Haldon Rd., Exeter.
[1098

REFLEX
D.D.
slides, Double
F.P.A.,Extension
roll-film T.-P.,
holder,3}x2},
f/4.5 6Kodak
anastigmat lens, case ; perfect order ; bargain, £9/9.

MARCH

LEICA II, Elmar f/3.5, perfect order

dition, with ever-ready case, £16 : or with
Con¬
zip-fastening purse, £15/10 ; Justophot and
Exposure
[1119
Amateur
Meter, 10/-. — Box 9850, c/o “ The

28th.

SOHO Reflex 34x2}, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

G double

Photographer.”
slides, F.P.A. , Rollex roll-holder, magnifiers,
antinous release, velvet-lined leather case, recently
[1120
overhauled by makers, £11/10 ; 11-in. Dallon
Telephoto f/5.6, and panel to interchange with
above Xpres, £6 ; complete outfit, £16/10. —
Box 9849, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1121

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

focal-plane shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec.,
F.P.A. and pack of films ; as new, £2/10 or
nearest offer. — Below.

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that

i~)lx3I All-Distance Pocket Ensign No. 2, alleC 4 distance lens, Trichro 3-speed shutter,
direct-vision finder, leather covered, brown leather
case ; as new, £1/5 ; deposit system. — Box 9851,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1123

his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

F/2.7 Tessar Palmos 34x2}, slides, F.P.A., case,

£14 ; 5x4 Anschutz, self-capping, Dagor
f/6.8, slides, F.P.A., £5/15; 10x15 cm. Mentor
Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, £12; 9x12 cm. Ica
Artist Reflex, 8}-in. Tessar. fine £50 outfit, £15. —
16, Bonsor Rd., Folkestone.
[1124

— Below.

DALLMEYER Adon f/4.5, l?-in. Telephoto Lens,
TITLING Outfit, Ensign 16-mm., electric fittings,

LENSES

leather case, almost new and in perfect
condition, £18 ; or exchange Hektor f/J .9 Lens. —
Crompton, Dowry Cottage, Greenmount, Bury. [1135
f.Qr
KODAK
Postcard Reflex, Cooke f/3.5
oLO'J
lens, £9/10. — 31, Trafalgar Rd., Wigan.

WARNING

SOHO Reflex }-pl., f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double

ENSIGN Cameo }-pl., Tessar f/4.5, Compup

POST, WEDNESDAY,

AND

ROLLEIFLEX 2} x 21, automatic, f/3.8 jTessar, in

In accordance
with the Notice that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which MISCELLANEOUS
ADVERTISE¬
MENTS
could be accepted for the above
issue was

York[1091
1/1, 000th, revolving back, F.P.A., 6 slides,
leather case, £4/10.— Collinson, Briars Hey, Formby,
Liverpool.
[1092

slides, F.P.A., magnifier, leather case ; lovely
condition, £10 ; deposit — S. T. Nunn, 18,
Grosvenor Gardens, Westminster.
[1093

CAMERAS

NOTICE

Owing to the Easter Holidays, the next
issue of “ THE
AMATEUR
PHOTO¬
GRAPHER
AND CINEMATOGRAPHER”
(dated April 4th) is closing for press
earlier than usual.

T.-P. Reflex, 34x24, Cooke f/4.5, l/10tti to

every care

Special Note

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
House,

r
°°-

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2}d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Office, Dorset

,

charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

and Sons

AND

FRIDAY
Hertford

be

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

Prepaid Advertisements

at the Head

should

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

Amaphot,

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.1. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Bates and conditions will be sent upon application.

SALE

for Advertisements

made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
08
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe
Limited.
Communications

Emporium

Postal Orders sent in payment

28, 1934

REFLEX i-pl., T.-P., Cooke f/4.5, sale or
SANDERSON Tropical, }-pl., Goerz f/4.5 lens,
VEST Pocket Camera, Zeiss Ikon Bebe, latest,
31x2}
Reflex,2 D.D.
revolving
4 54-in.Graflex
f/4.5 lens,
slides, back,
F.P.A.,Kodak
roll- ROLL Film Kodak (Postcard), f/7.7 anastigmat,
ERNEMANN Plate Camera, Postcard, f/6.8
LEICA Model II, with Elmar f/3.5 lens,
N. & G. Baby Sibyl (Roll Film), Ross Xpres WHOLE-PLATE Camera, R.R. lens, T.-P. MODEL II Leica Camera, with f/3.5 Elmar,
covers J-pl. ; perfect;
£7/7.— Below.

cost over £11;

complete, 35/-. — Below.
VX/HOL E- PL ATE Camera, old type, sound and
if excellent outfit, complete, 35/-. — Wride, Jewry
St., Winchester.
[1099

film holder, filter, hood, leather case ; good con¬
dition, £9/10. — X., 95, Merton Hall Rd., Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[1106

absolutely new condition, £16. — Box
■c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

9841,
[1110

f/4.5 ; nice condition, £7. — 28, Corbins Lane,
Harrow.
[1117
26

YOU

CAN

CAMERAS

sell,

DEAL

AND

LENSES

exchange for }-pl. Press. — Write, C. B.
Parsons, 43, Alderbrook Rd., S.W.12.
[1126

1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5
4 lens, 3 slides, F.P.A. and case ; as new,

D.A. Compur shutter, 3 slides, leather case,
£7/10. — Walker, Buckton, Chelsfield, Kent.
[1127

£11/17/6
; cost £17/12/6.
— ' W. H. Parker,
5,
Lee St., Holderness
Rd., Hull.
[1107

double Aplanat, 6 new slides, roll-film bolder
(slightly damaged). Telescopic tripod ; perfect
condition, 47/6. — -Below.

Zeiss f/3.5, variable focussing, Compur delayedaction shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., time, bulb, antinous
release, lens hood, 12 slides, 12 flat film sheaths,
pack adapter, bushed, vertical, horizontal direct
finders, focussing screen, leather case, spare flat
films ; new condition ; cost £30 ; sell, £15/15 ;
approval willingly. — Martin, Swythewood Cottage,
Horsted Keynes, Sussex.
[1128

shutter, 1 double slide, tripod ; good
condition, 30/-. — R. Walker, 12, Heaton Grove,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 6.
[1108

Correx tank ; good condition, £16 ;
considered. — Howes, 160, High St., Putney.

Diomatic shutter, rising and cross
leather case ; good condition, 47/6. — Below.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

front,

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

offers
[1130

March

28,

THE

1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

centric f/5.6 lenses,
6f x3J,
6 D.D. Ross
slides, HomoT.-P.
STEREOSCOPIC
Camera,
Watson’s,
roller-blind shutter, solid cowhide case ; fine

condition, £20 lot ; £5/10. — 129, Spring Grove
Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[1131
1-PLATE Self-capping Anschutz Press, f/6.8 Dagor,

2

Mackenzie A, 6 envelopes, 12-plate changing-box,

£6. — Below.
K X4 Self-capping T.-P. Press, f/4.5 Kershaw,
3 D.D. slides, £5/5 ; also 7-in. Tessar f/4.5,
fits same camera, £5. — Below.

6 -IN. f/4.5 Tessar, focussing mount, 3 filters,

holder, £6 ; ll j-in. Kershaw Soft-focus f/5.6,
brand new, £2 ; 5|-in. Aldis f/4.5, sunk mount,
£2 ; lli-in. R.R., covers 10x8, 10/6. — Below.
1-PLATE T.-P. Triple Imperial Field, focal-plane

2
shutter, 1 D.D. slide, tripod, no lens, 30/-. —
Below.
14^x8 Field, 3 D.D. slides, no lens, 15/-;
IV
Slide for Anschutz Press, 5/-. — Below.

5x4

DALLMEYER
new, £2/5 ;Snapshot
approvalCamera,
deposit.film-pack
— J. E. model,
Clark,
29, Bridge Avenue, Otley, Yorks.
[1132
adapter,
Zeiss 12
Tessar
f/4.5, l/150th
sec.,
9X12
cm.
Folding,
plate-holders,
F.P.A.,
}-pl.
focussing glass, double extension, rise and cross,
telescopic tripod, sundry dishes, printing frames,
£5/10. — Gamon, 35, Selwyn Rd., New Malden. [1134

LEICA
III, f/3.5
and unused
sinceModel
purchase,
£20. —lens,
R. new
Chatterton,
50.
Hereford Rd., Bayswater, W.2.
[1138
31x31
lea 6Reflex,
2 F.P.A.,
slides,Zeiss
case,Tessar
£6/15.—f/4.5,
Box 6-in.,
9760,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1039
VOIGTLANDER
Skopar,Special
Compur,2C,
as brand new, 41x21,
£5/10 ; f/4.5
and Kodak

range-finder model, Compur, f/6.3, splendid
condition, cost £13/17/6, £4. — D. Ridley, 59, Theo¬
bald’s Rd., London, W.C.l.
[1141

CARBINE
TropicalXpresModel
31 xCompur,
2}, florentine
bronze, Ross
f/4.5,
rising

front, films or plates, ground-glass screen, 6 new
slides, canvas carrying-case, 6 spools Verichrome,
£5/10 ; approval deposit. — Beak, Blashford, Ringwood, Hants.
[1142
01x31 N. & G. Sibyl, Sibyl-Cooke f/6.5, silent

»W2

shutter, 1 to 1 /100th, radial focussing, rising

front, D.V. finder, 9 clip-on slides in wallets, F.P.A.,
leather case ; perfect condition, £4/10. — S. F.
Woodhouse, 8H, Beaconsfield Bilildings, York Rd.,
N.l.
[1143

LEICA
Model caseII, ;f/3.5
focussing,
ever-ready
cost lens,
£23 ;latest
accept
£16. —
Lax, Beilby House, Wetherby Yorks.
[1144
ENSIGN
Selftx
31
x
21
Film,
f/6.3
anastigmat,
brand new, £2 ; Two Kodak Daylight En¬

PHOTOGRAPHER

Pathe Lux Projector,
and case .
3} x 2}
3 D.D.

Palmos

slides,

i-pl. Cameo, f/7.7 anastigmat, 8 slides (6 new),
12/6. — -Batchelor, Tram Depot, Acton, W.3.
[1151

SOHO Reflex, 51x3}, 180-mm. Tessar f/4.5,

3 D.D. slides, solid leather case ; as new,
£8/10 ; exchange considered. — 28, Prospect Park,
Scarborough.
[1153
1-PLATE T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar, 11-in.
4 Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 3 slides, F.P.A., leather
case ; cost over £40 ; very fine condition, £17/10.
—Davis, 14, Great Queen St., W.C.2.
[1154

TROPICAL
Ensignplate-back,
Carbine No.case12,; f/4.5,
rising front,
hardlyCompur,
used ;

cost £13 ; £5/17/6.— R. J. Moffatt, 7, Linley Rd.,
Tottenham.
[1155

ZEISS
f/4.5plateTessar,
Compur,
3}x2}Icarette,
roll film,
back, D.A.
D. extension,

rise and cross front, 1934 model ; new ; deposit
system, £11. — Tinegate, 101a, London Rd., Camberley.
[1156

drive, variable

Focal-plane

F.P.

V.P. Kodak

adapter

resistance
£14 17 6

Press, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

and

leather

case.

Unsoiled
£10

f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar,

10

Special, f/4.5 anastigmat,

3} x 2} Fotet Self-erecting, f/4.5 Laack
shutter. List price £4 17s. 6d .

anastigmat, Vario
..
£2 7 6

3}x2J Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, delayed-action
Compur shutter, leather carrying -case. As new £7 17 6
3} x 2} No. 7 Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, Mulchro _
£4 17 6
Postcard Kodak Special, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter and case .
£2 12 6
3} x 2.1 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex,
slides. F.P. adapter .

f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
£6 7

BE

3
6

3} x 2} Nagel de Luxe, double extension, f/3.8 Xenar
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides .
£8 10 0
4.5 10.7 Stereo Voigtlander, pair f/4.5 Heliar lenses,
changing-box, F.P. adapter .
£5 15 0
31x2} Cameo, double extension, f/4.5 Lukos, Compur
shutter, 3 slides. As new .
£4 18 6
3} x 2} N. & G. Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.Padapter, leather case. Nice order .
£7 18 6

AND

LENSES

100/1
T.-P. Reflex 3}x21, Ross f/4.5, unJLMOHfc scratched, £7/10. — Wallis, Baldwin St.,
Nottingham.
[1161

WATSON’S Detective Camera, leather case, 75/-,

or offer ; 3} x 2} Roll-film Holder fit Ruby
Junior Reflex, 10/- ; Dallmeyer Focussing Magnifier
for reflex, 15/-. — Below.

OLD 2a Brownie, Beck f/7.7, 5/-; Two 3}x2}

Developing Tanks, A.P.M., unused, in original
box, 8/6 ; Turner, 6/- ; Duolite Enlarger, used
with own camera, perfect, 25/-. — Pink, 38, Victoria
Rd. N., Southsea.
[1164

DALLMEYER Dual Special, improved view-finder,
lens pattern,
(non-collapsible),
ever-ready
LEICASumraar
IH, latest
perfect condition,
f/2

focussing to 4-ft., hood, leather case, £8. — •
R., 8, Heathgate, N.W.ll.
[1170

ease, £24/10.— Box 9854, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[1172

ERMANOX 6x4 cm., f/2 Ernostar lens, focal-plane

shutter, l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B.,
suitable for theatre and night work, fitted
Lumiere and Agfa colour filters, 9 metal single slides
and 2 purses, F.P. A., etc., velvet-lined case ;
the whole outfit in perfect condition, £18. — Box 9856,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1174

ROLLEIFLEX
6x6,
automatic,
new
January, 1934,
also f/3.8,
set Proxar
lenses, used
only once, £ 15/15, or nearest offer. — Box 9857,
c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[1175

3£x2i Etui, f/4.5 Radionar lens, delayed-action Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. New condition £6 18 6
3£x2£ Goerz Tenax, collapsible model, f/4.5 Dogmar
lens in Compound shutter, 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
adapter and case .
£4 7 6

31
IkonD.V.Idealfinder,
Camera,ZeisslongTessar
extension,
2 x 2}
rise,Zeiss
cross,
f/4.5,
Compur, 6 S.D. slides, wallet, lens hood. Distar

New i-pl. Agfa Standard, double extension, f/4.5 ana¬
stigmat, delayed Compur, 3 slides. Never used. List
price £12 .
£6 6 0

£8 ; deposit. — Box 9858, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

i-pl. Etui, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
F.P. adapter and purse .

shutter, 3 slides,
£7 17 6

i-pl. Trona, double extension, rising and cross front,
Zeiss Tessar lens f/3.5, 4 slides, F.P. adapter. As. new.
£10 17 6
3}x2} Tourist, double extension, f/4.5 Heliar anastig¬
mat lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, 12 single slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£11 0 0
3x4 cm. Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
leather case .
6 x 13 cm.

Changing-Box

shutter and
£8 10 0

.

£2

10

0

3} x 2} Icarette Plate and Roll Film, double extension,
f/4.5 Tessar, Compur delayed shutter, plate back, 3 slides
and case .
£9 17 6

DON'T MISS
BARGAIN
New

Edition

OUR
LIST

Now

and

Normal,

Glossy and
1 Gross.

3}X2}
4}X2j
4}
X 3}
51x3}

Velvet.

Cut

6}x4J
..
8}X6}
..
*In 36-sheet

packets,

sizes*

13/9
15/6

2/8
1/10
3/6
5/6

..
..
..
..

24/6
5 Gross.

. . 12/3*
3/6.
Write

.

for

Serrac Radex
f/4.5, 3
D.D. Reflex,
slides, 6-in.
F.P.A.,
leather
ADAMS’
31x21
Dallmeyer
case ; new last August ; bargain, £27/10 (list price

camera and slides, £45) ; approval deposit system ;
seen London. — Phone, Holborn 5297, or write
Box 9860, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1178

31x2} Ernemann Press, 1/2.7 Ernemann Ernostar,

2 quick-wind focal-plane l/20th to 1/1, 000th,
rise and cross, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., leather
case ; perfect, £14. — Below.

31x2} T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,

2 quick-wind focal-plane l/10th to l_/l,000th,
3 slides, R.F.A., new condition, £5 ; Zeiss 4,000
c.p. Floodlamp, reflector and extra bulb, 35/-. —
Box 9861, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1179
0/1 }-pl.
N. Below.
& G. Sibvl, Zeiss f/6.3, 6 slides,
F.P.A.—

2 f/4.5, interchangeable 9-in. Ross Teleros
f/5.5, rise, cross, 3 double slides, F.P.A., screen ;

One Quality only — the Best British Made.
V.P. Size . .

Photo¬
[1176

31x2} N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres

Ready

YOU’RE SAFE WITH SERVICE
GASLIGHT PAPER
Vigorous

and Proxar lenses. Alpha filter, F.P. A., leather
case ; perfect condition ; cost £17/12/6 ; accept

O Ff /FI Ross 10 x Prismatic Binoculars, approval.
3UtJ/ tj — Box 9863, c/o “The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1181

31/-

free samples.
12/-

excellent condition, £22. — Box 9865, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[1183

T.-P. All-Weather Press }-pl., f/4.5 Tessar, 3

to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
Beta filter, back screen, lens hood, Justophot,
leather ease, cost £30, as new, £12/10 ; 12-in.
Ross Teleross to fit, £9/15. — Box 9866, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1184

ERMANOX
6x4} ; 'cost
cm., £47f/2 ;lens,
new— Below.
condition,
case, 12 slides
£13/15.
VOIGTLANDER
Perkeo,
new,
f/3.5 [1185
lens,
Compur shutter,
£7. — asP. brand
Williams,
58a,
Dean
St., W.l.
31x2} T.-P. Reflex, Plaubel Anticomar f/2. 9, also

2 Ross Telecentric f/6.8, with adapter, F.P. A.
and 3 slides, and case, £12. — Brauer, Middlewieh.

LENSES. — One-third Cost or nearest offer. —

8}-in. Cooke f/4.5 Aviar, cost £15 ; 10.7
Dallmeyer f/6 Stigmatic, cost £14 ; 5f-in. Goerz
[1188
f/6.8 Dagor, in shutter, cost £12 ; 5}-in. Cooke
f/6.5, cost £5 ; 6-in. Ross f/5.6 Anastigmat, cost
3/- NORMAL OR 8£6
GLOSSY, SEMI-MATT
AND
MATT,
/- ; 16-in. Aluminium Wray R.R. f/8, iris, cost £6 ;
VIGOROUS.
7-in. Bistelar f/9, cost 70/-. — H., 19, Hawkslade
[1095
SERVICE PLATES, SPEEDS FROM 71-75 TO 1200 H.D. Rd., S.E.15.

SERVICE
1st

BROMIDE

quality

2/9

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

POSTCARDS

per

IOO

Established 1889.

IDENTO
ZeissRd.,D. Levenshulme,
Protar f/6.3, slides,
case,
£5. — 16,1-pl.,
Manor
Manchester.
[1158
1A extra
Kodak, lenses,
f/7.7 lens,
new, leather £2/10.
case, — setLees,of
otheras accessories,
Burlington Avenue, Oldham.
[1159
5x4extension,
Roll Film,leather
Zeiss caseTessar
lenscondition
f/6.7, double
; new
; de¬
posit system, £5. — Brown, 34, Warwick Rd.,
Welling, Kent.
[1166

0

Compur
£6 6 0

Diomatic shutter
£3 12 6
V.P. Fotessa Combined Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 anastig¬
mat, 1 slide, Pronto shutter .
£3 3 0

half-price. —

slides, Pressman
excellent Reflex,
condition,
£3/10 Aldis,
;
also6
POPULAR
1-pl., f/4.5

motor

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta,
shutter .

leather
case, Ross
filter 6S-in.
; as brand
new ;
SOHOf/5.51-pl.lens,Reflex,
F.P.A.,
Combinable

VOIGTLANDER
used, case and
filter, cost £21,Superb,
for £16. never
— -Below.
COOKE
f/2.5
Lens,
51-in.
focus
; perfect con¬
dition, £7. — Below.
WRAY—66,Soft-focus
6-in.
Lens
f/4,
hood,
£3.
John St., Luton. filter,[1149
V.P.K.
Special,
f/4.5
Kodak,
Diomatic,
case,
filters ; good condition ; cost £6 ; £ 2/15. —
Ashby, 16, Malpas Rd., Brockley, London. [1150

CAMERAS

Service Bargains !

largers, 31 X 21 to P.C., 5/-, 31x21 to 81x61, 15/-.—
Chatfield, 20, Broad St., Crewe.
[1145
up-to-date model, £17/10 ; less than
Below.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086

CAMERAS Bought, Sold or Exchanged. — Lewisham
27

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME—

USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.l

Camera Exchange, 426, High St., Lewisham,
London, S.E. Phone, Lee Green 2188.
[1162

SYSTEM.
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CAMERAS

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

FELL DOWN
/
NEVIS /
BEN
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
camera specialists,
offer the
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
MOUNTAIN*
approval against full deposit ; maximum allowance
for saleable apparatus, either exchange or cash ;
Trade.

We supplied the Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta that fell from top to bottom
of Ben Nevis mountain, and yet was not seriously damaged, through
fine precision construction of this wonder camera.
Zeiss Latest Precision Ikonta, range-finder coupled dead-accurate
focus, automatic erecting, automatic dual finder, automatic spool
loading, all inlaid metal, leather covered. Takes 8 or 16 on standard
x 2J film. Sets a new precision large picture standard. . £17 0 0

16-mm.

TURRET

VISUAL— £50.

16-mm. Latest Victor Bronze Turret Camera, f/2.9 Speed, micro-focus
mount to 1 ft., 3-lens turret head, visual focussing by large new
eyepiece, with individual eyesight adjustment, audible footage (to the
ear), multi-speeds. 8, 12. 16, 24, 32 and real slow-motion, trick picture
crank, reverses, matte dissolves, mixes, etc., adjustable finder (for
all lenses and all distances), plumb level for exact uprights, takes
50 ft. or 100 ft. All gold-bronze chromium. Write now.. £50 0 0
REFLEX. — 34 x 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f'4.5, latest
steel-lined self-capping, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., long extension (no
supplementary lenses needed), deep automatic hood, takes plates,
cut film, roll film, film packs, everything. New nickel slides £8 15 0
94-mm. MULTI-SPEEDS.
20 pictures per sec. Very
Other lens models
OWN CAMERA. —

— Pathe New Motocamera, speeds 10 to
latest .
£13 0 0
50s. under list prices. Write now.
Fitted Speeds for 50s. Send now.

NEW AGFA.— V.P. Speedex Wafer Roll Film, f/3.9 Speed, latest
Compur, automatic erecting, unique loading, very thin, compact,
all inlaid futuristic body .
£5 5 0
Or 2s. lid. weekly secures. Lovely camera. Write now.
8-mm. SUPER CINE. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Camera, f/3.5 (inter¬
change mount.takes Telephotos, etc.), multi-speeds, half -speed, normal,
real slow-motion, dual finders. Super cine .
£12 12 0
150-WATT. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector, 150-watt
mighty power, 24-teeth sprocket-fed (takes dry, tom or worn films
all perfectly) .
£11 11 0

2/10 weekly secures ANY £5 Camera,
Cine or Accessory. 5/8 any £10 one.
Hire Purchase. All makes supplied.
1-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, Cooke f/2. 5, double ex., case £19 19 0
34 x 21 T.-P. Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f'4.5, latest. Snip .
£8 17 6
P.C. Goerz Plate, Goerz f/6.8, Compur, double ex .
£2 7 8
34 x 24 Cameo, f/3.5 Speed, D.A. Compur, double ex .
£9 17 6
Pathe 200-B Projector, 250-watt, as new. Bargain .
£11 11 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/2.9, latest type. case. A6 new .
£12 12 0
5x4 Goerz Anschutz Press, Dogmar f/4.5. Just as new. . £9 17 6
8 x 13 Heidoscope Reflex, Tessars f/4.5, changing-box. . . . £27 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, £5 5s. lens. Like new £12 12 0
i-pl. Zeiss Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex. Snip. . . £5 12 6
Films. — Pathe S.B., 17s. 6d. ; S., 15s. Od. Comedy, Drama, etc.
Films. — 16-mm. Fox News and Feature Films. As new.. £1 10 0
Few Only. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Cameras, Dallmeyer f/1.9,
4 speeds, 50 ft. or 100 ft., interchange lenses, case. ... £9 17 6
34 x21 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, new Compur,
double ex., latest fittings, slides. Snip .
£11 11 0
34 x 24 Wirgin Plate, f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double ex., rise, cross, wirefinder, all metal, slides. Like new .
£6 17 6
34 x 2* Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss f'4.5, D. slides .
£7 15 0
31 21 Ensign Reflex, Aldisf/3. 4, latest. case .
£6 17 6
1-pl. Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur .
£6 17 6
400-ft. Empty 16-mm. Reels, soiled. Each .
3s. Od.
94-mm. -16-mm. Combined Rewinders. Latest, new .
17s. 6d.
V.P. Zeiss Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt, forward, rewind,
stills, resistance, case. Cost £28. Like new .
£16 16 0
31 x 21 Ensign Auto-speed Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, unique focal-plane
to l/500th, auton atic film-wind. Latest .
£7 15 0
50 40 Crystal Beaded Screen, leather luxe auto .
£5 17 6
Voigtlander Brilliant Mirror Reflex, f/7.7. Snip .
£1 15 0
Zeiss Super Metal Tripod, 52-in., very strong .
10s. 6d.
Superb Super Mirror Reflex, f '3.5, D.A. Compur .
£14 14 0
Electrophot Stills and Movies Exposure Meter .
£3 3 0
34 x 2* Zeiss Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5. As new .
£8 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Luxe Reflex, f/3.5, D. slides. Cost £34 .
£11 11 0
94-mm. -16-mm. Bolex D, 250-watt, resistance. Like new. £27 10 0
6 x 13 Verographe, 'I essars f/4.5, changing-box. case .
£5 17 6
Leica Printer .
25s. Od.
Kodak Self-Timer .
3s. 6d.
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. List £34 .
£7 15 0
8-mm. Kodak Motocamera, f/3.5. Just as new. Snip. ... £7 7 0
i-pl. Ensign Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, latest hood to take
pictures secretly at right-angles .
£8 17 6
V.P. Mentor Precision Film, Tessar f/3.5, Compur .
£7 15 0
Mackenzie Envelopes. 1-pl. B., Is. 6d.
A -pi. A., 2s. 9d.
Pathe Vignette, 3s. 9d.
Set Supplementary Lenses, 13s. lid.
Auto Reminder, 8s. 6d. Krauss Lens, 9s .6d. Super Cond., 9s. 6d.
34 > 24 Miroflex Combined Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/3.5,
latest l/3rd to l/2,000th, case. Cost £55. Snip. . . . £29 10 0
1-pl. Ica Pressman Reflex, Dallmeyer f 4.5, case .
£6 17 6
Limp Mail Cloth Reflex Cases, all-round sling .
8s. lid.
16-mm. Bell-Howell, 250-watt, resistance, case .
£19 19 0
94-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5. Cost£‘10 10s .
£7 7 0
Rolleiflex Automatic. Tessar f/3. 8, 21 21, case .
£14 14 0
16-mm. Easign Camera, f/3.5, 2 speeds. Like new .
£6 6 0
Cases. — Send stamp, stating wants. Soiled. New.
1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Ernemann Folding Reflex, Zeiss f 4.5, latest l/10th
to l/l,000th sec., triple ex., revolve back. D. slides. . . £18 18 0
60x40 Silver Non-Reflector Screens, on rollers .
17s. 6d.

EDWIN
Write Now.
28

CORSE, 5,SS
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Post Anywhere.
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our reputation your guarantee.

31 x 24 Ross Panros Press Focal-plane, and
Ross leather
Xpres
PATHESCOPE
9.5-mm.
Projector,
in
case, ammeter,
resistance,
twelvecomplete
30-ft. and
four 60-ft’. films ; perfect condition, £4/10.
good order,
CORONET
9.5-mm.£1/12/6.
Cine Camera, f/3.8 anastigmat ;
l/2,000th,
slides ;f/4.5,
as shutter
new, £22/10.
312 x 21to Zeiss
Miroflex,6 Tessar
l/3rd
2 x wind
self-capping
focal-plane,
l/15th
to
31
21
Mentor
Sports
Reflex,
Meyer
f/4.5,
quick1/1, 300th, 6 slides, F.P.A., canvas case; as new,

2 f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders, F.P.A.,
case : fine order, £11.

£10/10.

31 x 21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
7x
13 Julesshutter,
Richardcable
Verascope,
Tessars f/6.3,
Chro.
release, pair
changing-box
and
leather case ; as new, £7/10.
iris mount Cooke
and Kinic
cap ; Anastigmat
as new ; f/2,
list
3 -IN.sunkTaylor-Hobson
price £17 ; our price, £9/15.
VESTCamera,
Pocket7.5 Fotessa
Film f/3.5,
and focus¬
Plate
Schneider Roll
Radionar
sing, D.A. Compur, cable release, 3 slides, focussing
2 lens f/4.5, 4 slides, F.P.A., release, leather
case, £12/15.

THE

WONDER

With Coupled Focussing Range Finder.
Plaubel Anti-Comar

service

NEGRETTi’ and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.

F/2.9.

Delayed-action

Shutter.

New Model Roll Holder.

three 180-watt lamps, Ensign
resistance and carrying-box, £19/10.

Quick

io-cm.

Compur

screen and purse, £9/15/6.

ENSIGN Silent Sixteen 180 16-mm. Cine magnifier,
Projector,
cap and flange,
8 -IN.iris,Dallmeyer
Pentac brand
Lens newf/2.9,; list
in price
sunk
£22 ; our price, £15.
2 finder,
Tessar Vest
f/4.5,Pocket,
Compurdirect
shutter,
41x6
Ica Bebe
and cable
wire
release, F.P.A., leather case ; as new, £8/10.
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
return post.
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour ;

CAMERA

6.5 x9 cm. (3£ x2£ in.)

Has cover plate for Pan Films.
Dials film numbers automatically.
Price, with 3 slides .
Roll Holder, extra .
Film-pack Adapter .
.
Sole

GARNER

Importers

,

£37 : 10 : 0
£2 : 5 : 0
16:0
:

& JONES

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Spuare, London, W.l

is

(£24/10
; Model
II Leica,
ALLENS. — Zeiss
Ikonmodel)Contax,
Tessar
f/3.5,
BRADY & MARTIN LTD.
[0010
Telma — D.A.,
ALLENS.
Zeiss 97/6
Ikon; Leica
Kolibri,Universal
Novar Finder,
f/3.5,
THE NORTH-EAST
47/6.
CAMERA AND CINE
ALLENS.—
Zodelette47/6(2 ;on T.-P.
V.P.), Horizontal
Zodellar f/4.5,
3speed shutter,
Reflex,
practically new, £6/15.
GENUINE
-SPECIALISTS
head, —double
extra long
column,
ALLENS.
Leica condenser,
Valoy Enlarger,
high-power
29,
EXCHANGE
A Large Selection of
£ 6/19/6 ; T.-P. 16-mm. Cine Camera, Dallmeyer
£7/19/6
£15/17/6.

SERVICE

f/3.5, £3/19/6.

ALLENS for Rolleicord, T.-P. Reflex with Preset

Insto Stop (£13/15), Super Ikonta, Leica,
Contax, etc. ; twQ-thirds (approximately) allowed
on modern saleable cameras, part payment, subject
approval. — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4
(7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

~

LEICA

and Cameras of all makes,
for the Advanced Worker
and the Beginner.

MOSLEY

|

STREET,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

WANTED.
subject
material— Stereoscopic
; also cameraFilm
for; taking
same. im¬
— •
J. Graham, 29, Perham Rd., W.14.
[1005
ANTED. — 31x21 Roll Film Camera, Tessar
Vl
f/4.5, latest Compur, D.V. view-finder, rising
front, double extension. — Box 9780, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1096
ANTED. — Thornton-Pickard Blind Shutter to
T v
fit lens 21-in. diameter ; must be in firstclass condition. — Box 9781, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1097

THE

CAMERA

SPECIALISTS IN EVERYTHING PHOTO¬
GRAPHIC. CAMERAS, CIN£ CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS, SCREENS.
ALL THE LATEST MAKES OF
APPARATUS NOW IN STOCK.
IF

f/2.9 Pentac,
D.D. slides,
EXCHANGE.— Dallmeyer
Speed F.P.A.,
Camera case,
31 x 21,for

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

THE

MIDLANDS

V\rANTED.
— Second-hand
cm. Minimum
V T
Palmos
Cameras, in 9x12
good condition,
with
or without slides ; or V.N. Press Focal-plane
Cameras, of same size.— Box 9782, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1103
YX7 ANTED. — 1-pl. Slides for Goerz Anschutz for
TT cash. — Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New
Bond St., W.
[1104

Rolleifiex or Leica. — Box 9840, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1109
\A1ANTED. — Leather Case for 6-mm. Rolleifiex,
VV also set Proxar Lenses ; cash for lowest offer. — S. Peake, Newton Villas, Mumbles, Swansea. [1118

EXCHANGE

OF

IT

Call and

IS

NEW -

select your

GALLOWAYS,

RISK.

Victoria

Square,

(Opposite O.P.O .)

WE
camera

HAVE

IT 1

for Easter at

Photographic Chemists,
Birmingham.
Phone : MID. 6670.

(

March

28,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

MANCHESTER & DISTRICT
AMATEUR

| EXCHANGE

PHOTOGRAPHERS

WANTED at once. — Sub-standard 16-mm. Cine

Camera, Filmo, or Victor, late model, with
turret head for choice to take 3 lenses, wide
aperture fast lens, f/1.5 or similar ; must be
perfect and cheap. — Box 9843, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1114

ALLENS

I

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

SUPER PHOTOCRAPHIC PRODUCTS

SEND

AND

plane —Camera
and slides
must be Focalrecent
WANTED.
Ernemann
9x12 ; Tropical

EXCHANGE. — V.P.K. with f/6.8 Cooke anas-

tigmat in focussing mount, wire-frame finder,
sound condition, cost £6/12/6, for 3JX2J Plate
Camera, with Compur or other good shutter ;
cash adjustment. — Ward, 54, Orchards Way,
Southampton.
[1125

WANTED. — i-pl. Enlarger, gas illuminant, adapt¬

able to electric ; particulars and price to
— Dawson, Burncross, Chapeltown, Nr. Sheffield.

EXCHANGE.— J. J. Hardy, No. 1 Dry Fly Rod

and Tackle, in first-class condition, for Leica
[1133
No. IH. — Write, C. H. Harvey, The Cottage,
Baslow.
[1137
2 f/4.8
slides, F.P.A. ;
31x24
Salexanastigmat,
Reflex, fitted3 metal
5-in. Thornton-Pickard

exchange Horton
3£x'2£ Lane,
or 1-pl.
Foeal-plane Press.
—
Tidswell,
Bradford.
[1157

2/9
POST

model and good condition. — Box 9848, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1122

1

ONLY

RECEIVE

WANTED~|

AND

700-watt illumination, and in perfect order and
reasonable price. — Box 9842, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1115

ROLLEICORD,
ROLL El FLEX,
SUPER
IKONTA,
BABY
IKONTA, CONTAX,
NETTAR,
etc., etc.

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED.
16-mm. Projector,
mustor hePaillardrecent
model, — preference
Filmo, Victor
Bolex G-916 model, should be of 500-watt or

OBTAIN THAT CAMERA
FOR EASTER
AT

PHOTOGRAPHER

PAID

1 doz. Super Plates, 3! X2I, 700 H. & D.
72 sheets Super Gaslight Paper, 3IX2I.
One 4-oz. Packet Acid Hypo.
One Packet Metol Quinol Developer.
Catalogue, Order form, etc.
Please send me your T rial Parcel as detailed
above. I enclose P.O .
.

WANTED.
Aerialmake,Camera,
4-pl.price.or —smaller,
with
lens ; —state
age and
J. McAuley,
7, College St., Dublin.
[1140
POCKET
Tripod 401,wanted,
reasonable,
write[1146or
call. — Pocock,
Mare St.,
Hackney.
D.C. to 250-volts
cycles, 200-watts,
EXCHANGE.
— Crypto A.C.,
Rotary 50Converter,
250-volts
complete with smoothing, as new, for good camera.

—Allan,

91, Sanda

St., Glasgow,

N.W.

[1160

lens ; —exchange.
Microscope,
slides, ideal
WANTED.
Plate Camera,
double 72extension,
good
for microphotography ; prints sent. — -Beere, Towascliffe Lane, Marple Bridge.
[1163

WANTED.
Roll-holder,
i-pl. T.-P.Coxheath,
Reflex, single
slide —fitting.
— C. Fisher,
Nr.
Maidstone, Kent.
[1165
Lane,
WANTED. — Motrix Attachment for Pathe 'Camera,
[1168
back, — late
; also
WANTED.
31x21model,
Reflex,newfastcondition
leas, revolving
Vertical Condenser Enlarger, electric. — Box 9855,
good condition. — Barnett, 103, Holly
Smethwick.

c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[1173

WANTED.
— Recent
31x21 Sohoalso Reflex,
Ross
or Zeiss
lens, preferably
Three-power
Teleros, plenty of slides and case ; excellent con¬
dition essential ;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Write, Box 9859, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1177

Grade of paper required...
X 2J ROLL

FILM

USERS

CHROME FILM INSTEAD
ease please put X here .
41x31
ABOVE

MAY

HAVE

OF

WANTED. — Leica II ; exchange new (£17)
tension, W.A.
lens preferred
SANDERSON
Handrack,andslides,
Stand,no i-pl.,
triple ex¬;
slides i-pl. Graflex. — Trathen, Mt. Carbis, Redruth.
Super Ikonta, coupled focussing, plus £2. — •
Box 9862, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1180

1,300

PLATES,

H.&D.

in which

LEICA
and Supplies
in Enlargements col¬
umn, giving particulars
of our

SUPER DEVEL¬
OPING SERVICE
of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera users.

ALLENS
7 minutes

from

Piccadilly

168, Oldham
NEW

(22 or 23

and

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER

4.

Car).

YOU

CAN

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

[1189

BOLEX Model D 16-mm. and 9-mm., all voltage,

SeeBargainsinCameras
and Lenses columns
in this issue, also advert

DEAL

3£ x 2b N. & G. Folding, Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price
£44 17s. 6d. For .
£26 16 6
4i x 3i T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Cooke f/3.5 lens. 12
plate-holders, K. filter, leather case. In good condition. List price
£20 10s. For .
£13 10 0
6 x 6 cm. Rolleiflex, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compur
6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, Zeiss f/3. 8 Tessar, Compur

shutter. . £10 12
shutter. . £12 10

6
0

4,1 x 3i Kodak Graflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plate'
holders, F.P. holder. In good condition .
£9 12 (
Postcard Kodak Graflex, Berthiot Olar f/5.7 lens, leather case.
Good condition. Takes postcard size roll films .
£7 12 6
4.5 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Dallmever f/2.9 Pentae lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition,
List price £35 15s. For .
£17 17 0
41 x 3i T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentae
lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder, canvas case. In good condition,
List price £25 15s. For .
£17 12 '
31 x 21 T.-P. Ruby Special, revolving back, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, F.P
holder, 3 double plate-holders and leather case. All in good con
dition. List price £23 10s. For .
£12 12
5 x 4 N. & G. Square Reflector, 71-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres
zie adapter, 12 envelopes, leather case .

lens, Macken¬
£1912
6

41 x 3( N. & G. Square Reflector, 51-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Series Vila
Protai lens, also 11-in. Ross f/4.5 Telecentric lens, 2 plate- holders,
F.P. bolder, changing-box .
£21 0 (
31x21 Mentor Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder
roll-holder, case. In good condition .
.' .
.
£9 17 (
31 x 21 Ihagee Folding, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.P. holder
6 plate-holders, leather case. List price about £40. For. . £18 12 (
41 x 31 Soho, revolving back, Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentae lens, F.P
holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price over £40
For

.

THE

The

£24

“ TRIPOCANE

tripod is 4 ft. high when

extended

A

”

ready

remarkably rigid. Contained in a
cane made of compressed fibre with horn

TRIPOD

with screw

handle,

30s.

Od.

16

"

IN

A

WALKING-STICK

for uBe.

It is light, yet

handsome malacca-finished
ferrule. The handle affords

a comfortable grip. In appearance the “ Tripocane
distinguished from an ordinary walking-stick.
PRICE,

With

swivel

”

handle,

cannot
35s.

be
Od.

31 x 2i Ernemann, Eraon f/3.5 anastigmat lens, 3 double plateholders. New condition. List price £42. For .
£27 10 0
Postcard Compact Reflex,
F.P. holder .

PLATE USERS INCLUDE 1/- EXTRA FOR
PARCEL IN Opiate size PLATES & PAPER.

CAMERAS

3x4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss f '2.8 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter. The smallest roll-film reflex camera on the market. In
excellent condition. List price £21. For .
£15 0 0

71-in.

Kodak

f/4.5

anastigmat lens,
£9 12 6

5x4 Goerz Folding, Goerz f/4.8 Celor anastigmat lens, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case .
£8 17 6
41 x 31 Ensign Popular, reversing back, Zeiss f/4.5 Triotar lens, F.P.
adapter. In excellent condition. Original price £12 10s. £5 17 6
41 x 31 Ensign Popular, reversing back, Dallmeyer f/4.5 Serrac
lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. All in good condition £7 17 6

resistance and special volt-meter, all in
carrying-case and perfect condition, £23. — Apply,
Dawson, Alcroft, Burley-in-Wharfedale. [1015

41 x 31 canvas
Graflex,case.
revolving
back, Kodak
f/4.5 Cost
anastigmat
lens,'16
F.P.0
adapter,
In excellent
condition.
£33.. £16
10 x 15 cm. Soho, 71-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case. In good condition. Cost new, £40 .
£21 0 0

• tA Super
Motocamera,
?
9pr
Reels,with5/- accessories
to 15/- ;; any
also offers
Luxe
list from — Irvin, Leys, Cambridge.
[1101
Elias, 83, Randall
CINE-KODAK
Model B,Avenue,
f/3 lens Dollis
; whatHilloffersLane,
?—
N.W.2.
[1112

5 - 4 Soho, 7i-in. Cooke f/3.5 lens and 6-in. Tessar f/6.3. 6 D P.
holders, hood, filter and case. New price £60. Good condition
£30 0 0

1

AO

-MM.

Bolex

Cine Camera,

lens f/3. 5, excellent

condition, direct and reflecting view-finder,

leather carrying-case, complete, £7 or nearest
offer ; deposit system. — Write, Oliver, 22, Adamson
Rd., N.W.3.
[1113

PATHE
Cine Pathe
Camera,Homedetachable
f/3. 9
lens, also
Projector,motor,
single-claw
model, resistance 120, type C 20-volt lamp ;
camera slightly scratched ; both in good working
order ; quick sale, £3/10 lot. — Dillon, Bijou,
Chilham, Canterbury.
[1152
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

4} x 31 Soho, revolving back, 5-in. Roes f'3.5 Xpres,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost, new. £42 .

3 D.P. holders,
£26 10 0

31 x 2 h Ensign, revolving back, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 lens, 3 metal
plate-holders. New price £12. Shop-soiled only .
£8 5 0
31 x 21 Tropical Britisher, revolving back, Aeroplan f/4.5 lens, 5
D. slides, F.P. adapter. New price £20. In good condition £10 12 6
Postcard Tropical Soho, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, changing-box for
12 plates, leather case. In excellent condition .
£18 10 0
9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Reflex and Press Camera, 6-in. Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather case.
New condition. List price £50 .
£28 10 0

SANDS

37, BEDFORD

DEPOSIT

PHOTOGRAPHIC
APPARATUS
SPECIALISTS

HUNTER’S,
ST., STRAND, LONDON,

SYSTEM.

W.C.2

29

THE

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

KODASCOPE
A, condition,
new, 250-watt
lamphouse
and gate, Model
excellent
complete
with
supplementary resistance and spare lamp, £23 ;
also Silver Folding Screen, 3-ft. wide,
Drury, 13, Camden Mews, N.W.l.

25/-. —
[1116

FOR Sale. — New Bolex G-916, 250 and 500 watt

lighting, costing £55, £40 ; Celfix Screen,
like new, 80x40 in., cost £18/15, £11 ; splendid
tone Two-valve Amplifier, and L.S., costing £17,
£9 ; Titra Outfit, extra fount, costing £4/10, £2 ;
new Pathe Luxe, f/2.0, filter and Tele lens, case,
cost £21, £13 ; all above guaranteed, gives show
to 200. owner purchasing 35-mm. outfit. — Box
9847, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1139

DALLMEYER f/3.5 3-in. Telephoto Lens, for
Dowry

Ensign Autokinecam, unused, £7. — Crompton,
Cottage, Greenmount, Bury.
[1136

PHOTOGRA

PHER

PRACTOS

Inland, British, Foreign, in boxes, Peter
LANTERN
“ As Youscreen,
Like It,”Ensign
Coast 1,300
and
Pan (litho), Slides,
8-ft. portable

Exposure Meters— Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cin6.
The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.

e.p. projection lamp, 230 volts, holder (cost 30/-),
“ New Photographer,” complete, “ Amateur Photo¬
grapher,” volumes from 1925, unbound ; what
offers ?— Box 9864, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Scientifically desijjned, and the results
are infallible. Film speeds up to 5.500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Finder in Model II.

[1182

MATERIALS

Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I without Finder, ditto 20/-

Trade.

GARNER & JONES, LTD.

17' ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 2L
Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.

Polebrook House, Golden
Square, London, W.l

SOMETHING

to 7 ; Wednesday,
p.m. Callers
t4-’'ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 Victoria
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
Prices
less
postage
to
callers.
K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send for price list.
K ALTON,
London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4094, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

DIFFERENT

ILLUSTRASC’REEN. — We now offer brilliant

0F

screens with an embossed bead effect surface,
giving excellent side view and made on the
Illustrascreen principle, with rollers and battens
in which the fabric is securely sandwiched, framed
sides with an ingenious stretching device, .assur¬
ing unsurpassable picture both in brilliance and
definition, rigid yet portable, easily dismantled
after the show : 30x40 in., 21/- ; 36x48 in., 25/- ;
48X60 in., 40/-; 48x66 in., 45/-; 72x96 in.,
99/- ; any size made to order.

EALING
ANNOUNCE

THEIR

NEW

IF in London during the Easter Holidays your
inspection of our immense
parking facilities.

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;

stock is invited ; free

ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
Wardour
London, W.l
(facing Film 159,
House,
Oxford St.,
St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed
with motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Gerrard.
[1186

CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories1/-. —; Filmeries,
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231

QK-MM.
Super-speed
Film,
10/6
OeJ
100 ft.,
processing, Panchromatic
etc. ; all 35 and
16 mm.
Accessories, Title Outfits, Studio Lighting, etc. —
B. S. Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[1025

28,

MISCELLANEOUS

Trade.

EVERYTHING
for28-mm.
Movies.—andFilms
1/-,
9-mrn., 16-mm.,
35-mm.from
Cameras
and Projectors from 20/-.

March

ADVERTISEMENTS

PROCESSING
Write

now

15X12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 44 x 2| 3/6, 3£x24 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

SERVICE

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets;
Rough,
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

for full particulars in special leaflet with prices :

28a, BROADWAY,

EALING,

weight. normal, vigorous ; same prices as
bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

LONDON, W.5

TT ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3ix2i
IV 2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

glossy,

3ix24, 1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4ix2|gross;
and
^UICK POSTAL SERVICE^ i-pl.,
Gaslight Paper,2/6 l|x24,
K ALTON
A.
E.new,BELL.
— Cine-Nizo; exchanges,
9.5 and 16 catalogue.
mm. Cameras
21- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
second-hand
— 45,;
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

I ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK I
I BIG PRINTS, SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT —
ROYAL

ACCESSORIES

|

TRIPOD, Adams’ Triple Extension, Wooden ;9806,
fine
[1102
KODAK
{-pi.Watkins
Filrp-pack{-pi.Tank,Tank,washing
hangers,
21/-, trough,
sold to¬6
gether ; Metronome, 7/6 ; Kodak X-ray Ther¬

condition ; cost £4 ; take £2. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

mometer, 4/-. — Temple, Knockdolian,
shire.

Comrie, Perth¬
[1111

PRINT Cutter, 12-in., adjustable knives, 10/-. —
BAKER’S Reflex Magnifiers, cost 18/6 ; as new,
DEATH.— Complete Outfit and Dark-room Equip¬
F. Thomas,

92, Albacore

Crescent, Lewisham.

10/-. — 168, Gladstone Avenue,
N.22.

Wood

[1167
Green,
[1171

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

and
SINGLE Metal Slides, “ A.P. Paris,” T.-P., Zeiss
1/6,

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel
Block Edge fittings: 34x21 1/3, 4 { x :1 j
5£x3I 2/3, 9X12 2/3, etc.

slides
5/6, “41x31
6/6, etc. fittings
; postage
FILM
Pack: 34x24
Adapters,
A.P. Paris,”
as
extra ; obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London,

W.C.

Telephone, Chancery

8541.

30

BE

WOOD

I

I

GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR,
Reed.
FOTOZO
Reed. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN
SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms

I
■

J SPEEDY

D.&P.

Ltd., Shelford Place,

USED

MODERN

Write,

giving

CAMERAS

TAKEN

IN

PART

EXCHANGE.

P. TANKS

Porceloyd Ebonite, 20-gal., 38-40 x 15 < 12 in .
With tap hole and wood tap, 2s. 6d. extra.
Porceloyd Heavy Type, 38-40 - 15 > 12 in .
With tap, 30s. Od.

20s. Od.
27s. 6d.

Stoneware, 10-gal., 42x8$
8$ in., with tap .
32s. 6d.
Stoneware, 12-gal., 47 - 8$ /»!, with tap .
52s. 6d.
Any size tank or dish can be supplied. London’s Largest
Store of Second-hand Photographic Appliances.
CASH.
EXCHANGE.
INSTALMENTS.

LLOYD’S,

87, Lamb’s Conduit Street, London, W.C.l
Tel. HOLBORN

WANTED
cin£

CAMERA

320, Vauxhall
(Opposite

WISE

IN

New

6250.

for CASH

apparatus

HIGH-CLASS

THE

and

CAMERAS

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge
Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

TIME — USE

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-. (

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures ;
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
H x 24, 9/- dozen; 3ix2{, 9/-; 2ix4i,
11/-; 6 exposures: 3{x4i, 18/-; 5ix3i, 21/-.

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

_

9/6 gross.
XT' ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
l\ quality, all surfaces : vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

Lantern

full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX,
IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

D. and

I

1/1-pl., 2/6;
Double¬
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy
N.16 | K ALTON
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
dozen 5/-,
i-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- ;3 Postcards,
backed 5/9; 3ix24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

CAMERA/
WANTED

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

[0090
Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

ENLARGEMENTS.

FRAMES,

ment for disposal ; list on application. —
Valentine, Frodsham, Warrington. Approval
deposit.
[1187
Trade.

BROMIDE

ALL KINDS.
“ NATTY ” FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.

VICTORIA,
Phone:

OUR

Victoria

DEPOSIT

¥7" ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen
IV 5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

K ALTON
Film, super 10/fast, dozen.
H. & D. 2,700, in
3ix2i,Roll
8 exposures,
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
lowest
; Plates,
WE
offer thepricesHighest
QualityPapers,
MaterialsPostcards,
at the
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established 22

years.- — City Photo Works,

Southport.

[0002
[0009

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
normal: Gaslight
34 x2.4 Glossy
2/-, 4ix2{
i-pl. and
3/-,
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
i-pl. 5/- gross.
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
ATTWOOD
5i xFilms,
3i, 450400H. and& D.600:
H. & D. : Postcard .4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
4TTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50 Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

CO.
S.W.t
2977.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3

dozen 4/6 : Postcard, 4 dozen 81- ; i-pl.. 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, HadJeigh.
Essex.
[0025

SYSTEM.

March

28,

4

THE

1934

AMATEUR

Special

IN MOUNT
STANDARD

Offer!

!

COMPLETE
SIZE

20,000

CINE

.

If)/- Free

LENSES

. . . . 5/- Post Free

LANTERN

SLIDES.

TRAVEL AND SHORT STORIES. Lists on request.
Bu finest makers: Newton, York, Wilson, Fincham.
WANTED
FOR
CASH
MICROSC

OPES— T ELESCOPES— BINOCULARS

BROADHURST
63,

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

U

%/ ENLARGING
'2 CONDENSERS
PLANO-CONVEX
LENSES)
Jp
/ Pn,t

(2

PHOTOGRAPHER

CLARKSON

Far rinfidon

ROAD,

&

CO. am‘L

London,

E.C.l

The

Trade.

etc. ; for
all goods
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliableguaranteed
Plate3, ;Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 21- 100.

BURT’S Gaslight aud Bromide Paper, vigorous and

normal ; ail surfaces : 31x2-1, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 41x2} and }-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; }-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

Improved

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives

ALLENS.—
Gaslight,
the £1)quality
Paper,
3|x2J Super
2/- gross
(12-gross
; Postcards,
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

exact

ALLENS.— De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. size, 2/3
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,

tions

without

100, D. and P. Order Pads, 7/6 dozen.

ANNOUNCEMENT

ROLL Films, leading makes. Film Wallets,

79, New

Gorse,

Mather

& Co., Ltd., Victoria

Photo

Trading

J. Templeman,
W.

86, Accrington

Road,
Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change
15, Percy

H. Tomkinson,

81, Dale

G. & F. A. Wilman,

Blackburn.
Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

Street, Hanley,

Stoke-on-Trent.

Street, Liverpool.

32, Westgate,

Bradford.

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

PRICE

£4:0:0

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — -Below.
FREEmounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8Ix6i ;
Enlargement
no disappointments ; same-day service : 8} x 61 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8.J X 61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/- ;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

No.

STAFFORD
Armour
Telephone

733, for 2i-in. films
(117 & 120)

separating apron, placed in the “ Correx,” and the
developer is poured through the lid funnel. De¬
velopment can be timed and the developer poured off
through a spout at the side. Washing and fixing
follow in a similar manner.
CORREX
Thermometer, 2/6.
CORREX
Finegrain Developing Powders, per £ doz., 1/6.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3£ x 2 ft, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2* x 4*)
1/6, x 31 1/3, 5k x 3} 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- £ dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 i dozen, 81 x 6£ ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4$ enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 81 x 61 9d., 6 J x 4| 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

LANTERNS

122,

East

Park

&

ENLARGERS

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.l

»«S£

: National

5025.

Road,

ANCASTER

GASLIGHT

LEICESTER.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

.from vapour
negative,
Leica toillumination.
12x10'. Condensers,
GERS
diffused
mercury
gJNLARor

Central
J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.
Parade,
post
free.
—
Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

2/9 „ „
1/9 per„ gross
3/7
4/„

}-plate

5/6
5/4

31x21
21x4}

Friday.

4d.

„
„

8x6
J-plate ....

PAPERS

7/9 per gross

81x61 ..

„
„

Postcard
5x4

13/11

10x8 ..
12x10 ..
15x12 ..

12/-

GLOSSY,
VIGOROUS,
POSTCARDS,

SILKY

OR

3 Grades

MATTE
20/45/30/-

ORDINARY

OR

GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

OR

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

SOFT

2/9 per 100.

PLATES

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3|x2I .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt.
}-plate .. 1/9 „
,, I I-plate .. 3/6 „
„

Trade.

MARTIN

ry
40/- perPostcards
1,000, including
title,
4 // PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

AUTOCAR”

Th« World*# Leading Automobile Journal.

Every

: Staftorles, Cent, London.

BROMIDE

PAPERS

V.P.

Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra.— Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

“THE

Telegrams

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER

Trade.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
CAMPION,

LESLIE

[1105

| ^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

5796

&

&

films
(127)

“ Correx ” makes developing roll films simple.
film is wound on a spool, together with a

OSBORNE

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers , or direct from

ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
each, 2/6
for six ; 8ix6J
9d.oreach.
— Phillips,
QUALITY
Enlargements.
—
Glossy
matt,
8x5
6d.
26, Camden Rd., Tunbridge Weils.
[9911
ing, Printing —; Individual
nothing Enlarging,
rushed ; standard
CONNOISSEURS.
Develop¬
prices ; satisfaction certain. — Cox, 83, Studland
Rd., Hanwell, W.7.

mediately.
exposure

quantity, glossy or art surface. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

The
The

Ready always to
indicate correct

complete in leather case

Trade.

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

'to. 731, for V.P.

2 minutes

to i /1,500th sec.

1 /O
Q DOZEN,
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
JL/
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra.— Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

Street, Birmingham,

Edwin

both

cin6,

NO BATTERIE8.
NO RENEWALS.

ENLARGEMENTS

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,

from

Postcard Folders ; everything for the D. & P.
and Portrait photographer ; money-saving lists free.
-— Kimber’s, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.
[9997

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

calcula¬
for

still and

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092

IMPORTANT

exposures

Roll Films and one print each to 3Jx2i 1/- ;
4}x3} 1/3, 5J-X3J 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.”— The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

[0057
USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

31

!

;v*®

THE

|

TUITION.

BOOKS,

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

[

etc.

March

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHS

REPAIRERS

28,

WANTED

Trade.

Trade.

Trade.

or other
attractive of
attitudes.
— Advertiser,
WANTED.
— Photographs
Children
Playing,
4MATEU11 Photographers interested in selling REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other 64,
Cannon St., E.C.4.
[1129
shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

their photographs should write immediately
for free prospectus ; no obligation. — World’s Photo¬
graphic Academy, 5, Shannon Terrace, Chadwell
Heath, Essex.
[1100

Works),

27, Chancery

Lane, Loudon,

W.C.2.

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises : Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

RETOUCHING
Trade.

RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from : I-pl.

HAYHURST

55. RAILWAY

St

NELSON

p,

HM

4.205%

IS THE SMALLEST ROLL-FILM
FOCAL-PLANE REFLEX—

T.-P S
LEICA,

Now supplied fitted with Dallon
Tele-Anastigmat 6-in. 1/5.6
(in place of regular 7-cm. anastigmats).

etc.

1933 Rolbiflex, 21-21
f/3.8 Zeiss Tessa*-.
Little used. As new .
. . £17 10 0
3} x 24 No. 7 Film Carbine. Compur. f/4.5
Aldis-Boteher, rise. etc. As new _
£6 17 6
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3 Cooke. CH»e
£2 2 0
31x24 T.-P. Reflex Ruby
f 4.5 Cooke. 3
slides, F.P. adapter an I case. Perfect £5 17 6
Cine-Kodak Model BB
f 3.5 lens, lli-ram.,
hide case Cost L15. As new .
£9 12 6

CRUDE

iheTELEPHOTO
EXAKTA

KODAKS,
ENSIGNS,

3* * 21 Cameo, Compur, f 4.5 Aldis-Butcher,
3 slides. F.P. adapter, case .
£5 2 6
1-pl Mentor Reflex, multi-speeds, f 4 5 Dallmever 6-in . F P. adapter. .
£5 17 6

JAMES

Ensign, Cini Cameras, Projectors, etc.
4 PttOTO-CMCMIJTr

ROLLEIFLEX.
ROLLEICORD.
IKONTAS,

BARCA1NS, ALL GUARANTEED

^

22ARo»w<*li»yK.<l.l.c«d«

lifflilfflfTM
Nagel Vollenda, 16 exposures on V.P. film, f 4.5
Raciionar. I). A. Pronto. As new.... £3 18 6

WANTED

Bait allowances made on used Modern Cameras
in Exchange tor Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,

REFLEX
Mirrors post.
re-silvered,
varnished,
repairs
; CECRGE
back return
— Irving’s,
258, Kingston
Rd., Teddington.
[1169

bust, 8d. : half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and
postage with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St.,
Canterbury.
[1147

USED

CAMERAS
▼
♦

CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SPECIALIST.

Price £20
: O : O
Solid Leather Case, extra, 20/-.

HIGHEST
EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCES
Write To-day

** Ihagee

GARNER

chemist

Polebrook

LANCS

” Exclusive

Model.

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden Square. W.1

I
Zeiss

4Jx3} No. 3 Autographic F.P. Kodak,

f/6.8 anastigmat,

3x4

3-speed. Good

Cl

condition

3}x2}

.1 ft. ft

*I*Iv*w

3x4

As new.

cm.

Compur.

List £4 . . . .

Korelle, f/3.5 anastigmat,

As new.

List £6 10s .

31

Good

condition.

£3:5:0

3A
pur,

f/4*5» Compur,

£7:15:0

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, leather case.
Good condition. Cost £i6ios .
and

case.

Newton

view-finder,

As new.

Cost

£20

Minimum

Palmos

f/4-5, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition ......

3}x2}

6

Good
13 cm.

condition.

Cost £39....

Ensign Autospeed Focal-plane Roll Film, f/4.5

Rolleidoscope

Roll

Film

pair Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, in Compur,
leather case. As new. List £50 .

28 OLD

BOND

London,

Stereoscopic

Reflex,

- - £32:10:0
ST.

W. I

4.5 x 6 cm. Ernemann

51x3}

£29*10*0

C0.17.G
XO.i
I ,D

Aldis Uno, rise and cross, leather case.
As brand new and unused. List £14 10s.

4} x 3',
Anschutz Press,
slides,
F.P.Goerz
adapter, case. Good

case.

Good

condition

1 *7,0
A / .O

3 slides, screen, leatner case.

con-

3 D.D.

£|3«17-0

Roll Film, double

plate back, Cl/l.IC.fi
As new

... Xl'i.JLO.ll

281 OXFORD
London.
of Circus.

2*17*6

f/4.5 Dogmar,

Zeiss Ikon Nixe 551/6U

doors West

PQ
U,

Ermanox Focal-plane, f/2 Ernostar,

extension, Tessar f/4.5, Compur,

Fourteen

oLO.O.v

CC.'i'J.C
XO.I / .0

new.

As

9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Bolex-Paillard Model D Pro¬
jector, 40-mm. Meyer f/1.6, resistance to 200/250 volts,

£23:0:0

List £53 10s .

micro¬

£g.Q.Q

Focal-plane, Zei^s Tessar

6 slides, F.P. adapter.

As new.

condition

Good

leather case.

61 > 42 Ensign de Luxe Reflex B, revolving back.
81-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
case.

dt

condi-

Voigtlander Brilliant (12 pictures on 3}X2} roll

31x21

6 , slides, F.P.
£12:10:0

Good

him), f/4.5 Skopar, Compur.
List £8 5s .

C7.1 C.ft
If »1J»U

2A Zeiss Bebe Hand, f/4.5 Tessar, delaved Com¬
direct

Compur.

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera h
t dee Luxe, f/3.5 CU.C.
(VlHO
«-«t
lens. Good condition.A List £10 105 .
sdLU.U.vr
ate CC.C.A
21x1j Zeiss Ikon Piccolette 545/12, l
Tessar

£4:5:0

2\ Mentor Sports Reflex, self-capping shutter,

adapter,

focussing,

2ix2|

Cost £30. .

As new .

3} x 2} Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/4.5 Dogmar,

meter

6 13 cm. lea Polyscop Stereoscopic, pair 7 5-cm.
Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, in Compur. 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
case.

Roll Film, f/4.5 CQ.Q.A

Agfa, 5-speed patent shutter.

cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 lens, Derval

shutter.

Agfa Standard

ST.

Tessar

f/4.7, 3-speed.

3ix2i

WEST

BOUND

BUSES

Good condition

Carbine, rising front, Velos f/6.3 anastigmat,

6 A

Optimo shutter,
O T.
ANsec.,
1 /200th

OELS

1/5 th, i/ioth, i/25th, i/5oth, i/iooth,
and B., leather case. jCO*C.ft

IN 5

Splendid
condition
.
X^»0«U
£
6A C
xl
4^N Triple Extension Field, rise and cross, reversing
back, R.R. lens f/8, roller-blind shutter, 3 book-form
D.D. slides, turntable, case, tripod. Fair (Q,0,ft
condition .
K
s
T OC
shutter, leather case. As*atu
a new.
2ixU V.P. Kodak P
Special,
f/4.5List
Kodak,
Diomatic
£3:1
5:0

p

4}x21

No. la Kodak

Tessar "f/6.3, Compur,
Good condition .

Series II, self-erecting, Zeiss
leather case.
. .

sing

mount,

adapter.

3}x2}
shutter,
Good

Compur,

Excellent

3

condition

slides, F.P.
.

condition.

3}x21

Cost

£15 .

Rd.. S.W.3.

13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.11.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

140, Fenchurc'.i St., E.C.3.
285. Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.

32

PLEASE

iqt-2,

MENTION

Tottenham

“ THE

Court

Rd.,

AMATEUR

VV.i.

Serrac f/4.5,
CQ.iC.A

condition.

lO.lu.v

Cost £38 8s. 6d .

London,

HERE.

HILL

E.C.4

for cash.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

IO.O.U

Westminster Folding Reflex, revolving back,

self-capping shutter, 5}-in. Dallmeyer
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Good

D^7LL*?ND«/2JITCHIS^?N

35, Brornpton

ID.D.U

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes,
bought

2, Angel Court, P’.C.2.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.

CC.C.D

Duoflex
Roll Film Reflex,
focal-plane
4}-in. Dallmeyer
f/4.5, all-metal
case. CQ.fi.
A

35 LUDGATE
STOP

C A. 1 ft. A

4.5 x 6 cm. lea Bebe Hand, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 in focus¬

W.l

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

£2:5:0

2} x 2} Icarette Roll Film, focussing, 3-in.

WHEN

Canterbury.
Cheltenham.
Salisbury. —
Leeds. — 37,
Liverpool. —

CORRESPONDING

— 38, High St.
— 114, Promenade.
17-19, Catherine St.
Bond St.
73, Lord St.

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

1750
ESTD.

March

THE

28, 1934
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3

THERE’S STILL TIME TO GET
YOUR CAMERA FOR EASTER

LEICA
THE GRAND
NATIONAL
FAVOURITE

Don’t spoil your first holiday of the year 1 Start as you mean to
go oncamera
— enjoying
everyWEholiday
to come
— by getting
“still”help
or
cine
at once.
have the
best selection
and aalways
you with sound advice on how to get splendid results. Act now —
only two days left !

CAMERA

HUNDRED

With

Model

SUMM

AR

!
THIS
AD 1934. 1
RE
8th March.

LENS

The teat of all miniature cameras. Has
automatic focussing by which distance
measuring and lens focussing are done in a
single action. Gives long instantaneous
exposures of 1, £ and ] sec., or any inter¬
mediate fractions, in addition to l/20th1 /500th sec. Has telescopic range-finder
with magnification 14 times. Takes 36
exposures at a loading. Its negatives make
splendid enlargements.
With

f/2 Summar

Lens

£33
SEND

in collapsible

' ‘ Your
from

2d. STAMP

ENSIGN
camera

The

Nine monthly

WONDERFUL

payments

of 78/6.

FREE

lens.

Cost

MODEL

plane shutter. l/10th to 1 1.000th
adapter. Cost £20 .
Cost

£7

8x30.

200-watt
shutter,
£1

VALUES!
£9 17

Cost

£13

lamp, case.
1 to l/300th

Cost £89 10s .
Cost £22 10s .

10 » .

1 to 1 200th

see.

dead

Sensation of 1934

6

Made by the Makers of the

Cost, £3 10s .

.

£37

10

0

£16

16

0

Has
numerous special features in
common with the famous Rolleiflex —
one-lever Compur shutter, parallax
compensation, patent film guide. Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

6d.
7

9

“ROLLEIFLEX”

0

Nine
*atent

monthly

PLEASE

these covers

MENTION

AND

ST

BARGAINS

go to press

t( THE

of

1516

70 -.

BARGAINS
to post-buyers

of

24 6.

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

on APPROVAL
against

13— Pathe 9!-mm. Hand-turn
lens. Cost £5 5s .

full cash
Cine

Camera,

sec., case. 3 D. slides.

f/2.9 lens, focal-plane shutter. 1 10th
adapter. Cost £5G 10s .

Cost £20.

to 1 /800th

a fortnight

AMATEUR

in advance

some

PHOTOGRAPHER

WHEN

0

Snapshot de Luxe, for 3j
Cost £8 8s .

2j pack,

f/6 lens,
£4 19 G

20 — 34 24 Voigtlander Folding Plate, double extension, rising
and cross front, f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th sec..
case. 3 slides. F.P. adapter. Cost £23 10s .
£12 17 G

A

CUSTOMER

WRITES

OF ALL at—
Mayfair

:

items

may

be sold already,

Associate
Appointed

LONDON,

0924-5-6-7.

”

8

17 j-pl. Ross Panros, focal-plane shutter, speeds 1/1 5th to
1 1 ,000th sec., Ross Xpres f 4.5 lens, case, 2 D. slides. F.P.
adapter. Cost £30 .
£16 16 0
18 9 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
1 3rd to 1 /2,000th sec.. Tessar f 4.5 lens, tan case, F.P. adapter.
Cost £4.7 10s .
£27 10 0

Ve34
st
P2o1
ckN.
et&
SpG
e.e
dF,o
lPde
innt
gaRe
eff/
l2e.
x9,l
rein
ssi,
nfgo
fcra
onlt,pl
Roan
ssesh
Xuptt
reer
s.

of these second-hand

£8

sec., case, F.P.
£37 10 0

'• 1 am highly delighted with my second-hand bargain, anil
considering the price 1 paid for it J maintain that it is a REAL

Phones:

STREET

deposit.
f/3.5 Hermagis
£1 9 6

14— T.-P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, Taylor-Hobson Cooke
f 2.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., case,
3 D. slides. F.P. adapter. Cost £33 10s .
£15 15 0

CE HEATON LTD

BOND
on

payments

Carry ihg-cas

6

mm
advertisements

payments

“ Rolleieord ”
£1 extra.

and you do BEST

119, NEW

CAMERAS

19 Dallmeyer
leather covered.

1 0 Gns.

lens, 3 D.
£1 9 6
£2

BOND

fr 47 btPKilt V ST W •

1 /8th to 1 1,000th

FAMOUS

£7

119 NEW

cind
to usyour
in part
Why camera
not bring
used payment
“ still ” for
or
one better ? We are renowne i for our
fair dealings in this respect, and will save
you lots of money on your fresh purchase

•%

0

12s

£25 .

11— A -pi. Double Extension Field Outfit, f 8 R.K.
slides. Cost £10 .

As

^

RD’
* ROLLEICO
The Big Camera

f 0.3 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec. Cost £18 £4 4 0
10 - - 1 —pi. Cameo Folding Plate, single extension, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Acme 7-speed shutter, case, 6 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £9 10s .
£3 3 0

shutter.

- accurate

exposures at a glance, cfcr A A
Nine monthly payments of 25 8.

9

.
Cost

efficient.
For all ” still ” or cin6
cameras.
Has no batteries to run down.
Gives

9s. 6d.
£9

mnnsm

‘B’ £30

monthly

sec., case, 3 D. slides. F.P.
£6 6 0

4s .

sec.

Nine

The famous photronie light-cell
meter. Smaller, lighter and more

S

condition.

10s .

case

30
50
monthly

-

Any purchase on 9 equal
in¬
stalments. First payment secures your
camera to use while you are paying
the balance. Only 5 per cent (or 5s.
if under £5) added to cash price.

£18 18* .

FROM

WESTON 617/2 METER

1 nsar f/6.3 anast.igmat .

in fully guaranteed

YOURS

self.”
For 16-mm. films. Busch-Glaukar
anastigmat f/2.8 lens, brings every
subject within your scope. The
aperture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading.
Speeds
N, l«i and <54 pictures per second.
Direct and
reflecting view-flm.er.

slip case.
With All-Distance
lens .

All

GET

film

SIEMENS
CINE CAMERA

‘MIDGET’
wider

miracle ! No
than a sixpence.

Takes crisp, first-class pictures.
Has moin4 silk enamel finish.
All-metal body, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to 1 /100th sec.. T. and B.
Reflex view - finder. Collapsible
ather
eve-level view-finder,

BIG EASTER

the Leica

LISTS Of NEWEST

W

IN USE

enlargements

expensive reflex. 1
shall have reason
to congratulate my¬

mount.

FOR

CAMERAS

were of high qual¬
ity. If this kind
of result can nor¬
mally be obtained
from
the
Leica,
recently exchanged
for a weighty and

: 13:0

NE

VERY EASY
PAYMENTS

LEICA

NOT IIIGO IN FOR A “LEICA”?

WHY

LEICA

THOUSAND

but similar

CORRESPONDING

WITH

outfits are usually

available.

ADVERTISERS.

of
an

W.1

4
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Perfect
results

Selochrome

is made

to give you more
opportunities for
picture-making ... to
enable you to use
your camera earlier
and later in the day.
Dull or fine, you can
make good pictures
with Selochrome.
Selochrome Roll
Films are sold by
all dealers in sizes
to fit all cameras.

Made

ILFORD

LIMITED

in England by

•

ILFORD

•

LONDON

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour Press, Reading.

ilMATEUR
OTOGRAPHEL
&l
The

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

with

a Camera^
No. 2369.

April 4th, 1934.

THE MINIATURE CAMERA OF
TO-DAY AND THE FUTURE
CONTAX

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

:

in. to 7’ in.; aper¬

(5)
(6)

No external parts move whilst exposure is taking place.
Shutter speeds can be set before and after exposure.

(2) All-metal focal-plane shutter speeded £ to I 1,000th second.
(3) Long base (4 in.) coupled distance meter ensuring, extreme
accuracy.

(7)

Modern rectangular form ; “ built-in "construction without ugly
protruding parts.
A vast number of accessories and equipment for all classes of

(1)

(4)

Range of 10 Zeiss
tures f/l .5 to f/8.

Open

back-easy

lenses—focus

to dean

l-3/l6ths

and to load in daylight.
No

ZEISS

IKON

other

miniature

Ltd., 11, Mortimer

Send for our publications, “ The Connoisseur
and “The Ten Lenses and the Contax."

Copyright— Registered

(8)

as a Newspaper

and the Contax

for transmission

"

in the U.K.

camera

possesses

photography
points I to 7.

House,

are available.

Mortimer

St., London,

The
on this
page,Tessar
“ Hungarian
Folk II
Scene,"
was taken
with picture
the Contax
fitted
f/3.5 — June,
a.m., l/50th
sec.

W.1

April

THE
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. , . and see how thrilling it becomes. A movie

4, ig34

ADVERTISEMENTS

gives you the whole story — gives you life itself

There’s nothing quite like making movies — certainly nothing to compare
with seeing yourself and your friends ‘starring’ on your home screen.
And you can enjoy these things more easily and more cheaply than you

CINE-"

KODAK"

EIGHT

Holds 25 ft. of Cine-Kodak
Eight Film, equivalent to 100 ft.
of ordinary 16 mm. film.

think with the Cine-“Kodak” Eight. This new-principle camera— pocketsize, fool-proof, beautifully made, optically and mechanically — has an
economical way with Film that gives you home movies at the lowest
running costs in the world. Start your filming with the

Spring Motor-driven. Auto¬
matic footage indicator. Ex¬
posure guide fitted to front of
camera.
With

Kodak

Anastigmat

y'3.5

With Kodak Anastigmat /i. 9
{fixed focus) . .
£9-17-6
{finger-tip

focussing.

‘ infinity ’)

..

" KODASCOPE

"

2 ft. to
£15-0-0

EIGHT

- 30

Plugs into ordinary house
electric circuit, any voltage
100-250.

Special 100-wait

lamp

gives
illumina¬
tion. powerful
Projects direct
a 30 by
20 in.
picture at 14 ft. Motor-driven
rewind
£9-9-0

PI. EASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

April

4,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Rolleifle*

GIVES PROFESSIONAL
IN THE HANDS
OF

RESULTS

you’vane
AMATEURhandled

THE

automatic Rolleiflex, you’ll never want to
use any other camera. When an ideal
subject springs itself on you unawares,
you can have the Rolleiflex in position, and
your picture taken in a second or two.
Speed and aperture adjustments are under
immediate control while viewing your sub¬
ject. What you see on the ground-glass
screen you get detail for detail on the film,
Parallax compensation being fully allowed
for in the construction of the Rolleiflex.
Write

now

for beautifully

ROLLEIFLEX with fiOA
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
Sole Importers

illustrated

brochure.

ROLLEIFLEX with COO 11 A
F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar Xiaa/ lU

:

R. F. HUNTER,
“CELFIX

HOUSE,”

51, GRAY’S

INN

Enter

LONDON,

Telephone

_

_

LTD.

ROAD,

: Holborn

W.C.1
7311/2.

&SAMDOM

the

PHOTOGRAPH ICd

COMPETITIO
AIR.
x

F. J. MORTIMER,
The

Amateur

who has kindly consented

Comfort — Style — Perfect Fit
Quality — Value.

Hon.

Photographer

F.R.P.S.,
and

Editor

of

Cinematographer,

to judge this competition

says:

“ In view of the universal use of the camera, photo¬
graphic competitions are widely popular at the present
time, as they are within the scope of practically every
member of the family.
“ I anticipate, therefore, that many of the thousands of
snaps taken during the next few months will be entered
in this ‘232’ and ‘Sandom’ Photographic Competition.
‘‘The prizes are generous and the conditions are simple ;
it should induce every user of a camera to do his best.”
Valuable prizes are being awarded during the months of

“ - and nearly 100 years of tailoring tradition
behind the makers of ‘ 232 ’ Grey Flannels, Sandom
Handycoats and Centacort Flannel Trousers"
These are your reasons for insisting on “ 232 ” Grey
Flannels, Sandom Handycoats and Centacort
Flannel Trousers at your Outfitter’s.

April, May, June and July for the best photographs submit¬
ted in two classes— for Beginners and forAdvancedWorkers.
Send the coupon below for entry forms and a booklet
containing an interesting article by Mr. Mortimer in
which he gives valuable advice to entrants.

GREY FLANNELS

13/9

4 SHADES,

To “ 232 ” Photographic
38, Wood

Competition,

Street, London,

Please send me full details of your Photographic

Competition

Name

21/- —

68 FITTINGS

(outsizes cost a little more)

many

“CENTACORT”
PLEASE

HANDYCOATS

patterns

to choose

30/
from

Address

100% wool, white or grey flannel trousers 18/98,

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

E.C.2.
and entry forms

April 4, 1934
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EASY
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PAYMENT
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SECURES

YOUR

YOU

100-PAGE

GET

UNTIL

XMAS

TO

PAY

bargains.

LEICA
long

and

and

4 sec.,

In addition
range-finder
automatic
focussing
single

instantaneous
or

any

with
are

sec. Has

in a

monthly

payments

HALVES

of 1,

fractions.

Has

distance

eight

RUNNING

COSTS.

With fixed-focus f/3.5 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator,
and eye-level finders incorporated
in the handle of the camera. Holds
25
ft. of special film, only half the
tune
£9
: 17
:6
width of which
is exposed
at a

telescopic

1J times.

Measuring

done

action .
Nine

exposures

intermediate

magnification

focussing.
lens

‘CIN£-KODAK’

mount.

to l/20th-l /500th

catalogue

you.

and

£33:13:0

-

ENSIGN

-

£7:7:6

Nine

monthly

payments

of 23/1.

nothing

ai

to pa:

JUNIOR
didly

clear

movies.

£13 : 13 : 0

Ensar f/6.3
anastigmat.

sling strap, 5/9 extra.

- KODAK

The cheapest f/3.5 lG-mm. camei
for 50 ft. film, daylight loadlnj
Strongly constructed. Makes splei

tance
lens. .
With All-dis¬

£5:5:0

Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3
Leather case, with lock and

of 78 6.

FREI

range of instruments
I There’s

CINE

‘MIDGET’

Takes crisp, first-class pictures at
the low cost of a penny per ex¬
posure. All-metal body, 3-speed
shutter, l/*25th to l/100th sec.,
T. and B.
Reflex view-finder.
Collapsible eye-level view-finder,
leather slip case.

Or 9 monthly oayments of 17/3
With Thelma delayed-action
shutter. List price £8 10s.

Our Price

Get it now

OFFER

A
high-class instrument.
Direct finder, 16 pictures on
V.P. film, genuine f/3.5 Zeiss
Novar lens, focussing, with
Compur sector shutter. List
price £ 1 1 10s.

Our Price

POST

idea of our wonderful

will fully enlighten

ZEISS
IKON at ■ 40%
KOLIBRI
CAMERAS
off list’

III with F/2 SUMMAR LENS
In collapsible

Our

We make the highest allowanc
in part payment. Bring youn

CATALOGUE

The articles on this page only give a remote

Nine equal monthly instalments in which to pay and only 5 per cent,
£5, is added for you to take advantage of this generous concession.

’ SPECIAL

4

IN EXCHANGI

APPARATUS

Here’s where you save money on your fresh purchase !
possibly obtainable on your used “ still ” or cine camera

Easy, isn’t it ?
or 5s. if under

Gives

USED

No need to wait for your “still” or cin§ camera. Pay the first instalment and yon
can start enjoying the full use of your instrument while you are paying the balance.

Nine

monthly

payments

of 31/11.

M s
14'..'.-

Special

offer

BABY BOX
‘TENGORS’
Body all metal, two parts onlv.
Zeiss Ikon Novar f 6.3, with
focussing adjustment, direct-vision
view-finder, 2
tripod bushes.
Rotary Ever set shutter for both
time and instantaneous exposures.
Dimensions : 2 ■ 2* x 3$ in. Weight
8 oz.
Original

Our

price £2 7s. 6d.

Price

THE

Takes 16
film,
anastigmat lens shoots to the “ snapping ” position
at the touch of a button. Finger-tip focussing
from 3J ft. to infinity. Direct-vision view-finder.
Easy to load. Very smart enamel and chromium
finish.
With

29/9

‘KODAK’

SIX-20 ‘DUO’
pictures on 31 - 21 eight-exposure

“ Pronto

Kodak

S ” shutter

and

f/4.5 anastigmat .
Nine monthly payments

XIC

• A

■ A

An ideal instrument for the serious photographer.
High-class manufacture in every sense of the
word. With revolving back and self -capping
blind focal -plane shutter.
Insto stop, T.-P. Cooke

f/4.5 anastigmat

• 1/ ■ U
of 14/1.

4 pi

SLOW-SPEED

CONTAX

Nine monthly

With
focal-plane shutter
giving 4, l/5tli, and 1 /10th
sec. Controlled by one knob
giving four groups of speeds.
A splendid miniature pre¬
cision instrument. With

payments

Institute
Associate an
Appointed
of the

2

PLEASE

MENTION

monthly payments
64 2.
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lens.

of

Amateur
Cine¬
matographers.

BALDA

16 pictures on 31 x 21 roll film.

£12:0:0

All-metal body, D.V. finder, leather covering, nicki
T. and B. With
, with f/2.
cable
fittings.
9 Steinheil
and £7:1
latest delayec
release. lens,
Super
5:1
action Compur sector shutter, 1 to l/300th sec

£15:15:0

Salex

value

!.

Nine

of 28/- or 29/10.

m. t Te/srr £27:10:0
Nine

SALEX
Takes

With

monthly

payments

CIT« SA1E l
(1929)
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‘SUPREME
‘520’

ENSIGN

IKONTA

Instantly ready for action.
Gives uniformly sharp pic¬
tures. You touch a spring and
the camera opens itself
ready to take a snap. A
second touch and the photo¬
graph is taken. Takes 16
pictures on ordinary roll film.
Fitted with Novar f/6.3 lens
and Derval shutter. From

£4:10:0

PATH i. ‘B’

‘AUTOKIN ECAM9
WITH F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT
LENS
Enables even the beginner to obtain
splendid 16-mm. movies without any
trouble. Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three speeds and
hand crank,' direct finder. Complete
in leather case.

Brings movie-making
within the reach of all.
Daylight loading. Strong
motor drive. With highgrade f/3.5 Nine
lens.m
1 payments
14/9.

PATH^

of

SAVE

IO

One
Nine
UIBd-

monthly
of 31/10.payments

POUNDS

Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
motor drive, D.V. finder .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak
anastigmat, motor drive, 2 speeds, D.V. finder
and case .
£10 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive
and rewind, complete with resistance and case
£10 15 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 70a Camera,
2 speeds, f/3.5 Cooke lens, leather case
£19 19 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Projector 57G,
375-watt lamp, motor drive, adjustable resis¬
tance, carrying-case .
£45 0 0
Interchangeable Leica Outfit, complete with
range-finder, f/3.5 Elmar lens, wide-angle
Elmar lens, 13.5-cm. Telephoto lenses, variable
view-finder, complete in case .
£19 15 0
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, first-class
condition, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat, revolving
back, lazy-tongs, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case .
. .
£22 17 6
Voigtlander Brilliant Camera 24 x 24, f/4.5
Voigtlander Skopar lens, Compur sector
shutter, leather case .
£5 17 6
Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 Hermagis and
f/3.5 Telephoto lenses, complete in leather
case. New condition.... .
£12 17 6
44 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Baby Reflex, de luxe
model, as new, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac lens
and 9-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto
lenses, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, 3
double slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Practically unsoiled .
. .
. £28 17 6
34 x 24 Linhoff Camera, in brand new con¬
dition, triple extension, revolving back, rising
front, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur sector
shutter, 6 single metal slides. F.P. adapter,
leather case. Practically unsoiled . . £14 17 8
44 x 8 cm. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
anastigmat, N. & G. shutter, A to l/150th sec.,
radial focussing, screen, 3 book-form slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
.
£16 19 9
520 Zeiss Ikonfa, two on 2£ x 34, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to
17250th sec., D.A,. complete in case. As new
£7 17 6
2| square Voigtlander
Brilliant,1'f/4.5
Skopar
anastigmat,
Compur shutter,
to l/30Qth
sec., latest brilliant finder, complete in case
£5 17 8
V.P. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping shutter, l/10th
to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 slides. . £8 15 0

Iflfcnc

ON

For 34x24 roll films. Auto¬
matically opening to infinity.
Rock-rigid front, leather
bellows, reversible and D.V.
view-finders, speeds 1 to
1 /‘250th sec., T. and B.

10 Gns.

59 CHEAPSIDE

84 Aldersgate

LONDON,

LONDON,

E.C.2

Phone : CITY 1124

E.C.1

monthly
of 24/6. payments

delayed-action Compur
sector shutter.

LUXE

Nine

Onlymonthly
- £5:17:6
payments of

monthly

payments

With focussing anasNine

13/10.

12 6
34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film Focal-plane£3 Reflex,
f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, 9-in. Dallon Telephoto
£10 17 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, Kershaw
shutter, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-holder, leather case .
£12 12 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Cine Projector, takes
30-ft., 60-ft., 300-ft. or 400-ft. reels, self-con¬
tained motor, travelling case. As new. Cost
£23 .
£12 12 0
9.5-mm. Single-claw Pathe Projector,
adjustable resistance .
£2 17 8
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss
Tessar, set of supplementary lenses and film,
cine meter, leather case, reflex finder. Cost
£25 .
£13 17 6
34x24 Roll Film Icarette, f/6.8 Hecklar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, leather case

£2 12 6
34 x 24 Roll Film Ikonta, f/4.8 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur, purse .
£6 6 0
10 15 P.C. Tropical Nettel Deckrullo Col¬
lapsible Focal-plane, in teak and nickel-bound,
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £55. Perfect
£15 15 0
6x13 cm. Stereo Mentor Reflex, pair f/4.5
Carl Zeiss Tessars, 3 D.D. slides, pair filters,
changing-box, leather case. Cost £56
£14 14 0
32-cm. Carl Zeiss Tele-Tessar f/6.3. Cost
£24 .
£8 8 0
Type “ M ” Adhesive Dry-Mounter, for gas,
complete .
£2 10 0
Vest Pocket Korelie Roll Film, f/*2.9 Xenar
anastigmat, focussing, Compur shutter,
leather case .
£8 17 6
34 x 21 Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides .
£7 17 8
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 Hermagis
lens, Telephoto, leather case. As new. Cost
£20 .
£14 10 0
Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat. Cost
£3 12s. 6d .
£2 12 6
Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat.. £4 4 0

LONDON,

E.C.3

Phone : MON. 0180

monthly

tipnat

GUARANTEED
34 x 24 Murer Bijou Reflex, revolving back,
self-capping shutter, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£5 17 6
Standard 35-mm. DeVry Cine Projector,
self-contained motor, resistance, lamp. Cost
£60 .
£6 6 6
34x24 Roll Film Agfa, f/4.5 anastigmat,
auto, speeded shutter. As new. Cost £7 10s.

St 54 LI ME STREET

Phone : NAT. 0591

5

payments

Allowed to post-buyers of used
goods against cash deposit, en¬
abling them to see the fine value
before finally purchasing.

EXCHAI1GE
TED

MENTION

" THE

AMATEUR

BARGAINS

V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, f/‘2.9 Pentac anastig¬
mat.
f/5. 6 Dallmeyer Dallon, interchangeable, 6
double slides and 2 cases .
£14 17 6
34x2| Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex,
f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher .
£5 5 0
i-pl. No. 9 Folding Klito, Lukos f/6.3,
Vario shutter, speeds to l/100th sec., double
extension, 6 slides, roll-holder and case
£3 3 0
34 - 24 No. 5 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5
Aldis-Butcher, Mulchro shutter, speeds from
1 to l/100th sec .
£3 3 0

44x24 Ihagee Roll Film, Meyer Trioplan
f/4.5, Ibsor shutter. Nice order.. £3 18 6
i-pl- T.-P. Junior Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, focalplane shutter, 8 slides, F.P. adapter £9 17 6
34 x 2-4 Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and
roll-holder .
£9 17 6
i-pl. Ica Roil Film, double extension, Zodellar f/4.5, Compur shutter, U-form front and
leather case .
£5 17 8
Ansco Memo Roll Film, f/3.5 Wollensak,
brilliant finder .
£4 4 0
3i > 24 Enolde Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat,
speeded shutter, telescopic finder and leather
case .
£3 3 0
V.P.

Icarette

Roll

Film,

Carl

Zeiss

34 x 2] Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 Nagel anastig¬
mat, Ibsor shutter and leather case. New
condition .
£6 17 6
34 x 2b Cameo Folding Pocket, double ex¬
tension, Ross Xpres f/4.5, Compur, F.P.
adapter and canvas case .
£5 17 6
8 < 24 Busch Ultralux Binoculars and leather
case .
£5 12 6
V.P. Primarette, Meyer Trioplan f/3.5, Com¬
pur shutter and leather case. New £11
condition
17 6
V.P. Tenax Roll Film, Tenastigmat f./6.8.
Compound shutter and purse .
£2 5 0
44x24 No. 12 Carbine, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Compur and leather case .
£3 3 0
i-pl- Apein Reflex, Ross f/6.5 Homocentric,
focal-plane shutter and 6 slides. ... £3 19 6
3-4 v 2-4 Zeiss Ikon Donata, f/4.5 Tessar,
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£6 17 6

90/94 FLEET
LONDON,

E.C.4

ST.

Phone : CENT. 9391

METER

For all ‘ still * photography.
No batteries. Works on
photo-electric system. Gives
direct readings under prac¬
tically all light- . A a

‘ BRILLIANT9

WHEN

Tessar

f/4.5, Compur and leather case .
£5 17 6
44x21 Six-16 Kodak, Doublet lens, speeded
shutter and leather case. New condition
£2 5 0

Takes the standard 34 x 24 8exposure roll film at 1/2, but gives
12 24-in. square pictures. The
brilliant image emphasised by the
deep hood is almost full size.
f/7.7
anastigmat
yfl ES /
Two-speed
shutter. High-grade

PHOTOGRAPHER”

8/8.

7 50 Zeiss Binoctar Prism, and leather
case .
£14 17 8

THE

lens .
PLEASE

6/8.

of

lens f/6.3 •w** ■ I Z. ■ v

‘OMBRUX’

5 DAYS’
APPROVAL

of

n-f

Nine

monthly
Nine24/6.

THESE

F/3.8 ANAST.

parallax compensation,
patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

of

44 x 6 Piccochie Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter, complete in purse
£5 5 0
V.P. Ifaagee Roll Film f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
D.A. shutter .
£3 19 6
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, complete with
f/3.5 Elmar lens, range-finder and case
£9 17 6
Vertical Enlarger, for Leica film, f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat lens, enlarging up to 6 diameters
£5 12 6
34 x 24 Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, complete with electric fittings £3 3 0
45 x 107 Verascope, f/4.5 Tessar lenses,
Chronos speeded shutter, changing-box, directvision finder, automatic viewer with storage
cabinet for 300 views, the whole in perfect
condition .
£22 10 0
45 x 107 Stereo Camera, f/6.3 Tessar lenses,
changing-box for 12 plates, complete in leather
case .
.
£4 10 0
34 x 24 Self-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5 Trioplan
anastigmat lens, D.A. Compur shutter, com¬
plete in case. Unsoiled .
. £4 10 0
Six-20 Junior Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens.
Perfect condition .
£1 17 6
24 square Carbine Roll Film, f/6.3 Carl
Zeiss anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, directvision finder .
.
£1 19 6
2} square Rolieiflex, automatic model, f/4.5
Tessar lens, complete in case .
£16 18 0
Voigtlander Superb Roll Film Reflex, Skopar
lens, Compur shutter, complete in leather case.
Unsoiled, Cost over £20 .
£13 17 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anas¬
tigmat lens, S.C. shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th
sec., reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 2 6
i-pl. Special T.-P. Ruby Reflex, sunk lens
box model, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
Triotar anastigmat lens, 6 single slides
£7 17 6
Aptus Ferrotype Camera, complete with tank,
tripod. Perfect condition .
.
£2 19 6
34x24 Ditto .
£3 19 6
9 x 12 S.C. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/3.5
Goerz Dogmar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
.
£15 15 0
i-pl. Ross Focal-plane, f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3
double plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Cost over £30 .
£12 2 6
i-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex, 6 1 -in. Ross
Xpres, 3 D.D. slides, changing-box, leather
case ............ .
£22 0 0

WITH
With

‘LUXE’

payments

with

KODAK

The clever camera. In one move¬
ment the front drops and the lens
springs out for the picture. Its
Kodon shutter will slice a second
into a hundredth. Open the back,
hinged like a cigarette case, flick
up the spool-holders, snap the film
With Doublet
home,
and you’re
loaded almost
lens
S a0
before you’ve begun. Six-20
slickness and quickness are price¬
less. 8 exposures on 34 x 2| film.

special

the famous Rolieiflex —
one-lever Compur shutter

A high-class instrument
with f/3.5 anastigmat.
I UUIJb-

numerous

features in common

Nine
Nine monthly payments
of 10/7.

SIX-20’

6 ROLLEICORD ’
Has

Nine

monthly

payment?

ing conditions

of

■ H1 ■ U

9/11.
£4 l 4
‘BLENDUX’

For cin6 work

■ 0
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there’s a
story to be told
tell it with moving pictures.
Motoring, hiking, yachting, cruis¬
ing, home-life — these activities,
and many more besides, provide
almost endless opportunities for
making your own motion pictures.
Carry a cine camera with you
always, and record your story with
all natural movements.

The
“ B ”
is
lightMotocarrera
in weight, compact
and very simple to operate,
and is one of several ideal
Pathescope

movie-cameras

for your constant use.
Motor-driven, one winding
drives throughout a com¬
plete film length providing
over 1,000 single pictures.

ell it better
with a MOTOCAMERA

SIX GUINEAS

ONLY

To better your photographic reproductions, use the best of all cine
cameras at a price within the reach of everyone. Have natural
grace and movement in your pictures and show your own movies to
your family and friends at home.
All Pathescope Motocameras are fitted with a fully corrected
anastigmat lens, and consistently provide first-class results. A
9.5-mm. Motocamera costs no more to operate than a hand camera.
Pathescope 9.5-mm. Films, giving over 1,000 single pictures per
reel, cost 2s. yd. each, with development 2s. Only 4s. yd. for each
distinctive film.

Buy a MotocameraT

and enter your story-films in the 9.5-mm. National Amateur

PATHESCOPE
The Pathescope 9.5-mm. Super
Gazette commences this month

4
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THE hoardings and the travel

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

The lady had the automaton-like
movements of a person under the
spell, but somehow they failed to
“ get across.” No doubt, had we
been watching the actual demon¬
stration in the flesh, instead of in
the shadows, we should have been
sure of its reality, or the reverse.
How can the hypnotic trance be
represented on the film in such a
way as to convince the audience that
it is genuine and not assumed ?

observer, but here are the photo¬
graphs, unforced, with no ulterior
motive behind them. What we
want to suggest is that those who
advertise ocean cruises should allow
a slightly reduced rate for such of
their tourists as carry cameras.
Perhaps it would be necessary to
stipulate a certain minimum of use.
But the result would be that from
the evidence of the photographs,
especially those illustrating, not so
much the scenes at ports of call,
but the happy life on deck — many
more people would be attracted to
this carefree form of travel. Ship¬
ping companies, please note !

Spoilt London

Views.

A protest against the effect of
some new tall buildings upon the
beauty spots of London is contained
in the fifth report of the Royal
Fine Art Commission issued a few
days ago. The Commissioners state
that the effect of some new tall
premises upon buildings of national
and historic interest has been detri¬
mental. Special mention is made of
some new erections in the vicinity of
St. Paul’s Cathedral. They say
that the distant views of St. Paul’s
provide some of the most famous
and beautiful prospects of London.
Of these views, -two, those from
Waterloo Bridge and from . the
Surrey side of Southwark Bridge,
have been disastrously blocked by
the new Unilever House and the
International Telephone Exchange.

the Film Fails.

The film carries everything before
it, and we get into the habit of
thinking that nothing in the heaven
above, nor in the earth beneath, nor
in the waters under the earth is
incapable of representation by cine¬
matographic art, or, as Mr. Olaf
Bloch would call it, dynamic photo¬
graphy. Yet we saw a film the other
evening, shown to a scientific circle,
which was unconvincing, and, for

No. 2369.

the life of us, we cannot see how it
could be made convincing. It illus¬
trated certain psychological experi¬
ments carried out by a professor in
a Continental university, and among
them was a subject under hypnotism.

agents’ windows are bloom¬
ing again with seductive
posters illustrating the delights of
ocean cruises. But we wonder
whether the increasing popularity of
this form of holiday does not owe
more to the amateur photographer
than to the freehand professional
artist and designer. The greatest
advertising agent is the person who,
having been on a cruise, comes back
with a lot of prints which she shows
her friends, or, perhaps, being more
ambitious, with a cinematograph
reel. The posters and illustrated
advertisements are such obvious
art, and are always subject to a
certain discount in the mind of the

Where

Vol. LXXVII.

Sunday
A

London

in

the

holiday

City.
snapshot.

The report urges that it is un¬
desirable that Government depart¬
ments should be exempt from the
restrictions of the Building Acts,
and it should be the duty of all
public authorities to set an example
of scrupulous respect for the ameni¬
ties which private owners might be

Ihe amateur

photographer
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persuaded to follow. The report also
deplores the tendency to concentrate
on the street front of a building,
leaving the sides and back unfinished
or unsightly.
Building

a Colour

Camera.

It is good to learn that the zest
for making three-colour cameras
still obtains among a certain group
of interested people, perhaps because
there is something very engaging in
puzzling out the complicated optical
and other arrangements. But the
trouble begins when the design is
handed over to the craftsman.
One

worker,

The

an

expert

A mateur

in three-

colour, told us that there never
were such embodiments of obstinacy
as the makers of cameras, who
insist upon incorporating their own
ideas ; and another designer said
that, after having developed his threecolour construction, he took his
lenses and prisms to a camera-man
who had had a' good deal of experi¬
ence, and at the end of three months,
when he called again, the job was
not even started. It is one thing
to design and another to build,
and yet, as this second worker
proudly showed, having gone to
someone else who produced his
camera within a month, they can
be built, and built to work, too.

Photographer”

In

Of Making Books.
the United States there

is

issued every five years a Book
Index of the titles of the books in
English published during the quin¬
quennium. In the latest of these
volumes, cataloguing the books for
the years 1928 to 1932, we count
169 books on photography. This
leaves out of account books on
photo-engraving and on certain spe¬
cial subjects and cinematography.
The photography of animals alone
has been the subject during the
period of thirty books ; the photo¬
graphy of birds of five. But only
seven books on colour photography
appeared

EXPOSURE

in the list.

TABLE

— April

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied to
suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/n is used. For f/16 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 7 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 5 p.m., treble them.
N.B. — The times given above are by “ sun time.” The exposures, therefore , which are laid down as suitable for 2/04 p.m., for instance , will be those to be given between
3 and 5 p.m. by the clock, during “ summertime,” which begins on April 22nd.
Subject.

Open seascapes and cloud studies . .
Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes, snow
scenes with no heavy foreground . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .

Ordinary

Plate.

Medium

sec.
1/20

Plate.

Rapid

yy

1/60

1/5
1/4

yy
yy

Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .
. .

1/2

yy

4

yy

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

5

secs.

Rapid

Plate.

Ultra Rapid

1/35

1/18
1/8

yy

1/100 sec.
yy

1/6

yy

1/4
1

yy

4

yy

secs.

1/50
yy

1/15
1/12
1/5
1/2
2

yy
yy

1/60
y»

yy

1/20

yy

1/25

yy

1/6
1/15

yy
yy

1/8
1/20

yy

secs.

Plate.

sec.
1/80

yy

* y

1/12

Extra

sec.

sec.
1/30

Plate.

1/3

4

yy

1/4
1

yy

yy
yy
yy

As a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which approximately
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.
Ensign, Roll Film.
Ultra Rapid.
Herzog, Ortho-Isodux Film Pack. Marion, Record.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
„ Selochrome
Iso Record.
Selo,
Roll
Film
and
„ Super Pan. Film.
Film Pack.
„
Iso-Zenith.
,,
Chromosa.
,,
Commercial Ortho Film.
„ Super-speed Film.
„
Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates and Films.
„ Selo. Pan. Roll Film.
Imperial, Non-Filter.
„ Isochrom Film.
Fast).
,,
Regular Cut Film.
Standard, Film.
„
Portrait Film (Ortho
Hauff,
„ Ultra Special.
„
S.R.
„ Analo-Flavin.
S.R.
Wellington, Anti-screen.
Barnet, Press and Super Press,, Extra Rapid.
Kodak,
Film.
„ CutS.R.
Ortho.
X Press. Roll Film
„
XL Super-speed Ortho.
„
Monarch.
Zeiss ,.
Ikon, Pernox
,, E.R. Ortho.
Lumiere,
Extra
Rapide.
„
S.R.
,,
and Pack.
„
Soft Panchromatic.
and Packs.
Ilford, Roll
Auto.Film
Filter.
„
Press.
,,
S.S. Ex. Sens.
,, Studio Fast.
Extra
Rapid.
,,
Instantanee.
„
Zenith Ex. Sens.
„
Ultra Rapid.
Medium.
Agfa, Chromo.
„
S.R. Pan.
,,
Pelliculaire.
Criterion, Enelite.
„
S.G. Pan.
„
Pan. Film.
Illingworth,
Fleet.
„
Rapid
Chromatic.
Ilford,
Empress.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.
Imperial, Non-filter (new series).
„
„
Isolar.
„ Extra Rapid.
„
S.S. Cut Film.
Ordinary.
„
Super Fleet.
,,
Eclipse Pan. B.
„
S.S. Pan. Film.
„
Super Fleet Ortho„
Chromatic.
,,
Isolar.
„ Iso Rapid.
Gevaert, Super Sensima.
Kodak,
Roll
Film
and
Film
Pack
Barnet,
Ordinary.
„
S.S.
Ortho.
„
Pan. Fleet.
Pathe, Roll Film.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
,,
,, ,, Chromo.
„
Sensima Fast.
Criterion, Ordinary.
Selo, Roll Film.
,,
Sensima Ortho.
„ Roll
Film.
Barnet,
S.R.
Pan.
Pack.
Rapid.
„
Eclipse.
Gevaert, Ordinary.
Zeiss Ikon, Roll Film and Film
,,
Super Chromosa.
„
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
,,
Ordinary Iso.
„
Studio Ortho.
Criterion, Iso E.R.
Ilford, Ordinary.
,,
Roll Films and Packs.
,,
Eclipse Soft.
Barnet, S.R.
Hauff, Ultra Rapid.
„
Eclipse Ortho.
Imperial, Ordinary.
,,
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
„
Ulcroma.
„
Portrait.
,, Rapid Process Pan.
,, Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
„
Roll Film.
„
Ultra Roll Film and Pack. Kodak, Verichrome Film.
,.
Special E.R.

6
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PRINGTIME
usually sees
the expen¬
diture of a certain
amount of money
on the budding

HAVE YOU DECIDED
ON

YOUR

Photographic Budget ?

photographer’s
equipment in
readiness for the
summer season.
How to allocate the

available

cash is not always easy. Possibly
your camera is beginning to show
annoying little defects which take
some of the gilt off the pastime. In
that case it is certainly by far the
best plan to consider buying a new
camera and getting a part exchange
offer for the old one. Although you
could get the defective camera
repaired easily enough, yet such a
proceeding often involves consider¬
able expense which might well go
in another direction.
Why

not a Different

When

this state

Camera

of

?

affairs is

reached, consider the idea of trying
a different type of camera altogether.
If you have been a roll -him user
try your hand on a plate reflex, and
get to know the correct use of dark
slides, focal-plane shutters, and the
value of the extremely wide range
of plates available to the platecamera enthusiast. Your skill as a
photographer will improve immeas¬
urably as a result of getting first¬
hand information on the working of
more “ professional ” cameras than
you have been used to.
The plate-camera user, on the
other hand, may be quite ready to
join the ever-growing band of minia¬
ture camera enthusiasts. A good
quality instrument of the latter
type is expensive enough when new,
but the columns of “ The A.P.” offer
innumerable bargains of almost new
cameras of the modern “ highprecision ’ ’ miniature kind at reason¬
able “ part exchange ” prices.
Accessories.

If you are satisfied with
camera itself, what about
accessories ?

your
your

Have you got such comparatively
inexpensive items as a lens hood,
filter set, tripod with ball-and-socket
head, and a waterproof case ? Then
what about distance and exposure
meters, telephoto and wide-angle
lenses ? Expensive new, but bar-

Now is the~time when the amateur
photographer begins to take a re¬
newed interest in his apparatus,
etc. The Easter holiday has probably
whetted his appetite for work in the
open, and he may feel a certain
dissatisfaction with some of his old
equipment. This article offers some
suggestions that should be noted
by every

reader.

gains are waiting for the opportunist,
and the amateur who is going in
seriously for the summer competi¬
tions and exhibitions will gain a
big advantage over less ambitious
rivals.
Dark-room

go with it will
be on a bigger —
and more expen¬
sive — scale also.
While it is true,

to a alarge
certain
ex¬
tent, that the user of
camera
is generally more careful in his work,
and devotes greater consideration to
every subject before exposing, thus
reducing waste, the fact is that
he will probably spend more on
materials — films, plates, papers, etc.
— if using a large size, than when
employing a smaller camera. In
the matter of making prints the
small size may necessitate the regular
use of an enlarger, while the bigger
camera may be sufficient for contact
work ; but, on the whole, it will be
found that the small instrument is
cheaper to “ run ” than the others,
and this point must be taken into
account when budgeting.

Matters.

If you are keen on developing,
printing and enlarging your own
work, your budget is a problem
indeed. You should first see that
your dishes are in chemically clean
order. It is useless buying new
equipment if your work is spoilt by
stains from dishes in the first place.
If you have not already got them,
the two items which the amateur
finisher most longs for are probably
vertical focussing enlarger and elec¬
tric printing-box. The first is an
immense help in producing exhibition
and competition enlargements to
your own liking, while the latter
saves hours of weary work with
printing frames. Both are suitable
matters for your spring photography
budget ; both are available in good
condition at reasonable prices at
most large second-hand photographic
dealers’ stores.
Size and

it cannot that
be over¬
looked
the
materials and
accessories that

Materials.

A matter that must inevitably
arise in any consideration of the
photographic budget is the question
of size. This, in many cases will be
the deciding factor in the choice of
new apparatus. For many ama¬
teurs, who have worked with a
small camera, the lure of a bigger
one, say a reflex, is very strong, but
305

Try

Cinematography.

Finally, if you are going to forsake
the still - camera hobby for the
movies, think twice before you part
with your old friend. If you can
“wangle” your budget to meet the
case, add a cine camera to your
possessions and yet retain the still
camera. You will, as you may very
soon find out, wish you had the latter
on many occasions where a film
camera is unnecessary.
Rather

than get a cine camera

in exchange for your old
ment and a cash adjustment,
“ The A.P.” columns for
camera discarded by some

instru¬
search
a cine
private

person who cannot make the best
of it, and is willing to dispose of it
cheaply. You will then be able
to see whether you really find the
new hobby a better one than the
old, without having the latter out
of reach in case of disappointment.
Now take “ The A.P.” you are
reading, and with your available
surplus in mind, search the adver¬
tisement pages and see just what
you can
for your surprised,
money. You
will
be get*
pleasantly
for
never has there been such an array
of new and second-hand material
offered
as awaits your attention
this spring.
7
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CUT-OUT
Solving

the background

By

problem

WILLIAM

HOW often do we find that a

casual snapshot portrait,
though an excellent likeness,
is spoilt by a distracting and ugly
background. The way to correct
this fault according to the book is
to block out the background on the
negative with “ Photopake,” afterwards
lining out the portrait with a pen to
give it a clean finish. The result of
my efforts on these lines gave the
impression that I had been round the
portrait with a lawn-mower and
garden hose, so 1 tried the following
method, which gave much more
satisfactory results.
The

First

Step.

A print or preferably an enlarge¬
ment of the snapshot is made on fairly
thin paper. Then the background is
carefully cut away with a sharp pair

Portraits
in outdoor

snapshot

portraiture.

C. ROWSELL.
portrait should be drawn, as in the
illustration. This will give the im¬
pression of just an ordinary mounted
photograph. The background will be
the plain mounting card, but if
required this can be shaded with a
pencil and conte stump. In fact, a
little shading, not overdone, will
frequently improve the portrait, mak¬
ing it stand out from the mount.
Finishing

the

Print.

This mounted cut-out can now be
used as the final picture, or if desired
it can be pasted on to another mount
of different colour or tone, in the same
way as an ordinary print. The best
way of all is to copy the mounted
cut-out in the camera, and make prints
or enlargements from the new negative.
This will produce a result in which the
textures of the print and background

By

The finished

portrait.

appear the same, and the effect is more
natural and convincing.

Preparing Competition
Prints
A. R. TAYLOR.

THE approach of sunnier days is

The

original

print.

of scissors, leaving only the required
portrait. This is pasted on to a
mounting card and placed under some
heavy books for an hour or two.
The colour of the card depends upon
the colour of the print. Cream or
light fawn mounts are suitable for
cream base or toned prints, while for
black-and-white photographs a white
or light grey background is best.
Try several mounts before finally
pasting the cut-out down, and
which one is most suited to

see
the

portrait.
If the back of the cut-out print is
sandpapered down around the edges it
will give a much better finish to the
picture. In place of sandpaper a nail
file will do equally well.
As soon as the cut-out is properly
fixed a few border lines enclosing the

closely followed by the annual
crop of photographic competitions
organised by newspapers and various
firms, which often prove highly re¬
munerative to amateur photographers.
Failure in these competitions is not
always due to poor photography or illchosen subjects. Frequently it is occa¬
sioned through lack of care by compe¬
titors in preparing their prints. Although
many competition promoters state that
the subject of a print is more important
than its technique, the fact remains
that a well-finished print is much more
likely to appeal to the judges than one
which is poorly finished.
Clean

Prints

Essential.

It may seem unnecessary to stress the
importance of submitting clean prints,
but the judge of a certain competition
held recently stated that of the thou¬
sands of prints submitted for his selection
a large proportion were marred by dirty
finger-marks and unsightly scratches.
If the negative is responsible for faults
such as these the marks on it should be
carefully “ spotted out ” before the
prints are submitted.
When the conditions of a competition
do not stipulate as to the size of prints,
it is wise to submit pictures in the size
which looks most attractive. If a nega¬
tive is sharp, a good enlargement is

possible, and, as this brings out more
detail than a contact print, it should be
submitted whenever possible.
The trimming of prints calls for
particular attention. Generally, a con¬
siderable part of the print surrounding
the main subject can be trimmed away
with advantage, leaving only that
portion which forms the necessary back¬
ground. This treatment will both sim¬
plify and strengthen the composition.
If mounted photographs are not for¬
bidden in a competition the attractive¬
ness of prints may be considerably
enhanced by their being carefully
mounted on suitable mounts.
The

Printing

Process.

Choice of paper used for prints is of
paramount importance. The use of
glossy paper, printed a little too long
rather than a little too short, is best for
all general competitions. The reason
for this is that well-printed glossy
pictures reproduce well. Where it is
known that prints will be judged for
themselves alone and not reproduced, an
artistic rough paper will give them a finish
that may attract the eye of the judge.
What is most likely to score is a print of
good technical quality, and of a strong
and original subject.
Finally, read the conditions of the
competition very carefully and follow
them exactly.
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ews and Reviews
Items

STEREOSCOPIC

WORK.

The

Sir, — I was very pleased to see the letter by
Potter in favour of stereoscopic work, and making

Mr. W.
mention

the

the “ Puck ” camera made by Messrs. Thornton-Pickard.
My conclusions for some time have exactly agreed with those
now reached by your correspondent, viz., films essential, for

putting

on

the

market

one

of this

special advantages. — Yours,

THE

PERFECT

etc.,

Messrs.

prices

CAMERA.

The

the

Queen’s

A

interchangeable Telephoto lenses up to 9-in. focal length,
and also a focal-plane shutter. My idea of a perfect camera is
a V.P. reflex with all the various view-finders and lenses, focalplane shutter speeded up to i/i,oooth sec., also a Compur
shutter with delayed action, and fitted with a plate back as
well as roll film.

Ilford, Ltd.

week

a
is

snapshots.

Birkenhead

Photographic

have

announced

a new

grade

of

It the
is called
of
likeness“ Selo
of theRayon,”
material the
in name
texturebeing
and

doubleweight

management

Gardens,

reduction

gaslight

paper— -in 8d.

of the “ German

Settlement

and

is. 3d.

” Exhibition,

W.2.

in the price of roll films is announced

by most

of the leading makers, including Kodak, Selo, Zeiss Ikon,
Ensign, Agfa, etc. This applies to the 3J x 2J and the 4 J- X2 Jsizes. The films previously listed at is. 2d. are now is. ;
those at is. 4d. are now is. 2d. ; those at is. 5d. are now is. 3d. ;
those at is. 8d. are now is. 6d., and those that were 2s. 2d. are
now is. gd.

The

I don’t think anyone could wish for a camera any more ideal
than this, and I hope that it will soon be possible to obtain
above

newi

of The

every

being held at Munich, June 2-October 14, announces a prize
photograph competition which will be open to all, irrespective
of nationality. Prizes will be given for the best pictures illus¬
trating the advantages of owning a freehold house on freehold
land. Photographs of old villages or of settlements are also
accepted. Closing date of the competition is April 14, and
photographs should not be less than 6 cm. square. Further
information from German Railways Information Bureau, 9,

of focus, and T don’t think there are many amateurs who will
grumble at the moderate price of these excellent lenses.
We have several very good V.P. cameras on the market now,
but there seems to be something lacking in all of them. The
Ihagee Exakta V.P. Reflex is a step in the right direction.
Here we have a choice of various lenses down to f/1.9 with

to the

as

packets.

enlargement size, 10x8 in. Aperture f/2 or f/1.9 with a 7-cm.
focus does not leave much to be desired with regard to depth

similar

for amateurs’

^100

semi-matt print without its disadvantages. " Selo Rayon ”
lends itself to all sorts of variations, such as deckled edges,
wide margins, plate printing, etc., and discriminating amateurs
should ask their dealers to show them how they are utilising
this new printing medium.
For the amateur who makes his
own prints this delightful material is also available at the same

Sir, — -With regard to the article in " The A.P.” on " The
Perfect Camera,” there is little doubt that most of your readers
read this article with the idea that they would learn something

one

all quarters.

sheen to artificial silk. This new paper is coated on a delicate
shade of doubleweight cream card, with a most fascinating
embossed surface which has all the brilliance of a glossy or

size,

with

competition.

Exhibition

gaslight because
paper.
selected

J. A. HUBBARD.

helpful with regard to their new season’s camera.
The size V.P. is a foregone conclusion, the same

offered

from

is the first in the field this year with

photographic

Annual

interest

Society has proved an outstanding success. The open class
brought 300 entries from exhibitors in twelve foreign countries.

possessing the advantages which the " Puck ” shows, with further
refinements. There are signs that before long we shall see
a revival of stereoscopic work, making use of modern films,
lenses and sizes, for the stereo user is at any time able to secure
good single pictures when they offer themselves, besides having
his own

sum

The

ease, certainty and convenience, and 2-J- square, 6x13 cm., far
and away the best size both for separation of lenses and for
viewing, but, unfortunately, so far as I am aware, there is only
one camera on the market with all these features, and the
price is high. I hope that before long we shall see Messrs.
Thornton-Pickard

Daily Mail

newspaper

J.
of

of general

Autotype

Company

of 59, New

Oxford

Street, .W.C.i,

has issued a new and revised edition of their general catalogue
of materials and accessories for the carbon and Carbro pro¬
cesses. In addition to the price list, a brief outline of the
carbon process is included which serves as a guide to those
trying this printing method for the first time. A copy of the
list will be sent free to any reader mentioning The Amateur

description. — Yours, etc.,
F. W. DOBSON.

CRITICISM.

Photographer.

Sir, — I have read in a recent copy of " The A.P.” an article
by Mr. John St. Aubyn under the heading of “ How I make
myAfter
Exhibition
Pictures.”
an excellent
dissertation on various technical matters

The

first Pathescope

for amateurs

contains

9.5 Super Gazette issued as a news
the

following

:

1 — Tragic

reel

death

of

King Aloert, 2 — Cambridge win the Boat Race, 3 — England
win the Calcutta Cup, 4 — Grand National, 5 — H.R.H. The Duke
of York Opens Bridge of the River Tees, 6 — Annual Steeple¬
chase of Eton College. Particulars concerning this amateur
news reel may be obtained on application to Pathescope, Ltd.,

(on which, knowing little of such things, I am prepared to
agree with him), Mr. St. Aubyn boldly ventures upon the thin
ice of aesthetic criticism, whither, in the hope that it be strong
enough to bear us both, I would attempt to follow him.

5, Lisle Street, London,

As he makes such glib use of the words “ beauty ” and
‘‘beautiful work,” it is to be presumed that Mr. St. Aubyn
knows what he is talking about, and I would ask him, therefore,
for the benefit of such inaesthetic readers as myself, to define
precisely what he means by these words. May we assume
that the two works reproduced alongside his text may be

An

attractive

W.C.2.

set of showcards,

display posters, window

pelmets and other decorative publicity for Selo Films has just
been issued by Selo, Ltd. Much originality is displayed in
the designs, and we understand that they have been sent to
dealers in all parts of the country. They will form an attrac¬
tive display during the coming season, doubtless helping the
sales of Selo films considerably.

styled " beautiful” ? If this is so, would he have the goodness
to explain to me — base Philistine that 1 am !— in what respects
they differ from any average “ pretty ” chocolate-box lid ?
Mr. St. Aubyn also makes the somewhat startling assertion
that a certain “ very celebrated sculptor ” " has to keep his
name before the public by ' Day ’ and ' Night
Might I
ask Mr. St. Aubyn upon what grounds (not .-esthetic ones
surely !) he bases such an outrageous statement, or may one
look upon it merely as a rather extravagant piece of high-flown
verbiage ? I would, in charity, prefer the latter. — Yours, etc.,
JAMES
STONES.
307

Messrs.

Zeiss

Ikon, of Mortimer

House, 37-41, Mortimer

Street, London, W.i, have issued an attractive set of pamphlets
and leaflets dealing with the various models of Zeiss Ikon
cameras and other products of this firm. They are excellently
illustrated and fully descriptive. Copies will be sent free on
application to readers of The Amateur Photographer who applv
to the above address.
9
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OAST
Some suggestions for
Picture-making on the
Seashore by e’arlj
Holiday- makers .
recorded with cameras every summer
with monotonous regularity. One
curve of shore and one headland,
plus a generous dose of sea and sky,
are the usual ingredients, but they

At the Foot

of the Ctiffs.

The

Cove.

THE Easter vacation having fairly started the

holiday season, every well-known place on the
coast of Britain will soon be receiving its influx
of visitors in steadily increasing numbers. The
early visitor, however, has greater opportunities for
picture-making in which the natural charms of the coast¬
line can be studied, as they are subjects that are best
treated when not overrun with other holiday-makers.
It needs only quiet contemplation of a rugged stretch
of coast to realise the beauty of the lines of the seashore.
Pictures with original treatment can then be attempted
that will be far more effective than the usual snapshots
taken more hurriedly at other times in the height of the
holiday season.
It is a subject also that is within the scope of every
amateur with practically any type of camera, as
all the views are of the snapshot
variety. They merely need to be

The

shapely masses of land.' It is no
use being deceived by their glorious
depths of blue into thinking of them
as anything but backgrounds !

■ Using, therefore, any form of
camera, from the cheapest snapshot
variety to the most expensive reflex,
here is a subject that can be com¬
mended to every reader of this
paper who has an opportunity of
visiting the coast at any time during
the present season.
I am aware, of course, that
“ bay ”

views

are

On rocky coasts such as those of
Devon and Cornwall there is no
excuse for lack of variety. One can
easily climb high enough to see two
bays, and, by hunting for an
effective foreground, secure a long
and interesting outline of land.
To give scale and direct attention
towards the main subject, figures
are very useful, preferably on what

“ Mill-pond ” seas, without a glit¬
ter, form excellent backgrounds for

opened or the exposure is made.

of

or as pictorial

looks like the “ very edge ” of
the cliff, so long as this does not
involve taking risks.

separating it in this manner the com¬
position and curves of the coast-line
can be studied before the camera is

10

Coast.

are not necessarily good compositions
as the material would justify.

“ seen ” and a correct viewpoint
chosen. For this purpose a sep¬
arate finder is an advantage, one
that can be used independently of
the camera. For this purpose nothing
better can be suggested than a piece
of blackened card (say of postcard
size) in which a rectangle has been
cut of the shape and size of the
negative given by the camera.
Through this little black frame the
subject can be viewed, and by

thousands

Dorset

The granite cliffs south-east of
Land’s End provide many oppor¬
tunities for cliff compositions. In
the one sEown, great care was
needed to include the upper section
of rock without loss of the foreground

At Land's End.

mass. (My view-finder, on a cheap
folding camera, is small but accurate.)
The vertical lines of the subject

Thi amateur

photographer
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LINE
Compositions
By EVA

WEBB.

were all-important for giving a sense
of height and emphasising the
characteristic rock structure.
The quest for unusual shore
compositions depend more on the
state of sea and light than on what is
termed

“ scenery.”

In a chilly gale
The

Edge

of the Cliff.

gone : or to reach a favourite tide-washed cove
very early in the morning for the blessed sight of
virgin sand. I did not allow a figure or a footmark
in the cove picture, and perhaps those who know
such spots will agree with me.
In most cases, however, the most striking photo¬
graphs of coast-line scenery, particularly if rocky
in character, are to be taken from above. Not only
are the contours of the shore more clearly to be seen

■
The Lace

Fan.

which disappoints the sunbathers, a photographer can
cheerfully button up his coat and go stalking waves.
But the “ big splash ” is almost as common as the
” bay view,” and even more disastrous !
“ The Lace Fan ” was caught when a strong tide
began shooting up a definite slope in the beach. The
waves were violently sucked back many times before
the slope was conquered, but only twice did the perfect
curve appear. Sharp focussing was only required for
the foreground, but a further glimpse of seething
water and flying spray was invaluable for carrying
on the pattern of white.
The sunset study in Bigbury Bay was made on
the edge (or bank ?) of the River Avon, where it

and turned to the best account, but the high view¬
point will frequently cut out the sky entirely, or
reduce it to a minimum, thus enabling the interest
to be concentrated on the foreground and coast-line.
Although these subjects a«6e all within the range
of any ordinary snapshot camera, there is no doubt
that the best rendering is obtained when panchromatic
films -or plates are used A filter also is desirable when
the light is good enough.
Not the least virtue of a camera is its power of leading
its enthusiastic owner into the best places at the best
times. The value of a holiday is doubled when he sees
and values the play of light on cliffs before they become
sun-baked, on cushions of sand before the tide swallows
them and on frills of foam in their brief moment of
perfection.

winds along through “ sinky ” sand. (Other people
were seen taking snaps here — of the River Avon
with light falling flat on it ! Doubtless they afterwards
went for a close-up of Bigbury Island in its smooth
simplicity !) With lens hood fitted and camera
held low, there was nothing more to do but make
sure that the horizon was level. The lines of light
and shade, slanting in two cross-over directions,
were a godsend here, counteracting the horizontal
arrangement of rocks. The silhouette and reflection
afford contrast with all three sets of lines.
It is often worth while to stay late on shoreAmtil
the sun is fairly low and the picnic parties have

At Bigbury Bay.
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography .

ENLARGING

BY

DAYLIGHT.

THE most obvious disadvantage of making enlarge¬

ments by daylight is that opportunities for doing
it are necessarily restricted. On the whole, too,
I consider that the arrangements and procedure when
working by daylight are not as simple and convenient as
with artificial light apparatus. When it comes to the
actual results there is nothing to complain about.
There are several methods of enlarging by daylight, and
I wish to say something about the more usual of them,
indicating at the same time their advantages and deficiencies.
A fixed-focus enlarger is the simplest form of apparatus,
but by no means

to be despised if nothing better is avail¬
able. A typical form is
shown in Fig. 1. Fundamentallv, such a camera is
merely a light-tight box,
carrying the negative at one
end and the bromide paper
at the other, with a. partition
carrving the lens at the
appropriate position between
the two.
The tvpe shown in Fig. 1
has the long box tapered to
reduce bulk and weight some¬
what. In other models one
section of the box slides into
the other when not in use.
Others can be dismantled
and folded up into compara¬
tively small space. The back
carrying the bromide paper
may be detachable, so that
it can be carried into the
dark-room for loading and
unloading ; otherwise it means
carrying the whole apparatus
backwards and forwards.

It may be mentioned here that in any method of enlarg¬
ing, whether by daylight or artificial light, it is absolutely
necessary to have the negative evenly illuminated. The
apparatus typified by Fig. r is stood, as shown in the
diagram, with the negative carrier pointing upwards to
the sky ; but unless the sky happens to be even in tone
the lighting will be unsatisfactory. Although the lens is
focussed on the negative it will give a diffused, out-of-focus
image of any clouds there may be, and it can still “ see ”
these through the negative. Hence the necessity for the
ground-glass

diffuser.

The disability of this form of enlarger is that the whole'
of its output is standardised and limited. There is only
the one degree of enlargement — one negative size to one
print size. The prints may certainly be trimmed down, but
that is the limit of the possible modifications
In the type of enlarger illustrated in Fig. 2 the range of
work is enormously extended.
Here again we have, as usual, the negative at one end,
the bromide paper at the other, and the lens between them ;
but the whole thing is adjustable. I have made hundreds of
enlargements with just such an apparatus, but mostly by
artificial light. This may seem strange, as the camera is
essentially for daylight work ; but I found it quite easy to
rig up a baseboard carrying a condenser and an inverted
gas burner, and illuminate the negative in that way.
But we are dealing now only with work done by daylight.
In this apparatus the front carrying the negative is fixed
at one end of the long baseboard. By means of carriers
negatives of different sizes can be used. In my own case
it would accommodate negatives of any size up to half-plate.
Further, the negative could be raised or lowered, and moved

Considering the limitations of this form of enlarger it
would not pay to fit a high-class lens. In fact, as a rule,
the lens is of the cheapest and simplest form possible,
necessitating a very small stop to minimise its optical
shovtcomings. The novice who attempts to make such
a camera is often handicapped because he does not under¬
stand the adjustments necessary with an “ uncorrected
lens in order to secure reasonably good definition.
A simple shutter is fitted on the lens partition. It may
be a flap that is raised or lowered by turning the rod that
passes out at the side ; or it may be a metal plate with an
opening that exposes or obscures the lens by moving the
rod in or out.
When some such arrangement is not already provided it
is a wise plan to fasten two strips of wood on the front
carrying the negative, and on these to lay a sheet of finelyground glass, so that it comes about half an inch above the
negative.
12

from side to side either way, thus enabling any desired
portion of a negative to be brought into correct position for
enlarging.
The panel carrying the lens can be moved nearer to, or
farther from, the negative, and clamped in any position,
thus providing for any degree of enlargement. Naturally,
this involves the necessity for moving the back also. The
back is fitted with a focussing screen, which can be swung
out of the way to allow insertion of the dark slide.
This slide, in my case, was fitted with a nest of carriers,
and would take any size of paper up to 15x12 in. Whatever
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REFLEX
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HAVE

IF IT’S NEW—

THE

SUCCESS

The ENSIGN

l

MIDGET

WESTMINSTER

HAVE

BEEN
WAITING

AMAZING

IT!

FOR.

£10:10:0
Nine monthly pay-]
ments of 24/6.

Second-hand
(FULLY

F/4.6 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.. takes 12 pictures

6x6 cm. on standard 34x24 roll film.

LEICA

MODEL

With t/2 Summar

III •

FROM

GUARANTEED

24 CHARING

4J x 6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, 6 single dark slides, F.P. adapter

£8 15 0

3J x 24 Etui, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, double extension, 3 slides,
focussing screen and case .
£11 15 0
34 x 24 Voigtlander Tourist, f/3.5 Heliar
lens, Compur shutter, double extension,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£10 10 0
34 x 2$ Blocknote, f/6.3 Krauss Tessar
lens, speeded shutter, magnifiers, 6 slides
£3 17 6

in Collapsible Mount.

34 x 24 N. & G. New Special Siby1, f/4.5
Ross Xpres lens, F.P. adapter and case
£10 10 0
34 x 24 Etui, f/4.5 Radionar lens, Ibsor
peeded shutter, 3 slides, brilliant and
direct-vision finders .
£5 17 6

£33 : 13 : 0
Nine

monthly

payments

34 x 2$ Makina, f/3.2 Anticomar lens,
Compur shutter, direct-vision finder, focus¬
sing adjustment, F.P. adapter only £5 5 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Tropical Adoro, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, double
extension, 6 slides, F.P. A., and case £9 9 0
34 x 24 Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, double extension, D.V.
and brilliant finders, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
£8 10 0
34 x 24 Cameo, double extension, f/6.3
Aldis LJno lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, case .
£4 10 0

of 78/6.

F/3.5 Elmar In Collapsible Mount,
Nine

£25 payments
:' 0 :of058

monthly

4.

THE NEW
ENSIGN
AUTO
KINECAM
16 mm.

34 x 24 Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher lens,
D.A. Compur shutter, 6 slides and case

£6 17 6

34 x 24 lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compound shutter, D.V. finder, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6
34 ■ 24 Zodel, double extension, f/3.8
anastigmat lens, D.A. Compur shutter,
brilliant and D.V. finders, 4 slides £5 17 6

Fitted f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, spring and hand
drive, 3 speeds, 8, 16, 64 pictures per second,
straight-through telescopic type
finder, complete in case

£13:13:0

Nine monthly

THE

payments

of 31/10.

VOIGTLANDER
“ SUPERB ”
NOW

focussing ad¬
£6 17 6

34 x 24 Nagel Triumph, f/6.3 Radionar
lens, 3-speed shutter, finger-tip focussing,
self-erecting, book-form opening for loading

FITTED

monthly payments
of 49/-.

A “(Superb” Roll Film Reflex, delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
simple focussing, parallax compensation, deep focus¬
sing hood magnifier for fine focussing.

)

CROSS

04 /
O1*/
in case
Nine monthly
payments of 9/10.

i-pl. Etui, f/6.3 Zeiss lens, Compur shutter,
double extension, rising front, 4 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£5 5 0
4-pl. Ensign Klito, double extension, f/4.5
Excelsior anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
3 slides .
£4 5 0
54 x 34 Cameo, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric
lens, Compur shutter, double extension,
rising and cross front, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
£5 5 0
10 x 15 cm. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5
Dominar lens, Compur shutter, double
extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
10 0
and D.V. finders, 3 slides, F.P. £0adapter
5x4 Sanderson, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric
lens, double extension, swing front, reversing
back,

3 double

book-form

“THE

Fitted f/1. 5 Meyer

Plasmat

anastigmat,

film .
Nine

3&OU

monthly

payments

Zeiss Ikon SUPER

.

U

Ikonta

The Camera that does the focussing.

34 24 Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 AldisButcher lens, revolving back, focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec,,

6 slices, F.P. adapter .

£8 17 6

34 24 Ensign Roll Film Focal-plane
Speed Reflex, f/3.4 Alois lens, shutter speeds
l/15th to l/500th sec .
£7 17 6
34 x 24 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex,
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/15th to l/500th
sec., f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher lens.... £5 17 6

F.P.

adapter

and

roll -film holder
£7 17 6

Takes

8 Pictures
on

34 * 24

standard

or

16

34 x 24 Roll

34 x 24 Ensign Reflex, Model B de Luxe,
f/4.5 Ross Xpres, revolving back, shutter
speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B.,
3 D.D. slides, black leather case£12 10 0

You can ALWAYS

Nine

THE

monthly

payments

AGFA

119,

TEMple Bar 7165.

GERrard 1432.

Oxford

VICTORIA
”

For Plates or
Film Packs.
9x12

0669.

4-plate.
Guaranteed

WHEN

13

new.
of

S.W.1

cm. or

Associate
of
Appointed an
the Institute

W.1
Street,

Victoria

of 39/8.

(Exclusive Offer.)

LTD.Street,

24, Charing Cross Road,

24 x 14

Films.

ISOLAR

do better at

EXCHANGE

Pictures

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action
critical shutter,
focus for
every1 to
Compur
speeds
l/250thsec.,
and B.,
pictur
e £17T.
:0:
0
self-erecting front. Built-in range-finder, ensuring

Sent on seven days’ approval against full cash deposit.
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of £7 : 0 : 0.

slides £4
and 10case0

slides,

AMATEUR

four speeds,

8, 16, 24 and 64 pictures per second, also single
exposure, detachable Leitz range-finder, auto¬
matic
aperturetakes
control,
direct-vision and
reflecting
view-finders,
50ft.
a A
■ A

34 x 2i Thornton-Pickard Junior Special
Reflex, f/4.5 Dalkneyer lens, revolving back,
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/10th to
1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter
£8 10 0

34 x24 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, brilliant and
D.V. finders, focussing adjustment £6 17 6
34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette de Luxe,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, D.A. Compur shutter,
rising front, brilliant and D.V. finders
£9 17 6

REGent 1360.
MENTION

Model C
16-mm. Films.

4-pl. Zeiss Ikon Fiduca, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, Compur shutter, double extension,
rising and cfoss front, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£5 17 6

34 x 24 Thornton-Pickard Special Reflex,
f/3.5 Cooke lens, reversing back, focal-plane
shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th sec., 4 dark

62, Piccadilly, W.1
PLEASE

The SIEMENS & HALSKE
CINE CAMERA

i-pl. Certo, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, double extension, brilliant
and D.V. finders, 3 slides .
£8 10 0

34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat lens, speeded shutter, focussing
adjustment .
£1 17 6

W.C.2

Camera.

i-pl. Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar lens ,
Compur shutter, double extension, rising
and cross front, 3 slides .
£5 10 0

Ill,

Complete

Vest-Pocket

4-pi. N. & G. Sibyl f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens,
rising and cross front, N. & G. patent reflect¬
ing finder, 6 slides and case .
£6 6 0
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, rising and cross front, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£12 10 0

31 24 Graflex, f/2.9 Pentac lens, non¬
reversing back, focal-plane shutter, l/10th
to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double dark slides,
F.P. adapter .
£10 10 0

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Electric
Exposure
Meter.

Real

44 x 34 (i-pl.) Zeiss Ikon Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, rising and
cross front, double extension, 3 s lides,
F.P. adapter .
£9 15 0

THE WESTMINSTER

THE
OMBRUX

A

l/50th,
Taking 6l/100th
picturessec.,
3x4T. cm.,
penny
and costing
B . only one
F/6.3 Ensar
30 /
anastigm
each. All-distance
lens,
3-speed shutter, l/26th,
at .
{JQ j

RD.

44 x 34 (4-pl.) Goerz Manufoc Tenax,
f/4.5 Celor lens, Compound shutter, double
extension, rising and cross front, 6 slides
and case .
£4 15 0

34 x 24 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar
lens, D.A. Compur shutter, radial focussiug
adjustment, brilliant and D.V. finders

£6 17 6

£21 : 0 : 0
Nine

34 x 24 Sibyl Vitesse, f/3.5 Ross Xpres,
N. & G. shutter, 2 to l/150th sec., 3 D.D.
slides, leather case .
£18 18 0
34 x 24 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar
lens, rising and cross front, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£13 10 0
34 x 24 Voigtlander Avus, f/4.5 Skopar
lens, Ibsor speeded shutter, double extension,
brilliant and D.V. finders, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£4 17 6
34 x 24 Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera,
f/4.5 Trilinear anastigmat lens, D.A. Compur
shutter, D.V. finder, helical
justment . .

WITH F/3.5
HELIAR
ANASTIGMAT
AT

Outfits

Amateur

grapbers,
Cinema

Ltd.
to -

CORRESPONDING

Fitted f/4.6 Agfa Solinar anastigmat.Mdelavedact on Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
T. and B.. complete with 3 single jOC ,40
■ A
metal

WITH

slides in purse case .
Nine monthly payments
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OF IMPORTANCE
TO EVERY

CAMERA

OWNER

Are you doing your own Developing
and making your own Gaslight Prints ?

'ABOUT
Advisory Editors : GEORGE
E.
BROWN, F.I.C., Hon. F.R.P.S.,
PERCY
W. HARRIS, F.A.C.I.

HOW

MANY
CAN

20^

FORTNIGHTLY
PARTS

ASK

A
trial
L for,
cf AZO
9d.
in stamps
1 oz. bottle'
p'.
elools
. 3£nt x2i
to devspo
t suff
doricie

free.
post

HOW long does the copyright in

All these and hundreds of other prac¬
tical questions are clearly answered in
this splendid new work.

WORTH MANY
TIMES ITS COST.
This work deals with
a subject which is
full of fascinating
possibilities for the
practical man. Every
article has been
written by a man
who has made him¬
self expert on the
subject upon which
he writes, and yet
the information is
conveyed in such a
manner that it can

Write

A

to

Publicity

Now

is the

time

Dept.

to
JOHNSON

make your first attempt .
You will save money

& SONS

Manufacturing
Chemists,

and get more pleasure
out of your hobby.

Hendon,

LTD.

London,
N.W.4

PHOTOSHOP

be put into immediate
use by the reader.

THE NEW ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER

YOUR

NEWSAGENT
TO

You can read how easy
it is to do your own
Developing and Printing
in the Home Photography
Le.sson Booklets we send
free on application.

Sent

EACK

OF THESE QUESTIONS
YOU ANSWER?

a cine film and a photograph
last?
What are the remedies for the
following defects in gaslight prints : —
Black spots, blisters, brown stains,
white specks, yellow stains ?
What developer for a gaslight paper
gives the most brilliant print ?
What printing process gives prints
like oil paintings ?
What is the difference in lighting an
indoor scene for cinematography as
distinct from still photography?
How would you develop ultra-rapid
panchromatic films ?
What is the best type of camera to
use for dog photography ?
When is f/8 stop not f/8 ?

It is not expensive, it is not a “ messy ”
job — with AZOL it is most economical
and sure, and it is also most fascinating.

Without Tables or Calculations. Most simple to use.

RESERVE
COPY

PART
YOU

FOR “ STILL ”
OR
“CINE”
CAMERAS

OF

I FOR
TO-DAY

The
ideal
exposure
meter.
It is based on
the properties of the
photo-electric cell. It
is, therefore, entirely
automatic
and
in no
way dependent on the
human
factor. Unlike
other electric exposure
meters, the Photoskop
indicates the exposures
directly without refer¬
ence to tables and with¬
out
any
calculations.
The Photoskop is con¬
tained in a neat metal
casing, size 2}xlJ in.,
weight

From

From

all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by post 1/2 from George Newnes,
8-1 1, Southampton Street, Strand, London , IV C. 2.
Oeo.

Neume$.

8 oz.

PRICE

Including

Case,

Leather

£5:5:0

all Photographic Dealers, or :

SANDS

Ltd.,

REVISED

HUNTER’S W.C.2

37, Bedford Street, Strand, LONDON,

Ltd.
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size of paper I was using I had a sheet of plain glass of that
size to fit the carrier, and also a sheet of card to keep the
paper flat in contact with the glass. The focussing screen
was ruled with pencil to show the boundaries of each size.
I removed the lens originally supplied with this camera,
and put a better one in its place. The original lens had only
one fixed stop, and that a small one ; the second had an
iris diaphragm, and worked at f/6.3. ft was an easy matter
to alter the stop when necessary, as the bellows from lens
to negative was detachable from the lens panel.
In my earliest attempts with such a camera, many years
ago, I had serious trouble with uneven illumination. The
size of the apparatus prevents its being carted about with
impunity, and whether I arranged it pointing out of an
upper window, or canted up at an angle in the garden, I
could never dodge buildings or trees altogether. Even
ground glass was not quite effective.
In my opinion, there is only one satisfactory solution

NEW

prehensive range of roll-film cameras for the season
that is about to open, include some attractive instru¬
ments — attractive in price and attractive, too, in quality.
There is, for instance, a new Brownie in 2JX3J size — the
Six-20 Brownie,” which
has resources that leave
the old type of Brownie
far behind, and at 17s. 6d.
no one can say it is not
value for money. It has
the merit of compactness
and the convenience of a
sensible carrying-handle.
The lens, a better one than
the old Brownie’s objective,
has an aperture of f/11,
with three stops which are
mark'ed

f/n

(“clear ”), f/16

(“ bright ”) and f/22 ( “ B ”
only — see Manual). That
is a rough-and-ready guide
to exposure conditions in

the

fact

that

f/22

is

of this difficulty, and that is to use reflected instead of
direct light. This is done by keeping the apparatus hori¬
zontal, and rigging up on the front a white reflector at
ah angle of about forty-five degrees. I will deal with this
next week in describing another lay-out for daylight work,
but it may be borne in mind that it can also be adapted to
the sort of apparatus shown in Fig. 2. It does not apply
to apparatus of the Fig. 1 class.
The arrangement I intend to describe next week has one
great advantage over the present one. Everyone who has
done much enlarging knows the immense importance of
being able to control exposure by interposing masks in
front of the bromide paper, and this can only be done
effectively when the projected image is visible. With the
two enlargers described here the paper is not in sight
at all, and any shading of parts of the image can be done
only at the negative end, where the operation is more or
less guess-work.
W. L. F. W,

KODAKS

THE new models which Kodak have added to their com¬

to
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summer,
and the “ see
Manual ” hint is a pointer
meant for Time exposures or

exceptionally light-toned landscapes.
By pressing a lever up or down one or two supplementary
lenses is brought into play, so that the camera is focussed in

1934

Another “ Brownie,” the “ Six-20
8s. 6d., is about as simple as a camera

Brownie Junior,” at
can be — a box with a

lens, an " instantaneous ”, shutter, a “Time”
mechanism
and a film winder, of fixed focus, and with nothing to go
wrong, so long as you do not damage it by dropping it
or getting the shutter full of seaside sand.
The “Six-20 Kodak” for 2 J-X3 Jroll films, with a K.S. anastigmat of f/4.5 aperture, mounted
in a Compur shutter, with the
Kodak name on it, at £7 7s., is a
delightful

little camera,

strong,

compact, good-lookingand pleas¬
ant to handle. So is its compan¬
ion in the 4JX2-J size (la) which,
similarly equipped, costs £8.
These are self-erecting cam¬
eras which on opening shoot
out to the infinity position and
stay rigid as a steel set-square.
Focussing is effected by rotating
the front cell of the lens. The
spool-holders swing out, so that
loading is as simple as putting

mm

a penny in a slot. The shuttingup movement is just as smooth,
and there is ample room for the
The "Six-16 Kodak."
front to swing back into its place. An air-vent device prevents
the bellows from being disarranged in opening or closing.
In the “ Six-16 Junior ” range the models are similar, but
a little larger to accommodate the bigger film and the longer
focus lens. With Twindar lens the price here is £2 7s. 6d.,
and with Kodak f/6.3 anastigmat the price is £3 3s. For
inexpensive cameras these are good little instruments.

one case for " Groups” (say,
10 ft. to 15 ft.) or “ Por¬
traits” (close-ups). Release
the lever and it flies back to
infinity (with no supplemen¬
tary lens in position), so
that the camera is normally
set for landscapes. A good
idea.

Other

models

of a “Six-20”

price
12s. 6d. to £10
Cooke from
f/4.5 £2
anastigmat).
The

point about

them

and

"Six-16”

Kodaks

range

10s. (the last a “ Six-20

all is that

Kodak

in

” with

are out to meet

the

need of everyone who likes a roll-film camera, and the resources
and prices between the cheapest and the best are ranged
to suit every pocket.

The view-finder gives a
big brilliant image. Cameras
superior to a 17s. 6d. Brownie
would do well to have a

The “ Six- 16 ” has a hinged direct-vision view-finder, as
well as the ordinary reflecting view-finder, and the marks
indicating the shutter speed and the aperture-setting are
duplicated on top of the shutter so that they are in your view
when the camera is pointed at your chosen object.

finder of this clearness. Pro¬
vision is also made for a
cable release to be used.
Loading is easy enough
for a child. Open the front
(with a catch) and the
interior swings out on hinges
so that no part is detachable.
The "Six- 20 Junior.'"
When the whole of the film-carrying mechanism comes

FOR

There are cheaper
at Harrow.

out

it is a few moments’ work to slip the new film into place.
The Brownie has always been a camera which would do
good work without trouble in the hands of a snapshotter.
This Brownie will do better work still, and it is pleasingly free
from complications.

models,

too — -also made

at the Kodak

works

The "Six-20” Kodak Junior (2-JX3J) with Kodon shutter and
Twindar lens of the R.R. type, at £2 5s., is good value for a
cheap camera, so is the similar camera with a Kodak f/6.3
anastigmat at £2 15s. These are self-erecting cameras
type. The model with the Twindar lens has two

of handy
focussing

points — one for objects 5 ft. to 10 ft. and the other for subjects
beyond 10 ft. The f/6.3 lens has its focussing device in a
rotating front cell to the lens.
15
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Mr. P.
DOUGLAS
ANDERSON

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

“ 1%

IT V grandfather was a photographer, and as a result
Y/1
1 began to trip a shutter rather early in life. I was

A
made

on

raised on the Clyde, and my earlier exposures were
yachts and ships. Then I found myself making

portraits of my school chums, and studies of flowers and
historical scenes throughout Scotland. Some
twenty-odd
years ago 1 arrived in Canada, and while in Vancouver 1
became acquainted with James Phillips, a young Englishman
from Liverpool. Under his influence 1 entered some prints
for an exhibition in Vancouver, and to my surprise and delight

1 received two awards.

In 1917 I found

myself in San Fran¬

cisco, and at the beginning of my exhibition career.
for a short interval I have been at it ever since.

Except

“ My pictorial work is done with two 4x5 outfits — a Graflex
and a Sanderson. The back of the latter was remodelled
to take

Graflex

equipment,

so that film holders

and

magazines

to our Special Representative.

are interchangeable. Several lenses, including two diffused
types, of different focal lengths are employed. The mounts are
standardised so that they all fit the same flange. A combination
filter-holder and sun shade is universally used, and with the
use of adapter rings it fits all the lenses.
" Eastman Portrait Panchromatic and Plenachrome films
are used exclusively, being tank developed in pyro-metol.
The development time depends upon the contrast of the paper
used for printing, and the contrast of the subject itself. Some¬
times, for extreme long-scale lighting the quantity of carbonate
is reduced, and the development time reduced accordingly.
The slower chloride and chloro-bromide papers meet my
requirements. My medium is photography, and my prints
must look like photographs.
“ On long hikes and mountain-climbing trips, where weight
is a factor, a 2JX34 Zeiss Ideal camera, fitted with a 4f-in.
f/4.5 Tessar, is used. The same sensitive material is used as
with the other cameras.
' ' Whenever possible, I believe in getting what I want in the
negative. However^ I am not a purist to the extent that 1
would limit myself to one method of working. I am after
results, and the final print, 1 believe, justifies whatever steps
I may pursue in producing a picture. If the combining of
parts from several negatives is necessary to produce the picture
I have in mind, it is done unhesitatingly. After-manipulation
of the negative, such as toning down high lights that are too
strong, accenting others that are too weak and the removal of
anything not desired, is practised. Some do th,is work on the
print, others do it on the negative. Personally I prefer doing
the work on the negative.
" I find myself striv ing for human interest in my prints.
Landscapes generally include a figure or something else as¬
sociated with the human element. Even in still life studies
the things depicted are part of our daily life. I use my camera
for the enjoyment I derive from it in portraying the things
that appeal to me, and that give pleasure to my friends and
myself. The exhibition is really secondary, although it gives
a thrill to have prints accepted.
“ The

‘ Betty

Camille

’ picture

was

made

on

a trip to St.

Mary’s College. While walking along the outside corridor of
one of the buildings, the pictorial possibilities of the open
window with the metal bars caught my eye. I could easily
visualise the little girl sitting on the sill watching her chums at
play outside. The subject was soon arranged and photographed.
" The ' Wood Pile ’ study was made in British Columbia.
The sticks intrigued me, especially those with the charred
outside. Before me arose visions of a forest fire — a stern
reality to those who have fought one — and then and there 1
decided to make a study of them. The sticks were arranged,
the axe introduced for balance, and then 1 waited for the lightangle desired. Later on, I discovered that the wood came
from an area over which a disastrous fire had raged for more
than a week.
" All in all, photography has brought me much of cultural
value, and no little pleasure. It is my hope and belief that
an ever-increasing number on both sides of the Atlantic will
Wood

Pile.

By

P.

Douglas

Anderson.

learn

16
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what

the hobby

of photography

has to offer.”

Thi amateur
April

photographer
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PORTRAIT.

By

(From

the Royal Photographic

Society’s Exhibition.)

Charles

Aylett.

(Canada.)

April

i. — “ The Mosque of Omar.”
By D. Stewart.
5. — “ Riverside."
By J. H. Hunter.

2. — “ Evening Light."
By Stella Morgan.
6. — “ Sundown

v — “ Pastoral."
By W. J. Mitchell.

over the Golf Links."

By F. W. Beattie.

4, 1934

4.—“ Salisbury "
By Miss V . L. Collins.

7. — “ Christ's Hospital from Sharpenhurst."
By D. S. Macnutt.
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Finest I6MM. HOME
Cine-“Kodaks” for
Beginner and Expert

Model

BB

Junior.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Vll

MOVIE
Range
The

smallest, lowest-priced

16mm. Cine-“Kodak”. Holds 50 ft. Cine-Kodak
Film. F3.5 or f 1.9 anastigmat lens. From £13.13.0
Model

K.

The extra-versatile movie camera.

Half¬

speed device; 50 or 100ft. film capacity. Standard
lens equipment, fl.9 anastigmat, for
black-and-white and “Kodacolor”;
instantly interchangeable with big
range of special-purpose lenses — wideangle, long-focus, of various apertures
and focal lengths - - - - £35.0.0

Models K50 and K75.
The best in 16mm.
projection. Extremely
powerful projection
lamps (500 or 750
watt) throw pictures
of theatre-brilliance.

‘Kodascopes’
for Home
Model

C.

and

Lecture-Hall.

anical optical,
and electrical
Every
mech¬
refinement. For
black - and - white or

Plugs into ordinary house

lighting circuit ; throws a bright
flickerless picture 40 x 30 ins. at 9 or
18 ft. Motor-driven rewind. £18.18.0
Can

be converted

watt model for

‘ RYTO

-

“Kodacolor”
From - -

-

-

-

£75.0.0

KODAK
LIMITED,
Kodak House, Kingsway,

to powerful 300
£10.10.0

London,

W.C.2.

L’

PRODUCES
RESU
LIKE

LTS

Here’s a camera that
sees you get exactly
what you see !

THIS

With

Photograph by
G. Mercier

Original
developed
with

‘ TA B LO ID ’ - ‘ RYTO
Trade Mark

UNIVERSAL

The
Leading

Virtus you

THE

are SURE

of getting whatever

VOIGTLANDER

Vi rtus

‘Rytol’

Takes 16 pictures 2^xif on
standard 8-exposure 2^x3^ film.
Beautifully made and finished.
With Voigtlander Skopar f/3.5 lens

L ’

Trade Mark

in delayed-action Compur shut¬
ter, £11 7s. 6d. Other models
£7 17s. 6d. and 13 guineas.

DEVELOPER

choice

the Voigtlander

the view-finder shows you at every distance — thanks to “ Com¬
pensation for Parallax.” The direct- vision optical view-finder
is coupled with focussing movement and AUTOMATICALLY
adjusts itself for near, medium or long-distance work. Wheel
focussing and self-erecting, the Virtus makes
photography both simple and successful 1

Ask your dealer to demonstrate
it, or write for further details.

of

SCHERING

Ltd., 2S

Pictorialists

Of all Dealers, Price 1/6

riKr
Pho.

Burroughs

Wellcome

&

Co.,
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ARE

GRANVILLE

9
>

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED
MATERIAL.
ORGANISED
SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

I

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

QUALITY

ASSURES

AND

ALWAYS

OUR
FACTORY
IS
TO
QUICKLY
MAKE
ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

BROMIDE

A

20
II-

All grades.
50
1/9

100
31-

YOU

2-

AND

■ 3/6 .,
• 4/6 ..

1/9 3 oz., to make 73 oz.
1/9, to make

one

gallon.

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

GRANVILLE

LUXE

DE

ZEISS -

BEST
k-AI^L
r ADI

FOR

EVERY

CLASS

OF

WORK

Z-tlCO
(London) Ltd.
er HOUSE.
London,37-41,
"7CICC
t-A Mortim
MORTIMER
('SfifOBsSi
W.l 0x^3

ELSEWHERE

3/6

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

INTERESTED

ARCHITECTURE
PORTRAITURE
HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY

OF

6}x41

15
1/-

IN:

FRESH

SERVICE

5)x3i

SEMITONE

YOU

IF SO, write for booklet P5I on the choice of a

FILMS
CUT
H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
2/3 „
1/6 doz.
3ix21
41x31

AND

GASLIGHT

4)

GRANVILLE

GIVE

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50, 100, 250, 425, 650.
00
doz.
doz.
. 1/3
3i <2} .
4ix 31 . . 1/10
s.
5ix3i . . 2/10
-JC
6ix4J . 3/9

SEMITONE

TO

1934

or any other specialized branch of work ?

EQUIPPED
AND
ANY
GRADE
OR

UNOBTAINABLE

4,

ADVERTISEMENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls , or delivered first post on Wednesday at the following rates r
Other Countries Abroad.
British Isles and Canada
Twelve Months
194 11
Twelve Months
9
Six Months
Six
Months
Single
Copy
Single
Copy
Three Months
Three Months
44
The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Ofiices are at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London*
S.E.l, England. Telegrams: Amaphot, Watloo, London. Telephone: Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate. Manchester, 3. Telegrams : Iliffe, Manchester. Telephone : Blackfriars
4412 (4 lines). Midland Ofiices — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210. Scottish Offices — 26b, Renfield Street,
Glasgow, C.2. Telegrams : Iliffe, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4857.
Entered

as second-class

matter

at New

York

(N.Y.) Post

Office.

“ The Amateur Photographer ” can be obtained abroad from the following : United States:
The International News Co., New York. France : W. H. Smith & Son, 248, Rue Rivoli, Paris, ;
Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris. Belgium : W. H. Smith <$c Son, 71-75, Boulevard Adolphe
Max, Brussels. Australia : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), S3’dney (N.S.W.)
Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). New Zealand:
Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : I*. H. Wheeler
and Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. Canada: Toronto News Co., Ltd., Toronto ; Montreal
News Co., Montreal ; Winnipeg News Co.. Winnipeg ; British Columbia News Co., Vancouver ;
Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., 132, Bay Street. Toronto. South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd.

PAPERS.

Single or Doubleweight.

Supplied in twenty grades.

SEMITONE

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
144
36
72
6
12
Shts. Shts. Shts. Shts.
Size.
Shts.
—
—
7d.
1/9
21 x 11
_
lid.
2/9
31x21
5d.
1/7
—
Sd.
1/1
41x21
2/3
11—
3/7
41x31
6d.
1/4 221—
11
1/8
8d.
5/4
7d. lid.
51x31
4/4
7/9
2/5
4161x41
7 X5
4/8
7d.
2/6
8 9
6/4
8 x 6
9d. 1/3
3/4
1/5
lOd 1112/81x61
310 7/4 13/11
10/6
10x8
1/1 1/11 5/6
15/9 20/12x10
1/7 2/11 8 4 23/8
I5x 12
2/4 4 6 12/5
30;4 3 7/9 22 1
20 x 16
45/10 ft. x 25 in. 5 6 per Roll. 42/80/Other sizes Pro Rata.
No extra charge for doubleweight.

6
Shts.
—
—
—
—
—
8d.

(Chloro-Bromide)
12
36
72
Shts. Shts. Shts. 144
Shts.
—
8d.
1/11
5d.
1/8
Ud. 1/1
6d.
1/4
2/4
4/2
7d.
1/5
2/6 im
4/6
9d.
6/2
2/9
3/5
3/1/11
2/11
3/10
4/6
6/6
9 9
14 5
25 10

lll
1/5
1/7
2/3
ll3/5

9d.
lOd.
lid.
1/3
2/9
1/10

9/1
5/1

4th
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WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE
NO.

3.

7/4

16/2
23/5
14/52/6
si-

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer ”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2
to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford

515
12/4
8/6
SI18/5
27/7
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Cinematography
Develop Your Own

Characteristics—

if you want to succeed as a movie-maker

THE amateur cinematographer who

studies the work of professionals
will realise that outstanding
direction is not so much the work of
following the script but of departing
from it.
Let us assume the amateur has
learned enough about picture-making
to know the complete shooting script
must be planned out before one shot
is taken if costs are to be kept as low
as possible, and with this in mind
let us take a look at the work of

By JEAN

STRAKER.

interlinking touches, which are, in
themselves, almost meaningless, but
when grouped together tell the whole
tale. The shot alone may be quite
small, or a large panorama, but it
never means much until associated
with some other shot, or shots.
A characteristic touch of Lubitsch
is the close-up of a straw hat. What
can that mean ? Hardly anything !
But the audience recognise it as

in the

Maurice Chevalier’s straw hat. That
shot is linked up with all the shots
of Chevalier in his hat the viewer has
seen before, and so the touch has its

shooting script ? ” the studious ama¬
teur asks, when a leaf falls suddenly,
gracefully, from the branch of a tree,

meaning, and gets over.
The amateur movie-maker, then,
who wishes to be a success in his

and flickers down in front of a player’s
face, or when a fly unexpectedly
settles on his nose and makes him
shake his head.

hobby,

well-known producers.
" How could that have

been

or who

has professional aspira¬

tions, should understand first of all
how he can use the characteristics of
his own mind to depart from the
script, and not wander on blindly, as
one I know who wonders why his films
of rural life go all wrong, when all the
time he has a mind too mathematical
for natural ruggedness.
Professionals are apt to ’wander,
too : Take the case of James Whale.
His characteristics are admirably
suited to the production of thrillers
like “ Frankenstein ” and " The In¬
visible Man.” His technique is short,
crisp, rather hurried and unpolished,
all
film.very acceptable traits in an eerie
But James Whale directed a light,
fluffy, Ruritanian picture of princes

The answer is that it wasn’t, but
the director knew that such an incident
could be successfully incorporated to
mean something in the finished film.
The first efforts of most amateurs
are stiff, because

the aspiring producer

has said to himself, “ This scene must
be like this, that must be there, and
this must happen.”
But the more experienced

picture-

maker will say, “ This is the effect I
want. I see a better method of getting
it than the one I have noted in my
script.
“ I want a close-up of a cow ; but
the sun is shining strongly, and the
cow has a well-defined shadow, so. I
think I’ll take that instead.”
Thus the shadow of the cow is
photographed in place of the cow
itself. This, then, adds a purely
individual touch to the picture which
is the spontaneous
ducer. A number

work of the pro¬
of such incidents

will slowly develop into “ characteris¬
tic touches ” of the producer, and
when a producer has characteristics,
whether they be simple or complicated,
he is made.
Lubitsch, you will notice, builds up
his picture with a series of short.

The

Model Yacht Season has now started and the lakes and ponds in and near London's
parks and commons afford many fine subjects for the amateur cinematographer .
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and suave dialogue, called " By Candle¬
light.” What happened ? The un¬
polished, short, hurried, crisp tech¬
nique did not fit, and so the picture,
which might have been an outstanding
success in the hands of the right
•director, seemed to lose all its appeal,
and was merely a thriller without
any thrills.
The amateur

can,

and

should,

profit from the experience of such pro¬
fessionals. He must understand his own
mind, and make pictures in concord
with his own method of thinking.
And yet, remarkable to say, few
people know how they think ; just
so few know how many teeth they have

Among

organising a contest for the best
interest film made on 16-mm. or

9.5-mm. stock by a solo worker. The
minimum
length of entries must be
300 ft., but there is no set subject. A
film expert will come from town to judge
the entries, there will be a worth-while
prize, and the competition, although
primarily for members of the Eastbourne
Amateur Cine Enthusiasts’ Club, is open
to all interested. The closing date— most
probably the end of the summer — will
be announced later. Mr. G. E. Inskeep,
154, Terminus Road, Eastbourne, is
the club’s hon. secretary.
At a recent meeting of members at the
Oak Cabin Restaurant the programme
took the form of an interesting lecture,
illustrated by lantern slides, on “ Expo¬
sures.” by Mr. Toft Bate, who is an
expert on this subject. A thoughtful
discussion of the subject after the lecture
was helped by members being able to
handle and compare a range of exposure
meters. This club i§ one of a growing
number that exists to help members
make interest films, and not for the
purpose of making group story films.
The distinction is becoming a very real
one.
of the films shown

at this meeting,

made by a member, was a 300-ft. record
of winter sports in Switzerland. Mr.
Hills was the projectionist.
An increasing number of amateurs
make winter sports films, and here are
a few points worth bearing in mind in
that connection.
See that you get a
to get shadows in the
permits, use a filter.
shots into some kind

side lighting, so as
snow. When light
Work up individual
of connected story.

Do not photograph rapidly-moving fig¬
ures broadside on, but get them when
they are approaching or receding.
Two

Distinct

Classes.

" From
enquiries which we
have
recently received,” writes Mr. L. A.
Elliott, hon. secretary of the Brondesbury
Cine Society (Kensal Rise, N.W.ib),
" there appears to be some misunder¬
standing as to our present rates of
subscription. Since last October this
22

mouths.

Their

friends

was far too much changing of scene.
For two seconds we were in the cor¬
poration electricity station, and the
next two were out in the open fields,
then we cut into a domestic interior,
and, with scarcely time for a glance,
fled again to the power station.

Amateur film-makers must remem¬
ber that it really takes an appreciable
time for the eye to accommodate itself
to a new scene, apart from taking in
all its details, and these continual
shiftings of scene give a jerky effect
which may be very unpleasing. It
was the more to be regretted in this
case because the films were un¬
doubtedly clever. This was evidenced
in one example which showed a Sunday
“ hike,” and on the homeward journey
we had, not flash backs, but flash
forwards, to a view of the kitchen with
the hearty meal awaiting the hikers, and
the hot foot-bath, just to indicate what
was in the minds of the weary party.

the Societies M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

EASTBOURNE cine amateurs are

One

in their own

know how they think, of course, and
it is really just as easy to find out as
counting the teeth.
Recently we had the opportunity of
witnessing the projection of two films,
the work of a film society in a northern
town. They were both clever pieces of
work, but the criticism we were bound
to make was that in both of them there

Society has endeavoured to cater for
two distinct classes of amateur cinema¬
tographers. Firstly, the one interested
chiefly in film play production, and,
secondly, the lone worker to whom
a
society may only appeal as a means of
meeting others with similar interests, and
as a centre where regular film shows,
lectures, etc., are held.”
It is interesting to a student of the
amateur cine movement, incidentally, to
note this growing division between the
not technically minded and the film
minded, • as was the case a few years
ago, but between the solo workers— who
yet appreciate group criticism and
interest — and the amateurs who are all
out for story films and group production.
The Brondesbury Cine Club is trying
to meet the problem by having two rates
of subscription, which are as follows :
Full membership, 30s. per annum,
payable in advance yearly or quarterly,
or by special arrangement 3s. monthly.
Visiting membership, 10s. bd. per annum
payable in advance. Full subscription
entitles the member to take advantage of
every facility offered by the Society,
the only additional liability being a 6d.
levy collected at each meeting attended,
as film stock used in production is pro¬
vided free by the Society. Visiting
membership, which may
appeal par¬
ticularly to the lone worker, entitles
the subscriber to attend any of the
Society’s gatherings — -arranged at least
twice a month— devoted to entertain¬
ment
such as projection evenings,
lectures, debates, demonstrations, etc.
There is no other charge except the very
nominal cost of tickets for club dances if
attended.
The

visiting

membership

idea

ought

to have a particular appeal for women
cine amateurs. The opinions of lone
and group
would be

workers on
interesting.

this vital subject

Dorset Societies’ Activities.
Dorset Amateur
Film Productions,
whose studio is in Lower St. Edmund
Street, Weymouth, have arranged several
showings of films to the schools of
Weymouth,
and are now at work, I
hear,

on

their

film

“ Control,”

which

deals with the making, control and
ultimate rebellion of mechanical robots.
Most of the shooting is to take place out
of doors. Bad weather having held up
work recently, rehearsals are being held
in the studio. The film is on 9.5-mm.
stock and the Society is to do the pro¬
cessing. This Society intends to make
an advertising film of Weymouth.
This
is to be made in the summer, and will
be

ready

for

loan

to

other

clubs

by

late September. I commend
this ex¬
cellent publicity idea— beneficial to town
and club— to other societies.
Mr. Edmund
G. H. Lightfoot, a
member of this society and a serious
amateur, is also connected with the
Independent Film Makers’ Association,
which is issuing a bulletin in a week or so.
A
The

New
Society in N.W.3.
Golders Green and Hendon Radio

Scientific Society, which for many years
has enjoyed the distinguished patronage
of Sir Ambrose Fleming, F.R.S., has
for some time past been requested by
local amateur cine enthusiasts to include
cinematography amongst its activities.
With the rapid development of sub¬
standard “ talkies” there is unquestion¬
ably much scope for experiment and
co-operation between those interested
in cinematography and radio enthusiasts,
particularly with regard to sound repro¬
duction and electrical apparatus in
general.

An

active

section

dealing

ex¬

clusively with cinematography has there¬
fore been organised.
Although a fully-equipped studio is
available, during the summer
months
efforts will be directed to practical
outdoor work, and meetings to be held
at the Hampstead Art Galleries, 343,
Finchley

Road,

N.W.3,

will be

devoted

to the projection of silent films (16-mm.,
9.5-mm. and 8-mm), as also to sound
films (i7j-mm. and 16-mm.). Lectures
and demonstrations will be given by
experts in the field of amateur cinema¬
tography, and visits to places of interest
arranged. Tickets and full particulars of
the Society will be sent on application to
Mr. A. D. Frischmann, 39, Parade
Mansions, Hendon Central, N.W.4.
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The

Week
’s Meet
ings
Thursday, April
5th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Annual General
Aston P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Hammersmith
“ Elyof Cathedral.”
Richmond C.C.H.H.P.S.
Presentation
Awards.
Rochdale P.S. Photographic Jumble Sale.
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Sunderland P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Tynemouth P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Watford C.C. Annual General Meeting.
P.S.

Lecturettes

on “ How

I Work

Friday,

South London
Stafford P.S.

” Prize Slides.

E. W. Harvey

Piper.

up my

Prints.”

6th.

April

F. M. Duncan.

April

F. P. Bayne.

Hanley P.S. “ A Quest of the Dove.” W. E. Fowler.
Loughborough P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Manchester A. P.S. “ Butterflies and Moths of the Countryside.”
Manchester P.S. L. and C.P.U. Portfolio.
Oxford P.S. Lecture by J. R. H. Weaver.
Plymouth Inst. P.S. Annual Meeting.

Exhibitions
exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, April 30. Rules in the issue of March 28.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 16-April 15.
Secretary, Pittsburgh Salon, Box 64, Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S.A.
Scottish Photographic Federation, Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland!*
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Entries, April 10 ; open, May 5-20. Further par¬
ticulars from M. M. Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue
Markelbach, Brussels, Belgium.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International
Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Particulars from Miss R.
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California.
U.S.A.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Elliott, 31a,
Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
7 1, East Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Open, April
7-14. Further particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87, Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, April 13-22. Particulars and entry
forms from Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger
Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

OUR

SPECIAL

J. H. Clark.

April

10th.
and F. W.

Gough.

South Glasgow C.C. “ From Alps to Appenine.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Streatham and D.P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Twickenham P.S. Lecturettes by Members.

9th.

" The Charm of Colour Photography.”
“ Durham.” P. W. Cushion.
Dark-room Dodges.” G. C. Weston.
C.P.S. Mounting. W. E. Ginger.
General Meeting.

Notices of forthcoming

1933.”

Ilfor^, Ltd.

Harrow C.C. Review of the Year’s Work.
John Ruskin C.C. Monthly Meeting.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Points from Bromoil Circle Exhibition.
London County Council Staff C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Members’ Print Criticism. J. Richardson.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Preparation of Print for Bromoil.”
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Bexley Heath P.S.
Bournemouth C.C.
Chelmsford P.S. “
City of London and
Derby P.S. Annual

Excursions,

Nelson C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Portsmouth C.C. The Southampton Quartet.
Rugby and D.P.S. Mounting. J. Donkin.
St. Bride P.S. An Exhibition of Cin6 Work. F. Hunt.

7th.

“ Bankside.”

Monday,

9th (contd .).

Cambridge P.C. “ Timber and How it Grows.” H. E. Brooke Boulton.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ From Alps tc Appenine.” J. D. Johnston.
Doncaster C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Halifax P.S. Y.P.U. Circulating Portfolio.

Dover Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
P.S.

London

Tuesday,

Photomicrographic Society. “ Animal Life in Rock and Tidal Pools.”
Stourbridge Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Wimbledon Cine Club Cinematography. T. Stewart.

London

P.S. “ South
Exhibition.

Staines P.S. Chloro-Bromide Paper.
Wallasey A. P.S. Annual Meeting.

Dover Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Harrogate P.S. Annual General Meeting.

South

April
Meeting.

Barnsley P.S. Panchromatism. Ilford, Ltd.
Bedford C.C. Cinematograph Evening. H. Coulson
Blackburn and D.C.C. Annual General Meeting.

April

Saturday,

Monday,
Rotherham P.S. Annual Meeting.
Sheffield and H.P.S. Annual General

Meeting.

Bath and County C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer
Canterbury C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Greenock C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Woolwich

Societies will have tlieiv meetings announced here if the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

T. Dobson.

Wednesday,

Stockport

P.S.

“ Making

the Most

and Competitions

competitions

will be included

April

11th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Chamonix and its Valley.” E. P. Huddy.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ A Mediterranean Cruise.” H. W. Coupe.
Bristol P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Chorley P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Croydon C.C. Annual Rummage Sale.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Informal Talk on Photography. J. Dudley Johnston.
Ilford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Partick C.C. Studio Night.
Sheffield P.S. Annual Meeting.
South Glasgow C.C. Informal Talk on Photography. J. Dudley Johnston.

here every week

of our Negatives.”

Mrs. W. Madeley.

cu?Stureand

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club).— En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31-Septemher 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
August
20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Jugoslavia.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski,
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
“ TowarzystwaMilosnikowFotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia,
18, Poznan, Poland.
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (So— Last day for receiving prints in Tokvo, August 31.
ci£te Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Loire), France.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
October 6. Sending-in day, August 29. Entry forms
Japan.
Horfield, Bristol.
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,' S.W.i.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
Royal Photographic Society.— Open, September 8national Salon. — Entries, May 30; open, June 15-30.
October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Turin, Italy.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15,
November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Open, April 12-14. Exhibition Secretary, J. Condie,
Railway Institute, L.M.S. Railway, Derby.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28- June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.

GIFT OFFER

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we are pleased to announce that we have made the following arrangements
with the Watkins Meter Company, of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.,” and for the seven issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages. The value
of each coupon is 6d.
Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of " The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 23. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The 6d. Coupon will be found on page viii of the advertisement pages.
23
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Lamp

‘Deciders Questions
7V
ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as * How can I take interiors ? ” or " Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, noi^can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Prints

for Reproduction.

Lightening

Background.

When a print is to be used for reproduction, why
is it necessary to make it more contrasty than for
ordinary purposes ?
B. T. (Portsmouth.)

1 want to make a background print lighter so as
to emphasise the principal object. Can you
solve my problem?
E. L. S. (Harrow.)

What is known as the half-tone
process is the most us.ua.1 for reproduc¬
tion, and as this tends to reduce contrast
allowance must be made for this in
making the print.

You do not say whether your negative
is on glass or film. If it is on glass the
best plan will be to coat the glass side of
the negative with matt varnish, pre¬
ferably stained yellow, or mixed up with
a little red ink. You can then scrape
the varnish away from over the part
which you want to print fully. If the
negative is on film you must bind this
up with a sheet of glass and do the work
orf the glass.

Hydroquinone.
Will you tell me how to prepare a simple hydro¬
quinone developer in one solution ?
S. T. E. (Leatherhead.)

In 8 oz. of water dissolve 80 grs.
potassium metabisulphite, and then
50 grs. hydroquinone. Make another
solution of 840 grs. potassium carbonate
in 8 oz. of water. Mix and filter. This
is a stock solution. For use dilute each
volume of the stock solution with two
or three volumes of water.
Postponed

Washing.

When it has been impossible to wash negatives
properly can the operation be finished later ?
M. L. (London.)

The best plan is to give such negatives
another ten or fifteen minutes in the
hypo solution, and then to proceed to
thorough washing as usual.

Weak

Negatives.

The enclosed negatives seem to be fogged, and
give poor prints. Can you suggest anvthing for
my future guidance ?
J. F. (Eastbourne.)

The only trouble with your negatives
is that they seem to have been very fully
exposed and then under-developed.
They are not so bad. however, but that
they would give good prints on a paper
giving sufficient contrast to suit their
weak condition. Rather less exposure
and longer development would have
given you stronger and more contrasty
negatives.
Starting

Mounts

Cockling.

What is the best paste to use to prevent mounts
cockling ?
A. H. R. (London.)

It is doubtful whether there is any
method of wet-mounting which is not
liable to cause cockling of the mount.
One palliative adopted is to stick on to
the back of the mount a piece of paper
of the same size and thickness as the
print itself. When these are well pasted
and stuck down all over, the whole
thing is put under pressure for some
hours. The paper on the back should
be so placed as to coincide with the
print on the front.

Enlargements can be made with
quite reasonable exposures with lamps
of the power you suggest, or even con¬
siderably lower.
Shellac

Mountant.

What are the ingredients of shellac varnish to
be applied to the backs of prints for mounting
purposes?
H. B. W. (Bradford.)

You do not say whether you require
the shellac mountant for dry-mounting
purposes or otherwise. In any case,
white shellac is dissolved in methylated
spirit, or, better still, rectified spirit,
making the solution as strong as possible.
A thin coating of this is brushed over
the back of the print, and, when dry,
the application of heat will cause it to
adhere to the mount.
Pinholes

in Blind.

My old focal-plane shutter exhibits a large number
of tiny holes. Do you know any method of
making it light-tight ?
L. A. (Dublin.)

A stray hole or two may be dealt with,
but as there are many pinholes in the
blind of your shutter, there is no help
for it but to have a new blind fitted.
Any one of the camera repairers adver¬
tising
in our
work for
you. columns will carry out the
Cracked

Negatives.

I have a number of cracked negatives. Is it
possible to float the images on to fresh glasses ?
C. H. R. (London.)

It is quite possible to transfer the
film of a cracked negative on to another
glass, but the methods are too long to
be described in the form of a reply.
If you refer to a copy of the “ Dictionary
of Photography ” (obtainable from our
publishers, price 8s., post free), you will
find full information given under the
heading of “ Stripping Negatives.”
X-ray Prints.
Can a print be made from an X-ray film ? If
so, what paper is best ?
F. T. (Chelmsford.)

You can use the X-ray films in exactly
the same way as any other film negative,
provided you have a printing frame of
the necessary size. The kind of paper to
use varies according to the character of
the negative, but probably the best
result would be obtained on a glossy
bromide of a rather vigorous grade.
Choice

of Camera.

I wish to buy a camera suitable for general work,
so that I can take children and animals without

Club.

I have tried to get in touch with a camera club
in this district, but can find nothing in the
"Photograms” list or elsewhere. What steps
can be taken to start such a club if you cannot
tell me of one?
A. J. W. (Edgware.)

As you cannot find a photographic
club that would suit you in the lists you
name, we regret that we cannot help
you, as we know of no others but those
enumerated. The only practical method
of getting people together to form a
club is to send a letter to the local Press,
in the hope that this may attract the
attention of others. We have known
this
where.method

for Enlarging.

Would it be possible to use a 72-watt lamp for
enlarging with an f/6 lens, or would the exposures
be too long ?
H. R. K. (Wellington.)

used quite effectively else¬

34

322

using a tripod. If a quarter-plate rertex is suitable,
could you tell me where I could obtain one for
about

£8 ?

A. O’C. (Stretford.)

From what you say in your letter we
should think that a quarter-plate reflex
will be about as suitable a camera as
you can select. It is quite impossible,
however, for us to tell you of any
particular one at the price you name.
Your best plan will be to watch our
advertisement columns, and, if possible,
get an experienced photographic friend
to examine anything offered to you
before buying it. There are quite good
instruments obtainable second-hand at
that price. «
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THE

London

Salon 1934.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY , Wednesday , August 29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. 1. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written — (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 x 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

such entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for Exhibition

only.

No

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

the

Hon.

Secretary,

of

u r

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

to Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
*
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

se
C. Rea
The der
Amat

The

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

a

Intending Exhibitors
who are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
A, B or C
(leave blank).

Reg. No.
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬
ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

4
5
/

6

Name
I Agree
to

Condition
Yes

or

[State Mr., Mrs., or Miss)
10.

Address

No.

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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Business Notices

Notes

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.I. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advlrtisements
AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2i.d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10", , ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.I, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

[1119
focussing to 4-ft., hood, leather case, £8. —
R., 8, Heathgate, N.W.ll.
[1170

1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8, focal-plane,
2 Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 24 envelopes ; genuine
bargain, £5 the lot. — Howell, 1, Daysbrook Rd.,
London, S.W.2.
[1192

ROLLEIFLEX, 21, Compur, Tessar f/3.8 ; perfect

CAMERAS

condition, leather case, £12. — Williams, 31,
Warwick Rd., Bishop’s Stortford.
[1193
\7EST Pocket Tropical Contessa Nettel, Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, l/300th, F.P.A., 6 slides, £4/10.—

/_

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
** The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, aftef
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
nays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7 6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I, and
cheque, and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

1 -PLATE 9x12 cm. Patent Etui Camera, new
4 condition, latest, double extension, delayed
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., Zeiss f/4.5 lens,
lens hood, sky filter, 3 K filters, 9 slides, six
i-pl. adapters, 6 flat film sheaths, eight 9x12 cm.
flat film sheaths, F.P.A., 3 slide wallets, de luxe
outfit ; cost £21 ; sell, £10/10 ; approval willingly ;
wanted similar outfit, 34x24. — Martin, Swythewood
Cottage, Horsted Keynes, Sussex.
[1206

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 2t8, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.t8.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
ca3h. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

DALLMEYER Dual Special, improved view-finder,

c

Special
Note
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
and receive
Readers who reply to advertisements
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

01x24
T.-P. Junior Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5
O?
anastigmat and 9-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, 10
single slides, F.P.A., direct-vision wire finder,
Wratten K 2 filter and focussing magnifier, all in
solid leather case, £15/15. — Box 9770, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[0095
PQK
KODAK
Postcard Reflex, Cooke f/3.5
cLOeJ
lens, £9/10. — 31, Trafalgar Rd., Wigan.

V

.

being untraceable if lost tn transit should not be sent as remittances.

WARNING

Box 9877, c/o “The Amateur Photographer.” [1194
1-PLATE Sanderson, regular model, Goerz lens, 6
2 D. slides, cash, £8/10. — King’s, Tobacconist,
Kelvedon, Essex.
[1199

a il

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. —For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.I,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advert see. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in anv other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use oi the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 linesi.
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17 4 per annum, Canada 17 4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.

SALE

a

Hosiai Ur uers sent m pay men J'jr Advertisements should be
.
made payable to I LI hi L AMD
SONS LTD., and crossed
_

Publishing

Communications

r\ ■ si

BARGAIN. — 3x4 cm. Piccochic, f/2.9 anastigmat,

Compur, 1 to l/300th, sky shade, filter, etc.,
i-pl. T.-P. Record Enlarger, fitted gas, Aldis
anastigmat, 20x16 easel, rising, falling, reversing;
as brand new ; used twice only ; first cash, £10
secures. — Short, 186, Old Shoreham Rd., Shoreham,
Sussex.
[1208
47.P.K., f/6.5 T.T. & H. anastigmat lens, with

V

LENSES

21 SQUARE f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher Carbine, 2 finders,

4 lens hood, flex release ; excellent condition,
£ 2/15. — Collyer, Great Horwood, Winslow, Bucks.

leather case, sky filter, Rhaco view-finder and

films, 30/-, complete. — Box 9907, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1213
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, case,
4 filters, magnifiers, etc. ; little used ; cost
£18 ; accept £10, or nearest. — Box 9908, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1214

LEICA Model II, with built-in range-finder and IKONTA 3x4 cm., f/4.5 Novar, 3-speed, purse, USED Onee Only ; must sell. — Leica 2 (f/3.5),

filter, lens shade ; new condition, £3 ; [1202
cost
over £4/10. — Evans, 25, Beaufort Avenue, Ward
interchangeable 5-cm. f/3.5 Elmar standard
[1205
lens with automatic coupling, also ever-ready case ; End, Birmingham.
condition as new. — Box 9894, c/o “ The Amateur
2 12 slides, F.P.A., R.F. holder, magnifiers,
Photographer.”
[1200
10-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto, cases : excellent
offers ? — 475, Southwark Park Rd., Bermond¬
condition, £17 ; approval deposit. — Box 9906,
sey.
[1207
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1212

COST £25 ; Sanderson Tropical 5x4, preservation !
26

YOU

CAN

DEAL

34x24 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/3.5,
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

additional Elmar wide-angle lens f/3.5,
Vidom finder and leather case ; unmarked and
as brand new ; cost £35 ; sacrifice, £24 ; seen
London. — Box 833, L. P. E., 110, St. Martin’s
Lane, W.C.2.
[1215

3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5, Compur, Cresco Enlarger,

f/6.3 Wray Lustra, accessories ; excellent con¬
dition, £6.— Frith, 7, Westland Rd., Watford. [1222

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

April

4,

THE

1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

LENSES

CAMERAS

SOHO Reflex 3}x2}, latest model, with revolving
slides,
; also

mask, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D.
F.P.A., in leather case, as brand new, £22
Icarette V.P. Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5 lens,
condition, as new, £9. — Murray-Smith,
Hempstead.

perfect
Hemel
[1216

LEICA IH, f/3.5 Elmar, new, £17.— Lester, 18,
FOR Sale. — Goerz Tenax 3}X2} Roll Film, DogOngar Rd., S.W.6.

[1217

mar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
in leather case ; unmarked, £5/5. — Smith, 24,
Cavendish Avenue, Eastbourne.
[1218

BUY “SERVICE” WAY

NO DEPOSIT.

ROLLEIFLEX,

LEICA, CONTAX,

shutter

0

0

£1 15

Ditto, f/3.8 Tessar . .
. . £22 10
Model III Leica, with new

0

£1 19 4

0

£2

slow

New

shutter,

f/3.5 Elmar..

Contax, Tessar f/3.5,

slow-speed

shutter

£25

FORf/8Disposal.
Lancaster
lens, also
8}-in. Whole-plate
condensers ; Camera,
stamp
Rd., Claines, Worcester.

LEICA, Latest Model II, brand new condition ;

[1221
purchased last January ; cost (with case),
£23/4 ; genuine bargain, £14/14 ; approval ;
satisfactory reason for selling. — R. Cummings,
West Heath House, Midhurst, Sussex.
[1225

31x21 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,

2 l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides, F.P.A. ;
new condition, £6. — Jeffreys, 50, Alteryn Avenue,
Newport, Mon.
[1227

BARGAIN.
9X12Dogmar,
cm. Goerz
Anschutz,
latest
model, —f/4.5
3 D.D.
slides, indis¬
tinguishable from new, £15 ; also one barely used,

3£x2£

£2

8

o

.. £19 10

0

£1 14

3

Compur

shutter

and

case. ... £5 15

0

cm. Gallus Stereo, pair f/4.5 Stellor anas¬

tigmat lenses, speeded shutter, 2 to i/25oth sec.,
2 changing-boxes (6 and 12), frame and directvision finders .
£7 17 6

11-cm. Zeiss Protar W.A. f/18 .
£3 10 0
15-cm. Heliar f/4.5, in focussing mount £3 0 0
J-pl. Miroflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£25 0 0
Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, spools, Ever-

ready

case

.

£8

0

0

3x4 cm. Kolibri, f/2 Biotar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, and leather case.

3x4

leather

Like new.

.. . £15 18

cm. Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur

9-in. f/5.5 Ross Teleros Telephoto .

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/4.5, 3-speed, unscratched,

6

£8 10

0

£6

0

6

VALUE!

The AGFA
SPEEDEX
lfrx2i IN.

4 3 slides. F.P.A., £4 ; 9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera

GOOD Snip.— 2} x 3} T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross

Constructed all light metal, leather
covered, size 4fx2§xl
in., instant
self-erecting front, f/3.9 Solinar anas¬
tigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. B., D.V. frame
finder, wire release.

de Luxe, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, £8 ; Rolleiflex 21x2},
Tessar f/4.5, £9 ; all in perfect order and carriage
paid.— A. Reid, 55, Ardarroch Rd., Aberdeen. [1231
Xpres, 5}-in. focus, 6 slides, F.P.A., Alpha
filter, £4/10, or offer ; shutter needs slight atten¬
tion. — 11a, Horace Rd., E.7.
[1232

Or

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
camera specialists,
offer the

41x2}
& Guardia
Excelsior
4 RollNewman
Film, Ross
Xpres New
f/4.5,Sibyl
as new,
list
price £29/10 ; our price £lSfl0.
31x2}
Travellerlens,Una2-foci,
(metalandcamera),
2 RossSinclair
Combinable
N.S.
Perfect shutter, F.P.A. and leather case ; list
price £36/7/6 ; our price £15/10.

31,4 x 2}speeded
Contessa
Nettel
Roll Film,£1/15.Nettar f/6.8,
shutter,
1 to l/100th,
PATHESCOPE
9.5-mm.
complete
in
case, resistance,
twelveProjector,
30-ft. films
and four
60-ft. films ; just overhauled, £4/10.
complete
resistance,
AGFAprojection
Model C lens,
Projector
16-mm.,withlarge-aperture
complete in carrying-case ; shop-soiled
list price £26/5 ; our price £15/10.

only ;

DEVRY Automatic Cine Projector 16-mm.,
ILLUSTRATED Lists and prices of the following
complete in case ; shop-soiled only, £16/10.

new cameras, Leica, Contax, Zeiss Ikon,
Rolleiflex, Rolleicord, Voigtlander, Ensign Midget,
or any new camera, sent post free.

PICTURES

FULL

SIZE

£5:5:0

Trade.

31x24 Folding Pocket, D.E., Excellor anastigmat

V.P.

“ O ”

FOR

2 f/4.5, Compur shutter, cable release, reversible
and direct finder, 12 slides, F.P.A., Heydes
Aktinometer, Holborn distance gauge and canvas
case, £3.
1 Q C -CM. Dominar Anastigmat f/4.5, Compur
JLO.O shutter, 1 to 1 /200th and time ; as
new, £4/15.

Lamb’s

St., W.C.l.

Conduit

10s.

Od.

payments

deposit

and

ANOTHER

10

equal

of 10s. Od. per month.

Portrait Attachment,
Zip Purse,

[1086

CAMERAS Bought, Sold or Exchanged.— Lewisham
Camera
MiniatureRolleiflex,
Lewis, Contax,
to R. a G.Leica,
etc., write
Buying
BEFORE
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will

Camera Exchange, 426, High St., Lewisham,
[1162
London, S.E. Phone, Lee Green 2188.

ALLENS.— Helinox Enlarger, 3x4 cm. to 3}x2},

39/6 ; Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3, 25/- ; Box
Tengor, 22/6 model (two on 3}x2}), 15/6.

ALLENS.— Zeiss Ikon Contax, Tessar f/3.5,

£ 17/19/6 ; T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, practically
new, £6/15 ; Zodelette (2 on V.P.), Zodeliar
f/4.5, 3-speed shutter, 47/6.

ALLENS.— Latest 3}x2} Soho Reflex, fitted
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 ; like newf, £17 ; cost double.

ALLENS for Rolleicord, Rolleiflex, Ensign

Midget, Super Ikonta, Leica, Contax, etc. ;
two-thirds (approximately) allowed on modern
saleable cameras, part payment, subject approval.—
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7 minutes
[0087
from Piccadilly, 22 Car.)

j EXCHANGE
WONDER

£2/10; 3x4 cm. Korelle, f/2.9, new Compur,
case, £4/10. — Box 9915, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1229
1-PLATE Thornton- Pickard Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

all apparatus' guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allowance
for saleable apparatus, either exchange or cash ;
our reputation your guarantee.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;
every
and Equipment
hand Cameras, Lenses
Store of ofSecond¬
London’s Largest
LLOYD’S.—
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

shutter,

case .

with 3 D.D. slides, £12. — P. Savory, c/o Peeling &
Van Neck, Ltd., 4-6, Holborn Circus, E.C.l. [1228

LENSES

definitely offer the highest allowance in England
[1233
on your old camera.

ITEMS

Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar lens,

in delayed

6x13

3 10

0

SECOND-HAND

shutter

o

. . £27 10

ZEISS Ikon Cocarette 3}x2}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

Compur, delayed action, direct and reflex
vision ; new condition ; unsoiled, £5/10. — 40,
Fernhall Drive, Ilford.
[1220

0

The Voigtlander Superb
Reflex, f/3.5 Skopar, delayed

Compur

tripod, film adapter, pack, Justophot meter >
little used ; bargain, £5/5. — Barlow, Oldbury’
Bridgnorth.
[1219

:

12 Equal Paymentspermonth

. . £20

AND
Trade.

Etc.

TERMS

2}x2} Automatic Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur

T.-P. J-pl. Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, leather case;

particulars. — 268, Ombersley

ADVERTISEMENTS

7/6 extra.

3s. 6d. extra.

NEW HALF-PRICE
BARGAIN

i-Plate or
9x12 cm.

AND

WANTED^

with
good condition,
Palmos Second-hand
cm. Minimum
— Cameras, in 9x12
WANTED.
or without slides ; or V.N. Press Focal-plane'
Cameras, of same size. — Box 9782, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The[1103

WANTED.
Aerialmake,Camera,
}-pl.price.or —smaller,
with
lens ; —state
age and
J. McAuley,
7, College St., Dublin.
[1140film back, Kodak
or A.C.J-pl.
Super
Gramophone,
EXCHANGE.—
Graflex,
f/4.5, rollfor
3}x2} f/2.9 Zeiss Plate Camera.- — Thompson, 26,
Hastings Rd., Ealing, W.7.

[1197

EXCHANGE.— Butcher’s No. 12 Watch Pocket

Carbine (2}x4}), Aldis Uno anastigmat f/7.7,
shutter } to l/100th, T. and B., perfect condition,
leather case ; for Miniature, taking 16 exposures on
2}x3} film ; full particulars. — Miss Stockwood,
Keyford, Queen’s Rd., Swansea.
[1201

WANTED.— }-pl. T.-P. Ruby Reflex or Popular-

Pressman, slides, case ; state condition, lowest
price ; deposit system. — East, Cwmpenmain, Black¬
wood, Mon.
[1203

WANTED. — 9x12 cm. Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar,

6-in. focus, slides, case, perfect order and
first-class condition essential ; no fancy prices ;
approval deposit. — Graham, 109, Trinity St.,
Huddersfield.
[1209
\\f ANTED. — 9 X 12 cm. Linhof or Meyer Universal
Vr Silar, new condition, cheap for cash. — Box
9904, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1210 ■

AGFA
ISOLAR

WANTED. — J-pl. Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar or Ross,

rev. back, £4/10 cash; “ A.P.” deposit
system. — Box 9905, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1211

WANTED. — Dark Slides for T.-P. Press, or

Double Exten¬
sion, f/4.5 Agfa
anastigmat lens,

British Anschutz, }-pl. Cameras. — Wood, 78,
Lane, Bradford.
[1223

Emm

Delayed Compur

Camera or— Enlarger.—
Scott, Motor,
10, Eastfor
Parade,
EXCHANGE.
}-h.p. Electric
good
Ilkley.
[1224

shutter, 1 to
i/2ooth sec., T.
and B., 3 slides.

Trade.

£6:18:6
Or 12 equal
payments 12/per month.
Phone : Holborn 0664 '3 lines).

Established 1889.

traders.
Evington
BeckingROLL
Films —wanted,
leadingPhotographies,
makes, non-association
ham Rd., Leicester.
[1198
also cameras
with Photographic
f/4.5 lenses ; send
goods, ;
WANTED.
— Modern
Apparatus
stating price required ; cash by return. — Templeman’s

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.

Camera

Exchange,

Hanley.

[0096-

GIN E MAT0CR A PH APPARATUS

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our

JLO

IN

leather carrying-case, complete, £7 or nearest
offer ; deposit system. — Write, Oliver, 22, Adamson
Rd., N.W.3.
[111*

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
quick service.
IVTEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.

[0010

BE

1

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME—

USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.1

Bolex

Cine Camera,

lens f/3.5, excellent

condition, direct and reflecting view-finder,

SYSTEM.
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APPARATUS

VICTOR TURRET VISUAL PATH1C
£2/7/6 Kid
; Coronet
cowhide
Projector,CinesuperCamera,
attachment.,
as case,
new,
close-up lenses, filter, new, £2/15. — Dent, Neston
AUDIBLE BRONZE Grove,
Stockport.
[1190
PATHESCOPE
13, f/3.; 5 Kid
lens,Pro¬in
CAMERA
carrying-case, Motocamera
perfect condition
jector, with resistance ; the lot, £4. — Butler, 4,
16-mm. Latest Victor Bronze Turret Camera, f ,'2.9 Speed, micro focus
to 1 ft., 3-lens turret head, visual unique reflex focussing, with large
eyepiece and eyesight adjustment, audible footage (to the ear — a fine
feature), multi-speeds 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64 pictures sec., trick picture
crank, title crank for trick pictures, matte dissolves, reverse, etc., 50 ft .
or 100 ft., direct Tele-finder for all distances and all lenses, plumb level
for exact uprights. The perfect camera. All gold-bronze chromium.
Amazing low price. Free trial. Post paid .
£50 0 0
NEW
SUPER REFLEX.— 3A ■ 2* Compact New T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel-lined self-capping, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep
hood, long extension for close-ups, still-life, etc., etc., large deep
hood for critical focus, latest mirror, sky shade. Takes roll film,
plates, cut film, film pack, everything. Super camera. ... £8 15 0
8-MM. SUPER. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f 3.5, inter¬
change lens mount, three speeds, half-speed, normal, slow motion,
dual finders. Professional movies .
£12 12 0

Clanricarde Gardens, W.2.

NEW FILM PRESS.— V.P. Foth Press Roll Film, f '3.5 Speed, self¬
capping, l/10th to l/500th, also delayed-action unique fitting, quick
erecting. Press finder. Can be carried about daily, 16-on-V.P. film
£4 12 6
PROFESSIONAL
MOVIES. — Soft-Focus Matte
various real professional soft-focus effects.
and professional square lens hood .

Box, fit any lens, gives
Combined filter bolder
£2 2 0

£13 13 0 ONLY. — 16-mm. Super Ensign Camera, f 3. 5, interchange lens
mount (takes Telephoto, wide-angle, etc.), three-speeds, real slow
motion, title crank, trick picture crank, for matte dissolves, mixes,
reverse, etc., etc., 50 ft. or 100 ft. All black ripple. Complete in
real hide velvet-lined case. Super camera .
£13 13 0

Quarter Deposit, and 2/10 weekly buys ANY £5 camera, 5/8
any £10 one, etc. Latest modern hire purchase. All makes.
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/3.4, latest l/15th to 1 1,000th
latest hood, to take pictures secretly, right angles. .. . £10 10 0
3$ x 2| Plate, f/6.8, Compur, double ex., rise, cross .
£2 9 6
94-mm. Pathe Luxe Motocamera, Tessar f '2.7. Cost £19. . £12 12 0
3$ < 2J Zeiss Ideal Plate, 4i-in. Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur, double
ex., rise, cross, wire-finder, clip-on slides. Cost £18. . £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f 1.8, 180-watt, forward, reverse,
rewind, resistance, case. Cost £29. Like new .
£16 16 0
i-pl. Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Tessar f'4. 5. Compur. Asnew.. £6 17 6
3J ■ 2J T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f 4.5. latest self-capping. 1/I0th to
l/1.000th, latest mirror , latest hood, revolving back. £8 8 0
3J x 2i Wirgin Plate, Xenar f 2.9. D.A. Compur, double ex., rise, cross,
wire-finder, slides. Hardly use-1. As new .
£7 10 0
34*24 Ensign 7 Film Plate, latest f/4.5, D.A. Compur, rise, cross,
latest pressure plate, wire-finder, slides. As new. ... £4 4 0
V.P. Zeiss Ikon Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
£4 17 6
34 ■ 24 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Plate Icarette, Tessar f 4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise front, wire-finder, slides, screen .
£11 11 0
34 • 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane, 1'lOth
to 1/1, 000th, 3 1). slides, leather case. Cost £34. Snip £7 15 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest l/10th to I T, 000th,
mirror, latest hood, revolving back, D. slides. As new £11
FEW

latest
11 0

ONLY. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Cameras, f; 1.9 Speed,
4 speeds, real slow motion, carrying-case. Soiled. £9
Snip17 6

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, no lens, l/10th to 1 1.000th, slides. ... £3 17 6
34*3* T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5, ultra-speed, 1 10th to 1 1,000th,
long ex., revolving back, D. slides, case. Cost £40. . . £18 18 0
34 * 2i Zeiss Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5. latest, slides .
£8 17 6
4-pl. Goerz Wafer Plate, Goerz Famous f/4.5, Compur .
£4 17 6
94-mm. Pathe 200-B Projector, and resistance. Asnew.. £11 11 0
Slides, 34*24 single slides, all types. New.... Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.
16-mm. Ensign Auto. Projector, 100-watt, £5 5s. lens. Snip £12 12 0
34 x2j Tourist Plate, Famous Heliar f 4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex..
unique rise, cross, wire-finder, slides, case .
£9 17 6
4-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex Press, Tessar f/4.5, l/3rd to 1 /2,000th,
deep hood, slides, case. Cost £50. Perfect snip .
£21 10 0
Barlock Portalle Typewriter, in case. Brand new .
£7 7 0
Electrophot Stills-Movies Photo-electric Meter .
£3 3 0
50 * 40 Crystal Beaded Cine Screen, super s- reen .
£2 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f 3.5, latest 1 10th to 1 1,000th, latest mirror
(can be used inverted in crowds, etc.), slides .
£10 10 0
34 * 24 Zodel Plate, f/6.8. 3-speed, double ex., slides .
Leica II, latest f/3. 5, hardly used. Just as new .
9i-mm.-16-mm. Bolex, latest, 250-watt, resistance.

£1 17
£15 15
As new
£27 10

6
0

34 * 24 Zeiss Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur. latest. ... £6 17
6 13 Heidoscope Mirror Reflex, Tessars f 4.5, case .
£29 10

6
0

0

34 ■ 21 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5,
latest 1 /3rd to 1 /2,000th, slides. Real bargain .
£27 10 0
34 • 24 Ensign Roll Film Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
rise, cross, latest wire-finder, slides, case .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 200, case, resistance. Cost £55 £19 19 0
4-pl. Ensign Latest Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, 115th to lT.OOOth,
latest hood to take pictures secretly, right angles. ... £8 17 6
34 * 2i Etui Wafer Plate, f 4.5, 3-speed, wire-finder, slides £3 17
18-on-V.P. Zeiss Ikonta, f '6.3, 3-speed. Asnew .
£2 5
16-mm. Kodak Auto-threading Projector, 250-watt. case. . £29 10
3 2 Voigtlander Wafer Roll Film, Heliar f/4.5, new Comp. . £6 17

6
0
u
t>

3J ■ 2j Ensign Plate, f 3.5 Speed. D.A. Compur, latest. . . £9 17
i-pl. Ensign Folding Compac t Reflex, Cooke f 4.5 .
£8 17
17 <j
o
£3
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 400 ft., resistance. Cost £7 10s. Snip
50 40 Crystal Beaded Screen, leather automatic case. ...
94-mm. Alef Motocamera, f 2.8, multi-speeds. Cost £14. .
1-in. Dallmeyer f 1.9, suit B.H., Victor, Ensign. As new. .
45 * 107 Verascope, R.R., changing-box, super bargain. ...

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
Write Now.
28

£5 17
£8 17
£4 4
£2 17

GORSE

also 50-mm. f/3. 5 Zeiss Tessar, in focussing
mount, 35/-, or offers. — Box 9878, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1195

DE Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 Hermagis and Tele¬

attachment ; unused ; cost £18/18 ; accept
£12. — Bennett, 97, Chatham St., Liverpool. [1204

IjllLMO
with cost
ammeter,
" extra Projector,
lens and fitted
case, £35,
£60 ; with
also

Reg. Filmo Camera, speeds 16-8, fitted with
1-in. f/3. 5 Cooke lens and case, £20, cost £45. —
Hutchison,
4, Finchley Rd., St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
[1230
Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Films from 1/-,
ILLUSTRASCREEN. — We now offer brilliant
9-mm., 16-mm., 28-mm.
and Projectors from 20/-.

Post Anywhere.
USE

and

35-mm.

Cameras

screens with an embossed bead effect surface,
giving excellent side view and made on the
lllustrascreen principle, with rollers and battens
in which the fabric is securely sandwiched, framed
sides with an ingenious stretching device, assur¬
ing unsurpassable picture both in brilliance and
definition, rigid yet portable, easily dismantled
after the show : 30x40 in., 21/- ; 36 x 48 in., 25/- ;
48x60 in., 40/-; 48 x 66 in., 45/-; 72x96 in.,
99/- ; any size made to order.

1934

Two Special
Half Price
Offers from

WHITELEYS

VESTPOCKET

ENSIGN

/ 1 1 lens, 3-speed
shutter. Rever¬
sible view-finder.
Takes Standard
Vest-pocket films
(8 exposures 1/-).

is invited ; free parking facilities.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed
with motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Gerrard.
[1186

CAMERAS

at Half Price

IF in London youx inspection of our immense stock
ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

Satisfaction Assured.

HALF PRICE OFFER of Zeiss
Ortho Ultra 4*x2i FILMS

CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories1/-. —; Filmeries,
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[8231
O^f-MM. Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10/6
OO
100 ft., processing, etc. ; all 35 and 16 mm.
Accessories, Title Outfits, Studio Lighting, etc. —
B. S. Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[1025

EACH
Postage

9d

A.
E.new,BELL.
— Cine-Nizo; exchanges,
9.5 and 16 catalogue.
mm. Cameras
second-hand
— 45,;
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801

8/6

)-MM.
discount
stamp
— Evans,
9Titles,; 3d.,
1-ft. particulars.
5d. ; “ Fades
”;
Dereham,
Norfolk.
[1226

PER

DOZEN.

Postage

PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED

|

OLD
WindmillSimmons,
Photographs,
sale,
exchange.—
North Postcards,
Lane, Upper
Portslade, Brighton.
[1196

now

for full particulars

in special leaflet with prices:
"

MATERIALS
Trade.

#

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

td

normal ; all surfaces : 34x2K 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4^x2} and 1-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.,
1/9 36 ; whole-plate. 2/9 36.
[0026

Rd., Manchester, 4.

Processing
AND

OUR

DEPOSIT

Parade, Brighton.

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

28a, BROADWAY,

LEICA

°f

Service
SUPPLIES

EALING, LONDON, W.5

[0092

Postcard
; everything
& P.
ROLL
Films,Foldersleading
makes. forFilmthe D.Wallets,
and Portrait photographer ; money-saving lists free.
— Kimber’s, 61, Grand

EALING

COMPLETE

BURT'S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

3Jx24— .Super
2 /- gross
(12-gro3s
ALLENS.
Gaslight,
the £1);
qualityPostcards,
Paper,
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.
100, D. De
and Luxe
P. Order
Pads,1/6,
7/6 P¥C.
dozen.size, 2/3
ALLENS.—
Wallets,
Squeegees,
Chromium
Sheets
;
everything
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper

6d.

Camera Department, Ground Floor. Wm. Whiteley Ltd.
Queen'e Road, London, W.2. Phone: BAYswater 1234

Write

samples. — 168, Oldham

RD., BLACKBURN

7 Days' Approval.

g
5
q
g

[1191

TOPICAL Pan and Tilt Tripod, good order, £2 ;

150-WATT. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector, 150-watt
output, 24-teeth sprocket fed, takes dry, torn or worn films, all
perfectly. Complete .
£11 11 0

4,

ADVERTISEMENTS

[9997
ALL

RISK.

“THE

AUTOCAR”

The World’s Leading Automobile Journal.
Every Friday.
4d.

THE

April 4, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

For Best
MOUNTING
RESULTS

The

Trade.

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
Haddington

use

PHOTO

MOUNTANT

Place, Leith Walk.

Please call.

K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 Victoria
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
p.m. Callers
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcast)e-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.I.
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K At.Orders
TON, Birmingham,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
409!,
Argyle
St. Prices less
postage to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, j-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
Gives
exact

without

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen;

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
51- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
20/-. ” 3! x 2! glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight12-gross
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
3£x21, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4£x2|gross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,2/6 1JX2J,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

Send for par¬
ticulars of
the " Gripfix ” method
of Dry Moun¬
ting — hot or
cold process.

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight,, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;Glossy
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Double72 sheets 2/6.
K
ALTON
i-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- ;3 Postcards,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix21, 4 dozen 5 /-, backed 5/9;
Lantern

K ALTON Roll Film, super fast, H. 10/& D. dozen,
2,700,
K ALTON
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3|x2J, Film
3 packs
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
WE
offer thepricesHighest
QualityPapers,
MaterialsPostcards,
at the22
lowest
; Plates,
Mounts, etc. ; catalogue free ; established[0009

8 exposure, l|x2! and 3ix2i,
2ix4i, 12/-; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.

years. — City Photo Works,

CORREX Developing Powders, per
1-dozen .
1/6
From all Photographic Dealers, or

both

from

2 minutes

cine,

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

PRICE
complete in leather case

Ready always to
indicate correct
mediately.

£4:0:0

im¬

exposure

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

STAFFORD
Armour

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.I

Telephone : National 5025.

IMPORTANT

17' ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen
lY 5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

No. 731. CORREX TANK, for
V.P. No. 127 films .
25/No. 733. CORREX TANK for
21 x 3± No. 120 films .
25/CORREX Thermometer .
2/8

for

Telegrams : Stafforles, Cent, London

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
first 3ix2J,
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
1 » x 24,Roll
9/-Films,
dozen;
2*x4i, :
11/-; 6 exposures : 3|x4i, 18/-; 5ix3i, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 31x2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs

To get the best results from your
films develop them yourself in a
CORREX ROLL FILM TANK.

calcula¬

tions

to i /1,500th sec.

15X12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; A-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
d-pl. 3/6, 4£x2J 3/6, 3£ x 2} 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

Proprietors of Stephens' Inks

exposures

still and

7/3, 3/- dozen.

VERY TENACIOUS-CLEAN—
ECONOMICAL.
The ideal adhesive
for amateur and professional
photographers. In aluminium
containers with brush, 3d., 9d., I/-,
1/6, 2/6. Manufactured
by LTD.
HENRY C. STEPHENS,
57, Aldersgate St., London, E.C.i

Southport.

[0002

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following
SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways, 79, New Street, Birmingham.
Edwin Gorse, 86, Accrington Road, Blackburn.
Mather & Co., Ltd., Victoria Bridge, Manchester.
Photo Trading Co., Ltd., Change Alley, Sheffield.
J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.
G. & F. A. Wilman, 32, Westgate, Bradford.

and Cardette,
superfine,
all —grades,
ATTWOOD.
Hadleigh,
Essex.
Bromide36 sheets,
Paper (See displayed advertisement in this issue.)
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Paper,
vigorous
normal: Gaslight
3ix2i Glossy
2/-, 41x2
1 2/6,
i-pl. and
3/-,
i-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
5ix31,
& D.GOO:
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
BRADY & MARTIN LTD.
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Cream
Card,
matt
chloro-bromide
linen,
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
THE NORTH-EAST
CAMERA AND CINE
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight

SANDS HUNTER & Co. Ltd. —

PRACTOS
Exposure Meters— Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cine.
The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.
Scientifically designed, and the results
are infallible. Film speeds up to 5,500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.

2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 43
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Finder in Model II.

Model II, in leather pouch

Improved

Hadleigh,
[0025

GENUINE
-SPECIALISTS
EXCHANGE A Large Selection of
SERVICE
LEICA
—

25/-

and Cameras of all makes,
for the Advanced Worker
and the Beginner.

ENLARGEMENTS

Model I (without Finder) ditto 20/-

GARNER & JONES, LTD.

Trade.

Polebrook House, Golden
Square, London, W.l

2D.quantity,
EACH, glossy
Superioror art
P.C.surface.
Enlargements,
any
— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

29, MOSLEY

DEPOSIT

STREET,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
SYSTEM.

29

April

THE

XIV

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

SPECIAL

DEVELOPING

assorted

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

no disappointments ; same-day service : 8ix64 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8£x6* 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/- ;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
QUALITY Enlargements. — Glossy or matt, 8x5 6d.

each, 2/6 for six ; 8Jx6J 9d. each. — Phillips,
26, Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[9911

SERVICE

|LANTERNS

AND

•

CAMERA/ WANTED

DINNlNGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

&

THE

ENLARGERS

CAMERA
OF

PAID

SPECIALISTS IN EVERYTHING PHOTO¬
GRAPHIC. CAMERAS, CINE CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS, SCREENS.
ALL THE LATEST MAKES OF
APPARATUS NOW IN STOCK.

| CLEARANCE

Sale List of Parade,
Shop-soiledBirmingham.
Enlargers,
J struction ; — List
postage
— Lancaster,
fpNLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
conBirmingham.
[0082
post

1 doz. Super Plates, 3.$ X2J, 700 H. & D.
72 sheets Super Gaslight Paper, 3^x2 J.
One 4-oz. Packet Acid Hypo.
One Packet Metol Quinol Developer.
Catalogue, Order form, etc.

free. — Lancaster,

Call and

Victoria

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING |
Roll
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3jx24
ALL
Developing
same-day
service1/- ;;
4}x3J 1/3, 5Jx3£ 1/8; write for lists; see also

camera

at

Birmingham.

O.P.O.)

Phone

: MID.

5870.

for CASH

cin£ apparatus and
HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS

“ Enlargements.”— The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

THE

CAMERA

320, Vauxhall
( Opposite

iy/_
PER
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-onfor Kodak
2,000,
[0057
i
best GROSS,
Photographic
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 30 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

BOOKS,

Square,

WANTED

Trade.

TUITION.

select your

IT-'
HAVE
GALLOWAYS,
Chemists,
- WE
^ ^ IF IT IS NEWPhotographic
(Opposite

Please send me your T rial Parcel as detailed
above. I enclose P.O . . . - - -

EXCHANGE
THE

MIDLANDS

negative, from
to 12 x 10.
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for every
size
JjTNLARGERS.
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
J ^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

POST

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 Q

USED MODERN CAMERAS TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.
Write, giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA. IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK 8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE CINE CAMERAS & PROJECTORS, etc.

T ANCASTER

ONLY

2/9

RECEIVE

^PEEDY

Trade.

SUPER PHOTOCRAPHIC PRODUCTS

I

I
I

ROYAL BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. WOOD FRAMES,
ALL KINDS. “NATTY” FRAMES. PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING. COLOURING, SEPIA AND BLUE TONES.
BIG PRINTS, SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT
GIFT. SUNBURN MIRROR SNAPS. KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD CUT-OUTS IN COLOUR, Regd. FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms

Users

SCHEME

Amateurs taking advantage of undermention ed special offer will automatically receive one
of the above-mentioned
de luxe booklets.

SEND

2d. each. — Below.

FREEmounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with ’your
us, onenegative
8ix6£ ;
Enlargement

PRODUCTS

of special interest to Miniature Camera
— and gives full particulars of our

I
Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d ; I

POSTCARD

II list of our
our

^UICK
POSTAL SERVIC^
ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK

1/Q DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1.— Postcards
1/ O
from small film ' or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight. 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

THE ROLLEIFLEX.
THE ROLLEICORD.
ZEISS IKON BABY IKONTA.
ZEISS IKON SUPER IKONTA.
ZEISS IKON CONTAX.
ZEISS IKON NETTAR.
VOIGTLANDER SUPERB.
FOTH-DERBY.
FOTH-FLEX.
OUR SPECIAL MINIATURE.
OUR SPECIAL PLATE.
ENSIGN MIDGET,
and the LEITZ LEICA.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade

IT CONTAINS PRICES
AND PARTICULARS OF

SUPER

1934

ENLARGEMENTS

YOU
ARE invited to obtain
■
- THIS DE LUXE BOOKLET
FREE free FROM ALLENS

describes

PHOTOGRAPHER

4,

New

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge
Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

CO.
S.W.l

Victoria

2977.

etc.

Trade.

3Jx21 ROLL FILM USERS MAY HAVE 1,300 H. & D.
CHROME FILM INSTEAD OF PLATES, in which
case please put X here
4Jx3i
ABOVE

their photographs
shouldinterested
write immediately
4MATF.UK
Photographers
in selling
for free prospectus ; no obligation.- — World’s Photo¬
graphic Academy, 5, Shannon Terrace, Chadwell
Heath, Essex.
[1100

PLATE USERS INCLUDE 1/- EXTRA FOR
PARCEL IN t-plate size PLATES & PAPER.

SPECIAL
3£x2.V D.E.
THIN BODY
CAMERA

Works), 27, Chancery

ZEISS TESSAR
F 4.5 LENS

|

Road,

[0006

|

Trade.

4.

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬
cuted. — Miss Lamb,

7 minutes from Piccadilly (22 or 23 Car).

30

W.C.2.

RETOUCHING

CROSS

MANCHESTER

Lane, London,

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

£10:10:0

ALLENS

“1

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises : Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
damages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

D.A. Compur
shutter.

NEW

Trade.

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

All movements
and fitted

168, Oldham

REPAIRERS

|

BE

WISE

IN

TIME-USE

♦
Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras
4
in Exchange for Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,
a
Ensign, Cin6 Cameras, Projectors, etc.

GEORGE

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

OUR

DEPOSIT

[1148
SYSTEM.

CMI.DE

« FMOTO-CHtNIfT*

22l).Rowndli>yR4.LM<It

pi

Mrl

43057

♦
^
a

April

4,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

ACCESSORIES

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

Photographs Wanted!

Trade.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

FOR

PUBLICATION

AS

POST

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

Wilson Bros. Ltd.,80, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2

Payment on acceptance. Stamped addressed
envelope to accompany photos submitted.

A. ADAMS
122,

Wigmore
Phone

POULTRY
%ORID
THE
EVF.BY

PREMIER

POULTRY

JOURNAL

2d.

Specimen

copy

The Publisher (A.P.), Dorset

of

House,

recent
from

on

issue i

Stamford

&

CO.,

Street,
: Welbeck

dtatwnery
and 6e satisfied.

LTD.

London,

W. 1

3215.

SxM
Manufacturers
NEW

1934

“Minex”

CATALOGUE

Reflex
JUST

6y aft

Cameras.

good StUCZon&iS.

PUBLISHED

Post Free on application.

Poultry keepers everywhere will flni this Journal
uncommonly Interesting and helpful.

FEIDAY

(XCuko/S TtSe~

CARDS.

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.

request

St, London.

S.E.l

ANOTHER

NEW

EXAKTA!
INTRODUCING
_

_

_

EXAKTA

f Bird world

The weekly journal for all who keep
British Hybrids or Foreign ?et Birds.
EVERY
Specimen

Tbe
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copy

Publisher

ROLL

FILM,

FOCAL

Shutter speeded

of recent issue free on request

( A. P.), Dorset

BOOKS

Canaries,

2d.

ON

House,

Stamford

S.E.l

Price, complete in solid leather case,

£12:0:0
EXCLUSIVE MODEL.

IHAGEE

PHOTOGRAPHY

GARNER

Write for complete list to Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

Edited

PLANE.

to 1/500th sec.

F/4.5 anasrigmat, focussing by front cell.
All metal. Precision workmanship.

from

St., London.

THE ANNUAL
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&

JONES

LTD.
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REVIEW

by F. J. MORTIMER,

for 1934 of the WORLD’S
Hon.

F.R.P.S.,

Editor

of “The

PICTORIAL
Amateur

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer

and

WORK

Cinematographer”

The finest examples of the year’s photography by the
world’s leading camera artists are contained in the 1933
volume of “ Photograms of the Year.” Chosen from the
best work of many nations, the 81 superb reproductions
embrace a very wide field of subject matter. They reveal a
high degree of artistic selection coupled with a complete
mastery of the technical intricacies of the craft.
PRICES

Among them are portraits of famous people, intimate
character-studies, landscape, exquisite compositions in light
and shade, still life, geometric design and posed figures.

Stiff Paper Covers
5 /- net

By post 5/6

Cloth Boards
7 /6 net

There is also an editorial analysis of ‘‘The Year’s Work”
and contributions by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced and

By post 8/-

Half Bound Leather

an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic
are also included.

10/6 net By post ii/-
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THE

SPOT
5£x3}
tigmat,

51

Special, range-finder, Cornpur, 61-in.

3} x 2] Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5
Trilinear, Compur. As new. Cost over £1 1
3] 21 Ensign Focal-plane Roll
Ensar, leather case. As
new.

Reflex, f/4.5
£C.1 7 .£

Ross Homocentric f/6.3.
Cost Li 3 17s. 6d .

/is

new.

£ d.lT.C
X4.i7.0

3J '21 Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur. Good condition. Cost £9 12s. 6d.

PCI
H .ft
Xu • I. 4 *U

coupling. /Is new. List
£7:17:6
31x21 Ensign Special Reflex, revolving back, 5j-in.
Cooke Luxor f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, PHI
TP
filter, case. Good condition. Cost £12.. X* • 1 1 • v

PQ,|

condition .
slides.

Good

A. ft

K, chromium

f/1.9 lens.

/4s new.

List £35..

9^12

f/2.5.

£18:10:0

3 D.D.

slides, leather case.

As

new.

28 OLD

As

BOND

London,

ST.
Fourteen

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D.. or may
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application.
allowance.

DILLON

doors

3 J x 21 No. 6 Carbine, Zeiss range-finder, Aldis Uno

XU»ll*U

f/4.5, Compur, rising front.
dition .

f/3.5 lens, leather
£9:15:0

West

of Circus.

WEST

STOP

CC.C.fl
XD.tJ.U

List £9 17s. 6d.

•lU«v

51 3J
Kodak
Graphic
Press,
Bausch£Q#Q#A
& Lomb
Tessar
f/4.5,
2 D.D.
slides,Speed
F.P. A.,
leather
case.
cond Ikon
it ion .
3x4 Good
cm. Zeiss
Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar,

I0#0»v
CQ.Q.fi

Good condition. Cost £21
Compur,
case. Good condition.10s.List£i3ios.
Xi/.i/.v
..
£14
:10:0

9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, with resistance, case..

31x21 Zeiss
T.-P.
Junior
14.5-cm.
Tessar
f/2.7,Special
6 slides,Reflex,
F.P. revolving
(99*1
adapter.

BUSES

con-

8-mm. Cine-Kodak Model 8-20, f/3.5 r»7#1A#A
lens. Excellent condition.

ST.

BOUND

Good

centric
canvas
Good Ross
Cfi.fi.fi
41 21f/4.5,
Kodak new
Graflex
Roll case.
Film Reflex,
Homo¬

Tropical Focal-plane, f/2.7 Ernostar,

be seen by appoint¬
Generous exchange

Excellent condition .

73 LORD

HERE.

ST., LIVERPOOL

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and.
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem
Microscopesbought for cash.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Crouch End. — 17, ToDsfield Parade.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Cattord. — 62a, Rushey Green.

DICTIONARY
AND

back,

Iai4i»1v»U

D * /q ITC H ISC7N

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, YV.11.
2, Northumberland Avenue, VV.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

WALL’S

3LU«U*\I

B, f/3.5 lens, Por-

281 OXFORD
London, W.l

£35:0:0

W. I

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
12 1 , Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

de Luxe, f/3.5 Cfi.fi.fi

List £10 10s .

back, with masking device in hood, 16-cm. Heliar f/4.5,
also 12-fn. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, filter, 3 book-form D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Good COQ.1
C.A
condition . Cost over £60 .

£26:0:0

nac.

4.J 31 Series III Kodak, f/5.6 anastigmat, rising
front, Diomatic shutter. As brand new. P^#A#A
List £6 5s .
Compur, rising front. Good
4j 2.1 Kodak Special, range-finder,
f/6.3
conditi
on anastigmat,
£4:4:0

/ .0

£6:6:0

4.1x31 Marion Soho Reflex, tropical model, revolving

Distar,

4.5 - 6 cm. Meyer Speed Focal-plane, 3.I-111. Plasmat
f/1.5, 12 slides, leather case.

41 x 2.1 No. la Kodak Junior, self-erecting, f/6.3
anastigmat, Kodex shutter. Very good jCO.O#fi
condition .

back, f/4.5 Cooke, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, roll-film
holder,
leather case, tripod. Good
con- £25:0:0

/4s new .
Zeiss Proxar,

Good condition. List £21
55..
£1:15:
9.5-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, and
resistance
to 2650-

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. POO#i
C.H
Good condition .
31 21 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, revolving

cm. and j-pl. Zeiss Universal Jewel, triple
f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,

Cine-Kodak

Ernemann

plated, 2 speeds,

Leica Model II, automatic coupling,
extension,

condition. . .

trait attachment. Good condition .
16-mm.
Agfa Movex
Camera Model 12,
case.
As new.
Cost £21
10s. . . .

condition. £12:10:0

Cine-Kodak

Hektor

Fair condition.

16-mm.

XI7.AU.U

16-mm.

Fair

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera
lens.

Ross Tropical Press, 61-in. Ross Homocentric

f/4.5, 4 D.D.

XD.I

volts.

Leica Model I, not interchangeable, f/3.5 Elmar, range¬

finder, leather case.

automatic

Leica Model I, interchangeable Llmar

Film
List

£7 1 6s .

10.5-cm. Leica Lightweight Long-focus f/6.3 Lens,

5x4

FOR

£1:15:0
£5:15:0

condition .

1934

ZEISS
BINOCULARS
AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

21x2} Voigtlander Brilliant Roll Film
Reflex, f , 7 . 7 anastigmat. As new .

Good

4,
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3-speed.
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CASH

Autographic Kodak, f/6.3 anas-

3i Kodak

AMATEUR

Watford. — 442, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 414, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

LTD.

ESTD.
1750

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

REFERENCE BOOK
AND PROFESSIONAL
THIRTEENTH

FOR THE AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHER
EDITION

Edited and largely re-written by
F. J. MORTIMER. Hon. F.R.P.S.

Price

All the latest photographic principles are incorporated in the
present edition, which includes up-to-date information on such
recent developments as infra-red, high-speed and colour photo¬
graphy. The volume provides practical information in dictionary
form on every phase of the subject — technical, pictorial, scientific
and general, and is in itself an explanatory index to all terms,
formulas, etc. Its contents are made readily accessible by the
extensive use of cross references.

7/6 net

By post 8i-

From

all leading Booksellers
or direct from the
publishers

Cloth Boards.
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"OWE
AVE
NOW

3

TO

A CAMERA

THAT

APRIL?

HERE

You may not be prepared to buy a camera outright , OR to grasp a good bargain when
it comes along, if it were not for our very easy payment plan. We give you 9 months
to pay— why not take advantage of the fact ? There are no harsh formalities — you
simply choose your camera and send one-ninth of cash price (plus 5%, or 5/- if under
£5), and in a few days you start using your instrument.

FIRST PAYMENT GETS YOUR CAMERAUSE IT WHILE PAYING THE BALANCE !
EXCHANGE
YOUR USED
CAMERA!

FREE|^
CATALOGUE
ofGuaranteed
BARGAINS !

New ENSIGN ‘MIDGET’
The

camera Miracle ! No
than a sixpence.

wider

Takes, crisp, first-class pictures.
Has moir6 silk enamel finish.

Ensar

All-Distance

lens

f/6.3 anastigmat

take care that
satisfied with
instrument.

We are famed for our splendid
bargain values, and this book
will give you a look into
what we are offering. In it

All-metal body, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Reflex view-finder. Collapsible
eye-level view-finder. Leather
slip case.
With

We save you pounds with the
high allowances we make and
your

SIEMENS

well

CINE CAMERA

For 10 -mm. films. Busch-GJaukar
anastigmat f/2.8 lens, brings every
subject within your scope. The
aperture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds
a, L6 and 64 pictures per second.
Direct and reflecting view-finder.

better

MODEL

to post-buyers of used goods
against full cash deposit.

Nine

monthly

‘B’ £30
payments

of

70.'-.

(i

LEICA
III with F/2
SUM MAR
LENS
IN
SUNK
MOUNT

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW
‘AGFA’ ROLL-FILMS at HALF-PRICE

R0LLEIC0RD”

Eleven Agfa Standard Roll Film Cameras, 3£x2i, f/6.3

Trilinear anastigmat lens, 6-speed shutter
range-finder. Cost, new, £7 15s .

and

Trilinear anastigmat lens, 6-speed
range-finder. Cost, new, £8 .

shutter

and

anastigmat

?iX2£.

coupled
£3 17 6

Six Agfa Standard Roll Film Cameras, 3£x2i,

Made by the makers
of the famous

f/4.5

coupled
£4 17 6

“ROLLEIFLEX

Six Agfa Standard Roll Film Cameras, f/6.3 Trilinear
lens, 6-speed

shutter,

£5 15s .

Cost,

.

lens.

£2

17

6

6

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera, 3}x2|,
Trilinear anastigmat lens in D.A.
shutter. Cost, new, £10 .

new-type

The camera for excellent, all-the-year-round photography.
Greatly improved, with range of slow speeds. Get a
Leica and get all the enjoyment that spring photography
can give. It takes 36 exposures at a loading, and every
negative makes a splendid enlargement. With f/2 Summar
lens, in collapsible mount.
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 78 0.

f/4.5

shutter, parallax compensa¬
tion, patent film guide. Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

f/4.5

10 Gns.

shutter, coupled range¬
£6 6 0

Two Agfa Standard Roll Film Cameras, 3\ x 2], tropical
model, f/6.3 Trilinear anastigmat
Cost, new, £5 15s .
VISIT

lens, 6-speed

Nine

shutter.
£2 17 6

The famous pliotronic
light-cell meter. Smal¬
ler. lighter, and more
efficient. For all
“ still " or cin6 cam¬
eras. Has no batteries
to run down, gives
dead-accurate expo¬
sures at a glance.

THE

IN THE
H0MECINE

No. 426
EMPIRE
HALL
Floor

payments of
Nine monthly
25 8.

of

BIG CAMERA

SENSATION

OF 1934

“MIDAS”

67. Yarmouth.

Camera-Projector

The outfit ar¬
rived quite safely.
I am
in de e d
pleased with my
bargain. It is the
cheapest and best
outfit I have ever
bought, and / am
delighted with the
u>ay you
with
me have
. . .dealt

SECTION

First

monthly payments
24 6.

Patent “ Rolleicortl " carry¬
ing-case. £1 extra.

OUR

STAND

WESTON 617 2

* 1 1
1H *|

Has numerous special features
in common with the famous
Kolleiflex — one-lever Compur

f/7.7

Compur
£5 5 0

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera, 3£x2£,

Trilinear, D.A. new-type Compur
finder. Cost, new, £12 .

”

new,

Cost, new, £4 4s... £1 17

One Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera, 3£x2j,

Trilinear anastigmat

£33 : 13 : 0

are

APPROVAL

you will find many up-to-date
high - class instruments at
pounds below list prices.
(Please send 2d. postage.)

30/50/-

you

Takes

the

pictures

ips! J
04

and

projects the films. En¬
tirely British - made.
Simple to use. Small
and
handy
in size.
Fitted with
TaylorHobsori f/2. 5 anastigmat
lens.

ftsijS

£7:7:0

F.. F. P.

Nine

monthly payments
of 17 2.

0LYMPIA-APRIL3-28
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to be in England

Now

'il: -

AMATEUR

4,

that April's there ” . . . .

Hi

In

what

other

month

countryside so lovely ...

is

the

so delicately

coloured, so gay and bright ? . . . And
what other film can record its beauty
so well as Selochrome ?

For Selochrome is the colour sensitive
film that reproduces Nature’s tones at
their right values. Extra'fast too, it
is especially successful at early morning
or in waning light.

Extra Fast

ROLL FILM
Made

Made

in

England

by

to fit all cameras

ILFORD

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

and sold by all Photographic
Dealers.

LIMITED
House,

Stamford

Street, London,

-

ILFORD
S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

LONDON
Reading.

®
r
u
e
t
a
m
A
OTOGRAPHER
&L

The
Vol. LXXVII.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Journal

for Everybody
Wednesday,

with

a Camera^
No. 2370.

April nth, 1934.

TheNewENSIGN
AUTO-SPEED
HIGH-SPEED

ROLL

FILM

CAMERA

One movement sets the shutter and changes the film. High speed shots are
therefore made in quick succession. 1 he focal plane shutter has Time and 8
instantaneous speeds (1/15 to l/500th second/. Owing to its rapid manipu¬
lation, high speed shutter and large aperture lens the Auto-speed is the
ideal camera for “news snapshots.”

With ENSAR
Ensign,

Anastigmat F/4*5
Limited,

High

Holborn,

£8-15-0

London.

April
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ANIMATION!

to be a movie-maker with a

Cine-

KODAK

Write for illustrated descriptive booklets. Kodak Limited, Kodak House,
Kingsway, Loudon, W.
•

Cine- Kodak”

Eight for 8 mm.

PLEASE

MENTION

Movies, £9.9.0
THE

AMATEUR

•

Cine-” Kodak”

PHOTOGRAPHER”
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BB. Junior with /3.5 lens /or ,6 mm.,
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ADVERTISERS.

£13 . 13 . 0
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PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERT

I SEMEXTS

THE PERFECT REFLEX
For Animal Photography
Read

what

Users

“ The Camera which
frcm you just a year ago
six good prizes, chiefly
studies. The detail of
wonderful.” — Miss

say:

I purchased
has won me
with animal
fur, etc., is

T., Southsea.

“ For some months p^st I have been
using one of your Ruby Horizontal
Reflex Cameras for photographing dogs,
and find it an ideal
outfit for this purpose,
its small size making
it exceedingly handy,
especially for
—Mr.

W.

OUTFITS

Allows Interchange of Lens.

action

For Plates and, in adapters,
Roll Films and Film Packs.

L. T.,

pictures.”Cardiganshire.

New

1934

POST

FREE

Ask

Your

from £8:15:0

Booklet
ANYWHERE.

Dealer.

r

It tones itself
— You only fix it

VAERT
(Call it Gay-vert)

SELF -TON I NO
The simplest of all methods
A

Frame,

a Dish, some

Flypo

and plenty of water

That is all you need for beautiful
and permanent prints. Gevaert
S.T. gives brilliant results in an
artistic range of tones from Sepia
to Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation.

GEVAERT
WALMER
PLEASE

ROAD
MENTION

SAMPLE

LTD.

- - LONDON,
“ THE

AMATEUR

4 pieces, assorted grades, 3Jx2J,

W.10

PHOTOGRAPHER

PACKET

3d. post free.
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“CIT
Y
SALE
’S”
FINE SELECTION AND
WE HAVE EVERY “STILL” and CINE CAMERA, EVERY ACCESSORY and a range c

ENSIGN

IF IT’S NEW—
WE HAVE IT!

‘AUTOKIN

pathGscope
LUXE
With

new

SIEMENS CINE
CAMERA

ECAIVT

WITH
F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT
LENS

speed device

With f/3.5 anast. lens.
£13
For 9.5-inm. movies

I O
Ullb.
■fl
O
Nine

Nine monthly payments of 30/4

monthly
payments
o! 31/10.

16-mm.

films.

kar anastigmat

Speeds

subject

8, 16 and

sec. Direct
finders.

The cheapest f/3.5 16-mm*
camera for 50-ft. film. Day¬
light loading. Strongly con¬
structed. Makes splendidly
clear movies.

£13:13:0
Nine

monthly

payments

of

31/11.

FILMO
making of professional-like
pictures, even in the hands of

of

III with F/2 SUM MAR LENS
In collapsible mount.
Gives

exposures

of

1, { and 1 sec., or
any
intermediate
fraction in addition
to l/20th-l/500th
sec.
Automatic
focussing. Measur¬
ing distance and
focussing lens in a
single

action.

£33 : 13: 0

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 78/6.

CONTAX
With

focal-plane

shutter,

giving '. 1 .'5th and 1 /10th
sec. Controlled by one
knob giving four groups
of speeds. A splendid
Tessar f/3.5 precision in¬
miniature
£27 ^ Zeiss
Q
strument. With
Nine

scope.

64 pictures

and

reflecting

per

view¬

Nine

Nine

monthly

payments

£30

‘B’

WITH

monthly

stlgmat
Nine

of 70/-

payments

lens

of

6/8.

payments

of

8/8.

LUXE’

reversible and D.V. view-finders,
speeds l to l/250th sec., T. and B.

Only
£5:17:6
monthly payments
of 13/10.

Nine

84Aldersgate$t

54

LIME

LONDON

LONDON

Phone:

Phone:
ROLL

NAT.

0591

E.C.1

FILMS.

V.P.

35-mm. Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat lens, com¬
plete In purse .
£6 17 6
4x3 Kolibri Roll Film, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shut¬
ter. complete in leather case. Cost £13 10s .
£9 2 6
4*3 Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar .
£2 12 C
4 3 Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar .
£2 19 t
4 x 3 Ikonta, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur .
£7 17 6
4 3 Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar, Compur .
£5 19 6
4 3 Zodellarette, f/4.5 anas., Vario shutter . . £1 17 6
3 ■ 2 Ensignette Roll Film, f/6.3 Cooke,
speeded shutter, focussing adjustment
_

31 x 21 Nagel Triumph
anastigmat, complete in
dition .

Roll Film, f/6.3
case. New con¬
£2 10 0

31 • 21 Kodak, f/6.3 Cooke Aviar ana¬
stigmat lens. Corn pur shutter. .£526
la Kodak, f/6.3, in Diaraatic speeded
shutter. l/10th to l/100th sec. and time.
Unsoiled .
£4 2 6
la Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Kodak shutter .
£1 17 6

monthly

of

monthly
of 64/2.payments

9

any
equal

instalments.

way ?formalities.
There are
harsh

no

FIRST PAYMENT
SECURES GOODS

PLATE
CAMERAS.
£13 10 0
3* 2A Voigtlander Avus, f/4.5 Scopar anas, lens, Compur
shutter. 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case. Cost £13 10s. £7 17 6
31 2* Sibyl, f 6.3 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides .
£3 19 6
1 -pi. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides. . £6 6 0
i-pl. Ensign Folding, f/7.7 anastigmat. Ilex fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to l/100th sec. and time, rising front, 6 slides and
screen. Unsoiled .
£1 1 6
9 12 Nagel Standard Double Extension Folding, f/4.5
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, F.P. adapter. Unsoiled.
Cost £10 108 .
£6 5 0

Amateur Cine¬
matographers.

buy

on

Only to
5 cash
per price,
cent or
is
added
5/- if under £5. Why
not buy this easy

{-pi. Roll Film, f/5.8 Ensign anastigmat,
Koilos sector fully-speeded shutter £1 17 6
i-pl. Ernemann Roll Film, double objective, speeded
shutter .
15s. 6d.
Voigtlander Superb Reflex, f 3.5 Scopar, Compur shutter,
complete in leather case. Unsoiled. Cost over £20

Institute

i-pl. Latest

can

article

Zeiss
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0180

Tessar,

E.C.3

Compur,

purse

9 * 12 and i-pl. Etui, f/6.3 Dallmeyer Perfac, Compur
shutter. 0 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£2 10 0
5 4 Kershaw Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£13 17 6

VERY EASY
PAYMENTS
You

f/4.5 Carl

ST

MON.

£6 17 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Hellar anastigmat, Mackenzie
slide, 12 envelopes, leather case, also soft-focus lens
£10 17 6

6

31 • 21 Tropical Model Carbine Roll Film,
f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Compur shutter, rising
front, direct-vision finder .
£6 19 6
3} 21 Ensign Auto-speed Roll Film
Focal-plane, f/4.5 Aldis, complete in leather
case. Unsoiled .
£9 17 6

Associate an
Appointed
o! the

Ikonta,

Reflex, revolving

back,

f/3.5 Ross Xpres, 12-in. f/4.5 Ross
centric, leather case. New condition

T.-P.

Tele-

£19 10 0
Model II Self-coupling Leica, f/3.5 Elmar,
with purse .
£17 10 0
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, leather
case .
£10 17 6
16-mm.

Watch-Thin

Bell-Howell

Filmo

Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens, Model A
Kodascope
Projector. 200-watt lamp,
resistance and case. Cost over £100
£45 0 0
Zeiss Tessar.
£17 0 0

Up-to-date Contax, f/3.5
Complete with purse .

3i x 2j Cocarette, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
delayed-action Compur .
£6 17 6
31 2 A Latest Marion Dainty Soho Reflex,
revolving back, masking device, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, 3 D.D. slides .
£18 18 0
3A x 21 Latest Murer Bijou de Luxe Reflex,
revolving back, self-capping shutter, f/4.5
anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£5 15 0

9x12 era. and
Press anastigmat,

i-pl. Nettel Deckrullo, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. Perfect

Model I Leica, detachable
Ever-ready case .

f/3.5

31-21 Ensign Roll Film Speed
f/6.5 Dallon Telephoto .
Pathe Lux Cine Projector,
Cost £23 .

Elmar,

£13 17 6
range-finder.
£11 11 0

Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis. 9-in.
£10 17 6

resistance

i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
adapter, leather case .

and

case. As new.
£12 12 0

3 D.D.

i-pl. Sanderson, f/6.8 Cooke anastigmat,
shutter, 3 D.D. slides and case .

slides, F.P.
£11 17 6
Universal
£4 12 6

3jxlJ N. & G. New Excelsior, shutter speeds, 2 to
1/1 50th sec., f/3.5 Ross Xpres, 3 bookform slides. F.P.
adapter, leather case, filter, hood, etc. Cost £32 £18 18 0

CITH SfllEi
(1929)

dllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllilllllllil
PLEASE

delayed-action Compur
sector shutter.

For 3jx2i
roll films. Auto¬
matically opening to infinity.
Rock-rigid front, leather bellows,

f/6.3

monthly

DE

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT.

With

up the spool-holders, snap the film
home, and you’re loaded almost
before
you’ve begun.
Six-20
With Doublet
lens
slickness
and quickness
are
price¬
"“f 5
"Q
less. 8 exposures on 3ix2i film.

31*21 Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, D.A. Compur shutter. New con¬
dition .
£6 17 6

70 ‘ D.A.’

monthly payments
£10 5s. 4d.

GlauBrings

your

‘SUPREME

KODAK

The clever camera. In one move¬
ment the front drops and the lens
springs out for the picture. Its
Kodon shutter will slice a second
into a hundredth. Open the back,
hinged like a cigarette case, flick

£1 12

Master of all personal movie
cameras.
a novice. Has every refine¬
ment which£88
goes to the

Nine

Bausch

f/2. 8 lens.
within

MODEL

CINE-KODAK
JUNIOR

LEICA

For

every
Enables even the beginner to obtain
splendid 16-mm. movies without any
trouble. Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three speeds and
hand crank, direct finder. Complete
in leather case.

Giving variable speeds from
10 to 20 pictures per second.
Takes 30 ft. of film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive.
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SERVICE SIMPLY CANT BE BEATEN !
ULLY GUARANTEED

USED BARGAINS

at prices that are absolutely unrepeatable

ai
i mSm
SPECIAL

VOIGTLANDER

Special offer

BABY BOX
‘TENGORS5
Body all metal, two
Zeiss Ikon Novar

parts only.
f/6.3 with

focussing adjustment, direct-vision
view-finder, 2
tripod bushes.
Rotary Everset shutter for both
time and instantaneous exposures.
Dimensions : 2 x 2J x 3g in. Weight

8 oz.

Original

Our

price £2 7s. fid.

Price

‘BRILLIANT’
Takes

the

THE

standard

image

grade
lens.

29/9

price £11

With “ Pronto S ” shutter
Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat.

anastigmat

Or

45/-

monthly

payments

9 monthly

Phone : CENT. 9391

3$ X 2J Goerz Manufoc Tenax, Dogmar
shutter, F.P. adapter and leather case .

E.C.4

f/4.5, Compur
£7 19 6

Fulcrum Aerograph Outfit, comprising foot pump, con¬
tainer and band-piece .
£4 10 0
Bewi Exposure Meter .
£1 3 9
Pathe Projector, complete with motor, super attachment
and twin resistance, in case .
£7 17 6
i-pl. Taro Tenax, f/6.3 Tenastigmat, Compound shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
. £2 15 0
35-mm. Bell & Howell Eyemo Cine Camera, f/2.5 Cooke,
motor drive. As new .
£42 0 0
3£ x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, focal-plane shutter. . £6 17 6
fi x 41 cm. V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac
f/2.9 anastigmat, Dallon f/5.6 interchange¬
able, focal-plane shutter, 6 double slides.
2 leather cases .
£14 17 6

LONDON

Phone:

CITY

9.5-mm. Pathe “ Lux ” Projector,
rewind, complete in case .
9.5-mm. Pathe
motor drive, D.V.
9.5-mm. Pathe
lens, motor drive,
16-mm. Model
drive, D.V. finder

1124
motor

de Luxe Motocamera,
finder .

E.C.2

drive, motor
£12 5 0

f/3.5 anastigmat,
£6 17 6

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, self -capping
focal-plane shutter, 6 slides and F.P. adapter
£9 17 6
1-pl. Dallmeyer Press, f/3.5 anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6 slides.
As new .
£12 17 6
3A x 2\ Ernemann Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and
roll-holder .
£9 17 fi
5 4 No. 4 Folding Pocket, R.R. lens and
leather case .
9s. 6d.
1-pl. Triple Field, Beck Symmetrical
and reversing back, 2 slides and
ter .

swing
shut¬

to post-buyers of used
goods against cash

3x4 cm.
anastigmat,

deposit.

Zeiss Box Tengor,
D.V. finder .

f/6.3 Novar
£1 7 6

————————
£3

3

0

9x12 cm. Bentzin Folding Reflex, Heliar f/4.5, focalplane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides and F.P. adapter
£10 17 6
6 4i cm. V.P. Goerz Tenax, Goerz Dogmar f/6.3. Com¬
pound sjiutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Apem Reflex, Ross f/5.6 Homoceptric, focal-plane
shutter, reversing back and 6 slides .
£4 4 0
1-pl. Ica Roll Film, double extension, Zodellar f/4.5,
Compound shutter, and leather case .
£5 17 6
9.5-mm. Model B Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 ana¬
stigmat, motor drive .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 3 speeds,
motor drive, and leather case .
£12 17 fi
31 x 2} Voigtlander Roll Film, Heliar
Compur. New
condition .

2£ x 31 Ensign Selflx Roll Film, f/6.3 Ensar
anastigmat, Everset shutter, l/25th to
l/100th sec., self-erecting front. . £1 17 6
3x4 cm. Voigtlander Perkeo Roll Film,
f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, D.V., Everset shut¬
ter, l/25th tol/lOOth sec. As new £4 12 6
6 x 13 cm. Stereo Bentzin Reflex, f/4.5
Cooke Aviar anastigmats, rack focus, self¬
capping shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
transposing frame, stereo viewer and
£9 case
9 0

APPROVAL

f/4.5, delayed-action
£7 17 6

i-Pl. Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th
sec., double extension, screen, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. As new .
£8 17 6
la Icarette Roll Film, f/6.3 Litonar anastigmat, Everset
shutter, l/25tb to l/100th sec., D.V. finder .
£2 5 0
la Series III Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer focussing, D.V.
finder. As new .
£7 17 0
V.P. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, screen,
3 book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £10 10 0
21 x 31 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
Uno anastigmat and Dallmeyer f/6.5 Telephoto lens, com¬
plete in leather case. New condition. . . .? .
£8 19 6
21 x 31 Ihagee Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Zodellar ana¬
stigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double exten¬
sion, rising front .
£6 2 6
P.C. Roll Film Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., rising front. . £5 17 6

EXCHAI1GE

niTED

A

‘ROLLEICORD’

Has

numerous

features

in common

Triotar

Nine

monthly
of 10/7.payments

Nine

any

City Sale

monthly payments
of 24/fi.

‘MIDGET’

tance lens. .
With All-dis¬
Ensar f/6.3

30/-

anastigmat.

CINE-KODAK
50/EIGHT
HALVES RUNNING COSTS.
With fixed-focus f/3.5 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator,
and eye-level finders incorpo¬
rated in the handle of the
camera. Holds 25 ft. of special
film, only half the width
which is exposed at a time.

of

£9:17:6
Nine

monthly

payments

of 23/1

SALEX
BALDA
Takes

16 pictures on

3£ - xmeta*
2£ roll film.
All
body,
D.V.

finder, leather

covering,With
nickelf/2.9
fit¬
tings.
Steinheil lens, and
latestdelayed-action
Compur sector shut¬
ter, 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B.,
with cable release.
Super
value 1 S a 1 e x

Nine

monthly

payments

of

branch.
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f/4.5 lens.

10 Gns.

18/-.

from

with

ter,
compensa¬
tion, parallax
patent film
guide,

£7:15:0
100-PAGE CATALOGUE
FREE & POST FREE

special

the famous Rolleiflex —
one-lever Compur shut¬

Takes crisp, first-class pictures,
All-metal body, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Reflex view-finder. Collapsible eyelevel view-finder, leather slip case.

de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.7 Krauss Tessar
D.V. finder .
£11 12 6
B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat, motor
.
£3 19 6

16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
motor drive, 2 speeds, D.V. finder .
£10 12 6
31 x 2\ Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur D.A. shutter, 1 to
l/250th sec., double extension, screen, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, and case. ... £8 12 6
3£ x 21 Horizontal T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5
Dallmeyer anastigmat, self-capping shutter,
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 12 slides
£6 6 0

Don’t let your dis¬
carded apparatus lie
idle on your hands.
Bring it to us in part
payment for something
better, and
realise
money on it.

snap.

ENSIGN

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

4.1x21 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5 anastig¬
mat, Ibsor shutter .
£3 17 6
3} x 21 No. 5 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5
Aldis-Butcher, Mulchro shutter. .£350

a

Zeiss

90/94 FLEET ST 59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON

take

£4:10:0

9 monthly
of 12/3.payments

Leather case, with lock
and sling strap, 5/9 extra

14/1.

to

second touch and the photo¬
graph is taken.
Takes 16
pictures on ordinary roll film.
Fitted with Novar f/6.3 lens
and Derval shutter. From

payments

£8 10s.
Our Price - £5:5:0
Or

of

10s.

With Thelma delayedaction shutter. List price

and

£6:0:0
Nine

ready

Our Price
- £7:7:6
of 17/3.

shutter. High-

f/7.7

Instantly ready for action.
Gives uniformly sharp pic¬
tures. You touch a spring and
the camera
opens itself

f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens,
focussing, with Compur
sector shutter.
List

shoots to the “ snapping ” position
at the touch of a button. Finger¬
tip focussing from 3$ ft. to infinity.
Direct-vision view-finder. Easy to
load. Very smart enamel and
chromium finish.

emphasised by the deep
hood is almost full size.
Two-speed

A high-class instrument.
Direct finder. 16 pictures
on V.P. film, genuine

Takes 16 pictures on 3 J x 2J eightexposure film, anastigmat lens

12 2i-in. square pictures.
brilliant

‘KODAK’

SIX-20 ‘DUO’

3£x2£
8-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives
The

OFFER

ZEISS IKON
‘ KOLIBRI *
CAMERAS
at 40% off list
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ADVERTISEMENTS

“ This photo was taken on a very bright
day, and in my haste to capture the
child’s expression I omitted to stop the
lens down to f/11. As it was, the
exposure was 1/25 th sec. at f/3.5.
“ It is the most striking example of the
extraordinary latitude of your Auto
Filter plates that I have ever seen.”
Philip Mercer.

J' fiArUTIOLFOFRIDLTER
Made

ILFORD
ILFORD

4

PLEASE
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THE cult of the miniature

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

No.

2370.

plains the photographer’s love for
gadgets, and we have known people
who would not have parted with
their own Heath Robinson con¬
structions for the finest finished
product which could have been
presented to them. Probably the
gadgeteer enjoys the feeling that
he is at the beginning of things, for
undoubtedly every big invention in

and dealers report that the wellestablished patterns are selling better
than ever. The coming season will,
therefore, again be largely influenced
b* miniature camera work. With
this in view we are publishing a
special Miniature Camera Number
which will appear next week. This
will deal exhaustively with the
subject, both for the worker at home
and the traveller. Many applications
of these little instruments will be

which we rejoice began as some¬
body’s gadget. The mighty express
engine was a gadget once. Mr.
Newman showed a device for rocking
a number of dishes at a time by
means of a little uneven platform of
wood, to which the merest touch of
the finger imparts just the necessary
motion. Is it mere laziness to
eliminate in this way the mere
tedium of rocking the dish ? Another
was a little toy, a kind of spiral,

leteer Buye
dealt
compread
Guide with,
will and
refera the
to rs’
all
the latest miniature cameras and
accessories now on the British

which enables a length of cine¬
matograph film to be so wound as
neither to spoil itself in the manipu¬
lation of development, nor to spoil
the temper of the worker.

market. It is an issue that every¬
one interested in this modern de¬
velopment of photography should
secure, and if any reader has a friend
with a miniature camera, but who
is not yet a reader of The Amateur
Photographer , it will be an excellent
number to bring to his notice. It
will appear on Wednesday next,
April 1 8 th.

A Village on the Film.
The life of a little village has more
than once made a great theme for
the novelist. Why not for a film ?
Some idea of the possibilities of a
small English village, that of Chip¬
ping Campden, in Gloucestershire,
was given in a Gaumont reel we
saw the other evening. Certainly

Gadgets.

as “gadgets.” Gadgets, he said,
were things which people with a

LXXVII.

certain inventive faculty constructed
with a view to indulging their own
laziness. But laziness hardly ex¬

camera grows apace. Those
prophets who foretold that
the boom in these tiny instruments
which started last year would quickly
finish, must admit to-day that they
were mistaken. Not only is the
miniature camera more in evidence
than ever, but now, at the beginning
of the spring season for photography,
many new models are being put on
the market, while the manufacturers

When Mr. A. S. Newman brought
forward a number of contrivances
of his own at the last meeting of
the Scientific and Technical Group
of the Royal Photographic Society,
he resented — or pretended to resent
— their description on the programme

Yol.

the producer has selected one of the
most beautiful villages in England,
but he made the utmost of its

Spring

Cleaning.

A good example of “ low-angle ” photo¬
graphy.
An
article on this subject
appears on another page in this issue.

323

picturesque situation and the charm¬
ing grouping of almshouses and other
buildings. Someone complained
afterwards that the moving figures
were an intrusion, and prevented
an appreciation of the pictorial
5
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in our

a sudden white flare and a shower of

view they made the film — the village
children going to school, the horses
and hounds passing through, the
simple traffic of the village trade, the
gossips at their cottage doors, the
choirboys on their way to church.
A village is dead, frozen, without
these things, and the movement we
found to be, not a distraction at
all, but an enhancement of the
permanent structural beauties of
the place. _

blazing fragments of silk and linen
and a scatter of broken glass. For¬
tunately, she did not lose her head,
but switched off the current and

values

of the place, but

A Sea Story.
In a recent issue of The

Blue

Peter, a lady amateur photographer
on her wav from Australia to
Papua tells in the course of an
entertaining account of her journey
how she attempted to develop some
photographs in a disused bathroom
aboard the ship, and how when she
had got everything ready, she
covered up an electric bulb with “ a
neat drapery of orange linen covered
with crimson silk.” Then, when just
about to open the camera, there was

Readers’

trod the blazing stuff out with her
feet. At dinner that evening she
confessed to the captain, “ for the
good of her soul,” how she had
nearly set his ship on fire. It is
quite possible that the destruction of
the improvised “ safelight,” saved
the plates, for the dyes of the linen
and the silk may have been any¬
thing but safe, though apparently so
to the eye.

Tracking

the Criminal.

Dr. Jelley told the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society at its last meeting
of a, very specialised type of photo¬
micrographic apparatus which is
being used in criminological in¬
vestigation. It has a pair of objec¬
tives projecting separate images of a
prism placed below the eyepiece, so
that the two images are in optical

contact. Thus, the markings or
strupture of one particular thing can
be compared with those of another,
and some quite remarkable clues
can be obtained. For example, the
texture of the cloth of a man’s
trousers can be compared with
microscopic fineness in the same
field with the impression which
someone has made by kneeling in
soft soil ; or again, the marks on a
pair of pliers in the possession of a
suspected burglar can be compared
with the marks on a piece of wire
which had been cut during the
burglary. Dr. Jelley said that it
always pained him to read in
detective stories how, just because
there was another revolver of the
same pattern a man got off scotfree. That only shows how far
detective writers are behind the
advance of science. With an
apparatus such as Dr. Jelley de¬
monstrated it would be immediately
possible to say which of those two
weapons had fired that bullet.

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the back page.

Box

for Bromide

Paper.

When making a number of enlargements I find it a nuisance
to keep opening the packet of paper to take out a sheet. Was
there not some old dodge for adapting a plate box to keep the
paper in ? If so, can you give me a hint as to how it was done ?
R. P. (Edmonton.)

Probably the plan to which you refer was to utilise an
empty plate box by putting a few waste negatives at the bottom
to weight it
down,
and
fastening a
knob to the

pocket, as shown.
Before commencing work, the sheets of paper likely to be
required are taken from the packet and put into the box. If
two kinds of paper are being used one can be put in the box
and the other in the lid. Or when several exposures are being
made before development the exposed sheets can be put in
the lid. Any paper not used should be returned to the packet,
as the box is intended !as an aid to working, and not for storage
purposes,
Enamelling.

top
of thewas
lid.
This
mainly
a

I enclose an old carte-de-visit portrait. Can you tell me how
the very highly glazed surface was obtained ? Was it done with
a burnisher?
L. M. A. (Oxford.)

professional
method, and
was handy in
the days of

No such glaze could be obtained with burnishing rollers.
There is no doubt about the method adopted in this case, as
it was a comparatively common one years ago. Many people
admired this ultra-shiny surface, which certainly had one
real advantage — it protected the actual surface of the photo¬
graph, and was practically waterproof.
As your enquiry suggests that you wish to try the process
we describe it briefly.
Soak 30 grs. pyroxyline in 3J fluid ounces pure alcohol,
and after a day or two add 4^ fluid ounces ether. When the
pyroxyline is dissolved add 24 drops castor oil. Leave the
mixture to settle, which will take another day or two, and
then carefully decant the clear solution.
For use, polish a piece of plate glass, and pour on enough »
solution to give an even patch of the size required. As soon
as it sets, put the glass in a dish of clean water, slip in the print
face downwards, and lift out the two together. Squeegee the
print into contact, and put aside to dry. The print will then
strip off with the coating of collodion adhering to it. The
process is known as collodion enamelling.

large-size
plates. Few
amateurs to¬
day have
seen
even
a 15x12
plate box, to
say nothing of
owning one.
It is cer¬
tainly inconvenient to keep opening the packet of paper and
wrapping it up again, and it is worth while making a simple box
to avoid the trouble once for all. The size will depend on the
dimensions of the paper to be used, but even for large sizes
a light construction of plywood will be sufficient.
The sketch suggests a suitable form — a plain shallow box
with a hinged lid. Oh the inside of the lid a frdme is made
from four strips of wood, fitting easily but accurately into the
6

sides, so as to make the box light-tight when closed. On to this
frame is tacked a piece of card or thin wood, to make a sort of
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within the “ used ” class is sufficient
to take the edge off the price. The
latest and most modem camera
introduced to the photographic mar¬
ket is to be found upon the second¬
hand market within a few months,
although as good as new in every
respect. The following article is
addressed to both buyer and seller
of “ used ” apparatus.
the

Selling

“USED” APPARATUS

the makers’ hands. At the
time the fact that it comes

For

and

the year many photographers are considering a change in their equipment. In
the following article some hints are given to both buyer and seller of second¬
hand apparatus, which should be read by all contemplating such transactions.

/ALTHOUGH
many people still
have a prejudice against
things second-hand, this need
not apply to photographic apparatus.
A good camera will carry its age
very lightly, and be as efficient after
years of repeated use as when first
from
same
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Seller.

Generally the purchase of other
apparatus is dependent upon the
disposal of that at present in use.
There are two courses open. The
photographer may decide to take, or
send, his unwanted apparatus to one
or other of the dealers in second¬
hand goods who advertise regularly
in “ The A.P.” Every one of these
firms may be dealt with in the
certainty that the transaction will
be fair to both parties. The allow¬
ance on the goods taken in exchange
will be lower than the price which
can be obtained by private sale,
but we have to remember that the
dealer has to make a profit on the
resale of the goods.
The other course is to advertise
the apparatus for disposal in the
private “ sale and exchange ”
columns of “ The A.P.” Care must
be taken when drafting the adver¬
tisement, so that the prospective
buyer will be told exactly what he
needs to know.
The make of the camera must be
stated, also its name, number and
size. The maker and aperture of
the lens are most important. The
buyer will want to know whether

the camera is of the latest pattern,
if it has single or double extension,
how many plate-holders,' or a filmpack adapter. Any accessories should
be stated, such as light-filters,
supplementary lenses, cases, etc.
All these are necessary items of
information. It is sometimes thought
by the advertiser that a prospective
purchaser will write for fuller par¬
ticulars. This is not always the
case. It may be that if a similar
outfit is advertised, which is seen
to be what is required, this is the
one which is replied to.
Many advertisements give super¬
fluous adjectives, and not the es¬
sential details. Others by their
brevity defeat their own object,
and are examples of the truth of
the old adage relative to “ penny
wise and pound

foolish.”
Price.

The price should always be stated.
The seller should be able to estimate
what is a fair price to ask. It is
impossible to lay down any hard
and fast rule. If the camera is
modem, of a type in common
demand, of a popular size by a wellknown maker, and in good condition,
it may fetch two-thirds of the
original price, and will command a
quick sale. On the other hand, a
camera of the very latest type, in
almost new condition, will realise
10 per cent less than its original price.
The seller should never invite
“ offers.” It is easy to fix a price,
after a careful study of the advertise¬
ment pages of “The A.P.,” which
may be regarded as a sound guide
of present-day values.
Care must be taken to avoid the
use of a wrong term with regard to
condition. Errors in this respect
cause trouble and needless annoyance
to both parties. The prospective
buyer who thinks that a camera is
in good condition will reject one
which is the worse for wear.
325

Inspection or trial of apparatus
is an essential preliminary to a sale.
“ The A.P.” deposit system protects
both parties, and if approval is
objected to the apparatus should be
regarded with suspicion.
The

Buyer.

Upon receipt the camera should
be carefully examined for signs of
misuse. Any want of stability of
the instrument, and especially the
front, is a bad defect. It may be
found as the result of ill treatment,
although the camera may appear new.
All working parts should be firm,
yet work smoothly. The bellows
should be stiff when the camera is
extended and not sag. Tests for
pinholes in the bellows should be
made by putting a small electric
lamp inside and examining in a
dark room, with the front and back
closed and the bellows extended.
Care must be taken to see that all
is well with the lens and shutter.
All good anastigmats have a fine
polish, and if the glasses look dull,
as they will if they have been
carelessly cleaned or otherwise
mishandled, the lens should be
regarded as imperfect. This dullness
of the glasses is often a worse
defect than a chip or scratch.
The shutter should be tested. It
should work smoothly, and free from
jar, with light pressure on the release.
Sluggishness in a shutter usually
means that it will need cleaning or
adjustment in the near future.
If the buyer is not very experienced
it is a good plan to ask an expert
photographer to give an opinion on
the apparatus.
Lastly, plates or films should be
exposed, setting the scale, or focus¬
sing very carefully, using the lens
at its full aperture. The negatives
will show very clearly if the appar¬
atus is in good order. The scale
can also be tested at the same
time.
7
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A Method

of Roll-film
E

Development

A METHOD of developing roll films which has much to
commend

it is as follows.

It is a distinct

£unny

Day
are many

improvement

on “ see-saw ” processing through a dish of developer — u
a method that frequently leads to fogging and is unsuitable
for panchromatic material.
The film is first allowed to curl itself up into the hand as it
is being removed from the backing-paper in the dark-room,
it is then fed, a few inches at a time, into a basin of water.
From the basin it is removed, and, rolled up, it is placed in
the developing dish, which should be of the deep variety and
nearly full of developer.
The film may then be passed through the developer, and
subsequently the hypo, by a continuous unrolling of the film
with the finger-tips (see illustration).
at the other end of the dish. When
reached the dish is turned round and
the other side.
In

this way

the

film passes

rapidly

dwellers
townwho keep
their
cameras for use
in the country
and on holiday
trips. They are
missing a good
deal of the plea¬

It will roll up by itself
one end of the film is
the film unrolled from

sure

are in
pictures
ga¬
lore
any town.
I would even go
so far as to say

kept in the shade of
the body— screened
from direct safelight

that

there

rays ; solutions are
not splashed about,

more

pictures to

and the whole oper¬
ation is- not in the
least tiresome, even

be got in half
of average
mde streets
a
town
than

in complete
ness.
Points

dark¬

to observe

are : the fingers
should not press or
rub the film, but
only the lightest
touch should be
used — just sufficient
to unroll the film.
The action should
be fairly rapid, so
that the film is on
the move
all the
time.
This will
prevent uneven
velopment.

de¬

With
panchro¬
matic roll films the entire process can be conducted in
the dark. After a little practice this will be found quite easy.
In any case, a large piece of card can be placed o' er the dish
and wrists as an extra protection from the safelight until the
film is nearly de\ eloped.

should
The

that the finger-nails do not come in
or scratches will result. The nails

be trimmed before trying this method.
bottom of the developing dish should

be

examined

before use to see that there are no rough places or small projec¬
tions that may scratch the underside of the film while passing
along its surface.
After development is complete, it should be unrolled once
or twice in a dish of clean water before putting it into the fixing
bath. This will ensure freedom from stains.
The Sixth Chicago International Photographic Salon will
be held at the Art Institute of Chicago from December 13th,
1934, to January 20th, 1935. The closing date for prints is
November 1st ; the number of entries from each competitor
is restricted to four, and the entrance fee is one dollar. The
size of mounts must not exceed 14x18 in. and 16x20 in.
Further details and entry forms can be obtained from the
Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ilk, U.S.A.

8

photo¬

graphy,
for there
on a
sunny day

through the solution
and is kept under
complete control.
Moreover, it can be

Care should be taken
contact with the film,

of

Sprit. g Sunshine.

are

in two miles of country — if you arc able to sec them.
This brings us straight to the root of the matter. We
must possess or acquire the “ seeing eye.” In some
towns which have a reputation for beauty or quaintness,
pictures may be obvious at a glance ; but in less favoured
places they may not be seen so easily. But they are
there, all the same, and if we seek beauty in drab streets
we shall gradually realise that sunshine can make
beautiful pictures
anywhere.
The raw ma¬
terial for our pic¬
tures — the streets,
people, buildings
and vehicles—
may
have become
so familiar
as to
remain almost
unnoticed. But
when the sun
shines, and

we

tractions
of glow
get
the added
at¬
and shadow, let
us study these
things more care¬
fully, and we shall
be astonished to
find how much we
havebeenmissing.
Even on the
sunniest days in
town there is a
suggestion of haze

Shadow Pattern.

T

By
The AMATEUR
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Town

DONALD G.
SHELDON.

in the atmosphere. This is caused by smoke and dust,
but it is valuable to the picture-maker, for it softens the
distant details and makes the nearer objects stand out
more clearly from their background.
In town photography it is frequently possible to
obtain “ dramatic ” effects. The picture may be framed
in the arch of a bridge or gateway ; we may take a row
of columns casting a shadow pattern ; some striking

A

will be splendid
reflection pictures.
When the view
includes some sky,
a light colour filter
will enhance the
rendering of the
cloud forms.

Sunshine

in a back

Street.

glare when working “ into the sun.”
The best kind of day for sunny
town pictures is one with blue sky
and fleecy cumulus clouds. The
clouds act as huge reflectors, and
scatter much light into the shadowed
areas, so lessening the risk of under¬
exposure. On such a day, too, there
may be showers ; but these will turn
the roadways into mirrors, and in the
brilliant sunshine which follows there

Corner.

where there is movement of people
and traffic, it is necessary to be sure
that the shutter speed is fast enough
to avoid blurring due to subject
movement. For this reason it is
wise to take advantage of modern
high-speed materials ; otherwise
some degree of under-exposure is
likely to occur when much of the
light is cut off by high buildings.
Even though a wide-aperture lens
may be available, it is not always
possible to use the larger stops on
account of their shallow “ depth of
focus,” so that the use of high-speed
material (especially if panchromatic)
is a compensation that will often save
the picture. It will also permit the
cheapest form of hand camera to be
used successfully to record these

design may be seen in a flight of
steps, an iron gate, or in the shadow
of a row of railings. In many cases
the effect will be heightened if the
sunshine is coming towards the
camera ; this gives rich darks and
glowing high-lights, and often pro¬
vides valuable shadows to fill empty
foreground.
Many of the most charming effects
occur in the morning and late after¬
noon, for at these hours the sun is
lower in the sky, and cast shadows
are longer. The use of a lens hood,
always a wise procedure, becomes a
necessity at these times, in order
that the lens may be protected from

Sunny

sunny days in town.

Morning

Sunlight.

Those who prefer pictures with
“ human interest ” will welcome the
sunshine, for it brings out both old
and young, in their brightest attire,
to enjoy its delights. When you
want a change from the streets, find
the places where the old men for¬
gather to gossip, and the parks where
the children play.
When taking pictures of the type
just suggested, and in street scenes
327

Sunlit

Columns.
9

Th[ amateur

photographer
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Low -Angle
Photography
By

N. B. DENMAN.

A GREAT deal has been written on

the advantages of a high view¬
point in photography as opposed
to that from eye-level ; but little has
yet been said in favour of a low angle
of view, although examples appear from
time to time.

Certainly, its possibilities are more
limited ; but there are many occasions
when striking compositions can be made
by pointing the camera upwards. Those
graceful pines behind the tanyard wall,
for example, will be no longer taboo ;
their bushy heads will make a pleasing
pattern when silhouetted against the
clouds. And the old windmill that we
havve photographed so often in the
ordinary conventional manner will yield
a more
striking picture -and a fine
study in radiation if the camera is tilted
upwards so as to picture only its black
headfand

spread-eagled'

Sails against the Sky.

sails.
The

exclusion

of all extraneous

matter

in this way

will be

found to produce very effective pictures — simple, perhaps,
gaining much in concentration of interest as a result.
The

Suggestion

but

of Instability.

If the subject is carefully chosen, the effects of tilting the
camera will at no time be unpleasantly pronounced. A more
important drawback is the feeling of insecurity which results
from cutting off the base of the subject. But if it is considered
objectionable, this tendency to instability can often be success¬
fully countered by arranging a string of darks along the bottom
edge of the
herewith.

composition,

as in the tree-top

Securing
The

enthusiast

who

delights

picture

reproduced

Clouds.
in recording

fine skies

will find

low-angle photography especially attractive, for well -recorded
high clouds and sky add much to the beauty of the pictures —
often, indeed, they are the pictures. White clouds on a blue
sky, particularly such as occur during showery weather, probably
form the ideal " background ” for low-angle pictures, but it is a
happy fact in this case that the background is constantly chang¬
ing — a rare thing in photography.
Incidentally, overhead clouds are seldom satisfactory by
themselves, and can never be used in ordinary landscape sub¬
jects. By including a strong foreground object as indicated,
they can be dealt with very effectively, and very successful
pictures^secured.
Technical

Details.

Owing to the importance of the sky portion, panchromatic
materials should be used ; if plates, they should be backed, for
halation is liable to occur where dark objects stand against a
bright sky. Filters are necessary, a deep yellow one giving
over-correction often yielding effective results. The scattered
light and absence of cast shadows make for short exposures,
and this is an advantage, for it permits filters to be used when
the camera is held in the hand. Light development should
follow,

A

Tree-top

Pattern.

otherwise

the

clouds — often,

as pointed

beauty of these pictures — will be lost.
Any type of camera can be used for
and no high shutter speeds, fast lenses
necessary. Every photographer should
at least an occasional picture from this

out, the

main

low-angle photography,
or other refinements are
make a point of securing
original viewpoint.
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KODAK
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ALWAYS

DO

v

BETTER
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AT

“ SIX -16 ”
KODAK

Takes 8
pictures
41 * 21 in.

Second-hand & Shop-soiled Outfits
(ALL

FROM

Fitted Twindar lens (fixed focus), speeded
shutter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec.. Ay if*
T. and BNine
.
monthly payments of 5/7. ‘♦I /U
Fitted f/6.3 Kodak aua9tigmat, speeded shutter,
l/10th, l/25th, l/50th, 1/I00th sec., AO/
T. and B .
Nine monthly payments of 7/2.

The Model ‘B’ Motocamera

FOR
9.5-mm.

FILMS

Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat, spring drive,
■A
takes 30 ft. film, daylight loading. . .
»U ■ V
Nine monthly payments of 14/9.

THE
ROLLEICORD
A LOW-PRICED
REFLEX
BY THE MAKERS
OF THE
WORLD

- FAMOUS

“ROLLEIFLEX”
F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, Compur'shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.. takes 12
pictures 6x6 cm. on standard X>-f A*-! A ■ A
31x21 roll film .
SrlU.IU.V
Nine monthly payments of 24/6.

ZEISS

IKON

IKONTA
“520”
Reduced
in
Price !

FULLY

GUARANTEED)

62, PICCADILLY,

3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 Elmar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B., takes 16 pictures on V.P.
film, complete in case. Cost £15 15s. £8 17 6
Vest Pocket Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz
Dogmar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to 1/30 0th see.* T. and B. Cost £10 10s.
£4 15 0
Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. Cost £11 .
£7 12 6
21 x 21 Voigtlander Brilliant, f/4.5 Skopar
anastigmat, in Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B. Cost £8 5s. £6 7 6
3x4 cm. Perkeo, f/3.5 Heliar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B. Cost £12 15s .
£8 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, 31-ln. f/4 Zeiss Triotar
anastigmat, all-metal self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec. and
B. Cost £32 10s .
£18 10 0
4x4 cm. Rolleifiex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. Cost £20 .
£15 15 0
6x6 cm. Rolleifiex,
f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar
SPECIAL
anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th sec., T. & B.
Cost £22 10s. £13 7 6
31 x 21 Six-20 Ko¬
dak, f/6.3 Kodak anas¬
tigmat, 3-speed shut¬
ter. l/25th, l/50th,
1/10 0th sec., T. and
B. Cost £3 12s. 6d.
£2 7 6
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon
Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, de¬
layed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B.
Cost £13 5s. £9 10 0

W.l

44 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., complete
with 3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case. Cost £20 .
£9 10 0
31x21 No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B. £5 5 0
V.P. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Sibyl Aviar
anastigmat, speeded shutter, \ to l/200th sec.,
T. and B .
£7 10 0
41 x 31 lea Halloh, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B., panel for plates. ... £5 5 0
41 x 24 la Kodak Special, with range-finder,
f/6.3 Cooke Aviar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.. . £4 10 0
41 x 21 No. la Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th,l/50th sec.,
T. and B. Cost £3 3s .
£2 5 0
34
mat,
sec.,
with

METER

! !

34 x 21 Makina, f/2.9
Anticom ar anasti gm at ,
Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/200th
sec.,
and B.,
com¬
plete T.with
3 single
slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case. Cost
£20 .
£10 17 6
34 x 24 Makina,
f '2’9
Anticomar
anastig¬
mat, delayed-action
Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/200th

617/1

Two photo-electric cells, suitable for cind
or still camera. Cost J>*7 ■ 1 C ■ A
£15 10s
.
■ Iv
Nine
monthly payments of 18/1.

31x21 Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B .
£5 7 6
31 x 21 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5 Cooke
Aviar anastigmat, Acme shutter, speeds 1
to l/300th sec., T. and B .
£3 10 0
31x21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
T. and B. Cost £3 .
£2 7 6
31x21 No. 1 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.. . £5 12 6
31x21 Agfa Standard, f/6.3 Agfa anastig¬
mat, speeded shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., T.
and B .
£2 15 0
31 x 21 Welta, f/5.4 Eurynar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B .
£2 15 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/6.3 Novar
anastigmat, Derval shutter, speeds, l/25th,
l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B .
£2 5 0
31x21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar
anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
l/100th sec., T. and B. Cost £4 4s... £2 10 0
31 x 21 Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B. Cost £11 .
£5 15 0
41 x 31 Miroflex Reflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/3rd to 1/2, 000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 6 single slides and F.P. adapter.
As new. Cost £61 17s. 6d .
£39 10 0
41 x 31 Zeiss Ikon Lloyd, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/200th sec., T. and B., panel for plates.
Cost £16 .
£9 15 0

sec., T. and B., com¬
plete with f/6.3 Tele¬
photo, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter
case . and
£18 leather
17 6

iU

F/6.3 Zeiss Novar

anastigmat, 3-speed shut¬

ter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec.,
"10*0
Nine monthly payments of 10/6.
F/4.5 Zeiss Novar anastigmat, Telma delayedaction shutter, speeds l/25th, f C ■ 4 T ■ A
1/5 0th, l/100th sec., T. and B.
■ W
Nine monthly payments of 13/5.
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T.
Q ■Q •Q
Nine monthly payments of 23/4.
F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shut¬
ter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec.,
£10:12:6
Nine monthly payments of 24/9.
PLEASE

MENTION

HIRE

PURCHASE

TERMS.

THE

“ THE

AMATEUR

FOR
FILMS

9.5-mm

Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat, spring drive, P 1 A ”1 0 ' fl
monthly
payments
of ^24/7.
takes 30 Nine
ft. film,
daylight
loading.
IU.IU.U
Fitted with variable speed device XH OHA
■A

Nineself-erecting
monthly payments
12/3.■ O
T. and B.,
front. . ofS'®

LIBERAL

EXCHANGE

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

ALLOWANCES

EXCHANGE
119,

of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

AGFA
SPEEDEX
“ O ”

Takes
Standard
V.P.
Roll Films
Fitted f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat, in Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., PC ■ C . A

Zeiss Ikon SUPER

■ U

Ikonta

The
Camera
that does
focussing
the

LTD.
Street,

Victoria

VICTORIA

REGent 1360.

GERrard 1432.

Motocamera

34 x 24 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac anas¬
tigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 to l/l,000th sec., T. and B., complete
with F.P. adapter. Cost £25 .
£15 15 0
44x6 cm. Ermanox, f/1.8 Emostar anastig¬
mat, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds,
l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., complete
with 3 single slides and leather case. As
new. List £39 14s .
£18 10 0

62, Piccadilly, W.l
Ill, Oxford Street, W.l

The DE LUXE

V

Nine monthly payments of 29/4.
10 to 20 pictures per sec .
51 AilviU

WESTMINSTER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

l/100th Nine
sec., monthly
T. and payments
B . of 13/5.

31 x 24 Sinclair
f/6.8'Ross
Homocentric
anastigmat,
N.S.Una,
Accurate
shutter,
speeds
1 to l/100th sec. and Time, complete with
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£9 17 6
41 x 31 Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss
Dominar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., complete with
6 single slides and leather case .
£5 12 6
41 x 31 Tropical Adora, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th
sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£8 17 6
41 x 31 Tropical Una, f/5.5 Ross Combinable
anastigmat, and f/6 Ross wide-angle, N.S.
shutter, speeds 1 to l/100th sec. and Time,
triple extension, complete with 3 D.D. slides
and leather case .
£25 0 0
31 x 24 Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/3rd to 1/2, 000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 6 single slides. As new. List
£43 7s. 6d .
£27 10 0
41 x 31 Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/3rd to 1/2, 000th sec., T. and B., com¬
plete with 3 single slides, F.P. adapter and
case. Cost £50 .
£19 17 6

Sent on 7 days’ approval against full cash deposit.
Take 16 pictures
on standard
31 x 2* Roll Film.

Nine monthly
payments ofspeed¬
9/1.
■ ■ I ■ V
F/4.5
Kodak anastigmat,
ed shutter, l/25th, l/50th, fiC ■ 4 C ■ A

x 21 lea Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
T. and B., double extension, complete
3 single slides, F.P.case
adapter
. and£7 leather
12 6

OFFER

WESTON

Takes 8 pictures 41*24 in. Fitted f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat, 3-speed shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
1/1 00th sec., T. and B .
fiO .47 -C

0669.

S.W.1

24, Charing Cross Road,
TEMple Bar 7165.

WHEN

W.C.2

CORRESPONDING

Takes 8 pictures 31*21 or 16 Pictures 2ixlf
on standard 31 x 2} Roll Films.
Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec.,
T. and ensuring
B., self-erecting
front,
range-finder,
critical A4
7 ■ built-in
A ■ A
payments of
39/8. ■ v
focus for Nine
every monthly
picture .
Mil
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FORTMGHTLY
Advisory Editors:

How

Many of These Question
Can You Answer ?

PARTS

GEORGE E. BROWN
F.I.C., Hon. F.R.P.S.

EACH

PERCY W. HARRIS
F.A.C.I

What

steps would you take if the copyright for one of your photographs
had been infringed ?
How long does the copyright in a cine film last ?
What are the causes and remedies for the following defects in gaslight
:—
prints
Black
Spots, Blisters, Brown Stains, White Specks, Yellow Stains ?
What developer would you use for gaslight paper to give the most
brilliant print ? What developer would give softer contrast ?
What printing process gives prints like oil paintings ?
When must a cine camera be held upside down in shooting a scene ?
When is f/8 stop not f/8 ?
How do lamps used for photographic studios differ from ordinary electric
light bulbs ?
What is the difference in lighting an indoor scene for cinematography as
distinct from still photography !
What system should be used for developing ultra rapid panchromatic
plates and films !
What is the best type of camera to use for dog photography ?
Why should a very short focus lens never be used for this purpose
How long does the copyright in a photograph last ?
All these and hundreds of other practical questions are clearly
answered in this splendid new work. Order your copy of Part I
To-day.

WORTH

MANY

TIMES

Ask your News¬
agent to reserve
a copy

ITS COST

Produced in the straightforward practical style for
which the House of Newnes has become justly famous
this work deals with a subject which is full of fascina¬
ting possibilities for the practical man who aspires
to a more intelligent photography than that so tersely
described by the phrase : “ You press the button, we
do the rest.” Never before has such a wealth of really
practical information on this subject been brought
together within such a small compass. Every article
has been written by a man who has made himself
expert on the subject upon which he writes, and yet
the information is conveyed in such a manner that it
can be put into immediate use by the reader. It is
quite safe to say that, to the man who has a practical
turn of mind, each part of this work will be worth many
times its cost. Get a copy of Part I and you will fully
endorse this statement.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

^ A GOLD MINE OF INFORMATION
^
FOR YOU
GEORGE E. BROWN,
F.R.P.S.
BERNARD
ALFIERI,
J. W. ARCHIBALD.
STANLEY

Jun.

M. BALLANCE,

F.R.Met.Soc.,

Part 1 Contains

F.I.C., Hon.

ARCHIE

A.R.P.S.,

H. W. BENNETT.

PAUL

COE.

How to Make Trick Films. By G. P. Kendall.
Photographing Cine Titles. By David Charles.
Photo-Printing Processes. By George E.
Brown.

F. W.

EMUSS.

Practical Experiments with Infra-Red.
Bernard Alfieri, Jun.

H. W.

LANE.

Copyright in Photographs and Cine Films. By
George E. Brown, F.I.C., Hon. F.R.P.S.
Free-Lance Press Work. By R. Mallinson.
Many Time- and Labour-Saving Tips.

Miss

H. N. BROOKER.

DAVID

RUFUS

CHARLES.

H. MALLINSON.

F. R. NEWENS,
L. M. PARR.

F.R.P.S.

Df. S. O. RAWLING.

Special

E. A. SALT.

HOW

P. C. SMETHURST.
HARRY

WALDEN.

STAPLE

PROCESSES

Modern Hand Cameras, including
Reflex.
Miniature Cameras.
Stand Cameras.
Photographic Lenses.
Fitting a Dark Room.
Developing Roll Film and Film
Packs.
Fixing, Washing and
Gaslight Printing.

(2) ALL THE

Drying.

MODERN

Tele-photography.
Photo- micrography.

LABOUR-

YOUR

Reducing and Intensifying.
Working Up and Colouring
Carbon (Carbro) Printing.
Toning Prints.
Varnishing Negatives.

LOUIS

LESLIE

W. J. SMITH.
J. F. STIRLING, M.Sc., A.I.C.
R. B. WILLCOCK.
A. G. WILLIS.

Retouching

Using Photography
Business.

in Your

Making Enlargements.
Trimming
and Mounting
Copying.

Prints.

ART, including :

Photography in Tropics.
Photographing Dogs.
Panoram
Photographs.
Moonlight Photography

The
Technique
graphy.

Light Trap for Dark-Room
How to Title Films.

COPY of PART
NEWNES

MENTION

LTD.,

“THE

from

8-11,

AMATEUR

Camera

Door.

and

Bookstalls,

or

STREET,

”

Aid

to Copying

Photographic

YOUR

SOUTHAMPTON

PHOTOGRAPHER

an

Paintings.

How to Win
titions.

1 FROM

all Newsagents

as

WHEN

Cin6

Photo¬

Compe¬

free

STRAND,

or Cine Camera to

Planning a Film Scenario.
Making
Home. a Projector Screen for the
Trick-film Methods.
Useful Formulae and Tables.

NEWSAGENT
1/2 post

of

Projectors.
Making Cartoon Films.
Producing a Story Film.

and

Effects.

Original

and

Architectural Photography.
Commercial
D. and P. Work.
Editing Films.
Slow-Motion Cinematography.

Child Portraiture.
Table-Top Photography.

The

(Front

Glazing and Drying Prints.
Stripping Negatives.
Processing Cin6 Films.

Prints.

Own

Negatives

Defects in Negatives.
Platinum Printing.
Colour Photography.

Exposure.
Developing Plates.
Desensitising.

Studio.

WORK

CINEMATOGRAPHY,
Back). such as :

Photographic Chemicals.
Shutters and Finders.
Films and Plates.
and

G. SANDYS.

D. A. SPENCER, D.I.C., Ph.D.,
F.R.P.S., A.I.C.

1 :

AND

PONTING.

R. R. RAWKINS.
K. REITZ.

DOGS

PHOTOGRAPHY

NELL.

CLARENCE

in Photogravure.)

OF THIS FASCINATING

Running
a Photographic
Press Photography.
Landscape Photography.
Medical Photography.

A. LOCKETT.

COMPLETE

X-ray Photography.
Under-Water
Photography.
Nature Photography.

Obtainable

GEO.

PLEASE

IN MODERN

G. P. KENDALL.
W. KENYON.

AND MONEY -SAVING ARTICLES which will Enable Everyone who has a Camera
Spend many Pleasant and Profitable Hours. Here are some Typical subjects :

Making Lantern Slides.
Making a Magic Lantern.
Making a Printing Box.
Apparatus
for Taking
X-ray
Photographs.

ORDER

USED

THE

Daylight Printing.
Chloro- Bromide Papers.
Combination Printing.
Principles
Printing. of Development

APPLICATIONS

Stereoscopic Photography.
Orthochromatic Photography.
Panchromatic Photography.
Night Photography.
Outdoor Portraiture.

(3) TIME-

OF

A. J. ELLIOTT.
A. D. FRISCHMANN.

By

in Part

(With beautiful supplement

OUTLINE
(1) ALL THE

Feature

TO PHOTOGRAPH
SUCCESSFULLY.

F.R.P.S.

JOHN J. CURTIS.
CHARLES DUNCAN.

Artificial Lighting for Indoor Photography
and Cine Work. By Archie Handford.
Beauty of Wet Streets and Roads By
Clarence Ponting.
Warm and Cold Weather Hints. By L. G.
Sandys.

F.R.A.S.

HANDFORD,

TO-DAY

from

LONDON,
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GAMAGES
FOR

THE

GRANVILLE

BIGGEST

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.

BARGAINS
OUR

The FAMOUS

CORONET
9.5-mm.

CINE
CAMERA

SYSTEM

MATERIAL.

OUR
TO

MOUNTANT,

i-pl. T.-P. FilmSk, f/6.8, 5 speed shutter, 3 slides .
15s. 0d.
i-pl. Kodak Roll Film, rise and cross .
5s. Od.
Alef 9.5-mm. Cind Camera, f/3.5, 3 speeds. List £9 17s. 6d. As new _
£4 17 6
Ensign 16-mm. Alpha Sixteen Projector, motor and resistance. Cost £16 £6 17 6
Ensign 16-mm. Cind Camera, f/3.5, 2 speeds. List £10 10s. Asnew .
£6 17 6

★

Full range of latest Zeiss Ikon Cameras

★

Call and inspect at will these magnificent models : Contax,
Super Ikonta, Superb, Exakta, Rolleicord, and many others.
Definitely the highest allowance made for Cameras, Pro¬
jectors, Binoculars, etc., against other apparatus. Easiest
of easy payment terms.

★

GAMAGES,

14

now

HOLBORN,

LONDON,
8484.

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

IS

EQUIPPED
ANY

OF

FRESH
AND

GRADE

OR

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
31x21
.
.,
. 2/3
1/6 doz.
41x31
. 4/6 .,
51x31
. 3/6
61x41

GASLIGHT

20
1/15

All grades.
50
1/9

100
3/-

SEMITONE

21-

3/6

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

FLASHPOWDER,

1/9 3 oz., to make
1/9, to make

1 oz. tin 2/10.

DE

one

2 oz. 4/3.

75 oz.
gallon.

4 oz. 7/-.

2/3

SEPIA

TONER,

LUXE

PAPERS.

1/6 Jar.

GRANVILLE

FILMS

CUT

AND

Bot.

Single or Doubleweight.

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
72
36
6
12
Shts.
Shts.
Size.
Shts. Shts.
144
—
—
■8/4
21x11
7d. Shts.
1/9
31x21
—
5d.
2/9
lid. 1/7
—
41x21
5d.
1/1
41x31
—
2/3
6d.
1/4
7d.
—
3/7
1/8
61x4}
7/9
lid.
8d. 2/5
5/4
4/8
7d.
2/11
7 x5
51x3}
3'10 4/4
9d. 1/3
3/4
6/4
8 x6
8/9
2/6 10/6 13/11
10d. 1/5
7/4
8} x 61
215/6 15/9
10x8
12/I2x 10
1/11 12/5 23/8 4 11/1 4/6
1 /2/11
15x12
20/22/1
1/7
4/3
2/4
20x16
30/10 ft.X 25 in. 5/6 per Roll.
7/9 Pro Rata.
45/Other sizes
1 /42/80/No extra charge for doubleweight.

6
Shts.
—
—
—
—
—

SEMITONE
(Chloro-Bromide)
Shts.
12
Shts. Shts.
Shts.
—
lid.
8d.
144
5d.
1/5
1/8
4/2
36
1/11
72
6d.
1/4
1/1
2/6
7d.
2/9
4/6
9d.
2/4 10/3
3/5
6/2

1/11
lid.
8d.
lOd.
9d.

1/5
1/7
1/1

1/3

2/3

2/9

2/11 12/4

515

23/5

4/6 18/5
3/10
6/6
14/5 27/7
7/4
8/6
9/9
49/1

16/2
14/3193/6
52/6

25/10

1/10 3/5
9/1
5/1
SI- 35/4/10 116/3 Other
per Roll.
sizes Pro Rata.

91-

I 1ST
FREE
-

INCLUDING
PRICESABOVE.
OTHER
NOT
MENTIONED

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON
-

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

AND

ON

ALL

CARDS

MATERIALS

FREE.

ORDERS.

in stock.

Telephone

: Holborn

YOU

ALWAYS

MAKE

BROMIDE

II-

“ still ” camera. These Coronet Cine Cameras are brand new
and fitted with f/3.9 anastigmat lens. Powerful, smooth-running
motor. Brilliant built-in view-finder. Easy loading. Neat and
compact and easily carried. List price 65/-.
Gamages special offer price .
*3 f /

i-pl. Ditto, f/7.7 anastigmat, 3-speed shutter .
£1 7 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £35. As
new .
.
£19 10 0
Voigtlander Brilliant, f/6.3 anastigmat, leather case. Cost £4 15s. As new
£3 10
2J x 31 Contessa Plate, 1/6.8, Derval shutter, 6 slides and case .
£1
7 06
2Jx3J Agfa Roll Film, f/4.5 Trilinear, 5-speed shutter, built-in range-finder. As
new. Cost £9 .
£4 10 0
2JX31 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3, Derval shutter .
£1 7 6
41 x 21 Kodak Roll Film, f/7.9, Kodex shutter. List £2 7s. 6d. Asnew.. £1 12 6
V.P. Piccolette de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter .
£5 12 6
2} x 31 Kodak Self-erecting, f/6.3, Kodex shutter. List £3. Asnew .
£2 5 0
21x31 Soho Pilot. As new .
7s. 6d.
21x3} Ajax, f/6.3 Taylor-Hobson, 3-speed shutter. New . . .
£1 7 6
9x12 or 1-pl. Glunz, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, rise and cross, double extension,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. As new .
.
£717 6
9x12 or 1-pl. Tropical Etui, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case.
List £17 tos .
£6 17 6
3a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compur. Cost £18. Nearly as
new .
£4 12 6

FACTORY
QUICKLY

ASSURES

AND

POSTCARDS

00

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.
50, 100, 250, 425, doz.
650.
. doz.
1/3
31x21 .
41x31 . . 1/10
c
51x31 . . 2/10
0
. 3/9
c
6ix4J .

GRANVILLE

2£ x 31 Carbine, f/6. 3 Tessar, Compur .
£4 7 6
i-pl. Folding Plate Ensign, f/7.7 anastigmat, 7-speed shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
£17
6
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate or Pack, f/6. 3 Aldis-Butcher, Compur shutter, 3 slides
and screen .
£4 10 0

QUALITY

SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY
of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

SEMITONE

BARGAINS

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

ORGANISED

This is an opportunity for everybody to enter the realm of movie¬
making for an initial outlay that is less than the price of a good

MISCELLANEOUS

OF

GUARANTEED

E.C.1

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

GRANVILLE

GULLI
P.O.
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ews and Reviews
Items
SPOTTING

MINIATURE

Sir,— I feel that I must

NEGATIVES.

write to congratulate

you for publish¬

ing Peter Posford’s most inspiring letter.
“ Why should you have to retouch negatives,” he says,
" why not remove the cause, then you will have nothing to
retouch;? ”
This simple solution to a very complicated problem, whilst
tending to put out of business all the manufacturers of re¬
touching materials, will surely prove to be a boon to every
photographer, amateur and professional, all over the world.
Take myself, for example ; during my photographic experience,
I must have spoiled scores, or perhaps hundreds (pardon my
modesty ! ) of pictures. Why ? All because the negatives
needed spotting or scraping, etc., and they were either too
small or I was otherwise incapable of doing. (I blush with the
thought that Mr. Posford may read this.)
I, who had spent pounds on books and periodicals, which,
incidentally, includes several years of " The A.P.”
It may surprise Mr. Posford to learn that I still occasionally
take a photograph which proves to be either over- or under¬
exposed. This1 may sound primitive to him, who, I imagine,
always makes a perfect compromise between light and shade, and
then develops them correctly, thus eliminating the expense
and

bother

of intensifying

or reducing.

etc.,
THE
PERFECT

What

a man

!— Yours,

Sir, — -The frequent discussions in “ The A.P.” between
users of miniature and larger cameras have been of such
interest that I wondered whether my experiences might appeal
to some of your readers.
Searching for the “ perfect ” camera since 1912, I have
bought and exchanged twenty-seven different instruments,
ranging from V.P. Tenax to £-plate Sanderson, and have now
settled down to a vest-pocket film camera, with f/4.5 lens
at the

May I say that I have had less waste and more real " pic¬
tures ” since using this combination than at any other time,’
without the troublesome accessories needed with larger outfits.
Should a single exposure be required round the house, it is a
simple matter to slip a flat film, cut to size, in the back of camera.
The 3X4 cm. has had no appeal, as I find them rather

A

PLEA

FOR

LARGER

from

all quarters.

of the present

Ensign

House.

This

is referred

to on

another

page in this issue of “ The A.P.” The Ensign catalogue
book of reference that every amateur should possess.

is a

The Professional Photographers’ Congress will be held this
year at Blackpool from May 7th-nth under the presidency
of Mr. T. Lee Syms. A remarkable fixture list of meetings,
lectures, demonstrations and entertainment has been arranged.
Full particulars are obtainable from the General Secretary of
the P.P.A., Mr. A. F. Bucknell, Sundial House, 357, Euston
Road, London, N.W.i.

"The Rambler’s Handbook for 1934” has been published
for the Federation of Rambling Clubs by Messrs. E. J. Larby,
30, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4. This little book, which
sells at 6d., is a mine of information for everyone interested
in rambling in the British Isles. It not only gives particulars
of the Rambling Clubs themselves, but a large number of pages
are occupied by particulars of selected excursions with full
references to times and fares. It is a book that no rambler or

results, as the sharp little negatives go straight into a “ Miraphot ” enlarger, fitted with a condenser in place of opal glass.
This, with the aid of the vigorous, medium and soft bromide
papers supplied by all dealers, gives perfect prints from any
reasonable negative.

"fiddling” to deal with, but to return
no, thank you !— Yours, etc.,

interest

The Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic Society’s
Nineteenth Annual Exhibition will be open, at Hampshire
House, Hampshire Hog Lane, Hammersmith, from 13th to
22nd April, both days inclusive, A record entry has been
received this year, including many from foreign countries.
The exhibition will be open daily from 11 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.
except on Saturdays and Sundays, when the hours will be
11 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. and 3.0 p.m. to 7.30 p.m., respectively.
Applications for reserved seats for the evening lectures should
be made to the Exhibition Secretary, Mr. J. Ainger Hall, 10,
Kitson Road, S.W.13, from whom full details may be obtained.
A stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed with the
application.
,

' ISAAC GROSSMAN.
CAMERA.

and Compur shutter, with " Rhaco ” finder added.
My friends are not provided with magnifiers to gaze

of general

The Ensign Photographic Catalogue for 1934 has been
issued, and contains 130 fully-illustrated pages of apparatus,
materials, accessories, etc., both for the photographer and
cinematographer, made and sold by the firm of Ensign, Ltd.,
88-89, High Holborn, W.C.i. This catalogue is the centenary
edition, the firm having been established in 1834, and it con¬
tains as a preface some particulars of the early phases of the
firm which commenced business in High Holborn on the site

to the larger camera —
“ CONTENTED.”
SIZES.

hiker should fail to get. It is obtainable from the publishers,
as above, or from the Secretary, Federation of Rambling
Clubs, 7, Buckingham Palace Gardens, London, S.W.i.
An Exhibition of Architectural Photography by well-known
amateurs and professionals in this branch of camera work is
now open at The Camera Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
Many fine examples are on view. The prize of a silver bowl
for the best architectural picture has been awarded to E.
Heimann
Admission

Sir, — " Hopeful,” in his letter to you, complains that the
price of good-sized cameras such as quarter-plate is now
prohibitive. I entirely disagree with him ; if he will read the

for his photograph entitled
to the exhibition is free.

" Counterpoint.”

Allens of Manchester. — -An attractive new illustrated list
has just been issued by Messrs. Allens Photographic Stores, of
168, Oldham Road, Manchester. It includes prices of plates,

advertisement columns of “ The A.P.” he will find that firstrate cameras of that size, originally costing twelve to fourteen
pounds, may be bought for from three to five pounds, largely
owing to the craze for the miniature.

papers, chemicals, mounts, sundries, a comprehensive illus¬
trated catalogue of most of the modern cameras and particulars
of their novel
hand cameras

I have a quarter-plate with Compur and Tessar f/6.3, in perfect
order, bought from a dealer for ^3, and was offered a brandnew camera in original wrapping for ^5 instead of its list
figure of £ 10 , and could have bought a dozen if I had wanted.
A telephoto lens (vetted as perfect by its makers), cost me
£ 6 instead of ^14.

" exchange service,” whereby new and second¬
may be exchanged within specified periods at

agreed rates. Full particulars will be sent to any reader men¬
tioning The Amateur Photographer who applies to the firm at
the address stated. _
Stolen. — A Pathe Luxe Motocamera No. V 56887 with f/2.5
lens was stolen on Thursday, March 29th, from 319, High
Street North, Manor Park, E. Any information regarding this
instrument should be reported to the above address or to
Forest Gate Police Station.

It is also forgotten in the rush for " four-point-fives ” that
the f/6.3, owing to the new films, is in practice twice as fast
as it was a year or two ago, and is probably, taken all round,
a more satisfactory instrument.
The cost of materials is a difficulty, but is largely offset’ by
the great saving that can be made in the cost of the camera and
lens, and the fact that the good camera seldom wastes a film
and dispenses with the cost of enlargement or magnifying
glasses. — Yours, etc.,
H. C. HARBORD.

A change of secretary is announced at the Small Heath Photo¬
graphic Society, this position now being occupied by Mr.
William Davies. All communications should be addressed
to him

at 179, Mansel

Road,

Small

Heath,

Birmingham.
15
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Methods

and Ideals of well-known

From information communicated

PICTORIAL photography has a

dual appeal to me — firstly, from
the pictorial side, as it is a
medium that allows one to record scenes
that appeal to one, and then from the
photographic side, in that it is a process
that can be worked scientifically. When
going out into the field I prefer to go
alone unless in company with another
photographer who is also prepared to

Pictorial Workers.

to our Special Representative.

a 12-in. Dallon f/5.6 and a 5-in. Pentac
f/2.9 lens. I use the Dallon lens whenever
possible in order to take advantage of
the better perspective given by the
longer focus lens. As this camera is
too bulky for use other than on purely
photographic outings, I usually carry a
miniature camera in my pocket.
" I use Eastrnan cut films, commercial
panchromatic and super-sensitive pan¬

strength. For developing prints I use
metol hydroquinone, using a fresh
portion of developer for each print.
“ I mostly use Kodak Royal bromide
paper, and when a warm tone is required
can obtain by the direct sulphiding
method a result that is sufficiently like
that obtained with chloro-bromide paper
to deceive quite old hands.
" For toning, two stock solutions are
made up, one a saturated solution of
barium sulphide in water and the other
a 10 per cent solution of meta-nitrobenzine-sulphonate. Twelve parts of
the former are taken and one part of the
latter, and diluted with an equal volume
of water. This solution is used at
about 70 degrees Fahr. The prints are
fixed in an acid fixing bath and washed
for about fifteen minutes before toning.
" Mounting is done with dry tissue, using
an ordinary domestic electric iron. A
piece of smooth paper only is laid over
the print and the iron used with a sliding
motion over the paper, starting from the
centre of the print and working outwards.
" The prints are spotted with water
colour, and oiled up after mounting with
the usual mixture of one part boiled
oil, one part copal varnish and three
parts turpentine. A small quantity only
is applied and well rubbed in. I en¬
deavour to get the result I want in the
negative, but have no objection to after¬
work on the print if necessary. When
this has to be done the print is left until
the oil has dried, and pigment bound with
oil gold size is used. For toning down
large areas a small quantity is taken on
a piece of flannelette and well rubbed in.
The advantage of using gold size as a
binder is that it dries in the course of
a few hours with a surface similar to

At

the

Gate.

wait for a desired effect, say of light or
cloud. While studying the picture on
the ground-glass screen, I judge whether
the whole effect pleases rather than by
analysing it according to a strict code of
rules, but, on the technical side, as far
as limitations allow, I treat it on strictly
scientific lines.
“ My favourite camera for pictorial
work is a 3J X2J Soho Reflex, fitted" with

16

chromatic,

By

as

S.

Grimsdell

circumstances

Dix.

dictate.

“ I develop negatives in a tank by the
time and temperature method. When I
have a number to develop I divide them
into batches according to the contrast
of the subject and vary the time accord¬
ingly, endeavouring to produce negatives
of equal density. The developer used
is according to the Kodak formula for
tray development, diluted to half

the
rub

unworked portions, and does not
off or smear like pigment applied

with the oiling-up medium.
“‘Sunshine,’ reproduced

on

the

opposite page, was taken on slipersensitive pan. film, K2 filter, exposure
i/25th sec. at f/8. Print on Kodak Royal
cream base. ‘ At the Gate,’ Eastman
super-sensitive pan. film, K2
filter,
1 /25th sec. at f/5.6. Print on Ilford
Clorona. A Ki filter would have been
used
but

in each
was

case

in preference

not available

to K2

at the time.”
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SUNSHINE.

By

{See article, “ How

I make

my Exhibition

S. Grimsdell

Dix.

Pictures,” on the opposite page.)

A. 11 — 1,
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ROYAL.

By'.Thos.
(From

the Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

ii, 1934

Farmer.

(C anacta.)
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By E. Bafford.

HORSE.
(From

the" Royal Photographic

Society's Exhibition.)
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i. — “ Lonely

Toil."

By W. R. Cocks.
5. — “ Ye

Bell Inn,

2. — “ Morning

Sunshine

By L. Ellis.

Oxted

By J. H. Benson.

3. — “ The

Road

to Borth

By P. J. Forge.
6. — “ November

Morning

By W. G. Halliday.

4. —

“ Looe

Island

By 0. W. Cattermole.
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Some

Critical Comments

AN effect of glancing sunshine, such

in No. 2 of
the prints reproduced on the
as is to be seen

opposite page — “ Morning Sunshine,”
by L. Ellis — forms a very highly
attractive pictorial motive, and is one
that photography is able to handle in
a better way than any other method
of representation ; but, in this instance,
it is somewhat handicapped by the
presence of the gable end on the right
in full light.
Competitive Lights.
There are the two main lights. That
on the cottage front should be the
most attractive because of the effect of
glancing sunshine thereon, but, be¬
cause the light on the gable is the
stronger, it attracts and holds the
attention at the expense of the other.
It is scarcely a case of divided
interest, for although the front does
exert some attraction, it is over¬
whelmed by the greater brightness of
the adjoining light, and its fine play
of sunlight and delicate shadow does
not get a chance of making itself
felt. As the print stands, it is im¬
possible so to alter it as to bring the
light on the frontage into greater
prominence except by the entire
removal of the gable end.
That might be done by trimming off
that portion to the right of the corner
of the wall, and, as far as it goes, the
alteration would be advantageous,
for the front would then attain its
proper significance and be able to
claim primary attention as the centre
of interest.
There would be, however, some
corresponding disadvantages, the chief
being that the major portion of that
useful foreground shadow would be lost,
together with the enclosing effect of
the foliage on the right, and the lines
of the composition would not fall
quite so happily.

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
the opposite page.

last for long, and there is small
probability of either shadows obscuring
the gable end or getting the same effect
with the lighting coming in a different
direction, it would seem to be useless
to advocate any change of viewpoint.
There are points of analogy between
this picture and No. 5, “ Ye Bell
Inn,”latter
by J.is H.more
Benson
; but, in
while
the
fortunate
its
lighting, and the corresponding gable
end is in comparative shadow, there
is not the same feeling of texture in
the left-hand side of the building.
Moreover, there is something of a
commercial suggestion — quite foreign
to the pictorial genre — in the promi¬
nence given to the sign displayed on
the wall facing the right, and, some¬
how or other, most people would try
and arrange for that notice to be
avoided.
As for the tone in which the sky
is represented, it is only the bare
minimum, and a greater depth would
not only be more in accordance with
the visual impression, but would also
have the effect of heightening the value
of the sunshine.
Mood

and

Motive.

Nevertheless, and although the print
falls short of what it might be, it does
show an appreciation of the value of
an effect of sunshine, and this might
be said to form its mood or motive.
Mood may be regarded as something
apart from the objects forming the
subject material, which confers upon
them an aspect which they do not
commonly display, and which lends
an attraction that they do not or¬
dinarily possess.
In this instance the mood is indi¬
cated by the sunlight, and in the

against these losses would have to be
set the prime consideration that the
beauty of the effect is retained without
impairment.
In a case like this that is the main

case of No. 6, “ November Morning,”
by W. G. Halliday, it is suggested by
the effect of sunlight breaking through
a misty atmosphere. The composition
here might be improved by the addition
of an accent on the right to afford
some compensation for the somewhat
heavy left-hand side ; but, in other
respects, the effect has been very well
seen, and, except for a slight measure
of overprinting, ably carried out.
A like suggestion of atmosphere
would not be inappropriate in No. 1,

thing, and,

" Lonely

Gain

and

Loss.

The sky, too, would come into greater
prominence and would probably have
to be somewhat lowered in tone ; but

as the

effect would

not

Toil,”

by

335

W.

R.

Cocks,

where, although the figures are not
badly placed in the picture space, they
suffer from the angle at which they
are seen.
The

Viewing

Angle.

Figures such as these are best seen
when approaching the viewer from a
slight angle, or, in other words, a threequarter presentment assumes a more
pleasing form than a broadside view.
The principle is demonstrated in the
way the buildings are shown in Nos. 2
and 5, and, just as it is better that
they should be seen as shown rather
than as a straightforward depiction of
one instead of two sides, so it is when
figures or faces come to be dealt with.
To get a three-quarter view in a
subject like this would mean a fair
amount of stalking, but there is usually
plenty
of time reasons,
for it.
For similar
it would have
been an advantage if the horse and
cart in No. 3, ” The Road to Borth,”
by P. J. Forge, had been shown coming
towards the camera rather than, as
at present, going away. It is true
that they are not of great importance
in the scheme, but it is a point that
is worthy of consideration, particularly
as the print, though not very ambitious
pictorially, conveys a good impression
in other respects of the topographical
features of the scene.
The Artistic Content.
It is the absence of any particular
mood, to which reference has previously
been made, that restricts the attrac¬
tion of the print to its topographical
aspects, and prevents it acquiring an
artistic or pictorial content.
In No. 4, “ Looe Island,” by G. W.
Cattermole, something of a mood is
suggested by the brightly-lit clouds
in the sky, but their formation is not
very happy, and the remainder of the
subject content is somewhat lacking
in interest. Subjects of this nature,
too, have been done so often that
much of the undoubted beauty of the
sky loses its appeal by reason of its
hackneyed character, and unless it
is exceptionally well done, it has little
chance of obtaining recognition. It
is, however, free from the exaggera¬
tion of effect that is too frequently
seen,

and,

insomuch,

mendation.

deserves

com¬

“ Mentor.”
17
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ MONTREAL

FROM

A DISTANT view of a city has,

from time immemorial, formed
a subject that has compelled
the efforts of many artists. It is
true that most of these efforts were
of cities in the old world, and that the
example now before us comes from
the new, but the intention is identical,
and, possibly, much of the attraction
of the subject lies in the associated
suggestion of reaching a haven
after a wearisome journey.
A

Suggested

MOUNT

ROYAL,”

buildings are concerned, they would
scarcely be affected.
The impression that would then be
created would be to exaggerate the
size of the buildings at the expense of
the trees, and reverse the unfortunate
disparity now apparent. The relative
importance of the buildings would
be increased, and that of the trees
diminished.

by Thos. Farmer.
could

On the other hand, if the repetition of

provision is important, be¬
cause, if the depth is excessive
there would be a danger of
some of the atmospheric effect
being lost, whereas, with a
filter of the right type, this

and, besides the literary con¬
tent so implied, there is a
beauty in the sunlit aspect of
the many-storied buildings
seen through a veiling of
atmospheric mist that confers
upon the picture a far higher
aesthetic appeal.
It has an attraction of a

contingency would not arise.
At the same time, it might
be wise for the second group
of buildings (3) to be omitted.
There is, in the present
rendering, some suggestion
of competition between the
two groups, particularly as
the position of each is of
just about the same strength.
In this connection, it will be

very high order, yet, with so
much of the attention being
demanded by the middle
distance, it does seem as
though a little artistic licence,
such as could be employed to
heighten the light on one of
the groups of towers, might
be adopted with no little
advantage. At the same time
it must be mentioned that

observed that the trim re¬
commended avoids the in¬
clusion of the second group,
and a somewhat similar ar¬
rangement might be aimed
for at the second shot.
Idea

the proximity of the rather
insignificant trees in the im¬
mediate foreground is inclined
to dwarf the significance of
the more important distance,
and, on the whole, a better
arrangement would be likely
to accrue had a more distant

Scale

and

the

Subject.

Even going so far back as twenty
yards or so would appreciably reduce
the size of the trees, but, as far as the
18

be

the exposure is practicable, the em¬
phasis upon the lights could be obtained
by the use of panchromatic plates in
conjunction with a light filter
of suitable depth. The latter

Impression.

in consequence.
Without being acquainted with the
nature of the terrain, it is impossible
to say if such a viewpoint were possible
or not, but the idea should be, by
means of getting farther away, to
reduce the difference in scale in which
the two elements are shown.

a bit, as could

manufactured for the purpose — neococcine is one — the needed emphasis
would be acquired.

That something of this
suggestion is conveyed in
this instance is undeniable,

viewpoint been chosen, and had they
been shown on a much smaller scale

be stressed

easily done by the application to the
negative of one of the suitable dyes

and

Execution.

In spite of the criticisms
herein made, it must be

If, however, it is not possible to
arrange for the exposure to be repeated,
there is an alternative offered by a
rather severe trimming, restricting
the picture space to the area included
by the dotted lines in the sketch. It
will be seen that such a trim removes
the greater proportion of the top of the
left-hand tree (1) and deletes that on
the right altogether. Without its
upper portion, the effect of the tree (1)
is much reduced, and, consequent upon
its reduction, the significance of the
buildings immediately behind (2) is
increased. If the light upon them

quite frankly admitted that
the idea behind the picture
is excellent. It is exceedingly
well conceived, and, because
it reaches a very high level,
the various points to which
attention has been drawn have been
mentioned in order that its undoubted
merit may yet be enhanced.
It betrays a sane and well-ordered
conception of a highly attractive
effect, which, in these days when
eccentricity and the stunt are a by¬
word, is decidedly refreshing, and only
needs a more mature handling to
become a very fine thing indeed.
With time, experience and know¬
ledge, the necessary ability will be
acquired, and the present example
may

be taken

as indicative

things still to come.

of better

" Mentor.”
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ENLARGING

BY

heading

L NOTIONS
^fot tfie

dealing

§

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

DAYLIGHT.— II.

I
S

I NOW come to a method of daylight enlarging which is

quite satisfactory if it is possible to make the necessarv
arrangements. These involve being able to darken
a room completely, and naturally a suitable one is not
always available. It may be quite small ; in fact, within
reason, the smaller the better. Matters are simplified if
there is only one window, and if the door leads to a passage
or darkish part of the house. Sometimes a small attic
solves the problem.
The room is not used, as a rule, for any part of the work
beyond making the exposures, the exposed paper being
put into a light-tight box or envelope, and taken to the
dark-room for finishing. Nevertheless, the room must be
made lightproof ; which means fitting a shut-out to the
window, and probably hanging a curtain over the door.
It will be possible to describe only the general idea of
this method, the details of the arrangement having to be
varied and carried out according to circumstances. Once
the main idea is grasped it must be carried out to suit the
accommodation and apparatus available. A camera of
some sort is necessary, and it is quite possible that if onlv
one is available it may not answer the purpose. Everv thing else can be made or improvised in some way.
The diagram to illustrate the arrangement I have
slightly modified from one in Mr. Child Bayley’s book on
" Photographic Enlarging,” which is now out of print.
I may digress a little here to explain why there is no
book on the subject of making enlargers, and why the

publication of articles on the subject has almost died out.
Years ago there were very few types of enlargers on the
market, and as they were rather expensive many beginners
who onlv occasionally wanted to enlarge hesitated to
incur the expense. They were glad to know how to
improvise some simple apparatus that would serve their
purpose. The most popular size was quarter-plate, and
contact prints were large enough to be examined with ease.
Now there is a strong tendency to tiny negatives, and
there is more urgent necessity for enlarging. All sorts of
enlargers have appeared, cheap and expensive, and working
almost automatically ; the whole thing being simplified
bv the wide availability of electric light.
Nothing the average amateur can make
comes anywhere near them for convenience
and

efficiency.

So great is the necessary

variety- of enlargers to-day that it is
hardly worth while publishing detailed
instructions and drawings of any particular
one, as it would meet the requirements of
only a very limited number. Further, there
are on the market many cheap and good
articles for making up an enlarging appara¬
tus for daylight or artificial light, and with or
without the inclusion of one’s own camera.
To return to the diagram. It shows a
method of using almost any camera for
making daylight enlargements, and there
is no limit as to size, or degree of magnifica¬
tion, as there is with even very- expensive
automatic vertical enlargers. The window
must be completely blocked up with an
opaque screen in which there is an opening
sufficienth- large to allow daylight to reach
the negative freely. If a negative is placed
in the opening, light would pass through
it into the room ; but if a black card were
substituted for the negative the room
should then be quite dark.
337
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If with a negative in the opening, a camera with the back
open is put against the screen, the light coming through the
negative can only pass into the room through the lens.
It is evident that with suitable adjustments the lens can
be made to project an image of the negative, varying in size.
With some cameras the negative may be placed in a
slide or carrier at the back. Otherwise the negative is slid
into grooves fitted to the opaque screen. This is an
example of having to vary the arrangements according to
circumstances.
A stand camera, such as that shown in the diagram is
the most convenient, as the lens can be racked backwards
and forwards to give different degrees of enlargement, and
to ensure sharp focussing. The camera, whatever its
form, must be firmly supported so that the lens is opposite
the middle of the negative.
,
Outside the window is the reflector to which I referred
last week. It must have a smooth, white surface. Painted
plywood will answer, and it must be remembered that
rain may possibly fall upon it on occasion. An angle of
45 degrees is about right, but the exact position should be
found by getting the brightest and most even illumination
possible on a piece of ground glass in the negative opening.
The reflector is generally hinged at the bottom, and moved
and fastened by a String. It need not be very large, and
if the lower sash of the window, can be opened, a compara¬

T

HE

REST

An easel to hold the bromide paper must also be provided.
In the sketch this is shown on a table which supports the
camera as well.
The second diagram shows two simple forms of easel.
One is rigid. The other has the board arranged so that it
can be raised or lowered, by moving it up or down in slots
in the standards, and clamping it in any desired position.
The whole easel can be moved bodily from side to side on
the table so as to get the paper opposite any given part of
the negative. If the board is of sufficient size the paper
can be fastened in a variety of positions on it. It is a great
help when .enlarging part of a negative if the lens of the
camera can also be moved up or down and sideways.
There are all sorts of modifications and elaborations
possible, but I will not attempt to indicate them. The
amateur who has the inventiveness and skill required will
be able to carry them out to suit his purpose. The main
thing is to grasp the fundamental ideas — a darkened room,
the negative evenly illuminated by reflected light, a lens
that can be positioned for different degrees of enlargement,
and an easel to support the paper in the required position.
Next week I hope to say something about exposure and
development.
W. L. F. W.

OF

THE

OETF1T

In the following note the various accessories that the new photographer should
parts of his outfit are dealt with, and also some points of importance with

THE possessor of a camera, who

decides to take a serious interest

in photography, and decides to
finish his own work, will possibly be
glad of a little help as to what is
required. The photographic price lists
may perplex rather than inform, as
there are so many essentials, so many
additional pieces of equipment that it is
desirable to have, and there are so
many different patterns. In this ar¬
ticle only essential items are dealt with.
The

Tripod.

Every photographer should have
a tripod. In spite of fast lenses,
ultra-rapid plates and films, the tripod
is still necessary for many subjects if
the best results are to be secured.
The tripod should be as high as pos¬
sible, and it should not be flimsy.
Some tripods are only suited to carry
the very smallest and lightest of
cameras, and if the viewpoint is too
low it will spoil the perspective of
landscape subjects.
Filters.

The photographer who uses ortho
or pan. plates and films will not use
the full capacity of his medium if he
does not employ a light filter. Cloud
effects, the delicate colour contrasts of
landscapes, flower subjects, even por¬
traits, especially if the sitter is of fair
complexion, will be surprisingly better
20

tively small reflector can be fitted to the opaque screen.
Otherwise a larger one must be rigged up outside on the
window sill.

if taken through a colour filter.
These are quite cheap ; they can be
bought in the form of gelatine film.
Tanks

or

Dishes.

The beginner will generally be
advised to develop his plates or films
in a tank by the time and temperature
method. There are many plate and
film tanks, all with points in their
favour. Plate tanks accommodate
six or twelve. If the photographer
uses a small number of plates the
advantages of the tank which takes
the lesser number should be considered,
as this will economise in developer.
If tank development is decided upon
the photographer will want two dishes,
one for fixing plates and films and
another for developing prints.
If the dish method of development
is decided upon dishes should be
chosen with care. They should be at
least one size larger than the largest
size of plate or film in use. For roll
films it is a good plan to use one of
the special dishes fitted with a device
to keep the film flat. They also
economise developer.
The dishes should be deep ; shallow
dishes are a nuisance in use, and result
in solutions being slopped about.
The

The

Dark-room

dark-room

important

lamp

Lamp.

is a

very

have as essential
regard to them.

equipment, and especially in these
days of fast and still faster plates and
films. The cheap dark-room lamp,
fitted with so-called ruby glass, is of
very little use. It will give a red
light, but will in all probability be
passing a large proportion of blue
rays as well — and to the latter, plates
and films are highly sensitive.
A good dark-room lamp is a real
piece of economy. The lamp should
be fitted with safelight screens for
ultra-fast plates or films, and if pan¬
chromatic materials are in use there
should be one for these as well. A
good lamp is an investment that will
give years of service with careful use.
Exposure

Meters.

One item of equipment must not
be omitted — the exposure meter. This
may be simple or expensive. The
main
point is that it must be used
intelligently.
Chemicals .

There is a tendency on the part of
the beginner to desire a great variety of
chemicals. For some reason there is a
great attraction in this, but all that
is necessary for the very finest photo¬
graphy can be contained in two bottles.
One should be a developer of the
concentrated type, which will develop
plates, films or prints. The other
bottle will contain a fresh solution of

item in the photographer’s
hypo.
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Cinematography
Preparing a Scenario P. H. BRAITH WAITE.
The scenario, or construction on paper of a screen play, is vitally necessary to successful pro¬
duction. The planning out of the most modest play requires the employment of a special
technique. The following article gives practical hints and tips to the amateur in this work.

WHEN choosing a story for an

amateur film play it is well
to concentrate on one which
is not too complicated or ambitious,
but one that is strong and yet simple.
Many amateurs often aspire to the
production of plays on the lines of
lavish professional productions, where¬
as there are innumerable original
subjects close at hand, well within the
scope of the average cinematographer.
Everything in the plot should have
a sole purpose, the progress of the
story being told. The “ happy end¬
ing ” need not be insisted upon, al¬
though this is preferable to a sordid
ending. The story having been decided
upon, the first step is to reduce it
into sequence form. This allows for
clear analysis of plot value and
development.
A sequence corresponds to an act
in a stage play. Each sequence
should be concluded on th6 screen by

sequences, the actual scenes and sets
can be planned out, noting the
characters required. The actual
number of scenes will, of course, de¬
pend on the type of story chosen.
Each shot should be allowed for, so
that when the actual film is assembled
and edited the impression is given of
an unbroken flow of action.
At no time should action appear
to " mark time ” or lag, all nonessential action being eliminated. This
can be greatly helped by “ matching,”
enabling action to overlap one shot
into another.
Suitable backgrounds will have to
be considered. A background should
not be too vivid or it may detract the
eye from action portrayed before it.
Backgrounds should be made to fit
the actor and not the actor the back¬
ground. Natural outdoor backgrounds,

i.e., existing buildings, etc., may, from
the viewpoint of the amateur, be
way.
preferred for economical reasons. Con¬
siderable labour will be saved in this
Where indoor scenery is essential,
allowance must be made for its
construction, which will have to appear
convincing photographically, and the
necessary artificial lighting taken into
account.
All characters in the story must be
essentially human. Few characters
as possible should be utilised and the
story woven around them. Two or
three main characters will probably be
found sufficient with perhaps the same
number of secondary main characters.
Of titles there are two kinds,
“ narrative ” and “ spoken.” The
former should be employed spar¬
ingly, although its use should not

a “ fade out ” or alternatively a
“ lap dissolve,'.” according to the
dramatic requirements. The " lap
dissolve ” allows for the end of one
sequence to merge directly into the
commencement of another, preferably
through a situation common to both.
For example ; if one sequence ends
with a character in the act of tele¬
phoning, the picture then changes
into the next sequence depicting
another character telephoning some¬
where else.
Again, the " lap dissolve ” may be
employed as a means of speeding up
action by bridging certain scenes,
thereby eliminating unnecessary film
footage.
The opening sequence of the story
should not be made too vivid, or the
subsequent action may not be sus¬
tained. Following sequences must be
made to take their place naturally
whilst gradually advancing the story.
A good story should not have more
than six or eight sequences, and the
peak of action should not be reached
until the last one.
Having

then

arrived

at the correct

Here

is an idea

for young

societies.

The

senior camera-man

of the West

Essex

Film

Society is here seen at work on an advertising " trailer ,” shown recently, by collaboration
with Gaumont-British, Ltd., in the ordinary programme of several local cinemas.
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ter is saying adds considerably to the
dramatic touch.
The final script should embody and

be entirely neglected, as it enables
any gap in action to be bridged,
thereby eliminating unnecessary film
footage.
Spoken titles should also be few,
as the action in the story should
portray exactly what the character is
saying. Yet, often the screening of
the words which we know the charac¬

The
references

scene

should

be

noted

for

the purpose of estimating final film
footage. Titles and sub-titles must
also be included. In this way a

describe each shot individually, al¬
though action may repeatedly take
place in the same setting. Interior or
exterior scenes should be fully de¬
scribed and each scene numbered

working scenario is obtained and the
actual shooting of the play can be
undertaken with the knowledge that
full preparation has been made for

consecutively.

its production.

Approximate

Brondesbury

READERS of " The A.P.” who have noted from time
to time

of each

to the activities of the Brondes-

' bury Cine Society will be interested to learn that
at a meeting on the 27th March it was decided to disband
the society.
Mr. B. Ludin, who has spent much time and money in
endeavouring to make it a success, and is responsible for the
fixtures and fittings, has found that while one section of the
members was serious about cinematography another pre¬
ferred the social side. He intimated that he would form a
new club and it was decided to offer him the name of the
Brondesbury Cine Society, which he said he was pleased to
accept. He was' also given two films, “ All is not Gold,” and
the newly-finished 700-ft. production " B.” It was further

length

Cine Society

announced
that the film “ Two Candles,” now in production,
would be continued.
The new club will carry on at the old studio in Kensal Rise,
where there is a very finely equipped studio with lighting up
to 70,000 c.p., a comfortable social room, and a projection
theatre seating about eighty people comfortably ; but its
membership will be strictly limited to real enthusiasts.
Mr. Ludin realises that the club cannot be run successfully
without sufficient funds, so the subscription will probably be
about two guineas, with an entrance fee of two guineas, and
he hopes that serious workers will communicate with him at
135, High Street, Notting Hill Gate, W.n (Telephone, Park
0163).
Clubs wishing
to show
" All is not Gold ” are invited
to
communicate
with Mr.
Ludin.

The Ensign Centenary

A HUNDRED years in the Service of Photography and

Optics ” is the claim justly made by Ensign, Ltd.,
of High Holborn. The firm was started by George
Houghton — the grandfather of Mr.
Edgar Houghton, the present managing
director — in 1834, at 89, High Holborn,
on the site of Ensign House of to-day.
The business then was for the supply
of optical glass, but within a few years
of that date Daguerre had perfected his
photographic process in France, and
George ’ Houghton joined forces with
Antoine Claudet, who introduced the
daguerreotype into England in 1840.
Claudet and Houghton, having acquired
the patent rights for the process, opened
a daguerreotype studio in the Strand
at
the Adelaide Galleries (now Gatti’s
Restaurant).

An old photograph showing
the premises where George
Houghton com m e nc e d
business in High Holborn
a hundred years ago on the
site of the present Ensign
House.

" Das

Deutsche

The founder of the firm of Ensign was
therefore responsible for making the
earliest practical form of photography
known and popular in this country.
Since that time — with the steady growth
and development of photography in all
its many branches — the business has
grown too, and prospered ; and George
Houghton, his son, his grandsons and
his great-grandsons have in their turn
maintained the associations thus begun.
At a later period Houghtons, Ltd.,
became associated with the old-estab¬

Lichtbild.” — Again

this

annual

of

German pictorial photography has made its appearance, and
is notable for the remarkably fine printing of the reproductions.
It contains, in addition to the reading matter, over one hundred
illustrations, many of which are tinged with the influence .of
Herr Hitler. German picture-making with the camera at its
best is to be found in this volume, although the modern
glorification of the snapshot is in some cases carried to excess.
It is a book in which every student of pictorial photography
will be interested, although its contents are confined to the
work of German photographers only. It is published by

lished firm of W. Butcher and Sons, and the name of
Houghton-Butcher Ltd., appeared. This eventually became
Ensign, Ltd., as we know it in 1934.
The history and progress of this firm, therefore, runs parallel
with the fiistory and progress of photography. In making and
supplying apparatus, materials and accessories to meet the
changing requirements for professional and amateur work
throughout a century they have established both a record
and a reputation. As cameras have, in the process of time,
become less bulky and more mobile, as new processes have been
invented and the cinematograph has come into its own, so
they have met the demand from every type of photographer,
both old and new. Now at the Ensign works at Walthamstow.
London, E.17, they have the largest camera works in the
Empire, with 150,000 square feet of working space, and
employing 1,500
record
of
‘ ' A This
hu ndred
years
people.
in the Service of
Photography and
Optics
is one
of
which” Ensign,
Ltd., may

well

be proud, and
we congratulate
the firm on
its successful
achievement.
Ensign
to-day.
High

House, 88 & 89,
Holborn , as it is

Bruno Schultz of Berlin, and is obtainable in this country from
B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 15, North Audley Street, W.x. The
*
*
*
price is 25s.
A photographic competition is announced by the association
known as “ The Men of the Trees.” Tree subjects, woodland
studies and “ portraits ” of single trees are specially invited.
Consideration will also be given to rural scenes, wooded lanes
or roads and gardens in which trees are the main feature.
Further particulars will be supplied by the Hon. Secretary,
Mrs. Guy Winkfield, 32, Warwick Road, London, S.W.5.
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The
Societies

will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

April

Week’s

here

if the syllabus

11th.
South

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Chamonix and its Valley.” E. P. Huddy.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ A Mediterranean Cruise.” H. W. Coupe.
Bristol P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Chorley P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Croydon C.C. Annual Rummage Sale.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Informal Talk on Photography. J. Dudley Johnston.
Ilford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Partick C.C. Studio Night.
Sheffield P.S. Annual Meetings.
South Glasgow C.C. Informal Talk on Photography. J. Dudley Johnston.
Stockport

P.S.

“ Making

the Most of our Negatives.”

Thursday,
Ashton-under-Lvne

P.S.

April

P.S.

Ashton-under-Lyne

P.S.

Monday,

Warm

Tones

time to time •

15th.

April

16th.

by Direct Development.

Beckenham P.S. “ A Wanderer in Surrey.” F. Garbutt.
Bournemouth C.C. The Southampton Quartette.
City
of London
and C.P.S.
The Wonderland
Ipswich
and D.P.S.
Sale of “Apparatus.
Luton and D.C.C. Alliance Prints.
Oxford P.S. Sale.

Mrs. VV. Madeley.

of Photography.”

Southampton C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer
South London P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Staines P.S. Competition.

12th.

Friday,

April

Cambridge
Exhibition.

C. L. Clarke.

” Prize Slides.

Saturday,

April

West

14th.

Exhibitions

Amateur

Cine Club.

competitions
Fotoklub

Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
9-14. Secretaries, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Elliott, 31a,
Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
71, Fast Street, Brighton.
Bolton C.C. International Exhibition. — Open, April
7-14. Further particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
c/o C. E. Willis, Ltd., 87, Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, April 13-22. Particulars and entry
forms from Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger
Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.
Derby Railway Institute P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Open, April 12-14. Exhibition Secretary, J. Condie,
Railway Institute, L.M.S. Railway, Derby. '
Brussels International Salon.— Open, May 28-June 19.
Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from

F. P. Bayne.

“ How

will be included
Ljubljana,

to get the Best out of the Camera.”

April

18th.

Margate
and D.P.F.
Architectural
Partick C.C.
Annual “General
Meeting.Photography.” H. W. Bennett.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

and Competitions

exhibitions and

Salon. — Open, April 1-19. Particulars from Miss R.
Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California,
U.S.A.

17th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Wonderland of Photography.” C. L. Clarke.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ How to Look at and Understand old Churches.” G. F. Harris.
Croydon C.C. Competition.
Ilford P.S. Jumble Sale.

Salon.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate, and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, April 30. Rules in the issue of March 28.
Scottish Photographic Federation. Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
Open, May 5-20. — Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego, International

SPECIAL

Middlesex

Wednesday,

Hanley P.S. Barlaston and Moddershall. Meet at Stoke Station, 2.30 p.m.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.
N. Middlesex P.S. Monkwood.

Notices of forthcoming

April

Portsmouth C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
St. Bride P.S. Review of Session. S. K. Tweedy.
Stafford P.S. Mock Trial.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. A Talk on the Exhibition.

G. K. Rule.

P.S. Annual Exhibition Closes.
A. P.S. Exhibition Closes.

Darwen P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Visit to Scottish National

Tuesday,

Cine Film Display.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Zoo.” F. W. Bond.
Harrow C.C. Annual General Meeting.
John Ruskin C.C. Bromoil. W. A. Wilson.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Outings Discussion.

Closes.

Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Photography at Home.”
Wimbledon Cine Club. Studio Lighting. C. Dowers.

P.C.

Hackney P.S.
P.S. Announcement
“ Some Odd Things
in the Bird World.”
Halifax
of Awards.

13th.

John Ruskin C.C. Practical Work.
London County Council Staff C.C. Annual Exhibition
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.

OUR

London

of the session or from

Sunday, April
Wimbledon Common.

Debate.

Cardiff C.C. Members’ Slide Night.
Coatbridge P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Private View of Annual
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Beckenham
Cheltenham

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

here every week

Poljanski

Nasip,

Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, May
1 ; open, May 9- June 9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Wimbledon Park Road, Southsea.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski,
“ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia,
18, Poznan, Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 21-July 3. Particulars from
Miss M. R. Walsh, 330, Newburv Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Particulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (So¬
ciety Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30; open, June 15-30.
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June n ; open. June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for

GIFT OFFER

cu?Stureand

if particulars are sent by the responsible organiser s.

16, Ljubljana,

Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — En¬
tries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
24 — September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
Japan.Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pcdl Mall East, London. S.W.i.
from
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending- in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1;
open, December 13-Januarv 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Cam ra Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements with the Watkins Meter Company,
of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.” and for the six issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages. The value
of each coupon is 6d.
Any reader who
fill in his name and
to W. H. McKaig,
Additional time
The 6d. Coupon

wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of " The A.P.,”
address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with- a postal order for 2s. only
Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
will be allowed for overseas readers.
will be found on page xvi of the advertisement pages.
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‘Deciders'

/V

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications fpr the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, Tne Amateur Photographe)
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc,, when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any .condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied Dy a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
■5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? ” or ** Can vou give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism.”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

London

Clubs.

Can you tell me
area ?

of any photographic clubs in this
S. B. B. (New Cross.)

The following are a few photographic
societies in S.E. London. We do not
know which is the nearest to your
home, but trust you will be able to
fipd one suitable : Borough Polytech¬
nic : Secretary, W. E. Goodchild, 93,
Longley Road, S.W.17 ; Camberwell
Camera Club : Secretary, F. C. R. Herdson, 1, Northlands Street, Camberwell,
S.E. 5 ; Forest Hill and District Camera
Club: Secretary, Geo. A. Slight, 18,
Ewelme Road, Forest Hill, S.E. 23 ;
Norwood Camera Club : Secretary, R. W.
E. Wood, 56, Knights Hill, West Nor¬
wood, S.E. 27 ; South London Photo¬
graphic Society: Secretary, D. E. M.
Wright, 12, Marmora Road, S.E. 22 ;
South Suburban and Catford Photo¬
graphic Society: Secretary, H. J. Hewitt,
36, Sidewood Road, Eltham, S.E. 9 ;
Woolwich Photographic Society : Secre¬
tary, T. D. Nunn, 221, Cramond Avenue,
Welling, Kent.
Colouring

Prints.

I am finding great difficulty in colouring glossy
prints. Even when they are soaked the colours
are streaky, and some of them penetrate to the
back of the paper. YVhat can T do ?
F. R. B. (Manchester.)

We quite understand your difficulty
in getting any kind of colour to take
properly on your prints. In spite of
all the advice given as to treating the
surface before colouring it is by no
means easy to apply an even wash of
colour, and with some colours it is
impossible to avoid their penetrating
through the paper. We gather from
your letter that you are using glossy
prints, and we should advise you to
try instead a matt surface paper, and,
before commencing colouring, to sprinkle
the surface of the print with a little
pumice powder obtained from the

chemist, and rub lightly over the surface
with a plug of cotton-wool. You
would probably then find that ordinary
water-colour will take sufficiently well,
and this will not stain the paper as do
using.
the dye colours that you have been
Local

Reduction.

How can I reduce the high-lights on bromide
prints with ferricyanide ? Is subsequent fixing
necessary ?
H. F. C. (Haslemere.)

Before doing local reduction on the
print it should be soaked but surface
dried. The reducer to which you refer
is an ordinary plain hypo solution, in
which enough potassium ferricyanide
has been dissolved to make it a lemon
yellow colour. It must be prepared
immediately before use, and applied with
a brush in a quill and not a metal mount.
No fixing is necessary, but the reducer
must be quickly washed off as soon as
the action has gone far enough, or rather
just before. We should advise you to
practise on waste prints first.
Anhydrous

Sulphite.

I have alwavs used crystal sulphite, but now have
a i-lb. tin in powder form. Should I use it just
the same as the other ?
N. B. E. (Margate.)

Whatever weight is given for crystals
in the formula must be halved when the
powder

(anhydrous)

Liver

of Sulphur.

form is used instead.

How is liver of sulphur
prints ?

used for toning bromide
L. M. (Devonport.)

A suitable formula is :
Liver of sulphur . .
. . 60 grs.
Water
. .
. .
. . 80 oz.
Ammonia (.880) . .
. . 2 fl. drs.
The prints must be thoroughly washed,
and they should also be hardened, say
with formalin, as the bath should be
warmed up to about 80 degrees Fahr.,
or the action will be slow.
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for Slides.

Some time ago you gave a pyro developer for
lantern slides, but I have been unable to find it.
Can

you

repeat

the formula ?
S. C. (Wolverhampton.)

We do not know to which particular
formula you refer, but you would do well
to make three stock solutions, thus :
. . 40
I oz.
Sodium sulphite
. .
2
Pyro
oz.
Citric acid
Water to
oz.
oz.
. . IO
Ammonia (.880) •
I oz.
Water to
. . IO oz.
Ammonium bromide
I oz.
Water to
A normal solution is made by
. . adding
IO
to
each ounce of water A, 30 minims ; B,
60 minims ; C, 30 minims. For warmer
the exposure and add
increase
tones
C.
more of
Paper

Negatives.

f occasionallv make large paper negatives, and
the only trouble I meet is in trying to make them
more transparent. What is the best wav of doing
this ?
F. P. N. (Salisbury.)

There are several different methods,
and we cannot say which is the best.
If you have not tried the following we
think you will find it at least as good
as any other. Mix one part Canada bal¬
sam with five parts pure turpentine,
rub well into the paper with a soft rag,
and allow to dry.
Pinacryptol

Green.

I have one gramme of pinacrvptol ; how should
I make up the solution for use ?
L. E. M. (Uxbridge.)

Dissolve the salt in 17J oz. of water
and keep this as a stock solution. The
working bath, which can be used re¬
peatedly, is one ounce of stock solution
and nine ounces of water.
Spots

on

Engraving.

I have to copy an old engraving which shows many
yellowish spots in the paper. Is it possible to
avoid showing these in the copy ?
C. S. (Ipswich.)

Your
slow

best course

panchromatic

will be to use
plate with

a

a deep

yellow filter.
Alkaline Fixing.
Although I am aware that an acid fixing-bath is
so often used, I understand that an alkaline
solution is safer. If so, how should one be
prepared ?
G. K. (London.)

We know of no trouble that has been
definitely traced to the use of an acid
fixing-bath, provided it is properly
prepared and used. However, here is an
alkaline solution. Dissolve 4 oz. hypo
in about 10 oz. water. In about 6 oz.
water dissolve no grs. sodium sulphite
and 30 grs. sodium carbonate. Add the
latter
20 oz. to the former, and make up to
Magnesium

Ribbon.

Is it possible to take portraits by the light of
magnesium ribbon ? If so, how much should
be burnt ?
P. M. (London.)

It can be done, but you must make
experiments. If you use the fastest
panchromatic plates with f/6 you might
try about 4 in. of ribbon, but much
depends on the distance from the sitter
at which you burn it.

grs
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ADVERTISEMENTS

IKOfN

SUPER
The

camera

IKONTA

that does

the focussing.

The Super Ikonta has the construc¬
tional ever-ready features which have
made the Ikonta world-famous, plus
something else, and that something is
the
„
DISTANCE
METER
made
on
entirely new
principles,
minutely accurate, shock-proof and
easily operated. The Super Ikonta is
the precision camera of 1934.
ZEISS

TESSAR

shutter

with

f/4.5

in

Compur

delayed-action

“ take

yourself ” release.
Price, for 31x24 roll-film pictures, £17
Price, for 4Jx2J- roll-film pictures,
£18 15 0
Demonstration

Folder

free

on

ZEISS

application

to

IKON

given

by

your

dealer.

LTD

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, London, W.1

The Double-Size Camera
that works in doublequick time!
The Voigtlander Inos II gives you normal size
pictures or twice the number of half-size pictures—
whichever you prefer ! And it’s always ready for
shooting. Press the catch and the lens glides
forward. You focus by a knob on the sidewhile the camera is closed if need be— and there’s
both a brilliant and frame finder for
both sizes of pictures. Quite the
newest and neatest thing in rollfilm cameras — ask to see the Inos II

For exquisite shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.
Write for a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph— its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

at your dealers
scriptive list.

THE

CO.,

43, Holborn

Inos

MENTION

"THE

TJ

In
3J 2\ size shutter
with f/4.5
lens£j:
in 8:6
de¬
layed-action
from

Ltd., KSSt

LTD.

Viaduct.

London,

E.C.l.

CVS—62

PLEASE

for de¬

VOIGTLANDER

SCHERING

AEROGRAPH

or write
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Photographer

The

PRIVATE SALE AND
For Amateurs

and

Amateur’s

EXCHANGE

only.

Notes being untraceable ij lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

For

BOX

SYSTEM.

full particulars

No.

set previous

issues.

ADVERTISERS.

Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the
correspondence in any other way, nor accept any
responsibility in connection with the advertisements.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

31x21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5

2 anastigmat and 9-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, 10
single slides, F.P.A., direct-vision wire finder,
Wratten K 2 filter and focussing magnifier, all in
solid leather case, £15/13. — Box 9770, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[0095

AND

LENSES

[

41x6
cm. Super
Baby infinity
Reflex, toMeyer
lens extra
f/3,
2 focussing
mount,
5 ft.,
extension by rack and pinion, additional D.V.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

finder, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th,
lens hood, 9 N. & G. double book-form dark
slides, F.P.A., Dallon 9-in. Telephoto lens, solid
leather velvet-lined case ; a super instrument in
excellent condition, £16/16. — Below.

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

Prepaid Private Advertisement Rate:
Twelve words or less, 1/-. Id. for every
additional word. Each paragraph is
charged separately.
Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should bi
made payable to ILIFFE AND ■ —
SONS LTD., and crossed

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is
space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or
withdraw advertisements at their discretion.

11, 1934

Emporium

WARNING

All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the Offices, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than lirst post Friday

DEPOSIT

April

Cinematographer

lens f/3.5,
CompurMiniature
shutter, Camera,
1 to l/300th.
MINIFEX
Precision
Meyer
smallest camera made, weight only 54 oz., also
developing tube ; cost £9/2/6 ; absolutely as
new and perfect, £5/19/6. — P. N. Hills, Rivermede,
Romsey, Hants.
[1275

GiOERZ Anschutz Focal-plane, 4-pL, f/4.5 Dogmar,

CAMERAS

AND

I 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A..
case, as new, £10/10 ; new Fotessa Range-finder,
unused, 17/6 ; 12-in. Dallmeyer f/6 Popular
Telephoto, perfect, £4. — Dale, 20, Bromley Rd..
Birkby, Huddersfield.
[1277

LENSES

41x6
cm. N. slides,
& G. Sibyl,
2 book-form
F.P.A. f/4.5
and Cooke
case ; Aviar,
excellent3
SOHO Reflex, J-pl., f/4.5 Aldis very
lens, good
5f-in. outfit
focus, ; N.W.2.
condition, £7/10. — B. G. P., 34, Cotswold Gardens,
[1278
NO.
1
Leiea,
Meyer
f/1.5,
£15 ; interchangeable
range-finder, case,model
with with
f/3.5 Elmar
Y.P.12 IcasingleBebe,slides,7.5-cm.
f/4.5 —Tessar
case, focus,
price £3/10.
Below. lens,
6

double

slides,

11-in.

Telephoto, solid leather case ;
price £10. — Below.

f/7.7

Dallmeyer

1-PLATE Adams’ Field Camera, square bellows,
2 10-in. f/4 Dallmeyer la Portrait lens, with
stops, 3 double slides, case, wood tripod, price
£4 ; seen mornings or appointment ; 9-in.
Jaynay Print Cutter, 4/-. — Mrs. Fielder, 74, Napier
Court, Hurlingham, S.W.6. Putney Bridge Station.

also, £20. — Box 9947, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.” Will advertiser please send address. [1282

Reflex,
Cooke Type
f/2.934x21
lens, T.-P.
velvet-lined
leather
AS
New. — Latest
Junior Special
case, F.P.A., 3 slides, filter, focussing magnifier,

antinous release ; whole outfit cost £31/10 ;
£15. — A. Hepburn, 4, Museum St., W.C.l.
[1284

Ikon; absolutely
Piccolette asdebrand
Luxe,new f/4.5
Compur
; costTessar,
£11 ;
ROLLEICORD,
only used London,
once ; W.C.l.
cost £10/10
accept £8. — BM/PXHZ.
[1253 ; ZEISS
[1246
£5/10. — J. B. Howard, 27, Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.l.
[1285
lens hood,
leather 21case,
500 f/4.5
transparent
AUTOMATIC
Rolleiflex,
square,
Tessar,
negative envelopes, 2} square ; finder hood has
doubleTenax
extension,
GoerzCamera,
Dogmar 31 f/3.5,
GOERZ
FoldingfittedPocket
x 24,
weak spring, otherwise perfect ; first £13/10
Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., cable release,
secures. — John C. Neilan, New Seaham, Co.
Durham.
[1255

hood, leather case ; excellent condition, £7/10. —
Harrison, Reculver Drive, Beltinge, Herne Bay. [1286

31x21 Zodel Special, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, 6 THREE
Graflex,
as new,
Double
Slides40/-.and— Below.
Roll-holder for 5x4
LANCASTER
Whole-plate
Camera, slide,
adapters, 25/; J-pl. Copying
T.-P. Automan,
long
extension. Beck f/8. Panoptic shutter, reversing,
31x24
Special
f/3.5,
2 12 T.-P.
slides,Junior
F.P.A.,
R.F. Reflex,
holder, Cooke
magnifiers,
10-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto, cases ; excellent
NETTEL
Tessar
speeds
to 1/2, Press,
000th, 9x12,
12 slides
and f/3.5,
F.P.A.,
12 l/3rd
J-pl. swing back, 2 D.D. slides, 30/- ; three 1-pl. S.M.
condition, £17 ; approval deposit. — Box 9906,
adapters, velvet-lined hide case ; latest model, very Slides for T.-P., unused, 4/6. — Partridge, 106,
c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[1212

BARGAIN. — Kodak No. 3 Autographic, anastig¬

mat lens, film and plates, as new, daylight
developing tank and full equipment ; cost over
£11 ; accept £4.-94, Thornton Avenue, Chiswick, W.

KODAK Six-20 31X21, easy loading, f/6.3,

[1235
filter, case, etc., £1/15 ; Kodak Roll Film
Tank. 31x21, 12/6; both perfect condition;
deposit system. — R. Welburn, Moorside, Norden,
Rochdale.
[1237

2 slides, F.P.A. , £3 ; Lancaster Form Horizontal
Enlarger, fits above, with gas or acetylene
fittings, as new, £2/5. — Wassell, Luton Hoo Lodge,
Luton.
[1256

little used ; as new ; cost £49/10 ; nearest £32. — Box 9942, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1257

T.-P. 34x24 Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke

plane
T.-P.
Bijoushutter,
Reflex, revolving
41 x 6 cm.,back,Cooke6 D.D.
f/2.5, slides,
focalF.P.A., leather case, excellent condition, £9 ;

Rd., Dalston, E.8.

[1288

anastigmat (special fine lens, expert’s opinion),
self-capping focal-plane, l/10th to 1/1, 000th,
reversing back, sky shade, lens hood, spring
had practically no use and is quite as new,
filter holder, T.-P. magnifiers, 12 slides, F.P.A.,
£15 ; deposit system. — Calder Smith, 24, Drury
new Rollex roll-holder, reinforced stiff canvas
[1290
[1289
case ; all in very good condition, £8 ; no offers ; Lane, W.C.2.
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Pompa, 14, Dunkeld St.,
T.T.H. f/8 lenses ; fine order, 55/-, case
Aberfeldy, Perthshire.
[1259
included. — Yarwood, Banks, Southport.
[1292

THIS Year’s Model Leica II, f/3.5 lens, has

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, 3X4 cm., f/4.5, focussing 31x21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur

mount, 3-speed shutter ; as brand new, £2/17/6.
— Parker, 19, Westfield Rd., Acocks Green,
Birmingham.
[1238

Lansdowne

Tessar f/3.8,21,
filter
Proxars, i/300th,
leather
Rolleiflex
as and
new,2 compur
case, £12. — Shepherd, 21, Broad Oaks Rd., Solihull.

4

shutter,

rising

front,

wire

finder,

film

compressor, velvet-lined hide case, £6/15 or nearest
offer.— Farthing, Braraley Hill Hotel, South
Croydon.
[1260
1-PLATE Contessa Nettel, double extension, rise
4

and

cross, Citona

f/4.5, Compur,

1 to

l/250th

11-in. Cooke f/5.8 Telephoto lens for above, £5 ; sec.. 8 slides, £3/5 ; or exchange 31x21 Roll Film.
Ensign Aldis Vertical Enlarger, £3. — Hanson,
— 365, Uttoxeter Rd., Mickleover, Derby.
[1261
35, Marlborough Rd., Watford.
[1239
yellow filter, plate adapter and 3 slides,
f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, D.E., 6 slides, F.P.A. ; leather case to hold camera and accessories,
fine instrument, £5/10. — Below.
Correx tank, thermometer, tripod, Weston exposure
1-PLATE T.-P. Rubyr Reflex, 6-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres,
meter 617, new in March except tripod and meter,
4 3 book-forms, reliable condition, £5/15. — Below. and cost totally £37/11/3 ; £30 or near offer. —
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Serrac,
4 12-in. f/6 Adon, 3 filters, 3 D.D. ; brand new, Box 9941, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1263
1933 ; cost £45 ; £15 ; offers ignored. — 89, Gipsy
\f OIGTLANDER Superb Roll Film Reflex for 31x21
t film, f/3.5 Skopar lens, delayed-action Compur
Hill, S.E.19.
[1240
shutter ; absolutely as new ; splendid camera ; low¬
est,
£15. — Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Reading. [1264
back, 11 slides, F.P.A., filter, leather case ;
good condition, £8/17/6. — Bennett, 9, Mercers Rd.,
slides, F.P.A., case ; good condition ; deposit,
N.19 (side door).
[1242
£5/10. — -Dawson, Belmont, Kendal.
[1271
shutter, also V.P. to Postcard Daylight
Tessar
f/4.5,
Compur,
2
finders,
auto
depth
Enlarger ; excellent condition ; bargain, £3/15 ;
focus scale, used twice, perfect ; cost £10/10 ;
approval. — Bishop, 80, Pontmorlais, Merthyr Tvdfil
accept £6/15, including de luxe case. — Maurice, 21,
Greenend Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
[1272
[1249
2 f/4.8 Ross Homocentric, shutter 1 to l/250th,
wire finder, focussing screen ; good condition, case,
It x 31x54 closed, 12-cm. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
£4 ; deposit. — Upton, Winteringham, Lines. [1250 delayed-action Compur, rising front, double extension,
focussing screen, F.P. holder and soft leather
case, £8 or offer.— Richards, 4, Osterley Rd.,
ifilm pack ; splendid condition, £7/7. — Parry,
[1276
2a, Ennismore Gardens Mews N, S.W.7.
[1270 Isleworth.

POSTCARD Contessa Adora, 7-l/10th in. Zeiss ROLLEIFLEX 2ix2i, automatic, Tessar f/4.5,

STEREO Camera, 6|x34, 8 D.D. slides, pair

0 4 /I
34x24 Maximar Folding Plate, f/4.5
HI
Convertible anastigmat lens, 8-speed
Compur shutter, double extension, rising and cross
front, direct and brilliant finders, spirit level, 8
slides, de luxe brown leather case ; perfect, new
condition. — Below.

BOX
case,Enlarger,
portrait allattachment,
10/-Brownie,
; Ensign44x24,
Daylight
negatives
up to 44x34, £1 ; as new. — Bould, 63, Western
Rd., Mickleover, Derby.

[1293

T.-P. Reflex, 34x24, f/4.5, 12 slides, F.P.A.,

canvas case, plate and pack tanks, £3/10. —
82, Walpole Rd., Tottenham, N.17.
[1295

dition, Elmar f/3.5, Leica developing tank,
LEICA
Model II, built-in range-finder, new T1296
con¬
£16 or offer. — 160, High St., Putney.
slides, filter,
hood, Tessar
de luxef/3.5,
case ;F.P.A.,
cost over
MIROFLEX
34X24,
12
T.-P. Reflex, 3j x 24, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, revolving
£50 ; sell £25. — Below.
Teleros
f/5.5,£34.11-in.
; cost £17/10 ; sell,
; or both,
— Below.
T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, usual refinements, 7 ROSS£10
automatic model
; Tessar
cost £22/10
sell, latest
£16 ;
ROLLEIFLEX
6x6,
f/3.5, ;filter,
Y.P. Piccolette Film Camera, Tessar f/4.5, Compur NEW Model Self-erecting Nagel Vollenda, 21xlJ, all
new last year ; one owner. — 1, Coulsdon Rise.
Coulsdon. Phone, Downland 411.
[1300

31x21 T.-P. Folding Plate, double extension,

SALE. — Sanderson 5x4, f/7.7, 3 D.D. slides,
26

YOU

CAN

DEAL

£• x 13 cm. Rolleidoscope, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessars,
O
case, Bewi meter, filters. £28/10 ; listed over
£50. — 656, Shirley Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham.

ETUI. — A very compact 3i x 21 camera, measures ZEISSpurse,Babyfilter,Ikonta,
portrait
hood Derval,
; nearlyleather
new,
f/6.3lens,Novar,
[1301
in maker’s box ; also long developing dish and
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

printing frame, lot £2/17/6 ; deposit. — Denman,
14, Monmouth Rd., Bishopston, Bristol.
[1327

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

April

THE

xi, TQ34

CAMERAS
1-PLATE

4

Adams’

AND

de Luxe

6-in., Zeiss Combined

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

LENSES

N
BARGAI
YEAR’S
THE

Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

50 ONLY

Lens, 9f and 5J in.,

f/7 Busch Bis-Telar Series 2 16-in., Ross Tele¬
negative No. 2, 6 double plate-holders, F.P.A.,
changing-box, lens hood, 3 lens adapters, 3 filters,
bulb release, Lios actinometer, walking-stick tripod,
£25. — Pickard, 35, Temple St., Birmingham. [1302

NEW
3J
x 2J No. 3 CAMERAS,
CARBINE
ROLL-FILM

ALUMINIUM Tripod, extended 58 in., closed

fitted famous F/6.3 AldisButcher Anastigmat Lens,
Betax Shutter, Speeds 4
sec. to i/iooth, T. & B.

13 in., 15/6 ; J-pl. Horizontal Condenser
Enlarger, with lens, 63/- ; Studio Camera, stand,
raising and tilting movements, oak, 30/- ; Zeiss
Distar Lens xl.5, 12/6 ; 4-pl. Camera, R.R. lens, 1
D.D. slide, 10/6 ; another, without bellows, 4/6 ;
2f-in. Lens Flange, 3/6 ; T.-P. Shutter, 51-in.
opening, 12/6 ; Watkins Developing Tank, 9x12
cm. or 5x4, 12/6: three J-pl. D.D. slides, 10/6;
Front Panel 31x23 T.-P. reflex. 4/6 ; Johnson
Flashlamp, 2/6 ; Ross Portrait Lens 16-in. f/4,
70/- ; Studio Bellows Shutter, 3|-in., 12/6. —
3, Bedford Park Villas, Plymouth,
[1303

slides,

F.P.A.,

leather

case ;

as

6

new

;

2J x 2J

(12 exposures

on

3j X 2 J Film)
F/4.5 ZEISS TRIOTAR
COMPUR
SHUTTER

Write for full
details.

£10:10:0
Or

12 equal

18/4

Leather

Light

or

payments,

per month
case, £1

medium

Latest

Photo-Cell

Meters

“OMBRUX”

Leica

[1329
in, cost £31/5 ; f/2.5 Hektor, case, £24.—

For

STILL

[1331

N. &case,G. Kodak
V.P. Rolltank,Film£6. Sibyl,
Ross Xpres f/4.5,
— Below.
31x2J
& G.— Below.
Roll Film Sibyl, Tessar f/6.3,
4 case,N.£3/15.

PHOTOGRAPHY
and

“BLENDUX”
FOR

CINEPHOTOGRAPHY

Each

in

neat

leather

£4:4:0

"I fi K-CM.
Voigtlander,
AVJ.eJ
anastigmat,
in Radiar
Compur,f/6.8
30/-.convertible
— E. L.
Dunnett, 3, Ascott Avenue, Ealing.
[1332

case

each

Or 8 equal payments, 11 /3 per month

SERVICE

BROMIDE
2/9

quality
GLOSSY,
Phone

POSTCARDS

per 100,
Post 6d.

SEMI-MATT
AND
MATT,
VIGOROUS.

: Holborn

0664

!3 lines).

or

1/9

50

NORMAL
Established

OR
1889.

Photo¬
[1345
BE

Hill, S.E.

[1297
[1353

all apparatus
sent on allowance
5 days’
approval
againstguaranteed
full depositand
; maximum
for saleable apparatus, either exchange or cash ;
our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, Pentac4 f/2.
9, 3 £20.
D.P. holders, F.P.A. and leather case ;
fine
order,
Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, 9 slides, £6/10.
POSTCARD
Popular Pressman Reflex, Cookemovements,
Cooke f/6.5.
shutter, all6
POSTCARD
Tropical
Model Acme
Sanderson,
D.P. holders, F.P.A., leather case ; fine condition,
£7/10.
4-PLATE Thomton-Pickard Special Ruby Reflex,
4 Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 8 slides, £11/15.
1-PLATE Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, Tessar
4
f/4.5, 4 D.P. holders, roll-holder and leather
case ; fine order, £17/10.

31x2J Newman & Guardia Folding changing-box,
Reflex, Serrac
2 ' Serrac
f/4.5, &Dallon
31x24
Newman
GuardiaTelephoto
Foldingf/5.6,
Reflex,3
D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case, £30.
Film, Cooke
Aviar f/6.3,Kodak
Compur Special
and leather
POSTCARD
Autographic
Roll
case, £7/15.

POSTCARD Autographic Kodak, Kodak anastig¬

mat f/6.3. Ilex shutter, cable release, leather
c<is6 * as new £4.

by experienced
workmen
; estimates
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
return post.
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour;
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
quick service.
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

LLOYTl’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086'
etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who [0010will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[1233

BEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex,

CONDENSER Lenses, 4i-in. unmounted 10/- pair,

mounted 13/6, 5J-in. unmounted 16/-, 5J-in.
17/-, brass mounted 22/- ; all sizes cheap ; also
Cinema Condensers. — Below.

MIROFLEX
J-pl.,— f/3.5
outfit,
£25 : Wanted
Leica, Tessar,
with f/2complete
lens preferred.
— Box 9957, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1339
VOIGTLANDER
Superb,
normal
filter, also Correx
tank ;with
accept
nearest (Beta)
cash
offer, £16. — Box 9961, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Grove, Heme

2 f/4.5,
D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
leather
case, 3£24/7/6.

filters

12/6 each.
Sunshade,
8/6.

focussing, combination back, screens, slides, F.P.A.,
bargain, £4/10 ; Postcard Graflex, f/4.5, focalplane shutter, 1/1, 000th, leather case, £8 ; offers,
perfect.- — Cherry, Rookery Farm, Yoxford, Suffolk.

colour screen, new condition, leather case; Adon
Adjustable Telephoto Lens ; Watkins Tank, J-pl. ;
private offers invited. — Box 9955, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1337

9x12 cm. Mentor Focal-plane Camera, without
Trade .

ROLL -FILM
REFLEX

3 A l/300th
Special sec.,
Kodakrising,
Foldingfalling
Camera,
front,f/6.3,
rack shutter
pinion

CLERGYMAN
wishesf/4.5,
to sell
Zeiss Ikon F.P.A.,
Trona
J-pl., Zeiss Tessar
3 plate-holders,

Compur shutter, £6/15.- — P. Williams, 58a, Dean
St., W.l.
[1352
[1351

camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;

and yellow filters, ever-ready case, light¬
weight tripod, every-angle head, latest Practos
II meter, cable release, spare spool-holder ; all
absolutely as new ; only used three times ; cost
over £30 ; all for £24 ; not a penny less. — Smith,
36, Renshaw St., Liverpool.
[1325
1-PLATE Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, 3
4 slides, F.P.A. , leather case; as new, £4/1 5. —
Snabel, Hillside, Mumbles, Swansea.
[1326

Box 9952, c/o The Amateur Photographer.” [1334
T/'OIGTLANDER 4Jx24, f/4.5 Skopar, Compur,
” as brand new, £5/10 ; and Kodak Special 2C,
range-finder model, Compur, f/6.3, splendid con¬
dition, cost £13/17/6, £4.— D. Ridley, 59, Theobald’s
Rd., London, W.C.l.
[1336

case, 12 slides ; cost £47 ; £13/15. — Below.

ROLLEICORD NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,.

[1321

LEICA
n, Elmar
hood, ever-ready
case, Model
late model
; newf/3.5,
condition,
£15/10. —

31x24 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, focal-plane,

2 l/25th to l/500th sec. and time, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, interchangeable Dallmeyer f/6.5 Popular
Telephoto, leather case, £7/10 ; very good condition.
— L. W., 128, Etchingham Park Rd., London, N.3.

Oakbank

LEICA Model in, f/3.5 Elmar and hood, sky

Model

delayed-action Compur shutter, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, new condition, £12. — Grierson, 44, Chandos
St., W.C.2.
[1350

The Latest

KYLOS
Binoculars,
remarkable
defi¬—
nition,Prismatic
8x32, leather
case; as
new, £3/18.

Place, W.l.

slides, Iso screen ; good order, £4. — Robert¬
son, Harraby Farm, Carlisle.
[1347
1-PLATE T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar, 11-in.
4 Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 3 slides, F.P.A., leather
case ; cost over £40 ; very fine condition, £17/10.
— Davis, 14, Great Queen St., W.C.2.
[1349

f/3.5 f/4
3.5-cm.
£5/5 ;£6/10
both ; coupled
ELMAR
9-cm.Wide-angle,
Telephoto Lens,
Elmar
for Leica II or III, perfect ; sold separately. — 10,

Zip purse 3/6 extra.

filter, guaranteed excellent working condition,
bought May ; outfit cost £12 ; sell £9 ; owner
buyiug new Super Ikonta. — Box 9963, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1320
TVTINIATURE Baldax (16 on 34 X 21), Meyer f/3.5,
ItA Compur, hood, filter, new Xmas, £5/15. —
Below.

Perfect, Chromium

POPULAR Pressman J-pl., Aldis f/4.5, 6

lens, 3 D.D. slides, excellent condition, £2/15. —
Mesher, 129, Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent.

11/4 per month.

PONTA,
Compur self-erecting,
with D.A., 3Jx2J,
leather Zeiss
case f/4.5
and Tessar,
yellow

and

SOHO Reflex, J-pl., really excellent condition,

54-in. f/2. 9 Dallmeyer Pentac, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.Al, R.F.H.. changing-box, 12 sheaths, mag¬
nifiers, solid hide case, holding everything ; presentday cost £53 ; price £21/10 ; consider exchange
with motor boat, sailing boat or small car. — Below.
4 t)-IN. f/5.6 Dailmeyer Dallon Tele Anastigmat
Telephoto, with hood, perfect condition, £9 ;
also 5J-in. Mounted Condenser, unscratched, 14/6.
— Box 9960, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1344

£3, : 3 payments,
:0

Or 6 monthly

used 6 spools, £8 or nearest. — Higgs, 80,
Woodville Rd., Exmouth.
[1317

TTNSOLLED

LENSES

ERMANOX 6x44 cm., f/2 lens, new condition,
VOIGTLANDER Perkeo. as brand new, f/3.5 lens,

[1309

LEICA I, f/3.5 Elmar, perfect condition, only

Miss James, 28, Rathbone

9/2 per

AND

mount, delayed - action
speeded shutter, optical
direct-vision finder.

cost £10/10 ; £3/10 cash. — Drake, Granny Hall
Lane, Brighouse.
[1315

31, Dale Gardens, Mutley, Plymouth.

payments,
month.

pictures
exposures
on
For 3x4 16cm.
(if/1'X2^*)
V.P. film. F/4.5 anastig¬
mat lens in focussing

31x24
f/4.5, £3/3.
Compur,
3 slides,Bay F.P.A.
2 goodZodel,
condition,
— Wright,
Hotel. :
Newquay, Cornwall.
[1312
6x41 cm. Ica, Dominar f/4.5. Compur l/300th,
6

Or

PICCOCHIC

3tx2J
Zeiss Zeiss
Ikon Proxar
Cocarette,withf/4.5special
Tessar,
D.A.
4 Compur,
focussing
scale, Zeiss filter, hood, case ; all perfect, £6/10.
Lancs.

Usual Price 70/-.
Price r£2 : 9 l 9

CAMERAS

COST £25 this year. — 3J x 2J Mentor Reflex,

£12/12 ; Leica f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, leather
case, £4/10 ; Foth-Derby, f/3.5 anastigmatic lens,
and case, £3/3 ; all good condition ; wanted
Rolleiflex or similar ; after 7.30 p.m. — Speake.
5, Fenwick Grove, London, S.E.15.
[1305

19, Clifton Drive, Lytham,

Our

The
VEST‘SERVICE’
POCKET

Colindeep
Lane, as
N.W.9.
Colindale
6003. [1304
SUPER
Ikonta,
new, £14/15.
— Turpin,
51,
ZEISS
IkonspeedsNettel
J-pl., Tessar
15-cm.,
l/3rdPress
to l/2,000th,
leather f/3.5,
case,

— Messham,

ADVERTISEMENTS

SPOTLIGHT Lenses, cheap, Enlarging Lenses,

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.l

Portraits and Mangin Mirrors ; anastigmats
repolished as new ; inquiries invited stating
requirements. — Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton
Rd., Stratford, London.
[1330

SYSTEM.
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April il, 1934
THE

AMATEUR

CAMERA
MIRACLE
Ensign

Midget

[

Precision

Free

Trial,

weekly

secures,
chase. hire pur¬

or

1/5

CINE. — 16-mm. Simplex Wafer Camera, f/3.5, 1-in. thick only, slips
in the pocket like a note-book. Can be carried about daily for those
chance subjects that occur, 50-ft. capacity. 3 speeds, automatic release,
automatic loading ; no threading. Brilliant and direct dual finders.
All inlaid .
£25 0 0
REFLEX. — 31 x 21 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer Famous i/4.5, latest
steel-lined self -capping, l/10th to 1/ 1.000th, long extension (for
• •lose-ups, still life, portraits, etc., no supplementary lenses needed) ;
takes plates, cut films, roll film, film pack, everything. Nickel slides

£8 15 0
_
V.P. Foth Press Roll Film, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action self-capping
focal-plane. l/10th to l/500th, quick action erecting, direct Press finder.
Very small and compact. Slips in the vest pocket. All metal
£4 12 6
and 2/7 weekly,

hire purchase. _

PRECISION. — Zeiss Super Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action
Compur, coupled range-finder focussing, giving hair-fine accurate
foe us. automatic erecting, automatic erecting dual finder, all inlaid,
8 or 16 pictures on 3i x 21 film. Sets a new precision large picture
standard .
£17 0 0
Or 85 - down

and

8 6 weekly,

hire purchase.

changing lenses, takes telephoto, etc.), 3 speeds, half speed, normal
and real slow-motion. dual direct finders, lightning loading. Gives
super professional results .
£12 12 0
SOFT FOCUS. — Pictorial Matte Box, gives various professional softfocus effects, combined filter holder and spare lens hood, fits any cine
or lens to 14 in. Free trial .
£2 2 0

USED BARCAINS

7 DAYS' APPROVAL

POST ANYWHERE

V.P. Bebe Plate, Tessar f/4.5. 1 to 1 /150th, slides .
£3 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, self-capping, l/10th to l/l,000th, latest
revolving back, slides.*case. Bargain .
£6 17 6
34 x 24 Wirgin Plate, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action latest Compur.
double ex., rise, cross, wire-finder, super .
£6 17 6
Leica III, slow speeds, f/3.5, 1 to l/500th. As new .
£18 18 0
3a Range-finder Kodak Film, f/6.3, latest J to l/150th. ... £3 17 6
9j-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resistance, case .
£12 12 0
16-mm. Kodak 500-watt Bronze Projector, case. Snip.... £47 10 0
34 ■ 24 Zeiss Speed Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, D.A., new Compur.
double extension, latest slides. Hardly used .
£11 11 0
9 }-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Tessar f/2. 7. Cost £19 .
£12 12 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 1/1 0th to 1/1, 000th,
deep hood, double slides, leather case. Cost £34. ... £7 15 0
50 40 Silver Cine Screen, on rollers. List 50s .
17s. 6d.
aeep
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, 100-ft., case. Cost £25. ... £8 12 6
Pathe C Motor, 32s. 6d.
Ammeter Dual Resistance, 14s.
6d.
hood.
34 • 2j T.-P. Reflex, Pentac f/2.9, l/10th to 1/ 1,000th, aeep hood
£12
0
revolving back# slides, case. As new .
. £2
2
0
P.C. Goerz Plate, f »">.«, Compur. double ex., case. . .
18
6
54-in. Ross Xpres f 4.5, £3 19 6.
5-in. Coo
12
5, £2 10
0
T.-P. Magnifiers, 14s. 6d.
Pathe Super Attachment, £1 19
10
0
. £7
£7
t,
£1 15
94 -mm. Cine Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5, 3 speeas. super .
15
£19
£3 18
6
3[ 21 Agfa Roll Film, f/4.5, 7 speeds, wire-finder. Snip
0
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/2.5 Speed, double ex .
£19 19
£11
11
0
i-pl. Graflex Reflex, f/4.5, latest revolve back .
.£11
£8 11
6
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/3, revolving back, slides .
17
. £8 17
19
6
19
i-pl. Ensign Re lex, f/3.5, reversing back. Snip..
17
6
£4 17
10-in. Dallmeyer Dallon 1,6.5 Telephoto .
£4
.. £6
6
i-pl. Zeis3 Roll Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur .
£6
19
. £4
31 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, f 4.5, Compur .
£4 154 0
10
0
. £2
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, 400-ft., motor, complete
£1
1 0
9 '-mm. Fox News Film, 200-ft. on reel. Cost 50s.. .
6
. £4
£1
i-pl. Goerz Roll Film, Goerz f 4.5, Compur. Snip. .
5
0
31 x 21 Certo Roll Film, f/6.8, 3-speed .
£1
£10
10
0
16-mm. Zeiss Wafer Camera, Zeiss Tessar i'2.7 .
£10 10
, . £2 15
0
16-on-V.P. Kodak Vollenda, f/4.5. 3-speed, latest .
£2 15
£5 19
17
8
3 [ 21 Zeiss Cocarette Film. Tessar f. 4.5, new Compur
£11 11
0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1. 8, 150-watt, case .
£11 11
19
4
.. £4
£4
£6
31 < 21 Cartine, AJuis f/4.5. Compur. rise front .
4 0
8
31 21 Voigtlander Film, latest, f/4.5, D. A. Compur .
£6 19
cross,6
.rise,
£1
34 2\ D llmeyer Snapshot, f/6. latest, F.P. auapter .
£1 19
3/

2J Plauuel Plate, f/3. 2 Speed. Compur, double ex., rise,
£5
wire-finder, clip-on slides. Snip .
. .
£22
M
9!-mm. Cine Nizo, f/2.o, 100-ft. model. Like new. .
.--8
-mm.
. £8
StM
ewar
t-Wa
rner Bead
6-in.
f/4.5,Cine
£2 Screen,
17 6.
Coo'
. £4
£4
40 30Dallmeyer
Crystal
auto, case6-in.
.
£9
Su.
5,. £4
per
CameSuper Camera, f/1. 9, 4 speeds .
16-mm. Stewart-Warner
£9
ra,
.. £4
£4
f/3.5Compur .
31 21 Wirgin Film, i/3.9, latest
£1
(inter
¬
3j 2} Ensign Enlarger, takes own camera
.
£1
. £13
Voigtlander Superb Mirror Reflex, f/3.5 Speed .
.£13
£5
41 2) Kodak Press, Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th _
£5
. £1
£1
Riteway Roll Film Super Slides. Cost 35s .
.
£4
31 21 Ensign, f/4.5, 1 to l/100th. latest rise, cross.
£11
16-mm. Filmo Camera, f/3.5, 100 ft., hide case .
£11
FEW

cross,
6
10
0
15
0
18
18
8
15
17
8
17
6
17
17
6
13
0
15
8
17
17
0
13
6
17
17
1 0
4
0
11
0
11

ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Super Projectors, 50-watt, 400-ft.,
resistance to 250 volts, super machine. Cost £7 10s.. . £3 15 0

i-pl. Zeiss Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex., rise, cross, wirefinder. all inlaid, slides. As new .
£5 18 6
Bewi Super Exposure Meter, in case. As new .
£1 1 0

EDWIN
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GORSE,

AND

LENSES

The

ALLENS. — T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, Dallmeyer

finders. 3£ x *21 enlarge¬
ments *2d. each. 3£ • 1 1
x j; in. only. Blips in the
pocket like a visitingcard case.
Can he
carried about daily for
those chance subjects
that occur when the
normal camera is left
at home. ... £2 10 0

Or 23 1 down

CAMERAS

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,, 6-evposure spools,
costing fid., quick erect¬
ing, brilliant and wire

_

PHOTOGRAPHER

86, ACCRINGTON
ROAD,
BLACKBURN.

USE

f/4.5, £5/19/6 : 9-in. Dallmeyer Popular
Telephoto to fit, £3/19/6 ; Hide Case to fit, 17/6 ;
pair Masmifiers, 14/9.

ALLENS.
— Baldax
on 31x21),
f/4.5, Compur,
£4/19/6
; also (2Meyer
f/3.5 model,
£5/19/6,
with zip purse, both practically new; Contax,

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter

f/3.5. £17/17/6.

Zodelette
(2 on V.P.),
Etui 31x21,
ALLENS.
— 31x24
Plate f/4.5,
and 39/6
Pack; Tank,
15/6;
Radionar f/4.5, with F.P.A., £5/17/6.
ALLENS.
Kodak D.A.,
Vollenda
V.P.). Roll
Radionar
f/4.5. —Pronto
67/6 (2
; on
Tropical
Film
Reflex, f/6.3, T. B. L, 32/6.
ALLENS.
Ensign; Focal-plane
Roll; Film,
f/4.5, —£4/19/6
F/3.4 Model.Reflex
£5/19/6
T.-P.
Cine Camera, Dallmeyer f/3.5, £3/19/6.
thirds— For
(approximately)
ALLENS.
every make allowed
of cameraon ;modern
twosaleable cameras, part payment, subject approval.
— Allens. 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester,
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).

Improved

Gives

exact exposures
without calcula¬
tions for both
still and cine,
from

4 (7
[0087

2 minutes

to i /1,500th sec.

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

NO BATTER

IE8.

NO RENEWALS.

Vtl ANTED. — Second-hand 9x12 cm. Minimum
TT Palmos Cameras, in good condition, with
or without slides ; or V.N. Press Focal-plane
Cameras, of same size. — Box 9782, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1103
ANTED. — Aerial Camera, 4-pl. or smaller, with
i i lens ; state make, age and price. — J. McAuley,
7, College St., Dublin.
[1140

PRICE
complete in leather case

Ready always to
indicate correct
mediately.

£4:0:0

exposure

EXCHANGE. — Aldis f/6 Lens in Ensign sector

shutter (perfect), for f/4.5 Lens in Compur ;
suitable for 1-pl. Sanderson : cash adjustment. —
t'riso, 100, Melrose Avenue, Norbury, S.W.16. [1243
Miroflex, —orContessa
sell. — J. Nettel
Harris Press
Kidd, 9 x5,12Park
EXCHANGE.
for
St., Kirriemuir.
[1244

STAFFORD
Armour

VI T ANTED. — 16-mm. Cine Camera, best bargain
it accepted.— Smethurst, 261, Kensington St.,
Rochdale.
[1245
VV7 ANTED.— Telephoto Lens f/4.5 or f/6.3,
i T 15-in. focus, reliable make, suitable for
31x24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, price moderate
and good condition essential ; deposit system. —
Wm. Brotherston, 7, Abbotsford Park, Edinburgh.

EXCHANGE. — Licence and Complete Instructions

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

Telephone : National 6025.

Telegrams : Stafforles, Cent, London.

0

for making Radiolene Dry Cell Batteries, cost
£3/3, for T.-P. Reflex ; cash adjustment. — Russell,
[1247
1, Market St., Portadown, Armagh.
[1251

\VT ANTED. — 12-in. focus Telephoto Lens, suitable
i i i-pl. Reflex, f/5.6 Dallmeyer preferred ;
exchange i-pl. Tropical Model Goerz Anschutz
Focal-plane Press, f/4.8, F.P. A.. Mackenzie slide,
12 envelopes. — Write, Hagon, 98, Mortlake Rd.,
Ilford, Essex.
[1252

AMATEUR wants two Miniature Cameras, one

reflex type and the other Leica, Contax, etc.
type, lens must not be smaller than f/3.5, prefer¬
ably f/2.5 or f/1. 5 ; please state price and describe
camera fully ; when deciding your price please
examine dealers’ lists in “ Amateur Photographer,”
and then cut considerably below them if you
desire to make a sale. For example, I can
purchase a Zeiss Kolibri with f/3.5 Tessar from
two dealers at £8, and from a third dealer at
£6 ; if I desired to pay these prices there would
be no need for this advertisement ; if you are
not a dealer don’t expect dealer’s profits ;
Developing tank required also. Thank you. —
Biggart, 11, Moss Bank Rd., Crumpsall, Man¬
chester.
[1254
VVANTED. — 3J x 2J Roll Film, f/4.5, D.A. Compur,,
i i rising front. — Box 9940, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1262
A\,rANTED. — Postcard Electric Printing Box, in
TT good working order. — Edwards, Sunny bank,
Saltburn.
[1265
AV' ANTED. — i-Pl- Condenser Enlarger. — S. A. P. C.,
TT 18, Ramshill Rd., Scarborough.
[1267

im¬

Write for illustrated brochure ; from all dealers, or direct from

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

PHOTO
GASLIGHT

2/9

PAPERS

V.P.

31x21
21x42

1/9 per gross
3/7
5/6

1-plate

PAPERS

7/9 per gross

8X6

.. 12/-

81x61

.. 13/11

10x810 ..
20/I2x
.. 30/I5x 12 .. 45/-

Postcard

5x4

BROMIDE
1-plate . .

GLOSSY,
5/4

SILKY

OR

MATTE

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

41POSTCARDS,

22/- per 1.000.

ORDINARY
GASLIGHT

OR

OR

SOFT

BROMIDE

11/- per 500.

2/9 per 100.

\ITANTED. — Pathe Motocamera (luxe model), also
T T Leica II and Accessories. — Henry Kennett,
46, Chapel St., Islington.
[1269

Singles or strips.

\Y7 ANTED.— Zeiss Protar f/6.3, 62-in. standard
TT or shutter mount, reasonable price; “ A.P.”
deposit. — Roseworth Cottage, Half Moon Lane,
Worthing.
[1273

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
31 X 21 .. 1/3 per pkt. | Postcard .. 2/6 per pkt.
l-p!ate .. 1/9 „
„ ] i-plate .. 3/6 „
„

PLATES

MARTIN

case, for — 16-mm.
Projector.
— Loader,
EXCHANGE.
£21 Zeiss
Binoctar
7x50Taloco,
and
244, Edgware Rd., W.2.
[1279
34Brand
x 24, New.
Cooke— Latest
f/2.9, exchange
and
AS
£22 T.-P. Autospeed
Junior Reflex
cash ; other offers considered. — BM/VONA, W.C.l.

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON

\\f ANTED. — Good Film Camera, 3ix21 (8 or[1258
16),
T T or V.P. ;
also small Cine. — 7, Grange
Avenue, Beeston, Notts.
[1324
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

SPECIAL

RISK.

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

April

THE

ii, 1934

AMATEUR

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS
YOU ARE invited to obtain

FREE

THIS

CE

LUXE

j EXCHANGE

IT CONTAINS PRICES
AND PARTICULARS OF
THE

BOLLEIFLFX,
ROLLER

ZEISS

BABY

LKONTA.

ZEISS IKON SUPER IK 0 NT A.
ZEISS IKON CO NT AX.
ZEISS

IKON

NEITAR.

YOIGTLANDER

SUPERB.

FOTH-DEBBY.
FOTH-FLEX.
OUR SPECIAL MINIATURE.
OUR
SPEQAL
PLATE.
ENSIGN MIDGET.
and th.e T, HI tZ LEICA.

It also gives

SUPER

PRODUCTS

oar

SPECIAL

DEVELOPING

SERVICE

of special interest to Miniature Camera
— and gives fall particalars of oar

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Users

SCHEME

Amateurs taking advantage of undermention ed special offer will automatically receive one
of the above-mentioned
de luxe booklets.

I

ONLY

2/9

AND

RECEIVE

POST

speeded shutter. Shew
12 new
6-in. ;'
EXCHANGE.
Xit, slides,
f 4.5SpeedRossforCamera,
Zeiss,
Telephoto, lens,— J-pl.
suitable Dallmeyer
■

Rd.. Thornliebank. Glasgow.
[1340 '
TT 'ANTED. — Good 41x3} Plate Camera, in
* ' exchange for 3} 2} Kodak. Tessar f 6.3, roU
film ; cash either way ; no rubbish. — Box 995S, I
co” The Amateur Photographer.”
'1342
"IT TASTED. — 9 12 cm. Tropical Focal-plane Pres
» 7

Camera,

with

slides,

preferably

make, lens not important, must
and good condition ; also Ensign
Carbine Xo. 7, with plate back,
Ross lens. — Box 9959, co “The
grapher.” _

Ememann

be recent model
31x21 Tropical
preferably with
Amateur Photo¬
[1343

Trade.

4 "WANTED. — Modem
Photographic Apparatus :
7 » also cameras with f 4.5 lenses : send goods,
| stating price required : cash by return. — Templeman's Camera Exchange. Hanley.
[0096
WANTED. — Several D.D. Slides. for T.-P.
* » 1-pl. Reflex. — Shore, 41, Crouch End Broad¬
way, N.8.
[1266

CINEMATOCRAPH

Please send me your T nal Parcel as detailed
above. I enclose P.O _

PATHT. de Luxe Camera. Zeiss I' 2.9, 5 supple¬

PATHESCOPE Motocamera B, Kid Projector,

resistance, carrying-case ; brand new, £6 lot ;
[1236
| bargain.— 40. Selwortby Rd., S.E.6.
[1241

BOLEN
Model C :16-mm.
250-watt,
case
and resistance
perfect Projector,
order : Wanted
— Meiel
I for both 16 and 9.5 mm., cash adjustment. — Dr.

Schofield, Famley Hall, Leeds.
[1280
•A/'A/'VB Pathescope Projector, complete with
Cl 7V 7 resistance. 2 empty super reels, compact
in handsome de luxe carrying-case, only 3 weeks
old ; as new, £12 17 6 : east £1S : owner going
| abroad. — Ellis, c o Empire Theatre, Edinburgh. [12S3

PATHE H.M. Projection Lens, 5-; Super Con¬

denser. 8 6 ; Film Mender, 3 - ; Xotcher 3 - :
! Auto Rewind. 8/6 : Carrying-case for complete
| machine, 13/6; Rewinder cost 15 ->, 7 - ;
: V.P.K. Kodak Tank Outfit, with instructions,

Grade of paper required _

i 7 - ;

4ix3i
ABOVE

PLATE USERS INCLUDE 1 - EXTRA FOR
PARCEL IN 1-plate size PLATES & PAPER.

SPECIAL
3ix2i D.E.
THIN BODY
CAMERA
All

movements
and fitted

ZEISS TES-SAR
F 4.5 LENS

£10:10:0

ALLENS
7 »r9iu(«

from

PieeatUUv

all

indistinguishable

24, Southdown

31 . 2j ROLL FILM USERS MAY HAVE 1,300 H. & D.
CHROME FILM INSTEAD OF PLATES, in which
case please put X here _ _

168, Oldham
SEW

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER
(22 or 23

YOU

4.

CAN

from

Crescent. Cheadle

new. — Bannister,

Hulme.

Cheshire,
[1291

PATHESCOPE Projector. Krauss lens, resistance,
set of
and portrait inlens
in case,
9—.* )-MM.
Pathefilters
B Motocamera,
leather
case,
i Dremoscope exposure meter, Pathe 200-B Projector,
|

new condition, six 60-ft.. six 30-ft. films, £4. —
Woodman. 133. High St., Tonbridge.
[1299

! complete with resistance and carrying-case, film
splicer and accessories : new September last : praei tically unused ; bargain, £18. — Phethean, Old
; Parsonage, Turton, Bolton.
[1306
1 I* -MM. Cine-Kodak, Model K, f 1.9 lens, 2 speeds,
J.O suitable for Kodaeolor, and leather case ;
( indistinguishable from new. £21 : deposit system. —
j Box

9956, c o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[1338 i

Trade.

Q rr -MM. Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10 6
OO
100 ft. ; Processing, etc. ; in two years
i we have gained 2.125 regular customers and have
j now opened an Accessory Department : all goods
of best British manufacture, nothing second-hand ; i
Standard Camera and Projector accessories ;
ii Geared
Studio Rewinders.
Lighting Spotlights
£2 10
; 16-mm.
£1 : Titlefrom
Outfits
from
£2 10 ;
! Filters 9d. each. etc. ; separate illustrated booklets
i for 35 and 16 mm. apparatus. — Write B.S.
Productions. 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4. Phone,
i Central 2480.
[1263

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

only ; lists free : sample 1 -. — Filmeries.
I 57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, £.11.
[1293 I

Car).

DEAL

3: I 5. 4 G. Xev Special Sibyl- P.:=s f 4-5 Xpree len=. ■:
donble .
plate-holders, F.P. bolder. leather care. In £12- -i10. :*n-0
diiioD
3 , ■ 2; 7.--- , XaDn Donaia. . at It ry'.c.-- Car'. Ze:=a f 4.5
Tessarlena.Ccmpnr-hm-er.F-P.hclder. Go-: i 'oQ*ir::on £5 12 6
9 12 cm. Ica Ideal. double ewennon. Carl Zeire f 4.5 T—
Tear,
Cc-mmr
shutter. 5 plate-h:14ers, leather
In good
OMliliw,
.
£9
9 0
9 12 cm. Xettel Tessco, double '
- r Carl Zeise i 4.5
T . . - , a- , Compur - : - : . 3 plate-holder-. F.P. holier, leather
case. Good condition .
S 0
41 ■ S . S. ar G. Xev Ideal Sibyl, Eos.- i 4.5 Xpres lens. 5 platehcliera. F.P. :
learher case. Ah in pcod eenditien
£12 17 6
135- mm. Carl Zeiss i 4 Sonrar Anashgmai Lens, learher case,
for use with Coarai camen. Brand nerr condition. List price
£->2 F r .
£15 0 0
Model IH
case.

Leica. r 2 Snmmar lens, in r r : i acre:
.
list price £32 Ss. 6d. For .

4i 3 . Zeiss Ikon Renex. rerepsmr
Tessar I-as. 5 t>: -re- holders. Xev.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

eeer ready
£25 0 0

r S_. i-in. Carl Zeiss f 4.0
.hop-soiled only. Fc-r

£15 15
31 ■ 21 X. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, Car! Zeias i 5.3 Tessar
lens,0
shnrrer eoeeds. i to LKKnn see., rakes Xo. 120 spool

£11 10

C

APPARATUS

mentary lenses, s chargers, leather ease,
I exposure meter, £11 ; Pathe Lux Projector, resis¬
tance, case, spare lamp, £12/10 ; approval. —
Pemberton, 724, Chester Rd., Stretford. Manchester.

Gaslight
'Paper, 3$ X 2
Acid
Hypo.
Quinol Developer.
form, etc.

4.5 6 cm. X. s: G. Baby Sibyl. DaHmeve r : 4.5 Ien=. ::
doable yla:e-t<: Hers. F.P. holder, rase. In zecd r;ndincn—S 15 0

PERSONAL

PAID

1 doz. Super Plates, 3J X2i, 700 H. & D.
72
Super
One sheets
4-0Z. Packet
One Packet Metol
Catalogue, Order

"1335 ;

good 21 3i Folding Pocket Camera. — Welch.328: :
Elfleda Cottages, Fen Dirt on, Cambridge. [1333
[1 j
Yl'AXTED. — Enlarger, cheap : full particulars and ;
' * price. — Edwards, 128, Cromwell Rd., Ken¬
sington, S.W.7.
[1341

I

SUPER PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

SEND

Photographer.”

velvet-lined— Ensign
leather caie
for 1
EXCHANGE.
Speed: perfect
Reflex,condition
Aldis f: 1.5,

also Wanted, Distance meter, and dark-room
lamp (electric. — Write, White, 219, Camwadric

fall list of oar

PHOTOGRAPHIC

describes

TV TAXIED. — 31x21 Reflex, also Camera with
it D.A. Compur shutter. — Box 9953, co
“ The Amateur

CORD.

IKON

WANTED]

10-in. electrical turntable for A.C., volume
control, switch, all as new, for Baby Ikonta or !
small camera. — Stenismuir. First Avenue, Worthing.

El N S

THE

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

EXCHANGE. — B.T.H. Senior Pickup, Simpson's

BOOKLET

from A L

PHOTOGRAPHER

-Ain n v-

MOVIES

inTcrestlnq

articles

0

MAGAZINE
on

amateur

pnoxegraphy

and personal movies. Each month Mr. Karl A. Bar.ecen. Jun..
F.E.P.S.. conducts a feature degartmeiiT on miniature cameras
and miniature photography. which in dudes developing, cmargmg.
aerial photography, interior lighting, joaroafistlc photography,
night photography, etc. Monthly. Price 6<L. p: stage -d.
12 months' subscription .
6s*

4t 3 j Zeiss Ikon Boll Film Nixe. double extension. Carl Zeiss
f 4.5 Tessar lens. Com our shatter. In eood condition. List price
£19 7s. 6d. For. .
.
- - - - .
£11 12 6
1 a Folding Pocket Kodak, Goerz f. 6.5 Darcr anaeJgmat
lens. Compound shutter. In excellent condition. ... £3 12 6
3j • 2 - Zeiss Ikon Ikonta. : 6.3 Novar anastigmat lens. 3-speed
shutter. Brand new condition. List price £4 4s. For £3 3 0
3 r 2 1 Ememann Focal-plane. Emcstar f l.S anastirma* lens.
2 doable plate-holders. F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price £6o. For .
£39 10 0
4; ■ 3t T.-P. Press Camera, q rick -wind self-cappinr :: :a. -plane
shutter. Carl Zeiss f 4.5 Tessar lens. 3 doable plate-adders.
F.P. holier, leather case. In excellent condition. Lest prnee
£24 15s. For .
-16 10_ 0
3tx2i Soho Bedex. revolving
double nlate-holiers, latest model,

back. 5-in. Dalmac 13.5. o
and in brand new coodiciou£23 10 0

3 j X 2r Ergr-yn Roll Film Ret ex. i. 3.4 Aliis-Butcher
leas. List nrice £10 15s. For .

anastigmat
£6 18 6

N. & G. Folding BeSex. : 4.5 Cc :ke Ariar lens. 3 double
plate-holders. F.P. holier. Leather case. In good condition.
list price £44 17=. 6d. For .
.
226 16 6
4j'- 3j Kodak Gradex, revolving back. Kodak anastigmat
1 4.5 lens. F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. Original
price £27 .
.
£12 12.0
4c • 3c Kodak Graflex. revolving tacn. C:-:ae i 4.5 and lof-in.
Bis-Telar f 7.5 Telephoto lens. F.P. holder, leather case £15 15 0
Postcard Boll Film Grad ex. Cooke f 3.5 lens, leather case.
Takes standard postcard roll films. Condition good. . £9 12 6
9 - 12 cm. Ensign Folding Re hex. quick-wind seif-capping snutxer. Cocke f 4.5 Ariar lens. F.P. holder, canvas case £10 10 0
4c 3 c Dallmeyer Eehex. revolving t ack. Dalmac 1 3.5 lens.
3 doable place-holders. In excellent condition. List £15
price15£250
Cine-Kodak Model B, i 3.5 Kodak lens, camera
If... ft. 16-mm. fiiTTi- Cost, including leather

takes 50 ft. cr
case, £26 os.

For .
£7 12 6
FTLcign Auto Kinecam, F.nsign Crnar i.2.6 :ens. Ieatn=. case.
As new. Cost £lb lss. For .
£12 12 0
Bo lex Cine Camera. Hennagis f 3.5 anastigmat
takes 5-1 ft. 16-mm. nim. Cost £14 14s .

lens, camera
£7 7 0

4; 3; Zeiss Ikon Trona. Cari Zeiss i 4.5 Tessar lens. D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders. As new. For. . £10 10 0
2c Series HI Kodak, Kodak f 6.3 anastigmat lens. Diomatkshutter. Shop-soiled only .
£5 5 0
9 • 12 cm. Universal Palmos, revolving back, rising and cross
front, also swing movement, direct-vision finder, 145-mm. Car.
Zeiss Series Vila Protar. single lenses 22 -cm. and 29-cm. focus.
Com round shutter. 6 doable plate-holders and leather case.
Very fine outfit . in good condition .
£25 0 0
9 - i123.5cm.
Zeiss Compur
Ikon Trona,
doable
Car'.
Zeiss
Tessar,
shutter.
F.P. extension,
holder and 135-mm.
leather case.
In new condition. List price £23 15s. For .
£11 12 6
Postcard
Una, revolving back, double extensirn ,6f-inRoss Zeiss Series Vila Convertible Pr:*.ar lens f. 5.3, Com pound
shutter. 6 double plate-holders and learher case .
£15 15 0
9 12 cm. Patent Etui, Radkmari 4.5 anastigmat lens, delayedaction Com narsh utter, 6 sinrle plate-holders. In new conaition
£9 12

ER’S
S HUNTSTREET,
37,
BEDFORD
SAND

DEPOSIT

STRAND,

6

W.C 2

SYSTEM.
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THE

AMATEUR

CINEMATOCRAPH

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM
MAKES

STOCKISTS

Of “STILL”

ILLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super Illuminant for
6-ft.

AND
PRINTING
• BEST
RESULTS

POST
CARD
ENLARGEMENTS
FROM
ALL MINIATURE
NEGATIVES— 6 FOR 1/6.

GALLOWAYS

Photographic Chemists,

VICTORIA

SQUARE,

( Opposite

Q.P.O.)

Write

now

for full particulars

BIRMINGHAM
Phone

: MID.

5670.

in special leaflet with prices:

'/flic#

°f

d

picture

is

shown

with

ease.

The

system

uses a highly-efficient reflecting device, a new type
condenser, and the whole in a lantern of the same
diameter as the Pathe, but one inch longer ;
fitted to any standard Pathe in a few seconds ;
hundreds of satisfied customers ; your early order
solicited ; goods sent by return ; complete sets for
all mains voltages, 60/-, post paid ; accumulator
models, 40/- only.
QA/.
Portable Standard Projector, ideal school
t/U/ ’ model ; everything ready for showing.
is invited ; free parking facilities.
TLLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,
A London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St.
end). Not a shop, but a warehouse packed
with motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889
Gerrard.
[1354

A.
E.new,BELL..
— Cine-Nizo; exchanges,
9.5 and 16 catalogue.
nun. Cameras
second-hand
— 45,;
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[9801
free sample
of Purchasing
the Denton yours
Non-Directional
SCREENS.
—
Before
write
for
surface, from J. Denton, Ltd., Screen Manufacturer,

EALING

i
COMPLETE

Engine Lane, Low Fell, Gateshead.

LANTERNS

&

[1248

AND

ALL

28a, BROADWAY,

LONDON,

GRADUATED FILTERS
The REVOLVING
holder
enables the filter to be
used for either horizontal
or vertical subjects without
removal from lens mount.
To fit on lens, diameter

:—

2 to i in .
1 to li in .

12s. 0d,
17s. 6d

14 to li in .
li to lj in .

22s. 0d
27s. 6d,

SANDS HUNTER & CO., LTD., 37, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2

^ QUICK
ROYAL

with 3ix2i Cameo 7.5 lens, 21x2J slide,
take larger, £1/10. — Collyer, Great Horwood,
Winslow, Bucks.
[1307

W.5

V.P. and 3ix24 and part 1-pl., up to 12x10,
electric, gas or acetylene, instantly converted
horizontal for latter, suit most cameras, as new,
29/- ; Another, similar, but fitted f/7.7 focussing,
shutter, 69/- ; Generator, takes J -lb. carbide ;
perfectly safe, 7/6.- — Evans, Hoole, Preston, Lancs.

PRACTOS

POSTAL

auastigmat, new, £3. — Robertson,
Farm, Carlisle.

BROMIDE

SERVIC^

ENLARGEMENTS.

WOOD

FRAMES,

ALL KINDS.
“ NATTY ” FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.

■;

KUTOGRAPH
SNAPS.
GIFT.
MIRROR
SUNBURN
FOTOZO
Regd.
IN COLOUR.
CUT-OUTS
PLYWOOD
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING. INTENSIFYING.

I
I
■

P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

"

SLIDES.

LANTERN

| SPEEDY

Id. Stamp

D.&P.

Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 J

CINE CAMERA

BARGAINS

Pathe De Luxe, with f/2.5 and Tele attachment. Id
practically new condition. List £18 18s. Od. My price

LANCASTER Vertical Enlarger, i-pl., fitted f/6

Exposure Meters— Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cin6.

£13

Harraby
[1310
[1348

0

0

Ensign Kinecam, with 1/1.5 1-in. and f/2.9 3-in.
Dallmeyer lenses, and case. List £37 10s. Od. Just
like new. hardly used. My price .
£27 0 0

Trade.

The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.
Scientifically designed, and
are infallible. Film speeds
are marked in both H.
Schelner values.

14 to 1] in.. 26s. 6d.
If to 2 in., 40s. Od.

PRINTS. KODAK I,
VELOX
.
DEVELOPING
FILM
ROLL
■
ELECTRIC Condenser Enlarger, Lancaster parts,
SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT _
MODERN Vertical Condenser Enlarger, for I BIG PRINTS,

SUPPLIES

EALING,

i' to ? in., 15s. Od.
1 to U in., 17s. 6d.
14 to U in., 20s. Od.

scratched, focussing lens, electric or oil ;
splendid condition, £6/10. — Partridge, 106, Lansdowne Rd., Dalston, E.8.
[1287

Service

LEICA

Rbaco Spring Holder.
To fit lens, diameter :

ENLARGERS

HORIZONTAL Enlarger, 84-in. condenser, un¬

Processing

rim and snap inter¬
changeably into the
special Rhaco holder.
Set of 3 Filters, 2 * ,
4
and 8 , with

IF in London your inspection of our immense stock

7

"

These
filters are
mounted in a metal

Pathe Baby Projectors ; no heat problems, in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a

Let us quote a price for your old camera
in part exchange for a new one.

DEVELOPING
QUICK
SERVICE

are made of yellow-dyed optical glass
of imperishable, unfading colour. They
cannot be affected by cold, heat or damp.

Cameras
EVERYTHING for Movies. — Films from
1/-,
hire to

ROLL-FILM

1934

LIGHT FILTERS

APPARATUS

9-mm., 16-mm., 28-mrn. and 35-mm.
and Projectors from 20/-. Films for
London customers.

of all MODERN

ii,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

and CINE CAMERAS.

“MINIATURES,” PLATE,
AND STAND CAMERAS.

PHOTOGRAPHER

ANCASTER

E NLARGERS.
negative, from
to 12x10.
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

the results
up to 5.500
& D. and

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Finder in Model 11.

PHOTOMATON MACHINES—

T 1ST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
1J

Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I without Finder ditto 20/-

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co., Ltd. (in liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces, Scotland and

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

GARNER & JONES, LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden
Square, London, VV.l

Ireland,

are in the position to offer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.
is limited, early application

PHOTOMATON

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

we

As the supply of machines

Parade,
[0082

87,

LAMB’S

CONDUIT

Telephone

STREET,

: HOLBORN

CAMERA/
BLENDUX Meter, brand new, £3/12/6 ; set WANTED

is advised

- LLOYD
W.C.l

e250.

ACCESSORIES

BRADY

& MARTIN

LTD.

of three 3-in. square Wratten Filters with
holder, in velvet-lined case, £2/2 ; three-fold
Ash Tripod, 4/9, postage extra.- — Hills, Rivermede, Romsey, Hants.
[1274

THE NORTH-EAST
CAMERA AND CINE

Trade.

GENUINE
EXCHANGE

--

A Large Selection of

LEICA

SERVICE

29,

SPECIALISTS

and Cameras of all makes,
for the Advanced Worker
and the Beginner.

MOSLEY

STREET,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
30

BE

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

USED

MODERN

Write,

giving

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

TAKEN
and

IN

stating

PART
wimp

EXCHANGE.
new

apparatus

ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, you
LEICA,
IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
require.
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087
1-PLATE Developing (plate) Tank, brand new, sell
4 12/6, or exchange for 3fx2£ ditto, super
attachment for “ Kid,” or case for reflex.— Box
9962, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1346
WISE

CAMERAS

full particuiare,

SYSTEM.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 34 x 2J, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (24 x 41)
1/6, 44x 34 1/3, 54 x 3J 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- i dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 4 dozen, 84 x 1)4 ; 2'6
dozen, 1/6 J dozen. 64 x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-. 84 x 64 9d., 64 x 4| 6d.
PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

ALL

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 122, East Park Road. LEICESTFR .

THE
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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MATERIALS

MISCELLANEOUS

Trade.

1924-1932, Photographers,”
200 loose ; Photographic
AMATEUR
1918-1923,Almanacs,
hound,
1927-1932, with plates, as new ; first offer.^21.

Chard

Rd., Plymouth.

TS7E offer the Highest Quality Materials at the
T T lowest prices : Plates, Papers, Postcards.
Mounts, etc. : catalogue free ; established 22
years. — City Photo Works, Southport.
[0002

[1234

LEITZ Binocular Microscope, 3 objectives, pur¬

chased a few weeks ago direct from Messrs.
Leitz ; brand new condition ; cost well over
£50 ; lowest £27/10. — Enoch Cox, Whitehaven,
Redhouse Rd., Tettenhall.
[1281

etc. ; for
all goods
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliableguaranteed
Plates, :Postcards,
Papers, :
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

mingham.

MATERIALS

ous and normal : all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards. Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 : Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 21- 100.
normal; all surfaces: 34x24, 1/3 72 sheets.
BURT’S
Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and
21- gross; 44x2} and }-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;

ENLARGING

Trade.

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.
21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Send for London,
price list. 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
Leeds, 1 38,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4094, Argyle St. Prices less
R ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, J-pl. 3/6
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

BROMIDE

Cream

Smooth,

Velvet

and

Vigorous

Cream

Grades.

lOd.
1/4
1/8
2/6
3/9

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; J-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 44x2} 3/6, 34x24 2/6 gross. 12-gross 21/6.

GUARANTEE.

All in Normal

2D. EACH, Superior P.C’. Enlargements, any

quantity, glossy or art surface.— Aliens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

1.— Postcards
3, 2d.retouching
6, 6d.
9d. film
and
or plate,
from small
O DOZEN,
1/
I /Q
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
[0017
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.

and

Paper and Card.

12 sheets

..
..
..
..
..

Trade.

Velvet, Glossy, White

Matt.

1 gross

6/.. .. 14/9
10/. 23/6
. . 33/9
.

3/24/6
/6/6
8/6

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;

ALL

36 sheets

.
.
.
. ..
..
..

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

mounted
Enlargement
FREE
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8}x6} ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 84x64 10d.,

POST
FREE
~

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84x64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., Loudon, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Your money will be re¬

turned in full if you are not completely
satisfied. Write for list of Photo Materials.

MARSHALL
FORD

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

& CO. °ePt pm.

STREET

[0026

ENLARGEMENTS

Of QUALITY -

7/3, 3/- dozen.

double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
21- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 31 x24 glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
R ALTON
Paper,2/6 1 1gross
x 21,; 1/6
34x24, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
44x2}gross;
and

4-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.

Guaranteed first quality. You cannot buy
better, no matter what you pay.

6i x4|
&i x6)
10x8
12x10
15x12

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;

PAPER

Peter¬
[4423

REPAIRERS

NOTTINGHAM

Trade.

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

A.
— W.other
workmen.and
by skilful
shutters, toetc.,
focal-plane
Cameras,
REPAIRS
K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
(many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Furse
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
K
ALTON
Double¬
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;Glossy
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all make3
of cameras,
i-pl.. 72 sheets 2/6.
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
K
ALTON
i-pl.,
4
12/Postcards,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
9/9dozen
; i-pl.,
3; dozen
5/-,
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
For the convenience of customers
backed 5/9 ; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Lantern

we have arranged the following

inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

REFLEX
Mirrorspost.—
Re-silvered,
repairs,
back return
Irving’s, varnished,
258, Kingston
Rd.,
Teddington.
[1316

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
first 3}x2},
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
l|x2i,Roll
9/-Films,
dozen;
2ix4i, ;
11/- ; 6 exposures : 31x4}, 18/- ; 5ix3i, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3}x2}, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
K
ALTON
Flat
Films,
&
D.
600 ;4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16'6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
Rjll Film,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
<?8 exposure,
l|x2isuper
and fast,
3}x21,
2ix4} 12/- ; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.
K ALTON
fast, H. & D. 2,700,
31x2},Film
3 Packs,
packs super
5/9.
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled lOd.
: Amidol,
1/2 [0009
oz. ;
Metol, 1/4
; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro, 1/-.
and Cardette,
superfine,
all —grades,
36 sheets,
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh,
Essex.
Bromide
Paper
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-. 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
normal: Gaslight
3}x2} Glossy
2/-, 4}x2}
i-pl. and
3/-,
i-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
5ix3i,
& D.600;
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 81- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12X10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
2/3, 500 10/-, 1.000 17/6.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; }-pl.,
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 43
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

Galloways,
Edwin
Mather
Photo

Road,
Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

(See displayed

PRINTING, COPYING,

Blackburn.
Manchester.

32, Westgate,

in this issue.)

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE
All Pathescope 9.5-mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/-, Reloads 2/7, post free.
Customers’ Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge.
Our new Snper Demonstration Rooms are now completed.
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

d

THE

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

Trade.

postage with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St..
Canterbury.
[1147

— Mr. Fells, Knifing,
77, Mayfield
Rd., Thornton
RETOUCHING,
Blocking-out
Expert.
Heath.
[1294

TUITION.

Hours

Victoria

of Business

Cinema.)

Telephone

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

: Victoria 2977
to Saturday.)

AVOID

BOOKS,

etc.

\

Trade.

SPECIALISTS

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
( Opposite New

RETOUCHING

bust, 8d. :— half-length.
4d. ; three-quarter,
RETOUCHING.
Best Work, charges
from : 4-pl.
3d. ; full. 2d. ; }-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

[0092
USE

Roll
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 34x24
ALL
Developing
same-day
service1/- ;;
4}x3! 1/3, 54x34 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also

Bradford.

advertisement

DEVELOPING

Trade.

Alley, Sheffield.

ty/_ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,
tl~ best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
[0057
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

Hadleigh,
[0025

4.

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

G. & F. A. Wilman,

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the qualityPostcards,
Paper,
100 ; —D.Deand
ALLENS.
LuxeP. Order
Wallets,Pads,1/6,7/6P.C.dozen.size, 2/3
Squeegees,
Chromium
Sheets Film
; everything
ALLENS.
—
D.
&
P.
Showcards,
Clips, Films,for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
Rd., Manchester,

Street, Birmingham.

86, Accrington

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.

3ix2i 2/- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

samples. — 168, Oldham

79, New

Gorse,

ALL

AMATEUR Photographers interested in selling
their photographs

should

write

immediately

for free prospectus
obligation.Terrace,
— World’sChadwell
Photo¬
graphic
Academy, ; 5,no Shannon
Heath, Essex.
[1100
RISK.

3t

April

the

amateur

photographer

SPOT CASH FOR
Leica Range-finder, 1 to 20 metres.
Fair condition.

Bell- Howell

3x4

Cost £1 17s. 6d .

XJLtDIU

Electric Exposure Meter,

case, instructions.

po

As new .

r

n

X^.DZU

3£x2.l Contessa Nettel Tessco Hand, double extension,
4^-in. Dallmeyer f/6, Compur, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, case. Fair condition . ...

3ix2j

PO
4
0*0
X«J«
AU«U

Dollond Owl No. 1 Roll Film, f/4.5 Dollond,

Compur, rising front, frame
Good condition .

finder.

XO«

JL #

4i - 3| Contessa Nettel Duroll Double Extension Roll
Film, 13. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/6. 3, Compur. P^#A#n
As neiv.

Cost £12 10s .

22 < 16i in. Kodak

holder.

As new .

X**«U«U

Kodacolor Screen, and telescopic

List £7 2s. 6d .

£4*10*0

3^ x 2i No. 6 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis, P A+
Compur.

Good condition.

n

Cost £9 10s. . . X^x^A

P

4 «U

3£ x 2k Double Extension Hand, rise and cross, Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5, Compur,

slides, F.P. adapter,

Zeiss Distar

case.

lens and

Good condition. £0*

filter, 6
15*0

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, 100-ft. capacity, f/3.5 lens.

9x12

Fair condition.

Cost £25 XO*U*l/

cm. Plaubel All-metal Hand, double extension,

rack rise and rack cross front, 15-cm.
Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, filter,
case. As new. List £15 .

Leica Camera Model I, f/1.5 Plasmat.

Fair condition

.

28 OLD

f/4.2,

X1U«U«U
llU#

BOND

London,

Plaubel

cm. Foth Derby, 16 exposures on V.P. roll film,

Baldax 16-exposures-on-3] 2| Roll Film, f C.in.n

f/3.5 Meyer, Compur. As new. List £7 7s. XO«JLU»U
2k x 1 1 and 4.5x6 cm. Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix 1450,
C#A
for roll film and plates, f/4.5 anastigmat, PP4
Compur, 6 slides, screen, case. Good condition. XD • A O »U

3 J x 2£ Enolde Roll Film, with patent telescope finder,
coupled to Zeiss Tessar in Compur, rack
focussing, leather case. Good condition.

turn.

leath
anastigmat,
As ion.
new .
XA*I *D
ercas 3-speed.
Fair Cine
condit
9.5-mm. e.Pathe
Camera,Cost
f/3.5£9 lens,
motor,.
5s. Camo
£1:17:
6

16-mm.

P'T.I C.A
x/:ad:u

Dallmeyer Press f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, PQ#* C.fl
leathercase. Good condition. List £16 17s. Xi/*AQ«U

3Tx2.V

Mentor

self-capping focal-plane, i/i4th to
time, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Good
dition .

1/1, 300th sec. and
con- CO.1
X3. A I .0

5lx3i in. and 6 <13 cm. Marion Soho St3reoscopic
Reflex, pair Ross Homocentrics f/6.8, Mackenzie-Wishart
slide and 6 envelopes, F.P. adapter, 6x13 cm. adapter and
6 slides, postcard adapter and 6 slides, J-pl. adapter and
6 slides, self transposing frame, rack focussing Stereo
Viewer with interpupillary adjustment. P*| Q.1 O A
Good condition .
XAO«AO#l/

281 OXFORD

Aldis-Butcher,
£5 2 6

J-pl Mentor Reflex multi-speeds, f/4.5 Dallmerer 6-in F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6
1933 Rolhiflex, 21-2}, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessa r.
Little used. As new .
£17 10 0
31 <21 No. 7 Film Carbine, Compur. f/4.5
Aldis-Buteher, rise. etc. As new .
£6 17 6
V.P. Kodak, f 6.3 Cooke, case
£2 2 0

London,
doors

West

of Circus.

WEST

9.5-mm.

JAMES

HAYHURST

BOUND

BUSES

55. RAILWAY

llth

April,

St

NELSON

resistance .

Pathe Home

12:6
Movie Projector, £5:
shop-soiled,

Compur,

rising

front.

31x21
Xpres

Standard N. & G. Folding Reflex, 5l in. Ross

f/4.5, 3 D.D.

slides, F.P. adapter,

STOP

17, TOPSFIELD PARADE,
CROUCH END, London, N.8

HERE.

Holloway. —66a, Seven Sisters Rd. 1
Kingston.— 30-32, Thames St.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Catford.— 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford.— 142, St. Albans Rd. I

NEW

M AKIN
COUPLED

A

The Anti-Comar

Lens is unsurpassed by any other lens
in the world.

For Plates, Roll Films, or Film Pack, 3J x2I
Price

The

of Makina

Pressmen

II, with

£37:10:0

to-day are using Makina

3 slides -

To-day.

GARNER

&

JONES

SIXPENCE

for readers

from

overseas)

.

32
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.l

LANCS

allowed

II.

All particulars from Sole Importers :

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬

time

II

Fitted with the famous Anti-Comar Lens f/2.9, accom¬
panied by the most superb workmanship and construction,
renders it a camera essential to everyone aspiring to highclass photography.

cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2/- to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, FriarSt., Hereford.
(Additional

ESTD.
1750

RANGE-FINDER.

1934

Name .
Address .

LTD.

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73, Lord St.

WATKINS METER COUPON
NO. 4.

/Is

new. Cost £10 17s. 6d .
.
XU# AU«V
31x21
Aristex
Reflex,
revolving back, self-capping,
f/4.5,
6 slides
. Good
condition .
i/ioth to 1 /1 , oooth sec., T. and B.,
5l-in. £7:1
Cooke 7:6
Aviar

D * a ITC H I S^7N

chemist

VALUE

H

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes, bought
for cash.

HIGHEST
EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCES
Write

£0,1

41x2.1 Nagel 79 Librette Roll Film, f/4.5 Xenar,
delayed

W.l

etc.
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SPECIALIST.

3|x2| T.-P. Redex Ruby
f '4.5 Cooke. 3
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Perfect £5 17 0
Cine-Kodak Model BB
f/3.5 lens. 16-mm.,
hide case Cost LI 5. As new .
£9 12 0

Cine-Kodak, f/6. 5

roll-film holder, leather case. Good condition XfciiJ *U • v

ST.

ROLLEIFLEX.
ROLLEICORD.
IKON1AS,
KODAKS,
ENSIGNS,
T.-P S
LEICA,

Nagel Vollenda, 16 exposures on V.P. Him. f 4.5
Radionar. D.A. Pronto. As new.... £3 18 6
3! < 21 Cameo, Compur, f/4. 5
3 slides. F.P. adapter, case .

B

Sports Reflex, f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan,

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, Hig.i St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.n.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

GUARANTEED

Model

anastigmat,
case. Good condition .
I *U
Derval
shutter,
3x4 cm.
Zeiss
Ikon Baby
520/18
I,X£*A
f/4.5
Novar,
purse
case.Ikonta
Almost
new.
£3:0:0

WITH
ALL

Cl
XA*U*U‘

second-hand

condition.

PLAUBELS
BARCAINS,

.A. A

Cost £5 5s.

3 k y 2k Dallmeyer Press Reflex, revolving back, 5-in.

Good

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

USED

Fair condition.

3£x2i
Roll Film,Cost
f/6.3
.nd
turn.Ensign
Fair condition.
£5 Lukos
5s. . .

leathe
r case.
4jx3i
Double
Good Extension
condition . Hand, 13.5-cm. Xenar,
£4:
4:0 r
f/4.5, rise and cross, Compur, . .
3 slides, F.P.
adapter

Fourteen

D^?LLX?N

jC'7,1
X/IADJU

9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, M

hand

2£xl| Ihagee Autolette Self-erecting Roll Film, 7. 5-cm.

Xenar f/3.5, Compur.
List £10 5s .

ST.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
12 1, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

1934

MODERN
MICROSCOPES AND
CAMERAS OF RECENT MAKE

5-cm. Foth f/3.5, in focussing mount, self-capping focalplane, i/25th to 1 /500th sec., with delayed PO*
action. Good condition .
XO»AU*U

A v«v

W. I

ii,
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Worries /

. . . he's one of the army of thousands of satisfied buyers
on easy payments from Wallace Heaton’s. Our easybuying plan is entirely trouble-free. There are no
harsh formalities. Only 5/- or 5% if over {5, is added
and you can pay in 9 equal monthly instalments. First
payment secures your purchase.

DON’T ENVY HM-SHARE

HIS JOY

GET YOUR CAMERA ON
FIRST EASY PAYMENT

—
—
—
—
—

THE

—
PRESS SAYS :
—
—
“ Wallace Heaton’s
well-known extend¬
—
ed payment system
can be entered into

at BOND

STREET

and START

USING IT NOW !

with confidence."

Super Bargains
ON

FREE APPROVAL
TO
AGAINST PULL CASH

len

Co

s,

mp

ur

shu

1 to l/

tte

ENSIGN
The

‘ MIDGET

camera miracle ! No
than a sixpence.

’

wider

Takes crisp, first-class pictures.
Has moir6 silk enamel finish. Allmetal body, 3-speed shutter. l/25th
to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Reflex
view-finder. Collapsible eye-level
view-finder. Leather slip case.
With All-Distance
lens .

30/50 -

THE

BOTH
LEFT

THE

E R
OUT

HUNDRED

THOUSAND

LEICA
CAMERAS

s,

Co

sh

mp

ur

ut

1 to ] /3

te

c.

h

00

r,

tigmat lens, Compur shutter,
£10 10s .

SIEMENS CINi
CAMERA

se

0t

Cos £5 £81715s 6
.
t

Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 lens, Compur
sec. Cost £8 15s .
£5 5 0

th

se

Co

£
1
st £711 7 1s.0

c.

1 to l/3Q0th

sec. Cost
£6 17 6

1
Co
sh
1 to l/
se
Co
£8 £0
17 6 6d 0
.
s.
ut
st
30
c.
Vo
mp
te
0t
ig
ur
r,
tl
h
For 16-mm. films. Bausch
an
de ens. Cost £4 15s .
Glaukar
anastigmat f/2.8
£2 9 6
rB
2
ril
lens. Brings every subjectNo
lia
.
nt Cost £6 .
6
shutter.
£4 17 8
within your scope. Speeds 8,
Ro
En
ll
si
16 and 64 pictures per sec.
gn
Fi
3
lm shutter speeds. 2 to l/150th sec.
Ca
Direct and reflecting view¬
anastigmat
lens,
,
r
V.
Sk
Costbin£32
£12 12 0
finder.
P.
op
e R .
Ro
ar
oi
ll
l
f/
Fi
Fi
£8 8 0
lm 40 ft. film, black
lm case. Cost4.5£17 .
Nine monthly pay¬
Ica
Fo
4
ments of 17/2.
ld
ret
Nine monthly payments of 370/in
case.
£10 17 8
te, Cost £17 17s .
x2
g,
Te
pla
5
Ik
s
on
s
te
4x
ta
lens Cost ar£18
£9 17 6
3
f/4 18s .
Ro
.5
cm
ll
an
.
Fi
6
as £54 .
Ik
lm Cooke lens. Cost
U.F.
£15 19 0
ti
4
on
,
gm
ta
Ze
3
at
is
,T
cm
s
es
.
lens,
speeds. Cost £54 .
£18 18 0
sa 8 andTes16
Zo
sa
r
de
r
f/
f
le
4.
4.
tt Uno f/4.5
5 a lens, /shutter
speeds l/25th to 1 /500th sec.,
7
eR
na Cost 5 a£7
We stock every Leica model and accessory, including
brown
case.
I7s.
6d
.
£5 17 8
n
o
4
a
8
st
ll
s¬
x
ig
angular view-finder, ever-ready cases and interchangeable
Fi
1& 3 cm
ma
lm
Ex . Nat
lenses. We also supply the new Leica chromium model
tl
Ross ,f/4.5
anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter, 1 to
ce ag
9
e
f
n
/
s,
ls el
a little above the ordinary Leica III price. We areA always
4.
1 /200th sec.
15s .
£4 7 6
5 a Cost £10
io Ro
gf
na Roll Film New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres
glad for you to give us a call or wrrite for free advice
a and r Ro ll F
18 — 3} x 21
st
ll il
10
16
tell us your needs.
ig
Fi m, f/4.5
-m
lens, shutter
4 to 1 /150th sec. Cost £23
m
Pa
N
l
a
a
m.
m
t
g
£12 12 0
th
Si el
Ci
e
11
by
f
de
ne
l, /4.5
En
Ro Tessar
Ca Zeiss
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to
l
Lu
si
ss ens,
me
xe
gn
3 double extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
rl/200th
Xsec.,
a,
pr -6d
Mo
s
Au
Cost
£12 17 6
es pe.
121
f/ £20 7s.
to
e
to
3.
3
f/ d
ca
5
70B
4.
Ki
me
le
5
a.
ne
ra
rising
front,
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, D.A. Compur
ns
F&i
,h
,
ca
lHm
f
shutter,
1 to
/2
o l/250th sec., black case, F.P. adapter.
14
.o C
m
16 Cost .5£15 15sld.
£8 17 6
7i0n
s
le
En
-m
ae
ns x 2A Voigtlander Berghen Folding Plate,
si
CCia
m.18 — 34
,
nmee
ta
gn
,C
r
double
extension,
rising and cross front, Heliar f/4.5
n
Fo
Caa,
in
c
8
m
a
anastigmat
lens, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /200th
15
al
era
r
-p
an,d sec., tan f/2case, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £23 10s.
En
.6
la
f/16
si
£12 17 0
3. s
neR
gn
5 Cpe
ol
e
jo
l
okds,
pl
Fi
e f/3 rising and cross front, Tessar f/4.5 lens, Com¬
.R
lm tension,
U. .
ol
1 to l/150th sec., tan case, 12 slides,
F.5
l
Repur shutter,
Fi
fi
F.P.
adapter. Cost £26 10s .
£10 17 0
lm
ex
17
,A
Fo
ld
ld
in sunk mount (as illustrated).
irising isfront, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D. slides,
in
pl
F.P. adapter, case. Cost £28 .
£19 19 0
g,
.T
Has axitomatic focussing by which 18distance
ri
ro measuring
si
pi
34 action.
and lens focussing are done in a single
Gives
ng
ca
fr
x2 1 sec.,
long instantaneous exposures of 1, \ , and
lF or any
on
4
o
t
“ Gt. Yarmouth.
,
Et
ld
intermedate fractions, in addition to l/20th-l/5G0th
ui
in
sec. Has telescopic range-finder with magnification
gP
Fo
lIts
ld
1| times. Takes 36 exposures at a loading.
at
in
e
“
I
am
indeed
pleased
with
my
bargain.
It is the
negatives make splendid enlargements.
Co
gP
cheapest and best outfit I have ever bought, and I
nt
la
te
es
am delighted with the way you have dealt with me.
,d
sa
jC? O m» "I
Nine
monthlyof
efc*
a. t/J* •«A
payments
ou
Ne
tt
bl
ei
ee
,
xt
(Signed) E. E. P."
en
si
on
,

£7:7:0

MODEL

TO

‘B’ £30

BOND

ST.

FOR

EVERYTHING ‘LEICA’

CAMERA
WITH

Takes the pictures
and projects the
films.
Entirely
British made. Sim¬
ple to use. Small
and handy in size.
Fitted with TaylorHobson f/2.5 anastigmat lens.

COME

LEICA

len

“ MIDAS ”
CAMERA
PROJECTOR !

30

r,

back, tropical model,
shutter, 1 to l/250th

POST -BUYERS
DEPOSIT.

IN USE

LEICA

III with F 2 SUMMAR

FREE LIST OF
GUARANTEED
BARGAINS
You can’t
imaginethis
what
splendid
book
of value
is auntil
you
get it. It will be sent by
on receipt of 2d. postage.

return

EXCHANGES
Highest

allowances

apparatus
something

in part
better.

on

your

used

payment

LENS

PRAISE

for OUR

BARGAINS

78/6

OLYMPIA- APR II 3-28
VISIT

OUR

GROUND

FLOOR.

STAND No. 204
EMPIRE

HALL

Opposite entrance to Theatre of
Fashion.

20

10

and you do

OF ALL at—

x

15

.

cm

Fo

,
na
.U

¬

do
k,

Phones:

STREET
t
ex
le

ub

Mayfair

0924-5-6-7.

n,
io

s
en

BOND

ex
le

c
bga
in

ub

lv

vo

re

do
o,
or

Ad
te
la
gP

pl

i-

in

ld
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119, NEW

LONDON,

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these second-hand items may be sold already, but similar outfits are usually available.
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rom
Selochrome

gives you

best results.
so

many

tunities

the

It provides

more
for

oppor-

picture¬

making, and yields perfect
results at early morning
and

late afternoon.

ROLL
Made

in England

ILFORD
ILFORD,

FILM
by

LIMITED
LONDON

-

. .
Printed

for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

534.

MINIATURE

No. 2371

CAMERA

NUMBER

e/lMATEURt
OTOGRAPHER
6l

The

cinematographer

Journal

Vol. LXXVII.

for Everybody
Wednesday, April 18th, 1934.

URAL' PORTRAITS
iaLle from evfery high-class dealer

: (LONDON) t>0, MORTIMER ST..W.1.

Copyright— Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the ILK.

with

a Camera^
No. 2371.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

popular ‘Half-Vest Pocket’ Models

(Take 16

pictures If" x I j" on V.P. Spool).
“ PUPILLE.”

“ VOLLENDA

Solid spiral mount¬

Opens

by half-turn of lever. Optical
direct-vision finder. Revolving

button. Optical direct - vision
finder. Revolving depth-of-focus
scale. Choice of wide-aperture
anastigmats — / 4.5, / 3.5, / 2.8 — in
high-speed shutters, including
“Pronto-S” with built-in delayedaction device for self-photography.
From
.
£4.0.0.

anastigmats--/3.5, / 2.8, / 2 — in
“Compur”
second.
From

OF

48.

itself right out at the touch of a

depth-of-focus scale. High-speed

MINIATURE

” No.

ing for lens and shutter, extended

Shutter, 1 to 1 300th

.

£15.15.0

CAMERAS

PRECISION

...by

Kodak
_/or

those who

want

the same

features of extra¬

compactness and negative economy but a larger picture —
SIX-20

DUO

“KODAK”

Takes

16 pictures 2\" x 1|" on

the usual

eight-exposure 620 spool. The pressure of a button shoots the lens
out ready for action in a fraction of a second.
vision finder, folds flat when
answers

not wanted.

Spring-up direct-

Depth-of-focus

scale

all focussing queries. / 4.5 or / 3.5 lens in “Pronto-S”

(delayed-action) or 8-speed “Compur”

Shutter.

From

£6.0.0

•
KODAK
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

LIMITED,

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

KODAK

HOUSE,
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“EXAKTA”

As near to perfection as any camera made.
ROLL-FILM
Full-size

SELF-CAPPING

The
When

V.P.

REFLEX.

pictures

4£ x 6 cm.

FOCAL-PLANE
SHUTTER,
l/25th to 1/1, 000th

sec.

mirror finder can be used at eye level, or as a direct-vision
finder.
equipped

with Dallon Telephoto f/5. 6 any subjects may

be made, “far or near.”

Price extra ..

£8

: IS

: O

EXAKTA ANASTIGMAT
ZEISS TESSAR
„
ZEISS TESSAR
„
DALLON

f/3.5, focus 7.5 cm. . . £14 0
f/3.5, „ 7-5 „
£18 0
f/3.8, „ 7.5 „ .. £21 10

SUPER-SIX
f/1.9, „ 3 in. . . £31
Solid Leather Cases, extra, 20/-.

Write for illustrated brochure.

GARNER

POLEBROOK

Enter the
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LTD.
LONDON,

“ In view of the universal use of the camera, photo¬
graphic competitions are widely popular at the present
time, as they are within the scope of practically every
member of the family.
“ I anticipate, therefore, that many of the thousands of
snaps taken during the next few months will be entered
in this ‘232’ and ‘Sandom’ Photographic Competition.
“ The prizes are generous and the conditions are simple :
it should induce every user of a camera to do his best.”
Valuable prizes are being awarded during the months of
April, May, June and July for the best photographs submit¬
ted in two classes — for Beginners and forAdvanced Workers.
Send the coupon below for entry forms and a booklet
containing an interesting article by Mr. Mortimer in
which he gives valuable advice to entrants.

HANDYCOATS

To “ 232 ” Photographic
38, Wood

“CENTACORT”

21/-”^'
many

patterns

to choose

i

Competition,

Street, London,

Please send me full details of your Photographic

4 SHADES, 68 FITTINGS
(outsizes cost a little more)

W.l

VT R. F. J. MORTIMER,
Hon. F.R.P.S., Editor of
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,
who has kindly consented to judge this competition says:

Flannel Trousers at your Outfitter’s.

PLEASE

SQUARE,

COMPETITIO

“ - and nearly 100 years of tailoring tradition
behind the makers of ‘ 232 ’ Grey Flannels, Sandom
Handycoats and Centacort Flannel Trousers.”
These are your reasons for insisting on “ 232 ” Grey
Flannels, Sandom Handycoats and Centacort

13/9

JONES

GOLDEN

0

& SAN POM

Comfort — Style— Perfect FitQuality — Value.

GREY FLANNELS

&

HOUSE,

10

0
0
0

Competition

E.C.2.
and entry forms

30/
from

i 00% wool, white or grey flannel trousers 18/9£
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1%
##

HAVE A SHOT at the WORLD’S

it WE

HAVE

THEM

ALL-ON

Te8sarf/3.5 «
Nine monthly payments
of 64/2.

54

LIME

LONDON

Phone:

MON.

Derval

31x21

5

Zeiss

Ikonta

Roll

Film,

f/4.5 Tessar,

l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec., T.
and B. Magnifier incorporated
for
extra-fine
work. With
Exakta
anastigmat
f/3.5,

From
on easy terms.

Nine monthly
payments
From*0.!”:
of£14:0:0
32/8.

90/94 FLEET ST

FIRST PAYMENT
GETS ANY ITEM!

ST
E.C.3

latest Compur
£6 6

model

FOCAL - PLANE
REFLEX
Metal body, leather covered,
fitted with tripod bush *«nd
cable release.
Speeded

PAYMENTS

EASY

0180

shutter.
Any

0

Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 Hermagis Telephoto lens,
5
leather case .
£14 14 0
Pathe Luxe Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens and case . . £8 8 0
i-pl. N. & G. Trellis Universal, revolving back, triple extension,
Zeiss D set of Protars, 19, 16, 14. Ill, 10, 9, 8f, 74 and 7 in., Luc
silent
shutter, long cable release, 3 double slides. An ideal
naturalist outfit. As new. Cost £67 .
£32 17 6
6 6 Latest Rolleiflex Automatic, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar. . £17 0 0

LONDON

choice from our modern range and
start using any model after paying

9 x 12 cm. Voigtlander Reflex, Heliar f/4.5, telenegative element,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6 D.D. elides
and leather case. New condition .
£12 17 6

first

3x4 cm. Roll Film, f/2.9 Radionar,
condition .

instalment.

IVe

give

you

9

i-pl. N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5, fully-speeded
shutter, double rising front and leather case .
£14 14 0

with

your

order.

i-pl. Conical Field, R.R. lens, roller-blind
sion 2 slides and case .

III
LENS

i-pl. Premo Hand and Stand, R.R. speeded
extension, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and case .

17 6
£1
.
co
Ne
4
nd
w
nt
34 . x 24 Goerz itTenax
Folding Pocket, Dogmar f/3.5, Compur
io
n
shutter, double extension,
3 slides, F.P. adapter and case £8 17 6
16-on-a-34 x 24 520 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter .
£7 10 0

► 34 x 24 Graflex Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, 9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon,
interchangeable, Graflex focal-plane shutter, changing-box, F.P.
adapter and leather case. Nice condition .
£11 17 6
t 16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 3 speeds, motor drive
and leather case. As new .
£12 17 6
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar
case .

0

lens, Interchangeable,

34 x 24 Ensign Speed Roll Film
shutter .

i-pl. Regular Sanderson, f/6.8 Cooke anastigmat, Universal
shutter, 5 D.D. slides, case .
£4 12 6
la Tropical Carbine, florentine bronze, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter and purse .
£4 17 6

£11 11

35-mm. Bell & Howell Eyemo,
condition .

Reflex,

f/2.5 Cooke,

"THE

AMATEUR

drive. New
£42 0 0

ENSIGN
‘ MIDGET

THE

Takes crisp, first-class
pictures. All-metal body,
3-speed shutter, l/25th

World’s

Tessar £~|
8 :1 5 iC
Smallest Reflex Camera

4 PILOT’

Making Zei
3x4
cm.sar
pictures. Inatan
ss Tes
£21
readiness for use, certainty
of focus,
an<
:10:C

to l/100th sec., T. and
B.
Reflex view-finder.

advantages of the roll-film camera
combined, Compur shutter.

Collapsible leather
eye - level
view-finder,
slip
case.

lens .
F/3.5
Zeiss

anastigmat

al

lens
F/2.8

tance
....
With lens
All-dis¬
Ensar
f/6.3

Nine

. . .

monthly

payments

of 43/9 or 50/2

30/Institute

Associate
Appointed an
of the

of

Amateur
Cine¬
matographers.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll
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motor

£33:13:0 Nine monthly payments of 78/6

‘ ROLLEIFLEX ’

PLEASE

and leather
£10 10 0

f/3.4, focal-plane
£6 19 6

Greatly improved, with range of slow speeds.
Lei
tz
Postcard No. 3a Special Kodak, range-finder model, Carl Zeiss
Get a Leica and get all the'" enjoyment that Elm
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter and leather case .
£7 17 6
ar
spring photography can give. It takes 36 ex¬
f/6
posures at a loading, and every negative makes a
.3
34 x 24 Cameo Folding Pocket, Roes Xpres f/4.5, Compur shutter,
A
na
Pa
double
extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£6 6 0
splendid enlargement. With f/2 Sum mar lens,
st
th
ig
e
in collapsible mount.
ma
Mo
34 x24
t, Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, self-capping focal-plane shut¬
to
ter. revolving
back, 6 elides, F.P. adapter and case .
£11 17 6
for
ca
me
L
e
ra
i
Pololyt f/3.9, rack focussing, 6elf -capping
, f i-pl. Ensignca Reflex,
ca
focal-plane
shutter,
£7 7 0
/2.
me revolving back, 2 D.D. slides .
5a
ra
na
£7
st
ig
12
ma
t,
6
Te
le
ph
ot
oa
tta
ch¬

Here is the camera to get life into all
your pictures. Has every gadget
that goes for absolute perfection.
Takes 12 exposures on standard roll
film.
Fitted with Zeiss Tessar JJ rtft
f/4.5 lens .
Nine monthly payments ot 46/8.

2

Aldis

135-mm. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur sector shutter £2 2 0
6 x 44 cm. V.P. Goerz Tenax, f/6.3 Dogmar, fully-speeded shutter,
3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£3 3 0

The

F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar .
£22 10 0
Nine monthly payments of 52/6.

shutter, double
£2 15 0

me

.

SPECIAL SNIP. — Unsoiled Latest i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving
back, self -capping focal-plane shutter, 6-in. f/3.5 Ross Xpres lens,
12A-in. f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tele-Tessar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Cost £48 .
£22 15 0

shutter, double exten¬
£1 19 6

i-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and leather case .
£9 9 0

.

2|B Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis, 9-in. f/6.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto, leather case .
£10 10 0
|-pl. Soho Reflex, Kershaw shutter, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens. 6
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder, leather case. Cost £36 10s.

New
7 0

fill up

with SUMMAR

34 x 24 Murer Bijou Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. ... £4 18 6
3i 21 All-metal Nagel de Luxe Pocket, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, 6 slides. As new .
£7 5 0
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, detachable range-finder, ever-ready
case. Practically new .
£10 17 6

shutter.
£7

f/6.8, focal-plane
£3 18 6

34 x 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.6, 10-in. Dallmeyer
f/5.6 Dallon interchangeable, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
revolving back, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
Excellent condition .
£35 0 0

Latest 3t x 24 Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastig¬
mat. focal-plane shutter. As new .
£5m
15 0
m
Latest Automatic Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, coupled
range-finder
£17 0 0
Special Purchase of High-grade Sample Prismatic Binoculars,
at clearance prices. Details on application.
Pathe Lux Projector, taking 30-ft., 60-ft. or 300-ft. reels, motor,
resistance, travelling case. Unsoiled. Cost £22 10s. . . £13 17 6
45 x 107 Zeiss Polyscope, speeded shutter. 1/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
lens, changing-box, case. Cost £15 .
£3 18 6
3 4 cm. Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar anastigmat, Derval shutter
£3 2 6

Compur

i-pl. Tropical Anschutz Focal-plane, Dagor
shutter, 3 slides and leather case .

Send for our
catalogue which
contains an easy payment form to

LEICA MODEL

34 x 24 Latest Soho Reflex, masking device, 54-in. f/4.5 Ross
Xpres, 3 D.D. slides. Cost £31. Unsoiled .
£19 10 0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, various-speed
shutter, f/1.9 Dallc
meyer lens, leather case. Costm
£46 .
£19 10 0
Ensign Auto Kinecam, 16-mm., i/1.8 Cooke anastigmat, leather
case .
£12 17 6

E.C.4

34 x 24 Icarette Roll Film, double extension, Carl Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, U-form front, and leather case .
£8 17 6
44 x 21 No. la Tropical Carbine, f/6.3 anastigmat, Betax shutter.
Excellent condition .
£3 3 0

months to pay and only 5%, or 5/if under £5 is added to cash price.

Leitz Valoy Leica Vertical Enlarger, condenser, printing-board,
masking device. Practically new .
£8 17 6
5x4 Kodak Compact Graflex Focal-plane Reflex, 64-in. f/4.5
Ross Xpres, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £7 17 6

Phone : CENT. 9391

3x4 cm. Pilot Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar, f/3.5, Compur shutter
and leather case. Brand new condition .
£12 17 6

out-of-date
make your

Why
go on using an
camera when you can

Latest Model Kodak Cine Outfit, f/1.9, f/4.5 long-focus lens,
chromium plated, combination case. Unsoiled. Cost £49 19s. 6d.
£39 7 6

.

4 EXAKTA’

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll film.
All-metal body. Hinged back, springout front for rigidity, leather bellows,
direct-vision finder, tripod bush.
Finished black enamel with nickel
fittings.

speeds. A splendid minia¬
With precision
ture
instrument.
Zeiss £27.]
0-0

ON

TERMS!

BABY IKONTA

CONTAX
With focal-plane shutter
giving 4. l/5th and l/10th
sec. Controlled by one
knob giving four groups of

ANYTHING

THE EASIEST

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CIT9 SALE i

50/-
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very best MINIATURE RANGE
ALSO THE FINEST

SELECTION

‘MINI-FEX’
The World’s Smallest Efficient
Camera.

All-metal body, D.V. finder,
leather covering, nickel fittings.
As illustrated, but with f/2.9
Steinheil lens, and latest de¬
layed-action Compur sector
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T.
and B., with cable release,

F/3.5 anastigmat lens, 3speed shutter .... £4 16 0
F/3.5 Meyer anastigmat,
Compur shutter . . £8 17 0
Takes 36 exposures at a
loading for 1/6.
Nine monthly payments of
11/3 or 20/8.

Phone:

vZ7 .s.ata £7:15:0

CITY 1124

Nine monthly

GENEROUS

E.C.2

16-mm. Model C Kodascope, with Clarostat, motor drive and
complete with resistance, 100-watt lamp .
£8 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive
complete in case .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
motor drive, 3 speeds, complete in case .
£19 17 6
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, with visual focus, 1-in. f/3.5, 2-in.
f/3.6 and 3-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer lenses, motor drive, 3 speeds, hand
crank and leather case. New condition .
£42 10 0
Voigtlander Brilliant Camera, f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., focussing complete in case. ... £5 17 6
V.P. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
focussing, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., screen,
6 slides and F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
2\ x 31 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, direct-vision finder
£5 17 6
31 x2J Linhoff, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th sec., triple extension, revolving back, screen, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£15 15 0
520 Zeiss Ikonta, two on 21 x 31, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, Telma
D.A. shutter .
£4 12 6
V.P. Piccolette de Luxe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., D.V. finders, radial focussing. .£576
i-pl. Agfa Solinar Folding Plate, f/4.5 Agfa anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., double extension, rising and cross front,
3 slides, F.P. adapter. As new .
£4 15 0
3} x 2\ Etui, f/4.5 Radionar anastigmat, Compur D.A. shutter,
1 to l/250th sec., rising front, screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, Riteway
roll-holder and case. As new .
£6 15 0
Bewi Combined Exposure Meter and Distance Meter, in case.
List price £3 10s .
£2 2 0
21 x 31 No. 7 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th, radial focussing, rising front, brilliant
and direct finders .
£8 17 6
la Ansco Roll Film, f/6.3 Ansco anastigmat, Speedex shutter,
1 to l/300th sec., rising front, leather case .
£2 5 0
3x4 cm. Piccochic Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300tb sec., focussing. New condition. . £4 17 6
21 x 31 Zeiss Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat, fully-speeded shutter,
l/26th to 1/ 100th sec., focussing .
£1 12 6
21 square Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V. finder
£4 7 6
31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, Everset
speeded shutter, brilliant finder. As new .
£2 5 0
21 x 31 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, D.V.
tinder .
£6 17 6
31x21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis Uno anastig¬
mat and f/6.6 Dallmeyer Telephoto, focal-plane shutter, l/25th
to l/500th sec., leather case. As new .
.
.
£8 17 8
3x4 cm. Wirgin Roll Film, f/2 Xenon anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., focussing, D.V. finder .
£8 17 6

The

EXCHANGE

of 14/1.

ALLOWANCES

YOUR

84 Alder/gate St

OUT-OF-DATE MODEL
you pounds on your fresh purchase.
Our exchange allowances are the
highest in Great Britain. A cus¬
tomer writes : “ Your high allow¬
ances must be the secret of your
take

’ DUO

payments

EXCHANGE

Don’t continue getting mediocre
results. Bring your camera in part
payment for one of these amazing
miniature instruments.
We save

Act
now .’—and
success.”
this concession.

advantage

of

LONDON

Phone:
REFLEX

NAT.

0591

i-pl. Soho Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres, revolving back, 3 double
slides, leather case .
£ 14 14 0
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, revolving back,
6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Latest Model Junior Special Ruby Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5
Carl Zeiss Triotar lens, revolving back, 3 slides. As new £10 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Junior Reflex, latest model, revolving
back, f/6.3 Dallmeyer Press, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost
£17 .
£11 17 6
5x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, 7-in. f/4.5 Tessar, revolving back,
6 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £86
FOCAL-PLANE

CAMERAS.

i-pl.
leather
i-pl.
from 4

The ‘SUPER

IKONTA’

Has a range-finder coupled with the focussing,
ensuring critical focus for every picture. A
genuine Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, giving
the most exquisite definition.
A latest pattern Compur shutter, speeded 1, 4,
l/5th, 1/lGth, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th, l/250th
sec., with delayed-action, so that the
user may Nine
be inmonthly
the picture
. of 38/8. ** • ■
payments

Our Price

-

Our Price

‘ROLLEIGORD’

£7:7:6

-

Has numerous special features
in common with the famous

£5:5:0

Rolleifiex — one - lever

Or 9 monthly payments of 12/3.
Leather case, with lock and
sling strap, 5/9 extra.

shutter, parallax
patent

LATEST
FREE
from

&

LIST

POST

Compur

compensation,

film guide, Zeiss Triotar

10 Gns.

f/4.5 lens.

FREE

Nine monthly payments of 24/6.

any City Sale branch.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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"THE

0

Krauss Peggy 35-mm. Camera, f/2. 8 Tessar, Compur shutter,
coupled range-finder and case. Case £31 15s. .
£20 0 0
i-pl. Sanderson de Luxe, ,f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic, W.A. rack,
6 double book-form dark slides and case .
£7 17 6
i-pl. Sinclair’s Una, f/6.8 Dagor, Koilos shutter, 6 double slides
and leather case. Unsoiled .
£9 9 0
i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Field, rising and cross front by rack and
pinion, double swing and reversing back, 7-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres
anastigmat lens, 4 double book-form dark slides, carrying-case,
tripod. The whole outfit in first-rate condition .
£10 17 6
i-pl. Triple Imperial C.B. Field, f/5.8 Isostigmar lens, roller-blind
shutter, reversing back, 3 D.D. slides, case and tripod. . £5 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Field, f/6.8 Goerz anastigmat lens, W.A. move¬
ment, reversing back, 3 double book-form dark slides and tripod
£10 17 6
i-pl. B.B. de Luxe S.B. Camera, rising and cross front, double
swing and reversing back, D.E. by rack and pinion , 3 double
book-form dark slides, fitted 84 -in. f/7 Ross Zeiss anastigmat lens,
4£-in. W.A. anastigmat lens, interchangeable, 3 double book-form
dark slides, leather carrying-case, tripod. The whole outfit in
new condition .
£12 12 0
No. 1 Junior Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter
£15

Or 9 monthly payments of 17/3.

XCHflnGE
PLEASE

0

£10 17
7 5 and 4-pl. Self-capping Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane,
8i-in.6
f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 2 double slides, 1 single slide, F.P. adapter.
New condition .
£12 17 6
9 x 12 Self-capping Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/3.5 Dogmar, 3
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£14 14 0
Leitz Leica
Focal-plane,
f/3.5 Elmar, detachable range-finder.
Perfect
condition
.
£9 17 0

With Thelma delayed-action
shutter. List price £8 10s.

1ITED

£25

Ross Panros, f/4.5 Zeollar, 3 double slides, F.P. £3adapter,
19 6
case .
£9 17 6
Nettel Deckrullo, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, speeded shutter
to 1/2, 800th sec., Mackenzie-Wishart and 6 envelopes

Zeiss Ikon ‘KOLIBRI’
Cameras at 40% off list

‘BRILLIANT’

E.C.1

CAMERAS.

34 x 2i Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, Graflex roll-film holder,
3 double book-form slides, leather case. As new .
£15 15 0
34 x 24 Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter

A high-class instrument. Direct
finder, 16 pictures on V.P. film,
genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens,
focussing, with Compur sector
shutter. • List price £11 10s.

Takes the standard 31x21
8-exposure roll film at 1/2,
but gives 12 21-in. square
pictures. The brilliant image
emphasised by the deep hood
is almost full size. Twospeed shutter. High-grade
f/7.7 anastigES /™
mat lens ....

★

Takes 16 pictures on 3 J x 2} eightexposure film, anastigmat lens
shoots to the “ snapping ” position
at the touch of a button. Finger¬
tip focussing from 34 ft. to in¬
finity. Direct-vision view-finder.
Kodak to f/4.5
anastigmat
Easy
load.
Very smart £6
enamel
and chromium finish.
With “ Pronto S ” shutter and

Nine monthly payments of 18/-.

59 CHEAPSIDE

BARGAINS

c KODAK

pictures
on 3i xA'
21
BALD
‘film.
SALE16X roll

Takes
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Dolly
if" x IF

There is no need
to enlarge
upon

the sterling

for Sport
and Press

qualities of

F/2

Schneider Xenon
(Five times faster than

1/4.5 !)

Compur

Fine
Leica

Grain

and

Takes
if" xi

Films

Contax

1 /300th sec.
16 exposures
on V.P. film.

Radial lever focussing, setting camera
while still closed.

Cameras

Price £13

for
a trial is sufficient
to

convince you that they are unrivalled for
brilliant photographs that can be enlarged to
almost any size.

Also complete

: 17

of other cameras

any distance

: 0
in various sizes

Ask for latest catalogue {free) from :

CERTO

Obtainable in 36-exposure daylight¬
loading cartridges.

Fine Grain Ortho 2/Isochrom
... 3/8
Superpan
... 4/-

range

on

CAMERA

WERK,

DRESDEN

and Sole Concessionaires

In Gt. Britain :

ACTINA

per spool.
per spool.
per spool.

46/825

LTD.

29, Red Lion Square, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

AGFA

PHOTO

Ltd. Hig’hLSt™ee"Cwfc!3ft’

Telephone

_
take the first
step to Better Photography

PHOTOGRAPHIC

below and mount

The

For
COUPON
NOW!

Name

BRITISH

.

SCHOOL

OF

53 54, HAYMARKET,

A.P./13

PHOTOGRAPHY,
LONDON,

ffflRLZEiSSl
I J E. N A 1

LTD.

S.W.1

>

Colourj

Every amateur photographer should
write for the new descriptive
booklet just published. Free on
application to :

MINIATURE

April,

Mortimer

“ THE

AMATEUR

LTD.

St., London,

W.l

1934

VALUE

j
J
j
!

NO. 5.

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬

cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2/- to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford.
(Additional

time

allowed

for readers

from

Name .
Address .

Temple Bar 2567/8.
MENTION

in passing

WATKINS METER COUPON

I Brettenham House, Lancaster Place, Strand, London, W.C.2 I

PLEASE

such

CAMERAS

Write for
List P. 51, and details of the best lens for
YOUR
camera,
to CARL
ZEISS
(LONDON)

I

jFinlay Colour Limited j
4

under

DEFINITION

37-41,

18th

jFinlay

BEST

the UTMOST PERFECTION of definition is a sine qua non and
neglect to insist on a ZEISS lens is undoubtedly responsible for
many failures and much disappointment to owners of miniature
cameras.

.

Address

LENSES —apart from their unques¬

is assured for each and every lens which succeeds
the stringent tests of the ZEISS factory.

the first step to Better Photography.

Pleas© tend your tree book “ Photography for Profit and Pleasure,” to :—

SEND

8541

tionable superiority of design — are manufactured
ideal conditions that

That high efficiency and professional touch can be brought into your photo¬
graphs in the same way a9 it has been imparted to other members of the B.S.P.
Under the personal supervision of Mr. C. Allen Elliott you can learn to take
the photographs that are in great demand among advertisers, magazines, etc.
Fill up the coupon

: Chancery
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Foth
Derby

The World’s Best
Cameras and Lenses
Cine or Still

The roll -film
camera with
focal-plane
delayed-action
shutter

The

ZEROS

FULL

PARTICULARS

OF:

modem

precision miniature

camera.

most

RANGE-FINDER.
For the users of large-aperture
cine cameras.

MENTOR
8-exposure

for the sportsman,

NEW

tourist

With

Foth Anastigmat

lens F/3.5 £4

!!1 2 ! 6

With

Foth Anastigmat

lens F/2.5 £7

■ 5

or

COMPUR

on V.P. film,

REFLEX.

Revolving back, X 2\, diaphragm. Speed and focus
scale controls visible from the top. The most modern
reflex camera designed.

PATENT

PRECISION

ENLARGER.

Automatic gate for all miniature negatives (Leica,
Peggy or Contax), 3 X 4c m., 4x4 cm., \\ X6 cm., in
singles or strips. For the D. & P. Service Stations and
users of miniature cameras. Latest model with re¬
volving pillar.

1 0

PEELING & VAN NECK Ltd.
LONDON,

miniature

THREE-FOUR.

MENTOR

See this camera at your dealers, or send for
descriptiue price list to the Sole Importers :

CIRCUS,

lenses on

The Precision camera with 16 exposures
with or without range-finder.

or any camera user who requires compact¬
ness, light weight and strength combined
with very wide scope.

4/6, HOLBORN

FOR
II.

PEGGY

Takes 16 pictures on a standard
V.P. Roll Film.
The ideal camera

v

ADVERTISEMENTS

WRITE

E.C.1

TO Sole Distributor, Hugo Meyer Optical Works :—

p CVTT f 85, RINGSTEAD ROAD

A(~\

LONDON,

•

S.E.6

NOTICE
It has been brought to our notice that
Messrs. WILL R. ROSE, LTD., of Chester,
Oxford and Cheltenham, are the registered
“ MAGNA
MARK
proprietors of the TRADE
PRINTS,” under which name we inadvert¬
ently supplied photographic prints to a
customer.

We hereby admit the claim of that Company
to the above-mentioned Trade Mark and
that we have no right whatever to its use,
and we offer our deepest and unqualified
apology to Messrs. Will R. Rose, Ltd., and
regret any annoyance or loss which that
Company may have suffered in consequence
of our action.
Dated

this 23rd

day of February,

AZOL
and the process so Inter¬
esting and fascinating that
it is really worth testing.

The tables prevent
you making mistakes .
LOOK

“Magna Prints” are the product of Will R. Rose, Limited,
of Chester, Oxford and Cheltenham, hut can be obtained
direct or on application from any Branch of Boots the Chemists.
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!

HERE
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CHANCE

Director.)
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PLEASE

THE

and costs 2/- , and this
will develop from 30
to 40 spools, 3Jx2£.

G. L. HAWKINS.
(Managing

AT

A 3-oz. bottle makes
from 75 to 300 oz.

1934.

For George Leslie’s Studio, Ltd.,
(incorporating Gillman Hills & Saunders)
16 and 49, Cornmarket,
Oxford.

(Signed)

Developing is
so simple with
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9d. in stamps, or P.O., for a 1-oz. trial bottle of
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ADVERTISEMENTS

IKO

When there’s one
sensation after
another
that’s the time for the Contax. However
fast things happen, however difficult it
is to see each phase of the struggle, the

CONTAX

is faster still I
It’s not simply that the Contax gives a real
1/1, 000th sec., unobtainable with any other
miniature camera ; also this extreme speed
is fully utilized, even though the light is
poor, by the f/2 Sonnar or ultra-rapid f/1 .5
Sonnar. The latter is the most rapid lens
fitted to miniature cameras, and obtainable
only with
Those

who

Contax.
are

miniature-camera

the books, “The
“ The Ten Contax

Connoisseur
Lenses.”

fans
and

should

the

Every high-class dealer will be
demonstrate the CONTAX.

ZEISS

IKON

write

Contax”

pleased

for
and

to

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, London, W.l

b
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THAT essentially modern de¬ TOPICS

velopment of photography
— the miniature camera —
forms the topic of most of the con¬
tents of this issue of The Amateur
Photographer. Its appeal to the
amateur grows stronger every day,
if the opinions of our readers and
reports from dealers are
any criterion, and there is
little doubt that the small
precision instrument has
come to stay. Although its
different applications appear
endless, we are at the mo¬
ment more concerned with

of the Week

No.

2371.

desirable. In proof of this, some of
the finest portrait effects and lighting
are to be seen from time to time on
the screen at the cinema. Here the
posing and lighting have been super¬
vised by the operator, and the
recording instrument has produced
a negative less than 35-mm. in width.
The modern miniature cam¬
eras can deal with similar
subjects with equal effect,
and the most popular of

its utility as a picturemaker, and in the following
pages many of its possibili¬
ties in this directiop are
discussed. The Buyers’
Guide that is given op
pages 363 to 367 will refer
the reader to most of the
popular types of miniature
cameras now on the British
market.

them
nega¬
tives produce
than thelarger
maximum
standard size cine frame.
These little instruments with
their superb optical equip¬
ment used in conjunction
with fine-grain film should
enable comparatively big
pictures to be obtained that
will bear comparison with
direct prints made with
much larger cameras. As
an example, the reproduc¬
tion on this page is an out-©
door portrait snapshot taken
with one of the smallest
of miniature cameras, the
Mini-Fex. A contact print
from the original negative,
13x18 mm., is reproduced
as an inset. The enlarge¬
ment shows less grain than
would have appeared on

Portraiture with Minia¬
ture Cameras.

In some quarters a preju¬
dice appears to have arisen
against the employment of
miniature cameras for por¬
traiture. Yet a little con¬
sideration will show that
the question of size of
negative (apart from the
problem of grain, which is
now practically solved) has
little to do with the matter.
A portrait or similar sub¬
ject should be entirely with¬
in the control of the photo¬
grapher before the exposure
is made. A knowledge of
correct exposure and of the
depth of focus of the lens
and its capabilities is also

LXXVII.

many
earlier prints
simi¬
lar subjects
taken of direct
with a postcard camera.
With studio lighting and
background a still better
result would have been pos¬
sible. We see no reason
why there should be any
limit to the possibilities of
modern miniature cameras
for practically every subject.
An open-air snapshot portrait taken with a miniature camera.
The inset is a contact print from the original negative.

Owing to pressure on space in this issue,
several regular features have been un¬
avoidably crowded out.
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Some

Tested

MIN I A TURE
NEGA TIVES

for

Formulae

Fine -grain Developers.

IT is now generally acknowledged that

the constitution of the developer
exerts, within certain limits, an
effect on the granular quality of the
negative. It is true that many recently
introduced films for the modern mini¬
ature camera have been coated with
special emulsions calculated to produce
the finest grain. To make the most of
this quality, however, it is eminently
desirable to give correct exposure and
use the right developer : otherwise the
qualities that are claimed for the film
will be discounted or lost altogether.
It is a significant fact also that the
makers of the fine-grain films for mini¬
ature cameras have themselves advocated
certain formulae, and it is these that should
be adopted by every practical worker
who wishes to secure the best results.
The developers of which the formulae
are given herewith are essentially tank
developers, as they are somewhat slowacting. Therefore, the method of time
and temperature should be followed,
although the times that are given must
be regarded as a guide only, as altera¬
tions in this time will govern the degree
of contrast secured.
In addition to these formulae, the
firm

of

Perutz

(English

Seifert, 8, Beulah

agents,

Hill, S.E.19)

R.

O.

manufac¬

fine-grain films.
Messrs. Johnson &
Hendon, N.W.4, also

*
Spotting

on
Miniature

Agfa

confess

that

. .

. .

Eastman-Kodak
Metol
drous)
Sodium sulphite

(A and

week

by

week.

Other

not feel confident

on

the best

way

of

on

not

to readers
appear

The practical plan
the screen during

A

of what may be called old-fashioned dimensions are difficult,
and even impossible, in the case of very small ones. The point
around which discussion has been going on is the presence,
almost unavoidable at times, of the small clear spots generally
known as pinholes.
An ingenious method of dealing with these hails from
America. When the image is projected on to the paper in
enlarging the bright spots are plainly visible, and of course
they become black spots in the print. It is admittedly a very
much easier matter to deal with a white spot on the print
than a black one. Hence the dodge suggested.
A yellow cap is put on the lens of the enlarger, and each
bright spot is covered by means of a soft, sharp lead pencil.
The lead protects the spot during exposure, and when erased
from the dry print leaves a white spot which can be retouched
with water-colour and a fine brush.
t

8

the

Perinal, diluted to 1 in 30.

force

each should be com¬
before the next is

development,

as

grain

as

will be fully dealt
usual

on

the

back

with
page.

is to keep
projection,

direct daylight from falling
as it is this which weakens

the image.
Apparently you have not a copy of Abbott’s
“ Motion Pictures with the Baby Cine,” as this is one of the
matters dealt with therein.

To begin with, we quite recognise that retouching and other
modifications that are comparatively easy with negatives

As
while

replies

degrees
and

an ordinary room dark enough. Is there any convenient method
of making the pictures more brilliant? S. S. (Woolwich.)

dealing with them. Would it be too much to ask for your own
views on the matter?
F. J. A. (Newcastle .)

Daytime

interest

at 65

development of these need not be pro¬
longed. In the case of flatly lit subjects
it may be beneficial to develop to a low
degree of contrast and print on one of
the more contrasty enlarging papers.

40 grs,
30 grs,
32 OZ.

oz.
3i grs.
3075
grs.
32 oz.

on topics of general

Do

40 grs,

Hydroquinone
Borax
Water . .

minutes

according to the film
of contrast required.

increases with the degree of develop¬
ment. Grain will be less apparent in
subjects of fairly strong contrast as

oz.

30 grs.

.
. .
61 grs.
(anhydrous) . .
3 oz.
.
. .
30 grs.
.
. .
30 grs.
.
. .
. . 32 oz.
minutes at 65 degrees

order named, and
pletely dissolved
added.

B.

(anhy¬

;

Six to fifteen minutes at 65 degrees
Fahr.
Chemicals should be dissolved in the

de¬

B).
A.

at 65 degrees

Rodinal, diluted to 1 in 40.

Perutz

60 grs.

fine-grain Borax

veloper

minutes

fine-grain developer.

to fifteen

Fahr.,
degree

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) . . 2-J oz.
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous)
15 grs.
Water
. .
. .
. .
32 oz.
Ten to twenty minutes at 65 degrees
Fahr.

Negatives.

I still do

Six

fine-grain developer.

. .

1 have been following with interest the correspondence on the
trouble with pinholes, etc., in negatives of very small size, and
/ must

Agfa

The following formulae are recom¬
mended by the respective makers and
can be depended upon as reliable.

queries

this page

Gevaert

Metol
. .
.
Sodium sulphite
Hydroquinone .
Borax
. .
.
Water
. .
.
Ten to fifteen
Fahr.

reliable fine-grain developer. This is
prepared specially for the development
of miniature negatives where the utmost
fineness of grain is required It is
supplied in tins. The contents of a tin
are dissolved in 20 oz. of warm water
and it is then ready for use.

Metol

to twenty

Formula A gives a little more contrast
formula B gives a softer negative.

Sons, Ltd., of
manufacture a

Readers’ Problems
Selected

Ten
Fahr.

ture a ready-made fine-grain developer,
both in the form of concentrated liquid
and as a powder. This is suitable for all

box,

arrangement

is to

blacken

344

inside

of

a

special box of plywood, as shown
in the sketch. The sloping sides
enlarge the range of vision,
the whole thing is lighter

reaching

the

Abbott

screen

preferred.

and
and

more sightly than a rough box.
If the best position in the room
be found, any extraneous light
itself is negligible.

recommends

Ripolin

school-board

with turps for the sides, and " Coverine
A small roller screen may be fitted to

I sometimes have to run through sub-standard cine films
there is still daylight about I find it impossible to make

the

as a large sugar-box, and to paint the inside of one
end white to serve as the screen.
The other end is, of course, open.
In this case the positions from
which the pictures can be seen
are very limited.
For this and other reasons it
is worth while to construct a

Mr.

Screen.

makeshift
such

black

thinned

” for the white.
an open back if
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^?HE LURE of the LITTLE
SJnmp
nhsprvntimiQ
nn
rrmHprn
Some
observations
on
modern
miniature cameras and their work

V — /

FROM the earliest times a sympa¬

thetic response to the appeal
of diminutive objects has been a
well-marked trait in the human mind.
Painted miniatures, minute books and
engravings, tiny watches and
mechanical things, wee dolls and
models, and a hundred and one
other specimens of handicraft
on a small scale have had a

other

fig g gsiais

mm.
Mini-Fex.

mm

result, there is no doubt
that tiny contact prints
have an appeal all their
own when of attractive
subjects and well made.
It is a fact, also, that

tax, Peggy.

indication

fascination (not always admitted)
for both young and old.
The appeal of the modern
miniature camera has, there¬
fore, a psychological aspect, and

24x36

mm.

Leica,

Con-

is given on this page

of the actual picture sizes avail¬
able with modern miniature
4x3

cm. (if x i£) upright.

Dolly, Pupille, Vollenda, Midget,
Pilot , Mentor, Westettc , Makinette,
Foth-Derby, Perkeo, Piccochic,
4x3

cm.

(i#xi£)

horizontal.

Baby

Ikonta.

they are being produced in great numbers
and appreciated for their minute perfec¬
tion. There is
at least one
flourishing
miniature
print

1 f X 1 f.

13x10

society

workers,

cameras.
ences to

In each case, refer¬
typical instruments

that
produce
negatives are
of the
in¬
dicated
measurements
given.
It will be seen that the popu¬
lar t.\ x 3'T size is not included.
This has now become an “out¬
size” among miniature camera
and film of these dimensions

only appears by courtesy in the minia¬
ture list when an 8-exposure spool is
used in certain cameras for 16 exposures
2jx i-n/i6ths in.
In the “ Buyers’ Guide,” which is
given elsewhere in this issue, particulars
of most of the popular
models now
on the
British market will be
found. This should be

Rollciflex.

consulted, and specifi¬
cations and prices com¬
pared by every po¬
tential purchaser.

is understandable apart from
the remarkable photographic
qualities that these little instru¬
ments possess, and the wonderful
performances of which they are
capable.
Although it is assumed that
in most cases the negatives
produced by miniature cameras
are only a step along the path
of picture - making, and that
an enlarger is an essential for
the production of the positive

We
ever,

feel sure, how¬
that with the

great variety of minia¬
ture cameras now avail¬
able, their excellence
of design, perfection of
construction and super¬
lative optical equip¬
2j x i-i j/tGths.

Dolly,

Six-20,

Duo-Kodak,

ment, ” the
lure be
of the
little
will“ not
the

Baida, Virtue, Weeny-Ultrix.

in

this

only factor that will
convert every amateur

country,

and
many
others
abroad
which
de¬
monstrate this new
4.5x6

outlook
on
pic¬
torial photography. These

cm.

Exakta

and

all V.P.

sizes.

photographer, sooner
or later, user
into of
anthese
en¬
thusiastic
instruments of precision.

small

prints, carefully produced on suit¬
able surface paper and properly
masked and mounted, may well
become

gems

of art (for which

the

adjective “ precious ” must be
avoided at all costs) and demon¬
strate that the element of size is
not always the dominant one in
the production of a satisfying
pictorial composition.
For the guidance of those who

2jX2j.

Rollciflex,

Rolleicord,

Brilliant,

Superb,

Foth-Flcx.

have not yet embarked on the en¬
terprise of miniature photography,
and for those who, having already
fallen under its spell, are interested
in other varieties of apparatus, an

345

2}xig.

Speedex

“ 0.”
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here the Miniature
Camera Scores
By

GWYNETH

PENNETHORNE.

PHOTOGRAPHS taken with natural frames are deservedly popular. A
glimpse of a landscape seen through an arch or half-open door is often
far more attractive, with its hint of mystery, than is the whole scene when

spread out before us. Possibly, also, the dark frame
ness beyond.
It is unfortunate that with
■
all the

Invar

si/t-s nf

increases the effect of bright¬

nmirnn

I ( ni-ai Ut. il ile st< >;>ping down

of the

‘

lens G neceavtry to secure this
tyj e of subject so that both fore-

ground and middle
sharply focussed.
camera,
dilliculty

however,

distance

has solved

in the simplest

jajPPw

are

the

}>ossible

IpTm^

manner. The great depth of field
given by the short focal length

‘
> f

^

^f >

* v
^bUH

The end 0/ the passage.
There is no doubt that garden pic¬
tures in particular are improved by
such a frame. This may be partly
due to the fact that the room acts
as a lens hood which enormously
increases the brilliance of the negative.
These natural frames vary in
shape, and often their beauty or
quaintness of outline adds interest
to their contents.

Abjfa

'

*"
m
..
At Bolton Abbey.

Exposures for such pictures should
be little, if any, longer than would
be given for the scene unframed.
It is necessary merely to indicate
the character of the surround. Any¬
King's College, Cambridge , through
thing like a full exposure for the
the gateway.
shadows which would result in a com¬
plete record of the stone, brick, etc., is
unwanted, as this would draw attention to the frame
of the lenses fitted
at the expense of the picture.
to these little instruments has in
some cases been regarded as a drawback by pictorial
workers, as both
foreground, middle
distance
and

distance are frequently sharply focussed at the same time
when it is not required.
For the subjects that are illustrated, however, the minia¬
ture camera scores heavily, as it enables the foreground
and what is seen beyond it to be rendered with quite a large
aperture of the lens, and in many cases a snapshot exposure.
This is helped considerably also by the fact that very high¬
speed materials are now available, so that even if the lens
is stopped down a little to intensify still further the depth
of field well-exposed negatives can be secured.
The foreground can be of almost any object. A distant
view of a village or cathedral is often framed by trees, a
specially suitable setting ; town scenes can be taken from
a castle gateway or market cross ; gardens through a window.

to

Through

the window.
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Zeiss Ikon SUPER

AMATEUR

REDUCED

ZEISS
IKON
IKONTA

l/50th, l/100th
sec .
Nine monthly
payments of 13/5.. ■ if .W
speeds Zeiss
F/4.5
anastigmat,
1 toTessar
l/300th
sec., T. Compur
£-| Q ■shutter,
Q ■ Q

“520”
8 Pictures 31 x 21 or 16 Pictures 2.1 x 1J on
standard 31 >- 21 Roll Films.

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B., self-erecting front. Built-in range¬
finder, ensuring

critical focus £*| T ■ A
1 "
Mil
.
picture
or everyNine
monthly payments of 39/8.

ZEISS IKON

TAKES 16
PICTURES
ON 31 x 21
FILM

Nine monthly payments of 23/4.
F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. £‘10*12*6

c
c

Pictures

l|xl5/16ths

3x4 cm.
anastigmat,

cm.).

Shutter speeds 1 to 1/1, 000th sec.
F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, i?OT
A "ft
focal-plane shutter .
■ ■ W .W
Nine monthly payments of 64/2.

SIX-20 DUO

i>OA ■ A
■ V
MOV
of 70/-.

■ H
. V

KODAK

T.

and

B.

Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan
Ibsor shutter, speeds 1 to l/150th
B., takes 16 pictures on 3J x 2J
film. As new.
List £6 5s.
£4 17 6
Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat, Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., takes 16 pictures on 31x21
film. As new. List £7 7s.
£5 15 0
Baldax, f/2.9 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat, delayed-action Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B., takes 16 pictures
on
31x21
film. As
new.
List £9 5s .
£7 5 0
3x4
cm. Piccochic, f/2.9
Meyer
Trioplan anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B. As
new. List £7 5s .
£5 19 6
Leitz Leica Model II, f/3.5
Elmar anastigmat, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/20th
to
List l/500th
£22 .sec. and time.

.
.

m
m

F/2. 8 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter .
Nine monthly payments

Leitz Leica (standard

model),

f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/20th to l/500th sec.
and time. As new. List £15
£12 15 0

Takes

16 Pictures

on

F/4.5 Kodak

anastigmat.

Pronto

l/50th,

Six-20

film.

shutter, 1 /125th,

F/4.5

l/100th sec., T. and £g
- Q ■ Q
Nine monthly payments of 14/-.
Kodak
anastigmat, Compur
shutter,

speeds

1 to

F/3.5

l/300th

sec., T.

Nine monthly payments
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,

speeds

1 to

l/300th

Nine

monthly

sec., T.
payments

Zeiss Ikon BABY

£g

"2*6

of 19/-.
Compur shutter,
£-| 2*3*0
of 27/3.

IKONTA
16

As
£3

new.
5 0

anastigmat,
sec., T. and

Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to l/30.0th
sec., T. and B. Cost £20
£15 15 0
Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. Cost £11.
As new .
£7 12 6
V.P. Kodak,
Series III,
f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat, in
Diomatic shutter, speeds l/10th
to
3x4

.cm.

Zeiss

SENT

sar
anastigmat,
Compur
Kolibri,
f/2.8 Zeiss
Tes¬
shutter, speeds 1
to
l/300th sec., T. and B.,
complete in leather case.
List £15 12s. 6d. £9 17 6
3x4
cm. Zeiss Ikon

ON

7 DAYS9

APPROVAL

AGAINST

INTERCHANGEABLE

FULL

LEICA

PAYMENTS

sec., T. and

£9:7:6
of 21/11.

Nine

monthly

payments

PLEASE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MENTION

STREET,

GERrard 1432.

119, VICTORIA
(t THE

AMATEUR

DO BETTER

EXCHANGE

monthly
payments
complete Nine
in purse
case .

of 16/11.

Takes

16 Pictures

on

of 19/7.
MO
■ *

■ D

V.P. Film.

F/3.5 Foth anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter,to with
delayed
- action
device,
l/25th
1 /500th
sec. and
B. DA
■ 1 Ospeeds
■ ft
Nine monthly payments
compact .

Very

THE

AT

of 10/10.
M** ■ I A

■ O

BALDAX

LTD

speeds

16 Pictures on 31x21 Film.
1 to l/150th sec., T.
£g
. g ■ Q
Trioplan anastigmat. Ibsor shutter,

F/3.5 Meyer

Nine

monthly

62, PICCADILLY,

W.1

REGent 1360.

24, CHARING

0669.
PHOTOGRAPHER”

monthly
.
T- “d BBNine
.

F/2.9 Meyer
action Compur

CROSS ROAD, W.C.1

Nine

TEMpie Bar 7166.
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

payments

of 14/7.

F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 tol/300th sec.,
■ T ■ A
T. and

W.1

STREET, S.W.1

VICTORIA

payments

s
nt

1 to l/300th

monthly

0

speeds

Nine

F/2.7 Cassar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speed*
1 to l/300tb sec., T. and B., f>o ■ T « A

of 38/6.

WESTMINSTER

111, OXFORD

shutter,

2

Compur

y

anastigmat,

e
ym
£9pa

Zeis9 Tessar

hl

F/3.5

nt

* 0

complete in soft
purse case
£7:5:0
F/2.9 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.,

ALLOWANCES
r

£g " "J 7
of 20/9.

CAN ALWAYS

EXCHANGE

to

sec., T.
payments

Film.

..

monthly

THE

t.

l/300th

Nine

• Q

shutter,

V.P.

of 21/3.

ma

1 to

Compur

mo

anastigmat,

LIBERAL

k
H5e
4.

speeds

monthly

Zeiss Tessar

l/25th,

TERMS.

f/

Nine
F/4.5

shutter,

££
• Q
payments of 9/4.

YOU

. g

Takes 16
Pictures on

ar

F/4.5 Novar anastigmat, 3-speed
l/50th, l/75th sec., T. and

. y
of 7/11.

m
3l
.E

and

of 58/4.
ble

F/3.5 Elmar in Collapsi
Mount
£33 m *| 3 ■ Q Nine monthly payments
PICCOGHIC
: 0 : 0 Nine monthly payments
£25 THE

B.

DEPOSIT

50/-

anastigmat . £16 10 0
Nine monthly payments

.
13

T.

payments

g
ti
as ne
an Ni

6
f/

sec.,

monthly

and

With f/2
Summar in
Mount.
Collapsible

9-cm. f/4 Elmar anas¬
tigmat .
£10 12 0
Nine monthly
of 24/9.payments

.

l/75th
Nine

PURCHASE

anastigmat .

OF 36/2.

5-cm. f/2 Summar
an¬
astigmat, rigid mount
£13 0 0
Nine monthly payments
of 30/4.

of 68/-.

CAMERA

in Collapsible Mount ... £15 :10 :0

NINE MONTHLY

l/25th,

Ensar

LENSES

10

l/50th,

shutter,

sec., T.

CASH

3 5 -mm. f/3.5 Elmar anas¬
tigmat .
£8 7 0
Nine monthly payments
of 19/6.

HIRE
3-speed

l/100th

£1 17
V.P. Kodak
Special,
f/4.56
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /300th
sec., T. and B .
£5 10 0
VJ*. Piccolette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur

Ikon

VEST-POCKET

LEICA
III
MODEL

3 < 4 cm. Nagel Vollenda, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, in new pattern Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.. . £9 17 6
3 x 4 cm. Piccochic. f/4.5 Vidonar anastigmat,
in speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th
sec., T. and B. Cost £3 7s. 6d .
£2 7 6
3x4
cm.
Fotessa, f/3.5
Radionar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B., for plates or
films, complete with 3 single
slides and focussing screen
£7 10 0
4x4
cm. Rolleiflex, f/3.5

7.3-cm. f/1.9 Hektor
anastigmat. . £26 0 0
Nine monthly payments

anastigmat,

of 24/9.

shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /300th
sec., T. and B .
£6 2 6
3x2
Rollette, f/4.9 Zeiss
Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
Tessar anastigmat, Compur
Leitz Leica Model I, f/2.5
anastigmat, Compur shut¬
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
ter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B .
£4 5 0
Hektor anastigmat (interchange¬
6ec., T. and B., complete
able lens mount), self-capping
V.P.Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogin leather case.
List
focal-plane shutter, speeds
mar anastigmat, Compur shut¬
£13 10s .
£8 17 6
l/20th to l/500th sec. and time.
ter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. £4 15 0
List £19 3s .
£13 17 6
3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 Elmar anastig¬
Zeiss Ikon Contax, 31-in. f/4 Zeiss Triotar
mat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec.,
anastigmat, all-metal self-capping focal-plane
T. and B., takes 16 pictures on V.P. film,
shutter, speeds l/20th to l/l,000th sec. and
complete in case. Cost £15 15s. . . £8 17 6
time. Cost £32 10s .
£18 10 0
4J x 6 cm. Minimum
Palmos, f/2.7 Zeiss
4x4 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f/2. 8 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec. and
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1
time, complete with F.P. adapter and leather
to”I/300th
sec.,15s
T. .
and B., complete £17
in leather
case .
£11 17 6
case. List £23
10 0

5-cm. F/2 SUMMAR

Pictures
on
V.P.
Film.

F/6.3 Novar

payments

3x4 cm. Perkeo, f/3.5 Heliar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., takes 16 pictures on V.P. film. List £9 5s.
£8 17 6

Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Novar
3-speed shutter, speeds l/25tb,

l/50th, l/75th sec.,
List £4 .

in. (24x36

monthly

SHOP-SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
MINIATURE CAMERAS GUARANTEED)

CONTAX

A REAL

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm., costing only one
1725th,
l/50th,All-distance
l/100th sec.,
penny each.
lens, T.3-speed
and shutter,
3Q/«
F/6.3

Nine

■ A
1 "

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 Zeiss Novar
anastigmat, 3-speed shutter, speeds l/25th,
l/50th, l/75th sec., T. and B.
As new.
List £3 7s. 6d .
£2 15 0

Takes

PRICE!

Nine monthly payments of 10/6.
F/6.3 Zeiss Novar anastigmat, Telma delayedaction shutter, speeds l/25th,
X>(Ta-f C «ft

NO.

Takes

IN

F/6.3 Zeiss Novar anastigmat, speeded shutter,
1/25 th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T.
.-j Q 0Q

WITH

payments

of
17/2.■
*>■

£9:5:0
■

■ V

Trioplan anastigmat, delayedshutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,

monthly

payments
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The new

British

ENSIGN

ACTUAL
SIZE

“A.P.” readers, of course, already own cameras —
but the “ Midget ” which is capable of making
wonderf ul pictures up to any size can be carried
always. Think how much this increases your
picture-making opportunities. Come to Ensign
House and see some “ Midget ” pictures.
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MIDGET
The Ensign Midget is the first precision
camera to combine absolute pocketability with real efficiency at a popular
price. Small as a packet of 10 cigarettes
and weighing less than 6 oz., it is never¬
theless strongly made and ingeniously
designed. All-metal body, finished in
ripple silk enamel, hinged spool holders.
Direct-vision and reflex view-finders,
shutter giving 1/2 5th, 1/5 0th, 1/1 00th
sec.j T. and B., 2 stops, leg for upright
pictures, convenient leather slip case.

44 Everyone’s
Camera for
Everyday Wear

Prices, fitted with
ALL-DISTANCE
ENSAR

LENS

ANASTIGMAT

Takes ENSIGN

LIIKOS

.

30/-

f/6.3

50/-

FILM, 6 exposures 6d.

ENSIGN, LIMITED, HIGH HOLBORN,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

GRANVILLE

"DALLMEYER
SPECIALISTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

IN

TELEPHOTO

CONSTITUTE

LENSES

VALUE

PRODUCTS
THE

FOR

FINEST

MONEY

MATERIALS.
OUR

No matter what type camera , a Dallmeyer Tele¬
photo Lens will prove of tremendous advantage.

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED
MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

SIZE,

PERFECT PERSPECTIVE in PORTRAITURE,
LANDSCAPES, CLOSE-UPS OR DISTANT
OBJECTS, etc., etc.

AND

VARIETY

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

ENABLES

Lenses

A special Dallon

. 1/10
51x31 . . 2/10

is made

use interchangeably
mal lens fitted.

with the nor¬

GRANVILLE

focal length from 2-in. F/i.g stocked.

not have a Telephoto

Lens

41x2}
41x31

graphs of small
animals, birds, etc.,

61x4}

at a long distance.

75*x3i
x 5
8 x6
81x61
10x8
I2x 10
15x12
20x16

fitted to your camera

Write for copy of the 4th edition of
“ Why a Telephoto Lens ?” gratis, postage 2d.

No battery, no calculations. Efficient
and inexpensive. For use with all
in Ever-

J. H. DALLMEYER,
31, MORTIMER

6022-3.

3/4
5/6

7/4
2/10/6
15/9
23/8

1/7
1/1
2/4

PAPERS.

12

6

(Chloro-Bromide)
36
Shts.
Shts.
Shts.
5d.
—
—
8d.
6d.
1/1
—
lid. 1/8
—
9d.
72
2/4
1/4
—
7d.
2/6
in
1/5
—
3/5
1/11
2/9
2/11 12/4
SIS
1/1
lOd. 2/3
lid.
1/5
9d.
3/10
7/4
8/6
4/6
6/6
18/5
2/9
1/3
14/5
27/7
3/5
9/9
49/1
5/1
1/10 9/1 25/10 SI-

Shts.

Shts.
2/9
144
1/9
3/7
5/4

8c

7/9
8/9
13/11

SAMPLES

papers

ON

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

cards

93/6
SI14/52/6

PAID

LONDON
-

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

ALL ORDERS.
V-

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

GULLIM
P.O.

BOX

CORRES SENT
TO

AN & Co . , Ltd .
3.

LEAMINGTON
"

23/5
16/2

free.

SPA.

N.W.io

PHOTOGRAPHER

4/6
6/2
412
10/3

materials

14
PLEASE

1/11

POSTAGE

GRANVILLE

W.l

Shts.

91-

INCLUDING
pricesABOVE.
other
NOT
MENTIONED

and

144

35/4/10
6/3 Other
per Roll.
sizes Pro Rata.

T 1ST
FREE
— -

Works:

Willesden,

LUXE

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

LTD.

STREET, LONDON,

Telephones:
Museum

2/5
4/4
2/6
4/8
3'10 2/11
6/4

2/3 Bot.

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

Shts. Shts. Shts.
—
—
7d. Shts.
—
36
lid. 1/7
—
1/1
Sd.
1/8
—
6d.
2/3
1/4
5d.
7d.
—
lid.
8d.
7d.
lOd
9d. 1/3
1/S

4 oz. 7/-.

TONER,

U-

“ OMBRUX,” the very latest in PhotoElectric Exposure Meters.

£4:4:0,

DE

one gallon.

2 oz. 4/3.

SEPIA

1/11
12/5
4122/1
20/12/4/6
2/11 8/4
30/4/3 7/9
45/in. 5/6 per RolL
10ftx25
Other sizes Pro Rata.
42/- 80/IINo extra charge for doubleweight.

of the opportunities afforded

during the coming months?

makes of cameras.
Ready case.

1 oz. tin 2/10.

6

for taking photo¬

“ LEICA ” Camera, fitted with 12 -in. F/4.5 New
Large Adon Telephoto Lens. Lenses ranging in

1/9 3 oz.. to make 75 oz.
1/9, to make

12

2}xl|
31x21

51x31

3/6

DEVELOPER,

GRANVILLE

Studio.

600

61x4}

2/-

1/6 Jar.

600

• Outdoor.
2/3 .,
.
1/6 doz.
.• 3/6
4/6 .,..

H.D.

100
3/-

72
Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
Size.

FILMS

41x31
31x21

50
1/9

OR
AND

ELSEWHERE

H.D.

All grades.

1/-

FLASHPOWDER,

SERVICE

CUT

AND

DEVELOPER,

MOUNTANT,

price £6: 6: 0 ; and, for the specialist, a 12-in. equivalent
focus f/4.5 New Large Adon Telephoto Lens, giving 6 linear magnifications.
This lens is ideal

and take full advantage

j

SEMITONE
“ EXAKTA,”
fitted with
Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens.

A

SEMITONE

for the

For the “LEICA” Camera a 4-in. f/5.6 Dallon TeleAnastigmat is supplied, giving 2 linear magnifications,

Why

15
20
II-

fcs

61x41 . 3/9

“EXAKTA”
Camera of 6-in. focal
length with an aperture of f/5.6 for

GIVE

AND

GRADE

UNOBTAINABLE

GASLIGHT

4}x3} .

the many types of Miniature Cam¬
eras now on the market.

TO

ANY

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE

BROMIDE

31x2J . . 1/3

on

IS

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

GO

Sranvllle unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
doz.
50. 100. 250. 425. 650.

are available for use

US

of MATERIALS

ASSURES

AND

FACTORY
QUICKLY

doz.

Special Telephoto

QUALITY

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS,
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with a Miniature
Camera
By

MISS J. WHITE
(Montreux).

needed that the subject is on a level
with the ends of the legs. This is very
much the case with a large aperture,
when it is practically impossible to
take anything with much relief ;
but stop down the lens to f/9 and the
depth of focus is much greater, and
though the makers of the Leica say
it is only an inch or so, I have found
in is
focus
wereand
sharp.
it
more,
things I didn’t want
With this No. 2 lens, the camera is
always focussed at its nearest point,
namely: 1.5 metres, or, on the model
in feet, 3 ft. 5 in., while with the No. 3

THE application of the miniature

camera to practically every
form of photographic work is
being constantly demonstrated. So
far there has not been a great deal
mentioned, however, in regard to the
photography of small objects at close
s;
"close-ups,”
words,
quarter
on a
is shown
result
theother
which in
in
large scale.
That this type of work is quite
within the range of a camera such
as the Leica, I have discovered for
myself, and every owner of one of these
cameras should invest in the little
outfit which is supplied by the makers
to enable him to take close-ups. It
is not a very expensive " extra,” and
the interest it will bring pays a
hundred-fold.
The outfit consists of four short

Enlargements

rods like miniature tripod legs, which
can be adjusted to different lengths. These legs are
screwed on to a ring which in turn is clipped to the lens.
A small supplementary lens is also screwed on to the lens.
There are two different kinds of lenses, No. 2 and No. 3.
Personally, I favour No. 2 lens as the one for all-round work.
With this, the distance between the camera and the object
to be taken is just under fourteen inches, and all four legs
are adjusted to this length.

A little white ring marked on each leg makes this adjust¬
ment easy. The camera can now be placed on these legs to
take objects on a table, such as insects or stamps, or the
camera can be held as normally to take flowers in a vase.
But if the latter is the case, care must be taken that the
subject is within the area of the four legs, which is the field
of view with the close-up lens on.
As the depth of focus is also very small, care again is

347

from

miniature

negatives

24x36

mm.

lens there are two ranges, one with the camera focussed
at 1.5 metres, and the other when focussed at infinity.
Here the legs are adjusted to two different points, one
when the camera and the subject are 10 inches apart, and
the other only 8 inches. Naturally the field is also smaller,
but as it usually means that one is taking some smaller
object, it is of little importance.
Not only can coins, stamps, insects, copies of maps,
photographs, flowers, etc., betaken, but animals — small ones,
naturally — come within the scope of the outfit. I have even
taken a Pekinese’s head, but it looked unnatural, taking
the whole field of view. But it is with wild flowers that the
close-up outfit excels. Where one would hesitate to take
a cumbersome double extension camera on a long tramp in
the country, or mountain climbing after alpine flowers, 15one
does not hesitate to take a miniature camera.
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MINIATURE
An

CAMERA

Illustrated Guide for the Beg,

WITH the efficiency of miniature cameras and

ease with which they can be handled, the
amateur may carry a complete equipment in a
case little bigger than that, provided for field-glasses,
and enough in the way of spare films in a normal-size
pocket to satisfy the needs of the most prolific en¬
thusiast. The whole process of loading a film and
operating a miniature camera of the popular half-V.P.
size is illustrated in the accompanying photographs.
This may vary in small details for different makes,
but can be taken by the beginner as a general outline
of the procedure.

1. — Opening

the back of the camera.

4. — Draining the film across to the winding

bobbin.

6. — Winding the film on to Number 1.
This should be done slowly so that the number is not passed.

-Putting

a

spare

bobbin

in the winder

end.

5. — Closing the back of the camera.

3- — Placing

16

a

new

film

in the camera.

After loading, the camera is ready
for use. Some small cameras do not
have to be opened, and are already in a
position to set the focus, shutter speed
and lens stop, others open automatically
on pressing a button, whilst a few
require the flap to be opened and the
camera front pulled out. Most miniature
cameras are fitted with a direct- vision
view-finder, when the normal position
for holding them is at eye-level, as
shown in No. 8.

7. — Opening

the camera.

The AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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MANIPULATION
'n the use of a Modern

Model.

If slow instantaneous shutter speeds are required,
a good plan is to bend one arm, gripping the opposite
shoulder, thus making a stand on which the camera
can be rested as illustrated in No. 9, a position that
leaves the other hand free to operate the shutter.
With practice it will be found possible to hold the
camera in one hand, and although this is never desirable
if a normal position is possible, it is sometimes a means
of getting an awkward shot. When taking a horizontal
picture the camera can be rested on the hand as shown
in No. 10, or as in No. 11 for an upright picture. A
finger releases the shutter.
10.— Holding

the camera

in one hand for a horizontal

picture .

shape.
11. — Holding the camera in one hand for an upright

8. — Using the camera

at eye-level.

13. — Holding the camera for a picture at waist-level.

12. — Using a reflex attachment for a low view-point.
The camera is steadied on the knee. This also applies
to miniature reflex cameras.
When the total number of exposures have been made
on the film, it is wound off. The back is opened, and
the exposed roll of film is removed as shown in No. 14.

9. — Supporting

the camera
level.

on the arm

at eye-

A small paper seal with the word “ exposed ” is pro¬
vided on the end of the paper support with which to
seal it, and the bobbin on which the film was originally
wound is now placed in the other end of the camera,
in readiness for a fresh film. Care must be taken not
to let the film run slack on the bobbin.
14. — Taking

349

out the roll of exposed film.

17
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with a MINIATURE

in the CINEMA

H.BHANCOCK.

FOR the amateur photographer in

but one must expect a few failures
owing to unforeseen quick change of
action in the picture being shown.
In this, as in stage photography,
unless the film or play is familiar

search of fresh fields to conquer,
a visit to a cinema with a
miniature camera can be the means
of producing some interesting and
astonishing photographs. The word
astonishing is used purposely, as the
prints will certainly astonish the
photographer’s friends who are un¬
acquainted with the results that can
be obtained by using the modern high¬
speed panchromatic sensitive materials
now on the market, used in conjunction
with a lens of large aperture.
It may be as well to state in this
connection that only reasonably good
results can be obtained of photographs

1/10 th sec., fl 2.9.

Agfa

Superpan

film.

uninterrupted view of the screen.
A distance of 30 to 50 feet from the
latter I find gives the most suitable

quality of the films of to-day shown at
our cinemas that photography of scenes
from them are possible. Even so,

1/10 th sec., fl 2.9.

the shortest possible exposure con¬
sistent with the brilliance of the pro¬
jection should always be given. In
the latest super cinemas it will be
found that the image thrown on the
screen is very brilliant, that is to say,
the light portions reflect a considerable
amount of light, and it is here that
the most satisfactory results can be
obtained, provided the haze of tobacco
smoke is not excessive.
If the camera is fitted with an f/2.9
lens, exposures ranging from i/ioth
to half a second can safely be given,

18

Kodak

S.S.

pan.

film.

size image on the plate or film for en¬
larging. In fact, the nearer the screen
the better, provided the camera has
not to be tilted too much. Focussing
can easily be adjusted on the camera
by means of a pocket lamp or match.
Agfa Superpan films, Ilford S.S.
pan. films and Kodak Super-sensitive
panchromatic films are all excellent
for this class of work.
It will be found that the most
pleasing results are obtained from
“ shots ” when the screen is occupied
by
two than
or three
people in of“ close-up,”
rather
a number
actors in
smaller perspective.
The illustrations are reproductions
from

1/5W

Exhibitions

Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Entries, April 20 ; open, May 5-27. Entry forms from
Fotoklub Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana,
Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, May
1 ; open, May 9-June 9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Wimbledon Park Road, Southsea.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan, Poland.

to the photographer, intuition must
be developed to expose at a time
when movement in the picture is least
likely to occur. Dramatic pictures are
best in this respect, as quick movement
is not so continuous as in the musical
comedy films.
Afternoon visits to the cinema are
obviously best for taking photographs,
as one can usually choose a seat in the
centre of the hall, and one giving an

of “ the movies ” by using a camera
fitted with a lens having its largest
aperture not smaller than f/3.5, and
obviously a camera which can be oper¬
ated at eye-level, unless it is possible
to rest it on the rail of the balcony.
It is a great tribute to the flickerless

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, April 30. Rules in the issue of March 28.
Scottish Photographic Federation. Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. — Further particulars from
the Hon. Salon Secretary, H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale
Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
71, East Street, Brighton.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhi¬
bition. — Open, April 13-22. Hon. Exhibition Secre¬
tary', J. Ainger Hall, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.

CAMERA

sec., 7/2.9.

Ilford

S.S.

pan.

film.

and Competitions

competitions

will be included

here every week

if particulc

Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 21-July 3. Particulars from
Miss M. R. Walsh, 330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (So¬
ciety Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June 11 ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.

postcard

enlargements.

It will

interest readers who are also ‘‘ talkie
fans ” to identify the actors and
actresses depicted, also the pictures
of which the photographs were taken.

cu?5tuIeand

are sent by the responsible organisers.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open
(Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from
Japan.Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S. W. 1 .
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
x934)* — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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FILMS

forMiniature Cameras

LEICA

The simplest and most convenient of all
Leica daylight-loading methods. Flanged
metal ends. Proof against scratching,
pressure and dust. Loaded like a roll
film. No spool chambers required. Ideal
for the tourist. Supplied in 3 varieties.

Varieties

LEICA— CONTAX— PEGGY.

SPECIAL (Extra Fine Grain)
SUPERCHROM .
PANCHROMOSA

CARTRIDGE.

Daylight spools for loading into spool
chamber in daylight. Usual 36 exp.,
with picture numbering. Supplied in
3 varieties.

. , . .

MINI-FEX

FILMS.

Supplied in Special and Superchrom
only. 36 exp. (2x18 exp.) on one
spool.

16-mm.

Film.

Also Roll Films G20 and G27 for all Miniature Cam¬
eras taking 12 or 16 exp. on ordinary 8-exp. spools.

GEVAERT

LTD.

WALMER

RD.

LONDON,

W.IO

PAN-ORTHO
GREEN FILTERS
for PanThe

THE MINI-FEX

Weight

5 oz., length

Ml f/3.5 in 3-speed Vario shutter .
£4 16
M2 f/3.5 Meyer Kino in Compur .
£8 17 0
M3 f/2.7 Plasm at in Compur .
£16 15 0
M4 f/1.8 Astro Tachar in Compur .
£19 5 0
M5 f/0.95 Astro Tachon in Compur. In preparation.
4
Precision work throughout. Film race, film pressure spring, ensuring perfect flatness
of film surface at the point of exposure, direct finder, black leather cover, with nickelled
edges. Can be slipped into vest pocket or lady’s handbag. 10-mm. Film. Large Prints.
Enlargements 8 x 6i in.
i

SMALL

NEGATIVE,

WHY

NOT

THE

SMALLEST

Obtainable from all principal Photographic
Dealers. If your dealer does not stock It,
write direct to the sole agent for U.K. :

PLEASE

MENTION

photographer.

P

AMATEUR

£6 10 0
3s. 2d.

PHOTOGRAPHER

plates

21-22

25-20

31-32

39-40

51-62

81-02

mm- mm- mm- mm- mm- mm8/9 9/10 12/6 15/6 17/6 26/-

medium

22 /»

and

blue)

21/6

24/6

32/6

Leica (32/6), Rolleiflex (24/6) and Contax

”

46-46

& holder mmSinglePilter
(fight
or medium) . . 8/3
Set of 3 Filters (fight,

R. E. SCHNEIDER, 189, THE GROVE, LONDON, W.6

“ THE

&

System.

The Pan-Ortho Blue Filter, used alone, is the special filter for
panchromatic plates and films under artificial light, and is
therefore the filter for the modern professional and keen amateur

Films (packed and numbered ; sub-divided into 2 x 18 exposures) .
Is. 6d.
Gevaert, Perutz and Mimosa Films, packed and numbered, can be obtained anywhere.
One spool contains 36 exposures, and is divided into two sections of 18 each, so that the
first 18 may be taken out in the dark-room and developed before the remaining 18 are
exposed. Any other 16-mm. film, packed at home, may also be used, and will reduce
expenses to an unheard-of minimum.
Mini-Fex Enlarger, complete, f/4.6, with flex, switch and plug .
100-watt lamps (state voltage when ordering) .

films
Filter

Pan-Ortho Glass Filters are coloured in production and absolutely
parallel ground and, therefore, especially suitable for use with
miniature cameras. They will resist, unaffected, the most severe
climatic variations.

A camera giving you full-sized pictures is too expensive to work, and too heavy to carry
about. All popular medium-sized cameras, however, require enlargements to give full
value, just as the photographs of the Mini-Fex. Therefore choose at once the smallest
camera, with the amazingly low cost for negatives, developing and printing.
IF A

of the Pan-Ortho

Where orthochromatic films and plates are used, with super¬
sensitiveness to blue-violet rays, exactly the same results as those
obtained with yellow filters are given. With panchromatic films
and plates with super-sensitiveness to blue-violet and red rays,
the use of the green filter ensures correct tonal values for all
colours, inclusive of red. Where it is desired that red should
appear still darker it is recommended that the blue filter should
be used in conjunction with the green filter (whereas the hitherto
universally employed yellow filters gave correct tonal values for
all colours, except red, with orthochromatic films, their use with
panchromatic films and plates definitely impairs the value of
red, rendering it too light).

3J in. Width
Thickness
1£ in. 2 in.

IS THE
SMALLEST
PRECISION
CAMERA
IN THE WORLD.

& Ortho-chromatic
advantages

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

38/6

44/6

65/-

Sets (24/6).

Telephone- Shepherd's Bush 5260
Cables - - Gekawerke, London

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Fits the pocket
both in price
and in size
The

Agfa

SPEEDEX

O

OR WRITE FOR THE BIG BOOK OF BARGAINS
—LONDON’S LARGEST AND FINEST SELECTION
The
ENSIGN MIDGET
A
Real Vest - Pocket Camera.
Taking 6 pictures 3 < 4 cm.,
costing only one penny each.
All-distance lens, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th, 1 50th, l/100th sec., T.
and B .
30/F/6.3

Camera

Ensar

focussing

anastigmat

lens .

50/-

PILOT

REFLEX

The world’s smallest roll-film
reflex camera. 16 exposures
on standard V.P. film. Com¬
pur shutter. Rapid focussing,

Fitted with F/3.9 Agfa
Solinar Lens in Compur
shutter, speeded I to
I /300 second, T. & B.
Direct-vision view¬

3 ft. to infinity.
With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 .
With

Zeiss Tessar

f/2.8 .

LEITZ
Takes

long instantaneous

LE1CA
exposures

sec., also l/20th to l/500th sec.
eye-level direct-vision finder.
With

finder. Easy to manipu¬
late. Takes brilliant

standard

With

ZEISS

pictures 2| x I§ in.

IKON

new

Elmar

ultra-rapid

lens f/3.5 .
Summar

of 1, 4,
Range-finder
£25

l/8th
with
0

0

lens f/2, 2-in.
focus0
£33 13

CONTAX

New model with focal-plane shutter, giving J, l/5th, l/10th
sec. Four distinct groups of speeds controlled by one knob,
from Time to l/l,000th sec.

Price:

5 guineas

With

Zeiss Tessar

f/3.5 .

£27

With

Zeiss Tessar

f/2.8 .

£30

With

Sonnar

With

Sonnar

f/2 .
1/1.5 .

10

0

0

0

£35

10

0

£51

10

0

KODAK-NAGEL
DUO

One pressure
on the catch

16 exposures

and

on

standard

“ K ”

effective

‘FOTH-DERBY’
Sports Cameras

the Agfa

perfect

The Foth-Derby is the smallest
roll-film camera with focalplane shutter on the market.
It takes a V.P. size film and
gives 16 exposures 3 4 cm.
Shutter speeds l/25th to
1 500th sec. 50-mm.
Foth
f 3.5 anastigmat lens. Size 42
1 J 23 in. Fits the pocket.

Speedex “0”
slips out

lg

in. x 2 i in.,

size V.P.E.

pressure
air

film.

plate

vent

and

ensure

flatness of film.

With Kodak anas¬
tigmat f/4.6. Pronto
shutter . . £6 0 0
Compur

shutter

£8

2

6

With Kodak anas¬
tigmat f/3.5, Com¬
pur

shutter£9 15 0
Zeiss f/3.5

With

ready for use

Price

only .

£4 12

With

f 2.5 lens. ... £7

BABY

I Use Agfa Isochrom R o 11 *

Films (A8) for best results $

20

^4cj£ca Photo Lr*.

LAWRENCE STREET, HIGH
LONDON, W.C.2
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

STREET,

PHOTOGRAPHER

0

Tessar in Compur
shutter.. £12 5 0

IKONTA

The Baby Ikonta is the smallest and daintiest practical
camera. While a midget in size, the pictures are large
enough to make delightful souvenirs of happy holidays,
and enlargements up to 7 * 5 in. or even larger can be
made. The size of each picture is 13 11 in. and 16
pictures are taken on each spool, at a cost of 1/- (Pernox
Film 1/2) only. The camera measures only 3 J x 21 x 1
in., not much larger than a cigarette case.
Fully descriptive

1—4,

5

6

lists of these cameras,

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD
”

WHEN

post free.

With Novar anastigmat f/4.5 and
Derval shutter .
£4 0 0
With Novar f/3.5 and Compur shutter
£7 10 0
With Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur
shutter .
£8 17 6
With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 and Compur
shutter .
£9 7 6

& co. ltd.

STREET, STRAND wa

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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NIGHT
Photography
with
Miniature

Cameras

Exposure i/zoth sec., f/ 2.5.
Pevutz Per omnia film.

Exposure 1/20 th sec.,f/2 Summar
Kodak P anatomic film.

THERE was once a well-established

night photographers’ club which
was founded in pre-war days
and which, in spite of the doubts of
many wives, was for the sole purpose
of taking photographs of street scenes
at night.
The club was founded at a time
when the first negative material with a
speed of 350 H. & D. appeared on the
market, this being considered a re¬
markable achievement and ultra rapid .
To take exposures at night of welllighted streets it was necessary to
plant the camera on a tripod or to fix
it by other means, i.e., to a wall, lamppost, etc., by Plasticine.
The exposure required would range
from a few seconds to a few minutes
in accordance with the aperture of
the lens available, and the night photo¬
grapher would keep on taking off and
replacing the lens cap in order to avoid
the traffic passing by.
He would eventually get fed up with

lens.

Photographs of shop windows are
the easiest of all night photography,

Exposure 1/20/A sec., fl 2.5.
Perutz Neo Persenso film}

How different it has become with
the introduction of miniature camera
photography. Due to the small di¬
mensions of the negatives, the lenses
could be made smaller ; again in turn
the focal length was less, consequently
the depth of focus much greater in
spite of the wide aperture.
Photographing night scenes with
the miniature camera offers no diffi¬
culties whatever. In addition to the
wide aperture of the lens there is the
vastly increased sensitivity of the
negative material generally.
With the miniature camera and an

and it is not difficult to snap a scene
of a film picture on the screen, or of the
circus at Olympia. More difficult is a
sufficiently-exposed snap at the open
'air night markets.
There is not much needed in the
way of hints as to how to take snaps
at night with a miniature camera.
The lens aperture is set at f/2.5, or
preferably f/2, the speed is adjusted
to 1 /20th if the light is good enough,
or i/8th if it is not. If there is not
much movement about and the illu¬
mination is bad, and one has a chance
of resting the camera, one can give
hood is advisable to keep off
£ Aorlens second.
light from sources in the near vicinity.
The film to be used is one of the many
super panchromatic materials in ex¬
istence. The most prominent are Agfa
Superpan, Kodak Superpan or Panatomic, and the new Perutz Peromnia,

f/2.5 or f/2 lens it is possible to take
actual snapshots at night, and that at
places which are not really excellently
lighted.
With i/8th or i/2oth of a second at
f/2 or f/2.5 a lot can be done, as the
accompanying photographs show. They
were taken in real darkness, not at

this, not getting sufficient time for
an exposure without movement, and
would decide to let the vehicles and

lighting-up time, and they are full of
life, and are of subjects that a few
years ago were hardly ever attempted
by the average amateur. To take a
snapshot with a miniature camera and
. f/2 Summar lens of a street scene at
night is now no more difficult than
snapshotting the family on a fine day
at the seaside.
The possibilities of using this type
of camera after dark are not confined

foot passengers take their course,
whatever happened to the plateNight photographs with white streaks,
animated curves on the prints, etc.,
were evidence of vehicles with lamps
having passed during the exposure.

to street work only, but it is equally
suitable and perhaps more useful for
snapping celebrities at banquets, etc.,
without any posing. Leica photo¬
graphs taken in the Underground have
been reproduced in this journal before.

Exposure 1/20 th sec., f/2. 5.
Agfa Super pan. film.

The British Photographic Fellowship is arranging for various
personally conducted photographic holidays during the coming
season, including one to North Wales in May, Germany in July,

Exposure 1/8 th sec., f/2 Summar
Agfa Super pan. film.

which

has a remarkably

lens.

fine grain in

spite of its high speed. A fine-grain
developer should be used.
If Press work is concerned and
prints are required quickly, the de¬
veloped and fixed film after rinsing is
wiped with a chamois leather and the
water squeezed off. The wet film can
then be enlarged with the Valoy enlarger.

North Wales again in August and Austria in September. Full
21
particulars will be supplied by the Secretary, British Photo¬
graphic Fellowship, 7, Aberdeen Mansions, Kenton Street, W.C.i.
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In Passing
By D. SWAINE.
more precious. Some were obtained
quietly, without disturbing my un¬
conscious model, others were posed.
But in either case it is important to have
the camera “set” for a quick exposure.
According to the conditions of the
day, have the stop and time on, say,

The

Street Flower-seller.

THAT the stre ts of cities and towns are ful of

interesting personalities is a truism which needs
no emphasis. Nor do photographers need re¬
minding that many of these make excellent
camera subjects ; subjects, moreover, possessing that
powerful element which so appeals to competition judge,

editor, or one’s friends — humanity.
On a par with the trait which causes us to like views of
places we know, is the interest aroused bv a picture of
a person doing something which is familiar. But the
picture must be well presented ; that is, clear, and if
possible beautiful in arrangement and lighting.
I consider that the coming of miniature cameras has
made a great opening for the photography of people
engaged in some interesting occu¬
pation, especially if circumstances
combine towards creating a pic¬
torial photograph. The previous
disadvantage was that one could
not say, “ To-day I will go out
and photograph interesting peo¬
ple,” because, by the perversity of
things, none would have been
found. But now the photographer
can just accustom himself to a
little extra weight in one jacket
pocket and walk about content
and alert. Although I always
think one is more alert when a
camera is carried ; the faculties
are naturally sharpened, and more
good things are seen and taken.
I have selected as illustrations
a few typical snaps of this sort,
secured as a result of chance meet¬
ings in the street or park ; they
have not come quickly or easily,
but that makes them all the

Spring

Painting.

f/6.3 at i/5oth sec. If it is a lens mount
focussing camera, leave this at 15 or 20
ft., then if something turns up suddenly
no time is lost. If the model has to
be approached one can also get to work
with as little fuss as possible by having
the instrument ready.
It should be remembered that back¬
ground and lighting are of the utmost
importance, and unless there is a
reasonable chance of getting these
The

Messenger

Boy.

right it is better not to bother over
photographing.

22
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I stalked the flower-
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VO READ AY
IF PEOPLE

PICTURES
WE
MEET

Taken with the Miniature Camera .
seller some distance before seeing
any chance of getting her against
a plain background and well lighted
at the same time.
In the case of the road-makers
and the Punch and Judy show,
these are straight snapshots for
which only an appropriate moment

A

Trade

Conference.

duction in papers and magazines, either as character studies,

The

Cane-chair

Mender.

for exposure had to be
awaited.
People always seem
very willing to assist
when asked tactfully,
and of course if any
prints are desired I
always send them at the
earliest moment.
It

as illustrating some definite incident, or as' pictures accom¬
panying an article on any special phase of outdoor life and
work. Probably not so often will a subject be secured that
results in a print well up to good exhibition or
competition standard.
At the same time we must be prepared for a
rather high proportion of complete or partial
failures. This is specially the case when several
people are included in the same picture. It is
impossible to avoid cases where one or other is in
the wrong place, or shows an awkward pose or
expression.

may

take some time
to get together a col¬
lection of such subjects,
but it will be found
well worth while, and
undoubtedly repays the
patient carrying of a
small camera when out
on pleasure or business.
As time goes on, and
the collection of this
Punch and Judy.
class of subject grows,
it will be found that they tend to run together into
groups. Some will be related to each other by the fact
that they represent some form of industry or occupation ;
others are alike in having children as their subject ; in
another group come the pleasure-makers and idlers.
With anything like reasonable luck there will turn up,
from time to time, subjects that are saleable for repro¬

Road-makers.

hi amateur photographer
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Mr.

A.

STAUNTON
ARCHER.

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

" TT
THEN
I was a youngster I
Vy
things graphically with
I began to grow up my
my ideas, and I reconciled myself
was not intended to paint. The
printing had always fascinated me,
have. About five years ago I had

information communicated

often felt the urge to depict
pencil or brush, but when
hands refused to carry out
to the evident fact that f
process of developing and
as most scientific processes
access to a laboratory, and

to our Special Representative.

made a few contacts and enlargements. Two years later, still
interested in the processing, 1 bought a camera for more
serious work, and began to do considerable snapshotting.
Some of my efforts, 1 thought, looked very fine, and I
promptly tried to make exhibition prints of them. You can
imagine the results. This taught me that there was more to
a real picture taken with a camera than merely flicking the
shutter. So as the processing was beginning to lose
interest for me 1 became engrossed in a camera as a
means of expression. Since then 1 have read, studied,
discussed and practised, until now I can, once in a
long while, get a successful picture which has more than
a personal interest.
A good picture, to my mind, must have feeling —
a mood or an emotional element of some kind in it.
1 do

not

mean

that

it should

be

sentimental

; heaven

forbid ? But a photograph which is a masterpiece
in technique, yet which is commonplace, or lacks that
subtle
' something,’
will
remain.
“ Maybe
work than
1 like

good

is merely

a record,

and

such

it

it is because I do not like to do any more
1 must that I prefer straight photography.
oils, good

etchings,

good

woodcuts,

good

water colours, and good photography ; but when
someone tries to make one an imitation of another
I object. If a photograph has to look like a mezzotint
or an engraving to be considered beautiful then it
is not worthy of the name of art. As everyone knows,
the draughtsmanship of a photograph, and its long
gradation of tones, are without equal in the graphic
art ; so why try to disguise or conceal two of the finest
qualities it possesses ? Of course, the ideal is to
attain the perfect negative, but nothing being perfect
in nature, including the photographer, it is generally
necessary to exercise slight control here and there.
So long as it is done without destroying texture and
without revealing itself we cannot criticise.
“ Like all the other arts photography trains our
senses to see the beautiful where we should otherwise
see

nothing

but

ugliness.

The

artist may

see charm

in the sunlight playing on a broken wagon-wheel in
the city dump, for instance, and so isolate and repro¬
duce it that it gives pleasure to the rest of us. I think
Shakespeare said something about a jest growing in
the ear of him who hears it. Well, in the same way,
beauty is nurtured in the eye of him who sees it.
“ Both of the prints reproduced on these pages are
straight chloro-bromides. The one of the candles
is from a single negative, and has had no retouching
except for a few spots here and there with an ordinary
pencil. A considerable amount of manipulation was
necessary before the exposure, but I believe this will
bear fairly close scrutiny without discovery. ‘ Sun¬
lit Sails ’ was printed, with a slight amount of dodging,
from about one square inch of a film, being enlarged
A

Pair
24

of

Candles.

By

A.

Staunton

Archer.
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on to paper with an ‘ old ivory ’ base. It is an example
of the utility of a negative of ‘ miniature ’ dimensions.”
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SUNLIT

SAILS.

By

(See article, “ How

I make my Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

A.

Staunton

Archer.

April
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WATER

MELONS.

By
(From the Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

(The enormous

depth of field of this subject presents a problem

that is well within the scope of a miniature

camera.)

P. M. Phanse.
(India.)
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NIAGARA.
(From the London
(.Reproduction

of an enlargement

20X

Salon of Photography.)
16, made from miniature film negative.)

By F. J. Mortimer.
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1. — “ The Kirkstone
2.—“ Taking the View."
By A . S. Donaldson.
By F. Major.
5. — “ Hilltop
£v iV/ alcolm Cook.

ever Snowdonia.''
4—“ Stein, yByWeather
.”
o//*« Heath
On A.To*Gre
, _ " By
T. Smith.
en.
6. — “ W rinhlelerry.”
By Miss V. L. Collins.
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
Some

Critical Comments

IN the days when cameras were

cameras — some thirty or more
years ago — it was no uncommon
thing for the amateur of those days
to lug about a 10x8 in., or even a
15X12 in., and the average size in
general use was a whole-plate. Some
individuals, who were not looked upon
at all seriously, contented themselves
with a half-plate, but 5x4 in. and
quarter-plate were looked upon as
toys, and unworthy of more than
passing consideration.
Cameras

of the Day.

It is perfectly true that magnificent
work was done with the cumbersome
apparatus of those days, but it called
for not a little physical effort, and
many classes of work — notably those
involving climbing, or when no trans¬
port was > available — were a sheer
impossibility.
The amount that could be done was
necessarily very limited, for, quite
apart from the lack of speed in the
sensitive emulsions then existent, it
was almost an invariable procedure to
work at very small apertures.
Working in such large sizes, the
need for this was imposed by the
lack of any appreciable depth of
focus in the lenses employed, and, to
get anything like an equivalent degree
of definition in both near and distant
planes, there was no alternative but
to use the smaller stops. Exposures
were consequently prolonged, and,
taking into consideration the time
required to erect the camera, the
thought and calculations that had to
be given to the exposure question,
and the manifold manipulations that
had to be attended to, it was no
wonder that output was very much
restricted .
Modern
With

the

Facilities.

advent

of facilities for

enlarging, improvements in the speed
of both emulsions arid lenses, and
modifications in the design of apparatus,
the size of the average camera in use
has progressively diminished ; and,
as far as the best of exhibition work
is concerned, there is little apparent
difference between the product of the
large instruments of the day that is
past and the smaller apparatus of the
present time.

on the

The probability is that; if a census
of the cameras in amateur use were
taken now, the average would work
out at somewhere about 3|X2-|- in.,
but there is an increasing vogue for
instruments of smaller type still.
These miniature cameras, on account
of their high-speed but short-focus
lenses, have a very great depth of
field, and, once they are familiar,
permit of extreme rapidity in action.
Moreover, their portability is such
that they can be carried anywhere ;
they can be slipped in a handy pocket,
and subjects that could not be tackled
with the larger apparatus of old can
now be dealt with most effectively.
Imagine what it would be like to
try a subject like No. 2 of the prints
reproduced on the opposite page —
Taking the View,” by F. Major —
which, in the original, appears to be
a contact print from a 3I x 2 J negative,
with a 10x8 in. field camera.
Portability
The

exact

and

Handiness.

technical

data

are

not

before us, but there is no reason why
the subject should not have been
taken at quite a large aperture, for
even with a 5-in. lens at f/4.5 there
would be a sufficient depth of field,
provided the focus were accurately
At this aperture and at this time
judged.
of the year, an exposure of i/2oth
of a second should be ample for such
a subject, assuming an emulsion of
moderately fast characteristics, and
that it was taken during the brighter
hours of the day. To obtain an
equal degree of depth with a 10x8
camera, an aperture larger than f/16
could scarcely be employed, and, at
that opening, the exposure required
would be round about £ sec. In
practice, however, it would probably
be found desirable to decrease the
aperture and increase the exposure to
correspond, and as the duration of
the exposure, quite apart from the
size of the apparatus, would necessitate
the use of a tripod, it would be found
a practical impossibility for the subject
to be handled at all, for the difficulty
of transport would be almost insuper¬
able.
It is doubtful, too, if the models
could be persuaded to wait while the

359
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apparatus was erected ; nor is it likely
that, if they did, their poses would be
so good, or that camera consciousness
would not make
an unwelcome
appearance.
Speed in Action.
The portability and handiness of the
small instrument allows it to score
heavily in such a case, and no less an
adjunct is the speed with which it can
be brought into action.
The need for rapid action is scarcely
displayed in the remaining examples
on the page, but there is not one that
could not be as well handled with a
small camera as a large. It is pos¬
sible, however, that in the time required
to bring a large one into action, the
beauty of the sky in No. 4, “ Stormy
Weather,” by T. Smith, would have
passed ; and that, while on the road
depicted in No. 1, “ The Kirkstone,”
by A. S. Donaldson, it would have
been exceedingly irksome to be forced
to delay the journey for like reason.
With a miniature camera, the seizing
of the opportunity would be the work
of an instant, and in this lies another
of its many advantages. Many fine
subjects offer themselves, but only
endure for a moment, and, if they are
to be caught at all, must be taken just
as they are seen.
There

Offered Opportunities.
are good skies in both Nos. 5

and 6, “ Hilltop,” by Malcolm Cook,
and “ Wrinkleberry,” by Miss V. L.
Collins, and, in each case, the offered
opportunity would appear to have
been taken as and when it happened ;
while, if No. 3, “ On the Top of the
Heath,” by A. Green, does not display
a like advantage, nothing better
could have been secured — except,
perhaps, with regard to the placing
of the trees — with a bigger instrument.
And the only reason for that would
be that the subject would be viewed
on the focussing screen before expo¬
sure, when the undesirability of the
central position would immediately
be manifest ; whereas, with a small
camera the point is one that may
easily be overlooked. Nevertheless, it
really should have been observed, or
at least corrected in determining the
trimming of the print.
25
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

cc NIAGARA,”

THAT the contention, advanced

on the preceding page, that as
fine work of an exhibition
standard can be done with a miniature
camera as with the older and larger
forms is not without a substantial
foundation is well exemplified in this
instance, for we are able to say the
subject was taken with a
Leica camera.
Obviously,
the degree of magnification
is enormous, but, never¬
theless, there was little, if
anything, from which the fact
could be inferred in the

by F. J. Mortimer.

movement in the water, but not so
short as to render the subject so that
it conveys a suggestion of frozen
immobility.
The actual duration would depend
upon the distance of the water from
the camera, and would have to be
dictated by experience ; but, having

some slight margin allowed
for subsequent adjustment,
but, for all practical purposes,
the arrangement, as it now
stands, would be settled at
the time of exposure. No

practically all the exhibits;
nor was there any distinction
between this exa„mple and
any of the others which would
indicate the details of its
It stood

up

need for any re-arrangement
now seems to suggest itself,
and, in connection with the
characteristics of the subject,
its impiensity, its latent power,
and its impressiveness as a

well in

comparison, and, having re¬
gard to this and the con¬
venience of carrying so small
an instrument, it is no wonder
that cameras of the type in
question are being increasingly
adopted by our foremost
workers.

spectacle, are most convin¬
cingly displayed.
These latter are adjuncts
of a pictorial nature. It is
these qualities which make the
picture what it is, and it is
they which incorporate those

Their depth of focus re¬
duces the adjustments re¬
quired before exposure to a
minimum, for there is little
or no focussing to be done

abstract qualities which dis¬
tinguish a work of art from
a topographical record.
It is no doubt possible for
an equivalent result to be
secured with larger apparatus,

with any average out-of-door
subject such as this. It ren¬
ders possible the securing of
those subjects which only last
for a second or so and are then
gone for ever, and its readiness
for immediate action is also extremely
valuable in that it permits the mind
to be concentrated on the artistic
aspects of a subject almost exclusively.
In a case like this, the camera would
be pre-adj listed for an average distance
with an average stop, leaving the only
question to be decided that of ex¬
posure, which necessarily depends
upon the nature of the subject.
Exposure, here, would have to be
somewhat short to avoid excessive
26

position in the picture space, and its
close proximity. The point
(2), inclining towards the op¬
posite side, provides a balanc¬
ing accent, and the dark of
the foreground supplies a
stable foundation, the lines
of which tend to draw the
attention, indirectly, to the
centre of interest.
There would be, no doubt,

original, which was shown at
the London Salon of Photo¬
graphy last autumn.
It might have been guessed,
of course, that the work was
an enlargement, but that was
a feature that was common to

origin.

conveys the idea of great simplicity,
and there is no doubt about its unity.
The interest centres in the great
mass of falling water at (1), the attrac¬
tion of that particular point being
stressed by its comparative brightness,
its size as an individual mass, its

and, in the same

hands, it is

probable that a result so ob¬
tained would be no less at¬
tractive than that now before
been decided upon, the considerations
then remaining would be the selection
of the point of view from which the
subject made up best, and one which
would most convincingly display its
vital characteristics, assuming, of
course, that, if the light were varying,
the choice of time would also be such
as to emphasise those features.
That the first consideration

is

satisfied is obvious from an inspection
of the print, for the arrangement

us; but there is equally no doubt that
the facilities innate in the miniature
instrument with which the subject
was taken render it much more
convenient in operation.
Convenience or simplification on the
technical side or in manipulation
tend towards a higher level of achieve¬
ment on the aesthetic side, and of the
truth of this contention this example
provides a convincing demonstration.
“ Mentor.”
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear
with a topic of interest to the

ENLARGING
ITS

ADVANTAGES

BY
WITH

under this heading dealing
novice in photography.

DAYLIGHT.— III.
MINIATURE

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

NEGATIVES.

^jor the

AS this number of the paper deals
them

specially with miniature cam¬
eras and the work done with
it is as well that I should

draw attention to the special advan¬
tages of daylight enlarging when using
very small negatives, or, what is the
same thing, small portions of larger
negatives.
I have already mentioned that with
many patterns of vertical enlargers,
with automatic focussing, the degree
of enlargement is limited. In some
cases the maximum degree of enlarge¬
ment is four diameters. This means
that nothing beyond approximately
whole-plate can be obtained from a
vest-pocket negative, even when using
the whole of it. If only a part of the
negative is used it may well be impos¬
sible to get a print larger than halfplate.
With such an arrangement for
daylight enlarging as that suggested
last week there is, within reason,
no such limit to the scale of enlarge¬
ment, although naturally other con¬
siderations make their appearance,

such as magnification of grain and loss
of definition and tone values.
The greater the distance of projection

of the image the weaker becomes the
light, and therefore the longer the
exposure. This applies to daylight as
well as artificial light ; but even
reflected daylight is fast compared
with many artificial lights, and there
is no need for expensive lamps, which
will gradually deteriorate until they
have to be replaced. It is quite
possible to use slow bromide papers,
chloro-bromide and even gaslight
papers for daylight exposures.
Then another important point. We
hear a great deal about the grainy
appearance of the image when making
large-scale enlargements from tiny
negatives, and people shout vocifer¬
ously for fine-grain emulsions and
fine-grain developers. In my opinion
a good deal of this shouting is un¬
necessary. People who under-expose,
use a vigorous developer, perhaps
under-develop, and then use direct
condenser light for enlarging, get all
the grain they deserve. Diffused day¬
light is kind to grain, retouching, and
negatives flaws of all kinds.
These facts alone are sufficient to
justify the

use

of daylight,

and
27
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counteract the drawbacks, such as
they are.
One of the illustrations shows how
part of a vest-pocket
been enlarged to about

negative has
twenty times

its area — quite a modest degree —
and demonstrates how much easier
it is to examine the resulting print
than to get an idea of the subject from
a contact print. With such a degree
of enlargement, and even with one
very much greater, there should be
nothing to complain about as regards
granularity of image, loss of tone
values, or undue fuzziness. The larger
print does not need to be examined
with a magnifying glass ; it is viewed
at a reasonable distance ; and it
should then be just as satisfactory
in all respects as a contact print
made from a negative of that size.
When using daylight it is an easy
matter, once the negative is in the
carrier, to spend any necessary time
in studying the projected image.
There is no current being wasted, no
lamp being burned out, no over-heating
of apparatus or negative. Different
parts of the negative can be brought
into the picture space, and various
degrees of enlargement considered,
so as to arrive at the best the negative
will yield. Of course, it is necessary

LENS

work.

to be able to “ read ” a negative
image as easily as a positive one, but
this is only a question of a little
experience.
One of the great advantages of all
this is that it is often possible, and
advisable, to select only part of the
material included in the negative.
This amounts to exactly the same thing
as if, from the same viewpoint, a

They should have a range that will
ensure under-exposure at one end,
and over-exposure at the other. The
print is then developed just as if it
had received a correct exposure,
fixed in the usual way, and then
examined in a good light. Either a
strip has received just the right
exposure, or it can be seen that the
best next.
exposure lies between one and
the
Such a plan is useful both for
contact printing and enlarging, and
once the information so obtained is
known it can be used as a starting

to many, although I find there are
others who are not acquainted with
the dodge it represents.
It is a trial or test exposure, made
to save trouble and waste in future

No. 1.

point for calculating other
under different conditions.
is done

I hope to show

L. H. ATKINSON.

//8-

DURING the present vogue of miniature
cameras,

for which

a lens

hood

is

constantly being advocated, it would
appear that due consideration must be
taken
used. regarding the size of lens hood to be

No. 2.

The accompanying six prints were taken
at the same shutter speed, i/25th sec., with
the diaphragm varying from f/2.9 in the
case of No. 1 to f/12.5 with No. 6.
It will be seen that as the lens is stopped
down the lens hood becomes visible. This
is apparently

fl 4-

No. 3.

//6.3-

due

to the

fact that

when

a

smaller diaphragm is used this is accom¬
panied by an increase in the depth of focus,
and the margin of the hood is brought into
sharp focus, the effect of which is clearly
seen in the prints.
As the negatives were of unequal density
the first three were printed for 40 seconds
and the last three for 20 seconds.
Miniature camdra
users should take
warning from this and test their lens hoods
before undertaking important work. In
this case the hood was about x in. deep
for a 3-in. lens, and its inner diameter was
the same as that of the outer ring of the
front of the lens.
It
was
ideal
with

is clear that a larger diameter hood
necessary if circular in form. The
would appear to be a rectangular hood
a circular fitting to snap on to the lens.

28
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No. 5.

//11.

No. 6.

exposures
How this

next week.
W. L. F. W.

MINIATURE

CAMERAS
By

strip of

These exposures must be accurately
timed, and it is best to jot down
beforehand what they are to be.

There is- not sufficient space avail¬
able now to deal with the questions
of exposure and development, but I
should like to draw attention here to
the other illustration. This is familiar

f/2- 9-

a

paper has received a series of exposures
of different lengths.

look unnaturally large, and the far¬
thest one unnaturally small, although
the proportions are really correct. If
in making the enlargement we cut out
the extremes, and perhaps a bit more
as well at each end, the remaining
buildings will look more natural.

AND

only

a piece of card is used to cover a
strip ; after another interval the
card is moved on ; and so on until the

proportionately longer-focus lens had
been used, and- the perspective of the
part included will be more pleasant.
For example, suppose the subject is
a long row of houses, taken from near
one end. The nearest house will

HOODS

Sometimes

paper is used, but I prefer a full sheet,
as it is easy to draw conclusions from,
and such extravagance is called for
only occasionally. Exposure is started
on the whole sheet ; after an interval
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Miniature

Cameras

of 1934

The Buyers’ Guide to the latest models by the leading makers, with brief
specifications of their salient features. On page 345 of this issue will be
found illustrations of the sizes of pictures obtainable with these cameras.
SECTION
I. — Miniature Cameras
for taking pictures 24x36 mm. or
smaller. For use with cine film.
Contax.
All-metal body, for 36 exposures
24x36
mm.
on standard cine film.
Spools of film of various makes with
fine-grain

emulsion

obtainable

ready

for

or f/2. 5 Hektor, 5 cm. focus. The
Leica Camera in Models II and III can
also be supplied
an extra cost.

chromium-plated

E. Leitz (London)
Street, London, W.i.

SECTION
Cameras.

II. —

Reflex

Brilliant.

at
Miniature

Ltd., 20, Mortimer

reflex

2| x 2\ on 3-]- x

Mini-Fex.

Miniature

for

12 exposures
over all, 4-} X
roll film. Dimensions
Weight
19
oz.
Large

All-metal body. 36 exposures 13 x18
mm. on unperforated 16-mm. cine film.
Fine-grain film (Perutz and Gevaert) in
spools of 36 exposures (double 18)

in.
finder.
Spe¬
3-23i Xshutter
cial
with expos u r e s of
i/25th

insertion

in camera.

Dimensions

when

film number¬

closed, 5jX2fx i£ in.
Focal-plane
shutter giving exposures from
to
1 /1,000th sec., arranged in four groups
for “ rapid,” “ medium,” " slow ” and
“ time.” Built-in automatic long-base
range-finder. Setting shutter winds
exposed film. Choice of 10 Zeiss lenses.
Price with 2-in. f/3.5 Tessar, ^27 10s. ;
with 2-in. f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, £30 ; with
2-in. f/2 Sonnar anastigmat, ^35 10s. ;
with f/1.5 Sonnar, /51 10s.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer House,
37-41,

Mortimer

Street, London,

W.i.

All-metal body. 12 or 36 exposures
24 x 36 mm. on standard cine film. Spools
of special fine-grain film by leading makers
obtainable ready for insertion in camera.
Dimensions of camera body when closed,

5i X 2\ x i£ in.

ing device.
With
3-in.

obtainable ready for inserting in camera.
Dimensions of camera 3^xi£xi£
in.
Focussing lens in shutter forms front of
camera, telescopic direct-vision view¬
finder. With f/3.5 Victar anastigmat, in
Vario shutter, £4 16s. ; with Meyer
Kino
f/3 5 anastigmat, in Compur
shutter, £8 17s. ; with Astro Astrar
f/2. 7, £16
anastigmat

Leica.

Weight,

unloaded,

about 18 oz. Focal - plane shutter,
setting shutter winds exposed film.

and

1 /50th sec.
Separate
finder
lens
and special

15s. ;
f/1.8,

with Astro Tachar
in Compur shutter,

£'9Sole
5s- distributor for Great Britain and
the Colonies, R. E. Schneider, 189, The
Grove, London, W.6.

Peggy.

12
cine

or 36
film.

exposures on 24x36 mm.
Dimensions when
closed,

5 T X 2 |x 1 2- in. 36-exposure cartridges
or strip of film cut from length of cine
film sufficient for approximately 60

anastigmat,
in 2-speed
f/7.7
Voigtar
shutter,
£2

5s. ;

with

3-in.

Voigtar

anastigmat

f/6.3, in 3-speed Embezet shutter, £4 5s. ;
with 3-in. Skopar anastigmat f/4.5, in
Compur shutter, £8 5s. Voigtlander as
below.

Miniature

Superb.
reflex
for 12

pictures

on

ordinary 8-exposure 3^x24 roll films.
Size of picture 2\ x 2-J-. Dimensions of
camera overall 5f X 3-i5/i6ths X 3J in.
Weight 31 oz. Finder lens, ground glass
and mirror automatically tilt downwards
when focussing on near objects. Focus¬
sing magnifier fitted. Automatic counter.
With 3-in. Skopar f/3.5, in Compur
shutter (i /250th sec. and delayed action),
Helomar
f/3.5 anastigmat in finder,
Made by Voigtlander, sold by Schering. Ltd.,
Sole Importers, 188-192, High
^19
10s.
Holborn. W.C.i.

Exakta.
Focal-plane miniature reflex for roll
films. For full-size pictures on V.P.
film 4J x 6 cm. Dimensions when closed,
Made

in three

models.

The

standard

6 x 3 X 2f in.
Focal-plane
shutter,
x /25th

Leica with speeds from 1 /20th to 1 /500th
sec. Direct-vision finder. With standard
Elmar anastigmat f/3.5, 2-in. focus, £15.
Model
II.— Same
dimensions and
movements, but with built-in automatic
focussing range-finder and f/3.5 Elmar
2-in. anastigmat, £22.
Model III. — Focal-plane shutter and
speeds from 1 to 1 /500th sec. Built-in
precision range-finder with telescopic
system (magnification x 1.5), with metal
eyelets and. neck-strap with clasps.
With Elmar f/3.5 2-in. anastigmat, ^25.
Choice of nine Leitz anastigmat lenses
available, including f/2 Summar
lens,
5-cm. focus ; f/1.9 Hektor,

7.3-cm.

focus,

exposures can be used. Has film-cutting
device, enabling any number of exposed
films to be removed for development
and
remainder restarted at
once..
Compur

shutter,

1 /300th sec.
finder. With

with

speeds

1

to

Automatic focussing range¬
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, or Meyer

Primotar f/3.5, 50-mm. focus, £24 10s. ;
with Meyer Makro-Plasmat f/2. 7, 50-mm.
focus, £3 2 10s. ; with Zeiss Tessar f/2.8,
50-mm. focus, £2,1 15s. ; with Zeiss
Biotar f/2, 50-mm. focus, ^36.
A. O. Roth, 85, Ringstead Road,
London, S.E.6.

to
1 /1,000th
sec., also B.
and T. Picture
is seen in the
finder mirror.
Same
knob
that
turns
shutter winds
film for next
exposure. In
addition to re¬
flex mirror the
picture can also be seen at eye-level by
means of auxiliary mirror. Also frame

363
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finder for use when

necessary.

Rolleiflex.

Focussing

by helical screw.
All-metal body
covered in leather. Prices, with Ihagee
f/3.5 anastigmat, ^14 ;
with Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, £18 ; with Zeiss Tessar
f/2.8, £21 10s.
Garner &
Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square, W.i.

For pictures ifxif in. Dimensions
when closed, 3^ X 2^x3 in. Weight 16
oz. For 12 exposures on 2fx if in. roll
film. Price, with Zeiss Tessar f/2.8,
£22

10s.

Finder

; with

dimensions,

miniature

Tessar

f/3.5,

R. F. Hunter, Ltd., *' Celfix
51, Gray’s Inn Road, W.C.i.

Foth-Flex.
Twin-lens

Zeiss

£20.

lens f/2.8.
House,”

sing by front lens. Price, with Novar
anastigmat f/6.3 and Derval shutter,
£3 7s. 6d. ; with

f/4.5 Novar

Ikonta.

Outside

5-3 /5ths X 3} X 3-3/5ths

in.

for

2JX2J

on

in.

Weight

Heidoscope

31
lens

oz.
with

finder, with compensa¬
tion for parallax. With
Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens,
£\o

R.

F. Hunter,

51, Gray’s
SECTION
using

Inn

Ltd.,
Road,

ordinary

small

"Celfix

size

roll films

roll-film camera

Rolleiflex.

B, for taking
two sizes of pic¬
camera
(2 \ x
tures in one
1-11 /i6ths) and

(if xis ij
This
for in.).
roll
film, film pack

closed,
D i m when
e4JX
n sions

Goerlitz
Trioplan
anastigmat

f/2.8 Zeiss Tes¬
sar at £21.
Leather cases

in Compur shutter, £6 6s. ; with Schneider
f/2.9 anastigmat in Compur D.A. shutter,
City Sale and
Street,
!5S. E.C.i.

Exchange,

Street, London,

V.P. ;
standard
cm.) on size
roll film

on
3jX2j
1 1 /i6thsin.
roll
film).12J x

price £18 15s. ;
also with an

Compur, giving
a range
of
speeds from 1 to 1 /300th sec.
Thorsch & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

in. (3X4

(16 exposures

ing, direct
vision opti¬
With f/3.5
cal
viewfinder.

the

if XiJ

Baida.

Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat,

The

Mortimer
Dolly.

The Dolly miniature cameras are
made in two sizes : A, for 16 exposures

3Self-erect¬
X if in.

is

37-41,

Cameras

ij in.
The
Pilot is supplied
fitted with f/3.5

extra.

with Novar f/4.5 and Telma delayedaction shutter, £3 15s. ; with Novar
f/4.5 and Compur shutter, £7 5s. ; with
Novar f/3.5 and Compur shutter, £8 ;
with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur
shutter, /10; with Tessar f/3.5 and
Compur shutter, £10 12s. 6d.
Messrs. Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer

House,”

W.C.i.

3X4 cm.
Di¬
mensions
of
camera, 5 x 2jx

£1

Self-erecting, front lens focussing, directvision finder. With Zeiss Novar f/6.3
anastigmat and Derval shutter, £a, ios. ;

House,

Daylight loading roll -film reflex.
Takes standard V.P. size film and gives
16
exposures

shutter

For 16 exposures on 3JX2J roll film.
Size of picture 4^x6 cm. (2jxif in.).

W.i.

10s.

III.— Miniature

or plates.
Folding

Pilot.

reflex

pictures

3JX2J roll film. Film
counting indicator. Allmetal body.
dimensions,
5J X Outside
3| X 3^

delayed-action move¬
ment. Takes 12 pic¬
tures on standard 8exposure 2jX3jfilm,
or 6 pictures on stand¬
ard 2\ x 2\ film. Pic¬
ture size 2J X 2\.
Numbering
device
automatically oper¬
ated by movement
of film. Focussing
magnifier to hood.
Price, with Foth anas¬
tigmat lens f/3.5, £\o 7s. 6d.
Peeling &
Van
Neck, Ltd., 4-6,
Holborn Circus, E.C.i.

Twin-lens
12

Weight 37 oz. Focalplane shutter, giving
exposures from 1 /25th
to 1 /500th sec., also
Time exposures, and

Derval

shutter, £8 17s. 6d. ; with Zeiss Tessar
f/3.5 and Compur shutter, £9 7s. 6d.

Rolleicord.

reflex.

and

shutter, £\ ; with Telma delayed-action
shutter, same lens, £4 17s. 6d. ; with
Novar f/3.5 and Compur shutter, £7 10s. ;
with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Compur

84, Aldersgate

and plates with
clip-on slides.
Outside
of
Dolly
A,
di mensions

Weight 1 2 f oz. Fitted with Xenon f/2
x 2f 17s.
x 1 in,
lens, in Compur shutter,4! £13
Dolly B, outside dimensions 4^ X 2f x
if in. Weight 13 oz. With
anastigmat, f/3.5, Compur
£3

12s.

6d.

The

Certar f/4.5
delayed-action

same

Ensign

Lion

with

Pronto
Square,

Midget.

The Ensign Midget has all-metal body
with leather bellows. Weighs 6 oz. Di¬
mensions when closed, 3f X if X n/i6ths
in.

Twin-lens reflex. Made in two sizes.
Standard, for 12 exposures 2JX2J on
2i><3i roll film, or 9

fitted

anastigmat, in
shutter, £3 15s.

Actina, Ltd., 29, Red
High Holborn, W.C.i.

ll

Baby Ikonta.
16 exposures 3X4 cm. (if x 1 £ in.) on
V.P. roll film. Dimensions when closed.

model

Corygon
shutter,

It takes

a special 6-exposure

spool

pictures on 6-exposure
film. Dimensions when
closed, 5iX3iX3i
in.
Weight 26 oz. Adapter
for plates 3I X 2|, but
picture opening remains
2JX2J. Focal length of
lens 7.5 cm. All move¬
ments automatic. Price,
with Zeiss Tessar f/3.8,
£ 22

lens works
for parallax.

10s.

;

with

Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, £20. Finder
at f/3.1, with compensation

3} X 2| X 1 in. Automatic opening.
Direct-vision frame view-finder. Focus-

30

364

of film (4X3 cm.), costing 6d. Has
brilliant finder and direct-vision folding
finder. Arrangements have been made
with D. and P. firms to make enlarge-
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ments 2f X 3f from Midget negatives at
the same price as contact prints of this
size. Made
in two models : No. 1,
with All-Distance lens, price 30s. ;
No. 2, with Ensar anastigmat f/6.3,
and focussing adjustment, £2 10s. The
shutter gives speeds of i/iooth sec.,
also B. and T.
Ensign,

W.C.i.

Ltd.,

88-89,

High

Holborn,

Foth -Derby.

Cassar, Compur, with Helical mounting,
^8 7s. 6d. ; with f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, £g 17s. 6d. Prices
include reindeer leather purse and silk
neck cord.
Norse
W.i.

Trading

Co., 47, Berners

Plaubel
Takes
spool.

Takes 16 pictures on standard V.P.
roll film. Picture size 3x4 cm. Outside
dimensions when

16 3x4 cm. pictures on V.P.
All-metal body with pull-out
front and
bellows .

astigmat

f/2.5,

f/3-5. £4 12s. 6d. ;
with Foth an¬
5s.

£7

Peeling &
Van
Neck,
Holborn Circus, E.C.i.

Mentor

Three-Four

Takes the standard
tive size 3X4
cm.

Ltd.,

4-6

Camera.

and

soft

range-finder,

scale focus¬
sing.
withPrice,
f/2

£17

10s.

A. O. Roth,
London, S.E.6.

with

85,

range-finder,

Ringstead

Road,

Piccochic.
This camera
infinity

by

view-finder

opens

anastigmat,

built-in

^25 ; with f/2.7 Anticomar, built-in
Compur shutter, £21.
Garner &
Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square, W.i.
V.P.
in.

Pupille.

roll film, taking

opening

of
at

a

button,

Dimensions

the same time.
It has all-metal

when

Directvision

Meyer
£6

17s.

Compur

Trioplan,
6d. ; with

f/2.9

shutter, £7

Meyer

5s.;

Trioplan,

with

f/2.7

and can be
focussed when
closed. Pres¬
sing button
focussed
opens camera
ready for use.
Price, with
3-in. Skopar
anastigmat
bezet

shutter

(delayed action), £7 17s.f/4.5,
6d. ;
in with
Em3-in. Skopar anastigmat f/3.5, in Compur
shutter (i/25oth sec. and
delayedaction), £11 7s. 6d. ; with 3-in. Heliar
anastigmat f/3.5, in Compur shutter
(1 /250th sec. and
delayed action),

Tessar

^13 13s.

f/2. 8, ^18

10s. ; Schneider
Kingsway,

Six-20
For

roll film.

8-exposure

film

Xenon

Voigtlander

as below.

Perkeo.

W.C.2.
Takes 16 pictures ifxij on V.P.
roll film. Dimensions when closed,

Duo.

16 pictures

2fxif

3J X 2J.

Automatic

on
Weight
4t X 3|

X13if oz.
in.

Automatic
open¬
ing. Focussing can
be set while camera
is closed. Frame
finder or optical
finder. Plaited
leather

sling. With

anastigmat
f/4.5
2-3 /i6thsin. Skopar
and

Embezet

de¬

layed-action shut¬
ter, £6 12s. 6d. ;
with Skopar anastigmat f/3.5, in Compur
shutter (1 /300th sec.), £10 5s. ; with
Heliar anastigmat f/3.5, in Compur

with

shutter,

(4.5x6

optical finder. Prices, with Compur
shutter, Leitz Elmar f/3.5, ^15 15s. ;
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, £15 15s. ; Zeiss

f/3.5 Meyer

Compur

Street,

Special finder
compensated
Self-erecting
for parallax.

infinity.
2J ft. to

Portrait

cm.)
2 J x 3 J closed,
roll film. 5fX3§Xif
Outside dimen¬
sionson when
in.
Weight 19 oz.

behind
shutt er,

f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan, Pronto
shutter, £^ 15s. ;
with

2JX1J

on
re¬
collar

with f/4.5 Vidonar anastigmat and
Vario shutter,

Trioplan, Ibsor shutter, £6 ; with f/3.5

Virtus.

exposures

closed,

with nickel fit¬
tings. Takes 16
pictures 3X4 cm.
on standard V.P.
roll film. Price,

7s. 6d. ;

16

16 pictures

body
an d is
leather covered,

£3

Takes

Lawrence

Focus¬
sing
scale
volving

to
the

Compur
shutter, £8 15s.
attachment 10s. 6d. extra.

3 J X 2f X i-i5/i6ths in. Lever operating
spiral thread extends front formed by
shutter
and lens.

f/2,
£21 10s.
Kodak,
Ltd.,

automatically

pressure

with 3-in. f/3.9 Sol inar anastigmat, in

Agfa, Ltd., 1-4,
High Street, W.C.2.
c o m a r
SupraCompur
shutter,

f/3.5 in delayedaction Compur shut¬
ter, with
cable
leather case, without

^15;

With 3-in. f/5.6 Igestar anastigmat, in
pur
shutter, ^5 Com¬
5s. ;
delayed-action

closed, 2X4X1
in.
All-metal
body.
Focussing mount.
Fitted with auto¬
matic raising tubular
optical finder. Price,
fitted Zeiss Tessar

release

2-Jxi-f in. Outside
dimensions
when
closed, 4 J x 2| x 1 in.
Direct-vision finder.
Weight
1 3 J oz.

13! ounces.
Directvision
find e r and

ifxij

8-exposure V.P. film.
Dimensions
when

f/3.5, in Compur

Folding roll-film camera, opening
automatically with xpressure
stud
O.” ofinside
Speede as “shown
illustra¬
tion. For pictures

X 2J X Jin.
Weight

For

V.P. film. Nega¬
16 exposures on

anastigmat

shutter, £9 15s. ; with Kodak Tessar
f/3.5, in Compur shutter, £12 5s.
Kodak,
Ltd., Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

closed, 3J
D i m when
e n sions

from

1 /25th to 1 /500th
sec., also Time
exposures
and
delayed - action
movement. Tube
view - finder.
Price, with Foth
anastigmat lens

Kodak

a

Street,

Makinette.

closed 4£x2t9oX
if in. Weight 13
oz. Focal-plane
shutter
giving
exposures

with

CINEMATOGRAPHER

opening. Direct-vision finder. With
Kodak anastigmat lens f/4.5, in Pronto

shutter (1 /300th sec.), £12 2s. 6d.
Made by Voigtlander, sold by Schering,

shutter, £6 ; with Kodak anastigmat
J/4.5, in Compur shutter, £8 2s. 6d. ;

Ltd., Sole Importers,
Holborn, W.C.i.

365

188-192,

High
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Vollenda

No.

The

48.

,
Folding roll film (16 exposures 3X4
cm. on V.P. roll film). Dimensions
when closed, 4IX3 JX1I in. Automatic

opening

to infinity.

Optical

Westette.

Kodak.

This folding camera takes V.P. spools
for 16 pictures of 3X4
cm. It has
Schneider Xenon
f/2 anastigmat in

direct-vision

view¬
finder.
sing
Focus¬

mount.
With

" Panatomic ” film, specially prepared
for miniature cameras. Extra fine grain
panchromatic, double coated, anti-halo.
For Leica and Contax cameras, 36
exposures, daylight loading, 4s.
For other miniature cameras taking
8 or 16 exposures on V.P. film, is. 6d.
For cameras taking 8 or 16 exposures
on “ 120 ” roll film (2JX3J), is. 6d.
Kodak "Super-sensitive” pan. film,
same prices.
All other makes of Kodak film for

f / 4 • 5
3
Schneid¬
er Radionar anastigmat in

miniature

cameras

Nagel

£4
ios.in;
f/3.5 Schneider Radionar anastigmat
Compur shutter, £7 ios. ; f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat in Compur shutter,
£10

15s.

; f/2.8

Zeiss

Tessar

anastigmat

in Compur shutter, £13 ios.
Kodak Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Vollenda

No.

52.

direct-vision view’-finders. With f/4.5
Schneider Radionar anastigmat in Nagel
shutter, £4 7s. 6d. ; similar lens in Pronto
shutter, £5 15s. ; similar lens in Compur
shutter, £7 17s. 6d. ; f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat in Compur shutter, £10 ios. ;
f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, £13 2s. 6d.
Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Weeny-Ultrix.
This camera is made in two forms, one
for 8 exposures 2J x if on V.P. roll film;
the other for V.P. roll films and 4.5 x 6

Extra-rapid

Compound shutter, speeded up to 1 /300th
sec. Lens panel is held by two pairs
of struts
giving great strength and
0
rigidity. Direct-vision finder and long
focussing scale with lever at side.
Price, in purse case, £12 17s. 6d.
Westminster Photographic Exchange,
62, Piccadilly, W.i (and branches).

cm. plates. The
plate model is
scaled for roll
films and plates
and is complete
with focussing
screen and three
dark slides. Di¬
mensions when
closed, 4 f x 2^x
2 in. No bel¬
lows.
Exten¬
sion and focus¬
sing by double
helical thread,
right- and lefthanded, on the extending tube which
carries the Jens and shutter. Lens
7-cm. focal
Prices, with

length. Weight 14 oz.
f/4.5 Ihagee anastigmat

and
delayed-action Compur
shutter,
£5 15s. ; with Tessar f/3.5 anastigmat
and Compur shutter, £13 ios. Prices
include soft leather case with lightning
fastener.
Garner & Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
Golden Square, W.i.
32

Plouse,

SECTION
IV.— SPECIAL
FILMS
suitable for the cameras mentioned
in Sections I, II and III.
Agfa.
and Peggy cameras.

For Leica, Contax

35-mm., fine grain, perforated, medium
speed, free from halation. Daylight¬
loading cartridge. Price per 36 exposures,
2S.
Isochrom
free from

film, 35-mm., high speed,
halation, orthochromatic.

Daylight-loading cartridge. Price per
36 exposures, 3s. 8d.
Superpan film, 35-mm., super speed,
anti-halation backing, panchromatic.
Daylight-loading cartridge. Suitable for
exposures by half-watt light. Price
per 36 exposures, 4s.
Agfacolor film for Leica, Contax and
Peggy

London,

W.C.

film

cameras.

18-exposure

spools,

4s.Film
9d. for these cameras also supplied
in 15-ft., 50 ft. and 80-ft. rolls.
Spools for 8 and 16 exposures for all
other miniature cameras at standard
rates.
Agfa, Ltd., 1-4, Lawrence
High Street, London, W.C.i.

and

Ensign, Ltd., Ensign
High Holborn, W.C.

the

House,

88-89,

Perutz.
This

film has

been

specially

prepared

of negatives

of the

Supplied in daylight-loading cartridges
for Leica, Contax and Mini-Fex, in the
following varieties, price 4s. :
Perutz Neo Persenso, 1,300 H. & D.
H.

Perutz
& D.

Peromnia

Perutz

Rectepan

(super-pan.),

2,600

(grainless

pan.),

Perutz " Fine Grain,” 720 H. & D.
HIn
addition to the above, Perutz
.
&
Perorto
D. (semi-fine grain), 1,300 H. & D.,
and Perutz Persenso (fine grain), 2,600
H. & D., can also be supplied in roll film
and film packs for all other miniature
cameras at standard prices.
R. O. Seifert, 8, Beulah Hill, S.E.19.

Ilford

Ltd.

Selo.
manufacture

two

types

of film for Leica Cameras — a fast
orthochromatic film with very fine grain,
known as “Selo Orthochromatic,” day¬
light loading (on spools), 3s.. 4d. per
spool ; dark-room
loading (not on
spools), per box of 3 films, 9s. ; and
Selo Hypersensitive panchromatic film
for Leica cameras : daylight loading (on
spools), 4s. per spool ; dark-room load¬
ing (not on spools), per box of 3 films,
1 is. This film also has a very fine grain
and

Peggy

for

Street,

Gevaert.
For Leica, Contax

specially

Ensign Midget Camera in 6-exposure
spools (ij x if), 6d.
Lukos film is also supplied in spools
for all other sizes of miniature cameras
at standard prices.

for the production
finest grain.

Folding roll film (8 exposures 2fxif
on V.P. roll film). Dimensions when
closed, 4iX3jxii
in.
Automatic
opening. Brilliant reversible and frame

prices for

Lukos.

shutter,
0
lar lens
in Pronto
£4 i simi¬
shutter,

at standard

regular size spools.
Kodak Ltd., Kingsway,

cameras.

35-mm., fine grain, perforated, super
speed. Daylight-loading spools for 36
exposures, 3s. ; Superchrom, 3s. 4d. ; Panchromosa, 3s. 8d.
Gevaert Leica Cartridge. Ready for
insertion in camera. Varieties and prices
the same as for daylight-loading spools.
Mini-Fex film, 16-mm., unperforated,
high speed. Price per 36 exposures (in
two separate lengths of 18 exposures
each), Regular, is. 6d. ; Superchrom,
is. iod.
Spools for all other miniature cameras
at standard prices.
Gevaert, Ltd., 115, Walmer
Road,
London, W.io.

is fully colour

sensitive.

Ordinary roll films for all other small
cameras are available in Selo, Selochrome
and Selo Panchromatic.
Ilford

Ltd.,

Ilford, London.
Zeiss

Ikon.

Zeiss Ikon Ortho Ultra Rapid, anti¬
halo, in spools of 36, for Contax cameras.
Daylight loading, 3s. 8d. ; for dark-room
loading, 3s. ; in 5-metre (16 ft. 3 in.)
lengths, 6s.
Zeiss Ikon Ortho Ultra Rapid and
Pernox roll film supplied in usual day¬
light spools for all other miniature
cameras at standard prices.

Zeiss Ikon Ltd., 11, Mortimer
Mortimer Street, London, W.i.

House,
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SECTION
V. — Enlargers suitable
for all cameras mentioned above.
They are all designed for use with
electric light unless otherwise stated.

Praxidos

Vertical

Enlargers.

These have been designed specially
for miniature negatives. They can be
used with or without a condenser.

focussing. Con¬
denser. Enlarges

The automatic focus¬
sing models give
seven times enlarge¬
ments from 6x6 cm.
or smaller negatives

cm. “ Con“ Leica ” or

and ten times en¬
largements from 4x4

' ' Pegg}'’ ’ negatives
to maximum nix

cm. or smaller nega¬
tives. Prices, with

7\ in., £10 10s.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd.,
Mortimer
House,

f /3 . 5 anastigmat lens,
from ^14 1 os. to

37-41, Mortimer
Street, Oxford
Street, W.i.

The
Praxidos
£19
“ O ”17s.
is semi-auto¬
matic focussing,

Baby

Miraphot.

Automatic

3X4
tax,”

giving eight
enlargements

Non-automatic.
own Leica lenses.

adjustable masking bands and base¬
board. Enlarges 24 x 36 mm. negatives
to whole-plate £7 5s.
E. Leitz
Steeet, W.i.

Roth

(London),

“ Precision

20,

”

Enlarger.

Takes
all miniature
nega¬
tives
24x36
mm. (Peggy,
Leica and Contax), 3x44X4
cm.
Four),
(Mentor
(Rolleiflex,Threeetc.)
and
x 6 cm.
The 4Ienlarger
takes
films

times
from

or single nega¬
tives. Vertical
pillar,
helical smooth
screw

37,

Bedford

motion
ment. adjust¬
Pillar

Valfa.
Non-automatic.

For

For enlarging Contax, Leica and

has
negatives up
to 4.5 x 6

to any

3s.
L e i t z

(London),
20, Mortimer
Street, W.i.

A. O. Roth,
London, S.E.6.

Week’s
Meetings
Wednesday, April 18th.

85,

Ringstead

Monday,

April

23rd.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Slide-Making. G. Hilton.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Passe-Partout Mounting.
Beckenham P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Bexley Heath P.S. Bromoil Circle Prints.

Margate and D.P.F. “ Architectural Photography.” H. VV. Bennett.
Partick C.C. Annual General Meeting.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Bournemouth C.C. “ Tne Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Chelsea P.S. “ The Evolution of a Competition Print.” S. J. Gollop.
City of London and C.P.S. Practical Portraiture in the Dark-room.
London County Council Staff C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Oxford P.S. Slides by Members.

19th.

Southampton
Staines P.C.

Circle Exhibition.

Cardiff C.C. Visit to Max Craely’s Studio.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “Temples, Shrines, Minarets and Palms.*’
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Subject Selection.” H. B. T. Stanton.
Richmond C.C. Annual General Meeting.

April

20th.

Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Photographic Chemicals.”
Wimbledon Cine Club. Studio Evening.

Saturday,

April

Sunday,
C.C.

Bennington.

April

Tuesday,

H. W. Pratt.

22nd.

April

Hackney P.S. “ Chemistry
Halifax P.S. Lecturettes.

of Photography.”

L. O. Masked.

John Ruskin C.C.
Landscape.” A. C. Banfield.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Manchester P.S. “ Historical and Picturesque Lancashire.”
Portsmouth C.C. Members’ Lecturette Evening.
Rugby and D.P.S. Alliance Prints and Members’ Prints.
Stafford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Streatham and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
West Middlesex Amateur Cine Club. Scenarios.

Wednesday,
Miss R. Noble.

24th.

Barnsley P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Bedford C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Cambridge P.C. E.A.F. Portfolio.

21st.

Hackney P.S. Bavford and Broxboume Common.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Mounting and Passe-Partout.
South London P.S. Woolwich Ferry.

Camberwell

C.C. Auction of Members’ Surplus Apparatus.
“ Photomicrography.” E. A. Robins.

Janies Shaw.

Dover Inst. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Developing and Enlarging Demonstrations.
John Ruskin C.C. Practical Work.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Central Association Slides.
Loughborough P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Road,

Societies will have their meetings announced here if ’ the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time .

Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Wonderland of Photography.” C. L. Clarke.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ How to Look at and Understand old Churches.” G P. H arris.
Croydon C.C. Competition.
Ilford P.S. Jumble Sale.

Friday,

size
can
be made
when

matic Printing frame
for 3|X2-Jup to 10x8 enlargements.
Auto¬
Illuminant, 75-watt lamp or higher.
Exposure switch on base next to printing
frame. Price, fitted Meyer Primotar
anastigmat f/3.5. focus 2§ in , £16 10s. ;
Universal printing frame, extra, £4 16s.;
Swivel motion on pillar, extra, £2.

37-41, Mortimer
Street, Oxford
Street, W.i.

April

en¬
up

employ¬
ing
this
motion.

Messrs.

£20
E.

lamp,
£8 1 os .
Special Zeiss Ikon
anastigmat,
£3
extra.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd.,
Mortimer
House,

Bromoil

swivel

baseboard,
gate
and

Maximum, 15 dia¬
meters. Without
lens but including

Thursday,

a

motion, and
largements

cm.,
film¬
holding de¬
vice,
film

Peggy
negatives.
Minimum magnifi¬
cation 4IX2J in.

P.S.

all these
in strip

negatives and six times enlarge¬
4X4 cm.
ments
from 6 x 6 cm. or smaller. Prices

Non-automatic.

Ashlon-under-Lyne

Mortimer

from £4 12s. 6d. to £8 5s.
Thorsch & Co., Ltd.,
Street, Strand, W.C.

Magnaphot.

The

For use with owner’s
Film-holding device,

April

Travis Burton

25th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer
Camberwell C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Croydon C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Ilford P.S. Hints and Gadgefc.
Leicester and L.P.S. Alliance Prints and Slides.

” Prize Slides.

Stockport

F. G. Curson.

P.S.

“ What

to do and how

to do it.”

.
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Cinematography
What Sort of Cine ? E. APPLEBY.
The photographer contemplating the purchase of a cine camera is faced with a much larger
problem than beset him when he invested in his “ still ” instrument, and it is the purpose of this
article to summarise briefly those points which should be mainly considered in the new venture.

IN the buying of apparatus for any

kind of hobby, the question of
expense is always an important
one, but in amateur cinematography
the expense does not end with the
purchase of the camera. Considera¬
tion of the purpose for which the
instrument is to be used will be a guide
in this respect. Thus, if it is to be
used for work to be projected solely
in the home, where the rooms are
not unduly large, the camera taking
9.5-mm. film will be quite suitable.
It must always be remembered
that a cine camera is useless unless
a projector is available, and the
amateur usually finds himself obliged
to purchase one. If, then, he takes
the projector into consideration as
well as the camera when he is prepar¬
ing his budget, he will not find himself
in that unfortunate position of having
a film with no means of projecting it
owing to having spent all his available
cash on the camera.
This is where the question of size
will come in. If the would-be cinema¬
tographer

belongs to some

one cut in half, and this reduces the
cost of the final film even more, but
the pictures are very small, and require
a very powerful light to make a goodsize screen showing. Naturally, they
are quite good enough for small rooms.
Having decided how much he can
afford to spend on his materials, the
amateur is able to estimate what he
can afford to give for his apparatus.
Here the very old advice to give as
much as he can afford is excellent.
Perhaps the first consideration, after
size, is the lens, and it is good practice
to invest in the f/2.9 or even f/1.5, since
it widens the scope to a surprising
extent, and one does not want to have
to put the camera away as soon as
the light becomes dull, which is often
just the occasion when the instrument
is most required.
Cameras with turret heads will
appeal to those enthusiasts who are
going straight out for the best at the
start, and with three lenses fitted the
amateur has an instrument that

approaches as near professional per¬
fection as it is possible for an amateur
to get. These are very expensive,
costing between eighty and a hundred
pounds, and it may be safely assumed
that only a very few beginners will
purchase such instruments.
Very few cameras are used nowadays
with a hand drive, although they can
be purchased extremely cheaply on
the second-hand market ; but really
the advantage of the motor drive is
so great that the hand drive is hardly
worth considering, since a tripod is
really necessary for the proper
tion of this type of apparatus.
Many of the most
ments have several

opera¬

modern instru¬
speeds of film

running, from eight to sixty-four
frames per second, and the need for
a variation in speed often arises.
Some have an arrangement whereby
only one frame can be advanced at
a time, and this is useful for the
insertion
sub-titles,
otherspeed
" stills,”
into
the offilm.
The orfast
(or

organisation

wh.ch would appreciate his “ movies ”
at some of its functions, he would be
wise to adopt the 16-mm. size, in
order that a reasonable-size picture
can be projected in a hall.
But, of course, the question of
expense is not solved entirely by the
initial cost of camera and projector ;
the cost of the materials is a far more
important
worker.
For

one than it is to the “ still ”

instance,

the cost of 30 ft. of

9.5-mm. film, including processing,
is in the region of five shillings. The
50-ft. spool of 16-mm. film costs
about fourteen shillings, including
processing, so that it can be seen
that 9.5-mm. scores very heavily in
favour of running expenses. There are
variations in the costs of special kinds
of film stock, but these prices may be
taken as a fair indication of the
difference in cost.
There
8-mm.
34

is, of

course,

film, which

the

smaller

is really a 16-mm.

This is a photograph of the remarkable miniature village of Bekonscot in Bucking¬
hamshire. It is complete in every detail, with little models of people and vehicles
and a working railway. It could be made a valuable asset for cind work. Another
photograph showing the scale is given on the following page.
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Ro
llei CAMERA
rd
The MINIATUREco
FOR

EVERYBODY

!

ONLY

£1010$.

LEICA
The Leader
OF ALL MODERN
When

MINIATURE

CAMERAS

you have experienced the thrill of having the

wonderful Leica features at your command, you’ll at
once recognise its leadership. Quick as thought in
readiness for rapid succession snapshots, the shutter
wind and film advance being automatically coupled ;
this also makes double exposures impossible.
Model III gives long instantaneous exposures of I , J,
£ and £ seconds, and intermediate fractions, as well as
the usual I/20th to I/500th sec. Automatic focussing
works in conjunction with a built-in precision range¬
finder, ensuring a sharpness that would otherwise be
uncertain. Takes 12 to 36 exposures with one
loading— each one enlargeable to an enormous size.
Supplied in patent Ever-ready case for 25/6 extra.
MODEL III, with Ultra-rapid
Summar
F/2^lens
in collapsible
sunk
mount.
. £33:13
:0

CHOOSE FROM THE LARGEST AND MOST
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE of LEICA CAM¬
ERAS and ACCESSORIES in the KINGDOM

We’ve given the Rolleicord big space because it’s doing big
things for amateurs who’ve longed for a miniature camera of
the Rolleiflex type at a low price. With f/4.5 Zeiss Triotar
lens in Compur shutter and many Rolleiflex features, the
Rolleicord creates a precedent in modern photography. Takes
12 pictures 2^x2^ on 3^x2^ standard 8-exposure roll film.
A masterpiece in construction and performance. Supplied
in a unique patented leather case for £1 extra (case optional).
Look for the word Rolleicord on case. SEE IT AT YOUR
DEALERS — or write at once for beautiful brochure [in
colour, post free from Sole Importers:

R. F. HUNTER,
“ CELFIX
Phone

HOUSE,”

: Holborn

PLEASE

7311/2.

MENTION

“THE

at

WALLACE HEATON
LIMITED

119, NEW
Phones

LTD.

51, GRAY’S

INN

LONDON,

AMATEUR

EASY
Leica.

your

W.C.1

”

WHEN

BOND

: Mayfair

present

ST., LONDON, W.1

0924l5j6/7,

PAYMENTS.
Balance

GENEROUS

ROAD,

PHOTOGRAPHER

MODEL III, beautifully finished
in Chromium. . . . 24/- extra,

—Your

and

at 47, Berkeley

By Appointment
Street, W. 7

first easy payment secures the

in 9 equal monthly

instalments.

EXCHANGES. — Highest allowance made for
camera

in part exchange

CORRESPONDING

WITH

for a Leica.

ADVERTISERS.
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Cine-“Kodaks” for
Beginner and Expert

BB

16mm.

Cine-“Kodak”.

Junior.

The

F3.5 or fl.9 anastigmat

Model

K.

50 ft. Cine-Kodak

lens.

From

£13.13.0

The extra-versatile movie camera.
50 or 100ft. film capacity.

lens equipment,

18, 1934

smallest, lowest-priced

Holds

Film.

device;
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Model

speed

t
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fl.9 anastigmat,

Half¬

Standard

for

black-and-white and “Kodacolor”;
instantly interchangeable with big
range of special-purpose lenses — wideangle, long-focus, of various apertures
and focal lengths

-

-

-

-

£35.0.0

Models
The

K50 and K75.

best

in

16mm.

projection. Extremely
powerful

‘Kodascopes’
for Home
Model

C.

lighting

and

Lecture-Hall.

anical
and electrical
Every optical,
mech¬

Plugs into ordinary house

circuit ;

throws

a

refinement.
For
black-and-white 01

bright

flickerless picture 40 x 30 ins. at 9 or

18 ft. Motor-driven

rewind.

Can

to powerful

be

converted

watt model

for

-

-

-

-

projection

lamps (500 or 750
watt) throw pictures
of theatre-brilliance.

£18.18.0

“Kodacolor”
From
- - £75.0.0
KODAK LIMITED,
Kodak House, Kingsway,

300

£10.10.0

London, W.C.2.

Gucki
The

ever-

ready roll-film
miniature camera
Takes
Film.
ready
and

THE COOKE TELEPHOTO

16 pictures on a standard 8-ex posture V.P.Roll
This ever- ready camera opens automatically,
for use in one movement. Light, compact
handy, it is the pocket camera supreme.

q
/ a ■m w

anastigmat is a compact high-speed lens
of long focus. It gives images twice as
large as those of a normal lens yet with
the same bellows extension.

Trioplan Anastigmat
With
lens F/4.5 and Vario Shutter

£+
u O
■

With its full aperture of F/5.6, it is un¬
rivalled for instantaneous snaps of far

Other models available priced up to £14: 17:6.
See the Welta cameras in this and other types
at your dealers, or send for price list to the sole
importers

PEELING&VAN

4/6, HOLBORN
36
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slow-motion) is always a popular
feature on projection, and is well worth

with

a

latter

much

since

ing an instrument. He will find that
there is a wide variety of such cameras,

including in the
new amateur.

of the

all that really needs to be attended to
is to see that the shutter is set at the

all by reputable makers, and he will
also have an opportunity of judging

have

right speed and the aperture of the
lens correctly adjusted, and simplicity

how much his new hobby will cost.
There is a wide choice of film stock

Practically

requirements

all modern

cameras

direct-vision finders, most of them of
the telescopic type, and some of the
more

expensive

have

visual

fixed-focus
simplify

camera.

These

operations,

of operation is important when
venturing on to cinematography.

focussing,

but it is hardly likely that the beginner
will wish to be bothered with this

The
would
would do well

at first, being content with the
sing on the lens mount, or, more

make

catalogues

focus¬
often,

of

a study

first

- be
cinematographer
to obtain a number of
cine

apparatus

of them

before

and

to

purchas¬

to select from, so that, except in re¬
gard to price, all sizes are equally well
served, and as it is hardly likely that
the beginner will do his own processing,
the cost of accessories are not very
important

at first.

A Simple Device for Making Fades
JL

WHERE they are used with a

which leave the motif image (and not
merely the centre portion of the frame)
visible until the end. At the same time,
all the fades in a film should operate in

certain amount of intelligence,
the fades (in and out) are

extremely helpful to the amateur cine¬
matographer. They definitely slow down
cutting tempo — and thus may be em¬
ployed wherever it is desired to assemble
any sequence in a leisurely or impressive
fashion.

SIGURD

MOIR.

The accessory consists of a grooved
holder-ft-conveniently drilled to facilitate
rapid attachment — and the fader slide
proper. In use, the holder is quickly
attached to the lens hood, the slide
being operated as and when required
by the camera-man. The device is. of
course, best made of sheet metal, though
fine wood may prove an effective sub¬
stitute. To avoid scratching the lens hood
a lining collar of velvet may be cemented
inside the attachment opening.

The use of fades is generally indicated
only at the beginnings and at the ends of
sequences ; though they can be made
to introduce characters and certain

Note. — The

illustration

phases of action which would appear
too forceful were the introduction per¬
formed by means of a direct cut.
Hitherto, fades have been restricted
to an orthodox darkening of the image
from the edges of the frame inwards ;
but this method is scarcely ingenious,
and it frequently fails to achieve the

is

fader

slide

shaped

shown

to

give

in

the

fades

operating from any one of the four
corners of the film frame. If desired,

the same direction — i.e., from left to
right, or from bottom to top ; and with
these requirements in view, the type of

maximum of effectivity. My own prefer¬
ence is for more irregular fades — fades

fader shown in the accompanying
tration has been devised.

illus¬

supplementary
slides incorporating
curved and other shapes may be added
to the equipment ; but in any film it is
generally advisable to employ one
particular shape only and to operate
the fades according to the directional
instruction referred to above. — S. M.

Bekonscot

UR AND RAILWAY.

A WONDERFUL miniature village has grown up in Buckinghamshire. It is

called Bekonscot, and the stranger who visits it may well experience the
sensations of Gulliver in Lilliput. It has been designed by Mr. Callingham, of
Beaconsfield, and carried out by him and his gardener. It is situated in Warwick Road,
three minutes from Beaconsfield Station. The public are admitted on the first Satur¬
day in each month, and every Sunday, from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m., at a nominal admission
fee of is., which is devoted to the funds of the Railway Benevolent Institution and
other charities in which the owner is interested.
The model is situated in a beautiful rock garden covering an area of roughly 1,000
square yards, and consists of the ideal village, with streets, church (with stained glass
windows by Edmund Dulac), shops, road house, petrol station, hotel and other
public buildings, 1,200 feet of railway line with five stations complete with rollingstock and other accessories, fields, water-courses and woods. Tne whole is a most
remarkable achievement, which must be seen to be fully appreciated.
Mr. Callingham is pleased that anyone who so wishes should have the opportunity
of seeing his model village, and has no objection to photography or cinematography
by amateurs. It is a subject that offers great possibilities, and some of our readers
may, by arrangement, be enabled to visit Bekonscot on weekdays for picture-making
with the camera. At the same time they will have the opportunity of contributing
to the charities referred to.
The illustration on the previous page gives a general view of the village. On this
page an idea of the scale of the model

Visitors at Bekonscot.

OUR

SPECIAL

is indicated.

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

GIFT OFFER

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements with the Watkins Meter
of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.” and for the five issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages.
of each coupon is 6d.

Company,
The

value

Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from star successive issues of “ The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The

6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

iv of the advertisement

pages.
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Indeed, it is well to add two or three
drops of acetic acid per ounce to each
lot of washing water.

‘Deader d Questions

yv

Sepia

ANSWERED

The colour is too yellow for our
personal taste. This is not unusual with

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, mils'
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.

gaslight papers. A good plan with both
bromide and gaslight prints is to give
them a preliminary five minutes in the
sulphide solution, wash them thoroughly,
and then
as usual.

Acid

Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following condition^
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separates tamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such

Persulphate.

Levelling

Is it possible to make up a stock solution of
ammonium persulphate ?
C. B. L. (Dublin.)

A stock solution
Bennett is :

suggested

by

H.

W.

Ammonium
persulphate . . 240 grs.
Sodium sulphite . .
. . 48 grs.
Sulphuric acid
. .
. . 48 min.
Water
. .
. .
. .
5 oz.
Add five to eight parts of water to one
part of this.

Thin

Negative.

Is the thin, weak image of the enclosed negative
due to under-exposure ? How is under-exposure
identified in a negative ?
T. W. (Bath.)

The weak image is the result of under¬
development. You should have con¬
tinued the process longer. If you
examine the negative you will see that
there is sufficient detail, even in the
shadows, although it is very faint.
It is absence of proper shadow detail
that indicates insufficient exposure,
assuming that development has been
carried far enough to bring this detail out
if there had been the necessary light
action.

Photographing

Lace.

You do not give enough particulars to
enable us to advise you. Usually lace
is photographed flat, and a good plan is
to tack it lightly to black velvet stretched
over a board. If the lace is white a
slow ordinary plate is suitable ; if it
is yellowish, an orthochromatic plate
with a yellow filter. There should be no
trouble about definition. If the lace is
laid flat, an anastigmat will need little
or no stopping down. You
should
use a camera with a focussing screen,

98

lines

that

are

to

levelling

be
is

(Sheffield.)

As far as the apertures are concerned
there is a slight difference in speed.
This is indicated by the squares of the
numbers, which are 3.61
spectively — a difference so
it is negligible in practice.

what

de¬

Other

and 4 re¬
small that

Intensification.

processes

are

considered

need

be observed.

in Finder.

Presumably you refer to the small
finders, with a lens, often fitted to hand
cameras. The image may be, as you
say, correct in the finder, but you do not
make the exposure with the lens of the
finder. The camera lens must necessarily
be in a position different from that of
the finder lens, and the nearer the object
photographed the more this difference
matters. As to the definition, the finder
lens has such a short focus that objects
at almost every distance appear equally
does not
apply.
sharp
; but
with the camera lens this

Screen-plate

of Lens.

Is there any real difference in the rapidity of a
lens at f/1.9 compared with one at f/2, or is the
different marking only fanciful ?
C. J. H.

tone

If an image in the finder of a camera is sharp, and
in the right position, why should it come out
fuzzy and in the wrong place in the negative ?
A. M. (Swindon.)

the focussing screen, with which it must
be exactly parallel. Then swing the
camera again to bring the line close
to the other edge. When parallelism
is secured in both positions the camera
is level.

Uranium

proportion

Definition

most necessary. Select a clearly-marked
vertical line, and swing the camera so
that this line is close to one edge of

Rapidity

and

Hypo.

no exact

Why is uranium so seldom recommended now for
intensifying negatives ? What is a good formula ?
How is the process carried out ? T. J. (Lincoln.)

What is the best way of setting about photo¬
graphing lace so as to get it very sharp ?
D. U. (London.)

so that you can see exactly
finition you are getting.

vertical

correctly

bleach

others prefer two ounces. Anything
between these limits is satisfactory, as

a Camera.

It is when

to

Some use one ounce of potassium
metabisulphite to one pound of hypo ;

My stand camera has no spirit level or anything
of the kind. Is there any simple way of making
sure it is level ?
S. S. C. (Louth.)

rendered

proceed

What are the correct proportions of hypo and
metabisulphite for an acid fixing
?
C. L. bath
(Coventry.)

enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroati
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Ammonium

Toning.

Would you consider the colour of the accompany¬
ing gaslight prints a good example of the effect
of sulphide toning ?
L. E. L. (Dundee.)

to be

more reliable, especially the bleach-andredevelop forms. Proceed as follows
for uranium
treatment. In 10 oz.
water dissolve 100 grs. uranium nitrate ;
in another 10 oz. water dissolve 100 grs.
potassium ferricyanide. For use take
one ounce of each, and add 2 fl. drs.
acetic acid. Experience alone shows
how far the treatment must be carried,
but when the negative is considered
strong enough it is washed in a few
changes of still water till the yellow
stain has gone from the clear parts.
Prolonged washing will remove the
colour, especially if the water is alkaline.

Structure.

I am told that some years ago you published photomicrographs of all the colour-plate structures.
If this is the case could you refer me to the issue ?
P. L. (London.)

We

have

certainly

never

published

photographs of the structures
colour plates. As long ago as

of all
March

18th, 1925, we published an article on
the subject by Ernest Marriage, who
illustrated it with four 300-diameter
magnifications, the plates shown being
Autochrome, Dioptichrome, Agfa and
Paget.

Cleaning

Negative

Glasses.

A friend has given me some old quarter-plate
negatives, the glasses of which I intend to use for
making masks as described recently in your pages.
I find it tiresome to scrape off the film with a
knife ; is there a better way ? W. F. F. (Finchley.)

There is, we are glad to say, a much
better way. Besides being tedious your
method will result in scratches. Soak
the negatives in cold water, lay flat in a
dish, film side up, and pour very hot
(nearly boiling) water over them. The
gelatine at once softens, and a rub with
a stiff brush will remove every trace.
Rinse the glasses under the tap, and
stand on edge to dry. They will then
need
ready

only

a final polish

for use.

to make

them

April

18, 1934
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The

The Patent Etui Camera — is so
slim that you slip it instinctively

ALDIofS

into your pocket. It’s a feather¬
weight camera, you can take it
with you always. For Plates,
Film Packs or Roll Films.

PATENT

on

ETUI

a lens
is a

Camera

31vT1
Double with
Extension.
o AZ. 2 III. Fitted
F/4.5

guarantee

Zeiss Tessar lens, in “D.A.” Compur Shutter, including 3 plateholders in wallet jT
|5 ‘ I5 " 0

Alv-Ol
'4AJI

in

Double Extension.

III. Fitted with F/4.5

Zeiss Tessar lens, in “D.A.” Com-

excellence.

pur Shutter, including
3 plate-holders in wallet

£17: 10:0
Illustrated
and Price

Prospectus .
List from :

THORSCH
37,

name

BEDFORD

FREE

& CO., LTD.

STREET,

STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C.

Test

2

ALDIS

Chart

postcard,

BROTHERS,

TWO

lA miniature camera]
[that offers big value;

cm request. Aldis Lens Book. For
please send

SPARKHILL,

for less than the price of
ONE
(Projecting

9.5-mm.

and

the PAILLARD-Bolex
Model G.916 is the ideal
apparatus
for all-the-yearround projections.

VOIGTLANDER

HIGH

which

designed

PRICE:

with 110-v. 500-w. lamp .. £47
Resistance for higher voltages, 50/-

CINEX LIMITED,
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

70, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.1 39

in Design

AMATEUR

for

LUMINOSITY

One hundred per cent geardriven (no belts) yet selling
at a much lower price than
that asked for ordinary
belt-driven projectors.

W.C. I

Old in Experience — New

has been

(250 lumens) as distinct
with light intensity inside
the lamphouse.

Vo.gtlander
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HOLBORN,

A machine
specially

SCREEN

your dealer to demonstrate,
or write for details to :

SCHERING

films.)

to its extremely

powerful
illumination,
500-watt direct lighting,

With Voigtlander Skopar f/4.5 in delayedaction 3-speed shutter, £7 15s. F/3.5
models at £10 17s. 6d. and £12 15s. od.

188/192

16-mm.

Thanks

Perkeo
Ask

BIRMINGHAM.

Projectors

The Voigtlander Perkeo, though so neat and compact, is built
to a precision standard and is capable of the finest results.
Taking 16 pictures 3x4 cm. on standard V.P. film, the Perkeo
is always ready for shooting. You focus by a milled knob
before or after the camera is opened, and on touching the catch
the front glides forward. Fitted with optical direct-vision view¬
finder, the Perkeo represents really remarkable value in a
small camera.
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Stout paper covers
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Wellcome
London

DATE

“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography : it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur

Crown

1/6

TO

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.

products will
make
8 ozs.

products for
200 ozs. of

UP

Antbor of “ The Complete Photographer,”
“Hand Cameras,” “Photographic
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containing
sufficient

RIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE
EASY

For development
of miniature Films
Gives

ADVERTISEMENTS

Co.

Obtainable

from

all leading booksellers,

ILIFFE & SONS

LTD.,

Dorset

By Post 2/3
or direct

House,

by post from

Stamford

the Publishers

Street, London,

S.E.1

COPYRIGHT

1559

HlUICK
POSTAL SERVIC^
ROLL FILM DEVELOPING. VELOX PRINTS. KODAK

I
I

ROYAL BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. WOOD FRAMES.
ALL KINDS. “ NATTY ” FRAMES. PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING. COLOURING, SEPIA AND BLUE TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS. PORTRAIT
GIFT. SUNBURN MIRROR SNAPS
KUTOORAPH
PLYWOOD CUT-OUTS IN COLOUR. Regd. FOTOZO
Reed. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. lor 1934 List and Terms.

^PEEDY

“The

BALDAX
Takes 16 pictures on Standard 2^x31 Roll Film.
Self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading, optical
direct vision view-finder, all-metal body.

D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.I^J

Amateur

Photographer.”

18/4/34.

ADVANCED
WORKERS’ COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available

“ The Amateur

till Monday,

April 30th.

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

18/4/34.

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Monday, April 30th.

Reg. No.
77^562

“The
There are many striking effects and compositions only
possible against the light. Why not equip your camera to
take them ? Besides, bright light can often strike direct
into the lens, especially when reflected by sea or other water.
Prevent this — fit a C.E.W. Lens Shade. Instantly detachable.

PRICES:
When

40

PLEASE

BOLTON
MENTION

“The

Amateur

Photographer.”

PRINT

“The

Amateur

18/4/34

CRITICISM

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

18/4/34.

COUPON

This Coupon to be affixed to each query.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Meyer Trioplan, Vario shutter. ... £4 7
Meyer Trioplan. Ibsor shutter. ... £6 5
Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter.. £7 7
Meyer Trioplan, delayed-action Compur

F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar in delayed-action

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

• LANCS
"THE

18/4/34.

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Monday, April 30th.

2/- each apo°7e1r!ijin. 2/6 each

87 BRADSHAWCATE-

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

ordering state size of front of lens mount.

C.-E.WILLIS LTD

Amateur

F/4.5
F/3.5
F/3.5
F/2.9

6
0
0

£9 5°

Compur

THE VEST-POCKET PICCOCHIC 3x4
£9 18CM.6
TAKES 16 _
PICTURES ON Y.P. FILM.
Prices from £3:7:6
Stocked by all leading dealers, or write for free
porters
Illustrated
Catalogue showing
complete range of
:—
THE
Baldax and Piccochic Models from the Sole im¬

NORSE TRADING CO. (LONDON), LTD.
47, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.1
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Business

Notices

Postal Orders

Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
21 d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

VOIGTLANDER Superb Roll Film Reflex for 3* x 21film, f/3.5 Skopar len3, delayed-action Compur
shutter ; absolutely as new ; splendid camera ; low¬
est, £15. — Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Reading. [1264

LEICA Model II, Elmar f/3.5, hood, ever-ready
314 X shutter,
2J Ensign50/-;
Roll 3*X2*
Film, Ensar
Kodak f/4.5,
Roll 3-speed
Film,
case, late model ; new condition, £15/10. —
Box 9952, c/o'“ The Amateur Photographer.” [1334

autographic, Kodar f/7.9, 3-speed shutter, leather
case, 50/- ; both new condition. — Wilson, 5, Horn
Hill, Millom.
[1355
1-PLATE

4

9x12

Agfa, f/4.5, Compur,

Notes

being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as_remittances^_

Special Note
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

;

z

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

37, Montserrat

Brownie, 6/6
condenser, as new.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

new

bellows,

7/6 ;

No.

2

15/- Lantern,
; *-pl. D.E.
Field, 12/6
;
Newton’s
4-in.
[1368
offers, exchanges considered, P.C. Kodak. — 15,
Honeymead, Caine.
[1372
V.P.
SUPERIOR Miniature Outfits, as new, Zeiss
f/6.3

Contax, f/2.8 Tessar, £17/10 ; Ernoflex
Folding Reflex, f/3.5, interchangeable 7-in.
Tele Tessar, slides, F.P.A.’s, £18/10 ; latest
Soho Reflex, f/3.5 Dalmac, 3 D.D., £14/10.
Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.

London.

[1356
1-PLATE Stand Camera, R.R. lens, Kodak
2 shutter, 5 D.D. slides, tripod, leather case ;
perfect working order, £2, or offer. — 292, Ripple
Rd., Barking.
[1357

AND

V.P. Ensignette,

double exten-

Rd., Putney,

CAMERAS

EISS Miroflex 9x12 cm. Focal-plane and Reflex,
12 £52
slides,
F.P.A., black leather case.
tripodf/4.5,
; cost
. condition
as new, £27/10, or
offer. — H. Wilbourn,
65, Wensleydale Rd., Hampton,
Middlesex.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

sion, 6 slides, F.P.A., case, as new, £5. —

Myerscough,

Jor Advertisements sliuiiul be
& Co
SONS LTD., and crossed

AND

payable to ILIFFE

mistakes.
to avoid are
is taken
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
Proprietors
The
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words ” Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Dorset House,
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o * The Amateur Photographer,’
letters will be simply forwarded by us to
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amapiiot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

sent m payment

made

Baby
— 89,
[1373

|\/TIROFLEX 9x12 cm., Zeiss f/2.7, 12 slides, perfeet, £20 ; also *-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5,
£6/10. — Herbert, Coburg Place, Weymouth. [1374

LENSES

[j 1V1

REFLEX T.-P. *-pl., Cooke f/4.5, spring-raised
3x4 cm. Dolly, f/4.5, 3-speed shutter, new
31x2* D.E. Zodel Plate, f/3.8, Compur (D.A.),
JLO brilliant finder and purse ; as new, £2/10. —
KODAK, 3* X 2J, F.P.A., Compur, f/6.3 BuschSANDERSON Superior *-pl. Regular, 80/- ; Goerz 31x2* Etui, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed-action Compur,
N. & G. V.P. Roll Film Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5
31x2* Tropical Contessa, Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
condition, purse, filter, 55/-. — Martin, 39, Fore
St., St. Ives, Cornwall.
[1361

2 6 slides, finder (D.V.), £4 ; new. — Gilpin, 11,
Kimberley Drive, Belfast.
[1362
Lomb, leather case ; good condition, £3/10. —
23, Cubley Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham.
[1363

lens, between lens K1 filter, lens hood, canvas
carrying-case ; good condition, £9. — Rivington,
14, Drummond Place, Edinburgh.
[1365

1x2* Zeiss Ikon Trona Camera, f/4.5, Compur,
2 D.E., leather case. 12 plate-holders, 8 special
colour or ordinary plate-holders, F.P.A., rollholder, leas hood, filter holder, Alpha filter,
Agfa colour filter, Optochrome graduated sky
filter, holder, extra back ; guaranteed perfect
condition ; reasonable offer. — Birchenough, 25,
Cheviot Avenue, Oldham, Lancs.
[1367

Focussing Tenax, 3*x2*, Dogmar f/4.5, 3
D.D. slides, F.P.A., case, 90/- ; Ensign Folding
J-pl. Reflex, as new, f/4.5 Zeiss, 3 D.D. slides,
case, £10. — Barlow, Northfield Circus, Edinburgh.

mirror, focal-plane l/10th to 1/1, 000th,
Mackenzie adapter and 8 slides, magnifiers, leather
case ; perfect condition throughout, £5/10 or near
offer. — Marriott, 8, Dereham Rd., Norwich. [1375
1 F* on V.P. Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5, 3-speed, extra
17, Eldon

St., St. Helens, Lancs.

[1376

2 3 slides, F.P.A., double extension, £7/17/6.
-— Box 16, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1378
2 6 slides, F.P.A. ; excellent condition, £6. — 11.
Esplanade, Lowestoft.
[1383

[1370
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CAMERAS

V.P. Kodak, f/6.3, lAOth to 1 (100th, emerald green .
£2 5 0
x 2i Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. new Compur,
double ex., rise, cross, latest automatic bellows catches, wire
finder, clip-on slides. Like new .
£9 17 6
41x24 Kodak Roll Film, f/7.9, 3-speed. As new .
19s. 6d.
5 x 4 It. White Cine Screen, on auto, rollers. Snip .
£1 5 6
31 x 21 Soho Roll Film, f/6.3, l/5th to l/100th. As new _
£2 2 0
Cine Advert. Lantern, complete. Cost £25 .
£7 10 0
P.C. Klinictx, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
£2 19 6
31 x 21 Nagel Plate, f/6.8, 3-speed, single ex .
£1 9 6
i-pl. Goerz Roll Film Plate, f/6.8, Compur. As new .
£2 5 0
Ensign Cinepactum Projector Auto. Cabinet .
£4 12 6
31 x 21 Certonet RoU Film, f/4.5, 3-speed. Snip .
£2 2 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, l/10th to 1/1 ,000th, deep hinged hood,
long ex., revolving back, slides, case .
£10 10 0
Sinclair Magnifier, adjustable, in case .
£1 1 0
Reflex Cases, limp mail cloth, all-round strap .
8s. lid.
10-mm. Zeiss Ikon Wafer Camera, Tessar f/2.7. Cost £20 £9 17 6
Case for Cine Ensign or Thalhammer Tripod .
9s. 0d.
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, l/15th to 1/1 ,000th, new hood
(to take pictures secretly at right angles) .
£8 17 0
31 x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, Skopar f/4.5, D.A. latest Compur,
8 or 16 on 31x21, wire-finder. List £10 .
£5 15 0
91-mm. Pathe Film Developing Tank, complete .
£15
0
31 x 21 Duoflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, patent metal shutter, eyelevel view, unique, compact. Cost £18 .
£8 8 0
31 x 2} Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur, rise front .
£3 19 0
V.P. Zeiss Piccolette, Tessar f/4.5, latest Compur .
£5 17 0
31 x 21 Ensign 7 Film Plate, f/4.5, 1 to l/100th, rise, cross. . £4 4 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5 Speed, l/15th to 1/1 ,000th (take
pictures right angles secretly), slides .
£9 18 6
i-pl. Zodel Plate, f/6.8, 3-speed, double ex., elides .
£1 1 0
31 x 21 Ensign Press Roll Film, f/4.5, latest l/25th to l/500th, focalplane, automatic film wind, latest. As new .
£7 10 0
7i-in. Beck f/7.7, 7 speeds .
12s. 6d.
6-in. Voigt, f/6.3, 1 to l/300th .
£1 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, new D.A. Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross, wire-finder, slides. Snip .
£6 17 6
200-ft. Mickey Mouse 10-mm. Films, on 400-ft. reel .
£1 10 0
34x21 Dalian Plate Film-pack Developing Tank .
13s. lid.
4i-in. Aldis f/6.3, Compur, £1 4 6.
8J-in. Goerz f/5, £19
6
8x Binoculars, prism, latest centre focus, case .
£3 3 0
FEW
ONLY. — 10-mm. Ensign Super Projectors, 50-watt, 400-ft.
arms, resistance, solid machine of quality .
£3 17 0
i-pl. Soho F.P. Adapter, 9s. 0d.
i-pl. Soho D. Slides, 9s. 0d.
i-pl. Ernemann Mackenzie Slide and Envelopes .
£1 17 6
60x40 Silver Screens, on rollers. As brand new .
17s. 6d.
4J-in. Ross Homocentric f/6.3, 1 to l/100th shutter .
£1 17 6
Distars and Proxars, for various lenses. Write.
34 x 24 T.-P. F.P. Adapter .
10s. 6d.
i-pl. Anschutz F.P. Adapter .
9s. 6d.
FEW
ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, 100-watt, motor,
resistance, carrying-case. List £15 15s .
£7 15 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross
front, wire-finder. List £17 .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/2.6, focus to 1 ft., interchanging lenses,
3 speeds, title crank, 100-ft,, leather case .
£9 17 6
94-mm. Pathe Projector. Cost £6 15s .
£2 15 0
4 i-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. As new .
£3 17 6
3i x 24 Agfa Roll Film, f/4.5, 7-speeds. Like new .
£3 17 6
Pathe SB Films, 17s. 6d.
Pathe S Films, 15s. Od.
i-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Folding Super Reflex, f/4.5, l/10th
triple ex., revolving back, D. slides .

to 1/1, 000th,
£18 18 0

16-mm. Kodak B Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, automatic
all movements, resistances, case. Cost £88 .

threading.
£34 10 0

FEW. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Camera, Dallmeyer f/1.9, focus to
1 ft., 4 speeds, 100 ft., carrying-case, carton .
£9 17 6
3i x 21 Nagel Film, f/6.3, 3-speed, self-erecting .
£2 5 0
2i x 24 Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, f/7.7. As new .
£115 0
Pathe 200-B Super Projector, 200-watt, resistance .
£11 11 0
34 x 24 N.G. Sibyl Plate, Ross X pres f/4.5, slides .
£8 8 0
16-mm. Bolex Projector, 100-watt, motor, resistance .
£7 15 0
4-pl. Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8. Compur, D. slides .
£2 2 0
i-pl. Ernemann Roll Film Plate, f/6.8, 7-speed .
£112
6
34 x 24 Wirgin Plate, Xenar f/3.5. D.A. Compur, double ex., rise, cross.
wire-finder, all inlaid. Slides .
£6 17 6
Bewi Distance Meter, £1 1 0.
Bewi Exposure Meter, £110
Riteway Roll Film Slide, 34 x 24. Cost 35s .
£1 1 0
20-mm. Dallmeyer f/1.5, suit Ensign, Victor, Filmo .
£6 17 6
Electro phot Photo-Electric Exposure Meter .
£3 3 0
SLIDES.— 34 x 24 Soho Book, 15s. Od.
V.P. N. & G., 9s. 6d.
V.P. Goerz Nickel, 2s. 9d.
V.P. Soho Double, 9s. 6d.
34 x 24 T.-P. Double F.P. Adapter, 14s. 6d.
Single type, 9s. lid.
P.C. Kodak, Zeiss, Ensign Roll Film Hide Cases .
7s. 6d.
3i x 24 Wirgin Roll Film, f/3.5, D.A. new Compur .
£4 17 6
34 x 24 Dallmeyer Snapshot Roll Film, f/6 anastigmat .
£2 2 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolve back, case .
£6 17 6
620 Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3, 3-speed, 34x24. As new £2 2 0
Kodacolor Camera Filters, in case. As new .
£1 19 0
94-mm. Cine Nizo Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5, 3 speeds .
£7 15 0
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, Cooke f/3.6, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep
hood, revolving back. D. slides, case .
£11 11 0
V.P. Piccolette Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5. black Compur .
£3 15 0
4-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Combined Reflex and Press, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, latest l/3rd to l/2,000th. Cost £50 .
£21 10 0
35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, f/3.5. single picture .
Leica Printer, £1 5 0.
16-mm. Ensign Luxe
40 x 30 Crystal Beaded Screen, luxe auto, case .

£4 4 0
Splicer, 15s. Od.
£4 17 6

34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, 1/3.4 Speed, focal-plane, l/25th to
l/500th, latest hood, Cost £10. As new .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Luxe Projector, 250-watt, all movements, tilting,
unique head, extra resistance, case. Cost £50 .
£2110 0
200-B Transformer, more light, saves current .
£1 6 0
Barlock Portable Typewriter, brand new, case .
£7 7 0
400-ft. Aluminium 16-mm. Reels, unused. Each .
3s. Od.
94-mm. Cine Nizo 100-ft. Camera, f/2.8, 4 speeds .
£22 10 0
4-pl. Field, Beck R.R., triple ex., elides, tripod .
£2 15 0
Adheso Title Letters, sponged, gummed, the finest clear-cut cin6
letters obtainable, 100 in box .
17s. 6d.
Bell-Howell Cine Exposure Meter. Cost £6 5s .
£2 5 0
8-mm. Cine-Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used .
£6 17 6
8-mm. Kodak Projector, complete in case. As new .
£6 17 6
4-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar, famous f/4.5, l/10th to
l/1.000th, deep hood, double slides, case .
£7 15 0
Permarec Recorder, for talkies. As new .
£1 6 6
Permarec Super Pickup, hardly used .
£3 7 0
Permarec 10-in. Double-sided Blank Records .
2s. Od.
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, latest hood,
latest mirror, revolve back, slides. Snip .
£8 8 0

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
SEVEN

42

DAYS’

APPROVAL.

GORSE
RD., BLACKBURN
WRITE

NOW.

POST

PHOTOGRAPHER

ANYWHERE.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

LATEST Revolving Back Pressman Reflex, f/3.4,
carefully used, beautiful condition, slides,
F.P. A., roll-holder, special case, £8 ; wanted,
Rolleiflex with plate adapter. — Box 17, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1379

MAKE CERTAIN of CORRECT EXPOSURE
with a MINIATURE CAMERA BY USING A

“DREM”

“ JUSTODREM

Ensign Convertible
Compound
SANDERSON
i-pl. Hand anastigmat.
or Stand, D.E.,
f/7.7
shutter, focussing screen, 3 D.D. slides, £3 ; also

The

31x2} T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,

years of experience in making
exposure meters is a guarantee
of the absolute accuracy and

6X4double
cm. book-form
Dallmeyerslides,
Speed,
Pentac,con¬5
F.P. f/2.9
A. ; perfect
dition, £6/17/6 ; approval against deposit or

technical perfection
instrument.

write. Accring¬
[1384

film clips, measure, red lamp (electric), roller
squeegee, ferrotype plate, dusting brush, home¬
made printing-box (electric), printing frames,
print drying frame, print trimmer, masks, £2/15 ;
would separate ; particulars. — -W. Avery, Greystones, Longford Avenue, Southall, Middlesex. [1385

NO.
7 Ensign
Roll1 Film,
Aldis
Uno
f/4.5, Carbine
Mulchro 3}x2}
shutter,
to 1 /100th,
rising and cross front ; new condition, £4
deposit approval. — Below.

31x24 Plate, metal body, double extension, rack

2 rising and cross front, f/4.5 anastigmat,
delayed-action Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec.,
3 dark slides in wallet, new Christmas. £4 ; deposit
approval. — Advertiser, 106, Bevington Rd., Aston,
Birmingham.
11387
1-PLATE Sanderson, reversing back, wide-angle
4 rack focussing, Aldis Series II f/6 anastigmat
older pattern Compur shutter, Aldis Trio
extension lens, 3 double book-form slides, leather
case ; excellent condition, £4/4. — Box 21, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1388

”

factor is com¬

“ Justodrem ” and then note
the indication on the outside
of the instrument. Our many

2
3 slides, F.P. A., focussing magnifiers, special
shoulder-strap, leather case ; cost £15 last year ;
£9. — Keliett, 85, Lister Avenue, Bradford. [1382

for —a Complete
beginner. Developing
Ensign Folding
x2},
SALE.
and Camera,
Printing 3.1Outfit
tripod, Kodak film tank No. 34, porcelain dishes,

personal

drem.”
All that inisthe
necessary
pletely eliminated
“Justo¬
to ascertain the correct expo¬
sure is to look through the

Construments 20 Outfit, unused, 15/-. — Sewell, 135,
Rathcoole Gardens, Hornsey.
[1380

deposit system ; no offers ; call or
Willcock, 63, Earl St., Clayton-le-Moors,
ton.

METER

of

this

Price 15/Leather

“ DREMOSCOP

Case

3/- extra.

”

The " Dremoscop " is a real
masterpiece in the sphere of
photographic exposure meters.
It is fitted with an automatic
“ stop ” action which prevents
the user bringing back the
numeral when the barrel of
the meter has been revolved to
the point where the number
has disappeared, thus avoid¬
ing any possibility of error
when the exposure — as indi¬
cated on the diaphragm and
exposure
scales
scop ” — is
read.of the “ Dremo¬

Price 30/-

Leather Case 3/- extra.

“ LEICASCOP

”

This new “ Drem” Exposure Meter
is specially produced for use with
the ** Leica" camera. The exposure

T.-P.slides,
i-pl. F.P.
Tropical
Reflex,
f/2.9case,Ross£20.lens,
6 D.D.
A., and
leather
— Below.

scale on the “ Leicascop ” corres¬
ponds exactly to the shutter speeds
of the “ Leica,” everything the

1f|Xl5 cm. Contessa Nettel Focal-plane, f/4.5,
All Tessar, Mackenzie-Wishart adapter, 14 sheaths,
2 D.D. slides and leather case ; perfect condition,
£10/10.— Below.

user of a “ Leica” wants to know
about exposure is made plain

31x24 Miroflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 1 dozen single

with the “ Leicascop.”

31x21 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 leas, 1 dozen

A new " Drem ” Exposure Meter
designed specially for use with the
" Contax” camera. The “ Contax-

4

of the focal-plane

2 slides, F.P.A., release, K1 screen, Dallmeyer
Telephoto f/5. 6, complete with leather case ; as
new, £28/10.— Below.

“ CONTAXCOP

2 single slides and case ; excellent condition,
£6/10.— Below.
1-PLATE Zeiss Lloyd Plate and Film Camera,

”

cop
” is
with an exposure
" Conta
x” fitted
camera.
scale
corresponding
to the
Pfjc
g speeds
30/-

f/4.5 Tessar lens ; as new, £8. — Below.

1-PLATE Horizontal Enlarger, f/6.3 lens, revolving
2 carrier, electric light, £6. — Apply, A. V.
Bibbings, 15, Forde Park, Newton Abbot.
[1393

LeatherVCase

shutter of the

3/- extra.

V.P. Agfa Roll Film, practically new, f/3.9

anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1/ to 1 /300th
sec., Correx developing tank, sundries, £5 lot. —
Barrett, 43, St. Albans Avenue, Chiswick, W.4.

1-PLATE Klito, as new ; what offers ?— Jarvis,
4 Panswell, Leverington, Wisbech, Cambs. [1395
(1394
1-PLATE Cameo, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat, roll-film
4 adapter, 6 slides, Zeiss colour filter ; all as
new ; sacrifice, 39/6. — Ellis, 61, The Mount,
Belfast.
[1396
1-PLATE

4

and

N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, rising

cross

front,

6

slides

E.P.A.,

focussing

screen, £5.— Miss Scott, 58, Chartfield
S.W.15.

Avenue,
[1398

G1RAFLEX 4.1x3}, revolving back, Model B, f/4.5 ;

C recently cost £36/1/6, and indistinguishable
from brand new, with leather case, £18. —
Masters, 65, Endell St., W.C.2.
[1400

“ CINEMETER

Correct measurement of light
value is absolutely essential
to ensure perfect pictures with
a cine camera. You cannot
meter
” — the
Drem
go wrong
if you
use aexposure
“ Cinemeter designed for use with
any cine camera. Automatic
“ stop ” when correct lens
diaphragm is indicated.

Price 30/-

Leather

COST £13. — Agfa Isolar de Luxe, f/4.5 Doppel

anastigmat, Compur, rising and cross fronts,
double extension, 3 slides, new condition, £6.- —
Stewart, c/o Reading, 237, Baker St., N.W.l. [1401

BALDAX, month old, 16 pictures on 3}x2} film,

”

For any Cin6 Camera.

Case

THE

3/- extra.

NEW

“JUSTOPHOT”

This
greatly
improved
“Justophot"
the bestall
of the
all
exposure
meters
for indoor
use ; it is
embodies

Meyer f/3.5 lens, shutter speeds 1 to 1 /150th
sec., delayed action, first film still unused, £ 6/5
model ; accept £5/5. — 43, Burlington Avenue,
Oldham.
[1405

well-known “ Justophot ” features, viz., absolute ac¬
curacy, independence of tables or calculations ; quick
and decisive operation, the actual exposure OK/

SIBYL Vitesse, Ross Xpres f/3.5, Teleros f/5. 5,

BEFORE

6 double slides, F.P. A., lens hood and filter
holder, cable release, 2 N. & G. cases ; perfect
order (recently adjusted by makers) ; first-class
condition, £28 ; deposit system. — 18, Morehampton
Rd., Dublin.
[1408
WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

measurement

of “ DREM
“ Drem

takes less time than ever.

BUYING

” Exposure

DREM

AN

EXPOSURE

” METERS
Meiers

METER

and ACCESSORIES
are
obtainable
dealer,
or

PRODUCTS

Price W/m

write for NEW

LIST

JUST PUBLISHED.

through

any photographic
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FOTH-FLEX
ROLL
FILM
REFLEX

1-PLATE Mahogany Field, double extension, f/8
2 lens, T.-P. roller-blind shutter, 2 D.D. slides ;
perfect order, 45/-. — Rees, 30, St. Paul’s Avenue,
Barry.
[1407

31x21 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac lens,

2 focal-plane shutter, speeded from l/8th to
1 /1,000th sec., 4 double slides, F.P.A., Gamma
filter in screw cell which can be kept permanently
attached ; the whole in perfect condition, complete
in hide case, £12/10. — Below.

AND

LENSES~

S
ERA
| CAM
extension,
cross, f/6.
7 slides,
F.P. A., leather
KLIMAX
i-pl.,rise,
Aldis
Compound,
double
case, £6/10 ; or exchange V.P. Press ; wanted,
Zeiss Filters, 30-mm. — Smith, 19, Coronation
Avenue, Alvaston, Derby.
[1432

41x3} Ensign Roll Film, Cooke Series IHa

4 f/6. 5 anastigmat, Ibso shutter, 1 to l/100th
sec., rising and cross front, leather case ; excellent
condition, 45/-. — Oakbrook, Oldfield Rd., W. 3. [1433

4 Compur
shutter, Roll
radial
leather
31x2}
Voigtlander
Film,focussing,
f/4.5 Skopar,

V.P. Ernemann, f/1.8 Ernostar, focal-plane shutter,

case ; as new, £6. — Tinsley, Keble College, Oxford.

Ail/HOLE-PLATE

plate-holders, leather case ; new condition ;
cost £44 ; sell £11. — -Hudson, Pilgrim House,
[1440
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[1441

speeded from l/20th sec., 12 single slides,
changing-box for plates, F.P.A., case ; the whole
as split new, £18. — Carswell, 11, S. Tay St.,
Dundee.
[1409

W

Studio Camera,

Dallmeyer

SOHO Reflex, i-pl., Cooke f/3.5 lens, 4 double

lens,

2 slides ; cost over £20 ; sell, £3/15 ; call

or write. — Turner, 9, Pink Lane,
Tyne.

31x2} Ernemann Press, f/2.7 Ernemann Ernostar,

NewcaStle-on[1410

2 quick-wind focal-plane, l/20th to 1/1, 000th,
rise, cross, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., leather case ;
perfect, £12/17/6 or offer. — Ford, Woodland,
Walmley Rd., Sutton Coldfield.
[1443
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, latest

TX/EENY-ULTRIX, all metal, V.P. film, f/3.5
Y T Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 1 to l/300th see., etc. ;
hardly used, £8/5. — 35, Whitefriars Avenue, Wealdstone.
[1411

NEWMAN-GUARDIA Sibyl Camera, 3}x2}, with

film pack and sundries, £10/10; also Sibyl
Daylight Enlarger, to whole-plate, £2. — Wigram,
Mount Sandford, Barnstaple.
[1412

VOIGTLANDER
Virtus,Compur,
16 on parallax
3}x2} film,
f/3.5
Heliar lens, D.A.
compensa¬
tion view-finder, 1934 model, splendid condition ; cost
£13/13 ; accept £8/15, or nearest. — Sykes, 19, Hallcross Grove, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield. [1413

With delayed-action focal-plane shutter, 2}X2}
pictures (12 on 3}X2} in. film), f/3.5 anastigmat lens.

£10:7:6

Or 12 equal payments of 18/2 per month.
Case, 10s. 6d.

New

1-PLATE

4

2/6 ; complete

vited, London district. — Box 30, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1418
1-PLATE Graflex Roll Film, f/4 Stellor lens,
4
also Ross Telecentric to fit, £10.— Box 31,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1419

With

Or 12 equal payments 12/8 per month.
f/3.5 anastigmat

CA

Pressman,

UNIVERSAL Camera at bargain price, }-pl.

SI . O . U

10/- per month.

SERVICE
“ BALDA ”
16 pictures on 31 x 2} film
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/150th sec., T. and B.
£6 6 0

velvet-lined case ; all as new ; cost £35/16 ; accept
£24. — Box 32, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

F/3.5 Meyer
anastigmat,

NO focal-plane,
Reasonable offer
refused..
— EnsignCarbine
Film Reflex,
as new
; Ensign
No. 7,
[1420

Trioplan
Compur

shutter, speeds 1
l/300th sec., T. and

“ The
[1422

to
B.

7 0
F/2.9 Meyer £7
Trioplan
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B.
£9 5 0

Ihagee Focal-plane Duplex, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar
in Compound, also focal-plane shutter, 6 slides,
[1452
F.P.A., filters, hoods, tripod, adjustable head,
2 hide cases, £8/5. — East Rise, Flora Avenue,
Darlington.
[1453
1-PLATE Planex Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, slides, £3/3 ;
4 Kodak 2 Brownie Developing Tank, unused, 6/- ;
Lancaster Whole-plate Lens, 6/- ; Perkin’s 7x5,
6/-.— 85, High St., Saffron Walden.
[1454
£7/5 ; present
value, D.A.
£9/5. — Compur,
D. Hamilton,
BALDAX,
f/2.9 Meyer,
as [1455
new,38,
Woodsorrel Rd., Liverpool, 15.
perfect
condition,
£16. — f/3.5,
Robinson,
209, Walsall
LEICA
Model
H, Elmar
ever-ready
case
;
Rd., Birmingham.
[1456
leather
; new condition
3x41 tocm.l/300th,
Piccochic,
f/2.9purseanastigmat,
Compur, ;
specimen enlargement on request, £4/10. — Wileock,
35, Caldwell Rd., Liverpool, 19.
[1457
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Celor f/4. 8,

Deferred terms
arranged.

4

SECOND-HAND

6 x 13 cm. Ica Polyskop, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses, Compur
shutter, changing-box and 12 single slides, pair filters, leather case.
As new .
£10 17 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, f/3.4 Aldis anastig¬
mat lens, Graflex roll-film holder and case .
£8 18 6
}-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, reversing back, f/3.5 Cooke lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 0 0
12-in. f/7.7 Dallon Telephoto Lens .
£3 7
i-pl. Euryscope, f/6 anastigmat lens .
£1 1
No. 3 (i-pl.) Roll Film Kodak, f/4.5 Cooke lens, Kollos shutter and
case .
£3 7 6
3i x 2i No. 2 Folding Brownie, Achro lens .
17s. Od
V.P. Kodak Series III, f/4.5 anastigmat lens and Diomatic£3shutter
7 6
f/7.7 Voigtar. . £1

17

BARGAINS.
}-pl.,front,
doubleslides,
extension,
f/6.3, speeded
shutter, —
rising
etc., perfect,
50/9x13 cm., f/8, ditto, 22/6 ; several other cameras,
289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

Rd., Forest
[1459

31x2} Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/4.5, 3-speed
D.D. — slides,
F.P.A.,
and Cooke
case ; Aviar
recent f/4.5,
model,6
PRESS.
}-pl. T.-P.
Press,
£9/10.-768, Ecelesall Rd., Sheffield, 11.
[1465
changing-box,fitted
leather
case,Tessar
£6/10.-10,
Albury
VERASCOPE,
Zeiss
f/4.5
lenses,
Chase, Cheshunt, Herts.
[1406
2 Compur,
tripod,
31x2}
Folding,6 slides,
double F.P.A.,
extension,telescopic
f/4.5 Doppel,
£3/10 ; Set 4 Supplementary Lenses, 10/-. —
4 shutter, leather case ; good condition, £2/15.
—Young, 31, St. Mary’s, York.
[1462

Camb6,

15, Bannham

Rd., Darnall, Sheffield. [1468

31x2} Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, 11

kirticc

Zeiss filter, leather case, complete ; cost £27/10 ;
accept £5. — Rawlings, 109, Clarence Rd., Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[1430

6

Established 1889.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

6 double slides, F.P.A., case, material, £7 ;

best offer. — Ellisten, 135, Grosvenor
Gate.

ITEMS

2i x 21 Brilliant Reflex, by Voigtlander,

£6/5. — -Below.

37/6 ;Cooke
all in
Vr.P.K.,
f/6. 5,excellent
focussing,condition
purse ;case,approval
tank,
deposit. — Jones, Clwyd House, Oswestry.
[1451
platesOffer.
or film
packs,
leather
case Meyer
; excellent
GREAT
—
3}X2}
Salex
Reflex,
f/3.9,
condition ; only £6. — Holmes, Oak House, Ilkley.

-1 6 -ft Or 10 equal payments

ROLLEIFLEX
Automatic
6x6 cm.,
TessarProxar,
f/3.8,
plate attachment,
6 slides,
one pair
2 filters, focussing screen, spring plate, lens hood,

USE

Popular

31x2} Goerz Plate, f/6.3 Convertible, double

With f/2.5 anastigmat lens, delayed-action focal-plane, for
3x4 cm. (16 on V.P. film), telescope, finder
_ m -

7x5 in. lenses, etc., cheap; exchange Press
Camera, cash adjustment. — Everard, 222a, The
Grove, London, W.6.
[1444

Butcher’s

2 extension, Compur shutter, case, 6 slides,
2 wallets, F.P.A., £5/10 ; Graduated Filter, 7/6 ;
Lens Hood, 1/- ; Tripod, 7-draw, 7/6 ; Bee Meter,

FOR complete
Sale. — Leica
II andequipment
Accessories,; inspection
enlarger andin¬
dark-room

ZEISSf/4.5,IkonCompur
Tropical
Adora,3 dark
4}x3},slides,
Zeiss F.P.Tessar
shutter,
A.,

Reflex,

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, focal-plane shutter, 8 metal

slides, leather case, £7 ; or without lens, 25/-. — BM/KFP4, London, W.C.l.
[1449

MENTOR Folding Reflex, 9x12 cm., f/4.5

Meter, 3/6 ; Various slides, Adams’ changing-box,
Mackenzie adapter, accessories, cheap. — Box 36,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1424
3}x2} No. 6 Carbine, roll films and
cLv// XU
plates, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, 6 slides,
case ; new condition. — Box 37, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1425

Compur, double extension, all-metal body, 6

31x2} Ica, D.E., 6 slides, F.P.A., R.F.A.,

1-PLATE Minex de Luxe Reflex, almost new con4 dition, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat and f/5.6 Dallon
Telephoto to fit, 3 plate-holders, F.P.A. ; cost £70 ;
sell, £35 ; deposit system. — Box 28, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1416

LEICAdition,
II, Elmar
f/3.5 lens,
5-cm.,£14/14.
in perfect
in leather
purse,
— Box con¬
35,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1423
6 doubleFocal-plane,
ebonised slides,
F.P. A., plush
case ;
NETTEL
self-capping,
light-proof,
cost £35 new ; bargain, offers over £12. — Below.
TRONA
}-pl.f/4.5,
Roll Compur,
Film, double
Goerz
Dogmar
£3/10. —extension,
Below.
Zenostar
f/4.5,
platedouble
combination,
ENSIGN
de Luxe
RollCompur,
Film, i-pl.,
extension,6
slides ; as new, £3/10 ; cost £14. — Below.
JAYNAY
PrintPlate
Trimmer
}-pl;, 8/-3/- ;; Wynne’s
Watkins
Postcard
Tank,to new,

4

Daisy Bank Rd., Lymm.
[1445
Folding Klito, f/6.3 Goerz anastigmat,

2 Tessar f/4.5, Compur ; good condition, £6 ;
or exchange V.P.K., fast lens. — Ronald Sleep,
46, Fisher Rd., Newton Abbot.
[1448

31x2} N. & G. Folding Reflex, standard model,

leather case, both f/4.5.- — Box 34, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

model, as new, 6 slides, F.P. A., £7, or offers. —

metal slides, F.P.A. ; as new, £3. — Maddicks,
45, St. David’s Avenue, Carmarthen.
[1446

2 f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, focussing screen, 5 D.D.
slides, Graflex roll-holder, good leather case ; perfect
working order and condition, £27 or near offer ;
must sell. — Harris, 37, Edgeworth Crescent,
Hendon, N.W.4. Telephone, Hendon 8652. [1415

Zeiss lens, reversible back, 3 D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case ; many extras ; bargain
£11/10 ; or near offer. — Box 29, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1417

4

Thornton,
1-PLATE

in.

2 slides, F.P.A., perfect condition, in leather
case ; cost £15 ; for quick sale, £10. — Stacey, 71,
Eccleston Rd., Ealing, W.13.
[1469

USED Once Only ; must sell.— Leica 2 (f/3.5),

W.C.1
ALL

additional Elmar wide-angle lens f/3.5,
Vidom finder and i leather case ; unmarked and
as brand new ; cost £35 ; sacrifice, £24 ; seen
London. — Box 833, L. P. E., 110, St. Martin’s
Lane, W.C.2.
[1489
RISK.

April
4
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AND

LENSES

Contessa Tropical, Compur,

slides,

F.P.A.,

case,

AMATEUR

£8 ;

also

MINIATURE

f/4.5 Tessar,
1-pl.

PHOTOGRAPHER

of every

Trona,

D.A. Compur, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides ; both good
condition. — Thomson, 166, Kirkton Avenue, Glasgow,
W.3.
[1474

CAMERAS

description

and

price

the

THE AUTOMATIC
“ ROLLEIFLEX,”
The ROLLEICORD,

41x21 la Kodak Folding, f/7.9 lens, l/25th to

4 l/50th sec., T. and B., absolutely as new,
35/- ; also Leather (velvet-lined) Case for above,
5/-. — K. Patrick, 21, Moores Rd., Leicester. [1475

31 x 21 Special Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,

2 51-in. Dallmeyer f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; condition as new ; cost £60 ; price
£30. — Walker, Maple Creek, Masham, Yorks. [1476

Zeiss Ikon BABY

condition, 2 Zeiss filters, Kodak V.P. Tank ;
bargain. £6. — Box 40, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1477

Voigtlander VIRTUS,

ZEISS Box Tengor, 16 on 31 x2J, cable release.

measures, thermometer, exchange lot for good Gent’s
Suit, height 5 ft. 11 in., slim build ; also exchange
7-guinea Course Mind Training for Raincoat. — Box 41,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1478

MINI-FEX,
f/3.5,— P.
CompurM. ; Hills,
cost £8/17
;[1482as
new, £5/17/6.
Rivermede,
Romsey, Hampshire.

1-PLATE Double Extension Cameo, fitted f/4.5
4 Excellor anastigmat, in Compur shutter,
with unused F.P.A., 8 plate-holders, aluminium
Telescopic walking-stick tripod, and several printing
frames, £6 or nearest ; sale necessary for economic
reasons. — Box 45, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

ROLLEIFLEX 21 x 21, latest automatic model,

[1484
Zeiss f/3.8 lens, ever-ready case, lens shade
and light filter ; absolutely as new, £18. —
Box 46, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1485

VEST Pocket Kodak Model B, absolutely as new,
17/6. — Dickson, 43, Earlbank

FOTH -DERBY,

WRITE FOR OUR FREE
It gives

SUPER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

describes

SPECIAL

DEVELOPING

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

[1492
March, 1933 ; £16/16,
5-cm. focus, in part
for theatre work and
Elliott St., Liverpool.

4

hand

or

used

twice) ;

all possible

as

new

;

Camera,

movements,

Slow
Speed
Model,

4

Roll

Film

Camera,

Ross

Xpres

f/4.5,

reflex

ZEISS

1-PLATE
Camera,

Apem
Apem

Roll

Film

f/4.5,

to 1 /800th, rising and
£8/15.

Focal-plane

speeded

shutter,

Fitted F/4.5,
ZEISS TES¬in
SAR

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

Two-thirds
_

ayoruer Maimneira
C
tu
(approximately)
allowed
as

part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

LEICA

Lamb’s

Conduit St., W.C.l.

[1086

etc., write
to R. a G.Leica,
Lewis, Contax,
Miniature
Camera
BEFORE
Buying
Rolleiflex,
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will

Rd., London,

EXCHANGE

W.2.

AND

[1471

WANTED

V\T ANTED. — J-pl. Tripod, good make only. —
tl Evan Jones, Woodlands, Haworth, Keighley.
YYT ANTED.— V.P. Roll Film Sibyl in exchange
M
for Zeiss Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur, case.
— L. E. Edwards, Amberleaze, Pembury, Kent. [1311
[1308

WANTED. — Soho 31 x 21 or other Reflex, any

BRAND New 2-valve Marconi Battery Receiver,

filter, 3 double
EXCHANGE.—
1-pl. slides,
T.-P. F.P.A.,
Reflex, Rollex,
Cooke allf/2.5,as
new, for Voigtlander Prominent ; will sell, highest
[1319

TWO D.D. Slides; 1-pl. Graflex ; buy singly,
EXCHANGE. — 3x4 cm. Piccochic, f/2.9, Compur

See Bargains
Cam¬
eras
and inLenses
columns in this issue,
also advert in Enlarge¬
ments column, giving
particulars

of

our

SUPER DEVEL¬
OPING SERVICE
of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera users.

ALLENS
7 minutes

from

Piccadilly

shutter, complete with purse, wire release,
etc., for 31x21 Reflex ; or sell, £14/10. — Lenton,
[1322
155, High St., Old Fletton, Peterborough. [1323
Y\tANTED.
— F.P.A. Adams’
Idento. — [1358
DugTT gan, Holmwood,
Lexden, 1-pl.
Colchester.

X\T. ANTED. — Roll

PERFECT

SAFETY

and

168, Oldham Road,
NEW
CROSS
MANCHESTER, 4
(22 or 23 Car).

THROUGH

Baby

Sibyl,

appearance

Iwil help you

TYT
ANTED. — 1-pl. Reflex Camera, Soho -preferred,
i T with or without Telephoto lens ; must be

CORREX
size 31 [1377
x 21.
— Giles, Developing
102, TrinityTank
St., wanted,
Huddersfield.
ANTED. — Cine Camera and Projector, perfect
1 1

condition

; full particulars. — Ratcliffe, Miekle-

dore. Rawtenstall, Lancs.
\\T ANTED.— Anastigmat,

1-in.

[1381

focal

Tl less. — Janes, 134, North Rd.,
Sea.

length

or

Southend-on[1386

Y\r ANTED. — Horizontal Condenser Enlarger. 1-pl.,
1 1 state make, age, price ; deposit. — Tyzack,
52, Madeira Rd., Margate.
[1391

WANTED.
Ross Xpres,
D.D. price.
slides,—
F.P.A. — ;Baby
good Sibyl,
condition,
reasonable
Crawley, 23, Ashbumham Rd., Southend-on-Sea.
YY^VTED. — Mirax
11

OUR

Moss
[1366

YI/'
— Wynne’s
Infallible
Meter. —
TT ANTED.
Powell,
105, Grove
Park Locket
Rd., Chiswick,
London.
[1371

condition

Amateur
IN

Film

IT no object ; must be optically sound, cheap. —
Box 9973, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1359
in new condition. — Wilkinson, Lochinvar,
Lane, Ormskirk.

CAMERAS
and Supplies

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our

DEAL

ALLENS. — For every make of Miniature Camera,

trade, private. — Trathen, Mt. Carbis, Redruth.

31 x 24 Ross Panros Press Focal-plane,adapter
Ros3
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.

CAN

f/3.8

two-thirds (approximately) allowed on modern
saleable cameras, part payment, subject approval.
— Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. (7
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

offer secures. — 55, Gloucester Rd., Cheltenham.

in

2 Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders, F.P.
and leather case ; fine order, £11.

CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

Rolleiflex 6x6,

complete ; exchange Photographic Apparatus
or split cane trout fly rod. — 13, Green Lane,
Lancaster.
[1314

to obta

31x2J Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding
Reflex,
to l/2,000th

[0010

Universal Finder, 47/6 ;
(non-auto.), £10/17/6.

Ever -Ready Case,
£1:5:0

This Scheme

Press

NEGRETTl' and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.

also, £18/19/6.

F. & —H.Voigtlander
Heidoscope,
fittedHeliar
pair f/3.5,
f/4.5 £Tessars,
ALLENS.
Virtus,
9/17/6 ;
nearly £40 value for £22/10.
Helinox
Enlarger, (2
3x4on cm.
to 31f/4.5,
x 21, 45/35/-; ;
ALLENS.
— Zodelette
V.P.),
Box Tengor, 2 on 31x21, 22/6 model, for 14/-.
Vollenda
(2 on f/3.5
V.P.),Novar
Radionar
f/4.5.; Pronto
ALLENS.
— Kolibri,
lens, 97/6
Kodak
D.A., 67/6 ; Dist Distance Meter, 27/6 ; Leica

condition, cheap. — “ Rotherwood,” May Avenue,
Wollaton, Nottingham.
[1313

l/16th

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
Quick service.

Model

Compur Shutter.

£17:0:0

cross front ; perfect order,

YOU

Camera that
does the

FOCUSSING.

2 Tessar f/4.5, shutter l/3rd
sec., 6 slides ; as new, £22/10.

44

IKON

SUPER
IKONTA

good order,
CORONET
9.5-mm.£1/12/6.
Cine Camera, f/3.8 anastigmat ;
4

(2 on for
31x21),
f/4.5,Camera
Compur,
£4/19 '6
; also
ALLENS
Miniature
Bargains.
— Baldax
Meyer f/3.5 model, £5/19/6 ; both practically new.
shutter,
67/6 ; Fotet, f/4.5.
f/4.5 (2
on V.P.),
ALLENS.
— Weeny-Ultrix,
Pronto
D.A.
42/6 ; .Contax, £24/10 model, £17/17/6 ; F/2.8

222, Edgware

£271 Os.

for

41 x 24 Newman & Guardia New Sibyl Excelsior

|

Zeiss Tessar
f/3.5, 6 slides,
F.P. 44x6
A., leather
ERNEMANN
Focal-plane
Miniature,
cm.,
case ; new condition, £9/9, or near offer. — Studio,

From

Dall¬

finder, tripod, release, filter and leather case ;
as new, £15/10.
1-PLATE Contessa Nettel Folding Pocket, double
4 extension, Tessar f/6.3, Compur shutter, 3
slides ; fine order, £5/10.

LENSES

A., £22/10.
VESTslides,
PocketF.P. Soho
Reflex, f/2.9 Pentae, 5 D.D.
3X4
Kolibri,
Novar,— City
accessories,
new,
£5 cm.
; sale
or f/4.5
exchange.
Photo as
Works,
Southport.
[1429

CONTAX

list

meyer Stigmatic f/6, Acme shutter, 1 to l/300th,
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., and leather case ; nice
order, £11/10.
1 ZA x 15 and Postcard Contessa Nettel Folding,
±U
double extension, direct and reversible
finder, rising and cross front, Tessar f 4.5, Compur
shutter, 6 slides ; a bargain, £7/10.

AND
Trade.

definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[1233

The

price £13 ; our price £8/17/6.
1-PLATE Sinclair Una Universal
stand,

Users

SCHEME

Zeiss Ikon

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,
(only

| CAMERAS

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,

SERVICE

of special interest to Miniature Camera
— and gives fall particulars of our

camera specialists,, offer the following bargains ;
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Artist Enlarger, Aldis
lens

PRODUCTS

our

Trade.

f/7.7

BOOKLET

full list of our

[1364

4

FOTH-FLEX

Avenue, Glasgow.

1r\ Hector Lens for Leica, condition guaranteed ;

.£7 perfect ; cost £26/4
or will accept Elmar f/3.5,
payment ; this lens is ideal
indoor photography. — Prides,

IKONTA,

Voigtlander SUPERB,

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, new

Carbine tank to suit, both original packing,
also 5 dishes, 2 frames, Jaynay trimmer, glass

at

including
ENSIGN
‘‘MIDGET/’

CMC
A I I t
WO

18, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

DEPOSIT

and

Enlarger,

must

cheap. — Box

be

33,

SYSTEM.

in good

c/o

Photographer.”

“ The

[1421
[1403

April

THE

18, 1934

EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED

{.Supplement )

CINEMATOGRAPH

EXCHANGE. — V.P. Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Celor, sup¬

1 1 Get

LEICA

plementary lenses, slides, F.P.A., accessories,
for J-pl. anastigmat, Sanderson or Reflex. —
Nidd, Twemlow Avenue, Parkstone, Dorset. [1426

EXCHANGE. — Baldax, 16 on 3,1 x 2}, f/3.5, Compur,

that

From

as new, for Baby Ikonta, 16 on V.P., Compur.
— Powell, 109, Fitzroy Avenue, Belfast.
[1431

the

5

APPARATUS

TTNUSED. — Ensign Kinecam Model 6, Cinar f/2. 8,
U
case, cost £18/18 ; accept £14/14 or offer ;
deposit system. — G. Wood, 24, York St., Baker
St., London, W.l.
[1389

ENSIGN 16-mm. Camera, recent model, 3 speeds,

APPROVED

Cinar f/1.5 lens, in good order ; cost £25 ;
in case, £15. — Heatherbell, Copse Avenue, West
Wickham, Kent.
[1392

SPECIALISTS—

1A Box Brownie and 80 copies “ A.P.” for
WANTED.
— Newman
Guardia with
Folding
Reflex,
Ross f/4.5
Xpres, & 31x21,
or without

V.P., 2Jx3J Folding, or offers ; V.P. Enlarger,
for 2Jx3J. — 32, Bridlington Avenue, Weaste. [1434

PATHESCOPE Motocamera B, f/3.5. £4 ; Pathe

Ross f/5.5 Teleros ; particulars, age and price. —
G., 2, Elmcroft Avenue, N.W.ll. Speedwell 3367.

BOLEX Model D, 16 and 9 mm., all voltages,

Camera, f/3.5, with Motrix, £2 ; wanted,
Pathe de Luxe, f/2.5 and Telephoto. — Miss Scott,
58, Chartfield Avenue, S.W.15.
[1399
resistance, as new, £23. — Olivers, 166, Patrick
St., Grimsby.
[1404

WANTED. — Aerograph Outfit, also cheap J-pl.

[1438
D.E. Camera, f/4.5 preferred. — 370, Winchester
Rd., Southampton.
[1439

WANTED. — 31x21 Reflex, f/3.5 lens ; mustOffice,
be
[1442

cheap. — Davies, Gaol Square Post
Stafford.

WANTED. — Low-priced J-pl. Reflex ; rapid
WANTED. — 31x21 Soho or Graflex, lowest for
EXCHANGE. — J-pl. Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5,
lens ; full particulars to — C., 8, King’s
Parade, Cambridge.
[1447
cash. — Wallis, Baldwin

St., Nottingham.

[1450

case, F.P.A., 3-plate developing tank, cost
£16/16, hardly used, for Leica or similar Small
Camera in same condition, or Good Motor Cycle. —
Day, 15, George St., Leamington.
[1458

WANTED. — Long-focus Lens, Teleros or similar,

for J-pl. Soho Reflex, must be in good con¬
dition, and reasonably priced. — R., 125, Albert St.,
Dundee.
[1460

WANTED. — Telephoto Lens, focus 11 or 12 in.,

focussing mount, Dallon or Ross. — L.
Schofield, 11, Riversdale Rd. Wallasey, Cheshire.
[1461
WANTED.
— 45 Outfit
x 107 Stereoscopic
Outfit& ;Rayment,
exchange
for 10x8
by Perken Son
f/8 lens, 3 D.D. slides, all perfect condition,

canvas case, tripod. — Nutter, 245, Selhurst Rd.,
South Norwood, S.E.25.
[1470

WANTED. — Accessories 6x6 Auto, Rolleiflex,

plate back and slides, stereo top, Proxars
Set I and II., cine back, Rolleiflex large printer. —
Short, King St., Canterbury.
[1472
American
Victor No.
Transparency
Projector,
WANTED.
— Butcher’s
10 Club Lantern
or
5-ft. light wood or aluminium Tripod, 3JX2J Modern
Vertical Enlarger, Zeiss Ikon Diabox O, good
make Photo-electric Meter, 6 x 13 Stereo Transposing
Printing-frame.— Short, King St., Canterbury. [1473

WANTED. — Vertical Enlarger, 3Jx2J, condenser,

automatic ; f/2.9 Baldax ; Rolleiflex, Proxars,
Accessories. — Glenthorne, Bieldside, Aberdeenshire.
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, D.D. slides, with[1490
or
? without lens ; also J-pl. Roll Film, with f/6.3
or f/6.8 lens. — Taylor, 17, Moray Place, Glasgow, S.

[1491
Watch, with gold milanese band, value £7/7,
for photographic or cine apparatus. — Box 43,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1480

EXCHANGE. — Lady’s Gold and Enamel Wrist-

EXCHANGE. — J-pi. T.-P. Press, Cooke Aviar

f/4.5, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case,
for Exakta or Ermanox. — 768, Ecclesall Rd.,
Sheffield, 11. _
[1463
Trade.

WANTED. — Modern Photographic Apparatus ;

also cameras with large-aperture lenses ;
send apparatus stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.
[0096
Lewis, Miniature Camera Specialists, 5,
Southbury Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[1488

WANTED. — Zeiss Ikon and Leica Cameras.- — R. G.
CINEMATOCRAPH

APPARATUS

MOTOCAMERA, Luxe Model, f/3.5 Hermagis,

perfect working order, set portrait attachments
and filter, chargers, all in leather carrying-case,
£5/10 ; Kid Projector, with resistance, super
attachment, as brand new, guinea titling set, with
additional fount felt letters, splicer and notcher,
£3/5 ; the lot, £8/10. — Darling, 68, West Cromwell
Rd., S.W.5. (Phone, Western 4526, before
11 a.m.).
[1318

BOLEX Model P.A., 9.5-mm., latest model, reverse,

etc. ; resistance ; perfect, as new,
19, Albert St., Rugby.

£19/10. —
[1369

PATHESCOPE Lux Projector, as new, resistance’
spares, £10/17/6. — 46, Salmon
bury, case,
N.W.9.

St., Kings"
[1397
BE

MODEL

III LEICA

Surnmar f/2.5 Lens, £33 13s. Od. 9 payments
Super finish chromium-plated model .

o£ £3
£34

18s. 6d.
17s. Od.

I LEICA FINISHING SERVICE.— We have the ■■
*
finest Leica Finishing Service in the country.
Developing, 1/-, Prints Id. each, i-pl. Enlargements 4d. each, 3/6 dozen. Bigger sizes

on application. Special Fine-grain
only used, also Leica Enlargers.

ALL GOOD

MINIATURE

The

Rolleicord,

nuiv

also in STOCK

Exakta,

Urill STOCK-SOILED

j

Developer

CAMERAS

Pupille,

DALLMEYER
1-in. 16-mm.
1.5 lens,
2x filter,
new, £7. — Redgewell,
Penrhyn,
Chartfield
Rd.,
Reigate, Surrey.
[1406
and
condition
all ;usable
complete
S/30008,
21/- ; 345,
Films, 15/OPE: S/697,
PATHESC

etc.

CAMERAS

with Makers’

Guarantee

Dallmeyer Dual Roll Film (16 on 120), Dalmac anastigmat
f/3.5 lens, Compur delayed-action shutter .
£10 10 0
21x31 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, Series III, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens .
£3 15 0
21 x 31 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens £2 10 0
21x31 Nagel Roll Film, f/6.8 Nagel anas, lens £2 15 0
21 x 31 No. 5 Ensign Carbine, Aldis Uno f/7.7 lens, Trichro
shutter .
£2 5 0
21 x 31 No. 7 Tropical Ensign Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5
lens, Compur delayed-action shutter .
£7 15 0
21 x 31 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/4.5 lens, Mulchro
shutter .
£4 19 6
21 x 31 Ensign Auto-Speed Roll Film, Aldis Uno anast. f/4.5
lens, focal-plane shutter, rising front, leather case. . £10 10 0
No. la Pocket Kodak Special, Kodak anastigmat f/4.5
lens, Kodamatic shutter .
£5 5 0
21x31 Ensign Roll Film
leather case .

Reflex,

la Ikonta, Novar anastigmat
action shutter .

Aldis-Butcher

f/6.3 lens, Telma

f/4.5 lens,
£5 15 0
delayed£4 10 0

41 x 31 Ensign de Luxe Roll Film and Plate Model, f/6.3
Aldis-Butcher lens, 6-speed shutter, 1 slide .
£3 15 0
31 x 21 Ensign Super-Speed Cameo, plate model, Dallmeyer
anastigmat f/3.5 lens, Compur delayed-action shutter, 2
slides, release. List price £15 15s .
£12 12 0
31 x 21 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke
slides. List £12 15s .

f/4.5 lens, 3 single
£9 15 0

Victor Model 3 Cine Camera, turret head for 3 lenses, 3
speeds, including slow motion, motor driven, also hand
crank, optical finder, Dallmeyer f/2.9 triple anastigmat lens.
New price £46. (One only) .
£29 0 0

USED

BARGAINS

GUARANTEED

GOOD

CONDITION.

Nagel Rolloroy No. 45 (16 on V.P. Spool), Xenon f/2 lens,
Compur shutter .
£12 12 0
21 x 3i Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur £5shutter
5 0
31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Reflex, Aldis anastigmat f/3.4
lens, set of Verax filters, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter, focussing
screen, canvas case .
£7 15 0
31 x 21 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Ernon f/3.5 lens, 13.5-cm.,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, canvas case .
£12 10 0
2J x 31 No. 6 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher lens,
Compur shutter .
£4 19 6
la Voigtlander, Skopar anastigmat f/4.5 lens, Compur
delayed-action shutter .
£5 10 0
Leica Model I, Elmar f/3.5 lens, leather case .
£8 15 0
Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar, ever-ready case £16 0 0
31 x 21 Thorve Model, Schneider Xenar f/4.5 lens, Ibsor
7-speed shutter, 3 slides .
£4 4 0
31 x 21 Plate Camera, Zodellar anastigmat f/4.8 lens, Ilex
shutter, rising front, 2 single slides, leather case. ... £3 12 6
31 x 21 Zodel Plate, Zodellar f/4,6 lens, Compur shutter,
rising front, 6 single elides, F.P. adapter, leather case £3 17 6
V.P. Newman & Guardia Baby Sibyl, Lpistrar f/4.5 lens, also
Dallon f/6.5 Telephoto lens, 51 in., 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
K 1 filter, leather case, release .
£9 9 0
Pathescope Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, leather case
£4 10 0
Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens .
£7 7 0
Cine-Kodak Model BB, f/1.9 lens, with half-speed attach¬
ment, set of Kodacolor filters .
£14 14 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens, also 3-in. f/4.5 Telephoto
interchangeable, with matched finder, leather case. Cost
£44 12s. 6d .
£15 15 0

EXTENDED

PAYMENTS

5 DAYS’ APPROVAL
Best Allowances your Present Apparatus.
Phone

: 23891.

Estd. over 60 years.

Grams

: Photo, Sheffield

835, 262, 381. 260, 261, 1/- ; *10190, *10242,
*10136, *10205, *817, 2/6 ; *10025, *10232,
*10035, 5/- ; *10010, 6/6, each ; Pathexgraph
Tit.ler, 6/6 ; Additional Resistance, 6/- ; Two-way
Switch, 4/6 ; 17-mm. f/3.5 Meyer W.A. Lens for
9.5-mm. Camera, 12/6 ; 20-mm. f/3.5 Dallmeyer,
for 16-mm., 25/- ; 2J-in. f/3.1 Cooke, for 35-mm.,
21/- ;
9.5-mm. Alescope Projector, resistance
to 250 volts, 35/-. — Murdock, 36, Bidwell Gardens,
New Southgate, N.ll.
[1414
INE-KODAK Eight-20, f/3.5 anastigmat, filter, roll
v_y of unexposed film, and sling case, with Kodascope Eight-30 ; new in February, and used once
over £20 ; genuine bargain, £13/10 ;
cost
only,
Photo
grapher.”
.
cio/am
approval deposit. — Box 44, c/o “ The Amateur

CINE-KODAK 8 and Projector, _ cost £19/8/6,

as new, £15/15; Combination Case for
camera, £1 ; Autographic 3a Kodak, 30/-; Zodel
J-pl. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Ross
Luxe
de
Tessar lens, 12 Mackenzie-Wishart A envelopes,
leather case, cost £30, £12 ; Leitz Microscope, submeehanical stage, 1, 2/3, 1/6 and 1/12 O.E. lens,
“ The Amateur
as new, cost £38, £25. — Box 47, c/o.”
1148b
Photographer

ONE Bell & Howell 75 Camera, f/3.5 lens, complete

in case, very little used ; best offers.— -Box
48, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” 1148/
Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies.— Films from 1/-, 9-mm.

of all kinds, Pathe Home Movie B200, DeVry,
Lux, etc., 16-mm.,
Howell,
&
Bell35-mm.
Ensign, and
also available. Cameras ana
28-mm.
area.
for hire in London
Filins
20’/-.
from
s
Projector

JLLUSTRA Bargains. Some examples.
Illustrascreen, 72-in. wide, non-directional,
1
per square yard. Any
Fabric, 10/Silver electric
IU/'cut. photo
size
Cells, perfect, for Talkies,
40/

”

4~)/A /
4v//

Television, etc. ; postage 1/-.

effects,

for
Device,films.
Reel 300-ft.
/W
to show
/ Super
Ol17”

sistfi-DCG.
£)£)/_

opr/
40/"

colour

flex holder and
s, with
Spotlight
dances or photography.
suit

Kid

Projector,

Coronet Projectors,

in perfect

order,

with

Projectors, complete
Standard
Bijou
flex, etc.,
for mains lighting.

re-

with

30/
32/
35/ 9-mm. Cameras, brand new, witn t/o.a
anastigmat lenses, motor drive.
40/ Standard
with f/3.5 Cine
lens. Camera, in perfect order,
Power’s Professional Projectors, mechanisms,
, ,
.
50/
of super reels.
66/ 9-mm.
Projector, with device tor projection
70/ Pathescope
_ _ 9-mm._Projector,
, complete m
every detail. Takes super reels.

4«7/*
type, complete with slit. e Westan
.
t)Q /. Talkie Optical Systems. High-grad
r Motors, to run all Projectors. Universal
rs.
constructo
for
Ideal
D.C.
or
” A.C.
Q
Only wants seeing.
Coronet 9-mm. Projector, in perfect order.

suit talkies.

Iyr /_
I O/"
AA /
|j_
for

.

. ,. _

Brand New Type 9-mm. Projector, Maltese
cross, intermittent action,,6-ft. pictures.
pictures.
_
_
Portable Standard Projector, ideal schoc
showing.
model. Everything ready ^forideal
school
Portable Standard Projector.
various models.

KODATOY Projectors accepted in part payment
C?LID ILLUSTRA
O
PHOT
D
FIEL
SHEF
ENTERPRISES.— 159, Wardour St.,
NORFOLK ROW.(FARGATE)
SHEFFIELD—
WISE

IN

One minute walk from Town Hall

TIME-USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St. end).
Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with motionpicture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard. Your
inspection invited ; free parking facilities. [1428

SYSTEM.
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(Supplement )

AMATEUR

CINEMATOCRAPH

BARGAINS in
MINIATURE Cameras
o ,
£2 19 6
3x4 cm. Makinette, f/2.7 Anticomar, Compur shutter.
A beautiful camera of the highest possible precision. List

. .

£9 15

0

Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, focal-plane shutter, late model.
Perfect order and condition. Special snip _
£8 15 0
Leica Model II, f/‘2.5 anastigmat, incorporated range¬
finder. Exactly as new. List £26 3s .
£17 19 6
Model III Leica, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, automatic focussing,
slow-speed shutter, 1 to l/500th sec., leather case. Very
latest model. As new. List £44 18s. Special offer
0
3
very

ADVERTISEMENTS

APPARATUS

ALL

„
k
£27 17 6
4 cm. Miniature, f/2.9 anastigmat, latest Compur,
compact. As brand new. List £13 .
£6 18 6

4 V - 6 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ermanox, f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat,
3 nickel silver slides, F.P. adapter and case. Guaranteed
brand new. List price £47. Special offer
£15 15 0
2lxlj Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Novar, latest
Compur, takes 16 pictures on a 21 x 31 film. Almost new
condition .
£4 19 6
Vest Pocket Ihagee, f/4.5 anastigmat, latest Compur,
self-erecting front. As new. List £7 5s .
£3 19 6
3 > 4 cm. Rolleiflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, very latest model,
with shutter speeds and lens aperture visible on top. List
*2 2 10s .
•.
£14 19 6
21 square Foth-Flex, f/3.5 anastigmat, delayed-action
focal-plane shutter, takes 12 pictures on a 21x31 film.
Brand new condition .
£7 18 6

ABOUT

MINIATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Trade.

Mini-Fex, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter. Exactly
as new. List £8 17s .
£5 18 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.6 Zeiss anastigmat

£17 12s. . .

PHOTOGRAPHER

9C-MM.
Super-speed Panchromatic Film, 10/6
OO
100 ft. ; Processing, etc. ; in two years
we have gained 2,125 regular customers and have
now opened an Accessory Department ; all goods
of best British manufacture, nothing second-hand ;
Standard Camera and Projector accessories ;
Studio Lighting Spotlights from £2/10 ; 16-mm.
Geared Rewinders, £1 ; Title Outfits from £2/10 ;
Filters 9d. each, etc. ; separate illustrated booklets
for 35 and 16 mm. apparatus.' — Write B.S.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4. Phone,
Central 2480.
[1268

NEW BOOKS
JUST OUT!
“ The

CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298
SCREENS.—
Before
write
for
free sample
of Purchasing
the Denton yours
Non-Directional
surface, from J. Denton, Ltd., Screen Manufacturer,
Engine Lane, Low Fell, Gateshead.

Book

of the Miniature

Camera,” a practical expo¬
sition
of up-to-date
methods
of miniature
photography.

“ The

Miniature

Negative,

its Development and Care,”
Many bints and tips for the
correct handling of these.

The Leica
Book,”
contains
valuableData
information
applicable tr all cameras
film.
using standard 35-min. cin6

[1248

A. E. BELL. — Model F 9.5-mm. Nizo, variable

speeds, f/1.5 Meyer, focussing, £15/15 ; as new. —
45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[1427

Price 2s. 6d. each, post 2d.
Three books for 7s. 6d.

|LANTERNS

&

post free in U.K.

ENLARGERS

31x25
Miraphot
Verticalfittings,
Enlarger,
2 f/4.5Zeiss
Zeiss Ikon
Tessar,
with electric
£6 ;
No. 31 Kodak Film Tank, 8/- ; deposit. — Box 22,
c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

SANDS
HUNTER
&C?
37 BEDFORD
ST., STRAND

LT?
W.C?

[1390

ZEISS Miraphot, 9x12, films and plate, Tessar
movements,
light (fitted
electric),
perfect
ADAMS’
Minex anyMahogany
Enlarger,
J-pl.,
all
condition, Ross Homocentric f/5.6 lens, cost over

f/4.5, fully automatic, £6 : exchange camera
considered.— 768, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield, 11. [1464
THE

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

SPECIALISTS

£32,
Easel,
20/-;
18/6),
Hill,

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
(Opposite
Hours

New

Victoria Cinema.)

of Business

Telephone:

Victoria 2977

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

to Saturday).

Write

now

for full particulars in special leaflet with prices:

”

bargain, £12 ;
Westminster Enlarging
30/- ; Leitz Distance Gauge, as new, case,
Dalian 34x21 Plate Tank, unused (cost
10/-. — Reynolds, 42, Garthdale ltd., Mossley
Liverpool.
[1467

COMPLETE

Trade.

id «

ANCASTER

WATKINS
Exposure
METERS
UNLIKE

E

negative, from
diffused or mercury

FOR

Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
vapour illumination.

Processing

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ; — List
postage
— Lancaster,
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

BE

BEATEN
SEND

NLARGERS.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

CARPETS

CANNOT

AND

28a, BROADWAY,

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM STOCKISTS OF ALL THE
LATEST 1934 CAMERAS AND ACCES¬
SORIES, INCLUDING ZEISS SUPER
IKONTA, PLAUBEL’S NEW MAKINA II,
ENSIGN MIDGET, ROLLEICORD, LEICA
MODEL III, THORNTON-PICKARD RE¬
FLEX, with New'lnsto Stop,’ EXAKTA.etc.
SEE

THE

NEW

BLENDUX

EXPOSURE

AND

METERS

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA

SQUARE,

(Opposite

O.P.O.)

OMBRUX

AT

Photographic Chartists,
BIRMINGHAM
Phone

: MID.

ACCESSORIES

ON

5670.

PHOTOGRAPHY

EALING,

SUPPLIES
LONDON,

W.5

CtfoKzyf use-

4GFA Professional Flashlight Outfit, complete,
BLENDUX
Meter,4/-new,
£3/12/6Watkins
; CaseTanks,for
Lantern Slides,
; Filters,
and other accessories, cheap. — P. N. Hills, Rivermede,

worth £4/17/6 : hardly used, £3. — Box 42,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1479

Romsey,

Hampshire.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

jby xxJtt
good stationers.

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

FILM Pack Adapters, “ A.P. Paris,” fittings as
USE

and 6e satisfied.

[1481

Trade.

55 x3J 2/3, 9x12 2 3, etc'
slides: 35x25 5/6, 41x31 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra : obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

Write for complete list to Iliffe & Sons Ltd..
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

46

Service

and 3 slides, 10/- ; Justophot Meter, Model 3,
with case, 15/- ; both in new condition. — Phillips,
Chavey Down Farm, Ascot, Berks.
[1402

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel and
SINGLE
Metalfittings:
Slides. ”34x25
A.P. Paris,”
T.-P., Zeiss
Block Edge
1/3, 4ix3i
1/6;

BOOKS

LEICA

KING’S Enlargers, and parts to make, 9/- to
DE Luxe Leather Case for J-pl. Camera, F.P.A.

r

ALL

£5 ; stamp, list. — K. & H., 76, Shakespeare
Rd., N.16.
[1436

LIST.

W. ]
■T. McKAIG, Sole Maker
Friai r Street, HEREFORD

\

EALING

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

D. and

P. TANKS

Porceloyd Ebonite, 20-gal., 38-40x15x12
in .
* ►
With tap hole and wood tap. 2s. 6d. extra.

20s. Od.

Porceloyd

27s. 6d.

Stoneware,
Stoneware.
Any

Type. 38-40x15x12 in .
With tap. 30s. Od.

10-gal., 4*2x81x84 in., with tap .
12-gal., 47x81x81. with tap .

32s. 6d.
52s. 6d.

size tank or dish can be supplied. London's Largest
Store of Second-hand Photographic Appliances.
CASH.
EXCHANGE.
INSTALMENTS.

LLOYD’S,

[0090
ALL RISK.

Heavy

87, Telephone
Lamb's :Conduit
Street,
London, W.C.l
HOLBORN
0250.

April
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES
THE NORTH-EAST [
CAMERA & CINE
all processes
without
every
Roll Film
Tanks,removing
takes V.P.film,to i-pl.,
SPECIALISTS IMPROVED
tank guaranteed, 5/6 ; Special for Ensign Midget,

—I

IOT»L

_

7

_

Trade.

WE

STOCK

but

our

MINIATURE

CAMERAS
stock

is not

miniature.

ENSIGN MIDGET, BABY IKONTA, KORELLE,
ROLLEICORD, FOTH-FLEX, CONTAX, LEICA, ETC.,
and some second-hand bargains.
Whatever

you

BRADY

want

&

you

can

get from

MARTIN

LTD.

29, Mosley Street, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

PRACTOS
Exposure Meters— Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cin6.
The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.
Scientifically designed, and
are infallible. Film speeds
are marked in both H.
Scheiner values.

3/9 ; 2-gal. D. & P. Tanks a speciality, 25/- complete.
— White, Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St,,
Bradford.
[1435

the results
up to 5,500
& D. and

MATERIALS
Trade.

Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
K ALTON,
Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.
to 7 ; Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St, welcomed.
Hours, 9
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 ; Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send for London,
price list. 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborae.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 1 38,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409£, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, £-pl. 3/6
K
ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4£x2| 3/6, 34x2i 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

View-finder picture in Sky-Blue
Finder in Model II.

Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I (without Finder) ditto 20/-

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3£x2£ glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
3£x2£, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 lfx2|,
gross; 1/6
4£x2}gross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

GARNER & JONES, LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden
Square, London, W.l

NEGATIVE

PHOTOCRAPHY
COMPLETE CONTAX OUTFIT, Latest Slow-Speed
Contax, f/2.8, filter, sky-shade, Ever-ready case,
Contax Enlarger and developing
outfit absolutely as new. Cost

at .

tank. Whole
£41. Offered

£29 10

0

CINE
ENSIGN

SUPER

KINECAM,

5-speed shutter.

f/1.5 T.T. & H., 2-in. Dallmeyer f/r.9, 4-in. DaUmeyer f/4.5, complete with leather case. Cost
£66. _ Condition as new .
£30 0 0

VISUAL

FOCUSSING

VICTOR,

Dallmeyer

f/3.5

and Dallmeyer f/3.5 4-in. Telephoto,
Cooke 5 f/3.5,
speeds,
and leather case. A gift at .
£27 10 0

BELL-HOWELL

FILMO

speeds.

condition .

In good

70a,
.

£15 10

For approval, hire-purchase and
part exchange, write to

rvi 1 i_s

□

ivi

STREET

BAX

HI

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

Lantern

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin
Photo

79, New

Gorse,

Mather

Street, Birmingham.

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Road,
Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Blackburn.
Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

J. Tempieman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.
G. & F. A. Wilman,

32, Westgate,

Bradford.

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

EXPERT

Leica

SERVICE

Fine Grain Developing
Film Refills ..
1IG &

1 /2/6

3£x2£

2d.

Enlargements
Send for List and

Sample.

<

CAMERAS WANTED
USED
Write,

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE.
giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

DINNINGS
95, Fowler

CAMERA
EXCHANGE
Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

YOU

CAN

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight,
10x8,
36
sheets
3/6;
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
Double¬
Glossy
Commercial
Bromide
K£-pl,,ALTON
72 sheets 2/6.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
dozen 5/-,
K
ALTON
£-pl., 49/9dozen
12/- ;3 Postcards,
backed 5/9; 3£x2£, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

DEAL

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
first 3£x2i,
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
l*x2£,Roll
9/- Films,
dozen;
2£x4i, ;
11/- ; 6 exposures : 3JX4J, 18/- ; 5£x3i, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3 H.packs
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 i-pl.,
£-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K
ALTON
Roll Film,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
8 exposure,
lfx2£super
and fast,
3£x2i,
2£x4} 12/- ; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.
K ALTON
fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3£x2i,Film
3 Packs,
packs super
5/9.
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled
: Amidol,
1/2 [0009
oz. ;
Metol, 1/4; Hydrokinone, lOd.
; Pyro, 1/-.
and
Cardette,
superfine,
all
grades,
36
sheets,
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh, Essex.— Bromide Paper
£-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
normal : Gaslight
3£x2£ Glossy
2/-, 4ix2f
i-pl. and
3/-,
i-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
5£x3£,
& D.600:
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; £-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
£-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 34
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

Hadleigh,
[0025

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

LOOK!

“DEC-LYN

PRINTS

DECKLED

SURFACE

EDGE,

CREAM,

LINEN

2.\ x if in., 2d. 3i x 7,\ in., 2Jd.
4i X 2|- in., 3d. 41 x 3I in., 3d.
5i X POST
3i in., PAID.
3Jd.

ALL
Minimum

1/-.

Cash

■

With

Order.

SNAPSHOT

LIN
ANKSTREET,
2, DERWENT
GFR

FINISHING

quality
SUNDERLAND

FREE
WRITE

FOR.

FREE

CATALOGUE

Selection of
Oke Largest"
materials in
the Zfrada /

We

! !
are

so sure

of the high

quality of our goods that
we will send a free sample
of Gaslight or Bromide
Write

Now!

This excellent paper costs
paper.
only 2/6 gross, in 3A x2} size.

ous and normal : all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬ CITy PHOTO WORKS
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal;
all surfaces:
72 sheets,
U9. Eastboume>RoQd.Southl»oft
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3£x2i,
Paper,1/3vigorous
and HsEESSSS
2/- gross ; 44x2} and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross :
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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A. ADAMS
122, Wigmore

Trade.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct with us for

D. & P. Paper,
Wallets, Mounts.

Postcards,

Plates,

Chemicals,

TEST our Gaslight or Bromide Paper free of

charge and see the wonderful quality and
easy working, 3£x21 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — Citv Photo Works, Southport.

[0002
ALLENS.
Gaslight,
the £1)quality
Paper,
31 x — Super
2/- gross
(12-gross
; Postcards,
100 ; —D.Deahd
Order Pads,
ALLENS.
LuxeP. Wallets,
1/6,7/6P.C.dozen.size, 2/3
Bromide

and

Gaslight,

2/6

PHOTOGRAPHER

100.

ALLENS.— D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092

&

Camera

: Welbeck

Square, W.1

3216.

Manufacturers

and Specialists

New
1934 Catalogue and Second-hand List
just published.
Post Free on application.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Trade.

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3£ x2£, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2£ x 41)

1/6, 4J x 31 1/3, 51*3* 1'8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 A dozen. 81 <61 ; 2 6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 12 T9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 81 x 61 9d., 61 4* 6d.
PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

ALL

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

ENLARGEMENTS

1934

REPAIRERS

CO., LTD.

Street, Portman
Phone

i8,

ADVERTISEMENTS

OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Trade.

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 31x24 1/- ;
41x31 1/3, 51x31 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Trade.

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

quantity, glossy or art surface.— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
1 /O
Q DOZEN,
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
IV
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

FOR

AS

POST

CARDS.

|

Payment on acceptance. Stamped addressed
envelope to accompany photos submitted.

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6} 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

PUBLICATION

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;

mounted
Enlargement
FREE
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8ix64 ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8£x6| 10d.,

<7
/_ PER
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-onfor Kodak
2.000,
i /
best GROSS,
Photographic
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064
(0057

Photographs Wanted!

FRIDAY

RETOUCHING
Trade.

SEND 1/- P.O. and snap for one 8ix64, four

Leicascop Exposure

As new

.

Leica

Reflecting

waist-level.

As

View-finder,

new

THE

for

Angular View-finder for Model I
Leica, and case. As new .
Leica Universal View-finder, for 3.5, 5

PI

Dogmar,

3£x21

Goerz
Compur.

3 D.D.

ir. Asnew.
pur.

X*J»X«J»vJ

List £3 12s. 6d.

List £7 10s .

. .

Fair condition

Leica Gnome

use with own

.

Film Still Projector, for

lens.

Asnew

P7.I

.

As

new.

£8:10:0

List £11 .

Leica Large Oiapositive Printer, 2x2
attachment, 15-watt lamp.
List £15 14s. 6d .

31x21

in., and film

As new.

C 6.1 C.ft
IO.lil.tl

Double Extension Hand, f/2.9 Meyer. Delayed

Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. As brand new .

9x12

C.A

A0 i • A.O »U

5-cm. Hektor f/2.5, auto coupling for
Leica.

5x4

£6:10:0

Leica Model I, not interchangeable,

f/3.5 Elmar.

M
O » A .A
Ilfc.U.U

cm. Zeiss Universal Jewel, triple extension,

interchangeable lens panel, drop base, revolving back,
1 5-cm. Tessar f/4.5, also Distar and Proxar lenses,
Compur, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, £*?f».n»n
case. As new. List £61 .

28 OLD

BOND

London,

Roll Film, f/4.5

Fair condition .

f/4.5, 6 slides.

Goerz

Anschutz

slides, case.

Good

Press, 150-mm.

Good

condition. .

Compur,

9x12

Tessar

pouch.

As

cm. and J-pl. Etui, double extension, 13. 5-cm.

f/4.5, delayed

3^x2}

Compur,

3 slides,

Zeiss Ikon Icarette 551/2, double extension,

plate back, Tessar f/4.5, delayed Compur,
case.
Good condition. List £16
12s. 6d.

9x12
9x12

48

PLEASE

MENTION

adapter, case.
.

Good

con-

Cl C.1 7.C
XlD.l/lU

cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, 15-cm. Tessar f/4.5,

6 slides, F.P. adapter, case.

Good

con-

281 OXFORD
London,
door*

West

0! Circus.

3, Orchard

WEST

£21:10:0

ST.
BUSES

STOP

[1148

STOCK

Latest Justophot Exposure Meter, and
case.

Asnew.

4^x2£

List £1 13s .

Ernemann

Cl .C.fl
XI

•□•U

Bob V, roll film, rise and cross,

Ememann anastigmat f/6.8, Chronos shutter, 1 to 1 /250th
sec., T. and B., level, leather case. Good
POlClA
Good it condi
tion. List £7 5s. . . .
cond
ion .
X X •O •U
£3:17:6
9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, double claw and resistance.

4^x 3J Zeiss Ikon Maximar, double extension, 13. 5-cm.

Dominar
case.

HERE.

f/4.5, Compur,

9 slides, leather

Very good condition

9x12

Solinar

PC.1

0»fi

.

cm. Agfa Isolar, double extension, 13. 5-cm.

f/4.5, delayed

Compur,

3 slides,

F.P.
adapter.
new .
IU»U»U
Herraagis.
Good Ascondition.
List takes
16-mm. Bolex
Cine Camera,
50-ft. £6:7:6
film, f/3.5
£14 14s.

31x2}

Ensign Special Reflex, 5J-in. Ross Xpres

f/4.5, 8 slides, F.P.

adapter,

leather

M

A#1

A.A

case.
As new.
9.5-mm.
PatheList £18 5s .

Lux- Projector, and X1U»1U*V
Cl A* ft *0

case,
complete.
Good condition
16-mm.
Cine-Kodak
B, f/1.9
Good condition .

16-mm.

Telephoto

Ensign Auto

.
lens.

Kinecam,

f/3. 1 and matched

Ill*!/*!/

£16:10:0
f/1.5 Cinar, also

finders, 3

PI

*7«n*n

speeds, case. Good condition .
11 I •U»U
3ix21 Ernoflex Folding Reflex, 13.5-cm. Ernon f/3.5.
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. £10,1
QCA
Good

W.l
BOUND

St., Canterbury.

condition .

.

12 GEORGE

I10«10»v

ST., CROYDON

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem Microscopes, bought
for cash.

D * a ITC H I SON

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.11.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

"THE

3 slides, screen,
£11:17:6

cm. Mentor Focal-plane, 6-in. Meyer f/3, 3 D.D.

slides, F.P.
dition .

Lamb,

f/4.5,

£8:8:0

F.P. adapter, roll-film holder. As new X1U»1
• «D
x 2V , Latest T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke,
6 3hslides
leather case. As
brand £11:17:6

Fourteen

DILLON

Busch

£10:15:0

new .

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

£5:5:0

condition £6:6:0

3x4 cm. Mentor Driever, f/3.5 Tessar,

ST.

W. I

Tenax

XO#Q*U

41 x 31 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, reversing back,

£1:12:6

new.

cuted. — Miss

CAMERAS

Goerz Pantar lens, Compound, 6 D.D. slides,
case. Good condition .

£0.1
lfci»10»U
£C#1

As

IN promptly exe¬
RETOUCHING. — First-class work

PAPER

£1:2:6
£1:5:0

Leica New Large Universal Viewfinder. Asnew. List £3 18s. 6d .
3 x4cm. Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 lens, Com-

13.5 cm.

MOTOR

5 x 4 Sinclair Una, double extension, C-in. combinable

6-in. Ross

and

LEADING

MINIATURE

Meter, and. case.

|

their photographs
shouldinterested
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
in selling

Peter¬
[4423

P.C. Enlargements, and our list ; P.C.
Printing, 6/6 gross ; D. & P., 3Ix2£, 1/-. — K. & H.,
76, Shakespeare Rd., N.16.
[1437

LATEST
NEW

etc.

for
free prospectus
obligation.—
World’sChadwell
Photo¬
graphic
Academy, ; 5,no Shannon
Terrace,
Heath, Essex.
[1100

FOURPENCE

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

BOOKS,
Trade.

Wilson Bros. Ltd., 80, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2

EVERY

TUITION.

AMATEUR

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142 St. Albans Rd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

CORRESPONDINGIWITH

ADVERTISERS.

ESTD.

1760

THE
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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YOU GAN COMPARE CAMERAS AT BOND ST.
ALL THE BEST “MINIATURES” ALWAYS IN STOCK
. . . and you do BEST OF ALL at WALLACE
‘MINI-FEHEATON’S
X
CONTAX

f Af

V« I 1 1“

With focal-plane shutter
giving 4, l/5th and l/10th
sec. Controlled by one
knob giving four groups of
speeds. A splendid minia¬
ture precision instrument.
With Zeiss
Tessarf/3.5 •
Nine monthly payments
of 64/2.

Five b°°k8 of the best buying
one
each ever
for New
Cameras,
Cin6
guidance
published.
There’s

lUl

Free Lists

I

Apparatus, Film Library, Guaran¬
teed Bargains, and Accessories.
Send 2d. to cover postage for any
or all you require.

The

am

Zeiss

Ikon’s

Latest !

World's Smallest Efficient
Camera.

F/3.5

anastigmat

lens,

Hmra

3-

' Takes 36 exposures at a |
1
1

speed shutter.
£4 16 0 1
F/3.5
Mever ...
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter. . £8 17 0
1

^

loading

mm

qHfiLfSkS
' --p- '

.99
8.

ROLLEICORD
Has

numerous

special features

in common with the famous
Rolleiflex — one - lever Compur
shutter, parallax compensation,
patent film guide, Zeiss Triotar

')

i
)

Gns.

‘ EXAKTA’

FOCAL

- PLANE

REFLEX

Metal body, leather covered
fitted with tripod bush and
cable release.
Speeded
l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec., T.
and B. Magnifier incorporated
for extra-fine work. With
Exakta
anastigmat f/3.5,

Nine

^Uhe

‘SUPER

monthly payments
of 32 8.

shutter.
model

Anything

on

on

standard

Zeiss

on

easy

roll filra.

Nine

monthly

payments

of

GENEROUS

monthly

payments.

Start

EXCHANGES

and exchange your present instru¬
miniature camera.
We make the

highest

obtainable

With

All-dis-

tance lens. . . .
Ensar f/6.3 ;
astigmat. . . .

anywhere

to-day.

ST.

W.l

10

0

52 6.

16 pictures

on 31 x 2j eight

“ Pronto

monthly

S "

shutter

payments

and

of 14 1.

THE

The

‘ PILOT

World's

Smallest

OUR

Reflex

’

Camera.

Making 3x4
cm. pictures. Instant
readiness for use, certainty of focus, and
advantages of the roll-film
combined, Compur shutter.

all

£18:15:0

Tessar

£21:10:0

.
Zeiss
Zeiss

camera

Tessar

Nine monthly
F/2.8

payments

of 43 9 or 50 2.

‘BRILLIANT’

HALL
FLOOR

the standard

roll film at

HOME CINt
SECTION

square

pictures.

emphasised
full size.

m

3f x2|

1/2, hut

8-exposure

gives

The

by the deep
Two-speed

12

21 -in.

brilliant

image

hood

is almost

shutter.

High-

grade f/7.7 anastigmat
lens .

45/.
BY
H. R. H.
PRINCE

APPOINTMENT
TO

WALES.

0924-5-6-7.

THE
OF

47 BERKELEY
PICCADILLY,
Telephone:

G ROS.

W.l
2691.

UIRLLflCE HERT0N LTD

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

\of

tip focussing from 34 ft. to in
finity. Direct-vision view-finder.
Easy to load. Very smart enamel
and
chromium finish.
Kodak
f/4.5 anastigmat £6

Takes

50/-

BOND

of

exposure film, anastigmat lens
shoots to the " snapping ’ position
at the touch of a button. Finger

lens

STAND
No. 426

OA

,1
1/ J

£22

payments

lens. .

FIRST

^
46 8.

‘KODAK’ DUO
Takes

Nine

Be with the times
ment for a modern

EMPIRE

Hi

PAYMENTS

equal

allowances

monthly

'H

page.

terms.

Collapsible eye - level
view-finder, leather slip
case.

or 2(

Tessar

f/4.5 lens .

F/3.5

Takes crisp, first-class
pictures. All-metal body,
3-speed shutter, l/25th
to 1/ 100th sec., T. and
B. Reflex view-finder.

EVERYTHING
FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY
AND
HOME MOVIES

another

From

ENSIGN
‘MIDGET’

MAYFAIR

9

on

using
after paying'
first£5.
instalment
—
only your
5 percamera
cent added,
or 5s. ifthe
under

VISIT

:

announcement

EASY

IKONTA

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll film.
All-metal body. Hinged back, springout front for rigidity, leather bellows,
direct-vision finder, tripod bush.
Finished black enamel with nickel
fittings.

Phones

with

With

See our

BABY

IKONTA’

Has a range-finder coupled with the focussing, ensuring
critical focus for every picture. A genuine Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, giving the most exquisite
definition.
A latest pattern Compur shutter, speeded 1, l, l/5th,
1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th, ]/100th, l/250th sec., with
delayed-action, so that the user may be in the picture.
A compact, all-metal body, which opens instantly to
infinity on pressure of release button. No
^
unsightly and inconvenient projections,.. X #
Nine monthly payments of 38 8.

We are also — of course — the
LEADING LEICA SPECIALISTS

From ,0.cu.8.' £14:0:0

LONDON,

exposures

Nine

Nine monthly payments of 24/6.

119 NEW

12

F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar .

10

of 11/3

Here is the camera to get life into all
your pictures. Has every gadget that

Fitted
i

Any

payments

‘ROLLEIFLEX’ I
jjg
► goes for absolute perfection. Takes

.

’

f/4.5 lens.

Derval

Nine monthly
for 1/6.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

ST.

April

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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01 lliiiuj of Imiidu
id ci jou foi eve'c

... it shill never pass into nothingness ” — if it
is photographed on an Ilford AutO'Filter Plate.
Ilford AutO'Filter Plates are highly orthochro'
matic. They yield pictures of exquisite softness
and loveliness, faithfully recording at their proper
values the delicate green and yellow tones which
give the countryside its Springtime glory.

ILFORD

AUTO-FILTER
Made

ILFORD

PLATES

in England by

LIMITED : ILFORD : LONDON

H.

Printed for the Publishers, Ilifff. & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

&

D.

S.E.i, by The

400

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

1934

e /iMATEUR

OTOGRAPHER

&.

The

Cl

Journal

Vol. LXXVII.

for Every
Wednesday,

body

with

a Camera
No.

April 25th, 1934.

Only the all-automatic Rolleiflex could have caught the tiger at just the right
moment of expression. The photographer saw it— snap went the hood into
position— in one second the picture was dead sharp in the magnifier — one more
second and lens stop and speed adjustment made — and click goes the trigger.
Result: a masterpiece. Learn more about the Rolleiflex FROM YOUR DEALERS
With F/4.5
Zeiss Tessar
With F/3.8
Zeiss Tessar

£20
£22

: 0 : 0
: 10 : 0

Copyright— Registered as a Newspaper

Or write for beautifully illustrated Bros/jure post free from the Sole Importers :

R, F. HUNTER,

Tel. : HOLBORN

7311/2.

for transmission in the U.K.

Ltd.,“ Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s Inn Rd.
LONDON,

W.C.1

2372.

April

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

SUSPENDED

25,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

ANIMATION!

It’s easy and inexpensive
to be a movie-maker with a

-KODAK
Write
^

for illustrated descriptive

Cine-

Kodak

Eight for 8 mm.

PLEASE

MENTION

booklets.

Kodak

Limited, Kodak

Alovies, £9.9.0
“THE

AMATEUR

£

House, Kingsway,

Cine-“ Kodak”

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

BB.

London, W.C.2

Junior

*.

with fy. 5 lens for 16 mm.,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

£13 . 13 . 0

ADVERTISERS.

April 25, 1934
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HJIlllllllllllllllllllliniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiH1

I

EXPOSURE
METERS

Simply sight your subject, the “ Weston” does

MODEL

627 {below), for Cine work

only.

When directed towards the desired “ shot ”
the correct exposure is instantly registered.
A protection cover acts as a handle
taking the reading. Size z-i$h6ths
Complete

while

x 2^ x i£.

with carrying strap ... .£8 10 0

s when
tJj6 TCSt f Guesswork goe

you invest in a Weston
exposure meter. Investment is right — when
you consider the saving in film, time and

money by using this scientifically accurate
instrument. You simply sight your subject
with a Weston, and the correct shutter
timing and lens stop is automatically regis¬
tered. No batteries to replace, nothing to
go wrong. The Weston exposure meter
works independently of climate, weather,
or temperature, and is undamaged by
direct sunlight.

nllllllimililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllF.
MODEL

617, TYPE

Cine work,

with

2 (above), for Still and

legible scale and

sensitive readings. Size 3§X2^
8 oz. An instrument

super

XiJ. Weight

MODEL

of laboratory precision

and pocket portability. Complete with shoul¬
der strap and leather case .... £1 1 0 0
EASY

PAYMENTS.

Add

price and divide by nine.
payment

5%

to

cash

First monthly

secures.

GENEROUS

EXCHANGES.

ance

present

on your

627

the Leica.

LEICAMETER.

Correct exposure

Specially

designed

for

without calculation for all

Leica work, including colour process. Size 2-5/1 6ths x
X 1
Complete with carrying strap .
£8 10

WALLACE
9, NEW BOND

Best allow

HEATON
ST., LONDON,

W.

0

LTD.
And

at 47, BERKELEY
STREET, W.l

apparatus.
Phones

: Mayfair

0924/5/6/7.

Illllllllllllllijilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

1

April

THE

AMATEUR

FILMO70‘DA’
The finest amateur
cin6 camera in the
world. Has every
modern refinement
which goes to the
making of perfect

professional pic¬
tures. even in the
hands of the veriest
oovice.
Let us
demonstrate it to

£88 : 0 : 0
you.

Nine

monthly payments
£10 5s. 4d.

16-mm.

films.

model

BARGAINS

payments

Model I Leica, Elmar f/3.5, 135-mm. f/4.5 Elmar, 35-mm.
Elmar f/3.5, Elmar wide-angle, all interchangeable, range-finder,
ever-readv case, solid leather case, to hold the complete outfit.
In excellent condition .
£27 0 0

i-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, and leather case .
£9 9 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat and
motor drive .
£7 10 0
Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f/2.5 anastigmat,
motor drive. New condition .
16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo Cine Camera,
drive and leather case. As new .
16-mm. Cine Camera, f'3.5 Cinar
New condition .
.

0!

70/-.

L ‘C’
Now
MODE£60
NEWin stock

pathE

luxe

£13:0:0
payments

of

30/4.

EVERY OTHER PATH£
MODEL IN STOCK.

Coronet

Cine Camera,

motor

3i 2i No. 7 Carbine,
case .

Ensar

f/3.5 anastigmat and
£4 17 6

f/4.5, Mulchro

shutter

i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-cap¬
ping focal-plane shutter, Mackenzie slide and 12 envelopes
£10 10 0
V.P. Korelle Roll Film and Plate, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.8,
Compur shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides and leather case.
New condition .
£9 9 0
3x4 cm. Rolloroy, f/3.6 Elmar,
case .

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak,
and leather case .

Compur

shutter

COSTS.

and leather
£9 9 0

f/4.5, focal-plane shut¬
£7 10 0

Vario

shutter,

f/3.5 anastigmat,

3J x2j Horizontal T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer
shutter, 6 slides and case .

With fixed-focus f/3.5 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage Indicator,
and- eye-level finders incorpo¬
rated in the handle of the
camera. Holds 25 ft. of special
film, only half the width of
which is exposed at a time.

and leather
£4 10 0

31 21 Donata Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, delayedaction G'ompur, 3 slides. F.P. adapter and leather case £7 7 0
9 x 12 cm. Nettel Deckrnlio, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shatter, 12 single metal slides. New condition
£15 17 6

i-pl. Folding Pocket, f/6.3 Amar,
l/100th sec. and 6 slides .

CINE-KODAK
EIGHT
RUNNING

2-in. f/3.5
£25 10 0

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Cooke-Butcher f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter. 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£5 17 6
4i x 21 No. 12 Roll Film Carbine, Aldis f/7.7, speeded shutter
and case .
£2 7 6

3J x 2\ Salex Focal-plane, Ross Xpres
ter, 9 slides and case .

HALVES

motor drive.
£6 6 0

Whole-plate Square Bellows Field and Studio, rapid Sym¬
metrical lens, double extension, swing and reversing back, 3
slides and tripod .
£8 17 6

9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Motocamera,
leather case .

NEW
SPEED
DEVICE.

monthly

anastigmat,

f/3.5 motor
£25 0 0

drive, f/3.9 anastigmat
£2 2 0
9.5-mm. Kid Projector, super-reel attachment and resistance
to 250 volts. New condition .
£2 7 6

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.5 anastigmat lens. For
9. 5 -mm. films

Nine

Telephoto lens,
£14 17 6

Cooke

16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/1.5 anastigmat,
Dallmeyer, motor drive and leather case .

9.5-mm.

WITH

IN ‘STILL’ AND

3 x 4 cm. Ikonta, f/6. 3 anastigmat, speeded shutter. £2 7 6
Postcard Nixe Roll Film, double extension, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4. 5, plate back. 3 slides and screen, leather case. .. . £11 5 0

21 Foth Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, 3-speed shutter
£2 12 6
9 12 cm. Voigtlander Reflex, Heliar f/4.5. Telenegative
attachment, self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back,
6 slides and leather case .
£12 17 6

1 B’ £30

monthly

TERMS

31

Bausch

1934

Nine equal monthly instalments — first
payment secures goods. Only 5% added
if over £5.
No harsh formalities I

3-in. Dallmeyer Wide-angle f/6.8, iris .
£4 10 0
9 12 cm. and 1 -pi. Etui Folding Pocket, f/4.5 anastigmat,
Ibsor shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case £4 17 6

Glaukar anastigmat f,*2.8
lens. Brings every subject
within your scope. 8peeds
b. 16 and 64 pictures per sec.
Direct and reflecting view¬
finders.

Nine

EASY

25,

ADVERTISEMENTS

41 • 2i No. la Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded
shutter and leather case .
£1 19 6
o!

SIEMENS CINE
CAMERA
For

PHOTOGRAPHER

speeds to
£1 9 6

motor drive
£8 17 6

f/4.5, focal-plane
£6 17 6

CINE APPARATUS

i-pl. Record Enlarger, f/6 Dallmeyer Stlgmatic, rack focussing,
8i-in. condenser, revolving carrier .
£9 12 6
i-pl. Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, rack focus¬
sing, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., £16
Mackenzie
16 0
slide, 12 envelopes, F.P. adapter, changing-box, leather case
5x4 Ensign de Luxe Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat, selfcapping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, screen,
6 book-form slides, leather case .
£11 12 6
9 x 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat, focussing, self-capping shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th sec.,
screen, 6 slides and case .
£28 10 0
i-pl. Sanderson, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, Compound
shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec., every possible movement, screen, 3
double slides and case .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Latest Model Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/800th sec., automatic masking
device, revolving back, screen, 3 D.D. slides and case £19 17 6
11-in. f/5.6 Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto, in focussing mount,
iris diaphragm .
£11 5 0
6x4 Kodak Autofocus Enlarger, automatic focussing, f/7.7
anastigmat lens .
£6 6 0
i-pl. Ross Keros, f/4. 6 Ross Xpres anastigmat, Acme shutter,
1 to 1 /300th, double extension, revolving back, Dodo Telephoto
lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£7 17 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar anastigmat, Compur
£6 6 0
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., focussing, D.V. finder. New condition
34x24 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
rack focus, self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., screen,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 12 6
Leitz Leica Standard Interchangeable Model, f/3.5 Elmar
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, l/20th to l/500th sec., complete
in case .
£9 17 6
35-mm. Leitz Wide-angle Lens for Leica Camera. . £4 17 6
la size Zeiss Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat, Everset speeded shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec., brilliant and D.V.
finder .
£4 12 6
i-pl. Shew Xit Folding Pocket, f/6 Aldis anastigmat. Compound
shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., focussing adjustment, screen, 6 double
elides, leather case .
£2 7 6
3 4 cm. Zeiss Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., focussing adjustment, D.V. finder,
leather case .
£7 12 6
34 x 24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpre3 anastigmat, radial
focussing, rising and cross front, N. & G. reflex finder, screen,
3 metal book-form slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£10 17 6
31 x 24 Latest Model Zeiss lea Bebe, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat, D.V. finder, micrometer focussing, Compur D.A. shutter,
1 to 1 /250th sec., screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
Unsoiled .
£13 12 6
34 x 24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat, radial
focussing, rising and cross front, N. <fc G. reflex finder, screen,
3 metal book-form slides, F.P adapter and case. . . . £10 17 6
34 x 24 Reitzschel Folding Pocket, f/6.3 Reitzschel anastigmat,
Pronto shutter, l/125tb to l/100th sec., rising front, radial
focussing, 3 slides, roll-holder and case .
£1 11 6
34 x 24 Etui Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Radionar anastigmat,
Compur D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising front, screen, 3
slides, Riteway roll-holder and leather case. Unsoiled £6 17 6
34 x 24 Cameo, f/6. 6 Cooke anastigmat, Lukos Xpres, 1 to
l/300tb sec., rising and cross front, screen, 3 slides ami F.P.
adapter .
£1 11 6
34 x 24 Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar anastigmat,
Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., D.V. finder, micrometer
focussing, hooded screen, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£5 19 6

90/94 FLEET ST 59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON

Phone:

CENT.

9391

E.C.4

LONDON

Phone:

CITY

1124

E.C.2

£9:17:6
Nine

monthly

payments

CINE-KODAK
JUNIOR

of 23/1.

ENSIGN
‘AUTO-

even

in Leica

Gives

clear

the beginner

construction

,

obtain splendid 16-mm. mo¬
vies without any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three
speeds and hand crank, direct
finder. Complete in leather
case.

Institute

of

Amateur Cine¬
matographers.

of the
payments
31/10.

With

movies.

of

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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lens.
mount

£33 :13 :0

Nine

monthly payments
of 78/6.

CITy SALES
(1929)
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f/2 Summar

In collapsible sunk

monthly payments
31/11.

Associate an
Appointed

mediateto fractions,
in ad¬
dition
l/20th — l/500th
sec.
Has
telescopio
range-finder with mag¬
nification u times and
the
image. for focussing
eyepiece

£13:13:0

to

long Instantaneous

advance
{ sec., or any inter¬
III T 'ie latest exposures of 1, 4. and

■■■

The cheapest f/3.5 16-mm.
camera for 50-ft. film. Day¬
light
loading.
Strongly
con¬
structed.
Makes
splendidly

’
With
F/3.5 DALLMEYER
KINECAM
ANASTIGMAT LENS
Enables

1
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IEVERY “STILL” CAMERA
‘ SIX-20 5 KODAK

EXCHANGES
Highest allowances on your used ap¬
paratus in part payment for something
better. Bring yours and save pounds.

VLL FULLY

Latest Pathe Luxe Cine Camera, f/2.5 Hermagis
Telephoto, leather case. As new .

3£x2i Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar. Compur shutter,
flex and direct-vision finders, complete in leather case £6 6 0
Latest Model Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, latest
ittern Compur shutter. Unsoiled .
£5 19 6
3i x 2J Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, i/6.3 anastigmat lens, D.A. shutter.
nsoiled .
£3 7 6
21 square Watch Pocket Carbine, f/7.7 anastigmat lens,
>eeded shutter, focussing adjustment .
17s. 6d.

Latest Model II Coupled
case .

1-pl. Revolving Back T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press anasjmat lens, 3 slides and canvas carrying-case. Unsoiled
£11 10 0

‘ MIDGET’

Takes crisp, first-class pic¬
tures. All-metal bodv, 3-speed
shutter, l/25th to l/100th
sec., T. and B. Reflex view¬
finder, collapsible eye-level
view-finder, leather slip case.
tance
lens
With All-Dis¬
Ensar

ZEISS IKON
30/( KOLIBRI’ : CAMERAS
50/AT 40% OFF LIST

f/6 Aldis lens, complete
£3 19 6

OurOr Price
9 monthly

Telephoto,

With Thelma delayed-action
List price £8 10s.

3-in. f/6. 5 Cooke

Primoplane,

5 slides and case
£9 10

Zeiss Novar lens, focussing, with Com¬
pur sector shutter. List price £11 10s.

0

64-in. f/7.7. Kodak Anastigmat Lens, B.B. shutter. .15s. Od.
61-in. f/4.8 Zodellar Anastigmat Lens, Universal speeded
utter .
£1 19 6
64-in. f/6 Dallmeyer 3-foci Stigmatic Lens, Compur shutter
£3 17 6
41-in. f/6.8 Anastigmat Lens, speeded shutter .
15s. 6d.
6-in. f/4.5 Dallmeyer Anastigmat Lens, sunk mount, suitable
r 3Jx2£ reflex .
T.
£3 3 0

Latest Model K Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat, long-distance
Telephoto lens, combination case. Model A 250-watt type
K. Projector, with adjustable resistance. Cost £120. £75 0 0
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 bookform slides. F.P.
adapter, pigskin case .
£9 17 6

5 J-in. f/4.5 Aldis Anastigmat Lens, Koilos fully-speeded shutter.
9 new. Suitable for 1-pl. Sanderson .
£3 19 6
6-in. f/8.8 Goerz Dagor Anastigmat Lens, Automat shutter
£1 17 6

>4AldersgateSt
Phone : NAT. 0591

A high-class instrument. Direct finder,
16 pictures on V.P. fi.m, genuine f/3.5

31 x 21 Series II Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Com¬
pur shutter. Cost £8 8s. As new .
£4 4 0
31 x 21 All-metal Wirgin Folding Pocket, double extension,
f/2.9 Schneider anastigmat, delayed-action Compur shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 12 6
P.C. Adams’ Folding Minex Reflex, double extension, revolving
back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, 6 D.D. slides, Mackenzie
slide, 12 envelopes, pigskin case. Cost £55 .
£16 10 0
1-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens. 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
. .
£12 17 6
31 x 21 Latest Marion Soho Reflex, masking device, f/4.5 Ross
anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides. Unsoiled .
£17 0 0
31 x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat
£5 17 6

5 4 LIME

E.C.1

LONDON

Phone : MON.

Or 9 monthly
Leather

sling strap,

ROLLEICORD'

compensation, patent
Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.

film

guide,

10 Gns.

E.C.3

monthly

payments

“ Rolleicord

”

of 24/6.

Carrying

Case,

Made by the makers of the famous
“ Rolleiflex.”

Takes 16 pictures on 31 x 21 eightexposure film, anastigmat lens

Special offer

shoots to the “ snapping ” position
at the touch of a button. Finger¬

BABY

tip focussing from 34 ft. to in¬
finity. Direct-vision view-finder.
Easy to load. Very smart enamel
and chromium finish.
Kodak "f/4.5
With
Pronto
S ” shutter
and
anastigmat
£3

Meyer lens, and latest de.1 layed-action Compur
sector
Bhutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T.
and B., with cable release.
of

of 12/3.

lock and

Has
numerous special features in
common
with the famous Rolleiflex
— one-lever Compur shutter, parallax

KODAK ' DUO

31x21

All-metal body, D.V. finder,
r! leather covering, nickel fittings.
As illustrated, but with f/2.9

ments

£5:5:0

payments

£1 extra.

SALEX ‘BALD A’

f/3.5 Meyer

-

shutter.

THE BIG CAMERA
SENSATION OF 1934

Patent

‘ With

case with

£7:7:6
of 17/3.

5/9 extra.

ST
0180

-

payments

Our Price

Nine

pictures on
roll film.

.

Model II Leica, coupled range-finder, f/2.5 Hector lens, vertical
condenser enlarger, with f'4.5 anastigmat .
£25 10 0
i-pl. Recent Regular Sanderson, wide-angle rack, f/6.8 Cooke
anastigmat. Universal shutter. Dallmeyer Adjustable Adon

f-pl. Sinclair’s Una Hand and Stand, f/6.8 Dagor lens, f/9 Carl
;iss Protar W.A. lens, 6 D.D. slides, carrying-case. All as
•w .
£12 17 6
10-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto Lens, focussing mount. Cost
.6 10s .
£9 17 6

16

f/6.3

anastigmat

Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes, 12-in. f/5.6 Ross Telecentric,
180-mm. focus, soft-focus lens .
£16 16 0
Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat lens .
£4 4 0
V.P. Korelle Roll Film, f/2.9 Xenar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, leather case .
. .
£8 8 0

1-pl. T.E. Field Camera, f/6.8 Isostigmar lens, roller-blind
utter, 3 D.D. slides and tripod .
£5 12 6
31 x 21 Portrait Reflex, fitted f/3 Dallmeyer Portrait lens, rack
ount, rack and pinion focussing, reversing back, 3 slides
£8 17 6

Takes

of 8/8.

lens.

Cost £10 12s. 6d.
£7 10 0
1-pl. Kodak Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat lens. Cost
0 17s. 6d. . .
£6 12 6

ONDON

payments

ENSIGN

3Jx21 Noxar Vertical Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat, base easel,
electric fittings, 41*in. condenser .
£4 17 6
Foth-Flex Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 anastigmat £8 15 0
5x4 Kershaw Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides,

31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 10-in. f/5.6
allon, interchangeable, 3 double book-form dark slides, F.P.
lapter, leather case. Perfect condition. Cost £62 10s.
£35 0 0

31 x 21 Butcher’s Abbeydale Enlarger,
th electric fittings .

Nine monthly

34 x 2\ Murer Bijou Reflex, f/4.5 anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter. 3 slides, F.P. adapter. .
.
£2 15 0
Latest 1-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
f/3 Hugo-Meyer anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
time valve, 3 D.D. slides. As new .
£18 0 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter, leather
case .
£6 17 6

31 x 21 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastigmat lens, f/6
allmeyer Popular Telephoto lens, interchangeable, 6 slides,
P. adapter .
£11 17 6

£2:15:0

Nine monthly payments of 6/8.
With focussing anastigmat

1-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, self -capping focal-plane
shutter, revolving back, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£9 12 6
5x4 Recent Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, selfcapping shutter, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, Macken¬
zie slide, 12 envelopes, leather case .
£9 9 0
5x4 Kodak Compact Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, F.P.
adapter, 2 slides, leather case .
£8 7 6

V.P. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, speeded shutter, directsion finder, 2 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather
-se .
£7 17 6
V.P. Blocknote, f/6.3 Tessar, speeded shutter, 6 slides and
ae .
£2 5 0

f/4.5 Tessar

f/3.5 Elmar,
£16 16 0

Coronet Cine Camera, f/2.9 T.T. & H. lens, also Coronet Pro¬
jector .
£2 10 0
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, self-capping focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Ensign anastigmat, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £5 18 6
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/3. 4 Aldis anastigmat, 5
slides, leather case .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, release, leather case .
£9 9 0

31 x 21 lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compound shutter, directsion finder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £22
£7 17 6

Enlarger,

Leica,

leas

lens, also
£14 0 0

6 x 13 Stereo Polyscope, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses, leather
case. Cost £40 .
£15 15 0
21 Roll Film Brilliant, f/4.5 Skopar, Compur shutter, leather
case .
£6 2 6
V.P. Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dominar lens, Compur shutter,
leather case .
£5 12 6

Latest Model Leitz Leica, coupled range-finder, f/3.5 Elmar.
•mplete in purse. Unsoiled .
£17 17 0
31x21 Contessa Nettel Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
ieeded shutter .
£1 12 6
la Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. 9d.
3x2 Ensignette, f/6.3 Cooke anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
cussing adjustment. Cost £6 12s. 6d .
£1 12 8
31x21 Double Extension Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Compur
utter, reflex and direct-vision finders, focussing screen, 2
Ides, leather case, F.P. adapter .
.
£4 12 6
31 x 21 Voigtlander Avus, double extension, rising front,
4.5 Skopar, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
-se .
£7 12 6

31 x 2J Miraphot

Range-finder

the
picture.
Kodon into
shut¬a
ter will
slice aItssecond
hundredth. Open the back,
hinged like a cigarette case,
flick up the spool-holders,
snap the film home, and
you’re loaded almost before
you’ve begun. Six-20 slick¬
ness
and
quickness are
priceless. 8 exposures on
tena f/6.3..
31x21 film. With
Doublet
£3;j2:6

APPROVAL

GUARANTEED

The clever camera. In one
movement the front drops
and the lens springs out for

‘TENGORS’

21/8.
Nine

lens £7: 7: 0

monthly

payments

Body

of 14/1.

Zeiss

EXCHAIlGi
TIITED

LATEST
|

|

FREE
from

AND
any

City

BOX

Sale

Novar

two

parts

f/6.3 with

only.
focus¬

sing adjustment, direct-vision view¬
finder, 2 tripod hushes. Rotary Everset shutter for both time and instan¬
taneous exposures. Dimensions :
2 x 2 J x 3 S in. Weight 8 oz.

LISTS
POST

all metal,
Tkon

Original Price £2 7s. 6d.
Our
Price 29/9

FREE
branch.
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. . . it shall never pass into nothingness” — if it
is photographed on an Ilford Auto^Filter Plate.
Ilford AutO'Filter Plates are highly orthochn>
matic. They yield pictures of exquisite softness
and loveliness, faithfully recording at their proper
values the delicate green and yellow tones which
give

the

countryside

its Springtime

ILFORD

glory.

AUTO-FILTER
ILFORD

PLATES

Made in England by
LIMITED : ILFORD : LONDON

H. & D. 400
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DO photographers take their work

Stamford

Street . Condon.

S.C.I

dictum, but he thought that some¬
times photographic workers were in¬
clined to overdo the seriousness of
their part. Was not this going back
to Rembrandt, for example, over¬
done ? Why to Rembrandt ? If one
wants to go back at all, why not to
Hogarth, to Rawlinson, to Gilray ?
There is no reason why every photo¬
graph should be a masterpiece, and
some trivial subject, such as the
marks made by a sponge on a piece
of blotting-paper, may afford more
aesthetic pleasure than super-artistic
works bearing such titles as “ Where
cattle slumber in the gentle shade.”
At any rate, Major Bull declared
that he can only think of about half
a dozen photographs which he has
seen since 1906 which he would care
to have hanging on his walls for all
the rest of his life.

No.

2372.

at the very gates of huge industrial
cities. That cannot have escaped
anyone who has approached Bir¬
mingham from London on the Great
Western line, where some of the
loveliest country in England creeps
up to the Birmingham
The

Scottish

border.

National.

The twenty-sixth Scottish
National Salon of Photography was
opened at the Museum Art Galleries,
Paisley, on April 7th, by Sir John
Stirling Maxwell, and remains open
until April 28th. A remarkably fine
show of pictorial work has been
hung, and the organisers are to be
congratulated upon its success. The
section devoted to Scottish workers
contains 252 pictures, and prints
from other parts of the world bring
the total up to 504. This includes
exhibits from a number of wellknown workers. The Technical and

Clubs.

A word of praise should be said
for the work of the amateur film
clubs which are springing up in
various parts of the country. Some
work done by the Sheffield Club
was recently exhibited in London
and evoked much admiration. Some
of the Lancashire towns have done
quite ambitious work, and Manches¬
ter is pre-eminent. Bristol, again,
has made a noteworthy contribution.
One wonders why the film club
movement has spread itself so
markedly in industrial centres, in

LXXVII.

towns which, much as is to be said
for them, would never be acclaimed
as places of beauty. We do not
hear, for instance, much of film
clubs in seaside resorts, in spite of
the temptation to do some local
advertising. The work of amateur
cinematographers in industrial towns
is not, of course, done mainly in
their own streets, but it has that
kind of thing as a background, and
a very good background, too, for
pictorial work with the film. The
film reveals what beauties there are

too seriously ? That is sug¬
gested by a remark made by
Major P. C. Bull at a recent meeting
of the Pictorial Group of the Royal
Photographic Society to the effect
that a friend of his had defined a
pictorial photographer as a person
who had lost his sense of humour or
had been born without it. Major Bull
himself did not subscribe to that

Film

Vol.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

Scientific Section is also well sup¬
ported and there is a good show of
transparencies. This is the fourth
time the Scottish National has been
held at Paisley, and the exhibition
was intended originally for Scottish
Super

Wide-Angle

Work.

A photograph, sent from America, of the
new R.C.A. building in New York. It
contains 70 stories and is 850 feet high.
The camera was used at the only avail¬
able street-level viewpoint.

photographers only, but in recent
years the scope has been extended.
An Art Union with prizes of
pictures is always a feature of this
show, and has proved an attraction.
5
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Popularising

Photography.

Mr. Gui St. Bernard was provo¬
cative and stimulating in his lecture
at the Royal Photographic Society
last week, and some of his remarks
may be the occasion of future
comment. One point urged very
seriously was the desirability of
popularising photography as a means
of home decoration. The Japanese
have a kind of domestic shrine in
the shape of a hinged receptacle
over the hearth in which pictures
are inserted and re-inserted at
frequent intervals. Why not some¬
thing of the kind in the British
home, where a succession of good
photographic prints may be put
on the walls of the sitting-room,
none of them remaining so long as
to wear out its welcome ? Another
point made by Mr. St. Bernard was
an appeal to the art editors of
newspapers to use their opportunities
for including on the picture page
works of pictorial merit. He was

Readers’

reminded

in the

discussion

that

certain high-class papers do this
already, giving to the pictures the
fine screen and the adequacy of
space necessary for clear and digni¬
fied reproduction. But, unfortu¬
nately, these papers are read by a
public already educated, and the
need is to bring the same thing home
to the masses who read more
“ popular ” journals. Editors are
suspicious of photographs which are
not steaming with news value,
but that there is a public for a work
of a quieter kind and a kind that
gives {esthetic pleasure is surely
proved by the large communities
of week-end “ hikers.” Indeed, a
return to an appreciation of land¬
scape was prophesied.
Not Yet.
The home cinema does not yet
seem to have established itself as a
necessity in the ideal home, if the
stands at the Ideal Home Exhibi¬

tion at Olympia are any criterion.
To be ushered into a special section
called the Home Cinema Section
created great 'expectations, but, in
fact, the section contained only
eight stands altogether, and some
of these were devoted to the radiogramophone. Only one of them,
indeed, appeared to be showing
cinema cameras and projectors at all.
At present it appears more popular
to hear voices than to see faces.

The

Pulling the Whisker.
writer whose words

are

accompanied by photographic illus¬
trations should be careful. One of
the London evening newspapers
last week published an article de¬
scribing a certain well-known Lon¬
don police-court magistrate. It
described how he sat on the bench
“ tugging at his moustache.” But
a photograph of the magistrate was
published alongside the description,
and showed him to be clean shaven !

Problems

Selected queries on topics of general interest to readers will be fully dealt with
on this page week by week. Other replies appear as usual on the back page.

Slides

with

Enlargers.

Many of my negatives are of quarter -plate size, and I have
been trying to make lantern slides by reduction with my quarterplate horizontal condenser enlarger. My trouble is that I have
not got sufficient extension to obtain as much reduction as I
require. Could I fit some sort of extension to the enlarger ?
F. E. B. (Sunderland .)
What you suggest is quite practicable. A light box-form
attachment can be fitted to the front, carrying the enlarger
lens at one end. If you make it long enough there will be
plenty of latitude in focussing, so that you can get different
degrees of reduction.

As the diagram shows, a separate camera is used in conjunc¬
tion with the enlarger. The ideal would be a lantern-size
camera, but it is easier to come by a quarter-plate stand camera,
and a slide can be adapted to take the lantern plate. The front
panel of the enlarger is removed, and what is practically done is
to photograph the negative on to a lantern plate. The bellows
of the enlarger protects the negative from front light, and as the
lantern plate is in a dark slide there is no risk of fogging it with
stray light from the enlarger.
It is an advantage if the small camera has back focussing
and rise and cross front, but these movements
are not
imperative.

Stale

Films.

How long may roll films be kept beyond the date on the carton>
and still be expected to give clean bright negatives ?
S. R. {Truro.)

An

alternative

is to use

a lens of shorter

focus

than

that

already fitted to the enlarger. A condition of suitability is
that it must cover a quarter-plate perfectly to the corners.
With such a lens the extension you have would probably be
adequate.
We reproduce a diagram we published some years ago, as
it illustrates still another method which we would strongly
commend to your consideration. The lamphouse is shown as
fitted for incandescent gas, but the particular illuminant you
have is immaterial. The advantage of using the enlarger at
all for this purpose is that the negative is strongly and evenly
illuminated.

There is no definite answer to your question. Much depends
on the make and character of the films, and still more on the
conditions under which they have been stored. Films are
often still in good condition a year or more after the date
given on the carton. Naturally, however, it is advisable not
to run risks by keeping them longer.
In any case, it is well to take special precautions when films
are out of date, and the following developer has been recom¬
mended.
Boiling water
. .
. .
. .
. .
40 oz.
Hydroquinone
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
J oz.
Metol
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
J oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
4 oz.
Sodium carbonate . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
6 oz.
Potassium bromide . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
£ oz.
The ingredients should be dissolved in the order given, and
the solution used at full strength. The large quantity of
bromide
be used
avoided,

6
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counteracts fogging, and an acid-hvpo bath should
for fixing. Under-exposure of the films should be
as there is a tendency to loss of speed with age.
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odern

Plates

& Films

Sensitive materials have been improved enormously in late years,
but with the considerable variety available the beginner may find
it difficult to make a choice. In the following article some of the
characteristics of modern films and plates are discussed.

WITHIN the last few years

photographic materials
have been greatly improved
with regard both to variety and
quality. The photographer who is
not very experienced may well be
puzzled as to which to select. Apart
from material designed for special
purposes, and the work of the
specialist, there is a wide variety
which may be used for what is
termed general work.
•

Ortho, or Pan.

Very few plates or films of non¬
colour-sensitive type are used in
these days. For most photographers
the question ranges round orthochromatic or panchromatic material,
in fact for all roll-film cameras only
these varieties are now available,
and differ merely in the matter of
speed. Plates of the “ non-screen ”
variety have been upon the market
for many years, and while their
powers of colour correction are only
partial, they are an improvement
upon the older varieties which are
not colour sensitive.
The recently introduced ’chrome
films are an improvement in the
matter of colour sensitiveness over
the films of twenty years ago, even
when no screen is used upon the lens.
They are not sensitive to red ; but
this may not be necessary. When a
suitable lens screen is employed the
colour translation is sufficient to
meet most needs, especially with
regard to the greens and the yellows.
They are also of definitely high speed,
and can be regarded as very suitable
for all-round snapshot work.
Panchromatics.

Panchromatic plates and films
offer so many advantages that their
growing popularity is not surprising.
The modern panchromatic plate or
film is a marked advance upon the
material of ten years ago. There
is phenomenal speed, hand camera
exposures can be made with a pale
filter on the lens, and full exposure

secured, even with a lens of moderate
aperture, when the subject is well
illuminated.
The panchromatic plate or film
can be used to advantage for prac¬
tically every subject, quite apart
from its ability of giving a correct
translation of colour, and is prob¬
ably the ideal for the modern
pictorial worker to whom correct
tone values are a consideration.
It offers increased speed when the
light is yellow or red, such as at
early morning or late evening.
Under half-watt lighting the pan¬
chromatic plate or film, by reason of
its high sensitiveness to the red
end of the spectrum, will be even
faster than it is to daylight.
For

the Miniature

With the ever-growing popularity
of the miniature camera the question
of negative material becomes of
even greater importance. The small
negative is primarily intended for
the production of large prints, and
if the latter are to be of fine quality
the film must be of the right type.
The chief essential is fineness
of grain, and an emulsion which will
give an image of soft contrast, with
a long scale of gradation. The
high-speed materials of a few years
ago produced negatives of very
coarse grain, but this is not the case
with modern high-speed films.
Modern roll films are to be had
in different speeds, and the user of
a miniature camera may well ask
himself whether he should use a
slower speed film of very fine grain,
with a large lens aperture, or
reduce the aperture and use a faster
film. Rarely will the maximum
speeds of both lens and film be
necessary.
The

Best

Plate

or Film.

The beginner often asks which

is

the “ best ” plate or film. The
answer is that there is no best, in
the sense that all are good, the best
being the one with which he becomes
373
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Camera.

most

familiar.

Apart

from

speed,

plates and films differ in minor re¬
spects; for example, in the time of
development and in the appearance
of the image during that process.
Some need short or longer develop¬
ment in order to produce an image
of the same degree of contrast.

The photographer who knows his
material and the manner in which it
behaves has an advantage over the
doubtful benefit offered by another
with which he has had no experience.
This is an argument in favour of
the worker who undertakes his own
dark-room operations. The photo¬
grapher who goes on holiday should
use the material with which he is
familiar, rather than one which,
although excellent, may
have
different characteristics.
We

have

known

of cases where

irreplaceable holiday exposures have
been spoilt simply by the use of
materials with which the photo¬
grapher had no previous experience.
In General.

Modern

materials

provide

the

photographer with all that he re¬
quires for securing perfect results.
Their use may make greater demands
upon the amateur who does his
own developing than did those of
other days, but to the serious worker
this is no obstacle in view of the
finer rendering obtainable.
At the same time, it must be
pointed out that they are not more
difficult to use because photographic
science has kept pace in other
directions. For example, by the use
of a desensitiser the fastest of
panchromatic plates or films may, in
the dark-room, be reduced to the
sensitiveness of bromide paper. Al¬
though modern materials are said
to have considerable latitude in
exposure it is necessary to see that
this all-important factor has suffi¬
cient attention to ensure that it is
not far from the ill-defined limits
termed

“ correct.”

Thi amateur

photographer

April 25th, 1934
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FOOTBALL
SNAPSHOTS
with a

Compur
By

E.

Shutter

G.

TURNER.

Although the season is nearly over
there are still many
good games to
be seen, and with the brighter light
available now is the best time to se¬
cure

1 j200th sec. exposure

well-exposed

football

snapshots.

i/zooth

// 8. Bright sunshine.

Cevaert film 2,000

H.

&■ D.

FOOTBALL photography is usually
associated

with

cameras

a good between-lens shutter of the
Compur pattern, such as is fitted to
many modern hand cameras.
The maximum speed of the Compur
is usually about 1 /250th part of a
second, which is sufficiently fast to
arrest quite considerable movement on
the part of the players.
With the introduction of new super¬
speed sensitive material, the exposure
problem is considerably reduced,
and at the end of the football season
fully exposed high-speed snaps can
be easily secured, a though when
the sun is not actually shining a
certain amount of under-exposure
is always present ; negatives must
therefore be treated accordingly.
The arrival of the ultra¬
rapid roll film rated at 2,700
H. & D. puts the film user
on a par with anything
obtainable in plate form in
the nature of speed, and the
photographer using this class
of material in a modern

1 j200th

sec. exposure

Ilford 1,400 H.

at f/6.8.
cS- D.

In practice, the only really satis¬
factory finder is the simplest of all,
just a wire-frame with a back¬
sight. Fortunately, these are now
fitted to a number of the latest types
of cameras, often in addition to a
reflex finder.

The

range-finder

tele¬

photography is on the goal line,
equally good results can be obtained
from amongst the spectators behind
the goal. Naturally, the photographer
must arrive early in order to get a place
at the front, especially if the match
is of importance, and a big crowd is
expected. Elbow room will be very
limited, and a film camera will be
easier to manipulate.
The limitations of the shutter
must be remembered ; do not waste
exposures on figures moving rapidly
across the field of view, there will be
plenty of chances when play is more
or less of a suspended nature, as the
illustrations show.
Printing will generally take the form
of enlarging, especially as the figures
on 'the negative are often small in
size, and it is really amazing
how tiny portions of nega¬
tives containing interesting
bits

of

play

look

when

enlarged up to half-plate.
A
ferricyanide reducing
bath will often give a plucky
print when dealing with
exceptionally flat negatives.
The enlargement, which must
be somewhat overprinted, is

camera with the popular
f/4.5 or f/3-8 lens in a
Compur shutter, is in a
position to obtain some ex¬
cellent results.

developed and fixed in the
usual way, and is then given

The view-finder is of con¬
siderable importance ; the
small reflex type is quite
useless for the job, and the
popular screw or clip on
finders constructed on the

8

(S' D.

scopic finder is perhaps the best of
all, as it ensures sharp focus.
Although the ideal place for soccer

of the

focal-plane type, but although
this is the ideal instrument, really
excellent results can be obtained with

negative lens principle are
not a great improvement.

at f/6.8.

Ilfcrd 1,400 H.

a brief dip in a dish con¬
taining a weak solution of

1/150 th sec. at f/4.5.

374

Ilford S.S. Pan.

hypo to which is added
a crystal of ferricyanide.
Quickly remove the print
and rinse, repeating the pro¬
cess if necessary.
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— CAMERA

IKONTA
FOR

16

EACH

PICTURES

PICTURE

Think

of it !

The

ON

OPENS

No. 520
THE

USUAL

3£x2*

IN.

FILM.

2J x JJ jjv.

Ikonta No. 520 takes sixteen pin-sharp

clear negatives at

the expenditure of no more than 1/- for ordinary speed film, or 1/2 for ultra¬
fast emulsion such as the Zeiss Ikon Pernox.
The

Ikonta is the aristocrat of self-opening

pleasing and handsome

IKONTA

roll-film cameras,

modern

in shape, and ready for use in an instant.

s.

but

d.

No. 520 PRICES

Lens.

Shutter.

Novar

anastigmat

f/6.3 .

Derval, 1/25th, 1/50th and 1/1 00th sec.

Novar

anastigmat

f/6.3 .

Telma,
with delayed-action
Ditto

Novar

anastigmat

f/4.5 .

Novar

anastigmat

Novar

anastigmat

f/4.5 . .
f/3.5 . .

COMPUR
COMPUR

.
.

ZEISS

TESSAR

f/4.5

.

TESSAR

f/3.5

. .
. .

COMPUR

ZEISS

COMPUR

.

release

£
4 10
5 0
5 15
7 5
8 0
10 0
10 12

0
0
0
0
0
0
6

The Zeiss Ikon general Catalogue of 64 pages will be pubjished on May Isf. This
catalogue is always beautifully illustrated and interesting. Register your name for a
copy before it goes out of print.

NETTAR
A

NEW

THE
The

TYPICAL

CAMERA

FOR

Nettar has so many

upwards

ZEISS

the amateur

IKON

PRODUCT.

EVERYBODY.

advantages

that before deciding on a camera

rapid anastigmats, is self-opening by pressing a button, thus making
box camera,

at £3 I Os. or

will be wise to see the Nettar first. The Nettar is equipped

but immeasurably

more

efficient. The

with

it as simple as a

Zeiss Ikon “ two-dot

system

'makes possible sharp pictures without special focussing by simply adjusting focus and
diaphragm to respective dots and leaving them there. Give a 1/25th second exposure,
hold camera

steady, take your snapshot

perfect pictures.

Ready

out of doors in any fair light, and you

get

for use in an instant.

PRICES

NETTAR
Lens.

.

Shutter.

£

s. d.

Nettar anastigmat

f/6.3

Nettar, 1/23th, !/30th and 1/1 00th sec.

..

3 10

0

Nettar anastigmat

f/6.3

Nettar with delayed action

. .

. .

. .

4

6

Nettar anastigmat

f/4.5

Telma

. .

. .

..550

Nettar anastigmat

f/4.5

Compur

. .

. .

ZEISS

IKON

TWO.
PLEASE

LTD.,

with delayed action

with delayed action

11, MORTIMER

CLICK
MENTION

“THE

HOUSE,

7

2
7

0

MORTIMER

STREET,

A

LONDON,

W.l
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advertisements

AT

ROLLEIFLEX

London’s Most Popular Dealers!

ATTRACTIVE

12 pictures 2Jx2i
on standard 3 Jx 2 i

ITEMS at

Roll Film.

119 Victoria Street, S.W.1

£10:10:0
Nine monthly
payments

of 24/6.

F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l,/300th sec., T. and B.,
takes 12 pictures 6x6 cm. on standard
3ix2i roll film.

THE

FILM OR
PACKS
9x12 cm. or
i-plate.
Guaranteed
new.

ENSIGN

21 x 21 Voigtlander Superb Roll Film Reflex,
Skopar anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, takes 12
exposures on standard 21 x 31 roll film. The latest
in miniature reflex cameras. As new. List £19 10s.
£14 15 0

16-mm. Ensign Silent 50 Projector, motor drive,
complete with resistance. As new. Cost £11 12s. 6d.
£8 15 0
16-mm. Kodascope, bronze
As new. Cost £18 18s .

100-watt model.
£15 15 0

16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 180-watt model,
complete with resistance and box. As new. Cost
£28 10s .
£19 15 0

Fitted f/4.6 Agfa Solinar anastigmat.
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1
to 1 /200th sec., T. and B., complete with
3 single metal slides n fC
■ IO • C
purse case .
■ I O ■ U
Nine monthly payments of 16/2.

THE

16-mm. Model BB Cine Kodak, f/3.5, complete,
portrait attachment and filter. Cost £15 Is. £9 0 0
16-mm. Agfa Movex, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost
£15 15s .
£9 10 0

9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe, Zeiss
Triotar f/2.9. Cost £16 16s .
£11 5 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Tele Motocamera, f/2.5
anastigmat and Tele*. attachment. As new. Cost
£10 18s .
£14 17 6

Offer)

FOR PLATES

'JSHs

31 x 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 Trilinear
anastigmat, Compur shutter, range finder. As
new.
Cost £12 .
£6 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, turret head,
3 lenses (1-in. f/2.6 Cinar, 2-in. f/1.9 Dallmeyer,
and 3-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer), complete with case.
As new. Cost £63 7s .
£47 15 0
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo Model S.10, Zeiss
Tessar f/2.7. As new. Cost £24 .
£10 10 0

AGFA
ISOLAR
(Exclusive

16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, turret head,
Cinar f/2.6, complete with case. As new. Cost
£45 .
£33 15 0

16-mm. and 9.5-mm. Bolex Model G 916 600watt model, complete with resistance. Perfect
condition. Cost £49 10s .
£38 17 8
16-mm. and 9.5-mm. Bolex Model D.A., 250-watt
model, complete with resistance and case. As
new. Cost £39 17s. 6d .
£32 0 0

MIDGET

16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt, complete with
self-contained resistance. Cost £38 10s. £11 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 100-watt,
plete with resistance and case. Cost £26
£12

com¬
5s.
0 0

16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 150-watt, com¬
plete with resistance and box. Cost £27
£15 10s.
0 0
3i x 2J Deckrullo Focal-plane Press Camera,
tropical model. Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, 3 double slides.
Unused. Cost £38 10s .
£15 0 0
9 x 12 cm. Deckrullo Focal-plane Press Camera,
Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 3 double slides. As new. Cost
£48 15s .
£27 10 0

A

Real

No

larger

Vest
than

- Pocket
a

packet

i-pl. Ensign Magnaprint Horizontal Enlarger,
complete condenser and lens, for electric light.
Cost £10 10s .
£7 10 0
3x4
cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Miraphot Electric
Enlarger, complete. Cost £1() 10s .
£7 10 0
3 x 4 cm. to 9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Helinox Electric
Enlarger. Cost £3 2s. Od .
£2 0 0
31 x 21 Nagel Triumph Roll Film, f/6.3 Radionar
anastigmat, 3-speed shutter. As new.
Cost
£3 12s. 6d .
£2 8 9

Camera.

of 10

cigarettes.

Taking 6 pictures 3 « 4 cm., costing only
one penny each. All-distance lens, 3-speed
shatter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th
on /
sec., T. and B .
d\J/*
F/6.3

Ensar

THE

anastigmat...

NAGEL

31 x 21 Agfa Speedex Roll Film, f/8.8 anastigmat,
speeded shutter. As new. Cost £3 3s. £1 3 9
31 x 21 Ensign No. 7 Carbine, Ensar f/4.5 anas¬
tigmat, Muichro shutter. Cost £5 15s... £3 15 0
31x21
Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta, automatic
focussing, with coupled range-finder, Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat f/4.5, D. A. Compur. Cost £17 £13 10 0
31 x 21 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, Dogmar f/4.6.
Compur shutter. Cost £10 10s .
£4 7 6
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac
anastigmat, Compur shutter. Perfect order. Cost
£16 15s .
£9 0 0

50/-

TRIUMPH
For

3*x2*
Films.

Roll

Modern
in Every

HIRE

Original cost, 72/6

PURCHASE

TERMS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

<

THE
OMBRUX
Electric
Exposure
Meter.
Complete

31 x 21 Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex,
Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/3. 4, with case. Cost
£11 13s. 6d .
£7 17 6

Nine
monthly
1 /300th
sec.,
T. and payments
B. . .

31 x 21 Ensign Special Focal-plane Reflex, tropical
model, Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, revolving
reversing back, 3 slides. Unused. As new. List
price £13 10s .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Focalplane Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, reyolving reversing
back, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case. List
£22 10s .
£15 15 0

QA/m

119, VICTORIA
VICTORIA

STREET,

0669.

111, OXFORD
GERrard

PLATE
For

CAMERA

PLATES

3ix2£

or FILM

PACKS

31 x 21

Thornton-Pickard

Junior

Special

Ruby

Focal-plane Reflex, Rosa Xpres f/2.9, revolving re¬
versing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Upto-date. List price £26 16s .
£17 10 0
31 x 21 Ensign Speed Focal-plane Reflex for Roll
Films, Ensar anastigmat f/4.5. As new. Unused.
List £6 17s. 6d .
£5 5 0
31 x 21 Ihagee Folding Focal-plane Reflex, revol¬
ving back model, Meyer Veraplan anastigmat f/4.5,
3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £44 10s .

New'.

Unused

condition.
£25 0 0

i-pl. Dallmeyer Popular Focal-plane Reflex,
Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastigmat, reversing back, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £14 15s.
£7
I-pl. Kodak Auto Graflex Focal-plane
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 6-in. focus, 3
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £27

17 6
Reflex,
double
10s.

£10 10

3 single metal slid
es..
£5:
Fitted f/4.5 Meyer
Trioplan
anastigmat,
15:0
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B., complete with
Nine

monthly

payments

of 13/5.

0

i-pl. Ensign Special Focal-plane Reflex, tropical
model, Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, revolving
reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £16 5s .
£8 10 0

LEICA

MODEL

With l/2Summar

III

in Collapsible Moun

i-pl. Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Perfect order. Cost £30
£9 15 0
i-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe Focal-plane Reflex,
Dallmeyer Pentac anastigmat f/2.9, 6-in. focus,
revolving reversing back, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Perfect condition. List £75
£27 10 0
i-pl. or 9 x 12 cm. Ernemann Folding Focal-plane
Reflex, Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/4.6, rack focussing,
double extension, revolving reversing back, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Grand condition.
Cost over £60 .
£22 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Popular Focal-plane Reflex, Cooke
Luxor anastigmat f/4.5, revolving reversing back,
3 slides and F.P. adapter. Cost £12 12s.
£6 15 0

(Nine

Monthly

Payments).

S.W.1

STREET,

1433.

EXCHANGE,
24, CHARING
TEMple

£33 : 13 : 0
Nine

monthly

payments

of 78/6.

With F/3.5 Elmar in Collapsible Mount

62, PICCADILLY,

W.1

REGent

1360.

nts
£25 : 0 : 0 Nine monthly payme
AGFA
:10:0 Nine monthly payments
£15
SPEEDEX
“ O ”

LTD.

X ROAD,

Bar 7165.

In case O1#/"
Nine
monthly
payments of 9/10.

Appointed aD
Associate
of
the Institute

W.C.2

W.1
of

Amateur

Cinematograpber*. Ltd.

Takes
Standard
V.P.
Roll Films
B., self-erecting front.
. £5:
Fitted f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat, In 5:0
Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and

Nine

monthly

payments

10
PLEASE

of 49/6.
. I V -U

‘Westminster’ FOLDING

31 >- 21 Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Magnificent condition. Cost
£25 .
£11 15 0

THE WESTMINSTER

New,

f/6.3 anastiirmat, 3-speed shutter
l/50th. l/100th sec., T. and B.

Nine
monthly
l/300th
sec.,
T. and payments
B.. . of 46/8.
■ V ■ V
Fitted
f/3. 8speeds
Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter,
1
to
£QQ

Sent on seven days’ approval against full cash deposit.

48/9
Fitted
l/25th,

31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Focal-plane Special
Ruby Reflex, Meyer Trioplan anastigmat f/3, re¬
volving back, 2 double slides and F.P. adapter.
Cost £18 18s .
£9 15 0

F/2 Summar anast. in Collapsible Mount

Respect
Guaranteed

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to
■ A > A
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A

Printing-frame
By

ANYONE

who

has a number

of enlargements

to make

of

soon get tired of the constant placing of four pins, one
in each corner of the paper. The ideal easel for the rapid
production of enlargements is one in which the paper is easilyinserted and is held dead flat, both for focussing and during
exposure.
The easel which I have had in operation during the past
seven years fulfils these conditions, and it may count with
those who have to consider the cost of their hobby. The follow¬
ing is a description of this simple piece of apparatus.

In these days of midget cameras, a large printing-frame is a
drug on the market, and can be picked up for a mere song at
any of the obliging second-hand emporiums, who seem to make
a hobby of collecting junk. I got one in this way, measuring
15 X 12 inches, the largest size in enlargements I make. This,
together with a thick piece of plank that happened to be
handy in my workshop, made me a very excellent easel, the
only extra cost being a piece of plate glass and two cheap
brass hinges.
The printing-frame is simply hinged to one end of the board,
as can be seen in the illustration. The hinges should allow the

The Week’s
Meetings
Wednesday, April 25th.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer
Camberwell C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Croydon C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Ilford P.S. Hints and Gadgets.
Leicester and L.P.S. Alliance Prints and Slides.
Rochdale P.S. Retouching the Negative.
Scarborough A.P.C. Flamboro’.
Stockport P.S. “ What to do and How

to do it.”

Thursday,
Bury P.S. Talk on Cameras.
Cardiff C.C. Request Night.

April

Enlarging

CLARENCE

f\ a stock size, or of different sizes for that matter, will

Friday,

Societies will have their meetings announced here if the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time .

Saturday,

April

28th

Sunday,
South

London

P.S.

Monday,

F. G. Curson.

April
April

Bournemouth C.C. “ Some Cities of Italy.”
City Home.
of London and C.P.S. “ The Mechanics

26th.

29th.

Otford and Shoreham.

30th.

G. W. Bater.
and Optics of the Enlarger.”

Oxford P.S. “ The Lake District.” W. Trevor Jones.
South London P.S. “ A Different Light on Negatives.”

S. W.

Kitchener.

April

Tuesday,

April

May

N. F.

W. J. Joughin.

1st.

Hackney P.S. Print Competition.
Halifax P.S. Annual Meeting.
John Ruskin C.C. Monthly Meeting.

27th.

Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ Preparing a Lecture.”
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. E. A. F. Portfolio.
Wimbledon Cin6 Club. Programme of Films.

(contd.).

Hanley P.S. Mow Cop and Astbury.
N. Middlesex P.S. Kew and Richmond.

” Prize Slides.

Dover Inst. P.S. ■ Annual General Meeting.
John Ruskin C.C. Print Criticism. S. Bridgen.

Saturday,

Easel

PONTING.

frame to lean either backwards or forwards. The reason for the
backward fall is to allow it to incline to the wall against which
it is placed. Normally, of course, it stands at right angles to
the base and facing the enlarger.
By bringing the board and frame forward a little, the easel
may be placed out of the straight when it is desired to correct
the verticals of a negative which has been taken with the camera
tilted upwards. If the hinges are kept stiff, the frame can also
be leaned towards the lens of the enlarger, so that every
required movement is possible.
The matter of height may need attention in order to bring
the frame central with the enlarger lens. My method of
attaining this is rather primitive, but answers perfectly ; simply
place the board on the requisite number of old plate boxes,
making good any small differences with old negatives. This
structure is fairly rigid ; at any rate, sufficiently rigid to remain
in position during a lengthy exposure.
The ability to tilt the frame sideways, by slight pressure on
either end, comes in useful at times, such as when the verticals
in a negative are not parallel with the edges of the plate. A
slight tilt of the frame will correct this, the easel being turned in
the required position by pressure of the hand, which inclines
it against the wall during exposure.
Downward pressure will raise the image, if it is wished to
raise the projected image, and old negatives are not to hand
to place underneath the board during the exposure of that
particular negative. I frequently make use of this dodge,
rather than hunt up negatives to give the desired height.
For some time I used this large frame for all sizes of prints,
but found that for small enlargements — that is, smaller than
the whole of the frame — adjusting the paper in the frame was
almost as much trouble as pinning it up. I therefore bought
the intermediate sized frames down to J-plate, putting each one
on a board, and hinged in the same manner as for the large
one. Now, if I want a given size, it is simply a matter of
placing the desired frame into position, filling with paper, and
making the exposure.
To use this primitive but most effective easel, the frame is
' filled with a sheet of clean paper, the image projected and
focussed, after which the frame is dropped forwards, the paper
removed, a sheet of bromide being substituted, after capping
the lens of the enlarger, or switching it off if electric light is
used. The frame is then pushed up against the wall, where it
will remain erect and at right angles to the enlarger, after
which the exposure is made, the frame dropped, paper removed,
and that’s all there is to it. It is a wonderful time-saver in
the dark-room, and quite efficient.

J. Mould.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Old Hornsey.”
Twickenham P.S. Rummage Sale.

Bath P.S. Gas Works.
Hackney P.S. Rickmans

I
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South Shields. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Whitehall Cind Society. Visit to Croydon Amateur Film Club.

A. L. Fairbank.

Wednesday,

May

Camberwell C.C. “ Pictorial Photography.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Print Competition.
Margate and D.P.F. Portraiture Evening.

28th.

worth.

Rochdale

375

P.S.

“ Calibrating the Camera.”

2nd.

J. Dudley

Johnston.

11
H. Gidman.
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Photographing!
By P. W. CUNLIFFE.
Some of the oldest churches and most interesting
buildings are to be found in the congested parts of
our towns, and they can frequently be photographed
only by going some distance down a narrow street.
The houses themselves act as a setting, and together
with the foreground almost as a frame for the distant

An

old street in Rouen.

IT is wel to wander of the broad highway with your

camera, into the narrow back streets, for there you
will see life as it really is.
Several visits are frequently necessary to a likely
spot, since so much depends on
the direction of the lighting and
the time of year. In winter when
the sun is low it may only be
possible to photograph against the
light or with the sun almost
directly behind the camera, but
in summer there are often several
good lightings. One of the most
effective is when the sun’s rays
glance along the facade of the
buildings, so that long shadows
are cast, the best result being
obtained from the shadow side.

St. Ives.

building, whilst the somewhat pro¬
nounced perspective leads the eye in¬
voluntarily inwards.
The picture varies from hour to hour
and is again different when a slight
haze mellows the distance, or when
the foreground is wet after a recent
shower.

Another pictorial lighting is
when one side of the street is
completely in shadow whilst the
other side is illuminated by a
shaft of light coming through a
side street. A similar effect may
often be found when the road
curves in the direction of the
sun.

Gossips.

There is usually no lack of figures in
these narrow streets- and groups of
gossips. At first the photographer
may be regarded as an intruder, but
after a while the figures will forget his
presence and will continue with their
talk or work or play.
In old St. Ives.

If tall buildings are to be taken a
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Narrow

Streets

fair amount of rising front may be necessary, but in
most cases the tilting lines can be corrected afterwards
in making a print in the enlarger. The shadows are
often very dark in a narrow street, so fast plates or
films are an advantage. If the subjects are of high
contrast, as they frequently will be, it is well to cut
down the time of development to about two-thirds of
the normal to avoid over-harsh negatives.

In Palma,

Majorca.

In any case, when an attractive viewpoint has been
discovered it is always best, if time permits, to visit
the spot at different times of day — an hour later or
earlier will often be responsible for a great change in

Bastia,

the lighting effect when the sun is shining. A com¬
paratively dull vista may become a picture of brilliant
sparkle, particularly if there are
sunlit side passage-ways or court¬
yards opening into the street.
Perhaps the best renderings of
these subjects, in regard to the
architecture, are to be secured with
a focussing camera with a rising
front and used on a tripod. The pre¬
paration for the exposure, however,
generally attracts an unwelcome
crowd of the younger inhabitants.
The small, mobile hand camera
must therefore be resorted to, and an

Corsica.

When dealing with these narrow
street scenes exposures should always
be estimated for the shadows. This
particularly applies to many places
abroad where the air is very clear
and lacking in atmospheric quality.
Although the view may appear very
bright to the eye the heaviness of
the shadows will be responsible for
under-exposed negatives.
In this country there is always a
certain amount of atmospheric dif¬
fusion of light present, and the
shadows never seem so hard in
contrast.

exposure of 1/25 th of a second will
generally suffice on a sunny day.
With one of the modern instru¬
ments fitted with a large-aperture
lens and used in conjunction with
high-speed pan. film, successful re¬
sults should be secured with the
greatest ease. With similar film,
even the cheaper form of hand cam¬
era with smaller lens aperture can
At

Whitby.

be

employed

to advantage.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice
ENLARGING
THE

BY

PROBLEM

WHEN enlarging by artificial

light, the illumination is, or
ought to be, reasonably con¬
stant ; daylight, as I have already
pointed out, is variable, and exposures
must vary accordingly. Some people
regard this as a fatal objection to
using daylight for enlarging. But the
vast majority of ordinary camera
exposures are made by daylight, and
no one suggests that it is impossible
to expose plates and films properly
simply because the light varies.
The best way of dealing with the
wide variations of light when nega¬
tives are in view, is the best also when
daylight enlargements are contem¬
plated ; that is, to use an exposure
meter. In my opinion it should be,
in this case at any rate, an actinometer,
where the photographic value of the

this heading dealing
in photography.

L NOTIONS
the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

DAYLIGHT.— IV.
OF

EXPOSURE.

hght is determined by noting the
time taken to darken a piece of
sensitive paper to a standard tint.
It is, indeed, only the paper and the
tint that are necessary, as the scales
on the meter do not come into
operation at all.
Here is the way to set to work with
the first daylight enlargement, so
that all future work can be carried
out by calculation
serious error.

without

risk of

The negative used for the test should
be an “ average ” one ; that is to
say, one that is of the kind that will
generally be used. It is just as well,
also, to arrange the degree of enlarge¬
ment so that it will be a usual one.
An important step now is to test
the light. Hold the actinometer so
that the light falls upon it in exactly

the same way as it will fall on the
negative, and note the exact number
of seconds taken to match the tint.
For those who have not previously
used such an actinometer it may be
pointed out that it is a case of matching
depth of tone, and not actual colour.
It is a help to watch the paper and
the adjacent tint with half-closed
eyes. At first the paper is lighter than
the tint ; in time it will be darker ;
between the two is a point at which
the two exactly correspond in depth,
and that is the time to note.
The

next

step is to decide

what

stop to use in the lens. I say " stop,”
and not “ stops,” because I advise
that the same stop shall ' always be
used for the actual exposure, even if
a larger one is used for focussing and
arranging the subject.
It is generally possible to arrange
that the diameter of* the stop is an
inch or some simple fraction of an
inch. When
this is done the f/
value of the stop can be found for all
distances. Suppose the diameter of
the stop is 1 in. ; then if it is 10 in.
from lens to paper the stop is f/10 ;
if 20 in. the stop is f/20 ; and so on.
A £-in. diameter of stop would make
the values f/20, f/40 and so on.
In general terms, the number of times
the diameter of the stop will divide
into the lens-paper distance is the
value of the' stop for the time being.
There is another method by which
the value of the stop may be ignored,
provided

the same

stop (whatever

it

may be) is always used. This is to
measure the distance from lens to
paper. Exposures will vary according
to the squares of the distances. If
at one time the paper is 12 in. from
the lens, and at another time 20 in.
the exposures will vary as 144 (122)

The
14

Choir,

St. Albans.

and 400 (202).
The final step is to make an actual
exposure in strips, as described and
illustrated last week, and so decide
what is the correct exposure in the
circumstances.

April
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THE
MOST
BEAUTIFUL
PAPER EVER PRODUCED
A product without parallel .
An altogether new effect .
Manufactured
producing

on a new

and patented principle

a surface with

the structure and

appearance of actual velvet, consisting of thou¬
sands of minute fibres which reflect light in all
directions.
Unique quasi-sculptural relief and extraordinary
depth of image result from this property, and
impart a remarkably realistic effect.
Prints indeed which are imbued with Life.
As ideal for contact as for enlarging, and as
simple to use as an ordinary Bromide Paper.
Write for GEVALUXE

VELOURS

Leaflet .

It costs more — but is more than worth the cost.

GEVAERT,
PLEASE

LTD.

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

WALMER
PHOTOGRAPHER"
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

of MATERIALS

43*33 . . 1/10
51x31 . . 2/10
61x41 . . 3/9

SEMITONE

DE

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT 72
6 12
36
23 x 13
31x21
41x23
43x31
51x31
61x43
7 x5

—

5d.
5d.
6d.

—
—
—

8d.
7d. lid.
7d.

Shts
7d.
lid.
1/1
1/4
1/8
2/5

Specification. — Leather

2 oz. 4/3.

4 oz. 7/-.

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.

Shts.

144
Shts.

1/7

1/9
2/9

11-

3/7
SH

ti¬
2/11
4/4
4/8

ns

covered

INCLUDING
PRICES ABOVE.
OTHER
MENTIONED
AND

CARDS

Hide case, 3/6 extra.

‘CORONET’ CINE
CAMERA
A brand new guaranteed cin6
camera to take the popular
9.5-mm. Pathe film at a price
lower than that of a good still
camera. These cameras have
all-metal body, built-in view¬
finder, powerful, smooth¬
running motor, film footage
indicator, and fine quality
Taylor-Hobson f/3.9
anastigi ij.7 anasugmat lens.

37/6

List priceprice
65/Gamages
Hide case, 7/6 extra.

THE

R0LLEIC0R0

Made by the world-famous makers of the Rolleiflex,
Messrs. Franke and Heidecke. Features include :

MATERIALS

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON

CUSTOMERS

^

SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY'S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
.BE
OBTAINED.

★

FI 4.5 Zeiss Triotar “ taking lens " and brilliant

★

Special one-lever Compur shutter for setting

Heidoscop anastigmat “ viewing lens.”

and

FREE.

releasing in one movement.

—

ALL

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

GRANVILLE

P.O.

BOX

CALL

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

GULLIMAN

AT

★
★

The Price is low considering the Rolleicord has

exactly on

SPA.

features found on cameras costing £20
upwards.
Gamages offer the easiest
Price

OUR

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

& Co. , Ltd.

3.

LEAMINGTON

to

the film.

ORDERS.
PLEASE

Speeds

11300th second.
Compensation of parallax. What is shown on
the ground-glass screen appears

ON

all-

F/3.9 Rodenstock Trlnor Anastigmat in latest Delayed-action
Compur shutter. Front lens focus¬

6/3 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.

NOT

of
easy payment terms,
too.

*m
1

u

and

uns.

GAMAGES
Send for fully descriptive folder.

|j
HOLBORN,
E.C.1 I,j|
|.
Telephone LONDON,
: Holborn 8484.

16
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

etc.,

offered
Gamsing to
5byft.
BrandM \ new and Cperfect,
■
ages
only
at.... C ■■ ^IObW

(Chloro-Bromide).
6
12
72
Shts.
Shts. Shts. Shts. Shts.
144
36
—
—
8d.
1/1
1/8
lid.
—
1/11
2/4
1/4
—
5d.
6d.
4/2
—
7d.
2/6
1/5
4/6
—
1/11
3/5
6/2
2/9
9d.
318d.
10/3
9d.
1/1
SIS
2/11
lOd.
1/5
7/4 16/2
1/7
lid.
4/6
8/6 23/5
3/10
1/3
14/1/6/6
2/3
SI9112/4
3/5
9/9
2/9
1/10
27/7
18/5 52/6
5/1 14/5
93/6
49/1
25/10
4/10 9/1
35/-

7/9
8/9
il-

Projectors,

for other apparatus.

metal body, to take standard 2ix3|
roll films. Self-erecting front, hinged
back, pressure plate, direct and
reversible brilliant view-finders. Fitted

one gallon.

SEPIA

2/6
9d.
3/4
6/4
lOd. ll81x61
3/10 7/4
VS
12/13/11
10/6
10x8
1/1
5/6
1/11
15/9
I2x 10 1/7 vs
20/2/11 12/5
8/4 23/8
15x12 2/4 4/6
30/7/9
22/1
20 x 16 4/3
45/10 ft. X 25 in. 5/6 per Roll.
80/42'Other sizes Pro Rata.
No extra charge for doubleweight.

FREE

. 3/6 .,
. 4/6 ..

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

8 x 6

LIST

. 2/3
1/ 6 doz.
„

1/9 3 oz., to make 75 oz.
1/9, to make

1 oz. tin 2/10.

1/6 Jar.

.
.
.

Telescopes,

Binoculars,

LATEST MODEL
WIRGIN- SUPER
21x3i CAMERA

FILMS

3/6

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

Cameras,

etc., in part exchange

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.
31x21
43x33
51x31
61x4J

do justify the use
“remarkable,” yet
can always obtain
requiring new or

★ Gamages definitely make the highest allowance for

OR
AND

ELSEWHERE

CUT

100
3/-

21-

AND

SERVICE

AND

All grades.
50
1/9

15
1/-

GRANVILLE

Shts

A

OF

GRADE

UNOBTAINABLE

20
1/-

MOUNTANT,

—

GIVE

GASLIGHT

FLASHPOWDER,

—

TO

ANY

Here are three offers that really
of the words '‘exceptional” or
they are typical of the value you
at Gamages whether you are
used cameras and apparatus.

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE

BROMIDE

s

GRANVILLE

IS

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

-I
0)

SEMITONE

Shts

US

ASSURES

AND

FACTORY
QUICKLY

ENABLES

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50. 100, 250, 425. 650.
oo
doz.
doz.
3ix2i . . 1/3

Size.

QUALITY

1934

TYPICAL
VALUES!

GRANVILLE
GUARANTEED
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We

have

now

obtained

all the

an average negative must be decided by
judgment based on experience. This,
however, soon becomes an easy matter.
As regards the paper there is a table
in the Burroughs Wellcome Diary
which shows the comparative exposure
times for all the well-known brands
on the market.

information necessary to help us with
future work. It stands thus :
Actinometer time
.
sec.
Stop

. .

. .

. . i/x

(Or plate-paper distance * in.)
Negative ..
..
..Average.
Paper
. .
. .
. . So-and-so.
Exposure . .
. .
. .x sec.
In a future case we can make the

If the f/ values of the stops are used
(instead of the lens-paper distances)
the ordinary rule for stops applies.
That is, the f/ numbers are squared.
If the stop, calculated as explained,
is f/20, the square of that is 400 ;
if the stop is f/30, the square of that
is 900 ; therefore the exposure with

necessary allowance for any factor
or factors that may vary. The only
one that cannot be worked out by
arithmetic is the character of the
negative, and the greater or less
exposure it requires as compared with

From

the

Carriage
By JOHN

A TRAIN journey is regarded by
most amateur photographers
as a waste of time, at least in

so far as pursuing our hobby is con¬
cerned, but there is no reason why
this should be. Photography from a
moving train is not the impossible
task that many amateurs think, and

latter

must

be

2J

times

the

exposure with the former.
To the beginner all this may sound
difficult and complicated. After a
little practice it is simplicity itself
It systematises his work. He can
defy variations in light, and allow
at once for all degrees of enlargement,
or for changing from one paper to
another.
The illustration is from a 10x8
print, enlarged from a 5 X 4 negative,
with the first home-made enlarger
I had. The print was made, I find,
in 1898, but is little the worse for its
thirty-six years of life. W. L. F. W.

Window

D. ALEXANDER.

blurred, unless the train happens to
be travelling very slowly. It follows
that the best viewpoint is from a
raised embankment or the side of a
hill, as this will cut out most near
objects. I am assuming, of course,
that the reader does not possess a
super-speed

the

shutter.

indispensable, as the scene must be
taken almost as soon as it appears.
Furthermore, objects such as bushes,
telegraph poles, etc., can be seen as
we approach them, and so spoilt
exposures are reduced to a minimum.
The accompanying illustration was
taken on the West Highland route to
Mallaig with a camera having as its
fastest speed i/iooth sec. It was
taken looking directly out of the win¬
dow, but it was only due to the slowness
of the train on that section that there is
no trace of movement. The fact that
the train was passing over a long
viaduct made it easier still, as there
were no trees to bother about.
Several other snapshots were taken
in much the same manner, and amply
compensated me for the few failures
where a tree or a bridge had made a
sudden and unwelcome appearance.
Admittedly the West Highland
Railway is a most suitable one for
snapshotting, as it passes through
some of the finest scenery in the
Highlands for almost its total length.
Vista after vista of loch, moor and
mountain appears, and with a little
luck and skill a record of the journey
can easily be made. I use the word
" record ” advisedly, as it is obvious
that composition cannot be attempted.
Nevertheless I feel sure that any

Loch

Sheil.

Taken

from

the carriage window

it has a peculiar fascination which has
to be experienced once or twice to
be appreciated.
In the first place, only open land¬
scapes or seascapes with no near
foreground should be attempted. With
the ordinary shutter giving i/iooth
sec. as its fastest, near objects such as
bushes, fences, cattle, etc., will be

of a moving

train.

The best angle from which to take
the photograph is looking either
backward or forward, as the risk of
movement showing is considerably
reduced, whereas looking directly out
of the window at our subject necessi¬
tates the use of a much faster shutter
speed to prevent blurring.
A direct -vision view-finder

is almost

keen amateur, travelling over a suit¬
able stretch of country, can break the
monotony of the journey by working
along these lines, and also experience
the thrill of the chase.
Incidentally, this particular type of
work affords good practice in speedy
action with the camera. The man
who hesitates is lost. The facility for
rapid action thus gained, stands one in
good stead in many other circumstances
where eye and mind must work quickly.

379
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

ELIZABETH
L. ASHBY.

From information communicated to our Special Representative.
"

IVEN

I Y

a ready-made

subject, such

as
‘ Promiseof of
the
production
an Rain,’
exhibition

print is an easy affair — I merely follow
the rules for chloro-bromide printing,
using the make best suited to the nega¬
tive in hand. But for a subject which
cries aloud for a little control, or looks
commonplace when printed by ordinary
methods, something more is required.

attractive
from
point

subject

which

was

hopeless

the purely photographic stand¬
on account of the cruel top-light.

By employing an enlarged paper nega¬
tive I got a steeper range of tones than
that obtainable by an ordinary straight
print, and though atmosphere may have

“ For
1 employedamount
bromoil,
and
met many
with years
a reasonable
of

been lost, ' life ’ was gained. Such an
experiment may shock the theoretical
photographer, but after all one must
work primarily to please oneself. By
the use of suitable printing papers,

success, but I have latterly abandoned it
for prints made from enlarged paper
negatives. This process gives prints of

helped by careful control, this loss of
atmosphere can be remedied, and I
only mention it as a peculiarity of the

a

very

attractive

quality — they

are

frequently mistaken for ‘ particularly
good transfers ’ — and it is quite easy
to work.

“ ' Stopham

wicked

Bridge,’

composition

owing

(it is an

to

example

its

of

‘ pattern ’ in landscape), has never been
a popular success, but it illustrates the
points of the process very well. The
problem here was how to present an

process.
“ The
enlarged

procedure is as follows. An
positive is first made. This is

simply a straight enlargement on platinomatte bromide paper, but printed nearly
50

per

cent

in order

darker

than

to get plenty

a

normal

of deposit

print

in the

high-lights. It is developed for at
least half a minute longer than the
normal time, using an M.Q. formula with

about one part of metol to four of
hydroquinone. Insufficient development
leads to undue graininess of the final
“ The positive, when dry, is placed on
an
improvised retouching desk, or
against the window if the print is a small
print.
one, and is then spotted and worked up
with pencil or stumping chalk where
control is desired. The cut-waters of
the bridge were thus brought out, and
the masonry on the right lowered in tone.
Branches and other small objects can
be inserted at this stage, but it is poor
fun to fake for the sake of faking.
“ The enlarged negative is made
the positive by contact printing

from
in a

large printing-frame. Exposures are
quite short, being only a few seconds if
a 60 candle-power half-watt lamp is
used. I place positive and printing
paper face to face, but some workers
prefer the type of grain given by printing
through the back of either positive or
negative. The enlarged negative must
be deeply printed to give quality in the
shadow detail, and should also be very
fully developed. The actual grade of
bromide paper used depends upon the
amount of contrast required, and can
only be learned by experience. Retouch¬
ing of the negative is done as before by
transmitted light. This is the stage
where shadow detail, as in the arches of
the bridge, can be brought out. It is
best to work on the back, for hand-work,
if carefully done, then becomes almost
invisible.
" The final print is made on either
bromide or chloro-bromide paper accord¬
ing to the style of the subject, and is a
simple affair of contact printing. Re¬
touching of the final print is usually
only the merest spotting. White or
black margins to the print are obtained
by trimming the positive or the enlarged
negative respectively before passing on
to the next stage.
" The advantages of this process can
be summed up as (1) charming quality ;
(2) ease of control ; (3) increase or
diminution of contrast without tamper¬
ing with the original negative ; (4) the
final print is ‘ purely photographic,’
not a mixture of chalk, paint and silver

Promise
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1. — “ A Wayside Cottage”
By Miss K. E. Taylor.

2.— “ Down by ths Wa'ir ”
3. — "Chapter House Steps, Wells.”
4.—“
By G. B. Gregory.
By W. 0. Wilton.

5. — “ In Glen Moriston.”
By G. Higginson.

6. — “ Lochleven.”
By H. 0. J . Bedgood.

Chapel St., Basingstoke.”
By R. J. Hall.

7* — “ Poles and Pots.”
By W. J. Sellers.
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C
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
oome
y^ntical7
Kjomments
the opposite page.

A" WAYSIDE COTTAGE,” by

Miss K. E. Taylor — No. 1
of the prints reproduced on

the opposite page — is quite a nice
bit of work in its way, but it lays
itself open to the objection that it
makes too much of the two gates in
the foreground and not enough of
the cottage.
Essentials and Incidentals.
That it does so is rather a pity,
for it emphasises what should be an
incidental at the expense of an essen¬
tial. The main attraction, judging
from the title, is intended to be the
cottage, but, owing to their proximity
and relative scale, the gates claim an
equal share of the attention.
In other respects, the composition
does not make up badly, and the
probability is that, as the subject ap¬
peared to the eye, those gates were not
quite so insistent. The eye, however,
would be appreciably higher than the
camera — if the latter were held at
waist-level — and the lower position
would tend to exaggerate the fore¬
ground at the expense of the rest.
Some improvement might be expected
if the camera were raised, but it is
not, however, altogether a matter
of height, for a somewhat greater
viewing distance would make a far
more appreciable difference.
More effective still would be the
simple expedient of opening the bigger
gate, for not only would this reduce
its significance, but it would also have
the desirable advantage of providing
a connection between the foreground
and the centre of interest. This lies
in the cottage front, and, in an ideal
arrangement, would be made the
vehicle for an effect of sunshine.
Light

and

Direction.

Such an effect would appreciably
enhance the pictorial appeal ; but, as
the print stands, there is little or no
evidence of any such thing, for there
are no marked cast shadows, and
without shadows there can be no real
suggestion of sunlight.
The sun may have been shining in
a weakish sort of fashion, but it must
have been indeterminate, and, if it
had any direction at all, it would be
falling more or less in the same
direction as the line of sight.

In circumstances such as these,
shadows would scarcely be visible.

could be obtained with but a slightly
less contrasty paper.

They would only make their appear¬
ance when the sun had gone a little
farther round and was somewhat

In the latter, there is a slight loss
discernible in the wall in light seen
through the archway which could be
retrieved by the suggested substitution
of printing paper. This is desirable,
for, in other respects, the print makes
up very well, and a feeling of light is
nicely conveyed.

opposed to the line of sight and against
the camera. Then there might be a
chance of the sunshine so making its
presence felt that it could be regarded
as taking rank as an effect, in which
event the picture would present a
much finer appeal.
An instance of the kind of lighting
that is in mind may be seen on
reference to No. 7, “ Poles and Pots,”
by W. J. Sellers, where, although the
interest is rather dissipated by the
existence of so many points of light,
there is no doubt about the presence
of sunshine. It is self-evident, and,
insomuch, the picture has points to
commend it ; but it suffers, to no
little extent, on account of its ten¬
dency towards harshness or excess of
contrast.
What has happened is that develop¬
ment of the negative has been carried
so far that its contrasts are too great
for that particular type of printing
paper

to handle.
Tonal Rendering.

It is true that printing might be
carried a stage or so farther without
any loss of brightness or overprinting
in the shadows ; but, even then, the
lights would not show their
measure of gradation, nor would
effective contrast be diminished.
The

only

real

improvement

full
the
that

could be obtained in the tonal render¬
ing, now that the negative is made,
would be by the substitution of a
paper of softer type altogether. This
would allow the lights to be fully
printed without the shadows getting
choked up, and then the general tone of
the whole would be more harmonious,
the existing excess of contrast being
countered. Similar remarks in con¬
nection with the tonal scheme are
applicable also to No. 4, “ Chapel
Street, Basingstoke,” by R. J. Hall,
and similar treatment is advisable.
No. 3, “ Chapter House Steps,
Wells,” by W. O. Wilton, also exhibits
a tendency in the same direction, but
the degree is less, and possibly the
needful improvement in rendering

More

Subject Differences.
in harmony are the tones

Nos. 5 and

6, “ In

Glen

of

Moriston,”

by
and “ Loch
Leven,”
by G.
H. Higginson,
O. J. Bedgood,
although
the
skies in both might be brought out a
little more by a judicious local extra
printing.
There is, as a matter

of fact, slightly

more gradation in the originals than
in the reproductions, but it is not
enough, and the little more that
could be obtained by the means
indicated would make a vital difference
in the tonal schemes. Both examples
would seem more finished and complete,
particularly if the tone towards the
top were darkened a shade or so
more than the area below, for this
would emphasise the suggestion of
luminosity, which, even now, is con¬
veyed in a measure.
In the case of No. 2, “ Down by the
Water,” by G. B. Gregory, the differ¬
ence between the tones of reproduction
and original is even more marked.
In the former, they seem to be just
about right, and, in the latter, there
are distinct evidences of overprinting.
Depth of Key.
It must be admitted, of course, that
there is a certain latitude in choice
of key, and some people will prefer a
lightish print and others one of greater
depth ; but, if the general tone is too
deep, as in this instance, there is an
appreciable loss of the valuable quality
of luminosity, and the print seems
degraded.
This is a fault that must
at all costs, and

be avoided

it appears

to arise,

here, from over-exposure and under¬
development of the print. There is a
minimum time needed to complete
development, when gaslight papers
are employed, and this time must not
be curtailed or loss of quality will make
its appearance.

“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

cc RONDINI,”

THE arrangement of this subject

is characterised by a very marked
simplicity. For all practical
purposes, there are but the group of
birds in their nest and a setting, yet
so nicely are the relative positions of
each element adjusted that there is
not the slightest suggestion
sufficiency, nor does it seem
that any addition to the
subject content is required.

of in¬

conventional

by Italo Bertoglio.

artistic term, it may

be

said to occur upon ofie of the inter¬
sections formed by a division of thirds
horizontally and vertically or upon
a compositional diagonal.
The second is, perhaps, the more
exact way of describing the placing,
but, for all practical purposes, all

(2) by virtue of its height,
takes the precedence, the
other adult (3), on the left,

amount of thought must have
been given to the placing of
the elements in relation to

attaining just a little less
significance. Similarly, there
is a like difference between
the nestlings.

arrange¬
been a

matter of an instinctive feel¬
ing for good composition,
but, however achieved, there
is no denying that the appeal
of the finished product is
highly satisfying and
complete.
In comparison with a land¬
scape in the grand manner, or

In

Strength

20

in another

of Placing.
way

and

using the

such

as

been furnished by means of
the lines indicating the junc¬
tion of the three planes and
the introduction of the line
of shadow adds something
of an additional attraction,

high degree, it is possible that
there may be a suspicion of
triviality or slightness of
motive ; but, in its class, the
picture has a decided merit,
and does what it sets out to

Put

circumstances

these a perfectly plain back¬
ground might prove adequate
enough, but, in this instance,
the embellishment that has

a portrait in which characteri¬
sation has been carried to a

do extremely well. It uses
the most meagre of material
to the greatest effect, and,
with only the subject itself
and its setting, each element
forming the group, as well as
each plane and line in the
setting, attains a more than
ordinary significance.
I n the first place, and having regard to
the severe plainness of the background,
the group (1) naturally claims most of
the attention. It is the only item of
any importance, but, were it not wisely
placed in the picture space, there
would be no sense of order, nor could
the subject hold any attraction. It
is, however, so placed that it avoids
the formality of a central position, and
is not so near the edge as to invite a
suggestion of weakness.

as any other.
To furnish a pleasing composition,
nevertheless, it is necessary that
the elements of which the group is
comprised should, in themselves,
exhibit a feeling of order.
That is, there must be a
composition within a com¬
position. Viewed in this
light, the bird on the right

Simplicity of Arrangement.
Either a considerable

each other or the
ment must have

novelty, but that is all, and, as far
as the requirements of composition
are concerned, any one is as strong

and guards against any
picion of monotony.

sus¬

Ornamentation and
Embellishment.
They act in much the same
sort of way that grace notes do
in the development of a theme
in music. In a fugue, for ex¬
ample, the motif or theme is
announced, the contrapuntal
melodies are introduced in
due order, and then repeated
with the added embellishment
three amount
same thing.

to

much

about

the

That the upper right-hand inter¬
section has been chosen is immaterial,
as long as the other three remain
unoccupied by any item of great
significance. Conversely, had the
nest been placed upon any other of
the points, and reserving the same
provision, it would have been equally
forceful, and, except for the fact that
the lower two are more often employed,
there is no advantage in selecting
either of the upper two. The choice
of the upper may give a measure of

of ornamen ts or grace notes . Yet, with
these additions, the theme remains
distinct, and, if the theme be taken
to correspond with the motive of a
picture and the setting with the counter¬
point, the motive likewise still remains
despite the ornamentation of the
setting, always providing, of course,
that the latter is not overdone.
The analogy might be carried
further, notably in the direction of
the effect of over-elaboration, which
has a similar effect in both arts, but
sufficient has been said to make the
point clear.

“ Mentor."
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Jetters to the Editor
SPOTTING

MINIATURE

NEGATIVES.

Sir, — "Miniaturist” is up against a trouble which besets all
users of diminutive cameras unless precautions are constantly
observed against dust.
Avoidance is better than after-treatment, and " Miniaturist ”
and others will find much helpful information in the little
handbook " Modern Photography with Modern Miniature
Cameras,” occasionally advertised in “ The A.P. and C.”
As far as limitations of a letter permit, I offer a few hints
which I hope will save a miniature camera from changing hands.
A large hand magnifier, a very fine genuine sable brush and
a pan of ivory black water-colour paint will be sufficient.
Keep the negatives uncut until after spotting as they can then
be held conveniently in contact with a piece of ground glass
by two elastic bands. Rest the glass at a convenient angle
over a sheet of white paper so that this reflects light through
ground glass and negatives.
The merest trace of moistened colour is needed, getting this
on the tip of the brush by twirling the latter on a bit of paper
until it leaves the faintest mark.
Now touch the pinhole, which will disappear.
I am afraid that the removal of the black spots from enlarge¬
ments is not an easy job. I find it best to spot as much of the
original negatives as my patience allows, then to make the
enlargements therefrom with a very slight diffusion, which
practice almost destroys evidence of these defects.
I quite realise that there are occasions when enlargements
must be as sharp as possible and where no diffusion is per¬
missible, but as I remarked, much can be done on the negative
with the simple items mentioned. — Yours, etc.,
WILLIAM
ALEXANDER.
Sir, — As one of the large army of enthusiastic miniature
camera owners, I should be sorry if “ Miniaturist ” decided to
desert us. Some months ago you published a letter bewailing
the imperfections of tiny negatives,
evidently not alone in his troubles.

so "Miniaturist”

is

Now, must small negatives be ruined by spots ? I don’t
think so, and indeed, of a dozen spools of film recently de¬
veloped, I have not a single picture showing blemishes. I
brush the inside of my camera whenever possible, and I
develop my film, rinse, and fix it in a long dish such as is sold
by Zeiss Ikon for the purpose. Washing is done by floating in a
bath of water with the film clipped at each end to a stick, of
rather less length, so that the strip of film hangs in a curve.
Before taking out to dry, each side is wiped with cotton-wool,
and the film dries free of spots.
I feel sure that if " Miniaturist ” will only try such method,
he will need no advice on the matter of spotting negatives or
enlargements. — Yours, etc.,
H. F. TAYLOR.
ELECTRICAL

FIRING

OF

FLASHPOWDER.

Sir, — I have for some years used a home-made fiashlamp
in which the powder is fired electrically by a method which I
have not known to fail, and which I have never seen published.
The readers of your paper may find the hint useful.
I use as fuse wire the fine tinned iron wire about 34 S.W.G.
sold by fancy goods dealers for bead work, and a reel of this,
sufficient for very many exposures, may be purchased for a few
pence. There is about i£ in. of wire between the binding
screws on the lamp, and it is heated by current from two 800
cycle lamp batteries in parallel mounted under the flashpan.
On top of the flashpan a strip of springy brass is fixed at one
end to the pan, and at the other is bent so as to grip the stick
of an ordinary safety match (e.g., Brymay). The head of the
match rests on the fuse wire, and the brass strip presses it
lightly downwards on the wire.
In use, a tongue of flashpowder is extended from the main
heap under the wire and match-head, but is not heaped round
the wire (so as to conduct the heat away). On completing the
circuit the wire expands as it gets hot and the match-head
dips to touch the flashpowder. At the same instant it catches
387
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fire at the point of contact with the wire, and q. jet of intensely
hot flame is projected into the heart of the powder. The
fuse wire need get no more than red-hot for firing to be certain.
One warning is necessary. If powder is used which is at all
damp due to long keeping in the mixed condition a delay may
occur between the hiss of the exploding match -head and the
flash. Some sitters involuntarily blink at the first noise, and
as a result they are found in the negative with their eyes
closed.— Yours, etc.,
CEDRIC H. SMITH.
MINIATURE

CAMERAS.

Sir, — The advocates of the modern miniature camera make
much of the alleged greater depth of focus obtainable from the
short-focus lens, compared with one of longer focus, when used
at the same aperture.
Apart altogether from the very debatable point as to whether
greater depth of focus is any advantage, at least from the
pictorial point of view, it would be interesting to have the
views of your readers of a technical turn of mind, as to whether
a picture taken, say, with a vest-pocket camera, and then
enlarged to whole-plate, would possess greater depth of focus
than one taken with a whole-plate camera, assuming that the
lens in each case was of a focal length equal to the diagonal of
the plate with which it was used.
The assumption, of course, is that it would, and this seems
to be borne out in practice, but it would be none the less
interesting to hear the why and wherefore of the matter. —
Yours, etc.,
C. K. BELL.
PHOTOGRAPHY
AT WEMBLEY.®
Sir, — May I bring to your notice the severe ban against the
amateur photographer at the Wembley International Football
Match on Saturday, April 14th ?
All kinds of pains and penalties were threatened against him
if he endeavoured to secure a pictorial memento of a memorable
occasion. This, I submit, is very harmful to the practice of
photography, as the example so set may conceivably be
extended if no protest is made. We may, for instance, find a
seaside resort prohibiting any snapshots on the beach because
the photographic rights have been sold to a commercial firm,
or alternatively charging a shilling per camera per day for its
use. Or we may find amateur photographers being arrested
and their cameras confiscated because they have dared to snap
the Lord Mayor’s Show or the Changing of the Guard.
The principle is one that should be definitely discouraged,
especially in these days when almost everyone possesses a
camera, and quite a number, indeed, carry a miniature one
about with them as a constant companion. I imagined the
bad old days when we had to ask permission to photograph in
a public park had passed away, for ever, and I fear that if a
protest is not made by someone about the act of suppression
at Wembley we shall be appreciably nearer those bad old days
again. — -Yours, etc.,
C. W. RODMELL.
SPECIAL

SIZES

FOR

LEICA

ENLARGEMENTS.

Sir, — It does not appear to have occurred to the manufac¬
turers of photographic papers that the large number of Leica
enthusiasts are very poorly catered for in the matter of enlarg¬
ingThe
papers.
Leica negative is, of course, 1 X il- in., and obviously
enlargements should be of the same proportions unless a very
considerable part either of the negative or the paper is to be
wasted in the process. A 5 x 7 or 5 X 8 in. is obviously wasteful ;
the desirable size being 5 X7J in. It is, however, in the larger
sizes that the waste becomes serious: 8x10 or 12X15 in.
entailing the sacrifice of much good and costly material.
Will the paper makers not attempt to meet this undoubted
need by giving us 7 X io£, 8x12 and 12 x 18 in. ? I find that
Messrs. Kodak are willing to supply such sizes to special order
(without any extra charge), but it is often inconvenient to wait
the few days necessary for the order to be filled. — Yours, etc.,
" LEICA LIKER.”
21
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
A Plea for the Amateur

I WAS talking to a well-known cin6

amateur over the Easter — a leader
of the serious cine amateurs, the
makers of solo interest films — and he
said confidentially, " We have to admit
that amateurs cannot make story films.”
As a vague protest against so sweeping an
indictment I asked him why such a state
of affairs should exist. He said with a
shrug of his shoulders that he didn’t
know, but that he challenged anyone to
show him a story film made by amateurs
that wasn’t hopelessly lacking in every
quality that a story film should possess.
It is certainly a fact that after every
amateur cin<? contest the judges have
much higher praise for interest than
story film entries. Indeed, in one
recent contest, the film play entries
were so po^r that no award was made
in that section.
In the last two or three years many
cin6 clubs have gone so far as altering
their policy, abandoning the making of
film plays, and concentrating on topical
and interest films. The majority of
new groups have come into being in order
that their members, keen solo workers,
may be encouraged in the making of
educational and serious films. Those

By

M.

Film Play

A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

tion is always at a discount where level¬
headed technologists dominate), and
of being thought ambitious to “go on
the films.” How many times secre¬
taries and producers think it necessary
to warn their flocks that amateur cine
societies are not short cuts to the pro¬
fessional cinema world ! Well, they
should be. Where else can the un¬
initiated get practical experience as
scenario writers, film publicity agents,
camera-men, players, film editors, so
well as in a properly conducted amateur
cine club ? Why aren’t the cine clubs
recognised recruiting agencies for the
professional studios ?
And that brings me to another point.
Cine amateurs, you must be ready to
learn story production. The best way
to do that is to have your club unit go
regularly to the local cinema, meet at
the studio the next evening, and hold
an analysis, a post-mortem, a group
discussion on the merits and demerits
of
the filmin in
There’s
the
difference
thequestion.
world between
this all
group
visiting of a local cinema, followed by
keen group discussion, and your unaided
individual, silent criticism. Try it and see.
Soon you will have recognised and

catalogued the forty or so plots, their
variations, the respective values of
surprise, suspense and contrast, the
relation of thematic content to enter¬
tainment. And then you’ll be ready to
concentrate on your club film, and on
training players in film technique. Never
mind about the technical people. Their
job is to turn the handle. And when
you get a player who can flick his hand
and concentrate on a study of his finger¬
nails, in the best Sydney Howard
tradition, a new era will have dawned
for cine amateurs.
Well, there are some big contests
ahead this summer. If you want par¬
ticulars of two of them write to the
British Association of Amateur Cinema¬
tographers and the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers. And I have it on the
best authority that the Independent Film
Makers’ Association is organising a
summer school to be held at Weymouth
in September with some of the production
and direction experts of the professional
cinema world as instructors.
This is going to be a great year for
amateur cinematographers. It will be
even greater if film play production
comes at long last to its own.

people who wish to join with the in¬
tention of making film plays are dis¬
couraged, regarded contemptuously as
would-be Garbos or Fairbanks, and
placated from time to time by the pro¬
jection of a library story film.
Is the amateur cine movement becom¬
ing too intellectual ? Is this new intellectualism a form of defeatism ? These
are questions that need to be answered.
Why is it that the man or woman who
can write a good one-act play, who can
take part with credit in amateur theatri¬
cals, becomes hopelessly inefficient in
front of the cine camera ? Is it that
this comparatively new art medium of
amateur cinematography is not yet fully
understood ?
The club that voluntarily gives up all
the fun and creative triumph of writing
and producing film plays in favour of
making “ topicals,” in other words,
tamely filming local events, is retro¬
gressive. Let the clever solo worker
aim at artistic interest films, by all
means. But it is the true function of
the common or garden amateur cin6
club to make film plays. And to make
good film plays.
Maybe one of the reasons why
cine amateurs fail in story production
is that they are afraid of using their
imagination (strangely enough, imagina¬
22

Maypole dances, which still take place in various parts of the country on May 1st,
provide both novel and interesting pictures for the amateur cinematographer on
the look-out for topical subjects.
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for the AMATEUR

The

EVENTS

Photographer

and Cinematographer’s Diary
of Forthcoming Events .

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FORTHCOMING

Amateur

DURING

MAY,

1934.
Place.

Event.

Date.

May

1.

,,

I.

,,

i-3-

,,
„
,,

1-2.
2.
2.

General.

Ancient " Hobby Horse ” Custom . .
Race Meeting
Worcestershire v. Australians . .
Royal and Ancient Spring Medal
Golf Tournament
Two Thousand Guineas Race
Meeting

Minehead.
Kelso.
Worcester.

Newmarket.
Dublin.

„

2.

„

2-5.

Royal
Dublin
Society’s Agricultural
Show

.

3-

..
..

34-

Sir Alan Cobham’s Flying Meeting .
Champion Dog Show . .
One Thousand Guineas Race
Meeting
Folk Dance Festival

..

4-

..

5-

..

5-

Schoolboys’ International Football Match, Wales v. Scotland
Rugby
Cup
League)

Final

Date.

Place.

Ancient Custom of "Crowning
the May Queen ” . .
Sunrise Service on Magdalen
College Tower

(Northern

May

5-

..

5-

M

7-12.

,,

7-12.

..

7-13-

International Motor Cycle Meeting .
Dumbartonshire Agricultural
Society Show
British Championship Dance
Festival
Pageant of Labour
Isle of Wight Musical Festival

,,

7-12.

Scottish
Trial.Six-days’ Motor

„

8.

,,
,
,,

8-10.
8-10.
9-IO.

Ancient
tom ". . Furry Dance ” CusRace Meeting
May Pleasure Fair
Race Meeting
Cambridge University v. Australians ..
..
. .(
Ascension Day.

9-

„ IO.
,, IO.
,
,,
,
„

II-I2.
1 1— 12.
I I— 12.
II-I7.

„

12.

,
„
„

12.
1314-19w 1 w

,, 16.
,, 16.
»

17-

June 2.

Cycle

,, 18-21
,, 18-19.

Newmarket.
Cheltenham.

. .

Sheep Dog Demonstration
Hard ships
Court Tennis ChampionSecond Spring Race Meeting . .
Essex v. Australians . .
Fair and Cattle Show . .
Royal Naval, Military and Air
Force Tournament

Road,

19-

to

Edinburgh

Motor

London Cart Horse Parade
Race Meeting
Motor

„

Motor Race Meeting
Folk Dance Festival
British Athletic Games
Nottinghamshire Agricultural

21.

,, 21-26.
,, 22.

Helensburgh.
Blackpool.
Crystal Palace.

,, 22.
.. 23-24.
23-24.

Ryde.

„

23-24.

Helston.
Chester.
Hereford.
Folkestone.

„
„
„

23-26.
25.
23.
24.

Cambridge.

Cycle Races

Show

21-25.
21-25.

Amateur Golf Championship . .
Royal Scottish Automobile Rally.
Open Bowls Tournament
Ancient Custom of " Dicing
Bibles and
” . . Annual KingRam for
Roasting
steignton Fair
Oxfordshire Agricultural Show
Salop and West Midland
May Race Meeting
Races

KemptonPark.

June 9.
„ 28May 30-31.

Lord’s, London
Hamilton.

„

30. 29June 1.
May 30June 2.
„ 30-

West
ton. KensingNewmarket.
Chelmsford.
Stonehouse.

May

30-

3031.

During
June
THE
Month.

Olympia.

2.

Oxford.

Brooklands.
White City.
Bampton.
Abbey.
Welbeck
Prestwick.
Eastbourne.
St. Ives.
Kingsteignton.
Thames.
Shrewsbury.
Henley-on-

Show
Great
Y armouth.
Manchester.
Southampton.

Opening of Clyde Yachting
Season
Queen’s Birthday.
Middlesex v. Australians

Amateur
May June
29-30.1.

Hurlingham.
Hamilton.
Torquay.

Hampshire v. Australians
Empire Day.

Lanarkshire
Show

„ 26.
,, 26.
,, 26.

Avon.
Stratford-onWhite City.

Hurst
Park.
Regent’s
Park.
Donnington
Park.

,, 21.
,, 21.

„
„

Dublin.

Universities’ Athletic Union
Championships
Whitney Polo Cup Final
Hamilton Park Race Meeting . .
Open Golf Tournament
Oxford University v. Australians
Italian Motor Cycle Grand Prix.
Whit-Monday.

,, 21.
,, 21.
,, 21.

Farmers’

Society

Golf Championships

Spring Race Meetings

. .

. .

South Wales Industrial Fair . .
Race Meeting
Surrey v. Australians . .
International Fishing Match
Motor Races
Bath and West
Show

. .

Firth of Clyde.
London.
Hamilton.
Prestwick.
Bath.
Cardiff.
Curragh.
Oval, London.
Loch Leven.
Isle of Man.

Agricultural

Oxford.
Belfast,

Royal Ulster
National
Day Agricultural Show
" Eights

Lawn

Week

” (Rowing)

Tennis Championship

. .

South Africa.
Oxford.
Harrogate.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr. D. V. Storr,
who died on April 5th. For a long period he has been asso¬
ciated with Ilford, Ltd., in the capacity of chemist, and also
as technical editor of scientific publications.

A change of secretary is announced at the King’s Heath and
District Photographic Society, Mr. L. P, Lowenthal now occu¬
pying this position. All communications should be addressed
to him. at 30, Woodville

„

t> 21.

Cowdenbeath.
Wembley

Porthcawl.
Londonderry.

Motor Cycle Races
M.C.C. v. Australians

1919.
19.

,, 20.

Bath.

Ladies’
shipsOpen

Champion-

„
„
„

,, 21.

Lanark.

Cheltenham.
St. Andrews.
Tidworth.

London

Folk Cycle
Dance Trial.
Festival

St. Andrews.

West Club
of England
Kennel
Show . Ladies’
.
Walker Cup Golf Match
Southern Command Horse Show
Jubilee Race Meeting . .
Golf

18-19

Oxford.

Stadium.
..

Event.

King’s Heath, Birmingham.
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ews and Reviews
Items

of general

interest from

“ Flight,” the oldest weekly aircraft journal in the world,
founded and edited since 1909 by Mr. Stanley Spooner, has

all quarters.

Two exhibitions of outstanding interest are now open at
the Gallery of the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell
Square, London, W.C.i. One illustrates " The Modern Spirit
in Photography and Advertising,” and the other is a collection
of bromoil prints by Mr. Murry Barford. Admission to these
exhibitions is free, and they are open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
until the end of the month.
A new Pathe Sub-standard Talking Cinema Projector was
demonstrated at the Trocadero Restaurant last week. Some
remarkably fine talking pictures were shown, the sound
rendering being very crisp and clear. A 17.5-mm. film is
used in this projector (one-half the width of the standard
35-mm.). The additional 1.5-mm. over the usual 16-mm.
film allows the sound track to be the same as the 35-mm.
size stock. A review of the apparatus and its new features
will be given later.
The awards in J ohnson’s Flashlight Competition for February
have been announced. The first prize of £3 3s. goes to Mr.
David Gluck, of 26, Front Street, Tanshelf, Pontefract, Yorks ;
the second prize of £2 2s. to Mr. W. E. Stuckes, 123, Chessel
Street, Bristol, 3. There are also seven prizes of 10s. 6d. and
twelve consolation prizes of photographic material.
An exhibition of the Drem Exposure Meters, which are
manufactured in Vienna under the supervision of Dr. E. Mayer,
is included in the exhibition of Austrian Arts and Crafts,
which is now open at the Dorland Hall, Regent Street, London,
W.i. The exhibition remains open until May 12th.
At the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2,
on Wednesday, May 16th, at 8.30 p.m., the " Sir
man Wood " Memorial Lecture will be given.
with " Some Photographic Aspects of Sound
and will be delivered by Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees,
man Kodak Company, Rochester, U.S.A.

Henry Tru¬
It will deal
Recording,”
of the East¬

“ Gevaluxe ” is the name of a new printing paper just
introduced to this country by Messrs. Gevaert, Ltd., of Walmer
Road, W.io. The surface texture of “ Gevaluxe ” is very
beautiful, and when dark shadows are included in the picture
the effect is that of black velvet. It is a printing medium that
will make an immediate appeal to every pictorial worker.
We will have more to say regarding it after conducting practical
tests.
The Walworth Men’s Institute are holding an exhibition at
14, Camberwell Road, Camberwell Gate, S.E.17, from April 28th
to May 4th, inclusive, at which a collection of prints by the
members of the John Ruskin Camera Club will be shown.
The John Ruskin Camera Club holds its meetings on Tuesdays
and Fridays, at 7.45 p.m., at the Walworth Men's Institute,
Beresford Street, Camberwell Gate, S.E.17. The facilities are
considerable, and new members, particularly beginners, will
be cordially welcomed. J. A. E. Gibbs, of 93, Porthkerry
Avenue, Welling, Kent, is the Hon. Secretary.
An

attractive photographic

competition

is announced

by

the proprietors of " 232 ” Flannels and Sandom Coats. There
are no restrictions or entry fees, and the conditions are simple.
The prizes are worth winning. Full particulars will be sent
on application to ” 232 ” Photographic
Street, London, E.C.2.

Competition,

38, Wood

A Camera Club is to be formed by The Walker Technical
College, Oakengates, Shropshire. A lantern lecture and first
meeting (for election of officers, etc.) will be held on Thursday,
April 26th, at 7 p.m. An invitation is given to all (students
and non-students) in the Oakengates and Wellington districts
who are interested. The Hon. Sec., pro. tem., is Mr. P. W.
Lowe, 7, Trench Road, N. Wellington, Shropshire.
24

been acquired by Iliffe and Sons Ltd., proprietors of “ The
Amateur Photographer,” ” The Autocar,” “ The Motor Cycle ”
" The Wireless World,” “The Yachting World” and associated
journals. This arrangement is the result of a link which has
existed for some years between Mr. Spooner and Mr. Geoffrey
Smith, a director of Iliffe and Sons Ltd. The transfer includes
“ The Aircraft Engineer,” which appears as a monthly
supplement with “ Flight.” “ Flight ” is published every
Thursday, price 6d.

“THE A.P.”
MONTHLY COMPETITIONS
AWARDS

FOR

MARCH.

STILL increasing numbers of entries characterise all three

sections of the competition for March. Competitors are
sending in better work than ever, and appear to be going
farther afield for their subjects as the season advances. The
proportion of poor prints in these competitions is now extremely
small. The awards are as follows : —
Advanced

Workers’

First Prize.—" Snowscape,”
Street, Bronx, N.Y.C., N.Y.

Section.

by John Muller, 52, E. 182nd

Second Prize. — " Evening by the Fireside,” by Harry Jones,
128, Raeburn Terrace, Eastham, Cheshire.
Third Prize. — " Dinner in the Raw,”
Lodge, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey.

by M. Mitchell, Itchel

Mounting Prize. — " Autumn,” by Edwin
dower, Falkland Road, Torquay.

Broomer,

Glen-

Certificates of Merit. — “ By the Stream,” by J. H. Clark,
304, Camberwell New Road, London, S.E.5 ; “A Dramatic
Moment,” by Norman Crawshaw, 5, Beresford Avenue,
Bebington, Cheshire ; “ Homework,” by O. Ormerod, 30,
Rocklands Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : K. N.
Beach (London, W.) ; Edwin Broomer (Torquay) ; Ernest W.
Chadwick (Leeds) ; J. H. Clark (London, S.E.) ; G. Crosby
(East Ham) ; M. Desai (Bombay) ; R. J. Harmer (Southbourne) ; Miss Nancy Huggins (London, W.) ; Wm. Jackson
(Hull) ; W. F. Kennings-Kilbourne (Chertsey) ; A. C. Millest
(Kingston-on-Thames) ; Miss G. Pennethorne (Haywards
Heath) ; J. H. Trace (Birkenhead) ; W. E. Ward (South¬
ampton).
Intermediate

Section.

First Prize. — "And then she saw . . ,” by Bengt Hamilton,
1309, East 50th Street, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Second Prize. — " The Tug,”
Avenue, Dulwich, S.E. 21.

by

J. S. Foord,

85, Calton

Certificates of Merit. — ■" Shadows,” by C. A. R. Anketell, 58,
Fairholme Road, W.14 ; " Wimbledon Common,” by W. G.
Howes, 160, High Street, Putney, S.W.15 ; “ Evening on the
Clyde,” by Patrick McBride, 391, Ballater Street, Glasgow,
C.5 ; “ Snapped in a Sunbeam,” by T. C. D. Ricketts, c/o
Lloyds Bank, Ltd., Rangoon, Burma.
Beginners’

Section.

First Prize. — " Fair Weather at Sea,” by J. Allan
272, Charles Street, Belleville, Ont., Canada.
Second Prize. — " The Dose,” by A. James
dere Park, Stranmillis, Belfast.

Cash,

Soye, 23, Belve¬

Certificates of Merit.—" The Potter,” by N. Chowdhurn,
Civil Lines, Near Head Post Office, Cawnpore, India ; " Won¬
der Who’s in There ? ” by H. Christensen, 37, Hazel Gardens,
Edgware, Middx. ; " Stern,” by R. G. Lake, Treskelly,
North Street, Nazeing, Essex ; " Entrance to Museum,
Cardiff,” by W. Waddington, 101, Rhydypenan Road, Llanishen, Glam.
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Exhibitions

and Competitions

Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
— Open, May 5-2 7. Entry forms from Fotoklub
Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana, Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, May
1 ; open, May 9-June 9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Wimbledon Park Road, Southsea.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Gradnia, 18, Pozna, Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 21-July 3. Particulars from
MissM. R. Walsh, 330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (So¬
ciety Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre-&Loire), France.

Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beechfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)

)

competitions

l

l

I

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, April 30. Rules in this issue.
Scottish Photographic Federation. — Twenty-sixth
National Salon, April 7-28. Hon. Salon Secretary,
H. Carlile, 56, Lounsdale Drive, Paisley, Scotland.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Open Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-28. Particulars from Exhibition Secretaries,
7 1, East Street, Brighton.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.

will be included

here every week

CURRENT
AND
FUTURE.

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

The Western Salon of Photography. — Closing date
for prints and entry forms, April 28 ; open, Saturday,
May 26 to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars
and entry forms from N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road,
Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30; open, June 15-30.
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.
Paris Salon. — Entries, May 31 ; open, October 6-21.
Secretary, M. E. Cousin, Soci6te Frangaise de Photographie, 51, Rue de Clichy, Paris (9E).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June n ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.

“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30.
Further particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong
University A. P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October
6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
Japan.
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
ham.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton Street, Rother¬
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

“TheTo encourage
A.P. 55
Monthly Competitions
PRIZES AND RULES
pictorial outlook and good technique in the photographic work of our readers in
This class is open

all parts

to all amateur

photographers.

First Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P/’ silver
plaque (optional).

passed the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not pro¬
gressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced Competition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply

OUR

SPECIAL

(2) Each print must have on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor, The
Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.i, and the package must be marked on
the outside “ Beginners,” “ Intermediate,”
vanced,” as the case may be.

or “ Ad¬

(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid.
(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.

entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

s.

have

er

who

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to

(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be

nn

those readers

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

gi

This class is to encourage

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the In¬
termediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

e
rB

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

Fo

Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and

General

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

GIFT OFFER

The closing date for the next competition is
Monday, April 30th, and for the May com¬
petition, Thursday, May 31st.

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements with the Watkins Meter Company,
of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
A.P.” and for the four issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages. The value
Five coupons have already appeared.
Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,"
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return post free.
25
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The 6d. Coupon will be found on page ix of the advertisement pages.

workers need a
To assist our
of Hereford, the makers
In this issue of “ The
of each coupon is 6d.
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General. — All communications

for the

Editor

is glad

Questions

ANSWERED

Editor

and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

work
water-colour
strong up
tint suitable
on a palette,
and let itto
dry.a*
Use this with plain water for spotting.
The gum in the colour gives a certain
amount of gloss, but it is not quite the
same as the very glossy gelatine surface.

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Carbro

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query *’ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Bromoil

Brushes.

I am told that a shaving brush, or house-painter's
sash tools, can be used for bromoil work. If so,
why should the proper expensive brushes be
bought ?
J. M. G. (Canterbury.)

Your use of the word “ proper ” really
answers the question. Any oil pigment
process is difficult enough without
making it more so by trying to use
makeshift brushes. Has the one who
" told you ” shown you a bromoil
print inked up with a sash tool ?
Copying.
What, in your opinion, is the best type of plate
to use for copying ?
S. R. S. (Carlisle.)

Enlarger

Distance.

In arranging an enlarger what distance must I
allow from lens to paper for enlarging from
quarter-plate to whole-plate ? E. H. (Chelmsford.)

You omit a necessary factor— the
focal length of the lens. The rule is :
to the number of times of enlargement
(linear) add 1, and multiply the focal
length of the lens by the number so
obtained. Enlarging from quarter-plate
to whole-plate is exactly 2 diameters ;
add 1 ; then multiply the focus of your
lens by 3, and this will be the distance
required
Hypo.

mouth well. A grocer’s 7-lb. jam jar is just
the thing. In such conditions hypo will
keep in perfect condition for years.

Fixing

Permanence.

Blacklead.

It is evidently economical to buy hypo in fairly
large quantities, but will it keep ?
C. P. (Wood Green.)

If you buy hypo in bulk, instead of
in cartons, it is best to put it in a stone¬
ware jar with a good cork fitting the

photographers have to make a begin¬
ning. We should advise you to get the
necessary information from the Auto¬
type Co., Ltd., 59, New Oxford Street,
W.C.i, and if you feel inclined to try the
process dismiss from your mind the idea
that it is too difficult for you, and set
to work with the determination to
succeed.
M.Q.

for Bromides.

Will you oblige me with an M.Q. formula suitable
for bromide enlargements ?
R. H. (Chelsea.)

The following suits most papers :
Hot water . .
. .
20 oz.
Metol . .
. .
. .
. . 16 grs.
Hydroquinone
..
. . 60 grs.
Sodium sulphite ..
..
oz.
Sodium carbonate . .
. . i\ oz.
Potassium bromide (10 p.c.) 50 min.
For use take one part of this solution
and one part of water. It is probable
that any paper you use will be accom¬
panied by an M.Q. formula in the
instructions, and if so we should advise
you to adopt that instead.
on Glass.

Is there any way of attaching a print face down¬
wards to glass, so that it will not come off when
dry ?
W. F. P. (Chester.)

Make a weak solution of gelatine by
dissolving about half an ounce in half a
pint of hot water. Soak the print in
this. Clean and warm the glass, and
flood one side with the solution. Lay
the print on the glass, squeegee into
Contact, and clean off surplus gelatine
from the glass with a soft sponge and
warm water. Set aside on edge to dry.

Can you say definitely what is the most permanent
of photographic printing processes ?
M. J. (Hendon.)

This softens the gelatine and “ fixes ”
the lead. The process must not be
overdone or the gelatine will melt and
run.

As far as the actual image is concerned
platinum may be regarded as quite
permanent. Carbon, especially black,
may also be safely relied upon. If you
include pigment processes, such prints
are as permanent as letterpress. In all
cases the lasting properties of the paper
base must also be taken into account.

Glass

Spotting

The usual procedure is to pass the
print backwards and forwards through
the steam from the spout of a kettle.

If you can make a bromide or gaslight
print there is no reason why you should
not make Carbro prints from it. Like
other processes it needs care, and the
working instructions must be faithfully
followed. Even the most experienced

Print

Keeping

The type of plate varies according to
the character of the subject to be copied.
If the original consists of black and white
only, a process plate is best. A mono¬
chrome print with half-tones demands a
slow or medium ordinary plate. For a
subject in colour a panchromatic plate
is generally necessary, and a filter of
some kind may also be required.

When a print is worked up with blacklead or
stumping chalk, how can the lead be prevented
from smearing or rubbing off ?
J. E. (Gt. Yarmouth.)

Prints.

I have seen some fine prints made by the Carbro^
process. Is this work suitable for a novice, or is
it only for experienced photographers ?
M. M. (London.)

Square

Prints.

I have a camera that gives square negatives.
Is it advisable to make all the prints square, or
should they be cut down one way or the other ?
M. I. (Gateshead.)

Is there any detriment in using glass to keep
bromide paper flat in enlarging ?
S. C. O. (Brentford.)

for spotting

A square picture of any sort is rather
a rarity. The reason is that in the great
majority of cases the character of the
subject suggests a rectangle longer in
one direction than the other A group of
tall trees, for example, is based on vertical
lines, and an upright rectangle will make

glossy prints so that the spots do not look “ dead ”?
W. J. W. (Sutton.)

the subjectone.
a better
fit ” than
horizontal
If you “ examine
youra

It is a very common procedure, and
so far from being detrimental is bene¬
ficial, as it keeps the paper flat during the
exposure. The glass must be free from
scratches or other flaws, and must be
kept quite clean.

It is not an easy matter to make the
spots invisible, but an improvement
results from using gum water. You can
prepare this by dissolving half a dozen
pieces of gum arabic, each about the size
of a pea, in an ounce of water. With this

square negatives you will seldom be in
doubt as to whether it is the top and
bottom or the sides that should be cut

in Enlarger.

What

Glossy

water

colour

Prints.
should

26
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be used

down. Should you find that neither
can be removed with advantage, by all
means leave the picture square.
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Built to a finer
standard to

DIRECT
VISION

give finer
results !

VIEW¬
FINDER

The Voigtlander ‘‘Tourist” is made to
a precision standard and possesses

U

many unique features — bayonet lock¬
ing ring for shutter, over double
extension, rack rising and cross front
movements operated from the same position, self-locking
struts and an optical direct-vision view-finder that provides
“compensation for parallax.” You will get both better
results and better value with the Voigtlander “ Tourist.”

HE use of a “ Rhaco ” Direct-vision View-finder with your folding
camera will increase its utility and interest to a surprising extent.

The “ Rhaco ” View-finder has immense advantages over the ordinary
“ direct-vision ” finder usually fitted to hand cameras. A large brilliant
image can be seen in the finder precisely as it will appear on the negative.
The rectangular viewing lens is engraved with cross lines for assisting
in holding the camera level.
By means of the spring clip the “ Rhaco
attached to almost any folding camera.
Model I. For focal-plane and
folding plate cameras.
Model II. For use on any
modern small camera giving 16
exposures on V.P. or 2£ X 3£
roll film.
Model III. For use on all
small roll-film cameras giving
8 exposures on V.P. or 2^x3i
in. roll film.
From

SANDS

" View-finder

THE VOIGTLANDER
For 3 ¥ X 2 V plates or film packs, with Heliar f/4.5
lens in delayed-action Compur shutter, £16 18s. 9d.
(other models available up to £29 12s. 6d.)

can be instantly

PRICE
Ask

IO/-

your

dealer
theto“ : Tourist,’
write toforshow
full you
details

Tourist”

SCHERING

With blue lent
for seeing the

Ltd., XSSSK

188/192, HIGH

subject in mono¬
chrome, 12/-.
Leather case,

HOLBORN,

W.C.i

2/- extra.
all photographic

dealers, or

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

a

& Co. Ltd.

STREET,

STRAND,

W.C.2

Old in Experience — New

in Design

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls , or delivered first post on Wednesday at the following rates :
British Isles and Canada.
s. d.
Twelve Months
. .
. .
. . 17 4
Six Months
. .
. .
. .
8 8
Three Months
. .
. .
. .
4 4
Single Copy
.
4

Other Countries Abroad.
s. d.
Twelve Months
. .
. .
. . 19 6
Six Months
. .
. .
. .
. .
9 9
Three Months
. .
. .
. .
4 11
Single Copy
.
4J

Large sums of money are regularly paid for SALEABLE
photo¬
graphs. But only by sound training can you acquire the ability
consistently to take the RIGHT photographs in the RIGHT way
and sell them at the RIGHT time to the RIGHT buyers. Such
training is given by the British School of Photography, under the
personal supervision of the Principal, Mr. C. Allen Elliott, who
has had a successful life-long experience in the photographic
profession. Write to him to-day and learn how you can turn
photographs into monev

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, England. Telegrams: Amaphot, Watloo, London. Telephone: Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3. Telegrams : Iliffe, Manchester. Telephone : Blackfriars
4412 (4 lines). Midland Offices — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone: Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210.
Glasgow, C.2. Telegrams : Iliffe, Glasgow. Telephone
Entered

as second-class

matter

at New

York

(N.Y.)

“ The Amateur Photographer ” can be obtained
The International News Co., New York. France

Scottish Offices — 26b,
: Central 4857.

Renfield

Street,

Post Office.

abroad from the following : United States:
: W. H. Smith & Son, 248, Rue Rlvoli, Paris ;

Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris. Belgium : W. H. Smith & Son, 71-75, Boulevard Adolphe
Max, Brussels. Australia : Gordon and Gotch. Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.)
Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launeeston (Tasmania). New Zealand:
Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : P. II. Wheeler
and Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. Canada : Toronto News Co., Ltd., Toronto ; Montreal
News Co., Montreal ; Winnipeg News Co., Winnipeg ; British Columbia News Co., Vancouver ;
Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., 132, Bay Street, Toronto. South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd.

25th

April,

ItltlTISH SCHOOL of I’HOTOf.lMI’HY
Mr. C. Allen Elliott, British School

of Photography

Please send your free book, “Photography

SEND
COUPON
NOW!

Ltd., 53 '54, Haymarket,

for Profit and Pleasure,”

Name .
Adtess .
ap/14 .

.

London,

S.W.l.

to: —

j

.

[

1934

WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE

NO. 6.

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2/- to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, FriarSt., Hereford.
(Additional
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time

allowed

.

for readers
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THE

London

Salon 1934.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. 1. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written — (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25x20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

such entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

No

correspondence

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

the

Hon.

Secretary,

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

to Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
AU

(LReaders
of
The Amateur

The

London

Salon

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

a

Intending Exhibitors
who are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the
conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

of Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬
4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

*

5

6

Name

I Agree
to Condition

(State Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

io.

Address

Yes or No.
28
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
« q0
SONS LTD., and crossed
made payable to ILIFFE AND

Publishing

Notes

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements
Communications

on Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

Advertisement

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special
Note
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
and receive
Readers who reply to advertisements
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY—
12 words or less .
11ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
21 d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. II
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7 6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
AH deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 :
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

being untraeeable if lost in transit should not be sent_as_renuttances^

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words ” Box 000, c'o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c'o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisemenL
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
" Deposit System ” is recommended.

WARNING

LENSES

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods ol

ZEISS Miroflex 9 x 12 cm. Focal-plane and Reflex,

f/4.5, 12 slides, F.P.A., black leather case,
tripod ; cost £52 ; condition as new, £27/10, or
offer. — H. Wilboum, 65, Wensleydale Rd., Hampton,
Middlesex.
[1368
1-PLATE Graflex Roll Film, f/4 Stellor lens,
4 also Ross Telecentric to fit, £10. — Box 31,
c,'o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1419

31 x 21 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,

insert his advertisements in “The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that

MENTOR Folding Reflex, 9x12 cm., f/4.5

31x24 T.-P. Ultra-Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer

his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

31x2! Salex de Luxe, Salexon f/3.8, double

2 f'4.5, focal-plane, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, case,
slides, F.P.A. , as new, £5/10 ; Zodel Folding Plate,
34x24, f/3.8, double extension, Compur, slides,
R.F.A., case, and supplementary lens set, fine
condition, £5 ; Mirax Enlarging Attachment, fit
any 34x24 or }-pl. camera, as new, £1/15. — Thin,
Aston-Somerville, Broadway, Worcs.
[1514

2 extension, delayed-action Compur, 3 slides,
F.P.A., roll-film holder ; as new, £5 ; deposit
system. — Boyd, 36, Crumlin Gardens, Belfast. [1495

P.C. Folding Plate Camera, Adams’ Idento,

Ross f/6.3 Homocentric, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; all good condition, £4. — Whyte,
Gallanach Rd., Oban.
[1496
1-PLATE Lizar’s Challenge Hand or Stand Folding
4 Plate Camera, long double extension, rising and
cross front, rack and pinion focussing, focussing
scale, special rack and pinion and drop front
for wide angle, brilliant view-finder, focussing
screen, revolving back, Goerz three-foci lens
f/6.3, 125-mm. focus. Compound shutter, T. B.,
1 to l/250th sec., 3 book-form D.D. slides, solid
leather case ; in excellent working order and
condition ; bargain at £4/10 ; deposit. — Box 95,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1498

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

2 Ross Xpres f/4.5, 5}-in., 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A., Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 2 filters, pneumatic
time release, leather case, £30, near offer ; also
}-pl. Goerz Tenax Roll Film Kodak, Dogmar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, leather case, £9, near offer :
both cameras as new. — Barton, 15, Woodland
Park, Paignton.
[1503

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

Zeiss lens, reversible back, 3 D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case ; many extras ; bargain
£11/10 ; or near offer. — Box 29, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1417

AND

ADAMS’ Reflex, 34x24, Dallmeyer f/4.5, 3

D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case ; absolutely
as new, £25 ; cost nearly £50 ; approval deposit ;
consider smaller good 3}x2} Camera part exchange.
— Box 102, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1515

LENSES

anastigmat f/3.5,
Compur,
rise,
GOERZ Autofoc Tenax Camera, 10x15 cm. cross
SUPER-SPEED
Ensignlatest
Cameo,D.A.34x2},
Dallmeyer
front, double extension, 4 plate-holders,

and 5}x3}, Dagor lens f/6.8, leather case, 12
dark slides, F.P. A., aluminium stand, leather case,
£9/15. — Box

96, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

F.P.A. ; new, 270/-. — Williams, 30, Briardale Rd.,
Liverpool, 18.
[1517

bronze, roll
film and
Ross Xpres
f/4.5,
31x2} Super Ikonta, automatic focussing, [1499
Zeiss TROPICAL
Carbine
No.plate,6, 3}x2},
florentine
[1509 Compur, rising front, wire-frame finder, new
focussing screen and 6 slides, case ; approval
F.P.A.i-pl.
andFolding,
tank ; f/8,
new,leather
50/- case,
lot. — Box
100, willingly, £6. — Box 103, c/o “ The Amateur
CAMEO
15 slides,
[151,9
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1510 Photographer.”
1-PLATE Apem Reflex, 5f-in. f/4.5 Cooke,
KODAK)
3a
Special.
Postcard,
Dagor
f/6.8,
Plaubel
f/3.2,
Compur,
1
1 /200th 34x2},
sec., 6 slides
; good
condition,
£7.
—to
Compound,
leather
case, Goerz
£5. — Lunn,
West M AKINA
[1527
Hill, Ottery St. Mary.
[1507 Carpenter, 37, Southend Rd., Beckenham, Kent. [1513 Korner, 19, Warwick Avenue, W.9.
4

Tessar

f/4.5,

as

new,

£14/15. — Turpin,

Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.

51,

4

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

reversing

DEPOSIT

back,

SYSTEM.

6 slides, £3 ; deposit

system. —
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ZEISS PRECISION

LENSES

SUPER

CAMERAS

3T x 2i
Zeiss
Latest Ikonta,
Preci¬
sion

9X12 Contessa Deekrullo Press, latest tropical

range

model in teak, Zeiss f/4.5, shutter to 1/2, 000th,
3 double slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
recent
purchase and perfect condition, £20. — Phone,
Beckenham 2044.
[1521

- finder

coupled focus¬
deadaccurate
sing, automatic
erecting, dual
auto¬
matic
finder. The

PONTA, self-erecting, 44 x 6 cm., f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar, Compur shutter, de luxe case ; cost
£10/15/6 ; accept £7 ; as new, purchased 3 months
ago, 4 spools used ; owner buying reflex. — Box
104, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1522

large-size pre¬
cision camera
of the future,

Camera, Model III, No. 121644, Summar lens.
No. 194043, f/2. Enlarger, Valoy, printing board,
Feluk, Correx tank, Cordo, Thermometer, Coret,
ever-ready case, Esfus ; total cost £46/13/6 ; abso¬
lutely new condition, £35 ; unused. — Wm. Mclnnes,
42, Clincart Rd., Mount Florida, Glasgow. [1523

pictures on
3ix*2i
films
obtainable

Slips in the
pocket
Takes 8 easily.
or 16

OWING to Defective Eyesight. — -For sale, Leica

anywhere.
Sets a new pre¬
cision large pic¬
ture standard.
Brand new

ROLLEIFLEX 2[ x 2f, non-automatic, Zeiss f/4.5,

PRESS Camera, Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, 9 x 12, Tessar

f/4.5 lens, shutter l/3rd to l/2,000th, F.P.A.,
leather case, 6 slides ; guaranteed as new ; cost
over £50 ; sell £25. — Wheeler, Rosedene, Upton,
Poole.
[1526

VOIGTLANDER Vag 31x21 Plate Camera,

Voigtar f/6.3, 3 slides ; practically new ;
what offers ? — Box 106, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1528

SALE. — Sanderson 5x4, Ensign anastigmat f/7.7,

3 D.D. slides, 1-pl. film pack, all-movements ;
first-class condition, £5/5. — Parry, 2a, Ennismore
Gardens Mews N, S.W.7.
[1529

BARGAIN. — 31X21 Kern, revolving back, double

extension, rack rising front, D.V. finder,
18 German silver slides, patent clip fitting, F.P.A.,
Kern f/4.5, Compur, very strong, leather case ;
excellent condition, £6/10. — Barker, Park Drive,
Hucknall, Notts.
[1530

31x21 T.-P. Imperial Pocket (metal), double

2 extension, f/4.8 Convertible Ross Homo¬
centric, silent shutter, 1 to 1 /300th, rise, cross, wirefinder, focussing screen, filter ; good condition,
case, £4 ; deposit. — -Upton, Rectory, Winteringham,
Lines.
[1531

ROSSf/6.3Panros
1-pl. Focal-plane
Press Camera,
Zeiss Tessar,
6 double slides,
F.P.A.,

complete with solid hide case ; as new, £5/15. —
Stevenson, 10, Pingle Avenue, Sheffield, 7.
[1535

ENSIGN Folding Roll Film, Postcard, sector

shutter, 7 speeds, 1 to l/100th, anastigmat
f/6 Series VI No. 1, rising front, double extension,
focussing screen, plate-holders, excellent condition,
£4/4 ; also Kodak 3a Autographic Standard
Model C, with leather case, almost new, 30/-. —
Wood, Oaklands, Wilmslow Park, Manchester. [1537

£ 17
NEW PRESS. — Foth-Derby Roll Film, f/3.5 Speed, unique delayedaction focal-plane shutter, l/*25th to l/500th sec., also delayed action
at any speed, quick-action erecting. Can be carried about always,
very small and compact. Tested, guaranteed. Brand new. 16
on V.P. roll film .
£4 12 6
NEW REFLEX. — 3£ x 2J T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer Famous
f/4.5, latest steel-lined self-capping, l/10th to l/1.000th, latest mirror
(can be used inverted above the head in crowds, etc.), long extension,
forclo8e-up8, still life, portraits, etc., no supplementary lenses needed ;
deep automatic erecting hood, sky shade, for brilliant pictures.
Takes plates, film packs, cut films, roll films, everything. Latest
nickel slides. Guaranteed brand new. Instructions, carton £8 15 0
8-MM. SUPER
CINE. — 8-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera*
f/3.5. interchanging lenses (takes Telephotos interchanging), three
speeds, half speed, normal, real slow motion, takes Kodak films,
lightning loading, locking button, actual footage, direct dual finders,
showing view for Telephoto, etc. All complete in carton. Brand
new. Instructions .
£12 12 0
NEW
WAFER— V.P. Agfa Wafer Roll Film. Agfa Famous f/3.9,
latest new Compur, 1 to l/300tb, automatic lightning erecting, auto¬
mat finder,, quick unique loading, all modern leather covered, chro¬
mium edges and sides. Brand new. Instructions, carton. Can be
carried about daily. Only .
£5 5 0
NEW
TURRET. — 16-mm. Victor Turret Audible Visual Camera'
f/2. 9 Speed, In focussing mount to 1 ft. (for titling, etc.), multi speeds,
8. 12, 16, 24, 3*2, 64 pictures
with large eyepiece (no more
to the ear (no waste footage),
dissolves, mixes, reverses,
all lenses and all distances,
bronze chromium de luxe.

; three-lens turret head, visual focussing
out-of-focus wasted shots), audible footage
title crank, trick picture crank (for matte
etc.), direct professional finder, showing
plumb level (for exact upright), all goldBrand new, instructions, carton. Only
£50 0 0

F/2. 5 PRESS. — Foth-Derby Speed Roll Film, f/2. 5 Speed, latest de¬
layed-action focal-plane, l/*25th to l/500th, also delayed action at
any speed, lightning erecting, automatic finder, 16 on V.P. roll film
Brand new, instructions, carton .
£7 5 0

Compur,

16-mm. Simplex Water
Super Camera,
f/3.5,

3 slides, case, 57/6. —

single picture
matic loading,

V.P.K., lazytongs, f/7.7, focussing, 20/- ; De¬
DALLMEYER Telephoto Outfit, comprising 31x2£
Tank

for same,

1 in. thick

6/-. — Below.

device, auto¬
no threading,

only.

Slips

£25

in
be

: O : O

2 Prismatic Binoculars, 6 x 24, Watson’s, London,
45/-. — 117, Glapton Rd., Nottingham.
[1540

MIRROR
REFLEX.— 21 x 2f Foth-Flex Mirror Reflex, f/3.5 Speed,
unique delayed-action shutter, l/25th to 1 /500th sec., also delayedaction at any speed, pinion focus, deep hood with magnifier, twin

in latest type Compur shutter, 2 finders,
adapter for 12 exposures lS xli, perfect condition,
£3 ; 2j-in. Kodak Roll Film Daylight Developing
Tank, extra apron and reel, also 21-in. ditto, 2
aprons, perfect condition, 10/6 and 8/6 ; Kodak
No. 1 Film Pack Tank, 4/6.— Grasmere, 23,
Scotland Rd., Buckhurst Hill, Essex.
[1541

LATEST PRECISION— 31 '2! New Ensign Roll Film, latest f/4.5,
1 to 1/I00th, T. and B., coupled range-finder focussing, quick-erecting,
rising front, cross front, wire-finder, latest dead register, accurate
pressure plate, giving plate flatness, leather covered. All inlaid, brand
new. test chart, guaranteed. Instructions. Dead precision £7 10 0

T.-P. 31x2} Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, l/5th to

l/100th, excellent condition, 30/- ; Contessa
Tripod, 1 to 4 ft., 3/6 ; Jaynay Print Trimmer,
9-in. 7/6; call. — 296, Derinton Rd., Tooting.

alx2| Ensign Selfix, f/6.3, new, in original
REFLEX, 3}x24 Ensign de Luxe, Model B,

4 carton, £2. — 30, Poplar Avenue,
Leicester.

[1542
Birstall,
[1545

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, revolving back, 3 special
book-form D.S., F.P.A., solid leather case,
excellent condition, £8 ; also Giraffe Patent
Wooden Tripod, 15/-. — Hiff, 1, Fern Gardens,
Gateshead.
[1546

LEICA No. 2, Elmar f/3.5, filter, lens hood,

Leicascope, film trimmer, Valoy Enlarger,
Correx tank, thermometer, 10 ft. film ; cost over
£33 ; all in splendid condition, £20. — Box 113,
c/o “ The

30

Amateur

Photographer.”

[1551
BE

lens model,

takes

31 x ‘21 roll films.

Wonder

speed

model

£10

7

6

SOFT FOCUS. — Professional Matte Box, fit any lens to 11 in., giving
various professional soft-focus effects, combined filter holder and
square lens hood. Stills or movies. Wonderful soft-focus £2 2 0
CRYSTAL
SCREENS. — Cine Beaded Projection
per cent more light, all crystal opal beaded.
cinemas throughout the country.
40 x 30, Crystal, latest blue white, £2 5 0.
40 x 30 , auto metal cases .... £3 5 0.
40 x 30, leather covered luxe case, £4 17 6.

Screens, gives 100
As used by super
50 x 40, £2 17
50 x 40, £3 17
50 x 40, £5 17

6
6
6

SUPER. — 2i • 21 Voigtlander Super Mirror Reflex, famous Heliar
five-glass f/3.5. delayed-action Compur, automatic precision adjust¬
ment for parallax (a patent feature), micro fine-hair accurate focus,
unique pinion stops, prism speeds, automatic hood, all inlaid, nickelled
edged, takes 31 21 films giving 12 exposures, or 21 <21 films (6 exp.).
Super quality mirror reflex, optically and mechanially guaranteed

£22 10

0

Hire Purchase, quarter deposit, balance 2/10 weekly each £5;
Exchanges; 7 days’ approval; Posted anywhere; Write now.

EDWIN
WISE

IN

GORSE,

TIME— USE

OUR

86, ACCRINCT0N
RD., BLACKBURN
DEPOSIT

Xpre3 f/4.5, 6-in., £5/10.— Below.

Photo¬
[1550

double extension Camera, f/4.8 Dogmar lens,
Compur shutter, time, 1 /150th, 6 metal slides,
F.P.A., leather case ; new condition ; cost £20 ;

accept £8 ; deposit system. — Box 114, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1552

51x3} Postcard Shew Xit Folding Pocket Camera,

2 for plates or flat films, polished wood and
aluminium, famous Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat lens,
with iris diaphragm, D.R.P. Compound shutter,
speeds 1 to 1 /200th sec., T. and B., flex release,
lever focussing with screen or view-finder, and
accurate distance gauge, rising front, spirit levels
and tripod bushes, the refinements of a stand
camera in lightest and most compact form, 4
D.D. slides, leather carrying-case and shoulder
strap, a £12 lot for £6/6 ; condition perfect ;
approval. — Below.
01X21 New Agfa Speedex Roll Film Camera,
04
Agfa f/8 anastigmat in speeded shutter,
l/25th to l/100th sec., B. and T. ; bargain price
£1/17/6. — H. Frank, 4, Gluman Gate, Chesterfield.

31x21 N. & G. Sibyl, Zeiss f/4.5, F.P.A., case;
BARGAIN. — Nearly' new Zeiss 4 } x 2 } Icarette,

2 excellent condition, £6/10. — Sparke, 25, Thorburn Rd., Colinton, Midlothian.
[1558

f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, radial focussing,
[1557
plate back, three 31 x 21 Zeiss single slides
(unused), focussing screen, F.P.A., leather case ;
cost over £17 ; £7 or near offer. — Fryer, 19,
Stephenson Place, Chesterfield.
[1559

COMPELLED give up Photography. — Unusual

bargain, as new, }-pl. and 2}x3} Miraphot
Enlarger, unused, and with f/4.5 lens, absolutely
complete, 2 large dishes, etc., also Kodak Amateur
Printer, complete with dishes, measuring glasses, etc. ;
the outfit cost over £20 recently ; will take
£14 for immediate sale ; everything guaranteed. —
Wyndham Green, Mersham,. Ashford, Kent. [1560

ROLLEIFLEX Automatic 4x4 cm., f/2. 8 Tessar,

Compur, leather case, collapsible lens hood,
3 filters ; perfect condition ; cost £25 ; £16/10. — Allen, Jesmond Dene, Exmouth.
[1561

31 x 2} Contessa, f/6. 8 Meyer, Adon Telephoto,
THIS Week’s Bargain. — All as brand new, 4x4

2 9 slides, F.P.A., £3/3.— Box 117, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1562

DALLMEYER }-pl. Pres3 Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5,

automatic

the pocket easily. Can
carried about daily.

Carbine, combination back, 12 slides, F.P.A.,
9-in. f/6. 5 Dallon, all in hide case, £7 or offer.
— Below.

61-IN. f/4.5 Salex Koristka, in Compur, 45/- ;
3x2 Welta Roll Film Camera, Xenar f/4.5 lens,

speeds,

release, shuts off automatic¬
ally at any desired footage,

1,-PLATE Cameo, f/7.7 Aldis, 3-speed, 3 slides,
4 case, 25/-. — Below.
veloping

2

COOKE Telephoto 121-in. f/5.6, £11/11 ; all as
POSTCARD Taro Tenax, metal, leather covered.
J^OSS

new. — Box 112, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Automatic Rolleiflex, Tessar f/2. 8, leather
case, lens hood, screen hood, Metrophot exposure
meter ; cost over £30 ; first £20 secures.— Dawson,
Jeweller, Halesworth.
[1564

LATEST WAFER

BARGAINS. — i-pl. Cameo, double extension,
f/4.5 Lukos,
Below.

LENSES

IKONTA GRAFLBX
fitted 6|-iu.
f/2.5 Cooke
anastigmat
F.P.A.,
Reflex
Camera,
1-pl., andModel
C,
£35 ; lens only £14/14. — Below.

1-PLATE T.-P. Camera, patent focal-plane shutter
2 at back, roller-blind in front, 2 double slides,
Dallmeyer f/6.3 and Goerz Wide-angle in Compur
shutter ; good condition ; deposit system willingly.
£8. — Tufnell, 13, The Strait, Lincoln.
[1520

Compur shutter, paint a little scratched, one
owner ; deposit, £9. — Box 105, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1524

AND

fitted speed tinder and scale, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; almost new, £10. — Phillips, 8,
Smith St., Camberwell, S.E.5.
[1565

LEICA Camera, new Model I, case (leather), finder,

chargers ; nearest
M. J. T. P., Lineluden,

offer to £9 secures.—
Brookfield, Renfrewshire.

Y/injNSCH (lea) P.C. Folding Stereo, pair
TT Euryplan f/5.6 anastigmats, very good con¬
dition, 6 metal slides, F.P.A. and cash for
modern small Roll Film Reflex. — Horrocks,[1566
1,
Harrod Drive, Southport.
[1567

COMPLETE Outfit. — Kodak Special 3a (post¬

card) Roll Film Camera (non-autographic),
Cooke f/6. 5 anastigmat in Compound shutter,
rising and cross front, rack focussing, separate
scales for plates and films, de luxe pigskin case,
combination back with focussing screen and 3
double plate-holders, Mackenzie-Wishart slide with
12 envelopes, complete developing tank, extra
cup and apron ; cost over £25 ; take £4. — Wastell,
18, Malmesbury Rd., South Woodford, E.18. [1568
1-PLATE Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis lens,
4 speeded l/10th to 1 /1,000th, F.P.A., slides,
leather case : good condition, £4/10 ; deposit
system. — T. Bunch, 2, Larches St., Sparkbrook,
Birmingham.
[1569
CiOHO Reflex, tropical teak model, f/4.5 Tessar,
1J

3 double

slides, F.P.A. , magnifiers,

£18/18. — Whincroft,

Market

Avenue,

leather

case,

Chichester.

CASH Offers. — Unused }-pl. Klimax, double
31x2} Ensign Special Reflex Camera, f/4.5 Ross

extension, rising cross front, 6 slides, leather
case, no lens. — 103, Vernon Rd., Copnor.
[1571
[1570
2 5-in. lens, 7 D. slides, 2 F.P.A.’s, f/5.4
Ross 9-in. Telephoto lens, Ilford B filters. Alpha and
Gamma, and yellow graduated filter, £15. — Rivington,
14, Drummond Place, Edinburgh.
[1573

SYSTEM.

April

25,

THE

1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

REFLEX

LENSES

ALL
NEW

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar,

12 single plate-holders, Baker magnifiers to
fit hood, solid leather case, absolutely new con¬
dition, £8/10, cost £ 17/18/6 ; also N. & G.
Walking-Stick Tripod, in excellent condition, 15/-.
—Gould, 31, Muswell Hill, N.10.
[1575

CAMERAS

For Cash —

Exchange

—

2i <21

[1577

1-PLATE Sanderson, f/6 Aldis, shutter 1 to l/100th,
4 5 D.D. slides, 3 Ilford filters, case ; excellent
condition, £3/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Klito, f/7.7 anastigmat, 6 slides, case,
4 perfect, £1. — Below.

18/4

Leather

Light

self- erecting, 4 slides, F.P.A. ; good condition,
18/6. — Clonmel, Lingen Avenue, Hereford. [1580

LEICA Model I, perfect condition, ever-ready
ENSIGN Carbine No. 5, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Compur
21, Warwick

Gardens, W.14.

[1585
shutter, £3/5 ; V.P. Autographic Kodak,
7/6. — Ware, 74, Kingshill Drive, Kenton, Middlesex.

41x6 Meyer Super Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, revolv-

[1586
2 ing back, usual movements, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A. ; excellent condition, £12. — M. T. A.,
144, Palmers Rd., New Southgate, London, N.ll.

31 x 2J Murer Reflex, Murer f/4.5 lens, focal-

[1587
2 plane shutter, speeded from l/15th to
l/l,000th sec., revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.A.,
black leather case ; entire outfit as new ; deposit
system, £5/15. — Carter, 12, Whitehall, Stroud,
Glos.
[1588

41x6 cm. Baby Reflex, f/3 lens, focal-plane
DALLMEYER Dallon 9-in. Telephoto Lens
MINI-FEX Precision Miniature Camera, f/3.5,
2 shutter to 1/1, 000th sec., very long extension
leather case, etc. ; perfect condition, £9/9. — Below
£3/15.— Below.

Compur, also developing tube ; cost £ 9/2/6 ;
as new, £5/19/6. — P. N. Hills, Rivermede, Romsey.
Hampshire.
[1590
1-PLATE Contessa Nettel, double extension, Tessar
4 f/4.5, Compur shutter, 6 slides, Rollex adapter,
filter, metal tripod ; fine condition, £6. — Mansfield,
Sunnyside, Kendal.
[1591

31x21 Voigtlander Avus Hand, D.E., Skopar

2 f/4.5, Compur, rising and cross front, 6 slides,
F.P.A., leather case, Voigtlander yellow screen ;
fine condition ; approval, £ 6/12/6. — 48, Bolton
Rd., Ramsbottom, Manchester.
[1592

31x24 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke

2 f/4.5, 4 slides, F.P.A. and roll-film adapter,
usual refinements ; new condition, £ 7/10. — 3,
Dents Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.ll. [1593

T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, I-pl., focal-plane

shutter, revolving back, 12 single slides, F.P.A.,
Aldis f/4.5 lens, leather case, perfect mechanical
order, recently overhauled, £5/10 ; Dallmeyer
Popular Telephoto Lens- f/6, 12-in., to fit above,
£5 (or £10 the lot). — Swallow, 55, Union St.,
Oldham.
[1595

31 x 2J- T.-P. 1933 Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dall3X4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, Telma

2 meyer, 6 slides, F.P.A., case, £5/10. — L. B.
Banks, 129a, Osmaston Rd., Derby.
[1596

SECOND-HAND
3x4

cm. Pilot Roll Film

or

filters, 12/6
8/6.

PT
/_ BARGAIN. — Double Extension Ensign
Klito, i-pl., with 3ix21 roll-film adapter,
f/6. 3 anastigmat, 6-speed shutter, 6 slides, filter
and case. — Luke, Southdown, Grove Rd., Coombe
Dingle, Bristol.
[1611

shutter

Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat
£8 10 0

31 x 21 Ensign Popular Reflex, with an Aldis f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
3 single slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 6 0
31 x 21 Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, revolving back, 6 double
book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£15 17 6
i-pl. Mentor Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, l/8th to
to l/100th sec. and time, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 donble plate-holders,
F.P. adapter .
£10 10 0
Goerz f/4.5 anastigmat
adapter. All in leather
£8 17 6

31 x 21 Ensign Popular Reflex, revolving back, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat
lens, 6 single slides, leather carrying-case. All as new. ... £8 7 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, f/3.4 Aldis anastig¬
mat leDs, Graflex roll-film holder and case .
£8 18 6
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, reversing back, f/3.5 Cooke lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 0 0
31 x 21 New Tropical Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 Aldis lens,
T. and I. shutter .
£2 13 9
Ensign

Roll

Film

Reflex, Aldis

f/7.7 anastigmat

lens

3i v 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Ross anastigmat f/6. 3 lens £2
£167 6
i-pl. A.P.E.M. Reflex, reversing back, Wray f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
6 slides and carrying-case .
£5 15 0

THORNTONPICKARD
Horizontal
REFLEX

revolving back, Cooke Series XIII f/2.9, case,
slides, condition and appearance perfect, £12. —
Tyrrell,
38, Greenford Rd., Sudbury Hill,
—Below.
Harrow.
[1616

V.P. Enlarger, vertical or horizontal, electric, SO/-.
1-PLATE

2

1-PLATE

Horizontal, electric, 50/-. — Below.
Field, 3

slides, tripod,

case, 7/6. —

4
Below. Field, 2 slides, tripod, 15/-; all fine
■|/Yx8
AVT condition. — Hall, Kismet, 2nd Avenue, Shotgate, Wickford, Essex.
[1619

ERMANOX 6x41 cm., f/2 lens, new condition,
VOIGTLANDER Perkeo, as brand new, f/3.5 lens,
case, 12 slides ; cost £47 ; £13/15. — Below.

Compur shutter, £6/15. — P. Williams, 58a, Dean
St., W.l.
[1622
1-PLATE T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar, 11-in.
4 Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 3 slides, F.P.A., leather
case ; cost over‘£40 ; very fine condition, £16/10. —
Davis, 14, Great Queen St., W.C.2.
[1623

LENSES. — Stereo pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, 12-cm.

focus on panel for 6x13 cm. Deekrullo as
new, £6 ; 64-in. f/6. 3 Aldis, iris, orange glass
cap, £1/10. — Goffey, Gales, Leigh, Nr. Tonbridge,
Kent.
[1633

15/—

gervice leather case, 22/-.

: Holborn

ENSIGN Special Reflex, 31x21, 1 to l/l,000th,

lens, £3/10 ; 4-pl. Conical Field, swing and
reversing back, etc., 81-in. f/6 Aldis, 2 D.D. slides,
£2/17/6.— Below.

Or 12 monthly
of 15/2.payments

Phone

original carton, has had practically no use,
and is quite as new, £15. — Calder Smith, 24,
Drury Lane, W.C.2.
[1615

PRESSMAN Reflex, P.C., new condition, without

Price

extra

THIS year’s Leica H, f/3.5 lens, purse case, in

2 f/2.7, self-capping, quick-wind, l/10th to
1/1, 000th, 3 D.D., F.P.A., de luxe case, tank, filters,
etc. ; all perfect, £15 ; wanted. Super Ikonta. — ■
Box 133, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1629

£8:15:0
Adapter,

February last, mint condition, owner dead,
complete in original box, £12. — Whittington, 21,
Havelock Square, Sheffield.
[1614

41x6 cm. Mentor Reflex, revolving back, Tessar

Dallmeyer f/4.5 anastig¬
mat lens, and 3 metal
slides.

F.P.

f/3.5, perfect condition, best offer over £14. —
160, High St., Pqtney.
[1612

FOR Sale in Knightsbridge District. — Camera, 3a

For 3J x 21 in. Plates or
films. T.-P. self-capping
focal - plane
Bhutter,
speeds
l/10th
to
1 A. 000th sec., T. and B.,
focussing adjustment,

Cash

LEICA Model H, with built-in range-finder, Elmar
SUPER Ikonta (3i x 2i) and case ; cost £17

Kodak, postcard size, complete with sky
filter and leather case, costing £7/7, offered for
£4/4 ; has been little used as owner has little
facility for doing so. — Write, Box 129, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1625

0664

Established

(3 Sines .

1889.

GRAFLEX 5x4, long extension and rev. back,

B. & L. Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, pack adapter,
roll-holder and magazine, hide case, stout tripod ;
entire outfit almost as new ; accept best reasonable
offer. — Box

139, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

FIRST Telegram Secures. — 9x12 cm. Ernemann

T.-P. I-pl. Ruby Camera, R.R. and Wide-angle
USE

Compur, in velvet-lined leather case, [1601
also
Zeiss Ikon distance meter, in leather case ; the
whole in new condition, cost £12/1/6 ; accept £8 ;
no offers. — Dr. Henry, Chelmsford 354.
[1610

case, £1.

D.A., leather case, cable release, 4 months
old, £3 ; wanted or exchange Foth Derby.- — Webb
Redford, Hogs Back, Tongham, Surrey.
[1597

lenses instantaneous shutter, turntable, 3
plate-holders, quick-folding, tripod, case, complete,
£4 ; cost £15. — H. Thompson, Little Salkeld,
Penrith.
[1598

21 SQUARE f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher Carbine, Compur,
ZEISS Ikonta 520, 44x6 cm., f/4.5 Tessar in

9 x 12 and i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£25 0 0
4.5 x 6 cm. Fniflex Reflex, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibsor 6-speed
shutter, 3 slides. F.P. adapter .
£6 18 6
i-pl. Ensign Tropical Reflex, revolving back, Aldis f/4.5, 6 slides.
Fine condition .
£9 10 0

31x21

; perfect,

Photographer.”

4 excellent condition, daylight tank to suit, £2/5.
— Collyer, Great Horwood, Winslow, Bucks.
[1608

OUTFITS.

i-pl. T.-P. Ruby, double extension, with
lens, Mackenzie adapter, 10 envelopes. F.P.
case .

Compound,

Zeiss filter and portrait attachment

£15 18 6
31 x 2\ Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres and 11-in. f/5.5 Teleros
Telephoto lenses, 3 Ilford filters, lens hood, magnifiers, exposure
meter, long wire release, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, all in leather
ca*e .
£20 0 0

3i x 21 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film
lens. Condition as new .

R.R.,

BABY Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, 3-speed shutter, purse,

payments

Reflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur

f/8,

£3/5. — Box 122, c/o “ The Amateur

per month

medium
each.
Sunshade,

Atom,

31 x 2i Ensign Carbine Roll Film and Plate,

on

TRIOTAR
SHUTTER

12 equal

lea

4 f/4.5 Aldis Uno anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to l/250th, rising front, brilliant and directvision finders, hooded focussing screen, 6 single
slides, solid leather case, carbine 8-exposuredeveloping tank ; spotless and in new condition,
price complete, £ 5/10.- — F. Esslemont, 42, East
High St., Forfar, Angus.
[1600

£10:10:0
Or

Kx6

LENSES

slides, splendid order, 22/6 ; Rhaco Graduated
Filter up to II in., 10/- ; Pedometer, triple dial
to 100 miles, 10/-, as new. — Allan, 91, Sanda St.,
Glasgow, N.W.
[1599

Write for full
details.

2 f/4.5, Compur shutter, rising front, directvision finder, just overhauled by makers, suede
leather case, £5. — Stapleton, 47, Minchenden
Crescent, N.14.
[1579

D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case ; a perfect
outfit, £9/10 ; or near. — 339, Kentish Town Rd.,
N.W.5.
[1584

(12
exposures
3Jx2I Film)

F/4.5 ZEISS
COMPUR

ROLLEIFLEX 2i, Tessar f/3.8, perfect.— Sea
31x21 Carbine Roll Film Camera, Zeiss Tessar

case, £7. — Adam,

or [Deferred Terms

ROLL -FILM
REFLEX

device, camera as new, Ross Xpres f/3.5,
3 double slides, F.P.A., antinous release, D. view¬
finder fitted, velvet-lined case, £25 ; 11-in. Ross
Teleros f/5.5, £8 ; Riteway Roll-holder, 30/- ;
both fit camera, complete outfit, £30 ; approval
deposit. — Below.

purchase, £20.— R. Chatterton, 45, Paddington
St., W.l.
[1582

A

AND

tt.O F.P.A., 4 slides, excellent, 30/-; 3x2
Cocarette, f/6.8 Trinastigmat, Derval, spotless order,
37/6 ; I-pl. Lizar’s Challenge, f/7 R.R., Unieum, 3
B.F.
19/6 ;Kodak
I-pl. Lizar’s
Challenge,
f/7.7 slides,
Kodak excellent,
anastigmat,
shutter,
3 B.F.

ROLLEICORD

SOHO Reflex, 31x21, latest pattern, masking

9x12 Ememann, f/6. 8 Aplanat, double extension,
LEICA Model IH, f/3.5 lens, new and unused since
SANDERSON i-pl., 6-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3

CAMERAS

POPULAR
MODELS.
and SECOND-HAND.

'VIEW
x 21, front
Tessar
f/4.5,
1a
4 toSpecial
l/150th,Sibyl,
rising,31 cross
(also
on
view-finder), lever focussing, depth focus scale,
F. P. A., 12 slides ; excellent, £9/10 ; deposit system.
— Cassie, 56, Penydre, Rhiwbina, Cardiff. [1576

Bank, Shore Rd., Castletown, I.O.M.

ADVERTISEMENTS

289, HIGH
OUR

DEPOSIT

HOLBORN,
SYSTEM

LONDON,

AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

Press Camera, speeds l/10th to 1 /1,000th.
f/6.8 Goerz, 3 D.D. slides, £3 ; Triple Extension.
[16342
9x12 cm., hand-stand, f/7.7 Convertible lens,
D.D. slides, 30/- ; both O.K. — Fowler, 12, Old
Market, Bristol.
[1636
RISK.

31

April

THE

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

AMATEUR

2 Reflex,
DallmeyerThornton-Pickard
f/4.5, leather case,
slides,
31x21
Focal-plane
Horizontal

grasp

never used, £6, or near offer. — 11, Shirley Avenue,
Croydon.
[1037

wide-angle Elmar 3. 5-cm., f/6.3 Tele-Elmar
10.5-cm., f/2.7 Meyer Makro-Plasmat 5-cm., 172.7
Meyer Makro-Plasmat. 10.5 -cm., the latter two
lenses are unexcelled for miniature cameras on
account of their perfect correction, and fit Leica
II or III, and have coupling for Leica range-finder,
supplementary front lenses Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 11
filters, universal view-finder, lens hoods for
Elmars and Makro-Plasmats, panoramic head,
ever-ready case ; every item guaranteed in perfect
condition, practically new ; can be inspected in
London ; everything sold with discount of 35 per
cent on list prices, or at 14/- for the £. — Box 141,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1538
1 0-IN. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto Lens f/6, in
JL^W leather case, £4. — Proctor, Shandon, Chantry
Rd., Bishops Stortford, Herts.
[1574
1 /A ft -CM. f/6.3 Elmar Long-focus Lens, for Leica II
or III, new condition, cost £9/2, for £4/15 ;
9-in. f/5.6 Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto Lens, with
K1 and K2 optical screw filters, excellent condition,
cost over £15, for £5/5 ; wanted Leica Valoy
Enlarger, and/or printing frame. — Box 123, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1602

LENSES. — Helimar f/5.6 Double Anastigmat,

specialists,

\

RECEIVE

shutter, 67/6 ; Fotet, f/4.5 (2 on V.P.), 42/6 ;
Contax, £24/10 model, £17/17/6 ; F/2.8 Model also,
£18/19/6.

ALLENS. — Voigtlander Virtus, Heliar f/3.5,

£9/17/6 ; F. & H. Heidoscope, fitted pair
f/4.5 Tessars, nearly £40 value for £22/10 ; Tropical
Reflex, i-pl. (old type), D.E., Aldis f/4.5, £5/19/6.

ALLENS.— Zodelette (2 on V.P.), f/4.5, 45/- ;
ALLENS. — Kolibri, f/3.5 Novar lens, 97/6 ;
Ikonta

bargains

1

ALLENS. — For every make of Camera. TwoBEFORE Buying a Leica, Contax, Rolleifiex,

POST

One of the undermentioned

PAID

etc., write to R. G. Lewis, Miniature Camera
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will
definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[1233

Trial Parcels

No. 1 contains: —
1 EXCHANGE

Trial Parcel

No

lowest price to W. G. Kerr, 20, Renfield St.,
Glasgow ; also Universal View-finder.
[1494
;

\\T ANTED.—

Contessa Nettel Folding, rack extension,

rising

front,

Citonar

anastigmat

1-PLATE

Goerz

Tengor

Folding, single extension,

4

rising

and

cross,

reversible

f/6. 8, shutter speeds l/25th
F.P.A., £3/15.

f/6.3,

finder,

rack focus, rack rising and cross, Dogmar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides, leather
case, £6/15.

1-PLATE

4

V(|,r ANTED. — Long-focus

VV

Soho

Reflex, milled-head

wind,

rising

f/2.5, 1 D.D.

41x21 No. 14 Ensign Carbine Roll Film Camera,
POSTCARD lea Nixe Roll Film Camera, double
9x 12 and i-pl. Ihagee Duplex Folding Pocket,
4

Ross

Xpres

f/4.5, D.A.

Compur,

£7/15.

extension, rack rising and cross, Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter ; fine order, £8/7/6.

double extension, rack rising and cross front,
reversible and wire finder, Hugo-Meyer Trioplan
f/3.5, Compur, F.P.A. ; shop-soiled, £12/15.

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
Quick service.

[0010
special attention to Pathescopes.— Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1036
32

YOU

CAN

DEAL

Model

Camden

u‘

? Parcel contains 1,300 H. & D.
“ film instead of the doz. 3jx2j

No. 3
No. 4
C

Film

Variable

Enlarger,

Leica

Parcel contains
50 super bromide
4^x2i

M ~
lilF.

£
V

speed roll
plates.

4\ X 2| gaslight

etc. (include

9d.

Elmar

with Box

paper,

extra

f/3.5. No.

173287, please communicate

101, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”
[1508

WANTED.— Telephoto Lens for 31x24 reflex,

for

in exchange for i-pl. Focal-plane and Kodak
Panoram Cameras ; particulars. — 6, Perth ltd.,
[1511
Leyton, E.10.
[1512
VX/ANTED. — Pair of good quality Stereo Lenses,

Parcel contains dozen 4£x 3i plates, i-gross
paper ancJ chemicals, etc. (include Is.
extra

III, approval deposit. — Fortt, 16,

Crescent, Bath.

LEICA. — Will the owner of Model III No. 117936,

2£x24
speed roll film,
postcards, chemicals, etc.

film, i gross

Photographer.”

Lens, suitable for Leica

[1506
[1504
1,\,r ANTED. — Miniature Camera, reflex or one with
II fitted range-finder, f/4.5 lens, or preferably
smaller ; must be good and reasonably cheap. —
J. R. Batty, 60, High Grove Rd., Cheadle, Cheshire.

Parcel contains V.P. film and one gross V.P.
size paper, above chemicals, etc.

** also chemicals,
this parcel).

front, deep detachable hood, revolving back,

speeds to I/8OOU1, Cooke anastigmat
slide, F.P.A., leather case, £24.

Valoy

deposit. — Box 97, c/o “ The Amateur

41x6 Zeiss Ikon Minimum Palmos Focal-plane,

2 speeds to 1/1, 000th, Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides,
F.P.A., and leather case, £12.

Speed

IT 9-cm. Elmar, 13. 5-cm. Elmar, or 13.5 Hector
with automatic coupling to range-finder, Leica
Vidom universal finder ; will consider purchase
of other Leica accessories at low price ; approval

Tenaxiar

POSTCARD Goerz Tenax Roll Film and Plate,

Ensign

R. Maynard, 105, Faringdon Rd., Swindon,
Wilts.
[1497

X\T ANTED. — Leica

to 1/lOOth, 3 slides,

POSTCARD Goerz Tenax Roll Film Camera,

31x21

FOR Sale. — Ensign Junior Developing Dish, 3/6. —

shutter

double extension, rising and cross, reversible
finder, Goerz Dagor f/6. 8, Compound shutter,
leather case, £3/17/6.

Reflex. — Case
Below.for

VV

2 and cross, direct finder, Tessar f/4.5, shutter
1 to l/200th, Dallon Telephoto f/6. 5, 1 D.D.
slide, F.P.A., £14/17/6.
1-PLATE

WANTED)

1/1, 000th sec., Ross Xpres f/4.5, F.P.A., for
f/2.9 Lens ; deposit system. — Ecclestone, 11,
St, Alkmond’s Square, Shrewsbury.
[1493
YTLANTED.
Elmar or
5-cm. III
Elmar
or
VV Hekt.or— 9-cm.
auto-coupling
for 13.Leica
; very

41x6 Newman & Guardia Baby Sibyl, rising
1 to l/100th, 3 slides, £2/5.

AND

EXCHANGE.— Salex Focal-plane, 31x21, l/15th to

all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.

4

Tessar f/4.5, £6/19/6.

Kodak Vollenda (2 on V.P.), Radionar
f/4.5. Pronto D.A., 67/6 ; Dist Distance Meter,
27/6 ; Leica Universal Finder, 47/6 ; Rolleifiex
6x6, f/3.8 (non-auto.), £10/17/6.

122, Regent St., W.l,

offer the following

(2 on 31x21),

thirds (approximately) allowed on modern
saleable cameras, part payment, subject approval. —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7 minutes
from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

2/9

AND

LENSES

ALLENS. — Baldax (2 on 3[ X 2i), f/4.5, Compur,
ALLENS. — Weeny-Ultrix, f/4.5, Pronto D.A.

for

ONLY

AND

£4/19/6 ; also f/3.5 model, £5/19/6 ; with
zip purse, latest Soho 31x21 Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, £17.

—

offer now extended
every camera
user

Please send me

Trade.

camera

trying

SEND

1934

Trade.

opportunity

1 doz. Super Plates, 3J X2l, 700 H. & D72 sheets Super Gaslight Paper, 3|X2^One 4-oz. Packet Acid Hypo.
One Packet Metol Quinol Developer.
One De Luxe Booklet, Order form, etc.

3ix2£ Reflex ; good condition, £5/5 ; deposit.
—Box 134, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1630

1*

An

Parcel

F/3.5 Ross Xpres Lens, 5 l in., sunk mount, suitable
and ZAMBRA,

CAMERAS

ALLENS
SUPER PHOTOGRAPHIC
—PRODUCTS—

•

Series VII, 120-mm. focus, 25/- ; Doublet
Anastigmat f/7.7, 120-mm. focus, 20/- : i-pl.
Dallmeyer Anastigmat f/7.5, 15/- ; Voigtlander
Heliastigmat f/2.5, 100-mm. focus, £5 ; Whole-plate
f/8, 10/- ; Beck 1-pl. f/8, 10/- ; all iris diaphragms. —
Box 132, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1628

of

25,

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

this

—

LEICA III, with f/3.5 Elmar 5-cm., also 1/3.5

VTEGRETTI

PHOTOGRAPHER

for this parcel).

VV

i doz. 5J x 3i plates, 50 gaslight
No. 7 Contains
postcards, also chemicals, etc.
Contains
12-exposure Leica
Film, 50
No. 8 bromide postcards,
chemicals, etc. (include

(paired), 7-in. focal-length or more;

pre¬

ferably convertible, cheap and good condition. —
Crapnell, 51, The Grove, Hipperholme, Yorks. [1516

WANTED. — Roth Meyer V.P. Reflex, cash or

No. 9

Parcel

films,

exchange ; new Baldax, 16 on 21, f/3.5,
Compur, and cash adjustment. — Hall, 10, Wyndham
Crescent, Cardiff.
[1534

No. 10

Contains
12-exposure Contax
film, 50
bromide postcards and
chemicals, etc.

with or without lens ; particulars. — Booth, 508,
Leeds Rd., Thackley, Bradford.
[1536

Is. extra

for this parcel).

contains

50 bromide

2

Ensign

postcards,

chemicals,

WANTED. — Holborn Magazine Reflex, perfect

etc.

(includel^extr^jfo^his^arcelX^^^^^^

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

7 minutes

PERFECT

YYr ANTED. — 81-in.

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part, payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

must
you

be

apparatus

from

SAFETY

(22 or 23

Car.)

THROUGH

OUR

Dallmeyer

condition,

cheap,

Serrac
for

Lens,

i-pl.

in

T.-P.

full particulars. — Dole, Byng Rd., Barnet. [1543
cm.

Vest

Pocket

Plate

Camera,

Rectilinear lens. — Price, South View, Chester-

le-Street.

[1544

WILL anyone exchange a Focal-plane Press

Camera, or i-pl. Reflex, with f/4.5 lens, for
a brand-new 1933 Osram 3-valve Battery-operated
Wireless Set ? — Write, Box 109, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1547

168, NEW
Oldham
Road,
CROSS
MANCHESTER

good

WANTED. — Miroflex or Contessa Nettel, lowest,
VV

required.

Piccadilly

1 1

Reflex. — Bird, Sandhurst, Friars Rd., Ipswich. [1539

\\T ANTED. — 6x41

have

in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new

ALLENS
IN

Midget

4.

WANTED. — Goerz Anschutz i-pl., Zeiss f/2.5, this

aperture essential, with F.P.A. preferred ;
very new condition. — Box 110, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1548

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

April

THE

2.5, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTO-ELECTRIC
I EXCHANGE!
PRIVATE aeroplane pilot wants skilled amateur EXPOSURE METERS
AND

photographer as passenger occasionally ; pre¬
ferably not over 10 stone.— Box 111, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1549

WANTED.— N. & G. Sibyl, 4Jx3i, plate model,

and usual accessories ; must be perfect order ;
full details and lowest price to — Box 118, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1554

9x12 Press Camera wanted, without lens, non¬
WANTED. — Ensign Film Reflex, with or without
LEICA. — Advertiser will exchange 1934 Latest
capping shutter preferred. — Macrae,
St., Glasgow, W.l.

Telephoto. — Box 116, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

80, White
[1555
Amateur
[1563

Model III for Standard Leica and appropriate
difference ; Ross Teleros f/5.6 for Leica, £3 cash ;
beautiful definition. — David Roberts, Welford,
Stratford-on-Avon.
[1578

We

Stock

CINE-KODAK 16-mm. Model BB, f/3.5 lens,

“PHOTOSKOP”

2 speeds, 8 and 16, direct finder and reflected,
titling lens, outfit of letters, carrying-case ; in
new condition, £10 ; owner purchasing bigger. —
Thompson, 59, Warwick St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1533

For nse with “ still ” or movie
cameras. Unlike other electric
exposure meters, the Photoskop
indicates the exposures directly
without reference to tables
and without any calculations.
The
in. Photoskop is contained in a
neat metal casing, size 2b x 1$

PATHE Baby Cine Outfit. — Camera, with Camo

motor, in leather case. Projector, super-reel
equipment, additional resistance, silver screen
on rollers, £7/7. — Gibson, Monkswood Cottage,
Hurtmore, Godaiming.
[1581

Revised Price

Including

leather

FOR Sale. — Model 3 Empire 35-mm. Projector,

£5:5:0

WANTED. — Zeiss Ikon Mirax Enlarging Attach¬

The “WESTON
Consists of a Weston Photronic Photo-Electric Cell.
Indicates the exposure ac¬
cording to the lens aperture to
be used.

EXCHANGE. — 34x24 Carbine, roll films, plates,

Model 627, for Cine Cameras
only .
£8 10 0

Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rising, for f/6.3 Roll Film ;
cash adjustment. — Stewart, 33, Hilltown, Dundee.

WANTED. — Exposure Meter for Super Ikonta.
EXCHANGE 1934 Pye Radio, P/A.C. model,
124, c/o “ The Amateur

[1589
Photographer.”

[1603
5-valve, super-het, 200-250 volts A.C., cost
£15/15, for I-pl. Graflex, Soho, or Zeiss Nettel
Deckrullo Press. — Box 125, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1604

WANTED. — Vertical Enlarger for 31x21 films,

must be reasonable, also accessories 6x6 Auto.
Rolleiflex, Proxars 1 and 2, cine back, clip-on
diaphragm, developing dishes 15x12. — Box 126,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1605

THE

0

WANTED. — First-class I-pl. Electric Enlarger,
MOTOCAMERA, Pathescope Model B, wanted

cheap for spot cash.— Douglas, 74, Montholme
Rd., S.W.ll.
[1621
Trade.

WANTED. — Modem Photographic Apparatus ;

' [0096;
also cameras with large-aperture lenses
send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.

APPARATUS

PATHE Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5, good condition,

recently overhauled, with case, changing to
16-mm., £6. — G. Branson, 12, Gowan Terrace,
Neweastle-on-Tyne, 2.
[1502

PATHE Cine Camera, motor drive, leather case, 3
PROJECTING Table, comprising 2 electric
chargers, 2 supplementary
— Below.

lenses. Bee meter, £2.

TheFOR " ALLBLENDUX
CINE CAMERAS.

”

A ll delivered post free in U.K.

outfit with Ecko
condition, £6/15. — -

HUNTER

& CO. LTD.

ST., STRAND,

W.C.2

PATHESCOPE Films.— Quantity Supers, 60 ft.

and 30 ft., going cheap ; many new condition.
— List Douglas, above.
[1620
Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Films from 1/-, 9-mm.,

16-mm., 28-mm. and 35-mm. Films for hire
in London area. Cameras and Projectors from
20/-. Talkie equipment and television components.
Q/~k/_
Projectors,
ideal
school
*J\Jl Portable
model. Standard
Everything
ready for
showing.

F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

W.l ; Telephone, Gerrard 6889. If in London
your inspection of our immense stock is invited ;
free parking facilities.
[1624

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

only ; lists free ; sample 1 /-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

A. E. BELL. — Model M 9.5-mm. Nizo Filmo pattern

Camera, all movements, f/2.8, focussing,
interchangeable ; as new, £17/10.-45, Newington
Butts, S.E.ll.
[1556

* QUICK

POSTAL

I
Developing Outfit (34x24), 12/6, or
I KODAK
PHOTOSKOP Exposure Meter, new, case, 70/-. —

SERVICE *

ROLL FILM DEVELOPING.
VELQX
PRINTS. KODAK
ROYAL
BROMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS.
WOOD
FRAMES,

ALL KINDS.
“NATTY”
FRAMES.
PASSE-PARTOUT
BINDING.
COLOURING,
SEPIA AND
BLUE
TONES.
BIG PRINTS. SUPER PRINTS, POSTCARDS.
PORTRAIT
GIFT.
SUNBURN
MIRROR
SNAPS.
KUTOGRAPH
PLYWOOD
CUT-OUTS
IN COLOUR, Regd.
FOTOZO
Regd. GLAZING SOLUTION. REDUCING, INTENSIFYING.
LANTERN
SLIDES. Id. Stamp P.C. for 1934 List and Terms.

ACCESSORIES

exchange for Plate Tank, same size. — Stephenson,
151, Woodhorn Rd., Ashington.
[1499a
R. Turner, 47, Oxford

Rd., Lowestoft.

[1518

Ctfuxais aSe

FOR 34x24 T.-P. Junior — F.P.A., 6/- ; best
EX. Government Storage Tanks, heavy ebonite,
KODAK 7-in. Roll Film Tank, 15/- ; Ditto, 24-in.,

- pq -

Trade.

| SPEEDY

D.&P.

Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 ^

and 6e satisfied.
Sold 6y alt
good sttzuofi&is.

ft* turntables, 2 pick-ups, transformer 240-100
volts, ammeter, indicator lamps, etc., £3/10. — Box 99, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” L1505

BE

CINE Nizo 9.5-mm. Camera, F Model, fitted f/1.5

PATHESCOPE Home Movie Projector, latest

ABSOLUTELY Lowest Quotations wanted for

quantities Developing and Printing, etc.,
samples. — Box 127, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1606
TS/'E
will Purchase
Priceswith
Cameras
TT well-known
makes,at orgood
exchange
generousof
allowances. — City Pharmacy, 27, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. Holborn 5696.
[1594

£13/10/4 ; sell £8.— Box 131, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1627

model with C motor, super attachment, twin
resistrance, complete outfit splendid condition,
£6/10. — Douglas, above.

extension, with or without lens. — Box 136,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1632
TX/ESTON Exposure Meter, Cine, wanted cash.—
TT Faulkner, Mount Pleasant, Kings Heath,
Birmingham.
[1635
must be in good condition ; exchange
Model II Leica. — 160, High St., Putney.
[1613

drive, super attachment, spare lamp, resis¬
tance with ammeter, 300 ft. new film, travel
and interest ; practically new condition, list

controls, full recording
microphone,
complete lot new
Douglas,
above.

Similar to the “Ombrux,” but fitted
with scale giving a direct reading for
any cine camera. Price, including leather
pocket case .
£4 4 0

37, BEDFORD

PATHESCOPE Home Movie Projector, motor

TWIN Turntable, Collard-Simpson Electric motors,

Small and compact, gives a direct
reading for a lens aperture of f/8, with
23° Schemer. For other apertures and
emulsion speeds conveniently arranged
tables are supplied. Price.. £4 4 0

SANDS

perfect condition, £2/5. — Turner, 12, Albert
St., Lytham, Lancs.
[1617
1 D-MM. Cine-Kodak Model K, with f/1.9, focussing
AO
lens, 2 speeds, 50 and 100 ft. capacity, black
leather case ; indistinguishable from new, £20 ;
deposit system. — Snell, 539, Caledonian Rd.,
London, N.7.
[1618

Meyer focussing lens, film speeds 16 to 32,
complete with Ensign polished wood tripod with
adjustable head, £18/10. — Douglas, 74, Montholme
Rd., S.W.ll.

The “OMBRUX”

cm., focal-plane to l/l,Q00th, T. and B., Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, F.P.A., 6 slides, hide case ; new
condition, for Etui 34x24, or will sell highest offer.
— Box 130, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1626

WANTED. — 7x5 in. Cartridge Kodak No. 5, single

Cameras
£8 10

‘WESTON’

EXCHANGE. — Ernemann Miniature Folding, 44 x 6
front lenses, filters, negative viewer, repro¬
duction devices, etc. ; reasonable. — Box 135, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1631

627, for Leica
.

This new Type 2 Weston
Universal Exposure Meter
is suitable for use with all
“ still ” or movie cameras.
Price .
£11 0 0

WANTED. — Accessories for I-pl. T.-P. Reflex

WANTED. — Leica Accessories, Eldia printer, lenses,

Model
only

NEW

(Cooke f/4.5), leather carrying-case, single
metal slides, K2 filter, leather case, carry 2 dozen
singles, approximately 5x4x6 in. ; full particulars.
— H. Bradley, 102, Moss Grove, Liverpool, 8. [1607

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS XV

vari¬
attachment,
with super-reel
v) Pathescope
iXj! /A
Projector,
Double-claw
O/i /IQ
able resistance to 250 volts, 3-way switch, 2 super
reels and 2 small reels ; excellent condition. —
Timberlake, 51, Rawlinson Rd., Southport. [1525

all the Best.

ment, 9x12, yellow filters. Type C II,
focussing magnifier. Excelsior dwarf tripod, 12-in.
trimmer, reducing adapters 9x12 to 31 x 21 ; for
sale, Fleet Flashlight Lamp and powder, new,
10/6. — Martin, Swythewood Cottage, Horsted Keynes,
Sussex.
[1583

■— Box

CINEMATOGRAPH

WANTED**)

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

Leather Case, 16/6 ; Magnifiers, 13/6 ; all
perfect.
[1532
— Below.— 70, Thornton Lane, Bradford.
38x12x16

in., ideal D. & P. work, 10/6 each.

8/-, both as new ; Premo No. 2 Film Pack
Tank, new, 10/- ; Ensign i-pl. Tank, new, 7/6 ;
Ensignette Tank, new, 7/6 ; Ensign Dry Mounting
Outfit, gas, 7/6 ; Electric Printing Box, 7/6 ; i-pl.
and 5x4 Grooved Negative Boxe3, 50 negs., 1/6
each ;
Mahogany Retouching Desk, drawer,
12 x 10 downwards, 7/6 ; Coronet i-pl. Enlarger,
horizontal good condition, no condenser, 15/-. —
103, Vernon Rd., Copnor.
[1572

LLOYDS. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomatou, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

SYSTEM.
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ACCESSORIES
the north-east
CAMERA & CINE
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
SPECIALISTS BELLOWS.
All sizesN.l.
stocked ; lowest prices'
St., Islington,— London,
[0083
WE
STOCK
MINIATURE
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
SINGLE
Slides,
“34x2£
A.P.Contessa,
Paris,”
T.-P.,
Block
Edge fittings:
1/3, 4£x3i
1/6;

THIRD
EDITION
▼

Trade.

CAMERAS

but

our

stock

is not

miniature.

ENSIGN MIDGET, BABY IKONTA, KORELLE,
ROLLEICORD, FOTH-FLEX, CONTAX, LEICA, ETC.,
and some second-hand bargains.
Whatever

you

BRADY

want

you

&

can

2/3, 9x12

2/3, etc.

I^ILM Pack Adapters, “ A.P. Paris,” fittings as

slides : 34x24 5/6, 44x34 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

LTD.

29, Mosley Street, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

MOTION
PICTURES

THE famous Rada Slides, etc., are now available
for general distribution.

get from

MARTIN

54x3£

[0090

SINGLE Metal Slides, nearly all fittings,

34x24 1/8, i-pl. 1/10, P.C. 2/6, i-pl. 4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45X107 mm. 1/9, 9X12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/-; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.

FILM Pack Adapters, 3ix2i 6/-, i-pl. 7/V.P. 5/6, 9X12
10x15 cm. 10/-.

BARGAINS
x 21 Ensign
model. As new.

Selflx, f/4.5 Ensign
List £3 10s .

front.

As
£1

new.
9 6

31 x 21 T.-P. Junior Special, f/4.5 Cooke, revolving back,
3 slides. Very latest model with slit in hood for sheaths.
As new. List £12 .
£8 12 8
i-pl. Mentor de luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, revolving
back with masking device, 3 double slides, leather case.
Perfect condition. Cost over £30 .
£7 18 8
Model III Leica, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, automatic focus¬
sing, very latest model with slow speed, shutter 1 to l/500th
sec., leather case. Indistinguishable from brand new.
List £44 18s. Wonderful bargain .
£27 15 0
Model II Leica, f/1.9 Dallmeyer Super-Six anastigmat,
automatic focussing, special Ever-ready case. Brand new
condition. Cost over £30 .
£19 19 6
Compur

with

7/6,

shutter, leather
£4 19 0

IMPROVED Roll Film Tanks, takes V.P. to i-pl.,

|LANTERNS

&

1 minute from Victoria Station, ’Phone : Victoria 2977
Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday)

ENLARGERS

been included, and all important
apparatus
review.

Trade.

THE
PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

MODERN

CAMERAS

TAKEN

IN

PART

BABY
BABY

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,

|

EXCHANGE.

giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE. CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

brought

new
under

1.

Telephone, Central 4255.

OF

CINEMATO¬

CINE ’’ TAKING"
CINE PROJECTING

APPARATUS
APPARATUS

USING

THE

WANTED

THE PICTURE
FINISHING BABY

CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING

|

TRICKS

TITLES
AND

EFFECTS

IN "TAKING”
PROJECTION—
THE SCREEN
FAULTS
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS
IN
PROJECTING
.
R1ES
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA-

~|

MISCELLANEOUS

CAMERA

THE SUBJECT OF
PROCESSING AND

MAKING

Write,

been

subject is covered.

ANTED. — Photographs or Cine Film of Pearl
T T White. — Jeane Trewellard, 18, Balfour Rd.,
Brighton.
[1501

USED

has

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the

| PHOTOGRAPHS

CAMERA/
WANTED

B. ABBOTT

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been earned
out. Much additional information has

1-PLATE Record Enlarger, all movements, Ross
4 Homocentric lens f/6.3, focussing mount, com¬
posing carrier, 6-in. condensers, electric light ; in
new condition ; cost £24 ; accept £9.— Smith, 16,
Winchester St., Salisbury.
[1538

Birmingham,

CINE-EIGHT

Cine

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
Birmingham.
[0082

Exchange your present camera for one of these
wonderful little instruments and start taking
movies of professional quality at no more
exoense than for still pictures.

Baby

HAROLD

all processes without removing film, every
tank guaranteed, 5/6 ; special for Ensign Midget,
3/9 ; 2-gal. D. & P. Tanks a speciality, 25/- complete.
— White, Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[1435

'17'ERTiCA
ER and Horizontal, for every size
S.
STL
CAER
NRG
gN
Anegative,
y
from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
J^LA
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1

the

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

to Peeling & Van Neck, Ltd., 6, Holborn
Circus, London, E.C.l, who also undertake repairs
to all kinds of photograpliic apparatus.
[0097

31 x 2J Kodak Series III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest type
Compur. Brand new condition. List £12. ... £5 19 6
31 x 21 Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur shutter.
Perfect. Cost £11 10s .
£4 15 0

KODAK

cm.

FROM all dealers, or send for descriptive list

i-pl. Ensign Special Reflex, f/2.9 Anticomar, revolving
back, 3 slides, de luxe leather case. This outfit is in new
condition and the latest model. List £28 10s. A rare
snip .
£7 19 0

3x4 cm. Piccochic, f/2.9 Meyer,
case. As new .

7/6, 6x13

9X12 to adapting
i-pl. 1/-,F.P.A.’s
10x15 for
cm. smaller
to P.C.packs,
1/2.
ADAPTERS

anastigmat, latest
£1 19 8

Six-20 Kodak, R.R. lens, self-erecting
List £2 lfis .

cm.

By

TAKING
THE
ABROAD

BABY

CINE

CAMERA

MONOCULAR
Field x3,Glass,
x,
£3 ; Pocket Vest
Prism Pocket
Binoculars,
£2 ; 8new
condition ; deposit system. — Box 115, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1553

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

in stout
PP-. size
144 paper
in colours
printed hound
cover7i"X4l',

Price 2/6 net; by post 2/8

MATERIALS
Trade.

EVERY

FRIDAY

FOURPENCE

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards Papers.

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and normal ; ail surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

THE
34

LEADING

MOTOR

OUR

DEPOSIT.

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

&

RISK.

the Publishers

SONS

Dorset
Stamford

normal ; all surfaces ; 34x24, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 44x2} and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

USE

all booksellers, or direct from

ILIFFE

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

PAPER

From

Street,

LTD.

House,
London,

S.E.1

:

THE
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MATERIALS
Trade.

EALING

COMPLETE

ADVERTISEMENTS

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
R ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
R ALTON, Glasgow, 409$, Argyle St. Prices less
R ALTON C-hloro-Bromide Double-weight, white
Haddington

Place, Leith Walk.

to 7 ; Wednesday,

1 p.m.

&a

Please call.

Callers welcomed.

Prices less postage to callers.
9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

1 ; please call.

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

Send for price list.

Processing
AND

ALL

Service

LEICA

28a, BROADWAY,

Orders

Wednesday,

SUPPLIES

EALING,

LONDON,

dispatched

W.5

per return.

1 ; please call.

postage to callers.

and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS
FOR EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPH ICWE
CARRY STOCKS OF ALL THE
LATEST CAMERAS, CIN£ CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES.
POSTCARD
ENLARGEMENTS
FROM MINIATURE
NEGATIVES :
6

FOR 1/6— ANY NUMBER OF NEGATIVES.
IF IT IS NEW — WE HAVE IT
SEE

GALLOW

OUR

WINDOWS.

AY S Photographic Chemists,

VICTORIA

SQUARE,

(Opposite

O.P.O.)

BIRMINGHAM
Phone

: MID.

5670.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41x2| 3/6, 3$x2$ 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3$x2J glossy,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, ljx2f, 1/6 gross ;
10x8

double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
51- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross, 12-gross lots, 20/-.

3$x2$, 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross ; 4ix2£ and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen. 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
K ALTON Plates : i-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcards,

PHOTO
GASLIGHT
V.P.

. .

2/9
3/7

„

PAPERS

(-plate

. .

7/9

8x6
8ix6i

.. 12/.. 13/11

.,

10x8

5/6

„

„

12x10

.. 30/-

5/4

„

„

15x12

.. 45/-

GLOSSY,

SILKY

OR

GASLIGHT

gross

MATTE

ORDINARY

POSTCARDS,

per

.. 20/-

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

OR

OR

SOFT

BROMIDE

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

2/9 per 100.

PLATES
Special Rapid
3( X 2 1
i-plate

300 H.D.

Iso Press 600 H.D.

.. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard
. . 1/9 ,,
„ 1 i-plate

..
. .

2/6 per
3/6
„

pkt.
„

MARTIN

quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6 ; 1/1-pl., 2/6 ;
I-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

gross
„
„
„

4/-

Postcard

BROMIDE

PAPERS
1/9 per

3ix2i ..
2$x4£ ..
5x4
|-plate ..
. .

Photographic Chemists,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix2$, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :
K ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
K ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen
K ALTON Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
K ALTON Film Packs, super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
K ALTON Chemicals, bottled ; Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct with us for
TEST our Gaslight or Bromide Paper free of
11x21, 9/- dozen;
11/- ; 6 exposures : 3ix4i,

3ix2i, 9/-; 3ix4i,
18/- ; 5$x3$, 21/-.

packs 5/3 ; i-pl., 3 packs 8/6.

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin

Gorse,

Mather
Photo

79, New

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Road,
Bridge

Co., Ltd., Change

J. Templeman,
W.

Street, Birmingham.

15, Percy

H. Tomkinson,

81, Dale

G. A F. A. Wilman,

Blackburn.
Manchester.

Depth.
6 in. .

8 in. .

3 in.
6 in.

.
.

:

Size.
24 x 18
30 x 20
24 x 18

Price.

White

15/-

20$ x 10$ .

Cascade

12/6
12/8

15/-

and

London's

Largest

DISHES
Orange.

Depth.
3 in.

Size.
20$xl6$

3 In.
3 in.
3 in.

X5j xl2$
12$ x 10$
23 x 7

set of 3, 20 x 16, £2 23.

LLOYD'S,

in this issue.)

STEEL

Colours

Stoke-on-Trent.

Bradford.

(See displayed advertisement

Other

10/8
Price.
4/6
6/0
7/0

sizes to order.

Store of Photographic

Equipment :

87, Lamb’s Conduit Street, London, W.C.1
Tel. HOLBORN

6250.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3$ x 2$, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2$ x 4$)
1/0, 4$ x 3$ 1/3, 5$ x 3$ 1/8. 1/0 dozen, 1/- $ dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 $ dozen, 8$ x 6$ ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 $ dozen, 6$ x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 i/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 8$ x 6$ 8d., 6$ x 4| 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every »atisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

YOU

3 packs

LEICESTER.

CAN

DEAL

10/- dozen,

5/9.

Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone,

Street, Liverpool.

32, Westgate,

ENAMEL

3ix2i,

Alley, Sheffield.

Street, Hanley,

8 exposure, lfx2$ and 3ix2i,
2$x4i 12/- ; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.

8/9 ;

lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

[0009
D. & P. Paper, Postcards, Plates, Chemicals,
Wallets, Mounts.
charge and see the wonderful quality and
easy working, 3ix2$ 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — City Photo Works, Southport.

4

U

Special

Offer!

!

1/ ENLARGING

'2 CONDENSERS

(2 PLANO-CONVEX
LENSES)
IN MOUNT
COMPLETE
STANDARD

SIZE

20,000
TRAVEL

AND

CINE

LENSES

LANTERN
SHORT

WANTED

Post Free

SLIDES.

STORIES.

By finest makers : Newton,

Post
Free

....51-

Lists on request.

York, Wilson, Fincham.

FOR

CASH

MICROSCOPES— TELESCOPES— BINOCULARS

BROADHURST
63,

CLARKSON

Farringdon

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 5ix3$, 450 H. & D. :
ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3

ROAD,

&

CO. AZ„

London,

E.C.l

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 [0002
5/-.
normal : 3$x2$
i-pl. 51- gross.

2/-, 4$x2£

2/6, i-pl. 3/-,

DO

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.
chloro-bromide linen, 36
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality, singles and
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

NO CALCULATIONS
CERTAIN — SURE
CINE

STILL

IN LEATHER

OUR

DEPOSIT

CASE.

GARNER &25/JONES, LTD.
Polebrook
Square,

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092
THROUGH

or

Postcards,

100 ; D. & P. Order Pads, 7/6 dozen.

SAFETY

THE

‘PRACTOS’

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the quality Paper,
ALLENS. — De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. size, 2/3
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,
PERFECT

WANT

Find it with a

strips, 50 1/6, 100

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

IN

KNOW

CORRECT EXPOSURE?

sheets, i-pl. 2/-,

3ix2$ 21- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

YOU
TO

SYSTEM.

House, Golden
London, W.l
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REPAIRERS

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

HAND
Iml
CAMERAS

Trade.

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.—
Cameras,
focal-plane
and W.otherA.
2D.quantity,
EACH, glossy
Superioror art
P.C.surface.
Enlargements,
any REPAIRS
— Allens, 168,
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
| jO
DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards
JL/ O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 tor 9d. ;
assorted

2d.

each. — Below.

Works), 27, Chancery

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

By R. Child Bayley

FREEmounted
for everyEnlargement
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
81x61 ; REFLEX
Mirrors post.—
Re-silvered,
Varnished,
Repairs,
back return
Irving’s,
258, Kingston
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8£x6110d.,
Rd., Teddington.
[1609

AN outstanding feature of this

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84X61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service. 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

book, which makes

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Peter¬
[4423
USED

BARCAINS,

ALL

31 2\ Ensign Cameo, Compur, f/6.3 AldisButcher, rise, F.P. adapter. Perfect. .£276

Trade.

31 21 T.-P. Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke. 6 slides.
Used once, absolutely new .
£10 0 0

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

ry/_ PER
I /

best

[0057
40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,

GROSS,

Photographic

Postcards

on

Kodak

Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

RETOUCHING

|

BROMIDE

Exchange

Specialist.

1/9 for 50
3/- for 100.
Postage

3d.

makes P
buy inferior

Why

All grades.
309 Post Free.

PRICE

Sr

NELSON

bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; 1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterburv.

31- net

chemist
LANCS

By post 3/3

Obtainable from leading booksellers
or direct from the publishers:

Trade.

RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from : 4-pl.

primarily written for the

” con¬
Cameras
beginner,
ad¬
to the
of interest
tains much“ Hand
vanced worker, and should be in the
working library of all who would
attain to the highest degree of
artistic excellence in their work.

Five days’ approval.

HAYHURST

55. RAILWAY

Though

POSTCARDS

41 31 N. & G. Reflex, f/6.3 Zeiss Protar, com¬
bination lens, double extension, rise, 2 double
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Bargain
£6 6 0
N. & G. Baby Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, case,
just overhauled. Perfect .
£6 17 6
41 • 2f De Luxe Film Carbine, Compur, D.A.,
f/4.5 Aldi8-Butcher, rise. As new... £6 6 0

JAMES
|

OR
ILFORD

41 x 31 Goerz Plate Camera, Compur, f/6.3 Tenastigmat, double extension, rise, 2 finders. 5 slides.
Shop-soiled. Listed £9 12s. 6d .
£4 17 6

Camera

of subjects accessible to the snapshotter, from pure landscape totele-photographic portraiture.

KODAK

GUARANTEED

PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING
Roll Films and one print each to 34x24 1/- ;
41x31 1/3, Six 31 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

a special

appeal to all amateur photo¬
graphers, is a number of separately
printed plates, all from hand camera
negatives by the author. These are
selected to show the very wide range

BOOKS

ON

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.I

PHOTOGRAPHY

\X rite for complete list to ll.IFFE & Sons
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,

Ltd.,
S.E.L

[1147

BARGAIN

OUR LATEST
78-PAGE

2-Vxlf

41 x 21 No. la Auto Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 £1 .C.A
Kodar,

Kodex

Lelca Small

shutter.

Good

condition. . .

LI,d.u

Universal View-Finder, for 13.5 cm..

5-cm., and 3.5-cm.
£3 12s. 6d .

As

new.

LIST

lhagee Weeny-Ultrix

anastigmat, Compur, pouch.
List £8 .

1305 Roll Film, f/4.5
As

new.

PC

-fl C.A
U

13. 5-cm.

anastigmat,
£2:0:0

9.5-mm.
Motocamera
case.
Good Pathe
condition
.

2}x1| shutter,
Vanitycovered
Kodak,
anastigmat,
Diomatic
greenf/6.3
calf, Kodak
with PA.1
fi.fi

PO.iA.A

10s. ..

£5:15:0
4.5x6 cm. Newman & Guardia Sibyl Hand, 7. 5-cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, F.P. adapter, case. C7.1 7 fi
Good condition .
II. If O

Weston

Universal Exposure

cell), for still and cine cameras,
Good condition .

41x31

Thornton-Pickard

Meter

(photo-electric

case.

C7«1 ^ • fi
I I ,1U.U

Special Ruby

Reflex, re¬

volving back, 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter. Good condi
tion. List £10:15:0

4Jx3±

Dailmeyer de Luxe Reflex, 6-in. DaUmever

f/3-5, 3 D-D.

slides. As new. . .
£15:10:0
64x4J Ensign de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, 81-in.
Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, case. C7*l.fi.fi
As new. List £53 10s .
ItiO.U.U
6x13
cm. Rolleidoscope Roll Film Stereoscopic

Reflex, pair 7. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessars f/4.5 in Compur,
leather

case.

As

new.

28 OLD

List £50..

BOND

London, W. I

de Luxe, f/2.9 Zeiss Triotar,

31x21 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno
f/4.5, also 9-in. Dailmeyer Popular Telephoto £Q»1 7«fi
f/6.5, leather case. As new. Cost £15 15s. W.l
I .D
34x24 Latest Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
f/3.5 Cooke Series XI, 6 slides, leather C17-19.fi
case. As new.

41x31

List£i7iis .

Adams’

Cost over £95 .
1LV.IU.U
9x12 cm. (and 1-pl.) Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, 16.5-cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. POC.fi.fi
Good condition .
XtJLI.U.U
34x24 Ermanox Focal-plane, f/1.8 Emostar, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, case. Good
con- £35:0:0

281 OXFORD
London, W.l

ST.

PLEASE

Fourteen door* West of Circus. WEST

191-2, Tottenham

Court Rd., W.i.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
"THE

BOUND

BUSES

AMATEUR

Goerz Tenaxiar anas., 3-speed.

41x31

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford.— 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
”

WHEN

I«.

JLU.IF

As new.

Im.Iv.v

No. 3 Kodak Series III, rising front, Kodak

anastigmat

f/6.3,

Diomatic

shutter,

PO.fi.

A

leather case. Excellent condition .
IxP.U.V
Diomatic shutter. Good condition.
£3:2:6
2Jx1£ Auto. V.P. Kodak Series III, List
f/6.3 Zeiss
Tessar,
Compur shutter. Very good condition.
.
3£ x 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 Lukos

£3:7:6
anastigmat,

shutter
3x4 , cm.
Zeiss
IkonAs Kolibri,
16 exposures on V.P.
leather
case.
new . .
£4:10:0
roll film, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, Telma delayed-action

65 HIGH
STOP HERE.

good con-

31 x 21 Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/6.8 C7.lfi.fi

NOTTING

HILL

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm. and
Projectors, Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes,
for cash.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Very

case to match. Very good condition. . .
Ditto, covered blue calf, same price.

ST.

D*fQITCHI

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.j.

MENTION

Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, 3 tropical book-form slides, changing-box,
F.P. adapter, case. Splendid condition. C7Q-1fi.fi

£32:10:0

DOLLON
36

XlI.l^.U

Aidex Folding Reflex, 180-mm.

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brampton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

£9:15:0

shutter, screw focussing,
dition .
Trichro shutter. As new,

Kodex

3-speed. As new, and unused
. . .Nagel
3^x2} Nagel Roll Film, f/6.8

31x21 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, Com-

List £7

ANYWHERE.

No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar,

3 slides, leather case. Fair condition .... XU«U*vf
pur,
leather
3Jx2±
No. case.
1 Series
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Com¬
A s III
newKodak,
. . .
£8:17:6

4} x~3i
Zeiss f/4.5,
Ikon Trona
210/5,F.P.
double
extension,
Zeiss
Tessar
Compur,
adapter,

As new.

FREE

YOU.

and unused.
.
31x21 No. 3 Ensign Carbine,
f/8.5 Ensar

C1.10.fi
Il.lA.D

Compur.

POST
31x21

INTEREST

P 1 rj /*
XI
1.0
£1:12:6
anastigmat,

List

pur, f/6.3 anastigmat. Fair condition. WilU.U
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 anastigmat,

MAY

ST.
GATE

16-mm.
Modern

S^?N

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73, Lord St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

LwjT

Cine Cameras and
Microscopes, bought

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

ESTD.

1760

THE

April 25, 1934

CAMERA
WITH

THE

BOTH
LEFT

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
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THE PICK of THEM ALL !

LEICA
THE

AMATEUR

E R
OUT

FIRST PAYMENT

ON VERY EASY
PAYMENTS

SECURES !

WALLACE HEATON

to pay — no
harsh
formalities — only 5%

Our stock of cameras
is
unequalled
throughout the length
and breadth of the

119 NEW

added,
£5.

country.

We give you

BOND

it 47 btRKEltY

ST

IT W I

9 months

or 5/- if under

your

ENSIGN
‘ MIDGET

With
tance

All-dis¬
lens. .

Ensar

Jf/6.3

anastigmat.

30/r/\

/

.

m

SURPLUS
BUGDEAND

GET

IT
A

LEICA CAMERA

mmm

us

119 NEW

BOND

i'/ *7 BtfiKiUY

!

ST

ST W l

FOR
containing

USED

FREE
hundreds

LISTS
more

BARGAINS

like those shown
below
all fully
guaranteed. Approval to post-buyers.
lens,
Cost
9 6

15s. 6d.

Has numerous special features
in common with the famous
Rolleiflex — one-lever Compur
shutter, parallax compensa¬
tion, patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

—

SEND

rising and cross front, Aldis Plano f/6.8 anastigmat
7-speed universal shutter, 5 slides, F.P. adapter.
£4 15s .
£2

ROLLEICORD

YOUR

LEICA
III with F/2
SUM MAR
LENS
IN
SUNK
MOUNT

’

Takes crisp, first-class
pictures. All-metal body,
3-speed shatter, l/25th
to l/100th sec., T. and
B.
Reflex view-finder.
Collapsible eye - level
view-finder, leather slip
case.

needs

Tell

DON’T HOARD

f/3.5 lens, interchangeable mounting, focal-plane shutter,
l/20th to l/500th sec. Cost £22 .
£18 18 0
f/4.5 lens, shutter speeds
£7 15s .

l/25th

to

l/500th

sec.
£5

£2 15s .

Cost
5 0

£1 19

6

The camera for excellent, all-the-vear-round photography.
Greatly improved, with range of slow speeds. Get a Leica
and get all the enjoyment that photography can give. It
takes 36 exposures at a loading, and every negative makes a
splendid enlargement. With f/2 Summar lens, in collapsible
mount.
**00 ■ I O i U
ments of 78/6.
.COO-IQ-A

Aldis Uno f/7.7 anastigmat
Cost £4 10s .

lens, Lukos

10 Gns.

II, 3-speed

shutter.
£1 9 6

Nina

monthly

pay-

We are ffce LEICA SPECIALISTS

12s. 6d.

Our range of models and accessories is, without doubt, the
most comprehensive in Britain. We always give free advice.
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£16 16 0
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CAMERA

MODEL

ST. FOR

EVERYTHING

LEICA

Zeiss Ikon SUPER

‘IKONTA’

'B’ £30

The

BRILLIANT

£ 17

EXCHANGE

45/-

VISIT OUR STAND

and you do BEST

119, NEW

BOND

STREET,

YOUR

USED CAMERA

No. 426 AT OLYMPIA

OF ALL at—

Phones: Mayfair 0924-5-6-7 .
and 47, BERKELEY
ST.,

LONDON,

W.1

April

THE

4

Oh

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

25,

K>34

ADVERTISEMENTS

to be in England

Now

In

that April's there

what

other

month

countryside so lovely ...

is

the

so delicately

coloured, so gay and bright ? . . . And
what other film can record its beauty
so well as Selochrome ?

For Selochrome is the colour sensitive
film that reproduces Nature’s tones at
their right values. Extradast too, it
is especially successful at early morning
or in waning light.

Extra Fast

ROLL FILM
Made

Made

in
Printed

England
for the Publishers,

to fit all cameras

by

Iliffe

8c Sons

ILFORD
Limited,

Dorset

and sold by all Photographic Dealers.

LIMITED
House,

Stamford

Street, London,

LONDON

ILFORD
S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

r

/I MATE UR .
Photographer
&

The

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Cl

Journal

Vol. LXXVII

for Everybody

with

No.
a Camera

Wednesday, May 2nd, 1934.

SUPER
THE

CAMERA

1KOMTA
THAT

“A perfectly marvellous camera,”
writes a satisfied customer of the
Super Ikonta. He thus expresses the
opinion of all who use the Super
Ikonta, and continued use merely
increases and strengthens the first
impression.

ZEISS IKON

LTD., 11, MORTIMER

DOES

THE

FOCUSSING

New type absolutely accurate and
shock-proof distance meter coupled
automatically with lens focussing. For
3JX2J and
in. roll
films.shutter,
With f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar
Compur
£17:0:0
Super ikonca folder on application.
dealer for a demonstration.

HOUSE,

MORTIMER

STREET,

The picture on this page was taken with a Zeiss Ikon Ikonta.

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the U.K.

Ask

LONDON,

your

W.1

2373.

May

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

wo

‘Half-Vest

popular

pictures If" x I
“ PUPILLE.”

Pocket’

on V.P.

(Take

16

“ VOLLENDA

Solid spiral mount¬

” No.

48.

Opens

ing for lens and shutter, extended

itself right out at the touch of a

by half-turn of lever. Optical
direct-vision finder. Revolving

button. Optical direct - vision
finder. Revolving depth-of-focus
scale. Choice of wide-aperture
anastigmats— /4. 5, / 3.5, / 2.8 — in
high-speed shutters, including
“Pronto-S” with built-in delayedaction device for self-photography.
From
.
£4.0.0.

anastigmats— /3.5, / 2.8, / 2 — in
“Compur”
second.
From

OF

1934

Spool).

depth-of-focus scale. High-speed

MINIATURE

Models

2,

.

Shutter, 1 to 1 /300th
.

.

.

. £15 . 15 . 0

CAMERAS

PRECISION

...by

J-or

those

compactness

SIX-20

DUO

who

want

the same

and negative economy

“KODAK”

Takes

features

of extra¬

but a larger picture —

16 pictures 2\" x 1§" on

the usual

eight-exposure 620 spool. The pressure of a button shoots the lens
out ready for action in a fraction of a second.
vision finder, folds flat when
answers

not wanted.

PLEASE

MENTION

“

THE

AMATEUR

scale

all focussing queries. /4.5 or / 3.5 lens in “Pronto-S”

(delayed-action) or 8-speed “Compur”

KODAK

Spring-up direct-

Depth-of-focus

LIMITED.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

KODAK

HOUSE.

CORRESPONDING

Shutter.

KINGSWAY,
WITH

From

LONDON.

ADVERTISERS.

£6.0.0

W.C.2

May

2,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

HAVE YOU
ENTERED THE
PHOTOGRAPH

ICSt COMPETITION?
A/TR.

Comfort — Style — Perfect FitQuality — Value.

Trousers

Amateur

Hon.

Photographer

has kindly consented

F.R.P.S.,
and

Editor

of

Cinematographer,

to judge this competition

says :

“ In view of the universal use of the camera, photo¬
graphic competitions are widely popular at the present
time, as they are within the scope of practically every
member of the family.

“ and nearly 100 years of tailoring tradition
behind the makers of ‘ 232 ’ Grey Flannels, Sandom
Handycoats and Centacort Flannel Trousers.”
These are your reasons for insisting on “ 232 ” Grey
Flannels, Sandom Handycoats and Centacort
Flannel

F. J. MORTIMER,
The

who

“ 1 anticipate, therefore, that many of the thousands of
snaps taken during the next few months will be entered
in this ‘ 232 ’ and ‘ Sandom ’ Photographic Competition.”
Further valuable prizes are being awarded during the
months of May, June and July for the best photographs
submitted
in two classes — Beginners and Advanced
Workers.

at your Outfitter’s.

Send the coupon below for entry forms and a booklet
containing an interesting article by Mr. Mortimer.

HANDYCOATS

GREY FLANNELS

13/9

21/- —
many

patterns

to choose

30/-

100% wool, white or grey flannel trousers

HORIZONTAL

For

producing
appropriate colours.
Simple to use.
suitable

Y
B
®RU

TAKES PLATES, ROLL
FILMS AND FILM PACKS

PCEE
TRIAL

Sw

Sepia,

burroughs
Snow

Wellcome
Hill

a
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PHOTOGRAPHER

CHANGE

”

WHEN

from

TRADING

pictures.
:

Co. Ltd. —

ALLEY, SHEFFIELD.
Phone

: 26255.

Exchanges.

COPYRIGHT
AMATEUR

Obtainable

PHOTO

Co.

Buildings

E.C.

Pho. 1554
PLEASE

Dallmeyer

The smallest high-class focalplane Reflex, giving full size

Copper

of ‘Tabloid’ Copper
Compound, post free

LONDON,

F/4.5

slides.

All Photographic Dealers

Write for specimen
Ferrocyanide Toning

4.

in

TONERS

Green,

with

anastigmat, and priced at an
amazingly low figure.

£S

for lantern

‘TABLOID’

2 /- per carton

prints

REFLEX

A DE-LUXE
Miniature Reflex suitable
■™^»for every branch of photography, from™™
pictures in the back garden to high¬
speed motor racing.

Fitted

Blue,

and entry forms

Address

‘Tabloid’
Toners
Also

Competition

E.C.2.

from

Brighten
Your
Prints
MARK

\

Competition,

Street, London,

Name

CENTACORT”

TRADE

38, Wood

(9 Please send me full details of your Photographic

4 SHADES, 68 FITTINGS
(outsizes cost a little more)

it

To “ 232 ” Photographic
rvi

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Deferred
ADVERTISERS.

Terms.

May
THE

JUST
ALL

OUT!

THE
IN

In collapsible
Gives long and instantaneous

exposures

THE

STOCK.

III with F/2 SUMMAR

LENS

of 1, 1 and 1 £ ec., or any inter¬
mediate frac¬
tions,
ad¬
dition toin
l/20th
to l/500th sec.
Has telescopic
range-finders.
Automatic fo¬
cussing. Mea¬
suring distance
and focussing
lens in a single
action.

£33 monthly
13s.
of

to

obtain splendid 16-mm. mo¬
vies without- any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three
speeds and hand crank, direct
finder. Complete in leather
case.

monthly payments
31/10.

MOVIES.

ENSIGN
“MIDGET”
Takes crisp, first-class pic¬
tures. All-metal body, 3-speed
shutter, l/25th to l/100th
sec., T. and B. Reflex view¬
finder, collapsible eye-levq
view-finder,
slip case
With Allleather
-Dis- 30/.
lens. .

Ensar

16-mm. Model 57 Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat,
motor drive, D.V. finder, 2 speeds, leather case .
£9 17 6
9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Projector, motor drive, motor rewind,
complete with adjustable resistance. New condition £12 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Outfit, with super
resistance .

As

attachment,

motor

and
£7

twin
7 0

50/-

You

can

article

buy

on

monthly
added
Only

Patent

Phone:

Here

is the camera

life into all your pictures.
Has every gadget that

Made by the makers of the famous
“ Rolleiffex.”

goes for absolute per¬
fection. Takes 12 ex¬
posures on
standard
f/4.5 lens
3J x 21 roll.
film.
£20
Fitted

luxe

NEW SPEED
DEVICE.

Nine

way ? There are
harsh formalities.

fully-speeded
£1 11 6

CITY

with

“ THE

f/3:9 anastigmat
two

£1 19
Unsoiled

lens.

eyepieces,

6

double claw
£4 15 0

3x2

Ensignette,

R.R.

lens, speeded

shutter .

12s. 9d.

SALEX

3|x22

in shape, design and performance.

in design,

finish, rigidity

and

performance.

Light

and

compact. Only 18 in. thick, it is really pocketable. Aluminium
body, covered finest quality morocco leather. Chromium-plated
finish, full double extension, rack rising and rack cross front.
Brilliant reversible and D.V. wire frame finders, bushed for
tripod. Hooded hack focussing screen, 3 best quality single
metal
slides. Genuine Compur sector shutter £Qa10a0
with delayed
action.

payments

With

anastigmat .
Trioplan
f/3.5 Meyer
f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat...
Nine

monthly
of 52/6.payments

Institute
Appointed
Associate an

AMATEUR

Camera,

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, W.A. rack, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
latest D.A. Compur shutter, 3 slides .
£9 9 0
5 4 Triple Extension Premo Folding Hand and Stand, f/7.7
Aldis in automat fully-speeded shutter, reversing back, 5 D.D.
slides, leather case .
£1 17 6

?SlZei.8? £22 10S.
Nine

Cine

45 x 107 Stereo Camera, rapid landscape lenses, 6 slides 16s. 6d.
45 - 107 Verascope, f/4.5 Tessar lenses, fully-speeded shutter,
changing-box, leather case .
£7 17 6
6 x 13 Stereo Nettel Focal-plane, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar lenses,
6 slides .
.
£7 17 6

make

Zeiss Tessar

monthly

Coronet

3-in. Telescope, complete with
stand and case .

Our 1934 introduction is undoubtedly the finest value in Folding
Pocket Plate Cameras that has ever been placed upon the market,
and we have no hesitation in inviting comparison with any other

of

Amateur Cine¬
matographers.

of the

^^•llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
MENTION

31 x 21 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Xpres, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £23 15s.
£15 15 0
i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, fully
speeded shutter, reflex finder, 6 slides £7 2 6

no

Beautiful

of

EVERY OTHER PATH 6
MODEL IN STOCK.

PLEASE

31 x 21 Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Compur shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. ... £4 17 6

NEW

£13 : 0 : 0
monthly
30/4.payments

shutter, 6
£4 4 0

84 Alder/gate St

1124

of 46/8.

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
' Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.5 anastigmat lens. For
9.5-mm. films.

Nine

equal

to get

Rolleicord M Carrying-case,
£1 extra.

WITH

9

to
5 cash
per price,
cent or
is

ROLLEIFLEX
of 24/6.

path£

shutter.
£6 15 0

34 x 21 Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£6 12 6
31 x 24 Voigtlander Double Extension, f/4.5
Skopar, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£7 17 6

5/- if under £5. Why
not buy this easy

59 CHEAPSIDE

10 Gns.
payments

Kodamatic

V.P. Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Tessar, speeded
slides .

any

instalments.

Has
numerous special features in
common
with the famous Rolleiflex
— one-lever Compur shutter, parallax
compensation, patent film guide,
Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.

monthly

anastigmat,

4* x 6 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac,
speeded shutter, 2 book-form slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£7 17 6

VERY EASY
PAYMENTS

extension, self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolv¬
ing back, screen. 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A. and case. . £10 10 0
21 x 31 Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat )en9, speeded
shutter, self -erecting front .
£2 7 6
V.P. Sibyl, f/4. 6 Ross Xpres, fully-speeded shutter, rising front,
screen, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case .
£9 17 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, fully
speeded shutter. New condition .
.
£2 19 6

21x31 Ensign Celflx Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat,
shutter, self^erecting front .

THE BIG CAMERA
SENSATION OF 1934

Nine

la Special Kodak, f/4.5
new .

la Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, fully-speeded
shutter, leather case .
£4 4 0
la Tropical Model Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, complete in leather case

21 square Voigtlander Brilliant Twin-Lens Roll Film, f/7.7
anastigmat. full-size top finder .
£1 15 0
21 • 3j Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat, D.A. Compur sector shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. New con¬
dition .
£7 12 6

f/6.3

ROLLEICORD

4x3 Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur .
£8 12 6
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter
£1 19 6
31 x 21 Icarette de Luxe, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar, in
D.A. Compur, plate back, 3 slides, and screen .
£11 17 6

Model I Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat,
FIRST PAYMENT
Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat
with range-finder and case .
£9 17 6
SECURES GOODS
£7 17 6
3 4 x 21 Doable Extension Nagel, f/4.5 Zeiss
lens, complete in leather case. Unsoiled
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
Superb Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 Skopar, Compur
sec., double extension, screen, 3 slides, F.P.
shutter,
complete
in
leather
case.
Cost
£21
.
£13
10 0
adapter, leather case. New condition .
£10 17 6
44x6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2. 5 Cooke anastigmat lens, revolving
la No. 12 Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., focussing adjustment .
£4 17 6
back, 3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather case £11 17 6
31 x 21 Voigtlander Avns, f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, D.A.
31 x 21 T.-P. Junior, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 2 6
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension, screen, 3
i-pl. Soho, f/6 Dallmeyer 3-foci Stigmatic lens, revolving
slides, F.P. adapter, 2 Focar lenses, filter and case. ... £8 17 6
back,
3
double
plate-holders,
leather
case
.
£8 17 6
Dallmeyer Dual Roll Film (2 on 21 x 31). f/3.5 Dallmeyer anas¬
Students’ Model Microscope, 2/3rds, l/6th objectives, double
tigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/260th sec., self-erecting front
nosepiece, 2 eyepieces, coarse and fine adjustment. New con¬
£7 12 6
dition .
.
£7 10 0
3i x 21 Ruby de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anas., long

0!

tance

Latest Model II Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, complete in
purse .
£15 15 0
£9 2 6
620 Ikonta, f/3.5 Tessar, in Compur shutter. Unsoiled

i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, Kodak
ball-bearing shutter, complete in case .
£1 2 6
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/5.8 anastigmat, Koilos shutter
£1 19 6
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/8 R.R. lens .
14s. 9d.
i-pl. Double Extension Roll Film and Plate, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens, Compound shutter, rising front, focussing screen,
3 slides .
£4 4 0

Reflex, f/3.5 Mej'er anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to l/300th sec., focussing adjustment, leather
case .
£12 17 6

13 Gns.

Nine

HOME

3x4 cm. Dolly Camera, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Vario shutter, l/25th to 1/I00th, focussing
adjustment .
£2 7 6
34 x 2i Salex Reflex, f/4.5 Salex anastigmat,
focussing, focaJ-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th
sec., 3 slides. F.P. adapter .
£3 17 6
34 x 2* T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Texor anastigmat,
self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
reversing back, 6 slides .
£6 6 0
V.P. Meyer Primarette Twin Lens Roll Film

With F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT LENS
the beginner

OF

9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motor Camera, f/2.7
Kraoss Tessar lens, motor drive, D.V. finder,
leather case .
£11 17 6

ENSIGN
AUTOKINECAM
even

HOME

9.5-mm. Alef Cine Camera, f/3.5 Laack anastigmat, motor
drive, D.V. finder .
£4 12 6
16-mm. Victor Cin6 Camera, visual focussing, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, 3 speeds, hand crank, D.V. finder.
Brand new condition .
£29 17 6

Nine

Enables

2, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive, direct-vision finder .
£4 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, clock¬
work motor drive, direct -vision finder .
£6 17 6
9.5-mm. Cine Nizo, f/3 Meyer anastigmat. motor drive, 3
speeds and hand crank .
£7 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive,
direct finder, 2 speeds .
£9 17 6
16-mm. 70DA Filmo Camera, 1-in. f/3.5 Cooke, 1-in. f/1.8
Cooke, 2-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer, 4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer, Kodacolor
fittings, 8 speeds, visual focussing, D. finder, leather case. Cost
£120 .
£75 0 0

mount.

payments
78/6.

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE
WORLD’S
BEST
THESE GIVE BUT A SLIGHT IDEA OF THE BIG

LATEST!

ALWAYS

LEICA

AMAlEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

monthly

payments

■ ,wa^
£10:10:0

of 22/2 or 24/6.

Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film Pack Adapters, each .
Roll-holder for 31x21 Roll Film .

2s. 3d.
-os. DQ.
15s. W.

Tan

I"5-

Hide

Leather

Case .

CITy SALES

CORRESPONDING

(1929)
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

May

THE

2, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
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BARGAIN BOOK FREE!
VALUES

OUR

NEW

CATALOGUE

CONTAINS

3i x 2 i Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur
i-pl. Marion’s Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self¬
shutter, leather case .
£6 10 0
capping focal-plane shutter and 2 slides .
£10 10 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.8 Zeiss Tessar, latest Compur shutter,
3 1 x 24 Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, self-capping focalleather case .
£6 0 0
plane shutter, revolving back, 6 slides and case .
£9 7 6
3x2 Rollette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter
Model II Automatic Coupled Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastig¬
and leather case .
£3 15 0
mat, complete in purse .
£17 0 0
6x6 Praxidos Enlarger, f/3.8 Meyer anastigmat, tall lamphouse,
6x13 cm. Verascope, Krauss Zeiss Tessars f/6.3, speeded
double condenser, various carriers, printing boards, electric
shutter, rising front, changing-box, single metal slide adapter
fittings. As new. Cost £20 .
£10 0 0
and 4 single metal slides .
£11 17 6
2\ square Rolleiflex Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
31 x 21 Noxar Vertical Enlarger, 41-in. condenser, f/6.8 anas¬
tigmat, base easel, electric fittings .
£4 18 6
shutter, and leather case .
£9 17 6
Postcard Goerz Tenax Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Dogmar,
Latest 1-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
Compur shutter, plate back and screen, 3 slides and leather
self-capping, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides. As new
£15 0 0
case .
£7 17 6
3x4 cm. Pilot Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur shutter
31 x 21 All-metal Sinclair Una de Luxe, revolving back, f/4.5
and leather case. New condition .
£12 17 6
Zeiss Tessar lens, Sinclair lens hood, colour filter, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, cowhide case. Cost £45 .
£29 10 0
9 x 12 cm. Nettel Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focalplane shutter, 12 slides .
£14 17 6
45 x 107 Zeiss lea Polyscope, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lenses, changingbox, leather case. Cost £15 15s .
£3 17 6
31 x 24 Ihagee Duplex Focal-plane, Ihagee f/4.5 anastigmat,
31 x 21 Compact Graflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Kodak anastig¬
Compur shutter, double extension, focal-plane shutter, speeds to
mat, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter .
£11 17 6
l/l,000th sec., 10 slides and F.P. adapter .
£11 17 6
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, i/2.5 Hermagis lens. Telephoto
i-pl. Conical Field, double extension, Zeiss Patent Tessar
lens, leather case .
£14 14 0
f/7.7, iris, 3 slides, leather case .
£2 15 0
31 x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Pocket, f/3.4
i-pl. 71-in. Cooke Series III f/6.5, iris £2 15 0
34 x 24 Salex Reflex, f/3.9 Salex anastigmat,
Aldis anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
takes 120 films. Unsoiled. Cost £16 15s. £7 10 0
focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss
£4 17 6
Tessar, leather case .
,.
£12 12 0
i-pl. Ansco Roll Film. Modico f/7.7 anastigmat,
Universal shutter and leather case. ... £1 11 6
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
supplementary lenses, leather case. ... £8 0 0
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, interchangeable,
Don’t let your dis¬
and leather case. As new .
£10 17 6
carded apparatus lie
31 x 21 N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke
idle on your hands.
3x4 cm. Fotet Roll Film, Vidar f/4.5 anastigmat,
Aviar anastigmat, reflex finder, 6 slides, F.P.
D.S. Vario .
£2 17 6
adapter, leather case .
£9 9 0
Bring it to us in part
31 x 24 Latest Dainty Soho Reflex, revolving
payment for something
6 x 41 cm. Watson’s Monocular Camera, f/4.5
Stylor, F.P. adapter .
£2 12 6
better, and realise
back, masking device, f/3.5 Ross Xpres, 6 bookCinephot Exposure Meter, and case.. 17s. 6d.
form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As
money on it.
new .
£27 10 0
Postcard T.-P. Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
31x21 Tropical Ensign Speed Reflex,, teak and
self-capping focal-plane shutter, reversing back,
6 slides and F.P. adapter .
£12 17 6
brass bound, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter .
£7 7 0
4i x 21 No. 2a Folding Brownie, Landscape
to post buyers of used
31 x 21 Compact Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
lens, speeded shutter .
11s. 9d.
goods against cash
3 D.D. slides, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes,
2i in. square Superb, Skopar f/4.5, Compur
deposit.
leather case .
£5 5 0
shutter, focussing, new condition.... £16 16 0
31 x 2} Zodel de Luxe, double extension, rack
4x5 Anschutz, Dogmar f/4.5, self-capping
focus, f/3.8 anastigmat, D.A. Compur shutter,
focal-plane shutter, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes
and case .
£10 10 0
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
$0 7 o
16-exposures-on-31 x 21 No. 520 Ikonta, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,
6-in. Goerz Series III f/6.8 Anastigmat, Acme fully-speeded
Compur shutter and purse. . .
£8 8 0
shutter, from 1 to l/300th sec .
£1 12 6
16-exposures-on-V.P. Noris, f/2.9 Steinheil anastigmat, Compur
31x24 T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 anastigmat, self-capping
shutter. As new .
£6 7 6
focal-plane shutter, reversing back and F.P. adapter. £9 9 0
1-pl. Popular Pressman, Cooke-Butcher f/4.5, focal-plane
Several Pairs of Zeiss and other high-grade Prismatic Binoculars
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£5 7 6
at bargain prices. Details on application.
16-mm. Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive. New
condition .
£6 6 0
1-pl. T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, triple extension, revolving back,
f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat, motor
drive6
£12 12 0
£1 19

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

SA.L®

APPROVAL

1-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£13 7 6
Voigtlander Brilliant, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur sector shutter,
leather case. As new .
£6 7 6
31 x 21 Latest Dainty Soho Reflex, revolving back, masking
device, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides .
£18 10 0
V.P. Exakta Roll Film Reflex, i/2.8 Carl Zeiss Tessar, focalplane shutter, leather case .
£14 0 0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, speeded shutter, f/1.9 Dallmeyer
lens, leather case. Cost £46 .
£16 16 0
1-pl. T.-P. Imperial Triple Extension Field, T.-P. T. and I.
R.B. shutter, 8-in. f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, with diffusion, 3
book -form slides, 3 -fold tripod. Cost £25 .
£9 17 6

54

LIME

LONDON

Phone:

MON.

HAS®*
*

*0
'tIrttSs

FREE
Packed

31x21 Zeiss Ikon Donata, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 3 speeds, motor
drive and leather case .
£12 17 6
Pathe 9.5-mm. Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive,
leather case .
£7 7 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Telephoto Outfit, f/2.5 anastigmat, Telephoto
lens, motor drive and leather case .
£14 17 6
16-mm. Filmo, Cooke f/3.5, 2 speeds, motor drive and leather
case. As new .
£25 0 0
9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Mcrtocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive, direct-vision finder .
£4 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, clock¬
work motor drive, direct-vision finder .
£6 17 6

E.C.3

LONDON

Phene : CENT. 9391

BARGAI
Never

THE

AGFA

before

E.C.4

YOURS

FOCAL-PLANE

monthly
Zip Purse,
3/6 extra

of

GIVE YOU
for

any

9 MONTHS

Nine monthly payments of 32/8.
With 3-in. f/1.9 Super-Six Dallmeyer lens
M-f .4 A. A

purchase.

(As

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli*
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

REFLEX.

Metal body, leather covered, fitted
with tripod bush and cable release.
Speeded l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
T. and B. Magnifier incorporated
for extra fine work. With Exakta
ft»m . f/3.5,pi 7-cm.
a ■ n focus.
■n
anastigmat

£5:5:0

to pay

!

cable
release.
K with
■ ft
to l/300th
sec., T. «Q
and -B..
With Meyer f/3.5
■ y , q
Nine monthly payments of 21/8.

lens, Compur
shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th
sec., T. B.,
D.V. frame
finder, wire
release.

XCHflllGI

AT ONCE

16 pictures on 31 x 21
roll film.
All-metal body, D.V. finder,
leather covering, nickel fittings.
As illustrated, but with f/2.9
Meyer
lens, andsector
latestshutter,
delayed-1
action Compur

erecting
in.,
instant front,
selff/3.9
a n a s t Solinar
i g mat

WE

a wonderful

Takes

1& x 21 in.all
Constructed
light metal,
leathercovered,
size 4| x
x 1

payments
12/4.

such

BILLY \\

For V.P. Pic¬
tures full size

Nine

has

NS !

range of greatly-reduced offers been
published. You can pin your faith
on every instrument this bumper
book contains — and save pounds on
your choice. Don’t delay in getting
your share of the value.

GET

ENUS WAFER

with guaranteed

Brand New and Used

ST 90/94 FLEET $T
0180

and Post Free
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THE annual exhibition of pic¬

LXXVII.

No.

2373.

and he was immediately followed
by another who snapped the entire
audience. One demonstrator of a

torial photography by
Colonial and Overseas
readers of The Amateur Photo¬
grapher opens to-morrow at the house
of the Royal Photographic Society,
35, Russell Square, London, W.C.
The pictures on view include the
prize-winners in “ The A.P.” Over¬
seas Competition, and a selection of
others by readers of this paper.
Again this year the prints exhibit
in a very definite manner character¬
istics peculiar to their places of
origin, due possibly in some cases
to local scenery and costumes, but
there is no doubt that the results
on view — which are only a propor¬
tion of the number submitted —
indicate a very healthy interest in
pictorial photography in all parts
of the Empire. The prints in many
cases reach a very high standard
of merit. The exhibition remains
open until the end of the month.
Admission is free.

lighting unit even went farther.
He wanted to show how kind his
lamps were to bald heads. “ With the
ordinary type of lighting the light
is about 4 ft. from the sitter’s head,
and 9 ft. from his boots, which, if
you square it, illuminates his head
five times more than his footwear.
Now, will any bald-headed member
of the audience come forward, just to
show how soft this lighting is?”
And, sure enough, such is the spirit
of self-immolation in photographic
assemblies, there was quite a com¬
petition for the place of victim.
Diminutives.
Talking of demonstrations, a gen¬
tleman connected with a camera
manufacturing house managed to
introduce some very effective play.
He was showing his firm's miniature
camera, and he appeared before the
audience without any instrument,
or any apparent protuberances
about his person. Then, from first
one pocket and then another, from
one recess of his clothing and then
another, he produced miniature
cameras until one lost count of them.
They mounted up in a little heap on
the table in front of him, like the
properties of a conjuror, coming
from nowhere. And when they had
all been divulged, he looked, not
deflated at all, but the same smart,
tailor-cut person as before.

Polite Competition.

We seem to remember nervous
secretaries of societies in the old
days who, if a trade demonstration
were projected, took excessive care
to ensure that only one firm was
represented on the one evening.
But the Royal Photographic Society
took under its wing the other
evening no fewer than ten rival
firms, and asked them one after
another to demonstrate their equip¬
ment, yet no murder was done.
Each managed, in a spirit of graceful
compliment to the others, to suggest
that his own wares were the best
in the world, and no bones were
broken, and no eyes incapacitated
for future focussing. One demon¬
strator of a new camera casually
snapped the chairman in his chair,
just to show how easily it was done.

Vol.

London

Landscapes

A Springtime

(No.

23).

snapshot on the Thames.
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Back to Nature.
ft is refreshing to see nowadays
a brilliantly successful film that
does not rely on complicated scen¬
ario, sex appeal or lavish production.
Such a film has just been released
and is now being shown in London
at the New Cjaflery. It is called
5
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"Man of Aran,” and is probably
the finest example of unsophisti¬
cated open-air photography that
has yet been presented to a “ movie ”
audience. There is practically no
plot, very little “ talkie,” and the
setting is entirely natural. It de¬
picts the life of some of the fisherfolic on the island of Aran, off the
western coast of Ireland. The pic¬
ture not only reaches the high-water
mark of photography in its magni¬
ficent rendering of stormy seas, but
a crowded house is held spell-bound
for nearly two hours by the beauty
and thrill of its incidents. This
film should provide an object lesson
for the amateur cinematographer

who is always striving to emulate
Hollywood or Elstree in the produc¬
tion of scenarios and photoplays.
It reflects the greatest credit on its
author, Mr. Robert Flaherty, who
has proved himself an artist in
several previous productions, al¬
though he surpasses himself on this
occasion. Incidentally, we under¬
stand he uses a Newman-Sinclair
cine camera fitted with a 20-in.
lens for many of his shots.

truly binocular vision. Without
realising it, they do not see with
both eyes at once. An oculist has
stated that what happens is that
a person sees for a certain time with
one eye, and then involuntarily, and
without knowing it, transfers his
vision to the other eye. People who
have vision of that kind cannot use
a stereoscope. Some people, on the
other hand, are able to get stereo¬
scopic fusion between the common
portions of two contact prints with¬
out the aid of a stereoscope at all,
although it must be, one would
think, a considerable strain on the
eyes and a procedure not to be
recommended.

Seeing Stereoscopically.
The statement was ventured at
a recent meeting of a scientific
body that from 30 per cent to 50
per cent of people do not enjoy

The A mateur Photographer” EXPOSURE T ABLE — May
EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied to
suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/n is used. For f/16 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 8 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 4 p.m., double these exposures. From 6 to 8 a.m. or from 4 to 6 p.m., treble them.
N.B. — The times given above are by “ sun time.”

The exposures, therefore, which are laid down

Subject.

Open seascapes and cloud studies

with

rocks,

beach

scenes

Ordinary landscapes with not too much
foliage, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .
Buildings or trees occupying
of picture . .
._

greater portion

1/30
1/18

1/90

1/45
* y
* *

1/10
1/8
1/4
1

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

4

* y

* y
* *

* *

secs.

394

1/40
1/30

1/25

further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and
Rapid.
Herzog, Ortho-Isodux Film Pack. Marion, Record.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
Iso Record.
Selo,„Selochrome
Roll Film and
Film Pack.
„ Super Pan. Film.
„
Iso-Zenith.
,, Super-speed Film.
„
Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates
and
Filins.
„
Selo.
Pan.
Roll
Film.
„ Isochrom Film.
Standard, Film.
Fast).
„ Ultra Special.
„
Portrait
Film (Ortho
Wellington,
Anti-screen.
Barnet, Press and Super Press.
„
XL Super-speed Ortho.
„
Monarch.
Zeiss „
Ikon, Pernox
X Press.Roll Film
,, Soft Panchromatic.
„
Press. ,
and Packs.
„
S.S. Ex. Sens.
„
Studio Fast.
Extra Rapid.
„
Zenith Ex. Sens.
„
Ultra Rapid.
Agfa, Chromo.
Criterion, Enelite.
„
S.G. Pan.
Illingworth, Fleet.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.
„ Extra
„ Rapid.
Isolar.
„
„
S.S. Cut Film.
„
Super Fleet.
„
S.S. Pan. Film.
„
Super Fleet OrthoIsolar.
„
Iso
Rapid.
Gevaert, Super Sensima.
„
Pan. Fleet.
„
„
., Chromo.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
„
Sensima Fast.
„ RollS.R.
Film.
„
Sensima Ortho.
Barnet,
Pan.
„
Eclipse.
,,
Super Chromosa.
„
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
„
Studio
Ortho.
„
Roll Films and Packs.
Criterion,
Iso
E.R.
,,
Eclipse Soft.
Hapff, Ultra Rapid.
„
Eclipse Ortho.
„
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
„
Ulcroma.
„
Portrait.
,, ~ Roll Film.
„
Ultra Roll Film and Pack. Kodak, Verichrome Film.
„
Special E.R.
Ultra

1/90
y y

yy

y y

) t

1/70

1/30
1/10
1/3

1/150 sec.

y y

y y

y y

Ultra Rapid.

1/120 sec.

1/50

2/3
3 secs.

Asa

sec.

Rapid.

y y

1/30
1/15
1/12
1/6

Extra

Rapid.

y *

Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .

6

time."

sec.

sec.

. .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes

as suitable for 2 to \ p.m., for instance, will be those to be given between

3 and 5 p.m. by the clock, during “ summer
Ordinary.
Medium.

y t

1/50

yy yy

1/40
1/20
1/5

yy

1/4
1/15
1

yy

n

y y

y y

y y

y y
y y

3/4

yy

market. They have been divided into groups, which approximately
films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.
Ensign, Roil Film.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
„
„
„
Hauff,
„

„
Commercial Ortho
Imperial, Non-Filter.

Chromosa.
Regular Cut Film.
S.R. Flavin.
AnaloExtra

„

Rapid.

S.R.

„ CutS.R.
Ortho.
Kodak,
Film.
Lumiere, Extra Rapide.

„
Roil Film
E.R.
Ortho.and Pack.
Ilford, Auto. Filter.

,,
„

Instantanee.
Medium .
Pelliculaire.

„
S.R.
„
Pan. Pan.
Film.
„
Rapid Chromatic.
Imperial, Non-filter (new series).

Ilford,

„
Eclipse Pan. B.
Kodak,
and Film Pack
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Pathe, Roll Film.

„
Chromatic.
Barnet, Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.

Selo, Roll Film.
Pack.
Rapid.
Zeiss Ikon, Roll Film
Barnet,

and

S.R.

„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.

Film

Empress.
Ordinary.

Gevaert, Ordinary.
,,
Ordinary
Ilford, Ordinary.

Iso.

Imperial,
Ordinary.
„ Rapid
Process Pan.
. „

Pan. Process.

Film.
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THE first great advantage that

the amateur gains when he
commences to do his own
developing and printing is the
enormous increase in the interest of
his hobby. The building of the
picture from the exposure to the
final print is much more inspiring
than simply collecting the finished
article over the shop counter. The
joy of conquest is soon apparent as
one masters a different process,
even if only a simple one, and, what
is more, the mastery of one process
leads on to the desire for investi¬
gating yet another, so that the
hobby is constantly being enlarged
and interest in it stimulated.
D. & P. Quality.

The firms who do developing and
printing must not be disparaged,
they cater for what they think the
public likes, and this usually con¬
sists of contrasty negatives, with
the accompanying very black and
very white print, generally very
highly glazed. They work on a
mass principle ; they cannot give
each film and print individual
attention such as you would give
it, and the consequence is you get
a very nice record “ snap ” to
stick in your album with other
mediocre ones, instead of the nicelygraded picture which comes to the
worker after a little experience.
There are, of course, some D. & P.
firms who produce better results
than others, and all are willing to
make prints on matt or special
surface papers if asked. It is a
tribute to the excellence of modern
materials that so many good
negatives and prints are produced
in this manner, in view of the con¬
ditions.
Photography is said to be ex¬
pensive, and there is no more certain
way of cultivating this general
belief than by having all your work
done at the service station. Good
firms will charge you, just as an ex¬
ample, sixpence to develop a spool

OWN

D. & P.

Most photographers who use plates in the course of their work do their own
developing, but there is a vast army of amateurs who take the line of least
resistance and deposit their negative material at the local D. and P. firm
for finishing, and this army is for the most part composed of roll-film
workers. Some of the advantages accruing to the amateur who does his
own processing are given in the following notes.

of film ; the same film can be done in
quite a trouble-free manner at home
for about twopence. For 3JX2J
prints they will charge you threehalfpence to twopence each, and you
can do them at home for less than a
penny each. When it comes to en¬
largements the difference in the
costs are proportionately greater.
Dark-room.

But, says the amateur, it means

a

dark-room, and I haven’t one. It
is not very difficult to rig up a dark¬
room. Many workers use the bath¬
room, some use the cupboard which
exists in most houses under the
stairs, others use odd cupboards,
while, of course, the more opulent
will have one specially constructed.
The manufacturers have, however,
provided for the amateur in no
uncertain way by introducing effec¬
tive roll-film tanks which can be
manipulated in broad daylight, and
which are simplicity itself. These
will produce the most delicatelygraded negatives the worker may
desire, and, what is even more im¬
portant, will develop any type of
film on the market from slow to
ultra-rapid panchromatic.
Chemicals.

Then with regard to the necessary
chemicals. The tyro need not have
a shelf full of bottles of various
mysterious compounds. Should he
desire it he can get his developer in
very convenient form, at a very
moderate cost, by using one of the
well-known concentrated solutions
on the market, or the compounds
put up in “ tabloid ” form, or again,
tubes put up in convenient weights,
and yet again, packets of chemicals,
all of which have only to be dis¬
solved or diluted with water to
make the desired solution. As sim¬
ple as it is possible to be, and quite
cheap.
Some

workers

will add

to their

fun by making up their own solu¬
tions, and where the extra expense
of purchasing scales and measures is

395

a matter

of no consequence,

they

will cheapen the cost of their
developing still more, since the
leading chemicals used — pyro, metol,
amidol, hydroquinone, sulphite of
soda, carbonate of soda, etc. — are
much less costly when bought in
larger quantities, and with careful
storage will last for quite a long time.
Fixing salts are supplied already
made up by many well-known firms,
and save a little trouble; but it is
very little trouble to dissolve 4 oz.
of hypo in 20 oz. of water and add
£ oz. metabisulphite of potash for
an effective acid fixer.
Printing.

With

regard

to printing, most

beginners try self-toning papers as
their first venture, and this is quite
a good practice, though it is usually
soon abandoned in favour of gaslight
con¬
the ingreater
papers, owing
venience
of the to
latter
not having
to rely on daylight for their print¬
ing. It must be remembered that
must
plain hypo
toning
papers.

be used for self-

It is very wise to decide on a par¬
ticular brand of developer- and for
universal use M.Q. is one of the most
popular, as it will develop negatives,
gaslight prints, bromide papers and
lantern slides, and can be purchased
in packets at threepence each, with
directions so plainly indicated that
a child could use it. The con¬
centrated developers, such as Azol,
Rodinal, etc., run it a very good
second, but some people do not
find these so satisfactory for prints
as for negatives. Enough to make
about eighty ounces of developer
of this type can be purchased for
two shillings.
Printing papers can be bought in
larger quantities than the usual
sixpenny packets, at a very reduced
figure, and the worker would do
well to get into communication with
one of the big firms of photographic
materials manufacturers which
advertise in these pages. E. A.
7
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Blossom

THE CAMERA

Springtime

By

G. M.

to include more

than one cut spike.

Unless, therefore, a “ close-up ”
of the dower itself is wanted, without
reference to its environment, the
indoor method is seldom so satis¬

unexpected¬

Another diffi¬
culty which often
crops up in blossom
photography is
that the best dowered
and best foliaged branch

GROVER.

may be above tripod
level ; in this case it is
a good plan to hook a
weighted walking-stick
on to the desired branch
and so bring it to the
proper level. This plan
was followed in taking
the accompanying

photo¬

graph. A small redex
camera was used with
Selochrome dims. A
light yellow biter was
also used and an expo¬
sure of i/ioth sec. at

taken indoors and photo¬
graphed, or the exposure
may be made out of
doors with the branch
in situ.
There is something to
be said for botb methods.

which is obtained when a growing
branch is chosen. Also it is hard

come

ly, and dash and
our
blossoms
hopes.

subject for Picture -making

In making the expo¬
sure there are two pos¬
sibilities ; the “ candle
bearing branch may be
detached from the tree,

The first is decidedly the
simpler plan in many
ways ; the branch can be
cut just when the bloom
is perfect, it can be
arranged against a suit¬
able background, in a
suitable light, and the
exposure made at leisure.
But — and it is a large
but — the cut branch,
however carefully cut
and arranged, will not
go just as we want it,
and always seems to lack
something of naturalness.
Selochrome
The carefully selected
background, too, is less satisfying, to
the nature-lover, at any rate, than
that of massed leaves and shadows

Rain, too, may

f/4.5
was given.
There
is a satisfying
amount
of
foliage, etc., in this pic¬
ture which would have
been hard to obtain,
naturally, at any rate,
with a cut branch.
No doubt with some
thod is the
best,
but” me¬
not
subjects
“ cut
with chestnut blossom.
Choose your spikes care¬
fully, bide your time, and
use a quick dim with a
colour dlter.
There are fortunately
many

Chestnut

“Candles.”

film, with pale yellow filter, ijioth sec. exposure,

factory as dealing with the subject
growing on the tree.
The great drawbacks to the out¬
door photography of the blossoms
are wind and weather ; even when
the perfect spike with perfect leaves
has been found, (not always easy),
gusts of wind — and May is often a
breezy month — will upset our bestlaid schemes.

//4 . 5 .

bright, sunny days

in springtime when this
beautiful subject can be
attempted, and when
there is no wind to worry
about. If, when these
ideal conditions occur,

a long-focus lens or a telephoto can
be obtained and used on a redex or
other focussing camera, perfect re¬
sults of a highly pictorial character
can be obtained. Decorative treat¬
ments of chestnut blossom and leaves
have dgured more than once as
exhibition pictures. It goes without
saying that the dnest possible tech¬
nical quality is imperative.

May
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OF THE
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FAMOUS
ROLLEIFLEX
£10:10:0
Nine

monthly

payments

of 24/0.

F/4.5 Zeiss Triofcar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., takes 12
pictures 6x6 cm. on standard 31 x 21 roll film.

THE ENSIGN MIDGET

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALWAYS

(FULLY

24,

GUARANTEED

CHARING

FOLDING

PLATE

CAMERAS

31x21 Cameo, double extension, f 4.5
Ross anastigmat, Compur shutter, D.V.
finder, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and case
£5 5 0
3£ 2| Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, speeded shutter, focussing adjustment,
D.V. finder, 3 slides, F.P adapter
£3 10 0
31 21 Voigtlander Tourist, f/3.5 Heliar
lens, Compur shutter, double extension,
D.V. finder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter £10 10 0
i-pl. Goerz Tropical Tenax, brass-bound,
double extension, f/4.5 Dogmar lens, Compur
shutter, 6 dark slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£10 10 0

i-pl. Klito de Luxe, Goerz Dagor lens,
Compur shutter, double extension, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£4 5 0

VEST-POCKET

All-distance lens, 3-speed
l/100th sec., T. and B .

Ensar

anastigmat.

ROLL-FILM

3.1 >' 21 Nagel Triumph, f/6.3 anastigmat
leps. in 3-speed shutter, hinged back, D.V.
and brilliant finders, focussing adjustment
£2 8 9

Film.

TERMS.

THE
Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar
mat .
Nine

monthly

anastig¬
payments

PLEASE

£25:0:0
MENTION

1-in.

f/ 1.9

Splicer and

45-mm.

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

111, Oxford Street, W.1

" THE

AMATEUR

standard

.

Lens,

full cash

EXCHANGE

1432.

of 39/8.

FOR

9.5-mm.
FILMS

fitting

£3 15

0

£2

5

0

for Bolex
£2

spring drive, takes 30 ft.
film. . . . £18:18:0
Fitted f/2.5 anastigmat and x 4 Telephoto lens,

D.A.
5 0

Nine

deposit.

THE

monthly

payments

AGFA

ALLOWANCES.

EXCHANGE

(Exclusive Offer.)

9 x12 cm. or
Guaranteed
new.
£-p!ate.

S.W.1

62, Piccadilly, W.1
of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers. Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

For Plates or
Film Packs.

LTD.

0669.

WHEN

of 44/2.

ESOLAR

119, Victoria Street,
VICTORIA

TEMple Bar 7165. W.C.2

GERrard

Dallmeyer,

rewind

Projection

against

LIBERAL

24, Charing Cross Road,

of 58/4.

payments

The

WESTMINSTER

PHOTOGRAPHIC
Self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 to l/500th
sec., T. and B., automatic focusQ "A
■ I U ■V
sing, interchangeable lens mount
Nine monthly payments of 78/6,

monthly

DE LUXE PATHESCOPE
MOTOCAMERA

0

on 7 days’ approval
PURCHASE

Nine

0

Sent
HIRE

8 Pictures 31 x 21 or 16 pictures 2] 12 on
standard 3^x21 Roll Films.
^

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action
critical focus for every pictur
e.. £17:
Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. 0:0
and B.,
self-erecting front. Built-in range-finder, ensuring

standard fitting .
£4 10 0
2i)-mm. f/3.5 Cooke Lens, standard
fitting .
£2 10 0
20-mm. f/3.5 Dallmeyer Lens, standard
fitting .
£2 10 0

£1

in Collapsible Mount.

Takes

9.5-mm. Pathe Home Movie Projector,
latest pattern, double-claw movement,
complete with resistance; .
£4 15 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Home
Projector, latest
pattern, complete with Krauss super¬
projection lens, super-attacbn.ent and
resistance. In absolutely new condition
£7 7 0

10

31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastig¬
mat lens, speeded shutter, focussing adjust¬
ment, brilliant reversing finder. . £1 15 0
41 x
Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, Diomatic speeded shutter, focussing
adjustment, rising front, brilliant reversible
tinder .
£3 17 6

With

F/2 Summar

with resistance .
£8' 17 6
Patbescope 200-B Projector, fitted 250watt high intensity lamp, universal motor,
A.C. or D.C. over 200 volts, complete reel
and flex .
£11 17 6

15

III

Pathe Motocamera, de Luxe Model, f/3.5
lens, built-in finder, tripod bush, complete
with iris vignette .
£8 5 0
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens,
adjustable speeus, from 10 to 20 frames
per second, latest pattern. In new condition
£10 0 0
Pathe Motocamera, Model B, f/3.5 lens,
optical view-finder, powerful motor drive
£4 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens,
brilliant and D.V. finuers, 50-ft. or 100-ft.
film capacity .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Kodascope Projector, Model C,
2-in. lens, 400-ft. film capacity, complete

.
.

LEICA MODEL

CINE CAMERAS, PROJEC¬
TORS AND ACCESSORIES

£1

of 30/-.

31 x 21 Welta, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
delayed-action Vario speeded shutter,
brilliant and D.V. finders, radial focussing
adjustment . .
£2 5 0

Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta

6

speeds

£l9”‘f<7>£

of 24/3.

51 31 3a Kodak Special, f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat lens, Velosto shutter, range¬
finder, focussing adjustment, rising front
£4 10 0

£6

shutter,

payments

0

31 x 21 Agfa Speedex, self-erecting front,
f/8.8 anastigmat lens, in speeued shutter,
brilliant reflecting finder, 2 focussing
positions .
£1 3 9
31 x 21
Autographic Kodak
Junior,
f/7.7 anastigmat lens, 3-speed shutter,
focussing adjustment, brilliant reversing
finder .
£1 12 6

monthly

51 31 Goerz Tenax, T/6.8 Dagor lens,
Compound
shutter, focussing adjustment,
brilliant reversing finder, rising and cross
front .
£6 10 0

7

payments

3} ' 2} Voigtlander, f/4.5 Heliar lens,
D.A. Compur shutter, D.V. finder, focussing
adjustment .
£8 17 6
3.1x21 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, D.V. and
brilliant finders, radial focussing. £6 17 6

Nine

F/3.5 Foth anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, speeds
1/2 5th to l/500th sec., Bulb, special attachment,
for delayed action. All-metal body, deep focussing
hood with magnifier for fine focussing.

4i x 3i lea Lloyd, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, brilliant and D.V. finders,
focussing adjustment, panel back for using
dark slides .
£9 7 6

£7

B.,

30/50/-

CAMERAS

31x21 Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, double extension, plate
back, D.V. finder .
£8 17 6
3}x2j Voigtlander Inos, f/4.5 Skopar
lens, D.A. Compur
shutter, focussing
adjustment, D.V. finder .
£8 5 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, D.A. Compur shutter, D.V.
finder, focussing adjustment. ... £7 17 6

£10:7:6

4i x 2i Voigtlander, f/4.5 Skopar lens,
Compur shutter, brilliant and D.V. finders,
focussing adjustment .
£4 4 0

10

on V.P.
Compur

l/25th,

ROAD

4 \ 21 Kodak Special, f/6.3 Bausch and
Lomb Zeiss Tessar lens, in Optimo speeded
shutter, range-finder, focussing adjustment,
rising front .
£4 4 0
4{x2J Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
brilliant and D.V. finders, focussing adjust¬
ment .
£8 7 6
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16 Pictures

anastigmat,

1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and
complete in purse case .
Nine

shutter,

WESTETTE
.
.

Takes
Xenon

CAMERA

costing only one penny

.
.

THE

F/2

cm.,

m

each.
l/50tb,
F/6.3

3x4

.

n
n

6 pictures

i-pl. N. & G. Imperial Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss
Tessar lens, speeded shutter, N, & G.
patent reflecting finder, 6 slides, leather
case .
£5 17 6

THE FOTH-FLEX

PLANE
FOCALSHUTTER

)

CROSS

AT

FOCUSSING
LENS
REFLEX
WITH

From -

i-pl. Certo, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, double extension, D.V.
finder, 3 dark slides .
£8 10 0

m

REAL

BETTER

MONEY-SAVING Outfits

i-pl. Contessa Fiduca, double extension,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, case .
£6 15 0

n
n

m

m

i
i

i
i

A

DO

The WESTMINSTER

i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Dominar
lens, Compur shutter, double extension,
6 slides, leather case .
£0 15 0

Taking

ADVERTISEMENTS

REGent 1360.
CORRESPONDING

Fitted f/4.5 Agfa Solinar anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec..
T. and B., complete with 3 single
■ 1 Q ■ A
metal

WITH

slides
indorse
case payments
.
Nine
monthly

ADVERTISERS.

■ IO
of 16/2.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

GRANVILLE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED
MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

QUALITY

FACTORY
QUICKLY

ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

5Jx3J
6ix
4| ..
. . 2/10
3/9
44x34 .. 1/10

t
g
~

DE

With

Automatic

F/ 4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, £20.

With Ff 3.8 Zeiss Tessar lens, £22

Write for newly issued Brochures

R. F. HUNTER
Phone

10

: Holborn

Camera

4 oz. 7/-.

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

LUXE

PAPERS.
72

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE
Shts,
6

PLEASE

MENTION

" THE

AMATEUR

2/9
1/3
1/10

1/11
4/6
6/2
10/3
23/5
16/2
3193/6
52/6
14/-

9/1
4/10
6/3 per
ntRoll.
Other
sizes Pro Rata.35/9151MATERIALS

V-

cards

and

free.

POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON
— . .

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY'S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE
OBTAINED.

GRANVILLE

ON

ALL

ORDERS.

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

GULLIMAN
BOX

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

& Co., Ltd.

3.

LEAMINGTON

W.C.1

”

1/7
2/3
3/5
li¬
5/1

5/5

7/4
2/11
8/6
9/9
6/6 27/7
3/10
4/6
12/4
49/1
18/5
25/10
14/5

INCLUDING
PRICES
OTHER
NOT
MENTIONED
ABOVE.

P.O.

PHOTOGRAPHER

1/11

1/5

144
Shts.
4/2

papers

Ltd., “Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s Inn Rd.
LONDON,

8d.
9d.
lid.
lOd.

(Chloro- Bromide).
12
36
Shts.
1/1
Shts. Shts.
—
lid.
8d.
5d.
7d.
1/8
6d.
2/4
1/4
2/6
2/9
1/5
9d.
3/5

SAMPLES

to the Sole Importers :

Till 12.

—
—
—
—
—

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS
10s.

one gallon.

SEPIA

12
Size.
. Shts, . Shts. Shts. Shts.
2/9
21 X 1}
—
—
7d.
Shts
lid.
3ix2i
—
36
1/9
5d.
1/7
4ix2}
—
4ix3i
5d.
3/7
1/1
1/8
—
6d.
2/3
2/5
51x3i
—
lid.
5/4
6ix41
7d.
2/11
1/4
4/4
7/9
8d.
7d.
2/6
4/8
8/9
7 x5
9d. ll 3
8 x 6
6/4
3/4
8Jx6i
IIlOd. 1/5
13/11
10/6
7/4
15/9
5/6
3/10
10x8
4/6
12/12/5 23/8
4 112x10
1/7
1/1 1/11
15x12 2/4
2/11 22/1
20/8/4
4/3
20x16
25 in. 7/9
10 ft. x
30/per Roll.
Other5/6
sizes
Pro Rata.
45/ti¬
No extra charge for doubleweight.
42/80/-

The

1/9 3 oz., to make 73 oz.
2 oz. 4/3.

6

(RoUeiflex

.. 1/6 doz.
..
2/3 ..

5ix3i .. 3/6 „
61 x 4J .. 4/6 „

1/9, to make

Supplied in twenty grades.
72
BROMIDE
AND
. 144
GASLIGHT

FREE

4ix3i

3/6,

1 oz. tin 2/10.

GRANVILLE

FILMS

H.D. 600 Outdoor.

DEVELOPER,

1/6 Jar.

ELSEWHERE

3JX2J

100
3/-

21-

DEVELOPER,

OR
AND

H.D. 600 Studio.

SEMITONE

V-

MOUNTANT,

SERVICE

CUT

GASLIGHT

FLASHPOWDER,

LIST

A

AND

GRADE

AND

All grades.
15
20
50
1/1/9

■J

GRANVILLE

GIVE

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED
ANY

UNOBTAINABLE

BROMIDE

“

SEMITONE

IS

MAKE

TO

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.
50, 100, 250, 425. 650.
doz. doz.
3ix2J ..1/3

ASSURES

AND

SPA.
ADVERTISERS.
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Adapting
By

a Quarter-Plate

TO

J. D. ROBERTSON,

HAVING occasion to enlarge vest-pocket negatives to

Enlarger
SUIT

SMALL

NEGATIVES

practical use is that the exposure for a whole-plate enlarge¬
ment using a 3-in. lens is shorter than that for a whole-plate

a considerable size with a vertical enlarger which
gave at its maximum extension an enlargement of

four diameters with a 5 J-in. lens, it was necessary to modify
the optical system to secure the required distances between
lens and paper and lens and negative. This was accom¬
plished in the following way, so that greater enlargements
were possible.
Fortunately, the enlarger lens was mounted on a remov¬
able lens panel, and a 3-in. focus lens was available.
It was found that, owing to the construction of the front
of the enlarger, the 3-in. lens when mounted on an ordinary
lens panel could not be brought close enough to the con¬
denser to secure the degree of enlargement required.
Accordingly, a sunk lens-box was made to
the front of the enlarger, so that this short-focus
be about one inch from the condenser when
With this arrangement enlargements up to 81

clamp on
lens could
necessary.
diameters

By

were easily obtained, so that even portions of a vest-pocket
negative could be enlarged considerably. The sketch
indicates 'the idea.
No dimensions are given, since enlarger fronts vary ;
and the method can obviously be applied to horizontal
enlargers also.
An additional advantage of this gadget that I found in

PRINTS

IN

AT least one daily newspaper is run¬
ning

L
stands

a competition

this summer

in which the “ hot ” news picture
the greatest chance of winning a

prize, and since most amateur photo¬
graphers who carry a camera regularly
hope that one day they will be favoured
by fortune with a news scoop all to them¬
selves, these few notes on making the most
of their chances may not be out of place.
Speed is essential in the world of
news, and the man who delivers the
prints to the editor first generally wins
the prize. 'The method of turning out
prints from a negative well within half
an hour is much simpler than is generally
supposed, and though each photographer
has his own pet devices, the following has
stood the test of time. It is essential,
however, for rapid news work that
worker has a dark-room ready
immediate action.
Having made the
to the dark-room and

the
for

exposure, hasten
first see that the

solutions, developer and hypo, in un¬
mistakable dishes, are both at a
temperature between 60 and 70 degrees
Fahrenheit ; if necessary, stand the
dishes in larger ones containing warm
water. This seems to take up time, but
it will more than repay itself.

OUR

SPECIAL

GIFT

A

enlargement with a longer focus lens of the same aperture.
This means a considerable saving of time in these days of
miniature negatives.

HURRY

Develop the plates in a dish with a
developer compounded to complete the
process within five minutes, rinse them
in the customary dish of water, which
may with advantage be slightly acidified
and so act as a stop-bath, and plunge
them into the hypo.
Development may be curtailed slightly
if a sufficiently contrasty brand of paper
is available for printing on. Keep the
hypo moving, and as soon as the creami¬
ness has disappeared rinse the plates
under the tap for two minutes.
Wipe the emulsion and glass carefully
with a piece of wash-leather previously
wetted and wrung nearly dry, and place
the negative in the carrier of the en¬
larger with the emulsion not in contact
with any other surface.
Produce the enlargement in the usual
way, not dispensing with the usual
test strip, for experience has shown this
obvious short cut to be a great time,
temper

and

paper

saver.

Full development, two or three min¬
utes fixing in a fresh warm bath, and
three minutes in running water with a
little potassium permanganate solution
to assist in the hypo removing, com¬
plete the printing. I have prints in
good condition made five years ago

OFFER

OF

A

M.

L. HASELGROVE.

which

had

but

this

scant

treatment.

The print is wiped with one towel while
lying flat on another, to remove all
the surface moisture, and is dried before
a fire or some distance above a gas-ring,
the steam being blown away as it rises
from the surface. The envelope for
dispatch is prepared during the washing
processes, and the finished print posted
within half an hour of the taking.
The negative and print may be subse¬
quently fixed and washed thoroughly
if it is desired to keep them.
Enlarging from wet films is best
carried out if a piece of plain glass is
used as a support, a pool of glycerine
being run on to one surface and the film
laid in this pool, all air bubbles being
carefully excluded. A
second piece
of glass may be placed
sandwich so formed

on top, and
placed in

the
the

enlarger carrier.
If it is intended to do much high-speed
work it is as well to equip the dark-room
with double-strength developer to enable
developing to be done in half the usual
time, and with a rapid fixing bath made
by dissolving four ounces of hypo and
three-quarters of an ounce of ammonium
chloride in a pint of water, though this
is not recommended for general use.

WATKINS

EXPOSURE

METER

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced
workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements

of Hereford,

the makers

In this issue of " The
of each coupon is 6d.

of the well-known

Bee

Meter.

The

regular

price of this meter

A.P.” and for the three issues that follow, a coupon
Six coupons have already appeared.

with

the Watkins

Meter

Company,

is 5s.

will be printed

in the advertisement

pages.

The

value

Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of " The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only

to W. H. McKaig,
Additional

time

The 6d. Coupon

Meter Works,

Friar Street, Hereford.

will be allowed

for overseas

The meter will be sent by return post free.

readers.

will be found on page xvi of the advertisement

397

pages.
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Oortrayin
if she is near the window, for the
white sheets, pillows and shawl act
as reflectors. In photographing so
young a child it is wise to do so
immediately after a feed, when its
waving hands will be comparatively
still, and it will lie contentedly with
wide eyes. As to background, any
medicine bottles or sick-room para¬
phernalia would tend to spoil a
study of this description.
The photography of infants should
never be attempted in the sunlight.

Something

for the birds.

COUNTLESS articles have be n writ en on the
portraiture of pets and children, whereas adult
subjects are less frequently mentioned. Perhaps
the chief reason for this is the sudden awkward-

ness^of our friends when we suggest a “ close-up.”
There is fortunately, however, one outstanding ex¬
ception to this rule — namely, a young mother with her
first-born. Come as close as you like, try this angle and
that, yet your model still poses happily and gracefully,
assuming, of course, that the infant does not object.
A good deal can be written about posing, but I generally
ask the mother to play happily
with her child, after first imploring
her not to look at the camera ; and
Secrets.

then “ bide my time.”
The backgrounds should, of course,
be the essence of simplicity, and also
the clothes worn by the subjects.
A dark bush or hedge is an admirable
setting, and it should be far enough
from the subject to be out of focus.
If a natural background is not
available the old plan of throwing
a plain blanket over a clothes-line
is useful.

This means

be taken against the light, which
not only outlines the figure, but
also transforms the hair into a
halo.

with short exposures or even snap¬
shots, if the modem high-speed pan.
plates or films are used, and a fairly
large aperture lens.
The mother in bed with her new
12

or less in

shadow, which necessitates a slightlengthening of exposure to obtain
the detail in the shadow. Most
beautiful motherhood studies can

Surprisingly few amateurs take in¬
door daylight portraits, yet providing
the room is bright and sunny, very
successful results can be obtained

baby is a particularly easy subject

that the faces of the

subjects should be more

Lazy-bones.

To title your pictures is to en¬
hance their charm, and while you
are still thinking of suitable ones,
fresh ideas will suggest further
studies. So whether you call it
“ Where did you get those eyes so
blue ? ” “ First Steps,” or “ This
Little Pig,” is a matter for you
alone to decide.
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Motherhood
By W. N. and M. H. JAMESON.
The amateur photographer who has a room with a
large and lofty window is fortunate. He will be able
to deal with these subjects easily, particularly if there
are not many obstructions outside. In any case, it is
a good plan to shield the lower part of the window
with some opaque material, so that only the upper half

is used and the light strikes the model at an angle
of 45 degrees. A white reflector, which may be a
newspaper or a sheet, will help to lighten dark shadows.
In most cases the subjects demand short exposures,
although these will not be so brief as those required
for a very small child photographed alone. With the
presence of the mother a certain amount of stability
is secured, and this enables practically any type of
camera to be used, provided the aperture of the lens
is not too small and that it has a shutter that will give
a quick “ time ” exposure. The shutter should be
set to “ B,” and by quickly pressing and letting go
the release an exposure_of half a second or one second

399

Very new.
13
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

DEVELOPING

WHETHER, in enlarging, paper

is exposed by artificial light
or by daylight, there is no
difference in the subsequent treatment.
Developing, fixing and finishing follow
the usual routine ; but in that routine
all sorts of variations are possible.
Differences arise, indeed, even before
this stage, because there is the im¬
portant point of the choice of paper.
The beginner, and the experienced
worker, too, may 'well be bewildered
by the variety of papers at his disposal.
It was not ever thus. The print
from which the illustration was made
is not so old as the one I used last
week, but it dates back to a period
when bromide papers were restricted
in variety, and by no means so fine
in quality as they are to-day. Most
of them were on the dull and flat
side, and the “ varnishing ” to which
many of us resorted in desperation
was of doubtful advantage.
There is one thing the beginner
should not do, and that is to fly from

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

ENLARGEMENTS.
one paper to another in the hope of
getting better results. It is wiser to
adopt some well-known brand and
become familiar with it. If the best
results it will yield are not quite what
the worker desires he may try some¬
thing else. I think it is practically a
necessity for everyone making enlarge¬
ments to have at least two styles of
paper available right from the be¬
ginning, and these may well be the
normal and the vigorous grades of the
same make. Later on this stock may
well be increased. There is no such
thing as a single brand of paper that
is the best possible for all kinds of
negatives and all kinds of subjects.
I would also strongly advise the
beginner who proposes to do a reason¬
able amount of enlarging to provide
himself with an adequate equipment
of suitable dishes. When I say " ade¬
quate ” I mean that the number
shall be sufficient for all requirements ;
and when I say “ suitable ” I mean
that they shall be of the proper size

L NOTIONS

Jor the
and depth, and above all of satisfactory
material. In this respect, at any rate,
I am no believer in makeshifts. A
set of good dishes, properly cared
for, will last in good condition for
years and years.
One dish should

be

reserved

for

developing only, another for fixing
only ; and two, which should be of
considerably larger size, for washing
only. Immediately after use the de¬
veloping dish should be thoroughly
cleaned out with a sponge and plenty
of water ; and the fixing dish should
be well rinsed out. I have used
dishes of xylonite, porcelain and
enamelled steel, and have found
them all satisfactory. If I had to
choose, my vote would go to good
quality
porcelain.
If ordinary
bromide
should be so worked,
that

development

paper is used it
in my opinion,

should

be

carried

as far as it will go. There are ex¬
ceptions, but they need not concern
us here. What must be done is to
adjust the exposure to suit the method.
The shadows appear first, then the
next tones lighter, and so on, up to
the most delicate tones ; and then
nothing else happens. All this takes
place in a certain time, perhaps two
minutes or so, according to developer
and temperature.
If prints made in this way are not
the best possible, the probability is
that the grade of paper is not the most
suitable for the negative used. Fully
developed prints not only look well
as they are, but they are the only kind
that will respond satisfactorily to
subsequent toning.
With chloro-bromide papers it is a
different matter. The order of the
appearance of the tones is, of course,
the same, but in this case the print
must be watched, and development
stopped immediately the lightest tones
have appeared. If it is then found
that the shadows are weak in tone
the exposure must be shortened ;
if the shadows are blocked up the

The Shadows
14

Fall.

exposure was too short. What hap¬
pens in the latter case is that develop¬
ment has to be continued so long in
order to bring out the light tones.
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the shadows

have

had

time

to

become too dense. They are " blocked
up,” and lacking in transparency.
I am assuming that with chlorobromide paper the developer is kept
to one definite strength and compo¬
sition. It is a, mistake to try at the
beginning to obtain a wide range of
tones by tinkering with the developer
— diluting and restraining it. In in¬
experienced hands this is a hit or
miss method that results in more
misses than hits.
I am inclined to think that, on the
whole, the beginner is likely to get a
higher percentage of good prints
with chloro-bromide than with bromide
paper. I may be wrong, but I
certainly find myself that if a standard
developer is used there is wonderful
latitude in exposure with the warm
tone papers of this class.
t For developing, my preference for

bromide

papers

is amidol,

CONTROL

reference

to

Mr.

OF

of distant control of flashlight, I am
results from a flashlight battery.

I may

mention

letter

afraid

on

the

SPOTTING
of Central

subject

he will never

get

1. A source of current must be employed capable of giving
an output of about 2 amps. (This a flashlamp battery cannot
possibly do.)
2. The intermediate flex must be of the least possible
resistance.
found

in practice

that

it is useless

to expect

a good

result using anything smaller than 15-amp. power flex, the
total length thereof not exceeding 10 ft., with 42 S.W.G.
copper wire in the fusing position, as the voltage drop over
anything

more

than

about

a

foot

of the

standard

5-amp.

lighting 'flex is sufficient to prevent the fusing of the touch- wire.
42 S.W.G. tinned copper wire is obtainable on order from any
electrical dealer at about is. gd. per J-lb. reel.
Trusting this information may be of use to him. — Yours, etc.,
J. W. RUTHERFORD.

THE
Sir, — Apropos

of

PERFECT
your

very

CAMERA.
interesting

article

on

often wonder why the twin-lens camera (not the reflex type)
should have fallen into disuse, as it seems to me to come as near
as anything

yet devised.

It has all the advantages

of the reflex, with the additional merits of simplicity, eye-level
focussing, and considerably 'less bulk ; though the focussing
screen takes considerable space and means doubling the dimen¬
sions of the plate, it can be kept as thin as the ordinary folding
type, so that if made in, say, 2J X3^ size it need be very little
larger than the average J-plate model. I should think if this
type were re-introduced it would find a ready sale.
The two lenses, of course, in any form of camera, have their
disadvantages, as when it is required to use a telephoto. I am
surprised they are so persistently used in the smaller type of
reflex ; surely they must add to its bulk, also to its cost.
As regards the reflex, I think there is a demand for a small,
portable, single-lens type of simpler construction. Those on
the market are too expensive ; everyone does not require
high-priced large-aperture lenses, especially now such fast
plates and films are available, nor the numerous patent gadgets
which serve no useful purpose except to make them
or save a split-second of time. — Yours, etc.,

fool-proof
H. W.

allow

North

MINIATURE
me

to raise

America

my

NEGATIVES.
voice

on the subject

from

the

wilderness

of miniature

camera

work. Your correspondent, " Miniaturist ” is probably being
troubled with numerous black specks due to faulty technique.
It is necessary to have all solutions and wash-water at practi¬
cally the same temperature and to give the film a good soaking
in plain water both before and after development.
To omit the wash between developer and fixer is frequently
the cause of so-called pinholes.
The following method of combating such pinholes as do
occur is used by many miniature workers in this country.
Briefly, it is to cap the enlarger lens with a safe yellow or
orange filter and project the image on to the unexposed bromide
paper. Then, with a pencil, work over the bright spots on
the paper, caused by the pinholes, covering them up. The
exposure is then made by removing the filter.
When the finished print is dry the pencil marks are erased
with a piece of rubber and the resulting white specks are
spotted out in the usual manner.
It is hardly necessary to mention that the surface of the
paper must be such that it will readily take the pencil. — Yours,
etc.,
RALPH
REX.
(St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.)
[It is a coincidence that this letter arrived from America
just after the publication of the same method in our recent
Miniature Camera Number. — Ed.]

PERMANENT

" The

Perfect Camera,” I am reminded of a type not mentioned there,
which seems nowadays to have been completely overlooked. I

to perfection

prints, one by one, with Careful
draining, into clean water, ten or a
dozen times, with about five minutes
soaking each time. Tiresome? Perhaps.
But the prints will last for a quarter
of a century better than scamped
ones last for six months. W. L. F. W.

one detail — washing.

Sir, — Kindly

I have used a two-volt accumulator with every success, but
have found that there are certain essentials to be observed :

I have

So some people leave the prints in
a dish or a tank and let water run in
and out till they think enough water
has been wasted. Others buy ex¬
pensive labour-saving devices, which
may or may not do what they are
supposed to accomplish. The best
plan for those of us who have only
two large dishes is to transfer the

issued with them, both as regards char¬
acter of developer and general procedure.
It need hardly be said that the
greatest care should be exercised at
every stage of the work when making
enlargements. Failures are expensive.
In my opinion they should be rare.
The personal qualities that must be
cultivated are considered and metho¬
dical procedure, patience, cleanliness,
thoroughness and observation. This
is a formidable list, but the items
mentioned overlap and are intimately
connected. After a time they all
become merged in habit.

FLASHLIGHT.

Muffitt’s

Several satisfactory enlargements have
been developed and fixed. It is
necessary that they shall be properly
washed. Rather a bore ! No scope
here for pictorial ideas ; no great
expectations ; no realised hopes. A
dull, soulless job !

next

or two kinds of paper, so I would
advise him to follow the instructions

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

DISTANT

and

metol-hydroquinone ; for chloro-bro¬
mide papers my inclination is towards
glycin. As I have advised the begin¬
ner to restrict himself at first to one

Letters to the Editor
Sir, — With

PHOTOGRAPHER

Sir, — -I have

to me

the

two

more

grievances

serious

PHOTOGRAPHS.
(imaginary

as I combine

or not)

a great

which

deal

appear

of record

photography with the usual kind of work. Firstly, the per¬
manence of prints and negatives does not seem very great,
although we are told the properly finished negatives kept
away from damp “ should last practically indefinitely.” In
our climate, how often can one be sure of keeping them free
from damp, especially if they are put away in storage at any
time ? It is surely a standing disgrace to orthodox technique
that the reproduced photograph is the only essentially per¬
manent one, and it is up to the manufacturers to overcome
this.
Secondly, the unfortunate amateur who, owing to circum¬
stances, has to leave developing to professional firms is worse
off still, as regards proper finishing. One of the best and most
reliable firms in London, who do most of my work, have let
me down with several negatives I have come across only a
few years old. When paying to have work done one really
has a right to expect it done, if anything, better than oneS.could
J.
do it oneself. But I am afraid they are inclined to laxity
in the matter of ensuring permanent results. — Yours, etc.,

15
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Mr.
H. S.
THORNE.

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

ALTHOUGH I have practised

photography for twenty-five
years it was not until seven
years ago that I was persuaded to
join the local photographic society,
and I then realised that I was a long
way behind in photographic art. 1
could turn out a decent negative, but
my prints were suitable only for
Press purposes. But I was soon
helped on to the right road.
“ Regarding my present methods I
use a quarter-plate reflex with long
extension, fitted with a 6^-in. f/2.9
Pentac, interchangeable with a 14-in.
f/5.6 Ballon. Sometimes I use an
8£-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres. Although
the whole outfit is heavy 1 do not

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

mind, as I am strong, and my enthu¬
siasm mitigates any discomfort which
may arise. Although I do not specialise
in any particular subject I have a
leaning towards animal and bird
photography, and will sometimes go
to the Edinburgh Zoo (120 miles
away) to get such subjects. But I
like seascapes and genre sabjects, too.
" I prefer plates speeded about
700 H. & D., and use them throughout
the year. When on holiday I supple¬
ment these by film packs ; and if the
subject appears to be good I make
several exposures to make certain
that one will be just right. I always
develop by inspection, even with
panchromatic plates, which 1 first

desensitise. Before the war I used
the single solution Rodinal, then for
some
M.Q.,
Azol ortime
Rodinal.

and

now

either*

“ While developing I have at hand
several dishes with covers, one large
one containing water in which I place
the exposed plates. After they are
thoroughly soaked I shake off the
surplus water, and transfer each singly
to the normal developer. By this
means I have not been troubled with
air-bells for many years. I note the
time it takes for the image to appear,
and if the subject is a contrasty one
I put the negative back in the water,
and then into a developer of a quarter
normal strength. I take care not
to develop far enough to clog up the
high-lights. In my
early days I
frequently got my
negatives too
dense ; I now aim to get them thin,
but full of detail.
“ I can generally manage to find a
printing paper that is suitable for both
negative and subject. I often enlarge
on to Kodak Royal, tinted, having
two grades ready to hand. When a sea
picture is required I use white Royal.
I find that care must be taken in
exposing, as this fast paper has not
much latitude, and flat prints may
result.
“ I generally notice that many of
my important negatives are not free
from blemishes, so that I have to do
a little spotting and other work on the
print. This I do with conte crayon or
a very soft pencil (6b), and fix by
steaming at a kettle. This covers
up any handwork done, and gives a
rather nice sheen to the print.
“ To

all those

who

admire

the art

pages of ‘ The A.P.’ I offer the
advice to join the nearest photographic
society, if they are not already
members. They are bound to gain
knowledge
Where

Cloud

Galleons

Sail.

By

H.

S. Thorne.
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[See article , “ How I make
on the opposite page.)
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PENITENT.
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“ The A.P.”

Overseas and Colonial Exhibition, now open at the House

of the Royal Photographic

By

A. S. Edwin

(India).

Society, 35, Russell Square, IV.C.)
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By

i. — “ Fountain."
Pek Liong Leng.

2. — “ Public Fountain ."
By H. Threadgold.
5. — “ Looking down on Derwentwater"
By F. Major.

3. — “ In a Warwickshire

Lane."

6. — “ Mitcham
By F. C. Smith.

By E.Sunlit
G. Rough
ton.
4.
Foliage."
Common."

By K. Barton.
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
Some

Critical Comments

IN Nos. 1 and 2 of the prints repro¬
duced

on

the

opposite

page,

“ Fountain,” by Pek Liong Leng,
and ‘‘Public Fountain,” by H. Thread gold — there is a similarity of subject
but a diversity in treatment. The first
shows an appreciation of the value of
a strong position for the chief item
■of interest, but is somewhat lacking in
the amount of foreground included ; it
is devoid of effect, and its technique
is not too sound.
The second is characterised by an
■effect cl sunshine ; its technical
quality is better ; the amount of
foreground is adequate, but both the
effect and the composition suffer from
the inclusion of the patch of light at
the top.
It is probable that in the case of
No. 1 the choice of another time of
day would have produced something
in the nature of an effect. There
does not appear to be any reason why
it should not have been adopted, for
there are no figures of any importance
which had to be secured, nor any other
apparent justification; and, with a
touch of that feeling of sunlight which
the other so well displays, it would
make a different and better thing.
If the exposure can be repeated, it
would be wise to choose such a time
when some sort of effect is
At the same time, the point
should be made more distant,
front of the camera lowered
the needful

foreground

Securing

Good

present.
of view
and the
so that

is included.
Prints.

If the full time be given, the values
will be true, and, if the negative is
of suitable contrast, the print will
display that excellence of craftsman¬
ship that we signify by the name of
quality
The colour will be full and rich, and
the difference has only to be seen to
be appreciated. There is no fault to
be found with the original of No. 2
in this respect. Its colour is good and
the proper distinction between the
values maintained. It is excellent
in its choice of subject and effect,
the feeling of sunlight being delight¬
fully rendered, and the figures caught
at a fortunate moment.
What faults it does exhibit are those
of arrangement and placing, and
these, having regard to the need for a
certain rapidity of action to make
sure of the figures, may be forgiven.
Omission

°n

on the

and

Commission.

The arrangement would have been
better if the direction of view had
been slightly inclined to the right so
that a fraction more were included
on that side and less on the left.
The space between the base of the
tree and the outside edge should not
be less than three-sixteenths inch, and
the figures should be an equal amount
nearer to the left-hand margin. Some¬
thing may be cut off by masking, and,
if so, that amount might well be
added in another print, but the
probability is there is not enough
for adjustment. The point should
have been foreseen at the time of

The lack of quality in the tones,
which, of course, is not apparent in
the reproduction, is attributable to
indifferent technique in printing. The
printing paper was over-exposed and
an attempt made to correct the defect
by withdrawal from the developing
mixture too soon.

exposure and then corrected, so that
the defect may be described as one
of omission.
A fault of commission is the in¬
clusion of the sky at the top, for,
although it may be included in the

There is a proper time for exposure
and a proper time for development.
Put in a simple way, exposure controls
the depth of tone, and development its
quality. The time of development
depends upon the class of paper and is
usually indicated by the manufacturers.
This time must not be curtailed, for,
if it be, not only will the tones of the
print fail to reach their full value, but
they will appear degraded and of a
poor colour.

to appear in the final print. If the
print be trimmed from the top to the
level of the eaves of the far building,

negative, its ill effect is so>- obvious
that it should not have been allowed

only a minute portion of the sky
remains, and that could be lowered in
tone by a little local extra printing.
If, at the same time, the tone at the
extreme base could be lowered a
little — the shadow is useful but not
quite enough — the sunlight would tell
much more effectively and the appeal
would be enormously enhanced.

There

is a similar analogy

between

Nos. 3 and 4, “ In a Warwickshire
Lane,” by F. C. Smith, and “ Sunlit
Foliage,” by E. G. Roughton.
Analogies

and

Differences.

In both, a tree has been chosen as
the principal item, and, in each, the
attraction lies in the distance. The
technique of No. 3 is not so good, and
that of No. 4 of a distinctly higher
level. The fault, in the case of the
former, is attributable to over-expo¬
sure and under-development of the
print, as was the case with No. 1.
There is not, however, the same
lack of effect, for there are evidences
of the presence of sunshine and the
sky is pleasantly clouded. These
features could, perhaps, have been
more stressed in a better quality
print, and it would have been a help
if more of the existing foreground
shadow were included. A figure, in
the bend of the lane, would be a
decided acquisition if it could have
been managed, particularly if it hap¬
pened to be a girl in an appropriate
dress of lightish colour.
In No. 4, the effect of sunshine on
the distant foliage is so well brought
out that there is no need for any such
extraneous aid, the dark of the fore¬
ground showing the light beyond to
excellent advantage.
Figures

a Feature.

It could be wished, nevertheless,
that that foreground were not so
apparently out of focus, especially
as it could

easily have

been' avoided

by The
stopping
down. of an
advantage

appropriate

figure was indicated in the case of
No. 3, but the word appropriate is
significant, and should not be taken
to mean a figure of any description.
The figure in No. 5, “ Derwent water,”
by F. Major, does happen to be unob¬
trusive, but is far too tidily dressed
to fit in well. She is an obvious im¬
portation, and this is a suggestion
that must be avoided. The subject,
otherwise, is well seen and arranged,
remarks which also apply to No. 6,
“ Mitcham Common,” by K. Barton,
which, again, is characterised by good
workmanship, although, unfortunately,
there is little in the way of effect.
" Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ WHEELS

SUBJECTS for the camera, no

doubt, are more frequently
sought in those realms of Nature
where she reigns alone and undis¬
turbed, where there is the beauty of
the untouched countryside, and where
there is no hint of industrialism or its
regrettable defacements. In country
surroundings such intrusions seem
incongruous, but, nevertheless,
in districts which have been

OF

INDUSTRY,”

by C. V. Hougaard.

on the right also contributes its quota
towards the impression, and it is
noteworthy how the presence of this
item (2) seems to pull the composition
together. It is probable that the
group of chimneys (3) is intended to
be viewed as the chief item. That

opposition, and both are wide of the
position that would usually be chosen
for the chief item, their combined
effect seems contracted, and no sug¬
gestion of weakness arises.
Put in another way, the presence
of the wheel creates an illusion of

they claim a certain share of the
attention is undeniable, but their

strength of position in the chimneys,
and unity in the composition is
assured by opposition.
The way the smoke is
drifting is also of moment.
It would be moving towards

devoted to the pursuit of com¬
merce, an aspect of beauty —
of an entirely different charac¬
ter — may sometimes be found.
Beauty

the right, and seems to require
more space on that side than
on that from which it emerges.

in Industry.

It conveys a similar impres¬
sion to that suggested by the

The subject of our dis¬
cussion provides an instance.
The structures which comprise

wheel, so that, besides its
influence on the pictorial

the subject material are ob¬
viously of an industrial nature,

aspect of the picture, it has a
not inconsiderable bearing
upon the arrangement, which,
also, is characterised by a
notable degree of simplicity.

and, in ordinary circum¬
stances, could scarcely be
regarded as offering much
scope for pictorial work. Nor,
in this particular case, does
the presence of sunshine, as
may sometimes happen, make
very much difference.
Its influence is too wide¬
spread and not sufficiently
concentrated to rank as an

Effect

Composition

by

Opposition.

deep tone existing in the wheel

simplicity

with

The subject material is
severely restricted, there being
little beyond the chimneys,
the buildings in the distance,
and the wheel ; but, because
of their happy relationship
the one with the other, and
the fortunate placing of
the darks against light, an

This has its origin in the
light in the sky at (1). It
will be observed that the

The

Arrangement.

which the composition is de¬
signed that enables the beauty
of the effect of light to be so
well conveyed.

effect, and, though it does
lend a touch of brightness
that would otherwise be lack¬
ing, it is rather a feeling of
light or a suggestion of
luminosity that provides the
artistic motive.

sky tone darkens as it ascends,
and this, in itself, tends to
create a sense of light and brilliance,
partly on account of a feeling of
enclosure, and partly because of the
suggestion of contrast between zenith
and horizon. The feeling is stressed
and made much more effective by the
placing of the strong darks of the
chimneys and the tall buildings on the
right against it, while the plumes of
smoke not only intensify the sugges¬
tion but also add a touch of grace of
form on their own account.

and

It is the

aspect of beauty, which would
seldom occur, has been caught
and transmitted with vigour
and skill.
placing, in the ordinary way, would
seem to be too much inclined to the
left, and their pull would be somewhat
lessened in consequence.
The wheel itself is too low and too
near the right-hand side to maintain
an attraction against the pull of
the chimneys, but it still has a con¬
siderable significance. There is a
connecting link between these two
elements — 3 and 2 — in the horizontal
lines of the intervening buildings, and,
with this connection, the pull of the
two seems to be drawn together and
unified, so that, though they are in

18

8

A

Word

of Warning.

In this transformation of the prosaic
into a thing of beauty there is a touch
of novelty, as there is, again, in the
unusual nature of the composition.
Both lend an additional interest which
enhances the pictorial appeal, but
it should not be imagined that, because
of this novelty, the cult of the ugly is
advocated, for the attraction of the
effect is an abstract quality indepen¬
dent of the materia] objects of which
the subject is composed.
" Mentor.”
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It tones itself

VAERT

— You only fix it

(Gall it Gay-vert )

SELF-TONINC
The

simplest

for making
A

of all methods

your

own

prints.

Frame, a Dish, Water and some

Hypo

That is all you need for beautiful
and permanent prints. Gevaert
S.T. gives brilliant results in an
artistic range of tones from Sepia
to Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation.

GEVAERT
WALMER

ROAD

SAMPLE

LTD.

- - LONDON,

PACKET

4 pieces, assorted

W.10

3d.

grades,

3£x2|,

post free.

Only

DON’T

WAIT

Voigtlander
can offer you
such value!

till you come back
from your holidays

Only Voigtlander with their

learn how to do your own develop¬
ing and printing now, it will help
you to get better results, will give
you much more interest in your
hobby and will save you money.
j1 A trial set of Chemicals
| “ The

Amateur

long
experience,
world¬
wide sales,
with consequent
gigantic production, can
offer you such an excellent

1
■offered to Readers of |
1
]

j 4-oz. tin ACID-FIXING.
1 1 Packet M.-Q. Developer, sufficient to make
]
3 dozen Gaslight prints, together with three

\
j
I

I-

1

instruction booklets.
Send

Publicity

Ask your dealer to demonstrate it, you’ll be amazed at
the value. Or write below for full descriptive details.

Photographer.”

J' 1-oz. trial bottle of AZOL, sufficient to develop
£
12 Spools 3Jx2|.

l

camera as the “Brilliant”
for 45/-. Fitted with f/7.7 anas, lens in speed¬
ed shutter, it shows you your picture almost
FULL-SIZE while you take it! And it gives
you 12 pictures on an 8-exposure 2^x3^ film.

P.O.

1/7 to -

- -

Dept.:

SON
JOHN
Manufacturing
PLEASE

HENDON,
& SONS
LTD. LONDON,

Chemists,
MENTION
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Cine-“Kodaks”
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MOVIE
Range

Junior.

The

smallest, lowest-priced

16mm. Cine-ctKodak”. Holds 50 ft. Cine-Kodak
Film. F3.5 or f 1.9 anastigmat lens. From £13.13.0 .

Beginner and Expert

Model

K.

The extra-versatile movie camera.

Half¬

speed device; 50 or 100ft. film capacity. Standard
lens equipment, fl.9 anastigmat, for
black-and-white and “Kodacolor”;
instantly interchangeable with big
range of special-purpose lenses — wideangle, long-focus, of various apertures
and focal lengths - - - - £35.0J)

Models K50and K75.
The best in 16mm.
projection. Extremely
powerful projection
lamps (500 or 750
watt) throw pictures
of theatre-brilliance.

‘Kodascopes’
for Home
Model

C.

and

Lecture-HaM.

Every optical,
mech¬
anical
and electrical
refinement. For
black-and-white or

Plugs into ordinary house

lighting circuit ; throws a bright
flickerless picture 40x30 ins. at 9 or
1 8 ft. Motor-driven rewind. £ 18. 18.0
Can

be converted

watt model for

“Kodacolor”
From - -

-

-

-

-

£10.10.0

London,

W.C.2.

GAM AGES for VALUE!
Whether you require super value in second-hand Cameras, special
discontinued lines, or in the latest products of the finest manufac¬
turers, you cannot do better than come to Carnages.

THE ZEISS IKON
NETTAR SERIES

CORONET CINE
CAMERA
A

brand

new

guaranteed

cine

camera

This

cameras

have

all-metal

body,

the

37/6

ROLLEICORD

A

The
“ taking lens ” and brilliant

For

Heidoscop anastigmat “ viewing lens.”
★

Special

and

Compur

releasing in one

11300th
★

one-lever

shutter

for setting

movement.

Speeds to

will make

Compur

of parallax.

What

is shown

★

The

Price

is low

considering

the

on

Send

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

shutter

a big allowance
exchange

camera

2^x3i

front,
shutter,

for

f/4.5
and

success

roll films,
Tessar,

dead

and

with

f/4.5 Nettar

little camera.

Price

for your

for this new

special

leaflet.

will make

a big

of

fitted
latest

accurate

Price

Carnages

Rolleicord

has features found on cameras costing £20
upwards. Gamages offer the m
easiest of easy payment terms, 1 fl
too.
Cash Price I \j WllS«

20

definitely

fitted

com¬

lenses

and

represents

in its class.

model

beautiful

meter, and of course distinguished
Ikon finish throughout.

the ground-glass screen appears exactly on the
film.

outstanding
standard

erecting

second.

Compensation

of cameras

various

Illustration
latest

D.A.

old

anastigmat.
^

f±¥\C

U

uns.

apparatus

model .

ZEISS IKON
SUPER IKONTA

Made by the world-famous makers of the Rolleiflex,
Messrs. Franke and Heidecke. Features include :
FI 4.5 Zeiss Triotar

model

value

the

Telma

in part

★

Each

finest

shows

range

with

built-in

Gamages

THE

models

shutters.

to

view-finder, powerful
smooth-running
motor, film footage indicator, and
fine
quality Taylor-Hobson f/3 9
anastigmat lens.
List price 65s. Gamages price

remarkable

prises

take the popular 9.5-mm. Pathe film at a
price lower than that of a good still camera.
These

1934.
selfD.A.

distance
by

Zeiss

£17
allowance

for your old apparatus in part ex¬
change for this new model.

GAMAGES,
PHOTOGRAPHER

”

£75.0.0

KODAK
LIMITED,
Kodak House. Kingsway,

to powerful 300

WHEN

Holborn, London, E.C.1.
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NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINE APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Technique

THE development of professional

“talkies” has contributed in
no small way to the improve¬
ments which have been effected in
amateur (silent) cinematography. It
has popularised the near viewpoint
to such an extent that few productions
— amateur or professional — now show
that lack of close-up shots which
characterised them only a few years ago.
These close-ups have naturally taken
the place of longer shots, and this is
all to the good, provided essential
long shots are not interfered with or
cut in any way.
Unfortunately,
however, these long shots have sus¬
tained interference and neglect ; so
much so, that there now seems to be
some sort of aversion to the use of
the long shot proper.
Now the long shot is quite as im¬
portant as any other useful device
in cinematography. It has its func¬
tions and its proper purposes, and
there must be no danger at all of its
being lost to amateur production
technique.
Correct

of the Long

Shot SIGURD MOIR.

Precedence.

Scene

When assembling any sequence, the
long shot should nearly always take
precedence over more intimate shots
of the same scene.
Thus, if it were required to em¬
phasise, say, one of the buildings in the
middle distance of our picture, the
long shot — with the characters “ in
action ” — would come first. Then, as
the characters approached the building,
a medium shot from a directional
viewpoint could begin the emphasis —
which might be completed with the
aid of a suitable close-up.
Occasions on which this order would
have to be reversed are significantly few.
If, for example, it were required to
show the characters returning from the
building, this reverse order would have
to obtain. In practice, however, re¬
turn journeys of this kind can be
indicated quite clearly without the
need for intimate shots — which, by
explaining the outward action, have
simplified the return, too.

When
medium
same

- Changes .

anv long shot gives way to a
or more intimate shot of the
subject,

the

action

may

be

helped by making the change on a
lap dissolve. In the present case,
the main long shot would dissolve into
the medium shot, which in turn would
dissolve into the ultimate close-up.
These dissolves tend, however, to
slow down the action ; and since
film speed is the governing factor in
such matters, ordinary cuts must take
preference over the lap dissolves in
all cases where the film tempo is fast.
And even with direct cutting, the
long shot of generous footage may
occasionally incline to slowness. Here
the remedy is to reduce the length of
the long shot and to see that the
succeeding medium shot and the
close-up are each of greater footage.
Apart from these considerations,
the long shot is fairly easy, and there
is no reason why it should not appear
more in the work of serious amateurs.

Use.

At the same time, the long shot is
a good device only so long as it is
used correctly.
Always, of course, the object is to
include the whole or the greater
part of a large set. But to do this
by means of a long shot when a
number of intimate medium shots
could be used more effectively would
be an incorrect use. As an example
of the kind of subject that no number
of medium shots could portray so
effectively as a single long shot, the
accompanying illustration serves ad¬
mirably. Stretched out before the
“ characters ” is a long, rolling
panorama of diversified scenery ; and
only the long shot could show the
close relationship in which those
diverse scenes are bound.
Similarly, no number of medium
shots could effectively portray a whole
crowd or vast concourse of people.
The medium shots have, of course,
their value in picking out certain
sections, but in its ability to include
the whole at one time the long shot
establishes itself as unique in technical
photography.

Long shots of this type are valuable where it is desired to show the relationship of different
objects later to be filmed in greater detail. Included above are a cricket field, tennis
21
courts, swimming pool, camping ground, concert hall and bathing huts.
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Making

MOST of us have at some time

or other been struck with
awe as we reviewed some
stretch of beautiful countryside. It
was undoubtedly this pleasant sensa¬
tion which caused many a famous
artist or photographer to record in
his own individual way the scene
which confronted him.
It may be that we are inclined to
leave the noise and bustle of the town
and wander far from the beaten track,
to glory in the wide open moorlands,
or nestle in the gentle countryside.
Some of us will find our pleasures in
the midst of an old-world town.
However, instead of meditating
about these places, it is a far better
plan to film them, and in this article
we are going to try and explain some
of the most important points to
watch when making a travel film.
Getting

to

Work.

After carefully deciding the places
and scenes you intend to film you
must make a short scenario. This
should consist of a list of places, titles,
views, human interest and connecting
shots. It need not be as elaborate as
the scenario of a photoplay, but it is
just as important, because it will save
you a lot of time and trouble.

New

a Travel Film

When you are on location you will
often think of new ideas, but without
a foreknowledge of the main part of
the film it is impossible to work out
costs and length of film, apart from
being mixed up with the sequences.
Titles will be the names of villages,
historical notes, the explanation of
local customs, and other references
which make the film comprehensible
to our friends and others ; but you
should not use titles when some photo¬
graphed action would convey the idea,
for actions speak louder than words.
If you can unearth some poetry con¬
cerning the district in question it will
greatly
add to the charm of the
film.
Human interest is very important in
a travel film, because it superimposes a
touch of life that relieves the monotony
of the otherwise inanimate shots.
Always take advantage of the op¬
portunity to get a shot of the oldest
inhabitant, or some children playing;
and if you can persuade a friend to
accompany you on your travels, he
or she can be made to appear in most
of the scenes, say leaning on the para¬
pet of a bridge, or just walking down
the road, or examining the village
cross, etc.

Continuity is the art of making
shots of different scenes dovetail into
each other without any abrupt stops.
Here are a few examples :—
Shots taken from a car or other
moving vehicle of parts of the road or
views of the surrounding countryside ;
these give the impression of being
transported from one village to another.
The use of a sub-title something like
this, “ We leave (name of place) and
after motoring three miles we arrive
at (name of next place) ” ; fading
scenes into each other by the use of an
iris diaphragm or double exposure.
No doubt you will have observed
from the above remarks that the aim
of each has been to make the picture
flow smoothly from end to end, and
this is really the secret of successful
film making, travel or otherwise.
Before you actually photograph
the various scenes always take a
walk around and obtain the best
viewpoint, because your film must
be a pictorial effort as well as a
record. Framing views by including
some leaves which are waving in the
breeze, or taking a shot through the
arch of a bridge, will give a pictorial
effect— and don’t forget to include
some close-ups here and there.

Model Siemens Cine Camera

THE new model of the Siemens

16-mm. cine camera, Model C, with
its f/1.5 Hugo Meyer Plasmat lens
and its new resources, will cause more
than a mere flutter of interest among
the 16-mm. workers who take their cine
photography seriously. It has the chief
features of the present Siemens camera,
with further aids to advanced work

normal taking to " slow-motion ” taking
giving hopelessly under-exposed slowmotion pictures on the screen— provided,
of course, that the exposure at 16 was
reasonably correct, and that obviously

lens is usually

well hooded,

with

The focussing
scale particularly
shows minute*
variations
in distance,
in
close-ups, another desirable feature,
especially when an f/1.5 lens is used.
This new model is also equipped, as

gained by the professional operator,
and yet it is not too complicated for the
novice.

a standard fitting, with the Leitz range¬
finder, detachable, which lies clipped

The Meyer f/1.5 lens, an objective
of high quality, is available for colour
work, and this lens is the standard
equipment for this model.
Four speeds are provided : 8, 16, 24,
and 64 per second. That 24 speed

to the top of the camera and is instantly
removable for use in the hand if its
employment on top of the camera should
be inconvenient.
The dimensions are 5^X3 X4J in.,
and

is going to be useful when the 16-mm.
workers link up their pictures with a
synchronised running commentary, a
popular development which is not far off.
This camera has a movement for use

is therefore no risk of the change from

The

a strong mount which should save the
lens from damage
from accidental
knocks.

which will appeal to the experienced
worker who seeks some of the effects

when the taking speeds are changed.
The stops are coupled up to the speed
indicator in such a way that if a change
is made suddenly from normal (16)
to 64 or 24 per second, or vice versa,
the stop is changed accordingly to
suit the new exposure condition. There

lens, with a scale automatically show¬
ing the depth available at each aperture,
is useful to the serious worker, and ought
to be useful to others.

the whole

outfit, with

the f/1.5 lens

and the. range-finder, in a high quality
leather case, costs £ 60 , and is obtainable
from the distributors, CineprS, Ltd.,

impossible slow-motion shots in
light are not attempted. Those
have tried slow-motion and have
gotten to readjust the stop for
enhanced speed will appreciate
device.
A

depth-of-field

table

alongside

bad
who
for¬
the
this
the

1, New Burlington Street, W.i.
As in other Siemens cameras this one
uses casettes for its film. Loading is
easier than with the general run of
16-mm. cameras, in fact it is difficult
to see how anyone, however clumsy,
can go wrong in loading. Casettes are
available for Kodak
and Agfa film,
including

the Agfa negative-positive

film.
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Exhibitions

and Competitions

cu?$tu£eand

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, May 31. Rules in the issue of April 25.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Open, May 5-27. Entry forms from Fotoklub
Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana, Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — May g— June
9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4, Wimbledon Park Road,
Southsea.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.

national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary,
Turin,
Italy.A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,

Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.

Paris Salon. — Entries, May 31 ; open, October 6-21.
Secretary, M. E. Cousin, Societe Fran^aise de Photo¬
graphic, 51, Rue de Clichy, Paris (9E).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June n ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beachfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
“All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club. —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries, May 15 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan, Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 21-July 3. Particulars from
Miss M. R. Walsh, 330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107
Society Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre&-Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Open, May 26 to
Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars from N. J.
Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬

Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30.
Further particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong
University A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
OpeD
October 1-10 ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address(Tokyo),
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo

1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
ham.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton Street, Rother¬
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

Thehere ifWeek’s
Meetings
the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

Societies will have their meetings announced
Wednesday,

May

2nd.

Thursday,

May

May

3rd.

May

the

notice

the

Agfa

Speedex

" O ”

We understand that only one model, the Speedex “ O,” is
now marketed. This is fitted with the f/3.9 Agfa Solinar
lens in Compur shutter and sells at five guineas,
*

Recent changes in secretary have
societies : Newcastle and Tyneside

*

*

*

The British Film Institute has received a request on behalf
of an education officer who is home on leave and who returns
to his station

in Kenya

shortly.

He

7th.

May

8th.

May

H. W. Doughty.

9th.

would be welcome and no sub-titling is necessary if the film
is accompanied by written notes. The Secretary of the British
Film Institute, 4, Great Russell Street, London, W.C.i, will be
pleased to answer any inquiries or receive any films that may
be donated.
*

A few

taken place at the following
Photographic Society, Hon.

Secretary, Mr. H. E. Ruddock, .10, Belle Vue Terrace, Gates¬
head, Co. Durham ; Ilford Photographic Society, 40, Stonehall
Avenue, Ilford, Essex.
*

May

Camberwell C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Croydon C.C. Home-made Gadgets. C. Howard.
Leicester and L.P.S. Members’ Evening.
Rochdale P.S. Colour Filters. T. Eggles.

Camera appearing in our recent Miniature Camera Number,
two models with diflerent lenses and prices were quoted.

*

Monday,

Wednesday,

5th

of

6th.

Tuesday,

Bath P.S. Freshford.
Bradford P.S. Hull (Y.P.U. Annual Conference).
Scarborough A. P.C. Hull (Y.P.U. Annual Conference).
South London P.S. Barnes to Richmond.

Correction. — In

May

Hackney P.S. “ The Zoo’s Who’s Who.” Cecil Roberts.
John Ruskin C.C. Practical Work.
Manchester A. P.S. “ Newspaper and Aerial Photography.”
Nelson C.C. Tinting Slides. Mr. Watson.
St. Bride P.S. “ Open your Eyes.” G. H. Dannatt.

4th.

John Ruskin C.C. Wet Collodion Process. G. E. Tennant.
Photomicrographic Society. Annual General Meeting.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Carbro. D. W. Spendlove.

Saturday,

Sunday,

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Annual Meeting.
Chelsea P.S. “ Picturesque Cornwall.” T. F. Goldsmith.
Oxford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Staines P.S. “ Wild Flower Studies with a Camera.” H. Pickwell.

Hackney P.S. Outing : The Zoo.
N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’ Queries.
Nottingham and Notts. P.S. Car Colston.

Friday,

of the session or from time to time.

N. Middlesex P.S. Chesham.

Camberwell. C.C. “ Pictorial Photography.’* J. Dudley Johnston.
Leicester and L.P.S. Print Competition.
Margate and D.P.F. Portraiture Evening.
Rochdale. P.S. “ Calibrating the Camera.” H. Gidman.

Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,

London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
Japan.
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,

is in charge

of a most

interesting tribal school in that country and has bought him¬
self a 16-mm. projector and a few simple reels for showing to
his pupils, thus spreading knowledge amongst a tribe where
reading and writing is unknown and no literature exists in the
vernacular. He has had to do this at his own expense and
now finds himself unable to purchase further films at a piice
which he can afford. An appeal is now issued to amateur
cinematographers to help by giving him some of the subjects
with which they have finished. Any typical British scenes

entry forms

*

for the Third

*

Lucerne

International

Salon

are available for readers of " The A.P.” who apply to this
office. A stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed
:jc
#
*
with the application.
A new list of second-hand and shop-soiled reflex and focalplane press cameras has just been issued by the Westminster
Photographic Exchange. The list has thirty-six pages crammed
full of bargains, and many illustratons of the cameras are in¬
cluded. Everyone desirous of securing a good second-hand
camera should write for a copy, which will be sent free on ap¬
plication

to ' Camera

*
House,’

*
*
119,
Victoria

St., London,

S.W.i.

Messrs. R. F. Hunter, Ltd., of "• Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s
Inn Road, London, W.C.i, have a new illustrated leaflet ready
for distribution, dealing with Rolleiflex and Rolleicord cameras.
It is attractively produced and contains full information con¬
cerning these popular miniature reflex cameras. A copy will
be sent free to any

reader

of “ The

A.P.”

on application.
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Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : " The F.ditor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer,
Dorset ofHouse,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give
the name and address
the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him. but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a’
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid bv arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information art freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
ID See ' General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(31 Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper onlv. and should be specific and not general. Sucti
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or " Can you give me -ome hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (G) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or " Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. E.nquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut irom the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Grain

of Paper.

You will see that the surface of the enclosed print
has a grain like woven material. Is this obtained
by putting something of the sort over the paper
when printing ?
R. B. A. (Liphook.)

No. The fabric known as bolting silk
is sometimes used in contact with the
paper, but this breaks up the image itself.
In the print you send the image is con¬
tinuous. The effect is obtained by im¬
pressing the fabric pattern on the paper
itself. Various surfaces are obtained
in this way.
Violet

Toner

for Slides.

How can I tone
colour ?

lantern

slides to a good violet
M. P. N. (Monmouth.)

We can only guess at the colour you
have in mind, but probably the cobalt
method of toning will come nearest to
your requirements. The original slide
should be made on a “ black ” tone
plate. Make up four ten-per-cent solu¬
tions : A, cobalt nitrate ; B, potassium
citrate ; C, citric acid ; and D, potas¬
sium ferricyanide. The working bath,
mixed in the order given, is: A, 12
parts ; B, 150 parts ; C, 100 parts ;
D, 10 parts. The colour obtained is
considered to be permanent.
Filters.
I have decided to use a filter or filters during a
holiday tour. What type of filter shall I use, and
what increase in exposure should be given ?

J. G. G. (W'anvick.)

We should strongly advise you not to
begin using filters on a holiday trip,
when you naturally want to get successful
results. You should get used to using
the filter beforehand. We think on the
whole you had better rely on a plain
yellow filter, which would necessitate
about twice or three times the normal
exposure. As we have frequently
pointed out, however, the increase in
exposure depends not only on the colour
and depth of the filter, but upon the

particular sensitive material with which
you use it, and this can only be found
out by experiment. You do not say what
plates or films you use, but, whatever
they are, we should advise you to
consult the makers as to a suitable
filter, as they will be able to tell you
its factor for their own products.
Amidol.
In amidol formulae for bromide paper the amount
of amidol is often not stated definitely ; for
example, 30-40 grains.
be more exact ?

Should

not the amount
C. L. (London.)

There is considerable permissible lati¬
tude. An increase in the amount of
amidol added makes for greater vigour
and contrast in the prints, which may
or may not be desirable.
Press

Photographs.

I wish to specialise in Press photography. Can
a sub-standard cine camera be used as effectively
as a reflex for the purpose ? VV. L. (Rusholme.)

As you have Press photographs in
view you should dismiss from your
mind the idea of obtaining them with
a sub-standard cine camera. We should
strongly advise you to use a camera
taking plates or ordinary negative film,
which will give you, even from small
negatives, enlargements of sufficiently
good quality for reproduction purposes.
Films

Sticking.

When I develop flat films in a dish they stick
firmly to the bottom. What will prevent this ?
J. C. L. D. (Rhyl.)

Of the many hundreds of films we
have developed in a dish we never
remember one sticking in the way you
describe. We always draw a film
backwards and forwards through the
developer and turn it over a few times
before letting it remain still at all, and
if this is done we cannot imagine the
film sticking to the dish.
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Competitions.

What are the restrictions governing your monthly
comnetitious ? Would it be permissible to use
coupons from the last number received ?
R. C. R. (Buenos Aires).

The conditions of our various com¬
petitions are always published in the
last issue of each month. As regards the
coupons, readers abroad are always
allowed to use the latest one they happen
to have, and prints are entered in the
competition for the month during which
they are received.
Book

on Composition.

Will you say if there is a useful booklet dealing
with pictorial arrangement, or rules for selecting
a view, published at as. 6d. or 5s. ?
T. A. (Colne.)

You must get out of your mind the
idea that pictorial photographs can be
made according to a sot of rules. Certain
general rules and various hints are to
be obtained from several books, most
of which, however, are published at a
price far higher than those you name.
We consider that a book that would
help you is " Pictorial Photography for
Amateurs,” by R. H. Goodsall. The
price is 5s., and the postage 6d. As
you may have some difficulty in obtaining
it locally we may mention that you can
get a copy from Messrs. Sands Hunter
and Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.
Unsharp

Negatives.

The results I have been getting lately with my
reflex camera have pronounced lack of sharpness.
I am inclined to blame the lens. How can I
test it ?
A. N. (Hitchin.)

As you suggest that it is only lately
that your photographs have not been
sharp, it is possible that the lens is
no longer clean. You can test this by
opening up the camera, and looking
through the lens at a bright light, when
the glass should be perfectly clear. If
this is not the cause of the trouble it may
be that the ground-glass focussing screen
is out of register, or has been accidentally
turned upside down. Another possible
explanation is that the cells of the lens
are not screwed home. You do not
say whether the image appears sharp on
the ground glass.
Common

Salt.

I find the expression 11 common ” salt used in
formulae for toning self-toning paper, and else
where. What exactly does it mean ?
M. L. (Highgate.)

It is the ordinary salt sold in blocks,
or in powder form, and is the natural
product without any modification. Cer¬
tain prepared table salts have something
added to them, generally to keep them
dry and powdery, and these should
be used in photographic work.

not

Desensitising.
Will you explain briefly what happens when a
plate is desensitised so that it becomes insensitive
to light ?
D. M. C. (London.)

The plate does not become absolutely
insensitive to light, but it is affected by
the desensitiser in such a way that its
speed is enormously decreased. Thus a
very fast panchromatic plate may become
only about as sensitive as gaslight paper,
and so may be safely handled under
similar lighting conditions.
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Prepaid Advertisements.
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE12 words or less .
2/6
24 d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The
Amateur P/iotogriDher ’ ” should be Included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent for registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to toe advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transaction, up to £10 a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

MENTOR Folding Reflex, 9x12 cm., f/4.5

Zeiss lens, reversible back, 3 D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case ; many extras ; bargain
£11/10 ; or near offer. — Box 29, e/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
11417

Emporium

WARNING

AND

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from_this quarter.

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

working
order ;
cost £8/10
accept
£2 or
KODAK
Postcard
Folding,
leather; case
; perfect
offer ; deposit approval. — Law, Norton House,
High Stone, Wanstead, Essex.
1-PLATE Klito de Luxe, f/6.3 anastigmat,

4

[1677
double

extension, rise and cross, spirit level, 2 finders,

5 slides, F.P. A., Dremo exposure meter ; new
condition, 50/- ; or exchange P.C. — Langford, East
Everleigh, Marlborough, Wilts.
[1678
Folding Contessa
f/4.5 Tessars,
coupled
BARGAINS.—
Latest Stereo,
Focussing
Model 45x107
Compurs, 12 slides, £6 ; also Zeiss 10x50 Dekaris

Glasses, finest binoculars made, hide case, cost
£23/8, accept £12/10 ; both nearly new. — Bird,
31. Mansfield Rd., Exeter.
[1679

21 Square Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7, new,

4 perfect, portrait attachment, leather case ;
cost 65/6, for 47/6. — Meredith, 21, Sherborne Rd.,
Sebastopol, Mon.
[1680

LENSES

Leica III,
slow-speed this
shutter
and model
ultraMarch’s
Zeiss Minex
Tessar, deF.P.
2 D.D.i-pl.
slides,
magazine
condition,
new lens,
Y f/2with
PERFECTL
ADAMS’’
LuxeA., Model
Reflex,
f/6.3 rapid
Summar
in rigid mount, £24/10. — ■
plate-holder, colour filter, solid leather case ; T. W’alker, 5, New St., St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.2.

absolutely as new, £25. — Barton,
Newport, Mon.

5, High

St.,
[1644

WHOLE-PLATE Underwood Field Outfit, T.-P. 31x24 T.-P. Junior Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5
shutter, 3 double slides, including film
sheaths, 3 lenses (Clement, Ross and Busch W.A.),
tripod, solid leather case, £4. — Smith, Barden,
Winstanley Rd., Sale, Manchester. Deposit. [1645

2 anastigmat and 9-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5, 10
single slides, F.P. A., direct-vision wire finder,
Wratten K 2 filter and focussing magnifier, all
[1682
in solid leather case, £14/14. — Box 192, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1686

GIRAFLEX
41x3}, cost
revolving
back, and
modelindis¬B,
cross front,
F.P. A., double
6 slides.
Alpha
ICArising,
Ideal 31x24,
f/4.5 Dominar,
extension,
k f/4.5, recently
£36/1/6,
tinguishable from brand new ; with leather case,
filter, leather case ; excellent condition, £6/15. —
147. Dowsett Rd., Tottenham.
[1647

£16.— Masters, 65, Endell St., W.C.2.

[1687

cross front,
Speed Cameo 34x21,
Xpres
POSTCARD
Klito,Cooke
doubleanastigmat
extension, f/6.8,
rising Ilex
and ENSIGN
f/3.5, Super
18 plate-holders,
F.P.A.,Ross
focussing
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., 8 single screen, Gamma filter, Ilford P.V. filter, leather

metal holders, F.P. A., focussing screen, case ; case, canvas case, fitted Leica range-finder and
special focussing scale to agree with range-finder
very good condition, 110/-. — Wreford, Harold Wood,
Romford. Phone, Ingrebourne 10.
[1648 scale ; new November, 1933 ; £20, no offers ;
deposit system. — R. G. Kennard, Hazelby Cottage,
[1688
finder, antinous release, 3 spool-chambers, in The Glade, Kingswood, Surrey.
special leather case, also panoramic tripod head,
2 lens, focussing screen, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. A.,
rectangle view-finder, and developing tank ; prac and other accessories, pigskin case ; perfect
tically unused ; cost £23 ; accept £15/10. —
condition, £25. — Critchley, Gorton St., Blackpool.
Lindsay. — Below.

LEICA Model I, fixed f/3.5 Elmar lens, range¬

31x24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres

1A Kodak Roll Film Graflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar ENSIGN
FilmtoReflex,
3.1X.21,
f/3.4, Speed
speeds Roll
l/25th
l/500th
and Aldis
time,
leather case ; cost £11/5 ; new condition, £6/10. —

lens, focal-plane, l/10th to 1/1, 000th see. ;
perfect condition ; cost £35 ; accept £17/10 ; deposit
system. — Lindsay, 3, Castle St., Dundee.
[1652

Garton, 77, Highview Avenue, Edgware.
[1691
[1689
F.P. A., R.F.A., leather case, yellow filter, Wf HOLE-PLATE Field Camera, 4 D.D. slides,
Ross Universal lens, £4/4 ; particulars from
supplementary lenses, etc., cost £10, accept £6 ; II
— W. J. Bennetts, Beacon, Camborne.
[1692
Enlarging attachment with 44-in. condenser,
25/- ; Amato Plate Tank, cost 19/-, for 13/- ;
V.P.K. Series III, 25/- ; all in practically new
I to l/2,800th sec., 54-in. Cooke f/2 lens,
6 D.D. slides and Mackenzie envelopes, solid leather
condition. — Mortley, 49, Brougham St., Greenock.
case, £25, lens alone cost £42 ; also V.P. Goerz
1-PLATE Folding Ernemann, Doppel lens, 6 slides,
[1657 Tenax, 1 to l/250th sec., f/6.8 Dagor, F.P. bolder, and
pouch, £2/12/6. — E. Warrillow, Gas House, Etruria,
4 15/- ; i-pl. Lancaster Field, 3 slides, 20/-. —
Stoke-on-Trent.
[1693
Southgate, 15, Lilian Gardens, South Woodford.

ZODEL 3Jx2i, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, 3 slides,

GENUINE Bargains. — I-pl. Press, Nettel shutter,

LEICA Model II, Elmar f/3.5, ever-ready case ; 31x21 Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/7.7, hood, case ;
[1658
perfect condition, £15. — Robinson, 209, Walsall
Rd., Birmingham.
[1662

4 perfect ; bargain, 45/-. — Calvert, 2, Esplanade
Gardens, Scarborough.
[ 1694

14.
[1697
V.P.K.
, f/7.7, £1.-142, Addison Rd., Birmingham,
SOHO Reflex, i-pl., Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, REFLEX,
focal-plane,
l/15th
to
1/1,
000th,
6
slides
Dallmeyer Press, 1925, I-pl., f/3.5,;
good condition, £5. — Clark, Westbourne, West-

3 D.D. and 2 book-form slides, F.P. A., lens
hood, filter, antinous release, tripod, leather
case ; perfect condition, £16. — Lentrosen, Purley
Hill, Surrey.
[1664

KODAK 3a Special, Postcard, Goerz Dagor f/6.8, VOIGTLANDER Superb Miniature Reflex, brand
Compound, leather case, £5. — Lunn,
Hill, Ottery St. Mary.

ix

West
[1507

new, never used, £14/10 ; also Kodak la,
self-erecting, f/6.3 anastigmat, as new, 37/6. —
177, Sayer St., London, S.E.17.
[1665
bargain, as new, i-pl. and 2Jx3J Miraphot
1-PLATE Mahogany Field, D. extension, f/8 lens,
Enlarger, unused, and with f/4.5 lens, absolutely
2
T.-P.
roller-blind
shutter,
1
D.D.,
tripod,
case,
complete, 2 large dishes, etc., also Kodak Amateur
25/-, or nearest. — Robinson, 6, Ernest Terrace.
Printer, complete with dishe3, measuring glasses, etc. ; Northallerton.
[1667
the outfit cost over £20 recently ; will take
£14 for immediate sale ; everything guaranteed. —
4 in Compur, with case, 63/-. — Andrews, 10.
Wyndham Green, Mersham, Ashford, Kent. [1560 Carfrae
Terrace, Plymouth.
[1673

COMPELLED give up Photography. — Unusual

bury Crescent, Oxford.
[1699
1-PLATE Salex Focal-plane Compact Folding Press,
4 Ross Xpres f/4.5, l/10th to l/l,000th, 12
slides, 3 film sheaths, tripod ; good condition, £6.
— Fowler, 59, Stanhope Drive, Horsforth, Leeds. [1700
2 Tessar,
Compur,Tropical
6 German
41x6
cm. Contessa
Sonnet,silver
f/4.5 slides,
Zeiss
F.P. A., filter ; absolutely new condition, £5/10. —
Alexander, 39, Redford

Avenue,

Wallington.

[1702

41x24 Kodak Special, f/6.3 Dallmeyer Perfac, 31x21
2 good
condition,
Ensign
Reflex, £4/10.
Aldis —UnoMrs.f/4.5,Ure,wireAlloway,
release,
Ayr.
[1703
ROLLEIFLEX
Automatic
cm., f/2.8
Compur, leather
case, 4x4
collapsible
lens Tessar,
hood, N. three
foci
(5i,
9 and
114),luxe),
scaledZeiss
for 7.2,
all
&
G.
i-pl.
Special
B
(de
one
pair
Proxar,
2
filters,
lens
hood,
leather
ROLLEIFLEX
Automatic
6x6
cm.,
Tessar
f/3.8,
3 filters ; perfect condition : cost £25 ; £16/10. —
and for apertures, changing-box for 12 plates,
Allen, Jesmond Dene, Exmouth.
[1581
1 /V x 15 Contessa Deckrullo, Carl Zeiss Tessar
JLw f/4.5,. 8 double slides, film pack, £15; 10-in.

velvet-lined case, in superb condition,
29, Greenhill Rd., Birmingham, 13.

£6/10. —
[1674

case ; perfect condition, £17. — Box 198, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1705
1-PLATE Folding, Zodellar f/3.8 anastigmat,
4 double extension, rise and cross, Compur D.A.,
F.P. A., speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 2 cases ; 1 to l/200th sec., D.V. and reflex finders, F.P. A. ;
cost over £40 ; owner earned £200 Press work in
condition new, £3/17/6. — Box 197, c/o “ The
two years ; absolute gift at £12/12. — 153, Lower Amateur Photographer.”
[1706
Richmond Rd., Putney.
S
[1676

F/2.7 Ernemann, 21x31, Ernostar lens, 6 D.S.,
Y.P.
Ihagee
Reflex,
Zeiss
f/3.5,
focal-plane
shutter,
etc. ; new February ; cost £18 ; offers to —
BM/BB6P, London, W.C.l.
[1643
adapter, Palmos
case, Tessar
perfect ; slides,
cash
MINIMUM
34x24,f/4.5,
6 double
focussing,
slides, 24shutter,
plates,
Klimax,
AldisD.V.f/7.7finder,
lens,6 speeded
SANDERSON
5x4,
3
slides,
42/-;
Kodaks,
3a Y.P.radial
30/-, la 30/-.—
12,
Highfield
Drive,
Monton,
or exchange offers considered. — Littler, 2, Palmer¬
Manchester.
[1654 good condition, 17/6. — 2, Cross Hey, Chester. [1681 ston Rd., Garston, Liverporl, 19.
[1708
Ross Xpres
Compound shutter, ' £10. —[1639
39,
Wellesley
Rd., f/4.5.
Harrow.
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SUPER
AS Brand New. — Dallmeyer de Luxe J-pl. Reflex,
ZEISS Ikon Contax, f/2.8 Tessar, speeds l/25th

f/4.5 Serrac, filter, 3 D.D.,
lowest, £12/15. — Below.

31x2J Goerz Folding Tenax, double extension,
Compur,

in Stock.

1 to l/200th

[1709
sec.,

3 single slides, F.P. adapter, £3. — Cook, 5,
Moreton Terrace, Pimlico, S.W.l. After 6.30 p.m.,
ring top bell.
[1710

LEICA n, f/3.5 5-cm. Elmar, ever-ready case,

pan. filter, release, Correx tank and ther¬
mometer ; all as new, £18. — 10, Oakbank Grove,
S.E.24.
[1711

BABY Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, rise, cross, 12
EXCHANGE above for 34 x 24 Reflex. — Young,

slides, 6 sheaths, F.P. A., hood, leather case ;
perfect order, £7 or offer.— Below.

7 Days’

Approval.

Write

Now.

i-pl. Graflex Reflex. Cooke f/4.5. l/10th to l/l,000tli, deep hood. Ions
ex., sunk box. roll slide, case. Cost £25 .
£6 17 6
9i-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5, 3 speeds, title crank, trick pictrre
device, takes Pathe charges. Cost £13 .
£7 15 0
3i x 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, latest l/25th to l/500th,
deep hood, latest pressure-plate. As new .
£4 18 6
3Jx2-J Contessa Tropical Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
double ex., rise, cross. Cost £20. As new .
£6 0 0
3Jx2* N. & G. Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar famous f/4.5, latest shutter,
slides, case. Cost £48. Lovely outfit .
£25 0 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. long
ex., rise, cross, wire-finder. Cost £18. Like new.... £6 17 6
31x2i Carbine Roll Film Plate. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur. rising
front, wire-finder, slides, screen. Bargain .
£4 17 0
9J-mm. Pathe Lux Super Projector, 50-watt, notched films, motor,
resistance, case, all complete. List £21 10s .
£12 12 0
3J x 21 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel self-capping, l/10th
to 1 /1,000th, latest mirror, revolving back, slides. ... £8 8 0
Goerz 3 Slides and F.P. A., i-pl., single. As new .
8s. 0d.
31 x 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
unique reflex, all metal, very small. List £25 .
£14 14 0
3i x 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. T. and I £2 17 0
Bewi Exposure Meter, £1 5 0.
Practos, 12s. 0d.
Lios. 10s. 0d.
94-mm. Pathe B Motocamera, f/3.5. Cost £6 6s. As new £4 4 0
10 x Zeiss Famous Binoculars, case. Cost £17 .
£0 17 0

movements, resistance, case. Cost £88. As new.... £35 0 0
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5 Speed, l/15th to 1/1, 000th,
hood (to take pictures secretly at right angles) .
£7 10 0
1-PLATE Mahogany Field, f/8, 2 double slides I 3i x 2i Wirgin Roll Film, Xenar f/3.9, D.A. Compur, automatic
erecting, wire-finder, latest. Like new .
£4 17 6
2 perfect, 20/-. — Aldwyn James, Ynysmudw, Swan¬
sea.
[1714 3i x 24 Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, 44-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur.
m
double ex., rise, cross, clip-on slides. Cost £18 .
£9 17 0
m
FEW ONLY. — 16-mm. Stewart- Warner Super Cameras, f/3.5, 4 speeds,
focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, 12 single
.
50 ft. or 100 ft. capacity, carrying-case. Soiled only.. £5 5 0
slides, F.P.A., Aldis f/4.5 lens ; in splendid con¬ 3i x 2i Ensign Roll Film Press, latest shutter, automatic film winding,
Aldis f/4.5, wonder camera, hide case .
£7 10 0
dition, i
£8/10.— Below.
Reflex, f/3.8, 12 on 31 x 2i, latest. As new .
£14 14 0
KoRolleiflex
dak
n
Came Dallmeyer 1/1.9 Speed, fit Ensign, Victor, B.H —
Cine 1-in.
£3 19 0
ra
L
u
6 single slides, F.P. A.,
Dogmar f/4.5 lens,
10-mm. Ensign xeSuper
Case Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, forward, reverse,
.
Cost case. Cost £50. Like new £21 10 0
rewind, tilting head, . resis.,
Compur shutter, lens hood, filter, D.V. finder,
25s.
i-pl. Contessa Press, no lens, 4 D. slides,
F.P. adapter, case £3 18 0
Like
leather case ; scarcely used, £12/10. — Below. case ; 5x4
new.. f/4.5, latest shutter,
Goerz Anschutz Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar
14s.
Dall
deep hood. D. slides, case. Cost £45. Snip . 0d.
£9 17 0
meye
/"'lOCARETTE Roll Film, J-pl., Zeiss Tessar f/4.5
£5 17 0
llonCrystal Beaded Screen, luxe leather auto, case .
lens, D.A. Compur shutter, leather _ , 50r xDa40
f/5.0 100-watt Projector, resis., motor, case. Snip £8 8 0
16-mm.
Ensign
Tele
m
scarcely used,
£10/10.-34, India St., Edinburgh, 3. Electrophot Photo-Electric
phot
Exposure Meter. Like new £3 3 0
o,
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3, l/l 0th su
toit l/100th,
green case. As new. .£220
m
reflex
3i x 24 Etui Plate, f/4.5, 3 speeds, .
wire finder, slides .
£3 17 6
[1715
'\T- & G. Baby Sibyl, leather.
case, Cooke Aviar
£ 1 condition. . 12s. 6d.
31x21 Certo Roll Film, R.R., 3 speeds. Good
7 0
1” f/4.5, lens hood, release, 6 D.D. slides, 2 31 x 21 Soho RoU Film, f/6.3. l/5th to l/100th, 5 latest
.
£2 2 0
purees, F.P. A. ; good condition, £9, or offer. —
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/3.5, 2 speeds. Just as new. ... £0 17 6
Ashburner, Rampside Vicarage, Barrow-in-Furness.
Koda
Films.
— 16-mm. Mickey Mouse, 200-t't. or 400-ft. reels. ... £1 10 0
SupeKlito,
_
U719 k P.C.
Xenar
f/4.5,
Compur,
double
ex.,
case
.
£3 9 6
r P
ojec
Ol x 21 Box Camera, for plates, f/8 Zeiss lens, 10-mm. rKodak
tor, B Camera Case. Like new. luxe type .
15s. Od.
for camera fades .
4s. 0d.
omat
02
slides and F.P.A., 10/6 ; Also Goerz Dagor 9* -mm. Pathe IrisautVignette,
c t
Ammeter Double Pathe iResistance.
Cost 24s .
14s. lid.
hrea
f/6.8 lens, 41-in., Unicum shutter, 10/6. — Roberts,
ding
Pathe Auto Rewind, 8s. 6d.
Redressing
Mirror,
7s. 6d.
, 2
50-w
6, New St., Oswestry, Shropshire.
[1720 Pathe Luxe Camera Case, 14s. 6d.
C. Motor, £1 15 0
att,
all
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Double Slide F.P. Adapter .
12s. 6d.
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross lens, 3 double
34 x 24 Rollex Roll Film Slides, latest. As new .
10s. Od.
4 slides and leather case, as new
and un¬
V.P. Goerz Double Nickel Slides, 5s. 0d.
V.P. N. & G., 8s. 6d.
scratched, £14 ; or would consider Telephoto Lens V.P. Contessa Nickel Slides, 2s. 9d. V.P. Soho Double, 8s. 6d.

14, West Campbell

St., Paisley, Scotland. [1713

REFLEX, Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby, J-pl.,
GOERZ Manufoc Tenax, 31 x 21, double extension,

in part payment. — Wilkinson, Lochinvar,
Lane, Ormskirk. Phone 289.

Moss
[1721

31 x2J lea, all movements, Dominar f/4.5, Compur,
ENSIGN Cameo J-pl., f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher, Lukos

2 slides, case, perfect, 65/- ; exchange Roll Film,
similar or smaller. — Brice, Triangle, Clevedon. [1722
shutter, 1 to 1/1 00th sec., double extension,
F.P. A., 3 slides, £2/15.— Crease, 14, Huntspill St.,
Tooting, S.W.17.
[1723
1-PLATE T.-P. Duplex Reflex, 4 double slides,

4

F.P.A.,

case,

revolving

back,

long

extension,

Ross Xpres f/4.5 ; perfect, £10 ; will divide ;
approval deposit. — Weatherhogg, Willoughton, Lin¬
coln.
[1725

ADAMS’ Challenge Square Bellows J-pl, brass
6 .Goerz 18x24 cm. Double Slides, and focussing
3Graflex 5x4 D.D. Slides and roll-holder, new,
310x8 Book-form Slides; fine condition, 30/-. —
[1726
3
9x12 Voigtlander Alpine Folding, triple ex¬
bound, Cooke R.R., T.-P. shutter, D.D.S.,
tripod and case ; condition as new, £4. — Below.

screen ;
— Below.

easily adapted

to whole-plate,

40/-.

35/-. — Below.

Partridge, 106, Lansdowne

Rd., Dalston, E.8.

1x21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, 6-in. Zeiss Tessar
2 f/4.5, F.P.A., 11 slides and cut film sheaths,
2
Zeiss
filters, purees and case, as new, £13 ; or
l
exchange for V.P. Primarette, Meyer f/2.7. — Shillitoe,
46, Bridge End, Brighouse, Yorks.
[1728

tension, f/6.3 Collinear, Koilos, 6 slides,
.
F.P.A., £3/10, or exchange for f/6.3 Brilliant,
Salex Press, or Tenax ; 12-in. f/5.6 Dallon,
£91; 7J-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres, sunk mount, £7 ;
both brand new ; exchanges considered. — Vivis,
51, Whitland Rd., Liverpool, 6.
[1729

n
V.P.

CARBINE Popular, Roll Film, 3 slides, focussing
.

Er

ne

ma

nn
screen, 12x8 cm.. Hand
5-speed
Door Stand,
ub
le
shutter, Aldis Uno anastigmat f/7.7,
leather case,
Sli
des
printing-frames, etc., 50/-. — 14, Southcourt
Rd.,
. 1
7s.
Cardiff.
6d [1732

200B Pathe Projector, and resistance.
2i-in. Kodak K2 Filter, in adjustable

ord

.

100-ft. Film and Disc. “ How to make a Talkie ” .
Slide Wallets, hold 3 single slides, special. New .
1-in. Bolex Projector Lens, as new. Large picture .
94-mm.-16-mm. Bolex Projector, 250-watt. Just as new.
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, motor, 40-ft. arms .
10-mm. Zeiss Wafer Camera, Tessar f/2.7. Like new .
3121 Voigtlander Famous Film, f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
Reflex Limp Mail Cases, lined, all-round sling .
31 x 21 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur, rise front .
V.P. Zeiss Piceolette Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, Compur .

i-pl. Ensign Cameo, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. D.A. Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross, wire finder, slides. Lovely outfit .
£6 17 6
3J 24 Goerz Wafer Plate Goerz f/4.5, Compur, slides £4 17 6
Permarec Talkie Pick-up, just as new, talkie .
£3 17 6
Permarec Recorder, talkie. As new .
£1 7 6
100-ft. Natural Colour Film, no filters, travel .
£1 17 0
34 x 24 Porcelain Dishes. List Is. 3d. each. 6 for .
2s. 0d.
i-pl. Black Deep Dishes. Brand new. Three for .
400-ft. Empty Reels, 16-mm. aluminium. As new .
50 x 40 Beaded Super Screen, automatic, case .
Voigtlander Brilliant Mirror Reflex, f/7.7 .
V.P. Blocknote, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3. Compur .

2s. 6d.
3s. Od.
£3 17 6
£1 15 0
£2 17 0

400-ft. Fox 16-mm. “ Naval Air Force,” like new .
£3 3 0
FEW
ONLY. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Cameras, Dallmeyer
Famous f/1.9, 4 speeds, case. Soiled .
£9 17 6
3ix2l Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross, latest slides, screen .
£11 11 0

i-p

EDWIN

l.

in.

26

£1 5 0
9d.
17s. 6d.
£27 10 0
£2 5 0
£9 17 6
£5 17 6
8s. lid.
£3 19 6
£3 18 6

31 x 21 Carbine, f/4.5, 3-speed, wire-finder. Bargain .
£2 9 6
i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Luxe Field, Aldis f/7.7, triple ex., square bellows,
all movements, slides, case. Cost £30 .
£5 17 6

ph
f/4.5, Compur, rising Alfront,
case, developingEnsig
a
Fil
ter
and printing apparatus ; practically
new, £3/10 ; n Book
, 9
,
s.
14s
deposit approval ; particulars. — Chard,
Kenwood,
6d.
. 6
;
d.
Ramshill, Petersfield.
[1736
86, ACCRINGTON
24, 1
2s.

As new .
£11 11 0
holder, as new .
13s. 6d.

8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used. Just as new. ... £7 7 0
3i x 2} Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 Speed. l/25th to l/500th,
latest hood, latest fittings. Like new .
£5 17 0
V.P. Wafer Plate, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, slides, case .
£2 17 6
34 x 24 Dalian Plate Developing Tank, 14s. 0d.
i-pl., 13s. 6d.
9 x 12 Watkins Plate Tank. 11s. 6d.
i-pl. Watkins, 14s. 6d.
45 x 107 Watkins. 11s. 0d. 0 13 Watkins. 13s. 6d. V.P. Tank. 7s. 0d.
31 x 21 Agfa Roll Film, f/6.3. latest 4 to 1 /100th .
£2 12 6
94 -mm. -16-mm. Bolex Projector, 250-watt, resis., case. . . £13 13 0
0 x 13 Heidoscope Mirror Reflex, Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, centre anastigmat,
Compurs, deep hood, change box, case. As new .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, Dallmeyer f/1.8, 100-watt, all
in automatic case. Hardly used. Lens cost £5 .
£12 12 0
64-in. Ross Xpres f 4.5, £4 4 0. 9-in. Dallon f/6.5 Telephoto, £4 4 0
i-pl. T.-P. Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, latest steel, l/10th to 1/1 ,000th,
latest hood, revolving back, D. slides .
£11 11 0

NO. 6 Ensign Carbine 3Jx2J Roll Film, Ensar
Ilf

6d.

BE; 2iWISE
in.

, 1
2s.

IN
6d.

CAMERAS

BARGAINS

case, cost £28 ;

to 1/1, 000th sec., £17/10.— Thompson, 89,
Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[1704
I O x 18 cm. Sanderson Tropical Hand or Stand,
J.O adapters to 1 and 1 plate. Beck Isostigmar
r/5.8, 8-in. separate components 11 and 19 in.,
Koilos shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., 3
double slides, £7. — Cook, 5, Moreton Terrace,
Pimlico, S.W.l. After 6.30 p.m., ring top bell.
2 _ f/6.8 Kolistigmar,

All

TIME— USE

GORSE
DEPOSIT

AND

LENSES

31 x 21 T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, Dallmeyer anastig-

, 2 mat
f/4.5, focal-plane,
to l/l,000th,
I.P.A.,
3 double
slides, canvasl/10th
case, double frame
view-finder, Agfa colour plate and Ilford Beta
filters, with screw-in mount, £16, or nearest. —
Booth, Oaklands, Haslington, Crewe.
[1737

THORNTON-PICKARD Ruby 84x61 Camera,

tripod, cases, accessories, Cooke lens Series V,
equivalent focus 11.05 in. ; bargain, £5 — 14
Ormonde Mansions, Southampton Row, W.C.l. [1740

NEW, Latest 34x24 Roll Film Folding Ajax, f/6.3
31 x 24 Ensign Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
anastigmat, speeded shutter, 35/-.— L. Abrams,
140, Elm Grove, Southsea.
[1741

4 Compur, wire-finder, leather case, £5/5 ;
Ensign No. 3, 31 x 21, Ensar f/6.3, leather case, £2 ;
both good condition ; deposit system. — Cotton, 32,
Derby St., Barrow-in-Furness.
[1742

CHEAP for Cash. — First near offer accepted,

i-pl. Panros Press Camera (modern), 2 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., Cooke f/4.5, case, £5.— Fowler,
Carey’s Lane, Bristol.
[1745

HIGH-CLASS P.C. F.P. Camera, double extension
LEICA, Standard, interchangeable lens f/3.5, view¬

(no lens), 2 plate-holders, 10/- ; 3-fold Ash
Tripod, 5/-.— Photo, 12, Old Market, Bristol. [1746

finder, ever-ready case and pocket case ;
perfect condition, £9.— Corbett, Northwood, Lome
Rd., Oxton, Birkenhead.
[1747

31 x 21, used twice, made by Tiranty, Paris,
2

mahogany

and

metal, leather

covered,

hand

or

stand, vvire finder, also focussing screen, bushes
for upright aud oblong, special tongs giving
rigidity of bellows, Olor lens f/5.7 to 32, Universal
shutter, 1 to 1/ 150th sec., T. and B., 9 plateholdere, F.P.A., antinous release, special outside
focussing, best aluminium rule-joint tripod, with
perforated extension, 5 ft. 5 in. ; soft cases ;
£10 or near offer. — Davis, 21, Craufurd Rise,
Maidenhead.
[1748

G'OERZ Tenax 3Jx2J, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur

T shutter to l/250th sec., hooded screen, 4 double
slides, F.P. A., leather case ; perfect, 80/-. —
bargain. — -72, Keppel Rd., Chorlton, Manchester. [1749
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Dallmeyer
4

f/4.5,

revolving

back,

6

slides,

F.P.A.

and

case ; perfect, £7/15. — B. Egglestone, Westmorland
House, Kirkby Stephen.
[1750

ROSS Panros P.C. (J-pl. adapters), 61-in. Xpres

f/4.5, focal blind l/10th to 1/1, 000th ; fine
condition, 3 D.D. and F.P.A. and case, £6/10 ;
cost £34. — 50, Church Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [1751

LEICA Model HI, f/3.5 Elmar, chromium plated,

ever-ready case, enlarger, light filter, selftimer, and other accessories ; absolutely un¬
scratched, £26. — Leighton, Danehurst, Boyle Farm,
Thames Ditton, Surrey.
[1755

41x6 cm. Zeiss Deckrullo, Tessar f/2.7, focal-

2 plane, l/7th to l/l,200th, 4 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, £12/10 ; perfect condition ; cost £32.
— Pike, 14, The Park, Carehalton.
[1756
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Press, Dagor f/6.8 ,
2 focal-plane shutter, 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 D.D.
slides, leather case ; splendid condition, £6/5. —
25, Barnard Rd., Mount Estate, Gorton, Man¬
chester.
[I757

7x5 Stand Camera, all movements, 3 double

slides (old but serviceable), mahogany lamphouse, bellows, no condenser, make enlarger ;
8JX64 lens, 5x4 lens sliding mount, J-plate lens
fitted roller shutter, all R.R. ; whole-plate double
slide, including focussing screen (new) ; exchange
wanted. — 1, Myrtle Grove, Enfield.
[1758

41 x 2} Regular Ensign RoU Film Camera, Ross
4

Homocentric

f/6.3

lens,

in

Ensign

sector

shutter, rising front, Watson’s finder, complete
in leather case ; splendid condition, price £4/10
(the lens alone is worth this) ; approval willingly
under deposit system. — D., 36, Plough Lane,
Purley, Surrey.
[1759

31x24 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5,

2 l/10th to 1/1, 000th, 4 slides, F.P.A.,
indistinguishable from new, £5. — Wagstaff, 233,
Woodboro Rd., Nottingham.
[1760

NETTEL Press, 9x12 cm., Tessar f/3.5, dozen

slides, F.P.A., dozen J-pl. adapters, speeds
l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, solid leather case ; cost £50 ;
had hardly any use, and is as new, £25 ; a fine
bargain. — Box 204, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1761

31x24 Ernemann Press, f/2.7 Ernemann Ernostar,
2

quick-wind

focal-plane,

l/20th

to

1/1, 000th

sec., rise and cross, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather
case ; perfect, £11/10.— Box 205, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[1762

AS Brand New. — Voigtlander Prominent Roll Film
CERTO Dolly, 16 on V.P., Xenon f/2, Compur
Box

RD., BLACKBURN
OUR

2, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

Camera ; cost 25 guineas ; what offers ?—
207, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1763

l/300th ;
“ The Amateur

SYSTEM.

unsoiled, £9/17/6. — -Box 206, c/o
Photographer.”
[1764

May

2,

THE

1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

LENSES

CAMERAS

{^.olleiCor£

CONTAX (latest), 5-cm. f/2 Carl Zeiss Sonnar

lens, slow-speed shutter , in perfect condition
throughout ; new in April, in original carton
with full instructions ; cost £35/10 ; sell, £ 27/10.
— Box 208, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1765
'\7.-P. Piccolette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
t £3/15 ; T.-P. Special Junior Reflex, 34x21,
no lens, R.F.A., F.P.A., 12 single metal slides,
leather case, little used, £4. — Below.
2-PLATE Sanderson Accessories, 6 Block-form Slides,
4

5 /- each ;

Graflex

ADVERTISEMENTS

Roll-holder,

30/- ;

2ix2}

F.P.A.,

(12 exposures
3ix2i Film)

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086

extension,
complete
with cm.,
6 double
slides
REFLEX
Camera,
9x12
doubledark Primar
and F.P. A., but no lens ; list price over £36 as it

on

stands, condition as new ; best offer over £10
secures.— Leech, Market Place, Denton, Manchester.

CONDENSER Lenses, 4£-in., unmounted 10/-

pair, mounted 13/6 ; 5i-in. unmounted 16/-,
5J-in. 17/- ; brass mounted 22/- ; also Cinema
Condensers, all sizes. — Below.
[1659
any focus, also in cells for shutters, anastig¬
mats repolished cheap ;
enquiries invited. —
Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford,
London.
[1752

Write for full
details.

D.A. Compur, new, £7/7 ; list price, £9/5. —
D. Hamilton, 38, Woodsorrel Rd., Liverpool, 15.

ENLARGING Lenses, Portraits, R.R. lenses,

£10:10:0

DALLMEYER Speed 3£x2i, complete with f/2. 9

[1768
Pentac, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., etc., in case,
£15 ; seen by appointment ; or deposit system. —
R. W., 36, Briar Rd., Kenton, Harrow.
[1769

Or

12 equal payments

18/4

F/1.4 Zeiss Biotar Lens (4-cm.) for cine camera ;

per month

Leather

cost £13/10 ; reasonable offer wanted.- —
Humphries, 15, Little Newport St., W.C.2. [1696

Light

or

|

special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys.
London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

F/4.5 ZEISS TRIOTAR
COMPUR
SHUTTER

BALDAX (16 on 3ix2£), f/2. 9 Meyer Trioplan,

LENSES

Trade.

Roll-Film
REFLEX

10/- ; Mackenzie-Wishart and 5 envelopes, 15/-. —
Below.
A EL xl07 Glyphoscope, 6 slides, 2 pairs portrait
lenses, £1 ; Busch 14-in. Bistellar Telephoto
f/9, 30/- ; approval deposit. — Steel, Boundary
Terrace, Carlisle.
[1767

AND

case, £1.

medium
each.

EXCHANGE

filters, 12/6

Sunshade,

AND

WANTED

|

8/6.

WANTED. — Goerz Anschutz i-pl., Zeiss f/3.5, thi*

Trade.
■VTEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,
i ” camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full, deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, Cooke Aviar
4 f/4.5, 2 D.P. holders, F.P.A., Wellington No. 1
and 3 light filters, Dallmeyer No. 2 filter, focussing
eyepiece, lens hood, and leather case
fine
order, £12.

SECOND-HAND
for Cash,

‘ aperture essential, with F.P. A. preferred ;
very new condition. — Box 110, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1648

BARGAINS

Exchange,

WANTED. — Graflex, state size, lens, age of

or Terms.

model, etc. — Booth, New

i-pl. Cameo, double extension, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lens, in
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.. £5 17 6
slides, F.P. adapter .
45 x 107 Polyscope, pair of Zeiss Tessar
5 slides and case .
3ix2i Zodel, double extension,
shutter, 3 slides .

£8 7 6
lenses f/4.5, reflex finder,
£4 7 6

f/3. 8 anastigmat

lens, Compur
£4 7 6

St., Worthing.

[1640

WANTED. — Electric Safelight Lamp, Wratten

or similar, also Print Trimmer, 10 or
12 in. — Winder, 11, Victoria Avenue, Lancaster. [1642

WANTED. — For Ross Panros i-pl., Graflex

Changing-box, Mackenzie Adapter or Slides,
also Slides for i-pl. Goerz Anschutz. — Till, 25, Dover
St., Ryde.
[1646

31x2£ Revolving Back Graflex Reflex (year old),

3} x 2J Agfa Standard Roll Film,
shutter and case .

VEST Pocket Goerz Roll Film Tenax, focussing,

i-pl. Noxa Enlarger, Vertical, f/6.8 lens, 5=Hn. condenser £5 18 6
i-pl. Focal-plane Press, f/5.6 Ross Homocentric lens, 2 D.D. slides,
changing-box and leather case .
£3 18 6
3* x 2J Miraphot Enlarger, with f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, baseboard
£5 7 6

similar make, with automatic focussing ; full
particulars and price to — Pick, 17, Regent St.,
Nottingham.
[1650

i-pl. Cameo, double extension, f/4.5 Excellor anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 3 slides and screen .
£4 7 6
3i x 2J Zodel, double extension, f/3.8 anastigmat lens, delayed
Compur shutter, 3 slides .
£5 0 0

Ruby Reflex, with slides, etc. ; with or
without Telephoto lens ; outfit must be in new
condition and price reasonable. — Lintem, Shambrook, Bedford.
[1653
\ATANTED. — 3£x2£ Reflex Camera, also i-pl.
if Field Camera.— M. R., 717, Fulham Rd.,
London, S.W.6.
[1655

2 all movements, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th,
Tessar f/4.5, . F.P.A., magnifier, Proxar lens, Zeiss
Ikon tripod and leather case ; as new, £16/17/6.

reversible finder, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, £4/10.
1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Artist Enlarger, Aldis
4
1/7.7
lens (only used twice) ; as new ; list
.
price £13 ; our price £8/17/6.
1-PLATE Sinclair Una Universal Camera, for
4 hand or stand, all possible movements, Dall¬
meyer Stigmatic f/6, Acme shutter, 1 to l/300th,
5
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., and leather case ; nice
order, £11/10.
1 0 x I5 anc* Postcard Contessa Nettel Folding,
XU
double extension, direct and reversible
finder, rising and cross front, Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 6 slides ; a bargain, £ 7/10.
2-PLATE Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, Tessar
4 f/4.5, 4 D.P. holders, roll-holder and leather
case ; fine order, £17/10.
x 6

f/4.5 anastigmat

single slides .
V.P. Kddak Series III, f/6. 3 anastigmat

lens, 5-speed
£3 7 6

lens, Diomatic

£4 10 0
shutter

£1 12

6

direct and reflex finder, changing-box .
£3 7 6
i-pl. Regular Sanderson, all usual movements, Aldis f/6, with Duo
and Trio attachments, 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£6 0 0
16-mm. Model BB Kodak, motor driven, takes 50-ft. film £7 18
V.P. Kodak, f/4.9 Zeiss Tessar, in Compur shutter .
£4 7
3|x2i Pocket Kodak, f/6. 3 anastigmat lens, speeded 6hutter

6
6

£2 2 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar, motor driven,
supplementary lens and case .
£12 10 0
6
x
13
cm.
Stereo
Gallus,
pair
f/4.5
Berthiot
anastigmats,
speeded
lme
2 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case, £ 10/17/6.
yer
shutter, direct frame and optical view-finders, 2 changing-boxes
£7 10 0
S
pee
d
Foc
al2 F.P.A., 3 slides, leather case ; as new, £13/15.
pla
ne,
f/2
SIZE 3} x2J .9 Pent
Camera, Tessar f/3.5 ; as new, £8/10.
ac,
3
A FT x 107 Jules Richard Verascope, pair Goerz
D.D
.
Specification.—
Double
rising
and
TtU
D. anastigmats f/6.8, changing-box, leather extension,
5
cross front, brilliant
case,
£3/10.
5
and
direct
£7x107 Jules Richard Verascope, Carl Zeiss reversible
wire-frame finder, f/4.5

42x6 Dallmever Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac,
32 x 2i Mentor Sports Reflex, Helioplan f/4.5,
VEST Pocket Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix Roll Film
cm.

Xtl

lenses, changing-box,

Dal

‘SERVICE’ SPECIAL FOLDINC PLATE CAMERA

leather case, £4/15.

EXCEPTIONAL Deferred Payment Terms ; Repairs
DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
ALLENS. — Duo Six-20, f/4.5, Pronto D.A., 95/- ;

by experienced workmen
5
return post.

; estimates

Meyer Trioplan anastig¬
mat,
delayed - action
Compur shutter, speeds
from 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B., focussing
screen and 3 single metal

free by

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
quick service.

10.

7

r

V

Ze

ALLENS.—
Kolibri,Heliar
Tessarf/3.5,f/3.5,
£6/19/6; Rolleiflex,
; Voigtlander Virtus,
£9/17/6
7 l
ea

6x6

(non-auto.),

£9/17/6.

R.

Pol

ysc

len

,6
sin
g

ALLENS.— Kodak Vollenda (2 on V.P.), Radionar
,p
air

f/6

.8

ch

an

gi

[1666

Developing Equipment ; Good Exposure
Meter, photo-cell preferred. — H., 37, Edgeworth
Crescent, N.W.4.
[1668

WANTED.— Leica Model HI, f/3.5 Elmar 5-cm.f

must be in perfect order and bargain price
for cash ; private buyer, state full details, when
purchased and all accessories. — Box 188, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1670
Amateur
[1671

Certo, f/4.5, for 6i-in. (or over) Anastigmat
Lens, sunk preferred, or Plate Camera. — Box 194,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1684

WANTED. — F/3.5 or better Dallmeyer Telephoto

ng

Established 1889.

-b

ers

sli

, 6

des

f/4.5. Pronto D.A., 67/6 ; Latest Soho 31Novx 21ar
Reflex, Tessar f/4.5 (latest revolving hood mask),
le
£16/17/6 ; Heidoscope, fitted pair f/4.5 Tessars, nses, C
om
£40 value for £19/17/6.
po
u

..
..

ALLENS. — For every make of camera. Two-

£2

nd

0

shu

WANTED.- — Rolleiflex 2Jx2t, or Voigtlander
WANTED.— la Graflex, rock-bottom price ; de¬
WANTED. — Ross Teleross f/5.5, 11-in. focussing
Wood¬
[1690

tails by letter.- — Baines, 12, Manorway,
Enfield, Middlesex. Deposit system.
[1695

r,

HOLBORN,
OUR

Lens, focussing mount for 16-mm. Camera,
colour filters for natural colour for 16-mm. Camera
and Projector, 16-mm. and 9.5 Super Films ; must
be cheap. — Box 193, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1685
Superb ; full particulars to — Walls,
lands, Crescent Rd., Crumpsall.

0

tte

thirds (approximately) allowed on modern
saleable cameras, part payment, subject approval.—
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. (7
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087
USE

194, Great Dover St., Boro., London.

EXCHANGE. — Brilliant Reflex, f/7.7 and 3ix2i

ilt

le

also Changing-box Plates. — Griffiths, Parson¬
age, Eyemouth, Berwickshire.
[1661

10/6 per month.
F.P. Adapter, 7/6 extra.
Roll-film Adapter, 15/-

payments

x,
Phone : oHolborn
0664 (3 lines).
f

ses

ope

WANTED.— F.P.A. for N. & G. Sibyl Ideal i-pl.,
WANTED. — 11-in. Telephoto Lens. — V. J. Wilson,
WANTED. — Leica III, used, particulars ; Leica

more slides. — Box 189, c/o “ The
Photographer. ”

extra.
Extra Slides, 1/6 each.
Leather Case, 12/6.

r R
.

X\J ANTED. — 3£x2£ Roll Film Reflex Camera. —
IT Osborn, 26, Dean St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1660

Pocket, best anastigmat, not less f/4.5, focalplane, single slides ; particulars, price. — P., 248,
Selsdon Rd., South Croydon.
[1675

er
iss
as
meyer f/4.5, revolving back,
also
co £6/19/6 ;
len
,p
Aldis f/3 model, £8/19/6 ; Horizontal peModel,
£5/19/6. ses,
ai

x 1
0.

WANTED. — Miraphot Enlarger, 3ix2i, also

Largodrem exposure meter. — Steevens, The
Laurels, Headley, Bordon.
[1656

of

Or 12 equal

ALLENS.— 3£x2i T.-P. Reflex, like new, Dall¬
pai

WANTED.— 3£x2i or i-pl. Soho or T.-P.

WANTED. — Whole-plate Field Camera, and 6 or
WANTED. — Reasonable 31 x 2£ or 3J x 21 Folding

slides, wire release.
Cash Price £5:15:0

[0010
0.7
Miniature Camera (2 on x 1V.P.),
very small,
Ve
ra;
f/2.9 lens, latest Compur, £5/19/6
exceptional
sc
op
bargains.
e,
x

WANTED. — Zeiss Baby Miraphot Enlarger, or

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

LONDON,
AVOW

W.C.1
ALL

mount. — Haines, 45, Maple Avenue,
seaton.

RISK.

Monk[1698
27

May
xii

THE

AMATEUR

| EXCHANGE

IN STOCK;

f/3.5 Dalrnac

lens and

a

9-in. Dallmeyer f/6.5 Telephoto lens, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price £22 5s. For .
£15 15 0
4f > 3| Kodak Graflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder. In good condition .
£9 12 6
Postcard Kodak Graflex, Berthiot Olar f/5.7 lens, leather case.
Good condition, takes postcard size roll films .
£7 12 6
4.5 • 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Reflex, Dallmeyer f 2.9 Pentac lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent con¬
dition. List price £35 15s. For .
£17 17 0
4i x 31 Soho Reflex, Ross f '3.5 Xpres lens. 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price £42.
For .
£25 0 0
Postcard Tropical Soho Reflex, 6t-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, chang¬
ing-box for 12 plates, leather case. In excellent condition £18 10 0
4i x 31 Kodak Graflex Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. Cooke f/4.5
and 13J-in. Bis-Telar f/7.5 Telephoto lens, F.P. holder, leather case
£15 15 0
Postcard Kodak Roll Film Graflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, leather case,
camera takes standard postcard roll film .
£9 12 6
41x31 Model B Graflex, revolving back, Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat
ens, F.P. holder, leather case. Original price £27. For.. £12 12 0

PHOTOGRAPHY

A monthly journal dealing with every branch of photography —
pictorial and technical. Monthly articles by experts on Nature
photography, Cm6 photography. Miniature camera photography.
Reviews of new apparatus, books, etc. Fully illustrated.
Reduced price. Is. 6d. Postage 3d. extra.
Subscription.

15s.

post

free.

9 x 12 cm. Ensign Folding, quick-wind self-capping shutter, Cooke
Aviar f/4.5 lens, F.P. holder, canvas case .
£10 10 0
31 * 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving back. Carl Zeiss f/2.7
Tessar lens, 3 double plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case.
In excellent condition .
£29 15 0
61 x 4 i N. & G. Square Reflector, revolving back, 8-in. Carl Zeiss
f/0.3 Series Vila Convertible Protar lens, changing-box, leather case
£19 10 o

lene, 1*2 single plate-holders, F.I*. holder .
£10 12 6
41x31 Dallmeyer Reflex, revolving back, Dalmae f/3.5 lens. 3
double plate-holders. In excellent condition. LiBt price £25. For
£15 15 0
5 > 4 Mentor Reflex, revolving back, 7-in. Goerz f/6.8 Pacer lens.
6 double plate-holders, canvas case .
£9 12 6
Postcard Compact Graflex Reflex, 71 -in. Kodak anastigmat f 4.5
lens, F.P. holder, Graflex focal-plane shutter .
£9 12 6
31x2} N. & G. Folding, Dallmeyer f/2.9 l’entac lens, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case. List price £00. For .
£29 10 0
3i x 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss t 4.5 Tessar lens. F.P.
holder, roll-holder, case. In good condition .
£9 17 6
3.1 21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens. F.P.
holder, 6 plate-holders, leather case. List price about £40. For
£18 12 6
4f 31 Soho Reflex, revolving hack. Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens,
F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List price over
£40. For .
£24 16 6
61

41 T.-P. Triple Ruby

Field Camera,

shutter,

4 double

91-in. Wray

Rapid

Recti¬

tripod, case
£5 12 6
9 12 cm. Ihagee Sports, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shut¬
ter. 6-in. Carl Zeiss f 4.0 Tessar. 6 plate-holders. In brand new con¬
dition. List price £31 12s. 6d. For .
£23 10 0

plate-holders,

3} - 2} Ermanox Fccal-plane, f/1.8 Fmostar lens, 2 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent condition. List
price £65. For .
£39 10 0
41 ■ 31 lea Nixe Roll Film, double extension. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compur shutter. Good condition. List price £19 17s. 6d.
For .
£11 12 6
4i 31 N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f '4.5 Ross Xpres lens, shutter speeds
} to 1 100 th sec., leather ease. List price £27 10a. For.. £12 12 0
41 31 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar lens. Compur
shutter, speeds X to l/300th sec. Good condition .
£6 12 6
41x31 Universal Palmos, revolving back, rack rising and cross
front, awing front, long extension. 145-mm. Carl Zeiss Convertible
Protar, Compound shutter, single lenses, 22-cm. and 29-cm. focus, 6
double plate-holderB, leather case. In good condition. .. . £25 0 0

SANDS

Photographic

37, BEDFORD
28

HUNTER’S

Apparatus

STREET,

Specialists ,

STRAND,
YOU

on

Standard

2£x3£

Roll

Film.

WANTED.— 3£x2i Roll Film Camera, D.A.
T } Compur indispensable. — Rutland, Denstone
Rd., Davyhulme.
[1731
YVT ANTED for Model HI Leica, 3.5-cm. wide-angle
T T Elmar, long-focus lens coupled for range¬
finder, Vidom universal finder, ever-ready ease,
case for Leica and lenses ; must be cheap. — Box
201, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1733

EXCHANGE.
— B.S.A.
Rifle (value £4/10)
and
Gent’s 9-ct.
GoldAir Wrist-watch,
for f/4.5
Reflex or Plate : cash adjustment if necessary. —

F/3.5

Meyer

F/3.5

Meyer

Trioplan,

Compur

Box

F/2.9

Meyer

Trioplan,

delayed-action

W.C.2

CAN

DEAL

202, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

F/4.5

[1734

EXCHANGE.
t-pl. Camera,
Dallmeyeror Reflex,
for small —Film
sell ; f/2.9
cash Pentac,
adjust¬
ment. — Hamill, 23, Bede Crescent, Willington Quay.

Meyer

Trioplan,
Trioplan,

Vario

shutter. ... £4

7

Ibsor

shutter _

£6

5

0

shutter.. £7

7

0

6

5

0

Compur

£9

THE VEST-POCKET PICCOCHIC 3x4 CIV*.
TAKES 16 PICTURES ON V.P. FILM.

YY'ANTED. — Etui Camera. 34x21, full particulars
[1738
*1 to — Ireson, Ingleside, Park Rd., Welling¬
borough.
[1743
WANTED. — 16-mm. Cine; sell 34x21 Revolving
M
Back Graflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. A., £8. — 7, Grange Avenue, Beeston,
Notts.
[1744

F/4.5

Meyer

Trioplan,

Pronto

F/3.5
F/2.9

Meyer
Meyer

Trioplan,
Trioplan,

Compur
Compur

shutter

- - - £4

shuttershutter-

15

0

- - £6 1 7
- £7
5

6
0

Stocked by all leading dealers, or write for free
porters i-—
Illustrated
Catalogue showing
complete range of
THE
Baldax

and

Piccochic

Models

from

the

Sole

Im¬

Trade.

NORSE TRADING CO. (LONDON), LTD.
47, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.t

\\f
— Modernwith
Photographic
Apparatus
i T ANTED.
also cameras
large-aperture
lenses ;;
send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.

Telephone:

Museum

4141.

WE will Purchase at good Prices Cameras of

well-known makes, or exchange with generous
[0096
allowances. — City Pharmacy, 27, Chancery Lane,
W.C. 2. Holborn 5696.
[1594
YYtANTED.
1/1-pl. Field
or Camera
4 -pi. SquareT T form or— Good
Conical Bellows
; good
price paid for first-class apparatus. — 54, Lime
St., London, E.C.3.
[1649
YYTANTED. — Folding Cameras, 31x21 or smaller;
T T good condition, prompt cash. — Lennie, Princes
St., Edinburgh.
[1739

61 x
Adams’ Mioex Reflex, revolving baek. 81-in. Rosa Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens. 3 double plate-holders, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price about £100. For .
£35 0 0
Postcard lea Reflex, non-reversing back, 7-in. Aldis 13. 4 anastigmat

linear lens', roller-blind

16 pictures

Self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading, optical
direct vision view-finder, all-metal body.

I* J with case. — BM/ATA, London, W.C. 1.(1724

31 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar. Compur
shutter, 3 plate-holders, F.P. holder, case. List price £27 10s.
£13 10 0

Months’

Takes

YYT-YNTED.
— Hektor
E/1.9,
f/4 9 cm.,
r T or Hektor
f/4.5,
withElmar
auto-coupling
for
Leica III. — Clompton, Dowry Cottage, Cireeninount,
Bury.
[1730

4| 3j T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving baek, T.-P. Cooke
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, F.P. holder. Good condition. ... £7 12 6
3*4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar lens. Compur
shutter, leather case. In excellent condition. List price £21. For
£15 0 0
3J 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 A viar lens, 3 double plateholders. F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent conuition. List
price £44 17s. 6d. For .
£26 16 6

Twelve

BALDAX

|

IX/ANTED. — Pocket Camera, similar type to
» T Fotli-Derby, f/2.9 lens, or less ; must be
cheap. — Wright, 78, lug’s Rd., Redcar, Yorks. [1718
(< 1
offered 2J latest Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8,

CAMERAS

AMERICAN

WANTED

EXAKTA Wanted with Tessar, faultless condition

USED

Reflex, Dallmeyer

AND

2, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

essential ; price limit £8 ; cash. — Box 196,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1707
WANTED. — 9x12 or f-pl. Soho Reflex, must
* T be in good condition. — Write, 102, Milton
Avenue, East Ham, E.6.
[1712

£3Q0(Xr

31 x 21 T.-P. Horizontal

PHOTOGRAPHER

CINEMATOGRAPH

BELL & HOWELL Filmo Projector, Model 57 G,

SINGLE-CLAW
Projector,
Baby Cine Camera,
with distributor,
Camo motor, dynamo.
each in
good working order, £5 the lot. — K. V. Wickes,
Farm,

Eden

Bridge, Kent.

WE SPECIALISE IN ALL TYPES : LEICA, CONTAX, ROLLEIFLEX,
BALDAX, PERKEO, VIRTUS, FOTH, EXAKTA, ETC., AND OFFER
THE FOLLOWING

AFTER SALES SERVICE WITH ALL CAMERAS WE SUPPLY :
(i) THE FIRST 6 SPOOLS OF FILM used with the camera may be
sent to us for FREE DEVELOPMENT
WITH ENLARGED
PRINTS.
Fine-grain developer is employed, the formula in each case being
varied to suit the particular type of negative used.

APPARATUS

with variable resistance and voltmeter, also
complete equipment for Kodacolor pictures ;
Kodak Silver Folding Screen in box, and spare
250-watt 5-ampere lamp ; all practically new, £35.
— Write, Box 187, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[1669

Crouch House

DO YOU INTEND TO BUY
A MINIATURE CAMERA?

(ii) FREE EXPERT
CRITICISM
each batch of results.
(iii) Advice

based

on

a long

with constructive

personal

experience

hints accompanies
of miniature

photo¬

graphy is at our customers’ disposal to assist them to discriminate
between the many different types of apparatus and accessories
at present on the market, and to enable them to select the negative
material, etc., best suited to their requirements.
DO NOT FORGET
THAT WE DEFINITELY
GIVE THE HIGHEST
EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCE
IN ENGLAND
ON YOUR OLD CAMERA.

R.

5,

G.

LEWIS,

Miniature

SOUTHBURY

ROAD,

Camera

ENFIELD,

Specialist,
MIDDX.

[1683

KODASCOPE Model B, 1930, complete with

Kodacolor assembly, carrying-case, resistance
for 250 volts ; as new ; perfect order ; cost £104 ;
accept £50 ; deposit system.- — Lindsay, 3, Castle
St., Dundee.
[1651
Cinar Auto-Kinecam,
f/2.8, 3 speeds, Model
leather 6,
easeTaylor-Hobson
; practically
ENSIGN
£12/12. — Below.
Dallmeyer
f/1.5, 5 speeds,
leather
ENSIGN
Super-Kinecam,
turret-head
Modelcase 8,;
practically new, £35/10. — Below.
arms, Single
illuminating
box, two
magnifier,
lamp,
ENSIGN
Editor with
geared rewind

IMPORTANT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

new,

“ B ” splicer ; never used, £4/10. — 34, India St.,
Edinburgh, 3.
[1716

BARGAIN. — Ensign 300-B 16-mm. Projector,

ANNOUNCEMENT

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin
Mather
Photo

79, New

Street, Birmingham.

Gorse, 86, Accrington
& Co.
Trading

Road,

Ltd., Victoria

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

practically unused, spare bulb, extra 3-in.
Dallmeyer Superlite lens, £28, or nearest offer. —
Taylor, Restormel, Newquay.
[1717

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.

cam Camera
; perfect
offer or
SILENT
Sixteen(£18/18)
Projector
(£27/10); ;cashAuto-Kine¬

G. Cbilde, 228, Roundhay

part exchange Leica III. — Box 203, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

“ The
[1735

OUR

G. & F. A. Wilman,

(See displayed

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

32, Westgate,
Road,

Bradford.
Leeds.

advertisement

in this issue.)

May

2,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

A New Tank
and Outfit

CINEMATOGRAPH

ADVERTISEMENTS

APPARATUS

PATHESCOPE
Screen, 5/68/6 ;; Accumulators
for
lighting Projector,
Loud Speaker

for Ensign

(“ Blue Spot ”), 10/6 ; all new, perfect. — Baker,
Burrard Grove, Lymington, Hants.
[1754

USERS

CAMERA

MIDGET

PHOTOGRAPHER

Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Films: 9-mm., 16-mm.,

28-mm. and 35-mm. Films for hire in
London area.
Spotlights, with flex holder and colour
&\Ji

effects, suit dances

Ok/.
OeJ/

9-mm. Cameras, brand new, with
anastigmat lenses, motor drive.

or photography.

f/3.9

ChPtjn£eMM

'"y/A/.
I \jt 9-mrn.
Takes Projector,
super reels.complete in every detail.
IT" ODATOY
Projectors
1Y
for various
models. accepted in part payment

CAMERAS
and Ensign,
ProjectorsLux,from
DeVry, B-200,
etc. 20/- ; Pathe,

LL our shop-soiled and second^ hand Cameras are guaranteed
in perfect order, having been
thoroughly overhauled in our
own Repair Department.

I LLUS.TR A ENTERPRISES. — 159, Wardour St..,
X London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St. end).
Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with motionpicture equipment, television and talkie com¬
ponents stocked ; Phone, 6889 Gerrard. Your
inspection invited: free parking facilities. [1770

DAYLIGHT
DEVELOPING

CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories1/-. —; Filmeries,
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298
A.
E.
BELL.
f/2.8,
slow
motion
; as— 9.5-mm.
new, £8. —Cine
45, Nizo,
Newington
Butts,
S.E.ll.
[1701

TANK

Made in heavily nickel-plated hard brass.
Simple to use, and produces first-class results.

DEVELOPING
Contains

Daylight

AND

PRINTING

Developing

Tank

necessary accessories for complete
and printing .
Ftom

all Photographic

Dealers.

ENSIGN,

LIMITED
London,

Holborn,

W.C.

KODAK
Daylight
Tank,Lantern,
roll film,
takes up
to J-pl.,Developing
12/6 ; Magic
com¬

plete in case, oil or electric, 30/-. both as new ;
wanted. Pair 54-in. Condenser Lenses, J-pl. Metal
Slides, T.-P., fitting J-pl. Reflex, magnifiers. —
P.O., Station Rd., Felixstowe.
[1641

FOR 34x21 T.-P. : 2 D.B. Slides, 25/- ; Magnifiers,

1

6

Ensign Cameo Super Speed, Dallmeyer

2Jx3J

■fO/C
IO/U

High

34x24

©
Duo,

ACCESSORIES

OUTFIT

and all the

17

©
f/3-5. D.A. Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. As new .
£10 17 6

*| O /ft

developing

3J x 2'. Contessa Nettel, focal-plane, Zeiss Tes¬

sar f/4.5, 6 D.D. slides, leather case. . £16

14/- ; De Luxe F.P.A., 14/- ; Limp Canvas
Case, 4/6 ; all perfect condition. — F. J. Burrows,
12, Camden Gardens, Shepherds Bush, W.12. [1753

D.A.

Dallmeyer

Compur,

leather case.

Dallmeyer

f/3.5,

As new

9

£9

0

©
V.P. Exakta Zeiss Tessar, f/3.5, leather case.

As new

.

£14

0

0

©
2J x 3J Agfa Standard Roll Film, Agfa f/4.5,
speeded shutter. As new .
£3 12 6

•

2J x 3J No. 3 Ensign Carbine, Ensar anastig¬
mat f/4.5, and case. As new .
£2 7 6
Trade.

BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

A. ADAMS
mna

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel and
SINGLE
Metal Slides, “ A.P. Paris,” T.-P., Zeiss
Block Edge fittings: 34x24 1/3, 4-}x3J 1/6;

54x34

& co., ltd wbi—

: WELBECK

Square, London,

SINGLE Metal Slides, nearly all fittings,

34x24 1/8, J-pl. 1/10, P.C. 2/6, 4-pl. 4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45x107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/-; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to J-pl., 1/-.

0 0
Ross
0 0
f/6.3
D.D.
0 0

V.P.Pack
5/6, Adapters,
9X12 cm.34x24
7/6, 6x13
cm. 7/6,
FILM
6/r, J-pl.
7/-,
10 x 15 cm. 10/-.
9X12 to adapting
J-pl. 1/-,F.P.A.’s
10x15 for
cm. smaller
to P.C.packs,
1/2.
ADAPTERS
to Peeling
& Van
Neck, for
Ltd.,
6, Holborn
FROM
all
dealers,
or
send
descriptive
list
Circus, London, E.C.l, who also undertake repairs

4Jx3J Model A Minex de Luxe, 6-in. Ross Xpres
f/4-5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter (late 1933 model,
new condition) .
£45 0 0
4Jx3J Tropical Folding Minex, 6J-in. f/6.3 Ross
Zeiss Protar, F.P. adapter, hide case. . . . £48 0 0
5x4 Tropical Model A Minex de Luxe, 7j-in. f/4.5
Ross Xpres, 3 D.D. slides .
£50 0 0
5x4 Model A Minex de Luxe, 61-in. Ross Zeiss
Protar f/6.3, 3 D.D. slides, hide case. . . . £15 0 0
61x4} Tropical Model A Minex de Luxe, 81-in.
f/4.5 Ross Zeiss Tessar, in four-way swing front,
.

.

£55

0

8541.

for general distribution.

31 x 24 Folding Minex Reflex, 5-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres
lens, hide case .
£25 0 0

slides

Chancery

THE famous Rada Slides, etc., are now available

i- 3.1x21 Model A Minex de Luxe Reflex, 6 single

3 D.D.

Telephone,

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5
adapter, in hide
£30 0 0

metal slides, 4f-in. f/4.5 Tessar lens. ... £18
4Jx3J Model A Minex de Luxe, 6-in. f/4.5
Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., hide case . . £28
4Jx 3J Tropical Model A Minex de Luxe, 61-in.
Ross Zeiss Protar in 4-way swing front, 3
slides, hide case .
£40

W.C.

[0090
LLOYDS.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

3215.

The following Minex Reflex Outfits having been
reconditioned at our works are guaranteed in perfect
order, and are offered at exceptionally advantageous
prices :—
3Jx24 Model A Minex de Luxe
Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
case .

2/3, etc.

slides
5/6, “4JX3J
6/6,
; postage
FILM
Pack: 34x24
Adapters,
A.P. Ltd.,
Paris,”etc.29, fittings
as
extra ; obtainable
from Actina,
Red Lion

122, Wigmore St., London, W.1
Phone

2/3, 9x12

to all kinds of photographic

apparatus.

J-pl. Graflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, F.P. adapter,
changing-box

for 12 plates, leather case

£10 17

•

6

J-pl. Sanderson, Aldis f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,

Compur

shutter, leather case .

£5

5

0

J-pl. Pressman, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, 6 slides,

F.P. adapter .

£7 15

0

®
34 x 24 New
3 D.D.

slides.

Special Sibyl, Ross

Xpres

Shop-soiled .

£14

f/4.5,
14

0

0
3J x2J Sibyl Vitesse, Ross Xpres f/3.5, 3 D.D.
slides. Shop-soiled .
£19 17 6

•

34x24 New Special Sibyl, Ross
F.P. adapter .

Xpres f/4.5,
£9 17 6

9
J-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, Goerz f/4.8 double

anastigmat,

6 slides .

£5

la Pocket Kodak Series III, Kodak
mat f/5.6, D.A. Compur,

0

0

anastig¬

leather case.

As new
£6 10 0

[0097

IMPROVED Roll Film Tanks, takes V.P. to J-pl.,

all processes without removing film, every
tank guaranteed, 5/6 ; special for Ensign Midget,
3/9 ; 2-gal. D. & P. Tanks a speciality, 25/- complete.
— White, Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[1435

0

LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS

j

Any of above outfits on 5 days’ approval.

ZEISSZeissMiraphot
Vertical
Enlarger,
Tessar, with
electric
fittings,34x24,
£4. — W.f/6.3
S.
Grove, St. Ives, Hunts.
[1663

Write for 1934 complete catalogue and list of second¬
hand apparatus.

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

PeARSONsDeNHAMmE
. ,

Bond.

Street

LEEDS

,

/&75
Estd.

..
29

May

THE

XIV

MINIATURE
of every

AMATEUR

CAMERAS

description

|LANTERNS

and price at
including the

Ihagee

EXAKTA

£18:0:0

<-

It gives

SUPER

the

BOOKLET

full list of our

PHOTOGRAPHIC

describes

PRODUCTS

DEVELOPING

of special interest to Miniature Camera
— and gives full particulars of our

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Haddington

Slow Speed
Model,

.£27 10s.

1 p.m.

Prices less postage

to callers.

SUPER
IKONTA
Camera that
does the
FOCUSSING.

Fitted ZEISS TES¬
SAR F/4.5, in
Compur Shutter.

£17:0:0
Ever -Ready Cate.
11 : 5 : 0

This Scheme
will help you
to obtain
your Camera
Minia¬
ture
Two-thirds (approximately) allowed a*
part payment on modern camera*,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.) *
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

See

LEIGA
See Bargains in Cam¬
eras
and
Lenses
columns in this issue,
also advert in Enlarge¬
ments column, giving
particulars of
our

SUPER DEVEL¬
OPING SERVICE

ALLENS

168. Oldham
NEW

and

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER,

4

7 minutee from Piccadilly (22 or 23 Car).

USE

CASE.

House,

Square,

Golden

London,

W.l

DRACO SCOP

ptei
A

Meter

Vest

__ _

Pocket

Size

A new exposure meter of
the direct-reading ex¬
tinction type.
The
correct exposure is seen
on looking through the
“ Graco Scop,” which
contains an exposure
scale from 25 seconds to

Please call.

Callers welcomed.

1/ 1, oooth

1 ; please call.

1 ; please call.

and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

second.

The “ Graco Scop ” can
be set according to the
speed of the film or plate
to be used. A simple
calculation shows time

per return.

exposures

over 25 seconds

Price

-

Leather

-

21 /-

Case, 3/- extra.

Photographic

Apparatus

Specialists.

SANDS HUNTER’S
37, BEDFORD STREET,

STRAND,

W.C.2

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41 x 2f 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3jx2J glossy,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, If X2J, 1/6 gross ;

double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

3|x2f, 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 41x2J and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
K ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
K ALTON Plates : i-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcards,
quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50

weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9 ; 3i x 2i, 4 dozen 5/-. backed 5/9 ;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
K ALTON
K ALTON
K ALTON
K ALTON
KALTON

WANTED
cin£

320, Vauxhall
( Opposite

New

Bridge
Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

CAMERA

and
CO.

VICTORIA,
Phone:

S.W.l

Victoria

2977.

BARGAINS

T.-P. Special Junior Reflex, Cooke
adapter, filters, case .

f/4.5, 10

elides, F.P*
£5 0 0

Dallmeyer Telephoto f/6.5, 9-in. As new’ .
Ensign Auto Kine, Dallmeyer f/1. 5. Little used
Agfa

Standard

31 x 2i Roll

Film,

f/4.5, 5

£5 0 0
£17 10 6
£4 0 0
speeds, shutter

Ihagee 31x21 Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, case,
plate back. 6 slides. F.P. adapter, Proxar, Distar. . £7 10 0
Rolleiflex Non-Auto., Tessar f/3.8 .
£9 0 0
Ihagee F.P. 3ix2i, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£5 0 0
T.-P. Imperial i-pl., triple extension, Beck f./8, 3 D.D. slides,
case, tripod . . . .
£3 15 0
Rolleiflex Anto 4*4, Tessar f/2.8, case, green fllter£18 0 0
Zeiss Mirax Attachment .
£2 5 0

Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :
Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i. 3
Flat Films, H. & D. 600 ; i-pl., 3 dozen
GEORGE
CBILDE
Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2,700, 22B.Rown<lh>yR4.LM<ll 42057
Film Packs, super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
Chemicals, bottled ; Amidol, 1/2 oz. ; ‘AUTOMAX’ ENLARGEMENTS from your

Ensign Selflx 31 x 21, f/4.5, shop-soiled .
£2 15
£3
10 0
0
Zeiss Sonnet 3i x 21 F.P., Dom. f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter

packs 5/3 ; i-pl., 3 packs 8/6.

5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

8/9 ;

a FMOYO-CMIMIff

8 exposure, lfx2i and 31x2i,
2ix4i 12/- ; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.
31 x 2i, 3 packs

lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct with us for

D. & P. Paper, Postcards, Plates, Chemicals,
[0009
Wallets, Mounts.

TEST our Gaslight or Bromide Paper free of

charge and see the wonderful quality and
easy working, 3i x 2i 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — City Photo Works, Southport.

DEPOSIT

»

10/- dozen,

5/9.

Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone,

OUR

for CASH

apparatus

HIGH -CLASS CAMERAS
CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE

THE

1/1-pl., 2/6;

l|x2i, 9/- dozen; 3ix2i, 9/-; 3ix4i,
11/-; 6 exposures ; 3ix4i, 18/-; 5ix3i, 21/-.

CAMERAS
and Supplies

of special interest to Leica
all miniature camera nsers.

Polebrook

postage to callers.

The

ALLENS

dispatched

Wednesday,

IKON

SURE
STILL

IN LEATHER

for price list.

Orders

ZEISS

30

to 7 ; Wednesday,

Send

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SERVICE

Place, Leith Walk.

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

From

—

or

GARNER &25/JONES LTD.

[0082

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
K ALTON, Glasgow, 409J, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white

CONTAX

CINE

Trade.

Users

Zeiss Ikon

CALCULATIONS

CERTAIN

for ownParade,
con2d.parts
— Lancaster,

MATERIALS

SCHEME

NO

LEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers,
post free. — Lancaster, Parade, Birmingham.

SERVICE

THE

‘PRACTOS’

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

postage
Enlargers.— List of

WANT

KNOW

Find it with a

E
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for Condensers,
every size
negative, from
to 12x10.
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

struction ;
Birmingham.

1934

CORRECT EXPOSURE?

Trade.

c

YOU
TO

ANCASTER

our

SPECIAL

DO

ENLARGERS

NLARGERS.

ROLLEICORD
BABY IKONTA
SUPERB
FOTH-DERBY
FOTH- FLEX, ETC.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE

&

2,

ADVERTISEMENTS

1 -PLATE Walnut Enlarger, f/4 objective ; as
2
new, £ 5/15. — Partridge, 106, Lansdowne Rd.,
Dalston, E.8.
[1727

Fitted with F/3.5 ZEISS
TESSAR LENS

Also

PHOTOGRAPHER

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

(KEOD.)

■
(- | ft Jh
LLIUA
MASTER

NEGATIVES—
3£x
FOR
2/- A DOZEN

PHOTO
Appointed

FINISHERS,

by Messrs.

LTD.

Leitz.

33, St.John’s Mews,
London, W.C. I . Phone: Holb. 1147
'
Usual Dealers’ Discounts.
AeH€F
P_

[0002 RISK.
ALL

May

2,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

KODAK,

of camera

!

kept in stock, including :

ENSIGN,

ZEISS,

PATHfi

,

ROLLEICORD,
THORNTON-PICKARD,
IHAGEE,
VOIGTLANDER,
SOHO,
NEWMAN
&
GUARDI
A,
BELL
& HOWELL,
etc., etc.
EXCHANGES

A

“ The Camera
VICTORIA
Opposite

Exchange

of the Midlands."

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM.

k Write

Photographic Chemists

O.P.O.

now

Phone:

for full particulars

PHOTOGRAPHS

MID.

5670.

in special leaflet with prices:

EALING

id °f

COMPLETE
#

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

normal : 3i x 2i 2/-, 4i X 2f 2/6, i-pl. 3/-,
i-pl. 5/- gross.

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Filins, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen 10/6.

first quality, singles and
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

sheets, i-pl. 2/-,

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free.— Attwood, Chapel Lane. Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

ALL

28a, BROADWAY,

LEICA

W.5

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3£x2£, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (21x41)
1/6, 41 x 31 1/3, 51 x 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen. 84 x 6$ ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 I dozen, 64 x 4f enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1I-, 81x61 9d., 61 x 4* 6d.
PROMPT DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD..
RETOUCHING

Postcards,

Trade.

ETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬
cuted. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

BRIGHTON. — Everything for the outdoor, portrait
BRIGHTON. — Glossy Vigorous Bromide Paper,
and D. & P. photographer.
prices. — Kimber.

[1148

Keenest possible

P*
‘AKRISKO
The
Focussing
Magnifier

vigorous, extra vigorous, super vigorous :
3ix2i 1/6 gross, 12 gross 16/- post paid; 6x4}
3/- gross, post 6d. ; 6ix4| 3/9 gross, post 6d. ;
8ix6i

6/3 gross,

post

9d. — Kimber.

will enable you to obtain abso¬
lutely critically sharp enlarge¬
ments from your small negatives.

BRIGHTON. — Roll Films ; prices on application ;

money-saving lists and samples free. — Kimber,
Wholesale Photographies, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.

THE
“AKRISKOP”
is simple
to use, and positive
in results. It eliminates all
waste due to poor focussing and

ENLARGEMENTS

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092

SUPPLIES
LONDON,

Competition.

Trade.

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the quality Paper,
ALLENS. — De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. size, 2/3 R
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,

Service

EALING,

Photography

sale Society will offer a Prize of Two Guineas
and Three Prizes of One Guinea each, for the
best photographs submitted during each month, by
competent photographers, dealing with the activities
of the C.W.S. In addition to the prizes payment
will be made for all photographs published. Par¬
ticulars of the competition can be obtained from —
The General Editor, C.W.S. Publicity Department,
Balloon St., Manchester.
[9800

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ; Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100. insured
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062
normal ; all surfaces : 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 41x2} and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross ;
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

100 ; D. & P. Order Pads. 1/6 dozen.

AND

pRESS

strips, 50 1/6, 100

3ix21 2/- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

Processing

assures

[1672

Trade.

LEICESTER.

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co., Ltd. (in liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces, Scotland and
Ireland, we are in the position to offer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.
is limited, early application

PHOTOMATON
87, LAMB’S

CONDUIT

Telephone

is advised

-LLOYD
STREET,

: HOLBOEN

6250.

W.C.I

CAMERA/
WANTED
USED
Write,

DOZEN,
6d. plate,
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
J1.//Q
D
from
small9d.
film6, or
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
— J0017

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8ix6i
assorted

2d.

95, Fowler

CAMERA

PUBLICATION

AS

CARDS.

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.
Payment on acceptance. Stamped addressed
envelope to accompany photos submitted.

Wilson Bros. Ltd.,80, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2
YOU

CAN

DEAL

W.C.2

Guaranteed

in Good

Condition

Mentor 31 x 21 Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£7 2 6
Tropical Carbine 31 x 21 Roll Film, plate back, 3 slides, Tessar
f/4.5, Compur, and case. Cost £14 10s .
£7 10 0
Korelle 3 4 cm., f/4.5, Ibsor shutter, 1 to l/150th sec. £2 15 0

SHIELDS

POST

LTD.

ATTRACTIVE
BARGAINS

Kodak No. 3a Junior, P.C. size. R.R. lens. Cost £5 5s. £110
Etui 3-V x 21 Plate, single extension, Radionar f/4.5, Ibsor
shutter. Cost £7 7s .
£4 4 0
Cine-Kodak

Trade.

FOR

CO.
LONDON,

LEICA,
3ix2iChilde,
Enlargements,
2d. ; Expert
lists Finishing,
free. — George
PhotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[0098

Peter¬
[4423

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Photographs Wanted!

&

STRAND,

STREET,

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
EXCHANGE

Street, SOUTH

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

£27 10 ,0
Miroflex I-pl., Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane, l/3rd to 1 '2.000th sec.,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case, Proxar lens. Cost £53

ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

DINNINGS

SANDS

each.— Below.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8ix6i 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 81x6* 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE.
giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
vou require.

results

Price £2:17:6

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

i-PHOTOMATON MACHINES-

the best possible

from your negatives. It is
accurate to a microscopic degree
which cannot be attained by the
unaided eye.

quantity, glossy ot art surface. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

As the supply of machines

WANTED~|

ATT WOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and EACH month during 1934, the Co-operative Whole¬
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 5ix3i, 450 H. & D. :
ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
REPAIRERS
ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3
chloro-bromide linen, 36
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.

SPECIALITY.

See our Windows.

GALLOWAYS,

Trade.

Trade.

it’s GALLOWAYS
for CAMERAS
make

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

In BIRMINGHAM

Every popular

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4}x3i 1/3, 5ix3£ 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
ry/ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,
[0057
I / " best
on Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
small negative,
36 for
3/-. 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

FILMS Developed and Printed, 31x21 10d., post

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Model

BRADY

B, f/3.5 lens, case.

&

Cost £26

5s. £7 17

MARTIN

LTD.

29, Mosley Street, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

“THE

AUTOCAR”

The World’s Leading Automobile Journal.
Every Friday.
4d.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM .

31

6

THE

SPOT
CASH

AMATEUR

16s. 6d.
2.1 xlf Auto. V.P. Kodak Series III. f/7-9
£1:7 6
Kodar. Good condition. List £2 2S .
List £1 is .

Leitz

Eldia

positives.

Printer, for

/Is new.

making

PI .IQ. A

List £2 18s .

IlilOtU

31x2J
Ensar.

shutter.

Cost £5 5s. XtJ.iZi.il

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5
As new.

4}x3i

As new.

List £6 17s. 6d .

Good

31 x 2} Ensign Carbine No. 6, rising front, Aldis f/4.5,

cm.

Ernemann

Focal-plane, 7.5-cm. Zeiss

f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
Good condition .

£1 4 ,1 C.A
Ill.lw.v

List £17 .

Ihagee Exakta, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar. As
new.

21-in. square

Zeiss Tessar.

£1 7.1

List £22 10s .
Automatic

*1

Rolleiflex,

As brand new.

f/3.8

List£22ios.

ft • ft

f .lu.u

CIO.

Good

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens, case. Excel¬
lent condition.

Cost £31 10s.. .

28 OLD BOND
London,

D.D.

slides, leather case.

4.5/6

cm. Makina

Good

Good

case.

f .V,

Compur,

CQ.1
Iv.ld.U

Certotrop Hand, double extension, Xenar f/2.9,

dela'ved Compur,

3 slides, F.P. adapter.

£10:17:6

Voigtlander Bergheil Tourist Hand,

double

extension, delayed Compur, Heliar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Splendid
con- £13:15:0
dition.
List £18 14s. 3d.

281 OXFORD
London,
Fourteen

stock.
4.5 x 6 cm. Vest Pocket Folding Hand, f/6.8 Doppel
anastigmat,

3-speed

Pronto

shutter,

1

J

vll*.
condition
Fair Tenax
F.P.
4.5 adapter.
x 6 cm. Goerz
Hand,
f/6.8 Goerz Dagor
anastigmat, speeds b to i/iooth and Time, £1 .C.A
3 slides, F.P. adapter.

. .

Fair condition

wl*v»v

Agfa Speedex, self-erecting, roll film, f/8.8

3^x21

new
.
anastigmat,
3 speeds, T.

and

B.

As

C 1 .*7 .£

4} x3}Kodex
No. shutter,
3 Autographic
Kodak,
Series III,
f/7-9
Kodar,
rising front.
Good
.1 A.
A

condition.

Cost £5 12s. 6d .

Film, plate back, rising
Roll
shutter.
31x21 Ensign
SlightlyCarbine
shop-soil
ed only..
£2:5:
0
front, frame finder, Aldis Uno anastigmat f/7-7.
LrichroPostcard Regular Sanderson Hand, all usual

5ix3!

movements, reversing back, Woollensack anastigmat
3 D.D. slides, case. Good condition. . . . £3:3:0
f/6.3, Optimo shutter, 1 to i/3ooth sec., T. and B.

Zeiss Ikon Icarette 551/2, double extension,

Tessar f/4.5, delayed Compur, plate back, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, List
screen,
case. Good con- M
i
dilion.
£17 leather
2s .

ST.

DC7LLON

A<O.A

condition.

leather

condition .

31x2/

£7:7:0

Cfi.1 7.fi

Hand, f/2.8 Anticomar,

12 slides, filter, lens hood,

doors

West

of Circus.

WEST

ST.

f/4.5 Radinor, Ibsor shutter, 1 to
Etui Hand,
and B., F.P. adapter.

31x21 sec., T.
i/i25th

.«
£7 .
all-metal
A,*.**.■*
As 3Jnew.
Film Reflex Model
Roll
Duoflex
21 List
> Dallmeyer
and time,
i/5thAs tonewi/8ooth
Cl 0*10*0
and sec.
f/4.5.
4f-in.
shutter,
focal-plane

BOUND

liV.AV.V

Cost £15 15s .

unused.

30-32 THAMES

W.l

Any item sent an five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.VV.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

PC.1 C.f)
<*.*!• iu.l/

Good condition.. .

41 x 31 Apem Focal-plane, f/4.5 Apem, 3

£18:10:0

W.l

£5:5:0

condition .

Zeiss Ikon Ideal 225, double extension,

13.5-cm. Tessar f/4.5, Compur, F.P. adapter, leather case Good condition .

3Vx2}

If). (1

HO.lv.U

telescope finder,
. . £2:19:6

Nettel Piccolette Roll Film, f/4.5
cm.

3^x2}

£14:10:0

Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5.
As brand new.
brand

2Jx1j

Tessar f/4.5, leather case.

C
1 A# A
Ii I •1U*U

also 9-in. Dallon Telephoto f/6.5, Compur, plate back,
3 slides. Good condition. Cost
£18... £9:15:0
Tessar
case.

31 • 21 Enolde Self-erecting Roll Film, screw focussing,

51 x 31 No. 3a Graflex Roll Film Reflex, Bausch & Lomb

£4:10:0

condition.

all the
latest
in

f/4.5 anastigmat coupled to patent
3-speed, canvas case. Good condition.

9x12

2, 1934

MINIATURE
CAMERAS _

free pages,
anywhere.
78
post

Dallmeyer Press Reflex, 6-in. Dallmever f/4.5,

3 slides, F.P. adapter.
List £12 15s .

4.5x6

M
M

Zeiss Tessar, Compur.

3| * 2} Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, P O . 1 O . C
Diomatic

!■(
/ # O

™

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

BARGAIN

for cameras
of recent
make, a mi
Prism
Binoculars.

Leica Stereoscopic Slide. Good condi¬

tion.

PHOTOGRAPHER

BUSES

STOP

HERE.

ST.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

and 16-mm. Cine Cameras and
Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent 9.5-mm.
, bought
cash.
for
Prism Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes
Projectors,

D * a ITC H I S^7N

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, VV.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., VV.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford.— 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Croydon. — 12, George St.

LTD.

Canterbury.— 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114. Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73. Lord St.

ESTD.

1750

EXAKTA

OC&tKuiS use-

- pg -

The ONLY

REFLEX

TELEPHOTO

SMALL
ROLL

FILM,

FOCAL

PLANE .

Full-size V.P. pictures. Shutter speeded

to

1/1.000. Anas, f/3.5. .
Exakta

. .£

1 4

I O

X O

Tessar

. .£

1 8

I O

2 O

,, f/3.5. .

Extra :
„
„ f/2.8
£21:10:0
Dallmeyer Super Six f/l.9£3 111 OlO

and 6e satisfied.

‘ Dallon ’ Tele-Anas. 6-in. f/5.6 * £8: 15:0
Solid Leather Case .
£1 : 0 : 0
Write

Sold by dxli
good sGztton&uf »

GARNER
Polebrook

2nd

May,

for new

catalogue .

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden Square, W.l

1934

WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE

NO. 7.

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2/- to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford
(Additional

Name

Address

32
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DON’T
WASTE
TIME ELSEWHERE
DON'T BOTHER WADING THROUGH CATALOGUES’

I

★ COME STRAIGHT TO US ! *

LEICA

EVERYTHING
WESTON
METERS

ALWAYS

LEICA III with F/2 SUMMAR
in sunk

mount

ALL-METAL

LENS

THE
CAMERAS
for FINE SERVICE

With automatic focussing,
enabling lens focussing
and distance measuring to

meter for “ still ” or cin6
work. Built on the photronic light cell system.
Absolutely foolproof

be done in a single action.
Greatly improved, with
range of slow speeds. Get
a Leica and get all the
enjoyment that photo¬
graphy
can give.
takes
36 exposures
at a It
loading,

Model 627. A small, handy
work only
Weston
meter
for cin6
£8:10:0

With

monthly payments
25/8 or 19/10.

of

£6 : 17 : 6
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 16/1.

£33:13:0 Nine monthly payments of 78/6
EASY

FREE
LISTS

Send for them now — there’s one
for each of your “ still ” or cine
needs.

F/4.5 HEKTOR

Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, 2J square, Tessar
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec. Cost £18

F/6.3 ELMAR

10.5cm ■ (as illus¬

Chromium Long-focus
trated).
finished £9:lens for
landscape photography.
Excellent
for touring and mountaineering.

No. 7 Ensign Carbine 3J x 2J, Ensar f/4.5 lens, Mulchro
shutter, 1 to l/100th sec. Cost £6 10s .
£6 17 6
Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno f/4.5
lens, shutter speeds l/25th to l/500th sec., brown case.
Cost £7 17s. 6d .
£5 17 6

F/4 ELMAR

34 x 2A Etui Folding Plate, double extension, Supracomar
f/3.9 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., tan case,
F.P. adapter. Cost £13 10s .
£7 17 6

4:0

Voigtlander Brilliant Roll Film, Skopar f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec. Cost £8 15s .
£5 17 6
Vest Pocket Roll Film Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec. Cost £10 10s .
£5 5 0

shutter,

“t“d

t allowances
Highes
your used camera

HANGES
EXC
v

in part payment

ANY

l/20th to
£9 9 0

la Kodak Series III, rising front, Kodak f/6.3 lens,
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec. Cost £8 10s.
£4 4 0

EVER

- READY

7 :6

on

easy

terms.

Vest Pocket Speed, Pentac f/2. 9 lens, focal-plane shutter,
l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec. tan case, 3 slides. Cost £20 17s. 6d.
£8 8 0

EASY

CASES

A SUMMAR

3i x 21 Soho Dainty Reflex, reversing back, Zeiss Tessar
lens f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, l/18th to l/800th sec., tan
case, 3 D. slides. Cost £23 .
£8 17 6

r

,

R

^

v

™

Your first picture with this re¬
markable lens will fully convince
you of the difference it makes.
In rigid mount (as illustrated)

£13:0:0

ROLLEIGORD
Has

numerous

common

with

special
the

mount

compensation,

£15 : 10 : 0

Triotar

WE LEAD WITH LEICA !

OUR STOCK IS EVEN BIG ENOUGH

TO TIDE OVER TEMPORARY

Nine

features

famous

— one -lever Compur
In collapsible sunk

of goods against full cash

I Allowed to post-buyers
you a chance to see what

F/2

LENS on your CAMERA

IKONTA

model

T.-P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, Taylor-Hobson Cooke
f/2. 5 lens, focal-plane, l/15th to l/l,000th sec., black case,
3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £33 10s .
£15 15 0

VA
APPRO
deposit.
It gives
you’re buying.

Takes 1G exposures on V.P. roll
film. All-metal body. Hinged
back, spring-out front for rigidity,
leather bellows, direct-vision finder,
tripod bush.
Finished black
enamel with nickel fittings.

Any

£10 : 14 : 0

LENS
ON
TERMS.

PUT

shutter.
Novar Anastigmat
From £3f/6.3, Derval
:

High-speed

Beautifully finished in brown leather. Velvet lined. See that
you get a Leica case. It is specially designed to facilitate the
handling of the camera when urgent shots are required,
/

for a better instrument.

BABY

9 cm.

long-focus lens, specially suited
for landscapes, architecture, animal

3J x 21 Icarette Roll Film and Plate Camera, double
extension, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to
l/250th sec., D.A. Cost £16 12s. 6d .
£1117
6
Leica I, Elmar f/3.5 lens, focal-plane
l/500th sec. Cost £15 .

LOOK AT THESE
“SNIPS ”

13.5 cm.

Possesses
great defining power.
finished
Particularly for£16:12:0
use to distinguish
extremely fine detail. Chromium

f/3.8 lens,
15s.
£14 14 0

Anything on 9 equal monthly
instalments. First payment
secures goods. Only 5% added,
or 5/- if under £5.

TERMS

DISTANCE
LONG¬
LENSES

(Please send 2d. postage.)

GUARANTEED
BARGAINS !

patent

in

Rolleiflex

shutter,

parallax

film guide,

Zeiss

f/4.5 lens.

10 Gns.

monthly

payments

of

SHORTAGES

24/6.

OF SUPPLY !

IE
uJR L L Cl 1 ro N LIro
NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON,
■

■

and you do best of all at-

As

advertisements

PLEASE

on

these covers
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go to press a fortnight

“THE

AMATEUR

-

fl

fl

119,

f/4.5 anastigmat

lens. Delayed-action
Com pur shutter, rising
and cross front, double
extension. Very small.
Metal body.

and every negative makes
a splendid enlargement.
Nine

3£x2i

ZODELdeLUXE

(as illustrated).

MODEL
617/2 (as illus¬
trated). The universal

IN STOCK

in advance

some

of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER
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4

Selochrome the
extra-fast roll
film

provides

opportunities for
photography
earlier and later in
the day — and gives
you true tonal
value.

Photograph taken on
Selochrome and repro¬
duced by kind permission
of Miss

Made

in England
Printed

for the Publishers,

Iliffe

by
& Sons

ILFORD
Limited,

Dorset

House

LIMITED
Stamford

Street, London,

: ILFORD
S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Margaret

Smith.

: LONDON
Press,

Reading.

/Tmateur

OTOGRAPHER

&

Cl

The Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

May

with a CameraNo.

2374.

9th, 1934.

I

An Ensign Midget greatly increases the scope and
interest of your photography. It is the first precision
camera to combine absolute pocketability with real
efficiency at a reasonable price. As small as a packet
of ten cigarettes. In leather slip case. Fitted with
ALL-DISTANCE
ENSAR

LENS

ANASTIGMAT

Uses Ensign LUKOS
ENSIGN.

LIMITED,

F/6.3

30/-

E.IO film. 6 exposures

HIGH

HOLBORN,

-

50/-

for 6d.

LONDON,

W.C.l

British
throughout

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the U.K.

May

THE

ndoors

colourful

one

alone

or out ...

cloud-capped

film can

makes

AMATEUR

do

PHOTOGRAPHER

daylight or

landscape

full justice to

artificial light ...

... a

‘Miniature’

or

a child on

a

the

KODAK

1934

Postcard

sands or

model

all subjects, all lighting, all cameras

a complete range that covers

9,

ADVERTISEMENTS

every kind of photographic

•

...

a

no

KODAK

requirement:

REGULAR

“VERICHROME”
KODAK

SUPER

SENSITIVE

PANCHROMATIC

“PANATOMIC”

In Every Case— Use Kodak Film
KODAK
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“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”
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Limited,
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Kodak

House,

Kingswav , London.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

INSTO
COMPOUND

GIVES
Brilliant Focussing

FOCUSSING

Focus with open aperture.
Expose automatically with
small aperture.
Fitted to Junior

Ruby

MAGNIFIERS

The Greatest Boon to the Reflex
Perfect magnification of image.
Ensures critical focussing.
Essential

for all workers
OPINIONS

with

OF

“Certainly

a

great

defective

sight.

USERS

“ They make
an immense
“ I am
very pleased with
“ I think them excellent.”

Reflexes.

User.

difference.”
the Magnifiers.”

help.”

PRICE,

PRICE
complete

35/-

in Leatherette

Case,

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

21/Beat that tricky light — use a

Weston

_

exposure iVlefer

MODEL

617 TYPE

FOR STILL OR CINE WORK,

with marvellous sensitivity of reading. Size
3£x2$xl^ in. Weight 8 oz. Complete with
shoulder strap and leather case,

When the light plays tricks with your photo¬
graphs and robs you of your best films, put
an end to guess-work exposures, use a
Weston Exposure Meter. The correct stop
and shutter timing are determined by the
amount of light reflected by the scene at
the time of exposure. The Weston works
independently of climateortemperature
and has no batteries to replace. See it
demonstrated

at Wallace

Heaton’s.

EASY

PAYMENTS. — Add 5%

to cash price and divide by nine.
First monthly payment secures goods.

Get your “ Weston ”

PART EXCHANGES.
allowance

MODEL

627 CINEMEjER.

Gives dead accurate exposure instantly you
point it at your scene or subject. Size 2-5/1 6ths
x2£xl£ in. With carrying strap, £8 10s.
For Leica users there is the Weston Leicameter
at £8 10s.
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“ THE

•/Wl

from —

ST., W.l
at 47, BERKELEY
CT andPhones:
ommNil Ol.
Mayfair 0924-5-6-7
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ADVERTISEMENTS

11 DAYS TO WHITSUH
BUY NOW !— FIRST EASY PAYMENT SECURE
3i ■ 21 Special Kodak, f/0.3 Rausch St Lorab
lens, Velosto fullv-spee fed shutter .
31 21 Icerette Double Extension Roll. Film
f/4.5 Tessar, latest pattern Compur shutter, 3
screen .

“ Focal-plane
EXAKTA
Reflex. ”

anastigmat
£1 19 6
and Pitta,
slides and
£11 17 6

Metal

Nine

NEW

FREE

BOOK

of

LONDON

TERMS

Anything on 9 equal monthly instalments . High
allowance on your used apparatus . Approval to
post-buyers of used goods.

lens, 2
8.1. 0d.

is the camera

Juto

all your

everv

that

on

F/3.8

for

NEW

PLEASE

MENTION

MODEL

ry A

54

LIME

LONDON

Phone : MON.

payments

Zeiss Tessar

Nine monthly

£22

*C’

AMATEUR

0

payments

10

0

of 52/0

Price

9

monthly
Thelma

List price £8 10s.

Our

Pace

Or

monthly

9

Leather

Rolleiflex — one-lever

strap,

Compur

case,

5/9

-

£ 7:7:6

payments

of

delayed-action

-

£5:5:0

payments
with

17/3.

shutter.

lock

of

12/3.

and

sling

extra.

shutter, parallax compensa¬
tion, patent film guide, Zeiss

1
|

10 Gns.
Nine monthly

payments

by one knob giving
four groups of speeds.
A splendid miniature
precision instrument.
With Zeiss

of 24/0

i

I
|

PHOTOGRAPHER

CONTAX
With focal -plane shut¬
ter giving 3, l/5th and
l/l 0th sec. Controlled

f/4.5 lens.

,
I

E.C.3

Zeiss Ikon
‘ KOLIBRI
Cameras
at 40%
off list’

Has numerous special features
in common with the famous

Triotar

ST
0180

A
high-class instrument. Direct
finder, 16 pictures on V.P. film,
genuine f/3.5 Zeiss Novar
lens,
focussing, with
Compur
sector
shutter. List price £11 10s.
Or

j

lens, leather case.
£8 5 0

of 48/8

With

in stock £60

“THE

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat
Cost £26 10s .

Takes

‘ROLLEICORD’

Now

0

Bell-Howell Watch-thin Filmo Camera, for 50 or 100 ft.,
f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat lens, Bell-Howell 400-watt
£08 0 0
projector, adjustable resistance and travelling-case

standard

of

of

0

shutter,

£10 10

3i x 23 Latest Dainty Soho Reflex, revolving back, mask¬
ing device, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 D.D. slides, leather case.
Unsoiled. Cost £32 10s .
£19 10 0

Our

payments

latest Compur

3| x 2i Sinclair Una, leather covered, revolving back,
triple extension, f/4.0 Watson convertible Holostlgmat,
N. & G. Perfect shutter, 3 slides, leather case. .. . £14 14 0

£88

monthly

Rolleiflex, f/3.8 anastigmat,

f, 4.5 lens. .

Nine monthly

70 ‘D A.’

Master of all pergonal movie
camera*. Has every refine¬
ment which Roes to the making
of profesaional-ll-.e pictures,
even in the hands of a novice.

Nine

shutter, f/4.5
f/5.6, 0 D.D.
£15 15 0

£20

0x0

Has

goes

perfection.

exposures

Tessar

' B’
£30
70-

0

Victor Cine Camera, variable speeded shutter,
anastigmat, leather case. Cost£36. . £15 15 0

eather case .

to get life

pictures.

gadget

absolute

FILMO

MODEL

shutter,

£9 17

Latest Model III Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat,
speeded shutter, coupled range-finder aud purse

E.C 1

31 21 roll film.
Fitted with Zeiss

For 16-mm. films. Bausch
Glaukar anastigmat f/ 2.8
lens. Brings every subject
within your scope. Speeds
8, 16, and 64 pictures per sec.
Direct and reflecting viewfinders.

Compur

3i x 2i Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, focal-plane shut¬
ter, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat and case .
£5 12 0

lens, £1speeded
17 6

Here

12

SIEMENS CINE
CAMERA

delayed-action

i-pl. T.-P. Special Reflex, reversible back, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 ISeries II Cooke anastigmat,
0 slides, leather case .
£0 10 0
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat. set of
supplementary lenses, leather case, Path6scope Projector,
adjustable resistance .
£11 17 0

‘ROLLEIFLEX’

monthly payments
£10 5s. 4d.

Tessar,

43 6 Nettel Deckrullo Collapsible Focal-plane, f/2.7
Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
£15 15caee0

and EXCHANGES

Nine

Zeiss

i-pl. N. & G. Dwarf Reflex, focal-plane
Carl Zeiss Tessar, 12£-m- Cooke Telephoto
slides, roll-holder. Cost £45 .

Words can’t express the bumper values it contains.
Get it and see ! Every lJr\ CT1
pppr
{ f
r f\ !-■ IL . ■
1
guaranteed. 1
bargain

EASY

slides, F.P.

As new .

16-mm.
f/1. 5 Meyer

auastigiuat, lens,
15s. 0d.

Phone : NAT. 0591

3 D.D.

Dallmeyer Telephoto lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather

case.

84 Aldersgate St

NEW & USED ‘SNIPS’

shutter,

33 x 2i lea All-metal Compact Folding, double extension,
f/4.5 Carl

3
2, E".’ign Tropicr.l Folding Speed Camera, f/3.5
Dallmeyer in Compur shutter, 2 slides. Un/Boiled. Cost
£15 lbs .
£10 10 0

auastigiuat

lens, Compur

.
. .
£29 10 0
4 y 3 or Leica Size Piccochic Vertical Enlarger, f/0.3
anastigmat, base easel, electric fittings .
£4 15 0
Weston Cine Meter, latest pattern. Cost £8 7s. 6d.
£6 0 0
41 x 0 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 D.D. slides. F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£9 17 0

i-pl. Sander ton de Luxe, f 6 Dallmeyer 3-focl sligmatlc
lens, DaMmeyer VV.A. anas' igmat lens, 6 double biok-foim
d.- ri s'iu . and • .«e .
£8 17 0
31 2j T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zelsa Tessar anastigmat
lens, rev
ha k, 3 slidrv F.P. adapter .
£S 17 0
3* 2< N. & P. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross X pres, 10-In.
t! 5.6 DaJlou Interchangeable, 3 double slides, F. P. a lapter,
leather case. Cost£06 Ins .
£33 5 0

f"
v> .23
Nagel
shutter
andFolding,
3 slides f/6.8
.

monthly payments
of 73/0.

adapter, Sinclair lens hood, leather case. Cost £40. As

i-pl. Cout2Si3 Folding Plate, f/6.8 anastigmat lens
£1 12 0
31 2l F :neraarn Folding, double elides, 3fHdfs. .153. 0d.
1-pl. Adama’ Vesta de L.vre. f'5.5 l?m;s Comblnable,
Compur shutter, revois iug bock, 3 D.D. elides, F.P. adapter,
and case .
£12 17 0

landscape

extra

33 x 21 All-metal Sinclair Una Compact Folding Pocket,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

1-pl. Double Extsnsion Cameo, f/3.9 Lukos anastigmat
lens, C’ompur shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
New condition .
£4 19 0

f/7.7 A Ml*

for

With 3-in. f/1.9 Superillustrated.)
--JQ.Q
Six Dallmeyer£J-|
lens.
(Ai

V P. Da’lmeyer Spt^d, f/2.9 Pent.;:-, 3 double Imok-forui
slid' . F.P. adapter, leather case .
£10 10 0
V.P. Erneuiann Foeal-phne, f/4.5 Goerz Dogma r. 4 elides,
focussing s«*re;n .
£5 17 0
5 4 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f 4.8 C'elor. 3 D.D.
slides, extension back, Teleuegatlve att aeliment, leather
case .
£7 17 0

i-pl. Cameo Folding Pocket,
6 H'idcs .

leather

1/25 th to 1/1 ,000th se6.,
T. and B.
Magnifier
Incorporated
flue work.

1-pl. Coerz Tenax Roll Film, f/6.3 Goer/, anastigmat, lens,
speeded shutter .
£3 17 0
21 square Cr.rbine, f/ 7.7 anasfigmat lens .
17s. 6d,
2a Folding Autographic Brownie, rt.lt. lens .
15s. 3d.
No. 2 Ensign AH-Di>tance Eox Camera. Cost 13s.5s.
6d.3d.

3j 23 Flifo Folding Pocket, rapid
alidoa .
.

body,

covered, fitted with tri¬
pod bush and
cable
release.
Speeded

31 23 Ncgel Roll Film, f/6.8 an.-'dii'inat lens. . £1 19 6
3 2 Ensignetto de Luxe Roll Film, f/6.3 Velos anastigmat lens, h;* \led aim ( -r. focussing adjustment £1 12 0
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Roll Film, f/3.5 Klmar ana.st.igmatlens .
£S 17 0

CITY SALE
”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

Tessar f/3.5 £27

lOS.
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9,
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USING IT FOR THE HOLIDAY!
LEICA III

NEW! Salex 3ix2i ‘VENUS WAFER’
Our

1934 introduction

is undoubtedly

CAMERA !

“ STILL”
OR CINE

The latest advance in Leica con¬
struction. Gives long instantaneous exposures
of 1, b, fractions,
aud i sec.,in oraddition
any inter¬
mediate
to
l/20th-l/500th sec. Has telescopic
range-finder with magnification

the finest

value In P'olding Pocket Plate Cameras that has
ever been placed upon the market, and we have
no hesitation in inviting comparison with any
other make in design, finish, rigidity and per¬
formance. Only If in. thick, it is really
pocketable. Aluminium body, covered finest

1J times and eyepiece for focus¬
sing the image.
With f/2 Sum-mar lens in collap¬
sible sunk mount.

£33 : 13 : 0

quality morocco leather. Chromium -plated
finish, full double extension, rack rising and
rack cross front. Brilliant reversible and D.V.
wire frame finders, bushed for tripod. Hooded
back focussing screen, 3 best quality single
metal slides. Genuine Com pur sector shutter
with delayed action.

l
l

With

f/3.6 Meyer

Trioplan

X*(| ■ 1 A
"
JM A ■
A
I V - IU

anastigmat .
With f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat .
Nine

monthly

payments

Nine

2s.
8s.
16s.
10s.

focal-plane

1/1 Oth,
l/25th,
l/50th, l/100th,
l/250th sec., with
delayed

shutter, revolving

back, and

6 slides
£5 18

KODAK ‘DUO’

Takes

3} x 2b Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 anastigmat, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6 slides and case
£9 17 6
5x4 Goerz Anschntz, Dogmar f/4.6, self-capping focalplane shutter, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes and leather
case .
. .
£10 10 0
6-in. Goerz

Series III f/6.8, Acme

fully-speeded

shutter
£1 10 0

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/2. 9 Xpres, rack focussing, self¬

capping focal-plane shutter, revolving
F.P. adapter and leather case .

back,

3 D.D. slides,
£16 10 0

i-pl. T.-P. Press, Anticomar f/2.9, focussing, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D. slides and leather case £13 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Cine Camera, Dalhneyer f/3.5, motor
drive. New condition .
£6 6 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto Einecam, f/2. 6 Cinar, focussing,
3 speeds, motor drive, leather case .
£12 17 6
A -pi. Goerz Anschutz, Series III, f/6.8 anastigmat, focalplane shutter, 6 D.D. slides .
£5 5 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive and leather case .
£7_ 7 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Model B Motocamera, f/o‘.5 ana¬
stigmat .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke, 2 speeds,
motor drive and leather case .
£25 0 0
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat, motor
drive .
£1 19 6

90/94 FLEET ST
LONDON

Phone : CENT.

9391

SALEX ‘BALDA’

Takes

16

pictures on
roll film.

Meyer lens, and latest delayedaction Compur sector shutter, 1
to l/300th sec., T. and B., with

monthly

With

Meyer

f/3.5 £J

Nine monthly

THE

HOME

OF HOME

payments

path£

MOVIES

9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 lens, motor drive
and case .
£1 18 6
9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, set
portrait attachments and filter, leather case. As new
£5 10 0
9.5-mm. Cine Nizo Club Model, taking 100-ft. spools,
interchangeable anastigmat lens, f/2.9 Steinheil Cassar,
variable speeds, hand crank, reversed double claw and
sprocket feed. New condition. Cost £36.... £24 17 6
9.5-mm. Single Claw Pathescope Projector, complete with
adjustable resistance .
£3 17 6
9.5-mm. Double Claw Pathescope Home Movie Projector,
complete with adjustable resistance. Nice order £4 15 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell 70 DA Camera, with turret front,
fitted with 1-in. f/.1.5, 2-in. f/3.5 and 3-in. f/3.5 lenses,
7. speeds, critical focusser, footage indicator, masking finder,
motor drive, complete in leather case. Cost £121 £73 15 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto Einecam, f/1.5 Dallmeyer lens and
case .
£17 7 6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak 8 Camera,
condition .

f/1.9 lens and

case. New
£13 17 6

16-mm. Ensign Auto Einecam, f/2.6 Cinar, focussing,
motor drive, and 3 speeds, leather case .
£12 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Eodak, f/1.9 anastigmat. 50-ft.
capacity, motor drive, 2 speeds, and leather case £14 17 6
3i x 2i Icarette Roll Film, double extension, rising front,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, combination plate
back, 3 Elides and focussing screen. Cost £16£11
10s.17 6
Vollenda,

f/4.5

Radinar

Phone:

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.6 anastigmat
9.6-mm. films.

CITY 1124

E.C.2

lens.

For

£13:0:0
Nine

monthly payments
30/4.

of

EVERY OTHER PATH 6
MODEL IN STOCK.

<( ENSIGN „
AUTOKINECAM
With F/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT LENS
Enables

even

the beginner

to

obtain splendid 16 -mm. mo¬
vies without any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three
speeds and hand crank, direct
finder. Complete iu leather

anastigmat,

speeded shutter .
*.
£3 7 6
Model I Leitz Leica, detachable f/3.5 Elmar lens, range¬
finder, ever-ready case. As new .
£11 11 '0
Model II Automatic Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, Zip
purse .
£17 0 0
31 x21 N.& G. New Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens. 3 bookform slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£10 17 6

LONDON

luxe

NEW SPEED
DEVICE

of 14/1

13 Gns.
Nine

monthly payments
31/10.

of

SIX-20’ KODAK

The clever camera. Tn one
movement
the front drops
and

the

lens springs

out

for

the will
picture.
Kodon into
shut¬a
ter
slice Its
a second
hundredth. Open the back,
hinged like a cigarette case,
flick up the spool-holders,
snap the film home, and
you’re loaded almost before

lens

.J.Q

£2:15:0

you’ve begun. Six-20 slick¬
ness and
quickness are
priceless. 8 exposures on

XCHANGE
PLEASE

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 38/8.

WITH

59 CHEAPSIDE

release. £9
:5:0
payments of 21/8.

Nine

Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat
£6
With “ Pronto S ” shutter and

3i x2 b Makina, f/2.9 Plaubel anastigmat, Compur shut¬
ter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£10 10 0
3i x 21 Cameo Compact Folding, f/4.5 Lumar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£3 15 0
3$ < 2 b Cameo Compact Folding, double extension, f/4.5
Aldis anastigmat, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-holder, leather case .
£4 4 0

3i x 2i

AJl-metal body, D.V. finder,
leather covering, nickel fittings.
As illustrated, but with f/2.9

cable

3$ x 2$

anastig¬
to the

focussing from 3£ ft. to in¬
finity.
Direct-vision view¬
finder.

16-ex.-on-V.P.

E.C.4

on

" snapping ” position at the
touch of a button. Finger-tip

6

Postcard Double Extension Ensign Roll Film, f/6.3 AldisButcher, Compur, leather case .
£5 5 0
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, interchangeable,
focal-plane shutter, and leather case .
£10 10 0
No. 1 Rolleiflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter
and leather case .
£9 17 6
Postcard Goerz Tenax Roll Film, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, plate back, screen, 3 slides and leather case
£7 17 6

16 pictures

eight-exposure film,
mat
lens shoots

9

£9 17

action.

£17 : 0 : 0

i-pl. British Anschutz, Heliar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
leather case .

a range-finder

Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens.
A
latest pattern
Compur
shutter,
speeded 1,
l/5th,

3d.
6d.
Od.
6d.

i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, self¬

6 elides and

of 78/6.

coupled with the
focussing, ensuring
critical focus. Zeiss

Justophot Exposure Meter and case .
15s. 9d.
9 x 12 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex Carl Zeiss Tessar i/4.5,
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£14 17 6
3i x 2i Zeiss Ikon Maximar, Dominar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£6 0 0
capping

payments

The ‘SUPER
Has

•
■
■ A
. V

of 22/2 or 24/6.

Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film Pack Adapter, each .
Roll-holder for 3* x 2* Roll Film .
Tan Hide Leather Case .

monthly

MENTION

“ THE

(1929) LTD.

lens
3i
x 2£
f/6.film.
3 -

Nine monthly
With

focussing

Nine monthly
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With Doublet
£3^2:6
payments

of 6/8.

anastigmat
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ADVERTISEMENTS

MOMENT

in photography, as in sport and games, is the
real test of efficiency. The good all -round athlete
is seldom met with, but when he is, he is all the
more appreciated. So it is with cameras also.

CONTAX
can do more
than other miniature
cameras, because it is the
fastest in more ways than
one. Zeiss lenses up to the
extremely rapid f 1.5 Sonnar,
and the metal focal-plane
shutter — the only shutter in
miniature cameras giving
1/1 ,000 sec. exposure — allow
of taking sharp pictures of
the fastest moving subjects,
even when the light is not
good. The Contax offers
further remarkable advantages to its users, described
in our interesting book “ The Connoisseur and the
Contax,” also ‘‘The Ten Contax Lenses ” tells you all
about the properties of the Contax Zeiss ienses.

ZEISS
4

IRON

PLEASE

MENTION

Ltd.
“ THE

11 Mortimer House, Mortimer
Street London, W.1 ;
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'THE NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER" "FOCUS"

PHOTOGRAPHIC
NEWS"
&l "PHOTOGRAPHY"
Stamford Street. £ondon. S.C.t

A SPECIAL issue of The, Ama¬

Your

Own

D. &

amateurs ? ” This is a real step
forward, and one that ought to help
amateur photography enormously in
making it an ali-the-year-round
live hobby. So far, the D. & P.
business has, in its process of making
photographs, failed to make
photographers.
congratulate the
B.P.M.A.
on itsWeaction.

Bond(age)

Mr.

the desirability of the amateur
acquiring a knowledge of his subject,
and pertinently remarks to the
dealer : “ The D. & P. business is
all bunched round the summer

Gui

Street.

St. Bernard, in his

provocative address the other even¬
ing at the Royal Photographic
Society, expressed himself strongly
on Bond Street society photo¬
graphs, being careful to explain,
however, that Bond Street was not
meant as a strictly topographical
term. These society photographs,
which make one realise how many
people there are in the world with
faces like boots, have been produced
by
for decades
— just
the their
same creators
sort of thing.
If you
go

P.

The British Photographic Manu¬
facturers’ Association are making a
special effort this year to encourage
dealers to do work on behalf of
photography as a hobby. Special
showcards have been issued inviting
all and sundry to “ Make Photo¬
graphy Your Hobby,” and proclaim¬
ing how easy and inexpensive it is.
A well-produced booklet, entitled
“distributed.
A National It
Hobby,”
also being
draws is
attention
to

No. 2374-

holiday months and produces very
seasonal trade. Have you ever
thought what would be the result if
you converted io per cent of these
seasonal customers into enthusiastic

teur Photographer and Cine¬
matographer that is always
welcome at this time of year is the
Open-Air Number, which will be
published next week. On every
side there are evidences of great
activity among amateur photo¬
graphers of all classes, particularly
those who are imbued with the
modern open-air idea. Finer, warmer
weather, and the longer hours of
daylight, all tend to draw the ama¬
teur towards the open country. On
fine week-ends the highways and
byways of the countryside and the
roads to the sea coast are crowded
with open-air enthusiasts on foot
or awheel, and the holiday centres
have started their season. The
presence of a camera as the regular
companion is more marked than
ever to-day, and it is to these openair photographers that next week’s
Special Number will make its par¬
ticular appeal. An attractive threecolour all-over cover will distinguish
it on the bookstalls. Readers are
advised to secure their copies early.
Do

Vol. LXXVII.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

to a Bond Street photographer — at
least so says this castigatory art
critic — and ask him why he does
that sort of thing, his only reply will
be that he has done it, or his firm
has done it, from time immemorial.
Nobody seems able to produce
something fresh and ram it into
clients as the thing they ought to
have. Instead of that, these society
photographers appear to take the
lowest common factor in human
MiSEKICORDE

FROM

C HESTER

CATHEDRAL.

An article on “Ecclesiastical Record
Work ” with the camera appears on
another page in this issue.

intelligence and play down to it —
the sort of thing one might expect
(again according to Mr. St. Bernard)
in a one-horse town in Yorkshire or
Lincolnshire, but not in the most
sophisticated and cultured area of

The AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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London — in short, a pandering to
human vanity. But is not por¬
traiture, even in Burlington House,
always that ?
The

Blue

Hour.

The London Rambling Society,
we see, is organising a night tour of
London on May nth under the
guidance of that veteran cicerone,
Mr. A. H. Blake. Among other
spectacles the participants are pro¬
mised, about 4 a.m., the “ blue
hour on the river.” Having seen a
cross-section of snoring humanity in
a night shelter, and of roaring
machinery in a daily newspaper
office, they will stand where Words¬
worth stood and taste the mystic
hour before dawn. Talking of
sunrise pictures, a well-known ex¬
hibitor showed us, the other day,
a picture of a sunrise which he had
got at Ramsgate or somewhere, and
for which he had risen at an
unearthly hour. But when he
had got the picture he was so
much afraid that they would think

May 9th, 1934
him swanking, that he sent it to
the exhibition labelled “ Sunset.”
Anywhere

mainly of pictures obtained from the
pavements
of the
Lord Mayor’s
domain. For
photographers
no
more than the fringe of the possibili¬
ties of the City for picture-making
has been explored.

but at Home.

The thing that struck a corres¬
pondent when he wandered into the
excellent little annual exhibition of

Our

the St'. Bride Photographic Society,
just
of Wren’s
great under
steeple,thewasshadow
that hardly
any
of the two hundred works exhibited
had the City of London for their
subject. These workers in the heart
of the City had sought their subjects
in Essex lanes and Surrey woods and
Welsh valleys ; even in the archi¬
tecture section they had gone to
Canterbury and Harlech and Roches¬
ter — anywhere rather than their
own city. It is true that the
champion print of the exhibition was
a view of Aldwych, only half a mile
from the exhibition room — we say a
view of Aldwych, but, in fact, Aldwych
was invisible ; it was a night picture.
One day we will probably visit a photo¬
graphic exhibition in the New Forest
or on the Cornish coast, which consists

Exposure

Meter

Gift Offer.

We are glad to know that
readers have not been backward in
taking advantage of our special gift
offer of an exposure meter, partic¬
ulars of which have appeared every
week for the past seven weeks. We
have heard from Mr. W. H. McKaig,
of The Watkins Meter Co., that im¬
mediately after the sixth coupon had
appeared applications for over 700
meters arrived, and they are still
pouring in. As the coupons continue
for another three weeks, and the
offer remains open for a month after
that, the firm has asked us to state
that all applications are being dealt
with as quickly as possible in rota¬
tion. Will readers therefore kindly
note this if there is any delay in
response to their applications.

Readers’ Problems
Selected queries on topics of general
on this page week by week. Other

Strip

Exposures.

interest to readers will be fully dealt with
replies appear as usual on the last page.

way shown in the sketch, and the additions
with the normal use of the frame.

As I have to make a good many bromide prints, with rather
long runs from some of the negatives, l have been trying the method
of a test exposure in strips first. My trouble is that the strips
are not clearly defined, but run into each other. Can you put
me right on this point ?
R. L. B. (Hendon.)

will not

interfere

Along one end of the front of the frame glue a stout strip of
card, A. Then along the long sides fasten two strips as shown
by the dotted lines, and marked B, B. On top of these fasten
two wider strips. These are marked C, C, and a small piece of
each has been torn away to show the strip B below.
A piece of card is now cut so that it will slip under the
projecting parts of C, C, and slide comfortably between the
strips B, B, till stopped by A. The various thicknesses of the
cards can easily be decided.
Plain lines, are drawn as shown on C, C, to indicate the
positions to which the masking card is successively drawn ;
and as the card is quite close to the negative, the strips on the

From your description it is evident that you are holding the
masking card too far from the paper, so that the strips are
vignetted into each other instead of having sharp edges. As
you often make several prints from the same negative it is
certainly worth while making a test exposure first, and, as you
probably know, it is not necessary to use a whole sheet of
paper for this. A narrow strip is generally sufficient.
It will take but a short time to lit up a printing-frame in the

exposed

paper

will be

Permanganate

clearly

differentiated.

Reducer.

Can you give me an idea of the chemical action of permanganate
for reducing negatives, and also tell me how to use it ?
L. McM. (Glasgow.)
Acid permanganate is used in such a way as to oxidise some
of the metallic silver into silver sulphate which is soluble in
water. It acts on the image in very much the same way as
Farmer’s

reducer,

deposits.
Make two

stock

but

with

solutions

less tendency

to cut out the lighter

:

A.

Potassium permanganate
Water . .
. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

24 grs.
1 oz.

B.

Sulphuric acid (comm, pure) . .
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
• .

24 min.
1 oz.

Take A, 1 part ; B, 2 parts ; water, 64 parts. When sufficient
reduction has taken place, fix in fresh acid hypo (which will
remove permanganate stain), and wash thoroughly.
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FINDERS
One of the most important parts of the
This has been greatly improved in
corresponds to the sight of a gun,
different types are dealt with and

ONE of the most marked im¬

provements in hand-camera
design within recent years
is the improved form of the view¬
finder. The older type of finder of
the so-called “ brilliant ” pattern
was very often misleading to the
inexperienced photographer, both as
to what the lens included and in
the brilliancy of the image. Many
plates and films have been wasted
because the photographer has been
misled bv the seeming brilliancy of
the finder image.

While the “ brilliant ” finder is
still seen upon modern apparatus,
it is in a much better form, and is
far more accurate as to what the
lens includes than may be imagined.
This applies to both the cheaper
and more expensive apparatus.
Types

PHOTOGRAPHER
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of Finder.

View-finders are of several types.
There is the brilliant finder which
has been previously mentioned. This
is a combination of lenses and a
mirror, and shows a very bright
image. This class of finder is found
upon every camera of the pocket
type, with the exception of the smal¬
lest miniatures. It cannot be ac¬
curate with regard to subjects near
the camera, because the finder "sees”
from a different position from the
lens. It is also important for the
photographer to look into the finder
from a point directly above ; viewed
from an angle a different version of
the subject is seen.
“ Direct - vision ” finders have
become increasingly popular of late
years. These finders are intended for
use at eye-level, and this ensures a
better perspective rendering of the
subject. They are of two patterns :
(1) A wire frame, generally fitted
above the lens and made to fold,
although sometimes it is attached
to the body of the camera, and is
then smaller. The subject is seen
through and included in the frame.
It is centred by means of a sighting
pin or smaller wire frame at a short

distance behind the larger one.
(2) The Newton finder, which is in
the form of a small double concave
lens enclosed in a rectangular frame.
This acts as a diminishing glass, and
the subject is seen through it in
miniature. This is also centred by
means of a sighting pin at the rear.
It will be found that a great
proportion of the best hand-camera
work is done with the aid of a

hand camera is the view -finder .
recent years. The view-finder
and in the following note the
some simple tests suggested.

the position normally occupied by
the film. In the case of an instru¬
ment of the better class there
should be very little difference
between the image seen in the finder
and that included by the lens.
It may happen that the lens
includes more of the subject than
is seen in the finder. This is a good
fault, but when it is found that the
finder shows more than the lens it

direct-vision finder. All Press pho¬
tographers use this method as being
the most reliable, and some of the
most expert can use the camera at
eye-level without a finder at all —
merely aiming at the subject — a
glance along the top of the instru¬
ment telling them how much is
included. Constant practice and
experience at distances give them
remarkable judgment as to how
much the lens includes.

is a good plan to paint a mask
round the glass so that the fault is
corrected. In the case of a directvision finder of the wire-frame
pattern this is not likely, as it will
generally be found that the finder
does not include as much. It some¬
times happens that the proportions
of the finder are not the same as the

There is a third type, a finder of
the direct-vision type in the form
of a small camera. This is intended

not one of 5 X 4 proportions. This
is a point that should have attention
when
camera. fitting a view-finder to a

to be clipped on to the camera body.
It can be obtained fitted with a blue
glass in which the subject is seen
in monochrome, and avoids the
possibility of the photographer being
led astray by the brilliancy of the
colouring.
This finder, sold as the “ Rhaco,”
is a very popular one, and may be
used by those photographers who
possess cameras of the older type
which they wish to bring up-to-date.
Testing

the Finder.

It is not a difficult matter to test
the accuracy of any view-finder,
and to correct any error with regard
to the camera, or to make allow¬
ance for it.
A very easy method of testing a
finder is to open the camera and so
arrange it that a window is exactly
included in the finder at a distance of,
say, ten feet. In the case of a
camera fitted with a focussing
screen the image may be examined,
but if there is no screen a piece of
ground glass should be placed in
4i5

negative ; for a camera

taking a

long, panel-shaped negative must
have a finder to correspond, and

Parallax.

We

hear a lot in these days about

parallax compensation, or an ar¬
rangement fitted to the better class
of apparatus by which compensation
is made in the case of “ close-up ”
subjects for the different positions
of lens and finder. Those photo¬
graphers who possess an instrument
of simpler type can make the
necessary allowance by moving the
camera slightly to one side, or
upwards, before making an exposure.
The movement need be but very little.
One of the secrets of successful
photography is familiarity with the
apparatus. Cameras, even those
by the same maker, differ in minor
respects, and in course of time the
photographer begins to have an
instinctive feeling with regard to
his instrument. For this reason
the best camera for any specific
work is the camera with which the
photographer is familiar, although
the instrument may not be the most
suitable type for the job.
7
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]VI aking Photographs
JOHN
T. HIBBERT
1T1
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PSEUDO-RELIEF

THE instructions, together with

the reproductions on this
page, will explain how easy
it is to produce photographs having
a stereoscopic or relief effect which
is both novel and interesting ; but

a positive by contact, giving correct
or full exposure, but very slight
development — say 20 per cent of the
normal development, i.e., if the
normal time is five minutes only give
one minute.
The finished print is made by
using the negative and positive
bound film sides together, and if the
positive is as dense as the negative
they would simply cancel each olher
out, or at the best a very flat print
would result ; so keep the positive

by throwing them slightly out of
register you will get an idea of what
tire finished print will look like.
By varying the register slightly you
will get various types of print,
according to whether the positive
is to the right or left of the negative,
or above or below.
If you make the negative and
positive on films it is possible to
print from them by contact, but if
plates are used you are bound to
print by projection, as the thickness
of the glass would prevent the print
from being sharp by contact.
Figure 2 was made by throwing
the plates slightly out of register to
the right, and figure 3 slightly
to the left, and by varying this up
or down, sideways or diagonally,
you can get entirely different' types
of print, and it is far easier done in
practice than in theory.
Try it and see !

not only litis, it will also be the
means of making a number of
different p'ims (in appearance) from
one negative. No novelty is claimed
for (be method, but there are alwavs
many beginners to whom it will be
new.
First of all take a photograph in
profile (any other position does not
show up to such advantage) ; see
figure 1. From this negative make

OUR

SPECIAL

GIFT

Fig. 2.

very thin. The ideal is a plucky
negative and a very thin positive.
Place them both together, film
side facing, and you will see they
tend to cancel each other out, but

OFFER

OF

A

WATKINS

Fig- 3-

EXPOSURE

METER

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced
workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements

with

the Watkins

of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter, 'the regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.” and for the two issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement
of each coupon is 6d. Seven coupons have already appeared.

Meter

pages.

Company,
The

value

Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return, post free.
Additional time will be allowed lor overseas readers.
The

8

6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

xvi of the advertisement

pages.
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ONLY 11 DAYS TO WHITSUN
LEICA

MODEL

With F/2 Summar

III

THE ENSIGN MIDGET

in Collapsible Mount.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY RARCAINS
(FULLY

FROM
Self-capping focal-plane shatter, speeds 1 to
l/500th sec., T. and B., automatic focussing,
interchangeable

Nine

lens mount

monthly

Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar

Nine

monthly

THE

£33

payments

: 13
of 78/6.

ana- £25
: 0
payments of 58/4.

:0

: 0

WESTETTE

GUARANTEED )

62, PICCADILLY

520 Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B. As new. List £10.. £8 7 6
Vest Pocket Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross

31x2-1 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2. 9 Pentac
anastigmat, self-capping focal -plane shutter,
speeds 1 to l/l,000th sec., T. and B., com¬
plete with F.P. adapter and case. Cost £25
£12 15 0

Xpres anastigmat,' speeded shutter, h to
l/200th sec., T. and B. List price £19 15s.

31 x 21 Mentor Reflex, f/1.9 Prolinear ana¬
stigmat, focal-plane shutter, speeds l/8th to
l/3,000th sec. and time, complete with 3 D.D.
slides and F.P. adapter .
£18 10 0
31 x 21 Minimum
Palmos, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/15th to l/750th sec. and
time, complete with 2 double slides and F.P.
adapter .
£13 17 6
31 x 21 Mentor Compur Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
complete 3 single slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case. Cost £23 .
£14 17 6

£7 17 6
Vest Pocket de Luxe Piccolette, f/4.5
Dominar
anastigmat, Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. £5 17 6
Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th 6ec., T. and B. List price £11.
3x4 Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5
stigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
sec., T. and B., complete in
Cost £15 .
3x2 Voigtlander Roll Film,
anastigmat, Compur shutter,
l/300th sec., T. and B .

£7 12 6
Elmar ana¬
1 to l/300th
leather case.
£8 15 0
f/4.5 Skopar
speeds 1 to
£4 7
6

16 pictures

on

V.P.

41x31 Miroflex Reflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self -capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/3rd to l/3000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 6 single slides and F.P.
adapter. List £61 17s. 6d .
£39 10 0
31 x 2i Etui, f/4.5 Radionar anastigmat,
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B., complete with 6
single slides. As new. List £8 8s.

4 4 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., complete in
leather case. List £21 5s .
£15 15 0

Film.

F/2 Xenon' anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th see., T. andB., £l9a17"fi
complete in purse case .
«I4*
I I ■ U
Nine monthly payments of 30/-.

‘'Westminster’ FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA 3|x2|

4x4 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f/2. 8 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., complete in
leather case. List £22 5s .
£17 10 0
6x6 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. As new. List

£22 10s .

£18 10 0

3x4 cm. Pilot Reflex, f/2. 8 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B., takes 16 pictures on
V.P. film. List £21. As new.. £15 10 0
Baldax Roll Film, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat, Ibsor shutter, speeds 1 to
l/150th sec., T. and B., takes 16 pictures on
31 x 21 roll film. List £6 5s .
£4 17 6

ROLLEICORD
A
FOCUSSING
LENS REFLEX
F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anas.,
Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B. All-metal body. focus¬
sing hood, opened and
closed with single pres¬
sure. One lever shutter
movement, magnifier for
fine focussing. Takes 12
pictures on
standard
31 x 21 roll film.

£10:10:0
Nine

CINE-KODAK

Model ‘K’
For
16-mm.
Films.
50 or
100 ft.

f/1.9 Kodak

anastigmat,

2 speeds,

Telephoto

Lens. List
£9 10 0

9-in. f/6.5 Dallon
£8 .

Telephoto

Lens. List
£4 5 0

31x21
stigmat,

9-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto
fit 31 x 2i Speed. List £11 .

13.5 f/4.5 Elmar, for Leica,
Cost £13 4s .

No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar ana¬
Mulchro shutter, speeds 1 to
B.

Shop-soiled only.
£4 10 0

12-in. f/6 Dallmeyer
List £8 8s .

Voigtlander Virtus, f/3.5 Skopar ana¬
stigmat, delayed-action Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B. Shopsoiled only. List £11 7s. 6d .
£9 7 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, 16 mm., f/1.9 Kodak
anastigmat, spring drive. Cost £31 10s.
£17 10 0

on 7 days’ approval

PURCHASE

YOU

TERMS.

CAN

16, interchangeable lens
i*OE ■ ft ■ ft
mount, spring drive .
• w
Nine monthly payments of 81/8.

PLEASE

MENTION

Popular

not

Nine monthly payments
Very compact .

against

LIBERAL

coupled.
£7 5 0

" THE

AMATEUR

S.W.1

• U

Model
‘B’
camera
FOR
toMo
9.5-mm.
FILMS.
takes 30-ft. film, daylight loading. . .
Nine monthly payments of 14/9.

THE
BALDAX

Telephoto Lens.
£5 10 0

full cash

EXCHANGE

deposit.

ALLOWANCES.

DO BETTER

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

AT

EXCHANGE LTD.

16 pictures on 31 21 Film.
speeds
1 toTrioplan
l/150th anastigmat,
sec., T. £g
. C
- Q
F/3.5 Meyer
Ibsor
shutter,

■ *F ■ V
Nine monthly payments of 14/7.
and B .
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/3U0th sec.,
■ *7 * ft
T unrlR
*» I ■ f ■ V
Nine monthly payments of 17/2.

THE
OMBRUX

Electric
Exposure
Meter.

111,Oxford Street, W.l
GERrard

119, Victoria Street,
0669.

of 10/10.
■ I A

The

1432.

Complete
Nine

VICTORIA

on V.P. Film.

Lens, to
£6 15 0

WESTMINSTER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

16 pictures

12-in. f/4.5 Dallmeyer Large Adon Tele¬
photo Lens. List £14 .
£5 17 6
6-in. f/4.5 Cooke Telekine Lens, to fit 70
Filmo. List £14 .
£9 0 0

ALWAYS

THE

Takes

1/2 5th Foth
F/3.5
anastigmat,
to l/500th
sec. and self-capping
B.
££ focal-plane
a 1 9 a 6
shatter, with delayed-action device, speeds

12-in. f/5.5 Ross
Teleros, focussing
mount. List £15 5s .
£10 10 0

62. Piccadilly, W.l
8 and

case
£25 0 0
Lens. List
£12 10 0

12-in. f/5.6 Dallon
£14 .

REGent 1360.
Fitted

in leather
Telephoto

12j -in. f/6.3 Zeiss Tele Tessar, focussing
mount. List £2o 4s .
£10 15 0

Sent

of 23/6.

32, complete

17-in. f/5.6 Dallon
£22 .

31 x 21 Agfa Standard, f/4.5 Agfa ana¬
stigmat, speeded shutter. 4 to l/100th sec.,
T. and B., automatic focussing. Shopsoiled only. Cost £10 10s .
£7 10 0

HIRE

monthly

payments

31 x 21 No. 1 Series III Kodak, f/4.6 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeus
1 to l/250th sec., T. and B .
£5 17 6
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Dominar
anastigmat, Telma delay eu-action shutter,
speeds l/25th, l/50tli, l/100th sec., T. and
B. List £6 15s. Shop-soiled only £5 12 6

l/100th sec., T. and
List £5 158 .

focal-plane

pnTU.nrPRV

T. and B., complete with 3 double plateholders and leather case. As new. List
£25 .
£18 12 6
9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Donata, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 3 to
l/200th sec., T. and B., complete with 3
single slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 17 6
No. 70 Bell & Howell Filmo, 16 mm..
f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, 2 speeds, 8 and 16,
complete in leather case. Cost £57 10s.
£19 17 6
No. 70 Bell & Howell Filmo, 16 mm.,
f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, 2 speeds,
16 and

THE

30/50
-

£6 17 6
31x21 Avus, f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B., complete with 3 single slides,
F.P. adapter .
£6 15 0
41 x 31 Sanderson, latest model, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,

No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak ana¬
stigmat, Kodex shutter, speeds l/26tb, l/50th
sec., T. and B. Cost £3 .
£1 17 6
31 x 21 Watch
Pocket Carbine, f/4.5
Cooke Aviar anastigmat. Acme shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B. £3 10 0
31 x 21 Popular Ensign, f/6.8 Cooke
Luxor anastigmat, Universal shutter, speeus
1 to l/160th sec., T. and B., panel for plates

Fitted f/4.5 Meyer Tnoplan anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th sec.,
T. and
B., complete with
ft
3 single metal slides .
m lu* w
Nine monthly payments of 13/5.

l/50tli, 1 /100th sec., T. and B .
F/6.3 Ensar anastigmat .
.

4.1 ■ 31 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/2. 5
Cooke anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec. and
time, complete with 6 single slides and
canvas case. List £31 10s .
£23 0 0

Leitz Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar ana¬
stigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/20th to l/500th sec. and bulb. As
new. List £22 .
£17 10 0

Takes

Taking A (5 REAL
pictures VEST-POCKET'
3 4 cm., costingCAMERA.
only one penny
each. All-distance Jeus, 3-speed shutter, 1 25th,

of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

24, Charing Cross Road,
TEMple Bar 7165. W.C.2

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

©fl/

monthly

payments of 9/10
THE BLENDUX,
for Cin<5 .
Nine monthly payments of 9/10.
™
in case. . .

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

9
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THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS_

May

9, 1934

GRANVILLE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
CONSTITUTE
VALUE

PRODUCTS
THE

FOR

FINEST

MONEY

MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL.

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

QUALITY

FACTORY
QUICKLY

ASSURES

AND

YOU

ALWAYS

IS

EQUIPPED

MAKE

ANY

OF

FRESH
AND

GRADE

OR

SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY
of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

A point to remember when studying these wonder¬
ful offers is that Gamages definitely make the
highest allowance for Cameras, Projectors, Bino¬
culars, etc., against other apparatus. Easiest of
easy payment terms, too.
3 slides, F.P.

adapter .

£2

3 slides .

2

15s.

Cost £18 .

£4

0
Od.

7

es,

ter

Cost

-hol

£6

17s.

As

9d.

6

6

£17

6

adapter, case .

£1 15

0

condition

£4 17

6

6 slides, case .

.

10 9x12 cm. IVliroflex, f/2.7 Tessar, yellow filter, 14-in. Dallmeyer
f/4.5 Telephoto, F.P. adapter, rase. £100 outfit .
£45 0 0
slides, F.P. adapter, case.
12— 2Jx3J

Cost £35.

Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar,

As new .

D.A.

Telma.

£17

17

6

Cost £7 5s. New
£5 12

6

16— 21
3 slides.

adapter,

case .

31 Holborn
New

£7

Plate, f/3.8 Meyer,

.

D.A. Compur,

10

0

rise and cross,

.

£6

6

0

—

18— Ajax
3-speed

1

2Jx3J

shutter.

Self-erecting

Roll

Film,

f/6.3 Taylor-Hobson,

New .

£17

6

J-pl.

Ada£2
£1
7
6
ms’ i os. New. .
Vest
f/6.3Nagel, self-erecting, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, radial focus.
21 — 2 Ja,x 3J
Ros.
s Ho
Cost £11. As new
£6
10
0
mocen
tric,
J-pl.
Comp
Thorn
ound
14s. 6d.
ton-P
shutte
ickar
r,
d Fold
ing Pl
erecting.
New
.
.
£5
15 0
3 3a
ate, f/
6.8, 5Range
—
-find
speed
er K
T.
B.
25— od2Jakx4J
rise
, f/6.(la) Orion Roll Film, f/4.5 Laack,shut
ter,and cross, Compur
£3 3 0
3 Ros
s Ho
J-pl.
mocen
Ensig
t
r
i
c, C
n Fi
ompu
lm,
r sh
Plate
utter
or P
5 3
.
ack, .
and screen .
.
£410 0
1x21
f/7.7
Voig
, 3-s
tlan 29 — Ensign Silent Sixteen
peedProjector,
resistance and case. Cost
der
, rise
£16 1F6s
£6
17
8
ol.
a
nd c
ding
ross
Plate
, f/
6.3,
£2
17
6
7-sp
eed
Ibso
6
r sh
3J x
u
t
ter,
2J

—

Cont

—

7

essa

V.P.

lette

J

--pl.

Fold

ing

Picco
Cam

eo,

de L
uxe,
f/7.

Plat

e, f
/6.8

anas

tigm

at,
Call and inspect
atDerwill
these magnificent models :
val
shut
ter,
ar,
Contax,
Super
Ikonta, Superb,
Exakta, Rolleicord,
Comp
u
Uno and many r others.
shut
, 5
t

f/4.5

7 A
ld

Tess

GAMAGES

1
cm.
Cont
essa

is

-sp

2
Fold
ing
Plat
e, f
/

eed

ter,

6.3

—
J-pl

. S
oho

Mar

I

ion

s,

Tess

ar,

Com

pur

ex,

f/4.

5 R
oss

Et

6

PLEASE

Lis

Telephone

3/-

1/9

51x31
6ix4J

II-

2 1-

. . 3/6
.

3/6

DEVELOPER,
DEVELOPER,

.
6 doz.
. .. 1/
4/6
..

1/9 3 or., to make 75 oz.
1/9, to make

one gallon.

GRANVILLE

LUXE

DE

PAPERS.

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

6

(Chloro-Bromide).

12

2JxlJ

-

7d.

II-

1/9

-

5d.

36
72
Shts. Shts.
8d. 1/1
lid. 1/8

3ix2J
4ix2i
4Jx3J
51x31
61x4J
7x5

—
—
—
—
7d.
7d.

5d. lid.
5d. 1/1
6d. 1/4
8d. 1/8
lid. 2/5
II- 2/6

1/7
212/3
2/11
4/4
4/8

2/9
3/7
4/5/4
7/9
8/9

-

6d.

1/4

2/4

-

7d.
9d.

1/5
1/11

2/6
3/5

8d.
9d.

1/1/1

2/9
2/11

5/5/5

6 12 36 72
Shu. Shts. Shts. Shts.

8x6

81x61
10x8
12x 10
15x12
20 x 16
10 ft. X
No

9d. 1/3

lOd.
1/1
1/7
2/4
4'3
25 in.

3'4

6/4

1/5 3/10
1/11 5/6
2/11 8/4
4/6 12/5
7/9 22/1
5/6 per Roll.

7/4
10/6
15/9
23/8
42/-

144

Shts. Shts.

Shts.

12/-

13/11
20/30/45/80/-

lOd.

1/5

3/10

7/4

lid.

1/7

4/6

8 6

1/3
1/10
2/9
4/10

2/3 6/6
3/5 9'9
5/1 14/5
9/1 25/10

12'4
18 5
27/7
49/1

ios
*1. Ne
7 w

£2

144

1/11
4/2
4/6

6/2
10/3

16/2
23/5

3114/52/6
93/6

91-

MATERIALS

T TST
—
_FRFF
L—

OTHER
PRICES ABOVE.
INCLUDING
MENTIONED
NOT

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON
-

OUR
AT
CALL
PLEASE
CUSTOMERS
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE
OBTAINED.

CARDS

AND

ON

ALL

FREE.

ORDERS.

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

F.P.

Goo

LONDON,
: Holborn

oce
utr
ic, L“ THE
MENTION
3 d
oubl
e

Shts.

6/3 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.
35/-

Other sizes Pro Rata.
extra charge for doubleweight.

GRANVILLE

GULLIMAN & Co., Ltd.
P.O.

E.C.1

BOX

3.

LEAMINGTON

SPA.

8 484.

Hom

t£3

ical

.

HOLBORN,

Refl

ar.

Trop

£4 1
2

4 s
lide

d

ing
K
10
x 3} odak
Ensi , f/
gn 7.7
Carb .
ine,
f/4.
5 En
s

12 o
r Jpl.

er.

shut

V-

2/3 .,
600. Outdoor.

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

Sizs.
3 slides, F.P.

100

31x21
4Jx3J

SEMITONE

j

GRANVILLE

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D.

15
All grades.
20
50

FILMS

CUT

AND

GASLIGHT

00

SEMITONE

new

£3 18

der.

31x21 . . doz.
1/3
4Jx3J .
51x31 . .. 3/9
1/10
. 2/10
61x4J .

BROMIDE

6

£17
roll

and

adap

F.P.

slid

3

POSTCARDS

Granville unturpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50. 100, 250, 425. doz.
650.
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By “FREE-LANCE.”

the CAMERA
Camera

users

who

essay

to make

money

from

their

photography, or at least to make it self-supporting,
will find in this feature many helpful market tips.

WE want all the garden pictures we can get. Send

us a photograph of yours,” invites the editor
of The Nature Lover, a new monthly published
at 6d. from 52, Bedford Row, London, W.C.i.
The same magazine also announces a monthly photo¬
graphic competition for amateurs. There is a section for
junior entrants also.
Tramper arid Cyclist, Abbey House, 2, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.x, pays 5s. for acceptable photographs.
Photographs of children and animals are purchased
from time to time by Swiftsure Photographic Works,
Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire. Negatives are required, but
only prints should be submitted in the first instance.
An Overseas market for photographs of travel interest,
and on natural history, is News Illustrated Agency, Royapettah, Madras, India.
Country Life, 20, Tavistock Street, London, W.C.2, is
an opening worth remembering, and though good photo¬
graphic technique is demanded, accepted photographs are
well paid for.
Photographs and Press matter, describing how to make
gadgets for the garage, are used occasionally by the Morris
Owner, Cowley, Oxford.
Photographs showing places of Catholic interest, and
particularly those dealing with Catholic pilgrimages, are
glacjly considered by the editor of the Catholic Fireside,
23, Breams Buildings, London, E.C.4. Photographs stand
the best chance of acceptance if they are submitted with
an article.
Photographs of Catholic interest are also used by Catholic
Times, 8, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.4.

Photographs of bird houses, fanciers and their birds
and aviaries are welcomed by Cage Birds, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.i.
If you know of any Methodist in your neighbourhood
who has accomplished some notable service (such as long
service as a lay preacher or Sunday School worker), a
photograph and paragraph would interest the editor of
the Methodist Recorder, 161, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
About 3s. 6d. is paid for. each item, and twenty or thirty
are used every week.
The Bedford Magazine, published in the interests of
owners and prospective owners of Bedford transport
vehicles, uses photographs showing these motor trucks in
action. The radiator must be clearly shown, so that the
make can be identified. The address is c/o General Motors,
Ltd., Edgware Road, London, N.g.
A new quarterly illustrated magazine. Landscape and
Garden, has recently appeared. It is issued from 4, Bed¬
ford Square, London, W.C.i, and the editor will be glad to
receive photographic
tion.

illustrations suitable for the publica¬

Seasonal garden photographs are used by the Daily
Herald to illustrate the weekly gardening feature, and the
opening is available to free-lance photographers from time
to time. Good prices are paid.
A large number of photographs are used by the editor of
the Glasgow Bulletin, Buchanan Street, Glasgow, and the
market is worth studying to ascertain the exact require¬
ments. Payment is made monthly.
Illustrated travel articles are used by the Lady, 39,
Bedford Street, London, W.C.2.

Exhibitions and Competitions AND ^FUTTJR E .
Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and competitions will be included

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— -Entries, May 31. Rules in the issue of April 25.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
— Open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
f Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Open, Mav 5-27. Entry forms from Fotoklub
Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana, Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — May 9-June
9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4, Wimbledon Park Road,
Southsea.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Entries,
May r5 ; open, June 3-24. Secretary, Bogdan
Zielinski, “ Towarzvstwa Milosnikow Fotografji,”
ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan, Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Entries,
May 15 ; open, June 21- July 3. Particulars from
Miss M. R. Walsh, 330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107
(Society Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre&- Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Open, May 26
to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars from
N. J. Foster, 16 1, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30-

Secretary, A. S. Taylor,
Turin, Italy.

here every week
Y.M.C.A.,

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

6, Via Magenta,

Paris Salon. — Entries, May 31 ; open, October 6-21.
Secretary, M. E. Cousin, Society Frangaise de Photo¬
graphic, 51, Rue de Clichy, Paris (915).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June n ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hid, S.E.5.
Lucerne

International

Salon. — Entries,

June

15 ;

open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary,
International Salon of Pnotograpny, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beachfields,” Louvain Road, D?rby.
Midland Salon (Castle Mjseum and Art Gallery,
Nottingaam). — Open, August rS-September r5.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Pnotographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). — •
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, RamshiU Road, Scarborough Yorxs.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August 24September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond, Salon

417

Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30.
Further particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong
University A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Pnotographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open, (Tocyo), October r-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic

Salon, Tokyo

Asahi

Shimbun,

Tokyo.

London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8Octob^r 6 ; sending in dav, August 29 ; entry forms
Japan.
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Roval Pnotographic Society. — Open September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,

1931)- — Entries, September

18 ; open, October 29-

Novemb^r 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
ham.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton Street, Rother¬
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13- January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Aven ie, Chicago. Ill., U.S.A.
“ 232 ” and “ San Join ” Photographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable prizes.
Full details and entry forms from “ 232 " Photo¬
graphic Competition, 38, Wood Street, London, E.C.2.
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cclesiastica
By R. S. Illingworth.
many are the amusing carvings which can be found,
if they are looked for.
In the photography of bench-ends on stalls, the
first thing is — use differential focussing. There is
nothing more ruinous to a photograph of a bench-end
than a glaringly sharp background. The background
should be thrown as far as possible out of focus in
order that the bench-end shall stand out in relief.
They are usually well lighted, and an exposure of
five minutes at f/8 with a fast plate or film is usually
quite sufficient.
The photography of misericordes, however, is a
very different matter. These carvings are low down
near the floor and under a seat ; in front of them, at
a distance of about two to two and a half feet, is a
pew which effectively blocks out the light. They
are often so badly lighted that it is impossible even to

Portion

of a Chair-back

at Cartmel

Priory, Lancashire.

RECORD photography in churches and cathedrals

— surely this is an attractive subject for the
photographer. Carvings in wood, stone, marble ;
carvings beautiful, serious, amusing, alle¬
gorical, scriptural, satyrical — all these are simply asking
to be photographed ; they are waiting for the man with
a camera possessed of a double extension, rising front
and focussing screen, a man with patience and an eye
for the interesting and amusing. They are there summer
and winter, wet or fine, rain or shine — always available
for the photographer.
But how many photographers nowadays go into a
cathedral for picture-making ? When they do they
take, perhaps, a general view of the nave, or an aisle,
and after a glance round pass out and say that they
have “seen” the cathedral. They never notice the hun¬
dreds of little carvings in stone and wood which make
excellent material for record photographs.
Carved woodwork abounds in old churches and cathe¬
drals. Those stalls, with beautiful allegorical carvings,
with their coats-of-arms and finials, their misericordes
under the seats — they are rarely photographed.
Fine stonework also abounds ; stonework on the tombs,
on the walls of the building, both inside and out ; old doors
— it is everywhere. Stone was also used as a medium for
telling all kinds of stories, as with the misericordes, and
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Record
A
OR

Work

SUBJECT

FOR

SUMMER

WINTER,

WET

OR

FINE.

see that there is a carving there at ail without using an
electric torch.
These misericordes are quite the most interesting of all
ecclesiastical carvings on account of the wide diversity
and the interest of the subjects they represent, and
they well deserve an exposure. In order to photograph
them one has to get one’s camera on a tripod at a height
of about a foot from the floor between the carving and
the pew.
The exposure for misericordes is a very variable quantity
because of the great variation in the intensity of the light
in different churches. If only the daylight that reaches
them is relied on, the exposure may be from one to two
hours at f/16, as it is necessary
to stop down considerably to
get all parts of the carving in
focus. The alternative is to use
artificial light, which may be
supplied by one or two electric
torches or by using a Sashalite or
similar flash-bull), as obviously
ordinary flashlight is out of the
question in the circumstances.
By using the electric torches and
the fastest panchromatic plates or
film, the exposure can be reduced
to a few minutes.
Stonework is usually easy to
deal with ; the only difficulty is
the colour of stone, which tends
to give very flat negatives unless
the subject is appropriately lighted
to emphasise relief.
Two things to avoid arc over¬
exposure and under-development.

Misericorde

Mary's

Church, Beverley.

Detail of Stonework,

Beverley Minster.

Development should be
than usual in order
maximum amount of
exposure of more than

carried farther
to produce a
contrast. An
five minutes is

very rarely needed for interior stone¬
work details, using f/8. This can, of
course, be considerably reduced if
auxiliary artificial light is used.
If plates are used, they should be
backed, but films are perfectly adequate
for the work, and in most cases the
SupporterManchester
of Mis¬
ericorde,
new 'chrome films, such as V erichrome
Cathedral.
or Selochrome, will do all that is neces¬
sary ; but for very dark corners, and
in cases where long exposures have to be avoided, the
fastest panchromatic material should be employed. So far
as equipment generally is concerned, a focussing camera and
tripod are desirable, although a certain amount of the more
obvious detail can be attempted on a small scale with
practically any type of camera and a tripod.
If, however, the amateur wishes to undertake the
photography of this subject seriously he will find it
necessary to use a camera with double extension, and
focussing screen, and have several alternative lenses — •
notably a telephoto for details that are out of reach, and
a wide-angle lens for very confined situations. A reliable
exposure meter will also prove a practical help.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an

a topic

article

will

appear

under

this

of interest

to the

novice

in photography.

FINISHING

WHEN an enlargement has been developed, fixed,

If the enlargement has been masked during exposure the'
size is already settled, but in most cases the print has to
be trimmed.
Proportions.

The first thing that has to be decided, then, is exactly
what is to be cut away, and this is very important. The
use of two L-shaped pieces of card as an aid in this matter
has often been described and recommended.
Over the pseudonym of “ Leica Liker,” a correspondent,
in the issue of April 25th, said, “ The Leica negative is,

of course, ixi|

in., and obviously enlargements

be

proportions

of the

same

unless

dealing

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

ENLARGEMENTS.

perhaps toned, certainly washed, and finally
dried, there is still something to be done ; several
things, in fact. Photographers often carry small prints
about with them, or have them running loose at home, but
an enlargement is generally mounted on a separate mount
or with others in an album.

Print

heading

L NOTIONS

a very

should

considerable

consists of a sheet

the

^Jor (graduated),
of glass, a steel rule

a

set-square, a T-square, and an old pen-knife. The last
is used only for thick papers ; for thinner ones I use a safetyrazor blade in a special handle.
1 always cut one of the long edges first. From near the
two ends of this I measure off, and mark with pencil, the
position of the other long edge, and cut that too. The
shorter sides are trued with a square, and then trimmed.
This, with care, gives a perfect rectangle. The exact
positioning of this rectangle is often affected by lines in
the subject that must be horizontal or vertical.
Spotting.
It is a rare print that needs no spotting. Black spots, as
the correspondence columns have lately testified, are far
more trouble than white ones. I find little difficulty myself
in operating on black spots with a lancet, but it is a Job-like
job, and it is easier to block up the spots on the negative
with a crowquill pen and pigment or ink.

part either of the negative or the paper is to be wasted.”
To my mind, what the writer calls “ obvious ” is nothing

of the kind.

There are several cameras nowadays which give square
negatives. Is it obvious that all enlargements from these
negatives should be on square pieces of paper of many sizes ?
The makers of photographic papers are already seriously
handicapped by the enormous number of sizes and varieties
they must be prepared to supply. They run into many
hundreds, each one with its special packing, packet and
label. Amongst the many “ stock ” sizes, many of which
have been in use since the early days of photography,
there are very few with the proportions of the Leica negative
which are as 3 to 2.
Economy in Paper.
My advice to the beginner is to cut out altogether any
idea that an enlargement must include the whole of the
negative ; or that it must be even in the same proport ion.
The question of the size and proportions of any given
enlargement should be settled independently of either
negative or paper sizes.
At the same time a good deal can be done in the way of
economy by having several standard sizes of paper available,
and by making any given enlargement as good a fit as
possible on the size selected for it. There must be some
” waste ” at times. It is inevitable. We are not in the
habit of buying stationery of ever so many different sizes
to suit the varied lengths of our epistles. And rather than
spoil an enlargement we should be prepared to trim off
and

“ waste ” as much

as may be necessary.
Trimming.

Although mechanical print-trimmers are handy and
helpful, especially when large numbers of prints are to
be handled, they are expensive in larger sizes, and very
few beginners possess one. My own kit for trimming
14

Felmeesham

Church.
(From

our Beginners'

By J . S. Ltntern.

Competition.)

White spots, I think, are best dealt with by means of a
fine sable brush and water-colour. With quite a few
colours it is possible to match exactly the colour of any
print. Unless the surface of the paper is matt I mix up the
water-colour with a little gum, and let it dry on the palette.
If it is made very dark the quantity of water used in the
brush will give any required tone from the darkest to the
lightest. Another great advantage of water-colour is
that it is not disturbed if " dope ” is afterwards applied
to the surface.
A Good Dressing.
Talking

about

dope, I know

of nothing

to beat the kind
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now so widely used. It takes many forms, but a typical
one is : mastic varnish, one part ; linseed oil, one part ;
turpentine, two or three parts. The ingredients should not
be bought from the oil shop, but from the artists’ colourman. A “ part ” means nothing definite. It may be some
sort of spoonful, or an ounce, or a gallon. The more
turpentine the easier is the mixture to apply, and the less
chance is there of any glossy appearance on the surface.
The mixture, which must be well shaken up first, is
rubbed quickly all over the surface with a plug of cotton¬
wool, and then another clean plug is used to rub off as
much as possible. The oil and turpentine carry the varnish
into the pores of the paper ; and if the operation is properly
carried out the print should look richer and more trans¬
parent without any evidence on the surface that anything
has been done to. it. If there is the least shiny smear
evident the job has not been properly done.

Letters to the Editor

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

MINIATURE
Sir, — For
of prose

a considerable

to be

found

CAMERAS.

length

of time

in photographic

there

papers,

has

both

been

English

It is a common thing to tone down high-lights, and
strengthen shadows, by applying pencil, crayon or stump¬
ing chalk. This is done with pencils, stumps, wash-leather
and cotton-wool. High-lights can be picked out afterwards
with rubber.
Much useful work can be done in this way, but it is often
difficult or impossible to match the colour of the print.
When anything of this sort is used the surface of the print
must afterwards be passed backwards and forwards through
the steam from a kettle. Care must be taken with this
operation, or the gelatine will not only soften, but melt and
run. It is seldom advisable to work with stumping chalk,
etc., on a glossy surface.
The better method of modifying an enlargement by
applying oil colour can be described only at greater length
than is possible here, but I hope to deal with it soon.
W. L. F. W.

the artistic worker
from experience.

and

large amount of rising front is a necessity. That’s why we never
see such views included among the specimens propounded by
the makers. Another drawback is the stress put upon the
negative if we want to attain the same sizes of enlargements
as before, say, for instance, 30 X 40 cm. (12x16 in.). Of course
it is sometimes possible to enlarge to such size, but not in
usual practice, as I find it to be the case among amateurs.
Whereas the possessor of a 6x9 cm. folding camera (2JX3J)
can safely rely upon a far better and more regular result when
working up to such sizes.
And now isn’t it a pity to find that a miniature camera is
always more expensive, and always heavier, than a good 2^x3^
folding film camera, with full range of movements and gadgets ?
Yes, a great deal may be said in favour of the miniature camera,
but it sounds like humbug to call it universal, which it decidedly
is not.
Incidentally, I should like to make a plea in favour of the
Continental 6x13 cm. stereoscopic camera. It is made in
different sorts and qualities at prices generally far below that
of the Leica or other miniature cameras. It is not much
heavier, and it allows of almost any combinations, which the
Leica does not. Every summer I used to tour England for
pleasure, as I like and esteem the country and its inhabitants,
and I bring back every 1st October a batch of negatives which
I could not secure with any other contrivance, and which give
me
stereoscopic transparencies av affable both for direct
examination and lantern lecture. No miniature camera can
ensure such fineness of grain, such rise of front, and such enlarge¬
ments as I regularly obtain. Stereoscopic photography is the
ideal for the tourist, and 2^X3^ the ideal size (minimum) for

And,

believe

me,

I speak

Wishing “ The A.P.” and its Editor every sort of success,
I remain. — Yours, etc.,
J. MEUN1ER.
(Professeur an Lycee Lalande, President de la Societe PhotO'
graphique de Bourg (Ain), France.)

ROLL-FILM

a lot

French, pro and con the miniature camera. May I be allowed
to put in my word ?
It would be childish nonsense and obstinacy to deny such
small sizes any merit or possibilities, but at the same time it
appears to me as sheer absurdity to try to have the public
believe that different cameras can do the same sort of work. The
mere fact that the miniature camera is unlike its predecessors is
enough to entail the consequence that it cannot work in the
same way. Now the question is, is it better, or worse ?
Facts answer, sometimes better, sometimes worse. Certainly
it is an advantage to gain in aperture while retaining depth of
focus and speed when working in difficult circumstances ; and,
owing to that, it certainly can be said that a new range of
possibilities has been opened up to the keen (and clever)
worker. But at the same time there are subjects, and quite
frequent ones, which are definitely out of the scope of the
miniature camera. I mean
more especially architectural
subjects; or, more generally speaking, all subjects in which a

in monocular.

HOLDERS.

Sir, — I should like to warn those who
a roll-film holder for a plate camera
buyingbuy.
they

are contemplating
to be careful what

Up till quite recently I used film packs, but decided to invest
in a roll-film holder. The article cost the best part of £2. For
this
I consider
to have got
service¬
able money
instrument.
But1 ought
unfortunately
thea reasonably"
makers seemed
to
have
forgotten
that of
there
are" such
as panchro¬
matic quite
films.
As a user
nothing
else things
but panchromatic
material it was somewhat annoying to find all one’s photo¬
graphs completely spoilt due to fogging from the red window
at the back of the holder. Furthermore I am informed that
nothing can be done about it. Green celluloid substituted for
red would apparently be no good. Then again it is practically
impossible to see the figures of the film without turning the
window towards strong light.
If any of 'your readers know of a firm who have made a rollfilm holder that will take panchromatic films with perfect
safety, at a figure of round about £2, 3^X2^ size. I should be
much

obliged. — Yours,

COLOURING
Sir, — While

Velox

etc.,

PRINTS.

colouring

some

A

“ DISAPPOINTED.”

PRACTICAL

prints

the

transparent

TIP.

other

day

with

water-colour stamps, I found a method of
surface, so that the colours take very readily,
even to glossy and semi-glossy surfaces. I thought that it
might be of some interest to your readers.
The procedure is as follows : Moisten a swab of absorbent
cotton with carbon tetrachloride. Clean the print thoroughly
with this. This removes any grease or wax present. Then
dust on a small amount of French chalk. Rub this in well with
a soft rag and then wipe off all of the surplus. Then apply the
colours without moistening the print.

preparing

the

Hoping that this will be
etc.,

of some

PAPER
Sir. — -May

I support

“Leica

value, I remain. — Yours,
ROBERT
GOLE.
(Ontario, Canada.)

SIZES.
Liker’s”

plea

for

new

sizes

of

photographic papers ? A number of small cameras of various
makes are now in use taking square pictures, and to have to
enlarge on paper 81x6J, 10x8, etc., is wasteful and unneces¬
sary. The square shape is very frequently effective,- and if one
uses a miniature reflex most of the trimming usually can and
should be done in the mirror. Very useful sizes would be
7X7

and

9x10

in.— Yours,

etc.,

“ ROLLEIFLEX.”
IS
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

Mr. F. T.
TREVERTON.

From, information communicated
“ T IKE
I

.

camera

many

other photographic

exhibition

work

extremely

workers

I have

interesting

and

found

helpful.

For my own outdoor work I use a quarter-plate reflex
with a 6-in. Cooke lens working at f/4.5. A longer

to our Special Representative.

focus is favoured by many, and has some advantages ;
but the shorter focus enables me to get what I should lose with
the longer ; besides, I need not use all there is in the negative
if part is better than the whole. I have used Barnet guperspeed Ortho Matt plates for some years.
" For my portraits I use a Cooke lens of 8-in. focus,
invariably working at the full aperture of f/4.5 . It is
sometimes best to use a reflex for children as they are
so full of movement and life. I take most of my
portraits by electric light, which enables me to be sure
of correct exposure, and makes the lighting of the
subject easy of control. I prefer one source of diffused
light at about 45 degrees with a reflector. I do not
care for stunt lighting of any kind ; I strive to make
things of beauty, which stunts seldom are.
" If a portrait is desired, I concentrate on the face,
letting the dress and background take a secondary
place ; if a character study is the object in view, dress
and surroundings will play an important part. Above
all, to portray character and expression is essential
to success. In all cases the lighting requires care and
judgment to give proper emphasis and good modelling.
Ilford Golden Iso Zenith plates are very quick, and
suitable for electric light, a well-exposed plate taking
one second at f/4.5 with one 500-watt lamp.
“ Landscapes and other outdoor subjects I generally
print in bromoil ; but for portraits I still stick to
bromide or chloro-bromide, using the makers’ formulae
for the latter. For exhibition work I go over a number
of negatives or prints, trying to find some of outstanding
merit which are likely to interest those who visit the
shows.
“ All my plates are tank developed, which gives great
regularity to my negatives and thus simplifies subse¬
quent work. Azol is very convenient and satisfactory.
My negatives are all developed softly for enlarging.
1 have no use for intensifiers and reducers.
“ Quality is my aim at all times. Bromides must be
correctly exposed and fully developed. Having been
careful in my selection and composition it is my business
to improve the latter if possible when nature has failed
to give me just what I require to make a picture.
This involves the elimination of detail, removal of
posts, etc., always bearing in mind correct tone values
and lighting, and the need for suggesting atmosphere
and colour. In other words, I try to give my im¬
pressions in as pleasing and pictorial a manner as
I am capable of, and to show my own personality.
“ Due attention is given to mounting,
often makes or mars a fine effect.

which

so

“ I have received great help from many friends in
that excellent club the City of London and Cripplegate
P.S., which has a number of fine workers of repute —
members who are always ready to help with suggestions
and criticism. Every serious photographer should be
a member of a good club where even beginners are
Ax

Blankenberg.

By

F.

T.

Treverton.

specially
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(See article, "How
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i. —
Loch earn head.’
By J. V. Jackson.

2. — ■“ A

Kentish

Farm."

By G. L. Slade.

3. — " Sunshine after a Shower."
By Sorab

5. — “ The Arch , Bruges .”
By Miss V. L. Collins.

S. Talati.
6.—** Sheepwash Bridge , Ashford."
By W. Gill.

4. — “ A jCheshire Byway."
By

Harold

Derbyshire.
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SOMETHING of the fascination

that lies in the pursuit of land¬
scape photography at this time
of the year is to be seen in No. 1
of the prints reproduced on the
opposite page — “ Lochearnhead,” by
J. V. Jackson. The nearer portions
appear to be in shade, as does also
the middle distance, while on the
lower slopes of the mountain-side
there is sunshine, and in the extreme
distance and towards the top there
is shadow again.
Shadow

and

Sunlight.

As most landscape workers already
know from experience, it is difficult
to make anything of an open scene
either if the sun is shining uniformly
over all or if the light is evenly diffused
or dull. Sunshine gives a brighter pic¬
ture, it is true, but, for real pictorial
feeling, conditions never seem so favour¬
able as when stretches of sunshine
ate succeeded by bands of shadow.
This state of affairs more generally
occurs with a
westerly wind,

westerly or north¬
which brings large

masses of cloud of good form inter¬
spersed between spaces of clear sky,
so that, over a stretch of landscape,
some parts will appear in light and
some in shade.
The variation in tone that follows
lends an interest that no ordinarily
even illumination can afford, and,
though a more favourable moment for
making the exposure might have been
chosen, the print under discussion
does give some idea of the possibilities.
The patch of light on the mountain¬
side, heightened by the shadow above
and below, is very attractive, and
makes a more pleasing rendering of
the subject than could be secured
under a uniform illumination.
The differences in the tonal . values
might, it is true, be more faithfully
brought out by the use of panchromatic
negative material, suitably screened,
but, as it is, the work shows no little
promise.
Skies

and

Treatment.

There is, however, a stretch of
lighter tone in the upper portion
of the sky towards the right, which
strikes a rather disturbing note, and
it would be as well if, in a subsequent
print, this were toned down by a little
local extra printing.

A

marked

light,

such

as

this,

so

a share of the
be devoted to

the attention to be concentrated on
the sunlit shed towards the centre.

the light on the mountain-side, and
prevents the latter from telling as it
should. Whereas, if the sky were
lower in tone along the top, the
competition would not arise.
As a matter of fact, it would be
wiser to see that the tone of the sky,
throughout the whole length of the
print, was lowered. This would have
the effect, not only of concentrating
the attraction in the sunlit hillside,
but would vastly enhance the very
pictorial suggestion of luminosity.

It pulls the composition together,
and, though the fence is a bit of a
nuisance, its avoidance would mean
retaking the subject from a viewpoint
more to the left.

near the edge, claims
attention that should

No 6, “ Sheepwash Bridge,” by W.
Gill, shows a landscape, of the semi¬
open type, which is wholly under the in¬
fluence of uninterrupted sunshine. The
lighting, too, is inclined to be frontal,
and, having regard to these joint cir¬
cumstances, it is not surprising that the
sunlight fails to convey the effect it
should. To make it do so, a consider¬
able area of shadow tone is necessary,
and, in order that it might be incorpor¬
ated, it would be necessary to choose,
in this instance, another time of day.
A

Question

of Distance.

It is just possible that, in a day of
alternating sunlight and shade, it
might happen that the shadow of a
cloud or clouds might occur and throw
the foreground and distance into shade,
leaving the bridge in light ; but the
possibility is very remote.
The scene is not sufficiently open,
nor has it sufficient distance or
expanse to lend itself to treatment
under such conditions, except by a
most fortunate chance, and, that being
the case, there is no option but to
arrange for the inclusion of the needful
shadow by the choice of a more
definitely cross lighting.
That, of course, means a repetition
of the exposure, and, if the opportun¬
ity offers, it might be as well to take
advantage of it. In other respects,
the subject is very well managed,
and, technically, its tones are excellent.
The same craftsmanship is shown in
No. 2, " A Kentish Farm,” by G. L.
Slade, which, if not quite so well ar¬
ranged, would show a better impres¬
sion of sunlight if, on the right, the
brightly-lit gable end were removed
trimming.

by

Local

Adjustment.

Here also, it would be an advantage
to arrange for the tone of the sky
to be lowered at the top left-hand
corner, for, as in No. x, its brightness
pulls against what should be the
centre of attraction.
The necessity for a local adjustment
such as this is avoided in No. 4,
" A Cheshire Byway,” by Harold
Derbyshire, by the inclusion of the
foliage at each of the two top corners,
but, even so, there is a lack of tone
in the sky, and the suspicion of
halation in the upper part of the
tree trunk and ‘elsewhere, forms a
blemish that would have been ap¬
preciably minimised by a curtailment
of the time of development. The iron
railings of the fence again prove a
disturbing factor.
In No. 3, “ Sunshine after a Shower,”
by Sorab S. Talati, the railings being
a natural adjunct to the architecture,
do not strike a similar note, but the
feeling of sunshine is hardly as well
expressed as it might be, partly be¬
cause it is shown at its brightest in
the impossible position of the lefthand bottom corner, and partly on
account of the competition of the
much brighter sky which is seen
through the window embrasures.
Impossible

Subjects.

Judging from what is .shown, the
subject appears to be one that would
be impossible to treat so that the
sunshine could be made effective as the
motive, that is, as long as any
unveiled sky is visible.
It would be another matter if its
inclusion could be avoided, a point
which is well demonstrated in No. 5,
“ The Arch, Bruges,” by Miss V. L.
Collins, where the sunlight has a value
that does not suffer from a like
competition . It tells, in this instance,
with excellent effect, but the arrange¬
ment is rather symmetrical and would
be better with a fraction more on the
left.

" Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

cc KARKLOOF

FALLS,” by N. L. Furmidge.

THE occasions when waterfalls

their chief purpose
for the lights.

in recent years are F. J. Mortimer’s
“ Niagara,” which was reproduced in
our issue of the 18th of last month,
and a much earlier instance in M. O.

Indeed, they seem to lend a value and
softness to the brighter portions that a
more abrupt juxtaposition of contrast
could not do, and help to convey a
feeling of general harmony that is
truly delightful.
Possibly, the light is at its strongest
at the top of the main fall at (1), and,

are successfully dealt with from
the pictorial standpoint seem
to be few and far between. In fact,
the only examples that can be recalled

Dell’s
representation
at
Gavarnie.
Distinctive

of

the

falls

Transitions

in providing
and

a foil

Tones.

Impressions.

Mortimer’s rendering de¬
pended for its appeal on its
tremendous impression of the
size and dignity and oxerwhelming force of the falls
in question ; in his rendering

base, for, by their depth of
tone, they supply a firm and
stable base. This enables the
picture to sustain the great
predominance of vertical lines
above, and prevents the im¬
pression from becoming too
unrestful without depreciating
the sensation of force.

motive again is sunshine, but
the subject is seen against it.
Each of these impressions
has a distinctive appeal of its
own, and each has that touch
of something intangible which
distinguishes the vision of
the artist from a topical
representation of the physical
features of the respective
subjects. There may be a
similarity of motive in the
work of Dell and that now

lighter tones of the sheet of falling
water on the right, and the more
delicate values of the foam adjoining.
There is something particularly in¬
triguing in these soft transitions, but,
although their attraction exists, it
does not prevent them from attaining
18

pyramidal form of composition which
makes the arrangement extraordinarily
sound and strong. The form in ques¬
tion is indicated on the sketch by
dotted lines, and it will be seen the
base is furnished by the lower streak of
light, the sides by the edges of
the falls, and the apex by the
topmost light at (2).
The feeling of strength so
imparted is emphasised by
the darks of the rocks at the

of " Gavarnie,” Dell suc¬
ceeded in conveying the elu¬
sive beauty of a chance gleam
of sunlight on the falling
water ; and, in the picture
now under discussion the

before us, but the two things
are essentially different and
no less individual.
Here, the main attraction
lies in the brilliance with
which the sunlight endows the
foam of the tumbling water.
Because the subject is seen
against the light, those
patches of sunshine are much re¬
stricted, there is a goodly proportion of
shadow, and that shadow displays
the lights to perfection. The shadows
themselves are varied in tone, ranging
from the darks at the base to the

Consequently, the pre-eminence of
No. 1 is unimpaired, and, in view of
the form which the three lights assume,
and their relationship the one with
the other, there is a suggestion of a

/ Esthetic

That

Appeal.

it does

so

in

no

uncertain fashion is un¬
deniable, and the aesthetic
appeal of the picture is pro¬
found, but, all the same, it is
possible that those rocks
might be regarded as a shade
too insistent, having in mind
their relative scale and the
function
There

they perform.
would be no loss in

stability or strength if their
scale were considerably less,
and it is conceivable that,
if they wrere rendered in a
smaller relative size, the im¬
pression of immensity in the
fall itself would be correspond¬
naturally, that point claims the major
share of the attention. Above, there
is another point of brilliance at (2),
where a stream of water just catches
the light, and, below, there is a further
and wider stretch of light at (3).
These are all interconnected, No. 2,
with No. 1 by its direction and actual
joining up, and No. 3 with No. 1
by the line of the falling foam in
shadow in between. The light at 2
is not so bright as that at 1, and the
tone of 3 is somewhat less than either.

ingly enhanced. It is, how¬
ever, highly probable that the view¬
point was much restricted, and the
choice of another that would afford an
improvement impracticable. Without
a knowledge of the locality, it would be
impossible to say, but the point is of a
somewhat minor character, and, if
such were the circumstances, the
selection of the viewpoint can only be
commended. It would, at all events,
have been a pity to have missed
fine a subject on this account.
" Mentor.”
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Safety First

A roll-film camera that
forecasts the future

in lenses
means an

The Voigtlander Prominent is years ahead of any other roll-film
camera. It gives you automatic focussing ; tells you the ex¬
posure you should give ; takes 8 exposures 2\ X 3£ film and
also 16 half-size pictures if desired ; its optical direct- vision
view-finder has a mask for half-size pictures ; it’s self-opening
and self-closing, and it’s made by Voigtlander, a firm with
a reputation for quality since 1756.
Ask your dealer

ALOIS

show
you the Prominent
him enthusiastic
about it;1 you’ll find

VOIGTLANDER

Prominent

cc

Made to a precision standard, with
military type range-finder, built-in
exposure meter, to cater for all
film speeds and light conditions,
with Heliar f/4.5 lens in delayedaction Compur shutter. Price, in
first-quality velvet- QC
^
lined leather case, JL%3 UJIS

every

Ask your dealer for the Voigtlander
list or write to:

SCHERING

Vll

time

AY*-'-*-'
'C'O
"C'Ij' on
Lens please
Book.
por request.
y esf ChartA hits
postcard,

LTD.

send 1 \d. stamp. Ask your dealer about the
Aldis Outfits. There is one to meet every pocket.

ALDIS

BROTHERS,

SPARKHILL,

BIRMINGHAM

Old in Experience— Nezv in Design

ARE

YOU

IN:

INTERESTED

ARCHITECTURE
PORTRAITURE
HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY
or any other specialized branch of work ?

IF SO, write for booklet P5I on the choice of a

ZEISS lens

BEST

FOR

EVERY

CLASS

OF

WORK

r-Api ZXldd
-7F|CXri
1 Ltd.
I t-rl Mortimer
MORTIMER St.,
HOUSE. 37-41 . rEflfOEiS?
k-AIAL
(London)
London, W.l
For exquisite shading

■" 1 The N.P. Handbooks _ _ ■
for Amateur Photographers
No. 1. PERFECT

NEGATIVES

: How

to make

them

effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.
Write ior a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of th Aerograph — its.
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed
and efficiency of
its working.

by Dr. Glover.

„ 3. PERFECTION IN THE PIGMENT PROCESSES, by C. J. Symes, F.R.P.S.
„ 6. LANTERN SLIDES
by Dr. Glover.
„ 2.

PRINT

PERFECTION

„ 4. FLASHLIGHT

„ 5. PHOTO

: How

to attain it

by Dr. Glover.

: For the Amateur

RENDERING

OF COLOUR

by J. J. Curtis.

IN MONOCHROME

by Dr.'iGlover.

„ 7. ENLARGING
„

8.

GUIDE

TO

SUCCESSFUL
Price ONE

THE

FOUNTAIN

PRESS

Photographic

PORTRAITURE

SHILLING

EACH.

19 CURSITOR

Publishers

by Dr. Glover.

by R. H. Gooisall, A.R.P.S.

(By Post 1/2.)

STREET

and Booksellers.

AEROGRAPH

LONDON

CO..

43. Holborn

E.C.4

LTD.

Viaduct.

London,

E.C.l.
19

Ask for list.
CVS— 62
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ADVERTISEMENTS

SERVICE

and VALUE

WE

CASH, EXCHANGE

GIVE

BOTH

— FOR
SUPER

(^ollefcotA

IKONTA

3-1x21 and 41x21

THORNTON PICKARD
Horizontal

SIZES

Roll-Film
REFLEX
2} - 2} (12 exposures
3j *2* Film).

OR TERMS

REFLEX
IV.r 3 A 2.1 in. Plates or
Films. T.-P. self-capping
focal -plane shutter,
speeds
i/lOth to
1 l.Odtreh sec.. T. and B.,
focussing adjustment,

on

Dallmeyer f 4.5 anasligmat lens, and 3 metal
slides.

F 4.5 ZEISS
COMPUR

TRIOTAR
SHUTTER

Cash

Write for full
details.

12 equal
1 8/4

Light

or

month

case,

medium
each.

Sunshade,

F.P. Adapter,

4j ■_>! model £18:15:0

£1.

filters. 12 6

Or 12 equal
si 2i

Or 12 equal payments

BRAND
NEW
16-mm. AGFA
MOVEX
CINE CAMERAS,
with
f'3.5 lens, motor driven.
Takes Agfa 40-ft. film.
List price £18.

Our

Price

£9 : 17 : 6
each .
equal

AGFA

payments £1 12s. 9d.
£17:0:0

extra

leather

15/—

case. 22,'-

SPEEDEX

“0 ”

8 6.

SPECIAL
OFFER
OF

12

Service

Has a range-finder coupled with the focussing, ensuring
critical focus for every picture. Zeiss Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens, latest pattern Com pur shutter, speeded 1. A.
1/r.th, 1/lOtli. 12.7th. 1 /5llth, 1,100th. l/250th sec., with
delayed action.

payments

per

Leather

Or 12 monthly payments
of 15/2.

u

£10:10:0
Or

Price

£8:15:0

payments

17 4

£1

9s. 9d. per month.

£1 1 ill 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 hi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 u

Takes Standard V.P. Roll

| BUY

Fitted

Films

“ 12SERVICE
” WAY
Months to Pay.

f

| NO DEPOSIT, ROLLEIFLEX, LEICA,
|
CONTAX, ETC.
=
TERMS :

1

E
—
2i - 21 Automatic Rolleiflex,
=
Tessar, Compur shutter

^
=
E
=

12

equal payments,
per month.
f 4.5
.. £20 0 0 £1 15 0

=

Ditto, f/3.8 Tessar

—

Model

—

shutter,

E
=

New Contax Tessar, f'3.5. Blow-speed
shutter
.
£27 10 0 £2 8

-

The

—
=

flex, f/3.5 Skopar, delayed
shutter
.

III

Leica,

f/3.6 Elmar

.
with

£22

new

. .

10

0

£1 19

4

slow
. . £25

0

0

£2

=

f/3.9 Solinar

anastigmat.

£5:5:0
10 equal payments

11/- per month.

No. 12 ENSIGN
CARBINE

E
r

3 10
0

in

Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B., self-erecting front.

r

(British

per month.

THE YEAR’S
BARGAIN
NEW

Latest

Voigtlander

Superb

Re-

For

Compur
£19 10 0 £1 14

3

—
r

Ensign

Camera*

ENSIGN
TROPICAL
ROLL-FILM
REFLEX
3] X2]

Usual

70'-.
Our price
Price

F 7.7

£2:9:9

Time

ALDIS
ANASTIGMAT.
and instantaneous

£2:13: 9

42 in. High.

Or 6 equal

Adjustable sliding legs, with clamping
screws and T-screws.

NEW

3ix2i

3 /“•

Post

Doul

Price 18/6.

MENTION

Post

“ THE

Price

10/- per month.

le extension,

focussing
Bides.

Established 1889.

rising

screen, 3 metal

Cash

6d.

1/3.

to

finders, Lokos
f/4.5
anastigmat Jens. Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
1 /250th sec., T. and B.,

of

Price

Or 10/- deposit and 10
equal monthly payments
F.P.

of 10/-.
Adapter,

8s. 6d.

Best Quality Leather
Case, extra 11s. 6d.
Roll Film Adapter,
15s. Od.

For half or whole-plate cameras.
Three-fold. 58 in. high, 18 in. closed.

PLEASE

1

CAMEO AT REDUCED
PRICE

‘SERVICE’
PROFESSIONAL
TRIPOD AND TOP

20

speeds

and cross U -front, bril¬
liant and direct wire

10/- per month.

Phone : Holborn 0664 i3 lines .
each

payments

ideal

£4:3:9
9 equal payments

bound, focussing adjust¬
ment,
reflex mirror.
List price £4 17s. 6d.
Reduced Price

‘SERVICE’ WOOD
TRIPOD

Price,

shutter,

Reduced

structed
teak, brass
exposures,of camera
con¬
9'2 per month.

the

l/250th sec., T. and li.. brilliant
and
direct wire-frame view¬
finders, focussing scale and re¬
lease. Camera finished in black
leather. Usual price £8 7s. 6d.

at

Reduced Price— all with
MAKER’S GUARANTEE

3} 21 No. 3 CARBINE ROLL
FILM CAMERAS, fittedfamous

Made.)
4^x21,

panel or landscape size. Fitted
Aldis anast-igmat lens f/6.3 in
Compur

New

f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat
lens, Betax shutter,
speeds A to 1/ 100th sec.,
P and B

Or 6 payments

roll films

289, HIGH
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AMATEUR
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Cinematography
The

Cine Camera
By

BRILLIANT and sharp pictures

demand a camera lens possessing
the finest optical corrections.
A good lens has to give an undistorted
image of architectural subjects, the
horizontal and vertical lines being
equally sharp. The field must be
fairly large and illumination even,
otherwise the corners of the film will
not be so well exposed as the centre. A
good lens, well stopped down, will
photograph every plane of the subject
being filmed, embracing near, middle
distance and distant objects, all equally
sharp at the same time. Usual failures
from overstopping a lens are when the
picture planes, i.e., the relative posi¬
tions of nearness, become mixed.
Picture planes can best be kept correct
in relation to one another by stopping
down the lens only so far as will give
a reasonable amount of sharpness to
the least important part of the scene,
whilst making the most important
objects critically sharp.
Correct exposure needs experience,

Lens and Exposure

P. H. BRAITHWAITE.

to be processed

for reversal

into a

positive, will not allow for over¬
exposure. An over-exposed sub-stand¬
ard film, after reversal, lacks many finer
details in the high-lights, and often in
mid-tones as well, giving a thin and
weak positive. On the other hand,
under-exposure will yield a positive
of a rather heavy and dark nature,
necessitating a greater quantity of
light in the projector to pierce. Still,
the original tones in an under-exposed
negative will remain, and this is
infinitely better than a weak screened
Sub-standard film lacks somewhat
picture.
the amount of latitude necessary for
errors in exposure owing to its nature.
But the recent introduction of super¬
speed panchromatic film permits of

movie-making under the most adverse
conditions of light, giving a greater
penetration of shadow detail. Being
far more sensitive to light than ordi¬
nary stock, super-speed film gives the
equivalent of a wider aperture lens.
From this it can be gathered that
extra care is necessary in exposure,
and consequently it is advisable, when
using this particular brand of film, to
compensate for over-exposure, which
is likely to occur, by the addition of
a supplementary light filter. These
filters are now on the market, and used
in conjunction with the lens stops,
allow for filming outdoors in adverse
weather or late evenings, besides giving
excellent results with indoor shots
with the aid of ordinary household
electric lamps.

even assuming an exposure meter is be¬
ing used. Light varies almost from
moment to moment ; a cloud crossing
the sun will make a scene less light re¬
flective. Often a quick shot has to be
obtained which lacks opportunity to
use the meter at all. Without a meter,
one depends entirely upon experience
and the latitude in the emulsion of
the film being used. Latitude in a
film allows for a passable result being
obtained after incorrect exposure.
If the light has to be chanced owing to
a suitable but hurried scene present¬
ing itself, on which side is the error
most likely to be the least noticeable,
on the side of over- or under-exposure ?
For the one point to be considered is
that of obtaining correct light values
in the ultimate finished positive.
With standard size film, where
development and printing are carried
out with both negative and positive
film stock, it is best to allow for slight
over-exposure. But sub-standard film
which has to enable the same negative

Getting a new viewpoint of the Coldstream Guards. This photograph shows how the
cinematographer can use his camera in securing a new angle on an old subject.
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CINEPRO, Ltd., of New Burlington
have
films
have

Real Carrying-Case
holding the Cinepro “ dope ” for con¬
ditioning the films and for keeping them

Street, W., the distributors of the
Siemens cameras and projectors,
thought out a carrying-case for
which supplies a need that many
felt.

Here, then, is not only a handy filmplastic.
storage case, but, when taking half a
dozen 400-ft. films out for an evening’s
show you have your “ first-aid ” supplies
at hand for making a proper splice when
needed, or for rejoining a lead that has
broken away from its film.
As the splicer is included in the
price this outfit is not dear
at
^4 17s. 6d., and it is a well made job
throughout.

The plush-lined case, built of solid
hide, hand-sewn, holds six 400-ft. reels
in their cans. The front lets down and
there,

ready

for use, is the almost

auto¬

matic and
very efficient “ Cinea ”
splicer. Behind the splicer are two
holders in which are two stoppered
bottles, one for film cement and the other

A

New

Victor

16-mm.

ANOTHER step towards popularis¬

It has, however, no turret to carry
three lenses, and its internal workings
are different. But it has the Victor

ing amateur cinematography is
the advent of a Victor 16-mm.
camera, the Model 3, with a Dallmeyer
f/2.9 anastigmat in focussing mount,
for 21 guineas. And it is not just a
sort of
Victor —
Victor
written

simplicity of loading, and it has the
useful varied speeds of 8, 16, 24 and
32 per second, and “ ultra ” speed
(round about 72). The finder is marked
to accommodate lenses of i-in., 2-in.
and 4-in. focal lengths, and these can be
fitted for interchangeable use if the pur¬
chaser chooses to spend the extra money
for them either at the time or later on.
This model of the Victor can provide

“ poor relation ” of the ^50
it is a real good article, with
thoroughness and ingenuity
all over it.

It is being put on the market by
Messrs. Dallmeyer (Mortimer Street,
W.i.), who have already made the
Victor cameras and projectors well
known in this country. At first glimpse
it resembles the orthodox Victor. It
has

the

same

bronze-like

hand-cranked exposures for trick work,
and altogether it has a remarkable
range of resources for a popular-

finish, the

priced camera.
A soundly made leather carryingcase for the new Victor can be supplied

“ lozenge ” shape and an adjustable
finder, features which mark the Victor
wherever you see one at work.

News

from

at two

with

the

guineas.

the Cine S OCietieS M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

MR. G. A. SHAW has practically finished the arrangements
in connection

Cine Camera

Summer

School

of Cinemato¬

graphy, which the Independent Film-makers’ Asso¬
ciation are to sponsor at Weymouth in September. He has
been called away on location for a few weeks, and meanwhile

and it gives a good idea of the tremendous opportunities that
await the producer in specialised pictures for church cinemas.
During the winter the Croydon Amateur Film Club has been
engaged in rebuilding and re-organisation and recently their
new club-room at South Park Hill Road was officially opened

has handed over plans to a fellow-member. The I.F.M.A.,
which is documentary, experimental and educational, has
just received some interesting scenarios. They are called

by Miss Jane Carr, the well-known stage and screen star. In
addition the film of the recent Everest expedition was projected
at the studio for the first time in Croydon.

symphonies, and depict “ Traffic,” " Dawn,” “ Day,” ” Even¬
ing ” and “ Night.” Mr. Shaw is the Hon. Secretafy of this
Association, and his address is 32, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

The organisers of the newly-formed cine section of the Golders
Green and Hendon Radio Scientific Society have been much
encouraged by the many enquiries which have come to hand as

The newly- formed Brighton, Hove and District Amateur
Cinematograph Society want members who are keener on

a result of the publication of their previous report in " The
A.P.” The projection evening recently at the Hampstead Art
Galleries was very well attended. Both 9.5-mm. and 16-mm.

W.i.

“ The cast includes . . .” than “ Photqgraphed by . . .”
Members hope to acquire a studio soon, and they are not going
in for the mild form of film reporting which seems to have
afflicted so many very serious amateurs. They are going to
make film plays. Their president is Captain F. R. S. Hedges.
Members of the Religious Amateur Film Guild, and others,
will be interested

to hear

that

what

is described

as the “ first

cinema sermon ” was shown privately at the New Gallery a
short time ago before an audience of soo clergymen. The film
is a two-reeler, entitled " The Mastership of Christ,” directed
by Aveling Ginever and featuring the Rev. W. H. Lax f" Lax
of Poplar ”), the material for the scenario having been derived
from books written by him. The central figure of the picture
is a clergyman giving an address on the subject that supplies
the title points in his address being illustrated by incidents
shown in various shots. The picture is well photographed

22

films were shown, these ranging from beginners’ snapshots
to fully edited work. An added attraction to the programme
was the musical accompaniment provided by the radio section’s
amplifier coupled to a Piezo Electric and a 14-in. Selhurst
M.C. Loud Speaker, the reproduction being of a high order.
Mr. A. D. Frischmann, who was associated with the Brondesbury Cine Society almost since its inception, and who achieved
good work in that connection, is serving on the cin6 section
committee, as is also Mr. Elsy, President of the London Centre
(North Thames) Professional Photographers’ Association.
The section has a particularly interesting forthcoming fixture
arranged for May 24th, when for the first time in N.W. London
there will be a demonstration of the new Path6 17 J S.O.F.
home talkie apparatus, about which so many serious amateurs
are talking. Enquiries should be addressed to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. S. I. Shoot, 179, West End Lane, N.W. 6.
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Ilford, Ltd., inform us that their new bromide paper, Selo
Rayon, to which reference was made recently in these pages,
has been so well received that they have put on the market

An exhibition of photographs taken during Prince George’s
recent South African tour was opened at Kodak House,
Kingsway, W.C., on Wednesday, May 2nd. All the pictures
were taken by Mr. Leslie Burch, a staff photographer of the
London News Agency, representing Photographic News Agen¬

a “ soft ” variety. This material is therefore
soft, normal and vigorous grades.

cies, Ltd., who was attached to the Prince’s staff throughout
the tour. He used the new super-sensitive panchromatic
films for all the exposures. The exhibition contains about
100 pictures, only a small proportion of the total number
obtained. Many of them were taken under great difficulties,

A.P.”

who

are in London

should

visit.

for amateur

photographers

fast cut films) they are giving better service than ever to the keen ■
and expert amateur photographer. The new film is labelled 26
degrees Scheiner, which, according to comparative tables, is
equivalent to 2,700 H. & D. Prices are not affected.
The

is being

professional and amateur, by eminent authorities. In con¬
junction with the exhibition a sub-standard film competition
will be held, open to amateur and professional workers alike.

Directors’ Report,
few weeks ago.

Wednesday,

The

announced
May

Week’s

here if the syllabus

9th.

Camberwell C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Croydon C.C. Home-made Gadgets. C. Howard.
Leicester and L.P.S. Members’
Rochdale P.S. Colour Filters.

Meetings

Developing.

Back.**

C.C.

10th.

A. Hanson.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ A Chat on Picture-Making.”
Oldham P.S. Negative-Making.

Friday,

May

John Ruskin C.C. Enlarged Paper Negatives.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Mounting Prints.

Saturday,

May

W. Robinson.

issued

May

West

W. A. Wilson.

12th.

Accrington C.C. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Altrincham.
Bath P.S. Cold Ashton.
Bury P.S. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Altrincham.
Exeter C.C. Christow.
Hackney P.S. Outing — Thevdon.
Hanley P.S. Stone and Hilderstone. Meet at Stoke Station, 2.30 p.m.
Northants N.H.P.S. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Car Colston.

of New

United

States

a

or from

12th

time to time.

(contd.).

May

13th.

May

14th.

Wycombe.

Monday,

Chelmsford P.S. Members' Night.
City of 'London and C.P.S. Annual General
Manchester P.S. Lecturettes by Members.

Tuesday,

11th.

in the

of the session

Sunday,
May

Company

Oldham P.S. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Altrincham.
Small Heath P.S. Aston Hall. Meet at Aston Hall, 2.30 p.m.

H. Senior.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Looking
Northants N.H.P.S. Byfield.

was

Saturday,

Evening.
T. Eggles.

Thursday,
P.S.

which

is sent to us at the beginning

Camberwell
Bury

Kodak

interest to many readers of “ The A.P.” who have read and
derived benefit from Mr. Tindall’s book, “ Practical Land¬
scape
Photography,”
published many years ago from the
offices of
this paper.

and entry forms may be obtained on application to the Secre¬
tary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, W.C.i.

their meetings

Eastman

The Golden Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. W. Edwin Tindall
was celebrated on May 1st. This item of news may be of some

Films accepted by the 'judges will be shown during the period
of the exhibition and will be awarded certificates. A plaque
will also be placed at the disposal of the judges for the most
meritorious film submitted. Further information, conditions,

will have

net profits of the

Jersey and its wholly-owned subsidiary companies were
$11,119,044 for the year ending December 30th, 1933, com¬
pared with $6,058,748 for the previous year. The profits, after
dividends on the Preferred Stock, were equal to $4.76 per share
on the common
Stock outstanding at December 30th, 1933,
as against $2.52 reported for the previous year. The total
volume of business of the Company showed a substantial
increase in nearly all products during the last half of the year.
This improvement has been maintained up to the date of the

An exhibition of cinematography will beheld at the galleries
of the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, W.C.i,
during the month of November
next. It will comprise
apparatus, stills and films. A feature of the exhibitiorl will
be a series of lectures on various aspects of cinematography,

Societies

in

There has recently been a big jump forward in the speed
rating of the Agfa Isochrom emulsion. Agfa fast material has
always been outstanding in quality, but now that they provide
these ultra-fast roll films and film packs (to say nothing of the
remarkable qualities of some of the Agfa plates and Agfa

Admission

heavens above, the planets, the stars and their constellations
are dealt with in simple language and with understanding.
S. P. B.Mais, Oliver Onions and Frances Pitt are among the
contributors to the first issue of The Nature Lover, and a series
competitions

available

Readers of " The A.P.” should make a point of visiting this
exhibition if they get the opportunity. Admission is free.

The love of nature, which is characteristic of British folk, will
be stimulated at this time of year by a new monthly journal.
The Nature Lover, which has just made its appearance. The
wonders of the countryside, its woods and downs, its birds
and animals ; life beneath the waters of rivers and sea ; the

of monthly
organised.

now

A one-man ^how by John St. Aubyn is now on view at
The Camera Club, 17, John St., Adelphi, London, W.C. Many
fine examples of bromoil and transfer work are included.

and developed in a dark-room attached to the Royal train. Jt
is a remarkably interesting and attractive show that all readers
1 of " The
is free.

PHOTOGRAPHER
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Meeting.

May

15th.

Hackney P.S. “ Thirty Years with the 4 H.P.S.’ ”
John Ruskin C.C. Practical Work.
Manchester A.P.S. “ Composition.” C. C. Dew.
Nelson C.C. Still Life Competition.
Rochdale P.S. Hollingworth Lake.
Whitehall Cine Society. Exposure Meters.

Wednesday,
Camberwell

C.C.

Finishing the Bromide

Croydon C.C. “ Pictorialism
D. C. Rowlett.

May
Print.

in Relation

Margate and D.P.F. “ Some Experiments
and A. C. R. Redgrave.
Scarborough A.P.C. Yedmandale.

J. Linley.

16th.
J. H. Clark.

to the Minor

Arts."

Debate

in Colour Photography.”

opened

by

C. W. Troke.
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‘Deciders

yV

Glycin.
I wish

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearin'? in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibilitv for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism.”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Chloro-bromide

Developer.

It seems that glvcin added to a hydroquinone
developer makes it more suitable for chlorobromide papers. If this is so, can you oblige me
i|
with a formula ?
B. A. (London.)

The following is reliable :
oz.
8
Water
5 drs.
Sodium sulphite
Hydroquinone
28
Glycin
oz.
Sodium carbonate
8
Potassium bromide
grs.
This is a stock solution which, for grs.
sepia
tones, may be diluted with two volumes
of water to each volume of stock.
grs. 0It
4
should be used as near 70 degrees Fahr.
as possible.
Soft

Various methods are adopted by
different workers. Such a developer as
the following is a great help. It should
be used at about 65 degrees Fahr., and
the development time is generally only
about four to five minutes.
Metol
. .
. .
. .
1 oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
5 oz.
Sodium carbonate . .
.. 5 oz.
Water
. .
. .
60 oz.
Stereo

Lenses.

I have bought a stereoscopic camera which has an
arrangement for varying the separation of the
lenses. What is the object of this ?
S. T. W. (Sandown.)

When very close objects are being
photographed it is best to bring the
lenses closer together, or the “ relief ”
is exaggerated. When, on the other
hand, good relief is desired in more
distant objects, the lenses are moved
farther apart. The extent to which
these movements are used is matter for
experience.

of Focus

Tables.

I have been comoaring two tables giving depth of
focus distances, and in no case do the figures agree.
As the distances depend on certain established
factors, what can possibly account for such con¬
flicting results ?
B. C. H. (Portsmouth.)

The

explanation

is that one

hyperfocal distance, which is funda¬
mental to the calculation, thus varies
considerably.

Is there any objection to setting the iris diaphragm
of a lens to positions between the marked stoos ?
C. B. (London.)

None whatever. It is difficult to see
why such. a course should be necessary,
as it looks rather like splitting hairs.
Focal

There are several formulae for glycin,
of which the following is typical :
A. Glycin . .
. .
48 grs.
Sodium sulphite
. .
\ oz.
Boiled water to
. . 10 oz.
B. Potassium carbonate . .
2 oz.
Boiled water . .
. . 10 oz.
A good working solution for papers
would be A, two parts ; B, one part ;
water, one part. We may point out,
however, that amongst other factors
deciding colour you must reckon the
make of paper, the degree of original
development, character of the developer,
and the bleacher used.

Colour

Slides.

I want to start lantern-slide making. Is colour
photography for this purpose very expensive ?
Is it possible for the amateur ?
A. A. A. (Cookstown.)

There are several methods of produc¬
ing lantern slides in colour, generally
by photographing the subject direct on
to the plate that will be used in the
lantern. These processes, however, are
not particularly easy ; they are certainly
expensive ; and the slides can be shown
to advantage under only the most favour¬
able conditions of lighting. They are
not suitable for mixing up with ordinary
lantern slides, as they look much too
dark on the screen.

of the

factors to which you refer is not “ es¬
tablished ” but variable. This factor
is the permissible degree of diffusion.
If the circle of confusion is taken as
1 /tooth of an inch, the multiplying
factor is 100 ; if it is limited to 1 /300th
of an inch, the factor is 300. The

Iris Diaphragm.

Developer.

For night subjects by artificial light it is clearly
desirable to get out shadow detail without getting
over-density in the high-lights. Should not
some special sort of developer be used to secure
this ?
R. E. (York.)

Adjustable

Depth

to obtain warm tones on bromide paper by
bleaching and then redeveloping with glycin,
of which I have a supply. Can you give me a
suitable formula ?
T. A. B. (Kuala Lumpur.)

Length.

Matt

Marks

on Film.

What has injured the gelatine at the back of the
enclosed film negative ? The marks show in an
enlargement. Can you suggest a remedy ?
L. H. T. (Caversham.)

Matt marks such as that you have on
your negative are very common, and
we are rather surprised that you have
not noticed our remarks on them. We
have

suggested

polishing

the plain

side

of the film with a soft rag and Baskett’s
reducer, but we are investigating another
method which may answer the same
purpose. We would suggest that your
negative is rather under-developed, and
that if you have a stronger negative
such a mark will not show even in an
enlargement, provided you use diffused
light instead of the direct condenser
light.

What is the best focal length for a 6x6 cm.
picture for general and portrait work ? Is not
a 7.5-cm. lens rather short to give pleasing per¬
spective ?
J. W. B. (Glasgow.)

It is generally contended that the
best all-round focal length for a lens is
about equal to the diagonal of the plate
for which it ‘is to be used. We have
frequently pointed out that the perspec¬
tive of a subject is not decided by the
focal length of the lens but by the
viewpoint, except that the shorter the
focal length the more subject will be
included. The great point in portraiture
is not to approach too close to the sitter,
and it is- a temptation to do this when
the focal length of the lens is so short
that it gives only a very small image.
The only safe plan in such a case is to
keep a suitable distance from the subject
and enlarge the resulting image.

24

432

Copying

Print.

Can you recommend any chemical or other
substance that will make photographs transparent
without giving any smudgy or darkening effect
to the surface ? I have some old family photo¬
graphs from which I want to make reprints after
making suitable negatives from them. I have
tried oil and spirit but the results are unsatis¬
factory.
H. L. G. (Deptford.)

We

are

at a loss to understand

what

it is you want to do. If your idea is to
make a negative by printing through an
unmounted print you will certainly find
the result very unsatisfactory owing to
the grain of the paper. The proper
course is to put the photographs up in
a good

diffused

light and

make

a negative

by copying. If you try many
more
experiments
with your family portraits
to copy.
the chances are that there will be nothing
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
“— ~ mane payable to ILl'bbE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed _
t-'O. _
s_benyp_n_ntraceahie if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken to avoid mistakes.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques,
Ltd.

etc., should

be crossed and made

charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c,o ‘The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The ’Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
" Deposit System ” is recommended.

payable to Ilitfe and Sons

Displayed Advertisements
Communications

on Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

Advertisement

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer," Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.1. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE

: AMATEURS

ONLY—

12 words or less .

1/-

ld. for evepy additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

12 words or less .
2Jd. for every additional word.

2/6

Deposit System

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of j/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under €50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, london, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to llifle and Sons Ltd.

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% 1 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY
Hertford

for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;

260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

j CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

IMPORTANT

31x24
& G. Folding
RossF.P.A.,
Xpres
2 lens,N. focussing
screen,Reflex,
6 D.D.f/4.5
slides,

NOTICE

| CAMERAS
1-PLATE

Owing

and other accessories, pigskin case ; perfect
condition, £25. — Critchley, Gorton St., Blackpool.

REFLEX, Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby, j-pl.,
[1689
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 12 single

slides,
dition, F.P.A.,
£8/10. — Aldis
Below. f/4.5 lens ; in' splendid con¬

GOERZ
Manufocslides,
Tenax,F.P.A.,
34x24,Dogmar
double f/4.5
extension,
6 single
lens,
Compur shutter, lens hood, filter, D.V. finder,

to the

Whitsun

Holidays,

the

issue

of “THE AMATEUR
(dated May
23rd)
earlier than usual.

PHOTOGRAPHER”
is closing for press

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS

for insertion

issue

up to
17th.

every care

EOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

FIRST

in that

POST,

can

be accepted

THURSDAY,

May

leather case ; scarcely used, £12/10. — Below.

4

in

AND

Sanderson

Lukos

Tropical,

Express,

hood, filter, £7 ;
dition. — Below.

6

or near

LENSES
f/4.5 Ross

book-form

offer ;

Xpres

slides,

lens

excellent con¬

31x24 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 D.D.

2 slides, F.P.A., changing-box, many other
accessories ; all excellent condition, £10/10, or
near offer ; can be seen by appointment in
London or Watford. — Box 219, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1778
Xpres —f/4.5,
3 double
BARGAIN.
J-pl. self-capping
T.-P. Press shutter.
Focal-plane,
Ross
slides, as new, £12/12 ; Goerz Anastigmat f/4.8,

COCARETTE Roll Film, J-pl., Zeiss Tessar f/4.5

61-in. focus, focussing mount, on panel, good
condition, £3. — Highclere, Beech Way, Epsom. [1817

[1715
Popular, Roll Film, 3 slides, focussing

shutter and lens 1 min. to l/200th sec.,
3 double slides and case ; cost £28 ; £6/6. — 22,
Croxted Rd., S.E.21.
[1785

lens, D.A. Compur shutter, leather case ;
scarcely used, £10/10. — 34, India St., Edinburgh, 3.
fNARBINE
Kj

screen,

12x8

cm..

Hand

or

Stand,

SANDERSON 5x4 Plate Camera, Goerz f/6.8,

WARNING

5-speed

shutter, Aldis Uno anastigmat f/7.7, leather case,
printing-frames, etc., 50/-. — 14, Southcourt Rd.,
Cardiff.
[1732

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

31x2£
Superf/4.5,
Ikonta,
automatic
4 Tessar
as new,
£14/15.focussing,
— Turpin, Zeiss
51,
Colindeep Lane. N.W.9.
[1509
2 tigmat,
000th,Cooke
revolving
31x24
T.-P.l/10th
Victoryto 1/1,
Reflex,
f/4.5 back,
anas12 slides, F.P.A., leather case, sling ; good

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

condition, £5. — Shaw, Moorlands, Park Rd.,
Timperley, Cheshire.
[1773

3X4 cm. Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar, Compur, Daylight

Enlarger, Diaphot Exposure Meter ;
all
practically new ; lot, £5/15. — 3, Clyde Park,
Redland, Bristol.
[1782
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

SANDERSON 5x4, all movements, Cooke f/6.5
31.x4 F.P.A.,
2.1 Premofocussing
Kodak,screen
f/7.7; anastigmat
lens,—
offers wanted.
Below.
tance, ease, extra
lens for large
hall, £12/12
PATHRSCOPE
Lux Projector,
all voltage
resis¬;
all apparatus perfect ; deposit system. — Below.
without
lens T.-P.
; Tall
x 10
WANTED.
— J-pl.
PressTripod
Camera,foror 12slides,
camera. — Pickles. Kirkgate, Otley.
[1786
and Telephoto lens, 6 D.D. slides, case, meter,
filter. — Below.

1-PLATE

4

R.F., plate back, Ross f/6.3, Ernemann
25

shutter, slides, case. 75/- : lens listed £5/10. — ■

Write, C. Parsons, 43, Alderbrook

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Rd., S.W.12. [1792

May
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MANCHESTER

MINEX Reflex 1-pl., almost new condition, f/3.5

Cooke anastigmat and f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto,
swing front, 3 plate-holders, F.P.A. ; perfect
mechanical condition, £30 ; deposit system. — Box 236, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1787

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS,

of every

ENSIGN Speed Film Reflex, Aldis Uno f/4.5, ALLENS

and

LENS, £25
Model
III.

Pitted

SANDERSON Hand and Stand i-pl., Aldis £/6

lens in Unicura shutter, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case ; old model in good working order ;
accept 38/-. — Below.

with

ELMAR

Or fitted with SUMMAR F/2
LENS (col¬
lapsible
mount),

THORNTON-PICKARD Duplex Reflex Camera,

, double extension, fitted Goerz Dagor f/6.8
and Ross 13-in. Telephoto lens f/5. 4, F.P.A., 1
double slide, film magazine ; good order ; accept
£7/7.— Below.

at

f,3.5

SINCLAIR Traveller Una 3£x24, made throughout

GRAFLEX Reflex Camera, 5x4, revolving back,

price

LEuri'tlicA”

in Duralumin, Ross Combinable lens f/5, N.S.
shutter, 3 tropical double plate-holders, tropical
F.P.A. , tropical Graflex roll-holder, Duralumin
case, lined, 3 Ross filters in screw cells ; whole
outfit as new ; cost over £50 ; accept £25. — Below.
x 21, triple extension, fitted Cooke anas¬
f/3.5, 6 book-form slides, will take also
plates, F.P.A., revolving back, 2 brown
cases ; in good condition ; accept £ 7/7. —

you can see

CAMERAS

description

case, £5; wanted 3Jx21 Folding Roll Film,
f/4.5, Compur, coupled range-finder essential. — Box 235, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1788

31
tigmat
lantern
leather
Below.

CAMERAS

& DISTRICT

MINIATURE

£33: 13:0

WRITE FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET
It gives

SUPER

fall list of our

PHOTOGRAPHIC
— and

CAMERA
, SPECIAL

ART SURFACE

NEWMAN & GUARDIA Special1 B Camera, i-pl.,

fitted 3-foci Zeiss Double Protar lens, scaled
for each foci, 5 changing-boxes for 12 plates each,
leather case ; a splendid outfit in good order ;
cost over £35 ; accept £6/6. — Below.

NEWMAN & GUARDIA B Camera, i-pl., double
TROPEX All-metal Camera, 3i x 21, double ex¬

rising and cross front, Zeiss
in Acme shutter to l/300th,
F.P.A. ; in good working
Below.

b DERBY

FOTH-

1 The 3 x 4 Camera.

ANY outfit on approval to experienced photo¬
REFLEX. — 1-pl. Shew Camera, Series H, Dall-

Fitted with de¬
layed- action

graphers, apply— Bowman, 2a, College Rd.,
Norwich.
[1789

meyer anastigmat lens, 3 D.D. slides, leather
case, filter, tripod (oak), £2/10. — James Devlin,
23, Prince of Wales’ Gardens, Maryhill, Glasgow.
[1796
2 extension, rising, falling, cross front, 6
slides, F.P.A. ; excellent condition, £4. — Andrews,
52, Station Rd., Wigston, Leicester.
[1797

focal-plane shut¬
ter, F/3.5 Lens,

£4:12:6
F'2.5 Lens,
£7:5:0

SANDERSON i-pl. Hand-Stand Camera, Aldis f/6.

ROLLEIFLEX
Fitted with
F/4.5 ZEISS TRIOTAR
LENS, in Compur
shutter.

focussing magnifiers fitted, also Carbine
8-exposure tank, £4/10, or exchange. Baby Ikonta,
Tessar preferred. — Cooper, Haytor, Kingstanding
Rd., Streetly, Sutton Coldfield.
[1799

£10:10:0

LEICA II, f/3.5 Elmar lens, in purse case,

Leicascop Exposure Meter ;
£16. — Box 264, c/o “ The Amateur

new condition,
Photographer.”
[1802
F.P.A., 3 slides, leather case, etc. ; outfit
as new ; all except slides spotless : listed over
£25 ; bargain at £12/10 ; deposit system. — Box
266, c/o " The Amateur Photographer.” [1804

Patent

MAKINA 31x21, Plaubel f/2.9, D.A. Compur,

01x21

02

Agfa

Standard

Plate,

4

Dogmar

[1805
f/4.5 lens,
in

f/4.5, focal-plane, 5 to 1/1, 000th sec.,

3 double slides and
VT.P. Teuax, Dagor

V

to obtain your
Miniature
Camera.

speeded shutter, 12 single slides, F.P.A.,

leather case, metal tripod, Kodak portrait
attachment. Ensign Magnacam enlarging attach¬
ment, with 100-watt opal lamp, plate washing
tank ; all in good order ; cost over £13/13 ;
price £7/7.- — L. J. G. Lees, Lyudhurst, Station
Rd., Thames Ditton.
[1806
1-PLATE Ango Anschutz, leather front model,
F.P. adapter, £8/10.— Below.
f/6.8. Compound, F.P.A. and

purse, 35/- ; deposit approval. — C. Wilkinson,

•68, Crown

Rd., Gt. Yarmouth.

[1807

0 1 x 2$ Thoruton-Pickard Victory Reflex, Cooke

02

f/4.5, F.P.A., 3 slides, case ; approval

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

BE

7 minutes

WISE

IN

must
you

be

have

In part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus

required.

ALLENS

“A.P.”, £4/10.— Fred Pulley, 175, Adnitt Rd.,
Northampton.
[1810
26

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment, on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment
Bubject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

from

TIME—

168, NEW
Oldham
Road,
CROSS
MANCHESTER

Piccadilly

USE

(22 or 23

OUR

Car.)

DEPOSIT

1-PLATE Trona Roll Film, double extension,
4 Goerz Dogmar f/4.7, Compur, £3 ; Kodak i-pl.
Roll Film, plate back, 3 double slides, 20/-. —
Below.
1-PLATE Cooke f/4.5, in Compur, 50/- ; Zeiss
4 Ross Double Protar, 61 and II in., double
scaled, as new, £3/3. — Below.
■jl/TACKENZIE A i-pl. Adapter, T.-P. fitting. 15/- ;
IV I Focal-plane Shutter, i-pl. T.-P., 10/- ;
Adams’ Changing-box, i-pl., 17/6 ; Sanderson
i-pl. new Mahogany Book-form Slide, 8/- ;
Heydes Actinometer, 10/6, cost 35/- ; other
accessories, cheap, deposit. — Box 270, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1821

4 Telescopic tripod, portrait attachment, dark¬
room lamp ; all new condition, 37/6. — Welch,
4, Lord St., Eccleston, Chorley, Lancs.
[1824

41x24 Ensign Roll Film Carbine, Aldis-Butcher

4 f/6.3 anastigmat, Compur, 1 to 1 /250th, bril¬
liant and direct finders ; new condition, 70/-. —
Below.

171/4.5 Ross Xpres 51-in., in Acme shutter, 1 to

’ l/300th ; perfect, 90, -. — Below.
1-PLATE Field Double Extension, f/8 Ensign
4 Symmetrical lens, all movements, turntable,
tripod, 1 D.D. slide, new condition, 30/-, or
exchange Pocket Camera ; all above approval
deposit. — Surridge, 27, Queen St., Blaeuavon,
Mon.
[1825
l/300th, F.P.A., good condition. Bee meter,
£1/15. — Manager, British Legion, Malton, Yorks. [1826

This Scheme
will help you

3x4 cm. Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, £5/10 ;

£6.— Below.

ICA Atom 4.5x6 cm., Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur,
F/4.5 Dallmeyer 21x31 Keflex, revolving back-

leather case,

£1:0:0

Leitz Range-finder, £1 ; Justophot Meter,
15/- ; Helinox Enlarger, 3x4 cm. to P.C., 35/- ;
deposit. — Brock, 40, Canterbury Rd., Southsea.

take

5x4 F.P. Camera, to 1/1, 000th sec., MackenzieWishart Slide A, and envelopes ; shutter needs
slight repairs. — Williamson, 24, Townhead St.,
Hamilton, Lanarkshire.
[1812

31x2[ Ensign, Aldis f/6.3, Trichro shutter,

Made
by the
makers of the
famous

T.-P. 31x21 Victory Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, F.P.A.,

£9/5,

• lined case, absolutely as new ; cost £24 ;
nearest offer to £17/1U. — Child, 9, Devonshire
Terrace, Bradford.
[1823

— (ytoUeicord —

c Bromoil
Rsize
Brush, genuine
in
WANTED.
— i-pl. Wide-angle
Lens, polecat,
also largebest condition. — Above.
[1798

NEW 8-in. Aldis Anastigmat Lens f/4.5, cost
GIVEN Free with above, Adams' Popular Videx

ROLLEIFLEX 6x6 cm., Tessar f/3.8, velvet-

31 x 21 lea Trona, f/6.3 Tessar, Compur, double

Acme shutter, 3 B.F. slides, F.P.A., case ;
splendid condition, £7/10. — 168, Thorne Rd.,
Doncaster.
>OSS Telecentric 13-in. f/6.8, £5/15. — Above.

Xpres f/4.5, with unused case, R.F.H. and
direct-vision finder, 6 slides, F.P.A., autinous
release, focussing magnifier, K1 and x 1 filters in
holder, extra strap and 11-in. Dallon f/5.6
Telephoto, with extension tube, hood, case, K1
and x 1 filters in screw-on mount, also new
automatic Dremoscop exposure meter and case ;
all in new condition, for £22 ; cost £40 ; deposit
system. — H. L. Hancock, 75, Shakespeare Avenue,
Bath.
[1809
17 ODAK
No. 3a Folding, anastigmat lens
lY f/6.8, plate adapter, 3 D.D. slides, Wratten
light filter, leather case, daylight developing tank,
£5/5.— Baroda, Mill Hill, Cowes.
[1811

IT" ODAK No. 3 Autographic, f/6.8 anastigmat lens*
Tv in Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
roll films, extra attachment for plates, leather
case, tripod ; new condition, £2/5. — Write, Box
P.9170, Rays, Cecil Court, W.C.2.
[1820

£&
EACH.

extension, fitted Wray lens f/8, changingbox, leather case ; cost £18 ; accept 37/6. — Below.

tension, rack
Tessar lens f/6.3,
12 single slides,
order ; accept £3. —

LATEST type 3Jx2i T.-P. Junior Reflex, Ross

lens and 15-mm. Wide-angle lens and finders,
in specially-made hide case, £14. — 479, West Derby
Rd., Liverpool.
[1815

POSTCARDS

envelopes for sending films
to us supplied FREE.

LENSES

ENSIGN, 3 speeds, hand crank, f/1.3 Dallmeyer

SERVICE

from Miniature Negatives, deD.
veloping 6d., Panchromatic 9d. 9
Special

AND

1 to 1 /300th, with colour filter and Proxar,
all in fitted leather case ; perfect condition ; list
£14/13 ; accept £8. — 172, Croxted Rd., S.E.21. [1814

of our

SCHEME

DEVELOPING

1934

ZEISS Ikon Kolibri, lfxll, Tessar f/3.5, Compur

PRODUCTS

full particulars

EXCHANGE

9,

ADVERTISEMENTS

4.

perfect, fitted Beta filter, Pouchromatro tank6 S.M. slides, £8/15, or offer. — 27, St. Stephen Rd.<
Bridlington.
[1827
1-PLATE Double Extension, anastigmat f/5.6, in
4 Compound shutter, l to l/250th sec., reversing
back, 2 D.D. slides and F.P.A., leather case ;
approval, £3/5. — Stephen, 4, Harbour St., Peter¬
head.
[1828

LEICA Model n, Elmar f/3.5, ever-ready case ;
al x 21 Roll Film Kodak Special, f/6.3 Bauschperfect condition, £15. — Robinson, 209, Walsall
Rd., Birmingham.
[1829

4 Lomb Tessar, Compur shutter, recently over¬
hauled by makers, anil flttcd with new bellows,
direct-vision finder, etc., complete with case,
sky and colour filters, portrait attachment,
Diaphot, £3/10. — Moore, 7, Stockland Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[1833

YOIGTLANDER V.P., Heliar f/4.5, Compur

shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P.A., 4 negative
boxes, Telescopic tripod ; whole outfit in good
order, £4/10. — Parkin, 14, Moorland Rd., York. [1837

31x24 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, 12 S. slides,

2 F.P.A., roll-film adapter, filter, tripod and
leather case, with lock, £7/10.— C. Moores, 5, Lyme
Green Estate, London Rd., Macclesfield. [1838

SYSTEM.

May

9.

THE

1934

CAMERAS
l-PLATE

4

Ensign

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

de Luxe Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Heliar

PHOTOGRAPHER

EDWIN CORSE

lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. ; very fine con¬

CAMERAS

(The Dealers of the North)

4 mat,
Compur,
front,
D.V. anastigfinder,
31x21
Dollond
Roll rising
Film, f/4.5
Dollond

Finest Stock and Range of Cameras,
Enlargers, Accessories, Cinema
Cameras, Projectors and Apparatus.
All makes supplied. Immediate De¬
liveries. Post Anywhere. Catalogue

[1839

SHEW
Xit Postcard
Pocketanastigmat,
Camera,
for 5}x3$
plates, Folding
Aldis f/7.7
Compound shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec., screen and

large view-finder, 4 double slides ;
perfect
condition, leather case ; £4, or best offer ; deposit
system. — H. Frank, 4, Glumangate, Chesterfield. [1841

20. Brighton

CURT Bentzin Reflex, 9x12 cm., with j-pl.

any desired footage — no waste
film), automatic loading (just
push the
film in,
that’s films,
all),
takes
50-ft.
Kodak
watch-like precision gearings,
direct and waist view-finders,
all inlaid. One inch thick

fits above, fair condition, £4/5. — Below.

only, slips in the pocket like
a notebook. Can be carried
daily without its presence
being felt at all. The perfect
movie.

slides, leather case, l/25th to 1/1, 800th, not
self-capping ; in good condition, £ 3/15. — Nutter,
245, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, ± S.E.25.
Liv. 2848.
[1843

£ 25 : O : O

spool -holders, splendid condition, with Meyer
f/6.8 anastigmat, 42/- ; or f/5 Foth anastigmat, 50/— Lashmar, Alcantara Stores, Storrington, Sussex-

CAMERA
MIRACLE. — Ensign Midget Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,
quick erecting, slips in the pocket like a match-case. Can be carried
about daily. Pictures can be taken secretly and unobtrusively.
6-exposure 6d. 3Ax2£ Enlargements, 2d. Wonder camera

GOERZ Tenax 10x15, Dagor lens f/6.8. Compound

Daylight

Y.P. Kodak, f/6.3 lens, speeded shutter, cost

MIRROR
F/3.5 REFLEX. — 2i * 2\ Foth-Flex Automatic Reflex,
f/3.5 Super Speed, f/3.2 finder lens, unique delayed-action focal-plane,
shutter, scaled pinion focussing, deep hood, with high-power auto¬
matic magnifier, all inlaid metal. Takes 12 pictures on 31 x 21 roll film.
Smallest mirror reflex obtainable .
£10 7 6

11845

shutter, 12 single slides, F.P.A. , tripod, leather
case, 3 filters, hood ; good condition, £6 ; deposit.—
Heaven, 5, Parkstone Avenue, Parkstone, Dorset.
[1846
70/-, accept 15/- ; Accessories for same,
Kodak Tank, 5/6 ; Leather Case, 3/6 ; Colour
Filter, 1/6 ; Rhaco View-finder (blue), 3/6 ; all
perfect.— Below.

POSTCARD Autographic Kodak Special, range¬

finder model, f/6.3 Tessar, Compur, velvet-lined
tan leather case, as new, cost £18, accept
£4/10 ; brand new }-pl. Ensign Tank (plate),
12/6.— Box
274, c/o - The Amateur Photographer.”
Folding Reflex, 11847
f/4.5
Ross Xpres, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., leather
case : as new ; cost £52
accept £21. — Box 275,

NEW Guardia 3} x 2i

31x2$ Salex, Zodellar f/3.8 anastigmat, in

0/0

‘ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[1848

2 Compur, D.A., 1 to l/250th sec., D.V. finder,
double extension, rise and cross, complete with
6 slides, F.P.A., case, light and compact, every¬
thing in practically new condition ; a super
bargain at £4/10. — Bowen, 92, Norbury Crescent,
Norbury, S.W.16.
[1849

AS Brand New. — Leica No. 3 Outfit, purchased

direct from Messrs. Leitz this year, comprising
Leica Camera, No. 3 model, Elmar f/3.5 lens,
ever-ready case, Valoy variable enlarger, metai
slide for 4x4 cm. negatives, slip-on metal ring ;
total cost nearly £40 ; lowest cash price, £25. —
E. Cox, Accountant, Redhouse Rd., Tettenhall,
Staffs.
[1800

ROLLEIFLEX, Automatic, 4x4 cm., Compur,

f/2.8 Tessar, Zeiss filter, leather case ;
new condition, £13. — R. T. B., 70, Woodside Park
Rd., North Finchley, N.12.
[1853

31x2$ Dallmeyer Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac

2 lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded from
l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec., 4 double slides, F.P.A. ; the
whole in perfect condition, complete in hide case,
£12. — Carswell, 11, S. Tay St., Dundee.
[1854
1-PLATE Folding Klito, Ross Tessar, 6-in. focus,
4 f/6.3, 1 to l/200tb sec., double extension, 8 slides,
£3/10 ; cost £9/9.— Below.
1-PLATE Cooke Anastigmat Lens, 5-in. focus,
4 Series III, f/6.5, Compur, 1 to 1 /200th sec., £1/10.
— 19a, Cambray Rd., Balham, S.W.12.
[1855

N. & G. 3}x2} Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,

yellow screen and lens hoods, F.P.A. and
3 D.D. slides, shutter speeds up to l/800th ;
good condition ; cost £60 ; sacrifice £15 ; approval
deposit system.— H. Clegg, Dodbrooke, Kingsbridge,
Devon.
[1856

9x12 cm. Ideal, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 15-cm.

focus, Compur shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., T. and
B., double extension, rise and cross front, 5 clip-on
slides and F.P.A., colour filters, tripod, leather
camera case, etc., £8/10. — McMillin, 24, Longbeach
Rd., S.W.ll.
[1858
USE

£2 10

Or 1/5 weekly, hire purchase.
Developing Tank, 12s. 6d.

Or 5/8 weekly,
CINE

Matte

0

Write now.
Contact Printer, 10s. 6d.

hire purchase.

SOFT-FOCUS. — Diffusion

Write

now.

Box, fits any lens to 11 in., gives

all professional soft-focus effects of quality. Puts that " quality "
in your movies. Once tried, used always. Write now. .£220
Or 1/5 weekly secures, hire purchase.
F/2.5 PRESS. — Foth-Derby Roll Film, f/2.5 Speed, latest delayed*
action focal-plane shutter, quick action erecting, automatic finder*
16 on V.P. All inlaid. Brand new, instructions .
£7 5 0
Or 4/3 weekly secures, hire purchase.
SUPER
PAPERS.
Super de Luxe, thick coated, full tonal rendering, Ilford, Wellington,
TUingworth, Barnet, Selo. Finest papers obtainable. Try a box
and note the difference. 3£x2§, 1 gross, post paid, 4/5.
Surfaces : Glossy Art, Satin Matt : Grades : Vigorous, Medium, Soft.
SUPER PRECISION. — 31 * 2} Zeiss Latest Precision Ikonta, range¬
finder coupled dead accurate focussing, automatic quick erecting,
automatic erecting finder, all inlaid, unique perfect loading and film
travel. The large-size precision camera of the future. Slips in the
pocket easily. Takes 8 or 16 pictures on 1/- roll films obtainable
anywhere. Sets a new large picture standard. Write now £17 0 0
Or 4/6 to 9/6 weekly secures. Write now.
TRIPODS. — Very Latest Type Dull Aluminium, 6‘section. 52-in. high,
strongest and most rigid tripod ever designed. The perfect tripod
Or 2/6 weekly

secures,

hire purchase.

10s. 6d.

NEW WAFER. — V.P. Agfa Wafer Roll Film, Agfa f/3.9 Speed, latest
Compur, 1 to l/300th, automatic quick erecting, automatic finder,
quick unique loading all inlaid leather modern chromium edged.
£5 5 0
Or 3/- weekly

secures,

hire purchase.

SUPER
MIRROR
REFLEX. — 2i * 2i Voigtlander Mirror Reflex*
famous Heliar five-glass f/3.5 super leas, delayed-action Compur.
automatic precision patent adjustment for parallax, fine hair unique
dead-accurate focus, pinion unique stops, prism speeds, automatic
hood, with high-power magnifier. Takes 12 pictures on 3£ * 2J film.
Super Mirror Reflex. The perfect precision quality .
£21 10 0
NEW CINE. — 16-mm. Ensign Super Camera, latest f/3.5 interchange
lens model (takes Telephotos, wide-angle, etc., p.11 interchanging),
three speeds, half-speed normal, real slow motion, title crank, trick
picture device (for reverses, matte dissolves and mixes), actual footage,
direct enclosed finder. Takes 50 ft. or 100 ft. films. All chromium
ripple. Complete in real hide brown leather case. The perfect
super movie. Film 7/6 50 ft. only.
advantages .

★

Finest

obtainable.

SOUND-ON- FILM

All 16-mm.
£13 10 0

*

16-mm. Victor 500-watt Mighty-Power Projector, acknowledged on
test the finest, purest obtainable. Can be used silent, too. Gramo¬
phone music or commentaries to own silent films, too. . . . £126 0 0
ACCESSORIES. — All latest types supplied post paid anywhere.
Tripods, Filters, Tanks, Safelights. Camera Cases, Exposure Meters,
Dark-room Clocks, Negative Files, Slides, F.P.A. 's. Roll Slides, Trim¬
mers, Glazers — latest chromium sheets, 16-mm. Rewinders, Splicers,
Editors, etc. Catalogue 3d. post.

EDWIN

GORSE,

7 Days’ Approval.
OUR

DEPOSIT

Exchanges.

SYSTEM

AND

Post Anywhere.
AVOID

ALL

[1861

reflex and direct-vision view¬
Compur,
D.A.lever
focussing, rising and cross front,
finders,
Kodak colour and sky filters ; good condition, £5 ;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — H. Ledger, Pheasant
L1864
Cottage, Sutton Rd., Maidstone.

picture, automatic release
(releases automatically at

DALLMEYER f/6.5 12-in. Dallon Telephoto,
GOERZ Anschutz, f/4.8 Doppel lens, 6 D.D.

Rd., Birmingham.

NO. 7 Carbine, 3} x2} Roll Film, Aldis Uno f/4.5,

16-mm.
Simplex Pockette
Wafer Camera, Kodak f/3.5,
half speed, normal, single

[1842
adapters, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th,
6 D.D. slides, folding lens hood, sky filter, selfraising mirror, revolving back, complete outfit,
almost as new, in 2 leather cases, £7/10, or
exchange for 45x107 Stereo Camera. — Below.

TWO 3J x 2} Folding Film Cameras, swing-out

Series II f/4.5 lens, 3revolving
case ;
back, _ Cooke
}-pl., £4/10, double slides,
REFLEX
excellent condition ; deposit system. — Edgington,

3d. post.

lens, F.P., 6 slides, direct finder ; approval
deposit, £4. — C., 7, Manor Park, Richmond, Surrey.

LENSES~|

50/- ; V.P. Roll Film Goerz Tenax, Dogmar
f/4.5, Compur, 55/- ; new condition ; Kodak 2$-in.
Film Tank, new, 7/6. — Mooney, 51, North Hill,
[1860
Highgate.

“PRECISION”

KERN Camera, as new, revolving back, f/4.5

AND

REFLEX, }-pl. Pressman, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,

dition, £5/10 ; 11-in. f/5.5 Ross Teleros, £5,
almost new. — Rogers. 11, Vicar St., Kidderminster.

film registering, radial focussing, lens hood,
3-draw plated tripod ; all as new, £4/4. — Box 276,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1840

xi

ADVERTISEMENTS

ONOTOSCOPE Stereoscopic Camera, .6x13 cm.,

Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, focussing, rising front,
8 speeds, optical finders, 3 changing-boxes (plates,
films, roll films), 24 nickel slides, 80 nickel sheaths,
F.P.A., tripod head, transposing frames, filters,
developing tank, focussing screen, leather case,
£15 ; elaborate outfit, beautiful condition, fifth
[1865
cost. — 12, Wyatt Rd., Forest Gate.

IGA Minimum Palmos Press Camera, 6x9, focal-

plane, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, F.P.A., 3 D.D. slides,
case, tripod ; as new ; snip, £14. — Trevelyan, 7,
[1867
Mackeson Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3.

slides,
REFLEX $-pl. Ensign, f/4.5 Velos, 6 Cottage,
[1871

leather case, £3/15. — Plowman, York
Hornsea, Hull.
1004

Super Ikonta, used three times, as new,
£13/10.— Below.

1QQQ
Jlt/OO

de luxe case ;
Tessar,
Zeiss
new Kolibri,
condition,f/3.5
£6/17/6.
— Below.

ENSIGN Special Reflex, 3$x2$, f/4.5 AldisSANDERSON i-pl., Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,

Butcher, 3 D.D. slides, roll-film holder,
leather case, £6/10. — Box 285, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1873
Compur shutter, with full equipment ; new
condition ; would separate, cheap ; full particulars
from — Box 286, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Y.P. Kodak, leather case, cost 30/-, Daylight

Enlarger to postcard, new condition, inclusive,
£1/2; Turner Tank, 3ix2i films or V.P., new,
5/-. — McNair, 3, Sutherland St., Paisley. [1876'
[1874
slides, leather case, £8/5 ; in good order. —
W. D., 237, High St., Brentford, Middlesex. [1879'

9x12 cm. Deekrullo, 6-in. Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D.
21x2} Voigtlander Dual Lens, full-size brilliant

4 finder, f/6.3 Voigtar anastigmatic, 3-speed,.
T. and B., “ Moment ” filter in purse ; unsoiled ;
list £4/13/6 for £3. — 46, Islington Rd., Bristol, 3.

IHAGEE Duplex 3$ x 2$, focal-plane and latest

D.A. Compur, double extension, f/4.5 Meyer
Verapian 3-foci, F.P.A., 6 slides, all in new
condition throughout, leather case, forced sale, [1880
£10.
— Dagley, 16, Westmorland Rd., North Harrow. [1881
1-PLATE T.-P. All-weather Press Camera, f/4.5
4 Aldis, shutter speeds l/5th to 1/1, 000th sec.,.
Leitz range-finder fitted, 3 double dark slides,
F.P.A., leather case, lens hood, 2 filters, tripod
tilting top, all perfect, £9 ; also brand new }-pl.
V.N. Vertical Enlarger, Dallmeyer f/4.5, with
iris, unused, cost £9/15, sell, £8. — McLaren, 10,
Bessborough Mews, S.W.l.
[1882

COMPLETE Outfit. — }-pl. Ensign Folding Cam¬

era, double extension, bellows, f/5.5 Ensign
anastigmat lens with shutter, time and instan¬
taneous, 3 double metal slides, 2 filters, K1 and K2,
exposure meter, metal tripod in leather case,
with sling, £3. — Write, Harris, 99, Lynton Rd.,
Acton.
[1884

WISHART $-pl. and Postcard Slide, envelopes,
MAKINA 2}x3}, Plaubel f/2.9, Compur, 1 to
if wanted,
all good. — Earnville'
Cottage,camera
Auchterarder,
Scotland.
[1885

l/200th sec., T. and B., 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, £10. — Soens, 27, Penrith St., Liverpool.
8.
[1887

BALDAX, f/3.5, Compur, wire release, new,
N. & G. }-pl. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, leather

£4/19/6. — D. Winnan, 45, Selworthy Rd.,
Catford, S.E.6.
[1888

case, lens hood, direct-vision finder fitted,
release, 6 slides, F.P.A., filter, tripod base ;
slightly marked, £11. — Robertson, c/o Rigby
Battcock, Ltd., Muston Rd., Clapton, E.5. Phone.
Clissold 5267.
[1889

VEST Pocket Kodak and case, 10/-. — Everett,

Gondar, Dollis Lane, Mill Hill East.
[1890
1-PLATE Regular Sanderson, Ensign f/5. 8, good
4 condition, leather case ; exchange Small Camera
and cash ; or sell, £5/10. — 16, The Avenue, Horsforth, Leeds.
[1892'

RISK.

27

May

THE

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERAS

LENSES

THIRD

31x2|
T.-P.to Horizontal
f/4.5,
2 l/10th
l/l,000th, Reflex,
4 slides,Dallmeyer
F.P.A., indis¬
tinguishable from new ; particularly light and
compact, £5. — Wagstaff, \ 233, ^Woodboro
Nottingham.

12 slides,
£3/5.—
10,
ADAMS’
VestaS!F.P.x 21,adapter,
Homocentric
f/6.8.Paddock,
Compound,
Fulney Rd., Sheffield.
[1893
1 1\}C\L T.-P. Junior Special 3!x2!, Cooke f/4.5, 8
L/wU/
slides, roll-holder, filters ; perfect. —
Below.
Aldis 8-in. f/6.3, interchangeable with
O/w/ H
Cooke. — Below.
ty/A/ Voigtlander 4.5x6, Heliar f/4.5, Compur,
I \J/ 3 slides, F.P. A., rise, cross, D.E., directvision finder ; perfect, — Below.
CIA/ lea Ideal 31x21, Tessar f/6.3. Compound,
*JVj/

8 clip-in

slides,

D.V.

offers accepted. — 70, Thornton

finder ;

reasonable

Lane, Bradford.

[1897

LEICA,
chromium-plated
with ;
Summarlatest
lens Model
f/2 and 2,
ever-ready
case ; as new
taken from shop in part for a debt ; worth over

£30 ; sacrifice £22. — D. Cl., 42, Balcombe

St., N.W.l.

all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.

PATHE de Luxe Mot.ocamera, fitted Krauss

Trianar f/3.5, Portrait attachment
£10/17 ; our price £7/10.

MOTION
PICTURES
By

[1900
4 Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5, Carbine
Compur,No.colour
sky
31x2}
Batcher’s W.-P.
6 RollandFilm,
filters, lens hood, all in excellent condition, velvet-

Baby

Cine

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

own lens, perfect, £3/15 ;
deposit system. —
Box 288, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1903

P.C. Pressman Reflex, non-reversing back, Aldis-

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

Butcher f/4.5, 7}-in. focus, 3 slides, perfect
condition, £6 ; Aldis 8}-in. f/6 Lens, iris, very
slightly scratched, but otherwise perfect, £1/17/6.
— Goffey, Gales, Leigh, Nr. Tonbridge.
[1905
All-Distance

Pocket

Ensign

/W I / O
Model 2 Roll Film, case ; new condition,
bargain. — Box 293 c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has

1-PLATE Ernemann Folding, Watson’s anastigmat
[1907
4 5-in., 1 to l/300th sec., 3 metal slides, F.P. A.,
also collapsible metal tripod ; bargain, 38/6. — B. C.,
30, Narcissus Rd., West Hampstead.
[1908

been

included, and all important

apparatus
review.

ZEISS
Coearette,
shutter,
f/9,
scarcely
soiled, Derval
hide case,
metal Frontar
tripod and

has

been

brought

new
under

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the

yellow filter, £1/12, inclusive ; deposit system
gladly. — W.
A. Bevis, 46, Roseneath Rd.,
Clapham, S.W.ll.
[1910

subject is covered.

KODAK
3 Series
IH, i-pl.,
Tessar
lens, No.
Compur
shutter,
leatherf/4.5
case.Zeiss
Telescopic

THE PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

tripod ; all good condition, £6. — Millard, 97,
Etchingham Park Rd., N.3.
[1912

TELEPHOTO
Adon, rack
focus¬
sing, hood, Lens,
case, Dallmeyer
35/-. — Hanscomb,
Pathways,
Tadworth.
[1830
ROSS
Xpres
f/4.5,
5!-in.
focus.
No.
115579,
as
new, sunk mount, cost £7/10 ; 70/-. — 244,
Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.
[1859

OF

CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS

ELMAR
Telephoto
10.5-cm.brandf/6.3
Leas, to;
fit Model
II or III Leica,
new condition
Trade.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

AND

EFFECTS

TAKING THE
ABROAD

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

POCKET Kodak Series III, f/6.3, price £4/4 ;
also 2x Beau Brownies, price 17/6 each; all
new ; unused ; deposit. — Shuttleworth, Chemist,
Flixton, Manchester.
[1857

144

ALLENS.— Voigtlander Virtus, Heliar f/3.5,

PP-.

Price

BABY

CINE

cover

l-PLATE

4

Ensign

Klito

Folding,

rack

focus,

rising and cross, reversible and direct view¬

finders, Ensign anastigmat.
6 slides, £1/15.

Ensign

sector shutter,

4 by experienced
workmen
; estimates
Ireturn
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
post.

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, out-

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
quick service.
VlEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.

r>
EXCHANGE

[ooio

AND

WANTED]

YY
in soundC. conH ANTED.
dition —; Leica
price HI
mustandbe case
reasonable.—
H.
Harvey, The Cottage, Baslow.
[1775
WANTED. — i-pl. Sanderson or similar, all
» i movements, without lens, also wide-angle
anastigmat, giving 90 degrees on i-pl., also 9-in.
Trimmer. — Shaw, Moorlands, Park Rd., Timperley,
Cheshire.
[1774

YY
Meyer
Zeiss Double
it ANTED.
Protar —lens,
about Plasmat
5-in. focus or
; reasonable,
cash.
— Beeby, 310, High St., Watford.
[1780
YYtANTED.— Zeiss
Miroflex,
f/2. 8 or price
f/3.5
TT
lens, also
f/4.5Ikon
Palmos
Press Camera;
and particulars to— Robert Kane, Ballymoney, Co.
Antrim.
[1783
YY
— Walking-stick
Tripod,
be cheap.
II ANTED.
—Broome,
156, Stanway
Rd., must
Shirley,
War¬
wickshire.
[1784

CAMERA

bound

printed

2/6 net;

in

stout

in colours

13.5-cm., wanted, coupling with range-finder
not necessary ;
deposit system. — Mahler, 8,
Mauldeth Rd. West, Withington, Manchester. [1790

DOUBLE Extension Roll Film Camera, 3!x24,

by post 2/8

plate back preferred. — F. Cowin,
Rd., Liverpool.

9, "Oban
[1793

CQA
L Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, 2 on 3} X 2J, Tessar
'J&Vj
f/3.5, Compur. £10/12/6 model. — Lloyd,

ALLENS. — Contax £24/10 model for £16/19/6 ;
ALLENS.
— For
BargainsTwo-thirds
in Miniature
Cameras,
see our
windows.
approximately
allowed on modern saleable cameras, part payment,
Kolibri, Novar f/3.5, Telma D.A. shutter,
97/6 ; Small Universal Finder for Leica, 39/6.

264, Crompton

Way,

Bolton.

[1795

YYt
x 2! Goerz
C.D.V.
Tenax,
slidesT T ANTED.—
F.P. A. ; 3!perfect
condition,
cheap
; approval
From all bookseller !, or direct from the Publishers :

ILIFFE

subject approval. — Allens, 168, Oldham ltd.,
Manchester 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).

&

SONS

Dorset

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

[0037
hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086
DEAL

1
Victor Cine Camera, Model 3, 3 speeds,
i O
Dallmeyer f/3.5, £10/10.
10x18
cm. Contessa Nettel Press, focal-plane.
It) focussing, 21 -cm. Krauss Tessar f/4.5, 3
roller-blind D.D. slides and leather case ; as new,
£17/17/6.

TELE Lens for Leica or Contax, focus 8.5 to

size

paper

£9/17/6 ; Zip Case, 4/6 ; Filter, 4/6 ; Focar
Lens, 4/6 ; Dist Distance Meter, 25/- ; Rolleiflex,
6x6, f/3.8 (non-auto.), £9/17/6.

CAN

1-PLATE Dallmeyer Naturalist Reflex, No. 1
4 Grandac f/10, 6 D.P. holders, 3 book-form
slides, K1 and 2 filters and leather case, £18/17/6.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Naturalist Reflex, No. 1
4 Grandac f/10, 7 D.P. holders, F.F.A., sky
filter and leather case, £12/15.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, Dallmeyer
4 Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.P. holders, F.P. A., and leather
ease ; fine order, £20.

Y\' ANTED. — 3! x 2/ Newman & Guardia Reflex,
* T Ross Xpres f/4.5 ; full particulars and
lowest price to — Box 218, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1777

FAULTS IN "TAKING"
PROJECTION—
THE SCREEN
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES

cost £9/2 ; will accept £5/17/6. — Box 284, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1875

YOU

and flange,
perfect,
£9/10.
U-IN.withRosscapTeleros
Telephotooptically
Lens f/5.5,
complete

YILANTED.— Mounted Enlarging Condenser, 5!-in.
Tt or over. — Parker, Thurpar/ Bourne Hill,
Wlierstead, Ipswich.
[1772

CINEMATO¬

BABY CINE "TAKING" APPARATUS
BABY CINE PROJECTING APPARATUS
USING THE CAMERA
THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY

1 O-IN. Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto Lens, in
-L/W brand new condition, suit i-pl. reflex,
complete with flange, hood and cap ; list £14 ;
sell £9 ; deposit system ; write or call. — Cocks,
85, Coity Rd., Bridgend, Glam.
[1863

28

31x24 Thorn ton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,

2 f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press anastigmat, 6 slides,
F.P. A., leather case, £10/5.
1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Ruby de Luxe Reflex,
4 6-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 1 D.P. holder,
F.P.A., stiff canvas case ; fine condition, £15.

f/4.5, case,
3 D.D.
and2 leather
£23.slides, F.P. A., changing-box,

LATEST
Leica HI,£18/15
5-em. ; Elmar
f/3.5, intobrand
new condition,
Leitz Enlarger
take

3}x2}

; list price

31x24 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, Serrac

lined case, £5 ; wanted Horizontal Reflex Mentor
Compur or T.-P. — Box 239, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1902

JCi

LENSES

Trade.

▼

with the

AND

lyi EGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,
it camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;

EDITION

Rd.,
[1891

0, IQ34

ADVERTISEMENTS

Stamford

Street,

LTD.

House,
London,

S.E.1

deposit. — Box 265, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[1803

filter, case,— Kolibri,
good condition,
3!x2! Compur,
Folding
EXCHANGE.
f/3.5 forTessar,
Plate, or sell, £8/10. — W. Horry, 58, Green Rd.,
Beckett St., Leeds.

[1808

REFLEX Wanted, state price, full particulars. —
F. Duckit, 4, Bow

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Lane, London,

E.C.4. [1813

May

THE

9, 1934

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

AMATEUR

|

WANTED. — Binocular Focussing Eyepiece for
early model Newman & Guardia Square
Reflector Reflex, J-pl. — Owens, Mount Carmel, Haifa,
Palestine.
[1817

'IX/'ANTED.
with Zeiss; Tessar
T T case ; — Enolde
good condition
statef/4.5
price.and
—
Box 268, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1818

PHOTOGRAPHER

Take

a cin6

camera

with

you.

It is as

Trade.

simple

to make
“ movies ” as to take “ snapshots.”
We supply all makes of “ movie ” cameras at
London’s lowest prices. New or Second-hand.

PATH

model Leica ; must be new and perfect. —
269, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1819

WANTED.—
Reflexage,Camera,
2* or ;£- pi.,
state mace,
lrns, Six
condition
full f/4.5,
par¬
ticulars, price. — Gillott, Derby Rd., Ilkeston. [1831
ROLLE1FLEX
Automatic, Lindfield,
approval,
also CorrexWanted.
Tank. —— 2i
Pennethorne,
Haywards Heath.
[1836
Doppel f/4.5,
Compur,
rising
front,Plates,
etc.,
EXCHANGE.—
Carbine
Roll
Filin
and
4 plate-holders, very good condition ; wanted
Reflex. — C. E. H., 69, Briarfield Avenue,
ley, N.3.

Xlll

LIVEYOUR HOLIDAY
OVER AGAIN!

WANTED. — Leica Summar f/2 lens for latest
Box

ADVERTISEMENTS

Its price
bring
the

running

reach

of all.

9.5-mm.

exposed

A

without

the motor.

each.

Developing

within

spool

of

can

be

having

to

film

rewind

or 16 on V.P.K., about f/6.3, must be
cheap. — Sheehan, Butcher, PontyglasdwrSt., Swansea.

costs

cinematography

30-ft.

WANTED. — Miniature Camera, 16 on 31x21

and

Films

2s. 7d.

2s. each.

[1852
EXCHANGE.— Kodak 31-in. Daylight71, Tank
for
Fir St.,
[1869

Kodak’s newestinvention.
The size of the camera is

dition, in exchange for Soho Reflex, 5x4. no
lens, perfect condition, as new, with 5 double
book-form slides. — Stirncr, Wokingham Rd., Brack¬
nell, Berks.
[1872

only 63
U in.

in. by 4[r in. by
Daylight-loading

film, equivalent to 100 ft.
16-mm. film, costs 10s.,

ENLARGER Wanted, 1-pl. Vertical,Chapel-en-lecondenser
[1877

essential. — Fildes, Eaves Hall,
Frith.

including

developing

ready

for projection. With
Kodak
anastigmat

'17'ERTICAL
EnlargeralsoWanted,
31x21, accessories,
condenser,
V 230 Largodrem,
6x6 Rolleiflex
self-timer. — Glenthorne, Bieldside, Aberdeen. [1878

f/3.5
lens,

£9 17 6
With f/1.9 Kodak
anas¬
tigmat lens.... £15
0 0

anastigmat
f/6.3,Ikon
Derval
shutter,
new
EXCHANGE.
— Zeiss
Cocarette
41 x case,
21, Novar
condition, for 34x21 plate or Reflex, write offers ;

CINE-KODAK
“BB”
JUNIOR

Kodak Daylight Developing Outfit, 21-in., 5/-,
plus carriage. — 16, Sefton St., Brierfleld. Lancashire.

WANTED. — Thornton-Pickard 1-pl. Royal Ruby,

A
light-weight camera
made
to take 50 ft. of
16-mm. cine film. You

or electric, lens optional ; good condition. —
Copeland, 66, Claremont Rd., Stockport. [1896

press the shutter re¬
lease, and the camera
does the rest. With

simply sight
through

WANTED. — 31x21 Horizontal Enlarger, gas

TO
Fit Leica, lens,
Megoflex
Reflex
long-focus
orange
or redAttachment,
filter ; also10.5-cm.
31 x 24
Compact Reflex, with Telephoto and accessories ;

the subject
the finder,

f/3.5 Kodak
anastig¬
mat lens.. £13 13 0

T.-P. Horizontal or similar. — Serraillier, Trinity,
Oxford. .
[1898

With f/1.9 Kodak
tigmat lens.... £18

modern, with large-aperture reputable lenses and
delayed-action Compurs. — Box 290, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1901

A

extension,
accessories,
preferably
also
WANTED.
— Folding
Plate Camera,
31 xEtui21, ;double
Roll Film, 2 on 31x21, both cameras must be
new

cine

Daylight-loading chargers.
50-ft. of
16-mm.
film
costing

With

0lens0

[1716

BELL & HOWELL Filmo Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens,

case and Cinephot meter ; excellent condition,
£15 ; genuine bargain ; Projector also for sale. —
Seymour Stein, 1, Great Cumberland Place, W.l.
Ambassador 2000 (after 7.30).
[1883
Trade.

lure
EVERYTHING for Movies.— FilmsFilms: for9-mm.,
Selection of Sound Effect Records now
BIGavailable.
for various models.
Projectors accepted in part payment
KODATOY
DeVrv, B-200, Projectors,
frometc.20/- ; Pathe,
and Ensign, Lux,
CAMERAS
TLLUSTRA ENTERPRISES.— 159, Wardour St.,.

lens

1 London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford St. end)Not a shop, but a warehouse packed with motionpicture equipment, television and talkie coml
ponents stocked ; photo-electric cells and optica
systems. Phone, 6889 Gerrard. Your inspection
invited ; free parking facilities.
[1909
/CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298
* . E. BELL.— Connoisseur’s Outfit, 9.5-mm.
Cine-Nizo, f/1.5, focussing, interchangeable,
3 and 4 in. Telephotos, case, accessories ; cost
£50 ; £27/10. — 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll. [1911

NEW and Welcome. — We now make B’irst-class
Pan. Film,
Fine-grain
specialSend
refill with
and 1/9we eachwill;
your spools
Service—
LEICA
Developing, Printing and Enlarging by skilled

Enlargements from 9.5 and 16 mm. Cine
Film. Send for price lists and fill up your album.

workmen, giving you the best results. ; all amateur
Cine Requirements. — B. S. Productions, 1, Mitre
[1801
Court, E.C.4. (Central 2480).

ACCESSORIES

“ KINECAM
3

16-mm.

cine

directfinder.
100 ft.

film.

Dallmeyer

[0096
well-known makes, or exchange with generous
allowances. — City Pharmacy, 27, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. Holborn 5696.
[1594

5

speeds,

fitted with
vision tube
Takes
50 or

WE will Purchase at good Prices Cameras of

f/3.5

lens

£13 13 0
Taylor-Hobson
f/2.8
lens .
£18 18
0

WANTED. — Folding Cameras 31x21 or smaller;

With

good condition, prompt cash. — Lennie, Princes
St., Edinburgh.
[1739

BE

3.

new, Cine-Kodak f/3.5 lens, with leather carry¬
ing-case, black Kodasoope C, Kodascope resistance.
Self-recta screen, 30x40, portrait attachment ;
cost £40 ; genuine bargain, £32. — Box 220, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1779
"I £-f-MM. Bolex Cine Camera, lens f/3.5, direct
JLO and reflecting view-finder, double film claw,
leather carrying-case ; all excellent condition,
£6 or offer ; deposit system. — Oliver, 22, Adamson
Rd., N.W.3.
[1816

ENSIGN

WANTED. — Modern Photographic Apparatus 1

Films required,

Cinar f/2.8,
3 speeds, Model
leather 6,
caseTaylor-Hobson
; practically
ENSIGN
Auto-Kinecam,
new, £12/12.— Below.
Dallmeyer
5 speeds,
leather
ENSIGN
Super f/1.5,
Kinecam,
turret-head
Modelcase 8,;
practically new, £35/10. — Below.
arms, Single
illuminating
box, two
magnifier,
lamp,
ENSIGN
Editor with
geared rewind
“ B ” splicer ; never used, £4/10. — 34, India St.,

£30 0 0

also cameras with large-aperture lenses
send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.

Photo

for pro¬

f/2.8 anastigmat

Has

ljd. per lb. delivered, cash settlement, also

.including

ready

jection.
With f/3.5 anastigmat
£20

Trade.

Old

14s.,

developing

Reflex, also Six-20 Kodak, with delayedaction shutter. — Box 298, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1914

A (/CUMULATIONS

in¬

loading of the camera
takes only five seconds.

WANTED. — 9-in. Telephoto for Ensign Film

large quantity Ebonite Tanks for sale, 38 x 12 x 15,
suitable for developing, 5/- each. — Harris, Townshend Terrace, Richmond, 2071.
[1899

camera,

cluding a new
daylight¬
loading system.
The

exchange for new Ensign Kinecam, Model 4, f/3.5
lens. — Lindsay, 3, Castle St., Dundee.
[1913

Saltmarket,
[1776

anas¬
18 0

SIEMENS.

WANTED.
— 4.5X6
Plate; Camera,
slides,cheap.pack—
adapter,
accessories
must be
Box 291, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1904
WANTED.
— Leitz
Horizontal
Range-finder
Kolibri,
f/2.8 lens.—
Box 292,
c/o “ The ;
Amateur Photographer.”
[1906
WANTED.
—
Pathescope
Home
Movie
in exchange
for 31x21
Foth
f/4.5 Projector
delayedaction Film Camera, or Pathescope 200-B Projector

and modern Cameras. — Frank, 67,
Glasgow.

APPARATUS

16-mm.,area.
28-mm., and 35-mm.
in London

[1894
triple extension, late model, with good lens,
full particulars, with lowest price ; also 12-in.
Print Trimmer, and Wratten Safety Lamp. —
Neave, Miers, Bircbover, Matlock.
[1895

Cameras,
Films, :Microscopes,
WANTED.
— ForProjectors,
Cash or Exchange
Baby Cine
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,

[1844

CINE-KODAK complete and practically brand

“8”

CINE-KODAK

WANTED. — 1-pl. Reflex, no lens, in good con¬

CINEMATOGRAPH

Edinburgh,

Price £6: 6: 0

Model 24, or offers. — Douglas,
Salford, 6.

WANTED*]

Ltd., 59, Cheapside, E.C.2.

“ B ”
Motocamera
wonderful little camera.

A

Finch¬
[1851

liSGOPE

AND

| EXCHANGE

by F.— A.
Talbot (Heinemann,
— Box
WANTED.
Second-hand
Copy “ Moving1912).
Pictures,”
267, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1822
pattern
Focal-plane
; allcm.makes
CASH
or Exchange.
— 1-pl.Cameras
and 9x12
Press ;
pod prices given. — City Sale & Exchange (1929),

f/1.5

anastigmat

Cinar

lens

£25

-j pr 9x12 cm. Contessa-Nettel Slides, 15/- ;
IQ
Cine Screen, 10/- ; Coronet Projector, 20/- ;
all as new. — 56, Acacia Grove, New Malden. [1771

PORTABLE Dark-room (Beresford’s) for quick
tension, for f/3.8 Rolleiflex, nearly newhood
; offers
ex¬
shade, lens
lens Hinckley,
Filters, Rd.,
Sale. —Leicester
FOR
to
— Parsons,
Leics. [1862
Meter ;ELL
best Photometer
for interiors
and Exposure
exteriors,
Electric
BELL-HOW
leather case ; new condition ; cost £5/5 ; 37/6.
sale, 10/- ; erected 20x20x20, closed 20x10x4
— E. Didier, 14, Pinner Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. [1791

— Hervey

Bathurst, 30, Albion St., W.2.
Trade.

[1886

0 0

Call and see any of these cameras demonstrated.
Fully detailed prospectus and price list post free.
CINlS
AND
A Large Selection of SECOND-H
always in stock.
and PROJECTORS
CAMERAS

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel and
Block Edge fittings ; 3jx2£ 1/3, 41x31 1/6 ;
54x31 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

SANDS

x 21 5/6, 41x31 6/6, etc. ; postage
F'
ILMslides:
Pack 34Adapters,
“ A.P. Ltd.,
Paris,”29, fittings
as
extra
; obtainable
from Actina,
Red Lion

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD
WISE

IN

& CO., LTD.

ST., STRAND,

TIME—

USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.2

SINGLE Metal Slides, “ A.P. Paris,” T.-P., Zeiss

Square, London,

SYSTEM.

W.C.

Telephone, Chancery

8541.

[0090

29
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THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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RTI SEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

MATERIALS
Trade.

Trade.

BELLOWS. — AH sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
THE Famous Rada Slides, etc., are now

TZ ALTON, Edinburgh.— A New Depot at 21,
l\ Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
available

to 7 : Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Manchester,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdou Rd., E.C.l.

for general distribution.

SINGLE Metal. Slides, nearly all fittings,

3$ x 21 1/S, I-pl. 1/10, P.C. 2/6, i-pl. 4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45X107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/-; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.

FILM Pack Adapters, 31x21 6/-, I-pl. 7/-,
V.P. 5/6, 9X12
10x15 cm. 10/-.

cm.

7/6, 6x13

cm.

7/6,

ENLARGING

9x12 to adapting
J-pl., ]/-,B'.P.A.’s
10x15 for
cm. smaller
to P.C.packs,
1/2.
ADAPTERS,
1,5
ROM
all
dealers,
or
send
for
descriptive
list
" to London,
Peeling E.C.1,
& VanwhoNeck,
6, Holborn
Circus,
also Ltd.,
undertake
repairs
to all kinds of photographic

apparatus.

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

IMPROVED Roll Film Tanks, takes V.P. to i-pl.,

all processes without removing film, every
tank guaranteed, 5/6 ; special for Ensign Midget,
3/9 ; 2-gal. D. & P. Tanks a speciality, 25/- complete.
— White, Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St..,
Bradford.
[1435.

&

ENLARGERS

Cream

Smooth,

Velvet

and

Vigorous

Cream

4

condition, complete, bargain, £5. — Wallace,

Comrie, Perthshire.

7/3, 3/- dozen.
TZALTON
” Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvetI\ matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single,
weight and double-weight ; 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
I-pl. 3/6, 4ix2f 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.
TZ ALTON “Kaltona” Cream Smooth and Rough,
Tv double-weight vigorous, 1/1 -pi. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
TZ ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
TV 21- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

Velvet, Glossy, White

Matt.

Grades.

All in Normal

81x61
10x8
12x10

15x12

and

Paper and Card.

1 sheets 36
lOd. . .
1/4 .
.
1/8 ..
2/6
.
3/9 .

61x4}

■beets
2/- .

~~
ALL

1 pros# POST

3/4/6 . ... 14/9
10/. . 23/6
6/6
.
8/6 .. 33/9

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, l|x2}, 1/6 gross;

3ix2i, 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 4ix2i and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

FREE

9/6 groas.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
ail surfacesbromide
: vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.

Your money 6/will be re¬

TZ ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy DoubleIV weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6; 1/1-pl., 2/6;
i-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.

turned in lull if you are not completely
satisfied. Write for list of Photo Materials.

FORD

4 dozen Plates
8/9, backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
: I-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3-1 x2i, 4 dozen 5/-, hacked 5/9;

& CO. d**. p.m.

MARSHALL

STREET

Lantern

NOTTINGHAM

[1850

VERTICAL Enlarger, electric, for Leica or
Contax, double condenser, 2-in. TaylorHobson f/2 Projection lens, in focussing mount
(lens alone cost £11), £5, complete. — Bilby, Carmo,
Tyr-y-sarn ltd., Rumney, Mon.
11806
Trade.

ANCASTER

gNLARGERS.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
1ST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T.
ej

LANCASTER
Birmingham,

&
1.

SON,

LTD.,

Telephone,

87, Parade,

Central

4255.

CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free.— Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
struction ;■ postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Parade,
[0082

MISCELLANEOUS

DO YOU INTEND TO BUY
A MINIATURE CAMERA?
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL T1PES : LEICA. CONTAX. ROLLEIFLEX,
fiALDAX. PERKEO, VIRIUS, FOTH, EXAKTA, ETC.. AND OFFER
THE FOLLOWING

AFTER SALES SERVICE WITH ALL CAMERAS WE SUPPLY:
(i) THE FIRST 6 SPOOLS OF FILM nsed with the camera may be
sent to us for FREE DEVELOPMENT
WITH ENLARGED
PRINT8.
Fine-crain developer is employed, the formula in each case being
varied to suit the particular type of negative used.
(ii) FREE EXPERT
CRITICISM
each batch of results.

with constructive

hints accompanies

(iii) Advice based on a tong personal experience of miniature photo¬
graphy is at our customers’ disposal to assist them to discriminate
between the many different types of apparatus and accessories
at present on the market, and to enable them to select the negative
material, etc., best suited to their requirements.
DO NOT FORGET THAT
EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCE

WE DEFINITELY
IN ENGLAND
ON

GIVE
YOUR

THE
OLD

HIGHEST
CAMERA.

R. G. LEWIS, Miniature Camera Specialist,
5, SOUTHBURY
ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX.

1 CO
“ Amateur Photographers,” June 1931,
-LeJO to date, also 33 “ Cameras,” 10/- lot. —
3, Balmoral Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1834

Write

now

for full particulars

in special leaflet with prices:

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

18 x 2i, 9/- dozen; 31x2.1, 9/-; 3ix4i,
K11/-;ALTON
Roll Films,
first 18/-;
quality,51x31,
8 exposures
■’
6 exposures
: 3ix2i,
21/-.
K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs,3 H.packs& 8/6.
D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
5/-,
16/6
gross
;
Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Flat Films, H. & D. 000 ;4 i-pl.,
12/-, 33/- gross; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
8 exposure,
18x21super
and fast,
31x21,
K
ALTON
Roll Film,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
2ix4i 12/-; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.
K ALTON
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
31x21, Film
3 packs
K ALTON
bottled ; lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4; Hydrokinoue,
; Pyro,
& P. Paper,
Postcards,
Plates,with
Chemicals,
CITYD. PHOTO
WORKS.—
Deal direct
us for
Wallets, Mounts.
[0009
see the
wonderful Paper
quality
TESTchargeour and
Gaslight
or Bromide
freeandof
easy working, 3ix2I 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — City Photo

Works,

Southport.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 [0002
5/-.

normal: Gaslight
3ix2i Glossy
2/-, 4ix2|
i-pl. and
3/-,
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
i-pl. 5/- gross.
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
ATTWOOD
5ix3i,
& D.600:
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen
10/6.

Trade.

CA
Letterheads, Memos or Billheads, II- ; send
’JU
wording and P.O.— Ward, 3, Ethelden Rd.,
W.12.
[1832

MATERIALS

tPP>
(£/drt
COMPLETE

and 1). &— P.
photographer.
Keenest portrait
possible
BRIGHTON.
Everything
for the outdoor,
prices. — Kimber.
vigorous,— Glossy
extra vigorous,
BRIGHTON.
Vigorous super
Bromidevigorous
Paper, ;
34x24 1/6 gross, 12-gross 16/-, post paid : 6x41

[1672
USE

chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50 Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.
dozen 4/6Plates,
: Postcard,
4 dozen
i-pl., 34
ATTW'OOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

Hadleigh,
[0025

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

Processing

3/- gross, post Gd. ; 61x41 3/9 gross, post 6d. ;
8£x6£ 6/3 gross, post 9d. — Kimber.

BRIGHTON.
— RolllistsFilmsand; samples
prices onfree.application
money-saving
— Kimber, ;
Wholesale Photographies, 61, Grand Parade, Brighton.

EALING

rd °f

#

Trade,

30

Albany Rd., Harbome.
return.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
call.

K ALTON,
4094, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
KsheetsALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
;. 1/1 -pi. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

Guaranteed first quality. You cannot buy
better, no matter what you pay.

GUARANTEE.
1-PLATE T.-P. Imperial, good condition, 5}-in
4 condenser, gas and electric fittings. Ensign f 6
anastigmat, £2/15 lowest ; appointment only. —
Winter, 5, Eumsey Rd., S.W.9. Phone, Brixton
5037.
[1794
1-PLATE Enlarger. Lizars Challenge, perfect

PAPER

of QUALITY -

[0097

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

LANTERNS

BROMIDE

17' ALTON, Birmingham, 7,
I\ Orders dispatched per
TZALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
TV Wednesday, 1 ; please

AND

ALL

28a, BROADWAY,
OUR

DEPOSIT

SUPPLIES

EALING,

SYSTEM

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬

Service

LEICA

AND

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality. 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

LONDON,

W.5

AVOID

ALL

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous aqd

normal ; all surfaces : 3i x 2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 41x2i and 1-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026
RISK.

May

THE

q, 1934

AMATEUR

^EMPIRE
vigorous, extra vigorous — all surfaces.

NOTE THESE PRICES->WZ/ save money
144

4iX2j

..

3/4

4lx3i

..3/8

Send for FULL

6}x

..

8Jx6i

..

12/8

..

18/3

8

LIST and FREE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Kd., Manchester,

4.

f0092

ENLARGEMENTS

7/-

SAMPLES

Special prices for quantities.

MARTIN

samples. — 168, Oldham

Sheets

4}

10

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the qualityPostcards,
Paper,
100 ; D.De & Luxe
P. Order
Pads,1/6,
1/6 P.C.
dozen.Size, 2/3
ALLENS.—
Wallets,
Squeegees,
Chromium
Sheets
;
everything
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
3ix2£ 2/- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

144

Sheets
2/6

XV

Trade.

BRAND

..

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

All British, first quality Printing Papers
—Gaslight and Bromide. Soft, normal,

3jX2i

PHOTOGRAPHER

Trade.

2D.
EACH, glossy
Superioror art
P.C.surface.
Enlargements,
any
quantity,
— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
1 /O
DOZEN,
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
A/
O from
small9d.film
or plate,
and

CHEMIST

SOUTHAMPTON

vignettes included ; postage extra.— Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. 1
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

LEICA

FREEmounted
for every
7/6 spent with us, one 81 X 6}
Enlargement from your negative";

BARGAINS

Leica Model III, auto-coupled range-finder, slow-speeded
shutter, 1 to l/500th sec., f/3.5 Elmar. Very slightly shopsoiled only .
£19 10 0
Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar, auto-coupled range-finder.
Very slightly shop-soiled only .
£16 15 0
Leica Model III, f/2 ultra-rapid Summar lens in rigid mount.
As brand new .
£24 16 0
Leica Model II, f/2.5 Hektor Jens. As brand new. Cost
£26 3s .
£20 10 0
Our Special Leica offer (see displayed advertisement in
this issue) does not apply to the above bargains.

6,

Specialist

Miniature Camera

R. G. LEWIS,

SOUTHBURY

ROAD,

ENFIELD,

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8}x6110d.,
10x8 1/1 , 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 81X61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

IMPORTANT

Peter¬
[4423

LEICA,
31x21Childe,
Enlargements,
2d. ; Expert
lists Finishing,
free.— George
PhotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[0098

MIDDX.

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING

D- and
Poroaloyd

Stoneware.
Stoneware,

Heavy

Type, 38-40 x15 x 12 in .
With tap, 30s. Od.

Edwin

27s. 6d.

Films andandoneprinting,
print each
to 31x21
ALL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- :;
41x31 1/3, 51x31 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also

32s. 6d.
52s. 6d.

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

20s. Od.

10-gal., 42 8£ x 84 in., with tap .
12-gal., 47x8Ax8i, with tap .

size tank or dish can be supplied. London’s Largest
Store of Second-hand Photographic Appliances.
CASH.
EXCHANGE.
INSTALMENTS.

LLOYD’S,

Galloways,

Trade.

Ebonite, 20-gal., 38-40x15x12
in .
With tap hole and wood tap. 2s. 6d. extra.

Porceloyd

Any

P. TANKS

87, Telephone
Lamb’s :Conduit
Street,
London, W.C.1
HOLBORN
6250.

Photo

«

DSHD MODERN
CAMERAS
TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE.
Write, giving full particulars, and stating what new apparatus
you require.
ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

DINNINGS

8S, Fowler

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Street, SOUTH

SHIELDS

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

&

CAMPION,

122.

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

ry/_
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-on
for Kodak
2,000,
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

REPAIRERS_

THE

CAMERA

320, Vauxball
(Opposite

New

Victoria

Rd.,

Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

Victoria

YOU

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd,, Change

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

32, Westgate,
Road,

Bradford.
Leeds.

NEW
NOW

I

MODELS

IN

STOCK:

VEST-POCKET

AGFA SPEEDEX “ O ”
at £5 5 0
31 x 21 ZEISS SUPER 1KONTA at £17 0 0
LATEST MAKINA MODEL Hat £3710 0

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Eurse (mauy years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

LEICA, ROLLEIFLEX,
ROLLEICORD,
Also
EXAKTA, BELL & HOWELL, SIEMENS,
ENSIGN, KODAK, etc., etc.

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Ganmges). Holborn 3126.
[0062

IF

RETOUCHING.
Best Work, charges
from : 1-pl.
„bust, 8d. ;— half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; 1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage

NEW OUR

WE

HAVE

IT I

WINDOWS.

“ The Camera Exchange of the Midlands,"

GALLOWAYS,
Victoria
(Opposite

♦
A

Photographic Chemists,

Square,

Birmingham.

fl.P.O.)

CAMERAS

Trade.

TUITION.

IS

SEE

REFLEX
Mirrorspost.
Re-silvered,
; Repairs
back return
— Irving’s,Varnished
258, Kingston
Rd., ;
Teddington.
[1870
RETOUCHING

IT

Phone:

MID.

5670.

WANTED

Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras
in Exchange for Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,
Ensign, Cine Cameras, Projectors, etc.

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

BOOKS,

ete.

[1147

Trade.

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

Road,

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

Trade.

for CASH

cin£ apparatus and
HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS

Trading

G. <fe F. A. Wilman,

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., .Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

with order. — Miss Lamb,

WANTED

Street, Birmingham.

Ltd., Victoria

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

Slsea up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
poet paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

& Co.

J. Tetnplecnau, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street. Liverpool.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD..

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 34 x2£, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2£ x 4J)
1/6, 4ix3i 1/3, 5Jx3J 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 4 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen, 8J x 6£ ; 2/6
dozen, 1/8 4 dozen. 6£ x 4f enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 84 x 64 9d., 64 x 4} 0d.
PROMPT DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

79, New

Gorse, 86, Accrington

Mather

FILMS Developed and Printed, 31x21 10d., post

CAMERA/ WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENT

CO.
S.W.l
2977.

CAN

DEAL

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling
for
free prospectus
obligation.Terrace,
eWorld’sChadwell
Photo¬
graphic
Academy, ; 5,no Shannon
Heath, Essex.
[1868
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

31

♦
^
^

May
THE

SPOT
CASH

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

mmmu
/ / O

3x4

#
TT

free anvwhere.
78 pages, post

cm. Ensign Midget, f/6.3

4}x3} Double Extension Hand, f/6.3 anastigmat, rise
and cross, Vario shutter, 6 slides, M#1A
n
leather case. Fair condition .
X1#1U«U

mat.

2.1 x If Zeiss Ikon Piccolette, f/6.3 Novar,
Good condition. Cost £3 10s .

Butcher f/3.4, leather case.
dition .

3-speed.

£1:15:0
£3:17:6
£4:17:6
£5:17:6

3}x2} Dollond Owl, f/4.5 Dollond,
rising front. Compur. Good condition. .
3}x2} Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar,
Compur. Fair condition .
3}x2j Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur. Good condition .

4 j 3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, 6-in.

Cooke f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Fair condition. Cost £15 15s .
XU*JL I •U
3}x2.l lhagee Hand, double extension, Plaubel f/3.2,
Compur, 6 slides, roll - film holder,
leather case. As new. Cost £15 7s. 6d.
2Jx2J Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, everready case. Good condition .
9x12 cm. Voigtlander Press, 18-cm. Heliar f/4.5, 3

£11:7 6

D.D.

slides, leather case. Good
con- £10:10:0
3i x 2.1 Zeiss Bebe, delayed Compur, Tessar f/4.5,

6 slides, F.P.

adapter,

Cost £ 20 .

case.

As

new.

£1

0.1

A. A

Xltt.lv.U

2J x 24 Automatic Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, everready case. As brand
new. List £15:10
:0

28 OLD

BOND

London,

As hew.

Good

3]

con¬

Reflex, Aldis-

£6:19:6

250

CQ.Q.A
XO.O.U

CQ.1

4} x 3] Goerz Anschutz Press, 13.5-cm. Dogmar

Good
tion. List
£1:15:0to
Pathe Kidcondi
Projector,
and resistance

leather

Good

con-

f/4.5,

Motrix

motor, leather case. Good condition.

3J Marion Soho Reflex, 13.5 cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

4} x 3} and 9 x12 cm. lea Reflex, revolving back,

31 21 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, 5l-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, lens
hood, filtcE, case. Splendid condition. PQQ.1
A. A

•"
X^*AI
Good condition. List £15 4s .
4}x 3j Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, 6-in.
Ross Xpres f/4.5, also 12 -in. Ross Telecentric f/5-4, 2
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. C 1 0#i Q,(V

List £61 3s .

Good condition .
.
H0*10»v
31x2i Latest Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good con- £0£#A#n,

Fourteen

doors

West

4}x 21 No. 500/15 Zeiss Icarette, Tessar f/4.5, delayed
Compur,

XOU.1U.U

281 OXFORD
of Circus.

ST.

W.l

WEST

rising

front,

leather

case.

X^-U.U*U

dition. List £45 .

BOUND

BUSES

STOP

73 LORD

HERE.

ST., LIVERPOOL and

Leica Cameras and Accessories, recent q.5-mm. and 16-mm.
Projectors, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes, bought
lists free. Please state requirements.

Cine Cameras
for cash. All latest

D * a ITC H I SON

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, VV.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., VV.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate.

NEW
Fitted

ESTD.
1750

MARINA

WITH
with

COUPLED
the

famous

The Anti-Comar

Anti-Comar

Lens

GARNER

good stutione/is.

Lens is unsurpassed by any other lens
in the world.

II, with

£37:10:0

&

JONES

1934

VALUE

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 5/- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last
coupon together with postal order value 2/- to
W.H.McKaig, Meter Works, FriarSt., Hereford
time

allowed

for readers

from

overseas)

.
.

PLEASE

MENTION

II.

LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.l

WATKINS METER COUPON

32

accom¬

The Pressmen to-day are using Makina
3 slides All-•particulars
from Sole Importers :

fuM tiydrft

Address

f/2.9,

For Plates, Roll Films, or Film Pack, 3] x2J

and 6e satisfied.

(Additional

II

RANGE-FINDER.

panied by the most superb workmanship
and construction,
renders it a camera essential to everyone aspiring to highclass photography.

Price of Makina

Name

LTD.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade. I Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Cheltenham.— 1 14, Promenade.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

PLAUBEL’S

" PU

NO. 8.

X£

3} 21 Voigtlander Avus Hand, double extension, Skopar
f/4.5, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-tilm OO.C .{V
holder, leather case. Excellent condition. IO»J*v
with
screen.
18-cm. focussing
Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, 2Good
D.D. condition.
slides, also £8:8:0
one fitted

CCfoauS use-

May,

case.

9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, PO.C.Q

revolving back, 3 book-form D.D. slides, £1 4 1 A«A
stiff canvas case. Good condition. .
X 1 4, 1 U #U
10x15 cm. and 51 31 Nettel Deckrullo Tropical Press,
18-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, t to 1/2, 800th sec., T. and B.,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. POC,1
C.A
Good condition .
XXv.AD.U

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
alloivance.

9th

lens, leather case.

volts.

shutter,

C.A

self-capping, 5 to 1/1, 200th sec., T. and B., 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good con- £1 Q.l H.O

4}

Six-20, Doublet

4} x 21 No. la F.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Kodex

4.J 3J Ensign Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D.
Good

Kodak

9.5-mm.

4.| 3; Double Extension Hand, 13.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar

slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.

2} No. 1 Auto Kodak Junior, f/7.7 C-J

Good condition.
anastigmat.
3-speed.
Good 15s
condition
... . XI •□•V
List £2
...
£1:15:0

3}x2|

f/4.5, delayed Compur, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Good condition .

London,

DILLON

£1:15:0

List £2 tos .anastig-

3 1 2 1 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film

ST.

W.l

35, Bromnton Rd., S.VV.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

MINIATURE tl. ^
CAMERAS Si

BARGAIN

for cameras
of recent
make, and
Prism
Binoculars.

9, 1934
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THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

3

(ftolleicord
^

The

Mirror Reflex Camera for Everybody

Rolleicord
Pictures.

The

Rolleicord has to be seen to be

believed.

It is marvellous

value.

It places within everybody's reach
the possibility of possessing a reflex
camera of the finest type. It
enables

even beginners

photographs

to produce

of the highest artistic

and photographic quality. It pos¬
sesses many of the patented and
exclusive features of the worldfamous Rolleiflex (it is. of course,
made

by the same

such

as

a

manufacturers)

separate

finder lens ;

seeing the whole of your picture on
the ground-glass screen ; onelever Compur shutter for both
setting and releasing ; compensa¬
tion for parallax ; patented film
guide; frame finder, etc., etc.
Moreover, the Rolleicord is cheap
to

run,

giving

12 exposures

on

3j X 2\ roll film.
A Rolleicord user says :
I am astounded at
the wonderful efficiency of this camera, with
which any amateur of slight experience need
never bring home a bad photograph. If one
considers the all-round perfection of the camera,
the price can only be described as ridiculously
cheap ; a veritable record in camera production
which will not he surpassed for many a long day.

24/6
Balance

DOWN
in 8 more

SECURES

YOUR

ROLLEICORD.

similar monthly payments. Ask us to quote on your present
— our allowances are the highest in the trade.

camera

Beautifully printed Folders on the Rolleicord and Rolleiflex cameras free.

WALLACE HEATON LTD.
By

Appointment
to H.R.H.

ThwPatro!

119, NEW
And

PLEASE

at

47,

BERKELEY

MENTION

“ THE

BOND
STREET,

AMATEUR

STREET,
W.l

PHOTOGRAPHER

LONDON,
Phones

.

Mayfair
n

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.1
0924)51617.
ADVERTISERS.

Associate of the
Appointed
Institute ofan

Cinematographers.

4

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

—thanks

q, x <>34

to

The Extra Fast

ROLL FILM
Multi-coated — Anti-halo Backed— Orthochromatic
Sold by all photographic dealers
. in sizes to ft all cameras .
ILFORD

LIMITED

. ILFORD

.

LONDON

Printed in England for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour

Press, Reading.

& CINEMATOGRAPHER
Journal for Everybody with a Camera

;EISS TESSAR

HOLDS

A

and

everything

to

FAULTLESS
that

MIRROR
can

TO

NATURE

be photographed— a

f

J ^

l v_y\/Q

WITH
F/3.S
ZEISS TESSAR

ryn 1— \
ijj

1 1 f) 0 I(

/7q L
/! — I V — <_J
Vs — '
mirror which reflects your subject graphically and
in exact sharpness. All automatic— a single glance to control stop and speed adjustments—

a

single

movement

lever

for

tension

for automatic

will demonstrate

or write

R. F. HUNTER,

and

film

release

transport.

for newly

Ltd

issued

of

Compur

shutter

Fully compensated
brochures

to Sole

simultaneously— a

for parallax.

Your

single
dealer

Importers

Celfix House, 51, Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.

'

May

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

16,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

Never before!
I7'6 “BROWNIE”
For indoor

with SUBJECT-SELECTOR’

Pictures.

Portraits

_____ Landscapes

For Pictures
in the Sun.

Groups
For Pictures
out of the Sun,

SIX-20 “BROWNIE”
The clever new

camera that explains itself
FASTER

ALL-ENCLOSED
TWO

SHUTTER

MAGNIFYING

GIVES

INSTANTANEOUS

VIEWFINDERS

NEW-STYLE

OPENING
FITTING

BRILLIANT

KODAK

LIMITED,

KODAK

PLEASE

HOUSE,

MENTION

LENS (F11)

GIVE
MAKES

FOR

FINISH

EXTRA

AND

LARGE

LOADING

CABLE

‘BRIEF

BRILLIANT

MUCH

AMATEUR

IN STAINLESS

PHOTOGRAPHER”

EXPOSURES
IMAGES

EASIER

RELEASE
METAL

‘qA Kodak ^Product’

“ THE

TIME’

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

KINGSWAY,
WITH

LONDON,

ADVERTISERS.

W.C. 2

May

x6,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

SPEED
WITH

WORK

A

Press

Camera

STRONG ,
OUTFITS

SIMPLE

AND

FAST

WITH—

Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5

£21

: IO

: O

Ross Xpres f/4.5

£22

: O : O

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5

£22
TAKEN

WITH

A T.-P. PRESS

: 5 : O

Variable Tension, extra when
desired ..
.. Price 21/-

CAMERA.

iQIPfeP

1934 Booklet
from your
Dealer, or
Post Free
Anywhere.

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

Make
Photography
your Hobby
it is easy

Perfects

and inexpensive.

Johnson’s
HOME PHOTOGRAPHY

The unique
folding reflex
camera

OUTFIT

Includes Dark-room
Lamp,
2 Dishes, Printing
Frame, Glass Measure, Thermometer,
Wallet, Azol,
Amidol
Packet, 3 M.Q. Packets and Tin of Acid
Fixing, and complete instructions for
Developing and Printing.
price
Of any

A wonderful

dealer,

A

USEFUL

Publicity

receipt

-- -PRESENT

Dept.

Manufacturing
PLEASE

FOR

A

F/3.5
Anastigmat
A and
CompurlensesShutter.
IH* ! V
xld I■ IV

of P.O.

YOUNG

-

money,

-— i

FRIEND

*

& SONS
Chemists,
MENTION

hendon,

LTD.
“THE

LONDON,

AMATEUR

Other models available priced up to £19:5:0.
See the Welta cameras in this and other types
at your dealers, or send for price list to the
sole importers

PEELING

:

TOHNSON
**

free on

/ s'

0/0

help to every camera owner to save
improve work, and gain interest.

1l

or post

q

Takes 12 pictures 2\x2\ in. on 3|x2^ in.
standard 8-exposure film. With Trioplan

& VAN

4/6, HOLBORN

NECK

LTD.

CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.l

N.W.4

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN
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WITH

ADVERTISERS.

1
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THE

AMATEUR
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ADVERTISEMENTS

BEST GUIDE

TO A WHITSUN

OF

NEW FREE CATALOGUE OF
68 PAGES

OF THE

LATEST

CAMERAS,

CINE

APPARATUS ,

LEICA III with F/2 SUMMAR LENS

la collapsible mount
Gives

exposures

of

ENSIGN ‘MIDGET’

1, * and 1 sec., or
an^
intermediate
fraction in addition

Takes crisp, first-class pictures at
the low cost of a penny per ex¬
posure. All-metal body, 3-spced
shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec.,

to
l/20th-l/500th
sec.
Automatic

T. and B.
Reflex
Collapsible
leather
slip eye-level
case.

focussing. Measur¬
ing distance and
focussing lens in a
single action.

£33 : 13 : 0

tance lens. .
With All-dis¬

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 78/6.

Ensar f/6.3
anastigmat . .

ON APPROVAL

TO POST-BUYERS

3* < 2* N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke
Aviar anastigmat, 6 slides, leather case £9 12 6
16-mm. Agfa Cine Camera, for 50 ft. or 100 ft.
film, f/3.5 anastigmat. As new. Cost £35
£17 10 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather
case. Cost £26 10s .
£8 5 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam,
lens, leather case .

f/2. 6 Cinar
£9 17 6

i-pl. Latest Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.8
Novar anastigmat, electric fittings, base easel.
Unsoiled .
£7 7 0
3* x 2A Up-to-date T.-P. Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Dallmeyer Dallon i/5.6 Tele¬
photo, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£19 10 0
31x21 Zeiss Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Z^jss
Tessar, Compur shutter, leather case. . £6 10 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Outfit, consisting of Watchthin Filmo Camera, with f/3.5 Dallmeyer anas¬
tigmat, B.H. 400-watt Projector, adjustable
resistance, travelling case .
£68 0 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, all usual movements, revolv¬
ing back, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, roll-holder, leather case .
£13 17 6
16-exposures-on-31 x 21 Baldax, f/2. 9 Steinheil
Cassar, delayed-action Compur shutter, purse.
As new .
£6 10 0

Our 1934 introduction Is undoubtedly the finest value in Folding Pocket Plate Cameras that
has ever been placed upon the market, and we have no hesitation in inviting comparison with
any other make in design, finish, rigidity and performance. Only li in. thick, it is really
pocketable. Aluminium body, covered finest quality morocco leather. Chromium -plated
finish, full double extension, rack rising and rack cross front. Brilliant reversible and D.V.

With

f/3.5 Meyer

Trioplan

anastigmat

£9 : 10 : 0
Nine

monthly

Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film Pack Adapters, each .

payments

With

3 best quality

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

31 x 21 Cocarette de Luxe Roll Film, double
extension, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shut¬
ter. plate back, focussing screen, 3 slides £8 15 0
31 x 21 Kodak Graflex Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £28 .
£10 10 0
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac
anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£8 5 0

single

anastigmat

£10 : 10 : 0

of 22/2 or 24/6.

2s. 3d.
8s. 6d.

16-exposures-on-V.P. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Compur shutter and purse. ... £6 17 6
la Series III F.P. Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
delayed-action Compur, colour filter, leather
case. As new .
£8 8 0

Roll-holder for 3£ x 21 roll film.. 15s. Od.
Tan Hide Leather Case .
10s. 6d.

‘ ROLLEIFLEX ’

Pathescope Outfit, consisting of de Luxe Pathe
Camera, with f/3.5 anastigmat, set of supplemen¬
tary lenses and filters, leather case, also 200 -B
Projector, adjustable resistance. As new.
2
super reels. Cost £31 6s .
£21 0 0
3* x 2J Latest Soho Reflex, revolving ba«k, f/3.5
Ross Xpres, 6 book-form slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £44 lls .
£27 10 0
45 x 107 Jnles Richard Verascope, R.R. lenses,
C slides, transposing frame .
£2 5 0

Here is the camera to get
life into all your pictures.
Has every gadget that
goes for absolute per¬
fection. Takes 12 ex¬
posures on
standard
31x2J roll film.
Fitted with Zeiss AAA
Tessar f'4.5 lens
Nine monthly payments
of 46/8.
F/3.8
Nine

Zeiss

Tessar

£22 10

Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, 31x21, f/3.5 Dall¬
meyer Press, leather case. As new... £8 17 6
Latest 31x2* T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5
Dallmeyer anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P. £7adapter
10 0

0

Model M Cine-Kodak, for 60 ft. or 100 ft.,
f/3.5 anastigmat. Model C Kodascope Projector,
adjustable resistance. As new .
£17 17 0
5 x 4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar, f/2. 9 Busch Bistelar, 5 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£19 10 0
Vertical Enlarger, for Leica or 3x4 negatives,
condenser, f/6.3 anastigmat, base easel, electric
fittings .
£4 15 0
Latest Weston Cine Meter, in case. . . £6 10 0
Up-to-date i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back,

monthly payments
of 52/6.

ENSIGN

“ AUTOKINECAM

”

With
f/3.5 DALLMEYER
ANASTIGMAT
LENS.
Enables

even

the

beginner

to obtain splendid 16-mm.
movies without any trouble.
Beautifully made and finished.
With clockwork motor, three
speeds and hand crank, direct

ROLLEICORD'

Has numerous
special
features in common with

in leather

the famous Rolleiflex —
one-lever Compur shutter
parallax compensation,
patent film guide, Zeiss
Triotar f/4.5 lens.

9 monthly

f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 14-in. f/5.6 Dallmeyer
Dallon, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. . . £21 0 0

LONDON,

of 31/10.

ANYTHING

ON EASY TERMS

Nine equal monthly instalments.

First payment

Nine

secures

cent

PLEASE

your

purchase.

if under £5.
MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

FULL

CASH

DEPOSIT

3* x 2* Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis Ensign
f/3.4, rack focussing, self-capping focal-plane,
revolving back, 6 slides and canvas case £9 17 6
i-pl. de Luxe Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, delayed-action Compur sector shutter,
double extension, 6 slides and leather case. As
new .
£8 17 6
3* x 2* Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, Carl
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, direct finder and leather case. £11 17 6
10 x 15 cm. and Postcard Adora Folding,
T)arl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, double
extension, U-front, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case .
£15 10 0
31 x 21 Graflex Reflex, Cooke Series II f/4.5,
9-in. Dallon, interchangeable, Graflex focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1 ,000th sec., changing-box,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£9 17 6
i-pl. Popular Press Reflex, 7-in. Aldis f/3.4,
Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto f/6, rack focussing,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th sec.,
revolving back, 6 slides and F.P. adapter
£17 17 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, Cinar f/2.6,
3-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto, interchangeable, 3
speeds,

motor

drive

and

leather

case. As new
£21 17 6

i-pl. Tropical Anschutz Focal-plane, Goerz
Dagor Series III f/6.8, focal-plane shutter, speeds
to 1/1 ,000th sec., 3 double slides and leather case
16-mm. Agfa Movex, f/3.5 anastigmat,
£4 motor
4 0
drive and leather case. New condition £23 10 0
35-mm. Cine Camera, 200-ft. capacity, Voigtlander f/5.4, normal and one-turn one-picture
movements, tripod with panoram and tilting
head .
£11 17 6
35-mm. Oxford Portable Projector, complete
with motor and resistance to 250 volts £11 17 6
21 Square Rolleiflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter and leather case .... £9 17 6
3* x 2* Mentor Compur Reflex, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter and leather
£12 17case6
3*x2* Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, 6 slides and
leather case .
£13 10 0
3-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5 Telephoto,
Auto. Kinecam and mask .

fitted for
£7 10 0

i-pl. Salex de Luxe Enlarger, f/6.8 Sigmar
anastigmat, all-way negative carrier, 8*-in.
condenser, roomy light-chamber .
£8 17 6
3* x 2* Enolde Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter and leather case £7 17 6
9 x 12 cm. Nettel Focal-plane, Ross Xpres f/4.6,
self-capping

focal-plane

Sichell Cabinet
Vest

Pocket

shutter

Enlarger,

Kodak,

with

R.R.

and

£2

lens, and

Kodak Autofocus Enlarger,
electric fittings .

3 slides
£8 7 6

electric fittings

2 0

purse

13s. 9d.
complete with
£6 17 6

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Texor f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, roll-holder and 3 slides
£5
3* x 2* Cameo Folding Pocket, Lumar
Compur shutter and F.P. adapter. ... £3
3i x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, Skopar
Compur shutter and leather case .
£4

17 6
f/4.5,
3 0
f/4.5,
17 6

E.C.3

10 Gns.
monthly payments
of 24/6.

AGAINST

54 LIME Phone
STREET
90/94 FLEET
ST
Phone : CENT. 9391
: MON. 0180 LONDON, E.C.4

case.
payments

30/-

50/USED BARGAIN OFFERS

NEW! Salex 3ix2i ‘VENUS WAFER’

wire-frame finders, bushed for tripod. Hooded back focussing screen,
metal slides. Genuine Compur sector shatter with delayed action.

view-finder.
view-finder,

Only

BUY

5 per

THIS

PHOTOGRAPHER"

added,

EASY

WHEN

or 5/-

WAY l

CITy SALE

CORRESPONDING

0929)

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

1

May

16,
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1934

AMATEUR
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HA PPY SNA PS & MO VIE- MAKING

!

LATEST APPARATUS
AND

ALL

CINE

AND

“STILL"

ACCESSORIES.
‘OMBRUX’

KODAK ‘DUO’

Meter

For all “ still ” photo¬
graphy. . No batteries.
Works on photo-electric
system.
Gives direct

16 pictures on 31 x 2J
eieht-exposure film.
Lens shoots to position
at touch of button.
Focussing from 3£ ft.
to infinity. Directvision view-finder.

readings under practic¬
ally all light- £ A
ing conditions
Nine monthly payments
of 9/11.

With
“ Pronto S ”
shutter and Kodak
f/4.5 anastigmat
£6

‘BLENDUX’
£4 4s.

For cin6 work

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 14/1.

Supplies from Stock.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
SEND

FOR

YOURS

TO ADDRESS

9.5-mm. Alef Hand-turn Projector, complete
with adjustable resistance for 30 or 60 ft. films
£2 17 6
Super Attachment and Motor for same.
£3 0 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Latest Model 200-B Projector,
motor drive, resistance, adjustable up to 250
volts. As new .
£12 17 6
16-mm. 70a Bell-Howell Cine Camera, f/3.5
Cooke lens, 2 speeds, takes 50 ft. or 100 ft. film,
complete with leather case. Cost £57 10s.
£18 18 0
Watch-thin Bell-Howell
brown finish, f/3.5 Cooke

16-mm. Cine Camera,
lens. Cost £35
£15 15 0

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, for 50 ft. to
100 ft. film, f/6.6 lens. Cost £18 18s. Practically
new .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Super Auto Kinecam, turret head,
f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, solid leather carryingcase. Unsoiled. Cost £45 .
£33 15 0
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, 2
speeds, leather carrying-case .
£8 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, Camo
motor .
£2 12 6
9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5
anastigmat. Practically new .
£4 17 6
9.5-mm. Luxe Pathe Motocamera, fitted f/3.5
anastigmat, solid leather carrying-case Cost
£11 10s .
£6 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera,
Triotar lens, leather case .

fitted f/2.9 Zeiss
£11 17 6

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, fitted f/2.7 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, leather case .
£12 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera,
hand turn, leather case .

f/3.5 anastigmat,
£1 8 9

9.5-mm. Alef Cine Camera,
New condition .

f/3.6 Meyer lens.
£5 17 6

9.5-mm. Pathe Hand-turn Camera, with de¬
tachable Motrix attachment, f/3.5 lens £2 9 9
3| x 2i Metal Body Double Extension Folding,
rise and cross front, double extension, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, Mulchro shatter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£3 5 0
3| x 2 4 Latest Model Zeiss lea Bebe, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, D.V. finder, micrometer
focussing, Compur D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250tb sec.,
screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
Unsoiled .
£13 12 6
3| x 2\ N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anas¬
tigmat, radial focussing, rising and cross front,
N. & G. reflex finder, screen, 3 metal book-form
slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£10 17 6
31 x 2$ Reitzschel Folding Pocket, f/6.3 Reitzschel anastigmat, Pronto shutter, l/25th to
l/100th sec., rising front, radial focussing, 3 slides,
roll-holder and case .
£1 11 6
3J x 2£ Etui Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Radionar
anastigmat, Compur, D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec., rising front, screen, 3 slides. Riteway rollholder and leather case. Unsoiled... £6 17 6
3£ x 2\ Cameo, f/6.5 Cooke anastigmat, Lukos
Xpres, 1 to l/300th sec., rising and cross front,
screen, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£1 11 6
3£ x 2\ Linhoff Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec., triple extension, rack focus, rising and cross
front, swing front, revolving back, screen, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New
condition .
£14 17 6

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

E.C.2

Phone: CITY 1124

at toot of RESPECTIVE

COLUMN

1-pl. Regular Model Sanderson, 6$ -in. f/6
Dallmeyer Stigmatic lens. Compound shutter,
f/6.6 Dallmeyer W.A. anastigmat lens, W.A.
rack, 3 D.D. slides and leather case. .. . £9 17 6
i-pl. Adams’ Vesta de Luxe, revolving back,
f/5.5 Ross Combinable, Compound shutter, double
extension, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£13 13 0
34 x 2 1 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9
Pentac, Graflex roll film holder, 3 double
plate-holders .
£15 15 0
V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, F.P. adapter
leather case .
£9 9 0
31 x2£ N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres, 3 double book-form dark slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Unsoiled. Cost £26 5s.
£15 15 0
31 x 2J Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross

Tessar, 6 single slides
£7 17 6
4x3 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, complete in leather case. List
price £13 10s .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat
lens, speeded shutter. List price £4 4s. £3 7 6
520 Ikonta, 16 exposures on 31x21 film, f/3.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter. Brand new
condition. List price £10 12s. 6d .
£8 17 6
4x3 cm. Foth-Derby Focal-plane Roll Film,
f/3.5 anastigmat lens .
£3 17 6
5x4 Goerz S.C. Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, 3 double plate-holders, leather
case .
£10 17 6

IF IT S
—NEW
WE
HAVE
IT!

GET THIS LIST AND SEE!
Yours

for a post

card to any City Sale branch.

PATHE

luxe

WITH DEVICE
NEW
SPEED

1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.8 Celor anas¬
tigmat lens, 2 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£7 17 6
P.C. Size Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.8
Celor anastigmat lens, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case .
£6 17 6

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.5
anastigmat
9.5-mm.
films.

1-pl. T.-P. Junior Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
Press anastigmat, 12-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto
lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. The whole
in brand new condition. List price over £30
£21 5 0

lens.

For

£13:0:0
30/4.payments
monthly

31 x 21 Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
anastigmat lens, 10-in. f/6 Dallmeyer Telephoto
lens, 6 slides, reversing back .
£11 2 6
i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Field Camera, rising,
cross and swing front, reversing back , focal-plane
shutter, 81-in. f/7.2 Ross Zeiss anastigmat lens,
41-in. W.A. f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 4 double bookform dark slides, tripod and leather carryingcase. The whole in perfect condition . £12 17 6

Nine

1-pl. B.B. S.B. Field and Studio, f/7.2 Ross Zeiss
anastigmat lens, iris diaphragm, double swing
and reversing back, W.A.R. lens, 3 double bookform dark slides, tripod and case. The whole in
new condition .
£9 9 0

SIEMENS CINE
CAMERA
For 16-mm. films. Bausch
Glaukar anastigmat f/2.8
lens. Brings every subject
within your scope. Speeds
8, 16. and 64 pictures per sec.
Direct and reflecting view-

Voigtlander Brilliant Roll Film, f/7.7 anastig¬
mat lens, complete in ever-ready case £1 19 6
31 x 21 Voigtlander Avus Folding Pocket, f/4.5
Skopar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New con¬
dition .
£7 17 6
V.P. Kodak, f/6. 9 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, focussing adjustment .
£1 13 6

EXCHAnGE

at 40% off list
A high-class instrument.
Direct finder, 16 pictures
on V.P. film, genuine
f/3.5 Zeiss Novar lens,
focussing, with Compur
sector shutter.
List
price Price
£11 10s.- £7:7:6
Our
of 17/3.

Or 9 monthly payments

With
action

Nine monthly

£30 of

payments

70/-.

Now in <tock £60

84 ALDERSGATE
St.
Phone : NAT. 0591

n I T ED

SPECIAL
OFFER
ZEISS
IKON
‘KOLIBRI’
CAMERAS

P.C. Mentor Focal-plane, 7-in. f/4.5 Cooke
Aviar anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter,
speeded from 1 to l/l,300th sec. and time. 3
double plate-holders, Mackenzie-Wishart slide,
6 envelopes, leather case .
£9 9 0

LONDON,

of

EVERY OTHER PATH&
MODEL IN STOCK.

NEW

MODEL

‘C’

Thelma List
delayedshutter.
price

£8 108.

Our Price - £5:5:0

Or 9 monthly payments
of 12/3.
Leather case, with lock
and sling strap, 5/9 extra.

CONTAX

E.C.1

With
focal-plane
ter giving
1, l/5th shut¬
and

GENEROUS

l/10th sec. Controlled
by one knob giving
four groups of speeds.
A splendid miniature
precision instrument.
With ZeisB am

EXCHANGES

Let us have your used apparatus when you make a
better purchase. We make the highest allowances ob¬
tainable anywhere.

Tessar f/3.5 36^1
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HAVE YOU
ENTERED THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC^

COMPETITION?
A/TR.
■iVA

Comfort — Style — Perfect FitQuality — Value.

who

Amateur

HON.

Photographer

has kindly consented

F.R.P.S.,

and

Editor

of

Cinematographer

to judge this competition

,

says :

“ In view of the universal use of the camera, photo¬
graphic competitions are widely popular at the present
time, as they are within the scope of practically every
member of the family.

“ - - - and nearly 100 years of tailoring tradition
behind the makers of ‘ 232 ’ Grey Flannels, Sandom
Handycoats and Centacort Flannel Trousers.”
These are your reasons for insisting on “ 232 ” Grey
Flannels, Sandom Handycoats and Centacort
Flannel Trousers

F. J. MORTIMER,

The

“ I anticipate, therefore, that many of the thousands of
snaps taken during the next few months will be entered
in this ‘ 232 ’ and ‘ Sandom ’ Photographic Competition.”
Further valuable prizes are being awarded during the
months of May, June and July for the best photographs

at your Outfitter’s.

submitted
Workers.

in two

classes — Beginners

and

Advanced

Send the coupon below for entry forms and a booklet
containing an interesting article by Mr. Mortimer.

m

GREY FLANNELS

II IMIII— HTHfflglHI

HANDYCOATS

13/9

To

21/- —
many

“CENTACORT”

— ' 30/

patterns

to choose

from

E.C.2.

JJ

a

Address

I
B

Competition

and entry forms £|

.J
..I

100% wool, white or grey flannel trousers
16th

‘RYTOL’

May,

1934

WATKINS METER COUPON
VALUE

Fresh, active developer

NO. 9.

SIXPENCE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a 51- Watkins Exposure Meter,
if sent within one month of the date of the last

quickly prepared.

coupon together with postal order value 2 /- to
W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar St., Hereford

Produces well-graded
negatives and rich prints.
Leading

. .

Name

Please send me full details of your Photographic

4 SHADES, 68 FITTINGS
(outsizes cost a little more)

I

“ 232 ” Photographic Competition,
38, Wood Street, London,

(Additional

Name

time

allowed

for readers

from

overseas)

.

Address .

pictorialists use it
ES5 ‘ T a b I o i d ’ »««»»
’race 1 R y t O I ’ '“»*
Universal

Developer

Cartons sufficient to
make 100 oz.
Large sums of money are regularly paid for SALEABLE
photo¬
graphs. But only by sound training can you acquire the ability
consistently to take the RIGHT photographs in the RIGHT way
and sell them at the RIGHT time to the RIGHT bnyers. Such
training is given by the British School of Photography, under the
personal supervision of the Principal, Mr. C. Allen Elliott, who
has had a successful life-long experience in the photographic
profession. Write to him to-day and learn how yon can turn
photographs into money.

normal deueloper
Price 1l6
of all Dealers

Burroughs Wellcome
London

&

Co.

MtlTISH SCHOOL of PHDTOf.lMI’HY
Mr. C. Allen
Please

Elliott, British School

send your free book,

SEND
COUPON
NOW!

of Photography

“ Photography

Ltd., 53/54, Haymarket,

for Profit and Pleasure,”

Name .
Address .
AP/15 .

London,

to
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*tf4
if you want one of these typical Gamage
Bargains for Whitsun . . . only a few days
left, but time enough for early callers ! !

THE COOKE TELEPHOTO

‘CORONET’
CINE
CAMERA

anastigmat is a compact high-speed lens
of long focus. It gives images twice as
large as those of a normal lens yet with
the same bellows extension.

objects. Details
with pleasure.

TAYLOR, TAYLOR
Leicester

-

and

prices

new guaranteed cine
to take the popular

9.5-mm.

Pathe

all-metal

body,

for¬

& HOBSON, LTD.
-

built-in

view¬

finder, powerful, smooth-run¬
ning motor, film footage indi¬
cator, and fine quality TaylorHobson f/3.9 anastigmat lens.

List price 65/-

and

film at a price

lower than that of a good still
camera. These cameras have

With its full aperture of F/5.6, it is un¬
rivalled for instantaneous snaps of far
distant
warded

A brand
camera

Path 6
Film in Charger 4/3

Gamages

price

Hide

case,

37/6

7/6 extra.

London

LATEST MODEL
WIRGIN - SUPER
21x31 CAMERA

RUBY

Specification.— Leather
metal

body,

roll films.

HORIZONTAL

s Si. £5:15:0

lens focussing

Hide

PHOTO

TRADING

CHANGE

ALLEY,
Phone

MENTION

Co. Ltd.

SHEFFIELD.

“THE

Deferred
AMATEUR

3/6

_

extra.

0
0
0
6
0

Super Ikonta, Irtos, Superb, Rolleicord, Foth-Flex,
Exakta, Nettarand T.P. “Insto Stop” always in stock.
Call and handle these cameras at will without obligation.
Gamages definitely make the highest allowance for
Cameras, Binoculars, Telescopes, Projectors, etc.,
etc., in part exchange for other apparatus. Easiest
of Easy Terms, too.

GAMAGES
I HOLBORN,

: 26255.

Exchanges.
PLEASE

:

case,

_ __

V.P. Kodak, de luxe model, f/7.7 .
£1 1
2,| x 3} Nagel Self-erecting, f/4.5, latest D.A. Compur. As new. . £6 10
21x31 Seltix, f/4.5, 3 speeds. As new .
£2 10
Jiffy Kodak Six-20, as new. List £2 10s .
£1 7
10
14-in. f/4.5 Dallmeyer Large Adon Telephoto. List £20 xos. As£7 new

The smallest high-class focalplane Reflex, giving full size

from

«_

21x31 Ensign Rail Film ReRex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher and case. Cost£4 £81916s.6

£8 : IS : O
pictures.

^

BARGAINS IN USED CAMERAS

ROLL
PACKS

Fitted with F/4.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, and priced at an
amazingly low figure.

Obtainable

all-

2^X3|

front, hinged

Fitted f/3.9 Rodenstock Trinor
Anastigmat in latest Delayedaction Compur shutter. Front

A DE-LUXE
Miniature Reflex suitable
■for every branch of photography, from*
pictures in the back garden to high¬
speed motor racing.

3£x2£

covered

standard

back, pressure plate, direct and
reversible brilliant view-finders.

REFLEX

TAKES PLATES,
FILMS AND FILM

to take

Self-erecting

Terms.
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Don’t be satisfied with
ordinary results ♦ ♦ ♦ use the
plates that interpret
colours at their true values

ILFORD
Panchromatic
PLATES
SPECIAL
RAPID
A

plate

for

picture making
indoors and out.
H.

&. D.

400.

HYPERSENSITIVE
For Street photography

night. Theatre, Banquet
and all indoor subjects,
full exposure without
flashlight — H. &. D. 2,500
to daylight — H. & D.
8,000 to half watt lighting.
Made

ILFORD

6
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SOFT
GRADATION
Particularly valuable
for portraiture
at home. H. & D.
700 to daylight.
H. & D. 2,000 to
half watt lighting.

in England by
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WHITSUN is near at hand, and in this number of The Amateur

Photographer will be found much to interest the army of
amateur photographers who are preparing for an expedition
into the open. On every side there is evidence that the camera will form
an essential part of the equipment. Recording pictorially the incidents
and accidents of the holiday has become the accepted routine ; in many
cases it is the first consideration of the outing. To all readers, therefore :
Good hunting, and may every exposure make an exhibition picture.

NOW is the beginning of

the real holiday season.
The call of out-of-doors
lures all and sundry to the
countryside, the highways and
byways, the river or the sea.
On foot, awheel, by train or
coach, the urge is the same —
the open air..

7
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Cruising and Photography
At no previous titne have cruises in well-appointed ships to places abroad been so
popular as at present, and at no time before have the shipping companies laid them¬
selves out (urged possibly by competition) to provide every facility for those who seek
long or short holidays in this very attractive manner.
It is the ideal for the open-air

3

photographer.

.

4

.

FOR every amateur photographer to

whom foreign travel appeals, and
to every worker who wishes to
make pictures in the open air, one of
.
the attractive cruises which are now
advertised by practically every wellknown shipping line will pro^ ide not
only a delightful holiday, but also
new fields to explore with the camera.
Those who go for a holiday cruise
without a camera are to be sympathised
with. Half the fun of visiting new
places and making new friends is lost
if we return home without any reminders
of our trip. For one thing, we shall
have no means of showing our friends
the attractions of the various places we

with f/11 and rapid film is quite sufficient
in most cases. Always give as quicx
an exposure as possible in a ship at
sea, as the vibrations may cause blur.
Beware also of bright patches of paint¬
work or brass which may be reflecting
light across your lens. In most ships
films can be developed on board, and it
is not a bad idea to get one’s first film
developed as soon as possible to find
out and correct any mistakes.
Some of the most interesting snap¬
shots will probably be the result of
shore excursions. Here a little trouble
and patience in getting the shot one
wants seldom goes unrewarded. Very
few people object to being snapped,
but the majority as soon as they see
the camera want to pose. This, as
far as possible, should be avoided.
help
:
Finally,
the following hints may be of

and incidents continually present them¬
selves to the alert-eyed amateur photo¬
grapher. Learn to use the camera
promptly and have it ready for use
when reaching any new locality. Fumb¬
ling about with the camera attracts
attention, and many fine studies of
natives, etc., may be missed in this
manner.
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Selected queries on topics of general interest to read¬
in
g
ers will be fully dealt with on this page week by week.

dreaders'

Problems

Taking Panorama Photographs.
Is it possible to take panorama photographs of wide open
landscape views with an —ordinary
camera ? I have heard that
Ca
this can be done by taking rra series of snapshots and joining
y
the prints afterwards.
R. P. G. [Barnes.)
yo
u
It is not difficult to make ar cpanorama photograph with
am mention, if certain rules
an ordinary camera on the lines you
e
are observed. Obviously, a viewpointraashould be chosen which
l
permits a clear view over the stretch ofwacountry to be photo¬
ys
graphed and to form the panoramic picture.
an
d
A firm tripod is necessary, and the camera should
be perfectly
level. Each exposure of the series taken of the view with
the intention of subsequent joining should have the same
exposure and the same time of development to produce
negatives of similar density.
The lens should point successively at different parts of the
view, each exposure slightly overlapping the previous one.
The diagram herewith indicates how the camera should be
rotated on the tripod top. This should be as shown in Fig. 2,
and not as in Fig. 1, which is the way the novice usually
does it. The gadget herewith described (Fig. 3) enables any
ordinary camera to be adapted for this purpose.
Cut a strip of wood about 2 in. wide and drill a hole near
one end (A). In line with this hole make a slit (or a series of
holes will serve).
8
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Other

replies

appear

as

usual

on

the

last page.

The hole A must be of a size suitable for screwing on to the
tripod screw, and the slit should be so arranged that when the
lens is directly above A, the tripod bush on the camera comes
over some part of the slit. In use the wood is screwed on to

the tripod at A, the lens being placed directly above A and
the camera secured to the strip, through the slit, by a screw
(5) similar to that on the tripod. Fig. 4 shows a plan of the
arrangement in use.
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rOLIDAYS spent
on tour are be¬
coming more
and more popular, and
many amateur photo¬
graphers are doubtless
contemplating a holi¬
day to be spent in
this way.
It is well to devote
a little attention to

On Tour with
a Camera

Plates are another
matter. There are few
plates used to - day
compared with the
vast number of films,
and the tourist photo¬

grapher
whether has
he to
canconsider
secure
his
favourite
brand.
With the growing popularity of the holiday on tour,
Even in the larger
the following note, which deals with the photographic
towns it may not be
aspect of the question, will be found useful.
possible to get the plate
the photographic side
of the tour with a view to adapting
of the grade and size required, and
the outfit to other circumstances
the photographer will do well to decide
that have to be taken into account.
upon the best way to maintain supplies.
When touring, a large supply of
Such preliminary planning will be
found well worth while, and may
materially affect the pictorial results
obtained.
The

plates becomes a burden, and the
best course to pursue is to arrange
for a supply to be sent on paste
restante. Exposed plates, carefully
sealed up and packed, should be
posted home to await arrival, marked
as to contents.
Attention to these points by way

Outfit.

It goes without saying that the
outfit will depend to some extent
upon the means of progress. For
example, a hiker will find a quarterplate reflex a burden too grievous
to be borne, no matter how en¬
thusiastic he may be. For those who
travel light, whether on foot, cycle,
or in company with others in the
limited space provided in a baby car,
the best camera is one of the small

of preliminary arrangement will be
found well worth while, especially
when we consider the fact that we
may not pass the same way again
and it may be impossible to repeat
exposures.
Extemporised

film or miniature type. The quarterplate reflex may be regarded by other
members of the party as taking up
more than its fair share of room.
The modern small camera is so
efficient that there is no need for
the photographer to burden himself
with any. other type, except when
seeking subjects of a specialised
character. A yellow filter, exposure
meter, and possibly a light tripod,
will be useful accessories to carry.
Sensitive

Materials.

Films, either in the roll or the
pack, will be the sensitive material
chosen by the touring photographer.
The question will arise whether a
quantity should be taken, or whether
the photographer can depend upon
obtaining supplies en route. Much
will depend upon the district to be
toured.
Almost all the popular makes of
roll films can be obtained in the
larger towns, and most villages, but
in the latter case the photographer
should consider whether it is advis¬
able to depend upon supplies in this
way. Films supplied by regular
photographic dealers or chemists,
if within date, may be regarded as

Up

among the Clouds.
At Grasmere.

in good condition, but this may or
may not be the case when sold by
other traders. For example, films
stored under damp conditions, or
subjected to fumes or heat, as may
be the case when kept upon an
upper shelf of a general store with
other goods, must not be relied
upon too implicitly.
In such cases it is a good plan to
consider taking the supply, or, if
this is impracticable, to. have fresh
films sent on by the regular dealer
from time to time, to be called for at
a post office upon the route. Un¬
exposed films are best carried in a
tin, as they are thus protected from
damp if the luggage gets a wetting.
After exposure they should be care¬
fully packed and posted to the home
address (or that of a friend) as
often as possible, to be dealt with
later.
435

Dark-rooms.

The roll-film photographer will
be independent of the dark-room,
but the plate-user will find it
necessary. Any room at night be¬
comes sufficiently dark for the pur¬
pose of removing exposed plates
from slides, and for the insertion of
others. Provided that no bright
light enters the room from outside,
and a remote corner of the apart¬
ment is chosen so that no direct
light will reach the plates, no harm
will result. We have changed the
fastest panchromatics in an hotel
bedroom in this way without the
least sign of fog on the negatives, but,
obviously, every care must be taken.
It is a good plan to take an empty
plate box and packing, so that the
exposed plates may be taken from
the slides and packed up, and there
is no risk of mistake. Further, there
will always be an empty box for
future packing of exposed plates.
There is no need to use a lamp
for changing plates, but if the
photographer feels averse to working
in the dark a small electric lamp
should be taken instead of the older
type of tourist lamp
a candle.

for use with
9
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A Day

TO the town or city

in the Country

By
ERASMUS
E. ELCOMBE.

photographer will do well to
study the question of lighting.
Since early morning work is
likely to be impossible, he
will often find certain spots

dweller what a de¬
light it is to leave
cares and troubles behind
and taste, if only for a
brief moment, the pleasures
of the countryside. In these

charmingly lighted in the
late afternoon and early even¬
ing, when the long, slanting
rays of the sun are productive
of artistic lighting effects,

days, with speedy bus ser¬
vices and cheap railway
tickets, there is certainly
no excuse for the amateur
photographer who fails to
give his camera
a
“ breather ” in rural sur¬
roundings. We
know at
least one photographic deal¬
er who has gratis local bus
time-tables on his counter
— an example

\

16th, 1934

and

good

strong shadows

to

break up otherwise uninter¬
esting foregrounds.
There is much virtue in
“ making

haste slowly,”

and

that might be

Sunshine
1 /25th

in the Orchard.

sec. f/6.5,

Panchromatic

6 p.m.

film .

Oast-houses,
Kent.
1/100 th sec.

f/8, 2 p.m.
In an o l d
Tavern Yard,
A me r sham.
1/25/A

sec. f/8,

3A
P-m.Warwickshire Thatched
Cottage 1/50 th sec. f/8,
late afternoon.

followed all over the country —
for, after all, travel and photo¬
graphy are true hand-maidens.
There is a pleasure in tramping
around some rural place, photo¬
graphing its beauty-spots, then,
with two or three films left
unexposed

in the camera,

waiting

for “ something to turn up.” As
a rule something inevitably does
" turn up,” for although the
countryside appears dull and
sleepy, the labour of the farmer,
like that of a busy housewife, is
never finished.
Countryside work, then, falls
into two distinct categories,
firstly the photography of the
village or hamlet itself, secondly,
what might be termed incidental
rural photography.
In the first instance, the

0

reserving some work to follow as well
as precede the farmyard tea. True, a wider
lens aperture will be necessary, but in
these days f/4.5 and f/5.6 lenses are the rule
rather than the exception. At this time of
year, with summer time to help, successful
rural studies can be secured on modern fast
pan. film at 7 p.m., using an aperture of
f/5.6 and a speed of 1/ 25th second.
The amateur pictorialist will also be well
advised to wander around the village in order
to find pleasing viewpoints. He may thus
achieve something original, at least something
better than the commercially printed post¬
card of the village church or the main street.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

For “ SPLIT-SECOND ”
and all other kinds of pictures
The

ENSIGN
SPEED

FILM

REFLEX
This

unique

camera

is of

the

“full

view” type which allows you to see
and focus the subject — no matter how
fast — up to the moment
the shutter release.
Also

ideal

for pictorial

composition
Precision
covered

work

can be carefully

construction.

mahogany

focal-plane
useful

of pressing

body.

as the
studied.

Leather-

High-speed

shutter, giving a range

speeds

second), also
E20 films.

(i 25th

to

Time.

Takes

of

i/5<X)th of a
x 3| in.

Price, fitted with

ENSAR

ANASTIGMAT

£6 176

F/4.5

The 1934 Ensign Camera Book is now published. Your
local dealer has supplies. If unable to obtain, write to
Ensign, Limited, High Holborn, London, IV.C.i.
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‘‘THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”
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ADVERTISERS.
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x 2.1 PLATE

&

FILM'PACK

Lens

(4i focus)

CAMERA

This is a precision instrument constructed o! a light alloy, strong,
but of very superior finish. Rising and cross front both actuated

F/3.5 ZERANAR

Anastigmat

16, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

by micrometer

movements.

Clear and direct vision view-finders.

The Zeranar lens gives very critical definition and is equal to most
lenses at double the price.
Price
nnlv

.-jC.A
»l3»w

TYPICAL USED CAMERA BARGAINS !

(9
payments
of 15/9),
3 slides,
Film
Pack Adapter
6/9.including
Extra Slides
1/9

We are Approved LEICA Specialists

3i x 2i Thornton-Pickard Reflex, Aldis anastigmat f/3.4 lens, set of
Verax filters, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter, focussing screen, canvas
case .
£7 15 0
3i x 21 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Emon f/3.5 lens, 13.5 cm.. 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, canvas case .
£12 10 0
A customer recently stated : “ This ZERANAR
lens is one of the best
I have ever known. Definition perfect at full aperture. The outfit is
ideaL”
Read what the author of “ Miniature Photography ” says : “ I have
never used a more magnificent lens than the f/3.6 Zeranar on your new
* Horfolk

’ Camera,

Second-hand
Nagel

Rolloroy

and the camera

is ideal.”

Sheffield.

bargains.
No. 45 (16 on V.P.

Skopar

V.P. Newman

anastigmat

spool), Xenon

£12 12

Victor

ALLOWANCES

Apparatus.

Model

FIVE

0
PHONE

delayed-action

APPROVAL.

DO

AS

f/4.5 Ross

Sibyl, Lustrar

Xpres

lens, 6J-in.

f/4.5 lens, also Dallon

Camera

(non-turret),

f/1.9 Dallmeyer

B, f/3.5 lens, leather case .

ICA

lens,

£18 18

0

£7 15

0

SUMMAR

over Half a Century .

: 23891.

GRAMS

: ‘ Photo,’

£33

FILM

DIRECTORS

DO

: 13 :0

-

\

made in 4 Grades for the Amateur Photographer:
KODAK REGULAR
“ VERICHROME”
SENSITIVE PANCHROMATIC
“ PANATOMIC
•

Kodak

12

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

Limited, Kodak

AMATEUR

House,

Kingsway,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

”
London,

Vt.C.2

CORRESPONDING

A

DEVELOPING, 1/-. PRINTS lid. each,
i-pl. ENLARGEMENTS
4d. each, 3/6
dozen. Bigger sizes on application.
Special fine-grain developer only used.
Also Leica Enlareers.

use KodakFHm
SUPER

III

LENS,

plated have
Modelthe
.
We
finest Leica X34:17:U
Finishing
Service in the country.

Bl
P^ORFOIK^ ROW. (FARG AT

THE

Model
F/2.5

Nine payments of £3 18s. 6d.
Finish Chromium-

Super

Sheffield.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C?LT?

for your Present

DAYS’

III Cine

Model

Established

shutter. As new .
£5 10 0
3i x 2) Plate Camera, Zodellar anastigmat f/4.8 lens, Ilex shutter,
rising front, 2 single slides, leather case .
£3 12 6

BEST

back,

Baby

f/6.5 Telephoto lens, 51-in. focus, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, K1
filter, leather case, release .
£9 9 0

i/2 lens, Compur

f/4.5 lens, Compur

revolving

& Guardia

also f/3.5 lens, leather case .
Cine-Kodak

shutter .
la Voigtlander,

W. Alexander,

1-pl. Tele - Graflex,

focus, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, Graflex cut-film magazine, roll-film
holder, leather case. Good condition .
£15 15 0
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Infrequently an examination
of these cards will reveal what

material

are types of rural subjects
that await the keen amateur
who is on the qui vive.
In spite of the sleepy
nature of the village, most
of these are subjects that
are much too busy to wait ;

“ accidental ” aspect of rural
photography that adds in¬
finite variety to the work. It
is well to keep the camera

only worker
the quick,
yet one
methodi¬
cal
— the
who
knows his or her camera

at the “ ready ” when tramp¬
ing around, also, as we have
already advised, one or two
films in reserve. There is
so

exasperating
self short

absolutely
sap.

like a trusted
friend — is likely to be suc¬
cessful in this direction. Verb

as
of

TAKING

A CAMERA

ON many occasions T have seen queries in The Amateur

Photographer as to whether there are any difficulties
with the Customs authorities, both in foreign countries
and on returning home, when cameras, films and plates are
taken abroad.
I have visited most of the European countries, and altogether
have taken cameras and photographic material to the Continent
on eighteen occasions. Each time I have had with me at least
two cameras and a supply of either plates or films, in some
cases both. I have never experienced any difficulty with
foreign Customs officers regarding my cameras and material.
It is not usual to tax films or plates (provided the quantity is
reasonable) that are for the sole use of the visitor who is an
amateur photographer.
The

Value

unusual

along the road, or a lumber¬
ing farmyard cart with its
old horse on its way home

features. All this viewpoint
selection takes time, but it is
time certainly well spent,
and adds to the the pleasure
of a day in the country.
But it is the incidental or

nothing

an

subject presents itself ! A
flock of sheep being driven

not to take, or, it may be,
how not to take certain

to find one’s

when

a

of Insurance.

Now that there is a high tariff on foreign cameras
country it is very necessary to be able to prove to
officers at our own ports when returning home that
you have in your possession were bought in this

entering this
the Customs
the cameras
country. I

ABROAD

B.,U

need ^leaning, unless the camera has not been used for a
very long time. If a good anastigmat lens is very dirty and
discoloured it is better to let the makers clean it. The interior
of the camera, plate-holders and film-pack adapters should be
carefully dusted out with a camel-hair brush. Any spots which
have worn bright and might reflect light should be touched up
with photographic dead black.
It is just as well to take a good supply of your favourite
plates or films. The popular brands of roll films and film packs
are obtainable in most towns on the Continent, usually dearer
than in this country, but it is very difficult to obtain plates
by

English

makers.
Accessories.

I strongly recommend taking a light folding tripod, as many
picturesque subjects, such as ravines, gorges and waterfalls
usually require a time exposure. An actinometer or exposure
calculator is of great assistance. A lens shield should be taken,
as besides being a necessity for contre jour subjects it is a useful
help to the lens for nearly every exposure.

have always made a point of insuring my luggage when travel¬
ling abroad and I also insure my cameras. Full details con¬
cerning the cameras are entered on the policy, including the

If you wish to secure clouds on your negatives a light orthochromatic filter recommended by the makers of the plate or
films used will enable you to record them on the emulsion

maker’s number of the camera. When having my luggage
examined at the English port I have found that the production
of the insurance policy giving details of the cameras has
immediately satisfied the Customs officer.
I have seen it suggested that when taking a camera abroad
it is as well to show it to a Customs officer at the English port
of departure and to get a certificate from him, If this course
was adopted I think that it is very probable that the owner of
the camera would miss the steamer. Carrying the receipted
bill for the purchase of a camera bought in this country may
be helpful, but a Customs official pointed out to me that it is an

providing they are present in the sky. It is a foolish practice
to carry loaded cameras for long periods in strong sunlight.
On many occasions I have seen films fogged owing to sunlight
falling on the red window used for inspecting the numbers.
The camera should be returned to the case between exposures.

easy matter to forge a receipted bill. I am sure that the insur¬
ance policy method is the quickest and best way of convincing
the authorities.
Useful

Hints

for

the

A camel-hair brush is a very useful aid to have with you for
dusting out the camera occasionally. In film cameras small
splinters of wood sometimes come from the spools.
So many
photographs of beautiful scenes, particularly
mountain scenery, just miss being good because insufficient
attention has been given to the selection of a suitable foreground.
Views from mountain tops are rarely satisfactory unless some
foreground is included. An orthochromatic filter is almost
an essential to prevent a very flat representation of these
panoramic

Traveller.

If you buy a new camera just previous to your holiday, expose
several plates or films to test the camera before leaving home.
Cameras which are not new should be thoroughly overhauled
and cleaned. The bellows should be carefully inspected for
pinholes. It is advisable to see that the shutter functions
properly at all speeds, and that the antinous release is in good
order. In the case of a plate or film- pack camera the velvet
light-traps should be examined in order to see that they will
prevent light leakage.
The lens should be carefully cleaned with an old, well- washed
soft handkerchief and a little rectified spirit, but great care must
be taken when separating the component parts of a lens. As a
rule it is only the front and back surfaces of the lens which

437

views.
Testing

Exposures.

It is well to have some of the first exposures developed on
the spot, to see that the camera is working properly and the
exposures are reasonably correct. In all the towns and in
many of the villages it is possible to find a good photographic
dealer who will develop films or plates satisfactorily. The local
photographers will usually give very helpful advice if ap¬
proached tactfully.
The value and enjoyment of a holiday is quite doubled when
you have a camera with you. The amateur photographer is
more observant of the beauties of the scenery, and has the
great advantage of having his own pictorial record of the
holiday and consequently happy reminiscences.
13
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”
IN.only
DOUmay
a cycling
“BEtrip
By

be for a week-end or may extend to
a fortnight, the resulting pictures
last a lifetime. This point is worth
remembering. Whatever peak of
photographic perfection the cyclist
may attain in the way of compo¬
sition, lighting and technique, the

At Abei, North

Wales.

THE modern tendency for the town-dwel er to get

into the open air on every available occasion
may explain the increasing popularity of cycling.
As a means of progression it is halfway between
hiking and motoring. For the photographer, the first
may be too slow and possibly tiring, while the distance
covered is negligible. Motoring, on the other hand,
generally means that the ground is covered too rapidly
to enable the countryside to be appreciated. The cyclist
strikes the happy medium ; he may travel at a walking
pace or very rapidly, and he may take the bicycle through
byways where no motor could penetrate. In these circum¬
stances, cycling and photography become an ideal com¬
bination.
Cyclists will know what constitutes the best touring
kit, but the camera must be small
and light ; 3^ x 2\ is a useful size,
which are not'
negatives
producing
too
tiny for
contact prints, yet
capable of being enlarged consider¬
ably. There are, however, many of
the modern miniature cameras that

The White Bull , Ribchester.

efforts which

are ideal for a cycling holiday.
They are light and can be carried
easily in a pocket ready for imme¬
diate use.

14

most

repeated.
Don’t make exposures for “ re¬
cords ” of the picture postcard
variety, unless of great pictorial
value ; these can be bought. The
little C.T.C. appointed cottage in
which you stayed for the night,
with the host and hostess at the

Roll films are superior to plates
for general convenience and are
obtainable everywhere. A delayedaction shutter is a definite advantage,
enabling the personal touch to be
introduced when deemed advisable.
An exposure meter is a useful
accessory, as also is a tripod, but not
indispensable.

will be valued

are those spur-of-the-moment, in¬
timate snaps which can never be

Roadside Repairs.

door ; the interesting sight of see¬
ing your pals repairing some minor
mishap ; ablutions in a mountain

'

Thi amateur photographer
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Cycle

deal Open-Air

Companions.

stream ; the informal meal by the
wayside, and other similar subjects,
are all far more likely to recall
pleasant memories than famous
castles or churches which can be
seen (photographed from every con¬
ceivable angle) in dozens of shop
windows in the locality.
The chief difficulty in this
“touring-incidents photography” is
getting a perfectly natural result.
There must be no awkwardness or
camera consciousness in the atti¬
tudes and expressions of the models.
If the picture can be snapped
unknown to the models, well and

Near Beaumaris,

' How

do you like your eggs

good, but
The best
your friends
of appearing
the idea is

this rarely happens.
way is to explain to
the absolute necessity
natural ; tell them that
to illustrate the tour

step-by-step with the object of
creating an indelible substitute for
a tricky memory. If your friends
are reasonable, no further trouble
will occur, and they will know what
is expected of them in later pictures.
The foregoing remarks are not
intended to convey to the cyclistphotographer that possible exhibi¬
tion subjects are to be totally
ignored — far from it — but to point
out that dozens of subjects are to
be met with in the course of one
day’s ride which, whilst not attain-

?

”

Anglesey.

ing the pictorial standpoint necessary for exhibition
purposes, possess the charming quality of human appeal
which more than justified the reason for the exposure.
It is a good plan to make a note at the time of each
snapshot, stating when and where it was taken. When
the first roll has been exposed and the necessary data
jotted down, mark a large and legible figure 1 on both
the cover paper of the film and the corresponding notes.
Mark the second film 2, and so on to the end of the
trip. This will save much confusion and racking of
trains when the time comes for developing and printing,
and when in the future one indulges
in a night of reminiscences the
delights of the open road can be
recalled in an orderly sequence.
To return to the question of
camera equipment, the modern
small folding roll-film instalment
is best for the cyclist photographer.
If it cannot be carried in the jacket
pocket as suggested, or if no jacket
is worn, means must be found to
attach it to the cycle frame. Two
important points to observe are :
(1) to avoid jarring the camera
unnecessarily and (2) to protect
it from dust. By wrapping it
carefully in a soft covering before
attaching it to the cycle both
points can be met. If it is kept
in a jacket pocket — and
place can be suggested —
there both when the
worn or when rolled
The Old Pump,

Grassington.

strapped on the cycle.

no better
it is safe
jacket is
up and
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HIKING
with

the

By

Camera
W.

ILLINGWORTH.

Deciding the route.

THE amateur photo¬

The Moorland

grapher who joins
a rambling club,
n
or eve
takes up solitary
hiking, will find that he
has considerably enlarged
his scope. His two feet
will take him into places
where four, or even two,
wheels could never take
him, and he will discover
beauties in the countryside
which could never be found
by anyone on a high-road.
If he joins a club there
will be lots of jolly little
incidents just crying out
to be recorded by the
camera, and he will never

hiker, he will probably not
turn out ; but if there is a
club ramble, or if he is on
a walking tour with a
party,
he just
because
the others
aregoes
going,
and
then when the rain actually
does stop, just when every¬
one has ceased to expect it,
and the sun shines whilst
the clouds are still heavy,
that is the time to secure
marvellous pictures with
wonderful skies.
Hiking near Dorking.

lack “ human interest ” for
his pictures ; and, what
is more, it will usually be
the right type of human
interest to complete the
country picture — no bowler
hats, umbrellas or highheeled shoes to ruin the
effect.

him a tripod and a selftimer, he can provide his
own"
human
’’just
when and
whereinterest
he wants
it.
Themay
photographer-cumhiker
not score when
it comes to ' mileage, but
his photographic output
will rise both as to quality
and quantity, and at the
end of a few months he
will thank his stars for the
discovery of his legs.

later than normally gives
the camera
enthusiast
unrivalled opportunities.
Then there are the wet

A plate camera, reflex or
other heavy instrument is
not suitable for these trips.
The modern miniature and
other small-size cameras
have come to the fore very

days, when it rains and
rains and rains, and looks
as though it will never
stop ; that is where the
club rambler scores. If he

16

If, however, the photo¬
grapher prefers to be a
solitary
hiker, is
andrather
some¬a
times a crowd
bother, he can prowl around
to his heart’s content, and,
provided he takes with

Camping, hiking’s twin,
also offers unrivalled op¬
portunities for jolly and
amusing pictures. The
fact that one is out of
doors both earlier and

is a solitary, or merely a
photographer and not a

Track.

Campers

getting water.

opportunely with the grow¬
ing popularity of hiking.
They are ideal for carrying.
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A perfectly
marvellous
camera
writes

a satisfied

”

customer

of the Super

Ikonta.

Send for Super Ikonta Folder.
Your dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate the Super Ikonta.

He thus expresses the opinion
of everyone who has seen,
tested and used the Super
Ikonta ; and testing and use
merely increase and strengthen
the first impression.

Super

Ikonta

THE
DOES

CAMERA THAT
THE FOCUSSING

For 3£x2£
Roll and
Films.
withmeter
Tessar.
f/4.5,
Compur
shutter
coupled Price,
distance
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efficient lens hood with mo¬
dern large aperture lenses is
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becoming
increasingly recog¬

The
[ideal exposure
meter, it is based on the

The " Rhaco ” Lens Hood
can be quickly attached to
almost any lens mounted in a
between-lens shutter.

properties of the photo¬
electric cell, and is entirely
automatic. Unlike other
electric exposure
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meters,
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any
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‘CORREX’ ROLL-FILM
DEVELOPING TANK
To ensure the best possible results from
them yourself in a CORREX
tank.

roll films, develop

No. 731 Correx Tank,
for vest - pocket film
(No. 127).... £15
0
No. 733 Correx Tank,
for 2$ x 3$
in. film
(No. 120).... £15
0
Correx

Thermometer
2s. 6d.

Correx Developing Pow¬
ders, cartons containing
6 pairs of developers in
packets .
Is. 6d.
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This tripod is stronger than any
telescopic tripod made of round
brass tubes. The ball-and-socket
top can be instantly and securely
clamped with the camera pointing
in any direction. Made of white
metal. Four sections. Length,
closed 17 J in., extended 50 in.
Weight, 23 oz.

The tripod of the " Tripocane ” is 4 ft. high when extended for
use. It is light, yet remarkably rigid, and it is contained in a
handsomely malacca-flnisbed case made of compressed fibre,
with horn ferrule.
In appearance the " Tripocane
an ordinary malacca cane.
Price : With
With

screw

Light Leather
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These filters are supplied in four different densities : No. 0,
extra light ; No. 1, light ; No. 2, medium ; No. 3, deep. For
instantaneous exposure the extra light or light filter should be
used ; for time exposi res the medium or deep filter.
Prices of Optochrom Filters in Optochrom adjustable holders :

clearly than with
a reflex camera.
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VIEW-FINDER

MAGNIFIER

This new focus¬
ables the user of
sing magnifier en¬
era, folding
fitted cam¬
with
any
the
usual small
reflecting finder,
to see the image,
considerably

Fit on Lenses
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21
63
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To
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The

case,

Reprinted

This new

The
" Diet
Distance
Meter"
Shows how far
the subject is
from the cam¬
era. The range

Leather

compact pocket tripod
folds flat when not in use,

THE ‘TRIPOCANE ’
WALKING-STICK TRIPOD

METER

including
11s. 6d.
including
13s. 6d.

9tb, 1934.
” In this new model of the well-known Justophot Meter, the
makers have succeeded in still further improving an instru¬
ment which has been found a most reliable and convenient
guide to the correct exposure of plates and films ... In its
new form the Justophot is one of the best investments

The correct exposure is seen on looking through the " Graco
Scop,” which contains an exposure scale from 25 seconds
to 1/1, 000th second.

Leather case 3/- extra.

i to 1 in. diameter,

Model II, to fit lens hood 1 to 11 in. diameter,
leather case .

Price

iVTuiKir

Price 21/-

Model I, to fit lens hood
leather case .
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A new exposure meter of the direct reading extinction type.
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occupying very little space,
and are light and efficient.
Roll films should be used

auxiliary support for short
time exposures. A clip
(supplied by most dealers)
for screwing to the camera
and attaching to a tree or
fence is another alterna¬
tive.

and a small supply packed
in the ruck-sack, which is
the normal luggage-carrier
of everyone on a hiking
expedition.
If time exposures are

The

contemplated for any sub¬
jects in addition to the
one mentioned above, it
may be well to pack a
small light folding tripod ;
there are several on the

The

Solitary

a way in, and these have an
unpleasant habit of doing
their fell work on the best
subjects.

Hiker.

Tetters to the Editor

The
the

SPOTTING
has

MINIATURE

been

much

that

the difficulties have

been

lately

in the

columns

grossly

over-exaggerated.

Mr. Alexander, in the April 25th issue, says “ the removal of
black spots from enlargements is not an easy job.” Nothing
is farther from the truth ; the removal of black spots is sim¬
plicity itself.
My own practice is always to leave the negative severely
alone, since working on the print is so much easier and more
satisfactory. I would say to miniature workers, therefore, do
not attempt to touch the negative. It is agreed, I think,
amongst the correspondents, that white spots on prints are
easily toned to the point of elimination as compared with the
surrounding tones by the application of water colour. All that
is necessary to remove black spots, therefore, is to bleach them
white by touching them with a brush moistened with a bleach¬
ing solution (e.g., that used in sulphide toning) and then to
match up the resulting white spot with water colour.
In practice the first step in working up an enlargement is
the bleaching out of all black spots. When all are bleached
out the print is run through hypo for a minute or so, washed
and dried. The print is then further treated in the usual way,
all the white spots being matched with the immediate sur¬
roundings. Instead of passing the whole print through hypo,
a little of the latter may be applied to each spot with a brush.
The print must be washed afterwards. Of course, the hypo
treatment is necessary only when a bleacher is used which
converts silver to silver halide ; a bleacher like Farmer’s
reducer requires no hypo treatment, but just washing. With
Farmer’s reducer it is sometimes actually possible to arrest
the bleaching (by flooding the area with water) at a point when
the spot matches its surroundings.
It is true that this method involves at least a rewashing
and drying of the print, but that is a small matter in view of
the simple way in which it eliminates what appears to be a
great difficulty to a large number of amateur photographers. —
Yours, etc.,
S. K. TWEEDY.

ROLL-FILM
Sir, — In

last

week’s

issue

of

is not

responsible

opinions

of his

correspondents.

A.P.”

film) is supplied
.
winding the
lm
be lifted only when
and
everyto fi

with

“ Disappointed

writes about panchromatic film getting fogged
holders. Of course, this trouble is not confined

in
to

”

roll-film
roll-film

holders, but to roll-film cameras as well. If “ Disappointed ”
had used Kodak S.S. pan. roll film he would see that the
makers evidently realised this and, to overcome that difficulty,
a portion of black adhesive tape (to stick over the red window

,

difficulty o
However, although the black tape gets over the
y*
fogging it is not such a good idea as a metal plate made
Koda
slide over the window at will, which I found Messrs.
nted
willing to fit at a very small charge. I suggest “ Disappoi added,
sends his roll-film holder to this firm to get the fitment
Yours,
—
past.
the
of
thing
a
be
will
and fogging

WARM
TONES
BY DEVELOPMENT.
Sir, — I have recently been carrying out experiments with
a view to obtaining warm black tones by direct development
with Kodak Royal and Fine Grain Royal tinted base papers.
I discovered that by using a more alkaline developing solu¬
than that recommended by Messrs. Kodak, this end could
tionachieved.
be
The alkaline in question takes the form of an increased
quantity of sodium sulphite, and if the following formula is used
at a temperature of about 650— 70° Fahr., very pleasing warm
black tones will result without any increase of exposure.
2 oz■ •
• •
. .
. .
Sodium sulphite . .
. . 20 drops
Potassium bromide (ten per cent solution)
Amidol
. .
. .
. .
....
60 grs.
20 oz..
..
..
..
Water
I feel sure that a number of readers would like to avail
themselves of this formula, which gives results comparable
with the best chloro-bromide papers with far less trouble.
K. J. PALMER.
Yours, etc.,

STEREOSCOPIC
Sir, — As

a

member

some
against
protest
small stereo
camera.

of “ The

WORK.

Stereoscopic

Society,”

I must

of the
advocacy
contributors’
of your
The
old-fashioned
standard
size (6f X3^

in.) is still the best ; with it we get a full-size picture, and the
lens separation of 3-J in. gives relief to the horizon. The 6 X 13
cm., having a separation of only 2|- in., does not give relief
beyond
a few feet, and it requires intervening objects to secure
that relief.
But for holiday or travelling purposes a light roll-film stereo
camera is needed, and one with as few movements as possible.

HOLDERS.
" The

for

Editor

NEGATIVES.

discussion

of " The A.P. & C.” relating to the spotting of miniature
negatives. I am not a miniature worker myself, but it seems
to me

be

should

kept in a light bag of washleather or oilskin. This will
not only protect it, but if
carried in the pocket it
will be found that dust,
crumbs and fluff will find

market, or at a pinch the
walking-stick can be made
to do good service as an

Sir, — There

camera

I suggest, therefore, a camera having the following specifications:
Rigid, boxform, fixed focus, pair of 4-in. f/6.3 anastigmats,
2-g- in. separation of lenses, or automatic, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, wire-frame finder fixed on rising front, camera back
to take from the standard roll film (3TX2J) four stereo prints
5 1 X 2 J in., which when trimmed
2-I-X2I- in. — Yours, etc.,

would give single prints
G. F. RAWCLIFFE.
19
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an

a topic

article

will

of interest

appear
to the

OUT-OF-DOORS

under

this

novice

IN

heading

dealing

in photography .

£ NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

TOWN.

FOR this Open-Air Number I had an idea of doing some

notes on a truly rural topic, but when I came to
put it into practice the whole thing went phut.
I will go back to that later on, when I have cooled down a
bit ; at present I am too savage to talk about it except
in a manner that even I should have to admit was
deplorable.
Subjects in Towns.
So I had another idea — why not take a snap or two in
town and leave rurality to its fate ? It seems to me that
some of us who live in or near a town are too prone to rush
away from it with our cameras, and no doubt we often
go farther and fare worse. London itself can hardly be
called a town ; it is a world, and a very wonderful world,
too. Only the other day I was in a part of it that is per¬
haps more familiar to us all than any other, and where I
have taken scores of photographs, and I saw a new version
of an old, old subject. It goes without saying that I had
no camera with me. I felt in all my pockets to see if a
miniature specimen had slipped into a corner and been
overlooked, but found not a single one. The subject as
I saw it, however, looked as though it would repeat itself
at certain times, and I am going to hunt it down if possible,
and see what I can make of it.
It is the same in all towns. We never know what is
going to turn up even in the most familiar spots. At any
time the most amazing transformation may confront us,
and no one can be sure that his daily route may not hold
surprises in store.
With very limited time at my disposal I took a 3 J X
camera and made for Lambeth Bridge, which, curiously
enough, I had not seen since its completion. Unfortunately,
it was a day without interesting skies. There was a certain
amount of late afternoon sunshine, and a pronounced
haze. It was not by any means dull, but softly luminous,
and in my opinion very beautiful.
Restricting a Camera.
The camera I had was rather a gadgety one, but I
decided that I would place myself on a level with the
beginner who has only a simple instrument. I set the
scale at infinity, and the shutter at 1 /25th of a second, made
the stop f/8, and ignored the existence of rising front,
filter and other “ doings.” I was using a fixed focus,
single speed, f/8, rigid front outfit, as so many have to do
whether they want to or not.
In half an hour I got twelve good negatives out of a
dozen films.

Victoria

Three views from Lambeth Bridge.
Tower Gardens. The River. Lambeth

I do not mean that I got any “ pictures.” The nearest
approach to one was on a film out of which I tore a large
chunk when removing the paper backing. Have you ever
torn a film ? Get a waste one and try to tear it. Then
you will marvel why every now and then a large slab of
a film will come off in your hand, and never out of a dud
Palace.

negative.

20
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Most of the twelve subjects I took were simply records of
a walk over Lambeth Bridge. Herewith are three of them —
the recreation grounds at one end ; a silhouette of the
Houses of Parliament, with distant tug ; and Lambeth
Palace at the other end.
If I had had time to wait about there would have been
chances for better subjects, as there were various craft
moving up or down stream at intervals. The middle print
of the three, for example, wanted something more than the
tug. As a matter of fact, I got some better subjects than
these three, but cannot show them here.
Possible

Architecture.

The single illustration is put in to show that such a
subject is also possible with the camera restrictions men¬
tioned. There was no need for a rising front in this case,
as the exposure (an end-on view of the County Hall) was
made from one end of Westminster Bridge, which is well
above the Terrace. Even those with only a single lens to
the camera need not hesitate to attempt architectural sub¬
jects. There may be some sign of curvilinear distortion
near the edges, but it will probably not be serious.
Still in a hurry I took a threepenny packet of M.Q.
developer, and forthwith developed the twelve films ;
and next day, with the same developer, I did twelve half¬
plate bromide enlargements. This is a very bad example
to set, perhaps, but I don’t mind who sees those prints.
According to the book of the words they ought to be very
bad ; but, in fact, they are very good, and I will defy any¬
one to pick out the last of the twelve, which ought to
betray itself by being the worst. Perhaps I had better
luck than I deserved.
This is, I fear, not a very open-airy article, but I hope you
have ferreted out from my wandering remarks the one thing
I want you to remember : there is open air in town as well
as in country. And perhaps you will also note another
thing : it is not safe to assume that we have exhausted the
photographic possibilities and opportunities of even the
most familiar places.
W. L. F. W.

Snags

in the use of a Reflex

HAVING acquired the ideal camera

of their dreams — a reflex — many
amateur photographers think
that all the difficulties of picture-making
will be miraculously cleared away, and
are surprised to find that their results
are sometimes poorer than those obtained
with a less expensive instrument.
Sometimes the trouble is due to the
use of a large-aperture lens without
stopping down when objects in various
planes are required to be sharply
focussed. The great temptation of a
beginner on looking at the fascinating
image on the reflex screen is to focus
critically on the main object, and pay
no regard to the surrounding details ; but
a few negatives marred by indefinite
blobs of light and shade soon teach an
unforgettable lesson.
Again, negatives are sometimes ob¬
tained which are sharp in the sky
portion and blurred in the foreground.
The fault here is not due to the lens or
camera, but to the photographer, and
his methods of releasing the shutter.
The knack of holding the camera
steadily, and of pushing down
the
shutter release trigger without a final
jerk to cause vibration is easily acquired ;
and thus another cause of unsharp
negatives is eliminated..

Camera

A mysterious case of a negative with a
very dense foreground divided by a
straight line from the less dense sky
portion was once encountered when using
a reflex camera with a multiple slit
focal-plane shutter. The resulting print
gave, of course, a very much overprinted
sky with a feeble foreground. The
trouble here was due to a hand coming
in contact with the rotating knob of the
shutter-winding mechanism. The hand
had acted as a brake on the falling shutter,
so that the foreground received a much
longer exposure than the sky.
But it is in sports work that one great
difference between the moving-mirror
reflex and the ordinary camera becomes
evident. With the camera fitted with
a lens shutter,

or with

the press type

of

focal-plane camera, the worker can
generally be sure that on releasing the
shutter the rapidly-moving object will
be where he wants it on the plate.
Not so with the reflex, however. Most

Even

j . D. robertson.

after years

of . work

with

a press

type of camera for rapidly-moving
objects, the experienced photographer
will have difficulties with a reflex. The
“ time lag ”
between the

of mirror and shutter,
instant of viewing the

subject, releasing the trigger, and com¬
pleting the exposure will, at first, be
responsible for many wasted plates.
Like every other camera, one must
get to know the reflex thoroughly before
it gives of its best. The observant
worker can, however, learn when to
release the shutter for such pictures
by anticipating the correct moment, and
get as good results as with an ordinary
focal-plane camera, but it will take
time and practice.
For rapid-action pictures, some reflex
cameras can be used in the following

popular-priced reflex cameras have a
hand-raised mirror, which means that
the shutter release has first to lift the

way : The hood of the reflex is closed
and the release lever pressed ; this locks
the mirror at the top of the camera out
of the way. If the shutter is now wound
and the release pressed, the, exposure is
made at the right instant ; while if a
direct-vision view-finder is fixed on the

mirror up out of the way, and then
fire the shutter. This time of lifting the
mirror is not constant, but depends on
the operator ; and has, of course, to be
allowed for.

top of the camera and a focussing scale
is marked on one of the struts supporting
the camera front, the reflex may be used
as a press camera. It is admittedly a
makeshift, but ensures greater accuracy.
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Mr.
HENRY

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

S.

NEWCOMBE

From
“

T

FIND

some

considerable

difficulty

in writing down exactly how
my exhibition pictures come into
being, as there seems to be no par¬
ticular formula for their production.
The bulk of them start life as exposures
made when on holiday, with a quarterplate Sinclair Una, or a reflex of similar
size which usually carries, ready for

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

probably otherwise remain unrecorded.
The technique necessary with such min¬
iature negatives, if a trifle exacting, is
intensely interesting, and has had a very
good influence on the technical quality
of my work with larger negatives.
“ Most

of my

exposures

are on fast

mounted

in the way

that

I propose

mounting the finished print. In this
way I save myself considerable waste
in materials and labour on unsatis¬
factory subjects, as the small print,
when mounted, shows any short¬
comings almost as well as a 15x12.
“The majority of my pictures for
competition are made on 12x10 or

backed panchromatic plates or ‘ Super¬
pan ’ films, with a fairly deep screen,

15X12 doubleweight Illingworth bro¬
mide paper, developed in pyro-soda
when a warm black tone is desired,
or amidolPrint
for prints
of a ‘ cooler
nature.
development
is by’
inspection, and no toning or chemical
after-treatment is used with the
exception of hypo-ferricyanide as a
means of ‘ adjusting ’ any necessary
high-lights. The double-weight paper
is a distinct convenience in handling
a wet print in the larger sizes, and in
its freedom from cracking.
“ When dry, the print is spotted
with water-colour, and then treated
with ‘ oil ’ and pigment, if I feel that
I can improve on Nature. As a general
rule I do not trim my large prints,
preferring to do most of my composing
in the enlarger so as nearly to fill the
paper with the desired subject, and
then to mount the print behind a
cream or white card in which a
suitable rectangular aperture has been
cut. The double-weight paper usually
calls for no reinforcement, and is secured
to the back of the mount by strips of
passe-partout binding, and a single
black-lead pencil line surrounding the

Lines

of

Civilization.

use, a 1 2-in. Dallmever Dallon lens.
Although a Tessar of normal focus
is also available for this camera, I
find that the long-focus
to ‘ find ’ subjects
part is greater than
Latterly, much
been done with a
which, owing to the
secures

22

many

lens helps me

in which ‘ the
the whole.’
of my work has
Model II Leica,
ease of handling,

‘ pictures ’ which

would

By

H.

S.

Newcombe

which I find beneficial for all landscape
work. Exposures are on the full side,
and development, which is carried out
by time and temperature in total
darkness, aims at a negative which
will enlarge satisfactorily on normal
bromide paper.
"As a general rule I examine all
likely negatives by making a more or
less finished half-plate enlargement,

444

.

picture is generally the only embellish¬
ment on the front.
“ As I am a fairly prolific worker,
I feel that it is worth recording the
amount of valuable help that I have
received through the media of club
membership, and particularly the
criticisms of ' embryo ’ pictures sub¬
mitted to the ‘ Postal ’ and ‘ Somer¬
set ’ portfolios. Every aspiring pictorialist should make use of the
candid

and

helpful

suggestions

criticisms to be secured

and

in this way.”
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THE

SENTINEL,

DURHAM.

By
(See article, “ How

I make

my Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

H. S. Newcombe.
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“ TT

7"HO

yy

hath

smelt

wood

smoke

Who is
twilight ?
by
quick to read the noises

of the night ?
Let him follow with the others, for
To

the young men’s feet are
turning
the camps of proved desired
and

known

delight.”
Kipling.

Camping is the happiest of all openair holidays, and it offers unique oppor¬
tunities to the keen photographer ; but
there are certain precautions to be
observed.
The chief enemy to be constantly
guarded against is dampness ; the
rain from above and the mist from
below. Many a camera has come home
from camp with its leather covering
hanging loose from the body, and the
shutter refusing to open or shut. The
ordinary camera case, even if it is
leather “ de luxe,” is of little protection
against damp.
To the millionaire the problem is
not a very difficult one. I see that
a well-known London firm offers an
air-tight enamelled steel case, to hold
a quarter-plate reflex, at 100s. There
is, however, a simpler and cheaper
way out. The ordinary large square
biscuit tin (price is. from any grocer)
is a most efficient camera case. It
will hold a reflex, a telephoto lens,
and half a dozen film packs without
difficulty, and it is absolutely dampproof. It is easily packed on the
car or motor lorry for transport.
For hikers, or those at any rate
who use a smaller camera, oiled silk,
which can be bought at any chemist’s,
will give the necessary protection if
the camera is wrapped in it when not

^CAMERA
IN CAMP
-

By

F. W.

LOXTON.

in use. It is worth knowing that oiled
silk tobacco pouches (3d. each at
Woolworths) will comfortably hold
two 34 X2^ or one J-plate film pack.
But hikers and campers as a class hardly
need hints of this kind, as they are
resourceful and observant.
Insects are another cause of trouble,
and the wise photographer will be
careful not to leave his camera lying
about on the grass or even hanging on
the tent pole for very long. Earwigs
are expert mountaineers, and tent poles
seem
them. to have a special fascination for
What equipment should be taken ?
As regards the camera there is no need
for anything out of the ordinary. The
main thing is to know your own camera
thoroughly before taking it to camp.
The size and type is a matter of personal
taste. The writer has tried all sorts,
from a half-plate square bellows to a
half-V.P.K. Test it carefully before
setting out ; there are no facilities
for repair in camp.
As regards sensitive material the
photographer is very fortunate this
season in having the new super-sensitive
panchromatic film at his disposal.
There ought to be some interesting
camp-fire scenes at the next Salon.
A lens-shade is essential ; most of the
photographs will be taken in sunshine,
and some of them against the light.
An exposure meter will prove invaluable
in woodland scenes and along the shady
river banks.
Last, but not least, be sure and take
a photograph of the farmer and his
family on whose land you are camping,
and send it to him when you get home.
If it is a good portrait he will be delighted
to have it, and if it is not too flattering
23
you will be safely out of his reach I
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cases :

Sports,

speed

boats, dirt or grass track
motor-cycle racing,
i/5ooth of a second ;
express trains, horse
racing, diving, i/8ooth of
a second ; motor-cycle
and car track racing, fast
airplanes, flying birds,
1 /i, oooth of a second.
These figures are given
assuming that the ob ject is
travelling directly across
the field of the camera at
a distance of not less than

SPE1
m

twenty yards. If it is
moving slantingly across,
double this exposure may
be given, and four times
as much if travelling
directly towards or away
from the camera.
It must always be
remembered that the
correct exposure depends
upon the amount of light,
and sometimes these
short exposures will not
be possible. It is useless

Neck and Neck.

THE amateur photographer wil find in high¬

speed work a highly interesting branch of his
hobby. It is essentially an open-air. subject
for bright days, and the thrill of following
a fast-moving object, anticipating the critical moment
of exposure, has to be experienced to be appreciated.
Obviously, the most important factor in high-speed
work is the exposure, which in many cases must be
extremely short. The failure of most beginners seems
due to ignorance of the shutter speeds necessary.
These vary with the speed and direction of the object,
and its distance from the camera. Here are particulars
of the minimum exposures necessary in some common
Hurdle Racing.

to snap at 1/1, oooth of
second if it is too dark t
do so. But in these daj

Flat Racing.
24

of super-fast plates an
films and large-apertur
lenses that trouble is nc
now so great. My ow
method is to use the large:
aperture and fastest plat
possible and the longe:
exposure conditions wil
allow, always assuming tha
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blurred,

WILLIAM C.
ROWSELL.

but

this is

frequently an advan¬
tage, giving a greater
impression of speed.
Make a point of
releasing the shutter a
fraction earlier than
apparently necessary.
There is always a
“ time lag ” between
your thought and the
actual action of press¬
ing the trigger, and
with fast-moving sub¬
jects a fraction of a
second may mean a
difference of a dozen
yards or more.
A direct-vision view¬
finder is an asset, as
anyone who has tried
following a moving ob¬
ject in a small reflex
finder will appreciate.

all movement

can be

stopped at that speed.
It may be thought
from the foregoing re¬
marks that speed pho¬
tography is confined to
users of special appa¬
ratus. This is not so,
for if the camera is
moved round at the
same speed as the
object, even a box
camera will give re¬
markable results.

Modern

Tennis.

The wire view-finder will be found suitable, though I
myself prefer the brilliant, reducing-lens type.
Sports pictures are a much more difficult propo¬
sition. It is impossible to follow the subject, and the
background frequently plays an important part in the
composition. With a slow-speed camera the only
Cycle

This is the way to do it.
1.
Assume that you are taking
•rjt a motor cycle at speed.
Focus the camera upon a
■H
point that you consider the
most suitable for the photo¬
graph and over which the
cle will probably pass. Sight the
achine in the view-finder when it
some distance off, and move the
mera round smoothly so that the
>ject appears stationary in the
ider. A fraction of a second before
reaches the selected point press
e trigger, being careful not to jerk.
Even if a slow shutter speed is
;ed this should give a perfectly
iarp photograph of the racing
rcle. The background will be

Racing.

High

thing to do is to wait for the “ dead moment.” This
is a fleeting instant when action is temporarily sus¬
pended — at the top of a

viewpoint.

jump or at the end of a
movement. Anticipation
plays a big part here, and
practice is necessary to
appreciate
the exposure.
exact mo¬
ment for the
The focal-plane camera
is the ideal for all speed
work. Its efficiency, even
at a speed of i/i,oooth
of a second is remarkable,

Dirt-track

449

Racing.

and its possibilities with
modern plates and films are
almost unlimited. What¬
ever his type of camera
the reader will find highspeed photography25 an
absorbing occupation.
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Lazy Hiver Holidays
zvith the Camera
By

C. W.

BROMLEY.

FAMILIAR as we all are with the Thames and pictures in

its lower reaches as far as Oxford, the forty-four miles
or so above Oxford are not so well known, but they
include some of the most beautiful scenery and attractive
material for the pictorial photographer.
This part of the river affords wonderful possibilities for
a quiet, lazy holiday that will appeal to the open-air en¬
thusiast who does not wish to spend a vacation in too
strenuous a manner. The ideal method is by means of a
punt, which is an easy craft of shallow draught suitable
for the upper reaches ; it is simple to propel, and at the same
time can be co¬
vered in and is

At

sufficiently com¬
modious to afford

serious

sleeping accom¬
modation
at
night.
From

Cricklade.

effort

to

do justice to the
scenic possibilities
but were secured
as records.
The river itself

Cricklade,

the starting-point,
to Lechlade, the
river is very
shallow in dry
weather.
This

during

the whole

journey
from
Cricklade to Ox¬
ford will usually

lack of depth is
convenient, it is

be the main fea¬
ture of pictures
taken, but there is

true, for photo¬
graphic purposes ;
all one has to do

ample material
for the photogra¬

is to step out of
the boat into the
river in order to

pher in the It
sur¬is
roundings.

obtain a picture
inclu ding the boat .
The illustrations
herewith are a

very easy to land

few of many
taken last Whit¬
sun, they do not
represent any

mooring or land¬
wards
for landing
ing
— and
the re¬
are views of most

anywhere
— there
are
practically
no
notices forbidding

Radcott

Bridge.

charming landscapes
with
plenty of cattle,
villages.

thatched farmhouses and quaint
Whitsun is an ideal time of year to indulge in this trip
as the whole of the river course is quiet and conducive to
lazy progress. For a whole day no other pleasure boats will
be seen. The punt can be stopped at any time, or taken
quietly along as required, and all photographic impedimenta
can be carried comfortably.
For this reason, practically any type of camera can be used,
either a pocket camera or a heavy field outfit or reflex.
With regard to exposures and material, when the river is
included, reflections from the water will cut down the time
and help to illuminate heavy shadows under trees.
Exposures on the whole will be found to be very short.
Using plates of 700 H. & D. I found that i/5oth sec. at f/8
was ample for practically all the river shots, excepting
towards evening when the light was fading. In bright

Lechlade.
26

sunlight, shorter exposures still can be given, or if super¬
speed panchromatic plates or films are used. A colour filter
will be found very useful for these subjects, and a tripod is
also a convenience.
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2. — “ The Sunlit Wall”
By H. Hanson.

1. — “ Truants

By A. F. Syer
5. — “ In

an

Old-fashioned

By L. E. Hoddle.

Town.”

4. — “ Carton
3. — “ Sampling

By

L. H.

the

By A.

Catch.”

Towner.

6. — “ Yokeskei.”

By

C. Seldon

(S . Africa).

Mayworth

V. Heming.
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
t, “
Critical Commen
hypercritical to expect perfection

Some

THERE seems to be a particular
appropriateness

No.

in the selection

for an “ Open Air ” number of
1 of the prints reproduced on the

opposite page — “ Truants,” by A. F.
Syer — in that not only are the little
individuals who form the subject
matter enjoying the brightness of
out of doors, but so also, it may be
assumed, was the photographer.
Chance

Subjects.

The subject is one of those things
that, by a happy chance, can often be
caught, when in the open, by the
worker who has his camera “ at the
ready.”
It would

have

to be taken

as and

when it occurred, and, though its
author may have been bent upon
another sort of thing, he did not miss
the opportunity as it offered. It is an
attractive piece of work, particularly
fortunate in that the chief figure, at
the end of the jetty, is shown so that
the light portions of the body are
displayed against a darker part of the
water, and the dark of the head
against a light.
These contrasts of tone afford a
strong emphasis, and concentrate the
main attraction in that figure, a
feature which, in itself, does much to
provide a satisfactory composition.
The line of the bank, running away
at so pronounced a diagonal, is not
quite so happy, but the boat provides
an effective stop, and the tendency is
also, to a noticeable extent, counter¬
acted by the presence of the group
more over to the right. Possibly, the
children might tell a little better if
they were shown on a larger scale, but
that, apparently, was impossible, for
the viewpoint was probably circum¬
scribed, and the present area cannot
be cut down without sacrificing some¬
thing of the arrangement.
Time

The

for

element

Consideration.

of chance,

again, has

favoured L. E. Hoddle in No. 5, “ In an
Old-fashioned Town,” where it shows
itself in the presence of the figures.
It is true that their position would
be stronger if they were placed
slightly more over to the left, but, in a
case like this where a certain rapidity
of action is called for, it would be

pS'0'’"0"' °°

in
arrangement, although, with experi¬
ence, the abilitv to achieve it, without
missing the figures, seems to be

somewhat greater area of sky at the
expense of the foreground, the picture
proportions would also be improved.
Nevertheless, the work is very

acquired.
On the

promising in its class, and, incidentally,
illustrates the sort of clouds that occur

other

hand,

there

would

appear to be a measure of pre-arrange¬
ment about No. 3, “ Sampling the
Catch,” by L. H. Towner, for there
would have to be some co-operation
between figures and operator. The
precise moment for making the ex¬
posure, however, would be determined
by the time taken to induce the dog
to assume the required pose.
Then, the opportunity would have
to be seized without any delay, but
there would, at any rate, be a little
time for consideration before the
figures were brought on the scene, and,
as that of the dog is partly cut off,
the time in question might have been
utilised in the choice of a somewhat

with a westerly or north-westerly
wind, to which reference was made in
our review last week.
Town

The

same

and

Country.

feature

is repeated

in

No. 6, “ Yokeskei,” by C. Seldon, but,
as the print comes from South Africa,
it is impossible to say whether the
clouds are characteristic of those par¬
ticular winds or not. Their formation
is similar, and, at all events, they serve
their purpose with admirable effect.
A suggestion of open air and space
is also well conveyed, and, in this,

distant viewpoint. This would
avoided the truncation of the

they play their part ; but it is probable
that a finer composition would have
been evolved had the base of the tree
on the left been included. The mass

animal’s body, and provided a more
adequate setting, a feature which
seems to be an obvious desirability.

of foliage on that side, without visible
means of support, invites a question
concerning its origin, and, as the

more
have

Work

in

the

Open.

A point of this nature is one that
should be borne in mind when similar
subjects are essayed in the future, but
work out of doors also embraces pure
landscape and scenes of an urban
character without figures.
An example of the former class is
to be seen in No. 4, “ Carton Mayworth,” by A. V. Heming, where the
natural beauties of the subject are
enhanced by an effect of sunshine.
This effect gets across quite well, for
it is helped by the dark of the near-by
tree and the presence of the shadow in
the foreground.
It would be better still if the latter
extended right to the bottom lefthand corner, instead of allowing it to
be impaired by the splash of sunlight
there, and, as far as can be seen, this
state of affairs might have been
achieved by the adoption of a slightly
nearer viewpoint, the camera being
slightly raised at the same time.
The expedient, too, would have the
advantage of reducing the intrusion
on the left, even if it did not remove
it entirely, and if the camera front
were raised as well so as to include a

most prominent element, it is pre¬
vented from assuming its full im¬
Whereas, if it had been found
portance.
possible to include the trunk and root,
together with a small margin on the
other side, these queries would not
arise, and the arrangement would be
appreciably strengthened . Open - air
subjects, however, are to be found in
the town as well as in the country, and
need not necessarily be accompanied
by figures, a fact which is illustrated
in No. 2, “ The Sunlit Wall,” by
H. Hanson.
Glancing

Sunshine.

The effect of glancing sunshine,
which forms the motive, was very
attractive, and, to a certain extent, is
brought forward in the reproduction.
It would, however, attain a greater
significance were there a greater
proportion of shadow tone, particu¬
larly if this could be placed on the
left-hand side and towards the top.
What is wanted is more shadow on
the left at the top, and possibly at
the base; and, once again, to enable
this to be included, a more distant
viewpoint

is indicated.

“ Mentor.”
27
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P ictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ FREEDOM

NO doubt a certain sophistication

distinguishes this example of
work that is possible in the open
air from that discussed on the pre¬
ceding page, where a figure and dog
were also dealt with. The under¬
lying intention is not dissimilar,
although, in this instance, a feeling for
sunlight as well as a suggestion of
spaciousness and air provide
an additional embellishment.
Air

and

OF THE
Force

HOLIDAYS,”
of Arrangement.

The form, once it is described, is
easily seen, but, all the same, is not so
obvious as to defeat its object by
becoming unduly prominent. Never¬
theless, its strength is there, and
another feature which affords an aid
in the same direction is the power of
placing, the figure (1), as the chief

Space.

stopping down, they are de¬
cidedly useful, besides, in that
they
possible
the in¬
clusionrender
of so great
an expanse
of sky. It is that expanse that
is primarily responsible for
the suggestion of air and
space, which is more or less
illusory, and which, in the
absence of any real distance,
is most difficult to create.
Direction

presence of clouds, even
though they be somewhat
blobby m formation, but the
relative proportions of land¬
scape and sky are determined
by the adoption of a com¬
paratively low viewpoint, the
camera
being directed up¬
wards.
an

lighter tones ; its retention
of the relative brightness of
sunlit figure, clouds and blue
sky ; its richness of shadow
tone and pleasant harmony,
with no excess of contrast

Something in the nature of
added impressiveness is

imparted by this expedient to
the figures, and, possibly, it
has avoided what might have
been incongruous features
which may now be hidden
behind the rocks. It does, at

anywhere ; and its decisive¬
ness of rendering, is no less

all events, allow the girl and

effective, while the composition, assu¬
ming a pyramidal form, is strong, and
the measure of its success is to be

attraction, being put in a position
sufficiently off the centre to avoid any
suggestion of symmetry or formality,

inferred from the force and vitality
with which the artistic attributes are

and yet far enough from the left-hand
edge
to prevent any feeling of weak¬
ness arising.

28

of View.

The suggestion is aided,
quite considerably, by the

aspects of the work. The
technique, with its admirable
distinction of values in the

indicated by the line of the dog’s back,
the figure’s arm and head on the right,
and, on the left, by the outline of the
figure down to the base.

an illusion is created of more
space than actually exists in front.
The depth of tone in the rocks forms
a good foundation, and does much
towards the expression of the sense of
space as well as that of light ; but it
could be wished that they were not
quite so noticeably out of focus and
indecisive in outline.
Despite this somewhat un¬
fortunate oversight, which
could have been avoided by

There is, besides, a fine im¬
pression of the quality of
luminosity, and, with all these
attributes, it is not surprising
that the appeal of the picture
is vivid and arresting.
Moreover, the grace and
beauty of the figure furnish
yet a further attraction, which
is emphasised and stressed
by the sunlight that outlines
her form. Naturally, the sun¬
shine, of all these qualities,
takes pride of place as the
motive, though the feeling of
air and space runs it pretty
close. Still, the two are not
discordant, and, as the picture
demonstrates, join together
in harmonious accord.
So much for the aesthetic

expressed.
The form, perhaps, is more obvious
than in the example discussed last
week, where it was suggested rather
than definitely outlined. Here, with
the rocks as a base, the two sides are

Bernard Fleet.

bybehind,

In ordinary circumstances, and with
a subject like this, it would be found
desirable to provide more space in
front of the figure than behind, and,
were it not for the dog, it would be
better in this instance. The existence
of the dog, however, enables the more
forward position to be successfully
adopted, for, in filling in the space

454

dog to be finely displayed against a
setting that does not detract from
their excellent points, and that shows
them off in a most admirable and
effective way.
The picture is decidedly attractive,
and, though it may yet be a little early
to essay works of a similar nature, it
cannot be too strongly urged that now
is the time to commence work in the
open, so that, when the real holiday
time comes along, we shall be ready
and fully prepared to tackle whatever
we feel disposed to try.
“ Mentor.”
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ON THE ROAD
SCOTLAND
By

MARY

CRANFIELD.

A HOLIDAY spent on the roads

has its difficulties for the photo¬
grapher, as well as its everchanging delights. The accompanying
pictures, and many dozen more, were
all taken on a motor tour in Scotland,
driving on an average a hundred to a
hundred and fifty miles a day.
For one who likes to walk round a

At

subject and think about it' the first
impression of a holiday always on the
move is that of tantalising waste of
opportunities. There is no chance to
revisit a place for a different lighting
effect — no time for consideration. Each
scene offers itself once in passing, and
no more. Either it is worth taking
as it is, or as a few steps one way or
the other will make it, or not. Take
it or leave it !
After a time, however, one adjusts
oneself to these conditions. There are
such countless pictures on the roadside
that, if only one is quick to see and
decide, choice of subjects makes up
for choice of conditions. If the light
is wrong for one thing, leave that
alone and pass on, but don't, if you
can help it, miss a real picture when
you see one.
The “ might-havebeens ” of motor photography are no
pleasanter to remember afterwards
than any other lost opportunities.
And the tendency is always to miss
things for want of quick decision.
One small point will make a big
difference to the bag. Where do you

magnification,

this will be the best lens

A long tour into unfamiliar country
is the best cure in the world for the
“ staleness ” that fails to recognise
a picture when it sees one, and the
more different holiday scenery is from
our usual surroundings, the more
do subjects jump to the eye on every
Beside

the

A

shot' at g p.m.

snap-

carry your camera on a motor holiday ?
On the answer to that question will
probably depend the success or failure
of the whole tour from a photographic
point of view. It is always a bit of
an effort when the car is running
pleasantly to stop and get out for a
snap, and if the camera has to be
found, taken out of its case and open¬
ed, the chances
are that laziness
win, and pic¬
after picture
slip past and
irretrievably

of
out
of pictures
its case, isopen
and ready, and on
its
—
or owner’s
on that knee
of an
obliging passenger.
If you are the
fortunate owner
of a telephoto
Farm

the

subjects that must have a short-focus
lens are generally the sort that will
stand still and wait for a lens to
be changed.

The only sen¬
sible place for a
camera on a tour
through any land

Upland

on

to keep in position. All living road¬
side snaps are easier to catch if it is
not necessary to go too close, and the

will
ture
will
be
lost.

An

the top of the Devil’s Elbow,
Spittal of Glenshee.

on the road from Johnstone.

lens

of

moderate

On

side.

the roadside.

So for a holiday tour go as far

away as possible, and if you are a
southerner, leave the crowded roads
of the south and try Scotland for a
change ; among other attractions of
the north an extra hour’s daylight is
not to be despised for any holiday
purpose — least of all if that purpose
is photographic. In any case, the
longest day is all too short when an
almost unbroken panorama of beauty
unfolds itself before one.
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The Central Association of Photographic Societies will hold
its outing for all societies in the association to Kodak Works,
Harrow, on Thursday, May 24th. An attractive programme
has been arranged. Full particulars can be obtained from
the Secretaries of the societies concerned.
There are vacancies for several members in The Camera
Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2, membership of which
should be particularly attractive to readers of The Amateur
Photographer.

Besides

being

fully equipped

with

studio,

en¬

abling a great variation of lighting effects, enlargers for ordi¬
nary and Leica negatives, workrooms and all photographic
facilities, The Camera Club provides all the amenities of a
social club, at which light meals may be taken, billiards and
other amusements enjoyed, and all current photographic
and general news matter perused. The club is fully licensed.
Membership is open to both sexes, and readers who may not
be acquainted with a member who can propose them, should
apply to the Secretary, at the above address, who will be pleased
to make the necessary arrangements.
A well-illustrated little booklet dealing with Night Photo¬
graphy, with Ilford Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plates, can
be obtained free on application to Ilford, Ltd., Ilford.

The Hull Photographic Society is celebrating its jubilee
with an exhibition at the Mortimer Gallery, City Hall, Hull.
It is being held conjointly with the Yorkshire Photographic
Union Conference, and remains open until May 31st. The
show was opened by the Lord Mayor of Hull, and a most
attractive illustrated catalogue has been issued.
The Sheffield Photographic Society has issued an open
invitation to all amateur photographers to visit and inspect
the rooms and work of the society at 246, West Street, Sheffield.
The S.P.S. has been in existence for seventy years, and is still
going strong. If visitors call on any Tuesday or Thursday,
between 7 and 9 p.m., members will be on duty to make them
at home and supply all information regarding membership of
the society. The Hon. Secretary is Miss M. O. Turner, 16,
Glentilt Road, Sheffield, 7.
The Federation of Civil Service Photographic Societies is
organising two summer competitions, the closing date in each
case being 31st October, 1934. The first, which will be of
interest to London Service photographers, is for the best
picture of the interior or exterior of the buildings in Govern¬
ment occupation which occupy the site of the former Royal
Palace of Whitehall — on which a super Government office will
be erected very shortly. The second, which will be of interest
both to London and provincial Civil servants, is for the best
illustrated article dealing with the history and topography
of any English or Scottish road (whether a prehistoric trackway,
a Roman road, an old coach route or a modern arterial road),
the selection of the locality dealt with to be at the discretion of
competitors. Both competitions are open to non-members,
who may obtain details by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to Mr. W. A. Wood, Glenhurst, The Crosspath,
Radlett, Herts.
The Summer Syllabus of the Hammersmith Hampshire
House Photographic Society, has just been published. This
includes an attractive list of weekly lectures and demonstrations,
several exhibitions and " One-man shows,” and whole-day
outings led by experienced workers two or three times a
month. H.H.H.P.S. is well known for the photographic facili¬
ties available to members, they are now also able to enjoy the
full advantages of a social club. The Hon. Secretary, Miss
R. Noble, 3, Strauss Road, London, W.4, will be pleased to
send a syllabus and further information to anyone interested.

For the photographer to whom the camera for plates and
film pack still makes an appeal as being the best type of all¬
round instrument, the “ New Norfolk,” just introduced by
the Sheffield Photo Co., Ltd. (Norfolk Row, Fargate, Sheffield),
is remarkable value. This camera is beautifully made,
strong and sturdy. The body is constructed of a light alloy,
leather covered, and the finish throughout is first class. It
takes plates or film pack 3} x 2 J in., has double extension, with
smooth-working rack and pinion, and closes to pocket size
without projections, 5 X 3f X if. It has screw actuated rising
and cross front, and when fully extended the U-shaped metal
front is perfectly rigid. It is fitted with brilliant and directvision finders. The lens is a Zeranar anastigmat of 4-|~in.
focus, working at f/3.5, giving critical definition at full aperture.
The shutter is the Compur delayed action with trigger and
cable release. It is a camera for universal use that will
appeal to hundreds of serious photographers. Not the least
attractive feature of the' outfit is its price, which is £6 15s.,
including 3 slides. The film-pack adapter costs 6s. gd., and
extra slides are is. 9d. each.
For the open-air photographer a small pocket-size light¬
weight tripod is wanted, and the demand is answered by the
B.K.D. Pocket Tripod, which Messrs. Peeling & Van Neck
(Holborn Circus) sponsor in the British market. This 42-inch
tripod of eight metal sections, shuts up into a 9-inch length,
which is tucked into a neat leather case. Each section is a
double-ribbed tube, and has two spring catches — an improve¬
ment on the single catches of many light tripods. It is fitted
with rubber tips to the feet for use on polished floors and the
tips are removable when the tripod is used on grass or other
ground. It folds flat, in a width of only if in., but when
extended it is rigid enough for the popular small cameras of
to-day. It costs only 24s.
The Rhaco firm, whose goods are distributed in Britain by
Sands Hunter & Co. (Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.), provide a
finder-magnifier, costing 6s. 6d., which makes the small view¬
finder fitted to most hand cameras a much more serviceable
tool. The magnifier is a neat tube, with focussing eyepiece to
suit all eyesights, which clips on to the top of the little brilliant
finder. There are some devices of the kind which just slip on
to the finder if it happens to suit their dimensions, but this
one has a spring clip which adjusts itself to almost any size
of brilliant finder now made. The magnifying glass gives a
bigger image to begin with, and as the photographer looks at
that image through a dark tube it shows up much more bril¬
liantly. The tube also compels the user to look straight down
at the finder, and he cannot be misled by an oblique glance, as
when using the naked finder. A very practical little gadget.
The members of the Lantern Slide Postal Club have an
entirely new set of approximately 80 slides, with a criticism
by Mr. J. Dudley Johnston, which they are prepared to lend
to photographic societies during the coming winter. Secre¬
taries of borrowing societies should write to Mr. C. N. Fenton,
203, Copster Hill Road, Oldham.
The larger picture appearing on the first page of this issue.
The Freedom of the Wheel,” is by H. Horne, and was awarded
first prize in our recent competition for cycling and motor
cycling photographs.
An obvious misprint occurred in an article on " The Cine
Lens and Exposure” in last week’s issue of The Amateur
Photographer .

As

several

readers

have

already

written

in

regard
it, we
it here.
wordshould
" filters
” inbeen
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seventh toline
fromrefer
the toend
of the The
article
have
" films.”
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THE
WESTMINSTER

ROLLEICORD
A LOW
PRICED
REFLEX

AT

The THE
‘WELTA
PERFECTS
VERY
LATEST

£10 : 10 : 0
Nine monthly
payments of 24/6.

If you do not see what you
want in our advertisements

Takes 12 pictures on
standard 31 21 Roll
Film.
F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar
anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th B.
sec., T. and

LEICA

MODEL

With F/2Summar

III

CAMERA

in Collapsible Mount

1-pl. Adams’ Vaido, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic in Compound shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£7 10 0
81-in. f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar in Compound
Shutter .
£4 17 6
No. 1 Panoram Kodak, f/6. 8 Ross Homocentric lens, size of picture 7 x 31 £5 10 0
31 x 21. Cocarette, f/4.5 Nettar, in Telma
shutter. .*.
£3 3 0
6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
in Compur shutter .
£9 17 6

Self-capping focal -plane shutter, speeds 1 to l/500th
sec., T. and B., automatic focus- j|>0 O ■ * O .A
sing, interchangeable lens mount
ilu ■ V
Nine monthly payments of 78/6.

l Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar anas£25 : 0] : 0
Nine monthly payments of 58/4.
^

Zeiss Ikon SUPER IKONTA

F.P.
31
Ross
film,

adapter .
£10 10 0
x 21 Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5, 6-in.
Xpres, 1 double slide, roll-holder for
12-in. f/6 Dallmeyer Telephoto, case
£16 10 0
41 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, up-to-date,
as new, f/2.9 Fentac, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£14 17 6
6x4 in. and Smaller Kodak Auto. Focus
Vertical Enlarger, automatic in action,
complete .
£4 17 6

.

10

0

£9
.
.

I.

F/3.5 Foth anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, with delayed-action device, speeds l/25th
to l/500th sec. and B. Very
■ *1 0 ■ d
compact .
. .
■ IA . D
Nine monthly payments of 10/10.

l

g¬

ti

as

an
.9

/1

f
x,

Si
er

Takes 16 Pictures on V.P. Film.

a

p
Sru
ye

FOCAL-PLANE
SHUTTER.

de

me

ll

Da

FOTH-DERBY

ic

t,

Popular Telephoto f/6
£4 10 0
3 1 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar,
3-speed .
. .
£2 5 0
31 x 21 Voigtlander Prominent, f/4.5
Heliar, in delayed-action Compur. leather
case .
£18 10 0
1-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3
double slides, leather case .
£10 17 6
6x6 cm. Brilliant Roll Film Reflex,
f/7.7 anastigmat lens .
£1 17 6
51 x 31 Postcard Cocarette Roll Film,
f/6.3 anastigmat lens .
£3 0 0
41 x 6 cm. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
3 double slides, F.F. adapter. As new
£15 0 0
31 x 21 Ensign Cameo, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, in delayed-action Compur shut¬
ter, 2 slides. As new .
£11 17 6
81 x 8! Ross Enlarging Lantern, 11-in.
condenser, adapted for electric light
£15 17 6
31 x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex,
f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat. .£650
51 x 31 Postcard Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat
lens, 3-speed shutter .
£1 10 0
31 X 21 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
3 double elides, leather case .
£16 10 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Trona, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar, in delayed-action Compur shutter,
6 elides, F.P. adapter, leather case £12 17 6
1-pl. Abbeydale Enlarger, in oak, chain
and sprocket adjustments, 6-in. Goerz
Dagor, in focussing mount .
£9 10 0
r

So
ho
Re
f
Takes 8 Pictures 31 x 21 or 16 pictureslexon 21 x If
,f/
on standard 31 x 21 Roll Films.
4.
5G
Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. andoer B.,
zD
self-erecting front. Built-in range-finder, ensuring
og
ma
critical focus for every pictur
r,
e. £17:0:0
Nine monthly payments of 39/8.
For Pictures 41 x 2A or 2\ x 2J.
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,

II
or
II

Mo

Le

ma

fo

.

10-in. Dallmeyer

Sent on 7 days’ approval
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS.

THE

THE

OMBRUX

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Complete

STREET
8 / 40 Zeiss Delactis Prism Binoculars, in

case .

84/-

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

0

6 x 13 cm. Stereo Roll Heidoscope, f/4.5
Tessar lenses, complete in case, with Proxar
lenses. Splendid condition .
£25 0 0
19-in. Ross Goerz f/7.7 Double Anastigmat,
in iris mount .
£9 17 6
10-in. Dallmeyer Ballon f/5.6 Telephoto
lens .
£9 0 0
6 x 30 Zeiss Silvamar Prism Binoculars,
in case .
£8 10 0
12 x 10 Sanderson Field Set, in teak, 3
double book-form slides .
£15 15 0
i-pl. Sanderson Field Set, 3 double slides,
tripod .
£4 17 6
i-pl. Cameo Double Extension, f/6.3 Ross
Homocentric, in delayed-action Compur
shutter, 6 slides. New condition £6 17 6
31 x 21 Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3. ... £2 7 6

6x6

cm. Rolleiflex, latest automatic,

f/3.8 Tessar, in Compur shutter, leather
case .
£18 10 0
i-pl. Graflex Reflex Model B, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, F.P. adapter, 1 double slide, leather
case .
£7 17 6
9 x 12 cm. lea Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£13 17 6
3i x 2i Zeiss Ikon Donata, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, in delayed-action Compur shutter,
4 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £9 17 6
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger,
f/6.3 anastigmat lens, complete, automatic
adjustment .
£6 5 0

AMATEUR

S.W.1

Standard
V.P.
Roll Films
front..f/3.9
Pitted
Solinar
£5.5-0
anastigmat,
Com¬
pur
shutter, inspeeds
1 to l/300th sec., T.
and B. self -erecting
Nine monthly
payments

of 12/3.

THE ENSIGN IVIIDCET

6i-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, in sunk focussing
£8 17 6

Whole-plate Watson’s Square Bellows
Field Camera, Watson’s R,R. lens,£4 110slide0
16-mm. Victor Model 3 Cine, f/3.5 Dall¬
meyer, in leather case. Condition as new
£18 17 6

6 x 41 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/2

Ernostar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£10 17 8
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac,
F.P. adapter, leather case. As£16new10 0
91-in. Cooke Series X f/2.5 Anastigmat,
in sunk mount .
£22 10 0

against full cash deposit.
LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE.

Appointed
Associate
of the an
Institute

EXCHANGE LTD.
62, Piccadilly, W.1
REGent 1360.

1432.

0689.

‘O’

ASPEEDEX
AGF
Takes

mount .

WESTMINSTER

119, Victoria Street,
VICTORIA

£13 10

1-pl. Standard Enlarger, 81-in. condenser
£4 10 0

in

Nine monthly
payments of 9/10.

shutter, speeds
1 to 1/30'0'th
sec., focussing,
T. and B., metal
f/3.5
Trioplan
focussing
lens, lever
focussing hood, fitted with magnifying lens for
sharp definition. Takes 12 pictures on standard
31x21 roll film. (Write for leaflet.)

6J x 31 and 9 x 18 cm. Stereo Ideal, pair

lit, Oxford Street, W.1
GERrard

of 31/6.

Fitted f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses, in Compound
shutter, 6 slides, leather case. Very nice
condition .
£10 17 6
Whole-plate 51-in. Meyer Wide-Angle
Aristostigmat, in iris mount, f/9 £5 17 6

Electric
Exposure
Meter.

Nine monthly
payments

HOUSE

111, OXFORD

speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. j£-| g
.-J Ejj »Q
Nine monthly payments of 58/11.

£13:10:0

please write, stating
requirements, to

of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

24, Charing Gross Road,
TEMple Bar 7165. W.C.2

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

A REAL VEST-POCKET CAMERA.
Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm., costing only one penny
each. All-distance lens, 3-speed shutter, ,
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOQth sec., T. and B. . . 30/F/6.3 Ensar anastigmat, .
. .

The AGFA

ISOLAR

50/-

(Exclusive Offer.)

For Plates or
Film Packs.
9x12 cm. or
1-plate.
Guaranteed
new.
Fitted f/4.5 Agfa Solinar anastigmat, delayed action Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th 6ec. ,
T. and B., complete with 3 single i>e .40
metal slides
in purse
case payments
.
Nine
monthly
of 16/2.■ IO
WITH

ADVERTISERS,
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TAKE TELEPHOTO PICTURES
and obtain

LARGE-SCALE

IMAGES

A Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens
can be fitted to the majority
of Photographic and
matograph cameras.

Cine¬

In addition to giving a largescale image, they cut out
unnecessary

foreground,

im¬

prove the perspective and
modelling and
generally
enhance and increase the

T.-P.

10-in.

Reflex

fitted with

f/6, for

3£x

Dallmeyer
Lens.

2i

Popular

of

WRITE

FOR

your

Victor

hobby.

Model

V

Camera,

fitted

with

Cine Tele Lenses, made in focal lengths
to 12-in. focus. Apertures from f/3.

Dallmeyer
from

3-in.

Telephoto

cameras .

12-in. f/6, for i-plate cameras....

pleasures

.

£7

15

0

£8

8

0

“

Why

a

BOOKLET

Telephoto
Postage 2d.

Lem?"

EXPOSURES in the Open Air
are deceiving.
'* LEICA

One

of

"

Camera, fitted with 12-in.
Large Adon Telephoto Lens.

the

Dallmeyer.

many

specialist

Giving

6 linear

lens is ideal for taking
birds,

etc., at

a

lenses

of small

distance.

New

supplied

magnifications.

photographs

long

f 4.5

Price

Use

hy

This

an

animals,

£19

0

0

OMBRUX or
BLENDUX
Photo-Electric
Meter,
your

and

All Dallmeyer Telephoto Lenses are immediately
interchangeable on
the Ensign, Victor, Filmo,

Exposure

be

sure

etc., Cameras.

of

results.

PRICE
" EXAKTA
” Camera with 6-in. f 5.6 Dallon
Anastigmat, interchangeable with normal
Price

£8

0

£4 4s. Od.

Tele
lens.

0
In Ever-ready

case.

P*rtMi

J.H. DALLMEYER

LTD

31, Mortimer Street,
LONDON,
The “ ADON,’’ the
Lens manufactured.
employing

32
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only variable-focus Telephoto
Suitable for use on all cameras

focussing

PLEASE

screen.

MENTION

Price

£7

“ THE

0

0

Telephones
Museum

AMATEUR

W.l.

Dallmeyer

:

6022-3.

Works
Dallmeyer

PHOTOGRAPHER"

Popular

Telephoto

Lens,

3-in. focus

f/4,

fitted to model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, interchange¬
able with normal f/3.5 or f/1.9 lens.... £5 5 0

Road,

WHEN

:

N. W.l 0

Making

lenses

interchangeable

.

li-in. f/4 for the Kodak
8-20 .
Making interchangeable .

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

£1

1

0

£4
4 0
10s. 6d.
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Cinematography
The Open-Air Cine Worker “ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”
Although increasing energy and enterprise are being devoted to the production of sub-standard cine films
which are made under semi-studio conditions, there is no doubt that the amateur at this time of year, particu¬
larly when on holiday, is anxious to secure pictorial records of a more personal character.
The following
notes will give some tips and hints for the open-air cine worker, particularly with a view to the avoidance of waste.

WHILE practically every holiday¬

maker to-day carries a camera
of some sort for securing records
or pictorial results, those who take a
cine camera are less in evidence, but are
steadily growing in numbers. It intro¬
duces a new factor, however, for no
matter whether the holiday trip is for
a day, a week-end or a month, the cine
camera is admittedly a , more bulky or
heavier instrument to carry, supplies
are more difficult to obtain en route ;
and, above all, unless considerable care
is taken by the beginner, expensive
spools of film can be wasted more
readily, with less to show for it than is
the case with the ordinary snapshot
camera.
At the same time, there are many
amateur photographers who have longed
'to
“ still the
” pictures
into see
life their
and revive
movement spring
that

work the composition must concern
itself more with action than with the
scenic material of the background. And
in this respect, the still photographer —
as much as any new-comer — has some¬
thing to learn before he can produce
outstanding pictures. He must learn
to balance his pictoiial arrangement by
“ playing ” important characters in the
strongest positions, for only in this way
is it possible to preserve good composition
and at the same time retain dramatic
technique as the force of greatest appeal.
Light

Filters

and

Lighting.

Then again, the use of light filters
or colour screens is common to both
hobbies. In cinematography, however,
they are not employed — as they are in
photography — with the sole object of
correcting or accentuating certain tones
in the monochrome rendering, although

they are used also for this purpose in
cine work, particularly with panchromatic
stock. The reason is to be found in the
fact that the shutter speed of the camera
is normally constant, nor can the sector
opening in the shutter itself be altered
at will. As a consequence, exposure
adjustments in regard to light intensity
have to be made by varying the aperture
in the lens diaphragm or by the use of
light-filters of different values.
Amateur cinematographers recruited
from the ranks of still photography will,
of course, have some knowledge of the
usual methods of lighting and the de¬
mands they make upon the selection of
camera viewpoints. But they may not
be aware that back lighting and other
unusual effects are far more expressive
and are more frequently to be made use
of in cine work than they are in still
studies.

existed at the time of making the ex¬
posures. This will particularly apply
during the holidays, and no matter
whether the amateur cine worker is
hiking, cycling, motoring, or taking
his holiday at the sea, on the river or
broads, there are bound to be attractive
action subjects on all sides. It is here
that the cine camera will give a much
better record if intelligently used than
the " still ” camera; a record that will
be appreciated later in the year when
the films are shown on the screen, with
the incidents of the trip in lively motion.
In

the

Field.

When starting to take films of openair subjects, the question of exposure
has to be tackled, and the photographer
whose cine camera is loaded with nega¬
tive stock will find his erstwhile ex¬
perience in exposure judging Very help¬
ful. But, should he be using reversal
stock, let him for the moment ignore
anything he ever learnt about doubling
the meter reading, for this does not
apply where the film in the camera is
subsequently to be used for showing
through the projector. Absolutely cor¬
rect exposure is essential for the best
results, and one of the modern meters
specially adapted for cine work will be
a great help.
Composition, too, is a feature of much
importance in both still photography
and cinematography, but with cine

A holiday on the Broads affords an endless series of action subjects for the open-air
cinematographer . Every phase of the trip, including incidents as illustrated above
[washing-up),

can be recorded

457

to make

a real story film that will be worth

while.
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An aid to selection that may be
employed is a small piece of pale green
glass held against the eyepiece of the
finder. This will reduce the coloured
scene to a monochrome, after the manner
of the familiar blue glass view-finder ;
but green glass is here more suitable
than blue for the reason that cine finder
images are usually small ones and that
the monochrome reduction through blue
glass is not true in respect of modern
panchromatic emulsions.
The

Foreground.

Camera viewpoints should always be
selected so as to include an interesting
(though not a distracting) foreground.
The necessity for this does not, of course,
exist in close-up shots, but for middledistance and distant work it is important
to avoid the " emptiness ” which is so
frequently remarked in the lower part of
the composition.
A river middle-distance scene, for
example, could be most expressively
rendered by arranging the viewpoint to
include an overgrowing willow, or — if
more appropriate to the setting — a

May 1 6th, 1934

landing-pier in the foreground. Simi¬
larly, motion-picture photography of,
say, yacht-racing could be improved
by including in the foreground some
light
rigging
or the back
mariner,”
anxiously
concerned
with ofthea "movements
of his nearest rivals.
Long shots qualified in this way should
be secured through a lens of i£-in. or
even 2-in. focus, the focal length (i in.)
of the normal lens fitted being prone to
emphasise foreground objects and to
reduce the more important action into
mere insignificance.
Unusual

Angles.

Closely identified with camera view¬
points are the unusual and effective
angles which have come to characterise
modern cinematography. Such angles,
however, are effective only for as long
as they are not exploited by irresponsible
people bent on making films for the sake
of introducing angles— as distinct from
introducing angles to make films.
In the selection of camera viewpoints,
it is necessary to remember that the eye
of the spectator is not held by darkness

and Locations

Clothing
A GREAT deal depends upon what you wear. Clothes

won for Mr. Mantalini the hand of the lady whose
fortune he loved— nor can he be blamed that this
fortune was more imaginary than real.

upon the screen. It must inevitably
fly to the light, expansive patches ; hence
the proportion of light to shade in any
scene may also influence the matter.
Bare, uninteresting skies are particularly
glaring and dangerous, but they can be
removed (completely if desired) from
the picture, merely by shifting the view¬
point of the camera.
Finally, it must be impressed on the
holiday-making cinematographer, es¬
pecially if a beginner, that much waste of
film and expense can be avoided if he
resists
temptation
“ fire ” that
the
camera the
at any
and everyto incident
occurs. He will be surprised at the
celerity with which 50 or 100 ft. of film
can be used up, only to realise that
nothing of importance has been recorded.
Few incident shots are worth more than
a few seconds run of film — -or they
become boring. It will pay in many
cases to rehearse and deliberately stage
action events that may illustrate the
course of the holiday. They will be
far more effective when seen later on
the screen than casual and interminable
records of uninteresting happenings.

SIGURD^MOIR.

Of course, he is not dressed straight out of Conduit
Street ; had he been, he would have let the shot wait until
another day — and I would not have got the photograph !
Rough

Locations.

Suitable clothes do not necessarily mean any old clothes.
You need velvet cord or other stout apparel for climbing
about in rough or rocky places. And very stout footwear
should not be forgotten.
Footwear is, indeed, very important on all locations.
Half- Wells, are better than goloshes for working on muddy
ground ; and knee-boots will help in sepuring all the best
viewpoints on the seashore. Thigh or sporting boots are
better for river work, but when filming has to be done
amongst crowds it may be better to wear something less
conspicuous — a hint that applies as much to clothing as
to unusual footwear.
Other

Effective shots come first with this Banbury

amateur.

The part dress plays in cinematography is different,
though hardly less important. It is a disregard rather
than a regard for clothing that leads to the most expressive
shots. The camera-man in the illustration knows this.
He had probably visualised that only one angle could give
him the shot he was after — and no regard for dress was
allowed to prevent his getting that shot.
" Photography, Still and Motion.” — Under this title the
Service Co. (London), Ltd., of 289, High Holborn, W.C.i,
has issued a very comprehensive compendium of photographic
apparatus and accessories. It consists of 24 pages and cover,
containing descriptions and illustrations of practically every
camera, enlarger and projector on the market, together with
34

Hints.

Most of the above applies only to those self-sacrificing
enthusiasts who operate the cameras. Directors and others
concerned with production seldom bother overmuch about
their raiment — -unless it be to select the oldest flannel bags
and most comfortable outdoor shoes they possess. Natur¬
ally, everybody requires light clothes on a hot day — and
warmer clothing when the blasts are icy.
Megaphones and similar appurtenances are no longer
favoured by responsible directors. But, on the other hand,
accessories like eyeshades (for working in the sun) and
boot " irons " (for tree climbing) are something more than
mere affectations. They should accompany suitable
dress whenever their use is indicated — lest, like the un¬
fortunate Mantalini, you get only what is on the surface
and not what you desire underneath.
every accessory for use therewith. There is a helpful index
which will save unnecessary hunting amongst the hundreds of
illustrations, when details of one particular type are required.
A copy will be sent post free to any reader mentioning The
A mateur

given.

Photographer

who

applies

to the firm

at the address
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16,
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GRANVILLE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
CONSTITUTE
VALUE

PRODUCTS

THE

FOR

FINEST

MONEY

MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL,

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

ENABLES

doz.

doz.

1/3

00

..
..
..
..

US

of MATERIALS

1/10
2/10
3/9

IS

ANY

GIVE

A

0

H.D.

600

H.D.
100

1/-

1/9

3/-

Studio.
Outdoor.

1/6 doz.
.. 2/3
„
. 3/6 „
. 4/6 „

.

51x31
61x41

SEMITONE
2 /-

600

31x21
4ix3J

15
1/-

FILMS

CUT

50

OR
AND

ELSEWHERE

AND

All grades.

GRANVILLE

SERVICE

GASLIGHT

20

AND

GRADE

UNOBTAINABLE

BROMIDE

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE
TO

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

-1cas

3/6

DEVELOPER,

SEMITONE

ASSURES

AND

FACTORY
QUICKLY

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.
50, 100, 250, 425, 650.
3JX21
41x31
51x31
61x4|

QUALITY

1/9 3 oz., to make 75 oz.

DEVELOPER,

1/9, to make

one gallon.

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

GRANVILLE

DE

LUXE

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
6
Size.

Shts.

21 x II

31x21
4ix21
41x31
51x31
63x41
7 x 5

12

36

72

144

Shts.

Shts.

Shts.

7d.

II1/7

1/9

8 x6

9d.

—

5d.
5d.

—

6d.

—

8d.

T 1ST

1/4

1/8

2/5

2/6

1/3

3/4

charge

Shts.
8d.

Shts.

1/1

1/11

5d.

72

144
Shts.

lid.

1/8

3/-

6d.

1/4

2/4

4/2

—

7d.

1/5

2/6

4/6

—

9d.

1/11

3/5

6/2

2/9
2/11

515/5

9110/3

8d. u9d. .

1/1

lOd.

1/5

3/10

7/4

14/-

lld.

1/7

4/6

8/6

16/2

1/3

2/3

6/6

12/4

23/5

20/-

1/10

3/5

9/9

18/5

35/-

30/-

2/9

5/1

14/5

27/7

52/6

45/-

4/10

9/1

25/10

49/1

93/6

80/-

6/3

6/4

Pro

Shts.
—

8/9

12/13/11

1/5 3/10 7/4
1/11 5/6 10/6
2/11 8/4 15/9
4/6 12/5 23/8
7/9 22/1 42/5/6 per Roll.
sizes
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—

45/4
17/9

4/4
4/8

12

—

2/9
3/7

2/3
212/11

II-

extra

Shts.
—

1/1

7d.

Other
No

lid.

7d. lid.

81x61 lOd.
10x8 1/1
12x10 1/7
15x12 2/4
20x16 4/3
10 ft. X 25 in.

(Chloro-Bromide) .
6

Shts.

-

PAPERS

Outdoors, indoors, speed or distance — in brilliant sunshine
or fading light, the Leica, as quick as thought in its
readiness, will always make the most of the subject.
Its light weight and small dimensions enable you to
carry the Leica in your pocket or handbag without the
slightest inconvenience. Rapid succession snapshots
without the risk of double exposure are obtained by the
shutter wind and film advance being automatically coupled.
Leica features include long instantaneous exposures of
-J-, J, |th sec. Automatic focussing, with built-in range
finder. 12 or 36 exposures with one loading. Leica
Model III with ultra-rapid Summar F/2 lens in collapsible
mount. Price £33: 13:0 cash, or 78/6 down and 8
more similar monthly payments.
Chromium

Other

sizes

NOT

Pro

25/6.
Generous
Exchanges.

Rata.

MENTIONED

SAMPLES
POSTAGE

PAID

LONDON

AND

ON

FREE.

See the Leica Model III at Wallace Heaton’s now !

ORDERS.

CUSTOMERS

PLEASE

CALL

AT

OUR

SHOWROOMS,
18,
GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END),
WHERE
ALL
POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE
OBTAINED.

ENQUIRIES,
AND

REQUESTS

POST

GRANVILLE

for

ORDERS

BOX

MENTION

BE

“ THE

LTD.

H.R.H. the
PRINCE of WALES.

to
By Appointment

*TO

& Co. , Ltd.
SPA.

AMATEUR

WALLACE HEATON

CORRES¬
SENT

3.

LEAMINGTON
PLEASE

SAMPLES,

SHOULD

GULLIMAN
P.O.

Lists free.

ABOVE.

CARDS

ALL

MATERIALS

OTHER

PRICES

INCLUDING

Finish,

24/extra.
Ever-read
y Patent
case,

per Roll.

Rata.

PAPERS

TRADE

Supreme for every
conceivable subject

for doubleweight.

P1RFF

PONDENCE

LEICA
CAMERA

!I9, New
and

PHOTOGRAPHER

Bond Street, London, W. I

at 47, Berkeley

’’ WHEN

Street.
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Phones: Mayfair 0924-5-6-7.
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VAERT

It tones itself
— You

only fix it

(GcJI it Gay-vert)

SELF -TON I NO
The

simplest

for making

of all methods

your

own

prints.

A Frame, a Dish, Water and some

Hypo

That is all you need for beautiful
and permanent prints. Gevaert
S.T. gives brilliant results in an
artistic range of tones from Sepia
to Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation.

GEVAERT
WALMER

ROAD

-

SAMPLE

LTD.
- LONDON,

PACKET

4 pieces,

W.10

assorted

3d.

grades,

3£x2},

post free.

A REALLY GOOD REFLEX
CAMERA for only f6,6.0 f

Foth
Flex
The roll-film
reflex with
focal

- plane

delayed-action
shutter

Equipped with tall hood, surfacesilvered mirror, and focussing screen
of extra-fine ground glass, the K.W.
Roll Film REFLEX
shows your
subject as sharply and vividly as the
most expensive Reflex camera. Takes
8 exposures on 31 - 21 roll film. Allmetal focal-plane shutter, speeds
1 25th, 1 50th and 1 100th sec., aho
Time. All scales and operating levers
are arranged in view, thus ensuring
easy and rapid manipulation. Dimen¬
sions, 4|*3J> 4j in. Weight 32 oz.

Obtainable from

THORSCH
37,

BEDFORD

any

^

Takes 12X pictures
on
2.\" 8 - 2i"X2i'
exposure
Roll Film. Despite all its
unique points, its price
with f/3.5
Foth Anastigmat
lenses
is only

Roll-film Reflex
r

£10:7:6

with Steinheil f/4.5
anastigmat lens i n
focussing mount,

V

£6

: 6

: O

Supplementary lens for Portraiture
at 3 ft., 15/-.
Optochrom yellow glass filter, 13/6.
Leather case, velvet-lined, with
shoulder sling, 10/-.

Photographic

&
STREET

See this camera at your dealers, or send for
descriptive price list to the Sole Importers :

PEELING

Dealer , or

CO.,
• STRAND

LTD.

& VAN

4/6, HOLBORN

* W.C.2

CIRCUS,

NECK

LTD.

LONDON,

6437
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Societies

will have

Wednesday,
Camberwell

C.C.

The

their meetings

Finishing the Bromide

announced

May
Print.

“ Some Experiments
Yedmandale.

Thursday,

N. Middlesex

J. H. Clan;.
Arts.”

Debate

opened

Friday,
Carbon.
Society.

May

Saturday,

May

17th.

18th.

Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.
Salon (Poznan,

Poland).

Open,

June

1-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa
Milosnikow Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan,
Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21-July 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107
(Societe Photographique de Touraine), Tours (Indre&- Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Open, May 26
to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars from
N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.

OUR

SPECIAL

time to time.

(conti .)

20th.

May

21st.

C.C.

Tuesday,

May

22nd.

Practical Work.

May

23rd.

Camberwell C.C. Lecturette Evening.
Croydon C.C. Competition.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Dean Dam.
Northants N.H.P.S. Upper Harlestone Quarries.
Stockport P.S. Portfolio by Marcus Adams.

19th.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
—Entries, May 31. Rules in the issue of April 25.
Brussels International Salon of Photographic Art.
_ Open, May 5-20. Further particulars from M. M.
Devaivre, Publisher, 12, Rue Markelbach, Brussels,
Belgium.
Ljubljana Fotoklub International Exhibition. —
Open, May 5-2 7. Entry forms from Fotoklub
Ljubljana, Poljanski Nasip, 16, Ljubljana, Jugoslavia.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition.— May 9-June
9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4, Wimbledon Park Road,
Southsea. .

May

Monday,

Wednesday,

exhibitions and

or from

19th

at St. Ives, Hunts.

Luton and D.C.C. St. Albans.
Plymouth Inst. P.S. Cornwood.
South Glasgow C.C. Aberfoyle.

John Ruskin

and Competitions

Exhibitions

International

Weekend

Sunday,

at Westwell.

Notices of forthcoming

Whitsun

May

Hanley P.S. Prestbury. Meet at Stoke Station, 12 noon.
Oldham P.S. Denshaw to Blackstone Edge.

C. W. Troke.

W. A. Wilson.
Exhibition.

Bath P.S. South Wraxall.
Medway A.P.A. Whitsun Weekend

P.S.

by

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Guide to the Pyrenees.” J. Ainger Hall.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Amateur Cinematography.” A. S. Newman.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Hucknall Church and Misk Hills.
Oldham P.S. Dry-Mounting. J. Gosling.

John Ruskin C.C.
Photomicrographic

of the session

Saturday,

in Colour Photography.”

May

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

16th.

Croydon
“ Pictorialism in Relation to the Minor
D. C.C.C.
Rowlett.
Luton and D.C.C. Streatley to Harlington.
Margate and D.P.F.
Scarborough A.P.C.

Week’s

here if the syllabus

competitions ivill be included
Secretary, A. S. Taylor,
Turin, Italy.

here every week

Y.M.C.A.,

6, Via

Magenta,

Paris Salon. — Entries, May 31 ; open, October 6-21.
Secretary, M. E. Cousin, Societe Fraiisaise de Photo¬
graphic, 51, Rue de Clichy, Paris (9E).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June 11 ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark
ill, S.E.5.
Lucerne

International

open, July
International
land.

Salon. — Entries,

June

15 ;

7-29. Entry forms from Secretary,
Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬

Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21 -August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beachftelds,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, -Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from the
Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August 24September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond, Salon

GIFT OFFER

CU?5™EAND

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30.
Further particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong
University A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo),
October i-ro ; (Osaka),
20-26.
Address
all communications
to The October
International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
Japan.Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
from
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
x934)- — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
ham.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton Street, Rother¬
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III., U.S.A.
“ 232 ” and “ Sandoin ” Pnotographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable prizes.
Full details and entry forms from “ 232 ” Photo¬
graphic Competition, 38, Wood Street, London, E.C.2.

of a Watkins Exposure Meter

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements with the Watkins Meter Company,
of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.,” and in the following issue, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages. The value
of each coupon is 6d. Eight coupons have already appeared.
Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,”
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return, post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers.
The 6d. Coupon will be found on page iv of the advertisement pages.
The Holiday Competition organised by Messrs. Johnson
and Sons, of Hendon Way, Hendon, N.W.4, proved so popular
and successful last year that they are having another on the
same lines for the coming season. There are no entry fees.
The closing date is October 31st. A leaflet giving full par¬
ticulars of the cash and consolation prizes will be sent free to
“ A.P.” readers on application to the above address.

Full particulars of the Pathescope 9.5-mm. National Ama¬
teur Cine Contest, 1934, are given in the current issue of the
PathSscope

Monthly.

Four

classes, each

with

valuable

prizes,

are announced, and the subjects will appeal to every 9.5-mm.
enthusiast. The contest is being held from April to August,
and full particulars will be sent on application to Pathescope,
Ltd., 5, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, W.C.2.
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Eligibility

‘Deader J

yV

General. — All communications

Questions

ANSWERED

for the Editor should be addressed

:

“ The

Editor, The Amateur

Photographer

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must

pi\e the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.

Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
tost, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in anv case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked " Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return cf post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by p&t. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest iSsue
tc reach the enquirer.

Prints

for Salon.

Can anyone send in entries for the London Salon,
or must one be a member ?
C. R. B. (South Norwood.)

The London Salon of Photography
Exhibition is open to anyone ; there is
no need to be a member of any society
whatever. All that is necessary is that
they shall comply with the rules laid
down in the entry form.
Type

of Enlarger.

Is it correct that a vertical enlarger that will en
large 3} ■
negatives only to 15x12 would
only enlarge a miniature negative to about halfplate 7 If so, would a horizontal tvpe of enlarger
be better ? Is there a model that will take different
sized negatives ?
R. E. C. (Beauly.)

If a vertical enlarger will only enlarge
between four and five diameters, as in
the case you quote, that applies to all
the negatives used with it, so that the
smaller the negative the smaller the
maximum degree of enlargement. This
restriction as to size does'not apply to a
good horizontal type enlarger. You tan
get one of these to take any size negative
up to quarter-plate for about {,5, and
you can have carriers to take different
sized negatives ; or you can make masked
carriers for films with two pieces of
glass, in a way which we have often
described in our pages.
Yellow

Tones.

How can I get yellow tones on bromide paper
similar to those on the cover of " The A.iV’ for
January 17th ?
G. McK. (Belfast.)

We do not know of any satisfactory
way of producing a yellow tone on bro¬
mide paper. The cover picture to which
you refer was made from an ordinary
black-and-white print ; the yellow colour
was obtained by printing from a separate
block. The nearest approach that you
could get to this particular effect would
be to make a black-and-white print and
stain the whole paper yellow, as the
yellow colour would then only show
in the clearest parts of the print.
38

Lens

for Enlarger.

I have

a lens from

a daylight

enlarger, 3I • 2\

to
like to'
make an
for postcard.
it. What Iareshould
the exact
distances
of enlarger
the lens
from negative and paper ? W. J. M. (Broinley.)

It is quite impossible for us to answer
your question, as the distances depend
upon the focal length of the lens. Further,
it is quite likely that the lens you have
is what is known as an “ uncorrected
one, in which case you cannot obtain
the correct distances by focussing on
ground glass, as the position which gives
a sharp image to the eye will not give
an equally sharp image on the paper,.
Colour

Process.

I have a book on colour printing which mentions
a bleaching-cut process whereby colour prints
can be obtained on paper by printing beneath a
colour transparency. Can you tell me where this
paper can be bought ?
R. B. (Gloucester.)

The details you mention probably
refer to the Uto process, in which a paper
was used the colours of which bleached
out when exposed to sunlight under a
coloured positive. There was no re¬
liable way of fixing the remaining colours,
and neither this nor any similar process
has ever been made practically useful.
The paper is not obtainable now.
Risk

of Over-exposure.

The smallest stop on my
shutter speed is i/2jtn
that if I use him at
will be over-exposed.
overcome ?

lens is f/11, and the only
of a second. I am told
the seaside my negatives
If so, how can tnis be
J. B. (Smethwick.)

For open and brightly-lighted subjects
at the seaside there will Gertainly be a
tendency for your negatives to be over¬
exposed in the circumstances you name.
We cannot see any way out of the
difficulty unless it is possible for you to
fit on the lens a yellow filter, which would
naturally reduce the light action. Even
at the seaside, however, there are many
subjects where, with your shutter speed
and f/n, you will be comfortably on the
safe side.

for Competitions.

I take your interesting paper regularly. Will
you inform me whether, not being a British
subject, I am eligible to enter your various com¬
petitions ?
A. A. M. (Colombes.)

We shall be pleased to welcome you in
one of our competitions. We do not
draw any line whatever as to nationality,
and, indeed, receive prints and enquiries
from all parts of the world.
Cine

Work.

I have some 9.5-mm. cine apparatus, and want
to process my own films. Is it possible to make
apparatus at home ? What chemicals are used ?
Do you publish a book on the subject ?
C. B. (Hollinwood.)

A book that tells you all you wish to
know about 9.5-mm. cine work is
“ Motion Pictures with the Baby Cine,”
by Harold B. Abbott, obtainable from
our publishers, post free, price 2s. 8d.
Red

Tones.

I do not like copper sulphate and ferricyanide, nor
the uranium bath for toning bromide prints. Is
there a formula for a rich red tone ?
B. S. W. (Northampton.)

We do not know of any better formulae
for obtaining red tones on bromide
paper than those you name. Bromide
papers are not primarily intended for
producing red images at all, and we
should advise you to consider the Carbro
method, by which you can obtain carbon
prints from bromide prints with any of
the pigment papers available, and
obtainable from the Autotype Co., Ltd.,
of 59, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.i.
Beginning

'

Photography.

I want to take up photography as a hobby. Will
you tell me the name of a good firm where I could
get all my outfit ? Is there any society where I
could get advice?
H. C. W. (Lymm.)

We cannot recommend any particular
dealer for the purchase of your outfit.
From what you say in your letter, we
should advise you to join a good society,
such as the Manchester Photographic
Society, the Secretary of which is Mr.
W. Rigby, 29, Lindsay Street, Salford, 5,
or the Warrington Photographic Society,
the Secretary being Mr. J. H. Archer,
16, Fairfield Road, Stockton Heath,
Warrington. You will find in such
societies many experienced photo¬
graphers who will be only too pleased to
give you information and advice, both
as to the apparatus to select and how to
use it properly.
Choice

of Paper.

What paper is best to submit photographs on in
competitions ? Are glazed prints better ? What
paper and size do you prefer for prints for criticism
and your competitions ?
J. W. (Montreux.)

We do not mean it as sarcasm when
we say that the best paper for any
given competition print is that which
does best justice to the subject. As
regards our own competitions there is
no restriction as to size, except in the
beginners’ section, and in the other
competitions we receive prints on all
sorts of papers and of all sizes, from
standard cinematograph to 20x16 in.
If you send a print for criticism you
should use what you consider the most
suitable paper, and if, for any reason, it
is unsuitable, that point would certainly
be dealt with in the criticism.
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AGFA
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Speedex

VOIGTLANDER have been
cameras
good
making
since photography first

178 years’
with them,
To-day,
began.
the
behind
experience
vast Voigtlander organisation,
with its world-wide sales, can
offer you a better model, at a
lower price, in every class.
Whatever kind of camera you
want, and whatever price you
wish to pay, a Voigtlander
provides the latest features ,
and the greatest value.

•

THE

BRILLIANT

Takes 12 pictures 2\ in. square on
standard 8-exposure 3£x 2\ film.
Reflex

view-finder

giving

excep¬

tionally brilliant image almost fullsize.
VOIGTAR
f/6.3 lens in
three-speed shutter.
£4:5:0

®
For

THE VIRTUS

16 pictures 4\x 6 cm. on
standard 8-exposure 3\X2\
film.
Wheel
focussing.
Direct-vision optical view¬
finder, automatically altering
its angle to compensate for

has no equal
the price

parallax.

at

Lens F/3.9 Solinar, Compur
Shutter, speeded 1 to 1/ 300th
second, T. & B. Takes pictures
2\ x 1 f in.

SKOPAR

f/3.5

lens, delayed-action Com¬
pur .
£ 1 1 : 7 : 6

•Most THE
PROMINENT
modern of all roll-film
cameras.

Wheel

automatically

focussing,

set by

range¬

finder. Optical direct-vision
view-finder with mask for

(Agfa A-8 Roll Film J

half-size pictures. Exposure
meter for all speeds of film
and

: Price :

lighting

conditions.

HELIAR
f/4.5 lens, delayedaction Compur, and leather
case . . • .
25
Gns.

5 'gu
i ineas

p

Ask_ your dealer to show you the latest Voigtlander
models — or write below for the Voigtlander catalogue.
SCHERING

Ltd.,

jPitOP<J Lro.
1-4,

LAWRENCE STREET, HIGH
LONDON, W.C.2

STREET,
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THE

London

Salon 1934.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August

29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. i. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written — (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 x 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

must

be addressed

the

Hon.

Secretary,

who

are preparing

work for
Salon
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.”

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

Photographer &
Cinematographer

No

No. q. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given lo
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

CL Readers
of
The Amateur

The

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mail East, London,

S.W.i.

G. Intending Exhibitors
who are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1
The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain
4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

5
6
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I Agree
to

Condition
Yes
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3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow,

AND

Deposit System

C.2.

LENSES

IMPORTANT

31x2J
Superf/4.5,
Ikonta,
automatic
4 Tessar
as new,
£13/10.focussing,
— Turpin, Zeiss
51,
Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.

[1509

1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, Doppell f/6.8, focal-plane
2 shutter, 1/1, 000th see., 6 D.D. slides, leather
case, £4. — Hardy, Westmeon, Frailey Hill, Woking.
[1916
ZODELroll-film
de Luxeback,34x21,
f/3.8 lens,
all fittings,
4 slides,
telescopic
stand,

almost

unused,

£4/17/6. — 106, Arthur

St., Derby.

MLROFLEX i-pl., f/4.5 Tessar, complete outfit,

[1918
as new, £17/10 ; i-pl. Shew Xit, Ross Zeiss
f/4.5, 12 slides, £2/15. — White, 219, Carnwadric
Ed., Thornliebank, Glasgow.
[1919

Owing

to

issue

of

Compur shutter, with 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case ; cost £12. — Heath, Corpus Christi
College, Oxford.
[1921

VOIGTLANDER Stereo-Panoram Alpine, 10 x 15

cm., two 4-in., one 6-in. Collinear lenses,
in triple Compound shutter, 8 single metal
slides, F.P. adapter, compact high-grade camera,
£10/10 ; or exchange. — Matthews, Idle Rd., Bradford.

[1922
31x21 Folding Roll Film Soho, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Ilex

shutter

;

as

new,

21/- ;

or

exchange

for Miniature. — Box 306, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
•
[1924
1-PLATE Kodak No. 3 Special Model A, Cooke
4 Aviar anastigmat f/4.5, in Compur shutter ;
excellent condition throughout ; in leather case,
£3. — Bird, Corry Hill, Frimley Green, Surrey. [1923
YOU

CAN

DEAL

the

Whitsun

“ THE

NOTICE
Holidays,

AMATEUR

GRAPHER
” (dated May
23rd)
for press earlier than usual.
In
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with

the

Notice

the

next

PHOTO¬
is closing

that

ap¬

peared
last week,
the latest date
upon
which
Miscellaneous
Advertisements
can
be

accepted

POST,

for

the

above

issue

May

17th.

THURSDAY,

is

FIRST
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AND

LENSES

\

4 Bush, 208, Queens Rd., E.13.
[1925
31x2i
Soho, f/6.3, 7 speeds’; unused gift, 38/6.
—
bellows slightly
10/- ; T.-P.
FOLDING
Butcherdamaged,
J-pl. Camera,
BeckFolding
lens,
i-pl. Camera, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, tripod,

focussing cloth, sky filter, case, sheaths, perfect
order, 60/-. — Curiosity Cafe, Chaifont St. Peter,
Bucks.
[1926
f/3.5
Milnes,
AS
New. —Elmar
Latestlens,Model£12. —Leitz
Leica1, Drewton
Camera>
St., ISradford.
[1927
coupled
Compur
shutters,
Alpha
filters
CONTESSA Stereo 45x107, paired f/4.5 Tessars,in
mount, F.P. adapter, 6 slides ; overhauled by
Zeiss Ikon last October ; new condition, £5. — Box
343, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[1933

model,
4/4 *7
I //fi
\J Zeiss
absolutely
double1933
extension,
Ma*imaras new,34x24,
£IT/1
rise and cross front, f/4.5 Tessar in latest D.A.

4

<5c Co.

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money he deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 51- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Ltd.

Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

be

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2Jd. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
Manchester,

should

xvii

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

260, Deansgate,

Cinematographer

N otes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/8 p«r annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.
— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Ltd.

AND

and

jnade payable to

Publishing

SALE

Photographer

Postal Orders sentt in
in payment fc
'or Advertisements
IL1FFE AND

Business Notices

Communications

Amateur

Roma, Moor Park Rd., Northwood.
LEICA
II, f/3.5 Elmar, new, unused, £18.[1935—
A ,) / V.P. Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar, for 19/6 ;

WARNING
We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Klimax Plate Tank, 3ix2J (list 18/6),
10/6 ; Combination Plate Back for No. 6
Carbine, 3 slides, focussing screen, 16/6 ; Ross
Homocentric 6-in. f/6.3, iris mount, 19/6. —
Box 345, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1937

3x4 purse,
cm. Fotet,
f/4.5 (16 on V.P.), as new, leather
42/6. — Below.
slides,
10/-.
— Lilacs, Back,
Whitehill
Rd., CrowKODAK
Combination
6 double
i-pl.
borough.
[1938
anastigmat
l/100thCamera,
to 1 sec.,self-erecting,
self-timer,
ENSIGN
J-pl.f/5.5,Folding
many extras, 55/- ; must sell.— Stares, 51, Hillside

Rd., Stamford Hill, N.15. After 8.30 p.in., or
Phone Maryland 1928.
[1939

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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31X2J Graflex, Series B. focal-plane, l/10th to

4 1/1, 000th sec., Kodak f/4.5 anastigmat,
F.P.A., only £5 ; as new. — 8, Embankment, Bed¬
ford.
[I943

SANDERSON i-pl. Hand and Stand, Cooke lens

f/6.5, focus 5.7 in., l/100th to time, 3-fold
tripod, 3 double mahogany slides, 2 double plateholders, 2 finders, direct and Adams’ brilliant,
real leather carrying-case, perfect, £4/4.— Simpson,
Grasmere, Hill Avenue, Grantham, Lines.
[1944
1-PLATE Victo T.E., 6 D.D. slides, 7-in. Beck
2
Isostigmar f/5.6, 4-in. Cooke Primoplane
W.A. f/6.5, T.-P. shutter, stiff case, tripod, £8. —
R. T., 11, Corrance Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. Write
or Phone, Brixton 1856 for appointment. [1945

9X12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar,

Compur, double extension, rise and cross
front, 6 plate-holders, F.P.A., i-pl. and 31x2*
adapters, tan case ; condition as new, £8/10 ;
wanting Exakta. — Farrage, 57, Wouldhave St.,
South Shields.
[1946
1-PLATE T.-P. Press, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, K 2 filter,
2 6 D.D. slides, hide case, beautiful condition,
£15 ; also P.C. Graflex Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5
Bausch-Lomb Tessar 7x5 lens, iris mount, leather
case, £5/15 : exchanges considered.- — Farrage, 57,
Wouldhave St., South Shields.
[1947

THORNTON-PICKARD Rubv Reflex, 41x31,

Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane, 1/lOtli to 1/1, 000th
sec., 6 S.D. slides, leather case, sling, £6/10.—
58 Flat, Mantel] St., N.l.
[1948
10x18
cm. Tropical Plate, f/7 Suter 11-in.
1 ' 1 Convertible R.R., 3 double mahogany slides,
with adapters, roller-blind shutter, 1 doz.
unopened plates ; perfect condition, in canvas case,
£2/10 ; bargain. — Below.

Y.P. Roll Film Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,

rise, cross, i to l/200th sec., T. and B.,
perfect order ; good condition, £7 ; approval. —
Goldring, Fernliurst, Haslemere.
[1950

m

GRAFLEX Reflex i-pl., Ross f/4.5, 3 double
m

plate and 2 double film holders, roll-film
holder, 6 cut-film .
adapters ; perfect condition,
£9/10. — Richards, 11, Woodeote Rd., Wallington,
Surrey.
[1951

31x21 Zodel, f/4.5, 7-speed, all movements,
Actino-

2 plates, F.P.A., case, tripod, Heydes’
meter, filter, balance and weights,
Fowler, 23, Highworth Rd., Bowes Park, N.

Ste

Cameras,
Cameras,
supplied.

GORSE

Dealers

Stock

of

of the

latest

Enlargers,
Projectors

New

Lenses, Printing Frames, Dishes, Backgrounds,
Stands and even thing connected ; any price, no
further use. — Apply, 62, Wesley St., Bradley, Nr.
Bilston.
[1958

5x4 Roll Film Camera, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, good

condition, £5 ; particulars. — Walters, 3, Em¬
peror’s Gate, South Kensington, S.W.7.
[1959

CAMERAS

Second-hand

delivery.
now.

No

waiting.

Pathe

Motocamera,

Zeiss

Tessar

f/2.7.

Cost

3i x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Aldis f/3 Speed, latest l/10th to
deep hood, revolving back, slides, case. Cost £19 _

£18.
£10

Snip0
10

1/1, 000th,
£8 17 6

91-mm. Pathe Lux Super Projector, 50-watt /100-watt, notched films,
motor, resistance, case. Cost £21 10s. Like new _
£12 12 0
3i 21 Zeiss Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3, 3 speeds, self-erect, £2 7 6
I— pl. Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross,
wire finder. Cost £17. Unused. Brand new .
£6 17 6
9? -mm. Pathe Projector. Cost £6 15s. Real bargain _
£2 17 6
Slides, I-pl. T.-P. Book-form Field. Like new. Each... 9s. 6d.
Crystal Bead Projection Screens. 100 per cent more light. . £2 5 0
Electrophot Photo-electric Super Exposure Meter .
£3 3 0
Tripods, Special Purchase, 5-section. 52-in. Very strong, super 10s. 6d.
3* > 21 Voigtlander Plate Pocket, famous f/4.5, D.A. Compur. double
ex., rise, cross, wire finder, all inlaid latest, case, elides £6 17 6
3' 21 N. & G. Sibyl Plate. Xpres f/4.5. silent shutter .
£6 17 6
1-pl. Miroflex Combined Press and Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, deep hood, slides, case. Cost £50 £21 10 0
31 x 21 Agfa Roll Film, f/6.3, latest, 6 speeds, wire finder. . £2 17 6
31 x 2i T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5, l/10tb to l/l,000tb, deep hood,
long ex., revolving back. D. slides, case. Super speed £15 15 0
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, 100-ft. model, hide case. ... £7 15 0
9! -mm. Fox Film, “ Naval Air Force.” Cost £3 10s .
£1 10 0
Pair 6-in. Aldis f/7. 7, T.-P. shutter, makes 1-pl. into stereo £2 2 0
91-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5 and Telephoto, 3 speeds £9 17 6
16-mm. Victor Super Mighty Power Projector, 600-watt, all gold
bronze, latest fittings, in ready-for-action case .
£45 0 0
1-in. Dallmeyer f/1.9, fit Ensign, Victor, Bell-Howell . . . . £3 19 6
SPECIAL. — Slide Wallets, hold 3 elides, all sizes .
9d.
Reflex Cases. — Limp Mail Cloth, all-round sling .
8s. lid.
1-pl. Ica Reflex, no lens, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, slides, case. . £3 17 6
Adheso Title Letters, sponged, gummed, the finest made. . . .17s. 6d.
91-mm. Cine Nizo Super Camera, f/2. 8, 100-ft. model. Snip £25 0 0
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/10tb to 1/1, 000th,
deephood, double slides, case. Cost£34. Perfect bargain £6 17 6
200B Pathe Projector, 250-watt, resistance. As new.... £11 11 0
Kodacolor Filters, for B or B.B. Camera, f/1.9 .
£1 19 6
16-mm. Kodak A Super Projector, 200-watt, case. As new £19 19 0
9J-mm. Fox Film Magazines, Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Each .
19s. 6d.
16-mm. Simplex Precision Wafer Camera, f/3.5, 1 in. thick £18 18 0
1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex., rise,
cross, wire finder, slides, hide case. Like new .
£5 17 6
Distars, Proxars, Filters, Focars, for various lenses. Write.
P.C. Goerz Plate, Goerz f; 0.8, Compur, double ex., case. .. . £2 2 0

6

Prism Binoculars, in case. Perfect condition .

£2

5

0

Super Projectors, 50-watt, 400-ft. Like new £2 17 6
40 Silver Screen, on latest rollers .
17s. 6d.
Came Anschutz F.P.A., 9s. 6d.
1-pl.
3**2! T.-P. F.P.A., 10s. 6d.
ra,
f/3.
41-in. Voigtlander
Heliar f/4.5, latest Compur. Asnew.... £3 17 6
5, 3
31 x 21 Ihagee Roll
£3 17 6
speeFilm, f/4.5, Compur. rise, front .
. S 6d. ; S., 15s. Od. All perfect, as new.
Films. — Pathe S.B., ds17s.
nip
G916 Bolex Projector, 600-watt,
resistance. As new.... £39 IQ 0
.
Leica Latest II, f/3.5, coupled range-finder.
As new .
£15 15 0
£9
9
60 40 Crystal Bead Screen, leather auto
luxe case .
£5 17 6

0
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, very compact.

Like new. ... £6 19

6

400-ft. Reels, 16-mm., soiled, empty. Each .
2s. 6d.
Pathe 200B Transformer, 50 per cent more light .
£15
0
3 A 2i Nagel Plate, f/6.8. 3-speed, single ex. Like new. . . £1 9 6
16-mm. Victor Bronze Turret Camera, f/2.9, focus mount, 7 speeds,
f/4.5,
51-in.,
special
sky
blind,
speeds
l/10th
visual focus, audible footage, 3-lens turret. Snip.... £50 0 0
n
to 1/1, 000th, vision finder, filters, 6 slides, with Super Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. and case. As new .
£13 13 0
£9 17 6
leather case, £9 ; cost £22 ; perfect. — Cressey, 89, i-pl. T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, Cooke f/3.5. Cost £34 .
3'
21 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep
Doverhouse Rd., Putney.
[1960
hood, long ex., latest mirror, revolving back, slides. .£880
.
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis latest f/3. 4 Speed, latest type, latest hood.
revolving back, super camera. As new .
£9 17 6
Lancaster 1-pl. Field Set, 3 D.D. slides,
Leica III, coupled range-finder, slow speeds, f/3.5 .
£18 18 0
Rectigraph lens, 35/-. — Leslie Roberts, Beacon,
6 13 Mentor Reflex, no lenses, i to 1/1, 300th, D. slides. ... £3 17 6
Camborne.
[1964 3£ x 2£ Ideal Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, double ex.,
rise, cfoss. clip-on slides, case. Perfect bargain .
£6 17 6
rise and cross front, portrait
attachment,
1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.6, D. slides .
£6 19 6
D
ll — Stoddart,
£8 17 6
leather case ; as new, accept a£4.
30, 3£ ' 2£ Zeiss Palmos Press, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, case .
me
ye
r T
Bolex Camera, f/3.5. 100-ft. model, case .
£6 19 6
Alma St., Falkirk.
-[1965 516-mm.
ele
4 Goerz Anschutz Press, famous f/4.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, also
pho
to
latest 3 to 1 sec., D. slides, case. Like new .
£9 17 6
f/5
.
6,
1-pl. T.-P. Special Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel self-capping,
shutter, brilliant and frame finders, leather
sui
latest sunk box, revolving back, D. slides .
£11 11 0
t r
e
case ; perfect ; cost £4/10 ; accept £3 ; deposit. — fl16-mm.
ex
Ensign Camera, f/3.5, 50-ft. model, case. As new £6 15 6
o
Marsh, Rose Farm, Burnham-on-Sea.
[1967
3£ xr 2£
preVoigtlander Famous Tourist Plate Pocket, Heliar f/4.5, Compur,
s
rise,s .
cross, double ex., slides, case .
£7 10 0
N. & G. Folding Lens Hood, adjustable 1£ to 2J in .
8s. 6d.
£5
F.P.A., screen, case ; perfect, £7/10 ; “ A.P.”
Fotet Distance Meter,
Lios Exposure Meter, 9s. lid.
17 17s. 6d.
deposit system. — 15, Moody Terrace, Congleton,
6
16-mm. Ensign Automatic
Projector, famous Superlite f/1.8, all in
Cheshire.
[1972
ready-for-action case, complete. Like new .
£11 11 0
34 x 2£ N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, latest mirror, latest
hood, revolving back, case. Cost £48. Snip .
£25 0 0
Compur, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, scale focussing ; 34 x 24 Ensign Speed Cameo, f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double ex., rise,
as new, £6 ; seen by appointment. — 316, North¬
cross, latest quick clip-on slides. Like new .
£9 17 6
94-16-mm. Bolex Talkie Projector, amplifier, turntable. .. £5? 10 0
ampton Buildings, London, E.C.l.
[1973
34 * 24 Goerz Wafer Plate, f/4.5, Compur, D. slides .
£4 17 6
Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, f/7.7, ideal camera .
£1 15 0
3 double slides, 3 lenses (1 Aldis), Pickard
8-mm. Stewart-Warner Projector, 150-watt, A.C. mains... £8 17 6
2A-in. Superlite Projector Lens, suit Victor .
£3 17 6
shutter ; bargain, £2. — 60, Esplanade, Bumham34 x 24 Zeiss Trona, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double ex., rise,
on-Sea, Somerset.
[1974
cross, latest slides. Cost £20. Just as new .
£12 12 0

GRAFLEX 31x21, revolving back, Aviar lens

A.P.M. Press Camera, 1-pl., £7, new condition ;
3 A Folding Autographic Kodak, f/7. 7 anastigmat,

V.P. Piccolette, f/6.3 Nettar lens, 3-speed Derval

DALLMEYER V.P. Speed, f/2.9, 2 D.D. slides,
ZEISS Cocarette Roll Film, 3Jx2}, latest D.A.

LIGHT Triple Extension J-pl. Camera, turntable,

DALLMEYER Snapshot Camera, film-pack model,
5x4 Soho Reflex, Voigtlander f/4.5, revolving
in case, £1/5. — 5, Cambridge Gardens,
more Hill.
back, 3 D.D.

6

slides,

F.P.A.,

slides, Mackenzie

magnifiers,

all

in

Winch[1975

adapter

leather

Roll Film Slides, 34 T.-P., Cameo, etc., tested. As
Permarec Baker, electric record baker. As new .

10s. 6d.
£2 2 0

4 -pl. Black Deep Dishes, new bargain, 3 for .
2s. 6d.
34 x 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Tessar f/4.6, Compur, all metal, small,
latest compact, slides. Cost £25 .
£14 14 0

and

case

;

as new, £25 or near offer. — Box 357, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[1977
42

new..

BE

EDWIN

All in Stock.
WISE

IN

rNroad>
86- aKkgbtS
GORSE
7 days’ ,Approval.
Write
Now.

TIME-USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

AND

LENSES

shutter, l/25th to l/500th ; perfect ; deposit system,
£6. — Redgrave, 84, Norfolk Rd., Margate.
[1981

V.P. Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3. l/10th to l/100th. Hardly used £1 19 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, l/10th to l/l,000th, long ex., hinged
hood, sky shade, reversing back, slides, case. Cost £17 £7 15 0
31 21 Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur.
double ex., latest quick-action clip-on slides. As new.. £9 17 6
9J-16-mm. Bolex, 250-watt, latest D. A., resis., case. Snip £27 10 0
3f ■- 2f Ensign Press Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, auto¬
matic winding, latest camera, hide case .
£617
6
91-mm.

1934

4 Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5, Speed
anastigmat,
31x21
Ensign Tropical
Roll Filmfocal-plane
Reflex,

North.)

and

Accessories,
Home
Cinema
and Accessories.
All makes

Immediate
Write

16,

A D VERTISEMENTS

war —
£4/10.
t-W
arn 16-mm. Ensign
11. [1952
erSPECIAL. — 50

FOR Sale. — Photographic Materials, Cameras,

i

{The
Largest

May

PHER

EDWIN

BALDAX (16 on 31 X 24), 1/3.5 Meyer Trioplan,

delayed-action Ibsor shutter, 1 to l/150th,
direct finder, £ 5/5 ; list price £6/5. — Thompson,
Newhouse, Blakeney, GIos.
[1940

PHOTOGRA

31 x 2,1 Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, f/6.3 Convertible,

2 double extension, Compur shutter, case,
slides, wallets, F.P.A., lens hood, graduated filter,
£5/10, or offers ; Tripod, 7-draw, flat top, 7/6 ;
Bee Meter, 2/6. — Below.

V.P.K., Cooke f/6.5, focussing, purse, case, tank,

37/6, or offers ; all in excellent condition ;
approval deposit. — Jones, Clwyd House, Oswestry.

LEICA Model I, fixed Elmar f/3.5, 3 spool-

chambers, antinous release, Correx band, 2
leather cases ; good condition, £7. — Jones, Springford, Lordswood, Southampton.
[1985
[1982

ROSS Panros i-pl. Focal-plane Camera, Ross

Xpres f/4.5 lens, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A., in
solid leather case ; new condition ; bargain, £9/10.
— Clifton, 20, Foubert’s Place, Regent St., W.l. [1987

N'. & G. i-pl. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, leather

case, direct-vision finder fitted, 6 slides,
F.P.A., £8/10. — Robertson, c/o Rigby Battcock,
Muston Rd., Clapton, E.5.
[1993

T.-P. Junior Reflex (latest type), Ross Xpres

f/4.5, case, 6 slides, F.P.A., R.F.H., directvision finder, focussing magnifier, antinous release,
K1 and x 1 filters in holder, all in good condition,
for £11/10, or nearest offer ; cost £22.- — Below.

n-IN. Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto (with extension

tube made to fit 3ix2J T.-P. Reflex), hood,
case, K1 and x 1 filters, in screw-in mount ; all
in good condition, for £8, or nearest offer ; cost
over £16. — 75, Shakespeare Avenue, Bath. [1994

KODAK 3a Autographic Camera, 10/- ; two

new 30/- (unused) Tennis Rackets, one 12-oz.,
one 13-oz., 10/- each.- — 20, Blandford Rd., Bedford
Park, London, W.4.
[1995

P.C. Soho Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, 6 double slides,

case, perfect, £9 ; no offers, but would
exchange for smaller focal-plane camera. — Bunnage,
Welshpool.
[2003

ENSIGN Selfix Roll Film, 3Jx21, Ensar anastig¬

mat f/6.3, speeded shutter, direct brilliant
finders, antinous, case, 35/- ; new Easter ; ex¬
changes. — T. Sharpless, 28, St. George’s Avenue,
Bridlington.
[2006

NAGEL Vollenda Model 48 (2 on V.P.), f/4.5

Radionar lens, delayed-action Pronto shutter,
brand new in carton, unused, perfect ; listed £4/10 ;
accept £3/3 ; no offers.— Maurice, 21, Greenend
Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
[2007

LEICA Model H, f/2.5 Hektor lens, new condition,
31x21 New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres anastigmat
hood, 6 spools, £15.— BM/BRCN,

London, W.C.l.

2 f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.A., rising and cross
front, N. & G. high precision shutter, leather
[2012
case ; ideal outfit in good condition, £12/10. — •
Box 361, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2014
; fine filter,
condition,
LEICALeicaseop
No. II,; little
Elmarused f/3.5,
lens£12/15.
hood,
Box

362, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[2015

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, Novar f/4.5, £2/5 ; No. la

Kodak, f/7.7 (self-erecting), 25/- ; both prac¬
tically new. — Box 363, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[2016
1-PLATE Tbornton-Pickard Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
4 lens, 9 slides and case, £7. — Box 364, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2017
1-PLATE de Luxe Model Folding Klito, Doppel
4

f/6.3 anastigmat,

Derval

shutter,

4 slides, F.P.A.,

case ; excellent condition ; accept £2/2 ;

approval

deposit. — Box 365, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[2018
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, rising front,
4 reversible back, f/4.5 Velos lens, focal-plane
shutter, time to 1/1, 000th, leather case, slides,
F.P.A., accessories, circular washing tank, 2
Standa developing tanks, frames, trays, masks,
mounts, lamp, etc., £7/10. — Millar, 9, Lime
St., Scotstoun, Glasgow.
[2020
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, f/3.5 Xenar lens, 18

4
slides, leather case ; overhauled Houghton’s,
new mirror, £4/17/6. — Stock, 41, Derek Avenue.
Wallington,

Surrey.

[2021

delayed
action,4]x21,
Proxar Tessar
and Distar,
ZEISS
Ikonta
f/4.5, portrait
Compur
attachments ; all new condition, £10, or separately.
— 18, Wessex

Gardens, London,

N.W.ll.

[2022

CHEAP for Cash. — 51-in. Cooke f/4.5, focussing

mount, £3 ; 4}-in. Goerz f/6, focussing mount,
30/- ; two Panros Slides, 10/- (all i-pl.). — Fowler,
Carey’s Lane, Bristol.
[1999

SYSTEM.

May

16,

THE

1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

A ROLL-FILM CAMERA
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

LENSES

Trade.

41x21
& Guardia
SibylcrossExcelsior
4 Roll Newman
Film Camera,
rising and
front,

ON “SERVICE
ZEISS
SUPER
IKONTA

4

31 x 2\ and
4J x 2 1 sizes

"VpEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
1
1 camera specialists,
offer the
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
focussing adjustment, N. & G. reflex finder,
speeded shutter, 1 to 1 /150th and time, cable
release, tripod, filter, leather case ; fine order,
£14/10.
1-PLATE Ensign Roll Film Camera, single

extension, rising and

cross front, reversible

finder, Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/200th, cable release, leather case,
£4/15.

cross double
front,
9x12extension,
and 1-pl.highIca rack
Ideal rising
FoldingandPocket,
reversible finder, also direct finder, f/6.3 Zeiss

Protar, Compound shutter, cable release, 4 slides,
F.P.A., leather case, £4/17/6.
1-PLATE

4

O.P.

Kodak

Roll

Film,

reversible

finder, Goerz Double anastigmat f/6.8, B. & L.

automatic

Nettel Folding

payments

payments

of £1

1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, Ross
4
f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P.A., leather case,
£7/15.— Below.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Speed Camera, Pentac
4 24 slides. F.P.A., leather ease, soiled
price £27. — Below.

12s, 9d.

ZEISS IKON
‘IKONTA’ NO. 520
New

2 all Thornton-Pickard
possible movements,
31x21
Juniorfitted
SpecialDallmeyer
Reflex,

21

Model,

for

16

Pictures

1-11 16ths in. on stand¬

ard 31 x 21 in. spool.

Finish

Black, stove enamelled.
tings best nickel-plated.
Novar anastigmat
ma shutter .

fitted Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 2 D.P. holders, F.P.A.,

f/6.3, TeJ£4 10 0

£5 15 0
Novar anastigmat f/4.5, Com¬
pur
shutter. .£750
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter .
£10 0 0
eiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur
shutter .
£10 12 6

31 x 21 Ross Panros Press Focal-plane Camera,

2 direct finder, rising and cross front, quickwind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th,
Ross Xpres lens f/4.5, focussing, 3 D.P. holders,
F.P.A., leather case, £10/10.

For

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour ;
quick service.
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
[0010
CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.

equal monthly payments
add 1/- in the £.

AT REDUCED
PRICE NEW
31x21 No. 3 Carbine Roll
Film Cameras, fitted famous
f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher anastig¬
mat
lens, Betax shutter,
speeds A to l/100th sec.,

[7728

T. and

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

B.
Usual

Our

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086

price 70/-.

Price

£2:9:9

31x21,— For
Dallmeyer
f/4.5, £5/19/6
Junior
ALLENS.
Reflex Bargains
: T.-P.; also
Horizontal
Special, Dallmeyer f/4.5, revolving back, like

Or

6

payments of
month.

9/2 per

£7/19/6— ;
Ensign
31x21
Reflex,
Dallmeyer
ALLENS.
Graflex
31x2JReflex,
Kodak
f/4.5,
f/4.5, £6/19/6 ; Ensign Focal-plane R.F. Reflex,

£9/15 model, half price.

AGFA

Y.P.V.P.
Soho Ica,
Reflex,f/6,f/2.9folding,
Pentac,£1/17/6
as new,; [0087
£20
i-pl.;

Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5, £4 ; F/6 8i-in. Dallmeyer
Carfac Lens, £2 ; Ditto Goerz, £2/10 ; f/4.5 31-in.
Goerz, £1/5 ; Kolibri (16 on), accessories, £5 ;
Salex, f/4.5 Ross, 31x21, £5; Ross Universal
Portrait Lens, long focus, £1/10 ; i-pl. Field
Cameras and Film Cameras ; bargain prices ;
exchanges. — City Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne
Rd., Southport.
[1955

USE

F.P.A., shutter release, cowhide case ; only used
once ; good as brand new ; cost over £90 ; price
£57. — Below.
slides,
41x6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, plate model,

2 Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 3 D.B.F.
F.P.A., not even soiled, price £13/13.

THE above are all in absolute perfect condition,

and guaranteed as genuine bargains. Any
of the above may be had on seven days’ approval
against deposit of the full value.

BRUCE’S LTD., 28a, Broadway, Ealing, London,
W.5.

Telephone, Ealing 1033.

| EXCHANGE

AND

[1957

WANTED]

[1915
[1818
than la size ; fairly good lens, cheap ; give
full particulars. — Advertiser, 96, Devonshire St.,
Sheffield.
[1917

— Kennett,
Chapel St., N.l.
[1923
WANTED.
— Pathe46, Motoeamera
Outfit, Lux model.
Dallmeyer,— Sanderson
4 D.D. slides,
filter, case
EXCHANGE.
(new screw
condition),
f/6
for 31x21 Focal-plane ; cash adjustment either

Films
Fitted f/3. 9 Solinar anastigmat, in
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T.

and

B., self -erecting

£5:5:0

S.W.6.

FOLDING Film Camera Wanted, not larger

frrnt.

way. — Kirkaldie, 23, Crown Avenue, Clydebank.

[1930

WANTED.— F/3.5 Model Foth-Derby, or other

10 equal payments of 11/- per month.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

Established 1889.

Miniature Camera, cheap. — Skemp, Wellington
College, Berks.
[1931
VS7 ANTED. — Cine-Kodak Model K (f/1.9), new
IT condition, to purchase or in exchange for
Pathe Luxe (-Zeiss Tessar f/2.7), with case and
several accessories ; unscratched. — Parkfieid, Woodville Rd., Bowdon, Cheshire.
[1932

WANTED. — Second-hand Pathescope Motoeamera,

or similar 9.5-mm., f/2.5 lens preferred. —
Box 344, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1934

GRAFLEX 1-pl., Series B., f/4.5 lens, new con¬

dition, with lined case, 3 plate-holders ;
cost £29/18/6, £12. — Thompson & Capper, Southport.
[2009

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Nettel Focal-plane leather
Press,
2 3 slides,
F.P.A., leather
new ; f/2.9,
price
31x21
Wara Focal-plane
Sports,case,
Anticomar
£19/10.— Below.
31x21
Tessar
4 f/4.5,Ensign
Compur Tropical
shutter, Carbine,
price £7/7.Zeiss
— Below.
2 Plate,
Trioplan
f/4.5, Film-pack
Compur D.A.
31x21
IhageeMeyerDouble
Extension
and
shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A., price £5/17/6. — Read on.
Below
31x21
IhageeCompur
Roll D.A.
Film Autolette,
Zeiss £7/7.
Tessar—
4 f/4.5,
shutter, price
price
314 x 21Compur
Zeiss D.A.
Ikon shutter,
Icarette,soiled
Zeiss slightly,
Tessar f/4.5,
£9/17/6.— Below.
31x21
Ensign; Carbine,
Tessar£8/15.f/4.5,
Compur
4 shutter
as new ;Zeiss
price
— The
next
is special.
2 f/2.9N.and
Ross Teleros
inter¬
31x21
& 11-in.
G. Folding
Reflex, f/5.5,
Ross Xpres
changeable, K2 screens, lens hood, 3 D.B.F. slides,

Fulham,

SPEEDEX

“O” V.P. Roll
Takes Standard

device, £ 15/19/6, cost nearly £40.

payment, subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).

f/2.9,
only,

REFLEX
Wanted,
price, fullPhotographer.”
particulars. —
Box 350,
c/o “ state
The Amateur
31x21
Ikonta,
cost
£4/10
;
new
WANTED. — Microscope in exchangeBabyforIkonta,
New
f/4.5, cost £4. — A. E. Morris, 45, Cloncurry St.,

new, £6/19/6 ; Aldis f/3 model, £8/19/6.

ALLENS
BargainsTwo-thirds
in Miniature
Cameras,
see our for
Windows.
(approximately)
allowed on modern saleable cameras, as part

:

Fit¬

Novar anastigmat f/4.5, de¬
layed-action shutter

No. 2
leather

Xpres
price

Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, 12 slides, F.P.A.,
case ; slightly soiled, price £36.

of £1 9s. 9d. per month.

f/3.5
6 slides, F'.P.A., and
leather Press
case, anastigmat,
£8/17/6.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, all movements,

ALLENS.
IkonTessar
Maximar,
31x21,
also
Ikonta,— Zeiss
both fitted
f/4.5, D.A.
Compurs,
£6/19/6 each ; cash only.
f/4.5— Tessars,
over £40; £18/17/6,
31x21 Soho
ALLENS.
F. & H.costHeidoscope,
pair
Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest revolving hood mask

first-class

get together.
1-PLATE Tropical Soho Reflex, Voigtlander
4 Heliar f/4.5, 6 D.D. slides, 2 leather cases ;
equal to brand new, price £20. — -Below.

3ix2i £17 : o : 0

12 equal

Pocket, double

269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.

following

WHENcomeyouup want
fair andtime,square
and aseeclean,
us some
and deal,
let’s

£18:15:0

extension, high rack rising and cross front,

Wellington. 1 and 3 filters, Dallmeyer
filter, focussing eyepiece, lens hood,
case, £11/15.

the Trouble,” offer the
bargains at reduced prices.

f/3. 4,Film
priceReflex,
£7. — Below.
31x21 Ensign Tropical Roll
focal2
slides,
F.P.A.,
leather
case,
price
£8/10.
31x21 T.-P. Ruby Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 12
2 Zeiss
DistarFolding
Tele attachment,
D.D. slides,
31x24
Mentor
Reflex, Zeiss3 Tessar
f/4.5,
F.P.A., leather case, price £8/15. — Read on.

reversible finder, spirit level, fitted Excellor
anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th,
F.P.A., leather case, £4.

4

|

4 plane, Aldis-Butcher
— Below.

4£ x 21 model

Or 12 equal

LENSES

BRUCE’S of Ealing, “ The Firm that Takes

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 an¬
astigmat lens, latest

range-finder, fitted Cooke Aviar f/6.3, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /200th, leather case, £8.
Contessa

” TERMS

pattern Compur shut¬
ter, speeded 1, l,
l/5th, l/10th, l/25th,
1 / 5 0 t li , l/100th,
1 /250th sec., with
delayed action.

shutter, 1 to l/100th, £1/2/6.

AND
Trade.

IN-

Or

1-PLATE

1 CAMERAS

Has
a
range-finder
coupled with the focus¬
sing, ensuring critical
focus for every picture.

POSTCARD
Kodakreversible
Special,finder,
rack
focussing, Autographic
rack rising front,
4

ADVERTISEMENTS

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOW

W.C.l
ALL

f/2.7, slides,
case, for
Lens,
EXCHANGE.
— 31 F.P.A.,
x 2i Contessa
NettelTelephoto
Press, Tessar
43
12-15 in. ; cash adjustment ; deposit. — 20, Elaine
St., Belfast.

RISK.

[1936
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MANCHESTER
AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

MINIATURE

CAMERAS

description

I CMC

/LI
AL
LtIMO

you can see

and

price

| EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED*]

MAKINA, 31 x 21, large aperture ; good con¬

dition ; particulars to — Grier, Newbigging,
Musselburgh.
[1941

at

including the

LEITZ “LEICA”
Model III.

Or fitted with SUMMAR F/2 LENS (col¬
lapsible mount),

'IV/'
3} x 21 All-metal
Plate,
II ANTED.
double — extension,
f/4.5 TessarFolding
(or its equal).
D.A. Compur, D.V. finder, slides, F.P.A. ; perfect
condition, and recent model. — Wilson, Bishopsgarth,
Stockton-on-Tees.
[1961
T/t/ANTED. — Postcard size Photographs of Railway
II Engines and Trains. — BM/PXPL, London,
W.C.l.
[1962

WRITE FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET

for 9-em.— Mini-Fex,
f/4 Elmar Meyer
anastigmat
Leica
EXCHANGE.
f/3.5, inforCompur,
HI. — C. H. Harvey, The Cottage, Baslow.
[1963

full list of our

PHOTOGRAPHIC
— and

CAMERA
SPECIAL

PRODUCTS

full particulars

of our

EXCHANGE

SCHEME

DEVELOPING

ART SURFACE
Special

POSTCARDS

envelopes for sending films
to us supplied FREE.

VSIANTED.- — Horizontal Enlarger, baseboard and
I T easel, i-pl., state make, age, price. — Tyzack,
52, Madeira Rd., Margate.
[1969
VVTANTF,D. — Baby Ikonta, f/3.5 Tessar, in exII
change for 3Jx2} Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
Compur, roll-film Carbine, and cash. — E. Fry,
Rising Sun, Fareham.
[1971

SERVICE

from Miniature Negatives, de¬
veloping 6d., Panchromatic 9d.

T

TITANTED. — Richards Homeoscope Viewer, boxII form preferred. — Box 356, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[1976

EACH.

YVANTED. — Automatic Rolleiflex or Rolleicord
IT in exchange for i-pl. Reflex, Ross f/4.5
anastigmat, all movements ; cash adjustment
if necessary ; approval.— 11, High St., Kenilworth.

SPECIAL
3£x2£ D.E.
THIN BODY
CAMERA
All

movements
and fitted
ZEISS TESSAR
F/4.S LENS
D.A. Compur
shutter.

£10:10:0

EXCHANGE. — Vollenda No. 52, brand new this

month, in carton, with tan case, f/3.5 lens,
Zeiss Tessar ; cost £13/2/6 ; for new Exakta [1980
with
Tessar f/3.5 lens, or automatic Rolleiflex ; cash
adjustment. — Cullen, Dental Surgeon, Fakenham,
Norfolk.
[1983

TI/ANTED.—
-Set Zeiss
II of Mirette
Proxars orforother
4x4 Horizontal
Rolleiflex
T I f 2.8. also
Enlarger, must Ire cheap ; Kodak R.F. 3-J-in.
Tank, also F.P. Tank for sale, 7/6 and 3/6. —
Thin, Aston-Somerville, Broadway, Worcs.
[1991

Carlton Rd., S.W.14.

The

Camera that
does the
FOCUSSING.

Fitted ZEISS TES¬
SAR F/4.5, in
Compur Shutter.

£17:0:0

Ever - Ready Case
SI : S : 0

Scheme

u will help you

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

ALLENS
7 minutes

44

from

Piccadilly

NEW

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER
(22 or 23

YOU

4.

Car.)

CAN

Takes 16 pictures on Standard 2^X 3i Roll Film.
Self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading, optical
direct vision view-finder, all-metal body.

(Prospect 2878.)

[1997

Y\tAN'TED.
Leicabe Camera
Model
II, f/3.5
Elmar
[2001
Tl lens ; —must
in perfect
condition
; deposit
system. — D. M. Macleod, Dechmont, Wellshot Drive,
Cambuslang.
[2002
V*/ ANTED. — Cine Camera and or Projector, 16 or
I 1 9.5 mm.- — 7, Grange Avenue, Beeston, Notts.
TT/ANTED. — 31x2i Roll Film, Compur ; exchange
M
Baldax, 16 on 3}x2}, f/3.5, Compur;[2010
as
new.— Powell, 109, Fitzroy Avenue, Belfast. [2019
Trade.

F/4.5 Meyer Trioplan, Vario shutter. ... £4
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Ibsor shutter. ... £6
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter.. £7
F/2.9 Meyer

Camera.

168, Oldham

BALDAX

\\TANTED.
— Leitz
Valoy
Enlarger,
upright
11 preferred,
orange
filter,
Feluk 40-in.,
10x8 Masking
Printing Board, Leitz Green Panchromatic Filter,
slip-on, for Suramar ; Front Lens, No. 1 ; perfect,
reasonable. — 260, Killin St., Sandyhills, Glasgow.

Q to Miniature
obtain your

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

Ensign, Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.l

BABY Ikonta, f/6.3, wanted. — Wilding, 14,

SUPER
IKONTA

f

ENSIGN
Electrically heated by two ordinary
40r or 60
amateu
S
watt lamps. Dries semi- matt YI
or matt
PRESpaper
DR NG
quickly and evenly in about 5 minutes, also
glossy on ferrotype plates. The prints are
held in position by a strong fabric cover attached
to a metal frame. Made of metal ; with flex,
lamp-holders and ferrotype plate. Any ordin¬
ary household lamps (not sup¬
plied) may be used .

WANTED. — 12-in. f/5.6 Dallon, in good conI I
dition. — 102, Milton Avenue, East Ham,
E.6.
[1984

\\rANTED.— For i-pl. Soho Reflex (f/4.5 Zeiss
t T Tessar), 3 double book-form dark slides,
focussing magnifiers, Tele lens, filters and other
accessories. — Francis, North Road Garage, Welwyn,
Herts.
[1996

ZEISS IKON

This

for Drying and Glazing Prints

VSIANTED. — Vertical Condenser Enlarger, V.P.
t'T or 2 Brownie ; good condition, cheap. —
Box 346, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [1954

£33:13:0

SUPER

ENSIGN PRESS

YY/tANTED. — }-pl. Condenser Enlarger, adaption,
Vt gas. for own camera, cheap. — Wray, 124,
Chippingham St., Sheffield.
[1942

£73.5 LENS,
£25
Fitted with ELMAR

It gives

16, 1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

& DISTRICT

PHOTOGRAPHERS,

of every

AMATEUR

DEAL

\\[
ANTED. — Modern Photographic Apparatus :
T T also cameras with large-aperture lenses ;

Trioplan,

delayed-action

7
5
7

6
0
0

Compur

£9

5 0

send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.

THE VEST-POCKET PICCOCHIC 3x4 CM.
TAKES 16 PICTURES ON V.P. FILM.

makes,at orgood
exchange
generous
WE well-known
will Purchase
PriceswithCameras
of
T0096
allowances. — City Pharmacy, 27, Chancery Lane,

F/4.5 Meyer Trioplan, Pronto shutter- . . £4 15
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter- •• £6 17
F/2.9 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter- - £7 5

W.C.2.

Holborn

5696.

[1594

WANTED. — Folding Cameras 31x2} or smaller;

good condition, prompt cash. — Lennie, Princes
St., Edinburgh.
[1739

WANTED. — For Cash or Exchange : Baby Cine

Cameras. Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and modern Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket.
Glasgow.
[1776
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

0
6
0

Stocked by all leading dealers, or write for free
porters:
—
Illustrated
Catalogue showing
complete range of
THE
Baldax and Piccochic Models from the Sole Im¬

NORSE

TRADING

47, BERNERS

DEPOSIT

Telephone

SYSTEM.

CO. (LONDON),

STREET,
: Museum

LONDON,
4141.

LTD.
W.1

May

THE

16, 1934

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

1 motorZeiss
volt
_LO
and Projector,
hand drive,rewind,
£11 ; 100-280Bewi Meter
and case, 9/6 ; Coronet 9-mm. Cine and 3 chargers,
2 loaded, 25/- ; all as new. — 5706 Tudor ; 55, Grove
Avenue, N.10.
[1989

FOR Sale. — 9.5 Pathe Motocimera and Projector,
PATHE Cine Camera (£6/6) new, used once, new
mond

like new ; cheap. — Jarman, Eton
0402.

St., Rich¬
[1990

case (12/6), set of 3 extra lenses, colour
filter (21/-), lot £5/12/6 ; Projector, two claws,
£4/12/6 ; Super Attachment, film joiner, cement
and extra resistance, £1/11/6, or nearest offer for
lot. — Webster, Nailsea, Nr. Bristol.
[2004

attachment
tripod Place,
Edin¬ ’
Leamington
Clarke. witli
perfect, 30/-.—
Cine Camera,
CORONET
[2011
burgh.
Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Cameras and Pro¬
St.,
WardourOxford
W.l, (facing
London, ENTERPR
ISES,Film159, House,
P LUSTRA
St. end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with

jectors from 20/- ; Pathe, DeVry, B-200,
Ensign, Lux, etc. : films for hire in London area.

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

BARGAINS
“STILL”

Trade.

CAMERAS.

i-pl. Ross Panros Focal-plane Camera, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
6 double slides, F.P.A., de luxe leather case. In brand
new condition. Recently cost £38 13s. 9d. Amazing bar¬
gain .
£9 18 8
Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, latest model with
slow-speed shutter, \ to l/l,000th sec., leather case. Whole
outfit in brand new condition. Recently cost £47 os.
Rare opportunity .
£29 18 6
3i x 2i Welta, f/5.6 anastigmat, Compur shutter. Cost
£6 10s .
£1 18 6
3} x 2i Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter, double extension, plate back. As new. List
£16 10s .
£7 19 6
31 x 21 Westminster de Luxe, f/2.9 Meyer Trioplan, double
ex., D.A. Compur, 3 slides. As new. Cost £12 £7 19 0
Leica Model III, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, slow-speed shutter,
1 to l/500th sec., leather case, latest model. New condition.
£44 18s .
£27 17 6
Leica Model II, f/1.9 Dallmeyer
special leather case. Brand new
£30 .

Super Six anastigmat,
condition. Cost over
£19 19 6

Leica Model I, f/3.5 Elmar, focal-plane shutter, leather
case. Perfect condition. Special bargain.... £7 19 6
i-pl.
slides.

Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anas., 3
New condition. List £15 15s .
£7 19 0

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat,
3 slides. Perfect. Cost £15 15s .

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-.— Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

2i-in. square Rolleicord, f/4.5 Zeiss, Compur shutter,
ever-ready case. As new. List £11 10s .
£7 19 6
3i x 2i Kern, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter, radial
focussing. As new. Cost £9 9s .
£2 19 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/2.8 Tessar, slow-speed shutter,
£ to 1/1, 000th sec., ever-ready case. As brand new. List
£31 5s .
£19 18 6
As

3} x 21 Kodak Series III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest Compur.
brand new. List £12 .
£5 19 6

refill with special Fine-grain Pan. Film, 1/9 each ;
Developing, Printing and Enlarging by skilled
workmen, giving you the best results ; all amateur
Cine Requirements.— B. S. Productions, 1, Mitre
Court, E.C.4. (Central 2480).
[1801

As

V.P. Kodak Series III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
new. List £11 .

Cine-Nizo, f/1.5, focussing, interchangeable,
3 and 4 in. Telephotos, case, accessories ; cost
£50 ; £27/10. — 45, Newington Butts, S.E.ll. [1911

31 x 2A Zeiss Ikon Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, double
extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. As new. Cost
£17 Is. 9d .
£7 17 6
i-pl. Ensign de Luxe, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Acme shutter, 1
to l/300th sec., double extension, 3 slides and F.P. adapter.
As new. Cost £13 .
£4 19 6

A. E. BELL. — Connoisseur’s Outfit, 9.5-mm.

graphic tinting, shading, retouching ; good
condition ; also various stains for use with
above, £3 ; deposit system. — E. C. Dowling, Ravenstone Rectory, Leicester.
[1953

WESTON 627 Meter, brand new condition, current
NEW 34-in. Kodak Film Tank, all roll films,

price £8/10 ; bargain, £4/15. — S. Fellowes,
Red Roofs, Hythe End, Wrays bury.
[1920

including postcard ; list 37/6 ; accept 25/- ;
guaranteed unused. — Stoddart, 30, Alma St.,
Falkirk.
[1966
Trade.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices :
SINGLE Metal Slides, “ A.P. Paris,” T.-P., Zeiss
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel and
Block Edge fittings: 34x24 1/3, 41x31 1/6;
54x34 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

FILM Pack Adapters, “ A.P. Paris,” fittings as
slides : 34x24 5/6, 41x31 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

THE Famous Rada Slides, etc., are now

[0090

for general distribution.

SINGLE Metal Slides, nearly all fittings’

34x24 1/8, i-pl. 1/10, P.C. 2/6, 4-pl. 4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45X107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/- ; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.

FILM Pack Adapters, 34 X 2} 6/-, i-pl. 7/-,
ADAPTERS, adapting F.P.A.’s for smaller packs,
FROM all dealers, or send for descriptive list
V.P. 5/6, 9x12
10X15 cm. 10/-.
9X12

cm.

7/6, 6x13

to I-pl. 1/-, 10x15

31 x 21 Dallmeyer de Luxe Snapshot Camera, f/G anastig¬
mat. As new. List £8 8s .
£1 19 6
3 x 4 cm. Miniature Camera, f/2.9 anastigmat, Compur
shutter. As new. List £12 .
£6 19 6
31 x 2J Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,
double extension, 3 slides and F.P. adapter, latest model.
As new. List £11 14s. Gd .
.
£6 19 6

cm.

7/6,

CINE CAMERAS.
Coronet Cine Cameras, f/3.9 anastigmat, guaranteed
latest models and brand new (not to be confused with old
models being offered). Present list price £3 5s. Only a
few left .
£1 17 6
Cine-Nizo F, fitted with f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat and f/2.9
Meyer Telephoto, interchangeable fitting, 2 Meyer yellow
filters, screw-in fitting, de luxe leather case, etc. The whole
outfit is exactly as new. A real bargain for an enthusiast.
Recently cost £47 5s. Our price .
£29 10 0
Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, latest
variable speed model, giving speeds from 8-24 pictures per
second. List price £13 .
£8 19 6
Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix spring
drive. Perfect order. Cost £7 7s .
£2 7 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, takes 50 or
film. As new. Cost £25 .
£7
Model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat,
model. Brand new condition. List £13 13s .
£6
Pathescope

Motocamera

B, f/3.5 anastigmat.

100 ft.
15 0
latest
19 6

double-claw model.
£3 19 6

Bolex P.A. Projector, electric motor drive, 250-watt lamp,
automatically stops on notches. New condition. List
£24 .
£16 15 0
Model
Perfect.

C Kodascope, electric
Cost £18 18s .

motor

drive,

2-in. lens.
£0 19 6

ACCESSORIES.
Blendux Photo-Electric Exposure Meter, gives direct
reading for all cin6 cameras. Ever-ready case, as new.
List £4 4s .
£2 19 6
Drem
List £1

Cinemeter, complete
13s .

in leather

Drem Cinephot, complete in leather
£1 13s .

case.

case.
As

As
£1

new.
10

new. List
15s. Od.

Pathescope Type C Motor, for Home Movie Projector,
complete with all fittings. As new. List £3. . . £1 19 6
Special de Luxe Carrier Cases, to hold Pathescope 200-B
Projector, spare reels and accessories, very compact.
Worth double .
14s. 6d.
Ditto, to hold complete outfit, together with adjustable
resistance. Usually sold at 30s. Our price. .. .17s. 6d.

cm. to P.C. 1/2.

to Peeling & Van Neck, Ltd., 6, Holborn
Circus, London, E.C.l, who also undertake repairs
to all kinds of photographic apparatus.
[0097

DOUBLE Dark Slides, }-pl., 5/- ; Whole-plate,

6/6 ; Roller-blind Shutters, 10/6. — Wilson’s,
Chemists, Wigan.
[2005
BE

ZEISS Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, 9x12, Zeiss
31x21 Lancaster Vertical Enlarger, condenser,

Tessar f/4.5, good condition, £6/10. — 42,
Adelaide Square, Windsor.
[1949
2 electric ; good condition, 25/- ; also Balance,
Quantity Chemicals, 500-watt Home
Portrait
Lamp, cheap. — L. R., Flat 3, 180, Albion Rd.,
N.16.
[1983
Trade.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size
negative, from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
STER
J^ANCAGERS.
J^IST,
fully illustrated, post free on request.
jgNLAR

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD..
87,4255.Parade,
Central
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
ALTA Auto-Foeus Vertical Enlargers, I-pl.,
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

31 x 21 and for Leica, also printers ; shop-soiled
at bargain prices. — Alta, 58, Camberwell Rd.,
London.
[1992

CELLANEOUS

GRAMOPHONE

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S. W.l
1 minute from Victoria Station. Phone : Victoria 2977
Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday)

WISE

IN

TIME-USE

OUR

~|

MIS
1
POWERFUL
French Prismatic Binoculars, 8x30,

as new, £3 ; approval deposit. — 30, Poplar
Avenue, Birstall, Leicester.
[1968

MATERIALS
Trade.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct with us for

D. & P. Paper, Postcards, Plates, Chemicals,
Wallets, Mounts.

TEST our Gaslight or Bromide Paper free of
charge and see the wonderful quality and
easy working, 34x21 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — City Photo Works, Southport.

ATTWOOD. Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 5ix3i, 450 H. & D. :
and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
4-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-. 12x10 [0002
5/-.
normal: 34x24
i-pl. 5/- gross.

2/-, 44x2i

2/6, i-pl. 3/-,

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films. 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; I-pl., 4 dozen
10/6.

ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3
chloro-bromide linen, 36
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality, singles and

sheets, 4-pl. 2/-,

strips, 50 1/6, 100

2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; I-pl., 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

ALLENS.— Super Gaslight, the quality Paper,
ALLENS. — De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. Size, 2/3
ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,
34x24 2/- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

AND

Parade,
[0082

List £6 6s.
£4 10 0

PROJECTORS.
Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with resistance for
all voltages, and silver screen. Perfect order. List
£3 2s. 6d .
£119
6
Pathescope Home Movie Projector,
As new. List £6 15s .

So ENLARGERS]

3 slides and
£6 18 6

31 x 2i Ensign Carbine No. 7, f/4.5 Aldis, D.A. Compur,
Shop-soiled only .
£5 19 6

FOR Sale. — Aerograph Outfit, suitable for Photo¬

available

latest Compur.
£5 18 6

31 x 21 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat,
case. Perfect. List £15 10s .

ACCESSORIES

|LANTERNS

revolving back,
£7 18 6

3i x 2£ T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac,
double extension, revolving back, 3 double slides, roll-holder
and case. Cost over £40 .
£12 15 0

Enlargements from 9.5 and 16 mm. Cine
Film. Send for price lists and fill up your album.

Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l
cash,Apparatus,
exchange, 87,
instalments
; Cameras,
Lenses, ;
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

3i x 2i Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
automatic range-finder, Compur delayed-action shutter.
As new. List £17 .
£12 18 6

motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ;
[2013
free parking facilities.

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
NEW and Welcome. — We now make First-class
LEICA Service. — Send your spools and we will

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

DEPOSIT

Postcards,

100 ; D. & P. Order Pads, 1/6 dozen.

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything45 for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092

SYSTEM.

May

THE

AMATEUR

FREE

Trade.

A

Haddington
Place, —Leith
Walk.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh.
A New
DepotPleaseat call.21,
WRITE
FOR.
K ALTON,
Bristol,
150,
Victoria
St.
Hou^s, 9
FREE
to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 p.m. Callers welcomed.
CATALOGUE
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Selection of
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Ohe
Largest"in
materials
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
the "Jrade /
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4091, Argyle St. Prices less
CITy PHOTO

P.&D. GUARANTEE

16,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

CAMERAS
WITH

PHOTOGRAPHER

! !

We

are so sure

of the high

quality of our goods that
we will send a free sample

leat

her case, F.P. ada
pi— V.P. Kodak, f/7.7
focussing anastigmat.

B, leather
lens

£1

of

:1

:0
£1:0:0
0

17s. 6d.
10s. Od.

case .

.

anastigmat

Series III, Kodar

f/7.7.

f/7.9. Shop-soiled .

de
Co
Sh
op
la
mp
.5,
-s
ye
ur
oi
d.
l
ac
Series III, Kodar
ti f/7.9. Shop-soiled . ed
on

tigmat, f/6.3, Compur
soiled .

shutter.

K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white

Shop-

CC

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
Kweight
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
and double-weight; 20x16 6/3 dozen;

£1:15:0

Bond. Street

- 2ZH4 LEEDS

/8X5

WYNNE’S

HUNTER
Used

21

in

ot

31

No.

Lu

s

1 P
ock

II

I

oc
1 x am
31e

METER.

ORIGINAL.

the world.

The correct exposure found simul¬
taneously for every stop by the
simple movement of one scale.
et

ko

Lantern

INFALLIBLE

all over

The

raNo
,. 1
Poc
ke

Price 9/6 each, complete.

Kod

May

ak

be had on approval.

Seri
es
III,
Illustrated
Price List on application.
Kod
ak
Infallible Exposure
Co.,
anas Meter
¬

t K
od

ak

“The

Wrexham.

Amateur

Kod
ak
Photographer.”
anas
¬

16/5/34.

‘ The

Amateur

till Thursday,

May

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

16/5/34.

Amateur

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

16/5/34.

Amateur

16/5/34

CRITICISM

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

QUANTITIES

SAMPLE

TAKES

THE

EALING,

TROUBLE”

LONDON,

W.5

See the new G.B. EQUIPMENTS
SOUND-ON-FILM
PROJECTOR
demonstrated.

BRADY

&

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

29, MOSLEY

ST., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

♦ ALL

MARTIN

IN

LTD.

STOCK

f

LEICA, ROLLEICORD, BABY
IKONTA, BALDAX, ENSIGN
MIDGET, KODAK CINE-8, Etc.
4 FMOTO*CNKMI(f>

film ; post 6d., or C.O.D. Trade supplied. — Kimber,
61, Grand Parade, Brighton.
[1998

PRIZES

for
are

16/5/34.

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

See

the Guide

for

500

pages.

5,000

Illustrations.

2D.
EACH, glossy
Superioror art
P.C.surface.
Enlargements,
any
quantity,
— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
USE

AND

AVOID

HOLIDAY
offered

WHEATSHEAF

Trade.

COUPON

This Coupon to be affixed to each query.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

46

THAT

dozen

LARGER

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬

ENLARGEMENTS
Amateur

Per

USE

K ALTON
first 3fx2i,
quality, 9/-;
8 exposures
l|x2i,Roll
9/-Films,
dozen;
3ix4i, :
11/-; 6 exposures: 3ix2i, 18/-; 5ix3i, 21/-.
PON-TYN E
K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs,3 H.packs& 8/6.
D. 350, 3ix2i, 3 VEWCASTLE-U
packs 5/3
Stockists of all the
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 i-pl..
1934 CAMERAS, including
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
LEICA, CONTAX, ROLLEICORD, SUPER
K ALTON
Roll Film,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
8 exposure,
l|x2isuper
and fast,
3ix2i,
IKONTA, ETUI, etc., BLENOUX and
2ix4i 12/-; 6 exposure, 3x2, 8/6.
OMBRUX Exposure Meters.
CIN£ CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
K ALTON
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3ix2i, Film
3 packs
PATH £, BELL & HOWELL, KODAK, etc.
K ALTON
Chemicals,
bottled
;
Amidol,
1/2
oz.
;
Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

everything for D.
grapher. — Kimber.

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

* The

FIRM

FOR

BRIGHTON. — Roll Films,& P.Plates,
and Papers,
portraitWallets
photo¬ ;
GEORGE (HIDE
and free samples
pounds. — Kimber.
BRIGHTON.
— Send ;forsavemyyoumoney-saving
lists 22S.Roundh»yll(lX**<Il ♦aoST
Every-distance
Box Box
Camera,
Meniscus
BRIGHTON.
— Coronet
Camera7/6 ;0.20,
5/6 ;
Pocket Folding Camera, 15/6; all fit any 2ix3i

COMPETITION

Photographer.”

PRINT

of three.

for FREE

28a, BROADWAY,

Mounts, 18xl4i, 12x10, 4/6 dozen, 27/6 100 ;
all carriage paid ; write for samples new Designs
Mounts and 72-page list, free. — Crown Manufactory,
Rotherham.
[1956

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Thursday, May 31st.

‘The

Write

"THE

2/-

FOR

NEGATIVES

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

Folders,
2/- 100,Quality
12/6 1,000;
i-pl.
MOUNTS.
— Super
Slip-in10x8Postcard
Mounts, 6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Thursday, May 31st.

‘ The

Price

normal; all surfaces; 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4ix2f and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

COMPETITION

SERVICE

CARDS

CONTAX

READY

QUOTATIONS

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

31st.

PROCESSING

FILING
or

in strips

[0009
etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

ADVANCED
WORKERS* COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available

LEICA
ALL

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

Spec

ial,

For

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality,Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
: vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;Glossy
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Double¬
72 sheets 2/6.
4 dozen Plates
8/9, backed
; i-pl..
5/-,
K
ALTON
: i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

»

WORKS

LEICA

SPECIAL

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Pearson&Denhamme

THE

size.

IfTUCS/

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
R ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
3ix2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 l|x2J,
gross; 1/6
4ix2|gross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
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COMPLETE

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2J 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

5

, ,

costs

x

119.PSTEastboumfcRoa&Southboit
22 years

and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

£3:5:0
£1:15:0
£3:12:6
£8:7:6
£3:12:6

As new .

i/4

—

Bromide

paper

Also
postcards, devel¬
mounts,
etc.
ggj
paper.plates,
opers,
chemicals,
wallets,

III shutter, 1 to l/100th sec., leather case. £ O # O • C
As new .
^
P.
K
I od
ia— pi
V.
kMspeeded
shutter, 1 to l/100th sec.
P.
..
£1:12:6
od Cameo
Ko
, A
el
da
Jdi
k,
s U
si
no
nX
glI f/3.5, 6 slides. F.Pf./7.a
case
7,dapte
£11
e
r,
.
:15
:0
meyer anastigmat f/6. As new .
Kodak

or

excellent

only 2/6 gross, in

V.

4

Gaslight

This

ALL

and

SNAPS

HOLIDAY
Coupon

and

Holiday

W-M
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GUIDE

full particulars.

Addresses.

Co-operative

Societies

Bookstalls .
Or post free 4jd- from
Holiday Guide, (Office R), Balloon

Wheatsheaf
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IMPORTANT

AMATEUR

EM

ANNOUNCEMENT

PHOTOGRAPHER

L A RG E ME

ADVERTISEMENTS
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]

Trade.
For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

CONNOISSEURS. — Enlargements for amateur’s

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin

Gorse,

Mather
Photo

79, New

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Road,
Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

J. Templeman,
W.

Street, Birmingham.

16, Percy

H. Tomkinson,

G. & F. A. Wilman,

Street, Hanley,

81, Dale

Stoke-on-Trent.

Street, Liverpool.

32, Westgate,

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

Blackburn.
Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

Road,

Bradford.
Leeds.

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8£x6J 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

LEICA, Expert Finishing, 3£ x 2£ Enlargements,
2d. ;
lists free. — George Childe,
Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.

“ DREM

”

METER

AT A LOWER

PRICE l

PRICE
New

List of Drem

ST.,

ALL Developing and printing, same-day service :

Roll Films and one print each to 3£x2£ 1/- ;
4£x3£ 1/3, 5£x3£ 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
ty/_
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-on
for Kodak
2,000,
[0057
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

GUARANTEED

CINE

BARGAINS

MODEL B CINE-KODAK, f/3.5, 2 speeds, takes
50-ft. reels. Splendid condition, portrait attach¬
ment .
£8 10 0
universal
£6
6 0
with
0 0

For approval, hire purchase and
part exchange,

CYRI
BAT

H

writ© to 2—*

Appointed

TELEPHONE

2017

OWE

H

PHOTOGRAPHY

REPAIRERS

PRODUCTS
STRAND,

MODEL HI LEICA, Elmar f/3.5. Absolutely new
condition. Recently cost £25 .
£19 10 0

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

post free.

Obtainable through any photographic
dealer, or

DREM

who personally supervises the Miniature Negative
Department, and uses Leica apparatus throughout.

ENSIGN SUPER SIXTEEN PROJECTOR, stills,
reverse, 200- watt direct illumination, dual re¬
sistance, carrying-case. Cost £45 .... £10 10 0

Trade.

15/Meters,

IN STOCK

CINE NIZO 9.5, i/2.8, 16 and 32 frames,
case. All as new, only used once .
£12

FILMS Developed and Printed, 3£x2£ 10d., post

JUSTODREM
The first optical exposure meter that
eliminates the personal factor. You
just look and note the exposure.

MODELS

FOR CAREFUL PROCESSES OF LEICA FILMS,
WITH FINE -GRAIN DEVELOPER, SEND TO
CYRIL HOWE, A.R.P.S.

MODEL
CandKODASCOPE,
Clarostat,
resistance
case. Sound .

Photo[0098

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

A New

BEDFORD

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
mounted
Enlargement
FREE
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8J-X6J ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8ix6£ 10d.,

METER

EXPOSURE

ALL

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Peter¬
[4423

Correct exposure is the only means of obtaining really excellent
negatives, and this is ensured only by means of a good exposure
meter. Over 300,000 DEEM
EXPOSURE
METERS
are now in
use throughout the world ; when buying an exposure meter see
it is a DEEM.

37,

1 /O
DOZEN,
9d.film
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
A/
O
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

To obtain perfect
negatives use a
EXPOSURE

studio finished ; customer writes : “ Enlarge¬
ments surpassed expectations.” — Cox, Artist En¬
larger, 83, Studland Rd., Hanwell, W.7.
[1835

Ltd.

W.C.2

Trade.

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

HERE IS THE FILM
YOU SHOULD USE DURING
SUMMER MONTHS

THE

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
REFLEX and (
FOLDING PLATE CAMERAS
WANTED
Write,

!

giving full particulars, and stating
you require.

what

new

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

CAMERA Repairs, brasswork, woodwork, bellows
Lane, ;
[1929

catalogue, 2d. — Mason, 65, Shepherd’s
Leeds.

apparatus

ROLLEIFLEX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc.

DINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

TUITION.

BOOKS,

etc.

j

Trade.

ENAMEL

STEEL

Colours:
Depth.
8 in.
3 in.
3 in.
6 in.

Size.

. .
. .
.
..

24
30
24
20$

i Cascade

x
x
x
x

White

Price.
18 .
. 15/20 .
.
. 15/12/6
18
. 12/6
16$

and

DISHES
Orange.

Depth.
3 in. ..
3 in.
3 in.
Sin. .

set of 3, 20 x 16, £2 2s.

Other

Size.
20$ x 16$
16$ x 12$
12$ x 10$
23 x 7

Price.
.. 10/0
.. 5/6
..
..

LLOYD'S,

_

PUBLICATION

Trade.

Wanted!
AS

POST

CARDS.

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.
Payment on acceptance. Stamped addressed
envelope to accompany photos submitted.

Wilson Bros. Ltd., 80, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2
YOU

CAN

‘BOLEX’ 16-mm SUPER-ORTHO

RETOUCHING

i

8250. _

Photographs
FOR

4/6
7/6

87, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.1
Tel. : HOLBORN

for free prospectus
obligation.Terrace,
— World’sChadwell
Photo¬
graphic
Academy, ; 5,no Shannon
Heath, Essex.
[1868

sizes to order.

London’s Largest Store of Photographic Equipment
_

their photographs
should
write immediately
AMATEUR
Photographers
interested
in selling

DEAL

(reversible .)

cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
RETOUCHING.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
RETOUCHING,
Colours,Mrs.etc. Maries,
; highest
class, termsWater
moderate.—
7,
Brandram Rd., Lee, S.E.13.
[1970

Speedy.
Extremely fine grain.
Good latitude.
Fit any 16-mm. camera using spools.

j PHOTOGRAPHS

On daylight-loading

[1148

Including processing.

WANTED

[

Trade,

SCHOOL
of ;Illustrated
Journalism.and
— Agency
Amateurs
work suggested
placed. for
—
Write Mr. Chamberlain, 117, Lower Oldfield
Park, Bath.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

CINEX
70, HIGH

50 ft.

spool. 11/6

100 ft.
20/-

LIMITED

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.1

[2008
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

47
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AMATEUR

and

Prism
Binoculars.

W tU
^
ru
M

3

4 cm. Korelle, f/3.5 anastigmat,

r 4 4 C.ft

Compur. A s new. Cost £6 ios .
1‘l.XO.U
3J x 2 t No. 6 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
Compur, rising front, case. Good con-

4.5x6

cm. Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar,

Compound

shutter to i/25oth sec., 3 slides, F.P. CC.C.ft
adapter. Good condi1 ion .
XU.O.vl
31x21 Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Excellent £C.1 A. A
condition. List £14 ios .
XO.AU.U
3Jx2J Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, case. Good condition. ffl.IC.n
List £15
xM: lu.U
21x1 1 Zeiss Ikon Icaretfe, f/4.5 Tessar,
latest Compur. As new. List £11 us.
9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ideal Hand, delayed Compur,

£9:17:6

Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, f 1 (1,1 A. A
case. As new. Cost £16 7s. 6d .
Xlv>lv.U
4ix3J Latest Sanderson, Ross Homocentric f/6.3,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. Hs C1C.ft.ll
brand new. List £25 .
Ilu.U.v
2Jx2i Latest Roileiflex, f/3.8 Tessar,
case. Excellent condition. List £24...
4£x3i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, 6j-in. Cooke f/2.5,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. As PI 7.1 C.ft
new. List £25 .
XI# .10.0
4.5x6 cm. Meyer Speed Focal-plane, 3j-m- Plasmat
f/1.5, 12 slides, case. As new.
Cost £35:0:0
£53

£17:10:0

28 OLD BOND
London,

a
free anywhere.
^ mama
/ Q TT
78 pages, post
3x4
cm.
Baby
Ikonta,
f/6.3 Novar, Derval shutter.
Fair
condition.

List £3 12s. 6d .

direct finder, 3-speed.

2ix1|

Splendid

lhagee Weeny-Ultrix 1450, for roll films, also

Zeiss Triotar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, £^,17,0
leather case. Fair condition .
XO»l#«U
21x1
lhagee Autolette, self-erecting, f/3.5 Xenar,
Comp
ur.1 Good
condition. List £10 5s...
. £7:15:0

2£ x 1 jj lhagee
As

new.

Exakta, f/3.5 Tessar,
List £19 .

Here’s
Quality
film Developed
and 1 at
Velox the
glazed Right
print made Price
from each!
(*2J x 4$)
Superior
6J ; 2/0
x 121/9,

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
&

CAMPION,

122, East

Park

Road,

C
A

7. R
/ *D

case.

3£x21

Fair

condition .

£19*10*0

Sinclair Traveller Una, all metal, double exten¬

sion, revolving back, N.S. Perfect shutter, Ross Combinable
lens (2-foci) 4f-in. f/5.5, and 8-in. f/11 single component,
3 tropical D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, Graflex roll-film
holder, 3 filters, leather case. Splendid £07.1A*n
condition. List over £45 .
f • 1 U*U

281 OXFORD
London, W.l

LEICESTER.

(X&vays use-

doors

West

of Circus.

WEST

BOUND

BUSES

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 lens,
Excellent condition
.

£10 17s. od .
XDiiyio
4Jx3J Mentor Folding Reflex, 15-cm. Zeiss Cfi.R.A
Tessar
f/4.5, F.P. adapter. Good condition. Xv*D*U
Fair condition.
List
15s .
£G*17*6
3£x2{ Dallmeyer £15
Pentac,
f/2.9 Pentac,
Compur.

3.}x2i Mentor Bijou Reflex, very compact, Tessar
f/4.5, D.D. slide, F.P. adapter, case, pi ft. 1 ft. A
Excellent condition. List £3 7 .
2i x 2i Roileiflex, f/4.5 Tessar. Good

HERE.

CROUCH

SELECT YOUR HOLIDAY CAMERA
FROM THE LATEST 1934 MODELS :
ENSIGN
MIDGET
.. 30/- and 50/ENSIGN
SELFIX, £2, £2 12 6 and £3 10 0
KODAK
620 JUNIOR
. .
37/6 and £2 15 0
BROWNIES
FROM
.
12/6
ALSO:

LATEST
etc.
etc.,

IN PHOTOGRAPHY

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA

SQUARE,

(bwuu.

O.P.O.)

AT

Photographic Chemists,

PLEASE

MENTION

31 x 21 T.-P. Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, Just overhauled
2 new slides, F.P. adapter. Perfect .
i-pl. Ensign Pocket
rise and cross. Brand
CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Film,
new.

10

Phon,

: MID.

5470.

by makers,
£5 0 0

f/4.5, 5.5-in. Aldis-Butcher, Compur,
Listed £10 5s .
£6 6 0

SPECIALIST.

HIGHEST

ALLOWANCES

MADE

JAMES

HAYHURST

55. RAILWAY

St

NELSON

CHE/vust
LANCS

SMALL

TELEPHOTO
FILM,

V.P.

Anas,

FOCAL

pictures.

REFLEX
PLANE.

Shutter

speeded
2 O

to

f/3.5. .

. . £> 1 4

S O

f/3.5..

..£18:0:0

Tessar

„

Dallmeyer

„
f/2.8. .
£21:10:0
Super Six f/1.9£3 1:10:0

Extra :
* Dallon ’ Tele-Anas. 6-in. f/5.6 ..£8:15:0
Solid Leather Case .
£1 : 0 : 0

Write

GARNER

request

Polebrook

8.E.1

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

” .WHEN

0

over¬
17 0
15 0
2 0
Aldis
6 0

BIRMINGHAM

Full-size
1/1,000.

“THE

£17

N. & G. Film V.P. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, hide case. Just
hauled by N. & G. Perfect .
£0
i-pl. Horizontal Mentor Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer .
£5
Cine-Kodak BB, f/3.5, case. As new. Cost £16 .
£9
3i x 21 Ensign No. 6 Tropical Carbine, D.A. Compur, f/4.5
Uno, rise. Brand new. Listed £10 5s .
£6

Exakta

Specimen

48

ALL GUARANTEED
- APPROVAL
Little used, condition

Nagel Vollenda, 16 exposures on V.P. film, f/4.6 Radionar, Pronto
D. action. Condition as new .
£3 8 0

ROLL

St., London,

1750

EXAKTA

2d.

from
Stamford

ESTD.

H“T^£Bfl5

USED BARCAINS -

The ONLY

FRIDAY

House,

LTD.

1933 Roileiflex, 0x6, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar.
absolutely as new .

POULTRY
%ORLD

(A.P.), Dorset

END, London, N.8

The CAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS

ALL THE
) ^ PATHfi,

THE
PREMIER
POULTRY
JOURNAL
Poultry keepers everywhere will find this Journal
uncommonly interesting and helpful.

The Publisher

PARADE,

Canterbury.— 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

Sv&C rOy alt
goocC sfationebs .

issue free on

XxU»XU*V
C1A.1C.A

condition .
XlU«lw*w
3Vx2Vcase.
N. &Good
G. Standard Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
holder,
condition. . .
£22:10:0
Xpres, 3 D.D. slides, lens hood, F.P. adapter, roll-film

17 TOPSFIELD
STOP

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.

and 6e satisfied.

of recent

CO.IQ.f
t
1 / *D

Derval shutter, purse case. As new. ... X^* 1 J/.O
4£x2£ Nagel Roll Film, delayed Compur, f/4.5
Nagel, rising front. As new.
Cost rC
1 A.C

Leica Cameras and Accessories, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes, bought
for cash. All latest Kodak, Ensign, Baida, Voigtlander, Leica, Roileiflex, Zeiss, Pathe,
etc. Lists free and post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

e) tatione ry

copy

B, f/6.5 lens. £0.1 0.C

4£x3£ rise
lea Halloh Roll Film, Compur, f/6.3 Zeiss
Triotar,
and cross, leather case. £0*17#fi

ST.

ZEISS,
ROLLEIFLEX,
EXAKTA,
ROLLEICORD,
THORNTON
- PICKARD,

EVERY

Good condition .

Cine-Kodak

D * a ITC H I S^?N

Your

OSBORNE

Cl 0.1
XiO«l

the

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.

adapter,

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, VV.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, VV.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., VV.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate,W.n.

negative : V.P. and 3£ x 2J, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116
1/0, 4i <31 1/3, 6i x 3J 1/8. 1/0 dozen, 1/- i dozen,
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 A dozen, 8A
dozen, 1/6 & dozen, 6J x 4J enlargements. 2'- 20 < 16. 15
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 8A x 6A 9d., 6* x 42 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

condition. . .

all

latest in
stock.

9.5-mm.
Pathe Camera
f/3.9
anastigmat.
As new.
5s. Xi*l
/
and Cost
Camo £3Motor,
£0,0.

16-mm.

4Jt 3{ Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, 15-cm.

case.

1934

9.5-mm. Coronet Camera, motor drive, ci #*f 7

f/3.5 lens, case.

plates 4.5x6 cm., f/4.5 lhagee, Compur, 6 slides, screen,
case. Good condition. List £9
12s. 6d.
*15*0

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
alloivance.

D*?LLX?N

rn

MINIATURE
CAMERAS

3£ x 2£ Folding Roll Film, f/4.5 Zodellar, £0.0.0

Fourteen

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
I2i, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

£1*15*0

3£ x 2£ Six-Twenty Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat.

ST.

W. I

List £3 7s. 6d .

Fair condition.
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BARGAIN

• M # of recent
for cameras

' make,

PHOTOGRAPHER
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for new

catalogue.

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden

Square, W.l

ADVERTISERS.
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THE

i6, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

3

. . . HIKING, CYCLING, MOTORING or CRUISING
You’ll put real “snap”

into your outing if you—

TAKE A MINIATURE CAMERA
FIRST
GETS

EASY PAYMENT
YOUR
CHOICE

We have, without doubt, the most comprehensive range of miniature cameras in
the country. Whatever model you need — no matter who the maker is — we
have it in stock NOW.
Come to Bond Street for best service.

WESTON METERS

AUTOMATIC
“ROLLEIFLEX”

—
—

MODEL
617/2 (as illus¬
trated). The universal meter
for “ still ” or cin6 work.
Built on the photronic light

proof

Here is the camera to get life into all
your pictures. Has every gadget that
goes for absolute perfection. Takes 12
exposures on standard 3Jx2i roll film.

—
—

—
—
—
—

Fitted

with

Zeiss Tessar

cell system.

8

CC
Has

Nine

ROLLEICORD”
numerous

with

the

Compur
patent

special

famous

shutter,

features

in common

parallax

compensation,
f/4.5 lens.

10 Gns.
Nine monthly payments of 24/6.
—

Cost

IKONTA

Co

mp
ur
shutter.

Compur

monthly payments
25/8 or 19/10.

sec., tan case.

1 to l/
ut
30
te
0t
r,
h
Cost £6 .

se

shutter,

sec.

sh

1 to l/300th

c.

£2

9

6

Cost £13 10s. £8

8

0

Co

st

£1

3

10s

.

£9

17

6

£4 17

6

Cost £15 15s. £9

9

shutter,

1 to l/300th

f '4.9 anastigmat lens, Compur
Cost £8 15s .
stigmat lens, Compur
£11 Is .
len

Co

len

Co

s,

0

12s. 6d.

anastigmat lens, Compur
£10 10s .

f/6.3, Derval
£3:7:6

of

MINIATURE CAMERA BARCAINS

15s .

£1 5s .

x
Novar Anastigmat
shut
ter. From . .

£4

shutter, 1 to l/300th

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll
film. All-metal body. Hinged back,
spring-out front for rigidity, leather
bellows, direct-vision finder, tripod
bush. Finished black enamel with
nickel fittings.

4

for cin£ work

USED
BUT
GUARANTEED

20

Rolleiflex — one-lever

film guide, Zeiss Triotar

BABY

meter

m0°thly ^payments

NlDe montbly payments

£22"10"0

fool-

on,y small,:10:
MODEL 627. A £8
handy
0

f/4.5 lens.

Weston
■ 0 • 0 Nine
£20
F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar.

£11:0:0

Absolutely

sec. Cost
£6
12 6 0
Ves
t
£4 17
6 Poc

s,

sh

mp

ut

ur

mp

shutter,

te

sh

1 to

l/

1 to

l/

r,

ut

ur

te

r,

1 to l/300th

shutter,

shutter,

sec.

1 to

30

Cost

10s

Co

£2

se

Co

£17 17
15s
£1
8
.
£13 13

h

st

st

c.

0t

sec. Cost
£7 7 0

se

c.

0t

30

1 to l/300th sec.
£4 19 6
l/300th

h

£20 .

2

£14

.

14

0
0
0

Co

sh
1 to l/
se
Co
£8 15s
. £5 17 6
st
ut
30
c.
..
ut
st
30
ke mpu
c.
te
0t
mp
t
te
r,
0t
h
u
Eo r
r,
1312s. 6d.
h
Cost r£1 15s .
da3-speed shutter. Cost £4 17s. 6d .
lens,
£3 17 6
k,
Ve
3
st
la
zy
P
£1 19 6
-t
5 0 ocke £2 15s .
£5
10
£1
Co
se
1 to l/
sh
Co
o
n
s.
st
ut
0
t
30
c.
g m
mp
Ro
te
0t
od
ur
The World’s Best Miniature Camera.
ll
r,
1
h
el
,
mount,
l/20th to l/500th sec. Cost
Fi focal-plane shutter.
174 A 6d
£1
Co
sh
Co
le
f/
Te
F/3.5 or F/2 lens, from .
ns
s. ut5. 0
4.
st
ss
0
ut
£5
mp
£18 15slm. Zeis
£10 10 0
,
5
o.
ar
s
te
Ica
u
Te
1
r
r.
Rol
ret
Write for special list—
ss
4 x
te,
lei
ar
fle
3
T
es
15
cm
x,
sa
Portsmouth.
2
.
2{
r
Ro
Zo
-i
4x
f
ll
de
n.
ei
le
3 c
“ I wish
my complete
satisfaction/4.5with the camera I purchased
sq
tt
fl
16 to express
ana
m.
ua
eR
emonths
x
from
you
some
ago.
It
has
exceeded
my
expectations
in perform¬
r
¬
Zei
Re
oll
e,
B
3
Ze of same
ance, and aIbycannot flspeak
too highly
F. W . H.
Fi
ex
4 x Camera.ss E
The World’s Smallest Reflex
is
lm
oli
,2
Ro
s
,
ll
Making
3x4
cm.
pictures.3 ccInstant
bri
jT
f
e
e
m..
/
m
i
i
,Z
4.5
ss
n.
17
fl
readiness for use, certainty of focus, N Eand
ar
eis
ex
sq
an
aoli
,4
Vo
s T
f/3
ua
as
elbr
advantages of the roll-film camera gall
ig
re
es
ti
.5
6
4
Roi R
tl
, Z
sa
gm
combined. Compur shutter.
cm
lloll
r f
an
Mi
at
ei
5 Ves
.,
d
/
n
s
F
len
er
3.5
s
iilFil
Te
4 xt
Zeiss Tessar
T
s
B
F
m
s
.
l
e
m
P
r
, ,
ex
sa
ens
ss
il
F/3.5
3 oc
N
ALMOST
GIVEN
AWAY.
r
l
Z
1
,
a
c
M
a
lens. . .
ia
9
r
m. ke
f/3
Co
in
ge eis
nt
f/3
l s T
ia
mp
.5
Nat E
Vo
Ro
.8
f/ es
tu
ur
ge od
len
ig
ll
20
4. sa
l a
re
F/2. 8 Zeiss Tessar
tl
s.
5l r
Ro k
Fi
an
Ro
Co
Le
lens .
en f/
ll M
lm
7
de
l
i
3
s
m
o
l
,
o
.
,
ca
pu
rod
rB
Do
Sk
Fi
3- 5 le
r
y eRl
ll
r
M
i
sp ns
op
lm
od
ll
Nine monthly payments
of y 43/9
or 50/2.
olB
ee .
8
ia
ar
Ro
el
l,
Ca
d
nt
ll
FiA
f/
Ve
me
I,
,2
lcmh
Fi
4.
st
jra
He
,r
lm
5l
9
in
Cost.
,
Eol.
kt
Po
ens
.s
f/
Ca
mla
Ve
Cost.
Our
price.
Our price.
o
ck
24
mm.
3.
r
. diam.
qu
me
ern
st
et
5V
f
a
ra
/
f
Nine
monthly
in¬
r
26.5 is./3
2.
Eo
Po
26.5 ida
5 First e, f
.
(
stalments.
5
C
1
da
ck
le
r
osle
6
/7
28.5
10
ns
on
et
t ns,
.7
29.5
k
Sp
le
in
V.
Eo
Ve
ec
ns
11
P.
st
da
goods. Only
5 per in
payment
secures
ia
.
te
siz 32
k,
Po
Co
l,
Ve
rc
e),41.5
cent added if over £5
st
ck
Ro
la
st
ha
C
e
s
z
e
ng
t
s
P
y
rt
36.5
ea
Takes the standard 3$ockx 2* Ro8-exposure-to
30
Xp
a
r
ll
bl
re 51
ng
et
f/2
e
s
mo
.7
Ro 12Fi 2J-in.
roll film at 1/2, but gives
f/
de
lm
ll
4.
l,
Te
Fi image
5l
Don't miss this opportunity if your camera
square pictures. The brilliant
Ac
na
lm
e
n
has
a
focussing screen or adjustable extension.
hr
s,
x,
High allowances on
Pi
o.
emphasised by the deep hood
cc is Do
your used apparatus
le
ol
gm
ns
almost full size. Two-speed shutter.ett
ar
.
in part payment for
e,t
f/
a better purchase.
ro
4.
High-grade f/7.7 anastigmat - — .
5l
pi
en
ca
s,
lm
*ID/“
o
lens .
de
l,

Co

sh

1 to

l/

se

Co

£9

10

s.

‘LEICA’THECAMERA FOR THE HIKER

£22 : 0 : 0

THE

PRAISE FROM A
Bargain BUYER:

“PILOT”

Bargains in ZEISS DISTAR and PROXAR

£18:15:0
£21 :10:0

Lenses

Now is your chance to equip your camera, and increase its versatility at very low cost.

DISTAR

The

LENSES

}

“BRILLIANT”

LENSES
15/6

}

15/6 3/6
19/-

WRITE

PROXAR

Easy TERMS

EXCHANGES

3/6

19/-

26/-

APPROVAL WILLINGLY !

FOR 26/LISTS!

4/-

and

of all at—

you do best

WALLACE HEATON LTD
BOND

119, NEW
As

advertisements

PLEASE

on these covers

MENTION

STREET,

go to press a fortnight

“THE

AMATEUR

in advance

some

5/-

LONDON

Phones:
Mayfair 0924-5-6-7
and 47, BERKELEY
ST.,
of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

items

WHEN

may

be sold already,

but similar

CORRESPONDING

outfits are usually

WITH

available.

ADVERTISERS.

4/5/-

May

THE

4

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

16,

f,

- at • ' .

rom
Selochrome gives you the
best results. It provides
oppor¬

more

so many

tunities for

picture-

making, and yields perfect
results at early morning
and late afternoon.

ROLL
Made

FILM

in England by

ILFORD LIMITED
ILFORD, LONDON

Printed

in England

for the Publishers,

Iliffe

& Sons

Ltd., Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

1934

*Jf

AmateurER

OTOGRAPH

Al Cl
The Journal for Everybody
Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

FOR,

THE

FAST

FOCAL-PLANE

SHUTTER

May

WOFUC

OF THE LEICA IS MADE

OF NON-CORROSIVE MATERIAL AND RUNS LENGTH¬
WAYS, ENSURING CLEAR AND SHARP PICTURES
WITHOUT

DISTORTION.

SPEEDS FROM

l-l/500th SEC

Obtainable from every high-class dealer.

E. LEITZ

(LONDON),

20, MORTIMER

Leioa photograph,

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

ST., W.1

taken at 11500th second.

tor transmission

in the U.K.

23rd, 1934.

with

^
a Camera

No. 2376.

2

THE

HOME

AMATEUR

May

PHOTOGRAPHER

MOVIES
Work

23,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

at 6d. a scene

it out for yourself!

A 25 ft. roll of Cine-Kodak
100 ft. 16 mm.

Eight Film (running time equal to

film) is sufficient to “shoot”

20-30 complete

“action sequences” or separate incidents.
A roll costs 10s. Developing and reversal free, return postage
free.
20 to 30 shots for 10s. — *first-class movies at the rate of 6d. a
scene — a whole week’s holiday filming for 10s.
You

see — you can afford movies — with

CINE-* KODAK’

EIGHT

'Home Movies at World’s Loivest Running

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Costs’

ADVERTISERS.

May

23,

THE

1934

YOU

CAN
12 Pictures

21 ■ 21 on stan¬
dard 31 > 21 Roll
Films.
Fitted f/7.7 Voigtar anastigmat,
speeded shutter,
l/‘25th,l/50th and
bulb, complete
with sling strap
and re- At%lm
lease . .

MODEL

119, VICTORIA

OR/

31x24 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, Model 551/2,
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f'4.5, delayedaction Compur shutter, double extension,
plate back. 3 slides, screen. Cost £17 17s. fid.
£10 17 6

III

31 x 2J Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar anastigmat
f/4.5. delayed-action Compur shutter. As
new. List price £10 10s .
. . . £7 10 0
4J v 2i No. la Pocket Kodak Special,
f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat. Kodamath shutter.
Cost £13 17s. 6d .
£6 15 0

F 2 Summar
in Collapsible
Mount
focal-plane

shutter, speeds

Fitted

with

f/3.5

Nine

41 • 2\ No. la Pocket Kodak Series III,
Kodak anastigmat f'7.7, Diornatic £2 5 0
4} * 21 No. la Junior Folding Pocket
Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat .
£1 10 0
41 • 2i No. la Junior Folding Pocket
Kodak, R.R. lens .
£1 5 0

1 to 1 /600th

sec., T. and JB., automatic focus- £09
“13
ilu
sing, interchangeable leus mount ******
Nine monthly payments oi 78 6.

"0
«V

i— pi. Zeiss Ikon Lloyd. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, plate back. Cost £lfi lfis.
£7 15 0

Elmar

monthly

anas- £25:0:0
payments of 58 4.

Zeiss Ikon SUPER

i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Nixe. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, rack focussing, double
extension, plate back. Cost £18 15s.
£12 0 0
1-pl. Goerz Roll Film Tenax, Dagor
double anastigmat f/fi.M. Compur shutter,
rack focussing, double extension. Cost
£10 10s .
£4 15 0

IKONTA

Nine

for every
monthly

picture.
y ,q
payments of 39/8.

For Pictures 41 * 21 or 21 21.
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessa r anastigmat,
speeds

1

to

Nine

FOTH-

Compur

shutter,

l/260th sec.. T. £'|Ql^5a0
monthly payments of 43/9

DERBY

ThiST

16 Pictures

1-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe Focal-plane
Reflex, DalJmev er
Pentae anastigniat
f/2.9, 6-in. focus, revolving reversing back,
3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Perfect condition. List £75 .
£27 10 0

on V.P. Film.

THE

THE

16

pictures on V.P.
Film.
F/2 Xenon

1-pl. Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex,
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double
slides. F.P. adapter and case. Perfect
order. Cost £30 .
£9 15 0
1-pl. or

9-12

cm.

Ernemann

Folding

Focal-plaDe Reflex, Zei6s Tessar anastigniat
f/4.5, rack focussing, double extension,
revolving reversing back. 3 double slides.
F.P. adapter and case. Grand condition.
Cost over £60 .
. . £22 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Popular Focal-plane Reflex,
Cooke Luxor anastigmat f/4.5, revolving
reversing back, 3 slides and F.P. adapter.
Cost £12 12s .
£6 15 0
3 • 4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, Leitz l-.lmar
anastigmat f/3.5. Compur shutter, complete
with case (takes lfi pictures on V.P. size
film). As new. Cost £15 15s .
£10 17 6
Vest Pocket Piccolette,
Compur shutter .

3*4
shutter

Zeiss Tessar f'4.5,
£4 17 6

cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat. Ibm.r
(take* 16 on V.P. size film) £2 19 6

REFLEX

£13 :10 :0
Nine

monthly
of

31/6.

Fitted 'f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., f/3.5
Trioplan focussing lens, lever focussing, metal
focussing hood, fitted with magnifying lens for
sharp definition. Takes 12 pictures on standard
31x21 roll film. (Write for leaflet.)

Takes
A SPEEDEX ‘O’
AGF
Standard
V.P
Roll Films

front £5:5:0
Fitted

f/3. 9 Solinar

anastigmat, in Com¬
pur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T.
and R. self-erecting

Nine

monthly

payments

of

THE
THE

12/3.

ENSIGN MIDCET

REAL

VEST-POCKET

Vest Pocket Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anastig¬
mat, Diornatic shutter and case. Cost
£4 4s .
£2 5 0
Mini-Fex Vest Pocket Miniature Camera,
f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £4 16s... £3 7 6
3*4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikouta, f/4.5
anastigmat. List £4 .
£3 0 0
3 2 No. 2 Ensignette de Luxe, K R. lens,
focussing adjustment. Cost £3 3s.. . 15s. Od.
4 A ■ 6 cm. Baldax, f/3.5 Trioplan. Compur
(16 pictures on No. 2 Brownie size spool).
As new. Cost £7 7s .
£5 17 6
31 * 21 No. 6 Carbine, Zeiss Tessar f'4.5,
Compur shutter, plate back .
£7 10 0

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm., costing only one penny
each. All-distance lens. 3-speed shutter.
/

31 x .
21 Voigtlander,
mat

l/25th, l/50th,

Jubilar

31 x 21 No. 4 Ensign
Aldis Uno f/6.3 .

f/9 £1anastig¬
10 0

Tropical

Carbine,
£3 0 0

31 x 21 Agfa Roll Film, Trilinear anas¬
tigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter. As new.
Latest model. Cost £10 l()s .
£6 6 0
3} • 21 No. 1 Pocket
anastigniat .

Kodak

Series II, f/7.7
£1 10 0

F/6.3 Ensar

1/lOOth

sec., T. and

anastigmat .

THE

. .

30/-

.

BALDAX
50/-

31 x 21 Ensign, Lukos f/4.5 anastigmat,
Compur shutter. Cost £6 10s... £3 15 0

WESTMINSTER
EXCHANGE

LTD.

62, Piccadilly, W.1

119, Victoria Street,
VICTORIA

0689.

GERrard

of

1432.

16 pictures on 31x21 Film.
speedy 1 to l/150th sec., T.
F/3.5 Meyer
Trioplan anastigniat, £g
Ihsor" S
shutter,
* 0

REGtnt 1360.

S.W.1

111, Oxford Street, W.1

monthly

Nine monthly payments of 14/7.
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T.
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur. 7
shutter,
. Q
of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers. Ltd.

24, Charing Cross Road,
TEMpla Bar 7165. W.C.2

Nine

monthly

payments

30/-.

MENTION

B.

31 * 21 Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat,
presentation
model,
covered brown £1leather¬
ette. Cost £3
las .
3 6

£12:17:6

PLEASE

CAidLKA.

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

and B., com¬
plete in purse

payments

A TWIN
LENS
FOLDING

Vest Pocket Kodak Special, Kodak anas¬
tigmat f/4.5, Diornatic shutter. Cost £5 5s.
£3 7 6
Vest Pocket Kodak Model B. #(_ost
15s. 25s.
Od.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

an¬

astigmat. Com¬
pur
shutter,
speeds 1 to
■■ase
l /300th sec., T.

Nine

THE VERY
LATEST

Sent on 7 days’ approval against full cash deposit.
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS.
LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

WESTETTE
Takes

1-pl. Kodak Auto Graflex Focal-plane
Reflex, Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f'4.5. fi-in.
focus. 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and
case. Cost £27 Ids .
£10 10 0

3 ' 2 Voigtlander, Skopar anastigmat
f/4.5. Compur shutter. Cost £*. . £5 5 0
Vest Pocket Kodak Series III. f/7.9 Kodar.
Cost £2 2s .
£1 7 6

31 2} Ensign Speed Focal-plane Reflex
for Roll Films. Lnsar anastigmat f/4.5.
As new. Unused. List £6 17s. 6d.
£5 5 0

F/3.0 Foth anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane
shutter, with delayed-action device, epeedp l,'25th
to l/600th sec. and B.
Very nyj , 4 a , a
compact. .
» l<6 iO
Nine monthly payments of 1010.

1-pl. Dallmeyer Popular Focal-plane
Reflex. Pallmever f/4.5 anastigmat, reversing
l>a--k. 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £14 15s .
£7 17 6

31 - 2 A
TbomtOD-Pirkard Focal-plane
Special Ruby Reflex, Mever Trioplan anas¬
tigmat f/3. revolving lack. 2 double sli-.es
and F.P. adapter. Cost £l,slss... £9 15 0
31 21 Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll
Film Reflex, Aldis-Butchei anastigmat f/3. 4,
with case. Cost £11 13s. flu .
£7 17 6

31 x 21 Ihagee Folding Focal-plane Reflex,
revolving back model. Meyer Veraplan
anastigmat f/4.5, 3 slides. F.P. adapter.
New. Unused condition. Cost £44 10s.
£25 0 0

Takes

AT

The ‘WELT A PERFECTS

payments

3 x 2 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Novar f/6.3 anastig¬
mat. 3-speed shutter. Cost £4 4s. £3 0 0
Vest Pocket Zeiss Ikon Icarette, Tessar
f/4.5. Compur shutter, ring type. Cost
£11 1 Is .
£6 17 6

31 x 2j Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby
Focal-plane Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, revolv¬
ing reversing lack, 3 double eli.es. F.P.
adapter and case. List £22 Ills.. . £15 15 0
31 x 21
Mentor
Folding Focal-plane
Reflex, Zeiss Tessar anastign at f/4.5, 3
double slides. F.P. adapter and case. Mag¬
nificent condition. Cost £26. . . . £11 15 0
31 x 21 ThorntOD-Pickard Junior Special
Ruby Focal-plane Reflex, Ross Xpres f/2. 9,
revolving reversing back, 6 sliues. F.P.
adapter and case. Up-to-date. List price
£26 16s .
£17 10 0

,q

STREET

2J « 21 Voigtlander Superb Roll Film Reflex,
Skopar anastigniat f/4..Y Compur shutter,
takes 12 exposures on stanoard 21 31
roll film. The latest in miniature reflex
cameras. As new. List £l9 10s.. £14 15 0

3J * 2j Ensign Special Focal-plare Reflex,
tropical model. Aluis- Butcher anastigniat
f/4.5. revolving reversing back, 3 slides.
Unused. As new. List price £13 10s.
£8 17 6

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. delayed-action
Compur shutter, syeeds 1 to 1 /250th per.. T. and B.,
self-erecting front. Built-in range-finder, ensuring
critical focus

BETTED

AT

With

Sell-capping

DO

MOST ATTRACTIVE BARGAINS

Fitted f/6.3 Voigtar anastigniat,
speeded shutter,

LEICA

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE WESTMINSTER

LA
TIGER
VOND
LI
BRIL ANT

l/25th," l/50th, 1/1 00th sec.. T. and
B., complete with sling stray and release
Nine monthly payn eDts of 9/9.
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ALWAYS

THE

Takes

AMATEUR

"
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

’’ WHEN

CORRESPONDING
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ADVERTISERS.

of 17/2.

1

May
THE

li

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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ADVERTISEMENTS

BARGAIN!

NEW CATALOGUE
of LATEST APPARATUS!
Every “ still” and cine camera,
projector, and accessory by every
maker are here. It's the finest
buying guide to every up-to-theminute instrument. It’s free and

POST

FREE!

9

MONTHS

TO

CHOOSE

PAY

FRO

ft

90/94 FLEET SI
LONDON

Phone : CENT.

9391

31 * 2A Mentor Compur Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
shutter. 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
i-pl. N. &
changing-hox

G. Nydia, f/6.3 Homocentric,
.
.

31 ^ 21 Voietlander Roll Film, Skopar
and leather case. As new .

E.C.

f/4.5, Compt
£12 17

speeded

shutte:
£1 10

f/4.5, Compur

shutt<
£4 17

16-mm. Ensign Auto Einecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 3-in. Dallmeyi
Telephoto f/3.5. interchangeable, masked flnder, motor driv
3 speeds and leather case. .
. .
£19 19
16-mm. Very Latest Victor Cine Camera, Dallmeyer f/2.9,
speeds, visual focussing, motor drive. New condition £42 10
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Lumar f/4.5, Roulex shutte
reversing back. 3 slides .
£4 17

THE

9.5-mm. Pathe Telephoto Motocamera, f/2.5 Hermaeis, Tel
photo, motor drive .
£14 17
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drb
£7 7

NEW

* FILMO ’ 121
The

“ baby

”

of

the

16-mm.
drive and

famous

Bell-Howell " family " of ciu6
apparatus. Magazine loading with
50-ft. spools. Special shutter
comparable in effect to the focal-

IF IT’S
NEW
— W E
HAVE IT!

f/3.5, 3 speeds, mot<
£16 17

Postcard No. 3 A Special Eodak, range-finder model, Carl Zelf
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, U-form front and leather
£7 17cas

plane shutter of a " still " camera.
Fitted with Cooke 20-mm. f/3.5
universal focus lens. Spyglass

Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anaatigmat, self-capping foca
plane shutter, interchanceable and leather case .
£10 10

and reflecting view-finder. Builtin exposure chart, two film speeds
(16 and
24).
posure
device.

Victor Cine Camera, Dallmeyer
leather case .

16-mm. Super Eineoam, Dallmeyer f/1.5, 3-in. Dallmey<
Telephoto. 5 speeds. Trioptic flnder. motor drive and leath<
case. New conuition .
.
£45 17

i-pl. Press Focal-plaDe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-cappln
focal-plane shutter. Mackenzie slide. 12 envelopes. ... £9 17
Postcard Tropical Adora, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compu
shutter, double extension, 6 slides and F.P. adapter, leathe
case .
£14 17

Single
Com-framefy ex¬
fy

plete
case .
** of
“ 51/4
—
Nine with
monthly
payments

5 • 4 Ensign Reflex, Cooke f/2.5. rack focussing, self-cappln
focal-plane shunter, revolving back. 6 slides .
. £17 17
3) • 2A Wirgin Folding Pocket, f/2.9 Vfever Trioplan, D.4
Compur shutter. 3 slides. In new condition .
£11 17
3i v 21 Icarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compt
shutter, double extension, plate back. 6 slides. F.P. adapter an
leather case .
£7 17

NEW ! Salex 3 Jx2f 4 VENUS WAFER ’

6 slides. F.P. adapter. Zeiss Distar. 3 filters and range-flnd«
31 • 21 Tropical Adora,

Our 1934 introduction is undoubtedly the finest value in]Folding Pocket
Plate Cameras that has ever been placed upon the market, and we have
no hesitation in inviting comparison with any other make in design,
finish, rigidity and performance. Only 1 § In. thick, it is really
pocketable. Aluminium body, covered finest quality morocco leather.
Chromium -plated finish, f’ II double extension, rack rising and rack
cross front. Brilliant reversible and D.V. wire-frame finders, bushed
for tripod. Hooded hack focussing screen. 3 best quality single
metal slides. Genuiue Compur sector shutter, with delayed action.

2s.
8s.
15s.
10s.

3i - 2i
Compur.

Cocarette Roll Film, Carl
Nice condition .

path£
WITH

luxe

NEW
SPEED
DEVICE

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.5 anastigmat
9.5-mm. films.

Jens.

For

of 56/-.

monthly payments
30/4.

12 x 30 Ross Prism
case. New condition

of

fully-speede
£3 3

Kodak

Autofocus

Enlarger,

complete .

31 x 21 Enolde Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
ter and leather case .
i-pl. 7-in. Cooke

£6

Series III f/6.5 Anastigmat,

HUNDREDS
Send

7

f/4.5, Compur shut
£7 17
iris Ross

£2 10
Xpres f/4.I
£7 17

MORE

for this list now!—

device.

VICTOR
10

pictures

on

meyer

31x2f

KODAK ‘DUO’

ENSIGN
MIDGET

eight-exposure film. Lens
shoots to position at touch
of a button. Focussing

Takes crisp, first-class
pictures.
All-metal
body. 3-speed shutter,
l/25th to 1 /100th sec.,
T. and B. Reflex view¬
finder. Collapsible eyelevel view-finder, leather
slip case.
With
All-dis- JO
/-

Ensare f/6
.
lens..3
tanc

ww/ /—
50

anastigmat.

ww/

MENTION

focal-plan
£8 17
and leathe
£7 17

3$x2l Ensign Reflex, Pentac f/2.9, self-capping shutte:
revolving back, 6 slides and leather case .
£13 10

15 Gns.

PLEASE

f/4.5, D.i
£7 17

focussing

i-pl. Zodel Folding Pocket, f/4.8 anastigmat,
shutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .

EVERY OTHER PATHE
MODEL IN STOCK.

(as illustrated),
7 speeds and no

Binocular, eye-cup
.

9 x 12 cm. Nettel Deckrullo Focal-plane,
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides .

£13 : 0 : 0

picture
device **
^
Nine monthly
payments

2

Tessar

6x41 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Tessar,
shutter. 6 slides and leather case .

Nine

.

Zeiss

3 A x 2* Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, seif-capping foca
plane shutter, revolving back, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and leatlu
case. New condition .
£11 17
£7 17 1
31 x 21 No. 7 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar, Trichro shutter. . £4 7

3d.
6d.
Od.
6d.

With many novel and
improved features. Has
four speeds.
Takes
100 ft. of 16-mm. film.
One pressure film load.
New pattern motor wind.
Dallmeyer f/2.9 lens
and s i n g 1 e - ^ fy j*

single-picture

shutte

5x4 Vrill Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plai
shutter, speeds to l/l,0U0th sec., 3 slides and leather case

NEW
CELFIX
M30

M15
with

f/ 4.6, Compur

2i-in. square Automatic Rolieiflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.1
£11 17
Compur shutter, plate back, 2 slides, Proxars, yellow filter an
leather case .
£16 16

With f/3.5 Meyer fQ .-|A.A
With f/4.5 Zeiss £>-f A ■ i A > A
Trioplan anast.
• I ViV
Tessar
anast. *»IU»
I U ■ U
Nine monthly payments of 22/2 or 24/6.
Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film-pack Adapters, each ... .
Roll-holder for 31 x 2$ Roll Film .
Tan Hide Leather Case .

Carl Zeiss Tessar

“ THE

MODEL

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

anastigmat . .
Nine monthly payments
£5 16 8.

SALE
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

‘5 ’

3 lenses and hosts of up-to-date
refinements. With f/2.9 Dall¬

anastigmat .
O
Nine monthly
of 14/1. payments

AMATEUR

4iSO

The visual focussing 16-mm.
cin£ camera. With turret for

from 31 ft. to infinity.
Direct-vision view-finder.
With “ Pronto 8 ” shutter
and Kodak f/4.5

CITY

triple

WITH

AND
ADVERTISERS.
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23,
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h NEW APPARATUS on easy terms
NLY 5% ADDED

IF OVER

£5 -FIRST

"HESE FINE OFFERS

59 CHEAPSIDE

.ONDON

Phone:

CITY

1124

.

£6 17

As new .

♦. . . . £9

LONDON

£2

aastigma

t,

D.V.

finder, 3 speeds,

hand

crank.

New

0

2

0

Phone : NAT. 0591

31 x 21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke
reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .

conditio
£29 17 n0

Coronet
resistance

Anastigmat

f/0.3,

tfO

Derval

shutter.
Any model

From &&
on easy terms.

Mickey

Charlie

Mouse.

Chaplin,

Cost

21s.

motor

MENTION

lens,
5 0

1-pl. Ernemann Press Collapsible Focal-plane, self-capping,
f/3.5 Ernon anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, Distar lens, filter, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £40 .
£14 14 0
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/2. 5 Hermagis, Telephoto, leather
case .
£14 14 0
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar
case. Cost £22 5s .

etc.
As

Each -

new

condition. ... £1 10

astro,

Pair of 6 x 30 Ross Stereo Prism
focussing, leather case .

Binoculars,

cm. Baby

eyepiece,

D.A.
9 0

Roll Film,

31 x 21 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3 Novar
finder, focussing adjustment .

0

f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
£7 2 6

16-exposures-on-V.P.
case .

f/3.5 anastigmat,

£20
leather
£7

0 0
case,
5 0

Ikonta,

f/4.5

Zeiss

Tessar,

Compur,
£6 17 0

Latest 31 x 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film, focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 Ross Xpres. Unsoiled. Cost £19 10s .
£9 9 0

1-pl. Triple Extension C.B. Field, rising, cross and swing front,
f/6. 5 Cooke anastigmat lens, roller-blind shutter, 3 double
book-form dark slides, turntable, tripod and canvas case. The
whole as new .
£5 17 0
5x4 Triple Extension Hand and Stand, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat
lens, fully-speeded shutter, rising front, swing back, 5 double
plate-holders and case .
£2 12 6
9 x 12 Mentor Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, S.C. shutter,
speeded to 1/1, 300th sec. and time, 3 double plate-holders
£13 13 0

LEICA Model III

£8 17 6
shutter. As
£3 7 6

41 < 6 V.P. Ermanox Focal-plane, f/1.8 Ernostar anastigmat,
3 slides, leather case. Cost £47 .
£17 10 0
6x0 Latest Rolleiflex, f/3.a Zeiss Tessar, leather case £18 0 0

£6 17 6

Post

speeded

45 • 107 Zeiss Polyscope Stereo, pair f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lenses,
changing-box, speeded shutter. Cost £27 10s .
£3 13 6
16 mm. Victor Cine Camera, speeded shutter, turret head,
1-in. f/1.9, 4-in. f/4.5 and 20-mm. f/3.5 Dallmeyer lenses, case.
Cost £63 13s .
£38 10 0

1-pl. Sanderson, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, f/9 Carl Zeiss.
Protar W.A. lens, W.A. rack, 3 double plate-holders £9
and17case6

FREE

£4 18
17 66
£4
anastigmat, focal£17 0 0

31x21 New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6
V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, purse.
Cost £11 lls .
£4 2 6

lens, reflex
£1 17 6

and Stand, triple extension, f/4.5 anastig¬
shutter, 3 double slides, carrying-case
£7 7 0

it contains.

slow motion,
£25 0 0
anastigmat

1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3
D.D slides, F.P. adapter, changing-box, leather case £13 17 0
+-pl. A. & N. Dwarf Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens, 6 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£25 .
£9 9 0

P.C. Speed Graphic, focal-plane shutter, speeded from l/10th
to l/l,000th sec., 61-in. f/6 Dallmeyer 3-foci Stigmatic lens,
Compur shutter, 3 double slides, leather case. New condition

offers

Glaukar.

f/4.5 Ensar

f/3.5 anastigmat .

Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera,
2 chargers .

shutter

31x21 Self-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, D.A.
shutter. As new .
£3 3 0
V.P. Model B Kodak, Rapid Landscape lens. Cost 13s.
£1 6d.
5s.
7x5 Graphic Hand
mat lens. Compound

C Cine Camera,

Reflex,

31 x 2J Mentor Folding Reflex, latest pattern, revolving back,
f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, leather case. Cost £56

anastigmat
£1 12 6

anastigmat

Film

31 x 21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat,
new . . .

independent eye
£5 5 0

520 Ikonta, giving 2 on 31x21 film, f/4.5 Novar
ens, in Telma D.A. speeded shutter. As new .

Model

Roll

31 x 21 Zeiss Cocarette, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, plate back, screen, 3 slides, leather case

claw stand
£4 17 6

lens, Compur

Ensign

Latest Model II Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar
plane shutter and case .

£8 17 6

Ikonta, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar

31 x 2} Tropical Model Carbine
Compur shutter .

Pathe

12s. 6d.
12s. 0d.

.£150
£1 1 0

3-in. Diameter Telescope, with
and wooden box .

31 x 21

case. Cost
£9 17 6

new .

4x3

31x21 Contessa Compact Folding, double extension, f/6.3
Zeiss Tessar, Compur, Telephoto, interchangeable, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£4 17 6
31 x 2J T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, f/2.9 Plaubel
Anticomar f/5.8, Cooke Tele, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£19 19 0
31 x 21 Kodak Graflex Reflex, rack focus, revolving back, f/4.5
Kodak anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leafier case.
Cost £33 .
£10 10 0

CATALOGUE
free from
with

f/2

or

exposures

any

any

SUMMAR

collapsible
Gives

branch.

LENS,

in

mount.

of 1, 4 and

intermediate

1 sec.,

fraction,

in

addition to l/20th-l/500th sec.
Automatic focussing. Measuring
distance and focussing lens in a

bush.
nickel

single action.

£33 : 13 : 0

. 7

. C
■ f ■ V

“ THE

lens, leather
£12 15 0

9 < 12 and 1-pl. All-metal Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar.
Compur, 8 slides, leather case. Cost £17 lls .
£9

driven. Cost
£8 17 6

in travelling

Nine

EXCHANGE
PLEASE

1-pl. Voigtlander Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, leather case, rigid tripod
and case. Cost £45 .
£9 17 6

0

400-ft. Reel Charlie Chaplin Film. New condition.
200 ft. of News Film. Cost £2 10s .

roll film.

Novar

E.C.3

Zeiss Tessar,
£8 17 6

Siemens Halske Cine Camera, f/2. 8 Busch
leather case .
j.

All-metal body. Hinged back, springout front for rigidity, leather bellows,
direct-vision finder, tripod
Finished black enamel with
fittings.

f/4.5 Carl

ST

9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, supple¬
mentary lenses and filter, leather case .
£8 0 0

30 ft. films, complete with
£1 17 6

f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar,

SPECIAL

V.P.

6

10

0180

16-mm. Ica Kinamo,
£24 .

40 x 30 Silvered Screen, in brand

BABY IKONTA
on

£10

MON.

Pathe Double Claw Projector, latest super attachment, motor
driven, complete with resistance. Cost £13 10s .
£8 15 0

100-ft. Kodagraphs,

guaranteed

16 exposures

£5 17

Phone:

3j • 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, 3
book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Perfect condition.
Cost £61 .
£21 0 0

100-ft.

IN OUR

Takes

Cine Projector, for 60 and
.

100-watt Ensign Silent 16, complete
£15 15s .

31-cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, Everset shutter,
25th to l/75th sec., D.V. finder. As new .
£2 19 6

wonderful

BRANCHES!

9 x 12 and 1-pl. Ernemann Folding, double extension, focalplane shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., synchronised for Saslialite, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, 1 slide, roll-holder, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£7 7 0

Leitz Students’ Microscope, revolving and centring stage, triple
nosepiece. 2/3rds, l/6th, l/12th objectives, mechanical stage,
Abbe condenser, double iris, lock-up case. First-rate condition
£18 18 0
Coronet 9.5 Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat lens. ... £1 19 0

Vest Pocket Weeny-Ultrix, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anasti'-rmat,
jm pur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant
rider. As new .
£8 5 0
Vest Pocket Baby Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat,
. & G. shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., rising front, radial focussing,
flex finder. As new .
£9 12 6
3x4 cm. Wirgin Roll Film Camera, f/2 Xenon anastigmat,
5m pur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., micrometer, focussing, D.V.
ider. As new .
£11 17 0

what

Lens, suitable for above

31 x 2.1 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis anastigmat
direct-vision view-finder, leather case. Cost over £12 £8

9 x 12 cm. and 1-pl. Ica Favorit, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
ompur shatter, 1 to l/250tb sec., double extension, revolving
ftck, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£10 17 0
at
he Mo
3x2
Rollette,
f/4.5 Rollar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
to
m
camera
, m
i l/300th sec., brilliant
finders, micrometer focussing
f/3.and
5 anD.V.
as
.
tigmat
£3 17 0
, D.V.
finder,anastigmat,
31 x 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
odel
BB Ci
ical-plane
shutter,
l/10th to l/l,000th sec., screen, 3 D.D.
ne
m
-Kodak
, m
Ides, F.P. adapter, leather
.
£7 12 0
f/3.case
5 Ko.
dak
anasti
31 x 21 Adams’ Vesta Roll Film, f/6.3
Ross
gmat,Homocentric,
ompound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer
focussing,
onet Ci
iversiblenem
finder,
in
case
.
£4 12 0
Camera
,Reflex,
m
f/3.9 f/4.5
Latest Rolleicord
Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, Compur
anasti
.
gm ,
mtter, 1 to l/300th sec., complete atin
ever-ready
case £8 17 0
motor
drive
31 x 21 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat,
N. & G.
tor Ci
ne 1Came
mtter,
toral/150th sec., rising and cross front, reversible
,m
with
ader, F.P. adapter
andtnrr
case
.
£9 17 0
et
m
front,
31 x 21 Ica Bebe, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessarf/.
D.A. Compur
3.anastigmat,
5 DaJl
meyer D.V. finders,
mtter, 1 to 1 /200th sec., micrometer focussing,
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£12 12 0
Leitz Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
jeeds to l/500th sec., with range-finder and case. ... £9 12 0
8j x 21 Kern Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Kern anastigmat, Compur
mtter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., rising and cross front, double extension,
iversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£0 15 0

see

OR CINE CAMERA!

520 16-exposures-on-3i x 21 Ikonta,
Compur. puree .

3
0
0

anastigmat lens,
£0 17 0

12-in. f/5.5 Teleros, suitable for above .

21 square Brilliant Roll Film, i/7.7 anastigmat, speeded shut:r, full size top finder and case .
£1 17 0
1-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Ensign anastigmat, rack
icussing, self-capping shutter. l/10th to 1/1 ,000th sec., reversing
ack, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£7 12 0
0x0 cm. Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, 1
> 1 /300th sec., leather case .
..
£10 12 0
31 x 21 Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
ical-plane shutter, speeds to l/500tb sec. New condition
£4 15 0

nd

Telephoto

LONDON

E.C.1

1-pl. Latest Model Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
Press, revolving back, 3 slides. Unsoiled .
£11 17 0

i-pl. Newman and Sinclair Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Zeiss Tessar
aastigmat, long extension, between-lens shutter, revolving
ack, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£14 17 0
44 x 0 cm. Blocknote, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, speeded shutter. 6
ides, F.P. adapter, magnifiers and case .
£3 3 0
4J x 0 cm. Aristex Reflex, f/3 Meyer anastigmat, rack focus,
tlf-capping shutter, 1/bth to i /800th sec., revolving back, 3
auble slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£14 17 0
Vest Pocket Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, focussing,
ical-plane shutter, speeds to l/l.OOOth sec., screen, 6 slides,
.P. adapter and case .
£3 12 0
31 x 21 Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat, Com pur
mtter, 1 to 1 /150tli sec., rising front, radial focussing £9 12 0

3ARGAINS

“STILL”

of OUR

31x21 Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar,
slides, roll-film holder, F.P. adapter .
£10 10
Reitzschel Telephoto Lens, suitable for above .
£2 5

6

17

YOUR

from EACH

10-in. f/6 Popular
otor drive, 2 speeds.

GETS

84AldersgateSt 5 4- LIME

E.C.2

10-mm. Model A Cine-Kodak, i/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, D.V.
ader, capacity for 100*ft. hand crank .
£6 6 0
16-mm. Model C Kodascope Projector, motor drive, complete
1th resistance and case .
£9 9 0
lotor drive

PAYMENT

AMATEUR
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of 78/0.
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NETTAR
A

FOR 3i"x2i" ROLL FILMS
TYPICAL
ZEISS IKON
PRODUCT
THE CAMERA FOR EVERYBODY

NEW

H E Nettar has so many advantages that before deciding on a camera at £3 10s. or upwards
the amateur will be wise to see the Nettar first. The Nettar is equipped with rapid anastigmats and is self-opening by pressing a button. The Zeiss Ikon “ two dot system ” makes possible
sharp pictures without special focussing by simply adjusting focus and diaphragm to respective
dots and leaving them there. Give 1 /25th second exposure, hold the camera steady, take your
snapshot out of doors in fair light, and you get perfect pictures.
PRICES

:

With.f/6.3

With

Nettar

anastigmat

and

Nettar

shutter.

f/4.5 Nettar

anastigmat

and

Telma

delayed-action

release shutter .
With f/4.5 Nettar anastigmat and Compur

. ..

£3:10:0
X?

delayed-action

C

• C

• A

.0*7

^
* 7

"
* 0

Nettar Folder free on application to :

ZEISS IKON
11, M3RTIMER

LTD.

HOUSE, MORTIMER ST., W.1

From

£3:1 0:0

Weston

HJItllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIUf1

..

(Exposure Iviefers
Weston” does
, the(<
Simply sight your subject
the rest
! Guesswork goes when
627 'below), for Cine work only.

MODEL

directed towards

the desired “ shot ”

the correct exposure*is

When

instantly registered.

exposure

meter.

you invest in a Weston
Investment is right — when

A protecting cover acts as a handle while
taking the reading. Size 2-15/16 ths x 2$ x 1$.

you consider

Complete

money by using this scientifically accurate
instrument. You simply sight your subject

with carrying strap ... £8 10 0

with

a

the

Weston,

saving

and

in film, time

the

correct

and

shutter

timing and lens stop is automatically regis¬
tered. No batteries to replace, nothing to
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go

wrong.

works
MODEL

617, TYPE

Cine work,

with

2 (above) , for Still and

legible scale and

The

or temperature,
direct sunlight.

super

Weston

independently

exposure

of climate,

and

is

meter

weather,

undamaged

by

sensitive readings. Size 3jx2jf x ij. Weight

8 og. An instrument of laboratory precision

MODEL

PAYMENTS.

Add

price and divide by nine.
payment

5%

to

cash

First monthly

secures.

GENEROUS

EXCHANGES.

ance

present

on your

Best allow¬

apparatus.

LEICAMETER.

Correct exposure

Specially

designed

for

without calculation for all

Leica work, including colour process. Size 2-5/1 6//is x 2 J
X i\.

EASY
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the Leica.

and pocket portability. Complete with shoul¬
der strap and leather case .... £1 1 0 0

^WALLACE
119, NEW

BOND

Complete

with

carrying

HEATON
ST., LONDON,

W.l

strap .

£8
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0

LTD.
And at 47. BERKELEY
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3
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THIS has been a wonderful

might occur with the long-scale
subject — the subject which included
an immense range of illumination
from perhaps 2,000 foot-candles to a
quarter of a foot-candle. Correct
negatives, Mr. Banfield said, could
be obtained quite well, but the
difficulty was in enlarging or printing
them. Obviously, with a subject
having a long contrast range, one
could drop the speed number and
give it a longer exposure, but as the
negative was part and parcel of
the roll film, one was no better off
unless one had got some means of
cutting it out and giving it a specially
short development. That was the
real difficulty with these exposure
meters. They would always give
correct negatives, but one would not
always be able to obtain the best
results from the negatives if one
always used the same grade of
paper. Finally, Mr. Banfield showed
a series of films which suggested
that a very great reliance might be
placed on the exposure meters,
except for the chance of getting a

ground, as, for example, “ Sunshine
in the Orchard,” reproduced on
page 436 of “ The A.P.” dated
May 16th last.
Exposure

Meters.

Mr. A. C. Banf.eld gave an inter¬
esting chat to the members of the
Pictorial Group of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society the other night on
photo - electric exposure meters,
though he also introduced some other
recent apparatus and materials. He
said that he had been working with
these exposure meters since about
the middle of last December, under
the most unfavourable conditions
that could be imagined, and always
at the Zoo, in order to try out all
sorts of little holes and corners where
it would be a matter of some diffi¬
culty always to estimate the correct
exposure
by two
one’smeters
own with
judgment.
He found the
which
he had been experimenting, one a

No. 2376.

meter of the Weston type and the
other the Photoskop, perfectly re¬
liable, and he showed a series of
twelve negatives illustrating the
evenness with which the exposures
had worked out. Some difficulty

season for fruit blossom,
notably apple and plum,
and the illustrated daily papers
have had a glut of orchard photo¬
graphs. A photo-horticulturalist ,
who lives in one of the principal
apple-growing districts, tells us
that old inhabitants do not remem¬
ber such a season of blossom ; he
also gives a hint which may be put
on record, although it is too late
to be of service this year. He says
that of all the many kinds of apple
blossom, that to be found on the
Lord Derby tree is as a rule the
most magnificent and makes the
best pictures. It is a common error
to include too much blossom in a
picture, as too many flowers give a
confused and spotty effect. It is
better to picture single boughs,
against the light, or nearly so, and
to have a dark or diffused back¬

Photo-Electric

Vol. LXXVII.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

very
dense
when contrast.
the sub¬
ject was
one negative'
of exceptional
Academic

London

Landscapes

The Victoria Memorial

(No.

24).

seen through a

gateway in St. James's Park.

Reproductions.

If we were portrait artists ex¬
hibiting in the Academy we would
insist that the portraits we had
painted should not be reproduced
in the public Press. To see them
on the walls in colour is not so
markedly to invite comparisons
with
photography
the “But
real thing,”
as someone
puts— it.
to see
them reproduced by a photographic
process is to make the newspaper
5
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reader — or the looker at newspapers
— ask whether it is not, after all,
photography which is responsible
for the delineation. We pointed
out one such reproduction to an
exhibitor in the present Academy.
The picture was of an eminent man
sitting in his accustomed surround¬
ings. Our painter friend acknow¬
ledged that the background and the
mass of detail might certainly be
considered photographic in quality,
but he still thought that there was
something about the face and head
which photography could not render.
Well, we could not see it, but that,
we thought, might be the effect of
the half-tone reproduction. Later,
in front of the actual picture in the
Academy, we still cannot see it.
But, of course, it may still be the
lingering effect of the reproduction.
The Big Fish.
What a pity Jonah had no
camera ? If he had had a flashlamp as well he might have got some

May 23rd, 1934
interiors worth possessing, and at
the same time have shortened his
incarceration. This quite irrelevant
remark is prompted by seeing a
collection of photographs of the
whale-shark, the biggest shark in
the world. The gentleman whose
collection it is prides himself that
he has copies of all the photographs
known to have been taken of the

X-ray Movies.
There was a very big audience
at the Royal Society of Medicine
the other night for a demonstration
of X-ray cinematography. Two
workers, one British and the other
German, have developed methods of
doing it, generally by taking a
cinematograph film of the actual
shadows seen on the fluorescent

fish itself in any part of the world
that it inhabits, excepting mounted
sections and models in museums.

screen when an X-ray tube is in
action and the human body or part

In every

one

of the photographs

there were human figures — a neces¬
sary provision to give some idea of
the scale of the creature, which may

of it is interposed. The films were
very realistic indeed, showed the
bone movements of the elbow and
shoulder and knee, the mechanism of
swallowing food, and the movement
of the heart. The value of such

measure isforty
But the
collector’s
lament
that feet.
so many
opportunities
were lost in taking the photographs.
The fish is sometimes not posed as it
might have been to illustrate its
dimensions, and, moreover, although
it is often shown with its mouth

pictures is without question, for a
reel of film showing a particular
movement can be repeated on
projection over and over again and
studied for diagnosis, or demon¬
strated for teaching purposes, or

wide open, apparently the photo¬
grapher never thought of a mirror
to light up that yawning cavern.

put by as a record and compared
with another record later on of the
movement of the same organ.

Readers’ Problems
Selected queries on topics of general
on this page week by week. Other
Nest

of Boxes.

I have a recollection of a gadget you described some time ago,
composed of small boxes joined up in some way so as to make
pigeon-holes for small objects in the dark-room. My recollection
is rather vague ; can you refresh my memory with a brief descrip¬
tion ?
R. B. A. (Teddington.)

We give again a sketch of the article, as this goes a long
way in making the idea clear, and saves a deal of verbal de¬
scription. Such a fitting is certainly useful for small bottles,
graduates, dishes and various odds and ends.
The chief difficulty is to find a number of boxes that are
suitable for the purpose as regards size, construction and
material. As the sketch shows, the boxes should be of uniform
size to permit of this
method of combin¬
ing them. Failing
suitable boxes, a fit¬
ting of the sort can
be made with ply¬
wood, or suitable
plain wood, but this
will demand more
time and skill.
As
no
great
strength is required
it is sufficient to
glue the sides of the
boxes together in
the manner shown,
and the back may
be a single piece of
wood with brads or screws run through into the ends of each
box. A simple flap door may be hinged on to cover in the
fronts of the pigeon-holes if desired. The unit shown gives
five openings, but this unit can be repeated, either above or

interest to readers will be fully dealt with
replies appear as usual on the last page.

at the sides. A good deal depends on the size of the boxes,
and the number of articles to be stored in them.
Tones

on Bromide

Papers.

Is it a fact that not only brown tones, but blue, green, etc., can
be obtained on bromide papers ? If so, how
be done ?
P. L.can
P. it(Oxford.)

The subject of obtaining a wide range of colours with bro¬
mide paper cannot be adequately dealt with in a brief way.
Certain black and brown tones can be obtained by direct
development, but other colours result only from some toning
method, often preceded by " bleaching ” the image.
We give a method by which you can change the colour of
a strong black print to blue, brown or green, according to
treatment. It is assumed that the print has been fixed and
washed thoroughly, or trouble will arise.
The prints are placed in the following bleaching solution
till the black image has completely changed to a pale brownish
yellow colour.
Lead nitrate. .
..
Potassium ferricyanide
Water
..
..

..
. .
..

..
. .
..

..
. .
..

.. -200 grs.
. . 300 grs.
..
10 oz.

Wash the bleached print thoroughly.
For blue tones immerse the print in a solution containing
30 grs. of iron perchloride to each ounce of water.
For brown tones a solution of copper chloride of the same
strength is used instead.
For a green colour the first bath (after bleaching) is 20 grs.
of neutral potassium chromate per ounce of water. In this
the print is immersed for five minutes, and then transferred
to the bath given for blue tones.
There are many other toning methods for bromide papers,
but for these it is necessary to consult textbooks dealing with
the subject.
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PACKS

The popularity of the film pack
continues in spite of the in¬
creasing use of roll film. The
user of a plate camera in particular appreciates its value as an alter¬
native when on tour. Unfortunately it is frequently misused, and the
following notes on its correct manipulation may therefore prove of value.

FILM packs are more expensive

than dry plates and the more
popular kinds of roll film.
This is frequently the cause of
grumbling on the part of amateur
photographers who would like to
use this form of sensitive material,
but complain of the high cost.
But the intelligent worker, how¬
ever, has only to investigate the
construction of a film pack, its many
finely-made parts, the ingenuity
and perfection of its assemblage, the
fact that each separate film is
carefully attached to its individual
numbered backing paper and its
final presentation for use in the
camera to realise that the additional
cost is not occasioned

PHOTOGRAPHER
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by the film

but by the make-up of the pack
itself. This is a far more elaborate
and expensive business than the
packing of a box of plates or the
preparation of a spool of roll film.
Manipulation.

In its construction, the film pack
must necessarily be rather delicately
adjusted — so that no stiffness can
exist to hamper easy operation.
Hence only a little inconsiderate
pressure on the safety cover may
be sufficient to set up appreciable
fogging. This pressure is most apt
to occur when loading the pack into
its adapter, so that the operation is
best performed in a dark or wellshaded situation. Rough usage is
a thing to be avoided, the proper
procedure being to hold the pack by
the side edges only — taking care not
to press in the front or safety cover.
To avoid buckling the thin films
or tearing away the paper before
the change is properly completed,
it is necessary to pull each tab
straight out unhurriedly and with
deliberation. Rapid or jerky action
is a sure cause of scratches.
Care must also be taken — -where
the photographer is not familiar
with the use of packs — to remove
the tabs in their proper order as
numbered by the manufacturer.
Where this is not done it is probable
that some of the films will be spoilt

by multiple exposure and that
the remainder will develop out as
clear celluloid.
The

Adapter.

Although the modern him -pack
adapter is a thoroughly efficient
accessory, older and cheaper models
may possess some imperfections.
An ill-fitting or damaged adapter
can, for example, throw any him
pack out of register. It is possible,
too, for the pack to be a faulty ht
in the adapter — -though here a
different set of faults will result.
In the hrst case, it is simply in¬
viting trouble to continue using a
worn or old and inefficient type of
adapter. Particular attention should
be paid to the safety-slide and its
light-traps ; these should not be
worn or damaged, since once the
paper safety cover of the pack is
removed the safety of the hlms
depends solely upon the metal slide
and its light-traps. The best remedy
where the adapter is at fault, is to
replace the whole device with a.new
and modern accessory.
Where the pack itself is not a snug
ht within the adapter, it is highly
probable that only the spring is at
fault. This may be remedied with¬
out much trouble — the proper ten¬
sion being that which is adequate to
prevent “ play ” without the
slightest tendency to forcing.
Excessive pressure will tend to
make the pack bulge forwards in the
centre immediately the adapter slide
is removed — -so that uneven defini¬
tion can be the result of excessive,
as well as of insufficient, pressure.
This may also cause scratches.
Developing

Film-pack

Exposures.

Some photographers seem to hnd
considerable difficulty in the de¬
velopment of film-pack negatives
without mechanical damage. This
is often the result of attempting to
develop too many films in the dish
at once. For the beginner, three,
or at most four, will be sufficient,
although an expert may handle a
dozen or more without injury.
Two deep dishes of large size are
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desirable and plenty of solution.
In the dark-room the films are
removed from the pack, which is
carefully pulled apart. Each is sep¬
arated from its paper support and
placed in a box with a well- fitting
lid ; an empty plate box is excellent.
When all are detached, they are
taken, one at a time, and slipped
into the first dish, which should
contain plain water. Each film is
turned over once or twice until all
are well soaked. They are , then
taken again one at a time and slid
under the developer in the second
dish, so that the film is immediately
covered. After a few seconds the
film is placed at the opposite end of
the dish and another film treated in
the same way and placed at the
other end of the dish. They are then
brought back, one at a time, to the
near end of the dish and the process
repeated. In this way a dozen
films can be developed in a very
short space of time and without risk.
As development is completed the
films are returned to the dish of
water and then transferred to the
fixing bath.
An acid-fixing bath, fresh and
not stinted in quantity, is to be
recommended. In the fixing bath
the films are moved about and turned
over from time to time to ensure
even action. They are best washed
in a large bowl of water through
which a gentle current is running,
and again turned occasionally. Two
or three complete changes of water
in addition will secure complete
elimination of hypo.
Panchromatic films can be de¬
veloped in one of the special film
tanks, or if the dark-room inspec¬
tion method is favoured, a bath of desensitiser is an essential preliminary.
After washing the films should be
swabbed free of surface moisture
with a pad of cotton-wool,
pinned up to dry.

and

In all these operations, needless to
say, care must be taken in handling
the films to avoid scratching the
soft gelatine surfaces either by other
films or by the finger-nails.
7
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CAMERA

SOME years ago there was a

competition for photographs of a
camera in use, and an excellent
subject it was. The idea opens up all
manner of possibilities for attractive
compositions. Children using cameras.

IN ACTION

A SUGGESTION
FOR
HOLIDAY SNAPSHOTS.
By M.

W. BRAMPTON.

the figures are merely

posing

making an exposure, and there is the
certainty that he will keep perfectly
still for the required length of time.
Of course, for a portrait the photo¬
grapher’s usual attitude is not good.

at the

water’s edge they are seen in their
holiday element, and the result will
be a pleasing memento.
Hiking pictures now seem to rival
bathing ones in popularity, for the
same reason, so why not have some
snapshots of the photographer enjoy¬
ing a holiday ?
To get a snap of someone in the act
of taking a photograph is to ensure
having one which is unspoilt by
camera -consciousness. No
one is
ever more absorbed in their job than
the photographer on the point of

The amateur

in Holland.

animals being photographed, various
groupings of figures, suggest them¬
selves, all the figures being bound
together by some definite motif, which
is necessary to give unity and interest
to a picture.
Apart from the scope given for
carefully posed subjects the idea lends
itself admirably to the photography
of one’s friends on holiday. No
holiday is complete without some
snapshots of the friends one spent
it with, and most holiday albums
contain a good number of these.
A posed photograph of a single
figure or a group standing with their
backs to a wall or arranged round a
seat on the promenade is apt to be
very unsatisfying as a souvenir. It
gives no idea of how the holiday was
really spent. That is why bathing
snapshots are so popular. Even if

OUR

SPECIAL

GIFT

Taken
the head

is bent

unawares.
too much

over

the

view-finder, but a holiday snapshot
is not meant to compare with a
studio portrait. Its purpose is to
recall some enjoyable incident, and a
picture of oneself or one’s friends
taking a photograph at once brings to
mind the subject photographed and
the whole enjoyable scene.
If it is desired to show a better
view of the photographer’s face, and
he is not engaged on anything of much
importance, it is a good plan to get
the camera in perfect readiness and
then, calling out to one’s model, press
the trigger as he looks up, but woe
betid© the photographer who by thus
The young

OFFER

OF

photographer.

A

WATKINS

disturbing his fellow-worker causes
him to miss the chance of a lifetime !

EXPOSURE

METER

THE value of an exposure meter for the amateur photographer cannot be overestimated. Both beginners and advanced

workers need a meter if a high percentage of correctly exposed negatives is desired.
To assist our readers in this direction we have made the following arrangements with the Watkins Meter Company,
of Hereford, the makers of the well-known Bee Meter. The regular price of this meter is 5s.
In this issue of “ The A.P.” a coupon is printed in the advertisement pages. The value of each coupon is 6d. Nine coupons
have already appeared.
Any reader who wishes to possess one of these exposure meters must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,"
fill in his name and address, and post them, within a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a postal order for 2s. only
to W. H. McKaig, Meter Works, Friar Street, Hereford. The meter will be sent by return, post free.
Additional time will be allowed for overseas readers. The 6d. Coupon will be found on page vi of the advertisement pages.
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GRANVILLE
SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL,
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ORGANISED

TO

SIZE.

AND

VARIETY

QUALITY
FACTORY

QUICKLY

ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

GIVE

A

GASLIGHT
20

GRANVILLE

H.D.

50

100

3/-

1/.

3/6

2/-

DEVELOPER,

SEMITONE

600
600

31x21
4}x 3}

All grades.

AND

£10 10s.

FILMS

H.D.

1/1/9
15 SEMITONE

OR

ELSEWHERE

CUT

AND

ONLY

AND

GRADE

SERVICE

doz.

1/3 »
3/9
2/10
c
j
”
1/1°

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED
ANY

UNOBTAINABLE

BROMIDE

50, 100, 250, 425, 650.

31x21
41x31
51x31
61x4}

YOU

ALWAYS

IS

MAKE

TO

The MINIATURE CAMERA
FOR EVERYBODY!

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
Plates.
H.D.
doz.

ASSURES

AND

V

(J,dWefcor4

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

ADVERTISEMENTS

Studio.
Outdoor.

.
.
.
.

51x31
6}x4J

1/6 doz.
2/3
3/6 „
4/6 ..

1/9 3 oz.. to make 73 oz.

DEVELOPER,

1/9, to make

one gallon.

FLASHPOWDER,
1 oz. tin 2/10. 2 oz. 4/3. 4 oz. 7/-.
MOUNTANT,
1/6 Jar. SEPIA TONER, 2/3 Bot.

GRANVILLE

DE

LUXE

6
Size.

2}x 1}
31x21
41x2}
4}x 3}
51x31
61x4}
7 x5

12

Shts
—

Shts . Shts.
—
7d.

lid.
1/1

1/7

2/9

11-

3/7

6d.

1/4

2/3

—
_

7d.

2/6

1/7

I5x

2/4
4/3

10 ft. X

2/11
4/6
7/9

extra

T 1ST

7/9
5/4
4/-

4/8

8/9

5 6

charge

Pro

lid.
1/4

1/8
1/1
2/4

7d.
9d.

1/5

2/6

4/6

3/5

6/2
31-

li¬
1/7

4/6
3/10

7/4
8/6
5/12/4
27/7
18/5

5/1

4/10

9/1

6/3 per

Rata.

6/6
9/9

3/5

30/80/-

5/5

2/3

nt

144
Shts.

1/11

2/11

1/5

1/10
2/9

45/-

72
Shts.

1/11
2/9

lOd.
lid.

20/-

42/-

sizes

6d.

1/3

15/9
23/8

8/4
12/5
22/1

—
—

36

9d.

12/13/11

7/4
10/6

8d.

—
8d.

6/4

310

25 in. 5/6 per Roll.
Other

No

3/4

2/11
4/4

Shts.

—
5d.

—

21-

1/8
2/5

8d.
7d. lid.

12
Shts.

—

1/9

5d.

I2x 10
12

Shts.

5d.

10x8

20 x 16

6

—

9d.
11lOd. 1/5
1/11
1/1

8 x 6

Shts.

(Chloro-Bromide) .
144
Shts.

—

1/3

81x61

72
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PAPERS

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

Supplied in twenty grades.
BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

49/1
25/10
14 '5

4/2

10/3

16/2
14/23/5
9/52/6
93/6
35/-

Roll.

Other
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Rata.
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-
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NOT

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID
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CARDS

ALL

CUSTOMERS

MATERIALS

We’ve given the Rolleicord big space because it’s doing big
things for amateurs who’ve longed for a miniature camera of
the Rolleiflex type at a low price. With f 4.5 Zeiss Triotar
lens in Compur shutter and many Rolleiflex features, the
Rolleicord creates a precedent in modern photography. Takes

FREE.

ORDERS.
PLEASE

CALL

AT

OUR

12 pictures 2^x2^ on 3\x2$ standard 8-exposure roll film.
A masterpiece in construction and performance. Supplied
in a unique patented leather case for £1 extra (case optional).
Look for the word Rolleicord on case. SEE IT AT YOUR

SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.
TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS
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PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE
EASY

Fitted

with
every

feature

By

R.

CHILD

BAYLEY

Author
The Complete Photographer,**
“Handof "Cameras.”
“ Photograph!#

FOR
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The Voigtlander “ AVUS ” has every feature that helps to
make sure of successful results. Fitted with over double
extension, rack rising and cross front movements, brilliant
and direct-vision full-size frame finders, and an adjust¬
able diopter to give the correct angle at every distance ;
the “AVUS ” takes 3$ x 2\ plates or film packs, and is
made by Voigtlander, camera craftsmen since 1756 —
a guarantee in itself of fine workmanship and fine value.
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“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography: it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur

5

Fitted with Voigtlander Skopar f/4.5 lens in Q4 f\
delayed-action Compur shutter .
* ■ “
Ask to see it at your dealers or write for full details :

SCHERING

EASY

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.
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An All-metal Dark
Doom for the Tropics

MANY readers will be interested in seeing this photograph

of the interior of a special all-metal photographic
dark-room mounted on a trailer, which has been built
by E. G. Brown & Co., of Tottenham, in conjunction with
J. & E. Hall, Ltd., the refrigeration specialists, for the R.A.F.
It is for use in tropical climates where developing and printing
is made difficult by great heat and bright light. The trailer has
double walls packed with cork for insulation purposes, and is
self-contained in that it carries its own plant for producing
electric light and working the refrigeration machinery, which
is used for keeping the interior temperature low. About
150 gallons of water are carried in tanks, and the interior
equipment includes stainless steel shelves and sinks, and
cupboards and shelves for photographic materials and all
the necessary safe-lights.
another feature.

A

special

ventilation

scheme

is

The entire outfit represents not only the acme of comfort
and luxury for the worker, but the equipment will certainly
arouse the envy of workers in the tropics, who have to rely
on make-shift expedients to overcome the difficulties of photo¬
graphy in high temperatures. The idea embodied in the
construction of this mobile dark-room, however, is worthy of
consideration by professional workers and dealers in really
hot countries when
continuous use.

A

fitting up

FOLDING
FOR

a dark-room

for frequent

or

TWIN-LENS REFLEX
ROLL FILMS

AN

A FOLDING twin-lens reflex camera for roll films of rather
different

pattern

from

the

usual

run

of these

typical twin-lens camera. The camera
itself has a single set of bellows, and.
the finder lens, instead of having
bellows,

has

a

large

reflex

finder

of metal giving a full-size image,
which is mounted so that it moves
backwards or forwards with the
taking lens, and so gives exact
focussing on the film.
In these days, when compactness
counts for so much in cameras, this
is not an undesirable way of reducing
the bulk of a twin-lens instrument,
and the photographer loses nothing
in its precision or its reliability by
reason of it.
The

front

falls out

to the

infinity

position at the touch of a button,
and the struts then hold it as rigid
as a box. Its focussing lever carries
with it a scale of distances placed
so that they can be seen as the cam¬
era is held in the taking position—
— an extra help in a camera working
on the reflex principle. There is
an automatic film indicator which
shows how many exposures have been made, and that, too,
is visible with the camera at the ready. So, also, is the dia¬
phragm indicator. A special design of Compur shutter gives
this camera what the big reflexes with focal-plane shutters lack
— a set of valuable slow automatic speeds as well as high speeds.
It shuts up into a space of 6£ X 3i X
f/3.5 anastigmat its price is ^13 xos.

in.

With

HE photo-electric exposure meter has come to stay, and
hundreds of photographers, possibly thousands, who

handy

little instruments, now so popular, is the “ Perfecta,”
made by the Welta firm, and distributed in this country by
Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck (Holborn Circus, E.C.)
It is made to provide 12 negatives, 2^ in. square, on a
2IX3i spool of roll film, like the other cameras of this style ;
but it has the merit of closing into smaller compass than the

a high-grade

ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER
FOR FOUR GUINEAS

meter
The

would never be persuaded to use the old type of actinohave fallen under its spell ; and have been grateful for it.

early models

were

expensive — -too expensive

for the average

photographer ; but the “ Ombrux ” photo-electric meter, which
employs the photo-electric cell, can be obtained for four guin¬
eas. In a little leather case this device, only 3 x 2 | x 1 J in. in
dimensions (and therefore easily carried in the pocjtet), really
measures the light. Used for normal subjects, it gives the
exposure required for f/8 on a plate or film of 23 Scheiner
degrees — the standard formula. On aluminium plates stored
conveniently in the lid of the meter are tables giving the
exposures translated for plates or films of 17, 20, 23 and 26
Scheiner rating. This gives the corresponding reading at all
apertures from 30 to 1 /500th sec.
When the V Ombrux” is pointed at the chief object in any
reasonably bright light, the needle at once flies to the exposure
required at f/8. This range covers exposures from i/ioth to
1 /500th sec. But if the subject is in a weaker light you press
a button and a second scale (placed below the first one) comes
into play. This second scale gives exposures from i/ioth to
30 sec., according to the light. It is very simple.
The photographer must take care, of course, to point his
“ Ombrux ” in the right direction ; for instance, in againstthe-light pictures he must not point it direct at the sun itself !
And he should never point it at the sky unless he is out solely
for cloud pictures.
Now that so many photographers use a reliable shutter like
the Compur, there is much to be said for a really good exposure
guide such as this, and if photographers will accept their high
plate speeds and film speeds judiciously, and not in blind faith,
they should find it a help worth takiflg with them whenever
the camera is taken out.
The electric cell does not need batteries or renewals — and it
does not wear out. But it is not wise to drop it on a cement
floor !
The

distributors

in Britain

are Messrs.

Dallmeyer,

of Mortimer

Street, W.i, but most up-to-date dealers who cater for photo¬
graphers above the status of snapshotters will stock it.
11
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photographing
C. A. STEVENSON.
play of light at noon, or the long shadows of evening.
The hours pass pleasantly, often profitably, for the
camera-man wandering about these architectural
gems, seeking some odd nook or corner that arrests
the eye and may eventually reappear in a print of
marked distinction.
Castles, ruined or otherwise, moated granges,
and the crumbling remains of abbeys, are also
likely to yield outstanding examples of this type of
photograph.

Interior

Southwell

Cathedral. An architectural
more conventional type.

photograph

of the

TO most amateur photographers “ architectural

photography ” conjures up visions of pictures
of cathedral interiors on rather an imposing
scale. To some modern workers, this type of

photography is regarded as somewhat “ boring,” as
necessitating a stand camera, tripod and all the para¬
phernalia of the older worker who thought nothing of
a few hours’ exposure with a
big camera for such subjects.
To all amateurs who have these
views, but are not averse to
architecture, can be commended

Twelfth-century

is quite suitable for the purpose,
but a tripod will still be useful
on occasions.
Around our cathedrals, the
colleges of Oxford and Cam¬
bridge, and even municipal and
other large buildings, may be
found innumerable " little bits ”
that make attractive photographs
that are often more pictorial than
pictures of the building itself on
a larger scale.

12

Bnghtlingsea.

By the magic of photography, the
towers and spires of cathedrals, or
those of less significant edifices, framed
by characteristic settings, are often
transformed, as it were, into almost
living things.
Take the case of Cromer Church,
reproduced herewith ; photographed
alone it would merely be a bald record,
a conventional representation ; where¬

picture-making of lesser portions
of similar subjects and of other
buildings. The modern hand
camera or miniature instrument

These " bits ” include arches,
pillars, doorways, windows,
figures, steps, and other like
objects whose beauty, perhaps
mellowed by the attrition of
centuries, is enhanced immeasur¬
ably by early morning mist, the

House,

as a “ portion ” of it viewed down the
vista of one of the typical narrow
streets is a very different proposition.
Immediately it is imbued with life,
becoming an integral part of ancient
Cromer perched high on the cliff over¬
looking the German Ocean.
In many parts of the country time¬
worn architecture abounds to charm
the eye and

^ Comer at Polperro.

cheer the heart of the

photographer. It may be quite hum¬
ble architecture ; its modesty matters
not at all, provided climatic conditions
clothe its simplicity with atmosphere
and beauty. A splash of sunshine

Im AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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Little Bits

Vrc hi tec tu re
on a whitewashed cottage wall may
be more photographically valuable
than all the architectural grandeur
of the cathedrals of Wells, York or
Lincoln.
Countless “ little bits ” are to be
captured in the picturesque villages
tucked away among the Cotswold
Hills and elsewhere in the British
Isles. It is not necessary to have
recourse to well-known beauty-spots
only, such as Selworthy and Clovelly,
but less familiar places — for example,
the Essex village of Tolleshunt
D’Arcy,

offer ample

scope for the

A

"bit"

of Southwell

Cathedral.

photographer’s art. Old-world fishing villages, like
Staithes in Y orkshire, or the villages along the Cornish coast,
are especially rich
in odd corners of
quaint
ture
which architec¬
breathe
romance
and
evoke the glamour
of the sea.
Among
other
effective “ little
bits” of architec¬
ture mention
might be made of
shadowy cloisters
and the interiors
of old markethalls, similar to
the one at Tetbury, and the yarn
markets at Chip¬
ping Dunster.
Campden
and
Success in this
branch of photo¬
graphy may
be
achieved
by any
class of

camera

and
any year;
season
King's College, Cambridge.
of in
the
but, as mentioned before, a tripod is frequently useful,
and an exposure meter always helpful. Panchromatic
plates and films will give the most satisfactory rendering,
but good work can be done with ordinary films and those
Cromer

Church.

of the ’chrome variety. The old advice of exposing for
the shadows should not be forgotten.

Thi amateur

photographer
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NOTES
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article

will

appear

under
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of interest

to the

novice

in photography.

THE

SKY

INCREDIBLE as it may seem to-day
it is none

the less true that some

of the early photographers de¬
liberately aimed at getting what they
called a “ clean ” sky in their negatives.
They tried to get, and did get, such
density in the sky that no daylight
ever penetrated it, and the printing
paper retained its virgin purity. When
the sky portion was not sufficiently
dense to secure this, the photographer
set to work and painted it over with
Brunswick black.

heading

dealing

t NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

PROBLEM.

^for tfie

appalling character. Cloud negatives
could be bought singly or in packets
from dealers, and I am by no means
sure that they are not still available.
I am not disputing the fact that
clouds may often be printed in from
a separate negative with fine effect.
Some of the finest landscape photo¬
graphs ever produced have owed their
beauty to the intelligent and success¬
ful combination of two or more
negatives.
to the word

But I would

draw

“ intelligent.”

attention
There

is a

with her arms raised ; the figure had
been cut out, and superimposed on a
photograph of a bathing-pool so that
she was at the regulation diving
angle. All very well, except that
the apparent source of the strong light
on her figure is the dark water below.
The blunder is obvious to one who
has the most elementary knowledge of
lighting ; but it is fatally easy to make
mistakes in combination printing that
are not so obvious, but yet easily
apparent to the trained eye. Still, it
would be foolish to condemn com¬
bination printing simply because it is
possible to go wrong, and I would
advise beginners, as I have done before,
to make negatives of skies of all kinds,
and to use suitable ones when occasion
arises.
■ As I have previously pointed out,
it is often the best plan to make an
exposure for the landscape, and then
immediately give a second exposure on
another plate or film, adjusting both
exposure and development to secure
a good rendering of the sky. It may
then be quite easy to vignette out
what sky there is in the landscape
negative, and vignette in the sky
from the second negative.
There is one thing beyond dispute :
there is no such thing as a sky that
can be properly represented in a print
by mere blank paper.
The trouble is often a very real one.
We all know that the sky is sure to be
more or less over-exposed if we give

A

Peaceful

Many photographers, too, having
obtained this blank-paper sky, left
it at that, and were proud of it.
Others, however, not quite so benighted,
made their sky blank so that they
could print in clouds from a separate
negative, and in some cases it was
actually a single negative which had
to provide the clouds for landscapes
taken under all sorts of lighting and
weather conditions. Once a photo¬
grapher got a striking cloud negative
he took care to make use of it, and
the results were often of the most
14

Stream.

distinct relation and harmony between
a landscape and the sky above it, and
it is only those who have studied the
relation and understood the harmony
who can safely venture on combination
printing. (Read what Mr. A. F. Snell
says about his two prints elsewhere.)
I have just cut out from a magazine
a photograph of a lady gracefully
diving into a bathing-pool — not for
love of the graceful lady, but as a
solemn warning to some of my photo¬
graphic friends and myself. The lady
had been photographed standing up,

an exposure sufficient for*the landscape
below it. The contrast between the
two may be very great. And we all
know that exposure tables, calculators
and meters all tell us how much we
must shorten exposure for clouds as
compared with land and even water
below.
It is not difficult to strike a workable
medium exposure when the clouds are
of a strong character, and the landscape
below open in character, without
heavy shadows or tones near at hand.
But this state of things is by no means
universal.
We may get some idea as to what
may best be done if we consider two

The AMATEUR
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extremes. We have a landscape which
will require a certain- minimum ex¬
posure to secure the necessary detail ;
above it is a sky which should have a
much shorter exposure than even that
minimum. Suppose, first, we give
that minimum exposure. We have
to carry development to the full to get
the benefit of it, and that minimum
exposure has been more than enough
to give heavy density to the sky.
The result is a good rendering of the
landscape, but a weak sky.
Suppose, secondly, that we give the
very short exposure required by the
sky, and develop till the gradation is
just right. The result is a good sky,
but a heavy landscape without detail.
Suppose, thirdly, that we over¬
expose even the landscape. On devel¬
opment detail comes out with a rush
all over the negative. The landscape is
close on the heels of the sky, instead of

Approaching
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Snowdonia.

lagging far behind it. We can then
stop development as soon as the
landscape is just strong enough, and
this is so soon that the sky has not
become over-dense. We have what is
described as the thin or soft negative,
with all necessary detail delicately
recorded, and no heavy density.
This is really our only chance, and
with reasonable luck and care we
should get a negative that will do
something like justice to both sky
and landscape. It will help us if we
use a non-filter ortho plate ; we shall
do still better with a yellow filter to
cut out some of the active skylight ;
best of all with a panchromatic plate
and filter.
Such a subject as is suggested by the
illustration is easy. It was made on
ordinary ortho film, with a light filter
on the lens. The sky was by no
means

strong — rather a pale blue with

<3

somewhat faint clouds. There is no
need for dodging in making a print.
Everything is in the negative, and in
the original print all the tone and
colour values fairly represent the
subject and its lighting as seen.
I have selected this particular print
because it is typical of1 conditions
which are common at this time of year
— bright

greens

and

yellows,

with

yellowish clouds in a blue sky. Fur¬
ther, I have chosen it because of its
extreme simplicity and peacefulness.
I think we should pay more attention
to these qualities, and not simply
search feverishly for “ striking ” and
“ original ” subjects. I feel, too, that
it does us good to linger sometimes in
the
quiet,
homely
when back
we
can find
them.
We spots
may —bring
with us something of far more value
than an exhibition picture.
W. L. F. W.

By

Christopher

Wenlock.
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

MY exhibition pictures are not
usually preconceived,
made from negatives

but are
selected

from the year’s bag taken on weex-end
outings, summer
holidays, and such
other times as I am able to get out with
a camera. After using many types of
camera, both roll him and plate, during
my short career as a pictorial photo¬
grapher, 1 hav e come to the inevitable
conclusion that the reflex is the camera
pictorialist, and now use a
3JX2I Thornton-Iickard with a 5-in.
f/2.9 lens. There is no doubt that it is a
great asset when composing a picture
to be able to study it on the ground
glass, full size and right way up. In
doing so 1 always endeav our to place
the centre of interest on one of the
divisions of thirds, as often recommended
for

the

in ‘ The

A.P.’

to our Special Representative.

" My sensitive material for pictorial
work is exclusively Ilford Soft Gradation
panchromatic plates, and Agfa Isochrom
him packs, the former particularly when
it is desired to record clouds, and both
materials with a two to three times filter
where necessary. The
only aid to
exposure is the Burroughs Wellcome
calculator, which I find most valuable.
" Negatives are developed with Azol
in a tank, by time and temperature,
in the case of plates ; while films are
suspended in a tank, and judged by
inspection. I also enjoy experimenting
with various developers compounded
from published formulae, particularly
of the fine-grain variety. A soft negative
is aimed at, and development is curtailed
to about two-thirds normal.
" Bromoil is my favourite printing
process. 1 use Kodak Bromoil paper,

and the prints are prepared by a short
process. This makes use of a very dilute
M.Q. developer which gives a soft print,
which is put straight into a stop-bath
containing boric acid and borax. After
a very short wash the print is bleached,
and then, after a further short wash it is
fixed in a weak acid bath. The prints
are then dried, and before inking are
soaked for about twelve minutes in water
at 65 degrees Fahr.
“ Sinclair’s inks are used at full
consistency, and after inking lightly all
over with a large ' Mortimer ’ brush, a
resoak is usually necessary, and the ink
is often softened by the addition of a
small amount of linseed oil, and further
inking carried out with fitch brushes.
Great care is taken not to over-ink any
portion, and the various planes are built
up gradually. I do not care to put in
clouds entirely by hand, but prefer to
print them in from another negative,
and modify them as required. A good
deal of work is done after a day or two
on the almost dry print with plastic
rubber and a very lightly charged brush.
When
thoroughly dry the print is
sprayed with a weak
protect the surface.

cellulose

varnish

to

“ I am not a purist, and often photo¬
graph subjects which are incomplete in
themselves with a \ iew to combining with
another negative when the opportunitv
presents itself. The picture opposite is
the outcome of this method, the fore
ground and figure having been obtained
on a dull day, and being useless as it
stood. But it appealed to me as an
ideal subject for a sunset theme, and that
depicted was obtained from the window
of a moving train some months later.
“ The print ‘ Low Tide ’ is an almost
straight bromoil, the clouds having been
obtained on the negative at the time of
exposure, using a three-times filter.
The only modification was a lightening
of the distant planes.
“ In
that

conclusion

any

success

I would
I may

like to
have

add

had

is

partly due to the helpful advice which
is so ungrudgingly given by the ad¬
vanced members of the City of London
Tow

16

and

Tide.
By

A . F.

Cripplegate

Snell.
a member.”

P.S.,

of

which

I am
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HOMING.
By
A. F. Snell.
(See article , “ How l make
on the opposite page.)

my

Exhibition

Pictures
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DINNER

IN

THE

May

RAW.

By

(From the Advanced Workers’ Competition.)

M.

Mitchell.
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ETERNAL

TOIL.

(From the Exhibition

By
ofOoerseis

an l Colonial Prints, noa> open at the Royal '^Photographic Society, 35, Russell

Square, ~UW .C.t.)

J. B. Eaton.
(Australia.)
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1. — 11 Roman

By

Road

Miss

near

Abergavenny

Longueville.
5. — “ Beachcomber

By

C. M.

G. Keeping.

2. — “ Peel,

I.O.M.”

By A. B. Pooley.

3. — ' A

Sunnv

Glen.”

By E. S. A. Gill.
6. — “A

Peep

into the Abyss.”

By J. IV. Reyburn.

4. — “ Rural

By

Residences

D. G. Cole.

1934
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
O
oome

r* • • 1
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
Criti
cal Comments
the opposite page.

ONE of the things that is most
of

difficult to arrange, in the
case of a subject like No. 1
the prints reproduced on the

opposite page, “ Roman Road,” by
Miss Longueville, is a balanced com¬
position. All the lines of any im¬
portance seem to lead downwards from
the left to the right, and, in the
absence of any countering line, the
eye seems to follow the direction
indicated right out of the picture.
Directional Lines.
A similar difficulty almost always
arises when a subject is taken from a
bank of a river estuary, a cliff, the
seashore, or practically any scene
where all the material falls on the
one side of the picture.
All the weight, it is true, falls on
the one side, but the lines nearly
always lead in the opposite direction,
and, as a general rule, the composition
is hopelessly unbalanced. The position
is corrected at once if there is some¬
thing in the nature of a stop on that
opposite side. A line coming in in
an opposing direction, a small dark
such as might be provided by a tree,
a figure, the opposite bank, or a boat,
whichever is appropriate, would be
quite sufficient, ' but
to find it.

the difficulty is

If it had happened that, in this
particular case, the line of the distant
hillside on the right were inclined
downwards from the right-hand side,
and that its tone were appreciably
heavier, it would do much to correct
the lack of balance. Similarly, did but
a small portion of the opposite bank
appear, and it were sufficiently deep
in tone to make its presence felt, that
also would do ; but, as the subject
stands, it is obvious that neither
alternative was available, and, to
be perfectly frank, the subject is one
that would be better left alone —
assuming, of course, that the intention
was definitely pictorial.
The Pictorial Intention.
The

a

lack of balance

is not so pro¬

nounced, perhaps, in No. 2, “ Peel,”
by A. B. Pooley, for while the weight
is on the right-hand side, there is a
re-entry from the left, which, to a not
inconsiderable extent, provides a sug¬
gestion of equivalence.

Anything in the nature of an exact
equality would, of course, be much too
formal to satisfy the aesthetic sense.
Nevertheless, the balance is not so
effective as it should be, but the reason
for this is more on account of the
emptiness of the left-hand side of the
foreground. It will be noticed that
about half-way up the print, and
about one inch from the left-hand side,
there is a vertical post emerging
from the water. If there were another
placed approximately a quarter of an
inch from the base, and about half
an inch from the left-hand edge, that
feeling of emptiness would disappear.
At the same time, the balance that
is needed would be furnished, and
the composition, though in no way
remarkable, would serve its purpose
quite well.
If a boat happened to be placed
in somewhere about the same position,
it would do even better, and this is a
point that should be kept in mind when
similar subjects present themselves
in the future.
Opposing Forces.
An effective example of the employ¬
ment of directional lines of opposing
tendency to make a well-balanced
arrangement is to be seen in No. 3,
“ A Sunny Glen,” by E. S. A. Gill,
where if it were not for the strong
downward impulse imparted by the
slope of the hill on the right, the
inclination of the lines on the other
side would lead the eye out of the
picture in a similar way to that which
was the case with No. 1.
That impulse is quite enough to
counteract any such tendency, and
the composition appears well balanced
and complete. The suggestion of
balance is aided by the downward
inclination of the clouds above, which
form another good feature, but the
sunniness of the subject, which supplies
the artistic motive, might have been
enhanced had the foreground on the
left been more subdued in tone.
The feeling of light and luminositv,
too, would gain if the tone of the sky,
along the top, were somewhat darker
than it is immediately below, and, if
it did not actually happen so in nature,
the effect might be introduced arti¬
ficially by a little local extra printing.

The

same

device

might

usefully be

employed in No. 4, “ Rural Resi¬
dences,” by D. G. Cole. Here, at
present, the tone of the sky is so much
the same all over that there is none of
the sense of light that there ought to
be, nor is there any suggestion of
depth.
A Nice Adjustment.
This is undoubtedly a drawback, and
so is the absence of noticeable sunshine.
The difference it would make can be
imagined ; but, in connection with the
compositional balance, the subject
shows a very nice adjustment, par¬
ticularly in the relative placings of
the, cottages on the right and the one
that is not so prominent on the left.
Given a bit of real light and a suit¬
able proportion of shadow, the subject
is one that would make up extremely
well, and if an appropriate figure
could be included, its attraction would
be yet further enhanced. The sky,
perhaps, is better in No. 5, “ Beach¬
comber,” by C. M. G. Keeping, and
the figure and foam of the breaking
wave present quite an effective balance ;
but here, again, there is little in the
nature of an effect or mood of nature.
In consequence, the representation
seems to be devoid of pictorial force.
Mood and Effect.
The

white

cliff in

the

following

print, No. 6, “ A Peep into the Abyss,”
by J. W. Reyburn, stands out well
against the dark of the setting, but
scarcely in the way it would if sun¬
shine, stressed by shadows on the
face of the cliff itself, made its presence
really felt.
If the effect that is in mind can be
visualised, the point will need no
further argument, but it may be
mentioned that the way the cliff
would stand out would -be vastly
improved ; the motive would become
more definitely pictorial, and the
appeal of the picture would be made
immensely more significant. This,
naturally, would involve the choice of
a different time of day and a consequent
alteration in the direction from which
the light was falling. The subject
would have to be studied, but the
time expended in this direction would
be not only educative but well repaid.
“ Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on aiTart page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ MAN’S

BESIDES the attractiveness of its

effect of dappled sunshine and
shadow, and its consequent im¬
pression of a windy day, this picture
is also interesting in the way the
directional lines have been employed,
for, over and above their function of
aiding the composition to assume a
satisfactory form, their relationship,
the one with the other, forms a design
of a distinctively decorative character.
Decoration

and

ETERNAL

TOIL,” by J. B. Eaton.

by the double line made by the space
between the two sets of furrows (b).
Line

and

Counterline.

formed

by

the presence

of a

dark

beyond, it scarcely has any leading-out
effect, but rather the reverse, for the

exceedingly strong. Not only does it
provide a forceful directional impulse
towards the chief centre of interest

tendency imparted by a diminution
of tone towards the corners seems to
direct the attention inwards. Each
of the other corners, to a greater or
less extent, is similarly subdued, and

(1), as will be easily seen from the
accompanying sketch, but it also
supplies a connecting link between

the joint effect is one of concentration
rather than dispersal.
The influence of line upon the

The

effect of

this

latter

line is

arrangement of the compo¬
sition will now, no doubt, be

Design.

Reference was made, over¬
leaf, to the elementary and
fundamental province of these
lines in the formation of a

manifest, and further refer¬
ence to the sketch will indicate how
their inter¬
relationship, by assuming a

proper sense of balance, and,
incidentally, to their capacity
for retaining the interest with¬
in the picture ; but, here,
their adoption discloses a
higher development in the
more active part they play in

rhythmical form, conveys the
impression of a design. It
arises in much the same sort
of way that a succession of
geometrical shapes, as in a car¬
pet, wall-paper, or panelling,
creates a suggestion of pat¬
tern ; but, necessarily, without
involving the same regularity.
A definite sequence of that
kind would be too formal for
so informal a thing as a

the building up of the arrange¬
ment and in the creation of a
design as an integral element.
As far as the arrangement
of the composition is con¬
cerned, these lines should be
viewed in relation to the
placing of the light and
shade. The interest naturally
centres in the brightest light
at (1), both on account of its
forceful placing and because
of the presence of the figures
in close proximity. That being
accepted, it will be seen that
most of the lines, either
directly or indirectly, lead up to, or
afford an indication towards, the
centre in question.
There is, first of all, the line of
demarcation between the dark of the
foreground and the light of the middle
distance (a). It drops slightly from
the right-hand side, and the inclina¬
tion, small though it be, is sufficient to
direct the attention inwards toward
the centre of attraction. It proceeds
right across the picture, becoming
less and more assertive at intervals,
and, as a line, is almost lost as it

landscape study, but the
inclusion of what is only an
impression of design imparts
a sense of order that is
scarcely
other
way.obtainable

foreground and distance and justifies
the long stretch of the former.
The presence of the dark band of
trees at (2) has a bearing on the
indication given by the line (c), for,
were it not for the dark in question,
and the fact that the line occurs well
above the centre line, the slope towards
the right would tend to direct the eye
to the right instead of inwards. The
two factors mentioned reverse that

reaches the left-hand boundary. The
merging at this point counteracts any
tendency towards leading out on that

tendency, besides which, in its con¬
tinuation, it eventually takes a down¬
ward tilt, so that actually and in
combination with (a) it encloses the
light which provides the centre of
attraction.

side, and the same tendency is, per¬
haps, much more definitely countered

Higher still is another line (d). This
has a decided slope ; but, as it is

18

seem
about

in

any

Diffusion a Danger.
In so much, and also in its
effect, the work is wholly
admirable, but there does
to be a touch of indecisiveness
it, which,

upon

investigation,

apparently
arises
from a certain artifi¬
cial
diffusion
of outline.
It is really questionable if, in a
subject of this nature, any artistic
advantage is derived from such diffu¬
sion. There may be a certain latitude
of opinion in a matter of this kind,
but, if the subject were rendered with
the keenest possible definition, the
attraction of the picture would be
no less — i.e., unless it was necessary to
adopt the expedient for the sake
of covering up some technical de¬
ficiency — for the gain in decision would
more than counter any imagined
advantage in an illusory softness of
rendering.

“ Mentor.”
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Jetters to the
ROLL-FILM

Editor

HOLDERS.

it was not really light-proof, but I had one on approval, and it
has been quite satisfactory. If your reader buys Kodak Super¬
sensitive films he will get a small gummed patch to put over
the hole, and if he only pulls that back for winding, and is
not in a strong light, there is no danger of fogging. The rollfilm holder I have is Rollex roll-holder, and cost 15s. for
3JX2J size. Any make of film can be used if a patch covers
the hole. It is certainly not easy to see the numbers, but you
can memorise the number of times you require to turn the
handle for the spool. — Yours, etc.,
(MISS) M. H. GREENFIELD.

MINIATURE

CAMERAS.

read with interest the letter from

Mr. J. Meunier

on

the subject of “ Miniature Cameras.”
After considerable experience of almost every type of camera,
and miniatures from the original Ensignette, I feel that the
modern miniature is more ufiiversal than any other type of
camera yet produced.
Mr. Meunier says that he never sees views of architectural
subjects amongst miniature camera specimens. It may interest
him to know that in a book that I have just written upon this
subject, which Messrs. Blackie are publishing at the end of the
present month, there appears amongst the illustrations an
architectural subject taken with a 4 X 3 cm. Piccochic ! Further,
the small rise of front permitted by the average 6x9 cm.
camera is of little or no help. Certainly, the miniature camera
is a practical proposition, and it makes demands upon the
technical skill of the photographer, but that results of the
highest quality can be
etc.,

obtained is beyond question. — Yours,
ROBERT
M. FANSTONE.

BROKEN

CINfi

FILM.

Sir, — When a film breaks during a show or demonstration
it causes the projectionist a few moments of worry, especially
if the exhibition is a public one; if at home various expedients
can be followed without much trouble, but before the public
you want to do your best.
I recently had such a breakage, and although familiar with
overlapping the film on the take-off reel you are losing a long
length of the scene, also you are not always successful the first
time. But with a small paper clip the two ends can be over¬
lapped, fastened, and led between the flanges of the reel, and
the projecting portion of the clip passed through the nearest
opening, and off you go again. All the picture you have missed
is a few inches needed to thread up to the bottom sprocket.
The " W
size.

” shape

clip is best, and

I enclose

some

of the right

You may say, " What about scratching the film ? ” Well,
if you do, these end frames would have to be cut before re¬
splicing, anyway. — Yours, etc.,
W. BATTLE.

SKY
Sir,— The

enquiry

sent

(Deganwy)

concerning

a " sky ” filter in a recent issue of " The A.P.” prompts me to
submit the following in the hope that you will publish it and
so help to dispel the prevalent but fallacious belief attaching to
the use of such a filter.
Since every portion of the lens contributes to the formation
of every part of the image resulting from it, it follows that some
light from the sky will pass through the lower part of the lens
opposite which is the clear part of the “ filter ” ; similarly,
some' light from the ground will pass through the upper part of
the lens opposite which is the tinted part of the filter.
The net result therefore is exactly the same as if a uniformly
tinted filter is used of a tint the intensity of which is somewhere
between the lightest and deepest shades of the particular
"

sky

”

filter

with

which

it

is

compared.

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

deepest part of the " sky ” filter and the extent to which
tinted portion is allowed to cover the camera lens.

477

the

In short, a so-called "sky” filter does not achieve the object
for which it is made. — Yours, etc.,
F. C. HUNT.

EXTINCTION
Sir, — May

I refer

selenium-cell
some
time ago.exposure
Ever

to the

condemnation

meters,

since these meters

were

METERS.
revived

by

introduced,

of extinction
Mr.

Talbot’s

we have

been

and
letter

treated

to highly technical letters proving — to their writers’ satisfaction,
at least — that they cannot possibly work. Nevertheless, they do,
as I can prove to Mr. Talbot by a display of dozens of negatives
made by strict adherence to a Bewi meter, and also by a
few — unfortunately nothing like so many !— cheques paid for
enlargements from said negatives. For further proof I can
show him negatives that are hopelessly over-exposed — the
result of not adhering to the meter. Does Mr. Talbot think
that reputable firms of manufacturers are utterly without
technical and scientific knowledge, and are so conscienceless as
to ask anything from a guinea to ^15 10s. for useless pieces of
apparatus
He states? that " the whole underlying
that one should measure the amount

principle is wrong” —
of light falling on a

subject, " regardless of the amount reflected .” The italics are
my own ; I have read this passage in his letter several times,
as I could not believe my eyes. The “ underlying principle ”
is quite right ; it is Mr. Talbot’s superimposed " theory ” which
is wrong. Does he play tennis ? If so, can he return the ball
before it is served to him ? I agree that the amount of light
falling on the subject is the primary factor in estimating an
exposure, but it is the reflected portion of that light which enters
the camera lens, acts on the emulsion and makes the negative.
Let us take some concrete examples.
In the case of a full-length portrait with frontal lighting on
an overcast day, the exposure on an ordinary plate would be
about i/25th of a second at f/4.5. Now take the same model,
but “ contre jour
emulsion. The
to be at least the
would be about

” on a brilliant, cloudless day, using the same
exposure for a successful negative would have
same length, yet the light falling on the subject
ten times as strong in the second case ! Let

him take the same model by half- watt light — the most con
stant of all illuminants. Let him light his subject with three
lamps, and make three equal exposures, but with the lamps
in three different positions. If he thinks he will get three perfect
negatives, he has a surprise coming !
Take the example of a landscape, on a brilliant cloudless
day, such as we frequently get in any average summer, with the
light over our right shoulder. We decide to expose three
plates — on the distant hills and sky, the middle-distance, and
the foreground respectively. Now the strength of the light
falling on

FILTERS.

by P. E. W.

Editor

As a consequence of this it does not matter whether any
objects rise up against the sky or not, and also allowance must
be made for the decrease in exposure which must result, the
amount of the allowance depending upon the density of the

Sir, — Your correspondent “ Disappointed ” asks if any
reader has used a satisfactory roll-film holder with a panchro¬
matic film. My dealer here advised me against it, as he said

Sir, — I have

The

the opinions

all three

is identical,

since

we

are — in our

sober

moments — only provided with one sun. On Mr. Talbot’s
advice we measure — by a process he has not yet disclosed — the
light falling on the scene, and give the same exposure to each
of the plates. Without actually making the experiment 1
will bet on the result. At least two — and probably all three —
of the plates will be useless as negatives !
As a parting shot, let us take his own case ; the white and
black sheets with the grey and coloured areas on each. The
meter would, as he states, give a longer reading for the latter,
and it would be right. Were I making such exposures, I should
want some modelling and texture in the white sheet, without
the grey areas being blotted out ; ergo, short exposure. Simi¬
larly, with the black sheet ; ergo, long exposure. Mr. Talbot
states, “ Theoretically both should be given the same exposure,”
and, in conclusion, I will make so bold as to ask, " Whose
theory ? ” — Yours, etc.,
C. W. MARTIN.
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At a meeting pf the Council of the Royal Photographic
Society held on Monday of last week, the Fellowship of the
Society was conferred upon Mr. George Henry High, of Chicago,
and Honorary Membership conferred upon Miss Helen Messinger Murdoch (Fellow). At the same meeting the following
Associates were admitted to the Fellowship : Miss Helen
Campbell (Warwickshire), J. Crowther Cox (Rotherham),
J. Ortiz Echague (Madrid), Albert E. Elsy (London), Adolf
Fassbender (New York City), Edwin Charles Halford (Leighton
Buzzard), Stanley Harrod (Canada), Lt. -Colonel W. R. Mansfield
(London), S. Nakagawa (Los Angeles), Fred P. Peel (Philadelphia),
F. R. Ratnagar (Bombay, India), Sam Weller (London), and
James Hector Woods (Darwen, Lancs).
At the Royal Society of Arts last week, Dr. C. E. Kenneth
Mees, Director, Kodak Research Laboratories, gave the Truman
Wood Memorial Lecture on “ Some Photographic Aspects of
Sound Recording.” The introduction 01 sound recording,
stated Dr. Mees, has influenced every part of the motion-picture
industry, irom the nature of the original material selected lor
the

presentation

to

the

architectural

design

of the motion-

picture theatre. He concluded by saying that : ‘‘Improvements
in the reproduction of sound by photographic means will
depend, in the luture as in the past, on intensive scientific
research

in relation

to sound,

electricity, and

photography.”

In the ambitious programme, now being prepared, for the
celebration at the end of this year of the centenary of the
settlement of Victoria, Australia, photography is well to the
fore. On October 17th, 18th and 20th the Victorian Salon
of Photography sponsor an international exhibition to be held
in the Melbourne Athenaeum ; and from November 12th to
24th the Society of Professional Photographers
centenary exhibition of photography.

are holding

a

The "Drem” Products, Ltd., of 37, Bedford Street, Strand,
W.C.2, have issued an illustrated catalogue and price list of
their specialities. In addition to the well-known Drem Ex¬
posure Meters, particulars are given of the Drem Bromoil
outfits and materials and other accessories. We understand
that since the
years ago over

first Drem exposure meter was produced ten
300,000 have been made and sold. The series

now includes, in addition to the “ Justophot,”
recently been issued in a new
and improved

which
form,

has
the

“ Dremoscop,” the " Leicascop,” the “ Contaxscop,” the
"Cinemeter” (for all cin6 cameras), the ‘‘Dremmeter” (for
print exposures), and the “ Largodrem ” (for enlarging). The
latest Drem introduction is the “ Justodrem,” an efficient yet
simple exposure meter of the extinction type, made to sell at
15s. A copy of the Drem list is obtainable on request to the
above address.
The new Auto-Range Ensign Camera, for 2^x3^ roll films
(Ensign, Ltd., High Holborn), comes at an opportune moment
when range-finder cameras are increasing in popularity. It
is all the more welcome because it is within the scope of a
modest pocket. With an f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat, made in
the Ensign works at Walthamstow, the price is no higher than

£6 10s.

This

Ensar

lens is mounted

in one

of the firm’s

Mulchro shutters, which gives such useful automatic speeds as
1, J, 1 /5th, i/ioth sec., and so on up to i/iooth sec. This is
remarkable value, even in these days of competition. The
range-finder, like others, is mounted on the side panel of the
camera — it is on the top when the camera is held horizontally.
The range is found by studying the subject through an eyepiece.
A broken image is seen at first till the focus is right. As soon
as the two sections of the broken image coincide the lens is
focussed

on

that

object ; while

the

focus

in the range-finder

is being adjusted, the focus of the camera’s lens has also been
operated automatically. Thus, if it is decided to focus on a

20

doorway

about

15 ft. distant,

and

the

doorway

is in focus

according to the small image in the range-finder, the camera’s
f/4.5 anastigmat has simultaneously been brought into sharp
focus for that doorway. For those who find difficulty in
focussing with certainty it should be a boon. The standard
model with f/4.5 Ensar costs £6 10s. There is another model
with f/4.5 Tessar and Compur shutter at £12 15s.
Two

attractively

produced

booklets,

entitled

respectively

" Accessories for Contax Photography ” and “ The Ten Contax
Lenses,” have just been issued by Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., of Mortimer
House, 37-41, Mortimer Street, London, W.i. Both are full
of excellent illustrations, the latter in particular demonstrating
the results obtained by the different types of lenses that are
available for use with the Contax camera. While the subject
matter in these informative booklets is mainly devoted to
photography with the Contax, there is also much of general
interest to users of other miniature cameras. Copies will be
sent
to readers of “ The A.P.”
address.

free
, on application

to the above

A well-illustrated catalogue and price list has been issued
by Messrs. Garner & Jones, Ltd., of Polebrook House, Golden
Square, W.i. It is well worth securing by all readers of
The A.P.” Full details of the " Exakta ” miniature focalplane reflex, the “ Weeny-Ultrix ” and other Ihagee cameras
and accessories will be found in its pages. A copy will be
sent on application.
The

picture

reproduced

on

another

page

in

this

issue,

" Approaching Snowdonia,” by Christopher Wenlock, is
another of the prize-winning prints from the recent cycling
and Motor Cycling Photographic Competition.
The old-established firm of A. Adams & Co., Ltd., of 122,
Wigmore Street, London, W.i, have sent us their new catalogue
containing full particulars of their well-known cameras, the
" Minex,” “ Vaido,” " Vesta,” and " Verto,” and accessories, etc.
Readers should write to the address given and obtain a copy.
It will be sent free.
The second Pathdscope 9.5-mm. Super Gazette is now avail¬
able. The high standard of news and pictorial values shown
in the first issue has been maintained. Subjects of the May
Gazette are as follows : " Veteran Car Club Rally,” ** LapBreaking at Brooklands,” “ Honour to Former Viceroy,”
" Monte Carlo Grand Prix," “ Aviation’s Latest Wonder,”
“ Gliding the Channel,” “ U.S. Taxi Strike,” " Joy Day on
Clydeside,” “ Rescue at Sea,” and “ The Cup Final.” The
Gazette can be booked for a period of twelve months. Full par¬
ticulars of this and of the Pathescope 9.5-mm National Amateur
Cine Contest can be obtained from Pathescope, Ltd., 5, Lisle
Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C.2.
Camberwell
Camera
Club. — Will those who have made
application for membership of this club please note that at
the moment there is a " waiting list ” and no further nomina¬
tions can be accepted. Their application has therefore been
filed, and the secretary will be pleased to write them further as
and when any further members can be received. This, strictly
in rotation as to date of application. The headquarters are
at 69, Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5.

We

have a number

of entry forms for the Third International

Salon of Hong Kong, which are available for readers of “ The
A.P.” A stamped addressed envelope should be sent with
each application.
A change of secretary has taken place at the Bradford
Photographic Society, this position now being occupied^by
Mr. W. Whitehead, 8, Bullroyd Drive, Bradford.
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Cinematography
Perspective in Film Work

sigum/moir.

Over-all definition is not always objectionable in cinephotography — yet there are occasions on
which such definition would lead to probable confusion. On these occasions, some degree of selec¬
tive focussing is called for ; and the means of securing this are dealt with in the following article.

Perspective or " drawing ” — by

which is meant the art of repre¬
senting on a plane surface the
appearance which solid, spaced objects
would normally assume to the eye — is
a matter of great importance in the
composition of a still photograph. In
a film shot embracing actual motion,
however, the same measure of im¬
portance does not apply.
The reasons for this are fairly
obvious to all who are acquainted with
both types of work. Here the centre
of attraction lies in the action itself,
hence laws which ordinarily govern
the composition of a still picture have
to be adapted to permit of the in¬
clusion of that action.
Emphasis.
Perspective itself may be regarded
as the principal subject of these
adaptations— for it must now be used
not merely to improve a graphic com¬
position but to emphasise the planes
of action according to their dramatic
significance.
Nor can this end be achieved only
through the use of selective focussing ;
both directors and cameramen must
practice in addition the art of selective
arrangement.

All

the

major

an appreciable extent. But the pre¬
sent tendency of some manufacturers
is to equip their cameras with lenses
of such aperture that selective focussing
and arrangement are almost entirely
precluded.
The object of fitting such lenses as
standard is, of course, to obviate as far
as possible the focussing faults of the
beginner. And since all planes beyond
only a few feet from the camera are
in the same pin-sharp focus, it must
be confessed that this object has been
achieved. Unfortunately, however, it
becomes increasingly difficult with
moderate and small apertures to
distinguish between objects in one
plane and those in another.
A glance at the accompanying
illustration will show the necessity for
retaining some measure of differential
focussing. Without this, such a sub¬
ject as that dealt with would indeed

present a rather confusing appearance
on the screen.
The cinematographer need not be
an expert to use a lens in a focussing
mount — even should that lens work
at f/1.5 ; all that is required is a little
care in running over the respective
adjustments of distance and diaphragm
immediately prior to making any
exposure on the shot. Wide-aperture
lenses are, of course, a trifle more
expensive than the standard equip¬
ments fitted— but against this certain
manufacturers are prepared to allow
the whole of the cost price of the
original lens, provided the latter is
handed in undamaged within a short
time of purchase.
Distance

Factor.

Even with a wide-aperture lens of
the 1 -in. class, it will be found that
the point at which all objects are

action

should be arranged to occupy the main
or sharpest planes, secondary action
and “ atmospheric ” aids being located
in the more or less subdued minor
planes. Now, as the major action may
drift through one plane into another,
it will be seen that the zone of sharp¬
ness must be somewhat deeper than
is usually the case in still work ; yet
it is just as necessary to avoid con¬
fusion with details of lesser importance.
Technical

Difficulties.

Short-focus lenses nowadays form
the ordinary equipment .of most
cine cameras, and such lenses tend to
preserve sharp detail through a great
depth of the field. This is all to the
good, for not only does it avoid the
annoyance of characters continually
passing in and out of focus, but it
reduces the risk of faulty definition to

An

example of the use of differential focussing (with a wide-aperture
emphasise the principal objects in a film of documentary interest.
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represented with the same degree of
sharpness is much closer than the
customary infinity point of a more
familiar lens. (Of two such lenses on

considerable

my cameras, one — working at f/1.5 —
has an actual infinity of 10 ft., and

first measuring the distance between
the main plane of the subject and the
centre of the lens itself. At greater

the other — an f/1.9 — -ceases to differ¬
entiate at about 13 ft.).
But the 1 -in. lens is capable of

selectivity at the nearer

distances. In close-ups taken at
ft.
or 2 ft., this capability is so marked
that it is seldom safe to film without

distances, this danger — together with
the degree of selectivity — decreases

Cine Criticisms and Comments

SOME vital criticisms, of value to the
cine

amateur

resulted

from

movement,

the

have

article “ A

Plea

for the Amateur Film Play,” published
in “ The A.P.” on April 25th.
In that article I asked several ques¬
tions regarding the failure of cin6
amateurs to produce good story films.

tography is not yet fully understood ? ”
It can be, and it is, says a B.B.C.
journalist, who has done a good deal
of thinking about films. “ Do
you
realise that so far the films have only
copied other art mediums ? As yet
there is no technique peculiar to the film.
Oh, yes, there is ; I’m forgetting.
There are Walt
Disney’s cartoons.
They are the best things that have
happened in the film world to date.”
A Sunderland producer writes to say :
“ I can tell you why cine amateurs do
not concentrate on making worth-while
films. It is because they haven’t the
incentive of a sufficiently large public.
Producers and club members can put
everything into a film — imagination,
time, money, genius even — and they
know it will be seen only by a few friends
and relatives in a back-street studio.
It isn’t good enough.”
Well, Sunderland reader, you are
eliminating the contests ! All the same,
you have put your finger on a weak
spot. Amateurs do resent the fact that
a worth-while film is not destined to be
seen

by

more

than,

at

the

most,

a

hundred people. Apart from any boxoffice consideration, this limitation is
cramping to the true creative spirit
which, by right, demands wider horizons.
Yet
while
say,

why

not

make

a

really

worth¬

film on negative-positive ? You’ll
what
about the price ? Well,

reversal, with this added advantage—
that you can have any number of prints
made from the negative.
I suggest one print to begin with,
that one print to be on hire to clubs and
to responsible individuals at a nominal
charge. It would not be long before
the cost of the original film was com¬
pletely covered. And
it would
be
doing something towards removing that
scandal of the amateur cine movement
— the total inability to beg, borrow or
buy films made by amateurs.
Mr. E. G. H. Lightfoot, hon. assistant
secretary of the Independent Film¬
makers’ Association, writes : " Your
article in ' The A.P.,’ April 25th, was
very stimulating and raises a moot
point. Certainly amateurs have not so
far made a film story which can compare
with the evanescence of Hollywood at
its most puerile. And
what is the
reason ? Lack of resources !
“ Not only lack of money, actors and
studio space, but lack of experience of
life and social purpose. This is why
the amateur films never come down to
the realities of life. They are too much
concerned with ugly Chinamen
and
crooks with guns. They never are
concerned with the vicissitudes of the
man in the street — simply because the
youngsters who make the films have had
no experience of life.
" The silent film is an autonomous art
as distinct from the talkie or even the

For Developing

THE makers of the Correx tank — that useful developing

machine for Leica-size and 2J X 3i roll films — have now
brought out a Correx tank for 16-mra. cine films, and
Sands Hunter & Co. (Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.) are selling
these outfits.
As

with

all the

Correx

specialities, it is a really practical

device. For 100-ft. spools the outfit includes a 100-ft. Correx
celluloid apron with corrugations at the edges, so that the
coils do not touch one another in the developer ; an enamelled
iron circular dish fourteen inches in diameter for the developer ;
two 14-in. reels, which take the apron and the film inside it ;
a film-reel without core to act as a “ lid ” to the loaded reel in
the tank ; and a T-shaped loading frame. That outfit costs
£5 17s. 6d. A similar outfit for 50-ft. spools costs £3 12s. 6d.
The Correx outfit is for dark-room use only, and the tank
is not for daylight loading or daylight developing.
To load the tank an empty 14-in. reel is first placed on the
spooling frame and the other 14-in. reel, wit4 the apron coiled
22

16-mm.
around

its core,

until the infinity point

Stopping-down is well known to
decrease selectivity at all distances,
and to avoid this the beginner is
advised to purchase a set of C.-K.
and other filters for use where the
exposure problem
troublesome.

is likely to prove

M. A. LOVELL -BURGESS.

this is how the charges work out for
negative-positive 9.5 stock:
Developing 9.5-mm. negative, 3s. per
100 ft. Printing 9.5-mm. from 9.5-mm.
negative, i.Jd. per ft. Reversing 9.5-mm.
Super-speed Pan., id. per ft.
You will see that the cost of 100 ft.
of 9.5-mm. film done by the negative¬
positive is about 5s. 5d. more than by

“ Can it be,” I wrote, “ that the com¬
paratively new art medium of cinema¬

in proportion
is reached.

on

sound film— these two are very different
— and all the best silent films are con¬
cerned with conflict, not of crooks but
of ordinary people caught perhaps in
exceptional circumstances, but showing
quite

normal

psychological

reactions.

Take for example ' Therese Raquin,’
‘ Pandora’s Box,’ ‘ The Joyless Street,’
and ‘ Homecoming,’ to name but four
of the best character studies. William
Archer once said
character depend

that ‘ he who lets
on plot should be

himself
" . . . depended.’
You state that one of the reasons
that the amateurs fail is that they are
afraid of using their imagination. No ;
from what I’ve seen of them their
imagination is too active ; it is their
observation that is at fault. There are
better plots in every slum, and better
film types at every street corner than
any amateur can bring up from the
depths of his imagination.”
I’d like to say, with reference to this
last paragraph, that when I urge cin6
amateurs to use imagination I mean them
to make it objective rather than interior.
They must project their imagination
before they can see the significance,
the variety and the contrasts that
theye undoubtedly are at every street
corner.
I wish every cin6 amateur could be
compelled to go and see a film made, I
believe, by a new British company,
called ” Doss House.” It takes a section
of life, of doss-house life, and shows it
to you without distortion, with all its
laughter in the place of tears, its bravery,
its faith in the ultimate goodness of
human nature. There are no resources in
this film, no elaborate sets, but it will
remain in the memory
when all the
shouting
box-office

of the publicity boosters
attractions has died away.

of

Film
another

peg

on

the frame.

The

exposed

film on its 100-ft. reel occupies a peg between the two 14-in.
reels. The lead of the apron is then clipped to the axle of the
empty reel, and the end of the film is also clipped to it. Then
turning the empty reel gently the film is wound inside tho
apron till the whole of the 100 ft. of film and its encircling
apron are wound on to the spool.
The loaded reel holding the film is lowered into the tank,
which has been filled with developer, and the film is left there
(in the dark-room all the tima) till development is complete.
The film is then fixed, inside the apron, by pouring the fixing
solution in after the film has been given a rinse with water.
The film is washed without removing it from the apron. After
washing, it is taken out, wound on to a drying frame (price
£1 1 2s. 6d.) and dried in a dust-free place. A hundred feet of
cine negative film can be developed in this manner with very
little more trouble than is needed to develop a 2JX3J spool
of " still ” films.
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New

Ensign 16-mm.

* S a class the Ensign " Kinecam ” series of 16-mm. cameras
/A
need no introduction to-day to amateur cinemato¬
graphers. They, and their merits, are known already.
But there is a new model, made for the 1934 season, which
offers something outstanding in values. A precision-made
instrument, with three speeds and a hand-turn movement
for special effects, is a decidedly useful camera. With a Dallmeyer f/3.5 anastigmat lens, at only 13 guineas for the outfit,
complete in a good carrying-case, it is a notable achievement.
If the advanced cinematographer insists on a focussing lens,
he is right from his advanced point of view (Ensign will provide
that for him at a fair charge), but the fact is that a fixed-focus
lens, with all subjects sharp enough between 5 ft. and infinity,
is quite adequate to the needs of the average cin6 amateur, who
does not want to use all the effects and close-ups of the pro¬
fessional cine worker.
This model has the die-cast body and shape of the Ensign
series, and its speeds, all manipulated by the handily-placed
starting-trigger, are 8, 16 arid 64 frames per second. The
motor will take 30 ft. of film at one winding, if necessary.
One commendable feature of this Ensign is the tubular
finder, which is of sensible design and a better index to the

The

Week’s
Wednesday,

Meetings
23rd.

Thursday,

John Ruskin C.C. “ Surrey Downs
Stockport P.S. Chumet Valley.
Cin6 Club.

Members’

May

Meet

high-speed
mount.

objectives

In addition
lenses, which

Saturday
and Notts P.S.

Singer C.C.
Small Heath

Cumbernauld.
P.S. Warwick.

Ilford P.S.

Whipendell

South

London

P.S.

Downe

Chelsea P.S.

Annual

Walthamstow

and D.P.S.

J. Dudley

Johnston.

at Crown

Bank,

June

1-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa
Milosnikow Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan,
Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21-Julv 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Entries, May 25 ; open, June 21-25. Par¬
ticulars from M. Danos, Rue de Boisdenier, 107
(Indre-

Photography. — Open. May 26
inclusive. Particulars from
Road, Horfield, Bristol.

Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, May 30 ; open, June 15-30.
Secretary, A. S. Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta,
Turin, Italy.
Paris Salon. — Entries, May 31 ; open, October 6-21.
Secretary, M. E. Cousin, Societe Fran^aise de Photo¬
graphic, 51, Rue de Clichy, Paris (9E).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
June

a

focussing

only

on

the

two

with

May

26th

May

27th.

(contd .).

1.50 p.m.

30-

10.3 a.m.

28th.

Meeting.

“ Composition.”

Wednesday,

Hanley,

Train from London'Bridge,

May

S. Bridgen.

May

29th.

May

30th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Oil Reinforcement. W. E. Goodchild.
Camberwell C.C. Print and Slide Comnetition.
Croydon C.C. Novelties and Home-Made Apparatus
London County Council Staff C.C. Salisbury.
Rochdale

11 ; open,

in

Hackney P.S. Annual Meeting.
John Ruskin C.C. Practical Work.
Manchester A. P.S. Carbro. W. F. A. Ermen.
Nelson C.C. Gaslight Printing Competition.

P.S.

“ The

Perfect Negative.”

and Competitions

Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beachfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)

June

but

and Cudham.

General

Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, Ernest Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.

Club). — Entries,

mounted

Woods.

Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry, forms from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.

Camera

is

Melbourne.

Monday,

Meet Victoria Square, 2 p.m.

Tours

lens

non-focussing 13-guinea models,
focussing big-aperture lenses.

— Entries, May 31. Rules in the issue of April 25.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — May 9-June
9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4, Wimbledon Park Road,
Southsea.

de Touraine),

high-priced

are slowly coming into the 16-mm. cin6 world, and this is one
of thh most practical of them. It is not provided on the

July 8. Particulars from
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.

(Societe Photograph ique
&-Loire), France.
The Western Salon of
to Saturday, June 9,
N. J. Foster, 161, Muller

many

made over the prices quoted above, is a real asset for close-up
work. Adjustable finders, to overcome the parallax difficulty,

26th.

Poland). — Open,

the

Tuesday,

Exhibitions

Salon (Poznan,

with

objects as close as one foot from the camera,, a special directvision axial finder is fitted, to supplement the ordinary
finder. This extra finder, for which no additional charge is

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.

International

case

to allowing full value to be obtained from these
are mounted so that they can be focussed on

25th.

May

is the

Sunday,

Evening.

Accrington C.C. Bashall Hall.
Bath P.S. Western Salon, Bristol.
Bradford P.S. Baildon and Hawksworth.
Hacknev P.S. Charlton.

than

Plymouth
St. John’s.
Rotherham Inst.
P.S.P.S.
Anston.

and Commons.”

Hanlev P.S. Oakamoor and Alton.
Liverpool A.P.A. Freshfield.

frame

The Ensign “ Kinecam 6 ” goes a step farther, however.
In another model of the same range a focussing lens can be
supplied, but at a consequent advance in price. With a
Taylor-Hobson Cinar anastigmat of f/2.8 aperture and i-in.
focal length the camera and case cost 18 guineas. With the
remarkable little Dallmeyer Speed anastigmat, which has an
aperture of f/1.5, the outfit costs ^25. With both these

Nottingham

24th.

May

Saturday,

Cameras

the

May

Cripplegate P.S. Visit to Kodak Works.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Odds and Ends.” L. Nell.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ The Camera for Landscape.” J. Ainger Hall.
Oldham P.S. Open Night.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Kodak Works.

Friday,

image on
cameras.

Societies will have their meetings announced here if the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

Borough Poly. P.S. Landscape Lighting.
Camberwell C.C. Lecturette Evening.
Croydon C.C. Competition.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Dean Dam.
Northants N.H.P.S. Upper Harlestone Quarries.
Stockport P.S. Portfolio by Marcus Adams.

Wimbledon

PHOTOGRAPHER
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Hon.

Salon

Secretary,

69,

44 All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Pnotograpliic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries. August 1 ; open, August 24
-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30. Fur¬
ther particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong Uni¬

by Members.

J. H. Price.

cu?5t^eand

versity A.P.C., Hong Kong University/Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31,
Open (Toxyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Japan.
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
r934)- — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
ham.
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton Street, Rother¬
Johnson’s Holiday Competition. — Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from John¬
son & Sons, Ltd., Hendon Way, N.W.4.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
44 232 ” and 44 Sandom ” Photographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable
prizes. Full details and entry forms from 4423232 ”
Photographic Competition, 38,*,Wood Street, London,
E.C.2.
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‘Deciders'
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General. — All communications

for the

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

Questions

ANSWERED

Editor

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

" The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

We

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely given,

which

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See " General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in anv case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as ' How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked ‘ Query ” or " Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. VVe endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
,A selection ol those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut irom the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Halation.

Plate Speeds.
Can yon inform me of any recent book explaining
a reliable laboratory method of estimating the
speed of various kinds of plates ?
E. J. L. (Edinburgh.)

We regret that we know of no such
book as you suggest. The scientific
testing of speeds is by no means a
simple matter. The methods of Messrs.
Hurter & Driffield are, however, fully
described in a book published by the
Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell
Square, London, W.C.i, at 25s. net.

Intensification.
The enclosed negatives were intensified by
bleaching with mercury and ferrous oxalate. Is
there any way of eradicating the markings ?
S. H. (London, S.W.)

The two negatives you send are hope¬
lessly ruined, and indicate a lack of
care that is fatal in many photographic
processes. To begin with, mercury must
never be used on a negative in which
there is the slightest trace of hypo ;
and, secondly, the negative must be
very thoroughly washed before redevel¬
oping. We should advise you to adopt
the chromic method of intensification
rather

than

Waterfall

any

of the

mercury

forms.

Subjects.

I send two negatives of waterfall subjects which
had an exposure of i/zooth of a second. Why is
the water so “ woolly ” ?

M. S. (Lancaster.)

There is nothing very much wrong
with your two negatives, and such
subjects are always difficult. It is
evident, however, that the exposure
has not been sufficiently short for the
rapidly - moving water, but we also
suspect that the nearer portions, at
any rate, are out of focus. You do not
say what shutter you are using, but we
are inclined to doubt whether the
exposure was actually 1 /200th of a
second. The difficulty is that if you
give an exposure sufficiently rapid to
arrest movement in the water, the dark
surroundings

will be

under-exposed.

Lens.

I have an Aldis f/4.5 lens of 4.7-in. focus on a
quarter-plate camera. Could I fit a supplementary
long-focus lens for portrait work ?
V. C. (Horsham.)

I have two negatives of church interiors, but
both are spoiled by halation. Would it be
possible to reduce the dense patches without
affecting the other portions ?
J. S. G. (Whitehaven.)

There are several ways of minimising
or remedying the halation to which you
refer, one being reduction by ammonium
persulphate. There is also a method
by which the image is bleached, and
redeveloped in a very weak solution,
which brings the image up gradually.
Before over-density again arises in the
over-exposed parts the negative is fixed
in hypo. Both these methods, however,
require to be carried out very carefully,
and we should not advise you to try

should

not

advise

you

to fit to

so good a lens as you have any make¬
shift supplementary lens. We
would
suggest instead that you write to Messrs.
Aldis Bros., of Sarehole Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, and see if they
themselves provide a supplementary
lens suitable for the purpose. The
focus of your lens is not unduly short
for quarter-plate, and there is no reason
why you should not do good portrait
work with it, provided you keep at a
sufficient distance from the sitter and
rely upon subsequent enlarging to get a
picture of satisfactory size. If you
increase the focal length of the lens you
must make sure that you have sufficient
camera extension to use it.

Customs

Duties.

I shall shortly be travelling in France and Belgium,
and wish to take a camera and twelve spools of
film. Is this quantity in excess of that allowed
free by the Customs ?
J. K. (Sheffield.)

As far as we know there is no regulation
as to the exact amount of photographic
material allowed to tourists. In neither
of the countries you name have we ever
had the slightest difficulty about getting
through the Customs such quantities
of film as you suggest. What you should
be careful about is to draw attention to
what you are taking, and make no
secret about it. It may be advisable
to break the cartons of the films, so that
there should be no suggestion that they
were for sale in the country. An
article on "Taking a Camera Abroad ”
appeared in the Open-Air Number of
“The A.P.” published last week.

Modifying

Print.

I enclose an illustration from a paper. It is
evident that everything has been darkened down
somehow, except the principal figures. How is
this done ?
C. A. (London.)

either of them without first experiment¬
ing on waste negatives, the loss of
which would not be serious. For the

protected

necessary working instructions
refer to a textbook.

pigment was sprayed on with an air¬
brush. Something very similar can be

Focal
I am

you

must

puzzled as to the exact meaning

of the terra

" focal plane,” especially as applied to a rollerblind shutter. Can it be explained easilv ?
W. E. C. (Esher.)

We will try to make it clear. The
focal plane is the flat surface (ground
glass, plate, film, etc.), on which the
lens image is formed. No shutter can
be used exactly on this plane, but it may
work very close to it. A roller-blind
shutter is not of the focal-plane type
unless it operates very close to the actual
focal plane. Some roller-blind shutters
are placed before or behind the lens,
and therefore at a considerable distance
from the focal plane.

I have

Stops.
a Goerz

24, 48, 96 and

No.

The

by

the figures were
a mask,

probably

or varnish,

while

done by making a print on P.O.P., selftoning or otherwise. The figures are

Plane.

Unusual

In this case

lens with stops marked
192.

Are

numbers

4.8, 6, 12,

these f/ numbers ?
L. L. (Islington.)

show

the

relative

exposures, but they are marked on the
obsolete Stolze system. The
actual
f / numbers would be 6.8, 8, 11, 16, 22,
32 and 45.

24

482

then carefully painted over with Photopake, or other water-colour opaque
pigment,
and to
the light.
print “ The
sunned
down is
”
by exposure
pigment
then washed off, and the print finished
as usual.

Cleansing

Solution.

Is hydrochloric acid satisfactory for cleaning
bottles, measures, etc., or do you recommend
anvthing else ?
F. M. A. (Dublin.)

Ordinary spirits of salts is often used,
but an excellent cleanser for the purpose
can be made up as follows, and it can
be used repeatedly as required. In a
pint of hot water dissolve i£ oz. of
potassium bichromate. When
this is
quite cold, pour in, very slowly, and
with constant stirring, about 6 oz. of
sulphuric acid. This is poured into the
vessel to be cleaned, allowed to stand
for a time, and returned to stock. The
vessel is then thoroughly washed in water.
The solution must not be used for metal,
and is dangerous to hands or clothing.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

London

Salon 1934.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY, Wednesday, August 29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read

carefully).

No. i. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written— (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25 x 20, 20 x 16, or 15x12, but no mount to exceed
25 x 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such

entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

No

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

the

Hon.

Secretary,

The

London

Salon

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are

preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid, after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to Tne London Salon of Pnotography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of tne Gallery, exhibitors are aswed Kindly to signify on the Entry Form wnetner they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. Tne Committee assure intending exhibitors tnat tne utmost possible care will be taxen of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, eitner during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notiucatioii of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All worK submitted to tne Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

teurof
Amas
The der
C, Rea

Number on
Picture.

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

G. Intending Exhibitors
who
are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬

4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

5

6

Name

.

I Agree
to

Condition
Yes

or

{State Mr.,
10.

Address

Mrs.,

or Miss)

,

No.

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

25

viii

The

Amateur

Photographer

and Cinematographer

May

"'SSSaEgg’

23, 1934

The AMATEURS
Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
Z
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
_
_
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager. “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer," Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.1. Copy for displayed advertisements for the Issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special Note

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE :—
12 words or less .
2/6
2£d. for every additional word.
Eaeh paragraph Is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive Insertions, provided a contract is placed In advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements Inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate,

Manchester,

3 ; 26b, Renlleld Street, Glasgow,

C.2.

Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following In which there
is spare The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

VOIGTLANDER Tourist 31x24, Heliar f/4.5,

Compur shutter, 9 slides, F.P. A., £6/10 ;
No. 3 F.P. Kodak J-pl. Roll Film, Automat
shutter, R.R. f/8, rising and cross front, 15/-. —
23, Lansdowne Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[2023

LEIOA II, Elmar f/3.5, ever-ready case ; as
POSTCARD Autographic Kodak Special, range¬
brand new, £13.-21,

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed oL Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that It is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time alldwed for decision is three days, conoting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but U not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage Is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of if- Is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilifie and Sons Ltd.

WARNING

LENSES

Hazel Avenue, Darlington.

[2024
finder model, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric lens,
de luxe leather ease, portrait and filter ; perfect
condition, £5. — Spencer, Moray, 78, Connaught
Avenue, Grays, Essex.
[2025
1-PLATE Reflex Camera, f/4.5 Goerz Celor lens,

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers In regard to the business methods of

Ecclesall
[2027

N. & G. Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 3
double slides, F.P.A., T.-P. magnifiers,
antinous and bulb release, lens hood, filters,
leather case ; excellent condition, £20 ; approval
deposit. — Redway, Lustleigh, King's Drive, Willingdon, Sussex.
[2028

MENTOR Reflex, 9X12 cm., f/4.5 Zeiss lens, 12
holders, F.P.A., leather case ; new con¬
dition ; bargain, £12. — Box 376, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2029

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

focal-plane shutter,
D.A.,Foth
supplementary
lenses,
FOTH-FLEX
6x6 Reflex,
f/3.5 anastigmats,
D.V. finder, leather case ; cost £ 12/5/6 ; used

Mr.
R. L.
Green, trading
R. L.
Green’s
Photo¬
graphic
Exchange,
of 218, asFore
Street,
Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
Insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, oflering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

twice, £9. — 171, Sayer St., S.E.17.

[2037

TROPICAL Carbine 31x21, films and plate,
Horentine bronze, Ross Xpres f/4.5, Compur,
rise, direct finder, new focussing screen and 6 slides,
list about £15 ; for £5/10. — Below.

31x21 Zeiss (Nettel) Double Extension de Luxe

2 Tropical Adora, in teak, 12-cm. Tessar
f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross, level, special Sinclair
frame-finder. Distar, morocco focussing screen,
F.P. A., R.F.A., 6 slides, hide case, socket head,
Ilford P.V. pan. screen ; perfect condition. £8/5 ;
one owner, cost more than double ; sacrificed as

5 6-in. double anastigmat convertible, 5 double

slides, leather case, £8/10. — Gill, 953,
Rd., Sheffield.

LENSES

31x21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5,

2 l/10th to 1/1, 000th; 4 slides, F.P. A. and
roll-film adapter, unscratched ; light and compact,
£5. — Wagstaff, 233, Woodboro Rd., Nottingham.

purchased Super Ikonta. — Box 412, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
(2039
1-PLATE Stand Camera, Busch f/8, double extension,
2 tripod, roller-blind shutter ; perfect condition,
3 double slides, rigid canvas case, yellow filter
screw in lens, velvet cloth, £2/15 ; on approval. —
Hussey, Kingwood, Henley-on-Thames.
[2040

pair Kodak
focussingfull
to 3size,
ft.,
KODAK
Roll f/7.7
Filmanastigmats,
Stereo Camera,
ball-bearing shutter, rising front, solid leather case,
Unis-France

viewer, transparencies or prints, rack

and pinion interocular adjustment, transposing
5x4 Up.
Kodak
Platede Camera
; [2035
both ; frame ; all in excellent condition ; accept £5/10
GIVING
— -1-pl.Premo
Sanderson
Luxe Camera
Hand and Stand, and as new ; particulars. —
PILOT
Miniature
Reflex,
cm.,
16
on V.P.
roll film,
f/2.83x4
Schneider
in pictures
Compur
the lot ; a bargain.— Brandon, 23, Scotland
[2041
shutter, leather case ; practically new, cost £22 ; McCarthy, 71, Crosgrove Rd., Liverpool. [2036 Rd., Buckhurst Hill, Essex.
bargain, £12. — Silver, 39, Coventry St., London.
Camera,
Tessar
f/4.5
in Roll
D.A. Film
Compurandshutter,
3 cases,
3 built-in
film-chambers,
lens Elmar
film viewer,
ZEISS
Ikon
Lloyd
1-pl.
Plate
LEICA
No.
2,
range-finder,
f/3.5,
[2030 F.P. A., with adapters to 31x21, leather ease;
angular view-finder, filter, hood, wire release,
GOERZ
Tenax1 3 tolx 2 l/250th
i, Tenastigmat
f/6.3, Compur
shutter,
sec., leather
case ; brand new condition ; Jaynay tripod ; cost £20 ; tripod, print trimmer, books, etc. ; perfect ; cost
good condition, £5 ; deposit system. — Sykes,
Glenholme, Morley, Yorks.
[2034
26

YOU

CAN

DEAL

accept £8 ; approval. — Moseson,
Hull.
IN

PERFECT

”

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerioal or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this Is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must Include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, o/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” Is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to IlifTe and Sons
Ltd.
Communications

~F,
t^o.

SAFETY

83, Porter

THROUGH

St.,
[2046

OUR

£33/18 ; sell £16 ; giving up. — Watts, 122,
Dalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. Phone 0147. [2058

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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LENSES

‘Service’
31x21; Ensign Carbine No. 7, as new, Aldis BARGAINS
1-PLATE

4

Roll

Sanderson,

Film,

5x4

case,

Meagher

slides, 5x4

Plate

LENSES~~|
ZEISS IcaretteSV.P. AND
Roll Film,
Tessar f/4.5,

Kodak

Camera,

| CAM
CompurERA
shutter, as new, £7 ; also Magnifiers,
12/6 ; and Rollex Roll-film Adapter, 12/6, for
31x21 Soho Reflex. — Murray-Smith, Hemel Hemp¬
stead.
[2073
1-PLATE Junior Sanderson Hand and Stand,

dishes,

many accessories ; bargains ; list free. — Grierson,
2, Steel Avenue, Dumfries.
[2042
4

anastigmat

f/6.3,

Compur

shutter,

case, £4/10 or offer. — Jones, 21, Chard
Budeaux, Plymouth.

leather

Rd., St.
[2043

4

SINCLAIR Una 1-pl., Dagor, 3 D.D. slides, For CASH, orEXCHANGE
NAGEL
21x41
Rollshutter
Film,; f/4.5
LaudarVollenda
anastigmat,
Compur
cost
£10, with leather case ; also 21 x 31 Ditto ;
leather case, 2 finders ; new condition, £8/10.
— Anderson, 134, Idle Rd., Bradford.
[2044

accept £6 each ; condition excellent. — Box 413,
«/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2048

case, III,
wireElmar
release,
Leicascop
LEICA
f/3.5,Drem
ever-ready
case, meter
purse ;
used twice only ; unscratched, perfect condition ;
cost £28/9 ; accept £22. — Box 415, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2051
1-PLATE Field, Houghton’s, triple extension,

2

all movements, T.-P. shutter, Busch f/8 lens,

tripod, 6 D.D.
Below.

slides ;

excellent condition, £2. —

BABY Ikonta, 16 on V.P. film, f/4.5 lens ; as

new, £2/5. — Box 416, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[2052

SPLENDID Outfit for Sale, owner having bought

Cine. — 1-pl. Tropical Sanderson, in really good
condition, leather case (worn), 3 double book-form
teak and 12 single metal plate-holders, new Ross
Xpres f/4.5 and Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto lenses,
Compur shutter. Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Agfa
filters, focussing magnifier, time release, lens hoods,
£15 ; “ A.P.” deposit system. — Laird, Moorburn,
Kilmacolm, Renfrewshire.
[2055

CONTESSA
Nettel Focal-plane,
tropical model,
1-pl., Schneider
Zena f/4.5 anastigmat,
self¬
capping shutter, l/3rd to 1/2, 800th sec., micrometer

focussing, rising, cross front, double finders,
Mackenzie slide (12 envelopes), 1-pl., 31x21 F.P.A.’s,
Rollex film adapter, focussing screen, filter set,
leather case ; elaborate outfit ; splendid condition,
£10.-12, Wyatt Rd., Forest Gate.
[2057
1-PLATE Double Extension Cameo, f/3.9 Lukos lens,
4 Compur shutter, rising and cross front, brilliant
and direct-vision finders, 10 slides, F.P.A., and
31x21 roll-film holder, £6/10. — Below.

ENSIGN
Film brilliant
Camera, f/4.5
Ensar
lens, 2ix31
Compur Roll
shutter,
and direct-

HIRE-PURCHASE

4.5 x 10.7 Verascope Stereo Outfit, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

lenses, 2 changing-boxes, Cunctator shutter attachment,
supplementary lenses and filters, leather case.. £7 18 6

9x12

£15 18

and [-pi. Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss

i-pl. Cameo,

f/4.5 Lukos

shutter, 3 slides .

£25

anastigmat. Acme

£2 19

New 3 x4 Kolibri, f/3.5 Novar, Compur shutter £7

WRITE

FOR

YOUR

0

0

8-speed
7

6

0

COPY!

St., Luton.

[2064

ZEISS
Delturis£6. —Binoculars,
8 x 24, in
case;Prismatic
cost £12/12;
Beiow.
PATHE
Camera,
with
Camo
motor,
Zeiss Cine
Tessar,
variable
speeds.
10 tof/2.7
20
per sec., magnifiers, colour filter, 5 chargers,
leather case, £7 ; all above perfect. — Williams,
51, Gilpin Avenue, East Sheen, S.W.14.
[2065

BABY Zeiss Ikonta, f/3.5 Novar, Compur shutter,

Zipper case ; perfect condition ; cost £8 ;
accept £5. — Hugh Conwav, Caius College, Cambridge.

31x2i Dallmeyer
Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac, Compur,
Amberleaze, Pembury, Kent.
[2068
LEICA,
f/3.5£11/10
Elmar,; interchangeable,
guaranteed
perfect,
Brand new Range-finder,
27/6. — Below.
MINI-FEX,
Compur
as
brand new,f/3.5
£5/17/6lens,
; Tank,
5/-. — shutter,
P. N. Hills,
Rivermede, Romsey, Hampshire.
[2071
4x4Compur,
cm. Automatic
Rolleiflex,
Tessar,
cost £22/10 nine
months f/2.8
ago, £15/10,
[2066

4

fine instrument

Edwards,

;

excellent

condition. — L.

BE

back,

16

single

slides,

SOHO Reflex, horizontal postcard size, 6 double
and

direct-vision

finders,

perfect,

hardly

Cartridge Kodak, f/8, rising, cross front, double[2079
ex¬
tension, plate back, 2 D.D. slides, very good condition,
leather case, 18/- ; also V.P. Kodak, leather case,
7/-. — Box 424, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
Compur shutter,
with Zeiss
yellowTessar
filter, f/4.5
in leather
ROLLEIFLEX
2ix2i,
lens,
case ; all good condition, £9. — Below.
1-PLATE

Junior Sanderson, 6 D.B., with tripod [2082
and

grapher.”

SERVICE

COMPENDIUM
POST

FREE

41-in. Coronar Anastigmat f/6.8, in Compur

1-PLATE Sanderson Regular Model, Beck Con4 vertible f/7.7. Automat, 1 to l/100th, 6 D.D.
slides, triple extension, canvas case, £2/10. — Lee,
95, London Rd., Carlisle.
[2088

”

OWNER Deceased ; selling home. — Amateur’s

shutter
£17

6

41-in. Enolde Anastigmat f/4.5, Vario shutter £10
0
6-in. Goerz Dagor f/6.8, in sunk mouut .
£117 6
6-in. Aldis Anastigmat f/6, in focussing mount £12 6
3-in. Ross Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 .
£12 6
10x8 Rapid Rectilinear Lens .
15s. Od.
1-pl. Euryscope Lens f/6, iris mount .
£1 2 6
3J-in. Cine Lens .
7s. 6d.
6-in. Ernemann Aplanat f/6.8, in speeded shutter . 10s. Od.
50-mm. f/2.5 Hektor Lens, for Leica .
£5 17 6
6-in. f/5.6 Ballon Telephoto Lens .
£4 4 0
1-pl. N. & G. Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P.

adapter,

focussing

screen, leather£12
case12

0

9.5-mm. Cine-Niio, f/2.8 Cassar lens, variable speeds
£8 10 0
31x21 Noxa Enlarger, vertical, electric, f/6.8 lens,
condenser,

baseboard .

[2083

good Xpres,
condition,
SOHO5 slides,
Reflexleather
i-pl., case
f/4.5; Ross
K1 £9/10.
filter,
— Box 426, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2084

PHOTOGRAPHIC

£3 17

8

Established 1889.

E.

as new ; Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 lens, new, unused,
eost £3/12/6, £2/15.^46, St. Stephen’s Rd., Bow,
E.3.
[2072

revolving

4 case, £3. — Box 425, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬

GOERZ P.C. Folding Camera, f/6.8 Dagor anas-

1-PLATE Ernemann Folding Hand and Stand,
2 double extension, f/6.8 double anastigmat, 8
speeds to l/300th sec., 3 slides, in purse, £3.—
Below.

1/1, 000th,

graduated filter, in solid black leather velvet-lined
case, £11 ; New Magnifiers, in case, 10/6.— Below.

4

6

POSTCARD Reflex, Ross f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders,

66, John

focal-plane
shutter, 51-in.
l/10thf/2.5
to
312 x 21CookeT.-P.lens,Special
Ruby Reflex,

31x2i
Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, reflex
used, velvet-lined leather case, 55/- ; also i-pl.

shutter .

Grove, S.E.13.
[2060

SIBYL 3JX2i, f/4.5 Aviar, F.P.A., 3 D. slides,
VOIGTLANDER Superb, f/3.5 lens, filter and
COOKE
f/2.5forLens,
cost £17,
£7/10 5i-in.
; Rossfocus,
f/4.5,sunk
5-in. mount,
focus,
£2/17/6 ; deposit ; stamped envelope for reply. —

Golders Green,
[2076

cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar,

V.P. Kodak Model B .
11s. 6d.
V.P.K. Special, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Diomatic shutter
£3 3 0
V.P.K. Series III, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Diomatic
leather case, £7/10 ; Justophot Exposure
shutter .
£2 0 0
Meter, 18/6 ; Ensign Reflex Magnifier, 14/6 ;
V.P.K. Series III, f/7.9 anastigmat, Kodex shutter
Reflex, T.-P. Special Ruby, Cooke f/3.9, 3 D.P.
£1 12 6
holders, F.P.A., leather case, £9/15, or offers ;
V.P. Kodak, f/6.0 Neostigmar lens, speeded shutter
write or call. — Reeve, 41, Commerce Rd., Wood
£1 10 0
Green, N.22.
[2062
V.P. A.P.E.M., single lens, 3-speed shutter. .. .7s. 6d.
3x4 Ranca, f/4.5 anastigmat, 3-speed shutter £330
tigmatic, Compound shutter, case, also Kodak 3a
3x4 Korelle, f/2.9 Cassar, in Compur shutter £4 18 6
developing tank, £3. — 3, Farm Avenue, Streatham,
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, range-finder and case
London.
[2063
£8 0 0
4.5 x 6 cm. Atom, f/6.8 anastigmat lens, Compound
filter, case ; brand new condition ; half- shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£1 12 6
price, £12/10. — Below.
7-in. Beck Isostigmar f/7.7 .
18s. 6d.
3-in. 1/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, in Gammax speeded£2shutter
7 6
case ; used once ; bargain, £15. — Below.

vision finders, £4. — Miller, 46, Limes

slides,

block-form slides, no lens or case ; good
condition, £3. — E. Steel, 16, Clifton St., Carlisle.

Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.A .

“

3 D.D.

Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres and n-in. f/5.5

Teleros Telephoto lenses, 3 Ilford filters, lens hood, mag¬
nifiers, exposure meter, long wire release, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter. All in leather case .
£20 0 0

3x4

all movements,

Sydney, 30, Gainsborough Gardens,
N.W.4.

i-pl. and 9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Universal Jewel, all move¬

Compur

extension,

Collapsible
with
LEICA,
Latest lens,
Modelbrand
HI, newfittedcondition,
f/3.5 Elmar
Ombrux meter, leather cases, £30, quick sale. —

terms.

ments, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, Proxar and
Distar lenses, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
Cost £54. Fine condition .
£22 10 0

3Jx2J

triple

F.P.A. , Goerz f/6.8. Ilex speeded shutter, tripod,
1-pl. Enlarger, Wynne meter, thermometer, dishes,
frames, scales and weights, chemicals, etc., £6. —
61, Rudolph Rd., Bushey.
[2074

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

outfit, number of Cameras, mostly plate,
including reflexes, on'e with T.-P. Cooke lens, cost
about £25, and others ; also i-pl. Cameras and
smaller ones ; enlargers, large enamel baths, paper
for same, lenses, dark slides, mostly i-pl., and
other photographic material, all cheap, seen any
time. — Rev. Ernest Shaw, 213, Southbury Rd.,
[2089
Enfield. Phone, Enfield 2552.

ZEISS Ikon Icarette Roll Film, 4Jx2i, Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, Compur D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec. ; beautiful condition, with tripod, £8/10, or
near. — Third Floor, 9, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.l. [2090
— Lawrence,
Ashleigh,
9Pinner.
-IN.£4/7/6.Dallon
Telephoto
f/6. 5, Hillcroft
covers Avenue,
3ix2i,
[2075

DALLMEYER 10-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, screw-

in Alpha filter, hood, leather case, £7.—
Rustomjee, 8, Heathgate, N.W.ll.
[2078
Trade.

ALLENS. — For Reflex Bargains : T.-P. Horizontal

31 x 21, Dallmeyer f/4.5, £5/19/6 ; also Junior
Special, Dallmeyer f/4.5, revolving back, like
new, £6/19/6 ; Aldis f/3 model, £8/19/6.
£7/19/6;
Ensign
3ix2i
Reflex,
Dallmeyer
ALLENS.—
Graflex
3ix2J
Reflex,
Kodak
f/4.5,
f/4.5, £6/19/6 ; Ensign Focal-plane R.F. Reflex,

£9/15 model, half price.

ALLENS.— Zeiss Ikon Maximar, 3i x 2i, also
f/4.5 —Tessars,
over £40 ;£18/17/6,
3i x 2i Soho
ALLENS.
F. & H.costHeidoscope,
pair
Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest revolving hood mask

Ikonta, both fitted Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compurs,
£6/19/6 each ; cash only.

device, £15/19/6, cost nearly £40.

see our for
windows.
(approximately)
ALLENS
BargainsTwo-thirds
in Miniature
Cameras,
allowed on modern saleable cameras, as part
payment, subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock in— -Humphrys,
S. London
;
special attention
Pathescope3.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728
hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
Largest Store of Second¬
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s

Conduit St., W.C.l.

[1086

etc., write
to R. a G.Leica,
Lewis,Contax,
Miniature
Camera
BEFORE
Buying
Rolleiflex,
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will

289, HIGH
WISE

IN

HOLBORN,
TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,
DEPOSIT

W.C.1

definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[2087

SYSTEM.
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THE

EDWIN
★

AMATEUR

GORSE

( The Dealers of the North) +

Largett Stock of Latest New and Second-hand Cameras
Enlargers, Accessories, Cinema Cameras, Projectors
Apparatus. All makes.

Immediate

Deliveries

Post Anywhere.

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, l/10th to l/l,000th, deep hood, Ion?
ex., revolving back, elides, screen. Amazing bargain £6 17 6
91-mm. Pathescope Projector. Cost £6 15s. Perfect .
£2 17 6
31 * 21 Zeiss Ideal Plnte Pocket, Zeies Tessar f/4.5, Compur, double
ex., rise, cross, wtre-flnder, cllp-on slides, case .
£0 17 0
i-pl. T.-P. Press, Cooke f 4.5. I /10th to l/l,000th, D. slides £0 15 0
31 x 21 Ooerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5. Compur. elides. . £3 19 0
81 x 2J Wirsrin Roll Film, f/4.5. 3-speed, wire-finder .
£1 18 0
Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5. new Compur, 16-on-V.P .
£3 17 0
I-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmever f/4.5, latest l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep
hood, latest mirror, latest D. slides. Like new .
£9 17 0
3 x 2 Ensignette Compact Roll Film. f/6. 3, 3-speed, case. .. . £19
0
3| x 2| Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur, rise front.. £3 17 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.5. l/15th to 1/1 ,000th. long ex., hood (to
take pictures at rieht ant-Mes eecretlv). slides .
£0 17 0
3| x 21 Dallmever Snapshot, C6. F.P. adapter. Like new. . £1 17 0
7| x 31 Mentor Stereo Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5’s, | to 1/1 ,400th,
long ex . iieep hood. 0 P. slides. Cost £50. First.... £9 17 0
8| x 21 Nagel Roll Film, f/0.3. 3-speed, auto, erecting .
£1 19 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Trona, Zeiss Tessar f '3.5, D.A. Compur. double
ex., rise, cross, latest slides. Like new .
£12 12 0
Tripod*, special purchase. 5-sectlon. 5*2-in., Super, strong ,.10s. 0d.
10-mm. Ensign Automatic Projector, famous 8uperlite f/1.8. all in
readv-for-action case, complete. Super movies .
£11 11 0
31 x 21 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f '4.5,1 /10th to 1 '1 ,000th,
revolving back. r> slides. Cost £40. Real bargain.. £9 17 0
2| x 21 Carbine Roll Film, Aldis f'4.5, Compur. As new.. £2 17 0
8| x 21 Enxien Folding All-distance Roll Film. Cost 35s... 14s. 0d.
31*21 Wirsin Plate. Xenar f'3.5, D.A. Compur, double ex., rise.
cross, wire-finder. All Inlaid metal. As new .
£5 17 0
3| * 21 Ibaeee Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross .
£3 17 0
3| * 21 Cocarette Roll Film, f 6.3, 3-speed. Real bargain. . £1 12 0
3a Kodak, range-finder, f '6.3. Diomatic 1 to l/150th, rise, cross
front, autographic, latest. Cost £17. Ainaz. ne bargain £3 9 0
i-pl. T.-P. Changing-box, F>. slide, fitting. Latest .
£3 6 0
3| * 21 Nagel Roll Film, f '4.5. 7 speeds. Like new. Snip. .£290
4| * 21 Carbine Roll Film Plate. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur, focus,
srTeen. slides. <v»st £14. Hardly used .
£4 17 0
Garrard Gramophone Turntable and Motor .
£16
0
Rollex Roll Film Slide. 4 *2i, T.-P. type. Tested .
10*. 0d.
i-pl. Etui Roll Film Slide, 11*. 0d. V.P. CoDtessa Nickel. 2*. 0d.
31 - 2 j Ideal Zeisa Slides, clip-on type. Like new .
3s. 0d.
i-pl. Klimax F.P. Adapter, 5s. lid. V.P. Ernemann Slides, 1*. 0d.
Scales and Weights, with bane drawer, hardly used .
8s. 0d.
31 *21 Ensign Hooded Focussing Screen, single. As new... 5s. 9d.
Makina F.P. Adapter and hide ca*e. 3} * 21. Real bargain. .14s. lid.
P.C. Soho Double Book-form Reflex Slides. Each .
0*. 0d.
3i * 21 Certonet Roll Film, f/4.5. 3-speed, wire-finder .
£1 15 0
4**21 Kodak Graflex Press, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. l/10th to 1/I.000th,
m!l-rtlm pocket model, case. Pnip .
£5 17 0
41-ln. Zeisa Tessa*- f/4.5, Compur. Fine bargain .
£2 19 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Re lex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. l/10th to 1 /1.000th,
double all ies, case. Cost £34. Perfect .
£0 17 0
Si * 2i Soho Roll Film, f/6.3. l/5th to 1 '100th, latest .
£1 17 0
91-mm. Miller Motocamera, Dallmever f / 1.5. 6 speeds, single picture.
Inter* hanging leii«es. all chromium .
£10 10 0
91-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, and resistance .
£1 15 0
3i * 21 Wirgin Roll Film, f 3.9. D.A. Compur, self-erecting £4 17 0
3i * 21 Certo Roll Film. f 'R.n, 3-speed, case. Snip .
19s. 0d.
10-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 100-watt, forward, reverse,
rewind, stills resistance, case. Cost £27 .
£0 17 0
Si * 21 T.-P. Comoact Snail Reflex. Dallraeyer f/4.5, latest steel
l/10th to 1/ 1,000th, latest nickel slides, case .
£5 17 0
31*21 Ensign Selflx Roll Film, f'0.3, self-erecting .
£1 17 0
91-mm. Patbe Motocamera, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. Bargain. . £9 17 0
i-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex. Cooke f/3.5, l loth to l/1.000th sec., sunk
box. Ion* ex., revolving hack, D. slides, case .
£9 17 0
10-mm. Bell-Howell Projector, f'l.M, 250-watt, all movements, resis¬
tance. case. Perfect throughout Bargain .
£10 10 0
Six-20 Kodak Roll Film, f 6.3. 3-speed, auto, erecting .
£2 2 0
Electrophot Super Photo-Elect oc Exp sure Meter .
£3 3 0
0j-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, t 3.5. Cost £10 10* .
£0 17 0
Transformer for 200-B, gives 5o per cent more light .
£1 7 0
9J -10-mm. Boiex D PrDjector, re*i«tani e. Like new .
£25 0 0
Voigtlander Brilliant Reiex. f 7 7. ideal camera .
£1 15 0
10-mm. Victor Br »nze Camera, f/2.9 Speed. 6 speeds, trick picture
cthiik. plumb finder, ^old-bronze chromium .
£22 0 0
VJ*. Salex Press, f/3.5. 1/lOrh to 1/1. 000th. slides .
£2 5 0
Reflex Cases, 3| *2i and i-pl.. mail cloth, sling .
8s. lid.
8-mm. Stewart- Warner Su -er Camera, f/3.5. 3 speed* .
£9 9 0
3J * 2j T.-P. Reflex. Cooke f'2.5. l.luth to 1 '1.000th, deep hood, long
ex., revolving back, D. slides, case. Bargain .
£15 15 0
Adheso Title Cine Letters, sponge gummed, clear .
17s. 0d.
9j-mm. Cine Nizo, f 2.8, 50-ft. super model. As new .
£18 18 0
10-mm. Ensign Soper Projector. 25u-watt. Like new £22 10 0
Films. — Par he S.B., 17s. 0d. ; S., 15s. Od., all perfect, like new.
400-ft. Reels, empty aluminium. As new. each .
2s. 0d.
6*4 Goerz Foiling Reflex, no lens, famous Anschutz shutter, 5 to
1 /1,000th sec., double slide*. F.P. adapter, case .
£4 17 0
Agfa Natural Colour Filters, adjustable holders .
14s. 0d.
i-pl. Cameo, Aldis- But* her f/4.5. D.A. Compur, double ex., rise.
cross, wire-finder, slides. Hardly used, case .
£0 17 0
31 * 2\ Zeiss Enlarger, takes 31 * 21 or i-pl. camera .
£1 17 0
Three left only. — 16-mm. Stewart- Warner Super Cameras, f/3.5. 4
£5 5New0
speeds. 50-ft. or 100-ft models, carrying-case. Soiled.
200-B Patbe Saper Projector, 250-watt. As new .
£11 11 0
i-pl. Graflex Reflex, f'4.5. i/loth to l/l. 000th. slides .
£0 17 0
3i x 21 Contes** Tropical Press. Zeiss Tensar f/3.5, l/10th to 1/1 ,000th.
unique top focussing by pinion, F.P. adapter, case. ... £9 17 0
9*12 Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4. latest 1/loth to 1 /1,000th. latest
hood ito take pictures secretly), slides. Like new .
£9 17 0
91-mm. Pathe Camera and Camo Motor, case. Perfect. ... £1 9 0
Kodak Self-timer. 3s. 0d.
Rhaco Clip Finder, 0s. 9d.
8-mm. Kodak Motocamera, f/3.5, hardly used. Barcain. . £0 19 0
Pathe Splicer. 4s. 9d.
Pathe Notcher, 4s. 9d.
45 * 107 Changing-box, Just as new. Cost £7 .
£2 15 0
Five only— 10-mm. Stewart-Warner Cameras, Dallmeyer f/1.9, focus
to 1 ft.. 50-ft. or 100-ft., carrying-case. Unused .
£9 17 0
1-in. Dallmeyer f/1.9. fit Ensign, B.H. Victor camera .
£3 19 0

EDWIN
All in Stock.
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PHOTOGRAPHER

GORSE,
7 Days’ Approval.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent'S t., W.l,

camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;

all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.

31x2} Agfa Standard Roll Film, focussing,

4 reversible and wire frame finder, fitted Agfa
anastigmat f/4.5, speeded shutter to l/100th, and
leather case, £4/5.

1 Q

Now the photo - electric cell is
made to give the real — as well as
the instantaneous — answer to that

K Dominar Anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter,

eternal

AO.rJ 1 to l/200th ; as new, £4/15.
1-PLATE Agfa Wirgin Folding Pocket, double
4 extension Zeranar anastigmat f/3.5, Compur
D.A. shutter, 3 slides, leather case : as new, £6.

1

USE

query,

“ What

shall
I give
?”
no calculation
s, any
stop
from

Notably:

exposure

f/15

to fl48

and any plate or film from 8° Scheiner to 30* Scheiner—
in.tant, measured, DEAD CORRECT exposwe — the light
itself does it. 4 s simple as A B C — and just as error-

x 15 and Postcard Contessa Nettel Folding,

111 double extension, direct and reversible
finder, rising and cross front, Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 6 slides ; a bargain, £7/10.

proof.

2 f/4.5Revolving
Proxar lens,
A., leather
31x2}
Backmagnifiers,
Graflex F.P.
Reflex,
Tessar
case ; as new, £15.

Price £5:5:0

In leather case.

1-PLATE Zeiss Ikon Maximar Folding Pocket,
4 f/4.5 Diminar, Comour shutter, 3 siile3, £7/15.

9x 12 and }-pl. Ernemann Ernoflex Folding

Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders, F.P. A. and
leather case, £27.

1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, reversing back,
4 rack rising front, Ross Xpres f/4.5, G slides,
F.P. A., leather case, £9 '17/6.
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, reversing
4 back, rising front, sky-shade. Beck Mutar
anastigmat f/4.5, 6 slides, £6.

EXCEPTIONAL Deferred Payment Terms ; Repairs
DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
by experienced
return post.

workmen ; estimates

free by

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
quick service.

EXCHANGE

Obtainable

[0010

AND

SANDS

WANTED

Sheffield.

ihrough

any photographic

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

than la Film
size ; Camera
fairly good
lens, cheap
give
FOLDING
Wanted,
not ;larger
full particulars. — Advertiser, 96, Devonshire St.,

STREET,

dealer, or

& Co., Ltd.
6419/2
STRAND,

W.C.2

[1917

LEATHER Case Wanted to take i-pl. T.-P.

Reflex and slides ; must be cheap.— Hederman,
Silverton, Devon.
[2026
VI/ ANTED. — Reflex 3}x2}, without lens, focalT l

plane

shutter,

revolving

cheap. — Dodge, 9, Kempshead

back,

must

' L€NS

be

Rd., Camberwell. [2032

EXCHANGE.— Ensign Focal-plane Film Reflex,

21x3}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, and Dallmeyer
Telephoto f/6.5, cost £26 ; for similar outfit, using
plates 3}x2} or less ; cash adjustment. — Beattie,
Kirkbampton, Carlisle.
[2033
41/ ANTED. — 3}x2} Folding Plate Camera, anasT T

tigmat

f/6.3 or f/7 7 ;

TT

only. — Williams,

perfect. — Wright,

St. John St., Pendlebury.
447 ANTED. — Slides for }-pl. Pony Premo,
17,

Quadrant,

4,

SHADE

[2038
letters

Droylsden.

ZEISS Prismatic Binoculars, 8x24, splendid

[2047
definition, powerful, little used, £7/10 ; wanted,
6x13 cm. Stereoscopic Camera. — 12, Wyatt Rd.,
Forest Gate.
[2056

WANTED. — Baby Sibyl, Ross Xpres, D.D. slides,

F.P.A. ; good condition, reasonable price. —
Crawley, 23, Ashburnham Rd., Southend-on-Sea.

WANTED.— Small 3}x2} or Vest Pocket Roll Film

[2059
or Plate, reasonable. — 1, Downing Rd., Bootle,
Liverpool.
[2061
able mount.—
22d, Lady
Rd.,
WANTED.—
ElmarGilbert,
f/3.5 Lens,
5-cm.,Margaret
interchange¬
N.W.5.
[2069
44/ A NT ED for Cash. — 9-cm. Elmar
T T

coupled

for Leica

III ; deposit

Reg. No.

Telephoto, auto.

system.— Ellis,

533, Redditch Rd., Kings Norton, Birmingham.

[2070

EXCHANGE.— 6} x 9 cm. (3}x2i) lea Ideal,

778562

Tessar f/4.5,
F.P. A., cost £14, for
good extension ;
expected. — Rutland,

old Compur, 8 nickel slides,
equivalent value 3}x2} Reflex ; There are many striking effects and compositions only
satisfaction guaranteed and possible against the light. Why not equip your camera to
Denstone Rd., Davvhuime. [2077 take them ? Besides, bright light can often strike direct
into the lens, especially when reflected by sea or other water.
Prerent this — fit a C .E. W. Lens Shade. Instantly detachable.
larger considered. — Box 422, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2080
44/ ANTED. —}-pl. Camera, with vertical and
Vi sijle swing back and wide-angle movement,
When ordering state size of front of lens mount.
without lens preferred ; please give maker, fullest
details, condition and lowest price. — Box 423,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2081
Trade.

WANTED. — Leather Case for Leica with 3 lenses,

PRICES:

WANTED. — Folding Cameras, 3 J x 2\ or smaller ;

Write To-day.

1934

LENSES~~|

Trade.
AND

1 CAMERAS

23.

ADVERTISEMENTS

good condition, prompt cash. — Lennie, Princes
St., Edinburgh.
[1739
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

2/- each opov.1r iiin. 2/6 each

C.-E.WILLIS LTD

87 BRADSHAWCATE-

RISK.

BOLTON

- LANCS

May

23,

THE

1934

| EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

|

Trade.

Trade.

WANTED.
— Modem with
Photographic
Apparatus
also cameras
large-aperture
lenses ;;

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
Haddington

send apparatus, stating price required ; cash byreturn. — Templeman’s Camera Exchange, Hanley.
_
[0096
YJf ANTED. — For Cash or Exchange : Baby Cine
T T Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and modem Cameras.— Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[1776

ENSIGN
MIDGET

CASH or Exchange. — J-pl. and 9x12 cm. Press

pattern Focal-plane Cameras ; all makes ;
good prices given.— City Sale & Exchange (1929),
Ltd., 59, Cheapside, E.C.2.
[1844

CINEMATOGRAPH

A Real VestPocket Camera
Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm.
All-distance lens, 3-speed
shutter, l/25tb, l/60th,

APPARATUS

l/100th sec., T. & B. . .30/F'6.3 Ensar focussing ana-

PATHE Home Movie Projector, £4 ; Coronet

leather-covered Camera, velvet-lined case, £2/10 ;
Silver Cine Screen, proscenium, footlights and
draw-ourtains, £2 ; seen by appointment or approval
system camera and projector. — 23, Elstree Gardens,
Belvedere.
[2049

KODAK Model B Projector, latest model, seif-

threader ; as new, complete with resistance,
Kodacolor, case,- etc. ; cost over £100 ; any
reasonable offer. — -Box 414, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2050
Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Cameras and Pro-

. jectors from 20/- ; Pathe, DeVry, B-200,
Ensign, Lux, etc. ; Screens from 5/- ; Films from
2/6 ; Films for hire in London area.
TLLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,
A London, W. 1 (facing Film House, Oxford
St. end) ; not a shoo, b it a wirehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ;
free parking facilities.
[2013
/CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
ao only ; lists free ; sample 1/-.— Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

stigmat

‘BALDAX’

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; J-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
J-pl. 3/6, 4Jx2J 3/6, 3Jx2J 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

Takes 16 pictures on
standard 31 x 21
roll
film. Self-opening, hinged
back, rapid loading,
direct-vision view-finder,

double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-, 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.
K ALTON
Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3Jx2J glossy,
3Jx2J, 1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 44x2J
and
1/6 gross;
Gaslight Paper,2/6 l|x2J,
KJ-pl.,ALTON
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; J-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

Hugo Meyer f/2.9 Trioplan anastigmat lens,
in D.A. Compur shutter.
Price

£9

: 5:0

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

With f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat lens, in
Compur shutter £7 7 0

BABY
IKONTA
The

2 -FT. Square Box for Developing, etc. ; " ventilated ;

5Jx3J

2/3, 9x12

1/6:

2/3, etc.

FILM Pack Adapters, “ A.P.” Paris,” fittings as

slides: 3Jx2J 5/6, 4 [ x 3} 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina, Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.
.... „
[0090
rTVHE Famous Rada Slides, etc., are now
A
available for general distribution.

is

With f/4.5 lens
shutter .

in

3-speed
£4 0 0

With f/3.5 lens
shutter .

in

Compur
£7 10 0

With f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens
in Compur shutter £8 17 6

ELECTROPHOT Exposure Meter, new, cost

Ikon, Metal
Cameo,
and
SINGLE
Slides,Klito,
” A.P.Contessa,
Paris,” Zodel
T.-P., Zeiss
Block Edge fittings: 3JX2J 1/3, 4JX3J

picture

x 21 x 1 in. — not much larger
than a cigarette-case.

red, yellow and clear windows, 12/6. — Wilson,
23, St. Mary’s, Bedford.
[2045

camera cases.— A. M-iskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N l.
[0033

size of each

11 x li in. (3 4 cm.), 16
pictures on a V.P. size spool.
The camera measures only 3i

ACCESSORIES

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices •

50/-

F/3.5 Ditto .

£9

7

6

‘PILOT’
The
Roll-film Reflex.
The smallest reflex camera on the market ;
measures only 5 * 2h x 11 in. The Pilot
springs to “infinity” position on pressure
of a button. Magnifier over ground-glass
screen for ultra-sharp focussing. Simple
lever movement to change the film ; auto¬
matic exposure indicator. Size of picture
3x4 cm. 16 on V.P. size film.
With

f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar

lens .

£18

15

0

With

f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar

lens .

£21

0

0

£1

0

Leather

case

.

SINGLE
Slides,
all J-pl.
fittings,
3JX2J Metal
1/8, J-pl.
1/10, nearly
P.C. 2/6,
4/-,

9x12

to J-pl. 1/-, 10x15

7/6,

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1037
/CAMERA Cases and Leather Bellows ; 200 sizes
\_y and patterns, specials quickly ; list free ;
backgrounds, shutters, repairs. — Altrincham Rubber
Co., Kingsway, Altrincham.
[2031
YOU

CAN

DEAL

‘FOTH-DERBY’
SPORTS CAMERAS
The Foth-Derby is the smallest
roll-film camera with focal-plane
shutter on the market. It takes a

SANDS

P.

Paper,

PERFECT

Chemicals,

chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
J-pl. and
2/-,
ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
wbole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50 Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
2/3, 500 10/-. 1,000 17/6.
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
J-pl., 43
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; J-pl.,
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
Hadleigh,
[0025

; Postcards,
ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the £1)quality
Paper,
100 ; D.De& Luxe
P. Order
Pads,1/6,
1/6 P.C.
dozen.Size, 2/3
ALLENS.—
Wallets,
Squeegees,
Chromium
Sheets
;
everything
ALLENS.
— D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
3Jx2J 2/- gross 02-gross
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

HUNTER

& CO. LTD.

STREET, STRAND, *u

SAFETY

Plates,

10/6.

samples. — -168, Oldham
IN

Postcards,

catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

V.P. size film and gives 16 expo¬
sures, 3 4 cm. ; shutter speeds :
l'25th to l/500th sec.
FOTH
F'3.5 ANASTIGMAT
LENS.
PRICE ONLY .
£4 12

37, BEDFORD

&

LEITZ
normal: Gaslight
34x2J Glossy
2/-, 4Jx2}
J-pl. and
3/-,
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
LEICA J-pl.
5/- gross.
[0002
ATTWOOD
5Jx34,
& D.600;
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Flat
Films,450400H. and
H. & D. ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; J-pl., 4 dozen

cm. to P.C. 1/2.

to Peeling & Van Neck, Ltd., 6, Holborn
Circus, London, E.C.l, who also undertake repairs
to all kinds of photographic apparatus.
[0097

packs 5/3 ; J-pl., 3 packs 8/6.
K ALTON
Film Packs, H. & _D. 350, 3J x 2J, 3
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat
Films,
& D. 600 4; J-pl.,
J-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
8 exposures,
l§x2J
3Jx2J,
K2Jx4J
ALTON
Roll Film,
superandfast,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
12/-; 6 exposures, 3x2, 8/6.
3J x 2J,Film
3 packs
K ALTON
Packs, 5/9.
super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1 /-■;
Metol,Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Deal direct with us for

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
J-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/--

V.P. 5/6, 9x12
10X15 cm. 10/-.

cm.

K
ALTON
Films, first
quality,
8 exposures
1| x 2J,Roll
9/- dozen;
3Jx2J,
9/-; 3Jx2J,
11/-; :
6 exposures: 3JX4J, 18/-; 54x3J, 21/-.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper

With standard Leitz El¬
mar f/3.5 lens £25 0 0
With new
ultra-rapid
“ Summar ” £33
lens13 f/20

7/6, 6x13

Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

D.

The miniature camera of
world-wide repute. Takes
12 to 36 exposures with
one loading.

cm.

9/6 gross.
K
ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight, 10x8, 36 sheets 3/6; 1/1-pl., 2/6 ;
Commercial Glossy Double¬
Bromide
2/6.
72 sheets
K4-pl.,ALTON
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; J-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
J-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3J x 2J, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

Wallets, our
Mounts.
[0009
rpEST
Gaslight or Bromide Paper free
of
.1 charge and see the wonderful quality and
easy working, 34 x 24 2/6 gross ; testing sample
and catalogue free. — City Photo Works, Southport.

V.P. 1/5, 45x107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/-; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9 x 12 cm. to J-pl., 1/-.

FILM Pack Adapters, 3Jx2J 6/-, J-pl. 7/-,
ADAPTERS, adapting F.P.A.’s for smaller packs,
FROM all dealers, or send for descriptive list

Callers welcomed.

K
ALTON
“ double-weight;
Kaltona’vigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy,
velvet,
matt,
extra
vigorous,
single¬
weight
andnormal,
20x16
6/3 dozen;

direot on him, wonderful advantage ; only £10/10.
— 45, Newington Butts, S.E.l.
[2053

Trade.

lens .

Please call.

K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
Prices less postage to callers.
R ALTON,
Newcastle-on- Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 ; Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send for price list.
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders dispatched per return.
K ALTON,
Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
K ALTON,
Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
postage to callers.
Glasgow, 4094, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON,
matt, J-pl.
and Double-weig
velvetmide
and cream,
ht, 3/6white72
Chloro-Bro
K ALTON
1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
sheets;
1 p.m.

7/3, 3/- dozen.

A. Camera,
E. BELL,f/2.5,
Cine magnified
Specialist. —critical
9.5-mm.focussing,
Electric

£7/7 ; sell 70/- ; approval.— Anderson, Meadow
Rd., Beeston, Notts.
[2067

Place, Leith Walk.

to 7 ; Wednesday,

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

Rd., Manchester,

4.

[0092

SYSTEM.

29

THE

AMATEUR

^EMPIRE
vigorous,

extra vigorous — all surfaces.

NOTE THESE PRICES— you'll save money
144

144

Sheets
3lX2i

..

2/6

4ixzJ

..

3/4

4l x 3!

..

3/8

Sheets

6J x 4$

..

8$ x 6J

..

10

7/12

x 8

8

18 3

Send for FULL LIST and FREE SAMPLES
Special prices for quantities.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MARTIN

LEICA

For

LEICA

FILING
or

In strips

ALL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

FOR

FIRM

THAT

Mounts, 6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement Mounts,
18 x 14i, 12x10, 4/6 dozen, 27/6 100; all
carriage paid ; write for samples new Designs,
Mounts, and 72-page list, free. — Crown Manufactory,
Rotherham.
[1956

28a, BROADWAY,

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 81x6i 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

USE

QUANTITIES

SAMPLE

TAKES

THE

EALING,

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,

TROUBLE"

LONDON,

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

9

PROCESSING

W.5

|LANTERNS

2/- Reloads

2'7

VAUXHALL

I minute

from

I

.. ◄

Post Free

BRIDGE

( Monday

to Saturday

REFLEX and
FOLDING PLATE
WANTED
Write,

!

is limited, early application

Films and
print each
to 3Ix2J
ALL RollDeveloping
andoneprinting,
same-day
service1/- ;:
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3J 1/8; write for lists: see also

30

STREET,
6250.

IMPORTANT

MARTIN

LTD.

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following
8PECIAL WHOLESALE
STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways.
Edwin

79. New

Gorse,

Mather
Photo

Street, Birmingham.

86, Accrington

A Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Road,

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Manchester.

Alley. Sheffield.

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomklnsoo, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.
G. A F. A. Wllman,
G. Childe,

32, Westgate,

228, Roundhay

Road.

Bradford.
Leeds.

(See displayed advertisement

in this issue.)

SEE IT
BEFORE YOU BUY

I

AT

W.C.l

BE

Exchanges

VICTORIA

{ Opposite

4

lff

MOUNT

BROADHURST

DEVELOPING
3d. spool.; Prints
lid. each
2d. each (4Ix2|)
cash with
order.(3i— x2J),
Clay,
Dept. E, Fowler St., South Shields.
[2035

63,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

6870.

Offer!!

.

SIZE CINfi LENSES

20,000
AND

....SI- Po.t Fre.
Free

LANTERN
SHORT

Post

LENSES)

COMPLETE

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

OUR

MID

ING
RG
S
SER
ENLA
DEN
CON

v

TRAVEL

USE

Phone:

Special

ry
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-onfor Kodak
2,000,
4// PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

TIME—

BIRMINGHAM

O.P.O .)

(2 PLANO-CONVEX
IN

Photographic Chemists,

SQUARE,

STANDARD

IN

a Speciality.

GALLOWAYS

“ Enlargements.”— The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

WISE

IT

All the latest makes of cameras
and accessories are on view in
our windows, including:

ZEISS, KODAK,
ENSIGN, ETUI,
ROLLEIFLEX, ROLLEICORD, SOHO,
EXAKTA, MAKINA II, LEICA. BELL &
HOWELL, PATHt, ETC.

FILMS Developed and Printed, 3[ X 2J 10d., post

is advised

PHOTOMATON-LLOYD
: HOLBORN

ST., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

Parade,
[0082

Trade.

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co.. Ltd. (in liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces. Scotland and
Ireland, we are In the position to offer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.

CONDUIT

Central 4255.

PRINTING, C0PYINC, DEVELOPING

apparatus

r-PHOTOMATON MACHINES—,

Telephone

Telephone,

3i x 2J and for Leica, also printers ; shop-soiled
at bargain prices. — Alta, 58, Camberwell Rd.,
London.
[1992

D1NN1NGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95. Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

87, LAMB’S

1.

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

new

29, MOSLEY

ENLARGERS. — List of parts for own con¬
ALTA Auto-Focus Vertical Enlargers, i-pl.,

BOLLEIFLFX, IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
ENSIGN AND PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS
etc.

As the supply of machines

T 1ST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

2977

)

what

E INLARGERS.
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for every
size
negative, from
to 12x10.
Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
Birmingham,

CAMERAS

giving full particulars, and stating
you require.

ANCASTER

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,

RD„ VICTORIA, SW.I

Victoria Station 'Phone<Victoria
Hours of Business 9j»to7om

ENLARGERS

T rade.

(L CAMERA (o
320

&

SERVICE

All Pathescope and Gevaerl 9 Sm.m.Films
(other than Panchromatic) received

Developing

&

LEICA,
8ix2iChilde,
Enlargements,
2d. ;Expert
lists Finishing,
free. — George
PhotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[0098

5 mm.

before 5 p.m. are ready 5-50p.m
following day (Saturdays excepted).
► NORMAL PRICES ./.BEST RESULTS

BRADY

Peter¬
[4423

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • ■ 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 0

EXPRESS

Fully-equipped Projection Rooms
and Experienced Demonstrators.

MOUNTS.—
Quality
Slip-in10x8Postcard
Folders, Super
21- 100,
12/6 1,000;
i-pl.

FREEmounted
for everyEnlargement
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8ix6i ;

dozen

LARGER

Write for FREE
“THE

normal ; all surfaces; 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross ; 4}x 2f and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;
I-PL, 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

I/O
DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards
A/ O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017
)OSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

NEGATIVES

2 /- Per

CIN£ CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
PATH£, BELL& HOWELL, KODAK, etc.

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

2D.
EACH, glossy
Superior
P.C.surface.—
Enlargements,
any
quantity,
or art
Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

SERVICE

of three.

READY

Price

including

LEICA, CONTAX, ROLLEICORD, 8UPER
IKONTA, ETUI, etc., BLENDUX and
OMBRUX Exposure Meters.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

T rade .

CARDS

CONTAX

PON-TYNE

ENLARGEMENTS

IrniCP/
SPECIAL

23, 1934

of all the

1934 CAMERAS,

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

CHEMIST

PROCESSING

Stockists

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

SOUTHAMPTON

COMPLETE

NEWCASTLE-U

Trade.

Soft, normal,

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

All British, tirst quality Printing Papers
— Gaslight and Bromide.

PHOTOGRAPHER

SLIDES.

STORIES.

List, on r«,u«L

By finest makers: Newton, York, Wilson, Fintham.
WANTED
FOR CASH

15/-

MICROSCOPKS— TPLKSCOPK8 — BINOCULARS

Farringdon

CLARKSON
ROAD,

&

CO. amZ,

London,

E.C.l

May

23,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

ENSIGN

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

REPAIRERS

MANCHESTER
AMATEUR

Trade.

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optica]

ALL - DAYLIGHT
DEVELOPING TANKS BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London,

load and

develop

TUITION.

Films.

BOOKS,

1 f x 2 } in., size
15s. Od.

Model 2. — For
20 films .

2£x3t

Model 3. — For
16111ms .

2£ x 4£ in., size
25s. Od.

Model 4.— For
18 films .

41x31

£33:13:0

WRITE FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET

in., size
30s. Od.

JUNIOR

W.C.

ART

unstudied positions, for purchase with
right. — Aveline, 97, Finborough Rd., S.W.10.

Special envelopes for sending films
to us supplied FREE.

RETOUCH

I N

DERBY
FOTH-

Tbe3 X4Camera.
Fitted with de¬
layed - action
focal-plane
ter,
F/3.5 shut¬
Lens,

£4:12:6
F/2.5 Lens,

£7:5:0

HAND
CAMERAS

,

♦
^
^

I

Road,

ENLARGEMENTS

LEICA

WALLACE
119, NEW

BOND

Third
Edition

- (p.olle,-cot A Made

appeal to all amateur photo¬
graphers, is a number of separately
printed plates, all from hand camera
negatives by the author. These are
selected to show the very wide range

LEICESTER.

from your

Though

NEGATIVES— 34 x2i
FOR 21- A DOZEN

HEATON
ST., LONDON,

primarily

written

Si
1

LTD.

3/- net

By post 3/3
Obtainable from leading booksellers
or direct from the publishers :

The wc* kly loumal tor all who keep Canaries,
British Hybrids or Foreign Pet Birds.
Specimen
The

copy

Publisher!

2d.

of recent Issue free on request

from

A. P.). Dorset

St.. London.

House,

Stamford

ILIFFE
Dorset

1

m

£10:10:0
Patent

House,

&

SONS

Stamford

LTD.
Street,

S.E.l

leather case,

£1 : 0 : 0.

ill

will help
This Schi
to obtain y

for the

working library of all who would
attain to the highest degree of
artistic excellence in their work.

PRICE

FRIDAY

F/4.5 ZEISS TRIOTAR
LENS, shutter.
in Compur

beginner, " Hand Cameras ” con¬
tains much of interest to the ad¬
vanced worker, and should be in the

W.l.

the

Fitted with

a special

makes

which

book,

the

ROLLEIFLEX

AN outstanding feature of this

116 (2J * 4J)

by

makers
of
famous

By R. Child Bayley

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-0-7.

EVERY

EACH.

G

of subjects accessible to the snapshotter, from pure landscape to
tele-photographic portraiture.

‘AUTOMAX’
(fiKUD.J

de¬
9d.

Miniatui
Camer:

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SERVICE

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

must
you

from

Piccadilly

168, Oldham
NEW

Road,

CROSS

MANCHESTER
(22 or 23

4.

Car.)

S.E.l

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

be

have

in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

ALLENS
7 minutes

USE

'

1/2, No.

Park

SERVICE

[1147

Size* up to 12 « 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
122, East

from Miniature Negatives,
veloping 6d., Panchromatic

copy¬
[2086

SCHEME

POSTCARDS

bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; 1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

1/0, 41 * 3J 1/3, 6i*3J 1'8. 1/0 dozen, 1/- l dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4 /- dozen. 2/9 J dozen, 8$ * 61 ; 2/8
dozen, 1/0 { dozen, 04 x 4J enlargements. 21- 20 x 16, 16 x 121/9,
12 x 10 1/3, 10 v 8 1/-, 81 * 64 9d., 6 J x 4J 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

CAMPION,

SURFACE

PRODUCT8
of our

Trade.

Here’s
Quality
Your
film Developed
and 1 at
Velox the
glazed Right
print made Price
from each!

&

EXCHANGE

DEVELOPING

RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from : i-pl.
1

♦ Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras
$
in Exchange for Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss Kodak,
^
Ensign, Cin6 Cameras, Projectors, etc.

OSBORNE

CAMERA
SPECIAL

full particulars

Apply, Roy Hopkins, Empire Service, 4-7,
Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
[2054

WANTED

8 exposures,

full list of our

PHOTOGRAPHIC

DISH

London,

8$ *21,

It gives

WANTED. — Snapshots of the King or Queen. —
WANTED. — Good Natural Snaps of Children,

High

and

write immediately

WANTED~|

Trade.
S
| PHOTOGRAPH

LIMITED

: V.P.

should

— and

in., size
21s. Od.

ELMAR

Jr fitted with SUMVIAR F/2
LENS (col¬
lapsible
mount),

SUPER

ENSIGN,

negative

etc.

with

AMATEUR Photographers interested in selling

For beginners. Develops films in daylight. Metal
throughout. For 21x31 in., size 20 films. . . ,6s. 6d.

CAMERAS

Model III.

for tree prospectus
obligation. Terrace,
— -World’sChadwell
Photo¬
graphic
Academy, ; 5,no Shannon
Heath, Essex.
[1868

their photographs

the him

Model 1. — For
27 films .

Holborn,

CAMERAS

of every description and price at
HLLL
IVO
LEITZ “LE
ICA”
?/3.5 LENS,
£25
including the
A I I CMC

Trade.

in the tank in daylight.

ENSIGN

MINIATURE

you can see

Fitted

Essential in these days of Super¬
You

[0006

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

SIMPLESTCLEANEST
speed and Panchromatic

W.C. 2.

& DISTRICT

PHOTOGRAPHERS,

RISK.

31

THE

SPOT
CASH

AMATEUR

^

As new.

List {2 2S .

drive, f/i.q lens.

4ix3J

13.5-cm.

As new.

£1

List £3 5s. .

As

£3:15:0

^ 4J x 2| Cocarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur.

£6:17:6

10x15

3

Good condition. . . .

£7:15:0

cm. Voigtlander Tourist, double extension,

16.5 cm. Heliar f/4.5, Compur, F.P.
adapter, rase. Good rendition .
6 x 13 cm. lea Polyscop Stereoscopic,

£7.1 C. A
X I . Id .U

6 slides, F.P. adapter, case.
List £14 5s .
.

As

new.

CO.1
X»:l

3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 lens, Com31x21

Folding Mentor

Compact

P Q.1 7.C

List £15 15s. Iv.l

Very good condition.

pur.

4 .U

Reflex, revolving

back, Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Good condition. Cost £50

pi P.1 A. A
XXO.XU.l/

pair Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, Compur,
leather case. As neic. List £50....

POO.1
n, A
XO^.XU.U

6x13 cm. Rolleidoscope Stereoscopic Roll Film Reflex,

28 OLD

BOND

31x21 Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmever
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
£A.1

Mentor

Jli.lw.V
3ix2i .
Nagel, self-erecting, f/6.3 an\ 0*0

3J /21

Tropical Ernemann

Focal-plane,

281 OXFORD
London,

DC7LLON

3-speed.

N early new condition.

2£ x If Series III V.P. Kodak, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,

Press,
C.ft

Diomatic shutter, leather case. Excellent
condition. List £5 5s .
lens. Excellent condition
. . . .

doors West

of C reus.

Ernostar

p 09,1

meter
3J x

BUSES

.
Camera,
f/3.5 Elmar,
case.

Fair

9x12

“ N ”

mount.

As

new.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.

• lu.v

Leica Model II,
f/3.4 Elmar, Ever-readv case, filter,
lens, angular view- jCIO. 10*0

supplementary

Nearly

new

condition

.

191-2 TOTTENHAM
London,

HERE-

llOelVtw

COURT

RD.

W.l

Leica Cameras and Accessories, Astronomical Telescooes, Modern Microscopes, bought
for cash. All latest Kodak, Ensign, Baida. Voigtlander, Leica, Rolleiiiex, Zeiss, Pathl,
etc. Lists free and post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushev Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.

DICTIONARY
AND

XI

C7.10.ft

XI.1U.U
£9:
10:0
cm. Thornton-Pickard . .
Press, f/4.5
F.moplast,

D * a ITC HISC7N

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
65, High St., Notting Hill C.ate, VV.11.

JO.V.V
£7.10.0

f/2.7,

P .A

finder.

STOP

Fodis

condition ....

18-cm. (7-in.) Zeiss Tele-Tessar Telephoto Lens f/6.3,

in standard

ST.

BOUND

C#A

£5:

frame
C C.ft.ft
2}focussing,
Goerz Tenax,
f/4.5finder.
Dogmar,Good
Compur,
micro¬

range-finder,

W.l

WEST

00,1

0:0
Leitz Variable Enlarger, for use with Leica camera

2 D.D. slides. Good condit
ion
List £14 1 6s .

Fourteen

WALL’S

condition

Latest T.-P.
Special Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke,
6 3fx2£
slides, leather
case.Junior
As new. List £12:12:0

6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case,

C J

.1 C.A

tigmat, 3-speed, leather case. Good condition. Il.ltl.W

condition
Leica

Good condition .

Tl9

4}x3i1 to
Adams’
Homocentric
f/6.3. A.A
Com¬
pound,
i/20othVesta,
sec., Ross
5 slides.
Fair PO.1

Focal-plane, 13.5-cm. Zodellar f/3-5.

Any item sent on five days’ approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
alloirance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

14S.DQ.

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case, pi A.1 A, A
Good condition .
HU»Xw*U
cm. f/2,
Ihagee,
16 exposures on V.P. roll him, Schnei¬
der3x4
Xenon
Compur.
Good condition £10:17:6

ST.

London, W.l

CAMERAS

3^x2} Soho Cadet Roll Film, f/6.3 anas- Pi

Good condition. List £t6 17s .
Itr.lu.w
3ix2J Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno
case.
f/4.5, also
q-in. Dallmever
Telephoto f/6.5, leather
As new.
Cost £15 Popular
15s...
£9:17:6

31x2i

7.C
/ .t)

„ „ ^

List £1 7s. 6d .

de Luxe, f/3.5

pair Zeiss Tes-

sars f/4.5. Compur. 6 slides, F.P. adap- £7.1 H.ft
ter, case. Good condition .
XI »lu»U
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmever,

MINIATURE

astigmat,

31 x 21 Mentor Sports Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6
slides, leather case.

1934

Bewi Exposure Meter. Good condition. 1 O.

Fait condition .

lens. Good condition List £10 xos .
3£x23 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette 519/2, Tessar
Q.fi
f/4.5, delayed Comnur. As new .
3x4
cm.
Zeiss
Ikon
Kolibri,
f/3.5
Tessar,
Compur,
leather case. Good condition.
List £7:10:0

XX.X4.U

23.

free anywhere.

78 pages, post

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera

.1 7.C

Nettel Duroll Roll Film, double extension.

Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur.

M

T"

Carbine Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 C1.1R.A

Aldis lTno.

JiX.Xfc.U

9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, motor

Mam
M
/ 1 Q
3Jx2J

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

BARGAIN

for cameras
of recent
make, and
Prism
Binoculars.

2} x 1 1 Series III V.P. Kodak, f/7.9 (I.IO.C
Kodar.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — H4, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-th. Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.

LTD.

ESTD.
1760

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

REFERENCE BOOK
AND PROFESSIONAL
THIRTEENTH

FOR THE AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHER
EDITION

Edited and largely re-written by
F. J. MORTIMER. Hon. F.R.P.S.

Price

All the latest photographic principles are incorporated in the
present edition, which includes up-to-date information on such
recent developments as infra-red, high-speed and colour photo¬
graphy. The volume provides practical information in dictionary
form on every phase of the subject — technical, pictorial, scientific
and general, and is in itself an explanatory index to all terms,
formulae, etc. Its contents are made readily accessible by the
extensive use of cross references.

7/6 net

By post 8/-

From

all leading Booksellers
or direct from the
publishers

Cloth Boards. Crown 8uo. 645 pages.
ILIFFE
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ADVERTISEMENTS

IS IT SHARP?

FIRST EASY PAYMENT
GETS ANY INSTRUMENT
atWe WALLACE
give you 9 months

...IT MEANS ALMOST 4S MUCH
TO YOU AS IT DOES TO HIM!
USE A

is added

EXCHANGE
CAMERA

LEICA

—
—
—
—
—
—

AND

—
—
—
—
—
—

MAKE

HEATON’S

to pay, and only 5%
to cash price (or 5/- if under £5).

Pay as you use your purchase.

—

7

3

YOUR PRESENT
FOR A LEICA

or any other instrument. The allowances
we make in part exchange will agreeably
surprise you — they’re the highest
country to-day.

in the

SURE!
SPECIAL

—
—
—

REFLEX

—

LEICA III with F/2 SUMMAR
—

FOR

With automatic focussing, enabling lens focussing and distance
measuring to be done in a single action. Greatly improved, with
range of slow speeds. Get a Leica and get all the enjoyment that
photography can give. It takes 36 exposures at a loading, and
every negative makes a splendid enlargement.

£33:13:0

EVERYTHING

LENS

in STOCK!

BARGAINS
KEEN

AMATEUR

extension, reversing back, T. T. <& H. Cooke Aviar f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter, l/8th to l/400th sec., black case, 3 D.
slides and F.P. adapter. Cost £50 .
£18 19 0
plane shutter, 1/I0th to 1 /1,000th sec., still canvas
0 slides and F.P. adapter. Cost £16 17s. 6d .
£9

Nine monthly payments of 78/6

LEICA ALWAYS

THE

case,
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We hold Britain’s most
comprehensive range of
LE IGA lenses and accessories

TELL

US YOUR

LEICA

NEEDS!

USED BUT GUARANTEED

An opportunity to purchase accessories at an enormous

‘LEICA’ SNIPS
reduction off list price.

WRITE for our WONDERFUL

FREE LISTS

There are five in all — one for each of your needs, including Still Cameras, Cine Apparatus,
Sundries, Bargains or Film Library. Send 2d. stamp for any or all you require.

. . and you do best of all at—

llllilHilUlilJilliTCWifl

119, NEW

BOND

STREET,

LONDON,

W.1
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WORLD
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ADVERTISEMENTS

in England by

in England

ILFORD

for the Publishers,

Iliffe

& Sons

©

Colour

LIMITED

Ltd., Dorset

House,

Stamford

Sensitive
.

•

ROLL FILM
Anti-halo Backed

ILFORD

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

*

Colour

LONDON

Press,

Reading.

i/lMATELIR
OTOGRAPHER
The

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,
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No.
a Camera

30th, 1934.

NIATURE PRECISION
CAMERA
IN PERFECTION
The Contax can do more than other miniature cam¬
eras because it can be equipped with Zeiss lenses
varying in focus from IJ in. to 7| in. focal length,
and in apertures from f/1.5 to f/8. For no other
miniature cameras is such a wide range of lenses
offered. And the metal focal-plane shutter is the only shutter in miniature cameras giving I/I, 000th second
exposure, thus making it possible to take pin-sharp pictures of fastest moving subjects, even when the light is not
good. The remarkable advantages offered by the Contax cannot be described in a short announcement;
therefore please send for “The Connoisseur and the Contax,” also “ The Ten Contax Lenses,” two books just
published, which will tell you all about the properties and capabilities of this wonderful universal camera.
The above

illustration, which

IF YOU

ZEISS

1—
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must

of necessity

CRUISING

IKON

LTD.,
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suffer by reproduction,
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Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

has been enlarged
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a Contax
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MORTIMER

BE

negative.
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Note sharpness
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Do as the Film Directors do

made

in 4

Grades for

the Amateur Photographer:
• KODAK

REGULAR

• “VERICHROME”
• SUPER

SENSITIVE

PANCHROMATIC

• “PANATOMIC”
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CRAB

YOUR

EFFORTS

Best results are
obtained by using

a

T.-P. REFLEX
COMPLETE

OUTFITS

c£8
ASK

LIST POST FREE
ANYWHERE.

YOUR

l »

: 15

DEALER

,r—

2

FOR

FROM

: 0
DEMONSTRATION

t

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

eiea
REVOLUTIONIZED PHOTOGRAPHY
Fits the pocket — takes
successive snapshots in
impossible — focal-plane
matic focussing — speeds
lenses for all purposes,
holidays, travel, sport,

12 or 36 pictures with one loading — 3
less than 10 seconds — double exposures
shutter — built-in range-finder gives auto¬
from I to I /500th sec. — interchangeable
for snapshots at night, indoors or out,
architecture and the Press.

The LATEST

111, WITH

LEICA, MODEL

F/2 SUMMAR

LENS in SUNK

MOUNT,

for

78/6 and 8 more SIMILAR MONTHLY PAYMENTS, or £33:13:0 CASH
Special Leica lists free.
EXCHANGES.

Every Leica Accessory always in stock.

High allowances on your present camera in part payment.

HEATON
119, NEW
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also at 47, BERKELEY
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BARGAINS

OF

Fully Guaranteed ‘STILL’ and CINE APPARATU

Apparatus
Sixty-four pages of
the camera and cin6
man ufacturers’
latest productions.
Beautifully illus¬
trated and with full
specification of
every instrument
and accessory. Get
this book now I

FREE AND
POST FREE !

THE

‘ SALEX’

NEW

3Jx2|

VENUS

WAFER

Undoubtedly the finest value in Folding Pocket Plate Cameras ever been
placed on the market. We have no hesitation in inviting comparison
with any other make in design, finish, rigidity and performance. Only
1 1 in. thick, it is really pocketable. Alun ininm body, covered morocco
leather. Chromium plated, full double extension, rack rising and cross
front. Brilliant reversible and D.V. wire-frame finders, bushed for
tripod. Hooded back focussing screen, 3 best quality single metal
slides. Compur sector shutter, with delayed action.
With f/3.5 Meyer C Q •"% A
With f/4.5 Zeiss IHAi-IAiA
Trioplan anast.
■ V paymentsTessar
Nine monthly
of 22/2 anast.
or 24/6.*1 "• Ivi w
Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film -pack Adapters, each .
Roll-holder for 3Jx2± Roll Film .
Tan Hide Leather Case .

2s.
8s.
15s.
10s.

NEW

3d6d0d6d.

CELFIX
M30

With many novel and im¬
proved features. Has four
speeds. Takes 100 ft. of
16-mm. film. One pressure
film load. New pattern motor
wind. Dallmeyer f/2.9 lens
and singlepicture device
X
Nine monthly payments of 56/-.
M15
(as illustrated), with 7
device.
15 no
QnS'
speeds and
single-picture

T.-P. JUNIOR
RUBY REFLEX

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

84 Aldert gate $'
LONDON

VICTOR

Phone : NAT. 0591

BABY IKONTi

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll fii
All-metal body. Hinged back, sprii
out front for rigidity,
direct-vision
finder, leather
tripodbello'
bu
fittings.
Finished black enamel with nic

‘5’

The visual focussing 16-mm. cin£
camera. With turret for 3 lenses
and hosts of up-to-date refinements.
With f/2.9 Dallmeyer
triple anastigmat .

MODEL

With Dalimever.
Ross
or T.-P. Cooke
f/4.5 auastigmat
lens. 3§ x 2J

2

E.C.2

CITY SALE' BARGAII

EVERY

and self-capping
focalplaneblind
shutter.

£12:0:0

1124

Pay
9 tomonths

An ideal instrument for the serious
photographer. High-class manu¬
facture in every sense of the
word. With
revolving back

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 28/-.

Phone : CITY

ROLL FILM CAMERAS.
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat,
4x3 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat lens. Cost £3
direct-vision finder, motor drive, 2 speeds .
£9 17 6
£2 7s.
12 1
94-mm. Cine Nizo, f/3.5, Meyer anastigmat, motor drive and
V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter. C
hand crank, direct-vision finder, complete in case. ... £8 5 0
£8 .
£4 17
9|-mm. Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
Six only. Box Roll Film Cameras, taking 16 exposures oz
drive, direct-vision finder, and case .
£4 17 6
34x24 film. Doublet lens, Everset shutter, reflex and dire
94-mm. de Luxe Pathe Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, direct-vision
£2
vision
finders.
Brand
new.
Cost
17s.
6d
.
9s.5
finder, motor drive, leather case .
£6 17 6
Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens. List price £3 12s.
94-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.7 Zeiss anastigmat,
direct-vision finder, motor drive, leather case .
£11 12 6
la Pocket Kodak, Series ni, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat le
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, with turret front and visual
Diamatic shutter with Auto, time scale. Cost £5 10s. £1 19
focussing, direct-vision finder, 3 speeds, hand crank. New
No. 1 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat le
condition .
£29 17 6
Diamatic fully-speeded shutter. New condition. Cost £4 1
16-mm. Model A Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, direct£2 19
vision finder, hand crank .
£417 6
34 x 24 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat lens, ref
Vest Pocket Adams’ Vesta, f/4.5 Ross Zeiss Tessar, Compur
and direct-vision finders .
£1 15
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer focussing, direct-vision
finder, rising front, screen, 6 slides and case .
£5 12 6
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/5.8 anastigmat lens, Koilos ful
speeded shutter .
£1 19
3i x 21 Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat. Compur shutter,
4-pl. Ica Lloyd Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Teas
1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, rising front, brilliant and
Compur shutter. Perfect condition .
£8 17
frame finder .
£6 15 0
4-pl. Double Extension Ensign Roll Film, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tes<
1— pi. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, rack focussing,
in
Compound shutter. Perfect condition .
£4 4
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/b00th sec., revolving back,
3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£17 15 0
FOLDING PLATE CAMERAS.
£2 5
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat,
V.P. Blocknote. f/6.3 Tessar lens, speeded shutter, 6 slidei
double extension, self-capping shutter, l/10th to l/l,000tb sec.,
revolving back, screen, slide, 12 envelopes .
£7 12 6
V.P. Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, speeded shutter, 6 slidei
i-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, rack
£4 4
focussing, self-capping shutter, l/10th to 1/1 ,000th sec., revolving
back, hooded screen, 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£7 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, reflex finder £6 6
34 x 24 Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, Comp
34 x 24 Contessa Nettel, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
shutter, 6 slides. Cost £10 .
£4 17
anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
34 x 21 Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Co
double extension, rising and cross front, screen,
pound shutter, direct-vision finder, 3 slid
6 slides, and F.P. adapter .
£7 12 6
F.P.
adapter
.
£6 17
9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex,
9 x 12 Zeiss Ikon Maximar Folding Pla
'1 anastigmat, self-capping
f/2.5 Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, 3 slid
shutter, l/8th to l/l,300th'sec., hooded screen,
6 slides and leather case .
£28 10 0
F.P. adapter and leather case. New conditii
List price £14 .
£8 17
< i-pl. Ica Favourite, f/4.5
9 x 12 cm. and
!
4-pl. Sinclair Una Hand and Stand, no lens
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to
book-form slides .
£2 19
l/250th sec., double extension, rising front,
For the first easy
revolving back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
7x5 Cycle Graphic, triple extension, risi
and case .
£10 17 6
front, revolving back, 6 double slides, leatl
payment
you
start
enjoying
the can
use
case .
£2 5
34 • 24 N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke
of any camera on this
anastigmat, rising and cross front, N. & G.
FOCAL-PLANE AND REFLEX OUTFITS
page. Only 5 per
reflex finder, screen, F.P. adapter and case.
New condition .
£9 17 6
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/3.5 Eln
cent (or 5s. if under
lens .
£8 17
34 x 24 Ernemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Erne£5) is added to cash
Model I Leitz Leica, f/2 Summar anastignc
mann anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
price.
Buy
now
on
lens,
interchangeable, sunk lens. Perfect cc
this easy plan.
shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., direct-vision
dition
.
£20
0
finder, hooded screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£9 9 0
_
34 x 21 Ihagee Focal-plane, f/3.5 anastignc
lens, 6 slides .
£8 17
3i x 2i Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 Nagel ana¬
5x4 Anschutz Focal-plane, f/6.8 Goi
stigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
double anastigmat lens, 3 double slides .
£3 19
micrometer focussing, brilliant and frame finders. New con¬
dition .
£5 17 6
A -pi. Nettel Focal-plane, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, Mackenz
Wishart slide and 6 envelopes .
£12 0
3i * 24 Contessa Nettel Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
34 x 2J Apem Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke lens, reversing back,£43 19
slid
mat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing, brilliant
frame finder .
£6 7 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss anastigmat lei
3x4 cm. Wirgin Roll Film, f/2.9 Radionar anastigmat, Com¬
reversing
back,
3
slides
.
£6
17
pur
1 to l/300tb sec., micrometer focussing,£5 directvisionshutter,
finder .
5 0
44 x 6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke lens, revolving ba<
3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£11 17
la Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, brilliant
and frame finder, leather case .
£5 18 6
34 x2A N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 10-in. f/J
Dallon
Telephoto, interchangeable, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leatl
Vest Pocket Weeny-Ultrix Roll Film, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar ana¬
case .
£33 0
stigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., micrometer focussing,
D.V. finder, leather case .
£8 5 0
CINE APPARATUS.
24 square Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, f 4.5 Zeiss Tessar ana¬
Pathe Cine Camera, complete with Motrix attachment, f/i
stigmat, rack focussing, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., fullanastigmat lens .
£2 5
sized screen, leather-case .
£11 5 0
De Loxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens. Unsoiled
i-pl. Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter,
£8 8
1 to l/250th sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant finders, com¬
Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat .
£1 19
plete in case .
£6 17 6

Novar anastigmat f/6.3, 1>0 ■ 7*
Derval shutter. From

Nine monthly payments of £5 16 8.

CITY
PHOTOGRAPHER’’

WHEN

Derval

SALE
CORRESPONDING

WITH

shutter.

From

AND

ADVERTISERS.
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Any model on easy terms.
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A LIFETIME!"

and ACCESSORIES

BUMPER
BARGAIN
BOOK

ON EASY PAYMENTS!

Packed
cover

5 4 LIME

LONDON

Phone:

MON.

0180

ST 90/94 FLEET ST
E.G.3

LONDON

6x 30 Zeiss Silvermar

34 x 24 Murer Bijou Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 anaitigmat, 3 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£2 17 6
34 x 2-J Mentor Compact Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar. 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£8 17 6
44 x 6 lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£4 17 6
34 x 24 N. & G. Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£7 7 0
34 x 24 Compact Collapsible lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Uompur, framed finder, 6 clip-on slides, F.P. adapter, leather
•ase. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
3^x24 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping focal-plane
ihutter, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P. adapter £6 17 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, 6
Jides, F.P. adapter, case .
£5 15 0
34x2 4 Tropical Sinclair All-metal Una de Luxe, revolving
jack, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. Compur, Dallmever Adon Telephoto,
nterchangeable. 3 D.D. slides, lens hood, film, cut-film sheaths,
^.P. adapter, cowhide case. Cost £52 .
£28 10 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, revolving back, Kershaw
ocal-plane shutter. 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case,
hanging-box. Cost £38 .
£14 10 0
16-mm. Cine Camera, f/2.5 Busch Glaukar, slow speeds
£25 0 0

f/2.5 Hermagis
£14 14 0

Telephoto

i-pl. Latest T.-P. All-weather Press Colapsible Focal-plane, self-capping shutter,
/3.5 Ross Xpres, time valve, 3 D.D. slides.
Jnsoiled .
£14 17 6

for

I'arl Zeiss Tessar, leather case.

New

34 x24

any

used
one.

camera
We

you

pounds

by

to

for a
will
save

making

a

good exchange allow¬
ance. Bring your last
year’s camera

condition
£10 10 0

34 x 24 Latest Tropical Soho, in teak and
>rass bound, f/4.5 ltoss Xpres. 9-in. f/4.5 Large
Vdon, 3 D.D. slides, leather case. Uusoiled.
;55 5s .
Compact 34 x 24 Reflex, revolving back, f/6.3 B.
tigmat, 6 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .

List

price

I,, ana£4 17 6
17 ~
£34 LrneModel II Leitz Leica, built-in range-finder. Leica f/3.5
lann anastigmat and purse .
£17 0 0
520 16-ex.-on-3i x 2i Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur and
urse .
.
£7 17 6
Latest 3i x 2i Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 anastigmat,
’ompur. Unsoiled. Cost £17 .
£7 7 0
Pathe 9.5-mm. Cine Camera, f/2.9 Zeiss Triotar, leather case
£9 9 0

and

see.

condition.

T.-P.

many

wonderful

edition is free and post
free from
branches.

any

of our

IF IT'S NEW-WE
THE

HAVE IT!

NEW

‘FILMO’
121

Postcard and 10 v 15 cm. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Dagor
Series III f/6.8 self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6
16-on-a-3J * 24 Baldax Roll Film, f/4.5 Trioplan, D.A. Pronto
£3 3 0

in part exchange

9.5-rnm. Patbe de Luxe Cine Camera, f/3.5
inastigmat, leather case .
£7 5 0
V.P. N. & G. Roll Film Baby Sibyl, f/4.5

6

£1 17 6
34 x 24 Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5 Press anastigmat, self -capping
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 12 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£11 17 6

_

help

£7 17

to

finest

offers in brand-new
outfits. This value

34 x 24 Ernemann Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, fullyspeeded shutter .
£2 12 6
9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3. 9 anastigmat, motor drive

lens,

better

leather case .

E.C.4

34 > 24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.T. & H. Cooke f/3.5,
self-capping focal-plaDe shutter, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case. Excellent condition £11 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/1.5 Meyer anastigmat,
2-in. f/3 Meyer Telephoto, motor drive and leather case
£19 10 0

Exchange
Allowances

i-pl. Ica Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5
Jarl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 6 slides, F.P.
idapter, leather case. Cost £20. ... £8 8 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ica Maximar, double extension,
dl metal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest D.A. Comour, 8 slides, filter, Distar lens, leather case
£10 10 0

and

9391

1-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, Dallmeyer Adon f/4.5 Telephoto,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides
£14 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar. motor
drive and leather case .
£11 17 6

_

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anatigmat, leather case. Cos- £26 10s. £8 8 0
Model C Cine-Kodak Projector. 100-watt
amp, adjustable resistance. New condition
£7 17 6

Prism

CENT.

cover
the

bargains in used still
and cin6 apparatus,
and

1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 6 book-form slides and leather case. As
new .
£10 17 6
10 x 50 Leitz Prism Binocular and leather case. Splendid
order .
£8 17 6

34x24 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, f/2.9
Dallmeyer Peutac. 12 slides, leather case .
£11 17 6
34 x 2J Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press ana■tigmat, metal focal-plane shutter, leather case. Cost £17
£8 17 6
Pathe de Luxe Cine Camera,
l chargers, leather case .

Phone:

from
with

The

“ Baby

** of

the famous

Junior Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, self-capping focalplane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, changing-box, Proxar and Distar
lenses, canvas case .
£8 17 6
24 x 44 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar,
Compur, filter and leather case. As new
£7 12 6
34 x 2} Reitschel Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat,
Compur shutter, plate back, screen, 3 slides,
canvas case .
£5 5 0

Bell -

Howell “family **
of cind apparatus.
Magazine

loading

comparable

with

universal

34 x 2} Ikonta Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, delayed-action Compur shutter £7 17 6
34 x 24 Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, Dallmeyer
f/4.5, leather case .
£7 17 6
10 x 15 cm. Contessa Nettel Focal-plane,

finder.
and

Complete

Ross Xpres f'4.5, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 3 double slides and F.P. adapter
£9 17 6
34 x 24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£12 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathescope Projector, complete
with resistance to 250 volts .
£4 17 6
16-on-V.P. Pilot Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter and leather case. New
. .
T.
£12 17 6

focus

Fitted

lens.

Built-in

24).

50-ft. spools.

SpeciaPsh utter

in effect to the focal-plane

“ still ” camera.

Spyglass

exposure

Single frame

with

Cooke
and

chart, two

exposure

with case .
Nine monthly payments

shutter

of a

20-mm.

f/3.5

reflecting

view¬

film speeds

device.
3

(16
_
JL

of 51/4.

T.-P.
HORIZONTAL REFLEX

&

44 x 6 V.P. Ermanox, f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat, 3 slides,
•ather case. Unsoiled. Cost £47 .
£17 0 0
Pathe Lux 9.5-mm. Patbe Projector, for 30, 60 and 300 ft.
jels, self-contained motor, resistance, travelling case.
ost £22 10s .
£14 0 0
34 x 21 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
ompur, leather case .
£3 18 6

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Cooke Series II f/4.5, self-capping focalplane shutter, reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
.
£7 17 6

Following the de¬
mand for a comp a c t model,

34 x 24 Makina, Plaubel Anticomar f/2.9, Telephoto lens
interchangeable with the Anticomar, Compur shutter, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case. New condition .
£22 10 0
34 > 24 Icarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, plate back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£7 17 6

Pickaid
have
Messrs.
Thorntonintroduced this
attractive model
fitted

34 x 24 Wirgin Folding Pocket, Xenar f/2.9, D.A. Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and roll-holder .
£11 17 6
2i-in. square Automatic Rolleiflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, plate back, 2 slides, Proxars and leather case
£16 16 0
16-mm. Agfa Movex, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive, leather
case. As new .
.
£23 10 0

‘ CONTAX

’

LEICA Model IE I

Gives

in a single action.

£33: 13: 0

monthly payments
of 64/2.

Nine

EXCHANGE
MENTION

any intermediate
in addition to

l/20tb-l/500tb sec. Auto¬
matic focussing. Measuring
distance and focussing lens

£27 : 10 : 0

PLEASE

S/2 SUMMAR
LENS, in
collapsible mount.
exposures of 1, 4 and 4

sec., or
fraction,

miniature precision in¬
strument. With Zeiss
Tessarf/3.5

Nine

with

Dall¬

focal-plane
shut¬
ter, speeus l/10th
to 1/1, 000th sec.
and time, 3 single
metal slides.

ARRIES OUR FULL GUARANTEE
With focal -plane shutter
giving 4, l/5th and l/10th
sec. Controlled by one
knob, giving four groups
of speeds. A splendid

with

f/4.5
anas¬
fmeyer
am ous
Ruby
tigmat
and
the
self-capping blind

“ THE

AMATEUR

monthly payments
78/6.

Nine

of

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

of 20/5.

Roll Film

Holder

15s. Od.
Film ....
Pack15s.
Adap¬
ter
Od

LTD

PHOTOGRAPHER”

monthly

payments

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

'D
WE
OUGEHVT
HID
E TSA
ING
H
T
Y
ER
which could be said
about the Selochrome
Film Pack when
we gave the five
following items as its
outstanding features :
1 Films are kept abso
lutely flat and remain
so when removed.
2 The pack is absolutely light-tight.
There is no fear of
fogging
— not even at
the edges.
3 The tabs of the pack
are of varying length.
It is almost impossible
to pull the wrong tab.
4 Each film is brought
into position with an
ease and accuracy
never before attained.
Multi

- Coated

Co lour

- Sensitive

Anti-Halation

—AS

5 One
may
out
or
the

Backed

A

SATISFIED

USER

or more films

be removed
opening
the with¬
pack
removing it from
adapter.

POINTED

OUT

there is a sixth advantage with the Selochrome Film
Pack, namely, that it fits into correct register with any
film pack adapter — even those with rounded corners

FILM
Obtainable

trom photographic

21'xir,

3J"x2F,

dealers in the following sizes

4i"x3i"

^Made in & rig land by
LFORD

LIMITED^

PACK
and 9x12

c/m.
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1934.

\ N event of outstanding interest
r\ in the history of The Amateur
Photographer occurs during
the next few weeks. The paper will
celebrate fifty years of publication,
and the occasion will be marked by
the issue of a specially enlarged
number containing many additional
and attractive features, both as
regards reading matter and pictures.
The Jubilee Number of The Amateur
Photographer will be a notable issue
in every way, and will be published
on June 20th. We hope that everv
reader will not only bear the date in
mind, but will draw the attention of
all photographic friends to the event.
It will be a commemorative number
well worth keeping, and orders for
copies should be placed promptly.

The

House

LXXVII.

No.

2377.

of Commons.

The recent mention in the House
of Commons of a photograph taken
in the precincts of Parliament, not
in the House itself, but about a
Quarter of a mile away, and up a
long staircase, as possibly an offence
against parliamentary privilege, re- «
calls the fact that the forum of the
nation is perhaps the most suspicious
place in the realm. Not only are
cameras and sketchbooks frowned
upon, but
in the
strangers’
gallery
whoanyone
appears
to be
taking
notes of the debate can be summarily
evicted. The gallery is a very
tempting place for photographing in
the gentle light of a somnolent
chamber about seven in the evening,
but the watchful eyes of the at¬
tendants would daunt all but the
bravest. The same holds good,
perhaps with better reason, of the
Law Courts, but we were astonished
the other evening to hear a retired
King’s Counsel confess that he had
on many occasions rested a hand
camera on the desk for counsel, and

Panchromatics.

There still appear to be some
amateur photographers (a steadily
diminishing number, it is true) who
avoid the use of panchromatic
films or plates on account of fancied
difficulties. They have, however,
onlyunderstand
to be persuaded
to claims
try " pans.”
to
that the
made
are not exaggerated. There will
be an immediate jump in the quality
of work produced. Those clouds,
which make the sky an integral part
of a landscape will now appear on
the negative, whilst late evening
snapshots, so often a failure owing
to the deceptive brilliance of the
yellow light, will no longer show
blank patches of clear film. Red
dresses will look bright and cheerful,
losing that air of mourning, and if
portraits are attempted, those tire¬
some summer freckles will no longer
be obtrusive disfigurements. To
assist those who are using this
material for the first time an article
on the subject is given on another
page.

Vol.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

snapped an unwitting court. . His
only fear had been lest a rather
noisy shutter should give him away.
The

At

An

the

article dealing

Fountain.

with

the photography

of this type of subject, entitled " Taken
Unawares
appears on another page in
this issue.

483

Eclipse

of Hollywood.

The talking picture in America is
described — by an American — as a
grotesque and colossal failure. All
the important endurance records of
films, it is said, are being gained by
the silent picture. The movie barons
and their backers, who thought the
talkie meant increased profits, are
actually earning considerably less
than during the silent era. As this
writer puts it, when a Berlin butcher
sees an American film of a star
making love in guttural English
with a Swedish accent to an oily
Latin impersonating a Russian
officer, he suddenly remembers the
5
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League of Nations and the injustice
of Versailles, hastens from the
theatre, and is never seen again.
Foreign customers have been running
away from the talkie all over the
world. The sound revolution in
America — it has been an unsound
revolution, by all accounts, for
Hollywood — has helped European
producers to catch up, and in a
recent year, of the five major world

ANOTHER

studios showing profits, three were
in Europe, and two of the three
bore British names. It is safe to

Sir George Arthur, that on her
betrothal she and the Prince of
Wales, as he then was, exchanged

say that within two years — according
to our American informant — foreign
films, notably British, will be beard¬
ing Hollywood in its own backyard.

photographs, which they kept on
their persons. Do betrothed couples
exchange photographs nowadays ?
Or does the very fact that a photo¬

Lovers’ Exchange.
It comes with an old-world air in
the new life of Queen Alexandra, by

graph
is now
one things,
of the most
mon and
familiar
insteadcom¬
of,

GIFT OFFER

as it was in the ’sixties, one of the
most curious, rob it of sentiment ?

to Readers of “The Amateur Photographer”

OUR recent gift offer of an Exposure Meter has been so greatly appreciated by amateur photographers in all parts of the

country that we make another offer that will appeal to many readers.
A copy of the latest issue of the International Annual PHOTOGRA
MS
similar conditions to the last offer.
Many

new

readers

of The Amateur

Photographer

who

are keen

pictorial workers

OF

have

THE

YEAR

can

not yet secured

now

be

a copy

obtained

under

of this edition

of

PHO 1 OGRAMS
OF THE
YEAR.
It is a handsome volume of pictures, including nearly one hundred fine double-tone re¬
productions of the best work by leaders in the photographic world, in addition to many pages of interesting reading matter. It
is published at 5s. net.
• We are offering new readers of the paper the opportunity of securing a copy on the following advantageous terms.
In this issue of The Amateur Photographer and for nine issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages.
The value of each coupon is 6d. The reader who wishes to possess a copy of PHO'l OGRAMS
OF THE
YEAR
must collect six
coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,” fill in his name and address, and post them within a month of the publi¬
cation of the last coupon, with a P.O. for 2s. only, to the Publisher, Messrs, lliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
S.E.i. The volume will be sent by return, post free.
As only a limited number of copies are available for this offer, applications should be submitted promptly when all six coupons
have been collected, and the orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.
The

6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

xii of the advertisement

pages.

Readers’ Problems
Selected queries on topics of general
on this page week by week. Other

Wide-angle

Subjects.

It is necessary for me occasionally to photograph the whole of
one side of a room, and at times I cannot include it with the
widest angle lens I have. Now and then I am
capped with a long, narrow strip of an exterior
a panoramic camera with a swinging lens solve
G. M.

similarly handi¬
subject. Would
such problems ?
G. (London.)

With architectural subjects such a camera would give you
trouble with the perspective. The tops and bottoms of
walls, for example, would not be parallel, but farthest apart
opposite the camera, and closer together both to right and left.

interest to readers will be fully dealt with
replies appear as usual on the last page.

out that two prints of identical quality are secured. These
can be joined together after trimming so that the cut edges are
butted together, but the join will naturally be visible on close
inspection. If this is an objection it is a good plan to make
the join irregular by cutting each print to follow the edges of
convenient objects, such as picture frames, windows, doors,
etc. A little retouching will conceal the join so completely
that if the finished print is copied the prints from the new
negative should show no sign of the method by which it was
produced.
We have known three negatives to be combined in this way
so as to give at last a single print of the entire wall of a picture
gallery.

Chemical

Fog.

I seldom get the edges of my negatives free from chemical fog,
although / know they should be clear. Can you tell me the cause
of this so that I can

improve

Stale plates ov films may

matters
show

?
C. E. L.

(Birmingham .)

fog at the edges

only, but

if

you generally get foggy edges you may be sure that the same
degree of fog is present all over the negative. Fast emulsions
are rather more prone to fog than slow ones, but this is by no
means always the case. Excess of alkalies in the developer,

Extremely wide-angle lenses are available, but probably you
would not care to incur the necessary expense for occasional
use only. The diagram suggests a dodge which has been
successfully used in such circumstances. Two photographs
are taken, the camera in each case being at the same distance
from the wall, with the axis of the lens exactly at right angles
to it.
Part of the middle of the wall is common to both photo¬
graphs. Exposure, development and printing are so carried

a high temperature, or the use of impure chemicals, all pre¬
dispose to fog. So also, in many cases, does a very dilute
developer, necessitating a long development time.
Your trouble may be caused wholly or in part by what is
known as aerial fog, resulting from exposing the negative
to air during examination. This is particularly the case when
developing lengths of film by the see-saw method. It was a
serious cause of trouble with cinematograph films unless they
were kept immersed during the whole development time. This
aerial fog danger, however, can be met by desensitising before
development.
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Using

Panchromatic

An appreciation of the advanlm fa ^ j ’ I ^
^ T
fa
tages of panchromatic films
I \l I / 1
I
I H B-^^ B Lfa
and plates is steadily growing
X ▼ i L m_ JL B
B
J_ A JL B -J
among all classes of photo¬
graphers. Those amateurs who have not yet tried them are recommended to do so
during the present season. The following article tells the beginner briefly the
best method of dealing with this form of sensitive material.

THE amateur photographer who

is accustomed to use ordinary
or orthochromatic plates or

films and tries “ panchromatics ” for
the first time will be pleasantly
-surprised at the improvement in
results obtained. It will be realised
that the best time to use panchro¬
matic plates or films is on every
occasion.
Loading

the Camera

or Plate-holders.

With roll or pack films, loading
and unloading will present no diffi¬
culties or change of procedure what¬
ever, but with panchromatic plates
and cut films, which have to be
dealt with in a dark-room, absolute
darkness is desirable for changing.
The only real safelight is no light.
Actually this presents no difficulty at
all, especially to those who are already
used to ultra-rapid materials.
If plates are used, they will be
found (after removal from the box)
packed in groups of four, each pair
face to face and separated by paper
edging strips. The less handling
the better, however, and by re¬
membering the method of packing,
loading slides is made easy.
Cut films are generally packed all
facing the same way, emulsion side
up as they are unwrapped from their
final covering. Most makers put a
small V-shaped notch in the top
right-hand corner when you are
“ looking
at as
thea reminder
emulsion when
side.
This
will ”
serve
filling sheaths in the dark.
Exposure is the next considera¬
tion. Here a reliable meter is the
best guide. To get the best results
from panchromatic material, add
half as much again as the meter
indicates instead of the more usual
method of doubling the reading
recommended with ortho materials
Development.

The time and temperature method
is the best for panchromatic roll
films, a tank or developing box

solving all difficulties easily and
pleasantly, the procedure being
exactly the same as for ordinary
film, and similar developing factors

being slipped into the solution in
complete darkness. Air-bells may
occur, so immediately the plate is
in the dish, wipe it gently all over

may be employed. Any good nega¬
tive developer may be used, pyrosoda being quite suitable for any
of the modern films, while Rodinal,
Azol or a similar agent will give a

with another
After two

safelight can be turned on. This
may be used for the remainder of
the operations, even for the fastest

soft, quick-printing image.
An excellent all-round developer
for panchromatic work is the follow¬

panchromatic
the “ speed
of these, afterplates,
desensitising,
being”
reduced to that of bromide paper.

Metol . .
. .
g:—
inHydroquinone
. .
Sodium sulphite
Sodium carbonate
Potassium bromide
Water to
. .

20
. . 40
. .
1
. .
1
. . 10
20

grs.
grs.
oz.
oz.
grs.
oz.

Dilute with an equal volume of
water for use. This will work fairly
slowly and very evenly, enabling
one to get exactly the type of
negative required.
For plates, cut films and him
packs, however, developed in the
dark-room, when the development
of each negative can be varied if
necessary, desensitising and develop¬
ment by yellow light is the ideal
method.
Desensitising.

Pinacryptol green is the best for
the purpose. It is obtainable in
small bottles containing 1 gramme
(15 J grains). This quantity is dis¬
solved in 17 oz. of warm water,
filtered, and kept in a brown bottle
in the dark. For use, one part of
the stock solution is diluted with
20 parts of water.
Backed plates should always be
washed with plenty of water and a
pledget of cotton -wool before de¬
sensitising (in the dark) , as otherwise
the backing may settle on the
emulsion and prevent the action
from taking place, thus causing
minute black spots on development.
Desensitising in the pinacryptol
solution should be continued for
two

minutes,

the
485

plate or film

plug of cotton-wool.
minutes the yellow

The plates are now either rinsed
or else put in the developer straight
away, and the action carried out as
usual by inspection. Plates vary
so much in development time that
no general rule can be laid down,
but a good guide is to stop develop¬
ment just after the thinnest parts
of the negative are definitely covered
with a silver deposit.
Fixing should be carried out in
an acid bath 'of the strength usually
used, and at least fifteen minutes in
this bath should be given. Washing,
of
rule.course, is according to the usual
For

Summer

Work.

In the hard, contrasting

lights

of summer, the Ultra-Rapid or Soft
Gradation panchromatic plates are
ideal. They generally need a longer
development time than the special
rapid grades, but the action should
not be pushed too far, as, although
they may be “ soft ” in respect of
picking out shadow detail without
blocking out the high-lights, it is very
easy to get over-density.
So far the use of panchromatic
plates and films has been referred
to without the use of a colour filter.
Even so, the improved tonal render¬
ing will be very marked. Points
concerning filters will be reserved
for a further note.
One final word. If you merely
“ press the button ” and let some¬
one else do the rest, take your films
to a reputable dealer and see they
are plainly marked

“ Panchromatic.”
7
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ake TWO !
Exhibition Work with
By

the Roll- film Camera.

K. JACOB.

YES, wherever possible, take two, at least ! If a

photograph is worth taking it is usually worth while
making two exposures, though not necessarily with
the subject in the exact position. Indeed, this cannot
always be accomplished when a time exposure is impossible.
In the excitement of the moment when one sees exactly
the right composition, the ideal picture, what adverse
things may happen, such as camera wobble ; failure of
shutter ; slight movement of model ; incorrect focussing,
to name a few. Perhaps the film has not been rolled onward
from the last snap. Silly mistakes, but all of us have made
them at some time in our photographic careers, and it is
usually our most treasured subject that is spoiled
thereby.

For “The Craftsman” three snaps were made, of which
the illustration is the second. Circumstances were difficult
;
a crowded pavement, a subject who was evidently camerashy. I had to work quickly and quietly to take up my
correct position, to estimate my distance for focussing, to
watch for a lull in the pavement traffic between my victim
and me, and then to snap, roll on film and snap again.

The

Craftsman.

On developing the spool I found that the first shot was
slightly out of focus ; the second is the one shown ; and
the third was as useless as the first, for the craftsman had
noticed me and moved out of the way at the moment I
snapped. So one and three were discarded, but with the
second I gained an entry to the exhibition world abroad.
It was hung at Antwerp in the exhibition devoted to
aspects of labour, and incidentally, was the only photo¬
graph from England by a woman to be accepted.

Lux.

The dog pictures are a case in, which two satisfactory
results were secured. The first delighted the owner of
Prince,” as a portrait study, and the second, “ The
Highbrow,” found favour in Paris and became my Paris
Salon picture.
Lastly, during an early morning ramble I noted the
patterns and streaks of changing sunlight in the deserted
market place.
Several films were sacrificed over this, for three or four
attempts were made before I saw the design that exactly
pleased me. Plere it is, and it was, to me at any rate, again
worth while. It became my successful picture for the
exhibition held at Rome last autumn.

The

Highbrow.

All these examples were snaps taken with a hand camera
on roll films size x 3J in. ; the very nature of the subjects
made time exposures impossible.

fey
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ENSIGN

LUKOS
FILM
gives you

All the Speed
All the Gradation
All the Definition
All the Brilliance

you want
at ordinary prices
E.27 1f"x2-r 8 exposures 1/E.20 9J" X 3i" „
„
Mr
E.16 21*; x 4 r n
n
1/3
ENSIGN,

LIMITED, 88-89 HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.1.
ARKS
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“THE
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THE NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

CELFIX

CINE CAMERA
THE ENSICN MIDCET
THE

s
GuinOFea
fteen PAYMENTS
FiMONTHLY
ly NINE
On
16
mm.
36/9.
Takes
50 ft.
of Film.

SECOND-HAND
(FULLY

At CAMERA
IF YOU

DO

NOT

HOUSE,
SEE

CINE

MODEL
M 15.
F/2.9 Dallmeyer anastigmat
(interchangeable lens mount). 7 speeds, 8. 12, 16. 24,
32, 48, 64 pictures per second, telescopic type finder.
Motor drive. Beautifully finished, light and comNine monthly payments of 36/9. £15:15:0
MODEL
M 30.
F/2.9 Dallmeyer anastigmat
(interchangeable lens mount). 4 speeds. 8. 16. 32 and
64 pictures per second, single-picture device. l/15th
to 1/1 50th second. Motor drive sufficient for
24 ft. of film. Telescopic type
or 60 ft. of film.
Nine monthly payments of 56/-.

finder.

Takes

£24

* 0

100
* 0

The

ROLLEICGRD
A LOW-PRICED
REFLEX BY THE
MAKERS OF THE
WORLD- FAMOUS
" ROLLEIFLEX

”

F/4.5 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, Compur shatter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.. takes 12 pictures
cm.
roll film .

on
Nine

standard
monthly

31 x 21 £-j Q . JQ
of 24/6.

•Q

payments

The NAGEL

TRIUMPH
For

31 x 21

Roll

Films.

Modern in
Every Respect
Guaranteed

48/9

Original

New,

cost, 72/6.

Fitted 1/6.3 anastigmat,
3-speed shatter, l/25th,
l/50th, l/100th sec., T.
and B.

IKONTA

ZEISS IKON

“520”

REQUIRE

lens. 100 ft.
£6 17 6

REFLEX AND FOCAL-PLANE
CAMERAS.
31 x 2J Thornton-Pickard Junior Special,
reversing back, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Cooke Aviar lens, 3 slides and case £7 10 0
31 x 21 Graflex, f/2.9 Pentac Jens, focalplane shutter, 3
D.D.
slides, F.P.
adapter .
£9 9 0
31 x 21 Ensign Special, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher
lens, focal-plane shutter, revolving back,
6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
1-pl. Graflex Model B, revolving back,
f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat lens, F.P. adapter
and « ase .
£15 0 0
1-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Koristka ana¬
stigmat lens, revolving back, focal-plane
shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£12 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Special, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher
lens, revolving back, focal-plane shutter,
6 slides .
£6 18 6
1-pl. Adams’ Minex de Luxe, latest pattern,
revolving back, masking device, quick-wind
self-capping focaJ-plane shutter, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, 4 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£18 18 0
1-pl. Mentor Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
revolving back, focal-plane shutter. 12-plate
changing-box, F.P. A. and case.. £8 15 0
1-pl. Model C Graflex, f/2.5 Cooke lens,
revolving back, focal-plane shatter, F.P.
adapter and case .
£27 10 0
1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/3rd to l/2,000th sec., F.P. adapter and
case .
£22 10 0
1-pL Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres, focal-plane abutter, 3 D.D.
£10slides
10 0
FOCAL-PLANE
CAMERAS.
5x4 Goerz Anschutz, self-capping focalplane shutter, f/4.6 Ross Xpres, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
5>4 Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8 Dagor lens,
self-capping focaJ-plane shutter. 3 D.D.
elides. F.P. adapter and case. ... £6 17 6
10 x 15 cm. Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5 Dogmar
ens. self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D.
elides, F.P. adapter .
£9 17 6
41 x 31 (1-pl.) Goerz Anschutz, f/4.8 Celor
lens. self-capping focal-plane shutter,
2 D.D. slides and case .
£6 5 0

£4:10:0

Purchase

Terms.

can

THE

of 23/4.
Compur

shutter,

£10:12:6

I

lens, speeded

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm., costing only one penny
each. All-distance lens, 3-speed shutter, Oft/
shutter,
£1 2 6

V.P. Kodak Special, f/6.9 anastigmat lens,
speeded shutter .
£1 10 0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Box Tengor, f/6.3
Novar anastigmat lens .
£1 9 6

l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and
F/6.3 Ensar anastigmat .
.

31 x 21 Icarette, f/4.5
Compur shutter .

Dominar
£5

31 x 21 Carbine, f/4.5 Lukos
lens, speeded shutter .
31 x 21 Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Compur
shutter .

anastigmat
£2 5 0

F/2 Suntmar
inCollapsible
Mount
Sell -capping focal-plane shutter, 'speeds 1 to I /500th
sec., T. and B., automatic focus- POO
,4 o .ft
Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar
ana- of£25
Nine monthlylens
payments
78/6. •* IO
0 *aU
sing, interchangeable
mount
*00
0

Nine

f/6.3 £3anastig¬
17 6

41 x 21 Voigtlander, f/4.5 Skopar lens,
Compur shutter .
.. £4 4 0
41 x 21 Kodak Series III, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, Diomatic shutter .
£3 17 6
41 x 21 Kodak Special, f/6.3 B. & L. Tessar
lens, Optimo shutter, range-finder £4 4 0
41 x 21 Cocarette (Zeiss Ikon), f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens. Compur shutter .
£8 7 6

PLEASE

NOW

payments

of 58/4.

READY

Nine monthly

payments

of 32/7.

31 x 41 (1-pl.) Kodak Special, f/6.3 ana¬
stigmat lens, Compur shutter. ... £5 12 6
31 x 41 lea Lloyd, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens. Compur shutter, plate back £6 17 6
31 x 41 Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar lens,
Compur shutter .
£7 15 0

THE DE LUXE
pathEscope MOTOCAMERA

PLATE CAMERAS.
41 x 6 cm. Goerz V.P. Tenax, f/6.8 Dagor
lens, F.P. adapter .
£2 9 6
41 x 6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Roes
Xpres, speeded shutter, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£8 15 0
31 x 2J Etui, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
delayed-action Compur shutter, D.V. finder,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Cameo, double extension, f/4.5
Aldis-Butcher lens, delayed-action Compur
shutter. 3 slides, leather case.... £6 17 6

FOR

31 x 21 Voigtlander Avns, f/4.5 Skopar
lens, Ibsor shutter, 4 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£5 17 6
31 x 2} Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, 3 elides, F.P. adapter and
case .
£8 10 0

9.5-mm.

FILMS

31 x 24 Zodel, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
delayed-action Compur shutter, 6 slides and
case .
£6 17 6
3* x 21 Zodel, f/4.8 anastigmat lens. Ilex
speeded shutter, 3 slides, case. ... £3 10 0
1-pl. Sanderson, double extension, f/6.3
Bteinbeil anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
3 double book-form slides .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Goerz Tropical Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar
lens, 6 leather-covered slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£10 10 0
1-pl. Certo, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
3 slides .
£8 10 j 0

Liberal

Exchange

do

Appointed an Associate
o! the Institute

Fitted f/2.5 anastigmat and x 4 Telephoto lens,
spring drive, takes 30 ft. film .... ,C>| Q - 1 Q ■ ft
Nine monthly payments of 44/2.

THE
BALDAX

1432.

better

at

EXCHANGE LTD.
REGent 1360.

111 , Oxford Street, W.1
GERrard

Allowances

62, Piccadilly, W.1

TEMple Bar 7165. W.C.2

of 24/9.

MENTION

monthly

The New Leica Automatic
Enlarger.
£13:19:0

119, Victoria 8treet,

of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers. Ltd.

VICTORIA

0669.

S.W.1

on 3J x 2$
Film.
16 pictures

speeds
1 to Trioplan
l/150th anastigmat,
sec., T. £0
F/3.5 Meyer
Ibsor”5*0
shutter,

14/7.
speeds 1 Nine
to monthly
l/300th payments
sec., T. of£y
. y • Q
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur shutter,
Nine monthly

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

payments

of 17/2.

F/2.9 Meyer
Trioplan
anastigmat,
delayed
Compur
shutter,
speeds
1 to fQ
■ C -action
• ft

l/250th

10

III
With

Tessar lens,
£7 17 6

31 x 21 Voigtlander Inos, f/4.5 Heliar lens,
delayed-action Compur shutter. . £8 10 0
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette de Luxe, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, delayed-action Compur
shutter .
£9 17 6
Bessa,

OV/m
50/-

lens,
5 0

31 x 21 Icarette, double extension, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, plate
back .
£8 17 6

x 21.
Voigtlander
mat41 lens

B..

LEICA MODEL

V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens. Compur shutter .
£6 17 6
3x4
cm. Piccochic, f/2.9 Meyer lens,
Compur shutter .
£5 5 0

24, Charing Cross Road,
shutter,

£10:0:0

FREE

CAMERAS.

WESTMINSTER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

delayed*

Compur

LISTS— POST

V.P. Kodak, R.R.
T. and B .

always

£5:15:0

of 13/5.

FOR

Sent on 7 days’ approval against full cash deposit.

You

of 10/6.

SEND

ROLL-FILM

35-mm. Williamson Tropical Model. 2-in.
f/3.1 Cooke lens, 100ft. film capacity £6 10 0

Roll Film.

Telma

YOU

£18 18 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens,
brilliant and D.V. finders, 50 ft. or 100 ft.
film capacity .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat lens, interchangeable mount,
chromium fittings. As new.... £17 10 0

Hire

ahntter

CAMERA.

CAMERAS

CAMERAS.

35-mm. Ensign, f/3.1 Aldis
film capacity .

VEST-POCKET

24, Charing Cross Road,W.C.1

9i-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera,
latest pattern, f/3.5 lens .
£8 5 0
9!-mm, Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5
lens .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Model 70,
f/3.5 Cooke lens, D.V. finder, 2 speeds

pictuies on
standard
3Jx2J

3-speed

OUTFIT

REAL

GUARANTEED)

31 x 21 Palmos, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens
and f/6.3 Zeiss Tele-Tessar, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£22 10 0

Takes 16

F/6.3 Zeiss Novar anastigmat,
l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec.,
T. and B .
Nine monthly payments
F/4.5 Zeiss Novar anastigmat,
action shutter, speeds l/25th,
l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B...
Nine monthly payments
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
speeds 1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and
B .
Nine monthly payments
F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
speeds 1 to l/3U0tb sec., T. and
B .
Nine monthly payments

THE

30, 1934
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Nine monthly payments
tec., T. and B .

ADVERTISERS.
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XTarious

Methods

By

E. E. TELFER.

OF the several methods for producing
. warm-toned

bromide

and gaslight

prints, sulphide toning is un¬
doubtedly one of the simplest, and one
of the most certain in its results, provided
certain elementary precautions are taken.
It is perhaps generally known that
sulphide toning is an after-treatment,
and that the black-and-white print is
immersed in a " bleacher ” compounded
similarly to the following :
Potassium ferricyanide . . 1 oz.
Ammonium
bromide
. . 1 oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
For use take one part of this to three
parts of water, followed by a short rinse
in water (two minutes is ample), and
the print is then transferred to a 1 per
cent solution of sodium sulphide, where
in the space of about one minute it
assumes a sepia tone.
It must be borne in mind that the
straightforward method
of sulphide
toning does not affect the contrast or
depth of the original print ; it merely
produces a chemical change in the silver
image, the resultant tones being identical
with the original except that they are
sepia instead of black. It follows,
therefore, that if a print can be produced
in black-and-white with a full-strength
amidol or M.Q. developer, it can be
converted into a warm-toned print by
the sulphide method, a fact that should
be remembered when weighing up the
advantages of toning with those of
chloro-bromide papers, which will give
warm-toned
prints by
direct de¬
velopment.
Papers

and

Negatives.

To produce a particular colour, with
the correct amount of contrast, from
different

types

of negatives,

is a very

difficult proposition with chloro-bromide
paper, and it has often been stated
that success with this branch of printing
is largely dependent on using a suitable
negative. With the sulphide toning
method, the type of negative used to
produce the print is not so important,
provided a
white print

of Sulphide
Toning

The following practical article is based on a lecturedemonstration given by the author to the members
of the Kilburn and Willesden Photographic Society.

good contrast black-andcan be made in the first

instance. This is not a difficult propo¬
sition because of the variety of different
contrast bromide papers available.
Different brands of bromide papers
will give different results when toned,
but as a general rule it will be found that
the faster papers, i.e., the “ soft ”
papers, will give a really rich sepia
tone, and that, on the other hand, the
“ extra contrasty ” papers will give a
result more inclined to yellow. Gaslight
papers, and chloro-bromide papers if
toned, will probably give a colour
inclined to yellow also.
Prints that
have been snatched out of the developer
too soon, sometimes give rise to a rather

muddy sepia, but this cannot
cepted as a definite fact.
Improving

Prints

of

Bad

be

ac¬

placing in the bleacher. It should be
left in this solution face downwards,
and at the expiration of the period
quickly rinsed in water and transferred
without delay to the bleacher, when the
operation is carried out as usual. With
practically every brand of gaslight paper
this procedure is advisable, and it will
be found that the subsequent colours
are very much more pleasing than would
way.
have been obtained in the ordinary
Assuming that the print has been
toned and the resultant colour is not
the

best

plan

is to purchase

a packet of Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome’s
“ Brown Toner.” These “ Tabloids ” are
dissolved in a xo per cent solution of
plain hypo (which, incidentally, will
not keep when
made up), and the
toned print is placed in the solution.
In the space of a few minutes the colour
will commence to change, and when a
sufficient change 'has taken place (the
colour will be less warm) the print is
taken out and washed for the usual
time

to remove

Really

wide

all traces

changes

of the

of colour

hypo.
can

be

obtained with these “ Tabloids.” Al¬
though primarily intended for improving
weak
and yellow-toned prints, they
may be used with any type of sepia,
and great modifications in the original
colour are possible.
The

Mercury

Method.

A method not perhaps generally known
of obtaining a very wide range of colours,
from sepia to a pure engraving black, is
by adding mercuric chloride to the
bleaching bath. Mercuric chloride is a
deadly poison, and must therefore be
used with a certain amount of care, but
it places in the hands of the worker a
means of obtaining a very long range of
colours that could not be obtained by
any other means.
If we call the normal bleaching bath
A, and the solution of mercuric chloride
B, the table that follows will give some
idea of the range of colours that may
be obtained.
The
stock solution of mercuric
chloride is :
Mercuric chloride . .
. . 90 grs.
Water to
. .
. .
8 oz.
For use : 1 part of this to 3 parts of
water. And the following is the table
487

guide

Colour.

If the paper to be toned is known to
give a result too yellow, or if a cooler
tone than the paper normally gives is
required, the most satisfactory treatment
in the great majority of cases is to
immerse the print in the sodium sulphide
bath for about three minutes before

pleasing,

which may be used as a working
for experimenting :

ng
B | partS'}Rich Stro

Brown.

Brown.

B

ler
imparts . }Coo

B

CoQl
3 parts! }Ver^

Brown-

}Warm Black‘
B J ?a2s.‘
If a paper with
a normal
Black-white base is
rts!}CoolerEnSraving Black.
6 pa
B i6Ppa
Pure
used
this
it will be found
rts.)process,
B for
that the presence of the mercuric
chloride in the bleacher will tend to give
an effect similar to that which would
have prevailed had the base of the paper
been cream. If this slight staining of
the paper base is not wanted, it can be
considerably mitigated by giving the
print a very thorough washing between
the bleaching operation and placing in
the sodium sulphide. This thorough
washing is not necessary when there is no
mercuric chloride present in the bleacher.
Points
If there

to

Observe.

is a considerable

amount

of

mercuric chloride present, as in the
case of producing a warm
black or
engraving black, a slight intensification
will result. The only way to obtain these
colours, and at the same time not
obtain a print that is too dark, is to
choose a print that is printed just a
little too light in the first place.
It will be seen from the foregoing
that the sulphide toning method offers a
very wide range of tones indeed, and a
print so treated is considered by many
authorities to have a greater permanency
than prints that have not been toned.
Whichever particular method of ob¬
taining different colours by the toning
method is adopted, it is essential that
the

chosen

print

shall

have

been

thor¬

oughly fixed and washed.
It has been often stated that amidol
is the best developer to use in producing
the print, and that development should
be carried to finality. From experiments
with several brands of paper, and with
amidol and M.Q. developers, it has been
found that the results obtained with
both developers are indistinguishable
from each other, and that with prints
receiving development times ranging
from £ minute to 6 minutes in the case
of bromide papers, very little difference
in the resultant colours was noticeable.
One of the chief causes of weak and
yellowish sepias is found in the nature
of the paper used, but practically any
paper can be made to produce excellent
warm tones, if treated with one of1 1the
methods outlined in this article.
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TlAKEN
By

DONALD

Lh

G.

SHELDON.

is to take your subjects unawares. And since “cloaks
of invisibility ” aren’t sold nowadays, you will have to
do a bit of stalking. Half the fun in this kind of photo¬
graphy is in the chase. There is a thrill in securing
your picture without your model knowing anything
about it. Here are a few of the dodges which will enable
you to bring it off most times.
First and foremost, have your camera ready for
immediate action. For fleeting subjects of this kind it
is no use having the camera stowed away in its case.
By the time you have fished it out and got it ready,
your picture may be gone for ever. A small, incon¬
spicuous camera is a great help, as it may be carried
almost unnoticed until needed.

“ Fisher

Lasses.”

(The

underarm

snapshot.)

method

was

used

for

this

CAMERA consciousnes ” is the bugbear of

every photographer who wishes to use
other people as models for his pictures.
You may come across a group of children
busily employed in some game or other, and decide that
here is that perfect subject you havejjjjbeen seeking.
You produce the camera, and
what happens ? They lose all
interest in their occupation and
stand stiffly in a bunch. They
watch your every movement with
an embarrassing intensity, while
their bolder spirits pester you

Watching

Bird photographers work from a
“hide.” When you spot a subject,
look around and see if there is not
some sort of cover from which you
can

requests to “ take our
photos, mister ! ”
If your group happens to
consist of workmen, they lean
on their spades and stare at you
like so many sheep. Should your
intended victims be of the gentler
sex, they giggle, adjust their
waves, and adopt Garbo poses
until the job is done.
Of course, if you are bold
enough and rich enough you
may try bribery. And ten to one
vour model will pose woodenly
and look round at the camera
with

just as you press the trigger.
The only remedy for all this
12

the fishing boats.

shoot.

It may

be a tree, tele¬

graph-pole, doorway, wall,
corner which may screen'
observation while you await
moment for the exposure.
Sometimes it is possible

or houseyou from
a suitable
to get a

viewpoint higher than your models.
Because people tend to notice things
on or below their own level much more
than those at a higher level, you will
probably escape notice for a time. If
the sun is more or less behind you,
this helps also, as people do not see
others so well when they are facing
a bright light.
For reflex users there is another
Getting

sideivays.)
weighed.
(Taken
by " shooting ”

dodge which may often be used
with success. Stand facing in a
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AWARES
direction at right angles to your
intended models, but with the
camera turned sideways so that its
lens points towards them. In this
way you may watch their actions
upon the focussing screen and make
your exposure unknown to them, as
they will think that you are taking
some object in front of you. A
variation of this ' trick may be
employed when using other types
of camera, if you have a companion
who is willing to pose in front of
you. You pretend to take his
photograph, keeping your models'
under observation and snapping

His day out.

you may miss them off the picture, but this is
you, likely
to happen if you do not approach them
less
too closely.
For this kind of photography there is no doubt that
the modern miniature camera is likely to prove extremely

[nthe Park.

(A rapid "one-handed

shot.")

them when a favourable opportunity
arises.
As

a last resort you

may

use

what I call the “ underarm dodge.”
Having prepared the camera and
set the focus at a suitable distance
(all the while still well away from
your subject) you carry the camera
under one arm in such a position
that you can release the trigger
with your thumb . Y ou then saunter

The

slowly nearer to your group, pre¬
tending to be unaware of them and
gazing about as if looking for a
subject. When you reach the posi¬
tion you have decided upon, watch
for a suitable pose, and turning your
body so as to train the camera
upon them, take
As you have no

a “ pot shot.”
finder to guide

'Look!"

(Taken
489

" underarm.")

morning

paper.

useful. Apart from being incon¬
spicuous, most of them have good
shutters and large-aperture lenses.
If these are used in conjunction with
fast film, there will be a certainty of
a large percentage of good shots ; in
fact, the tiny camera, after a little
practice, can be held ready in one
hand, quickly pointed at the object,
the shutter fired and the hand drop¬
ped to the side almost instantly.
13
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice
SNAPSHOTS

FROM

BUS

this heading dealing
in photography.
TOPS.

I MUST now tell you why I was so savage the other day.

Not that I am much better to-day, because the cause
of my wrath has not disappeared, and never will.
We have heard a good deal about taking snapshots
from trains, and my intention was to remind you that we
can rather more easily use a camera from the upper deck
of a bus. It is not convenient in a road coach, which is too
low down, especially when there are roadside hedges. A
double decker puts us well up, so that we can often get a
good view when there are no obstructive trees and buildings
at or near the roadside.
I guessed

I should

be able to get one

or two

typical

t NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

'Jor tfie
landscapes, at fleast, by going over a length of road
which I had not traversed for a couple of years perhaps,
but of which I had pleasant recollections. So I seized
a camera, took train to Croydon, and boarded a bus for
Leatherhead. That seemed far enough for my purpose.
It was.

I got off at Leatherhead, took the first bus back to
Croydon, and the first train back to London. There was
not a landscape to be had. Practically the whole route
was disfigured and ruined by new buildings, garages,
petrol pumps, cinemas and advertisements. The rural
countryside had vanished.
The third illustration is a mild example of what
I saw. There are still a few trees, mutilated to give
room for the buses and lorries, but there are on the
other side of the road, not a row of trees, but a new
villa, petrol pumps and a garage, a cinema, and
similar charming objects of the countryside. This
is
really past.
a beauty-spot
I went
Making
London.
shown as
keel on a

compared

with

some

parts

a second attempt I took some shots in
The upper illustration on this page is
a hint that it is not easy to keep a level
bus top. One is suddenly flung into the

air or swung over sideways, and this sort of lop¬
sided shot may occur at any time. The lower
example was easier, as the vehicle was doing only
about two miles an hour, for obvious reasons.
Most London streets are often deserted like this
nowadays, but sometimes they are really crowded.
On this trip I got off at Barnes Common, and
walked about a bit. As far as I could see it was
impossible to get an open landscape without includ¬
ing buildings and motor vehicles. Most of the
paths and faint tracks across the common have
been improved, as shown in the last illustration.
I took this view while a vehicle with a real horse
was passing, and partly concealing a lorry piled
with faggots ; but in another version there are
five motor vehicles on that short length of road.
Now you know why I am not showing any
pictorial landscapes taken from the top of a bus.
I have got some taken in earlier and happier times,
and there are still some to be got in this way. In
a general way wherever the buses go disfigurement
follows, but the roads are long, and it takes some
time to disfigure every mile of them
The best camera for this sort of work is a small
one with a direct finder. There is no room to
manipulate a large camera, and the shots must be
made at eve-level. As a rule, one of the front seats
is the best, as shots can then be made straight
ahead or from one side. The off side is the better,
as this gives a clear width of road between the
camera and the nearest objects.
It is an advantage if a window is partly open,
14
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PLEASURE
THE

TO

INTRODUCE

AMAZING

NEW

DEKKO
9.5-mm.

CINE

CAMERA

SPECIFICATION
MOTOR. — Precision made high-speed clockwork fitted
with extra powerful spring to run through 30 ft.
film at one winding and good power reserve .

SPEEDS. — Variable from half-speed to normal 16, and
up to REAL
slow motion of approximately
64 per second, by means of new patented speed
regulator. Any intermediate speed obtainable.

STARTING. — Can be set for short shots or continuous
running for self-portraits.
for tricks or animation.

Also

single pictures

VIEW-FINDER. — Brilliant optical view-finder of large
size, built inside the camera,

very

close to lens

to give true reading.

LOADING.— By means

We Allow More for Unwanted Apparatus
r.

-—’POST

THIS TO-DAY- .

t I am interested in a “ Dekko." Please quote,
! without any obligation on my part, your
on my apI highest SUPER ALLOWANCE
! paratus described below, and send me illustrated

movement

i

! Address .

pad.

lenses with standard inter¬

changeable screw mount
lenses of any focus.

for lenses or Telephoto

design — standard
tripod.

>:

FILM. — Takes

colour

standard

black,

Pathe

bushed

9.5-mm.

for

daylight

chargers.

j My apparatus is {Make) .
.
\ Age and condition. .
■

I

LENSES. — Dallmeyer

CASE. — Special wear-resisting Bakelite of patented

I booklet on the new “ Dekko."

j Extras {if any) . .
! Name .

of simplest possible single

gate with sensitive pressure

.

J

FITTINGS. — All outside fittings and the film gate
chromium plated. Strong leather handle and
safety door catch preventing accidental opening.

.
"

.
.

|
!
^

1

Fitted with Dallmeyer f/3.5
20-mm. fixed-focus lens

Fitted with Dallmeyer f/1.9
1-in. Micrometer focussing

£6:6:0 only

£8 : 18:6

De luxe velvet-lined handsewn leather case, 15s. Od.

only
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MATERIAL,
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ORGANISED
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SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

QUALITY
FACTORY

QUICKLY

ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

UNOBTAINABLE

5
j

20
II-

51x3} ..2/10
4*x3i..l/10
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~

15

All gradea.
50
1/9

FLASHPOWDER,

Weston,,

Cxtposi/reiVlefers

stop and shutter reading — you simply can’t help
being right — and the amount you save in films and
money will soon justify the cost of a Weston.
No
batteries — nothing to wear out. This model is 3i in.
long, 2} in. high, lj in. thick and weighs only 8 oz.
Supplied

complete

with

shoulder-strap and leather
case for £11
0 0

MODEL
627 for
Cin6
Cameras.
You simply point
the
Weston
to
your

subject

you get
curate
reading.

and

dead ac¬
exposure
£8

10

0

MODEL
627 LEICAMETER
indicates without calcu¬
lation correct exposure for all Leica work.. . £8 10 0
Easy Payments - first
of 9
equal
monthly
payments
secures your
Weston.
Simply add 5
per cent to cash price
and divide by nine.
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although as far as I can see
there is no risk in making ex¬
posures through the glass. I
have tried this with the lens
pointing straight through the
glass, and also at an angle to
it, but always with the lens
quite close to the glass. If
we look through a window at
an angle we generally find
that the images of the objects
beyond are distorted, some¬
times very badly ; but this is
when we are looking through
a large area of glass. A small
lens, close to the window,
has a different view altogether.
Assuming that the glass is
reasonably clean there seems
to be no objection to photographing through it in this
way ; at the same time I should prefer the clear view
if it were available.
There arises the question of exposure. I am accustomed
to being asked all sorts of questions, and I was not at all
surprised when this one was put to me the other day :
What exposure should I give from a slowly-moving boat ?
Not exposures, mind you, but exposure ; as though, once
you are on a slowiy-moving boat, there is one exposure for
all subjects and in all circumstances. It is a temptation to
give such an answer as this : When working from a slowlymoving boat the correct exposure to give is exactly 1 /392
of a second — no more and no less. I am sure that a good
many would solemnly accept that ; but they would probably
then ask how they were to give that exposure with a single¬
speed shutter.
No doubt my questioner had in mind only the question
of movement. All that could then be said is that the
movement would be the same if the boat were stationary,
and the landscape began to travel past at the speed of a
slowly-moving boat. But he might not be intending to
take only landscapes. He might take someone walking
along the shore in the same direction as the boat, and at
the same rate ; or an express train going in the opposite
direction at sixty miles an hour.
So we might go on, till at last it would be clear that the
only answer would be : The exposure must at any rate

The

Week’s
Wednesday,

Meetings
30th.

May

Borough Poly. P.S. Oil Reinforcement. W. E. Goodchild.
Camberwell C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Croydon C.C. Novelties and Home-made Apparatus
London County Council Staff C.C. Salisbury.
Rochdale

P.S.

“ The

Perfect Negative.”

Thursday,

by Members.

31st.

Bury P.S. Debate on Bromoil.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Discussion on One-man Show.
Northants N.H.P.S. Irthlingborough.
N. Middlesex P.S. Evening by Lantern Committee.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Melbourne.
Oldham P.S. “ Chat on Lenses.” H. Swallow.

Friday,

June

don’t know. For the three examples shown here I gave
i/5oth of a second at f/4.5. That is more than enough for
some subjects, and not enough for others. With the bus
travelling fast in one direction, and other vehicles in the
opposite, 1 /50th of a second is too slow. In dull light, late
in the day, it would be too fast.
This sort of thing can only be tackled by experience,
trial and error, and a certain proportion of failures. The
most expensive super-horsepower electric meter will not
help ; nor will the most elaborate tables of rates of move¬
ment, with distances and angles complete. The only way
to learn how to take snapshots from the top of a bus is to
get on top of a bus and take snapshots.
In spite of my grousing, it is worth trying. It opens up
new subjects, and has that distinct sporting element which
enters into so many forms of photography. Most likely
I shall show you soon quite respectable subjects done in
this way ; but however many I do I am certain that I
shall always prefer a tree to a petrol pump on a country
road — or anywhere else.
W. L. F. W.

Societies will have their meetings announced here if the syllabus
is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

Saturday,

G. E. Oakley.

1st.

June

Bath P.S. Neston.
Cripplegate P.S. Limehouse. Meet Monument Station, 2 p.m.
Exeter C.C. Hembury Fort, Honiton.
Liverpool A.P.A. Burton and Parkgate.
N. Middlesex P.S. Morden College, Blackheath.
Photographic Society of Ireland. Carton and Maynooth.
Scarborough A.P.C. Mulgrave Woods, Sandsend.
Sheffield and H.P.S. Hulley Wood. Meet Exchange St. 2.45 p.m.
South Glasgow C.C. Milngavie.
South London P.S. Camberwell. Meet outside Library, 3 p.m.

at Westminster

June

Monday,

Luton and D.C.C. Perfect Negatives.
Staines P.S. Competition.

Pier, 2 p.m.

3rd.

June

4th

June

5th.

Philip J. Short.

Tuesday,
2nd.

2nd (contd.).

Accrington C.C. Slaidbum.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Saunderton.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Hardcastle Crags.
Medway A.P.A. Bogle and Norton.
Singer C.C. Loch Lomond.
Small Heath P.S. Crofthome.

John Ruskin C.C. Monthly Meeting.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Exposure.

Saturday,

June

South Suburban and C.P.S. Chichester.
Stockport P.S. Prestbury.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. River Trip. Meet

Sunday,

J. H. Price.

May

be short enough to prevent blurring of the image due to
movement of the subject, or the camera, or both. And
that exposure might be quite inadequate for getting a
properly exposed negative, taking into account the light,
the stop, and the speed of the sensitive material.
Therefore, if you ask me what exposure to give when
taking a shot from the top of a bus, I can only say that I

John Ruskin C.C. “ Daylight Portraiture/* W. A. Wilson.
Manchester A. P.S. Evening Ramble.
Nelson C.C. Intensifying and Reducing. R. Woods.
Rotherham P.S. A Discussion on Pictorial Composition.
Whitehall Cinb Society. Annual General Meeting.

Wednesday,
Borough Poly. P.S. Landscape.
Camberwell C.C. Gadget Night and Jumble
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Risley and Croft.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Lecturettes.
Stockport

P.S.

“ Seltona ” Demonstration.

June

6th.

Sale.

Rex

Lowden.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

FOR present-day exhibition-standard work good craftmanship is without doubt the vital principle, and no
amount of faking will help you out if your technique

is at fault. Personally I should have no qualms in ‘ helping ’
a print if I possessed the necessary skill, providing the result
justified it ; but I have to rely for my results, for what they
are worth, on the excellent sensitive material offered to the
photographic public. I have to get what I need in the negative
itself, and this, plus care in selection, exposure and develop¬
ment, makes the production of good prints a simpler matter
than was possible at one time.
“ For my

purpose I use Ilford Soft Gradation

panchromatic

to our Special Representative.

backed plates, and Kodak Supersensitive flat films and film
packs. I do not develop by tank, but prefer the rather oldfashioned method of dish developing. I develop two quarterplates in a half-plate dish at one time, using Azol one in twenty ;
and I carry development to two-thirds the time recommended
in Johnson’s time and temperature table ; but to him packs
I give the full time. I always soak my negatives in plain
water for about thirty seconds before putting them in the
Azol solution, and this I find gives me absolute freedom from
“In common
with most pictorial workers I aim at a softpinholes.
'
graded negative, and working on these lines I can be reasonably
sure of getting what I need. It is the class of negative
that suits my enlarger, to which is fitted a 6-in. Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, and I want nothing better for the
production of good enlargements. I never resort to
contact printing, but usually enlarge to 10x8 on
Kodak Royal tinted bromide paper, contrasty grade,
because I am rather partial to a little diffusion in my
prints, and by the use of this grade, diffusing with
two thicknesses of black ninon for part of the exposure,
I get softened detail and rich shadows by developing
with M.Q. at 65 to 68 degrees, making use of the
factorial system. I like to see the first sign of the
image in twenty seconds, multiplying this by ten as
the factor, which develops the print to finality. Care
should be taken with the test slip to select the section
which gives details in the half-tones, for which purpose
I develop the slip for three minutes and fix before
examination in white light. Some subjects call for a
somewhat warmer tone, in which case I resort to
Azol, using the same strength as for negatives.
“ My present camera is a J-plate T.-P. Duplex
reflex, with which I use a 6-in. Dallmeyer Dalmac
f/3.5 lens and 12-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/5.6 lens,
both being fitted with Dallmeyer X 2 screw-in filters
and hoods. I also use magnifiers, which my optician
adjusted to my sight at little expense, and I have not
now the trouble with focussing which formerly pre¬
cluded me from working with a reflex. I always test
the light by means of an ‘ Ombrux ’ meter.
" It has been truthfully stated in this series of
articles that ‘ It is by comparison and competition
that we progress, and progress is the surest way to
success.’ On this contention I advise readers to
enter competitions regularly. The one run by The
Amateur

Photographer

is graded

into

three

sections,

and in the advanced class expert criticism is sent with
each print returned. I also consider it good to join a
local photographic club and portfolio, a great incentive
to keep up with the other fellows’ work in friendly rivalry.
" I am attached to the Torbay Photographic Society,
whose members have a permanent exhibition in one
of the rooms adjoining the Art Gallery in Torre Abbey,
and if any reader is visiting Torquay this summer he
should make a point of seeing this collection while
The
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Jetty

Head.

By

A.

G.

Warren.

in the Art Gallery.

It will, I think, be worth

while.”
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(See article, " How

1 make

my

Exhibition

Pictures,"

on the opposite page.)

A. G. Warren.
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the Exhibition

of Overseas

and Colonial Prints, nojo open at the Royal Photographic

Society, 35, Russell Square, W.C. 1.)

S. M. Lewis.
(S. Africa.)
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i. — “ A

Family

By Mrs.

2. — “ Through the Horseshoe ."

Fishing-Party ."

By

R. B. Fea.

5. — “ Bale

By

and

Barroiv."

L . D. Hoddle.

3. — “On

the Summer

(No author's name

Tour."

given.)

6. — “ Approaching

Snowdon."

A. J. Soye .
By

H. Hanson.

4. — “ At

By H.
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Some

Critical Comments

“

the Summer Tour,” which
has been submitted anony¬
mously, and which is num¬
bered 3 of the prints reproduced on
the opposite page, gives quite an
excellent impression of the country¬
side as it is at the present time. It
is delightfully sunny, and retains just
that feeling of freshness that is
characteristic of the season of spring
and -the beginnings
The

Spirit

of summer.

of the

Scene.

It is good in so much as it has caught
the spirit of the scene, and its attrac¬
tion is easily seen and appreciated.
It is true that a more sophisticated
rendering would result from a slight
artificial darkening of the sky — its
blue never seems so deep as when
viewed through a screen of foliage —
and the expedient would also have the
advantage of lending a greater value to
the sunlight below ; but, even in these
days, when motor cars are so ubiquit¬
ous, they do seem not a little out of
keeping in a subject of this sort.
The introduction of the car might
possibly be considered pardonable if
the subject needed a dark accent and
nothing more appropriate were at
hand. Actually, it is entirely super¬
fluous, and the impression would be
better without it, for the second tree
on the right makes quite a good prin¬
cipal item and the shadowed foreground
needs no added embellishment.
In some things, of course, a car
would not be out of place, but, in
this instance, its incongruity is obvious,
and it is a wonder that its inclusion
was ever permitted, particularly in
view of the attractiveness of the work
in other respects.
A somewhat similar suggestion arises
from the presence of the telegraph
wires in No. 4, “ At Gibraltar,” by
H. Furse. They may not be quite
so anomalous, for the presence of
buildings might be advanced as -some¬
thing in the nature of extenuating
circumstances ; but they do appear as
a disfigurement, and impair an attrac¬
tion the print would otherwise possess.
Inadvertent

Intrusions.

There is no disguising the fact that
they are an oversight. They are so
insistent that it is improbable that
anyone would have allowed them to
appear had they been noticed at the

. r

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced
the opposite page.

time of exposure, for it would only
have meant a slight drop in view¬
point or one a bit closer to have
avoided them altogether.
Disregarding this unfortunate fea¬
ture, the subject seems to be well
handled ; the composition makes up
very well, and the effect of sunshine
on the rocks is nicely brought for¬
ward. The latter effect would gain
in importance if the foreground were
in ' shadow ; but, with the present
lighting, that is impossible, and if
such a time were chosen when the
shadow in question were present, it
is scarcely conceivable that the effect
would then be existent on the rocks.
However, the point is one to keep
in mind, for, in pine cases out of ten
where the middle distance is in sun¬
shine, it needs a dark foreground to
show it to advantage, and, sooner or
later, such a combination will be
found.
The

Shadowed

Foreground.

It may not be quite so well brought
out as it might have been, but there
is a hint of the combination we have
in mind in No. 6, “ Approaching
Snowdon,” by H. Hanson.
Here, the dark of the foreground
heightens the effect of sunlight and
shadow in the middle distance, and
beyond, in the distance itself, the
mountain is partly in light and partly
in shade. Both the idea and the
composition are good, but where the
subject might be better managed is in
the distinctions of tone in the middle
distance.
The tones in sunlight are not quite
bright enough, nor are the shadows
sufficiently deep, and this is the sort
of thing where a panchromatic plate,
suitably screened, would make all
the difference. The ordinary emul¬
sion, or even a panchromatic without
a screen, seems to exaggerate the
effect of atmosphere, and loses the
more subtle of distant gradations ;
but this loss is corrected and the
distinctions of tone rendered in their
full beauty if fully colour-sensitive
plates or films are employed in the
proper way.
Under-exposure and over-develop¬
ment of the negative have to be
guarded against, of course, but, with
suitable treatment, such emulsions do

on

respond, and give a rendering that
can be obtained by no other means.
Brilliance

in

Rendering.

They are particularly useful, too,
in giving a brilliance of rendering to
subjects like No. 3, and, at the present
time, enable an impression of the fresh¬
ness of the new foliage to be retained
in any scene where it is manifest.
It would be useful in a case like
No. 1, “A Family Fishing - Party,”
by Mrs. R. B. Fea, for it would bring
out something of the gradations in
the distant hillside, as well as affording
an improvement in the rendering of
the tones of the sky. Here, there is
just a hint of a cloud, and this would
be more finely developed. These
additions, while slight enough in
themselves, would have the effect of
making the group of figures stand out
even more prominently than they
now do, and would, in consequence,
stress their attraction and the appeal
of the picture.
The standing figure, perhaps, might
have been caught in a more fortunate
pose, but, as the print stands, the
group has an element of good form
about it, and to find fault with the
way one item is disposed might be
considered somewhat hypercritical.
Over- Restriction.
“ Through

the Horseshoe,”

by L. D.

Hoddle (No. 2), shows a curious struc¬
ture — more curious than pleasing —
but it fills so much of the space, and so
much of some of the cattle is cut off,
that the subj ect appears over-restricted .
A more distant viewpoint is indi¬
cated, and, if the subject be thought
worth while, might be adopted on
another occasion. The interest, how¬
ever, seems more topographical than
pictorial, and, from the latter stand¬
point, there would scarcely be a
sufficient incentive to justify a repe¬
tition.
A similar sense of restriction, but
in a modified form, arises from the
scale in which the figure is shown in
No. 5, “ Bale and Barrow,” by A. J.
Soye. He is just a bit too big for
the setting in which he is seen, but,
in view of the difficulties in securing
a figure at all, to say nothing of the
pleasing effect of sunshine, the effort
must be regarded as an achievement.
"

Mentor.”
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P ictorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ THE
A T first glance, it may

not be easy

LA to see exactly what this subject
is supposed to represent, but,
upon inspection, it becomes apparent
that it is a study of the shadow of a
bridge seen from a considerable height.
A portion of the structure itself is seen
on the right, but the intention seems
to be to magnify the shadow so that
it takes rank as the most important
element of the picture.
Intention

and

SHADOW,”

by S. M. Lewis
.
from it.

space permit, it would be interesting to
speculate and pursue at length, but, in
this instance, we must be content to
draw attention to its elemental force
and undeniable power.
That power is not inconsiderably
stressed by the opposition afforded by
the line of the stream. This is not so
forceful as the other, partly because it

lacks the other’s strength of tone, and
partly because the curve it assumes is

Execution.

Whether the subject is one
that appeals to us or not, and
there is bound to be a di¬
versity of opinion on such an
unusual representation, there
is but little doubt that the

Even

in so small a feature as

this there is a departure from the
usual run of things, for here it is the
shadow that is repeated in the original,
whereas it is more usual to find that
the sense of repetition arises from the
imitation in the shadow of the form
of the substance.
It might be advanced, in addition,
that there is something of a suggestion
of pattern arising from that imitation
and repetition, but it is but
slight, and the real intention
appears to be the exaltation
of the shadow to such a point
that it becomes the pictorial
motive. That so much is
achieved is undeniable, but,
after admitting the cleverness
with which it has been done

intention has very effectively
been brought to execution,
for, once the idea has been

and the ingenuity

devoted

to

the arrangement of the com¬
position, most people will
agree that, apart from the
novelty of the subject and its
treatment, the real artistic

grasped, it is scarcely possible
to see anything at all but that
shadow (1).
It is almost overpowering,
and much of its effectiveness
is attributable to the force of

appeal

verges

on

the

negli¬

its placing, which occurs al¬
most precisely upon one of
the diagonals. Its power and
strength are apparent, but the
device is but rarely employed
over the full length of the

There may be an element
gible.
of imaginativeness in the
choice of such material for a

diagonal, and only occasion¬
ally is it to be seen in part.
It is sometimes seen in por¬
traiture, where the arms are
utilised to lead up to the head ;
but even that is seldom

attention, and there is nothing
to excite a real sense of beauty.
It is the sort of thing that

The

can be done, by means of the
camera, with facility, and its

The power of position that is im¬
parted by the placing of the chief item
on one of an intersection of divisions
of thirds is known to most of us, and,
no doubt, some of that strength is
attributable to the fact that any such
intersection must occur on one or other
of the diagonals, or, conversely, the
strength of the diagonal may be due to
the fact that it must cross two of such
intersections.

The
20

point is one

Power.

upon

which,

Stunt.

subject, but, once the effect
of its shock tactics has passed
there is little to retain the

adopted, and it is impossible
to recall a case in recent years
where its whole length from
comer to corner has been
shown without a break.

Elemental

Photographic

did

not so insistent as the straighter line
of the shadow. The curve makes for
grace while the straight line makes

for

strength, and that strength is empha¬
sised by the counter-direction in which
the curve is seen.
A yet further emphasis is afforded
by the presence of part of the structure
of the bridge itself in the lower righthand comer. It imparts a sense of
imitation, mainly because of a simi¬
larity of direction and a certain
sameness in shape, besides which, it is
evident that the shadow emanates

only merit, if merit it be, lies
in its unusual selection of
material, and in the choice of
viewpoint. How far these
qualities justify its perpetration is
left to the reader to determine, as,
for the sincere critic, it only remains
to characterise it as a photographic
stunt. It is the sort of th ng that
results from straining after novelty.
It can exert no more than an eph¬
emeral and transitory attraction, but,
at the same time, it is possible that it
may provide a lesson in concise con¬
struction, which may be of service in
designing pictures of a saner character
and more abiding appeal.
" Mentor.”
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SUPERCHROM
EXPRESS

ROLL

FILM

A Film of really remarkable speed —
2700 H. & D. or 26° Schemer, with
very great latitude, exceptionally fine
grain, and entirely anti-halo.
Superchrom Film provides the equiv¬
alent of a lens of double the rapidity
—invaluable for the very shortest
exposures and indoor photography —
and enabling you with an inexpensive
camera to take subjects yqu could
not have attempted before.

Call it Gayvert

Also

GEVAERT

WALMER

LTD.

in Film

Packs

with

ROAD

T he SIX-16 KODAK

unique

removal

feature.

LONDON,

W.io

JUNIOR

takes bigger pictures
The new Six-16 “Kodak” Junior takes pictures 4{- by 2\ in., and with the
fine “Twindar” Lens and “Kodon” Shutter costs only £2.7.6. It is a
Kodak 1934 model and its special features include : Instant opening ; Closes
at a touch ; Two-position focussing, 5 to 10 ft. and 10 ft. to infinity ; Built-in
self-timer ; Duplicate speed and shutter markings on top of shutter.
Also supplied with /6.3 anastigmat lens.

SIX-20 “BROWNIE”
Takes landscapes, groups and close-ups —
it is 1934’s most versatile and original box
camera. Set for each subject by merely
moving a lever. Entirely new loading
device. Fitting for cable release. Extra
large brilliant finders. Price

17/6.
Kodak

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR
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”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

Limited,
WITH

Kingsway,

London,

ADVERTISERS.
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There

is no

better

GAMAGES

THE ZEISS IKON
NETTAR SERIES
This remarkable range of cameras com¬
prises models with various lenses and
shutters. Each model definitely represents
the finest value in its class. Illustration
shows

the

Telma

shutter

A

model

beautiful

and

fitted

with

latest

f/4.5 Nettar

little camera.
Price

than

D.A.

anastigmat.

ALDIS

5 Gns.

ZEISS IKON

SUPER
IKONTA

The

outstanding

1934.

For

camera

standard

fitted self-erecting
Compur

distance

finish

of

roll films,

front, f/4.5 Tessar,

latest D.A.
accurate
course

success

2ix3|

shutter,

and

meter,

distinguished

by

FREE

dead

and

Zeiss

i \d. stamp.

Ikon

ALDIS

throughout.

for special

on request. Aldis Lens Book. For

Test Chart postcard , please send

of

£17
Used Camera BARGAINS

Send

the

BROTHERS,

SPARKHILL,

BIRMINGHAM

leaflet.

Price

2ix 3i Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar,

D.A. Pronto

shutter.

List £7 5s.

New12
£5

THE TE
THINNEST
ETUI”
NT & LIGHTEST
PA
DOUBLE-EXT CAMERA

6

9 x 12 or }-pl. Miroflex, i/2. 7 Tessar, yellow filter. Cost £80. £32 10 0
J-pl. Popular Pressman, f/3.4 Aldis-Butcher, revolving back, F.P. adapter,
slides and roll-holder, rase .
2J x 3} Ernemann Roll Film or Plate, f/6.8, 7-speed
cross, 3 slides and screen .

£7 15 6
shutter, rise and
£1 9 g

Dallmeyer Large Adon 1/4.5 14-in. Telephoto, in focussing mount.

£20 1 os.

As new .

J-pl. Adams’ Vesta, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compound

F.P. adapter .
2J x 4J Ensign

Carbine,

f/7.7 Aldis

lens, 6-speed

on the market

List

£7 10

FOR PLATES
FILM PACKS

0

shutter, £2
3 slides,
0 0

shutter.

Ensign Speed Reflex, 2fcx 3i Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis Uno.

As
£2 new
0

0

List £7£417s.
19 6d.6

i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £35.

As new .
Gamages

definitely

£15 15

make

the

highest

0

allowance

★ for Cameras, Binoculars, Telescopes, Pro¬
jectors, etc., etc., in part e
for other apparatus. Easi¬
est of Easy
ments, too.

S\

No.

136

Model

II. Double

Extension

Patent

Etui

Camera, with Carl Zeiss F/4.5 Tessar Lens, 10.5-cm.
focus, in D.A. Compur shutter, speeds I to I /25Cth
sec. Including 3 Plate-holders in wallet.
This model of the famous Patent Etui is a
perfect masterpiece of fine craftsmanship
and compactness. It combines with supreme
portability all the refinements essential to
really serious photography.

£15: 15 : O
Write

GAMAGES,
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MEWS
^

AND

REVIEWS

EXHIBITIONS AND
COMPETITIONS

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST FROM ALL QUARTERS

CURRENT

The Brondesbury Cine Society is
presenting a programme of amateur
films, produced by members of the
Society, at the Studio, 100, Chamberlayne
Road, Kensal Rise, N.W.10, on Saturday,
June 2nd, at 4.30 and 8 p.m., and on
Sunday, June 3rd, at 4 and 7.30 p.m.
Prices of admission, is. 6d., including
tax. Tickets are obtainable in advance
from B. Ludin, 134, High Street,
Notting Hill Gate, W.n, or H. Baker,
206, Church Road, Willesden, N.W.10.

be sent free to any reader of The Amateur
Photographer on application. They are
“ How to do your Own Developing,”
“ How to make Gaslight Prints,” “ How
to do Flashlight Photography,” " How
to make Bromide Prints.” If at the
same time a P.O. for is. 7d. is sent a
trial set of chemicals sufficient to develop
and fix 12 spools of film, and to make
3 dozen gaslight prints, will be supplied.

£280 in prizes for pictures taken this
year in the Isle of Man are offered to
amateur photographers. Full particulars
and guide will be sent free on application
to Mr. P. A. Clague, Publicity Depart¬
ment, Isle of Man.

“THE A.P.”
MONTHLY COMPETITIONS

The Photographic Society of Ireland
has just concluded a very successful
session and the members are looking
forward to an enjoyable summer session.
A list of twelve outings has been arranged
and the Society would welcome on the
excursions any photographers in the
Dublin area who may not be members
of the Society. Application forms for
membership and full information may
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. A. V. Henry, 34, Lr. Beechwood
Avenue, Ranelagh.
The Secretaryship of the Hull P.S.
has recently changed hands. Mr. Dyer
has resigned, and Mr. Wm. Jackson, of
105, Park Grove, Hull, has taken his
place.
__ _
Mr. Reginald Clarke has resigned
the post of Secretary and Treasurer to the
King’s Heath and District Photographic
Society owing to an increasing demand
on his time. Mr. L. Lowenthal, of
30, Woodville Road, King’s Heath,
Birmingham, 14, has been elected in his
stead, and all correspondence relating
to the Society should be directed to the
above-mentioned address.
Address wanted. — The Westminster
Photographic Exchange (62, Piccadilly,
W.i) have received a postcard com¬
munication, regarding miniature appara¬
tus from a Mr. P. G. Whitmarch, post¬
marked “ Penzance,” but no address was
given. Will the writer please supply this ?
Messrs.

R. F. Hunter,

Ltd., of Celfix

House, 51, Gray’s Inn Road, London,
W.C.i, have just issued their 1934 General
Catalogue of Photographic Apparatus,
Accessories and Sundries. It is a wellproduced book, very fully illustrated,
and contains particulars and prices of
all the firm’s specialities. A copy will
be sent to any reader of " The A.P.” post
free on request.
Messrs. Johnson & Sons, of Hen¬
don, London, N. W.4, have issued four use¬
ful little instruction booklets which will

AND

FUTURE.

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will
be included here every week if particulars are sent
by the responsible organisers.
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, May 31. Rules in this issue.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition. — May 9-June
9. Secretary, H. Coker, 4, Wimbledon Park Road,
Southsea.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, E. Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez, Brussels.
International Salon (Poznan, Poland). — Open, June
1-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa
Milosnikow Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan,

AWARDS

FOR

Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21-July 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Open, June 21-25. Particulars from M. Danos,
Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (Societe Photographique de

APRIL.

EXHIBITION pictures in considerable numbers

are now finding their way into our competitions.
We note that many of the pictures that are
submitted have appeared at various recent exhibitions
in different parts of the country. The quality of these
prints, however, merely confirms our previous estima¬
tion of the standard of the Advanced Workers’ Section,
which remains consistently high throughout, and many
pictures that are first entered in this competition
subsequently find their place on the walls of important
shows. The Intermediate and Beginners’ Sections are
again well supported with prints of first-rate quality.
The awards are as follows :
Advanced Workers’ Section.
First Prize. — “ Corner of England,” by J. H. Clark,
304, Qamberwell New Road, London, S.E.5.
Second Prize. — “ Winter,” by John Muller, 53,
E. 182nd Street, Bronx, N.Y.C., New York.
Third Prize. — “ Frugal Fare,” by J. Almond, 80,
Hindle Street, Darwen.
Mounting Prize. — “ My
Sepatum Road, Bangkok,
Certificates of Merit. — “
Evans, 126, Northcote

Dad,” by- R. D. Pestonji,
Siam.
Spring Cleaning,” by W. T.
Road,. Clapham Junction,

London, S.W.n ; ‘‘The Skipper’s Son,” by Geo. E.
Jarvis, 980, W. n Avenue, Vancouver, B.C., Canada;
“ Stragglers,” by J. B. Redfern, Aboyne, Moore
Avenue, Harton, South Shields.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped,
those in the first group receiving honourable mention.
The others have been marked Class 1, Class 2 and
Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows :
J. Almond (Darwen) ; J. H. Clark (Camberwell) ;
G. Crosby (East Ham) ; Mrs. Cecil Dean (Yateley,
Hants) ; M. Desai (Poona) ; R. C. L. Herdson (London,
S.E.) ; John T. Hibbert (Kidderminster) ; W. Jackson
(Hull) ; D. W. Jenkins (Cardiff) ; Harry Jones
(Eastham, Ches.) ; W. G. Kennings-Kilboum (Chertsey) ; Sorab J. Kharegat (Bombay) ; N. D. Kooka
(Bombay) ; S. K. Koparkar (Poona) ; Miss Pennethorne (kay wards Heath) ; R. D. Pestonji (Bangkok,
Siam) ; Godfrey P. Phillips (Bedford Park) ; C E.
Rollinson (Newport, Mon.) ; Rinn Romain (Co. Cork) ;
Miss Margaret Stephenson (Aberdeen) ; (2) A. G.
Warren (Torquay) ; (2) L. C. Williams (Tamworth,
N.S.W.).
Intermediate

Section.

First Prize. — “ Taking the View,” by Frank Major,
98, Astley Street, Dukinfield, Cheshire.
Second Prize. — “ Fascination,” by Helen Louise
Barham, 115, Louise Avenue, Nashville, Tenn., U.S.A.
W.

Certificates of Merit. — “ Their Evening Stroll,” by
H. Bull, 128, Lowther Street, Haxby Road. York ;

“ The

Commoner,”

by Chas. Emniott,

28, Edenhurst

Road, Stockport, Cheshire ; “ ^undav Morning,” by
E. B. Marks, Regent Street, Stoke-on-Trent ; “ York¬
shire Moors,” by Lilian E. Watts, 5, Clovelly Gardens,
Whitley Bay, Northumberland.
Beginners’ Section.
First Prize. — “ Her First Stitches,” by Andrew
McDougall, 376,. Beresford Avenue, Toronto, Ont.,
Canada.
Second Prize. — “ And so to Bed,” by R. A. Rushton,
55, Penkville Street, Stoke-on-Trent.
Certificates of Merit. — “ Dog Portrait,”

by

N.

Kindred. 33, Melville Road, Ipswich ; “ Pewter,” by
Clive Mordaunt. The Square, Retford, Notts ; “ Waterlilies,” by O. Swain, Darley Hall, Luton, Beds. ;
“ Shabbingdon,” by Albert S. A. Wooster, 117, Dashwood Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks.
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Touraine), Tours (Indre-&-Loire), France.
The Western Salon of Photography. — Open, May 26
to Saturday, June 9, inclusive. Particulars from
N. J. Foster, 161, Muller Road, Horfield, Bristol.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Open, June 15-30. Secretary, A. S.
Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta, Turin, Italy.
Paris Salon. — Open, October 6—21. Secretary, M. E.
Cousin, Society Franyaise de Photographie, 51, Rue de
Clichy, Paris (9E).
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Entries, June 11 ; open, June 30July 8. Particulars from Hon. Salon Secretary, 69,
Denmark Hill, S.E. 5.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 2i-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beachfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August 24
-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30. Fur¬
ther particulars from Secretary, Flong Kong Uni¬
versity A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo.
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.VV.i.
t Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition.— Entries,
September 24; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton St., Rotherham.
Johnson’s Holiday Competition. — Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from John¬
son & Sons, Ltd., Hendon Way, N.W.4.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
“ 232 ” and “ Sandom ” Photographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable

prizes. Full details and entry forms from “ 232 "
Photographic Competition, 38, Wood Street, London.
23
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OF
IN¬
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FOR
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CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINE
APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Filming the Derby “ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”
The Derby is not merely a horse race. It is, in a sense, a festival of far greater importance — and the best results are
to be obtained only by filming it as such.
How this may be done is now described by a practical cinematographer .

THOROUGHBRED racing is full of

lively opportunities for the actionsubject film-maker. Nor is he
compelled to shoot upon any given day
or in any particular locality, for meetings
are held with fair regularity at numerous
venues throughout the country.
At the present time, the outstanding

attraction is the Epsom
Derby — uni¬
versally regarded as the foremost of all
events in this sphere of sport. The
Derby, however, is different from most
other races in that vast and enthusiastic
crowds usually gather to watch the
race from every available point of the
course. As a consequence of this, the
cinematographer’s chances
comprehensive document
are somewhat restricted.
The

of making a
of the race

Scenario.

Despite this handicap, there is no
reason why any serious effort to film the
race should fail. The effort, however,
can hardly be rqade by the lone worker.
With two cameras at different parts of
the course something can be attempted.
With four cameras more ambitious
work can be achieved ; but the ideal

Scenes in the paddock, the parade —
and the long climb across from the
paddock to the starting-gate, all must
be included in the scenario before an
inch of the film is exposed.
On

Location.

It is advisable
early

as possible.

“ atmosphere

to get on
By

” shots

location

as

so doing,

all the

mentioned

in the

scenario can be secured and “ pitches ”
occupied before crowds have man¬
aged to congregate about the rails. The
disposition of the party is referred to
later ; but in cases where the group is
small and where it is necessary for a
cameraman to secure several early shots,
the member detailed to “ cover ” the
start need not take up his position until
a quarter of an hour before the race.
Exciting scenes are always to be
witnessed just before the start, hence a
little rapid cutting may be kept in mind
when these scenes are being photo¬
graphed. The belated investor rushing
his stake with “ the old
place
up to the
firm,”
tic-tac man feverishly signal¬

ling market fluctuations from the big
ring, spectators in the stands eagerly
raising their prismatics in anticipation
of the start — and
the pressure of
the crowd about the double fencing
surrounding the course, all can be shown
in a series of cross-cuts progressively
shortening to heighten the tempo.
Then comes the moment of the start.
The silk-hatted starter — anxious not to
miss the first opportunity of sending all
the horses off in a line — may be shown
concentrating upon his task. A rapid
movement
of his hand on the lever
release may be followed by a quick
cut

to show

the

many-stranded

barrier

of the " gate ” shooting upwards. Almost
immediately after this, provision may
be made for inserting the title, “ They're
Off ! ” (trite, but an ideal cine caption) ;
and only then should the galloping move¬
ment ot the horses be shown.
The

Cameramen.

The most expert member of the party
should be detailed to cover the start and
secure

the

varied

shots

of last-minute

unit for Derby filming is a party of five
or six. Only a few years ago, the writer
was included in the last-minute forma¬
tion of such a party ; so pleasing were
the mass results that they were subse¬
quently included as a documentary
sequence of the C. S. Cine S. him “ Specu¬
lation,” one of the few classic productions
of 1930.
Before commencing to him, it is
desirable to plan some kind of scenario.
Without it, you may miss certain con¬
necting shots that immediately spring
to mind when planning a continuity — but which, strangely enough, do not
appear at all signihcant when
tered without the scenario.

encoun¬

The plan need not take long to prepare.
A fairly polished script of this kind can
be made out in an hour or so, whilst a
worse one could take much
longer.
There should, of course, be a variety of
introductory or “ atmospheric ” shots.
These will naturally embrace the tipsters,
gipsies, “bookies,” caterers, and other
side-shows associated with the Derby.
Close-ups should run rather frequently
throughout the whole film — though the
footage expended upon each shot must
be fairly generous, in order to avoid
nullifying the effect of some quicker
cutting which must be relied upon to
preserve the tempo when the race shots
come on to the screen.
24

A good position

to secure for a cini shot at Vie Derb'\

The field at the mile post.
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action. He
should also manage
to
expose a few feet of film on the horses in
the paddock. After this', he can cross
the hill ahead of the parade and secure
an intimate semi-close-up of every horse
in the single-file procession to the gate.
Here he must follow the last horse on
to the course, otherwise he is liable to
be shut off by the crowd — which imme¬
diately closes in about twenty yards
behind the horses.
The horses do not appear to find their
full speed until they have covered the
first forty yards or so, and this is not in
keeping with the exciting tempo already
promised by the earlier shots. For this
reason, little of the actual start apart
from

the getaway

should

be

to show

much

they pass round the bend towards the
straight.
At the finish of the course there is a
steady rise in the ground, and this
tends to nullify the usual terrific finishing

newsmen

have

a

tactics to such an extent that “ broad¬
side ” shots of horses and flying hoofs
may be secured from the rails about this
part of the course. Such shots will not
be entirely free from blur, but it is well
known that blur in an occasional frame
is not nearly so objectionable as, say,

reserved

“ pitch ” at the best point on the inner
bend — and they generously permitted
two members of the writer’s own unit to
work from this enclosure ; but, obvi¬
ously, this facility cannot be extended
to all the amateur workers one sees at the

only
slight fuzziness
in aof ‘'still.”
A graphic
impression
the finish also
should be secured, and for this to be

Derby ! It is therefore better to select
two viewpoints at this bend — one to
cover the horses as they approach the
bend and the other to cover them as

EVENTS

r

properly handled at least two cameras
should be detailed to work near the
winning-post.

the AMATEUR
The Amateur
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Photographer and Cinematographer' s Diary of Forthcoming Events .

JUNE,

1934.

Date.

Place.

Place.

Event.

Hatfield.

1-2.

Bath and West Agricultural
Show
. .
. .
: .
Cattle Show
Scottish Games . .

I.
2.
2.
2.

Agricultural

Show

" Trooping
the
Horse Guards

2.

Polo

344-

4-9.

4-IO.

3-96.
6.
6.
6-7.
6-9.
6-9.

Cup

Final

Colour
Parade ”

on

The King’s Birthday.
Riding of the Marches . .
Speech Day, Eton College
Essexships
Lawn Tennis ChampionOpen Bowls Tournament
Yachting Week . .

Championship Dog Show
" Mav Week ” Activities
Royal Counties Agricultural
Show
Scottish Professional Golf Championship
Shooting Meeting at Deckmont
Lanimer Day
Duke and Duchess of York at

6-10.

Royal

7- Coronation

7-

8.
8-9. 78.

First

Counties Show
Cup Race Meeting

Test Match — England
Australia
The Oaks Race Meeting
Commond
Riding

Oxford.

June

,,

Chapelton.
Alloa.
Cumberland.

v.

1514-16.
1516-23.
16-23.
i5-r6.

London.

Lanark.
Windsor.

l6.
17-19.
18-23.
i7-2318-23.

Southend.
Bath.
Southend.
Kinross.
Brooklands.

20.
20-23.
19-22.

Epsom.
Blackpool.
Cambridge.

20.
21.

Salisbury.

21-30.

Hertfordshire Agricultural Show
Wightman
Cup Lawn
Tennis
Team Match — Great Britain
v. U.S.A. at Wimbledon . .
Royal Horse Show
Magna
Charta Celebrations
Race Meeting
Air Pageant
Historical Pageant of Ayrshire
Military Searchlight Tattoo
County Golf Championship
Annual Fair
Visit of H.M.S. " Week
Cygnet . . ”
Commemoration
Croquet Tournament.
Highland Agricultural
Ancient Fair

Midsummer

Day — Sunrise

23-

Epsom.

Prince of Wales’s Birthday.
Burning of Fires on Hill-tops.
Motor Race Meeting

24.

Motor Cycle Grand Prix
Grand Prix de Paris
Race Meeting

25-26.
25-29.

Open

Hawick
Epsom. .

Tex

London.

July
26-28.7.
27.

Bogside.
Roehampton.
Shelsley Walsh.
Kempton Park.
Canterbury.

27.
28.

29-30.

,,,,

North

,,

Berwick.

Golf

>»

Lawn Tennis Championships . .
Agricultural and Hound Show
Prince of Wales at Kent County

King manbury
and Queen open Chartered
Insurance Institute, Alder-

30.

30.
30.
30-

Buxton.
Llandudno.
Gainsborough.
London.

Cornwall.
Brooklands.
Holland.
Paris.
Folkestone.
Sandwich.
Wimbledon.
Peterborough.
Maidstone.
Bath.

London.
Letterkenny.

. .

Royal Air Force Display
West
Bromwich
Agricultural
Show
Sports Meeting, Dens Park
Braw Lads’ Gathering . .

Dundee.

.

Championship

Gaelic Festival
Race Meeting

,,

Hereford.

Stonehaven.
Oxford.
Bournemouth.
Glasgow.
Maidstone.

. .
. .

Fair
Archery Meeting

28-29.
25Isle of Man.
Isle of Man.

Aldershot.
Forfar.
Ayr.
Boroughbridge

London.
Pitlochry.
Second Test Match at Lord’s
Highland Tattoo and Revels

2323-

Kettering.

Lanark.
Ayr.

Stonehenge.

cere-

Salisbury.

Nottingham.

. .

London.
Richmond.
Runnymede.

Olympia

2 2.
22.

Glasgow.
Lanark.

. .
Show

Ancient Well-dressing Custom
Rose Day Festival
Duke mo
ofnyGloucester at Lincolnshire Agricultural Show . .
International Horse Show at

22.
Nairn.

Prince of Wales at Northamptonshire Agricultural Show . .
Austin’s World Championship Rodeo . .
July 6.
Race Meeting
Polo Cup Meeting
9Motor Hill-Climbing Trial
9Race Meeting
9Canterbury Cathedral Festival
9-16.
911-15.
International Tourist Trophy
9Motor Cycle Races
1 1-16.
Open Bowls Tournament
12-14.
Three
Counties Agricultural
Show
12-15.
Scottish Women’s Golf Tournament
13Alexandra Day.
13School Sports, Dens Park

14.
14-16.

Roehampton.

. .

National Angling Club’s Meeting
Motor Cycle Race Meeting
The Derby

6-7.

”

professional

Event.

June

>>

it is desired

The first real racing of the horses can
be filmed as they approach the bend
known as Tattenham Corner. Here the

FORTHCOMING

Date.

>>
i)

where

of' this the close-up action of releasing
the gate may be secured at the start of
another race.

SUBJECTS

ACTION

8.

included —

though

Sandown
Hendon.

Park.

West Bromwich.
Dundee.
Galashiels. 25
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Fitting a Filter.

‘Deciders’

7V

General. — All communications

Editor

Questions

ANSWERED

for the Editor

and Cinematographer
, Dorset ofHouse,
Stamford
give
the name and address
the writer.
Contributions. — The

I expect to take a variety of subjects on my holi¬
day — sea and sky, mountains, architecture and
general views. YVould it be advisable for me to
put a gelatine filter between the lens components,
and leave it there ? If so, what would be the
best filter ?
T. A. (Burnley.)

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception, must

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper onlv. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) See '■ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in anv case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be dearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as ' How can 1 take interiors ? ” or " Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query " or ” Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection ot those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa I
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut trom the latest issu.
to reach the enquirer.

Sensitising

Carbon

Rust

Tissue.

Can you give me an acid-bichromate bath for
sensitising carbon tissue by immersion ?
F. L. (Rotherham.)

A
by

bath recommended for the purpose
H. W. Bennett is prepared thus :
Potassium bichromate . .
4 drs.
Citric acid . .
. .
. .
1 dr.

Ammonia (.880) . .
. .
3 drs.
Wa,ter
. .
. .
25 oz.
The tissue is immersed in this for two

on

Films.

I send a negative, one of several which, as you
see, have rust on them from the metal dish. As
no amount of washing removes it, can you tell
me what to do ?
R. L. R. (Highgate.)

We think the best plan will be to use
a weak solution of oxalic acid — -not more
than 4 or 5 grains to each ounce of water.
The acid is very poisonous, and must
be used with caution.

Pyro

be used as soon as possible after sensi¬
tising, as it does not keep in good con¬
dition long.

The following gives good results with
most plates, the shadows being rich
and transparent.
Pyro
. .
. .
. . 10 grs.
Potassium bromide
. . 10 grs.

Black.

I want to give a number of pieces of card an
absolutely dead black matt surface. How can
this be done easily and effectively ?
W. McK. (Ayr.)

Several
able, but

forms of dead black are availsome of them are inclined to

be slightly glossy if two or more coats
are applied. We advise the following
procedure. Size the cards if necessary.
Apply an even coat of a black varnish
of the Brunswick black type, and while
this is still tacky, sprinkle it liberally
with vegetable black, stumping chalk,
or similar fine black powder. After a
day or so, brush off the surplus powder,
and you should then have just the kind
of surface you apparently require.

Holding

Films.

A plated or a wooden clip of the bull¬
dog pattern is as good as anything. We
have known
photographers stick a
hairpin through each end, so that the
film is held in the rounded end of the
pin ;

but

perhaps

Will you please give me a formula for a pyro
developer (single solution if possible) for warmtone lantern slides?
J. H. L. (Dorking.)

Ammonia (.880) . .
. . 10 min.
Water
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
It is advisable to use the solution fresh.

Can you
exposure

those

difficult

old-fashioned

to

" borrow

’’

Exposures.
give me an approximate idea of the
for a floodlighted building at night ?
J. B. (London.)

Nothing but a rough guide can be given
in such cases. Assuming a sensitive
material with a speed round about 350
H. & D., and an aperture of f/8, you
might try five minutes. Development
should be cut down so that the stronglylighted parts do not become too dense.

Iodine
What

When see-sawing a strip of film I find the gelatine
melts where 1 hold it. What is the best thing to
hold it with ?
J. E. (Devizes.)

hairpins are
nowadays.

for Slides.

Floodlight

Bleacher.
is the best formula

as a preparation
sulphide ?

to the particular emulsion with which it
is used, so that it is impossible to say
that one filter is better than another.
The whole subject is much wider and
more complicated than you seem to
imagine, and it cannot possibly be
explained within any reasonable limits
in the form of a reply.

Glazing

Prints.

When glazing my prints I experience a great
difficulty in getting them off the glass. Can you
advise me ?
E. F. W. (Gillingham.)

We
have frequently advised that
after the final washing the prints should
be given two or three minutes in a
10 per cent solution of formalin, and
then put straight on to the glass. Pro¬
vided the glass is perfectly clean, and
that a glossy paper is used, the prints
will strip off when
completely dry
without the slightest difficulty.

Shutter

Speed.

After consulting an exposure meter I find the
time required is i/.^oth of a second. How can I
set the shutter to that awkward fraction ?
F. W. (Bedford.)

It is obvious

minutes (taking care to avoid airbells),
squeegeed on to clean glass, stripped
off, and dried in the dark. It should

Dead

We regret that there is no definite
answer to the question you put. There
is no objection to keeping a filter per¬
manently in position, provided you can
always give the necessary increase in
exposure.
As we have frequently
pointed out, the multiplying factor and
the effect of a filter will vary according

for an iodine bleacher

for toning

prints with so bum
P. E. F. (Louth.)

Dissolve 200 grs. of potassium iodide
in a few ounces of water, add 10 grs. of
iodine flakes, and make up to 20 oz.
with water. The paper becomes dark
blue, and after well rinsing should be
treated with a solution of 1 oz. of sodium

will be quite safe.
are of no practical

Stained

can

have

Such small differences
importance whatever.

Film.

Can you tell me the cause of the stain on the
enclosed film ?
T. A. (Birkenhead.)

It is unusual

to find

a general

stain

of this colour, but it is probably charac¬
teristic of the particular film used. As
a rule any such stain disappears in an
acid fixing-bath and the subsequent
washing. In any case, as the stain is
perfectly even, it may be ignored, as it
will not affect the quality of the resulting
print or enlargement.

Pyro-Metol.
I understand that a good developer for bringing
out detail, together with sufficient density, is
pyro-metol. If this is so, can you provide me
with a good formula ?
L. J. L. (Newport.)

Such a developer has much to recom¬
mend it, especially when exposure is
at or near the minimum.
Equal volumes
of the following give a good working
solution.
Metol
Pot.

metabisulphite

Pot.
Pyro bromide
Water to

. .

Sodium carbonate
Water to

sulphite in 10 oz. of water to clear it.
After further rinsing the sulphide solution
Some

is applied.

that no shutter

all the possible speeds. If your meter
gives 1 /30th of a second and your
shutter is marked for 1 /25th that speed

workers

prefer to omit

. .
20
IO

oz.
oz.
2 oz.

IO
IO

the bromide.

26
grs.
grs.
grs.

502
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user

Dear

says

Sirs,

Please find enclosed some Rolleiflex pictures.
They were tahen at 6 p.m. on a May afternoon,
no sunshine present.
I dare not give an exposure less than l/100th
sec., to get any image at all, yet, by watching
for the top of the flight in the Rolleiflex finder,
coupled with the clever focussing, I got a picture
which has stood a 36-times enlargement.
The negative is sharp enough to show the
patterned stockings of the boy, this being
remarkable at f/4.5.
I saw the blanket tossing, got out the camera,
climbed on top of a car, and took two successive
throws and got two pictures, impossible with
any other camera fitted with similar lens and
shutter. — J. S. Altofts, Icorhs.

The Rolleiflex has all-automatic stops and speed controls,
focussing and film wind. Parallax compensation is naturally
a feature. Gives 12 perfect pictures on a 3J x 2} roll Aim.

Tessar f/4!! £20:0:0

EXCHANGES.

&

f/tl £22:10:0

9 monthly payments of 46/8 or 52/6.
High allowance on your present camera in part payment.

A WALLACE HEATON LTD
fHH

119,

NEW

BOND

also at 47, BERKELEY

ST., LONDON,

ST., W.1.

W.1

Free

Phones: Mayfair 0924-5-6-7

Rolleiflex

and

Rolleicord

Literature

on

request.

The Double-Size Camera
that works in doublequick time!
The Voigtlander Inos II gives you normal site
pictures oi twice the number of half-size pictures —
whichever you prefer I And it’s always ready for
shooting. Press the catch and the lens glides
forward. You focus by a knob on the side —
while the camera is closed if need be — and
there’s both a brilliant and frame
finder for both sizes of pictures.
Quite the newest and neatest thing
in roll-film cameras — ask to see the
Inos II at your dealers or write
for descriptive list.

‘TANCOL’
"SI ‘TABLOID’
‘TAIMCOL’
DEVELOPER

THE

Specially prepared for tanks.
Gives plucky negatives without
chemical fog. Simply count and
dissolve.

u

VOIGTLANDER

Inos

m

Makes

160

ozs. or more

of Tank

Dealers

188/192,

“ THE

HIGH

Ltd., ££££&
HOLBORN,

W.C.I

& Co.
COPVIUCH

MENTION

ji

Developer

Burroughs Wellcome
London
PLEASE

■ _

In 3J-X2J size with f/4.5 lens in de¬
layed-action shutter from £7:8:6

SCHERING
1/8 per carton, from all Photographic

_
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WAIT

do some

now !

WRITE

NOW
Four

“
“
“
“

How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to

Lesson

FOR
Booklets,

THESE
free.

do Your Own Developing.”
make Gaslight Prints.”
do Flashlight Photography,”
make Bromide Prints.”

30th May,

1934

XAlso send P.O. 1/7 for a Trial Set of

“Photograms of the Year”

1-oz. trial bottle of AZOL, sufficient to develop
12 Spools 3Jx2i.
4-oz. tin ACID-FIXING to make 30 to 60 oz . solution.
1 Packet M.-Q. Developer, sufficient to make
3 dozen Gaslight prints.
Send P.O. 1/7 to -

NO.

Chemicals,

l

l

I

You will get much more interest out
of your hobby by doing your own de¬
veloping and printing. You will live
your holidays over again.

Publicity

Dept.

:

COUPON

HENDON,

& SONS
Chemists,

)

Manufacturing

“The

LTD.

LONDON,

A.P.”

encourage

pictorial

N.W.4

PRIZES

and

good

First

Prize. — One

plaque

(optional).

Second

bronze

to all amateur

plaque

Third

guinea

Prize.- — Half

(optional).

Prize. — Five

in cash

a guinea

shillings

or “ A.P.”
or

silver

“ A.P.”

in cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates

of

RULES.

Competitions

in the photographic

Merit.

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced

Workers’

Section.

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First

Prize. — Half

a guinea

rBe

Second
Prize. — Five shillings
Certificates
of Merit.

in cash.

nn

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

s.

er

have

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.

passed the “ beginner” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.

This class is to encourage

those readers

who

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second
Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates
of Merit.

In addition to the general
following conditions apply :—
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PLEASE

General

rules (see below),

MENTION

“THE

the

readers

in

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
hand.
(2) Each print must havp on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked on the outside ” Beginners,” “ Intermediate,”
or “ Advanced,” as the case may be.
(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid.
(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
for the

safety

of

prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

AMATEUR

of our

competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken

in cash.

gi

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

Fo

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

work

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and

photographers.

in cash

AND

technique

all parts
This class is open

SIXPENCE

1.

Monthly

outlook

VALUE

One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a copy of the latest volume of
“ Photograms of the Year,” published at
5/-, if sent within one month of the date of the
last coupon, together with Postal Order value 2/-,
to Messrs, Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Publishers,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i.
Name .
Address .

:

TOHNSON

To

including

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

The closing date for this month’s Competi¬
tion is Thursday, May
31st. The
next
Competition closes Saturday, June 30th.
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Posio i Orders sen! in payment

Publishing
DATE. — “ The

Amateur

Photographer

and Cinematographer

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

AND

Deansgate,

Manchester,

3 ; 26b,

Renfleld

Street,

Glasgow,

C.2.

Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

slides, F.P.

adapter,

unsuccessful.

Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised cf its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in tho event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage In transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- Is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /- :
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to llifle and Sons Ltd.

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

31x2i Dallmeyer Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac
Y.P. Ememann, f/1.8 Ernostar, as new, 12
2 lens, 4 double
case, £12. — Below.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving

WARNING

LENSES
hide

GUARANTEED as new, 34x24 Double Extension

Cameo, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1
to 1 /250th sec., with delayed-action incorporated,
rising and cross front, direct-vision finder, spirit
level, 6 single slides, and hand-sewn leather
case, with sling, lock and key : all the apparatus
guaranteed in first-class condition, £10.— Stone,
4, Chestnut Avenue, Kiveton Park, Sheffield. [2092

CAMERAS

Compur, filter and hide case ; as new, £8. — •
Sharpe, 55, Beresford Rd., Cheam. (Sutton
5011.)
[2094

ZEISS Ikon Miroflex 9x12, f/4.5 Tessar, F.P.A.,

SIX-20
f/6.3,£2/14.wire— Lloyd,
release,264,
colourCrompton
filter
;
new Kodak,
condition,
Way, Bolton.
[2097

ZEISS Miniature Baby Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5,

and purse case, £5 ; also 3i x 2£ Zeiss Ikonta
Camera, Novar f/4.8 lens, delayed-action shutter,
in leather case, £4 ; either sent ort approval
against deposit. — Goodwin, 61, St. Margarets
Rd., Kensal Rise.
[2106

ZEISS Ikon Contax, Tessar 1 : 3.5, latest model,

fully-speeded shutter, brand new condition,
having been used once only, at £21. — Box 433,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2108

AND

Latest V.P. Soho Reflex, f/3.5 Dalmac, 3 D.D.,
brand new March ; cost £32/10 ; £14. — Below.

LENSES

LATEST Dallmeyer de Luxe J-pl. Reflex, f/4.5

f/3.5 Radionar, D.A. Compur shutter, focussing
screen, 1 slide, zip purse ; new this year ; list
price £9/15/6 ; £16/15.— A. Gibbins, 10, Forfar
St., Northampton.
[2099

PUPILLE, Schneider Xenon f/2 lens, in very

new condition, carefully used ; cost new £21/10 ;
accept £15 ; owner buying cine. — M. Woods,
Marwell, Eastleigh, Hants.
[2102

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, Novar f/4.5 lens, Derval FOR Sale. — Big Knob Type 9x12 cm. Contessa

shutter, quite new, in leather purse, £3, or
close quick offer. — Colonel Tyrrell, 12, Westboume
Terrace, Glasgow.
[2098
YOU

CAN

DEAL

j

31x24 T.-P. Folding Pocket Plate, f/4.5 Zeiss

31x2£ lea Trona 110, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, case, V.P. Fotessa Combined Roll Film and Plate,

leather ease ; cost over £50 ; warranted as
new, £25. — Wheeler, Rosedene, Upton, Poole. [2096

LENSES

SUPERB Instruments, magnificent condition. —

ZEISS Ikonta 21xl-11/16ths, f/4.5 Tessar,

2 6 slides, F.P. A., tripod, dishes ; as new, £6,
or nearest. — Smeddles, 11, Cambridge Rd., Birken¬
head.
[2095

AND

2 Tessar in Compur shutter, leather case and
6 slides ; good condition, £4/4. — Phone, Holborn
2924 or write N. Biddle, 16, Holborn, E.C.l. [2104

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

single slides, changing-box for 12 plates,
F.P.A., case, £18. — Carswell, 11, South Tay St.,
Dundee.
[2091

every care

Special Note

Prepaid Advertisements
EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2[d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
£60,

Ar

charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House.
Stamiord Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.
SALE

be

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

” is on sale

throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should he crossed and made payable to IUffe and Sons
Ltd.
Communications

should

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING

for Advertisements

made payable to IL1FFE' AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
_
01
Notes being unhaceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Nettel Focal-plane Press Camera, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, K 14 filter, F.P.A., 6 slides, soft case ;

as new ; accept best offer. — Box 432, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2107
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Serrac, 12-in. f/6 Adon Tele, 3 D.D., K 1, K 2
screw-in filters ; camera and lens new this year ;
cost over £40 ; £14. — Below.
1-PLATE Sinclair’s Una, f/5.3 Tessar, Compound
4 shutter, focal-plane back specially fitted, cost
£12, reflex back focussing screen, special quick¬
loading device for single slides, 12 single slides ;
cost over £50, £15. — R. Thompson, 89, Gipsy' Hill,
S.E.19. Phone, Sydenham 8064.
[2109

T.-P. Special Ruby 9x12 cm., f/3.5 6£-in.

Schneider lens, 3 D.D. slides, MackeiizieWishart and 12 envelopes ; cost over £30 ; one
year old, £13. — W. Henry, Newtownards, Ulster. [2110
1-PLATE Graflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 15-cm., F.P.A.
4
and roll-film holder, leather case ; deposit,
£11/10. — McKnight, 45, Trafalgar Rd., Wigan. [2112

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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CAMERAS

★
ANY

2/10

new

£5 Camera

supplied ; exchanges
Plan. Don’t Delay.

Weekly
or Cine ; 5/8 any

arranged.
Write now

£10 one

4

*
; all makes

ONLY!

the film in, that’s all), takes 50-ft. Kodak film, watch-like precision
gears, direct and waist finders. One inch thick only ; slips in the
pocket like a notebook. Can be carried about daily without its
presence being felt at all. The perfect automatic precision movie.

£25

8-mm.

SUPER

★

8-mm. Stewart-Wamer Super Camera, f/3.5, 3 speeds, interchanging
lenses (takes Telephotos, interchanging), automatic loading, dual
direct and enclosed finders, takes Kodak films. Very small, light
and compact. Gives professional movies.

£ I 2: 12:0
F/1.9 Speed Model, £18:18:0

Great

Sale !

2-in. Telephoto, £4:4:0

Used

Bargains

f/4.5, Compur

!

0}x2i Ensign Boll Film Reflex, Aldis f 4.5, latest l/25th to 1 '500th,
latest pressure device, deep hood. As new .
£4 18 0
4Jx2J Autographic Kodak, f/7.7, 3 speeds. Perfect .
14s. 6d.
3£x2i Carbine Roll Film Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur, rise
front, wire-finder, radial focus. Bargain .
£4 17 0
3}x2l T.-P. Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, sunk box, latest steel 1 /10th
to 1/1, 000th, revolving back, D. slides, case. Like new £10 10 0
i-pl. Cameo, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, D.A. Compur, case. As new
£0 17 0
9 J-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, and resistance. Bargain .
£1 15 0
i-pl. Zeiss Wide-angle 41-in. Lens, Compur. Bargain .
£2 18 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Automatic Projector, £5 5s. lens, loo-watt.
*■ motor, resistance, case. Quality movies. Bargain... £11 11 0
Jnstophot Exposure Meter, latest. 17s. 0d.
Lios, 10s. 0d.
91-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. Cost £10. . £9 17 0
10-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/5.0, fit reflex. As new .
£0 17 0
3i x 2J Wirgin All-metal Plate Pocket, Xenar f/3.5, D.A. Compur,
double extension, rise, cross, wire-finder. Unused. Snip
£0 17 0
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate, Goerz f/G.8, Compur .
£1 19 0
10-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector, f/1.6 lens, 750-watt, all
movements, talkie spindle. In case. Real bargain .... £29 10 0
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5, latest l/15th to 1/ 1,000th, deep hood,
►
sky shade, long ex., reversing back. Cost £16 .
£6 17 6
fil-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5. Cost £10 1 0s. Like new £0 17 0
SLIDES. — 5 4 Adams’ Double, 8s. 0d.
P.C. Soho Doable, 9s. 6d.
3a Kodak Double Slides, 6s. 6d.
i-pl. Ensign Double, 9s. 6d.
i-pl. T.-P. Roll Slide (D.), £1 5 0 3J x 2i T.-P. Roll Slide, 14s. 6d
Bell-Howell Exposure Electric Meter, in case .
£1 17 6
Single F.P. Adapters, 34 x 24, Contessa, Mentor, Ensign, Nagel. Etui,
»
Zeiss Ikon, Voigtlander. All as new .
5s. 6d.
45 x 107 lea Single Slides, Is. 9d.
Changing-box, £2 17 6
P.C. Klito Single Slides, Is. 0d.
i-pl. T.-P. F.P.A., 8s. 6d.
i-pl. Single F.P. Adapters, Voigtlander, Zeiss. Ensign .
6s. 9d.
i-pl. Goerz Slides, Is. 6d.
9 12 Goerz Slides, Is. 6d.
fl x 12 Zeiss F.P.A., 6s. lid.
9 12 Goerz F.P.A., 6s. lid.
V.P. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5, 3-speed, 16-on-V.P. Snip .
£2 17 6
3i x 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f 4.5, 9-in. Dallmeyer f/G.5
Telephoto, latest l/10th to l/l,000th, case. Like new £8 17 6
16-mm. Victor Mighty-power Bronze Snper Projector, f/1.0, 750-watt.
latest fitting, russet case. Like new .
£39 10 0
60 x 40 Crystal Bead Screen, leather auto case .
£5 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, sunk box. latest steel, l/10th to
l/1.000tb, latest hood, latest mirror. D. slides .
£9 17 0
Permarec Pick-up and Groove Cutter, talkies .
£3 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Projector, 100-watt, resistance. Snip .
£0 17 6
100-B or Victor, or Bell-Howell 1-in. Projection Lens .
£2 7 6
3J x 24 Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Pocket, 44-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
Compur. double ex., clip-on slides. Snip .
£9 17 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Combined Press and Folding Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5. l/3rd to l/2.000th. Cost £50 .
£19 19 0
Brilliant Voigtlander Reflex, 21 21, f/7.7 anastigmat .
£1 15 0
i-pl. Graflex Reflex, f/4.5, l/10th to l/l,00Uth. Snip .
£0 17 6
10-mm. /9j-mm. Bolex D.A. Latest Projector, resistance. . . £27 10 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel self-capping. l/10tb
to 1/1, 000th, latest hood, latest mirror. As new .... £8 8 0
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, hardly used. Bargain .
£6 17 0
200-B Pathe Super Projector, and resistance. Snip .
£11 11 0
Electrophot Super Photo-Electric Exposure Meter .
£3 3 0
Pathe Auto Rewind, 8s. 6d.
Pathe C Motor. £1 15 0
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 200-watt, resistance, case .
£17 17 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 1/1 0th to l/l.OOOth,
deep hood, double slides, case. Cost £35. Bargain. . £6 17 6
94 -mm. Pathe Lux Projector, shows stills, complete .
£12 12 0
V.P. Blocknote, Zeiss Tessar f/6. 3, Compur, slides, case. .. . £2 17 6
10-mm. Kodak B Camera, f/3.5. hide case. Bargain .
£8 17 6
34x24 Ernemann Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 1/L0th to 1/1, 000th,
deep hood, revolving back, D. slides. Snip .
£9 17 0
i-pl. Royal Ruby Luxe T.-P. Field, f/7.7, triple ex. . square bellows, ever y
f
possible movement, latest flttings. Cost £30 .
£5 17 6
i-pl. Goerz Roll Film Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur .
£4 17 6
91-mm. /16-mm. Bolex Projector, 250-watt, resistance. .. . £11 11 0
3i x 2J Agfa Roll Film, f/6. 3, 7 speeds, latest. Snip .
£2 15 0
3i x 2i Box Tengor, latest. 14s. 6d.
Baby Box Tengor, 11s. 6d.
16-mm. Zeiss Water Camera, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. As new £9 17 6
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f/1.9, case .
£9 17 6
3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Palmos Press, Zeiss TeBsar f/4.5, latest l/10th to
1/1, 000th sec., double slides, case. Cost £34 .
£8,17 6

AD’
GORSE, 86- ACBiRAS^R0
EDWIN
days’ Approval
Write Now.
30

ARE
obtain
THIS invited
DE LUXE toBOOKLET
FREE
from ALLENS
IT CONTAINS PRICES
AND PARTICULARS OF

shutter, old model, reversing

THE

BE

ZEISS IKON SUPER IKONTA.
ZEISS IKON CONTAX.

31 x 24 Zodellar, f/3.8, delayed-action Compur,

ZEISS

NETTAR.

FOTH-FLEX.
OUR SPECIAL

SUPERB.

MINIATURE.

OUR
SPECIAL PLATE.
ENSIGN MIDGET,
and the LEITZ LEICA.

cost £28 10 ; accept £21 for quick sale. — Fraser,
27, Ferry Rd., Teddington.
[2115

SUPER Ikonta, very latest model, with mask

IKON

VOIGTLANDER
FOTH-DERBY.

4 Proxars, as
filter,
etc., equipped,
in case ;
ROLLEIFLEX,
new, lens
latestshade,
f/3.8, fully

for 2 upon 31 x 21, instructions, hide case, 2
films ; perfect condition ; just cost over £17/10 ;
must sacrifice, £14. — Below.

ROLLEIFLEX.

THE ROLLEICORD.
ZEISS IKON BABY IKONTA.

2 double extension, rise and cross, focussing
screen, 8 slides, roll -film adapter, 2 filters, mount
and leather case, £6/5 ; also Bewi Exposure Meter,
21/- ; all 1933. — 10, Lidyard Rd., Highgate. [2114

SUPER PHOTOCRAPHIC PRODUCTS

GROSVENOR (15-jewelled) extra-flat gold-filled

Dress Watch, Invar balance, almost perfect
timekeeper ; cost £4/4 ; bargain, 32/6. — Box 437,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2117
f/4.5,
PRESS Outfit. — Ihagee Focal-plane Camera, 000th
9x12

cm., Meyer Trioplan anastigmat lens
focal-plane shutter, speeded l/10th to 1/1,
sec. and time, 12 slides, F.P.A., leather
all in perfect condition ; cost over £30
genuine bargain at £10/10. — John G. Wilson,
Photographer, Bannockburn, Scotland.

case ;
; a
Press
[2118

GOERZ Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, i-pl.,

Dogmar lens f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, speeded
l/10th to 1 /1,000th sec. and time, 2 MackenzieWishart slides and number of envelopes ; in good
working order ; accept £4/10. — John G. Wilson,
Press Photographer, Bannockburn, Scotland. [2119

ROLLEIFLEX 21x2i, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, £9;

AND

RECEIVE

POST PAID

i doz. Super Plates, 3I X2i, 700 H. & D.
72

sheets

Super

Gaslight

Paper,

3$X2%.

One 4-oz. Packet Acid Hypo.
One Packet Metol Quinol Developer.
Catalogue, Order form, etc.
Please send me your T rial Parcel as detailed
above. I enclose P.O, - — .

Leira No. 1, Elmar f/3.5 and range-finder, £9 ;
both just passed perfect by makers ; 6-in.
Zeiss Tessar Lens f/2.7, in focussing mount, fits
9x12 Miroflex, superb leDs, cost £40, price £12. —
Major Baldwin, Stoneleigh, Gloucester R<1.,
Cheltenham.
[2121

31x21 Super Ikonta, automatic focussing, f/4.5
4

Zeiss

4

Compound

Tessar,

as

new,

£13/10. — Below.

41x31 Sanderson, f/7 Beck Convertible lens,
case ;

very

shutter,

good

5

double

slides,

leather

condition, 35/-. — Below.

6Colindeep
-IN.shutter,
Zeiss
Tessarfitf/6.above,
5 Lens,35/-.in— fully-speeded
will
Turpin, 51,
Lane, N.W.9.
[2123
5x4
T.-P. slides,
Self-capping
Press,
f/4.5 anastigmat,
3 D.D.
case, £5/5.
— Below.
1 /V
Boardman Arc, resistance, 230

— Below.

volts, bowl

reflector, no stand, £3.

1-PLATE Anschutz Press, self-capping, f/6.8 Dagor,
2 Mackenzie A, 6 envelopes, £6 ; 12-plate
Changing-box for same, £2 ; both as new. — Below.
1 C -CM. Tessar, f/4.5, focussing mount, £4/10 ;
Wanted — 5 k to 5 1 Anastigmat, focussing
mount. — Below.
1-PLATE and 9x12 Ernemann Press, 2 D.D.
4

slides,

no

lens

or

case, £1. — Clark,

Otley.

Weirside,

[2127

P.C. Ensign Carbine, plates and roll films, Aldis

f/6. 3, 6 metal slides, beautiful leather case ;
absolutely new, 25/-, offers. — McDonald, 104,
East Claremont St., Edinburgh.
[2133

3£ x 2J ROLL FILM USERS MAY HAVE 1,300 H.&D.
CHROME FILM INSTEAD OF PLATES, in which
case please put X here
.
4£ x 3J PLATE USERS INCLUDE 1/- EXTRA FOR
ABOVE PARCEL IN j-plate size PLATES & PAPER.

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE
ART
from

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

SURFACE
Miniature

veloping

de-

6d.f Panchromatic

9d.

EACH.

SPECIAL
x 2i D E.
THIN BODY

BARGAIN. — 3Jx2£ Snapout Roll Film Camera,

CAMERA

Dallmeyer f/6 anastigmat, lens mount focussing,
2 speeds, time, leather case ; all absolutely new,
accept 75/-. — W. Gamier, Wellington College,
Berks.
[2138

All

Rd., Hove.'

£10:10:0

[2140

LEICA, Latest Model III, f/2.5 Hektor lens,
absolutely as new. complete with ever-ready
case, £20. — Weingott, 4, Green Lane, London, N.W.4.

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, 34x2£, Cooke f/3.5,

6 slides, filter, roll-film adapter ; good con¬
dition, £7. — Whitwell, 18, Parklands Drive,
Broughton, Preston.
[2144
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

TESSAR

D.A._Compur
F/4.5
LENS
shutter.

£18. —
[2139

case, III,
as Elmar
brand new,
used a
LEICA
f/3.5, spotless,
lens hood,onlyever-ready
7, Dyke

movements
and fitted

ZEISS

ROLLELFLEX 21, Tassar f/3.8, additional plate
few times, £19. — Nunn,

be

have

POSTCARDS

Negatives,

3£x2£ film, f/3.5 Dalmac, Compur delayedaction shutter, 1 to l/250tb, leather case and
filter ; cost £17 ; in unsoiled condition, £9 ;
genuine high-class bargain. — Farmer, 5, Manland
Avenue, Harpenden.
[2136

back, slides, filter, case : all new,
Cummiug, 88, Thomas St., Weymouth.

must
yon

In part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

DALLMEYER Dual Camera, 16 pictures on

[2142

Seven

30, 1934

YOU

back, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case, tripod ;
all in perfect condition, £11, or very near offer. — Button, 26, St. Aubyn’s Rd., S.E.19.
[2113

16-mm. Simplex Pockette Wafer Camera, Kodak f/3.5, half-speed,
normal, single picture, patent auto, release (releases automatically
at aDy desired footage ; no waste film), automatic loading (Just push

★

LENSES

as new, 12/- ; i-pl. Cameo, f/11, 4 slides, as
new,
6/6 ; St.,
Kodak
V.P. Film Tank, 2/6. — M'Nair,
Sutherland
Paisley.
[2111
1-PLATE Regular Sanderson, 6-in. Ross Xpres

New “ Easiest Easy Payment ”
and nse the camera this week-end.

1 -in. THICK

AND

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

CONTESSA, f/11, 21x3i Roll Film, Peri shutter,

North.)

Finest Stock and Range of Latest New Cameras,
Enlargers, Accessories, Cin6 Cameras, Projectors
and Accessories. All makes supplied. Immediate
deliveries — no waiting whatever. Post anywhere.
Big New Catalogue 6d. post.

Secures

PHOTOGRAPHER

SYSTEM.

ALLENS
7 minutes

from

168, Oldham Road,
NEW
CROSS
MANCHESTER,
4

PiceadiHi / (22 or 23

Car).

May

THE

3~>, 1934

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

SERVICE & VALUE

LENSES

POSTCARD Camera, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur,

WE

GIVE BOTH— FOR
CASH, EXCHANGE,

double extension, rack focussing, 2 view¬
finders, F.P.A., 6 single slides, leather case ; bargain,
£4/10 ; cost £10. — Skerratt, Grosvenor Rd., Tarvin,
Chester.
[2415

SUPER
IKONTA

Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter,
perfect condition, leather case, 75/-. — 27, Upcot
St., Canterbury Rd., Camberwell, S.E.15.
[2146

3[ x 2} and
4} x 2\ sizes

ENSIGN }-pl. Folding Roll Film, double extension,

ZEISS Ikonta 4}x2}, latest type, Tessar f/4.5,

delayed-action Compur, Zeiss Portrait attach¬
ments, all under two months old ; offers. — 18,
Wessex Gardens, N.W.ll.
[2147
1-PLATE Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 lens, Compur
4 shutter, F.P.A., 12 single slides and sheaths,
leather case, K 1 and K 3 filters, Dalian tank, stand,
£10. — Morgan, 21, Neath Rd., Maesteg.
[2148

ROLLEICORD,
lens £10.shade
; [2150
used
twice ; costcase,
£12 ;filter,
accept
— 31,
Dale
Gardens, Mutley, Plymouth.

31 x 25 Zeiss Ideal, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar,

2 D.A. Compur, Zeiss filter, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; as new ; cost over £18 ; genuine
snip, £10. — Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent,
Southampton.
[2152

pattern Compur shut¬
ter, speede.i 1,
l/5th, 1/lUth. l/25tb,
l/50th. l/100th ,
l/250th sec., with
delayed action.
4} x 2J model

£18:15:0
Or 12 equal

Or 12 equal

of £1 12s. 9d.

payments

; cost

£30 ;

ROLLEICORD
Roll-Film
REFLEX
21x2}

(12 exposures
3} x 2} Film).

F/4.5 ZEISS
COMPUR
Write

for

on

TRIOTAR
SHUTTER
full details.

£10:10:0
Or

12

equal

payments

18/4
per month
Leather case, £1.

[2156

£8/15. — Ager,

Light

or

f/4.5,

each.
medium

Sunshade,

filters, 12/6
8/6.

85, Oxford

Rd., W.4.
[2157
f/6.3, roll film, 3} x 21,
case.
Portrait
lens,
sky
ecting,
canvas
self-er
filters ; as new, £2/5,
or near offer. — Roberts,
Enfield, Kings Rd., Honiton.
[2159

NO. 1 Pocket Kodak,

FOTH 3}x2}, f/4.5 anastigmat, delayed action,

3 speeds, focussing, leather case ; all as new,
£2/10 ; offers, approval. — Molyneux, The Nook,
Appley Bridge.
[2160

ENSIGN i-pl. Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

also Ross Telecentric f/6.8, with screw-in
K 2 filter, lens hood, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
antinous release, velvet-lined leather case ; ex¬
cellent condition ; cost over £45 ; accept £10 ;
lenses alone worth money ; seen Victoria or
Putney. — D., 1, Montolieu Gardens, Putney. [2161
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, latest shutter, f/4.5
4

Dogmar,

3

D.D.

slides,

F.P.A.,

release,

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 34x24
3 double
NEWMAN-GUARDIA
New slides,
Special F.P.A.,
Sibyl,
leather case, latest model, br nd new condition ;
cost £26/10 ; price £12. — R. T. B., 70, Woodside
Park Rd., North Finchley, N.12.
[2185
2 shutter,
back, Camera,
Ross Xpres
f/4.5
31x24
Ensignreversible
Special Reflex
focal-plane
lens, 3 filters,
7 D. with
slides,filter
2 F.P.A.
9-in.leather
Ross
Teleros
f/5.4 lens,
and ’s,
hood,
case, good condition, £12, deposit. — Below.

fronts,Camera,
between Ross
lens f/4.5
K 1 filter
V.P.risingRollandFilmcrossSibyl
lens,;

good condition, £6, deposit. — Box 466, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2186
1-PLATE Ensign de Luxe Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5,
4 filters, ilistar lens, 2 book-form slides, MackenzieWishart slide, 12 envelopes, leather case ; perfect,
£9 ; Wanted — Zeros Range-finder. — Box 467, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2187

CONTAX, f/3.5, brand new, very latest model,

f/6, in pigskin
£8/8,
[2189
DALLMEYER
de Luxecase,Modelunsoiled,
SnapshotcostCamera,
bargain, £3/5 ; Zeiss Ikon Bobette, f/4.5, as new,

11'- per month.

£1/17/6 ; also Foth Vertical Enlarger, fitted Foth
f/3.5 anastigmat, complete with flex, lamp, etc.,
and base, as new, cost £7/10, bargain price £3/10 ;

case,

I

approval deposit. — Box 470, c/o “ The
Photographer.”
New

Ensign

Cameras

Price — all with
GUARANTEE.

lens Telephoto
hood, hide f/5.6,
sling lens
case, panel
£12/12/6for;
n-IN.above,Dallon
all good condition ; would consider reasonable

at Reduced

MAKER’S

ENSIGN TROPICAL
ROLL-FILM
REFLEX 3}x21

offers or part exchange 3 } x 25- Folding Plate or
N. & G. Folding Reflex ; seen by appointment.
— 18, Hocroft Rd., Hampstead, or City.
[2165

i l

2 on Tropex,
detachable
cross
31x214}-in.panel,
Tessarhighf/4.5rising
lens inandCompur,
front, 12 slides, F.P.A., film sheaths. Distar

lens and filter, folding lens hood, leather case ; new.
price £6. — 112, Love Lane, Stockport.
[2169

LEICA II, Elmar f/3.5, 5-cm., ever-ready case,

F/7.7 ALDIS ANASTIGMAT.
Time and instantaneous exposures,
||||||||| camera constructed of teak, brass
||l||§||! bound, focussing adjustment, reg|| flex mirror. List price £4 17s. 6d.
Reduced Price

B

pan. filter, release, Correx tank (171 oz.) and
thermometer ; all as new, £17/10. — 10, Oakbank
Grove, Herne Hill, S.E.24.
[2171

£2:13:9
Or

6

equal

payments

of

10/-

per month.

Established 1880.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

Amateur
[2190

ENSIGN Selfix 20, Ensar f/4.5 anastigmat, cost

£3/10, for £2/15, and Ensign Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat f/4.5 Speed Film Reflex, cost £15, for
£11/10 ; unwanted wedding gifts ; guaranteed never
unpacked ; deposit svstem. — Fenton, 15, Trewince
Rd., London, S.W.20.
[2195
Pentac, 3 D.D.
case,
DALLMEYER
Speed slides,
34x2},F.P.A.,
completeetc.,within f/2.9
£15 ; seen by appointment ; or deposit system. —
R. W., 36, Briar Rd., Kenton, Harrow.

[2196

THORNTON-PICKARD Ruby Reflex, 4}X3J,

Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane, l/10th to 1/1, 000th
sec., 6 S.D. slides, leather case, sling, £6/10. — •
58 Flat, Mantel 1 St., N.l.
[2197
Aviar,
7-in.,6-in.,
£5, list
9, Talbot
F/2.9
Pentac,
£8, £11.
list — £15M, ;R.,F/4.5
Cooke
Rd., Carshalton, Surrey.
[2170
Trade.

mount— A; Leica
as brand
£25/17/6. —collapsible
Below.
LEWIS.
in, new,
f/2 Summar,
LEWIS.
— LeicaBelow.HI, f/3.5 Elmar ; new condition,
£18/15.—
etc., write
to R. a G.Leica,
Lewis, Contax,
Miniature
Camera
BEFORE
Buying
Rolleiflex,
Specialist, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield, who will

secures. — House Physician, Salop Infirmary, Shrews¬
bury.
[2172

41x6 cm. Zeiss Deckrullo, Tessar i/2.7, focal-

2 plane, l/7th to 1/1, 200th, 4 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; all in perfect condition. — White,
Pound St., Petworth.
[2175

KOLIBRI, unused, rare bargain, f/3.5 Novar, in

Telrna delayed-action shutter, £4/15/6. — Box
473, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2193

USE

Box, 2/6 ; i-pl. Porcelain Fixing Trough, 2/6 ;
Peri Developing Tank for 9.5-mm. cine films, new,
10/- ; Optical Lantern, new, £1. — S. Gaw, Bangor,
Belfast.
[2184

complete with ever-ready case ; accept £25
[2188
cash. — Box 469, c/o “ The Amateur Photo giarher.”

£5:5:0

£11/12/6 ; 5x4 and 9x12 cm. Adams’ Folding
Minex, new Ross f/4.5 Xpres, 4 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
release, spare swing lens panel, hide case, £25. — Below.

LEICA,.
in leather
case,5-cm.withfocus,
Elmarrange-finder.
f/3.5 and
Elmar
f/4.5, 13.
No. 1 filter, lens hood, wire release, £17 or nearest

case, perfect (£18), £4/10. — Below.

BRASS Telescopic Tripod, 4/6 ; Postcard Negative

perfect condition, full instructions, £25, or
CONTAX,
slow-speed, 5-cm. f/2 Sonnar lens,
468, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Fitted f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat. in
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /300th
sec., T. and B., self-erecting front.

payments,

(cost 30/-),
; Postcard
BARGAINS.
— 3ix2i15/- Folding
Soho, Autographic
case, new
Kodak Special, Tessar f'6.3, Compur, range-finder,

near. — Box

AGFAftandard
SPEEDEX
‘O’
Takes
V.P. Roll Filins

OrlOeqnal

1-PLATE, old model, 12-in. extension, rising
4 front, swing reversing back, turntable, tripod,
f/8 R.R., 1 to l/100th, 3 D.D., case, 17/6 ; i-pl.
Klito, f/8, 5 slides, 12/6 ; 31x24 T.-P., F.P.A., as
new, 10/- ; Wanted — Alpha for 5-in. Cooke f/4.5. —
T. Lineham, 9, Exeter Rd., Northampton.
[2173

accept £8/8 ; deposit system. — Box 474, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2183

of £1 9s. 9d. per month.

ENSIGN
2’fx3i:caseFilm; perfect,
Reflex, Aldis
hood,
2 speeds,
28/6. — f/7.7,
Calvert,
2,
Esplanade Gardens, Scarborough.
[2155
KODAK
rollcondition
films, F.P.A.,
D. slides-—
etc., }-pl„
etc. ; f/7.7,
perfect
; particulars.
Apply below.
as new,
case ; cost Zeiss
£18 ; nearest
V.P.
ExaktaleatherFocal-plane,
Tessar £11/10
f/3.5,
secures ; offers. — Parsons, Leicester Rd., Hinckley,
Graflex, brand new condition, Kodak

LENSES

and Compur,
new ; cost
VESTf/3.5 Pocket
Nagel asVollenda,
Zeiss£13/2/6
Tessar;

3ix2i £17 ; o : 0

payments

double plate-holders, F.P.A., Mackenzie adapter
for i-pl. envelopes, with additional focussing
screen, 5 guineas. — Freemont, 8, West Cliffe
Terrace, Harrogate.
[2154

complete

AND

1

A pr x 107 Voigtlander Stereo Reflectoscope, with
f/4.5 Heliars, Compur shutter, large actual
size reflex focussing finder, also direct view-finder,
rising front, Lumiere colour filters, changingbox with 12 German silver plate-holders and 12
Lumiere adapter sheaths for Filmcolor films,
F.P.A., and leather case ; excellent outfit, £16. —
R. Simpson, Amatola Hotel, Aberdeen.
[2182

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastitrmat lens, latest

2 R.F.A.,
order, £7 f/3.5,
; 5x4
Tropical
31x2}
T.-P. perfect
Reflex, Dallmeyer
F.P.A.
and
Model Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8, Acme shutter, 2

1-PLATE

TERMS

(Supplement )

AJ 'V
I //I.LvJ
absolutely
as new,
extension,
f i Zeiss
Maximar
34 X double
24, 1933
model,
rise and cross front, f/4.5 Tessar, in latest D.A.
Compur shutter, with 6 slides, F.P.A., leather
case ; cost £12. — Heath, Corpus Christi College,
Oxford.
[2174

exchange Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8, or Contax. —
H. Wolverson, Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton. [2153

4

OR

CAMERAS

Has
a
range-finder
coupled with the focus¬
sing, ensuring critical
focus for every picture.

Pentac lens Speed
f/2.9, Camera,
3 slides,
F.P.A., Riteway
DALLMEYER
focal-plane,
3}x2},
roll-holder, leather case ; all as new, £15 ; or

Leics.

ADVERTISEMENTS

HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

definitely offer the highest allowance in England
on your old camera.
[2181

RISK.

2

THE

(Supplement)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERAS

AND

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, :
camera specialists,
offer the
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash; our reputation your guarantee.

NORFOLK

30,

1934

Photography

LENSES

Trade.

o

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

without Failures
A very useful and
informative book

high Folding
rising front,
9X12rackandfocussing,
J-pl. Etui
Pocket reversible
Camera,
finder, fitted f/4.5 Xenar anastigmat, Compur

shutter, cable release, F.P.A., £5.

1
x ' 5 and Postcard Contessa Nettel Folding
JAz Pocket, double extension, high rack rising
and cross front, reversible tinder, spirit level,
direct finder, 18-cm. Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
release, 6 slides, £ 7/5.
1-PLATE Klimax Folding Pocket, double extension,
4 rising and cross front, reversible finder,
direct finder, Lukos Express anastigmat f/4.5,
Lukos Express shutter, 1 to l/300th, 6 slides,
F.P.A., leather case, £4/15.

41x6 Ernemann Folding Reflex, deep focussing

2 hood, focal-plane shutter (self-capping), Ernon
anastigmat f/3.5, 12 slides, F.P. A., leather case,
£15.

POSTCARD
Pocket,
triple
extension, Tropex
high rack Folding
rising and
swing front,

One

wide-angle, reversing back, direct finder, fitted
T.T. & H. anastigmat f/6.8, Ibso shutter, Graflex
roll-holder, £5/17/6.

photographic information. Profusely
illustrated with half-tone reproductions.
Shows beginners how to become suc¬
cessful photographers.

9x 12 and |-pl. Ica Ideal Folding Pocket, double

Reproduction

from

extension, high rack rising and cross front,
reversible finder, spirit level, fitted Carl Zeiss
Protar f/6.3, Compur shutter, 11 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, £8.

an actual photograph.

Manufactured specially for the Sheffield Photo
Co., Ltd., by Gebruder Wirgin, Weisbaden.

■VTO.
2a Autographic
Brownie
Film,
In reversible
finder, Folding
R.R. lens,
KodexRollshutter,
leather case, £1/10.

3£ x 2\ Plate & Film Pack Camera

1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane Press Camera,
4 rising and cross, direct finder, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter (self-capping), l/10th to 1/1, 200th,
bulb release to 5 sec., F.P.A., leather case, £4/17/6.
1-PLATE Thornt.on-Pickard Artist Enlarger (fumed
4 oak), Aldis f/7.7 lens, complete with condenser,
russian-iron light-chamber, suitable for any illuminant ; as new, £8/17/6.

F/3.5 ZERANAR Anastigmat Lens (4^-in. focus),
COMPUR delayed-action SHUTTER.
This is a precision instrument constructed of a light
strong, but of very superior finish. Rising and cross
both actuated by micrometer movements. Clear and
vision view-finders.
The Zeranar lens gives very critical definition and is

to most

lenses at double

alloy,
front
direct
equal

the price.

Price £6:15:0
(Nine equal payments of 15/0), including 3 Slides. Film
Pack Adapter 6/9. Extra Slides 1/9.)

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour
quick service.
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
f/2 model,
£9/17/6 3x4,
; Praxidos
Enlarger [0010
and
4 LLENS.—
Miniature
f/2.9, £5/19/6;
also
extra condenser, Meyer f/4.5, £5/17/6.
Cooke —Aviar
interchangeable
ALLENS.
Newmanf/4.5 &andGuardia
Folding Teleros
Reflex,
11-in. f/5.5, £29/17/6.
37/6 ;— Leica
Enlarger,
£5 ; Soho
Latest
ALLENS.
Helinox
Enlarger,
3x4 Sixto21 3}x2J,
Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, £15/17/6.
D.A. Compur,
£9/18/6 ; D.E.,
Piccochic,
f/2.9 f/4.5,
(like
ALLENS.—
Etui 3Ix2j,
Tessar
new), with purse, £ 5/151
ALLENS.
— Forwindows
Bargains
in Miniature
Cameras ;
see our
; two-thirds
approximately
allowed on modern saleable cameras, as part

aperture. The outfit is ideal.”
The author of “ Miniature Photography” says : “I have
never used a more magnificent lens than the f/3.5 Zeranar on
‘ Norfolk

’ Camera,

and the camera is ideal.”
W. Alexander, Sheffield.

NEW. — STOCK-SOILED
WITH

MAKERS’

CAMERAS.

GUARANTEE.

2} x 31 Ensign Auto-Speed Roll Film, Aldis Uno anaetigmat f. 4.5 lens, focal-plane abutter, rising front, leather
case .
£10 10 0
la Bessa Voigtlander, f/fl.3 Voigtar len9 .
£2 12 0
la Voigtlander. Voigtar f/6.3 lens, Ibsor shutter £3 19 6
No. 3 Kodak

Series III. Kodar

USED

f '7.9 lens .

£2 15

0

BARGAINS.

Fotet Roll Film (16-on-V.P. spool), Vidar f/4.5 lens, Vario
shutter. purse .
£2 5 0
Leica Model I Roll Film, Elmar f/3.5 lens, leather case
£8 15 0
Leica

Model

II, Elmar

f/3.5 lens. case.

Just

as new
£16 0

0

2iv31 Nagel Vollenda, Nagel anastigmat f/4.5 lens,
Com pur delayed-action shutter, release, leather case
£5 5 0
la Voigtlander, Skopar anastigmat f/4.5 lens, Compur
delayed-action shutter .
£5 10 0
Vest Pocket Tenax, f, 6.8 Dagor lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter

£2 10

3t x 2\ Plate Camera,

Zodellar

anastigmat

0

payment ; subject approval. — 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car)

f/4.8 lens. Ilex

shutter, rising front, *2 single slides, leather case £3 12 6
3i*2) Thorve Model, Schneider Xenar i 4.5 lens, Ibsor
7-speed shutter, 3 slides .
£4 4 0
3* x2A Goerz Tenax, Goerz Kalostigmat f ti.t) lens, Ibsor
shutter,

7 speeds, double

extension,

9 x 12 cm. Etui, Anticomar

[0087
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock in— -Humphrys,
S. London
,
special attention
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

roll-film holder, 5 slides
£3 15 0

hand Cameras,
Lenses
and Equipment
every
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
Largest
Store of ofSecond¬
description ;
cash, exchange, instalments. — 87.

f/4 lens, 1 slide. F.P. adapter
£4 9 6

3} 21 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Taylor-Hobson Cooke
f/3.5 lens, 5-in. focus, 3 single slides, F.P. adapter £7 7 0
Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. Good con¬
dition .
£7 2 6
Ensign
BEST

Auto-Kinecam

16 mm.,

Cinar

ALLOWANCES
for your
present apparatus.

Established
PHONE

over

: 23891.

Half
GRAMS

f/2.6 lens, case

£11 11

Lamb’s

32

Sheffield.

One minute walk from Town Hall
YOU

CAN

twenty

pages

of

Should be in every photographer’s
library. Fully bound, size 8|x5J in.

2/6
ENSIGN, LIMITED,

High Holborn, London, W.C.l

DEAL

AN ISLAND
ADVENTURE

In olden rimes, smug¬
glers found the Isle
of Man a convenient
centre for
their happy
activ¬
ities.
To-day,
holiday-makers
find
romance
and beauty
in this popular holiday isle. Make

up your

mind to visit it this year. It’s easy to reach,
economical, and full of variety.

£280

PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION
OPEN TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS

8 -IN. Cooke f/3.5, £5 ; 10-in. Ross Homocentric

AMATEUR

| EXCHANGE

ISLE ®F MAN

FIVE DAYS’
APPROVAL.

NORFOLK ROW. (FARCATE)
—

[1086

f/6. 5, £5 ; both in excellent condition. Walsham, 14, Emerald St., W.C.l.
[2151

0

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C?LTt>
SHEFFIELD

Conduit St., W.C.l.

a Century.
: ‘Photo,’

and

1-PLATE Sinclair Una Universal Hand or Stand
4 Camera, all possible movements, Dallmeyer
Stigmatic f/6. Acme shutter, 1 to 1 /300th, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. A., leather case ; fine order, £11.

A customer recently stated : “ This ZERANAR
lens is one
of the best I have ever known. Definition perfect at fall

your new

hundred

AND

WANTED

‘IX7ANTED. — Super Ikonta, good condition ; reason\\ able— E. Steel, 16, Clifton St., Carlisle. [2093
must be
first-class
reasonably
modern,
WANTED.
— 16-mm.
Cinemake,
Camera,
also Projector,
sound condition and moderate price. — Nellie
Hepburn,
IN

33, Manwood

PERFECT

Rd., London,

SAFETY

S.E.4.

THROUGH

FOR HAPPY

[2100

OUR

HOLIDAYS

Get the new Guide and particulars of Competition
from P. A. Clague, Publicity Dept., Isle of Man.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

May

THE

3°, 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

(.Supplement )

CINEMATOGRAPH
f EXCHANGE

AND

wich Rd., Crewe.

PATHE Motocamera B, and leather case, 3

[2101

chargers £5 ; Cinecraft. Titler and Supplementary
Lens, 18/-. — A. Smith, 99, Broomhill Drive, Glasgow.

[2103

ENSIGN
Kinecam,
3 speeds,lensf/1.3andDallmeyer
lens, Auto
also f/3.5
wide-angle
finders,
in specially-made hide case, £12/10. — 479, West

1 ,L* 1

TX/ANTED. — Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, prefer
TT f/2.5 lens. — Satterthwaite, 25, Pimlico Rd.,
Clitheroe.
[2105

WANTED. — Horizontal i-pl. Condenser Enlarger.
without lens, and easel. — Lebon,
walk, London, E.18.

37, Broad[2116

WANTED. — Leica No. 3, must be perfect and
WANTED.
— 31x24
Reflex
Outfit,14, detailed
des¬
cription
and price.
— Young,
West Camp¬
bell St., Paisley, Scotland.
[2124

Derby

EXCHANGE. — Mini-Fex, Meyer f/3.5, in Compur,

for 9-cm. f/4 Elmar anastigmat ; cash
adjustment. — C. H. Harvey, The Cottage, Baslow.

WANTED.
Pathe— 54,Motocamera
B, also
case,
lenses —
; cheap.
Melbury Avenue,
Southall.
[2129
WANTED.—
Vest 30/-.
Pocket
Film,
or
larger, about
— R. Roll
Payne,
142, f/4.5
Wadham
Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.
[2130
WANTED.
similarWrekin,”
camera, byexchange
for Oil— Rolleiflex
Painting, or“ The
John
[2126

Fullwood, value £15. — Box 455, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2131

EXCHANGE. — Nagel Rolloroy (f/3.5 Leitz Elmar

16 on V.P.), Compur, range-finder, lens hood,
filter and leather case, condition as new, for
31 x 21 Super Ikonta.- — Write, Dinnage, 2, Shorts
Rd., Carshalton, Surrey.
[2137

WANTED.— D.D. Slides, Focussing Screen and

Telephoto, Baby Sibyl. — C. D., 12, Buller
Rd., Manchester, 13.
[2134

WANTED. — Leica Til, Summar f/2, collapsible
nount. — Smith, 52, Hayes
Kent.

Rd.,

Bromley,
[2135

WANTED.
High-class
i-pl. —Universal
Vaido, — Jewel,
or similar.
Bunnage, Camera,
Welsh¬
pool.
[2149
WANTED.
11 in. Dallon
f/5.6, in focussing
mount,— 10
for or31x21
T.-P. Reflex;
must be
perfect condition and cheap, case, filters, etc.,
considered. — W. Turner, Southend, Westminster
Rd., Hale, Cheshire.
[2163

WANTED. — Meyer Primar Reflex 31 x 21 or 3i x 3i,
WANTED. — Voigtlander 31x21 Roll Film Camera,
W.C.l.

[2164

recent moiel, Skopar or Heliar lens, D.A.
Compur, reasonable price. — Arthur Kirk, 19,
Blaker St., Brighton.
[2176

KODAK
Autofocus
Enlarger,
complete,
for i-pl.
T.-P. Press
Camera,
f/4.5 orexchange
larger,
slides, case. — 22b, Cato Rd., Clapham, London. [2178
CORREX
Developing Tank, V.P.K. size wanted.
— Box 471, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2191
tank, —filters,
Adon or
Dallon
Tele
lens.
WANTED.
Etui
31x21,
f/3.5
Te3sar
;
Correx
Distars, slides, light tripod to fit ; combination

back for Kodak P.C. — Box 475, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2194
Trade.

WANTED. — Folding Cameras, 3ix2i or smaller ;

good condition, prompt cash. — Lennie, Princes
St., Edinburgh.
[1739
VI /ANTED. — Modern Photographic Apparatus ;
“ » apparatus,
also cameras
with
large-aperture
lensesby;
send
stating
price
required ; cash
Camera

Exchange,

Hanley.

WANTED. — For Cash or Exchange ; Baby Cine

[0096
Cameras, Projectors, Films, Microscopes,
Telescopes, Binoculars, Optical, Mechanical Goods,
and modern Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[1776

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

PATHE de Luxe, f/3.5, focussing lens mount, new

condition ; cost £13 ; £5/5. — Ager, 85,
Oxford Rd., W.4.
[2158

PATHESCOPE 9.5 Outfit, Motocamera, f/3.5

lenses, filters, case, chargers, Projector, resis¬
tances, reels and accessories, £15, or nearest ; list
from — Farrage, 57, Wouldhave St., South SHields.

Trade.

EVERYTHING for Movies.— Cameras and Pro¬

F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

34 x 24 Sinclair Una, revolving back, 4J-in. Ross f/5.5
Combinable lens, N.S. shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price £36. For .
£17 17 6
34*24 Adams’ Verto, 4-in. Ross f/5.5 Combinable lens,
shutter speeds 1 to l/*250th sec., 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. List price £40. For .
£17 10 0
34 x 21 Voigtlander Tourist, double extension, rising and
cross front, Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar lens, Compur shutter, 3
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case. List price £17 10s.
For .
£8 8 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Bebe, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, D.A. Compur
shutter, F.P. holder, leather case. In brand new condition.
A light, portable camera. List price £23 6s. For.. £11 17 6
44x34 N. & G. Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens and an
11-in. Ross f/5.5 Teleros Telephoto lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. List price £43. For .
£19 10 0
9 x 12 cm. Patent Etui, f/4.5 Radionar anastigmat lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders. In brand new condition
£9 12
6

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford
St. end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-pioture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ;
free parking facilities.
[2013

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
Cameras,
— 45,
A.
E.hand
BELL,Cine-Nizo
Cine Specialist.— Severalfromgood £8.second¬
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[2132

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

"J A AAA
FT.
of Kodak Negative
Gray-backed
lU.UUv
Panchromatic
in 35-mm.
lengths
ranging from 75 ft. up to 250 ft., £30. cash with
order or C.O.D. ; would consider offer for 5,000 ft. —
Photofilms, Red Lion House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.

34 x 24 Dallmeyer Roll Film Pentac, f/2. 9 Pentac anastig¬
mat lens, Compur shutter. Good condition .
£7 12 6
34 x 24 Ihagee Auto Ultrix, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter. In new condition. List price £10 10s.
For .
£7 10 0
34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter. New condition. List price £13 5s. For
£9 12 6
V.P. Ernemann Roll Film, Emostar f/6.8 anastigmat lens,
3-speed shutter. New condition .
£2 15 6
la Folding Kodak, enclosed front model, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor
anastigmat lens, Compound shutter, focussing adjustment.
In excellent condition .
£3 15 6
44 x 34 N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, shutter
speeds 4 to l/100th sec., leather case. In good condition.
List price £27 10s. For .
£12 12 0

AMERICAN

PHOTOGRAPHY

A monthly journal dealing with every branch of photography.
Articles by experts on Nature Photography, Cinephotography,
Miniature Camera Photography, Reviews of New Apparatus,
Books, etc. Fully illustrated. Reduced price Is. 6d., postage
3d. extra.

Twelve

months’

subscription

15s. post free.

44 x 34 Roll Film Ensign, Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, focussing screen, 3 plate-holders. Good condition
£5 12 6
44x34 T.-P. Press, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane
shutter, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. List price £24 15s. For £16 10 0
4 x 6.5 cm. Baby Roll Film Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens.
Camera takes standard V.P. size film. List price £19 15s.
£7 18 9
34 x 24 Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex, Goerz Dogrnar f/4.5
lens, 6 double plate-holders, F.P. holder and leather case.
Cost over £50 .
£22 10 0
34 x24 Soho Reflex, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 6 double plateholders, F.P. holder and leather case .
£17 12 6
4.5 x 6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Sibyl Cooke lens, 4
double plate-holders, leather case .
£7 17 6
4 x 6.5 cm. Roll Film Baby Sibyl, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,
pigskin case. In good condition .
£10 10 0
Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, Carl Zeiss f/2. 7 Tessar lens, takes 33 ft.
film in daylight charger, the smallest 16-mm. camera. List
price £24. For .
£12 0 0
Cine-Kodak Model B, f/6.5 anastigmat lens, takes 50 or
100 ft. film. List price £18 18s. For .
£4 12 6
Cine-Kodak Model B, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, takes 50 or
100 ft. film. List price £25. For .
£7 12 6
44 x 34 Pressman Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar, 8 slides, Distar lens and colour filter. Excellent con¬
dition. Cost £20 10s .
£10 10 0
34 x24 Mentor Compur Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides,
F.P. holder. In good condition .
£13 10 0
34 x 21 Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. f/3.5
Dalmac, 3 double plate-holders, latest model, and in brand
new condition. List price £33 10s .
£23 10 0
34 x 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 anastig¬
mat, 9-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/6.5, leather case. In new
condition. List price £17 10s. For .
£11 12 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Ruby de Luxe, revolving back, 5-in. Cooke
f/3.5 anastigmat, F.P. holder, 3 double plate-holders. In
excellent condition .
£13 10 0
41 x 34 Sanderson de Luxe, 54-in. Ross Combinable f/5.5
lens, Compur shutter, 4 double book-form plate-holders,
leather case. In excellent condition .
£12 10 0
9 12 ’em. Ica Ideal, double extension, rising and cross
front, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter, 6 plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In good condition. ... £9 12 6
9 x 12 cm. Patent Etui, double extension, Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar. D.A. Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders, roll-film holder,
F.P. holder. In first-class condition. List price £19. For
£11 12 6
45 x 107 mm. Ica Polyscope, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lenses,
Compound shutter, changing-box, leather case. In good
condition .
£12 10 0

R’S
HUNTE
SANDS
37,
BEDFORD
STREET,
2 minutes

‘u‘
%altipaT°
pho‘ogrZ*
STRAND,
W.C.2

from Charing Cross, Trafalgar
Leicester Square Stations.

Square

and

[2166
BE

[2162
[2167

Rd., Liverpool.

jectors from 20/- ; Pathe, DeVry, B-200,
Ensign, Lux, eto. ; Screens from 5/- ; Films from
2/6 ; Films for hire in London area.

cheap. — Baldwin, Stoneleigh, Gloucester Rd.,
Cheltenham.
[2122

return. — Templeman’s

APPARATUS

WANTED*]

WANTED.
— F/4.5— Ross
or similar,
aboutWestcliff.
41 in.,
sunk mount.
6, Arundel
Gardens,
31 X 2.1, filter,
case, new,
cost £27,Roll
for Film,
6x6
EXCHANGE.
— Voigtlander
Prominent
Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8.- — Coleman, 337, Nant-

— BM/VACS,

3

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

ACCESSORIES

[2141

PHOTOSKOP Exposure Meter, new, case, 72/6.
— R. Turner, 47, Oxford

Rd., Lowestoft. [2128

ENSIGN
Enlarger,
.31 X 21 Lamp,
to P.C., 2/6.[2179
7/6;—
Zeiss Daylight
Travelling
Dark-room
Harper, 13, Packington Rd., Acton, W.3.
Trade.

camera cases.—
A. Maskens
Cross ;
BELLOWS.
— All sizes
stocked & ; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

SLIDES. — ■“ A.P. Paris,” Single Metal Dark

Slides, fittings T.-P., Zeiss, Cameo, Klito,
Contessa, Zodel and Block Edge: 31x21 1/3,
41x31 1/6, 51x31 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

FILM Pack Adapters. — “ A.P. Paris,” fittings

as slides : 31x21 5/6, 41x31 6/6, etc., postage
extra ;
“ A.P.orParis,”
still best
from
dealers
direct first
from and
Actina,
Ltd.,obtainable
29, Red
Lion Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery
8541.
[0090

THEavailable
Famousfor general
Rada distribution.
Slides, etc., are now
SINGLE
Slides,
all i-pl.
fittings,
31x21 Metal
1/8, i-pl.
1/10, nearly
P.C. 2/6,
4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45x107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/-; Adapters, adapting
slides for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.
V.P.Pack
5/6, Adapters,
9X12 cm.31x21
7/6, 6x13
cm. 7/6,
FILM
6/-, i-pl.
7/-,
10X15 cm. 10/-.
9x12 to i-pl.
1/-, 10X15
P.C. 1/2.
ADAPTERS,
adapting
F.P.A.’scm.forto smaller
packs,

FROM all dealers, or send for descriptive list
to Peeling & Van Neck, Ltd., 6, Holborn
Circus, London, E.C.l, who also undertake repairs
to all kinds of photographic apparatus.
[0097

Apparatus.
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
oash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1037

CAMERA Cases and Leather Bellows ; 200 sizes

and patterns, specials quickly ; list free ;
backgrounds, shutters, repairs. — -Altrincham Rubber
Co., Kingsway, Altrincham.
[2031

|LANTERNS

&; ENLARGERS

j

THORNTON-PICKARD Enlarging Lantern, 81-in.

Condenser, full mechanical carrier, without lens ;
condition perfect and as new. — 104, Chestergate,
Stockport.
[2120

f/6.8 Meyer
almost
new
IHAGEE
Electricanastigmat
Enlarger, lens,
i -pi. and
smaller,
condition, £3/5. — Box 472, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

SYSTEM.

Amateur
[2192
33

*i

4

THE

(Supplement )

IMPORTANT

AMATEUR

ANNOUNCEMENT

PHOTOGRAPHER

LANTERNS
]\/|TRAPHOT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

IY1

f'6.8,

perfect

Edwin

79, New

Gorse,

Mather
Photo

Trading

W.

H.

Road,

15, Percy

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

Street, Hanley,

81, Dale

G. & F. A. Wilman,

Road,

Bradford.

Leeds.

(See displayed advertisement in this issue.)

JUSTODREM

AT

”

A LOWER

PRICE
Leathei

New

Case

List of Drem

PRICE

I

15/-

3 /- extra.
Meters,

Obtainable

through any
dealer. or

DREM

PRODUCTS

post free.

photographic

Ltd.

37. BEDFORD
STREET. STRAND,
LONDON
W.C 2

COMPLETE

LEICA

PROCESSING

SPECIAL

rd

°f

CARDS

READY
21-

FOR

Write

FOR
Per

for FREE

THAT

28a, BROADWAY,

TAKES

Light

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.Parade,
Central
PQst free.— Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

37, BEDFORD STREET,
_

-

¥7" ALTON,
Birmingham,per 7,return.
Albany
IV
Orders dispatched

and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.
T/' ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬

weight and double-weight; 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4£x2| 3/6, 3£x2£ 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.

l|x2|,

“
-

TROUBLE"

LONDON,

W.5

D. and

P. TANKS

Ebonite, 20-gal.. 38-40x15x 12 in .
With tap hole and wood tap, 2s. 6d. extra.
Porceloyd Heavy Type, 38-40x15x12 in .
With tap. 30s. Od.

20s. Od.

NORMAL

PRICES..

Developing

■»
—

27s. 6d.

Stoneware. 10-gal., 42x8*x8*
in., with tap .
32s. 6d.
Stoneware. 12-gal., 47x81x8*. with tap .
52s. 6d.
Any size tank or dish can be supplied. London’s Largest
Store of Second-hand Photographic Appliances.
. .

LLOYD

EXCHANGE.

INSTALMENTS.

S, 87, Telephone
Lamb's :Conduit
Street,
London, W.C.1
HOLBORN
6250.

LEICA

OWNERS

Send us your spools and we will return them
with fine grain super-speed Panchro- -fl /Q
matic Film for
I /w

TZ ALTON

IV

34

bottled:

Amidol,

1/2 oz. ;

each

1, Mitre Court, London, E.C.4

USE

1 minute

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

-

-

Post Free

from

Victoria Station ’PhoneiVictoria
Hours of Business 9jm»o7Dm

-

2977

MAWSON
PROCTOR

I

J

( Monday to Saturday )

\

&
Ltd

of
the (Originators
“ DRY
PLATE.”)
Established 120 years.

ROLLEIFLEX
The all-automatic Camera.
Ideally easy for the Begin¬
ner, yet will face up to all
the demands of the Expert.
With

Zeiss

Tessar

F/3.8,

£22 : 10 : 0

Also in stock : ROLLEICORD,
EXAKTA,
CONTAX,
LEICA,
SUPER IKCNTA, and full range
of Photographic

Sundries.

No. 20, GRAINGER ST. W.,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

REFLEX and <
FOLDING PLATE CAMERAS
WANTED
Write,

giving

full particulars,

ROLLEIFLEX,
ENSIGN AND

and

!

stating

what

new

apparatus

you require.
IKONTAS, LEICA, IHAGEE, CINE-KODAK
8,
PATHE
CINE CAMERAS
& PROJECTORS, etc,

DINNlNGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

i\I OI ’NTS. — Super Quality Slip-in Postcard
iVl Folders. 2/- 100, 12/6 1.000; 10x8 [0009
i-pl.
Mounts, 6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement Mounts,
18x1 4£, 12x10, 4/6 dozen, 27/6 100; all
carriage paid : write for samples new Designs,
Mounts, and 72-page list, free.— Crown Manufactory,
i Rotherham.
[1956
OUR

■

RESULTS.

2'7

filled

Complete Processing Department, also Enlargements
from 9.5 and 16 mm. films.
Send for lists .

B. S. PRODUCTIONS,

Chemicals,

Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokiuone, lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

I
I

ge CAMERA
Co
320 VAUXHALL BRIDoVrD.! VICTORIA. S.W.I

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
; vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6;
1/1-pl..
2/6;
K£-pl.,ALTON
Glossy
Double¬
72 sheets 2/6.
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix21, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures
11/-; :
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
K ALTON
Flat
Films,
H.
&
D.
600 4; i-pl.,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
2/3 100, 7/6 500 ; D. & P.
Order Film
Pads, Wallets,
7/- dozen.
K ALTON
Roll Film,
superandfast,
FI. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700,
8 exposures,
I§x2£
3ix21,
2£ x 4i 12/- ; 6 exposures, 3x2, 8/6.
K ALTON
Packs, 5/9.
super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3ix2i,Film
3 packs

BEST

2/- Reloads

1/6 gross;

IS x 2i, 9/- dozen; 3ix2i, 9/-; 3ix2£,
6 exposures: 3ix4], 18/-; 5ix3£, 21/-.

—

SERVICE

-

Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

Porceloyd

W.C.2

following day (Saturdays excepted).

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

QUANTITIES

LONDON,
LTD.

All Pathescope and Gevaert 9 Sm.m.Films
/other than Panchromatic) received
before 5p.m. are ready 5 30 p.m

“

Rd., Harborne.

K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white

Paper,

7/6.

6d. extra.

jjfT i i i i ■ i ■ i i i i i i i i i i i ■ i i i i
EXPRESS
9-5 mm.

IV 3ix2£, 1/6 72 sheets,- 2/6 gross ; 4£x2J and

SAMPLE

EALING,

Please call.

K ALTON,
Leeds, 1 38,; Bridge
Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
please End.
call.
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.4091, Argyle St. Prices less

Gaslight

STRAND,

PROCESSING

Place, Leith Walk.

Carrying-case,

Postage

K ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
N ewcastle-on-Tyne,
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ; Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Famngdon Rd., E.C.l.
Haddington

Leather

SANDS HUNTER & GO.

MATERIALS

¥7" ALTON

dozen

THE

tripod

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,

USE

LARGER

this

Price 12/6

double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/-, 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

or CONTAX
NEGATIVES
in strips of three.

Price

FIRM

SERVICE

EALINQ

FILING

of

Made of white metal. Four sec¬
tions. Length, closed 17* in.,
extended 50 in. Weight, 23 oz.

IV

\mcp

construction

makes it stronger than any tele¬
scopic tripod made of round brass
tubes. It is less than 1 in. in
diameter — easy and comfortable to
carry. The ball-and-socket top can
be instantly and securely clamped
with the camera pointing in any
direction.

-

METER

The first optical exposure meter that
eliminates the personal factor. You
just look through and note the
exposure.

"THE

The

[2143

VERTICAL
and vapour
Horizontal,
for every
size
negative,
Leica
to 12x10.
Condensers,
STER from
J^ANCAor mercury
diffused
illumination.
RS.

TP-i

“ DREM

QUOTATIONS

carriage. —

Trade.

EXPOSURE

1934

1 ANY-ANGLE’
TRIPOD

lens

Trade.

A New

ALL

plus

30,

jgNLARGE

Stoke-on-Trent.

Street, Liverpool.

32, Westgate,

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

LEICA

£3.

Longford Lodge, Buxton.

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Tomkinson,

For

order,

Novar

Street, Birmingham.

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria

J. Templeman,

The

ENLARGERS

Vertical Enlarger, 9x12,

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,

&

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHY
A book
Iukfk

RISK.

MADE

EASY

of Elementary Instruction. Price 2 -. By post 2/3.
4 Sons Ltd.. Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London. 8.E.I.

May

30.

THE

1934

AMATEUR

=

PHOTOGRAPHER

(Supplement )

ADVERTISEMENTS

5

MATERIALS

p HAND ®
CAMERAS

Trade.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Deal direct with us for
TESTchargeour and
Gaslight
or Bromide
freeandof
see the
wonderful Paper
quality
easy working, 3*x2* 2/6 gross ; testing sample
D. & P. Paper, Postcards, Plates, Chemicals,
Wallets, Mounts.

1

and catalogue free. — City Photo

I

Works,

YdLLOW

-

Optmccm

“ Optochrom ” Yellow Glass Filters are made of optical glass
coloured throughout its entire mass during manufacture.
They are not, therefore, affected by heat or damp, as in the
case of gelatine filters mounted between glass.

[0002

|
LONDON*

fUFPB « SONS LIMITED

“ Optochrom ” Yellow Glass Filters are made in four densities
—No. 0, Extra Light ; No. 1, Light ; No. 2, Medium ; No. 3,
Dark. For instantaneous exposures the extra light or perhaps the
light filter should be used; for time exposures the medium or deep
filter. Prices of Optochrom Filters in Optochrom adjustable
holders:
To fit on lens, diameter
Price
mm.
in.

H. & D. ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen

nuL

10/6.

ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
i-pl. and
2/-,
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50 Postcards,
1/6, 100
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality8/- :; i-pl.,
dozen 4/6 Plates,
; Postcard,
4 dozen
*-pl., 34
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;

HAND
CAMERAS

catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane,
Essex.

THIRD

EDITION

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Though primarily written
for the beginner, “ Hand
Cameras ” contains much
of interest to the advanced
worker, and should be in

•
•
♦
j
j

the working library of all •
who would attain to the j
highest degree of artistic •
excellence in their work.
j
3 /-

NET

post 3/3

normal ; all surfaces ; 3*x2*, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4*x2| and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;
i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
[0026

ALLENS.
Gaslight,
the £1)quality
Paper,
3*x2*— Super
2/- gross
(12-gross
; Postcards,
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

ALLENS. — De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. Size, 2/3

13/16ths
15/16ths

8/6

1- l/16th
1- 5/16ths

12/6
11/6

34/38
14
39/43 l-ll/16ths
44/47 l-13/16ths
48/53 2- l/16th
54/58
2i

. .
. .

59/63

. .

2\

15/18/6

27/6
10/21/16/through any photographic
. .

Obtainable

dealers, or

10'-

Sands Hunter & Co. Ltd. 3S°»

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

An outstanding feature of
this book, which makes a
special appeal to all amateur
photographers, is a number
of separately printed plates,
all from hand camera negatives by the author. These
are selected to show the very
wide range of subjects accessible to the snapshotter, from
pure landscape to telephotographic portraiture.

By

25/28
29/33

Hadleigh,
[0025

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

PRICE

19/21
22/24

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

By R. Child Bayley

FILTERS

of landscape views if an OPTOCHROM
filter is used. Panchro¬
matic films or plates give a more faithful rendering of tone
values, but in order to obtain the full value of a panchromatic
emulsion the use of a yellow filter is necessary.

Southport.

and Cardette,
superfine,
all —grades,
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh,
Essex.
Bromide36 sheets,
Paper
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Paper,2/6,vigorous
normal: Gaslight
31x2* Glossy
2/-, 4*x2f
i-pl. and
3/-,
*-pl. 5/- gross.
ATTWOOD
5*x3*,
& D.600;
2/6 100, Negative
19/- 1,000Card,
; Fiat
Films,450400H. and

1

CLASS

Photographic films and plates, when used without a light filter,
give an incorrect rendering of tone values. Orthochromatic
films and plates are more sensitive to the greens and yellows

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Yonr film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3£ x2 ft, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2$ x 41)
1/6, 4J x 3J 1/3, 51 x 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- £ dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 8£ x 61 ; 2/6
dozen. 1/6 1 dozen, 6£ x 4f enlargements, 2'- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 l/3l 10x8 1/-, 81 x 61 9d, 61x4? 6d.
PROMPT

DISPATCH

OF

ALL

ORDERS.

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122, East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER

100 ; D. & P. Order Pads, 1/6 dozen.

ALLENS. — D. & P. Showcards, Film Clips, Films,

Squeegees, Chromium Sheets ; everything for
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper
samples. — 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0092
Films, Wallets^
Postcard
keenest
BRIGHTON.
— Everything
for D.Folders
& P.;: Papers,
prices. — Kimber.

BRIGHTON.— Biggest wholesale dealer in Kingdom,
BRIGHTON. — Send for money-saving lists and
6 ft. 2 in., 16 stone. —

Old

Eddie

”

PRACTOS
Exposure Meters — Easiest to use.
For Stills and Cind.

Kimber.

samples immediately ; will save you pounds ;
wholesale only. — Kimber, 61, Grand Parade,
Brighton.
[2177

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

The Practos is the latest and most
reliable Optical Exposure Meter.
Scientifically designed and the results
are infallible. Film speeds up to 5,500
are marked in both H. & D. and
Scheiner values.

Sky-blue Viewfinder in Model II*
Model II, in leather pouch 25/Model I (without Finder ditto 20/-

Trade.

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3*x2* 1/- ;
41x31 1/3, 5*x3* 1/8 ; write for lists : see also
“ Enlargements.”- — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
ryI /
/. PER
40/- perPostcards
1,000, 76/-onfor Kodak
2,000,
best GROSS,
Photographic
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

FILMS Developed and Printed, 3*x2* 10d., post
DEVELOPING
spool,
l*d. each
2d. each (4*3d.x 2f
) ; Prints
cash with
order.(3*x2*),
— Clay,
i Dept. F, Fowler St., South Shields.
[2085

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

CARNER & JONES LTD.
Polebrook
Square,

House,

Golden

London,

W.l

Photographs Wanted!
FOR

PUBLICATION

AS

POST

Payment on acceptance,
envelope to accompany

Stamped
photos

:

CARDS.

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.
addressed
submitted.

Wilson Bros. Ltd., 80, Gt. Eastern Street, E C.2

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; CAMERAS

Obtainable from leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers :
ILIFFE
Dorset

&

SONS

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

mounted
FREE
for everyEnlargement
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
81x6* ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8*x6110d.,

LTD.

House, Stamford
LONDON,
S.E.l

YOU

Street,

CAN

10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8* x 6* 1/6, 10x8 2/-. 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

♦

WANTED

Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras

&

4$ in Exchange for Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss Kodak, ^
^

Ensign, Cin4 Cameras, Projectors, etc.

GEORGE
22A.Roun<Uti

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

COI IDE
42057

- CMIMIIt ►

rMLctdt

0,

35Mft

^

6

THE

(Supplement )

AMATEUR

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

•}D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any
A* quantity, glossy or art surface. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
j /O DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards

J /O

from small film or plate, retouching and

vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
LEICA,
3$ x21Childe,
Enlargements,
2d. ;Expert
lists Finishing,
free.— George
Photo-

Chemist,

228, Roundhay

Rd., Leeds.

FAA

SECOND-HAND

vVw

always

on

ENLARGEMENTS

RETOUCHING

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬
cuted. — Miss Lamb,

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[1148

CAMERAS

view — see

our

from MINIATURE

Trade,

windows.

NEGATIVES

WANTED.
Snapshots
of theEmpire
King Service,
or Queen.[2054
—
Apply,— Roy
Hopkins,
4-7,
Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

from any number
of negatives,
on best quality Kodak
cards.
for

the Amateur

( Opporite

Photographer

at

Chemists,
Photographic
BIRMINGHAM

O PO ,)

Phone:

MID.

“THE

AUTOCAR”

The World’s Leading Automobile Journal.
Every Friday.
4d.

6670

EXAKTA

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

The ONLY

SMALL
ROLL

REFLEX
Mirrors,post.re-silvered,
repairs
back return
— Irving’s, varnished,
258, Kingston
Rd., ;
Teddington.
[2168

TELEPHOTO
FILM,

Tessar

..

f/3.5..

* Dallon

Cost £r ios .

AOS.

CJ

List

Oil.

Cl .1 O.C
*1.14.0

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat, PO.1

Voigtlander Roll Film, delayed Compur, f/4.5

Skopar,
case. Excellent condition.
List £7 "leather
1 2s. 6d .

coupled.

51x31

As

C.A

Cost £10 3s. *> * • U.U

new.

£7:17:6

Nettel Duroll Roll Film, double extension,

15-cm. Tessar f/4.5, Compur.
condition. Cost £18 ios .

Good

5-cm. Leica Hektor f/2.5 Lens, auto.

coupled.

31x21

As new.

List£n

CQ.C.ft
XO.tJ.U

C 0.1

.

delayed Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. A s brand new .

A -0

Good

List £26 .
As

new.

28 OLD

London,

Good condition.

PLEASE

Pi P.1

6 slides, F.P. adapter,

List£25.

case.

Good

con -

£9:15:0

cm. Goerz Anschutz Press, self-capping shutter,

cm. Pilot Reflex, Tessar f/3.5, Compur,

As

brand

A. A

new

and

unused.

9x12

List

leather

£16:0:0

cm. Anschutz Press, self-capping, time valve to

5 sec., 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Zeiss filter, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Splendid PIQ.iC.A
condition .
llv«l
JtU

281 OXFORD

ST.

ST.

Golden

Square,

Fourteen

doors West

4}x2}

4}x3}

ZZ9

leather

case. Good con- £1:1
9:6
Nettel Roll
Film, f/6.3 Conastigmat, Derval

Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8 anastigmat, speeds

} to 1 /150th

sec., 6 D.D.

case, tripod.

Good

41x2.}

Pocket

slides, leather

condition .

Kodak,

PO#O0A
<L£f£am\J

f/6.3 anastigmat, portrait

attachment, colour filter, leather case.
Good condition. Cost £3 iqs. 6d .

P 0#0#A

5f-in. Cooke f/4.5, 6 slides. Fair
4}x3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex,
revolving
back,
con£3:10:0

case.

Good condition.

Cost £9 17s. 6d.

£4:10:0

2}x1| V.P. Kodak, Tessar f/4.9, Compur, soft leather

of Circus.

WEST

BOUND

BUSES

3Jx2[leather
Nagel case.
Roll Film,
Nagel
f/4.5, Compur,
finder,
Good
condition.
(4,1
Cost £7 13s .
3x4

cm. Kolibri, Tessar f/3.5, Compur,

cases, filter and

STOP

HERE-

lens hood.

Good conii-

AMATEUR

2 leather

(Q.Q.A

3x4

cm. Kolibri, Biotar f/2, Compur.

£1

C .A #A

1 xJ • U • v
Good condition. List £20 5s .
3} x 2}
Junior back,
Special
Reflex, POO#1
14.5-cm. 0*0
Zeiss
Tessar
f/2. T.-P.
7, revolving
6 slides,
Good condition .

73 LORD

*>4i^*lU»V

ST., LIVERPOOL

Leica Cameras and Accessories, Astronomical Telescopes, Modern Microscopes, bought
for cash. All latest Kodak, Ensign, Baida, Voigtlander, Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss Ikon,
Pathe, etc. Lists free and post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston.— 30, Thames St.

PHOTOGRAPHER

frame
Q . C

tion. List £13 ios .
*U.O.vF
9.5-mm.condition.
Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, Zeiss
Triotar
Excellent
Cost £16 13s. 6d. £12:10:0
f/2.9, portrait lens, waist-level finder, leather case.

D * a ITC H I SOM

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.l.

“ THE

W.t

... _

CAMERAS

shutter,

F.P. adapter.

London, W.l

W.l

MENTION

U

3x4
case.

DILLON
36

& JONES, LTD.

House,

3}x2A Certo Hand, latest delayed Compur, f/2.9 Xenar,

Any item sent on five days * approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
3, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

*1.1.

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Bf f/3.5 lens, takes 100 ft., CQ.Q.fi

XU/.1U.U

BOND

C7.7.f|

New .

£V 1 A. A

XlU.ll/.U

List £26 .

Zecanar

Pi O.A.A
* X * .U •U

7.3-cm. Leica Hektorf/1.9 Lens, auto. P 1 Q.1 A. A

coupled.

f/2.9, Compur.

Goldi, 50-mm.

18-cm. Dogmar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case.
Splendid condition .
Cost £1 C(1 CtH
£36 12s. 6d .

As new. List £21. UD.lv.U

Leica Model II, f/2.5 Hektor.

U

IO.IU.U

3x 4cm. Pilot Reflex, f/2.8 Tessar, auto. Pi
condition.

cm. Zeca

10x15

Wirgin Double Extension Hand, f/2.9 Meyer,

film changing, Compur.

3x4

portrait attachment.

List

*0.0.

f/4.5,
delayed
plate back, 3 slides, screen, case.
Good condit
ion.Compur,
List £14 18s. 6d. ..
£7:15:0

10. 5-cm. Leica Lightweight Long-focus Lens f/6.3,
auto,

£5 12s. 6d .

3[x2t Tropical No. 7 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, Tessar

jCC.C.A
*tJ.«J.U

35-mm. Leica Gnome Film Still Projector, C’7,1

t
LIST 78 pages, pos

41x31f/4.5,
T.-P. 6Junior Special Reflex, reversing back, 6-in.
Ross
slides. Good condition. £6:6:0

O.C

List £3 7S. 6d. XA.lti.U

for use with own lens. Asneic.

Polebrook

MINIATURE

4[ >' 21 Ikonta Good
520/15, condition.
f/6.3 Novar, List
Derval
shutter,
leather case.
PQ.O.A

Leica Universal View-finder, for 3.5-cm., 5-cm. and

4Jx2t

6-in. f/5.6 . £8:15:0

free anywhere.

Leicascop Exposure Meier, and case. •! Q

Good condition.

GARNER
catalogue.

BARGAIN

for cameras
of recent
make, and
Prism
Binoculars.

’ Tele-Anas.

Lens Hoods, each 7/6. Filters, each 9/6
and 1 1/6. Extension Hood for Finders, 6/6.
Solid Leather Case .
£1 :0:0

and 289,786 for “ Improvements in Photo¬
graphic Copying Apparatus ” is desirous of
entering into negotiations with one or more firms
in Great Britain for the purpose of exploiting
the inventions either by sale of the Patent rights or
by the grant of licences on reasonable terms ;
interested parties who desire further particulars
should apply to Dr. Albert L. Mond, 19, Southamp¬
ton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [2125

3-speed.

..£18:0:0

Extras :

THE Owner of British Patents Nos. 273,234

new.

REFLEX
PLANE.

„ f/2.8 . .
£21:10:0
Dallmeyer Super Six f/1 .9£ 31:10:0

Trade.

13.5-cm. lenses. As
£3 12s. 6d .

FOCAL

Full-size V.P. Shutter to 1/1,000.
Exakta Anas, f/3.5. . . .
14x020

PATENTS

condition.

WANTED~]

| PHOTOGRAPHS

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 31261
[0062

Good

1934

Trade.

6 POST CARDS FOR 1 \Q

REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

SPOT
CASH

30,

CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS,
ACCESSOR¬
IES, Etc. - NEW
and SECOND-HAND.

WAYS
GALLO
VICTORIA
SQUARE,
W.C.2.

1

BIRMINGHAM
AGENTS
FOR ALL THE
LATEST
MAKES
OF CAMERAS,
CINE

Everything

Trade.

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

TheCAMERA EXCHANGE
OF THE MIDLANDS

[0098

REPAIRERS

Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London,

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham.— 1 14, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

ESTD.
1750

May

30,

THE

1934

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

3

EXCHANGE YOUR CAMERA
FOR A 'MODERN

MINIATURE’

Why go plodding along, getting mediocre results with an out-of-date camera?
Bring your used instrument in part payment for a modern miniature camera and
be sure of absolutely perfect pictures. We pay the highest exchange allowances
ever offered, and have the most comprehensive range of cameras in the country
for you to choose from.

VERY

EASY

FREE

PAYMENTS

There’s

Anything on 9 equal monthly instalments. First payment secures
your purchase. Pay the balance while you are enjoying its use, no
quibbling, no harsh formalities. Join the thousands who are
buying this easy way.

—
—
—
—

WE

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

AMATEUR

MINIATURE

ARE

THE

CAMERAS

AUTOMATIC
‘ ROLLEI FLEX

LEICA

with

Zeiss Tessar

■ 0 ■ 0 Nine
£20
F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar.
^ine

ninthly

advantages
combined.

h

Has

IMf

numerous

special

features

monthly

payments

payments

‘CONTAX’
knob,

Co

giving four groups

Nine

.g

‘BRILLIANT’
.
-X.
Ym

Takes the standard 3$ x 2i 8-exposure
roll film at 1/2, but gives 12 2£-in.
square pictures. The brilliant image
emphasised by the deep hood is
almost full size. Two-speed shutter.
High-grade f/7.7 anastigmat /[C /

&

lens. .

.

•*9Jm

. . and

PLEASE

BOND

STREET

SHOP.

all movements. Cost
£3 19 6

ur

ut

F.

te

P.

r,

shutter,

ad

ap

6

single slides.

3 sl

te

r,

id

Ca
0£3
. 17 sh 6

£1

Co

es

.

adapter

Cost £10.
£3 19 6

st

Cost

£6

6s.

and

Cash .

case. Cost
£5 17 6

l/16th to l/800th sec., tan case, 3 slides, and
Cost £38 15s. Cash .

£2

9

6

F.P. adapter.
£13 13 0

Ica

Rol shutter, speeds l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec., 2 double slides and
l
Fi
F.P.
£8 8 0
lm adapter. Cash .
an
d
Pla F.P. adapter. Cost £25. Cash .
Go 3 slides and
3
£7 10 0
er
te,
4A
z
f/4
Te
FOCAL-PLANE
REFLEX
.
6
na
x, Cost £135 Z10s.
cm
shutter.
Cash .
£5 19 6
eis
Metal body, leather covered,
.
f/4
s T
Ic
4
.8
ess
a
fitted with tripod bush 3and
Ce
Pl
ar
A
lo
at
cable release.
Speeded 2
fully-speeded
shutter,
tan case,
len 6 slides, F.P. adapter and
r
e
1
an £22. Cash s.
Ca
,
changing-box.
Cost
£7 10 0
as
l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec.. T. Trop
me
ti
ra
ic
gm
and B. Magnifier incorporated
,
al
at
Co lens, Compurf/4.shutter. Cost
£5 19 6
l£22
for extra-fine work.
With
nt
ens 10s. Cash .
5
e
Ze
5
Exakta
anastigmat
f/3.5,
ss
is
a,
V.
s
P.
lens, 3f/4double
slides, T
F.P.
es adapter and case. Cash £6 17 6
.5
Pi
sa
Zei
cc
r
ol
ss
le
et
Nine monthly payments
te
of 32/8. 6
roll-holder and Teleather
case. nsCost
£30. Cash .
£6 19 6
,
ss
Ro
ar
ll
1 -p
,i
Fi
i. (as
Dallmeyer Telephoto lens
nm
lmma
6 0
£6
..
Ca
£3
Co
f
i
l
So
Coo
n oc
,t f ens
st
.
sh
0
m
u
illustrated). Extra7 £8 15 ho0
u
,
/6.
.
nptu
ss
.
Re
3
in
3£
fl
.r
ex
x2
5 0
£5
Ca
15
£1
Co
D. g fi
4 Zsepis
le
,
ns
f/4
st
5
ees T
nd
1
V.
s.
sh
,
ds ess
er
Da
.5
..
ll
, a
.
Zei
.
8
me
lens,
in Compurr, ishutter. Cash .
£3 19 6
ss
ye
n
iTe
Co
rS
Pl
s
17
—
3i
x
21
Roll
Film
Dallmeyer
Snapshot
Camera, f/6
sa
mp
-N
pe
9
r
u
e
.
Dallmeyer
anastigmat
lens.
Cost
£8
8s
.
..Cash
£2 5 0
r.
len
d,
&
Takes 16 pictures on 3i 3x x 2J eights
f
,s
4
G.
2.
hu
cm lens
9
exposure film, anastigmat
Ne
tt
.
PeDagor anastigmat
f/6.
8
lens,
3
double
slides,
F.P.
adapter
and
e
w
Ze
n
rs
shoots to the “ snapping ” position
is
Id
case. tCash
.
£3 19 6
ac
pe
10
ea
ed
at the touch of a button.
Finger¬s K
len
l
ol
s
31
Si
s,
ib
b
1
x
yl
tip focussing from 131 ft.
ri
speeds
l/3rd tofoc1/2, 000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
2A to in¬
,f
,f
finity. Direct-vision Pview-finder.
/3 Cost
/4 £50. Cash al-.
le
£19 19 0
.C
pl
.5
.5
a
. enamel
Easy to load. Very 1 smart
an
Be
Ze
Ze
Go
e
Kodakchromium
be
is
is
and
finish.2
er
f/4.5 anastigmat
s
s
10 £e
z
P
lens,Te2-speed
£1 9 6
Te shutter. Cost £3 10s. Cash .
la
Tand
With “ Pronto S ” shutter
s
e
s
t
15
sa
sa
na
e
Ca
rl
r
x
cm
13
len
me
Ro
en
.
ra Splendid
s,
s,
ll
Me
5
Value
—
Fully
Guaranteed.
,
C
F
n
Nine monthly payments
om
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4 of 14/1.to
14
4.
m,
pu
Gr
r
5Z
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r
f/
ei
16
le
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4.
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15
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Te
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16
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ef
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16
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Te
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V.
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zF
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and 47, ,BERKELEY
ST., at
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is sold already,
in advance, some of these second-hand items nmay
be
but similar outfits are usually available.
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ROW, W.1

OUR

double extension, etc., 3 slides, F.P.
£22. Cash .

monthly paymentsi-p
of 64/2.
l.

‘KODAK’

VOIGT LANDER

As

at

4A

•6

cm

.

££ fo“? £14:0:0

Derval
.y

The

119, NEW

Dept,

of

£27:1 0:0
1
2

of 24/6.

sh

mp

speeds. A splendid minia¬
ture precision instrument.

f/4.5 lens.

f/6.3,

j

.

BEHIND

ONLY

- hand

of 43/9 or 50/2.

With focal-plane shutter
giving 1, l/5th and l/10th
sec. Controlled by one

‘BABY IKONTA’

.

JUST

£18:15:0
" 1 0 "0

(as new), fully-speeded
Cash .

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll
film. All-metal body. Hinged back,
spring-out front for rigidity, leather
bellows, direct-vision finder, tripod
bush. Finished black enamel with

pB

Second

Tessar

‘EXAKTA’

l nickel fittings.
L,
g
Novar Anastigmat
shutter. From .

our

29, AVERY

all

payments

10 Gns.
Nine

Tessar

camera

from

Compur shutter, double extension,
£16 10s. Cash .
monthly

in common

film guide, Zeiss Triotar

roll-film
shutter.

payments

with
the famous
Rolleiflex — one-lever
Compur
shutter, parallax compensation,
patent

of the
Compur

lens
. Zeisi
F/3.5
F/2.8 Zeiss

‘ROLLEICORD’
,JfifipE!jp§K.
cVJ

FOR CASH

‘PILOT’

The World’s Smallest Reflex Camera.
Making
3x4
cm.
pictures. Instant
readiness for use, certainty of focus, and

Nine
£22*10*0

of

SPECIALISTS!

THE

’

f/4.5 lens.

monthly

for each

your needs — “still,” cine,
accessories or bargains.
Send 2d. postage for all
or any you require.

on EASY TERMS 1 special bargains

Here is the camera to get life into all
your pictures. Has every gadget that
goes for absolute perfection. Takes 12
exposures on standard 3J x 21 roll Him.
Fitted

LISTS!

one

on these covers

MENTION

STREET,

go to press a fortnight

“THE

do

AMATEUR

best

DUO

of all at—

LONDON,

W.1

THE

4

AMATEUR

Sow

PHOTOGRAPHER

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

30,

the seed of successful photography

and reap a rich, pictorial reward by using
TRADE

Sold by

Printed

SELDrii rome

MARK

all photographic
dealers.

in England

for the Publishers,

The Extra Fast

Iliffe

& Sons

Ltd., Dorset

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

1934

fe/lMATEUR

OTOGRAPHEft

&L Cl
The Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXVII.

Wednesday,

with

No.
a Camera

2379.

June 13th, 1934.

a

Caught on the courts with the perfection that only the Rol leiflex can give. The
focussing hood snapped up, the picture sharpened crystal clear in the magnifier, lens
stop and speed adjustments were made while taking sight, and this unusual and beautiful
picture resulted — all in a few seconds,
With

F/4.5

ZEISS

TESSAR,
YOUR

Or

Copyright— Registered

as a Newspaper

thanks

:0 :0

DEALER

write for newly issued

R. F. HUNTER,

Tel.: Holborn

£20

WILL

to the all-automatic
With

GLADLY

in the U.K.

Rolleiflex

TESSAR,

features.

£22

: 10 : 0

DEMONSTRATE.

brochure , post free , front the Sole

Importers

Ltd., “Celfix House,” 51, Gray’s Inn Road,

731 1 ,2.

for transmission

F/3.8 ZEISS

LONDON,

W.C.1

* he Question of
Detail
h s detai1 that make
s a picture
live. Unchoked in
the deepest
shadow; crisp in th
e highest
highlight; clean and
clear in
every tone of the
long scale
between. Double
-coated
VER ICHR OME
” gives you

this detail. It has a fas
t emulsion

to ‘see into’ the
dark portions;
a slow emulsion to
catch and
bold brilliance; an an
ti-halation
backing that preven
ts fuzzing
of line detail by li
ght-spread.

a slow emulsion.
*' foub,e-c«*ted;
fast emulsion
2.

Highly
ur-sensitive,
yellows colo
and gree
ns.

3-

Halation preven
ted
backing on the
film.

especially ,o

by

coloured

4- F.ncr detail in
highlights.
5.

Finer detail in
shadows.

•
Ker

everyt

bing

_

nerl

ooh

load With “VErichr
ome”
sm

please

mextiox

- the
amateur

photographer

"HEX
’’ WHEN

plus

Film
-,„,ronle..

Kodak Ltd - Kodak House
, -CORR
ESPOXDIXG
W1TH
ADVERT'SERS.
cnaD
e’
London, W.C.2

June

13,

THE

1934

TO

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

ENSURE SATISFACTION
USE
APPARATUS

REFLEX

OUTFITS

INSTO STOP

From

£8:15:0

All models provide

LATEST REFLEX
NOVELTY

Full-size Picture
Interchange of Lenses
Use of Plates

Brilliant focussing right up
to moment of exposure.

and, in Adapters,

ROLL
FILM

FILMS
AND

'H0RNT0N PACKS
, ALTRINCHAM
Catalogue from
POST
FREE

ENCLAND
your Dealer,
ANYWHERE.

or

Price

35/-

VAERT

It tones itself

(C all it Gai/-vert)

SELF-TONINC
The

simplest

for making
A

Frame,

of all methods

your

a Dish,

own

Water

and

prints.

some

Hypo

That is all you need for beautiful
and permanent prints. Gevaert
S.T. gives brilliant results in an
artistic range of tones from Sepia
to Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation.
GEVAERT
WALMER
PLEASE

ROAD

MENTION

LTD.

- - LONDON,
"THE

AMATEUR

4 pieces, assorted

W.10

PHOTOGRAPHER

grades,

3Jx2J,

3d. post free.
” , WHEN

CORRESPONDING
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ADVERTISERS.

1

THE
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AMATEUR

YOU

PHOTOGRAPHER

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

WANT

THE

13, 1934

BEST

MAKE YOURCHOICE
AN EASY
ONE

by choosing now
from the firm with
THE BEST RANGE
AND
SERVICE

‘520’
IKONTA
Instantly ready
for
action. Gives uniformly

SIX-20 KODAK

sharp pictures. You
touch a spring and the
camera opens itself ready
to take a snap.
A
second touch and the

Front opens right out and
locks rigidly at pull of lever.
Speed and aperture settings
are duplicated on top of the
shutter, visible for a last
second check before you

photograph is taken.
Takes 16 pictures on
ordinary roll film. Fitted
with Novar f/6.3 lens
and
Derval
shutter.

JUNIOR

SIEMENS
For

snap. Finished in nickel and
black enamel. With Doublet
lens .
£1 17 6
With Twindar lens £2 6 0

16-mm.

Cin§ Camera
films.

f>3.5• Auto-Kinecam’
DALLMEYER
ANAS¬
Ensign
TIGMAT
LENS.

With

Busch-Olaukar

Enables

even

the

beginner

to

anastigmat f/2.8 lens. The aper¬
ture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds
8, 16 and 64 pictures per second.
Direct and reflecting view-finder.

obtain splendid 16-mm. movies
without anv trouble. With clock¬
work motor, three speeds and
hand

crank,

Nine

Nine

monthly

MODEL

monthly

‘ B * £30

payments

direct

finder.

^ee.!n.“

of 70/-.

Com-

13 Gns.

payments

of 31/10.

FROM

£4 : 10: 0
Nine

i-pl. Triple Victo, brass bound, f/0.3 Aldls
anastigmat, T.-P. T. and I. roller-l lind shutter,
3 book-form slides, 3-fold ash tripod . . £4 4 0
Pair of 18 - 50 Carl Zeiss Delefort Stereo
Prismatic Binoculars, leather case. Cost £26
£14 10 0

monthly payments
of 10/7.

LEICA
with i/2 SUMMAR

9.5 Midget Cine Camera, hand-turn £15
0
3 4 Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat,
Derval shutter .
£3 3 0

III

Six-20 Kodak,
shutter .

LENS,

in collapsible monnt.
Gives exposures of 1,

addition to
1 20thl/500th sec. Automatic
focussing. Measuring
distance and focussing
lens in a single action

£33:13:0

monthly payments
of 78/6.

VOIGTLANDER
‘ VIRTUS ’
With optical view-finder
providing compensation
of parallax. Automatic
tilting device operated

‘ROLLEICORD’
Has

10 pictures
on 31x*21
roll
film. With
Voigtlander Skopar
f/4.5

numerous

features
the

in common

famous

one-lever

with

Rolleiflex —

Compur

ter. parallax

shat¬

compensa.

Roll Film,

Electric Cell MeteT,

16 exposures

on

shutter, leather
£7 17 6

leather

case. ... £4

2

6

54 LIME STREET

£7: 17 : 6
Nine

Duo

31 x 21 lea Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
D.A. Compur shutter, leather case. . £6 17 6
Latest Photoskop Combined Cine and Still

FROM

Carl Zeiss
£11 17 6

i-pl. Salex Focal-plane, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter and 6 slides.... £5 17
Weston Leica Photo-cell Exposure Meter.
As new .
£6 17 6

Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, sup¬
plementary lenses, leather case.... £7 7 0
2} x 21 Rolleicord, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Triotar,
Compur shutter .
£9 9 0

anastigmat lens in Fmbezet 3-speed shutter.

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera,
Tessar f/2. 7, and leather case .

Leitz Valoy Vertical Enlarger, f/3.5 Elmar
anastigmat, electric fittings. As new. Cost
£14 .
£9 17 6

Dallmeyer

monthly payments
of 24/6.

31 x 21 Ikonta Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, delayed-action Compur shutter £7 17 6
31x2J T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5
Cooke anastigmat, revolving back, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£11 17

Pathe Luxe Motocamera, Meyer f/I5, 2-ln.
f/3 Telephoto, motor drive and leather case
£18 18 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera
and case .
£1 3

3J x ‘21, f/3.5 Dalmac, Compur
case. Cost £18 .

10 Gns.
Nine

with resis¬
£2 2 0

14J-in. Cooke Series III f/4.5 Portrait Anas¬
tigmat, with Iris diaphragm and diffusion of
focus adjustment .
£17 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Aato Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar,
3 speeds, motor drive and leather case. As
new .
£12 17

9 x 12 and i-pl. Latest Goerz Anschutz
Collapsible Focal-plane, self-capping shutter,
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, leather
case. Practically new .
£10 10 0
la Tropical Ensign Roll Film, florentine
bronze, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, Compur shutter
£4 17 6

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, wide-angle
rack, f/6.5 Cooke, Compur shutter, 3 book-form
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. ... £5 17 6
la 41 2J Roll Film N. & G. Excelsior, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, leather case, leD8 board, light
filters, hood, release, etc .
£18 18 0
31 21 All-metal Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
case .
£6 6 0

special

tion, patent film guide*
Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.

by focussing movement
ensures correct angle at
all distances.
Selferecting front. Takes

anastigmat, O.P.S.
£4 0 0

16-mm.
Ensign Super-Kinecam, 8-speed
shutter, turret head, 1-in. f/1.6, 2-in. f/1.9
and 3-in. f/3.5 Telephoto Dallmever lenses,
leather case. Cost £69 7s. Perfect £36 10 0

J and i sec.,fraction.
or any inter¬
mediate
in

Nine

f/4.5

Pathe Kid Projector, complete
tance to 250 volts and 4 films .

LONDON,

E.C.3

Phone:

MON. 0180

i-pl. Noxa Enlarger, f/6.3 an astlgmat, Plano
Convex condenser, electric fittings. £9 9 0

3jx2i Foth Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat.
speeded shutter, canvas case .
£1 19 6
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex* Anticomar f/2.9,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, 6 slides
£9 17 6
Ensign Midget, f/6.3 Eusar and purse

£1 11

6

9 x 12 cm. Nettel Deckrullo Focal-plane,
Anticomar f/2.9, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 6 double slides and leather case
£18 18 0
34 x 24 Salex Focal-plane, f/3. 9 anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter, 6 slides aud F.P. adapter
31 x 2i Ensign Speed Reflex, Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5, focal-plaDe shutter .
£6 7
9 x 12 cm. Ica Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7,
focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case. As new' .
£17 10 0

90/94
FLEET ST
LONDON. E.C.4 Phone : CENT. 9311

monthly payments
of 18/5.
£4 17

NEW FREE
CATALOGUE
OF LATEST
APPARATUS

BABY

IKONTA

2

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

High

12 exposures on V.P.
roll film.
AU-metal
body.
Hinged back,

Novar Anas.
val shutter.

Five
to

f,6.3, Der¬
From

on your

days’ free approval
post-buyers

goods

of used

on cash deposit.

£3:7:6
Cine-'Kodak’ Eight
HALVES

3|x21 SALEX

‘VENUS

The finest value in Folding Pocket Plate Cameras on the market. W
invite comparison with any other make in design, finish, rigidity and
performance. Only lj in. thick, it is really pocketable. Aluminium
body, covered morocco leather. Chromium plated, full double ex¬
tension, rack rising and cross front. Brilliant reversible and D.V.
wire-frame finders, bushed for tripod. Hooded back focussing screen
action.
3 I'eat quality single metal slides, Compur sector shutter, with delayed
With

f/3.5 Meyer

Trioplan

£9:10:0

anas.
Nine

monthly

With

f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar

payments

£10:10:0

anas.

of 22/2 or 24/6.

Extra Single Metal Slides, each .
Film-pack Adapters, each .
Roll-holder for 31x21 Roll Film .
Tan Hide Leather Case .

2s.
8s.
15s.
10s.

Running

COSTS.
With
fixed-focus
f/3.5 lens, exposure
finders.
guide, an«i
footage
indi¬
cator,
eye-level

FREE!
AMATEUR

allowances

present still or cln6 ap¬
paratus in part payment.

spring-out front for
rigidity, leather bellows,
direct-vision finder.

Packed with every still
and cine camera, pro¬
jector and accessories.
Don'tmiss this wonder¬
ful free book. Mai-e
it your right-hand
buying guide.

POST

EXCHANGES
&APPROVAL

Yours for 23/1

(1929)

And 8 similar pay¬
ments. £9 17 6 cash.
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LATEST-irs AT CITY SALE

‘STILL’ OR CIN£—
NEW
OR USED
if you want to save
time and money

IT WILL
COME

PATHE
WITH

NEW

LUXE

SPEED

16 pictures on 3i x 2i eight-exposure
film. Lens shoots to position at touch
of button. Focussing from 3£ ft. to

Gives variable speeds from 10 to 20
frames per eec. Takes SO ft. film.
Daylight loading. Strong spring drive,
f/3.5 anastigmat lens. For 9, 5 -min. films.

Infinity.

monthly

payments

of

30/4.

16-mm. 70 DA Bell-Howell Filmo Camera,
1-in. f/3.5 Cooke, 2-in. and 3-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer
lenses, variable speed shutter, visual focussing,
motor drive. New condition .
£75 0 0
16-mm. Very Latest Victor Cine Camera,
1-in. f/3.5, 2-in. f/3.5, 3-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmats, 3-speed shutter, motor drive,
hand crank and leather case .
£43 17 6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Special, f/1.9 Kodak
anastigmat and 6-in. Telephoto lens, turret
front, double exposure, dissolves, fades, slowmotion, masks, reflex focussing, variable speeds,
wind-back feature, single frame resistance,
motor drive or hand crank, with leather case
and rotating tripod and Kodacolor equipment.
List price £175 .
£120 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/1.5 Dall¬
meyer anastigmat, 3 speeds, motor drive, directvision finder, complete in leather case
£16 17 6
16-mm.
Model BB
Cine-Kodak, f/1.9
Kodak
anastigmat, focussing, direct-vision
finder, motor drive, and combination case
£13 17 6
9-mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
drive, direct-vision finder .
£8 17 6
Complete Cine-Kodak Eight Outfit, comprising
Camera with f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive
and case, Projector with 100-watt lamp, motor
rewind and adjustable resistance. New con¬
dition .
. .
.
£15 15 0
9i-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, with
f/2.5 anastigmat and Telephoto lenses, directvision finder, motor drive. As new £14 14 0
16-mm. Model K Cine=Kodak, f/1.9 Kodak
anastigmat, focussing, direct-vision finder, 2
speeds, motor drive, capacity for 100 ft. of
film .
. .
£27 15 0
9i-mm. Cine-Niso, with capacity for 50 ft.,
f/2.9 anastigmat, variable speeds, hand crank,
direct-vision finder .
£15 15 9
3i x 2i Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9
Pentac anastigmat, Coinpur shutter, 1 to
l/150th sec., rising front, radial focussing,
brilliant' finder. New
condition.. £9 17 6

Direct-vision

view-finder.

With Pronto ” S ” shutter
f/4.5 anastigmat .

£13:0:0

Nine

‘ DUO ’

KODAK

DEVICE

Nine

monthly

and

payments

Kodak
4^?

of 14/1.

the

standard

Latest
1 The
S A LEX

3£ x 21 8-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives
12 21-in. square pictures.
The
brilliant image
emphasised
grade f/7.7 by the deep
anas-full
45size.
hood is almost
/Two-speed shutter. High
tigmat

TO
US!

THE FINEST VALUE EVER
OFFERED in the POPULAR
31x2| ROLL-FILM CAMERAS

‘BRILLIANT’;

Takes

PAY
TO

SUPREME

lens....

3£ x 21 Roll Film Kodak, Six-20 Model, il 6.3
anastigmat lens, leather case. List price
£3 19s. 6d .
.
.
£2 9 6

DE LUXE’

For 3 £ x 2£ roll films. Strong,
light metal
construction.

31x23 Roll Film Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, in Compur shutter. Cost £11 12s. 6d.
£6 17 6

Automatically opens to in¬
finity. Rock-rigid front,
leather bellows. Brilliant

31x21 Kodak Series III, f/6.3 Cooke anas¬
tigmat lens. Compur shutter .
£5 5 0

re\ersible and D.V. view¬
finders. Focussing down to
5 ft. Genuine Compur sector
shutter, speeded 1 to 1/1 50th

31 x 21 Special Kodak, f/4.5 Kodak anastig¬
mat lens, leather case. List price £13 18s.
£6 15 0
31 x 21 Roll Film Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
plate back with 3 slides, complete in case.
Cost £16 19s. 6d .
£12 12 0
31 x 21 Ensign Auto. Speed, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter. New
con¬
dition Cost £10 10s. .
. .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Roll Film and Plate Ihagee, f/4.5
Convertible anastigmat lens, in Compur
shutter. Cost £8 8s .
£5 15 0
31 x 2$ lea Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6
31 x 21 Double Extension Folding Plate,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, in Compur, 3 slides £8 17 0
31 x 21 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides,
leather case. .
.
.
£6 19 6
31 x 21 Folding Klito, f/4.8 anastigmat lens,
in Ilex Universal shutter, 6 elides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £8 8s .
£3 12 6
i-pl. Special N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
F.P. adapter .
. .
£0 6 0
i-pl. Roll Film Double Extension Ensign,
f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens, in Compound shutter,
plate back model.
List price £12 17s. 6d.
£4 4 0
i- pi. Roll Film Contessa Nettel Camera,
f/6.3 anastigmat lens, 7-speed shutter. Cost
£6 6s. .
£2 7 6
i-pl. Roll Film Goerz
anastigmat lens. .

Tenax,

sec., T. and B., with delayedaction for self-portraits, etc.
Hinged back,
tings. Covered
grain

34x2£ T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
lens, 3 slides .

With

f/3.8 Meyer

With
with

f/4.5 Meyer anastigmat,
Ibsor sector shutter. .
Nine

‘ ROLLEIFLEX ’

The famous automatic
roll-film reflex.
Has
every conceivable gadget
that goes for the making

£20
Nine

f/3.8 Zeiss

Tessar

The

“ Baby "

of

the

of 52/6 payments
-monthly

anastigmat
£6 17 6

reflecting view-finder. Builtin exposure chart, two film

59

CHEAPSIDE

84 ALDERSGATE St

E.G.2

LONDON,

case .
oC*
^
Nine
monthly
51/4. payments of

E.C.1

Phone : NAT. 0591

VERY EASY
PAYMENTS
Anything
on
9
equal
monthly instalments. Only
5 per cent added to cash
price, or 5s. if under £5.
No
harsh formalities or
untoward questioning. Buy
now this^easy_way.

dead accura
te £4 Meter
’OMBRUX’
4s.

For all still subjects.
No batteries. Always

work
.
BLENDUX,

£4
for

Or on Easy

EXCHAIlGi
YYITED

PLEASE

MENTION

" THE

5

Packed from cover to cover
the finest offers in

brand new and use 1 appar¬
atus. Every bargain fully

The visual fo¬
cussing 16-mm.
c ine camera.
With turret for

guaranteed.

mat- £50

Send now

to

any of our branches.

3 lenses. With
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
triple

OUR LATEST
CATALOGUE
OF BARGAINS
with

VICTOR
MODEL

4cint40

Terms.

POST

anastig-

FREE

9 monthly pay¬
ments of £516 8

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

©

HOLIDAYS

famous

LONDON,

CITY 1124

R 4WR
■ I f •

of 14/8 or 9/2.

New

speeds. Single frame exposure
device, with
4^

Phone:

payments

Bell-Howel! “ family.” Maga¬
zine loading with 50-ft.
spools.
Special shutter.
Cooke 20-mm. f/3.5 universal
focus lens. Spyglass and

£22 : 10 : 0
Nine

monthly

£6:7:6

‘FILMO * 121

monthly payments
oflens,
48/8.

With

anastigmat

GET ONE FOR YOUR

of perfect shots. With
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,

f/6.8 Dagor
£4 17 6

6 x 13 Stereo Nettel, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat lenses, 6 slides, leather case. Cost £36
£7 17 8

stainless fit¬
with fine seal-

leather.
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SEPIA TINTS
on

SELTONA

PRINTS

SELTONA, a daylight printing paper,
produces sepia prints of rich warmth
and mellow beauty ....
and in
the simplest possible way, as the
toning proceeds automatically during
Fixing.
SELTONA is made in SIX grades :
MATT,
GLOSSY,
CREAM,
ANTIQUE
WHITE, ANTIQUE
CREAM, CREAM LINIQUE.

Write for a Copy
interesting

self-toning

PAPER

of an

Booklet

on

daylight printing —
“ Beautiful prints on
Seltona."
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Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

ENTRY forms for the two big

duty on photographic prints im¬
ported into this country, and the
free list now
photographic

The

consignment).” This decision will
considerably lighten the work of
exhibition secretaries in this country

of
“

The

Amateur

Photographer

will be published next week,
Wednesday, June 20th.
This Special Number, to
commemorate 50 years of
“The A.P.,” will be greatly
enlarged and will contain
many attractive features,

A.P.” offices, and copies will be
sent to any reader upon application.

gravure Supplement—" Fifty
Years of Pictorial Photo¬

Bother.

During the past two years not
only the Salon and R.P.S. Exhibi¬
tions, but all other international
exhibitions throughout the country
have been considerably inconveni¬
enced by the new Customs duty
that had been imposed on exhibition

graphy ” — and interesting
articles by the pioneers.
Orders for copies should
be placed early.
Price 6d.

includes: “Exposed
plates or films and

photographic prints (other than cine¬
matograph films and prints there¬
from) imported in a packet not
exceeding 8 oz. in gross weight (such
packet not forming part of a larger

JUBILEE
NUMBER

including a 16-page Photo¬

Customs

2379.

and Weekly Newspaper
Proprietors’
Association,
Ltd., respecting
the

Hon. Secretary, London Salon of
Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East,
London, S.W.i. We have a supply
of entry forms for both the R.P.S.
and the Salon available at “ The

The

No.

in others duty was paid. This has
now been cleared by the recent
action of the Periodical Trade Press

graphy’s
Exhibition
will be heldTwenty-fifth
at the Galleries
of the
R.W.S. from Saturday, September
8th to Saturday, October 6th. This
exhibition is again confined entirely
to pictorial photography, and the
sending-in day for entry forms and
exhibits is Wednesday, August 29th.
These should be addressed to the

LXXVII.

prints sent from abroad. This
meant a great amount of clerical
work, investigation of contents of
each packet by Customs officials,
and assessing of duty. In some
cases bonds were entered into, and

London shows to be held in
the autumn have now been
issued. The Royal Photographic
Society’s Seventy-ninth Annual Ex¬
hibition will be held from Saturday,
September 8th to Saturday, October
6th, and again includes four sections
devoted respectively to pictorial
photography, colour photography,
natural history, scientific and tech¬
nical photography, and cinemato¬
graphy. The wide-spreading activi¬
ties of the Society are thus well
indicated, and we hope to see each
of the sections fully supported.
Medals will be at the disposal of
the Judges in Sections 3 and 4.
The entry form and entries must
reach the Secretary, Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, 35, Russell Sauare,
London, W.C.i, on or before Friday,
August 10th, 1934.
The London Salon of Photo¬

'TOCUS''

"PHOTOGRAPHY"

”

if they can persuade exhibitors from
abroad to send their prints un¬
mounted, and in packets within the
prescribed weight. We hope, how¬
ever, that it is merely the beginning
of a recognition of the importance of
admitting
tion
free intophotographs
this country for
whenexhibi¬
they
are to be returned eventually to
their senders. We shall have more
to say on this matter
issue.
Packed

in a future

in Ice.

Some of the plates treated with
the new dyes to make them sensitive
to extremes of the spectrum appear
to need not only very careful manu¬
facture, but almost fastidious care
in distribution, such as one would
lavish on exotic flowers. One worker
in infra-red recently had some
specially sensitised plates sent to
him from America packed in ice,
and despite this precaution — or can
it be because of it ? — they were

523
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found on arrival to be covered with
blemishes. Dr. C. E. K. Mees, who
has lately been visiting this country,
related to an audience the other
night his own experiences in sending
such plates for any distance. He
said that he had never felt happy in
doing so, and when he first sent the
neocyanine-bathed plates to be used
at the great observatory of Mount
Wilson he packed them in solid
carbon dioxide, and even then would
not entrust them to the slowness of
overland travel, but dispatched them
by aeroplane. That certainly got
over the transit difficulty, although
he afterwards found that such
extreme precautions were not neces¬
sary.
At the Top of the World.
Mount Everest may not have
yielded to the feet of the climber,
but it has capitulated to the wings

Readers’
I have

trying

to copy

things

“ A Little Applause, Please.”
We like the professional photo¬
grapher who, projecting his pictures
on a screen the other evening, begged
the audience, please, to applaud.
“ I thrive on it ; it is necessary

enuipment was the camera — the
Williamson Eagle, pointing verti¬
cally downwards and making the
mapping strips on film ; hand-held
cameras for taking the obliques on

for
my the
best mock
work.”modesty
So much of
better
than
the
lecturer who expresses surprise that
anyone should think his humble
efforts worthy of applause.

panchromatic plates ; and cine cam¬
eras, loaded with 200 feet of 35-mm.
film. In all, six cameras and a
Baby Kodak. Some of the pictures

Problems

for Camera.
been

One photograph, taken at a height
of 30,000 feet, covered an area of
36 square miles, and anywhere on
it one could pick out relatively
small detail. Another, an infra-red
photograph, taken at 20,000 feet,
revealed in astonishing clearness the
peak of Makalu at well over 100
miles’ distance, not visible at all
to the naked eye.

Society the other night, the expe¬
dition was primarily a photographic
one, and the photographs were of
three sorts : verticals, for an air
survey and mapping ; obliques, for
pictorial interest ; and motion pic¬
tures. The centre of the whole

Selected queries on topics of general
on this page week by week. Other

Extension

shown were quite amazing in their
detail of the mountain summit.

of the aeroplane, and from the
photographic point of view probably
the pictures with which the Houston
Everest aeroplane expedition has
returned beat anything which would
be possible to the camera of the
climber. As described by Colonel
Blacker at the Royal Photographic

natural

size with

an

old

quarter-plate camera, but it does not give enough distance from
lens to screen. Could I fit some sort of extra back, or is there a
simpler dodge ?
L. C. B. [Warwick.)
It is quite possible to make a back extension, and we have
described and illustrated such a method. As we presume
that you use dark slides, a back fitting would involve the
construction of the necessary grooves for the slides, and an
arrangement for carrying the focussing screen in exact register.
An alternative to making any alteration to the camera
itself is to use a shorter focus lens, and in many cases this
solves the problem at once. The focal length of such a lens
must not exceed half of the camera extension available, as in
copying same size the distance from lens to screen and from
lens to subject is in each case double the focal length of the
lens.
The remaining course, and often the simplest and most
effective, is to construct a front extension as roughly suggested

interest to readers will be fully dealt with
replies appear as usual on the last page.

in the diagram. The arrangements at the back of the camera
are not affected at all, and the fitting on the front simply
serves the purpose of carrying the lens farther forward than it
could otherwise be placed.
As the diagram shows, the addition takes the form of a
tapering box. The larger end is fitted in the most convenient
manner to the front of the camera ; the smaller end is pierced
to carry the lens. The whole thing can be made from one piece
of stout card or strawboard, the bends being scored with a
knife, and preferably bound with paper or fabric. Or the
fitting can be made with thin plywood, glued and bradded,
and again with all edges bound afterwards. Whatever
material is used the inside should be blackened. Although
the construction may be light, the box should be sufficiently
rigid and true to keep the axis of the lens at right angles to
the focussing screen, or definition will suffer.
A flange for the lens may be fitted to the front, or another
method may be used. This is to cut a hole j ust large enough for
the threaded part of the lens mount to pass through, and then
to screw the flange on from the inside.

Combined
I wish
ordinary

Bath.
to try the method

P.O.P.

Can

you

The important thing
such as :
Water . .
Hypo
Lead acetate
Gold chloride
Powdered chalk

of combined
give me

toning

the necessary

is a suitable

and

fixing for

hints ?

J. B. (Islington .)
formula for the solution,
20 oz.

8 oz.

10 grs.

Use warm water, shake up well, allow to stand for twelve
hours, and decant the clear liquid for use. The prints may be
removed from the solution when the desired tone is obtained,
but the period

should

not be less than

seven

or eight minutes

or

4 grs.

the prints will be incompletely fixed. There is a slight reduc¬
tion in depth, which must be allowed for in printing. Thorough
washing'completes

6
524

the process.

i oz.
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aking Photography
In spite of the popularity of “snapO
I T* T~) T /^\T
T
T
shotting,” the photographers
| \ J 1, _ J
| _j X
obtain the most from their hobby who
are
those who take a serious interest in it and undertake the production of their own
photographs. In the following article, which is addressed to the advancing
beginner, some hints are given upon this subject.

IT may be safely said that the

photographer who would obtain
the most pleasure from his hobby
must take it seriously. Although
the making of negatives and prints
are but means towards an end, it is
a matter that cannot be overlooked
if the final results are to be recognised
as personal productions and to give
the greatest amount of pleasure.
The tendency in recent years has
been in many instances to rely on
the services of D. and P. firms.
While much of the work so produced
has been good it has left the amateur
entirely ignorant of what photo¬
graphy really is.
There must be many thousands
of camera users who claim to be
amateur photographers who have
no notion of how to make a photo¬
graph. Fortunately, there is now a
decided movement afoot — and one
that, curiously enough, is gaining
the support of the photographic
dealers themselves — to urge the
beginner to learn all about photo¬
graphy, how to develop his own
negatives and make his own prints. '
We are heartily in favour of this,
as apart from the inevitable ulti¬
mate advantage to the manufac¬
turers and dealers, there is no
doubt that once the fascination of
m airing his own photographs takes
hold of the younger worker— especi¬
ally if he is rewarded with a few
good results — there will be no turn¬
ing back, and the casual snapshotter
will speedily become a serious ama¬
teur with a worth-while hobby.
This article is addressed to the
advancing beginner who is able to
produce good negatives and prints by
the many simple means now avail¬
able, and who is in a position to
turn his photography to account.
Although there are some people who
at this stage may give up the hobby,
this would not be the case if only it
were realised how photography can
be usefully applied.

There are many

instances where

photography can be used in con¬
junction with some other activity,
with considerable benefit to the
photographer, apart from the in¬
creasing delight in successful camera
work as a hobby.
Pictorial

Work.

One of the best applications of
photography is the production of
photographs which are pictures in
the artistic sense. There are many
people who feel the urge to make
pictures, but refrain from doing so
on account of the fact that they
have never had the opportunity for
artistic training. Photography offers
a means of graphic expression in
the most simple and convenient
manner.
The individual has full scope for
personal expression, and there are
few pursuits which give their de¬
votees more pleasure than the
finding of pictorial subjects and
securing them by means of the
camera, followed by the production
of the final picture.
Other

Fields.

It is possible that the photo¬
grapher may not be attracted by
the purely pictorial aspect of his
craft. There are other applications,
and the field is a wider one than
may at first be supposed. Photo¬
graphy combines admirably with
many other interests such as archae¬
ology, nature study, gardening,
sport, literary interests, etc. It can
be a valuable link with other lines
of study. For example, if the
photographer has literary interests,
and journeys through country im¬
mortalised by Scott or Hardy, he
can add his own photographs to
his choice editions.
If, to take another example, in¬
terest is taken in gardening, the
application of photography will en¬
able a permanent record to be kept
of horticultural triumphs. These
535

are a few examples of many that
could be given. But in any case
it is clear that to make the most of
any such subject a knowledge of
photographic procedure becomes
necessary ; as this increases so will
the quality of the work improve.
Planning.

In order to make

the best use of

photography it may be desirable
to specialise. Plans should be made
in advance. At the beginning of
the season many photographers plan
their activities, and the results in
the end are more satisfactory than
would be the case if things were left
to chance.
We know of one photographer
who made a series of prints of city
types. Another produced a series
of pictures which materialised into
an interesting lantern lecture, deal¬
ing with local history. In another
case a set of colour slides were made.
These were the results of careful
planning, and

in their production

steadily
the photographers’
increased
and failures skill
decreased.
Technique.

If the photographer decides to
specialise with a view to a definite
application of his hobby,' attention
must first be directed to the tech¬
nique. It may mean that apparatus
of a different type must be obtained,
more suited to the work that is
contemplated.
It may be of advantage to use
panchromatic materials, and if the
photographer is not familiar with
these, the present offers an oppor¬
tunity to become familiar, before
serious work is attempted. And
when this phase is mastered, how
much better the properly considered
results will be, and how much more
satisfaction will be secured, than
from merely taking a packet of
D. & P. prints over the counter
without any idea of how they came
into existence.
1
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photographing the
Royal Air Force

DISPLAY
HENDON ! What a glorious day of excitement and

By “ FLEETWING.”

thrills this magic word conjures up in the minds of
the thousands who annually visit the display to
see the Royal Air Force on parade. This year, the display
is on Saturday,

30th June, and

to those amateur

photo¬

graphers, both “ still ” and cine, who have never been,
let me say “ Go ; you are missing one of the greatest
photographic opportunities of the year for securing real
action pictures full of life and
It is useless to visit Hendon
or three plates, for you

atmosphere.”
with one roll of film or two

will need all the sensitive material
A Flight of "Bulldogs ” landing at Hendon.

1/200 th sec., fj 11.

1 /500th of a second should arrest their speed. Machines
flying towards the camera permit a longer exposure, and
i/iooth to 1 /200th second will be about right.
At a previous display the writer accidentally left his
shutter speed at i/5oth sec., and exposed on a plane flying
towards the lens, which resulted in a perfect negative ;
but the highest speed possible should be used. The display
will provide amateurs with an opportunity to indulge in
the " camera swing ” method, i.e., making the exposure
while following the planes in the view-finder.
After each shot, prepare your camera for the next event.
The planes may appear to be approaching slowly, but in
reality they are travelling very fast, and are soon over and
Among the many and varied events staged during the
afternoon, and which lend themselves kindly to the camera,
gone.
are
; formation flying, flight aerobatics, bombing, squadron
air drill, smoke evolutions and the spectacular massed
parachute descent. This last-named event makes a fine
picture, and the panchromatic films or plates will be
necessary to secure a good rendering of the white parachutes
against, we hope, a blue sky. Good shots of the machines
Three Squadrons

of Hawker Harts. 1/100 th sec. at flu.
Verichrome film pack.

vou can afford. Panchromatic films or plates are recom¬
mended, and when used in conjunction with a suitable
filter, will help to render the bright tones of the planes
against the sky. Those who cannot afford to use panchro¬
matic film will find that ordinary material will give good
results, especially for ground subjects. The camera should
he fitted with a direct-vision or wire-frame type of finder.
A lens hood will be found useful, as most of the exposures
will be made skywards.
Flying usually starts about 12.30 p.m. with preliminary
events, and it is advisable to get on to the aerodrome as
early as possible to secure a good position for operating.
J have found that the west side is the best. You will find the
Press and

News

Film photographers

in this position.

Practically all the exposures will be made at “ Infinity,”
and exposure alone remains to be reckoned with. Photo¬
graphing skywards is somewhat misleading, and the follow¬
ing will serve as a useful guide to work upon. For planes
flying broadside to the camera and at a reasonable height.
8

Nearly overhead,

i/iooth sec. exposure, f/ii, with camera

swing.
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YOU
LEICA

CAN
MODEL

III

with
F 2 Summar
in Collapsible
Mount
Self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 to
l/500th sec., T. and B., automatic focussing, inter¬
changeable lens mount.
..
£33:13:0
Nine monthly payments of 78/6.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALWAYS

(FULLY

^4ny

KODAK

From

4-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, case

PICCOCHIC

F/2.9 Meyer Triopiau anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and B.,
, r , a
complete iri soft purse case .
*'■ ■ w ■ U
Nine monthly payments of 16/11.
F/2.7 Cassar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300tb sec., T. and B., com- f>o . 7 . f*
plete In purse case .
<XiO ■ f ■ Q
Nine monthly payments of 19/7.

SHUTTER

111, Oxford St.,
W.1

apparatus

against

3* x 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, in focussing mount, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter, case .
£10 17 6
34x24 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7
anastigmat lens .
£1 12 6
3J x24 Auto. Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, 1 double slide, cut-film magazine,
case .
£7 17 6

THE

V

£15

0

0

9 x 12 cm. Tunior Special T.-P. Reflex, 6-in.
f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£8 6 0
34 x 24 Ernemann Box Reflex, f/4.5 Frnoplast lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. . £6 10 0
34 x 2J Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Veraplan anastigmat, in focussing mount, 3
slides, F.P. adapter .
£15 0 0
4-pl. Popular Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Ensign
anastigmat, 6 slides .
£6 15 0
4-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke
anastigmat, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£18 17 6
9 x 12 cm. Mentor Boxform Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£9 9 0
4-pl. Tropical Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres, 6 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£22 10 0
10 x 15 cm. Soho Reflex, 84-in. f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, 6 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£17 10 0
4-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, latest
model, 6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£13 10 0
34 x24 Special Ruby Reflex, f/3 4 Aldis
anastigmat, 2 double slides. Condition as
new .
£15 10 0
4-pl. Graflex B, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 1 double
slide, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £8 10 0
4-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5
Aldis-Butchei lens, 6 elides, F.P. adapter,
case .
£6 5 0
4-pl. Model C Graflex, revolving back,
f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat, F.P. adapter
£27 10 0
4-pl. Folding Mentor Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, revolving back, 3 double slides
£8 10 0
4-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, 6 slides .
£6 10 0
34 x24 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex,
f/2.9 Cooke anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather ease .
£13 10 0

6x6 cm. Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex,

f/7.7 anastigmat, in ever-ready case
£2 0 0
44 x 6 cm. Ernemann Box Reflex, f/4.5
Ernemann anastigmat, F.P. adapter
£4 10 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5
T.-P. Cooke anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£7 10 0

deposit

sent

to

F/3.6 Foth anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, with delayed-action device, speeds l/25th
to l/500th sec. and B. Very jjpyj • 4Ai C
compact .
3Gri •
v
Nine monthly payments of 10/10.

A REAL

VEST-POCKET

9 x 12 cm. Folding Mentor Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, in focussing mount, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter. New condition, leather
case .
£9 17 6
34 x 24 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex,
f/4.5 Ensar, leather case .
£5 5 0
Postcard 3a Graflex, f/6.3 B.L. Zeiss Tessar,
leather case .
£5 5 0
7x5 Compact Graflex, f/4.5 Kodak anas¬
tigmat lens, 3 plate-holders, changing-box
for 12 films, case .
£15 0 0
Postcard Tropical Soho, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
3 double slides, case .
£16 10 0
5x4 Graflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Kodak
anastigmat, F. P. adapter .
£15 10 0

Cine Apparatus
9.5-mm. Hand-cranked
attached .

Pathe, with motor
£2 12 6

THE

AGFA
Takes

Roll Films

frnt £5:5:0
Fitted f/3. 9 Solinar
anastigmat,
Com¬
pur
shutter, inspeeds
1 to l/300thsec.,T.
and B., self-erecting
Nine monthly
payments

16-mm. Ensign Einecam, f/ 2.6 Cinar, in
focussing mount, 100 ft., leather case.
As new .
£12 17 6

16-mm. Agfa Movex, latest model, f/3.5
Agfa anastigmat lens, 40-ft. model £9 17 6
16-mm. 12-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6,
in focussing mount, in leather case, standard
fitting for Victor, Bell-How ell, etc. £10 0 0

of 12/3.

The
Model

100-ft. model,
£15 15 0

9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe,
latest variable speeded shutter £10 0 0
16-mm. BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5, 50 ft.,
2-speed shutter .
£10 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, f/2.9
Zeiss Triotar .
£10 17 6
16-mm. BB Cine-Kodak Junior, f/3.5,
50-ft .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Victor Model 3, f/3.5 Dallrneyer,
100-ft. model, leather case .
£18 17 6
9.5-mm. Midas Taking Camera and Pro¬
jector, combined in leather case £5 17 6
16-mm. Agfa Movector, latest model,
f/1.5 Dallmever Speed lens, in focussing
mount, leather case, 100 ft .
£28 10 0
35-rum. 4-in. f/2.9 Pentac Lens, in focussing
mount for Eyemo .
£9 17 6
35-mm. 9-in. f .'5.6 Dallon Telephoto Lens,
in focussing mount for Eyemo.. £8 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, f/L.7
Celex anastigmat .
£10 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Cine, f/3.5 Hermagis lens,
50 ft .
£7 10 0
35-mm. Debrie Model H, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar, tropical model, metal body, all
movements with fitting for motor drive,
complete in case, with Debrie £120
tripod 0 0

•B ’
camera
Moto¬
FOR
9.5-mm.
film, FILMS.
daylight loading

.
m 0 30-ft.
.q
Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat, spring dri\e,£0takes
Nine monthly payments of 14/9.

THE
OMBRUX
Electric
Exposure
Meter.
Complete
in case. .
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 9/11.
THE

BLENDUX,

for Cine .

84/CINE-KODAK

Nine monthly payments of 9/11. O4*/"

B.B. JUNIOR

WESTMINSTER
EXCHANGE LTD.

equivalent to
film, spring
100-ft. 16-mm.
finder, f/3.5
drive, eye-level

GERrard

F/3.5 Kodak anast.

F/1.9 Kodak anast.

£13:13:0

£18:18:0

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 32/-.

Nme monthly pay¬
ments of 44/1.
PLEASE

MENTION

Kodak
tigmat.

62, Piccadilly, W.1

111, Oxford Street, W .1

anas¬

£9:17:6

REGent 1360.

1432.

EIGHT-20
Takes a 25-ft.
film, which is

PHOTOGRAPHIC

For 50 ft. of Film.

‘O’

Standard
V.P.

16-mm. B Cine-Kodak, 100-ft. model,
leather case .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Ica S10 Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss
Tessar .
£8 17 6
16-mm. B Cine-Kodak,
leather case .

OU/*
50/-

SPEEDEX

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

CINE-KODAK

CAMERA.

l/25th,
l/50th,anastigmat
1/lOOtli see.,
and B
F/6.3 Ensar
. T. .

on

value.

Sent on 7 days’ approval against full cash deposit.
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS.
LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE.
Takes 16 Pictures on V.P. Film.

THE ENSIGN MIDGET

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm. costing only one penny
each. All-distance lens, 3-speed shutter, /

HOUSE,

Reflex Cameras

F/3.5 Zeiss Tesear anastigmat, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
2*5*0
Nine monthly payments of 27/3.

AT

GUARANTEED)

second-hand

approval

F/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B .
”2*6
Nine monthly payments of 19/-.

BETTER

SECOND-HAND
APPARATUS
CAMERA

F/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Pronto shutter, 1 /126th,
l/50th, l/100th sec., T.
and ^£0 ■ Q ■ Q
Nine monthly payments of 14/-.

DO

The WESTMINSTER

Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar ana- £25
"0*0
Nine monthly payments of 68/4.

SIX-20
DUO

ADVERTISEMENTS

Nine 23/1.
monthly

24, Charing Cross Road,

119, Victoria Street,
VICTORIA
“THE

0669.

AMATEUR

S.W.1

of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.
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CONTAX
THE MINIATURE
PRECISION
Camera
in perfection
The Contax can do more than other Miniature
cameras because it can be equipped with Zeiss lenses
varying from l£ in. to
in. focal length, and
apertures from f/1.5 to f, 8. And the metal focalplane shutter is the only shutter In miniature
cameras giving l/l,000ch second exposure, thus
making it possible to take pictures of fastest
moving subjects, even when the light is not good.
EUOO
7CICC

ll\Un
IlfflM

LIU.,
ST., LONDON,
ITn MORTIMER
11, MORTIMER
HOUSE, W.1

Please send for “ The Connoisseur and u\e Contax
also “ The
Ten Contax Lenses," tuio boohs just published, which will tell
you all about this wonderful universal cume>a.

I

P ictures you might otherwise

ARE

SAVED

BY

miss

THESE

“KODAKS”

Quick Opening . . camera opens right out at the touch
of a button.

Quick focussing . . a half-turn with the finger-tips sets
the scale for any distance from 3\ feet to infinity.

Quick sighting . . both ‘sights’ of direct-vision finder
snap into erect position at a touch. Reversible
finder also fitted.

reflecting

Quick loading . . hinged back; spool holders swing up
clear of camera.

SIX-16 “KODAK”
(4J” x 2 "Y With K.S. f4.5 lens and

“ Compur ** Shutter . . £8.0.0
Other lens and shutter equipments
from .
£3.17.6

SIX-20 “KODAK”

(3J’ x 2J"). With K.S. f4.S lens and
*' Compur " Shutter . . £7 . 7.0
Other lens and
from
.

shutter equipments
£3 . 12 . 6

Examine

these outstanding

cameras

atKodak
anyLimited,
Kodak
dealer’s.
Kodak House, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2
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may be obtained as they taxi past the enclosures to take
up their positions prior to taking off.
It you want to obtain photographs of the machines as
they leave the ground remember that they take off into
the wind. If the amateur photographer is contemplating
making an album of the display a few ground shots of the
crowds, with, if possible, some machines overhead, will
provide variety to a series of action pictures.
After a thrilling day, and you have managed to crawl
through the crowds and traffic, your thoughts will naturally

turn to developing the results of your day’s work. M.Q.
developer is very suitable for aerial photographs, avoiding
density at all costs. You will find that in many instances
the planes appear in the negatives extremely small, but
subsequent enlarging will reveal the results of your day’s
work. Cine-workers will find their films especially acceptable
when shown, due to the fact that the films will be one
continuous series of action, the real aim of all amateur
operators. The subjects are such as can seldom be obtained
except on similar occasions.

By “ HIGH

IT was while serving recently on an

parcels filled me with admiration for
the contributors who sent them. One
of these used two thin three-ply boards
to enclose his prints, notched at the
sides for the string which bound them,
the package being enclosed in one
sheet of strong brown paper. This
had only one fault, there was just
a chance of the edges of the mounts
becoming indented with the string
during transit. An improvement would
be to use broad tape or webbing,
fastened with flat buckles, instead of

lost in the unpacking, and will prob¬
ably not be replaced in repacking.
A better plan is to use thin ivory card
the same size as the mounts, placing
the prints face to face with a card
between each pair. This is quite
economical, as the cards are returned

Packing

box

with

removable

by giving the L-screws

lid, fastened

a half turn.

A variation of this type of case
came from another contributor. In
this one the lid was held by a pair of
brackets at one end and a turn button
at the other. This was one of the
best packages

entered.
Cardboard

with

hinged

lid, showing

and can be used over and over again.
One contributor made the mistake

with removable

lid, fastened

of turn-button

and

by means

brackets.

But the palm for the best casing of
all must go to the one which consisted
of a box (made from strong cardboard,

taken out to get to the prints. An
improvement to this would be to use
L-shaped screws, which, by giving
them half a turn, would allow the lid
to be lifted clear. This would mean
that short slots instead of holes for
the screws would have to be made in
the lid.

case

tape for raising prints.

Box

Another good idea was a flat box
made of three-ply wood and four
strips of wood about 1 in. X J in.
In this case ten screws had to be

ts

SEA.”

exhibition committee, whose duty
it was to unpack the entries,
number them and check them with the

entry forms and fees, tie up the pack¬
ages again temporarily, and generally
get everything shipshape for the judges,
that I had my eyes opened.
On the whole the work of unpacking
was very tedious, many of the parcels
consisting of two, three, or four layers
of paper, and string tied round each
layer in many cases.
On the other hand a few of the

Prin

Exhibition

ng

I believe) in which a hinged lid con¬
sisting of one-third of the top, could
be turned back. The three sides of
the lid not occupied by the hinges had
overhanging flaps, the corners being
fastened, making a strong rigid case.
Another interesting point about this
case was the provision of a short
tape, which when pulled raised the
prints, making extraction simple.
There was no fastening arrangement,
and none was needed beyond the
outer
string. wrapping of brown paper and
There

are one

or two

other

hints

which I picked up that I would like to
pass on to others who send prints to
exhibitions, and one is : Do not use
tissue paper between prints ; it only
gets torn or crushed, and sometimes
527

of putting the prints face to face, in
contact with each other, an I he had
used crayon on the border of one of
them. When they were unpacked this
crayon border had offset on to the face
of the other print and ruined it.
Another source of worry to the
unpackers is the way in which some
contributors enclose their entry fee
and entry form. In many cases
these were inserted between the wrap¬
pings, with the possibility of their
being overlooked and the result that
the contributor gets a letter from the
exhibition secretary asking him to for¬
ward at once his entry form or fee, or
both, as the case may be. I suggest
the safest way is to place the entryform and postal order in an envelope,
and stick this with a touch of gum or
a gummed paper strip to the back of
the top mount. It is then the first
thing the unpackers see when the
parcel
undone.
It isis with
the

twofold

idea that

contributors would get their return
pictures back undamaged, and at the
same time make the work of unpacking
something more like pleasure, 1that
1
I put forward the above suggestions.

June 13th, 1934
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By PAUL

he AMATEUR
Photographer
at Home

I. SMITH.

ENTERTAINING

WITH

THE

THE great opportunity to use the

camera as a means of enter¬
taining kiddies, and incidentally
snapping them at their best, is when
mother leaves father in control. Per¬
sonally, I find a very simple story, or
little play, the best foundation for my
photographic studies, and I can usually
manage to persuade the dog to act as
a super.
Most kiddies love the world of
make-believe, and it is usually an easy
task to encourage them to act simple
parts. My little girl, aged three, is
always ready to dress herself up with
tea towels, bath rugs, and anything
she can find handy, so naturally she was
highly delighted when I made her into
1 2

CAMERA.
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a Florence Nightingale. The obvious se¬
quence was to tie a piece of white cloth
round “ Tinker,” and to take his temperature
(100 degrees in the shade, I believe).
Once children are interested in what is
happening around them, they lose that
self-conscious studio expression which de¬
tracts from the human appeal of the
photograph. It is, of course, impossible to
expect tiny tots to keep still longer than
i/i5th sec., and I always find it safer to work
at i/25th sec. at f/4.5. The use of modern
supersensitive panchromatic films enables
fully-exposed negatives to be made in a
well-lighted room, especially if the walls
are light-coloured.
Although I have sometimes trusted the
trigger pulling to my son and heir, aged
five, I really prefer to tie a piece of black
cotton on to the release, and to snap the
scene with my foot. Numbers 1 and 2 were
taken in this manner.
I am not claiming that such impromptu
and humorous experiments are calculated
to produce high-class pictorial results.
The appeal of the prints will often be
merely personal rather than general. At
the same time there is no doubt that a
great many people find more pleasure in
these homely efforts than in more sophis¬
ticated attempts at picture-making.

SEEING

MANY amateur photographers are
at a loss to find new

material

for pictures. They often la¬
ment that the popularity and extent
of photography have exhausted the
possibilities in their own locality.
Familiarity with their own surroundings
has bred contempt, resulting in un¬
seeing eyes for fresh outlets.
But when a visitor comes to this

EYES

syw.PYE.

from business, that there are four ways
of passing through the street ? This
fact alone opens up new possibilities in
many towns and cities for different
effects of lighting at various times of
the day.
It is also possible to take a walk,
cycle ride or motor ride from A to B
without being struck by anything in
the scenery, whereas the same ride

district, things begin to hum. Observa¬
tion of the papers and magazines will
often reveal how the outsider has
stolen a march and secured pictures

in opposite direction from B to A is
full of suggestions for the camera.
The camera should always be handy
to seize every new impression that is
worth while. Its presence is a stimu¬
lus to keen observation.
While the actual familiar scenes may
not have altered, the passing of time
will have brought an improved outlook.
The point of view toward picture¬
making must have undergone a change
for the better by practice, and this
should reveal possibilities for the camera
that have not been noticed before.
A further helpful method is to take
note of the scenes that strike a visitor

that have been “ sticking out a yard ”
for local photographers. A new en¬
vironment awakens a sense of novelty,
even though it may be no more
picturesque, historical or interesting
than the familiar scenes nearer home.

as unusually attractive, when in their
company. This may appear to be

This is quite natural, as the quest
of childhood for the new 1 is never
entirely eliminated from our outlook.
There is, therefore, no need for

Again, a further perusal of the local
guide-books and literature of the
district will often bring to light some

plagiarising another’s outlook, but in
reality it is no more than finding a new
incentive from the pages of this paper.

unsuspected feature hitherto over¬
looked. Clearance schemes reveal

discouragement because the “ seeing
eye ” does not come easily for pictures
of local setting, as there are ways and
means of cultivating it.

some point of view of noted buildings
that can never be obtained otherwise.

One idea for obtaining a new view¬
point is to try and see familiar scenes
in an unfamiliar way. For instance,
how many realise when going to and

If these suggestions are amplified
and acted upon, the complaint will
not be ” What is there left to take ? ”
but " What can I leave out ? ”

A simple everyday subject that depends
for its success on the effect of sunlight.
But it had to be seen.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice
HOLIDAY
AS

this heading dealing
in photography.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

I said last week, it will not do for me to suppose
that beginners are going to take holiday photo¬
graphs with a heavy reflex camera, and make

quarter-plate glass negatives. For most of us those days
are past, and neither our enthusiasm nor our muscle will
rise to such heroic heights.
Here I digress for a moment. Next week I shall have
to leave this subject, because I am going to say something
about the hand cameras of fifty years ago, or thereabouts,
and I have made some drawings to surprise and amuse you.
Apart from this, the Special Jubilee Number will take
your breath away. You will be able to see examples of
the work of photographic giants and pioneers, and to get
some inkling of some of the things that have been said and

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jor the

years
ago in
from
life’s
and hethat
he had
never and
used years
a camera
his his
life.
He work,
felt that
would
like
to have a very simple one, and see if he could not make
some holiday records. So I got him about as simple a
3 J X 2 J camera as I could find, a box-form one for roll film,
with a single lens, fixed focus, and one-speed shutter. It
cost very much less than a pound.
He was shown the few simple things there were to know
about it, and given one or two hints as to what to do and
what not to do. Like all the rest of us, he made mistakes,
and will make some more ; but he got some excellent results
on his first spool of film, and gets them on every spool
he uses.
I asked Mr. Fish to let me select and use one or two of
his negatives, and I show
prints from five of them.
Each one, I think, has a
little lesson for us. That
is why I picked these
out rather than choose
only the most successful.
The first is a capital
snap of yachts racing
at Cowes. The boats are
having an uphill job
because Mr. Fish did not
hold the camera level,
and this is a case where
he ought to have done so.
Fortunately, there is
plentyfault
of room
to correct
the
by trimming,
and if a good enlarge¬
ment were trimmed to a
rather narrow panel there
would be nothing to
show that it was not the
work of an old and
experienced hand with
an expensive camera.
This is the sort of thing
that the cheapest of
cameras can tackle quite
well.
It might be thought,

done in a wonderful half-century of photography. I dare
say that more will follow in later issues, for the subject is
a vast one. You can take it from me that “ The A.P.” for
June 20th will be a marvellous sixpenny worth. (Advt.)
To resume.
Some time ago I bought a camera for
call him Mr. Fish, because I once had
name, and because it is not the name of
Having made that clear, I may say that
14

a friend. I will
a friend of that
this friend at all.
Mr. Fish retired

though, that it would
make a poor job of a big building like that in the second
print. Not at all. The only thing is that no doubt Mr.
Fish could not see all the top of the building in the view¬
finder, and tilted the camera up till he could see it. Where¬
fore the building is toppling backwards a bit, although
not so much but that a skilful enlarger could correct it.
Mr. Fish knows that a camera can be so made that the
front, carrying the lens, can be slid up a little so as to
avoid this sort of thing ; and I dare say that if he asks me

June
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GRANVILLE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS
CONSTITUTE THE FINEST
VALUE FOR MONEY
MATERIALS.
OUR

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL,

OUR

ORGANISED

TO

SIZE,

AND

VARIETY

QUALITY

FACTORY
QUICKLY

ENABLES

US

of MATERIALS

SEMITONE

DEVELOPER,

in twenty

—

31x21

—

41x21

—

41x31

—

51x31
61x41

7 x 5
8 x6
81x61

10x8
12 * 10
15 x 12

20 x 16

—

7d.
7d.

—

5d.
Sd.
6d.
8d.
lid.
1/3

lid.
1/1
1/4
1/8
2/5
2/6

1/7
2/4
4/3

Shts.
—

1/9
2/9

1/7

one

gallon.

4 oz. 7/-.

TONER,

2/3 Bot.

1/2/3

72
Shts.

5d.

8d.
lid.

1/1
1/8
2/4

6d.
7d.

1/4
1/5
2/9
1/11
2/11

—

9d.

—

21-

10 ft. X 25 in. 5/6 per Roll. 42/Other sizes Pro Rata.

36
Shts.

—

3/7

3/4
7/4
3/10 10/6
5/6 15/9
2/11 8/4 23/8
4/6 12/5
7/9 22/1

12
Shts.

5/4

8d.
9d.

7/9
4 /8/9
12/13/11

lOd.
lid.

1/1
1/5
11-

1/7
2/3

1/3
20/30/45/80/-

1/10
2/9

3/5

2/6
3/5
5/5

5/1
9/1 25/10 49/1
4/10
6/3 per Roll.

FREE
-

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

paid

AND

on

all

CARDS

Takes 16 pictures on standard 31 x 21 roll
film, self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading,
direct-vision view-finder.
With f/3.5 Hugo Meyer Trioplan anastigmat
lens, in D. A. Compnr shutter .
£7 7 0

1/11
4/2
4/6
6/2
10/3

23/5
16/2
14/-

New

model

with

focal-plane

shutter,

giving

£27 10
], ] /5th, l/10th sec. to 1/1, 000th sec.
With0
range-finder.
With
With
With

With

Zeiss

Tessar

Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 .
Sonnar f/2 .
Sonnar f/1.5 .

f/3.5
£30 0
£35 10
£51 10

BOX

for SAMPLES,
SHOULD
BE

3.

LEAMINGTON
PLEASE

MENTION

‘'THE

”

0
0
0

in.

Magnifier

ground-class
ultra sharp

over

screen for
focusing.

Simple lever movement
to change the film.
Gives 16 exposures on
V.P. size film.
With f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens .
£18 15 0
With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
lens .
£21 0 0

THE
CAMERA‘RHACO’
HOLDER

CORRES¬
SENT
TO

GULLIM AN & Co . , Ltd .
P.O.

<s PICCOCHiC

lens,
6 0

FREE.

CUSTOMERS
PLEASE
CALL
AT
OUR
SHOWROOMS,
18, GRAY’S
INN
ROAD
(HOLBORN
END), WHERE
ALL POPULAR
STOCKS
MAY
BE OBTAINED.

GRANVILLE

anastigmat
£9

The smallest reflex cam¬
era on the market
measures only 5 - 21 x 1}

MATERIALS

orders.

TRADE
ENQUIRIES,
REQUESTS
PONDENCE
AND
POST
ORDERS

Hugo Meyer f/2.9 Trioplan
in Compur shutter .

‘ PILOT’

9/52/6
93/6
35/-

A ne«*t, portable accessory,

LONDON
-

’

Shts.

Other Sizes Pro Rata.

INCLUDING
PRICES
OTHER
NOT
MENTIONED
ABOVE.

1 BALOAX

lens
50s. Od.

‘CONTAX’

No extra charge (or doubleweight.

LIST
-

anastigmat

144

31-

3/10 7/4
6/6
4/6 12/4
18/5
8/6
5/9/9 27/7
14/5

focussing

Jives 16 pictures on a V.P. size spool. The
arnera measures only 31 x
x 1 in. — not much
anger than a cigarette case.
Vith f/4.5 lens in 3-speed shutter. . ,£4 0 0

PAPERS

—

—

6/4

9d.
10d. 111/5
1/1 1/11

6

144
Shts.

Ensar

IK0NTA’

75 oz.

(Chloro-Bromide)

2/11
4/4
4/8

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm. All-distance ena,
3-speed shutter, l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec.,
T. and B .
30s. Od.

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE

72
Shts.

3x4

F/6.3

2 oz. 4/3.

LUXE

AND

7d.

lt> exposures,

. 4/6

1/9, to make

grades.

36
Shts

gives

cm. ; f/3.5
shutter
speeds Lens.
l/‘25th to l/500th sec.,
Foth
Anastigmat
<3
PRICE ONLY
.
£ 12 0

. 1/6 doz.
. 2/3
. 3/6

51x31
61x41

SEPIA

DE

shutter on ti e
market. It takes
a V.P. size film and

600 Outdoor.

1/9 3 oz„ to make

1 oz. tin 2/10.

1/6 Jar.

MIDGET’

The Foth-Derb\
Is the smallest
roll-film canter?*
with focal piane

3/6

DEVELOPER,

GASLIGHT
6
12
21x11

100

21-

‘ENSIGN

‘BABY

ucnoi

H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D.

31x21
41x31

50

FILMS

CUT

AND

OR
AND

ELSEWHERE

All Grades

II-

BROMIDE

Shts.

SERVICE

GASLIGHT

GRANVILLE

Shts.

A

AND

GRADE

UNOBTAINABLE

20

MOUNTANT,

Size.

GIVE

1/1/9
3115 SEMITONE

FLASHPOWDER,

Supplied

TO

ANY

OF

FRESH

EQUIPPED

MAKE

BROMIDE

I
J

GRANVILLE

IS

YOU

ALWAYS

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50. 100, 250, 425, 650.
00
doz.
doz.
3ix2J . . 1/3
41x31 . . 1/10
51x31 . . 2/10
61x41 . . 3/9

ASSURES

AND

SPA.
AMATEUR

All-metal i#i*u> . I earner cohered, leabuer • arryIng handle, nickelled fittings. 16 exposures on
£0 17 0
standard V.P. spool.

fitted with Camera Screw,
with ball - and - socket head.
Can be attached to a fence,
gate, tree, table or any other
sol Id support from whi ch the
desired view can be photo¬
graphed .
7,6
Soft leather case, extra . .2/6

SANDS

F/3.5 Meyer
F/2.9 Meyer
F/2.7

WHEN

Caspar,

Compur

„

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD
PHOTOGRAPHER"

Trioplan, Compur shutter
Trioplan, Compur shutter

Stelnheil

k

shutter
£7

6

0

G- CO. LTD.

STREET, STRANQiici
MSB#

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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SECOND-HAND
AND SHOP- SOILED
BARGAINS
Splendid

£4 10s .
9x12 Etui, f/6.3 Zeiss Triotar, Corapur
Good condition .

You will get much more interest out
of your hobby by doing your own de¬
veloping and printing. You will live
your holidays over again.

Selection

520 Ikonta, 16 on 3}x2j, f/6.3 Novar, 3-speed shutter. As new.
shutter, F.P. adapter,

!

WRITE

£3 0 0
3 slides.
£5 10 0

la Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat .
£1 6 9
V.P. Apem Roll Film, f/6.3 Kershaw, 3-speed shutter. As new £12
6
Pathe 9.5-mm. Hand-turn Cine Camera. Good condition .
15s. 6d.
rise and cross,
new £5 5 0

2Jx3j Voigtlander, f/6.3, 7-speed Ibsor shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-holder. Cost £6 17s. 6d. As new .
£3 19 6
9x12 or J-pl. Miroflex, f/2.8 Tessar, F.P. adapter and yellow filter. Cost
£80. Good condition .
£29 10 0

2Jx3J Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, D.A. Telma. Cost £7 5s. New. . £5 12 6
J-pl. Ensign Roll Film, Pack or Plate, f/7.7 anastigraat, 3-speed shutter,

slides and

case .

17s. 6d.

3a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Compur
and cross.

Cost £18. Good

shutter, rise

condition .

£4 19

Dallmeyer 14-in. Large Adon t/4.5 Telephoto, in focussing mount.
£20

ros.

Hardly

used .

6

List

£7 10

0

Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 Taylor-Hohson. List £3 5s. New £117 6
Pathe Latest 9.5-mm. Double-claw Projector. List £6 15s. As new
£4 19 6
2}x3J Minimum Palmos Focal-plane, i/i5th to i/isoth, f/4.5 Tessar, 2
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. As brand new .
£11 7 6

4J x 2£ Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,

definitely

the

to

make

Dept. :

Bromide

Send

Prints.”

including

Manufacturing

P.O.

:

1/7 to -

Chemists,

--

HENDON,

& SONS

TOHNSON
^

£7 15

0

highest

allowance

for

Cameras, Binoculars, Telescopes, Projectors, etc., etc.,
in part exchange for other apparatus. Easiest of Easy
payments , too.
All the latest models — Super Ikonta, Nettar, Rolleicord,
Foth-Flex, Superb, Inos, Virtus, Baby Ikonta, Midget,
Pathe, Kodak and Nagel always in stock.

THE

44 How

Publicity

shutter, 1 to
£2 7 6

.

make

to do Your Own Developing.”
to make Gaslight Prints.”
to do Flashlight Photography,”

1-oz. trial bottle of AZOL, sufficient to develop
12 Spools 3£x2J.
4-oz. tin ACID-FIXING to make 30 to 60 oz . solution.
1 Packet M.-Q. Developer, sufficient to make
3 dozen Gaslight prints.

3a Kodak, R.R. lens, 7-speed shutter, rise and cross. Good condition
17s. 6d.
Carriages

THESE
free.

“ How
“ How
“ How

Chemicals,

V.P. Kodak, f/7.7 anastiemat .
17s. 6d.
J-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis, revolving back, 4 slides, rollcondition

FOR
Booklets,

LTD.

LONDON,

ROLLEICORD

1 3th June, 1934

“Photograms of the Year”
COUPON

NO. 3.

VALUE

SIXPENCE

On® of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬

cessive issues of “The Amateur Photographer”
will secure a copy of the latest volume of
“ Photograms of the Year,” published at
5/-, if sent within one month of the date of the
last coupon, together with Postal Order value a/-,
to Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Publishers,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i.
Name .
Address .

Made by the world-famous makers of the Rolleiflex ,
Messrs. Franke and Heidecke. Features include :

tr

FI 4.5 Zeiss Triotar
Heidoscop

★

'* taking lens ” and brilliant

anastigmat

“ viewing

Special one-lever Compur
and

releasing

in

one

lens.”

shutter for setting

movement.

Speeds

to

1/300th second.
Compensation

of parallax.

the ground-glass

★

What

appears

is shown

exactly

on

on
the

The Price is low considering the Rolleicord
film.
has features found on cameras costing £20 and
upwards. Carnages offer the ^
easiest of easy payment terms, I ^1 Q|^C
too.

GAMAGES,

screen

HOLBORN,

Cash

Price

LONDON,

"

E.C.1

Telephone : Holbom 8484.

16

PLEASE

MENTION

" THE

N.W.4

leather case. Cost

4J x 2{ Burke & James Folding Roll Film, f/6.3, 7-speed
i/3ooth sec. Good condition .
Good

Lesson

XAlso send P.O. 1/7 for a Trial Set of

£15 4s. As new .
£9 9 0
3Jx2J Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, speciallv scaled by Zeiss
Ikon for Proxar, complete with yellow fdter, Proxar, Zeiss distance meter and
case. All as new. Cost £17 .
£10 10 0
3J x 2i Reitzschel Folding Plate, f/4.5, Compur, rise and cross, double
extension, F.P. adapter .
, .
£3 15 0

holder, F.P. adapter.

NOW
Four

List

3£ x 2{ Wirgin Folding Plate, f/2.9 Meyer Trioplan, D.A. Compur, double
extension, rise and cross, slides and F.P. adapter. Brand new. £8 12 6

2J x 3J Wirgin Folding Plate, f/3.5 Zeranar, D.A. Corapur,
double extension, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. List £7 10s. Brand
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DON’T WAIT
do some now!

GAMAGES
Another
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Lastly, the single illustration is the
type of subject that is perhaps the
most popular of all, whether we are
holiday-making or at home.
The
proper study of mankind is man, even
if some of the men are women. There
are those who scoff at these snaps as
futile. I do not agree. They have a
special interest of their own, even if
that interest is limited, and they

to'
get that
him I another
camera
suggest
have enough
sense heto will
see
that it has a rising front.
By the way, he made another mis¬
take with this negative, and this time
there is no remedy possible. One
end of it has had two exposures on it.
This reminds us that when winding film
we must be careful that the number
of each section is stopped exactly in
the middle of the peep-hole.
In the third print there are two
faults. Mr. Fish was too close to the
vessel to get it all on the negative, and
the part he has got is not enough to
make it worth taking. Further, there
are some human bits and pieces in the
line of fire, and they are no acquisition.
I prefer the funnels, although they
are nothing to boast about.
The fourth print is a good one.
The original is clean, bright and sharp.
But the chief reason why it is so good
is because it is one of a very interesting
series. Mr. Fish was watching this
ferry boat, and noting how it was
loaded and manoeuvred, and watching
his opportunity he made exposures at
intervals, so that he can show the
whole business from beginning to

DEMANDS

afford a great deal of pleasure to those
concerned. That is more than suffi¬
cient justification for taking them, and
keeping on taking them.
The group is not at all badly ar¬
ranged. It is homely and natural.
But here again Mr. Fish made a
mistake that is not easy to avoid.
He trusted too much to what he saw
in the little view-finder. There, no
doubt, the figures were in the middle,
and not all pushed towards one side.
A slightly different view was taken by
the lens of the camera. We must

end in a set of excellent little pictures.
This is another example of the utility
and capacity of a simple little camera
when properly used on a good subject.

of the LOCAL

THE man who wants to break

into local Press photography,
either as a free-lance or as a
staff man, must study carefully the
new requirements of this field.
In a measure, these requirements are
more exacting than those of the
London daily Press. For the editor
of a local weekly newspaper is no
longer content to print pictures of
sheepish-looking cricket teams with
hair nicely plastered for the occasion,
groups of dancing couples who seem
to be petrified by the camera, and
amateur actors in impossible poses.
He wants, instead, spontaneous pic¬
tures, action pictures, pictures which
are alive and which contain real
news. So, too, does the editor of
the London daily, but the difference
between the two is that whereas the
latter wants news photographs first
and foremost, the local editor wants
news

PHOTOGRAPHER
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plus faces.

He still wants the village cricket
team, the dancing couples and the
amateur actors, but he wants them
in movement, and taken unawares.
He wants as many faces as can be
crowded into a photograph, though
reluctantly he will sacrifice one or two
of them to get a good newsy photograph.
The reason for this obsession with
faces is that, like names, they sell
papers. Nowadays competition is

remember when taking subjects at
close quarters that it is necessary to
make allowance for the distance
between the finder and the lens. A
little practice will soon put this right.
W. L. F. W.

PRESS

fierce, even with newspapers in remote
districts, and reputations are built up
and maintained not only with accurate
news, but with names and wellprinted photographs.
Photographers who wish to be on
good terms with their editors will not
disdain a spot of reporting on oc¬
casion. Often a man
cannot be
spared to go and cover an event,
especially if it be only a dance or a
village bazaar, and a photographer
who can take an accurate note of the
proceedings, plus names of prize¬
winners, stall-holders, and so on,
writing them up in pithy and readable
fashion, is too valuable a man to lose.
Some photographers consider it
beneath their dignity to take reports,
although I cannot imagine why. The
two professions are just as onerous
as each other, and I am certain that
they can be combined in one man.
The free-lance can make a useful
size income by printing copies of photo¬
graphs, which appear in the paper,
for private readers. Amateur actors,
for instance, like photographs of plays
in which they have appeared. This
also applies to wedding groups, scout
parades, and, in fact, to almost every
activity which goes on in a busy parish.
Even if an event is not to be fea¬
tured on the picture pages, the alert
camera-man can still make use of

his

connection

with

his paper

by

arranging to show photographs in the
window of the newspaper office and
printing copies for sale.
About charges for these. In my
own organisation we charged readers
a standard rate of two shillings for
8x6 pictures, and one and threepence
for the 6x4 size. The photographer,
a free-lance, received 75 per cent on
sales, besides his reproduction fee,
and did rather well out of it. Staff
photographers whom I know, receive
from their papers 50 per cent on sales.
For the right to reproduce a picture,
a photographer is entitled to ask halfa-guinea. But many local newspapers
are too poor to pay this, and an
agreement by a free-lance to supply
pictures each at seven and six, or
five shillings — without, of course, part¬
ing with his copyright — would prob¬
ably result in a bigger profit in the
long run than if he stood out for the
full fee. In addition, most editors
are courteous enough to print the
name of the free-lance photographer
underneath a reproduction.
Try and persuade the editor to have
a special page of pictures regularly.
It will send up circulation and the
demands for copies of photographs,
and the advertisement manager will
17
be pleased, as he can charge higher
rates for space on that page.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

MY exhibition pictures, more often than not, just
happen. As a matter of fact, some of the best
known were taken originally for Press purposes.

What the critics say is my best, viz., ‘ The Tinker’s Funeral,”
was taken for the daily papers, and only turned into an
exhibition print afterwards. It was the same with many
others.
” When on Press business,
of Scotland, I always had a
topical stuff, -and one print
Junction, many years ago,

and travelling all over the North
keen eye for pictorial as well as
of a railway smash at Guthrie
was reproduced in The Graphic

with the remark that not only was it a good ‘ news ’ snap of
the scene, but also a picture.
“ I have no special way of making pictures ; I use any camera
handy, from a Baby Sibyl to a whole-plate Sanderson ; but
for most work a quarter-plate Shew Reflex, and a half-plate
Sanderson with a battery of lenses, are the most often in
request. For fine quality the half-plate negatives are very
hard to beat. When out for real pictorial work the half-plate

to our Special Representative.

is the camera

used, although in the car are also the reflex,
a quarter-plate Sanderson, and a quarter-plate Goerz Anschutz.
" 1 do all my developing in a dish; half-plates two at a
time, and quarter-plates five at once. I have in my time
developed some hundreds of thousands of plates, and still the
watching for the image to attain the right density never
palls. I usually make a whole-plate enlargement as a trial
print on the same grade of paper, usually some brand of chlorobromide, and if that turns out satisfactory then a print up
to 20x16 is made for exhibition.

“ I was an exhibitor at the First Scottish Salon, and have
only missed one Salon since then. When I look at some of
the first prints exhibited in my name I could wish them
burned.
I have tried my hand at most processes, and have a
great fancy for a good carbon print ; but, alas ! the making
of an enlarged negative is too much for me, and Carbro has
never been a success in my hands. The fatal facility of
bromide has led to a great mass of pictures of bad technique
being produced.
Bromoil has no great attraction for
me. I have seen a few good bromoils
which I did admire, and a great mass
that were simply wasted time and
trouble, as a much better result could
have been produced in chloro-bromide, or
even bromide, such as the ' Old Master ’
or similar brands. Quite hopelessly
old-fashioned, no doubt ; we grow
old, and cling to what used to be ;
but are there not some pictures turned
out, say thirty years ago, with the
slow, colour-blind plates then in use,
that for pictorial feeling and technical
excellence would put to shame some of
the stunts that attract so much notice
in the Press and otherwise, simply
because they are stunts ?
I have a preference for landscape,
also old people and children, but have
been lucky in genre as well, having
good opportunities for seeing and secur¬
ing such groups when their attention was
taken up with some great or tragic
event.
“ I took up photography by chance.
I used to make the heavy frames in
use thirty years ago for many of the
leading Scottish exhibitors, and joined
the Brechin Photographic Association
simply because I knew the officials.
I got bitten with the craze to make
pictures and other things with the
camera, and went quite mad on it, and

Toilers.

By

8
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John

M.

Dunn.

am

still just

as

keen.”
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Jetters to the Editor
TAKING
Sir, — Re

the

A

article

CAMERA

on

“Taking

ABROAD.

a Camera

Abroad,”

as

presented to the Customs Officer, who will only then check
up the entries as being correct and will sign at the bottom and
date it, which takes not more than ten minutes.

same

amidol

only

Sir, — I have

occasionally,

I found

that

paper.

opening

my

AND

“ A.P.”

PAN.

for

this

spool of S.S. Pan. was

completely

I was

that

found

if any

a cure

miniature

negatives,

spoilt by markings

“ Disappointed’s

” holder

owing

spring

of being

a Leica

not yet, as I have

said, a Leica

liker, I have-

this suggestion

serious

may

be of some use. — Yours, etc.,
“ PICCOCHICKEN.”

AND

workers

PRINT
on

the

SIZES.

increase,

it

certainly

on the question
sizes leave much

of
to

general show that a
: 4 (call it 75 per cent
the picture suffers

“ panel ” work is
the proportions to

be: 2^ x 3j in-. 70 per cent ; 6 X9 cm., 67 per cent ; 2^- X3J in.,
72 per cent; 3X4 cm., 75 per cent; V.P., 65 per cent;
" i6-on-i2o,”

77 per cent ; 2|- X4T,

60 per cent ; quarter-plate,

of your

dropped with advantage ; the “ i6-on-i20 ” size is much more
effective than the V.P. (makers realise this, by the number

readers

will pass

to

the

the

into view, and

to the

heights

that comparatively little panoram and
done. A review of popular sizes shows

have

had

the same

trouble

on the remedy. H.
— -Yours,
etc.,
S. C. J.

of cameras of this size available), and the “ 116 ” appears to
be useful only to the man who habitually takes full-length
snaps at about 10 feet, but is anything but satisfactory to
the general worker. (I had one for a few years.) What might

NEGATIVES.
correspondence

following

on

experience

blemishes

may

be

in

be worth considering, is renumbering “ 116” spools to give
ten pictures of 2^ X3^ in., which size is already well established
in plates and which will give a picture of useful size and width
at low cost.

of

For the many who would like to use quarter-plate films,
but find this size in cameras too expensive as now on the
market, makers could possibly consider a box camera with

could not obviate this. As the result of a “ brain wave,”
however, I opened the back of the camera when the warning

came

to the

owing to restriction of space in one direction — especially
noticeable in vertical views, although even in horizontal views
one needs sufficient height, and I think I am correct in saying

assistance to some. My earlier negatives, especially on pan¬
chromatic film, suffered severely from abrasions. In many
cases the last few frames were ruined through the film not
rolling properly, and however carefully I loaded the film I

hand

aspired

” states, it is difficult to see the figures in

they

regard

negatives

76 per
cent much
; 9 x narrower
12 cm., 75 than
per cent.
The rest,
V.P.andand
"116”
are
clearly
any of the
experience
with these shows that the very narrow picture space causes
difficulty in composition, and can actually waste a good deal
of the space. In fact, I think that both these sizes can be

MINIATURE
Sir, — With

yet

of the

TIP.

seems desirable to focus some attention
print format, as a couple of the standard
be desired in this respect.
Experience and exhibition pictures in
proportion of width to length of at least 3
for convenience) is necessary, otherwise

experience,

would be “ taboo.”
I was thinking of trying a green window in place of the ruby
one, as one must watch for the numbers when winding, even
though the window be covered at other times with the
adhesive tape supplied.

I hope

I am

Sir, — With

very good job, and I have used it with the “ chrome ” films
successfully.
Howevei if the holder is unsuitable for pancnromatic film,
which I am thinking of using more frequently, then roll film

and

corners

ENLARGING

NEGATIVE
surprised

Like him, I paid a good price to obtain a better article than
the usual holder, and I must say that mechanically it is a

As “ Disappointed
semi-darkness.

As

Hoping

corresponding to the film numbers and dots, even the texture
of the backing paper appearing on each negative. According
to hisof description
I should
say that
was
the same make
as mine.

not

the

one seems to be needed. — -Yours,
BERNARD
B. EDMONDS.

that which is not wanted. I thus get quite an efficient " test
strip.” Perhaps, however, if I ever become a Rolleiflex user,
I shall be above testing exposures by that time.

FILM.

week

to read in the letter from “ Disappointed ” my own
as recently as this week, with a roll-film holder.

My

to clear

not risen above using “ test strips ” to test the exposure of an
enlargement. I therefore measure the intended size of the
print and trim away from the sensitive paper, before exposing,

strained as required. Not only do I find a distinct improve¬
ment in the quality of my prints, but my finger-nails, which
used to become badly stained, now are scarcely affected at all.
—Yours, etc.,
ETHEL
M. BULLOCK.

ROLL-HOLDERS

for

sizes, but make my prints of very unheard-of dimensions.
By doing this I very often waste quite an appreciable amount of

after keeping it for some time in solution, even in filled and
closely stoppered bottles, it turned a dark colour and seemed
less effective than when freshly made. So it occurred to me
to weigh up about a dozen separate lots of the dry chemicals
necessary, each sufficient to develop one or two dozen prints.
These lots I put into small corked bottles, and dissolved and

Sir,- — On

responsible

of his correspondents.

liker, or a Rolleiflex user, but I am, however, a miniature enthu
siast. I use a camera which gives me negatives 3X4 cm., and
therefore I enlarge. In enlarging I do not stick to the ordinary

DEVELOPER.

developer

big enough

AN

the officials concerned. — Yours, etc.,
H. RAIT KERR.

AMIDOL
Sir,— Using

time

properly. A conical or square
etc.,

I have done this when travelling to Gibraltar, and to and
from the Irish Free State, and have never had any delay, but
from

is not

have never yet had any trouble from light fog on the first few
frames. It is surprising how loose the paper can get, no matter
how efficient the springs which grip the spools may be.
Dust seems to be very fond of the interiors of miniature
cameras, but a careful brush-out between spools will do a lot.
The greatest difficulty I have found is in securing a lens hood
for my miniature camera. It was a long time before I ran
to earth one which would fit the small lens mount, and at the

way to get a guarantee that one’s cameras were taken out
of England when leaving is to write a week or two before
leaving to H.M. Stationery Office, Adastral House, Kingsway,
and ask for Customs Specification No. 29, which will be sent at
once, cost id. and postage.
This can then be filled in at leisure and on embarkation

courtesy

Editor

the opinions

the first sign of the hand appearing, and hold the backingpaper still while turning the winding handle till tight. If this
is done in the shade the film will not suffer, and, in fact, 1

some

photographers may not care to go to the expense of insurance
as suggested by Mr. Pratt, may I suggest that far the easiest

the greatest

photographer

p 6 CINEMATOGRAPHER o

found

of the paper

f/6.3 anastigmat lens, three-speed shutter and two large finders,
with a sliding mask to correct parallax, as on a certain Conti¬
nental folding camera. This would be an instrument for the

that the film, presumably
and

the

small

diameter

of

the metal spindle of the spool, had already become very loose.
As a result of this experience I now always open the back at

serious worker as well as for the “ large-snap
etc.,
539

” man. — Yours.,
A. J. B.
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1VTEWS
X

ITEMS

OF

AND
GENERAL

INTEREST

On Saturday, June 16th, the British
Photographic Fellowship are holding
their annual tug outing on the Thames,
and, as at previous times, they are
inviting all interested London and Home
Counties photographers to take part in
this novel trip. The party meets at
Tower Pier at 4 p.m., and the trip of
nearly fifty miles lasts about four
hours. The cost is 3s., and just a post¬
card should be sent to notify intention
of coming to the B.P.F. Headquarters
at 7, Aberdeen Mansions, Kenton Street,
W.C.i.
Mr.

P. S. Johnston

has been elected

secretary of the Morley College Photo¬
graphic Society, and all communications
should be addressed to him at 3, Kildoran
Road, Brixton, S.W.2.
Four amateur film societies in the
East Midlands have linked themselves
together
the title
of “ The Film
East
Midlands under
Federation
of Amateur
Societies,” and any society desirous
of affiliating with the Federation should
get in touch with the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. G. F. Morton, Towan Blistra, Mount
Street, Lincoln. The Federation was
formed on Sunday, June 3rd, during an
informal discussion between officials
of the Lincoln, Nottingham, Doncaster
and Grimsby Amateur Film Societies on
a joint outing to Chapel St. Leonard’s
and Skegness, and the announcement of
its formation made to the general party
after tea at Skegness.
The first exhibition organised by the
Western Counties Photographic Federa¬
tion, under the title of the Western
Salon of Photography, 1934, has proved
an unqualified success. It was opened
on Saturday, May 26th, by the Rt.
Hon. the Lord Mayor of Bristol. A
total of 708 entries were received in
the competitive classes, of which 227
were hung. The invitation class attracted
41 exhibits from 21 of the leading
workers. At the subsequent annual
meeting of the Federation, the balance
sheet showed a balance of £ 2 17s. 8d.
in hand on the first year’s working, and
as the number of societies has now in¬
creased to nine, the association is in a
fairly healthy state. A portfolio is to be
formed for circulation to societies for
collective criticism, and it is proposed
to organise competitions with a view
to entering for the Alliance competitions
in 1935We

have

now

had an opportunity

REVIEWS

of

testing “ Gevaluxe,” the new veloursurface printing paper recently intro¬
duced to this country by the makers,
Messrs. Gevaert. It is not too much to
say that we are charmed and delighted
with it as a medium for picture-making.
Not the least of its attractiveness for

FROM

ALL

the paper at its best. The velvet-like sur¬
face emphasises rich dark shadows, and
is wasted with poor or fiat negatives.
Developing formulae are given with the
paper, but any standard metol-hydroquinone developer can be used. Correct
exposure is best arrived at by test strips,
and care must be taken not to handle or
abrade the surface of the prints while wet.
Fixing, washing, drying and toning, etc.,
are conducted precisely as with ordinary
bromide prints We can recommend
” Gevaluxe ” to every discriminating
pictorial worker who wants to produce
results that will compel attention on
of ” print quality.”

An attractive catalogue and price list
of photographic and cine apparatus and
accessories has just been issued by the
City Sale & Exchange, of " Camera
Corner,” 59, Cheapside, E.C.2. The
contents include references to the pro¬
ducts of practically every known maker,
and is profusely illustrated. It is de¬
finitely a book to possess for frequent
reference. A copy will be sent free
on application to the above address to
any reader

and

QUARTERS.

the amateur photographer is the ease
and simplicity with which prints can be
made. " Gevaluxe ” can be exposed and
developed in practically the same manner
as ordinary bromide paper. This alone,
coupled with the outstanding beauty of
the results obtained, should render it the
ideal paper for exhibition prints and
other special purposes. The fact that
it is more expensive than bromide paper
should be rather an incentive to take
greater care in the production of perfect
results. It must be noted, however,
that vigorous negatives with good
shadow areas show off the quality of

account

EXHIBITIONS

mentioning

” The

A.P.”

The 39th Annual Exhibition of the
South London Photographic Society
will be held in the South London Art
Gallery, Peckham Road, S.E.15, from
16th February, 1935, to 16th March,
1:935. Closing date for entries about the
22nd January, 1935 (definite date will
be announced later). Entrance fee,
is. per print (six prints, 5s.). Silver
medal, bronze medal and certificates of
merit will be at the disposal of the judge
in the Open Class. Further details and
entry forms from Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, H. S. Adams, Esq., 40, Stockwell Park Road, London, S.W.9.

COMPETITIONS
CURRENT

AND

FUTURE.

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will
be included here every week if particulars are sent by the
responsible organisers .
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, June 30. Rules in the issue of May 30.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, E. Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.
International

Salon (Poznan,

Poland). — Open,

June

1-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski, “ Towarzvstwa
Milosnikow Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan,
Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21 -July 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbury Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Open, June 21-25. Particulars from M. Danos,
Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (Society Photographic] ue de
Touraine), Tours (Indre-&-Loire), France.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Open, June 15-30. Secretary, A. S.
Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta, Turin, Italy.
Southern Counties Salon (organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Open, June 30-July 8. Salon Secre¬
tary, 69, Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary, Inter¬
national Salon ot Photography, Lucerne.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
* .Beechfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-SeptemLei 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
*' All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (Organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 13.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
iS, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon.— Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August : ; open, August 24
-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Could Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30. Fur¬
ther particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong Uni¬
versity A.P.C.. Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi, Skimbun, Tokyo.
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Roval Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending- in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934;. — Entries, September 18; O] en, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton St., Rotherham.
Paris Salon.— Open, October 6-21. Sei retary, M. E.
Cousin, Society Frangaise de Photographie, 51, Rue de
Clichv, Paris (oe).

Messrs. E.Leitz,2o, Mortimer Street,
London, W.i, inform us that a chrom¬
ium-plated Leica camera. Model II, No.
115758, fitted with Elmar lens, has been
stolen from their showrooms at the above
address. They would be glad if any
dealer to whom this camera is offered, or

Johnson’s Holiday Competition. — Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from Johnson
and Sons, Ltd., Hendon Way, N.W.4.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, NovemberT ;
open, December 13- January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

into whose possession it comes, will com¬
municate with them at once.

prizes.
Full Competition,
detail* and entry
formsStreet,
from London,
*' 232 ”
Photographic
3b, Wood
E.C.2.
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Cinematography
Originality in Cinematography

IN all affairs over which we are able

one

can blame

him

when

he declines

to exercise any measure of con¬
trol, it is probable that orthodox
fashions and familiar routine can

to break away from familiar tradition.
Now, the aims of our amateur
enthusiast are less sordid. He is not

hardly be improved upon. These
things, however, are not very exciting ;
and perhaps that is why we find
photographers — mainly photographers
who have derived no great satisfaction

compelled to stick to a form of pro¬
duction which he knows from experi¬
ence is acceptable to his audience.
If he discovers new methods which he

from ordinary pictorial essays — alter¬
ing their methods in favour of the
bizarre and unusual.
By making this change, such workers
enjoy an additional satisfaction on
the score of novelty alone ; though
this is not to infer that the technical
work

of the

modernist

is any

thinks might give them greater plea¬
sure — well, he can go boldly ahead.
He
can produce “ experimental ”
films ; he can indulge in unusual
treatment. He can he original.

“ ACTINOGRA.PHIST.”

Originality is applicable in many
forms. It can be introduced in the
form of an original story or plot for the
film (though this is undesirable for
the reason that it does not ensure any
eleme- t of originality in production
methods). It can be applied in the
form of novel planning, and in the
exploitation of subject-matter which
had hitherto been regarded as falling
outside the scope of cinematography.
Both forms are distinctly satisfying,
for the amateur does not lack

whit

inferior to that of the pictorial photo¬
grapher.
Amateur cinematography, however,
is not so old as still photography. It
is not so old that we can readily
define any one development as familiar
or orthodox. We have seen films
produced with plan and others practi¬
cally without plan ; serious films,
flippant films, abstract films, docu¬
mentary films, topicals, record films,
family films and photoplays. Probably
the family films are amongst those
most highly valued by the majority of
amateurs ; records may come next,
and topical films — because they entail
a great deal of rush work, and because
they fall out of date almost immedi¬
ately — last.
But none of these can be styled the

Sky

1 erners.

ordinary or orthodox film, a distinc¬
tion which many may feel inclined to
place upon the photoplay. This is
why originality is essential to serious
cinematography — for it is difficult to
imagine anything that is less suitable
for amateur handling than the stereo¬
typed photoplay.
Forms

of Originality.

Whatever may be the position with
regard to amateur work, there can be
no doubt that the film play is the
orthodox

form

of production

in pro¬

fessional studios. The director’s job
is to provide entertainment which will
attract large paying audiences, and
he is so successful in doing this through
the medium of the photoplay that no

A

"Hawker

Hart ” ready

to start.

Many fine action subjects for the amateur cinematographer are available at the Royal
Air Force Display at Hendon on June 30 th. The article on another page , dealing with
this subject, contains

many

tips of value to the cine-worker.
23
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June

inspiration when concentrating upon
unusual treatments — nor is it possible
to be hackneyed when dealing with a
new or original subject.
In the first place, then, it is necessary
to avoid stereotyped ideas and the
advice of those amiable “ experts ” —
whether in your club or elsewhere —
whose only qualification is the some¬
what misleading one of being able to
secure good photographic images.
Rather follow the worker who can
take one simple aspect or condition
of life and, by skilful treatment and
assembly, proceed to create a film
that impresses not merely by reason
of its novelty but because of the
fluidity with which the message of the
film is conveyed.
Two outstanding examples of such
originality are to be seen in the wellknown “ Night Scenes ” — directed by
Geoffrey Collyer, of the B.A.A.A.,
and filmed by Horace Hughes — and
the latest production of the Civil
Service

Cine

Society,

Cine
/A

" Thirst,”

Films

the result of experiments

which

the London and North Eastern

^ Railway have been making, it has
been found that silent cinema pictures of
different sections of the line are useful
as an aid to enginemen in memorising
the exact position and purpose of the
signals.
Trial lengths of film are being secured
which can be arranged slowly to unfold
the whole of the look-out view ahead
over a particularly busy section of line
where the signals are many and compli¬
cated. The films are taken from the

High-Speed

A DEMONSTRATION of the new
a second,

which

is about

twenty

times faster than the usual “ slowmotion ” films shown in cinemas. Simul¬
taneously, it can record the time taken
by the subject filmed in one-thousandths
of a second. The timing apparatus has

The

Order

AMATEUR

Now,

of

it means viewing one’s subject matter
from the same detached standpoint as
that adopted

by the directors of these

and

applicable

impression

in

the most

Particularly

with

regard to camera

angles, care must be taken that theremarkably novel effects to be ob¬
tained do not conflict with the major
issue — which is to infuse the shot with
the proper dramatic influence and
atmosphere. Much the same applies,
to such factors as shooting length and

productions.
Photography

an

effective way.

Editing.
are

viewpoints ; though whether the cam¬
era shall be made to swing or track
from one shot to another is more

photography and editing. Camera
angles, viewpoints, methods of scenechange, length of shots and manner of
cutting, methods of shooting (i.e.,

closely allied to scene-change methods.
Cutting for emotional reactions —
as well, incidentally, as one or two
other devices which have already been

static, panoramic, or track -motion) and
titling technique are only a few of the
factors concerned — and of which the
director is in a position to make
absolute choice.

referred to — cannot strictly be re¬
garded as original in idea or intention.
In such cases, the originality must
come not from the device itself but
from the method of its application.

In every
note must

And this is the point which should beforemost in the director's mind as heis defining the plan for his next

Two
great

other

factors

influence

upon

which

have

originality

a

case, however, a warning
be applied : do not use

any device
as a “to stunt
effect,
but use merely
it deliberately
convey”

production.

for Teaching

Engine

Drivers

front of a saloon propelled at a speed of
twenty miles an hour over the route
which the enginemen actually follow,
and it is the intention to have these films
projected on to screens installed in the

the purpose. Projection is thus possible
without special preparation against fire
danger, and fresh films can be made from
time to time as changes in the signalling
are made.

various Enginemen’s Mutual Improve¬
ment Classrooms provided by the Com¬
pany at many of the engine sheds,
with a view to assisting the enginemen
in becoming acquainted with the signals
over sections of the line with which they
are not familiar.
Non-inflammable sub-standard film
is employed as being more suitable for

The object of this new method of
training enginemen is to be supple¬
mentary to the present practice, and the
strictness of the examination of men

Motion

been produced by the Western Electric
Company and comprises a frequency
generator and clock driven by a syn¬
chronous motor.
This timing apparatus is used with
the new high-speed motion picture
camera specially designed and made by
the Kodak Company. The camera has
two lenses, one of which photographs
action and the other time, and both are
recorded on the same section of film.
At full speed the camera uses 50 feet

Special JUBILEE

of “THE

24

a worker

Of course, originality does not mean
merely copying such films as these ;

Precision Timing

high-speed precision timing
motion picture camera was given
at Brooklyn Hall, Bush House, W.C.2, on
Tuesday, June 12th.
This camera can take up to 2,500
pictures

directed by A. A. Peachey,
vision and originality.

13th, 1934
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6d.

for driving positions is not relaxed by
its introduction. Competent lecturers
and inspectors will take charge of the
use of the films.

Picture Camera
of film in one

second.

Some

idea of this

speed may be judged by the fact that
action photographed in one second takes
more than two minutes to be projected
on the screen. Film records reveal
unsuspected movements and actions
that cannot possibly be seen by the
naked eye.
It is expected that this precision
timing camera will be of inestimable
value for industrial and research pur¬

poses.

NUMBER

& CINEMATOGRAPHER ”

will be published next week,
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20th.

The AMATEUR

THE

FINEST

NOT many photographers realise
in their own eyes.
camera the human

the

finished

print

would

be.

The

shadows as seen through your halfclosed eyes are hard, and stand out as a
vivid contrast to the sunlit part of the
snap. If you are viewing a landscape,
part of which is thrown in the shade by.

Societies will have

first half-close your eyes, and see if you
can detect yellow and white lines shoot¬
ing out from the windows or the lights.
If you can, you may be sure that they

announced,

June

Novices’ Question

to detect, but if you try the " human
lens” test you will immediately pick out
anything that might cause this trouble.
" Use your eyes ” is a dictum which
is particularly applicable to photo¬
graphers.
Clifford Lewis.

June

of the session
June

or from

16th

time to time.

(contd .).

Nottingham and Notts P.S. London.
Oldham P.S. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Stockport.
Rotherham P.S. Curbar to Grindleford.
Sheffield and H.P.S. Troway via Ford. Pond Street, 2.40 p.m. bus.
Singer C.C. Bishopston and District. Meet at Erskine Ferry, 2.15 p.m.
South Glasgow C.C. Edinburgh Zoo.

14th.

South London P.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
South Suburban and C.r.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Stockport P.S. Stockport.

Accrington

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Pictorial Design.” C. M. Dowse.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Wingfield Manor.
P.S.

a promising photograph has been spoilt
because a small light has been reflected
into the lens and fogged the picture. In
the usual way this annoyance is hard

Saturday,

Bedford C.C. Abbotslev.
Bury P.S. Printing by Artificial Light. R. E. Glover.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Exposure Meters. A. E. Avent.
Medway A.P.A. Print Criticism.
Northants N.H.P.S. Horton.

Oldham

lens may be put to is to detect possible
reflection from a shining object. Many

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the, beginning

13th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Demonstration Competition.
Camberwell C.C. Practical Studio Night.
Luton and D.C.C. Whipsnade Zoo.
Plymouth Inst. P.S. Oreston and Tumchapel.
Rochdale P.S. Plates v. Films : Debate.

Thursday,

would appear on the photograph. Ar¬
range your position so that no halation
appears through your half-closed eyes,
and your finished snap will be free from
this trouble.
Another use that this very efficient

The Week’s Meetings

theiv meetings

Wednesday,

OF ALL

of the view. That is how it would ap¬
pear in the photograph. Then again,
through your shuttered human lens the
blue sky seems to have lost its real tint
and the trees seem to stand against it
very blackly. That contrast would
also be emphasised in the photograph.
The human
lens is perhaps most
suitable for judging interior views, and
in the detection of suspected halation
from windows. If you are taking the
interior of a church with a time exposure,

Like the lens
lens can be
shuttered down, and many photographers
may use this test to see how a doubtful
subject is likely to turn out when printed.
Facing the study you wish to take,
lower your eyelashes until you can only
just make out the outlines of the view.
You will then have an indication of
how

LENS

say, a hill, you will be unable to pick
out any of the detail in the shaded part

that they are carrying two of
the finest lenses of all with

them
of a

PHOTOGRAPHER
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C.C.

Pend

Sunday,

e Water.

Hanley
P S.
Photographic

Miller’s of
Dale.
Society
Ireland.

Staines P.S.

Members’

June

Lambay

17th.

Island.

Night.

Friday,
John Rush-in C.C. Practical Work.
King’s Heath P.S. “ Pictorial Aims

June

and Reality.”

Saturday,

June

Monday,

15th.
F. W. Lawton.

18th.

Tuesday,

June

19th.

John Ruskin C.C. Gum Printing. W. A. Wilson.
Leicester and L.P.S. A Chat on Cameras and Exposure.

16th.

Accrington C.C. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Stockport.
Bath P.S. Conkwell.
Beckenham P.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Bradford P.S. Shibden. Meet at Tram Terminus, Queensbury,

June

Night.

Manchester A. P.S. “ The Camera
Nelson C.C. Exposure Meters.
Rotherham P.S. Group Meeting.

2.30 p.m.

Bromley C.C. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Bury P.S. L. and C.P.U. Ramble to Stockport.
Cripplegate P.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Exeter C.C. Bradley Woods and Ogwell.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Hull P.S. Brocklesbv Park.
John Ruskin C.C. Lambeth Palace.
London County Council Staff C.C. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
Medway A.P.A. Central Association Outing — Rochester.
N- Middlesex P.S. Central Association Outing — Rochester.

for the Beginner.”

Wednesday,

June

J. L. Hankey.

20th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Portfolio by F. C. Tilney.
Camberwell C.C. Print Trimming Competition.
Exeter C.C. Doddiscombsleigh.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Borsdane Woods.
Northants N.H.P.S. Visit to Gardens of Mr. A. E. Pollard.
Rochdale P.S. A Night with Mr. T. K. Barraclough.
Scarborough A.P.C. Wrea Head Farm.
Stockport P.S. Carbro. C. A. Barnes.

GIFT OFFER
to ofReaders
of has“The
* OUR
s already announced,
our recent gift offer
an exposure meter
been so Amateur
greatly appreciatedPhotographer”
by amateur photographers
in all parts of the country that we are making another offer that will appeal to many readers.
A copy of the latest issue of the international annual Photograms of the Year can now be obtained
similar to those that proved so popular on the previous occasion.
Many new readers of The Amateur Photographer who are keen pictorial workers have not yet secured a copy

under

conditions

of this edition

of

Photograms of the Year. It is a handsome volume of pictures, including nearly one hundred fine double-tone reproductions of
the best work by leaders in the photographic world, in addition to many pages of interesting reading matter. It is published
at 5s. net.
We are offering new readers of the paper the opportunity of securing a copy on the following advantageous terms.
In this issue of The A mateur Photographer, and for seven issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the advertisement pages.
The value of each coupon is 6d.
Any reader who wishes to possess a copy of Photograms of the Year must collect six coupons
from six successive issues of " The A.P.,” fill in his name and address, and post them within a month of the publication of the
last coupon, with a P.O. for 2s. only, to the Publisher, Messrs. Uiffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i. The
volume will then be sent by return, post free.
As only a limited number of copies are available for this offer, applications should be submitted promptly when all six coupons
have been collected, and the orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.
The

6d. Coupon

will be found

on page

viii of the advertisement

543

pages.
25
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Contrast

‘Deciders' Questions

yV

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper onlv. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are net paid for. The Editor disclaims
cgai responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelor * can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arran.ement beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
t without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice. Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) bee “ Generalf" above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied bv a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in anv case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
critu ism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can 1 take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or " Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroavi
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issu.
to reach the enquirer.

Red

Glue.

Is there any reliable way of getting a real red
colour on gaslight paper by toning ?
J. A. (Colchester.)

There are no definite quantities. The
great thing is to use a proper double
glue-pot, and not to make up more than
is required at one time. Break up some
good quality Scotch glue, and let it soak
in water overnight. Remove the swollen
glue, and melt it down with only the
water it has absorbed. Keep the water
in the outer pot at boiling point while
using the glue.

The term “ red ” is very wide in its
application, and the addition of the word

Stop

Bath.

I have heard that it is a good plan with gaslight
papers to use a special solution to stop develop¬
ment at the right moment. Can you tell me how
to make a solution that will do this ?
F. D. F. (Tottenham.)

What is called a stop bath is used by
professional D. and P. workers, and has
the great advantage that it obviates the
necessity for rushing the print from
developer to fixer, often with disastrous
results. As soon as development has
reached the proper stage the print is
put at once into a bath of i oz. acetic
acid in 20 oz. water.
Fog

on

Negative.

What is the cause of the fog in one comer of the
enclosed negative ? I use double dark slides, and
only get this defect occasionally.
J. B. (Salisbury.)

We feel pretty sure that the trouble is
due to one of the mitres having opened.
The fact that you only get the streak of
fog occasionally may be because you do
not always use the defective slide.
Careful examination of all the corners of
the slides would probably locate the
defect, which can be easily remedied.
Permit
Where
shots

for
should

Zoo.
I apply for permission

at the Zoo

in Regent's

No permit is required.
26

to take snap¬

Park ?
S. A. (Durham.)

" real ” does

not

make

it more

definite.

A good colour can be obtained on most
gaslight papers, but the method is rather
complicated. The original print is first
toned to sepia by the liver of sulphur
method, and then toned with a gold bath
as used for ordinary P.O.P.
Stained

Glass

Windows.

Could vou not publish an article on photographing
stained glass windows ? Can you advise me
about determining the exposure ?
G. J. M. (Colwyn Bay.;

We have several times in the past
published articles on photographing
stained glass windows, but it is quite
impossible to lay down any very definite
rules about exposure. At the same
moment the exposure for two different
windows in the same building might
vary
enormously,
'to the
and colour
of theaccording
glass, and
to age
the
presence and distance of buildings, trees,
and other obstructions outside. In
our opinion, this kind of work is one of
those which require experience, and the
keeping of careful records as a guide to
future work.
Baskett’s

Reducer.

Can vou let me
reducer ?

have

the formula for Baskett’s
F. C. T. (London.)

We have repeatedly given the for¬
mula for which you ask, but possibly
you are a new reader of the paper.
The reducer is a mixture of a 2jd. tin of
Globe metal polish with 2 oz. of terebene
and 2 oz. of salad oil. This is strained
through very fine muslin and well
shaken up before use. You may have
some difficulty in getting the metal
polish, but it is still being marketed by
Messrs. Reckitt.
544

Enlarging.

Is it a recognised fact that, other things being
equal, an enlargement made with direct condenser
light has more contrast than one made with
diffused light ?
F. S. (Rugby.)

This is generally accepted as being the
case. An enlargement made by diffused
light has the same degree of contrast as a
contact print from the same negative on
the same paper. If direct condenser
light is used, with a clear bulb to the
lamp, the contrast is rather greater, as
if the negative had been one of a stronger
character, or as if a slightly more
vigorous paper had been used. The
amount of difference varies according to
other circumstances as well.
Hood

and

Filter.

Is it a satisfactory arrangement to attach a yellow
filter to the front of a cylindrical hood, or should
the filter be placed on the lens mount
M. B. ?(Bath.)

If you put the filter on the hood you
counteract the screening effect of the
latter. The hood must screen both lens
and filter, and this decides the only
satisfactory arrangement.
Stripping

Film.

Can you recommend a method of stripping the
film from a negative and transferring it to another
base ?
F. R. N. (Derby.)

The

Tones.

What are the proper proportions of ordinary glue
and water as used for woodwork ?
F. M. (Bermondsey.)

in

13th, 1934

usual

method

of stripping the

film from a negative is to use hydro¬
fluoric acid, but the method of carrying
out this process properly cannot be
adequately dealt with within the limits
of a reply. For the necessary working
instructions you must refer to a text¬
book, such as “ The Dictionary of
Photography,” obtainable from our
publishers, price 7s. 6d., post free 8s.
You will there find this and other
methods fully described.
Shutter

Speeds.

I have a camera with an old Anschutz focal-plane
shutter, but having broken the string 1 do not
know the aperture to whic h the blind was adjusted.
The spring mechanism is numbered from 1 to
io. Does this indicate tenths of a second ?
B. F. A. (Cambridge.)

The shutter to which you refer has
been obsolete for many years. When it
was in use it was always accompanied
by an index of the different speeds,
which depended upon two factors — the
width of the slit, and the tension of
the spring. Apart from such a table
we do not know how you could work out
the various speeds. The numbers 1 to
10 refer to the spring tensions, and give
no indication in themselves of the speed
of the shutter.
Modifying
What

a Portrait.

is the usual method

of lighting up the eyes

in a portrait ? Is it done bv retouching the
negative, or by working up the print by the oil
reinforcement method r
H. F. C. (ilasleinere.)

We

are doubtful as to what you mean

by the expression “ lighting up the
eyes.” Professionals sometimes brighten
up the whites of the eyes, or strengthen
what is called the “ catch-light.” Either
of these operations would be done by
retouching on the negative, but it is
hardly the sort of thing that the inex¬
perienced could safely attempt. Oil
reinforcement is generally directed to
darkening tones rather than producing
high-lights.

June
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SUPER IKONTA
The Camera that does the focussing
Tbe Super Ikonta for roll films has the
ever-ready features which have made
the Ikonta world-famous, plus a

DISTANCE

METER

made on entirely new principles, minute¬
ly accurate, shock-proof and
easily
operated.
The Super Ikonta is the
precision camera of 1934.
ZEI SS

TESSAR

f/4.5 in Compur

with delayed
release.

action

“ take

For 3Jx2J in. pictures .
For 4J x 2J in. pictures .

ZEISS

IKON

shutter,

yourself

”

£17
0
£18 15

0
0

LIMITED

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, LONDON, W.1
Send

lor Special Super Ikonta Folder and
64-pp. fully illustrated catalogue.

our

Only
Brighten
Your
Prints

Voigtlande
can offer yoru
such value!

rade< X abloid’ r n°
Toners
prints

For producing
appropriate colours.
Simple

Also

long
experience,
world¬
wide sales,
with consequent
)offer
gigantic
production,
can
you such
an excellent
camera as the “Brilliant”
for 45 /-. Fitted with f/7.7 anas, lens in speed¬
ed shutter, it shows you your picture almost
FULL-SIZE while you take it! And it gives
you 12 pictures on an 8-exposure 2J X3J film.

in

to use.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate it, you’ll be amazed at
the value. Or wr te below for full descriptive details.

‘TABLOID’
Green,

2/- per carton

slides.

for lantern

suitable

Blue,

Only Voigtlander with their

AH

TONERS
Sepia,

Copper

Photographic

Dealers

SCHERING
FREE
TRIAL

Write for specimen
Ferrocyanide Toning

Burroughs

4,

Snow

of ‘Tabloid’ Copper
Compound, post free

Wellcome

Hill

LONDON,
Pho.

188/192.

“ THE

W.C.I

Co.

a

1

Old in Experience — New

COPYRIGHT

MENTION

Ltd., Department
HOLBORN,

Buildings
E.C.

1554
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THE

London

Salon

SENDING-IN

of Photography

DAY , Wednesday , August 29th.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. i. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written — (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25 X20, 20 x 16, or 15 x 12, but no mount to exceed
25 x 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY,
The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly tilled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

No

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary,

London

Salon

London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

the

Hon.

Secretary,

The

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page asand
an send
ENTRY
FORM
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid, after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to Tne London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form wnether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, eitner during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notincation of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

O. Readers
of
The Amateur

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

<L who
Intending
Exhibitors
are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may

prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

of Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

i

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬
ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

4

5

6

Name
I Agree
to

Condition

[State Mr.,

10.

Mrs.,

or Miss)

Address

Yes or No.
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Postal Orders sent in payment fur Advertisements should be
made payable to 1LIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Potes^Jjemj^jtntrac£abie^jjyqst_m_Jra

REMITTANCES.
— Cheques,
Ltd.

etc., should

be crossed and made

on Advertisement

matters

should

payable to Uiffe and Sons

be addressed

: The

Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.
: AMATEURS

ONLY—

12 words or less .

1/-

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns
may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited
with
the Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised
of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from
receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned
to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer
and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit,
for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of if- is
charged •
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75 51•’
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per’ cent
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E 1 and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Ltd.

FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
f60, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26u, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible. In the order received, and those received
tco late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

WARNING

LENSES

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

Y.P.f/3.5Fotessa
Combined
Roll Film
Plate,
Radionar,
D.A. Compur
shutter,andfocussing
screen, 1 slide, zip purse ; new this year ; list
price £9/15/6 ; £6/15. — A. Gibbins, 10, Forfar
St., Northampton.
[2099

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastigmat,
4 6 slides, case, filter, tripod ; 1933 model ; as
new, £9. — Wilkings, Davina, Langley Crescent,
St. Albans.
[2209

grapher and Cinematographer,” and Irom the
complaints we have received it would appear that

insert his advertisements

in “ The Amateur

SOHO Reflex 3}x2}, Ross f/4.5, also 5.4 Tele-

31x2} Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis-

4 Butcher, foeal-plane shutter, l/25th to
l/500th, leather case ; new condition, £6/15. —
118, Munster Rd., Fulham, S.W.G.
[2320

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

1-PLATE, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor, Compound shutter,
4 rise and cross front, double extension, 6 slides,
case, £2. — 73, Ridge Rd., Hornsey.
[2332
1-PLATE Grafiex, f/2.5 Cooke lens, focal-plane
4 shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, revolving back,
F.P.A., double slide, leather velvet-lined case ;
cost £60 ; excellent condition ; accept £22 ;
deposit system. — Grayson, 17, Clifden Rd., Twicken¬
ham.
[2335

Photo¬

his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such offers
from this quarter.

centric with 2 screens, F.P.A., MackenzieWishart adapter, 36 envelopes, 6 D.D. slides,
Sinclair lens shade, solid leather cases, £20 ;
deposit. — Jones, 199, Manchester Rd., Tyldesley,
Lancs.
[2217

^

unsuccessful.

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Ofilce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post

AND

every car*

Special Note

ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE :—
12 words or less .
2/6
21 d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

CAMERAS

ns it should not be sent as remittances.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries
are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances dirfect to an advertiser,
stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application
orovine

Prepaid Advertisements
EXCHANGE

Co.

BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may
be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of
6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, whicn must include the words “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer
’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’
Dorset House,
Stamford otreet, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded
by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the
correspondence
m any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No advertisements are warned against sending
remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the
use of the
Deposit System is recommended.

Displayed Advertisements
Communications

&

The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken to avoid mistakes.

0 FFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams: “ Amaphot
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION KATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
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Business Notices

SALE

Amateur

POSTCARD Ensign, late film model, f/4.5

Ross Xpres, fully-speeded shutter, leather
case, as new, cost £14/14, accept £6/10; 9x12
and }-pI. Maximar pattern, every movement, f/6.8
anastigmat, fully-speeded shutter, D.A. attach¬
ment, 3 slides, F.P.A., etc., £2/10. — Boakes, 13,
Clarence St., Gloucester.
[2338
1 -PLATE Thornton-Piekard Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke

LENSES

4

lens, view-finder, slides and case, £6 ; scarcely

used. — Patrick, Victoria St., Dinnington,

Sheffield.

this month, ever-ready
owner deadcase,
; cost
£11/10
; first
ROLLEICORD,
unused,
purchased
31x2} No. 7 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, f/7.7 F/2.5capping
Cooke focal-plane,
5}-in. Ensign
Reflex,back.
3}x24,
self¬
revolving
6 slides,
letter secures, £8/15. — Davies, Aeron House,
Tregaron.
[2321 action shutter, rising and cross front, Tlford leather case ; perfect working order, £8 : deposit
[2339
Alpha filter, leather case, £2/5 ; deposit system.
approval. — Thomas, 19, Poplar Rd., Coventry. [2340
GOERZ
5x47-in.Press,Cookef/4.8f/4.5
; 9-in.
Ross Telephoto
f/6.8 ;
Anastigmat
; 81-in. — Box 544, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2323
all latest movements,
; bargain,
£5.
SANDERSON
}-pl., f/6.8 F.P.A.
anastigmat,
7 speeds,
Condenser, mounted ; best cash offers. — Bennett, 60,
[2341
Newhall St., Glasgow, S.E.
[2322 3X4purse
cm.North
f/2.9; Hospital,
Vidanar,
Compur,
; Piccochic,
little used
cost
£6 ; in£4/10.
— G. — Edwards, 36, Green Lane, Coventry.
Breen,
Western
Lawn
Rd.,
1-PLATE Mahogany Field, triple extension, f/8
[2329 ZEISS
Super Ikonta,
once only
perfectII
condition,
£15, cr used
exchange
for ;Leica
2 Retigmat, Luc silent and R.B. shutters, all Hampstead, N.W.3.
movements, turntable, tripod, 3 double slides ; any
with f/2 lens. — Box 589, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2343
and
lens
f/4.8,
3
double
slides,
leather
case
;
reasonable offer. — 1, Queen Anne’s Grove, W.5. [2325 POSTCARD Anschutz Seif-capping Goerz Camera
in perfect condition ; cost £30 ; bargain, £8/10, or
1-PLATE Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke anastigmat
LEICA,
Hektor,
chargers,
4 f/4.5 lens, 12 slides, reversing back ; like new,
leatherinterchangeable
case, £12/17/6 f/2.5
; wanted
II or
III. —
near offer. — Mrs. Jacquier, 10, Garway Rd., Bays[2353
water, London, W.2.
[2342 Elwood, 72, Canterbury Grove, S.E. 27.
4

£4/10.— Kella way, 82, High St., Sidcup.
YOU

CAN

Aldis

anastigmat.

Pronto

3-speed

delayed-

[2330
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GREAT
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AMAZING

CONTAX, Zeiss f/3.5, perfect condition, ever-

ready case ; owner purchased larger camera ;
oash £19 ; deposit. — Box 590, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2344

SIBYL, bargain, 3}x2} N. & G. New Special,

Large

purchase

»nd

per.ect).

SALE!

BARGAINS

o! used apparatus.

AMAZING
Amazing

7 days’ trial. Write

■|Y|xl5
and Convertible
P.C. Ernemann
JLV7
f/6.3cm.Zeiss
Protar,Folding
Goerz Camera,
shutter,
12 slides, leather case ; excellent condition, £8/10.
— Allan, 49, Pierremont Rd., Darlington. [2348

GOERZ Anschutz Focal-plane 5x4 Camera,

Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9 lens, 6 D.D slides,
leather case, £12/12 ; Pressman Reflex, P.C. size,
Aldis f/4.5 lens, 6 slides, F.P.A., £4. — Cooper,
Cleasby Rd., Menston.
[2352
01x2} Zeiss Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,
O?
fitted Leica range-finder, leather case ; new
condition, £11. — H. G. P., 33, Cedars Rd., Chiswick,
W.4.
[2354

PRICES

bargains

to-day.

You

CAMERAS

31x24 Zeiss Ideal Plate, 44-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise, cross, clip-on quick-action slides .
£9 17 6
FEW ONLY. — 9Umm. Pathescope Projectors. List £6 15s. £3 7 6
i-pl. Ensign Compact Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, reversing hood (to take
pictures secretly at right angles). Cost £10 .
£0 17 0
i-pl. T.-P. Press, Cook Aviar famous f/4.5, D. slides .
£6 17 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest self-capping, latest hood,
revolving back, sky shade, slides. Like new .
£8 8 0
9J-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor, case. Cost £22. As new

3 slides, case, £15/15, cost £50 ; also Dallmeyer
14-in. f/5.6 Telephoto Lens, £8/10, cost double ;
wanted Rolleiflex. — Statters, 18, Clarendon St.,
m
Hull.
[2355

£12 12 0

FEW

ONLY. — 16-mm.
f/1.9, 4 speeds,

Stewart-Warner

Super

Cameras,

Dallmeyer

lenses, 50-ft. or 100-ft. Unused
£9 17 6
3 W 21 Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur. Cost £18 £3 19 6
16-on-V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5, new. latest Compur. . . £3 17 6
91 -mm. Motocamera, Dallmeyer f/1.5, 4 speeds. Unused £10 10 0
S.B. Pathe Films, 17s. 6d. ; S. Films, 15s. Write for list.
9 .< 12 Ensign Latest Compact Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 Speed, latest shutter,
revolving back, latest hood, elides. Snip .
£9 17 6

m

interchanging

LEICA Model I, Hektor f/2.5.
lens ; perfect, £7.—
VOIGTLANDER Brilliant, f/6.3 Voigtar, 3 speeds, Kodak Camera, f/3.5. ha
Box

592, c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”
[2358
ever-ready case, set 5 filters ; cost £5/5 ; perfect
condition, £ 2/12/6. — K. Latifi, 50, Sussex Gardens,
W.2.
[2361

200-B Pathe Super Projector, 250-watt, hardly used.... £11 11 0
THREE ONLY.— 16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt, forward,
reverse, rewind, stills, resistance, case. Cost £50. Soiled, new

CONTAX. f/2.8 Tessar, complete in leather case,

with filter and lens hood, in new and
perfect condition ; only used a few times ; cost
£27/10 ; accept £21. — Allen, Jeweller, Aldeburgh,
Suffolk.
[2365

31

ROLLEICORD and accessories ; cost £13/10 ;

extension, Compur

shutter, rising, falling and

LENS Bargains.— 4}-in. Pentac f/2.9, Compur,
P.C. Soho Reflex, Ross f/4.5, 3 double slides,
High

St., Sutton

Pocket,

Coldfield.

SUPER Ikonta 3}x2}, as new, £12/10; Correx
GOERZ Anschutz Stereo Camera, Doppel anastig¬

Tank for above, 17/6. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep
Lane, N.W.9.
[2376
mat lenses, 5 D.D. slides, accessories ; what
offers ?— Rector, Hampton Bishop, Hereford. [2378
TVALLMEYER
7}-in. Stigmatic No. 4 Series II,

3 foci, iris, flange, fitted T.-P. R.B. shutter

ICARETTE 3}x2}, Tessar f/4.5 Roll Film, leather
ICA Ideal III, double extension, Tessar f/4.5,

case ; as new, £7/10 ; deposit system. — -Box
597, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2383
rising front, F.P.A., 3}x2}, approval ; bargain,
£7/10. — Wallace, 4, Lansdowne St., Withington,
[2359

.
Manchester.
.

N. & G. Folding Reflex (3}x2}>, Cooke Aviar

.

f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.A., K 1 and x 1
filters, hood, leather case ; recently overhauled
by makers, £25.— Stirling, 17, Roland Gardens,
S.W.7.
[2386

Com¬
17 6
latest
10 0
latest
17 6

94-mm. '16-mm.

12

0

54-in. Rosa Famous Xpres, suit reflex or enlarger .
£3 15
94-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. List £19.. £9 17
16-mm. Stewart-Warner Super Projector, 500-watt .
£29 10
Justophot Latest Exposure Meter, in case .
£1 1

Bolex

Projector,

250-watt,

0
0
0
0

31 x 21 Ensign Selflx Roll Film, f/6.5, self-erecting .
10 x Zeiss Binoculars, in case. Perfect .

6
6

resistance. . . . £12

£1 17
£5 17

4-pl. Ensign Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest shutter, latest
hood, revolving back, hardly used. Bargain .
£8 17 6
V.P. Piccolette Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur .
£3 17 6
34 • 24 Ernemann Roll Film Plate, f/6.8, 7 speeds .
34 *24 Plaubel Plate, Antioomar famous f/3.2, Compur,
rise, cross, wire-finder. Cost £14. Bargain .

£1 19 6
double ex.,
£5 17 6

f/5

St

.6,

ew
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ar
cu
and filter, nearest
£11 secures
; deposit. —
s
tmo
un
Parsons. Leicester
Rd.,WarHinckley,
Leics.
[2394
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Krauss Tessar f/6.3 lenses, changing-box for
12 plates, F.P. A., and roll-film adapter, £7/10. —
Below.

SALEX Reflex Stereoscopic Camera, 6x13 cm.,
ENSIGN Klito P.C. Folding Camera, Velos

anastigmat
£4/10. — Below.

f/4.5 lenses, 6 single metal slides,

anastigmat lens f/7.7, in shutter 1/1 00th to
1 sec., T. and B., 18 single metal slides, all
in leather case, £2. — Below.

WHOLE-PLATE Bellows Camera, double exten¬
sion, rising front, swing back, 3 D.D.
slides, Optimus Euryscope lens f/6 ; nearly new,
20/-. — Below.

1- PLATE Bellows Camera, brass bound, by Dale,
2 rack extension, rising and cross front, swing
back, 3 D.D. slides, Ross f/8 lens, 17/6. — Below.

STEREO Hawkeye Kodak, Busch & Lomb R.R.
ICA Folding Stereo Camera, rack focussing, rising
STEREO Camera, 3}x6}, pair Aldis 4}-in.
lenses in T.
20/-.— Below.

B.

I. shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth,

front, anastigmat lenses f/6.8, in T. B. I.
shutter, 7 single metal slides, £2. — Below.
lenses f/6, T.-P. focal-plane shuttef, M.-W.
dark slide and 12 envelopes, direct view-finder
with Aldis 4}-in. lens, £1/10. — Below.

PRIMUS Stereo Camera, 3}x6} boxform, with
5x8 in. Camera, fitted for stereoscopic work,
LIZARS Challenge 3} x 6} Folding Stereo Camera.
PAIR Ross Planar f/4.5 3}-in. Lenses, £1/10 ;
PAIR T.T. & H. Rapid View 6-in. Lenses f/8,
LANCASTER Combination Rectigraph Lens i-pl.,
focussing screen, 6 D.D. slides, pair 5}-in.
R.R. lenses f/8, T.-P. shutter, 5/-.— Below.
pair

R.R.

lenses, in

Triplex

shutter,

19

pair R.R. lenses in T. B. I. shutter, 6 D.D.
slides, 10/-. — Below.

pair Ross Goerz Double
Lenses, £1/10. — Below.
10/- ; Pair Busch
Lenses, 10/-. — Below.

DEPOSIT

Anastigmat

W.-A.

Aplanat

f/7.7 5-in.

f/16, 5-in.

3i to 9 in. focus, 10/-. — H. Creighton Beckett,
108, Greenfield Gardens, Cricklewood, N.W.2. [2379

01x2} Roll Film Carbine No. 6, Aldis-Butcher
04
f/6.3 anastigmat, } to l/100th sec., T. and
B., rising front, radial focussing ; splendid
definition ; cost £6/17/6 ; accept £3/5. — Johnson,
21, Morden Rd., Merton, S.W.19.
[2388

BALDAX (16 on 2}x3i), f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan,

Compur shutter, hardly used ; exceptional
condition ; list £7/7 ; accept £5, or nearest offer.
— Sturgess, 6, Muswell Avenue, Muswell Hill. [2389

KODAK Special 3a, Zeiss Jena f/6.3 lens, combina¬
tion

back,

2

D.D.

bargain, £5.— Below.
1-PLATE Stand Camera,

2

and

slides, leather

3

case, 25/-. — Neave,

D.D.

case ;

slides, tripod

Miers,

Matlock.

Birchover,

[2392

LEICA I, 5-cm. Elmar, tank, £8 ; wanted
DALLMEYER Dual Camera, 16 pictures on

Leica II, cheap, guaranteed. — Corkill, 26,
Kemplay Rd., N.W.3.
[2397

3}x2J film, f/3.5 Dalniac, Compur delayedaction shutter, 1 to l/250th, leather case and
filter ; cost £17 ; in unsoiled condition, £9 ;
genuine high-class bargain. — Farmer, 5, Manland
Avenue, Harpenden.
[2398
1,-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, practically
4 new, Cooke f/3. 9 lens, 6 slides, case, £7. —
J. Wood, 169, Brandlesholme Rd., Bury.
[2399

PRESSMAN Reflex, i-pl., Cooke anastigmatic f/4.5,
12 dark slides, reversing back, shutter speeded
l/15th to l/l,000th, light filter, leather case, etc.—
667, St. Bride’s Avenue, Edgware.
[2401

KOLIBRI, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur, complete

as new, cost £14, accept £7 ; or exchange
31x2} Reflex, considered ; Justophot Meter, as
new, cost 24/-, accept 12/-. — Capel, 34, College
Rd., Harrow.
[2403

VERASCOPE, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessars, £5/15.
DALLMEYER Roil Film Camera, 3} x 2}, Pentac
VOIGTLANDER Roll Film Camera, 3x2, Skopar

approval deposit. — Crawford, 10, Albury Chase,
Cheshunt.
[2405
f/2.9 anastigmat,

rise, cross,

wire

finder,

case, cheap, £6/15. — Below.

f/4.5 lens, in Compur shutter, very neat
camera, perfect condition, £3/10. — Gofley, Gales,
Leigh, Nr. Tonbridge.
[2406

F/4.5 Aldis Uno anastigmat, Mulchro shutter.

3} x 2} Ensign Film Speed Camera, excellent
condition ; recently cost £5/10 ; bargain, 60/-, any
trial. — R. Hewson, Abingdon-on-Thames. (2407
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ZEISS Ideal 2}x3}, as new, f/4.5, new F.P.A., EDWIN GORSE,

.

ll

6

Tessar,

34 2J T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke Speed, D. slides, case. . . . £16 16
34 24 Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5, 1). slides, uaae .
.
£8 17
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, no lens. l/10th to l/l,000th, slides!... £4 4
0A-mm. Cine Nizo, f/3.5, 3 speeds, take Path£ films .
£7 15
Pathe C Motor, £1 15 0.
Super Attachment, £19

0 1 /X Lot, two }-pl.
Cameras, lens, 4 D.D. slides
D

dwlvA and stands,allone
}-pl. Press Camera, Goerz,
me
ye
F.P.A., 12 slides, changing-box
and case. — 136,
r
al
Arnold Rd., Tottenham, DN.15.
[2387
lo
n

Da
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Adon Telephoto, adjustable, Dallmeyer, case .
£2 5 0
V.P. Blocknote Famous Plate, Tessar f/0.3, case .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Graflex Famous Reflex, f/4.5, slides, case .
£0 17 6
31 x 21 Agfa Famous Roll Film, f/6.3, 7 speeds .
£2 17 0
4-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Field, slides, case. Cost £35 .
£5 17 6
34 - 24 N. & G. Folding Redex, ltoss Xpres f/4.5, deep hood, revolving
back, hand-made, D. slides, case .
£25 0 0
34 x 24 Ensign Plate Pocket, Dallmeyer f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double
ex., rise, cross, latest clip slides .
£9 17 6
1-pl. 5 4 Goerz Folding Anschutz Reflex, no lens .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Kiuecam Camera, f/2.6, 3-speed, case .
£13 13 0
3 < 2 Ensignette Compact Roll Film, f/6.3, 3-speed .
£1 9 6
34 • 24 N. & G. Sibyl Plate, Boss Xpres f/4.5, slides .
£6 17 0
16-mm. Victor Projector, 750-watt, case. As new. First £39 10 0
34 • 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, f/4.5, latest. As new .
£5 17 6
34 x 24 Certo Roll Film, Xenar f/4.5, 3 speeds .
£2 2 0
50 x 40 Crystal Beaded Screen, leather luxe case .
£5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/1.5, 5 speeds, hide case. . £29 10 0
Slides. -* 1 -pi. T.-P. Field, hardly used, few only .
9s. 0d.
Leather Cases. — 4-pl.. P.C., roll film, can be used for other cameras
or accessories. Beal leather. Bargains .
2s. 9d.

(complete), also 3 block-form T.-P. slides, £3 ; RossGoerz 6-in. f/6.8 Double Anastigmat, flange, iris,
new condition. 22/6 ; both perfect and bargains ;
offers considered ; deposit system. — Easton, Jun.,
Gazette, Jedburgh.
[2380

30

f/3.5 Speed,

31 x2l Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise, cross, wire-flnder .
£11 11 0
16-mm. Zeiss Wafer Camera, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. List £24. . £9 17 0
Reflex Cases, 1-pl. anil 34 x 21, limp mail cloth, light .
8s. lid.

QNIP.— i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, [2372
f/4.5
O
Tessar (15-cm), self-capping, revolving back,
slides, F.P.A., case ; excellent condition, £4/15. —
Salmon, 5, Westward Rise, Barry, Cardiff. [2375

U

Plate

Projection Super Screen, 50 - 40, crystal beaded, on rollers, 100 per
cent more light. As used by super cinemas. Few.. £2 17 0
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, 200-watt, resistance, case £19 19 0
16-on-V.P. Ikonta Roll Film, Zeiss f/0.3, 3-speed .
£2 10 0
94 -mm. Cine Nizo Super Camera, f/2.9, 50 ft. or 100 ft., 5 speeds,
interchange lenses, super camera. Like new .
£21 10 0

£6/10 ; 6-in. Tessar f/5.3, D.R.P. Comp., £5 ;
4J-in. Tessar f/4.5, Compur, £3/10. — Below.
£4.-23,

Trona

31 x 2i Wirgin Self-erecting Roll Film, Xenar f/ 3:9, D.A. latest
pur. direct finder, all Inlaid .
£4
3J x2J Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex Press, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,
l/3ra to l/2,OOOth, deep hood, case. As new .
£29
34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, D.A. Compur, rise, cross,
front, latest uead register. Just as new .
£5

cross action, 9 plate-holders, F.P.A., leather case,
tank, full apparatus, £4, or nearest : deposit
system. — Ashley, 81, Fairbank Rd., Sheffield. [2369
01x21 lea Volta, f/6.8 Novar anastigmat, F.P.A.,
02
8 slides, leather case, 40/-.— 247, Kingston
Rd.. Ewell.
[2371

F.P.A.,

2J Zeiss

1934

£22 10 0 solid D.D. slides, 7/6. — Below.

Compur, double ex., rise, cross, wire-flnder. Cost £10 £12 12 0
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. self -capping, l/10th to
1/1, 000th, deep hood, D. slides. Cost £34. Bargain.. £6 17 6
la Carbine Roll Film Plate, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. As new £4 17 0
41-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, super lens. Bargain £2 17 6
16-mm. Bolex D.A. Projector, latest type. Hardly used. . £29 10 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to l/l,000th,
deep hood, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £35 £6 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Camera, f/3.5, 50-ft. or 100-ft., case. Bargain £6 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex., rise, cross,
latest bellows catches, wire-flnder. All inlaid, slides. . £5 17 6
FEW ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projectors, Dallmeyer f/1.8
(£5 5s. lens), 100-watt, resistance, case. Snip .
£il 11 0
34*24 Dallmeyer Snapshot Roll Film, f/0 .
£2 2 0
3i x2i T.-P. Reflex, Alois f/3 Speed, l/10th to l/l,000th, deep hood,
revolving back, super speed camera. Bargain .
£9 17 0

£10/10. — C. W. Hogarth, 11, Erving Terrace,
Morecambe.
[2366
01x2}
Ensign Carbine No. 7 Roll Film, Aldis
O 2 Uno f/4.5 lens Mulchro shutter, 1 to l/100th
sec., rise, cross movements, as new, £4/5 ; also
good pair Field Glasses, leather case, £1/10. —
Woolcott, Wahe, Hill View, Henleaze, Bristol. [2368
1-PLATE Folding, f/5.4 Goerz Convertible, double

4

rdly used
. As ne
w. Barg
ain

AND

13,

GAUMONT Stereoscopic Camera, 6x13 cm.,

(all tested

will be delighted.

34 x2l Ensign Press Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5. unique focal-plane, auto¬
matic film winding, real hide case. As new .
£0 17 6

SOHO Reflex, 10x15 cm., horizontal, Cooke f/4.5,

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

2} square Carbine Roll Film, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur £2 9 0
34 x 2\ Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Speed, latest l/*25th to l/600th,
deep hood, latest pressure device .
£5 5 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep hinged hood,
long ex., revolving back, sky shade, slides. Cost £17 £6 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Latest Field, Aldis f/ 7.7, triple ex. As new. ... £4 17 6
SPECIAL. — 16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Cameras 75, famous f'3.5,
50-ft. or 100-ft. capacity. Brand new. Slightly soiled. Few.
£18 18 0
34 x2j Ensign Compact Reflex, Ro68 Xpres f/4.5, latest hood (to take
pictures secretly at right angles). Like new .
£8 17 6
12-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto, suit reflex .
£7 15 0
3J x 21 Voigtlander Tourist Plate, famous Heliar f/4.5, Compur, double
ex., rise, cross, wire-flnder, slides, case .
£7 10 0

Cooke Aviar f/4.5, perfect condition, best
leather case, F.P.A., scaled Dallon, fittings, D.V.
and range-finder, £8 '15 lowest. — David Roberts,
Welford-on-Avon, Stratford-on-Avon.
[2346

-

n

AND

AMATEUR

SYSTEM.

June

THE

13, IQ34

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

rising front,
focussing
REFLEX,
Shewreversing
}-pl. back,
Reflector,
Aldisscreen,
f/6,
spirit level, focussing 2 ft. to inf., long extension,

shutter l/40th 1/1, 000th sec., needing slight
adjustment, canvas case, 5 D.D. slides, 1 M.-W.
slide, 24 envelopes, leather case ; whole in good
condition ; bargain, £3. — Horne, 72, Keith Lucas
Rd., Famborough, Hants.
[2408

2 3-draw
Metal Nettel,
Tripod, f/7.7,
3/- ; Lancaster
alx2£
Contessa
6 slides,'- 44-in.
18/- ;
Condenser, mahogany mounted, 10/- ; No. 2
Kodak Tank, 12/- ; Bee Meter, 2/6. — H.
102, Wath Rd., Elsecar, Barnsley.

Kay,
[2409

ZEISS Ikonta 4} x 24, Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action

Compur, 1934 model, brand new condition,
complete with Zeis3 portrait attachments ; offers.
— 18, Wessex Gardens, London, N.W.ll.
[2410
brilliant
negatives
privateRoss
offerslens,
requested.
— ■
ADAMS’
£12/12
}-pl. ;Idento,
ensuring
Neilson, 13, King’s Rd., Uxbridge.
[2411
315 x 2}extension,
Goerz Tenax,
double
rise and f/6.3
cross,Convertible,
6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, filter and lens hood ; perfect con¬
dition, £5/2/6 ; approval deposit ; Tripod, 7-draw,
7/6, like new. — Jones, Clwyd House, Oswestry.

a4x2}
Salexshutter
Press,tof/4.51/1, anastigmat,
focal2 plane
000th sec., new
before-lens
ultra-slow speed shutter, 4 slides, new F.P.A. ;
[2412

perfect order, £3/10 or nearest. — J. Wood, 14,
St. Edmond’s Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[2413
QQ/£i
Boll Film 21x2}, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5,
Ot//U
Compur; 10/6, 1-pl. Field, double ex¬
tension, lens.- — 1, Haydock Rd., Wallasey.
[2414
1-PLATE T.-P. Folding Ruby, Aldis f/4.5, double
4 extension, focal-plane l/25th to 1/1, 000th, 2
double slides, 2 finders, wide-angle rack, adjustable
back, horizontal or vertical, focussing scale, screen,
black cloth, Jaynay tripod, Bee meter, waterproof
case ; suit expert, £10/10, near offer. — Below.

ROSS
Prism ;Binocular,
10, £5/17/6,
perfect,
caseStereo
and straps
cost £10 power
; accept
near offer. — Below.

TELESCOPE,
3-draw£5 brass,
London£1/5.maker,
very
powerful, cost
; accept
— Summers,
2, Portland St., Barnstaple.
[2415

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

“Service” Barcains

FOR

CAMERAS

CASH— EXCHANGE— or TERMS

3}x2}

Supreme

4}x2}
Compur

7

6

Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar lens, in delayed
shutter, and leather case .
£7 18 6

2}-in. square Rolleicord, f/4.5 Triotar, Compur

ter .
4.5x6 cm. lea Bebe, f/4.5 Tessar, Compound
slides, F.P. adapter, and case .

V.P. Kodak

shut¬

£8 7 6
shutter, 6
£5 7 6

the lot a bargain, £6/6. — Box 615, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

condition ; fit most reflexes ; price £5 ;
no offers. — Write BM/IFH, London, W.C.l. [2324

Compur shutter .
£4 12 6
2}x2} W.P. Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis, in Compur shutter

£2 7 6
3}x2} Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar, in Derval shutter £3 3 0
3x4 cm. Kolibri, f/3.5 Novar anastigmat, in Telma
£4 18

Trade .

6

3} x 2} Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
6-speed shutter .
£3 10 0
3} x 2} Icarette, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
plate back, 3 slides and case .
£9 0 0

Model II Leica, built-in range-finder, f/3.5 Elmar
ever-ready

case .

}-pl. and 9x12

camera specialists,
offer the
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
122,following
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, all possible
4 movements, reversing back, sky-shade fitted,
Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, 3 single slides, 2 double¬
slides ; nice order, £ 7/10.

lens,

£17 10

0

cm. Ihagee Duplex, focal plane, Compur

shutter, f/4.5 Rodenstock

lens, 6 slides and case £5 17

6

}-pl. Sanderson, Beck f/7.7 Aplanat lens, speeded shutter,

5 D.D.

slides .

£2

5

0

9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. £7 7 0
16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, 3 speeds, f/2.6 anastigmat,

in leather case.

9.5-mm.

ment,

Like new .

£12

0

0

ible
finder,Kodak
fitted Roll
Kodak
f/0.3,
NO.
la Pocket
Film, anastigmat
focussing, revers¬
Kodex shutter, autographic back ; as new, £2.
2 front,Matador
reversible
finder, Pocket,
f/6.3 anastigmat,
31x2}
Folding
self-erecting3
slides ; shop-soiled, £2/5.
2 finder,
anastigmat
f/6.8,reversible
speeded
31x2}
NagelfittedNo. Nagel
10 Folding
Pocket,
shutter, 3 slides ; shop-soiled, £3/3/9.
rack rising
and
9x12Pocket,
and double
}-pl. extension,
Zeiss IkonhighMaximar
Folding
cross front, reversible finder, spirit level, fitted

Pathe Baby Projector, motor, super attach¬

dual resistance.

All in good condition.

. £8 17

6

16-mm.

Cine-Kodak BB, f/3.5 lens, for 50-ft. films
£7 10 0
3} x 2} Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6 Dallmeyer lens £2 7 6
Set of Ilford Filters, Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and sky filters,
with interchangeable

2-in. diameter

holder, in case£1

12

6

9.5 Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, motor driven

£1 10

0

}-pl. Goerz Tenax, double extension, f/4.8 Celor, Compur

shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter .

£4

7

6

11-cm. f/18 Zeiss Protar Wide-angle Lens, iris mount
£3 18 6
Set of 3 Double Bookform Slides, in teak, for }-pl.

Tropical .

£2

0

0

34 x 24 Lancaster No. 4 Amplus Enlarger, f/7.7 anastig¬
mat lens, baseboard, etc .
£4 7 6
3} x 2} Lancaster

No. 2 Amplus

Form

A, for Cameo

£2 5 0
3}x2} A.P.E.M. Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat, electric
1-PLATE Miroflex, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7,
fittings .
£3 0 0
4 also Telephoto lens, Tele-Tessar f/6.3 25-cm.,
3x4 Leica Negatives, Vertical Enlarger, condenser and
colour filter, leather case, slides and F.P.A. ;
f/2
anastigmat
lens,
electric
fittings
and
baseboard
perfect condition ; cost £100 ; sacrifice, £47/10 ;
£3 7 6
deposit. — Box 602, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
}-pl. and 9x12 cm. Miraphot Enlarger, f/6.3 Novar lens,
grapher.”
[2416 electric, baseboard .
£7 7 6
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens and case. ... £7 18 6
finder ; used once, £8/5 ; cost £11/2 ;
7-in. Beck Isostigmar f/7.7 .
18s. 6d.
Roll Film Reflex wanted. — Wallis, Baldwin St.,
3-in. f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, in Gammax speeded shutter
Nottingham.
[2417
£2 7 6
4} Coronar Anastigmat f/6.8, in Compur shutter £17
6
2 case, £6/17/6 ; Goerz Tenax Roll Film, 31 x 2},
Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, weight 18 oz., case, £4/10 ;
3x2 Cocarette de Luxe, Zeiss, Compur, weight
“SERVICE” GASLIGHT PAPERfinest
12 oz., £4/4 ; Wray f/4.5 Anastigmat, 51-in.,
British Made.
fine enlarging lens, £3. — Box 603, c/o “ The
The
Normal, Glossy and Velvet,
Amateur Photographer.”
[2418 Vigorous and value
obtainable at the price.

ETUI, 3}x2}, f/4.5, slides, F.P.A., hood, range¬
31 x 24 Square lea Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.A.

SNIP—
24x3}case,
T.-P.£3/10,
Reflex,or f/4.5
6 slides,
nearest.T.-P.
— BoxCooke,
604,
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2419
2 f/4.5,
revolving
6 slides,
31x24
T.-P.
Juniorback,
Special
Reflex,F.P.A.,
Ross canvas
Xpres
case,, focussing magnifiers ; excellent condition,
£11 ; deposit system. — Box 607, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[2422

BEBE8 slides,
44x6 F.P.A.,
cm., Zeissscreen
Tessarandf/4.5.
Compound,
filter,
£4/10. —
Box

608, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

3}
4}
4}
64
5}
*8}

X
X
x
x
x

2l
2j
3}
4}
3}
64

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

.

.
.

♦Supplied

[2423

anastigmat,
6 slides,
F.P.A..
POPULAR
Pressman
Reflex,
}-pl.,leather
f/4.5 case
Velos ;
nice condition, £4/10. — 42, Neville St., Norwich.

31x2} Carbine, roll films, plates, Aldis-Butcher
LEICA
I, absolutely
leatherModel
case, finder,
chargers, new
£8/10, condition,
first offer
[2424
2 f/4.5, Compur, rising ; cost £9 ; bargain, 70/-.
Stewart, 33, Hilltown, Dundee.
[2425

secures. — Box 609, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Post.

Size.
V.P. . .

Photo¬
[2426

LEICA H, Elmar f/3.5, hood, ever-ready case ;
REFLEX,
34x24,
T.-P.,roll-holder,
f/4.5, revolving
back,
12 slides.
F.P.A.,
case, inter¬
changeable 10-in. Zeiss Tele-Tessar, Dalian tank,

new condition, £15. — Box 612, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2429

.
.
.

1 1/10
gross

2/-

3/6
5/6
12/3

.
.

2/10

.
.

4/6/6

BROMIDE

POSTCARDS

Glossy, Velvet
8}x6}

BROMIDE

PAPER

and Matt. Vigorous or Normal.
in., 12 sheets 1/4, post 3d.

gd.

screen, 3 slides, leather case, £6/15.
2 Pocket,
rising &andGuardia
cross front,
44x6
Newman
Baby direct
Sibylfinder,
Vest
Tessar f/4.5, shutter 4 to l/200th, Dallon Telephotof/6.5, 1 D.D. slide, F.P.A., £14/15.
pLEASE

write for our deferred order form.

by experienced
workmen
; estimates
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
return post.
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour ;
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
122, Regent St., W.l.
[0010-

lander — Virtus,
f/3.5, £9/17/6
ALLENS.
Kolibri, Heliar
f/3.5 Tessar,
£7/19/6 ;; Rollei¬
Voigt¬
cord, £8/10, and case, 15/6 (very little used).
Xpres — and
Telephoto,
£22/19/6
cost
ALLENS.N. &9-in.
G. Vitesse
3}x2},
f/3.5; Ross.
£40.
Cooke — Aviar
and 11-in.
ALLENS.
N. & f/4.5,
G. Folding
3}x2}Telephoto,
Reflex,
£29/17/6 (cost £70) ; Automatic Rolleiflex 4X4,
Horizontal

ALLENS for every make of camera ; two thirds

approximately allowed on modern saleablecameras, part payment, subject approval. — Allens,
168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from
Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬

hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; Vcash ; exchange, instalments.— 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086-

FOCAL-PLANE and Compur 34 x 2} Ihagee Duplex,

USE

Camera, rack
and Plate
cross
POSTCARD
Goerz focus,
Tenax rack
Roll rising
Film and
front, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur shutter, focussing

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London. S.E.15.
[7728-

all perfect ; cost £32 ; accept £12/10. — Box 613,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2430

f/4.5 Meyer, double extension, new condition,
F.P.A., 6 slides, leather case ; sacrifice, £10. — 16,
Westmoreland Rd., North Harrow.
[2431

31x2} Goerz C.D.V. Tenax Folding, direct- vision

2 finder, focussing adjustment, fitted Goerz
Dagor f/6.8, speeded shutter, F.P.A. and purse, £3.
4-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, all possible
4
movements, fitted Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 2 D.P.
holders, F.P.A., Wellington 1 and 3 filters,
Dallmeyer No. 2 filter, focussing eyepiece, lens hood,
leather case ; fine order, £11/15.

Zeiss Tessar f/2. 8, £15/17/6 ; T.-P.
Reflex (like new), £6/19/6, with case.

Established 1889.

Phone ; Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

shutter, F.P.A. ;

ALLENS. — This week’s cash bargains : Baby

and Normal, Glossy, Semi-Matt
and Matt.
4d.
.
. . 2/9 Post 6d.
3d.
4d.
.
1/9
31- Post 4d.

“SERVICE”

f/4.5, Compur

Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, 59/6 ; 520 Model,
Tessar f/4.5, £6/17/6 ; Leica Model H, Elmar f/3.5,
£15/17/6.

6d.
6d.

6d.

Dominar anastigmat
as new, £7/10.

quick
service. and ZAMBRA,
VlEGRETTI
LN

6d.
6d.

in quantities of 36 sheets, 3/6, post 4d.
3d.
4d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

“SERVICE”
Vigorous
Per 100
Per 50

Post.

2/8

£-gross.

1/i/e
1/9

“ The[2436

COOKE Telephoto 11-in. Anastigmat, perfect
£5/10. — Redgewell,
Chartfield
Rd.,
DALLMEYER
16-mm. Penrhyn,
1-in. f/1.5
Lens, [2373
new,
Reigate, Surrey.

Special (autographic), f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

shutter .

LENSES

1-PLATE Apem Focal-plane Reflex, T.T. & H.
4 Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, sky-shade lens protector,
rising front, long extension, top screen masked
showing horizontal or vertical view, shutter to1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, canvas sling case,
T.-P. binocular focussing magnifier to fit intohood, Jaynay stand ; all in new condition ;

Roll Film, f/4.5 Trioplan, Vario shutter

£2

AND

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

f/6.3
; excellent
FOR
Sale.-Homocentric
— Cooke 8-in.
f/4.5 andcondition,
Ross 10-in.£5each. — Walshams, 14, Emerald St., W.C.l. [2357
RISK.

31

THE

for

1 CAMERAS

ALLENS MINIATURE

The Automatic
- - - ROLLEIFLEX,
Rolleicord, Baby Ikonta,

&

SUPER
IKONTA
Camera that
does the
FOCUSSING.

ZEISS
in

£17 : 0 : 0

PAPER
or SMOOTH,

for really Artistic Enlarge¬
ments or Contact Prints.
36 sheets.

12 sheets.

8d.
.
. - lOd.
1/4
.
. . 1/8
. . 2/6
3/9
.

5ix3i
6*x4|
8ix6i
10x8
12x10
13x12
ALL

POST

Write

.. 1 gross.
3/9

1/6
.. 2/..
-- 4/6
3/.

FREE.

-- 6/... 14/9
23/6

6/6

.. 33/9
10/-

. SIZES
8/6
ALL

IN STOCK.

to-day for specimen print,
sample and lists.
(State grade of paper desired.)

CRAFTSMAN

PRODUCTS

testing

include ;

MINIATURE
CAMERA

WANTED. — Pair 54-in. Condensers ; exchange
WANTED. — 34 x24 Reflex or Folding Camera,

I your Miniayture Camera
Two-thirds (approximately) allowed a*
part paymeut oa modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

[2349
good lens, also Telephoto for same ; full
particulars to — Gough, 6, The Warren, Carshalton
Beeches.
[2350
VST ANTED.- — Electric Vertical Enlarger, 21x21,
T t films, Automatic Praxidos preferred ; Sell
4-pl. Lancaster Horizontal Enlarger, no lens, 40/-. —
Blunt, 10, St. Meddans St., Troon, Ayrshire. [2360

WANTED.- — Film Pack Adapter and Double

Slides for Thornton-Pickard Bijou 44 x 6 cm.
Reflex. — Beckett, 2, St. John’s Rd., Manchester, 16.

WANTED. — First-class 44 or 41 in. Lens, sunk

[2362
or focussing mount, flange 24-in. diameter
or smaller, perfect condition, reasonable price ;
also Slides for Dallmeyer C.D.V. Focal-plane
Speed Camera. — B. Winter, 5, Rumsey Rd., London,
S.W.9.
[2364

de¬
9d.

IF3£x2£ D.E.
THIN BODY
CAMERA
movements
and fitted

ZEISS TESSAR
F/4.5 LENS
D.A. Compur
shutter.

£10:10:0

Camera

Marriott, 8, Dereham

Rd., Norwich.

vV

4.5x10.7;

exchange

l-pl. T.-P. Reflex ; cash adjustment. — H. J.
[2367

WANTED. — High-grade Vertical Condenser En¬

WANTED. — 4-pl. Enlarger, also leather case,
WANTED. — Cheap P.C. Camera, film or plate,
EXCHANGE. — Miraphot J-pl. Enlarger, Tessar

anastigmat lens ; perfect condition. — Box 596,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2382

f/4.5; new Sonnar 34x24, f/4.5, double
extension, plates, films, Phillips Rectifier, for
Leica, or similar 4x6 cm. Press. — Barnett, 65,
Woodstock Gardens, Blackpool.
[2390
T\TANTED. — Foth-Derby, f/3.5, as new, cheap. —
TT Calvert, 2, Esplanade Gardens, Scarborough.

WANTED.— F/3.1 Cooke 24-in., as offered in
EXCHANGE.— 3x4 cm. Foth, f/2.5, new, for
31 x 21 Roll Film, Compur ; must be cheap and
WANTED. — A 9 x 12 cm. Minimum Palmos, in good
[2391
“ A.P.” a while ago for 10/-. — Boyd, 33,
Parkgate St., Dublin.
[2395

34x24 Plate or Reflex, f/4.5.— Reid, 45,
Trefoil Avenue, Glasgow, S.l.
[2396

168, Oldham
Road,
NEW
CROSS
4

4 in perfect condition. — 13, Trinity
Lenton, Nottingham.

Avenue,
[2404

condition for cash. — Box 605, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

(22 or 23 Car).

CAN

NOTTINGHAM

mxtefor
Catalog™ .
Deal direct with us and obtain first quality materials
at rock-bottom prices. Buy fresh supplies. Ensure spark¬
ling negatives, pleasing prints.
Save

30 per cent on your materials. Obtain better results’
Famous BLUE
LABEL
British Gaslight and
Bromide Postcards and Papers.
Per gross.

34x24
44x21

.. 2s. 6d.
.. 3s. 4d.

SAMPLE

Per gross.

41x31 .. 3s. 9d.
64x41 .. 7s. Od.
Paid.

FREE.

»T.SO

CITY PHOTO

CHEAPER

LIN FS.

WORK/

119, Eastbourne Rd. SOUTHPORT

“ The
[2420

IMPORTANT

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCK I8T8 OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin
Mather
Photo

79, New

Gorse,

Street,

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Birmingham.
Road,

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.
G. & F. A. Wilman,

32, Westgate,

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

Road,

Bradford.

Leeds.

(See displayed advertisement

■ 32
YOU

Co.

for l-pl. Soho Reflex. — Lindner, Ravensgate,
Charlton Lane, Cheltenham.
[2377

SPECIAL

MANCHESTER,

STREET,

Post
X\T ANTED. — Stereo

larger, for 24x2} negatives; state lowest
price, particulars and condition. — Ranger, 16,
Walthew Avenue, Holyhead, N. Wales.
[2374

POSTCARDS

All

FORD

Dry¬

f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat in Compur,
3-in. focus. — Price, South View, Chester-le-Street.

This Scheme
Mwill help you
9 to obtain

Piccadilly

ROUGH

MARSHALL&

[2345
condition, for Folding Film Camera, 34x24,
fast shutter, good lens. — Donelly, 98, Albert St.,
Ramsbottom.
[2347

F/2.9£9:5:0
Model,’

from

BROMIDE

or CREAM,

EXCHANGE. — Oliver Typewriter, No. 6, good

£7:7:0

7 minuM

FOLDING Film Camera, 31x24, also V.P.K. ;
Wr ANTED. — P.C., 5X4 or 4-pl. , Nettel Focal-

WHITE

2-on-3i x 2J

F/3.5 Model,

ALLENS

reasonable price, or exchange Special Zodel
34x24, D.A. Compur, f/3.8, 3 slides, case ; cash
adjustment. — Mounfield, 62, Willis St., Warrington.

SURFACE

Plates, Papers, Postcards, Mounts,
mounting Tissue, etc.

Case,

BALDAX

from Miniature Negatives,
veloping 6d., Panchromatic

WANTED. — Mentor Compur Reflex Outfit, at

“CRAFTSMAN”
NATURAL

plane preferred, exchange Saxophone, Selmer,
E flat, silver plated, pearl keys ; perfect ; value
£18. — Box 591, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Ever - Ready
£1:5:0

SURFACE

Justophot ; write description, price. — 58,
Richmond Avenue, Hillingdon, Middlesex. [2326

NEW!
IT’S

[2333
state lowest price, etc. — Cottee, 9, Roxton
Rd., Sheffield.
[2336

.Compur Shutter.

ART

WANTED.— 6x13 Stereo Camera, F.P.A., must
WANTED. — Range-finder, preferably Leica ; also
REFLEX, Telephoto Outfit, size immaterial,
EXCHANGE 1932 34x24 T.-P. Junior Special

Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 accessories ; catalogue value
£15 ; excellent condition, for Leica, Kolibri, or
similar 3x4
cm. — 65, Langley Way, West
Wickham, Kent.
[2331

The

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE

WANTED)

or 12-in. Telephoto, reasonable. — 12, Buller
Rd., Manchester, 13.
[2327

ZEISS IKON

F/4.5,

[2435

AND

be good ; exchange Rolleidoscope. — McDonald,
Moordale, Silloth, Cumberland.
[2319

column

Fitted

LEICA Owners.— Practically
EXCHANGE

Advert,

in CAMERAS

TESSAR

LENSES

Contax, Rolleiflex,
etc., write to R. G. Lewis. Miniature Camera
Specialist, who will definitely offer the highest
allowance in England on your old camera,
full allowance on
for the
G. Lewis,
5,
your present outfit in exchange
new f/2 Summar model. — R
Southbury Rd., Enfield.

Voigtlander “Virtus,”
“Superb,” “Brilliant.”
Foth- Derby, Foth-Flex.

LENSES

13, 1934

BEFORE Buying a Leica,

Including :

our

AND

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

CAMERAS

See

PHOTOGRAPHER

2D

-

AMATEUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

in this issue.)

June

THE

13, 1934

AMATEUR

ENSIGN

EXCHANGE

also cameras
large-aperture
lenses ;;
WANTED.
— Modem with
Photographic
Apparatus
send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman’s

ljjx2£

in., size
15s. Od.

Model 2. — For
•20 films .

2Jx3i

in., size
21s. Od.

Model 3. — For
10 films .

2i x 4J in., size
25s. Od.

CINEMATOGRAPH

CINE-KODAK f/1.9 Model K. 100-ft. capacity ;
ENSIGN
100 ; newat last£13.Christmas
cost Silent
£17/10 Sixteen
;
bargain
— Horner, ;
Belfield, Settle, Yorks.
[2384
brand new ; cost £35 ; take £18. — Cross, 23,
Avenue, Minehead, Somerset.
[2351

with motor
resistances
240 volts
A.C.
ENSIGN
Silent and
Sixteen
50 Projector,
16-mm.,
mains, as new (cost £11/5) ; also 16-mm. Vitesse

JUNIOR

Cine Camera, with f/1.9 Dallmeyer lens, clockwork,
£9/15 the lot ; bargain ; “ A.P.” deposit system.
— Box 598, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

DISH

LIMITED

High

London,

W.C.

PROCESSING

FILING

Q.R.S. Cine Outfit, 16-mm., gives wonderful

1

pictures for home exhibition. Camera, Projector,
motor and lamp, any current D.C. or A.C. ; cost
£35 ; will accept £15 or near offer. — Q.R.S., 5,
Cromwell House, High Holborn, W.C.l.
[2400
leatherBargain.
ease, 4— extra
UNIQUE
Pathe lenses,
de Luxe,4 chargers,
f/3.5, in titling
fitted
stand, exposure meter. Kid Projector and resistance ;

SERVICE

list price £15 ; £7 only. — Box 611, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer,”
[2428

READY

QUOTATIONS
FIRM

jectors from for
20/-Movies.
; Pathe,
DeVry,
EVERYTHING
— Cameras
andB-200,
Pro¬
Ensign, Lux, etc. ; Screens from 5/- ; Films from

CARDS

FOR

2/FOR

Write

“THE

Trade.

2/6 ; Films for hire in London

or CONTAX
NEGATIVES
in strips of three.

Price

for

FREE

P LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

USE

THE

EALING,

3i x 21 Plate & Film Pack Camera
F/3.5 ZERANAR Anastigmat Lens U^-in. focus),
COM PUR delayed-action SHUTTER.

This is a precision instrument constructed of a light alloy
strong, but of very superior finish. Rising and cross front
both actuated by micrometer movements. Clear and direct
vision view-finders.

to most lenses at double the price. Price £6:15:
0
The Zeranar lens gives very critical definition and is equal

(Nine equal payments of 15/9), including 3 Slides. Film
Pack Adapter 6/9. Extra Slides 1-9. Best Leather Case 15/-.
Fitted with Meyer Trioplan f/2.9, £11 5s.
Best Allowances for your present apparatus in Part Exchange.
Established

W.5

over Half a Century.

Phnnt » .• 23891.

Grams

.* ' Photo.' 8heffl*ld.

PHOTO
SHEFFIELD ROW.
NORFOLK
(FARCC?LT
ATED
[SHEFFIELD—

One minufc walk from Town Hall

ALL* ABOUT

V v

MINIATURE PHOTOGRAPHS

“Travel Photography* with" the
Miniature
Camera.”
I seful
on
selecting
subjects
for,hints
the
miniature camera.

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

TROUBLE”

LONDON,

From an actual photograph. Muuuju< cured specially for the
Sheffield Photo Co., Ltd., by Gebruder Wirgin, Weisbaden.

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
35-mm.Speed
Film, Panchromatic
10/G 100 ft. ; (H.
Colour& Filters,
9d.
SUPER
D. 1,500)
each ; Pan. and Tilt Heads to fit on tripods, 17/6 ;

QUANTITIES

SAMPLE

TAKES

area.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford
St. end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ;
free parking facilities.
[2013

dozen

LARGER

THAT

28a, BROADWAY,

Per

[2385
PATHE
B, absolutely
new,
leatherMotocamera
case, £4/15 Model
; 6 chargers,
5 reels asunused
film, 3 supplementary lenses and filter, in case,
25/- lot ; owner changed to 16-mm. — 21, Shirehall
Close, N.W.4.
[2393

EALING

ALL

APPARATUS

and filter, view dissolver, brand new ; cost
£8/6 ; £5/12/6. — Webster, Nailsea, Somerset. [2334

ENSIGN,

LEICA

Hanley.

PATHE Cine Model B, with case, set of 3 lenses

Tor beginners. Develops fllm3 in daylight. Metal
-throughout. For 2i x 31 in., size 20 films _ 6s. 6d.

For

Exchange,

[0096
also Small Reflexes up to £-pl. ; all classes
of cameras purchased or exchanged ; state price. —
City Photo Works, Southport.
[0100

Model 4. — -For 4ix3J in., size
.18 films .
30s. Od.

SPECIAL

Camera

•

Mhe NEW
NORFOLK

WANTED. — Leica Cameras, Rolleiflex, etc. ;

Model 1.— For
27 films .

LEICA

XV

|

Trade.

Essential in these days of Super speed and Panchromatic Films.
You load and develop the him
in the tank in daylight.

COMPLETE

WANTED

reasonable ; state if case, caps, hood. — Box 606,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2421

SIMPLESTCLEANEST

Holborn,

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED.
— Elmar fitted
f/4 9-cm.
Telephoto,
or Ross
f/5.5 (4-in.),
for Leica,
non-actuating,
collapsible preferred, not essential ; sound and

ALL - DAYLIGHT
DEVELOPING TANKS

ENSIGN

PHOTOGRAPHER

“The

Book

of the Miniature

Camera,” a practical expo¬
sition
of up-to-date
methods
of miniature
photography.

Special Silver Paint for Screens, etc. ; 16-mm. Films
for sale ; send for 16 or 35 mm. booklets. — B. S.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[2245

“ The'' Miniature Negative, its
Development
andforCare.”
Many
hints and tips
the correct
handling of these.

ACCESSORIES

1 1 1 1 ■ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

EXPRESS

9-5

PROCESSING

SERVICE

Garland

before 5 p.m. are ready 5'30p.m
following day (Saturdays excepted)
PRICES

Developing

2/-

.. BEST
Reloads

of Business

l I I I R

I I

Trade.

List of other books on Photo¬
graphy and Cin6 photography,

SLIDES. — “ A.P. Paris,” Single Metal Dark

31x21 5/6, 41x31 6/6, etc., postage
Paris,” fittings
A.P.
Adapters.—”
FILM Packor:Paris,”
and Actina,
stili best. Obtainable
direct first
from
Ltd., 29, Red

as slides
extra; “A.P.
from
dealers
Lion Square,

9amto7om

to Saturday

Price 2s. 6d. each, post 2d.
Four books for 10/-, post free.

Slides, fittings T.-P., Zeiss, Cameo, Klito,
Contessa, Zodel and Block Edge: 31x24 1/3,
41 x 31 1/6, 54x31 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

I minute
from Victoria Station 'Phone-Victoria
320
VAUXHALL°BRIDgVr°d!
VICTORIA, 2977
SWI
( Monday

(6 plates), 9/- ; both perfect. — Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southampton.
[2402

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London. N.l.
[0033

Post Free

Je CAMERA g.
Hours

[2337

free.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

RESULTS

2;7

St., Bury St. Edmunds.

BEWI Meter, £1 ; Dalian de Luxe Plate Tank

All Pathescope and Gevaerl 9 S m.m. Films
(other than Panchromatic) received

► NORMAL

“ The Leica Data Book,”
contains valuable information
applicable to all camerns using
standard 35-mm. cinA film.

DREM Cinemeter, new, case, 22/6. — Bird, 62,

mm

)

IIIIIBIII

BE

WISE

IN

London,

W.C.

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

&C?LTf
TERSTRAND
W.C.2
HUNST.,
DlS RD
SANBEDFO
37
“THE

AUTOCAR”

The World’s Leading Automobile Journal.
Every Friday.
4d.

[0090
SYSTEM.

33

THE

XVI

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRA

For COLOUR

ACCESSORIES

CORRECT

of all holiday

Trade.

PHER

RENDERING

subjects

MATERIALS
Trade.

cm. 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/- ; Adapters, adapting slides
for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.

YELLOW

Accurate

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store Second-hand

FILTER

tone

IT- ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd.
1Y 9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.

or plates you use — orthochromatic or panchromatic —
“ Optochrom ”
filters give
better results.
Write for list of
chxom ” Filters.

“ Opto

-

SANDS
HUNTER

Metal Slides, 1/- ;
F.P. Adapters, 3/9 ;
Tripods, 3/9. — Lloyd’s, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St.,
W.C.l.
[2434

CAMERA
Cases andspecials
Leather quickly
Bellows; ; list
200 free
sizes;
and patterns,

ail processes
removing
post
F
PROVED
Roll without
Film Tanks,
takes film,
V.P. 5/6,
to i-pl.,
free ; special for Ensign Midget, 3/9 ; 2-gal. Tanks

of

them allNowith
“ Optochrom
filters.
matter
what films”

LLOYD’S. — Leather Camera Cases, all sizes, 3/9 ;
Rubber
[2031

GLASS

renderinc

values . . . faithful reproduc¬
tion of the preens and yellows
of landscape views, you pet

Apparatus, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1037

backgrounds, shutters, repairs. — Altrincham
Co., Kingswav, Altrincham.

Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.
K ALTON,
Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
to 7 ; Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
VictoriaCallers
St. welcomed.
Hours, 9
Prices Newcastle-on-Tyne,
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
121, Sootswood Rd.

Optcchccm-

SEND for descriptive list. — Peeling & Van Neck,

Ltd., 6, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.l,
who also undertake repairs to all kinds of photo¬
graphic apparatus.
[0097

&

CO.

Prices of
“ Optochrom
Filters
in
“holders
Optochrom
:
To fitadjustable
lens
13'16ths in.
price
15/16ths
in.diam.,
„
1- l/ieth in.
1- 5/16ths
in. ,,„
IV
in.

LTD.,

1-11 16tbs

37, BEDFORD ST.,
STRAND — W.C.2

in.

„

1-13 16ths in.
2- l/16th in.
2V
in.
2i

„
„

”
”
S'6

.. 10/„ 12/6
„ H/6
10/7043
„
15/.. 16/„ 18 6

8x6Rollerft. Blind
CanvasShutters,
Backgrounds,
12/- Complete
; [2287
}-pl.
10/6 ; 5-in.

„

Condenser, 18/-. — Wilson’s, Chemists, Wigan.

[2328

CAMERA
in perfect condition, price 50/-.— Apply, Brown,
15, The Approach, Leicester.
[2356

31x2} Miraphot Enlarger, f/4.5 Tessar, 2 lamps,

ONE.

LIBERAL
MADE

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
(Opporfto

ALLOWANCES
BY

Photographic Chemists,

SOUARE
O.P.O.)

BIRMINGHAM
Phone:

MID.

5670.

Trade.

ANCASTER

E

'NLARGERS.

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
J ^IST, fully illustrated, post

free on

CAMERA*
♦
^

WANTED

Best allowances made on used Modern Cameras
in Exchange tor Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss, Kodak,
Ensign, Cini Cameras, Projectors, etc.

request.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade, GEORGE
Birmingham,

1.

Telephone,

Central 4255.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct, ensure

fresh materials ; save 30 per cent and obtain
better results. Our first-quality British Blue
Label Papers, Plates, Postcards, Developers, etc.,
are the world’s best. Catalogue and sample free.

CITYGaslight
PHOTOPaper,WORKS.—
Luxe Green
34x24 De
2/- gross,
12 grossLabel
£1 ;
3}x2} Folders, 1/6 100; Postcard Folders, 2/- 100,

12/6 1,000 ; all D. & P. supplies. — City Photo
Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the quality Paper,
Postcards,

100 ; D.De& Luxe
P. Order
Pads, 1/6,
7/6 P.C.
dozen.Size, 2/3
ALLENS.—
Wallets,
ALLENS.
—
D.
&
P.
Showcards,
Clips, Films,for
Squeegees,
Chromium
Sheets Film
; everything
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper

34

Rd., Manchester,

4.

negative : V.P. and 3J x‘2J, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116
1/6,
« 31 1/3, 5J - 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen. 1/- 1 dozen,
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 1 dozen, 81 *
dozen, 1/6 i dozen. 61 4J enlargements. 21- 20 16, 15
12 x 10 1/3, 10 x 8 1/-, 81 x 6* 9d., 6j < 4f 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

(2| * 4J)
Superior
64 ; 2 6
x 12 1/9,

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

FILMTAINER
HOLD8
THE-

2 SPARE

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

*Moulded
Walnut.’in Rattleproof
linings
Polished ‘Oak’
or

or EXPOSED

STANDARD
8-ex. 31x21 SPOOLS.
DUST. LIGHT AND DAMP PROOF.
ESSENTIAL for PANCHROMATICS
Price 1/6

[0092
USE

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
8 exposures
IS x 2},Roll
9/- dozen
9/- ; 2}x4i.
11/- :;
6 exposures ; 3}x4i, 18/- ; 54x34, 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs. 3 II.packs& 8/6.
D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 i-pl.,
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
2/3 100, 7/6 500 ; D. & P.
Order Film
Pads,Wallets.
7/- dozen.
K ALTON
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3ix21, Film
3 packs
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydroklnone,
; Pyro,
and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
ATTWOOD,
Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 [0009
5/-.
normal:
3}x2}
2/-,
4}x2J
2/6,
i-pl.
ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
3/-, i-pl. 5/- gross.

Here’s
Quality
film Developed
and 1 at
Velox the
glazed Right
print made Price
from each!

Trade.

samples. — 168, Oldham

43*0*7

Your

MATERIALS

34x24 2/- gross (12-gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

t
^
£

A;

Rouw<Kkyl4.L««dt

IT' ALTON Gaslight Paper, lfx2f, 1/6 gross;
IV 3}x2}, 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross ; 4}x2} and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; }-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

17' ALTON Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
lY 8 exposures, l|x2} and 3ix2}, 10/- dozen,
2}x41 12/- ; 6 exposures, 3X2, 8/6.

CRUDE

4 WW-CMIXIM*

CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
ENLARGERS.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
Birmingham.
[0082

15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; }-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4}x2| 3/6, 3}x2} 2/6 gross, 12-gross 21/6.
17" ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
IY double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/-, 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

Lantern

LET US TAKE
YOt'R Ol D CAMERA
IN PART
EXCHANGE
FOR
A NEW
) 1

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight; 20x16 6/3 dozen;

9/6 gross.

BIRMINGHAM
STOCKISTS
OF ALL
THE
LATEST
MAKES
OF
STILL
AND CJNfi CAMERAS.

Novar f/6.3, baseboard, electric ; new con¬
dition, £5 ; also Zeiss 3x4 cm. Box Tengor, Goerz
Frontar lens, in leather case, as new, 10/-. — ■
Hawley Lodge, Hale, Cheshire.
[2363

K ALTON,
London,
Send for
price 61,
list. Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
409},
Argyle
St. Prices less
postage to callers.
and cream, velvet and matt, }-pl. 3/6 72
Ksheets;
ALTON1/1-pl.
Chloro-Bromide
Double-weight, whits
3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
: vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50.
weight,
10x8,
36
sheets
3/6;
1/1-pl.,
2/6;
K
ALTON Bromide Commercial Glossy Double¬
}-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K ALTON
}-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3}x2}, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

THE

MIDLANDS

FOR Sale. — Lancaster Horizontal Enlarger i-pl.,
ZEISS Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, 9x12 or i-pl.,

2 Metraphot exposure meter, Amato tank,
Watkins i-pl. tank, vulcanite film tank, all
excellent, £10, quick sale ; or separately. — Box
610, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2427

EXCHANGE

OF

ENLARGERS*]

27/6
21/-

THE

Hour*,

7/3, 3/- dozen.

for D. & P. work, special, 25/- complete. — White
Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St., Bradford.

&

13. 1934

use an

SINGLE
Slides,
all }-pl.
fittings,
3}x2} Metal
1/8, i-pl.
1/10, nearly
P.C. 2/6,
4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45x107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13

|LANTERNS

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

DEPOSIT

post 2d.

SYSTEM

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4 dozen

i-pl. and
2/-,
ATTWOOD Bromide Cream sheets,
Card, matt
first quality,
singles
strips, 50Postcards,
1/6, 100
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
andand Bromide

10/6.
chloro-bromide linen, 36
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen SI- ; i-pl., 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

BURT’S for Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normalGaslight
; all surfaces
; 3}x2},
72 sheets,
BURT’S
and Bromide
Paper, 1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4}x2} and i-pl., 1/9, 3/- gross;

PHOTRIC PRODUCTS, 37london.‘ws
OUR

ATTWOOD Negative Card, 5}x3}, 450 H. & D. ;

AND

AVOID

ALL

i-pl., 1/9 36 ; whole-plate, 2/9 36.
RISK.

[002#

June

THE

13. 1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

[

MATERIALS

The

Trade.

MOUNTS. — Super Quality Slip-in Postcard

Folders, 2/- 100, 12/6 1,000; 10x8 £-pl.
Mounts, 6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement Mounts,
18 x 14£,

12x10,

4/6

dozen,

27/6

100;

all

carriage paid ; write tor samples new Designs,
Mounts, and 72-page list, free. — Crown Manufactory,
Rotherham.
[1956
O] A Worth for 10/- ; 5 packets each 100 sheets
cLJLLJ Kodak Nikko. glossy, 21x7, and 10 gross
assorted Bromide and Gaslight Papers and Cards,
postcard to 10x8, all for 10/-. — Lloyd’s, 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[2433

Improved

Trade.

‘METRAPHOT’
Photo-Electric
Exposure Meter
tions

2d. each. — Below.

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Peter¬
[4423

2d. ;
lists free. — George Childe,
Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.

Photo[0098

(whole-plate 1/9), Chloro-bromide, Mounting,
Copying, Slides.— Pochin, 22, Manor Rd., Molesey.
[2370

jj PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING

PRICE
complete in leather case

both

ALL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- :;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3£x2£
4£x3i 1/3, 5£x3£ 1/8; write for lists ; see also
‘ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

_
[0057
P//- PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,
I /
best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

FILMS Developed and Printed, 3£x2£ 10d., post

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

DEVELOPING
spool.
l£d. each
2 J) .
2d. each (4£3d.x 23
) ; Prints
cash with
order.(31— xClay,
Shields.

[2085

RARE
Foreign,wants.—
all subjects
and Books,
prints English
; writeand
stating
A. P.
Dane Co., 64, Stanley St., Liverpool.
[0099

Ready always to
indicate correct

£4 : 0 : 0

mediately.
exposure

im¬

Illustrated brochure on application to

STAFFORD
Armour
Telephone

&

LESLIE
DEVELOPING

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.l

: National

6025.

Telegrams

TAKE

: Stafiorles, Cent. London

CAMERA
x 21

BARGAINS— H

adapter, case
£15 0 0
f-pl. Contessa Nettel, f/6,8, slides, F.P. adapter .
£3 0 0
T.-P. Reflex, 31 * 2£, f/4.5, slides, F.P. adapter _
£7 0 0
Maximar, 3j * 21, f/4.5, slides, roll-holder, .
£7 10 0

Dallmeyer

Speed,

f/2.9, slides, F.P.

£15 0 0

9.5 Patbescope Cine Cameras .
200-B Projector .

£1, £2, £4, £0.
£11 0 0

WINNINGS
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
95, Fowler Street, SOUTH
SHIELDS

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co., Ltd. (In liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces. Scotland and
Ireland, we are iD the position to offer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.
As the supply of machines

is limited, early application

PHOTOMATON
87,

LAMB'S

CONDUIT

Telephone

is advised

- LLOYD
STREET,

: HOLBORN

and prompt

FOR

YOUR

NEEDS

DISPLAY

THE

4, Upper

SMALL

Tessar

London

fJ dealer of new and second-hand apparatus ;

Dallmeyer

|

GARNER

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬

Write

DEAL

for new

Icatalogue .

cuted. — Miss Lamb,. 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.
[1148
CAN

WHO
OF THE

Place, London,

W.C.l.

TELEPHOTO
FILM,

FOCAL

REFLEX
PLANE.
ZO

I O

„

f/3.5.. ..£18:0:0
f/2.8. . ..£21:10:0
:
Super Extras
Six f/l.9£3
1 : 1 0:0

' Dallon ’ Tele-Anas. 6-in. f/5.6 ..£8:15:0
Lens Hoods, each 7/6. Extension Hood
for Finder. 6/6. Filters, each 9/6 and 1 1/6.
Solid Leather Case .
£1:0:0

Trade.

YOU

MEN
SIGN

Full-size V.P. pictures.
Anas, f/3.5. . . . A* 1 4

Exakta

RETOUCHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MEMBERSHIP

Bedford

ROLL

VACANT
required by

oOo
AND

QUALIFIED

EXAKTA

give full particulars, stating age, experience, and
wages required. — Box 595, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2381

|

TO THE

rates.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
DEALERS’ ASSOCIATION
Issued by the P.D.A.,

Trade.

Assistant

service at moderate

CAMERA

GO

The ONLY

Counter

FOR

EMBLEM OF
SUPERIOR WORK

W.C.l

F

TUNIOR

FILMS

& PRINTING

0250.

Enlargement, 1/-; enclose stamp; 3ix2i
Reprints, Id. ; Postcard Enlargements, 2d. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [2300
IILMS Developed, 3d. ; Prints, any size, Id. —
Tailleure, 2, Garvan Rd., Hammersmith. [2432

SITUATIONS

YOUR

SERVICE

to shops that display the above

-PHOTOMATON MACHINES-

FILMS, any size Developed, Printed and 6}x4£

I

ahdPRINTINC

DEVELOPING

6 y 6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 .

Trade.

St., South

for

Trade.

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
LE1CA, Expert Finishing, 3£x2J Enlargements,
Enlargements. Bromide, various surfaces

MISCELLANEOUS

to i/i, 500th sec.

quantity, glossy or art surface.— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd.. Manchester, 4.
[0094
1 /O DOZEN, 9d. 6, 6d. 3, 2d. 1. — Postcards
A/ O
from small film or plate, retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra.— Speight, 38,
Gainsborough Avenue. Oldham.
[0017

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited.— 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

from 2 minutes

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 tor 9d. ;
FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 8£ x 61

Dept. F, Fowler

calcula

still and cine,

Trade.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8£x61 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8} x 6£ 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, ltoscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.— W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

exposures

without

assorted

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

Gives
exact

ENLARGEMENTS

REPAIRERS

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Polebrook

DEPOSIT

& JONES, LTD.

House, Golden Square, W.1

SYSTEM.
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June

THE

Hundreds

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

of New

hundreds

13.

Cameras— and

of Second-hand

Cameras

always in stock

Latest catalogues sent free and post free anywhere .... Kodak, Ensign, Zeiss Ikon, Voigtlander, Ihagee,
Thornton- Pickard , Leica, Rolleiflex, Rolleicord, Baida, Pathe, Binoculars, Telescopes, Barometers, also
requirements.
Bargain List and Guide to Modem Cameras and Cine apparatus. Please
F.P. state
adapter. New..

3ix2£

This new British 9.5-mm.
camera is bound to become

3*x2*

Meyer

3Jx2J- Ihagee Roll Film, self-erecting, f
f/4.5 Ihagee, Compur.

Good condition.

C.A

adapter.

Compur,

micrometer

focussing.

condition .
Compu
r, Xenar
3Jx2J
Nagel f/4.5.
Vollenda
As 70/1,
new.

31x21

Good

18-cm.

C C • C •A

f/3. 4, leather case.
List £12 .

Good con-

£7.1

7.C

new.
List Newman
£33 10s. &6d Guardia
.
3£x2l

X/.A/.O

5j-in. Cooke

proof
5f-in. case.
Cooke Fair
f/4.5, condition
3 D.D. slides,
water¬
. . . F.P. adapter,
£8:15:0

these

9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Tele¬
photo f/5.6, K 2 filter. Good
condition. List
£n 18s .

PP
IP
fl
xo:lo:U

List £8 1 os

3tD:lU:U

Leicameter (Weston Patent)
Photo - Electric Cell Exposure
Meter, As new. PP. 1A.A

5x4 Kodak Auto. Graflex
Reflex, Bausch & Lomb Tessar

f/6.8 Goerz Tenaxiar anastigmat,
3-speed, rise and cross. Good
condition .

new.

List £10 10s.

f/4-5, F.P. adapter. PP1
C.ft
Good condition. ...
X

Leica Filoy Enlarger, f/3.5 lens,
printing board.

Very good con -

£iri5s....Cost
£7:10:0
16-mm. Cine-Kodak
Model B,
f/3.5 lens, portrait attachment,
Good condition. £7.1 Aft
cost £25 .
x/:au:u

31 x 21 Ensign Special Reflex,

revolving back, 5-in. Aldis f/4.5,
3 slides, F.P. adapter. Good con¬
dition. List
£.2 £7-i5;o

5-cm. Hektor Lens f/2.5, auto,
coupled, for Leica. £0,1 C.ft
As new. List £11. XO.AO.U

41 x 3} T.-P. Special Ruby, re¬
volving back, 1 5-cm. Zeiss Tessar
f/4-5. 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter.
Good condition. C1ft.1C.ft
Cost £22 15s.
XAU.AD.U

5x4 Tropical Ross Press, 61-in.
Ross Homocentric f/4.5, 4 D.D.
slides. Good con- C1ft.1C.ft
dition. Cost £30. XAU.AO.U

51x34

Marion

7i-in. Ross

Xpres

Soho

Reflex,

good condition.

Speedex,

self-

Cost £2 1 os .

X1.1U.U

4J x 21 Nettel Cocarette, f/6.3

31 • 21 No. 620 Kodak Junior,

f/6.3 lens.

As new.

List £2 15s .

Zeiss Ikon

Excellent

con-

£18:10

lens i/2, Ever-ready

:0
Leica Model
slow speeds,
.UstIII, £26:0
£3Vr
Summar,

ever-ready

case.

XL.l i.U

List £2

Helinox Enlarger

31/21

Zodellar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Very good condition.

London,
Telephone

36

W.l

: Regent

sec., T. &

B.

1 os. 6d .

Fourteen

31 x 2f Agfa Standard Roll
Film, f/4.5 Agfa Trilinear, delayed

condition .

1,0

Reflex, 4-in. Cooke f/4.5, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Good £C,1 Q , C
XtJ • A U • O

con£10:Good
10:0

ListLens
in iris mount with
£lf/5.5,
II0S
£7:15:0
flange. Code word “ Tilba.” As new.
photo

case.

4.5x6

Dallmeyer Press f/3.5, also 12-in.
Dallmeyer Telephoto f/4.5, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, case, wooden
dition.
folding List
tripod.
Vety good con £32 £lg:lg;0

cm. Ernemann

NORTHUMBERLAND
AVENUE, London, W.C.2
: Whitehall

" THE

3301.

AMATEUR

Focal-plane,

7. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, self-capping,
1 /20th condition.
to 1/1, oooth sec. and Time, 5
Good
Cost £8:8:0
slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case.

3.Vx2£ Mentor Sports Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar f/4-5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case.
Good CQ,Q,n
conditicm .

Telephone

XiJ,A

3/ x 21 Kodak Auto. Graflex Junior

9-in. Ross Teleros (2-power) Tele¬

4} x 31 T.-P. Junior Special
Reflex, revolving back, 6-in.

MENTION

g(J>

17

*» O • O «. U

TOPSFIELD PARADE,
CROUCH END , London, N.7
Telephone

PHOTOGRAPHER

: Mountviaw

”

Ensignette de Luxe,

2410.

WHEN

West

BUSES

m»Xv*v
of Circui.
STOP

: Mayfair

HERB.

0859.

SPOT
.
...

For Camera*

UAOn

Prism Binocular*.

of

recent make and

item sent on five

pointment
at by
any ap¬
of
may be seen
these

addresses.

Deferred

terms

on

application.
Generous
exchange allowance.

f/6.3 Cooke, 3-speed, leather
pouch. Good PI. 1A
A
condition
X A • A U f/6.3
•U
31 x 21 .
Agfa Standard,
As
new. Cost
£Q,0,ft
anastigmat,
patent
shutter.

XO.O.vr
Ma¬
hogany Field (byBellows
Grayson),

12s. 6d....
£581x61
Square
double

extension

D.D.

shutter. As new....
£2:12:6
X^.AU.U
.
Zeiss
Triotar f/6.3,
in Compur
17s. 6d
£4 5-in.

condition .

3x2

back,

days’
against
cask approval
or C.O.D.,
or

5J x 31 No. 3a Autographic
Kodak, R.R. lens. Good

leather
case.
C
0.1 ft.
ft

Ensign Roll Film Reflex,

Film, f/4.5 Citonar, Compur, rise and
cross,
screen, 6 slides, Zeiss
Distar plate
lens, back,
case. Good £C,1 7«C

di
3 D.D.
tislides,
on

doors

BOUND
Telephone

rising
condit front,

3} x 21 Nettel Double Extension Roll

con
dition. leather
Compur,
case. Very good
Cost £1
0. £5:5:0

List £56 1 os. X£

WEST

W.l

XA.AU.U

List £6 17s. 6d.

1228.

PLEASE

Anastigmat

f/6.3,
in Ibsor
£1:10:0

f/6.3
Ross anastigmat,
Good condition.
Cost

3£x2g Zodel Double Extension
Hand, delayed Compur, f/3. 8

X A • A . lx

Hekla

:5:0
shutter. £1
Good
con-

41x21 Almost
No. la new.
Pocket £1
Kodak,
f/7.9
1 ft, ft

Kodar.

£32 7r:....Lh! £27:0:0
28

OLD BOND ST.

f/6.8, in Compur

C O.O. ft

(3x4 cm. to postcard), 40-watt
lamp.
List
£38
s-6d Very
.good condition.
£2:5:0

0

case.

ter, but perfect order. .

13.
diti
on 5-cm.
. lea

Good
condition.
5i-in.
Zeiss Tessar
. .
shutter, i to i/iooth

Conastigmat, Derval shutter,
leather case. Good £1 #1 C.ft
condition .
XA.AO.U

£17
Cine-Kodak :10
Model:0B,

To,..00?1

f/2

Agla

i/ioth to i/i,2oothsec., T. and B.,
Goerz Celor f/4.8, F.P. adapter,

Zeiss Ikon Contax, 2-in. Zeiss
Somnar

31x21

erecting, f/8.8 Agfa anastigmat,
3-speed. As new. Cl. 1ft. ft

41x3.1 Latest Model Goerz
Anschutz Press, self-capping,

f/1.9 lens, case.

ST.

i/iooth sec., T. and B. Good con¬
dition. Old type shut- £1 .1 .A

£1:7:6

f/4.5, 6 D.D.

^des>ust-£4t

16-mm.

6-in. Ross Homocentric Anastigmat
f/6.3, in Automatic shutter, i to

X£1#U*U
Folding
Reflex,.

f/4.5, revolving

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, roll-film holder,
Ki filter, leather case. Very AOO#iA#A

LTD.
condition....
^

1750

4}x3i Goerz Tengor Roll Film,

Aviar

Any

ESTD.

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera de
Luxe, f/3.5 lens. As Cfi.IC.ft

£14:15:0
Graflex
Reflex^
f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.

Compact

T.-P. Special Reflex, 6J-in. Cooke

DOLLON D *
fl ITCH I SON

2i x 1 5 Auto. V.P. Kodak, f/6.8
Zeiss anastigmat, 2 speeds. Good
condition. Cost PI
1 A. A
£3 12s. 6d .... xi:iu:u

3 slides,.

f/3.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, in leather
case, magazine
12 plates POI
and roll-film
holder
in canvas for
case.
#A#A

T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back,

London,

A 1
Du.

extension, f/2.9*

Compur,

condition. . .

Kodak

Zeiss Tessar

4£x3}

£7:15:0

Leica Stereo Slide. Good con¬
1
IDS.

delayed

XU«iJ*U

self-erecting,
delayed
Cost

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis-

Butcher

dition.

Good

5£x3£

***A«J»U

3^x2} Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar,

281 OXFORD
dition. List
£1 is. .

£12:12:0

Wirgin, double

Trioplan,

A s new and unsoiled
. .
3£ x 2£ Ensign Special
Reflex,
revolving
£12:
15:0
back, 5.3-in. Super-speed Wray Lustrar
f/3. 2
(twice as fast as f/4.5), 6 slides, leather case.

3J- x 2} Series III Auto. Kodak, screw focussing,

41x31

have

New . .

Cooke Aviar f/6.3, Compur, leather
case. /4s new. Cost £10 4s .

Dallmeyer
f/3.5 fixed-focus model, £6:6:0
focussing
model,
Dallmeyer
i-in.
f/1.9 lens
£8:18:6
We

shutter.

5.V 3± No. 3a Kodak Special, range-finder, rising front,

lens.

Booklet 'and
leaflet free.
cameras
in stock.

Compur

Kodak f/6.3, Velosto, 1 to i/3ooth sec., T.
and B., leather case. Good condition. ...

CAMERA

20-mm.

£3:15:0

Popular Ensign, f/4.5 Lukos

anastigmat,

popular. Takes Pathe day¬
light chargers, motor for
30 ft. at one winding, speeds :
half, normal, slow-motion and
any intermediate ; self por¬
trait, single pictures ; en¬
closed optical finder; black
bakelite case ; standard interchangeable
lens mount.

CINE

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

to 22

in.,

ion . reversing and
:0:0
tilting back, 3 £5
book-form
slides, 13-in. Wray

lens

angle
lens f/11.
Very widegood
f/8 (10x8),
also 8-in.

List3x4£7
Nagel

£6:0:0

Vollenda 48,

Schneider f/3.5, Compur,
cal finder, case. As

opti¬
new.

3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5
Tessar,

Compur,

£l3I0S

case.

As

£9:9:0

^33
3x4.cm.Li5t
Zeiss £7:0:0
Ikon Koli-

bri, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur.

Excellent

condition.

List

Co
4.5 st
x 6 £2
cm. 5
Dallmeyer Speed
£9Pentac,
:0
Focal-plane, f/2.9 :9
F.P. adapter, D.D. slide,
case. Very good condition.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
65,W.i.
High St., Notting Hill1
Gate, W.i 1.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd.,

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sistere
Rd., N.8.

Croydon.— 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
C afford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
enade.
Cheltenham.—
1 14, Prom¬
Salisbury.
— 17-19, Catherine
St.
Yeovil. — 2, High St.
Newport
— 43, Com¬
mercial (Mon.).
St.

Chief Photographic
and Cine addresses
28, Old Bond St., W.i.
281, Oxford St., W.i.
35, Ludgate
Crouch
End.Hill,
— 17,E.C.4.
Topsfield
Parade.

tachment, also Leica •‘Voltra”

Croydon. — 12, George St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

£18

and
for Home Talkies

Leica “ Stereoly ” Stereo At¬
Stereo Viewer, with “ Votiv ”
Printer.
AllLeica
in
good”
Stand
andList
“O.ft.ft
Eldia
condition.
Cl very
is. 6d. . . . XA^.U.U

BOND

37
ST., LEEDS

Telephone

CORRESPONDING

: Leeds

Stock

Exchange

25106.

WITH

Branch,

2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
Throgmorton St., London,

E.C.2.
ADVERTISERS
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Rolleicord

leica

Has numerous
special fea¬
tures in common
with the
amous Rolleifl
ex— one-lever
Compur Shutte
r, parallax
compensation,
patent film
guide, Zeiss Trio
tar f/4.5 ienSi
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SIEMENS CINE
CAMERA
ror 16-mm. films
. Buschoiaukar anastigm
at f/2.8

Shin™**
S,1, Ject
wiciun
your everv
scope.
Thp
aperture automatically

■ 'hitter, spe
eds

“«?;
Instant daylight
loading. Speeds
8
16 and 64 pictures
per
second. Direct
and re¬
flecting view-finder.
-

model

Nine

CHROMIUM MO- * s- "itiKcs a spji
DEL III
with F/2 SUMMAR
LENS
£34
?vuicuii.

’ DUO

.17.0
WRITE

finish.
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mounti

/s .
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Cost
1,1 . he sent free
receipt
on
of 2d. postage.
"steillf“r each of your
needs

°r f,nd
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will

0.jn ^

ful,

fwr?at'’ Compur

WRITE FOR
FREE LISTS!
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Nine monthl
y payments of 38/8.

hehmd our Bond Street
shop
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7s- Bd. Cash
i>ovar anastigmat
*10 10s. Cash .
* • adapter and case. Cost
^ee^r1!^
- 1-5 /tei^T^i

[Free for 2d L
1 ee for 2^. postage .)

of 14 1

shutter, speeded
l
to 1 /250th
see
" Itli delayed action.'
A 1 - metal
ahicli opensbody,
jn.
1 stantly to
infinitv
i on pressure of
re¬
lease button

1« e ~Sos?
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LIST

_

ACCESSORIES.
_

Hits a rangefinder
coupled wit
h the
focuSsing
Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5
a,na_

'

Boss Homoeentritl

‘b> £30

monthly payments
of 70/-.

2

Zeiss

IZVT

**«■>.

‘ KODAK

c

1 to 1 300th
£

til

]]s .

15 Pr,sm

^

1 Fixed-foeus

£o^s0-

3 .Foldi”B Kod^

Kodak,

Binoculars,

lens.
Cost°
",
** 1#

leather

case

3iV2f,

Series III. K. ft. ' ',e“ ^

22 17 6
Zeis
cost
.
ar f 6-° lens, speeded £1shutter
_ 7 — £6
la 6s
Icaretle.
4] • 21L’a:.,,-.
12 fi
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ADVERTISEMENTS

A pleasant reflection
It is nice to think that with Ilford Auto-Filter
Plates without screens you can portray each lovely
variation of Nature’s greens and yellows at its right
value. Use them for all your outdoor work.

Made

ILFORD
AUTO - FILTER

in England by

ILFORD

PLATES

LIMITED

ILFORD-LONDON

Printed

in England

for the Publishers,

H
Iliffe

& Sons

Ltd., Dorset

House,

Stamford

& D. 400

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

ATOG
Ivery body

NUMBER

’HOTOGRAPH
TAKEN WITH

fecca, CAMERA

FROM

THE CROWNINC

PINHOLE

ACHIEVEMENT

CAMERA

TO

THE

LEICA

IN THE HISTORY OF PHOTOCRAPHIC

DEVELOPMENT

' . Over 75 years of experience in making microscopes and scientific cameras
is embodied
"

t

in the Leica — the camera
Obtainable

t

J.EITZ

(LONDON),

from

all

for all times

high-class

20, MORTIMER

and all occasioning?^

dealers.

STREET,

LONDON,

W.1
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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I ictures you might otherwise miss
it

ARE SAVED

BY THESE

-ACTION

“KODAKS

Quick opening . . . .
camera opens right out at the touch
of a button.

Quick focussing . . .
a half-turn with the finger-tips sets
the scale for any distance from 3| feet
to infinity.

Quick sighting . . . .
both ‘sights’ of direct-vision finder
snap into erect position at a touch.
Reversible reflecting finder also fitted.

Quick loading . . . .
hinged back; spool holders swing up
clear of camera.

F6.3 and F4.5 anastigmat lenses in fast self-timing shutters.

SIX-16

“KODAK"

(4]" x IV). With K.S. f4. 5 lens and
“Compur” Shutter . . £8.0.0
Other lens and shutter equipments
from .
£3.17.6

SIX -20 “KODAK”

(3J" x 2}'). With K.S. f4.5 Jens and
“ Compur ” Shutter . . £7.7.0
Other lens and
from .

shutter equipments
£3.12.6
KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

" THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

LIMITED.

KODAK

CORRESPONDING

HOUSE.
WITH

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The
UNIQUE

BASIC
FEATURES
of the

JUNIOR

SPECIAL
RUBY

Place it beyond comparison
Auto

Stop

and

CAMERAS

REFLEX

Indicator.

GIVE

Revolving

FULL-SIZE PICTURE
INTERCHANGE OF LENS
USE OF PLATES and,
in Adapters,
ROLL FILMS and FILM PACKS.

Back.

Outfit Prices, with F/4.5 Lens,
from £1 2 ! O ' O
only Two Movements to operate.

And

LATEST

PRE-SET

NOVELTY:

INSTO

STOP

Gives full-aperture focussing for all stop values.
Hinged Hood, giving easy
access to Top Focussing
Screen.

METAL

FRAMED

NEW

1934

BOOKLET,

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

FREE

ANYWHERE.

ThorntonPickard

SHUTTER

AUTOMATIC MIRROR CONTROL
PLEASE

POST

ALTRINCHAM

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

ENGLAND

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

HE
CANNOT
BETTER
ARS SHOWOFYOU“T
YE
‘PHOTOSKOP’

The New Electric Exposure
Meter without Tables or
Calculations.
The

Photoskop

is the

latest

type
photo-electric
ex¬
posure of
meter.
For use with
“ still ” or “ cine ” cameras.
Unlike all other photo-cell
meters, the Photoskop gives
a direct reading without
reference to tables of Scheiner
degrees or calculations of any
kind whatsoever.

£5

:5 :O

Nine monthly

IF IT’S
NEW
— WE
HAVE IT!
AND

of 12/4.

NEW

LUXE

SPEED

f/3.5 anastigmat

lens. For 9.5-mm.

£13:0: 0

Nine

monthly

payments

i-pl. Imperial Folding Pocket, Beck Bynar
f/4.5, Compound shutter, 6 slides £3 3 0
Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, focal-plane
shutter and leather case .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Auto. Kinecam, f/2.6

POST

Cinar, 3 speeds,
case .

FREE

— Or if you are after superb
values in used cameras, cine
apparatus, etc., get our

BIG BARGAIN
CATALOGUE

drive

and leather
£12 17 6

41x2* No. 12 Carbine, Ro6s f/4.5, Compur shutter. Nice order .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.6
Kodak
anastigmat, motor drive. New
condition .
£9 9 0
V.P. Kodak, f/6. 8 focussing Kodak anas¬
tigmat. speeded shutter .
£19
6
3* 2* Ensign Special Reflex, Cooke f/3.5,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, 6 slides
and leather case .
£9 17 6

Packed with splendid offers —
it’s post free from any of our
branches.

EASY

motor

3i x 2 A T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke
f/3.5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, G
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£10 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/2.7, motor drive and leather case
£11 17 6
3| x 21 Tronar, Zeiss Tessar f/6. 3, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£3 17 6

!

‘ ROLLEIFLEX ’

TERMS

The famous automatic
roll-film reflex. Has
every conceivable gadget
that goes for the making

Anything on 9 equal monthly
instalments. First payment

of perfect shots. With
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,

secures goods. High allow¬
ances on your used camera in

FROM
Nine

part payment.

3i > 2* Zodel Folding Pocket, double
extension, f/3.8 Zodel, Cornpur shutter, 3
slides, F.P. A., and leather case. . £5 17 6
31 x 21 Graflex Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Graflex focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, 4 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
.
.
£13 7 6
4x4 Rolleiflex, f/2.8 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
Cornpur shutter, Proxar lens and leather
case. New condition .
£15 0 0

90/94
FLEET ST.
LONDON, E.C.4 Phone: CENT. 9391

£20

monthly payments
of 46/8.

SIX-20 KODAK

DEVICE.

of

shutter, check
visible before
for a
second

films.

30/4.

Bell & Howell 16-mm. Howell Rewind
and Splicer .
£3 15 0
16-mm. Ensign Editor, with inspection
lamp for any voltage .
£3 3 0
9*-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe,
f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
finder, motor drive .

anastigmat, motor
drive, direct-vision
finder .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Model IV Cine Camera,
taking 50-ft. reels, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anas¬
tigmat, motor drive, direct-vision finder
and case .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Model C Kodascope Projector,
motor drive, motor rewind, 100-watt lamp,
adjustable resistance and case. .. . £8 17 0
3 1 xD.A.
2£ Etui,
f/4.5
Zeiss 1 Tessar
anastig¬
mat*
Cornpur
shutter,
to l/250th
sec.,
double extension, rising front, screen, 6
elides, F.P. adapter, leather case £9 15 0
21 x 31 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5
Dallmeyer anastigmat, T. and I. shutter,
leather case .
£4 2 6
3* 2* Latest T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres and 11-in. f/5.6 DaUon, self-capping
shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, rollholder, 2 filters, leather case. As new
£23 17 6
31 x 2J Salex Folding Plate, f/4.5 Sale* on
anastigmat, Cornpur shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec., rising front, double extension, screen,
6 slides, F.P.

DELUXE’

THE

AMATEUR

roll-holder

and

case

59 CHEAPSIDE1124
E.G.2

Phone: CITY

FROM

£4:10:0
Nine

monthly

payments

of 10/7.

CITS Sflli i
(1929)

Nine monthly payments of 14/11.
MENTION

adapter,

31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9
£4 Kodak
17 6
lens, speeded shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOtfr

on
ordinary
roll film.
with ‘
graph
is taken.
Takes Fitted
16 pictures
Novar f/6.3 lens and Derval
shutter.

£6:7:6
PLEASE

direct-vision
£10 17 6

16-mm. Model K Cine-Kodak, 500-watt
lamp, reverse and still-picture movements,
motor drive, motor rewind, in case. Brand
.
.
£47 10 0
91-mm. Model B Pathe Camera, f/3.5

Instantly ready for action. Gives
uniformly sharp pictures. You
touch a spring and the camera
opens itself ready to take a snap.
A second touch and the photo¬

For 31 ■ 21 roll films. Strong light metal construction. Automatically opens
to infinity. Rock-rigid front, leather bellows. Brilliant reversible and directvision view-finders. Focussing down to 5 ft. Genuine Cornpur sector shutter,
speeded 1 to l/160th sec., T. and B., with delayed action for self-portraits, etc.
Hinged back, stainless fittings. Covered with fine seal-grain leather. With
f/3.8 Meyer anastigmat

2

5

‘520’
IKONTA

The Latest

SALEXSUPREME

last
you

snap. Finished in nickel and
black enamel. With Doublet
lens .
£1 17 6
With Twindar lens £2 5 0

LONDON,

THE FINEST VALUE EVER
OFFERED in the POPULAR
3i
x2| ROLL-FILM CAMERAS

JUNIOR

Front opens right out and
locks rigidly at pull of lever.
Speed and aperture settings
are duplicated on top of the

Gives variable speeds from 10 to 20
frames per sec. Takes 30 ft. film.
Daylight loading. Strong spring drive.

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
Telecentric f/6. 8, interchangeable, revolving
back, 6 slides and leather case. . £11 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe de Luxe Motocamera,
Krauss lens, f/2.7, motor drive, leather case
£8 17 6

If what yon want is not on this page you are sure to
find it in our catalogue of all the newest Cameras,
Cine Apparatus and Accessories.

FREE

payments

PATHS
WITH

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN
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VALUE,

SIEMENS

BETTER

Cin6 Camera

MODEL
Nine

monthly

‘ B ■ £30
payments

of

16-mm. Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, 100-ft. model, motor driven £7 17 6
16-mm. Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
lens, motor driven .
£7 17 6
Pathe Doable-claw Projector, with super
attachment, motor driven. Perfect order

£8 5 0

31 x 2£ T.-P. de Luxe Ruby Reflex,
lens box, T.-P. Cooke anastigmat
revolving back, 3 slides and case £9

sunk
lens,
5 0

l-Pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.8
Goerz anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
3 double plate-holders .
£5 2 6

Ensign ‘Auto-Kinecam

monthly

payments

3£ x 2b T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolv.
back, self-capping shutter, f/2.9 Dall¬
meyer Pentac lens, f/5.8 Cooke Telephoto,
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., focussing magnifiers,

L/case

.

£22 10

£6 17 6

1-pL No. 3 Special Pocket Kodak, f/6.3
Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, L/case. Cost
£16 16s .
£4 17 6

84ALDERSCATESt

54LIMESTREET

LONDON,

SALEX
Only lf-in.

3 1 x 2\ ‘ VENUS

KODAK

With f/3.5 Meyer
plan anastigmat.

£9

With

: lO

NEW

infinity.

Nine

monthly

E.C.3

WAFER

Phone: MON. 0180

and

DUO’
NEW PATTERN
FILM WINDER

up-to-the-minute

Compur
Nine

shutter .
monthly payments

of, £3/10.

LEATHER
BELLOWS
&• COVERING
BRILLIANT
REVERSIBLE
FINDER

ACCURATELY
SPEEDED
SHUTTER.

BABY

IKONTA

12 ex. on V.P.

roll film.

Spring-out front for
rigidity, leather bellows,
direct-vision finder.
Novar Anas, f/6.3, Derval shutter. From

£3:7:6

FRAME
FINDER

MEYER
ANASTICMAT

FOCUSSING

SCALE

‘OMBRUX*

meter
NICKELLED

For all still subjects.
No batteries. Always
dead
accurate for
~
BLENDUX,
c
work .
£4 4
Or on Easy Terms.

STRUTS
SELF-LOCKING

IRIS
DIAPHRAGM
SELF -ERECTING

ROCK-RIGID
FRONT

»

THE

fortripod.
screen, 3

STRUT FOR
TIME EXPOSURES

IMPROVED

With

all the

Vario

speeded
With

Trio-

HINCED

BACK

59/9
SUPREME

‘SALEX

wonderful features shown above, including
shutter, l/25th to l/100th sec., T. and B.
Supreme value
Ibsor sector shutter, i to l/125th sec .
£3 16

: O

LEICA

s 10:0

III

with i/2 SUMMAR
LENS
in collapsible mount.
Gives exposures of 1,

Nine monthly payments
of 22/2 or 24/6.

b and 1 sec.,fraction,
or any inter¬
mediate
in

EXCHAtlGE
DITED

‘ ROLLEICORD
With

one-lever

addition to
l/20tlil/500th sec. Automatic
focussing. Measuring
distance and focussing

’

Compur

shutter, parallax com¬
pensation, patent film
guide, Zeiss Triotar
f/4.5
monthly

lens in a single action.

£33:13:0

Nine
payments

of 24/6.

10 Gns. Nine
PLEASE

IKONTA

of 14/1.

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat

£ lO

THIS

£16:12:6

£e

payments

‘SUPER

on 31 x2i roll film. A modern
precision instrument.
With Zei6S Tessar f/3.5 lens

Direct-vision view-finder.
shutter and Kodak

With
“ S
f/4.5 Pronto
anastigmat

of 31/10.

THAN

With coupled distance meter. The camera that
does the focussing. No. 530, takes 16 pictures

16 pictures on 3}x2£ eight-exposure
film. Lens shoots to position at touch
of button. Focussing from 31 ft. to

thick. Aluminium body, covered morocco leather.
Chromium plated, full double extension, rack rising and cross
front. Brilliant reversible and D.V.
wire-frame finders, bushed
Hooded back focussing
best quality single metal
slides, Compur
sector
shutter, with delayed
action.

_

0

Zeiss Ikon 3*x2* Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Compur shutter, leather cane

LONDON,

Phone: NAT. 0591

SERVICE

_

£8 17 6

3J x 2£ Cameo, f/4.5 Cooke, Compur
shutter, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, case
£4 17 6
Pathe Double-claw Projector, super-reel
attachment, type C motor, automatic
rewind, two 300-ft. films .
£9 9 0
Pathe Mo to camera, f/3.5 anastigmat and
case .
£6 17 6
Six-20 Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat, O.P.S.
shutter .
£3 19 6
Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/2.5 Hugo
Meyer anastigmat, L/case .
£7 17 6

focal-plane shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th
sec., f/4.5 Texor anastigmat lens, 5 double
plate-holders, leather case .
£4 19 6

E.C.1

_

6x6 Automatic Latest Rolleiflex, f/3.8

3£ x 2 b T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/3.5
Cooke iens, Dallmeyer f/5.6 Dallon Tele¬
photo, 3 slides, F.P. A., L/case.. £19 19 0
3£x24 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anas.,
self-capping shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A.,
£7 L/case
7 0

4 y 3 Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat
lens, 3-speed shutter, leather case £2 12

_

Zeiss Tessar .
£15 0 0
4J x 6 Latest Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar
lens, Compur shutter, 3 metal book-form
slides, 2 purses, F.P. adapter. Cost £22

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/6.8
anastigmat lens, 1 D.D. slide. Perfect
order .
. . . .
£3 19 6
4x3 Kolibri, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter .
£5 5 0
P.C. Speed Graphic, double extension

6

_

*#U/"

i-Pl. Triple Extension Royal Ruby, focalplane shutter, Carl Zeiss Protar set having
9, 11 and 14 J in. in the singles, 3 slides,
tripod and case. Perfect condition
£14 14 0

£ 19

ANAS-

’

Enables even the beginner to
obtain splendid 16-mm. movies
without any trouble. With clock¬
work motor, three speeds and
hand crank, direct finder. ComSee.in.leather 13
Gns.

lens

f/3.5 DALLMEYER
TIGMAT LENS.

3i x 2i Tropical Carbine, florentine bronze,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, plate
back, focussing screen, 12 slides. .£770
3£x2$ Ihagee de Luxe All-metal Folding,
double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. As new .
£7 7 0

i-pl. Sinclair’s Una Hand and Stand, 7-in.
f/ 4.8 Staley Euryplan anastigmat lens,
Compound
shutter, 3 double book-form
slides. Perfect order .
£8 17 6
V.P. Roll Film Ikonette, f/9 Frontar

-

With

Nine

„
£330
9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Cine Camera,
Brand new condition .
£4 17 6
£10 10 0 Model Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5
anastigmat lens, motor driven. .£850

BETTER

31 x 2 £ 8-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives
12 2£-in. square pictures.
The
brilliant image
emphasised by the deep
hood is almost full size.
Two-speed shutter. High
grade f/7.7 anas- AC j

70/-.

35-mrn. Bol Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, focussing mount, footage indicator

OR

Takes

tigmat

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER”

SELECTION,

BRILLIANT’
the
standard

For 16-mra. films. Busch-Glaukar
anastigmat f/2.8 lens. The aper¬
ture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds
8, 16 and 64 pictures per second.
Direct and reflecting view-finder.

PHOTOGRAPHER

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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ADVERTISERS.

monthly
of 78/6. payments
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HUNTER)

As this advertisement reproduced from
the first volume of “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher” indicates, eve i in 1 874— 1 0 years
before the publication of the first number
of “The Amateur Photographer ’’—Sands
Hunter’s was recognised as London’s larg¬
est depot for Photographic supplies, New
and Second-hand. To-day, Sands Hunter’s
are catering for the needs of amateur
photographers in all the latest Miniature
Cameras, and have always in stock £20,000
worth of Second-hand Cameras, Lenses and
Enlargers at keenly competitive prices.
SECOND-HAND

CINE-KODAKS
AT

SALE

PRICES .

SALE
PRI
CE
MODEL
B CINE-KODAK,
£4 f/6.5
"12 anas¬
"6
tigmat lens, fixed focus, takes 50 ft.
or 100 ft. of 16-mm. film. Cost £18 18s.

SALE

PRICE .

Ditto,

FOTH - DERBY
Pocket Cameras

f/3.5

gg .
lens. Cost

. g
£25.

ONLY,
Zeiss SHOP-SOILED
Ikon “KINAMO,”

AT

The Foth-Derby is tbe smallest
roll-film camera with focal-plane
shutter on the market. It takes a
V.P. size film and gives 16 exposures
3
4 cm. sec.
Shutter
speeds l/25th
to l/500th
Fothr^-IO-fi

f, 3.5 anastigmat. . . .

with

SALE

PRICE.

Fitted with Carl Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar lens,
camera takes 33 ft. of 16-mm. film. This
is undoubtedly the smallest 10-mm. cine
camera
the market. Price of film, 10s.,
includingon developing.

• I A .U

List price
£24..
SALE
PRICE

£10:0:0

“LITEWEIT”
TRIPODS

WHOLESALER’S

These new style telescopic tripods
are made of drawn brass tabes,
highly polished to
ing and closing.
tripod is only l
Suitable for use
camera.

length extended 44 in., weight "7 IQ
16 oz. SALE PRICE .
1 /^
Light Leather Carrying-case, 0s. Od.

Can be used on any tripod. The
top can be tilted or revolved.
MIDGET
SIZE. Suitable for
all telescopic tripods, easily
carried in waistcoat pocket.

A
SALE

SANDS
PLEASE

SALE

SALE

MENTION

few

PRICES

shop-soiled.

PRICE .

AMATEUR

• I V

■ V

PLATE

CAMERAS

Fitted with Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens, in Compur shutter, speeds
1 to l/250th

sec., double

exten¬

sion, rising front, brilliant re¬
versible view-finder, hooded focus¬
sing screen, 2
plate-holders.
In new
condition. Listed at
£10 10s.
. 1 A . A

■% A /
F.P. Holder, 5s. Od. extra.
Extra Plate-holders,
Is.
9d. each.
SALE
PRICE. .
. H

■v/-

HUNTER
“ THE

41x31
.

PRICE

ZEISS LENS

The ROLEX
Daylight-loading
Roll-film Holder can be used
with most 3* * 2i in. or
4^x31
in. Folding Plate
Cameras. The ROLEX
takes
any make
of 21 x 31 in.
roll film.

TRIPOD TOPS

4

“ROLEX”
Roll-film Holders
AT

BALL&SOCKET

OF

Fitted with Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,
rising and cross front, brilliant reversible
view-finder, new condition. Unused.
List price £11 10s.
Z* A ■ 1 A ■ ft

Model I. Length closed 18 in.
length extended 44 in., weight £ /Q
13 oz. SALE PRICE .
V/V
Light Leather Carrying-case, 5s. Od.
Model II. Length closed 13 in.,

STOCK

4jx31 ZEISS LENS
ROLL-FILM CAMERAS

ensure easy open¬
The head of the
in. in diameter.
with any pocket

PHOTOGRAPHER

& CO. LTD. fS 37
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v

ty**jummER SALE

mmammm
JULY

celebrating

2nd Diamond
WRITE

JULY

28th

2016.”‘4.5x6 cm. Gaumont Blocknote, R.R. lens, 6 plate-holders,
purse case.
4539. 3$x2jV Bedford Folding,
R.R. lens, speeded shutter, 6
plate-holders, focussing screen.
2246. 4£x3£ Folding Ensign,
f/7.7 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, 6 plate-holders, case.
2247. 4£x3i Folding Tudor,
double ex., Ensign f/7.7 anas, lens,
4 plate-holders, case.
2273. 4£x3£ Folding Klito,
E.R.A. lens, speeded shutter,
6 plate-holders, case.
24309. 4£-in. Ernemann f/5.4
Anast., in focussing mount.

Any of these £1

5837. 4£ x 3} -Newman & Guardia
Box, Wray R.R. lens, changingbox for 12 plates.

n
rTze

e
4Go

5x

39198. 5|x3V Postcard 3a Fold¬
ing Kodak, R.R. lens, T. B. I.
shutter.
,ou
axd

27049. 51-in. Rytor f/6.8 Anas.,
in Ibsor shutter.
e

bl

27164. 5-in. Cooke Series III
f/6-5, in Unicum shutter.
24230. 5-in. ??oss Goerz f/7.7
Anas., in iris mount.

24220. 5Hn. Ross Zeiss f/7.2
Anas., in iris mount.
24316. 5-jn. Cooke
focussing mount.

f/6.5, in

24307. 6-in. Voigilander Collincar
f/6.8, in focussing mount.

NO

FREE

33711. No. 0 Kodak Graphic
Roll Film, focal-plane shutter to
1 /1,000th sec., f/6.3 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens.
33749. No. 2 Ensignette de Luxe,
Cooke
shutter. f/6.3 anas, lens, speeded

SALE

of BARGAINS

2748. 4Jx 3J Shew Dayxit, Cooke
f/6. 5 lens, Ibsor shutter, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, case.
2887. 61x41 Folding: Klimax,
double ex.. Beck Mutar f/6.3.
Compound shutter, 6 platebolders, case.
2871. 41x3} Junior Sanderson,
Aldis f/7.7 Plano lens, General
shutter, Mackenzie adapter, 12
envelopes.

34436. 3ix2£ Popular Carbine,
Cooke f/5.6 anas, lens, Express
shutter.
35725. 3{x2£ Special Kodak,
Kodak f/6.3 anas, lens, Velosto
shutter, 1 to i/30oth sec.
36570. 3£x2£ Folding Pocket
Kodak, Cooke f/4.5 anas, lens,
T. B. I. shutter.
39212. 6x4£ 4a Folding Kodak,
Rigonar f/6.3 anas, lens, Compur
shutter, plate back, 2 double
plate-holders.

LIST

3269. 10x15 cm. lea Orix,
Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, 3 plate-holders,
F.P. holder.
3365. 4}x3} Junior Sanderson,
Ensign f/6 anastigmat lens, Koilos
shutter, 3 plate-holders, case.
40109 2C Series III Kodak, f/6.3
anas, lens, Diomatic shutter.

4865. 31x21 Zeiss Bebe, Car
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens. Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders.
4886. 31x21 N. & G. Special
Sibyl, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, j 12
plate-holders, leather case.
4944. 31 x 21 N. & G. Sibyl, Carl
Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, direct
vision view-finder, 12 plateholders, leather case.
5285. 31 x 21 Adams' Vesta, RossZeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders, case.
5318. 31x21 lea Ideal, Carl
Zeiss f/6.8 Amatar lens, Compur
shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P.
bolder, case.
2624. 51x31 Postcard N. & G.
Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,
6 single plate-holders, leather case.

Any of these £2

Any of these £3

Any of these £4

Any of these £5

2897. Postcard Folding Klito,
double ex., Aldis Uno f/7.7 lens,
speeded shutter, 6 plate-holders,
case.
2049. 4£x3£ Wunsche, double
ex., f/8 Aplanat lens, Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders, case.

39811. 5x4 Cartridge Kodak,
6-in. Goerz f/6.8 anas, lens,
Unicum shutter, plate back, 2
double plate-holders.
39878. 4}x3} Voigtlander Roll
Film, Collinear f/6.8 anas, lens,
Koilos shutter, speeds 1 to

3421. Postcard Folding Klimax,
Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P.
holder, case.
3424. 5x4 Watson Alpha, Ross
Zeiss f/6.3 anas, lens, Unicum

2228.— Postcard Stereo Co.’s Uni¬
versal (Sanderson Pattern), re¬
versing back, Goerz f/6.8 anas,
lens, Volute shutter, 3 double
plate-holders, case.
2230. 4.1x31 Universal de Luxe,
mahogany
body, back,
double 3exten
sion, revolving
best

2258. 5x4 Klimax, double
extension, Aldis f/7.7 anas, lens,
6 plate-holders, case.
2259. 5x4 Adams’ Idento,
Ross Homocentric f/6.3 lens, 3
plate-holders, F.P. holder.
2261. 5x4 Butcher Klimax,
double extension, Aldis f/6.3
anas, lens, Mackenzie adapter, 6
envelopes, case.
2277. 10x15 cm. Goerz Folding,
double ex., Goerz f/6.8 .Syntor
lens, Ibsor shutter, 3 plateholders.
2283. 10x15 cm. Voigtlander,
double ex., Radiar f/6.8 lens,
Compound shutter, 12 plateholders, case.
2317. 4£x3£ Folding lea, rever¬
sing back, double extension, f/7.7
anastigmat lens, sector shutter,
6 plate-holders, leather case.
283. 4J*-x3£ Tourist, double ex.,
f/6.8 anastigmat lens, Compound
shutter, F.P. holder, case.

APPROVAL

BEDFORD
PLEASE

Jubilee

FOR

£20,000 WORTH

2003. 4.5x6 cm. V.P. Tenax,
Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, 6 plateholders, purse case.
2013. 4.5x6 cm. Blocknote,
Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, 12 plateholders, case.
2104. 4.5x6 cm. Blocknote,
Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, 6 plateholders, case.
2017. 4.5x6 cm. Klimax, Aldis
f/7.7 anas, lens, 6 plate-holders.
2233. 4£x3£ Klimax, double ex.,
Beck M11 tar f/6, Celverex shutter,
6 plate-holders, F.P. holder, case.
2245. 5x4 Sanderson, Beck Sym.
lens, Unicum shutter, 3 double
plate-holders, case.
2834. 6£x4f Watson Folding,
double extension, Watson R.R.
lens, 2 double plate-holders, case.

.8 f/6 late
p
4
or
nt
Sy
r,
tte
shu
z
er
Go
nd
ou
mp
Co n,
io .
ns rs
te s, de
ex lenhol

2608. 4-J x 3} Folding Cameo, f/6.3
anas, lens, 3-specd shutter, 6
plate-holders.
5723. 4 \ 3£ Houghton Box,
Symmetrical lens, speeded shut¬
ter, 2 plate-holders.
39405. 4Jx3£ No. 3 Folding
Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shut¬
ter, brilliant view-finder.
39433. 4&x2&- Ansco, R.R. lens,
speeded shutter, brilliant rever¬
sible view-finder.

NOW

their

OR

shutter, 3case.
double book-form plateholders,
5850. 4} x 3} N. & G. Special B,
Ross Zeiss Convertible Protar
lens, ebanging-box for 12 plates,
leather case.
35917. 31x21 Regular Ensign
Roll Film, Lukos f/3 anas, lens,
Compur shutter.
37372. 31x21 Special Kodak,
B. & L. f/6.3 anas, lens, Velosto
shutter, speeds 1 to i/3ooth sec.
39070. 41x21 Autographic
Ansco, Ansco f/6.3 anas, lens,
Ansco shutter, speeds 1 to

2229.
i/?,ootli18x13
sec. cm. Manufoc Tenax,
double extension, F.P. holder,
without lens.
4643. 31x21 Cameo, Cooke f/5. 6
anas, lens, 3-speed shutter, 2
plate-holders, F.P. holder.
2006. 4.5x6 cm. V.P. Tenax,
Goerz f/6.3 Dogmar lens, Com¬
pound shutter, 6 plate-holders,
case.
2007.
4.5x6 cm. V.P. Tenax,
Goerz f/6.8 Syntor lens, Com¬
pound shutter, 6 plate-holders,
case.
4485. 31x21 Goerz C.D.V.
Tenax, Goerz f/6.8 Syntor lens,
Compound shutter, F.P. holder.
4494. 31x21 Mackensiein,
Goerz anastigmat, lens, changingbox for 12 plates.
4530. 31x21 Blocknote, Krauss
Tessar f/6.3 lens, F.P. holder.
4531. 31 X 21 Blocknote, Berthiot
Olar f/6 anas, lens, 12 plateholders and case.
4547. 31x21 Xit, Cooke f/6.5
anas, lens, Universal shutter, 2
double plate-holders, case.

EXCHANGES

i/iooth sec.
39426.
41x31 Dallmeyer Roll
Film, double ex., Dallmeyer
f/6 Stigmatic lens, universal
shutter, speeds 1 to i/i5oth sec.
39547. 41x21 Ansco Speedex
Roll Film, Dallmeyer f/6.3 Perfac
lens, Acme shutter, speeds x
to i/300th
39959.
41 xsec.
31 Carbine Roll Film
double extension, 5-in. f/6.5
Cooke lens, Koilos shutter.
40138. la Special Kodak, Zodellar
f/5.5 anastigmat lens, Ibso
shutter, speeds 1 to i/iooth sec.

CASH

St., STRAND,
MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WITH

quality
holders, double
without book-form
lens. List plateprice
£10.
As new.
2235. 5x4RegularSanderson,
Dall¬
meyer f/6 Convertible Stigmatic
lens, Compound shutter, 3 bookform plate-holders, leather case.
2282. 51 x 31 Postcard Gandolfi
Folding, polished teak body,
double extension, Cooke f/6.5
lens, Acme shutter, 3 double
book-form plate-holders.
2774. 51 x 31 Postcard Sanderson,
Beck f/6 Mutar anastigmat.
Automat shutter, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather case.
5740. 5x4 N. & G. Special B,
Zeiss Series Vila Convertible
Protar lens, N. & G. changingbox for 12 plates.
39024 6x41 4a Speed Kodak,
focal-plane shutter, Zeiss f/6.3
Tessar lens, plate attachment,
40169.
Folding Kodak,
3 double Postcard
plate-holders.
Cooke Series III f/6.5 anas,
lens, Acme shutter, speeds 1 to
1 /300th sec.
ORDER

LONDON,
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ONLY

w.c/i

ADVERTISERS.

5

June

THE

VI

AMATEUR

T.-P. RUBY HORIZONTAL REFLEX

PHOTOGRAPHER

T.-P. SPECIAL RUBY REFLEX

AT THE WEST

Nine

monthly

payments

REFLEX

ALL

of 20/5.

Nine

CAMERAS

the makers

payments

of 39/-.

The ROLLEIFLEX
(Absolutely

of the Rolleiflex.)

antomatic.)

Write for Second-hand Lists
Post Free
A. ROLL-FILM CAMERAS.
B. FOLDING PLATE CAMERAS.
C. REFLEX and
CAMERAS.
STAND

D.
Takes

12

films.

F/4.5

pictures
Zeiss

oa

standard

Triotar

lever action Compor shutter,
l/300th sec., T. and B.,

CAMERAS

3Jx2J

anastigmat,
speeds

FOCAL

to

Nine
Ever-ready

monthly

payments

of 24/6.

case, leather .

£1

Westminster
The
AGFA ISOLAR

- PLANE
LENSES.

1

ON

SEVEN

EXCLUSIVE

4J x 0 cm. Baby N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
3 double slides. F.P. adapter. As new £16 0 0
3 x 4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
in Compur shutter, case .
£8 17 0
As

shutter,

speeds

1

Nine

monthly

payments

of 13/5.

The
‘OMBRUX’
Exposure Meter

1-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 Ros« Xpres in
Compur shutter, adapted also for plates, 6 slides,
focussing screen, case. As new .
£7 5 0
1-pl. Tropical Adora, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Com¬
pur shutter, F.P. adapter, case .
£7 10 0

to

cm.61x31
Ideal Stereo,
pair
and 9x18
f/4.5
Tessar shutter,
lenses
in
Compound
6 slides, case
£10 17 6
TELEPHOTO

6x6

cm.

Rolleiflex,

f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to

123-in.
Telephoto

50 ft. ofNine
-film .
monthly
£12

17

payments

Nine

monthly

payments

The

BLENDUX
84/-

For
cin6
cameras. . .

of 25/8.

9 monthly

payments

of 9/11

12-in.
10-in.

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

£10
f/6.3

Boss
wide1 to
D.D.
0 0

4-in.

10

0

1/5.6 Dallon
. . £9
1/5.4

0 0
Ross

Telephoto . £10 10 0
9-in. f/5.5 Teleros
Popular
Telephoto
Telephoto
. . £7 5 0
£6 6 0
f/6 Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto

f/6 Dallmeyer

12-in. f/5.5 Ross Teleros, off Sibyl..
0-in. 1/5.6 Dallon Telephoto .
9-in. f/6. 8 Ross Telecentric .
45-cm. Zeiss Magnar f/10 .
9-in. f/5.0 Dallon Telephoto .
1/5.6

Dallmeyer

Telephoto

£4
£8
£5
£4
£3
£8

10
10
10
10
19
5

0
0
0
0
6
0

for£4Leica
10 0I

9x12 cm. or 3-pi. Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/3rd to l/2,000tb sec., T. and B..
complete with 6 single metal slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case. Cost £50 .
£21 10 0

41 x 0 cm. Minimum Palmos, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/76th to 1/1, 500th sec. and time, complete
with F.P. adapter and leather case _
£12 10 0

33 x 23 Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastig¬
mat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
T. and B .
£6 17 0
33 x 23 Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th sec., T. and
B .
£8 15 0

43 x 33 Sanderson, latest model, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, delayed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., com¬
plete with 3 double plate-holders and leather
case. As new. List £25 .
£18 12 0

3A x 2\ Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac anastig¬
mat, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., complete F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£12 15 0

Reflex, f/4.5
to 1/1, 000th
metal slides,
Cost £9 10s.

43 x 33 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke
anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, complete
with F.P. adapter and leather case. Cost
£19 10s .
£12 17 6

6

111, Oxford Street, W.1

1360.

GERrard

1432.

The WESTMINSTER
-

84/PLEASE

Telephoto
13-in.

LENSES

Tele-Tessar

Telecentric . £4 10 0
12-in. 1/5.6 Dallon

of 90ZZ.U.U
51/4.

0

31x21 Tropical Contessa Nettel, f/3.5 Zeiss
Triotar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 100th sec., T. & B.,
complete with F. P. A., and leather case £15 10 0

REGent

10-in.

16-mm., f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, interchange¬
able
mount,
2 film speeds and single pic¬
ture lens
device,
charger loading for COO
>A*A

62, Piccadilly, W.1
For
still
cameras. . .

Ste¬
pair

l/300th sec., T. and
B., complete in leather
case. List £21 5s.
£15 15 0
4 v 4 cm. Automatic

METERS
FAILURES!

Triotar

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars,
Proxar lenses, case
£25 0 0

Rolleiflex, f/2.8 Zeiss
Tessar
anastigmat,

EXPOSURE

Zeiss

Film Heidoscope
reoscopic Reflex,

£6 17

For Cine or Still Photography.
A photo-electric cell exposure meter
that banishes all failures. jO-fl
1 ■ A »A
Complete in leather case ** ■ • » U «U

adapter,
case.
new
.
£20 0 As0
6x6 cm. Rolleicord
Roll
Film
Reflex,

Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B.
As
new.
List£18£23
10 5s.0

CELL

BANISH

1-pl. Adams’ Verto,
f/5.5 Ross Combinable,
3 double slides, F.P.

lens, As
in new
Compur
ter.
£8 shut¬
8 0
0 x 13
cm.
Roll

33 x 2i T.-P. Ruby Horizontal
Dallmeyer anastigmat, speeds l/10th
sec. and time, complete with 3 single
F.P. adapter and and canvas case.

PHOTO¬
ELECTRIC

case.
0 0

f/8.8 £1
anastig¬
3 9

III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, in latest
shutter. As new. ... £7 17 0

f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur

OFFERS

Fitted f/4.5 Meyer Trioplan anas¬
tigmat, delayed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,
T.
complete with 3
singleand
metalB.,
slides
££ . <J g , q

THE WESTON EXPOSURE
METER 617/2

erer-ready
£18

41 x 2J Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
in Compur shutter, case .
£6 17 6

THE NEW B. & H. FILMO “121”

41x31 Tropical Una, brass bound, f/5.5
combinable anastigmat and f/16 Ross
angle anastigmat, N.8. Perfect shutter,
l/100th sec. and time, complete with 3
slides and leather case .
£25

Original cost, 72/6.
Fitted f/6.3 anastigmat. 3speed shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
1 /100th sec., T. and B.

Model II, f/3.5 Elmar,
.

33*23 Kodak
pattern Compur

31 < 21 Etui, f/4.5 Kadionar anastigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /250th sec.,
T. and B., complete with F.P. adapter. List
£8 15s. 6d .
£6 15 0

48/9

Leica
new

31 x 21
Roll
Film,
mat.
As Agfa
new. Speedex
Cost 50s
.

31 x 21 Plaubel Makina, f/2.9 Anticomar anas¬
tigmat. Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th
sec., T. and B., complete with 3 single slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£9 17 6

Modern in every respeot.
Guaranteed New.

APPROVAL

AVAILABLE FROM MAKER’S
FIRST CONSIGNMENT

l/300th sec., T. and
B . Cost £22 10s .

Fitted"f/4.5 Agfa Solinar anas¬
tigmat, delayed-action Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/200th sec., T. and B,, com¬
plete with 3 single metal
slides
In
purse case
* v ■ I O ■D
Nine monthly payments of
16/2.

DAYS'

41 x 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9
Pentac, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. As new .
£14 17 0

f/4.5

The NAGEL “
“Westminster”
TRIUMPH C
FOLDING PLATE
For 31 x 21 Roll Films.
CAMERA 3Jx2|

For 'Plates or"'' Film Packs
19 x 12 cm. and^l-pl. j j.

OUTFITS

Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. List
£10 15s .
£7 17 6
4*4 cm. Rolleiflex,

1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.. .
*iU.U.U
Nine monthly payments of 46/8.
F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. one-lever
action Compur shutter, speeds COO ■ 1 A ■ A
1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and B.
IU.U
Nine monthly payments of 52/6.

£10:10:0

SECOND-HAND

31 x 23 Agfa Stand¬
ard, f/4.5 Trilinear
anastigmat, D.A. Com¬
pur, speeds 1 ,to
l/250th
sec.,£6T.17and6
B.
List £10

Takes 12 pictures on standard 33x23 roll
films. F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, one-lever
action Com pur shutter, speeds X>QA*AaA

roll
one1

AND

INTRODUC

Model I Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds l/20th to
l/500th sec. and time Cost £15 £10 15 0
Vest Pocket Kodak Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 /300th
sec., T. and B .
£4 19 6
Vest Pocket Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T.
and B .
£4 15 0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.
List £13 10s .
£9 10 0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar
anastigmat, speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
l/75th sec., T. and B. List £4 .
£3 2 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B. List £8 17s. 6d. £0 17 6
Model II Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds l/20th to
l/500th sec. and time.
List £22. . £16 17 6

for Best Results

The ROLLEICORD
(By

monthly

THE LATEST

SENT

For plates 33 x 21 or film packs 33 x 23. F/3.5
Dallmeyer Press anastigmat, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds l/10th to 1/1, 000th
sec. and
with Pre-set Insto Stop,
comp
lete Time,
withfitted
3
single £16:15:0
slides

self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds l/10th
to l/l,000th sec. and Time. Com.CQilCiA
plete with 3 single dark slides. .
«1 0 ■U

1934

You Can always

Liberal
Exchange
Allowances

A very compact reflex for plates 3Jx2J or
film packs 33 x 23. F/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

LONDON’S
WITHl

ADVERTISERS.

MOST

June

20,

THE

1934

DO

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

BETTER

The LEITZ

MODEL

INSTER
TIONS ALWAYS

ADVERTISEMENTS

III

“FOCOMAT”
ENLARGER

With F/2 Summar in
A"
LEICMount
Collapsible

IN STOCK

With

!

Automatic
Focussing

(FULLY GUARANTEED)
AGAINST

FULL

CASH

J-pl. Watson’s Brass-bound Acme Field Set,
Goerz Dagor anastigmat f/6.8, auto shutter,
3 double elides, case .
£7 15 0
i-Pl. Watson’s Acme Field Set, Watson R.R.
f/8. 3 double elides and tripod .
£5 15 0
Whole-plate Thomton-Picbard Triple Imperial,
Aldi8 No. 9 anastigmat f/7.7, 2 double elides,
and tripod .
£8 10 0
Whole-plate Adams’ Square Bellows Camera,
double extension, and all usual movements, 3
double elides .
£8 17 6
Whole-plate Watson’s Acme Field Set, Zeiss
Protar anastigmat, 3-foci convertible, 6 slides,
tripod and caee .
£12 15 0
3£ x 2£ Contessa Deckrullo Focal-plane Press
Camera, tropical model, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3
double slides. As new. Cost £38 10s. £16 15 0
3£ x 2J Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger, Tessar
f/4.5. As new. Cost £10 2s. 6d .
£7 10 0
3x4 cm. to 3J x 2£ Zeiss Ikon Helinox Enlarger,
for electric light or
daylight. As new.
Cost £2 17s. 6d.
£2 6 6
7 x 50 Zeiss Binoo
tar Prismatic Binocu¬
lars, and case. New
condition.
Cost
£20 5s. . . £14 15 0
12 x
Ross Mono¬
cular, and case
£1 17 6

Something NEW

DEPOSIT.

Self-capping focal-plane shutter, speed
1 to l/500th sec., T. and B., automatic
focussing,
interchange- £QQ
*4 Q »A

1-pl. Goerz Tropical Tenax, brass-bound, double
extension, f/4.5 Dogmar lens, Compur shutter,
6 dark elides, F.P. adapter, leather case £10 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Dominar lens,
Compur shutter, double extension, Sf’slides,
leather case .
£6^15 0
i-pl. Contessa Fiduca, double extension^ f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case .
£6 15 0
i-pl. Certo, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, D.A. Compur
shutter, double extension, D.V. finder, 3 dark
slides .
£8 10 0

3i x 2i Voigtlander
Inos, f/4.5 Skopar
lens, D.A. Compur

!

shutter, focussing ad¬
justment, D.V. finder
£8 5 0

f/3.5

OAF

F/2 SUMMAR

■ A

either of these
(Write
for leaflet).
* ■O
Ninesizes.
monthly
payments
of 32/7.

ANASTIGMAT

TO FIT YOUR

MINIATURE
REDUCE

- I

mV

PRESENT

Nine monthly

£15*10*0

LEICA.

CAMERAS
COSTS
The BALDAX

ZEISS IKON IKONTA ‘520’
TAKE 16
PICTURES
on STANDARD
3ix2i
ROLL

finder, focussing ad¬
justment . . £8 17 6

3^x2£ Zeiss Ikon
Super Ikonta, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, delayedaction
Co m p u r ,
coupled range-finder,
complete with case
Cost £17 12s. 6d.

■ A

■ U ■ V
of 58/4.

3i x 2i Zeiss Ikon
Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, D.V.
finder, focussing ad¬
justment . . £7 17 6
3i x 2i Voigtlander,
f/4.5 Heliar lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, D.V.

3£x2£ Pocket Ko¬
dak Series III, Zeiss
Tessar
anastigmat
f/6.3, Compur shutter.
Cost £9 12s. 6d.
£5 5 0

FILM.

3i x 2i Zeiss Ikon
Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, D.V.
and
brilliant finders, radial
focussing . . £6 17 6

3i x 2i Nagel Tri¬
o
£13 17 6
umph, f/6.3 anastig¬
31 x 21
Dallmeyer
mat lens, in 3-speed
shutter, hinged back,
Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9
Pentac
direct-vision
and
anastigmat,
b r i 1 1 i a n.t finders,
Compur shutter. List
An ultra-rapid lens, adapted and 1>QQ mH C ■ A
£15 15s... £9 17 6
focussing adjustment
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon
coupled to the Leica .
XfOO ■■ Uiv
Nine monthly payments of 78/11.
Icarette 551/2 Model,
3Jx2i Agfa SpeedZeiss Tessar f/4.5,
ex, self-erecting
delayed-action Com front, i/8.8 anastigmat
pur, for roll film or plates, complete with 3 slides,
lens, in speeded shutter, brilliant reflecting
screen and case. List price £17 17s. 6d. £12
finder, two focussing positions .
£1 3 9
10 0
0x6 cm. Voigtlander Brilliant, f/7.7 focussing
3i x 2i Autographic Kodak Junior, f/7.7 anas¬
anastigmat (takes 12 pictures on standard 21 x
tigmat lens, 3-speed shutter, focussing adjust¬
31
spool). Cost £2 6s .
£1 12 6
ment, brilliant reversing finder .
£1 12 6
31 x 2£ Newman
& Guardia Special Folding
3£ x 21 Welta, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, delayedIiocal-plane Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat,
action Vario speeded shutter, brilliant and D.V.
3
slides, P.p. adapter, changing-box and case.
finders, radial focussing adjustment. .£250
List price £67 10s .
£35 0 0
31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat
31 x 2£ Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Focallens, speeded shutter, focussing adjustment,
plane Reflex, Meyer Trioplan f/3, 2 double slides,
brilliant reversing finder .
£1 15 0
-fr.P. adapter .
£8 15 0
41x21 Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
31x21 Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Ruby
Diomatic speeded shutter, focussing adjustment,
Jjocal-plane Reflex, Xenar anastigmat f/4.5,
3
rising front, brilliant reversible finder £3 17 6
slides, latest model .
£9 10 0
1-pl. Soho Focal-plane Reflex, Dallmeyer
oerrac anastigmat f/4.5, 3 double slides, latest
model. New condition. List £32 _
£25 0 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe,
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat f/2.7. Cost £21 £14 10 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, for 50-ft. or
10®-ft. reel, f/1.9 anastigmat and case £18 18 0
16-mm. Agfa Movex, i/3.5 anastigmat. Cost
£15 15s. . . . . .
£9 0 0
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo Model S10, Zeiss
Tessar f/2.7 .
£8 12 6
B. & H. Filmo No. 70 16-mm., f/3.5 Cooke
anastigmat, fixed focus, 2 speeds, 8 and 16,
complete in leather case .
£16 17 6
Simplex Pockette 16-mm., f/3.5 Kodak anas¬
tigmat, 2 speeds, 12 and 16, and single-picture
device, charger loading .
£13 17 6

1 1 9, Victoria Street,
0669

S.W.1

3-speed

41 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, brilliant
and D.V. finders, focussing adjustment £8 7 6
41 x 21 Voigtlander, f/4.5 Skopar lens, Compur
shutter, brilliant and D.V. finders, focussing
adjustment .
£4 4 0

Nine monthly payments
Telma delayedF/4.5; Zeiss Novar anastigmat,
action shutter, speeds l/25th, of 13/S.

P/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat,
speeds 1 to l/150th see., T.

£5:15:0

l/50th, l/100th
sec., T. payments
and B. .
Nine monthly
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
B
.
speeds
1 to l/300th
Nine

Nine

payments

anastigmat,
sec., T. and

monthly

CINE

Compur

andB .
Nine monthly

shutter,

£10:0:0

anastigmat,
sec., T. and

monthly

F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
B
.
speeds
1 to l/300th

of 23/4.

£10:12:6

monthly

anastigmat,

payments

Compur

£7 "7 *0

of 17/2.

F/2.9 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, delayed-act
ion
Compur ehutter, speeds 1 to
pn.p
,a

payments

PATHiSCOPE
DE LUXE
MOTOCAMERA

l/2o0th Nine
eec„ monthly
T. and

NEW

The
ENSIGN

AUTO-KINECAM

With Variable Speed Device,
10 to 20 Pictures per second.
FOB

£0.9:0

of 14/7.

Meyer

Bpeeds 1 10 1/300th secNine

Compur shutter,
of 24/9.

payments

F/3.5

t

Trioplan

Ibsor shutter,
fO.E.A

B
.
, payments

£9.5.0
of 21/7.

CAMERAS PUT LIFE INTO
YOUR PICTURES

9.5-mm.

The NEW
PATHISCOPE
MOTOCAMERA
Multi-Speed Device.

FILMS

51 x 31 Goerz Tenax, f/6.8 Dagor lens, Com¬
pound shutter, focussing adjustment, brilliant
reversing finder, rising and cross front. £6 10 0

24, Charing Cross Road,
T EM pie Bar 7165

W.C.2
Fitted
anastigmat, spring
daylight f/3.5
loading £13*0*0
drive, taking 30 ft. of film,

Appointed an Asso¬
ciate of the Institute
of

Amateur

matographers.

Cine-

ttTVt

Ltd.

Nine

monthly

payments

Variable-speed device
your
present de
luxe Motocamera

MENTION

of 10/6.

41x31 lea Lloyd, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenB,
Compur shutter, brilliant and direct-vision finders,
focussing adjustment, panel back for using dark,
slides .
£9 7 6

DEALERS

PLEASE

shutter,

£4:10:0

F/6.3 Zeiss Novar anastigmat,
l/25th,
0th, l/100th sec.,
T.
and B 1/5
.

41 x 21 Kodak Special, f/6.3 Bausch & Lomb Zeiss
Tessar lens, in Optimo speeded shutter, range¬
finder, focussing ad justment, rising front £4 4 0

PHOTOGRAPH
IC
EXCHANGE
LTD.

POPULAR

with

Elmar anastigmat. . .
Nine monthly payments

i-pl. N. & G. Imperial Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
lens, speeded shutter, N. & G. patent reflecting
finder, 6 slides, leather case .
£5 17 6
3i x 2i Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, double extension, plate back ,
D.V. finder £8 17 6

The ZEISS Special BIOTAR
5-cm. F/1.4

VICTORIA

Fitted

i-pl. Klito de Luxe, Goerz Dagor lens, Compur
shutter, double extension, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£4 5 0

for the LEICA

T akes the standard 5-cm. focus Leica lens,
screw-in
ntting, automatic focussing adjustment, scaled
from
.2dia“eter8 up to 10 diameters. Will take negatives
nun., 24x36 mm., 3x4 cm. and 4x4 cm.
Metal masks can be supplied for
Q ,4 a ,a

able lens mount .
*>00 ■ I O .U
Nine monthly payments of 78/6.

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

for

of 29/4.
fitted to
FA /

16 mm.
Fitted f/3.5 Dall¬
meyer anastigmat, spring and
hand drive, 3 speeds — 8, 16,
and 64 pictures per second,
straight-through telescopic
type finder, £*fQ'10«A

Nine monthly
complete
in case*' paymentsTof
1 ^ ■ lw*w
31/10.

Waist-level finder, end-offilm indicator. Fitted f/2.5
anastigmat,
and x 4 spring
Tele¬
photo
attachment,
drive, takes

(AA

■ A

3"/*

CORRESPONDING

WITH

■ A

Nine monthly
of 51/4.payments
30 ft. of film
■ U . U

ADVERTISERS.
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1934

CORONET

MORE THAN HALF A
MILLION CORONETS
SOLD LAST YEAR.
CORONET SALES EXCEED COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL BRITISH
OWNED AND CONTROLLED CAMERA MANUFACTURERS
a n&

Galloway. Grout * C9
CMABTtatO *CCOU»T.«T,

D

10th . ,
January,

19
The Coronet Camera
Sumner Lane,

2

3 4.

Company,

BIRMINGHAM.

In accoi dance
have

examined

your

31 st., December,
produced

and

510,000

(Five

1933

sold

0.20.TBOX

CAMERA

0.20.

Fitted

with

two

and

goods

and

above
sent

with

for

the

certify

by you

Hundred

The
returns

books

during

and

Ten

total
on

your

Instructions

tvrelve
that
that

months

the

number

period

we

ended
of

cameras

exceeded

Thousand).

is arrived

at

after

deducting

consignment.
E.D.8. EVERY
DISTANCE
8 BOX
CAMERA.
Most
compact of all box cameras. Fitted with Every Distance
lens, Patent No. 377036, which yields beautiful sharp
pictures from all distances from 6 ft. to infinity. Latest

brilliant view-finders.

Timejand instantaneous shutter, British-made Meniscus lens, solid
leather handle and silent winder. For roll films 31 x 21 in. A most
compact box camera, outside dimensions only 4 J x
4 x 3i in. Retail price .

type one-way shutter, 2 brilliapt view-finders, solid leather
handle and silent winder. Covered with morocco grained
leather
cloth. To fit films size 31x21 in.
Each .

5/6

ACHROMATIC
F.P. CORONET
AUTO EXTENDING
ACHROMATIC
CAMERA.
New improved 1934 model. Polished nickel steel body
covered with panelled morocco grained leather cloth. Fitted with the
most successful Automatic opening and extending device. One-way
time and instantaneous shutter, British-made Achromatic lens,
brilliant view-finder and leather handle. Portrait attachment with
each camera. Note improved pattern winding
key. Each .

21/-

7/6

F/7.7. CORONET
ANASTIGMAT
F/7.7 FOLDING
POCKET
CAMERA.
A wonderful production. Tens of thousands of
these wonderful cameras were sold last year. Fitted Automatic
opening and extending device, 3-speed shutter, l/25th, l/50th,
1 /100th sec., iris diaphragm, brilliant reversible view-finder,
2 tripod bushes and leather handle. Fits all films 31x21 in.
Fitted Taylor-Hobson Anastigmat f/7.7 lens.
*3 O /
Each .

BRITISH

MENISCUS
F.P. MENISCUS
FOLDING
POCKET
CAMERA1934 production. Entirely new model. Fitted with finelyground British-made Meniscus lens, latest type one-way time
and instantaneous shutter, brilliant reversible view-finder, 9-ft.
and infinity catches. Portrait attachment with each camera.
Covered panelled morocco grained leather cloth. Fits all
films size 31x21 in. Each .

00/“

and

BEST

CORONETS
are quality cameras sold at popular prices. Huge sales have brought down manufacturing costs
to such an extent that we are enabled to offer the astounding value illustrated and described above. Although
prices are low, there is nothing “ cheap ” about the construction of CORONET
CAMERAS.
In design,
construction, reliability and performance, CORONET
CAMERAS
are equal to any brand on the market. It is
because of their quality and reliability that CORONET
CAMERAS
have, during the short span of seven years,
risen from complete obscurity to the huge sale certified above.
Send for a copy of our new 1934 catalogue.

CORONET
8

PLEASE

CAMERA
MENTION

“ THE
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CORONET
NEW

& UP-TO-DATE

DUCTIONS.
1934W PRODES
IGNS.
NE
11 1
EMBODYING E\/ERY
FEATURE IN CAMERA CONSTRUCTION
IX

D.20.
D.20. Fitted~extra'large*brilliant
view¬
finders, BOX
time CAMERA
and instantaneous
shutter, specially made Meniscus
lens, solid leather handle and silent winder. Complete with
detachable mask, thus enabling users to obtain either eight
pictures 3^x2}, or sixteen pictures 2Jxlf, on
standard eight-exposure films. Each .

E.D.16. EVERY DISTANCE 16 BOX CAMERA.
Fitted extra large
brilliant view-finders. Patented Tavlor-Hobson Every Distance lens,

6/6

one-way shutter, solid leather handle and silent winder. Complete
with detachable mask enabling users to obtain either eight pictures
3} x 2£ or sixteen pictures 2}xlf on standard eight-exposure film.
All-steel body, covered with morocco grained leather
C>/^2
cloth. Each .
i .

9.5-mm. CORONET
CINE CAMERA
MODEL
B. 1934 production.
Entirely new improved British-made clockwork motor, working at
16 frames per second. Spring pressure plate. Fitted specially-made
f/3.9 Anastigmat lens, which yields critically sharp pictures. The
“ Birmingham ” films exhibited at the B.I.F. were photographed with
one of these cameras. All-metal case covered with panelled and
embossed real leather. Direct view-finder. Button guard. Tripod
bush. Film footage indicator. To fit standard 9.5-mm. film in
the usual Motocamera containers. Each... .
75 1SCOPER
Discovers

9.5-mm. PROJECTOR.
This projector fulfils the amateur’s
need for an inexpensive and economically running Projector
for home use. All-metal construction, suitable for voltages
100/150 v.t 200/250 v., A.C. or D.C. Simply plug into ordinary
lampholder. Also supplied for running on 6-v.
accumulator. Each .

PERSONAL

details hidden

from

EXHIBITION

the naked

BOX.

eye, giving them

astounding

perspective and making them almost uncannily plastic. The Scoper
holds up to twenty 3fx 24 in. prints in addition to the special lens.
Outer dimensions only 3J x 24 x $ in. Price .
/

45/-

WALLET
containing 3-ft. and 6-ft. lenses. Also sky filter.
For use on Coronet Cine Camera. Supplied complete in compact
morocco grained leather wallet which
into vest pocket. Complete .

CORONET

slips easily

»

//“»

CAMERA
PLEASE

MENTION

CORONET
SILVER SCREEN.
Coated with special aluminium dope
and sprayed black border. Fitted with black
^7
enamelled wood rollers. Size of picture, 30 x 20 in. Each
* /

CO., 310, Summer
“ THE

AMATEUR

Lane, BIRMINGHAM,

PHOTOGRAPHER’’
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Progress
The

New

fat

Roll Films

28°

Schemer,

ISOCHROM

Film

Packs

4400

II. &

D.

For photography in bad
weather, good iveather,
indoors or out-of-doors.

Fastest and Finest
of all 4 4 chrome”
For photography

Photo
10

PLEASE

MENTION

u*

" THE

1-4, Lawrence

AMATEUR

Street, High

PHOTOGRAPHER

”
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under all conditions.
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Take and Project Your Pictures
With The Same Instrument!
xi

MIDAS

THE COMBINED CAMERA- PROJECTOR
DOES IT FOR YOU
With the Midas combined Camera-Pro¬
jector you have a complete self-contained
instrument capable of carrying out the
functions both of taking and projecting
high-grade moving pictures. The taking
mechanism is operated by an electric
motor driven by two 3 - volt batteries
carried in the instrument itself — the same
batteries supply the illumination for
projecting.
Thus with the Midas you can show
pictures anywhere and at any time, and
you can show “ stills ” for as long as you
wish* The f/2.5 Taylor-Hobson anastigmat is an optical refinement worthy of
your special note.
The Midas is a British - made
precision instrument, and is
backed by extensive
scientific research.

£7:7:0
Complete

Negative

Film

30 ft. high speed,
fine grain 9. 5 -mm. film
in daylight charger, in¬
cluding free development
as a negative, price 2s. gd.

Positive Print :

From

30 ft.

negative, price 3s.

Please write for descriptive
literature to: —
CAMERA-PROJECTORS
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE
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*
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COR
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OVER 50 YEARS
PROGRESS
The

name

of

The

20, 1934

OF
Sheffield

Company, Ltd., has been
to the photographic trade
longer

than

“ The

Photo

well
even

Amateur

known
a little
Photo¬

We
have taken this opportunity of coupling the Jubilee of “ The A.P.” with
our warmest thanks to the many thousands of readers who have entrusted their
various photographic requirements to our care.
Without boast, we believe there is no photographic dealer in this country more
grapher.”
capable of providing the amateur photographer with the service he demands, than
this old but very modern
establishment.
Below we give just a few of the
hundreds of cameras
and cin6 apparatus in our present stock.

We

is one

of

supply

your every photographic need— be it “ still ” or cine.
Why not a better camera
now ?

- -

Cfint
Here

can

AND

NOW

our

first cameras, at least
25

years

ago,

photograph

and

a

of one

of

the first cin6

projec¬

tors produced by our
late Mr.
Frank
Mottershaw
1899.

We

In about
were

pioneers
in
Photography.

then
Cin£-

NEW

triumph I \ Magazine
BABY‘FILM0121’

Another

It is appropriate that we should be able to cele¬
brate this Jubilee with the introduction of the

NEW NORFOLK CAMERA

Bell-Howell

daylight easy loading (no film threading,
with f/3.5
shutter
and Cooke
lots of Universal
refinements.lens.
. . . Special
£00
Interchangeable
for other of
lenses,
weighs***•*»
only
Nine monthly payments
51/4.
37 oz., measures 24x 34 * 54 in. Two

NEW
Takes

SUPER

16 exposures

on 31x21

range-finder.

As

pictures.

can

You

be sharp.

quick

roll film.

as lightning
opens

Fitted with Compur shutter
auastigmat
lens .

Nine monthly
are many

Baby

Ikonta,

Ikonta

520,

16

for Kodacolor.

good

PROJECTOR
FILMO ‘J.S.’

will

of button.

Entirely

Automatic

models,

on

including :

31 x 21
From

gear

rewind.

made £95 : 0 : 0

6

projection lens. Aero
cooled. New tilting de¬
vice, etc. The finest
amateur projector yet

roll film.
£4 10 0

Or 9 monthly
of £11

USED
finest and

keenest

camera

Size 34 a 2J in., for plates or film packs. Fitted with f/3.5 Zeranar anastigmat lens,
44-in. focus, in delayed-action Compur shutter. Constructed of light alloy of
superior finish, double extension, rising and cross front, both of which are actuated
by micrometer movements. Clear and direct-vision view-finders, spirit level.

£6:15:0

With

f/2.9

Meyer

Send

• PHOTO

Trioplan

for

anastigmat

fuller

lens, £11

5

LEICA

0.

FINISHING

.

You should send your films or plates to us for Expert Developing, Printing
or Enlarging. We have one of the biggest and certainly the best finishing
factories in this country. We produce nearly a million first-grade prints a
year. Special department for Leica and other fine-grain work. Try us and
appreciate the difference.

are recognised

throughout

mentsof £3 18 7.
Superior chromium
finish model .
With
Nine

the trade as one

of the leading Cine Houses

in

Rooms always at customers’ disposal. Ask for any Cine
our long and unique experience is at your disposal free !

NOTE

OUR

ONLY

Service

you

like,

ADDRESS:

We have no connection with any other
concern trading under a similar name.
YOUR
12

OWN

APPARATUS
PLEASE

£34 : 17 : 0
£22 : 0 : 0
MO

. I 3 . U

TAKEN

MENTION

IN

“THE

PART

SHEFFIELD
NORFOLK
SHEFFIELD

EXCHANGE.

AMATEUR

LIBERAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

—

OVER

HALF

A

CENTURY.

PHOTO
MINUTE

ALLOWANCE.
WHEN

BARGAINS

condition, £15 15 0.
SPECIAL OFFER — Victor
Model 3, turret bead for 3 lenses, 3 speeds, including
slow motion, motor driven, also hand crank, optical
finder, Dallmeyer f/2.9 triple anastigmat lens ; new
price £46 ; slightly used only. £26 0 0. Pathescope
de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens ; good condition,
£7 2 6.

ROW
ONE

8.

Dallmeyer Dallon Tele Anastigmat f/7.7 Lens, 17-in.
focus, rigid mount, fitted with Alpha optical filter,
cost over £17, £9 9 0. New l-pl. T.-P. Junior Special
Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, 3 single slides, £9 15 0. 1-pl.
Tele. Graflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
64-in. focus, 6 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter, Graflex cutfilm magazine, roll-film holder, leather case ; [rood

f/3.5 Elmar.
payments of 54/1.
Chromium finish 24s. extra.

ESTABLISHED

the country. Every good make of Cine Apparatus, from Pathe 41 Kid ” at
55s. to the famous Bell & Howell apparatus up to £150. Latest GaumontBritish Sound Projector in stock for immediate delivery. Cine Projection

PLEASE

III

Get one of these Better Cameras now !

• CINE SERVICE
We

MODEL

A
wonderful miniature camera. Has
automatic range-finder focussing. Fitted
with Summar i/2 lens in sunk mount,
Nine monthly pay- PRICE £QO
>1 O • A

details •

CAMERA

payments
1

Nagel Rolloroy (Pupille), 16 on V.P., Elmar f/3.5 lens,
Compur shutter, range-finder, release, 2 filters, leather
case ; just as new. £12 12 0. Leica Model I, inter¬
changeable Elmar f/3.5 lens, £9 9 0. 34 < 2A Zeiss
Ikon Ideal, Goerz Dogmar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter,
2 single slides, F.P. adapter, leather case, £7 7 0.
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 16 on V.P., Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens,
Compur shutter, 2 Proxar lenses, Portrait attachment,
antinous release, solid leather de luxe case, £8 8 0.

value ever known.

THE PRICE, including 3 very superior easy-loading single metal
slides, in pouch .
Or payable in nine equal payments of 15s. 9d. each.

Pow.

erful reflector. Built-in
pilot light. With f/1.65

Super Ikonta, 31 21 roll film Model, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Compur D.A. shutter.
From £17 0 0

The

driven.

Has the enormous illu¬
mination of 7o0 watts.

of 38/10.

on V.P.From
roll £3
film 7

exposures

Adaptable

Zeiss Tessar f/3.5
£16
"12 *6

Ikonta

for 16 exposures
for

film speeds, 16, 24. Single-picture device.
Finished in*warm rich brown fabric leather.

coupled

that they

at press

and

payments

other famous

Has

in taking

be sure beforehand

Automatically

There

IKONTA

CO, LTD

(FARCATE)
FROM

PHONE

CORRESPONDING

THE

: 23891.
WITH

TOWN
GRAMS

HALL

: Photo, Sheffield.
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The smallest universal camera, neat and handy,
constructed

with microscopic accuracy to last ;

built-in automatic

range-finder and combined

winding of film and shutter. Ten interchange¬
able lenses to suit the requirements of the
specialist. Up to 36 exposures with one
loading. The camera for snapshots at night,
banquets, stage scenes, for holidays, ex¬
peditions, mountaineering, architecture, sports
and the Press.
The I.eica is not just an ordinary camera but
the leader of all miniature cameras, the camera
which

stands

out

on account

of its unique

qualities.

TRY A LEICA CAMERA AND COMPARE
Name

of nearest Leica specialist on request,

jhe slow speeds from
p|L
^
illP^^
I 1— !/a second
:
LsThe fasf speeds from ;

V20— ’/soo second

ico Model! Hi with Leifz “Summer” :
m focus, the powerful universal lens -

Interesting literature on the special
advantages of Leica photography free on request
20 MORTIMER
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KOSMOS

Photographic Papers
KOSMOS VITEGAS-DE-LUXE
for rich warm tones.

KOSMOS VITEGAS
for warm

tones and pure

sepias.

KOSMOS BROMIDE
for ever/ branch of photo¬
graphy.

KOSMOS NOVEX GASLIGHT
for D. and P. work.

KOSMOS EXTRA-RAPID CARD
for “A la Minute” photo¬
graphy.

KOSMOS NEGATIVE CARD
for X-ray work.

KOSMOS

PHOTOGRAPHICS

LIMITED
Herts
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Here the Rolleiflex speaks for itself ! See how it
has capfured the difficult subjects and made masterly
compositions of the ordinary ones.
If you ve always longed to get pictures like this —
stop longing now — and get a Rolleiflex. From then
onwards you’ll never have a disappointment. This
widely-imitated Roll-film Reflex is cheap to run,
taking twelve pictures on
exposure roll
film
Everything possible is automatic, that s why the
Rolleiflex automatically registers success with every
picture.
With f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens .

£20 :0 :0

With f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar lens .

£22:10:0

ASK

YOUR

DEALER

TO

DEMONSTRATE,

OR

WRITE

for beautifully printed new

R.

F.
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DECEIVED!

MUCH MORE, BUT {%
ANYTHING BETTER !

THE PAILLARD-Bolex Model G. 916 is a combined apparatus enabling you to project both 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. films
with equal efficiency, thus making available the film libraries in either size.

Thanks

to a specially designed mechanism

absorbing

the minimum

amount

of light possible and incorporating what

is equal to a Three-bladed Shutter, thus making for absolutely flickerless projections, the light intensity on the screen in
connection with the 500-watt lamp is approximately 250 LUMENS, so that the illumination is superior to that given by any other
sub-standard projector on the market.

For this reason the

PAILLARD-BOLEX
G. 916

is the ideal apparatus for the projection
of COLOR films necessitating the use of
a three-colour filter in front of the lens,
to such an extent that COLOR FILMS
can be shown on

SCREENS
ONE
GEAR

UP TO 7 FT. WIDE.
HUNDRED
DRIVEN.

PER

CENT

INTERCHANGEABILITY
LAMPS

at WILL

(250w. or 500w.)

INTERCHANGEABILITY
LENSES

IS NOT TO BE FOUND

REVERSE

AND

PICTURE ‘MECHANISM.’

£49:10:0

Yet selling, complete with resistance for high
voltages, at the extraordinarily low price of

SUCH VALUE

OF

(1 in. upwards).

AUTOMATIC
STILL

OF

IN ANY OTHER

MACHINE

ON THE MARKET

The PAILLARD-Bolex is stocked by all progressive photographic dealers.
There are well-known and reputed agents appointed in every town.

Illustrated booklets free from Sole Wholesale Distributors :
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SINCLAIR
OF

WHITEHALL
FOR

ALL

Photographic
Supplies
AUTO

KINE CAMERA

DRIVES 200 FEET STANDARD FILM
WITH ONE WIND OF THE MECHANISM
Used

by Mr. Robert J. Flaherty for the wonderful

sea

picture “Man of Aran,” also H.M. Admiralty, H.M. War
Office, H.M. Air Board, and the leading moving picture
producers.
Price from £ 1 20.
WE STOCK ALL LEADING MAKES OF MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS
AND PROJECTORS, AND THEY CAN BE SEEN AND COMPARED.

IR “UNA”
LA
NC
SI
E
TH
IS UNEQUALLED FOR HAND or STAND
If you require a camera that, although held in the hand, will give
you pictures with vertical lines to the buildings and in proper
perspective, then buy a “ UNA.”
Made in all sizes, from 3^X2%
to 7X 5 inches. Can be used for Plates, Film Packs, or Roll Films.
Price from £21
: 10:0

SINCLAIR
LENS

BROMOIL

HOODS;

AND

BLEACHER,
SINCLAIR

PIGMENTS,

UNIPODS;

AND

ARE THE

BRUSHES;

SINCLAIR

BEST OF THEIR

KIND.

For quality try Sinclair Developing , Printing and Enlarging Service.

JAMES A. SINCLAIR t™* 3, Whitehall, LONDON, S.W.1
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LIMITED
to the
"Amateur Photographer,”
on the occasion of its
50th Birthday

This virile and practical photographic journal
is but a few years younger than the famous
House of Ilford Limited itself, the British
pioneers of sensitised photographic material.

For more than 50 years the products of
Ilford Limited have been unexcelled for
quality and uniformity, and from the Ilford
laboratories have come improvements of
immense

importance, including discoveries

in isochromatic, panchromatic and hyper¬
sensitive emulsions that have revolutionised
photography for the amateur.
Ilford Limited are the manufac¬
turers of Selo and Selochrome
Roll Films and Film Packs.

ILFORD

LIMITED

ILFORD-LONDON
0
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1884 JUBILEE
A congratulatory

message

NUMBER
from

H.R.H.

The

Prince

its

"The

Prince

Amateur

1934

PALACE.

S.W

1934*

of Wales

is interested

Photographer"

is about

to learn

to celebrate

Jubilee.

His
you

2380.

Sir,

The
that

April

No.

of Wales.

ST JAMES'S

13th

Dear

LXXVII.

and

your

unbroken
popular
wishes

Royal
Staff

Highness
on the

publication
hobby

for

the

desires

completion

of a paper

of photography,
continued

to congratulate

of fifty

devoted

and

success

Yours

me

to

to send
of this

years

the widely
you

his good

journal.

truly

rAjvuaL.j'.
Private

Secretary.

The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer & Cinematographer,
Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London S.E.l.
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IRTHDAY
GREETINGS

graphv to-day, one begins to realise what a transforma¬
tion half a century can perform.
44 Then, photography was experimented with by the
few, to-day it is enjoyed by the many, and I think the
vast army of amateur photographers are grateful to
The Amateur Photographer for the part it has so well
and consistently played in the advancement of photo¬
graphy and amateur cinematography.
44 My wishes are for continued prosperity in the
good times which

A selection from the many
prominent

people

letters of congratulation
in the Photographic

“ For any publication to reach its fiftieth birthday
is an achievement worthy of note, but for a photo¬
graphic journal it is an occasion calling for the heartiest
congratulations, which we herewith tender to The
Amateur Photographer and to its Editor.
Photography, even in its earliest stages, is not yet
a century old, and it seems difficult to believe that it
was sufficiently practised by amateurs fifty years ago
to make it worth while to introduce a journal specially
devoted to that hobby, particularly bearing in mind
the cumbersome nature of the apparatus then in use.
My Company is, as you know, this year celebrating'
the centenary of the business established on the same
site in High Holbom by my grandfather in 1834, and
has been closely associated with the many develop¬
ments
in photography
since the introduction
'Claudeupt
and Houghton
of Daguerreotvpy
in about by 1840,
to the present stage of what I might perhaps be per¬
mitted to describe, from an amateur point of view,
as ‘ the Midget Age.*
“ I therefore feel that my Company can claim a
special privilege in congratulating The Amateur
Photographer upon its undoubted assistance in en¬
couraging the practice of photography both by the
‘serious worker’ and the ‘snapshotter’ in the past, and
also in wishing you continuing success in the future.”

E. W. Houghten.
(Ensign, Ltd.)

_

“ In offering The Amateur Photographer congratula¬
tions on the fiftieth anniversary one cannot but recall
during these fifty years the number of publications
that have been issued more or less in competition and
in nearly every instance have ceased to exist or have

received from

Industry.

” Two important events in the story of amateur
photography occurred together fifty years ago — The
Amateur Photographer began its excellent work for
photography in general and the amateur in particular,
and, in the same year, George Eastman took out the
patent for his first roll film. From that date amateur
photography has gone from strength to strength fostered
and guided by able writers in the pages of * The A.P.’,
which we hasten to congratulate on the occasion of

Kodak, Ltd.
“To go back fifty years in amateur photography
from the chemical point of view is to go back a very
long way. Your paper has indeed seen a most amazing
development in amateur photography, and there is
no doubt whatever that the art and the hobby of
photography owes ‘ The A.P.’ a great debt of gratitude
for all the nurture and the guidance that through these
fifty years it has, week by week, so wisely and so
pleasantly imparted to such a host of amateurs.
“ The

Amateur

Photographer

has

always

expounded

the fascination of this hobby, and it has inspired many
a beginner first to discover in, and then to express
through, the medium of photography the joy of the
artist ; it is because I am confident that the paper will
continue to do this that I feel it can again lead us out
to put amateur photography back into the proud
position of one of our most popular national hobbies.
" I am glad to have this opportunity of expressing
appreciation of the important and splendid work of
your paper throughout these eventful fifty years of
photography, and I most heartily wish continued
success and ever-widening

Proof beyond question that 1 The A.P.’ is ever reaching
new readers is the wonderful response that is obtained
by advertising in its columns.

44 We gladly take this opportunity of wishing pros¬
perity and long life to The Amateur Photographer.
We do this all the more heartily because, so to speak,
we and The Amateur Photographer were boys together,
watching the early growth of the photographic in¬
dustry ; and we were boys of nearly the same age,
since our own Jubilee will be taking place three years
hence.

that it will celebrate

many

more

jubilees.”

E. H. Lancaster.
(J. Lancaster & Son, Ltd.)

“ In common with all its readers and advertisers, I
heartily congratulate The Amateur Photographer on
the completion of fifty y'ears of publication.
“ A glance through the files of the journal shows the
excellent manner in which The Amateur Photographer
has recorded the progress of photography during those
years, and how faithfully it has served the amateur.
“ I wish The
useful life.”

Amateur

Photographer

a long

“ May one, himself approaching fifty years’ service
in the photographic trade, offer his hearty congratula¬
tions to you and your journal on your Jubilee ?
44 During those fifty years your journal has been
the friend of all and the enemy of none ; has been
counsellor and leader of countless amateur photo¬
graphers. and has consistently advanced both the
art and the technique of photography.
‘‘ Unlike
reasonably
In warmly
somewhat
wishes for

an individual, a journal such as yours may
hope for a centenary as well as a jubilee.
congratulating you on the one, may I,
in advance, give you anticipatory best
the other ! ” '

circulation
to 4 The Cook.
A.P.’.”
E. Bernard

(Johnson & Sons, Ltd.)

“It was within a very few years from the birth of
The Amateur Photographer that the first anastigmat
lenses began to replace the old type of rapid rectilinear.
What will our latest developments look like fifty years
from now, when described in The Amateur Photo¬
grapher of that day ?— as we hope and believe they will
be. So here’s to long life and prosperity.”

J. Ronald Taylor.
(Taylor, Taylor & Hobson, Ltd.)

and

T. Midgley Illingworth.
_
(Ilford Ltd.)

“ I would like, on behalf of Wallace Heaton, Ltd.,
and the City Sale & Exchange (1929), Ltd., to convey
to you my hearty congratulations on the Jubilee of
your paper and to express my best wishes for the future
of same.
44 I have supported The Amateur Photographer for
many years, because I felt that it tries to give its
readers exactly what they require and, from the
advertising point of view, is a most excellent medium.
44 I have always found that anyone in command,
whether on the Editorial or Advertising side, was most
helpful, to say nothing of your compositors who must
have been worried to death by our copy.
44 With

renewed

wishes for your continued

success.”

Wallace Heaton.

Gerald M. Bishop.

“ Heartiest congratulations on completion of fifty
years’ useful and loyal work for photography ; it is a
notable achievement w’hich any paper would be proud
to have attained.
" The year 1884 showed the early enthusiasm for the
* dry plate,’ and started the manufacture of amateur
apparatus which was till then restricted to the pro¬
fessional. Fallowfield’s Annual of that year contained
details of ‘ special portable dry-plate cameras,’ and
the names of early plate-makers would certainly
frighten, by their numbers, the workers of to-day.
Edwards, Nelson, Swan, Paget, Wratten, Fry, Marion,
Britannia, Thoma's, Gray’s, Bennett’s, Cox’s, Kennetts,
Archer, Freeman, Matthews, Rouch’s, Verel, England’s.
“ Wishing continued prosperity to your paper.”

F. Duncan Hindley.
(Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd.)

sure lie ahead of
E. us.”
E. Lamb.
(Bell & Howell Company, Ltd.)

44 May I congratulate all concerned upon the com¬
pletion of 50 years of publication of The Amateur
Photographer. It is said that comparisons are odious,
but nevertheless I should be doing your journal less
than justice if I did not say that I regard it as the
amateur
photographic
journal.to 4 every
The A.P.’
always
contains something
interesting
possessor
of
a camera. It maintains a dignity without pomposity,
and has kept pace with the times. Perhaps most
important of all from an advertiser’s point of view is
the fact that 4 The A.P.’ provides the most suitable
medium I know of for advertising the world’s best

R. E. Peeling.
(Zeiss Ikon, Ltd.)

its Jubilee.”

been absorbed by ‘ The A.P.’ The reason for this
has been that ‘ The A.P.* has in every' way filled the
need and supplied most excellently the advice and
information so useful to the amateur photographer.

“ So long as ‘ The A.P.’ is conducted so admirably
in every way as at present one can only heartily wish

I am

44 On the Jubilee of The Amateur Photographer I
should like to offer you and your Staff my very hearty
congratulations on the completion of this fifty years’
publication of your very excellent and high-class
photographic journal.

44 The Amateur has always appealed to me as a paper

that has catered for the best type of amateur photo¬
graphy, and while encouraging the beginner, always
shows the best and most artistic photographs that are
being produced.

44 1 would wish The A mateur many years of continued

success

and

service to photography.”

A. Gray Pickard.
(Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd.)

44 Congratulations on reaching fifty years of publica¬
tion. It is a wonderful achievement. When one
compares

photography

20
*

of fifty years ago and photo-

cameras.”
44 Allow me to offer my hearty congratulations to all
interested in the production of The Amateur Photogra¬
pher on the occasion of the completion of a half-century
of service to the photographic industry ; it is a very
apt illustration of the survival of the fittest.
“ Having been in the photographic trade myself for
over forty years, I have had ample opportunity of
judging of the real value of a publication of this class
in propagating the information necessary to the
amateur photographer of all grades.
44 To the Trade itself it has proved its value as an
advertising medium of constantly increasing impor¬
tance, as tne field of the photographic hobby enlarged.

44 The Amateur Photographer having now added a

special section for cine photography will, I feel sure,
continue to add to its indispensability to all classes
of users of photographic apparatus, and can look
forward with confidence to a further half-century of
usefulness to all interested in the hobby of amateur

(Westminster
photography.”

J. E. Hodd.
Photographic Exchange, Ltd.)

44 Fifty years of publication — or, in other words,
fifty years of service to the photographer, both profes¬
sional and amateur, and in these latter years, to the
cinematographer.
44 Surely it is a record of which The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer may be justly proud,
especially when one considers that the publication has
been maintained throughout practically all the phases,
matography.
developments and advances of photography and cine¬
44 When one realises the tremendous changes and
advances that have been made in all types of apparatus
during the past ten years, they will appreciate the
still greater services The Amateur Photographer and
Cinematographer has rendered in bringing to the notice
of all users, and discussing for their.benetit, the advances
that have been made.
“ This service, accorded without any favour, is
surely the reason why The Amateur Photographer and
Cinematographer maintains its popularity, and justifies
your pride in this special Jubilee Number.
44 May you continue your good services to all photo¬
graphers is the wish of

(Pathescope, Ltd.)
Dowers.”
44 Congratulations to The Amateur C. Photographer
on its fiftieth year of publication. It has seen many
changes since its first beginning, and I have no doubt
that it will live to see in the future even more revolu¬
tionary ones than in the past.
44 Photography, although it has changed its form
so much in the last few years, is more flourishing than
ever, and that The Amateur Photographer will still be
the guide and friend of all who practise the magic
art of 44 pinning
wish of

a shadow

to a wall ” is the earnest

R. Rose.”
44 In celebrating the Jubilee of TheWill
Amateur
Photo¬
grapher I should like to add my very hearty con¬
gratulations on such a long sphere of usefulness. I
can only claim association with it for about one-fifth
of that fifty years, during which it has on many
occasions helped me considerably in many endeavours.
I should like to extend to the journal and to its Editor
best wishes

for a continuation

of success.”
H. T. Balleny.
(Criterion Plates, Papers, Films, Ltd.)

A further selection of congratulatory mes¬
sages will be found in the later pages of this
issue.
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^

¥Zhe Story of
^
“ The A.P.”
By

THE

EDITOR.

Fifty years of service to amateur photographers
in the evolution of a world-wide hobby.

wrapper, and this was the colour of the cover until 1918.
The early numbers contained an average • of eight
pages of matter and eight pages of advertisements,
and the price was twopence. There were no illustra¬
tions, but a pictorial inset appeared in December,
1884. Illustrations and insets increased in number
in the subsequent volumes as reproduction
processes improved and the success of the paper
became established.
Very few of the firms that were advertising in
the first issues are in existence to-day — George
Houghton (now Ensign, Ltd.), Sands Hunter,
Chapman of Manchester, W. Watson & Sons,
Marion & Co. (now Soho, Ltd.), Mawson
and Swan, and the Platinotype Co. are,
however, notable exceptions.
The first editorial in No. 1
very clearly outlined the policy
f the paper, and this has been
continued practically

A Cavalcade of
Covers, showing
the changing
dress of “The
A .P.” from 1884
to the present
time.

•<***

IN June, 1884, photo¬

quote from that first
editorial as follows: —

graphy, already well
established among
professionals, was becom¬
ing an increasingly popular
hobby ; but its practice,
with the apparatus and processes
of that period, would be very
difficult to visualise or understand
by the modern amateur. This is
emphasised by several contributors
in the following pages.
The need for a special paper dealing
with the subject from the amateur’s
side became quite definite at that time,
and an enthusiastic photographer and
journalist — J. Harris Stone, M.A. — evolved the idea of The
Amateur Photographer. A few months later, in association
with Charles W. Hastings, who was engaged in the publication

of other periodicals, he produced the first number of “ The
A.P.” He continued as editor until the end of 1887.
The first issues were printed by John Smith & Co., of 52,
Long Acre, and were edited and published from 22, Bucking¬
ham Street, Strand, Mr. Hastings becoming the manager of the
publication. The firm of John Smith & Co. within a year or
so of that date was taken over by Hazell, Watson & Viney,
Ltd., who remained the printers and proprietors of the paper
until June, 1918.

unchanged until today.
it may interest
some As
of our
readers we

§mm
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The first issue of “ The A.P.” appeared in a blue paper
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“ Photography is an art— perhaps
the only one — in which the amateur
soon equals, and frequently excels,
the professional in proficiency.

appearance was a sure indication of
the need for such a publication.
Not only were the processes and
apparatus suitable for the amateur

Photographer called together a num¬
ber of prominent men in the photo¬
graphic world in London, and the
Camera Club was founded.

“We
cordially invite the co¬
operation of amateur photographers
of either sex. We open our pages
to correspondence.
“ We lend our columns to the
support of the amateur societies.

The first premises of the Camera
Club were at Bedford Street, Strand,
and later in Charing Cross Road,
where they continued until the
amalgamation of the club with the
Blenheim Club in 1908. After that,
the club was restarted with the
Editor of The Amateur Photographer
as the prime mover, in the present
premises, John Street, Adelphi, with
Lord Crawford as President.

“ We shall make a point of
personally investigating the various
pieces of apparatus brought out
from time to time by the makers,
and impartially reporting upon the
same.
“At an early date we shall offer
money prizes for the best photo¬
graphs taken by amateurs.

long been felt.”
From the very first issue, “ The
A.P.” took the lead in all matters
relating to the welfare of the amateur,
and the success which greeted its

IN 1888 J. Harris Stone gave up

the editorship of the " A.P.,” and
Charles W. Hastings then became
editor.
During the same year the first Kodak
was reviewed, and a suggestion was

made in the pages of “ The A.P.” that
“ Detective ” cameras, which had
become popular, should in future be
called “ hand cameras.” “ The Dic¬
tionary of Photography,” by E. J.
Wall, was then being contributed as a
serial in our columns.
Several Special Numbers of “ The
A.P.” devoted to single subjects now
made their appearance, and numerous
prize competitions were announced.

the found
first volume
“ The A.P.”
willIn be
heated of
discussions
on
A

reproduction
volume

of the cover
of "The

of the first

A .P.”

“Is Photography an Art ? ” and
" Is Faking Permissible ? ”
It is interesting to note also that
the first review in No. 1 dealt with

described, but practical advice on
their use and on the many matters on
which the amateur needed assistance,
was freely given. This has been
continued until the present day.

the “ Marion Miniature Camera,”
a tiny but somewhat complicated
instrument made of metal and taking
plates (in dark slides) measuring

were suggested or carried through by
The Amateur Photographer, which had
now become the indispensable paper
for amateurs in all parts of the world,
and with a steadily growing circula¬
tion. It was a great period for photo¬
graphic invention and development.
In 1892 C. W. Hastings sold his

greater power in the hands of the
amateur, and the illustrations in the
paper became an outstanding feature.
The cinematograph was also becom¬
ing a definite and more easily contrived
apparatus within the scope of the
amateur. New films and new devel¬
opers were regularly appearing, and
the hand camera had assumed such

interest in " The A.P.” to Hazell,
Watson & Viney, and E. J. Wall was
appointed editor. In the same year a
monthly supplement was started, en¬
titled “ Our Lantern Screen,” dealing
with lantern and cinematograph mat¬
ters. During Wall’s editorship a
translation of Eders’ monumental work
on Emulsion Photography ran as a
serial in the paper.

Eastman’s celluloid roll film appear¬
ed in 1889, and was fully reviewed.
Some far-seeing comments on its
future were made by vatious writers in
the paper, and we see the name of
George Davison as the winner of the

In 1895 A. Horsley Hinton became
editor of The Amateur Photographer,
and the pictorial side of photography
received a great impetus. Hitherto
the scientific and technical aspects of

First Prize in an “ A.P.” competition.
T. C. Hepworth joined C. W.
Hastings as joint editor in 1889, the
offices were removed to 1, Creed Lane,

photography were the chief considera¬
tion, and doubtless laid a sure founda¬
tion among the steadily - growing
army of amateurs in this country.

E.C., and “ The A.P.” editors started
Tuesday afternoon “ At Homes.”
During the next few years innumer¬
able events of importance occurred in
the photographic world, many of which

Under Hinton’s editorship the
possibilities of the camera for picture¬
making became the dominant note.
Plates, films and lenses had been
improving year by year, and placing

22

meeting-places of the seekers after
the latest news in photographic
processes, were specially reported.
In 1885 the Editor of The Amateur

“ This Journal is started to repre¬
sent the amateur photographers of
Great Britain, India and the Colonies,
and, above all things, popularity
will be its leading feature.

“ Our columns for the exchange
and sale of photographic apparatus,
etc., will meet a want which has

Photographic societies, which in
the early years were the principal

ij in. square !

importance as to warrant the produc¬
tion of a Special Hand Camera Num¬
ber of “ The A.P.” in 1896, in which
fifty examples were illustrated and
described. With two exceptions none
of these was less than quarter-plate.
In 1901 the editorial offices were
removed from Creed Lane to 52, Long
Acre, W.C., and in that year the Editor
secured through F. Holland Day the
first loan collection of American
pictorial work to be shown in England.
This started a new phase of picture¬
making by photography that has left
this
day.
an impression
on pictorial work to
The introduction of non-curling
roll films and film packs in 1903 added
still further to the simplification of
photography for the amateur, and
Rawlins’ oil process was another step
making.
in
the direction of individual picture¬
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The World-famous

JfLfi BABY SIBYL

w

>_>

_

_

_

_ _

— was the first miniature camera. It is by far the best, and is British
made. Used by all those who want the supreme. A real instrument of
precision. Lens front always parallel with film. Rising and cross
front (not obtainable on majority of miniature cameras, but a most
essential feature). Optical direct-vision self-erecting and closing view¬
finder.
N. & G.” high
precision
shutter, J to 1 /200th — the most
silent and “ vibrationless
shutter
in existence.
Note. — In many

cases

compactness

has

been

obtained

by elimination

of desirable

movements. The Baby Sibyl has all the movements for service and practical work.
Compare the size and weight against any other camera yielding same size picture.
(4.5 X 6 cm. for Plates and Film
Packs. 2fX i-f in. for Roll Films.)

Sibyl Vitesse
Shutter

of

New

Design.

— This is the outstanding

This is a plate and film-pack model of the re¬
nowned 3|-X2j New Special Sibyl. It has f/3.5 lens
and embraces all the “ Sibyl” features. A wonderful
camera that is a pleasure to use, it has gained a
place in the affections of all who have used it.

feature of both
Specially

cameras.

designed

by

skilled craftsmen, it em¬
bodies a number of new
principles. It provides a
unique range of speeds
(from 1 /150th to two
secs.) that are accurate,
and ball and time move¬
ments when the shutter is
set at any speed.

“Sibyl Excelsior”

A roll-film camera taking 4^X2! pictures, and posses¬
sing several unique features. Spool chambers auto¬
matically lift clear of camera when back is opened.
Spools are dropped in position — No Spool Pins —
and return to position for use by merely closing
camera back. Special device keeps the film perfectly
flat during exposure. Fitted with an f/4.5 lens, it
is an all-round camera for the discriminating worker.

QUALITY

and SERVICE

All N. & G. cameras are now covered by a guarantee to
be kept in perfect working order for three years from
date of purchase.
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The World’s Standard
Universal Lens is the

AR.
| For Specialised

Photography :

The Biotessar F/2.8.
An ultra-rapid objective for focal-plane and reflex cameras.

The Biotars F/1.4 and F/2.
Lenses of extreme

rapidity for cine and miniature cameras.

The Sonnars F/1.5 to F/4.
Extremely rapid lenses for cine and
convertible lenses:

The

miniature

cameras.

Dagor F/6.8 and Double Protar F/6.3.
The Kino Tele-Tessar F/4.
The Tele-Tessar F/6.3.
The Magnar F/10, f = 45 cm.
The Tele Supplements for large-scale pictures at long distance.
The Dagor F/9.
The Protar F/18.
The Hypergon F/22 for wide-angle work.
The Quartz Anastigmat F/4.5.
Primarily for criminological and scientific photography,
especially with ultra-violet light.

more

General Catalogue P51, free on request.
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The photographic societies were also
showing a greater appreciation of
pictorial work by amateurs, definitely
due to the impetus of “ The A.P.” and
many fine exhibitions were held in all
parts of the country in addition to the
“Salon” and "Royal” in London. The
first Scottish Salon was held at Perth
in 1904, and the Salon held its first
show at 5a, Pall Mall East in the same
year. Previously the /‘Royal” had
had been held in that gallery.
In 1907 the autochrome plate was
introduced, and R. Child Bayley made
and showed the first examples in this
country. The bromoil process was
also invented. It was given its name
by F. J . Mortimer, who held the first
exhibition of bromoil work (R.P.S.) in
that year.
“

The

A.

P.

&

P.

N.”

Horsley Hinton died in February,
1908, and The Amateur Photographer
combined with The Photographic News
in May of that year. F. J. Mortimer,
the Editor of " The P.N.,” was appoint¬
ed Editor of the combined papers.
In the interim the paper was edited
by A. H. Blake, one of the oldest and
most regular contributors.
A new phase of activity now started,
and “ The A.P. & P.N.” increased in
size with, still more illustrations to the
text and as supplementary art pages.

A.P.” appeared in that year, and
definitely extended the influence of
the paper overseas. A special com¬
petition was arranged for Colonial
and Overseas readers. The annual
Empire Number and the competition
(with a break during the War) have
been
time.

continued

until

the

present'

In 1911 the proprietors of “ The
A.P.” acquired “ Photograms of the
Year ” on the death of its founder,
H. Snowden Ward. A new series in
the enlarged form in which it is now
presented was started in 1912, with
F. J. Mortimer as Editor.
The cine camera and projector for
amateurs made its appearance about
this time, and “ The

A.P.”

started a

regular weekly feature, “ Cinema
Notes,” to deal with the latest develop¬
ment. This has continued — with an
interval during the War period — until
1934, and is still going strong.
In 1913 The Photographic Conven¬
tion of the United Kingdom was held
at Bangor, with the Editor of “ The
A.P.” as president.
From 1914 to 1918 the various
war applications of photography were
dealt with in the pages of “ The
A.P.,” notably aerial photography.
One thousand shillings were raised in
1914 by the sale at a shilling each of

“ The A.P.” Little Gallery at the
offices of the paper in Long Acre was

the Editor’s picture “ The Empire’s
Watchdogs ” for the Prince of Wales’
Relief Fund. In 1917 the price of

opened with a " Salon des Refuses ” —
the pictures that had been rejected
at the Photographic Salon, largely as
a result of what was termed “ the
American invasion.” This led to the
breaking of the Linked Ring, up to
then responsible for the Salon, and
the founding of the London Salon of
Photography, in which the Editor of

“ The A.P.” was raised from twopence
to threepence.

“ The A.P.” took a prominent part.
A Federation supplement devoted to

The

cameras

first Empire

of to-day.

Number

of “ The

W.

L.

F.

Wastell,

the

of “ Piffle,” the humorous

weekly
signed is
bymade
“ Theelsewhere),
Walrus ”
(to whichpage
reference
became sub-editor. In 1925 R. Child
Bayley retired from the editorship,
but continued with the paper as
Consulting Editor. F. J. Mortimer
was appointed Editor.
During that year the number of
snapshot amateur photographers and
the D. & P. system had grown to a
great extent, and “ The A.P.,” to
keep in touch with these thousands
of new camera users, announced a
popular
” competi¬
tion
in weekly
addition " Snapshot
to the competitions
which were regular monthly features.
The new competition was for snapshots
made by readers but developed and
printed by dealers. It proved an
enormous success.
In 1926 a free insurance scheme for
insuring readers’ cameras and other
apparatus against loss and damage
was inaugurated, and travelling ex¬
hibitions of the originals of the pic¬
tures in Photograms of the Year were
started.
The

“A.

P.

&

C.”

The steady development of the
amateur cine movement recorded week

Amateur Photographer and Cinemato¬
grapher. Another amateur paper,

tography

The New photographer, was amal¬
gamated with “ The A.P.” in 1928.
More recent incidents in the pro¬
gress of this paper and the latest
events in the photographic world are
too fresh in the memories of our
readers to need further reference

bined

and

papers,

A mateur

“A.

P. &

Focus,

with

Photographer

P.”

and

the

the

com¬

title of The

and Photography,

red cover of Photography and
was introduced in the title.

the miniature

1923

present proprietors, who amalga¬
mated it with their publication Pho¬

The

was the prize-winning design in a
competition instituted for the purpose

public and the Press. A particularly
interesting event was the exhibition
of Folding Pocket Cameras in March,
1910, which included all the latest
models, some of which foreshadowed

In

contributor

In June, 1918, “ The A.P.” was
acquired by Messrs. Iliffe & Sons, the

year, and a new “ A.P.” plaque was
introduced as an award in the com¬
petitions. This was from a model by
Michael Biro, an Italian sculptor, and

by “ The Studio.” It is still used as
an award in “The A.P.” Competitions.
The monthly exhibitions at “ The
A.P.” Little Gallery became a feature
of London photographic life, and shows
by leading British, Continental and
American workers attracted con¬
siderable attention from both the

price of “The A.P.” was raised to
4jd,
1923- in 1920, but reverted to 3d. in

by week in our pages necessitated
more space being devoted to it.
Extra pages appeared specially dealing
with the subject in 1927, and the
title of the paper was altered to The

appeared under the editorship of R.
Child Bayley, and F. J. Mortimer as
Art Editor. The offices of the paper
were removed to 20, Tudor Street,
E.C. With the new combination the
familiar blue cover ceased and the

the work of the photographic Federa¬
tions and Unions was started in that

readers for the Fox Talbot Memorial
Fund. Owing to a paper shortage, the

Focus

In 1919 the inventor of the Carbro
process, H. F. Farmer, first described
in “The A.P.” his new method of
making carbon prints from bromides.
In that year also the prize prints from
“ The A.P. ” Competitions were first
shown at the Royal Photographic
Society. This has since become an
annual event, also the exhibition of
the Colonial and Overseas pictures
organised
by " The for
A.P.” panchromatic
Desensitising
plates was first described in 1920, and
in the same year a collection of ^100
was made by subscriptions from
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here. As in the early days “ The
A.P.” has always been a faithful
recorder of everything of interest and
value to the amateur, it is our
intention that it will continue with
that aim in view. Photography is
now a world-wide hobby with millions
of followers ; apparatus and materials
have become so perfected that suc¬
cessful results are attainable by every
beginner. It is well, therefore,
the opportunity presented
Jubilee Number of dipping
past and indicating to the
amateur, if only in the briefest

to have
by this
into the
modern
fashion,

the part " The A.P.” has played during
to-day.
the past fifty years in helping to make
5
the path smooth and easy for 2 him
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MEMORY is notoriously erratic.
I cannot

account

otherwise

for

u

JJ

The A.P." and

the fact that I have a perfectly
distinct recollection of buying No. 1
of The Amateur Photographer. It was
at a Smith’s

bookstall

where

gone for my weekly “ English Me¬
chanic,” a paper that served many
amateur photographers of that day as
their organ. What struck me most
about the new-comer was that a weekly
paper should be provided for such a
special subject ; for the only strictly
photographic journals then were
cerned with professional topics.
Awe-struck

by an

By

I had

con¬

Editor.

R. CHILD

BAYLEY,

When platinotype was first intro¬
duced, the company advertised that
anyone in want of help might call at
its offices. I did so, and humbly laid
my results before the expert. ” Learn
to
make negatives
was
his brief
comment.
I am sure” he
touched
the
weak spot ; but it might have been
a gentler touch and a more helpful
one. Wall was not like that ; he

Having bought No. 1 I became a
regular reader, and not a reader only
but an enquirer. For advice through
the post or through its pages was
always a strong feature. The first
editor whom I met in the flesh was
C. W. Hastings; and I have wondered
whether any reader in later days was
as awe-struck when he met me as I
myself was when, as Secretary of the
Peterborough Photographic Society, I
was called upon by Mr. Hastings.
I doubt it.
There was no shortage of reading
matter when photography had not
been simplified as we know it now,
and The Amateur Photographer, as
offshoots to absorb the surplus, issued

extent ; but the picture-maker came
in for the lion’s share of attention. In
one way it was not a change, for the
earliest readers of the paper were
themselves no longer beginners, and
its columns met their requirements
as well as ever they did. The pictorial

be

complete, however, without mention of
Thomas Bolas, Ward Muir and W. L. F.
Wastell. Bolas deserves a much
lengthier note than can be found space
for here. He was a remarkable man,
gifted in many obscure and little sus¬
pected ways. Under the head of
“ Acta Eruditorum,” generally referred
to as “Acta,” he kept our readers
posted in the advances in science which
bore on photography, week by week
through many years.
Ward

first volume of the " Quarterly ”
were Abney, Alfieri, Bothamley, Davi¬
son, Friese Green, Hector Murchison,
Pringle and Dennis Taylor.

Ward

Much of Ward Muir’s writing was
altogether unsigned, although for that

(“ The Bandit ”).
positively enjoyed being worried with
our crude efforts and our infantile
troubles.
It seemed natural that he should
succeed Hastings in the
chair ; but about that time

editorial
he must

have learnt German, and in conse¬
quence acquired a disproportionate

that ” the weakest went to the Wall.”
He could not do better. Nothing was
too simple for Wall to explain patiently
and clearly.

of Wall’s annual income was derived
from reiterated information as to the

respect for Continental pundits. " Eder
and Valenta ” were authorities in¬
cessantly quoted. Eder’s “ Handbuch ” he translated and ran through
our columns ; and one ingenious
mathematician calculated how much

compounding
Reducer.”

and

Muir.

Muir

“ The A.P.” was E. J. Wall, who may
never have taken a photograph as far
as exhibited work went. Wall spec¬
ialised in answers to enquiries, and
as such formed a tower of strength
for the paper.
All our elementary difficulties were
referred to him. It used to be said

26

underwent a change, "fhe beginner
was no longer catered for to the same

like — but space forbids.
No review of our history could

absolute permanence of those proces¬
ses. Amongst the contributors to the

Hastings was successful in obtaining
the help of many of the leading
workers ; but the contributor who
then made the strongest imprint on

a Change.

Wall was succeeded by Horsley
Hinton, and the character of the paper

Dr. Emerson, picture-makers like
Robinson and Stieglitz, technicians

Woodburytypes and photogravures
which it contained are things of
beauty to this day, thanks to the

Editor.

Introduces

Editor.

Huggins and Sir W. Abney, contro¬
versialists like Bernard Shaw and

format of the “ Quarterly ” allowed
the introduction of insets, and the

and

Hinton

Consulting

photography who have contributed
to “ The A.P.” in the last fifty years ;
it would be easier and briefer to name
those who have not. Its pages have
welcomed scientists such as Sir W.

Hastings’ editorship.
The " Reporter ” dealt with so¬
cieties and their doings ; but the

as Contributor

F.R.P.S.,

traditions were maintained by Morti¬
mer, who succeeded him ; how well
maintained the readers of to-day need
not be told.
One cannot attempt to give a list
of all the prominent workers in

the " Photographic Quarterly,” and
“ The Photographic Reporter,” both
of which ran for some years under

Wall

Hon.

use

of “ Belitzki’s

matter it was “ signed all over.”
As “ The Bandit ” his weekly " Criti¬
cal Causerie,” ostensibly limited to
the work of beginners, was found
profitable and interesting to all who
had pictorial leanings. Fresh, piquant
and original, he maintained a standard
such as no other writer challenged.
He was handicapped by ill health all
his working days ; and only those of
us who were behind the scenes knew
of the difficulties under which the
most delightful sketches were pro¬
duced. Death alone brought to a
close his connection with the paper.
A

Record

Wastell
have

with

we

in Journalism.

are fortunate

us, although

an

still to
absurd
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other Memories
misapprehension concerning the juve¬
nility of seventy years or so has
caused him to end the life of “ The
Walrus.” The issue of January 17th,
1903, contained the first “ Piffle ”
page bearing that signature, and that
of January 18th, 1928, the last.
For a humorous commentary on the
events of the day, thirteen hundred
pages without a gap of a single week
is not only a record in photographic
journalism, but I fancy in journalism
generally.
Newer comers amongst our readers,
who are not familiar with the writing

bag. This was merely a bag into which
slide, grooved box of plates, and one
hand of the photographer were inserted,
the mouth of the bag being secured
with a rubber band and tucked into

pack at least thirty vest-pocket cam¬
eras of a type popular at the moment,
and there would be room to spare for
ample packing. It is, of course, a
survival ; but, subject to the handi¬
caps named, it is not a survival there
is any need to discard.
In 1884, and for a few years on¬
wards, we were in the stand camera
period. No hand cameras were on
the market, but before they were
commercially obtainable one or two
enthusiasts constructed “ detective
cameras ” as they were called. One

The particular feature just men¬
tioned was only a part of the work
Wastell has done on the paper.
Lessons for beginners, together with
much for those that are of riper years,
have been contributed by him since
1929 ; and of all the writers whose
work has been printed in these pages,
his name deserves to head the list.
were

Giants

marks

has come about
was started more

in those

the

change

Room

for

Thirty.

back

glasses it would

be possible to

“ Club

Club

” and

met

on

the “ L. &

P.”

Wednesdays

at

having proposed a member, sex un¬
specified, on the election being com¬
plete thanked the meeting for electing
his grandmother. After that there
was no help for it ; his membership
of the Photographic Club ceased, and
in common with those who thought
with him on the lady question, he

which

Few photographers of to-day can
have seen such a lens as that just
described. In between the front and

The

The

the admission of lady members. I
do not think that any ladies wished to
become members, but it was the
principle of the thing.
The rules were construed as excluding
them ; but one of their champions

since “ The A.P.”
than the prevailing

the large direct negative printed by
contact. For portraiture at home I
still use a whole-plate studio camera
fitted with a portrait lens of 30-in.
focus working at f/4. It is not what
you would call a portable outfit ; but
that and the cost of the whole-plates
constitute the sum total of its draw¬
backs. As extenuating circumstances
I put in work with a 3^ X
Sibyl.

most closely associated with ” The
A.P.” ; indeed, it originated in the
office of the paper, and many of our
contributors were members. Moreover,
members of the Camera Club were

Anderton’s Hotel. A subject on which
its members were divided was that of

Days.

sizes. Quarter-plate was a small size,
whole-plate a medium. At a society
outing I attended one photographer
carried a 15x12 outfit, and another
a 12 X 10, each being furnished with a
double slide containing a couple of
plates. Negatives have got steadily
smaller and smaller, but we must have
reached finality, or nearly so, in that
respect.
I confess to a sustained affection for

The Camera Club of London was of
all the societies that one which was

“ The Photographic Club,” or to the
London and Provincial Photographic
Association.

age of " Piffle ” was celebrated by a
dinner on January 14th, 1924, by
which date its author was Assistant
Editor.

Nothing

it is surprising that our negatives were
as comparatively free from dust marks
as they were.

generally of the type connoted by the
word “ amateur.” They were more
concerned with making pictures than
with making emulsions. To find the
enthusiasts in that one had to go to

of “ The Walrus,” may get a very
fair impression of its character from
the description of early hand cameras
he has given on page 560 of this
Jubilee Number.
The coming-of-

There

the sleeve to make all light-tight.
The bag and two or three tin boxes of
plates in sheaths subsequently served
as an emergency ration with my first
hand camera. In the circumstances

W.

subsequently founded the “ L. & P.”
If ladies fought shy of the “ Club,”
the “ L. & P.,” which then had its
home at the top of an hotel in Aldersgate
their Street,
liking. would have been less to

L. F. Wastell

(“ The Walrus ”).
well-known

photographer

disguised his

outfit as a boot-black’s box, complete
with footrest. As he successfully
used it, we must assume that there
was nothing in his garb incongruous
with the box ; but I do not know that
he went so far as to adopt the red
jacket which generally went with it.
Plate

With

our

Changing.

stand

cameras

went

methods of plate changing similarly
archaic. Some, of course, used double
dark slides, but these were solidly
constructed of mahogany, weighty
and bulky. My first camera had a
single slide, which was used in con¬
junction with a home-made changing

These two societies had much in
common. Eventually they had many
members in common. They formed a
meeting-place for the technicians of
the day and numbered amongst their
members leading experimenters. In
the high tide of both the “ Club ” and
the ” L. & P.,” their meetings were
characterised by the knowledge and
information of their members, and by
the freedom and informality with
which that information was exchanged.
They only ceased to exist when
photographic manufacture became
a huge organised industry, and
the cream of their membership was
absorbed therein.
27
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Homes of ‘The A.P.’
1884 -

1934

established. As mentioned in " The
Story of ‘The A.P.’” on another page,
many exhibitions of far-reaching interest
were held here, including the one that
led
to the founding of the London Salon
of Photography.
In 1918 “ The A.P.” was acquired by
Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., the present
proprietors, and the editorial offices
were removed to 20, Tudor Street,
Fleet Street, E.C.
At Easter, 1933, the palatial buildings,
Dorset Plouse, Stamford Street, S.E.i,
which had been in course of construction
for several years, were completed, to
house the editorial offices of all the
Iliffe publications, and this is now the
address of The A mateur Photographer and
Cinematographer .
A photograph of our new home appears
on the opposite page. This, however,
shows merely a half of the very extensive
frontage, which is difficult to portray
adequately owing to its environment.
Its proportions can be gauged by noting
that the clock, which can be seen in the
picture,
is in the centre of the front of
the
building.

22, Buckingham Street, Strand, IV. C.
1884-1889.
* S recorded elsewhere in. this issue,
the first editorial offices of The
■*- ^ Amateur Photographer when it
was founded in 1884 were at 22, Bucking¬
ham Street, Strand. In recent years
the original .Adams frontage of this
building, in regard to the lower portion,
has been considerably altered, but the
upper part remains comparatively un¬
changed.
Shortly after the paper was acquired
by Messrs. Hazell, Watson tx. Viney,

1, Creed Lane,
London, E.C.
1889-1901.
the editorial offices
were removed to
Creed Bane, Ludgate Hill, in the
shadow of St. Paul’s.
Here “ The A.P.”
was
edited until
1901, when it was
again transferred by
Messrs. Hazell,
Watson and Viney
to their head offices
at 52, Long Acre,
Covent Garden, W.C.
This remained the
home of the paper
for seventeen years,
until the close of
the War period.
On the first floor
of the premises in
Long Acre, and
shown in the'* ac¬
companying photo¬
graph, ‘‘‘The A.P.’
Little Gallery ” was

Dorset House, 20, Tudor Street, London,

28
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HOUSE,

Stamford

Street,

London,

S.E.l.
(The present home

of “ The

Amateur

Photographer

and

Cinematographer.”)

By F. J. Mortimer,
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embankment—

night

Paul

Martin.

[One

of the earliest night photographs.

‘ How
page.)

I make mv

Exhibition

See article ,

Pictures ” on the opposite
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
No. CCXXXIV
Mr.

Paul

Martin

ARLY in 1884, with the help of
W. K. Burton’s ‘ABC
of
Photography,’ and a Lancaster’s
quarter-plate ' Meritoire,’ I started pho¬
tography, and made good progress.
I then changed over to the half-plate
‘ Instantograph,’ to be followed by a
bulky whole-plate. It was donkey-work
tramping with such a kit.
“ In 1888 I joined some friends in a
camping holiday up to Oxford and back,
and took the whole-plate camera with
me. I leave it to your imagination how
pleasant it was changing whole-plates
under canvas ; but I got some good
results. In that year ‘ The A.P.’ burst
into full bloom, after four years’ growth,
and one of my Thames pictures took
the medal in the first monthly com¬
petition. It was on albumenised paper.

was

-

Mr. PAUL

MARTIN.

one of the first prizewinners in “ The A.P.” Competitions
and is still exhibiting at the London Shows.

The influence of ‘ The A.P.’ was
soon evident, and societies multiplied.
I helped to start the West Surrey P.S.,
and under the guidance of Col. Gale and
George Davison (two of the leading
pictorialists) we made good progress.
This started my entering for exhibitions
and competitions.
“ In 1889 I took that camera to North
Devon, up and down all the hills for a
fortnight, and was rewarded by most
of the plates turning out faulty. That
was its last trip. I welcomed the
arrival of one of the first hand cameras,
The Facile,’ then called a detective
camera because it was wrapped up in
brown paper to look like a parcel. I
very soon had a leather case for it, and
then it looked more like a cornet case.
It was thrilling to be able to go about

in 1888 «

without rousing curiosity, snapping
figures, etc. I was now able to get
subjects far ahead of any I previously
obtained with the stand cameras. As
the camera was weatherproof I was
able to make some studies of storms,
rough seas and so on. The camera
never got wet, but I did !
“ I then made a set of slides of London
street characters, treated so as to look
like terra-cotta statuettes, by blocking
out on the slides with indian ink, and
treating the ground to look like a slab
of stone on which the figures stood.
Again striving after novelty I produced
a set of slides of London by gaslight.
These caused a sensation at the R.P.S.
in 1896, and gained the medal.
“ These night subjects were made on
Ilford Alpha plates, in a dark-blue tone,
and then stained deep yellow. This
gave a fine effect on the screen. Most of
these subjects were taken on pouring
wet nights, with exposures of ten to
twenty minutes. The open stop of the
lens was f/n, although it was marked
f/8. The great point was to start exposure
when there was just a trace of twilight
left in the sky, and so get detail in the
buildings, and not just a few white
spots on a dark ground. I used Ed¬
wards’s isochromatic plates, backed, and
developed with very weak Rodinal, each
plate taking about half an hour to develop.
“ The first Salon, under the auspices
of the Linked Ring, was in 1893. I
was fortunate enough to be represented
in the first six. For exhibition purposes
I made enlarged negatives, and then
contact prints in platinotype or carbon.
I favoured carbon, as by making a
reversed negative I could use the single
transfer process. I sensitised my own
tissue, and prepared the final support.
This enabled me to use any kind of
drawingAll
paper,
up to submitted
Whatman’s for
rough¬
est.
pictures
the
Salon or the Royal had to be framed.
“ It will be evident from these few
notes that all the photographs produced
during this period were daylight printed,
bromide paper not being much used
then. Platinotypes and carbons being
permanent, it is a great satisfaction to
me that my prints are as good now as
the day they were

555

made.”
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ioneers m Pictorial Photography
SOME
“THE

COMMENTS
FROM THREE WELL-KNOWN
CONTRIBUTORS
TO
A.P.” WHO HAVE BEEN PICTURE-MAKING FOR FIFTY YEARS.
appended the signature, not then so
familiar, but since then become famous,
of A. Horsley Hinton. A little while
later it was my good fortune to meet
him at a number of photographic
functions, and then commenced that
intimate friendship which only strength¬
ened in continuance, and which will
ever remain a fragrant memory.
The pleasant relationship I had with
Hinton has been continued with his
successor. I have pleasure in congratu¬
lating The Amateur Photographer and
its Editor on its fifty years of honourable
and useful service, and trust that it may
long continue.
ALEX. KEIGHLEY.

As an old photographer who has
learnt much and derived great delight

Alex.

Keighley,

Hon.

F.R.P.S.

I CELEBRATED my photographic

jubilee a year ago, so that when The
Amateur Photographer was born I
was then an infant one year old — photo¬
graphically. It thus happens that the
history of The Amateur Photographer
coincides almost exactly with my
photographic career.
I subscribed to it from the first
number, and then continued to take it
for fifty years. If I could only have

from the pages of " The A.P.,” before
even my old friend Horsley Hinton sat
in the editorial chair, to be succeeded so
admirably by your worthiness, I have
very great pleasure in congratulating
you on the great event.
I am sorry that I cannot remember
what the first editor and I fell out about
in 1884, when the wonderful child was
born ; something very trivial, no doubt.
I believe he accused me of speaking well
of, or giving a medal to, a print which
had some slight technical defect. My
remembrances of Hinton are of a very
different nature. If at times he seemed
rather irritable with the men who made
the half-tone blocks for the paper, one
always felt that he was right and they
were wrong.

Thomas,

Hon.

F.R.P.S.

The only criticism which I, as a Yorkshireman, venture to make is that The
Amateur Photographer to-day gives for
a few pence a lot of pictures which
a picture dealer would get half a guinea
each for, or more ; the excellence of
most of these is, I imagine, due to the
help you have given your readers, and
to the way you have made them see
much
beautybeen
to which
wise have
blind. they might other¬
FRANK

“ read, marked, learned and inwardly
digested ” the vast stores of information
supplied during that period, what a
veritable living encyclopaedia of photo¬
graphy I should have become !
At an early period, encouragement was
given by its editor, Mr. C. W. Hastings,
to the new development of picture¬
making, and he instituted some of the
first pictorial competitions. In these I
took part, along with some of the bestknown workers of that period ; familiar
names then — now, alas ! almost for¬
gotten. In one of these competitions
Alfred Steiglitz (who afterwards became
the leader of pictorial photography in
America) and myself were both success¬
ful. About 1887, Mr. Hastings issued
a little volume. The Amateur Photo¬
grapher Prize Pictures, No. 1 (2s. 6d.),
containing fine reproductions in woodbury type of my work, with my essay on
“ Photography as a Recreation.”
About 1891, in one of the earliest
pictorial exhibitions held in Leeds, I
was impressed by several pictures
of decided originality, to which was

Walter

M. SUTCLIFFE.

Fancy “The A.P.” now a full-grown,
fifty years of age ; it seems only a few
years back that a letter came from
Charles Hastings asking permission to
reproduce some quarter-plate prints that
I had sent as my first attempt at ex¬
hibiting in the Pall Mall Gallery.
. It was only later when Horsley Hinton
followed E. J. Wall as editor that my
intimate connection with the paper
arose, and for some years it was very
intimate, during the Creed Lane period.
To friends H. H. was a lovable soul, and
most Mondays, after the paper had gone
to press, we went off West to find some
cosy corner in one of the old-fashioned
eating-houses, and spent an hour or
two in happy converse.
I am glad to know the half-century
finds “ The A.P.” in as strong a position
as ever, and trust it will turn over the
page and make history in successful
journalism during the forthcoming fifty
years in even a greater degree than it
has so far enjoyed, WALTER
wonderful THOMAS.
as that has
beenFrank

M.

Sutcliffe.
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ROLL

FILMS
Call it
Gayvert

SPEED
Gevaert Films give you just the extra
margin that makes you sure — plus
latitude which means that a little
over-exposure

makes

little difference.

GAYVERT
(Regular), 190 Scheiner:
for all ordinary summer snapshot work.
SUPERCHROM
(Express), 26°
Scheiner: for speed subjects, difficult
lighting, dull weather, and interior
work.
Both

varieties in

all regular

also spools

for

Mini-Fex

For LEICA

and CONTAX

sizes,

Camera.
Cameras.

Daylight-loading spools in 3 varieties: Fine
Grain Ortho, Superchrom, Panchromosa

GEVAERT
WALMER
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

LTD.

RD., LONDON,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ENSIGN
The

MIDGET

1934 Camera

Miracle

The first precision camera to com¬
bine absolute pocketability with
real efficiency at a popular price.
Small as a packet of 10 cigarettes,
and weighing less than 6 oz., it
is nevertheless strongly made and
ingeniously designed. All-metal
body, finished in ripple silk enamel,
hinged spool - holders. Directvision and reflex view-finders,
shutter giving l/25th, l/50th,
1/ 100th sec., T. and B., 2 stops,
leg for upright pictures, convenient
leather slip case. Both lenses give
exquisite definition, and negatives
can be enlarged to almost any size.
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”

LENS..

WHEN

FILM

CORRESPONDING
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f/6.3 . . 50/E.10

WITH
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ENSIGN

irvice of Photography and Optics

LUKOS
FILM

Ensign, Limited, this year celebrate their
centenary, and signal this milestone in the

gives

progress of photography with the introduction
of the Ensign Midget — a precision camera
everyone can always wear.

ENSIGN
SPEED FILM

any body. Focal-plane
shutter, giving a range of
speeds (l/25th to 1 /500th
sec.), also Time. Takes
2jX3| in. films.
Price, fitted with

ENSAR ANASTIGMATf/4.5

£6
The

1934

'17'
Ensign

AH

the

AH

Speed
the

AH

Gradation
the
Definition
the
Brilliance

REFLEX

view”
e “full
A uniqu
you
allows
which
camera
to see and focus the subject
up to the moment of
pressing the shutter release.
Precision construction.
Leather-covered mahog¬

you

AH

want
at
ordinary prices
you

E.2 7 If"x2i" 8 exposures I/E.20 2i"x3|" „
„
\/~
E.I6 2f"x4J"„

„

1/3

6

Camera

Book

is available FREE
to “A.P.”
readers. Write to-day for a copy,
Ensign, Limited, High Holborn,
London, W.C.i
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PAPER

EVER

PRODUCED

EXTRACTS:
JOURNAL.

For the discriminating here is a new printing paper at their com¬
mand which is so beautiful and easy to use that it ought to bring
more to the ranks of first-rate print makers . . . results which any
exhibition will be proud to accept . . . you may be sure of getting
something of which you have previously only dreamt, thinking it
impossible to obtain. If you really want to make prints that are
distinctive and beautiful you will not grumble at paying ninepence
for a whole-plate sheet of paper.
BRITISH

JOURNAL

OF

PHOTOGRAPHY.

The production of a silver image which rivals the effect of black
velvet is certainly something quite new in photographic printing
papers, and is an advance which endows the photographer with a
new power in the making of his prints.
In short, Gevaluxe Velours marks a definite step in advance
among printing papers, and will unquestionably be the means of
giving a new value to portrait photographs.
THE

Write for copy of—
GEVALUXE
VELOURS
LEAFLET -

CAMERA.

A startling Gevaert product which is bound to have an extra¬
ordinary vogue . . . nothing is more certain than the appearance of
a large proportion of Gevaluxe prints on our exhibition walls in
the near future.

GEVAERT
34
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By

^ifty Years of Plates, Films
and Papers
J. B. B. WELLINGTON,

F.R.P.S.

TO hark back fifty years and to record the progress during
that

time

made

on

of

the

the

enormous

scientific

strides

that

side of photography

have

Company), I can speak from practical experience
that has been made. In the early days, when
alike were absorbed in aiming to produce as fast
possible, some real speed was achieved by A.
who actually took a dinner group of the London
Photographic Society by ordinary gas lighting

been

is, to me,

a very interesting subject.
I may

as well start from

ago I made

my

the beginning,

when

fifty-six years

first debut in the old collodion days by pur¬

chasing a wet-plate camera, and it enthused in me such a
fascination that photography became my pet hobby and has
so remained to the present day.
Although on the retired list,
experimental work often finds
me occupied in some new idea
or other. Photography is still
on the threshold of new
discoveries, and it is one of the
sciences in which
gress will be made

of the progress
all experiments
an emulsion as
L. Henderson,
and Provincial
in ten seconds.

Of course, the speed was not to be compared with
sensitive panchromatic plates of the present day.

the hyper¬
Moreover,

the grain was so coarse in the
plate of forty years ago that it
was almost impossible to pro¬
duce a satisfactory enlarge¬
ment.
Now the grain is so fine that
it is not the least difficult to

great pro¬
within the

produce any size enlargement.
For this reason, the small size
" vest ” or midget cameras
and the still smaller miniature

next fifty years. Many day¬
dreams which pass through
the brains of some of us, and

cine cameras, producing nega¬
tives of the size of a postage

which may appear to be fan¬
tastic at the time, will become
realised in the future. I may
mention the possibility of
direct colour photography ;
strange that so little has

stamp very
and popular.
under,
come

have

be¬

Another great advance has
been made in the production
of

materialised since Hunt’s early
experiments, and those of
Carey Lea.
To come back to the wet

bromide

papers

of various

degrees of quality — soft, nor¬
mal and contrasty — so that
photographers can produce
good prints from any class of
negative. Coating machinery
has been steadily perfected.

collodion process. We
ad¬
vanced a step forward by
emulsifying the silver in col¬
lodion and making practically

Only

the first dry plate, and al¬
though the speed was slow, it
had the reputation of pro¬
ducing excellent results. Even

has thatovercome
bugbear ;“ abrasion
been
this was”
achieved by a thin coating of

the last few years

gelatine, which entirely over¬
comes the trouble and, more¬
over, enhances the keeping

to-day it competes for rich¬
ness with many of the gelatine
lantern plates.
In 1880 gelatine was used
as a vehicle for emulsifying

quality of the sensitive surface.
Great steps have been made
in a suitable substitute for
glass. The earliest successful
form was that of the Eastman

silver bromide. Much experi¬
menting was carried on by
amateurs, and was the chief
topic of discussion amongst
the scientific members
of

stripping

film,

produced

by

stripping from a paper sup¬
port. From that time on¬
wards, celluloid was, and is
J. B. B. Wellington,

photographic societies.
About this time, Mawson
and Swan placed on the mar¬
ket the first commercial plate.

during

I remember

purchasing

a box

of quarter-plates, and the price was 3s. On reaching home in
the evening, I showed the box to an enthusiastic amateur and
he proceeded at once to open the box, exploring the contents.
I remonstrated with him, telling him how very sensitive they
were ; but he only smiled and said in a supercilious way that
it was quite all right to do so in gaslight. Needless to say, no
negatives were ever produced from that box of plates.
About this time the Paget Prize Plate formula was published,
so together with a friend we made our first gelatine emulsion,
and the delight we experienced in producing excellent negatives
set the ball rolling towards making a lifelong hobby in the
actual manipulation of photographic processes.
As one who has for over fifty years been engaged in the
manufacture of photographic material, well known under the
name of the Wellington firm (now merged with the Ilford

557

F.R.P.S.

now, used as a support for the
sensitive emulsion, and it was

further improved by a coat¬
ing on the reverse side of plain gelatine to prevent curling. The
great drawback to celluloid was the danger of its susceptibility
to fire. Now we have the acetone non-flam. film.
Mention must be made of the rapidity achieved by our
opticians in lenses of very large aperture. Combined with the
increase in speed of our emulsions, marvellous results are now
produced compared with our early dreams of long ago.
Our chemists have not been behindhand in giving us non¬
staining developers, so that it is a pleasure to develop without
staining one’s fingers. In
the only one in use, and
with an almost indelible
On the art side I fear to

the early days, pyro-ammonia was
it left its hall-mark on the fingers
brown stain.
tread. It is a very delicate subject,

but I think I can leave it to readers of “ The
for themselves of the advance made when
yearly

exhibitions.

A.P.” to judge
they visit35our
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Years of Photographic
Society Progress
By

GEOFFREY

IN 1884 there had been thirty years’

experience of photographic society
life, the first body, Leeds P.S.,
having been founded as long ago as
being meeting-places of
1852. From
followers of the craft, at which every
aspect of an ever-changing technique
discoveries were
constant new
and
discussed, the entertainment value of
the hobby
stood.

was

to be

beginning

under¬

The possibilities of " magic lantern ”
lectures with photographic slides were
being explored, and in Vol. 1 of The

Amateur
voted
There

Photographer

pages

to reports of travel
was also keen interest

the upper classes, owing
siasm and encouragement
Princess of Wales.

were

de¬

lectures.
amongst

to the enthu¬
of Alexandra,

Survivors.
When our first issue appeared
were forty-two bodies described

there
in a

contemporary list as " Photographic
Societies, etc.” The British Association
for the Advancement of Science is in
the list. To judge from its present
position, this learned body must

lofty
have

been the " etc.” Of the forty-one real
photographic societies, only sixteen have
successfully braved the dangers of the
half-century and exist to-day. In ad¬
dition to Leeds, and the Photographic
Society of Great Britain (now the R.P.S.)
which was founded in 1853, the survivors
are Bradford P.S., Bristol and West of
England A.P.A., Cheltenham A.P.S.,
Derby P.S., Dundee and East of Scotland
P.A., Edinburgh P.S., Edinburgh P.C.,
Glasgow and West of Scotland P.A.,
Hull P.S., Liverpool A.P.A., Man¬
chester P.S., Oldham P.S., Photographic
Society of Ireland, and Sheffield P.S.
Exclusion
Many
of the
1884, and others

of Professionals.
societies existent in
founded later during

the ’eighties, drew the line at admission
of professionals, and directed attention to
the fact by calling themselves " Amateur
Photographic” Associations or Societies.
At the present time, as reference to the
latest list published in Photograms of the

Year

will disclose, there

active
alone.

societies and clubs

There

is little doubt

are over 400
in this country

that

the

societies

have not only attracted the leaders of
photography in all its branches during the
past fifty years, but at their meetings
most of the advances in photographic
progress have been demonstrated and
discussed for the first time.
Pictorial photography also has had
its greatest opportunity for successful
development in the exhibitions organised
by these bodies in all parts of the country.
36

E. PEACHEY,

late Editor of “ The Club Photographer.”

In the earlier days the amateur
acquired much of his practical knowledge
from contact with other members at
society

meetings,

and

while

the

same

applies to a certain extent to-day,
the simplification and standardisation
of amateur photography has robbed
the photographic society of much of its
importance.
During

the

whole

of the

past

half-

century “ The A.P.” has done much to
foster the successful working of the
British Photographic Societies, and re¬
ports of all the important meetings
devoted to real progress will be found
in its pages during that period.
Foundation

of R.P.S.

In 1874 “ The Photographic Society of
London ” abrogated to itself the title
of the “ Photographic Society of Great
Britain.” Possibly its membership of
many influential people and the patron¬
age of the Queen enabled it to justify
the alteration. When " The A.P.” had
achieved its tenth birthday, this society
became

incorporated

mission
to prefix
to
its name.

the

and

secured

word

per¬

" Royal

”

Societies throughout the country were
still quite individualistic. The magic
prefix undoubtedly made the R.P.S.
the leading body and, in 1892, under its
aegis, a system of affiliation was in¬
augurated. Apart from the belief, quite
without foundation, that affiliation with
the R.P.S. carried some social status,
and the inclusion in the “ Red Book ” of
some coupons admitting at half-price
to the annual exhibition (for which in
those days a charge of one shilling was
made), the value of this association was
problematical.
The

Federations.

In 1899, the fierce objection of the
North to " domination ” from London
manifested itself in the formation of the
Yorkshire Photographic Union, closely
followed by the Lancashire and Cheshire
P.U. Later on, other federations on
geographical lines followed.
The Affiliation had a much stronger
hold in the South, but societies kept
very much to themselves. In 1905, the
South Essex C.C. invited delegates from
metropolitan societies to consider the
advisability of a joint outing. Only
about six accepted the invitation, and
these pledged their societies to an
excursion to Hainault Forest later in
that year, which proved to be a
very enjoyable affair. From the South
Essex seed grew the joint excursions
of the Affiliation which, in 1925, were
divided into regional affairs.
Despite the Affiliation and Federations
there was still no means of intercom-

munication
a

between

monthly

Photographer,

the clubs.

magazine.

was

The

published

In 1920,
Liverpool

in

the

interests of the group of Merseyside
societies then in existence. This was
the first time that any group of clubs
had interchanged experiences and pooled
resources for their common
regional
welfare.
In

due

course

the

title was

changed

to The Club Photographer, and it became
the official organ of about one hundred
clubs all over the kingdom. Each
member saw the monthly notes of eight
societies in his own area, whilst each
secretary was provided with the com¬
plete issue of the whole country. Started
and run for four years as a labour of love,
in
1925.
it fell
into commercial hands and expired
The Photographic Alliance.
It had, however, already served

its

purpose of bringing the clubs of the
country together and removing local
jealousies, which culminated in 1926 in
the formation of an Inter-Federation
Board. In the same year it was sug¬
gested that the Federations and the
Affiliation should unite. A series of
conferences ensued, resulting in the
foundation of the Photographic Alliance
in 1930. This consists of all the English
Federations and the Affiliation grouped
into one legislative body, with geo¬
graphical decentralisation to meet the
well-known Northern belief in independ¬
ence.
At
holds

present the Scottish Federation
aloof, but it does not require any

great gift of prophecy to forecast that
this body will throw in its lot before
the Diamond Jubilee of The Amateur

Photographer.
The story of photographic societies in
these islands is one of ever-increasing
strength. Weak clubs start and fade
out here and there, but this is inevitable.
There are more societies in the British
Isles than in the whole
the continent of America

of Europe
combined.

and

The tendency for grouping, exempli¬
fied in the Photographic Alliance, would
make it appear probable that the strong
societies will continue to grow in strength
and influence, whilst the formation of
new societies, excepting in recentlycreated districts, will receive little
encouragement.
Thirty years ago members did their
developing and enlarging at home and
attended at the club for lectures and
demonstrations only. To-day, owing
to lack of housing accommodation, the
tendency

is to do

all this work

at their

club, and many
newly-formed clubs
frequently lack the funds to provide the
necessary facilities.
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PICTURES WITH
ABSOLUTE
CERTAINTY !
with

a

(Jdllefcotd

the camera that has placed within everybody’s reach the possibility of
possessing a roll-film mirror reflex of the Rolleiflex type.
With the Rolleicord you need never be taken by surprise. It is ready
instantly, and gets the picture on those surprise occasions when, with other

cameras, you might have said, “Oh, if only I’d had my camera ready ! ”
It possesses many of the patented and exclusive features of the worldpatent Rolleiflex, such as a separate high-class finder lens, seeing instantly
the whole of your picture on the ground-glass screen, and getting it in
exact detail on your negative ; a single lever giving tension and release
of Compur shutter simultaneously, patented film guide, frame finder,
round focussing knob with meter scale always in same position, etc., etc.
It is cheap to run, giving 12 pictures measuring 2\ X 2% on 2>\ X 2\ 8-exposure
roll film. Fitted with a Zeiss Tnotar f/4.5 lens,

AND YET IT COSTS NO MORE

THAN

“ Truly,”

most

as a Rolleicord

user

says — “ The

£10:10:0

remarkable

camera

value to-day."
WRITE
f°r the Wallace Heaton Lists and special Rolleicord and
Rolleiflex literature.

WHY

DENY

YOURSELF

of this popular type of camera ? Let us quote you
our allowance on your present apparatus.

WALLACE
By^Appointment
. "to H.R.H.
ThefPrince of Wales

PLEASE

119, NEW BOND STREET
MENTION

" THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

GET
down,

A ROLLEICORD
and

spread

the balance

HEATON
payments.
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LTD.
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: Mayfair 0924/5/6/7.
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SUPER
Three

No.

510

IKONTA
Sizes

Now

!

for I6 pictures 2\ x If in. on 3£ x 2\ spool,
zeiss Tessar f/3.5 and Compur shutter
(not delayed action)

£16:12:6

C^A/O

NTn

for 8 pictures 3£ x 2\ (or, by using
mask provided, 16 2\ x If in.) , Zeiss
Tessar
and delayed-action release
“take f/4.5,
yourself”
£1*7
A
Compur shutter.
otif • U • U

2Jx2£
(or 16and
JOU/
4Jx2J f/4.5,
pictures
J
in.),8 Zeiss
5 for
510/1 X layed-action
Tessar
de¬
release oi Q
1C
A
Compur

shutter.

ofcAO

! X«5

S U

The Super Ikonta, when the button is
pressed, opens, erects the front and
the view-finder. All you have to do is
to set the shutter, operate the distance
meter, and press the release.

THE CAMERA WHICH
DOES the FOCUSSING
Whether the subject is 5 or 50 ft. away
from the camera presents no difficulty
to the user of the Super Ikonta. The
distance meter, by the simple rotation
of a knob, gets the correct distance and
at the same time sets the lens to that
distance. No one can judge distances
with the minute accuracy possible by
using the Super Ikonta distance meter,
therefore pictures taken with the Super
Ikonta will always be in perfect focus.
Ask yovr dealer for a demonstration.
Super Ikonta Folder on application.
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When there’s one
sensation after
another
that’s the time for the Contax. However
fast things happen, however difficult it
is to see each phase of the struggle, the

CONTAX
is faster

still !

It’s not simply that the Contax gives a real
1 /1,000th sec., unobtainable with any other
miniature camera ; also this extreme speed
is fully utilized, even though the light is
poor, by the f/2 Sonnar or ultra-rapid f/1.5
Sonnar. The latter is the most ronid lens
fitted to miniature
only with

cameras,

and

obtainable

Contax.

M'niature camera fans should write for our boohs,
“ The Connoisseur and the Contax,” “ The Ten Contax
and ‘‘Accessories for Contax Photography.”

Every high-class dealer will be pleased
demonstrate the CONTAX.
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NEW BELL-HOWELL
CINE

CAMERA

with magazine daylight loading

£22

ONLY

FOR

(Complete

with case)

backed by the famous

B. &

pioneer experience

H.

.

With

the

this new

introduction

of

telephoto lenses — also Cooke l-in.
f/1.8 if desired for Kodacolor or
Monochrome. Its numerous re¬
finements include an oscillation

small Bell-Howell

16-mm. cine camera, “Filmo
— the world’s best ” is now
within reach of everybody.

action shutter;

You’ll be amazed at its
versatility. Magazine loading
in daylight allows 50 ft. of 16-mm.
without

every outdoor

film to be inserted

light and ensures
The

121 is equipped with a Cooke

film speeds;

single frame exposures — push the
starting button down for movies ;
push it up and you get single frame exposures, invalu¬
able for trick shots and titles. Brilliant and direct

threading and semi-used film interchanged
without waste. A built-in exposure
meter registers correct setting for
fect exposures— always.

two

view-finders;

folding non -rotating

winding key ; film footage dial ;
provision for mounting on a tripod ;

per¬

beautifully finished in brown fabric
leather; size 2£x3£x5J; weight

Filmo

20-mm.

37 oz.

f/3.5 universal focus lens, interchange¬
able with special purpose, speed or

SEE ‘FILM0
121’ AT YOUR DEALER’S
—HE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO DEMONSTRATE
Or

BELL

& HOWELL
The
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Fifty Years of Photo-Engraving

READERS of the present-day

periodical rarely realise the
change in illustration that has
taken place in the last fifty years.
Now we are accustomed to good
reproduction by processes suited to
their object ; but fifty years ago the
woodcut was still the chief method

In magazine work the illusion of
light and shade is still more perfect ;
for instance, in the illustrations in
The Amateur Photographer. Here the
paper has been selected as being the
most suitable for the purpose, having
regard to the type of reproduction and
the speed of printing, and the fineness

of illustration, and although the half¬
tone block was just coming into use
it was far from having reached its
present perfection. The etched line
block had been used for some years,
but had not yet made itself a serious
competitor of the wood engraved
block. Printing, too, was crude, and
it was the gradual development of
quality of the half-tone block which
forced the printers to improve greatly
their machinery and technique. The
paper-maker also had to produce more
suitable material for receiving the
fine impression of the modern block.

of newspapers, magazines and cata¬
logues, and in each case the fineness
of the screen used for the block,
and the surface of the paper, are
carefully adjusted to produce the best
result.

disadvantages, all the varied opera¬
tions from retouching the original
photograph, the making of the half¬
tone negative, the etching of the block,
and the adjusting of different pressures
on the different tones of the picture
during printing are so skilfully carried
through by an army of trained workers,
that most people in looking at a picture
page are not conscious that the whole
thing is built up of little black dots of
ink.

A

NOTE

FROM

OLAF

now that rotary machinery is used,
this beautiful process is seen in many
pamphlets and weekly magazines.
In photogravure, ink is taken in the
recesses of the plate and transferred
in some quantity to the paper, thus
securing the richness of the mezzotint
and etching of the artist.
Lithography was originally a method
of printing from a stone on which a
drawing in a greasy ink had been
made by an artist ; but photographic
methods have been applied here also ;
either as a basis for the drawing or a
complete preparation of the printing
surface by photo-engraving methods.
This work has not usually the richness
of photogravure, but, like that process,

At the present day the half-tone
block is widely used for the illustration

Take as an instance the newspaper
half-tone. Here the speed of printing
and the comparatively rough surface
of the paper necessitate the use of
coarse screens ; but, in spite of these

F.R.P.S.
By A. J. BULL,
(.President of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society.)

A . J . Bull, F.R.P.S., President of the Royal
Photographic Society and Principal of the
Bolt Court School of Photo-Engraving.
of screen used in the half-tone blocks
is selected so as to print well upon the
The development of other processes
has
also been remarkable during this
paper.
period. Fifty years ago photogravure
was a costly hand-printed process
where each impression was taken in
a copper-plate press. Such prints
were only seen occasionally, perhaps
as the frontispiece of a book ; but

BLOCH,

Hon. F.R.P.S.

T is no small achievement to have filled a weekly journal
for fifty years with material of interest and utility for the
amateur in photography. I have known two of The
A mateur Photographer' s editors and one of its most regular
contributors, and it has always been a marvel to me, not only
that they were able to find new material, but that they have
been able to keep the journal so fresh. (I do not use the word
with its American signification.)
I was certainly very much alive fifty years ago, and, by all
accounts, a perpetual nuisance to my teachers, but my only
acquaintance with photography in those days was the family
album, and it would have been hard to find a more weird
selection of frumpish-looking individuals than those inhabiting
that clasp-bound volume.
Photography had but recently emerged from the wet col¬
lodion stage, and there was small hint of the intense specialisa¬
tion in material and apparatus that the ensuing years held in
store. The Special Rapid, Ordinary and Orthochromatic
plates, printing-out paper and a few grades of bromide paper

{Past President

the printing may be made on com¬
paratively rough paper and all the
detail preserved. At the present time
a rapid development is taking place
in reproduction of coloured subjects
in four printings. The technique is
complex, but it is of interest to note
that the operations are all essentially
photographic. The first is the making
of negatives of the coloured subjects
through colour filters ; from these,
positive transparencies are made
through the half-tone screen, so that
these have all their tones in dots of
different sizes. The retouching done at
this stage is by chemical means, as^in
ordinary photography, and then the
positives are printed photographically
on to litho metal by a reversal method,
so that a positive printing plate
results. It is unlikely that this method
will replace entirely the hand-work of
the artist, but it is finding its own
sphere of usefulness.
Many other developments have
taken place in printing which have a
photographic basis, but enough is
here indicated to show how great is
the change that photography has
wrought

in illustration

methods.

of the Royal Photographic

Society .)

appeared in those days to represent quite a long range of
materials ; and to compare that with present-day achieve¬
ments is enough to make one gasp. The small camera, hidden
behind a gigantic lens, or plastered all over with gadgets which
do everything except speak and announce in no uncertain
tones the pictorial value of the scene being photographed,
are marvels of ingenuity and do much to save time, trouble and
thought ! The colour-sensitive plate with its accompanying
battery of filters, the enormous variety of positive materials
to suit anything fancy may dictate or fashion command, speak
of high technical achievement on the part of maker and user.
The Amateur Photographer has always kept its readers in¬
formed of new processes and materials, and has thus been a
most valuable link between the industry and the consumers.
In consequence, the standard attained by both the pictorial
and the technical photographer is immensely higher than it
was fifty years ago, and The Amateur Photographer can pat
itself on the back for its share in the progress of photography.
May

the life of " The A.P.” be long, useful and prosperous.
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NOTES

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

The usual Beginners Article that appears on this page is to-day
replaced by some account of the beginnings of the most popular
form of photographic apparatus.

SOME

EARLY

HAND

CAMERAS.

WHILE " The A.P.” is celebrating its Jubilee the hand
what

camera might well be doing the same thing ;
although when I think of the hand camera and
it has done I am not so sure that there is much to

jubilate
about.
“ The A.P.”
modestly
putalone
forth and
its
first
number
the When
stand camera
flourished
almost
unchallenged.
In its usual form it was a structure rather than an instru¬
ment. and its manufacture bore obvious relationship to
architecture and engineering. Timber and metal were used
with no niggardly hand ; the earth resounded with the crash

L NOTIONS

Jor the
which was not much — by Messrs. Adams, Fallowfield and
the Stereoscopic Co. It carried six plates, one inch square,
which were put into metal slides attached to a cycle chain,
and were brought into position by turning the inconsp cuous
knob at the bottom of the tie. The lens peeped out of the
middle of the pin. The pneumatic ball for making the
exposures was concealed in the trouser pocket. (In those
days few lady amateurs were in evidence, and fewer still
in trousers.) The price of the camera (with tie, pin and
one dozen plates) was £ 2 12s. 6d.
The “ Hat ” Detective (Fig. 2) was also a speciality of
Messrs. Adams, who undertook to attach the necessary
doings to any suitable bowler free of charge. I often
wondered what was the matter with some of the bowler
hats of the period, and I believe I have

now

diagnosed

the

trouble. It is only fair to say that the lens could be re¬
moved for Sundays and other occasions when fastidiousness
in dress was desirable. The second illustration shows the
of falling mahogany trees, and brass-founders worked over¬
time and waxed fat. If, by any chance, a camera turned
the scale at less than half a hundredweight, it was called
a ‘‘ pocket ” camera,
into an outsize sack.

although

it could

not

camera

in use.

The

curious growth

above

the hat is a

face of the period {circa 1890). This camera took quarterplate negatives, and the price, without bowler, was three

be pushed

At last someone got hold of a fairly small specimen — as
specimens went then — set it up ready for use, and built a
box round it, with doors and gangways leading to the
gadgets. That was really the beginning of the hand camera,
and it was many a long day before manufacturers got far
away from this original structural idea.
I am confining myself to the hand cameras that affronted
mankind during the first ten years of the Jubilee period.
It was then that the weird idea sprang up that cameras

The cameras described are the only two I cannot remem¬
guineas.
ber to have handled or briefly possessed. I knew the
“ Stern ” camera, which was like a tin warming-pan, worn
under the vest, with the lens poking through a button-hole.

could be used for “ detective ” purposes. Definite attempts
were made to ensure that, for the first time in photographic
history, the camera should be somewhat less conspicuous
than a pantechnicon.
Hence the “ Necktie Detective ” shown in Fig. 1. I
remember wearing a tie like that, but never with a camera
as stiffener. Mine had plain cardboard. This camera was
of French extraction, but was pushed for all it was worth —

Fig- 3-
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It took six negatives round

the circumference

of a circular

plate. I knew the “ Krugener ” camera, which was so
like a book that I tried to read it, as I found it no use for
taking photographs. I think it carried twenty-four plates,
and that is all I could make it do with them. Another
camera, by Lancaster, was a cross between a watch and
a collapsible drin king-cup. Other cameras were unsuccess¬
fully disguised as purses, Gladstone bags, German sausages,
Swiss rolls and all sorts of things.

The “ Demon ” camera, shown on the left of Fig. 3,
caused a sensation and much bad language. Hear the
makers :
“ Defies detection, and can be secreted under the vest,
in the watch pocket, or concealed in the glove. No move¬
ment is too rapid for it — the racehorse at greatest speed, the
flight of birds, even the lightning flash itself. No knowledge
of photography necessary. It requires no focussing, no
stand, no adjustment, no dark slides ; yet hundreds of
plates can be carried and exposed in rapid succession.

tilted, and with luck the first plate slid into the carrier,
which was then revolved to face the lens, and the exposure
made. The next stage in the game was to get this plate
to slide back where it came from. Anyone who got all
the twelve plates out of their grooves and back again was
a winner.
The lower camera was Houghton’s “ Automatic.” The
name was not intended as sarcasm, although I think my
thoughts about it. Imagine the magazine of plates at the
back of the camera, and not where it is shown. The first
plate is exposed, the spring at the top raised, and the plate
falls face down on the bottom of the camera, which is tilted
downwards to facilitate the descent — -with luck. Then the
rod at the bottom is pulled out, dragging the magazine
forward as shown. When the rod is pushed in it shoves
(pushes) the plate up the inclined plane, and a different
tilt up-ends it so that it is now behind the others when
they are pushed (shoved) back.
This camera also provided good sport, and the crashing
way.
of the plates, and the grinding travel of the magazine were
a fund of amusement, especially when the rod did not give
I can assure you that the makers of hand cameras in
those days were an ingenious crowd, although apparently
suffering from chronic mechanical nightmare. As to the
users of their cameras, I was one of them myself, and I
prefer to suffer in dignified silence.
But in a good and comprehensive list of the hand cameras
of the ’nineties you would have found a range of simple¬
looking, neat, compact cameras made by the Eastman Co.,

The ‘ Demon ’ camera is the wonder of the photographic
world. The most marvellous thing about the apparatus
is its price, nothing to compare with it being obtainable
even at five guineas.”
The price was five shillings, and the makers were The
American Camera Co. Hence the modest ring of the de¬
scription. The same firm made the other camera shown in
Fig. 3. This was the “ Policeman ” hand camera. It was
guaranteed to take a perfect picture (4 J X 3 J) by merely
pressing a button. The price was 10s. 6d., although it does
not seem to compare at all
But by far the greater
period were not freaks.
usual ammunition was
cameras held three dozen
more usual, and the tough
them in the interior.

well with the five-bob “ Demon.”
number of hand cameras of this
Or not intentionally such. The
quarter-plates, of which some
at a time. A single dozen was
problem was to carry and change

The Fallowfield " Facile ” in Fig. 4 was regarded as a
triumph in this respect. (Read what Mr. Paul Martin
says about it on another page.) The first illustration
shows how easily it could be mistaken for a brown paper
parcel under the arm — except by the carrier. The second
illustration shows the stuffings. Into the twelve grooves of
the upper box the plates were loaded. As each was exposed
it dropped into the grooves of the lower box, the two boxes
being moved in opposite directions by rack and pinion.
I remember to this day the joyful sound of the thud the
plate made when it did drop, as it did quite often, even
without punching the camera to any serious extent.
In Fig. 5 are two examples of what may be called the
single-deck camera. The upper one shows Marion’s
“ Radial ” camera, in plan. The plates were stood in the
radiating grooves. A turntable was revolved till its
sheath coincided with the first groove, the camera was

and called “ Kodaks.” They were loaded with transparent
film instead of the paper negative material of rather earlier
days.
The No.
pictures 2-|
of film was
make eight

1 model, " the old and original,” took round
in. in diameter, and the capacity of one spool
100 pictures. We grumble now at having to
exposures before unloading.

The “ No. 3 Regular ” had a capacity of 100 quarter-plate
negatives, and the 5X4 size took as many. These were of
box form, but among them was one which had a falling
baseboard and bellows. It was called “ quite a new
departure.” It certainly was ; for it did no less than mark
the birth of the most popular hand cameras of to-day.43
W.L. F. Wastell (Hon, Fellow and Past President, R.P.S.).
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cL)ictorial Photography
By J. DUDLEY
Past

President,

JOHNSTON,
Royal

THIS period of fifty years prac¬

tically coincides with the
birth and development of
modern photography. In 1884, the
dry plate had barely succeeded in
ousting the older wet-plate process,
and was still something of a novelty.
It did not immediately bring about
any very great improvement in
photographic materials, beyond the
natural simplification and conveni¬
ence of its use, and it was but
little, if at all, more colour-sensitive
than the collodion plate.
Nevertheless, the abolition of the
messy and cumbersome wet-plate
manipulations had brought a revo¬
lution in photographic practice that
had the effect of attracting large
numbers of amateurs to photography
as a hobby ; societies were springing
into existence on every hand, and
there was a well-established boom
in progress.
It. P.

Robinson.

At the opening of this period
pictorial photography was largely
in the hands of professional workers,
whose pictorial efforts were in most
cases a side-line designed to keep
them in the public eye. The more
important pictures that decorated
the exhibition walls were usually
combination affairs on the lines
initiated by Rejlander in 1857, and
perfected in subsequent years by
H. P. Robinson. Robinson, after
twenty-five years in the forefront of
British photography, was at the
zenith of his fame, and was produc¬
ing the last of those large pictorial
compilations on which his reputation
rests. These pictures were frankly
anecdotic in the style of an earlier
phase of Victorian art, but done with
great skill and taste, and excite our
legitimate admiration to-day.
Early

Landscape

Work.

Landscape was, however, much
more naive. The large carbon prints
of Vernon Heath and Valentine
Blanchard, measuring usually about
26x20 in., of an f/64 sharpness, and
with bald skies sunned down to get

Hon. f.r.p.s.

Photographic

Society.

1884—1934

some semblance of tone, are repre¬
sentative of the state from which
our art was just emerging, though
there were men of finer artistic
feeling coming to the front who were,
as yet, greatly hampered by the
inadequacy of the materials with
which they had to work.
Colonel Joseph Gale, J. B. B.
Wellington, B. Gay Wilkinson, Frank
Sutcliffe, Harry Tolley, W. F.
Donkin and W. England were the
leaders of this advancing band,
and Dr. P. H. Emerson, whose first
address on naturalistic truth to the
newly-formed Camera Club is re¬
ported in an early number of “ The
A.P.,” was just beginning to make
his teaching heard.
In the year or two following
1884, there appeared some names
that were destined to become of
first-rate importance, George Davi¬
son, Frederick Hollyer, Ralph Robin¬
son, Fred H. Evans, Walter Thomas,
Edwin Smithells and Bedford Lemere,
as well as the pioneer of cinemato¬
graphy, Friese Greene.
The

Beginner.

These precede the emergence in
1889 of three men whose influence
on photographic developments was
to be unparalleled. Horsley Hinton,
the founder of the British school of
landscape; Alexander Keighley, in
whose hands photography became
romantic and poetical; and Alfred
Stieglitz, the founder and builder of
that wonderful structure of American
pictorial photography which culmi¬
nated in the work of Coburn and
Steichen.
In the first few years of the period
nothing very revolutionary hap¬
pened, though the ferment was
working. A sign of the times was
to be found in the policy of “ The
A.P.,” in agitating for an increased
recognition
of the amateur’s
in the exhibitions
of the day,status
and
in the increasing attempts to rouse
the Council of the Photographic
Society of Great Britain from its
alleged lethargy to a sense of its
duties. Whether due to “ The

44
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A.P.’s ” efforts or not, it soon
became apparent that the amateurs
were taking the leading part in the
developments that ensued.
Naturalistic

Photography.

In 1888 the publication of Dr.
Emerson’s “ Naturalistic Photo¬
graphy
a widespread
response ” to produced
the new ideas
that were
germinating in men’s minds. Al¬
though some of his views on art were
eminently controversial, his teaching
on photographic practice was, for
the most part, such as we should
to-day regard as sound and national,
and it was not so much what he
said as the way he said it that
roused the acrimonious feelings that
disturbed the photographic world
for two or three years.
It is to be noted that the art of
photography has always reflected
the developments in the art of
painting— not immediately, but after
an interval, usually of ten to fifteen
years — and the changes that were
taking place in pictorial photography between 1884 and 1890 had
their origins in the teachings of the
Impressionist school.
George

Davison.

George Davison was the natural
leader of the new group, but it was
not until 1890 that his famous
picture, “ The Onion Field,” first
exhibited as “ An Old Farmstead,”
made so great an effect that it
admittedly inaugurated modern
photography.
It is perhaps difficult for us to-day
to realise how revolutionary this
picture appeared to contemporarv
eyes, but we may assume that it was
the first complete embodiment of
the new artistic ideals that were
animating the younger school of
pictorialists in opposition to what
they regarded as the worn-out
traditions of the school of which
H. P. Robinson was the leader.
But Robinson was a great man and,
as we see him, much greater than
any of{Continued
those who
would have
on page 579.)
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FIFTY YEARS of
PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Some Landmarks

in half a century of Picture^making

WHEN

THE

DAY’S

WORK

with the Camera

IS DONE

by H. P. Robinson

&

5HE pictures reproduced in this supplement
the progress of pictorial photography
article by Mr. J. Dudley Johnston.

approximately

chronological order. While

to the Jubilee Number

of The Amateur

from 1884 to 1934, and are commented

illustrate

They are representative of the phases referred to and are presented in
it has not been possible to include all the workers mentioned,

decades are more fully illustrated as in most instances the examples are noteworthy
much

Photographer,

upon in the accompanying
the earlier

in marking the beginnings of

of the pictorial output of to-day ; work with which present readers are familiar through the pages of “ The

A.P.” and “ Photograms of the Year.” Portraiture — more particularly the province of the professional photographeir
— -is dealt with elsewhere in this issue. Many of the photographs that are reproduced have been kindly lent by
The Royal Photographic Society from their permanent collection.
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by Col. J. C. Gale
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JANET
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BURNET
by J. Craig Annan
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THF.

HAND

OF

MAN
by Alfred Steiglitz
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PEACE
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by Alex. Keighley
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BIRCH

AND

BRACKEN

by Walter

Thomas
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HILLS
by A. Horsley Hinton
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SEA
by F. J. Mortimer
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PORT

OF

HENRY

LONDON

VIII CHAPEL,

by J. H. Anderson

WESTMINSTER

Fredk. H. Evans

A LITTLE

THE

COQUETTE

AWAKENING

by Will Cadby

Mrs. G. A. Barton
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BRIDGE
by Alvin Langdon

Coburn
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OF

LECCO

by J. Dudley Johnston
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THE

PAINTER

JAMOIS

by Pierre Dubreuil

SILHOUETTE
by Malcolm

LONDON

by Ward

Muir

Arbuthhot
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THE

DAVIT
by Elisabeth Fritze

NEW

YORK,

THE

PYRAMIDS

by Dr. D. G. Ruzicka

THE

ARRANGEMENT

by Hiromu

Kira

CHRYSLER

BUILDING

by Gordon H. Coster
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DROPS

OF
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WATER
by Willy Zielke
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displaced him, and he showed his
greatness during the next ten years
by producing work as modern in
feeling as any of them.
The

Founding

of the

Salon.

A conflict between the party of
progress and the party of laissez
faire was inevitable, and it came
about owing to an incident (in which
the faults were by no means all on
the one side) that arose out of the
Photographic Society’s exhibition
in 1891. Robinson was the dominat¬
ing figure at this time in the Society,
and a misunderstanding about the
acceptance of Davison’s pictures in
that year led to the two severing
their connection with that body.
A number of others followed
them, and together they formed

a

Group under the title of “ The
Linked Ring,” for the better en¬
couragement of pictorial ideals, and
organised a rival exhibition known
as The Salon. This existed until
1909, when again there was a
secession and the exhibition became
the London Salon, which still con¬
tinues under the guidance of F. J.
Mortimer, Hon. F.R.P.S.
The

Early

Pictorial

Workers.

The first few years of The Salon
exhibitions brought to the front a
remarkable number of new workers
of the front rank. In addition to
those already named, we find Craig
Annan, Charles Job, J. H. Anderson,
Will Cadby, Charles Emanuel, Regi¬
nald Craigie, Charles Inston, A. H.
Blake, Eustace Calland, J. H. Gear,
Harold Baker, Robert Demachy and
C. Puyo appearing for the first time.
Pictorial photography made rapid
strides along the new path. The
improvement in materials, both for
negative and printing, helped greatly,
and the introduction of the gum
bichromate process about 1894
placed a new power in the pictorialist’s hands.
Another factor which probably
had a considerable influence upon
them was the first publication of a
selection of the portraits by D. O.
Hill, issued in photogravure by
Craig Annan. Since 1862 nothing of
Hill’s work had been seen in England,
and so completely had he passed
out of recollection that Emerson in
‘‘Naturalistic Photography,” al¬
though referring to Rej lander and
Mrs. Cameron, seems to have been
quite unaware

of Hill’s existence.

Horsley

Hinton.

Horsley Hinton had now estab¬
lished himself as the leader of
British landscape photography of
a school identified more particularly
with East Anglia, and in addition to
the influence of his powerful pictures,
was, as Editor of The Amateur
Photographer from 1896 to 1908,
doing a great educative work by his
numerous articles dealing especially
with artistic considerations.
The

American

Invasion.

In many respects, the most potent
stimulus to pictorial photography
came in 1900, when F. Holland Day
and Alvin Langdon Coburn brought
over nearly four hundred prints by
the new American school which
Stieglitz had founded and brought
to a pitch which was a revelation to
photographers over here. These were
shown at the Royal Photographic
Society’s house and exercised a
profound effect.
Undoubtedly due to these several
causes photographers developed an
inspiration and imaginative power
that carried our art to heights
during the next seven or eight years
that we have never surpassed.
Most closely connected with this
fine flowering of photography are
associated the names of Craig Annan,
Keighley, Job, Cadby, Davison,
Fredk. Evans, Horsley Hinton, Mor¬
timer, Anderson, De Meyer, Arbuthnot and Coburn in this country ;
Stieglitz, Steichen, Clarence White,
Seeley, Eugene and Mrs. Kasebier
in America ; Demachy and Puyo
in France ; the Hofmeisters in
Germany, and Kuhn in Austria.
About 1908 the influence of the
American movement seemed spent,
but there were still worthy succes¬
sors to the great names listed above,
and the discovery of the oil pigment
process and its derivatives, bromoil
and bromoil transfer, infused a
certain amount of new life into
pictorial ideas. To mention only the
names of some in this country, we
have had William Crooke, Furley
Lewis, Swan Watson, Marcus Adams,
Herbert Lambert and Dorothy Wild¬
ing in portraiture, and Frank Read,
Bertram Cox, J. M. Whitehead,
Mrs. G. A. Barton, Fred Judge,
J. McKissack, C. J. Symes, G. L.
A. Blair, A. W. Burgess, Murry
Barford and M. O. Dell in other
branches of pictorial photography.
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It was about this date that there
began to appear some photographs
in our exhibitions that were regarded
at the time as freaks, but in reality
marked the embryonic germs of a
new development. These were as¬
sociated more particularly with the
names of M. Arbuthnot, Ward
Muir, Pierre Dubreuil and Paul
Strand. The intervention of the
war prevented any immediate de¬
velopment of the ideas contained in
these, and it was not until the
publication in 1927 of “ Die Welt
is Schon,” a book containing a
hundred photographs by Renger
Patzsch, that the new movement
forced itself upon public attention.
The

“ Modern

”

Movement.

During the next five years it
gathered considerable force, espe¬
cially in France, Germany and
Austria ; but after that its influence
waned to some extent. The move¬
ment had been associated mainlv
with workers of the younger genera¬
tion, whose names are almost entirely
unknown in the ranks of pictorial
photographers, and although they
put forward claims to pictorial
consideration, it is fairly evident
that what they represent is the art
of the poster and not of the picture.
Their chief contribution to the
art of photography is their insistence
on a very high standard of photo¬
graphic technique, and their claim
that photography is a medium
capable of doing certain things
better than any other medium can.
This in practice involves a certain
stark realism, and in Germany the
movement has appropriately been
called “ The New Realism.”
Thus we may trace in the men¬
tality of these new workers the
influence of much that was dis¬
turbing artistic circles ten to fifteen
years ago — neo-post-impressionism,
cubism, vorticism, and all the other
isms. It is parallel to the similar
movements that are apparent in
painting, literature and music. It
seems unlikely to effect anything
very revolutionary, although it may
make some contribution to the en¬
richment of the traditions of our art.
The chief feature of the past
twenty-five years has not been
progress at the top, but levelling
up from the bottom in the ranks45 of
pictorial photographers.
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HALF a century ago, although the theoretical founda¬

tions upon which three-colour photography is
based had been firmly laid, no practical process for

building upon these foundations was known. For an essen¬
tial is a medium sensitive to all colours, and this did not
exist in 1884. The fact that there were substances which
would alter colour sensitiveness had been recognised for
some years ; but the first orthochromatic plates were not
on sale until 1886, while red-sensitive or panchromatic
plates came long after that. Moreover, even when the
materials were to be had, a great deal had to be done to
make them uniform and reliable, to provide suitable
colour screens, and to systematise their use.
When red-sensitive emulsions could be made, threecolour photography was possible. From then onwards a
number of processes were worked out, all based on the
formation of a record of the colours in the subject, by
making three negatives, each taken through a suitable
light-filter. These negatives might be separate, or they
might form one composite record ; but they were all alike
in this, that they did not possess colour in themselves, but
were an uncoloured record of it.
Lippmann’s

“ Interference

”

Colour

Photographs.

Before going on to deal with three-colour photography,
this is a convenient place to mention a process which stands
quite by itself — the “ interference ” method of Professor
Lippmann, described in these columns in 1891. It has no
reference to theories of colour-vision, such as form the
basis of three-colour, but gives an image which itself shows
the hues of the subject. In this process a film with an
exceedingly fine grain, sensitive to all colours, is exposed
with its glass support turned towards the lens, the opposite
surface being in contact with metallic mercury which acts
as a mirror, reflecting back upon themselves the rays coming
from the lens. On development, the plate when viewed
under suitable conditions shows all the colours of the
original.
This seems very simple, but elaborate precautions have to
be taken throughout; very long exposures are involved,
and the colours themselves are akin to those of soapbubbles or other thin films. A very few experimenters
have made such photographs ; but the process is really only
a laboratory experiment.
Colour

Prints

on

Paper.

We may divide three-colour processes into two classes,
those designed to give prints on paper, and those for trans¬
parencies such as lantern slides. In the print class there
have been many methods ; but even the simplest of these
calls for a good deal of skill. Some depend on the capacity
of gelatine to absorb dyes, three stained films being brought
into contact in succession with a layer of gelatine which in
this way collects the three images, so to speak. Another
plan, now largely used, is to superpose three carbon prints
made on suitably coloured tissues. In the limited space
available, to mention all these would result in a mere string
of names. Very fine results are made in such ways, but a
degree of skill is needed which most amateur photographers
find beyond them. Even to-day, when so much has been
done by manufacturers to standardise products and simplify
their use, the successful production of a three-colour print
on paper is no mean achievement.
Obtaining a photograph in colours, in fact, only came
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Colour
Photography

within the reach of the average amateur
photography was perfected by Messrs.

when screen-plate
Lumiere and the

“ Autochrome ” plate was put on the market in 1907.
Fifteen years earlier Professor Joly ruled a series of red,
green and blue lines on glass, and the screen so made was
pressed into contact with a panchromatic plate, so that the
light had to pass through the rulings to reach the emulsion.
A positive, by contact, from this negative, when in register
with a similarly ruled screen reproduced the colours.
Commercially the process was not a success, but at least
it paved the way.
The

Autochrome

Introduced.

An Autochrome plate consists of a sheet of glass, or
celluloid, coated with a tacky varnish which has been
dusted over with a neutral tinted powder. This powder
is composed of a mixture in suitable proportions of grains
of starch, dyed respectively blue, green and red. After
suitable treatment, a panchromatic emulsion is applied.
The plate is exposed from the glass side, so that the light
passes through the dyed grains of starch before reaching
the sensitive layer, and the developed negative was turned
into a positive before fixing.
Since the introduction of the hand camera nothing
aroused the interest of photographers so much as this.
To-day we take all such wonders as a matter of course ;
but a quarter of a century ago it seemed marvellous that
one could buy a plate which without any knowledge or skill
beyond what ordinary photography requires, would give
a transparency in which all the colours were reproduced as
faithfully as has ever been done. I have just been looking
at the first Autochrome I ever made, the first that ever was
made in this country, and it is as perfect in its colour¬
rendering as any colour photograph 1 have seen.
For several years the Autochrome was unchallenged.
Then screens were made with a regular grain, which could
be used with a separate panchromatic plate ; such were
the “Thames,” the “Paget,” and now the "Finlay.”
These allowed exposures to be reduced, ani the pictures
were more transparent, so that as lantern slides they gave
greater brilliancy. The " Agfa ” plate, on the other hand,
follows the line of the Autochrome, having an irregular
grain, and an emulsion coated on the screen plate itself,
the negative being reversed.
Colour

Cinematography.

Colour cinematography is an obvious application of
three-colour, since it demands a transparency and not a
print, and colour photography lends itself to transparencies.
For the amateur, “ Kodacolor ” solves the problem marvel¬
lously ; the mere adoption of a special film, with suitable
light filter, enabling the amateur to make cinema
pictures in colour. At the present moment, a cine film
is announced, the Spicer Dufay, which has rulings as
fine as 1,000 to the inch. I have seen some very fine
results upon it, and we are promised film in the usual camera
sizes, as well as for cine work.
This is the barest outline of half-a-century’s progress in
amateur colour photography ; but since that period covers
the entire history, it shows how very much has been done.
At the same time, those best acquainted with the work of
to-day are the first to admit that much remains before
what the “ man in the street ” would regard
photography pure and simple, is possible.
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and

Sparkle of Summer
. . . golden sands . . . glitter of sun
on a blue sea . . . play of light on
rich, green foliage — -these are subjects
to which only an orthochromatic
plate can do justice.
There

is no

better

orthochromatic

plate than the AntbScreen, which
can be used without a filter.
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TWO FAMOUS
BRITISH BUILT
SOHO
THE

REFLEX
BEST CAMERA

IN THE

SOHO

WORLD

CAMERAS
The SOHO

All who are primarily concerned in
possessing a camera which may be relied
upon for the finest possible work under
the most exacting conditions, will find
in the British-made Soho Reflex an instrument which will prove equal to every
demand. Full information as to various
models, and fitments, and the lenses
available, will be forwarded on request.

PRECISION

TRIPLE
EXTENSION
CAMERA
This recently introduced model possesses practically
all the advantages of the field camera with the mobility
of a pocket camera. It possesses every essential
movement required by the serious worker in photo¬
graphy, and its manipulation presents no difficulties.

Leaflet with full specification and particulars of a wide range of lenses free on request .
Soho Cameras are world famous. There’s a Soho Model
suit every purpose and pocket. Order from your dealer,

SOHO
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ALFIERI,

Senr.

I THINK it must have been the aeroplane overhead and

goes back to the old
wet-plate days when I was
sometimes an unwilling assis¬
tant to my father in his trips
abroad, loaded with a darktent, sensitising bath and a
copious supply of water, to

mind

The

miles.

Reed Harvesting.”
But
Hinton still used a 15x12
stand camera with a terribly
cumbersome tripod, 12 double
dark slides and a huge single
lens.
George Davison, before he
became Managing Director of
Kodak, had practically the
same
outfit, and
did his

trips, and I have since won¬
dered if he was the only one
at large on such occasions.
The procedure before com¬
mencing picture-making was
lengthy and complicated. En¬
largements were not then
thought of, and our outfit was
a 12X10 stand camera. The

Onion Field ” and other
well-known pictures with it.
In fact, all the exhibitors of
the day relied on a stand
camera for their work.
It was only when George
Eastman came over from the

tent used for loading and
developing was made
of a
double thickness of black
twill with red fabric windows,

States, bringing his Kodak
with him, that the emancipa¬
tion of the photographer took

eyeholes, and a leather tab
which you held in your teeth

place.
Kodak

Bernard

Alfieri and

upright in the dark-tent. The slide was loaded, and the
photographer was ready to begin.
The exposure took from three to five seconds, dependent on
the stop you used, but since most of the lenses were single,
considerable stopping-down had to be done. These were
loose stops, too, known as Waterhouse diaphragms, carried in
a separate leather case. They were of various sizes, and were
inserted in a slot in the barrel of the lens.
Then came the developing on the spot, followed by fixing in
cyanide of potassium, and then a thorough washing ensued,
and the plates found their way into another grooved box. Wg
were always anxious to find ourselves near a river for this
process, and most of our journeys were so planned.
The printing of negatives, which, by the way, were always
varnished, was a serious job. One bought Rives or Saxe

sensitised

yet

us, and at North and South
Walsham Hinton made many
of his best pictures, including

making pictures in the dales
of Derbyshire or the hills of
Wales. For extra porterage,
I remember, my father used
to employ a harmless lunatic
from Denbigh asylum who
was allowed out on these

and

not

Tilbury way, in order to learn,
as Hinton said, composition
and the arrangement of lines.
Afterwards Norfolk claimed

in those days — carrying bag¬
gage that would weigh more
than forty pounds, a stand
camera with its tripod, both
of substantial construction,

paper

had

years together, first of all on
four square miles of marsh,

Imagine a hot day — for
sunlight was almost essential

albumenised

Kodak

arrived, and in the early 1900’s
Horsley Hinton and I spent

of other impedi¬
had to be carried

to keep the eyeholes in posi¬
tion. The iodised plates were
carried in a grooved box, and
had to be sensitised in a bath
of nitrate of silver carried

PAST

of nitrate of silver, a ticklish operation of floating a sheet of
20 x 16 in. without any bubbles or getting solution on the back.
Printing done, toning with chloride of gold followed, and then
fixing and washing. My father washed his prints separately
under running water with continual dabbing with a sponge,
and in justice to the process I ought to say that I have some
of his prints done in this way fifty years ago which are as
fresh as they were then.
Contrast this dreadful procedure with the methods of
the modern day, only made possible by the introduction
of the dry plate. I think it
was Wratten & Wainwright
who first put it on the market ;
anyhow, it was theirs we first
used, and we never ceased to
bless the makers.

And yet he, too, was in at the birth of a new era. A school¬
master by occupation, he was keenly interested in all new
scientific things, and photography held him completely in
thrall. The modern practitioner knows nothing of the infinite
labour and care that went to the making of pictures, and my

for many

THE

Mr. Alfieri is one of the earliest members of the old
Camera Club founded in 1885 and of the Linked Ring.

the wire suspended across my garden that started a
train of reminiscence, and I wanted my old father — who
has been dead forty years — back with me to share the wonder¬
ment of it all.

say nothing
menta which
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it just before

use in a bath

his field camera.
became
Kodak

assistant
had

not

manager
only

come

Up to this time the
was not looked on

very seriously, and although
there was a shop in Oxford
Street bearing their name it
was only when George Davison
to Walker that it was realised that
to stay but

to revolutionise

photo¬

graphy.
Many years later I, as one of the very old school, possessing
stand, reflex and Goerz- Anschutz cameras, have abandoned
the lot. As a writer on angling subjects in The Field and
Country Life all my illustrations are done with a Kodak, and
I cannot conceive, from my own point of view, getting better
results by the use of the most expensive apparatus.
I have wandered a little from my original starting-point,
which was that the photographer of to-day does not realise
all that has gone before to the making of pictures. The phrase
\ ou press the button ” is not one I like, but it
in
have
that up
part the final results of infinite labour and research sums
gone towards making photography the easy and pleasant

thing

it is to-day.
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Recollections
of an

OLD -TIME AMATEUR
By RICHARD
and the supply irregular. My first dark¬
room was in the corner o f an old th atched
barn, but, primitive as my arrange¬
ments were, I managed to produce
negatives and prints, if not pictures,
and started entering competitions.
Seven years ago fate decreed that
T should return to a country home
(after thirty years in I.ondon), where
I now carry on photographic work
under conditions I knew so well fifty
P. S. Salmon,

years ago. To-day, in my late Geor¬
gian home, I wash negatives and prints

F.K.i'.S.'

Editor, “ The Photographic News,"
"Richard Penlake.”

PENLAKE.
at a 120-year-old

leaden pump,

which

requires sixty “ pumpings,” or strokes,
to fill a pail. Pumping, however, is
good exercise for one who is in danger
of becoming abnormally stout and
perhaps lazy.
My photographic supplies in those
early days were obtained from the
county town ; sometimes going myself
to have a gossip with the old chemist,
who gave me some useful advice ; at
other times sending an order per the
village carrier, who did shopping for

1900-1905.

THE Jubilee of The Amateur Photographer

coincides with my own photographic
jubilee, for it was in the early part of
1884 that I had my first camera and took up
photography as a hobby.
I was born and spent my early days on a
fenland farm in East Anglia, my parents and
forebears being farmers and fruit-growers, and
it was to our old farm that the squire’s son
came in search of subjects for his camera.
Often I watched, and questione I him about
photography, and when he left the village to
take up Government work abroad he presented
me with the camera, some chemicals, and a
dilapidated pyro-stained leaflet of instructions.
The camera — a quarter-plate — was of a
primitive make and very heavy, but it was to
me what the scent of a fox is to hounds ; it
served to set me going, and I prized it very
highly. It served me until 1891, when, on
reading an advertisement of Lancaster’s “ Instantograph,” saying that 25,000 of these
cameras were in use, I bought one — half-plate
size, ^4 4s.
Living as I was on an isolated farm, I had
no photographic friends, and the appearance
of No. 1 of 1 he Amateur Photographer was most
welcome and helpful. I became a subscriber,
and have remained one for fifty years. Many
were the questions I sent to the paper in the
early days, little thinking that in later years
articles of mine would appear therein.
When

“ The

A.P.”

started

I was

a farmer’s

boy learning “ to plough and to sow, and to
reap and to mow,” and many a farmer’s boy
of to-day has a camera, usually one of the
coupon species, but his photography differs
widely from that amateurs of fifty years’ ago
knew. The moderns take their exposed films
into the town, where a dealer develops them ;
they know little or nothing of real photography.
Photography when I started was not easy,
especially in a district where water was scarce

At

the

Well.
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SIEMENS
—THE

MOST -TALKED -OF 16-mm.

CINE APPARATUS
OF
ASK

YOUR

TO-DAY

DEALER

TO

!
DEMONSTRATE

— he will gladly show you the remarkable features of
Siemens Cine Apparatus.. Write to the sole wholesale
distributors for name
of nearest dealer and free
Siemens literature.

SIEMENS CINECAMERA

B

REAL DAYLIGHT
LOADING IS A

(Illustrated above), with Busch Glaukar f/2.8 lens.
Real daylight loading, 3 speeds, slow motion (64
pictures per second), normal (16 per second), and
fast (8 per second), single pictures, self-portraiture,
direct and reflecting view-finders, footage indicator,
removable gate. No mistakes in exposure — the lens
aperture is automatically adjusted r*
A
n
with speed being used .
S»OU!U!vl
MODEL A, with 1 speed and
anastigmat lens .

f/3.5

SIEMENS

£20:0:0

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

Equipped

Model)

‘C’

with Meyer

Plasmat

f/1.5 lens.

Lens aperture automatically con¬
trolled with speed being used by
the new differential coupling, giving

The most powerfully bril¬
liant projector on the
market, with a 200-watt
50-volt lamp. Combined
with special optical system

100 per cent correct opening. In
addition, for the first time, there is
a depth-of-focus segment, working
in conjunction with a distance
scale showing the depth of focus
required for any given aperture.
An exposure table is fitted on the
front. Four speeds — 8, 16, 24, 64
pictures a second. Detachable
leather case ....
range-finder
is fitted.
Complete
in
£gQ
.Q .Q

it produces a light in¬
tensity of 130 lumens.
New type silent take-up
does not engage per¬
forations. Your film can
be used hundreds of times
without fear of damage.

£65:0:0
Home

MODEL

THE
LATEST
FROM
THE
FAMOUS
SIEMENS
FACTORY

PROJECTOR
(Standard

FEATURE

The Siemens way of loading has
eliminated the use of complicated
adjustments such as sprockets for
threading and looping the films,
thus loading with cassettes of film
is a matter of a few seconds only.

Model,

£36:0:0

Design

STORAGE CASE FOR
CARRYING 400-ft. REELS

NEA’
THE
FILM ‘CI
SPLICER
Supplied in three sizes
for 8, 9.5 or 16 mm. films.
In 10 to 15 seconds you
can repair a broken film
with this ingenious ac¬
cessory. Ideal for insert¬
ing titles and making
composite films. Price

FILMS
FROM

50/-

In which is incorporated
a “ Cinea
semi-automatic
film splicer,
with”
two glass-stoppered bottles to hold
the dope and cement. Carrying-case
is plush-lined and made of stout
English leather. Holds six reels

in “"*

in SIEMENS
“AGFA”

CASSETTES
AND

£4:17:6

OBTAINABLE

“KODAK”

CINEPRO
Siemens & Halske A. G.
Berlin Siemensstadt,
Manufacturers.
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YEARS’ PROGRESS
The House

of Dallmeyer

was established in London in I860, and for the past three-quarters of a century has added
much to the science of Photographic and Cinematographic Optical Equipment and design
of apparatus.

F/8 RAPID

RECTILINEAR

LENS

was one of Dallmeyer’s first great inventions. It was adopted and standardised
types of cameras, only to be superseded by the modern anastigmat.

F/3 PATENT

DALLON
TELE-ANASTIGMAT

PORTRAIT

LENS

provided a further great advance, and was immediately
photographer as a revolutionary step in portraiture.

TELEPHOTO

on all

acknowledged

by the professional

LENSES

In 1891 Dallmeyer invented and commercialised the Telephoto Lens. To-day it is represented
by the Adon adjustable type Telephoto Lens — the only lens of its type manufactured,
throughout the world.
PENTAC

ANASTIGMAT

FIXED-SEPARATION

TELEPHOTO

LENSES

such as the Dallon, New Large Adon and Popular types followed,' enabling large-scale
instantaneous pictures to be taken with but the normal camera extension. This type of
lens is now greatly favoured, and recommended by all good dealers as an essential part of
modern photographic equipment.

F/2.9 EXTREME

APERTURE

PENTAC

ANASTIGMAT

LENS

was the original Speed Anastigmat manufactured. A special series of Speed cameras were
designed to accommodate this large-diameter lens. To-day a range of cameras fitted with
the Pentac Anastigmat Lenses are available in all popular sizes.
VICTOR
WITH

CINE

CAMERA

DALLMEYER

TELEPHOTO

LENSES

F/1.9 SUPER-SIX

ANASTIGMATS

have but made their appearance during the last year, and are already renowned for their
extreme aperture, wide angle and general optical qualities. They are made in many types of
mounts suitable for Leica, Exakta, and other miniature cameras, also Reflex and Focal-plane.

CINEMATOGRAPH

LENSES

Since the inception of Cinematography some quarter of a century ago Dallmeyer have
specialised in the design of optical equipment for both Taking and Projecting the picture.
Lenses are made in focal lengths from 15 mm. to 12 in., with apertures from f/1.5 for
taking and from 20 mm. to 4 in. for projection. Dallmeyer Cinematograph Lenses are
fitted as standard to Victor, Ensign, Miller, Dekko, Agfa, Celfix, and the majority of good
cinematograph cameras.
PHOTO-ELECTRIC
EXPOSURE
METER

The ramifications of the Home

of Dallmeyer include the distribution of well-renowned manufactures
under sole agency arrangements.

VICTOR — Cameras,
DeVRY — 35-mm.
CRAIG — Senior
THALHAMMER

Projectors,

Cameras
and

Junior

— Kino-Pano

JACOBSEN — Photo-Electric

and

S.O.F.

16 -mm.

apparatus.

Projectors.

Rewinds

and

Tilts and
Exposure

Splicers.

Tripods.
Meters.

Dallmeyer, Pentac, Dallon and Serrac Lenses are fitted as standard to Aerial Cameras
Royal Air Force. On Air Ministry List of Approved Firms.

British
British
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villagers. I well remember telling
old carrier to bring me some hypo,
of his telling me what a row he
with the chemist, who gave

the
and
had
him

something labelled “ Sodium Hypo¬
sulphite.” It was with some difficulty
that the chemist persuaded the carrier
that the thing he had supplied was
the “ stuff ” T wanted. I was then
commanded to write down “ proper ”
what I wanted, otherwise I might do
the shopping myself.
Dry plates were in common use in
1884, films, as we now know them,
not coming along till later. The plates

and some I recall were Wratten’s,
Fry’s, Edwards’s, Marion’s, Mawson,
Richmond, Cranbourne, Sun, Albert,
and Nelson.
Half a century

ago plates were

slow

compared with those of to-day. " H.
and D.” speed numbers were then
unknown, but had they been in
existence the plates in common use
would have been labelled about H.
and D. 60. To-day plates H. & D.
600 (ten times quicker than those of
1884) are common enough, while some
of H. & D. 8,000 are advertised. In
the old days plate speeds were

known

as “ 10 times,” “ 20
times,” etc., which
meant that such
plates were 10 or
20 times quicker
than the wet plates
with which many
photographers were
familiar. We were
so used to the
“ ordinary ” plate
that
when
a
“ rapid ” one came
along
by
be

A Fenland

Cottage,

1SS4.

dodge of the old-time workers was to
ask a friendly dealer to weigh a few
boxes of plates, and thus secure the
lightest, so heavy and thick were some
of the plates.
Like many other amateurs of the
old times I was a user of what is known
as the Ilford plate.

Until

February,

1886, this plate was named the “ Brit¬
annia,” the name being then changed
to " Ilford,” and the price (quarterplate), is. per dozen. Not only by
the issue of a cheap plate, but also by
the publication of a gratis monthly
booklet did Ilford help to popularise
photography. This helpful publica¬
tion was packed with information
which was most welcome. It was
called “ Photographic Scraps,” and
lived from September, 1889, to January,
1915-

In 1884 there were many different
makes of dry plates on the market.

a

shutter

said

quicker than ordi¬
nary,” and
the
“ Special Rapid ”
1 00 per cent quicker.
I had been an
amateur some years
before I bought

One of my earliest photographs.

were heavier and slower — but cheaper
— than they are to-day. I find that
the average weight of an 1884 quarterplate negative is 783 grains, while the
average weight of a negative of like
size on a modern plate is only 407
grains. Few, if any, of those old-time
dry plates would fit a modern single
metal dark slide. A
little-known

it was

the makers to
"25 per cent

for " instantaneous

posures.
The developer

in common

”

ex¬

use was

pyro -ammonia. Many efforts were
made to popularise the use of washing
soda as the alkali in place of ammonia,
and for a time it was a craze ; many
amateurs tried it, but returned to
ammonia because of negatives being
too yellow in colour.
Fifty years ago stand or field cameras
were in common use. Three years

needed toning and fixing. The paper
was sold in sheets measuring 22x17
in., and from it we used to cut 42
C.D.V. sizes (small quarter-plate),
or 15 cabinet sizes (small half-plate).
The average price was gd. per sheet. I
do not remember cut sizes of albumen
paper being sold, but many dealers
would cut up the sheet for a penny or
twopence if the amateur did not care
for the job ; the task of cutting up a
sheet was not an easy matter. The
paper was simple to use, and gave
pleasing purple tones, but it was prone
to blister very badly.
The year 1891 was a memorable
one for amateurs, as in November of
that year Ilford introduced their
" P.O.P.,” a printing-out paper which
is said to have given albumen its
death-blow. It was sold in sheets
24^ X 17 in., two sheets in tube costing
is. gd. From a sheet we got 28
pieces quarter-plate size. I well re¬
member standing in a queue outside
a dealer’s shop waiting for my first
piece of this paper, so great was the
demand for it. The dealer was un¬
able to obtain a large supply, and
what little he did get was cut up and
doled out to enthusiastic amateurs.
Very soon, however, large quantities
were obtainable, and I became a
constant user of it.
In “ The A.P.” dated January 16th,
1885,

" Britannia

”

bromide

paper

(later “ Ilford ”) was advertised. Noth¬
ing smaller than i2jxio£ in. was
listed, and 24 sheets of this size cost
9s. The advertisement said
for enlargements.” Morgan
bromide paper was also
in the same volume. A
Eastman and other makes

“ Specially
and Kidd’s
advertised
little later
of bromide

paper appeared and small cut sizes
were offered ; the average price was 6d.
per dozen quarter-plate pieces.
The ferrous-oxalate developer was
in common use for all bromide papers

Thomas

until about 1894, when metol-hydroquinone and amidol displaced it.

Bolas, once a member of " The A.P.”
staff, drew special attention to secret
or detective cameras, cameras dis¬
guised as parcels, boxes, books, etc.,
and suitable for use in the hand.

There were no “ D. & P.” establish¬
ments fifty years ago, but there were
many firms making bromide enlarge¬
ments from amateurs’ negatives, ama¬
teurs being slow to take up enlarging.

Many

The usual price for a 12x10 enlarge¬
ment, unmounted, was half a crown.
Sepia and other toned bromide
prints were then unknown. We got
brown and other tones by accident, it
is true, but we did not like them and
could not repeat had we wished. It
was not until 1893 that really serious
attention was paid to the toning of
enlargements, the uranium toner being
the first to be advocated.
Such are the random and somewhat

earlier (January,

ingenious

1881), Mr.

disguises

appeared,

and in March, 1888, a writer in “ The
A.P.” suggested that such instruments
should be called hand cameras. In
the same year, in the month of Sep¬
tember, I believe, the first roll-film
Kodak was sold in England. The
daylight-changing system
following in 1891.

of roll film

At the time “ The A.P.” first
appeared the carbon and platinotype
processes were going strong, but the
paper used by most amateurs was
albumen, a printing-out paper which

583

disjointed recollections

of an amateur

of fifty years’ experience.
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WITH the help of a telephoto lens

I must look back fifty years.
I was just handling my first
camera, a gift of an uncle, which had
served him in the wet-plate days and
had been fitted with a combined back
and developing tank which had to be
discarded. The Amateur Photographer
was promptly founded to help me on
my way, and was my guide, philosopher
and friend.
Schooldays afforded little time or

moment to form a new society, which
failed to thrive and speedily died out.
The body, deprived of its head, grew a
new one, started life afresh as the
London Salon, and has never looked
back.
There can, I think, be no doubt that
it was the work of the Ring and then
of the Salon which has resulted in the
present high standard of artistic photo¬
graphy, not only among amateurs but

opportunity for " development,” but,
once at Oxford, I joined the University
Photographic Society, and at the end of
my first year, owing to most of my
seniors having completed their ’Varsity
course, I found myself a most elementary
worker but President of the Society.
Youth is nothing if not courageous,
and within a few months we had con¬
sented to give a photographic exhibition
at a Scientific Soiree, and to take large
(12x10) groups of visitors by electric
light. When we marshalled our best
prints they were so dreadfully poor that
we decided, instead, to show examples,
both on plates and in prints, of all
possible photographic errors, probably
the only show of that nature yet on
record.
As to the groups, the most I can say
is that we worked like navvies, handi¬
capped not a little by finding, three hours
before the opening, that there was no
electricity available. The two big mag¬
nesium-ribbon lamps which we borrowed
had to be fired off each side of the camera,
and most of our sitters developed
alarming squints.
It was not till the ’nineties, and a visit
to Concarneau (where we were the only
English visitors), that I turned to
artistic photography, and it was a tiny
picture taken at Quimper and hung at
a Camera Club show (the club then was in
Charing Cross Road) which brought me
the high honour of an invitation to join
the Linked Ring. This body was a
break-away from the traditions of the
R.P.S. shows, and its small body of
members numbered among them practi¬
cally all those, and they were few
enough, doing artistic work.
It was a joy to meet in the flesh men
whose work I had long admired —
Robinson, who, with Colonel Gale,
took infinite pains to secure fine com¬
positions with well-posed figures ; Mor¬
timer, with his unapproachable seascapes ;
Ashton and Evans with their beautifully
chosen and admirably printed archi¬
tectural subjects; Calland and Anderson,
never turning out a bad picture ; Davi¬
son, an admirable artist, and then the
most charming of companions, and so on.
As things went on, about twenty-five
years ago came another break-away.
The head got too swollen to remain
attached to the body, and a few of the
" big men,”

with

atlantic members,
56

the

aid

of our

trans¬

left us at a critical

20th,

1934

selection, Craigie, who was our Hon.
Secretary, and who was a clerk in the
Bank of England in private life, in
the rejection of a much-retouched pic¬
ture,
it " and
R.D.”the era of faked
Thismarked
era past,
skies, often out of tone with the land¬
scape, put behind us by improvement
in plates and films, and the use of
yellow screens, we seemed to get back
closer to pure photography with its
natural limitations. The photograph,
to make a mark, now relies principally
on the powers of selection of the worker.
Hence it is that progress is not easy, for
the powers of selection of the great
workers in the past were not easy to
eclipse or even to reach.
The alternative to a good subject
well chosen is now, too often, eccentricity ;
the taking, for example, of ordinary ob¬
jects from awkward points of view. We
had this, too, in the past, and to me it was
always a charlatan’s trick to get attention.
We have, I think, got past the era of
the heavy, loaded-up shadow, based on
the presumption that heavy (and im¬
possible) shadows meant strength in
the print, for landscapists have learnt
from artists that there is almost as much
interesting definition in a shadow as in
the light.
Eccentricity, alas, is likely to increase,
as it has in pictorial art, for this is an
age of advertisement ; but it might still
be abandoned if there should be some

Charles

II.

L.

Emanuel.

also among professionals. For the num¬
ber of amateurs, particularly in por¬
traiture, who have acquired professional
status is quite considerable.
Personally I feel that the present
standard, particularly in landscape work,
is no higher than it was, say, twenty
years ago, in spite of the great improve¬
ment in cameras, films, plates, and the
increased varieties of printing processes.
Controlled printing, to my mind,
resulted actually in a setback, for, with
but few exceptions, it was used by
photographers who were not really
artists, and whose main idea was to get
rid of the only advantage which photo¬
graphy had over drawing, namely, its
accuracy of definition. Hence we had
years and years of hybrid pictures, with
photography as their basis, but looking
something like something else, generally
with glaring errors, spotted at once by
a trained artist, and which were not
visible in a direct print from the same
negative.
It is on record that at an early Salon

584

startling improvement in colour-photo¬
graphy. Herein, in my opinion, lies
the only chance of any great advance
in artistic photography, and it has been
a great disappointment to find that
colour photography is now almost a
dead letter at our leading shows, and
no modern exhibits have the quality
of the earlier colour work which had to
be viewed by reflected light.
As regards my own work, I am, no
doubt, now a back number. I have
persistently refused to " fake,” believing
that one’s best effort should be put in
choosing a suitable subject, and in
making the lens one’s servant ; and but
for increasing, a little, the size of my
plates and films and restricting my
output, I have made but little progress,
unless it be that my leisure being
mainly spent among pictures and artists,
I find it easier now to select what
appears to me to be a pleasing subject.
The tendency to make cameras smaller
and smaller (and dearer), does not
appeal to me. There seems to be a
quality in a direct print which suffers in
the enlargement, and the very cheapness
of the small films tends to loose shooting.
My ideal is 34 X 2%, light to carry, cheap
to work, big enough in result if merely
an interesting record is desired, and
enlarging with not much loss of quality
up to 10x12. My very preferences no
doubt prove that I am, as I suggested,
a back number.
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The original of the above reproduction was
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one of the first amateur cameras invented.
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Grades.

BROMIDE AND
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6
Shts.
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—
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THE NAME THAT
REDUCED THE COST,
THE QUALITY OF PHOTOGRAPHY

A steady progress since the earliest
days of popular photography has kept
Granville products constantly in the
lead. Continual research, and the
closest touch with every scientific
development, ensure that our methods
and materials shall give, unfailingly,
the best results. The low prices of
Granville products never need cause
qualms as to their reliability ; your sat¬
isfaction is our best recommendation.
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IT was a shock when the Editor sug¬

gested I should speak of my experi¬
ences with photographic apparatus
and materials during the past fifty years.
I had not thought that anything like
that period had elapsed since I made my
first exposure and began a new experience
which has been an unfailing source of
pleasure during nearly half a century.
On reflection I find that my first attempts
at photography were1 made
towards
the end of 1884. I lived in Liverpool
in those days. My first camera was a
quarter-plate
hand cameras
those

of square box form —
were almost unknown in

days ; there

was

Looking
Backward
By JAMES

Guardia
and Newman
a

imposing dimensions than would appeal
to 1934 workers. Half-plate size was quite
common, and 5X4 was a very general

A. SINCLAIR,
F.R.P.S.

Three times winner of the R.P.S.

size. Anything
plate was almost
Since the war

Medal.

had a camera
Marion’s
but used
previously,
in
1884 which
ijxij in. plates.
was an
The original pocket Kodak
excellent little instrument ; and, for
quality, the “ Baby Sibyl,” which Mr.
F. J. Mortimer used for his wonderful
picture “ The Gate of Good-bye,” show¬
ing the soldiers leaving Victoria Station
for the war, has not been surpassed in
its own line. Still, the modern small
cameras, with their fine and rapid

entitled “ How
to Photograph,” pub¬
lished by Browning in the Strand. I
promptly got it, purchased a box of

lenses, taking pictures on
film, make work easy which

Swan ” plates, made
up a pyroammonia developer, and made my first
exposure during a dismal November
day, on the lace curtains of a room

general printing process was albumenised
silver paper, and I have prints made on
this paper which to-day are quite
excellent, probably due to the fact that
they were properly toned and properly
fixed. Then at an early stage there was

present-day photographers enjoy this
pleasurable sensation ? I still have
this old print somewhere by me in order
to curb any pride of spirit that might
have occurred with after-successes. It
to the

I next purchased a Lancaster “ Instantograph,” the best of a series of
three cameras which that Birmingham
firm extensively advertised and sold.
Many beside myself must owe their
introduction to the joys of photography
to this old firm.
Having once imbibed the fascinations
of photography I was bound to want
more. I heard of the Liverpool Amateur
Photographic Association, and came
across Paul Lange, George Forrest, and
many other good workers. We were,
as most young enthusiasts are, some¬
what revolutionary. We got command
of the Association, and by hard work
made it a very live body.
An Association outing in those days
differed vastly from one in these. There
was a great amount of impedimenta.
Hand cameras were unknown, and every
member
was equipped with a tripod
stand, and as many dark slides as he
could carry conveniently. There was
much
interest and excitement when
Detective Cameras,” as they were
first called, made
their appearance.
Every means was taken to disguise the
camera, and an outfit resembled a cigar
box or a Gladstone bag.
Circumstances brought me to London
and to the photographic trade in 1890,
and although I then became possessed
of an Adams’ “ Ideal ” — ah excellent
camera holding a dozen plates, qujckly
changed, and having, for me, the always

fine-grain
was only

previously done with much difficulty.
When
I started photography the

wherein I lodged. What delicious excite¬
ment as I saw the image grow beneath
the light of a ruby lamp. How many

sympathetic

smaller than quarterunknown.
the tendency has been

to very small instruments, and many of
the newer photographers have thought
that such productions were unknown

no rising front, so

I did not know
that the helpful
Amateur Photographer was born a few
months previously. Someone told me
that for a shilling I could get a booklet

me

with
B ” Camera,
" Special working
at J to
shutter

i/iooth second, fitted with Convertible
anastigmat lens, two foci, and holding
a changing-box carrying twelve plates.
Few workers will carry a camera of
this weight nowadays. Generally in the
’nineties hand cameras were of more

it was quite up-to-date in this particular
— it had a doublet lens, tripod and three
plate-holders. The fascination of the
image on the ground glass appealed to
me, but I was in total ignorance of what
to do next.

has always made
raw amateur.
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Photo]
James

A.

Sinclair,

[A. C. Banfield.
F.R.P.S.

necessary rising front movement — yet
I did not quickly lose my stand camera
habits. Indeed at that time I had a
12x10
and

camera,

three

and

double

this, with

its tripod

plate-holders,

was

symptomatic of our photographic en¬
thusiasm. 1 found, however, that the
hand camera was the instrument for me.
Just before my advent in London the
thing that stimulated photography per¬
haps more than anything else was the
introduction by the Ilford Company of
the quarter-plate at the popular price
of is. Soon afterwards there were por¬
tents of things that were to exercise a
still greater influence. In 1888 we had
the Eastman-Walker roll-holder, and in
1889, or thereabouts, the Kodak, of
which in 1892 it was advertised that
there were 90,000 in use. How little
could George Eastman have seen the
immensity of photographic develop¬
ment that must follow from the practical
use of a transparent, flexible film.
After about 1890 hand cameras became
more and more generally used, and many
of them were real scientific instruments
suited for serious workers.
never since surpassed, was

One pattern,
the Newman

platinotype,' hot bath only, but we had
to get a licence to work this process.
In 1890 a great stimulus was given to
platinum when Willis introduced his
cold-bath process, and abolished the
necessity for the licence. This was always
my
medium
for contact prints, and
nothing comes up to it for quality.
It is difficult to measure the benefits
conferred on photography in all its
branches by commercial firms, notably
by Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., and by George
Eastman. The former gave an enormous
impetus with their cheap good plates,
followed by gelatine " P.O.P.” Their
modern achievements with rapid pan¬
chromatic and infra-red emulsions give
welcome evidence that they are still in
the van of progress. Then to George
Eastman and the gigantic organisation
he founded, all photographers owe a
special deb of gratitude. The Kodak
made photography popular, and probably
no manufacturer in any country in the
world would have had more than a tithe
of his output
not lived.

if George

Eastman

had

Looking backward now and again is
very delightful. It is good to think of
past pleasures and have happy memories
of those who have made photography so
easy to-day. More important is it to
look forward. There is every ground for
hope that the future holds pleasant
surprises in store. We are not by any
means at the end of our tether, and I
hope

that

in

another

fifty years

The

Amateur Photographer will be still en¬
joying a vigorous youth, and be able to
help those who delight in a pleasant
and educational and healthful hobby.
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EDITORS
A.P.”
of “ The —1
1884 934
Western Circuit, and
wrote a number of
books, including
“ Leighton House,”
“ Piccadilly of the
Sea,” "Connemara,”
‘ ' England’s Ri¬
viera,” “ Caravan¬
ning and Camping
Out,” etc. In 1907
he founded " The
Caravanning Club of
Great Britain and

J. Harris

Ireland,” of which
association he is still General Secretary.
C. W. Hastings died in 1921.
T. C. Hepworth, an authority on all
photographic matter*, joined C. W.
Hastings as joint Editor for a year
(1889-1890).

Stone,

appointed Editor of the joint papers,
which then assumed the title of The
Amateur
News.

Photographer

J. Harris

1884-1887.

FIFTY years ago, J. Harris Stone,
M.A., founded

grapher,

and

The Amateur

was

the

first editor.

1925,
a position
he occupies
to-day.
W.
L. F.
Wasted retired
from the
staff
in 1929, but still contributes regular
weekly articles. The title of the paper

C. W. Hastings became Editor in
1888, continuing until 1891. J. Harris
Stone sold his interest and turned his
attention to the law. He became
the Inner Temple

Photographer and Photo¬
F. J. Mortimer as Art

In 1925 R. Child Bayley retired from
the editorship, but remained in touch
with the paper as Consulting Editor.
F. J. Mortimer became Editor in July,

Photo¬

Charles W. Hastings was manager and
publisher. A further note on the begin¬
of the paper "appears elsewhere in
ning
this issue.

Barrister-at-Lawof

Photographic

Editor. W. L. F. Wastell (whose portrait
appears on another page) was appointed
Assistant Editor in 1923.

Stone.

and first Editor,

and

In 1918 " The A.P. & P.N.” joined
forces with Photography and Focus,
edited by R. Child Bayley, who then
became Editor of the new combination.
The Amateur
graphy, with

Founder

to-day.

was

changed

grapher

and

to

The

Amateur

Cinematographer

and

Charles

W.

Hastings.

1888-1891.
E. J. Wad, chemist, and voluminous
writer on chemistry and photography,
edited " The A.P.” from
and during that period

1892 to 1895,
published his

" Dictionary of Photography,” which
had appeared previously in serial form
in the paper. He subsequently went to
America and became Professor of Chem¬
istry at Syracuse University. He died
in 1928.
A. Horsley Hinton was made Editor
in 1896, and definitely strengthened the
pictorial side of the paper. He occupied
the editorial chair until his death in 1908.
On the death of Hinton The Amateur
Photographer

T. C. Hepworth.
Joint Editor
60

withC.

W . Hastings,

1889-1890.

and

Photographic

News

amalgamated, and F. J. Mortimer,
Editor of the Photographic News, was

Photo¬

in 1927.

1892-1895.
E. J. Wall,
Hon. F.R.P.S.
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PORTRAITURE

During

Half a Century

IT is a remarkable fact that, while

portraits are generally the first
subjects the beginner with a
camera attempts, it is not in portrait¬
ure that the average amateur photo¬
grapher specialises.
This is as true to-dav as it has been
at any time during the past fifty
years, but it cannot be overlooked
that there have been manv accom¬
plished amateurs who have produced
from time to time striking and original
work of this character ; the art
pages of The Amateur Photographer
have given frequent evidence of this.
These examples,
however, are
generally by workers who are equally
good with a variety of other subjects.
When the attitude of mind and
abilities of an advanced amateur have
fitted him for the production of good
portrait work, the lure of the pro¬
fessional studio has generally proved
irresistible.
Instances have occurred frequently
during the past half-century of wellknown camera workers who, having
started as amateurs, have found
portraiture the greatest attraction,
and have eventually turned
professional.
A few, however, can be called to
mind who have remained amateurs
and have continued to specialise in
portrait and figure work. Of these,
.Mrs. G. A. Barton is a notable example ;
one of her pictures is reproduced in
the centre pages of this issue. E. T.
Holding is another whose portrait
work was distinguished by originality
of outlook and treatment, particularlv
in the experiments he made with
restrained glycerine - developed plati¬
num prints. A specimen is shown on
the opposite page. This worker has
now
abandoned photograph}- alto¬
gether for water-colour painting.

OUR

GIFT OFFER

[continued

and, as a member of the Royal Water
Colour Society, has achieved greater
fame as a painter artist than he did
as a photographer.
Lord Carnarvon, whose death in
Egypt meant a
graphy, was an
of a fine amateur
his experiments
have never been
proved the
fessionals.

great loss to photo¬
outstanding example
portraitist ; some of
in fighting effects
excelled. His work

incentive

to many

pro¬

Commandant Puyo, one of the
greatest of French amateur photo¬
graphers, was also a fine portraitist,
producing most of his work in either
gum or oil, while in the more modern
period Cecil Beaton has shown amazing
originality in treatment of portrait
work,
grams

as

the

example

of the Year

from

reproduced

Photo¬
on

the

opposite page will indicate.
There are others whose names
readers will recall, but the number of
those who have specialised successfullv
in this branch of work and continued
as amateurs is surprisingly small,
although from time to time very fine
isolated examples are produced.
Of the amateurs of recent years
who have become professionals of
high reputation mav be mentioned
Bertram Park, Hugh Cecil, Pollard
Crowther and Walter Thomas, while
several others have hailed from the
Continent and America.
To refer to all who are well known
to the visitor to the British Exhibitions
would occupy more space than is
available here, but it is clear that
during the fifty years with which
The A.P.” is concerned, professional
photography — which is a matter out¬
side the scope of this journal, has
been the gainer on a number of
occasions from the ranks of the
amateur.

to Readers of “The Amateur

Photographer”

AS already announced, our recent gift offer of an exposure meter has been so greatly appreciated by amateur

photographers in all parts of the country that we are making another offer that will appeal to many readers.
A copy of the latest issue of the international annual Photograms of the Year can now be obtained under
similar to those that proved so popular on the previous occasion.

from

"f the Year must collect six coupons from six successive issues of ' The A.P..” fill in his name and address, and
post them within a month of the publication of the last coupon,
Iliffe & Sons Ltd.. Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i. The
As only a limited number of copies are available for this offer,
all six coupons have been collected, and the orders will be dealt
The 6d. Coupon will be found on page lix (Supplement 19) of

with a P.0, for 2s. only, to the Publisher, Messrs.
volume will then be sent by return, post free.
applications should be submitted promptly when
with in strict rotation.
the advertisement pages.

546)

“ May’ I be permitted to join in the many congratu¬
lations you will receive concerning the Jubilee of
The Amateur Photographer ?
“ Having been engaged in the photographic trade
for over forty years, I have seen the remarkable
progress which has taken place both in the design
of photographic apparatus and the improvement in
the sensitive material used by amateur photographers.
During thistoperiod
‘ The enthusiastic
A.P.’ has acted
as guide and
counsellor
countless
amateurs.
“ Long may it continue to maintain its position as
the intelligent man’s guide to photography.”
Alfred Oglesby.

(Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd.)
“As a member of one of the oldest firms of camera
manufacturers in the photographic industry, allow me
to offer my congratulations upon having attained your
Jubilee and to express my appreciation of what your
journal is accomplishing, as without doubt the interest¬
ing articles which appear weekly must be of great
assistance to the amateur in improving the standard of
his work.
“ Wishing
matographer

The

Amateur

continued

Photographer

and

Cine¬

success.”

C. J. Bannister.
(A. Adams & Co., Ltd.)

“ A lifetime of unintermitted and progressive service
to the photographic public and trade is but a demure
acknowledgment of your Jubilee.
we

“ To appreciate the value of your collaboration,
need but turn back the pages of The Amateur

Photographer , only to view with wonderment the
advance made in every sphere of photography, which
advance you have so ably assisted and encouraged.
“We look to The Amateur Photographer to foster
and encourage in a way characteristic to its leadership,
the

uni vernal

application

of photography.”

H. A. Carter.
(J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.)

“ I should like to congratulate you upon the fifty
years’ publication of The Amateur Photographer.
“ Your journal has had a very great influence in
fostering the practice of amateur photography as a
real hobby ; teaching people to obtain the far greater
pleasure obtainable by doing the developing, printing
and enlarging themselves, and thus making it a real
“ Wishing
pastime.

vou

continued

success.”

C. F. S. RothwelL
(Soho, Ltd.)

“ During a half-century ‘ The A.P.’ has seen many
changes in the popularity and developments of amateur
photography as also it has seen the rise and fall, or
absorption, of many other publications which could
not stand so well the test of time.
“ May it now go on with increasing success towards
its century, maintaining always its editorial policy of
educating the amateur in the fascinating side of his
hobby, doing all his own work, and converting
shotters into real photographers.”

snap-

Chas. J. Miller.
(Gevaert, Ltd.)

“ I wish to congratulate The Amateur Photogra¬
pher on its fifty years’ association with the trade.
During these fifty years photography has advanced to
such an extent that what used to be a complicated
process is to-day the holiday pastime of everybody.
“ Having brought photography, technically, within
the reach of everybody, thanks are due to The A mateur
Photographer that this hobby has been popularised
as it has been in the last few years.
“ I wish The Amateur Photographer continued
success in the future, and trust and believe that its
happy association with the trade and the amateur
will be long maintained.”

E. V. Simson.
(Agfa Photo, Ltd.)

conditions

Many new readers of The A mateur Photographer who are keen pictorial workers have not yet secured a cop}’ of
this edition of Photograms of the Year. It is a handsome volume of pictures, including nearly one hundred fine
double-tone reproductions of the best work by leaders in the photographic world, in addition to many pages of
interesting reading matter. It is published at 5s. net.
We are offering new readers of the paper the opportunity of securing a copy on the following advantageous terms.
In this issue of The Amateur Photographer , and for sLx issues that follow, a coupon will be printed in the
advertisement pages. The value of each coupon is 6d. Any reader who wishes to possess a copy of Photograms

page

“ May I add my congratulations to the Proprietors
and the Editor of The Amateur Photographer , which
during
year completes
fiftyphotography
years’ publication.
“ Thethis
service
rendered to
by its
weekly production, and the value it has been to all
serious-minded photographers, can only be estimated
by its continued popularity.
“ May the present Editor continue his good work
by editing a paper which will always command a sale
whatever

form

of photography

is in
J. vogue.”
G. Chapman.
(J. T. Chapman, Ltd.)
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“ We wish to convey our congratulations to the
publishers and editorial staff of The Amateur Photo¬

CINEMATOGRAPH.

cinematograph.

The above heading Is a small reproduction of one appearing In “ The A.P.” In January, 1913.
It shows the beginning of a weekly feature (Interrupted only by the War) that has continued in the
service of amateur cinematography until the present day.

— and a Jubilee of Cinematography
By SIGURD
MOIR.
Cinematography is now about to celebrate a jubilee of its own, and the
present number affords an appropriate opportunity for referring to
developments affecting the amateur side.
cutting standard film into halves, little
was achieved until Messrs. Bell and
twenty-eight or so was printing
Howell began to concentrate upon the
cinema positives upon a medium of
size. However, the big plans were
semi-transparent paper. This young
man was an amateur — as, indeed, were
dropped upon the introduction of Cineall but a few of the several enthusiasts
Kodak 16-mm. reversal practice ; the
Pathe concern alone remaining active
.
Never¬
engaged in early cinematography
theless, he managed to defeat all the
in this country with " silent ” 17.5-mm.
up to and beyond the 1930 days.
speculators by shooting the first film
Mention of Pathe serves as a reminder
ever made on a continuous strip of
celluloid.
that a lesser-known amateur gauge of
William Freise-Green — such was the
28-mm. was being marketed here only
a couple of years after the appearance
young man’s name — later permitted his
film to be shown before the Photographic
of Edison's Home Cinematograph ; but
Convention, at the same time making it
by far the greatest contribution this firm
has ever made to the amateur side is
clear that he was about to revive the
discarded system of moving the film by
represented in 9.5-mm. or Baby Cine
practice. This, I believe, was introduced
means of perforations and a studded
wheel. How sound was his reasoning is
here in 1923 ; it almost immediately
achieved remarkable popularity.
shown by the fact that this method forms
Kodak, of course, were not long in
the basis of nearly all present-day
supplying cameras as well as projectors
practice.
Obstacles.
for use in conjunction with their new
Unfortunately, conditions for practical
(16-mm.) gauge. Bell & Howell (the
work were so discouraging to the beginner
“ Filmo ” people) did not open their
London headquarters until 1926, but
that no great increases were observable
in the number of amateurs. This left
their apparatus for use in 16-mm. cine¬
the field clear for speculators to develop
matography could be seen and purchased
in this country as far back as 1924.
cinematography upon the lines of peepAnother
efficient make of apparatus, the
shows and picture-viewing machines.
In 1895, however, A. and G. Lumiere
" Victor,” was being handled by the
presented the first public projection
Dallmeyer organisation in 1925 — thanks
shows ever held in France, but it was
to which fact English amateurs had
early access to telephoto and f/1.9 lenses,
not until 1896 that the cinematograph
proper was publicly used in this country.
the “ turret ” front, slow-motion, visual
Immediately before this time, the
focussing, compensating view-finders and
one or two other valuable devices.
film “ cut-off ” was accomplished by
means of intermittent sparking ; hence
Eight-millimetre is the very latest
development from the firm of Kodak.
with the general adoption of constant
illumination and the shutter disk (inci¬
It is precise and efficient in use — and is
dentally, the latter was first used about
gradually winning a place for itself by
accompanying these advantages with
eighty-four years ago) there was some
revival of amateur interest.
an appreciable economy in expenditure
and
running costs.
Once again, difficulties in the way of
obtaining electrical energy provided
Sound and Colour.
serious obstacles ; although they did
Sound and colour are now established
not deter Edison, in 1910, from coming
accessories to amateur cinematography.
Indeed, synchronisation by means of
out with his “ Home Cinematograph."
This was really an attempt to economise
disks is cheaply done and is quite a
in the use of material, for the machine
commonplace occurrence, S.O.F. being
made use of three rows of pictures
rather more expensive, though in process
arranged side by side on the film ; and
of rapid development by some of the
it was quietly successful.
leading manufacturers of the day.
Modern Developments.
Colour, that very attractive element
Although the latest (S.O.F.) gauge of
of present-day filming, is splendidly
represented by Agfacolour, Kodacolor,
17.5-mm. had — in the early days — been
fashioned by the simple expedient of
and the new Spicer-Dufay methods.

FIFTY years ago, a young manYof
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grapher on the occasion of the journal’s fiftieth anni¬
versary. This popular and informative publication
has rendered valuable services in the interests of
photography in the course of its long career, and has
undoubtedly played a big part in the attainment of the
high standard which exists to-day in amateur photo¬
graphy. We feel sure that under the able editorship
of Mr. F. J. Mortimer and his colleagues it will con¬
tinue to hold the high place it deservedly occupies
to-day among

photographic

M. Wiedling.

journals.”

(E. Leitz, London.)
“ On the occasion of the Jubilee of your progressive
and informative journal, it gives us great pleasure to
send you our congratulations, and to express the
sincere wish that you may continue your valuable
activities for the advance and well-being of photo¬
graphy in general, and its technical, commercial and

Dr. Ernst Wandersleb.
(Carl Zeiss, Jena.)

artistic development.”

“ I am glad to take this opportunity of writing to
congratulate The Amateur Photographer on reaching
its fiftieth birthday
happy

returns

; and

here’s to wish you

many

A. C. W. Aldis.
(Aldis Brothers.)

as well.”

“ I take this opportunity

to convey

tions on the Jubilee of your

my

congratula¬

paper.”

C. H. Watson.
(W. Watson & Sons, Ltd.)

ITfeeTthat

it is quite a milestone

in photographic

matters that ’ The A.P.’ should have, completed fifty
years of useful work. The excellence of the journal has
undoubtedly been of immense value to photography
in general, and, as a consequence, to the trade. In my
opinion photography, as distinct from snapshotting or
picture-making, is daily becoming more and more
popular again. There is undoubtedly a distinct revival
in serious work.
“ I should like you to accept my congratulations to
you at this time, and may I express the hope that you
personally will be for many years connected with the

S. Ballantine.
(J. Lizars.)
“ I regret that I am unable to claim that I have been
a reader of The Amateur Photographer since its first
”
issue,
because
I am still, happily, on the sunny side of
journal
fifty. Nevertheless, I have followed the activities of
The Amateur Photographer for over thirty years, and
congratulate it most heartily on attaining its fiftieth

H. J. Kraushaar.
(Ilford, Ltd.)
birthday.”
“It does give me a great deal of pleasure to have
this opportunity of offering my congratulations to
The Amateur Photographer on the occasion of its
“ My own years do not permit of my commenting
on the first issue, although my company has used its
valuable
Jubilee. advertising columns from time to time almost
since the inception of the paper.
“ I should say very few, if any, other publications
can boast such a unique position after so many years,
and I hope ‘ The A.P.’ will continue
popularity

for many

to enjoy the same

years to come.”

Mottershaw.
(Sheffield Photo Harry
Co., Ltd.,
Sheffield.)

“ Please allow me

to tender

my

hearty

tions Photographer.
on the 50th /year of publication
teur

congratula¬

of The

Ama¬

“ As a lifelong member of the photographic trade
I have naturally read each number regularly, and have
always found something of interest both to the amateur
and the dealer.
“ Wishing

you

every

success in the future.”

(Garner & Jones,
Ltd.)
C. Garner.
“ May I congratulate The Amateur Photographer
on having completed fifty years of publication — it has
during that period certainly served the photographic
public in a very excellent way, and has undoubtedly
maintained

a very high standard.”
F.

W. Greenwood.
(Elliott & Sons, Ltd.)
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Model

M.

CineNizo

Perfects
The unique
folding reflex
camera
Takes 12 pictures 2Jx2J in. on 3|x2| in. standard
8-exposure film. With Trioplan Anastigmat lenses
F/3.5 and Compur Shutte
r. £13
: 10 : 0
Other

models

See the Welta

available priced up to £19:5:0.
cameras

For greater
scope and
better results

The Model M. Cine-Nizo camera is the latest and best for
the advanced 9J-mm. worker, as it has movements usually
associated
” sizespring
cameras.
For normal only
use, with
the very
motorexpensive
is driven“Standard
by a strong
and
operates an eccentric movement claw. Speeds of 8, 16 and
24 frames per second are provided, and, in addition, a hand
crank for normal speeds (16 per sec.) and also for one frame
per turn. The Cine-Nizo 9£-mm. Model M. camera takes 50
feet daylight-loading film.
F/2.9 lens in9J-mm.
focussingModel
Cine-Nizo
M. camera, with Steinheil Cassar
mount.
£22
: 0 : 0
Other models with various lenses, from £12 : 10 : 0 to £44 : 0 : 0

in this and other types at

Cine Cameras of superlative
quality are manufactured by

your dealers.

vA^e&ofUi&fizcimer

Bulow

SeinmechaniH

und Jtpparatebau

Foth-Flex

The silvery
finish, rigid
tripods

The miniature
with

The attractive plated finish
of the Bulow tripods com¬
bined with their extreme
rigidity and mechanical
perfection render them
the ideal for those who

reflex

focal-plane

delayed-action
shutter
Takes 12 pictures 2|x2J

in. on 3Jx2£

in. standard

demand the best. The 7-section"“|ball-and-socket
model here illustrated (Model B.S.7) is the supreme

8-exposure film. Fitted with focussing magnifier
and automatic numbering device. The only reflex

example

camera in the world fitted with focal-plane delayedaction shutter. With Foth Anastigmat lenses F/3.5.

of a universal tripod.

Ordinary

and reversible head

from

Price 22/6
available in

models

£10:7:6

3 to 7 sections, 8/- upwards.

Send for descriptive lists to the sole distributors:

Peeling

&

4/6, Holborn
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Leading in 1912
The
This
Home

K. O. K.

The
Launched

forerunner of present-day Pathescope
Movies was introduced in 1912, and was

BABY

first amateur

cine camera

avail¬

designed for 28-mm. film with perforations on
both sides. The film was non-inflammable and

able at a low price. Usedg.5-mm.
Direct Reversal film with central

printed from a nega¬
tive, the Direct Reversal
process at that time still
being at an experimental
stage.

perforations. Hand-cranked and
fitted with an f/3.5 anastigmat
lens.

Compared

with

Pathescope

CINE

in 1921, this was the

Many are still in use, some in
conjunction with a special motor
drive.

later

develop¬

®

ments, the “ K.O.K.”
seems primitive, large and cumbersome. Yet many obtained motion
pictures in the home with this outfit having electric illuminant and
motor drive and costing £60.

®

now

£10 : 10 : 0

£18 : 18 : 0

ment

F/2.5 model,

up to 250 but also for showing 300-ft.
reels of film, with a motor drive and
super attachment.

£2:2: 0
no volts

electricity supply .

:

lens,

Fitted with f/2.5 anastigmat
lens and Tele-attachment,

Constructed to work off no-volt circuit,
but easily adapted not only for voltages

Super attachment .
Resistance for over or under

various “ de Luxe ” Motocameras

Fitted with f/3.5 anastigmat

To-day,

£6 : 15 : 0
£3:0: 0

LUXE

Fitted with an f/3.5 lens, the “de Luxe ” has given splendid
service for many years to thousands of owners. There are

projector earns its name from its
was the first of all Pathescope
neat,
for a

“ Home Movie ” .
Motor .

®

A super-fine movie-making outfit incorporating a strong
motor drive operating throughout a complete 9. 5-mm.
film length. Instantaneous loading in daylight.

MOVIE

Often called the “ standard,” this
record. The “ Home Movie ”
9. 5-mm. projectors. Hand-cranked,
compact and exceptionally strong
machine of such small size.
thousands are in use.

The “DE

®

The HOME

®

£16 : 16 : 0
without Tele-attach¬

F/2.5 model, with multi-speed
device, end of film indicator,
ment
double
view-finder,£22
Tele-attach: 0 : 0

double
F/2.5 view-finder
model, with
£20multi-speed
: 0 : 0
device, end of film
indicator,

Tele-attachment,

separate

£3 : 3

10s. Od.
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Leading
B

The Motocamera

The most popular and widelyused of the range of Moto-

cameras, the “ B ” is noted for
consistent performance. Fitted
with an f/3.5 lens and motor
driven. Daylight loaded.
The
£6

Motocamera
6s.,

provides

single nut tilting, sproc¬
ket feed. Universal
motor drive.

1,000

single pictures in a 9.5-mm. film
priced at 2s. 7d., with developing

There are models for
operation on 50, no

2S.

Only

4s. 7d. for a complete

of your

film

and 200-250 volt cir¬
cuits. Pictures 8 ft.
wide or more are easily
obtainable with the

own.

®
ALL

®

The 9.5%“200-B”

The ideal projector for use on every
occasion, especially where large and
brilliant pictures are required. Has many
fine features, including
200 or 250 watt lamp,
fan-cooled and asbes¬
tos lined lamphouse,

“ B,” costing
over

in 1934

®

PA TH&SCOPE
FILMS ARE
ON SAFETY STOCK.

PRINTED

standard 32-mm. lens.
The “ 200-B ” costs
only £15.
British

The

SOUND

made.

- ON - FILM

17.5% TALKIE
Available this autumn,
loud-speaker

The provision of a full after-sales service,
including advice on movie-making and
the use of the most comprehensive Film
Library at economical rates, has always
been a notable feature accompanying all

is portable,

for 17.5-mm.

film, with

Pathescope
first.

full-size sound track and the largest
picture area of all sub-standard
films.
Price £60 complete.
British

®

SERVICES

efficient, and gives first-class repro¬
duction of both film and sound.
Designed

®

the complete

outfit consisting of projector, ampli¬
fier and

®

introductions

right from

the

These services enable the amateur
tographer to obtain the utmost

cinema¬
possible

enjoyment with Pathescope Home

Movies.

made.
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Whether it’s a yard or a mile
away- - you’ll get it with a

LEICA

(

Whether
you’re
interested in architecture, landscape, sports, or just everything, Lelca is
the
camera
for you.
Whether the distance is a yard or a mile, the light dusk or sunlight, make no difference to
the Leica — it is made to overcome every difficulty.
For architecture there are telephoto and wide-angle lenses — for landscape the Leica gives
enormous depth of focus ; for sports the focal- plane shutter ensures clear and sharp pictures
without distortion. Other remarkable features are : rapid succession snapshots, no double
exposures, shutter wind and film advance being automatically coupled, automatic focussing
with built-in range-finder, and long instantaneous exposures of i, i, J, £ sec., permitting
snapshots at night, in or out of doors. 12 to 36 exposures with one loading. 4*90 ,4 O aA
With ultra-rapid f/2 Summar lens in collapsible mount .
*r«S>S a I O all
For 78/6 down yon can start using your Leica; balance
payable in 8 more similar monthly payments.

Every

Leica

accessory

always

in stock

WALLACE
119, NEW

Leica

HEATON

specialists:

LTD.

BOND ST. Phones : Mayfair 0*924/5/6/7 LONDON, W.1

COOKE

E

Unusually high exchange allowance for your present camera
Jwben you buy a Leica. Let us quote you.

at the leading

LENSES

W Photograph

by The

Times,

London,

This photograph of the River Nile was taken from an Aeroplane by a
staff photographer of The Times with a Cooke Anastigmat. The
original photograph

shows

convincing evidence of the remarkable

defining power of the lens.

TAYLOR,
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New and old readers are reminded that all the regular features of “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher 11 which have been crowded out of the present Issue will appear in next week’s
number. This will be published on Wednesday,
June 27th, at the usual price of
threepence.

GREETINGS
[continued

The
Week’s
June 20th.

Wednesday,

Borough Poly. P.S. Portfolio by F. C. Tilney.
Camberwell C.C. Print Trimming Competition.
Exeter C.C. Doddiscombsleigh.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Borsdane Woods.
Northants N.H.P.S. Visit to Gardens of Mr. A. E.
Pollard.
Rochdale P.S. A Night with Mr. T. K. Barraclough.
Scarborough A.P.C. Wrea Head Farm.
Stockport P.S. Carbro. C. A. Barnes.

Thursday,

June

21st.

Bedford C.C. Outing to Staploe and Duloe.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Astronomical Photography.
R. M. Fry.
N. Middlesex P.S. Exposure and Development.
V. H. Cohen.
Oldham

P.S.

Portraiture.

Friday,
John

Ruskin

C.C.

June

Practical

King’s Heath and D.P.S.
Leytonstone and Wanstead

Saturday,
Bath

P.S.

J. Hollingworth.

22nd.

Work.

Chloro-Bromide
C.C. Members’

June

Printing.
Evening.

Meetings

Saturday,

Small

Heath

P.S.

p.m. P.S.
Stafford

Meriden.

(contd .)•

2 p.m. Bull Ring

Bishop’s Offley.

Market

Sunday,

June

Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Llangollen.
N. Middlesex P.S. Box Hill.
Oldham P.S. Prestbury to Alderley.
S. London P.S. Wisley and Newark
loo, 10.14 a.m.

scape.
Walthamstow

and D.P.S.

Tuesday,

Chancery

Ilford Station,

June

25th.
Land¬

26th.

“ Hearty congratulations to all concerned in bringing
‘comers.”
The A.P.’ into its half-century of useful life.
“ I have been acquainted with the journal for
probably forty years — in the days when the amateur
went forth with tripod and camera, both fitted with
all ‘ up-to-date ’ movements.
“ I think it fair to say that ‘ The A.P.’ has always
stood well out from the photographic Press in the
of its production.
the journal

a long-continued
A. A.life.”
Smith.
(Wray,
Ltd.)

“ Accept my heartiest congratulations on the
attainment of your fiftieth birthday, and my best
wishes for your future success. Your journal has been,
and is, such a landmark in the world of amateur
photography that it would be nothing short of a
calamity if we failed to see its familiar cover every
week.”
J. Hill.

(The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd.)

“ Congratulating you upon being at the helm of
The Amateur Photographer on its fiftieth birthday,
and

27th.

Borough Poly. P.S. The Human Element.
Camberwell C.C. Finals of Monthly Print and
’
Competition.
Hucknall
Rochdale

Isidor Joseph.

Water¬

John Ruskin C.C. Holiday Photography.
Leicester and L.P.S. Evening Outing to Aylestone.
Manchester A. P.S. Still Life. W. Stephenson.
Nelson C.C. Ramble. Victoria Park.

Wednesday,

590;

and F. J. Mortimer as the pioneers of amateur photo¬
graphy. No other journal has ever put its shoulder
to the wheel so much in helping forward this splendid
hobby ; whether it be the merest tyro or the most
advanced worker, The Amateur Photographer has
always been at hand to assist constructively all

“ I wish

Print Competition.

June

page

“Truly The Amateur Photographer will go down in
history with names of Horsley Hinton, Child Bayley

quality
Abbey.

from

2.30

24th.

Accrington C.C. Annual Picnic.
Harrogate P.S. Lakes Tour.
Ilford P.S. Blackmore to Ingatestone.
io a.m.

June

(Red

Square,

Stockport P.S. Haughton Dale.
Walthamstow
D.P.S. Cliffords Inn.
p.m. Tube and
Lane
Station, 2.30.

Monday,

Beckenham P.S. Old London — Temple, Lincoln’s
Inn, etc.
Belfast C.P.A. and Y.M.C.A. C.C.’s. Portrush.
Bristol P.S. Bath. Bus 33, 3.0, Centre.
Bromley C.C. Famingham to Eynsford. Bromley
South, 1.40 train.
Hanley P.S. Gawsworth. Stoke Station, 2 p.m.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Bestwood Lodge.
Leicester and L.P.S. Chamwood Forest.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Harold Wood, Essex.
Luton and D.C.C. Greenwich. L.M.S., 12.40.
Medway A.P.A. Chestnut St. and Borden Hall.
Northants N.H.P.S. Norton Hall.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Federation Outing to
Swithland Woods.

23rd

Plymouth Inst. P.S. Newton Ferrers and Noss
Mayo.
Sheffield P.S. Worsbro\ Meet Exchange Street, 1.40
Bus).

23rd.

Midford.

June

Y

wishing

you

many

further years F.of Beaumont.
success.”

(Photo Trading Co., Ltd.)

Slide

and D.P.S. Bestwood Lodge.
P.S. Questions and Answers.

“ Please accept my heartiest congratulations on the
attainment of your fiftieth birthday, may there be no
“ I know‘ returns.’
very well that ‘ The A.P.’ has played
unhappy
and
will continue to play its part in photographic

Exhibitions

and

Competitions

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, June 30. Rules in the issue of May 30.
Brussels International Salon. — Open, May 28-June
19. Secretary, E. Hofmann, 54, Rue Brogniez,
Brussels.
International

Salon

(Poznan,

Poland). — Open,

June

1-24. Secretary, Bogdan Zielinski, “ Towarzystwa
Milosnikow
Fotografji,” ul. 27, Grudnia, 18, Poznan,
Poland.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21-July 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbery Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Photographic Society of Touraine International
Salon. — Open, June 21-25. Particulars from M. Danos,
Rue de Boisdenier, 107 (Soci6t4 Photographique de
Touraine), Tours (Indre-^Loire), France.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Open, June 15-30. Secretary, A. S.
Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta, Turin, Italy.
Southern Counties Salon (Organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Open, June 30-July 8. Salon Secre¬
tary, 69, Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary, Inter¬
national Salon of Photography, Lucerne.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
“ Beechffelds,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 47, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers please copy.)
“ All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (Organised
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20-25. Entries close the last mail in July.
Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August 24
-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by
Hong Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).

c™uture.and

— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30. Fur¬
ther particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong Uni¬
versity A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi, Shimbun, Tokyo.
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne Victoria, Australia.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton St., Rotherham.
Paris Salon. — Open, October 6-21. Secretary, M. E.
Cousin, Society Frangaise de Photographie, 51, Rue de
Clichy, Paris (9E).
Johnson’s Holiday Competition. — Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson and Sons, Ltd., Hendon Way, N.W.4.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-January 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
“ 232 ” and “ Sandom ” Photographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable prizes.
Full details and entry forms from “ 232 ” Photo¬
graphic Competition, 38, Wood Street, London, E.C.2.
III International Photographic Salon of Poland at
the Institute of Fine Arts, Krakov. — Open, August
26-September 30, 1934. Closing date for prints,
August 10. Number of prints, 2. Entry fee, Polish
zloty 8. Particulars and entry forms can be obtained
from the Secretary, Fotoklub Polskiej Y.M.C.A.,
Krakov, Krowoderska 8, Poland.
8th International Christmas Salon of Photography,
Antwerp, 1934-35.— Open, December 23rd, 1934January 6th, 1935. Prints to be received before
November 15. Particulars and entry form may be
obtained from Mr. J. Van Dyck, Secretary of the
Fotografische
Belgium.

Kring

“ Iris,” Ballaerstr. 69, Antwerp,

progress, not only by increasing the number of its
readers, but in the interests of every branch of the
photographic industry.
“ Very best wishes for your

C. S. success.”
Downing.
continued

“ The Amateur Photographer, which for so long has
Occupied a unique position in being the broadest
channel of information and assistance to the amateur
and an indispensable vehicle to manufacturer and
dealer alike in reaching the public, has every reason
to look back with pride and satisfaction to the highly
efficient manner in which it has consistently performed
the mission it set itself.
“ I offer, for my firm and on my own behalf, to
The Amateur Photographer and its Editor my heartiest
congratulations on the attainment of a Jubilee that
is so full of progress

and success.”A.

D. Degenhardt.
(Carl Zeiss (London) Ltd.)

“Congratulations on the Jubilee of The Amateur
Photographer.
“ The Amateur Photographer has played a singular
and consistent part in 50 years’ progiess in photo¬
graphy. It has kept the flag flying through all the
vicissitudes of the trade, and it has found a nucleus
for amateur photographers throughout the country.
The trade owes much to the activities of your journal,
and I hope that The Amateur Photographer may long
continue to flourish and set up a standard for all
amateurs to look to, and that under your guidance
it will long continue to be a leading source of in¬
formation and inspiration for all amateur photogra¬
phers.”
Guy (Ilford,
A. Peck.
Ltd.)

“ The A mateur Photographer has become a household
name among the keen enthusiasts of this Art, but
many who were associated with the early publication
have passed away — an increasing number, however,
have joined the ranks, which has made The Amateur
Photographer so popular.
“ To me, the present-day publication is a real work
of art, and I look forward from week to week for its
issue, as I consider that the matter contained in the
pages to-day is so vastly superior to its earlier days.
“ In congratulating you on the fiftieth anniversary,
I hope that The Amateur Photographer may have a
long lease of life to spread its enthusiasm among the
amateur

photographers

Robert
of the world.”

Ballantine.
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General. — All communications

for the

Editor

Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception, muse

photographic

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
'egal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
,t without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied bv a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on>the distinct understanding that by so doing per
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issu.
to reach the enquirer.

We have for this week suspended our usual answers to queries, and give
instead a selection from the questions and answers that appeared in the
first year’s issues of “ The A.P.” They throw much light on the matters
that interested photographers in the ’eighties, and the state of things in
the photographic world of the period. Questions were published in the
paper, and answered (perhaps) by readers in a later issue. Often there
was no answer ; sometimes there were several— generally more or less
contradictory.
Ordinary

and

Instantaneous

Do instantaneous
as ordinary ?

plates produce

Plates.

as good

results

Everything depends, of course, on
the plates. But I find the instantaneous
plates are quite as good as the ordinary
ones, granting proper treatment of such.
I may say I use Marion’s
plates.
Tourist’s

“ Britannia ”

Camera.

Which is the best and lightest 5 x 4 or 1 -plate ?
One with all movements, and carrying its own
supply of plates — say 12 to 18 plates — thus obvi¬
ating the necessity of carrying several slides. Does
anyone

know

Prof. Ezutchewsky’s

camera

?

The best and cheapest £-plate camera
I have seen and used is made by Lakin,
Templefield Street, Birmingham. It is
folding, has reversing frame, all move¬
ments, with two double backs, ^3 10s.
Instantaneous

Shutters.

Can anyone inform me, from practical experience,
which is the best instantaneous shutter for tourist
purposes

?

I have used a common drop shutter
for some years, and wish for nothing
better, it is very simple and answers
every purpose.
Isochromatic

plates sold in this country

sufficiently ? I finish
put in a dish holding
a few minutes, then
in the dish under a

After fixing, say at 6 p.m., I place the
prints in a dish of water, and change the
water every quarter of an hour up to
7.30, afterwards every half-hour up to
10, then leave them in water until
morning, when I give one change for
quarter of an hour, then take them and
place between sheets of blotting-paper.
I have done so for the last two years,
and find no trace of fading.
February

Views.

Is it possible to photograph landscapes and general
views this month, and, if so, what exposure would
be required ?

I have got some views with two seconds
exposure during the past four weeks in
fairly bright, clear days. He should
procure an actinometer, and study the
in Burton’s

Manual.

Camera.

Happy man. “ A few pounds more
or less are of little consequence.” By
all means go in for a full-plate camera
at once. If the above condition con¬
tinue and the present enthusiasm last,
you will not rest satisfied till you turn
out big work — as big as you can carry
without the help of a donkey cart.
Dealer

in Apparatus

them

(after fixing)

Albumen prints may be washed with
advantage in alternate hot and cold
water. This will lessen the time of
washing considerably. Three hours
might be a minimum.

at Lausanne.

Will someone kindly tell me if I can purchase
dry plates and chemicals while travelling on the
Continent, more especially at Lausanne ?

I doubt whether “ Tere ” will be
able to obtain dry plates and chemicals
at Lausanne itself, but he can do so
at Geneva, where Emile Fabre is an
agent
for remembered,
Monckhoven’s
plates.that
It
must be
however,
the foreign sizes of plates differ from
those adopted in England. Monckhoven
makes both kinds, but it is scarcely
likely that plates of the English sizes
would be kept in stock by agents on
the Continent.
Marion’s

Miniature

Camera.

Can anyone give me any information with regard
to the above camera, as I am thinking of getting
one ?

If G. E. B. will send me
I shall be happy

his address

to lend him a miniature

camera I bought of Messrs. Marion’s a few
months ago. It is an excellent idea,
but in my hands the results have not
proved ideal. Perhaps the demands of
many may induce the makers to make
certain improvements.
Moonlight

Photos.

How long exposure
scene ?

is required

for a moonlight

Many successful scenes have been
taken by making the exposure from
dark to dawn. In order to avoid con¬
densation of moisture on the lens, keep
the whole apparatus in a cool cellar
for some hours previous to operating.
While in Africa I saw some nice moon¬
light scenes produced, where the moon
was photographed on the negative by
sticking on a wafer.
Dark

Shadows.

Have taken several instantaneous outdoor photo¬
graphs of children. Picture good, except faces,
which have a dense shade over them. Can the
faces be made lighter ?
hats cause the shade ?

Would

broad-brimmed

If “ Snap ” has to photograph children
with broad-brimmed hats, the faces
should be raised, or the hats thrown
back, or else the underside of the rims
may be lined with white paper so as to
reflect light on the forehead.
Instantaneous

Washing.

Does it harm prints to wash
in warm water ?
?

fixing
about
drain
brisk

stream ; my guv’nor is disagreeable and turns
the water off when he comes in (about n p.m.),
they soak until 8 in the mom, then I let the water
run till 9 when I have to finish.

Prints

These can be had direct from the
makers, and inventors, Messrs. AttoutTailfer and John Clayton, 18, Rue des
Cordelieres, Paris.

68

Prints.

Do I wash my prints
about 8.30 p.m., then
a gallon of water for
them, and set them

table of exposures

Plates.

Are any isochromatic

Washing

1934

I purchased a J-plate camera, and have been able
to get very fair photos. I wish now to
purchase a larger and more substantial camera.
Some advise me to stick to a good 1-plate camera,
and to enlarge the photos if I wish. What would
readers advise ?
I may mention that it is only
for amateur work, and that a few pounds more or
less are of little consequence.

‘Deciders' Questions

and Cinematographer , Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.

20th,

Lens.

I found that my Suter lens would not cover the
plate at all sharp without using the third or fourth
stop, but my Ross lens covers the plate quite
sharp with No. 1 stop (open lens) working f/16.
Ought

I to get a larger lens ?

Scarcely any lens will give a sharp
image right up to the edges of a plate,
with a full aperture.

June
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Weston

CAMERA

for only THREE
With

PHOTOGRAPHER

GUINEAS!

K.W.

1

,r

C^posurelKlefers

Box Reflex you can now pur¬
chase
a
really satisfactory
Reflex Camera for a fraction of
the usual cost.
Equippedwithtall hood, surfacesilvered mirror and focussing
screen of extra-fine ground
glass, this camera shows your
subject as clearly and sharply
as the most expensive reflex.
The “K.W.”
takes 3Jx2j in.
roll films. It has an all-metal
shutter giving exposures l/25th,
l/50th and l/100th sec., also
B. and
T. exposures.
All
scales and
operating levers
are arranged in view, ensuring
easy and rapid manipulation.
Dimensions:
4gx3£x4§
in.
Weight only 32 oz.

PRICE
With

:

f/6.3 anastigmat

lens,

£3:3:0

With
Steinheil
lens .

Supplementary
lens
traiture at 3 ft .
Optochrom

Actinar
£6

f/4.5
6 0

yellow

Leather case, velvet
shoulder sling .

for Por¬
10s. 6d.

glass filter
11s. 6d.
lined with
10s. Od.

Write for Illustrated Prospectus to

THOR/CH

& CO. LTD.

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

STRAND,

W.C.2

A super sensitive scale to
clarify exposure readings

Second Edition
MODERN
PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH MODERN
MINIATURE CAMERAS

Revised &
Enlarged
NOW
READY

By WM.

ALEXANDER.

See

!

Illustrated

This invaluable work isi the outcome of years of
investigation, intensive study and practice with
all kinds of miniature cameras. It reveals secrets

CONTENTS

: Introduction

:

Vogue

of Miniature

Advantages

Freelance

and

Commercial

in Miniature Photography;
Weather Troubles ; Index.
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119, NEW

NOW

Send
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exchange
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present

apparatus.

by-

“ THE

specially

WALLACE HEATON LTD.

practical.”
G. J. L. (London.)

And

Booksellers.

MENTION

2, the

£8 10s.

627,

Work

Easy payments over
nine
months
arranged.

PRESS, 19 Cursitor St., London, E.C.4
and

Weston

for Cine

“ I must congratulate you upon the

YOUR

617, Type

carrying-strap

Lists free

educating

Publishers

is Model

Cold

attractive way, etc.”
C. W. H. (London.)

many tips.”
P. B. R. (B'ham.)

I have ever read.”
Rev. C. P. (Eastbourne.)

PLEASE

top

and

literature

Photographic

plete
There

SAID:-

simple but effective way in which you
have dealt with the subject . . . very

FOUNTAIN

the

“ I must congratulate you

most

interested in your fascinat¬
ing book ... I learnt a
great

at

£8 10s.

; By-paths

” I have very much enjoyed your
book. . . . One of the most useful and
practical pieces of photographic

BUY
THE

Enlarging

at

specially designed

“ No photographic work
has

Work

demonstrated

Below this is shown the Leicameter,
constructed for all Leica work. Com¬

; Typical

Models : Accessories and their Importance ; Chemical, Optical and Relevant Matters,
Part I ; Chemical, Optical and Relevant Matters, Part II ; General Record, Competition
and Vacance Work ; Pictorial Photography ; Portraiture ; Rapid Action Photography ;
Journalist

instruments

Universal Meter for “Still” and Cine work. Weighs
8 oz. Size 3J in. x 2J in. x I Jin. Complete with
shoulder-strap, and leather case, for
. .
^

before avail¬
should read.

Cameras,

amazing

wrong. They are independent of climate or tem¬
perature. They eliminate waste offilm, time and money.

I5° PP-» also 33 pp. illustrations. Price 3/6 (by post, 3/9)

about successful photography never
able. A book every photographer

these

Wallace Heaton’s. The uncanny way in which they
register the exact exposure readings will thrill you.
There are no batteries to replace. Nothing to go

Phones

:

Mayfair

BOND

STREET,

at 47, Berkeley

LONDON,

Street,

Grosvenor

0924/5/6/7.

W.1

W.l
2691.

for Full List.
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to perfection

ROLL-FILM

REFLEX

as any

camera

Full-size
SELF

V.P.

made.
pictures

- CAPPING

SHUTTER,

4| X6

FOCAL

l/25th

cm.

- PLANE

to l/l.OOOth

sec.

EXAKTA
ANASTIGMAT
f/3.5,
fo<?us 7.5 cm. . .
. . £14 0 0
ZEISS TESSAR ANASTIGMAT
f/3.5, focus 7.5 cm. . . £18 0 0
ZEISS TESSAR ANASTIGMAT
f/2.8, focus 7.5 cm. . . £21 10 0
DALLON
SUPER-SIX
3 in .
EXTRA

Solid Leather
New

Model

f/i. 9, focus
£31 10 0

FITTINGS

Cases

Enlarger

. . £1

0

0

..£3

15

0

When

GARNER

with Dallon Telephoto f/5.6

any subjects may be made, “ far or near/’
Price extra
.
£8:15:0

(No Frame.)

Lens Hoods
. .
Extension Hoods . .

equipped

..£076
..£066

Write for illustrated brochure

& JONES

LTD. SK",™ •’SIX'S’!

1884— FADED

PRINTS—

1934— PERMANENCE
DRY

MOUNTING

INSULATES

and prevents fading through
mounting

impurities.

PRINTS

The greatest advance

in

during the last half-century.

THE ADHERO

DRY MOUNTING

OUTFIT

This machine will mount prints of any size up to whole-plate upon mounts from
thin paper substance to thickest card, without cockling or damage of any kind.
Maximum mount 15x10.
PRICES:
Ideal for loose-leaf albums.
PRICE COMPLETE

(Stocked

in all sizes to cut from

8£* to 24*.)

MERRETTS
VISIBLE
PRINT & PAPER TRIMMER
The most efficient trimmer of its kind on the
market. Smallest size made to cut 81 inches full.
Write for particulars of the new MARGIN TRIMMER.

The ADHESIVE

DRY

Each outfit includes every¬
thing necessary, including
a selection of border tints
and mounts, also adhesive
tissue.

Heated

by Gas .
£2:15:0
„ Spirit. ... £3:0:0

,,

,, Electricity £3:15:0

ADEMCO
DRY

MOUNTING
TISSUE

Sold in all sizes suitable to the
Amateur, in small packets.

Prices, 9d.

and 1 /3

MOUNTING

CO., LTD.
27-28,
70
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on request. Aldis Lens Book.

BROTHERS,

piUWjJTNEjS

For

i \d. stamp.

SPARKHILL,

PAPER
LANTERN

BIRMINGHAM

XTERE is a camera with features far in
advance of its time — every refinement and
feature for better results with greater ease
is incorporated. A range-finder coupled with
focussing movement, thus securing dead-sharp
results always, an ingenious exposure meter
fitted to the camera side, the Voigtlander

AND
PLATES

Acclaimed for their
Technical brilliance and
Artistic d isti nction
PAPER
Rich warm

Heliar f/4.5 lens in delayed-action Compur
shutter — these are some of the points that
make the “ Prominent ” the roll-film camera
of 1934 and of the years to come !
Ask your dealer to show you the Voigtlander
“ Prominent.”
Price, with first quality
tan leather case .

PLATES
tones

Rich warm

by simple

development. Speed suitablefor enlarging or contact.
Long scale of gradation.
Extraordinary latitude.
Eight superb surfaces.

Long scale of
Brilliant image.

25 gns.

The complete Voigtlander Catalogue will
be gladly sent on application to the Sole
Importers and Wholesale Distributors :—
SCHERING
Ltd., SJgfilSt

gradation.
Price I/ 1 0

f paper! \ LTD

188/192,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

W.C.i .

— Warwickshire
*
MS / L" 1
V FIL

London

Office and

ESSEX

STREET,

MENTION

by simple

per doz.

STECHFORD -

PLEASE

tones

development. Speed suitablefor reduction or contact.
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35,
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Test Chart postcar d, please send

ALDIS
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Congratulations! To the April Prize Winners
IN THE “232” AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC^

“SANDOM”

COMPETITION
Mr. F. J. Mortimer, Hon. F.R.P.S., Editor of “ The Amateur
Photographer
and Cinematographer,”
has judged the entries and
made
the following
awards.

Comfort — Style — Perfect FitQuality — Value.

ADVANCED

Birmingham.
2nd Prize.
— F Woodhall, 5, The Firs, Fallows Road, Sparkbrook,

“ and nearly 100 years of tailoring tradition
behind the makers of ‘ 232 ’ Grey Flannels, Sandom
Handycoats and Centacort Flannel Trousers.”
These are your reasons for insisting on “ 232 ” Grey
Flannels, Sandom Handycoats and Centacort
Flannel Trousers

3rd Prize. — C. F. Baldry, 66, Dacre Road, Hitchin, Herts.
BEGINNERS’

To “ 232 ” Photographic

HANDYCOATS

13/9

38, Wood

Name

many

CENTACORT”

patterns

to choose

YOU SAVE ££££
on Craftsman Materials

Send your LEICA

SPOOLS

RAINES

STUDIOS

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT
PAPERS,
POSTCARDS,
PLATES,
MOUNTS,
DRY¬
MOUNTING
TISSUE,
etc., etc.

to the

ENLARGING
New

Art

recommended
Printing

by
and

LEITZ

Enlarging.

lOd.
8d.

10x8

13x12
ALL

X 41 3/3 doz.

WRITE

RAINES & CO. (EALING) LTD.
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

and

White,

ALL

3/9

BROMIDE

36 sheets.

1/6

3 /-

4/6

..

3/9

1 14/9
gross.

23/6

..

6/6

..

8/6
SIZES

..
IN

33/9
STOCK.
10/-

6 /for2/- D. & P.GLOSSY,
Work

12/3
5/6

5 gross.
9/6

2/9

NORMAL

AND

ALSO D/W.
VIGOROUS.

GASLIGHT
or BROMIDE.
SINGLES POST
or STRIPS.
100 2/10; 1.000
21/-. All Surfaces.
FREE.

300, 600, 1,200
for all Classes of Photography. 100,
H.&D. 3}x2*2/-1/2 doz.; 41x311/9 doz. ; 5ix3} 2/6 doz. ;
Post extra on Plates only.
All goods sent per return.

FOR FULL LIST OF MATERIALS.
SAMPLES
ANY OF ABOVE FREE ON REQUEST.

OF

MARSHALL & CO. (dW Ford St. Works,

W.5

PHOTOGRAPHER

FREE.

1 gross.

DACTPADHC
rUOlbHKUO

PLATES

..

1/2

2f x If

3Jx2J
4}x2f

with you or with the after-manipulation.

EALING,

POST

GASLIGHT&

If you are not completely satisfied with
the results you are obtaining with your
camera, send some of the negatives to us
and we will tell you whether the fault lies

..

1/4
2/6
1/8

12x10

backed by 40 years’ experience in
photography. Moreover, it is a com¬
plete Service from the developing of the
negative to the framing of the finished
enlargement.

PAPER

and Vigorous, Cream

Card Thick ; also Glossy and Velvet, Paper
12 sheets.

86Jx4f
V x 6J

By using the Raines Service you will
obtain the Best Result and advice

STUDIOS

Smooth,

5Jx3i

for

BROMIDE

Surfaces : Normal

Rough and
and Card.

Developing,

.

100% wool, white or grey flannel trousers 18/9 L..,
J Address

SERVICE

72

E.C.2

from
30/

The RAINES

THE

Competition,

Street, London,

Please send me full details of your Photographic Competition and entry forms

4 SHADES, 68 FITTINGS
(outsizes cost a little more)

Specially

SECTION.

1st Prize.— H. Griffiths, 25, Donaldson Street, Anlield, Liverpool, 5.
2nd Prize.— J. Simpson, 2, Park Road, Barnsley.
3rd Prize.— J. T. Ogden, 153, Colin Crescent, N.W.9.
Valuable 1st, 2nd, 3rd and Consolation Prizes are still to be won
during June and July. Send in your entries NOW. No entrance
fees. form.
Send the coupon below if you haven’t yet received your
entry

at your Outfitter's.

OBEY FLANNELS

SECTION.

1st Prize.
— G. R. King, 31, St. Winifred’s Road, Teddington,
Middlesex.
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An example of “Sun” Photography and Half-tone Process Engraving.
Further evidence of Sun Service is provided by the Photogravure
Supplement to this issue which was etched and printed throughout
by The Sun Engraving Company.

THE

SUN

ENGRAVING

MILFORD

HOUSE,

MILFORD
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GAMAGES

ADVERTISEMENTS

BOURNEMOUTH/or

Wish to congratulate “The Amateur
Photographer’’
on its Jubilee.
Just as this journal has been giving value in the form of
hints, constructive criticism and technical information
for 50 years, so have Gamages in the form of outstand¬
ing values in cameras, apparatus, etc. Here qre some
typical examples.

Sensational

Cine

Camera

PINE-SCENTED
BREEZES

Offer

BOURNEMOUTH/br
frit

V

.

SPORT, RECREATION
BATHING & SUNBATHING

BOURNEMOUTH/br
SUNLIT SEA AND
GOLDEN SANDS

Famous American STEWART-WARNER
16-mm.

Model at nearly Half List Price

BOURNEMOUTH/or

These cameras are beautifully designed and finished through¬
out. All-metal body. Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat lens, finest quality
clockwork
motor, and such expensive extras as follows :
Two
film footage indicators (one contained in view-finder),
4 speeds, including genuine slow motion and “ talkie ” speed,
exposure indicator on lens mount, quick A A
J w
A
detachable lens for Telephotos, etc. Smart T.t't
1
canvas case included.
Price complete
• 1

/
1

" fj
■ w

ZEISS IKON’S
LATEST MARVEL
Inspect this wonderful camera at
your
leisure at Gamages.
No
obligation to buy. It is the famous
520 model Ikonta (16 on 2ix3J) and
is now supplied with coupled range¬
finder — for dead accurate focussing
on every occasion. F/3.5 Tessar
and D.A. Compur, of course.

pnce

BARGAINS

BOURNEMOUTH for
THE FINE/’T HOLIDAY
OF YOUR LIFE!

£16:12:6

IN USED CAMERAS

Why not write for the Bournemouth Guide ? Profusely
illustrated, it describes the host of delights and varied
attractions awaiting you at Bournemouth — -the City of
Pines, Golden Sands and Sunshine.

3\ x 21 Zodel Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, revolving back, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
case, also f/6.8 12-in. Ross

Telecentric

Telephoto.

Good £11
condition
11 0

2ix3j Challenge Roll Film or Plate, f/6 anastigmat, 6-speed
and cross, screen and slides. Good condition .

shutter, rise
£1 17 6

Bathing in warm, calm seas . . . lazy walks in quiet Chines . . . rambles
into the New Forest and the Hardy Country. . . . Golf, Tennis, Dancing, and,
for the music-lover, the Municipal Orchestra conducted by Sir Dan Godfrey.

V.P. Kodak, f/6.8 anastigmat .
158. Od.
9 x 12 or J-pl. Miroflex, f/2.8 Tessar, F.P. adapter, yellow filter, case. Cost

£80 .
£29 10 0
31 x 2.1 Latest Kodak Nagel Folding Plate, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, rise
and cross, etc., 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £13 18s. 6d. As brand
new .
.
.
£9 10 0

V.P. de Luxe Piccolette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur .

£3 17

Simply write to-day to the Publicity Manager,
Room No. 161a, Town Hall — ask for the Guide .

6

BOURNEMOUTH/or

Gamages
definitely make
the highest allowance for
Cameras, Binoculars, Telescopes, Projectors, etc., etc.,
in part exchange for other apparatus. Easiest of Easy
Payments, too.

GAMAGES,

H0LB0RN,

LONDON,

Sunshine with Coo! Breezes

E.C.1

Telephone : Holborn 8484.
74
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Camera

Sport

IN SUMMER
FOR

ROLL

f 16 exposures,

Developing is
so simple with

on

a 3J x2£

FILM
2^x

lj in.

in. film.)

also 2{ x2J in. exposures

AZOL

on 2J in. film,

IN WINTER
FOR PLATES

and the process so inter¬
esting and fascinating that
it is really worth testing.

The tables prevent
you making mistakes .

4£x6 cm. (2J-X If in.)
(and Film Pack).

LOOK

With

AT

THE

COST

!

A 3-oz. bottle makes
from 75 to 300 oz.
and costs 2/- , and this
will develop from 30
to 40 spools, 3£x2J.

HERE
Send

9d. in
AZOL

exact

on

focussing

ground

glass.

«

Shutter and lens easily removable. Clip-on slides.
Compur shutter, delayed action, with
O 1 1
A . fi
Meyer Trioplan F/2.9
.
Still
! ft ! U

IS YOUR

Also

CHANCE

stamps, or P.O., for a
sufficient to develop one

1-oz.
dozen

trial bottle
spools.

DOLLY,

lfxlj

in., F/2

Catalogue

NSON
TOH
Manufacturing

& SONS
Chemists,

LTD.

LONDON,

on

lens

Importers

: 17

: 6

:

Phone

: Chancery

8541.

N.W.4

(heCAMERAf
\J

A N D

Recommend

G R A M O P H O N E

\J

all 9.5-mm. Cine Enthusiasts to come and . . .

“HAVE

AT

£12

request.

Holborn)
Lion Square (High
29, Red LONDON,
I Til
A rTIW
AH
111 AA Li
U.f
W.C.l.

PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT ,
HENDON,

free

CERTO -CAMERA -WERK, Dresden 46/445

of

Sole

^

Schneider

posted

THIS

AMAZING

NEW

A DEKKO”
SENSATION

Fitted with Dallmeyer p/* / a
f/3.5 20-mm. fixed-focus
lens .. .. ONLY

IN

CIN£

Fitted with Dallmeyer
f/i. 9 i-in. Micrometer
focussing lens ONLY

CAMERAS.

£8:18:6

3-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Telephoto, £5 5 0. Yellow Filter, in screw attachment, 10/6.
De luxe Velvet-lined Leather Case to hold camera, spare films, filters, etc., 15/-.

Make sure of getting IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY by ordering your
DEKKO
from us and get a HIGHER
PART- EXCHANGE
allowance on your unwanted apparatus.

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

from the Premier Agents

SEND

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

/\ N O

PLEASE

“THE

AMATEUR
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THE

“DEKKO,”

POST

FREE.

Victoria 2977. One minute from Victoria Station.
Hours of Business, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Mon. to Sat.)

G R. A M O P H O N E. \J

MENTION

ON

320, Vauxhall Bridge Road
VICTORIA - - S.W.1
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MALLINSON’S FREE-LANCING SERVICES

ARE

COLOUR
THE

This picture is typical of the average amateur photographer’s
output. The member who took it was advised on a programme
of markets, and has so far sold it 7 times to : MANCHESTER
GUARDIAN,
WEEKLY
TELEGRAPH,
HIKER
AND

Placing by Mr. Mallinson, and full advice on all Free-lancing
and Photographic topics.

(Dept.

A), Rose

Crescent,

AND
PROCESSES

are invited to apply for our
revised lists.

The

obligation, to : —

FREE-LANCING

PROCESSES

We also specialise in enlargements
and lantern slides from Leica and
other film negatives.

MALLINSON’S
SERVICES comprise One Year’s collabor¬
ative and practical tuition, 42 Lessons, Personal Criticism and

MALLINSON’S

IN

PHOTOGRAPHY

OIL

You

BLACK’S
COMPETITION,
JOHNSON’S
COMPETITION,
KODAK
MAGAZINE,
and
the cheques amounting to £4 8s. 6d. Two
•
further sales will be made.

without

INTERESTED

CARBON
CARBRO

A cross the Meadows.

Send for Prospectus,

1934

II _
YOU

CAMPER,
HOLIDAY
ABROAD,

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Autotype

59, New

SERVICES,

Oxford

Co.. Ltd.
Street, W.C.l

Established 70 years.

CAMBRIDGE.

MOVIES

WITHOUT TITLES TELL ONLY
OF THE PICTURE STORY.

PRINT

YOUR

OWN

PART

SUB-TITLES

WITH

pp
Is

CINE Sub-title Printing Outfit
, As

recommended,

by

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT,
AUTHOR

“MOTION

OF THE WORLD

RENOWNED

LTD., Clapham

Common,

WITH

THE

BABY

for producing

CINE.”

lettering

equal to high-class printing is the ‘ Econasign ’ Outfit.”
This Outfit has been especially designed for this purpose, and is helping

The

Cheapest

and

most

PRICE
Post

London, S.W. 4

Efficient

21/-

tree Great

device

on

the

Market.

complete

Britain

only.

(Foreign buyers should include 5/- extra for postage, any excess will be refunded.)
Sole Manufacturers :

THEVICTORIA
“ ECONASIGN
” CO., LTD.
STREET, LONDON, S.W.l
Telephone

: Victoria

5662.

76
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many thousands of Amateur Cine users to complete their pictures with attrac¬
tively printed titles. It is extremely simple to use and is

For details of the full range of Ross Lenses,
including the famous Xpres series, write to :

ROSS

PICTURES

“ One of the finest devices I know

ROSS
SjENSES
MAKERS

ESQ.,
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SERVICE
Write

for lists and

THE

terms.

Financed

and

“SERVICE”

by

the

Service

wire

and

leather

brilliant view-finders,
covered.

with

SUPER IKON T A

body

focussing

constructed

screen,

wire

Adapter,

8/6.

Extra

35/-.

Best

Slides, 2/9.
quality

15/-. Riteway

case for camera

and

6

£16 : 12 : 6

range-finder

31x21,
f/4.5
Compur shutter

Tessar,

41 X 21,

f/4.5

Tessar,

Compur

shutter

£17 : 0 : 0

Roll

6 slides, 15/-

(2£x2£
Focal-plane

in.)

Shutter
action.

with

film.

F/3.5

Foth

case

.

. .

35-mm.

Film

Picture.

F/2 Summar

£33 : 13 : 0
II, with

range-finder .

8ec .
III, with range-finder

Model

and

No.

Or 12 equal payments
of 18/4 per month.
Leather

10s. 6d.

or

medium

filters,

New

Cameras

at Reduced

31 x 2.1 No.

Price - all with
GUARANTEE.

MAKER’S

Cameras,

fitted

Roll
fa¬

Our

Ensign

cussing scale and release.
Camera
finished in black
leather. Usual price £8 7s. 6d.
Reduced Price

£4:3:9

31x21 in.
ALDIS
ANASTIGMAT.

F 7.7

Price

“VERAX”

Time and instantaneous ex¬
posures, camera constructed of
teak, brass bound, focussing
adjustment, reflex mirror. List
price £4 17s. 6d.
Reduced

6 payments of 9/2 per
month.

Three

screens,

‘ STABILO ’
METAL
TRIPOD
New

design, D-sliaped

tubes,

4-section,

stout light
48 in. high.

PHOTO

‘ OMBRUX

FOR

STILL

CELL

joint.

MENTION

equal payments
per month.

of

in

EACH

metal.

CINEPHOTOGRAPHY

IN NEAT

For

lenses

up

to

For

lenSes

up

to

For

lenses

up

LEATHER

to

10/-

SETS.
screen.

11-in. diameter
8s. Od.
11-in. diameter
. Od.
10s. ~ 6d.
2-in. diameter

11s. 6d.

VERAX

METERS
FOR

FILTER

11, 3 and 6 times, graduated sky
Complete with holder, all in box.

10/-

’ and 4 BLENDUX

PHOTOGRAPHY.

*

” GRADUATED

For

LIGHT
lenses

For

lenses

up

“ T.”
upFILTER.
to 11 -in. diameter

For

lenses

up

to
to

11-in.

diameter
6s. Od.
6d.

2-in.

diameter

CASE,

£4:4:0

8/6
With

6

LIGHT

equal payments
per month.

Price

£2 : 13 : 9
Or

PLEASE

the
size.
lens

Nine

B.

price 70/-.

£2:9:9
Or

(British, made.)
roll films 41x21,

ideal panel or landscape
Fitted Aldis anastigmat

For

ENSIGN TROPICAL
ROLL-FILM REFLEX

Aldis-Butcher
lens, Betax

and

Usual

: 0

f/6.3, in Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T.
and B., brilliant and direct
wire-frame view-finders, fo¬

shutter, speeds 1 to l/100th
sec., T.

: 0

1 to: l/500th
£25
0 :0

speeds

12 ENSIGN
CARBINE

case, £1.

AT REDUCED
PRICE. NEW
Film

£22
shutter

£10 : 10 : 0

anas¬

in.

Model lens
III with

Sunshade,
8/6.
12/6 each.

mous f/6.3
anastigmat

lgxl5/16ths

on

Model

Light

3 Carbine

Size

Film).

Write for pill details.

£10 : 7 : 6
Leather

exposures

For

F/4.5 ZEISS TRIOTAR
COMPUR SHUTTER.

delayed

Speeds l/25th to l/500th sec. and
Bulb exposures. For 6 exposures
on No. 127 film. Or 12 exposures
on No. 120
tigmat lens

(12

31x21

£18 : 15 : 0

The Popular Camera for Modern Photography.

ROLLEICORD
ROLL-FILM
REFLEX
21 x 21

SIZES

16 on 31x21, with f/3.5,
Tessar, Compur shutter,

LEITZ LEICA

THE FOTH-FLEX
ROLL FILM

THREE

cal focus for ensuring
every picture.
focussing,
criti¬

of all metal.

and

Adapter,

IN

Each model has a range¬
finder coupled with the

release, 3 metal

£6 17

Roll Film

leather

NOW

B. Camera
adjustment,

f/3.5 lens, Trioplan .

F.P. Adapter,
Film

camera

Price £9 : 17 : 6

slides.

Model

Back-hooded

?

Co.

SUPERB

Delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and
movements : double extension, rising and cross front by screw

Finely

xlix

WHY NOT “S”

controlled

F/2.9 Trioplan Anastigmat Lens. 31x21 in.

direct

9)

AND THE BEST
EXCHANGE TERMS

“Still” or Movie.

Camera,

for a New

(Supplement

ball-and-socket
Or

12/6
“ THE

8

equal

payments

per

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

month.

of
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Publishing

The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors,
although everv care
is taken to avoid mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the summay be addressed to
of 6d. to defray the
°L reg'stration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisemen
t
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ' The Amateur Photographer
’ ."

Amaphot

is on sale

countries
and Sons

rtreet*
S-E-1*
will bePhotographer
simply forwarded
The Amateur
e/o ‘ letters
°°°> these
“ B°x a°d
st?mfnrrth?tri.be ^ondon’
us to
,' Dorsetby House,
the
advertiser. ItIaddr*ssed:
must be understood that we do not deal with
correspondence
oth.er wa*’ h°r accept any responsibility in connection with the
the advertisement.

Displayed Advertisements
Communications on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement
Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the First post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

throu0h the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases
the remittances
B,ox- ' ° advertisemen
t0 recommended
~Piy is
throtlh
use of the
ts are warned against sending
System
Deposit till0
.

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries
are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is
quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser,
stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ld. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
r. .2/6
24d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY tor the following week’s issue, or one day earlier
the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation atStreet,
Birmingham, 2 ;
160, Ceansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26u, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
tco late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

Photographer.”

Deposit System
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may
deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited
with
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt advised of its
of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender
If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller
instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the
event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, forseller, each
we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is which
charged •
on transactions oyer £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75
51- !
over
£75 anti
under are
£100,
; and
on all transactions over £100, one-half per’ cent!
All deposit
matters
dealt7,6with
at Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Ltd.

CAMERAS

WARNING

31x34
Square lea Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5, 6 slides,
2 F.P.A., case, £6/17/6— Box 603, c/o " The

Amateur

[2418

31x24 T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5 lens,

2 3 D.D., F.P.A., magnifiers, filters, leather
case, cost over £30, excellent condition, £11 ;
Giraffe Tripod, 6/- ; Six i-pl. D.D. 6/-.— H.,
74, Selwood Rd., Croydon.
[2438

KODAK 3a P.C. Film, leather case ; Butcher’s

Cameo 3|x24, case, tripod, film tank, acces¬
sories, etc. ; 70/- lot, or sell apart. — Mortlock, P.10,
Flowerdown, Winchester.
[2441
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
4 F.P.A., leather case, good condition, £10 ;
12-in. Telephoto, f/7.7, £3.— M. T. A., 144,
Palmers Rd., New Southgate, London, N.ll. [2442

ENLARGER for }-pl. Sanderson, home-made ;
bargain, beautiful condenser, £1 — Roebuck,
52, Market St., Thornton, Bradford.
TRIPOD, ash, 3-fold, i-pl., 5/6. — Above.

rpi

unused
writeFilm,
full
Folding; Roll
rd bargain
Postca
”
55/absolute
particulars. — Above.
[2443

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR,
giving :up,Zeiss
offersTessar
following
graphic bargains
10-in. photo¬
f/4.5,

leather case, as new, £11 ; Half-plate Tropical
Sanderson Hand-Stand, late model, wide-angle
rack, Busch f/6.8, Automat shutter, 2 double
slides, Houghton’s adapter, envelopes, new con¬
dition, £6/10; lea 9x12 cm. Horizontal Model
Reflex, very light and compact, quick-wind
shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, Zeis3 Tessar f/4.5,
F.P.A., 6 slides, leather case, new condition,
cost over £24, for £9 ; First-class Magazine, boxform, twin-lens Reflex, i-pl., pair of Cooke f/6.5
lenses, perfect changing mechanism, and condition,
lenses alone cost £9, accept £3 ; Vest Pocket
Kodak, f/6.8 anastigmat, lazy tongs model, focussing
to 3 ft., leather case, 30/- ; seen appointment. —
Tame, 54, Buchanan Gardens, Willesden. [2450
QK/. Fotet 3x4 cm. (16 on V.P.), f/4.5 anasOeJ/
tigrnat, 3-speed. — Lilacs, Whitehill Rd.,
Crowborough.
[2454

UNWANTED Gift. — 3x4 cm. Piccochic, f/2.9

lens, Compur, 1 to l/300th sec. ; new ; first
£4 secures. — S. Lilbum, Craigforth, Elie, Fife. [2456
YOU

CAN

DEAL

AND

LENSES

ZEISS Ikon Miroflex, 9x12 cm. or i-pl., Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, 6-in., 4 plate-holders, leather
case ; as new ; cost £51/10 ; £25. — J. Puttock, 46,
Castle Rd., Bedford.
[2463

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic
of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, Exchange,
N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such offers
from this quarter.

BABY Sibyl, Zeiss f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,

extension back ^ for
—
Below.
condition,
£6. — Below.

close-ups ;

splendid

slides,3Jx2£
F.P.A.,
case ;f/4.5
nearly
new, 3£11/10.
SIBYL
Newfilter,Special,
Aviar,
D.D.

FI 4 Wray’s^O-in. Soft-focus Lens and filter, £2/10 ;
1 15-in.

f/4.5

Ross

Xpres,

£2/10,

sunk

mount

;

reply, stamped envelope. — 66, John St., Luton. [2464
1 -PLATE T.-P. Triple Extension Stand Camera,
2
Cooke f/6.5 lens, time, 3 to l/100th sec. ;
perfect condition ; exchange for smaller one. —
Boulton, 151, Mill Rd., Wellingborough. [2466

LENSES

4x4 cm. Reflex (Kemy-flex), f/4.5 Vidar focussing

TTLP- 31 x 2} Florentine Bronze Carbine No. 6,
TT roll film, plate back, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
Compur, rise, brilliant and direct finders, velvetlined case ; bargain, £4/19/6. — K. Latifi, 50,
Sussex Gardens, W.2.
[2452

314 x T.24 &Ensign
Tropical
I. shutter
; listReflex,
£4/17/6 Aldis
; as f/7-7,
new, 31x2|
T.-P.
Reflexand Junior,
Cooke, 12
2 slides,
F.P.A.,
R.F.A. f/4.5
T.-P. magnifiers,
Impan screw-in and Verax filters, lens hoods,

complete with leather case, £2/10. — 13, Holmside,
Gillingham, Kent.
[2448

78

<51 Co.

Notes bein g untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent
as remittances.

OFFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams: “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.
— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Uille
Ltd.

SALE

Emporium

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should
be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

Business Notices

20, 1934

lens, speeded shutter, 70/-. — 19, Etheldene
Avenue, London, N.10.
[2467

31x2i
Roll Film Camera, f/6.3, fully -speeded
in Acme shutter, £6 ; Dallmeyer 6-in. Pentac
4

shutter,

27/6 ;

Cooke

11-in.

Telephoto

f/5.8,

f/2.9, £7 ; Soho Reflex, 3J x 24, 7 double slides,
F.P.A., revolving back, leather case, no lens, £12 ;
deposit. — Hadley, 730, Stockport Rd., Manchester,
13.
[2468
1-PLATE Sanderson Field Camera, two lenses,
2 2 D.D. slides, tripod ; all as new, £3. —
Christon Mount, Winscombe, Somerset.
[2469

Bee meter, leather case, modern refinements ; in
first-class condition, £7/10, or exchange Rolleicord
or similar ; also 10J-in. f/7 Bistellar, in spare
panel, and developing tank with above. — 10, 1-PLATE Camera, f/5.8 Beck Isostigmar and R.R.
Beaumonts Buildings, Darton, Nr. Barnsley,
2 wide-angle lenses, triple extension, 6 double
Yorks.
[2457 slides, tripod, new condition, £5 ; bargain. —
[2473
C K / Zeiss 520 Ikonta, 16 on 3Jx2}, Novar Clarabut, 6, Park Rd., Wembley.
rJ'Jt f/6.3 lens, cable release, instruction book ;
as new. — 314, Milton Rd., Cambridge.
[2458
used by Mr. Mallinson, comprises camera,
plate model, in absolutely new condition, Cooke
f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., Dallon Telephoto
F.P.A., leather case, accessories, £6/10. — Below.
lens at f/6.5, antinous release, etc., all in specially
constructed case ; superb outfit for finest possible
Aldis f/4.5 lens, screen, T.-P. shutter, 3
double slides, 6 single, leather case, £5/10. — Below.
work ; first cheque
for £14/14
secures. — Mallinson’s
Free-Lancing
Services,
Rose Crescent,
Cambridge.

T.-P. Reflex, 1-pl., Cooke f/4.5 lens, 12 slides,
LIZARS Challenge de Luxe, 5x4, adapter i-pl.,
FULL Amateur Outfit. — Tripods, Dishes, Lamps,

etc. ; lists and full particulars of all above
from — J. Bontor, 56, Warwick St., Glasgow, C.5.
1-PLATE, f/4.5 Laack Convertible anastigmat,
4 Compur shutter, double extension Folding
[2459
Camera, 8 slides, with plate tank, £4, or offer ;
deposit system. — Box 667, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2461
JN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

COMPLETE Baby Sibyl Outfit for sale, lately

SOHO Reflex, 34 x 21, 6-in. Dalmac f/3.5, focal-

plane shutter, l/18th to l/800th sec. and
time, 5 new slides (3 block, 2 book-form),
[2483
F.P.A., Dallmeyer filter and lens hood, magnifiers,
antinous release, leather case ; magnificent outfit,
perfect condition, cost £46 ; real bargain, £18/18 ;
no offers. — Jenkins, Bamfleld, Wilton Crescent,
Southampton.
[2522

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

June

20,

EDWIN
(The

THE

1934

Dealers

AMATEUR

GORSE
of the

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERAS

AND
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LENSES

GOERZ Self-erecting Tenax, 10x15, Dagor lens

North)

inesi Stock and Range ot latest New Cameras, Enlargers,
ccessories, Cinds and Accessories. All makes. Immediate
leliveries. No Waiting. Post Anywhere. Big New
Catalogues, 6d. post.

1

f/6.8. Comp, shutter, 6 single slides, hood,
leather case, good condition, 2 tripods, 11 printing
frames, 12 developing dishes ; deposit. — Box 675,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2486

UNIQUE
Bargain.
Naturalist’s
5x4 Sohomagnetic
Reflex,
focal-plane
.and— silent
Luc shutters,
release for flashlight or distant control, five double

p

2

★

GREAT

SALE

*

l

lx 21 Carbine Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. Bargain. . £2
3-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/1.5, 4 speeds, case .
£29

17
10

6
0

slides, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 71-in., and Cooke f/5.6,
11-in. and 17-in.,
travelling cases ; splendid
.
definition and excellent order, £25, or nearest. —
Langford, 4, Alma Rd. Avenue, Bristol. [2487

5x4 Hand-Stand, triple extension, Goerz Dagor
D.D.
Rd.,

\x2Jt T.-P. Special Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5 and Dallmeyer Telephoto,
3 D. slides, case. Latest type. Like new . p
£14 14 0
f/6.8 lenses, 6-in. and 31-in. W.A., 3
1-mm. Pathe Projector. Cost £6 15s. Real bargain .
£2 17 6
slides,
all movements, £2. — Reed, 78, Peabody
l
[x2i Voigtlander Plate, Skopar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex.,
Famborough, Hants.
rise, cross, wire finder. Hardly used. Bargain.... £6 17 6

[2490

.

2x21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/3.4, latest l/25th to
l/500th, deep hood, dead register. Cost £10 .
£5 17 6
oigtlander Brilliant Reflex, f/7. 7, perfect .
£1 15 0
•pi. T.-P. Special Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest shutter, latest hood,
latest mirror, revolve back, D. slides, case .
£11 11 0

1Q‘3/f
16 on 31x21,
Compur,
Lc/Ot: Baldax,
filter, leather
case, £5f/3.5,
; automatic
Rolleiflex wanted.— Irving, Gardenia St., Carlisle.

\ x 2J Zeiss Icarette Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise front, slides, screen .
£11 11 0
^x2* Zeiss Palmos Famous Press, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, latest shutter,
l/10th to 1/1, 000th D. slides, F.P. adapter, case.... £8 17 6
JP. Weeny-Ultrix Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/3. 5, latest Compur,
no bellows model, slides. Cost £16. Unmarked.. £10 10 0
frx21 Duoflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, metal shutter, slides. ... £6 17 6
•pi. T.-P. Field, R.R., double ex., D. slides. Perfect .
£2 17 6
ix-20 Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3, 3 speeds, auto, erecting £2 5 0
■pi. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3. 5, latest shutter, latest hood, latest
mirror, revolving back, slides, case .
£9 17 6

PC/1 A
Adams’ Vesta, 31x24,' Ross [2492
Zeiss,
dJfJ! 1U
Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. A. ; excel¬
lent condition ; cost nearly £20. — Below.
Salex V.P. Focal-plane, 41x6 cm.,
—
Below.
c&O/
AvJ Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.A.

PECIAL. — 10-mm. Bell-Howell
all precision. Brand new.

Cameras, 76 Filmo, f/3. 5, 100-ft.,
Soiled only. Few only £18 18 0

lx 21 Ensign Antospeed Roll Film, f/4.5, l/25th to l/500th, focalplane, automatic film wind, real hide case .
£6 17 6
DallmePathe
1-mm.
Lux
50 or 100 watt, still device for notched
yer Dall
i
on Projector,
Tele
n
phot .
i/5.6. Just .
films, motor, resistance, ocarrying-case
£12 12 0
as new. ...
£7 15
1 x 21 Goerz Wafer Plate, Goerz f/4.5, Compur, slides. ...
£4 04 0
rejection Screens,

crystal beaded

super

type, 40x30....

£2

5

0

ive only — 91-mm. Pathescope Projectors. List £6 15s .
£3 7 6
2x21 Ensign No. 7 Latest Roll Film, f/4.5 Mulchro, 1 to l/100th
sec., latest rise and cross front. Unmarked .
£4 4 0
•pi. Ensign Roll Film Plate, Aldis f/6.3, 1 to l/100th .
£1 17 0
istophot Latest Meter, £1 1 0.
Lios Meter, 10s. 6d.
3-mm. Natural Colour 16-mm. Film, no filters, 100 ft .
£1 15 0
hree only — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Famous Cameras, Dallmeyer
f/1.9, 4 speeds, 60 ft. or 100 ft., carrying-case. Soiled only
£9 17 6
Brmarec Record Blanks, 10-in., for talkies .
Is. 6d.
1-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3. 5. Cost £6 6s. Like new. .£440
liters. — 3 Ilford, adjusting mounts to 2} in., case .
£1 7 6
Mackenzie Envelopes, 1-pl., latest metal. Each .
2s. 9d.
)0-ft. Kodak Film, “ London.” L1qt£6. Perfect .
£15
0
lectrophot Super Photo-Electric Meter .
£3 3 0
)x Voigtlander Binoculars, case. Cost £16 .
£5 17 6
[ x 2J Riteway Roll Film Slides. Cost 35s .
£1 1 0
i-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3. 5 and Telephoto .
£9 17 6
[ x 21 Ensign No. 7 Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, D.A. Compur, latest rise,
cross front. Hardly used. Bargain .
£5 17 0

3-mra. Kodatoy Projector, motor, 400-ft. arms .
£2 2 0
x 13 Veragraph, Krauss Famous Tessars f/4.5 .
£4 10 0
1x2* Contessa Nettel Press, Zeiss Tessar f/3. 5 .
£9 17 0
•mm. Stewart-Warner Super Camera, f/3. 5, 4 speeds .
£9 17 6
)0-ft. Mickey Mouse 16-mm. Film, 400-ft. reel .
£1 9 6
1 x 21 Kodak Special, Ross f/6.3, 1 to l/300th. Bargain. .£220
lides, 3* x 2} Zeiss Ideal, 3s. 0d.
F.P. Adapter, 5s. lid.
■pi. T.-P. Field, mahogany. Like new. Unmarked. .. .9s. 6d.
•pi. Dallmeyer Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5. self-capping, l/15th to
1/1, 000th, deep hood, revolving back, elides .
£8 17 6
■in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6, suit reflex or Press .
£5 17 6
1 x 2i Zeiss Ideal Plate, 4*-in. Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex.,
latest clip-on quick-change slides .
. .
£9 17 6
3-mm. Ensign Camera, f/3.5, 50-ft., case. Like new .
£6 17 6
J x 21 Wirgiu Plate, f/3.5 Xenar, D.A. Compur, rise, cross, double
ex., wire-finder, slides. Unmarked .
£6 17 6
1x2* Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Zeiss Tessar

f/3.5 Speed, latest l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, elides, case, super all¬
round camera of quality .
.
£29 10 0
3-mm. Victor Mighty-Power Projector, In case .
£39 10 0
hree only. — 16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projectors, £5 5s. Super lens,
100-watt, all in automatic case. Like new .
£11 11 0
-pi. Ica Famous Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, infallible l/10th to 1/1, 000th
shutter, deep hood, slides, case .
£0 17 6
eflex Cases, limp, lined, all-round sling, new .
8s. lid.
3-mm. Simplex Pockette Precision Wafer Camera, f/3.5, all inlaid,
1 -in. thick only. Perfect. As new .
£18 18 0
x4 Anschutz Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar f/4.5 .
£9 17 6
3 x 30 Beaded Screen, auto, luxe case. Unused .
£5 17 6
lides. — V.P. Goerz Nickel Double Slides .
3s. lid.
-pl. Anschutz F.P. Adapter, 9s. lid. 6 x 13 Mentor Double, 9s. 6d.
-pi. Ensign Double, 11s. 6d.
3* x 2\ Soho Book, 14s. 6d.
.C. Soho Book Reflex, 14s. 6d.
31 x 2i T.-P. Double, 9s. 6d.
oolour
CamePlate
Agfa Filters, 3, adjust, to 21 in., case .
18s. 6d.
ra
m
, Tess
ar f/ centre focus, case. Bargain .
x Prism Binoculars,
£2 17 6
2.7.
m
Co
■mm. Stewart-Warner Superst Projector,
complete .
£8 17 6
£24. ..
..
£9ex.,
.C. Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz, Compur, double
.
£2 2 0
17 slides
6
ilters, Dford Alpha, sizes 2 to 2* in. Each .
9s. 6d.
7olfe Soft-focus Lens Attachment, 2-in. adjust .
14s. 6d.
at 2-in. Red, Blue, and Green Filters, no holder .
14s. 6d.
3-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt, motor resistance, carryingcase. List £28. Unused. One only .
£16 16 0
1x24 Nagel Plate, f/6.8, 3-speed, metal, latest .
£1 12 6
B-mm. Kodak Camera B, f/3.5, 50-ft. or 100-ft., case £8 17 6
a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3, Diomatic 1 to l/150th.... £3 17 6
9x40 Beaded Screen, luxe leather case. Unused .
£5 17 6
a Kodak Speed Graflex Press Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/10th
to 1/1, 000th, takes 41 x 24 film, case .
£6ft17
00-watt Cine Lamps, 16-mm.
Brand new. Few .
9s. 6d.
ollex Roll Film Slides, 34x24, soiled, tested .
10s. 6d.
ripods, very strong, 5-section, ball head. Unused .
12s. od.
-pl. Contessa Press, no lens, D. slides, case .
£2 17 ®
OO-ft. Empty Reels, 16-mm., aluminium. Each .
2s. 6d.

EDWIN
RD.,ABLACKBURN
Tested. SevenGORSE,
days’ Approval.
Write Now.
BE

Tty/O
JL I / O

Folding Kodak No. 3, 1-pl., f/6.8 anastigmat, Koilos shutter. — Below.
Agfa 3£x2i> VTA anastigmat ; above are
1 I/O
bargains ; approval willingly. — Gipps, 15,
De la Warr Rd., Bexhill.
[2494

TROPICAL Contessa Nettel Press 34x21 Camera,

with Ross f/2.9 lens, range-finder, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P.A. and case ; condition absolutely
perfect, £29. — H. Reeves, 8, Greenbank Drive, Sefton
Park, Liverpool.
[2496
1-PLATE Sanderson Field Camera, f/6.5 Cooke
2 lens, roller-blind shutter, 6 D.B. slides, turntable,
tripod and case, equal to new, £6, or exchange. —
Henderson, 15, Milton St., Broughton, Manchester.
[2497
lens hood, ever-ready
focussing leather
hood, case,
tripod4 ;
all
ROLLEICORD,
filters,
brand new ; cost £13/10 ; £10/10. — C. W.
H-ogarth, 11, Erving

Terrace, Morecambe.

[2499

[Supplement
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BARGAINS
“STILL”

CAMERAS.

9x12 or 1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 slides and case, latest model. As brand
new. List £14 10s .
£8 18 6
3*x2* Zeiss Minimum Palmos, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6
double slides, leather case. Almost new condition. Special
snip .
case. Perfect order and

£8 15
£5 17

condition .

O'
6

9 x 12 cm. Ica Press, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, 2 double 6lides, F.P. adapter and case. As new
£7 17 6
Leica Model III, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, slow-speed shutter,
1 to l/500th sec., leather case, latest model. List£27£441718s.6
Goerz
Anschu
tz,
f/4.5
Good order .
£4 12 6
Celor,
3* x21 T.-P. Victory Reflex, f/4.53 Cooke,
double revolving back,
slides £5 19 6
3 slides. Perfect condition. Cost £15 .
and
3* x 2\ T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, 3 slides.
As new. List £8 15s .
£4 19 6

21 x 1J Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss Novar, latest Com¬
pur, takes 16 pictures on a 21x32 film. New condition
£4 19 6
21 x If Baldax, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur. As new.
List
7s .
£4 19 6
Pre£7
ssm
22 x 12anBaldax,
Reflex f/2.9 Meyer Trioplan, latest D.A. Compur.
, 5sf/.
As new. List £9
£6 19 6
4.5 Al
dis,
Mini-Fex, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan,
3 slid Compur shutter. Ex¬
es, F.
actly as new. List £8 17s .
£5 18 6
P. a
dapt
3x4 cm. Miniature Camera, f/2.9 anastigmat,
latest
er.
Compur, very compact. As new. List £13. ... £6 18 6
31 x 2J Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, double
extension, plate back. As new. List £16 10s. £8 17 6
1-pl. Regular Sanderson, all usual movements and wide
angle, f/6 Aldis, with Duo 4x attachment, 8-speed Acme
shutter, 3 double slides, leather case. Perfect. Cost
over £20. Snip .
£2 19 0
31x21
As new

Ensign, f/4.5 Lukos anastigmat,
.

P.C. Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur,
case. New condition. Cost £20 .

3-speed

shutter.
45s. Od.

de luxe leather
£5 19 6

4.5 x 10.7 cm. Ica Stereolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, Compur
shutter, changing-box, leather case. A beautiful outfit in
new condition. Cost over £40 .
£7 19 6
3* x 2£ T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
Perfect order. Cost £15..... .

anastigmat.
£6 15 0

i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, revolving back, 2
double slides, F.P. adapter and case. Nice condition.
Cost over £40 .
£13 18 6
Model II Leica. f/1.9 Dallmeyer Super-six anastigmat,
special leather case. As new. Cost over £30.. . £19 19 6
21 square Foth-Flex, f/3.5 anastigmat, focal-plane shut¬
ter, delayed action, latest model. Brand new condition.
List £10 7s. 6d .
£7 19 6

ETUIF.P.A.,
34x24,hood,f/4.5,
delayed
Compur,
slides,
filters,
tripod,
£7 ; Range¬

4Vx6 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ermanox, f/1.8 Erno'star anastig¬
mat, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Guaranteed brand new. List £47. Special offer £15 15 0

finder, 25/- ; all new. — Wallis, Baldwin St.,
Nottingham.
[2500

V.P. Ihagee, f/4.5 anastigmat, latest Compur,
front. As new. List £7 5s .

SUPER Ikonta, 31 x 21, leather case ; Rd.,
as brand
Win¬
[2501
matic, new 21X21,
condition,Tessar
£13 ; f/3.
wanted
Reflex,
ROLLEIFLEX
8, non-auto¬
31x24. — Allbutt, 55, Upperton Gardens, East¬
new, £14. — Poole, 132, Stockbridge
chester.

bourne.

[2504

ZODEL 1-pl., anastigmat f/6.8, 4 slides, F.P.A.,

leather case, £3/2/6 ; as new. — BM/GENE,
London, W.C.l.
[2507
XTEST Pocket Icarette, 2Jxlf, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

V

Compur, cost £12, accept £5 ; Film Tank,

Kodak 21, 10/6. — Robinson, The Cottage, Lang¬
holm Crescent, Darlington.
[2508
TZODAK-NAGEL,
Vollenda 48, 3x4 cm., 16
IV
exposures on vest-pocket film, Schneider
Radionar f/4.5, Nagel shutter, cost £4, accept £3 ;
Ditto with Schneider Radionar f/3.5, Compur
shutter, cost £7/10, accept £5 ; both scarcely
used ; buying Leica. — Probert, Glasbury Park
Place, Eltham, S.E.9.
[2509

31x21 Butcher’s Carbine, Aldis f/7. 7, speeded

4 shutter, £1 ; 34x24 Cameo, Aldis f/7. 7,
Lukos shutter, 6 slides, R.F.A., £1/5 ; 44-in.
Condenser in Box, 6/6 ; all perfect. — Shuck, ’201,
Olton Boulevard West, Hall Green, Birmingham.'

ROLLEICORD, as brand new, purchased a few

[2512
days ago ; cost £10/10 ; lowest cash price,
£7/5. — Cox, Accountant, Redhouse Rd., Tettenhall,
Staffs.
[2515

ZEISS Ikon Cocarette 31x21 Roll Film Camera,

Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, 1 to l/250th
sec. ; excellent condition, £6/17/6. — Newport, 38,
Morgan Rd., Reading. Deposit system. [2516

CONTAX
A, sec.,
as new,
f/3.5,
l/25thcon¬to
1/1, 000th
£18/10Zeiss
; or
exchange
sidered ; latest Roll Film, new Special Sibyl,
31x24, or similar. — V. Carter, 211, Broadway,
Cricklewood, N.W.2.
[2518

ENSIGN
Rollspecial
Film£1case,
Reflex,
34x24,extension,
Aldis f/7.
7,7,
as case,
new, perfect,
£2/10 ;5 "V.P.K.,
f/7.
leather
; Tripod,
6/-.
— 123, Petersfield Rd., Hall

Green, Birmingham.

[2519
Oyf/IQ/f*
on 3JX2J
Baldax,
f/3.5perfect;
Meyer
oOt:/
JlC/1 VJ 16
Trioplan,
latest
Compur,
cost £7/7. — Blackburn, Portland St., Pemberton,
Wigan.
[2521
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM ,

CINE

self -erecting
£3 19 6

CAMERAS.

Pathescope Motocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat, latest
model. Perfect. List £6 6s .
£3 19 6
Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat.
Almost new condition. List £10 10s .
£5 19 6
Coronet Cine Cameras, f/3. 9 anastigmat, guaranteed latest
models and brand new (not to be confused with old models
being

offered).

Present

list price £3 os.

Only

a few
37s.

left
6d.

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, spring motor
drive. As new. Cost £18 18s .
£2 19 6
Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix spring
drive. Perfect. Cost £7 6s .
39s. 6d.
Alef Cine .Camera, f/2.8 Meyer Trioplan, 3 speeds (8, 16
and 32). List £11 17s. 6d. Shop-soiled only. ... £6 19 6
Model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, spring
drive, etc. Guaranteed exactly as brand new, complete in
original box with full instructions, etc. List £13 13s.
£6 19 6
Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Camo spring
drive. Perfect. Cost £9 5s .
45s. Od.
Ensign Auto. Kinecam, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, variable speeds,
8 to 64 pictures per second. Very latest model shopsoiled only. List £13 13s .
£10 19 6
Ensign Kinecam Model 4, f/3.5 anastigmat, 8 to 16 pictures
per second. As brand new. List £10 10s .
£5 17 6
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, 8-16 pictures
per second, exactly as new. Cost £15 15s .
£7 17 6
PROJECTORS.
Model C Kodascope, electric motor drive, 2-in. projection
lens, complete with spare 400-ft. reel. New condition.
List £18 18s .
£6 19 6
Pathescope Kid Projector, complete with resistance for
all voltages. As new. List 55s .
37s. 6d.
Pathescope Home Movie Projector, type C lamp, complete
with instructions and flex, etc. As new. List £6 15s.
£3 15 0
Ensign Alpha Sixteen, 100-watt lamp, electric motor drive,
resistance for all voltages, case and spare reel. As new.
List £15 15s .
£7 19 6
Bolex P.A. Projector, electric motor drive, 250-watt lamp,
automatically stops on notches. New condition. List
£24 . .
£16 15 0
Ensign Silent Sixteen 50, resistance for all voltages.
Shop-soiled only. List £6 15s .
£4 15 0
Kodatoy 16-mm. Projector, complete. As new. List
£3
3s .
19s. 6d.

(heCAMERAf
\J

AND

GRAMOPHONE

\J

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
1 minute
Hours

from

Victoria

of Business

Station.

: 9 a.m.

Phone

: Victoria

to 7 p.m. (Monday

2977

to Saturday)

79

June
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AMATEUR

REMEMBER !
IPA

Prices

Service, we
the

j|

and

constitute

BBHBSH
The

D. &

Free

List

and

samples

P. FINISHERS

Gaslight Paper and Paper Films
supplied at special low rates.
Send

Trade

Card

for

samples.

WIRGIN, as brand new, 3ix2i, all-metal, f/2.9

Inventors

Super

1/- each.
(Quantities

N. & G. Baby Sibyl V.P., Tessar f/4.5, also

Ross Telephoto f/5.5, K 1 filter adapted to
both. F.P.A., cable release, pigskin case ; almost
as new and lenses without blemish, seen daily
London, W.C.2, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. ; price £12/10.
- — Box 683, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2532
TVfETTEL 32x9, Compur, f/6.3 Tessar, speeds
lx 1 to l/250th, F.P., fine case, 60/-. — Below.

IPA SUPER

Size.

Per doz. Per gross

3i x 2\
4ix2J
4*x3!
5ix3i

..
..
..
..

2/6
3/3/6
4/3
sizes

1/6 ..
1/9 ..
2/- ..
2/6 ..
Other

Size.

80

HOP

HALL,

R.F.A.,

as

new,

30/- ;

deposit

system

approval. — Box 693, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[2542

The

Improved

Photo-Electric

Gives!

exact exposures
without calcula¬
tions for both
still and cine,
from

Zeiss Tessar f/2.8, £15/17/6 ; T.-P.
Reflex (like new), £6/19/6, with case.

NO BATTERIES.
NO RENEWALS.

PRICE

S.E.1

WESTMINSTER.

USE

and cas
ALLENS.— Rolleiflex 6x6, f/3.8 and case,
£!
ALLENS
for every allowed
make of oncameramodern
; two saleable
thirds
approximately
cameras, part payment, subject approval. — Allens,
168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (7 minutes from
Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID}

ALL

Ready always to
indicate correct

complete in, leather case

£4 : 0 : 0

Horizont

value for £16/10 ; also f/4.5 model
£14/19/6 ; Baby Ikonta, f/6.3, 52/6.

2 minutes

to i/i, 500th sec.

f/3.5,

ALLENS.— Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar, £7/19/6 ; VoigtALLENS.—
N. &9-in.G. Telephoto,
Vitesse 3ix24,
f/3.5; Ross
Xpres and
£22/19/6
cost
Armies.—
in. & f/4.5,
G. Folding
3*x21Telephot
Refle:
Cooke Aviar
and 11-in.
£29/17/6 (cost £70); Automatic Rolleiflex 4x

IPA PHOTOGRAPHICS
COUNTY

and

lander Virtus, Heliar f/3.5, £9/17/6 ; Rollei¬
cord, £8/10, and case, 15/6 (very little used).

All orders over 5/- post paid (except bulky chemicals)

Phone:

Photo¬
[2537

ZEISS Maximar 3| x 2}, Tessar f/4.5, Compur

Tessar f/4.5, £6/17/6'; Leica Model II, Elmar
£15/17/6.

50 1/9,, 100 3/-, 500 11/6, 1,000 21/-

NEW

3215.

Years at Charing Cross Road.

Ikonta,
f/4.5week’s
Novar,cash
59/6bargains
; 520; Model,
ALLENS.
— This
Baby

All usual surfaces and grades.

OPPOSITE

Many

: WELBECK

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock in S. London ;

rata.

ROAD,
5312.

Phone

model, excellent
condition,
Tessar latest
f/4.5,
REFLEX
3Jx2i, T.-P.
.JuniorZeissSpecial,
F.P.A., focussing magnifiers, hide case, £9 ;

STREET,

Square - London, W.1

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

Price per
Per
i-gToss. gross

PALACE

Portman

Trade.

IPA De Luxe Postcards,
BROMIDE and GASLIGHT

10/12, LAMBETH

122, WIGMORE

FOR 3Jx2J T.-P. Special or De Luxe Reflex, 3Extra
D.D.
[2474

6 X4i .. 3/- .. 5/3
6ix4J .. 3/6 .. 6/6
8ix6i .. 6/- .. 11/6
pro

3i[-in. f/4 Triotar, ever-ready case, sky-shade,
filter, sports finder, 2 cassettes, film-cutting
stencil, Correx tank ; in brand new condition ;
cost £58 ; bargain, £45 ; deposit system. — Box
686, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2535

Plate-holders, 17/6 ; F.P.A., 7/6 ;
Lens Box, 2/6. — As above.

Single and Double Weight. Glossy, Matt and
Semi-Matt. Normal, Vigorous and Super Vigorous.
Per
gross.

stock of every make

up-to-date' apparatus.

Stiff Canvas Reflex Case, as new, 7/6 ; Lios
Exposure Meter, 7/6 ; Sinclair D.V. Finder, 3/- ;
Zeiss Ikon Focussing Magnifier, 5/-. — H., 74, Selwood
Rd., Croydon.

IPA DE LUXE PAPERS
BROMIDE & GASLIGHT
Price per
i-gross.

and precision.

Lens (90 degrees), 4-in. f/1.9, £5. — Broom, 61,
Montague Rd., Cambridge.
[2472

3ix2i .. 1/2 .. 12/- I 5x4 . . 2/3 .. 24'4ix3i .. 1/8 .. 16/6ix4}.. 3/3 .. 33/5Jx3i .. 2/3 .. 24/- | 8ix6i . . 6/- .. 66/-

Size.

throughout

accuracy

‘METRAPHOT’
Meter
Exposure
9 -IN. Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto, with hood, £4/5 ;

PLATES

Per gross.

of

Reflex

Write for catalogue and second¬
hand list, just published.

Photo¬
[2534.

6 . slides ; good condition, £4/4. — 151, Kew
Rd., Richmond.
[2543

SPEEDS: 100, 350 and 700 H. &D. In addition, we
would recommend our special orthochromatic
screenless quality, which is genuine 500 H.D. speed.
Per doz.

of the

Hand-made

of

REFLEX, J-pl. Ensign, f/4.5, l/15th to 1/1, 000th,
MEYER-GOERLITZ Aristostigmat Wide-angle

rates.)

have a reputation of several years' standing, and
hundreds of satisfied customers thoroughly recom¬
mend them.

Size.

trade.

with

Complete

LATEST Model Contax, 2-in. f/2 Sonnar, and

2

8/- per dozen.
at special

and makers

the renowned Minex
Camera.

31x2i Plate, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat, 5 slides

2\ X 3£. 8-exposure.
speed (1,300 H. & D.) Orthochromatic.

apparatus

first Reflex, the forerunner

D.A., 3 slides, F.P.A., brand new, £7/10 ;
3x2 Roll Film de Luxe, 6 or 12 exposures, f/4.5,
Compur, latest, £3/15. — Box 691, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2540

“WESTMINSTER”
CELLULOID FILM

actual

and dealers of

in the photographic

Meyer Trioplan, delayed-action Compur, double
extension, rise and cross, 2 finders, spirit level,
3 slides, £7/5, including home-made condenser
enlarger, fit camera, chemicals, dishes, papers
(camera valued over £12). — Box 682, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2531

deposit. — Box 688, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

oldest established

the highest grade

shutter, slides, F.P.A., tripod and Mirax
Enlarger for same ; new condition, £5/17/6. —
Letford, 41, King Charles’ Crescent, Surbiton. [2527

secures. — Box 685, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

& co., ltd mi

manufacturers

BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE NAGEL
3.1- x40/-.
2} —RollBoxFilm684,; c/o
as new,
anastigmat,
“ Thef/6.8
Amateur
Photographer.”
[2533
Compur,
list
£9/5
;
never
used
;
first
£7/5
BALDAX,
f/2.9
Meyer
Trioplan,
delayed-action
Send now, without obligation,
for our

1934

A. ADAMS

CAMEO 3Jx2i, f/4.5, double extension, Compur

GUARANTEED
FIRST QUALITY
Prompt

LENSES

supplementary right-angle finder, sky filter,
2 roll-holders and container, exceptionally fine
condition throughout, £7 ; or exchange Rolleicord
or the like up to 3ix2i, f/4.5 or better. — Gilbert
Elliot, Yattendon, Berks.
[2526

ARE

Low

AND

LEICA 1, f/3.5 and cap, ever-ready leather case,

PRODUCTS

with

CAMERAS

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

K.X4 Sanderson, 6 slides, fitted i-pl. carriers,
< ) Busch f/6.5, shutter, case, £2/5 ; also i-pl.
Sanderson, f/G Aldis, ditto. — Cole, 178, Branch
Rd., Burnley.
[2525

ALL

Coupled

PHOTOGRAPHER

Illustrated brochure

STAFFORD
Armour

im¬

on application to

&

LESLIE

House, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, E.C.1

Telephone : National 5025.

RISK.

mediately.
exposure

Telegrams : Stafforles. Cent, London.

THE
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NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l,

The New Zeiss Ikon

Ensign Kinecam Model 6 16-mm. Cine Camera, f/2.6 TaylorHobson lens, in leather case. As new .
£11 11 0
Dallmeyer Adon No. 2 Series XI 12-in. S/4.5 Telephoto
Lens0
£6 15
f/3.5 Zeiss
As new
£9 9 0

3ix2£ V.N. Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 Dallmeyer lens. As
new..... .
£8 15 0
la Folding Roll Film Kodak, R.R. lens .
17s. 6d.
4A x 21 Apem Folding Roll Film, R.R. lens .
£1 1 0
2J square Voigtlander Brilliant Roll Film. As new £19
6
New Roll Film Adapters, a limited quantity to clear :
34 x 21, 7s. 6d. ; J-plate, 12s. 6d.
Vest Pocket Kodak Special, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat lens,
in Diomatic shutter. As new .
£2 17 6
3£ x 21 Ensign Cameo, double extension, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher
in 6-speed shutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£2 2 0
Vest Pocket Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5 Ihagee anastigmat, in
latest pattern Compur. As new .
£5 10 0
31 x 21 Apem Roll Film, f/6.3 Kershaw lens, in 5-speed
shutter .
£1 17 6
31 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Maximar, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar,
in delayed-action Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. As new .
£7 17 6
31 x 21 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, in Compur
shutter. As new .
£4 7 6
31 x 21 or 2i x 13 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar, in
Compur, takes 8 or 16 pictures on 31 x 21 film. As new
£5 5 0
31x2{ Ihagee Double Extension Roll Film or Plate, f/4.5
Zodellar, in delayed-action Compur, 3 slides and focussing
screen. As new .
£5 17 6
1-pl. Double Extension Agfa Plate, f/4.5 Solinar lens, in
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. As new
£6 15 0
31 x 21 Carbine Roll Film or Plate, f/4.5 Zodellar,
3 slides .

in Compur,
£3 7 6

41 x 21 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, in
Compur .
£4 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 3 slides
and F.P. adapter .
.
£7 7 0
No. 3 Folding Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. Od.
la Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar lens .
£1 12 6
31 x 21 Matador Self-erecting Plate Camera, f/6.3 Rathanow
anastigmat lens, in Vario shutter, '3 slides. As new £2 7 6
34 x 21 Double Extension Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat, in Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. As new .
£5 5 0
31 x 21 Wirgin Double Extension Plate, f/3.9 Laack lens,
in Vario, 3 slides .
£4 4 0
V.P. Kodak, f/6.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, in focussing mount
£1 15 0
Vest Pocket Kodak, i/7.7 anastigmat lens .
19s. 6d.
31x21 Thornton-Pickard Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis lens,
3 slides .
£6 6 0
31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex, f/2.9
T.T.H. Cooke lens, 9 slides .
£10 10 0
31 x 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot Camera, for film packs £1 10 0
la Auto. Kodak Junior, Achro lens .
£1 2 6
31x21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, in
Compur. As new .
£4 4 0
i-pl. Cameo Plate Camera Body, complete with 3 slides
9s. 6d.
31 x 21 Tropical Model Ensign Roll Film, f/7.7 Aldis Uno
lens. As new .
£1 15 0
31 x 21 Wirgin Self-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5 Ennatar lens,
in 3-speed shutter. As new .
£2 10 0

Any camera sent on seven days’ approval
against deposit to value.
Phone 26255

PHOTO TRADING CO., LTD
ALLEY

FOR

4

film.
2} x 1} on 3} x 2} in.
Ideal for the pocket.
Economical.

extension, rack rising and cross front, reversible

in Compur shutter.

£16:12:6

DEAL

THE

NEW WELTA
Unique Folding Film
REFLEX CAMERA
12 pictures 2}x2} on
3} x 2} in. film.

£13:10:0

CINOPHOT
Automatic
Meter15/-.Model 7,
complete in
case, with Exposure
instructions,
and cross
front, Special
N. & Sibyl,
G. reflex
finder,
312 x rising
2} Newman
& Guardia
focussing,
spirit level, Ross Xpres f/4.5, N. & G. speeded

Fitted with F/3.5 Trioplan
lens, in Compur shutter.
Other Models to £19:10:0

shutter, 1 to l/100th, 3 D,D. slides, F.P. A., leather
case, £14.
J)LEASE

See

Extra

Special

Bargains in Cameras
and Lenses Column
in this number.

write for our deferred order form.

EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
by experienced
workmen
; estimates
return post.

DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging, our

speciality ; best possible results guaranteed ;
Quick service

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
exchange
the trade, W.C.
offer a The
few
C. oldest
BAKER,
244, house
High in Holborn,
[0010
examples of their values.
1-PLATE lea Trona Folding Plate Camera (D.E.),
4 rise and cross front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. A., leather case, £11/10.

We

are

also

MANCHESTER

for

.dCIH
STOCKISTS

ROLLEIFLEX,

ROLLEICORD,

SUPERB, VIRTUS, FOTH-DERBY,
FOTH-FLEX, etc. Descriptive lists free

2 Camera,
Tessar f/4.5,
31x2}
ZeissdoubleIkonextension,
DonatoZeissFolding
Plate
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. A., leather case ;

BALDAX

7x13
cm. lenses,
SummumCompur
Stereoshutter,
Camera,changing-box
pair f/4.5
Sapho
for 12 plates, leather case, £15.

MINIATURE

as new,

2-on-3} x 2}

£8/10.

CAMERA

1-PLATE Soho Reflex, Dagor f/6.8 lens, 3 D.P.
4 holders, F.P. A., leather ease, £8/10.

F/3.5 Model,

£7 : 7 : 0

2 shutter,
slides,Zeiss
F.P. A.,
leatherf/4.5,
cases,Compur
£6/10.
31x2}
lea 6Bebe,
Tessar
\J.V.Compur
Rolloroyshutter,
for Roll leather
Films, Leitz
case, Elmar
£9/10. f/3.5,
3 D.P. holders
9X12Rosscm.Combinable
and J-pl. f/5.5,
Ica Pressman
Reflex, 8}-in.
holder, leather case, £ 15/10.
2 holders,
A., leather
41x6
cm. BabyF.P. Sibyl,
Ross case,
Xpres £15/10.
f/4.5, 6
2 2 D.P.
holders, F.P.
A., leather
case, f/4.5,
£10.
31x2}
Ica Minimum
Palmos,
Ross Xpres

F/2.9 Model,

£9:5:0

R.F.

M will
you
This help
Scheme

D.P.

1-PLATE Bentzin Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar
4 f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders, F.P.A., leather case,
£10/7/6.
1/XX15 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex, Heliar f/4.5
JLU lens, 3 D.P. holders, £9/10.

31x2} Roll Film and Plate Ihagee, shutter,
double
users,
long or
short camera
THE
Metronto suit
Focussing
Magnifiers
for all hoods,
reflex
18/6 post paid.
[2488
etc., write
to R. a G.Leica,
Lewis, Contax,
Miniature
Camera
BEFORE
Buying
Rolleiflex,
Specialist, who will definitely offer the highest

4 extension, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
leather case, £6/17/6.

allowance

Southbury

CAN

Fitted with F/3.5
ZEISS TESSAR,

Compur shutter, canvas case, £4.
1-PLATE Marion Soho Reflex, focussing, rack
4
rising front, sky-shade, deep triple detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, 6-in. Ross Xpres, 3 D.P. holders,
F.P. A., leather case ; fine order, £19/10.
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, rack focussing,
4 rising front, deep triple detachable focussing
hood, revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, fitted T.-P. Cooke
anastigmat f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. A. ; nice order,
£8/15.

in England

on your

old camera.

your Owners.
present
outfit in full
exchange
for the
LEICA
— Practically
allowance
on
new f/2 Summar model. — R. G. Lewis, 5,

SHEFFIELD
YOU

IKONTA

31x2}
Thornton-Pickard
Horizontal
2 focussing
adjustment, Ruby
sky-shade,
deep Reflex,.
focus¬
sing hood, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to 1/1, 000th,

rack focussing,
rack Kodak
rising Special
front, Roll
reversible
POSTCARD
Autographic
Film,
and range finders, fitted Kodak anastigmat f/6.3,

CAMERAS

3£ x 21 Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Vertical Enlarger,
Tessar, complete with 220-volt 75-watt lamp.

SUPER

finder, spirit level, wire finder, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5", Compur shutter, 5 slides, F.P.A., leather
case, £9/15.
Kx4 Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, all possible
tJ movements, fitted Kodak anastigmat f/4.5,
F.P. A., £12.

Postcard Double Extension Ensign Plate, i/7.7 Ensign lens,
3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£1 17 6
Ensign Silent Sixteen 50 16-mm. Projector, for all voltages
from 100 to 250 .
£3 3 0

CHANGE

AT

ALLENSoFMANCHESTER

Dallmeyer anastigmat f/4.5, 3 slides, canvas case ;
nice order, £15/10.
1-PLATE Zeiss Ikon Trona Folding Pocket, double

PICKED SELECTION, GUAR¬
AND IN NEW CONDITION.

EXCHANGES.

IT’S

all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’
approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.

UNDERMENTIONED

ARE A
ANTEED

NEW,

camera specialists, offer the following bargains ;

COMPARE THESE PRICES
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR
HOLIDAY CAMERA
THE

liii

LENSES

Trade.

3e

13)

IN

Rd., Enfield.

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

V to obtain

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANGE
SERVICE

Cameras as part payment
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

Miniature

required.

Negatives,

de¬
9d*

ALLENS
from

Piccadilly

168, Oldham Road,
NEW
CEOSS
MANCHESTER, 4
(22 or 23

Car.)

[2435

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

bo

have

POSTCARDS

6d., Panchromatic

7 minutes

must
you

in part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new

SURFACE

veloping

I your allowed
Minia-as
Yture Camera

(approximately)

on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)

apparatus

ART
from

Two-thirds

_payment
_part

81

June
liv

(Supplement

THE

14)

SUPREME

VALUE

MINIATURE

CAMERAS

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

| CAMERAS

AND

20,

1934

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

|

Trade.

ENSIGN PRESS

LLOYD’S. — London’s Largest Store of Second¬ for Drying and Glazing Prints
hand Cameras, Lenses and Equipment of every
description ; cash ; exchange ; instalments. — 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086

VOIGTLANDER
Prominent
Roll— Below.
Film,
range-finder, leather
case, £17Super
; as new.
SUPERBE
Twin-lens
Miniature
ready leather
case, £14.
— Below. Reflex, ever3 Royal
lenses, Ruby
every 4-pl.
accessory,
listed
; new
T.-P.
Camera
and £60Enlarger,
condition, £12 ; see Cine Column. — Bell, 45,
Newington

Butts, London,

EXCHANGE
The “ BEIRA ” takes 12 or 36 exposures
24 x36 mm., on standard cine film. Automaticfilmcounter, enclosed view-finder, etc.
Unique features include special charger
eliminating film rewinding, also device for
cutting exposed film for development from
incomplete reel. Fitted :

models

4

full details

and

cost to — Larder,

[2440

\\T ANTED. — Leica II, Elmar f/3.5, in good
i T condition ; about £10. — Rankine, 247, Bath
St., Glasgow.
[2444

EXCHANGE. — Brilliant f/7.7 Reflex, and Folding

f/4.5 3ix2} for approximately 7-in. Sunk
Anastigmat Lens. — Box 623, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2446
4X7 ANTED. — Camera fitted with range-finder, or
II

ROAD,

Compact

Reflex. — Stone,

130,

ENSIGN

20, Kingsway,

Cleethorpes.

Representativt :

with

1

Ty
ANTED.
— Mentor Reflex £-pl., standard or
II
de luxe model (not folding), with or without
reversing back, lens unimportant. — Stewart, [2437
104,
Cheapside St., Glasgow, C.3.
[2439
1-PLATE Reflex- Wanted, f/2.5 or f/3.5 ; send

Also: The “HIKEPOD ” a sturdy metal
tripod, 45 in. high, which telescopes into a
handsome malacca walking-stick. Price 21/-

INSURE
YOUR FILM
LIBRARY

WANTED]

TT/ ANTED. — Praxidos O, Model 2, must be perfect
11 condition. — Warland, 50, Biscot Rd., Luton.

available.

SCHIFF, 30, FAIRFAX
LONDON, N.W.6

AND

[2476

FOLDING
Film price,
Camera,etc.3}x2},
also9, V.P.K.
state lowest
— Cottee,
Roxton ;
Rd., Sheffield.
[2336

Meyer Trioplan f/4.5, Singlo shutter, £6:6:0
„
„
f/3.5, Compur ,, £10:10:0
Schneider Xenar I/3.S, „
,, £12:10:0
Other

S.E.ll.

Princess

Moss Side, Manchester.

Rd.,

[2447

EXCHANGE. — Premier Light-weight Xylophone
EXCHANGE. — Zeiss Tessar Bausch Process Lens,

for Aerograph, or sell, £6/6. — A. G. Walker,
5, Pilrig St., Edinburgh.
[2451

r
amateu
Electrically heated by two ordinary
40
or 60
s
prespaper
watt lamps. Dries semi- mattdryi
orngmatt
quickly and evenly in about 5 minutes, also
glossy on ferrotype plates. The prints are
held in position by a strong fabric cover attached
to a metal frame. Made of metal ; with Hex,
lamp-holders
ferrotype plate. Any ordin¬
ary
household and
lamps (not sup-g Q / ft

plied) may be used .

I O

I w

Ensign, Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.l

and Prism, covers 14x17 in. ; cost £60, for
Leica or similar Camera. — Nantwyche, Chellaston,
Derby.
[2453

WANTED. — Enlarger, 6x6 or larger ; also

condenser. — Wingfield, Buttsash Lane, Hythe,
Southampton.
[2455

W.A., good all
condenser
Enlarger,
sale,
SANDERSON,
movements,
Cooke }-pl.
f/6.5,; 34-in.
exchange Reflex or Leica.— Box 668, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2462
Ty ANTED. — Combination Back for P.C. Kodak,
T T cash ; also Folding Pocket Camera, anastigmat,
or Enlarger without lens in exchange for 5-valve
Portable Wireless, complete, perfect condition. —
Tarrant, 25, Trinity St., Borough, S.E.l.
[2465
Yy ANTED. — Reasonable Modem 9.5-mm. Projector.
TT — Kaplan, 569, Gale St., Dagenham. [2478

EXCHANGE. — Zeiss Trona 3} x 24, Tessar f/4.5
lens, Ibsor shutter, slides, F.P.A., R.F.
holder, case, all new condition, for first-class
3ix2I Roll Film Camera (or 16 exposures on
3i x 2i spool). — A., 95, Merton Hall Rd., Wimble¬
don, S.W.19.
[2479
X\f ANTED. — Dark

TT

— Mason,

Slides

for 12x9

58, Bushway,

Murer

Dagenham,

BIRMINGHAM
AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS
PLEASE

We

NOTE:

carry

stocks of all the latest makes of Still
and Cin6 Cameras, including —
ZEISS,
KODAK,
ENSIGN,
ROLLEIFLEX,
ROLLEICORD,
EXAKTA,
THORNTON
PICKARD,
ETUI,
MAKINA,
LEICA,
SOHO,
AGFA,
MINIFEX,
DALLMEYER,
PATHJ6,
BOLEX,
VICTOR,
BELL
AND
HOWELL,
SIEMENS,
ETC., ETC.
Everything for the A mateur

“THE

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Photographer

OF

THE

at

MIDLANDS”

Chemists,
GALLO
VICTORIA WAYS
SQUARE Photographic
BIRMINGHAM

Reflex-

( Opposite

Essex-

O.P.O.)

Phone:

MID.

5870.

iy
— Modern
Reflex outfit
34x2},
smaller,
TT ANTED.
with fast
lens, complete
withor Telephoto
preferred ; lowest price ; no dealers. — Box 12481
673,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2484

WANTED. — 3} x 2} T.-P. or Dallraeyer Reflex,

the preservative that will

2/6

keep cinematograph films
undistorted, supple and
free from destructive

f/3.5 or f/2.9 lens.— Box 674, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

micro-organisms.

free from

INFORMATION

82

N. pattern,
& G. Folding
Reflexf/4.5wanted,
must— beDannatt,
latest
with Xpres
and Dallon.
6, Westcorabe Park Rd., S.E.3.
[2505

SPECIAL WHOLESALE 8TOCKI8T8 OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Galloways,
Edwin
Mather
Photo

79, New

Gorse,

Street,

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

Road,

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Change

G. & F. A. Wilman,

Manchester.

Alley, Sheffield.

32, Westgate,

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

Ty ANTED. — 9.5 or 16 mm. Cine Outfit, any make,
TT particulars, price. — Hall, 78, Ardneil Rd.,
Glasgow, S.W.l.
[2513

Birmingham.

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.

Ty ANTED. — Voigtlander Brilliant, exchange V.P.
it Kodak Series IH, f/7.9. — Reeves, 122, Richmond
Rd., S.W.20.
[2511

BUREAU for EDUCATIONAL FILMS LTD.,
KINGSWAY HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

Vy ANTED. — Whole-plate Stand Camera, square
TT bellows, all movements, rigid stand, case, 6
D.D. slides, shutter and lens, hood and filter ;
perfect condition, state maker. — Edwards, 59,
Wellington Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. [2510

:—

TheCENTRAL

IMPORTANT

GOERZ Anschutz }-pl., f/6.8 Dagor, F.P.A., and

case, fine condition and order ; exchange
offers to — Shand, 117, Park Street, N.W.l.
Phone, Gulliver 2515.
[2491

per 2 -oz.
bottle.
Post

“ The
[2485

(See displayed

SYSTEM.

Road,

Bradford.

Leeds.

advertisement

in this issue.)

June

20,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

EXCHANGE

X P DO
British

PAPER

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

[Supplement

WANTED. — i-pl. Junior Sanderson, double slides ;
UP to £4 offered for V.P. or 31x21, f/6.3 or
REFLEX Cameras wanted, any condition, cheap.
EXCHANGE. — 5X4 Sanderson (as new) with

FILM PRINTER

good condition, cheap. — McMartin,
muir.

for 3£x2J and postcard prints
from 3Jx2J paper strip negatives.

Kirrie¬
[2517

ALL

larger, Compur ; full particulars to— Hurricks,
78, Britannia Rd., Ipswich.
[2524

TWICE THE WORK
IN HALF THE TIME

— D.A., 5, Westside, London

Fields.

including

692, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

USED
MODEL

[2541

send

slides, F.P.

Hanley.

SUPER

CINEMATOGRAPH
ESTD.

__ O. SICHEL & CO. ,886. _
= 52 Bunhill Row =
E. C. I
Tel. :
Framework, London.

£5

0

0

£6 10

0

i-pl., Dallmeyer f/4.5, 12 single

adapter .

BELL-HOWELL
focussing

0

2£ square, f/3 .8 Tessar, leather case.

£4 10

3ix2£ ROSS PANROS, f/4.5 Xpres,
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .

WANTED. — Pathe Motocamera Chargers, [0096
any

£7

enlargements .

T.-P. REFLEX,

also cameras with large-aperture lenses ;
apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
Exchange,

0

with 40-in. column, for

As new .

quantity, state price, cash per return. — Bell,
45, Newington Butts, London, S.E.ll.
[2475

• With DallmeyerF/6 anastigmat,

ENLARGER,

ROLLEIFLEX,

Camera

£33 10

BARGAINS— GUARANTEED

big Leica

WANTED. — Modern Photographic Apparatus ;
return. — Templeman’s

in collap-

.

II LEICA, f/3.5 Elmar. As new £17 10

VALOY

Trade.

• 2-way switch.
Special mush¬
room lamps for
perfectly even
lighting.

IN STOCK

III, with f/2 Summar

FOR CAREFUL PROCESSING OF YOUR LEICA
FILMS SEND TO CYRIL HOWE, A.R.P.S.
FINEST GRAIN AND PROMPT SERVICE.
SPECIAL LEICA ORDER WRAPPERS FREE.

and frame
finderPurse,
for Leica
Box 690,
WANTED.
— Leather
angularIII. —view-finder,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2539
Film Sheaths
fit Watkins
Tank.—
WANTED.
— Double toSlides
for V.P.V.P.Tenax,
also
Box

MODELS

Model

sible mount

[2528

i-pl. adapters, f/6 Dallmeyer, slides, case, for
small film Camera. — Box 687, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2536

• Special auto¬
matic masking
from pilot light
— a unique fea¬
ture.

Phone :
Clerkenwell 1226.

lv

TTTANTED. — Slides for i-pl. Tropical Sanderson,
TT Justophot, Jaynay Quickset Tripod. — McDowall, 22, Bassenth waite St., Carlisle.
[2514

Made

London,

15)

WANTED

Cooke

MODEL

A

CAMERA,

lens .

IKONTA,

ALL

£12

MODELS

0

3 double
£6 0 0

f/3.5
10

0

IN STOCK.

For approval, hire purchase and
part exchange, write to :—

APPARATUS

~===p0WE

_

FUMOcarrying-case,
75, f/3.5, £25
f/1.8; andPatheTelephoto
leather
Camera, lens,
f/3.5,
£1 ;

■SBBBgaaH

•Bolex Model D, 300-watt lamp, resistance, case,
£25. — 20, Roper Rd., Canterbury.
[2445

CVRlil»S£m

Attachment for above, perfect, £2/10. — J. C. Neilan,
Tempest House, Seaham Harbour, Co. Durham. [2449

BAT

PATHE
de Luxe
Motocamera,
chargers,
excellent
condition,f/2.5
£10 Hermagis,
; Telephoto3

street

I

Appointed

TELEPHONE

an

PHOTOGRAPHY

HL^=

GINE Outfit. — 9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera B, carry¬

ing case, set of lenses and filter, 14 chargers,
Cinophot exposure meter. Projector (double claw)
and super attachment, extra resistance ; the lot,
£10/10, or sell separately. — Franks, Osborne Rd.,
Andover.
[2480

THE “ DALLAN ”
FILM PACK TANK PATHE Home Movie Projector, double claw,

£* A IA
Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5, with
~3JLr:l
titler,Rd.,
practically
new, cost £7/7. — Gipps,
15, De tc
la Warr
Bexhill.
[2493

€atalogue!

super attachment and accessories ; bargain,
£4/15.' — 72, Canning Rd., Wealdstone, Harrow. [2495

EACH TANK
HOLDS
12
PLATES,
FILM

PACKS
OR
CUT FILMS.
No. 199.

PRICES
3ix2iin.

24/- each.

4jx31in.

25/-

5 x4

in.

27/-

61x41

in.

30/-

41 X 6 cm.
45x107 mm.
6 x13 cm.
9x12 cm.

..

DAVID
Whitfield

Works,

:
21/- each.
21/- ..
27/- ..
27/-

ALLAN

Mansfield

St., London,

Deal

reverse,
picture
device,
resistance
BOLEX
P.A. still
Projector,
9.5-mm.,
250-watt,
forward,to
250 volts, 400-ft. reel, mat, etc. ; complete in

HUNTER
THE

Used

METER.

ORIGINAL.

all over

the world.

The correct exposure found simul¬
taneously for every stop by the
simple movement of one scale.
Price

May

9/6 each, complete.

Infallible

Exposure

Meter

first quality

materials

Save

better results.

30 per cent on

your

materials.

Obtain

BLUE
LABEL
British Gaslight
Bromide Postcards and Papers.

.. 2s. 6d.
.. 3s. 4d.

SAMPLE

spark¬

and

Per gross.

4ix3i .. 3s. 9d.
6ix4J .. 7s. Od.
Paid.

FREE.

ALSO

CHEAPER

LINES

•

CITY PHOTO WORK/

Cooke focussing
leather
case,
BELL-HOWELL
70-A-lf/3.5
Filmo,lens,perfect,
2 speeds,
Justophot exposure meter, £19/19. — Box 689, c/o

ll9.£aStboume

Rd,

HI1ITHPCRT

[2538

ditional resistance
for 220 volts,
cost £16/12/6,
PATHESCOPE
200-B Projector,
as new,
with ad¬
accept £10 or best offer ; Cinophot, price 12/6 ;

POSTCARD

ENLARGEMENTS

FREE

! I

Films Developed and Printed, 8 exposures up to 3£x21, 1/W e give one Postcard Enlargement from best exposure free.

also Leitz Summar f/2 Lens, in collapsible mount,
quite new, cost £15/10, accept £12 or best offer. —
Box 313, c/o J. E. May, Advt. Agent, 14, New
Bridge St., London, E.C.4.
[2544

ENLARGEMENTS
: £ -plate 6d., Whole-plate 9d., 10 x 8 1/-,
12x10 1/6, 15x12 2/-.
POSTCARD
PRINTING
1/- doz., 7/- gross, 40/- 1,000.
Borders and titles free. Same-day service. Send for lists.

Trade.

RETOUCHING.
Highly-glazed

FITZROY

50-ft. reels, every movement, cost £22/10, only
£15 ; Cine-Nizo Model F, 9.5-mm., f/2.8, £7/19/6 ;
Cine-Nizo Model F, 9.5-mm., f/1.5, also 3-in. and
4-in. Telephotos, case, outfit as new, cost £50,
bargain, £27 ; Range-finder, £1.

FINISHING.

Postcard

Enlargements

STUDIOS,

COLOURING.
2d. each.

CAMBRIDGE

tHEFILMTAINER
Price * 1/6 Ig
t

Projector,Latest
screen Motocamera,
; lot, £3/15 ;f/3.9
new. and 6-volt
CORONET
50/- 16-mm. ,
WONDERSIGN
Titling Set, unused, 45/- 9-mm. ;
nifying,— Midas
direct focus
on film, great
improve¬
SPECIAL.
Camera-Projector,
fitted
mag¬
ment, also tripod, pan. and tilt ; cost £20 to

HOLDS
2 SPARE
OR
EXPOSED
3*x2t
SPOOLS.

DUST, LIGHT & DAMP
PROOF.
Moulded in
Polish ed'Oak’

or ‘Walnut*

make ; bargain, £10/15 lot.

be had on approval.

Illustrated Price List on application.

The

obtain

Post

CINE-NIZO Model M 9.5-mm. Camera, f/2.8, for

WYNNE’S INFALLIBLE

and

Ensure

3ix2i
4£x2J

Folding Type Silver Screen, in case, list price £4 ;
accept £17 for the lot.— 186, Melfort Rd., Thornton
Heath.
[2520

E.2

us

at rock-bottom prices. Buy fresh supplies.
ling: negatives, pleasing prints.

Per gross.

new, in— carrying-case,
has been16used
for a few
BARGAIN.
Ensign 180 Silent
Projector,
as
demonstrations only, list price £28 ; also large

Photographer.”

with

Famous

Bolex case ; new September ; cost £27/17/6 ;
perfect, £19/10. — Bodenham, Greystoke, Southdene,
Coombe Lane, Bristol.
[2503

“ The Amateur

direct

Co., Wrexham.

USE

PATHE
Lux ; Projector,
accessories,
special
f/1.9 lens
as new, £10/10.
— Bell, case,
45, Newing¬
ton Butts, S.E.ll. Rodney 3773.
[2477
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.
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CINEMATOCRAPH

Offer! !

Special

ff

MOUNT

COMPLETE
SIZE

20,000
TRAVEL

CINE

.

Trade.

.... 5/-

LANTERN

AND

SHORT

F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

|Q/~Fre<

LENSES

Po.t

Free

SLIDES.

STORIES.

List»

on

By final maken : Newton, York, Wilton,
WANTED
FOR
CASH

request.

Fincham.

London, W.l (facing Film House, Oxford
St. end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment ; your inspection in¬
vited. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ; free parking facilities.
Pro-

63,

CLARKSON

Farringdon

ROAD,

&

Takes

16 pictures

on

Standard

2^X

3i

Roll

Film.

Self-opening, hinged back, rapid loading, optical
direct vision view-finder, all-metal body.

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

[2013
only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.U.
[1298

ACCESSORIES

MICROSCOPES — TELESCOPES— BINOCULARS

BR0ADHURST

1934

BALDAX

APPARATUS

jectors from 20/- ; Screens from 5/-.

STANDARD

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

\/ ENLARGING EVERYTHING for Movies. — Cameras and

S
DENSER
x2 CONLENSES)
PLANO-CONVEX
4P
/ Po,t

(2
IN

PHOTOGRAPHER

CO.

London,

E.C.l

SEVERAL
Cases,Barnes,
suitable
for [2460
hand
cameras, Leather
cheap. — Mrs.
Lichfield
Rd.,
Oaks.

Four

set Tripod,
8/- ; Tank,
1-pl. to6/-whole-plate
\/\P.K.
Developing
; Jaynay Retouch¬
Quicking Desk, 17/6. — Henderson, 15, Milton St.,
COMPLETE

LEICA

PROCESSING

SERVICE

Broughton,

Manchester.

[2498
P/4.5

Trade.

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
BELLOWS.
— All— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

IflUCP/
SPECIAL
For

LEICA

READY

Price

2/-

QUOTATIONS
Write

FIRM

Slides, fittings T.-P., Zeiss, Cameo, Klito,
Contessa, Zodel and Block Edge: 3$x24 1/3,
4ix3i 1/6, 54 x 3$ 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

or CONTAX
NEGATIVES
in strips of three.

ALL

“THE

SLIDES. — “ A.P. Paris,” Single Metal Dark

FILING CARDS

FOR

FOR
Per

THAT

28a, BROADWAY,

USE

dozen

LARGER

for FREE

FILM Pack Adapters. — “ A.P. Paris,” fittings

as slides : 34x2$ 5/6, 4ix3J- 6/6, etc., postage
extra from
; “ A.P.
Paris,”
first and
best.Ltd.,
Obtain¬
able
dealers
or direct
from still
Actina,
29,
Red Lion Square, London, W.C.
[0090

QUANTITIES

SAMPLE

TAKES

THE

EALING,

TROUBLE”

LONDON,

W.5

5/6, 9x12
cm. 7/6,
6x13 6/-,
cm. 7/6,
FILMV.P. Pack
Adapters,
3$x2J
1-pl.10x15
7/-,
cm. 10/- ; nearly all fittings.
Holborn Circus,
London,& E.C.l,
who
SENDLtd.,for6,descriptive
list. — Peeling
Van Neck,
also undertake repairs to all kinds of photographic
apparatus.

Meyer

Trioplan,

Vario

shutter. ... £4

Ibsor

shutter. .. .£6

5

shutter.. £7

7

F/3.5

Meyer

F/3.5

Meyer

Trioplan,

Trioplan,

Compur

F/2.9

Meyer

Trioplan,

delayed-action

7

£9 5

Compur

THE VEST-POCKET PICCOCHIC 3x4 CM.
TAKES 16 PICTURES ON V.P. FILM.
F/4.5

Meyer

Trioplan,

Pronto

F/3.5

Meyer

Trioplan,

Compur

shutter-

. .£6

F/2.9

Meyer

Trioplan,

Compur

shutter- . - .£4
shutter-

- -£7

15
17
5

Stocked by all leading dealers, or write for free
porters *
Illustrated Catalogue showing
complete range of
THE
Baldax

and

Piccochic

Models

from

the

Sole

Im¬

NORSE TRADING CO. (LONDON), LTD.
47, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.l
Telephone:

[0101

Museum

4141.

LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,
Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

EXPOSURE
There

a ** Dr9m
operation

CAMERA Cases and Leather Bellows ; 200 sizes

METERS

can be no possibility of error in exposure

when

you

use

” Automatic Exposure Meter, for in its principle and
the human element is practically eliminated. There

is ’a “Drenl”
*‘ Drem.”

meter

forjall photographic

purposes.

Let it be a

and patterns, specials quickly ; list free ;
backgrounds, shutters, repairs. — Altrincham Rubber
Co., Kingsway, Altrincham.
[2031

IMPROVED Roll Film Tanks, takes V.P. to i-pl.,

all processes without removing film, 5/6, post
free ; special for Ensign Midget, 3/9 ; 2-gal. Tanks
for D. & P. work, special, 25/- complete. — White
Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St., Bradford.

DREMOSCOP

[2287

Stops automatically when
the correct exposure is
indicated. Price 30/-

LEICASCOP

Made specially
with the Leica

for use
Camera.

Price 30/-

CONTAXCOP

LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS*)

KODAK Auto-focus Enlarger, all complete, perfect,
£3/15. — Bryant, 3, Eustace Rd.,
S.W.6. Phone : Welbeck 7690.

Made specially for use
with the Contax Camera.

Fulham,
[2502

Trade.

Price 30/-

cin£meter
For all Cin§ cameras.
Indicates the correct lens
aperture necessary to
obtain correctly exposed
film.
Price 301Leather case 3/- extra.

JUSTOPHOT

The best of all meters
indoor exposures.
Leuther

for

Price 35/case 3/6 extra.

JUSTODREM
A new Drem meter at a
popular price. Simplicity
and accuracy combined.
[JftQT
rUOl

rn r r New Illustrated
TJ\LZ. catalogue of

“ Drem”

Exposure

Obtainable

84-

Indicates the correct ex¬
posure at a glance.
Price 15/Leathcr

through any photographic

DREM
37, BEDFORD

Meters.

PRODUCTS
STREET,

STRAND,

OUTSTANDING
CAMERA BARGAINS

case 3/- extra.

EjiNLARGERS.
^ANCASTER
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
for every
size
negative, from
to 12x10.
Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.

Guaranteed perfect condition. Approval.
Easy Payments.
Zeiss
Cocarette, f/4.5PHOTOGRAPHIC.
Zeies, 31x21 .
£5 12 6
,
Ensign Reflex 31 x 2f Roll Film, f/6.3 .
£1 18 6
Krauss Peggy, f/3.5 Zeiss, case .
£15 17 6
Kodak 2 Folding Autographic 31- > 21 Roll Film. .£100
Ensign All-Distance Synchro 31 ■ 21 .
£17
6
Coronet Ajax 31x21 Automatic, f/7.7 .
£10
0
Ensign Folding, f/4.5 Zeiss, 1-pl., roll and F.P.
case, double extension .
Uniflex Reflex, f/4.5, 31x24, F.P. adapter .
Ensign Autoprint Vertical Enlarger .
Westminster Easel. New condition .

adapter.
£9 9 0
£6 10 0
£5 5 0
£1 15 0

Ensign

£1

0

0

£1 17
£4 7
£7 7
£5 5

6
6
0
0

Alef f,'2.8 Meyer 9.5-mm. Camera, 7 speeds .
£8 10
Cine-Nizo, 100-ft. Model, f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat, speeds
to 64. Cost £53 .
£35 0

0
8
0

WANTED

[

LONDON,

YOU

W.C.2

CAN

DEAL

VST ANTED. — Characteristic, unaffected child studies,
T T boys, ages 12-15 ; athletic or outdoor subjects
welcomed ; particulars. — -Box 676, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2489
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

37s.’ 6d .

The AMATEUR CINE SERVICE
50,

Widmore

(20 minutes

Road,
from

Bromley,

Charing

Cross.)

Kent

Photographs Wanted!
PUBLICATION

AS

POST

CARDS.

Landscapes, Cottages, Children, Dogs, Cats, etc.

dealer , or

LTD.

Cost

Many other Bargains in Cameras, Projectors and Accessories.
Lists Free. 9.5-mm. Gevaert and Pathe Cine Processing.
Complete 9.5-mm. Film Library.

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHS

24 Enlarger.

Coronet f/3.9 Cine Camera, CINE.
9.5-mm .
Pathescope Model B Motocamera, 9.5-mm .
Pathescope f/3.5 Luxe Motocamera .
Midas Combined Camera-Projector .

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
ej Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

post free.— Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postageof 2d.parts
— Lancaster,
Parade,
ENLARGERS.
for
own
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

3*

Payment on acceptance.
envelope to accompany

Stamped addressed
photos submitted.

Wilson Bros. Ltd., 80, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

June

20,

THE

1934

D. and

AMATEUR

Ebonite, 20-gal., 38-40x15x12
in .
With tap hole and wood tap, 2s. 6d. extra.
Porceloyd Heavy Type, 33-40 x15 x12 in .
With tap, 30s. Od.

20s. Od.

Stoneware,
Stoneware,

32s. 6d.
52s. 6d.

10-gal., 42 84 x 84 in., with tap .
12-gal., 47 x 84 84, with tap .

27s. 6d.

size tank or dish can be supplied. London’s Largest
Store of Second-hand Photographic Appliances.
CASH.
EXCHANGE.
INSTALMENTS.

ENAMEL.

STEEL

Colours : White
Depth.
(i in. . .
.•( in. ..
3 in. . .
6 in. ..
Cascade

Size.
24 x 18
30 X 20
24 X18
20! x 101
set ot 3,

London’s

LLOYD’S

and

Equipment .

SUPPLIES

STREET,

,

is limited, early application

PHOTOMATON

K
K
K

ALTON, Edinburgh. — A New Depot at 21,
Haddington Place, Leith Walk. Please call.
ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. Hours, 9
to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 p.m. Callers welcomed.
ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood Rd.
Prices less postage to callers.
ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.

K
Send for
price 61,
list. Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
R ALTON,
London,
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
K ALTON,
Leeds,
38,
Bridge
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
K ALTON,
4091, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, J-pl. 3/6
K
ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

YEARS

WATKINS’
METERS
HAVE HELD FIRST PLACE
AS EXPOSURE GUIDES

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets: 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 1-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
J-pl. 3/6, 41x2J 3/6, 3ix21 2/6 gross, 12 gross 21/6.

COMMENT
IS
NEEDLESS

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/-, 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
34x21, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4£x2 gross
i and ;
K
ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|-x2f,
1-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

maker,

PRINTS

^A
| CTI/
LiQI
V/H

WALLACE
119, NEW

HEATON

BOND

Phones

3J X 2i from your

NEGATIVES —
A DOZEN
ST., LONDON,

: Mayfair

Tessar

2/-

LTD.
W.l.

0924-5-6-7.

F/3.8,

£22 : 10 : 0

No. 20, GRAINGER ST. W
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Let me
any

quote

new

my

highest

SPECIALIST

allowance

camera.

USED BARCAINS -

against

Write

to-day.

ALL GUARANTEED - -APPROVAL.

3J x 2} T.-P. Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
leather case. All perfect .

lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
£6 6 0

1933 Rolleiflex, 6x6, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar,
new. Recently cost £22 10s .

little used.

Concition as
£17 10 0

34 x 24 Zeiss Ikon Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, double exten¬
sion, rise, cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £17. £10 0 0
I-pl. Goerz Press, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, focal-plane, multi speeds,
3 double slides, F.P. adapter, hide case. As new. . . . £10 0 0
34 x 24 Agfa Standard Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, radial focus, 5 speeds.
Soiled only. Listed £7 10s .
£4 17 6
34 x 24 No. 6 Ensign Tropical Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, Mulchro
shutter. Brand new. Listed £9 5s. Our price .
£5 5 0
Vest Pocket Kodak,
new .

f/6.3 Cooke, focussing
.
. .

model,

hide

case. As
£1 17 6

Ikonta No. 520, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, size 2}xl2.
Just
as new. Recently cost £10 .
£7 17 6
Vest Pocket Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, direct finder.
Perfect, case. Cost £12 .
. £5 12 6
Cine-Kodak, Model BB, f/3.5, case. As new.
Cost £15 £8 12 6
Vest Pocket Apem, f/8. As new. £19
6;
Another, 18s. 6d.

KODAK

or ILFORD

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

BROMIDE

50 for 1/3 ; 100 for 3/-.

300 Post Free.

K ALTON
and 3/-gaslight,
quality, Postcards,
all surfacesbromide
: vigorous,
100, 1/9 first
50,
weight, Bromide
10x8, 36Commercial
sheets 3/6 Glossy
; 1/1-pl.,
2/6 ;
K
ALTON
Double¬
1-pl., 72 sheets 2/6.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 31x2£, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

ENGLAND.

Lantern

‘AUTOMAX’
(REGD.)

Zeiss

Also in stock : ROLLEICORD,
EXAKTA,
CONTAX,
LEICA,
SUPER IKONTA, and full range
of Photographic Sundries.

MATERIALS
Trade.

W.C.l

For over

HEREFORD,

With

RARE
Foreign,wants.all —subjects
and Books,
prints English
; writeand
stating
A. P.
Dane Co., 64, Stanley St., Liverpool.
[0099

-LLOYD

W. H. McKAIG,

Ideally easy for the Begin¬
ner, yet will face up to all
the demands of the Expert.

Wins[2470

is advised

LAMB’S
CONDUIT
STREET,
Telephone : EOLBORN
6250.

40

ROLLEIFLEX

Trade.

PHOTOMATON MACHINES

&
Ltd

The all-automatic Camera.

BRITISH
Journal
of Photography
to 1912,
inclusive
; excellent Almanacs,
condition,1887
15
cloth bound, cash offers. — Christon Mount,
combe, Somerset.

lvii

(Originators of
the “ DRV PLATE.**)
Established
120 years.

MISCELLANEOUS

W.C.l

Having purchased from the British Photomaton Trading
Co., Ltd. (in liquidation), the whole of the Photomaton
machines and stock in London, Provinces, Scotland and
Ireland, we are in the position to offer for sale or hire at
a fraction of the original cost.

87,

Trade.

17)

MAWSON
PROCTOR

AGENCY for amateurs ; work suggestedOldfield
and placed.
Park,
[2482

Size.
Trice.
201 x 161 . . 10/6
151x124 .. 5/6
121 x 101 .. 4/6
23 X 7 .. 7/6
sizes to order.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

As the supply of machines

WANTED~*|

Orange.

Largest Store of Photographic

CONDUIT

| PHOTOGRAPHS

TT/"
— Postcard
of British
II ANTED.
Railway
Engines Size
and Photographs
Trains, also
Steam¬
ships. — BM/PXPL, London, W.C.l.
[2471

(,Supplement

— Mr. Chamberlain, 117, Lower
Bath.

DISHES

Price.
Depth.
. . 15/3 in. . .
.. 15/3 in. ..
. . 13/6
3 in. ..
•• 12/6
3 in. . .
20x10, *2 2s. Other

87, LAMB’S

ADVERTISEMENTS

P. TANKS

Porceloyd

Any

PHOTOGRAPHER

All Grades. Why

POSTCARDS
Postage 3d.

buy inferior makes ?

JAMES
HAYHURST
chemist
55. RAILWAY
St
NELSON
LANCS
144

^EMPIRE
BRAND
144

XT' ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :
i\
If x2£, 9/- dozen ; 3ix2i, 9/- ; 21x41, 11/- ;
6 exposures: 31x41, 18/-; 51x31, 21/-.

All British, first quality Printing Papers
K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 31x21, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
— Gaslight and Bromide. Soft, normal,
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600 ;4 i-pl.,
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
vigorous, extra vigorous — all surfaces.
K ALTON
Wallets,
2/3 100, 7/6 500 ; D. & P.
Orders Film
Pads,
7/- dozen.
K ALTON
Roll Film,
superand fast,
H. &10/-D. dozen,
2,700, NOTE THESE PRICES— you’ll save money
8 exposures,
If- x 21
31x21,
2fx4i 12/-; 6 exposures, 3x2, 8/6.
3lx2i .. 2/6 6ix4| ■■ 7/R ALTON
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3ix2i, Film
3 packs
4ix2j .. 3/4 8ix6i .. 12/8
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
[0009
2/- 100,
12/6Quality
1,000;Slip-in
10x8Postcard
1-pl. Folders,
Mounts,
MOUNTS.
— Super
6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement Mounts,
Sheets

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: Y.P. and 34x2£, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (24x4})
1/6, 4Jx31 1/3, 61x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- \ dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 84 x 61 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 64 x 4} enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 81x61 9d., 64x4} 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122, East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

EE

Sheets

4i x 3|
3/8 io x8
Send for FULL LIST and FREE

.. 18/3
SAMPLES

Special prices for quantities.

18 X 14i, 12x10, 4/6 dozen, 27/6 100; all
carriage paid ; write for samples new Designs,
Mounts, and 72-page list, free. — Crown Manufactory,
Rotherham.
[1956

WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM ,

MARTIN

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMiST

SOUTHAMPTON

June
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MATERIALS

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Deal direct, ensure

fresh materials ; save 30 per cent and obtain
better results. Our first-quality British Blue
Label Papers, Plates, Postcards, Developers, etc.,
are the world’s best. Catalogue and sample free.

ENLARGING,
PRINTING,
LANTERN
SLIDES,
SPEED
& TONAL
RANGE
OF
PAPERS
are only a few of

Gaslight Paper, 3£x2£ 2/- gross, 12 gross £1 ;
31x21 Folders, 1/6 100 ; Postcard Folders, 2/- 100,
12/6 1,000 ; all D. & P. supplies. — City Photo
Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

the many

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — -De Luxe Green Label

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper

Ferguson Sensitometric Slide Rule,
complete with instructions .

ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy
and
2/-, Paper,
4£ x 21vigorous
2/6, i-pl.

Sole Makers

normal : 34 x 2i
3/-, i-pl. 5/- gross.

THE

ATTWOOD Negative Card, 5ix34, 450 H. & D.

ATTWOOD
Bromidelinen,Cream
Card, matt
chloro-bromide
36 sheets,
4-pl. and
2/-, CAMERA
whole-plate 3/-, 12x10 5/-.
ATTWOOD
Gaslight
first quality,
singlesand
and Bromide
strips, 50 Postcards,
1/6, 100
Agfa

778562

2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3

There are many striking effects and composition
s only
possible against the light. Why not equip your
camera to
take them ? Besides, bright light can often strike
direct
mto the lens, especially when reflected by sea or other
water
Prevent this — fit a C.E.W. Lens Shade. Instantly
detachable.

PRICES:

2/- each

2/6 each

ordering state size of front of lens mount.

C.E.WILLIS LTD
«7 (WADSHAWCAti- BOLTON

- LANCS.

WHITELEYS
AMAZING
CAMERA OFFER
Famous Super Mayfair Camera with
FJ6.3 Anastigmat
Lens.
( Made
by HoughtonButcher, Ltd.)

Five-speed shutter,
(i/iooth, i/5oth,
1 /25th, B. & T.)

is

usaany

52/6. PRICE
Post free.

Films, 3^x2$,

27/6

8 exposures

f/4.5, speeded

£3 10£5 0
List

shutter.

Enlarging
Popular

Attachment .

Telephoto,

£2

9-in., i/6.5 .

22RReun4h»yK4.Lc«dl

ALLENS. — Super Gaslight, the quality Paper,
ALLENS. — De Luxe Wallets, 1/6, P.C. Size, 2/3

0

0

£4 10

0

CHILDE

« fMorO^CMCMtfW

3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; i-pl., 1/9 36 sheets,
3/3 i-gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- i-gross, 9/- gross ; 10x8, 36 4/6; 12x10, 24
4/6.
[0026

4/0*7

n

Postcards,

Immediately
It will NOT

100 ; D. & P. Order Pads, 7/6 dozen.

eradicates

all developer

stains from

fingers
andNG
hands.
O”
AI
ST
INJURE the most delicate

is the ONLY

SUCCESSFUL

skin, and

stain-remover.

ALLENS.
— D. &Chromium
P. Showcards,
Clips, Films,for
Squeegees,
Sheets Film
; everything
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper

Obtainable, price 2/6, from all high-class photographic
dealers, or direct from the sole manufacturers.

samples— 168, Oldham

FEMCO,

Rd., Manchester,

4.

[0092

Send

for particulars.

4, Columbia

Rd., London, E.2

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; FREE CHURCH TOURINGCUILD
assorted

2d. each. — Below.

SPECIAL

FREEmounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative
8iX6i ;
Enlargement

TRAIN

TOURS

Departures
Lucerne
. .
Grindelwald . .
Interlaken . .
Montreux . .

(9 days)

every Saturday to September
£9 i7 0 Lugano . .
. .
£10 15 0 Milan-Venice . .
£10 19 6 Milan-Rome
. .
£10 17 6 Nice
. .
Mentone £9 10

8th.
£11
£15
£16
£8

19
12
12
18

OBER-AMMERGAU
Passion Play Tercentenary, May to September.
Inclusive
Tours from £8 19 6, including a good
for
the play.
ATTRACTIVE
BRITISH HOLIDAYS
Jersey and Guernsey . . 15 days
Motoring in Devon and
Cornwall
. .
8 days
Dunoon and Western
Highlands
. .
. . 15 days
Apply

for Illustrated Booklet
Great Britain and

112, MEMORIAL

. .

. . £10

. .

. .

. .

. . £12

of these and other
Abroad, post free,

HALL, FARRINGDON
LONDON, E.C.4.

Wm. WHITELEY

(whole-plate 1/9), Chloro-bromide, Mounting
Copying, Slides.— Pochin, 22, Manor Rd., Molesey!
C2370

Ltd.1234.JSKTi

BAYswater

VSE

ments from any size negative, 2d. ; lists
free.— George Childe, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[0098
Colouring by Experts ; finest results obtainable
from any negative ; prices ; whole-plate Enlarge¬
ments from 1/6 ; 10x8 from 2/- ; Kodak bromide
papers. — B.K.S. Photographic Services, Bush House
Strand. Temple Bar 7536.
[2529

ENLARGEMENTS, Retouching, Mounting and

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

CAMERA

15

0

£6 13

9

19

Tours

DINNINGS

BARGAINS—

RISK.

CAMERA
Street,

EXCHANGE

SOUTH

6
in

STREET,

9 x 12 Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
case .
£8 0 0
V.P. Vollenda, f/4.5 .
£3 17
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5, automatic .
£15 0 0
T.-P. Reflex, 3i x 2J, slides, F.P. adapter, case .
£7 10 0
9.5 Pathescope Cine Cameras, f/3.5 .
£1, £2, £4,
Pathe Lux Projector, resistance, case .
£14 0 0

95, Fowler

6
0
6
6

seat

ENLARGEMENTS, Bromide, various surfaces
MINIATURE Camera Specialist, i-pl. Enlarge¬

1/-.

Tan Leather Carrying-case for above, with sling
A //:
straPPostage 6d. ^/O
Photographic Dept., Ground Floor.

86

R.F.,

[4423

priced at not less than

Phone:

3fx2f

GEORGE

BURT’S
Gaslight
and 1/3
Bromide
Paper
2f x If,12
1/3 gross
; 3Jx2i,
i-gross,
2/- :gross,
gross 20/-; 4ix2f and i-pl., 1/9 4-gross,

ENLARGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing
etc. ; price listof free.—
Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter :
borough.

oiaimaiu

Takes standard

Dallmeyer

1 /O
O DOZEN,
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d. 1. — Postcards
JV
from small
or plate,
retouching and
vignettes included ; postage extra. — Speight, 38
Gainsborough Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

if Solid leather bel¬
lows.
■-

Zeiss Mirax

luxe, 3/6 100 ; First quality, 1/6 50, 2/9
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,
100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.

3ix2i 2/- gross (12 gross £1) ;
Bromide and Gaslight, 2/6 100.

BARGAINS!

T.-P. Imperial 4-plate, Beck i/8, 3 D.D. slides, tripod, case £3 15 0
Ensign Auto-Kinecam, Dallmeyer f/1.5. Just like new.
List
£25 .
£17 0 0

quantity, glossy or art surface.— Allens, 168
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094

if Two view-finders.
(One brilliant and
reversible. One
direct.)

-

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de

CO.

V.P. Kodak Special, f/5. 6, Dioraatic shutter. List £3 10s. £2 5 0
Zeiss Ikon Sonnet 3f x 2\ F.P., f/4.5 Dominar, Compur, F.P.
adapter and 6 slides. List £12 10s .
£3 10 0
F.A. Brownie la, f/7.9. List £3 3s .
£1 10 0
I.H.G. 3^x21 Folding Pocket, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, 2 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. List £8 17s. 6d .
£4 10 0
Rolleiflex Automatic 4x4, Tessar i/2.8, case, pan. filter. List
£24 10s. Gd .
£18 0 0

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

it Simple focussing
(Portraits to In¬
finity).

--

BURT’S. — The Old Firm, Guaranteed Material,

lowest possible price ; send for List A ; our
testimonials are repeat orders ; postage paid ;
dispatched same day. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill
Birmingham.

FILTER

Street, W.C.1

F.P. Kodak la, with case, U.S.4. List £3 7s. 6d .
£1 5 0
I.H.G. 3i x 21 F.P., f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, double extension,
plate back, F.P. adapter, 6 plate-holders, Proxar and Distar, with
case. List about £18 .
£7 10 0

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 84x64 10d ’
10X8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ;' mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/- •
excellent results certain ; write for free lists •
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

■k F/ 6.3 Gloriar
anastigmat lens.
★

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; i-pl., 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025

Standard

6/-

:

E. S. S. COLOUR
22, Bloomsbury

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; 4-pl., 4 dozen
10/6.

When

solved by the use of the

Improved S.S. Density Meter ....55/E.S.S. Fifteen Step Wedge .
25/-

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
i-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10X8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

Reg. No.

1934

problem;

Trade.

LENS

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

SHIELDS

June

20,

THE

1934

AMATEUR

TITAN IA

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

Trade.

Roll Films and one print each to 3£x2£ 1/- ;
bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
4}x3i 1/3, 5£x3£ 1/8; write for lists; see also
; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service, 3d.
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871. with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

DEVELOPING 3d. spool, Prints l}d. each (3ix2i),

2d. each (4£x2J) ; cash with order.— Clay,
Dept. F., Fowler St., South Shields.
[2085

Titania Album

offers the

best

Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham,

REPAIRERS
Trade.

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
REPAIRS
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works),

27, Chancery

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

RAPID

& CO., Ltd.,

Colour

j

j
I

(Captain Kingdon

|
j

at the R.H.S. 1934 Summer Show, for his Tibetan Flower
Subjects exhibited as Finlay Aquatints.)

20th

June,

Nr. Cathedral

MANCHESTER
EVERY

FRIDAY

FOURPENCE

AQUATINT?
j
Ward was awarded the Silver Grenfell Med;J |

Limited

|
|

Temple Bar 2567/8.

THE

LEADING

MOTOR

PAPER

Indispensable to
every Photographer
HARBUTT'S

Plasticine
Write for full particulars and prices to
HARBUTT’S
PLASTICINE,
LTD.
Ill, BATHAMPTON BATH

j

I Brettenham House, Lancaster Place, Strand, London, W.C.2 I
J

Agents

Press ; Estimates at once ; Established nearly
50 years. — Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St.,
Liverpool.
[2530

Why not take your summer snapshots in j
Colour and select the best of them for a I

Colour

BRI DGE

RELIABLE Repairs to all Apparatus, Trade and

HERTS.

J
I

I Finlay

SERVICE

VICTORIA

REFLEX
Mirrorspost.Re-silvered,
Repairs
back return
— Irving’s, Varnished,
258, Kingston
Rd., ;
Teddington.
[2506

FINLAY

Makers

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Photographic Dept.,

|Finlay

Leading

[0006

undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

Supplied to the Trade only.

all

deVelopVng
GRANVILLE
AND PRINTING
.
,

[2523

Id —

grey or brown.
The outstanding value of this Album
is certain to ensure good sales. Write
to-day for the illustrated leaflet, giving
all particulars.

ASPLEY MILLS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,

by

• FILMS
•PLATES
• PAPERS and ACCESSORIES

Surrey. every
[2300

stone Rd., Leicester.

[1147

RAS

Tailleure,
2, Garvan
Hammersmith.
FILMS
Developed,
3d. ;Rd.,Prints,
any size,
film
we
D.
&
P.
;
only
quality
AT Last. — -1/- Enlargement Free withwork[2432at
standard price. — Midland Camera Craft, 4, Humber-

design withContents,
the word
“Snapshots”
embossed.
27 leaves
of stout
material, fastened with an art silk cord.
The Titania can be obtained in either

DICKINSON

MATHERS
f°r CAME

FILMS,
any size 1/-Developed,
Printed
Enlargement,
; enclose
stamp and
; 6£x4£
3Ix2J
Reprints, Id. ; Postcard Enlargements, 2d. —

value that modern methods and up-todate machinery can produce, Ma.e of
good quality material throughout. The
Cover has an attractive black and gold

JOHN

lix

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ; RETOUCHING. — Best Work, charges from : £-pl.

FILMS
Printed, 3£x2
10d., [1766
post6,
free ;Developed
Prints Id.and
; Postcards
2d. — £Downing,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.

New

19)

RETOUCHING

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

ry/ PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,
[0057
t /
best Photographic Postcards on
Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

The

(.Supplement

j

1934

‘‘Photograms of the Year”
COUPON

VALUE

SIXPENCE

NO. 4. One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer ”
will secure a copy of the latest volume of
“ Photograms of the Year,” published at
5/-, if sent within one month of the date of the
last coupon, together with Postal Order value 2/-,
to Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Publishers,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i.
Name .
Address .

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

87

June
lx

(Supplement

THE

20)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

hundreds

1934

Cameras— and

of New

Hundreds

20,

ADVERTISEMENTS

of second-hand

Cameras

always

in stock

Latest catalogues sent free and post free anywhere . . . Kodak, Ensign, Zeiss Ikon, Voigtlander, Ihagee,
Thornton-Pickard, Leica, Rolleiflex, Rolleicord, Baida, Pathe, Binoculars, Telescopes, Barometers, also
Bargain List and Guide to Modem Cameras and Cine apparatus. Please state requirements.

Leica Reflecting View-finder, for use

You can now buy the Model
530 Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta
with f/3.5 Tessar tor sixteen
pictures 2J X if in. on
3 J x 2 J in. Roll Film, price

at waist-level.

Asnew.

13.5-cm.

focus

lenses.

As

new.

£ 1

List £3 12s. 6d .
drive.

Asnew.

List £3 5s.

ll.I

7.fi
(.U

Good condition.

7-in. 10x8
Meyer
covers

Full particulars page 27
latest Zeiss Ikon catalogue
free and post free anywhere.

List £2 15s.

Wide-angle
in.
Good

Anastigmat
(100°),
condition. 1/9
CO.C.ft

Fair condition.

ft. A

Cost £6 **.XO.U

III
Kodak As
Roll new.
Film, f/6.3
anastig¬
shutter.
CQ.17.fi

.
Cost
3x4 £5
cm. 5sKorelle,
5-cm. anastigmat

Let us make you an offer
for your own camera.

*0.1*.0
f/3.5,
C4*^*ft

Asnew.

List price £6 .

6-in. Dallmeyer

Dallon

31 x 2.V Mentor

Lens f, 5.6. As new.

List £8 .

Telephone

: Regent

9-in., nf-in.

ESTD.
1750

f/12.5 ; combinable

lenses front 9^-in., back 7-in. =
focus 4|-in. f/7.2 ; front nf-in.,
back 7-in., focus. 5^-in. f/9 ; front
nf-in., back gj-'in. = focus 6-in.
f/7.2 ; Compound shutter, 1 to
i/3ooth sec., T. and B. ; 6 D.D.
slides, canvas case. ■CC.C.n
Good condition .

3 b x 21 Zeiss Ikon Donata Hand
No. 7/3, double extension, Tessar
f/4.5, delayed Compur, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter. Good C7.7.A
condition .
Xl.I.U
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri,
f/3.5 Tessar, Compur, case.
Good condition. C 7 . 1 A . A
List £13 1 os . .
*/.lU.U

31x21 Tropical Ensign Carbine
No. 7 Roll Film, rise and cross, de¬

layed Compur, Tessar f/4.5, plate
back, 3 slides, screen, leather case.
Good condition. C7.1C.A
List £14 18s. 6d. 3LI.1D.U

31x21 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5
Nagel, Compur, leather case.
Good condition. C A . 1 ft C
Cost £7 13s. od.
*4.19.0
31x21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine

Roll Film, Aldis

Uno

f/4.5,

Compur, rising front, fitted with
Zeiss range-finder. CC.C.A
Good condition .
*0 • O • U
31x21 Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, Com- CC.1 ft. ft
pur. Good condition * O . 1 U • U
9x12 cm. and 41x31 lea

Revolving Back

Reflex, 18-cm.

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 2 D.D. slides,
also one D.D. slide fitted with
focussing screen. £ Q . Q . fi
Good condition... *0.0.0
41x31 Zeiss Ikon Maximar

Hand

207/5, double extension,

13.5-cm.

Dominar

f/4.5, Compur,

31 x 21- Wirgin Double Exten¬
sion Hand, delayed Compur,

6

Meyer

cn^:...AU.as
£8:17:6
4J x 21 Zeiss Icarette Roll Film
500/15, delayed Compur, 4f-in.
Zeiss Tessar, rising front, leather
case. Good con- •CQ,1
dilion. List £15 4s.
• #U
3£x2^ Certotrop Hand, double
extension, f/2. 9 Xenar, delayed
Compur, lens and shutter easily
detachable as a unit, F.P.
adapter, 3 slides C1A.1A.fi
in case. A s new.
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri,
Zeiss Biotar f/2, Compur. Good
condition. List

Trioplan

f/3.5, 3

slides,

. adapter: £9:17:6
3x4 cm. Mentor Drievier, f/3.5

Zeiss Tessar, Com- Cl A, 1C. ft
pur, pouch. As new XlU.10.ll
3*x21 Curt Bentzin Focal-

plane, 12-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
3

D.D.

slides,

F.P.

adapter,

leather case. Cl 7.1 C. A
Good condition. Lit.. 1 d,U
4.5x6 cm. Ernemann Erma-

nox

Focal-plane, 10-cm. Emo-

star f/2, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Good con- CIO. 17. C
dition .
*lZ.li:0

9x12
6-in.

cm. Mentor Focal-plane,

Meyer

f/3,

3

D.D.

F.P. adapter, leather case.

condUion .

London,
WEST

BOUND

slides,

£20

41x31

Popular

Re-

Xpres f/4.5, also 12 -in. Ross
Telecentric Telephoto lens f/5.4,
2

D.D.

HERE.

0859.

PLEASE

Pressman

flex, revolving back, 6-in. Ross

of Circus.

: Mayfair

leather

slides,

adapter,

PIQ'IQn
X10»10*U

73
LORD ST.
LIVERPOOL
Telephone

MENTION

F.P.

"THE

: Bank

4927.

AMATEUR

dition. List £i 12s. 6d.
Goo
itioKodak,
2Jd x co
1 1nd
V.P.
n...
anastigmat, 2 speeds,

dition .

Xl.Z.U

condition .

31x21
Film,
EridErnemann
Aplanat Roll
f/8,

1 •1 / •O

Exc4£x2£
No. itio
la Ansco Roll Film,
ellent cond
n .... £3:0
:0
f/6.3 Ansco anastigmat,
Compur.

31x21 Icarette Roll Film, f/6.3
Zeiss Icar, Compur, frame finder,
leather case. Excellent CO#1A#A
condition .

X O • JL U • 1/

3-1x21 Companion Hand, thin
F.P. adamodel,
pocket
f/4.5 Trioplan, in
pter. Ne
w £4:10:
0
focussing mount, 3-speed,
3 slides,

41x31 Unused Tropical Goerz
Manufoc Tenax Hand, double exten¬

hinged back, pressure plate,
3-speed shutter. £1
,7.fi
focussing
scale, Chronos
A
good condition.
£1:12:6
Good condition . . * 1 . Z • O

31x21

No.

4

Carbine,

f/7.7 Aldis Uno, Trichro
shutter, leather case. Very

31x21

No. 3 Carbine Roll

Film, unused.
f/8.5shutter.
Ensar •CI.IO.C
anastigmat,
and
Trichro
As new,
Cost £2 IOS.

31x21 Good
Carbine
Roll Film
tigmat.
C1.1C.fi
Reflex, f/7.7 Aldis Uno anascondition ....

31x21

1. • A

A Imo
st ne
4.5x6
cm.w.Dallmeyer
FocalCost Speed
:15:
0
plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 £9
D.D.
slides.

covered green leather with
case to match, f/6.3 anastig¬
mat, Diomatic shutter. As

41x31 Latest Mentor Folding
Reflex, revolving back, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, self-capping shutter, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter.
Splendid

7fion:....Coit £16:17:6
35
BROMPTON

RD.

: Kensington

n2.Vex 1w1

Vanity

2052.

WHEN

Kodak,

£2:10:0

co
nduiSeries
on III
£3:0
41x31
Kodak
:0
Roll
Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Diomatic
leather

shutter, rising front,
case.
Excellent

65 HIGH ST.,
NOTTING HILL
GATE
London,

S.W.3

on

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
2, Northumberland
Avenue.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2. [W.C.2.
140, Fenchurch
285,

Finchley

W.i.

St., E.C.3.
Rd.,

N.W.3.

13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
191-2, Tottenham
Court Rd.,

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters
Rd., N.8.

Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30-32, Thames St.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Watford. — 142, St. Albans Rd.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
enade.
Cheltenham.—
114, Prom¬
Salisbury.
— 17-19, Catherine
St.
Yeovil. — 2, High St.
Newport
— 43, Com¬
mercial (Mon.).
St.

•U

f/4.5, Compur,

£9:15:0

terms

application.
Generous
exchange
allowance.

Nagel Roll Film,

f/6.8 anastigmat, 3-speed.
As new, and
PO#A#A
unused .

sion, 13.5-cm. Dogmar

Deferred

31 x 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak,

61x4$ Coronet Field, double ex¬
tension, reversing back, R.R. lens
f/8, roller-blind shutter, 2 D.D.
slides. Good con- £1.1 7.C
dition .

these addresses.

£1:7:6

Kodar focussing.
f/7.9, KodexVery
shutter,
screw
good

”

Prism Binoculars

dtl.U.U

f/6.8 Ross
£1:5case.
:0
leather

Telephone

UAoH

pointment
at by
any ap¬
of
may be seen
21 x If V.P. Kodak, f/77
case.
Good con£ 1 leather
.A .A
anastigmat,
2-speed,

PHOTOGRAPHER

recent make and

A ny item sent on five
days' approval
against
cash
or C.O.D.,
or

31x21 No. 2 Folding All-Distance
Ensign, Nearly
Trichro new
shutter,
lens.
con- All-Distance
Cl . 7 • fi

London,

of

_

LTD.

5s .

ST.
STOP

holder,

£15:0:0

W. I

BUSES

roll-film

leather case.
Good condition.

doors West

Telephone

88

Good

£15:17:6

281
OXFORD
Fourteen

slides,

For Cameras

fllTCHIS^?!N

Compur, direct finder, case.
Good condition
.... £ 5 0
5 *0
5x4 Sinclair Una Hand, double
extension, revolving back, rising
front, 6-in. Combinable Goerz
Pantar f/7.2 ; single lenses 7-in.,

Li5t £19:15:0
1228.

SPOT

D*

DILLON

2$ x 1 -f Nettel Piccolette Roll
Film, 7. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

Folding Reflex, size only 6x7
Tessar
f/4.5,
7.1 A.
A

London, W.l
£2^4"....^..

ST.

41 x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta
520/15, Novar anastigmat f/6.3,
Derval shutter, leather case.
Good condition. List C O # O # A
price £5 12s. 6d. . *0*0 #11

£9:17:6
*»7.1I.U
Tessar f/4.5,

CC.C.ft

*0.0.0

28 OLD BOND

*1.1,/.
U
Elmar f/3.5,
CQ.1 7.fi

case.
Good condition.
£46 Model
*10.1l/.U
Chromium
Plated Cost
Leica
III, f/3.5

Il.lu.U

Telephoto

£7:15:0

X3 D.D.
in., revolving
back,adapter,
12-cm. Zeiss
3
slides, F.P.
Cl

Compur. As new. List price £6 10s. . . . ot^.vl.O
5J-in. Meyer Wide-angle Aristostigmat, in iris
mount, f/9, covers up to 8£x6L in. C4»lfl*fJ

NEW SUPER
IKONTA

* *
Tourist
Hand,

extension, rise and cross, 16. 5-cm.
f/4.5, Compur, direct finder, F.P.

new.
£9 12s
.Rolloroy,
3x4Listcm.
Nagel
Compur. Very good condilatest Compur.
Unused, as
tion.
List £15
. Icarette,
21x1f
Zeiss15sIkon

iii.iJ.U

31v21 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/6.3 anas- £0.1

tigmat, Compur.

new.
Cost cm.
£10 3s
.
10x15
Voigtlander

Lens
f/6.3, Lightweight
auto, coupled.10.5-cm.
As C7.17.fi
Leica
Long-focus

*1.11.0

Cost £9 .

31x21
Series
mat,
Diomatic

Still
Projector,
C7.1C.A

adapter, Cost
case.
Good con¬
dition.
£21 .

9.5-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, and re- C1.17.fi

sistance.

forLeitz
use Gnome
with own35-mm.
lens. Film
As

double
•Heliar

*1.#.U

9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 £1.1

lens, motor

£16:12:6

THE

Cl.C.fi

List price £1 1 is.

Leica Universal View-finder for 3.5-cm., 5-cm. and

Telephone

CORRESPONDING

W.l

: Park

I

Chief Photographic
and Cine addresses
28, Old
281,

Bond

Oxford

W.i.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
Crouch
End. — 17, Topsfield
Parade.

Croydon. — 12, George St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.

and
for Home Talkies
Stock

Exchange

Branch,

2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
Throgmorton
St., London,

6689.

WITH

St., W.l.
St.,

E.C.2.
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YOU

AMATEUR

CAN

PHOTOGRAPHER

COMPARE

3

ALL

THE

FINEST

—

MINIATURE CAMERAS AT BOND ST.

—
—

HERE

—

ARE

SOME

BOND

All in fully guaranteed

—
—
—
£3

1 — Busch Opera Glasses, 24 x , eyepiece
10s .

—

focussing,

good

case. Cost
. £1 19

Reflex.

The

automatic

roll-film mirror re¬
flex. 12 pictures on
8-ex.
31 x 21 roll
film.

£31 : 10 : 0

KODAK

Fitted with Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 lens,

Nine monthly payments
of 73/6.

FREE

all

£20 : 0 : 0

* DUO®

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 40/8.

LISTS

F/3.8

Zeiss

16 pictures on 31x21
eight-exposure
film.
Lens shoots to position
at touch of button.
Focussing from 3b ft.

Tessar,

£22 : 10 : 0
Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 52/6.

to infinity. Direct-vision
view-finder.
With
*' Pronto S " shutter and
Kodak f/4.5
anastigmat
oW
O
Nine monthly payments
of 14/1.

NOTE!

One

for

each

of

Takes 36
loading
for exposures
1/6.

adapter.

With

anastigmat
shutter.

£5 19

6

extension,

all movements,

l,
by
Sli
ia
ec
Sp

to l/
80
Cost £55.
0t
h

3 slides. Cost

to 1/2, 000th

se
2 D
c. . .D
Cash
,
,

sl
. i

F.

£40.

de

s,

sec., case, F.P. adapter,

P.

ad

Cash .

ap.
te
r,

3 slides.

11

na

e
zT
er

o
-G

pl

i-

ra

me

a
eC

at

l
xP

STREET,

,

PLEASE

f/
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4.

5Z

ei

oi
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la

ss

Te

ss

nd

ar

erA

vu

s

le

ns

Pl
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n

at

eC

am

12

“ THE

. £15

15

0

ll

-h

ol

le

c
at. . £12 as17
e.
he
r

. .

. £19

19

Phones: Mayfair 0924-5-6-7.
and 47, BERKELEY
ST.,

AMATEUR

L
LONDON,
TO

r

go

a
8D

6.

,f/

be

0

.
de
r
Cash.. .,

HEATON

Ai advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these second-hand
Be

.

ro

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

items may be sold already, bat similar ootflts are osoally available.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

‘O’

B.,

J£5Ninements
:S:0
monthly pay°
of 12/3.

.
er

anastigmat lens, in Compound
fully-speeded shutter
all movements, 6 slides, F.P, adapter and case. Cost
£8 10s. Cash .
. .
.
£4 4

you do best of all at—

WALLACE
BOND

1 /300th sec., T. and
self-erecting front.

.

4
£2

.

lens In Compur
1 to

AgfaSPEEDEX
Speeded

G.

. .

t
A Cos

N.

dt
eaep
sapd

. .

For standard V.P. roll
films. Fitted with Solinar

6

7-

.

, .
ns .P
le F

,
ar es
sslid
Te s

Cost £5 10s.
. £2 5 0

willingly allowed to
post-buyers on full cash
deposit.

119, NEW

64/2.
monthly payments

3
Cash
£5 17

,

case.

ens, Compur shatter, tan case, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and changing-bex. Cost £22. Cash .
. .
£7 10 0

. . . and

Cash

er

6

G.

and

shutter,

&

shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
.

£1 17

Contessa
Plate
(Tropical
3£
x 21 f/4.5 Zeiss
Model),
Tessar
lens in Compur
shutter, leather case,
slides. Cost £15 15s.

6
s
is

Cash .

.N.

£18.

pl

Cost

i-

shutter.

focal-plane

£27 : ID : Q
Nine

Ze

al mo
sh
in Co
le
an
uCt
Cvae
£1 l
4 mspl
ad ns,
ca ast F.
otse
se i P.
iudr
s¬
ap
5.
tr,
, gm
es
te
£5 19 h 6
at
.
r,
mat lens, speeds l/25th to 1/1 ,000th sec., 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter and case. Cost £40. Cash .
£10 15 0
4— -i-pl. Model B R.B. Graflex, f/4.5 Ross Kodak anastig¬
mat lens, speeds l/10th to 1/1 ,000th sec., leather case and
roll-holder. Cost. £35. Cash .
£12 12 0
6 — 34 x 24 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane Camera, f/2.9
Pentac anastigmat lens, shutter speeds, l/8tb to 1/1, 000th
sec., 2 double slides and F.P. adapter. Cost £25. Caah
£9 9 0

Kodamatic

3
0

Time Group, time and 1 sec.
Night Group, l/5th and l/10th
sec. Normal Group, l/25th,

Cost £15.
£6 17 6

Sk
f/
opt
me4.5
an
nt
r
s,

speed
Cash

APPROVAL

case, F.P.

0

l/50th, l/100th sec. Sports
Group, 1 /]00th to 1/1 ,000th
sec. With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5

10

Anything on 9 equal
monthly payments. First
payment secures goods.
Only 5 per cent added if
over £5. High allow¬
ance
on
your used
camera in part payment.

Compur shutter, leather
Cash .

6

£2 10

giving 4, l/5th and l/10th
sec. Four groups of speeds :

of

our CASH
Bargain Shop.
Just
behind 119 , New Bond St., W.l.

5 t
4. ut
f/ sh

EASY TERMS
& EXCHANGES

By Appointment,

at a

NiDe monthly payments
44/11, 11/3 or 20 8.

your

needs.
'* Still,” Cin6
Bargains, Sundries, etc.
Send 2d. postage for
any or all you require.

£5 19

£ CONTAX

F/3.5 Meyer anastigmat,
Compur shutter £8 17 0

DON’T MISS OUR
AVERY ROW SECOND¬
HAND BARGAINS for CASH !
from

Cost £10 5s .

10s. 8 0
Cost £17 £8
case
leat
adap
her
ter,
.
doub
le e
TCost
xten
horn £6 10s .
£3
3 0
s
ion,
tonPick
Zeiss
ar
Tessar
31 x
lens. Cost £6 d.
8
lens,£3 3 0
24
8 x
Hori
Fren
zont
ch
al
P
1 to Rle
spe
f/11 in Comrism Bishu
/f
l0ex, sec. Cost £5£1617 10a.
25
eds
,
notctuer
9
pur
th Dal
9 x
la,rs
lmey
12 c
, le
er
m.
athe
r c
shutter. Th
Cost
£3 15 0
ornt £18 10s .
a
s
e.
on-P
icka
Cost
rd
£5 10
10
R
uby
Cost £10 10s . s. £1 15 0
Pre speeded shutter, F.P. adapter.
d
ssm
e L
an 16 — Zeiss Theatis Binoculars,
u
34 x * gilt finish, leather
4-picase. Cost £13 . xe Ref
£4 4 0
. Re
lex,
flex
Heli
ar single lens.
17 —, No.
Aldi 1 Pocket Kodak 34 x 24,
11
s
8 x
-Bu2s
Cost £2
£1 2 6
tch.
P
r
er
ism
12
lens Sirene Camera, single exten¬
Bin
18 — 9 x 12 cm.
la
f/4.
ocu
Agf
5, fF.P. adapter.
lar
sion, f/6.8 lens,
Cost
a
ocal
s,
Sta
£4 15s .-pla
12s. 6d.
Hun
nda
ne
sic
13
rd
ker
19— Cine-Kodak Model B, f/6.6
Rol
Ros
& A lens. Cost £18 18s. £4 17 0
l F
s
lexi
ilm
Com
s, 20 — la Pocket Kodak, single
bin
Cam
leat
abl
era
her
e L
,
c e
ens
f/6
lens, asspeeded
shutter.
.
14
, 2
.3
19s. 6d.
ana
3a
f
oci,
sti Cost £3 15s.
Spe
gma
cia
f
/5.
l K
t
5
,
oda
i-pl
15
k,
.,
Ros
94i— p
in.
s H
i.
Kli
omo
sing
max
cen
le
,
t
ric
dou
ble
lens
The World’s Smallest
f/6.
ext
3,
ens
Efficient Camera.
Kod
ion
ama
, C
tic
ook
e
F/1.8 Astro-Pan-Tachar
f/6
.5
£19 5
len
s,
F/3.5 anastigmat Jens,
ful
lyspeed shutter. . £4 16

‘EXAKTA®

With 3-in. f/1.9 SuperSix Dallmeyer lens (As
illustrated.)

leather case. Cost
£10 10 0

Etui
F.P.
shut 31 x 32bslid
esm,
ter,
Ca
era,

5 — Voigtlander Superb Twin-Lens
Reflex, 2J square, Skopar f/3.5
lens, Compur
shutter. 7
Cost £19 10s.£14 14 0

Focal-plane

order.

f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, F.P. adapter, leather case,
double slides, 6 single slides. Cost £25 10s .
£7 10

6

Metal
body,
leather
covered, fitted with tripod
bush and cable release.
Speeded l/25th to 1/1 ,000th
sec., T. and B. Magnifier
incorporated for extra flDe
work.

ST, BARGAINS
working

f/4.5 lens, 6 single slides, case.

3 — 3 4 x 2b T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
l/10th to 1/1, 000th sec., Dallmeyer f/4.5 lens,
1 slide, F.P. adapter. Cost £9 10s. £6 0 0
4 — 21 Square Auto Rolleihex, Tessar f/3.8
lens, Cornpur shutter. Cost £17
£22 17
10s. 0

—

advertisement

D.A. Compur shutter, 4 slides, F.P. adapter,
£16 2s. 6d .

2 — Contax Model I, focal-plane shutter, l/25th to 1/1 00th
sec., Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 lens, coupled range-flnder. Cost
£27 .
£19 19 0

—

See our on p.Leisa*1.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Aren’t they

marvellous?

SELDch rome

Eight out of eight — and
every snap a winnerglad I changed to
Selochrome !

The

Extra

ROLL

FILM

Multi-Coated — Orthochromatic
ILFORD
Printed

in England

LIMITED

for the Publishers,

Iliffe

& Sons

Ltd.,

Dorset

•
House,

ILFORD

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Fast

— Anti-Halo Backed
•

Classic

LONDON
Colour

Press,

Reading.

A MATEU R

OTOGHAPHER
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Journal for Everybody with a Camera

The

Wednesday,

Vol. LXXVII.

SUPER
the camera
Whether the subject is 5 ft. or 50 ft. away from
Ikonta The dis¬
presents no difficulty to the user of the aSuper
knob, gets the correct
tance meter, by the simple rotation of
distance. No
distance, and at the same time sets the lens to that
possible with
one can judge distances with the minute accuracy
because
sharp,
be
always
will
pictures
Your
Ikonta.
the Super
Ikonta is now
they will always be In perfect focus. The Super
supplied

in three

ZEISS

Copyright — Registered

sizes All good

IKON

dealers

stock

the- Super

LTD., 11, MORTIMER

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the U.K.

No. 2381.

June 27th, 1934.

IKONTA

usual 31x2j in film.
in., on the
ljxlj shutt
16 pictures
for f/3.5
No 530,
er.
£16 : 12 : 6
and Compur
Tessar
Zeiss

Zetss 0
2Jxlj
16 pictures
in. (or
: 0
3ix2iction
: Tessar
er.in.), £17
No 530/2,
shutt
Compur
in delayed-a
f/4.5,
Zeiss Tessar
2i x 21 in.), £18
(or 16 pictures
in. Compur
4J x 2J
: 15 : 0
No. 530/15,
shutter.
ction
in delayed-a
f/4.5,
Ikonta.

HOUSE,

Folder free on request.

MORTIMER

STREET,

LONDON,

W.l.
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Nowholiday movies
under your thumb -

for less than 6D a scene ! *

"A- A SCENE

is a complete

little story:

that

thrill¬

ing high dive of Tom’s for instance. The new
Cine-“ Kodak” Eight takes thirty such subjects
on each roll. The cost is less than 6 d. a scene

That right thumb

of yours can give the youngsters the finest thrill of their

lives ! This year, walk into your liveliest holiday moments

with a Cine-

“Kodak” Eight — and press the button. That’s all there is to it ! Aim . . . press
the button . . . and the camera does the rest !
Later, when

the wind brings November

throw those sunlit holiday moments

rain, and the children are restless,

on your screen and live it all again.

“Expensive?” No! — Kodak’s latest discovery cuts the cost of film making
by more than half. The new film costs 10/- a roll — enough for 25 to 30
separate scenes! Kodak develops it — free of charge. It is handed to you
ready to show on the screen. Any good photographic shop will show you
this Cine-“Kodak”

Cine-“Kodak”

(Camera)
“Kodascope” Eight

PRICES

Eight. Have a good look at the big, clear movies it makes.

CINE

Kodak

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

£9.17.6

(Projector) £9. 9. 0
Or, on Hire

Purchase

for a small first payment

EIGHT
KODAK

PLEASE

Eight

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

LIMITED,

WITH

KINGSWAY.
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1934
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PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

B

9,5m/m FILM
FITTED SPECIALLY DESIGNED
TAYLOR

HOBSON

LENS

Results obtained with this new model Cine are truly astounding. The“ BIRMINGHAM FILM ” exhibited at
the B.I.F. was photographed with one of these Cameras. You can pay a lot more money for a Cine Camera,
but you cannot obtain much better results.
CORONET CAMERA CO., 310, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM, 19
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”
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ALL THE BEST FOR YOUR
STILL CAMERAS,

CINE CAMERAS,

EXPOSURE

METERS, & USED

GET OUR
TWO FREE
CATALOGUES
Here

are

the

books

save you time
money in choosing
holiday

IF ITS

to

and
your

camera.

contains

every

instrument

;

the

One
new

ENSIGN MIDGET

other

is packed with supreme
values in used cameras.
Both

GOOD—
WE’VE GOT IT!

Takes crisp, first-class pictures.
All-metal bodv, 3-speed shutter,
1/2 5th to 1/lUOth sec., T. and B.
Reflex view-finder. Collapsible eyelevel view-finder, leather slip case.
With All-distance O
/

lists are

POST FREE!

lens
.anastigEnsarf/6.3
mat .

O

1 CONTAX

With

focal-plane

shutter

giving

’

4,

l/5th and l/10th sec. Controlled by
one knob giving four groups of
speeds.
A
splendid miniature
precision instrument. With Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5

£27:10:0

t-T / “
Nine

monthly

payments

Takes

film.
16 pictures on

34x24

biit with

f/2.9 Meyer

lens, and

latest
delayed-action Compur
With Meyer
f/3.5
sector shutter,
1 to £y
l/300th
. y sec.,
T. and B.. with J>Q ■ r ■. AQ
Nine monthly
payments
cable
release. . .

of

roll

SALEX
‘ BALDA ’
All-metal body. As illustrated,

of 21/8.
■ W

64/2.

50/91-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.9
Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, motor drive £8 17 6

SALEX 3| x2| ‘VENUS WAFER’

16-inm. Ensign Super Kinecam, 1-in. f/1.5
Dallmeyer Speed lens, 2-in. f/1.9 Dallmeyer,
4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer, adjustable speeds, variable
finder, in case. As new .
£45 0 0

Only IB -in. thick. Aluminium
body, covered morocco leather.

Chromium -plated, full double ex¬
tension, rack rising and cross
front. Brilliant reversible and

16-mm. Model K Kodascope Projector, 500-watt
lamp, geared rewind, motor drive, still-picture
and reversal movements. Unsoiled . . £48 15 0

D.V. wire-frame finders, bushed
for tripod. Hooded back focussing
screen, 3 best quality single metal
slides, Compur
sector shutter,
with delayed action.
With f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat.

£9

With

9i-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
motor drive, direct- vision finder.... £4 17 6
0}-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5
anastigmat, motor drive, D.V. finder. . £6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, f/1.9 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, 3 speeds, hand crank, D.V. finder
and case .
£13 17 6

: IO : O

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

94-mm. Pathe Telephoto Outfit, with f/2.6
anastigmat and interchangeable Telephoto, motor
drive and case .
£14 2 6

anastigmat

£ 1 O s 10:0
Nine

monthly payments
or 24/6.

of

91-mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, D.V.
finder, with Motrix attachment .
£2 17 6

22/2

34 x 24 Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, self-capping shutter, l/10th to l/750th,
screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£23 10 0
4-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
rack focus, focal-plane shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th
sec., reversing back, screen, 6 slides,£8 case
17 6
4-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anaatigxnat, self-capping shutter, l/10th to l/l,0U0th,
sec., rising front, reversing back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£5 18 6
V.P. Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /300th sec., brilliant finder
and case .
£4 7 6
5x4 Premo Supreme Hand and Stand, f/6.8
Goerz Dagor, Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec., triple extension, reversing back, 6 D.D.
elides, case .
£4 17 6
31 x 2i lea Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter. 1 to l/250th sec., double extension,
rising and cross front, screen, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£7 17 6

R01LEIC0RD’

The Mirror-Reflex Roll
Film Camera for Every¬
body.
With one-lever Compur
shutter, parallax com¬
pensation. patent film
guide, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5

,ens 10 Gns.
Nine

monthly payments
of 24/6.

NEW

1 ROLLEIFLEX ’

‘SUPER
IKONTA’
With
coupled distance meter.

The famous automatic
roll-film reflex. Has
every conceivable gadget
that goes for the making

The camera that does the focus¬
sing. No. 530, takes 10 pictures on
34 x 2$ roll film. A modern up-tothe-minute precision instrument.
With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens and
Compur shutter.

of perfect shots. With
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,
FROM
£20

£16 : 12 : 6

Nine

monthly

payments

Nine

of 38/10.

PATHE
LUXE
WITH

EASY

NEW
SPEED
DEVICE.

Gives variable speeds from
10 to 20 frames per sec.
Takes 30 ft. film. Daylight
loading. Strong spring drive.
F/3.5 anastigmat lens. For
9.5-mm. films.

£13:0:0
Nine

2

PLEASE

MENTION

monthly payments
30/4.

"THE

monthly payments
of 46/8.

TERMS
Anything
monthly
First

there

AMATEUR

9

equal

instalments.

payment

4-pl. Model A Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anas¬
tigmat, rising front, revolving back, self-capping
shutter, l/10th to l/l,000th sec., 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£5 12 6
34 x 2k Zeiss Palmos Focal-plane, f/2.7 ^eis9
Tessar, self-capping shutter, l/10th to l/750th
sec., D.V. tinder, screen, 0 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£17 15 0
34 x 2* Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, focal-plane shutter, 4 to 1/1, 200th sec.,
screen, 3 D.D. slides, case .
£8 17 6
34 a 2k Etui Folding, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,
D.A. shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. ... £9 15 0
34 x 24 Ensign Selfix Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Everset
erecting

shutter,
l/25tb
front
.

Buy
are

to* l/100th

34 x 24 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar
shutter to l/100th sec .

sec.,
£2 2self-0

lens, speeded
£1 11 6

Double Protar anastigmat lens, in Volute fullyspeeded shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., f/8 Carl Zeiss
W.A. Protar lens. W.A. rack, G double book-form
dark slides, pigskin case. The whole in new
condition .
£12 17 6
5x4
Model B Ensign Reflex, self-capping
shutter, speeded from l/15tb to l/l,000th sec.,
revolving back, 7-in. f/4.5 Cooke Series II anas¬
tigmat lens, G double book-form slides, carryingcase. Perfect condition .
£11 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Brass-bound Field,
rising, cross and swing front, swing and reversing
back, f/6.3 Ross Zeiss Protar, set having 9, Hi
and 14 in. in the singles, roller-blind shutter, 3
double book-form dark slides, case and tripod
£15 15 0
24 square Rolleiflex
Cost £22 10s .
4x3

Reflex,

f/3.8 Tessar lens.
£12 17 6

cm. Kolibri, f/4.5 Novar,

speeded

V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter, complete in case .
£4 15 0
34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.5
Aldis-Butcher. Cost £8 17s. 6d .
£6 6 0
4-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/4.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, latest D.A. Compur shutter,
reversing back, 3 double slides, leather case
£8 17 6
4-pl. Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/6.3
Zodellar anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6
slides and case .
£3 19 6
4-pl. Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar in D.A. Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
£8 17 6
31 x 24 T.-P.

Special

Ruby

Reflex,

lens

34 ' 21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat lens.
Brand new condition .
£2 19 6
3J x 21 Double Extension Folding Pocket
Camera, constructed of metal, leather covered.
f/4.5 Trioplan anastigmat lens, latest D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, and leather case. Brand
new condition .
£4 17 6
9 x 12 Double Extension Tropical Model Folding
Camera, f/4.5 Steinheil Unifocal double anastig¬
mat lens, Compur shutter, speeded from 1 to
l/200th sec., daylight loading, F.P. adapter
44 6 Folding Pocket Camera, lever focussing
£3 17 6
adjustment, f/5.4 anastigmat lens, fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., 3 slides, F.P. ad pater

£2

2

0

3* / 2k Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac
anastigmat lens, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and canvas case .
£15 15 0

84 ALDERSGATE
LONDON.

Phone: CITY 1124

sunk

box, revolving back, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastig¬
mat lens, 2 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter,
canvas carrying-case. New condition £9 9 0
4-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5
Dallmeyer Press anastigmat lens, revolving back,
13-in. f/5.5 Ross Teleros lens, interchangeable,
G slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . . . £25 0 0

59 CHEAPSIDE
E.C.2

shutter

34x24 Icarette Roll Film, rising front, f/4.5
£3 19 6
Tessar in D.A. Compur, latest pattern, leather
case .
£.
£8 5 0

LONDON,

E.C.1

Phone:

St

NAT. 0591

secures

goods. Only 5 per cent
added — or 5s. if under
£5.

of

on

4-pl. Shew Xit, f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic anastigmat, Unicurn shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., 6
D.D. slides, case .
£2 12 6
4-pl. Thornton-Pickard Reflex, f/2.9 Plaubel
anastigmat, self-capping shutter, l/10th to
1/1, 000th sec., reversing back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£11 17 6

34 x24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar
leas, fully-speeded shutter, 4 to l/150th sec. and
time, reflex finder, hooded focussing screen, 6
slides, F.P. adapter. New condition . . £4 7 6
5x4 Tropical Model Sanderson Hand and Stand,
constructed of teak, brass bound, f/6.3 Zeiss

this

way ;

no

harsh

-

formalities.
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BARGAINS— YOURS

TO USE

ON

FIRST PAYMENT

NEW

PATTERN

FILM

WINDER

LEATHER
BELLOWS
& COVERING

BRILLIANT
REVERSIBLE
FINDER

ACCURATELY
SPEEDED
SHUTTER

F

FRAME

MEYER
ANASTIGMAT

1 PHOTOSKOP

’

The New Electric Exposure Meter.
For use with “ still ” or “ cine ”
cameras. Unlike all other photo¬
cell meters, the Photoskop gives
a direct reading without reference
to tables.

Master of all personal movie
cameras. Has every refinement
which goes to the making of
professional-like pictures,
in the hands of a novice.

monthly

payments

even

£88

£5:5:0
Nine

finder

Nine
of 12/4.

monthly payments
£10 5s. 4d.

‘K’

CINE KODAK

FOCUSSING

SCALE

With half-speed device, 50 or 100 ft.
film capacity and interchangeable lens
feature. Equipped with f/1.9 lens
for black and white
0%
or Kodacolor pictures. . HLJ
^3

STRUTS

of
Nine

monthly

payments

of 81/8.

NICKEUED
SELF-LOCKING

Kodak Auto-focus Vertical Enlarger, for all
size negatives from 6x4, enlarging to 171 x 14, elec¬
tric fittings, complete with lens. Cost £10 17s. 6d.
£6 0 0
3£ x 2.1 All-metal Zodel Folding, double exten¬
sion, f/4.5 D.A. lens, D.A. Compur shutter, 0
slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder .
£4 17 6
31 x 2} Watch Pocket Carbine, f/5.6 Cooke
lens, Acme shutter, speeded to l/300th, leather
caee .
£1 19 6
Pathe Lux Cine Projector,
case. Cost £22 10s .

resistance, travelling
£12 17 6

i- pi. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Cooke
anastigmat, 3 elides, roll-holder, leather case
£6 17 6
21 square Latest Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8
Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, leather case.
£10 15 0
Latest 4J x 6 Goerz Tenax, f/3.5 Dogmar lens,
Compur shutter, 3 metal book-form slides, F.P.
adapter, 2 purses. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
16-exposures-on-3i 21 520 Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Compound shutter, purse.... £6 17 6
6x0 Superb Reflex, f/3.5 Skopar, Compur,
ever-ready case, filter .
£13 17 6
3 4 Rolloroy, f/3.5 Elmar, Compur, range¬
finder, case .
£9 9 0
la N. & G. Excelsior Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5
Xpres, high precision shutter, tripod board,
lens hood, filter, leather caee. As new £18 18 0
3 A x 21 All-metal de Luxe Folding Ihagee,
double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Com¬
pur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. ... £6 17 6
10-exposures-on-31 x 2 J Baldax Roll Film, f/3.5
Hugo-Meyer lens, Compur shutter.... £5 17 6
V.P. Exakta Roll Film Reflex, f/3.5 anastigmat.
Perfect .
£12 12 0
31x21 Latest Sinclair Una de Luxe All-metal
Folding, triple extension, revolving back, f/4.6
ltoss Xpres, N. & G. Perfect shutter, 3 D.D.
slides, colour filter, Sinclair lens hood, leather
case. Cost £45 .
£26 10 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, all usual movements, rack
focus, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, speeded
to l/800th sec., f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, G
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £14 14 0
3i x 21 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5
Cooke anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P.A.... £0 17 6
31 x 2A Salex Bijou Reflex, reversing back,
focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 anastigmat, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£4 4 0
Model B
Motocamera, f/2.5 Hugo-Meyer
anastigmat, leather case .
£7 12 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, 16-mm., f/3.5 anastigmat,
leather case. Cost £26 10s .
£7 17 6
V.P. N. & G. Baby Sibyl Roll Film, f/4.6 Carl
Zeiss Tessar, leather case. New condition
£10 10 0
Model II Leitz Leica, coupled range-finder,
f/3.5 Elmar, purse .
£17 0 0
520 16-exposures-on-3i x 21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5
Tessar, Compur, purse .
£8 5 0
16-mm. Siemens’ Cine Camera, f/2.8 Busch
Glaukar, slow motion, leather case. . . £25 0 0
31 x 2 j Latest Soho Reflex, revolving back,
masking device, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides
£18 18 0
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, triple extension,
azy-tongs, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar, 3 D.D. elides
£12 12 0

54 LIME STREET
LONDON,

E.C.3

Phone:

MON. 0180

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/6.8 double
anastigmat, focal-piane shutter, 6 slides and
leather case .
£6 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke
f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6
elides, F.P. adapter and leather case. . £7 17 6
V.P. Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter. New condition £7 2 6
Leitz Microscope, inclinable, dual nosepiece,
two objectives, 2/3rds and 1/6 th, eyepiece and
case .
£5 17 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Anticomar f/2.9, focal-plane
shutter, 6 slides .
£9 17 0
3£ x 2A Mentor Compur Reflex, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£12 17 6
3i x 21 Gralex Reflex, Cooke Series II f/4.5,
9-in. f/6.4 Dallon interchangeable, focal-plane
shutter, F.P. adapter, changing-box and leather
case .
£11 7 6

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES
Bring your
camera
in

diaphragm
SELF -EjRECTING

STRUT FOR
TIME EXPOSURES

ROCK-RIGID
FRONT

used
part

payment for a better
one — our high al¬
lowances will save
you lots of money
chase.
on your fresh pur¬

SALEX

\
HINGED

59/9

SUPREME

l/25th to 1 /100th sec.,
Vario shutter .

76/9

A to l/250th sec., Ibsor
Sector shutter .
Nine

monthly

BACK

payments

of 7/2

or 9/

1

i-pl. Ensign Model B Reflex, Dallmeyer Adon
f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, 3 slides. New condition .
£14 17 6
Postcard Tropical Adora, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter, double extension, U-form
front, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.
As new .
£14 17 6
i-pl. Adams’ Folding Minex Reflex, Ross Xpres
f/4.5, swing front, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, revolving back, F.P. adai>ter and leather
case .
£18 18 0
3£x2A Dallmeyer Reflex, Pentac f/2.9, rack
focussing, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
revolving back, 6 slides and leather case
£13 12 6
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, motor drive, 3 speeds and leather
case .
£13 17 0
3£ x 2i Victory Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5,
revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and canvas
case .
£5 17 6
3A x 2i lea Ideal, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, double extension, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£9 17 0
3£ x 21 lea Bebe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Com¬
pound shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
; .
£8 17 6
3i x 2J No. 1 Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Diomatic shutter .
£3 7 6
V.P. Serfes III Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar. .£119
5x4 Graflex Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focalplane shutter, F.P. adapter and leather case
£11 17 6
3i x 2i Graflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter, F.P. adapter and leather case £10 17 6
Six-16 Kodak, f/4.5 anastigmat, O.P.S. shutter
and case. As new .
£4 17 6

VOIGTLANDER

1 VIRTUS’

With optical view-finder providing compensa¬
tion of parallax. Automatic tilting device
operated by focussing movement ensures
correct angle at all distances. Self-erecting
front. Takes 16 pictures on 3} x 2J roll film.
With Voigtlander Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat

Postcard Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke-.
Butcher, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P
adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6

lens in Embezet

3-speed

THE FINEST VALUE
‘EVER
SALEOFFERED
IN
X
The

shutter.

monthly

payments

of 18/5.

SUPREME

5x4 Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5 Xpres, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case, synchronised flashlight outfit
£15 15 0
Stereo Hawkeye, R.R. lens, speeded shutter
£1 17 6

For 3£x2£ roll films. Strong light metal
construction. Automatically opens to

DE LUXE’

90/94
FLEET ST
LONDON, E.C.4 Phone : CENT. 9391
LEICA

niTED

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

to
of
on

III

with f/2 SUMMAR
LENS
in collapsible
mount. Gives exposures of 1, £ ancki sec.,
or any intermediate fraction, in addition to

APPROVAL
For 5 days
post - buyers
used goods
cash deposit.

Latest

From £7: 17:6
Nine

31 x 21 Tronar, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, delayeda tion Compur shutter, double extension, 12
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Brand
ne v condition .
£15 0 0

EXCHM1GE
PLEASE

i

infinity. Rock-rigid frcnt, leather bellows.
Brilliant reversible and direct-vision view¬
finders. Focussing down to 5 ft. Genuine
Compur sector shutter, speeded 1 to l/150th
sec., T. and B., with delayed action for
self-portraits, etc. Hinged back,, stainless
fittin ;s. Covered with fine seal-grarn leather.
With f/3.8 Meyer anastigmat.

£6:7:6

l/20th-l/500th
sec. Automatic "focussing.
. .single
action. £33
: 13
:lens
O in a
Measuring distance
and focussing
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The Shimmer

27,

ADVERTISEMENTS

and

Sparkle of Summer
. . . golden sands . . . glitter of sun
on a blue sea . . . play of light on
rich, green foliage — these are subjects
to which only an orthochromatic
plate can do justice.
There

is no

better

orthochromatic

plate than the Anti-Screen, which
can be used without a filter.
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above it might be considered a waste¬
ful use of water, so it is necessary
to try and evolve a more economical
method, one which uses a minimum
amount of water and at the same
time thoroughly removes the hypo
contained in the photographic emul¬
sion. On another page in this issue
some suggestions are given that
will prove useful at the present time.
Photography

been so' great that we have every
reason to believe they will be at a
premium shortly.
Use

Less

No. 2381.

beginning to consider ways and
means of conforming to the demands
of the water crisis whilst still
retaining their photographic interest.
Although washing in running water
for half an hour or so is usually
accepted as the ideal method of
eliminating
under
cir¬
cumstances hypo,
such as
are special
mentioned

/ALTHOUGH the Jubilee Number of “ The A.P.” has only
been published a day at the
time this issue goes to press, there
is no doubt of its success. We
have already received manj^ letters
and messages of congratulation re¬
garding it from readers, photographic
societies and members of the trade,
and a number of notices in the
general Press praising the production
have already appeared. We are
pleased that the number has met
with such a gratifying reception.
Several readers have written to say
they have secured at least two copies,
in some cases to present one to a
photographic friend, not already
a reader, and in others to secure a
second set of the pictures in the
photogravure supplement. If any
photographer, who reads these lines,
has not yet obtained the Jubilee
Number of “ The A.P.7 we advise
him to do so without delay, for
although many thousands of extra
copies were printed the demand has

Water.

Ever since last summer, the
danger of a serious shortage in
water supplies has been agitating
the country. The situation in a
great many cities and villages has
been and still remains a critical one.
Consumers are being urged to do
their utmost to conserve the avail¬
able supplies and, more particularly,
to refrain as far as possible from
using water for non-domestic pur¬
poses. Since water is an all-impor¬
tant item in the making of photo¬
graphic negatives and prints, it is
but natural, therefore, that amateur
photographers, the majority of whom
are good, conscientious citizens, are

Vol. LXXVII.

The

Meeting

of

the

Waters.

By Rev. H. B. Hare.
The above is a reproduction of one of the earliest
pictures appearing in “ The A.P.” The photograph
was awarded a prize at u The London Amateur Exhibi¬
tion ” in April, 1885, and was reproduced in “ The
A.P.” dated May 22nd of that year.
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House.

Only a very few years remain
before the lease of the R.P.S. House
in Russell Square falls in, and as
yet, we understand, no fresh site
has been decided. Yet very soon
the Society will have to be seeking
pastures new. To the great majority
of its members it has never been
anywhere else than in Russell Square,
at first on the east side, in a house
since demolished, and for about a
quarter of a century on the west
side. In the first instance it had to
yield to a new hotel, and now it has
to yield to a university. Years ago
Bloomsbury was rather sneered at as
a locality for an institution, but
it has gone up in the world by leaps
and bounds, and now there would
be great regret if the Society moved
out of Bloomsbury, even though
perhaps more economic quarters
might be discovered west of the
Marble Arch. But while we are
about it, v/hy not a big building in
London which would be the general
home and focus of photography,
where all photographic interests,
5
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amateur and professional, trade and
research, pictorial and scientific,
would gravitate ? It might accom¬
modate not only the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, but also the
Camera Club, the Professional Photo¬
graphers’ Association, the Dealers’
Association, bodies connected with
photographic research, and so on.
Under the one roof might be club
facilities, workroom and laboratory
provision, and an exhibition hall.
It would be known everywhere
as the home of photography. Per¬
haps the leading manufacturers
might have permanent exhibits, the
professionals have their showcases.
Is it a dream or a practical propo¬
sition ? Any such scheme must at'
present end on a question mark.
Sales

at the Academy.

Visiting the Royal Academy at
half-time we discovered that about
two hundred of the works exhibited
had found purchasers. This does
not mean that the sales have num¬

bered only two hundred, for some
of the works have been sold more
than once. One delightful land¬
scape — in monochrome, by the way
—bore no fewer than six red seals.
Apparently the modernist school in
art and the orthodox school are
very much alike in the market
value they attach to their respective
works. Thus there are almost side
by side two pieces of sculpture by
different artists, illustrating the
same theme, that of mother and
child, but in the one case from the
modernistic point of view, and in
the other from the orthodox, but the
one has been priced at a thousand
guineas and the other at a thousand
pounds. Neither has so far been
sold. One little comment on the
Academy would serve also for some
photographic exhibitions. The casual
visitor passing round does love
proper names for what he sees.
He is vaguely disappointed when,
coming upon a landscape, or a
building, or a face, which seems to

him familiar, or, if not familiar,
intriguing, he turns to the catalogue
and finds a poetical quotation which
might apply to a thousand land¬
scapes, buildings, and faces, respec¬
tively. If it is York Minster, let
the exhibitor refrain from calling it
“ Those dreaming stones.” There is
nothing to beat, for its appeal to the
imagination , the stately title, “ Y ork .’ ’
Jogging

the Memory.

People may scoff at old photo¬
graphic albums, but they really are
full of interest. They recall events
of years gone by, too slight ever to
have been put on written record,
and yet how good it is to have them
brought back to the mind. Re¬
reading
five-town one
tales,of weArnold
came Bennett’s
upon the
following : “ Nothing will sharpen
the memory, evoke the past, raise
the dead, rejuvenate the ageing, and
cause both sighs and smiles, like a
collection of photographs gathered
together during long years of life.”

Readers’ Problems
Selected queries on topics of general
on this page week by week. Other

Illumination

of Negative.

With an enlarging apparatus in mind I find myself puzzled
about the illumination of the negative. I am told (a) that a
single lamp behind the negative will answer ; (6) that a diffuser
must also be used ; and (c) that a condenser is absolutely neces¬
sary. Can you help me to some clear understanding of the matter ?
L. E. B. (Kettering .)
In a sense, there is truth in all three statements you quote,
although they appear contradictory.
A very small negative may be illuminated quite well, and
sufficiently uniformly, with a large electric bulb, especially
if it is matt or opal instead of clear. The matt surface is
certainly a form of diffuser, but even a clear bulb will answer,
provided it is sufficiently large in comparison with the negative.
Many users of enlargers have been puzzled by the fact that the

even a little larger.
The first diagram in the illustration will explain this point.
The illuminant is marked I, the negative N, and the lens L.
It must be borne in mind that, unless obstructed, the light
radiates in all directions from the source. In the sketch it
can be seen that a certain number of these rays will pass
6

interest to readers will be fully dealt with
replies appear as usual on the last page.

through the negative, but the distances through which these
rays travel vary considerably. The shortest rays pass through
the middle of the negative ; the longest through the edges.
The nearer the light is to the negative, the greater the dis¬
crepancy ; and the power of light varies, not according to the
distance, but according to the square of the distance. Therefore
the lens sees the negative as most strongly illuminated in the
middle ; and an exposure made in such circumstances will give
a vignetted effect. This is actually the case in practice.
If a diffuser, such as a sheet of finely-ground glass, is
interposed, this also is unevenly illuminated, but it scatters,
diffuses, and to some extent evens-up the light, and really
becomes in itself thO source of illumination for the negative.
Two diffusers will still further improve matters, and so also
will removing the light to a greater distance from the negative.
There is, however, the inevitable result that the light finally
passing through the negative is seriously reduced in strength.
In the second diagram, the same lettering is adopted, with
the addition of C for a simple condenser; The light now does
not fall direct on to the negative, but on to the plane surface
of the condenser. These rays do not pass straight through
the condenser as they do through the negative. They are
gathered together, and projected in a cone of rays the point
or apex of which is the focus of the condenser. It will be seen
why the condenser must be of a sufficient size in relation to
the negative ; and why the negative must be placed near
enough to the condenser to receive the whole cone of rays.
The minimum diameter of the condenser is equal to the
diagonal of the negative.
The apex of the cone of rays can be shifted by varying the
distance of the lamp from the condenser, and the aim is to
adjust the arrangement so that the whole cone of rays can
enter the lens.
This is the simplest explanation we can compass, and we
hope that it has helped to give you a clearer idea of this
important question of negative illumination.
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‘photography
and
the
GE
RTA
SHO
WATER
Economy of water is a matter that concerns all readers of “ The A.P.”
in common with everyone else in this country at the present time. In the
following note, suggestions are offered whereby the use of water may be
reduced to a minimum by photographers without endangering the processes
for which it is essential.

THE drought that started last

year and affected certain
areas has become a matter
for serious consideration in every
part of the country. Even in
London, notices are now to be seen
on all sides bearing the inscription
“Use less water.” Never before
has the value of this most common
but little appreciated necessity been
so emphasised.
Among those to whom the appeal

must particularly apply are photo¬
graphers — professional and amateur ;
although, in the case of the latter,
only those who possess dark-rooms
and do their own developing, printing
and enlarging will be concerned.
When

While

Water

is Wasted.

the quantity of water used

in making up solutions is negli¬
gible, its employment for washing
purposes for the removal of hypo
from negatives, prints and enlarge¬
ments may be considerable, and,
in some instances these operations
are conducted on a wasteful scale.
It is entirely desirable at the
present time that any waste of
water should be avoided, and its
use reduced to a minimum.
It is a fact that for the removal
of hypo after fixing washing in plain
water is undoubtedly the most
effective method to employ, and
when a sufficient and continuous
supply is forthcoming nothing better
can be suggested. In the present
circumstances it is well, therefore,
to consider how little may be used.
When washing negatives and
prints the chief essential is to get
the hypo out of the emulsion and
then to get rid of it as quickly as
possible ; much of the water used
in the ordinary manner is used not
to wash the hypo out of the print,
but to wash the free hypo out of the
washing vessel.
It has been demonstrated that
soaking prints in several complete

changes of water is more efficacious
than employing the same quantity
of water in a running stream for
a similar purpose. A maximum of
six complete changes with ten
minutes’ soaking in each, and drain¬
ing between each change, will gen¬
erally remove all traces of hypo from
a print or enlargement.
The

Two-dish

Method.

The two-dish method of washing
can be advocated for this purpose.
Two fairly deep dishes of similar
size and larger than the largest
print to be washed are Tiled with
plain water. The print, after re¬
moval from the hypo, is rinsed in the
water in the first dish for a few
minutes, and, after draining, trans¬
ferred to the second dish. If there
are several prints they are all placed
in the water, and, during the soaking,
are turned over, bringing the bottom
print to the top at intervals.
After soaking for ten minutes
they are taken one by one, drained,
and transferred to the first dish,
which in the meantime has been
refilled with clean water. This
procedure is repeated three times,
but, with the third change, a
little 10 per cent solution of per¬
manganate of potash is added to
the water. This will turn it a bright
pink colour. The prints are soaked
in this, and if hypo is still present the
pink colour will be discharged. At
the same time, the permanganate
will have helped in the elimination of
the hypo.
The soakings are then continued,
and, after two more, the permanga¬
nate test is again applied. The prints
by that time will probably be suffi¬
ciently free from hypo not to affect
the permanganate colour. A final
soaking will complete the process.
In the case of enlargements the
process can be hastened and made
more thorough by gently squeegeeing
the prints face downwards on a
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sheet of glass between each change
of water.
The same method of changing
water can, of course, be applied to
glass negatives and films. In the
case of glass negatives they should
be placed in a rack, and a tank used
for the changes of water. Roll film
can be transferred from one basin
of water to another.
It has been found, also, that
acid hypo can be eliminated by
washing in a much shorter time
than if plain hypo is used.
From these facts it will be seen
that the most economical methods
for saving water are :
(a) Using acid hypo.

ment while
soaking.
(b) Keeping the prints in move¬
the washing vessels
Empty
g.
washin
times to complete the
sixing
least
at (c)
The

Minimum.

If the water is too precious even
for use to this extent, the hypo can
be eliminated sufficiently for most
purposes by washing the prints in
only three successive baths of water,
say a total quantity of about three
gallons to every fifty prints.

would be given ten
The prints
in the first bath, being
minutes
soaked thoroughly for five minutes,
agitated by moving the prints from
bottom to top for another five, then
drained well and squeegeed, and
transferred to the second bath, which
should have a little permanganate
added, and finally treated with the
third bath and a final squeegee.
Under such conditions the prints
would be practically free from hypo
when they are put to dry, and a
minimum quantity of water will
have been consumed, but if six
changes can be given the complete
elimination of hypo may be assured.
The quantity of water used should,
of course, be varied in proportion to
the number of prints to be washed.
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SPEED FILM REFLEX

Ideal for every
kind of picture
No matter what pictures you take, the
Ensign Speed Film Reflex gives you
every facility.
It is a “full view” camera. You
see and focus your subject up to the
moment of pressing the shutter release.
Precision made throughout. Focal-plane
shutter (speeds 1/25 to 1/500 second,
also Time). Leather covered mahogany
body. Takes 2|x3| (E20) films.

Ensar Anastigmat f/4.5

£6:17:6
Ensign,
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

Limited,

AMATEUR

Higlv

Holborn,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

London,

W.C.1

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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As Advanced in Design
and Performance as
the Really Modern
Motor Car!

As different from ordinary cameras as the modern car
is different from the models of 1925.
Made
in brown
bakelite, reinforced with metal for
strength and unbreakableness. Proof against damp
and varying temperatures.
Compactness
itself — no
projections whatever — slips into the pocket just like a
cigar case.
Automatically it springs open to the ready position, the
special construction giving absolute rigidity. Complete
with Compur
delayed-action shutter, speeded from 1
to l/250th sec., also T. and B. Direct- vision and bril¬
liant view-finder, invisible when the camera is closed.
Takes all standard make
roll films, 3j 2J — one size
only. Weight only 21 oz.
Sole Importers

:

R. F. HUNTER,
“CELFIX
51, GRAY’S

INN
Phones

★ With Radlonar f/4.5 lens.. £9 15 0

LTD.

With
With

Xenar f/4.5 lens .
£10
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens £12

HOUSE,”

ROAD,
: Holborn

LONDON,

ONE
Takes
21 oz.

W.C.1

7311/2.

SIZE

ARE

SAVED

BY

»
O

ONLY.

3ix2£
picture. Weight
Size 6 j x4 x 1 J in.

P ictures you might otherwise

15
15

only

miss

THESE
“KODAKS’*

Quick Opening

. . camera opens right out at the touch

of a button.

Quick focussing . . a half-turn with the finger-tips sets
the scale for any distance from

feet to infinity.

Quick sighting . . both ‘sights’ of direct-vision finder
snap into erect position at a touch. Reversible
finder also fitted.

reflecting

Quick loading . . hinged back; spool holders swing up
clear of camera.

SIX-1 6 “KODAK”
(4J" x 21"). With K.S. f4.5 lens and
“ Compur ” Shutter . . £8.0.0
Other lens and shutter equipments
from .
£3 . 17 . 6

SIX-20 “KODAK”
(3 J ’ x 2J"). With K.S. f4.5 lens and
“ Compur ” Shutter . . £7.7.0
Other lens and shutter equipments
from
.
£3 . 12 . 6

Examine

these outstanding

cameras

dealer’s.
Kodak
anyLimited,
atKodak
Kodak House, Kingsway,

London, W.C.I
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The Fox Talbot Centenary
AT

LACOCK

ABBEY— The Cradle of Photography.

IT is just a hundred years ago since

daughter,

the first successful photographs
were made by W. H. Fox Talbot.
In 1834 came a stage in his experiments

and

some

of

the

apparatus and prints were on
Addresses were given by

original

view.
the Rev.

Prebendary Clark-Maxwell, Mr. Herbert
Lambert, and Mr. A. J. Bull, President
of the R.P.S.
The village of Lacock itself is com¬
paratively little known.
It is strange
to understand, as this old-world village
near Chippenham, Wiltshire, is worth
many a visit by photographers. Lovers
of all that is old and picturesque in
our English villages will find it a " haunt
of ancient peace,” which has been
wonderfully preserved. No
modern
red-brick villas have appeared to strike

The

Farmhouse

buildings.

a discordant jarring note
among the mellow grey stone
walls and lichened roofs of
its fourteenth and fifteenth
century

houses,

disfigured
with
tising
signs.

course,

which gave him the discovery
of one of the first processes
for producing a photographic
image which we now know as

Lacock
a negative. Fox Talbot devoted
many years of his life to research work
at his home at Lacock Abbey, and was
the outstanding figure in the early
of photography.

On

the
,

...

A bbey.

A

view of the south

side, by F. R. Winstone.

Abbey

his auth¬

of photo¬
to com¬

memorate the centenary of Fox Talbot’s
discovery. The guests were received by
Miss

M. T. Talbot,

Fox

one

of the

Talbot’s

grand-

THE P.C.U.K.
at ST. MALO.

THE 46th Annual Meeting of the

Photographic Convention of the
United Kingdom was. held at St.
to 16th, in
nth
June
Malo from
excellent weather conditions. The ex¬
cursions and functions that had been
arranged were entirely successful. The
photograph herewith of the members
present was taken by M. Kunzi, of St.
Malo, in the courtyard of the Hotel
Franklin, the headquarters of the Con¬
vention.

The

Ph ctograpkic

Convention

of the
M. T.
is open

present
Talbot,
to

the

public during the summer
every day, except Friday,
from 2 to 6 p.m.

of light.” An account of
appeared on several oc¬
pages.
of last week (June 23rd)
of the Royal Photographic

Society, there was a gathering
graphers at Lacock Abbey,

the Abbey,

By courtesy
owner. Miss

ority “ Lacock Abbey was the first
building to have drawn its own picture
by the action
his work has
casions in our
On Saturday
under the aegis

it

greatest architectural trea¬
sures of the West Country.

of his first photographic
experiments.

history

is

adver¬

But the most important
feature of Lacock itself is, of

At Lacock Abbey.
The Crypt.
Here Fox Talbot carried out
many

nor

blatant

at St. Malo.

Th( amateur photographer
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Elrilliant
Effects

By ARTHUR

G. DELL.

This method will yield negatives
that are of a medium density with a
range of tones that will print nicely
on normal grade papers. Incidentally
such negatives will make good lantern
slides, a process which reigns supreme
in rendering luminosity.
It often happens, though, that even
when the technical operations referred
to above have been faithfully executed
the resultant negative is one that will
not give a print which is a completely
satisfying picture of sunshine.
Such a consequence may be traced
A

sunlit woodland

road.

SUNSHINE pictures are always at ractive when wel

done. No other mood of Nature is so much photo¬
graphed by the amateur as sunlight, especially
strong summer sunlight.
Unfortunately, with some workers, the percentage of
really successful results are smaller than is desirable. The
tyro in particular has many disappointments, and sometimes
is at a complete loss in accounting for the failure ; the sun
was shining brilliantly at the time the exposure was made —
the result shows ample proof of the fact — but withal the
photograph does not portray a convincing impression of
sunlight. Why ?
The making of a picture which will convey all the brilliance
and luminosity of strong sunshine calls for very careful
workmanship throughout.
Exposure of the negative must be correct ; fortunately,
most modern emulsions allow great latitude in this respect,
so that an exposure of, say, four times the minimum per¬
missible will give a perfectly good result. Don’t be afraid
of over-exposing ; within reason it does no harm, but no
after-treatment can compensate for under-exposure, a
fault which ruins all chances
at the very commencement
of proceedings.
Correct development of
the negative is another
essential, but here again
a good margin of latitude
is allowable, depending
chiefly on the subsequent
method of printing to be

of a “sunshiny”

photograph
Summer

to the position of the sun in
relation to the camera at the
time of exposure.
In many respects this is
one of the most important of
all factors when photographing
sunshine

employed. Aim, as al¬
ready hinted, at being
generous with the expo¬
sure in the first place,
and then develop just
sufficiently far to bring up
all the required details in
the shadows, but beware
of over-density in the
high-lights.

12

sunshine.

scenes.

Practically

any position of King Sol is
better than having him im¬
mediately behind the camera —
a position which many be¬
ginners singularly appear to
favour.

A corner of the village.

Negatives exposed under
such a condition of lighting
usually contain a long range
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Sunshine
and How

to

Photograph them
of middle tones, very little real high¬
light, and a minimum of deep shadow,
together with an overwhelming
amount of detail (much more than is
desirable, artistically) .
When printed, this class of negative
shows very little form or stereoscopic
effect in the objects depicted, while
the general all-over clearness of details
gives a feeling of restlessness, each

Foliage

against

the light.

strong lights and shadows, generally give the greatest
character to the construction of an object. Contra jour
lighting frequently conveys a strong feeling of form and
solidity, and very often imparts a highly dramatic effect on a
scene at the same time. With such lightings, shadows are
mostly considerable both in area and density, and due
allowance must be made for them when exposing.
1 nder these conditions the required exposure may
amount to four times (or even more) than that which would
be necessary were the view lighted from behind the spectator.
When working without a tripod a rapid emulsion is
indispensable. Good results can be got in the more highly
colour-sensitive orthochromatic stock, but the best medium
is panchromatic used in conjunction with a suitable filter.
Panchromatic emulsions of the soft ” variety are excep¬
tionally good when dealing with extremely brilliant effects
where the tone range is steep.
A word about the printing of sunshine pictures. In
many instances the ordinary black-and-white bromide
print has a chilling effect, brown tones such as sulphide
toning produces are more appropriate, likewise many of
the warm tones procurable by direct development
on
chloro-bromide papers are eminently suitable.

Afternoon

siesta.

portion of the photograph demanding consideration instead
of the major portion being subservient and subtly concen¬
trating attention on the principal part of the composition.
When anything is portrayed in monochrome photography
the rendering of form (suggestive of reality) is most im¬
portant. As lighting has the power to emphasise form (or
vice versa) it will be easily realised that the flat illumination
dealt with above is not a very satisfactory one to make
use of.
Lateral

lightings, with due consideration

to contrasts

of
599

Sunlight

and

shade.
13
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NOTES

<
Every week an article will appear under
with a topic of interest to the novice
HOLIDAY
ALTHOUGH

2jl

a good

deal

this heading

dealing

in photography .

of importance

attaches

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
and

the particular viewpoint from which to take it,
is the equally important question of the exposure to
It is lucky for all of us that this exposure may vary
considerably without any serious trouble arising ; but
are limits.

there
give.
quite
there

■. ,. . . . .

idea of the exposure, and, fortunately,
^Jor wethecan easily get
it. For the usual work of the beginner, useful assistance

to

the selection of a subject to be photographed,

C NOTIONS

A really good negative can only follow an exposure that
comes within those limits. As has been frequently pointed
out, the great danger lies in serious under-exposure, when
the amount of light that has been allowed to reach the
plate has not been sufficient to do the necessary work.
For that there is no real remedy. We may to some extent
conceal the shortcomings of the result, but we cannot by

is provided by the exposure table published in “ The A.P.”
in the first issue of every month. It will be found that to
take advantage of it we must refer to the list of plates and
films to see where the sensitive material we are using is
classified ; we must know the stop we are using ; and we
must note the time of day, and make allowance for the
kind of subject. When we have done all this, the exposure
suggested will give a reliable indication of how we stand.
If we find that we cannot give more than half the exposure
stated, we may well chance it, and hope for the best. If,
on the other hand, we find that we shall have to give twice,
or even three times the exposure, we can give it, and not worry .
There are one or two
simple ”exposure
cal¬
culators
available " that
facilitate finding the ex¬
posure
stances, in
andgiven
that circum¬
can be
carried about easily. My
own preference is, and
always has been, for a
simple actinometer, with
sensitive
paper a that
dark¬
ens to match
standard
tint under the action of
light. This is sound in
' theory, and reliable in
practice. In my opinion
there is no exposure meter,
however expensive and
ingenious, that will auto¬
matically and infallibly
indicate one definite and
correct ” ex¬
perfectly
posure
for “any given sub¬
ject. The photographer
must put on his thinkingcap, and do a bit of
thinking under it.
I have seen cameras
with the stops of the lens
marked 1, 2, 3 ; others
with
them
marked

all. The

any means eliminate them altogether. Errors in the direc¬
tion of over-exposure are not so serious. We may get dense,
slow-printing negatives, but the prints themselves may be
satisfactory after all.
Very roughly speaking, I should think that if we put
down the ideal period of exposure, in any given case, as
one,

we

might

give

one

half, or

up

to three or

even

proper f/ number — f/8, f/n, or whatever it may be. This
marking is assumed in tables, calculators and meters ;
and if the beginner does not know these numbers of his
stops he should find them out. The information can gen¬
erally be obtained from the dealer who supplied the
camera, or in some cases from the maker.
Many beginners have cameras with the different openings,
or stops, to the lens pierced in a movable metal plate ; and

four,

and still be within reasonably safe limits.
Very often we need some guidance in arriving at an
14

only sensible method

“ bright ” and " dull ” ;
others with no marks at
is to give each stop its

600
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THE BELL HOWELL FILMO “121’

AT
MODELWith III
F/2

c

cm

m
.

INTERCHANGEABLE
.

5-cm. F/2 SUMMAR
in Collapsible Mount,
.
MONTHLY

PAYMENTS

of 36/2.

5-cm. f/3.5 Elmar anastipaat .
£8 7 0
Nine monthly payments
of 19/6.

THE “ ALEF ”
CINE CAMERA

of 68/-.

The ENSIGN

The “ MILLAR ”
CINE CAMERA

The

Real

£15:10:

0

Self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 to
l/500th sec., T. and
automatic
interchangeable
lens B.,
mount
iJOOfocussing,
% aA
Fitted with f/3.5 Elmar
anas- £25:0:0
NineVe
monthly payments of 78/6.
■ 1 i#

tig
.
£ 0 12 0
9. Nine
mat monthly 1payments
f/4
Elm
ar
of 24/9.
an
. . a£n9as¬ 2 0
as
10.Nine
ti monthly payments
gm of 21/3.
at
f/
6.
3
10 0
. E£l1m
an
6a
as
13. Nine
r
ti monthly payments
gm
aof
t 38/6.
f/
4.
5
He
kt
or

5-cm. f/2 Summar anas.,
rigid mount £13 0 0
Nine monthly payments
of 30/4.
7. 5-cm. f/1.9 Hektor
anastigmat. £26 0
0
Nine monthly payments

16-mm., f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, interchange¬
able lens mount, 2 film speeds and single pic¬
ture device, charger loading for
£00
'AiA
50-ft. of film .
Nine monthly payments of 51/4.

in
Collapsible
Mount

LEICA LENSES

m

NINE

Summar

ry

Nine

payments

The
The ‘WELTA

MIDGET

Vest-Pocket

monthly

of 58/4.

PERFECTA’

Latest.

Camera.

A TWIN-LENS
FOLDING REFLEX

For 9.5-mm. Films.

Fitted f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anas¬
tigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
1 to 1 /300th sec., T. and B., f/3.5
Trioplan focussing lens, lever
focussing, metal focussing hood,
(Write with
fitted
magnifying lens for
for leaflet.)
£*] 3 a Q ■ Q
sharp definition. Takes 12 pictures
on standard 31 x 2± roll film.
Nine

F/2. 8 Meyer Trioplan anas¬
tigmat, fixed focus, inter¬
changeable lens mount, 7
speeds, 8 to 32 pictures per
second, spring drive, taking
30 ft. of film, telescopic type
bod" a!"
*11
9 monthly payments

The

:17:6
of 27/9.

The New PathOscope

MOTOCAMERA
Multi-Speed Device.

BRITISH

The

5 speeds— 8, 12, 16, 24 and 32
pictures per second. Spring drive,
taking 30 ft. of film, telescopic
type finder, leather covered body,

payments

THE

FOTH

of 24/6.

Taking 6 pictures 3x4 cm., costing only one
each. All-distance lens, 3-speed shutter,
l/25th, l/50th, l/100th sec., T. and B .
F/6.3

Ensar

F/3.5 Foth

anastigmat,

self-capping

focal-plane

with delayed-action device, speeds 1/2 5th Ail
to l/500th sec. and B. Very compact. .
Nine monthly payments of 10A0.

THE

shutter,
m-f Q
A «V

Takes

16

Pictures

on

Takes

Standard

Nine

Meyer

lvto 1 /300th sec., T. and B., complete £T>R"A
la soft purse case .
. .
* ■
Nine monthly payments of 16/11.

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

sec., T.

monthly

and

B., self-

payments

of 38/10.
16

pictures

Fitted f/4.5
Zeiss speeds
Tessar 1 anastigmat,
Compur
shutter,
to l/250th delayed-action
£17I,0I0

LEITZ

The Weslminster

WAFER

With

For Plates

Automatic
Focussing

Film Packs
3*x2*
3£x2i

erecting
.
9 monthlyfront.
payments

ofa®12/3.

Takes the standard 5-cm. focus Leica lens, screw-in fitting,
automatic focussing adjustment, scaled from 2 diameters up
to 10 diameters. Will take negatives 18x24 mm., 24 x 36
mm., 3x4 cm. and 4x4 cm. Metal masks can be supplied
for either of these sizes. (Write for leaflet.) 1M O.IQ.A
Nine monthly payments of 32/7.

WESTMINSTER

PHOTOGRAPHIC
GERrard

EXCHANGE LTD.

Appointed an Associate
of the Institute

111, Oxford Street, W .1
F/2.9

l/300th

erecting front, built-in range¬
finder, ensuring critical focus for

V.P. Roll Films

Fitted f/3.9 Solinar anastig¬
mat, in Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B., self- jpRaC-A

V.P. Roll Film.

Trioplan anast¬
igmat. Compur
shutter, speeds

to

ENLARGER

THE

PICCOCHIC

penny

1 ■ aVaV
front...
self-erecting
B.,monthly
sec., T. and
Nine
payments
of 39/8.

An IDEAL
SPORTS
CAMERA

18

pictures on
roll films.

“FOCOMAT”

FLANE

Takes

anastigmat.

The

”

pictures on
V.P. Film.

camera that does
the focussing.

No. 530/2. Takes 8 pictures 31 v 21 or
21 x 1 } on standard 31 x 21 Roll Films.

AGFA
SPEEDEX

- DERBY

IKON

Fitted f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
everyCompur
mat,
shutter, speeds 1
picture
£16:12:6

Fitted f/1.5 Dallmeyer Speed
anastigmat in fo- XH A ■ 1 ft a A
cussing mount..
Nine monthly payments of 38/6.

“0

of 31/6.

ZEISS

No. 530. Takes 16
standard
31 x 21

*10:10:0

monthly

payments

SUPER IKONTA

MADE.

F/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, fixed
focus, interchangeable lens mount,

Nine

Waist-level finder, end-offllm indicator. Fitted7 f/2.5
anastigmat, and x 4 Tele¬
photo attachment, spring
drive, takes fAA
■ A ■ A
30 ft. of film
. U • U
9 monthly payments of 51/4.

monthly

62, Piccadilly, W.1

1432.

0689.

AMATEUR

S.W.1

in purse

case .
Nine monthly payments

The'OMBRUX’
Exposure Meter
For
still
cameras . . .

REGent 1360.

119, Victoria Street,
VICTORIA

Fitted f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 3 single metal slides, 4^Qa'inan

24, Charing Cross Road,
of Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

For
cameras cind
. . .

84/-

TEMpI* Bar 7165. W.C.2

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

monthly payments
of 9/11.

BLENDUX’

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

84/-

he1

of 22/2.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

GAMAGES

PHOTOGRAPHIC
CONSTITUTE
VALUE

FAMOUS
AMERICAN
STEWARTWARNER

SYSTEM

OF

GUARANTEED

FOR

ORGANISED

OUR
TO

ASSURES

QUALITY

AND

FACTORY

IS

QUICKLY

YOU

ALWAYS
EQUIPPED

MAKE

ANY

GRANVILLE

follows

SEMITONE

indicators

POSTCARDS

Granville unsurpassed
H.D.
Plates.
50, 100, 250.
doz.425, 650.
doz.
GO
3ix2i .
1/3
4ix3i .
. 1/10
5ix3i .
.3 9
c
6Jx4| . . 2 10

These cameras are beautifully designed and finished throughout. All-metal body. Fitted
f 3.5 anastigmat lens, finest quality clockwork motor, and such expensive extras as
(one contained

in view-finder).

4 speeds,

includ¬

ing genuine slow motion and “ talkie ” speed, exposure indicator on lens mount,
quick detachable lens for Telephotos, etc.
Smart canvas
£
j ^
g A
case included.
Price complete
Jj | | ■ 0

AND

GRADE

OR

All Grades.

15

100

3ix2i
4ix3i

.. 2/3
1/6 doz.
..
„

1/9
3/SEMITONE

5ix3i
6ix4|

.. 3/6
.. 4/6

50

FLASHPOWDER,

Shts.

—

5ix3J

—

DE

WIRGIN-SUPER
11x3 CAMERA
SPECIFICATION. — Leather-covered all-metal
body, to take standard 2i • 31 roll films.
Self-erecting front, hinged back, pressure
plate, direct and reversible brilliant view¬
finders. Fitted f 3 .9 Rodenstock Trinor anas¬
tigmat in latest delayed-action Compur
shutter, front lens
focussing to 5 ft.
Price

£5:15:0

BRAND

NEW.— 21x31

Roll

Film.

Self-erecting, Vario shutter, 1 '25th,
1 50th, 1 100th sec., T. and B. Hinged
back, film flattening device. Reversible
brilliant and direct-vision view-finders,
front lens focussing. Two
tripod
bushes. Beautifully
made
throughout.
P*
/ m
Gamages Price ....
/

—

7d.
7d.
9d.
lOd

5d.
6d.
5d.
8d.
lid.

1/1

4 oz. 7/-.

TONER,

2/3 Bob

LUXE

PAPERS.

Single or Doubleweight.
SEMITONE
(Chloro-Bromide)
6
12
Shts. Shts.
5d.
—
—
—
—
6d.
—
7d.
—
9d.
8d.
lOd. 1/1

1/9
2/9
3/7

2/3
5/4

1/8
1/4
2/5
2/6
3/4

1/3
1/5

7/9
8/9

1/3
2/9

5/1
l/«
3/5

1/10

36
Shts.
8d.
lid.
1/5
1/4
2/9
1/11

72
Shts.
1/1
1/8
2/4
2/6
3/5
515

2/11 12/4
4/6
3/10 8/6
6/6 18/5
49/1
7/4
14/5 27/7
9/9

144

Shts.
1/11
4/2
4/6
6/2
1513
16/2
23/5
14/3193/6
52/6

25/10

4/10
35/SI6/3 per9/1
Roll.
SIOther sizes Pro Rata.

NOT

SAMPLES

PAPERS

POSTAGE

PAID

T O N D O N

CUSTOMERS

PRFF

1/5
1/7
2/3

9d.
lid.

Llal

T TST

75 oz.
gallon.

2 oz. 4/3.

144
Shts.

Shts. Shts.
7d.
lid.
72
1/7

one

SEPIA

2/11
4/8
4/4
21117/4 13/11
6/4
15/9
1/1
3/10 10/6
12/1/7
4110x8
23/8
12x10
12/5
5/6
1/11 22/1
15x12
8/4
2/11
4/3 7/9
20/2/4 114/6
20 x 16
45/30/lOJt.x 25 in. 5/6 per Roll.
Other sizes Pro Rata.
42/- 80/No extra charge for doubleweight
t-

7 x 5
881x61
x6

‘BALDA’ Cameras
with Prima F/4.5
Anastigmat Lens

—

-

4ix21
41x31

61x41

Shts.

1/9, to make

grades.
AND

GASLIGHT
36
12
6
3ix2i
21 x 11

3/6
1/9 3 oz., to make

21. 2/10.
1 oz. tin

1/6 Jar.
II1/-

GRANVILLE

Size.

„
„

20

DEVELOPER,

Supplied in twenty
BROMIDE

CUT FILMS
H.D. 600 Studio.
H.D. 600 Outdoor.

BROMIDE
AND
GASLIGHT

DEVELOPER,

MOUNTANT,

ED

MENTION
OTHER
G PRICES ABOVE.
INCLUDIN

MATERIALS

case, 3/6 extra.

BARGAINS

IN USED CAMERAS

3£ x 21 Zeiss Ikon Ernemann, f/3.5 Emon, Chronos C. shutter, 1 to 1/250U1
sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £15. Nearly new. .. . £7 7 0
31X2J Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, D.A. Telma. List £7 5s- od.
As brand new .
£5 12 6

_

Zodel 3i x 24 Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. Beautiful
condition .

£8 10

★ Gamages definitely make the highest allowance for
Cameras, Binoculars, Telescopes, Projectors, etc., etc.,
in part exchange for other apparatus. Easiest of Easy
Payments, too.

GAMAGES,

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

CARDS

AND

ON

ALL

FREE.

ORDERS.
PLEASE

CALL

AT

REQUESTS
ENQUIRIES,
TRADE
ORDERS
POST
AND
PONDENCE

GRANVILLE

for SAMPLES,
BE
SHOULD

GULLIMAN
P.O.

BOX

& Co . , Ltd .

3.

LEAMINGTON

E.C.1

CORRES¬
TO
SENT

SPA.

Telephone : Holborn 8484.
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

OUR

ROAD
INN
18, GRAY’S
SHOWROOMS,
ALL POPULAR
END), WHERE
(HOLBORN
BE OBTAINED.
MAY
STOCKS

0

2ix3J Voigtiander, f/6.3, 7-speed Ibsor shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-holder. Cost £6 17s. 6d. As new .
£3 19 6

16

OF

FRESH

SIZE, AND
ENABLES
US TO
GIVE
A SERVICE
AND
VARIETY
of MATERIALS
UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE

At nearly
Half List Price

Hide

FINEST

MONEY

MANUFACTURE

FIRST

MATERIAL.

CINE
CAMERAS

film footage

PRODUCTS
THE

MATERIALS.
OUR

16-mm.

Two

1934

GRANVILLE

FOR OUTSTANDING VALUES
IN NEW AND USED CAMERAS

:
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in such a case it is important to make sure that the opening
is in the middle of the lens, and not to one side.
When an idea of the exposure has been arrived at by one
of the methods mentioned, the beginner may find that he
cannot, for some reason or other, manage an exposure
near enough to come within the limits I suggested as
being roughly practical. What shall he do then ? There is
only one answer ; he should not make the exposure. It
will be merely wasteful.
There are times when he is baulked simply by the fact
that he cannot give the necessary exposure with the camera
held in the hand ; but of this I shall speak later.
I want now to refer to one of the important points on
which the thinking-cap must be brought into operation, and
it is curious how often it is overlooked entirely, or insuffi¬
ciently considered. This is the character of the subject
itself. A meter may well give an idea of the general
photographic power of the light at a given moment, but it
does not take into account the character and effect of the
actual subject that is to be included in the 'negative.
Please look at Fig. 1. This was taken on a dull day, and
I must ask you to imagine that in the original there is a
sky with well-graduated tones, and that there are also good
tones everywhere in the grey sea. Dull as the day was, the
exposure was a comparatively short one. But suppose that
under the same lighting conditions my subject had been
a close-up figure, with the sea and sky as a background.
I should then have had to give perhaps six or eight times
as long an exposure to get proper detail in the figure,
although I should then very likely have lost many of the
delicate tones in sea or sky.
Figs. 2 and 3 were taken on a bright sunny day, but they
had longer exposures than that for Fig. 1 on a dull day.
Here there are stronger, darker masses, some of them
quite close at hand. There is nothing we must watch
more carefully than these dark tones near at hand. Very
often they are the deciding factor in the exposure. Had
the buildings in Figs. 2 and 3 been in an inland town,
with other buildings, instead of open water, facing

“The

A.P.”

them,

Monthly

(2) Miss

to the Intermediate and Beginners’ Sections the quality and
quantity were also above the average. We are glad to see that
interest in print production among our readers appears to be
unabated, in spite of holiday attractions in all quarters. The
awards are as follows : —
Workers’

by

W.

Second Prize. — “ A Brief Toilet,”
Raeburn Avenue, Eastham, Cheshire.

Hooker,

by

Harry

Third Prize. — “ The Japanese Gong,”
Saddle Gate, Wollaton, Nottingham.

by

Ronald

been

considerably

longer.

Huggins

(London,

awaKsy.for
W.) ; Philip

H.

Hulbert

Section.

First Prize. — “ Old Kent Road,” by J. H. Colman, c/o
Camberwell Camera Club, 69, Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5.
Second Prize. — H. A. Siggers, c/o Camberwell
Club, 69, Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5.

32, Princes
Jones,

Nancy

Intermediate

Section.

A.

have

(Bromley) ; Wm. Jacksoft (Hull) ; Sorab J. Kharegat (Bom¬
bay) ; S. K. Ivoparkar (Poona) ; R. Gilbert Jones (Birkenhead) ;
G. Norton (Accrington) ; C. Peters (Redruth) ; Max Pethick
(Leicester) ; W. J. Rovery (Hove) ; Henry Tolcher (Hanley) ;
K. M. Trathen (Redruth).

the Advanced Workers’ Competition for May, and all
the prints awarded prizes and honourable mention
were well up to exhibition standard ; there was a notable
increase again in the number of entries. In those submitted

Advanced

would

Competitions

AVERY high level indeed was reached in the entries for

First Prize. — “ Decoration,”
Avenue, Great Crosby.

the exposure

Fig. 4 is a seaside subject, but any over-rapid exposure
would have failed to record detail in the rocks and the heavy
foliage. In Fig. 5, too, the heavy foliage had to be allowed
for, although not so near at hand. The chalk beach in
sunlight, in Fig. 6, was a glaring white, but that small
mass of rocks right in the foreground would have been a
black silhouette if the exposure had been cut down to
render the beach only.
W. L. F. W.

Camera

Certificates of Merit. — “ In the Blazing Sun,” by S. Lakshminarasu, No. 6, F. Street, Fort, Bangalore City, South India ;

128,

“ Summer Days,” by C. C. V. Hodgson, 5, Countess Drive,
Denton Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; " Fireside Stories,” by
A. J. Soye, 23, Belvedere Park, Stranmillis, Belfast ; " St.
Cross Hospital,” by Denis Whitlock, 44, Scotts Lane, Shortlands,
Kent.

Barraud,

Mounting Prize. — “ St. Martin’s,” by Ernest A. Fordham,
7, St. Margaret’s Avenue, Whetstone, London, N.20.
Certificates of Merit. — “ The Sun Has Set,” by J. H. Clark,
304, Camberwell New Road, London, S.E.5 ; “ The Towers,”
by John Muller, 53, E. 182nd Street, N.Y.C., N.Y. ; “ The
Farrier,” by C. Peters, 46, Fore Street, Redruth, Cornwall.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : K. N.

Beginners’

First Prize. — " Up
Street, Roehampton,

Aloft,” by
S.W.15.

Section.

Miss

Second Prize. — “ Intent,” by E. W.
Gardens, Belfast, Co. Antrim, Ireland.

Beach (London, W.) ; Edwin Broomer (Torquay) ; J. H. Clark
(Camberwell, S.E.) ; Harry Cotton (St. Ives, Hunts) ; G.
Crosby (London, E.) ; Arthur G. Gardner (Bristol) ; P. A.
Harrison (Wood Green) ; R. C. L. Herdson (London, S.E.) ;

B. Wagstaff,
Magill,

12a, High

204, Duncairn

Certificates of Merit. — " Architectural Interior,” by Wini¬
fred Barraud, Saddle Gate, Wollaton, Nottingham ; " May¬
flower,” by Eric H. Coles, 27, Westbourne Road, Sheffield ;
“ Sunday Morning,” by J. H. Hunter, 5, Hawthorn Grove,
Wallsend-on-Tyne ; “At Hagenback’s Circus, Bombay,”17 by
A. L. Terry, Bombay Telephone Co., Ltd., Home Street, Bom¬

6oi bay, India.
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Mr. W. E.
GINGER.

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

“AT

some time during one’s
career as a photographer the
chances are that one finds

oneself specialising in a certain type
of work, and also adopting definite
methods of working. At any rate,
that has been my own expqfience ;
and I am now almost exclusively a
landscape photographer. My prints,
in most cases, are bromide enlarge¬
ments, made from two negatives when
necessary, and afterwards oiled and
pigmented in order to remove blem¬
ishes and to modify gradation.
“ I always think that the best of
a great deal of good advice I have
received at the Cripplegate P.S. was

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

to standardise my work until a certain
degree of efficiency was attained.
This meant that I should stick to one
plate, developer and printing process,
and to one type of work, until I had
mastered the whole lot, and then to
try something else if I felt so inclined.
I am certain that this is very sound
advice, and although it may be a slow
method to improvement, I am equally
certain that it is the surest.
“ To me, landscape had always been
the most fascinating of all subjects,
and in my opinion the most difficult,
although others may differ on the
latter point. My ideal is certainly to
be able to take a negative, and from

it to produce a print that will live.
“ In order to do this I try, when
making an exposure, to arrange the
composition to the best advantage,
and also to make two exposures if
possible, one in the morning and one
in the evening. I am sure that the
choice of the right lighting makes a
vast difference to the subsequent
result. The more I practise photo¬
graphy the more I am learning to be
able to see the picture in the first place.
This, I find, is often only a small part
of the landscape as seen by the eye,
and again is often only a small part
of the negative. Many a first-class
photograph is missed by the inex¬
perienced through lack of this ability
to select the real subject.
“ My lens is a Ross Xpres f/4.5,
with a focal length of 5! in., and it is
never used without an efficient hood.
I always use a quarter-plate reflex
camera, loaded with Ilford soft-grada¬
tion panchromatic plates, which are
invariably backed. Personally I never
use films of any kind. As I have said
previously, I make my prints by com¬
bining a cloud negative with the
landscape, as I find that it is more
possible to improve the composition
by selecting a cloud from another
negative, and for this reason I do
not often use a filter, because it makes
the sky portion too thin in the negative,
and this is a nuisance when enlarging.
" The plates are always developed
in a tank, when the time of develop¬
ment is cut rather short of the normal
in order to give a fairly thin negative,
which I find is the best type for
enlargement

with

a condenser.

“ The paper employed for both the
illustrations reproduced was Kodak
bromoil paper, which I find gives a
rich brown print full of gradation.
It is used exactly the same way as any
other kind of bromide paper, and
By

Cooling
18

Stream.
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11’. E.

Ginger.
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base.”
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(See article , “ How

l make my Exhibition Pictures ” on the opposite Page.)
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(From the Advanced Workers' Competition.)
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1. — "The

Potter."

By N. Chowdhury.

2. — '' In Constable’s Country."
By

W.

Gerhard.

5. — “ Reeds and Reflections."
By A. Knaflman.

3. — “ Tarring Nei'iUe."
By

W.

R. Cocks.
6. — " Transitory

By E. G. W.

Art."

Ingram.

4. — “A

27, 1934

Study in Water."

By J. G. McDowall.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
Some

on the BefcpPS%a^r°duced °n
Critical Comments
Pictorially, there is quite a good
values, an appreciation of good form

IT is by no means an easy matter to
secure so good a figure study as
No. 1 of the prints on the opposite

page, “ The Potter,” by N. Chowdhury,
yet, except for minor points, it is very
well done indeed. The figure is beauti¬
fully caught ; there is not a trace of
camera consciousness, and there is a
nice feeling of sunshine contra jour.
A

Study

in

Genre.

For a print to be viewed in the
hand, the contrasts are about right,
and, as far as other technical aspects
are concerned, they would satisfy
the most exacting.
So much is excellent ; but, if a larger
print were intended for exhibition it
would need a little more “ guts.” It
is possible that this would come from
the change in the method of printing ;
but, if not, it could be adjusted by
the choice of a printing paper of a
slightly more vigorous character.
In connection with the more artistic
side of the subject,' however, the
scale in which the figure is shown
is just about as large as the size of
the print will stand. If it were some¬
what smaller, it would be no disad¬
vantage, but the probability is that
there is no margin in the negative.
Should there be, it would be as well
to add about a quarter of an inch to
each of the two sides and the base,
and trim from the top just sufficient
to remove the minute portion of sky
there included.
The

immediate

foreground

is rather

light in tone, and though, photo¬
graphically, this is inevitable under
the prevailing lighting conditions, it
would be preferable if its tone were
gradually lowered towards the margin.
A little local extra printing would do
all that is necessary, and these little
touches, slight though they be, would
make a not inappreciable difference
to the attraction of the work.
Foreground

A similar
work of a

f

—.

.

.

>

and

Distance.

degree of promise in a
very different class is

displayed by “A Study in Water ”
(4), by j. G. McDowall. It is no less
sound in its workmanship, and, though
it has rather more vigour of tone, it is
not too much, nor would it seem to
need any adjustment for an exhibition
wall after enlargement.

effect of light as well as a suggestion of
air and space, and the water is rendered
very nicely. The foreground, on the
left-hand side, does appear to be a
little too extensive and does not allow
the distance to tell quite as well as
it should. Trimming about a quarter
of an inch from that side improves
matters a bit, but what is really
required is a higher viewpoint.
There would, however, be small
possibility of getting anything of the
sort, for, judging from the print, the
lie of the land is the other way, and,
if a more distant standpoint be chosen,
it would be on a lower level. On the

in arrangement, and not
an effect of sunniness.

a little of

It shows promise and affords an
indication of the seeing eye, and, as
far as the arrangement is concerned, so
does No. 3, “ Tarring
W. R. Cocks.
Balance

The

and

balance

Neville,”

by

Arrangement.

of unequals,

of which

the principal tree on the right and the
smaller on the left provide an instance,
is very well managed, but the print
could do with a little more depth of
tone in the foreground.
Sunning down, unfortunately, is

other hand,
would mean

a nearer point of view
the loss of some of the

scarcely likely to be of much service,
for what is wanted is a shadow of

water,

with

definite shape such as is cast by the
tree itself. It might do the job after
a fashion, but not in such a way as

and

that

would

go

a

good deal of the print’s attraction.
Local

Adjustments.

Something in the way of a local
adjustment seems therefore to be
called for, and sunning down, as in
the previous case, would do much to
get over the difficulty.
It is only the bottom left-hand
corner that needs treatment, and, if
this portion be given an increased
exposure during printing, the re¬
mainder being shaded by a card,
much of the present assertiveness
will be removed. Care should be taken
to see that the shading card is moved
about during the extra printing so as
to avoid the inclusion of a marked
line where the tone is deepened and
so as to ensure that the sunning down
is graduated ; but the process is not
difficult, and may be easily accom¬
plished with a little care.
No. 2, " In Constable’s Country,”
by W. Gerhard, could do with similar
treatment in the same relative corner.
In this instance, the need for adjust¬
ment is more marked than in either
of the examples previously discussed,
for that particular corner is much too
bright to allow the more central
portions to attain the attraction they
should.
The latter would be yet further
607 time, the tone
stressed if, at the same
of the sky along the top were likewise
lowered a little ; but, in other respects,
the picture, in common
with its
predecessors, shows excellent tone

to defy detection, and in these cir¬
cumstances, the only hope is the
occurrence of such a shadow in the
subject itself. If there is any pos¬
sibility of it doing so, it might be as
well to arrange for the exposure to
be repeated, but the chances are against
it, and the print itself does not give
any indication of any such happening.
A

A

Significant

return

to

Section.

irreproachable

tech¬

nique is to be seen in No. 5, “ Reeds
and Reflections,” by A. Knapman,
but, aesthetically, most people would
agree that the far bank, with its
hard, unbroken line, is not an attrac¬
tive feature.
The significant section, here, is the
stretch of water, and it occurs to
one to wonder, if the bank and all
above were removed, whether the
remainder would retain its appeal or
not. Opinions may differ, but the
effect of the foreground alone may
easily be seen by masking the upper
portion with a piece of black card.
The portion remaining does not make
up at all badly, and, though the motive
may be slight, it does seem as though,
once again, the part is better than
the whole. For a similar reason, the
upper inch of No. 6, “ Transitory
Art,” by E. G. W. Ingram, might also
be removed, for thereby the interest
19
would be more concentrated upon
the

figure.

“ Mentor.”
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Victoria l Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“BON

IF, in a way, the feeling of an

exaggerated perspective arising
from the use of a lens of compara¬
tively short focus makes itself obvious
in this subject, it has the compensating
virtue of affording an added degree of
impressiveness, for, by the same sense
of exaggeration, the scale of the vessel
is apparently increased, and, while
its size may actually be
great, it is made to seem
appreciably greater still.
Exaggeration

and

VOYAGE,”

by John Muller.
in number

and, in this instance, appears to endow
the vessel with a scale greater than
it really possesses.
That illusion is heightened by the
presence of the diminutive figures at the
rail and on the bridge, while a further
emphasis is attributable to the rapid
increase in diameter of the hawser as it
approaches

the immediate

foreground.

They are more or less de¬
tached, and to this fact may
be attributed the sparkle
which they seem to suggest,

Emphasis.

Employed in this manner,
a short-focus lens has much

but, as they occur in some¬
where about the same locality,
they combine to form a group
which acts as the centre of
interest.

to recommend it. The ad-'
ditional impressiveness is a
valuable pictorial quality, and
we must remember that, while

With that centre estab¬
lished, the remainder of the
lines seem to fall naturally
into place as lines leading

the perspective may seem
wrong, it is scarcely so in
fact; for, if a subject be
taken
point,
focal
of it
focus
same
from

from the same stand¬
with lenses of varying
length, and the portion
taken with the shortlens be enlarged to the
size as that resulting
the one taken with a

The most prominent of
up to isit.
these
the line of the bulwark
which runs from the top
left-hand corner directly to
the point (1). The line
formed by the hawser con¬
nects the same point with
the base through the line of
the bulwark, and so leads

lens of long focus, so that
the two prints contain the
same area of subject, the
perspective of each will be
identical.
Where the exaggeration
comes in is in the amount
included in the field of view.
That covered by the eye is
embraced by a comparatively
narrow angle, and that by a
wide-angle lens considerably
more. It is really the con¬
tinuance of perspective lines
beyond what are usually seen
that causes the feeling of exaggeration,
but, if a print were viewed at the same
distance as the lens was from the
plate, it would no longer be apparent,
In effect, what would then happen
would be that only a small portion
would be seen and the remainder
disregarded ; which, in fact, amounts
to the same thing as enlarging a
portion of the negative produced by
means of a wide-angle lens. The
illusion of immensity seems to come
from the extension of the perspective
lines beyond those ordinarily seen,
20

and small in size, they are
made to tell all the more on this
account.
They all occur in the neighbourhood
of the point (1), and are to be seen in
the cap of the near figure, on the far
sides of the boats, in the bright notes
of the figures on the bridge, and in
the sunlight on the steam issuing
from the vessel’s whistles.

indirectly to the centre of
attraction. The lines of the
bridge seem to enclose the
centre, and that of the mast
establishes a connection, again
through the line of the bul¬
wark, with the sky and the
upper
portion.
Interconnection

and

Unity.

Because of the interconnec¬
tion so created, whereby all
Touches

of Brilliance.

In this case there is nothing objec¬
tionable in the apparent exaggeration ;
but, if there should be anything, as
for example, a circle, which might be
distorted, it would be unwise to have
recourse to the expedient.
Except for one or two touches of
brilliance, it will be observed that
practically the whole of the subject
is shown in shadow. Nevertheless, it
conveys an impression of sunshine,
and, though those touches where it
makes its influence felt are both few

the parts are linked up the one with
the other, the appeal of each is combined
and unity is achieved. The picture
therefore attracts as a whole, and
there is no note of distraction.
This state of affairs is due, in no
small measure, to the simplicity of
the arrangement and the restriction of
the subject material to the lowest
denomination. It enables the effect
to be transmitted quite clearly and
well, as well as permitting the im¬
pression of size and dignity to be fully
expressed.
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BORAX
Sir, — It may

M.Q.

interest

some

backing again, he will find, I think, that the coincidence of
the marks on the film with those on the backing paper will
prove conclusively that the markings were caused by the
contact between the numbers on the back of the paper and
the sensitive surface of the film before exposure. I understand
that this trouble was found with the first batches of S.S.

DEVELOPER.
of your

readers

to know

that

I have obtained good warm-black tones on “ Kodura ” paper
•with a borax M.Q. developer, without bromide, and taking no
special precautions as to temperature. The formula used was :

Metol
. .
Hydroquinone
Sodium sulphite
Borax
..
Water
. .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
40 grs.
. 100 grs.
. 400 grs.
. 400 grs.
.
40 oz.

For use take 1 part developer, 1 part water.
As a matter of interest I tested the temperature
development and found it was 61 degrees Fahr.
I have not tried it for other makes of chloro-bromide
Probably most of them would give similar results.

well by the sulphide

process. — Yours,

TAKING

A

CAMERA

etc.,

H.

paper.

GOFFEY.

ABROAD.

One is thankful to know that there are channels, such as
your journal, that enable one to ascertain information, even
though the authorities themselves are unaware of the best

MARKINGS

ON

PAN.

W.

HEAP.

FILM.

Sir, — If H. S. C. J., who writes in your number of June 13th,
has not yet thrown the S.S. pan. film away on which he found
the “ film numbers and dots, even the texture of the backing
paper,” and will take the trouble to rewind the film inside the

Notices

Exhibitions
of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
— Entries, June 30. Rules in this issue.
Boston (Mass.) C.C. International Salon. — Open,
June 21-July 3. Particulars from Miss M. R. Walsh,
330, Newbery Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Turin Y.M.C.A. Pictorial Photographic Club Inter¬
national Salon. — Open, June 15-30. Secretary, A. S.
Taylor, Y.M.C.A., 6, Via Magenta, Turin, Italy.
Southern Counties Salon (Organised by Camberwell
Camera Club). — Open, June 30-July 8. Salon Secre¬
tary, 69, Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries, June 15 ;
open, July 7-29. Entry forms from Secretary, Inter¬
national Salon of Photography, Lucerne.
Derby P.S. Jubilee Exhibition. — Entries, June 30 ;
open, July 21-August 12. Secretary, E. W. Hiscox,
. “ Beechfields,” Louvain Road, Derby.
Midland Salon (Castle Museum and Art Gallery,
Nottingham). — Open, August 18-September 15.
Applications for entry forms (British Isles) to W. R.
Anderson, 3, Meadow Road, Beeston, Notts, and for
Overseas entry forms, T. Finch, 4 7, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Overseas papers, please copy.)
41 All Britain ” Photographic Exhibition (Organi^d
by Scarborough Amateur Photographic Club). —
Entries, July 28. Open, August 31-September 15.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary, c/o
18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough, Yorks.
South African Salon. — Held in Johannesburg from
August 20—25. Entries close the last mail in July.

If he

were

put on the market

will send

the

perfectly

effective. — Yours,

Sir, — Your

correspondent

will be included

film

back

of ordinary

to the

roll

makers,

I

etc.
H.

S. C. J. may

film may

not

be

L. G.

P.

take

heart

; his

due

to the

roll-

I had exactly the same trouble with one of the 2J square
reflex cameras in which the paper is never exposed, even to the
red window. Camera is of the type taking twelve exposures on
a normal
device on

eight-exposure
a disc.

spool,

and

so has

its own

counting

My first complaint was put down by makers to extraneous
light ; when I proved the entrance of this to be impossible they
investigated further, other complaints came in, and finally
they admitted to faulty backing paper. Eventually faulty
spools were replaced and I have had no more trouble.
I think if IT. S. C. J. tries a more recent batch of film he
will be quite satisfied. — Yours,

etc.,

“ SOLAR.”

SKY-FILTERS.
Sir, — Your correspondent Mr. F. C. Hunt accuses the
graduated sky-filter of selling itself under false pretences, and
of cutting down exposure uniformly over the whole plate.
If the filter were placed right inside the lens, in the plane of
the diaphragm, he would, of course, be perfectly correct. But
he can best disillusion himself by borrowing a reflex camera
and watching the effect when he covers up the top half of the
lens with a finger.
I cannot do better than quote from " The A.P.” of July 26th,
1933 : " A graduated or ‘sky’ filter, which is favoured by
many, introduces fresh elements of uncertainty. Its effect
depends on its distance from the lens, and the aperture of the
lens. If such a graduated filter were placed at the diaphragm
opening it would give even absorption of certain rays, with
no

differentiation

between

and Competitions

competitions

defective

in the form

expect that he will receive, as I did, a courteous letter of
explanation and a new film. I hope also that he will repeat
my further experience that S.S. Pan. in its new packing is
quite free from blemishes, and that the device of a piece of
adhesive tape over the back window is no trouble to use and

trouble with panchromatic
holder at all.

Sir, — May I, through you, thank your reader, Mr. H. Rait
Kerr, for taking the trouble to communicate the very useful
information he has given in your issue of the 13th instant
upon this question.
On several occasions I have suffered from petty annoyance
due to the difficulty sometimes experienced in satisfying
Customs officials that my camera was purchased in England
and not abroad. Recently, I communicated direct with the
Secretary of the Commissioners and sought the information
which Mr. Kerr has given us, but apparently the Customs
authorities are unaware of the publication to which Mr. Kerr
refers.

etc.,

pan. that
film.

after

I use the above developer to get fine-grain negatives for
enlarging. It also serves excellently for ordinary bromide
paper, yielding brilliant prints of a good cold black that tone

procedure. — Yours,

PHOTOGRAPHER
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here every week if particulars

Particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
the Secretary, South African Salon, P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Toronto Salon. — Entries, August 1 ; open, August
24-September 8. Particulars from W. H. Hammond,
Salon Secretary, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Hong Kong International Salon (organised by Hong
Kong University Amateur Photographic Club).
— Entries, August 24 ; open, September 24-30. Fur¬
ther particulars from Secretary, Hong Kong Uni¬
versity A.P.C., Hong Kong University, Hong Kong.
Seventh International Photographic Salon of Japan.
— Last day for receiving prints in Tokyo, August 31.
Open (Tokyo), October 1-10 ; (Osaka), October 20-26.
Address all communications to The International
Photographic Salon, Tokyo Asahi, Shimbun, Tokyo.
London Salon of Photography. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 29 ; entry forms
from Hon. Secretary, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
Royal Photographic Society. — Open, September 8October 6 ; sending-in day, August 10 ; entry forms
from Secretary, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.i.
Victorian International Salon (Melbourne Centenary,
1934). — Entries, September 18 ; open, October 29November 10. Secretary, C.6 Stuart Tompkins, Junc¬
09 Victoria, Australia.
tion, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne,
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
September 24 ; open, October 17-20. Secretary, E.
George Alderman, Ruardean, Newton St., Rotherham.
Paris Salon. — Open, October 6-21. Secretary, M. E.
Cousin, Society Fran^aise de Photographie, 51, Rue de
Clichy, Paris (9E).

sky

and

landscape.” — Yours, etc.,
A. E. L. COX.

cu?StSeand

are sent by the responsible organisers.
Johnson’s Holiday Competition. — Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson and Sons, Ltd., Hendon Way, N.W.4.
Chicago International Salon. — Entries, November 1 ;
open, December 13-Januarv 20. Further particulars
from Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
“ 232 ” and “ Sandom ” Photographic Competition
for Pictorial Subjects. No entry fees. Valuable prizes.
Full details and entry forms from “ 232 ” Photo¬
graphic Competition, 38, Wood Street, London, E.C.2.
III International Photographic Salon of Poland at
the Institute of Fine Arts, Krakov. — Open, August
26-September 30, 1934. Closing date for prints,
August 10. Number of prints, 2. Entry fee, Polish
zloty 8. Particulars and entry forms can be obtained
from the Secretary, Fotoklub Polskiej, Y.M.C.A.,
Krakov, Krowoderska 8, Poland.
8th International Christmas Salon of Photography,
Antwerp, 1934-35. — Open, December 23, 1934January 6, 1935. Prints to be received before
November 15. Particulars and entry form may be
obtained from Mr. J. Van Dyck, Secretary of the
Fotografische

Kring

“ Iris,” Ballaerstr.

69, Antwerp,

Belgium.
Isle of Man Publicity Board’s Third Annual Photo¬
graphic Snapshot Competition. — Entries, Saturday,
October 6. Particulars may be obtained from the
Secretary, Isle of Man Publicity Board, Bank Chambers,
Douglas, I.O.M.
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PLEA

for the Revival of

Craftsmanship

in Amateur

Photography

By ALFRED WATKINS, inventor of the Watkins’ Exposure Meter, and
the Time and Temperature and Factorial Methods of Development.

FIFTY years since " The A.P.”

its first number ! The
photographic Press before its time
been efficient on the technical side,
launched

had

but “ The A.P.” was the first to concen¬
trate on the pictorial side of the craft,
and photography would probably be
even deeper in the morass of commer¬
cialism than it is if this particular
journal had not “ done its bit ” to
uphold the standard.
In my own sixty years of photography
— for I had

been

just ten

years

at the

name

of the craftsman

who

created

them.

The community is a loser, for we have
not now any English magazine or journal
of anything like the quality or scope
of the English Illustrated, Scribners and
The Century of the ’eighties. The lover
of our English countryside and its
gracious old buildings has some chance
to get his descriptions of it inserted in
the Press if they are word-paintings
only, but if his matter is illustrated by
photographs, however good, no journal
will take his wares.

craft when “ The A.P.” first appeared — the picture-making aspect was my first
aim, and the book that tutored me that
by H. P. Robinson, born in my own

" The A.P.”
branches.

all-important, and asked me to photo¬
graph these. I willingly devoted several
days and some 120 miles’ motor journeys
to securing my own sight:points and
lighting for this. He afterwards pub¬
lished it all in book form, the first I
saw being a leading review compli¬
menting the — - — Press (one of the
University Presses) on its illustrations to
this book, " fully up to their usual
standard.” The credit for these was
due solely to the craftsman who origi¬
nated them, whose name
appeared
neither on the list of illustrations nor

district at Ludlow. But record photo¬
graphy (as an amateur) and experimental
investigation soon proved stronger in¬
centives, and I found
sound lead in these

Another instance. A fellow-member
of the Woolhope Club, for which I have
acted as honorary illustrator for many
years, was reading an important paper
in which the proof lay in topographical
detail, and to which illustration was

under the plates, but only in a halting
acknowledgment in the introduction.

giving

The Amateur
Photographer started
when a great change was impending.

• Since

this

experience

my own photographs
on condition my name

In my ten years’ youthful energies from
1874 to 1884, I, and everyone else who
carried a camera, had to be a full

I only

printed below the reproduction. If a
union of craft-photographers (whether
they are amateurs or not) would bind
their members to this strict rule it would
add much to their status, and perhaps

craftsman. It was
wet-plate photo¬
graphy then, and no one could escape
the actual coating of the plate (in a
dark-tent on the spot), and then (after
exposing) speedy development on the
spot. In my first practical use of a

revive the former traditions
tion in the English Press.

" dry plate ” (gelatine-bromide emulsion)
in 1880, I had made the emulsion and
coated the plate myself at home.
It is scarcely too much to say that
the craft of photography was, up to
the introduction of dry plates and films,

Number

Others

they " press the button,” and commer¬
cialism does the rest. It is only the
one-tenth, who, with the help of such
influences as The Amateur Photographer,
attempt to pass on to better things, and
become craftsmen.
We should not disguise the fact that
the amateur craftsman in photography,
in all its applications, occupies a far
lower status in the community than he
did fifty years ago.
This is chiefly due to the perhaps
inevitable commercialism, both in the
supply of cameras as toys, and also in
the modern trend of illustrated journa¬
lism (this not applying to the photo¬
graphic Press), that an editor shall take
the sole credit for all the contents of
his paper ; this includes all the pictures,
under which he now tries to make it a
rule that he will not (as has been
English custom in past times) append
22

the
the

have
of

recorded
" The

of illustra¬

in the

A.P.”

Jubilee

the

half-

century’s advances. I remember the
memorable meeting of the Photographic
Convention at Chester in 1890, when I
saw Friese Green demonstrate the first
germ of the present cinematograph.
The application of continuous celluloid
film then made cinematograph record of

entirely the creation of amateur in¬
vestigators. Until then, everyone who
used a camera at all was a craftsman in
photography or a complete failure.
Now nine-tenths of those who carry
cameras have no knowledge of the craft,

permit

to be reproduced
as photographer is

Photo by]

Alfred
A warded

[Vivians.

Watkins,

the Progress

medal

F.R.P.S.
of the R.P.S.

in 1910 for his work and researches in
photographic exposure and development.
So

far has

this gone, that

the bulk

of

the public do not even know that photo¬
graphy is a skilled craft, and that
cameras are not machines but tools.
To give an instance. I had been
invited by a local magnate to go and
see with him some antiquarian objects
on his estate. I afterwards secured
some fairly artistic photographs of these
in a selected lighting, and sent him
copies. He wrote a cordial and sincere
letter of thanks,

but

remarked

: " What

a good morning
camera came
you must
have.”
same
to my
door The
Sir
William’s chauffeur with a fine brace of
partridges. In my letter of thanks and
appreciation for the tender young birds,
I remarked
must

have.”

: " What
6lO

a good

gun

you

events in sequence possible. Simulta¬
neously came great advances in orthochromatic films, plates and screens.
My own small contributions to methods
in exposure and development made me
an earnest investigator from 1890
wards, until failing sight some years
stopped my photometer work.
I, having severed any connection

on¬
ago
with

photographic trading, remain an ama¬
teur photographer, especially investi¬
gating and recording the straight tracks
of early man in Britain. But in every
exposure I test, by my actinometer, the
power of the straight tracks of light, and
time the development by my
timethermometer method.
Let us hope that for the good of photo¬
graphy as an art, a science, and as a
wonderful hobby, all amateurs will, in
the future, take every opportunity to
become better acquainted with the prac¬
tical side of its processes, and, as good
craftsman, place it in the high
to which it rightly belongs.

position
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AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINB
APPARATUS.

Cinematography
That

MANY holiday sub-standard films

prove disappointing for lack
of attention to one or two
details, and the wise cine enthusiast
will pause and consider before he
rushes into making a series of dis¬
jointed shots, which are almost sure
to prove uninteresting.
The kind of audience to whom the

final result will be shown is perhaps
the first consideration. If, for in¬
stance, this will be the cinemato¬
grapher’s immediate relations, and
very few others, the more intimate
shots make the body of the scenario ;
on the other hand, if a club or some
organisation will witness the result, it is absolutely essential that the film
shall be as a continuous story, with
enough continuity to prevent boredom
spreading among the observers.
Introduction.

The practice of packing the cine
camera among the holiday kit in
trunks or suitcases is to be deprecated.
In the first instance, some sort of
commencement to the film will be
necessary, and this cannot be better
than shots of packing, the journey to
the station, and wayside shots taken
on the journey. The camera should,
therefore, always be available, even
if the operating is divided among
members of the party. The old
“ still ” camera adage that " the
picture is always there when no
camera
is handy
cine
work.

” is equally

true of

Some sort of plan should be outlined
before the start, and the collaboration
of the other members of the party
obtained. If this matter is approached
in the right way it will be found that
they will join in with zest, and thereby
a great deal of pleasure can be added
to the holiday.
Many suggestions for the starting
of the journey have been made in the
past, such as shots of the taxi being
loaded, father searching for the tickets,
and the like. But full advantage
should be taken of the suggestive idea
so popular on the professional screen.
The shadow of mother struggling with
the packing on the table, cast on the
light-coloured wall, often proves as
effective as the actual shot of mother

Holiday Film E. APPLEBY.
with

to stop down for bright weather at
the seaside. An exposure meter should
be used if possible ; but, if not,
another amateur may be consulted,
most of whom are only too willing

the co-operation of the taxi-driver,
who can be taken at the station

to help if approached. If the first
charger of film is dispatched to the

arguing about the fare in no uncertain
manner.
Porters, also, are often

processing firm quickly, and its re¬
turn equally promptly requested, some
guidance can be obtained on this
question of exposure. Whatever film
the amateur is accustomed to should
be the one adhered to, and it goes
without saying that the operator
should be thoroughly accustomed to
the use of his instrument before he

herself, so long as it is taken so that
her characteristic outline is easily
recognisable.

Humour.

A little humour

willing to help
humorous side
the halts at
more suitable
than the main

can be added

in their share of the
of the film, although
wayside stations are
for this sort of thing
termini.

Close-ups of the various members
of the party in the railway carriage
can be obtained by the possessor of
a camera with a fast lens, and it is a
simple matter to get the different
members in a variety of attitudes.
Father engrossed in the paper, mother
wiping the perspiration from her
brow, little Anne dancing about, first
looking out of the window one side,
hopping on one foot, clambering on
the seat. The observant cinemato¬
grapher will be able to portray quite
a lot of character with 4 little in¬
genuity, and these glimpses will prove
quite interesting to relations and
strangers alike.
Human

Interest.

The great secret of a picture getting
over is to get it human, and incidents
which show the human nature , side of
members of the party should be made
the most of. You have all seen the

goes away

with it.

Different

Treatments.

Different forms of holiday-making
will naturally need different forms of
treatment, and this is where the
advisability of having some definite
form of story comes in. The lazy
seaside holiday must be told in a
lazy, reminiscent way, while the
vigorous camping or motoring holiday
needs quick movement and frequent
changes of scenery to make it effective.
Weather effects should not be
forgotten

in the making

of the film,

and human figures should be intro¬
duced as far as possible; these being
effective in showing windy effects
and
more

heavy rainy conditions. The
advanced amateur will, of course,

endeavour
filter.

to get cloud

effects with

a

supercilious youth who stands on the
edge of the diving raft, and continues
to make out he is going to make a
super dive, without going in. Then
another bather arrives in a less

So long as the fact that the ultimate
object of the film is the projection
before an audience anxious to be
entertained is kept in view, and the

ostentatious rig-out and goes straight
off the edge. These two contrasting
shots will help in building up the
human interest.
Unrehearsed incidents are difficult

there is little reason why the amateur’s
holiday film should not provide en¬
joyment for many winter evenings.

things
should
better,
after a

An organised party of amateur '.cine¬
matographers is being formed by Air
Commodore
B. C. H. Drew to visit the

to film, although a look-out
be kept for these. It is much
however, to get the scene
brief rehearsal ; or if this is

unlikely to prove successful, some
incident that will lead up to it can
be discovered, and included in order
to preserve the continuity of the film.
Over-exposure on reversal stock is
fatal, so that care should be taken
611

personal

portrait

question

left out,

R.A.F. pageant at Hendon on the last
day of June. Special facilities for filming
are being granted by the Air Ministry to
members of the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers. All information can
be obtained from the hon. secretary of
the I. A.. C., Mr. W. E. Chadwick, Burley
House,

Theobald’s

Road,

W.C.i.
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ACTION

SUBJECTS

for the AMATEUR

July
,,

..
,,
..

1 '

Canada.

1.

Dominion

Day

Historical

Pageant

2-7.

tenary of Milton’s
of Comus
”
Tennis
Tournaments

..
,,
>•

4-74.
5-

,,

6.

„

6-28.
5-

. .

Ipswich.
Aldershot.
Newton

,, 16—17.
l6.

Annual Fair and Games
Match)
England v. Scotland
national Lawn

Stewart.
Henley.

Royal

Royal
| Motor

Brooklands.

„

Society’s Show
Highland Gathering
Tennis Tournament

Dairy.
Isle of Man.

,, 18.
18-19.

Pitlochry.

,, 18-19.

First July Race

Meeting

Regatta . .
Cycle Races

1 World’s Oldest
liament
Show

Open-air

Highland Tattoo
Carnival Procession
vities
Yachting

and

Par-

Festi-

Regatta

7-

”

7-

Boy Scouts’ Rally
Yachting Regatta

,,

“ Dublin 100 ” (Motor Races)
Ancient Wakefield Fair
Northern Command
Tattoo . .
Gaelic Festival . .

Broughty
Ferry.

Yacht Racing Trials (with retest)
gard to America Cup Con-

18.

Torquay.

,, 20.
,, 20-21.
,, 20-21.

Manchester.

,, 21.
,, 21.
„
„

Edinburgh.
Dunoon.
Dublin.
Wakefield.
Newcastle.
Cavan.

21-24.
21-23.

,, 21.
,, 21.

Bath.
Roehampton.

Rotary Carnival
Croquet Championships

16.
16-21

,, 21.
,, 23-28.
„ 23-28.
Aug. 11.

Torquay.
London.

.. 23.
23July 23-28.

9-1 19-14-

Oxford v. Cambridge at Lord’s
Lawn Tennis Championships . .

Bath and
Felixstowe.

„

9-16.

King

Edinburgh.
Bisley.

,, 25-27.
23-26.
..

Salisbury.

„

,,
..
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

9-21.
IO-I?.
10-13.
10—14.
IO-I2.
II.
12.
12.

Brighton.
Cupar.
Bradford.
Gourock.

.,, 27.
26.
„ 27-30.

and Queen in Residence
Holyrood-house Palace
Rifle Shooting Meeting. .
Biburv Club Race Meeting

at

Open Golf Tournament
Tennis Tournament
Great Y orkshire Show . .
Ladies’ Golf Medal Competition
British Empire Garden Party . .
Ancient

.. 13-14.. 13-14.. 13-15-

Ancient Charter-day Custom . .
Eton v. Harrow at Lord’s
Amateur
Athletic Association
Championships
Royal Scottish Motor
Club Cruise . .

,, 28.
„

London.
Tewkesbury.
London.

„
..
»
,,

14141416—17.

Border Games
. .
Agricultural Show
Yachting Regatta
Open Challenge Cup
Races

, . .

Polo

„

to

„

28-30.

30-31Aug- 3-

Oxford and Cambridge v. Princeton and Cornell (Athletics)
at White City
Davis Cup Inter-zone
Yachting Regatta

Speed

Peebles.
Newport.
Luss.

London.
Wimbledon.
Torquay.

St.

Andrews.

Dunoon.
Whithorn.

Yachting Regatta
Athletic Games . .
Gala Week
Bowls

Nn

Bath.
Burntisland.

Final

Scottish Motor Cycle
Championship

Open

Norton,

Sandown Park.
Lanark.
Roehampton.

Meeting

Meeting

Bexhill.

Tournament

Brighton.

Malvern Dramatic Festival
Tennis Tournaments
*pionship

Malvern.
Trunberrv and
Fraserburgh.

Scottish

St. Andrews.
Curragh.

Amateur

Golf

Cham-

Meeting

Royal Welsh Agricultural Show
Northern Agricultural Show . .
Horse Show
Common
Riding
Australia

v . Scotland

Commencement Davis Cup Challenge Round
Watermen’s
for Doggett’s
Coat and Race
Badge

Roehampton.
Ayr.

Aberdeen.
Tipperary.
Edinburgh.
Langholm.
Wimbledon.
London

Bridge

Bridge.
to Chelsea
Ancient Custom
of
Rushes to Church
Meeting

Race

“ Croagh

Patrick

Carrying
. .

Ambleside.
Edinburgh.
Westport

” Pilgrimage

Mayo.
Scots

Greys

Route

Open

Bowls

Tournament

" Goodwood
„ 30.
During
July
31.
THE3i..
Month.

6l2
24

Polo

” Race

,, 29.

Jedburgh.
Dunblane.
Dunoon.
Final

“ Eclipse

Isle of Man.

Newton
Stewart.
Bath.
Leeds.

28.

,, 28.

Lochgair.
14-

25.

Roehampton.

Shandoii

Agricultural

Thames.

Llandudno.

London.
Yacht

Isle of Wight

(InterTennis

Race Meeting . .
Racing
Fourth Test Match

Race

Custom — Worshipful

Company through
of Vintners'Upper
Procession
Thames Street
.. 13-

Place.

Event.

| Royal Agricultural Show
| Horse and Hound Show
Galloway Pageant

,,

9—IO.

1934.

,, l6.

“ Masque

Third Test — England v. Australia
Duke and Duchess of York at

,,

JULY,

Ludlow.
Aberdeen and
Edinburgh.
Newmarket.

July

Tercen-

6-7.
6.

7-138.
8-14.
9-

Photographer

Ancient Custom of “ Swan Upping ” (marking the swans)
Highland Gathering and Pageant
Beaufort Club Summer
Polo
Tournament

and

..
,,

..
,,
,,
..

DURING
Date.

Place.

Event.

2-6.

3-6.
3-74-74.

EVENTS

Amateur

and Cinematographer's Diary
of Forthcoming Events .

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FORTHCOMING
Date.

The

Week

March

Through
deen.

Aber-

Bexhill.

” (Races)

. .

Ancient St. Margaret’s Fair
Royal Garden Party held
Buckingham Palace

at

Tenby.
Goodwood.

London.
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The

Societies will have theiv meetings

Wednesday,

announced

June

Week’s

here if the syllabus

I

June

Ruskin

C.C.

Monthly

28th.

June

Sunday,
R. J. Edmonds.

29th.

Scenery and Architecture.
of Films.

Saturday,

June

or from

30th

time to time.

(contd.).

Juiy

1st.

Medway A.P.A. Combined Ramble with Catford S.S.C.C. (Wrotham).
Morley College P.S. Leith Hill and Holmbury St. Mary.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Dovedale.
Oldham P.S. Annual Outing.
Singer C.C. Kilmun. Meet Church Street, Dumbarton, 10 a.m.
S. Suburban and C.P.S. Wrotham.

Meeting.

King’s Heath and D.P.S. Cotswold
Wimbledon Cine Club. Programme

-

W. Wilson.

Monday,

July

2nd.

Luton and D.C.C. Comfortable Incomes from Photography. Stanley M. Ballance.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Cooks Ferry. Chingford Old Church, 7 p.m.

30th.

Bath P.S. Outing to Malmesbury. Leader : Major Harbutt.
Beckenham P.S. Reigate and Colley Hill. Leader : F. Garbutt.
Bradford P.S. Ripon and Fountains Abbey.
Bristol P.S. Old Clevedon. Bus 25, 3.15 Centre.
Bromley C.C. Byfleet and Pyrford.
Cripplegate P.S. Chenies.
Exeter C.C. Ashcombe Village, via Haldon.
Harrogate P.S. Y.P.U. Annual Excursion. Ripon and Fountains Abbey.
Hull P.S. Ripon and Fountains Abbey.
Leicester and L.P.S. Bradgate Woods. Meet All Saints Road, 2.30.
Partick C.C. Gourock — -Yachting Outing.

l

l

Friday,
John

June

Scarborough A.P.C. Fountains Abbey.
Sheffield and H.P.S. Surprise and Cupola. Moorhead, 2.15 p.m. bus.
Sheffield P.S. Ripon for Fountains Abbey. Y.P.U. Excursion.
S. Glasgow C.C. Yachting Outing from Gourock.
S. London P.S. Camberwell. Meet Outside Library, 3 p.m.
York P.S. Ripon and Fountains Abbey.

Bury P.S. Daylight Printing. C. Jackson.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
N. Middlesex P.S. A Review of Bromoil. E. F. Fincham.
Oldham P.S. Monthly Meeting. Bi-monthly Prints.
Twickenham P.S. Time and Temperature Development.

of the session

Saturday,

Borough Poly. P.S. The Human Element.
Camberwell C.C. Finals of Monthly Print and Slide Competition.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Bestwood Lodge.
Rochdale P.S. Questions and Answers.

Thursday,

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

27th.

)

P.S. of Ireland. Celbridge. “ General ” Bus, Aston’s Quay.
Rotherham P.S. Y.P.U. Annual Excursion. Ripon and Fountains

Tuesday,

July

3rd.

Manchester A. P.S. Discussion on “ Miniature Cameras.”
Partick C.C. Killearn.
Rotherham P.S. The Camprian Post Bag. J. Crowther Cox.

Wednesday,

July

4th.

Borough Poly. P.S. The Negative. The Print.
Camberwell C.C. Southern Counties Salon of Pictorial Photography.
Rochdale P.S. Ilford Clorona (Contact Prints). J. Hargreaves.
S. Suburban and C.P.S. Lecturettes by Members of the W. Norwood

Abbey.

Stockport

P.S.

“ One-Man

Show.”

P.S.

C. J. Unsworth.

“The
A.P.” Monthly Competitions PRIZES AND RULES
To encourage pictorial outlook and good technique in the photographic work of our readers in
This class is open

all parts

to all amateur

photographers.

First Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
plaque (optional).

silver

passed the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—

OUR

GIFT

OFFER

s.

have

er

who

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements- up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

nn

those readers

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

gi

This class is to encourage

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

e
rB

.

rs

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

Fo

Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

of the world.

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.
General

Rules.

(1) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

to Readers

of “The

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
Overseas
readers may use the most recent coupons to
hand.
(2) Each print must have on the back the name and
address of the competitor, and the title.
(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked on the outside “ Beginners,”
or “ Advanced,” as the case may be.

“ Intermediate,”

(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid.
(5) No communications on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce, without payment,
anv print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

The closing date for the next competition is
Saturday, June 30th, and for the July com¬
petition, Tuesday, July 31st.

Amateur

Photographer

“

AS already announced, our recent gift offer of an exposure meter has been so greatly appreciated by amateur photographers in all parts of the country that we are making

another offer that will appeal to many readers.
A copy of the latest issue of the international annual Photograms of the Year can now be obtained under conditions similar to those
the previous occasion.
Many new readers of The Amateur Photographer who are keen pictorial workers have not yet secured a copy of this edition of Photograms of
volume of pictures, including nearly one hundred fine double-tone reproductions of the best work by leaders in the photographic world, in
interesting reading matter. It is published at 5s. net.
We are offering new readers of the paper the opportunity of securing a copy on the following
advantageous terms.
61
In this issue of The Amateur Photographer , and for five issues that follow, a coupon will3 be printed in the advertisement pages. The value

that proved

so popular

on

the Year. It is a handsome
addition to many pages of
of each coupon

is 6d.

Any

reaaer who wishes to possess a copy of Photograms of the Year must collect six coupons from six successive issues of “ The A.P.,” fill in his name and address, and post them
wit hin a month of the publication of the last coupon, with a P.O. for 2s. only, to the Publishers, Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i. The
volume will then be sent by return, post free.
As only a limited number of copies are available for this offer, applications should be submitted promptly when all six coupons have been collected, and the orders
25
will be dealt with in strict rotation.
The 6d. Coupon will be found on page x of the advertisement pages.

I
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one, but in our
developed.

‘‘Deader
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General.— All communications

s’

ANSWERED

for the Editor

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Stamford
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions.— The

Editor

is glad

to

Choice

Questions

should

be addressed

Street, London,

consider

original,

:

“ The

Editor,

The

Amateur

S.E.i," and in everv case, without

must

up-to-date

on photographic subjects
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on manuscripts
one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor
disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him. but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied
bv a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid
by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism.— Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely given,

but

does not complv

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(I) See " General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope.
No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints, (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Sucti
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? " are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked •• Querv ” or " Criticism ”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered bv post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach ihe enquirer.

Defective

Bellows.

Position

of Filter.

The bellows of my camera are worn at the comers,
and leak light ; where can I obtain material for
repairing them ?
A- B. A. (Driffield.)

Would it be all right to fix a colour filter behind
the lens instead of on the front ?
E. R. A. (Tottenham.)

As your bellows seem to be badly
worn you will find it difficult to repair
them
satisfactorily, and
we
should
strongly advise you to have new bellows
fitted, which is the only satisfactory
solution in such a case.

It is quite possible to use a colour
filter behind the lens, the only trouble
being that it alters the focal length,
generally in accordance with the thick¬
ness of the filter. It follows that if you
do not focus by ob^rvation you will

Bromoil

have ' to
allowance

Brushes.

As bromoil brushes are expensive, can you tell
me what sizes would be adequate for whole-plate
prints ?
A. H. R. (London.)

As

you

do

not

propose

to go

to

having one about three-quarters of an
inch across, and another considerably
smaller for finer detail.

Film

Speeds.

Can you give me the Scheiner speeds of all varieties
of films made in 3^ x 2\ size ? D. W. (Andover.)

Only one or two makers of foreign
films give the Scheiner speed numbers.
This method of speed-marking is not
current in this country, and unfortu¬
nately many makers of films, for some
reason or other, do not give even the
H. & D. speeds which are so common
in the case of plates.

Special

Camera.

What is the most suitable camera for taking
angle pictures (tilting the camera) without getting
distortion ? What is the cheapest 3 ) x 2 J camera
that will do this ?
S. K. (Leytonstone.)

Your letter is not at all clear ; it does
not require any special camera for taking
photographs at an unusual angle, and
no camera will do this without distortion,
unless it has a swing back. We do not
know
what is the cheapest 3^ X 2J
camera, but there are plenty that cost
considerably less than £1.
26

make
the necessary small
on the scale. As you say

over¬

of Camera.

'

It is always a difficult if not impossible
task to recommend
one particular
camera, or even type of camera, out of
the hundreds available. Apparently
your
that

chief desire is to get a camera
will work satisfactorily in poor

light. The only thing that will help
you in this direction is to have a lens
working at a large aperture, at least
f/4.5, and a shutter that will give reason¬
ably slow speeds. Plenty of cameras
at the price you name are fitted with a
good f/4.5 lens, in a Compur shutter. It
would further help you to use one of
the fast modern roll films. We suggest
that you study the illustrated catalogues
of cameras supplied by the firms adver¬
tising in our pages.

Faded

Colouring.

I tinted a number of photographs some time ago
with dye colours, but after a few months they
faded very much. Do artists’ colours, such as
those of Messrs. Reeves, last better ? How can
one prepare the surface of the prints ?
C. S. G. (Ivory Coast.)

Many of the colours you have been
using are very fugitive, especially when
exposed to strong daylight. If you use
ordinary water-colours you will be on
safer ground, but manufacturers such as
Messrs. Reeves issue lists of their colours,
indicating roughly their
manence.
We
quite

degree of per¬
recognise the

nothing about the camera you use we do
not know whether it has a focussing
screen or not.

difficulty in getting any sort of water¬
colour evenly on to a gelatine-coated
paper, and the only thing that seems to
help is to use oxgall in the manner we
have frequently described in our pages.

Making

Stained

a

larger size than whole-plate there is
no need to buy very large brushes, but
we think it would be worth while your

is quite a good
somewhat

I take my holidays in October, and often have
to work in poor light. Would you suggest a
camera which would give clear, sharp photographs ?
Would you advise a folding film camera with
f [4.5 lens at about £6 ?
E. W. P. (London.)

Photographer

exception

negative
opinion

up Developer.

I enclose a formula for an M.Q. developer. Can
I make up enough of this to last some months ?
Can I make it in concentrated form ?
Will it
answer for printing papers ? J. G. R. (Norwich.)

Film.

I find that the dye in my film negatives does not
completely wash out for a long time. Can you
give me a hint how to accomplish L.
thisM.quicker
(Bow.)?

No solution containing sodium sul¬
phite will keep in good working con¬
dition for a long period, although the
trouble is not so serious with metolhydroquinone as with pyro. You will
find it difficult to make a more concen¬
trated solution. The developer will

if you use an acid-hypo bath. If
neither 'this nor the subsequent washing
entirely removes the colour you can

probably work equally well with
bromide and gaslight papers.

Puzzling

Matt

most

Markings.

Can you tell me where I have gone wrong in getting
marks, as on enclosed negative, on the backs of
some of my films ?
H. J. H. (London.)

Probably

you

are

a

new

reader

of

the paper, as we have many times re¬
ferred to the matt markings on the
backs of films. We
have suggested
repolishing the back of the film with a
soft rag and a little Baskett’s reducer
or methylated spirit, but we are at
present investigating another method
614promising. You
which may be more
will probably find no trouble in making
prints or enlargements from the negative,
as it is so strong and dense that the
slight marking is not likely to show

The

dye

in films generally

disappears

ignore it, as, being even all over
it is not really detrimental.

the film,

Photograph.

I send a reproduction of a photograph of a shop
and lorry. To settle an argument, can you tell
me why the name of the firm is upside down and
reversed while other parts are correct ?
C. B. S. (Harrow.)

It is of no use speculating about the
facts to which you draw attention in
the reproduction. Before doing so it
would be necessary to see the shop and
the lorry, as it is quite possible that the
names are deliberately written upside
down. In these topsy-turvy days such
things are not uncommon.
If this is
not an explanation in the case in question
the next thing would be to see the
original negative. There is one thing
very certain, and that is that no lens
turns some details of a subject upside
down and not the others.

June
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Lost Opportunities ;
No TNaste
. . .
of film
No
JNaste
with
a
of time

Weston,.
CstfrosureiKiefer
Don’t
wrong
never

lose those “ never-to-be-forgotten incidents ” through
exposure. With a Weston Exposure Meter you will
again say “ What

a pity that never

came

out — it would

have been jolly good.” Guesswork goes when you invest in
a Weston — the light is scientifically measured by a Weston
Photronic

Photo-electric

ject, the correct

Cameras

WALLACE
BOND

Cell.

By simply sighting your

sub¬

timing and lens stop is automatically

registered, absolutely preventing waste of film and saving
time. Get one for your holiday snaps. Easy payments.

Illustration above shows Model 627 LEICAMETER. Specially
designed for the Leica. Correct exposure without calcula¬
tion for all Leica work, including colour process. Size.
2-5/16thsx2*xli. Complete with carrying-strap £8 10 0

119, NEW

shutter

and

other

apparatus

taken

HEATON
LONDON,
ST.,
Phones : Mayfair 0924/5/6/7.

in

part

exchange.

LTD.
*"d ■sV«V!5,KFlEr

W.l

MODEL
TYPE
“ still ” and readings.
“ cin6 ”
work, with617,
legible
scale 2,andforsuper-sensitive
Size 3£
x lj. Weight 8 oz. An instrument of
laboratory precision and pocket portability.
Nothing to replace, nothing to go wrong. Complete
with shoulder strap and leather case. . £11 0 0

Parallax compensation”

is just ONE of
its special
features!

D

In the Voigtlander Tourist
you get every feature to help
you get better results I
The
frame direct-vision

so simple

view-finder provides “ com¬
pensation for parallax,” and
there’s a bayonet locking
ring for the shutter, over
double extension, rack
rising and cross front
movements operated from the same position, and self¬
locking struts. It takes 3^X2^ plates or film packs,
and with a Heliar f/4.5 lens in delayed-action Compur
shutter it costs £16: 18: 9 (other models up to £29: 12: 6)

with

AZOL

and the process so inter¬
esting and fascinating that
it is really worth testing.

The tables prevent
you making mistakes .
LOOK

AT

THE

A 3-oz. bottle
from 75 to 300

oz.

and costs 2/- , and this
will develop from 30
to 40 spools, 3Jx2J.

HERE
Send

Old in Experience — New
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

in Design

AMATEUR

9d. in
AZOL

IS YOUR

CHANCE

stamps, or P.O., for a
sufficient to develop one

i -oz.
dozen

trial bottle
spools.

of

,
DEPARTMENT
Manufacturing Chemists,
N.W.4
publicity LONDON,
S HENDON,
NSON & SONLTD.
JOH
27
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27,

1934

of Photography

1934.

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 29th .

THE TWENTY-FIFTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 8th September, to 6th October, 1934.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY.

No. i. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the back, clearly written, (a) name of
artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to exceed 25x20 ; and it is suggested
that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings, addressed to : THE HON.
SECRETARY,
The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 29th, 1934. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address on or before this date. Exhibits
may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee covers any number of pictures
from one exhibitor).

No. 8.— To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices marked on the prints. Packages con¬
taining such entries should be clearly labelled : “ Photographs for Exhibition Only. No Commercial Value. To be Returned to Sender.*’

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid, after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce pictures from the walls of the
Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the
property of the authors of the prints.
No. 11. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they do not accept any responsibility
for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to pictures by Members of the Salon.

Entry forms and further particulars from the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I.
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VALUE
“Photograms
of SIXPENCE
the Year”

NO. 5. One of these coupons cut from each of six suc¬
cessive issues of “ The Amateur Photographer ”
will secure a copy of the latest volume of
“ Photograms of the Year,” published at
5/-, if sent within one month of the date of the
last coupon, together with Postal Order value 2/-,
to Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Publishers,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.i.
Name .
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
;— — made payable to ILIFTE AA'D SOA’S LTD., and crossed
” Co. _
Nates_bein_r,_untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken to avoid mistakes.

OFFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams: “ Amaphot,
Watlco, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques,
Ltd.

etc., should

be crossed and made

payable to IlifTe and Sons

Displayed Advertisements
Communications

on

Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

Advertisement

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Stieet, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must teach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application
proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY—
12 words or less .
.
1/.
Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE :—
' 12 words or less .
2/8
2}d. for every additional word.
Fach paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may
deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited
with
■ 1 he Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt advised of its
of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender.
It
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller
instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the
event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller,
each
pays carriage one way. The seller tabes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we
take no responsibility. For ail transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged
•
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75 5/- :
over
£75
and
under
£100,
7/6
;
and
on
all
transactions
over £100, one-half per’ cent
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London S.E 1 and
cheques and money orders should be made Davable to llifle and Sons Ltd.

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10% 1 52 consecutive, 15%.
,
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, !9,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
tco late lor one issue, or crowded out, are published in the T.rst following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

WARNING

LENSES

VEST Pocket Icarette, 2}Xlf, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

Ihagee, fitted with

2 F.P.A.,
case ; nearest
£2. — Paton,
31x24
Cameo,6 slides,
f/8, 3-speed,
rising cross
front,
65, Whitefield Rd., Stockton Heath, Warrington.

his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, otTering to take such
goods in exchange for others, or to purchase for
cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such offers
from this quarter.

f/3.5 Hugo

plate-holders, i-pl. developing tank and remote
control for shutter 15 ft. long, together with
tripod, £17, or offer ; would accept reasonable
hire purchase. — B. J. Bull, 68, Queens Rd., S.E. 15.

LENSES

THORNTON-PICKARD Special Reflex, Cooke

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that

15/- ; No. 2 Folding Kodak, f/8 lens, £1/5. — •
C. Moores, 5, Lyme Green Estate, London Rd.,

AND

f/3.5 anastigmat, revolving back, rising and
falling front, shutter l/10th to 1/1, 000th, 7 dark
slides, in new condition, with velvet-lined real
hide case ; Enlarger and quantity of materials,
£7 the lot. — 23, Penryhn Avenue, Walthamstow,
E.17.
[2555

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

FOLDING
f/6.3 lens,
cost
£3/12/6, Carbine,
£2/10 ; Y.P.K.,
Model 34B,x 2%
f/8 lens,
T7IOCAL-PLANE

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

Cornpur, cost £12, accept £5 ; Film 'bank,
Kodak 2£, 10/6. — Robinson, The Cottage, Lang¬
holm Crescent, Darlington.
[2508

everv car*

BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to
defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o 'The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed: “ Box 000, cio ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’
Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded
by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the
correspondence
any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box Wo advertisements are warned against sending
remittances
through the pest except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the
use of the
” Ceposit System ” is recommended.

31x2} Zodel, latest D.A. Compur, f/3.8 lens,

2 F.P.A., 4 slides, filters, velvet-lined [2558
hide
case ; as new, £7/10. — 61, Crofts Rd., Wealdstone.

ETUI, f/4.5 Anastigmat Camera, Vario shutter,

1-PLATE Klito, f/4.5 Coronar, in Compur, double
[2546
4 extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
and wire finders, 6 slides, hooded screen, leather
case, Optochrom filter ; good condition, £4/10.
— Jones, 76, Culverley Rd., Catford, S.E. 6. [2547

CAMERAS

AND

F.P.A., focussing screen and cable release,
[2559
3} x 2}, purchased March, 1934 ; cost £6/6 ; selling,
£4/14/6 ; Proxar Lens, 15/- ; all absolutely new
condition. — 6, Manor Mansions, Bromley. f2560

LENSES

ROLLEIFLEX,
all used
automatic,
Zeiss; f/3.8,
leather case, only
a few times
abso¬
2 speeded
to l/250th
sec.,^Compur
F.P.A., shutter,
and 3 lutely as new ; cost £23/10 ; £18 or very near offer.
Orion,1 Tessar
f/4.5 lens,
Y.P.release,
Roll Film
f/4.5 Daylight
Ross Xpres,
wire 31x24
£6 ; Sibyl,
i-pl. Klito
Enlarger,
case ; accept £4/15. — Rochford, Chantry — Box 743, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [2562
10/6 ; 24-in. Kodak Roll Film Developing Tank, slides,
[2553
spare apron, 10/6 ; Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat, in Lane, Grimsby.
Teak Camera,
Model, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar,
and
speeded shutter, 6/-. — Goldring, Fernhurst, HaslePRESS
Ernemann
Special9x12Tropical
matic
focussing,
£12/10
;
or
exchange
for
Leiea
SUPER
Ikonta
34x2},
f/4.5
Tessar
lens,
auto¬
mere.
[2548
J-pL, 3 double slides, F.P.A., changing-box

ZEISS Ermanox 44x6 cm., f/1.8 anastigmat,

focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather
case, perfect condition ; ideal outfit all year
round, outdoor or indoor photography ; list
£50 ; selling, £14. — 25, Park Rd., High Barnet. [2549

II or III, cash adjustment. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep
Lane, N.W.9.
[2554

(12 plates), focal-plane l/8th to 1/1, 000th, leather
case ; beautiful condition, £15/10, or exchange
Leica. — Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[2565

34x2} Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Ross
312 x 2}extension,
f/4.5 Plate
Camera, roll-film
Compur, adapter,
double
all movements,
312 x 35/-.
21- Salex
Focal-plane,
f/5.5 lens,
slides, LEICA
Elmar f/3.5,
ever-ready
— Martin,
266, Graham’s
Rd., 6Falkirk.
new II,
condition,
£15. — hood,
Box 612,
c/o “case
The ; 6 slides, leather case to hold lot, £4/15. — Adshead.
11, Elgin Drive, Wallasey.
[2567
[2550

YOU

CAN

DEAL

2 4-in. anastigmat ; excellent condition, £2. —
Fidock, Carnhell Green, Cornwall.
[2569

Amateur
IN

Phottjprapher. ”

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

[2429

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

THE

Xll

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

EDWIN

LENSES

(THE

31x21
T.-P. canvas
Junior case,
Special£6/10Reflex,
f/3.5,
2 12 slides,
; Ross Cooke
Binoculars,

Largest Stock
waiting.

for ANY

rising front, long extension, top screen masked
showing horizontal or vertical view, shutter to
1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, canvas sling case, T.-P.
binocular focussing magnifier to fit into hood,
Jaymay stand ; all in new condition ; the lot
a bargain, £6/6. — Box 615, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[0102

FEW

WRITE

REAL

BEST Offer. — T.-P. Reflex, rotating back, rising

ICA 2}x3}, roll films or plates, f/4.5 Tessar,

Compur, double extension, rising front, 6
slides, focussing screen and leather case ; good
condition ; also Zeiss Distar lens, £12. — BM/HHNO,
London.
[2576

SANDERSON
de Luxe
}-pl.,folding
R.R., Bausch,
speeds,
3 book-form
slides,
tripod, 7£4/10.
—
27, Yewtree Rd., Liverpool, 9.
[2578
LEICAmount,Latestchromium
Model plate,
III, Summar
f/2,; sunk
cost £34/17
also

LEICA I Outfit, comprising camera in pigskin

case, 5-cm. Elmar, 9-cm. f/4 Elmar, range¬
finder, Leicascop meter, filter, hood, cable release,
tripod, film tank, £16/10. — Marks, 1, Ray House,
The Avenue, Ickenham.
[2581

ICA Reflex, I-pl., Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, slides,

F.P.A., leather case, no focussing back ;
good condition, £6. — Grimshaw, Hartley Wintney,
Hants.
[2582

AUTOMATIC Rolleiflex 6x6, f/3.8 Tessar, de

luxe case, lens hood ; cost £24/6 ; absolutely
as brand new, £17. — Below.

ZEISS
Ikonas Coearette
3}x2},
f/4.5approval
Tessar,
Compur,
new, £5/17/6
; either
deposit. — Baron’s Garage, Mill Lane, Dorking. [2584
109,
3X4perfect,
cm. Nagel
Rolloroy,£9/10Xenon
f/2, Compur,
cost £18/10,
; wanted
3}x2}
sec.,
Zeiss
[2585
sec.,

self-capping focal-plane, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
double extension, rising and cross front,
D.V.
and brilliant finders, 12 S.M. slides, F.P.A., all
leather covered, Wratten K 1, K 2, K 3, special
combined hood and filter holder, tan leather
case ; absolutely new condition ; list £29/10 ;
accept £19. — H. Waxman, 24, Mornington Rd.,
N.W.l.
[2587

ANSCHUTZ 5 x 4, Cooke Aviar 6-in. lens f/4.5,

3 D.D. slides, }-pl. F.P.A., dozen sheaths,
light tripod and special head, camera scaled also
lens, £5/15 ; deposit system. — Box 751, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2592

LEICA Model in, f/2 Summar lens, Valoy enlarger

and board, Ombrux meter, Correx tank ; cost
£47 ; all in perfect condition ; purchased March
1934 ; £30 cash secures. — Box 750, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[2593
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, f/2. 5 Cooke
l/15th

to

2,-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, f/'4.8 Celor, self-capping,
4 time to 1/1, 200th, F.P.A., case, £5/10 ;
deposit system. — S. Sevett, 28, The Oval,
Marlboro’ Park, Sidcup, Kent.
[2595
case, excellent condition, £7/17/6 ; also
Rolleiflex 2}x2}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, excellent
condition, £7/17/6. — Major Baldwin, Stoneleigh,
Gloucester Rd., Cheltenham.
[2596

ETUI, 3}x2}, f/4.5, delayed Compur, slides’
ROLLEICORD and case, perfect, new month

F.P.A. , hood, tripod ; unused, £7 ; approval.
— Wallis, Baldwin St., Nottingham.
[2599

WRITE
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BE

Compur,
£11 11 0

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5 Speed, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, deep hinged
hood, revolving back, sky-shade, slides. Real camera £8 17 6
9J-mm. Cine-Nizo Motocamera, f/3.5, 3 speeds, trick picture crank,
takes Pathe latest chargers. De luxe model .
£7 15 0
3J x 2J Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., rise, cross, clip-on slides .
£9 17 6
3Jx21 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, f/3.5 Tessar Speed,
l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, deep hood, latest fittings, case. .. . £29 10 0
2i x 2\ Rolleiflex Automatic, f/3.8. Hardly used .
£14 14 0
10-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto, reflex type .
£6 17 6
3i x 2i Dallmeyer Snapshot Camera, f/6, latest, F.P. adapter £2 2 0
3i x 24 Wirgin Plate, Zenar f/3.5, D.A. Compur, double ex., rise,
cross, wire-fin ier, all-metal body, slides. Unused.. £6 17 6
TWO ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Super Projectors, f/1.8, 250-watt, all
movements, tilting head, resistance, case. List price £50
£21 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/3.5, 50-ft. model. Unmarked.. £6 17 6
Brilliant Voigtlander Reflex, f/7.7, 24 x 24 pictures .
£1 15 0
16-on-V.P. Derby Roll Film, f/3.5 Speed, self-capping unique focalplane, l/25th to l/500th. delayed action. New .
£4 12 6
FEW. — 9i-mm. Pathe Projectors. List £6 15s .
£3 7 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, case .
£16 16 0
35-mm. Sept Pocket Camera, f/3.5, 16. 32 speeds .
£4 17 6
8-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. direct finder. Unmarked .... £6 17 6
34 x 24 T.-P. Famous Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest 1/loth to 1/1, 000th,
deep hood, latest mirror, revolving back .
£8 8 0
Permarec Talkie Pickup and Recorder. Unmarked .
£4 17 6
Permaree Blank Records (perfect black type) .
2s. Od.
Permarec Baker, for hardening records, electric .
£2 15 0
16-mm. Simplex Wafer Pockette Precision Camera, f/3.5, automatic
threading, single pictures, 1-in. thick only .
£18 18 0
34 x 21 Cameo Speed Plate, f/3.5, D.A. Compur double ex., rise, cross,
latest chp-on slides, bronze .
£9 17 6
Set Pathe Supplementary Lenses, in case .
14s. 6d.
i-pl. T.-P. Press, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, D. slides, case .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/2.6, turret head, case _
£25 0 0
4-pl. Mackenzie Envelopes, latest metal, each .
2s. 9d.
94-mm. Pathe Lax Projector, o0-watt, 100-watt, motor, resistance,
carrying-case. List £22. Like new .
£12 12 0
V.P. Zeiss Bebe Plate, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £20 .
£3 17 6
Electrophot Relay Cell (works switches automatic) .
£2 10 0
Mackenzie B envelopes, 4-pl. Each .
Is. 6d.
16-mm. Bolex Camera, f/3.5, 50 ft., 100 ft., case. As new.. £6 17 6
1-in. Dallmeyer !/1.9 Speed, fit Ensign, Victor, B. H .
£4 4 0
Roll Slide, for i-pl. T.-P. Reflex D. Slide .
£2 5 0
Films, 200-ft. Mickey Mouse, on 400-ft. reel, 16-mm .
£1 15 0
Films. — Pathe S.B., 17s. 6d.
Pathe S, 15s. Od.
94-mm. /16-mm. Bolex D Projector, 250-watt. Unmarked £27 10 0
4-pl. Mentor Famous Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/10th to
1/1, 000th, deep hood, D. slides, F.P.A., case .
£6 17 6
34 x 24 Ensign 7 Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, D.A. Compur, rise, cross,
latest dead register. Like new .
£5 17 6
Leather Cases, for plate cameras, brown hide, steel lined, velvetlined covered, sling strap, lock, key. New .
14s. 6d.
Mains Transformers, for all types of cin6 projectors, saves current,
keeps cool. More satisfactory. New. Write.
£5 5 0
£2 17 6
. . 2s. 6d.
As new
£1 17 6

8-mm. Stewart-Warner Projector, Cost £11 lls. Snip.. £8 17 6
34 2| Wirgin Roll Film, f/4.5, 3-speed, wire-finder .
£2 5 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt, all movements, latest lizard
case, complete. Super model. Like new .
£16 16 0
Soho Roll Slide, 34 x24, reflex type D. slide .
17s. 6d.
Cine-Tripod de Luxe, Thalhammer type. Unused .
£7 10 0
34 x 24 Magnaprint Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3, condensers, semi-automatic
focussing, electric pilot light. New .
£8 10 0
Six-20 Kodak Roll Film, 34 x 24, self-erecting, f/6.3 .
£2 2 0
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3, l/10th to l/100th, case. Real bargain. . £1 19 6
34 x 24 Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur .
£3 19 6
34x24 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5 Speed, l/10th to 1/1, 000th, hinged
hood, sunk lens box, revolving back, D. slides, case. . £16 16 0
34 x 24 T.-P. Plate Pocket, f/4.5 Compur, double ex., case. . £3 12 6
34 x 24 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4, l/25th to l/500th.. . £5 17 6
TWO ONLY. — 16-mm. Ensign Automatic Projectors, £5 5s. lens, 100watt, automatic case, resistance. Perfect. Super movies

£11 11
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14s. 6d.

GORSE, 86’ a^ackbtS2nroad
TIME— USE

1934

LENSES

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, 3x4 cm., Novar f/3.5, Compur

1 to 1 /300th sec., filter, release, purse,
Practos exposure meter, all in splendid condition,
£5 ; Zeiss Mirette Enlarger, f/6.3 lens, perfect,
£3/10 ; both lots together, £7/10 ; deposit system. —
Maekay, 16, India St., Edinburgh.
[2601

ENSIGN Special Reflex 3}x2}, £5/5 ; 3x4 cm.

Fotet, latest Compur, £3/3 ; Vanity Kodak,
£2/2 ; new apparatus ; enquiries invited.- — 119,
Kingfleld Rd., Coventry.
[2602
2 Zeiss filter, 2 F.P.A.’s, 6 slides, canvas
case, £7/7 ; 11-in. f/5.5 Ross Teleros Telephoto
Lens, with lens hood, in leather case, £7/7 ;
Riteway Roll Film Adapter, £1 ; Dalian F.P.
Tank, 17/6. — 2, Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent. [2603

31x2} T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,

DELIGHTED.

(Tested-Perfect) 7 DAYS’ TRIAL
new

AND

27,

31x2} Dallmeyer Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,

FRIENDS.

OMBRUX

16-on-3£x 2} Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3, D.A. , 3-speed .
£3 17 6
6 x 13 Rolleidoscope Roll Film, latest Tessars f/4.5, Compur, mirror
reflex focussing. Cost £50. Like new .
£27 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Famous Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross, wire-finder. Cost £12. Like new .
£5 17 6
16-on-3i * 2i Baldax Roll Film, f/2. 9, D.A. Compur .
£6 17 6
91 -mm. Pathe B Famous Motocamera, f/3.5. Unmarked. .£440
Zeiss Distance Meter, 18s. 6d.
Bewi Exposure, 21s. Od.
40 30 Crystal Beaded Cine Projection Screen .
£2 5 0
FEW. — 16-mm. Stewart-Warner Cameras, Dallmeyer f/1.9, focus to
1 ft., 50 ft. or 100 ft., 4 speeds. Unused, soiled only .. . £9 17 6
9J-mm. Pathe Projector, super reel, latest motor, ammeter, double
resistance, all latest fittings. Hardly used .
£7 15 0

ago, cost £11/10, accept £9/5; wanted 2}x2}
Auto-focus Enlarger ; no dealers. — Gowrie, Wendover
Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[2600
30

condition.

V.P. Agfa Roll Film, f/3. 9, new Compur, self-erecting .
50 x 40 Crystal Beaded Screen, for cin6 projection .
400-ft. Empty 16-mm. Reels, aluminium. Soiled. Each
44 2i Kodak Autographic, f/6.3 anastigmat, 3-speed.

1/1, 000th, revolving back, leather velvet-lined
case ; excellent condition ; best cash offer. —
John
Matheson, 3, Cowan St., Hillhead,
Glasgow.
[2594

LEICA with Elmar f/3.5, range-finder and leather

ANY

16-mm. Kodak B Automatic Threading Projector, 250-watt, latest,
resistance, case. Cost £100. Like new. First .
£29 10 0

Leica Enlarger de Luxe, with composing board and
orange filters, cost £11/11 ; both purchased new
2 weeks ago ; used once only ; what offers ? —
Edwards, 49, Manor Green Rd., Epsom.
[2579

shutter,

make,

Twenty Folding Camera, latest Allall chromium ripple. Takes 3Jx2.1

V.P. Ihagee Roll Film Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 Speed,
latest no bellows, slides. Unmarked .

front, 10 slides, .F.P.A., no lens, Steinheil
7-in. f/6 Convertible anastigmat, Staley f/6 5-in.
ditto, Aldis 10-in. f/9.5. — W., 24, Lady Margaret
Rd., Southall.
[2575

lens, focal-plane

ANY

No

Photo-electric Exposure Meter, self-generating, no batteries, instant
readings, no calculations. Gives perfect exposure every time — no
faulty exposures. Saves its cost in perfection .
£4 4 0

REFLEX. — Ensign Roll Film 3}x2} Reflex, with

anastigmat

ONLY.

BLENDUX

f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens ; recently overhauled,
£7, or nearest offer. — Mrs. Hardy, Braekendene,
Dunham Massey, Cheshire.
[2574

4

Camera,

CAMERAS

NORTH)

rqll films. List price 27s. 6d. Year’s guarantee.
Send 17s. 6d. and your Box Camera now. Post 4d.
if not perfectly delighted.

4 . Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, sky-shade lens protector,

2 Tessar,
Compur, Duplex,
1 to l/250th
31x2}
IhageeD.A.Focal-plane
f/4.5

THE

lO /- GIVEN

Box

In exchange for latest Ensign
Distance lens, compact model,

£18 ; accept £9 ; deposit system. — Box 745, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[2572
1-PLATE Apem Focal-plane Reflex, T.T. & H.

Roll Film Reflex and Telephoto. — Wraight,
Church St., Edmonton, N.9.

OF

Latest New Apparatus. Immediate Deliveries.
Write now and get yours for use this week-end.

6 x 30, case, £4 ; or exchange Pathe Cine Apparatus,
— Ball, 157, Markhouse Rd., Walthamstow. [2568

31X2}
T.-P.; Reflex,
Carl Zeiss,
2 F.P.A.
perfect f/4.5
condition,
in case6 ;slides.
cost

COME

DEALERS

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

2 speeds to 1/1, 000th, 6 slides, F.P.A., £6/10 ;
Kodak 3a Autographic Postcard, Cooke f/6. 5, leather
case ; oilers. — 6, Buckingham Rd., South Woodford,
Essex.
[2604
1-PLATE Planex Reflex, 8}-in. Cooke f/4.5, 2 D.D.
2 slides, adapter, and 24 P.C. slides, revolving
back, canvas ease, £10. — Below.

7 -IN. Tessar f/4.5, sunk mount, in new con¬

— Below.
dition, £5/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Old Type Planex Reflex, reversing
4 back, f/4.8 Celor (Goerz), 3 D.D. slides, £3/10.

1-PLATE Pressman Reflex, 6-in. Cooke Aviar, 2
4 slides and F.P.A., reversing back, £4/10 ;
after 5.30 p.m. — Boswell, 8, Chase Way, Southgate,
N.14.
[2605
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, f/4.5, F.P.A., 6 single
4 slides, £4/10.— Cooke, 98, Atkins Rd., S.W.12.

1A Kodak, f/7.9, new, cost £2/7/6, £1/7/6 ;

3}x2} Agfa, f/8.8, new condition, cost £3/3,
£1/2/6, both folding roll films ; 3}x2} Turner
[2607
Roil Film Tank, 6-exposures or 8-exposures V.P.,
new, 5/6. — McNair, 3, Sutherland St., Paisley. [2608

SIX-20 Kodak, with f/4.5 lens, O.P.S. shutter,

leather case ; cost £5/14 few days ago ;
absolutely as new, £4. — E. R. Hallows, Darna, Park
Rd., Bramhall, Cheshire.
[2609

ICA Stereo 4.5x10.7, self-erecting, Goerz Dagors,

60-mm. f/6. 8 Doppel anastigmat III, Compound
shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., £3/10. — Towers, 212,
Denman St., Nottingham.
[2610/

31x2} Contessa Nettel Film Camera, f/6.3,

2 shutter, 3 speeds, T. and B., good con¬
dition, 25/- ; Mirax Enlarging Attachment, used
once, 35/-. — Harris, 336, Holloway Rd., N.7. [2611

or 9x12
Ibsor shutter,
l/100th,}-pl.
all
LAACK
f/4.5cm.,Anastigmat
Folding1 toCamera,
movements, 6 slides ; as new, £2/15. — Glenhurst,
Crosspath, Radlett, Herts.

] 2612

2 Tessar,
etc., double
etc., new
F.P.A. f/4.5
and
31x2}
Zeiss Compur,
Ideal Plate,
extension,
Hinckley.
metal
slides ; offers to — Parsons, Leicester Rd.,

1-PLATE Double Slides, F.P.A., Plates, Cut Films
4 and Sheaths for No. 3 Kodak (new), offers to
above address.
[2613

31x2} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,

2 reversing back, 6 slides, roll-film adapter,
leather case ; perfect condition ; seen any time,
£7/7. — Chidley, 349, Green Lanes, Palmers Green,
London, N.13.
[2614
lens, 4 Thornton-Pickard
double slides, case Ruby
; nice}-pl.,
condition,
REFLEX,
T.-P.
perfect, £3/15. — 43, Equitable St., Milnrow. [2616
4 anastigmat
f/6.3, Compur
case,
21x3}
Ensign Carbine
No. 7, asshutter,
new, Aldis
£3/10. — E. C. Jones, 21, Chard Rd., Plymouth. [2617
2 G. New
high-precision
risingXpres,
and N.
cross&
31x2}
Special Sibyl,shutter,
f/4.5 Ross
front, 3 double slides, F.P.A., leather case, £11. —
T. W. Prowett, 48, Barnfield Rd., Harpenden.

[2619

N. & G. Folding Reflex (3}x2}), Cooke Aviar

f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.A., K 1 and xl
filters, hood, leather case ; recently overhauled
by makers, £25.— Stirling,
17, Roland Gardens,
S.W.7.

NEW this year, one-third cost price, latest V.P.

Soho Reflex, f/3.5 Dalmac, 3 D.D., £13/10 ;
[2620
Dallmeyer de luxe }-pl. Reflex, f/4.5 Serrac, 12-in.
f/6 Adon, 3 filters, 3 D.D. £14. — R. Thompson, 89,
Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[2622
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special, f/4.5 Cooke lens,

4

plates and

films, 10 plate-holders, case, 2

straps, film-pack holder tripod ; as new, £5.—
Brayshaw, 64, Dron Flats, Adelina Grove, Mile
End, E.l.
[2623
1-PLATE f/6.3 Goerz Folding, Compur shutter,
4 double extension, 6 plate-holders, F.P.A., leather
case, developing tank, £3/10. — Robinson, 11,
Halliwell Rd., Brixton.
[2624

ICA Ideal 3}x2}, double extension, rising, cross

front, F.P.A. ; cost £15/15 ; sacrifice, £7 ;
absolutely as new, approval. — Wallace, 4, Lansdowne St., Withington, Manchester.
[2625

SYSTEM.

June

27, 1934

CAMERAS

AND

f/3.5, 6T.-P.
slides,
F.P.A.,
case ; cost
; price
REFLEX,
3£x2},
revolving
back, £17Dallmeyer
£10/10.— Below.
ZEISScase Icarette
3ix2J, Tessar
D.A.— Below.
Compur,
; cost £13/17/6
; pricef/4.5,
£8/10.
BOTH
were
purchased
this
year
and
have the
had above
practically
no
use ; approval
deposit.
— Harris, The Laurels, Raglan, Mon.
[2626

DALLMEYER
3Jx2£slides,
SpeedcaseFocal-plane
Camera,
Pentac f/2.9,
; exchange
con¬
sidered. — Littler, 2, Palmerston Rd., Garston,

[2627

SOHO Reflex, 3Jx21, revolving back, 7 double

ZEISS
Ikontaf/4.5520 Zeiss
Roll Film,
exposures lenson
3ix2i,
Tessar,16 Compur,
hood, case ; new condition, £7 ; seen London. — ■
Silva, Stone St., Sevenoaks.
[2632

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.— Ica Ideal 9x12, Zeiss

Specification.
— Double
extension,
rising
and
cross front, brilliant
reversible and direct
wire-frame finder, f/4.5

approval against full deposit ; maximum allow¬
ance for saleable apparatus, either exchange or
cash ; our reputation your guarantee.

LEITZ
CameraElmarModelf/3.5III,3.5-cm.
chromiumwide-angle
plated,
f/3.5Leica
Elmar,
lens, Hektor f/1.9 7.3-cm., new chromium model,

Meyer Trioplan anas¬
tigmat, delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeds
from 1 to i/25oth sec.,
T. and B., focussing
screen and 3 single

Roll Film

7, Dyke
[2637

BALDAX,
latestCompur
model, ; asonly
new,twoMeyerfilmsTrioplan
f/2.9, D.A.
used ;
list £9/5 ; first £7. — Box 758, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2641

MIROFLEX
J-pl.,condition
f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar; lens,
in
leather case,
excellent
for im¬
mediate sale, price 21 guine>s.— Telephone, Edgware
2178, or write Byrne, 9, Watford Bye-Pass Rd.,
Edgware.
[2644

PRESSMAN
Disposing
Palmos
9x12
cm. Press Camera
only, Minimum
3 D.D. slides,
Mackenzieslide, 23 envelopes, £12/10. — Below.
GOERZ
Dogmar Lens to fit above camera,
£4/10. f/4.5
— Below.
GOERZ
i-pl.case,Press£9. —Camera
leather
Below. only, 6 D.D. slides,
GOERZ
8
Celor
Lens,
125-mm.,£2£3/10(either
; Goerz
f/6.8 f/4.
Dagor
lens,
125-mm.,
will
fit Goerz camera). — Below.
9x12 cm. Nettel
plate, Unitak,
Compur shutter,
CONTESSA
roll film1 toi-pl.l/250th
and
sec., Meyer-Goerlitz f/6.3 lens, 6 single metal slides,

W.

F.P.A., screen (de luxe all-round instrument),
— Below.

FOR

CAMEO 5ix3|, Lukos Express shutter, 1 to

15/- extra. Extra
Leather Case, 12/6.

CASH,

V.P. Exakta,

BARGAINS

EXCHANGE,

OR

TERMS.

f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur

3i x 21 Supreme

Elmar f/4 9-cm., chromium plated, large universal
finder, chromium model, 1 reflecting view-finder,
1 frame-finder with adjustable mask, 1 angular
finder, 1 lens hood, extensible, 1 angular bracket,
1 panoramic tripod head, 1 ball-jointed tripod
head, 1 yellow filter No. 1, slip-on, 1 green filter,
1 red filter (infra-red), 1 yellow filter for f/1.9 lens,
1 green filter for f/1.9 lens, 1 red filter for f/1.9
lens, wire release, 1 ever-ready case, 1 everready case, pigskin, 1 brown solid leather case with
code lock, 1 leather case for f/1.9 Hektor, 1
leather case for f/4 9-cm. Elmar, 1 leather case
for f/3.5 Elmar, 8 spool-chambers, complete in
cases, spirit level, 1 Valoy enlarger with 100-watt
projection lamp, 1 orange filter for Valoy, 1
mechanical winder, 1 trimming template, 2'
Correx tanks, complete ; all as brand new ; list
price £113/2/6 ; our price £67/10.

Slides, 1/6 each.

shutter
£14 15

V.P. Tropical PiCCOlette, f/4.5 Zeiss, Compur

£5 12

6

Roll Film, f/4.5 Trioplan, Vario£2shutter
7 6

LatestWeekly
Reflex,
f/4.5,
ALLENS of3Jx2£
Manchester,
CashTessar
Bargains.—
F. & H. Heidoscope, Tessars f/4.5,

Baldax, Vollenda,
2 on 3ix2i,
ALLENS.—
2 onf/3.5V.P.,Meyer,
f/4.5,Compur,
57/6 ;
£4/19/6.
£24/10 Virtus,
model, f/3.5
Tessar
f/3.5,
£16 ;; Contax
Ikonta
ALLENS.—
Heliar,
£9/17/6
3ix2i, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, £6/19/6.

ALLENS. — Automatic Rolleiflex 4x4, f/2. 8, £14 ;
ALLENS for every make of camera. Two

6x6, f/4.5, and case, 14/17/6 ; 6x6, f/3.8, and
.
.
case, £15/19/6. — See our windows.

thirds (approximately) allowed on modern
saleable cameras, part payment, subject approval.
— Allens, 168, Oldham Rd.. Manchester, 4 (7
minutes from Piccadilly, 22 Car).
[0087

31x21

No.

2 Folding

Brownie,

F olding

JLvJ Pocket, double extension, direct and revers¬
ible finders, rising and cross front, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 6 slides ; a bargain, £7/10.

31x24 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing, direct

2 finder, rising front, Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9,
focal-plane shutter, self-capping, l/8th to 1/1, 000th
and time, 6 D.D. slides and leather case ; fine
order ; list price £36/11/6 ; our price £20.

41x6 Zeiss Ikon Baby Speed Nettel Press Focal-

9.5-mm. Pathe Baby Projector, motor, super attachment,
dual resistance, all in good condition .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak BB, f/3.5 lens, for 50-ft. films
£7 10 0
f/6.3 anastigmat
£1 10lens6

2 plane Camera, wire-frame and reversible
finder, focussing adjustment, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/7th to 1/1, 200th and time,
Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 6 slides, F.P.A. and leather
case ; list price £33/5 ; our price £16/15.
2 Camera,
direct finder,
quick-wind
self-capping
41x6
Ernemann
Ermanox
Focal-plane
Press
focal-plane shutter to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted

shutter and
£4 12 6

Ernostar f/1.8, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case ; list price £39/12/6 ; our price £17/10.

New 31x21 Enolde, f/4.5 anastigmat, in Vario shutteir,
combined telescopic distance meter, and case ..£219
6
200-B Pathe Projector, 9.5-mm., with variable resistance
£12 10 0

2 finders,
Tessar direct
f/4.5, focussing,
Com¬
41x6
Ica BebeCarlVestZeissPocket,
and wire-frame
pur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, F.P.A., and

V.P. Goerz Tenax,
case .

50-mm.

f/3.5 Leitz Elmar

6-in. f/3.5 Ross

Xpres

31 x 24 Ensign
6

slides

f/4.5 Dogmar,

and

Lens,

Lens, in focussing
in sunk

Reflex, revolving

leather

Compur

mount.

. .

mount
£3 18

6

£7

0

10

back, Aldis f/4.5 lens,

case .

£7

18

6

V.P. Kodak, Cooke f/6.3 anastigmat .
£1 12
10-in. f/6 Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto Lens £4 18

6
6

31 x 21 Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Kodak
adapter, D.D. slide and case .

anastigmat, F.P.
£9 18 6

AGFASPEEDEX

equal payments
month.

write for our deferred order form.

cost £63/10 ; Mentor Stereo Focal-plane, 6x13 cm.,
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lenses, solid leather case, beauti¬
ful condition, £30, listed £52, or near offers.—
18, High St., Cardiff.
[2646

B., self-

£5:5:0
10

pLEASE

by experienced
workmen
; estimates
EXCEPTIONAL
Deferred
Payment
Terms ; free
Repairsby
return post.
speciality ; best
possibleand
results
guaranteedour;
DEVELOPING,
Printing
Enlarging,
quick service.
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St., W.l.
mounted, Lenses,
13/6 ; 41-in5[-in.unmounted,
16/- ; 51-in.
17/- ;;
CONDENSER
10/- pair
all sizes, also for Cinemas at lowest prices. — Below.
[0010
focus, anastigmats
repolished R.R.
as new,
cheap
PORTRAIT
Lenses,
Enlarging,
lenses
any ;
Telephoto lenses, complete at half list prices ;

f/6.3 lens, 3 double slides, focussing magnifier,
ADAMS’
Luxeexcellent
Reflex, order,
114-in.£37/10,
Zeiss
in solid Minex
leather de
case,

Fitted f/3.9 Solinar anastigmat,
in Compur shutter, speeds i to
i/30oth sec., T. and
erecting front.

leather case ; as new, £8/10.

enquiries invited. — Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton
Rd., Stratford, London.
[2638

“O” V.P. Roll
Takes Standard
Films.

following
cash bargains,
the condition
LEWIS,
Miniature
Camera Specialist,
offersbeing
the
in each case indistinguishable from brand new ;

11/-

any

Established 1889.

Phone :. Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

camera

on approval.

luxe case, lens
hood, 4x4,
£14/17/6.
AUTOMATIC
Rolleiflex
f/3.5 Tessar, de
£24/17/6.
LEICA
Model III, f/2 Summar, rigid mount,
pEICA Model III, f/3.5 Elmar,
Leica, £8/17/6.

CAMERAS
; largest
stock in— S.Humphrys,
London
;
special Exchanged
attention to
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[7728

£18/17/6.

F/1.9 Dallmever Super Six Lens, coupled for
Lewis, Miniature Camera Specialist, 5,
BEFORE
Buying a Leica, etc., write to R. G.
Southbury Rd., Enfield, Middlesex, who will

f/
6
f/ Da
6

LLOYD’S.— London’s Largest Store of Second¬

.8 llm
hand Cameras, Lenses
Ro ey and Equipment of every
ss e
description ; cash ; exchange
; instalments. — 87,
Te rPo
le pu
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
[1086
ce la

(electric) ; cost £5/4/6 ; our price £3/7/6.
1 /X x 15 and Postcard Contessa Nettel

1-pl. and 9x12 cm. Ihagee Duplex Focal-plane, Compur
shutter, f/4.5 Rodenstock lens, 6 slides and case £5 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. £7 7 0
16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, f/2. 6 anastigmat, in
leather case. Like new .
£12 0 0

Trtide.

Soho
£14/17/6 ;
£14/19/6.

complete
in leather
case ; list
WESTON
Universal
Exposure
MeterpriceModel£15/10617,;
our price £6/6.
Derval shutter,
ZEISSspool,IkonNovarBabyanastigmat
Ikonta, f/4.5,
16 exposures
on one
and purse, complete with Zeiss Ikon enlarger

0

shutter

4J x 21 . Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar lens, in
delayed Compur shutter, and leather case .
£7 18 6
4.5 x 6 cm. Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Tessar, Compound shutter, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£5 7 6
V.P. Kodak Special (Autographic), f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter .
£4 12 6
31x21 Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar, in Derval shutter £3 3 0
3x4 cm. Kolibri, f/3.5 Novar anastigmat, in Telma
shutter .
£4 18 6

£6.

l/300th, Dallmeyer f/6.4 lens, double extension,
12 single slides, leather case, £3 ; all new
condition, perfect. — Burge, Press Photographer,
Borrowash, Derby.
[2645

Adapter,

SECOND-HAND

REITZSCHEL
Doppel
anastigmat Stereo
f/6.8 Camera,
lenses, 4.5x10.7,
Compur shutter,

f/4.5, leather
£33 ; back,
new
GRAFLEX
Reflex case,
i-pl. F.P.A.
Series B,; cost
revolving
condition, £9/10. — 29, Kinnaird Avenue, W.4. [2636
LEICA
f/2, non-collapsible,
ready III,
case,Summar
£21 ; Elmar
f/4 9-cm., f/3.5 ever3.5cm. and Vidom finder, all in case, tank, £15/10 ;

LENSES

Trade.

Tessar f/4.5, Proxar attachment, yellow screen,
F.P.A. , 12 slides, auto-knips, leather case, tripod,
£9. — Reid, 17, Whitehall Rd., Harrow.
[2634
6 slides ; in perfect condition ; what offers ?—
E. Rendel, 57, Campden Hill Court, Kensington. [2635

AND

SPECIAL FOLDING PLATE
camera specialists,
otter the122,
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent bargains
St., W.l, ;
CAMERA. Size, 3£x2£.
all apparatus guaranteed and sent on 5 days’

slides, F.P.A., leather case, no lens, £12; metal slides, wire reCooke 11-in. Telephoto f/5.8, in Acme shutter, £6 ;
cash Price £5:15:0
i-pl. Oak Enlarger, 45/-. — Hadley, 730, Stockport
Rd., Manchester, 13.
[2628 Or 12 equal payments
ot 10/6 per month.
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, rack focussing,
4 reversing back, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to F.P. Adapter, 7/6
1/1, 000th and time, Ross f/4.5, 6 sheaths, F.P.A. ;
extra.
good condition, £4/10, bargain. — W. Hollobon, R.A.F.,
Felixstowe.
[2631

all as new ; cost £56 this year. — Nunn,
Rd.-, Hove.

CAMERAS

“SERVICE”

LENSES

Liverpool.

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

THE

289, HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l

definitely offer the high allowance
camera.

on

your

old
[2648
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DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

31

THE

XIV

IF IT’S

NEW,

IT’S

AMATEUR

| EXCHANGE

AT

ALLENSofMANCHESTER
The New Zeiss Ikon

SUPER
IKONTA
-

PHOTOGRAPHER

530

-

FOR 16 PICTURES
2J x If on 3f x 2f in.
film.
Ideal for the pocket.
Economical.

Fitted with F/3.5
ZEISS TESSAR,
in Compur shutter.

£16:12:6
THE

NEW WELTA
Unique Folding Film
REFLEX CAMERA
12 pictures 2f x 2f on
3f x 2f in. film.

£13:10:0
Fitted with F/3.5 Trioplan
lens, in Compur shutter.
Other Models to £19:10:0
See Extra
Special
Bargains in Cameras
and Lenses Column
in this number.

AND

WANTED

|

VXJANTED. — Good f-pl. Reflex Outfit, lowest
ft price, particulars. — 27, Yewtree Rd.. Liverpool,
[2563
9.
[2577
Vf7 ANTED. -^10-in., Ross Xpres Lens, f/3.5 or
7 I f/4.5 ; good condition ; keenest price to —
Shaw. 18, Gippeswyk Avenue, Ipswich.
[2566
Y\’ANTED.
— 230
Photosto (average,
I 7 changed
fromStuck-in
one album
another, j-pl.)
and
titles rewritten ; quote to Major D. Vanrenen,
Martinfield. New Romney, Kent.
[2570
ANTED. — N. & C4. Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres
7 1 f/4.5, D.D. slides, F.P.A., case; good con¬
dition, reasonable price. — Crawley, 23, Ashburnham
Rd., Southend-on-Sea.
[2580
WANTED. — Bebe or similar, 34 x 21, f/3.5 Tessar ;
II
new condition ;
particulars. — Wallace, 65,
West Holmes Gardens, Musselburgh.
[2583
Watch, 15-jewelled
good
EXCHANGE.
— Gent’s 9-ct,leverGoldmovement,
Keyless Pocket
timekeeper, for best camera offered. — 28, St.

are

also
STOCKISTS

for ROLLEIFLEX, ROLLEICORD,
SUPERB, VIRTUS, FOTH-DERBY,
FOTH-FLEX, etc. Descriptive lists free

THORNTONPICKARD
HORIZONTAL
31x21 REFLEX
Fitted DALLMEYER
F 4.5 ANASTIGMAT

LENS £8:15:0

with

Camera, sell. Projector,
— The Moorings,
N.21.
PATHESCOPE
£13/10, Broadwalk,
for Kodak 8-mm.

WANTED." -3i X 21 T.-P. Book-form D.D. Slides.
[2597
7 7 — B.C.M PROVIDENS, London, W.C.1.[2606
\\T ANTED . — Zeiss Roll Film 31x2}, Tessar f/6.3
7 7 or f/4.5, — Watson, 311, Stand Lane, Radcliffe.
VI ’ANTED. — Cooke Primoplane Wide-angle Lens,
[2615
7 7 4 or 5 in. focus, also f/4.5 Cooke Aviar 5}-in.,
each with iris mount, flange ; must be perfect. —
Edkins, 140, Little Green Lane, Birmingham, 49. [2629

WANTED, — For Cine-Kodak Model A, tripod,
7 7 one picture per turn attachment, K3 colour
[2598
filter, electric motor drive ; must be in excellent
condition and cheap ; also Kodak Titler for
Model K. — Box 756, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[2639
Y\,T
—Folding
Plate or
3Jx2i,
Tessar ; f/4.5
17 ANTED.
or similar,
Compur
focal-plane
all
movements ; deposit. — Box 757, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2640
WANTED. — Vertical Enlarger, condenser, electric,
17 to take Leica and 2 [-in. Rolleiflex negatives ;
give full details. — Box 759, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[2643
1 £?-on-Roll-film Camera wanted; also 3^x24,
11) about f/6. — Stewart, 33, Hilltown, Dundee.
[2647

Trade.

This Scheme
M will help you

We

stock

Developing

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EXCHANCE
SERVICE
ART

I your New

Tanks
Y Camera
Two-thirds (approximately) allowed
_

as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have
In part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new
apparatus required.

SURFACE

POSTCARDS

from Miniature Negatives,
veloping 6d.f Panchromatic

All

de¬
9d.

rilO

7 minuter

32

V to obtain

CORREX

from

Piccadilly

Road,
Oldham
168, »EW
CROSS
MANCHESTER, 4
(32 or 2J

Cor.)

YOU

CAN

DEAL

also cameras
large-aperture
lenses ;;
WANTED.
— Modem with
Photographic
Apparatus
send apparatus, stating price required ; cash by
return. — Templeman's

Camera

Exchange,

Hanley.

WANTED. — Pathe Motocamera Chargers, any
17 quantity, state price, cash per return. — [0096
Bell,
45, Newington Butts, London, S.E.ll.
[2475

CINEMATOGRAPH

By

PICTURES
the

Baby

Cine

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

George’s Avenue, Bridlington.
[2586
YWANTED. — 3x4 cm. Lens in Compur, not smaller
17 than f/3.5 ; would consider complete camera,
lens must be focussing for fixed camera. — Butler, 3,
Verulam Rd.. St. Albans.
[2588
WANTED. — 3ix6f Stereo Camera. — Shirtcliff, 21,
7 7 Liverpool Rd., St. Albans.
[2589
YIiTANTED. — Leitz Horizontal, Zeiss or similar
7 7 Range-finder. — Pooley, 22, High St., Baldock,
Herts.
[2590

_

1934

MOTION

SELL or Exchange Ensign de Luxe 3x2 Roll

We

27,

THIRD
EDITION
v

VITANTED. — Telephoto Lens, 3-in., to fit Cine77 Kodak Model K. — Parkfield, Woodville ltd.,
Bowdon, Cheshire.
[2557
\X7ANTED. — D.V. Finder for 7.5-cm. lens on
IT 4. 2x6. 7 film. — Bainfiridge, Knock, Belfast.

Film, f/6.5 Aldis anastigmat, case, all quite
new, 30/- ; wanted 16 on 3Jx2} or V.P. type,
Compur. — 86, Hawthorne Rd., Bootle.
[2633
YYJ
— 34x24
cheap
cash. — 1,
if ANTED.
Ringwood
Crescent,Reflex,
Wollaton
Rd., for
Nottingham.

MANCHESTER

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.
In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important
apparatus
review.

has

been

brought

new
under

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.
THE PRINCIPLES OF
GRAPHY
BABY CINE "TAKING”
BABY CINE PROJECTING
USING THE CAMERA

CINEMATO¬
APPARATUS
APPARATUS

THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY
CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS
TAKING"
PROJECTION—
SCREEN
FAULTS IN ’’THE
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING

THE

BABY

CINE

CAMERA

•

ABROAD

APPARATUS

F1LMO 75, f/3.5, f/1.8 and Telephoto lens, leather

carrying-case, £25 ; Pathe Camera, f/3.5, £1 ;
Bolex Model D, 300-watt lamp, resistance, case,
£25. — 20, Roper Rd., Canterbury.
[2445

bound in stout
pp., size
U4 paper
printed in colours
cover7}"X4j*,

Price 2/6 net;

by post 2/8

PATHE 9.5-mm. Motocamera de Luxe,# f/3.5

anastigmat, set of Hermagis lenses and
filter in case, iris attachment and 12 chargers ;
perfect condition ; list £12/15 ; £6/10. — Newbould,
31, Hawkswood Place, Kirkstall, Leeds, 5.
[2564
OfA/A-WATT
Ensign B 16-mm. Projector, all

OUU

voltages, throws 10-ft. brilliant picture ;

brand new ; post £30 ; take £15. — Cross, 23,
Avenue, Minehead.
[2573

PATHE
Luxe Motocamera
f/2.7),£12.case—
and several
accessories ;(Zeiss
new Tessar
condition,
Parkfield, Woodville Rd., Bowdon, Cheshire. [2556
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

From

utl booksellers, or direct from the Publishers :

ILIFFE

&

SONS

Dorset
Stamford

SYSTEM.

Street,

LTD.

House,
London,

S.E.1

June

27,

THE

1934

| CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

“The

APPARATUS

B Pathescope Projector, with motor and
/wUU
lamp for 200-250 volts, leather-covered
carrying-case, six 300-ft. films, large silver screen
with metal frame ; cost £30 ; complete outfit,
quite equal new ; bargain, £18/10. — Douglas,
74, Montholme Rd., London, S.W.ll.

PATHESCOPE
with motor
drive
attachment, Cine
f/3.5Camera,
lens, perfect
condition,
complete with two films in daylight chargers,
cost £9 ; the lot 45/-. — Douglas,

PHOTOGRAPHER

above.

CINECRAFT
Outfit,
with 16/-.
creeping
title
attachment,Titling
cost 28/6
; accept
— Douglas,
above.
[2618
changeable
focussing
hood,inter¬
two
PATHE
Motocamera,
Meyer mount,
Plasmat f/1.5,
finders ; perfect, £14/10. — 45, Harlescott Rd., S.E.15.
[2621
film claw movement ; perfect order, £5, or
near offer. — Box 760, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher. ’ ’
[2642

BOLEX 16-mm. Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, double

/^photographers

ars”
yeTER
60 HUN
in DS
’S
SAN
GREAT
DIAMOND
JUBILEE
SALE
OF
CAMERAS

EVERYTHING for Movies. — Cameras and Pro¬
jectors from 20/- ; Screens from 5/-.

FSt. LUSTRA
159,House,
WardourOxford
St.,
London, ENTERPRISES,
W.l (facing Film
end) ; not a shop, but a warehouse packed with
motion-picture equipment ; your inspection in¬
vited. Phone, 6889 Gerrard ; free parking facilities.

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

[2013
only ; lists free ; sample 1 /-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1298

ACCESSORIES

AEROGRAPH, complete, all in first-class condition,

Trade.

BELLOWS. — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
.
[0083

SLIDES.—" A.P. Paris,” Single Metal Dark

Slides, fittings T.-P., Zeiss, Cameo, Klito,
Contessa, Zodel and Block Edge: 34 x 21 1/3,
4i x3i 1/6, 54x34 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.
34x24 5/6,
etc., postage
FILMas slides
Pack ; Adapters.
— “44x34
A.P. 6/6,
Paris,”
fittings
extra ; “ A.P. Paris,” first and still best. Obtain¬

able from dealers or direct from Actina, Ltd., 29,
Red Lion Square, London, W.C.
[0090

finest

opportunity

Trade.

£3/10. — Box 742, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[2561
1 4)xl0, 10x8, 64 X4f Enamelled Steel Dishes,
A/’W 6/6 lot ; Zeiss Wood Tripod, 51- ; Ilford
Thermometer, 2/6 ; Delta 14 Filter, 2/- ; Ensign
34x24 F.P.A., 4/6; 6 Cameo 34x21 Slides, 7/6;
all perfect. — R. H. Deal, 283, Shirlev Rd., Southamp¬
ton.
[2630

ADVERTISEMENTS

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
.
Birmingham
Lancaster,
post free.
Enlargers,
Shop-soiled
List ofParade,
CE — Sale
CLEARAN

Parade,
[0082

MISCELLANEOUS

|

Trade.

Foreign,wants.all —subjects
Books,
prints English
; write and
stating
A. P.
RAREand
Co., 64, Stanley St., Liverpool.
[0099
1/-.
9d., 4-pl-tinted
P.C.beautifully
artists, ts
by experience
Work, dEnlargemen
COLOUR
81x61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-.— Lawrence, 43,
Radcllffe Rd., N.21.

[2649

clearance of

and

stocks. . . . It’s the celebration
of our 60th Birthday — but we
are giving the presents, in the
form of the greatest reductions
ever known in the camera trade.

NOW
SEND THE COUPON
FOR THIS BOOK
OF A
THOUSAND
BARGAINS

Trade.

|

~|

MATERIALS

materials WORKS.—
; save 30 Deal
per cent
and obtain
CITYfreshPHOTO
direct,
ensure
better results. Our first-quality British Blue

Label Papers, Plates, Postcards, Developers,
are the world’s best. Catalogue and sample

etc.,
free.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— De Luxe Green Label

Gaslight Paper, 34x24 2/- gross, 12 gross £1 ;
34x24 Folders, 1/6 100 ; Postcard Folders, 2/- 100,
12/6 1,000 ; all D. & P. supplies. — City Photo
Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

ATTWOOD, Iladleigh, Essex. — Bromide Paper

and Cardette, superfine, all grades, 36 sheets,
4-pl. 2/-, whole-plate 3/-, 10x8 4/-, 12x10 5/-.

ATTWOOD Gaslight Glossy Paper, vigorous and
ATTWOOD Negative Card, 54x34, 450 H. & D. :
normal : 34x24
3/-, 4-pl- 5 /- gross.

2/-,

44x2|

2/6,

4-pl.

2/6 100, 19/- 1,000 ; Flat Films, 400 and 600
H. & D. : Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; 4-pl-, 4 dozen
10/6.

ATTWOOD Bromide Cream Card, matt and
ATTWOOD Gaslight and Bromide Postcards,
cliloro-bromide linen, 36
whole-plate 3/-, 12X10 5/-.
first quality, singles and
2/3, 500 10/-, 1,000 17/6.

sheets, 4-pl- 2 /-,

strips, 50 1/6, 100

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality : i-pl., 3

dozen 4/6 ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/- ; 4-pl-, 4
dozen 11/6 ; 300 and 600 H. & D. ; all post paid ;
catalogue free. — Attwood, Chapel Lane, Hadleigh,
Essex.
[0025
lowest— possible
price
send
for List Material,
A ; our
BURT’S.Theare Oldrepeat
Firm,;orders
Guaranteed
testimonials
; postage
paid ;

CAMERA Cases and Leather Bellows ; 200 sizes

dispatched same
Birmingham.

and patterns, specials quickly ; list free ;
backgrounds, shutters, repairs. — Altrincham Rubber
Co., Kingsway, Altrincham.
[2031

day. — Gothic

Arcade,

Snowhill,

luxe, 3/6 100 ; First quality, 1/6 50, 2/9
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,

P1PROVED Roll Film Tanks, takes V.P. to i-pl.,

BE

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12 x 10. Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination.
pNLARGERS.

[2571

Studio Lighting, Backgrounds, D. & P. Machines,
for drying and glazing, mounting, card negative
printing ; Graber Photostat Process ; machines for
automatic portraiture, Photomaton, Posograph,
Autoportrait.
[1087

&

[2591

Dane

LLOYD’S.
— London’s
LargestConduit
Store St.,
Second-hand
Apparatus,
87, Lamb’s
W.C.l ;
cash, exchange, instalments ; Cameras, Lenses,

| LANTERNS

Trade.

ANCASTER

Photographer.”

[0097

1-PLATE T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, in brand new
4 condition, fitted with Ensign f/5.8 anastigmat
lens, 54-in. Plano Convex condenser, planished
steel light chamber, curtain back, carrier for
34x24 ; unsoiled, also Salex Easel ; bargain, £6/6.
— Miles, Elm Bridge Rd., Cranleigh, Surrey. [2551

BUTCHER H orizontal Enlarger, electric light,

WANTED
Occasional, Dark-room, e.l., water,
London.— Box 744, c/o “ The Amateur

Holborn list.
Circus,
SENDLtd.,for 6,Descriptive
— PeelingLondon,
& Van E.C.l,
Neck,
who also undertake repairs to all kinds of photo¬

ENLARGERS*]

|

54-in. condenser, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric lens,
£5, or offer. — 52, Baughan Gardens, Ilford, Essex.

|

SINGLE Metal Slides, nearly all fittings,

all processes without removing film, 5/6, post
free ; special for Ensign Midget, 3/9 ; 2-gal. Tanks
for D. & P. work, special, 25/- complete. — White
Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St., Bradford.
[2287

ENLARGERS

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

34 x 24 1/8, i'-pl. 1/10, P.C. 2/6, 4-pl. 4/-,
V.P. 1/5, 45x107 mm. 1/9, 9x12 cm. 2/3, 6x13
cr . 2/-, 10x15 cm. 3/- ; Adapters, adapting slides
for smaller sizes, 9x12 cm. to i-pl., 1/-.

graphic apparatus.

&

ENLARGERS.— List of parts for own con¬

THIS is more than a ’mere
turnover

|LANTERNS

SANDS

HUNTER

& CO.,

LTD.,

Established 1874,
37, BEDFORD

STREET, STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C. 2

COUPON
Name.. . .

100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.
1/3 gross;
4-gross,
2/- gross,
BURT’S
Gaslight34x24,
and 1/3Bromide
Paper:
2fxlJ,12
gross .20/-; 44x2| and 4-pl., 1/9 4-gross,
3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; 4-pl., 1/9 36 sheets,

3/3 4-gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- 4-gross, 9/- gross ; 10x8,
36 4/6;
12x10,
24
4/6.

[0026

2/- 100,
12/6Quality
1,000;Slip-in
10x8Postcard
4-pl. Folders,
Mounts,
MOUNTS.
— Super
6/3 100, 50/- 1,000 ; Enlargement Mounts.

Address.

18x144, 12x10, 4/6 dozen, 27/6 100; all
carriage paid ; write for samples new Designs,
Mounts, and 72-page list, free. — Crown Manufactory,
Rotherham.
[1956
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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xvi

COMPLETE

LEICA

PROCESSING

SERVICE

For

LEICA

FILING

ALL

READY

Price

2/-

QUOTATIONS

FOR

Write

“THE

FIRM

CARDS

for

THAT

28a, BROADWAY,

FOR
Per

USE

dozen

LARGER
FREE

QUANTITIES

SAMPLE

TAKES

THE

EALING,

TROUBLE”

LONDON,

W.5

for VICTORIA

PLATES

1-plates 700 H. & D. .. 2/9 per box
P.C.
„
„
.. 1/9
i-plates ,,
,,
1/6
,,
3£x2J
„
,,
.. 1/3
Send P.O. for sample dozen,
12 boxes carriage paid.

(12).

EMANCO
POSTCARDS,
3/- per
1,000 lots, 22 /b, carriage paid.
GRANVILLE
Agents.

100.

VICTORIA

BRIDGE

,,

Nr Cathedral

MANCHESTER

Please
Walk.
Place, Leith
Haddington
at call.21,
Depot
A New
Edinburgh.—
R ALTON,
Hours,
St. welcomed.9
to 7 ; Wednesday,
VictoriaCallers
Bristol, 150,1 p.m.
R ALTON,
callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
postage to
Prices less
-Tyne,
Newcastle-on
K ALTON,
9
to
7
;
Wednesday,
; pleaseRd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, 1London
Send for
price 61,
list. Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
London,
K ALTON,
return. Rd., Harborne.
dispatched
Orders
K ALTON, Birmingham, per7, Albany
Wednesday,
K ALTON,
Leeds, 138,; please
Bridge call.
End. Hours, 9 to 7 ;
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
4091, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON,

and cream, velvet and matt, £-pl. 3/6 72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3 1- dozen.
T7" ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,
iV matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3, 12x10 7/3 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 41 x 2| 3/6, 31 x 2£ 2/6 gross, 12 gross 21/6.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-, 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
gross;
3£x2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
44 x 2|
and
Paper,2/6 l|x2f,
Ki-pl.,ALTON
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; £-pl„ 21- 36 sheets,

Here’s
Quality
film Developed
and 1 at
Velox the
glazed Right
print made Price
from each!

Your

negative : V.P. and 3J 2$. a exposures, 12, No. 116 (2 J -41)
1/6, 41 x 31 1/3, 51 x yi 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 A dozen, 81 > 6J ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 42 enlargements, 2,'- 20 16, 15 - 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1'-, 81x6* 9d„ 6* 4 2 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

ANNOUNCEMENT

SPECIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS OF
GRANVILLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Edwin
Mather
Photo

79, New

Gorse,

Street.

86, Accrington

& Co., Ltd., Victoria
Trading

Birmingham.
Road,

Manchester.

G. & F. A. Wilman,

32, Westgate,

(See displayed

Road,

RESULTS..

2'7

◄

Post Free

{LCAMERA £>
320
VAUXHALL
°BRIDgV
VICTORIA, 2977
SW.I
I minute
from Victoria
StationRD*
'PhoneiVictoria
Hours of Business 9*m to7om
( Monday
I I I I I I

to Saturday

.

POSTCARD

)

. | I H I

I I I I I I

ENLARGEMENTS

FREE

! !

Films Developed and Printed, 8 exposures up to 3| x 2\, 1/We give one Postcard Enlargement from best exposure free.
ENLARGEMENTS

: *-plate 6d.. Whole-plate 9d., 10x8 1/-,
12 10 1/6, 15x12 2/-.
POSTCARD
PRINTING
1/- doz., 7/- gross, 40/- 1.000.
Borders and titles free. Same-day service. Send for lists.
RETOUCHING.
FINISHING.
COLOURING.
Highly-glazed

FITZROY

Postcard

Enlargements

STUDIOS,

CAMERA

Tessar,

6

slides, F.P.

V.P. Vollenda, f/4.5 .
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5, automatic .
T.-P. Reflex, 31 2$, slides, F.P. adapter, case
9.5 Pathescope Cine Cameras, f/3.5 .
Pathe Lax Projector, resistance, case .

95,

2d. each.

CAMBRIDGE

BARGAINS -

CAMERA

Fowler

Street,

exposures,

1§ x 2i

and

31 x 2i,

10/-

#

adapter,
£8 0 0

£3 17 6
£15 0 0
.
£7 10 0
£1, £2, £4, £6
£14 0 0

EXCHANGE

SOUTH

SHIELDS

dozen,

(Opposite

Rd., Manchester,

4.

Porceloyd

R E P A I R E RS

Porceloyd

Any

Phone:

MID.

BY

6670.

P. TANKS

Heavy

Type, 38-40x15x 12 in .
With tap. 30s. Od.
10-gal., 42x8*x8i in., with tap .
12-gal., 47x8$x8£, with tap .

20s. Od.
27s. 6d.
32s. 6d.
52s. 6d.

size
tank
dish can be
supplied. Appliances.
London’s Largest
Store
of or
Second-hand
Photographic
CASH.
EXCHANGE.
INSTALMENTS.

LLOYD’S,

Trade

G. P.O.)

MADE

Ebonite, 20-gal., 38-40x15x12
In .
With tap hole and wood tap, 2s. 6d. extra.

Stoneware.
Stoneware,

in this issue.)

ALLOWANCES

D. and

[0092

Bradford.

Leeds.

advertisement

. . BEST
Reloads

& D. 8/6.350, 3ix21, 3 CAMERA THE
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
K ALTON
EXCHANGE
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
D. 600 ;4 i-pl.,
&
Films,
Flat
ALTON
K
OF THE
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
MIDLANDS
2/3 100, 7/6 500 ; D. & P.
Wallets,
Orders Film
Pads,
7/- dozen.
K ALTON
SPECIALISTS IN AMATEUR CIN£
ALTON Roll Film, super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
K
21x41 12/-; 6 exposures, 3x2, 8/6.
apparatus, CAMERAS,
PRO¬
JECTORS, FILMS, SCREENS.
Packs,5/9.super fast, H. & D. 2,700,
3ix21, Film
3 packs
K ALTON
US TAKE YOUR STILL CAMERA
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1 /-.; > f LET
IN PART EXCHANGE FOR A MOVIE.
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
[0009
3i x 21 Super
21- gross
(12 gross
ALLENS.—
Gaslight,
the £1);
qualityPostcards,
Paper,
GALLOWAYS,
Photographic Chemists,
Bromide aud Gaslight, 2/6 100.
Victoria Square,
Birmingham.
100 ; D.De& Luxe
P. Order
Pads,1/6,
7/6 P.C.
dozen.Size. 2/3
ALLENS.—
Wallets,
ALLENS.—
D. &Chromium
P. Showcards
Clips, Films,for
Squeegees,
Sheets Film
; everything
the finisher ; trade card for 1934 list and paper

2/6; —Self-toning
3£x2i
Wilson’s,
exchanged.
camerasPaper,
3/- ;Gaslight
Paper,
GROSS
Chemists,
Wigan.
[2552

Alley, Sheffield.

J. Templeman, 15, Percy Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
W. H. Tomkinson, 81, Dale Street, Liverpool.

G. Childe, 228, Roundhay

2f

DINNINGS

Plates ; £-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcard,

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,

backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.
IT ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures ;
1\
1 j x 24, 9/- dozen ; 34x24,9/-; 24x41,11/-;
6 exposures: 34x44. 18/-; 54x3£, 21/-.

samples. — 168, Oldham

Blackburn.

Bridge,

Co., Ltd., Chanzr

PRICES

Developing

LIBERAL

For the convenience of customers
we have arranged the following

Galloways,

► NORMAL

jr ALTON

Double¬
2/6;
1/1-pl.,
sheets 3/6;
10x8, 36Commercia
weight, Bromide
l Glossy
ALTON
K
4-pl.,
72 sheets 2/6.

SERVICE

All Pathescope and Gevaert 9 5m.m.Films
(other than Panchromatic) received
before 5p.m. are ready 5 30 p.m.
following day (Saturdays excepted).

9x12
Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5
case .

8

IMPORTANT

1934

9’5mm.

PROCESSING

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.
TT ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
quality, all surfaces : vigorous, 3/- 100, 1/9 50.

IV

OSBORNE

EXPRESS

K ALTON Chloro-bromide Double-weight, white

MATHERS

27,

l i i i l i i i l i ■ l i l i i

Trade.

or CONTAX
NEGATIVES
in strips of three.

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

2*\ EALING

SPECIAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

THE

87, Lamb’s Conduit Street, London, W.C.1
Telephone

: HOLBORN

6250.

REPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

♦ ALL

IN

STOCK

f

Leica 3, Rolleicord, Ikonta, Baldax,
Foth -Derby, Agfa Speedex, Rolleiflex,

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holbom, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Ensign

Midget,

Kodak

Cine-8,

etc.

and CEOROE CHILDE
Tradenearly
; Established
Press ; Estimates
Repairs toat allonce Apparatus,
RELIABLE
50 years. — Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St.,
l 22H.R«ww«tbtyR(l
4207
4 MOTO-CMlMltfo

Liverpool.
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AVOID

[2530

ALL

RISK.

’
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ENSIGN

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargementa, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

“PRINT-NEG” ALBUM

“PHOTOSKOP”

FREE for every 7/6 spent with us, one 81 x 6}

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8}x64 10d.,
10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8} x 61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

2D. EACH, Superior P.C. Enlargements, any

quantity, glossy or art surface.— Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0094
I /O
Q DOZEN,
9d. film
6, 6d.
3, 2d.retouching
1.— Postcards
U
from small
or plate,
and
vignettes included. — Speight, 38, Gainsborough
Avenue, Oldham.
[0017

ENLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Peter¬
[4423
ENLARGEMENTS,
variousMounting,
surfaces
(whole-plate 1/9), Bromide,
Chloro-bromide,
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Copying,

Slides. — Pochin, 22, Manor

FOR

Rd., Molesey.

[2370
ments from any size negative, 2d. ; lists
free. — George Childe, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Fits the pocket. Pictures can be carried conveniently and shown
attractively. The negative is held in a pocket behind each print, and
is easily found for future use.
Book file
complete with
To take 8 Standard 21 x 3i Prints and Negatives.
6 albums.
No. 3014. With Prairie Card Cover
. .
3d.
2/No. 3015. With Leather Cloth Cover
. .
4Jd.
3/-

ENSICN, LIMITED, HichHolborn, London, w.c.i

Trade.

ALL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
Roll Films and one print each to 31x2-} 1/- ;
44x34 1/3, 5}x3} 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service.
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

CAMERAS

expected an exposure meter to do — and more.
No calculations — it indicates the correct exposure
at any stop from 1/1.5 to f/4-8 with any plate self
or
film from 8° Scheiner to 30° Scheiner — instant,
me;
measured, DEAD-CORRECT — the light itself
does it. As simple as A.B.C.— and just as
error-proof. £5 5s. Od., in leather case.

\

37,

Obtainable

through any photographic
dealer, or from

/

Photographic Apparatus
Specialists
SANDS
HUNTER’S

[0057
tyi PER GROSS, 40/- per 1,000, 76/- for 2,000,
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from small negative, 36 for
3/-, 144 for 11/-. — Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

FILMS Developed and Printed, 34x2} 10d., post
DEVELOPING 3d. spool. Prints l}d. each (3} x 2}),
FILMS Developed, 3d. ; Prints, any size. Id. —
AT Last. — 1/- Enlargement Free with every

“CINg”

Never before has the Photo-Electric cell been
made to do so much for the photographer.
The “ PHOTOSHOP ” does all you have ever

[0098

YOUR PIC¬
NEGATIVES

OR

THE LIGHT ITSELF DOES IT!

MINIATURE Camera Specialist, i-pl. Enlarge¬

A NEW WAY OF SHOWING
TURES AND STORING YOUR

“STILL”

NO TABLES but DEAD-CORRECT
EXPOSURE INSTANTLY !

BEDFORD

STREET,

STRAND,

6419/1

W.C.2

free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. — Downing, 6,
Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[1766

mu
I e) taiionevy
Ctiuaus use-

2d. each (4}x2J) ; cash with order. — Clay,
Dept. F., Fowler St., South Shields.
[2085
Tailleure, 2, Garvan

Rd., Hammersmith.

[2432

film we D. & P. ; only quality work at
standard price. — Midland Camera Craft, 4, Humberstone Rd., Leicester.
[2523

Enlargement, 1/- ; enclose stamp ; 34x24
Reprints, Id. ; Postcard Enlargements, 2d. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [2300

RETOUCHING

Hold &y all

Trade.

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬

good sfiztionj&is .

cuted. — Miss Lamb,

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[1148

EXAKTA
ROLL-FILM
Precision

Workmanship.

£14
:O ; O
£18:0:0

,. f/2.8 .. £21:10:0
Extras

!

New Model Exakta Enlarger £3: 1 5:0
Lens Hoods, each 7/6. Extension Hood for
Finder, 6/6. Filters, each 9/6 and 11/6.
Solid Leather Case, £1 : 0 : 0.
Write

for

new

holiday - makers find
romance and beauty
in this popular holiday isle. Make

REFLEX

Exalcta Anas, f/3.5 . .
Tessar ,. f/3.5

..

In olden times, smug¬
glers found the Isle
of Man a convenient
centre for
their happy
activ¬
ities.
To-day,

catalogue .

£280

AMATEUR

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION
OPEN TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS

ISLE ®F MAN
FOR HAPPY

& JONES Ltd., Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.1
CAN

up your

mind to visit it this year. It’s easy to reach,
economical, and full of variety.

As near to perfection as any camera made.
FULL-SIZE V.P. PICTURES 44x6 cm. .SELF-CAPPING
FOCAL-PLANE SHUTTER, 1/25th to 1/1, 000th sec.

YOU

/

FILMS, any size Developed, Printed and 64x44

and fa satisfied.

GARNER

AM ISLAND
ADVENTIJ

HOLIDAYS

Get the new Guide and particulars of Competition
from P. A. Clague, Publicity Dept., Isle of Man.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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THE

SPOT
CASH
3-speed.

Good

condition.

4.5x10.7 cm. Verascope, speeded shutter, pair Zeiss

5-cm. Hektor Anastigmat f/2.5, automatically coupled
Leica

4^x31

camera.

,4 s

new.

List

Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, i/i5th to CO«1 C.fi
i/i,oooth sec., F.P. adapter. Good condition. 10«lw.u

9x12 cm. Plaubel Hand, all metal, double extension,
rack cross front, 15-cm.

anastigmat

f/4.2,

Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, filter, CQ*1 C.fl
case. As new. List price £15 .
XJ/.IO.U

16-mm.

Kodascope C, 2-in. lens, motor drive, auto,

rewind, Clarostat control, metal carrying-case, resis¬
tance to 250 volts. Very good con- Pi ft.1
dition. cost £22 .
. .
xiu:iu:u

4.5 <6 cm. Dallmeyer Bijou Reflex, size only 4x4

4

in., 3-in. Dalmac f/3.5, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter. Good condition. List £25. » XI/* A v*U

16-mm. Cine-Kodak B8, 2 speeds, i-in. lens f/1.9, also
3-in. Telephoto lensf/4. 5, filtersiand2, and P
Kodacolor, case. Good condition. Cost £45 * £ • • 1I 0*0
vF*U

6x13 cm. Rolleidoscope Roll Film Stereoscopic
Reflex, pair 7. 5-cm. Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, CQO.1 0*0

in Compur,

leather case. As new. List £50

28 OLD BOND
London,

W.l

ST.

Telephone

Krauss

1228.

Motocamera

f/3.5, case.

Good

D9LLON
The

27,

MINIATURE

1934

I; tl, _

f/3-5, Compur.

3jx2f

Good condition.

No. 1 Kodak

f/4.5, Compur,
Cost

£11

leather

case.Kodak,
AlmosKodar
t new.
41x21 canva
No. las Pocket
f/7.9£1:
lens,12:
Kodex
6

List £10 5s. ~
As

new.

7s. 6d .

• .XO.l/

,4 s new.

fO.1

H.tl

XO.l

I. O

£9:15:0

2ix1| lhagee Weeny-Ultrix, Tessar f/3.5,
pouch,

1 C.A

Series III, 12-cm. Zeiss Tessar

case.

List £14 2s. 6d.

3ix2|

Dallmeyer Press Reflex, revolving back, 5-in.

41x34

Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back, 13. 5-cm.

Dallmeyer Press f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, C Q. 1 C.ft
leathercase. Good condition. Listprice£i6 17s.
iu.u
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 book-form D.D.
slides, stiS canvas case. Good condition.

10x15

PI 4.1 0*0
IXri.iU.U

cm. Goerz Anschutz Press, self-capping shutter

with time valve £ to 5 sec., 18-cm. Dogmar f/4.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, leathercase. Splen- P 4 C.1 C.A
did condition. Cost £36 12s. 6d .
Ilo.lv.U

9x12

cm. Goerz Anschutz Press, self-capping shutter,

also time valve J to 5 sec., 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, filter, leather P 1 Q.1 C.A
case. Splendid condition .
Xll/.iu.u

4f x 3.1 Adams’ Aidex Folding Reflex, patented fine focus¬

sing, revolving back, time valve, 180-mm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
3 tropical book-form D.D. slides, tropical automatic chang¬
ing-box, tropical F.P. adapter, leather PAA.1A.A
case. Splendid condition. Cost over £95 X4H,1U.U

281 OXFORD

Fourteen

W.l
doors West

of Circus.

ST.

Telephone:
WEST

9

shutter,

de

condition .

2fx1$ I hagee Autolette, self-erecting, Xenar CH,

London,

: Regent

Pathe

BOUND

CAMERAS

shutter
to 1la/300th
4£ x ,21 1 No.
Kodaksec.
Special,
anastigmat,
Good f/6.3
condit
ion. £2:1Optimo
5:0

4£x2£

Mayfair
STOP

0859.

focussing,

£8 7s. 6d .

3£x2£

Ensign Popular, rise and cross front, radial

focussing, blue glass direct-vision finder, f/3.9 Lukos
anastigmat,
Compur, plate back and 2 £4*1 £*0
slides. Fair condition.

3Lx2i

Cost £8 5s .

XHk*10*U

lea Bebe Hand, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, in focussing

mount,
Compur,
frame finder also negative lens finder,
6 slides,
F.P. adapter,
leather case, fit* 10*0
Very good condition .

5£x3£

Postcard Goerz Roll Film Tenax, 16. 5-cm.

Goerz Dogmar f/4.8, Compur shutter, rise and cross
front, micrometer focussing, plate back,
0*0
focussing screen, 2 slides. Good condition. X • • 1 U*U
case.
As Ensign
new. List
3tx2£
Special
5^-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5,
£18 Reflex,
5s...
revolving back, 8 slides, F.P. adapter,£10:10:0
black leather

31x21

Xpres
case.

BUSES

Series III No. la Autographic Kodak, f/6.3

anastigmat, Compur, rising front, screw
leathercase. Excellent condition. List

Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, 43-in. Ross

f/4.5, 4

D.D.

slides, leather

Good condition .

12 GEORGE

9, C . A

ST., CROYDON

Telephone

HERE.

fj

IlO.u.V

: Croydon

0781.

Leica Cameras and Accessories, Astronomical Telescopes, Modem Microscopes, bought
for cash. All latest Kodak, Ensign, Baida, Voigtlander, Leica, Rolleiflex, Zeiss Ikon,
Pathe, etc. Lists free and post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may or seen by appoint¬
ment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange
allowance.

35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
(Stock Exchange.)
X21, Cheapside, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

Luxe £7:7:0

LIST 78 pages, post

9.5-mm.

Compur,

£8:10:0

lea Box Reflex, reversing back, 15-cm. Zeiss

rack rise and

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

free anywhere.

.1 ft. ft

Tessars f/4.5, also 3 pairs portrait lenses, changingbox and case. Good
condition. Cost £6:
15:0
for

PHOTOGRAPHER

BARGAIN

for cameras
of recent
make, and
Prism
Binoculars.

41 <31 No. 3 Autographic Kodak, f/6.8 Cl

anastigmat,

AMATEUR

D » a ITC H I SS7N
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Watford. -142, St. Albans Rd.
Newport (Mon.;. — 43, Commercial St.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.11
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
216, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17.

First Aero

LTD.

Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73, Lord St.
Yeovil.— 2, High St.

ESTD.
1750

in the World

Weekly
“ FLIGHT ” is the recognised
are devoted to :

leading

authority

on aviation.

Sections

Private Flying, Work of the Clubs and Schools, Commercial
Aviation, Airlines and Airports, Royal Air Force news,
The Work of R.A.F. squadrons.
A

special

that

staff of highly

“ Flight ” contains

competent

aerial

photographers

the finest photographs

of aviation

ensures
in all its

aspects.
Illustrated descriptions of new aircraft, aero engines and equip¬
ment, British and Foreign, appear regularly, as well as helpful
articles giving the latest information for Club members and amateur
pilots.
“ Flight ” is the official organ
Kingdom.

EVERY
From

of the Royal

Aero

Club

of the United

THURSDAY
6d.

all Newsagents
Bookstalls

and

Subscription
British Isles Other Countries

- 33/ - 35/FLIGHT
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ADVERTISEMENTS

WE ARE THE LEIOA SPECIALISTS— Every Model, Lens and Accessory in Stock
FREE
‘ OMBRUX
For
No

’ Meter

all " still ” photography.
batteries. Works on

photo-electric system.
direct readings under
tically all lighting conditions . .

WRITE

Gives
prac¬

Nine

cin6

£4 4s.

work

monthly payments
9/11.

LEICA

TO

Model III

With f/2 Summar lens in sunk mount.
With automatic focussing, enabling
lens focussing and distance measuring
to be done in a single action. Greatly
improved,
with range of slow speeds.
enlargeme
nt.
£3
It takes 36 exposures
at 3:
a loading,
and
13:0

FOR LISTS

There’s one for each of your
needs : “ Still,” Cine, Bar¬
gains, or Sundries. Send 2d.
stamp for whichever you
require.

‘ BLENDUX’
For

APPROVAL

POST - BUYERS — ASK
FOR DETAILS

every
Nine

negative
monthly

Chromium

makes

a

payments
model

splendid
of

78/6.

24/- extra.

of

USED

ROLLEICORD
Has numerous special fea¬
tures in common
with the
famous Rolleiflex — one-lever
Compur
shutter, parallax
compensation, patent film
guide, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5 lens.

10 Gns.
Nine

monthly

payments

BARGAIN

All in guaranteed

front, Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, D.A.
adapter, case. Cost £14 10s .
shutter,

8 slides, F.P. adapter,

Automat

0

case.

T.T. & H. f/6.3 lens, Compound
£16 .
shutter,

ens, Compur

F.P.

shutter.

adapter,

Cost

OFFERS

mechanical
Compur

shutter,

case.

£7

6 slides, F.P.

& EXCHANGES

Anything on 9 equal monthly instalments.
First payment secures goods. High allowances
on your used apparatus in part payment.

6 slides, F.P.
£9 9 0

Cost £22 10s .

shutter,

EASY TERMS

order.

adapter.
£5

Cost £12 .

£18 .

7

0

Cost
5 0

£3 17

6

£4

4

0

24/6.

ROLLEIFLEX
The world’s best roll-film
mirror
reflex. With Zeiss
Tessa, len
s £2(J ;
0 Z 0

shutter.

Cost £3 10s .

£1

5

0

shutter.

Cost

£5

5

0

£12

12

0

£8

8

0

£4

4

0

£55

0

0

£7

7

0

£9

9

0

10

0

precision
With Zeissinstrument.
Tessar f/3.5 lens

9

0

Nine monthly payments of 38/10.i a, * Jj
and Compur shutter .
Also for 31x21 in., and 41x21 in. pictures,
list free.

slides, case.

£10

17s. 6d .

Cost £25 10s .
3 sli

foc
len
an
as
s,
.5
alti
pla
gm
Cost £6 .
at
ne

f/4

des

,

ca

se

.

£23

Cos

t

.

,

mount,

1934

‘SPECIAL’

One-piece body drawn
from tough metal, double
extension, rising and
cross front, best black
enamel
and
plated
finish, direct-vision and
reflecting view-finders, 3
single best quality plate
holders, hooded focussing
screen, Zodellar f/4.5
anastigmat, in delayedaction Compur shutter,
speeded 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B.
j*g

payments

of 16/1.

Cost

£10

C, case.

Cost £89 .

15s .

NEW

rheostat

control.

100-watt

lamp,

shutter.

Cost

Cost

£18

18s .

‘SUPER

case. Cost £88 10s .

£15. .

cross front, revolving back, Homocentric
2 cases. Cost £30 .

1

5

9 x
12

cm.

lamp.

Max

ima

Cost

£18 18s .

£18

£9
f/6.3 lens, Acme

18s .

r
Fol
din
l°p
g P
l.
lat f/3.5 anastigmat lens. Cost £12 12s .
T.e,
ne
P.
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ble
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IKONTA’

With coupled distance meter. The camera
that does the focussing. No. 530 takes 16 pictures
on 3} x 21 roll film.

:17:6

Nine monthly

ZODEL

Type

...

A modern

up-to-the-minute

shutter, 6 slides,
£8 17 6
£9

9

0

£12

12

0

7

0

£7

WALKING-STICK
nn ,c
SPECIAL
OFFER OF WELL-MADE
TRIPODS,

ONLY

61

0

. . and you do best of all at—

LACE HEATON
WAL
BOND STREET,

119, NEW

L™

LONDON,

may b© sold already, but similar outfits are usually available.
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1R Ha'p'orth of Tar '

“Don’t spoil the ship for a ha’p’orth of tar”
is just another way of saying, don’t use
ordinary films when SELOCHROME
with
its extra speed will give you better results.
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Sold by all photographic
dealers in sizes to fit all
cameras.
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